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Certification of the Institutional Self Study Report
Date:

September 22, 2010

To:

Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior College,
Western Association of Schools and Colleges

From: West Hills College Lemoore
555 College Avenue
Lemoore, CA 93245
This Institutional Self Study Report is submitted for the purpose of assisting
determination of the institution's accreditation status.

In

the

We certify that there was broad participation by the campus community, and we believe
the Self Study Report accurately reflects the nature and substance of this institution.
Signed :

Dr. Frank

Don Warkentin

President, West Hi lls College Lemoore

~C ~?cu~
Mark

Marty Ennes

, WHCL Student Governmental Association

Dave Bolt
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Compliance with Eligibility Requirements
1. Authority
The California Community College Board of Governors and the California PostSecondary Education Commission designated the Kings County Center as an official
center in 1992. The Kings County Center had operated as an educational center,
awarding degrees under the auspices of West Hills College Coalinga. In June 2006, West
Hills College Lemoore (WHCL) was granted initial accreditation by the Western
Association of Schools and Colleges. West Hills Community College District
transitioned from a single to a multi-college district with two colleges: West Hills
College Coalinga and West Hills College Lemoore.
WHCL is a public two-year community college operating under the authority of the state
of California, the Board of Governors, California Post Secondary Education Commission,
and the Board of Trustees of the West Hills Community College District. The college
catalog clearly states that WHCL is accredited by the Accrediting Commission for
Community and Junior Colleges of the Western Association of Schools and Colleges.
2. Mission
Yearly, WHCL reviews its mission statement in Strategic Planning Meetings and is
approved by the college’s primary participatory governance body, the Planning and
Governance Council. The college’s institutional outcomes have been developed with
linkage to the mission statement.
The college’s most recent review and approval of the mission statement occurred in the
spring 2010 term. The West Hills Community College District Board of Trustees
reaffirmed the college’s mission statement during its regular June 2010 meeting.
The mission and vision statement are published in numerous documents, including the
Educational Master Plan, the college’s Strategic Plan, the college’s Planning and
Governance Manual, college catalog, and the WHCL website.
3. Governing Board
The Board of Trustees of the West Hills Community College District is an independent
policy making body responsible for the quality and integrity of all educational sites in the
district, including WHCL. It is a seven-member board, elected to four-year terms by
registered voters in geographical districts representative of the diverse area comprising
the district. The Board also includes one non-voting student member. The Board
operates under an approved set of bylaws that are published in the Board Policy Manual.
Biographies of the current trustees are available on the district website at
www.westhillscollege.com.
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4. Chief Executive Officer
The college’s current president and chief executive officer was appointed by the Board of
Trustees in June 2005 becoming the second president in our college’s brief history. The
primary responsibilities of the college president are to establish, promote, and fulfill the
college mission, and follow all district, local, state, and federal policies and regulations.
In addition, the college president is charged with providing sound fiscal management,
strategic planning, and articulating the college and district mission and vision, all for the
purpose of providing and managing an effective teaching/learning environment.
5. Administrative Capacity
WHCL has implemented an organizational structure that provides the administrative
capacity required to support the college and district mission, vision, and functions. The
administrative staff includes the president, a vice president of educational services, a vice
president of student services, a dean of student services, an associate dean of educational
services, and three directors responsible for athletics, the TRiO programs, and the allied
health programs. The administrators are competent, well-qualified individuals who
exemplify the expertise, quality, and integrity needed to support the purpose of WHCL.
6. Operational Status
WHCL, formerly known as Kings County Center, has been in operation for over 25
years. WHCL moved to its current location in January 2002.
The college has developed a complete and comprehensive offering of educational
programs and services. Semester enrollment at WHCL is approximately 4300, including
full-time and part-time students. The college prepares students for transfer to public and
private colleges and universities through its academic programs, as well as for
employment opportunities through its occupational programs.
7. Degrees
WHCL offers 48 degrees and certificates, which are described in the WHCL catalog
along with requirements, course descriptions, and information on prerequisites and
advisories. The California Community College Chancellor’s Office program inventory
list reflects the college’s degree and certificate programs. The college catalog also
includes comprehensive information regarding instructional services, student services,
and district policies and procedures.
8. Educational Programs
The degree programs offered at WHCL are congruent with its mission as evidenced by
the comprehensive variety of programs offered: general education, degree/certificate,
transfer, career technical, and basic skills. The college’s educational programs are based
on recognized higher education fields of study, are of sufficient scope and length, and are
conducted at appropriate levels of quality and rigor. All educational programs are
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reviewed regularly through an established program review process as well as the
curriculum review process.
The WHCL catalog contains a comprehensive statement of educational purpose for each
academic and career technical education program offered. Further, it describes the
courses that comprise each program and the units of each course. Course work taken to
complete the requirements of a degree combined with the general education component
allows the student to receive the appropriate associate degree, typically representing two
years of full-time academic work.
9. Academic Credit
Credit is awarded to students based on the generally accepted practices in degree granting
institutions of higher education and in keeping with the standards set by the American
Association of College Registrars and Admissions Officers. A lecture class requires the
equivalent of one academic hour (50 minutes) per week for each semester unit conferred.
Laboratory classes require three academic hours (150 minutes) per week for each
semester unit conferred. West Hills College Lemoore adheres to the Carnegie Unit.
In addition to regularly scheduled credit courses, students may receive college credit for
participating in alternative credit and study options: Advanced Placement examinations
offered by the College Board, College Level Examination Program (CLEP), credit by
examination, credit for military service schools, cooperative work experience, and
directed studies through contract education. The awarding of academic credit is clearly
delineated in the college catalog.
10. Student Learning Achievement
Educational objectives for degree, certificate, and general education programs are
published in the WHCL catalog. Each program of study is listed in the catalog and
includes description of the program in regards to transfer to another college or to
occupational preparation. All course outlines of record are required to have clearly stated
measurable instructional objectives and must be revised on a regular basis. Course level
student learning outcomes are published on course syllabi and measured regularly
according to an agreed upon schedule.
11. General Education
All associate degree programs require at least 18 units in general education courses in the
following areas: language and rationality (6 units), natural sciences (3 units), humanities
(3 units), social science (3 units), and health education (3 units). Competencies in
reading, writing, and mathematics are also required. These requirements are summarized
in the general education philosophy statement stated in the WHCL catalog.
All general education requirements are published in the college catalog. The general
education options allow students to complete general education patterns required by the
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California State General Education and Breadth Requirements, and the Intersegmental
General Education Transfer Curriculum (IGETC). Review by the WHCL Curriculum
Committee ensures that credit is consistent with levels of quality and rigor of higher
education. The annual review of articulated general education courses by the California
State University System and IGETC validates the quality and rigor of the courses.
12. Academic Freedom
The West Hills Community College District Board of Trustees believe that academic
freedom is an essential right in education as stated in Board Policy 313, available in the
Board Policy Manual. It is the obligation of the instructor to pursue his/her subject
consistent with standards of scholarly objectivity.
13. Faculty
WHCL currently employs 45 full-time and 39 part-time faculty. All faculty members
meet minimum qualification requirements as established by California Community
College Board of Governors, California Code of Regulations, or have been approved by
the college’s academic senate through the established equivalency policy. The names
and degrees of all full-time faculty are published in the college catalog. The schedule of
classes identifies specific faculty assigned to teach each class for the appropriate
semester.
Board Policy 7215 delineates the scope of faculty responsibilities.
14. Student Services
WHCL provides comprehensive and accessible student services that are consistent with
the diverse student characteristics and the college mission. The services include
admissions, counseling, financial aid, assessment, registration, and tutoring. Targeted
groups are provided with additional programs such as Extended Opportunity Program
and Services (EOPS), Cooperative Resources for Education (CARE), CalWorks,
Disabled Students Programs and Services (DSPS), Student Support Services (SSS),
College Assistance Migrant Program (CAMP), Higher Education Program (HEP),
Upward Bound/Math and Science, and Upward Bound/Classic. Counselors, advising
specialists, and other program staff conduct outreach activities that distribute information
about the services to prospective students. Information about the services is also
published in the college catalog and on the WHCL website.
15. Admissions
WHCL adheres to the district approved admission policy, which is consistent with
California Title 5 regulations and the college mission. The policy clearly specifies the
qualifications of students that apply for admission to the college and is published in the
college catalog and on the WHCL website.
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16. Information and Learning Resources
West Hills College Lemoore provides a library/learning resource center (L/LRC) that
includes books, periodicals, reference materials, and electronic resources. The L/LRC
contains 33,000 square feet of space, 40,000 holdings, and includes a variety of rooms for
public and student use including an executive video conference room. In addition, the
L/LRC provides 350 seats for the general student population and office space for 35
faculty and staff.
The L/LRC is staffed to provide assistance to students in the use of college resources.
The library catalog and other electronic resources are available to all students regardless
of location or time via the Internet at the college website.
In addition, WHCL remains committed to systematically enhancing library resources.
Internet access and online computer search capabilities are available without charge to
students in the L/LRC. The L/LRC includes 60 wireless and networked laptop computers
for check-out, 45 desk top computers, and a tutorial center with five desktop computers.
17. Financial Resources
WHCL is primarily funded by property taxes and state apportionment. The current
funding base, financial resources, and plans for financial development are adequate to
support the college’s mission and educational programs in spite of severe cuts in state
funding. The college has responded responsibly by utilizing an effective participatory
budget process to minimize the negative effects of a reduced budget.
The West Hills Community College District has a budget allocation process in support of
the college functions. Operational costs are diligently tracked and anticipated, and the
district business office maintains a WHCL budget and fiscal accountability for the
majority of programs and services offered at the college. Copies of the budget are
available and are reviewed regularly.
The West Hills College Foundation works closely with the community and WHCL to
provide external funding whenever possible. In addition, the district Grants Office works
diligently to secure alternative funding.
18. Financial Accountability
The West Hills Community College District demonstrates financial accountability
through the findings of an independent auditor secured by the Board of Trustees. The
independent audit report is presented annually to the Board in public session. In addition,
the district’s required files and financial statements are filed with the California
Community College’s Chancellor’s Office. The district adheres to Board approved
policies and procedures regarding all fiscal matters.
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19. Institutional Planning and Evaluation
In keeping with the West Hills Community College District’s integrated strategic
planning, the West Hills College Lemoore’s Educational Master Plan, based on
instructional and support program reviews and annual institutional outcome data, directs
the decisions made at every level of West Hills College Lemoore. The college’s
Educational Master Plan ties decision making to the college’s mission and assesses the
success in fulfilling that mission. The most recent college Educational Master Plan was
completed in 2008 and updated in 2009. This plan incorporates internal and external
scan data provided by the Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment
Management and is updated annually. The college’s Educational Master Plan drives
resource planning, which includes technology, facilities, supplies, and instructional
purchases.
The college’s Planning and Governance Council holds primary responsibility for strategic
planning and decision making for West Hills College Lemoore.
20. Public Information
All information pertinent to WHCL is published in the college catalog, brochures, and on
the WHCL website. The college catalog is published in hard copy and available online.
Information regarding the college’s mission, vision, guiding principles, admission
requirements, fees, placement tests, academic regulations, special programs, nontraditional credit, students’ rights and responsibilities, refund policies, grievance
procedures, student code of conduct, student services, student life, instructional services,
transfer information, degree requirements, programs of study, course descriptions, and
credentials of faculty and administrators are described in these documents. These
documents are carefully checked for accuracy and updated on a regular basis.
21. Relations with the Accrediting Commission
WHCL and the West Hills Community College District Board of Trustees adhere to the
eligibility requirements, standards, and policies of the Accrediting Commission for
Community and Junior Colleges. WHCL describes itself in identical terms to all its
accrediting agencies, communicates any changes in its accredited status, and agrees to
disclose information required by the Commission to carry out its accrediting
responsibilities. A statement of accreditation for WHCL appears in its catalog.
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We certify that West Hills College Lemoore meets the eligibility requirements for
accreditation.

Don Warkentin, President
West Hills College Lemoore

Date

Mark McKean, Board ofT stees President
West .Hills Community College District

Date
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Abstract of the Standards
Institutional Mission and Effectiveness
Dialogue is exemplified in the annual Strategic Planning Meetings, during which the
college’s mission statement is reviewed and revised. West Hills College Lemoore’s
institutional commitments are defined through a regular systematic cycle of program
review, which insures a commitment to implementing and improving student learning
outcomes. Evaluation, planning, and improvement are achieved through an ongoing
cycle of evaluation, integrated planning, implementation, and reevaluation of campus
committee products.
Student Learning Programs and Services
Institutional commitments and institutional integrity are evident in West Hills College
Lemoore’s instructional programs. The college is working to support student learning by
developing, assessing, analyzing, and evaluating student learning outcomes at the course,
program, degree, and institutional level; institutional student outcomes are a component
of the Planning and Governance Manual. Evaluation, planning, and improvement are
evident in program review. Institutional integrity and commitment are addressed through
the availability of student services on campus. Dialogue is strongly represented in library
and learning support services. The college collaborates with other institutions or other
sources for library and other learning support services for the instructional programs.
This is also evidence of the college's commitment to student learning.
Resources
Through the effective use of available human, physical, technological, and financial
resources, West Hills College Lemoore plans and administers the college’s institutional
student outcomes. Dialogue is evident in the area of human resources through the
college's activities, which foster campus wide input into professional development and
teaching needs. Institutional commitments are evident in the college's physical facilities,
which show commitment to ensuring access, safety, security, and a healthy environment
for the students and staff. Evaluation, planning, and improvement are evident in the
planning process at the college, which allows for input from all levels of faculty, staff,
and students. Organization is monitored by the Planning and Governance Council, which
is informed by various other representative subcommittees. Institutional integrity is
demonstrated by the college’s hiring practices, which meet or exceed the requirements
determined by the California Community College Board of Governors.
Leadership and Governance
Dialogue has been utilized in the planning processes at West Hills College Lemoore as
evidenced by the regularly scheduled Strategic Planning Retreats, pervasive campus
dialogue during participatory governance meetings, and the collaborative and inclusive
approach in establishing governance processes. Institutional integrity is demonstrated by
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the involvement of a cross-representation from all groups, including staff, faculty,
administrators, students, community groups, CSEA, West Hills College Faculty
Association, and Academic Senate, involved in the planning processes and shared
governance. Evaluation, planning, and improvement are ongoing processes of the West
Hills College Lemoore, as outlined in the governance structure and board policy. The
participatory governance process enables all constituents of the college to be represented
in the decision-making process.
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Organization of the Self Study
West Hills College Lemoore fully realizes that “accreditation” is a constant, on-going
activity and is not to be the focus of attention only in preparation of a self study.
However, particular organizational activities must occur if the self study report is to be
completed in a contemplative manner. With this intention, West Hills College Lemoore
initiated activity for this self study report in the summer of 2008 by identifying the Vice
President/CIO, Dave Bolt, as the administrative chair based on his background as
accreditation liaison officer. Stephanie Droker, full-time faculty member and past
president of the academic senate, was offered and selected for the role of co-chair.
In consultation with the college president, a timeline for report-related activities was
mapped. It was further determined that the process would be best served if each
accreditation subcommittee had an administrative leader along with members from the
classified and faculty ranks to serve as co-chairs/tri-chairs. Classified staff and faculty
served as co-chair/tri-chairs of individual standards, being volunteered or nominated by
their constituency groups for these positions. Self study leadership received formal
training from ACCJC staff in spring 2009. This training included information on the
individual standards and the development of the self study process.
With leadership and a timeline in place, college faculty and staff were provided a general
background on the accreditation process in August 2008. The college asked for support
from college staff to provide input into the self study by working on a subcommittee
team. Based on interest and the anticipation of how much effort was needed, final
assignments were subsequently determined in order to have equitable distribution of team
members. Many West Hills College Lemoore faculty and staff were involved in writing
the self study report based on their interest and experience. Additionally, students and
adjunct faculty were included as part of some subcommittee teams.
During the fall of 2008, each subcommittee began meeting to discuss expectations and
what needed to be accomplished. Appropriate materials were given to each member of
each subcommittee to assist them in their work. A template model was provided to ease
the task of requiring large volumes of text to be written. The college’s MyWestHills
portal to post completed work, communicate within teams, and serve as a repository of
documents was also introduced.
As a college in a multi-college district, the district office provides a key role in the
completion of the accreditation report. Input from district offices was collected during
the 2008-9 academic year for the purpose of provided pertinent knowledge on specific
standards and to be consistent with the information used by each of the two colleges in
their own individual self study reports.
Subcommittees continued to meet during spring 2009 to work on the templates used as
the basis of the accreditation report. These meetings sometimes included the ALO with
the intention of keeping the subcommittees on track, ensuring consistency in the writing
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of individual standards, incorporating a uniform referencing system of documents, and
sharing of data and information gathered.
The necessity of developing surveys for distribution to members of the college was
important to the process of writing the accreditation report. Surveys were created and
distributed electronically to staff, faculty, and students during the summer and fall terms
of 2010. The results of the surveys were tabulated and shared with members of the self
study subcommittees for inclusion in the self study. Subcommittees were encouraged to
incorporate the responses to any survey question that applied to their standard.
At various times, subcommittees were given drafts of the accreditation report to review
for thoroughness and accuracy. Any changes to the report narrative were communicated
to the administrative lead of the standard for consideration.
Regular updates were given to the West Hills Community College Board of Trustees by
the college president during monthly Board of Trustees meetings. In addition, the district
Chancellor’s Executive Cabinet and the college’s Planning and Governance Council were
given regular updates on the progress of the accreditation report. Drafts of the self study
were readily available with the entire final document given to constituency leadership and
hard copies placed in the college library.
Listed below is the timeline and highlights of completing the self study.
Summer/Fall 2008










Self study leadership established
Drafting of timelines to complete self study
Preliminary co-chairs of each standard notified
Information meeting with college constituencies to present the “standards” used to
complete the self study
Identification of subcommittees to include all constituency groups
Subcommittee meetings to determine responsibilities
Document collection and storage begins
Monthly updates given to Board of Trustees via the President’s Report
Interviews and research conducted in support of answering standards

Spring 2009





ACCJC self study presentation given to college leadership and staff
Monthly updates given to Board of Trustees via the President’s Report
Identification and collection of document archiving
Interviews and research continue in support of answering standards
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Summer/Fall 2009







Monthly updates given to Board of Trustees via President’s Report
First draft given to each standard based on template information
Review and update of individual standards by each subcommittee
Self study update provided to college personnel
Continuation of document archiving
Compilation of a complete rough draft using individual standard drafts

Spring 2010






Continuation of work by subcommittees on templates and report draft
Review of templates by administrative team
New report drafts are completed based on updated information on templates
Drafts sent to college’s constituency groups and standard subcommittee members
Document archiving continues

Summer 2010









Organization of self study report reviewed by administration
Document archiving continues
Identification of printer
Identification of format specialist
Formatting of report for print
Finalization of introductory portions of self study
Distribution of survey to college staff and students
Draft of report sent to district’s Chancellor’s Executive Cabinet for review

Fall 2010






Presentation of final report to college constituencies for approval
Approval from each constituency group and primary shared governance committee
Final revision of report sent to printer
Presentation of report to WHCCD Board of Trustees for approval
Planning of team visit logistics

Spring 2011




Mailing of report to WASC and team visitation team members
Final preparations for team visit
WASC site visit
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Self Study Subcommittee Members
Standard I: Institutional Mission and Effectiveness
*Stephanie Atkinson-Alston, Lead – Dean of Educational Services
Bob Clement, Lead – Director of Athletics
Angela Barginear, Co-chair – Classified, Career Center Technician
Kyle Crider, Co-chair – Classified, Senior Secretary
Dr. Frieda Ganter, Co-chair – Faculty, Math
Etsel Barner – Faculty, Business
Fidela Byars – Classified, Student Services Assistant
Neomi Daniels – Faculty, English
Marty Ennes – Faculty, Communication/English
Shawn Jackson – Faculty, Math
Glenda Oliver-Smith – Confidential, Administrative Assistant to the President
Christian Raia – Faculty, Culinary Arts
Jacqui Shehorn – Faculty, English

Standard II: Student Learning Programs and Services
Dr. Marlon Hall, Lead – Associate Dean of Educational Services, Evening College
Dr. Ron Oxford, Co-chair – Faculty, Librarian
James Preston, Co-chair – Faculty, English/Education
Francess Andrade – Classified, Library Specialist
David Babb – Faculty, Biology
Dr. Larry Beloof – Faculty, English/Communication
Jameson Birrell – Faculty, Math
Cindy Dolata – Faculty, Nursing
Gustavo Enriquez – Classified, Academic Advisor
Bob Gibson – Faculty, Math
Veronica Grijalva – Faculty, Counselor
Lataria Hall – Faculty, Counselor
Marta Hendrickson – Faculty, Counselor
Libra Howard – Faculty, English
Michael McDowell – Faculty, Art
Tiffani McGee – Faculty, Counselor
Rebecca Neves – Faculty, Physics/Engineering
Joel Rogers – Faculty, Kinesiology/Biology
Marleen Smart – Faculty, Nursing
Kurt Sterling – Faculty, Biology
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Standard III: Resources
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Lead – Vice President of Student Services
Brian Abela, Co-chair – Faculty, Chemistry
Valarie Kerns, Co-chair – Classified, Student Services Assistant
Linda Amaya-Guenon – Faculty, Counselor
Amber Avitia – Classified, Senior Secretary
Samuel Barnes – Student
Keith Brock – Classified, DSPS Assistive Technology Assistant
Lisa Butts – Adjunct Faculty, Music
Rocio Evans – Student
Charles Freeman – Director of Allied Health
Mariadelaluz Gonzalez – Faculty, Counselor
Garrett Gudgel – Student
Bob Hall – Faculty, Geography
Allen Moore – Director of Maintenance, Operations, and Auxiliary Services
Michael Navarro – Student
Dave Neer – Faculty, Kinesiology/Biology/Psychology
Leo Orange – Classified, Learning Skills Program Assistant
Mike Rodriguez – Faculty, Counselor
Kim Sheffield – Faculty, English
Anna Silvestre – Classified, Program Development Assistant
Elva Torres – Classified, Senior Secretary
Oscar Villarreal – Classified, Outreach Specialist

Standard IV: Leadership and Governance
Jose Lopez, Lead – Dean of Student Services
Bob Clement, Co-chair – Director of Athletics
Jody Ruble – Co-chair, Director of Categorical Programs
Julio Trevino – Co-chair, Adjunct Faculty, English
Pam Brasil – Classified, Secretary
Susie Briones – Classified, Advising Specialist
Michelle DeOchoa – Classified, Advising Specialist
Aimee Freitas – Classified, Student Services Assistant
Tammy Larson – Faculty, GED
Eva McPherson – Student
Rupinder Rai – Faculty, Counselor

* Ms. Atkinson-Alston served as lead of Standard I until she assumed a new position at
another college in September 2009. At that point, she was replaced by Mr. Clement, who
had been serving as a co-chair on Standard IV.
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Background
West Hills Community College District (WHCCD) serves significant portions of Kings
County, Fresno County, and parts of San Benito, Monterey, and Madera counties.
WHCCD is a two-college district with fully accredited campuses in Coalinga and
Lemoore. The North District Center, located in the community of Firebaugh, operates
under the stewardship of West Hills College Coalinga. West Hills College Lemoore
operates an office and classrooms at Naval Air Station Lemoore.
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History of the Institution
The history of West Hills College Lemoore (WHCL) begins in 1962 when Lemoore High
School District residents voted to annex to the WHCCD. Between 1962 and 1979 classes
were offered primarily at the Naval Air Station Lemoore and Lemoore High School. In
1979, the district purchased land in the city of Lemoore, and in 1981, a classroom
building and an office were erected. This site was named the Kings County Center. For
20 years the campus operated in portable buildings on five acres in the city of Lemoore,
as well as in leased space at Lemoore K-12 schools and in classrooms located on Naval
Air Station Lemoore.
In 1991, after considerable deliberations and public hearings, the California Community
College Board of Governors adopted a staff recommendation naming the Kings County
Center of West Hills College as the official, permanent education center to serve the
Lemoore/Hanford area. In August of 1992, the California Post-Secondary Education
Commission agreed with the Board of Governors actions, thereby confirming that 1) the
WHCCD service area extended beyond its territorial boundaries, and 2) the Kings County
Center was eligible for state capital outlay funding. Since that time, the California
Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office enrollment forecast for the WHCCD has
included Lemoore and Hanford areas.
During the same period it became increasingly evident that the five acre site for the Kings
County Center would not have the capacity to serve the influx of students that would
descend upon it in the mid-1990s and beyond. A search for additional space ended with a
landowner donation from the Pedersen and Semas families of approximately one hundred
acres being officially accepted by the WHCCD Board of Trustees on September 26,
2000.
In 1998, residents of the WHCCD approved a $19 million general obligation bond,
Measure G, for facility upgrades to the Coalinga and Firebaugh campuses, and new
construction for the Lemoore campus. In Kings County, the measure was approved by
70% of the voters. This bond measure, coupled with bond funds from Proposition 1A,
which passed statewide, allowed the college to begin making the dream of a fully
accredited college in Lemoore a reality. Groundbreaking began shortly after the
WHCCD Board of Trustees accepted the Pedersen/Semas donation, and West Hills
College Lemoore opened its doors to students on January 14, 2002. When fully
completed, West Hills College Lemoore will have capacity for over 6,000 FTEs.
In 2002, having just moved to a new location with new facilities, the Kings County
Center began the formal process of seeking its own stand-alone college status as the
second college in the WHCCD. Work on an application for college status started in 2002
culminating in a 2004 self study report (with visit) presented to ACCJC resulting in West
Hills College Lemoore moving from eligibility to candidacy status. Immediately
following, the college diligently and tirelessly produced an additional accreditation report
that was submitted in 2006. The WASC visitation team in 2006 gave some
recommendations yet the WASC commissioners granted full college status to West Hills
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College Lemoore. A Midterm Report was submitted in 2008 and a Follow-Up Report
was submitted in 2009 with the intention of responding to the visitation team and WASC
recommendations; the 2009 Follow-up Report fully met the WASC commissioners’
expectations.
In November 2008, WHCL successfully passed Measure E, a $31 million general
obligation bond, to provide matching funds for Phase 3 construction projects. In
addition, Measure E allocated funds for educational center opportunities in Riverdale and
Avenal. Currently, as part of Phase 3 construction, WHCL has completed the
construction of a new Multi-Use Sports Complex for additional educational, community,
and athletic events.
The current West Hills College Lemoore campus prides itself on providing facilities with
advanced technology. The most impressive features of the campus are the most
technologically advanced library in Kings County and the newly constructed Multi-Use
Sports Complex. The campus contains 34 classrooms that include nine classrooms
outfitted fully with computers and three science collaboratories (an award winning
cooperative science lab concept that is being replicated at other colleges). The college
has always maintained a high level of technology, which has been refreshed periodically
to reflect more up-to-date standards.
Associate degrees and/or certificate programs are offered in a variety of vocational and
non-vocational areas. Students also are able to benefit from available technology by
enrolling in a significant number of classes in an online format. The online format allows
for students to access class materials at their convenience and minimizes potential
employment or family conflicts. A substantive change proposal was submitted to WASC
in May 2010 for the distance education delivery of additional courses and degrees.
The expansion and creation of the new campus site generated significant energy in the
educational community resulting in some exciting and prosperous partnerships. A
partnership with Lemoore Elementary School District has allowed an elementary charter
school, the University Charter School, to be located on the West Hills College Lemoore
campus. An additional partnership with Lemoore Union High School District has
allowed for a Middle College High School to be located on the college campus; this
Middle College High School has recently received charter school status. Partnerships
with California State University, Fresno and Fresno Pacific University allow for local
students the opportunity to receive upper division courses (and possibly credentialing
classes in the future) on the West Hills College Lemoore campus, thus increasing access.
Naval Air Station Lemoore
In addition, the college is responsive to the needs of Naval Air Station Lemoore (NASL),
which is located five miles from the West Hills College Lemoore campus. With a base
resident population of over 7,000 active duty personnel and dependents, the college is a
valued source of education for the military. The college maintains an office and
classrooms on the base, but most base students also attend the college campus. The
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needs of these personnel are varied, ranging from newly enlisted servicemen who may
have little education and are in need of basic classes, to highly educated military
personnel and dependents. West Hills College Lemoore seeks to offer courses to meet
the spectrum of requirements and works closely with base officials to select and design
these courses.
Online classes allow active duty personnel to schedule courses around their busy work
schedules. WHCL is an active participant in NASL activities, including special
ceremonies and graduation. The college considers NASL a strong education partner at all
levels.
While many military bases have been closed or downsized in the past decade, NASL has
grown and is expected to continue to grow. In addition to its positive economic impact
on the community and the college, the presence of the base provides the area with a
global perspective. The base personnel actively participate in a variety of college
functions, including advisory committees, special ceremonies, and serving as a resource
for programs related to military activities.
The range of experience and education offered by military personnel who participate in
West Hills College Lemoore classes and activities is a significant resource to college
faculty and staff. Some military personnel lack the education necessary for advancement,
and the college is able to provide them with classes that increase their ability to succeed.
In addition, many highly educated, world-traveled military personnel seek coursework to
enhance their education. The college seeks to respond to this need through NASL
participation in college advisory committees and through regular meetings with base
administrators. Faculty and staff at the college have noted that the presence of these
knowledgeable students in their classes adds significantly to the teaching and learning
experience for both students and teachers. For valley students, many of whom may have
limited travel experience, the global perspective brought by NASL is invaluable. In
addition, the college also meets the needs of the military retirees through our Veterans
Services Program.
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Demographics
Student Access
During the 2009-10 academic year, West Hills College Lemoore (WHCL), including the
students on its main campus, at the Naval Air Station, and students enrolled in online
classes, totaled 6,549 unduplicated students, an increase of 41% in students served during
the past six years. The decrease in enrollment was due to a planned reduction of sections
as a result of reduced state funding. The growth in student population at West Hills
College Lemoore is expected to continue on its upward trend as funding is restored.
WHCL generates about 66% of the district’s unduplicated student headcount. It is
important to note that approximately 27% of the students enrolled at WCHL are also
enrolled at its sister college (WHC Coalinga) mainly through online courses. Both
colleges work closely to coordinate and maintain consistency in services provided to
online students.

WHCCD and WHCL Unduplicated Headcount
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8,000
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Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
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Between 2004 through 2010, WHCL increased its full-time equivalent students (FTES)
by 14%. West Hills College Lemoore generates approximately 56% of the district’s
FTES. Decline in FTES for 2009-2010 was due to a planned reduction of courses as a
result of reduced state funding.

WHCCD & WHCL FTES Generated by Year

5,316
4,414

2,655

04‐05

4,521

2,730

05‐06

5,768

5,449

4,800

2,926

06‐07
Lemoore

3,106

07‐08

3,335

08‐09

3,026

09‐10

District

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
Note: This graph displays FTES generated which differs from FTES reported for apportionment.
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West Hills College Lemoore students have the option of registering for courses at three
different locations. Approximately 77% of students enroll in traditional courses on the
Lemoore campus, 41% enroll in online courses, and 2% enroll in courses at the Naval Air
Station location.

Unduplicated Headcount by Location
5,539

5,275
4,494

2,999
1,948

258
04‐05

5,066

4,796

4,722

3,155

3,496
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2,141

162
05‐06

103
06‐07

Lemoore

172

139
07‐08

Lemoore Online

08‐09

141
09‐10

NAS

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
Note: Students enroll in multiple locations therefore headcount total for all locations is greater than 100% of the overall college
unduplicated headcount.
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During the last six years there has been a 39% increase in the number of duplicated
enrollments at WHCL. The decline during the 2009-2010 year was due to a reduction in
state funding and a planned reduction of course sections.

WHCL Duplicated Enrollments
Duplicated Enrollments
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Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
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During the 2009-2010 academic year there was a decline of evening and online
duplicated enrollments. The decline in enrollment is related to a planned reduction of
sections as a result of reduced state funding. Full-time instructors teach the majority of
morning and afternoon sections; therefore, those sections were less impacted because of
load requirements. The increase in morning sections was the result of a change in class
scheduling patterns resulting in an effort to provide a more effective schedule for
students. This change was driven by a review of 08-09 scheduling patterns.

Duplicated Enrollment by Time of Day
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Duplicated Enrollments by Subject
Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse

Subject
Administration of Justice
Agricultural Maintenance Mechanic
American Sign Language
Art
Biology
Business
Chemistry
Child Development
Communication
Computer Information Systems
Culinary
Economics
Education
Education Assistant
Emergency Medical Training
Engineering
English
English As a Second Language
Foreign Language Spanish
General Work Experience
Geography
Geology
Guidance Studies
Health Education
Health Science
History
Hotel, Restaurant, Casino Mgmt
Humanities
Interdisciplinary Studies
Kinesiology
Math
Music
Natural Science
Non-Credit
Nursing
Nutrition
Performing Arts
Philosophy
Physical Education
Physical Science
Physics
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology
Workforce Skills
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2004 FA
394
NA
NA
344
960
729
161
364
244
729
NA
93
88
78
74
NA
1,144
50
122
24
323
52
59
420
108
544
209
205
166
NA
914
177
NA
842
NA
123
35
31
410
62
22
210
294
253
NA

2005 FA
379
NA
NA
306
1,020
641
200
359
234
624
NA
97
94
51
144
NA
1,106
28
122
34
359
138
77
426
81
509
319
209
221
NA
833
201
NA
235
NA
146
34
39
490
46
28
228
289
280
NA

2006 FA
551
NA
65
381
1,238
560
118
270
189
541
134
244
82
29
104
NA
962
30
150
26
349
110
88
432
242
551
272
339
157
NA
854
208
24
237
NA
172
39
101
574
92
32
255
296
364
NA

2007 FA
511
NA
52
419
1,118
612
142
299
240
550
172
213
58
43
98
3
1,294
46
136
59
396
102
107
532
167
516
296
241
240
NA
836
174
24
466
NA
290
49
112
700
90
26
308
323
305
NA

2008 FA
505
83
47
471
1,208
612
206
294
178
591
165
196
73
48
102
50
1,004
24
162
85
393
90
88
472
129
583
188
243
226
NA
1,270
136
30
892
167
228
81
139
666
70
36
253
349
307
NA

2009 FA
520
109
48
361
1,372
461
230
422
265
519
242
152
80
62
140
70
1,219
NA
111
105
367
130
105
332
108
541
6
229
193
37
1,053
114
NA
946
436
212
NA
168
739
80
76
245
362
416
17
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During the past six academic years, WHCL has increased its vocational courses
enrollment by 17%. West Hills College Lemoore offers a number of vocation options
that include Nursing, Culinary, Administration of Justice, Child Development, Computer
Information Systems, Business, Health Careers, and Work Experience, for example.

WHCL Vocational Courses Duplicated Enrollment
6,000

5,183

5,000

4,263

4,000
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4,543

4,946
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3,000
2,000
1,000
0
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06‐07

07‐08

08‐09

09‐10

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
Note: Enrollments based on courses coded as “clearly occupational” or “advanced occupational”
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The California Standards Test (CST) results reveal low levels of proficiency in
English/Language Arts and Mathematics of students at the 11th grade level in feeder high
schools. This implies a potential need for more Basic Skills sections available for firstterm students matriculating to the college.

WHCL Basic Skills Duplicated Enrollments
944

1,000
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803

800
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700
600
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416

385
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Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
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Feeder High Schools Student Ethnicity – 2008-2009
High
School
Avenal
Coalinga
Firebaugh
Hanford
Hanford West
Laton
Lemoore
Mendota
Riverdale
Tranquillity
Total
Percent

Native
American
0
2
0
12
5
0
47
0
0
2
68
0.7%

Asian
2
13
0
30
58
0
23
4
3
3
136
1.3%

Pacific
Islander
0
4
0
6
2
0
13
0
0
0
25
0.2%

Filipino
0
6
0
23
63
0
141
0
1
0
234
2.3%

Hispanic
615
921
688
890
962
168
842
645
459
493
6,683
65.7%

African
American
6
16
3
97
124
1
134
0
5
1
387
3.8%

White
28
237
40
756
511
37
728
0
108
16
2,461
24.2%

Multiple
or No
Response
0
10
6
29
88
1
48
0
0
0
182
1.8%

Fall 2009 Enrollments from Feeder High School Graduates

High School
Tranquillity
Laton
Hanford West
Riverdale
Mendota
Hanford
Firebaugh
Avenal
Coalinga
Lemoore
WHCCD Total
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2008 Grads
96
40
365
103
107
337
170
136
190
358
1,902

2008 Fall
Enrolled at
WHCCD
7
1
53
24
34
66
39
36
61
95
416

% Enrolled
Fall 2008
7%
3%
15%
23%
32%
20%
23%
26%
32%
27%
22%
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Student Demographics
WHC Lemoore
ETHNICITY
Asian
African American
Filipino
Hispanic
Native American
Other
Pacific Islander
White
Unknown/DTS

04-05
%
4.34
6.48
3.86
36.74
1.45
1.14
0.49
41.27
4.23

05-06
%
5.78
6.15
3.70
36.51
1.20
1.44
0.57
39.50
5.14

06-07
%
5.64
6.48
3.69
38.00
1.22
1.50
0.43
37.78
5.26

07-08
%
4.61
7.72
3.86
39.55
1.21
1.18
0.47
36.14
5.26

08-09
%
3.73
7.53
3.82
40.48
1.13
0.30
0.25
34.72
8.03

09-10
%
3.34
8.36
3.90
41.24
1.51
0.34
0.22
34.39
6.69

Online Lemoore
ETHNICITY
Asian
African American
Filipino
Hispanic
Native American
Other
Pacific Islander
White
Unknown/DTS

04-05
%
2.82
6.36
2.62
36.58
1.28
0.26
0.15
44.13
5.80

05-06
%
3.55
6.73
3.32
35.34
1.50
0.23
0.14
42.73
6.45

06-07
%
3.43
6.24
3.33
36.25
1.23
0.27
0.27
42.08
6.90

07-08
%
4.06
7.17
3.11
36.49
1.20
0.32
0.25
39.73
7.67

08-09
%
4.55
6.75
3.38
36.91
1.23
0.23
0.29
38.97
7.70

09-10
%
4.18
7.78
3.41
38.61
1.50
0.26
0.33
36.59
7.34

04-05
%
63.01
36.94
0.05

05-06
%
61.84
37.92
0.24

06-07
%
62.07
36.96
0.97

04-05
%
26
32
14
23
5
0.02

05-06
%
26
32
14
24
4
0.02

WHC Lemoore
GENDER
Female
Male
Unknown/DTS
WHC Lemoore
AGE
-19
20-24
25-29
30-49
50+
Unknown/DTS

03-04
%
63.23
36.77
0.00
03-04
%
24
32
14
25
5
0.00

West Hills College Lemoore

06-07
%
24
32
15
24
5
0.05

07-08
%
61.93
37.41
0.66

08-09
%
60.67
38.34
1.00

09-10
%
59.89
39.05
1.06

07-08 08-09
%
%
26
26
31
31
15
15
23
23
5
4
0.07
0.05

09-10
%
27
33
15
21
4
0.076
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Student Success
West Hills College Lemoore participated in the Community College Survey of Student
Engagement (CCSSE) during spring 2007 and spring 2008. All results were statistically
equal or higher than the comparison group. In particular, WHCL student responses rated
higher in the following areas: Worked with other students on projects during class;
encouraging contact among students from different economic, social, and racial ethnic
backgrounds; and frequency of career counseling. WHCL is scheduled to administer the
CCSSE again in spring 2011.
Community College Survey of Student Engagement Results
*Points
WHC
above or
WHC
Lemoore below
Lemoore
Area of Measurement
2007
CCSSE
2008
Results
comparison Results
group
Active and
Learning

*Points above
or below
CCSSE
comparison
group

Collaborative
57.5

+7.5

53.4

+ 3.4

55.8

+5.8

51.6

+ 1.6

54.3

+4.3

51.1

+ 1.1

55.3

+5.3

51.4

+ 1.4

54.7

+4.7

55

+5

Student Effort

Academic Challenge

Student-Faculty Interaction

Support for Learners
*Comparison group is based on average CCSSE group score of 585 participating colleges.
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During 2009-2010, the average number of units per student increased by approximately
.5. The same occurred in 2003-2004 during a downward economy and higher
unemployment rates.
WHCL Annual Average Units per Headcount
Academic
Year
03-04
04-05
05-06
06-07
07-08
08-09
09-10

Headcount
4,997
5,512
5,817
6,467
7,089
7,618
6,549

Total
Units
51,940
56,391
58,910
64,468
68,748
75,397
67,617

Units/Headcount
10.4
10.2
10.1
10.0
9.7
9.9
10.3

Approximately 66% of students at WHC Lemoore are enrolled part-time, and 34% are
enrolled full-time. The percentages fluctuate slightly throughout the years with a slight
increase (2%) of full-time students during the 2009-2010 academic year.
Percent of Full-Time & Part-Time Students
% Part% FullWHCL
Time
Time
64%
36%
03-04
65%
35%
04-05
66%
34%
05-06
68%
32%
06-07
67%
33%
07-08
67%
33%
08-09
65%
35%
09-10
Approximate 50% of first-term students persist from their first fall term to the next.
WHCL Fall to Fall Persistence Rate of First-Term
Students
Terms
% Persisted
48%
2004 Fall to 2005 Fall
50%
2005 Fall to 2006 Fall
47%
2006 Fall to 2007 Fall
47%
2007 Fall to 2008 Fall
50%
2008 Fall to 2009 Fall
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From 2006 through 2008 there was an increase in course withdrawals that negatively
impacted the overall retention and success rates for WHCL. In 2008 the college created a
retention ad-hoc committee to investigate issues related to the decline in student
retention. The committee surveyed students and faculty to collect feedback. As a result,
modifications were made to the “Early Alert System,” and improvements were made to
communicate the different drop dates to faculty. Additionally, WHCCD developed a
Distance Education Strategic plan that focuses on increasing retention and success rates
for students enrolled in distance education courses. WHCL retention and success rates
for 2009-2010 are at an all time high.

WHCL Overall Course Retention & Success Rates
90%

80%

80%

79%

77%

78%

65%

65%

63%

61%

63%

04‐05

05‐06

06‐07

07‐08

08‐09

80%
70%

82%
67%

60%
50%
40%

Retention

09‐10

Success

Definitions: Course Retention Rate is based on the percent of students who remain in the course after the census date until the end of
the term. Course Success Rate is based on the percent of students who earn a successful grade in the class. Course grades of NC, D, F,
I, NP or W are considered to be unsuccessful.
Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
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Approximately 20% of WHCL FTES are generated from online education. Online
courses at WHCL and other California community colleges have lower retention and
success rates than traditional face-to-face courses. The table below provides the average
retention and success rates for all California community colleges in comparison to
WHCL’s online retention and success rates. Retention and success rates for WHCL are
at par with the California community college averages.
WHCL Online Success & Retention Rate Comparison to CA CC Average
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%

04‐05

05‐06

06‐07

07‐08

08‐09

09‐10

WHCL Online Retention

75%

76%

74%

73%

72%

76%

CA CC Online Retention

78%

75%

75%

75%

79%

WHCL Online Success

58%

58%

56%

55%

55%

CA CC Online Success

58%

56%

56%

56%

58%

58%

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse; CA Community College Chancellor’s Office Data Mart
Note: CA CC data not available for 09-10
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The California Standards Test (CST) results reveal low levels of proficiency in
English/Language Arts and Mathematics of students at the 11th grade level in feeder high
schools. This implies a potential need for more Basic Skills sections available for firstterm students matriculating to the college.
Basic Skills courses are needed by many first-term WHCL students in order to be
successful in college coursework. With the new math and English requirements,
approximately 87% and 90% of students place in developmental Math and English
courses, respectively. During the past six years enrollments for Basic Skills English have
increased by 126%, and enrollments in Basic Skills math have increased by 222%. The
college has identified the need to hire a full-time ESL instructor who can provide
structure and stability to the ESL program. These plans have been delayed due to current
budget restraints and a hiring freeze.

WHCL Basic Skills Enrollment
943 English

1000
900
800
648

700

603

600
500

200
100

630

416
350

400
300

648

187

236

385
479
321

39

30

40

2004‐2005

2005‐2006

2006‐2007

66

50
0

0
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Math

2007‐2008

2008‐2009

ESL

2009‐2010
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WHC Lemoore Basic Skills classes have success rates at par or above the statewide
average. Math success rates are above the statewide average of 52%. During the last two
years, English success rates have surpassed the statewide average of 59.3%. This has
been as a result of format changes driven by English faculty. ESL success rates are
mostly above statewide average of 70.6%, with some fluctuation due to low sample sizes
and variations in adjunct instructor grading. (Statewide data based on Board of
Governor’s Report on System’s Basic Skills)
WHCL Basic Skills Success Rates

90%

85%

70%
60%

78% ESL

77%

80%

59%
60%
60%

50%

65%

63%
63%

58%
57%

56%

2005‐2006

2006‐2007

English

67%

63%

64%
66% Math

58%

40%
30%
2004‐2005
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2008‐2009

2009‐2010
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WHCL was officially granted accreditation status in spring 2006. The total number of
degrees and certificates conferred by the college has been steadily increasing over the
past four years. WHCL has granted 1,501 degrees and certificates during those years.
The majority of degrees conferred have been Liberal Studies degrees under the
Interdisciplinary Studies Program.
WHCL Degrees & Certificates Conferred
Award Type

Program Type

06-07

07-08

08-09

09-10

AS

Biological Sciences (04)

1

0

4

1

AA

Business and Management (05)

38

41

27

26

AS

Business and Management (05)

1

2

1

1

Certificate 18-30 Units

Business and Management (05)

10

9

4

4

Certificate 30-60 Units

Business and Management (05)

2

0

1

2

AA

Education (08)

0

0

0

4

AS

Education (08)

0

0

0

1

AS

Engineering and Industrial Technologies (09)

0

1

0

9

AA

Family and Consumer Sciences (13)

16

7

11

8

AS

Family and Consumer Sciences (13)

0

0

2

0

Certificate 18-30 Units

Family and Consumer Sciences (13)

0

0

9

8

Certificate 30-60 Units

Family and Consumer Sciences (13)

6

6

1

3

Certificate 6-18 Units

Family and Consumer Sciences (13)

6

19

4

30

AA

Fine and Applied Arts (10)

1

0

3

3

AA

Health (12)

1

0

0

0

AS

Health (12)

18

27

29

58

AA

Information Technology (07)

6

3

5

8

AS

Information Technology (07)

3

6

4

6

Certificate 18-30 Units

Information Technology (07)

0

0

0

1

Certificate 6-18 Units

Information Technology (07)

0

0

0

2

AA

Interdisciplinary Studies (49)

206

188

165

159

AA

Mathematics (17)

2

1

1

1

AS

Physical Sciences (19)

0

0

0

1

AA

Psychology (20)

16

17

14

28

AA

Public and Protective Services (21)

24

32

38

17

AS

Public and Protective Services (21)

4

13

9

13

AA

Social Sciences (22)

12

9

15

6

373

381

347

400

Grand Total

Source: California Community College Chancellor’s Office
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The annual number of transfers to four-year institutions was based on students who
completed at least 12 units in the WHCCD system and stopped attending WHCCD prior
to transferring to a four-year institution. The number of students transferring to four-year
institutions has increased over the six year. Approximately 40% of all WHCL transfers
attend CSU, Fresno. Chapman University, Fresno Pacific University, and University of
Phoenix, in that particular order, are the next institutions of choice for WHCL student
transfers. The WHCCD Office of Institutional Effectiveness works closely with the
CSU, Fresno Research office to track the progress of WHCCD transfers. Data shows that
West Hills College Lemoore transfers perform at par or better in the areas of GPA,
retention, and graduation rates when compared to other Central Valley community
colleges.

Transfers

WHCL Student Transfers to Four Year Institutions
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

129

36

103

88

86

84
59

50
26

15

1621

128

33

26
10

9

63

56
19

22

24

29
10

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

In State Private

36

16

50

59

56

63

Out of State Private

26

21

26

33

22

29

In State Public

86

88

84

129

103

128

Out of State Public

15

9

10

19

24

10

Source: National Student Clearing House; WHCCD Data Warehouse
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WHC Online Student Transfers to Four Year Institutions
45

45

40

40

40

37

Transfers

35

29

30
22

25
20
15
10
5
0

14
4 4

2

14

13
1111

10

21

16
6

3 3 2

11

8

2

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

In State Private

10

14

11

14

40

45

Out of State Private

4

3

11

22

21

29

In State Public

4

3

13

16

37

40

Out of State Public

2

2

2

6

8

11

Source: National Student Clearing House; WHCCD Data Warehouse
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Fulltime Employee Demographics
The following tables describe fulltime employee demographics by job classifications.
Administration
Age

n

%

Ethnicity

n

%

Gender

n

%

25-34

0

0.0

African-American

2

22.2

F

2

22.2

35-54

3

33.3

Hispanic

1

11.1

M

7

77.8

55-59

3

33.3

White

6

66.7

Total

9

100.0

60+

3

33.3

Total

9

100.0

Gender

n

%

Total
9
100.0
67% of administrators are 55 years or older and predominantly White and male.
Classified Management
Age

n

%

Ethnicity

n

%

25-34

0

0.0

African-American

1

33.3

F

1

33.3

35-54

3

100.0

White

2

66.7

M

2

66.7

55-59

0

0.0

Total

3

100.0

Total

3

100.0

60+

0

0.0

Ethnicity

n

%

Gender

n

%

Total
3
100.0
N is too small to warrant generalization
Faculty
Age

n

%

25-34

7

15.6

African-American

1

2.2

F

21

46.7

35-54

25

55.6

American Indian

1

2.2

M

24

53.3

55-59

2

4.4

Asian

1

2.2

Total

45

100.0

60+

11

24.4

Hispanic

7

15.6

Total

45

100.0

Other

1

2.2

White

34

75.6

Total
45
71% of faculty is below 55 years and predominantly White.

100.0

Classified
Age

n

%

Ethnicity

n

%

Gender

n

25-34

19

39.6

African-American

2

4.2

F

35

35-54

22

45.8

American Indian

1

2.1

M

13

55-59

4

8.3

Filipino

1

2.1

Total

48

60+

3

6.3

Hispanic

30

62.5

Total

48

100.0

Other

1

2.1

White

13

27.1

Total
48
100.0
85% of classified staff is below 55 years and predominantly Hispanic and female.
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WHCCD 2009 Function Mapping Survey Results
Questio n: W here d oes t h e f unctiona responsi b)i itv )
lie.'
Distri ct Offi ce
(Centralized)

Colleges
(Decentralized)

Don't Know

2.2% (2)

'7.8% (87)

0.0%(0'1

8.

Accounting

96.6% 186)

3.4% 13)

0.0%(0'1

8.

P1IYroil

98.9% 188)

1.1% (1 )

0.0%(0'1

89

Gr.!llnt Development

96.6 n;. IS6}

3.4% (3 )

0.0% (0',

89

Tutoring

5.6% (5)

'4.4% (84)

0.0% (0'

89

Student Services

1.1 % 11)

98.9% 1881

0.0%(0'1

89

'5.5% 185)

3.4% (3 )

1.1 % (1)

89

Library

1.1 % (1 )

'7.8% (87)

>.1 %( 1)

89

Maintenance

5.6%(5 )

'3.3% (83)

1.1 % (1)

89

16.9% (lS)

73.0"1. (55)

10.1 % (9)

89

Piannina'

76.4% /68)

13.5% ( 12)

10.1 % (9)

89

Program Development

20.2% (18)

6'.7% (62)

10.1 %(9)

89

Bookstore

24.7% (22)

64.0% 157)

11.2% (1 0)

89

Commun tv Education

11.2% (10)

76.4% (68)

12.4% (11)

89

Online Instruction/Services

51.7% (46)

36.0% (32)

12.4% (11 )

89

Help Oesk

43 .8% 139)

43.8% (39)

12.4% 111 )

89

V ideo ConferenclnQ

30.3% (27)

57.3% (51)

12.4% ( 11)

8.

Department
Athletics

Human Resources

GataloQlSchedule Development

Response
Count

Technology Development &

Research

79.8% (71)

5.6%(5)

14.6% (13)

89

Workforce/Economic
Development

57.3% 151)

27.0% (24 )

15.7% 114 )

89

Child Development Centers

44.9% 140)

38.2% (34 )

16.'% 115)

89

Vocational antd(~ech;~C81
Education Act VTEA

41.6% (37)

41.6% (37)

16.'% (1 5)

89

'.0% (8)

71.9% (64)

19.1 % (17)

89

32.6% (29)

65.2 n/. (58)

2.2% (2'1

89

Transportation
FllIcililies Planning
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WHCL SHARED GOVERANCE STRUCTURE
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WHCL STANDING COMMITTEES
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Responses to Recommendations from Previous Review
Team Visit: February 28—March 2, 2006
West Hills College Lemoore was visited by representatives of the WASC Commission in
2006. Upon review, the Commission evaluated the documentation and granted the
college initial accreditation status. As a condition of accreditation, the Commission
required the college to complete a Focused Midterm Report to address four of the six
team recommendations; this Focused Midterm Report was submitted in March 2008.
The March 2008 Focused Midterm Report was accepted by the WASC Commission with
the requirement that the college complete a Follow-Up Report due in March 2009. The
Follow-Up Report was to further focus on three of the original recommendations made
by the original visitation team in 2006. The required Follow-Up Report was completed,
submitted, and approved by the WASC Commission.
Listed below are all six of the original 2006 visitation team recommendations and West
Hills College Lemoore’s response to each, borrowed from previously submitted
responses:
Recommendation 1: That the institution take immediate action to develop appropriate
evaluation mechanisms to assess the effectiveness of board and college policies,
procedures, and processes, particularly those developed and adopted by the West Hills
Community College Board of Trustees within the past twelve months related to the
structure and function of a multi-college district. A timeline and evaluation process must
be developed and implemented that assures the evaluation of board and college policies,
procedures, and processes is completed by June 30, 2007.
Special evaluative focus is to be given to the following policies:
BP 2431, Delineation of Authority to College Presidents and District Chancellor,
11/15/2005
BP 6225, Resource Allocation, 11/15/2005
BP 3250, District Strategic Planning, 12/6/2005
BP 2740, Trustee Education, 11/18/2003 (Team’s note: implementation procedure
needed)
BP 2510, Participation in Local Decision Making Through the District Council on
Student Learning, 1/24/2006
Evaluative focus is also given to the recently instituted governance structure and decision
making process implemented at the West Hills Community College Lemoore, adhering to
the same timeline.
The issues concerning the functionality of transitioning from a single college district to a
multi-college district are new to the West Hills Community College District. As a result,
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many existing policies and procedures needed to be evaluated and modified to reflect a
multi-campus district, and new policies and procedures needed to be developed.
The West Hills Community College District Board of Trustees approved board and
administrative procedures to illicit college governance body’s feedback and timely
consideration of all future board policies and procedures. As a result of Board Policy
(BP) 2410 and Administrative Procedure (AP) 2410, the process of including college
review of new and revised Board policies and procedures was outlined and implemented
in the spring term of 2006. Further implementation of BP 2410 and AP 2410 produced a
policy and procedure review schedule that was initiated with the 2007-2008 school year.
The implementation of BP 2410 and AP 2410 on the West Hills College Lemoore
campus means that each policy and procedure being considered by the West Hills
Community College District Board of Trustees will undergo the review and approval by
the college’s Planning and Governance Council (PGC), which has representation of all
constituency groups; a tracking sheet is used to verify the review by constituency groups
and various appropriate committees. Review of board policies and procedures is now a
standing item on the PGC agenda. The PGC is also responsible for verifying that board
policies are being reviewed according to the timeline.
On April 10, 2007 the district chancellor made the Report on Board Policies and
Administrative Procedures to the board at the Study Session. This report summarized the
status of the policies to be given special evaluative focus.
The Chancellor’s Executive Cabinet reviewed BP and AP 2431, Delineation of Authority
to College Presidents and District Chancellor, and recommended approval on November
15, 2005. The policy and procedure were forwarded to the college on April 2, 2007 for
review and approved on May 3, 2007. They were then reviewed by the board on April
24, 2007 and approved on May 15, 2007.
Discussion of and revision to AP 6225, Resource Allocation occurred at the Chancellor’s
Executive Cabinet. The procedure was forwarded to the college for review on March 21,
2007. The PGC reviewed this procedure on April 18, 2007 and approved it with
recommended changes. The board reviewed and approved the revised AP 6225 on May
15, 2007.
BP and AP 3250, District Strategic Planning, were discussed and revised at the
Chancellor's Executive Cabinet. The policy and procedure were forwarded to the college
for review and action. They were then presented to the Board of Trustees and approved
on June 26, 2007.
BP 2740, Board Education, was revised at the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet. After
final review occurred at the Cabinet, BP 2740 was presented to the Board of Trustees for
review. The Board approved the revision of BP 2740 on June 26, 2007.
BP and AP 2510, Participation in Local Decision Making through the District Council on
Student Learning, was revised at the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet. These revisions led
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to the reorganization of the District Council on Student Learning (DCSL). The DCSL
consisted of the President of West Hills College Coalinga (WHCC), the President of
West Hills College Lemoore (WHCL), the Vice President of Educational Services at
WHCL, Academic Senate representatives from WHCL and WHCC, a West Hills College
Faculty Association representative, a CSEA representative from WHCL and WHCC, a
district office representative, and a student government association representative. The
DCSL met through May 2007. Based on actions from the College Consultation Council
(at WHCC) and the Planning and Governance Council (PGC) (at WHCL), the DCSL was
replaced by the District Leadership Council (DLC) and membership was modified to
include representatives from various college groups, the district Chancellor, the Vice
Chancellor of Business Services, the Director of Human Resources, the Director of
District Enrollment Services, Director of Marketing, President of WHCC, the President
of WHCL, the Academic Senate President from WHCC, the Academic Senate President
from WHCL, a West Hills College Faculty Association representative, a CSEA
representative, and a college president-appointed student representative. The revised
versions of BP and AP 2510 were presented to the board on May 15, 2007 and approved
on June 26, 2007.
The Chancellor's Executive Cabinet also reviewed AP 2410, Policy and Administrative
Procedure, which deals with the review of policies and procedures, as well as the routing
process by the colleges. Changes to AP 2410 have been made to reflect changes to BP
2510. The revisions to AP 2410 were reviewed at the Board of Trustees meeting on May
15, 2007 and approved on June 26, 2007.
Evaluative focus has also been given to the governance structure and decision making
process implemented at West Hills College Lemoore. On June 12, 2007 the college held
a Leadership Retreat to evaluate the campus governance model, examine governance
committee products, assess the program review process, discuss student learning
outcomes (SLOs), and review the college Master Plan. This retreat was attended by the
president, the dean of educational services, the director of institutional research, the vice
president of educational services, the associate dean of categorical programs, the
associate dean of educational services and evening college, the Financial Aid coordinator,
the dean of students, the director of M & O/Auxiliary Services, the Academic Senate
president, a student services technician, the lead counselor, the tutor coordinator, and an
advising specialist. Later, the Leadership Retreat was changed to be the Strategic
Planning Committee and recommended to meet at least twice each semester. Participants
at the Strategic Planning Committee Meetings include representatives from all college
constituency groups, including students. The college’s mission, vision, goals, and
institutional outcomes are reviewed at the retreat each fall.
To validate that the shared governance process was working at the college, an evaluation
of shared governance was conducted during the spring of 2006 and again in the spring of
2010. In both surveys, favorable scores were received from respondents showing, in
most cases, that the shared governance process "provides an environment that encourages
honesty" and "provides an environment that values different opinions."
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The lowest ranked 2010 survey response was received on the question “Members of your
organization understand how the shared governance process works.” The college has
plans to improve the flow of information form college and district committees by
utilizing the MyWestHills portal for meeting agendas and minutes. Also, the college
needs to re-emphasize the importance of constituency representatives to report news and
business occurring at the committee meetings they are assigned/elected to attend.
Recommendation 2: That the college integrate periodic review and update of the
mission statement into other key college planning documents, such as the Planning and
Governance Manual and the Institutional Student Outcomes Indicators plan, so that the
institution’s evolving educational purposes, intended student population, and
commitment to achieving student learning are aligned with the mission statement.
The college has taken several actions to demonstrate compliance with the Commission’s
recommendation to integrate periodic review and update of its mission statement into key
institution planning documents.
Since September 2008, the college conducts Strategic Planning Committee Meetings
each fall term to accept the responsibility of reviewing: 1) the college’s mission and
vision statements, 2) the institution’s goals and institutional outcomes, and 3) the
alignment of the mission goals to the institutional outcomes to measure how well the
college meets its goals. Any recommendation for the modification of the mission
statement, vision statement, goals, or institutional outcomes is sent to the Planning and
Governance Council, the college’s primary participatory governance body, for
consideration and adoption. This process of evaluation at the Strategic Planning
Committee Meetings allows for regular review on the appropriateness of the college
goals and mission statement.
Potential data-driven criteria have been discussed by the college’s Planning and
Governance Council that may influence changes to the college’s mission statement. For
example, dramatic changes in the college’s student demographics, regional employment
patterns, or state/federal funding opportunities might be used as a basis for considering
changes to the mission statement. More importantly, the college’s current mission
statement is articulated in a fashion that accurately describes its commitment to its
students and their success. However, the college is aware that the mission statement must
evolve as the college matures and external factors change.
The college’s Planning and Governance Council has developed a planning calendar to
reflect an effort to evaluate and improve the college’s institutional effectiveness and
processes. The planning calendar includes dates, actions, and the responsible college
group. In addition, the planning calendar includes several of the college’s key planning
documents, such as the Education Master Plan and the Planning and Governance Manual.
Currently, the college is continuing to evaluate the accuracy and effectiveness of its
planning calendar; appropriate modifications are expected to be made as necessary.
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Recommendation 3: That the college ensure that all programs, instructional and noninstructional, identify measurable goals and objectives, including those goals and
objectives that support student learning; that these goals are incorporated in program
review reports; that assessment of progress incorporates appropriate research data; that
users of research data are properly trained; and that an effective mechanism for the
timely implementation of improvements is in place for all programs.
The college has used the program review process since its first comprehensive self study
in 2004 to assess, monitor and ensure that comprehensive programs and services are
delivered to students. However, program review did not originally employ mechanisms
for continual monitoring and data-driven decision making. As a result of the
accreditation visitation team’s 2006 visit, substantial and systemic changes were
instituted throughout the college.
One of the substantial changes was a campus-wide discussion regarding the definition of
a program. The college president charged the college with resolving the ambiguity;
discussion occurred that culminated in the clarification of the definition of a program at
the Leadership Retreat (later to be renamed the Strategic Planning Committee) in
September 2007. It was determined that an instructional program be defined as one that
leads to a degree or certificate. A non-instructional program is now defined by
possessing an ongoing identifiable funding source or a specific budgetary object code.
These definitions were approved by the college’s primary participatory governance body,
the Planning and Governance Council, in October 2007.
Preparation of the program review is an activity requiring months to complete due to
thoughtful contemplation. Numerous workshops are offered each fall term led by the
Office of Educational Services before being submitted to the Institutional Effectiveness
and Program Review Committee for technical review. Upon initial review by the
Institutional Effectiveness and Program Review Committee, program reviews are
submitted to the Planning and Governance Council for official approval.
Approval of program reviews substantiates the college staff or faculty member in making
requests in a variety of areas to support their program including personnel, facilities,
budget, curriculum, and technology. These requests for additional support can be
processed in a timely manner when requested by their administrator or by an appropriate
committee on campus. For example, faculty and staff can ask for additional equipment or
supplies from the Budget Allocation Committee. Another example would be for a faculty
member taking the initiative to institute a curriculum change immediately based on their
submitted and approved program review. Overall, faculty and staff are given avenues on
which to quickly react in order to implement changes based on approved program
reviews.
Program reviews must now also include data-driven goals. Faculty and staff are
responsible for determining the nature of these goals but must be aware of how the goals
support the college’s mission statement. The stated goals are reviewed regularly for
progress as a result of midterm program review updates and future program reviews.
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In consideration of the college’s need to receive useful and accurate data, the district
established the Office of Institutional Effectiveness in fall 2005, now called the Office of
Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Management. The Vice Chancellor of
Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Management began effective distribution of
program data and has worked extensively with staff to ensure that users of research data
are properly trained. Program specific data and trainings on effective uses of data have
been provided to instructional areas and non-instructional programs as a common
practice during the program review process and during district-wide duty and flex days.
The Vice Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Management provides
data reports and training for campus end-users in an on-going basis, including one-on-one
staff training as requested.
Through the program review process, instructional and non-instructional programs
identify goals and objectives and align them to the West Hills College Lemoore Strategic
Plan. The college has advanced its ability to measure goals and objectives through the
collaborative efforts by the district Vice Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness and
Enrollment Management, the Vice President of Educational Services, and a faculty
member with reassigned time to operate as the backbone of the Institutional Effectiveness
and Program Review Committee.
Program reviews are used by the college’s Strategic Planning Committee along with the
Planning and Governance Council to assess progress toward achieving program and
institutional goals. Institutional decision making utilizes this information with regards to
the improvement of institutional effectiveness, part of an ongoing and systematic cycle of
evaluation, integrated planning, resource allocation, implementation, and re-evaluation.
This is a component of the institution’s planning calendar.
In consultation with program review teams and the Institutional Effectiveness and
Program Review Committee, the Vice Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness and
Enrollment Management provides comprehensive, updated data packets to all programs
and to individuals upon request. A major element of West Hills College Lemoore’s
institutional effectiveness efforts is assessment, which utilizes state-level and institutional
level specific data. The Vice Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment
Management provides data that includes enrollment trends, FTES, Weekly Student
Contact Hours, retention rates, success rates, persistence rates, degrees and certificates
awarded, as well as course level details like grades, success, retention rates in comparison
to other institutions, and industry data. The data is used in the program review cycle to
drive decisions regarding resource allocation, staffing, facilities, technology, curriculum,
etc.
Data aids in the decision making process at the program and course level. For example,
based on an analysis of the student success, retention rates, and the number of student
accessing the Disabled Student Program and Services (DSPS) Lab, the DSPS program
review identified four goals – a need to increase the number of students using the DSPS
lab, a need to increase the number of students enrolled in the program, a need to increase
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the number of adaptive classes offered, and a need to decrease the number of DSPS
students receiving a grade of “W.” The DSPS team works toward allocating fiscal,
personnel, and supply resources to address these problems. In this example, the DSPS
team utilized the budget planning process to address the personnel and resource
allocation needs to fund an additional staff person in the DSPS Lab. This process
involved an approval from the Planning and Governance Council and President’s
Cabinet. This position was subsequently approved by the district chancellor and filled.
The next step in the cycle is the analysis of the effectiveness of the action at the mid-term
review process and a concurrent assessment of the program SLOs.
Another example is from the T.E.A.M. Teach program. This program has grown from
about 50 students in 2005 to over 400. The program is more accurately described as a
“support network” of both current WHCL students as well as former T.E.A.M. Teach
members. The program review analyzed the effectiveness of the student transfer rate and
recognized a “bottle-neck” in the university transfer process. As a result, a need for a
counselor who would work exclusively with the T.E.A.M. Teach students and develop
stronger articulation agreements was identified. The program review process also
resulted in the T.E.A.M. Teach program becoming institutionalized through district,
categorical, and grants funds.
Since 2005, all programs have been linked to a timeline for evaluation, the involvement
of the Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Management, the development
of SLOs, and a midterm review. This mechanism involves the input of the budget
planning process. While this process was not well known to all individuals involved, it
did exist. Recently, the college began the process of clarifying and communicating the
workflow mechanism for evaluating the programs, and a workflow distribution chart was
created that crystallizes the process. Since the 2006 accreditation visit, the college has
strategically identified staff needs, program development, terminology clarifications, and
communication enhancements in order to ensure that programs are aligned to thoughtful,
data driven objectives for dynamic growth. Since 2007, the president has instructed staff
and administrators to develop and implement plans to assure that the college achieve a
level of excellence and uniformity. A five-year implementation chart was developed, the
Educational Master Plan was created, and an institutional planning calendar was created
for the college and programs to use as a guide for planning and decision making.
The college began creating student learning outcomes (SLOs) for all courses and
programs beginning in fall 2005. This activity is under the guidance of the Student
Learning Outcome Committee, a participatory governance body that reports to the
Planning and Governance Council. At present, 100% of the course level SLOs have been
developed and assessments have been defined. Also, the college has 94% of the noninstructional program level SLOs developed and assessment methods defined.
Now that the college has agreed on the definition of a program and responded to the
president’s additional request to complete SLOs, the college revised the program review
process to utilize current, qualitative and quantitative collected data and to include goals
and objectives and activities identified through the SLO process. In fall 2008, the
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program review process was modified to include the evaluation of student learning
outcomes at the program level. With the support of the Office of Institutional
Effectiveness and Enrollment Management, the college reviews approximately 25% of its
programs each year. Program data and goals and objectives derived from program
reviews are included in the institution’s Educational Master Plan document, which serves
as a comprehensive and consistent compendium of program information. This
information is used to formulate institutional student outcomes and institutional strategic
goals.
Recommendation 4: That the college implement a well-defined plan outlining the steps
to identify and assess student learning outcomes for all courses, programs, degrees, and
certificates, and, as applicable, appropriate support areas. The plan should establish a
specific timeline for the completion of all tasks, including: identifying student learning
outcomes; assessing student learning; training faculty; defining the role of institutional
research in the process; and describing procedures for implementing improvement.
During the fall of 2007, West Hills College Lemoore developed a five-year plan for the
implementation of student learning outcomes (SLOs) across all areas of the institution.
This plan was developed by the Student Learning Outcomes Committee (SLOC), which
is part of the college’s shared governance system. The SLOC includes representatives
from both the academic and vocational education areas as well as from student support
services. The five-year Implementation Plan illustrates that SLOs are an integral part of
the workings at WHCL.
Even in the years previous to the development of the implementation plan, SLOs have
been a priority for the faculty, staff, and administration at West Hills College Lemoore.
At the course level, all SLOs have been written, but because SLOs are designed to be
fluid, rewriting of SLOs is taking place as the assessment cycle is completed. In addition,
the student services area has implemented SLOs for nearly all programs but is also
constantly reviewing these to better serve the college’s service area and students.
Beginning in the 2007-2008 academic year (and each year thereafter), the first year of the
Implementation Plan across all areas of the college was instituted. At this time, the SLO
Coordinator, who is the chairperson of the SLO Committee, developed and implemented
training programs for flex day and workshops to take place throughout the year. In
addition, the SLO Coordinator worked with the SLO Committee to create a form to be
used to develop SLOs at the program level. The SLO Coordinator and SLOC track SLOs
to ensure that the assessments are being done and works with faculty through training and
one-on-one sessions to ensure all faculty understand the task. The Vice Chancellor of
Institutional Effectiveness Enrollment Management plays a vital role by providing data
and analysis to assist faculty in assessing their students’ learning. As SLOs are
implemented by faculty and staff, assessment and improvement will be constant goals.
Instructional learning areas (the college does not have departments) meet monthly or bimonthly to discuss SLOs and assessments, as well as to work on ways to improve student
learning.
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The 2008-2009 academic year marked the second year of the Implementation Plan. The
SLO Coordinator and Committee worked to map all courses supporting the SLOs of
General Education. Training sessions continued for new as well as experienced faculty
and staff to ensure that new practices are implemented. In this second year, the
assessment of SLOs by faculty and staff were being completed in rotating schedules.
Learning areas continued to meet monthly or bimonthly, analyzing the results of the
assessments at the course level, and instructors made changes to improve student
learning. Non-instructional programs continued to assess and analyze SLOs annually and
make improvements to better serve our students. The assessment results were shared
within the Counseling Learning Area Meetings.
The 2009-2010 academic year marked the third year of the Implementation Plan. During
this year, courses continued to be assessed and analyzed according to the plan and
changes were implemented to improve student learning. The goal was to have half of the
academic and vocational programs have their SLOs assessed, analyzed, and changes
implemented to improve student learning; the college unevenly accomplished this goal.
The information resulting from the assessments were shared in Learning Area Meetings.
The training in the writing, assessing, and analyzing of SLOs continued under the
leadership of the SLO Coordinator and SLO Committee. Student Services continued to
assess and analyze SLOs annually and make improvements to better serve all students.
The assessment results were shared within the Counseling Learning Area Meetings.
The 2010-2011 academic year will mark the fourth year of the Implementation Plan. The
SLO Coordinator and SLO Committee continue to review SLO tracking sheets to ensure
that courses and programs are being assessed, analyzed, and that changes are being
implemented to improve student learning. The assessment of course level and program
level SLOs will continue on the adopted rotating cycle. Training in the writing,
assessing, and analyzing of SLOs will continue under the leadership of the SLO
Coordinator and Committee. Student Services will continue to assess and analyze SLOs
annually and make improvements to better serve all students. The assessment results will
be shared with the appropriate campus groups.
The 2011-2012 academic year will mark the fifth and final year of the Implementation
Plan. During this year, the assessment of course level and program level SLOs will
continue on the adopted rotating cycle. Training in the writing, assessing, and analyzing
of SLOs will continue under the leadership of the SLO Coordinator and Committee.
Student Services will continue to assess and analyze SLOs annually and make
improvements to better serve the students. The assessment results will be shared with the
appropriate campus groups.
During each assessment cycle, faculty and staff are required to not only assess SLOs at
the course and program level but also to share the results of the assessments within each
learning area and analyze the results. From the analysis, which takes place both
individually in groups of faculty teaching the course and in the monthly and bi-monthly
learning area meetings, changes will be implemented to either the assessments or the
pedagogy used in the classroom based upon the results of the assessment. Training
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sessions are planned throughout the five year plan to assist faculty in making the
necessary changes to their courses and programs in order to achieve successful student
learning.
The Vice Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment
Management will be available to assist faculty and staff in the assessment and analysis of
SLOs for their courses and programs.
Recommendation 5: That the college further improve the quality of learning resources
by providing library and other learning support services that are sufficient in quantity,
currency, depth, and variety to facilitate educational offerings, regardless of location or
means of delivery.
The West Hills College Lemoore Library/Learning Resource Center was planned and
constructed to be the focal point of the college campus. With an outdoor amphitheater,
the Pedersen/Semas Plaza, the building contains the traditional functions found in a
college library along with faculty offices, classrooms, and computer access for students
and community. Foot traffic into the building has steadily increased from a daily average
of 833 visitors in 2006 to 1112 visitors in 2010.
The Library/Learning Resource Center has been highly aggressive in improving its
resources and services in spite of this challenging economic era. Utilizing a combination
of district and grant funding, the Library/Learning Resource Center has taken particular
advantage of the increased availability of electronic resources.
Students of West Hills College Lemoore have access to a much greater number of
resource materials compared to 2006. Specifically, the collection has increased from
19,795 items to 34,172 or a 73% increase. Even more impressive is the increase in
electronic-books, from 3,098 to 17,260 titles for a 557% increase in the same five year
time period, evidence that the college is cognizant of its distance education student
population.
Periodically, the college librarian purges older non-relevant books from the collection.
The number of books removed is small but the practice helps to maintain a current and
more useful collection. The librarian uses collection development guidelines to fit the
curriculum of WHCL.
Subscription databases are regularly examined and subscriptions are adjusted to better fit
curriculum. An example of this is the addition of Health Source: Nursing/Academic
Edition that consists of 550 scholarly journals focusing on medical disciplines that was
added to enhance the collection for the new nursing program at the college.
The Internet has been utilized in several ways to enhance the acquisition of knowledge.
For example, an instant messaging system has been installed to give users, regardless of
location, the ability to seek library help in real time. The implementation of the
Blackboard v.9 course management system is a second use of the Internet. Tutorials
geared towards teaching students how to more efficiently utilize library resources are also
planned to help students with information competency.
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Representative of the value that students place on classroom success, the tutoring
program has continued to be popular. The total number of tutoring applicants was 268
during the 2006 calendar year and increased to 348 in 2007. The number of tutoring
applicants peaked in 2008 when 381 students sought tutoring assistance. Enrollments
declined in 2009 and a concomitant number of students requested tutoring assistance,
366. West Hills College Lemoore remains committed to providing this necessary service
to students.
Recommendation 6: That the Board of Trustees develop a new member orientation
program as part of their board education policy.
A Board of Trustee Handbook was developed and approved by the West Hills
Community College District Board of Trustees in March 2008. Additionally, the
handbook is reviewed at the annual Board of Trustees Retreat and is updated as
necessary.
New Board members are given the opportunity to attend the Community College League
of California and American Association of Community College workshops each year;
however, it should be noted that there has been no new Board member elected since
1997.
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Standard I – Institutional Mission and Effectiveness: A Thematic
Overview
Dialogue
The dialogue theme is exemplified in the development of the mission statement. Regular
Strategic Planning Meetings include college constituency groups, such as classified staff,
faculty, administration, and managerial staff. The mission statement, goals, and
institutional outcomes are reviewed annually at these meetings.
Institutional Commitments
Institutional commitments are defined in the mission statement. The college has created
goals that are aligned to its mission and focus on student learning. The communities we
serve include: high school graduates, re-entry students, the military community,
underserved, and special needs populations. Regular systematic cycle of program review
processes ensures a commitment to implement and improve student learning.
Evaluation, Planning, and Improvement
Evaluation, planning, and improvement are achieved through an on-going cycle of
assessment, evaluation, integrated planning, implementation, and reevaluation of campus
committee products, including instructional and non-instructional program reviews. The
West Hills College Lemoore Strategic Plan incorporates our mission and vision
statements as well as the college’s guiding principles. The Strategic Plan includes themes
and institutional student outcomes that are measured by institutional outcomes.
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Standard I.
Institutional
Mission and
Effectiveness
The institution
demonstrates
strong
commitment to a
mission that
emphasizes
achievement of
student learning
and to
communicating
the mission
internally and
externally. The
institution uses
analyses of
quantitative and
qualitative data
and analysis in
an ongoing and
systematic cycle
of evaluation,
integrated
planning,
implementation,
and reevaluation to
verify and
improve the
effectiveness by
which the
mission is
accomplished.

I.A. Mission
The institution
has a statement

The West Hills College Lemoore mission statement reflects collegewide commitment to student learning:
West Hills College Lemoore enriches the lives of our students
and the community we serve by being dedicated to quality
educational learning opportunities and partnerships. The
college provides a positive environment that is committed to
student learning and empowering students to achieve their
educational goals.
The mission statement is published in the college catalog, strategic
plan, educational master plan, website, student handbook, and
brochures. It is also posted on the wall of the administration
building, as well as in classrooms.
The college’s Strategic Planning Committee, with the assistance of
the Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Management,
developed goals and institutional outcomes composed of quantitative
and qualitative data that serve to measure how well the college
accomplishes its mission. WHCL reviews its mission statement,
goals, and institutional outcomes annually in Strategic Planning
Committee Meetings.
Recommendations for interventions,
improvements, or changes are sent to the college’s Planning and
Governance Council for further review, approval, and
implementation.
In addition, the college has adopted and approved a college planning
calendar that focuses the college’s institutional effectiveness
processes in support of its mission statement. For example, the
planning calendar specifies a timeline for review of the college
mission and vision statements, its planning and governance manual,
educational master plan, strategic plan, WASC annual report,
technology strategic plan, and budget priorities. The planning
calendar also specifies the dates of the college’s regular strategic
planning retreats. The college has developed formal evaluation
instruments using surveys to evaluate and re-evaluate its processes in
support of its mission.
WHCL has a mission, vision, and guiding principles that define its
purpose, its population served, and its commitment to student
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of mission that
defines the
institution's
broad
educational
purposes, its
intended student
population, and
its commitment
to achieving
student learning.

learning. The college mission statement identifies its educational
purpose as enriching “the lives of [its] students and the community
[it] serve[s].” The college is “dedicated to quality educational
learning opportunities and partnerships” as is appropriate to any
institution of higher learning. (1.1)
WHCL’s service area includes a diverse population in terms of socioeconomic status, educational background and goals, age, race, and
ethnicity. The student population consists of traditional first- and
second-year students, current high school students, re-entry students,
active military and dependents, veterans, student-athletes, and special
populations. The college is committed to ensuring access through its
dedication to new technology and distance education methodologies.
The mission statement further declares that the college is “committed
to student learning and empowering students to achieve their
educational goals” as shown through learning communities, tutorial
support, early alert systems for at-risk students, informal faculty
dialogue for students’ achievement, and partnerships.
The West Hills College Lemoore mission statement reflects a
college-wide commitment to student learning:
WHCL Mission:
West Hills College Lemoore enriches the lives of our students
and the community we serve by being dedicated to quality
educational learning opportunities and partnerships. The
college provides a positive environment that is committed to
student learning and empowering students to achieve their
educational goals.
Vision:
Learning Through Excellence and Innovation
Guiding Principles:
West Hills College Lemoore is student-centered and is
dedicated in providing high quality learning opportunities.
We are guided by our core values:
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Access: Ensure accessibility to all our programs and
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I.A.1
The institution
establishes
student learning
programs and
services aligned
with its
purposes, its
character, and
its student
population.

meet community needs and garner community
support.
Support collaborative decision-making
processes.
Community: Develop and foster a sense of
community within the college.
Diversity: Respect and embrace diversity in our
programs and learning environments.
Excellence: Provide high quality learning, teaching,
and service opportunities.
Innovation: Support innovation and technology to
enhance learning environments, services, and
communication.
Integrity: Advocate and demonstrate honesty,
truthfulness, equality, and ethics.
Mutual Respect: Promote an environment of open
communication. (I.A)

Descriptive Summary
WHCL establishes student learning programs and services that align
with its purposes, its character, and its student population. In
alignment with its mission statement, WHCL utilizes job market and
industry surveys, advisory committees, economic development
studies, local workforce investment board recommendations, grant
opportunities, and partnerships with four-year universities to identify
and develop its programs. Services are developed and refined to
support student learning for all programs by the college. Through the
program review process, course outline reviews, and student learning
outcome assessment, the college assures its programs and services
align with its mission.
The college identifies its students by working closely with the above
mentioned programs and utilizing effective outreach strategies in the
high schools and outreach through the local community including the
Naval Air Station Lemoore. The college also provides programs and
services to its online student population. West Hills College
Lemoore further identifies its students through the use of data from
the assessments of its institutional outcomes. This data are used to
assess the college’s mission statement and college goals. (1.1, 1.2,
1.3)
Self Evaluation
West Hills College Lemoore’s mission statement is a statement of
commitment to students and the area communities by guiding the
college in its effort to provide a quality educational experience for all
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of its students. Through its mission statement the college has
identified guiding principles to further enhance its commitment to its
mission. These guiding principles identified in the college’s strategic
planning document serve to guide college planning processes. As an
example of commitment to its guiding principles, each of the
college’s shared governance committees has a defined diversity
statement which demonstrates its commitment to students from
diverse cultures and varied learning experiences. (I.A.1)
Planning Agenda Items

I.A.2
The mission
statement is
approved by the
governing board
and published.

None

Descriptive Summary
The mission statement is reviewed annually by the college’s Strategic
Planning Committee. Changes to the mission statement are approved
by the college’s primary participatory governance body, the Planning
and Governance Council; the mission statement is then reviewed and
approved by the WHCCD Board of Trustees. The mission statement
was last reviewed by the PGC on February 19, 2010 and approved by
the Board of Trustees on May 18, 2010. The mission statement is
published in the college catalog, strategic plan, educational master
plan, website, student handbook, and brochures; it is also posted on
the wall of the administration building, and posted in classrooms.
(1.4, 1.5, 1.6)
Self Evaluation
West Hills College Lemoore’s mission statement was most recently
approved by the WHCCD Board of Trustees on May 18, 2010. Prior
to board approval, the college constituencies represented by the
Strategic Planning Committee and the Planning and Governance
Council reviewed college institutional outcomes and goals utilizing
data from the office of institutional effectiveness and enrollment
management for mission statement currency. The college determined
that the current mission statement meets the needs of its students and
area communities.
WHCL’s mission statement is widely visible in its college catalog,
course schedule, strategic and educational master plans, student
handbook, and other college wide print media. (I.A.2)
Planning Agenda Items


None
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I.A.3
Using the
institution's
governance and
decision-making
processes, the
institution
reviews its
mission
statement on a
regular basis
and revises it as
necessary.

Descriptive Summary
The Strategic Planning Committee approved a review cycle
recommending the mission/vision statements, goals and institutional
outcomes be reviewed annually by the Strategic Planning Committee,
and if changes are recommended they are forwarded to the Planning
and Governance Council for review and approval. (1.7, 1.8)
Self Evaluation
The mission statement is reviewed on a regular basis by all
constituency groups according to the planning calendar. The
development of a planning calendar is addressing the 2006 response
of the previous team’s recommendation to review and update the
mission statement. (I.A.3)
Planning Agenda Items


I.A.4
The institution's
mission is
central to
institutional
planning and
decisionmaking.

None

Descriptive Summary
The mission statement is a guiding principle for the college’s
Planning and Governance Manual. (1.4, 1.5, 1.6)
The mission statement directs the college’s educational purposes by
focusing on its student population and commitment to student
learning. Further, the planning and governance and the strategic
planning processes rely on the college’s mission statement, the vision
statement, guiding principles, themes, and institutional learning
outcomes.
As part of the program review process, validation of how a program
aligns and supports the college’s mission statement must be provided.
Program reviews are reviewed and approved by the Planning and
Governance Council, which consists of members of all campus
constituencies. (1.2, 1.3)
The importance of the college’s mission statement as a component of
the planning and governance process is significant in directing the
actions of these committees. In addition, advisory committees have
been established for vocational/career technical education programs
to discuss relevance to community and industry needs that are
consistent with the college’s mission statement. General Education
instructional areas (programs) align courses to meet graduation
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requirements and to transfer to California State Universities and the
University of California. Curriculum Committee course outlines are
designed to address graduation requirements as well as articulation
agreements for transferability of courses. The effectiveness of the
college’s programs is indicated by the growing number of students
graduating and/or transferring to baccalaureate institutions. (1.9)
Self Evaluation
WHCL’s mission is central to institutional planning and decisionmaking with defined goals that support the mission statement. The
Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Management has
assisted the college in developing institutional outcomes. The
institutional outcomes assess the college’s attainment of its missiondriven goals. College planning and decision making are aligned to
these goals. Data analyses from the institutional outcomes drive
planning within the college governance process. Program reviews,
student learning outcomes, budget procedures, and institutional
planning must support the institutional outcomes and are central to
further ensuring that the college’s processes are aligned to the college
mission statement. All program reviews are evaluated and approved
through the participatory governance process culminating at the
Planning and Governance Council. (I.A.4)
Planning Agenda Items


None
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I.B. Improving
Institutional
Effectiveness
The institution
demonstrates a
conscious effort
to produce and
support student
learning,
measures that
learning,
assesses how
well learning is
occurring, and
makes changes
to improve
student learning.
The institution
also organizes
its key processes
and allocates its
resources to
effectively
support student
learning. The
institution
demonstrates its
effectiveness by
providing 1)
evidence of the
achievement of
student learning
outcomes and 2)
evidence of
institution and
program
performance.
The institution
uses ongoing
and systematic
evaluation and
planning to
refine its key
processes and
improve student
learning.

West Hills College Lemoore conscientiously strives to produce and
support student learning at all levels. Faculty members have
developed course-level and program-level students learning outcomes
(SLOs) and assessments that contribute to the revision of course
content, pedagogy, and methodology. Non-instructional programs
and services have also developed SLOs. The assessment results for
all SLOs serve to focus dialogue on ways in which the college can be
improved to better serve students. All SLOs are included in the
program review process that engages all college councils,
committees, and constituencies. The assessment of SLOs and
program review is ongoing and include both systematic evaluation
and planning.
The college’s institutional outcomes are composed of quantitative
and qualitative data that serve to measure how well the college
accomplishes its mission. WHCL reviews its mission statement,
goals, and institutional outcomes annually in Strategic Planning
Committee Meetings.
Recommendations for intervention,
improvements, and changes are sent to the college’s Planning and
Governance Council for continued dialogue, review, and
implementation.
The data and processes from program review, SLOs, and college
institutional outcomes drive decisions regarding program
modifications, staffing, curriculum, class scheduling, facilities,
technology, resource allocation, etc. All modifications are focused
on improving and supporting student learning.
College governance committees report to the Planning and
Governance Council (PGC), which recommends and reviews college
policies and processes. Student learning and institutional processes
are reviewed by the PGC and its constituent groups consistently with
their review cycles.
Instructional administrators conduct monthly learning area meetings
with faculty each semester. At the request of faculty, these more
frequent learning area meetings have occurred since the fall of 2005
in place of frequent interdisciplinary meetings. The learning area
meetings allow for focused and relevant face-to-face dialogues about
curriculum, student learning outcomes, senate issues, and more that
affect the students and faculty. (1.10) In addition, student services
operational areas conduct regular meetings. (1.11) (I.B)
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I.B.1
The institution
maintains an
ongoing,
collegial, selfreflective
dialogue about
the continuous
improvement of
student learning
and institutional
processes

Descriptive Summary
The Planning and Governance Council (PGC) has general oversight
over all standing college committees and meets at least once a month
to review all institutional processes. Voting membership of the PGC
consists of a West Hills College Faculty Association representative,
an Academic Senate representative, two CSEA representatives, two
student representatives, and two administrators; the college president
is the chair of the committee and votes only in case of a tie. The
agenda of a PGC meeting routinely discusses and approves proposed
Board of Trustee policies and administrative procedures, reports from
each of the standing college committees, and discusses news of
particular interest that affects the learning and working climate on the
college facility. The PGC also approves all program review
documents. It is the responsibility of the PGC membership to
communicate information and decisions back to their constituency
groups.
In November 2007, the Academic Senate president reported to the
PGC that counseling faculty had been assigned to each instructional
learning area. (1.12) The assigned counselor was to attend
instructional learning area meetings and report back relevant news to
their fellow counselors and advisors, allowing for improved
communication between student services and instructional faculty.
These learning area meetings routinely discuss student learning
outcomes, curriculum, and senate issues. In the Counseling Learning
Area Meetings, representatives share with each other news from their
assigned learning areas. (1.10, 1.13)
The president’s office also communicates campus activities in less
formal ways. For example, the president’s office distributes a weekly
newsletter via email updating college faculty and staff with relevant
events occurring on campus and at the district level. (1.14) Another
example of dialogue by the college president is the President’s
Forums that occur during the school year. These President’s Forums,
which are well attended, allow for immediate feedback to the
president on items of interest.
Additionally, other committees at the district level ensure that
dialogue and collaboration occur among college and district staff to
improve student learning and instructional processes.
The District Strategic Planning Committee was established in 2006
and is composed of representatives from the college, community,
district, and Board of Trustees. This committee meets three times a
year and its primary role is to review the progress of the district’s
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goals: 1) achieve or exceed funded growth targets, 2) focus marketing
efforts in district-wide stories, 3) increase community participation
rates, 4) improve transfer, completion, and graduation rates, and 5)
become the preferred choice of students through on-going and active
recruitment. Metrics have been developed to evaluate the progress of
each of the goals and are reviewed annually by the District Strategic
Planning Committee. Results are published to the community in the
Annual Report to the Community. (1.15, 1.16, 1.17)
The District Technology Committee (DTC) is a committee whose
purpose is to obtain the optimal use of technology resources to
improve services. The committee meets once per month and is
composed of college and district leaders. There are five subcommittees reporting to the DTC with membership composed of
faculty, staff, and students. Sub-committee leaders bring concerns,
achievements, and requests for new projects to the DTC. The DTC is
responsible for prioritizing technology projects based on institutional
needs. The list of priorities is utilized by the Information and
Technology Systems (ITS) and Academic and Information Systems
(AIS) departments to assign resources and meet the needs of the
college and district. (1.18, 1.19, 1.20)
The Chancellor’s Executive Cabinet is composed of the college
presidents, the district chancellor, and key district administrators.
The cabinet meets once per month and provides a forum for the
presidents and chancellor to talk about current issues and to review
policies. Additionally, this cabinet provides the opportunity for the
college presidents to provide feedback to the chancellor regarding
services that are centralized at the district office. (1.21, 1.22)
The District Leadership Council (DLC) is composed of faculty
leaders and administrators from the colleges and district. The
purpose of this group is to provide a channel of communication
where the college and district staff can collaborate to develop
uniformed solutions and processes across the district. This council
has been in existence since 2005. (1.23)
District Leadership Retreats are held quarterly and bring together toplevel administrators, faculty, and classified group representatives.
The retreats are lead by the district chancellor and cover topics
ranging from the discussion of current events, such as budget status,
reviewing of institutional processes, and identifying new initiatives to
help improve student success. (1.24)
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Self Evaluation
West Hills College Lemoore has established a well-structured shared
governance system that provides communication channels, access to
all constituencies, and dialogue at every level. This provides the
institution a mechanism for continuous improvement based on
collaboration and introspection.
Program review for instructional and non-instructional programs is
on a four-year review cycle, with a midterm report completed every
two years. Occupational instructional programs are on a two-year
cycle. This report consists of a logic model grid that details short and
long term planning goals and achievements. with the midterm report
completed at the one-year mark. The program review process
incorporates student learning outcomes data and student progress data
such as success, retention, and graduation rates. Program review is
directly connected to the budget process by means of the college’s
planning framework.
As an example, during the 2009-10 academic year, several program
review documents, such as Business/CIS, nursing, and Upward
Bound/Math Science, were presented and approved by the college’s
Planning and Governance Council. This process assures collegial,
self-reflective dialogue about the college’s commitment to
continuous improvement of student learning. (I.B.1)
Planning Agenda Items

I.B.2
The institution
sets goals to
improve its
effectiveness,
consistent with
its stated
purposes. The
institution
articulates its
goals and states
the objectives
derived from
them in
measurable
terms so that the

None

Descriptive Summary
WHCL has set goals and benchmarks that directly support its mission
statement. Quantitative and qualitative institutional outcomes have
been established to measure how successfully the college achieves its
goals. WHCL has implemented the following goals and institutional
outcomes:
Institutional Outcome 1: WHCL is committed to provide quality
education to students and community. This goal is measured by the
population participation rates of the service area, high school
participation rates, student retention, and persistence rates.
Institutional Outcome 2: WHCL is committed to empower students to
achieve their educational goals. This goal is measured by Basic
Skills English, ESL, and math success and retention rates, career
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degree to which
they are
achieved can be
determined and
widely
discussed. The
institutional
members
understand these
goals and work
collaboratively
toward their
achievement.

technical education course success and retention rates, degree and
certificate completion, transfers to four-year institutions, and the
Community College Survey of Student Engagement (CCSSE)
benchmarks.
Institutional Outcome 3: WHCL will effectively maintain and
increase its resources and productivity. This goal is measured by
student headcount, FTES goals, successful grant acquisition, and
increased revenue generated by outside capitol campaign activities.
Institutional Outcome 4: WHCL will identify and disaggregate its
student population groups to assess program effectiveness. This goal
is measured by examining the demographics of student services
programs with respect to factors such as access and success.
(1.1)
Improvements have been made as a result of the review of these
institutional outcomes.
For example, through the established
strategic planning processes, it was determined that vocational/career
technical education success rates were performing below the
college’s stated benchmark. Further review of the data revealed
success rate issues with courses offered in the “open entry/exit”
format that did not require set scheduled class meetings. In
conjunction with the program review process, the Planning and
Governance Council requested that the format of those courses be
changed to a traditional format and require students to attend
regularly scheduled class meetings. As a result of this change,
success rates for those courses have increased by 40%.
Self Evaluation
The college sets goals to improve its effectiveness consistent with its
stated purposes and articulates its goals and objectives into
measureable terms. The college members understand these goals and
work collaboratively toward their achievement. The Strategic
Planning Committee has set institutional outcomes (goals) that
directly support the college’s mission statement. These outcomes are
approved by the Planning and Governance Council. Quantitative
institutional outcomes have been established to measure how well the
college achieves its outcomes. (I.B.2)
Planning Agenda Items


None
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I.B.3.
The institution
assesses
progress toward
achieving its
stated goals and
makes decisions
regarding the
improvement of
institutional
effectiveness in
an ongoing and
systematic cycle
of evaluation,
integrated
planning,
resource
allocation,
implementation,
and reevaluation.
Evaluation is
based on
analyses of both
quantitative and
qualitative data.

Descriptive Summary
Achieving the college goals and improving its institutional
effectiveness are the responsibilities of the shared governance
committees and the college community as a whole. The Planning and
Governance Council monitors the achievement and progress of these
outcomes. The Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment
Management provides the necessary quantitative and qualitative data
and analysis to measure the college’s achievement of its institutional
outcomes.
The college has established a strategic plan with institutional
outcomes that measure student achievement and how well strategic
goals are met. (1.1) The college institutional outcomes are reviewed
annually by the college’s Strategic Planning Committee and by the
District Strategic Planning Committee. These outcomes include
integrated metrics from the California Community College
Chancellor’s Office Accountability Reporting for the Community
Colleges (ARCC) along with locally designed benchmarks for
accountability. Additionally, the college participated in the 2007 and
2008 Community College Survey of Student Engagement (CCSSE).
The CCSSE instrument provides five qualitative benchmarks that are
highly correlated to student learning and success. (1.25)
The college developed its Educational Master Plan (EMP) in 2008,
which provides a reference point and framework for the future of the
college. The EMP includes a thorough data review of the college’s
overall instructional programs. The EMP brings together internal,
external, quantitative, and qualitative data into key findings that
inform and support planning. While maintaining the integrity of the
college’s vision, mission, and strategic goals, the EMP draws a
blueprint for implementing emerging educational objectives. More
specifically, the EMP focuses on the service area, students, staff, and
programs of the college. Matriculation rates from regional high
schools provide a basis for enrollment projections. An analysis of
economic trends in the area and a review of emerging labor market
information inform the consideration of new programs.
An
examination of student services, instructional programs, disciplines,
and student performance assess current effectiveness and point the
way for change. (1.26)
The college further assesses progress toward achieving its stated
goals through evaluation of committee structure, program review, and
institutional learning outcomes.
Each college committee has
identified goals and objectives that evaluate institutional
effectiveness as it pertains to their campus role. The mission
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statement has been revised to provide clear guidance to these
committees.
Departments or services centralized at the district office are part of a
program review cycle.
The review cycle for district office
departments is coordinated by the Office of Institutional
Effectiveness and Enrollment Management. District department
reviews are evaluated by the college’s shared governance committee
process when feedback is provided to help improve services to the
college. Feedback from the colleges is reviewed by appropriate
district office staff for possible implementation. Collectively, these
processes promote dialogue on the appropriateness of centralized
versus decentralized services. (1.27, 1.28, 1.29)
The college has implemented a planning calendar, monitored by the
Planning and Governance Council, which guides the college’s
planning process.
Included in this calendar are committee
assignments for task completion, the Strategic Planning Committee’s
annual review of the mission and vision statements, institutional
outcomes, performance indicators, the PGC’s annual review of the
PGC manual, annuals reports, and program reviews. (1.30)
Self Evaluation
The college Strategic Planning Committee and Planning and
Governance Council have played key roles in assessing the college
goals and institutional outcomes in a systematic cycle that drives
improvements. The college has established a model for integrated
institutional planning that utilizes college research data to drive
decision making and resource allocation. In addition, the planning
calendar has provided a schedule for review ensuring comprehensive
evaluation of all areas. (I.B.3)
Planning Agenda Items

I.B.4.
The institution
provides
evidence that the
planning
process is
broad-based,
offers
opportunities for

None

Descriptive Summary
WHCL’s Strategic Plan and Educational Master Plan provide
direction as reference documents for all college planning activities.
The planning activities along with evaluation processes are integrated
into a process that drives planning, resource allocation,
implementation, and reevaluation. These processes are handled
through the college’s shared governance committees. The following
graphic illustrates the different layers and processes of the college’s
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input by
appropriate
constituencies,
allocates
necessary
resources, and
leads to
improvement of
institutional
effectiveness.

institutional planning framework:
WHC Lemoore Institutional Planning Framework
Strategic Plan – Provide Mission, Vision, & Goals
C O L L E G E E D U C AT I O N A L M A S T E R P L A N
Internal Data
• College Background
• Profile of Students and Employees
• College and Program Trends

External Data
• Profile of Service Area
• Trends and Forecasts
• Labor Market Information
Key
Findings
Provide Direction

Facilities Plan

Technology
Plan
Program

Institutional
Outcomes

Review

Matriculation Plan

Curriculum
Review

Student Equity

Assessment
of SLOs

Other College Plans

Accreditation

Recommendations to planning & budget allocation process
Outcomes

New
Programs

Faculty/Staff
Positions

Facilities
Projects

One‐Time Budget
Allocations

Other Resources

The Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment
Management has worked extensively with staff to ensure that the
appropriate data is available for all planning committees and
processes. The vice chancellor of institutional effectiveness and
enrollment management attends college meetings and provides
analysis and recommendations to the various committees. Program
specific data and trainings on effective uses of data have been
provided to instructional areas and non-instructional programs as a
common practice during the program review process and during
district-wide duty and flex days. The vice chancellor of institutional
effectiveness and enrollment management provides data reports and
training for campus end-users in an on-going basis, including one-onone staff training as requested. Data is used in all of the college’s
review cycle to drive decisions regarding resource allocation,
staffing, facilities, technology, and curriculum. (1.31, 1.32)
There are seven shared governance committees that provide input to
the college’s Planning and Governance Council. These committees
are the Budget Allocation Committee, the Facilities, Safety and
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Auxiliary Services Committee, the Institutional Effectiveness and
Program Review Committee, the Employee Development and
Success Committee, the Student Learning Outcomes Committee, the
Student Success Committee, and the Technology Committee. Each
of these committees is represented by faculty, staff, and students. In
addition, the Academic Senate, the WHC Faculty Association,
CSEA, and students (through the Student Government Association),
have representation on PGC. West Hills College Lemoore does not
have a classified senate.
The President ensures a process of effective integrated planning, not
only of district and college planning processes, but also for college
based planning.
This is exemplified by the structure of
committee/councils (unit level), Learning Areas (department level),
shared governance committees (division level), and PGC (college
level).
WHCL’s planning processes, including all college committees, are
broad-based and provide opportunities for input and feedback by all
constituency groups; outside community representatives are invited
when appropriate. Through this representation, planning processes
are incorporated into the participatory governance system. Evidence
of these broad-based processes occur at all planning levels. Student
learning outcomes, program reviews, and strategic planning start with
data collection and analysis by the appropriate learning area, support
service, or committee. Information is shared among members and
distributed throughout the college-wide community. Constituency
groups are encouraged to review and provide input to further clarify
the analysis and to forward recommendations for improvement.
Communication concerning college processes and procedures are
further enhanced by the president’s Intercommunication Team (PIT)
with membership from college and district personnel. The PIT meets
monthly and provides a vehicle for information exchange regarding
campus needs and district resources. In addition, college faculty and
staff are members of the District Leadership Council (DLC) that
serves to ensure continuity, collaboration, and alignment of policies
and procedures between the college and the district. (1.23, 1.33)
The college conducted an evaluation of shared governance during the
spring of 2010. The majority of respondents agreed that the shared
governance process was inclusive of faculty, classified staff,
administrators, and student government. Also, the majority of
respondents agreed that the shared governance process drives
institutional planning. (1.34)
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WHCL is committed to effective program review practices and
planning in order to fully benefit its recipients. This evaluation
process includes improvement strategies based on quantitative and
qualitative data. Changes identified in the review process are
incorporated to improve program vitality and to avoid stagnation.
The college closes the planning “loop” by reporting all program
changes resulting from the planning processes to appropriate
councils, committees, and constituencies.
Resource allocation is an important component of WHCL’s planning
process. The college’s planning framework has been designed to be
broad-based and drives the resource allocation processes. Staffing,
facilities, and budget requests are routed to the respective committees
for further discussion, input, and determination. When resources are
not available to fulfill requests, the college will seek to secure
resources through grants and fundraising activities. One of WHCL’s
strategic goals is to “effectively maintain and increase its resources
and productivity.” This goal is measured by student headcount,
FTES, successful grant acquisition, and increased revenue generated
by outside capitol campaign activities.
During the past five years, with involvement from all constituencies,
WHCL has implemented various plans to improve student learning,
including the Strategic Plan, Educational Master Plan, Technology
Plan, and Distance Education Plan. Results from these plans have
resulted in improvements such as raising the vocational courses’
success rates, modified outreach activities, implemented interventions
to improve student success, and dedicated resources for its distance
education program.
For example, one of the college’s outcomes demonstrated a decline in
the number of high school seniors from feeder high schools enrolling
in WHCL. Through the review process, it was determined by the
Student Success Committee, as well as through counseling/advising
meetings and the student services leadership team, that focused
outreach efforts were vital to improving high school participation
rates. In the spring of 2010, counselors and advisors spent
considerable time discussing what was important in outreach and the
concept of the Eagle Team (E-Team) was created. The focus of this
outreach practice in the fall of 2010 is to improve connections with
the high schools. (1.35) As part of a district-wide strategic planning
meeting in July 2010, administrators and counselors from local high
schools were invited to share suggestions with college and district
staff to improve high school outreach activities. The district and its
colleges are committed to increasing high school participation rates
from service area high schools; the results of this retreat will be
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incorporated into the college’s outreach process. (1.36)
Self Evaluation
WHCL provides evidence that the planning process is broad-based,
offers opportunities for input by appropriate constituencies, which
includes advisory committees for vocational/Career Technical
Education disciplines, allocates necessary resources, and leads to
improvement of institutional effectiveness. All college committees
have representatives from each constituency group. Through this
representation, planning processes are incorporated into the
participatory governance system.
Constituency groups are
encouraged to review and provide input to further clarify the analysis
and to forward recommendations for improvement. (I.B.4)
Planning Agenda Items

I.B.5.
The institution
uses documented
assessment
results to
communicate
matters of
quality
assurance to
appropriate
constituencies.

None

Descriptive Summary
WHCL and the district provide institutional documents to
communicate matters of quality assurance to the appropriate
constituencies: program review data packets, College Strategic Plan,
District Strategic Plan, college institutional outcomes, district score
card, Community College Survey on Student Engagement,
Accountability Reporting for the Community Colleges, president’s
monthly report at the Board of Trustees meetings, Educational Master
Plan, Technology Plan, Matriculation Plan, Distance Education
Strategic Plan, College Annual Report to the Community, District
Office Monthly Newsletter, and president’s weekly update.
The college presents information to both internal constituents and the
public in a variety of ways, including printed documents, email, as
well as through the website. The Office of Institutional Effectiveness
and Enrollment Management maintains the data warehouse and
college’s web site as a central location for information dissemination;
the data warehouse provides statistical reports for the colleges.
The WHCL 2007-2008 Report to the Community was sent to 57,000
homes in WHCL service areas in November 2008. It included the
mission and vision statements, as well as a 2004-2008 chart including
expenditures, revenue and expenses, demographics, future planning,
and information regarding programs such as registered nursing,
engineering, culinary, maintenance mechanics, human services
certificates, and T.E.A.M. Teach. This information was also made
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available on the college’s homepage of its website. (1.37)
One of the district’s strategic goals is to publish the district’s “@West
Hills College” newsletter, another communiqué with the community.
This newsletter is mailed quarterly to 82,000 homes throughout the
district. This newsletter provides information related to facility
updates, campus events, and accomplishments by the colleges,
employees, and students. (1.38)
Self Evaluation
Data and reports are provided to the appropriate constituencies for
quality assurance review. Information about quality is provided to
the college community through the West Hills website. Reports and
presentations are provided to the appropriate committees, advisory
groups, college administrators, and Board of Trustees. Results of the
college’s progress towards institutional outcomes are communicated
via annual reports that are mailed to service area homes.
Communication of results could be more widely distributed by
utilizing email as a tool for disseminating information to the overall
college community. (I.B.5)
Planning Agenda Items


I.B.6
The institution
assures the
effectiveness of
its ongoing
planning and
resource
allocation
processes by
systematically
reviewing and
modifying, as
appropriate, all
parts of the
cycle, including
institutional and

Utilize email and other electronic means to improve the
dissemination of the annual results of institutional outcomes
achievement. The Office of Institutional Effectiveness and
Enrollment Management will be responsible for disseminating
these results no later than the fall 2011. (I.B.5)

Descriptive Summary
The college has ongoing and systematic cycles of evaluation to assess
progress toward achieving improvement of institutional effectiveness.
The primary purposes of these evaluations are for integrated
planning, resource allocation, and implementation and re-evaluation.
The college’s Planning and Governance Council (PGC) and Strategic
Planning Committee are primarily responsible for regularly
reviewing the ongoing research, planning, and resource allocation
processes. The college’s ability to assess these cycles of evaluation
has been supported by the creation of a data warehouse and the
district’s Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment
Management. Systematic cycles of evaluation for the improvement
of institutional effectiveness at current levels of the campus
community exist for both instructional and non-instructional areas
through program review. For example, non-vocational programs are
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other research
efforts.

scheduled for review on a four-year cycle with a midterm report, and
vocational programs are reviewed every two years. (1.39) Areas
being reviewed are provided with instructions according to the
purpose, either instructional or non-instructional. Program reviews
that may require budget support are forwarded to the Budget
Allocation Committee by the originator of the program review.
Self Evaluation
WHCL assures the effectiveness of its ongoing planning and resource
allocation processes by systematically reviewing and modifying, as
appropriate, all parts of the cycle, including research. The college
has several ongoing and systematic cycles of evaluation to assess
programs central to institutional effectiveness. The SLO review
process involves qualitative evaluation to improve the definition,
development, assessment method, and analysis and improvement
measures for course and program level SLOs. The Office of
Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Management is critical in
providing data and data analysis for the college to assess the
effectiveness of its ongoing cycle of evaluation, integrated planning,
resource allocation, implementation, and re-evaluation. (I.B.6)
Planning Agenda Items


I.B.7
The institution
assesses its
evaluation
mechanisms
through a
systematic
review of their
effectiveness in
improving
instructional
programs,
student support
services, and
library and
other learning
support services.

None

Descriptive Summary
WHCL assesses its instructional and non-instructional programs
through program review. The program review process serves as the
college’s primary method for reviewing programs and services for
effectiveness. The process of program review is conducted by each
operational unit on a regular basis (at least every four years, every
two years for vocational programs), based on a schedule maintained
by the Vice President of Educational Services. The program review
process is continuously modified to improve its effectiveness. As
recently as 2010, the program review template was modified by the
Institutional Effectiveness and Program Review Committee. These
modifications were the result of feedback given to the committee by
faculty and staff. Suggestions for changes were made to the program
review template. The template was updated to improve its usability
and incorporate student learning outcomes. Also, the Office of
Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Management provides data
for program reviews in a format for easier integration into the
program review document rather than having staff copy and paste
data from multiple documents.
Most recently, data and
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documentation for program review is made available through the
MyWestHills portal program review team site. The program review
team site serves as a central digital repository and contains a history
of program review documents, as well as all of the data necessary to
conduct program review for each program. (1.31, 1.39, 1.40)
A course-level student learning outcome assessment schedule has
been established, and most courses are being evaluated according to
this schedule. (1.41) This schedule was created by the individuals
responsible for the assessments and is maintained by the Student
Learning Outcomes Committee.
The student services area utilizes student satisfaction surveys to
evaluate its counseling and advising services and the registration
process. In response to student concerns voiced through surveys and
Town Hall Forums, student services has implemented same-day
walk-in counseling appointments and the Scheduling and Reporting
System (SARS) to streamline appointments and tracking of student
services. (1.42)
Library and Learning Resources also uses student satisfaction surveys
to improve its service to students. The number of computers made
available to students increased as a result of concerns expressed by
students. (1.43)
The college relies on faculty, the Academic Senate, the Curriculum
Committee, advisory committees, and academic administrators for
recommendations about student learning programs and services.
Written policies describing faculty participation in the governance
process and the delineation of faculty roles in regard to policy,
planning, and special-purpose bodies are in place. Faculty members’
roles in governance and educational matters were established through
negotiations and collaboration with the district and college
administration. The administration supports a decision-making
process that involves people who will be affected by the decision.
In order to review the effectiveness of approved board policies and
procedures, Board Policy 2410 was approved in 2003, and
Administrative Policy 2410 was approved in 2006. Beginning with
the 2007-8 academic year, a policy and procedure review schedule
was implemented by the district Chancellor’s Office, which includes
feedback from the governance committee from both colleges. This
allows the college and district participatory governance committees
to evaluate the effectiveness of current policies and procedures.
(1.44, 1.45, 1.46, 1.47, 1.48, 1.49)
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Self Evaluation
WHCL systematically assesses its effectiveness as part of a
continuous integrated planning process. The college uses ongoing
and systematic evaluation, planning, and dialogue to refine its key
processes and improve student learning.
Planning and evaluation are conducted through student learning
outcomes and the program review process for instructional programs,
student support services, learning resources, and administrative
departments. Results from these assessments are reviewed by the
college’s Planning and Governance Council and then distributed to
all constituency groups. Discussions about these results occur to
elicit feedback and provide insights to program improvements which
determine program modifications that become implemented for the
following review cycle. (I.B.7)
Planning Agenda Items


None
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Standard I Document References
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.10
1.11
1.12
1.13
1.14
1.15
1.16
1.17
1.18
1.19
1.20
1.21
1.22
1.23
1.24
1.25
1.26
1.27
1.28
1.29
1.30
1.31
1.32
1.33
1.34
1.35
1.36
1.37
1.38
1.39
1.40
1.41
1.42
1.43
1.44

WHCL Strategic Plan
Program Review Template
PGC Manual
Strategic Planning Committee Minutes
PGC Minutes April 21, 2010
BOT Minutes May 18, 2010
SPC Minutes September 28, 2007
PGC Minutes – October 17, 2007
CSU/UC Transfer Rates
Instructional Learning Area Meeting Minutes and Agendas
Student Services Meetings Minutes and Agendas
PGC Minutes – November 21, 2007
Counseling Learning Area Minutes
President’s Weekly Update
District Strategic Planning Committee Minutes and Agenda
Strategic Planning Report
Annual Report
DTC Minutes and Agendas
DTC Project List
DTC Completed Project List
Chancellor’s Executive Cabinet Agenda
Chancellor’s Executive Cabinet Task Log
DLC Minutes and Agendas
District Leadership Retreats Minutes and Agendas
CCSSE Results 2007-2008
Educational Master Plan
District program review schedule
Memo from Dr. Gornick
Completed district program review
WHCL Planning Calendar
Completed program review
Duty and flex day agendas
President’s Intercommunication Team meeting and agendas
Shared Governance Survey results
Student Success Committee Minutes and Agenda
Strategic Planning Meeting July 2010
WHCL Report to the Community
@West Hills College
WHCL Program Review Schedule
Program review data packet
Course level SLO assessment schedule
Student Satisfaction Survey
Library Services Survey
District Office BP & AP Routing Forms
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1.45
1.46
1.47
1.48
1.49

BP 2410 - Policy & Admin Procedures
AP 2410 - Policy & Admin Procedures
BP Review Schedule
Chancellor Executive Cabinet Meeting Minutes – March 10 & April 14, 2010
PGC Minutes – Board Policy & Administration Program Review
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Standard II – Student Learning Programs and Services: A Thematic
Overview
All of the themes are represented throughout various sections of Standard II; however,
certain themes are predominant in each of the sections. Standard II.A (Instructional
Programs) is filled with examples and evidence tied to the themes of student learning
outcomes, institutional commitments, and institutional integrity. Standard II.B (Student
Support Services) has a strong focus on dialogue, institutional commitments, and
evaluation, planning, and improvement. Standard II.C (Library and Learning Support
Services) also has a focus on dialogue and institutional commitments. The theme of
organization is consistently shown throughout the entire standard.
Standard II.A – Instructional Programs
Institutional Commitments
Institutional commitments and institutional integrity are clearly evident throughout this
substandard. These themes focus on a “commitment to support student learning as its
primary mission,” a “demonstrated concern for honesty, truthfulness, and the manner in
which the college represents itself to all stakeholders, internal and external,” and the
importance of other key concepts such as “integrity of policies, practices, and
procedures.” In this section are exemplary examples of institutional commitment in the
description and evidence of the two-year schedule, transfer of credits, and how the
college works diligently to align with the demands of four-year institutions and the state.
West Hills College Lemoore’s commitment to meeting the diverse needs and learning
styles of its students is also detailed with evidence and description of faculty training and
development. Evidence and descriptions of institutional integrity are clear through the
explanation of program review and curriculum process as well as through examples of
the Academic Freedom policy, the code of conduct for faculty, and the Academic
Dishonesty policy.
Student Learning Outcomes
This substandard details the college’s efforts to produce and support student learning by
developing student learning outcomes at the course, program, and degree level. This
substandard shows the commitment to training opportunities and the subsequent and
ongoing dialogue of all college stakeholders in the use of student learning outcomes.
Specific examples and evidence are presented that show the development of a student
learning outcome cycle that includes development, implementation, and assessment in
some key courses, such as English.
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Standard II.B – Student Support Services
Evaluation, Planning, and Improvement
Standard II.B addresses the evaluation, planning and improvement dialogue themes. For
example, Student Services evaluates and plans improvement of its services via the
program review process. All areas of student services are reviewed. Also, the student,
faculty, and staff surveys help the college to identify which of the student needs are or are
not being met.
Dialogue
Dialogue is addressed by the faculty, staff, and students receiving club and organization
information via office mail, flyers, and email. In addition, these clubs and organizations
meet with the activities director for an inter-club council meeting to promote dialogue
that identifies and meets student needs at this level. Dialogue also occurs when student
service directors meet with staff to review policies, procedures, and information for
meeting student learning objectives. Once the evaluation has been made, annual reports
are used to evaluate the progress made toward goals. Thus, the college addresses
dialogue, evaluation and planning, and student learning outcomes through student service
directors and staff meetings.
Institutional Commitments
The theme of institutional integrity and commitment is widely addressed in this section.
This substandard addresses the availability of student services on campus. For example,
the college works with the community by providing a public transportation route using
the Kings Area Rural Transit. Services are also available by phone. In addition, policies,
procedures, and services are available via the web page and MyWestHills portal. This
format allows for the broadest way to update materials. Since so much information is
published via the website, the college provides adequate assistance and computers to
students as well as the community. Student services addresses institutional commitment
by providing focused attention to its diverse population. Through various clubs and
programs the college demonstrates a regard for issues of equity and diversity.
Organization
The theme of organization is addressed in that student services and activities staff work
collaboratively and in a coordinated and comprehensive manner to ensure students
matriculate, achieve learning outcomes, and meet their educational goals consistent with
the college’s mission. Operational units within student services meet regularly to
identify, evaluate, and plan effective strategies to achieve student success.
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Standard II.C – Library and Learning Support Services
Dialogue
The theme of dialogue is represented strongly in this section. An example of this is that
the college relies on the expertise of the faculty, the librarian, industry partners, and the
support services personnel in choosing educational materials and equipment. This
dialogue is accomplished via student and faculty feedback during reference interaction
and classroom orientations. The librarian also works directly with faculty and examines
course syllabi to evaluate resources needed for class assignments. The librarian asks the
faculty to recommend books and materials for the library that support what they are
teaching. The college library collaborates with other institutions for resources and other
learning support services for the instructional programs to support learning.
Institutional Commitments
The theme of institutional commitments is also represented clearly in this standard. The
college is committed to student learning by building a library collection of over 34,000
items following a collection management policy focusing on the programs offered at
WHCL. The college has purchased a catalog and circulation system called Unicorn that
enhances book search and retrieval. The Library/Learning Resource Center focuses on
enhancing student information competency through interaction with library staff both in
and out of the classroom as well as in the L/LRC. The L/LRC maintains hours five days
a week. It is open from 7:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m., Monday through Thursday, and from 7:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. on Friday. Students can also access the library away from the college
through the portal; resources on the portal include full access to the collection of
electronic books.
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Standard II.
Student
Learning
Programs and
Services
The institution
offers high quality
instructional
programs, student
support services,
and library and
learning support
services that
facilitate and
demonstrate the
achievement of
stated student
learning
outcomes. The
institution
provides an
environment that
supports learning,
enhances student
understanding
and appreciation
of diversity, and
encourages
personal and civic
responsibility as
well as
intellectual,
aesthetic, and
personal
development for
all of its students.

West Hills College Lemoore is committed to providing high
quality instructional programs, student services support systems,
and learning resources through a continuous cycle of review and
assessment that meets its commitment to fulfill its mission.
Quality of educational programs is ensured by multiple methods:
regular curriculum review and development, program review,
advisory committee input, and student learning outcome
assessment. Through student and community feedback, student
services are regularly assessed for adequacy in providing support
mechanisms to ensure successful matriculation.
Learning resources, including library support, tutoring services,
and distance education support mechanisms, are regularly
assessed and enhanced to provide quality educational
opportunities.

II.A
Instructional
Programs
WHCL, as a comprehensive community college, offers high
The institution
offers high quality quality instructional programs in Basic Skills, career technical
education, and transfer. Basic Skills coursework can prepare
instructional
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programs in
recognized and
emerging fields of
study that
culminate in
identified student
outcomes leading
to degrees,
certificates,
employment, or
transfer to other
higher education
institutions or
programs
consistent with its
mission.
Instructional
programs are
systematically
assessed in order
to assure
currency, improve
teaching and
learning
strategies, and
achieve stated
student learning
outcomes. The
provisions of this
standard are
broadly
applicable to all
instructional
activities offered
in the name of the
institution.

students for degree applicable or transfer level course work.
Course selection in career technical education can result in
useful certificates, associate degrees, or transfer opportunities.
The effectiveness of WHCL’s transfer program is evident in the
number of students who transferred to CSU schools during the
2008-2009 school year. Six hundred and twenty seven students
transferred to California State Universities at Fresno, Humboldt,
and San Jose from West Hills College Lemoore during this
period. This is a significant increase over the 507 students who
transferred to CSU schools during the previous school year.
(2.1) (II.A)

II.A.1
The institution
demonstrates that
all instructional
programs,
regardless of
location or means
of delivery,
address and meet

Descriptive Summary
WHCL meets its mission by providing quality learning
opportunities using various instructional methods based on
objectives, types of courses, and the students served.
WHCL faculty and staff engage in ongoing review and
improvement of programs and services to ensure they meet the
needs of the college, students, and the community. The college
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the mission of the
institution and
uphold its
integrity.

offers instructional programs that are high quality and meet the
varied educational needs of its students whether they are
delivered in a traditional face-to-face format or by distance
education. The instructional programs are consistent with the
preparation, diversity, demographics, and economy of the
community served. Research and analysis assists the college in
identifying student learning needs and the progress toward
achieving stated student learning outcomes.
The results of research and analysis are evaluated by the college
to improve instructional programs, ensure currency, and to
improve teaching and learning strategies. Through program
review, the educational master plan is updated and guides the
budget development process and the strategic planning process.
Self Evaluation
The WHCL mission statement is tied to program review,
strategic planning, and program planning. This ensures that the
mission of the college is always taken into account when
reviewing existing or creating new college programs or plans.
The program review process is campus-wide in all instructional
areas and the process is continually improved through input from
faculty, staff, and administration. The college has an Institutional
Effectiveness and Program Review Committee (IEPRC) that
ensures program reviews are completed in the timely fashion and
accurately assess the strengths and weaknesses of all programs.
SLOs are now campus-wide in all instructional areas and part of
the instructional program assessment process. The Student
Learning Outcomes Committee (SLOC) is in place to schedule
and archive assessments and assist faculty members in writing,
assessing, and evaluating SLOs. (II.A.1)
Planning Agenda Items


II.A.1.a
The institution
identifies and
seeks to meet the
varied
educational needs
of its students
through programs

None

Descriptive Summary
WHCL establishes instructional programs and instructional
support services that are aligned with its purposes, its mission,
and its student population by utilizing the program review
process. The college relies on research conducted by the district
Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment
Management to identify student learning needs and to access
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consistent with
their educational
preparation and
the diversity,
demographics,
and economy of
its communities.
The institution
relies upon
research and
analysis to
identify student
learning needs
and to assess
progress toward
achieving student
learning
outcomes.

progress toward achieving stated learning outcomes; this data is
utilized by relevant college staff in the development of
instructional and non-instructional program review.
General Education courses meet requirements for graduation and
transfer to CSU and UC. Revisions or implementation of
vocational student learning programs require input and
recommendations from advisory committee members. Most
vocational/Career Technical Education program advisory
committees (administration of justice, CIS/BUS/HRCM,
nursing, and child development) meet twice each academic year
to review currency and make recommendations for program
improvements. New Career Technical Education programs, e.g.,
nursing, have been started in response to community needs as
identified in advisory committee meetings. Specifically, there is
an active Business Advisory Committee that meets twice a year
to advise the college on course offerings and content. The
Business Advisory Committee has discussed proper classroom
software to teach various business courses. The vice chancellor
of institutional effectiveness and enrollment management
provides research data for individual departments and
instructional programs for use in planning activities, such as
program review. (2.2)
The college is actively involved in local processes affecting the
economy. This information augments advisory committee
meetings and is presented and discussed by college staff for
relevancy and potential future planning. For example, the
college is represented at monthly Kings County Employment
Development Department meetings. Information from these
meetings has resulted in the college offering short term
vocational classes, such as maintenance mechanics.
In addition, an annual exit survey is given to graduating students
asking them of their future plans, if their experience at WHCL
prepared them to attain their future goals, the status of their job
search, and their satisfaction with the educational programs at
WHCL. In the results of the 2008-2009 survey, 97% of students
completing the survey were satisfied with how well the college
prepared them to attain their future goals, 25% were employed,
and 29% were employed but looking for a new job or position.
Students were consistently satisfied with the college’s
educational programs. (2.3)
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Self Evaluation
In recent years, WHCL faculty members have created several
new programs or modified existing programs to address
emerging fields and changes in transfer requirements. These
include programs such as Liberal Studies, Nursing, Sterile
Processing, Biotechnology, Human Services, and Web
Development. This is a continual process whereby faculty
members monitor the trends in their areas of expertise and create
or modify programs to satisfy the changing needs of employers
and transfer institutions.
Institutional data regarding student diversity, demographics, and
economic conditions is regularly compiled by the district’s
Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment
Management for use in program review, SLOs, and new program
development. This data helps guide faculty in their decisions to
create new programs or to revise existing programs. Community
groups such as the Chamber of Commerce, as well as business
leaders in the community, are asked for input and included on
advisory committees for vocational program planning and
updating. It is sometimes determined that the costliness of
creating new vocational programs prohibits the college from
establishing those new programs.
Many campus meetings, such as learning area meetings, PGC,
Curriculum, SLOC, and IEPRC, have regular dialogue on
student learning needs and how to modify programs to meet
those needs. SLO assessments are reviewed by relevant faculty
members, analyzed to determine if students are achieving the
outcomes, and the results used to improve learning for all
involved with the course or program. These results are shared
one-on-one or during learning area meetings. (II.A.1.a)
Planning Agenda Items


II.A.1.b
The institution
utilizes delivery
systems and
modes of

Led by the Institutional Effectiveness and Program
Review Committee, the college will demonstrate how
program review is used to improve student learning and
progress in achieving SLOs by the fall 2012. (II.A.1.a)

Descriptive Summary
WHCL designs instructional curriculum to meet a wide range of
student needs by offering 48 degree and certificate programs in a
wide variety of delivery methods, including traditional, online,
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instruction
compatible with
the objectives of
the curriculum
and appropriate
to the current and
future needs of its
students.

hybrid, web enhanced, and video conferencing courses to reach
the diverse student population. Many classes are offered in
multiple formats. Courses have been hosted in off-campus
locations as well, like the Sterile Processing Program conducted
at an off-campus site in Fresno. The college uses information
received from separate student and staff Town Hall meetings,
strategic planning sessions, the Accountability Report for
Community College, the college’s Curriculum Committee, and
instructional learning area meetings to determine the appropriate
methods of delivery to meet student needs and provide effective
learning. (2.4)
Self Evaluation
The college uses information received from student town halls,
strategic planning sessions, and the ARCC report to determine if
the instructional delivery methods meet student needs. Based on
these informational sources, the college has steadily increased
the number of courses offered online. In some disciplines, the
increased offering of online courses has decreased the number of
face-to-face sections. Faculty members determine which courses
can or cannot be offered online, hybrid, or face-to-face. The
WHCL Curriculum Committee ultimately approves the Distance
Education Addendum to the course outline of record for all
courses offered in alternate formats. Regardless of delivery
format, instructors follow the same defined learning
objectives/outcomes and are evaluated regularly to ensure they
are being taught. SLOs are evaluated in courses, regardless of
delivery format, to determine how students are achieving the
outcomes. (II.A.1.b)
Planning Agenda Items


II.A.1.c
The institution
identifies student
learning outcomes
for courses,
programs,
certificates, and
degrees, assesses
student
achievement of
those outcomes,

None

Descriptive Summary
WHCL maintains equality among instructional delivery options
through the application of student learning outcomes (SLOs).
Dialogue progresses in instructional area meetings, specific
course meetings, and curriculum meetings to analyze the SLO
assessment data and incorporate success rates to measure and
improve student learning. The college has developed a welldefined plan outlining the steps to identify and assess student
learning outcomes for all courses, programs, degrees, and
certificates, and, as applicable, appropriate support areas. (2.5,
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and uses
assessment results
to make
improvements.

2.6) Since the college’s previous accreditation visit in 2006, the
college has identified a SLO coordinator, organized a SLO
Committee, and moved from the developmental stage to
sustainable continuous quality improvement in regards to its
student learning outcomes based on discussion that has occurred
in the Planning and Governance Council. One hundred percent
of courses have student learning outcomes, and student learning
outcomes are incorporated on course syllabi. Assessment of
SLOs has occurred to a lesser degree and not all courses have
completed an assessment cycle. (2.7)
Self Evaluation
There is a general commitment from all faculty, staff, and
administration regarding SLOs. It is campus-wide and has
become embedded in the college culture.
All courses have defined SLOs and SLO assessment methods in
place. The percentage of courses having assessed SLOs has
steadily increased over the last four years. To date, over 60% of
active courses have been assessed at least once. For the Arts and
Letters Learning Area, 66% of the course level SLOs has been
assessed and 50% have used their results to improve learning in
their courses. For Career and Technical Education, 38% of the
course level SLOs has been assessed and 33% have been used to
improve learning. For the Health and Wellness Learning Area,
91% of the course level SLOs has been assessed and 91% have
used the results to improve student learning. For the Math and
Science Learning Area, 68% of the course level SLOs has been
assessed and 47% have used their results to improve student
learning. For the Social Sciences Learning Area, 39% of the
course level SLOs has been assessed and 26% have been used to
improve student learning. SLO assessment results are routinely
discussed during Social Science Learning Area Meetings for the
benefit and input from faculty peers. Overall as a college, 57%
of the course level SLOs has been assessed and 48% have used
SLO data to improve student learning. (2.5)
Approximately 70% of instructional programs have defined
SLOs, which is up from 6% a year ago. However, only 4% have
been assessed with results used to make improvements. For
non-instructional programs, 100% of the SLOs have been
defined and 33% have been used to improve student learning.
(2.5)
The lack of full time instructors in areas such as Guidance
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Studies, Spanish, ESL, and Humanities makes some SLO
assessments difficult. Adjunct faculty members are relied upon
to assess courses in areas without full time instructors. The
changing of adjunct instructors from semester to semester causes
inconsistency in SLO assessment in these areas.
Course and program level SLO assessment schedules have been
developed by each learning area. The representatives of the
SLOC monitor and ensure that the assessment schedule is
followed each semester.
During each SLO assessment cycle, faculty and staff are
required to assess SLOs at the course and program level and to
share the results of the assessments within each learning area.
From the analysis, which takes place both individually in groups
of faculty teaching the course and in the monthly and bi-monthly
learning area meetings, changes have been implemented to either
the assessments or the pedagogy used in the classroom, based
upon the results of the assessment. Training sessions have
occurred throughout the five-year SLO plan to assist faculty in
making the necessary changes to their courses and programs,
thereby achieving successful student learning.
The vice
chancellor of institutional effectiveness and enrollment
management is available to assist faculty and staff in the
assessment and analysis of SLOs for their courses and programs.
These are monitored by relevant faculty members and rewritten
if necessary. The SLO process is separate from the curriculum
process in order to allow faculty members to more easily modify
SLOs to match evolving course outcomes.
The SLOC maintains and updates a MyWestHills site where all
SLO related information is stored and accessible. Anyone with
access can view assessment schedules, meeting minutes,
assessment tracking, defined SLOs, and archived assessments.
New faculty and adjuncts receive individualized assistance on
SLO development and assessment. This occurs during adjunct
orientation meetings and learning area meetings. Online adjunct
faculty receive assistance via email and phone. However, in
general, communication with adjunct faculty regarding SLOs
needs to be improved. (II.A.1.c)
Planning Agenda Items


Led primarily by the SLOC and administration, the
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II.A.2
The institution
assures the
quality and
improvement of
all instructional
courses and
programs offered
in the name of the
institution,
including
collegiate,
developmental,
and pre-collegiate
courses and
programs,
continuing and
community
education, study
abroad, shortterm training
courses and
programs,
programs for
international
students, and
contract and
other special
programs,
regardless of type
of credit awarded,
delivery mode, or
location.

college will fully implement the course and program
level assessment cycle. The college will be in full
compliance with this standard by 2012. (II.A.1.c)
The associate dean of educational services will work with
the district office to determine the best method to better
include adjunct faculty in the SLO communication loop.
This will occur before the spring 2012 term. (II.A.1.c)

Descriptive Summary
Through communication among faculty, including Curriculum
Committee Meetings, the establishment of prerequisites for
professional programs, academic requirements, and expectations
for subsequent transfer or employment are discussed and
implemented to assure quality. (2.8) In addition, regular
program review further assures quality by evaluation and
assessment of data.
WHCL offers pre-collegiate and
developmental courses in math and English. The college has
developed a partnership with its sister college, West Hills
College Coalinga, to host courses in the maintenance mechanic
program and as well as a cohort in the psychiatric technician
program. (2.9)
Dialogue has occurred to examine the issues regarding the dearth
of student interest in ESL and establish a plan to improve
awareness. This dialogue has occurred during Basic Skills
Initiative Meetings, Arts and Letters Learning Area Meetings,
and President’s Executive Cabinet Meetings. Some of the ideas
discussed include better promotion of the ESL classes in local
newspapers, television public service announcements, and radio
spots, distributing flyers to high school students to take home
and recruit family members to attend WHCL ESL classes, and
improve the availability of the Combined English Language
Skills Assessment (CELSA) to students taking placement exams.
Above all, the hiring of a full-time ESL instructor would result
in a champion for the ESL program where there is no one in this
position at the current time.
The college has had a recent lack of student interest in English as
a Second Language classes in spite of offering the sections at
various days of the week and times. The local high school offers
ESL during its adult school program, which is free of charge and
has flexible attendance requirements. These conditions offered
by the adult school may be reasons for students to favor the high
schools adult school program over the college’s offerings.
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WHCL offers interest-based and short-term training
opportunities through the Community Education program.
Examples of short–term training includes entry-level
maintenance trades, allied health careers (e.g., EKG, sterile
processing, medical assisting, EEG), culinary, wellness, voice
over training, computer applications, and entrepreneurial
development. (2.10) The college does not offer study abroad or
international student programs.
The Curriculum Committee reviews course outlines for
appropriateness to be instructed by distance education. Upon the
recommendation of the faculty originating the course outline, the
Curriculum Committee discusses the value and integrity of each
course before voting on its merit to be instructed in a distance
education format. The assurance of instructional quality is
considered in each case.
WHCL has a fully implemented program review process for all
instructional and non-instructional programs on campus and at
the district office. Components of the program review include
both qualitative and quantitative data analysis, linkage of the
program to the college’s mission statement, and the evaluation of
student learning outcomes. As a result of the program review, an
analysis of student learning outcomes achievement and goal
attainment might result in a redefining of a programs mission,
student learning outcomes, and/or goals.
In addition to the program review process, another way the
college assures the quality of its instructional offerings is
through its articulation agreement with four-year colleges and
universities. Since WHCL was accredited in 2006, the college
has created articulation agreements with all 23 CSU campuses
and all 10 UC campuses. WHCL has added 57 new courses to
the CSU baccalaureate list, 38 new courses have been added to
the CSU GE Breadth pattern, and 17 new courses to the IGETC
pattern. (2.11)
Self Evaluation
The college engaged in lengthy discussion to determine a useful
definition of what constitutes a “program.” After thoughtful and
thorough dialogue, the college has defined an instructional
program as a list of courses leading to a certificate or a degree;
for non-instructional areas, a program is defined by a distinct
budget code or funding source.
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Dialogue has occurred between faculty concerning the
effectiveness of pre-requisites and academic requirements for
both transfer and vocational programs. These discussions have
taken place during advisory, curriculum and instructional area
meetings as well as Basic Skills Initiative Committee meetings.
Community and contract education programs meet stated
community needs as reported through employer participation at
advisory meetings. The delivery of instruction in the college’s
pre-collegiate courses in math, English, and English as a Second
Language were found to be a strength as these courses were
offered in a variety of formats: web-enhanced, hybrid, learning
communities, and through traditional delivery. This variety of
instructional delivery allows for student choice and different
learning modalities.
Through discussion and evaluation it was revealed that
continued improvement and expansion of contract education
courses is needed to continue to meet the academic and
vocational needs of our male population. For example, since
many of the vocational contract education offerings are targeted
on entry-level training, there is no career path and no sequence
of courses for students to take. This is particularly true in
maintenance mechanics training.
Program review results often result in recommendations or
changes. Specifically, it has been identified that a full-time ESL
instructor is needed to enhance the face-to-face and non-credit
courses. (II.A.2)
Planning Agenda Items




II.A.2.a.
The institution
uses established
procedures to
design, identify
learning outcomes

The college will review data (state and local labor market
information and institutional effectiveness data) to
determine most urgent skills needed for local market to
develop a five-year plan for the contract education
program. (II.A.2)
The college will examine fiscal allocation resources to
determine the timetable when a full-time ESL instructor
can be hired. (II.A.2)

Descriptive Summary
West Hills College Lemoore utilizes a Curriculum Committee
that acts responsibly to approve course outlines and instructional
certificates and degrees. The Curriculum Committee is primarily
composed of instructional faculty representing each of the five
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for, approve,
administer,
deliver, and
evaluate courses
and programs.
The institution
recognizes the
central role of its
faculty for
establishing
quality and
improving
instructional
courses and
programs.

instructional areas, and is co-chair by a member of the teaching
staff. As a matter of routine, the Curriculum Committee
evaluates course and program proposals for learning outcomes
appropriate for a course, unit value, rigor, evaluation methods,
mode of delivery, and administration. Actions taken by the
Curriculum Committee are later considered for approval by the
West Hills Community College District Board of Trustees.
Student learning outcomes (SLOs) are an institutionalized part of
the faculty-driven curriculum process. The procedure for the
creation of new courses offered by the college, as well as design
and approval of new courses offered, is established by the
Curriculum Committee; included in this process is the approval
of SLOs. SLOs have been identified and approved for all active
courses and are currently being identified and approved for all
active programs. SLOs are available on all course syllabi. Each
campus learning area has established a two-year schedule to
evaluate all course level SLOs in their area. A program level
SLO schedule has been developed and a tracking form, linked to
program review, has been established. The SLO Committee
representative for each learning area ensures that the evaluation
schedule for their learning area is followed. (2.12) The SLO
Committee meets regularly to monitor progress on SLOs. The
SLO team site on the MyWestHills portal provides a common
repository for all SLO-related information.
Self Evaluation
WHCL monitors its course and program inventory. On campus,
the course and program inventory are maintained by the faculty
chair of the Curriculum Committee. The vice president of
educational services is the liaison with the state level course and
program approval process.
The vast majority of course outlines are up-to-date. However, in
rare cases, some course outlines are in need of updating and
remain delinquent due to no full time faculty teaching in those
disciplines. Course outlines are available either on the WHCL
Curriculum Team portal site or as hard copies in the Office of
Educational Services.
The Student Learning Outcome Committee (SLOC) determined
that faculty needed a common repository for SLOs. This led to
the development of a SLOC portal team site. Faculty are
allowed to learn from peers and share information by utilizing
this team site. (II.A.2.a)
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Planning Agenda Items


II.A.2.b
The institution
relies on faculty
expertise and the
assistance of
advisory
committees when
appropriate, to
identify
competency levels
and measurable
student learning
outcomes for
courses,
certificates,
programs
including general
and vocational
education, and
degrees. The
institution
regularly assesses
student progress
toward achieving
those outcomes.

Led by the Curriculum Committee Chair and the Vice
President of Educational Services, all course outlines will
be no older than five years by the spring 2012. (II.A.2.a)

Descriptive Summary
The identification of SLOs at WHCL is a faculty-driven process.
Qualified faculty and staff are hired, and faculty have received
training in the effective writing and implementation of SLOs.
(2.13)
Faculty members are responsible to determine
appropriate SLOs for courses and programs. General Education
SLOs were developed by the SLO Committee, a committee
dominated by faculty and led by faculty. The institution also
relies on faculty to develop and approve course outlines and
programs by the Curriculum Committee. Course content and
instructional learning objectives are identified on course
outlines. (2.7)
Advisory committees are formed for vocational/Career
Technical Education programs and provide community expertise
in evaluating the quality of the college’s vocational program
offerings. For example, the college has an advisory committee
to support its new Biotechnology and Quality Control program.
To help in developing its course curriculum, community
members from a cross-representation in the local workforce
joined to identify employee and employers needs and aided in
designing curriculum. A similar format was used in support of
the college’s Allied Health programs. (2.14, 2.15)
Self Evaluation
The college utilizes effective methods to develop appropriate
course content and measureable SLOs by relying on faculty
content experts and community vocational leaders. The college
follows a five-year plan to update course outlines and has an
SLO implementation assessment plan.
Using the review by the SLO Committee, it is clear that the
college needs to develop, assess, and analyze the results for all
program level SLOs. The college also needs to be more fully
engaged in assessing course level SLOs.
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Through the vocational/CTE advisory committee work it has
been determined that current programs are being responsive to
the needs of local employers. In addition, outside agencies such
as the California EDD, local Workforce Investment Board and
California Board of Registered Nurses have conducted program
review and found WHCL Nursing and Allied Health programs to
be successful in terms of student success as it relates to licensure
and employment. The process of involving and engaging
outside regulatory agencies and employers is an important
element in the efforts to continual assess CTE curriculum to
ensure the relevancy to the ever-changing work environment.
(II.A.2.b)
Planning Agenda Items

II.A.2.c
High quality
instruction and
appropriate
breadth, depth,
rigor, sequencing,
time to
completion, and
synthesis of
learning
characterize all
programs.



The college will continue to assess and evaluate course
level student learning outcomes. Appropriate changes to
student learning outcomes will occur upon analysis of
results. This activity will be led by the Student Learning
Outcomes Committee and all members of the
administrative team. (II.A.2.b)



The college will develop all program level student
learning outcomes by following its implementation plan.
This activity will be led by the Student Learning
Outcomes Committee and all members of the
administrative team. (II.A.2.b)

Descriptive Summary
The quality of instructional programs, which includes
appropriate breadth, depth, and rigor, is assured through the
curriculum approval process, the ongoing revision of curriculum,
by program review at the learning area level, and the
implementation and assessment of SLOs in the courses.
Through on-campus peer dialogue and input from off-campus
specialists (e.g., articulation officers, vocational workforce
experts), high instructional quality can be maintained.
The quality of instruction is also assured through the evaluation
of full-time and part-time faculty. Instructor evaluations are
conducted at least every three years for tenured, full-time
faculty; adjunct instructors are evaluated during their first year,
with additional evaluations every three years. The evaluation
process includes classroom observation, student evaluations, and
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a self-evaluation component that includes goals and professional
development plans for each faculty member. An evaluation
team comprised of both faculty peers and administrators works
with the faculty to identify areas of strength and areas for growth
if needed. Evaluations are kept on file in the Office of Human
Resources. (2.16, 2.17)
The strategic planning process, student Town Hall meetings,
curriculum review process, labor market data, and advisory
committee meetings aid in decision making concerning
continued course offerings, the deletion of courses, the
inactivation of courses, and class scheduling and sequencing.
Non-vocational learning areas are required to submit a program
review every four years, with a midterm report every two years,
to evaluate the quality of the program. Vocational programs
submit program reviews every two years. Instructional learning
areas work to keep curriculum relevant and updated through
five-year course outline reviews. Curriculum representatives
meet weekly to approve and review course revisions, new
courses, course deletions, and course in-activations. (2.8)
SLOs are assessed in courses and discussed within appropriate
learning area meetings. This process enables the learning area
and the college to measure the breadth, depth, and rigor in the
curriculum and implement improvements when necessary.
Self Evaluation
The strategic planning process, Student Town Hall Meetings,
curriculum review process, program review process,
participation in industry specific meetings, as well as analysis of
local labor market data and discussion at Advisory Committee
meetings all aid in the decision making regarding the relevance,
continuance and deletion of courses and programs. In addition,
this process aids in the development of course scheduling and
sequencing.
The evaluation process described above also aids in the
development of articulation agreements with employers, K-12
and other colleges and universities.
Outside funding agencies have reviewed and evaluated many of
WHCL vocational/career technical programs and have found
them to be successful in terms of meeting local employer need
and student success benchmarks such as retention and
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employment. (II.A.2.c)

Planning Agenda Items

II.A.2.d
The institution
uses delivery
modes and
teaching
methodologies
that reflect the
diverse needs and
learning styles of
its students.

None

Descriptive Summary
A variety of delivery modes and teaching methodologies are
used in traditional face-to-face, online, hybrid, web-enhanced,
and video conferenced courses to reflect the diverse needs and
learning styles of the students at WHCL. For example, the
college utilizes Blackboard to support online instruction and
web-enhanced classes. The college faculty also benefits from
textbook publisher websites and software to enhance learning
outside of the classroom.
Professional development, which includes seminars on use of
technology, is offered on Flex and Duty days and through the
Employee Educational Assistance Program. Typically, in-house
professional development activities have been organized by the
college’s Employee Development and Success Committee (e.g.,
use of Microsoft Office Suite and Blackboard). Current teaching
methodologies and modes are addressed at conferences attended
by faculty.
External grant funds have afforded the college faculty and
administration with the opportunity to pursue additional
professional development activities that would not otherwise be
available.
These opportunities have been available to
counselors, academic and CTE faculty, and administrators.
Areas of development include online teaching strategies,
learning
communities,
retention
strategies,
industry
developments, and adult learning techniques. The use of
technology in the classroom aids in addressing the diverse needs
and learning styles of students have also been addressed through
external and internal training opportunities. Faculty incorporate
technology such as PowerPoint, Blackboard, “clickers”, and high
fidelity simulation technology as appropriate. Some faculty
utilize Edumetry, an online teaching assistant with a tutoring
component.
Many of the college’s courses are offered online or through
video conferencing.
Course outlines include a distance
education addendum that provides for formal approval by the
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faculty-led Curriculum Committee to allow for alternate means
of delivery. The college offers an online assessment entitled, “Is
Online Right For You?” to assist students in determining
whether they are adequately prepared to take online courses.
In spring 2010, the college implemented the Eagle Lunch and
Learn program for academically at-risk students who are referred
by a faculty member. These lunchtime sessions are facilitated by
a Disabled Students Program and Services (DSPS) counselor and
appropriate faculty, depending on the theme of the session.
(2.18, 2.19) Referrals from faculty in February 2010 totaled 30
students to the Eagle Lunch and Learn. On-going intervention,
communication, and dialogue resulted in a dramatic increase in
the number of students referred totaling 180 by May 2010.
Analysis remains to be collected to determine if the intervention
is successful. The Eagle Lunch and Learn program will be
continued in future semesters.
Self Evaluation
WHCL utilizes an array of instructional delivery methods and
teaching methods. Mostly relying on technology for execution,
the college is well positioned in regards to outfitting facilities
and instructional staff to be successful in the delivery of their
course materials. For example, all full-time faculty are issued
laptop computers and adjunct faculty have long-term laptop
computer check-out privileges through Media Services located in
the library.
A sufficient number of staff development opportunities are
provided to the teaching staff throughout the academic year to
support technology-based instruction. Still, full-time staff are
located in the library to assist faculty one-on-one with individual
support upon request. When a face-to-face meeting is not
possible, staff utilize alternative methods of satisfying requests
from teaching staff for course material development.
Teaching staff who elect to use Blackboard must receive training
on its use in order to fully benefit from Blackboard’s qualities.
This required training is for faculty that teach online, hybrid, or
web-enhanced.
Occasionally, students have indicated that they have struggles
with the technology associated with online and Blackboard
classes. These cases are handled individually with WHCL staff
wither in a face-to-face setting, by phone, or by email.
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The college has a sufficient number of computers in the library
to meet student demand in support of courses needing Internet
access. (II.A.2.d)
Planning Agenda Items

II.A.2.e
The institution
evaluates all
courses and
programs through
an on-going
systematic review
of their relevance,
appropriateness,
achievement of
learning
outcomes,
currency, and
future needs and
plans.

None

Descriptive Summary
WHCL provides a systematic review of courses and programs
through program review, updating of curriculum, and
implementation of the student learning outcomes in learning
areas and courses. Results of SLO assessments and identified
improvements are first reviewed by course-level faculty and
program staff. The next level of review involves the learning
areas and non-instructional programs followed by review by the
Student Learning Outcomes Committee.
All course outlines are scheduled for review and update every
five years. All programs are scheduled for review at least every
four years; vocational programs are reviewed every two years.
(2.20)
The data warehouse system, under the supervision of the Vice
Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment
Management, serves as a repository of statistical data for
program review reporting; analysis of completion, success and
retention rates; and implementation of improvements for
institutional effectiveness.
The program review process requires all non-vocational
programs to be reviewed every four years with a midterm report
due in-between.
Vocational/Career Technical Education
programs are reviewed every two years. Faculty, administration,
and other employees at WHCL continually evaluate and seek to
improve the quality, currency, and consistency of all courses,
certificates, programs, and degrees. The program review process
is tied to the budget development process in that requests for
additional funding or staffing are included in the program review
report. The program review originator follows-up with the
program’s needs by submitting requests to the Budget Allocation
Committee for consideration. Fulfillment of the request is
subject to the availability of funds, however. None-the-less, a
link exists between the program review process and the future
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needs of a program to the budget process. (2.20)

Self Evaluation
Through the Program Review, Advisory Committee process and
additional information gleaned from external sources have
indicated that the process is working to ensure the delivery of
high quality instruction with the appropriate breadth, depth, rigor
and sequencing is occurring across all programs. Additionally,
for CTE programs, this is evident by reviews conducted by
external agencies such as California EDD, U.S. Department of
Labor, and California Board of Registered Nurses. (II.A.2.e)
Planning Agenda Items

II.A.2.f
The institution
engages in
ongoing,
systematic
evaluation and
integrated
planning to
assure currency
and measure
achievement of its
stated student
learning outcomes
for courses,
certificates,
programs
including general
and vocational
education, and
degrees. The
institution
systematically
strives to improve
those outcomes
and makes the
results available
to appropriate
constituencies.

None

Descriptive Summary
Student learning outcomes (SLOs) have been developed and
implemented on a course-by-course basis. A schedule has been
developed for the assessment of course-level SLOs. Tracking
sheets are kept by the SLO Committee that show which courses
and program have SLO assessment data. The tracking forms
indicate which courses and programs have been assessed,
analyzed, and have used the SLO assessment data to improve
learning.
Similar tracking is done for non-instructional
programs.
The SLO Committee has identified General
Education SLOs and has mapped those SLOs to all GE courses.
(2.5)
Institutional data provided by the Vice Chancellor of
Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Management is used
by the college for the planning process, program review, and the
SLO process. This information is also incorporated into
presentations at strategic planning meetings, town hall meetings,
and advisory council meetings. Feedback from participants of
these meetings is used to base changes to planning, instructional
or non-instructional programs, or student learning outcomes.
Constituency groups are provided with this information,
primarily thought the Planning and Governance Council
meetings, which has representatives from all college
constituency groups.
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Self Evaluation
West Hills College Lemoore is working at the sustainable
continuous quality improvement stage of the Rubric for
Evaluating Institutional Effectiveness in Student Learning
Outcomes and at the sustainable continuous quality improvement
stage for Planning. The college has the committee structure in
place to achieve the level of sustainable continuous quality
improvement for student learning outcomes but simply needs a
short time in which to assess all courses and programs, followed
by analysis of the results. (II.A.2.f)
Planning Agenda Items

II.A.2.g
If an institution
uses departmental
course and/or
program
examinations, it
validates their
effectiveness in
measuring student
learning and
minimizes test
biases.

None

Descriptive Summary
The college does not offer exit exams in any of its programs;
however, some professions require state, national, or board
certification exams such as the associate degree in nursing,
EMT, and food safety. The results of these certification exams is
a component of the program review process.
Self Evaluation
The college meets this standard as it does not use departmental
course and/or program examinations.
To assist in grading, the English faculty have developed rubric to
evaluate in-class essays. The rubric was calibrated to eliminate
test bias. Results are being tracked and will be used in the ongoing evaluation and planning. (II.A.2.g)
Planning Agenda Items


II.A.2.h
The institution
awards credit
based on student
achievement of
the course’s
stated learning
outcomes. Units

None

Descriptive Summary
WHCL awards credit for courses based directly on achievement
of a course’s learning outcomes (or instructional objectives).
The learning outcomes for a course are a key component of a
course outline, which is written by faculty with expertise in the
subject matter and approved by the faculty-led Curriculum
Committee. Each instructor creates assignments to measure the
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of credit awarded
are consistent
with institutional
policies that
reflect generally
accepted norms
or equivalencies
in higher
education.

proficiency or attainment of a course’s learning outcomes. In
some areas, like English, faculty for a course work together to
design these assignments. Instructors modify teaching strategies
as a result of stated outcomes. Credit is based on the student’s
proficiency of assigned tasks.
The college awards appropriate course credit based on the
Carnegie unit. A lecture class requires the equivalent of one
academic hour (50 minutes) per week for each semester unit
conferred. Laboratory classes require three academic hours (150
minutes) per week for each semester unit conferred.
Self Evaluation
All West Hills College course outlines contain learning
outcomes (or learning objectives). A student’s achievement of
these learning outcomes is used as the basis of issuing grades
and credit. The Carnegie unit is used to determine the
appropriate unit value issued for completion of a course.
(II.A.2.h)
Planning Agenda Items


II.A.2.i
The institution
awards degrees
and certificates
based on student
achievement of a
program’s stated
learning
outcomes.

None

Descriptive Summary
West Hills College Lemoore has established learning outcomes
for all courses leading to degrees and certificates. Therefore, the
attainment by a student of a certificate or degree is assured when
the student has received a passing grade in all required courses.
Program level student learning outcomes (SLOs) are being
developed and at the same time mapped to the courses required
to earn degrees or certificates. SLOs have been established for
all courses within programs. SLOs for some programs have
been identified and mapped to courses. General Education
program SLOs have also been identified and mapped to courses.
WHCL, through its adjunct faculty orientation, is requiring
adjunct faculty to assess identified SLOs for the courses they
instruct. Adjunct faculty receive training on SLOs and SLO
assessment from full-time faculty during their orientation
meeting. (2.21)
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Self Evaluation
The College uses a set of criteria described in its catalog as the
basis of awarding degrees and certificates. These include:







Completion of at least 18 units of general education (for
degrees)
Completion of required course work in a major
Completion of other local college/district course work
(for degrees)
Completion of a minimum number of units in a major
Completion of a minimum number of overall units (for
degrees)
Satisfy GPA requirements

These requirements are verified by college counselors after a
student petitions to graduate. Once verified by the counselor, the
degree or certificate qualifications are further reviewed and
approved by the district registrar before the issuance of a
certificate or degree. (II.A.2.i)
Planning Agenda Items

II.A.3
The institution
requires of all
academic and
vocational degree
programs a
component of
general education
based on a
carefully
considered
philosophy that is
clearly stated in
its catalogue; the
institution, relying
on the expertise of
its faculty,
determines the
appropriateness
of each course for
inclusion in the

None

Descriptive Summary
The GE requirements of the transfer associate degree are
designed to prepare students to transfer to and function
successfully in a baccalaureate degree granting institution, enter
the workforce as a competent, productive citizen, live a richer,
more rewarding life, and enter a specific vocational program to
attain lifelong employment.
Students in academic and
vocational degree programs at WHCL are introduced to the
humanities, social sciences, natural sciences, applied sciences,
and technology. Students are exposed to different areas of
learning, and acquire and use reading, writing, and critical
thinking skills. Students also learn how to function as
responsible, ethical individuals in a complex society, and are
instilled with a level of intellectual curiosity and self-awareness
conducive to lifelong learning and personal growth as a result of
completing the GE graduation requirements.
New courses are considered for inclusion on the GE curriculum
at a special Curriculum Committee Meeting held each year. At
this time, discipline faculty are asked to attend and justify their
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general education
curriculum by
examining the
stated learning
outcomes for the
course.

request. The Curriculum Committee votes to determine if a new
course would be appropriate to be considered to be on the GE
curriculum list on a case-by-case basis.

Degree requirements are communicated to all students through
the student orientation, counseling and advising, student
educational plans, and individual program requirements as
outlined in the college catalog. Degree requirement information
General
is available in hard copy format and online. In addition, students
education has
are taught and encouraged to use ASSIST.org to supplement
comprehensive
learning outcomes their understanding and accessibility of degree and transfer
requirements. The college curriculum committee is responsible
for the students
for developing and approving all degree and certificate
who complete it,
requirements. SLOs for general education courses are regularly
including the
evaluated and assessed for currency, relevancy, and
following:
appropriateness. All associate degrees have as a component of
their requirements general education courses that reflect the
college’s philosophy of the value of an associate degree from the
college as identified in its mission statement.
Self Evaluation
WHCL students are exposed to different areas of learning, and
acquire and use reading, writing, and critical thinking skills.
Students also learn how to function as responsible, ethical
individuals in a complex society, and are instilled with a level of
intellectual curiosity and self-awareness conducive to lifelong
learning and personal growth.
The GE requirements of the transfer associate degree are
designed to prepare students to transfer to, and function
successfully in, a baccalaureate degree granting institution, enter
the workforce as a competent, productive citizen, live a richer
more rewarding life, and enter a specific vocational program to
attain lifelong employment. (II.A.3)
Planning Agenda Items

II.A.3.a
An understanding
of the basic
content and
methodology of
the major areas of

None

Descriptive Summary
WHCL offers courses that satisfy the GE components of all of
the major learning areas, and all classes have student learning
outcomes that will allow the institution to assess the students’
level of understanding in those GE courses. There are 36
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knowledge: areas
include the
humanities and
fine arts, the
natural sciences,
and the social
sciences.

courses offered in the humanities, GE Area C. There are 30
courses offered in social sciences, GE Area D. There are 21
courses offered in the natural sciences, Area B. Courses have
been assigned to these areas as a result of Curriculum Committee
action.
The college, Academic Senate, Curriculum Committee,
instructional areas, Office of Educational Services, and the
college articulation officer are responsible for the content and
methodologies of the general education curriculum. This
includes ensuring that the general education requirements
include Language and Rationality, Natural Sciences, Humanities,
Social Science, and local district requirements. Flexibility in
these general education requirements allows students to take
from a list of classes and to explore new interests.
Self Evaluation
Through the shared governance processes of the academic senate
and curriculum committee, extensive dialogue occurs. The
college, Academic Senate, Curriculum Committee, instructional
areas, Office of Educational Services, and the college
articulation officer are responsible for the content and
methodologies of the general education curriculum. This
includes ensuring that the general education requirements
include Language and Rationality, Natural Sciences, Humanities,
Social Science, and local district requirements. Flexibility in
these general education requirements allows students to explore
new interests. (II.A.3.a)
Planning Agenda Items


II.A.3.b
A capability to be
a productive
individual and
lifelong learner:
skills include oral
and written
communication,
information
competency,
computer literacy,
scientific and

None

Descriptive Summary
WHCL exposes students to a variety of opportunities to create a
productive individual and lifelong learner by encouraging
students’ development as effective communicators, critical
thinkers, and effective learners of information competency and
computer literacy. The college requires that graduating students
must successfully complete English 1A, Composition and
Reading, to be eligible for graduation. The college also requires
that graduates must successfully pass Math 63, Intermediate
Algebra, or higher and one natural science course, Area B.
There are 21 courses in area B that a student can choose.
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quantitative
reasoning, critical
analysis/logical
thinking, and the
ability to acquire
knowledge
through a variety
of means.

Computer literacy, information competency, and critical analysis
are not direct requirements for the associate degree but are
imbedded in course offerings whether they be traditional face-toface offerings or through the college’s online delivery. WHCL
students further utilize computer competency skills in that the
college provides up-to-date course schedules, college catalog,
application and registration processes online or through
individual one-on-one assistance.
Self Evaluation
In general, the college provides up-to-date technology for its
students in the classrooms and resource centers, and supports
student learning by offering tutoring and weekend programs. To
promote wellness and altruism, the college sponsors regular
health fairs, blood drives, and other student life contributions.
Computer literacy and information competency are not direct
requirements for the associate degree but are imbedded in course
offerings whether they be traditional face-to-face offerings or
through the college’s online delivery. WHCL students utilize
computer competency skills in that the college provides up-todate course schedules, college catalog, application and
registration processes online or through individual one-on-one
assistance. (II.A.3.b)
Planning Agenda Items


II.A.3.c
A recognition of
what it means to
be an ethical
human being, an
effective citizen:
qualities include
an appreciation of
ethical principles;
civility and
interpersonal
skills; respect for
cultural diversity;
historical and
aesthetic

None

Descriptive Summary
Imbedded in WHCL’s general education courses (2.7) is the
promotion of cultural diversity and engagement in ethical
principles and civility wherein students also develop an
awareness of what it means to be ethical human beings and
effective citizens. Specifically, each course outline must address
how cultural sensitivity is addressed in the course; this question
must be answered prior to approval by the Curriculum
Committee.
In addition to coursework, student life organizations, WHCL
sports, and sponsored events or activities encourage and promote
discourse on ethics, diversity, interpersonal communication
skills and citizenship.
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sensitivity; and
the willingness to
assume civic,
political, and
social
responsibilities
locally,
nationally, and
globally.

(2.22, 2.23)
Self Evaluation
The Student Government Association (SGA) connects students,
faculty, and administration.
Through SGA, student
representation is provided on various college committees. There
are also various clubs and organizations with service, political,
academic, social, and cultural objectives which offer students a
variety of opportunities to participate. Many general education
courses require student participation in campus activities,
including health fairs, cultural programs that are organized by
students, and district board meetings.
Cultural events such as the Day of the Dead celebration during
Hispanic Heritage Month, Gospel and Gumbo Night during
African American History Month, An Evening with Gary Soto,
and Disability Awareness Month support the college’s mission
statement and guiding principles, as well as Board and
Administrative Policy 5505. (2.22, 2.23) (II.A.3.c)
Planning Agenda Items


II.A.4.
All degree
programs include
focused study and
at least one area
of inquiry or in an
established
interdisciplinary
core.

None

Descriptive Summary
All associate degree programs include a focused study in at least
one area of inquiry or in an established interdisciplinary core.
All AA/AS degrees require at least 18 semester units of study in
the major. (2.22)
Self Evaluation
As an example of incorporating an interdisciplinary core, the
general Health Science Degree has five required courses listed
for its associate degree. The required courses for the general
Health Science Degree are human anatomy, human physiology,
microbiology, general or introductory chemistry, and basic
nutrition. Both psychology and sociology are recommended
electives. Students obtaining this degree are prepared to enter
directly into advanced and focused programs such as nursing or
dental hygiene. All degree programs at WHCL minimally
include an interdisciplinary core or an area of inquiry. (II.A.4)
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Planning Agenda Items

II.A.5
Students
completing
vocational and
occupational
certificates and
degrees
demonstrate
technical and
professional
competencies that
meet employment
and other
applicable
standards and are
prepared for
external licensure
and certification.

None

Descriptive Summary
To complete a vocational or occupational certificate or degree at
WHCL, students must demonstrate technical and professional
competencies. This is to ensure that the student meets
employment and other applicable standards that prepare them for
external licensure and certification. Students’ technical and
professional competencies in vocational and occupational
programs are measured through skill tests, written tests,
demonstrations, and/or passing certificate exams. (2.24)
Students working toward industry-based professions must
demonstrate technical and professional competency based on
input from the advisory committees, which is included in the
course curriculum or program SLOs.
Self Evaluation
The fields of child development, administration of justice, and
health career programs all have standards that are regulated by
state and federal agencies, such as the Commission on
Credentialing, Police Officers Standards and Training,
Correctional Police Officers Standards and Training, Board of
Registered Nursing, and the National Registry of EMT. Also,
local input from industry helps to determine the required skills of
its employees. (2.24)
WHCL utilizes the expertise of industry-based advisory
committees to assist in determining the technical and
professional competencies in courses relating to the programs
that do not have exams or licensure requirements. For example,
students completing WHCL courses in Certification/Arrest
Control and Certification/Firearms must pass the Police Officers
Standards and Training or the Correctional Police Officers
Standards and Training certification tests. Over the past three
years, the AOJ program has had a 100% success rate for students
passing the certification exam. Another example is that 100% of
the first cohort of sterile processing students had jobs before
finishing the course, as did 75% of the second cohort. (II.A.5)
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Planning Agenda Items

II.A.6
The institution
assures that
students and
prospective
students receive
clear and
accurate
information about
educational
courses and
programs and
transfer policies.
The institution
describes its
degrees and
certificates in
terms of their
purpose, content,
course
requirements, and
expected student
learning
outcomes. In
every class
section students
receive a course
syllabus that
specifies learning
outcomes
consistent with
those in the
institution's
officially
approved course
outline.

None

Descriptive Summary
WHCL produces a catalog every two years and addenda in
between those years as appropriate. The degrees and certificates
offered by the college along with their requirements and the
transfer policies are stated clearly in the catalog. New editions
of the college catalog reflect curriculum committee approved
course changes, revised program requirements, and any changes
to pre-requisite and co-requisite requirements. The college
catalog is available in print and electronic versions and can be
accessed on the college website. This ensures that information
provided to students is current and accurate. (2.22)
Degree requirements are communicated to students. Course
syllabi, prepared by individual instructors for each course section
are provided to students. Inclusion of course objectives and
student learning outcomes in course syllabi are verified by the
office of educational services. (2.7, 2.25)
Self Evaluation
The college’s counseling and advising staff regularly attend offcampus staff development activities to ensure that degree and
transfer information is current and accurate. For example,
WHCL participates in regional articulation officer workshops;
this information is shared during Student Services staff meetings
on-campus. This assures that the articulation officer provides
updated information to counseling and advising staff to confirm
that articulation agreements are current and accurate. The
articulation officer is a standing member of the curriculum
committee assuring continuity of information.
Students receive degree requirement and transfer information
through the student orientation (in person and online),
counseling and advising (in person and online), student
educational plans, and individual program requirements. Degree
requirement information is available in hard copy format and
online. In addition, students are taught and encouraged to use
ASSIST.org to supplement their understanding and accessibility
of degree and transfer requirements.
A course syllabus is prepared by the instructor for each course
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section each semester and given to the students during the first
class meeting. The course syllabus is submitted by the
individual instructors to the Office of Educational Services
within a week of the start of the class. (2.25) The contents of the
syllabus are reviewed to assure a basic that the learning
objectives that are consistent with the approved course outline
and the student learning outcomes are listed on the syllabus.
(II.A.6)
Planning Agenda Items


II.A.6.a
The institution
makes available
to its students
clearly stated
transfer- of-credit
policies in order
to facilitate the
mobility of
students without
penalty. In
accepting transfer
credits to fulfill
degree
requirements, the
institution
certifies that the
expected learning
outcomes for
transferred
courses are
comparable to the
learning outcomes
of its own
courses. Where
patterns of
student
enrollment
between
institutions are
identified, the

The college will place course, program, and certificate
sheets on the MyWestHills portal to increase access for
students and staff. (II.A.6)

Descriptive Summary
WHCL provides clearly stated transfer-of-credit policies to
ensure the mobility of students without penalty, and continually
strives to improve the channels of transfer credit between other
institutions. Articulation agreements exist and are regularly
reviewed by the college’s articulation officer and are updated to
ensure accuracy. The college’s articulation officer also works
with instructional program areas to update and seek new
articulation agreements. The college is a member of a
Servicemember’s Opportunity College, Navy (SOCNAV) to
ensure transfer of credit for military students. (2.26)
Students transferring into WHCL undergo a transcript evaluation
completed by a member of the counseling staff. This evaluation
process might include clarification from a member of the
teaching faculty or involve communication with the institution
issuing the transcripts. As applicable, comparable courses are
given appropriate WHCL credit towards degrees and certificates.
The college provides counseling staff and a Transfer Center to
assist students transferring to other institutions. Counselors help
students generate educational plans that map the sequence of
courses based on their transfer and career goals.
Self Evaluation
An example of assisting students with course sequencing
occurred during the 2008-2009 academic year when the first
cohort of engineering students arrived on campus. These
students will complete a two-year program that prepares them to
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institution
developed
articulation
agreements as
appropriate to its
mission.

transfer to a four-year institution’s engineering program. Each
student met with the lead counselor to draft educational plans
based on their desired transfer institution and major engineering
discipline. Each semester, these educational plans are revisited
and updated based on the student’s progress. All courses are
checked regularly for current articulation agreements to ensure a
seamless transition to the transfer institution. (II.A.6.a)
Planning Agenda Items


II.A.6.b
When programs
are eliminated or
program
requirements are
significantly
changed, the
institution makes
appropriate
arrangements so
that enrolled
students may
complete their
education in a
timely manner
with a minimum
of disruption.

None

Descriptive Summary
As a new college established in 2006, WHCL has not been in a
position to discontinue a program. At the current time, the
college does not have a program discontinuation policy but
understands the importance of determining a board approved
policy.
For students in a program, WHCL offers a two-year schedule
that allows students to plan their courses and complete their
education in a timely manner with a minimum of disruption.
Courses necessary for graduation are many times offered even if
enrollment is low in order to assure that students can complete
their educational goals efficiently. The college also has a course
substitution process for meeting graduation requirements. (2.27)
Self Evaluation
Student educational plans are fluid documents that may be
altered due to program or course changes affecting the student’s
progress towards completion of a degree or certificate. A goal
has been set by the college to have a completed educational plan
on file for all entering freshmen planning to matriculate
beginning in fall 2010. (2.28)
During the 2008-2009 academic year, the California Community
College Chancellor’s Office determined that the college’s
Associate of Arts in Liberal Arts degree was out of compliance.
The college was advised to act quickly to replace the noncompliant degrees and provide a new option to students pursuing
a liberal arts degree. Within a year, the WHCL Curriculum
Committee approved new degrees with the new requirements
that are compliant by providing liberal arts degrees with an area
of emphasis. One example is the newly approved Liberal Arts
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with an Emphasis in Math and Science Degree.
While the college does not currently have a program
discontinuation policy, college leadership has had discussions
with its sister college and the district office to develop a board
approved program discontinuation policy. (II.A.6.b)
Planning Agenda Items


II.A.6.c
The institution
represents itself
clearly,
accurately, and
consistently to
prospective and
current students,
the public, and its
personnel through
its catalogs,
statements, and
publications,
including those
presented in
electronic
formats. It
regularly reviews
institutional
policies,
procedures, and
publications to
assure integrity in
all
representations
about its mission,
programs, and
services.

The college leadership will work with its sister college
and district office to develop a program discontinuation
policy by Spring 2012. (II.A.6.b)

Descriptive Summary
WHCL presents itself to constituents with integrity by providing
current and accurate community outreach and by its review of
college publications for accuracy and consistency. Individual
program and learning areas regularly update their program
information and marketing materials to ensure accuracy. The
college produces brochures, information sheets, pamphlets,
posters, and website information that market and advertise
college information to the community, students, and staff.
The college catalog provides clear, accurate, and consistent
information to current and prospective students, the community,
and stakeholders. (2.22) Efforts are made to ensure consistent
information is presented in all written and electronic media.
When discrepancies are noticed, action is taken in an appropriate
manner to troubleshoot, correct, and improve.
Self Evaluation
The district marketing office coordinates communication,
publications, and marketing materials to the public. This
information is regularly distributed during community outreach
events, campus outreach activities, Xtreme Registration, student
orientations, Welcome Week activities, and categorical program
orientations. (2.29) (2.30)
Counselors, advisors, and financial aid personnel visit local high
schools during the academic year for informational
presentations, assistance with the application and registration
process, and to answer questions concerning the financial aid
process, FAFSA, and scholarships. (2.31, 2.32)
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In March 2009, a WHCL Catalog Committee was created to
review and address any discrepancies between distributed
publications and current college policy and procedures. The
purpose of the committee is to continually review the published
college policies and to ensure consistency with all distributed
media, as consistency leads to institutional integrity. (II.A.6.c)
Planning Agenda Items


None

II.A.7
In order to assure
the academic
integrity of the
teaching-learning
process, the
institution uses
and makes public
governing-board
adopted policies
on academic
freedom and
responsibility,
student academic
honesty, and
specific
institutional
beliefs or
worldviews.
These policies
make clear the
institution's
commitment to the
free pursuit and
dissemination of
knowledge.

Descriptive Summary

II.A.7.a
Faculty
distinguish
between personal
conviction and
professionally
accepted views in
a discipline. They

Descriptive Summary

The West Hills Community College District Board of Trustees
has approved an academic freedom board policy to identify the
provisions under which faculty maintain freedom to instruct and
provide course content to adequately maintain the quality and
integrity of their individual courses. (2.33)
The academic honesty board policy 5505 (2.23) was approved
by the WHCCD Board of Trustees on June 7, 2006.
Self Evaluation
The academic freedom policy is available to the public in the
college catalog and on the website.
The Academic Senate developed an academic honesty policy
that was approved by the WHCL Planning and Governance
Council in October of 2005. The Academic Senate presented
this policy in the form of a resolution to the WHCCD Board of
Trustees at their November 2005 meeting. (2.23) (II.A.7)
Planning Agenda Items


None

The faculty of WHCL adhere to an academic freedom policy that
outlines the distinction between personal conviction and
professionally accepted views in a discipline. The academic
freedom policy is clearly stated in the 2008-2010 college
catalog. It was approved by the academic senate and is similar
to the one found at the state and national level. The statement
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present data and
information fairly
and objectively.

includes the elements of professional versus personal conviction,
professionally accepted views of the discipline, and the
presentation of fair and objective information. (2.22)
Self Evaluation
During the faculty evaluation process for tenured, non-tenured,
and adjunct faculty, peers are asked to evaluate whether faculty
members’ methods of presentation are appropriate for the types
of materials covered, present alternative and opposing views, use
appropriate
supporting
materials,
encourage
student
participation, and maintain a positive learning environment.
Peers are also asked to assess whether the course objectives were
achieved. (2.16) (II.A.7.a)
Planning Agenda Items


II.A.7.b
The institution
establishes and
publishes clear
expectations
concerning
student academic
honesty and the
consequences for
dishonesty.

None

Descriptive Summary
The Academic Honesty Policy is available in the WHCL catalog,
the student handbook, and on the college website. Faculty are
required to include this statement on syllabi. Academic
dishonesty is primarily dealt with individually by instructors
according to the level of dishonesty and can involve the
administration in some cases. (2.22, 2.23, 2.34)
The Academic Senate developed an academic honesty policy
that was approved by the WHCL Planning and Governance
Council in October of 2005. The Academic Senate presented
this policy in the form of a resolution to the WHCCD Board of
Trustees at their November 2005 meeting. This policy describes
academic behavior expected of all students. The Academic
Honesty Policy is clearly linked on the login page for online
students using Blackboard. Students are directed that when they
log in they “agree to abide by the terms of the Computer and
Network Use Policy and Academic Honesty Policy.” (2.33)
Self Evaluation
The Academic Honesty Policy describes academic behavior
expected of all students. The policy is clearly linked on the login
page for online students using Blackboard. When students log in
to their online courses a statement appears before they can
continue that states: “I agree to abide by the terms of the
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Computer and Network Use Policy and Academic Honesty
Policy.” This statement exists as well on all student email log
ins and on campus computer log ins. (2.23) (II.A.7.b)
Planning Agenda Items


None

II.A.7.c
Institutions that
require
conformity to
specific codes of
conduct of staff,
faculty,
administrators, or
students, or that
seek to instill
specific beliefs or
worldviews, get
clear prior notice
of such policies,
including
statements in the
catalog and/or
appropriate
faculty or student
handbooks.

Descriptive Summary

II.A.8
Institutions
offering curricula
in foreign
locations to
students other
than U.S.
nationals operate
in conformity with
standards and
applicable
Commission
policies.

Descriptive Summary

WHCL does not seek to instill specific beliefs or worldviews in
their students.
Self Evaluation
West Hills College Lemoore meets this standard. (II.A.7.c)
Planning Agenda Items


None

WHCL does not offer curricula in foreign locations to students
other than U.S. nationals.
Self Evaluation
West Hills College Lemoore meets this standard. (II.A.8)
Planning Agenda Items
None
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II.B
Student Support
Services
The institution
recruits and
admits diverse
students who are
able to benefit
from its
programs,
consistent with its
mission. Student
support services
address the
identified needs of
students and
enhance a
supportive
learning
environment. The
entire student
pathway through
the institutional
experience is
characterized by
a concern for
student access,
progress,
learning, and
success. The
institution
systematically
assesses student
support services
using student
learning
outcomes, faculty
and staff input,
and other
appropriate
measures in order
to improve the
effective
II.B.1
The institution

WHCL has an open access policy that is consistent with state
regulations and board policy. The policy is reflected in the
college mission statement, which states that the college is
dedicated to “quality educational learning opportunities and
partnerships,” and “committed to student learning and
empowering students to achieve their educational goals.”
Student Services offers a variety of pathways and procedures for
entering
and
continuing
students
such
as
the
admissions/registration process, outreach presentations, student
orientations, assessment tests, counseling and advising,
classroom presentations, and workshops. Also, the college
provides programs such as Equal Opportunity Program and
Services (EOPS), Disabled Students Program and Services
(DSPS), TRiO, College Assistance Migrant Program (CAMP),
and Veteran Services. These services provide gateway services
for eligible students able to benefit from its programs.
Student learning outcomes have been written and assessed for all
Student Services programs, such as matriculation and Upward
Bound.
The catalog, student handbook, and the college website serve to
inform, recruit, and provide access for diverse students, and
provide information about the college’s programs and services.
Recently, students have participated in Town Hall meetings as a
means of expressing opinions, concerns, and suggestions for
improving services to students. (2.32, 2.35) For staff and
faculty, President’s Open Forums are held once per semester.
Strategic Planning Meetings are held twice per semester that
include areas such as student services and student success. (II.B)

WHCL assures quality of services that support student learning
and the mission of the college with a systematic cycle of student
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assures the
quality of student
support services
and demonstrates
that these
services,
regardless of
location or means
of delivery,
support student
learning and
enhance
achievement of
the mission of the
institution.

learning outcomes (SLOs) assessment and improvements and
regularly scheduled program reviews. Quality is also assured by
a California Community College Chancellor’s Office
matriculation and categorical site visit in spring 2009. (2.36)
The college demonstrates that these services, regardless of
location or means of delivery, support student learning, and
enhance achievement of the mission of the institution.
Program review also assures quality of services. For example,
Counseling brought their program review to the Student Success
Committee and then to the Institutional Effectiveness and
Program Review Committee for technical review. The program
review was approved by the primary participatory governance
body, the Planning and Governance Council, in the fall of 2008.
(2.37) The dean of student services has worked with his staff to
develop SLOs for the areas of his responsibility, such as
counseling and advising, financial aid, categorical programs, and
admissions. The first cycle of implementation and assessment of
SLOs began in the spring of 2006.
Self Evaluation
West Hills College Lemoore ensures that all students are
provided with a variety of traditional, non-traditional, and
mandated programs and services. These services include
counseling and advising, assistive technology, financial aid,
tutorial programs, Student Services MyWestHills portal access,
disability services, placement testing at multiple locations, and
the Early Alert system.
The college maintains office space at the Naval Air Station
Lemoore (NASL), which includes a counselor, advisor and
student services assistant. Prior to the 2010-11 academic year,
there was only one advisor and a student services assistant.
From a discussion at the student services meeting in the spring
of 2010 regarding, a need to enhance the services at NASL, it
was later determined that counseling and advising services was
necessary on the base. As a result, one counselor now provides
onsite services at the naval base once a week. This counselor’s
presence has aided in bringing current the educational plans for
military personnel, called SOC-NAV Agreements. In addition,
the use of SharePoint portal has increased communication, and
information to both staff and students on the base. Another
example of enhancing services, communication and
opportunities for students at the base was the modified version of
the Xtreme Registration opportunity and Welcome Week
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activities. Xtreme Registration was an event hosted on the main
campus for non-traditional students to enroll in college the
Friday before school started in the late evening hours. Students
were able to complete all registration activities, including
financial aid, in one evening, in a one stop format. Xtreme
Registration opportunities were also offered on the base, during
the week, and staff were available until 7 pm.
West Hills Lemoore has been selected by G.I. Jobs magazine as
a Military Friendly School for 2011. This honor places the
college in the top 15% of all colleges nationwide. It reaffirms
the college’s commitment to educating the nation’s military
veterans
A hallmark of West Hills College Lemoore is the open access for
students regardless of location.
Students are able to
electronically inquire about counseling and advising services
through the “Ask a Counselor” web service. This link goes
directly to an advisor who follows-up and/or refers the student to
the appropriate department In addition, all students have access
to the online orientation, personal financial aid information,
“help desk” support, and are able to conduct business, such as
requesting a transcript electronically. While these services are
readily available to students, not all students are aware of what
they can access electronically as evidenced in the Student Town
Hall meeting discussions and matrix. This continues to be an
area needing improvement.
Over the past two and one half years, the college has conducted
four Student Town Hall meetings. The purpose of the town hall
meetings is to solicit feedback from students regarding issues
and concerns they have on the campus. Since the first Student
Town Hall meeting, the college has held three additional Town
Hall Meetings that have been attended by over 300 students. As
a result of the Student Town Hall meetings, students have
indicated a desire to have more immediate access to the help
desk during peak registration times. In response to this concern,
“live help desk hours” have been made available as well as the
recent hiring of two temporary help desk staff members to
assist during peak registration hours. Additional feedback
received has been a concern from students regarding “customer
service” from front counter staff. Despite trainings, additional
attention needs to be paid in this area.
At the February, 2010 Board Retreat, the Governing Board
examined the District Score Card and the results on high school
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participation rates indicated a downward trend, thus prompting a
“call to action.” In the summer of 2010, a Strategic Planning
Retreat at Harris Ranch was held. This retreat included high
school principals and other contacts, community members, and
Work Force Development partners. The purpose of this retreat
was to look at data regarding high school participation rates,
engage in a dialogue of identifying what can be done to increase
the college going rate and how each partner can support this
effort. In addition to the high school participation rates,
contributors also looked at data regarding the completion of
student educational plans. One of the 2010-11 tasks identified by
the vice president of student services was to increase the number
of student with and educational plan. In the fall, counselors held
“student education planning” workshops. The results have been
very encouraging. By the middle of September, over sixty
athletes had an educational plan completed and by the middle of
October, over seventy-five teacher preparation students had a
completed educational plan. The 2010-11 goal is to have 100%
of the freshman class students on a degree or certificate track to
have an educational plan completed by May 2011, regardless of
location. The inroads made to date are encouraging; however,
the college will need to focus on increasing the number of
students with an educational plan completed and ensure that this
can occur, regardless of location These existing and expanded
activities allow for comprehensive student services, focusing on
access, learning, success, and aligning to the mission statement.
(II.B.1)
Planning Agenda Items




II.B.2
The institution
provides the
catalog for its
constituencies
with precise,

By the fall of 2011, the vice chancellor of institutional
effectiveness and enrollment management will develop
electronic student educational plans. (II.B.1)
By the spring of 2011, the dean of students will improve
the customer service provided to students from the front
counter staff. (II.B.1)
By the fall of 2011, the dean of students will increase
student awareness of electronic resources on the web,
such as the catalog. (II.B.1)

Descriptive Summary
The WHCL catalog provides general information, graduation
and transfer requirements, and institutional policies. The college
began using a two-year catalog format with the 2008-2010
catalog. Although the college makes every attempt to produce
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accurate, and
current
information
concerning the
following:

an accurate catalog, there are at times errors and omissions. The
college produces an addendum as appropriate to correct errors
and omissions while also updating any changes that have
occurred. Long term, the college has implemented a Catalog
Committee to oversee publication of future catalogs, which will
increase accuracy. The catalog is easily accessible online. A
sufficient number of hard copies are also available.
Self Evaluation
West Hills College Lemoore catalog is the primary printed
source for information on programs, policies, and procedures
pertaining to students. These items of information include
academic
regulations
and
policies
on
honesty,
nondiscrimination, acceptance of transfer credits, grievance and
complaint procedures, sexual harassment, academic freedom
statement, academic calendar and program length, and fee
refunds. The catalog is reviewed and updated regularly by the
Student Services and instructional divisions to ensure
information accuracy. The first draft is also reviewed by the
articulation officer, who looks specifically at sections that have
been affected by instructional changes.
In viewing this
document, every dean is asked to review their respective area for
changes/corrections of staff, programs changes and updates and
then it proceeds to the final draft stages. The vice president of
educational services reviews the material and forwards the
verified and completed final draft for publication for the next
catalog year. Beginning with the 2008-2010 catalog, the college
began using a two-year catalog format. Each college is
responsible for the content and accuracy of their catalog and that
information shared with the district for continuity and approval
by the governing board.
With the cooperation of the district, the college produces a
complete and updated catalog. Although the college makes
every attempt to produce an accurate catalog, there are at times
errors and omissions. The college will then provide an
addendum as appropriate to correct or update those errors or
omissions. Long-term, the college has implemented a Catalog
Committee to oversee publication of future catalogs, which will
increase accuracy and timely delivery.
While changes do occur with the catalog, there is a need to
educate students and staff what those changes are and where
they can be found, so that they all have the same information.
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While some policies are available in Spanish, many policies,
including the Student Handbook, are not. The college is
identified as a Hispanic Serving Institution; therefore, the college
needs to be more responsive to the language needs of the student
population. (II.B.2)
Planning Agenda Items




II.B.2.a
General
Information
 Office Name,
Address(es),
Telephone
Number(s),
and Web Site
Address of the
Institution
 Educational
Mission
 Course,
Program, and
Degree
Offerings
 Academic
Calendar and
Program
Length
 Academic
Freedom
Statement
 Available
Student
Financial Aid
 Available
Learning
Resources
 Names and

In the fall of 2011, the vice president of educational
services will provide orientation and training to staff and
students on catalog content and how to find changes.
(II.B.2)
In the fall of 2011, the vice president of student services
will provide the handbook and other essential documents
in Spanish. (II.B.2)

Descriptive Summary
The WHCL catalog provides general information, graduation
and transfer requirements, and institutional policies. The catalog
is in hard copy, alternate formats, and available online. The
college makes every effort possible to produce an informative
and accurate catalog.
Revisions, omissions, and new
information are included in periodic addenda.
During the 2008-10 academic year, the college began using a
two-year catalog format. An addendum was produced in 2009.
A Catalog Committee has been formed to regularly review the
accuracy of the college catalog, along with the web pages and
other essential documents. The catalog is easily accessible
online for prospective students, community members, and
others. Programs of study, as outlined in the catalog, are based
on the California Community College Chancellor’s Office
program inventory. Faculty are responsible for accurate course
descriptions and programs of study. Local approval of all
curriculum occurs at the Curriculum Committee Meetings,
followed by approval by the WHCCD Board of Trustees.
The college catalog provides the college’s official name,
address, phone number, and website information. In addition,
the college catalog contains the college mission statement,
academic calendar, course program and degree offerings, student
financial aid information, learning support services, names and
degrees of faculty and administration, and current governing
board members.
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Degrees of
Administrator
s and Faculty
 Names of
Governing
Board
Members

Self Evaluation
General information contained in the catalog includes the
College’s official name, address, telephone numbers, web
address, names and degrees of administrators and faculty, and
mission statement. The catalog provides a listing of the courses,
programs, and degree offerings. Programs of study, as outlined
in the catalog, are based on the California Community College
Chancellor’s Office program inventory. Additionally, and
academic calendar with program length is included. Academic
freedom statement is included to advise students of this practice.
Financial Aid and other resources are advertised in the catalog
for students to utilize at their discretion. Learning resources and
support services are referenced in the catalog, which is available
online, and in alternative formats. Names of WHCCD Board of
Trustees are included in the college catalog. The college catalog
curriculum approval occurs locally at the Curriculum Committee
Meetings, followed by approval by the WHCCD Board of
Trustees. Programs of study, as outlined in the catalog, are
based on the California Community College Chancellor’s Office
program inventory. The college catalog is produced in a reader
friendly context and it meets this standard. (II.B.2 a)
Planning Agenda Items


II.B.2.b
Requirements





Admission
s
Student
Fees and
Other
Financial
Obligation
s
Degree,
Certificate
s,
Graduatio
n, and
Transfer

None

Descriptive Summary
The WHCL catalog contains information on admission
requirements, student fee information, and a listing of degrees,
certificates, general education requirements, graduation
requirements, and transfer information.
Self Evaluation
Any potential or current students can receive a hard copy of the
catalog or access the catalog electronically. The WHCL catalog
contains admission requirements, student fee information, and a
listing of degrees, certificates, general education, graduation, and
transfer information made available in various formats.
Considerable effort is made to ensure the college catalog is a
valuable resource for students, faculty, and staff. The college is
making every effort to go green and encourage the online
version.
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West Hills College Lemoore meets this standard by clearly
publicizing requirements of a college catalog. Additionally,
students receive a Student Handbook with updated and vital
information such as Administrative Procedure 5530 on Student
Rights and Grievances and important academic dates for their
consideration. (II.B.2.b)
Planning Agenda Items

II.B.2.c.
Major Policies
Affecting Students
Academic
Regulations,
including
Academic
Honesty
Nondiscrimination
Acceptance of
Transfer Credits
Grievance and
Complaint
Procedures
Sexual
Harassment
Refund of Fees
Online and Email
Policies

None

Descriptive Summary
Major policies affecting students can be accessed by using the
catalog. Academic regulations and the student Code of Conduct
are located in the catalog. A description of the refund policies,
transcripts, and student grievance/complaint procedures can also
be located in the catalog. Some of the policies, Affirmative
Action for example, are written in both English and Spanish.
Students will find policies that affect their rights and other
students’ rights while attending the college in the Student’s
Rights and Responsibilities section. The college’s academic
honesty and sexual harassment policies are also outlined in the
catalog. (2.22)
Self Evaluation
Major policies affecting students can be accessed by utilizing the
catalog and the Student Handbook that was provided at no cost
to the student. Academic regulations and the student Code of
Conduct are located in the catalog. In addition, the new
Administrative Policy 5530, is included in the Student
Handbook. Some of the policies, Affirmative Action for
example, are written in both English and Spanish. Students will
find policies that affect their rights and other students’ rights
while attending the college, in the Student’s Rights and
Responsibilities section. The college’s academic honesty and
sexual harassment policies are also outlined in the catalog and
are on the college web site. (II.B.2.c)
Planning Agenda Items


II.B.2.d
Locations or

None

Descriptive Summary
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publications
where other
policies may be
found

In addition to having the current catalog on the college website,
individuals are able to access previous catalogs, as well.
Catalogs and other documents with policies can be located in the
college library, administration building, and district offices and
are available upon request.
Self Evaluation
While students have access in alternative formats to the
catalogue, handbook, and other critical documents, it is unknown
the extent to which students are aware of the various locations
and formats the can access those documents. The district has
recently subscribed to social media networks, such as FaceBook
and Twitter, as a means of communicating vital information to
students. These avenues, along with students’ SharePoint portal,
will be instrumental in communicating the location of essential
documents to students. (II.B.2.d)
Planning Agenda Items


II.B.3
The institution
research shows
and identifies the
learning support
needs of its
student
population and
provides
appropriate
services and
programs to
address those
needs.

None

Descriptive Summary
In 2008, the college developed its Educational Master Plan
(EMP), which provides a reference point and framework for the
future of the college. It includes a thorough data review of the
recent past and present of the college’s overall instructional and
student services areas. While maintaining the integrity of the
college’s vision, mission, and strategic goals, the EMP draws a
blueprint for implementing emerging educational objectives.
More specifically, the EMP focuses on the service area, students,
staff, and programs of the college. Matriculation rates from
regional high schools provide a basis for enrollment projections.
An analysis of economic trends in the area and a review of
emerging labor market information promote the consideration of
new programs. An examination of student services, instructional
programs, disciplines, and student performance assesses current
effectiveness and points the way for change.
The EMP brings together internal, external, quantitative, and
qualitative data into key findings that inform and support
planning. Unanticipated events, emerging issues in the region,
and changing demographics in the service area demand that the
EMP be treated as a living, fluid document that will guide
decisions regarding the educational programs and services
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provided by the college.
The college provides counseling and advising services via
individual appointments, drop-in services, workshops, and
guidance classes primarily by a staff of twelve full-time and
eight adjunct counselors/advisors. Nearly 4,000 students were
served through appointments, and over 2,000 students
successfully completed guidance classes in 2009-2010. (2.38)
Students used an exit survey to express satisfaction with the
quality of counseling and advising services with a favorable
rating of 87% in 2009. (2.40, 2.41)
Self Evaluation
Student Services staff continually examine student success
indicators, discuss areas needing improvement and what
strategies can be implemented to achieve desires results. In the
spring of 2010, key initiatives and activities were identified and
shared with staff through the 2010-11 Task List. This list was a
culmination of the many discussions held throughout the year,
with targeted tasks, persons responsible and timelines for
completion. Staff have aggressively approached the initiatives
and met with much success and accomplishment. In the
September board meeting, the progress to date was shared with
the Board of Trustees.
Some of the specific tasks and initiatives include:









Facilitate the coordination of counseling services on the
Naval Air Station Lemoore;
Establish junior high connection;
Coordinate an all-inclusive progress report for students
and eliminate duplicated efforts;
Facilitate outreach supply purchases to ensure they
support the mission and are fiscally sound by creating an
electronic “shopping cart” system;
Launch an intervention called ”Eagle Lunch and Learn”
for students at risk of failing classes as identified by the
faculty and initiated through the Early Alert system;
Provide post-secondary opportunities for students with
intellectual disabilities by developing course curriculum
and applying for the federal grant called Transition
Programs for Students with Intellectual Disabilities,
which is in response to the Reauthorized Higher
Education Act;
Continue with the fall Eagle Outreach initiative for
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special needs students applying to attend West Hills;
Fully implement eSARS, which will allow students,
regardless of location to schedule their own
appointments;
Ensure that by May 2011, all students with 29 units or
less have an educational plan completed;
Create an electronic student educational plan;
Monitor essential information on high school contacts,
including where they are in the application process, and
offer “early registration” options for students who have
completed their applications, placement, test and
orientation;
Re-design the outreach model to include essential
individuals, called the “E-Team;”
Explore electronic interventions for students in the areas
of math and English;
Work on redesigning the “Ask a Counselor” system so
that the college maintains information on types of
questions being answer so online counseling services can
be coordinated;
Work on developing a parent outreach project;
Work on simplifying the outreach pamphlets to ensure
that they communicate efficiently to all of our
constituents the essential information about the college
and programs offered;
Work to expand the placement test schedule and options;
Work to establish student ambassadors;
Develop a first-year intervention experience for students;
and develop intervention for students on academic
probation. (II.B.3)

Planning Agenda Items

II.B.3.a
The institution
assures equitable
access to all of its
students by
providing
appropriate,
comprehensive,
and reliable
services to

None

Descriptive Summary
The college has participated in the 2007 and 2008 Community
College Survey of Student Engagement (CCSSE) and conducts
an annual exit survey for graduating students to assess overall
performance. The CCSSE instrument provides five benchmarks
that are highly correlated to student learning and success. The
college performed well in all benchmarks and it significantly
surpassed the benchmarks in the areas of active and collaborative
learning and support for learners. Results from the survey are
utilized to compare the college performance in delivering
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students
regardless of
service location
or delivery
method.

services to students against similar colleges. Results from the
CCSSE survey have become part of the college’s performance
and accountability system. (2.39, 2.42)
WHCL assures equal access for all students by offering an array
of student service programs to all of its students, regardless of
service location or delivery methods. The college offers
multiple opportunities for students to reach staff and faculty for
educational needs through the website, school hours of service,
faculty office hours, and community outreach programs.
Services available through the website include the student
application, orientation, enrolling in classes, receiving
counselor/advising assistance, checking on financial status,
retrieving email, and financial aid status. Services at the front
counter of the Administration/Student Services Building are
available Monday through Thursday from 7:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.
and Friday from 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. The front counter of the
Administration/Student Services Building accepts walk-in traffic
and phone requests for information.
Counselors and advisors attend community outreach events to
disseminate information about the college and its programs.
From October 2009 through May 2010, the college’s advising
staff attended more than 100 outreach activities and more than
80 on-campus events. The college offers an online orientation to
reach students who are unable to come on campus and attend
orientations. In addition, there is an online “Ask a Counselor”
option for basic online counseling. (2.35)
Self Evaluation
WHCL assures equal access for all students by offering an array
of student service programs to all of its students, regardless of
service location or delivery methods. The college offers
multiple opportunities for students to reach staff and faculty for
educational needs through the website, school hours of service,
faculty office hours, and community outreach programs.
Services available through the website include the student
application, orientation, enrolling in classes, receiving
counselor/advising assistance, checking on financial status,
retrieving email, and financial aid status. Services at the front
counter of the Administration/Student Services Building are
available Monday through Thursday from 7:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.
and Friday from 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. The front counter of the
Administration/Student Services Building accepts walk-in traffic
and phone requests for information. Almost all student services
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are available by phone, in-person, online, email, and available
for students who are deaf and or hard of hearing though the TTY
line or the UbiDuo portable device. One primary service the
college is working on is an on-line degree audit service and
electronic student education plans.
Comprehensive information is available on the college’s web
site. It has been brought to our attention that a few links or pages
need de-activation or updates. The college web site is maintained
by district personnel; a webmaster was hired in fall 2010 to work
on the web site information.
Since spring 2010, WHCL has used SARS for more efficient
scheduling of counseling appointments and tracking purposes. In
fall 2010, eSARS was then implemented enabling students to
check in for their counseling appointments. NASL staff has
SARS capability, but eSARS is not available or needed due to
the volume of scheduling. The ability to offer student services
online has led to more equitable access to these resources at the
college. For example, students can submit their application,
complete an orientation online, and register online for classes.
In addition, students with disabilities are able to access assistive
technology, on the main campus in the Disabled Students
Programs and Services lab, library and career center, as well as
on site at Naval Air Station Lemoore. (II.B.3.a)
Planning Agenda Items

II.B.3.b
The institution
provides an
environment that
encourages
personal and civic
responsibility, as
well as
intellectual,
aesthetic, and



By the fall of 2011, the district webmaster will have
updated the college webpage with current information to
ensure accuracy of all college information. (II.B.3.a)



In the spring of 2011, the college will work with the
district Registrar and the IT department to implement
degree audit and electronic student educational plans.
(II.B.3.a)

Descriptive Summary
WHCL provides an environment that encourages personal and
civic responsibility, as well as intellectual, aesthetic, and
personal development for all of its students, such as student
clubs. Student clubs represent a wide variety of interests and
needs. These clubs include Alpha Gamma Sigma for honor
students, Students in Free Enterprise for entrepreneurs, and the
Student Government Association, which is directly involved in
the college’s governance process by having its members sit on
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personal
development for
all of its students.

college-wide committees.
In addition, the college provides a number of avenues for
encouraging personal and civic responsibility and development
of students through students clubs, activities, and targeted
activities for specific student groups. For example, workshops
were offered in the English Lab during the 2008-2009 school
year to help students with specific needs such as how to use
Microsoft Word and how to prepare for finals. The Career
Center offers monthly events such as job interview workshops
and utilizes the talents of community leaders. The student
services staff, along with teaching faculty, is exploring
structured service learning venues and student ambassador
programs for the 2010-11 academic year.
WHCL’s Student Government Association (SGA) has grown to
become an active and vibrant student organization that is
uniquely involved in many campus committees and activities.
SGA is committed to increasing student participation in all
aspects of the college community. The SGA leadership has been
a catalyst for student use of technology on campus, as evidenced
by the launching of electronic elections in spring 2010 and a
student-run portal team site which contain essential information
for student clubs. Through the student governance group and
Student Services, the college has celebrated numerous cultural
and ethnic celebrations such as: Women’s History Month,
African American Month, Hispanic Heritage Month, Disabilities
Awareness Week, Constitution Day, 9-11 Remembrance
Celebration, Veteran’s Recognition Luncheon, Honor’s Brunch,
Athletic Awards Banquet, Student Athlete Orientation, Special
Program Banquets, and Welcome Week/Spirit Day. All of these
are designed to bring awareness and appreciation for the
diversity of the campus.
Self Evaluation
Since 2006, there has been a gradual increase in student
participation and activities on the campus. Student participation
in the shared governance process has also increased. In the past,
students would begin the academic year joining a club in the fall
and participating in an activity or two, but by the end of the year,
they were non-participatory. With continued support from
faculty and staff encouraging students to become active and
involved on the campus, there has been a significant increase in
student participation in all aspects of the campus. Specifically,
members of the Student Government, Students in Free
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Enterprise, and the Alpha Gamma Sigma honor society have all
increased their involvement and support. Beginning in 2009-10,
the leadership of the Student Government has promoted and
participated in the shared governance process on the campus on
a regular basis throughout the year. This involvement has
continued into the 2010-11 academic year wherein the leadership
of the SGA has been instrumental in ensuring student
participation in the shared governance committees and has been
in attendance at campus events such as the President’s Scholars
Reception and student orientations. The increase in student
participation in clubs is a welcomed change along with the
faculty support; however, more student involvement is necessary
to strengthen as a college. While some training has occurred
with students on understanding the shared governance process
and parliamentary procedures, this is an area that needs to be
strengthened. In all, the student voice on the campus has been
very active and the college has responded and been held
accountable as evidence in the student Town Hall Matrix. This
has created a platform for students for future growth.
Also, the president of the SGA has worked with the ITS
department to create a SharePoint portal team site for students
where electronic voting can take place, shared calendars exist
and shared documents are housed. This is another example of
student growth and development. Another example is the
student leadership in the Welcome Week Activities. Prior to the
2010-11 academic year, Welcome Week Activities were largely
arranged, facilitated and implemented through the student
services administration. While student assistance was always
present, students did not take the leadership role in these
activities. In the fall 2010 semester, students assisted in
planning, organizing and implementing three days of activities
that included President’s BBQ, Deans Donuts, Club Day and
orientations during the day as well as the evening hours.
Beginning in the 2009-10 academic year, students mobilized as a
team to host fundraising activities such as the Haiti Relief
efforts, “A Day Without Shoes,” Black Heritage Month
Activities, and Cinco de Mayo events. Students are planning in
Spring 2011 Heritage Week campus wide activities. Faculty,
staff, and students have discussed the many activities that
students participate in, the work-experience program, and a
desire to unite students in service leaning. As a result, staff is
investigating developing a comprehensive service learning
program in the fall of 2011. (II.B.3.b)
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Planning Agenda Items




II.B.3.c
The institution
designs,
maintains, and
evaluates
counseling and/or
academic
advising
programs to
support student
development and
success and
prepares faculty
and other
personnel
responsible for
the advising
function.

In the spring of 2011, the Dean of Students will provide
training for student club and government leaders on
shared governance process and parliamentary procedures
and implement campus wide activities to increase student
participation. (II.B.3.b)
In the spring of 2011, counseling faculty will develop
and submit to curriculum committee, courses that will
support service learning. (II.B.3.b)

Descriptive Summary
WHCL has developed a comprehensive counseling/advising
program that includes academic, transfer, career, and personal
counseling. Services are delivered via appointments, workshops,
interdisciplinary/guidance studies courses, and presentations.
Services are provided by counselors, advisors, and student
services staff. Services are continuously evaluated through the
program review process, assessment of student learning
outcomes, student satisfaction surveys, and individual staff
member evaluations. In addition, student services personnel
regularly evaluate and access services to students through
regularly scheduled planning meetings.
Students are expected to identify a specific educational goal
during the term after which they complete 12 units. Once they
have identified a specific goal, the student is expected to meet
with a counselor or advisor to complete a Student Educational
Plan (SEP). During the 2009-10 academic year, 1,120 students
created educational plans. Beginning in the 2010-2011 academic
year, counselors and advisors have set a goal to increase the
number of SEPS by targeting priority registration students,
athletes, categorical students, and first year students. The
Scheduling and Reporting Systems (SARS) has enabled the
college to capture accurate and current data that reflects the
number of SEPs completed. (2.43, 2.44)
Beginning in spring 2007, the college offered an event called
Xtreme Registration which was a service that contributed to
student access. It was offered from 6p.m. until midnight on the
Friday prior to the start of each semester. Xtreme Registration
provided a one-stop shop approach for students to take
advantage of all the services necessary for enrolling for the
semester, including application assistance, new student
orientation, assessment, and counseling and advising. As a
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result of the reduction of the course schedule, this service has
been suspended. However, as a result of a review of data on
high school participation rates and college effectiveness data, the
counseling and advising staff will be modifying this program to
target high school students in spring 2011.
Orientation is available online and face-to-face during the first
week of the semester. The online format is closed-captioned
with continuous Spanish language translation. Orientation
consists of all matriculation components necessary for successful
transition to college.
There is strong coordination of services between categorical
programs and general counseling services. The majority of
categorical programs are housed in the same location as most of
the matriculation services; this allows for increased
communication, easy accessibility, and a strategic and efficient
approach to services for students.
Counseling and advising training occurs regularly; the
mechanism is the bi-monthly counseling and advising staff
meetings. (2.45) Annual trainings for student services staff are
provided by the matriculation coordinator via these counseling
and advising meetings. Instructional faculty and in-house
content specialists are invited to the counseling and advising
meetings to provide information that is related to student
success. The college cross-trains counselors and advisors so that
there is a comprehensive understanding of all programs and less
reliance on individuals.
Self Evaluation
Throughout the 2009-10 academic year, the student services staff
continue to discuss and identify problems that needed to be
addressed. For example, in the October 6, 2009, Student
Services Matriculation meeting (SSM), staff engaged in a
lengthy discussion regarding the role of the counselors and
advisors and the responsibility of completing student educational
plans as well as the impact on student success when a student
has an educational plan.
This conversation resulted in
clarification that the counselors would complete the student
educational plans and subsequently were supported by the
advisers. However there was much discussion that we needed to
have to insure that all students have a plans completed.
In the fall of 2009, the SARS program was launched. In the
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December Student Services Matriculation meeting, the staff
reviewed data regarding the number of students that they saw
between October and November, 2009. Prior to implementing
SARS, data regarding student appointments, types
of
appointments, times allocated, students who did not show, and
other significant data was not available.
With the
implementation of SARS, staff was able to examine their
activities and areas needing improvement. One such
improvement implemented as a result of this data, was a
clarification regarding uniform allocation of certain types of
appointments. Specifically, one hour was allocated for financial
aid appeals. Based on a review of the data regarding how staff
were utilizing SARS, how they could expand the use of SARS
and the need to ensure timely and accurate data entry, staff
received training on those elements and an expanded color
coding was used. The result has been a more accurate reflection
of staff time and more current data in Datatel, which is the
centralized warehouse for student data, some of which is
uploaded from SARS.
Throughout the 2009-2010 academic year, a lot of information
regarding issues and concerns were discussed and brought
forward during the Student Services Matriculation meetings.
One such conversation had to do with the walk-in procedures. In
the 2009 school year and earlier, the week prior to school
starting, the first week of school and the week after school
started had a “walk-in” procedure wherein students came in at
any time, signed in on a clipboard and waited, often times for
hours, hoping to be seen by a counselor or advisor. What was
observed was that many students would sit for hours in
anticipation of hoping to get a 30 minute appointment with a
counselor or advisor to register for classes. A discussion was
held in the Student Services Matriculation meeting regarding
how to streamline this process, how to become more students
friendly, and how to improve service to students. It was decided
that in spring 2010, students would be given an appointment that
same day. Specifically, students are allowed to call or come in
for an appointment on the day they came in or called. No
appointments are made for the next day during this three week
window. This new procedure allowed 100% of students with an
appointment to be seen on that day. No longer did student have
to wait indefinitely for an appointment. Students now can make
an appointment in the morning for a time in the afternoon and
have freedom to take care of other business during the day and
arrive ten to fifteen minutes before their appointment time.
(II.B.3.c)
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Planning Agenda Items

II.B.3.d
The institution
designs and
maintains
appropriate
programs,
practices, and
services that
support and
enhance student
understanding
and appreciation
of diversity

None

Descriptive Summary
WHCL is committed to promoting diversity on campus and
supports activities and events that build cultural awareness and
empathy. The Student Equity Plan was updated in fall 2010.
The number of student clubs has increased from four in 2006 to
nine in 2010. There is a need for additional marketing and
recruitment to increase club membership and solicit
opportunities for new student organizations. The Technology
Committee has discussed a mechanism for marketing and
promoting student organizations and clubs, including a process
for monitoring and updating student organizations and club
pages on the college website. The SGA launched a SGA
MyWestHills portal team site. All students are team members to
the site and able to view events, use electronic voting options,
and find a list of active clubs.
To strengthen student
participation and understanding of governance, the SGA
president will serve as the student trustee for the West Hills
Community College District Board of Trustees. In addition, the
college will develop and provide orientation, training, and
professional development activities for faculty advisors of
student organizations or clubs.
Classes are offered that promote cultural sensitivity and
awareness such as Contemporary Native American, Cultural
History of the Chicano, Introduction to Black Studies, and
Women’s Roles in History. In general, faculty incorporate
cultural awareness via textbook selection, presentations, and
student projects. In addition to these classes, students participate
in Black History month, Hispanic Cultural Awareness month,
Disability Awareness month, and Women’s History month. In
2009, activities for Black History month included “Gospel and
Gumbo,” art exhibits, a guest speaker at the leadership breakfast,
and other events. The college’s honor society, Alpha Gamma
Sigma, has helped to coordinate an Annual Leadership
Conference in partnership with the college’s Latina Leadership
Network and Student Town Hall. The dean of student services
oversees the development of the full-year cultural events
calendar, created by input from the Inter-club Council on an
annual basis. This allows for staff and student support,
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coordination, and allocation of resources for these events. (2.46)
Self Evaluation
WHCL is committed to promoting diversity on campus and
supports activities and events that build cultural awareness and
empathy. The college is committed to providing the highest
quality educational experience and services that promote and
enhance student understanding and appreciation of diversity. In
order to design and maintain appropriate programs, practices,
and services that support and enhance student learning and
understanding of diversity, the college Student Equity task group
completed their plan addressing these issues in fall 2010.
Several key college and student-led groups have been
instrumental in bringing cultural programming, activities, and
raising cultural awareness on campus. These groups include
CAMP, Student Support Services, SPLAAT art club, history
classes, T.E.A.M. Teach, SIFE, and the Culinary Club. A series
of speakers have presented on campus delivering a variety of
messages ranging from politics (candidates forum, fall 2010),
domestic violence and women’s issues (Denise Brown, sister of
Nicole Simpson), to noted authors like Gary Soto (fall 2008).
Annual Disability Awareness activities showcase the diversity
and support for students on the campus. This year was
particularly noteworthy due to the displays in the DSP&S lab,
including the display of two books published by a WHCL
student with art work from another student. This venue will
continue to be a trademark for WHCL, especially after 2011 with
the completion of the new Event Center.
The College Strategic Plan 2009-2012 addresses diversity as a
Guiding Principle but not in its Institutional Outcomes with
regards to improving access and improving on appreciation of
diversity on campus. In spring 2011, WHCL will sponsor a
campus and community event addressing this. Heritage Week
will attract and promote the richness of the valley by conducting
cultural events on campus and inviting the public to attend.
Campus programs like EOPS, CARE, CalWORKs, and DSP&S
continue to hold the belief that all special populations of
students, regardless of their limitations due to economics, ability,
and or barriers, are entitled to an education in order to break the
cycle of poverty and disenfranchisement.
Classes that promote cultural sensitivity and awareness such as
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Contemporary Native American, Cultural History of the
Chicano, Introduction to Black Studies, and Women’s Roles in
History are active and printed in the college catalog. Because of
statewide economic conditions, the above classes have been
offered on a limited basis. In general, faculty incorporate
cultural awareness via textbook selection, presentations, and
student projects. In addition to these classes, students participate
in Black History month, Hispanic Cultural Awareness month,
Disability Awareness month, and Women’s History month. In
2009, activities for Black History month included “Gospel and
Gumbo,” art exhibits, a guest speaker at the leadership breakfast,
and other events. The dean of students services oversees the
development of the full-year cultural events calendar, created by
input from the Inter-Club Council on an annual basis. This
allows for staff and student support, coordination, and allocation
of resources for these events. (2.46) (II.B.3.d)
Planning Agenda Items

II.B.3.e
The institution
regularly
evaluates
admissions and
placement
instruments and
practices to
validate their
effectiveness
while minimizing
biases.

None

Descriptive Summary
WHCL consistently reviews admissions and placement
instruments to validate their effectiveness.
Admission
applications are available in paper format and online. The online
application is available in both English and Spanish; at any time
a student can switch between languages by clicking a button.
The online application is fast and convenient.
The current assessment instruments used by the district were
implemented in spring 2005. The college ensures that the
cultural and linguistic biases in the placement instruments are
minimized by using assessment instruments that are sanctioned
by the California Community College Chancellor’s Office.
English placement level scores were most recently validated in
the spring of 2007 and math was last validated in fall of 2008.
Assessment at the college is an organized institutional process
that facilitates proper and well-informed course placement and
selection.
Individuals with disabilities are provided with the resources
necessary to complete the admissions application and the
placement test, such as text-to-speech technology. In addition,
students are able to receive these accommodations in the
college’s DSPS lab.
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The Combined English Language Skills Assessment (CELSA) is
used to determine English proficiency for non-native speakers.
The placement test is offered at multiple locations. Students are
able to take the placement test on a walk-in basis in the Career
Center and NASL or by appointment during the week and on
Saturdays. Students get immediate results.
Self Evaluation
West Hills College Lemoore is an open enrollment institution.
Students may submit their application to the college online via
the West Hills College web site or in person at the college
admissions office during traditional hours. Applications are also
accepted by staff at NASL.
WHCL consistently reviews admissions and placement
instruments to validate their effectiveness.
Admission
applications are available in paper format and online. The online
application is available in both English and Spanish; at any time
a student can switch between languages by clicking a button.
The current assessment instruments used by the district were
implemented in spring 2005. The college ensures that the
cultural and linguistic biases in the placement instruments are
minimized by using assessment instruments that are sanctioned
by the California Community College Chancellor’s Office.
English placement level scores were most recently validated in
the spring of 2007 and math was last validated in fall of 2008.
Currently (fall 2010) another validation study is being conducted
with results expected by December 2010. Assessment at the
college is an organized institutional process that facilitates
proper and well-informed course placement and selection.
Students’ placement scores are based upon a combination of test
scores and other data ensuring that multiple measures are
included. The college uses English and math exams which are
administered via computer; students may also elect to take a
“paper and pencil” version upon request. The placement test is
offered at multiple locations on campus throughout the year.
During the 2010 spring semester, students were able to take the
placement test on a “walk-in” basis at the Career Center.
Placement testing is also available at NASL and on alternate
Saturdays for all students on the main campus. Students get
immediate results for admissions processing. The Ability to
Benefit Test (ATB) is offered to students who do not have a high
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school diploma or GED and are applying for Financial Aid.
Individuals with disabilities are provided with the resources
necessary to complete the admissions application and the
placement test, such as text-to-speech technology. In addition,
students are able to receive these accommodations in the
college’s DSPS lab.
Results from the current validation study are not complete and
available for public use. Once those results are available, the
college will make needed adjustments. The college plans to
further develop the Career Center walk-in testing schedule to
include expanded hours and additional equipment. Planning will
begin in 2011 or upon better economic conditions.
What is also needed is to fully utilize the Combined English
Language Skills Assessment (CELSA) for proper placement of
students and ensure success. While the recent validations are
still being examined, preliminary results indicate a
disproportionate gap in identification and service for ESL
students.
Also, assessment instruments can only be accessed electronically
on the campus or paper-pencil on the campus or during high
school outreached activities. Attention to support testing options
for students during no-traditional hours and in alternative
locations is necessary. (II.B.3.e)
Planning Agenda Items


II.B.3.f
The institution
maintains student
records
permanently,
securely, and
confidentially,
with provision for
secure backup of
all files,
regardless of the
form in which

In the spring of 2011, the dean of students will identify
and implement strategies to improve access and efficiency
of placement testing, while ensuring the needs of ESL
students are met. (II.B.3.e)

Descriptive Summary
WHCL is in accordance with the provisions of the Family
Education Rights and Privacy Act of 1974. Students’ records are
kept in a hard copy and electronic format. Student consent is
needed for the release of records covered by the Act to outside
parties (e.g., prospective employers), except for those agencies
entitled to access under the provisions of the Act (campus
officials, other schools, federal educational and auditing officers,
and requests in connection with the application or receipt of
financial aid). To inspect, review, or challenge any of their
records, students must make a request in writing to the vice
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those files are
maintained. The
institution
publishes and
follows
established
policies for
release of student
records.

president of student services. Students can access their student
records online through the secure MyWestHills portal login.
Staff members are given appropriate training on electronic
access of student’s records and access is granted through the
district Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment
Management.
Self Evaluation
West Hills College Lemoore complies with the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (Public Law 93380) and Title 5 of the California Code of Regulations regarding
the management of student records. Creation, maintenance, and
storage of student records are kept securely, confidentially, and
in close physical proximity to the program offices where they are
generated, used, and stored. Student consent is needed for the
release of the records covered by the Act to outside parties (e.g.
prospective employers or military clearance) except for those
agencies entitled to access under the provisions of the Act
(campus officials, other schools, federal educational and auditing
officers, and requests in connection with the application or
receipt of financial aid). Hard copies are kept securely under
locked cabinets. DSPS, EOP&S, Counseling, and Veterans
Affairs also comply with mandated program requirements
governing student records for those student cohorts. Improved
scanning methods and optical imaging have been implemented
to improve immediacy of access and help alleviate storage
issues.
The district mainframe/database records are routinely backed up
to maintain redundancy and security. Students can access their
student records online through the secure MyWestHills portal
login.
Staff members are given appropriate training on
electronic access of student’s records and access is granted
through the district Office of Institutional Effectiveness and
Enrollment Management.
The college continues to work with the district office to ensure
that student records are kept on a password protected programs
and the information is released to the appropriate person with the
proper form of consent. The college continues to improve it
practices by developing a Records, Retention and Disposition
Manual. The college meets this standard. (II.B.3.f)
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Planning Agenda Items

II.B.4
The institution
evaluates student
support services
to assure their
adequacy in
meeting identified
student needs.
Evaluation of
these services
provides evidence
that they
contribute to the
achievement of
student learning
outcomes. The
institution uses
the results of
these evaluations
as the basis for
improvement.

None

Descriptive Summary
Student Services is scheduled to regularly review its programs in
accordance with the program review schedule. As a result, all
areas of Student Services are reviewed at least once during a
four-year period. Program reviews are approved through the
local governance process. For example, Upward Bound Classic
and Upward Bound Math/Science programs completed separate
program reviews in the fall of 2009. The program reviews went
through the Institutional Effectiveness and Program Review
Committee first for technical review. Later, the program reviews
were given to the primary participatory governance committee,
the Planning and Governance Council, for approval. The
program reviews of the Upward Bound Classic and Upward
Bound Math/Science programs were exemplary in that both have
exceeded expectations in the number of students attending twoyear and four-year institutions. (2.47, 2.48, 2.49)
In the fall of 2008, categorical program staff underwent an
extensive evaluation of student services in preparation for a
spring 2009 state California Community College Chancellor’s
Office categorical program site review visit. The result of the
visit identified numerous accommodations and some minor
recommendations. (2.36)
Students who petition to graduate are encouraged to complete an
exit survey to assess the effectiveness of student services and
instructional programs. (2.39) Students Town Hall meetings are
also conducted each semester to gather input from students about
the effectiveness of student services and instructional programs.
Self Evaluation
In 2009-2010 academic year, the college went through a
reorganization. In that reorganization the position of vice
president of student services was added to the administrative
team. Throughout the 2009-10 year, the VP Student Services
spent much time meeting with each staff member in student
services to identify issues, concerns, and areas for improvement.
At the first meeting with the counselors and advisers, following
the reorganization, staff examined what is the mission of student
services as it relates to the college mission. This discussion
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resulted in the following mission statement for student services:
“To provide comprehensive and coordinated services and
activities that reflects the needs and diversity of the West Hills
College Lemoore student and supports them in realizing their
educational goals.” At this same meeting, a discussion regarding
the role and function of counseling and advising was also
discussed. Recognizing that the meeting was not about
individual groups but rather what was necessary to assist student
in being successful, the meeting’s name was changed to the
Student Services Matriculation meeting (SSM).
At this same time, the vice president of student services launched
a Student Services SharePoint portal team site. This team site
was initiated in order to ensure every student services staff
member, regardless of location, had access to information. The
team site serves as a vehicle for communication, notices, and
sharing of essential information. Before implementation, the
geographic locations of some staff limited them getting the
information in a timely manner. This portal team site allows
everyone to have equal access to the same information.
Information such as ”on and off campus activities,” outreach
events, registration and timeline procedures, and other critical
information is archived and available immediately. In addition,
the president, vice president of educational services, deans, and
directors are also able to receive this needed information. Since
October 2009, there have been 110 on and off campus events
posted, 189 outreach actives posted, and 35 shared documents
This information archive allows for analysis of services and
activities provided though Student Services and serves as an
opportunity for improvement. (II.B.4)
Planning Agenda Items


None
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II.C
Library and
Learning
Support Services
Library and other
learning support
services for
students are
sufficient to
support the
institution's
instructional
programs and
intellectual,
aesthetic, and
cultural activities
in whatever
format and
wherever they are
offered. Such
services include
library services
and collections,
tutoring, learning
centers, computer
laboratories, and
learning
technology
development and
training. The
institution
provides access
and training to
students so that
library and other
learning support
services may be
used effectively
and efficiently.
The institution
systematically
assesses these
services using
student learning
outcomes, faculty
input, and other

The WHCL Library/Learning Resource Center’s (L/LRC)
resources are based on the development of a core collection of
print volumes relevant to the curriculum offered. This core
collection of print materials is fairly new, with the average
publication date being 1996.
Most new additions have
publication dates between 2000 and 2006. Focusing on student
learning, regardless of time and geographical boundaries, the
core library collection of print materials is enhanced with state of
the art subscription databases and electronic or e-books. The
library is increasing its collection with a focus on the curriculum
offered at WHCL and with faculty input into resources needed
by students to complete assignments.
The L/LRC encompasses over 30,000 square feet. The library is
staffed with 1 full-time librarian, 1 adjunct librarian, 1 full-time
library specialist, 2 part-time library specialists, a part-time
tutoring coordinator, and student worker hours funded by federal
work study. Library operations are under the administration of
the Associate Dean of Educational Services, the Educational
Services office, and the librarian.
The primary mission of the WHCL L/LRC is the creation of a
collection of intellectual value for the student, faculty, and
community population we serve. The goal is to give the
populations served a scholarly atmosphere with materials and
knowledge necessary for them to become literate in information
resources and retrieval for success in today’s highly
technological society. Consistent with the mission and the
institutional outcomes of WHCL, the library staff strives to
provide a positive environment committed to student learning
and empowering students to achieve their educational goals.
The Library/Learning Resource Center offers exemplary access
to programs and services. The L/LRC is open MondayThursday from 7:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. and Fridays from 7:30 a.m. to
4 p.m. Students enrolled at the Naval Air Station Lemoore, as
well as students from the on-campus Middle College High
School, University Charter School, and the community, have the
same access as traditional students to library resources and
databases.
The Library/Learning Resource Center offers the following
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appropriate
measures in order
to improve the
effectiveness of
the services.

services: library collection and services, open computer lab,
classrooms, wireless laptops, free newspapers, an English Lab,
tutoring services, faculty offices, group study rooms, video
conferencing room, media/AV support, distance learning offices,
displays, and online databases.
The computer lab currently consists of 48 desktop computers
that provide software and printing capabilities to support student
research and course-related assignments. There are also 60
laptops available for check-out and student use. An assistive
technology station is also available. (II.C)

II.C.1.
The institution
supports the
quality of its
instructional
programs by
providing library
and other
learning support
services that are
sufficient in
quantity,
currency, depth,
and variety to
facilitate
educational
offerings,
regardless of
location or means
of delivery.

Descriptive Summary
WHCL supports the quality of its instructional programs by
providing Library/Learning Resource Center support services
that are sufficient in quantity, currency, depth, and variety to
facilitate educational offerings, regardless of location or means
of delivery.
The Library/Learning Resource Center services are essential to
student success at WHCL. The library collects, maintains, and
provides access to print and electronic information that supports
the academic programs at WHCL.
The librarian offers
assistance to students and faculty in person, via e-mail, by
phone, or by appointment.
The librarian provides individual, hour-long course orientations
about library resources to classes upon faculty request.
Reference interviews are conducted by the library staff to assist
students to ensure appropriate materials are provided. These
interviews can be conducted in person, via e-mail, telephone, or
instant messaging to reinforce information competency skills.
Support for the L/LRC is provided by personnel and
infrastructure, as well as district, lottery, and grant funding. The
average publication dates for the collection is in the late 1990s.
The collection development policy for WHCL L/LRC clearly
pursues breadth overall with depth to support our stronger
academic programs.
(2.50)
Sciences and information
technology are targeted for currency, while social science and
humanities are targeted for breadth. Electronic databases, as
well as the e-book collection grow when funding permits in
relation to academic program needs in assisting students on and
off campus in a 24-hour format.
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The DSPS lab is also a learning resource and has 2 full time
Learning Skills Program Assistants. The DSPS lab primarily
serves the college’s DSPS population but is available to all
students. The DSPS lab provides a place for DSPS students to
take proctored tests as required by their accommodations.
Self Evaluation
WHCL meets this standard by providing sufficient library and
other learning resources to support the needs of students and
staff. However, obtaining additional resources over the last three
years have been extremely hampered by the lack of a stable
funding source. The library general fund book budget has been
at zero for three years with only small book purchases taking
place with grant and lottery funds. The collection currently
consists of approximately 28,000 volumes with the Association
of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) recommending
40,000 volumes for a college with FTES less than 3,000.
Collection development, cataloging, circulation procedures,
bibliographic records, and proper book stack management is
limited due to current staffing levels. Expansion of the library
staff is necessary for future growth.
Providing online resources is currently sufficient to meet the
needs of distance education learners. However, additional staff
would need to be hired to further develop electronic resources.
(II.C.1)
Planning Agenda Items

II.C.1.a
Relying on
appropriate
expertise of
faculty, including
librarians and
other learning
support services
professionals, the
institution selects
and maintains
educational
equipment and

None

Descriptive Summary
WHCL relies on the expertise of the faculty, library staff, and
support services personnel in choosing educational equipment
and materials. For example, the librarian asks faculty to
recommend books and materials for the library that specifically
support what they are teaching. Faculty expertise is used to
increase the number of closed-captioned titles for the DVD
collection. Faculty seek the expertise of the librarian in the use
of data bases for assistance on research projects, specialized
library tours, and other case-by-case needs for instruction.
(2.50) The librarian has informal communication with staff and
faculty on a regular basis and also has formal dialogue about
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materials to
support student
learning and
enhance the
achievement of
the mission of the
institution.

library-related issues, including the selection of books,
periodicals, electronic resources, and non-print materials.
In addition to the library print collection, databases are also
available via the web page or by using the computers on campus.
The librarian and library specialists maintain the e-library, eresources, databases, web site, video collection, and CD
collection. In order to access electronic resources, 68 stationary
computers are available in the open access tutorial center and 60
laptops, equipped with wireless internet, are available for
checkout and use in the L/LRC.
Because of the current budget crisis, the library has struggled to
maintain its material collection, including the library
management system (Sirsi/Dynix Symphony) and the
subscription research databases.
In previous years, the
Telecommunications Technology Infrastructure Program (TTIP)
funds were used to support these, but this allocation was deleted
in 2009/2010. (2.53) Beginning the 10/11 budget year, funds
were made available for the subscription research databases
within the library budget. Stable funding for the Sirsi/Dynix
Symphony library management system is still lacking and was
paid for with lottery dollars in the 09/10 budget year. (2.51) The
library staff at West Hills College Lemoore is dedicated and
service-oriented. This is reflected in an ongoing survey where
approximately 70% of respondents are very satisfied or satisfied
with services and resources provided.
All course outlines have a “learning resource statement and
collection survey,” which must be completed by the course
originator. The purpose of the survey is to make sure library
holdings are adequate to support the course and recommended
materials are procured. An example of this is the American Sign
Language I course. The course requires some specific resources,
and the faculty member who originated the course included this
information in the “learning resource and collection survey”
(2.6). If the learning resource and collection survey indicates a
deficiency, then the form is forwarded to the librarian. Because
the WHCL L/LRC is building a core undergraduate collection,
the librarian is able to focus directly on WHCL programs, as
well as on building general education resources. This is
accomplished formally by evaluating collection data in subject
areas, researching course syllabi, and meeting with faculty to
generate collection recommendations.
An additional best
practice is informal faculty input and student contact at the
reference desk.
Informal monitoring of student research
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demands also gives library staff an indication of areas of the
collection that may be deficient.
The sufficient quantity, currency, depth, and variety of materials
added to the collection over the last three years have been
extremely hampered by the lack of a stable funding source. The
library general fund book budget has been at zero for three years
with only small book purchases taking place as a result of grant
and lottery funds.
The collection currently consists of
approximately 28,000 volumes with the Association of College
and Research Libraries (ACRL) recommending 40,000 volumes
for a college with FTES less than 3,000. Even with a
reinstitution of the previous book budget from 2006-2007
($26,500 per year), it will take approximately twenty years to
reach recommended levels. The quality of the original start-up
collection in 2002 is also questionable, because it consisted of
sub-standard materials that need to be weeded from the
collection.
Collection development, cataloging, circulation procedures, and
proper book stacks management is limited due to current staffing
levels. The current lack of professional library staff has also had
a detrimental effect on the bibliographic records of the
collection. The original start-up collection in 2002 had poor
quality bibliographic records; books with no records in the
catalog are still found on a routine basis.
Providing resources in the online environment to meet the needs
of distance learners is problematic with current staffing
constraints.
Current library staffing consists of two part-time Library
Specialists, one full-time Library Specialist, one part-time Tutor
Coordinator, one full-time Librarian, and one adjunct Librarian.
This is below half of the recommended staffing levels. (II.C.1.a)
Planning Agenda Items


The college’s librarian, during the college’s budget
planning and allocation process, will continue to request
adequate funding to improve collection purchases,
staffing increases, and additional hours of operation to
meet the needs of the student population. (II.C.1.a)
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II.C.1.b
The institution
provides ongoing
instruction for
users of library
and other
learning support
services so that
students are able
to develop skills
in information
competency.

Descriptive Summary
The WHCL Library/Learning Resource Center currently has a
mission statement to provide students with scholarly resources
and the instruction in their use:
The West Hills College Lemoore Library/Learning
Resource Center is committed to the creation of a
collection of intellectual value for the student, faculty,
and community population we serve. It is the goal of the
L/LRC to give the population served a scholarly
atmosphere with the materials and knowledge necessary
for them to become literate in information resources and
retrieval for success in today’s advanced technological
society. Primarily the L/LRC will create an atmosphere
of academic and intellectual pursuit for the staff, faculty,
and students of West Hills College Lemoore. The
secondary goal is the enrichment of the lives of the
district population through cultural and social activities.
In order to have an environment conducive to the pursuit
of knowledge, access to the collection is open to all.
Access to resources which allow for the examination of
ideas is of the utmost importance while still maintaining
the integrity of the collection.
Current information competency instruction is provided for
students who take part in library orientations, but this is a small
percentage of total students. The college does not currently
specify that this sort of competency is required to obtain
associate degrees at this institution, so there is no assurance that
these competencies are being developed by all students. The
curriculum committee has begun conversation regarding the
possible addition of a section to all course outlines that addresses
how information competency is addressed in each course. (2.52,
2.53)
Limited assistance for students with software application,
printing, and other related problems are handled by the librarian,
library staff, and student workers. There is limited support for
the immediate resolution of student software issues (e.g., how to
merge an Excel document) as they occur in the open setting of
the L/LRC. The district Information Technology Support
Department is responsible for the purchase, installation, and
upgrade of software and hardware campus-wide; it is not for
resolving operator-related problems.
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Students using the library computers have been accessing nonacademic and social networking sites for personal use. There is
currently no monitoring software to ensure resources are being
solely used for academic purposes.
Students are given a brief library orientation when they receive
their identification cards from library staff. In addition, the
librarian provides individualized, hour-long library orientations
to classes upon faculty members’ requests. The library gives an
average of fifteen orientations per semester, reaching
approximately 600 students per academic year. (2.54) The
librarian also provides responses to students’ research questions
via instant messaging.
Self Evaluation
The current method of information competency provides
instruction to too few students illustrated by the fact that fewer
than five percent of courses offered in the 2009-2010 year
received an hour-long library orientation.
One-on-one training is available in the DSPS lab from the
Learning Skills Program Assistants and the High Technology
Access Specialist. Also, Blackboard trainings and Assistive
Technology trainings are held in the DSPS lab by qualified staff.
Attendance for these trainings has been poor. (II.C.1.b)
Planning Agenda Items

II.C.1.c
The institution
provides students
and personnel



The librarian will work with the Academic Senate and
Curriculum Committee to develop an across-thecurriculum information competency program no later
than 2012. (II.C.1.b)



The librarian will develop online tutorials to assist
distance learners with information competency concepts
no later than the end of 2011. (II.C.1.b)



DSPS program staff will meet and discuss methods for
increasing attendance to student training sessions in
2011. (II.C.1.b)

Descriptive Summary
WHCL provides exemplary learning resource access to programs
and services. The L/LRC is open Monday-Thursday 7:30 a.m.
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responsible for
student learning
programs and
services adequate
access to the
library and other
learning support
services,
regardless of the
location or means
of delivery.

to 8 p.m. and Fridays from 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Students enrolled
at the Naval Air Station Lemoore have the same access as
traditional students in terms of visiting the library and accessing
its online databases. WHCL Library/Learning Resource Center
is available and highly utilized by the University Charter School
and the Middle College High School programs that are located
on the college campus. In addition, the L/LRC is utilized by the
community at large.
The services offered by the L/LRC include the following:
library collection and services, open computer lab, classrooms,
wireless laptops, free newspapers, English Lab, tutoring services,
faculty offices, group study rooms, video conferencing room,
media/AV support, distance learning offices, displays, and
online databases. The computer lab currently consists of 48
desktop computers that provide software and printing
capabilities to support student research and course-related
assignments. There are also 60 wireless laptops. There is
assistive technology available in the English Lab. The assistive
technology includes Kurzweil, Read and Write Gold, Dragon,
Zoomtext, and Dolphin Easy Reader. The library page on the
college website includes a catalog of library materials for checkout (books, DVD’s, etc.). It also includes tutorials for databases,
inter-library loan information, general L/LRC information,
electronic research databases, citation information, and instant
messaging for reference questions.
The front door to the library is equipped with a patron counter
that tracks the number of visits each day. During the spring
2010 semester, for example, the L/LRC had an average 1,223
visiting patron count compared to 991 during the fall of 2008.
Tutoring services provide three hours per week of peer tutoring
or group tutoring depending on the subject. The evaluation
process for the program comes directly from student and tutor
feedback. This feedback comes in many forms, including
evaluation forms which are requested once per semester. This
provides valuable short and long-term information on the
effectiveness of the program. Ten to fifteen tutors work with as
many as 190 students each semester. (2.55) All tutors are
required to attend general training and regular workshops to
develop their tutoring skills. Students seeking tutoring must be
referred by a faculty member or counselor. WHCL has also
implemented an Early Alert System whereby faculty identify
students in need of tutoring support. When faculty identify an
individual who need additional support, they link to the Early
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Alert referral form located on the college’s website and input
student information, such as excessive absences, failing grades,
or personal issues affecting success in the classroom. This
information is forwarded to the Early Alert counselor who
follows up with the student. As a result, the counselor many
recommend tutoring services as well as other services, including
DSPS and outside referrals. (2.56)
The L/LRC has a collection of eBooks through Netlibrary that is
directly accessible on campus and off-campus through the
MyWestHills portal. In addition to the college’s library
resources, there is a memorandum of understanding with CSU
Fresno for inter-library loans.
Self Evaluation
Tutoring is currently limited for students in online courses.
Due to increasing use of the DSPS lab, it was moved in the
Summer of 2009 to a larger room. This allowed the number of
workstations to be increased from 23 to 30, and more room is
available for test proctoring. (II.C.1.c)
Planning Agenda Items


II.C.1.d
The institution
provides effective
maintenance and
security for its
library and other
learning support
services.

The tutor coordinator, librarian, and associate dean of
educational services will create a method of resolving the
deficiency of online tutoring by 2012. (II.C.1.c)

Descriptive Summary
The WHCL L/LRC has adequate maintenance and security.
Maintenance and security of the WHCL L/LRC is provided by
the district Information Technology Support department and by
the college’s Maintenance & Operations staff.
The building is secured with key card security for external doors
that allows access only to authorized personnel during set time
periods. Lost cards can be deactivated immediately. Timers
automatically lock and unlock doors. There are traditional keyed
locks for classrooms and offices.
An electric gate drops to secure the technical processing area
where laptops are housed in secured cases. The section of the
library where the faculty offices and book stacks are located was
designed to be made inaccessible by dropping a gate. These
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gates can only be lowered by L/LRC staff or Maintenance and
Operations staff. Faculty offices are still accessible through an
alternate key-locked door when the gate is down.
Magnetic tags on laptops, books, and DVDs trigger an alarm on
the 3M Security System that all students must pass through when
entering or exiting the building. If properly checked out, these
items are deactivated and do not set off the alarm. Identification
cards generated by WHCL act as library cards and are
collaterally held while laptops are checked out.
Minor book-binding is done by a library specialist; more
involved binding is sent to a bindery.
Maintenance of the technology hardware, software, and
infrastructure is handled by the district Information Technology
Systems (ITS) Department. Library staff works directly with
ITS to solve problems with the circulating laptops and desktop
computers. ITS has an easy-to-use online request system for
maintenance of technology. An outside vendor is contracted for
maintenance of the copy machines. Integrated library circulation
management system, Sirsi/Dynix Symphony, is maintained via a
service contract.
Security at night (5 p.m.-1 a.m.) is provided by a security guard
who helps close the library and patrols throughout the night
around the campus. M&O staff and administration is available
on call to address disruptive behavior in the library. All phones
dial 911 directly.
Self Evaluation
The college meets this standard. (II.C.1.d)
Planning Agenda Items

II.C.1.e
When the
institution relies
on or collaborates
with other
institutions or
other sources for
library and other

None

Descriptive Summary
WHCL subscribes to recommended and evaluated research
databases through the Community College League of California.
Usage statistics for these databases are provided by the Council
of Chief Librarians-California Community Colleges. Library
staff evaluates these statistics when making development
decisions. The librarian and staff can monitor the statistics
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learning support
services for its
instructional
programs, it
documents that
formal
agreements exist
and that such
resources and
services are
adequate for the
institution's
intended
purposes, are
easily accessible,
and utilized. The
performance of
the services is
evaluated on a
regular basis.
The institution
takes
responsibility for
and assures the
reliability of all
services provided
either directly or
through
contractual
arrangement.

relevant to WHCL students and instructors. Some database
subscriptions include CQ Researcher, CountryWatch, EBooks
(WHCL eContent collection), EBSCOHost, Gale Virtual
Reference, and SIRS Knowledge Source. These tools for online
and face-to-face student research provide reliable scholarly
resources that would otherwise be unavailable.
The Library/Learning Resource Center carries numerous
subscriptions to research databases for on and off campus use.
Monitoring statistical analysis of the use of these contracts can
be performed by library staff and evaluations/recommendations
are made more globally through the Community College League
of California. The effectiveness of these programs was taken
into consideration, allowing the library staff to make more
informed decisions about electronic collection development.
Library computers and the library website provide access to
contracted partners. The librarian is a volunteer on the CCLEAR
eBook selection subcommittee. WHCL has collaborated with
the on campus University Charter School to house the print
collection for seventh and eighth grade students. InterLibrary
Loan (ILL) services are established with the college district,
which extends to UCLA, CSU Fresno, and Fresno Pacific
University. ILL helps the college avoid wasteful spending and
increases support of collective resources. The Netlibrary makes
offline access to digital resources (and organizing print media
loans) easy. A procedure is in place so that whenever an
identification card is created, the student being issued the card is
orientated on the use of library subscriptions. Software licensing
and memorandums of agreement are kept with the district’s
Business Office and ITS.
Self Evaluation
The college meets this standard. (II.C.1.e)
Planning Agenda Items


II.C.2
The institution
evaluates library
and other
learning support
services to assure
their adequacy in

None

Descriptive Summary
WHCL library staff adheres to collection management principles
that ensure resources relevant to the curriculum are acquired and
made available to the community served. This is accomplished
by weighing available resources against course syllabi to
evaluate relevancy and to highlight areas of needed resource
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meeting identified
student needs.
Evaluation of the
services provides
evidence that they
contribute to the
achievement of
student learning
outcomes. The
institution uses
the results of
these evaluations
as the basis of
improvement.

acquisition. Items added to the collection are selected based on
reviews, publications, peer suggestions, faculty and student
requests, and other criteria deemed significant by the library staff
headed by the librarian. In addition, statistics are gathered on
patron visits, circulation of materials, number of reference
questions asked, number of library orientations given, and
database usage. (2.57)
Librarian and faculty dialogue is an important part of collection
management with student assignments being a key component in
the development of a strong undergraduate library collection.
Student and staff interaction at the reference desk and
suggestions received during classroom orientations also give
library staff an informal gauge as to the state of services
provided. In addition, library resources are evaluated when new
curriculum is developed or reviewed. For example, as the
nursing program was being developed there was close
collaboration with the faculty and administrators to assure
adequate resources. The process involved working with a
medical librarian from a Fresno hospital to gain expert advice;
ongoing evaluation is necessary to meet nursing program
accreditation standards.
New collection/circulation management software allows library
staff to quickly and accurately track collection usage.
Subscription database use is monitored via the Community
College Library Consortium with new or alternative databases
being evaluated on a regular basis for possible acquisition.
Library website “hits” are tracked by the vice chancellor of
institutional effectiveness and enrollment management.
Computer lab and circulation laptop usage is also tracked.
Resources seeing the most activity is a guiding factor in future
resource allocation decisions.
The tutorial program at WHCL is accredited every five years
through the College Reading and Learning Association. A series
of tutor/client surveys given on a regular basis also allow for ongoing self-evaluation of the ability of this program to meet the
needs of students.
There is one part-time tutor coordinator who develops,
implements, and supervises the tutoring program. The Tutor
Coordinator hires tutors, maintains schedules, and places
students with tutors based on the needs of the student. The
coordinator serves as a liaison between tutor and student.
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Tutoring services are provided in the Library/Learning Resource
Center. There is an increasing need for tutors each semester, and
the tutoring program typically expends all of its funds each year;
in such cases, funds are transferred to the tutoring program from
other college resources. The tutorial program is informally
assessed each semester by tutors and clients.
Self Evaluation
The college meets this standard. However, the college may need
to increase the current tutoring coordinator position to full-time
from the current 19 hours per week. This move would improve
on outreach services to students and to assist with the overall
increasing demand of the program. (II.C.2)
Planning Agenda Items


None
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Standard III – Resources: A Thematic Overview
Dialogue
Dialogue is evident in the area of human resources through the college’s activities, which
foster campus-wide input into professional development and teaching needs. Flex and
Duty days are designed to meet learning requests from faculty, staff, and the
administration. Staff development committees and monthly training ensure professional
development. Representative budget committees pass human resource recommendations,
in regards to staffing needs, to the Planning and Governance Council for action via the
Academic Senate. Physical resources are assessed by various discipline area staff who
communicate with area administrators or directors for planning and implementation.
Technological resources are addressed campus-wide by individual areas’ program
reviews. Dialogue, in regards to financial resources, is represented in the college’s
budget development process and annual program reviews. Annual financial reports and
audits are also disseminated throughout the college for observation and comment.
Institutional Commitments
Institutional commitments are evident in the college’s physical facilities, which illustrate
a commitment to ensuring access, safety, security, and a healthy environment for the
students and staff at WHCL. There are emergency plans in place, and the college is in
compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act. The college also provides support
in its commitment to learning by providing classified staff to guide students in the use of
the available resources. These positions include a district high technology access
specialist to teach the use of assistive technology and a help-desk coordinator to aid in
online classes and registration
Evaluation, Planning, and Improvements
Evaluation, planning, and improvement are evident in the planning process that allows
for input from all levels of faculty, staff, administrators, and students. Where there is
need for constant improvement to maintain current technologies, the Academic
Technology and Training staff within Educational Planning provides support and
training. Flex and Duty days are also designed to meet the improvement needs
recommended by faculty and staff. Program review is the main planning and evaluation
tool available to the various departments and educational support areas. Program reviews
are evaluated by the Planning and Governance Council for approval.
Organization
Organization is monitored by the Planning and Governance Council, which is informed
by various other representative sub-committees. Student learning is supported by
realistic short and long-range financial priorities developed by Area Budget Committees.
The long-term financial and contractual agreements and external audits are handled at the
district level. Auxiliary services and grants are organized and maintained by the district
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vice chancellor of business and human resources and the grants accounting supervisor.
The WHCCD Foundation is the primary fund-raising body with its own set of bylaws and
guiding principles.
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Standard III.
Resources
The institution
effectively uses
its human,
physical,
technology, and
financial
resources to
achieve its broad
educational
purposes,
including stated
student learning
outcomes, and to
improve
institutional
effectiveness.

West Hills College Lemoore prides itself on being an institution that
effectively utilizes human, physical, technological, and financial
resources to achieve its broad educational purposes, including stated
student leaning outcomes, and to improve institutional effectiveness.
Working as a cohesive team, the campus and district office
administration, faculty, staff, and students utilize formal and
informal mechanisms to improve institutional effectiveness in order
to ensure student learning outcomes are met and the college mission
is fulfilled.

III.A Human
Resources
The institution
employs
qualified
personnel to
support student
learning
programs and
services
wherever offered
and by whatever
means delivered,
and to improve
institutional
effectiveness.
Personnel are
treated

WHCL assures the integrity and quality of its programs and services
by employing personnel who are qualified by appropriate education,
training, and experience to provide and support these programs and
services. The college hires faculty that meet or exceed minimum
requirements as determined by the California Community College
Board of Governors. Interview committees are used when it is
necessary to hire new or replacement faculty. These committees
consist of two or more full-time faculty members, as determined by
the Academic Senate; an instructional administrator; and an equal
employment representative appointed by human resources.
Interview committees are used when hiring all staff. Classified staff
and administrators meet or exceed the minimum qualifications as
stated in the job descriptions.

West Hills College Lemoore, as an institution within the West Hills
Community College District, utilizes adopted district-approved
human resource policies and procedures in the hiring of all faculty,
classified staff, and administrators. In accordance with state
mandated regulations, all faculty must meet minimum qualifications
or possess the necessary education and experience, which is verified
through the equivalency process by the Academic Senate. Faculty
members lead the student learning outcomes (SLO) and assessment
process and view SLO assessment as an important component of
their professional responsibilities. The college, in conjunction with
the district, seeks to adhere to fair employment procedures and seeks
diversity in its faculty and staff. A professional code of ethics exists
and is followed. Further, there is a systematic process for the
evaluation of faculty and staff, including those employed on a parttime basis.

WHCCD Board Policy 316, Complaint Policy, was developed and
approved by the Board of Trustees to provide a proactive,
reasonable, and effective means of resolving conflict pertaining to
certificated staff. (3.1) In addition, the district aggressively
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equitably, are
evaluated
regularly and
systematically,
and are provided
opportunities for
professional
development.
Consistent with
its mission, the
institution
demonstrates its
commitment to
the significant
educational role
played by
persons of
diverse
backgrounds by
making positive
efforts to
encourage such
diversity.
Human
resources
planning is
integrated with
institutional
planning.

practices Equal Employment Opportunities.
The district’s
commitment to upholding this practice is evidenced in the required
participation of an Equal Employment representative on every
interview committee. (III.A)

III.A.1
The institution
ensures the
integrity and
quality of its
programs and
services by
employing
personnel who
are qualified by
appropriate
education,
training, and
experience to
provide and
support these

Descriptive Summary
WHCCD Board Policy 7120 on recruitment and selection and
Administrative Procedure 7120 on recruitment and hiring are posted
on the district website and are housed at the district office of human
resources and office of the district chancellor. The college hires
faculty, staff, and administrators that meet or exceed the minimum
requirements as determined by the California Community College
Board of Governors based on education, training, and experience.
(3.2, 3.3)
The initial screening of applications is completed by human
resources to ensure minimum qualifications are met. In the case of a
faculty applicant that has not met the minimum qualifications, the
application is sent to the college’s Equivalency Committee for
evaluation; the Equivalency Committee relies primarily on the
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programs and
services.

Academic Senate for its membership and can be dynamic based on
the discipline being evaluated.
Qualified applications are forwarded to an interview committee for
consideration of an interview. The interview committee conducts a
paper screening to determine how many applicants will be
considered for an interview. Following initial interviews by the
committee, the top candidates are documented to advance to the next
level of interviews, which may include the department manager, for
non-faculty positions, and the college president. The president
makes the final determination of the successful candidate to be
recommended to the district chancellor and the WHCCD Board of
Trustees.
Self Evaluation
Through Board Policy 7120 and Administrative Procedure 7120, the
district follows a well-defined process for recruiting, screening, and
hiring all categories of personnel. In making personnel decisions,
the mission of the college is always considered, and employees are
selected based on the degree they exhibit the qualities to be
productive in the college community. This process ensures the
integrity and quality of the college’s programs. (III.A.1)
Planning Agenda Items


III.A.1.a
Criteria,
qualifications,
and procedures
for selection of
personnel are
clearly and
publicly stated.
Job descriptions
are directly
related to
institutional
mission and
goals and
accurately reflect
position duties,
responsibilities,
and authority.

None

Descriptive Summary
Criteria, qualifications, and procedures for selection of personnel are
clearly and publicly stated. Job descriptions are directly related to
institutional mission and goals and accurately reflect position duties,
responsibilities, and authority.
Board Policy 7120 and
Administrative Procedure 7120 on recruitment and hiring are posted
on the district website and are housed at the district Office of Human
Resources and the office of the district chancellor. (3.2, 3.3)
WHCL hires faculty, staff, and administrators that meet or exceed
minimum requirements as determined by the California Community
College Board of Governors based on education, training, and
experience. In addition, the college ensures the integrity and quality
of its programs and services by employing personnel who are
qualified by appropriate education, training, and experience to
provide and support these programs and services. All applications
and forms are available on the district website and by mail, upon
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Criteria for
selection of
faculty include
knowledge of the
subject matter or
service to be
performed (as
determined by
individuals with
discipline
expertise),
effective
teaching,
scholarly
activities, and
potential to
contribute to the
mission of the
institution.
Institutional
faculty play a
significant role
in selection of
new faculty.
Degrees held by
faculty and
administrators
are from
institutions
accredited by
recognized U.S.
accrediting
agencies.
Degrees from
non-U.S.
institutions are
recognized only
after equivalence
has been
established.

request, through the district Office of Human Resources. (3.4, 3.5)
Interview committees for faculty consist of two or more full-time
faculty members as determined by the college’s Academic Senate,
an instructional administrator, and an equal employment
representative appointed by human resources. During the interview,
each candidate is given the same interview questions. Each
committee member is given the same rubric to evaluate responses.
The committee documents the preferred candidates and advances
these names to the college president for the next level of interviews.
The president makes the final determination of the successful
candidate to be presented to the district chancellor. The chancellor
then approves the final recommendation and presents that individual
to the WHCCD Board of Trustees. (3.6, 3.7)
The WHCCD Board of Trustees takes careful deliberation to
approve, upon the recommendation of the district chancellor, all
personnel transactions, which includes hiring, termination,
reclassification, salary advancement, and assignment. Board Policy
320, Minimum Qualifications, outlines the minimum qualifications
for instructors of credit courses, counselors, and librarians. This
practice is strictly adhered to in the recruitment and selection phase.
(3.8)
Board Policy 321, Equivalency, delineates the processes to ensure
each faculty member maintains the necessary skills in order to teach
in their respective areas. As stated in Board Policy 321, it is the
policy of WHCCD that faculty hiring procedures and guidelines be
established to provide for college faculty who are experts in their
subject areas, skilled in teaching and serving the needs of a varied
student postulations, able to foster overall college effectiveness, and
represent the racial and cultural diversity of the college population.
(3.9)
Self Evaluation
The district has a strong policy and procedure in place to ensure that
only the most qualified administrator, faculty, and staff members are
hired. In addition, there is a thoughtful and deliberate process used
in the evaluation of employees. The strength the college and the
district is the written and established levels and criteria for
competency. There are also written policies for the hiring and
interviewing of employees. Each new employee is required to
participate in the new employee orientation provided by the Human
Resources Office. (III.A.1.a)
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Planning Agenda Items

III.A.1.b
The institution
assures the
effectiveness of
its human
resources by
evaluating all
personal
systematically
and at stated
intervals. The
institution
establishes
written criteria
for evaluating all
personnel,
including
performance of
assigned duties
and participation
in institutional
responsibilities
and other
activities
appropriate to
their expertise.
Evaluation
processes seek to
assess
effectiveness of
personnel and
encourage
improvement.
Actions taken
following
evaluations are
formal, timely,
and documented.

None

Descriptive Summary
WHCCD ensures the effectiveness of its Human Resources by
evaluating its personnel systematically and at regular intervals. The
type of evaluations varies for administrators, classified management,
tenured full-time faculty, non-tenured full-time faculty, part-time
faculty, and classified staff. Faculty members are evaluated
according to the procedures outlined in Article 4 of the Collective
Bargaining Agreement between the district and West Hills College
Faculty Association. Classified employees are evaluated according
to Article 14 in the CSEA Collective Bargaining Agreement. (3.10,
3.11)
The evaluation process for confidential and classified management
employees as well as administrators is established in Board Policy
214. The process begins with a written self-assessment for the
previous year and the establishment of written goals for the
upcoming year. In the fall of 2009, administrators and the classified
management team received training on the “7 Habits of Highly
Effective People” from the Franklin Covey Institute. Early in the
spring 2010 semester, the confidential and classified management
employees received additional training on the “7 Habits of Highly
Effective People,” as well as the 360-Degree Evaluation instrument
and process. The 360-Degree Evaluation instrument is a tool that
assesses leaders, supervisors, colleagues, and subordinates
perceptions of a manager’s leadership and management skills. This
has been an additional evaluation tool for the management team.
To complete the survey, each manager identified a list of individuals
from across the district that they would like to have complete an
evaluation of them using the 360-Degree Evaluation tool. The list
included the employee’s supervisor, other managers on their
campus, individuals from the sister campus, district office, and
subordinates. This list of names was given to the manager’s
supervisors, who then selected seven individuals from the list
submitted to complete the 360-Degree Evaluation. This process
helped to ensure that the manager being evaluated was not able to
identify who gave what score. From those names submitted, each
individual was provided a confidential, electronic copy of the 360Degree Evaluation tool to complete. Later, the leadership team
convened to review the results of their personal 360-Degree
Evaluations.
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Through this comprehensive training from the Franklin Covey team,
each administrator was able to gain a reflective and introspective
review of their leadership skills as perceived by themselves, their
subordinates, colleagues, and supervisors. Each team member was
given time to analyze the results and create an action plan that
reflected the feedback they had received and was aligned to the
district goals. Later in the year, each administrator created personal
and professional goals that were submitted to his or her supervisor.
The supervisor completed a written evaluation of the administrator’s
performance and discussed it with the administrator.
This
evaluation, along with the personal and professional goals using the
Franklin Covey model, was forwarded to the president and
chancellor for review. Once the supervising administrator, the
president, and the chancellor signed the document, the materials
were filed in the administrator’s personnel file in Human Resources.
(3.12, 3.13)
In addition to the 360-Degree Evaluation, part of the traditional
evaluation requires that the supervisor submit a written evaluation of
the subordinate’s performance and discusses it with the subordinate
before sending the materials to the president and district chancellor
for review. Once the supervising administrator, the president, and
the chancellor have signed the document, the materials are filed in
the administrator’s personnel file in Human Resources.
Faculty members are evaluated according to the procedures outlined
in Article 4 of the Collective Bargaining Agreement between the
district and the West Hills College Faculty Association. The Vice
President of Educational Services provides each administrator with
an evaluation schedule for each full-time faculty member.
Periodically throughout the year, both the President and the Vice
President of Educational Services follow-up with administrators to
ensure that full-time faculty are being evaluated on a regular
schedule. The instructional administrator summarizes the results of
the process and discusses the narrative with the faculty member.
(3.14)
Administrators use the part-time faculty evaluation instrument to
assess part-time faculty performance.
Part-time faculty are
evaluated by students each semester and by the area administrator
during the first year of employment and every three years thereafter.
Full-time faculty are sometimes utilized during the classroom
observation aspect of the adjunct instructor evaluation. (3.15)
The evaluation procedure for classified employees is described in
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the Collective Bargaining Agreement between the district and the
California School Employees Association. The supervisor evaluates
the classified employees under his/her supervision three times the
first year (fourth month, eighth month, and twelfth month), and
yearly thereafter. The evaluation form is completed and discussed
with the employee before being placed in their personnel file in the
human resources office. (3.16, 3.10))
Self Evaluation
The processes for evaluating personnel (full-time and adjunct
faculty, staff, managers, and administrators) are well-established,
detailed, and comprehensive. The established procedure follows
contractual, Board Policies and procedures. The established criteria,
timelines, and procedures are determined by the collective
bargaining agreement. (III.A.1.b)
Planning Agenda Items

III.A.1.c
Faculty and
others directly
responsible for
student progress
toward achieving
stated student
learning
outcomes have,
as a component
of their
evaluation,
effectiveness in
producing those
learning
outcomes.

None

Descriptive Summary
All employees of the college, full-time or part-time, administration,
faculty, or classified, are responsible for student learning outcomes
in some capacity. It is the responsibility of the administration to
provide the opportunity and environment for faculty and staff to
develop, assesses, analyze, and re-evaluate student learning
outcomes. In this fashion, the college is best able to allow students
achieve their educational goals and for the college to fulfill its
mission.
The development of course and program SLOs is an aspect of full
time faculty evaluations, most frequently included in the narrative
summary. As a result of a faculty based concern that faculty would
be evaluated on the achievement by students of course level SLOs, a
Hold Harmless Policy was negotiated between the collective
bargaining unit and district. (3.17) Not all disciplines have full-time
faculty to assess SLOs, and part-time faculty participation in SLO
assessment is inconsistent.
Self Evaluation
While faculty are regularly evaluated for producing course and
program level SLOs, the remainder of the college employees are not
consistently evaluated on SLOs in any capacity. Administrators,
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managers, and classified staff should be held to the same expectation
as the faculty in regards to developing SLOs; further, administrators
should be held accountable for SLO development by the individuals
they manage. (III.A.1.c)
Planning Agenda Items




III.A.1.d.
The institution
upholds a written
code of
professional
ethics for all of
its personnel.

The college will strengthen the participation of part-time
faculty in the assessment of SLOs led by the associate dean
of educational services. (III.A.1.c)
The district will develop a procedure in the faculty
evaluation that includes the assessment of SLOs that will be
consistent throughout the district. (III.A.1.c)
Led by the college president, WHCL will begin to evaluate
all administrators, managers, and classified staff on the
development of SLOs by fall 2011. (III.A.1.c)

Descriptive Summary
The district is currently developing a policy for code of ethics for all
employees that should be finalized by 2011. The ethics of college
employees is governed by Board bylaws, Article 7, “conflict of
interest code.” Further Board policies apply to certificated staff and
classified staff. The vice chancellor of business and human
resources monitors and administers these appropriate Board policies
as they apply to professional ethics. These Board policies are
available for reviewing upon request. (3.18)
Self Evaluation
The district is in the process of developing a code of ethics policy
for all employees. The policy will be in place in 2011. (III.A.1.d)
Planning Agenda Items


III.A.2
The institution
maintains a
sufficient number
of qualified
faculty with fulltime
responsibility to

A code of ethics policy will be developed by the Board of
Trustees for all employees in the spring of 2011. (III.A.1.d)

Descriptive Summary
WHCL assures the integrity and quality of its programs and services
by employing personnel who are qualified by appropriate education,
training, and experience to provide and support these programs and
services. Job descriptions are directly related to institutional mission
and goals and accurately reflect position duties, responsibilities, and
authority. Criteria, qualifications, and procedures for selection of
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the institution.
The institution
has a sufficient
number of staff
and
administrators
with appropriate
preparation and
experience to
provide the
administrative
services
necessary to
support the
institution's
mission and its
purposes

personnel are clearly defined and publicly stated. (3.19)
The college assures the effectiveness of its human resources by
evaluating all personnel systematically and at stated intervals. There
are sufficient administrators as well as certificated and classified
staff to perform the duties necessary for the college. However, these
last few fiscal years have limited the college’s ability to replace
unfilled positions. The vice chancellor of business and human
resources annually reports to the state the district’s fulltime
obligation number; the district has always exceeded the required
full-time faculty obligation number. (3.20, 3.21)
Self Evaluation
The district continues to exceed the required full-time faculty
obligation. (III.A.2)
Planning Agenda Items


III.A.3
The institution
systematically
develops
personnel
policies and
procedures that
are available for
information and
review. Such
policies and
procedures are
equitably and
consistently
administered.

None

Descriptive Summary
The WHCCD Board of Trustees has the ultimate responsibility for
developing and establishing written policies and procedures that are
equitable and consistently administered for employment procedures.
The college has input through the Planning and Governance Council
and through the Academic Senate. The approved Board policies and
procedures are in accordance with the California Education Code
and other applicable laws. The policies and procedures are kept in
the district Human Resource Office and are available to view on the
district website. (3.22)
All members of interview committees are given guidelines regarding
their roles on the committee. Each committee includes an equal
employment representative who has received special training on
equal employment practices. This training has not been provided on
a regular basis; however, all EEOs that serve on committees have
received the proper training. (3.23, 3.24, 3.25)
Self Evaluation
All policies are available to the public on the district website under
Human Resources and Board Policies and Procedures. The college
has input through the Planning and Governance Council and the
Academic Senate. All policies and procedures are in accordance
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with the California Education Code and other applicable laws.
Roles of members on interview committees are clearly defined.
Training is available on demand for individuals serving as the EEO.
(III.A.3)
Planning Agenda Items

III.A.3.a.
The institution
establishes and
adheres to
written policies
ensuring fairness
in all
employment
procedures.

None

Descriptive Summary
The WHCCD Board of Trustees has the ultimate responsibility for
developing and establishing written policies and procedures that are
equitable and consistently administered for employment procedures.
The college has input through the Planning and Governance Council
and through the Academic Senate. The college’s review process
relies upon all constituents, including faculty, for formal review and
input into the development and establishment of written policies and
procedures. The policies are in accordance with California
Education Code and other applicable laws.
Self Evaluation
The district has a thorough procedure in place to ensure qualified
personnel are hired. All representative bodies are involved in the
process. (III.A.3.a)
Planning Agenda Items


III.A.3.b
The institution
makes provision
for the security
and
confidentiality of
personnel
records. Each
employee has
access to his/her
personal records
in accordance
with the law.

Human Resources should establish a schedule for ongoing
training for equal employment practices. (III.A.3.a)

Descriptive Summary
WHCL personnel records are maintained in locked cabinets in the
district office under the supervision of the vice chancellor of
business and human resources. The Human Resources staff and
administrative supervisors are the only ones with authority to access
personnel files. The district has an established disaster plan, the
Emergency Response Plan, which was established two years ago.
This plan ensures the security of personnel files.
In accordance with the law, college employees have access to their
confidential personnel files upon request and scheduling an
appointment. Human Resources staff must be present during the
review of personnel records. Only supervising managers or
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administrators can access an employee’s personnel file other than
their own. An Academic Senate representative may also review
faculty files before recommending tenure to the board of trustees.
The vice chancellor of business and human resources, as required by
law, reviews fingerprints of all new employees with the exception of
students and temporary employees. Likewise, criminal history
reports are received and reviewed by the vice chancellor of business
and human resources.
Self Evaluation
Employees have access to view their personnel files upon request
and scheduling of an appointment. Personnel files are locked in the
district office for security purposes. Only supervising administrators
and Human Resources personnel may view employees’ files
The district has established a disaster plan called the Emergency
Response Plan which has been in effect for two years. (III.A.3.b)
Planning Agenda Items

III.A.4
The institution
demonstrates
through policies
and practices an
appropriate
understanding of
and concern for
issues of equity
and diversity.

None

Descriptive Summary
Policies and practices implemented at WHCL demonstrate an
appropriate understanding of and concern for issues of equity and
diversity. The college attempts to hire faculty and staff who
demographically represent the communities the college serves.
These efforts to be responsive to diverse cultural and ethnic needs
have been recognized at the state level and continue to be monitored
and evaluated.
In 2004, WHCCD received the California
Community College Chancellor’s Diversity Award for Excellence.
The district continues to maintain a diverse workplace as evidenced
by the diversity analysis conducted by the Human Resources Office
the fall of every year. (3.26)
Self Evaluation
Understanding of and appreciation for diversity is a core value at
WHCL. WHCL strives for more diversity in the hiring of faculty,
staff, and administration. (III.A.4)
Planning Agenda Items


None
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III.A.4.a
The institution
creates and
maintains
appropriate
programs,
practices, and
services that
support its
diverse
personnel.

Descriptive Summary
Programs and training addressing diversity issues have been offered
to personnel through the district Human Resources Office. At the
August 24, 2007 Administrative Retreat, administrators received
training on the Diversity Plan for Recruitment for New Faculty. At
this retreat, administrators discussed ideas, activities, and avenues
that could be used to further expand the diversity in the district.
(3.27)
The college provides opportunities for diversity awareness to
faculty, staff, and students through events such as Black Heritage
Month, Hispanic Heritage Month, Women’s History Month,
Disability Awareness Month, and Migrant Fairs. (3.28)
The vice chancellor of business and human resources reviews
employment equity and staff diversity through submission of federal
and state required reports. Information regarding gender, ethnicity,
classification by salary, benefits, and all categories of employees is
reported to the integrated postsecondary education data systems
(IPEDS). An annual IPEDS report is generated each year to submit
to the federal government. (3.29)
Self Evaluation
The district evaluates its diversity in employment on a yearly basis.
Opportunities are provided for diversity awareness to faculty, staff,
and students through events such as African-American History
Month, Hispanic Heritage Month, Women’s History Month,
Disability Awareness Month, and Migrant Fairs.
The vice chancellor of business and human resources reviews
employment equity and staff diversity through the submission of
federal and state required reports. (III.A.4.a)
Planning Agenda Items


III.A.4.b
The institution
regularly
assesses its
record in
employment

None

Descriptive Summary
WHCL prides itself upon ensuring that it makes opportunities for
employment available to all as reflected in Board Policy 301,
Affirmative Action Employment Program. In BP 301, the district
supports the policy that states that affirmative action requires the
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equity and
diversity
consistent with
its mission.

employer to make additional efforts to recruit, employ, and promote
qualified members of groups formally excluded, even if that
exclusion cannot be traced to particular discriminatory actions on the
part of the employer. The district also follows equal employment
practices and ensures that each interview committee has an Equal
Employment Officer represented. (3.30)
Self Evaluation
The college’s mission is to “enrich the lives of students and the
community we serve by being dedicated to quality educational
learning opportunities and partnerships.” Therefore, the district and
the college make additional efforts to recruit, employ, and promote
qualified members of groups that reflect the diversity of the college
and the community it serves.
The district human resources staff and the college monitor screening
committees to make sure that they include gender and ethnic
balance; positions are advertised in a variety of outlets and positions
are not forwarded without sufficient diverse pools. (III.A.4.b)
Planning Agenda Items


III.A.4.c
The institution
subscribes to,
advocates, and
demonstrates
integrity in the
treatment of its
administration,
faculty, staff and
students.

None

Descriptive Summary
WHCL’s sincerity in the treatment of its administration, faculty,
staff, and students is displayed through accessibility to supervisors,
staff development opportunities, collaborative decision-making, and
the ample resources, including advanced technology, to meet the
learning needs of students.
The college provides collaborative opportunities to its faculty, staff,
students, and administrators through the development of various
planning and governance committees. These committees consist of
faculty, staff, administrators, and students. They are responsible for
recommendations for staff development, budget, technology,
evaluation, planning, research, student learning outcomes, and
program review. (3.31)
The college is committed to personal, professional, and institutional
development for the growth of its employees, as stated in Board
Policy and Administrative Procedure 7135, through the Employee
Scholars Program. Reimbursement of up to $3000 per year is
available. (3.32, 3.33)
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Self Evaluation
Relations between faculty and staff advocacy groups and the
administration at WHCL are collegial and respectful. Shared
governance committees on campus are inclusive operate on a
consensus basis. Students are also invited to participate in shared
governance and their voices are equitable. (III.A.4.c)
Planning Agenda Items

III.A.5
The institution
provides all
personnel with
appropriate
opportunities for
continued
professional
development,
consistent with
the institutional
mission and
based on
identified
teaching and
learning needs.

None

Descriptive Summary
WHCL is committed to fostering employee development that is
closely aligned with its mission and vision. Therefore, the college is
committed to the concept of personal, professional, and institutional
development of all employees. The college believes all employees
must have the opportunity to receive professional development
support and maintain proficiency in their respective fields in order to
be able to deliver quality educational services to its students.
The college’s Employee Development and Success Committee
(EDSC) develops, implements, and monitors issues and activities
related to helping all college employees maximize their success in
the workplace.
Areas of responsibility include professional
development activities, training needs, employee recognition
activities, and employee social activities and celebrations. (3.34,
3.35, 3.36, 3.37)
Board Policy 315, Professional Growth Requirements, delineates an
opportunity that the WHCCD Board provides to support
development opportunities for staff, including graduate study and
travel reimbursement in special fields of study. Any full-time
employee is eligible to participate in the Employee Scholars
Program. Article 5 of the CSEA Collective Bargaining Agreement
allows for unit members to receive a monthly stipend based on units
completed. Since its inception, over 25 staff members have taken
advantage of the professional growth opportunities. For some it has
meant taking a refresher course, for others, obtaining their first
associate’s degree. Still others obtained their doctorates. (3.38,
3.39, 3.40)
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Self Evaluation

WHCL is committed to the concept of personal, professional, and
institutional development of all employees. The college’s Employee
Development and Success Committee develops, implements, and
monitors issues and activities related to helping all college
employees maximize their success in the workplace. The EDSC
sponsors professional development activities, training needs,
employee recognition activities, training needs, and social activities.
Diverse speakers have been brought to campus for employee
development to speak on topics such as “Dealing with Difficult
Students” and Are you Healthy Enough to Serve?” (III.A.5)
Planning Agenda Items

III.A.5.a
The institution
plans
professional
development and
activities to meet
the needs of its
personnel.

None

Descriptive Summary

WHCL is committed to professional development by its activities
and the coordination of those activities. The college values inclusive
and diverse opportunities for staff to advance their professional
development. The college provides Flex and Duty days for faculty
and staff. Governance and planning groups notify employees of
programs and events planned. In addition, financial assistance is
provided through the Employee Scholars Program as an incentive
for employees seeking further education. The Human Resources
Office also provides opportunities for professional development to
all employees; for example, training has been provided on sexual
harassment awareness and appropriate actions. (3.41, 3.42, 3.43)
Self Evaluation
WHCL’s commitment to professional development is shown
through activities and workshops planned by the Employee
Development and Success Committee, Flex and Duty days for
faculty and staff, and the district’s Employee Scholars Program.
(III.A.5.a)
Planning Agenda Items


III.A.5.b
With the

None

Descriptive Summary

WHCL is committed to fostering the continued professional growth
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assistance of the
participants, the
institution
systematically
evaluates
professional
development
programs and
uses the results
of these
evaluations as
the basis for
improvement.

of its faculty and staff. The Educational Development and Success
Committee regularly surveys college personnel for future staff
development training needs. The college promotes employee
success by the development, implementation, and monitoring of
issues and activities related to helping all employees maximize their
success. Some examples of staff development training include:
One-Note training, Blackboard v.9, Tips for Meeting Minutes
training, how to handle difficult students training, grant writing
training, and systems thinking training. Evaluation of these
programs is conducted through a survey given to participants
following the professional development opportunity. (3.44, 3.45,
3.46, 3.47, 3.48, 3.49, 3.50)
In response to the Annual Staff Development Day held in the spring
of each year, classified staff are able to indicate how they rated the
presentations for that day and to indicate topics for future
presentations. For example, in the spring of 2009, staff indicated
they wanted to have additional training on handling difficult people.
In the spring of 2010, the vice president of student services
conducted training on handling difficult people at the classified staff
development day. (3.51, 3.52)
Additionally, faculty and administration are afforded professional
development time to attend conferences that are sponsored by their
professional associations.
Self-Evaluation
Assessment of staff development is structured through evaluation
forms and evaluations are used to determine future training needs by
the WHCL Employee Development and Success Committee and the
Human Resources Office. (III.A.5.b)
Planning Agenda Items


III.A.6
Human resource
planning is
integrated with
institutional
planning. The
institution
systematically
assesses the

None

Descriptive Summary
The college’s Budget Allocation Committee is comprised of
classified staff, faculty, students, and administrators who evaluate
and prioritize needs in order to meet the college’s commitments.
Area Budget Committee (ABC) representatives meet with their areas
to create a list of needs within their areas. The needs list is based on
the completed program reviews within that instructional or noninstructional area. The lists prepared by the ABC representatives are
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effective use of
human resources
and uses the
results of
evaluation as the
basis for
improvement.

sent to the Budget Allocation Committee where all items are ranked
by its membership for possible funding. These recommendations
are then forwarded in prioritized order to for approval in the next
fiscal budget request. The request is forwarded to the Chancellor's
Executive Cabinet and, if approved, they are included in the next
annual fiscal budget request.
The Budget Allocation Committee begins meeting in the fall for the
following fiscal year budget. The Planning and Governance Council
meets twice monthly. The Chancellor’s Executive Cabinet meets
every other month or more frequently if necessary. The first reading
of the budget occurs in May, and it is finalized in June. However,
recommendations are made too late for the effective faculty hiring
for the upcoming academic year. The state budget is usually in flux
until August. (3.53, 3.54)
Self Evaluation
Decisions for prioritizing new positions are rooted in the college’s
shared governance and program review process. (III.A.6)
Planning Agenda Items


The college will examine the timeline for requesting new
faculty to avoid the implementation of recommendations
being made too late for the effective faculty hiring for the
upcoming academic year, even though the state budget is
usually in flux until August. (III.A.6)
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III.B Physical
Resources
Physical
resources, which
include facilities,
equipment, land,
and other assets,
support student
learning
programs and
services and
improve
institutional
effectiveness.
Physical
resource
planning is
integrated with
institutional
planning.

West Hills College Lemoore is located on a 107-acre campus in
Lemoore, a city with approximately 25,000 residents. Although
envisioned much earlier, formal planning for the new college began
as early as 1990. The Pederson and Semas families, longtime
residents of the area, first proposed the donation of land to the
district in 1998. With input from the college and surrounding
communities in the services area, the planning for facilities design
continued. Planning was substantially strengthened through the
support of the long established West Hills College Coalinga. In
1998, Phases 1, 2A, and parts of 2B were funded through a local
bond initiative (passed by 67% of voters) and state capital projects
funding. Phases 1 and 2A of the new college were completed in
2002, with classes first held in the new facilities in January 2002.
Since that time, the campus has continued to grow. In November
2008, the college passed a general obligation bond in support of new
college facilities. The bond will primarily be used for the future
construction of a student center, additional on-site classroom
buildings, and classrooms in rural communities within the district
boundaries. Some of the bond proceeds are being used to provide
infrastructure in support of the new multi-use sports complex that is
currently under construction. Bond money has also been designated
for the improvement of technology on campus, such as updating
video conference equipment. WHCL maintains a comprehensive
Facilities Master Plan for physical resources development. The
Facilities Master Plan is driven by the educational program and
service needs of the communities served by the college. This
planning process is tied directly to the Educational Master Plan and
college’s Strategic Plan. (3.58, 3.59)
The college’s Facilities Committee plans for new construction, while
the district Risk Management Committee maintains safety, in part by
conducting a bi-annual inspection of the facilities. The district’s
architect has a five-year facilities plan. This plan includes the multiuse sports complex, which is currently under construction.
Unfortunately, despite the college’s master plan, the state’s budget
crisis prohibits the maximum potential use of facilities, including the
funding of sports teams. (3.60) (III.B)

III.B.1
The institution
provides safe
and sufficient
physical
resources that

Descriptive Summary
The shared governance process at WHCL facilitates communication,
discussion, and decision making with all constituents to provide
input into the campus wide facility needs, both on and off site. For
example, when grant funds were received to create a new nursing
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support and
assure the
integrity and
quality of its
programs and
services,
regardless of
location or
means of
delivery.

simulation lab, this request was taken forward to the Facilities
Committee for a solution which resulted in room 711 becoming a
new Simulation Lab for student and area nurse training. The criteria
used to ensure the safety of the college’s facilities is a shared
responsibility between the district Risk Management Committee and
the college’s Facilities Committee. The requirements used to
evaluate facility safety are based on the requirements of the
Department of State Architect (DSA) and other federal, state, and
local requirements. (3.61, 3.62)
The Risk Management Committee reviews incident reports as well
as schedules inspections through the Joint Powers of Authority
(JPA) for safety issues. The JPA conducts a bi-annual inspection to
ensure that the latest regulations are being followed. (3.63, 3.64)
The Facilities Committee plans for new buildings as well as
scheduled maintenance projects and considers best practices
incorporating any recommendations from the Risk Management
Committee. The evaluation process includes calculations of the
college’s capacity load ratios to determine if there is an
underutilization of space or overutilization. This process forwards
the request to the California Community College Chancellor’s
Office for matching construction dollars. (3.65)
The same capacity load ratios are used for all of the sites. The offcampus site located at the Naval Air Station Lemoore is safe and
sufficient according to federal and Department of Navy guidelines.
Self Evaluation
Input from shared governance members has resulted in several
practical and concrete results. From information received from the
Risk Management Committee and through the analysis of Incident
Reports it was determined that sharps disposal containers needed to
be mounted on the walls of the Nursing Skills Lab. Improvements
were made to the duct work system in the Nursing Department.
Work was completed on the fume hoods in the Chemistry Lab.
Maintenance was done to existing lights on the campus, and
additional lights were added to ensure the safety of the students.
Roofing repairs were done to the 200 building. From the analysis of
the Incident Reports it was determined that golf cart training and
certification of the staff and faculty was needed. Also storm drains
were added to the existing buildings.
From information gathered from community advisory meetings and
the assessment of industry needs the Nursing and Health Careers
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Department expanded the enrollment of the LVN to RN Bridge
Program by 100 percent. In order to accommodate this expansion
the college reallocated classroom 711 to be re-designed into a high
fidelity simulation lab. The lab will provide quality clinical
exposure and improve Student Learning Outcomes. (III.B.1)
Planning Agenda Items

III.B.1.a
The institution
plans, builds,
maintains, and
upgrades or
replaces its
physical
resources in a
manner that
ensures effective
utilization and
the continuing
quality necessary
to support its
programs and
services.

None

Descriptive Summary
The facility planning process is an integral part of WHCL education
planning activities. The college’s Facilities Committee meets
bimonthly with the district architect/facilities manager to provide
information that maximizes institutional resources while meeting
student learning needs. With input from faculty, staff, students,
community, and administration, the facilities planning process
determines the type of facility projects to be pursued based on
educational and vocational program growth and planning. The
Facilities Committee also looks at new construction or
modernization, size, when the facility should be changed, cost of
facility projects, and how projects should be funded. This process
also includes the preparation and submission of state project
proposals and planning documents. Based on information from the
college’s Facilities Committee,
the
district
architect’s
recommendations, and the recommendation from the district
chancellor and Board of Trustees, the California Community
College Chancellor’s Office allocates funding to optimize facility
utilization.
In addition, the bi-monthly meetings of the Facilities Committee are
used to plan future construction projects, such as a Student Center
and another classroom building to include a new location for Allied
Health based on program review. The president has regularly
scheduled student, and staff, Town Hall meetings, strategic planning
sessions, and campus wide forums to obtain input from stakeholders
concerning institutional effectiveness. Faculty regularly provide
feedback on facility and program needs through learning area
meetings. In the fall of 2009, the first Measure E Bond Oversight
committee met to provide guidance and review of new building
construction. The five-year Facility Master Plan outlines the district
and college guidelines for efficient plan and space utilization.
Current capacity and load data demonstrates the college optimizes
room usage. The college has not exceeded the capacity to serve the
student population based on current data. (3.66, 3.67, 3.68, 3.69,
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3.58)
The results from facilities planning are used in the ongoing planning
process to determine sufficiency of facility utilization. During this
process areas due for an upgrade are discussed and placed in the
master plan for facilities. The same process occurs for safety
upgrades and equipment.
The evaluation process includes
calculations of the college’s capacity load ratios to determine if there
is an underutilization or overutilization of space to demonstrate
effective utilization of its physical resources. As an example of
effective use of physical resources, classes are scheduled in rooms
according to projected enrollment capacities. In addition, the vice
president of educational services collects room allocation usage each
semester. (3.70)
Self Evaluation
From identifying the characteristics of a rural student population, all
classrooms have been installed with internet and upgraded the
hardwiring of the system. Wireless modems have been installed in
the 200 building, and capital expenditures have been used to upgrade
two classrooms to provide distance learning opportunities for rural,
isolated, and underserved students. From information gained from
the facilities PGC Meetings equipment has been upgraded in the
EMS (the Security HIRSCH System). The irrigation system has
been improved. (III.B.1.a)
Planning Agenda Items

III.B.1.b
The institution
assures that
physical
resources at all
locations where
it offers courses,
programs, and
services are
constructed and
maintained to
assure access,
safety, security,
and a healthful
learning and

None

Descriptive Summary
The Risk Management Committee proactively reviews incident
reports and other data to evaluate current and future safety problems.
The college responds effectively to safety hazards using a similar
proactive approach to minimize risk. Safety hazards are reported to
Maintenance and Operations (M & O) informally via phone calls or
formally through “School Dudes.” Any area that may be identified
as in need of repair is communicated to M & O, who will then take
necessary steps to repair or replace equipment. In the fall of the
2008-09 academic year, a traffic safety concern was presented by
students regarding the congestion upon entering and exiting the
campus. This concern was addressed through the Facilities
Committee, who in turn worked with the City of Lemoore to
alleviate the traffic congestion leading to the entrance of the campus.
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working
environment.

Specifically, the City of Lemoore added additional lanes and
removed a stop sign to provide better access to the college. (3.71)
M & O staff reductions limit response time for preventative
maintenance. As a part of the overall analysis of the college,
facilities have a master plan for scheduled maintenance to ensure
facilities are well maintained and safe.
In addition, the district has an established Emergency Response
Plan. The college’s Incident Command System (ICS) team is well
established and equipped for the college’s response to major
incidents. Initial ICS team training consisted of college-wide table
top drills and a full campus multi-casualty incident simulation. This
drill and training included area responders from city and county
emergency personnel. The ICS team underwent table top training
sessions in May 2010. (3.72, 3.73, 3.74, 3.75)
The off-campus site located on the Naval Air Station Lemoore
(NASL) is safe and sufficient according to Department of Defense
and Navy guidelines. Military requirements to access NASL
provide for a safe and secure environment.
Self Evaluation
For accessibility, the college has installed automatic doors to all
restrooms and entrances to the Library and Administration. Key
card entry for classrooms has been installed for security. It was
determined that concrete sidewalks around the administration
building were damaged due to alkali in the soil. Sidewalks were
repaired and brought up to Safety Standards.
The rejuvenation of the all the parking lots are scheduled to occur.
Additional temporary parking is also being planned to accommodate
the parking demands of the multi use sports complex that is
scheduled to be completed March of 2011.
The access ramps for the portable sites are scheduled for recoating
with a non-slip epoxy. Additional night lighting is slated to be
installed to address identified safety issues. (III.B.1.b)
Planning Agenda Items


The college needs to continue the evaluation and assessment
of various security systems and protocols to meet the
expanding college campus. This will be accomplished by the
director of maintenance & operations along with the
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III.B.2
To assure the
feasibility and
effectiveness of
physical
resources in
supporting
institutional
programs and
services, the
institution plans
and evaluates its
facilities and
equipment on a
regular basis,
taking utilization
and other
relevant data
into account.

Facilities Committee. (III.B.1.b)
The director of maintenance & operations will monitor the
parking lot for future rejuvenation and to examine temporary
parking needs due to the new construction. (III.B.1.b)
Campus safety issues, such as lighting and classroom ramp
coatings for slippage, will be monitored by the director of
maintenance & operations. (III.B.1.b)

Descriptive Summary
The college has a system in place to evaluate efficient use of
facilities. The vice president of educational services tracks room
allocation and usage, which provides information on each room in
use and total hours used per week. Future planning and construction
needs are based on the degree that classrooms are used, based on the
Department of State Architecture’s standard of 54 lecture hours of
use per week. Each area director and/or dean coordinates the
selection, maintenance, inventory, and replacement plan for facilities
and equipment. Faculty and staff in the discipline areas are asked to
assess their existing equipment and project or program development
needs as part of program review. Equipment and budget support and
approval decisions have often occurred after post-submission
review. However, guaranteed operating budget support for each
discipline is needed. Student learning outcomes (SLOs) are
generated by the end-users, whether in the classroom or from a
service function. In addition to the information-technology structure
support, SLOs are often generated by use of the proper laboratory or
activity equipment. The discipline and users know what is needed to
get the desired outcome. Each discipline area needs both an ongoing
planned equipment replacement mechanism and an ongoing fiveyear equipment addition and modernization program based on
justified and ranked end-user input. These plans should be a balance
of guaranteed availability and funding level. (3.76)
Self Evaluation
From the evaluation of classroom space usage, routine inspections of
the equipment, and request for School Dude M&O services, an
effective maintenance schedule has been developed and is
continually being revised as the campus needs change and evolve.
For example the campus is currently in the process of a campus wide
filter replacement to ensure a healthy and safe learning environment
for the faculty and students. The seven boilers that are on the
campus have just finished a preventive maintenance program that
has revitalized them to an almost new state. (III.B.2)
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Planning Agenda Items

III.B.2.a
Long-range
capital plans
support
institutional
improvement
goals and reflect
projections of the
total cost of
ownership of
new facilities
and equipment.

None

Descriptive Summary
WHCL’s Facilities Committee, in conjunction with the district’s
architect, produces a five-year construction plan to generate
projected facility requirements. The recommendations of the
committee are forwarded to the district Chancellor’s Office and
WHCCD Board of Trustees for implementation. General Obligation
Bond initiatives are incorporated into these plans; however, new
buildings cannot begin until the state releases matching funds.
Scheduling analysis is used to assess facilities each year with respect
to space utilization. Long range forecasting for future growth is
done on a rolling, five-year basis for new programs under
consideration, as well as for expansion of existing programs. State
lottery funds are available to support equipment purchases. With the
assistance of the district architect, the college convenes its
Facilities Committee and begins the process of identifying new
programs’ needs and the expansion of existing programs. These
plans are then reviewed with the overall needs of the institution and
prioritized. Once these have been identified, the next step is to
specify required funding and how it will be implemented with
available funds from the state bonds and what the requirements will
be for matching funds locally. This allows the college to plan the
use of the most recent bond funds for additional construction. (3.77,
3.78)
When considering the necessary total cost of ownership, the college
must look at the depreciation of the equipment to come up with a
date when those will need to be replaced, and then amortize those
costs over the life of the equipment. Additionally, labor needed to
provide ongoing maintenance as well as necessary cleaning of the
buildings has to be analyzed in order to obtain an accurate cost for
labor and demands that may be placed on existing staff. The college
takes the recommendations from the Facilities Committee and
compares them with overall needs within the college to ensure that
the most effective use of those resources support the college’s
Educational Master Plan.
The college’s mission and vision are imbedded in the Educational
Master Plan, which guides facilities planning for capital projects.
The budget process is used to identify priorities for equipment
purchases; however, in the event of equipment breaking before
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scheduled replacement, the list of priorities may change.
During the Facilities Committee meetings, information is provided
about the needs of programs at the college. This is discussed in the
Activity Report for each Facilities Committee meeting. These
projects are then prioritized by the committee and included in the
overall review of other capital projects. This process allows for
long-range planning to be staged in an organized manner, and the
demands on capital resources can then be included in the resources
generated from the local bond measures as well as the state matching
funds.
The college’s program review process, vocational advisory
committees’ input, and the annual review of the college’s mission
statement all guide the need for consideration of future capital outlay
projects and equipment replacement.
Self Evaluation
There were no full-service colleges in the area to meet the
educational needs of the surrounding communities until WHC
Lemoore opened. The residents of the area, responding to need and
usage, passed a bond in 2008 to increase access for college
education. The funding from the bond has allowed the college to
expand its instructional offering with addition of new buildings and
the modification of existing space. In addition the college has
shown its commitment by supporting the plans for capital
investment and institutional improvements with the allocation of
funds from the general fund. The modification of the DSPS lab has
increase the capacity of the college’s program to expand and better
serve and help more students.
The college is currently in construction of a 53,000 square foot multi
use sports complex. The building will provide an expanded venue
for its sport programs, special events, and an increase in classroom
space for other class offering. The student center is the next
building that is scheduled for construction. This building will house
the bookstore, student lounge, and dining facilities. The building is
designed to comfortably house 400 students.
There are plans for future bond campaigns to obtain funding to
construct the 500 academic building. This building will house the
Nursing and Health Careers program as well as provide the
classroom space for other academic disciplines to use. (III.B.2.a)
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Planning Agenda Items

III.B.2.b
Physical
resource
planning is
integrated with
institutional
planning. The
institution
systematically
assesses the
effective use of
physical
resources and
uses the results
of the evaluation
as the basis of
improvement.

None

Descriptive Summary
The comprehensive Facilities Master Plan for physical resource
development calls for space utilization and improved use of existing
facilities. (3.58)
With the support of the district architect, the Facilities Committee
conducts an annual space utilization analysis to review the current
effectiveness of college resources. The president’s cabinet agenda,
minutes, and discussions concerning class schedules provide input
into space utilization each semester. The effectiveness of facilities
and equipment is evaluated on a regular basis through the Facilities
Committee and budget process. The physical resources of the
college are used effectively by maximization of space and time slots
to provide the greatest access for students. There is an analysis done
through the five-year facilities plan that demonstrates a cap load
ratio to target areas that are in need of expansion. For example, the
under-utilization of the Open-Entry (OE) lab and over-utilization of
the Disabled Students Programs and Services (DSPS) lab resulted in
the locations of these labs being exchanged. Current capacity load
ratios show improved space usage. (3.80, 3.81)
Additionally, the Planning and Governance Council (PGC) approves
program review. Programs needs and services are evaluated through
program review and recommendations are brought forth for
consideration at PGC. (3.82)
Town Hall meetings provide valuable feedback about the needs of
the students and subsequent facility decisions. In addition, the
Student Services Matriculation (SSM) team meetings, which include
counselors and advisors, provide input into the design of planned
projects. Most recently, two representatives from the SSM team,
one counselor and one advisor, have been regularly attending the
facilities meeting to present facility needs of the counseling/advising
staff to the Facilities Committee. (3.83, 3.84)
During the Facilities Committee meeting, information is provided
for the needs of all programs at the college. These projects are then
prioritized by the committee and included in the overall review of
other capital projects. This process allows for the long-range
planning to be staged in an organized manner and the demands on
capital resources can then be included in the resources generated
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from the local general obligation bond measures as well as the
state’s matching funds.
College-based planning and prioritizing of new facilities produced
the following projects: construction of phase 2B, a $12 million
project, and adding an additional 36,000 square feet of facilities that
includes space for culinary art classes, an art gallery, and aerobics
and weight facilities for physical education classes. In addition, the
first phase of a new child development center serves 40 children as
part of a lab setting for college students studying early childhood
education. It houses observation rooms, a parent education center,
and an infant care program. (3.85)
Self Evaluation
Facilities’ planning is an integral part of the participatory/shared
governance process, with bi-monthly Facilities Committee meetings
and a standing item on the Planning and Governance Council
agendas. All constituencies are given an opportunity to be made
aware of and provide input into the facilities planning needs of the
campus.
Campus facilities requirements are identified through the college’s
Facilities Plan and Educational Master Plan and the program review
process. Buildings are constructed based on the availability of funds
from both local bond measures and state matching funds.
Classrooms have been changed and modified to meet the needs of
the community, college, and student populations. Modification of
the space for the casino and gaming classes was made to meet the
demands for the wrestling program and other physical education
activities. Storage space in the 800C building has been modified to
meet the needs for various vocational training courses. These
courses include maintenance mechanic, robotics, industrial
maintenance and solar energy classes.
The college also recognizes the importance of maintenance in the
design and construction process so that state-of-the-art facilities are
designed to alleviate costly repairs and upgrades. The School Dude
program is systematically analyzed to determine patterns, trends,
and needs for physical resources. This analysis has objectively
shown the need for a freestanding shipping and receiving area.
Using scheduled maintenance dollars, when available, the campus
continues to be well-maintained. Construction projects and the
Five-year Facilities Construction Plan reflect the long-term needs of
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the college. (III.B.2.b)
.
Planning Agenda Items



The college needs to establish a guaranteed operating budget
for an equipment replacement cycle. (III.B.2.b)
The college needs to identify resources to establish a
freestanding shipping and receiving area. The addition of
more delivery vehicles has also been identified as future
capital expenditure need. The director of maintenance &
operations will be responsible for recommending appropriate
resource requirements. (III.B.2.b)
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III.C
Technology
Resources
Technology
resources are
used to support
student learning
programs and
services and to
improve
institutional
effectiveness.
Technology
planning is
integrated with
institutional
planning.

III.C.1
The institution
assures that any
technology
support it
provides is
designed to meet
the needs of
learning,
teaching,
college-wide
communications,
research, and
operational
systems.

WHCL receives administrative technology support from the
Information Technology Services (ITS) Department in the way of
infrastructure, hardware, and software support. Through on-campus
IT staff, the ITS department provides continuous monitoring and
support of technology needs for students, staff, and faculty. This
includes refresh, cascading, and new equipment designed to improve
institutional effectiveness and strengthen communication.
A
sufficient number of computers support the use of technology for
these purposes.
WHCL receives academic technology support from Educational
Planning through the Academic Technology and Training (ATT)
Department. ATT provides students, faculty, and staff training.
ATT supports faculty in deployment of online courses with an
Education Technology Specialist, training and support to faculty for
videoconference courses, and Help Desk support to students, faculty,
and staff through the Help Desk Coordinator. (III.C)
Descriptive Summary
West Hills College Lemoore receives technology support and
services from district-based departments including information
technology services (ITS), academic and information systems,
academic technology and training (ATT), and web services.
The district’s information technology services include the following:
infrastructure and maintenance of voice, video, and data networks;
central computing servers and other data center systems; approval
and purchase of all computers and peripheral hardware; missioncritical business applications (including Datatel Colleague);
Blackboard, e-mail, SIRSI, and information management; data
management; data warehousing; administration of web servers; web
services; emergency notification system; helpdesk services; learning
resources assistance; and end user technical services.
Self Evaluation
In spring 2008, the district purchased the Microsoft MyWestHills
Portal. In the fall of 2008, the district launched MyWestHills
allowing end users streamlined communication vehicles and an
active directory. In an effort to enhance curriculum and content
delivery, and to improve the teaching and learning environment, the
academic technology and training conducted a learning management
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system evaluation process. With input from faculty and staff district
wide, the Blackboard v.9 learning management system was
purchased. WHCCD provides technology support to staff and
students who use MyWestHills, email, Blackboard, web registration,
orientation, fee payment, transcripts request, online library
resources, and online ordering of textbooks.
Using electronic communication through the WHCL MyWestHills
portal site, staff are able to communicate technology needs. This
MyWestHills portal allows for expanded intra communication
between and amongst students and staff.
The district and college is committed to providing access to
technology and to ensuring that the technology resources it provides
support every aspect of the teaching and learning process
The college utilizes a Technology Committee as part of the Planning
and Governance Council. The Technology Committee has the
responsibility of assessing Information Technology Services related
policies, procedures, and planning, as they relate to WHCL. The
central focus is the intersection of instruction, administrative
support, and technology in regards to students meeting their
educational goals. The district Technology Advisory Team (TAT) is
comprised of faculty, administrators, and students. The TAT relies
on information from the college’s Technology Committee to
problem solve technology related needs for the college. When
appropriate, information from the TAT is forwarded to the District
Technology Council for the purpose of prioritization and action.
These committees are comprised of faculty, administrators, and a
limited number of students. Students’ participation in campus
technology committees is infrequent. (3.89, 3.90, 3.91) (III.C.1)
Planning Agenda Items


III.C.1.a
Technology
services,
professional
support,
facilities,
hardware, and
software are

The college will increase student participation on the
college’s Technology Committee and the district Technology
Advisory Team. (III.C.1)

Descriptive Summary
The district’s Information Technology Services (ITS) Department is
available to provide professional support in all areas related to
technology communications, including the planning and
development of compatible facilities. In addition, the district's ITS
staff regularly attends Facilities Committee meetings, which ensures
the necessary infrastructure of construction projects are considered
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designed to
enhance the
operation and
effectiveness of
the institution.

and met.
ITS supports the Datatel enterprise resource planning system, the
Blackboard course management system, the CISCO AVVID
(video/voice/data) system, employee and student email systems,
Microsoft Office 2007 applications, SIRSI library management
system, campus printing infrastructure, information and decision
support, and computer end-users. (3.92)
The district ITS staff consists of six full-time employees: one
director, four PC/LAN specialists, and one customer support
operations manager. The ITS department provides one technician to
the college on a daily basis with a weekly rotation. The college
provides dedicated office space to the ITS staff, which enables them
to be more readily available to trouble shoot, and remain integrated
into the fabric of the campus.
Classroom technology is standard across the district.
Each
instructional space is outfitted with a video data projector, DVD
player, amplifier, speakers, and IP telephone. Videoconference
classrooms also include the necessary components to support twoway audio and video communication controlled by a PLC, a
document camera, fax machine, and microphones.
Self Evaluation
The college is committed to providing computer access to serve the
campus community’s information needs. Through its technology
governance process, the college continues to ensure that computers
labs, library, offices, tutoring centers, and classrooms have adequate
technology support. As an example, the Library/Learning Resources
Center provides approximately 100 desktop and laptop computers
for student use.
In October of 2009, as a result of district reorganization, the
Department of Academic and Information Systems (AIS) was
established. AIS is responsible for overseeing the development,
maintenance, and operation of the systems used in support of
business services, academic services, student support services,
student records, and other administrative operations of the district.
The AIS department consists of one director and one full-time
programmer.
When faculty or staff experience a technical problem, the individual
submits a request for technical assistance through the electronic ITS
Tech Support on MyWestHills. A case number is immediately sent
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to the individual who submitted the request, with a notification of
who the request was assigned to within the ITS department. Once
the work has been completed, a follow-up status notice is sent to the
individual via email. A similar system is in place for academic
technology and web services issues. (3.93)
All technology purchases must be approved by ITS to assure
compatibility, usability, and industry support. ITS maintains an
inventory of all computer equipment for replacement, and
replacement occurs when funding allows. In fall of 2009 and spring
2010, the WHCCD Business Office collected data on the
printer/copier usage district-wide in order to determine the
efficiency of printer/copier use. As a result, the district discovered
inefficiencies and eliminated some individual printers, replacing
them with multi-user, higher-level copiers. The district expects to
see a reduction in the cost for toners, and thereby a savings. (3.99)
In spring 2006, WHCCD installed a storage array network (SAN)
system. The system allows for adaptability, virtual servers,
redundancy, and complete backups. District-wide there are 9.2
terabytes of data storage. The SQL data warehouse is functioning at
the phase III level providing data critical to measuring institutional
outcomes. Under the auspices of the offices of both the ITS director
and the vice chancellor of institutional effectiveness, systems have
been put into operation to create a reporting system that provides the
district and colleges with key information that goes well beyond
program review reports, such as enrollment management reports,
and student success reports. The district has also implemented a
document imaging system that allows all departments to store and
index any chosen documents.
In support of Student Services, the Hershey document system has
been in place on the campus for several years; however; it has not
been fully utilized. The counselors and advisors discussed the need
to increase accessibility of key documents. The vice president of
student services placed a target to have all student education plans,
transcripts, and petitions to graduate scanned into HERSEY by
December 2010. As of November 2010, eighty percent of the
documents have been scanned.
In the 2008-09 academic year, the college began using the
Scheduling and Reporting System (SARS) warehouse. SARS is an
automatic system that supports counseling appointments, open entry,
and other student services systems.
As the college continues to grow its programs and services, campus
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based IT support will need to be increased to meet the demand to
maintain institutional effectiveness. For example, an increase of on
campus technical support staff will be required to provide
operational support and participation in campus technology
planning. (III.C.1.a)
Planning Agenda Items


III.C.1.b
The institution
provides quality
training in the
effective
application of its
information
technology to
students and
personnel.

The college’s technology committee will survey campus
needs and future technology requirements and forward
recommendations through the college and district shared
governance processes. The college will work with campus
categorical programs and district grants office to identify
funding sources to meet its future technology needs.
(III.C.1.a)

Descriptive Summary
Educational Planning’s Academic Technology and Training (ATT)
is proactive in its efforts to use technology to improve the
educational experience for students, faculty, and staff. For the
student, technology training enables wider access to resources,
learning, interaction with faculty and other students, as well as
making the college accessible to anyone with a computer and
internet access.
Technology training allows faculty to use
technology more effectively, creatively, productively, and
responsively in dealing with students and staff, both inside and
outside the classroom. For administration and staff, technology
training provides better access to information and resources needed
to make productive, timely, and informed decisions and use of
college assets and funds, in an effort to provide the best student
experience.
Faculty and staff training for online instruction takes place both
online and in the Faculty Development Lab, a 290-square-foot
facility that opened in 2005 located in the Library/Learning
Resources Center. The Faculty Development Lab is equipped with
state-of-the-art technology, such as a video data projector and
screen, media conversion hardware and software to provide
accessible streaming video to online students, and desktop
computers and laptop stations with wireless internet access for
faculty and staff to use during training or while developing content.
Training has also been conducted in computer labs and is available
using the web, online chat, or telephone conference for those who
are unable to come to one of the physical campus locations. Many
training sessions are recorded and posted on MyWestHills to provide
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on-demand training for those unable to attend scheduled workshops.
For distance education students, training on how to use the tools in
Blackboard v.9.1 is provided through the Online Student
Orientation. Faculty are encouraged to have students complete the
orientation prior to the start of any online class, and training for
students has been provided through ATT, both face-to-face and
online. Individuals with disabilities have been able to receive
training in the Disabled Students Programs and Services Lab, where
access to assistive technology is available. However, despite the
opportunities, a limited number of students have participated in the
trainings. The online readiness quiz is available to students on the
college website and has been added to the online student orientation,
which is accessible to all students. (3.97)
The distance learning operations manager is in charge of video
conference equipment installations, programming, and maintenance
district wide. This position provides both individual and group
training to faculty teaching via two-way video/two-way audio
technology on an ongoing basis. This training takes place in one of
the twelve video conference classrooms currently used by faculty
and students throughout the district. (3.96)
Self Evaluation
There have been numerous training opportunities for students on
how to use the MyWestHills portal as well as for faculty on ways to
enhance Blackboard v. 9, which was launched in Spring 2010. In
the past, students had to sign in three different times to gain full
access to “MyWestHills,” once for the portal, once for e-mail, and
again to access Blackboard. Since the MyWestHills portal launch in
2008, a large number of students continue to need assistance. In
response to this IT and academic and information systems (AIS) a
single sign on was provided. With feedback from the student Town
Hall meetings the district/college launched the “live Help Desk”
feature and student Blackboard and MyWestHills training. (3.88,
3.48, 3.66)
Periodically the Academic Technology and Training (ATT)
department disseminates surveys to determine training needs.
Faculty, staff, and students who undergo training are surveyed to
attain their level of satisfaction and to determine what training can
be added and improved. Survey results are generally positive and
are used to improve training and services. In addition, all training
proved by ATT incorporates an evaluation component for
continuous improvement.
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In addition, WHCL provides technology training seminars during
Flex and Duty days. The office of the associate vice chancellor for
educational planning through ATT has provided training to faculty
and staff through scheduled workshops, one-on-one sessions, or by
disseminating information through the web and institutional email
services. ATT staff, consisting of two educational technology
specialists, a distance learning operations manager (video
conference), and the help desk coordinator train faculty on a variety
of instructional technology topics, such as pedagogical best
practices, designing online courses, designing hybrid and webenhanced courses, and integrating technology into the curriculum.
Much of the training centers around Blackboard v.9.1, the college’s
course management system, but it also includes tools and skill sets
for developing multimedia instructional content that can be
delivered online or in face-to-face classroom settings. The associate
vice chancellor works with faculty to help them master online
teaching best practices, create a community of integrity by
implementing the principle of academic honesty, and familiarize
them with the college’s computer and network policies via webinars
using the web, online chat, and telephone features of CCC Confer.
Each semester, online adjunct faculty, as well as many full-time
faculty members, receive training in best practices for teaching
online. (3.94, 3.95)
The college’s educational technology specialist trains faculty on
how to use technology to create and deliver course content. The
educational technology specialist researches new technologies,
implements them, and trains faculty and staff on how to use them to
enhance instruction and support students. In fall 2008 and spring
2009, ATT provided training to faculty and staff on MyWestHills
basics, announcements, campus events, and team sites. Support and
basic training is also available to faculty, staff, and students via a
service called the Help Desk. This service is available by telephone,
email, or chat and provides help with learning management system
tools, Microsoft Office applications, email, and general computer
techniques; recent hiring of adjunct technology staff has allowed for
expanded hours of support.
After each training session, ATT satisfaction surveys are
administered to participants as a means of assessing the
effectiveness of the training session. In general, satisfaction surveys
have been very positive and supportive of ATT’s training programs.
ATT also utilizes the results of student evaluations of online faculty
to determine training needs to enhance and improve online
instruction. (3.98) (III.C.1.b)
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Planning Agenda Items

III.C.1.c
The institution
systematically
plans, acquires,
maintains, and
upgrades or
replaces
technology
infrastructure
and equipment to
meet institutional
needs.



The college will improve student technology training.
(III.C.1.b)



The college will explore ways to make the “Online
Readiness” quiz more visible. (III.C.1.b)

Descriptive Summary
The Technology Strategic Plan determines the most appropriate way
to guide the district and college in enhancing its ability to achieve
certain critical outcomes, including improved teaching and learning,
strong support for marketing and admission programs, increased
retention, increased productivity of students, faculty, and staff,
especially through the use of information technology. The goal is to
maximize the district’s/college’s return on the investment that is
made in information technology.
WHCL has procedures and personnel in place that address
technology
planning,
implementation,
and
maintenance.
Technology resources and support are provided by the district
Information Technology Services (ITS) Department. ITS includes
infrastructure support and maintenance, mission-critical business
applications, information management, web infrastructure services,
the emergency notification system (BERBEE), and end-user
technical services. ITS supports Datatel, Blackboard, CISCO
AVVID (video/voice/data), employee and student email systems,
information and decision support in the form of the data warehouse,
and end-use computing.
Currently, WHCCD has six distinct and separate sites; three are
connected by data 45 meg DS3s, one by 25 meg wireless, and two
are connected by T1s. Sites are interconnected by CISCO 3845
routers with CISCO EIGRP, allowing for failover connectivity. The
Local Area Networks (LAN) are mixed 1gig/100megabyte switched
networks, with 10 gigabit fiber connections between Intermediate
Distribution Frames (IDF). All sites and all ports have power over
Ethernet (POE). The main Gigaman connection to the Internet is
protected by a CISCO Enterprise ASA 5520 firewall and VPN
concentrator, with a secondary DS3 for failover. West Hills College
Lemoore has its own DS3 protected by a CISCO Enterprise Pix 525.
In spring 2006, WHCCD installed a SAN system. The system
allows for adaptability, virtual servers, redundancy, and complete
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backups. District wide, there are 9.2 terabytes of data storage.
The district has implemented the Hershey Document System that
allows all departments to store and index documents.
Self Evaluation
The college continues to explore mechanisms to enhance the
retrieval of student information and the registration process. Based
on feedback from students, the district moved to improve the
registration process, priority registration options, and relocated
where the “search” for classes was listed. Prior to the spring of
2010, students had no other option but to go into the Datatel system
to search and register for classes. When the open window became
available for students to register, all eligible students could log onto
the system, which greatly slowed the system down. Students now
enter the MyWestHills portal to search for classes, and once they are
ready to register, they enter the Datatel site. This process is
seamless and invisible to students; however, it has significantly
improved the registration process by making it more user friendly
and efficient. (III.C.1.c)
Planning Agenda Items

III.C.1.d
The distribution
and utilization of
technology
resources
support the
development,
maintenance,
and enhancement
of its programs
and services.

None

Descriptive Summary
The purpose of WHCL’s technology resources is to support the
development, maintenance, and enhancement of the college’s
programs and services. There is a classroom standard for face-toface instruction as well as video conference classrooms.
Student technology needs are met in the Disabled Students Program
and Services. Online classes and programs as well as training are
supported by an on campus educational technology specialist.
The library has desktop and laptop computers, as well as a printer,
copier, and television/DVD units for student use.
Self Evaluation
In May 2009 as well as August 2009 Flex Day, faculty had an
opportunity to examine various instructional media, such as
Troxell’s Interactive Tablet and Epson Powerlight. As a result of
those technology displays and faculty evaluations, a new classroom
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standard was approved by the WHCL facilities committee. Video
conference classrooms are send-and-receive sites with AMX
touchpad technologies, Wolf Vision cameras, focus students’
cameras, and open microphones, in accordance with established
standards. In order to maximize use and efficiency, video
conference technology is commonly used for meetings between
colleges and district employees. (3.100)
A district Technology Access Specialist supports the technology
needs of students in the Disabled Students Program and Services
(DSPS) Program. The specialist provides instructors with individual
training in disabled student accessibility in the classroom, including
Internet accessibility and adding captions to audio/visual materials.
Best practices for purchasing and deploying technology solutions are
implemented through the professional development of the
Technology Access Specialist acquiring currency in the field and
dialoging with peers through the High Tech Center located at
DeAnza College. In addition, anecdotal data is collected from
students in the DSPS Lab for acquisitions. (3.101)
There is one full-time educational technology specialist from the
WHCCD Academic Training and Technology department. The
specialist is located on the college campus and trains faculty on how
to use technology to create and deliver course content. The
educational technology specialist researches new technologies,
implements them, and trains faculty, staff, and students on how to
use them to enhance instruction and support students.
Library technology is robust and includes all software applications
required for WHCL classroom instruction. Upgrades, replacements,
as well as ongoing maintenance is supported by the WHCCD
Information Technology staff.
In addition, the college continues to explore mechanisms to enhance
the retrieval of student information and the registration process.
Based on feedback from students, the district moved to improve the
registration process, priority registration options, and relocated
where the “search” for classes was listed. Prior to the spring of
2010, students had no other option but to go into the Datatel system
to search and register for classes. When the open window became
available for student to register, all eligible students could log onto
the system, which greatly slowed the system down. Students now
enter the MyWestHills portal to search for classes, and once they are
ready to register, they enter the Datatel site. This process is
seamless and invisible to students; however, it has significantly
improved the registration process by making it more user friendly
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and efficient. (III.C.1.d)
Planning Agenda Items

III.C.2
Technology
planning is
integrated with
institutional
planning. The
institution
systematically
assesses the
effective use of
technology
resources and
uses the results
of evaluation as
the basis for
improvement.

None

Descriptive Summary
Technology planning is integrated with WHCL planning through the
District Strategic Plan, the WHCL Master Plan, the Technology
Strategic Plan, and the Distance Education Strategic Plan. All plans
are linked and systematically assess the effectiveness of technology
resources. Program reviews are the primary planning tools for
virtually all campus activities and are prepared at least once every
four years by program. Vocational/Career Technical Education
programs complete program review every two years. Technology,
staffing, and budget concerns are evaluated and suggestions for
improved allocation of resources are made in these program reviews.
(3.102)
The college maintains a technology committee that makes
recommendations, where appropriate, to the WHCCD Technology
Advisory Team (TAT). The TAT makes recommendations, where
appropriate to the WHCCD District Technology Council (DTC).
The DTC makes recommendations to the Chancellors Executive
Cabinet for discussion and next steps.
Technology issues related only to WHCL are handled by the college
Technology Committee and move as recommendations to the
WHCL President’s Governance Committee.
Self Evaluation
College plans and district plans are linked to provide direction and
strategies that result in enhanced institutional effectiveness and to
support the overall operations of the college. The District Strategic
Plan, with its identified goals, guides the development of the
college’s Educational Master Plan, which provides direction and
guidelines for future program development at the campus program
level. The District Strategic Plan provides direction and strategies
that enhance the effectiveness and operations of the college’s
technology resources.
The college’s Education Master Plan
complements the District Strategic Plan.
As an ancillary plan, the District Technology Strategic Plan guides
and supports the technology needs at both the district and the
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college. In fall 2008, revisions to the Distance Education Strategic
Plan began and included drafting a mission statement, vision
statement, and strategic initiatives for distance learning. It also
provided a framework for assessing student services on the website,
as well as an eCampus initiative.
The college’s Technology Committee makes recommendations to
the Technology Advisory Team (TAT), which makes
recommendations to the District Technology Committee (DTC).
There is no clear delineation in the responsibilities of each
committee.
The District Technology Committee (DTC) prioritizes technology
projects district wide. The committee updates the project list
regularly to verify project completion, update timelines, reprioritize
needs, or add new projects. The current committee structure of the
DTC is focused on college representation at the management level.
However, the DTC currently lacks representation from faculty and
classified staff. (3.103)
An audit of online student services for the Coalinga campus began in
February 2009. The results of the online student services audit
conducted by WICHE were shared with WHCL. Due to the
common threads on both campuses, a similar online audit was not
done for the Lemoore webpage. Beginning in the summer of 2010,
teams from both the Lemoore and Coalinga campus have begun to
address areas needed for improvement. (3.104)
The use of technology and supporting infrastructures is pervasive
across the campus. It is apparent that the college deems technology
important and necessary, as reflected in the Shared Governance
structure, whereby the campus Technology Committee is a standing
subcommittee of the PGC. In addition, the campus works
collaboratively with other departments to explore ways to enhance
services to students, improve communications, and become more
efficient.
This was particularly evident with the launching of the MyWestHills
portal. The portal has become a vehicle for fast and efficient
information and a repository for essential documents. Prior to the
portal, an essential document that was for internal use, such as the
list of students who had petitioned to graduate, could only be viewed
as a hard copy on one person’s individual computer or was made
available for multiple people to access on an external “V” drive that
was approved by the ITS department. Now, the MyWestHills site
owner can grant permissions to individuals for certain documents.
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(III.C.2)
Planning Agenda Items


The college will expand the composition of the DTC to
include faculty and classified staff. (III.C.2)



The college will clarify roles and responsibilities of the
college Technology Committee and Technology Advisory
Team. (III.C.2)
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III.D Financial
Resources
Financial
Resources are
sufficient to
support student
learning
programs and
services and to
improve
institutional
effectiveness.
The distribution
of resources
supports the
development,
maintenance,
and enhancement
of programs and
services. The
institution plans
and manages its
financial affairs
with integrity
and in a manner
that ensures
financial
stability. The
level of financial
resources
provides a
reasonable
expectation of
both short-term
and long-term
financial
solvency.
Financial
resources
planning is
integrated with
institutional
planning.

Financial resources for West Hills College Lemoore are primarily
based on state apportionment of the district, which is then allocated
to the college according to the WHCCD Board of Trustees’ adopted
allocation procedure. In fiscal year 2009-2010, West Hills College
Lemoore’s budget was approximately 5.4 million dollars.
Additionally, the district has been very successful in obtaining grant
funding, which supports the development of new programs.
Financial planning for the college is the responsibility of the
Planning and Governance Council, which involves all constituents
and receives recommendations and requests from the other college
committees. External audits are conducted annually for all funds,
and audits are reported to the WHCCD Board of Trustees and posted
on the district website. (3.105)
The college’s processes for managing fiscal resources are
responsible and driven by the educational needs of the college.
Through the efforts of district office staff, the financial needs of the
college are maintained in a stable, sustainable way. (III.D)
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III.D.1
The institution
relies upon its
mission and
goals as the
foundation for
financial
planning.

Descriptive Summary
WHCL’s budget planning process is directly tied to its mission,
goals, and performance indicators. The district resource allocation
procedure and the college’s budget planning process ensure that the
college’s mission and goals are achieved.
Each college program goes through a program review process that
identifies program needs for expansion, maintenance, and/or
reduction that are directly aligned to the college’s missions and
goals.
Individual program reviews are first reviewed by the Institutional
Effectiveness and Program Review Committee and then sent
forward to the Planning and Governance Council (PGC) for
approval. After approval by the PGC, program budgetary requests
are sent to the Budget Allocation Committee by the originator of the
program review for prioritization and budget allocation. The vice
president of educational services works with learning areas,
departments, and programs to identify their budget priorities.
Budget requests are sent back to PGC for review and approval.
During the process, the vice chancellor of business and human
resources at the district office communicates the estimated general
fund budget to the president for the next fiscal year. In normal
years, the college would receive additional dollars in the form of
COLA and/or growth and would be able to fund requests on the
prioritized list. However, recently this process has been focused on
budget reductions. (3.106, 3.107, 3.108, 3.109)
Self Evaluation
In 2009-2010, the WHCL expenditure budget was $5.4M. However,
the college’s FTES apportionment was $12M.
The shared
governance structure is adequate for identifying budgetary needs
through the program review process. (III.D.1)
Planning Agenda Items


III.D.1.a
Financial
planning is
integrated with
and supports all
institutional

None

Descriptive Summary
Financial planning is integrated into WHCL’s planning processes, as
evidenced by the development of district strategic planning, which is
aligned to the college’s Educational Master Plan and drives the
creation of the college’s facilities, technology, and distance
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planning.

education plans. The college reviews the mission and goals during
the budget process to make sure that programs are being supported
appropriately and input is received from all stakeholder groups.
Goals are identified for each budget cycle; long range goals for
future budget cycles are also identified. (3.52, 3.58, 3.86, 3.87,
3.110)
In normal years, funding priorities are established across the district
from the college’s prioritized requests. These requests are then used
to identify future funding requirements for both the short and longterm demands. Additionally, the Educational Master Plan provides a
guide for resources that may be needed to accomplish those goals.
In the past two budget development years, the district has received
no new funding; therefore, the colleges were only able to reallocate
funds within individual budgets. These shortfalls have led to a
reliance of state and federal grant allocations to maintain current
staffing and service levels.
The planning process is tied directly to the district’s budget
development calendar, and each college is required to meet those
timelines in order to allow for the total budget and financial planning
process to be completed. The vice chancellor of business and
human resources provides monthly financial status presentations as
to the current fiscal status of the district to the WHCCD Board of
Trustees, administrators, managers, and the community during
WHCCD Board of Trustees meetings. The budget process, from the
planning through the tentative and adopted budget stages, is made
available to the trustees as well as the district leadership. (3.111,
3.112, 3.113, 3.114)
Self Evaluation
The institutional mission drives the fiscal planning process and
program review process identifies goals for specific budget cycles.
Future spending priorities are aligned to the educational Master Plan
through the governance structure. The Planning and Governance
Council and other planning committees in coordination with the
program review process develop fiscal priorities that are sensitive to
both the fiscal and program/services needs of the college. All of
these processes coordinate with the district budget planning calendar
as outlined in Administrative Procedure 6225. The college meets
this standard. (III.D.1.a)
Planning Agenda Items


None
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III.D.1.b
Institutional
planning reflects
realistic
assessment of
financial
resources,
availability,
development of
financial
resources,
partnerships,
and expenditure
requirements.

Descriptive Summary
Each program goes through a program review process that identifies
program needs for expansion, maintenance, and/or reduction that are
directly aligned to the college’s mission and goals. Program reviews
are first reviewed by the Institutional Effectiveness and Program
Review Committee before being sent to the Planning and
Governance Council (PGC). After approval by the PGC, budgetary
related program requests are sent to the Budget Allocation
Committee by the program review originator for prioritization and
possible budget allocation. The vice president of educational
services works with learning areas, departments, and programs to
identify their budget priorities. Budget requests are sent back to
PGC for review and approval.
Funding priorities are established at WHCL during the college’s
budget development process. The college’s priorities are submitted
and reviewed at the district chancellor’s Executive Cabinet to ensure
that the college is able to accomplish them in a timely fashion.
Student learning is given the first priority when considering those
goals. The Budget Priority document that identifies priorities is
provided by the colleges from their planning meetings. (3.102,
3.107)
In addition to these college procedures, individuals from the
district’s Business Office meet with key staff members on a regular
basis to review expenditures and allocations. President’s Cabinet
meetings, President’s Forums, and Student Town Hall meetings also
provide input into funding priorities.
Self Evaluation
The college meets this standard. As evidence of broad-based
planning for resource allocation, the college partners with other
outside agencies such as: City of Lemoore, Kings County Office of
Human Services, Kings County Jobs Training Office, Kings
Community Action Organization, Naval Air Station Lemoore, Kings
County Office of Education, Fresno County Workforce Investment
Board, Lemoore High School, Lemoore Elementary School District,
and other agencies, as reflected by memorandums of understanding
to support student learning. (3.115, 3.116) (III.D.1.b)
Planning Agenda Items


None
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III.D.1.c
When making
short-range
financial plans,
the institution
considers its
long-range
financial
priorities to
assure financial
stability. The
institution
clearly identifies
and plans for
payment of
liabilities and
future
obligations.

Descriptive Summary
WHCCD Board of Trustees mandates a five percent minimum
general fund reserve to meet economic uncertainties. The general
fund budget for 2009-2010 was $35 million dollars. Over the last
few years, the district has transferred $6 Million to fund local
matches for capital outlay projects for which the state has delayed
providing required matching funds. Due to the significant delays,
these resources were used to fund capital outlay projects for which
reimbursements were delayed as long as twelve months.
Additionally, the district used TRANS and other funds to address
cash flow shortages. (3.117)
Long-term liabilities and obligations have been identified and are
planned for by the district. The district belongs to a joint powers
authority to and funds their GASB 45 post-employment retirement
benefits. The district must have an annual budget to fund future
liability of $5.3. To this end, the district has funded $1.4 million to
date and budgets another $500 thousand per year to cover the
remainder of the balance. Contractual, insurance, and other shortterm and long-term debt expenses are identified and planning occurs
with respect to these funding obligations. For example, the district
maintains a five-year construction plan. This plan helps the district
to identify when bond issues may need to be issued for building or
facility renovation. Additionally, the state provides a forecast of the
economic trends that are used to help plan for future growth. In
November 2008, the communities of Lemoore, Avenal, and
Riverdale approved Measure E, a $31 million dollar general
obligation bond to bring additional facilities to the college campus
and educational centers in Avenal and Riverdale. Prior to the bond
election, the college’s facilities planning committee identified
potential new construction projects to meet future growth. A
Measure E bond oversight committee has been created and held its
first meeting in December 2009 with a second meeting in June 2010.
The purpose of the Bond Oversight Committee is to review bond
expenditures in accordance with State Proposition 39 and the
requirements of Measure E. (3.118, 3.58, 3.119, 3.120)
Self Evaluation
Program review under the oversight of the Institutional
Effectiveness and Program Review Committee is an ongoing work
of the institution as we consider the best uses of new funding as well
as new future uses of current and frequently diminished sources of
funding.
The current climate of funding in the California
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Community college challenging at best, but West Hills College
Lemoore is finding ways to utilize the funds available to us in ways
that are creative and effective. The college meets this standard.
(III.D.1.c)
Planning Agenda Items

III.D.1.d
The institution
clearly defines
and follows its
guidelines and
processes for
financial
planning and
budget
development,
with all
constituencies
having
appropriate
opportunities to
participate in the
development of
institutional
plans and
budgets.

None

Descriptive Summary
Funding priorities are established by each college as a result of
program review and input from all constituency groups. There are
three levels of funding priorities: priority one is contractual and
lease obligations, priority two is instruction, and priority three is
student support services. In order to ensure that fiscal planning,
college goals, and appropriate timelines are met, the district
chancellor’s Executive Cabinet adopted a timeline for Board Policy
review.
This timeline was approved per Board of Trustee
Administrative Procedure 2410. (3.121, 3.122)
Each program goes through a program review process that identifies
program needs for expansion, maintenance, and/or reduction that are
directly aligned to the college’s mission and goals. Program reviews
originate at the learning area and program level and are reviewed by
the Institutional Effectiveness and Program Review Committee and
then sent forward to the Planning and Governance Council (PGC)
for approval. After approval by the PGC, budgetary related program
requests are presented to the Budget Allocation Committee (BAC)
by the program review originator for prioritization and budget
allocation. The BAC is represented by all constituency groups.
Budget requests are then sent back to PGC for review and approval.
Self Evaluation
The college has appropriate, clearly defined, guidelines and
processes for financial planning. The governance structure provides
avenues for all stakeholders to participate in financial planning.
The college meets the standard in this area. (III.D.1.d)
Planning Agenda Items


None
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III.D.2
To assure the
financial
integrity of the
institution and
responsible use
of financial
resources, the
financial
management
system has
appropriate
control
mechanisms and
widely
disseminates
dependable and
timely
information for
sound financial
decision-making.

Descriptive Summary
The financial management system has appropriate control
mechanisms and widely disseminates dependable and timely
information for sound financial decision-making. WHCCD uses the
Datatel Colleague financial data management system, and all college
administrators and budget managers have budget inquiry, lookup,
and report ability via Datatel and the MyWestHills portal. Each
administrator, along with the district’s Business Office, is
responsible for monitoring his or her budget. The Business Office
develops a budget timeline and ensures all timelines are met.
(3.112)
In the spring of each year, the vice chancellor of business and human
resources disseminates information through the college president to
other college administrators regarding budget items.
Each
administrator works with his or her department to identify needs.
This information is then brought to the Budget Allocation
Committee (BAC) for review. Once reviewed at the BAC, the
requests are brought to the Planning and Governance Council
(PGC). After the PGC approves the requests, the president takes the
items to the district for review and consideration. (3.123)
Prior to new administrators being allowed to generate purchase
orders and requisitions, they must first go through training and
approval by district office staff. For example, in the summer of
2006 an associate dean of categorical programs was hired and
trained. Evidence of competency was required before access was
granted to the Datatel live account. Unfortunately, while a training
manual exists, distribution does not appear to be consistent (3.124,
3.125).
The Datatel system for purchasing requires an account balance
before a requisition can be approved; requisitions require approval
by the budget manager, department or program supervisor, and
district office before a purchase order can be issued.
Self Evaluation
West Hills Community College District’s annual audits speak
directly to the issue of internal controls. The report from these
audits is available to the public through the district’s web site. There
have been no material findings in these audits in the years that West
Hills College Lemoore has been in existence. These systems are
solid and meet the standard.
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Additionally, even as the system in place meets the accreditation
standard, it also seems clear that better mechanisms for
disseminating the operational procedures to appropriate staff still
need attention. (III.D.2)
Planning Agenda Items

III.D.2.a
Financial
documents,
including the
budget and
independent
audit, reflect
appropriate
allocation and
use of financial
resources to
support student
learning
programs and
services.
Institutional
responses to
external audit
findings are
comprehensive,
timely, and
communicated
appropriately.

None

Descriptive Summary
Funds are allocated, as shown in the budget, in a manner that will
realistically achieve WHCL’s stated goals for student learning. The
program review process serves as a guide for fund allocation.
Audits of the District have been consistently positive with no
notable exceptions. (3.111)
The district has had annual audits for all general and special funds.
There have been no negative findings over the past six years. Multifunded personnel are required to complete time-accounting sheets,
which are signed by the employee and supervisor. Categorical
programs are required to submit program and budget reports, which
are signed by the program supervisor, president, and vice chancellor
of business and human resources. (3.126, 3.127)
During the 2006-2007 academic year, the Disabled Students
Program and Services (DSPS) program completed a program review
and identified additional staff needed for the DSPS Lab. This
request for additional staffing was sent to the Budget Allocation
Committee for review and allocation. As a result of the program
review recommendations, an additional full-time learning skills
program assistant was hired for the lab. (3.128, 3.129)
Self Evaluation
West Hills College Lemoore meets this standard. College audit
functions are consistent and thorough. There have been no material
findings in the past six years. (III.D.2.a)
Planning Agenda Items


III.D.2.b
Appropriate
financial

None

Descriptive Summary
WHCCD provides the appropriate financial information to the
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information is
provided
throughout the
institution.

district, staff, students, and public on a timely basis. The tentative
budget, final budget, and all audited financial statements for the
District are available in the district Business Office as well as online.
The Business Office provides all of the information in a timely
fashion, and students, faculty, and the community can review any
audited financial statements or any other budget information.
Self Evaluation
This institution’s financial information distribution system is
adequate and appropriate to the standard; however, staff, students,
and the public may not know that the financial information is
available on the college website or how to access it there. (III.D.2.b)
Planning Agenda Items


III.D.2.c
The institution
has sufficient
cash flow and
reserves to
maintain
stability,
strategies for
appropriate risk
management,
and realistic
plans to meet
financial
emergencies and
unforeseen
occurrences.

The district director of marketing will identify appropriate
mechanisms to inform the college community about current
financial status of the district. (III.D.2.b)

Descriptive Summary
The WHCCD Board of Trustees mandates, through Board policy,
that the district budgets for and maintains a minimum reserve of five
percent, which is sufficient to maintain stability and to meet
financial emergencies and unforeseen occurrences. The district
maintains all required lines of liability, property, crime, and errors
and omissions insurance to protect itself and its assets from risk or
damage. The ending balances of the past three fiscal years have
been $5.4 million in 2006-2007, $3.9 million in 2007-2008, and $1.9
million (5.4%) in 2008-2009. The trend towards reduced ending
balance led the district to implement furloughs, budget freezes and
salary freezes (through negotiations) in 2009-2010 to ensure fiscal
solvency of the district. For the 2009-2010, the district anticipates
an unaudited ending balance of $4.1 million. These ending balances
are sufficient to maintain reserves above the Board of Trustees
required five percent. (3.130, 3.131, 3.132, 3.133, 3.134)
Over the past few years, the district has funded $6 million dollars in
transfers to the capital outlay fund to build reserves to finance
required local matching monies needed for state supported capital
projects. The district also uses TRANs and other resources to fund
cash flow shortages.
Revenues are allocated to the district from the California
Community College Chancellor’s Office based on the funded full
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time equivalent student (FTES) apportionment. These funds are
transferred into the Fresno County Treasurer’s Office and placed in
the district’s account to draw on to meet payroll and accounts
payable obligations. Until recently, there have not been any issues
with regards to cash flow, but during the 2008-2009 and 2009-2010
fiscal years the state began deferring several monthly apportionment
payments until the next fiscal year. Deferments during the 20082009 fiscal year, totaled over $4 million dollars, which created a
drain on the cash reserves of the district. As a result, the district
used the TRANS and a 60-day loan from the Fresno County
Treasurer’s Office to cover these cash flow shortages. Both the
TRANS and Fresno County Treasurer’s Office loans required
repayment within the same fiscal year.
Self Evaluation
The college and district have been expressly proactive regarding the
cash flow and fiscal stability. In the 2009-2010 academic year, all
campus groups participated in voluntary furloughs, some 24, some
12, some 10. The college also cut back the course offerings for
budget reasons and cut off purchasing to prepare for cash shortages.
The district also prepared an early retirement package that saved
another $1.4 million. All of this amounts to preparation for hard
times. And while not easy, the measures have been effective and
evidence well that the college meets this standard. (III.D.2.c)
Planning Agenda Items

III.D.2.d
The institution
practices
effective
oversight of
finances,
including
management of
financial aid,
grants,
externally funded
programs,
contractual
relationships,
auxiliary
organizations or

None

Descriptive Summary
WHCCD has procedures in place to identify expenditure areas to
monitor, as well as other agencies who routinely review activities in
various programs. (3.123) The district Business Office and college
categorical program staff are assigned to account for various
programs that have been placed in trust with the district. These
become part of the audit process that the district engages in each
year. The auditors hired by the district provide a summary at the
beginning of the audit as well as an executive summary that states
the findings and speaks to the overall fiscal integrity of the district.
The Business Office has a program review completed for the
previous three fiscal years from 2004 through 2007.
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foundations, and
institutional
investments and
assets.

Self Evaluation
The district has implemented and followed appropriate fiscal
controls that ensure the financial stability of the colleges. The
college uses revenues solely to support instructional programs,
student services, and college operations. (III.D.2.d.)
Planning Agenda Items


III.D.2.e
All financial
resources,
including those
from auxiliary
activities, fundraising efforts,
and grants are
used with
integrity in a
manner
consistent with
the mission and
goals of the
institution.

None

Descriptive Summary
The district has had annual audits for all general and special funds.
There have been no negative findings over the past six years. Multifunded personnel are required to complete time-accounting sheets,
which are signed by the employee and supervisor. Categorical
programs are required to submit program and budget reports, which
are signed by the program supervisor, president, and vice chancellor
of business and human resources. Grant funding agencies at the
state and federal level also conduct on-site audits, some quarterly,
annually, or bi-annually. (3.127)
The West Hills College Foundation supports campus events, student
scholarships, and other appropriate programs. Funds raised through
college events and donations support such items as scholarships,
student activities, athletics, summer youth programs, and campus
outreach activities. The fiscal accountability of the foundation is as
rigorous as all other funds. The foundation hires an independent
audit firm to conduct an annual audit. (3.136) The foundation also
has an independent Board of Directors who ensure expenditures are
aligned with the mission and goals of the foundation.
Self Evaluation
All audits of the district, general fund, categorical and foundation,
have demonstrated that the management practices are done with
integrity. This fact combined with the consistently applied practices
related to financial planning and priority development; demonstrate
compliance with the spirit and letter of this standard. (3.137, 3.138)
(III.D.2.e)
Planning Agenda Items


None
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III.D.2.f
Contractual
agreements with
external entities
are consistent
with the mission
and goals of the
institution,
governed by
institutional
policies, and
contain
appropriate
provisions to
maintain the
integrity of the
institution.

Descriptive Summary
West Hills College Lemoore collaborates with the district office to
ensure all college contracts with external entities maintain the
integrity of the college. All contracts with outside agencies are
consistent with the goals of the college. The college works with the
vice chancellor of business and human resources to determine the
process and contract language and standards to be used. (3.139)
Agreements with external agencies must have the approval of the
supervisor, president, and, at times, the vice chancellor of business
and human resources or the WHCCD Board of Trustees.
Contract complaints are handled according to the type of contract
and the complaint provisions therein. Board Policy 3517 and
Administrative Policy 3517 outline the process for anonymous
complaint reporting process and procedures. (3.140, 3.141)
Self Evaluation
The college follows WHCCD Board Policies and California
Community College Chancellor’s Office Budget Accounting
Manual requirements. This is evidenced in the independent annual
audit. The District Technology Council encourages dialogue among
Datatel users who are responsible for the purchase requisition
process. Results of dialogue are used to improve financial
management systems such as electronic input of timecards and
purchase requisition creation. However, the procedure outlined in
the District Business Procedures Manual has not been regularly
communicated to all staff. (III.D.2.f)
Planning Agenda Items


III.D.2.g
The institution
regularly
evaluates its
financial
management
processes, and
the results of
evaluation are
used to improve
financial

The district Business Procedures Manual needs to be more
widely distributed and training needs to occur. (III.D.2.f)

Descriptive Summary
At the end of each fiscal year, the college’s financial processes are
evaluated by contracted external agencies as well as district auditors.
The results allow for the planning of future fiscal needs. For
example, in the 2008-2009 academic year, the district decided to
implement an independent payroll system. This decision was based
on improved financial management and required approval from the
District Technology Committee.
Employees now receive payroll checks that are generated from the
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management
systems.

district office and not from the Fresno County Office of Education.
This change has allowed for more expedient generation of payroll
checks and other payments generated by the district.
Prior to the 2009-2010 academic year, students waited in long lines
for financial aid disbursements. At the start of the 2009-2010
academic year students were given the option of direct deposit,
which has resulted in a decrease in lines in that year. With the
aggressive attention paid to the financial aid check distribution
process in the spring of 2010, no student received their checks by
hand. Students had all either signed up for direct deposit or had
their checks mailed to their homes. This action resulted in students
being able to quickly access their financial checks to purchase books
and supplies. (3.142)
Additionally, staff no longer receives payroll check or stubs by mail.
They, too, utilize direct deposit. Access to their electronic payroll
stub is available 24/7 through the MyWestHills portal. Staff are able
to review their payroll and accrued leave on the MyWestHills portal.
Self Evaluation
In July 2009, 51% of monthly pay cycle employees were paid by
direct deposit. By June of 2010, 96% of the same groups received
their pay by direct deposit. Students have also begun to receive
financial aid via direct deposit as well and, while the transition is
somewhat slower, approximately 60% student financial aid
disbursements are by direct deposit. This responds to historical
problems with student addresses in Datatel and is evidence of the
college’s careful evaluation of financial processes and improvements
thereto. (III.D.2.g)
Planning Agenda Items


III.D.3
The institution
systematically
assesses the
effective use of
financial
resources and
uses the results
of evaluation as
the basis for

None

Descriptive Summary
Program reviews are reviewed by the Institutional Effectiveness and
Program Review Committee before being sent to the Planning and
Governance Council (PGC). After approval by the PGC, budgetary
related items are forwarded to the Budget Allocation Committee by
the program review originator for prioritization of staffing,
equipment, supplies, or other expenditure requests. This process is
seamless as the vice president of educational services is a member of
the PGC, chair of the Budget Allocation Committee, and works with
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improvement.

learning areas, departments, and programs to identify their budget
priorities. Budget requests, once finalized by the Budget Allocation
Committee, are sent back to PGC for review and approval.
After approval by the PGC, the president brings the fiscal planning
needs of the college, as provided, through the college’s shared
governance structures and to the district Chancellor’s Executive
Cabinet.
The president retains the authority to recommend
additional hiring needs or budget modifications as appropriate. In
the case of major budget modifications, the president reports his
decisions to the appropriate group.
Discussion occurs at the district Chancellor’s Executive Cabinet to
review the ending balance and reserves. On a monthly basis, the
district Business Office reports budget expenses and the percent of
funds expended at the WHCCD Board of Trustee meetings. (3.113)
Self Evaluation
The current state budget crisis brings a double problem of having
less funds to work with and more students coming to us for service.
In times like these it is more important than ever to be consider the
effective use of funding. The processes in use at West Hills College
Lemoore do this well.
The college’s well-organized, clear
governance structure ensures that we fulfill the mission with the
funds we have. The system is multi layered and inclusive providing
multiple checks and balances along the way. (III.D.3)
Planning Agenda Items


None
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Standard IV – Leadership and Governance: A Thematic Overview
Dialogue
Institutional leaders create an environment for empowerment, innovation, and
institutional excellence, providing encouragement, involving staff on various committees,
conducting monthly President’s Forums, working with Academic Senate in shared
governance, and working with a cross-representation of all groups to develop and update
the college master plan and organizational structure. Dialogue was used in the planning
process to transition to a two-college district as evidenced by the planning retreats,
Strategic Planning Task Force, and the collaborative and inclusive approach in
establishing the governance processes.
The Board of Trustees encourages communication from district employees and
community members by maintaining accessibility and by providing an opportunity to
address public comments at regular board meetings. Constituency groups, such as the
Academic Senate, West Hills College Faculty Association, CSEA, and students, are
given opportunity at all Board meetings to address issues and to keep the Board apprised
of their activities and accomplishments. The WHCL Student Government Association
president will serve as the Board’s Student Trustee during the 2010-11 academic year.
The college president’s management style reflects one of open communication. The
president attempts to keep the college community informed of all events and activities on
campus through his weekly updates. The president participates in various student and
staff activities. The president serves on various community boards and organizations to
maintain an active dialogue with the community served by the college.
Institutional Integrity
Institutional integrity is demonstrated by the involvement of a cross-representation from
all groups, including staff, faculty, administrators, students, community groups, CSEA,
West Hills College Faculty Association, and Academic Senate, in the planning processes
and participatory/shared governance. The administration supports a decision-making
process involving people affected by the decision. Faculty members perform a central
role in developing, implementing, and evaluating educational programs. Integrity is also
demonstrated by the current governance process which was developed collaboratively
with all college constituencies. Reassigned time is granted for faculty members with
significant responsibilities in governance, such as the Academic Senate president and the
Curriculum Committee chair. The Academic Senate has a strong role in college
governance through representation on numerous college committees.
The Board of Trustees is comprised of seven public members who are elected at large
and who represent the six geographical regions of the West Hills Community College
District. Board biographical sketches, which are posted on the district website, reflect
diversity in the group’s representation. All board policies are continually being revised
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and updated on the website for public review. The board has established a policy for
assessing the performance of the board through annual self evaluations.
The budget development process is tied to program review, providing the impetus for
budgets to be developed in relationship to student learning outcomes, advisory committee
recommendations, and the ongoing educational needs of the community.
It is the philosophy of both the district chancellor and WHCCD Board of Trustees that
local autonomy be provided to the colleges. The district office functions as a “service
center” for the colleges. Additionally, the district organizational chart clearly depicts the
structure of the district and colleges and the authority each is given for daily operations.
The resource allocation model, reviewed annually, provides long-term financial stability
for a multi-college district.
Evaluation, Planning, and Improvement
In 1991, the Board of Governors of the California Community Colleges adopted a staff
recommendation naming the Kings County Center of West Hills College as the official,
permanent educational center to serve the Lemoore/Hanford area and requested
concurrence to this action from the California Postsecondary Education Commission
(CPEC). The decision was made, knowing that growth would occur, and that designation
would assist the college in Coalinga to achieve financial stability. During the period of
growth in the ‘90s, the Superintendent/President and Board of Trustees considered the
concept of one college with two campuses, or one district with separate colleges. The
Board agreed to the latter and support from the communities was received through the
passage of Measure G. Through this process, it was also agreed that many of the district
functions would remain centrally located, providing greater efficiency to the colleges.
Rather than providing duplicate services at multiple locations, functions such as human
resources, payroll, and accounting remain a district function, serving each of the colleges
and centers.
Evaluation, planning, and improvement are on-going processes of West Hills Community
College District as outlined in the governance structure and board policy. The Board of
Trustees annually evaluates the chancellor who in turns annually evaluates the college
president. The chancellor informs the Board of Trustees of the evaluation status of the
college Presidents. The president annually evaluates the campus administrators and holds
bimonthly cabinet meetings to check on the status, progress, and quality of the institution
in relationship to student outcomes and quality instruction. An annual self-assessment
and review of past year accomplishments, challenges, and goals achievement are
components of the administrative evaluation. All administrators, faculty, and classified
staff are evaluated regularly as per contract or collective bargaining agreements. Board
policy has been implemented for assessing the performance of the Board of Trustees.
Program reviews are completed by each instructional area, categorical program, and
auxiliary program as a means for evaluation, planning, and improvement. Through the
administration, the college president ensures an ongoing process of program review and
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implementation. Statistics are maintained to monitor program and student success.
Evaluation is also utilized in the committee process in the form of review and dialogue.
Meetings are held at the various levels of governance. Documents, meeting minutes,
manuals, announcements, and agendas are routinely posted either in the MyWestHills
portal or on the district/college website to promote communication, dissemination of
information, and participatory governance.
Organization
The president, in collaboration with all college constituencies, has established a collegewide governance and decision-making process that includes the following: President’s
Cabinet; Planning and Governance Council; Student Success Committee; Institutional
Effectiveness and Program Review Committee; Employee Development and Success
Committee; Budget Allocation Committee; and Facilities and Safety Committee, and
Technology Committee. The governance structure works in conjunction with the
Academic Senate in a shared/participatory governance process. Participants include
students, administrators, faculty, staff, community, and business and industry. The
participatory governance process enables all constituents of the college to be represented
in the decision-making process. The evaluation process, the allocation of resources, and
the justification of those decisions are based on organizational reports, due process, and
participation by faculty, staff, and students. Actions, recommendations, and requests
move through the committees to the Planning and Governance Council, which will then
review, amend, guide, recommend, and, if appropriate, refer to the President’s Cabinet
and to the Board of Trustees.
The district office’s primary purpose is to provide operational and logistical support and
services to the colleges which include: 1) Human Resources, 2) Administrative Services,
3) Marketing and Public Information Services, 4) Contract Education and Economic
Development, 5) Facilities Management, 6) Learning Resources, 7) Information
Technology Services, 8) Institutional Research, 9) Web Services, 10) Foundation, 11)
Enrollment Services, 12) Grants and Resource Development Office, 13) Child
Development Centers, and 14) Business Services. Policies have been developed to
clearly delineate the roles of district and college.
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Standard IV.
Leadership
and
Governance
The institution
recognizes and
utilizes the
contributions of
leadership
throughout the
organization for
continuous
improvement of
the institution.
Governance
roles are
designed to
facilitate
decisions that
support student
learning
programs and
services and
improve
institutional
effectiveness,
while it
acknowledges the
designated
responsibilities
of the governing
board and the
chief
administrator.
IV.A
DecisionMaking Roles
and Process
The institution
recognizes that
ethical and
effective
leadership
throughout the

Institutional leadership at WHCL creates an environment that
encourages participation and leadership at every level.
The
effectiveness and transparency of this is enhanced through the
process of the college’s shared/participatory governance system.
This process offers opportunities for reorganizing, analyzing, and
integrating institutional values and goals while focusing on
continuous improvement. The college has developed clearly defined
roles at all levels of decision making to further support student
learning. The WHCCD Board of Trustees, chancellor, and college
presidents provide the leadership. The Board of Trustees encourages
communication, and the college president’s style reflects that of an
“open door” approach.
The college’s administrative structure is experienced, small in size,
and shares a common vision of putting the needs and interests of
students first. Besides the president, there are two vice presidents
who are in charge of student services and educational services
(instruction).
Student services also includes a dean (with
responsibilities including admissions, records, student grievances,
student government, and student clubs) as well as directors with
specific supervision of categorical programs. The college also has an
athletic director that reports to the vice president of student services.
The vice president of educational services is assisted by an associate
dean, who has direct leadership over some instructional areas, the
library/learning resource center, high school articulations, and other
various functions. Several functions are centrally located at the
district office to include services such as business/administrative
services, human resources, financial aid, grants, research, web
services, distance education, foundation, workforce development,
bookstore (outsourced), marketing, and registrar.

The college mission statement defines the broad educational purposes
and commitment to students at WHCL. The college president sets
the tone in relation to how the college achieves its goals, identifies
institutional values, and maintains institutional integrity and values.
The college president has established a culture of collegiality,
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organization
enables the
institution to
identify
institutional
values, set and
achieve goals,
learn, and
improve.

communication, and leadership through formal and informal venues
utilizing the expertise of faculty and staff. The president encourages
and fosters the participatory governance process which is evidenced
by the high level of involvement by all campus constituency groups.
For example, the student Town Hall meetings held periodically
during the year have increased in participation over time and have
resulted in an instrument for a call to action. As well, staff have
opportunities for candid input to the president during Campus
Forums and Strategic Planning Meetings.
The Planning and Governance Council has over-arching
responsibility to approve all college related decision making for the
college. The President serves as chair of the Planning and
Governance Council (PGC) and has final authority for making
decisions for the college or forwarding recommendations to the
district Chancellor. The Planning and Governance Council is the
penultimate campus committee with all shared governance
committees reporting to it and from it.
Since the last accreditation visit in 2006, the primary participatory
governance committee, the Planning and Governance Council (PGC),
has updated its Planning and Governance Manual, streamlined its
membership and altered standing committees by renaming some,
changing responsibilities, and adding committees when necessary.
These changes were to make the governance process more clear and
accessible. In addition, the PGC has maximized the use of
technology through the use of the MyWestHills portal to post
documents for ease of access. Constituency representatives report
back to the group they represent. (IV.A)

IV.A.1
Institutional
leaders create an
environment for
empowerment,
innovation, and
institutional
excellence. They
encourage staff,
faculty,
administrators,
and students, no
matter what their
official titles, to
take initiative in
improving the

Descriptive Summary
WHCL continues to change and evolve since becoming a center to
now being a fully accredited college. At this point in the college’s
history, the college embarks on a path of recognition, sustainability,
and continued dialogue, along with creating its own identity within
the district. WHCL started this process with partnerships and
commitments almost two decades ago and continues to support and
maintain those key roles and players that have made the college what
it is today. This is not to say that the college has accomplished all of
its goals, but rather that it embraces a philosophy of renewal and selfevaluation that continues to promote growth and improved
institutional effectiveness.
The college has created a culture of ethical leadership and
institutional effectiveness with its current leadership structure which
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practices,
programs, and
services in which
they are
involved. When
ideas for
improvement
have policy or
significant
institution-wide
implications,
systematic
participative
processes are
used to assure
effective
discussion,
planning, and
implementation.

consists of an overarching shared governance committee involving
all campus constituencies.
The established constituents are
represented via student participation through the SGA (Student
Government Association), classified staff through CSEA, and
certificated staff through the WHC Faculty Association and the
Academic Senate. These bodies and the administrative team provide
the thrust for continued efforts to make WHCL a premier institution
in the San Joaquin Valley.
The college’s Planning and Governance Council serves as the
approval and decision making unit for the college where all campus
groups are represented and are provide equal voting opportunities.
This equal representation provides each group the ability to provide
input which enables the college to learn and improve. As an example,
the college annually reviews its mission statement as proscribed by
the Institutional Effectiveness Planning Calendar. The recent review
was imperative due to the fact that the college recently reduced its
course sections to meet budget reductions. As a result of the review,
it was determined that the college’s current mission was still serving
its identified student population by retaining courses in basic skills,
workforce development, degree, and transfer.
In 2005, the district started to develop its first comprehensive
Strategic Plan. Since 2006, WHCL has developed its Educational
Master Plan, revised its Student Equity Plan, updated the governance
manual, completed SLOs, and started assessment processes. As a
result of SLO assessment, the college has identified improvements
and is in the sustainable continuous quality improvement stage. In
addition, the Student Town Hall Matrix was developed as a tool in
WHCL’s evaluation process to provide an avenue for the growing
student voice (Student Government Association) on campus. Under
the strong leadership of the president, the college has demonstrated
continuous improvement and ambitiously achieves many of its goals
in the quiet western region of the San Joaquin Valley. Consequently,
the college is striving to be innovative and a model for the 21st
century as a means of enriching the lives of the community it serves
through learning opportunities and partnerships.
Since becoming fully accredited in 2006, WHCL continues to
evaluate and develop how it implements its mission statement and
makes it the driving force of the college’s vision. WHCL proudly
displays the mission statement in the lobby of the administration
building to motivate the college community and remind all staff of
how the college serves the community, thus enriching the lives of its
students and serving its community.
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The college’s administrative structure also demonstrates its
commitment to ethical and effective leadership by providing by
assigning direct responsibilities to all facets of the organization. The
administrative structure consists of a president, two vice presidents
(one for instruction and one for student services) a dean of students,
an associate dean for instruction, and several directors that provide
leadership to areas such as allied health, athletics, categorical
programs, and maintenance and operations. Also the district director
of financial aid maintains an office at the college and is on the
campus two days per week.
By centralizing several functions to the district office, the district is
able to provide cohesive and consistent services to each of the
colleges. A positive outcome of having a centralized structure is that
the district is able to maintain personnel costs to approximately 70%
of its general fund budget. This has resulted in the district
maintaining its goal of a five percent reserve during difficult
budgetary times.
WHCL leaders create an environment for empowerment, innovation,
and institutional excellence through institutionalized processes such
as planning retreats, student forums, and review of the mission
statement and the Educational Master Plan.
In accordance with Board Policy and Administrative Procedure 2510
(Participation in Local Decision Making), the faculty, staff, students,
and administration are provided opportunities to participate in the
formulation and development of policies, procedures, planning, and
budget planning by way of committee voice and participation. (4.1,
4.2) A policy and procedure review schedule is distributed each fall
and is used as the guideline for policy and procedure review
throughout the year. The college’s Planning and Governance
Council is the college’s body to approve proposed policies and
procedures. Budget development begins at the college level and
progresses through the governance process, ending with the Board of
Trustees.
Faculty and staff have additional opportunities to
participate in the decisions of the college through the faculty
Academic Senate, the Faculty Association, CSEA, and their
individual learning areas. Students have participatory opportunities
through their Student Government Association (SGA). Students,
through their SGA, serve on the Planning and Governance Council
and serve on college shared governance committees. The college’s
SGA has held Student Town Hall meetings to express ideas and
concerns as a means to make improvements and enhance institutional
effectiveness.
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The Student Town Hall meeting in spring 2009 brought nearly 50
students together to consider college functions in the various areas of
operation as they affect students. Students divided into groups,
facilitated by faculty and staff, to determine the top three concerns in
the areas of scheduling, instruction, financial aid, facilities,
counseling and advising, student services, registration, and records.
The top three student concerns in each area, with prospective
solutions developed within groups, were forwarded to the Student
Success Committee where a plan for each is under development.
In the fall of 2009, a second Town Hall meeting was conducted to
continue the dialogue with students and to begin to institutionalize
the process of hearing from students regarding issues pertinent to the
state of their college. In response to feedback from students
regarding the openness of the faculty and staff-led event from the
previous semester, the college conducted a completely student-run
event to remove inhibition to student comments that could arise by:
1) leading of the conversation in a direction that seems important to
faculty or staff, and 2) students not feeling intimidated by a faculty
presence. Student facilitators were trained in the IS-7 Student
Leadership class. A compilation of the commentary was developed
by representatives from the class and presented to the college
administration. (4.3)
Self Evaluation
Institutional leadership, through its shared/participatory governance
process at WHCL, has created an environment that encourages
participation and leadership at every level. The effectiveness and
transparency of this is enhanced through the many avenues of our
shared governance system.
This process offers continuous
opportunities for participation by reorganizing, analyzing, and
integrating institutional values and goals while focusing on
continuous improvement.
West Hills College Lemoore has developed a system of integrated
planning in setting goals and making improvements of its processes.
The Planning and Governance Council is represented by all
constituencies of the college including students, staff, faculty, and
administration. The President serves as the chair of the Planning and
Governance Council whereby he receives input from all
constituencies of the college. The PGC is comprised of seven
standing committees which are the Budget Allocation Committee,
Student Success Committee, Employee Development and Success
Committee, Facilities Safety and Auxiliary Services Committee,
Institutional Effectiveness and Program Review Committee, Student
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Learning Outcomes Committee, and the Technology Committee.
The purpose of the seven committees is to guide the college in setting
and reviewing college goals, provide effective leadership, and
inclusive decision making at all levels. The college also has a system
of instructional and non-instructional learning areas whose purpose is
to provide input and make recommendations at the unit level.
An example of involvement of a college constituency for making
improvements is our Student Town Halls. The college’s Student
Government Association uses Student Town Halls to identify student
perceptions and concerns about college processes. These ideas are
recorded and tracked on a matrix for assignment to a college shared
governance committee for possible resolution and implementation.
These town halls empower students to voice their concerns, but also
provide the college with student innovation as well as improvement
for our practices, programs and facilities. One example of a student
concern was in the area of security. Students identified lights that
were out in the student parking lots and brought them forward as a
concern. This concern was assigned to the Facilities and Safety
Committee and new lights were installed.
Faculty have similar input through the West Hills College Lemoore’s
Academic Senate, the college’s Curriculum Committee, the Faculty
Association,
and faculty involvement in shared governance
committees. The committees listed above serve as the faculty’s voice
on the Planning and Governance Council.
Classified staff is represented on all college governance committees
and have additional representation via its CSEA organization.
Finally faculty and staff participate in campus learning opportunities
through the President’s Open Forums, the college’s Strategic
Planning Committee, and Faculty and Staff Town Halls. One area the
college needs to improve upon is the inclusion of adjunct faculty and
evening students in the planning and decision making process. The
only time adjunct faculty are remotely involved in the planning and
decisions of the college is when they participate in opening adjunct
faculty meetings occurring at the beginning of each semester. Also,
there are few opportunities for evening students to participate to have
a voice in supporting the direction of the college. The Student
Government Association has, at times, surveyed evening students for
input, but these surveys have been infrequent. (IV.A.1)
Planning Agenda Items


The college’s shared governance committees and associate
dean of education and evening college will develop stronger
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mechanisms to involve adjunct faculty and evening students
in the shared governance processes of the college. Initial
reports will be developed and shared with the Planning and
Governance Council by the start of the fall 2011 term.
(IV.A.1)
IV.A.2
The institution
establishes and
implements a
written policy
providing for
faculty, staff,
administrator,
and student
participation in
decision-making
processes. The
policy specifies
the manner in
which individuals
bring forward
ideas from their
constituencies
and work
together on
appropriate,
planning, and
special-purpose
bodies.

Descriptive Summary
The shared/participatory governance process recognizes each role of
membership. (4.3, 4.4) The Planning and Governance Council
(PGC) works under the assumption that each member of the
committee is a representative of a constituency group or the chair of a
standing campus committee.
Self Evaluation
Through the college’s Planning and Governance Manual and shared
governance committee guidelines, West Hills College Lemoore
effectively demonstrates shared participation in decision making
processes. The PGC manual is regularly reviewed and updated for
currency and relevancy. As an example of a recent update for
improvement occurred in spring 2010 with a change to the Student
Success Committee guidelines involving a revision of the goal
statement, adding new products, and a revision of membership to
reflect broad participation within Student Services.
There are seven shared governance committees that provide input to
the college’s Planning and Governance Council. These committees
are the Budget Allocation Committee, the Facilities, Safety and
Auxiliary Services Committee, the Institutional Effectiveness and
Program Review Committee, the Employee Development and
Success Committee, the Student Learning Outcomes Committee, the
Student Success Committee, and the Technology Committee. Each
of these committees is represented by faculty, staff, and students. In
addition, the Academic Senate, the WHC Faculty Association,
CSEA, and students (through the Student Government Association),
have representation on PGC. West Hills College Lemoore does not
have a classified senate. (IV.A.2)
Planning Agenda Items


IV.A.2.a
Faculty and
administrators

None

Descriptive Summary
WHCL has a governance process that allows for participation from
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have a
substantive and
clearly defined
role in
institutional
governance and
exercise a
substantial voice
in institutional
policies,
planning, and
budget that relate
to their areas of
responsibility
and expertise.
Students and staff
also have
established
mechanisms or
organizations for
providing input
into institutional
decisions.

all levels—students, staff, faculty, administration, and the WHCCD
Board of Trustees—in the governance of the college. Board Policy
and Administrative Procedure 2510, Participation in Local Decision
Making, addresses the groups that are established to carry the Board
of Trustee’s intent of shared/participatory governance. The roles of
each group in the governance processes are defined in the Planning
and Governance Manual. (4.4)
The college continues to refine its policies, planning, and governance
structures to ensure that faculty and administrators have a substantive
and clearly defined role. Established committee meetings continue to
occur and policy adjustments or additions are made as needed. The
shared governance process allows for constituencies to voice their
concerns. The Planning and Governance Manual reflects this
philosophy.
The college encourages active participation by students in committee
work, the Student Government Association, and forums. The
involvement of students in the colleges shared governance process
has significantly improved during the past academic year. The SGA
president and his officers have made a concerted effort to become
involved and serve as a voice for students. As an example, the SGA
president and his vice president attended a district wide strategic
planning session in July 2010. Through these efforts, students have
demonstrated a sense of community, volunteerism, and have
strengthened their leaderships skills. The shared governance process
allows for constituencies to voice their concerns. The Planning and
Governance Manual reflects this philosophy. (4.4)
In 2009, the Leadership Class (IS 7), in conjunction with SGA,
launched the first exclusively student-led forum. As a result, a
Student Town Hall Matrix of concerns and solutions was presented to
the dean of students, as well as the Planning and Governance Council
(PGC) and administrators. Planning and governance subcommittees
were then assigned specific areas of concern to address and report
back to the PGC. This resulted in a dynamic document whereby
ongoing efforts to address the needs and concerns of student can be
formalized. Such was the case of a traffic safety concern presented
by students regarding the congestion upon entering and exiting the
campus.
This concern was addressed through the Facilities
Committee, who in turn worked with the City of Lemoore to alleviate
the congestion. (4.5)
In addition to faculty and staff participation through the Academic
Senate, Faculty Association, CSEA, shared governance committees,
learning areas, staff and faculty also participated on the college’s
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Strategic Planning Committee. Faculty and staff also attend
President’s Open Forums and receive updates and are provides the
opportunity to express ideas or concerns to the president.
Self Evaluation
The college’s Strategic Master Plan and the college’s Educational
Master Plan guide the direction of the college. West Hills College
Lemoore’s structure of learning area committees representing
instructional and non-instructional areas, its shared governance
committees, and the Planning and Governance Council, provide a
clearly defined role for each constituency for effective planning,
improvement, and participative governance. Areas such as budget
recommendations, planning goals, and policy recommendations are
forwarded through learning area committees, shared governance
committees, and to the PGC for approval. Students are represented
through their Student Government Association representatives on
PGC and are members of several shared governance and college
committees.
The PGC meets semi--monthly and uses the Institutional
Effectiveness Planning Calendar to guide the council to identify
major college planning documents and processes that require annual
review. The college also uses a Strategic Planning Committee to
make recommendations concerning college processes, mission
statement revisions, and institutional goal changes and reviews.
Recently the Strategic Planning Committee reviewed the college’s
Performance Indicators/Institutional Outcomes in the review of the
mission and vision statement with recommendations forwarded to the
Planning and Governance Council. At that time, no changes to the
mission and vision statement were recommended. The Planning and
Governance Council is also charged with reviewing board policies
and administrative procedures that are provided by the district office.
Recommendations to Board Policies and Administrative Procedures
are forwarded to The Leadership Council and to chancellor’s
Executive Cabinet for final approval. (IV.A.2.a)
Planning Agenda Items

IV.A.2.b
The institution
relies on faculty,
its Academic
Senate or other

None

Descriptive Summary
WHCL relies on faculty and administrators for recommendations on
curricular and other education matters. It also relies on the Academic
Senate for recommendation on programs and other services. The
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appropriate
faculty
structures, the
Curriculum
Committee, and
academic
administrators
for
recommendations
about student
learning
programs and
services.

college also relies on the Curriculum Committee that establishes
procedures for the creation, design, and approval of new courses.
Board Policy and Administrative Procedure AP 2410, states that
“review and approval by the Academic Senate presidents will be
requested only if the policy/or procedure deal(s) with academic and
professional matters.” (4.6) The Academic Senate President for each
college regularly attends monthly board meetings and have a standing
item on the agenda whereby they report on the activities of the
senate’s at each college. Board Policy 2510, Participation in Local
Decision Making, further describes the official responsibilities and
authority of faculty in curricular and other educational matters when
it states, “The Board or its designees will consult collegially with the
Academic Senate.”
(4.2)
Administrative Procedure 2510,
Participation in Local Decision Making, states that the Board of
Trustees “shall rely primarily on the advice and judgment of
Academic Senate,” in curriculum matters, such as student learning
programs and other services. (4.1)
Self Evaluation
Faculty have consistently been involved in the decision making
processes of the college. Faculty serve on each of the shared
governance committees and serve on special committees such as
hiring committees. Board Policies and Administrative Procedures
adequately prescribe the roles of the college’s academic senate and
curriculum committees. The Academic Senate President is a member
of the college’s Planning and Governance Council and regularly
reports on activities of the senate. The Academic Senate has a voice,
through PGC, on recommendations for Board Policies and
Administrative Procedures that are sent to the colleges as part of the
regular review process. The Academic Senate president also reports
to the PGC decisions and recommendations from the college’s
curriculum committee. The Curriculum Committee is charged with
regularly reviewing course outlines and making instructional program
change recommendations. A recent example of a recommendation
from the Curriculum Committee and carried forward by the senate
president, was the change in unit value of the college’s intercollegiate
course offerings from two units to three units. This change was
approved by the district’s Board of Trustees last May. (IV.A.2.b)
Planning Agenda Items


None
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IV.A.3
Through
established
governance
structures,
processes, and
practices, the
governing board,
administrators,
faculty, staff, and
students work
together for the
good of the
institution.
These processes
facilitate
discussion of
ideas and
effective
communication
among the
institution’s
constituencies.

Descriptive Summary
As outlined by Board Policy 2510 (Participation in Local Decision
Making), WHCL’s Planning and Governance Council (PGC)
provides the process that gives “opportunities for students, faculty,
and staff to participate in the governance of the college.” (4.2) This
is then made clear in the PGC’s Planning and Governance Manual,
which states that this “governance structure and process is designed
to be inclusive and encourage” a collaborative environment. (4.4)
Faculty roles are established through the Academic Senate and
participation in the PGC. Classified staff also serve in the shared
governance process by serving as members in the shared governance
council. CSEA assists in the appointments of classified employees to
committees. Student representatives are appointed through the
Student Government Association.
From the PGC to periodic Town Hall meetings, five recognized
constituencies (student government association, academic senate,
faculty association, classified organization, and administrators) at the
college provide effective communication and exchange of
information through their individual venues. This process allows for
communication and dialogue throughout the college’s constituencies,
resulting in continuous evaluation and improvement. Access to PGC
and standing subcommittee information, such as minutes, meeting
dates, and agendas, is available on the college’s MyWestHills portal.
An adequate and effective organizational structure of shared
governance exists and provides an avenue for communication and
decision-making. All constituency groups, including students, are
afforded opportunities to participate in the governance activities and
processes on campus. It is particularly noteworthy that student
participation is at its highest point in WHCL history, based on Town
Hall Meetings, the number of Student Government Association
members, and attendance at standing college committees. One area
in need of improvement is the participation of adjunct faculty in
events, activities, and planning processes of the college. (4.3, 4.7,
4.8)
Board Policies (BP) and Administrative Procedures (AP) adequately
define the roles of staff and students within the college. Specifically,
BP and AP 2410, Policy and Administrative Procedure, and BP and
AP 2510, Participation in Local Decision Making, define the role of
faculty in student educational programs and services planning. (4.6,
4.9)
The Planning and Governance Manual outlines the roles for all staff
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and students who participate in the governance structure. The
manual further outlines the specific responsibilities of the
representatives from these constituencies. Governance structures,
including those that have staff and student roles, are defined in the
PGC Manual. West Hills College Lemoore’s Governance Process
flowchart, which is available on the WHCL website for all
constituencies to view under governance and the PGC Manual, is
reviewed and updated as needed and shows how the governance
procedures include staff and students. (4.10)
The WHCCD Board of Trustee’s membership includes a student
trustee. West Hills College Lemoore and West Hills College
Coalinga rotate student body representation annually. For the 201011 academic year, West Hills College Lemoore’s Student
Government Association president serves as the student trustee.
The role of classified staff, as defined in BP 2510, specifies that
“classified staff shall be provided with opportunities to participate in
the formulation and development of district policies and procedures
that have a significant effect on staff.” (4.2) Classified staff serve on
numerous governance and organizational committees as voting
members and have direct input into the processes and decision
making of the college. Classified members also participate in
planning retreats, district goal setting workshops, and a report is
given by the CSEA president to the WHCCD Board of Trustees at
the monthly Board meetings.
BP 2510 also defines the role of students in the decision-making
processes of the district.
Through the Student Government
Association, students are encouraged to become involved in the
governance and decision making processes of the college. For
example, students participate in Strategic Planning Retreats, college
committees, cultural awareness activities, and community events on
campus and in the local area. A pervasive display of openness
between students, staff, faculty and administrators is evidence in
student dialogue and communication at all levels.
The PGC is the “principal participatory governance body of the
college.”
This governance body “creates the processes for
recommending college policies and governance committee
structures,” per AP 2410, and “reviews and approves actions,
recommendations, and requests of committees, planning groups, and
task forces.” ( 4.6) This council facilitates communication between
five constituencies, including the Student Government Association,
the Academic Senate, the WHC Faculty Association, classified staff,
and administrators.
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The PGC consists of seven subcommittees, including the Student
Success Committee, Institutional Effectiveness and Program Review
Committee, Budget Allocation Committee, Employee Development
and Success Committee, Student Learning Outcome Committee,
Facilities and Safety Committee, and the Technology Committee,
that ensure communication, planning, review, and improvements.
The District Leadership Council (DLC) is composed of faculty
leaders from the Faculty Association and Academic Senates,
classified employee leaders, a student leader from each college, and
administrators from the colleges and district. The role of this council
is to serve as a conduit for communication between the district and
the colleges. This council serves to make recommendations to the
district chancellor in matters affecting college operations. As an
example, if there is disagreement between the two colleges, the DLC
may be asked to provide a recommendation to the chancellor’s
executive cabinet. (4.11)
Matters of importance to the constituencies of the college and
community are relayed by the college’s Strategic Plan, District
Strategic Plan (which contains the district score card), President’s
Reports at WHCCD Board of Trustees meetings, college Educational
Master Plan, district Technology Plan, district Distance Education
Strategic Plan, college Student Equity Plan, district Diversity Plan,
district Annual Report to the Community, District Office Electronic
Newsletter, and the district community newsletter called @westhills.
(4.12, 4.13, 4.14, 4.15, 4.16, 4.17, 4.18, 4.19, 4.20, 4.21)
Self Evaluation
The chancellor regularly conducts district leadership planning retreats
that involve all constituents of the district including students, faculty,
staff, and administration. A recent district level planning retreat was
held in June 2010 that included student leaders from both colleges,
senate presidents from both colleges, faulty leaders from colleges,
college and district staff, and college administration. Also at the
retreat were selected board members and community leaders from the
Coalinga, North District, and Lemoore communities. The purpose of
the planning retreat was to review district goals and district/college
score cards that depicted progress in obtaining district goals and to
identify improvement plans for the academic year. This retreat
represented broad based participation from all segments of the
district. As a result, West Hills College Lemoore has refined its
outreach plan to include added focus on area high school. The
college president and vice president of student services recently met
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with each area high school principal to identify ways to improve
college-going rates. These plans continue to be refined and results
will be analyzed during fall 2011 with data from newly enrolled high
school graduates.
The shared governance process provides the president and WHCL
with a means to provide direction and structure. (4.27) The
governance process continues to be evaluated and refined, and
participation has seen its greatest growth in the last two years, not
only in committee work but also with student participation.
Administrative leadership has not remained static. Changes have
occurred and new roles evolved to meet the growing needs of the
college’s future. This is in concert with supporting student learning,
fostering institutional effectiveness, and facilitating continued and
manageable growth. (IV.A.3)
Planning Agenda Items


IV.A.4
The institution
advocates and
demonstrates
honesty and
integrity in its
relationships
with external
agencies. It
agrees to comply
with Accrediting
Commission
standards,
policies, and
guidelines, and
Commission
requirements for
public disclosure,

The college’s Employee Development and Success
Committee has identified a need for staff training and
understanding of the college’s shared governance processes.
Some employees are not fully aware of the function of the
Planning and Governance Council and its shared governance
committees. The EDSC will develop the training workshop
and assess the results of its training to ensure staff have a
better understanding of the governance process. This training
will occur in spring 2011. (IV.A.3)

Descriptive Summary
WHCL encourages a culture of open dialogue as evidenced by events
such as the Student Town Hall meetings, open forums, student
learning outcome workshops, and strategic planning retreats. The
college also hosted accreditation training provided by the
Commission for the benefit of district institutions and neighboring
colleges.
In spring of 2009, the college hosted the Accrediting Commission for
Community and Junior Colleges for training in the standards of
accreditation and for the preparation for the college’s self study
document. Representatives from WHCL, West Hills College
Coalinga, and Merced College heard from the Commission regarding
standard themes, evidence requirements, resources for self-study
preparation, and special concerns and policies from the Commission.
(4.22) The training served to assist the colleges in meeting
accreditation standards and the understanding of events occurring
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self-study and
other reports,
team visits, and
prior approval of
substantive
changes. The
institution moves
expeditiously to
respond to
recommendations
made by the
Commission.

during a full accreditation visit. This training served as a mechanism
to improve institutional effectiveness and provide in-depth
understanding of the commission’s requirements, policies, standards,
and guidelines.
The college’s vice-president of educational services serves as the
accreditation liaison officer and chairs the accreditation self study
report. The former Academic Senate president serves as co-chair of
the accreditation self study report. The chair and co-chair provide
leadership, clarity, continuity, and overall review of the accreditation
process and self study document preparation. The college president
takes an active role in setting the tone for the accreditation process,
general guidance and support for all constituencies in the activities
necessary for a thorough self study, overall review of the process, and
serves as the liaison between the college and the district office.
Self Evaluation
The college complies with accrediting commission standards,
policies, and guidelines for public disclosure. West Hills College
Lemoore students, staff, faculty, and administrators participated in
the preparation of this self study document. The Board of Trustees
has been regularly comprised of the progress of the preparation for
the accreditation visit via reports and updates at each board meeting.
In addition, the college has made improvements to address the
previous recommendations from the 2006 visiting team to include
progress identified through a focused mid-term report in 2008. Also
the college recently submitted a notice of substantive change for it
online degree programs last summer. Through its catalog, the college
demonstrates integrity and honesty to its student and the communities
it serves in adherence to its mission statement. (IV.A.4)
Planning Agenda Items


IV.A.5
The role of
leadership and
the institution's
governance and
decision-making
structures and
processes are
regularly
evaluated to

None

Descriptive Summary
The WHCCD Board of Trustees invited the President of the Western
Association of School and Colleges to a Board Retreat on February 5,
2010. The purpose of her attendance was to educate and update the
Board of Trustees on their role in the accreditation process and
expectations. She also shared best practices on the requirements on
board involvement and responsibilities as Board of Trustees. (4.23)
WHCL has developed an evaluation of its shared governance and
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assure their
integrity and
effectiveness.
The institution
widely
communicates
the results of
these evaluations
and uses them as
the basis for
improvement.

decision-making processes that includes faculty, staff, and student
participation. One process has been the district/college function
mapping survey that is distributed to all staff to assess their
understanding of college and district functions. The survey was
administered in 2006 and again in 2009. Results of the latest survey
were reviewed by the college’s Planning and Governance Council
(PGC) and then distributed to all relevant constituencies. The college
uses the results of the function mapping survey to identify areas of
responsibility that are confusing to constituencies and take steps
necessary to clarify role and function of staff and departments. (4.24)
In spring 2010, the college solicited the services of the Office of
Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Management to survey
members of the Strategic Planning Committee and the Planning and
Governance Council as to the effectiveness and the understanding of
their roles and responsibilities. The purpose of these surveys was to
provide information for improvement of the college’s planning and
governance structures. (4.25, 4.26)
Based on committee self-evaluation regarding roles and
responsibilities, some committees have changed their titles to
represent their function.
For example the Student Learning
Committee has changed its title to the Institutional Effectiveness and
Program Review Committee (IEPRC). The IEPRC focuses primarily
on program review and the application of those reviews to the
Educational Master Plan. The Student Success Committee explored
the essential role and function of the committee and its relationship to
institutional effectiveness. As a result, the role, function, and
committee composition was broadened and essential documents were
aligned to improve student learning. A tool for shared governance
was created through the MyWestHills portal team site.
Self Evaluation
Through assessment surveys the college has evaluated college
personnel for their understanding of college versus district functions,
the functionality of its Strategic Planning Committee and processes,
and the overall perception of the Planning and Governance Council.
As a result of the college’s assessment of its shared governance
survey in spring 2010 the vast majority of respondents agreed or
strongly agreed that each constituency has a defined role in shared
governance, minutes are disseminated and available to all staff, and
the shared governance process supports the quality, integrity, and
effectiveness of student learning programs and services. The
college’s assessment survey of its effectiveness in strategic planning
showed that constituencies feel the college is committed and
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succeeding in achieving the vast majority of its goals of providing
quality education, empowering students, and effectively maintaining
productivity. (IV.A.5)
Planning Agenda Items


None
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IV.B Board and
Administrative
Organization
In addition to the
leadership of
individuals and
constituencies,
institutions
recognize the
designated
responsibilities
of the governing
board for setting
policies and of
the chief
administrator for
the effective
operation of the
institution.
Multi-college
districts/systems
clearly define the
organizational
roles of the
district/system
and the colleges.

The governing body for West Hills Community College District is
comprised of a seven member Board of Trustees along with one
Student Trustee. Board members are elected at large for a term of
four years. The terms of office for the members elected from the
local district communities are staggered with biennial elections in
accordance with California Education Code.
The essential
responsibilities of the Board of Trustees are to provide and facilitate
the best possible learning environment for students; to assure that the
district and colleges are effectively managed and fiscally responsible;
to maintain fair and equitable policies for employees and students of
the colleges; to be knowledgeable and supportive of the district and
colleges mission statement; and to support the education programs
and curriculum development, program review, and Student Learning
Outcomes from each college.
The Board of Trustees assures that the district is financially sound
and responsible through careful budget planning and ongoing
reporting from committees, staff, and administrators and from the
district office of the Vice Chancellor of Business and Human
Resources. Monthly financial reports are discussed during WHCCD
Board of Trustee Meetings. The annual audits have also been
administered and WHCCD has been in compliance over the past
review cycle.
Annually, the Board conducts an evaluation of the district chancellor
and, in conjunction with the Board of Trustees, the chancellor
conducts an evaluation of the college president. The president in turn
evaluates his administrative staff on an annual basis. This year’s
evaluations were focused on the Franklin Covey principle of “7
Habits of Highly Effective People.” (4.28, 4.29) (IV.B)

IV.B.1
The institution
has a governing
board that is
responsible for
establishing
policies to assure
the quality,
integrity, and
effectiveness of
the student
learning

Descriptive Summary
The WHCCD Board of Trustees established Board Policy 2430,
which addresses the delegation of authority to the district chancellor.
By way of this policy, the Board of Trustees delegates to the
chancellor the responsibility of administering policies adopted by the
Board of Trustees and executing all decisions of the Board requiring
administrative action. BP 2430 delegates responsibilities to the
chancellor, whose duties include, but are not limited to, the power to
make decisions when Board policy is silent, the authority to delegate,
the interpretation of Board policy, and ensure compliance with
relevant laws. (4.28)
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programs and
services and the
financial stability
of the institution.
The governing
board adheres to
a clearly defined
policy for
selecting and
evaluating the
chief
administrator for
the college or the
district/system.

In addition BP 2431 delineates authority to the chancellor and to the
respective college presidents. BP 2510, entitled Participation in
Local Decision Making, describes the college governance structures
and processes. BP 2433, Chancellor Selection, outlines the process
to fill the vacancy of a chancellor’s position. (4.2, 4.27, 4.29)
The WHCCD Mission Statement directs the actions of the Board of
Trustees to support student effectiveness of student learning
programs and services and the financial stability of the institution.
The Board may adopt such policies as are authorized by law where
determined by the Board to be necessary for the efficient operation of
the District. Board policies are intended to be statements of intent by
the Board on a specific issue within its subject matter jurisdiction.
The policies have been written to be consistent with provisions of
law, but do not encompass all laws relating to district activities. All
district employees are expected to know of and observe all provisions
of law pertinent to their job responsibilities. (4.6)
Policies of the Board may be adopted, revised, added to, or amended
at any regular board meeting by a majority vote. When applicable,
proposed changes or additions shall be introduced not less than one
regular meeting prior to the meeting at which action is recommended.
All board policies and administrative procedures relevant to the
operations of the colleges are first reviewed by appropriate shared
governance groups and recommendations are forwarded through the
college governance councils to the chancellor and finally to the
Board of Trustee for adoptions. Board policies and administrative
procedures are available for review in the district office, president’s
office or district website. (4.8)
Administrative procedures are to be issued by the chancellor as
statements of method to be used in implementing Board policy. Such
administrative procedures shall be consistent with the intent of Board
policy. Administrative procedures may be revised as deemed
necessary by the chancellor. Board Policy and Administrative
Procedures are subject to review and final approval by the Board.
Self Evaluation
The Board of Trustees has been a member of the Community College
League’s Policy and Procedure Service since 2000. Since that time,
nearly 100 policies and 70 procedures have been reviewed and
approved by the Board of Trustees. A Policy and Procedure Review
Schedule is also in place which outlines the review schedule each
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academic year.
A policy for the selection of the chief administrator for the district –
the Chancellor – has been in place since November 2003, and was
most recently reviewed and revised in February 2009. The existing
policy with regard to the Chancellor’s evaluation by the Board of
Trustees is currently on the Policy and Procedure Review Schedule
and will be reviewed in February 2011. (IV.B.1)
Planning Agenda Items

IV.B.1.a
The governing
board is an
independent
policy-making
body that reflects
the public
interest in board
activities and
decisions. Once
the board
reaches a
decision, it acts
as a whole. It
advocates for
and defends the
institution and
protects it from
undue influence
or pressure.

None

Descriptive Summary
The WHCCD Board of Trustees operates under a clearly defined
Code of Ethics/Standards of Practice, which states that it makes
decisions that give priority to the students. The Board is consistent
with the District’s Mission Statement and is responsible for
educational quality, legal matters, and financial integrity. The Board
of Trustees established Board Policy 2430 to address the delegation
of authority of the chancellor. By way of this policy, the Board of
Trustees delegates to the chancellor the responsibility of
administering policies adopted by the Board and executing all
decisions of the Board requiring administrative action. (4.28, 4.30,
4.31)
The shortest term of current Board members is 13 years. One
member has represented her community for longer than 40 years.
Members have established a relationship of trust within the
communities from which they are elected, and there have been no
conflicts of interest. Board policies are in place to clearly define a
trustee code of ethics (BP 2715) and conflicts of interest (2710).
(4.30, 4.31)
Self Evaluation
The Board of Trustees discussed its code of ethics/standards of
practice policy most recently at its Board meeting in April 2010.
Code of ethics training was also discussed at that time. Since that
time, it has been discovered that code of ethics training is not legally
required for the Board; however, the Board has agreed that an
occasional ethics review would be beneficial for all members.
Although not scheduled for a formal annual review, the Board’s code
of ethics is posted on their web page and is also available to the
Board of Trustees in their agenda binders each month.
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The district’s Conflict of Interest Code was updated in the spring of
2010 during the biennial review by the Fair Political Practices
Commission. In turn, the Conflict of Interest procedure was updated
and approved by the Board of Trustees. Board members have been
diligent in completing their conflict of interest statements each year.
(IV.B.1.a)
Planning Agenda Items

IV.B.1.b
The governing
board establishes
policies
consistent with
the mission
statement to
ensure the
quality, integrity,
and improvement
of student
learning
programs and
services and the
resources
necessary to
support them.

None

Descriptive Summary
The WHCCD Board establishes policies consistent with WHCL's
Mission Statement to ensure the quality, integrity, and improvement
of student learning programs and services and the resources
necessary to support them. Policy is currently in place that deals with
quality, integrity, and improvement of student learning programs and
services being consistent with the District Mission Statement. The
Board of Trustees demonstrates responsible concern for the quality of
the college's academic and co-curricular programs, and provides
appropriate oversight to ensure fiscal soundness. (4.32, 4.33) Board
Policy 4020 states, “The programs and curricula of the District shall
be of high quality, relevant to the community and student needs, and
evaluated regularly to ensure quality and currency.” (4.34)
The WHCL Mission Statement is in alignment with the Board’s
Mission Statement in that its mission demonstrates quality, integrity,
and commitment to improvement of student learning. Board members
routinely interact with and ask questions of college and district
representatives at board meetings in addition to hearing special
reports and presentations on various programs, projects and issues.
The Board approves curricular and academic policies, intending to
ensure the high quality of educational programs at the college and
throughout the district. Board policies address such issues as
curriculum development and approval, course outline review,
academic and student services policies, and related subjects. The
Board approves new courses and programs, changes to existing
courses, and academic policy changes. The Board is kept informed
about other academic and regular issues through program review,
accreditation, partnerships, contacts, and student and employee
honors and awards.
At the District Board's Annual Retreat, held on February 5 and 6,
2010, the Board reviewed its goals and performance indicators for
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currency, progress, and relevancy in an effort to ensure the quality,
integrity, and improvements of student learning programs and
services and the resources necessary to support them. In addition,
this review encompassed the results of the ARCC (Accountability
Report for Community Colleges) for areas such as a success,
retention, and graduation rates. This review and previous reviews
indicated areas of low performance and resulted in the college
making adjustments to one of its instructional programs (Open
Entry/Open Exit BUS and CIS Education) that provided for more
traditional instruction. (4.35)
Self Evaluation
A Policy and Procedure Review Schedule is established in July of
each year and Board policies and procedures are developed and
reviewed consistent with that schedule. In the last three years,
specific policies and procedures ensuring the quality, integrity and
improvement of student learning programs and services were
approved by the Board including: program and curriculum
development, graduation requirements, matriculation, student rights,
attendance, student records, prerequisite, enrollment, and resources.
Prior to formal approval by the Board of Trustees, policies and
procedures are routed to the various college governance groups for
review and approval. The Board of Trustees receives their comments
through the routing forms which accompany each policy and
procedure. The process of routing policies and procedures has been
streamlined over the past couple of years, allowing for a better flow
of communication between the colleges, district, and Board of
Trustees. (IV.B.1.b)
Planning Agenda Items

IV.B.1.c
The governing
board has
ultimate
responsibility for
educational
quality, legal
matters, and
financial
integrity.

None

Descriptive Summary
The WHCCD Board of Trustees is ultimately responsible for
educational quality, legal matters, and in the financial integrity of the
district, BP 6200, Budget Preparation. The WHCCD Board of
Trustees receives input from constituencies, legal counsel, financial
audit reports, architectural planners, campus shared governance
groups, and college administration; they make independent decisions
that demonstrate their responsibility to ensure educational quality and
financial integrity to support student learning. Board Policy 4020
outlines the Board’s responsibility for educational quality, as stated,
"the programs and curricula of the District shall be of high quality,
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relevant to community and student needs, and evaluated regularly to
ensure quality and currency.” Furthermore, “all new courses,
programs, and program deletions shall be recommended by the
Curriculum Committee to the Chief Instructional Officer who shall
make a recommendation to the college president. The college
president shall then submit a recommendation to the Chancellor for
consideration by the Board and Trustees.” (4.36)
The financial integrity of the District is ensured through a review of
the preliminary budget, tentative budget, and final budget. Thorough
financial reports are provided to the Board on a monthly basis, and a
financial audit is conducted and presented to the board each year.
(4.37, 4.38, 4.39) Board Policy 6200 states that each college has
developed a budget based on the master and educational plans of the
District. It further states that the budget is presented to the Board for
review, showing the Board's ultimate responsibility for financial
integrity. (4.36)
At each Board meeting, representatives from collective bargaining
groups, Academic Senate, and student government are given an
opportunity to share with the Board information they feel is
important. The Board considers this information in their decisionmaking process.
Self Evaluation
The Board of Trustees is committed to enhancing its knowledge of
academic, legal and financial matters of the district. In addition to
the monthly reports heard at each Board meeting, the Board of
Trustees conducts a minimum of two study sessions and one daylong retreat each year. At these study sessions and retreats, the focus
of the topics is on the quality of education and finances of the
district. With regard to the quality of education, the Board has heard
presentations on topics including accreditation, accountability and
performance measures, and strategic planning. With regard to
finances, bond counsel and investment advisors have educated the
Board on long term planning and investing to support the district in
the years to come. Legal counsel has also been brought in to discuss
matters concerning the Brown Act and Conflicts of Interest.
(IV.B.1.c)
Planning Agenda Items


None
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IV.B.1.d
The institution or
the governing
board publishes
the board bylaws
and policies
specifying the
board's size,
duties,
responsibilities,
structure, and
operating
procedures.

Descriptive Summary
After approval by the WHCCD Board of Trustees, policies and
procedures
are
posted
on
the
District’s
website
(http://www.westhillscollege.com/district/about/board_trustees/polici
es/index.asp). The policies and procedures are further made
accessible to the public as they are housed in printed format in the
WHCL Library/Learning Resource Center. These policies and
procedures include the size and composition of the Board, and its
duties, responsibilities, structure, and operating procedures, which
conform to state law. The college has a committee structure that is
responsible for recommending changes to policies and procedures to
assure the quality, integrity, and effectiveness of the student learning
programs and services and the financial stability of the institution.
The WHCCD Board of Trustees is comprised of seven members
elected by the voters of the district to represent the trustee areas in
which they reside.
Trustee areas include Avenal, Coalinga,
Firebaugh, Lemoore, Riverdale, and Tranquility.
The Board
regularly reviews and revises its policies. Board policies are brought
to the Board after approval from the appropriate college shared
governance committees, District Leadership Council, and
Chancellor’s Executive Cabinet. The Board has established policies
for selecting and evaluating the chancellor and the college presidents
(BP 210, Evaluation of Chancellor, and BP 214, Confidential and
Management Evaluation). A student trustee also serves on the board
and is selected by the respective college campus on rotating biases.
The current student trustee is from Lemoore. (4.40, 4.41)
Self Evaluation
Policies and procedures relating specifically to the Board of Trustees,
its duties, responsibilities, structure, and operations are available on
the Board of Trustees web page and accessible by the public. These
policies and procedures are also referenced and outlined in the Board
of Trustees Handbook and are reviewed and updated as necessary.
(IV.B.1.d)
Planning Agenda Items


The board will review and update its Board of Trustees
Handbook at its February 2011 retreat. This update will
allow for current procedures to be incorporated in the board’s
handbook and serve as a guide should a new member come
on the board in the future. (IV.B.1.d)
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IV.B.1.e
The governing
board acts in a
manner
consistent with
its policies and
bylaws. The
board regularly
evaluates its
policies and
practices and
revises them as
necessary.

Descriptive Summary
The minutes and agendas from WHCCD Board of Trustee meetings
indicate that it acts in a manner which is consistent with its policies.
These agendas and minutes are public and accessible on the district
website or available in the office of the chancellor or college
president. The minutes of previous board meetings are archived on
the district website.
The Board has a system for evaluating and revising Board Policies
and Administrative Procedures as reflected in Board Policy 2410,
which results in review, updates, and approvals of its policies and
procedures. Board minutes and agendas also offer evidence of
regular review of Board Policies and Administrative Procedures that
reflect the Board’s support of student learning. (4.6, 4.9)
The District has instituted a Policy and Procedure Review Schedule
for regular Board policy review. This ensures that Board policies are
evaluated and revised on a regular and ongoing schedule. The Policy
and Procedures Routing Form is used for tracking the progress of
new and revised policies and administrative procedures. (4.39, 4.42)
For example, during the fiscal year of 2009-2010, many Board
policies and Administrative Procedures were evaluated and revised.
The evaluation process can begin at either the Board level or through
established institutional governance bodies. This process is tracked
through the use of the District’s Routing Form. (4.39) This process
resulted in the evaluation, revision, and implementation of 15 policies
and procedures in 2009-2010. The district maintains a schedule that
delineates the policies and procedures that are to be reviewed each
academic year. (4.42) The Policy and Procedure Routing Form,
which was developed, revised, and implemented in 2006, tracks the
progress of new and revised Board policies.
Self Evaluation
The role of the Board of Trustees in reviewing and approving
policies and procedures is clearly defined in Board Policy and
Administrative Procedure 2410, which was most recently reviewed
and revised in October 2010. Following the Policy and Procedure
Review Schedule, the Board of Trustees regularly reviews its policies
and procedures to ensure consistency with accreditation standards,
Education Code and Government Code. Within 48 hours of Board
approval, new or revised policies and procedures are posted to the
Board of Trustees web page. This web page is accessible by the
public. (IV.B.1.e)
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Planning Agenda Items

IV.B.1.f
The governing
board has a
program for
board
development and
new member
orientation. It
has a mechanism
for providing for
continuity of
board
membership and
staggered terms
of office.

None

Descriptive Summary
The WHCCD Board has a program for Board development and new
member orientation, as is reflected in Board Policy 2740; this
program includes the Board’s need to learn about accreditation
standards and expectations. This policy states, “the Board is
committed to its ongoing development as a board and to a trustee
education program that includes new trustee orientation.” (4.43,
4.44) Though no new members have joined the Board of Trustees
since 1997, the orientation process is still available. The Board of
Trustees handbook contains information that helps orient new
members of the Board. (4.44) Members of the Board also selfevaluate annually and continue to educate themselves via their
participation in the AACC (American Association of Community
Colleges) Annual Convention, the CCLC (Community College
League of California) Annual Trustees Conference, and the ACCT
(Association of Community College Trustees) Conference, which
include information on fiscal accountability, accreditation, and shared
governance. Administrative Policy 2740 provides the opportunity
and encourages the Board to attend these conferences on trusteeship.
(4.43)
In addition, the Board maintains currency with the
accreditation process, as reflected in Board Policy 3200, through
trainings provided by the ACCJC, as well as through periodic reports
from the chancellor. (4.23, 4.45)
Board retreats and study sessions, which provide topics of varying
interest pertaining to Board development, are conducted throughout
the year The Board has three retreat/study sessions a year that are
designed to be extended opportunities to discuss relevant topics of
particular board interest. Representative topics included facilities and
fiscal planning, district workforce investment training opportunities,
and Board’s roles in the accreditation process. In addition, Board
members attend many college activities that may be used as
informational opportunities.
Board Policy 2100 states that Board elections are held in oddnumbered years and are staggered so that no more than four members
are elected at one time. Annual Board reorganization and election of
officers occurs in December of each year. (4.46)
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Self Evaluation
The Association of Community College Trustees (ACCT) recognized
the longest serving member of the West Hills Community College
District Board of Trustees at their Leadership Congress in Toronto,
Canada in October 2010. All totaled, current members of the Board
of Trustees have served a combined 151 years for the district. The
shortest length of service at this time is 13 years. While new member
orientation has not been necessary for several years because of the
longevity of its members, the Board of Trustees has been provided
with a Board of Trustees handbook and some members have been
active participants in conferences and workshops including the
Datatel Fall Executive Forum, ACCT Leadership Congress, CCLC
Annual Convention, and accreditation training. (IV.B.1.f)
Planning Agenda Items

IV.B.1.g
The governing
board’s self evaluation
processes for
assessing board
performance are
clearly defined,
implemented, and
published in its
policies or
bylaws.

None

Descriptive Summary
The WHCCD Board’s current self-evaluation process is clearly
defined by Board Policy and Administrative Procedure 2745 (4.47,
4.48) and is implemented on an annual basis during the Board’s
retreat. The board underwent its annual self-evaluation at the
February 5 and 6, 2010 retreat. (4.23) The results were reviewed
and presented in open session at the February 16, 2010 Board
meeting and included code of ethics training and review of the Board
of Trustees handbook. In general, the Board had high remarks for
each other and how they generally function as individual Board
members. (4.49) Still, at the March 8, 2010 regularly scheduled
Board meeting, the Board received a presentation on Robert’s Rules
of Order, which was identified during the 2010 self-evaluation
process as an area needing further education. (4.50)
Self Evaluation
In an effort to improve its self evaluation process, the Board of
Trustees is scheduled to review Board Policy and Administrative
Procedure 2745, Board Self-Evaluation, beginning in February 2011.
The current self evaluation tool has been in place and utilized
annually since 2004. (IV.B.1.g)
Planning Agenda Items


None
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IV.B.1.h
The governing
board has a code
of ethics that
includes a clearly
defined policy for
dealing with
behavior that
violates its code.

Descriptive Summary
The WHCCD Board currently has both a Board Policy (BP 2715)
outlining its code of ethics and an Administrative Policy (AP 2715)
that deal with appropriate Board behavior that violates its code. BP
2715 outlines the code of ethics for the Board. Board members are
entrusted to provide evidence of good citizenship in community and
state affairs; refrain from making any decisions or commitments
concerning community college governance, except in Board meetings
or when designated by the Board to do so; avoid situations leading to
conflicts of interest; bring credit to the District through personal
effort, either directly or indirectly, in business, social, professional,
and personal relationships; make decisions which are responsive to
the geographic distribution and social, ethnic, economic, and
minority makeup of the community; make decisions which give
priority to the students; keep informed on matters pertaining to the
community college movement; and to fill the responsibilities of their
commission without regard to prejudice or partisanship. (4.30, 4.51)
Administrative Policy 2715 (Code of Ethics/Standards) further
outlines the code of ethics and the consequences of violations. AP
2715 notes that the Board fosters awareness of ethical expectation by
ensuring that all trustees are aware of the Board's ethical expectation
by providing the policy to all trustees and having it available at Board
meetings. A review of Board ethics is part of the orientation of new
trustees. The Board uses the standards in the code of ethics as
criteria in the Board’s self-evaluation process.
Identifying
consequences for violations of the code of ethics is also part of the
orientation process. There have been no formal violations of the
Board's policy. (4.44)
At the Annual Board Retreat on February 5 and 6, 2010, the Board
reviewed the results of its self-evaluation. During that review, the
Board discussed the results of several questions pertaining to Board
ethics and its individual behaviors as they represent the District. In
addition, there was a code of ethics discussion at the April 20, 2010
Board meeting. (4.52)
Self Evaluation
The Board of Trustees’ Code of Ethics is posted on the Board’s web
page.
Administrative Procedure 2715 specifically addresses
violations of the code of ethics and consequences of those violations.
Board members are reminded of the code of ethics within their selfevaluation process and provide comments and input for discussion
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during its review. (IV.B.1.h)
Planning Agenda Items

IV.B.1.i
The governing
board is
informed about
and involved in
the accreditation
process.

None

Descriptive Summary
WHCCD Board policy is in place to ensure that the Board is
informed of and involved with the accreditation process. Board
Policy 3200 states that, “the Chancellor shall keep the Board
informed of approved accrediting organizations and the status on
accreditations.” It further states that “the Chancellor shall ensure that
the Board is involved in any accreditation process in which Board
participation is required.” (4.45) The Board receives monthly
progress reports via the college presidents. The college presidents
regularly keep the board informed on the progress of the
development of the self-study, midterm, or follow-up reports, and
meeting recommendations from previous visiting teams. The Board
also reviews and provides final approval for the college’s self-study
document prior to the accreditation visit. (4.14)
The Board receives training for understanding the accreditation
process and standards, as evidenced by the annual Board retreat held
on February 5 and 6, 2010. During the February 2010 retreat, the
President of the Western Association of Schools and Colleges
presented information on the involvement and responsibilities of the
Board of Trustees in the accreditation process. (4.23)
Self Evaluation
In February 2010 the Board of Trustees held their annual retreat at
which the President of the Accrediting Commission for Community
and Junior Colleges was invited to speak.
The topic was
“Accreditation Expectations”.
Dialogue between the ACCJC
President and Board Members included discussions about the
Board’s role in accreditation. In addition to this formal presentation,
Board members are provided with minutes of various district and
college meetings which typically include a time for updates on
accreditation matters. The Board is also given the opportunity to
read each college’s self study and provide comments and input prior
to its final approval. (IV.B.1.i)
Planning Agenda Items


None
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IV.B.1.j
The governing
board has the
responsibility for
selecting and
evaluating the
district/system
chief
administrator
(most often
known as the
chancellor) in a
multi-college
district/system or
the college chief
administrator
(most often
known as the
president) in the
case of a single
college. The
governing board
delegates full
responsibility
and authority to
him/her to
implement and
administer board
policies without
board
interference and
holds him/her
accountable for
the operation of
the
district/system or
college,
respectively. In
multi-college
districts/systems,
the governing
board establishes
a clearly defined
policy for
selecting and

Descriptive Summary
WHCCD Board Policy and Administrative Procedure 2433 are
written to ensure that the Board selects the district’s chancellor.
(4.29) Board Policy 2431 defines a clear delegation of responsibility
and authority to implement and administer Board policies to the
district’s chancellor. (4.27) Board Policy 2430 “delegates to the
Chancellor the executive responsibility for administering the policies
adopted by the Board and executing all decisions for the Board
requiring administrative action.” Board Policy 2430 further holds the
chancellor “responsible to the Board.” (4.28) This policy further
holds the chancellor accountable for the operation of the District.
Currently Board Policy 210, which addresses the evaluation process
of the chancellor, is being reviewed. (4.40) Regular reports from the
chancellor on district performance are a standing item on the Board
of Trustees monthly agenda. The Board reviews college progress
using performance indicators, which are provided by data gathered
by the Office of Institutional Research and Enrollment Management.
The Board is also involved in the development of the District’s
Strategic Plan, which guides the development of the college’s
Educational Master Plan.
Self Evaluation
Due to the employment longevity of the district’s Chancellor, the
Board of Trustees has not gone through the process of selecting
someone for this position in quite some time; however, the Board of
Trustees annually reviews the Chancellor’s performance and has
established policies and procedures delineating authority to the
Chancellor, along with policies and procedures for the succession
and selection of the Chancellor. Acknowledging the fact that the
district’s current Chancellor will likely retire within the next few
years, the Board of Trustees embarked upon a series of “Succession
Planning” discussions with a consultant to begin planning for the
future. (IV.B.1.j)
Planning Agenda Items


None
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evaluating the
presidents of the
colleges.
IV.B.2
The president has
primary
responsibility for
the quality of the
institution he/she
leads. He/she
provides effective
leadership in
planning,
organizing,
budgeting,
selecting and
developing
personnel, and
assessing
institutional
effectiveness.

Descriptive Summary
The college president is responsible to the chancellor to carry out the
district policies and is the final authority at the college level. The
Board of Trustees establishes institutional policies and delegates
responsibility to implement these evaluation policies. Each president
carries out the policies of the board as well as the board’s and
chancellor’s recommendations on a continuing basis. The philosophy
of both the chancellor and the Board of Trustees has been in the
direction of “providing the college’s with local autonomy.” The
president is in the best position to determine how to exercise this on
his/her campus most effectively.
WHCL’s president receives his authority from the chancellor and sets
the course and direction of the college providing leadership for fiscal
accountability, professional development, strategic planning,
educational master planning, facilities planning, community relations,
program development, campus development, institutional
effectiveness, and the accreditation process. The president has been
employed with the district since 1986, was selected as the interim
WHCL president in 2004, and became the permanent president in
2005, providing for historical perspective and campus continuity.
Self Evaluation
The President meets with his executive cabinet twice a month to keep
his administrative team current on areas such as directions and tasks
assigned from the Chancellor, community updates, areas needing
administrative recommendation, recommendations from the Planning
and Governance Council, review progress on achieving
college/district goals, and student success. The President’s Executive
Cabinet meetings are also a venue for administrative staff to report on
events or activities from their respective areas, requests for direction
or support, update on enrollment and course scheduling, and
recommendations for new service initiatives or program offerings.
The President also holds monthly information meeting with District
staff and his college leadership team. In addition to college
administration, college faculty and classified leadership also attend.
These meetings are known as the President’s Intercommunication
Team (PIT) and are usually through videoconference with district
personnel located at the district office. Through these meetings
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district personnel and college staff are able to communicate in areas
such as budget updates, district updates, technology updates,
marketing updates, and areas specific to district initiatives.
The President is also a member of the District Leadership Committee
(DTC) which is comprised of the Chancellor, college presidents,
college academic senate presidents, and district vice-chancellors.
This group meets monthly and reviews board policies and
administrative procedures prior to board approval and any other items
of interest to the group. The Chancellor chairs this committee.
(IV.B.2)
Planning Agenda Items

IV.B.2.a
The president
plans, oversees,
and evaluates an
administrative
structure
organized and
staffed to reflect
the institution's
purposes, size,
and complexity.
He/she delegates
authority to
administrators
and others
consistent with
their
responsibilities,
as appropriate.

None

Descriptive Summary
WHCL’s president plans, oversees, and evaluates an administrative
structure that is organized and staffed to reflect the college’s
purposes, size, and complexity. The college recently underwent a
reorganization of its structure resulting in the creation of a new
position of Vice-President of Student Services and realignment of its
instructional and non-instructional learning areas as a result of an
administrative vacancy.
Instructional learning areas were
reconfigured to improve college effectiveness by balancing staff and
responsibilities. Student services were reorganized to enhance
services to students to reflect the dynamic growing population and to
be responsive to campus diversity.
Through the president’s leadership of the college’s Planning and
Governance Council (PGC) and the President’s Executive Cabinet,
the tone for communicating the values, goals, and direction of the
college, expected performance, accountability, culture of evidence,
and data-driven and fiscally sound decision-making is set. The
college regularly communicates with district office personnel through
scheduled President’s Intercommunications Team meetings (PIT).
These meetings are regularly video conferenced between WHCL and
the district office. The purpose of these meetings is to update each
office with current decisions, activities, and recommendations from
the respective offices. (4.8, 4.53)
WHCL’s Institutional Effectiveness Planning Calendar, which is
developed by the President’s Office, ensures a cycle of planning,
oversight, and evaluative efforts. (4.54) The college’s president is
also involved in a scheduled program review cycle that determines
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the needs for the college’s organization and staffing. The president
delegates authority to administrators through the President’s
Executive Cabinet as appropriate to their administrative role. The
president further delegates authority to others through the Planning
and Governance Council.
The administrators exemplify the
expertise, quality, and integrity needed to support the college’s
mission, vision, and daily function.
Self Evaluation
The college has not undergone a formal evaluation of its
administrative structure for a means of evaluating the structure in
meeting the college mission and goals. The most recent change for
the administrative team was the creation of the position of Vice
President of Student Services and a reallocation of the supervision
responsibilities in the area of student services. The administrative
team is down one position with the resignation of the Dean of
Educational Services in fall 2009. This position has not been staffed
due to the recent state budget reductions; however, the
responsibilities of the position have been distributed amongst
remaining administrators. (IV.B.2.a)
Planning Agenda Items


IV.B.2.b
The president
guides
institutional
improvement of
the teaching and
learning
environment by
the following:
 establishing a
collegial
process that
sets of values,
goals, and
priorities;

The president will work with the director of institutional
effectiveness and enrollment management to develop an
assessment tool for the evaluation of the college’s
administrative structure. This assessment will occur in spring
2011. (IV.B.2.a)

Descriptive Summary
WHCL’s president plans, oversees, and evaluates an administrative
structure that is organized and staffed to reflect the college's
purposes, size, and complexity via the Educational Master Plan and
the college’s Strategic Plan. These were created in conjunction with
the established constituents of the college via committees, forums,
and councils, like the Planning and Governance Council, the
President’s Forum, the President’s Executive Cabinet, Student
Learning Outcomes Committee, and the President’s Weekly Updates.
These venues also allow the president to communicate college
values, goals, and directions. (4.55) As a result of Strategic Planning
Retreats and Student Town Hall Forums, the matrix has been
developed to track progress on identified issues or areas for
improvement. This matrix also identifies areas of responsibility and
timelines. The president delegates authority through an established
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 ensuring that
evaluation
planning rely
on high
quality
research and
analysis on
external and
internal
conditions;
 ensuring that
educational
planning is
integrated
with resource
planning and
distribution to
achieve
student
learning
outcomes; and
 establishing
procedures to
evaluate
overall
institutional
planning and
implementatio
n efforts.

governance process, which includes various committees and dialogue
with the constituents of the college. The president further establishes
a link to college research through the Office of Institutional
Effectiveness and Enrollment Management. Through his leadership,
the president makes every effort to inform all constituencies with
updates, newsletters, publications, forums, and face-to-face contacts
to address values and goals in the direction of the college.
College values and goals are further defined and evaluated through
quarterly Strategic Planning Retreats, which also set the tone and
direction of the college. Results of planning retreats are received by
the Planning and Governance Council for review, adoption, and
approval. The president also receives the results of the annual ARCC
that guides program improvement and institutional effectiveness.
Through the president’s open forum and administrative committee
meetings, communication is provided to emphasize the importance of
student learning and learning outcomes.
As evidenced through the Institutional Planning Calendar, the
president ensures assessment and evaluation of the College’s goals
and performance indicators by the District Office of Institutional
Effectiveness and Enrollment Management. The president also
ensures progression on the assessment of student learning outcomes
through continuous progress reports by individual learning areas and
the Student Learning Outcomes Coordinator. As a result of the
president’s leadership, robust dialogue in shared governance
committees he leads the way for improved institutional effectiveness
and enhanced standards for student learning.
Self Evaluation
The President has established a culture of evidence and decision
making that effectively guides the planning processes of the college.
He has provided and encouraged effective and consistent
communication across all groups to include a venue for district office
staff to be involved. He relies on data provided by the Vice
Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Services for
assessment of goals, institutional outcomes/performance indicators.
The president ensures regular reports from college committees via the
Planning and Governance Council and includes reports from those
serving on district committees. As an example, college personnel
serve on the District Technology Committee, The District
Educational Coordinating Council, and the District Leadership Team.
The President regularly invites leaders from faculty, staff, and
students to attend the district Leadership Retreats, led by the
Chancellor, which are held quarterly.
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Finally, The President ensures a process of effective integrated
planning, not only of district and college planning processes, but also
for college based planning. This is exemplified by the structure of
committee/councils (unit level), Learning Areas (department level),
shared governance committees (division level), and PGC (college
level).
As further evidence of evaluation of the college’s planning and
governance processes, the college recently (spring 2010) conducted
an assessment of its strategic planning process via a survey to the
strategic planning committee membership. Another survey was also
administered to the members of the Planning and Governance
Council to ascertain their perceptions of the transparency of
governance on the campus. Overall, the results of the surveys were
strongly positive. (4.25, 4.26) (IV.B.2.b)
Planning Agenda Items

IV.B.2.c
The president
assures the
implementation
of statutes,
regulations, and
governing board
policies and
assures that
institutional
practices are
consistent with
institutional
mission and
policies.

None

Descriptive Summary
Board Policy 2431 delineates authority to the college president. It
states that the president is “responsible for carrying out the district
policies.” The president regularly reports to the Board about college
progress, initiatives, and results from programmatic and curriculum
changes at monthly Board meetings. (4.27) The president acts as a
liaison between the district and the college through his participation
on the District Leadership Council. This assures that the president is
up-to-date with the Board’s policies. The president regularly attends
the Chancellor’s Executive Cabinet meetings where Board Policies
and Administrative Procedures are identified for review.
WHCL has developed its own Strategic Plan and Educational Master
Plan, which serve as a guides for the president and college personnel
to adhere to State statutes and regulations, as well as Board policies.
The president assures that college practices are consistent with its
mission and policies through continuous planning decisions, updates,
amendments, and changes. The College’s Planning and Governance
Council, the President’s Executive Cabinet, the President’s
Intercommunications Team (PIT), the District Leadership Council,
Academic Senate, learning area meetings, and one-on-one meetings
with leaders of college constituency groups ensure that practices are
consistent with the college’s mission and policies.
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The college’s Strategic Plan, revised in 2008 and 2010, outlines the
Mission Statement, Vision Statement, and Guiding Principles for
West Hills College Lemoore. The Educational Master Plan further
outlines the Mission Statement, Vision Statement, and Guiding
Principles and provides direction for the implementation of new
programs or services that further enhance the college’s mission.
(4.56, 4.57)
The Planning and Governance Council provides a venue for all
constituents to consider college issues in light of the specific statutes,
regulations, and Board Policies pertinent to each group. The
Planning and Governance Council regularly receives updates and
revisions to Board Policies and Administrative Procedures and has
the opportunity to provide suggested improvements.
Through the Strategic Planning and Student Town Hall Matrix, the
president and governing groups are able to report and monitor
progress that is consistent with the College’s mission. This progress
includes adherence to the college’s institutional outcomes, making
improvements, ensuring alignment with accreditation standards, and
adherence to Board Policies. The college has identified responsible
governance groups to implement improvements to enhance college
effectiveness. (4.5, 4.12)
The President’s Executive Cabinet provides a venue for the president
to assure that college practices are consistent with the mission and
policies, as well as statutes, regulations, and Board policies, as they
pertain to college programs and learning areas. (4.58)
Self Evaluation
The president assures the implementation of statutes, regulations,
governing board policies, and administrative procedures. In addition,
the president follows institutional practices consistent with the
mission and goals of the college.
The president and the
administration constantly refer to the relevant statues and the
governing board policies when making important decisions at the
college. These guidelines may also include federal and state
guidelines for areas such as grant and categorical funded programs.
One example of assuring the implementation of statues and following
board policies is when hiring committees are formed, members are
trained in board policy for proper procedures to not only protect the
district but to also protect the rights of the candidate. (IV.B.2.c)
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Planning Agenda Items

IV.B.2.d
The president
effectively
controls budget
and expenditures.

None

Descriptive Summary
The president effectively controls the budget and expenditures of the
college through the Budget Allocation Committee and to the Area
Budget Committees, which are tied to the instructional areas and
learning areas program review process. In the last few years, there
has been no new income allocated to the college due to the State
budget crisis. As a result, the college has only been allowed to move
funds within its overall budget allocation. West Hills College
Lemoore generated, in 2009-2010, approximately 58% of the
district’s overall income and has an expenditure budget of 32% of the
district’s overall expenditure. As a result, the college is fiscally
responsible in meeting its budget obligations. The college, in
conjunction with district office staff, has been very successful in
obtaining outside funding through state and federal grants in
categorical allocations. (4.59)
Because the budget development process is tied to program review,
budgets are developed in relation to student learning outcomes
(SLO), advisory committee recommendations, and are responsive to
the current educational needs of the community. Program Review
identifies fiscal needs and priorities by assessing the results of SLO
assessments, program mission statements, performance indicators,
and program data. (4.60) The results of the Program Review
regarding fiscal needs are presented to the Budget Allocation
Committee with oversight from the Planning and Governance
Council.
The president reviews and approves all budgetary
recommendations and forwards them to the District Vice Chancellor
of Business and Human Resources. (4.58, 4.59, 4.60)
Beginning in January of each year, the president begins the budgetary
process by identifying funding sources, budgetary needs, and longend projections for the next academic year. These conversations
allow for early identification of potential budgetary shortfalls and
begin the planning process in order to meet potential problems while
ensuring that the college’s mission is fulfilled. (4.61)
In the spring of 2010, the college was forced to reduce its course
offerings by 40% of the 2009 offerings; effective scheduling resulted
in maintaining the college’s full time equivalent student target.
The president provides updates on the state, district, and college
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budgets during the bi-annual President’s Forum, Planning and
Governance Council meetings, the President’s Executive Cabinet,
Duty Day Presentations, and via the president’s Weekly Updates.
(4.14, 4.38, 4.55, 4.58, 4.62, 4.63)
Self Evaluation
Although there has been no new funding for general fund categories,
the president continues to direct his leadership team to conduct the
budget planning process using the results of program review. As an
example, the president directed that the process of identifying new
faculty and staff positions continue in order that the district office
was made aware of needs for the college. The college expects to
open its new Golden Eagle Arena in spring 2011 and with 55,000
new additional square footage, custodial and maintenance staffing
positions will be required. The president assured that these positions
were identified in last spring’s budget planning process. (IV.B.2.d)
Planning Agenda Items

IV.B.2.e
The president
works and
communicates
effectively with
the communities
served by the
institution.

None

Descriptive Summary
The president works with the communities served by the college
through participation in various community related organizations and
programs. The president is a member of the Executive Council of the
Central Valley Higher Education Consortium (CVHEC), which
includes CSU Fresno; Fresno Pacific University; University of
California, Merced; and other area community colleges. The mission
of the CVHEC is to promote transfer and a college going culture to
underrepresented groups. This Consortium meets biannually to
review progress and develop new initiatives to meet their stated
mission. (4.64)
The college president is a board member of the Lemoore Chamber of
Commerce. This position allows the president to ensure a direct
connection between the college and the local community. The
college and Chamber have entered into partnerships of mutual
benefit, such as offering entrepreneur training workshops and serving
as a host for the recent Lemoore Chamber of Commerce Pizza
Festival. (4.65)
The president is a member and past-president of the Lemoore
Kiwanis Club. The Lemoore Kiwanis is dedicated to providing
service to the local community and in particular the youth of
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Lemoore. Specifically, the president partners with the Kiwanis Club
to provide scholarships to college students. (4.66)
The president attends off-campus advisory committee and workforce
training meetings, which include community members with specific
vocational and program expertise, in order to develop programs of
instruction that better serve the needs of the communities served by
the college. (4.67)
The president is a member of the Executive Board of the Kings
County Economic Development Corporation (EDC). The Kings
County EDC is the venue for attracting industry and businesses to the
local area and has frequently called upon WHCL to provide training
for local businesses. For example, the college hosted a seminar for
an Algerian Trade Commission that was visiting the Central Valley.
(4.68)
The president and the college have a commitment to providing
facilities for local educational entities, community, and county uses
for conferences, conventions, trainings, fundraisers, and community
events; as an example, the college recently hosted the League of
Cities dinner meeting, the UC Merced Medical School Planning
meeting, and the Partnership for the San Joaquin Valley Committee
meeting. All of these are examples of how the college has become a
community hub for outside organization to utilize for their individual
needs. (4.69)
The president has incorporated membership from the local area on
the Bond Oversight Committee, which ensures oversight of the
college’s expenditures for new facilities in conjunction with Measure
E. The college’s Bond Oversight Committee is responsible for
ensuring that construction funds are spent in accordance with the
Measure E Ballot description. This committee first met in December
2009, following the passage of Measure E in November of 2008, and
had a follow-up meeting in June 2010. (4.70)
Self Evaluation
Through his participation in the above identified groups, the
president keeps the Chancellor and college community informed of
local, area, and regional events concerning the college. The president
also is asked to speak at local service clubs, make high school board
presentations, and meets with local high school administrators to
promote the college and its services. The college has also been host
to regional and state intercollegiate athletics championships with is a
testament to willingness of the college to be of service to community
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and state organizations.
The President along with the Vice President of Student Services
recently completed visitations to area high schools in the college’s
service area. The President and Vice President met with Principals
to assess the effectiveness of West Hills College’s outreach services
and the role the college is playing in meeting their needs for
improving their college going rates. In all eight high schools were
visited and many ideas and suggestions for reports were identified.
As an example, many principals requested additional support for
their parents in understanding the college application process and
additional reporting on how their students are fairing once they
enroll at West Hills. During the college’s next Strategic Planning
Retreat in December, these same principals will be invited to attend
to present their ideas to the college’s planning team with a goal to
strengthen the partnership and service to our local high schools.
(IV.B.2.e)
Planning Agenda Items


IV.B.3
In multi-college
districts or
systems, the
district/system
provides primary
leadership in
setting and
communicating
expectations of
educational
excellence and
integrity
throughout the
district/system
and assures
support for the
effective

West Hills College Lemoore and its Student Success
Committee will continue to enhance the college’s service to
its area high schools and continue the regular dialogue with
high school principals and others to assess the quality of its
outreach and services. The Student Success Committee will
provide a plan to PGC and the college president by spring
2011 for approval. (IV.B.2.e)

Descriptive Summary
WHCCD provides primary leadership through a hierarchical process
of governance that starts with the Board of Trustees. The Board
provides leadership in setting and communicating expectations of
educational excellence and integrity throughout the district through
Board Policies that dictate the expectations of quality, integrity,
equity, and effectiveness of the student learning programs and
services and the financial stability of the college. The Board also
defines roles of authority and responsibility between the colleges and
the district with the delineation of authority of the chancellor of the
district to the college presidents. Board Policies 2430, 2431, and 210
outline and delineate this authority. (4.27, 4.28, 4.40) The district
acts as a liaison between the colleges and the governing board
through the Office of the Chancellor.
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operation of the
colleges. It
establishes
clearly defined
roles of authority
and
responsibility
between the
colleges and the
district/system
and acts as the
liaison between
the colleges and
the governing
board.

Self Evaluation
In November 2003 the Board of Trustees approved Board Policy
2430, Delegation of Authority to Chancellor. This policy outlined
the authority given to the Chancellor to administer the responsibilities
of the district.
In November 2005, the Board of Trustees approved Board Policy
2431, Delineation of Authority to District Chancellor and College
Presidents. This policy outlined the relationship between the
Chancellor and Presidents, stating that an essential element is a
mutual understanding of their roles and responsibilities. It also
determined the flow of authority, powers and duties. This policy was
reviewed by the Board in February 2006 and again in May 2007.
(IV.B.3)
Planning Agenda Items


IV.B.3.a
The
district/system
clearly delineates
and
communicates
the operational
responsibilities
and functions of
the
district/system
from those of the
colleges and
consistently
adheres to this
delineation in
practice.

None

Descriptive Summary
Board Policy 2431 clearly defines the roles and responsibilities of the
chancellor and the college presidents. Authority flows from the
Board of Trustees through the chancellor to the college president.
The college president is responsible for carrying out district policies.
The college president's administrative organization is the established
authority on campus. The college president is the final authority at
the college level. (4.27)
The district clearly delineates and communicates the operational
responsibilities and functions of the district from those of the colleges
and consistently adheres to the delineation in practice. The District
Office was developed as a service center to serve the colleges with
periodic training and participation in college functions and activities,
while adhering to internal and external practices.
In addition, the District Office completed a function mapping survey
in the spring of 2010 to address campus awareness of operational
responsibilities between the district and colleges. Generally, the
survey results were strongly positive. (4.24)
Self Evaluation
Since becoming a two-college district in 2006, the Board of Trustees
and administrative staff have continuously reviewed the
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responsibilities and functions within the district to provide for a
delineation of those functions that would best serve the needs of
students and staff. In October 2009 a reorganization of the
administrative staff took place which served to enhance the reporting
lines at both the district and college levels. While keeping the same
number of administrators, the responsibilities and reporting lines
were refocused, allowing for a more streamlined approach to
academic matters which involve both district and college staff. The
daily, routine functions of departments such as business services,
human resources, and information technology services were kept
centralized at the district level. This structure allows for the colleges
to focus on staffing and services that benefit students, leaving the
overall business functions at the District Office. (IV.B.3.a)
Planning Agenda Items

IV.B.3.b
The
district/system
provides effective
services that
support the
colleges in their
missions and
functions.

None

Descriptive Summary
The District provides support and services to the College that
includes human resources, grants support, foundation support,
marketing, payroll and business services, information technology,
learning resources, and research and planning. District personnel
regularly meet and communicate with college staff to provide
information, support, and data to assist the college in meeting its
mission and goals. College staff serve on District level committees
to represent the needs of the college. District personnel also
communicate
with
the
college
via
the
President’s
Intercommunications Team. District administration and leaders of
constituent groups regularly attend District Leadership Retreats.
These retreats provide a venue for professional development
discussion regarding new initiatives affecting community colleges
and students, an opportunity for professional inquiry, and
development and design of institutional initiatives that affect the
Educational Master Plan, as well as other plans.
In 2010, the Function Mapping Survey to measure staff awareness
and understanding of District and College functions, and the
perceived effectiveness of those functions, was completed. The
survey results indicated a strongly favorable opinion by all
constituencies. (4.24)
Effective and continuous communication and planning by the college
and the district, such as strategic planning, assessment of college
goals, data for program review, best practices, personnel
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management, budget accountability, categorical programs support,
financial aid processing, assists the college in providing effective
services and support for its educational programs and allow the
leveraging of resources
The cooperation and collegial relationship between the District
Office and college was commended in a 2009 report from the
California Community College Chancellor's Office Categorical
Program Site Review Report.
(4.71)
The 2009 California
Community College Chancellor's Office Student Services Program
Review and Technical Assistance site visit commended the college
and district for its exemplary cooperation in providing services to
students. The team also commended the college for its categorical
“programs [which] have integrated and collaborated with all areas of
the college, including the business office, fiscal services, instructional
technology, and student services. There is constant communication
and collaboration within the programs and services, both at the
college level and the district office.”
Self Evaluation
District wide services include business, human resources,
information technology, Foundation, research and planning, grants,
and marketing. The district provides these services for the colleges
and there is no duplication of these services on the college campuses.
Administrators from each of these areas play a supporting role by
their attendance and participation in various college meetings. Being
informed of the needs of the colleges, the administrators for the
various service areas are able to provide support for the mission and
function by responding to their identified needs. (IV.B.3.b)
Planning Agenda Items

IV.B.3.c
The
district/system
provides fair
distribution of
resources that
are adequate to
support the
effective
operations of the
colleges.

None

Descriptive Summary
The District has a resource allocation procedure that provides for the
distribution of resources that support the operations of the colleges.
Administrative Policy 6225 outlines the distribution of fiscal
resources. The Resource Allocation Procedure is a mechanism to
control check balances within the college. (4.72)
The president effectively manages budget items by prioritizing them
based upon availability of funding. West Hills College Lemoore
generates approximately 58% of the district's overall income and has
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an expenditure budget of 32% of the District's overall expenditure.
As a result the college is fiscally responsible in meeting its budget
obligations.
Due to the state's recent budget shortfalls, the college has worked
with the district to ensure adequate fiscal support for its operations.
Although the college has regularly requested additional funding that
it believes is needed to meet its educational commitments, funding
has not been available to provide for new programs and staffing. The
District Allocation Model provides for basic funding for each of the
district's colleges. While at times the college expresses the desire to
have additional funds, the procedure for allocation of funds is
outlined in AP 6225, Resource Allocation, which is reviewed
annually. The college is hopeful that additional funding will be made
available to the college as the state’s budget situation improves.
(4.72)
The district delegates all the daily operations and services to the
college presidents. (4.6, 4.27) The College’s primary responsibility
is to establish, promote, and to fulfill the college mission and follow
all district, local, state, and federal policies and regulations. (4.12,
4.32) District office staff regularly support the daily college
operations specific to their area of expertise.
Self Evaluation
Resource allocation is an important mechanism used by the district
and colleges on an annual basis through the budget planning and
development process. Input into the resource allocation procedure is
provided at all levels throughout the district (classified, faculty and
administrative staff). This input most recently occurred in January
2010 when the administrative procedure was reviewed by all
constituent groups. The procedure is scheduled again for an annual
review in 2011. (IV.B.3.c)
Planning Agenda Items

IV.B.3.d
The
district/system
effectively
controls its
expenditures.

None

Descriptive Summary
The district chancellor is responsible to the Board of Trustees for the
administration of the district in accordance with the provisions of
Education Code and the policies of the district. As such, the
responsibility and accountability for resource management, budget
developments, and controlled expenditures ultimately reside at this
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level; however, the college president is independently responsible for
managing the college’s budget. At each Board meeting, updated
budget status reports are provided for Board review, and the Board
monitors the proportionate amount of spending relative to the time
remaining in the fiscal year. (4.37)
The college’s financial control mechanisms include authorization
through the purchase requisition process that requires multiple
approvals. The district's Datatel MIS financial system prohibits the
creation of a purchase requisition where the funds are not available.
The district's annual audit report confirms that the District’s 311
report is a true representation of the fund balance at the end of the
fiscal year. This report becomes a source document for the districts
auditors to use to verify that balances and accounts are in order.
(4.73, 4.74)
The district's payroll system includes employee timecards that reflect
accurate reporting of staff time so that there are not any
overpayments. (4.74) Some employee timecards are electronic
which allows for accuracy and efficiency.
Bond project funds are frontloaded with the district’s resources prior
to reimbursements from the State of California. The district monitors
this cash flow to meet its financial obligations. (4.75)
Recent audits reveal no exceptions or material findings that would
warrant
substantial
recommendations
concerning
fiscal
accountability. The most recent audit was rated unqualified and
represented that the district ended with a fund balance greater than
the required 5% reserve. In addition, the district's categorical and
grant programs undergo annual audit review to ensure fiscal
accountability. There were no audit exceptions reported over the last
six years. (4.74, 4.76)
Self Evaluation
Controlling expenditures during a time of budget crisis throughout
the state has become an ongoing theme in the past few years.
Beginning in June 2009 discussions were initiated with the Board of
Trustees with regard to the recommended adoption of a declaration
of emergency based on the overall fiscal condition of the State; the
impact of the fiscal crisis on the district to date; pending program
reduction; no action by the Legislature; and non-payment of
apportionment and construction costs from the State. The Board of
Trustees was asked to consider a fiscal emergency as the outlined
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events would severely impair the health and safety of the district and
its colleges. After several discussions the Board voted, instead, to
implement mandatory furlough days for all classified, faculty,
management, confidential. and administrative employees. The
furloughs were in effect throughout the 2009-2010 fiscal year. As a
result of the furloughs, the district avoided potential layoffs of 22
employees and more than $1.4 million was saved. At the conclusion
of the fiscal year, employees were informed that the furloughs would
not be necessary in the ensuing year because of the sacrifices made
for the benefit of the district. (IV.B.3.d)
Planning Agenda Items

IV.B.3.e
The chancellor
gives full
responsibility
and authority to
the presidents of
the colleges to
implement and
administer
delegated
district/system
policies without
his/her
interference and
holds them
accountable for
the operation of
the colleges.

None

Descriptive Summary
The president plans, oversees, and evaluates administrative structure
that is organized and staffed to reflect the college’s purposes, size,
and complexity. Through the president's leadership in the college’s
Planning and Governance Council and the President’s Executive
Cabinet, he sets the tone for communicating the values (goals), and
direction of the college, expected performance, accountability, a
culture of evidence, data driven decisions, and fiscally sound
decision-making. The president communicates the importance of a
culture of evidence and a focus on student learning through student
learning outcome assessment and evaluation. The president has put
in place several mechanisms to link institutional research, such as
program review for resource allocation and the Educational Master
Plan.
Board Policy 2431 states, "Authority flows from the governing board
through the chancellor to the college presidents. [The] college
president is responsible for carrying out the district policies. [The]
college president's administrative organization shall be the
established authority on campus. The college president is the final
authority at the college level." (4.27)
In the Fall of 2009, the president developed an administrative
reorganization plan to improve college effectiveness. The plan was
adopted in September of 2009. (4.77)
The college president is also involved in a scheduled program review
cycle that reviews the office of the president and educational
services. The president determines the needs for the college’s
organization and staffing. (4.78) The president delegates authority
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to administrators through the President's Executive Cabinet as
appropriate to their administrative role. The president further
delegates authority to others through the Planning and Governance
Council. The administrators exemplify the expertise, quality, and
integrity needed to support the college mission vision and daily
functions.
Self Evaluation
Each College President is provided with the authority to administer
the operations of their respective college as outlined in Board Policy
2431. The Chancellor’s Executive Cabinet team, comprised of the
Chancellor, Vice Chancellors, College Presidents, and Executive
Director of the Foundation, meets on a monthly basis to review and
discuss issues and areas of importance for both the colleges and
district. At these meetings, guidance is provided by the Chancellor to
the College Presidents concerning the topics at hand. The College
Presidents were recently asked to review their college organizational
structure and provide recommendations to the Chancellor. They also
took the lead on a Board requested report concerning their athletic
program and provided data for review and discussion. Budget
planning cycles begin at the college level and each college adheres to
its own process when developing the budget. (IV.B.3.e)
Planning Agenda Items

IV.B.3.f
The
district/system
acts as the
liaison between
the colleges and
the governing
board. The
district/system
and the colleges
use effective
methods of
communication,
and they
exchange
information in a
timely manner.

None

Descriptive Summary
The chancellor and president serve as liaisons between the Board and
the college as a final step in effective communication.
Representatives of the various constituencies communicate issues and
concerns to the president and at the district level through the
governance process. All reports and policies are available to the
public via the WHCCD website. (4.14, 4.61, 4.63)
The district and colleges use various levels and forms of
communication and committees that function to ensure that
communication remains timely and accurate. The chancellor sends
budget update letters to all employees electronically with news
concerning the state, system, and college financial situations. The
District Employee Newsletter regularly informs college and district
personnel of events and happenings throughout the district. The
WHCL college newspaper, The Screaming Eagle, is a venue to
provide staff and students information about news and events. The
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college president distributes a weekly college update and the
chancellor periodically communicates a district commentary,
letter/newsletter, or presentation on the district’s website
(http://www.westhillscollege.com/district/about/chancellor.asp). In
addition, the president provides the Board a monthly update of
college events and activities, which are supplied by area personnel.
(4.79)
College personnel participate in Duty Days and classified staff
development days, are members of district-wide committees, and
attend district level leadership retreats. At Duty Day the chancellor
gives a state of the district report. In addition, college personnel
regularly participate in district strategic planning sessions and assist
with the development of college plans. Both college and district
personnel regularly collaborate and exchange information through
individual meetings and through the Presidents Intercommunications
Team meetings. (4.53, 4.62)
All Board policies scheduled for review, before final Board approval,
are routed through the governance process committee structure at
each college. The WHCL Planning and Governance Council and its
standing subcommittees review all Board policies before they go to
the Board for approval.
Self Evaluation
The offices of the College Presidents provide a monthly President’s
Report to the Chancellor’s Office which is included in the Board of
Trustees’ agenda binders each month. Also included in the binders
are minutes of the Chancellor’s Executive Cabinet meetings and
District Leadership Council (DLC) meetings. In addition, the
minutes of the quarterly Leadership Retreats are included. These
retreats are attended by all administrative employees at the college
and district level. The active participation in these meetings by all
administrative employees at the college and district level is a good
example of the communication and information exchange which
occurs on an ongoing basis. (IV.B.3.f)
Planning Agenda Items

IV.B.3.g
The
district/system
regularly

None

Descriptive Summary
WHCCD regularly evaluates its role, delineation, and governance
and decision-making structures and processes to assure their integrity
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evaluates
district/system
role delineation
and governance
and decisionmaking
structures and
processes to
assure their
integrity and
effectiveness in
assisting the
colleges in
meeting
educational
goals. The
district/system
widely
communicates
the results of
these evaluations
and uses them as
the basis for
improvement.

and effectiveness in assisting the colleges in meeting its educational
goals. The Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment
Management uses a function map assessment survey to assess the
staff’s understanding of the role and function of the district and
college. It also assesses the perceived effectiveness of each of those
functions. The district widely communicates the results of those
evaluations and uses them as the basis for improvement. The
function mapping survey assesses the level of understanding of
district and college functions as well as perceived effectiveness of
those functions. The Office of Institutional Effectiveness and
Enrollment Management disseminates results to college presidents.
The results of district-level program reviews are submitted to the
Board of Trustees for approval. Examples of district-level programs
that undergo review are child development, financial aid, institutional
effectiveness, marketing, distance learning, grants, work force
development, business services, human resources, foundation, web
services, chancellor’s office, ITS, and learning resources. The
district also reviews and analyzes its performance indicators. Results
of district-level program reviews are shared at the Planning and
Governance Council for review and approval. (4.8)
The district-level operations and services undergo a regular program
review assessment, which is integrated with the college planning
process. The programs are reviewed at the district-level through the
chancellor’s cabinet, and then forwarded to the college’s Planning
and Governance Council for review. As a result of the program
review, each district function is evaluated to see its relevancy as a
district function or college function.
Self Evaluation
The most recent function mapping survey was conducted in Spring
2010. The results of this survey were used to assess the perception of
employees concerning the roles and functions of the services
provided by the college and district. Program review is conducted in
non-academic areas at the district level and results are shared with
the colleges and Board of Trustees. District level program reviews
are part of an ongoing cycle every four years. (IV.B.3.g)
Planning Agenda Items


None
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Planning Summary
West Hills College Lemoore
Report of the Institutional Self Study
Spring 2011
West Hills College Lemoore administration, community members, faculty, staff, and a
cross-section of constituencies, have produced this self-study report. Analysis and
introspection has resulted in describing the overall practices, processes, and effectiveness
of how the college conducts itself as an institution of higher learning, fully cognizant of
the activities that need to be addressed. The college formally recognizes these areas of
concern as planning agenda items following each standard as appropriate. The college
will accomplish these planning agenda items over the short term.
Planning agenda items compiled within this report have similarities (themes) that are
parallel with the goals listed in the college’s Strategic Plan:
1) Institutional Commitments—to provide high quality educational programs
and services consistent with the college mission by focusing on student
learning.
2) Evaluation, Planning, and Improvement—is an ongoing process that
includes goal setting, distribution of funding, facilities, staffing,
implementation, and re-evaluation.
3) Student Learning Outcomes—demonstrate the college’s effectiveness to
produce and support student learning by developing student learning
outcomes at the course, program, certificate, and degree level.
4) Organization—is demonstrated by having adequate staff, resources, and a
shared governance decision-making process to identify and make public
student learning outcomes, to evaluate the effectiveness of programs in
producing those outcomes, and to make improvements.
5) Dialogue—is open and honest in the college’s process of self- reflection
based on reliable information about the college’s programs and services, and
evidence on how well the institution is meeting student needs.
6) Institutional Integrity—is demonstrated by concern with honesty,
truthfulness, and the manner in which the college represents itself to all
communities, internal and external.

Self Study Planning Agendas by Standard
Standard One: Institutional Mission and Effectiveness


Utilize email and other electronic means to improve the dissemination of the
annual results of institutional outcomes achievement. The Office of
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Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Management will be responsible
for disseminating these results no later than the fall 2011. (I.B.5)
Standard Two: Student Learning Programs and Services


















Led by the Institutional Effectiveness and Program Review Committee, the
college will demonstrate how program review is used to improve student learning
and progress in achieving SLOs by the fall 2012. (II.A.1.a)
Led primarily by the SLOC and administration, the college will fully implement
the course and program level assessment cycle. The college will be in full
compliance with this standard by 2012. (II.A.1.c)
The associate dean of educational services will work with the district office to
determine the best method to better include adjunct faculty in the SLO
communication loop. This will occur before the spring 2012 term. (II.A.1.c)
The college will review data (state and local labor market information and
institutional effectiveness data) to determine most urgent skills needed for local
market to develop a five-year plan for the contract education program. (II.A.2)
The college will examine fiscal allocation resources to determine the timetable
when a full-time ESL instructor can be hired. (II.A.2)
Led by the Curriculum Committee Chair and the Vice President of Educational
Services, all course outlines will be no older than five years by the spring 2012.
(II.A.2.a)
The college will continue to assess and evaluate course level student learning
outcomes. Appropriate changes to student learning outcomes will occur upon
analysis of results. This activity will be led by the Student Learning Outcomes
Committee and all members of the administrative team. (II.A.2.b)
The college will develop all program level student learning outcomes by
following its implementation plan. This activity will be led by the Student
Learning Outcomes Committee and all members of the administrative team.
(II.A.2.b)
The college will place course, program, and certificate sheets on the MyWestHills
portal to increase access for students and staff. (II.A.6)
The college leadership will work with its sister college and district office to
develop a program discontinuation policy by Spring 2012. (II.A.6.b)
By the fall of 2011, the vice chancellor of institutional effectiveness and
enrollment management will develop electronic student educational plans.
(II.B.1)
By the spring of 2011, the dean of students will improve the customer service
provided to students from the front counter staff. (II.B.1)
By the fall of 2011, the dean of students will increase student awareness of
electronic resources on the web, such as the catalog. (II.B.1)
In the fall of 2011, the vice president of educational services will provide
orientation and training to staff and students on catalog content and how to find
changes. (II.B.2)
In the fall of 2011, the vice president of student services will provide the
handbook and other essential documents in Spanish. (II.B.2)
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By the fall of 2011, the district webmaster will have updated the college webpage
with current information to ensure accuracy of all college information. (II.B.3.a)
In the spring of 2011, the college will work with the district Registrar and the IT
department to implement degree audit and electronic student educational plans.
(II.B.3.a)
In the spring of 2011, the dean of students will identify and implement strategies
to improve access and efficiency of placement testing, while ensuring the needs of
ESL students are met. (II.B.3.e)
The college’s librarian, during the college’s budget planning and allocation
process, will continue to request adequate funding to improve collection
purchases, staffing increases, and additional hours of operation to meet the needs
of the student population. (II.C.1.a)
The librarian will work with the Academic Senate and Curriculum Committee to
develop an across-the- curriculum information competency program no later than
2012. (II.C.1.b)
The librarian will develop online tutorials to assist distance learners with
information competency concepts no later than the end of 2011. (II.C.1.b)
DSPS program staff will meet and discuss methods for increasing attendance to
student training sessions in 2011. (II.C.1.b)
The tutor coordinator, librarian, and associate dean of educational services will
create a method of resolving the deficiency of online tutoring by 2012. (II.C.1.c)

Standard Three: Resources









The college will strengthen the participation of part-time faculty in the assessment
of SLOs led by the associate dean of educational services. (III.A.1.c)
The district will develop a procedure in the faculty evaluation that includes the
assessment of SLOs that will be consistent throughout the district. (III.A.1.c)
Led by the college president, WHCL will begin to evaluate all administrators,
managers, and classified staff on the development of SLOs by fall 2011.
(III.A.1.c)
A code of ethics policy will be developed by the Board of Trustees for all
employees in the spring of 2011. (III.A.1.d)
Human Resources should establish a schedule for ongoing training for equal
employment practices. (III.A.3.a)
The college will examine the timeline for requesting new faculty to avoid the
implementation of recommendations being made too late for the effective faculty
hiring for the upcoming academic year, even though the state budget is usually in
flux until August. (III.A.6)
The college needs to continue the evaluation and assessment of various security
systems and protocols to meet the expanding college campus. This will be
accomplished by the director of maintenance & operations along with the
Facilities Committee. (III.B.1.b)
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The director of maintenance & operations will monitor the parking lot for future
rejuvenation and to examine temporary parking needs due to the new
construction. (III.B.1.b)
Campus safety issues, such as lighting and classroom ramp coatings for slippage,
will be monitored by the director of maintenance & operations. (III.B.1.b)
The college needs to establish a guaranteed operating budget for an equipment
replacement cycle. (III.B.2.b)
The college needs to identify resources to establish a freestanding shipping and
receiving area. The addition of more delivery vehicles has also been identified as
future capital expenditure need. The director of maintenance & operations will be
responsible for recommending appropriate resource requirements. (III.B.2.b)
The college will increase student participation on the college’s Technology
Committee and the district Technology Advisory Team. (III.C.1)
The college’s technology committee will survey campus needs and future
technology requirements and forward recommendations through the college and
district shared governance processes. The college will work with campus
categorical programs and district grants office to identify funding sources to meet
its future technology needs. (III.C.1.a)
The college will improve student technology training. (III.C.1.b)
The college will explore ways to make the “Online Readiness” quiz more visible.
(III.C.1.b)
The college will expand the composition of the DTC to include faculty and
classified staff. (III.C.2)
The college will clarify roles and responsibilities of the college Technology
Committee and Technology Advisory Team. (III.C.2)
The district director of marketing will identify appropriate mechanisms to inform
the college community about current financial status of the district. (III.D.2.b)
The district Business Procedures Manual needs to be more widely distributed and
training needs to occur. (III.D.2.f)

Standard Four: Leadership and Governance




The college’s shared governance committees and associate dean of education and
evening college will develop stronger mechanisms to involve adjunct faculty and
evening students in the shared governance processes of the college. Initial reports
will be developed and shared with the Planning and Governance Council by the
start of the fall 2011 term. (IV.A.1)
The college’s Employee Development and Success Committee has identified a
need for staff training and understanding of the college’s shared governance
processes. Some employees are not fully aware of the function of the Planning
and Governance Council and its shared governance committees. The EDSC will
develop the training workshop and assess the results of its training to ensure staff
have a better understanding of the governance process. This training will occur in
spring 2011. (IV.A.3)
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The board will review and update its Board of Trustees Handbook at its
February 2011 retreat. This update will allow for current procedures to be
incorporated in the board’s handbook and serve as a guide should a new
member come on the board in the future. (IV.B.1.d)
The president will work with the director of institutional effectiveness and
enrollment management to develop an assessment tool for the evaluation
of the college’s administrative structure. This assessment will occur in
spring 2011. (IV.B.2.a)
West Hills College Lemoore and its Student Success Committee will
continue to enhance the college’s service to its area high schools and
continue the regular dialogue with high school principals and others to
assess the quality of its outreach and services. The Student Success
Committee will provide a plan to PGC and the college president by spring
2011 for approval. (IV.B.2.e)
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Acronyms/Abbreviations
The following acronyms/abbreviations have been used within this document:
AA—Associate of Arts
AB—Assembly Bill
ABC—Area Budget Committee
ACCJC—Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges
ACRL—Association of College and Research Libraries
ACT—American College Testing
ADA—Americans with Disabilities Act
AOJ—Administration of Justice
AS—Associate of Science
AVVID—Audio Voice Video
BA—Bachelor’s of Art
BOG—California Community College Board of Governors
BS—Bachelor’s of Science
BUS—Business
CA—California
CAMP—College Assistance Migrant Program
CAN—Common Articulation Number
CCCCO—California Community College Chancellor’s Office
CCLC—Community College Library Consortium
CCLCCC—Council of Chief Librarians of California Community Colleges
CCLEAR—Community College Library Electronic Access Resources
CELSA—Combined English Language Skills Assessment
CIO—Chief Instructional Officer
CIS—Computer Information Systems
CLEP—College Level Examination Program
COP—Certificates of Deposit
CPEC—California Post-Secondary Education Commission
CPOST—Correctional Peace Officers Standards and Training
CSEA—California School Employee Association
CSSO—Chief Student Services Officer
CSU—California State University
CTA—California Teacher’s Association
CTEP—College Test of English Placement
CVC—California Virtual Campus
DLC—District Leadership Council
DSPS—Disabled Students Program and Services
DTS—Data Transfer Service
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EDD—Educational Doctorate
EOPS—Equal Opportunity Program and Services
ESL—English as a Second Language
ETS—Educational Talent Search
FA—Fall
FAFSA—Free Application for Federal Student Aid
FTES—Full Time Equivalent Student
FY—Fiscal Year
GED—General Education Development
GPA—Grade Point Average
HRCM—Hotel, Restaurant, and Casino Management
IGETC—Intersegmental General Education Transfer Curriculum
IMPAC—Intersegmental Major Preparation Articulated Curriculum
IMS—Instructional Media Services
IPEDS—Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System
ITS—Information Technology Services
JPA—Joint Powers Agreement
KART—Kings Area Regional Transit
KCC—Kings County Center
L/LRC—Library/Learning Resource Center
LNAS—Lemoore Naval Air Station
LVN—Licensed Vocational Nurse
M&O—Maintenance and Operations
MDTP—Math Diagnostic Testing Project
MECHA—Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan
MOU—Memorandum of Understanding
NA—Not Applicable
NAS—Naval Air Station
NASL—Naval Air Station Lemoore
NCTE—National Council of Teachers of English
NISOD—National Institute for Staff & Organizational Development
PC&LAN—Personal Computer and Local Area Network
PGC—Planning and Governance Council
PHD—Doctorate in Philosophy
POST—Peace Officers Standards and Training
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RN—Registered Nurse
RSP—Remedial Skills Program
SAN—Storage Area Network
SGA—Student Government Association
SIFE—Students in Free Enterprise
SLC—Student Learning Committee
SLO—Student Learning Outcomes
SP—Spring
TAT—Technology Advisory Team
TRANS—Tax and Revenue Anticipation Notes
UBMS—Upward Bound Math and Science
UC—University of California
VTEA—Vocational Technical Education Act
WAN—Wide Area Network
WASC—Western Association of Schools and Colleges
WHC—West Hills College
WHCC—West Hills College Coalinga
WHCCD—West Hills Community College District
WHCD—West Hills College District Office
WHCIST—West Hills Customer Information Support Team
WHCL—West Hills College Lemoore
WSCH—Weekly Student Contact Hours
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SOCIAL SCIENCES LEARNING AREA MEETING
WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
JANUARY 25, 2010
2pm
TENTATIVE MEETING AGENDA
Ron, Pat, Vera, Rene, Veronica
1. Call to order

2. Changes to the agenda

3. Future meetings dates/times
Mondays at 2pm
4. Curriculum report
First Meeting is next week
Issues with portal
District Curriculum Coordinating Committee-discussion followed
5. SLO update
Assessment-Hist 17ab, Geog 1,3, Soc 7
Analysis-Soc 1,2, Geog 1,3,2a
Evaluation-Soc 1,2, Hist (all), Geog l,3,2a, CD 17c, 12a
Modification91 % of non instructional have defined SLOs, analysis only 18%
6. Program review
CD at next PGC
7. Academic senate report
Tenure
DCCC
NISOD
8. Classroom issues
1000 lighting
VC rooms-remote is needed from Joe
Camera to show whiteboard at Coalinga site
Library leaks-M&O has been informed
Door locks in library-use of plan "B"
Most classroom clocks-needs adjustments

9. Faculty evaluations
No FT but adjuncts-Brady, Bellamy, Sievers, Dr. X
10. Possible new faculty positions
Psychology?
11. Other
12.Next meeting

SOCIAL SCIENCES LEARNING AREA MEETING
WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
FEBRUARY 22, 2010

2pm

Pat, Bob, Vera, Veronica
1. Call to order
2. Changes to the agenda
3. Curriculum report
Portal transition
Lib Arts update
4. SLO update
Vera provided an update
SLOCycle
Share during
Each faculty will present a SLO assessment. results, and analYsis
5. Program review
CD was passed by PCC
6. Academic senate report
Proposed Tenure
Elections
New policies
7. Classroom issues
1000 lights
Instructor station cleanliness-send an email on methods to make it look
cleaner
8. Faculty evaluations
Squaring away assignments
9. Possible new faculty positions
CD, Psychology
10. Other
11. Next meeting-March 15 @ 2pm

MATH/SCIENCE LEARNING AREA MEETING
WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
MARCH 12,2010
12:00NOON
MEETING AGENDA

1. Call to order
2. Changes to the agenda
3. Curriculum report

Shawn has accepted the opportunity to serve.
4. SLO update

Math 1A-SLO 3: use of test results to review SLO
Bio 38-SLO 1: use offinal exam to look at SLO
Brian, Bob, Shawn for next meeting
5. Program review

Collection of completed program reviews this next month; e·versions, too
Upcoming program reviews to be due in fall will be announced by May
6. Academic senate report

Weapons on campus
All other APIBP have been sent out; prerequisite topic is "hot"
Elections
Tenure folk have been sent to the pres
Updating bylaws and constitution
7. Classroom issues

Scheduling issues for MW or TTHclasses and working around holidays
Clock batteries-711 719,209,274
8. Faculty evaluations

Cliff, Bob, David, Brian
9. Other

Relocate the financial comparison to the website, away from portal
10. Next meeting-April 9th @ noon

SOCIAL SCIENCES LEARNING AREA MEETING
WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
April 19, Z010
·Zpm

1. Call to order
Z. Changes to the agenda
3. Curriculum report
District Curriculum Committee Representation
Curriculum training for electronic submission of curriculum
4. SLO update
Remember to assessment, review, and modify SLOs
Emphasis next fall will be on Lib Arts
5. Program review
New program review booklet
Roll out in May
6. Academic senate report
District Curriculum Committee was passed
New president and vice president
BP and AP approvals
New faculty positions-Ranking? Process to be determined.
Flex Day input
Accreditation visit is week of March 7th
Faculty Senate Awards at graduation
7. Classroom issues
Library closed door issues
Food in library
Closed captioning wrt video conferencing
Theft of media equipment-DVD remote, cabling in 236; Scott has been
informed
8. Faculty evaluations
Kudos to Pat and Vera

9. End ofthe Year Business
Spring 2011 schedule input
Library hours reduced in summer

to. Other

Social Sciences/Math/Science
Learning Areas
West Hills College Lemoore
August 13, 2010
Minutes

Present: Gibson, Ganter, Birrell, Sanchez, Hall, Kraft-Chapman, Harris, Jackson,
Castagna, Babb, Sterling, Fortune, Abela, Kennedy
1.

Changes to the agenda
Several items were added to the agenda-see agenda item #9

2.

Campus issues and highlights
Introduction ofAllen Fortune
USDA Grant Update
New S-STEM NSF Grant

3. Beginning of the school year business
Submission of course syllabi to Ed Services Office
Update rosters
Waitlist was discussed
Syllabi to contain SLOs
4. Curriculum Committee report
• Representation
Social Science-Vera
MIS-Shawn
Expectation that a report to be given at each Learning Area Meeting
• Five year review of course outlines
Curriculum reps will work with faculty to ensure currency
5. SLO update
• Representation
Social Science-Allen
MIS-Frieda
Expectation that a report to be given at each Learning Area Meeting
• Course level
Faculty were complimented on developing SLOs and assessment
Adjunct faculty were given extensive information during their orientation
• Program level
This is the area ofSLO work that should be the emphasis this year
• Assessments-Documentation; Evidence that SLOs have led to changes
in student learning
Provide documentation evidence to SLO Rep or D. Babb

6. Program review for 2010
• Biology Cliff
• Liberal Arts-Math and Science ??
• Liberal Arts-Social Science Bob H.
• Chemistry Brian
• Mathematics Frieda
7. Academic senate report
• Representation
Social Science-Ron O.
M/S-Jameson
Expectation that a report to be given at each Learning Area Meeting

8. Budget update
• Equipment/Supplies
$59K in lottery money will pass through the Budget Allocation Committee
Staff need to submit requests now for possible emergency funding
• Schedule implications
25 additional sections were added to fall schedule upon presidential request
• Staffing implications
Staffing in some disciplines is difficult and may hamper future schedule
9. Other business/discussion
• 2 year schedule
Use form to submit conservative estimate on when courses should be offered
• Spring 2011 schedule
Submit ASAP
• Testing Center
Useful for make-up tests and placement exams
Need a computer lab; maybe DSPS lab?
Dave will discuss with Student Services staff
10. Next

meeting-TBD

MATH/SCIENCE LEARNING AREA MEETING
WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
FEBRUARY 19, 2010
12:00NOON
TENTATIVE MEETING AGENDA

1. Call to order

2. Changes to the agenda

3. Curriculum report
Up for grabs since Cliff is unable to attend. More discussion.
Status of biology and chemistry is likely to remain.
District level curriculum committee? Voice opinions to S. Droker.
4. SLO update
Assignment-Report on an SLO being assessed, present results for next
meeting.
5. Program review
Chemistry and Biology likely for fall 2010.
6. Academic senate report
District curriculum discussion-faculty are encouraged to attend the first
district curriculum committee meeting
Senate elections
Tenure nominations-Rodriquez, L. Hall, Rogers, Raia
7. Classroom issues
Lights outside 700
Lights. outside 200 go off too early
Whiteboard in cont center?
Theft of pencil sharpeners-replacement?
Updates on computers untimely
Hard key for cabinets within 700B for JB
Key cards-see Amber or Kyle
Projectors and media centers are left on after class
8. Faculty evaluations

Full timers: Babb (Rengh} Abela)} Ganter Oackson} Birrell)} Gibson
(Birrell} Abela)
Adjuncts: Hartman (Birrell)} Ford (Abela)} Griffiths (Gibson)} Gradis
(Abela)} Crain-Peltzer (BabbjHarris)} Thomas (Birrell)
Full time faculty evaluators are to await wordfrom Dave B. that is
is okav to evaluate.

9. Other
10. Next meeting-March 12 @ noon

Minutes-A & L Meeting
March 8, 2010
Present: M. HaU, T. McGee, N. Daniels, M. McDowell, J. Shehorn,
L. Howard, J. Preston, K. Sheffield, l. Beloof

1.

Call to order at 12:02 pm.

2.

Additions to the agenda-none .

3.

Approval of minutes- no minutes to approve.

4.

New Business
a.

Teleconference meeting with Coalinga English Teachers- M. Hall was going to set up a
meeting on March 22, but it was pOinted out that we already have a meeting set up 00
March lSlh. At the March 15 th meeting, we will address English lA, English 89 change to
100, and GS 61. M . Hall suggested T. Winters and J. Milianta be invited to the March lS

,h

meeting . M. Hall also cancelled the March 22 meeting with the Coalinga English
Teachers, and we will not be meeting for an A & L meeting on March 22
b.
c.

nd

either.

Spring 2010 Schedule- was passed around for everyone to provide input.
Adjunct Eva.!uations- J. Preston will evaluate Drew in Education, K. Sheffield wilt evaluate
J. Milianta in GS and Wu in linguistics, M. Ennes will eva luate Prelip and Johnson in
Communications .

5. Old Business
a. SLO Assessments-faculty asked about the deadline for the SLO chair to submit an annual
report. The deadline is in April. M. Mc Dowell is going to work on SLOs for Humanities. J.
Shehorn suggested that he take SLOs from the "old" Humanities form and put them into
the new format .
b. Program Review- M . Hall asked if any were due . There was a bit of discussion on Liberal
Arts degree going through the curriculum process again.

c. Kaleidoscope-M . McDowell has received submissions . He wanted to know if students
submitting visual and written pieces could use the same release form. L. Howard and N.
Daniels agreed. M . Me Dowell will forward copies of release forms to N. Daniels. M . Mc
Dowell hopes to get the product to All Valley by April 30 th • If done by then, we will have
copies to distribute before graduation . M . Me Dowell asked if we would rather cut
pages or copi~s if the All Valley quote was higher than the budget allotted. Faculty
suggests fewer pages because we do give out all 300 copies. SPlAAT students are
organizing a "Battle of the Bands."
d.

Bookstore- There have been no changes. Bookstore responded to email regarding issues
with Jloeed specifics" before he can address. M . Hall suggests that faculty CC him with
book orders next semester. Faculty also stated the difficulties of giving a book order by
the bookstore' s deadline when we don't know which class sections we have been

assigned. In terms of art supplies, the mark up is higher, so students go to Michaels or
Allards instead.
6.

Senate Report- l. Beloof read an email from S. Droker in regards to tenure resolutions. It stated
the Chancellor was holding them until the April meeting to approve Lemoore and Coalinga
requests at the same time. Faculty wanted to know who was up for tenure. T. Mc Gee stated M.
Rodriguez, l. Hall, and J. Rodgers, but there are others.

7.

Curriculum Report- English IB was tabled by R. Sanchez because she wasn't sure that Coalinga
had been included. J. Shehorn said S. Sutherland had been contacted on at least 3 occasions to
relay information to his Coalinga colleagues. He did tell J. Shehorn to go ahead, J. Shehorn told
R. Sanchez to put it through as well, but it was still tabled.

8.

Classroom Ideas/lssues- Faculty discussed the inappropriate furniture in the classrooms.
Concerns included: set up determined pedagogy, furniture inhibits interaction with students,
"Modesty Shields" are useless and falling oft teachers found it difficult to get to students Sitting
on the far end next to the walt and there were other issues/concerns. J. Shehorn did research
the furniture and shared the information with D. Warkentin at one point. However, he turned
down the request to use BSI funds to change furniture in a classroom. Faculty wonders why it's
acceptable for science to have a collaboratory that only they use, but we can't have a room
better designed for students in English classes. J. Preston asked what could be done to put
forward requests in future buildings. It was suggested that we relay concerns to: Senate,
Student Success Committee, Facilities Committee, and BS!. J. Shehorn was going to ask S.
Droker if we could have more than one faculty on Facilities just in case the designated faculty
was teaching at the time the meetings are held.

9.

Other-none.

10. Agenda items for next meeting-nothing new was suggested.
Adjourned

Minutes-A & L Meeting
April 26, 2010
Present: M. Hall, L. Howard, J. Preston, M. McDowell, K. Sheffield, R. Oxford, L.
Beloof, M. Ennes
1. Call to order at 12:00 pm .
2. Additions to the agenda- Leaming Area Awards
K'
.J. Approval of minutes-Minutes approved (Marty moved to approve,
1m
seconded). All were in favor.
4. New Business
a. Don announced , at an administrative meeting, that we are now going to a oneyear schedule. Don wants this discussed at Learning Area Meetings. A&L
has already been working on this. Probably won ' t happen until next spring
(one full year of suggestions). It was suggested that an activity/discussion be
planned for Flex Day regarding the one-year schedule. Marlon is going to
follow-through ",rith Kurt regarding this.
b. "Battle of the Arts" at Kings An Center. Students are excited. Mike
mentioned the possibility of honoring Sue Westover. A plaque in the
sidewalk was mentioned. Question was asked as to whether or not we can
provide Sue ' s children with an honorary degree for their mother. Marty will
take infonnation, from Mike (regarding Sue), to PGc. Other items discussed
included Food and Follies. Time, location? Attendance, and enthusiasm, are
declining. It was mentioned that everyone might need to be included in the
planning. Too staff driven.
c. SLO Ass.ess~ents: 101 B (Kim and Jacqui are working on this). SIB (Libra).
18 (1s thIS bemg assessed?) It should be this semester. Ed S (James). Mike
checking his schedule.
d. Program Review: Nothing currently.
e . Ron Oxford shared his concern regarding different style guides and their
updates. He ~sked \vhat the library should use to help students. There have
been contradlctio~s in format (MLA, AP A, eMS). He wants the Ilbrary staff
t~ kn~w how to direct the students. Do they go by the edition required in the
~ ass. Do they g? by the most updated infonnation on the MLA website?
W
.
d 'o s~oul? the lIbrary, an~ English Lab, handle this? Continue this
81~~~~.sslOn In A&L. Ron Will also discuss this concern with other learning

f.

Learning Area Awards: English-Laura "Storm "M'
EY
I.nero, .Art-H~aven Annie
Humanlties-Bryan Eskew
rna, ducatlon-Gma LUIS,
5. Old Business

McGra~h, Communication-Raechelle Be

a. Cha~ging English 89 to English 100' No
'
.updates. A&L had a meeting with
Coalmga. No words since MI
SCOli Sutherland. Marty a~ked~~~ sen~l~fonnar!on, from the chancellor, to
~~OUI~ we move fonvard even thou~ower~; th~/~sue up in CUJTiculum.
b.
angmg GS 61 to GS 101 (See Sa).
yen
eard more from Coalinga?

6.

7.
8.
9.

c. Kaleidoscope: At the printer. Mike gave flash drive back to Marty. Ahe·ad of
schedule. Hope is to pick i1 up May 7. Kim and Libra will proof. Check
layout, line endings. It was noted that people are pleased we pushed for print
rather than online. Tangible reward . Does not read as well on screen.
d. Bookstore: No communication, yet, regarding Fall 20 J0 book orders. Libra
noted 1hat she badn't been contacted about Summer 2010. Others said they
had been. Email Amber for follow-through. Concern regarding books being
used later in the semester. Students wait to purchase, and by the time the
book is utilized, the bookstore has sent them back. It was suggested that the
bookstore keep the copies in store, especially when the instructor uses the
same title/edition every year.
Senate: Larry provided an email handout, from Stephanie Droker, regarding
recommendations for faculty positions. Priority is ESL. Spanish Jnstructor is also
needed . Other positions discussed included Communication Instructor, Art
Faculty, Humanities, Perfonning Arts, Music, and Journalism.
Curriculum: Ed 5 needs to be sent to A&L for approval and, then, to TRC. May 3
is the last day to submit new material.
Classroom fdeas/lssues: None discussed.
Other-None

Agenda items for next meeting were suggested-Marlon wrote those down.
Meeting adjourned at 12:52 pm
Next meeting is the last meeting of the semester (May 10).

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
HEALTH, WELLNESS & NURSING
LEARNING AREA MEETING
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 20,2010
8:30am - 10:00am

AGENDA
1.

Call to Order

2.

Additions to the Agenda

3.

Approval of Minutes

4.

Health & Nursing Area Report - Charles Freeman

5.

Counselors Report - Marta Hendrickson

6.

SLO Program Review Assessment Report- Joel Rogers
A.
Program Level
B.
Course Level

7.

Curriculum Report - Kent Olson

8.

Academic Senate Report - Dave Neer

9

Athletic Academic Advisor Report - Teresa Quilici
A.
Discussion

10.

Golden Eagle Arena
A.
Continued Discussion - Course Curriculum Development

11.

Kinesiology Curriculum Report - Dave Neer/Joel Rogers

12.

Classroom/Campus Concerns

13.

Good of the Order

14.

Adjournment

WHCL Health, Wellness, & Nursing Learning Area
Meeting Minutes
October 20,2010
Room# 124

8:30 a.m.

Members Present: R. Clement, C. Freeman, M. Hendrickson, D. Neer, K. Olson,
T. Quilici, R. Ragsdale & M. Unzueta
Members Absent: A. Fortune & J. Rogers
Minutes recorded by: A. Avitia
1) Call to Order8:30 a.m.
2) Changes/Additions to the AgendaNone Stated.
3) Approval of MinutesK. Olson motioned to approve September 8, 2010 meeting minutes; D. Neer seconded the
motion, the motion was approved unanimously.
4) Health & Nursing Area Report- Charles Freeman
C. Freeman reported that the medical assisting course is going through the curriculum
process for credit. He added that the EMT course expanded its seats from 30 to 40
students and that a sterile processing course may be offered in the spring. He also
announced that the CNA course started today, October 20, 2010 and that the nursing area
is trying to hire a CNA instructor. C. Freeman exits at 9:50a.m.
5) Counselors Report- Marta Hendrickson
No report given at this time.
6) SLO Program Review Assessment Report- Joel Rogers
A. Program Level
B. Course Level
No report given at this time. J. Rogers absent.
7) Curriculum Report- Kent Olson
K. Olson reported that PE-005 Intercollegiate Women's Volleyball and PE-25A
Introductory Soccer were recently passed in curriculum.
8) Academic Senate Report- Dave Neer
(Handout: E-mail: SB 1440 Implementation: Associate Degree's for Transfer)
D. Neer informed the learning area of the recent e-mail all faculty should have received
regarding the new bill that passed that would help students transfer with an associate
degree. He asked the learning area to review the e-mail for their information.

9) Athletic Academic Advisor Report- Teresa Quilici
T. Quilici infonned the learning area of the recent progress reports sent out by Elva
Torres and, as of today, October 20, 2010 she has received only four progress reports and
expressed the importance of receiving these back from the instructors. The learning area
had an open discussion regarding the progress report template and faculty involvement.
R. Clement will have Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson at the next learning area to help clear up
this process.
10) Golden Eagle ArenaA. Continued Discussion- Course Curriculum Development
B. Clement asked the learning area to continue brainstonning of potential courses that
could be offered in the arena.
11) Kinesiology Curriculum Report- Dave Neer/Joel Rogers
(Handout: Student Learning Outcomes Tracking Fonn)
No report at this time. J. Rogers absent. B. Clement shared with the learning area that a
representative was needed for the area to be a part of the Strategic Planning Meeting.
D. Neer volunteered, in addition to K. Olson to be D. Neer's backup.
12) Classroom/Campus ConcernsNo issues or concerns at this time.
13) Good of the Order(Handout: E-mail regarding spring schedule)
B. Clement shared with the learning area of proposed course changes for the spring from
R. Ragsdale. No issues or concerns at this time.
14) Adjournment
Meeting Adjourned: 9:40 a.m.

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
HEALTH, WELLNESS," NURSING
LEARNING AREA MEE'nNG
FRIDAY, AUGUST 13, 2010
3:00pm - 4:00pm

WHCC LIBRARY

AGENDA

1.

Restricted and Unrestricted Funds Expenditure
•

lottery

2.

Two ...Year Schedule
• To be placed on the college website and/or portal (Handout)

3.

2011 Spring Schedule
• Work on the premise that the schedule will mimic 2010 spring schedule "Moving
Target"
• Schedule development team for our learning Area

4.

Program Review
•
Program review schedule (Handout)
• Timelines for completion

5.

Evaluations of Faculty
•
•

Fulltime
Adjunct

6.

Accreditation Updates (Handout)

7.

learning Area Faculty Representation
• Curriculum, SlOC, Academic Senate, PGC

8.

Course Repetition

9.

SlO Update
• Course level & Program level assessment (4% of program SlO assessed to date)
•
Implementation Plan - Portal (Handout)

10.

Golden Eagle Arena
•
Fitness Equipment Update (Handout)
• Course Curriculum Development

11.

Removal ofW's & F's from transcripts

12.

learning Area meetings schedule for 2010 fall semester

13.

Campus issues and highlights

14.

Adjournment

RFP 010-01 WHC WElLNESS - AEROBICS, EXERCISE 8. WEIGHT TRAINING EQUIPMENT:
Bid Opening, Friday. July Hi, 2010 al 9:00am

Daled: Jun 24. 2010
Item Ad.a.tage Fitness ProduelS
Llf. Fltn • .,
Qu.nUcy UnllP,lee
Unit P,lco
Total
TOLaI

NO: ITEM DESCRIPTION & DETAILS:

1
13

TRE;ADlltlLL:

J Yeor lI"moer to blJmoer vlilrranlv. indudes All PMS, labo, and IfIlV81 cosls.

•
4

$ ',195.00

S

S

$

S

2

CROSS TRAINER:

3

S 4,250,00

2b

J Year bumper IQt>umper VlafTljn lV, inc;Judes ,Al1Palls, IBbo, and lravel oosls,

3

S 400.00 $

UPRIGHT EXERCISE BIKE:
3 Year """,per 10 oump9f wonanry, Inclvdes All Parrs. labor and trovlJi lXJs/s.
RECUMBENT BIKE:

4
4

$ 1,675,00
$
S 1,895,00

•

2

S

5

13

$ 1.09500

S

13

$

3
3a
4
4a
5

6
7

a
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24

26
26
Z7
28

29
30
31
32
33

34

3S
~6

37

3 Yaar btJrJ10er 10 olJmoer warranl't, Includes All Parts. labor Me IraW31 CO&<.
A1TACHABLE 17" LCD TIl:
T_am,Us (4). CrOM Tromer I:J). RdCUmber,Bliffl (2).
TIl BRACI<ETS '" AOAPTOR BRACKffS:
UorloM El<ero~ Bike (.;), plus UJ aOmlnlSI,.l!ve romolO
REMOTE COIfTROLS:
Ramol. Con/rols for IJpri;hl
BiJro (2), r)P"9nl EX6"'/~ l3,kS (4), fJ/uS (1) sdmlnislralive ",mole
DIP & CHIN ASSIST PRESS:
BICEPS CIJRL PRESS:
CHEST PRESS:
PECTORAL FL YIREAR DELTOID PRESS;
HIP ABDUCTOR:
HIP ABlJUCTOR:
HOMONTA!.. C4LFPRe:>S:

rrr/ldm"'. (4), c.-o.s T",ir..r (3), RooiJmooOl

LEG EXTENSION PRESS:
ScATEDfl.OW:
LEG CURL:
SEA TED LEG PRESS ,
SEA
SHOULDER Pfl.ESS:
SEATED TRICEPS EXTENSION:
/.A.TPULLDOWN :
CVSTOM BUILT·S STACK MULTI-JUNGLE:
DUAL ADJUSTABLE PULL£Y STATION;
HAMMEfI. STRENGTH SMITH MACHINE
BODY weiGHT GLUTfIHAM BENCH:
DECLINEJADBOOMINAL BENCH:
BUMPER PLATE STORAGE RACK· LARGE:
MUL nADJUSTABLE STfl.ENGTH BENCH:
DIIMRR£I.L RACI(·DDUBLE nER'
tmUTY 8EJICH wnE DEGREE:
F!.AT BENCH:
O~ YMPIC HEAVY DI.ffY 6' X 8' STAND ALONE PLA TFOfI.M:
OLYMPIC 0' HE;AVYOUT'f HALF RACK:
O~ YMPIC HEA VY DUTY ADJUSTABLE BENCH:
BACK exTENSION BENCH:
ABDOMINAL CRUNCH BENCH:
STAFF TRAINING:
On ~re SlBn ft'ninmg on proper eqvipment IJ$(J and equipment ma/fJfonanC9

reo

1CC!f1tify al1V OttJ6f lraJnino 3yull8bn/lv (cfI Sl18. wsb based ~c-J

811012010

2

.

S
~

S

U

$

S

1
1

$ 2.499.00

$

2

S 2,.I9Q.OO S
S 2,.499.00 S
$ 2,499,00 $
S 2,499.00 $
S 2 ,~99 . 00 S
$ 2,.499.00 $
S 2.425,00 S
S 2.499.00 S
$ 2.499,00 $
S 4.19600 $
$ 2.499.00 $
S 2,499.00 $
$ 2,499.00 $
$ 6,225.00 S
S 3.595.00 S
$ 2,695.00 S
$ 675.00 $
$ 525.00 S
$ 169.00 $
$ 6S5.00 S
~
~9~ 00 S
S 375.00 $
S 376 00 S
S 72 • .00 $
S 1.025.00 S
S 829.00 $
S !f.l500 S
S SS9.00 S

1

5

1

1
1
1

,

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
I

1
1
I

I

2
3
~

I

1
2

•2
1

~

16.780.00

$ 3.680.00
$ 650.00
$ 2,659.00

12.750.00
1,200.00 $ 200.00
6.700.00 $ 1,635.00
S 180.00
3.71l0.00 S 1,640.00
$ 180.00
14.ZlS.00 5 604 00

2,490.00
2,499.00
2.49 9,00
2,499.00
2.499.00
2 ,499.00
2.4_9.00
2.425.00
2.499.00
2._99.00
4,195.00
2.499 .00
2A99.00
2,499.00
6.225.00
3,595.00
2.69500
675.00
525.00
378.00
2.055.00
1.785.00
375.00
375.00

1.450.00
4,10000
1,658.00
5Q5.QO

1,796 .00

$

14,720.00
2,600.00
7.977.00
600.00
6,540.00
720.00
3.68Q.00
360.00
10,45200

S
S

S
$
$
$
$

$

$ 4,1~9 00

16,71l6.00

S
$
S
S 3,1911.00 I $
S
$
S 1.79900 S
.
S
S
$ 1,799.00 S
S
S
S 999.00 S

.

94.00

S

1,222.00

S

60.50

S

847.00

S 2.454.00
$ 2,033 .00
$ 2."174.00
$ 2.174.00
S 2,174.00
$ 2,174.00

S
S
S

S

2.454.00
2.033.00
2,174 .00
2 .174.00
2.174 DO
2.174 .00

:l,104.0U

~

:l.104 UU

$:

$ 2,364.00
$ 2.174.00
$ 2,174.00
$ 3,506.00
S 2,104.00
$ 2.033.00
$ 1,824.00
S 7.170.00
S 3,.'\23.00
S 2.694.00
S 97000
S 404.00
S 236.00
S 847.00
$ 525.00
$ 2B2.00
S 226.00
S 1,501.00
$ 1..227.00
$ 559 00
S 704.00
S 630.00

$

2.384.00
2.174 .00
2.174 .00
3,506.00
2. 104.00
2.0nOO
1,824.00
7,170.00
3,323.00
2.594.00
970.00
404.00
472.00
1,941.00
1575.00
?B2.00
226.00
3,00200
4.906.00
1,118.00
704 .00
1,660.00

S
$
$
S

~

S

S

$
$

S

S
$
$
$

S
$

S

S
S

S
S
S
S
S
$
$

$
$

S

Unll P,leo

Total

S

S

Tho Dum boll Man FU.n{lss Eq

Promaxlma
Unit Price

S
S

S

-

S

5 1,799.00 S
S 1.799.00 S
S 1,799 .00 S
$ 1.799.00 $
S 1.799_00 $
$ 1.799.00 $
1 (7~HJJO

,:

1.799.00
1,799.0 0
1,799.00
1,799.00
$ 1,799.00
S , ,799.00
$ 1,799.00
$ 5,299.00
$ 2,295. 00
$ 1,495.00
S 795.00
S 235.00
S 32500
S 250.00
S 385.00
$ 165.00
S 150.00
$ 1,"195.00

S
$

S

S
S

•5

S
5

S
5
S
S

S
$
S
S
$

~ 1.~~ .00

S

450.00
275.00
695.00

$
$

$
$

5
$

S
$

$ 4.1;3000
1.00
$
9,597 .00 $ 3,445.00
1,00
S
7,19600 S 2,215.00
1.00
S
3,598.00 S 2.:>30.00
1.00
S
'2,987.00 S

-

S

.

:;

$
$

18.520.00
4.00
10,335.00

S

Ma

S
$

8.860.00
4.00

S

~,660.00

S

2.00

$

S
~

1,7119.00 $ 2 ,34 ~ . 00
1,799.00 $ 2.015.00
1.799.00 $ 2.210.00
U99.GO S 2,345.00
1.799.00 $ 2,490.00
I.M.oo $ 2,490.00
1,899.00 S 2,155.00
1.7g9.00 $ 2,070.00
1,799. 00 $ 2,215.00
1,799,00 S 2,2\5.00
1,799,00 S 3,540.00
1,79 9,00 S 2,215.00
1,799.00 S 2,155.00
1,799,00 S 2,155.00
5,299,00 $ 7,200.00
2,295 .00 $ 3,390.00
1,495.00 $ 2.4G0.OO
795,00 S 1,320.00
235.00 S 580.00
650.00 S 190.00
750.00 S 590.00
1.165.00 S 5nOO
1G5 00 S 365.00
16000 S 280.00
' , ~O.OO S 1,20~ 00
~ , (iljO.OO
S 1,250.00
900.00 S 675.00
275.00 $ 500.00
1.39MO S 845.00

S

Tolal

S

1.00

$

S
S

S
$
S
~

S
$
S

S
S
S
S
S

S
S
~

S
$

S
S

2.345.00
2,075.00
2,210.00
2,34S.00
2,490.00
2,490.00
2,155.00
2,070.00
2.215.00
2,215.00
3.840.00
2.215.00
2,155.00
1,15500
7.200.00
3.:>90.00
2.460.00
1.320.00
580.00
360.00
1.770.00
1.770.00

S

365.00

~

260.00 I
2.410.00
5.000.00
1.350.00
500.00
1,290.00

$
$

S
S
S

S

1.00
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38' DUMI3EL.LS: as follows (minimum or better)
38A
3813
38C
38D

38E
38F
38S
38H
381

38J
3SK
38L
38M

Pro-Rubber DB Set 5-50 x 5 Platinum
Pro-Rubber DB Set 5f5.100 x 5 Platinum
Int9k smmath 451b robber OlvmDic Plate S1nale cen/ar = 1.1185' - s/andlJl'd oIvmoic bar slza
Int9k SItength 251b robber Olympic Plsw (single)
Intek smmath 101b!Vbber OIvmoic Plste (Binale)
Int9k smmath 5/b rubber O/vmoic Plate 'sInote
Intel< SItength 2.51b rubber O/vmoic Pla18(sinuie
International Power Bar 7' - black cos/ad cen/er knul1lrn1 (1. BOOIb caD8CilYl
Double Naadte Baalfrnl Bar 7' - nickel cosled 1.8001b caoacllvl
Olympic Training Bumper Black - 451b. (core of salid harr/aned chrome steel outer sheH salid,
Olympic Training BumPer Black· 35/b, (core of solid hardened chrome l3Ieel, outer shell solid
Olvmoic Tralnlna Bumner Black - 251b, (core of solid hardened chrome steel. outer shell solid
Olympic Training Bumper Black - 101b. (core of solid hardened chrome steel outer shell solid,

vimln rubber)
viraln rubber)
vlraln rubbe,"
virgin rubber)

2
1
28
18
18
10
10
4
2
8
8
8
4

SUB-TOTAL:
DISCOUNT:
INSTALLATION:
SAL.ES TAX (Fresno Countv. CAl 8.975%
SHIPPING & HANDUNG to 300 Cherry Lane Ccallnaa. CA 93210 :

GRAND TOTAL:

$
$ 1.095.00
$ 3.095.00
$
50.00
$
29.00
$
13.00
6,50
$
3.25
$ 189,00
$ .275.00
$ 89,00
79.00
$
$
55.00
55,00
$
$

$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

$
$
$

$
$

2.190.00
3,095.00
1,400.00
522,00
234,00
65.00
32.50
756,00
550.00
712,00
632,00
440.00
220,00

$
$
$
$

131.195,50

$
$

$ 1.136.00
$ 2,453.00
$
59.50
$
33.50
$
13,30
$
7.00
$
3.50
$ 311,50
$ 556.50
$
73.50
$
56,00
45,50
$
$
35,00

$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

$

$
$
$

$
$

$
2.272,00
2.453.00
1.685.00
504,50
239.40
70,00
35,00
1,246,00
1,113,00
588.00
448.00
364.00
140.00

$

$
$
$
$
$

2.760,00
2.980.00
2.023.00
734.40
290,70
85.00
42.50
BOO,OO
1.350,00
520.00
420,00
320,00
80.00

$1,075,00
$2.340.00
$
45.00
$
25.00
$ 10.00
$
5.00
2,50
$
$ 150.00
$ 205.00
$
90.00
$
75.00
$
60,00
$
45.00

$
$

$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2.150.00
2.340,00
1.250,00
450,00
180,00
50,00
25,00
640,00
410,00
720,00
600.00
480.00
180.00

114.714,00

7014.00

$
$
$
$
$

155,480,23

$ 130,587.48

$

137,542.71

122,792.20

11619.29
163,064.19

$

7,795,00
12,474,40

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$ 111.489.60
$
$
3.250.00
$ 10,297.88
5.550,00
$

$
$
$
$
$

-

$1,380.00
$ 2.980.00
72,25
$
$ 40,80
16,15
$
$
8,50
$
4,25
$ 225.00
$ 675,00
$
65,00
52,50
$
$ 40,00
20,00
$

13.446.60
12,227,43

.

11.500.00
11.327,71
1,00

OTHER ITEMS:

.

.

Provide any pl'l)duct mU$tlllUons and lIIeralull! available for nems quoted on .
Please identifY who any wananly, maintenance and service contract will be with Including Company Name •
Addn;oss, Phone number along with response time.

-
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Clement, Robert

Tos, Angela
Wednesday, August 11, 2010 11:21 AM
Ragsdale, Rodney; Neer, Dave; Unzueta, Mark; Olson, Kent S.; Fortune, Allen
Clement, Robert; Torres, Elva; Dorsey-Robinson, Sylvia
Student Education Plans (SEP) for Athletes

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Hello esteemed coaches,
I have been charged with having student education plans on file for all of the student athletes by September 3
emailing you to inform you of my plan and request your support and assistance in implementing it.

rd

•

I am

The plan
I have scheduled a group academic counseling session on Tuesday, August 24 from 3-5 pm. (Hopefully this is not news
to you and you have already been notified of this date.)
A different counselor will be available at each table. I will begin the session with a 15 minute overview of the advising
sheets, educational goals and the SEP form; the goal of this presentation is to provide the information necessary to the
students to be able to identify their educational goal and know what forms to follow and fill out. The students will then
begin completing their own SEP forms and will include on it the sport for which they participate. There will be catalogs
at each table for them to review course descriptions and majors. Once the student has completed the form (with the
assistance of the counselor as necessary) the form will be given to the counselor who will check it, make any necessary
changes/revisions, write in any appropriate notes or information and collect it. All SEPs will be copied and the student's
copy will be sent to you to be distributed to them later.
How you can provide support and assistance
•
•
•
•

•

•

Please provide me with a list of the courses your athletes need to participate in for your sport. I will need this
list by noon on Monday, August 23.
Please emphasize with your athletes the value ofthe student educational plan (from a success viewpoint it is the
most important counseling activity they can participate in to help them meet their educational goals).
Please require those students who do not have a SEP on file to attend; let them know that having a SEP impacts
their eligibility.
Please stress to your athletes that they need to be on time- the instructions are explained in the beginning. The
counselors are extending their work day for this event and I'd like to demonstrate respect for their time by
beginning on time.
Consider encouraging all your athletes to be there for the overview at the beginning (although not required for
those students who already have a SEP on file, it is excellent information that can only positively enhance their
knowledge for their education).
Check your mailboxes and when you receive the copies ofthe SEPs, distribute them to the athletes as soon as
possible.

I think this is going to be a great event and I look forward to working with you and your student athletes. If you have any
questions, concerns, or suggestions please don't hesitate to contact me; I welcome feedback.
Thanks
Angela Tos
Counselor, West Hills College Lemoore
559.925.3324
559.925.3865 fax
1

REVISED ACCREDITATION REPORT TIME LINE
West Hills College Lemoore
July 2-Revisions from Standard Administrative Chairs to Writer
July Is-Revised Draft from Writer
--Revised Draft to Standard Teams for Near Final Review
August ll-Send to District Office, Standard Teams, etc., for Review
August 25-Due Date From District Office Staff
September I-Review by College Governance Groups and College Staff
October 6-PGC, 1st Reading
October 20-PGC, 2nd Reading
October 25-To Printer, 100 Copies
November 16-BOT, 1st Reading
December 7-BOT, 2nd Reading
January IS-BOT, Last Chance for Approval
January I9-MaiI to Visitation Team Members
March 6-10-Site Visit

West Hills College Lemoore enriches the lives of our
students and the community we serve by being dedicated
to quality educational learning opportunities and
partnerships. The college provides a positive
environment that is committed to student learning and
empowering students to achieve their educational goals.

'\

West Hills College Lemoore
Student Learning Outcomes (SLO)
Implementation Plan

DRAFT

YEAR 1
2008-2009
SLO Coordinator
Training/Education - Plan Mandatory Spring
Presentation
- Work with Administration to
identify facilitators
- Develop and coordinate training
activities throughout the year

Assessment Cycle

Dialogue

- Work with SLOC to identify
cohorts for assessment cycle
- Coordinate with facilitators of for
the pilot courses

Student Learning
Outcomes Committee
(SLOC)

Facilitators

Programs

- Conduct inventory of SLOs at the
College
- Develop glossary of terms related
to SLOs and distribute to College
- Work with SLO Coordinator to
develop training activities

- Share information from SLOC
with own Learning Area/Program
and vice versa
- Report training needs from
Learning Areas to SLOC

- Attend workshops
- Communicate training needs to
facilitator

- Identify which programs are in
each of the 4 cohorts
- Review the work from the pilot
courses and provide feedback
- Develop format to be used to
document SLOs at the college

- Work with pilot courses to
progress through the cycle

- Pilot courses complete the cycle

All faculty and staff will fully engage in an ongoing dialogue that honestly assesses what students are learning.

Communication

- Send all users email notices
regarding SLOC meetings and
actions

Newsletter - Draft and distribute

- Representatives report
- Share information from SLOC
information from SLOC back to
with own program and vice versa
constituency group and vice versa

Website - Design and maintain currency of - Review drafts and provide input
information

Program Review

- Review any proposed changes to
- Work with program review
coordinator to redesign how SLOs the PR process
are incorporated into PR

Curriculum

- Work with Curriculum Committee - Review any proposed changes to
Chair to design how SLOs are to
the curriculum process
be incorporated into curriculum
process

~

-------

- Review drafts and provide input

~

~

- Continue with process as is

- Continue with process as is

August 2008

\

West Hills College Lemoore
Student Learning Outcomes (SLO)
Implementation Plan

DRAFT

YEAR 2

2009-2010
SLO Coordinator
Training/Education - Work with Employee Success

Committee to plan training
activities throughout the year as
needed

Assessment Cycle
(First Year)

Dialogue

-Initiate 1st cycle with Cohort A

Student Learning
Outcomes Committee
(SLOC)

Facilitators

Programs

- Share results from SLO inventory - Report training needs from depts - Communicate training needs to
with campus community
to SLOC
facilitator
- Work with SLO Coordinator to
develop training activities

- Oversee the implementation of
the 1st cycle with Cohort A

- Work with departments in Cohort - Cohort A begins the cycle
A to begin the cycle

All faculty and staff will fully engage in an ongoing dialogue that honestly assesses what students are learning.

Communication

- Representatives report
- Share feedback with SLOC from - Cohort A communicates their
- Communicate information
Cohort A regarding their progress experiences with moving through
regarding the implementatin of the information from SLOC back to
constituency group and vice versa moving through the cycle
the cycle with their facilitators
cycle to the campus community

Newsletter - Draft and distribute

- Review drafts and provide input

Website - Design and maintain currency of - Review drafts and provide input
information

Program Review

-------------- --------------------------- --------------

Involvement will depend on how the Program Review process is changed given the accreditation recommendation related to
college planning and evaluation activities. The SLOC will monitor any changes and ensure that SLOs are being addressed.

Curriculum
Involvement will depend on how the Curriculum process is changed. The SLOC will monitor any changes and ensure that SLOs
are being addressed.
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West Hills College Lemoore
Student Learning Outcomes (SLO)
Implementation Plan

DRAFT'

YEAR 3

2010-2011
SLO Coordinator

Student Learning
Outcomes Committee
(SLOC)

Facilitators

Programs

Training/Education

- Work with Employee Success
Committee to plan training
activities throughout the year as
needed

- Work with SLO Coordinator to
develop training activities

- Report training needs from depts - Communicate training needs to
facilitator
to SLOC

Assessment Cycle
(Second Year)

- Initiate 1st cycle with Cohort B
- Ensure Cohort A completes 1st
cycle and begins 2nd cycle

- Evaluate the effectiveness of the
cycle after first year and make
changes for improvement as
needed

- Work with Cohort B to begin the
cycle
- Work with Cohort A to complete
1st cycle and begin 2nd cycle

Dialogue

All faculty and staff will fully engage in an ongoing dialogue that honestly assesses what students are learning.

Communication

- Communicate results from the
first year of the cycle to the
campus community

Newsletter - Draft and distribute

Website

~rogram

- Cohort A completes 1st cycle and
begins 2nd cycle
- Cohort B begins 1st cycle

Review

- Share feedback with SLOC from - Cohorts A & B communicate their
- Representatives report
information from SLOC back to
Cohorts A & B regarding their
experiences with moving through
constituency group and vice versa progress moving through the cycle the cycle with their facilitators

- Review drafts and provide input

- Design and maintain currency of - Review drafts and provide input
information

-------- ------------------ --------

Involvement will depend on how the Program Review process is changed given the accreditation recommendation related to
college planning and evaluation activities. The SLOC will monitor any changes and ensure that SLOs are being addressed.

Curriculum
Involvement will depend on how the Curriculum process is changed. The SLOC will monitor any changes and ensure that SLOs
are being addressed.
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West Hills College Lemoore
Student Learning Outcomes (SLO)
Implementation Plan

DRAFT

YEAR 4
2011-2012
SLO Coordinator
Training/Education - Work with Employee Success

Committee to plan training
activities throughout the year as
needed

Assessment Cycle
(Third Year)

Dialogue

- Initiate 1st cycle with Cohort C
- Ensure Cohort B completes 1st
cycle and begins 2nd cycle
- Ensure Cohort A complete 2nd
cycle

Student Learning
Outcomes Committee
(SLOe)

Facilitators

Programs

- Work with Coordinator to develop - Report training needs from depts - Communicate training needs to
training activities
to SLOC
facilitator

- Evaluate the effectiveness of the
cycle after second year and make
changes for improvement as
needed

- Work with Cohort C to begin the
cycle
- Work with Cohort B to complete
1st cycle and begin 2nd cycle
- Work with Cohort A to complete
2nd cycle

- Cohort C begins 1st cycle
- Cohort B completes 1st cycle and
begins 2nd cycle
- Cohort A completes 2nd cycle

All faculty and staff will fully engage in an ongoing dialogue that honestly assesses what students are learning.

Communication

- Communicate results from the
second year of the cycle to the
campus community

Newsletter - Draft and distribute

- Representatives report
- Share feedback with SLOC from - Cohorts A, B & C communicate
information from SLOC back to
Cohorts A. B & C regarding their
their experiences with moving
constituency group and vice versa progress moving through the cycle through the cycle with their
facilitators
- Review drafts and provide input

Website - Design and maintain currency of - Review drafts and provide input
information

Program Review

Curriculum

-------------- --------------------------- --------------

Involvement will depend on how the Program Review process is changed given the accreditation recommendation related to
college planning and evaluation activities. The SLOC will monitor any changes and ensure that SLOs are being addressed.

Involvement will depend on how the CUrriculum process is changed. The SLOC will monitor any changes and ensure that SLOs
are being addressed.
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West Hills College Lemoore
Student Learning Outcomes (SLO)
Implementation Plan

DRAFT

YEARS
2012·2013
SLO Coordinator
Training/Education - Work with Employee Success
COmmittee to plan training
activities throughout the year as
needed'

Assessment Cycle
(Fourth Year)

Dialogue

Student Learning
Outcomes Committee
(SLOC)
- Work with SLO Coordinator to
develop training activities

- Evaluate the effectiveness of the
- Initiate 1st cycle with Cohort D
- Ensure Cohort C completes 1st . cycle after second year and make
changes for improvement as
cycle and begins 2nd cycle
- Ensure Cohort B complete 2nd
needed
- Plan the implementation of a plan
cycle
- Ensure Cohort A begins 3rd cycle to develop SLOs for GE and
degrees and certificate programs

Facilitators

Programs

- Report training needs from depts - Communicate training needs to
facilitator
to SLOC

- Work with Cohort D to begin the
cycle
- Work with Cohort C to complete
1st cycle and begin 2nd cycle
'- Work with Cohort B to complete
2nd cycle
- Work with Cohort A to begin 3rd
cycle

- Cohort D begins 1st cycle
- Cohort C completes 1st cycle and
begins 2nd cycle
- Cohort B completes 2nd cycle
- Cohort A begins 3rd cycle

All faculty and staff will fully engage in an ongoing dialogue that honestly assesses what students are learning.

Communication

- Communicate results from the
third year of the cycle to the
campus community

Newsletter - Draft and distribute

- Representatives report
- Share feedback with SLOC from
information from SLOC back to
Cohorts A, B, C & D regarding
constituency group and vice versa their progress moving through the
cycle
- Review drafts and provide input

Website - Design and maintain currency of - Review drafts and provide input
information

Program Review

Curriculum

- Cohorts A, B, C & D
communicate their experiences
with moving through the cycle with
their facilitators

-------------

Involvement will depend on how the Program Review process is changed given the accreditation recommendation related to
college planning and evaluation activities. The SLOC will monitor any changes and ensure that SLOs are being addressed.

Involvement will depend on how the Curriculum process is changed. The SLOC will monitor any changes and ensure that SLOs
are being addressed.
August 2008

PROGRAM REVIEW SCHEDULE
Instructional Programs
Midterm Due
Program Review Due
uate OT Most
Program Name

West Hills College Lemoore

Current Program

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

6/10/2010

c.o"~

.,

Abo

-nTI..Iii:

GEOL 12

Grand Canyon Field Course

GEOL30/60

Experimental Course

GEOL49/99

Directed Study

GS 61

Content Area Support

HE 35

Personal Health & Hygiene

HS 5
HS 15X

Occupational Work Experience Education

Medical Terminology

HS 50
HS90

Sterile Processing Technician Preparation

HIST 4A

Western Europe to 1700

Medical Mathematics

HIST 46

Western Europe from 1700

HIST17A

History of.the U.S. 1492-1877

HIST 176

History of the U.S. 1865-Present

HIST 20

World History I

HIST30j60

Experimental Course

HIST 32

Cultural History of the Chicano

HIST34

Introduction to Black Studies

HST44

Women's Roles in United States History

HIST 49/99

Directed Study

HM 10

Introduction to Hotel Management

HMll

Hotel DeSign, Planning & Development

HM 12

Hotel, Motel Management, & operations

HM 61

Front Office Management & Operations

HM 63

Houseke€!ping Management

HM64

Maintenance Management

HM 65
HM 66

Tourisn & Convention Marketing & Sales

HRCM 1

Introduction to Hospitality

Conference, Conventiona & Event Planning

1.4 2,,0.::1,0

v

Sf ,00ll M2.eH

v

v
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'2,012. J:'d 2orL.
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NUTl

Basic Nutrition

PA 1

Introduction to Theater

PA3

Film Appreciation

PHIL 1

Introduction to Philosophy

PHIL2
PHIL3

Introduction to Logic

PE 2
PE 6

Archery
Body Conditioning

PE 7

Aerobics

Ethics

PE 8

Intermediate Aerobic Interval Training

PE 11

Golf
Jogging & Power Walking

PE 16
PE 18

Bowling

PE 19

Adaptive Physical Education

PE 21

Fitness Laboratory

PE 23

Weight Training

PE 25A

Introductory Soccer

PE 29

Introduction to Sport and Exercise Psychology

Pe 30/60
PE 35A

Experimental Courses
Theory of Soccer

PE40
PE41

Introduction to Physical Education
Standard First Aid

PE44

Fundamentals of Wrestling

PE 44B

Theory of Wrestling

PE 45

Coaching Team Sports

& Prevention of Athletic Injuries

PE 46

Care

PE46A

Theory of Golf

PE 46B

Theory of Cross Country

PE47

Fundamentals of Soccer

FA

2.0/0

:sP 2.oU ffl 2011

.s.p 2J;:I[J.. J!A.

2.012-

Cou~t£S
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PE48

Community First Aid & Safety

PE 49/99

Directed Study

PE 10

Men's Intercollegiate Coif

I ...
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PE 15

Women's Intercollegiate CoIf

V

PE 21A

Women's Intercollegiate Cross Country

..........

V
V'"

V

PE 25

Men's Intercollegiate Wrestling

V

.......

V'"

PE 28

Men's Intercollegiate Cross Country

PE 35

Women's Intercollegiate Soccer

PE 36

Men's Intercollegiate Soccer

V
Vv"'"

PHYSCI1

Survey of the Physica I Scie nces

PHYSCI2

Chemistry & Physics for Educators

PHYSCI 49/99 Directed Study
PHSICS2A

Mechanics & Thermodynamics

PHSICS 2B

Electricity, Magnetism, Optics & Modern Physics

PHYSICS4A

Classical Mechanics

PHYSICS4B

Electricity, Magnetsm & Waves

PHYSICS4C

Thermodynamics, Optics & Modern Physics

POLSCI1

American Government

POLSCI2

Comparative Government

POLSCI4

Introduction to International Relations

POLSCI 30/60 Experimental Course
POLSCI49/99 Directed Study
POLSCI51

American Institutions

PSYCH 1

General Psycology

PSYCH 2

Abnormal Psychology,

PSYCH 3

Deveopmental Psychology

PSYCH 4

Personal Psychology

PSYCH 5

Biology Psychology

PSYCH 5

Law & Psychology

.,...

"'V'
"

",.
.,/'

./

Welcome Week Chart

Dean's Welcome Day
[8:45 AM to 10:45 AM

Coffee, Juice, water, Donuts
: Deans-Bob, Ma,rlon, Jose, Jody
Jther
Otl
K.C.
ruFarr.lily Health
EE

SGA
&

: 10:00AM to 2:00PM

Club Rush Day and Student Athletes

: 6:00PM to 7:00PM

Blood Drive

K.C.F.H
EECU

.

,

i 11:00 AM to 1:00 PM

: President's BBQ Day
Don - Certificated sauce maker
Hotdogs & hamburgers, condiments, & water
Volunteers:

.
:
:i

REVISED ACCREDITATION REPORT TIME LINE
West Hills College Lemoore
July 2-Revisions from Standard Administrative Chairs to Writer
July 15-Revised Draft from Writer
--Revised Draft to Standard Teams for Near Final Review
August ll-Send to District Office, Standard Teams, etc., for Review
August 25-Due Date From District Office Staff
September I-Review by College Governance Groups and College Staff
October 6-PGC, 1st Reading
October 20-PGC, 2nd Reading
October 25-To Printer, 75 Copies?
November 16-BOT, 1st Reading
December 7-BOT, 2nd Reading
January IS-BOT, Last Chance for Approval
January 19-Mail to Visitation Team Members
March 6-10-Site Visit

West Hills College Lemoore
Planning and Governance Council
Wednesday - November 21, 2007 - 1:30 p.m.
Conference Rm. 124
Minutes
Members Present:
Don Warkentin, President
Marty Ennes, CTA/Faculty Representative
Angela Tos, CTA/Faculty Representative
Kyalo Mativo, Curriculum Committee Chair
Ron Oxford, Librarian
Jan Young, Counselor/Advisor
Jose Lopez, Dean of Students
Allen Moore, Interim Director of Facilities & Auxiliary Services
James Preston, Academic Senate President
America Infante, CSEA/Classified Representative
Members Absent:
Rene Sanchez, Curriculum Committee Chair
Teresa Macias-Quilici, CSEA/Classified Representative
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services
Marlon Hall, Associate Dean of Educational Services, Evening College
Yarely Herrera, Student Government Association Representative
Call to Order
Mr. Warkentin called the meeting to order at 1:32 p.m.
Approval of minutes
The minutes of the November 7, 2007 meeting were approved on a motion by Marty
Ennes, seconded by Ron Oxford, all in favor, motion passed.
Action items
• Employee Development and Success Committee Governance Group
Request (revised). In the absence of Marlon Hall, this item will be postponed.
•

Program Review - Education/Education Assistant (EDUC/EA) Arts
and Letters
James Preston recommends that this program review remain status quo. They will
continue to seek grant funds. Marty Ennes asked about the status of the counselor
position. James responded that they are working on designating someone 40% but no
one has been formally designated. The majority of allocated monies will go to Angela
Tos and Marta Hendrickson. The grant funds are only for one year. Marty asked if it
would be helpful to make a recommendation for someone to be designated? James
responded negatively. There are funds for this position, even if it is an increase to a
current person. Is there enough money to identify someone full-time temporary? Mr.
Warkentin announced the budget expenditure cutoff date is as of February 1 in
anticipation of budget cuts from the Governor. He recommended the use of general
funds prior to restricted funds. Ken Stoppenbrink has stated that with contract
obligations for next year, $1.9 million district-wide are needed. The restricted monies
deadline is May 1, 2008. A caveat, Mr. Warkentin stated, could be the Governor's
budget. We cannot hire permanent staff, only temporary.
Dave recommended a

Planning and Governance Council
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program review schedule. Mr. Warkentin reported that as part of institutional
effectiveness we want program reviews to come to this body to be reviewed and
approved. Angela Tos announced that she has the program review for Student Services
completed and it will be brought to the next meeting. James believes a schedule would
be helpful. Marta asked if we could come up with a similar schedule process as in the
Curriculum Committee. James recommended that this program review remain status
quo. Marty Ennes motioned to approve the Education/Education Assistant (EDUC/EA)
Arts and Letters Program Review, it was seconded by Angela Tos, all in favor, motion
passed.

Information/discussion items
Mid Term Report Final Draft (first reading)
Mr. Warkentin stated that the Report will need to go to the board in January for final
approval at the February board meeting. He suggested that an members read the
Report closely and question as they read if it answers the recommendation. .James
announced that this is on the agenda for Senate this Monday.
1.

Student Learning Outcomes
Dr. Mativo repOlted on behalf of Rene Sanchez. The next meeting is scheduled on
November 28 at 12:00 noon in the Senate office. Rene has requested all faculty to
attend if possible as this is a general education curriculum meeting for identification for
articulation requirements to CSU's and UC's. Next semester they will contact
instJuctors about courses to be deleted or revised. 71% of the slo's are complete. This
does not include non instructional programs which have been turned into Angela Tos.
Ten percent have been assessed. Half of the staff are writing assessments. 29% are
without slo's at this time. Some of the courses may not be offered and may been
inactivated. There are stm a large number in areas that do not have full-time faculty .
You cannot inactivate a course that is part of the program, i. e. Chern 55, if it is listed in
the major. There are some issues and they are being identified. Angela believes these
have to be submitted to the State Chancellor's office. The percentages may be off. Mr.
Warkentin is concerned about courses we now teach that don't have slo's. If it is a parttime faculty or full-time faculty they need to be contacted.
2.

3. Library Positions
Ron Oxford explained that they are attempting to stabilize the staffing in the library.
Russell Bellamy has moved to an adjunct position to free up funds for one 19 hr. library
specialist. The new position "",ill be paid more than the full-time person (Frances
Andrade) and they are trying to figure out the path to bring these positions into
a1ignment, therefore, Dave Bolt has referred Ron to this Council. There are not funds
currently, but the amount of monthly increase to Frances' position amounts to $79-100
more. Frances has the same responsibilities. Mr. Warkentin responded that he is aware
of many positions in this situation and consultants have been hired for a classification
study to look positions and re-classifications. Until the study is complete reclassifications "'rill not be approved. This may be positive for some staff, but could also
result negatively for some. Ron asked if they look at the structure of the positions. Mr.
Warkentin responded affirmatively, as was done in a previous study. Upon completion
of the study the effective date would most likely be July 1, 2008 for any reflected
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changes. Budget requests will be submitted in the spnng as per the process and
requests will be prioritized.

4. Academic Senate Report
James reported that at their last meeting they approved AP 3435. BP 3435 is currently
being revised at the Chancellor's level. The Senate has asked that the black out
resolution be adhered to. This specifies that college meetings not be scheduled during
finals week and the first week of each semester. James passed out a draft of flex day
activities and updated faculty committee involvement appointments. He also passed out
a list of the new learning area realignment model. Administrators assigned to each
learning area is still to be discussed. James was pleased to announce that counseling
faculty are adopting a learning area and ",>,ill attend the meetings. This builds a bridge
between instruction and student services with many perspectives, placement testing,
course scheduling, where to refer students, etcetera. The last Senate meeting for the
semester is this Monday with focus to be on the Basic Skills Initiative (BST).
5. Accreditation Rubric for Institutional Effectiveness
This. item will be postponed. This is rubric of the planning, slo's, and program revie,,,,.
We are beyond the awareness stage, through development stage, and through the
proficient stage ""ith a report due on March 10.
6. Report from Committee Representative
a) Student Learning Committee
In the absence of Dave Bolt, Mr. Warkentin provided input sent from Chairman Bolt via
his e-mail to state that this committee recommends changing their role regarding
program reviews. The SLC recommends that program reviews now be sent directly to
the Planning and Governance Council and then on through the budget development
process.
b) Budget Allocation Committee
In the absence of Dave Bolt, Mr. Warkentin read some comments from Chairman Bolt
via his email. James asked the status of the electronic bulletin board for the front area.
Mr. Warkentin stated that he has asked the company, Datronics, to provide a quote for
an electronic bulletin board. Angela reported that after conversation with several
students they had commented that the current administration bldg. lobby screens are
not in the best location. Ron stated that the library's screens are not up as yet and he
intends to check at UC Merced to see their flat screens and where they are located. The
architect has been asked to address this issue. James referred to the Lemoore High
electronic board which is place at the corner of their lot. Marty likes the idea of the
Student Learning Committee's role change. Angela concurred. Program reviews will
now go to PGC, then through the budget allocation process.
c) Facilities, Safety and Auxiliary Services Committee
Allen Moore reported the broken blue call center had been repaired. The Health
Department was on cam pus for an inspection last week. Fly control is a concern in both
the snack bar and culinary lab areas, Scheduled maintenance "vill be llsed to purchase
fans for fly control, also a refrigerator needs to be fixed. There was a central plant
problem where the chiller starts on its own. The vendor was called and a switch needed
replacement. Allen is looking into a performance contract to step side huge expenses
concerning the heating/cooling system. The CDC landscape has been maintained by
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two companies and this has caused concern between the two companies regarding the
sprinlders, ect. A drain has been listed for scheduled maintenance dollars at the CDC,
then a lavvn to be rolled in. The maintenance schedule plan has 15 items and has been
submitted. Allen may propose training opportunities for his staff to this committee to
enhance some of their skills, i.e. sprinkler system training, key access systems, and weed
control. Marty commented that dusting needs to be done. The carpets are being
cleaned in the library. A couple of 19 hour positions have been approved and hours
have been changed around which will lend to more work completed. There have been no
incidents to report. Mr. Lopez reported a couple of students disruptive in a night class.
There was also an incident in the library in which a under age student had stepped off
campus with an adult. Mr. Rosas of the charter school is looking into this. Also, the
Police Dept. is investigating a possible drug sale. Ron would like to look at who gets
staff i.d. cards. There has been some confusion between students and staff. Jose
reported the possibility of counterfeit $100 bills being passed on campus. This was
caught by the bank.
d) Student Success Committee
Jose would like to have Tammy Larsen repOlt on what has been accumulated In
retention studies.
e) Employee Success and Development Committee
Jan Young reported a big evening planned for the Christmas party. Thanksgivingwas a
success and $215 raised from the centerpiece silent auction. The employee nevvsletter is
being revamped and a short staff development activity is being planned before end of
the semester.
f) Technology Committee
Ron Oxford reported that had held a meeting on November 13. Membership is being
discussed and representation is needed. They reviewed norms. The intent is to
maintain an environment of openness and productivity; putting students first. Michelle
Kozlowski attended to provide a history of TAT and WHCIST. A future agenda item is
budget for the replacement cost of computers. They plan to map communication flow to
TAT to WHCIST. Allen asked if computer leasing had been considered.
g) Student Learning Outcomes Committee
In the absence of Rene Sanchez, no report was given.
7. Student Government Association

Mr. Lopez reported that the subcommittee is setting up meetings. A workshop forthe
student services site visit is scheduled on December 3 for 1/2 day workshop. March 9,
2008 is the date of the site visit.
8. WHCIST
In the absence of Dave Bolt, no report was given.

9. Strategic Planning Committee Meeting
Mr. Warkentin reminded all of the Strategic Planning Committee Meeting is on
November 30,200710:00 a.m. This meeting will occur tvvlce pet semester. Topics of
discussion will be what went right this semester and future planning.
10.

•
•

Agenda items for next meeting
Program revie'w - Student Services, Angela Tos
Learning Communities - James
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Mid Term Report
Retention Report - Tammy Larsen

Other
Mr. Warkentin repOlted that an administrative internship program has been developed
and the consensus is to have one instructional internship position. The job description
will be finalized to advertise in January with a selection to be made by April and a start
date of July 1, 2008 for one year. The normal application process \Nill occur with a
selection committee and formal interviews. There will be an intern in Lemoore and also
one in Coalinga. The original plan was to have two internship positions at each college.
The pitfalls are backfill concerns. Hopefully an adjunct can be found. Also a possible
pitfall is should there be a budget crisis and no monies to backfill. Should this be a
concern it may be put on hold. James stated that the district was also to have an
internship. Mr. Warkentin replied that there is no more information learned on this as
yet. They vvill recommend this to the Chancellor. Colleges can develop a timeline.
America questioned that if a classified staff member could apply. Mr. Warkentin
responded that if the staff member meets the qualifications that can indeed apply. It is
easier for classified position as they are most likely a 12 month employee. James stated
that the State Academic Senate is also advocating this type of internship.
11.

12.Adjournment
Mr. Warkentin adjourned the meeting at

2:52

p.m.

Next Meeting - December 5,2007

Counseling Faculty Learning Area Meeting
Agenda: 5/12/10
1. Call to Order
2. Changes to Agenda
3. Approval of Minutes
4. Reports
a. Senate
b. Curriculum
c. Student Success
d. Student Learning Outcomes
e. Basic Skills
f. Transfer/Career
g. Articulation
h. PGC
1.
Technology Committee
J. Advisor Meeting Update
k. Learning Areas
I. Arts and Letters
11. Social Science
111. Career Technical Education
IV. Health and Wellness
v. Math and Science
5.

Action Items

6.

Agenda items for next meeting

th

Next meeting is scheduled for May 26 ??????

Counseling Faculty Learning Area Meeting
Minutes: 3/2411 0
1. Call to Order:
2. Changes to Agenda
3. Members
a. Present: Ti ffani McGee, Mike Rodriguez, Ann Ban, Marta Hendrickson,
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson , Angela Tos, Linda Amaya, Veronica Grijalva,
Rupinder Rai, Maria Gonzalez, Lataria Hall
4. Absent: Gary Sedgwick
5. Reports
a. Senate:
i. Discussed new faculty list : 1. Psych 2. ESL 3. Humanities 4.
Developmental English 5. Nursing
b. CUJTiculum
I. PE 45 was approved
II. Education 5 was approved for 5 year review
111. English 89 to lOO/GS 61 to 101 were both approved for a second
reading
IV . Intro to nursing courses was approved for second reading
v. Deleted Humanities degree because of new liberal arts degree
vi. Program revision for L VN ro RN and RN were approved
c. Student Success
i. Prioritized student town hall matrix
ii. Reviewed Student Equity Plan
iii. Revised governance statement
d. Student Learning Outcomes
I.
Discussed that adjlU1ct faculty need to assess SLO's because we
are not getting credit through W ASC for the assessment unless
every section of the course is assessed .
e. Basic Skills
i. Discussed goals for next semester
f. Transfer/Career
i . Transfer Dinner on May 20 1h
ii . UC Merced is opening doors [or Spring 20 II . Also accepting TAG
agreements for Spring 20 II
g. Articulation
\. Marta went to DeVry University presentation . They offer 16 week
sessions with 8 week session incorporated . They also have degree
completion programs. The cost to attend is $580 per unit for the
first 11 units and $350 per unit for the 121h unit and above . See
Marta for the catalog
11 . Online Biology lO lab is being rescinded (online part)
III. Update on Bio 35L-only students who have take our Bio 35 online
or currently taking OUf Bio 35 online and plan ro transfer to CSUF

LV .

or another campus that does not take our Bio 35 online should take
this one unit lab course.
Geol 9 Update-will not be cross-listed \-vith Geog 1. B. Hall plans
to create geology as a new stand alone class (earth science)

h. PGC

Discussed program review for Snack. Bar and UBMS-approved
II. Middle College Accreditation-received an "A" letter gradesuggestion to get separate campus
JlI. Evelyn Sue Westover-honorary degreelPGC approved-going to
Board for final approval
IV. Relay for Life update-made $1500 and received a bronze medal
v. SGA elections were held on May 12th
1.
Technology Committee
i. Has not met
J. Advisor Meeting Update
I. Not met yet since last meeting-SDR provided update
11. Mel w/Cindy Homburg from HHS-discussed concerns and
protocol for next semester
Ill. A few advisors and SDR are going on a field trip next Monday to
visit a few local high schools-plans to get a sense of their needs
and we can do to improve our services to their campuses.
IV . LHS has not responded to our invitation for a meeting to discuss
concerns
k. Learning Areas
1. A & L-Discussed new faculty list
11 .
Social Science-has not met since last meeting
111. Career Technical Education-Discussed AOJ and SLO' s
IV . Health and Wellness-Discussed nominations for new faculty
v. Math and Science-has not met
Action Items
a. Give comp time usage for remaining of the semester to SDR ASAP
b. Transcript evaluations
I. Commitment to students-transcripts will be evaluated and posted
wlin 10 days of receiving them.
II. SDR gathering funds-had conversation wlJewel-take over Fall
20 I 0 transcript evaluation process w/front counter(stamped, dated)
c. Request for conferences
i. SDR will post excel spreadsheet on portal for requests . She wants
to honor as many requests as possible
d. Summer Coverage
i. Calendars to SDR by 6/1/10
e. Next SSM meeting is 5/21110 from 8 :30-10:00 with all student services
staff
f. Lunch schedule for next year
l. Will staggerlunches (11 :30-12:30, J 2:00-1 :00, [2:30-1 :30)
Monday through Thursday only
l.

6.

11.

7.

Will discuss at flex day when discussing committee responsibilities

Items for next meeting:
a. Flex Day 8/1 0/1 O-committee assignments/coordinate lunch schedule
b. Discuss position for dual enrollment
c. Petition to graduate changes (2 campuses)
d. Review of progress on SLO's and assessment cycle
e. What does Early Alert look like next year?

August 20 , 2010

Greetings:
Welcome back to a ne"" academ ic y ar ! I think \>ve all sUlTived the first 'wee\( ,,,itho ut too
much stress even tho ugh we had our typ ical longs lines in the ad ministration buildi ng,
phones ringing off the hook, cOllnselors a nd adviso rs booked to the max, and standing
room onl\! in many of our classes. Even after ad di ng additional secti ons and jugglin g
seats, we still ha\'e appro xim a tel:! 32 % of our course sections closed (l t6 sections). Our
enrollm ent headcount at the end of the first week is up 7.2 % com pared to this t ime bst
~;ea r and Pedro reports that we \villlll eet our FTES ta rget fo r the year, barrin g a n.v major
cris is. Specifi cally, we exceeded "our Slimmer FTE target by 89 FTE or 2-4% and he is
projecting \-ve will ca it)' meet Ollr fall target when we include Ollr positive attendance at
the end of the semester.
Ken kee ps yell ing at li S for enrolling more students than we \vill get paid for, but Willard
an d I keep reminding him that \Ve are wi.thin Ollr budget and our goal is to serve ClS
many studen ts as possible. This is a pleasant conundrum!

I want to thank our facul ty for t eir patience and v\111ingne s to ta ke more students and
for the ir assistance in guid ing stu den ts to open sections. I also \·" ant to th<mk our
coul1selors /acl\isors, registra tion) and financial aid staff fo r their patience Jnd
willingness to work long hours to assist students.
Ron Oxford repolts that the lib rary is busting at the seams. Students are requesting
more la pto ps than we ha\'e ava il able and his staff are busy creating student photo IDs.
Ro n kee ps as king for more money and r keep reminding him t hat it's coming ,,,someday.

•

Rumor Control and an item for the end of the year bloopers - Christ ia n
is on an exte nded cont ract due to the needs of the Clllinar~: ProgrcllTI and when he
turned in his calendar for the ~'ear .
Marlon not iced he again included his
furlough days as Christian had listed 10 furlough days for 20JO / 2011. I'm s ure
Christian has been keenl~' focused on menu development and fine dining, but
someho\v he must have thoug ht the endin g of furloughs was only a rumo r.

•

Welcome Week - Thanks to Svivia, .Jose, and our Student Services staff for a
great \Velcome Week. r had the pleasure of barbecuing hamburgers ",nd hotdogs
v es terda~; for Ollr students. We served 350 hamburgers, 80 hotdogs, anel 60
linguica links for almost 500 students. This \vas a record and we still had
stu d ents in line afte r we ran out. It \vas a great event and we'll know t o order
more next \·ear. Gooel job all!

•

•

Accreditation - We have completed the draft of our self study document and
Dave has distributed copies to key faculty, staff members and also to district
office staff. We are using this time for making changes and updates and v\111
begin the formal review and approval process next month. Thanks to all standard
team members and to everyone who have contributed to this task. Also, I have
been asked to serve as team chair for Evergreen Valley College's accreditation
visit in October. Evergreen is part of the San Jose/Evergreen Community College
District and is located in east San Jose. Sylvia '\'Yill serve as team assistant. I
attended team chair training in Oakland this week and am reminded about the
focus from WASC concerning our progress as we prepare for our visit in March
2011. I believe we V\ill be in good shape for our visit. Dave and Sylvia are
working with faculty and staff to complete our remaining tasks.
Evening Dean - Dr. Marlon Hall will be senlng as our evening dean this year.
As you may recall we experimented with rotating evening coverage amongst our

administrators, but ,\-ith one person serving in this role, we will be able to provide
continuity and better direction for our evening students. Marlon will be able to
focus on evening student success and retention as he develops the evening
schedule for the campus and LNAS. Thanks Marlon, for agreeing to assume this
role again.
•

Athletic Orientation - A big thank you goes out to Bob, his coaches, and his
athletic support staff for a job well done. Yesterday afternoon and evening we
held our annual student-athlete orientation and coaches/staff in-service training.
Bob in\lted our Central Valley Conference Commissioner, Logan McKechnie, to
address the staff concerning the COA constitution and by-Jaws. Logan, in his
former life, served as the attorney for the San Diego Padres. The orientation is an
annual requirement in that athletic staff receives training and serves as a means
to clarify specific issues with our sport teams. A thank you goes out to Teresa,
Elva, Lataria, Maria, Sylvia, and Angela for attending. Also thanks to Ron, Rose,
Angela, Teresa, Mike, Sylvia, Ryan Cardoza and Maleny Rodriquez (SGA reps.)
for serving as presenters during the athlete portion of the orientation. This
evening, our women's soccer team kicks off the season 'with a scrimmage vs. our
Golden Eagle alumni on our Golden Eagle field. Also our men's soccer team has
a scrimmage tomorrow night in Fresno against Fresno Pacific at 7:00pm at
Fresno Pacific. Tomorrow morning Dave Neer and Coach Wahl are ha\lng their
annual Golden Eagle Golf Tournament at the Lemoore Golf Course. Tee off is
8:00 am and proceeds help support the men .and women's golf teams. Go Eagles!

Have a great weekend!

August 27,2010
Greetings:
I want to thank Angela Tos for organizing our first Engineering Scholars reception last
evening in the conference center. We have sixteen new Engineering Scholars and
Angela invited them, their families, and fellow engineering students to a welcome
reception. Our featured speaker was Dale Melville, an engineer in the firm of Provost &
Pritchard, who discussed his career field and some of the projects he has designed over
the year. Angela also had a student panel of current engineering students who described
their experiences at West Hills. It was a great evening and something that made our
new scholars welcomed at West Hills. Thanks Angel!
USDA Grant - As a requirement of receiving our United States Department of
Agriculture grant, Dave Bolt will be traveling ,¥ith student Nathaniellssacson to
Washington D.C. on September 26-29. Nathaniel has been selected to represent
West Hills College Lemoore for the Agricultural Sciences Leadership Program
sponsored by USDA. While in Washington, Nathaniel ,¥ill meet "",ith Agriculture
Department staff to discuss relevant California issues and participate in a policy
semmar.
• Anniversary of Women's Suffrage - I suspect many of us didn't know that
yesterday was the 90 th anniversary of Women's Suffrage. Rene Sanchez, Vera
Kennedy, Stephanie Droker presented special lessons in their classes informing
students about women's suffrage (the right to vote for women). Rene added a
special touch by dressing up as Elizabeth Cady Stanton who was the founder of
the Women's Suffrage movement in the U.S. Rene was dressed in period garb and
brought the movement to life in her classes. Thanks Rene, Vera, and Stephanie
for keeping students abreast of great events in our history.
• Accreditation - It is my intent to update everyone each week on the progress of
our self study document and our preparation for our accreditation visit in March.
We have sent copies of our draft self study to district office staff and asked for
their input. Standard chairs are busy gathering our evidence documents and
have begun the scanning process to create links in the document that our
reviewers can refer to. We have distributed copies of our self study to key staff
and campus shared governance members for their review. Finally, we are waiting
for the results of our various campus surveys assessing our effectiveness and will
be incorporating those results into our document. Our goal is to have a quality
document that fully describes all the great things that you do. More to come!
• Program Review and SLOs -. Last week David Babb and Ron Oxford gave an
update to the President's Executive Cabinet on our progress with course level and
program level SLOs. Although we have much work this semester at the program
SLO level, I feel optimistic that we have a comprehensive plan and that faculty

•

•

•

•

and staff are busy completing their assessments. Dave is planning a program
review session for next Friday and this will provide an additional training session
for faculty and staff to complete their program reviews and their program level
SLO assessments. Again more to come!
Student Educational Plans - Thank you to our counseling staff for taking an
afternoon Tuesday to assist student athletes to complete their Student
Educational Plans. Counselors worked with our coaching staff to bring in all new
athletes who have not yet completed an ed plan or wanted to update their
educational plan. Approximately 70 Student Ed Plans were completed. Sylvia
and counseling/advising staff will coordinate additional workshops this semester
to ensure our freshman students have completed ed plans on file. Our goal is that
all freshmen ""ill have student educational plans.
MAA Week - Today marks the end of our first time survey week for Medi-Cal
Administrative Activities. I want to thank all our MAA time survey participants
for their efforts this past week. Not only are we providing a service to our
students/parents, but we are also generating dollars for the campuses that will
allow us to continue all the great opportunities we provide. Our vendor, MBT,
informed Kyle and I that West Hills is the model they refer to when they work
with other community colleges throughout the state. Thank you for a job well
done!
Athletics - We have almost 100 student athletes enrolled in our fall program.
Bob and his coaches have spent numerous hours getting everyone enrolled in the
mandatory 12 units, getting their eligibility forms complete, and completing their
educational plans. We anticipate a great season in all our sports and we thank
our faculty and registration staff for their assistance given to our athletes. Today
our men's and women's soccer teams are in action against Ohlone College on our
Golden Eagle soccer fields. The women begin at 3:00pm and the men at 5:00pm.
Come out and root for your team. By the way, our women's soccer team beat our
Eagle alumni last Friday by a score of 1-0 and our men beat Fresno Pacific
College by a score of 2-0. These actually were scrimmages so no official score was
kept, but both teams looked great.

Have a great weekend!

Senciinu un

b (' h a ~/ (4 President

Wa rkentin:

September 3,2010
Greetings;
I had the opportunity to a ttend our counselor and advi sors meet ing this m orning and
provided a state of t he coll ege u pd at e. Our campus enroll rn ent is dmvn approxim ately
200 headcou n t fro m th is ti me last year; ho\vever, our FT ES is o n or exceeds our target.
A ? OU m a ~' reca ll, ou r d istr ict generated a pp roxi mat ely· 50 0 FTES b st .vear more than
we were p ai d fo r. Th us our course offerings for this fa ll se mester have been red uced
from p rev.io us fa ll se mesters. H owever, our coullseling, regis tration, and libra ry staff
doesn't thin k our heaclcount is dO'vvn due to th e t raffi c th e~ ' h8ve exp e ri en ced the pas t
few wee ks. The,· s till had long lines. But, I apprec ia te e\-eryone's hard \\'ork these past
few \\eeks.

r a lso rei terated to our counselors and advisors that we h~l\·e t\,VO major goals this year.
Ou r first goal is to increase oll r hig h school participation rates and om second goal is to
s ig nificantly increas e t he number of students vvith Student Educational Plans. Sylvi8
and ou r counselors/advisors have already been working on these goals with increased
outreach oppo rt un ities a nd targeting our freshm en stude nts for education al plans. We
have already been asked t o vi sit Ki ngsbu rg High School this month to pa rti cipate in the
co llege n ight acti" ity, Syh'ia an d her staff have met \,vith our studen t athletes and
com pleted eel. plans for thi s group . Our vete ra ns have al ready completed th eir
educational pla ns.
[ believe we wilJ meet our goals an d r a ppreciate eve ryo ne's ded ica tion and efforts in t his
endeavo r.

•

Program Review - Following the cOll nselol's/ad\'isol's meeting, I ha d the
opportun ity to a tte nd Om·e's Program Revie w P·uty. I want to tha nk Pedro and
Priscilla for a ttendin g a nd helping Ollr fa cu lty begin t he program review p rocess
for this ye(,1I'. Program facult~, in attendance rep resente d Nu rsing, Libe ral Arts,
Art, Culina ry, Biology, Chemis try, Social Scie nce, C[S, and Psych ology. These
progra ms are clue fo r re\iew this year along with AOJ. Tbis was also an
opp o rtllnit~, for these areas to develop or update t heir Program Le\'el SLOs.
Th a n ks go to Dave for organizing t his workshop and future workshops.

•

Nursing - Chi1rles, Marleen, a nd C~·nth ia re port th at three of our current
Il urs ing st udents have receh'ed t he Aetna Schola rship w·it h Ad\'(~nti st Health
Hospi ta ls . This sch olarship a llov\·s them to t ra in \.\i th Ad\'e nt ist Health a nd when
they co m plete the progra m they will give t\·\O years to Ach·ent ist Health H ospital.
Congratu lations to Angela Rosati, Kathleen Chapa, and Victoria "'leeks, Our

urs ing staff also report tha t om pass rate fo r t he s tate Li cen sing exa m fro m our
M ay g raduates is at 91 % overall an at 92.3% for tl e LVN to RN Bri cl ge program.
W e st ill have a few marc students to take their "boards" so ',,'e hope to howe even
hig her num be rs. The sLate requires programs to be at the 75% pass rate or
highe r. Co ng ratulations to all!

•

PGC - Our Pla nning and Governance Council met yesterday for the first meeting
of t he year. We had a lengthy discussion on revis ing our mem be rship's " otin g
me m bers and non yoti ng members who serve as chairs of gove rnance
comm ittees. For exampl e, o ur Academ ic Senate P resident is a voting me mbe r
an d since th e Cur riculum COlnm ittee Chai r a ncl th e Stu d ent Learn ing Outcom es
Comm ittee Ch air are ubco mm ittees o f the Senate, t hey m ay (and I e mphasize
nl a y) be n on -, 'oting mem e rs . One of th e suggesti o ns v,as t hat each g rou p has
two voti ng m e mbers - 2 admin, 2- fac ulty, 2- class ified , a nd 2 stud e nt s . Our
gov er nance gro ups h3\'e b ee n as ked to t ake t hese s uggesti o ns ba ck to t heir
m embershi p an d \ve will be discussing this again at th e next m eeting. Othe r
items all the age n da we re the a pproval of the Student Success Co m m ittee
gO\'ernance form changes and th e imprm'ements to our Strategic Planning
document and our Planning and Governance Manual. I want to thank Stephanie
Droker for her efforts to provide improvements to our planning docllments, Also,
Da"id Baab reports he is still acce pting SLO assessment results from seve ral of
our prog rams . \I\Te need to increase th ese assessm e nt numbers 3S \Ve get doser to
our accredi ta tion v"isit this spring,

•

Accreditation - District office staff are still revi ewi ng t hei r pOltions ofth e
standards a nd \ve should be getting their input th is week. Some ha\'e alrea dy
submitted th eir suggestions and Dave is incorporating those into our docu me nt.
Our sta ndard chairs ar e a lso reviewing ollr document and key shared go\'ernance
leaders a re doing likewise.

•

Athletics - Our women '5 soccer team haS p layed three contests thus far and has
a record of 1 -2. Our sole victory '"''(is over Mo nterey Peni nsula Coll ege yest erday
by a sco re of 6-0. We previously lost to Ohlone College 4-2 and lost to Skyline 10 , Our men's team has played on1:v' one game thus far and was victoriolls over
Skyline 4 -2. Our women's golf team traveled to IVlodesto last Tuesday to compete
in a pr -con f,'rcilce tournament. Our "vomen played the tough Del Rio COll ntry
Clu b and onI,v one team member "vas able to break a 100 for 18 holes. DavE' says
tbey h ave lots of potential and some more \-vork to 00 as they prepare for
con ference play.

Have a great weekend and be sure to take M onday off!

September 10,

2010

Greetings,
This coming Monday Sylvia and I will be visiting Evergreen Valley College and the San
Jose/Evergreen Community College District for our pre-accreditation visit. I ""iII be
chairing a visiting team to Evergreen scheduled for the week of October 18 and Sylvia
\'\'ill be my team assistant. We have had several communications with Evergreen's
accreditation liaison and key staff and I can report they are as nervous as we will be in
March prior to our visit. The Evergreen folks have been very cooperative and are
bending over backwards to accommodate all of our requests.
Following our meeting with Evergreen, Sylvia and I will be traveling to Los Angeles for
WASC accreditation team training on Tuesday. We \¥ill be meeting 'With our Evergreen
team and undergo training for each of the standards. Also this week Jose is attending
team training in preparation for his visit to San Diego Miramar College next month.
Susan is also on a visiting team for Oxnard College and just returned from her team
training: The point of all this is to inform everyone that we are doing all we can to be
well informed about our accreditation requirements and be well prepared for our
accreditation visit.
•

9/11 Ceremony - Many thanks to Jody Ruble and our WHCL Veterans Club for
organizing our September 11 Remembrance Ceremony today. Our Veterans Club
had several members offer insight about their experiences in the military and
how 9/11 has affected their lives. Dr. Hall also offered his thoughts about·
commitment and sacrifice and respect for our veteran students. Lemoore Police
Chief Jeff Laws also spoke and offered a poem summarizing his thoughts and
remembrances about that tragic day. The day culminated in a BBQ lunch
provided by the Culinary Program. Next year will be the 10 th anniversary and we
are already making plans for great ceremony.

•

Facilities Construction - I spoke \¥ith the construction superintendent today
and can report that our Golden Eagle Arena is about 50% complete. Roads and
hard-scape (curbs and walkways) have been installed and landscaping is
beginning today with trenching work. Also next week the construction crew v.ill
be pouring concrete on the upper level for the second story seating and running
track area. The steel framers will be finishing their work \vithin the next two
weeks and then we 'Will see exterior Dineglass (sheetrock) erected around the
exterior walls. We are still targeting March as the completion date.

•

Athletics - Our vvomen's soccer team was victorious last Tuesday at Hartnell
College in Salinas by a score of 7-0. Our women are now 2-2 for the year and
next compete against Modesto this afternoon. Come out and support our Lady
Eagles. Our men's team was victorious against Gavilan College in Gilroy last
Wednesday by a score of 3-1. Our men are undefeated with a record of 2-0. They
travel to Santa Maria today to compete in the Allan Hancock Tournament. Our
\'\'restling team will be having their annual Blue & Gold Inter-squad Scrimmage
tonight at 5:00pm in front of the Library. Our lady golfers open the conference
with a match at Fig Garden CC in Fresno Tuesday and posted a team score of 433.
Unfortunately that earned them fifth out of five teams competing. Other teams
competing were Canada College from San Bruno, Fresno City, Reedley and COS.
Go Eagles!

Have a great weekend!

September 17, 2010

Greetings:
Today we were host to the annual training of the Tri-County Virtual Enterprise teams.
Teams from area high schools such as Kingsburg, Laton, Lemoore, Orosi, McLane,
Roosevelt, Fresno, Fowler, Parlier, Reedley, Golden West, and Liberty from Madera
Ranchos were all on our campus learning about business, banking, accounting,
advertising, salesmanship, invoicing, and website development in order to create a new
business. One team developed a printing business and their motto was "You think it,
We print it." These folks will definitely be our next entrepreneurs. We were fortunate
to have a great bunch of kids on our campus. Thanks Jody for assisting with this event.

•

President's Scholars Reception - Last night we welcomed our incoming and
returning President's Scholars ,,,,ith a reception to introduce them to key college
faculty and staff and to demonstrate our commitment to their success as
President's Scholars. Sylvia and her staff had organized an event in the
conference center to include music provided by the Hanford West High School
Jazz Band and hors d'oeuvres by Dan Beeler and culinary students. Our faculty
and administrators were able to meet each of our scholars and interact vvith them
about what our roles are at the college. Approximately 15 of our scholars were in
attendance and I think they went away feeling very welcomed and that West Hills
really cares about their success.
• Corcoran High School Visit - Yesterday Sylvia, Angela Tos, and I traveled to
Corcoran to meet with Superintendent Rich Merlo and Principal Chuck Gent to
discuss how West Hills can better serve students at Corcoran High SchooL
Corcoran has a goal that every student who graduates v"ill have completed two
college level courses. We will be providing them a suggested course schedule
using our online program beginning with College Success that we hope to
implement this spring semester. Using online classes eliminates the issue of
college boundaries. Jan Young and Eva .Jimenez were out there that same day
providing advising services for several students planning on attending West Hills.
• Athletics - Our men's and women's soccer teams were victorious this past
Tuesday vvith victories over Cabot College in Hayward. Our women won by a
score of 3-0 and our men won by a score of 1-0. Our lady golfers placed fourth in
their third conference meet yesterday at Kings Country Club. Janice Geide led
the Eagles with a score of 91. Our 'wrestlers travel to Mt. San Antonio College
this weekend vvith a tournament on Saturday. Our men's and women's cross
country team travel to Cuesta College for the Cuesta College Invitational also on
Saturday. Go Eagles!

Have a great weekend!

West Hills Community College District
Strategic Planning Committee
April 28, 2010
MINUTES
Committee members present:
Pedro Avila, Anita Bart, Jana Cox, Carole Goldsmith, Frank Gornick, Edna Ivans, Susan
Whitener, Michelle Kozlowski, Willard Lewallen, Nina Oxborrow, Phyllis Roberts, Sylvia
Dorsey-Robinson, Frances Squire, ,Jill Stearns, Keith Stearns, Don Warkentin, John
Wright
Welcome and Introductions
Pedro Avila welcomed those in attendance and announced that we have had some
changes among the group. He announced that Susan Whitener is now an Associate
Vice Chancellor, Carole Goldsmith and I are now Vice Chancellor's, Sylvia DorseyRobinson is now Vice President of Student Services in Lemoore, Frances Squire is now
Director of Foundation and Marketing and Jill Stearns is now Vice President of
Educational Services.
Pedro announced that this committee has been meeting now for five years.
He stated that today we are going to go over our goals and performance indicators and
talk about what we have learned over the last five years. We also want to identify key
questions for our next cycle of strategic planning. We will be looking at our scorecard
and take a look at a comprehensive assessment model. We will go over what our next
steps will be to increase participation from industry and community members so that we
can conduct a new strategic planning initiative in fall 2010.

Review Goals and Performance Indicators
Pedro distributed a hand out of a power point presentation to everyone on The Strategic
Plan 2006 - 2010 Five Year Review Cycle.

FTES Growth Target
Pedro reviewed the FTES growth targets with the group. Pedro asked Jill if she wanted
to make any comments about next year's schedule. ,Jill responded that there should be
a better balance between fall and spring then we experienced this year.
Don commented that we are forced to reduce our schedule due to funding. In our
location we are starting to have concerns about classroom utilization. Don stated we
are starting to see competition from our sister college COS in Hanford. Don expressed
that the one thing we have to be cognizant of is that word doesn't get out that West Hills
doesn't have anything to offer. Sylvia stated that one of the things we are doing is
meeting one on one with the counselors and career technicians to find out how we can
support them and help them. We recognized that COS is there and we are going in with
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a systemic point of view trying to grow this piece realizing over time we will have
solidified ourselves.

Enrollment Efficiencies
Pedro discussed the enrollment efficiencies. He stated that the reduction in budget is
not a direct impact on FTES and even though we have fewer sections we have more
students in our classrooms. He explained that three years ago the average class size
was 26 students and now its 35 students. Keep in mind that a lot of it has to do with
online classes which have an average class size of 40 to 45 students.
Pedro asked Anita Bart to talk about her class sizes. Anita explained that almost all of
her classes are video conference between Coalinga and Firebaugh. She stated that
this year both classes on both campuses are full and already have students asking how
soon can I get into the classes for fall. She stated that the increase in students in her
classes have been explosive.
Pedro expressed that one of the requests from faculty was a waitlist process to help
faculty and staff coordinate how to get students into a classroom after the first day of
class. He stated that we were able to implement a waitlist process. He stated starting
April 20, whenever a class is full students can now add themselves to a waitlist.
Pedro asked Keith Stearns to give an update on the waitlist process.
Keith responded that the first day of registration was on April 20 and that day we had a
class in Firebaugh fill up with three people on the waitlist and then we had a student
drop so that opened up the class for the waitlist. He stated up until today we have 89
students with permission to register so far 49 of those have enrolled. Keith stated that
the automated part of the waitlist system seems to be working well.
Pedro explained that with registration we always have a number of issues because
everyone is utilizing the system, the system can get really slow. He stated what we did
for this registration period we broke up students into three groups. The first group was
the priority registration groups which is the categorical and special groups. The second
group, early registration, was based on a recommendation from the colleges, students
who had 45 to 70 units and that were currently enrolled in spring. The third group was
based on 12 to 44.9 units. Pedro indicated that they have seen some improvements.
The system is slow on the first day of each group but it hasn't been as slow as in the
past. Don questioned if we keep experiencing system slow down what would be the
next solution. Pedro explained that the next solution would be to spread it out even
more or have enrollment by appointment. The group discussed including high school
students into the priority enrollment.
Pedro asked the group if our goal, Meet or Exceed FTES Growth would still be a
relevant goal for our next phase of strategic planning. Dr. Gornick responded that it
may not be our number one goal like it was our first five years but I think it's an indicator
that we have to look at particularly what is occurring in the national level.
Focus Marketing Efforts on District-Wide Stories
Pedro explained that there was a group that met and were concerned that there was a
negative perception of the district from our communities. This is the reason why
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marketing was our second goal. This is why we focused so much on district wide
stories so that we could improve the perception of the district.
Frances stated that the nice thing about the newsletter is that Dennis Gallegos who is a
consultant that we have worked with it the past year or two. Dennis did a lot of one on
one interviews throughout the communities to talk to people about dialogue. Dennis
talked to a lot of people about the dialogue and got a lot of feedback on what people
were thinking about dialogue. Dennis made a number of suggestions that we then
incorporated into this new format that you see. Pedro stated that our marketing focus
has changed. One of the new things that we have come out with in marketing is the
new post card. It's basically a way to communicate with the communities to let them
know what activities are occurring at the colleges.
Willard shared that he has had a lot of positive feedback on the design of the post card.
He thinks it's an attractive and informative and very eye catching design.
Pedro stated another thing you will see will be billboards. The billboards are coming out
in May. He stated that we are putting up billboards with students on the billboards from
their particular community. Frances stated the billboards will be going up in Firebaugh,
Mendota, Five Points, Hanford and Lemoore. She indicated that right now there are not
any billboards available in Coalinga.
Pedro expressed that our marketing focus has shifted from increasing enrollment to
building a presence. Pedro briefly went over the lessons learned with the group.
Frances expressed that we need a way for students to engage in reading the portal
postings. Michelle stated that there are too many postings, we need to focus are a very
few that are relevant. The students will look at two or three not ten or twelve at least
that is the issue that comes up a lot. Frank Gornick questioned is there a way for us to
track how the students are using the portal. Pedro stated that is a good question and
we will look into that. Sylvia suggested that we have a conversation with the students
they are the users and they are very savvy with what is in and what isn't.
Frank Gornick expressed that everything that we use like our iphones have icons. He
thinks that is the way everything is moving is towards icons. He suggested maybe we
need an app for West Hills. Pedro indicated that what he is hearing is outreach being
the goal. Pedro stated that there are a lot of different groups. We have future students,
current students, parents of students and former students.
WHCCD Will Annually Increase Community Participation Rates
Pedro indicated that proximity has a lot to do with participation. He stated that the
closer the city is to one of our colleges the higher the participation rate and the cities
with the farthest proximity have the lowest rates of participation.
Pedro questioned do we want to develop specific strategies to target those
communities. Carole stated we are doing a lot with our cities and local high schools.
She stated that the colleges are to really be commended because they do an extremely
amount of work with limited resources. Carole indicated that since we have been
providing classes through the WIT we have served close to 2000 students.
Carole stated that in terms of preliminary discussion, which will probably be various
levels of discussion. I know that Jill, Willard and I have had discussions on how we can
better serve Tranquility and San Joaquin. Willard stated that the center we are trying to
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establish in San Joaquin is already on the way. We just recently signed the MOU with
them to use a facility that they have given us. We will be making improvements to it.
He stated our goal is to be in there in the fall. Don stated that they are working with
Riverdale. We have a million dollars earmarked for Riverdale with our measure E bond
and we have met a couple of times with their Superintendent to the unified school
district to see what we could do as far as a presence for West Hills in Riverdale. So far
they have been focused on upgrading their facilities because the high school is the
focus for the community for recreational activities. Don stated that we are looking at a
regular educational center in Avenal. We have had several discussions with the city
manager and her staff, the mayor and the high school unified district. Everybody is on
board.
Carole asked Jill to speak a little bit about the position we are going to try and bring on.
Jill explained the position combines a generalized student services assistant with an
instructional assistant. So when someone walks in through the door of one of the
outreach centers they can be the face of West Hills College and help the student
through the application enrollment and payment process and also be there to assist
them with any technology regarding distance learning whatever it takes to help facilitate
them in getting engaged. Carole stated that Ken will be meeting with CSEA to bring this
new position on. Carole that tomorrow we are taking a bus load of faculty and a few key
staff to Cisco. Susan and Michelle have been putting together looking at different
venues on how to do distance education, video conferencing and web streaming.

Maintain Success Rates Within the CA CC Statewide Average
Susan reported that our face-to-face success rates are identical to California
Community College face-to-face rates. The online success rates are below not
comparable to the California Community College success rates and we want to address
that. We have held strategic planning processes for distance learning and we are going
to continue to do that. Susan indicated our lessons learned retention rates are lower
and must be analyzed separately than our face-to-face for online as well as the success
rates. She stated that we have also experienced issues with our success rates our
career technical education. We went through the distance Ed strategic planning
process and that is going to the Board of Trustees as an informational item. We have
just approved a help desk specialist and what that is will be someone to answer the
phone and not only reset your password but interject with the student and head them in
the right direction to help them with their online success and retention. It's for every
student, not just online students that call the help desk. Susan explained that we had
an online student services audit. So that the student could see where they need to go if
they are a DSPS student, can they see who they need to call if they want child care
services. We have a list of items that will help the students understand this is what I
need. Susan stated that the updated learning management system, blackboard 9 we
implemented it in the spring of this year. We have implemented the student portal the
portal is live and active.
Carole reported that one of the issues we are having is success rates in our technical
programs. She stated that one of our core missions is making sure that we are
preparing our workforce, for the student who can make a good living and for our
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community members who are our employers so they will have qualified people taking
those jobs. Carole reported that specifically looking at our CTE courses; we are looking
at data from our ARCC report. Carole stated that our program review, we have the
Chancellor's website page where we can look at our reports and it drills down by course
and program. It shows how our students are succeeding. The Chancellor's office
brings that information from EDD and looks at it. One of the problems is that not all the
employers report information to EDD. A prime example would be the Psych Tech
program. The state hospital does not report a lot of their commission to EDD so our
numbers look skewed. So it also brings up what can we do to get that information into
the system. So we are going to look into ways to do better follow up. Our program
review is a key to how we go back and look at ways to improve. She stated that how do
we keep people successful. One of the things that we have done and will continue to
do is work with our workforce investment boards. We have been very successful in
Fresno and Kings and now we are expanding it to Tulare and Madera.
Maintain Transfer Rates Within the CA CC Average
Pedro reported that they still haven't released the new cohort rates. He stated that one
thing we have learned is that transfer rates are very sensitive to tuition rates. He stated
that he is going to go quickly through these and if anyone has any questions to let him
know. He stated that we now have access to instate, out of state and private transfer
dates. This is information that is coming from the national clearing house. He stated
that based on the last eight years the majority of students transfer to four year
institutions. Pedro stated that what we have learned is that our rates are within the
state average. Our transfer rates are very sensitive to CSU tuition increases. The
number of students transferring has increased and we have acquired access to data on
transfers to out of state and private institutions.
Pedro explained that one of the questions we need to ask ourselves is how are students
doing at the next level. He indicated that one of the reports we now have access to is a
Fresno State Report where they actually compare student transfer from both colleges
against each other. We have a lot of information from Fresno State that we can utilize
on how well the students are doing.
Maintain Graduation Rates Within the CA CC Average
Pedro explained that considering the reduction in sections some of the questions we
may want to ask is what is the average number of semesters and units it takes a
WHCCD student to complete a degree certificate. What percent of our first-term
students are provided with an educational plan? This would be critical to make sure
they are taking the right classes and graduate in a timely manner. What percent of all
students are provided with an educational plan? He stated that these are all good
questions that support degreed completions. Can we convert some of our internal
certificates to official certificates and increase completion rates. There may be a way
that we can tweak those certificates like add a couple more units so that we can
increase our completion rates.
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Become the Preferred Choice of Students Through Ongoing and Active
Recruitment
Pedro reported that high schools with the closest proximity to our colleges have the
highest participation rates. He stated that Riverdale sends many of their high school
graduates to four year schools. It is difficult to collect data from the high schools and
the CA department of education in a timely fashion. He stated that about half of our
feeder high schools have agreed to upload data to the Cal-Pass system.
Pedro indicated that some questions to look at for the next strategic planning process
would be how has the reduction of courses impacted enrollment from high school
graduates? What strategies can we implement to increase high school graduates
participation rates? Do we need hlgh school counselors to be part of our strategic
planning committee? How can we encourage or assist our feeder high schools to share
data with Cal-Pass? How can Cal-Pass assist us in strengthening relationships with our
feeder high schools?
West Hills Community College District Score Card
Pedro indicated the areas where we are struggling are Community Participation Rates,
Online Success Rates and High School Participation Rates.
Comprehensive Effectiveness Model
Pedro expressed that he would like to introduce the Comprehensive Effectiveness
Model that is from a book called Core Indicators of Effectiveness that was published by
the American Association of Community Colleges. He stated that what is interesting is
we are doing a lot of what is in the book already. This would be something for us to
think about for our next strategic planning process.
Next Steps
Pedro announced that we need to update our strategic planning membership to
increase participation from the working industry and community members. Pedro stated
that we will conduct our new strategic planning initiative in fall 2010.
Survey
Pedro announced the last item on our agenda is the West Hills Community College
District Strategic Planning Evaluation. Pedro asked the group to please fill out the
survey and provide the name of three people that you feel should be a part of this
committee. He suggested community members, industry members and co-workers.
Meeting was adjourned at 1 :57 p.m.
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1.

Final review of goals and performance indicators
a.
b.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Lessons learned from our five year strategic
planning cycle.
Identify key questions to help drive our next cycle
of strategic planning.

Final review of strategic planning scorecard
Comprehensive Assessment Model
Next steps
Five year cycle evaluation
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1.

2.
3.

What impact did the reduction of courses have on the following:
a.
Retention Rates
b.
Success Rates
c.
Degree and Certificate Completion Rates
d.
Transfer Rates
e.
Student groups {Gender, Age, Ethnicity}
Is this goal still relevant to strategic planning?
Would productivity {WSCH/FTEF} be a more appropriate goal?

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
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Good things are happening at

WEST HILLS COLLEGE COALINGA
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Good things are happening at
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Lessons Learned:
1. The district newsletter format was revamped after extensive interviews
with community members and the name changed to @West Hills College.
2. Budget cuts changed our marketing strategy from "increasing enrollment"
to "promoting activities" and "maintaining our presence."
3. Social media has become the preferred method of communication for
students (Facebook and YouTube).
4. It is difficult to measure the effects of marketing based solely on
publ ished stories and distribution of newsletters.

Questions for next strategic planning process:
1. This goal was established to improve community perception of WHCCD. Is
this goal still relevant?
2. Can marketing help the district generate revenue?
3. Are we utilizing the right channels of communication?
4. How well are we maintaining our internal and external branding (image)?
5. Are we utilizing the appropriate measures to evaluate the effectiveness of
marketing efforts?
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Goal 3 - WHCCD Will Annually Increase Community
Participation Rates
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Goal 3 - WHCCD Will Annually Increase Community
Participation Rates
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Lessons Learned:
1. Communities with the closest proximity have the highest level of
participation.
2. Communities with the farthest proximity have the highest rates of
participation in distance education.

Questions for next strategic planning process:
1. Do we want to develop outreach strategies for cities with the lowest
participation rates?
2. How can we use distance education and Career Technical Education
(CTE) initiatives to increase community participation rates?
a. Mendota WIT
b. Preliminary discussion about opening a community centers in
Avenal, Riverdale, and San Joaquin.
c. Distance Ed Partnership with three rural high schools: Tranquillity,
Firebaugh and Mendota.
d. Establishing e-Campus and services. (More info under goal 4)
e. Implement Community Education module into student system - will
help capture additional students into our participation rates.
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WHCCD Face-to-Face Success Rates
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Goal 4.1 - Maintain Success Rates Within the CA CC Statewide Average
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Lessons Learned:
1.
2.

Online courses' retention rates are lower than face-to-face and must be analyzed
separately and compared to different benchmarks
Experienced issues with success rates in some of our Career Technical Education (CTE)
courses .

Questions for next strategic planning process:
1.

2.

What are we doing to improve online retention rates?
a. Distance Education Strategic Plan
b. E-campus
c. Help Desk Specialist
1. Online Student Services Audit
2. Updated Learning Management System
3. Implemented Student Portal
What are we doing to improve CTE success rates?
1. Reviewing program data from ARCC
2. CTE Performance Indicators Review (Faculty, Deans, and VC)
3. Program Review
4. Created partnerships with Workforce Investment Boards that provide additional
supportive services to students.
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Goal 4.2 - Maintain Transfer Rates Within the CA CC Average ~ ELXi~;

WHCCD First-Term Students Cohort Transfer Rates

ccc Statewide Transfer Rates (Benchmark)

...... WHCCD Transfer Rates
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-4
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.___________________________________ .__
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Source: California Community College Systems Office Student Right to Know
Note : Cohort based on a group of first time freshmen who are enrolled full-time in a fall term and are seeking transfer. The tracking period of the
cohorts is three years .
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Rank Top 10 Transfer Four-Year Institutions - 2001 to 2009

Transfers

1

ICALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY - FRESNO

DOO

2

ICHAPMAN UNIVERSITY

460

3

IUNIVERSITY OF PHOENIX

427

4

lFRESNO PACIFIC UNIVERSITY

411

5

INATIONAL UNIVERSITY

172

6

ICOLUMBIA COLLEGE

169

7

ICHAPMAN UNIVERSITY-ORANGE

149

8

ICALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY

110

9

ICALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY - BAKERSFIELD

68

10

IEMBRY-RIDDLE AERONAUTICAL UNIV.-WORLDWIDE CAMPUS

68
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Goal 4.2 - Maintain Transfer Rates Within the CA CC Average ~ ~~~:,:~~:

Lessons Learned:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Rates are within the state average.
Transfer rates are very sensitive to CSU tuition increases.
Number of students transferring has continuously increased.
Acquired access to data on transfers to out-of-state and private
institutions.

Questions for next strategic planning process:
1. How are our students performing at transfer institutions? (Fresno
State Report)
2. How are capacity issues at CSU impacting our students who intend
to transfer?

Source : Ca lifornia Co m m unity Co ll ege Syst ems Office Student Right t o Know
Note : Cohort ba sed on a group of fi rst tim e fres hmen who are enrolled fu ll-time in a fall t erm and are seeking tra nsfer. The tracking period of t he
co horts is t hree yea rs .
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Goal 4.3 - Maintain Graduation Rates Within the CA CC Average
Degree & Certificate Completion Rates
-

=.:

WHCCD Completion Rates
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by Freshmen Cohorts

CCC Statewide Completion Rates (Benchmark)
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Source : Cal ifornia Community College Systems Office Student Right to Know
Note : Cohort based on group of students who are first-time freshmen, who are enrolled full-time in a fall term, and are seeking a degree. The tracking period of
cohorts is three years .
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Goal 4.3 - Maintain Graduation Rates Within the CA CC Average
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Questions for next strategic planning process:
1. What is the average number of semesters and units it
takes a WHCCD student to complete a degree?
2. What percent of our first-term students are provided with
an educational plan?
3. What percent of all students are provided with an
educational plan?
4. Can we convert some of our internal certificates to official
certificates and increase completion rates?
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GoalS - Become the Preferred Choice of Students Through
Ongoing and Active Recruitment
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Lessons Learned:
1. High schools with closest proximity to our colleges have highest participation rates.
2. Riverdale sends many of their HS graduates to four year schools.
3. It is difficult to collect data from the high schools or the CA Department of Education
in a timely fashion.
4. After schools programs have an impact on recruitment (Avenal After School Program)
5. It is critical to create and maintain good relationships with high school counselors.
6. Half of our feeder high schools have agreed to upload data to the Cal-Pass system.

Questions for next strategic planning process:
1. How has the reduction of courses impacted enrollment from high school graduates?
2. What strategies can we implement to increase high school graduates' participation
rates?
3. Do we need high school counselors to be part of our strategic planning committee?
4. How can we encourage/assist our feeder high schools to share data with Cal-Pass?
5. How can Cal-Pass assist us in strengthening relationships with our feeder high
schools? (Custom reports & Professional Learning Councils)
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Next Steps
1. Update strategic planning membership to Increase
participation from industry and community members.
2. Conduct new strategic planning initiative in fall 2010
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Introduction
The West HiJis Community CuHege District (WHCCD) is charting its next five years in service to student.s and the community.
Three priorities stand out:

•
•

•

Student success,
K-12 partnerships, and
Workforce development in support of the VaUey's residents, employers and overall regional economic development.

These priorities are the outgrowth of collaborative dialogue involving the VVHCC District Office, the District's two Colleges,
West Hills College Coalinga and West Hills CoUege Lemoore, and the \-Vest Hills North District Center. Within the 'Vest Hills
mission these priorities are considered likely to have the greatest positive influence on the future vitality of the Central VaUey
and its residents.
With economic uncertainty more pronounced than ever in the Central VaUey, the role of local initiative in building a robust
economic future is critical. With emphasis on the three priorities, tbe \VHCCD seeks to energize faculty/staff and fonnal and
informal leaders to work aggressively in support of an improved future for the Central Valley.
Each of the priorities listed above has been subjected to intense review, fIrst by district-wide leadership and then by planning
teams carefully selected to bring special expertise and useful insight to the task. The plan.ning teams have specified the scope
and meaning of each priority and identified the most productive next steps in moving the WIlCCD agenda forward.

Planning Approach
Planning sessions for each of tbe priorities were held on July 14 and 15, 2010. Student Success was addressed during the
morning of July 14 th , K-12 Partnerships during the afternoon of July 141h and 'Vorkforce Development and Economic
Development in a dayJong session on July ISlh. All sessions involved a high level of participant interaction organi.zed around
structured group work dealing with specific topics relating to the West Hills Tole in each of the three priority area listed above.
Participants in the three planning sessions were frequently recombined in work groups in order to ensure that all had an
opportunity to benefit from the range of insight, intuition and inlpressive expertise represented by participants.

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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This report chronicles the work of the three planning sessions and summarizes participants' insights regarding the future role
of the WHCCD and its institutions together with recommendations for immediate next steps. The material is presented with
minimal editing in order to pre.serve the integrity of participant discussions and decisions.
During the planning sessions no effort was made to fully confirm facts or evidence presented. As appropriate
recommendations from these planning sessions should be further vetted in light of relevant data, market research and the
opinion of t.hose considered essential to the future success of WHCCD.
1

The names of tbose in attendance are listed in Attachment A of this report. Drs. Kathleen Guy and William Craft of the Eaton
Cummings Group facilitated tbe planning sessions.

Goals for the Three Planning Sessions
•

•
•

•

Engage participants in a facilitated dialogue about tbe future of the WHCCD - its mission, values and future vision
with specific reference to: Student success, K-12 partnerships, and Workforce development in support of the Valley's
residents, employers and overall economic development.
Give each participant an opportunity to benefit from the full range of experience and expertise of tbose prescnt
Establisb a future vision for WHCCD in reference to the three priorities
Establish a priority list of next steps focusing on high yield strategies likely to move \VHCCD fonvard as a robust
contributor to tbe Central Valley - its people, it culture and its economy.

EeG I Eaton Cummings Group
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ss. Student Success Workshop
July 14, 2010
9:00 ~/n.-12 noon

SS 1. Goals and Agenda
SS 1.1 Goals
-- Focus attention and confirm strategies to strengthen \-VHeeD's student success culture
~ Briefly review accomplishments since the last strategic planning session
-- Achieve common definition/understanding of student success
-- Engage best thinking of participants
-- Understand strategies and related metrics tied to improve student success
SS 1.2. Agenda
Welcome
Dr. Gornick
o \\That is student success?
o Why does student success demand our attention?
o We need your belp to strengthen our thinking as we formulate the most effective strategies, focus attention, and seek to
enhance student success.
•

Introductionslbrief warm up

Facilitators/All

Review of goals and accomplishments -

Dr. Gonlick, Pedro AviJa

o

o

Scorecard review
New metrics related to student success

Distance Education Trends (opportunities to support student success in a world of reduced resources) - Susan Whitener

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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Student Success Workshop - Agenda (continued)
Facilitated Group Discussions
o
o

o

FacihtatorslAll

Identify barriers to student success [informed by IR da[a]
Identify strategies to reduce/el.iminate barriers
• \Vhat should we be doing more of?
• '¥hat should we be doing differently?
• What should we stop doing:
Prioritize student success strategies/goals and refine rnetrics as appropriate

Next Steps

F aciJitators/ All

Close

Dr. Gornick

SS 2. Student Success - As Defined by Participants
Working in table groups, participants reflected on their personal interpretation of the phrase "student success" as it relates to
formal education in order to identify and reach consensus regarding characteristics that describe student success and help to
provide an operational definition. For the purposes of the planning session "student success" may encompass a range of
meanings including:
-- Personal gro,vth: enhanced self-esteem, sociahzation skills, improved critical thinking skills and content mastery
---l>
Becoming self sufficient, contributing member of society
o Employed or otherwise productively engaged witb the world
o Active and inquiring mind
~ Accomplishing individual goals as enumerated by each student: graduate with degree, transfer, successful participation in
selected courses, gaining a certificate, advancing in career or broadened employment opportunities
-- Completion of a specific degree or certific.ate program
---l>
Transfer to a 4-year institution
~ Detailed exploration of a student's interest in a specific subject or body of knowledge
-- Completing a specific course or courses for personal, career or academic reasons

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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SS 3. Individualize Educational Planning
Clearly! for WHCCD and for WHCCD students, "student success" means many things. lnstitutionally, student success tends to be
measured in persistence - at the m.1cro level course to course, semester to semester and at the macro level, degree or certificate
completion. At a deeper level, the key to understanding and assisting students to achjeve tbeir defmjtion of success is knowledge of
theiT individualized educational plans. Currently an underutilized mecbanjsm exists to assist students to think through and create their
individualized educational plans. Although the details of the individualized educational planning progress were not fully explored in
the planning session, there was general agreement that more students could benefit from the process. WHCCD should seek to increase
the number of students developing personalized education plans with the support of trained WHCCD personnel. Key elements of the
educational planlling process include:
~ Identifying personal goals--each student deBnes hislher own
--- A viable educational pathway to reaching individual goals
~ A delineation of and access to appropriate support services
-- An emphasis on lifelong learning with encouragement to continue to the next level
~ Consideration of certificate and degree options including transfer to upper division programs
-- Personal growth/education
--- Leadership development

SS 4. Student Success-New Ideas and Opportunities for l,nproven1ent at WHCCD
Following the work on defining student success and the role of individualized student educational planning, attention was directed to a
consideration of new ideas (brainstonning) and opportunities for \VHCCD to positively influence student success. Briefly stated, the
results of these discussions suggest the following opportunities:

•
•
•
•

Creating/emphasizing a culture that is fixated on student Sllccess,
Employing technology to a greater degree to promote and monitor individualized student educational plans,
Establishing systems/processes that reinforce the need for and uses of individualized student educational plans,
Expanding opportunities for partnersbjps, tutoring~ and advising in support of the educational planning process, providing
periodic review and updating of student plans - encouraging the talented to excel, engaging those at risk to help them persist
and managing a process that encourages greater numbers to complete degree and certificate requirements.

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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SS 5. Topics for Further Consideration
1. Open access vs. more rigorous criteria for student placement in programs. Is it time to re-think/establish enterence
criteria for admission to certain programs?
2. Clarify the definition of student success: Externally imposed (degree and certificate completion) vs. student success goals
generated through the educational planning process. Which is tbe priority for ,,\fHeCD?
3. Enhanced tools to support student success. Determine priority and necessary investment in order to:
a. Enhance orientation to programs of study.
b. Increase student participation in the educational plannjng process. Currently 80% of WHCCD student lack individual
educational plans. Do tbese plans correlate ""itb persistence and degrecfcertificate attainment? Does tbere need to be a
process that engages students in face-to-face relationship-building leading to individualized educational planning with
trained West Hills professionals?
c. Encourage all students to participate in an educational assessment process in order to guide appropriate course
placement. Does the management of this process need to be improved? Are there opportunities for students to assume
responsibility through online assessment strategies?
d. Clarify the role of individualized assistance and follm,v-up regarding individual educational plans.
e. Strengthen the early warning alert system regarding student persistence and performance.
f. Re-design appropriate orientation programs based on age, stage in educational process.
g. Provide more opportunities for career p1anning including service 1canliog internships, work experience, etc.
h. Enhance tutoring and mentoring services.
i. Create a more formal <'first year" experience.
j. Ensure adequate resources to address student fmancial aid needs.
k. Re-think the role of the college catalog - consider its current form aod ensure consistency of infomlation about
programs and services in all modes of WHC i.nformation dissemination.
1. Expand extracurricular opportunities to empbasize student life and reasons to engage outside of class.
4. Improved systems and processes internal to WHCCD
a. Ensure access to courses needed to graduate-including expanded access to on-line courses.
b. Establisb a I-year schedule/calendar of courses.
c. Enhance collaboration between instruction and student services.
d. Expand hours for support services: counseling, fInancial aid, help desk, food service.
e. As processes cbange (due to technology) be sure that key constituents, internally and externally, knows what tbe
changes are and how to access/use them.

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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5. CoUege going culture
a. Strengthen K-12 relationships to develop early identification system for likely West Hills students in order to begin
outreach to potential 1SI generation students and families; be culturally sensitive; encourage gi fted and talented students
to choose and then be \vell served by WI-ICCD .

6. Customer Service
a. First impressions are key to continuing positive relationships.
b. Need mechanisms to respond to those who are lost. intimidated, confused, unsure.
c. Student ambassador program.
d. \Ve1come week.
e. Name badges.
£. Emphasize customer-friendly approaches through communications and personal interaction.
7. Partnerships
a. Engage in more extensive collaboration with K-12 systems.
b. Coordinate student support programs for prospective students and cunent students.

SS 6. Priority List - Areas for Ilnprovellzent
Participants ranked the totality of items identified by the table groups and identified the following as priorities most likely to
strengthen student success at WHCCD.
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.

Emphasize the "First Year Experience"-tbink beyond "this semester."
Build comprebensive one-year course schedules/calendars.
Create a "process map" to assist students in drafting ind.ividualized educational plans.
Design and resource a student-to-student ambassador program.
Expand placement testing and associated academic counseling - support developmental programming, general programming
and specially targeted efforts for the gifted and talenteQ
6. Streamline processes for financial aid and identify additional funding sources for emergency and special purpose financial aid .
7. Expand and introduce more effective applications involving social media - communicating the look and feel ofWHCCD
institutions; engage prospective students in individualized, user friendly efforts to construct educational plans; build a broaderbased virtual community of persisting WHCCD students.

ECG I Eatoll Cummings Group
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8. Cultivate a culture of connecrionslrelationsl1ips-rnake it "cool" to be connected with the \VHCCD community - face to face
and virtually - emphasizing the benefits of student-to-student, faculty-to-student networks.

SS 7. Imlnediate Next Steps - As identified by participants using the open-space planning technique
I. Develop metrics relevant to \VHCCD definitions of student success - wlth targets set through 2015. Examples include:
number of students working from individualized educational plans, relative success of those following educational plans,
persistence measures (course to course and semester to semester), measures of degree and certification compJetion,
indivldual1zed transfer and transfer success data
2. Prioritize opportunities for "program and process improvement and new ideas" identified in previous sections of this report
and create implementation plans.
3. Communicate results of Student Success Planning to all faculty/staff - identify and distribute a short list of talking points to be
used/referred to by workshop participants.
4. Establlsh and continue to strengthen a detailed inventory of the tools available to promote student success - oversee and
coordinate their use - provIde training and supportive technology to faculty and staff.
5. Clarify assignments - make it clear who is responsible for each element of tbe student success strategy - establish the longer
term goaJs and intermediate milestones - provide conspicuous support and encouragement to the formal and informal leaders
charged with moving \VHCCD to a demonstrably higher level of student success.

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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HSO. High School Outreach Workshop
July 14, 2010
1 :00-4:00 p.m.
HSO 1. Goals and Agenda
HSO 1.1. Goals
~

Focus attention and practical action on increasing the col.lege-going cultu re among high school students/graduates in the
Central Valley
-- Identify and share what \-VHeCD and high schools are currently doing to encourage college enrollment in general and, more
speci.fically, enrollment at \VHCCD colleges-the "IS l\1AP"
-- Engage the best thinking of participants to outline strategies to strengthen the college-going culture in the Valley
-- Co-create strategies and related metrics to increase enrollment of area high school graduates at WHCCD colleges

HSO 1.2. Agenda
Dr. Gornick

\Velcome
o
o
o

Why education beyond high school is important-to students, families, economic development, and the Valley
WHCCD is a partner "rjtb the public scbools, helping students to succeed beyond high school; increased college attendance
and student success is our bottom line goal
We are eager to work with you to increase the college-going culture of the Valley and to make WHCCD colleges a top
cboice for your graduates

Introductionsfbrief warm up

Facilitators!All

CUlTent high scbool participation data and Cal Pass

Pedro Avila

What are we currently doing to encourage college attendance?
o

o

WHe outreach strategies including Early Registration for Higb School Graduates
High school strategies

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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High School Outreach Workshop Agenda Continued
Break
Facilitated Work Topics
o
o

o
o

Facilitators/All

Identify barriers to college enrollment anywhere and at WHCCD colleges
Identify collaborative strategies to reduceJetimjnate barriers.
• What should we be doing more of?
• What should we be doing differently?
• What should we stop doing?
Prioritize strategies/goals and deflne metrics
Determine howfhow often to communicate results/issues

Next Steps
Close

Facilitators/All
Dr. Gornick

HSO 2. "IS MAP" of High School efforts (outline of current school/college initiatives as described by principals
and superintendents attending the workshop)
HSO 2.1. Lemoore High School (LCS)
General
• Cal State Fresno president's scholarship
• Fresno State-weekly mentoring at LHS
Specific to WHCCD
• LHS all seniors apply to 'NHC
•
•

•
•

LHS works actively with \VHC counselors to do on-site advising with LHS students
Attend WHC classes while in high scbool
WHC faculty visit high school campus
Raised questions regarding Cal-PASS. Is data complete? \Vho is responsible?

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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HSO 2.2. Coalinga High School
Specific to WHCCD
•
•
•

•

Pathways-Perkins-just starting to collaborate with \VHC on this
Established hsts of students going to WHC-work with WHC advisors
Articulations/dual enrollment
Need "IS MAP" of infonnal activities in place with faculty and other personnel

HSO 2.3. Faith Christian Academy (FCA) - Independent (private)
Specific to WHCCD
•
•
•
•
•

\VHC administers placement test at FCA, discusses curriculum pathways
th
Enroll 8 graders at WHC-removes fear of unknovvn
\\THC administers placement test at FCA, discusses curriculum pathways
Students take field trips to WHC
Dual credit--college is free while students arc still in high school

HSO 3. Addressing High School Outreach Goals
HSO 3.1. Participan.ts working in table groups confirmed the impOrlance o/the/ollowing goals:
• Improving the College Going Culture in the Valley, and
• Benchmarking the participation rate at WHCCD of students from fceder schools in the \VHCCD service region at or above
the state average for California com.m unity colleges

HSO 3.2. With specific reference to WHCCD table groups rec;ummended:
•
•

WHCCD increase efforts to learn from K-12 systems what they are doi.n g now to encourage a college-going culture, and
Prioriti.ze approaches identified in HSO 2 (above) together with additional new ideas in order to detennine where to
increase empbasis and focus resources.

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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HSO 3.3. Priorities identified include:
I) \Vebsite (29 votes) - enhance the WHCCD '~iebsite (including the Colleges and Ce nters) making the presentation more
user-friendly, creative, interesting and useful. Include a "student planning" appllc-at ion to try out various programs and
also a t\.velve month calendar of courses for use in students' individual educational planning as suggested in the Student
Success portion of the WHCCD plan.
2) Communications (28 votes)~
Empbasize enhanced communication with K-12 systems including:
a. Engagement with professional col1eagues in K-12 schools
b. Students starting at the middle schools - identify prospective students early, encourage all to enroll in college, make
special efforts with the gifted and talented with regard to opportunities and choices in higher education,etc.
c. Parents - cultivate and involve parents in encouraging students to move on to WHCCD colleges aod centers.
Employ the full range of com_m unications tools including:
a. Surveys/focus groups of students and other key audiences to determine WHCCD features to emphasize, best
modesl ti_m es of communication, etc.
b. Establish capabihty to "Know" when a student enters the WHCCD data system (initial inquiry) and then enable the
system to automatic.ally create a systematic follow-up process
c. Develop protocols to effectively engage the full range of communications tool~social media~ web, print, email,
phone, FTF, etc. at tolerable cost to the system
d. Ensure that timely, up-to-date, consistent and accurate information is available across WHCCD, reinforce the need
for regular contact and share information appropriate to various target audiences
e. Enhanced E-Team capability (materials, presentations. communications skills, and always dressed for success).
3) Road Map (22 votes)
a. Invest io a comprehensive enrollment management process
b. Design straightforward pathways that make clear and accessible the way from High School to \Vest Hills to
certificates, associate degrees and bachelor's degrees - emphasize that support is available along the way to
enhance the likelihood of student success and completion
c. Make the pathways easy to navigate electronically, including simplified search and find

EeG J Eaton Cummings Group
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d. Build cohort groups~package degree programs to be compteted in two years leading to transfer
c. Ensure that everyone in the region's bigb scbools completes an application and takes placement tests-build
momentum with sophomore/junior outreacb
f. Streamline a11 \VHCCD policies~ procedures and curriculum before mapping success pathways
g. Exaggerate tbe user-friendliness of \VHCCD--simplify the processes required to get information and transact
business
4) Field Trips to West Hills colleges (20 votes)
a. Organize or provide transportation to and from WHCCD campuses - partner with K-12s
b. Create «breathtaking" Collcge Day Programs for visiting secondary school students
5) Connect Higb School Counselors to WHCCD Portal (15 votes)
6) Enhanced presence of\Vest l-Ells in the public schools and independent schools (11 votes)
a. Be present on K-12 campuses-via technology and in person
b. Attend scho01 and community events-be visible and approachable and able to share the WHCCD story

HSO 4. Immediate Next Steps (responsible party noted in () as identified by session participants)
HSO 4.1. Start now to provide portal {iccess to high schools (Pedro Avila)
HSO 4.2. Complete "IS MAP" offormal and informal processes that contribute 10 WHCCDlhigh school outreach - Create
matrix describing who is doing wltat (Chance/lorlPresidents to determine assignments and oversee liaison with the
school systems)
HSO 4.3. Hold strategic planning session between W,}lCCD and high schools ;11 early-mid August (ChallcellorlPresidents and
superintendents) to strengthen current eff0l1s and outline steps to implement additional fVHCCDlhigh school efforts
HSO 4.4. Improve commllnication with students who are in the pipeline now (RegistrarIlT)
HSO 4.5. Examine project management tools and select one that may help with this process (Pedro Avila)
HSO 4.6. Communicate WHCCD go ais/m e1rics for enrollment of high school students at U'HCCD---e.-"'Cpectalion is 10 enroll
numbers at or above the state average of college-going students from area high schools at West Hills (Pedro Avila)
HSO 4.7. Identify process to implement early registration with high school sllldents--criteria, timing) etc. (As assigned by
Presidents)
HSO 4.8. Provide summary of loday's goa.ls, work and next steps 10 all who need to know (Chancellor)

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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EWD. Econolnic and Workforce Deve[oplnent Workshop
July 15, 2010
9:00 0..111..- 4:00 p./n.

EWD 1. Goals and Agenda
EWD 1.1. Goals
~ Identify Strengths and Opportunities that may exist in tbe Central Valley
~ Envision the "new or emerging economy" in the Central Valley
~ Identify workforce development requirements for the ne\v economy
~ Focus attention and identify practical action steps - by engaging the best thinking of participants
~ Co-create strategies to effectively shape the new economy
~ Co--c reate strategies for meeting rdated workforce development needs
EWD 1.2. Agenda
Welcome
Dr. Gornick
o Tbe Central Valley must be prepared to shape and respond to the new economy in order for the region and families to
survive and thrive
o WI-ICCD and its colleges are strategic partners in planning for and helping to create road maps to provide bope as our
economy is transformed
o We're partners in workforce development, helping students and businesses to succeed
o We want to draw on your best thinkjng today to help envision our economic and workforce future
Today's Central Valley Economy
Brief Overview: Current WHCCD W-orkforce Development Activity

ECG ( Eaton Cummings Group
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Economic and U7orkforce Development Workshop Agenda (continued)
Introductions and Table Discussions
Valley Strengths and Opportunities

Facilitators/All

Working Groups: Trends that will Impact
the Future of the Central VaUey
Working Groups: Comparing the current Central Valley Workforce
with what will be needed in three to five years
Working Groups: Workforce GapslNeeds/Social Consequences
Working Groups: Our Future Vision for Economic Development
in the Central Valley
Working Groups: Our Vision in Action
\\10rking Groups: Roles and Opportunities
o \%0 does what?
o Who else needs to be at the Table?
WoriGng Groups: Communications SLTategies
Working Groups: Next Steps
Close

ECG / Eatoll Cummings Group
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EWD 2. Strengths inherent in the Central Valley
\Vorking in table groups participants were asked to identify the strengths common to tbe Central Valley. The question
posed was "\\'hat Central Valley attributes would you stress in order to cOllvince friends and relatives to invest in or
relocate here?" The responses are as foUows:

•

Affordable cost of living

• Qua1ity of llfe
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Diversity - people
Willing and effective col1aboration among post-secondary institutions
Geographic location - ease of access to many resources - reasonable distance to Pacific beaches, major cities, outdoor
recreation,
Temperate weather/climate - number of "sun days" and the connection to solar power generation
Workable population density - the ratio of people to land area is relatively low and attractive to those seeking fewer people
and more space
Agriculture - abundance of locally produced, high quality food
o Crop diversity
o Resources in support of agriculture
• Research -technology (industry driven)
• Workforce
The region has the ability to accommodate growth
The people of the Valley are community oriented
Abundance of educational access - quality institutions~ wide variety of programs and effective supportive senrices
Values held and expressed in practice-strong work ethic, neighborly, welcoming.

ECG / Eaton Cummings Group
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EWD 3. Opportunities inherent in the Central Valley
Working in table groups participants were asked to identify (he opportunities inherent in the Central Valley. The question
posed was "What opportunities are most apparent for economic development in the Central Valley? The responses are as
fol.lows:

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Capacity to absorb and deal effectively with growth
Branding the Valley-what do we want people to know and remember about us; telling our story
Strengthen collaboration bem/cen colJeges, universities, public schools, local, state and federal agencies, WIBs. and business
Changing workforce needs in agriculture
Environmental issues that have potential to create jobs (e.g. water)
Collaboration to seek funding from federaVstate sources
Large and willing workforce
Attract businesses from high cost urban arcas
Opportunities to add value to commodities
NAS Lemoore high tech industries
Develop water and energy resources
Diverse population available for training
Basic skins trajning with technical training integrated
Educational infrastructure
Diversity of employment opportun.ities
Accessible via interstate, ai.r
Vertical integration of agriculture
Alternative energy - "Solar Still Days a Valley Energy Resource"
Business retention and expansion

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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EWD 4. Trends -Idel1tified b.v participants as most likely to influence the iutllre sliccess of WHCCD in contributing to
workforce and economic development- either as a helping trend or as a /turling trend
\VorlUng in small task groups, participants identified a broad range of trends in assigned categories including "Environment/natural
resources," "Socl aIJdemograph ic," "Government/regulatory," «In vestment opportun i ties, " "Technology,}} and "Compcti tion. " Trends
identified were in tum, prioritized using a three choice open voting system. Trends perceived by participants to have the greatest
influence on the future contribution ofWHCCD to workforce and economic development are summarized as follows.

EWD 4.1. SociallDemographic

Helping Trend
• Aging popUlation-the region may be a target for retirement living. (6 votes)
Hurtin.g Trend
• Lack of basic academic skills among students. (6 votes)
• Negative consequences of state economic condition. (11 votes)

EWD 4.2. Government/regulatory
Hurting
• More regulatiolL, much of it focusing on air quality (11 votes)

EWD 4.3. Investment opportunities
Helping Trend
• Energy efficiency and renewable energy resources (solar) (18 votes)
Hurting Trend
• Lack of capital availability (5 votes)
• Land use balancjng (4 votes)

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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EWD 4.4. Competition
Helping Trend (How the Valley is meeting the competition)
• WHCCD on-line distance learning (17 votes)
• Quality of WHCCD education in general (4 votes)
• WHCCD workforce training (l vote)
• The Valley bas readily available, strong educational resources (3 votes)
Total of 25 votes recognjzing the various forms of education at WHCCD and the availability of quality
educational resources throughout the VaHey - "educational opportunity - a sustaining asset for the vallcy"
•

The Valley is becoming more conscious of its positive attributes and adept at perfecting and broadly sharing the
positive Valley story (4 votes)

EWD 5. Future Vision
The Future Central Valley will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Offer a seamless ~'eb of education: K-12, community college, unjversities -in support of economic development
Provide a culture of support for businesses and entrepreneurs
Keep the knowledge base here
Be a global hub for agricultural education; advancing agricultural technology
Be California's center for renewable resource industries and trainjng; there is a role for education in teaching people
about impending consequences of regulation and legislation
Be a center for entrepreneurial activity-with special emphasis on environmental innovations
The place where tociay's workforce meets tomorrow's technology
Be a great place to Jive, work and play
Be California's economic experiment in building the future economy-a tax and regulation free zone (like charter
schools) in coordination with the region's tribal governments

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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EWD 6. Vision in Action
The Central Valley willfoCliS on:
1) Becoming California's center for renewable resource industries and training
2) Educating
a) Ernployerslbusiness and employees
b) Contractors-residential and commercial
c) Residents
3) Retaining business-providing support for business Lifecycle training-introducing new methods and processes, attracting
new technologies
4) Communicating
a) What is our economic development vision? Our Central Valley "brand promise?"
b) \\Tho is the audience?
c) What do we want them to do?
d) Wherelhow do we reach them?
5) Aligning resources around the vision
6) BC{:oming the global hub for agricultural education - the Valley will host visiting delegations fTom countries worldwide
who come to learn about vertical integration of farm to market] low water crops and 21 sl c.entury use of minimal pesticides,
water and fertilizers
7) Training health care workers for the aging populabon; cultural sensitiyjty; collaborate with health care organizations re:
current needs in health care training, e.g. educational reform

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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8) Creating a culture of expectation among faculty/staff-help students to "see" that the classes they are taking lead to job
readiness and employment
9) Supporting empJoyer retention strategies through incumbent worker training
10) Considering technology applications as part of tool kit for education and training
11) Communicating internally the process for employer feedback-identify ways in which the process can be improved
12) DeveJoping a plan to acquire the educational lead role in the California center for renewable resource industries and

training
l3) Providing appropriate advocacy for partners who are seeking grant funding for related projects
14) Defming WHCCD's role in promoting the "centers of excellence" concept (agriculture, energy, entrepreneurism),
including consideration of incubation and technology transfer
15) Identifying resources for entrepreneurial education

E WD 7. Ilnmediate JVext Steps
EWD 7.1. Share results ofplanning day with internal and appropriate external audiences-in summary form

EWD 7.2. Provide executive cabinet reportfor Board of Trustees
EWD 7.3. Develop strategies, time lines, etc. for 5-year plan
EfVD 7.4. WlB-EDC - share and communicate more regularly to fosler alignment Of vision and plaitS

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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Note: All attachments to be provided by WHCCD

Attachment A
Names of participants in each of the three planning workshops

Attachment B
PowerPoint: Review of Goals and Accomplishments

Attachment C
PowerPoint: Distance Education Trends

Attachlnent D
PowerPoint: College Going Rates

Attachment E
PowerPoint: \VHC Outreach Strategies

Attachment F
Economic Development Po'werPoints and Handouts

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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Lemoore

Mission

Vis·on

The mission of West Hills Community College Districr is enhancing student learning and enriching rhe lives of the populations we serve by:

West Hills Community College Disrricr, a crusred steward,
acriveiy eng<lges, encourages, enriches and empowers studenes, faculty, staff and rhe communiries ir serves to reach
their full potential (academically, socially and economically)
as evidenced by:

• Ensuring the vitality of irs inst(culions;
• Encouraging the vision of mong leaders able ro see and
interpeer the present and furure needs of students and
communities;
• Suppor! ing the colleges in the provision of world class learning
environments;
• Providing for appropriate allocation and management of
human, fiscal and capital resources;
• Acring as a catalyst for collaboration wirh outside
organizations and agencies; and
• Sharing rhe story by markecing a positive image.

• Irs sra(Us as the preferred choice of sludcnrs, and the
employer of choice for faculty and staff;
• The higbcsr percentage of students completing courses;
• Irs recognized excellence; and
• The gen~rally ascribed accolade, "hearcbe4.t of che
communiry."
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District Timeline 2008-2009
Jon.
• WHCCbid
approval for $10
mil~on for well ness
cemer
• Xutme

Registration at
WHCL
• WeSt Hills'
enrollmem up 20%
since previous year

Feb.
• West Hills Chancellor Frank Gornick honored at state level

Mar.
• Bridge Out of roverry conference with
guest speaker Ruby Payne
Valley Fever Forum at WHCC

April

Sept.

• Phyllis Roberts donates
$25.000 for scholarsh ip
endowment.

• Noted Author
Gary 50[0 speaks
atWHCL
• WHCL trike-ailion raises funds
foe St. Judes

May
• Vince Morte donates
$12,593 co help fund a
new weather station for
Coalinga

Ch;ld"",Ho,pi'~ Tr/~

Oct.
• WHCC 12th
Annual Athletic
H~l of Fame
• UC Merced
Cbncellor SungMo "Steve" Kang
visits WHCC
• Third Annual
WHCL Veterans
Appreciation
Luncheon

Nov.
• School facilities improvement disrricrs approved by local
voters providing $11 .6 million for WHCC and $31 million
for WHCL. Firebaugh passed irs bond measure June of 2008 .

Dec.
• West Hills CoUege wins $792.920 grant

• Construction sram on rhe WHCC gym and wellness complex

10

serve veterans

• WHCC and WHeL
awarded more than 700
degrees and certificates

• Sandy Cavins. the disuict's
longest-term employee.
retires afler 40 yea.rs

4 ff West Hills Commullity Colfege District

West Hi Is College Coalinga
Mission Statement

Vision Statement

To commit college-wide sraff and
resources ro rhe scudent learning process.
To provide eclucHional, cultural, and
economic development opporrunities
ro our current and future students
and the local and global communities
thar we serve.

Wesr Hills College Coalinga srrives ro
become a premiere interactive learner-cemered
communiry college recogniud for its
contribution [Q (he educarional, social,
cui rural, and economic vi(a1iry of rhe region
and the srate.

Achieving goals despite economic challenges
lhe economic challenges of these past few years have not detcrred us (rom achieving our mission. Despite signifiont budget reductions, our enroll men! for 2008-09 was 13 percent higher compared to 2007-08. lhis is di[ecciy :lccriburable (Q our talemed faculty
and staff who have (ound ways ro be more efficient and producti\'e with fcwer resources (Q ensure student access and SlICCess.
In June 2008, citizens in (he northern part of the dimict p3ssed Measure Q, an $11.8 million
general obligation bond measure. In November 2008, citizens ill rhe Coalinga-Huron area passed
Measure C, an $11.6 general obligation bond measure. These bond measures will provide resources
for facilities improvemems that will impacr current and future generations.
General obligalion bond funds have already made" difference . Significant improvemenrs have been
completed at (he North Disrrict Cemer in Firebaugh. A facilities planning ream has been working
with campus archirecrs 10 design a new building [0 replace the existing ompllS cenler.
Major improvemenrs have also been completed on the Coalinga campus. The men's residence hall
(Gordon Hall) received a facelift . Two new relocarable buildings were added 10 [he child development center. Bond funds have been used ro assist with the wellness cenrer project (gym renovation
and addirional 10,000 sf building) and the ag science facility. The welloess center is scheduled for
occupancy in rhe faU 20 I O.
Providing access [0 high qual iry educarion opportunities for all residents
in our service ;lrea conrinues to be the focus of our overall mission . Tn
20 I 0-11 we will open leawing/outreach centers in several of rhe smaller
communities within our service area.
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Improvements to institutional effecriveness processes have taken cemer
stage. We are now utilizing measurable Ourcomes on a regular basis to
guide planning and resource allocation decisions. Results from the assessment of performance indicators, program review, and ocher evaluative
processes are being used to make improvemenrs co s[ude[l[ learning. The
reslIirs of some of these assessmencs can be found at htlp:llwww.wes---''--_~---' thillscol!ege.comlcoalingaiabol1r/governance_planning/coHege_consulration/i nde.x.asp.

Our vision of becoming "a premiere interactive learner-centered communiry college"
continues to guide our effons in making a difference in rhe Jives of our students and in
contributing 10 rhe virality of rhe communiries we serve.

Willard Lewallen
President, West Hills College Coalinga

Grants:

President's Scholars:

Successful Transfer:

Toral granl funding in 2008-09 exceeded
$5 million for WHCe.

A toral of 22 students received President's
Scholars scholarships for 2008-09. This
scholarship covers enrollment fees and
provides a book allowance each term.

The number of scudencs rransferring to
four-year insricucions in 2008 increased
by 58% from 2007.
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West

ills College Lemoore
Mission

Vision

Wes( Hills College Lemoore enriches (he lives of our s(uden(s and
(he communiry we serve by being dedicared (0 qualiry eduC4rional
learning opponuni(ies and pannerships. The college provides a
posirive environment rha( is commined to srudenr Ic:-arning and
empowering swden(s to achieve (heir educational goals.

Learni ng Through Excellence and Innovarion

WHCL planning for the future with new programs, facilities
The academic years 2008-09 and 2009-10 will have seen extraordinary Cuts to community colleges as (he result of [he state's recent
economic downturn. West Hills College Lemoore will have reduced its operating budget by
over $2.2 million while a( the same time maintaining its priority and focus on studenTS.
Course offerings were reduced yet we were able ro maintain our commitment ro general educa(ion, basic skills, workforce development, and degree level courses.
Wirh all rhe reductions co [he general fund, WHC Lemoore srill celebrared its ground breaking for (he new $24 million multi-use sportS complex that begins phase t.hree of the col's
master plan. It is scheduled to open in March 20 li .
Our Allied HeaJ[h program has been able co
wicrucand budger reduccions and will expand irs
offerings wirh new coutses. Highly skilled technical program training will remain a srrong demand
rhroughour [he state and Wes( Hills is positioned (0
provide training.

newly developed Engineering Scholars Program
provides financial suppon to more students by providing full tuition and books to qualified students.
WHCL will playa key role in preparing studenrs for
grear career opportunities.
Our

All this is jUl! a small list of the many ways West
HiUs is a leader in providing qualiry educational opportunicies for the communiries mat
we serve. Even in times of great difficulty, wirh hard work and teamwork, great things can
scill happen. Wesr
Hills College lemoore will conrinue
to be a lc:-ader in
assisring rhe s{ate [Q
recover from its economic downturn.

Don Warkentin
President, West Hills College Lemoore

Grants:

President's Scholars:

Successful Transfer:

Tora! grant funding in 2008-09 exceeded
$3 million for WHeL.

A £O[al of 48 srudenrs received President's

The number of srudenrs transferring to
four-year instimtions in 2008 increased
by ??% from 2007.

Scholars scholarships for 2008-09. This
scholarship covers enrollment fees and
provides a book allowance each term.
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West Hills ComllJullity College Di.<trici

oundation helps students
The students at West Hills College are our furure. Helping rhem realize their dre<lms
of a coUege edu~rion will positively impacr our communities and enhance the qualiry
of life we appreciate now and in (he years ahead,
As a proud member of rhe foundarion board of dirrc[Ors. I've been privileged to work

wirh a dedicated tcam of individuals who supporc the
students ofWesr Hills through rheir (ime, energy. leadership and philamhropy. Our foundation board consisrs of
communiry members. civic leaders, businesswomen and
men and agriculturalisrs from across our service area who
value educarion and want to expand the higher educational oppoHuniries for our children and lo~l residencs.
Special rhanks go (0 three individuals who made substantial gifrs to the foundation during 2009. Phyllis Roberts
donared $25,000 for an endowed scholarship at WHCe.
Vince Motte conrribured $12, SOO to help fund a new weather sralion
L-._ _ __ __
_
.......... ar the "WHCC Farm of the Furure. George Ollikkala donated a substantial arc collecrion (0 libraries throughout the disrrict. We rhank them and the many others who
conrribured to help Ollr srudenrs realize their dream of a college educarion .
Ernesr uErnie" Dr~wry
Presidenr. WHCC Foundation

Boord Members
Emil Drewry, Pmitifnt, Com munity DmCIQr
Leonard h{lf" Chief Fillancial Di..m or, Communi:)' Direc:tor
Don Forth, Viu hlsitimt, Communit), Dimror
Brad GUi/Jon, Community Dirntor
SIJtl.ron Gcrdnn, Community DlrfClor
FTdnk Gomick, Ph,D.. Chanr(lUJr
Edna /vans, R Ph. , Truster DirfCIor
Sheilah Krryrnhagm, Commlll/ity Direrto..
Willard I.rwallm, Ph,D., Staff Dimlor
LaliTa Mmdti Moore, Commmuty Director
Nallry Oliveira, Communil), Director
Nina Oxbof7'ow, Tn/JIu Dirmor
Bill Pucht:U. CommllfJiry DlTr(/or
OHar Sablan, M.D., ComnJllnity Dirmor
Marc Scott. CPA. CommllllilY Dirmor
Ann Stonf, StcTtlar;: Communiry Dm'ctoy
Km Sloppenbrink. Chicf Financial Offircr
Don Warkentin. Staff Dirmor

Dr. Rick Post
Interim Exlculive Director

Foundation Mission
The West Hil:s Communiry College Foundation enthusiastically
engages residenes, corporations, foundations and communities
of the San J02.quin Valley in fin<lncial supp0r! and advocacy for
the West Hills Community College District. We are entrepreneurial partners wirh (he colleges as we plan and jmplemenr
programs to build relationships and raise funds.

The Foundation Vision

The Foundation- Guiding PrinCiples

Our vision is to be a dynamic, legacy organization recogni7.ed
for :

The West Hills Communiry College Foundation applies the
following guiding principles in irs conduce of business:

• The r:oundation's $5 million endowment (by 2008),
• 140 new scholarship funds.
• Establishment of a successful "new alumni" fundraising
program,

• An effective and engaged board,
• Significant contributions [0 the "K-16 Dream~ (crearing a
college-going culture among K-12 students) and.
• Sponsorship of culwcal, educational and economic
development programs.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advocale for educaeion and irs abiliry to change lives,
Practice responsible srtwardship>
Maintain respea fot others,
Conduct bU5iness in an open and rranspatent manner.
SUppOH diversiry Jnd inclusiveness.
DemonSlfare teliability and accountability, and
Exemplify a commitment to serve studenLS and (he
community.
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District Tec~nology Council
November 19, 2009
District Office Board Room/Lemoore Rm 124
10:00 a.m.
Minutes

Members Present: Pedro Avila, Carole Goldsmith, Susan Whitener, Keith Stearns,
Tammy Weatherman, Ken Stoppenbrink, Jana Cox, Michelle Kozlowski, Jill Stearns,
Jose Lopez, Elaine Howard
Members Absent: Richard Post, Dave Bolt
Guest: No Guests
1. Call to order: 10:17 a.m. by Carole Goldsmith

2. Approval of Minutes:
Jill Stearns moved to approve minutes of October 22, 2009 as corrected. Motion
seconded by Carole Goldsmith
Action on Motion: Passed unanimously
3. New Projects
3.1. Follett Book Look - Ken Stoppenbrink - Brief Update
Ken reported that the book store now has a list of the books to provide students
in excel document format. Ken forwarded the information to Greg Kiryakakis,
the Follett Regional Manager.
This will be looked at again after the first of the year.
Carole indicated that before moving on to project updates that she would like for
the group to have discussion on reviewing the priority items and the definitions
of the priorities. Carole explained that a priority 1a is a mandatory priority; a 1b
is an urgent or in process priority and 1c is a standard priority.
Carole stated that she would also like to have a discussion on aligning DTC
projects to the district strategic goals. Michelle asked if our college goals are
pretty much the same as the district goals. Jill answered yes, the college goals
are tied to the district goals. Jose stated that aligning is a good idea. Jana also
stated that it is a good idea.
Action: Re-visit this at the next meeting.

4. Project Updates
4.1. Review Project List
Datatel Server Upgrade to 64bit - Michelle Kozlowski
Michelle reported that they are working on security issues and that they will be
testing extensively.

DTe Leaders
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Michelle stated that their goal is to get tested and tried by December and
January.
Target Date: February 2010
Datatel User Interface 4.0 - John Wright
Not present to report.
Target Date: Spring 2010
Textbook Compliance - Ken Stoppenbrink
Ken reported that they should have a solution by the first of the year.
Target Date: In progress
CB21-Below College Level Basic Skills - Jill Stearns/Dave Bolt
Jill reported that the final training was December 3, 2009 that they were not
ready for the colleges. Keith stated that the codes have to be recoded into
Datatel. Jill stated that the target date was pushed to March.
Target Date: March 2010
P/NP Grading
Action: Add Pedro Avila as a manager.
Target Date: Ongoing
Blackboard 9 Upgrade - Susan Whitener
Susan reported that it is on target and that students will be trained as well.
There will be some online training and on campus training. Susan stated that
this will be ongoing for quite some time.
Target Date: January 2010
Address Review & Update - Keith Stearns
Keith suggested that the name of the project be changed to Address Review &
Update. Keith reported that there are six components to this project:
• Usernames
It has been cleaned up for students and employees.
• Constituencies
It has been cleaned up for staff. The students clean up is still ongoing.
• Email Addresses
Staff has been cleaned up. Students have been cleaned up. We are
working on types and policies for when to use types.
• Phone Numbers
Not started yet.
• Naming Conventions
Not started yet.
• Street Addresses
Not started yet.
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Portal Tab Redesign - Pedro Avila
Pedro was assigned as manager.
Website Redesign - Pedro Avila
Pedro was assigned as manager.
Portal 2.0 - Michelle Kozlowski
Michelle reported that the test system is up and when Tanner returns from
vacation he will be able to work on it. Change the target date to ongoing.
Target Date: Ongoing
VTEA Project Import - Carole Goldsmith
Carole reported that there appears to be a gap in the collected data in regards to
student demographics. Additionally, our current method of collecting data does
. not have a high response rate. This is negatively impacting our VTEA funding
and possible other categorical areas too. Accurate data and increased response
rates will lead to get extra funds. Carole stated that Sacramento City uses a form
of a supplemental application to update information every semester, in order to
keep information current. Michelle suggested that we should update every
semester. There was discussion about re-naming this project and making it a
new project - Student Demographic Acquisition with a priority 1a. Carole
volunteered herself for a new project.
Drop Dates Publication - Pedro Avila
Ongoing project
HR Workflow - Ken Stoppenbrink
Ken requested that this project be removed from the project list it has been
completed.
Datatel Access Profile - Pedro Avila
In progress.
Class Roster Format - Pedro Avila
Status is in progress.
Waitlist - Pedro Avila
Pedro reported that this project is in progress. He now has a full team and will
have a quick meeting to touch basis with everyone. Pedro stated that Elaine is
working on a meeting date.
SARS Grid - Jose Lopez/Jill Stearns
Jose reported that there are still some glitches but over all going really smooth.
Jill stated the only dislike is that they have to sync it at the end of every day.
SARS Grid is completed.
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The group decided that they need to add three new projects associated with
SARS.
• E-SARS - So students can go in and make their own appointments. This
project was given a priority 1b. The following leaders/managers assigned
were Jose Lopez, Jill Stearns and Pedro Avila.
Target Date: May 2010
• SARS Track for Grid
Leaders assigned to this project were Jill Stearns and Jose Lopez.
This project was given a priority 1c.
Target Date: May 2010
• SARS Import - Takes the data in SARS and puts it into Datatel.
The leader assigned is John Wright, with a priority 1a.
Target Date: May 2010
WEB Time Card Entry - Ken StoppenbrinklTammy Weatherman
Ken reported that they are still testing ..
Tammy stated that everything is moving along, the biggest issue is getting
people in.
Technology Strategic Plan - Michelle Kozlowski
Michelle reported that the plan is completed. It hasn't been routed yet there are
a few minor revisions that need to be made. She asked that it be removed from
active project list to complete. She and Carole will be routing it in the spring.
e-Brochure - Frances Squire
Pedro reported that they are very close to finalizing it, that they have received
some good reviews from their group. Pedro also reported that they are about
80% complete. The group decided to change the name of this project to eBrochure for Prospective Students.
Online Degree Audit - Pedro Avila/Sandy McGlothlin
Susan Whitener asked that she be removed from this project.
Pedro stated that they are working on making some corrections.
Target Date: March 2010
Graduation Petitions Online - Angela Tos/Marlene Roton/Pedro Avila
Pedro stated that he will give an update at the next meeting.
Waiting on Events
Live@EDU - Michelle Kozlowski
Michelle reported that they are waiting on Microsoft to release some
enhancements.

•
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Document Imaging - Hershey Transcript Importing - Michelle Kozlowski
Michelle stated that she will need to revisit this and that this would be a
discussion for the next meeting.
Automatic Approvals - Tammy Weatherman
Tammy reported that this project is on hold. Move to on hold status.
On Hold
Faculty Section Change Forms - Pedro Avila
Susan stated that this needs to be an active project. Pedro is the leader.
eAdvertising/Ed Plans - Jose Lopez
As is, on hold.
Carole stated that we will take a look at this in April. Carole asked Jana to give
an update at the April 2010 meeting.
Reporting Solution - Zogotech - Pedro Avila
Move this project up, is still looking for funding source.
BOGG Waiver through CCCApply - Jana Cox
Move this project up to active list. Need more research.
Position Budgeting Module - Ken Stoppenbrink
Ken stated that this doesn't work well. Remove.
Positive Attendance Entry on Web
Remove.
CCC Apply Electronic Transcripts - Carole Goldsmith
Remove Michelle as leader and put Carole as leader. Carole stated she would
like to take a look at it again. Move this project to the Active list. There will be a
presentation at the next meeting.
Faculty Drop Students Online - Dave Boltl Susan Whitener/Carole Goldsmith
Move this project up to Active.

6. Announcements
Carole announced to remove number five, Team Updates from the Agenda ..
Carole asked Susan to give a Project overview on Web Streaming and Classroom
Capture.
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Susan reported that the project is for the Westside and Lemoore. Willard asked her
to come up with a solution that will service the off campus sites with web streaming
and classroom capture. Ken stated that what has not been identified to him yet is on
the line item - multiple components, how much is specifically dedicated for
technology? Ken stated he is waiting for that answer. Susan stated a commitment
was made to Coalinga and District to provide educational services. There will need
to be a presentation to the facilities committee. Ken stated the committee will need
to be aware of the impact it will have on the bond money. Susan stated that they
have two vendors. Carole requested to have a meeting off line with Susan on the
details of this project.
7. Adjourn: Meeting was adjourned at 11 :58 a.m.

leh

District Technology Council
February 25, 2010
Coalinga Sam B ILemoore Rm 124 via Video Conference
10:00 a.m.
Minutes
Members Present: Pedro Avila, Dave Bolt, Carole Goldsmith, Susan Whitener, Keith
Stearns, Jana Cox, Michelle Kozlowski, Jill Stearns, Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Stephanie
Droker, Elaine Howard
Members Absent: Richard Post, Ken Stoppenbrink, Tammy Weatherman
Guest: Lenny Robinson Project Manager, eTranscript
1. Call to order: 10:15 a.m. by Carole Goldsmith
Lenny Robinson gave a presentation to the group via CCC Confer on CCC Apply
Electronic Transcripts. Lenny explained that eTranscript California is the statewide
internet-based system for requesting, transmitting, tracking, downloading and viewing
academic transcripts among authorized educational institutions and their trading
partners. The power point presentation is posted on the Portal.
The meeting reconvened at 11 :09 a.m. via video conference after the presentation.

2. Approval of Minutes:
Susan Whitener moved to approve minutes of November 19, 2009. Motion
seconded by .JiII Stearns
Action on Motion: Passed unanimously
3. Discussion regarding e-Presentation
Carole asked the group for comments or thoughts on e-Transcript.
Susan commented that it sounds good. Keith stated that most of our institutions are
not using it. At this time none of the community colleges receive transcripts into
Datatel. Jill shared that the state needs to release a concept. Keith stated that he
thinks that we would be able to push it through to Fresno State. Pedro expressed
that it would be a huge savings in Maria's time. Carole asked Keith who we would
talk to in regard to the process and how it's working. Keith responded that we need
to talk with other Datatel schools.
Carole announced that the new project leader for this project is now Keith Stearns,
registrar.

4.1. Follett Booklook
Carole asked "liII and Dave to give an update on Follett booklook system.
Jill expressed that if the responsibility falls on Follett to keep the spread sheet
current every time a book price changes and doesn't fall back on us to keep it
current, it would be a good thing. Jill also stated that if the solution clearly puts it in
their ball park once that connection is made and Follett has that responsibility
spelled out that it is theirs; I think it is the way to go.
Dave stated that he and Jill have talked with Ken and Ken supported the position.
Dave expressed the need to let Greg at Follett know the deadline date of when we
were going to be on board with the Follett plan. Carole asked Jill and Dave if they
would remind Ken to get the deadline date information to Greg at Follett.
Susan asked Keith what his thoughts were on the Datatel Solution, has anything
come out? Keith responded, Datatel has released their solution and the issue with
Datatel Solution is that someone has to go in and update the information which
means typing in ISBN numbers. It is difficult to do.
Susan stated her concern was that Follett their book prices may change but I think
what is really going to change is the cost that the service has and I think we are just
going to have to pay it.
Carole stated that right now I don't think they have talked about charging a fee have
they?
Susan responded that once it is implemented and we have done our code and we
have done everything to integrate it. Carole stated then it is going to cost one way
or the other.
Keith explained that he has gone to a couple of places actually Lee University that
has implemented the book look solution into Datatel and they basically have had to
add another column that has a link to booklook. The other issue is that Datatel has
come out with a Portal class search which we are looking into so we will have to find
a place there to put it into also. This is a whole different ball of wax. Keith gave the
website if you want to find it; it is web.leeuniversity.edu and search for classes.
Dave asked Keith if that is the link to another page with all the book prices on it.
Keith responded, the way booklook works from what I can tell is that you provide a
link to their booklook software and you tell it what section it is and it pops up with the
book information and the cost for that particular section.
Dave stated that it is convenient for the student but if the link went to a general page
that required the student to navigate around a little bit to find it that would satisfy the
requirements as well.

Dave expressed that the method that Keith just identified still requires tremendous
amount of linking the link to the specific page.
Keith explained that the way their booklook solution works is that you pass it section
information it shows you book information for that section. That is the advantage of
their solution.
Jill stated, I think this solution helps us in terms of the number of students we have
that take courses across campuses and particular online because once they click a
specific section it gets them the correct textbook for that section.

6. Announcements
Carole announced that the next DTC meeting will be held on April 15, 2010 and at
that meeting we will go over team updates and also Carole would like to go over
how we assign our priority on projects.

7. Adjourn
Meeting was adjourned at 11 :29 a.m.
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District Technology Council
September 17, 2009
District BoardroomlLemoore Rm. 124
10:00 AM
Minutes
Members Present: Pedro Avila, Susan Whitener, Priscilla Balcazar, Jill Stearns, Keith Stearns, Dave
Bolt, Michelle Kozlowski, Jose Lopez
Members Absent: Tammy Weatherman, Richard Post, Dolores Smith, Ken Stoppenbrink, Jana Cox
Guest: Carole Goldsmith
1.

Call to order: 10:01 by Pedro Avila

2.

Approval of Minutes:
M. Kozlowski moved to approve minutes of August 27,2009. Motion seconded by S. Whitener.
Action on Motion: Passed unanimously.

3.

New Project:
3.1
AlertU Emergency Notification - S. Whitener
S. Whitener stated Frances Squire is not on this committee but has sat in on discussions
regarding the emergency alert system. We currently have Call-All but there is no way to
alert students elsewhere on campus or off-campus. Some members thought a committee
has already studied this issue and P. Avila clarified that the committee originally talked
about a text messaging system to communicate with students and it was dropped from the
projects list due to a lack of student interest. The other piece was AlertU in which
Frances and Anne Jorgens would work with college representatives and they have not
returned to this committee with a decision. There was some confusion as to whether a
decision had been made and S. Whitener responded, if there has been a decision it was
made without the college presidents' approval.

P. Avila added we need to make sure Frances has met with the Emergency Response
Team on both campuses and S. Whitener asked why Frances is responsible for this
project as this is clearly a technology issue. P. Avila responded that Frances is the Public
Information Officer and she expressed an interest in this topic.
ACTION:

3.2

1

Check back with Frances and Anne to meet with presidents and colleges.
Frances Squire attend next meeting.

Follett Booklook K. Stoppenbrink
• To the question of who was responsible for this project, S. Whitener stated K.
Stoppenbrink forwarded message to her and she forwarded it to M. Kozlowski. M.
Kozlowski reported there are new requirements regarding textbooks and at this time
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she doesn't know ifthis program will work for us. D. Bolt and J. Stearns will stay on
top of this.
• J. Stearns stated an incredible burden is being put on colleges to include textbook
prices on class schedules. She would like the college to be aware of all that is in the
Follett contract and put the burden of making this information available on them. She
stated K. Stoppenbrink is the official owner of this project so he needs to be
significantly involved in the project.
• M. Kozlowski indicated this is a complex, confusing issue for us now and the
mandate does offer alternatives.
• D. Bolt asked if this needed to be made a project and M. Kozlowski stated it needs to
be a project as we have to do something by next summer. K. Stearns stated this
project needs to be added to our projects list but needs to be evaluated.
• S. Whitener asked if anyone from IT had sat in on the webinars and M. Kozlowski
replied, "No". S. Whitener requested she be included on project.
ACTION:
Project Name-Textbook Compliance
Priority-l A
Project Manager-K. Stoppenbrink. J. Steams and D. Bolt co-project
leaders.
Committee Member - S. Whitener
4

Project Updates.
VTEA Survey Import - P . Avila
4.1
P . Avila reported that previous minutes had been reviewed to see what decisions had
been made about this project and that due its similarity to placement test score import it
had not been made a separate project.
ACTION:
Project Name-VTEA Project Import
Priority-IB
Project Manager-C. Goldsmith

At this point M. Kozlowski stated she would like to add new projects to our list due the new role the
District Technology Council has taken.
1.
Datatel User Interface 4.0
Project Manager-John Wright
Priority-l A
Target Date-Launch in spring 2010

2

2.

Datatel Server Upgrade to 64bit server.
Priority-l A
Project Manager-M. Kozlowski
Target Date-Hope to complete prior to January 2010. Will be implemented either
during Thanksgiving or Christmas holidays.

3.

Portal 2.0 soon to be released and needs to be evaluated. Priority-IB
Project Manager-M. Kozlowski
M. Kozlowski asked S. Whitener if Tanner Naeher needed this information.
K. Stearns stated he would send Tanner the documentation.

4.

Website Redesign - this project is ongoing and never completed.
Project Manager-S. Whitener
Priority-l B
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5.

Portal Tab Redesign-this project consists of substantial redesign of portal and how it
will work. Communication needed so everyone understands what they are supposed to
do.
Priority-IB
Project Manager-S. Whitener

4.2

Review Project List
CB21 (K. Steams): Final rubrics not yet released. Once released will meet with faculty.
ACTION: Change Project Manager to J. Stearns and D. Bolt

•

•

P/NP - K. Steams: Catalogs and transcripts need to be updated. More information
needed before project can be completed but we are making progress.
ACTION: Delete K. Steams as Project Manager. Target Date: Dec. 15,2009
Status: Update catalog and transcripts.

•

BlackBoard 9 (S. Whitener): Project on target.
ACTION: Change Target Date to January 2010.

•

Foundation (Alumni) - P . Avila asked if project should be named Colleague
Advancement. M. Kozlowski reported there are continual ongoing enhancements being
implemented. Designate as completed.
ACTION: Change project name to Advancement Implementation.
Change status: To Completed.

•

Address Review & Update/Naming Conventions (K. Steams): Working on email
address as it is the simplest task. Have fixed 500 email accounts as of this morning.
Project deals with getting standards in place & documentation. It is hoped this project
will take no longer than a year to complete.
ACTION: Project Manager- K. Steams Target Date: Open

•

SharePoint Workflow (S. Whitener): This is an ongoing project which will be picked
up again after October.
ACTION: Change project name to Faculty Section Change Forms
Change status: To Hold

•

Drop Dates on Class Schedule (M. Kozlowski): Project needs project manager and still
working on pieces of the project. P. Avila stated that in last discussion it was suggested
to show drop date information in "MySchedule".
ACTION: Change project name to Drop Dates Publication.
Project Manager: P. Avila
• . HR Workflow (J. Cox): Not present to report.
•

3

Graduation Petitions Online (P. Avila): In the July minutes it was noted that a form
needed to be created and that has been done.
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•

SARS Grid (J. Lopez): M. Kozlowski reported that the training schedule is moving
along. J. Lopez added that Lemoore has training dates and those will be distributed. J.
Steams reported the same for the Coalinga campus.
ACTION: Project Managers J. Lopez and 1. Steams

•

Web Time Card Entry (J. Cox): Not present to report. K. Steams reported this system
will be going live in a week or two for part-time and temporary employees who tum in
timecards on the loth or 11 th of each month.

•

Technology Strategic Plan (P. Avila): Asked that the plan be routed to Donna Isaac for
distribution to the Planning and Governance Councils at Coalinga and Lemoore.

•

Admission Application Communications (eBrochure) (K. Steams): K. Steams asked
that the project manager be changed to Tanner Naeher. This project involves three
discussion port projects-admission application, inquiry (F. Squire), and follow-up
(registrar).
ACTION: Leave project as is and wait for clarification. Project Manager: Delete K.
Steams' name

•

Web PortallNew Student Email System (S. Whitener): Project on target for fall 2010.
ACTION: Change project name to Live@EDU

•

Online Degree Audit (p. Avila): Waiting as degree audit system needs to be updated
with new catalog information.
ACTION: Change status to ACTIVE

•

Document Imaging - Hershey transcript importing (M. Kozlowski): Project
continues on waiting.
CCC Apply Electronic Transcripts (M. Kozlowski): Changing partners and program
currently not being used so continue project on hold.

•

5.

Announcements
A.
D. Bolt reported that faculty has renewed their interest on having a waitlist based on full
classes.
During discussion K. Steams reported current system was written in 2005 and issue is
that a registrar is needed to run it. P. Avila asked how long it would take to implement
and added that in a year from now with an improved economy, this may no longer be an
issue. K. Steams asked who would be responsible for doing this work. M. Kozlowski
stated K. Stearns could give an update and explain waitlist process at next months'
meeting.
ACTION: Include Waitlist on next month's agenda.

B.

4

M. Kozlowski asked the committee to again consider the Maintenance Window for ITS.
Currently maintenance is performed the 4th Friday from 6-9 p.m. and more time needed
for all the servers. Windows for maintenance have been explored and options were

·

'
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proposed at the Technology Advisory Team meeting. M. Kozlowski would like the
maintenance to occur on a Saturday morning so staff could flex their schedules, thereby
making overtime unnecessary. Maintenance could occur from 6am to llam or noon and
would take 30 minutes to an hour to complete. There is the question of blackboard
interruption and midterm week. There is no perfect time but a change needs to occur and
more time is needed to perform the maintenance.
7.

5

Adjourn: 11 :00
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District Technology Council
October 22, 2009
District Boardroom/Lemoore Rm. 124
10:00 AM
Minutes
Members Present: Pedro Avila, Carole Goldsmith, Susan Whitener, Priscilla Balcazar, Keith Stearns,
Dave Bolt, Tammy Weatherman, Ken Stoppenbrink, Maria Lourenco, Jana Cox,
Members Absent: Richard Post, Dolores Smith, Jill Stearns, Michelle Kozlowski, Jose Lopez,
Guest: Frances Squire, Anne Jorgens

1.

Call to order: 10:05 by Pedro Avila

2.

Approval of Minutes:
K. Stearns moved to approve minutes of August 27,2009, as corrected. Motion seconded by P.
Avila.
Action on Motion: Passed unanimously.

3.

Transition of DTC Responsibilities - Pedro Avila/Carole Goldsmith:
P . Avila explained that due to the reorganization at the District Level responsibility for DTC was
now given to C. Goldsmith. At this point Carole assumed conducting of the meeting.

4

New Project
4.1
Emergency Alert - Frances Squire/Anne Jorgens
F. Squire reported she had attended the Lemoore Cabinet meeting this week and made a
presentation on Emergency Alert and President Don Warkentin wanted to implement an
emergency alert system but this item was going to another committee for discussion.
Who will be responsible for this system at each campus and where will the funding come
from is needed. F. Squire would like to involve the Grants office for possible funding
resources and would like to check with Homeland Security as well. F. Squire has
explored six different systems and indicated a need to identify what we want to
accomplish with this system. Pre-tested messages are favored and Child Development
indicated 50% ofthe parents do not speak English. C. Goldsmith indicated she would
like both parents to sign-on. F Squire stated she is willing to do the research but will
need help with the technology part. C. Goldsmith expressed that she would like Squire
to take the lead on this project. She would like a vendor list and when a vendor is
selected that it be taken to IT.
J. Lopez and F. Squire will be meeting with a billboard vendor.
ACTION: Discuss at next meeting. Waiting for presidents approvals.

1
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4.2

Wait List - Dave BoltlPedro Avila:
P . Avila reported that faculty Marty Ennes and Stephanie Droker are requesting a
waitlist, not necessarily a Datatel waitlist. They would like control-if student is
attending class, would like faculty to have ability to add student into a class. An issue
could be if there is a waitlist and a week later there is an opening and student is added
into the class. What happens if the student is no longer interested in that class? We need
a process and we need to look at our technology. D. Bolt stated faculty wants flexibility
in drop a student. P. Avila suggested a committee of two CIO (S. Whitener volunteered),
counselor/faculty from each college, Maria Lourenco and Pedro. When he asked if
anyone else was interested D. Bolt nominated Bob Gibson. Members were reminded that
the Academic Senate would have to approve faculty membership and D. Bolt stated he
would talk with Academic Senate.
At this point K. Steams suggested "Enrollment Management" as a new title for this
project. D. Bolt suggested "Roster Management". C. Goldsmith requested a registration
task force.
ACTION: Priority Ib

2

4.3

Prerequisites Issues and Registration - P. Avila:
Another issue arose at this point about students who failed a prerequisite still being able
to enroll in a class. K. Steams stated there is a Datatel report that lists students who have
failed a prerequisite. This report was difficult to read so D. Georgatos had him rewrite it.
K. Steams stated 50% of students want an override in order to enroll in a class and
automation does not allow for that so perhaps manual process is better for this.

4.4

Class Rosters Format - P. Avila:
P. Avila requested this issue be made a project. It was reported that faculty have
complained of the difficulty in downloading their rosters from Datatel. K. Steams
responded that is easy to fix and should be brought forward as a project.
ACTION: In progress

4.5

SharePoint Test Server - C. Goldsmith:
ACTION: Table until next meeting when M. Kozlowski can be present.

4.6

Direct Loan Program - C. Goldsmith:
The federal government wants to get rid of the FFEL program. We need to have the
direct loan program implemented by July 1,2010. This will require business office and
IT involvement. Relatively simple setup and testing will need to be done.

4.7

Datatel Gradebook - K. Steams:
K. Steams reported that Datatel changed the grading with a new module called
"Gradebook". Online courses would use this new gradebook and traditionally-taught
courses can use their preference. P. Avila asked if we own this module.
ACTION: Table until next meeting when J. Steams can be present.
Manager: Carole Goldsmith
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3

4.8

Bookstore - K. Stoppenbrink:
The Higher Opportunity Act mandates that colleges publish prices and titles and putting
this infonnation on the class schedule could be an option. It must be published, perhaps
in the catalog, at some time as Follett can provide a link to help us with this. The onus
will be on faculty to make book choices available so Follett can build a list of prices. K.
Stoppenbrink asked ifhe still needed to be project manager and D. Bolt stated K.
Stoppenbrink is the liaison with Follett at District. S. Whitener stated this project had
been discussed at the TAT committee and it was felt book price infonnation needed to be
left out of the catalog. She stated only 5% of faculty would not get their infonnation in
on time and felt 95% compliance would be okay. K. Stoppenbrink stated he will need an
ITS person on this task force.

5.

Team Updates
5.1
ST - Pedro Avila: P . Avila stated he is now leading this committee. Meetings
have not been held regularly and he will be contacting both colleges for
membership.
5.2

TAT - Susan Whitener: This committee met on September 30th and discussed
Follett, the Library reported 53,000 sheets of paper were printed within three
weeks. K. Stoppenbrink stated the best way to track the count of copies would be
standalone PC counting. An accurate count will be made by December 10th and
recommendations will be made based on that data.

5.3

ARJCF - Tammy Weathennan: T. Weathennan had nothing to report. Work is
currently being done with Datatel on GLiPO issues - nothing major.

5.4

FA - Jana Cox: J. Cox reported she had not had an opportunity to meet with
Dolores Smith and they are still working on FA committee meeting schedule.

5.5

HR - K. Stoppenbrink: Trial run of Web-time entry, for the most part, went well.
There are still some glitches. The committee is meeting next week and is working
on solutions. Paper for those timecards is a somewhat expensive and they are
considering electronic timecards. A number of supervisors said they had not been
aware of training that was offered. There will be retraining next week. Jana Cox
has helped employees and supervisors on the Lemoore campus. Tammy
Weathennan added that there are leave and overtime issues. Direct Deposit will
go into effect January 2010 and want 100% compliance. Pay Advices will soon
be available on the portal. Employees will be able to view and print their check
stubs for all of2009. An email was sent to all supervisors asking them to share
this news with the temporary employees and work study students. The committee
asked K. Stoppenbrink to make Pay Advice access instructions available on the
portal we welL K. Stoppenbrink stated that approximately $500 will be saved in
printing costs by going Direct Deposit.
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5.6

Cross Team - All: P. Avila asked that two projects be added. The purpose of the
Datatel Access Profile project will be to see that everyone in Datatel has access to
screens they need to perform their jobs.
ACTION:
1)
Name: Datatel Access Profile
Priority: 1b
Status: In progress
Target Date: December 2009
2)

6.

Name: Online Grading Fix
Status: In progress

Priority: 1b

Other
6.1
Update Team Memberships Pedro Avila:
ACTION: Tabled until next meeting as key members missing today.
K. Stearns reported on the Address Review and Update project: Have started working on
email addresses and is working on address updates. A small group of representatives
from student areas is needed to work with him on this project. Keith will send an email.
S. Whitener suggested Idelle Mahrt be part of that group.

5.

Announcements

7.

Adjourn: 11 :30

4

OTC Leaders
February 25,2010
10:00 am
Sam B/Room 124 - Lemoore
Revised Abridged - AGE N 0 A

CCC Apply Electronic Transcripts Presentation at 10:15 am via CCC Confer
DTC will reconvene via video-conference after e-Transcript Presentation.
1. Call to order
2. Approval of minutes
3. Discussion regarding e-Presentation
4. New Projects - Brief Update
4.1. Follett booklook - K. Stoppenbrink
5. Brief Team updates
5.1. ST - Pedro
5.2. TAT - Susan
5.3. AR/CF - Tammy
5.4. FA - Jana
5.5. HR - Ken
5.6. Cross Team - All
6. Announcements

7. Adjourn

District Technology Council
May 13,2010
Revised Time 11 :00 am
WHC Coalinga SAM BIWHC Lemoore Room 124 Via Video Conferencing

AGENDA

1. Call to order
2. Discussion - DTC Priorities - Alignment to Goals
3. New Projects - Brief Update
4. Project Updates - Review Task Log
5. Old Business
5.1. Cisco Visit
5.2. Booklist Project
6. Announcements
7. Adjourn

,

,
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Project List
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OTe Projects
Revised: 11-19-09
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM REVIEW
West Hills College Lemoore

I. General Information
A. Instructional Program: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
B. List of Full Time Program Faculty and Staff:
II. Program Overview
A. State the program mission. The mission statement should include the purpose of the
program, the ideals the program strives to attain, and who the program serves. The
program mission must align with the college's mission and goals. (200 word limit)

B. List any recommendations from the most recent college/program/department
accreditation and/or previous review. (250 words or less)

C. Identify an personnel, including the number of certificated, classified professionals
and volunteers.

Employee Classification:
Certificated
Classified Professional
Student Workers
Diversity (Race/Ethnicity)
DNative Am./Alaskan Nat.
DAsianlPacific Islander
DHispanic
DMixed

Volunteer

DAfricanlAfrican-AmericanINon-Hispanic
DCaucasianlNon-Hispanic
DFilipino

III. Qualitative and Quantitative Data Review
A. Attach dashboard statistics here.

B. Using the data provided, address any significant trends/challenges/opportunities
identified which relate to your specific program. (250 words or less)
C. Attach any other data maintained by your program or at the division level: (e.g.
budget information regarding costs per program on personnel, equipment, supplies,
delivery of services).
D. What resources are required to maintain the program, and what additional resources
are necessary to improve or expand it?
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IV. Professional Development
A. \\'hat professional development activities have faculty pal1icipated in? Have any of
these professional development activities been technology related? Please specify.

B. Relate how the professional development activities have improved student learning
outcome attainment.
C. Describe the program's plans for staff development over the next four years .

V. Curriculum and Student Learning Outcomes
A . List your Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes.

I. Have any Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes been changed
from the completion of the previous program review? What are the changes?
Attach documentation .

2. Describe the assessment used to improve student learning. Cite a specific
example.

B. Explain how lnstructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes are lIsed to
measure quality and success of this department/service area.

C. Review course outlines and prerequisites. List all courses that apply to this
program requiring a five-year course outline review.

I. Describe the curriculum changes anticipated in the next two years. (These
changes would include major course revisions, deletions, new courses, revised or
new options within a program, or a proposed new program).
D. To what extent is technology being used in the program?

E. How does the program ensure that the curren! curriculum is adequately meeting the
needs of the students?

VI. Career Technical Education Onlv
A. Does your program result in providing licensing or certification to its program
graduates which will enhance opportunities for employment? If yes, list.

B. Discuss the opportunities available to students who plan to transfer to an institution
of higher learning.
C. Discuss the effectiveness of your program in terms of:
I. Entry-level job placement as a result of training.
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2.

Effectiveness of continuing education to meet the need for advanced training
andlor training in emerging technologies.

3. State any other measures used to determine the success of this program (e.g.
satisfaction surveys, employer surveys or advisory committee feedback).
4. Comment on how the success rate compares to the success rate of the same

program at other colleges in the region. (250 words or less)
D. What would be the preferred sequence of courses to be taken to achieve your
program's goal of a degree or certificate?
E. How does the program ensure that the current curriculum is adequately meeting the
needs of students?
F . Excluding curriculum validation, discuss community involvement in the program.
G. List any special accreditations, external regulations, or advisory committees that

have oversight to your program .
H. List any special regulations, space requirements, staff1raining, etc. required by your
program.

I. List any program initiatives to meet the needs of social-economically diverse
students, andlor those with non-traditional requirements (e.g., physical, mental
disabilities, re-entry, gender, etc.).

H. Discuss the program's use of external funding, including grants , ifapplicable.
VII.Summary and Recommendations

A. Based on analysis of the infonnation provided in Sections r through VI above,
descri be the program's strengths, areas that need improvement, and strategies and
actions to make those improvements .

1. Program strengths:
2. Areas that need improvement:

3. Strategies and actions for program enhancement and improvement:
B. Attach your Program Planning and Evaluation Assessment Grid. Follow the
directions provided and thoroughly complete the fonn . You should have not more
than five short telm goals, of which at least three are student learning outcome
goals .
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NON-INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM REVIEW
West Hills College Lemoore

I. General Information
A. Non-Instructional Program: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
B. List of Full Time Program Faculty and Staff:

II. Program Overview
A. State the program mission. The mission statement should include the purpose of the
program, the ideals the program strives to attain, and who the program serves. The
program mission must align with the college's mission and goals. (200 word limit)

B. List any recommendations from the most recent college/program/department
accreditation andlor previous review. (250 words or less)
C. Identify all personnel, including the number of certificated, classified professionals
and volunteers.

Employee Classification:
Certificated
Classified Professional
Student Workers
Diversity (Race/Ethnicity)
DNative Am. / Alaskan Nat.
DAsianiPacific Islander
DHispanic
DMixed

Volunteer

DAfrican/African-AmericanINon-Hispanic
DCaucasianlNon-Hispanic
DFilipino

III. Qualitative and Quantitative Data Review
A. Attach dashboard statistics here.
B. Using the data provided, address any significant trends/challenges/opportunities.
identified which relate to your specific course/program/service. (250 words or less)
C. Attach any other data maintained by your program or at the division level: (e.g.
budget information regarding costs per program on personnel, equipment, supplies,
delivery of services
D. What resources are required to maintain the program, and what additional resources
are necessary to improve or expand it?

IV. Professional Development
A. What professional development activities have faculty participated in? Have any of
these professional development activities been technology related? Please specify.

B. Relate how the professional development activities have improved student learning
outcome attainment.
C. Describe the program's plans for staff development over the next four years.

V. Curriculum and Student Learning Outcomes
A. List your Non-Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes.
1. Have any Non-Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes been
changed from the previous program review? What are the changes? Attach
documentation.
2. Describe the assessment used to improve student learning. Cite a specific
example.

B. Explain how Non-Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes are used
to measure quality and success of this department/service area.
C. To what extent is technology being used in the program?
D. How does the program ensure that current delivery of service is adequately meeting
the needs of students?

E. State any other measures used to determine the success of this program (e.g.
satisfaction surveys, employer surveys or advisory committee feedback).
F. Comment on how the success rate compares to the success rate ofthe same program
at other colleges in the region. (250 words or less)
G. Excluding curriculum validation, discuss community involvement in the program.
H. Do special accreditations, external regulations, or advisory committees regulate the
program? Yes [] No [] (if yes, list)
L Does the program have any special regulations, space requirements, staff training,
etc.? Yes [] No [] (if yes, elaborate)

J. Is there evidence ofunmet student needs in the program? Yes [] No [] (if yes,
elaborate)

K. Describe the initiatives the program has implemented to meet the needs of socialeconomically diverse students, and/or those with non-traditional requirements (e.g.,
physical, mental disabilities, re-entry, gender, etc.)
L. Discuss the program's use of external funding, including grants, if applicable.

VI.

Summary and Recommendations

A. What actions have been taken to address the assessment and improvements of
program learning outcomes?

B. Based on analysis of the information provided in I through VII, describe the
program's strengths, areas that need improvement, and strategies and actions to
make those improvements.
1. Program strengths
2. Areas that need improvement
3. Strategies and actions for program enhancement and improvement.

c.

Attach your Program Planning and Evaluation Assessment Grid. Follow the
directions provided and thoroughly complete the form. You should have not more
than five short term goals, of which at least three are student learning outcome
goals.

Revised: 4/10

Completed Projects

#
1
2
3

Updated: 11119/09
Project
Technology Strategic Plan
Online Grading Fix
SARS Grid

Date
November-09
November-09
November-09

Team
TAT
ST
ST

912312010

Project Manager
Michelle Kozlowski/Pedro Avila
Pedro Avila
Jose Lopez/Jill Stearns

Advancement Implementation
September-09 Foundation Rick Post
Automate import of placement test scores
Aug-09
ST
Pedro Avila/Sandy McGlothlin/Angela Tos
5 into Datatel
Keith Stearns
Aug-09
6 "Search and Register" screens
ST
7 Online Orientation
April-OS
ST
Pedro Avila
April-09
ST
Dadene Georgatos, Susan Kincade
8 Modification to Class Search Screen
April-09
ARCF Tammy Weatherman - *Not purchased yet
9 FRx·
Michelle K.
10 School Dude - M&O Work Orders
April-OS
ARCF
11 Payroll
HR
Ken Stoppenbrink
April-09
12 Data Warehouse - HR data
December-OS
Cross Pedro Avila
Cross Pedro Avila
13 Data Warehouse - MIS integration
December-OS
14 Assignment contracts revision
December-OS
HR
Jana Cox
15 Data Warehouse - Student address
December-OS
Cross Pedro Avila
16 Data Warehouse - Placement test
Cross Pedro Avila
December-OB
17 Data Warehouse - Financial Aid data
Cross Pedro Avila
December-08
FA
18 R2T4 Communication Management
Dolores Smith
August-OB
HR
19 CA State tax subroutine
December-OS
na co~
20 Benefit deductions
cember-OB
HR
HR
Jana Cox
21 Student & adult temp hires thru HR
December-OB
22 Student Tracking (SARS)
TAT
McGlothlin
December-08
23 Single password siQn on LDAP
Michelle Kozlowski
December-08
TAT
24 Web Requisitions
May-OB
ARCF Tammy Weatherman
25 Implement Fixed Assets module
April- 08
ARCF Tammy Weatherman / Anne Jorgens
FA
26 Financial Aid Annual Setup
April- 08
Dolores Smith
27 Datatel version 18
. December-O?
Cross Keith Stearns/John Wright
28 Access to electronic library resources
Susan Kincade/Ron Oxford / Matt Magnuson
October-a?
TAT
29 survey
November-O?
Cross Pedro Avila
30 data
November-O?
Cross Pedro Avila
ST
Keith Stearns
~MIS - New CalWorks MIS report
October-a?
32 Web Datatel User Interface
September-O?
Cross Keith Stearns
33 Clickers
August-a?
TAT
~~nCade
34 Title IV award split for Lemoore
FA
a Cox
May-a?
35 split complete
May-O?
ST
Darlene GeorQatos
36 Room Scheduling software
April-O?
ST
Bolt
April-O?
37 handlinQ
ST
Stearns
38 Online application college handling split
April-a?
ST
Keith Stearns
39 I Crystal Report Server
March-07
Cross Pedro Avila
40 Data Warehouse - Counselor Contacts
February-O?
Cross Pedro Avila
41 chanQe
February-O?
ST
Keith Stearns
42 chan!:Je
February-a?
Keith Stearns
ST
43 UNIX to Windows conversion of D~anUary-o?
Cross John Wright
44 Data Warehouse- Student update only
anuary-O?
Cross Keith Stearns
January-a?
45 Off campus access procedure
Cross Keith Stearns
46 Web Advisor 3.0
December-06
Cross Pedro Avila
47 Data Warehouse - Program tables
November-06
Cross Pedro Avila
48 Hershey Transcript scanninQ
ST
November-06
Susan Kincade
Cross Keith Stearns
October-Oe
~atatel User Interface - 1.5
nline application cataloQ college split
ST
September-06
Keith Stearns
51 Data Warehouse - FTES 320 reports
September-Oe Cross Pedro Avila
52 Student worker access procedure
September-06
Cross Keith Stearns
4
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Completed Projects

#

53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72

73
74
75
76
77

78
79
80
81
82
83
84

85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105

Project

Date

Spanish version of online application
August-06
ISAN System
Auaust-06
August-OB
EECU
Search Online schedul in My West Hills
Juli'-06
.PlaHorm change evaluation UNIX to
Windows
July-OB
Multi-Colleae changes / revision
July-OB
UniData 7.1
July-OB
Exit Interviews
May-OS
Cybrarian
May-OS
DMI 3.S Upgrade
April-OS
OS-07 Award Year setup
April-06
Online budaet inquiry
April-OB
Online reimbursement claim inquiry
April-06
Data Warehouse - student cohorts
March-OS
Workflow management
March-06
Account creation workflow
March-06
Prereq exception report
March-OS
Card integrators upgrade
February-OB
1098T by eMail
January-OS
signature
January-06
January-06
Satisfactory Academic Process review
automatic
November-05
automatic
November-05
November-05
signature
November-05
HR Info for Data Warehouse
September-05
S
DatatelLoan Module
Auaust-05
August-05
ELM Staffor Loans
Payment at registration - phase 2
May-05
May-05
eMail communications management
April-05
Financial Aid screens in Mv West Hills
Transcript print
April-05
April-05
Student cohort trackinQ
ARIBOGG exception report
March-05
Registration rewrite im(>lementation
March-05
March-05
Academic standing
SIRSllibrary system
March-05
February-05
Online refund request
February-05
WHCIST website
February-05
Leave balance. reports
January-05
Payment at Registration - Phase 1
January-05
Search for classes sort fix
December-04
eCommerce
November-04
Account summary by term - MWH
INational Student Loan Cleannghouse November-04
Degree Verify Service
November-04
Online Request for Transcripts - MWH
November-04
Real-time captioning recommendation
November-04
West Hills Online website redesign
October-04
Test web server in place
October-04
Return to Title IV
October-04
Acceptable Use on web
Academic Honesty on web
October-04
September-04
MIS Financial Aid beta

L

Team

Project Manager

ST
Cross
FA
ST

Darlene Georgatos
Michelle Kozlowski
Jana Cox
Keith Stearns

Cross John Wright
Corss Keith ste;rns
Cross
n
ST
Marlese Roton
TAT
Ron Oxford
Cross John Wright
FA
Jana Cox
CF
Tammv Weatherman
Tammy Weatherman
CF
Cross Pedro Avila
HR
Keven Backman
HR
IKeven Backman
ST
Dave Bolt I Sandy McGlothin
TAT
Ron Oxford
AR/CF Tammy Weatherman
Darlene Georgatos
ST
FA
Jana Cox
Cross Pedro Avila
Cross Pedro Avila
HR
Keven Backman
HR
Keven Backman
Cross Darlene Georgatos
FA
Jana Cox
FA
Jana Cox
Cross Ken Stoppenbrink
FA
IJiII Stearns
FA
Jill Stearns
Darlene Georgatos
ST
ST
Darlene Georgatos
FAlCF Jill Stearns
Darlene GeorQatos
ST
ST
Darlene Georgatos
TAT
Susan Kincade
ARlCF Tammy Weatherman
Cross Keith Stearns
Keven Backman
HR
Cross Ken Stoppenbrink
Darlene Georgatos
ST
ARCF Tammy Weatherman
ARCF Tammy Weatherman

I

FA
ST
TAT
TAT
Cross
FA
TAT
TAT
FA

Page 2 of2

Jill Stearns
Darlene Georgatos
Susan Kincade
Susan Kincade
Keith Stearns
Jill Stearns
Susan Kincade
Susan Kincade
Jill Stearns
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West Hills Community College District
Chancellor's Executive Cabinet Meeting
December 15, 2010
8:30 a.m.
District Office Conference Room
AGENDA
8:30 a.m. - 12:00 noon
Review Task Log
Evaluation Checklist Document

Frank Gornick

Job Description Language

Frank Gornick

Adult Temporary Position
• Community Education Instructor

Willard Lewallen
Ken Stoppenbrink

Clarification of Eligibility for Hiring Under PSAs

Ken Stop pen brink

Strategic Plan Report
Drug Testing for Students
Student Use Fee for Fitness Centers
ABC Licenses for Outside Events
Community College Leadership Forum

Pedro Avila
Ken Stop pen brink
Willard Lewallen
Don Warkentin
Pedro Avila

Exemption Criteria for Matriculation
Library Fines (AP 4045 currently in progress)
Faculty Grievance on Duty Day

Don Warkentin
Frank Gornick

12:00 noon -1:00 p.m.
Lunch Break
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Board Policy and Administrative Procedure Review
•

BP & AP 6450, Wireless or Cellular Telephone Use

Ken Stoppenbrink

•

BP & AP 4050, Articulation

Carole Goldsmith

•

BP 7215, Faculty, Counselor and Librarian Responsibilities

Frank Gornick

•

AP 3050, Code of Ethics

•

BP & AP 3550, Drug Free Environment and Drug
Prevention

•

AP 6225, Resource Allocation

The following agenda item deals with confidential personnel
and/or budget issues. The Chancellor will determine who is to be
present for this discussion.
Reorganization Proposals

Frank Gornick
Ken Stoppenbrink

Ken Stoppenbrink

TASKS ASSIGNEDAT CHANCELLOR'S EXECUTIVE CABINET MEETINGS

1.

Task
Work with Christian Raia on point of sale

Responsible
Individual(s)
Ken Stoppenbrink

Date
Assigned
4/14/10

2.

Incorporate suggested changes in
evaluation checklist document for further
discussion

Donna Isaac

4/14/10

3.

Designate appropriate administrator on
campus to extract references in faculty
evaluation concerning success and
retention data. Instructors to review and
sign revised evaluations. Evaluations to
be sent to Ken Stoppenbrink for Human
Resources files . To be completed by the
end of August.
Arrange for Microsoft training to occur
throughout the district

Willard Lewallen
Don Warkentin

8/11/10

Carole Goldsmith

5/12/10

4.

Notes/Prog ress
5/12/10 - Ken has not yet met with Christian .
6/9/10- Ken met with Christian and identified
stakeholders who need to be involved with the point of
sale process . The group will need to meet and
determine overall needs.
7/19/10 - Ken to follow up with Christian on point of
sale and provide more information at next Chancellor's
Executive Cabinet meeting .
7/20/10 - Ken sent email to Christian and have not
received any response back yet .
8/14/10 - Christian is meeting with ABC Director of
Operations on September 10, 11 and 13; is also
meeting with Disney Executive Chef and can plan a
sight visit following the meeting . Will keep Ken
informed.
5/12/10 - Additional changes were suggested .
Document to be reviewed again at an upcoming
Chancellor's Executive Cabinet meeting.
7/8/10 - This item will be reviewed at the August
Chancellor's Executive Cabinet meeting .
8/3/10 - Need to contact Key Writing for draft
document.
8/11/10 - Draft document to be reviewed by Presidents
before submitting to Key Writing for further comments.
Review to occur at September Chancellor's Executive
Cabinet meeting.
** THI S ITEM W ILL BE ON SEPTEM BER AG ENDA **

7/19/10 - A trainer has been identified and training wiO
begin in September. Susan Whitener's office will be
coordinating this effort.

I

5.

Task
Work on legal ramifications with regard to
traffic school and the access to traffic
school on the west side

Responsible
Individual(s)
Frances Squire
Ken Stoppenbrink

Date
Assi~:med

5/12/10

6.

Work with Susan Whitener on lists of
equipment and prices for Cisco
equipment. Carole Goldsmith and
Michelle Kozlowski to be involved in the
process

Ken Stoppenbrink

7/19/10

7.

Coordinate notifications to colleges
regarding adjustments in inventory for
equipment provided by AOS

Ken Stoppenbrink

7/19/10

.

Notes/Progress
7/19/10- Frances reported that cost to get program
running again is between $5,000 and $10,000. Need
to determine if we want to do this.
8/3/10 - Frances provided an update via email. We
have applied to the court for a new traffic school and
have ordered the lesson plans. We are still awaiting
word from DMV on cancelled check balance due.
8/11/10 - Frances to provide an update at September
Chancellor's Executive Cabinet meeting.
8/3/10 - Ken met with Susan. Need to ask Cisco to
provide us a demonstration with our bandwidth before
making any recommendations.
8/11/10 - Ken reported more information is needed
before a decision can be made. Frank reported Susan
is working on this task .
7/20/10- Ken Contacted AOS. They are working with
Mark Millett to coordinate the moving of equipment.
Waiting for this to be fit into other priorities.
8/11/10 - Task in progress.
7/28/10 - Ken completed draft and sent to legal
counsel for review.
8/11/10 - Legal counsel is reviewing draft.
7/20/10- Sent email to Kevin Cobb. Waiting for
response .
8/11/10 - Waiting for response.

B.

Develop a plan based on retiree health
benefits survey responses

Ken Stoppenbrink

7/19/10

9.

Ask Kevin Cobb to provide some
benchmarks on savings with regard to
energy and sustainability for inclusion in
the proposed Board policy
Provide information to Ken Stoppenbrink
on where copiers for student use are to
be located
Follow up with AOS to implement
RouteXpress at the colleges

Ken Stoppenbrink

7/19/10

College Presidents

7/19/10

8/11/10 - Ken is waiting for information from
Presidents

Ken Stoppenbrink

7/19/10

7/28/10- Ken had discussion with AOS and both
librarians about software. Fees for RouteXpress have
increased tenfold and there are other options that may
be more viable and less cumbersome for us to
consider. AOS will be providing us with an update as
to these options .
8/11/10- New software coming out. AOS, ITS and
college librarians will discuss and review.

10.

11.

Updated: 8/30/10
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West Hills Community College District
District Leadership Council (DLC) Meeting
November 2,2010
2:00 p.m.
Meeting to be held at
West Hills Community College District
Conference Room

AGENDA

1.

Update and Progress on Accreditation

.Jill Stearns
(for Willard Lewallen)

Don Warkentin

2.

SB 1440

Frank Gornick

3.

Board Policies and Administrative Procedures

Frank Gornick
Donna Isaac

•

BP 4030, Academic Freedom - Currently under
review by various college groups (sent for review on
September 16,2010). No comments received to
date. First reading by Board of Trustees scheduled
for December 7, 2010. Consideration scheduled for
January 18, 2011.

•

AP 4045, College Library Fines - Currently under
review by various college groups (sent for review on
October 28, 2010).

•

BP* & AP* 4110, Honorary Degrees - Currently
under review by various college groups (sent for
review on October 28,2010). First reading by
Board of Trustees scheduled for January 18,2011.
Consideration scheduled for February 15, 2011.

4.

District Mission and Vision Statement

5.

Other Business

Frank Gornick

District Leadership Council
November 2,2010
MINUTES
Members present:
Pedro Avila, Vice Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Management
Anita Bart, Academic Senate President, West Hills College Coalinga
Marty Ennes, CTA Representative
Carole Goldsmith, Vice Chancellor of Educational Services and Workforce Development
Frank Gornick, Chancellor
Jill Stearns, Vice President of Educational Services, West Hills College Coalinga
(for Willard Lewallen, President, West Hills College Coalinga)
Kurt Sterling, Academic Senate President, West Hills College Lemoore
Ken Stoppenbrink, Vice Chancellor of Business Services
Don Warkentin, President, West Hills College Lemoore
Others present:
Donna Isaac, Executive Assistant
Members absent:
John leronimo, CSEA President

Update and Progress on Accreditation
Frank Gornick briefly commented on the Leadership Retreat held on Friday, October 29
and the presentation by Norval Wellsfry with regard to the colleges' accreditation self
studies.
Don Warkentin stated that it was interesting to have a Commissioner from the
Accrediting Commission make comments about the self studies. He stated that he
thinks there is a disconnect between the training that is provided to colleges and what
the Commissioners are looking for when they read the reports. Don reported that he
has Norv's annotated comments and has shared them with his staff and they will now
be reviewing the report in their specific areas of expertise. The self study will be ready
for a first reading by the Board of Trustees in December, with approval to follow in
January. Don explained that one of the areas of the self study for West Hills College
Lemoore that needs attention is to emphasize the importance of the self evaluation
piece.
Jill Stearns reported that she and Sarah Shepard will be meeting later in the week to
determine how to reevaluate the work that has been done on the self study. West Hills
College Coalinga was hoping to be able to have the final bound document for the Board
of Trustees at their January meeting.
Discussion took place concerning the evidence that will be linked to the self study. It
was agreed that a CD of the documentation will be an easy way to handle this.
Don initiated discussion on the need for a code of ethics for employees. He stated that
this needs to be in place prior to the visit. Frank stated that this policy can be added to
the Policy and Procedure Review Schedule.

District Leadership Council
October 5, 2010
Page 2

SB 1440 Implementation
Anita Bart reported that a webinar is being held on Wednesday, November 3 for the
Academic Senate. Frank stated that the webinar should provide good information for
faculty, counselors and advisors. Kurt Sterling discussed information on the course
identification program (C-ID). He stated that agriculture and communication courses
are done and sociology has been finalized.

Board Policies and Administrative Procedures
The following Board Policies and Administrative Procedures were reviewed by the
group:
•

BP 4030, Academic Freedom - Kurt reported that he sent out a request to Academic
Senate Presidents asking for examples of updated policies and the faculty are
actively working on this. Marty Ennes stated that the language in the current policy
is out of date. Frank stated that a first reading of the policy by the Board of Trustees
is scheduled for December 7,2010. Consideration is scheduled for January 18,
2011.

•

AP 4045, College Library Fines - The group agreed to the proposed changes.
Frank stated that the procedure is currently under review by the various college
groups.

•

BP & AP 4110, Honorary Degrees - The group agreed to the proposed new policy
and procedure. Frank reported that the policy and procedure are currently under
review by the various college groups. A first reading by the Board of Trustees is
scheduled for January 18, 2011. Consideration is scheduled for February 15, 2011.

District Mission and Vision Statement
Frank explained that the district mission and vision statements are in the process of
being reviewed. The goals will also need to be updated. Pedro Avila reported that he
and Carole Goldsmith will be working on the new goals that were determined as a result
of the Strategic Planning Retreat and should have them ready before the end of the
year.
Marty requested that the draft revision be sent electronically.

Other Business
Completion by Design - Frank reported that staff are working with a consultant and are
in the process of pulling together the application for the Gates Foundation grant. West
Hills will serve as the lead agency and several other colleges will join us. He explained
that we are going to try to do things based on research including first generation, low
income and underserved populations.

District Leadership Council
October 5, 2010
Page 3
Frank reported that a One Year Schedule Task Force is being formed and he will keep
the group updated on their progress.
The next meeting of the District Leadership Council is scheduled for Monday, December

6.
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Leadership Retreat
October 29,2010
8:30 a.m.
Harris Ranch, Golden Gate Conference Room
AGENDA
8:30 a.m.

Retreat Begins

8:30 - 8:35 am

Welcome and Opening Remarks

Frank Gornick

8:35 - 9:00 a.m.

Succession Planning

Frank Gornick

9:00 - 12:00 noon

Accreditation Self Study Discussion
• West Hills College Coalinga
• West Hills College Lemoore

12:00 noon

Working Lunch
• SB 1440 Implementation Discussion

12:45-1:15 p.m.

Accreditation Update
• Timeline
• Visiting Team Chairs and Details for
Visit

2~15

Norval Wellsfry

Willard Lewallen
Don Warkentin

Closing the Gap Project Update
• Collaboration Among College and
District Boards of Trustees

Frank Gornick
Elaine Cash

2:15-2:30 p.m.

Meeting Wrap Up and Closing Comments

Frank Gornick

2:30 p.m.

Retreat Adjourns

1:15 -

p.m.

1.

Final review of goals and performance indicators
a.
b.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Lessons learned from our five year strategic
planning cycle.
Identify key questions to help drive our next cycle
of strategic planning.

Final review of strategic planning scorecard
Comprehensive Assessment Model
Next steps
Five year cycle evaluation

www.westhillscollege.com
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Full-Time Equivalent Students (FTES) Reported

• FTES Generated

Borrowed
569 FTES
to cover
previous
year.

12,000

10,000

9,166

7,953

!

Unduplicated Headcount

Borrowed 305
Reduced sections by
FTES to cover
26 % • Headcou nt
previous year
dropped by 12%.
and
11,156
Generated 295 FTES
generated
above funded target .
10,280 266 (1
9,747
mi llion)
Funded
unfunded
FTES
FTES .
reduced by
215
($lmillion)

\

8,000

6,000

5,049

5,313

5,771

\

49855 ,280

5,200

1

4,000

2,000

o
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Source· WHCCD Data Warehouse
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1,639

•
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•

•

1,860

1,980

•

10.2

•

.

8.9
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•

2,012

' ~68
-27%
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•
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•
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•
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•
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•
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•
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•
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Instructional
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•
08-09

Annual Number
of Sections
Offered

Annual FTES
Generated

Average
Class Size

09-10
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1.

2.
3.

What impact did the reduction of courses have on the following:
a.
Retention Rates
b.
Success Rates
c.
Degree and Certificate Completion Rates
d.
Transfer Rates
e.
Student groups (Gender, Age, Ethnicity)
Is this goal still relevant to strategic planning?
Would productivity {WSCH/FTEF} be a more appropriate goal?

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
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r~ I.~~-': @ west hills college
- :

Dialogue/@West Hills College
2009
Frequency
Distribution

Year
Published
IStories
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464
3,000 82}000 82,000

2007

2008

2009

293

275

240

2
76,000
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Goo things are hap eni g a

WEST HILLS COLLEGE COALINGA
300 Cherry Lane, Coalinga

April 16, 17, 18, 25, 26 7 p.m.,
May 8th 1:30 p.m.

WHCC Spring Rodeo,
Farm of the Future
Rodeo Grounds on
Gayle Ave.

Barbecue Festival,
Softball Field

AI umnus of the Year
Nominations Due

Registration for
SummerIFall Begins @

Annie,

http:JJWesth IUs(.oII~9~.comf(oanng v
I MOU'K.M\ • .ntsIaltwnnus..pdt

www.westhlltscoll~e.com

WHCC Theatre

\'ff!st Hills Corrm.Jnity College
Foundi1l.ion GoIfTOUrnamMt at KIngs
Country OIb .S lIpporting the
President's ~ ProgMll, wt«h
~f5 a scho lanNp to h ~ school
wniors YIith a HOI' hIgNrGPA. Sl7S
per ~r inc:kIdes ltnch. elmer, toe
prizes and each team wins a prize. Can

WHee hosts Relay
for Life, Football
Practice Field

WHee Graduation
with Ambassador
Phillip Sanchez
Speaking

559.934.2129
to r~tst€!r.

IJIstt www.\WSthlscollege.cOmkoallngaforailthelatestnewsonampus~W.nlS.sJ)<)t1S ~nd schobrsh Ip dead!

www.westhillscollege.com

@s

that are approx

Once you go here...
nr
you can go anywhere.
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Good things are happen-n at

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
~

.rt"ft
April 30th

Bet on Education Casino Night
2010 benefiting the T.E.A.M.
Te~

Program and scholarships

for 5th-8th gr--ade students
hoptng to anend
WHCL SC

me

Experience summer camp. Call

559.934.2129 for tickets.
$30 pe-r penon (mutt be OYe'r 21}.

Introduction to Voice Overs
taught by a

professional voice acting
coach/producer. S30.
Call

Country Club.

~ among the ftntto

enJOY 1M IWW dubhou~ whlio

supportIng trw PreSIdEnt'S Scholar'S
Program, which off«s ~ schobr5~p to
h'O.h sdtoof senten With a l .S Of hfgMr
GPA. $115 PQrpfaytrlnduckos lunch
dhwr, tH prlZt S and a prlZ@(Of e~ch
~am . Call 5 S9.9l 4.l 119 to rltglst«.

VIsIt www.westhlfJscollege.com for

www.westhillscollege.com

April 16-18.
Visit
L.mooreChamb~ofComm&rC • .com

or eall

559.925.3224

559.924.6401
for d etails.

to register.

v.st Hills Communty con...g~
FouncbUon Gol TOtII'hlmM'lt at KIngs

sessions.
Call

559.925.3224
to reg ister.

Miss CA speaks about
her plans to become
a pediatric surgeon
and s.hares her insight
on college success
11-12:30
Conference Center

Central Valle-y Pizza Festival

ES T
HI L LS

\V

Hours .ilire 7:30 aJ\"t.-8 p.m.
MONtay-Thursdayand 7 :30-4 pm.or!
Fr1day~ Community members .... re
w~ome to

use our comp·uters,

Including e.mnsfve- databMe-s, and our
re-ie-rence I bn.ry, whICh houses an
eoxtenstw corl~lon of rnedfc:al
re-fe-ren~ and cookbooks {~ervlng our
h~alth (~e-rs and culinary students).

nth~ lat4?'st nellI'S on campus events and schol !Ship d

dhnes that fe pproachlng.

COM lINIT Y
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Lessons Learned:
1. The district newsletter format was revamped after extensive interviews
with community members and the name changed to @West Hills College.
2. Budget cuts changed our marketing strategy from "increasing enrollment"
to "promoting activities" and "maintaining our presence."
3. Social media has become the preferred method of communication for
students (Facebook and YouTube).
4. It is difficult to measure the effects of marketing based solely on
published stories and distribution of newsletters.

Questions for next strategic planning process:
1. This goal was established to improve community perception of WHCCD. Is
this goa l still relevant?
2. Can marketing help the district generate revenue?
3. Are we utilizing the right channels of communication?
4. How well are we maintaining our internal and external branding (image)?
5. Are we utilizing the appropriate measures to evaluate the effectiveness of
marketing efforts?
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Goal 3 - WHCCD Will Annually Increase Community
Participation Rates
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Percent of Population Enrolled at WHCCD

Cantua Creek
Laton
Stratford
CCDAvera e

6.14
5.94
7.32

4.78
5.55
5.76
5.18
6.64
6.35
6. 53
8.25

2.27
2.66
2.69
3.17
4.00
4.05
4.49
5.09
5.21
5.59
5.75
5.82
6.22

8.90
10.00
10.75

9.90
12.73

12.3

.. Removed inmate population
Sources: W HCCD Data Warehouse: Department of Finance Population Growth Estimate; CityDa a.com
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Lessons Learned:
1. Communities with the closest proximity have the highest level of
participation.
2. Communities with the farthest proximity have the highest rates of
participation in distance education.

Questions for next strategic planning process:
1. Do we want to develop outreach strategies for cities with the lowest
participation rates?
2. How can we use distance education and Career Technical Education
(CTE) initiatives to increase community participation rates?
a. Mendota WIT
b. Preliminary discussion about opening a community centers in
Avena l, Riverdale, and San Joaquin.
c. Distance Ed Partnership with three rural high schools: Tranquillity,
Firebaugh and Mendota.
d. Establishing e-Campus and services. (More info under goal 4)
e. Implement Community Education module into student system - will
help capture additional students into our participation rates.
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WHCCD Face-to-Face Success Rates
700/0

680/0

680/0

670/0

-

WHCCD Face-to-Face

-

CA CC Face-to-Face

68%
670/0

60%

WHCCD Online Success Rates
600/0

56%

56%

570/0

57%,

560/0

56%

58%

-

55%
50%

550/0

55%

2006-2007

2007-2008

WHCCD Online

56%

CACC Online

45%
40%

2004-2005

2005-2006

2008-2009

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse; CA Chancellor's Office Data Mart
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Goal 4.1 - Maintain Success Rates Within the CA CC Statewide Average
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Lessons Learned:
1.
2.

Online courses' retention rates are lower than face-to -face and must be analyzed
separately and compared to different benchmarks
Experienced issues with success rates in some of our Career Technical Education (CTE)
courses .

Questions for next strategic planning process:
1.

2.

What are we doing to improve online retention rates?
a. Distance Education Strategic Plan
b. E-campus
c. Help Desk Specialist
1. Online Student Services Audit
2. Updated Learning Management System
3. Implemented Student Porta l
What are we doing to improve CTE success rates?
1. Reviewing program data from ARCC
2. CTE Performance Indicators Review (Faculty, Deans, and VC)
3. Program Review
4. Created partnerships with Workforce Investment Boards that provide additional
su pportive services to students.
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Goal 4.2 - Maintain Transfer Rates Within the CA CC Average ~ ~?X,:~~:

WHCCD First-Term Students Cohort Transfer Rates

ccc Statewide Transfer Rates (Benchmark)

- e - WHCCD Transfer Rates

45%

csu average
student fees
increased by
23%

40%
35%

------ - - --- -------------------

30%

--_.------------.... 27 % --. ------.. ------ --------.. -.. ----------- -.. - ... -.
DO

25%

38%

21%

----·-------·.~~~---·=------.7~--------·--30%n-~~~:----.n--nli% -·_-_~-~n--- ---=.~

20%

__.______
.~

~._

25%

15%

19%

10%
5%
10%

0%
FAOO- SP03

FA01-SP04

FA02-SPOS

FA03-SP06

FA04-SP07

FAOS-SP08

Source : California Community College Systems Office Student Right to Know
Note : Cohort based on a group of firs t time freshmen who are enrolled full-time in a fall term and are seeking t ransfer. The tracking period of the
cohorts is three years .
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1200

983

1000

1,017

800

490 504
400
265
200

0
-

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

187

214 231

In State Private

Out of State Private

In State Public

Out of State Public

Total

135
187
214
231
265

97
131
151
157
159

286
309
376
490
504

49

567
693
819
983
1017
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Rank Top 10 Transfer Four-Year Institutions - 2001 to 2009

Transfers
1,900

1

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY - FRESNO

2

CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY

460

3

UNIVERSITY OF PHOENIX

427

4

FRESNO PACIFIC UNIVERSITY

411

5

NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

172

6

COLUMBIA COLLEGE

169

7

CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY-ORANGE

149

8

CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY

110

9

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY - BAKERSFIELD

68

10

EMBRY-RIDDLE AERONAUTICAL UNIV.-WORLDWIDE CAMPUS

68
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Lessons Learned:
1. Rates are within the state average.
2. Transfer rates are very sensitive to CSU tuition increases.
3. Number of students transferring has continuously increased.
4. Acquired access to data on transfers to out-of-state and private
institutions.

Questions for next strategic planning process:
1. How are our students performing at transfer institutions? (Fresno
State Report)
2. How are capacity issues at CSU impacting our students who intend
to transfer?

Source: California Community College Systems Office Student Right to Know
Note : Cohort based on a group of first time freshmen who are enrolled full-time in a fa ll term and are seeking transfer. The tracking period of the
cohorts is three years .
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Goal 4.3 - Maintain Graduation Rates Within the CA CC Average•
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Degree & Certificate Completion Rates by Freshmen Cohorts

•

CCC Statewide Completion Rates (Benchmark)

WHCCD Completion Rates

45%
40%
35%
30%
25%

36%

34%

36%

•e
28%

20%

30%
24%

27%
21%

15%
10%
5%
0%
FAOO-SP03

FA01-SP04

FA02- SPOS

FA03-SP06

FA04-SP07

FA05-SP08

Source : Cal ifornia Community College Systems Office Student Right to Know
Note : Cohort based on group of students who are first-time freshmen , who are enrolled full-time in a fall tenn , and are seeking a degree. The tracking period of
cohorts is three years .
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Goal 4.3 - Maintain Graduation Rates Within the CA CC Average
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Questions for next strategic planning process:
1. What is the average number of semesters and units it
takes a WHCCD student to complete a degree?
2. What percent of our first-term students are provided with
an educational plan?
3. What percent of all students are provided w ith an
educational plan?
4. Can we convert some of our internal certificates to official
certificates and increase completion rates?

www.westhillscollege.com
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GoalS - Become the Preferred Choice of Students Through
Ongoing and Active Recruitment
Percent of High School Graduates Enrolled at WHCCD
,

•
~

Hi h School
ifranquillity
Laton
Hanford West
Hanford
Firebaugh
Riverdale

Fall 2005
17%
300/0
22%
19%
33%
90/0
~venal
360/0
Lemoore
35%
State Rate (Benchmark)
25%
Mendota

-

~

-

'4

-

'~

WEST
•. HILLS

~
•

-. £('''',,1.:,,''''
COLLEen
01" r II ("l

I

Fall-2006 fall 2007 Fall 20081 Fall 2009
7%
7%
13%
6%
?
9%
15%
120/0
15%
15%
19%
31%
31%
200/0
300/0
170/0
23%
33%
32%
250/0
23%
18%
24%
90/0
260/0
40%
38%
690/0
27%
44%
390/0
300/0
30%
32%
280/0
260/0

Source : California Department of Education ; WHCCD Data Warehouse; Local HS Data
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Lessons Learned:
1. High schools with closest proximity to our colleges have highest participation rates.
2. Riverdale sends many of their HS graduates to four year schools.
3. It is difficult to collect data from the high schools or the CA Department of Education
in a timely fashion.
4. After schools programs have an impact on recruitment (Avenal After School Program)
5. It is critical to create and maintain good relationships with high school counselors.
6. Half of our feeder high schools have agreed to upload data to the Cal-Pass system.

Questions for next strategic planning process:
1. How has the reduction of courses impacted enrollment from high school graduates?
2. What strategies can we implement to increase high school graduates' participation
rates?
3. Do we need high school counselors to be part of our strategic planning committee?
4. How can we encourage/assist our feeder high schools to share data with Cal-Pass?
5. How can Cal-Pass assist us in strengthening relationships with our feeder high
schools? (Custom reports & Professional Learning Councils)

www.westhillscollege.com
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WHCCD Performance Indicators
1.

08-09

09-10

eet FTES Growth Target

2. Marketing

Developing
Baseline

3. Community Participation Rates
4.1 Face-to-Face Success Rates
4.1 Online Success Rates
4.2 Student Transfer Rates*
4.3 Student Graduation Rates*
5. High School Participation
Rates*
*

Based on student cohorts

e Exceeds Benchmark
Meets Benchmark

e
www.westhillscollege.com

Slightly Below Benchmark
Below Benchmark

U Increasing Trend

-+
.n.

Steady Trend
Declining Trend
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Comprehensive
Effect iveness Model

Goal

Success
Rates

Retention,
Success, and
Persistence

STUDENT
PROGRESS
Retention

BASIC
SKILLS

Community
Participation
Rates

Degree
Completion
Rates

Distance
Education

TRANSFERS

Number 8t
Rates

WORKFORCE
DEVELOPMENT

Employer
Assessment
of Students
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Next Steps
1. Update strategic planning membership to Increase
participation from industry and community members.
2. Conduct new strategic planning initiative in fall 2010
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Introduction
The \Vest Hills Community College District ("VHCeD) is charting its next five years in service to student.s and the community.
Three priorities stand out:

•
•

•

Student success,
K-12 partnerships, and
Workforce development in support of the Valley's residents, employers and overall regional economic development.

These priorities are the outgrowth of collaborative dialogue involving the WHeC District Office, the District's two Colleges,
West Hills College Coalinga and West Hills College Lemoore., and the ,"Vest Hills North District Center. Within the \Vest Hills
mission these priorities are considered likely to have the greatest positive influence on the future vitality of the Central Valley
and its residents.
With economic uncertainty more pronounced than ever in the Central Valley\ the role of local initiative in building a robust
economic future is critical. \Vith emphasis on the three priorities, the WHCCD seeks to energize faculty/staff and formal and
informal leaders to work aggressively in support of an improved future for the Central Valley.
Each of the priorities listed above has been subjected to intense review, first by district-wide leadership and then by planning
teams carefully selected to bring special expertise and useful insight to the task. The planning teams have specified the scope
and meaning of each priority and identified the most productive next steps in moving the WHCCD agenda fonvard.

Planning Approach
Planning sessions for each of the priorities were held on July 14 and 15, 2010. Student Success was addressed during the
morning of July 141h, K-12 Partnerships during the afternoon of July 14th and Workforce Development and Economic
Development in a dayJong session 00 July 15 th , All sessions involved a high level of participant interaction organized around
structured group work dealing with specific topics relating to the West HiJls role in each of the three priority area listed above.
Participants in the three planning sessions were frequently recombined in work groups in order to ensure that aU had an
opportunity to benefit from tbe range of insight~ intuition and impressive expertise represented by participants.

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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This report chronicles the work of the three planning sessions and summarizes participants~ insights regarding the future role
of the WHCCD and its institutions together with recommendations for immediate next steps. The material is presented with
minimal editing in order to pre.serve the integrit)l of participant discussions and decisions.
During the planning sessions no effort was made to fully confirm facts or evidence presented. As appropriate,
recommendations from these planning sessions should be further vetted in Light of relevant data, market research and the
opinion of tbose considered essential to the futu.re success of WilCCD.
The names of tbose in attendance are listed in Attachment A of tbis report. Drs. Kathleen Guy and \ViUiam Craft of the Eaton
Cummings Group faciUtated the planning sessions.

Goals for the Three Planning Sessions
•

•
•
•

Engage participants in a facilitated dialogue about the future of the \VHCeD - its mission, values and future vision
with specific reference to: Student success, K-12 partnerships, and Workforce development in support of the Valley's
residents, employers and overall economic development.
Give each participant an opportunit)' to benefit from the full range of experience and expertise of those prescnt
Establisb a future vision for \VHCCD in reference to the three priorities
Establish a priority list of next steps focusing on high yield strategies likely to move '¥HCCD forward as a robust
contributor to the Central Valley - its people, it culture and its economy.

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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SS. Student Success Workshop
July 14, 2010
9:00 a.m.-12 noon
SS 1. Goals and Agenda
SS 1.1 Goals
-,)0

-,)0

-,)0

-,)0

Focus attention and confirm strategies to strengthen WHCCD's student success culture
Briefly review accomplishments since the last strategic plann.ing session
Achieve common definitionJunderstanding of student success
Engage best thinking of participants
Understand strategies and related metrics tied to improve student success

SS 1.2. Agenda
Welcome
Dr. Gornick
o "Vhat is student success?
o Wby does student success demand OUf attention?
o We need your help to strengthen our thinking as we formulate tbe most effective strategies, focus attention, and seek to
enhance student success.
lotroductionslbrief wann up

Facilitators/All

Review of goals and accomplishments-

Dr.

o
o

Gomick~

Pedro Avila

Scorecard review
New metrics related to student success

Distance Education Trends (opportunities to support student success in a world of reduced resources) - Susan \Vbitener

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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Student Success Workshop - Agenda (continued)
Facilitated Group Discussions
o
o

o

Facilitators!All

Identify barriers to student success [informed by IR data]
Identify strategies to reduce/eljrninate barriers
• What should wc be doing more of?
• \\.'hat should wc be doing differently?
• Wbat should we stop doing?
Prioritize student success strategies/goals and refine metrics as appropriate

Next Steps

Faci litators/Al1

Close

Dr. Gornick

SS 2. Student Success - As Defined by Participan.ts
Working in table groups, participants reflected on their personal interpretation of the phrase "student success" as it relates to
formal education in order to identify and reach consensus regarding characteristics that describe student success and help to
provide an operational definition. For the purposes of the planning session "student success" may encompass a range of
meanings including:
-

Personal growth: enhanced self-esteem, socialization skills, improved critical thinking ski I1s and content mastery
Becoming sel f sufficient, contributing member of society
o Employed or otherwise product-ively engaged with the world
o Active and inquiring mind
-- Accomplishing individual goals as enumerated by each student: graduate with degree, transfer, successful participation in
selected courses, gaining a certificate, advancing in career or broadened employment opportunit.ies
- Completion of a specific degree or certificate program
- Transfer to a 4-year institution
-- Detailed exploration of a student's interest in a specific subject or body of knowledge
~ Completing a specific course or courses for personal, career or academic reasons

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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SS 3. Individualize Educational Planning
Clearly, for \VHCCD and for WHCCD students, «student success" means many things. Institutionally, student success tends to be
measured in persistence - at the micro level course to course, semester to semester and at the macro level, degree or certificate
completion. At a deeper level, the key to understanding and assisting students to achieve their definition of success is knowledge of
their individualized educational plans. Currently an underutilized mechanism ex.ists to assist students to think through and create the;r
individualized educational plans. Although the details of the individualized educational planning progress were Dot fully explored in
the planning session, there was general agreement that more students could benefit from the process. WHCCD should seek to increase
the number of students developing personalized education plans with the support of trained WHCCD personnel. Key elements of the
educational planning process include:
--------;.
~

Identifying personal goals--each student defi.nes his/her own
A viable educational pathway to reachi.ng individual goals
A delineation of and access to appropriate support services
An emphasis on lifelong learning with encouragement to continue to the next level
Consideration of certificate and degree options including tTansfer to upper division programs
Personal growth/education
Leadership development

SS 4. Student Success-New Ideas and Opportunities for ImprOVetnenf at WHCCD
Following the work on defining student success and the role of individualized student educational planning, attention was directed to a
consideration of new ideas (brainstonniog) and opportunities for WHCCD to positively influence student success. Briefly stated, the
results of these discussions suggest the following opportunities:

•
•
•
•

Creating/emphasizing a culture that 1S fixated on student success,
Employing technology to a greater degree to promote and monitor individualized student educational plans,
Establlsbing systems/processes that reinforce tbe need for and uses of individualized student educational plans,
Expanding opportunities for partnerships, tutoring, and advising in support of the educational planning process, providing
periodic review and updating of student plans - encouraglng the talented to excel, engaging those at risk to help them persist
and managing a process that encourages greater numbers to complete degree and certificate requirements.

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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SS 5. Topics for Further Consideration
1. Open access vs. more rigorous criteria for student placement in programs. Is it time to re-think/establish enterence
criteria for admission to certain programs?
2. Clarify tbe definition of student success: Externally imposed (degree and certificate completion) vs. student success goals
generated througb the educational planning process. Which is the priority for \VHCCD?
3. Enhanced tools to support student success. Detennine priority and necessary investment in order to:
a. Enhance orientation to programs of study.
b. Increase student participation in the educational planning process. Currently 80% of \VHCCD student lack individual
educational plans. Do these plans correlate with persistence and degree/certificate attainment? Does there need to be a
process that engages students in face-to-face relationship-building leading to i.ndividualized educational planning with
trained West Hills professionals?
c. Encourage all students to participate in an educational assessment process in order to guide appropriate course
placement. Does the management of this process need to be improved? Are there opportunities for students to assume
responsibility through online assessment strategies?
d. Clarify the role of individualized assistance and follow-up regarding individual educational plans.
e. Strengthen the early warning alert system regarding student persistence and perfonnance.
f. Re-design appropriate orientation programs based on age, stage in educational process.
g. Provide more opportunities for career planning including service lcanliog internships, work experience, etc.
h. Enhance tutoring and mentoring services.
I.
Create a more formal "first year" experience.
J. Ensure adequate resources to address student financial aid needs.
k . Re-think the role of the college catalog - consider its current form and ensure consistency of information about
programs and services in all modes of WffC information dissemination .
1. Expand extracurricular opportunities to empbasize student life and reasons to engage outside of class.
4. Improved systems and processes internal to \VHCCD
a. Ensure access to courses needed to graduate-including expanded access to on-line courses.
b. Establish a I-year schedule/calendar of courses .
c. Enhance collaboration between instnlction and student services.
d. Expand hours for support services: counseling, financial aid, belp desk, food service.
c. As processes change (due to technology) be sure tbat key constituents~ internally and externally, knows what the
changes are and how to access/use them.

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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5. College going culture
a. Strengthen K-12 relationships to develop early identification system for likely West Hills students in order to begin
outreach to potential lSI generation students and famihes; be culturally sensitive; encourage gifted and talented students
to choose and then be well served by WHCCD.

6. Customer Senice
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

First impressions arc key to continuing positive relationsbips.
Need mechanisms to respond to those who are lost, intimidated, confused, unsure.
Student ambassador program.
Welcome week.
Name badges.
Emphasize customer-friendly approaches through communjcatioDs and personal interaction.

f.
7. Partnerships

a. Engage in more extensive col1aboration with K-12 systems .
b. Coordinate student support programs for prospective students and current students.

SS 6. Priority List - Areas for 1111provenlent
Participants ranked the totality of items identified by the table groups and identified the following as priorities most likely to
strengthen student success at \VHCCD.
1. Empbasize the "First Year Experience"-tbink beyond "this semesteL)~

2.
3.
4.
S.

Build comprebensive one-year course schedules/calendars.
Create a "process map" to assist students in drafting individual1zed educational plans.
Design and resource a student-to-student ambassador program.
Expand placement testing and associated academic counseling- support developmental programrrung, general programming
and specially targeted efforts for the gifted and talented.
6. Streamline processes for financial aid and identify additional funding sources for emergency and special purpose financial aid.
7. Expand and introduce more effective applications involving social media - communicating the look and feel ofWHCCD
institutions; engage prospective students in individualized, user friendly efforts to construct educational plans; build a broaderbased virtual community of persisting WHCCD students.

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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8. Cultivate a culture of connections/relationships-make it "cool" to be connected with the \VHCCD community - face to face
and virtually - emphasizing the benefits of student-to-student, faculty-to-student networks.

SS 7. Ilnmediate Next Steps - As identified by participants llsing the open-space planning technique
I. Develop metrics relevant to \VHCCD definitions of student success - with targets set through 2015 . Examples include:
number of students working from individualized educational plans, relative success of tbose following educational plans,
persistence measures (course to course and semester to semester), measures of degree and certification completion,
individualized transfer and transfer success data
2. Prioritize opportunities for "program and process improvement and ne\-\' ideas" identified in previous sections of this report
and create implementation plans.
3. Communicate results of Student Success Planning to all faculty/staff - identify and distribute a short list of talking points to be
used/referred to by workshop participants.
4. Establish and continue to strengthen a detailed inventory of the tools available to promote student success - oversee and
coordinate their use - provide training and supportive tec1mology to faculty and staff.
S. Clarify assignments - make it clear who is responsib1e for each element of the student success strategy - establish the longer
term goals and intermediate mi lestones - provide conspicuous support and encouragement to the fonnal and informal leaders
charged with moving WHCCD to a demonstrably higher level of student success.

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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HSO. High School Outreach Workshop
July 14, 2010
1 :00-4:00 p.ln.
HSO 1. Goals an.d Agenda
HSO 1.1. Goals
~

Focus attention and practical action on increasing the col.lege-going culture among high school students/graduates in the
Central Valley
-- Identify and share what WHCCD and high schools are currently doing to encourage college enrolJment in general and, more
specllcaUy, enrollment at '''HeCD colleges-the "IS l\1AP"
-- Engage the best thinking of participants to outline strategies to strengthen the college-going culture in the Valley
-- Co-create strategies and related metrks to increase enrollment of area high school graduates at '''HCCD colleges

HSO 1.2. Agenda
v..'e1come
o
o
o

Dr. Gornick

Wby education beyond higb school is important-to students, families, economic development, and the Valley
\-VHCCD is a partner with the public schools, helping students to succeed beyond high school; increased college attendance
and student success is our bottom line goal
\Ve are eager to work with you to increase the college-going culture of the Valley and to make WHCCD colleges a top
choice for your graduates

Introducti onslbri ef warm up

F aci Ii ta torsi All

Current high scbool participation data and Cal Pass

Pedro Avila

What are we currently doing to encourage college attendance?
o

o

WHC outreach strategies including Early Registration for Higb School Graduates
Higb school strategies

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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High School Outreach Workshop Agenda Continued
Break.
Facilltated Work Topics
o
o

o
o

F acilitatorslA II

Identify barriers to college enrollment anywhere and at ,\VHCCD colleges
Identify collaborative strategies to reduce/eLiminate barriers.
• What should we be doing more of?
• What should we be doing differently?
• What should we stop doing?
Prioritize strategies/goals and define metrics
Determine bowfhow often to communicate resultslissues

Next Steps
Close

F aci litators!All
Dr. Gornick

HSO 2. uIS MAP" of High School efforts (outline of curren.t school/college initiatives as described by principals
and superintendents attending the workshop)
HSO 2.1. Lemoore High School (LCS)
General
• Cal State Fresno president's scholarship
• Fresno State-weekly mentoring at LHS
Specific to WHCCD
• LHS all seniors apply to \VHC
• LHS works actively with \-\THe counselors to do on-site advising with LHS students
• Attend WHC classes while i.n high school
• \VHC faculty visit higb school campus
• Raised questions regarding Cal-PASS. Is data complete? \Vho is responsible?

EeG I Eaton Cummings Group
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HSO 2.2. Coalinga High School
Specific to U'HCCD
•
•
•

•

Pathways-Perkins-just starting to collaborate with WHC on this
Established lists of students going to \VHC-work with WHC advisors
Articulations/dual enrollment
Need HIS MAP" of informal activities in place with faculty and other personnel

HSO 2.3. Faith Christian Academy (FCA) - Independent (private)
Specific to WIlCCD
•
•

•
•
•

WHC administers placement test at FCA, discusses curriculum pathways
th
Enroll 8 graders at WHC-rcmoves fear of unknOv.'11
WHC administers placement test at FCA, discusses cuniculum pathways
Students take field trips to \VHC
Dual credit----<:ollege i.s free while students are still in high school

HSO 3. Addressing High School Outreach Goals
HSO 3.1. Participants working illlable groups confirmed the impOrlance o/the/ollowing goals:
• Improving the College Going Culture i.n the Valley, and
• Benchmarking the participation rate at WHCCD of students from fceder schools in the WHCCD service region at or above
the state average for California community colleges

HSO 3.2. With specific reference 10 WHCCD table groups recommended:
•
•

WHCCD increase efforts to learn from K-l2 systems what they are doing now to encourage a college-going culture, and
Prioritize approaches identified in HSO 2 (above) together with additional new ideas in order to detennine where to
increase emphasis and focus resources.

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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HSO 3.3. Priorities identified include:
') \Vebsite (29 votes) - enhance the WHCCD website (including the Colleges and Centers) making the presentation more
user-friendly, creative, interesting and useful. Include a "student planning" appllcation to try out various programs and
also a twelve month calendar of courses for use in shldents' individual educational plannin.g as suggested in the Student
Success portion of the \VHCCD plan.
2) Communications (28 votes)Empbasize enhanced communication with K- J 2 systems including:
a. Engagement with professional colJeagues in K-12 schools
b. Students starting at the middle schools - identify prospective students early, encourage aU to enroll in college, make
special efforts with the gifted and talented with regard to opportunities and choices in higher education.,etc.
c. Parents - cultivate and involve parents in encouraging students to move on to WHCCD colleges and centers.
Employ the full range of com.m unications tools including:
a. Surveys/focus groups of students and other key audiences to determine \VHCCD features to emphasize, best
modes/times of communication, etc.
b. Establish capabil.ity to "Know" when a student enters the \VHCCD data system (initial inquiry) and then enable the
system to automatically create a systematic follow-up process
c. Develop protocols to effectively engage the full range of commun.ications tools-social media, web, print, email,
phone, FTF, etc. at tolerable cost to the system
d. Ensure that timely, up-to-date, consistent and accurate information is available across WHCCD, reinforce the need
for regular contact and share information appropriate to various target audiences
c. Enhanced E-Team capability (materials, presentations, communications skills, and always dressed for success).
3) Road Map (22 votes)
a. Invest in a comprehcnsive enroll.ment management process
b. Design straigbtfon.vard pathways that make clear and accessible the way fTom High School to \Vest Hi1ls to
certificates, associate degrees and bachelor's degrees - emphasize that support is available along the way to
enhance the Iikel1hood of student success and completion
c. Make the pathways easy to navigate electronically, including simplified search and find

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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d. Build cohort groups-package degree programs to be completed in two years leading to transfer
c. Ensw'e that everyone in the region's higb schools completes an application and takes placement tests-build
momentum with sophomore/junior outreacb
f Streamline all WHCCD policies, procedures and curriculum before mapping success patbways
g. Exaggerate the user-friendliness of \VHCCD-slmplify the processes required to get information and transact
business
4) Field Trips to West Hills colleges (20 votes)
a. Organize or provide transportation to and from \VHCeD campuses - partner with K-12s
b. Create "breathtaking" College Day Programs for visiting secondary school students
5) Connect Higb School Counselors to \VHCCD Portal (15 votes)
6) Enhanced presence of\Vest Hills in the public schools and independent schools (11 votes)
a. Be present on K-12 campuses-via technology and in person
b. Attend school and community events-be visible and approachable and able to share the \VHCCD story

HSO 4. Immediate ]Vext Steps (responsible party noted in () as identified by session participants)
HSO 4.1. Start now to provide portal access to high schools (Pedro Avila)
HSO 4.2. Complete "IS jl1AP" offonnal and informal processes that contribute 10 WHCCDlhigh school outreach - Create
matrix describing who is doing what (ChancellorlPresidents 10 detennine assignments and oversee liaison with the
school systems)
HSO 4.3. Hold strategic planning session between UWCeD and high schools il1 early-mid August (ChallcellorlPresidel1ts alld
superintendents) to strengthen current efforts and outline steps 10 implement additional WHCCDlhigh school efforts
HSO 4.4. Improve communication with students who are in the pipeline now (RegislrarlIT)
HSO 4.5. Examine project management tools and select one that may help with this process (Pedro Avila)
HSO 4.6. Communicate WHCCD goals/metrics for enrollment of high school students at WHCCD-ex:pectation is to enroll
numbers at or above the state average of college-going students from area high schools at J'Vest Hills (Pedro Avila)
HSO 4. 7. Identify process to implement early registration with high school students--(:riteria, timing} etc. (As assigned by
Presidents)
HSO 4.8. Prol'ide summary oftoday's goals, work and next steps to all who need to know (Chancellor)

ECG I Eaton Cumminas Group
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EWD. Econolnic and Workforce Developl11ent Workshop
July 15, 2010
9:00 a.nl.. - 4:00 p.ln.

EWD 1. Goals and Agenda
EJ¥D 1.1. GoaLs
~

~
~

~
~
~

Identify Strengths and Opportunities that may exist in the Central Valley
Envision the "new or emerging economy" in the Central VaHey
Identify workforce development requirements for the new economy
Focus attention and identify practical action steps - by engaging the best thi.nking of participants
Co-create strategies to effectively shape the new economy
Co-create strategies for meeting related workforce development needs

EJf'D 1.2. Agenda

Dr. Gornjck
Welcome
o The Central Valley must be prepared to shape and respond to the new economy in order for the region and families to
survive and thrive
o \VHCCD and its colleges arc strategic partners in planning for and helping to create road maps to provide hope as our
economy is transformed
o We're partners in workforce development, helping students and businesses to succeed
o We want to draw on your best thinking today to help envision our economic and workforce future
Today's Central Valley Economy
Brief Overview: Current WHCCD \Vorkforce Development Activity

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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Economic and Workforce Development JVorksllOp Agenda (continued)
Introductions and Table Discussions
Valley Strengths and Opportunities

Facilitators/All

\Vorking Groups: Trends tbat \vill Impact
the Future of the Central Valley
Working Groups: Comparing the current Central Valley \Vorkforce
with what witl be needed in three to five years
\Vorking Groups: Workforce GapslNeeds/Social Consequences
Working Groups: Our Future Vision for Economic Development
in the Central Valley
Working Groups:

OUf

Vision in Action

Working Groups: Roles and Opportunities
o Who does \\"hat?
o Who else needs to be at the Table?
Working Groups: Communications Strategies
Working Groups: Next Steps
Close

ECG / Eaton Cummings Group
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EWD 2. Strengths inherent in the Central Valley
\Vorking in table groups participants were asked to identify the strengths common to tbe Central Valley. The question
posed was "What Central Valley attributes would you stress in order to convince friends and relatives to invest in or
relocate here?" The responses are as follows:

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

Affordable cost of living
Quality of life
Diversity - people
Willing and effective collaboration among post-secondary institutions
Geographic location - ease of access to many resources - reasonable distance to Pacific beaches, major cities, outdoor
recreation,
Temperate weather/climate - number of "sun days" and the connection to solar power generation
Workable population density - the ratio of people to land area is relatively low and attractive to those seeking fewer people
and more space
Agriculture - abundance of locally produced, high quality food
o Crop diversity
o Resources in support of agriculture
• Research -technology (industry driven)
• Workforce
The region has the ability to accommodate growth
The people of the Valley are community oriented
Abundance of educational access - quality institutions, wide variety of programs and effective supportive services
VaJues held and expressed in practice-strong work ethic, neighborly, welcoming.

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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EWD 3. Opportunities inherent in the Central Valley
\Vorking in table groups participants were asked to identify the opportunities inherent in the Central Valley. The question
posed was "Wbat opportunities are most apparent for economic development in the Central Valley? The responses are as
follows:

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Capacity to absorb and deal effectively with growth
Branding the VaHey-what do we want people to know and remember about us; telling our story
Strengthen collaboration between colleges, universities, public schools, local, state and federal agencies, WIBs, and business
Changing workforce needs in agriculture
Environmental issues that have potential to create jobs (e.g. water)
Collaboration to seek funding from federal/state sources
Large and willing workforce
Attract businesses from higb cost urban areas
Opportunities to add value to commodities
NAS Lemoore high tecb industries
Develop water and energy resources
Diverse population available for training
Basic skil1s training with technical training integrated
Educational infrastructure
Diversity of employment opportunities
Accessible via interstate, air
Vertical i_ntegration of agricuJture
AJternative energy - "Solar Sun Days a Valley Energy Resource"
Business retention and expansion

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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E WD 4. Trends -Identified by participants as most likely to influence the future sliccess of J¥HCCD in contributillg 10
workforce and economic developmell'l- either as a helping trend or as a hurting trend
\Vorkjng in small task groups, participants identified a broad range of trends in assigned categories including «Environment/natural
resou rees, ,. "S oci alldemograpb ic," c<Govemmentiregul atory," «In vestment opportunities," "T echnol ogy," and "Competi tioll." Trends
identified were in turn) prioritized using a three choice open voting system. Trends perceived by participants to have the greatest
influence on the future contribution ofWHCCD to workforce and economic development are summarized as follows.

EWD 4.1. SociaVDemographic
Helping Trend
•

Aging population-the region may be a target for retirement living. (6 votes)

Hurting Trend
•
•

Lack of basic academic skills among students. (6 votes)
Negative consequences of state economic condition. (11 votes)

EWD 4.2. Government/regulatory
Hurting
• More regu]atioll, much of it focusing on air quality (11 votes)

EWD 4.3. I11vestment opportunities
Helping Trend
•

Energy efficiency and renewable energy resources (solar) (I8 votes)

Hurting Trend
•
•

Lack of capital availability (5 votes)
Land use balancing (4 votes)

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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EWD 4.4. Competition
Helping Trend (How the Valley is meeting the competition)
• WHCCD on-line distance learning (17 votes)
• Quality of WHCCD education in general (4 votes)
• \\THCeD workforce training (1 vote)
• The Valley has readily available, strong educational resources (3 votes)
Total of 25 votes recognizing the various forms of education at WHCCD and the availabilitv of quality
educational resources througbout the VaHev - "educational opportunjty - a sustaining asset for the vallev"
•

The Valley is becoming more conscious of its positive attributes and adept at perfecting and broadly sbaring the
positive Valley story (4 votes)

EWD 5. Future Vision
The Future Central Valley wiD:
•

Offer a seamless web of education: K-12, community college, universities -in support of economic development

• Provide a culture of support for businesses and entrepreneurs
• Keep the knowledge base here
• Be a global hub for agricultural education~ advancjng agricultural teclmology

• Be California's center for renewable resource jndustries and trainjng; there is a role for education in teaching people
•
•
•

about impending consequences of regulation and Jegislation
Be a center for entrepreneurial activity-with special emphasis on environmental innovations
The place where today's workforce meets tomorrow's technology
Be a great place to live, work and play
Be California's economic experiment in building the future cconomy-a tax and regulation free zone (like charter
schools) in coordination with the region's tribal governments

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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EWD 6. Vision in Action
The Central Valley willfoeus

011:

1) Becoming California's center for renewable resource industries and training

2) Educating
a) Employerslbusiness and employees
b) Contractors-residential and commercial
c) Residents
3) Retaining business-providing support for business lifecyde training-introducing new methods and processes, attracting
new technologies

4) Communicating
a) \\'bat is our economic development vision? Our Central Valley "brand promise?"
b) Who is the audience?
c) What do we want them to do?
d) \Vhere/how do we reach them?
5) Aligning resources around the vision
6) Becoming the global hub for agricultural education - the Valley will host visiting delegations from countries worldwide
who come to learn about vertical integration of farm to market, Jow water crops and 21 sl century use of minimal pesticides,
water and fertilizers
7) Training health care workers for the aging population~ cultural sensitivity; collaborate with health care organizations re:
current needs in health care training, c.g. educational [efonn

ECG f Eaton Cummings Group
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8) Creating a culture of expectation among faculty/staff-help students to "see" that the classes they are taking lead to job
readiness and employment

9) Supporting employer retention strategies through lncumbent worker training
10) Considering technology applications as part of tool kit for education and training

11) Communicating internally the process for employer feedback-identify ways in which the process can be improved
12) Developing a plan to acquire the educational lead role in the California center for renewable resource industries and
training
13) Providing appropriate advocacy for partners who are seeking grant funding for related projects
14) Defining WHCCD~s role i.n promoting the "centers of excellence" concept (agriculture, energy, entrepreneurism),
including consideration of incubation and technology transfer
15) Identifying resources for entrepreneurial education

E WD 7. Ilnnlediate Next Steps
EWD 7.1. Share results of planning day with internal and appropriate external audiences-ill summary form
E~VD

7.2. Provide e.xecutive cabinet rep0l1fo1" Board of Trustees

EFVD 7.3. Develop strategies, time lines, etc. /01' 5-year plan

EfVD 7.4. WIB-EDC - share and cOl'lul1unicate more regularly

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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Note: All attachments to be provided by fVHCCD

Attachment A
Names of participants in each of the three planning workshops

Attachment B
PowerPoint: Review of Goals and Accomplishments

Attachment C
PowerPoint: Distance Education Trends

Attachlnent D
PowerPoint: College Going Rates

Attachment E
PowerPoint: WHC Outreach Strategies

Attachment F
Economic Development PowerPoints and Handouts
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Community College Survey of Student Engagement
Means Summary Report: All Students

West Hills College Lemoore

COLLEGE ACTIVITIES
Academic, Intellectual and Social Ex:periences
4 . In your experiences at this college during the current school year.
aboul how often have you done each of Ihe following?

l=Never. :r-Somelimes.

a. Asked questions in class or contributed to class discussions

A ll Students

b. Made a class presentation
c. Prepared

two or more drafiS"Or a paper or assignment before

---

---

turning it in
d. Worked on a paper or project that required integrating ideas or

--

information from various sources
e. Came to class Without completing readings or assignments

--

3 ~ O"e n .

4-v8,,!ohen

2.93

All Students

2.18

All Students

2.56

-

-

.

2.96

2.91

2.05

2.04

2.47

2.47

2.71

2.71

1.64

1.87

2.49

2.47

1.90

1.66

All Students

2.62

Ali Students

1.82

r. Worked with other students on projects during class

A ll StUdents

2.65

g. Worked With classmates outside of class to prepare

All Students

1.90

class aSSignments
11. Tutored or taught other student:; (p<lid or voluntary)

All Students

1.33

1 .~8

1.:17

All Students

1.31

1.32

1.30

2.84

2.84

2.52

2.52

2.56

2.52

2.09

2.02

---

.
-

-

*

0.21

-

,

i. Participated in a community-based project as a part of a

regular course
j. Used the Internet or instant messaging to wo rk on an
assignment
k. Used email to communicate With an instructor

All Students

3.00

All Students

2.53

t DiSCUSsed grades or assignments w ith an instructor

All Students

25 5

A ll Students

2.10

m. Talked about career plans With an instructor or advisor

·r~ 2· talllJd

-

-

I
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Community College Survey of Student Engagement
Means Summary Report: All Students

COLLEGE ACTIVITIES
l=Ne.er. 2=Someffmes, 3=Ol/fln. 4=Veryotren

Academic, Intellectual, and Social &pen'ences continued
n. Discussed ideas from your readings or classes with
instructors ou1slde of class
o. Received prompt feedback (written or oral) from instructors on
your performance
p, Worked harder than you thought you could to meet an
Instructor's standards or expectations
q. Worked with instructors on activities other than coursework

-~

All Students

1.77

All Students

2.76

---

2.69

2,66

2,56

2,53

-

1.44

l AO

-

2,57

2,56

~

All Students

2, 55

All Students

1.37

All Students

2, 68

All Student!!

2.70

-~~.-

r. Discussed ideas from your readings or classes with others
outSide 01 class (students, family members, cowOr1<ers, etc.)
s. Had serious conversalion~s with students of a differentrace
or ethnicily than your own
t Had serious conversations wiU, students who differ from you
in terms of their religious beliefs. political opinions, or personal values
u. Skipped ctass

1.73

T

---

-~-

1,76

All Students

2 46

All Students

1.61

-

2.29

-*-

0040

2.37

-

2,30

2,33

1.54

1.57

*

0.32

-

Character of Mental Activities
5. During the currenl school year. how much has your coursework
this college emphasized the following mental activities?
a. Memorizing facts, Ideas, or methods from your courses (Inc!
readings so you can repeat them in pretty much the same form
b, Analyzing the basic elements of an idea. experience. or Iheory
c. Synthesizing and organizing ideas. information , or experiences
in new ways
d, Making judgments abou1the value or soundness of
information, arguments. or methods
e. Applying theories or concepts 10 practical problems or in new
situations
t. Using information you have read or heard to perform a

&

---

---

--

l=Very liffle,

2~Som6 ,

3 =0",10

All Students

2.82

All Students

2,65

All Students

2.72

All Students

2,66

All Students

2.63

All Students

277

a 0,1. 4=Very much

-

-

2.81

2.62

2.82

2.84

2.70

2.71

2,54

2.55

2.65

2 .64

276

2.75

new skill.
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Community College Survey of Student Engagement
Means Summary Report: All Students

COLLEGE ACTIVITIES
I : None, 2=8erween I and 4, 3 =8elween 5 Bnd 10. 4=BeIVleen 1 t and 20, 5=More lnan 20

Reading lind Writing
6 , During Ihe current school year, about how much reading and writing
have you done at this college?
a, Number of assigned textbooks, manuals, books, or
book-lenQth packs of course readings
b. Number of books read on your own (nol assigned) for
personal enjoyment or academic enrichment
c. Number of written papers or reports of any length

All Students

2.81

All Siudenis

2,12

All Students

2.88

-

2.89

2.86

2.06

2,08

2.84

2.83

I =ExlTeme/y e8$y 10 7=EJ(ltemely chal{""ging

Nature of Exams

504

7. Mark the box thai besl represents the exlenllo which you r
examinalions during the current school year have challenged you \0
do your besl work at this college

5.05

500

f=vety Iml6, 2=Some, 3=Qwle 8 bu, 4=Vetymvch

Institutional Emphasis
9. How much does Ihis college emphasize each of Ihe following ?
II EncouragIng you to spend significant amounts Of time

studying
b. Providing the support you need to help you succeed at this
college
c. Encouraging conlact among sludents from different economic,
social, and racial or ethnic backgrounds
d. Helping you cope with your non-academic responsibilities
(work. family. etc.)
e. Providing the support you need 10 thrive socially
f. Providing the financial support you need to afford your
education
g, Using compulers in academic work

• l .rt=d s ·

2-1 ~11 oG

--

--

All Students

3.00

All Students

3.05

All Students

2.7 1

All Students

2.05

All Students

2.27

All Students

2.49

All Siudents

3 27

2 97

-

-

-

2,96

2.98
2 45
1.96

2.95

--

•

--

0.26

247
1.93

2.15

2.11

2.48

2.39

3,15

3.11

.'

0 24

-

-. -~.
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Community College Survey of Student Engagement
Means Summary Report: All Students

WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
1D. About how many hOurs do you spend in a Iypicat 7 - day week doing
each of the following?
a. Preparing for class (studying, reading. writing. rehearsing,
doing homework. or other activities related to your program)
b Working for pay

O=NMe, 1= 1·5 houtsNl eek. 2=6· 10 hourslweek. 3 =1T-'lO hoU"wlOOk,
4=21-30 hOu"wleei<. !j =MOf(: Ihan 30 hOu"w_ k

All Students

---

c. Participating in college-sponsored activities (organizations. campus
publications. student government, intercoll~iate or intramural sports, etc.)
d. Providing care for dependents living with you (parents, children,
spouse. etc.)
e. Commuting to and from classes

--

1.68

All Students

2.95

All Students

0.25

All Students

2.07

Ali StudeniS

-

_ ..-

1.25

.
-

1.93

1.90

3.04

3.19

0.31

0.27

1.96

1.79

1.33

1.32

--

Quality of Relationships
11. Mark the box that best represents Ihe qualily of your relationships with
people at this college.
1 =Unfriendly, unSllppOl1Ne, senSG Of alienaCion 10 7=Friemjly. SlJpportive, .ansa orbBlonging

a. Relationships with other students

I
I
I

All Students

I
I

5.48

J
I

5.60

I

5.15

I
I

5.48
I

I-Unavailable, unhelplul. unsympsTheCic 10 7 - Available, helpful. symparnelfc

b. Rlllaliunsl)ips with instuctors

All Students

5.66

5.74

I=Unhelpful. incon s ~era le . rigid 10 7- Helpful. considerale, nexible

c. Relationships with administrative personnel and offices

· T - t~ ' 2-t.llIlt('l

All Students

I

4 .81

•

-0.22

I

5.67

4.98
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Community Col/ege Survey of Student Engagement
Means Summary Report: All Students

EDUCATIONAL AND PERSONAL GROWTH
Knowledge, Skills

& Personal Development

12. How much has YOUR EXPERIENCE AT THIS COLLEGE conlribuled
to your knowledge , skills , and personal developmenl in the following
areas?
l=V.ry liITIe. 2<Some. 3=Quire a oil. 4-Very much

All

a Acquiring a broad general education

S~udents

300

2.95

294

-

b. Acquiring job or worl<-related knowledge and skills

All Students

2.50

2.67

2.56

c. Writing clearly and effectively

All Students

2.75

2.70

2.69

d. Speaking clearly and effectively

All Students

2.70

2.62

2.60

e Thinking critically and analytically

All Students

2.88

2.90

2.87

f. Solving numerical problems

All Students

2.54

2.62

2.59

g. Using computing and information technotogy

All Students

2.83

2.76

2.71

h. Worl<ing effectively With others

All Students

2.63

2.77

2.71

i. Learning effeclively on your own

All Students

L.94

2.93

2.69

j. Understanding yourself

All Students

2.66

I

---

I. Developing a personal code of values and ethiCS

·f~l~

1·tallt'd

-

-

---

k. Understanding people Of other racia l and ethnic backgrounds

-

All Students

2.55

All Students

2.43

m. Contributing to the welfare or your community

All Students

2.08

n. Developing dearer career goals

All Students

2.74

o. Gaining information about career opportunities

All Students

2.69

-

-

2.62

.

2.56

~

2.34
2.36

-

0.21

2.36
2.34

2.04

2.00

2.70

2.64

2.60

2.53
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STUDENT SERVICES
O-Don'r knowlNA j;Rarelyl never, 2;SomeUmes, 3= onen

13.1 How ollen do you use the lo llowinq services?
a. Frequency: Academic advising/planning

All Students

1.74

1.80

AU Students

158

1.43

All Students

1.27

1.28

All Students

1.27

e. Frequency: Skill labs (writing. math. etc.)

All Students

1.77

f Frequency' Child care

All Siudenis

123

b Frequency: Career counseling

--

-~

~

--- ------

c . Frequency: Job placement assistance
..........

d. Frequency: Peer or other Moring

.....

-

--

g. Frequency: Financial aid advising

All Students

1.81

h. Frequency' Compuler lab

All Siudenis

2. 07

-

.
-

-

1,46
.

•

0 .23

-

-• -

1.43
1.24

-0 ,28

1.46

~

1.75

1.71

121

1.18

1.86

1.79

2.16

2.10

1.38

1.34

i. Frequency: Student organizations

All Students

1.35

j. Frequency: Transfer credit assistance

All SludenlS

1.63

1.56

1.55

All Studenis

1.30

1.31

1.29

~requency: Services 10 students with disabilities

• T' f~1'5 ]-\.01110:.1

."..

1.75
-

*

0.23

-

.

-0.27

-
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STUDENT SERVICES
Q·N,Il." I=Nor 81 ali, 2:ScmewhBI, 3- Very

13.2 How satisfied are yOU wilh the services?
a. SOItisfactlon Academic adviS lnglplannlng

All Siudenls

2.22

b. Satisfaction: Career counseling

All Students

2.15

c-

All Students

1.77

All Students

1.97

2.28

2.22

2.07

2.05

1.88

1.83

-

Satisfaction: Job placemenl assistance

d. Satisfaction: Peer or other tutoring
e. Satisfaclion: Skill labs (writing. math, etc.)
f. Satisfaction: Child care

-

All Students

2.28

All Students

1.76

-

2.17

*

-0.29

2.15

~

2.27

2.26

1.80

1.77

2,25

219

2.52

2.49

2.00

197

2.09

2.07

2,04

2.01

*

-0.26

-

,

g Satisfaclion , Fin ancial a id advising
h. Satisfaction: Computer lab
I

-

Salisfaction: Student organizations

All Students
All Students
All Students

2,25
2.59
202

j. Satisfaction: Transfer credit assistance

AIiStudents

2.16

k. Satislat:tJon' Serv ices 10 students with disabiliti es

All SludenlS

2,12

.
-

.

i

I

I

• T-(est's- 2-!:I J1cd
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STUDENT SERVICES
f' Nol ot all. 2=Somewhar. 3-Ve'Y

13.3 How important are the services to you?
a. Importance: Academic advising/planning
b Importance' Career counseling

~~-----

---

c. Importance: Job placement assistance
d. Importance: Peer or other lutoring

~--~-

e. Importance: Skill labs (writing, math, etc.)

r.

2.51

All Students

1.98

All Students

2.09

All Students

2.23

---

k. Importance: Services to students with disabilities

2.52

1.81
2.36
2.43

All Students

1.93

All Students

2.31

All Students

2.07

-

.
-

.
-

-

-.

2.05

-

2.29
2.02
2.10

2.19

2.19

1.76

1.74

2.44

I

.

I

~--

0.30

2.10

-

0.28

I

2.38
-~

2.48

2.44

1.84

1.83

'221

-

2.51

2.28

-

All Students

i. Importance: Student organizations

• T·testS.: 2-lallt.'<I

All Studenls

All Students

h. Importance: Computer lab

Importance: Transfer credit assistance

2.57

All Students

Importance: Child care

g. Importance: Financial aid advising

j~

--------

All Students

2.05

-

224

2.04
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COLLEGE EXPERIENCES
14. How likely is illhat the following issues would cause you to wilhdraw
from class or from Ihis college?

1 =NOIIIKely. 2~ Somewn. 1 ';kely. 3 =Ukely. ~=VelY likely

a Worl<ong full·time

All Students

240

b. Caring for dependents

All Students

2.16

All Sludenls

1.74

d. Lack of finances

All StudentS

2.37

e. Transfer to a 4·year college or university

All Students

2.62

.... .

. ...

..............-

----~-- ~-~~

C.

Academically unprepared

........... - - " " - - - -

----""---

--

.- ,.

-

214

.

0.23

2.17

1.93

*

0.21

1.92

1.64

-

-

2.43

-

0.22

-

2.40
~

2.30
.

-

*

0~ 26

246

~

3.27

15. How supportive are your friends of your attending this
colleae?

1.68

.

3.23

1=NOI II(!I)'. 2=Som<!Vlilal. 3=Qui!e a bit. 4-Cxtrem<!ry

16. How supportive
lhis college?

IS

354

your immediate family of your attending

350

Q=None, 1=1· 14 credifs , 2= 15-29 credlls. 3 :30-44 credil5, 4-45-50 ctedrls, S<o OYe r 50 credilS

All Students I

~

T.rl!!SI'!iI; 2·tailc:d

2.04

2.02

25. How many classes are you presenlly laking at OTHER
institutions?

1.42

1.42

27. How would you evaluate your entire educational experience
at this colleae?

3.18

3.16

1.94
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President’s Message
West Hills College Lemoore, one of California’s newest community
colleges, is well prepared to meet the educational needs of the twenty‐
first century. Our Educational Master Plan will demonstrate that we are
on the cutting edge and have the capacity to adapt to new and emerging
educational technologies to serve a wide variety of student needs.
Our facilities, instructional programs, support services, and technology
are state of the art and will allow us to keep pace in an ever‐changing
environment. As you read through our Educational Master Plan, you will
see how we value our demographic and student data in the decision
making processes. We also utilize information from our area employers
in job forecasting and training needs. Information is vital to keeping our
offerings current and providing the support mechanisms and resources
to ensure our students are the best educated and prepared to reach their
educational goals.
The development of a comprehensive educational master plan requires
many hours of planning, discussions, meetings, and research involving all constituents throughout the college
and also district office personnel. A plan of this nature not only informs us about who we are, but where we
will be heading for the next several years. Our plan will serve as a foundation, but it also will be a template
for many future updates as the college continues to grow and serve the communities of the south valley.
We hope you will find this document to be both informative and also a guide to our continued growth and
expansion of the campus. You will continue to see new facilities emerge and new programs come online,
adhering to our processes outlined in our Educational Master Plan.
I look forward with great anticipation to the next several years with West Hills College Lemoore.

Don Warkentin
President
West Hills College Lemoore
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Intent of the Educational Master Plan
The West Hills College Lemoore Educational Master Plan (EMP) provides a reference point and framework
for the future of the college. It includes a thorough data review of the recent past and present of the college’s
overall instructional program. While maintaining the integrity of the college’s vision, mission and strategic
goals, the EMP draws a blueprint for implementing emerging educational objectives.
More specifically, the EMP focuses on the service area, students, staff, and programs of West Hills College
Lemoore. Matriculation rates from regional high schools provide a basis for enrollment projections. An
analysis of economic trends in the area and a review of emerging labor market information inform the
consideration of new programs. An examination of instructional programs and disciplines along with student
performance assess current effectiveness and point the way for change.
Utilizing this quantitative and qualitative data, key findings have been identified to inform the process for
rational planning to occur in a culture of evidence and history. Unanticipated events, emerging issues in the
region, and changing demographics in the service area demand that the Educational Master Plan be treated as
a living, fluid document that will guide decisions regarding the educational programs of the college.
The EMP is conceived to exist in a cycle of six years. The current iteration comes at the midpoint of the
college’s accreditation cycle ‐‐ following the submittal of the college’s Midterm Focused Report to the
Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges. That midterm report was a summary of the
college’s institutional actions and progress made in response to the prior recommendations of the Accrediting
Commission. West Hills College Lemoore is in the process of implementing actions and plans described in the
report.
The Educational Master Plan for West Hills College Lemoore is directed by the college’s strategic plan and the
strategic plan of West Hills Community College District. Both of these plans are cited in the EMP as they
provide the overarching direction and core values that guide the college.
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Master Plan Framework
This Educational Master Plan of West Hills College Lemoore is being constructed at a particularly important
juncture in our history as a college. WHC Lemoore received initial accreditation from the Accrediting
Commission for Community and Junior Colleges of the Western Association of Schools and Colleges in June
2006. As one of the newest colleges in the California community college system, we are poised to realize our
vision as a premiere, interactive learner‐centered college.
Our Educational Master Plan gives direction to the planning processes of the college by providing a
clear snapshot of our educational programs. It provides a thorough examination of internal and external
trends. It serves as a primary resource for the development and update of other college plans. And it helps to
identify our strengths, limitations, and capabilities ‐‐ and offer possibilities for the future.
The framework of this plan provides for an Educational Master Plan that is fluid and vital so we can respond
to the community we serve.
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Section I: College Background
COLLEGE HISTORY
The establishment of a college for the Coalinga Union High School District was proposed in the spring of 1932.
The official beginning of the Coalinga Extension Center of Fresno State College dates from October 3, 1932. In
September 1941, Coalinga Junior College became an independent unit under the direction of the Governing
Board of the Coalinga Union High School District. Construction of a new campus on Cherry Lane near the
northern limit of the City of Coalinga was begun on October 3, 1955, and the buildings were occupied on
September 13, 1956.
In November of 1961, the voters of Coalinga Union High School District approved the formation of a separate
junior college district, and in June of 1962, the voters of Lemoore High School District voted to annex to the
college district, as did voters of Riverdale and Tranquillity High School Districts in December of 1962.
Effective July 1, 1969, the official name of the college was changed to West Hills College in keeping with the
nature of the expanded district.
In order to effectively serve the college district, West Hills College built the North District Center in the city of
Firebaugh in 1971. In 1979, the District purchased land in the City of Lemoore, and in 1981, a classroom
building and an office were erected. This was the Kings County Center until January 2002. On September 26,
2000, the Board of Trustees signed and accepted the “Agreement of Donation of Land for the West Hills
College Lemoore” a generous donation from Robert and Mardell Pedersen and Lionel and Lola Simas.
Opening its doors to students on January 14, 2002, West Hills College Lemoore featured 18 classrooms, a
state‐of‐the‐art science wing called a Collaboratory, the largest and most technologically advanced library in
Kings County, a multipurpose conference center, a full‐service student services and administration building,
as well as an outdoor amphitheater for students and community members.
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COLLEGE MISSION

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE ENRICHES THE LIVES OF OUR STUDENTS AND THE COMMUNITY WE SERVE
BY BEING DEDICATED TO QUALITY EDUCATIONAL LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES AND PARTNERSHIPS. THE
COLLEGE PROVIDES A POSITIVE ENVIRONMENT THAT IS COMMITTED TO STUDENT LEARNING AND
EMPOWERING STUDENTS TO ACHIEVE THEIR EDUCATIONAL GOALS.

COLLEGE VISION

LEARNING THROUGH EXCELLENCE AND INNOVATION.

COLLEGE GOALS

1. WHCL IS COMMITTED TO PROVIDE QUALITY EDUCATION TO STUDENTS AND THE COMMUNITY.
2. WHCL IS COMMITTED TO EMPOWER STUDENTS TO ACHIEVE THEIR EDUCATIONAL GOALS.
3. TO SUPPORT STUDENT LEARNING, WHCL WILL EFFECTIVELY MAINTAIN AND INCREASE ITS
RESOURCES AND PRODUCTIVITY.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE IS STUDENTCENTERED AND IS DEDICATED TO PROVIDING HIGH QUALITY
LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES. WE ARE GUIDED BY OUR CORE VALUES:

•

ACCESS: ENSURE ACCESSIBILITY TO ALL OUR PROGRAMS AND SERVICES.

•

COLLABORATION: EMPHASIZE EFFORTS TO UNDERSTAND AND MEET COMMUNITY NEEDS AND GARNER
COMMUNITY SUPPORT. SUPPORT COLLABORATIVE DECISION‐MAKING PROCESSES.

•

COMMUNITY: DEVELOP AND FOSTER A SENSE OF COMMUNITY WITHIN THE COLLEGE.

•

DIVERSITY: RESPECT AND EMBRACE DIVERSITY IN OUR PROGRAMS AND LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS.

•

EXCELLENCE: PROVIDE HIGH QUALITY LEARNING, TEACHING, AND SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES.

•

INNOVATION: SUPPORT INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY TO ENHANCE LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS, SERVICES,
AND COMMUNICATION.

•

INTEGRITY: ADVOCATE AND DEMONSTRATE HONESTY, TRUTHFULNESS, EQUITY, AND ETHICS.

•

MUTUAL RESPECT: PROMOTE AN ENVIRONMENT OF OPEN COMMUNICATION
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Section II: Profile of Students, Employees, and Service Area
This internal scan of West Hills College Lemoore is an opportunity to assess, over academic years, the
demographics and characteristics of our students and their educational goals. We use this data to discern
patterns and trends and review our institutional educational plans to best serve our students.
WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE, OVERALL STUDENT DEMOGRAPHICS
During the 2007‐08 academic year, West Hills College Lemoore, including the students on its campus on
College Avenue, at the Naval Air Station, and students enrolled in online classes, totaled 7,091 unduplicated
students, a 9.62% increase in students served from the previous academic year. The growth in student
population at West Hills College Lemoore is expected to continue on its upward trend.
Unduplicated Student Headcount
Year

Count

% Change

200203

5,468

‐9.24

200304

5,010

‐8.38

200405

5,512

10.02

200506

5,817

5.53

200607

6,469

11.21

200708

7,091

9.62

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• The last four years show a pattern of steady growth.
ETHNICITY

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

0708

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Asian

109

1.99

201

4.01

239

4.34

336

5.78

365

5.64

327

4.61

African American

351

6.42

327

6.53

357

6.48

358

6.15

419

6.48

547

7.71

Filipino

220

4.02

190

3.79

213

3.86

215

3.70

239

3.69

274

3.86

Hispanic

1883

34.44

1,789

35.71

2,025

36.74

2,124

36.51

2,458

38.00

2803

39.53

Native American

70

1.28

69

1.38

80

1.45

70

1.20

79

1.22

86

1.21

Other

37

0.68

51

1.02

63

1.14

84

1.44

97

1.50

84

1.18

Pacific Islander

27

0.49

27

0.54

27

0.49

33

0.57

28

0.43

33

0.47

White

2573

47.06

2,185

43.61

2,275

41.27

2,298

39.50

2,444

37.78

2563

36.14

Unknown/DTS

198

3.62

171

3.41

233

4.23

299

5.14

340

5.26

374

5.27

5,468

100

5,010

100

5,512

100

5,817

100

6,469

100

7,091

100

Total

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• The proportion of enrollment for most ethnic populations remains fairly stable.
• Among Hispanic students there has been a 5% increase over the time shown while white student
enrollment has decreased by approximately 10%.
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GENDER

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

0708

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Female

3398

62.14

3,168

63.23

3,473

63.01

3,597

61.84

4,015

62.07

4392

61.94

Male

2038

37.27

1,842

36.77

2,036

36.94

2,206

37.92

2,391

36.96

2650

37.37

32

0.59

0

0.00

3

0.05

14

0.24

63

0.97

49

0.69

5,468

100

5,010

100

5,512

100

5,817

100

6,469

100

7,091

100

Unknown/DTS
Total

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• Overall distribution of male/female students is stable over the six years observed.

AGE

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

0708

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

19

1,386

25.35

1,204

24.03

1,437

26.07

1,515

26.04

1,578

24.39

1817

25.62

2024

1,477

27.01

1,592

31.78

1,749

31.73

1,855

31.89

2,098

32.43

2194

30.94

2529

722

13.20

721

14.39

764

13.86

826

14.20

959

14.82

1089

15.36

3049

1,566

28.64

1,260

25.15

1,278

23.19

1,367

23.50

1,536

23.74

1651

23.28

314

5.74

233

4.65

283

5.13

253

4.35

295

4.56

334

4.71

3

0.05

0

0.00

1

0.02

1

0.02

3

0.05

6

0.08

5,468

100

5,010

100

5,512

100

5,817

100

6,469

100

7,091

100

50+
Unknown/DTS
Total

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• Overall distribution of age is stable over the six years observed.
Summary of Overall Student Characteristics:
Students at WHCL are increasingly Hispanic and decreasingly white. Gender distribution has remained
relatively consistent over the six years observed at about 62% female and 38% male. The distribution of age
is also relatively stable with over 55% of students in ’07‐’08 24 years or under, and 38% 25‐49 years old –
fairly consistent with the ages of students during the five years prior.
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Note: In the following section, the 2002‐2008 data for the individual college entities ‐‐ Lemoore campus,
Naval Air Station Lemoore (NASL), and online classes ‐‐ is broken out into separate sections. This separation
provides a comparison of student demographics among the three different entities.
WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE CAMPUS, 20022008 DEMOGRAPHICS
Unduplicated Student Headcount
Year

Count

% Change

200203

4,293

‐16.8

200304

4,013

‐6.5

200405

4,494

12.0

200506

4,722

5.1

200607

4,796

1.6

200708

5,276

10.0

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• The student headcount at WHC Lemoore campus has been increasing over the past four years.

STUDENT
ETHNICITY

200203

200304

200405

200506

200607

200708

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Asian

83

1.93

158

3.94

196

4.36

278

5.89

293

6.11

233

4.42

African American

287

6.69

276

6.88

299

6.65

272

5.76

295

6.15

411

7.79

Filipino

200

4.66

167

4.16

191

4.25

189

4.00

194

4.05

233

4.42

Hispanic

1,472

34.29

1,386

34.54

1,634

36.36

1,777

37.63

1,912

39.87

2,199

41.68

Native American

63

1.47

59

1.47

68

1.51

61

1.29

58

1.21

67

1.27

Other

26

0.61

41

1.02

55

1.22

74

1.57

79

1.65

49

0.93

Pacific Islander

17

0.40

18

0.45

22

0.49

27

0.57

20

0.42

21

0.40

1,996

46.49

1,774

44.21

1,842

40.99

1,810

38.33

1,702

35.49

1,800

34.12

149

3.47

134

3.34

187

4.16

234

4.96

243

5.07

263

4.98

4,293

100

4,013

100

4,494

100

4,722

100

4,796

100

5,276

100

White
Unknown/DTS
Total

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• The student ethnicity of WHC Lemoore campus is primarily Hispanic and white, with a growing
African American population.
• The Hispanic student population has been steadily increasing.
• White student population by numbers has remained relatively constant, although the % of white
students at the college has decreased.
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STUDENT
GENDER

200203

200304

200405

200506

200607

200708

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Female

2,692

62.71

2,518

62.75

2,869

63.84

2,903

61.48

2,971

61.95

3,254

61.68

Male

1,577

36.73

1,495

37.25

1,623

36.11

1,811

38.35

1,810

37.74

1,984

37.60

24

0.56

0

0.00

2

0.04

8

0.17

15

0.31

38

0.72

4,293

100

4,013

100

4,494

100

4,722

100

4,796

100

5,276

100

Unknown/DTS
Total

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• The gender makeup of the students at the WHC Lemoore campus has been primarily female and
stable over the past six years. This mirrors the pattern of overall enrollment.
STUDENT
AGE

200203

200304

200405

200506

200607

200708

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

19

1,199

27.93

1,026

25.57

1,235

27.48

1,321

27.98

1,258

26.23

1,494

28.32

2024

1,109

25.83

1,237

30.82

1,364

30.35

1,433

30.35

1,534

31.98

1,577

29.89

2529

529

12.32

558

13.90

608

13.53

639

13.53

674

14.05

752

14.25

3049

1,179

27.46

982

24.47

1,027

22.85

1,104

23.38

1,078

22.48

1,157

21.93

274

6.38

210

5.23

259

5.76

224

4.74

249

5.19

290

5.50

3

0.07

0

0.00

1

0.02

1

0.02

3

0.06

6

0.11

4,293

100

4,013

100

4,494

100

4,722

100

4,796

100

5,276

100

50+
Unknown/DTS
Total

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• The majority of the students at the WHC Lemoore campus are 24 years old and younger.
• The age distribution of students at the WHC Lemoore campus has been fairly consistent over the
years observed, similar to the overall pattern of enrollment.
Summary of WHC Lemoore Campus Student Demographics:
The demographics of the 5,276 students at the WHC Lemoore campus are generally reflective of the overall
college. 42% of students are Hispanic, 34% are white – with a trend reflecting a diminishing number of white
students during the six years observed. 62% are female and 57% of the student population in ’07‐’08 are 24
years or younger. 22% of students on campus are 30‐49 years of age. Head count of students on campus has
increased during the last four years.
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NAVAL AIR STATION (NASL) 20022008 DEMOGRAPHICS
Unduplicated Student Headcount
Year

Count

% Change

200203

462

‐23.3

200304

414

‐10.4

200405

258

‐37.7

200506

162

‐37.2

200607

103

‐36.4

200708

143

38.8

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• There has been a steady decline in the student headcount at the Naval Air Station Lemoore (NASL),
with an increase only in the past academic year of 40 more students than in 2006‐07
• By contrast, the Main Campus grew by nearly 500 students in the same time frame.

STUDENT
ETHNICITY

200203

200304

200405

200506

200607

200708

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Asian

8

1.73

10

2.42

5

1.94

10

6.17

5

4.85

5

3.50

African American

37

8.01

43

10.39

33

12.79

18

11.11

13

12.62

21

14.69

Filipino

34

7.36

29

7.00

23

8.91

11

6.79

2

1.94

11

7.69

Hispanic

140

30.30

105

25.36

74

28.68

33

20.37

30

29.13

53

37.06

Native American

8

1.73

3

0.72

2

0.78

4

2.47

0

0.00

0

0.00

Other

4

0.87

5

1.21

2

0.78

3

1.85

1

0.97

0

0.00

Pacific Islander

3

0.65

4

0.97

3

1.16

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

219

47.40

199

48.07

105

40.70

78

48.15

47

45.63

44

30.77

9

1.95

16

3.86

11

4.26

5

3.09

5

4.85

9

6.29

462

100

414

100

258

100

162

100

103

100

143

100

White
Unknown/DTS
Total

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• The student ethnicity of NASL is primarily Hispanic, white, and increasingly African American.
• The Hispanic student population decreased from 140 students in ’02‐’03 to 53 students in ’07‐’08.
• The white student population has decreased from 219 students in ’02‐’03 to 44 students in ’07‐’08.
• The African American student population has decreased from 37 students in ’02‐’03 to 21 students in
’07‐’08.
STUDENT
GENDER

200203

200304

200405

200506

200607

200708

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Female

257

55.63

234

56.52

152

58.91

106

65.43

58

56.31

92

64.34

Male

202

43.72

180

43.48

106

41.09

56

34.57

44

42.72

51

35.66

3

0.65

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

1

0.97

0

0.00

462

100

414

100

258

100

162

100

103

100

143

100

Unknown/DTS
Total

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
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•

The gender makeup of the students at NASL continues to be primarily female.

STUDENT
AGE

200203

200304

200405

200506

200607

200708

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

19

77

16.67

61

14.73

33

12.79

19

11.73

17

16.50

14

9.79

2024

160

34.63

158

38.16

93

36.05

57

35.19

40

38.83

56

39.16

2529

83

17.97

86

20.77

56

21.71

29

17.90

23

22.33

37

25.87

3049

130

28.14

105

25.36

73

28.29

56

34.57

21

20.39

35

24.48

50+

12

2.60

4

0.97

3

1.16

1

0.62

2

1.94

1

0.70

Unknown/DTS

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

462

100

414

100

258

100

162

100

103

100

143

100

Total

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• Age distribution remains older than Main Campus.

Summary of Naval Air Station Lemoore (NASL) Student Demographics
The number of students taking classes at NASL has declined from 462 students in ’02‐’03 to 143 in ’07‐’08. The ethnicity
of students varies from the main campus, with a larger percentage of white and African American students making up the
composition of students taking classes at NASL. More females than males take classes on site, and the age distribution of
students is older than that on the Main Campus.
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ONLINE INSTRUCTION 20022008 DEMOGRAPHICS
WHC Lemoore Unduplicated Online Enrollment
Year

WHCL Online
Enrollment

% Change

*Enrolled in Online &
FacetoFace

% Concurrently
Enrolled

200203

2,068

24.5

1,368

66.2%

200304

1,792

‐13.3

1,246

69.5%

200405

1,948

8.7

1,332

68.4%

200506

2,142

10.0

1,368

63.9%

200607

3,019

40.9

1,695

56.5%

200708

3,161

4.7

1,702

53.9%

*Students enrolled at any WHCCD face‐to‐face location
Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• Over the last five years observed, there is a consistent downward trend in the percentage of students
concurrently enrolled in online and face‐to‐face classes. During the same period, there is a consistent
upward trend of the numbers of students enrolled in online classes.
• The ratio between students enrolled in online classes versus students enrolled concurrently in online
and face to face classes has widened over the last five years, with more students enrolled solely
online.
• The number of students taking classes online solely or concurrently has grown in total number,
reflective of the growth at the college and the accessibility of the online delivery system.
As a point of comparison the following table shows the online and facetoface enrollment in the entire West Hills
Community College District.
WHCC District Unduplicated Online Enrollment
Year

WHCCD Online
Enrollment

*Enrolled in Online
& FacetoFace

% Concurrently
Enrolled

200203

2,068

1,368

66.2%

200304

1,792

1,246

69.5%

200405

2,557

1,729

67.6%

200506

2,979

1,878

63.0%

200607

3,998

2,258

56.5%

200708

4,497

2,312

51.4%

*Students enrolled at any WHCCD face‐to‐face location
Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• In ’02‐’03, 700 students were solely enrolled in online courses in the district. By ’07‐’08, the number
of students who were only enrolled in online courses had grown to 2,185.
• There is a consistent downward trend during the last five years observed in the percentage of
students who are concurrently enrolled in online and face‐to‐face classes. There is a consistent
upward trend during the same period of students who are enrolled online.
• Total number of all students taking online classes solely or concurrently has grown in number
reflective of the growth at the district and the accessibility of the online delivery system.
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The table below shows the city of residence for online only students at WHCCD.
City

200203

200304

200405

200506

200607

200708

57.9%

59.9%

61.6%

55.2%

55.1%

58.4%

Fresno

8.9%

8.1%

8.6%

12.5%

12.4%

13.0%

Visalia

3.9%

3.1%

2.2%

2.5%

4.4%

4.4%

Clovis

2.9%

2.2%

2.7%

3.2%

3.3%

2.7%

Tulare

2.0%

2.0%

0.7%

1.2%

1.7%

1.4%

24.6%

24.7%

24.3%

25.3%

23.0%

20.1%

700

546

828

1,101

1,740

2,185

Service Area Cities
Outside Service Area

Other Cities Outside Service Area
Total Headcount

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• Online classes offered by WHCCD primarily serve the cities of the district, although 40% of students
come from outside the service area.
• Outside of the service area, students in Fresno are the highest users of online classes and services,
and this has increased during the six years observed.
The following three tables – Ethnicity, Gender, and Age – show demographic data for online students at WHCL
specifically.
STUDENT
ETHNICITY

200203

200304

200405

200506

200607

200708

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Asian

41

1.98

50

2.79

54

2.77

76

3.55

103

3.41

128

4.05

African American

120

5.80

98

5.47

124

6.37

144

6.72

189

6.26

227

7.18

Filipino

67

3.24

55

3.07

52

2.67

71

3.31

103

3.41

98

3.10

Hispanic

673

32.54

634

35.38

712

36.55

756

35.29

1,095

36.27

1,155

36.54

Native American

23

1.11

20

1.12

25

1.28

32

1.49

37

1.23

38

1.20

Other

14

0.68

12

0.67

20

1.03

29

1.35

43

1.42

48

1.52

Pacific Islander

14

0.68

10

0.56

8

0.41

10

0.47

16

0.53

20

0.63

1,032

49.90

842

46.99

861

44.20

915

42.72

1,270

42.07

1,252

39.61

84

4.06

71

3.96

92

4.72

109

5.09

163

5.40

195

6.17

2,068

100

1,792

100

1,948

100

2,142

100

3,019

100

3,161

100

White
Unknown/DTS
Total

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• In ’07‐’08 the largest percentage of online students was white – but during the six years observed,
this percentage is steadily declining.
• Hispanic online enrollment has been constant, consisting of approximately 35‐36 percent over six
years; on the Main Campus, Hispanic students make up 39% of the student body.
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STUDENT
GENDER
Female
Male
Unknown/DTS
Total

200203

200304

200405

200506

200607

200708

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

1,312

63.44

1,210

67.52

1,263

64.84

1,432

66.85

1,969

65.22

2057

65.07

747

36.12

582

32.48

684

35.11

708

33.05

1,043

34.55

1089

34.45

9

0.44

0

0.00

1

0.05

2

0.09

7

0.23

15

0.47

2,068

100

1,792

100

1,948

100

2,142

100

3,019

100

3,161

100

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• The majority of the online students are female at 65 percent.
• Percentage of female online enrollment is slightly higher than overall percentage of females enrolled.
STUDENT
AGE

200203

200304

200405

200506

200607

200708

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

19

416

20.12

352

19.64

408

20.94

483

22.55

677

22.42

714

22.59

2024

645

31.19

639

35.66

710

36.45

783

36.55

1,063

35.21

1088

34.42

2529

322

15.57

291

16.24

324

16.63

338

15.78

489

16.20

543

17.18

3049

629

30.42

471

26.28

458

23.51

491

22.92

717

23.75

750

23.73

50+

56

2.71

39

2.18

47

2.41

47

2.19

72

2.38

64

2.02

Unknown/DTS

0

0.00

0

0.00

1

0.05

0

0.00

1

0.03

2

0.06

2,068

100

1,792

100

1,948

100

2,142

100

3,019

100

3,161

100

Total

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• In 2007‐08, 57 percent of online students were below the age of 24 years old
• The online student age distribution has remained constant since 2003 which is consistent with
overall college pattern.

Summary of Online Student Demographics
There is significant growth in the district and at the college among students who only take online classes. In
’02‐’03, 66% of the district’s students who took online classes were also enrolled in classes on a campus or at
a center. By ’07‐’08, throughout the district the percentage of students who were enrolled concurrently had
dropped to 51.4%. At Lemoore, the same trend is reflected – by ’07‐’08, 53.9% of students were enrolled
concurrently, dropping from the 66% concurrent students in ’02‐’03.
Online students are 39% white and 36% Hispanic which differs from main campus students in which the
ethnic predominance is reversed. Age and gender of students parallel those of the main campus, being
predominantly young and female. The majority of online students come from our service area.
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STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS – FALL 2007
Student Educational Goals  Fall 2007

N

%

1,325

31.96

Undecided on goal.

676

16.30

Unknown/Declined to State

581

14.01

Obtain a two year associate's degree without transfer.

341

8.22

Transfer to a 4‐year institution without an associate degree.

291

7.02

Educational development (intellectual, cultural).

214

5.16

Prepare for a new career (acquire job skills).

156

3.76

Complete credits for high school diploma or GED.

133

3.21

Earn a vocational certificate without transfer.

96

2.32

Advance in current job/career (update job skills).

68

1.64

Discover/formulate career interests, plans, goals.

63

1.52

Maintain certificate or license (e.g. Nursing, Real Estate)

57

1.37

Improve Basic Skills in English, reading or math.

54

1.30

Obtain a two year vocational degree without transfer.

53

1.28

4 year college student taking courses to meet 4 year college requirements.

37

0.89

To move from noncredit coursework to credit coursework.

1

0.02

4,146

100

Obtain an associate degree and transfer to a 4‐year institution.

Total

Source: WHCCD Admission Application; Data Warehouse
• The highest percentage of students identify as their goal the desire to obtain an associate degree and
transfer to a four year institution.
• 40% of students identify transfer to a four year institution as their educational goal.
Admission Survey
As part of the admissions application, students are requested to participate in a supplemental survey. This
survey identifies family income levels, as well as level of education attained by the parents. It provides a more
in depth look into the student’s characteristics and provides information for future planning.

Highest Education Level Attained by Mother or Father, Fall 2007

%

Below College or University

67

College or University Degree

33

Source: WHCCD 2007‐2008 admission application supplemental survey
Survey participation rate: 42%; Margin of error: 1.3%
• 67% of WHC Lemoore students are first‐generation students.
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Family Income Levels, Fall 2007
0‐$10,000
11%

Over $60,000
17%

$10,001‐$18,000
18%
$40,001‐$60,000
16%

$18,001‐$25,000
16%

$25,001‐$40,000
22%

Source: WHCCD 2007‐2008 admission application supplemental survey
Survey participation rate: 40%; Margin of error: 1.4%
• 45% of students have family income of $25,000 or less
• According to the US Census Bureau, the median household income for the State of California is
$56,645 and nationally is $48,451.
Hours Worked Per Week

WHCL  Number of Hours Students Work Per Week

None
24%

More than 30
hours
35%
21‐30
hours
16%

1‐5 hours
5%
6‐10 hours
9%

11‐20 hours
11%

Source: Community College Survey of Student Engagement
+/‐ 5% margin of error
• 76% of students work while attending college.
• 51% of students work over 20 hours a week.
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City of Residence  Fall 2007

%

%

Lemoore

34.0

Laton

1.1

Hanford

32.6

Clovis

1.0

Fresno

4.5

Firebaugh

0.9

Coalinga

3.2

Tulare

0.7

Armona

2.8

Caruthers

0.6

Corcoran

2.5

Kettleman City

0.4

Visalia

2.4

Mendota

0.4

Avenal

2.1

Madera

0.4

Riverdale

1.8

Selma

0.4

Huron

1.6

All Others

5.5

Stratford

1.2
Applicants

100%

Total

4,146

Source: WHCCD Admission Application; Data Warehouse
• 7% of students indicate Fresno and Coalinga as their cities of residence. These may be online
students or students coming to the college for a particular program.
Summary of Student Characteristics
40% of students express a goal of transferring to a four year institution. 67% of students do not have a
parent who attended college. 45% of students have a family income of $25,000 or less and in ’07‐’08 this
compares to a median household income in California of $56,645. Over 50% of students work more than 20
hours a week. 66% of our students identify Lemoore and Hanford as their cities of residence.
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FULLTIME EMPLOYEE CHARACTERISTICS
The following tables describe employee characteristics by job classifications.
Administration
Age

n

%

Ethnicity

n

%

Gender

n

%

3554

5

55.6%

African‐American

3

33.3%

Female

2

22.2%

5559

2

22.2%

Hispanic

1

11.1%

Male

7

77.8%

6064

2

22.2%

White

5

55.6%

Total

9

100.0%

Total

9

100.0%

Total

9

100.0%

•

44% of administrators are 55 years or older.

Classified Management
Age

n

%

3554

4

65+
Total

•

Ethnicity

n

%

Gender

n

%

80.0%

African‐American

1

20.0%

Female

4

80.0%

1

20.0%

White

4

80.0%

Male

1

20.0%

5

100.0%

Total

5

100.0%

Total

5

100.00%

N is too small to warrant generalization

Faculty
Age

n

%

Ethnicity

n

%

Gender

n

%

2534

9

19.1%

African‐American

2

4.3%

Female

22

46.8%

3554

25

53.2%

Filipino

1

2.1%

Male

25

53.2%

5559

4

8.5%

Hispanic

6

12.8%

Total

47

100.0%

6064

5

10.6%

Native American

1

2.1%

65+

4

8.5%

Other

1

2.1%

47

100.0%

White

36

76.6%

Total

47

100.0%

Total

•

27% of faculty is 55 and older, 72% is below 55 years. Ethnicity is not reflective of service area.

Classified
Age

n

%

Ethnicity

n

%

Gender

n

%

2024

1

2.2%

African‐American

1

2.2%

Female

33

73.3%

2534

18

40.0%

Filipino

1

2.2%

Male

12

26.7%

3554

23

51.1%

Hispanic

27

60.0%

Total

45

100.0%

5559

2

4.4%

White

16

35.6%

6064

1

2.2%

Total

45

100.0%

Total

45

100.0%

•

93% of classified staff is 54 years and below, predominantly Hispanic and female.
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Summary
An overall scan of employee age, ethnicity, and gender reveals:
•
•
•
•

There is a high probability of significant retirement in the next 10 years in the administrative ranks.
Faculty is relatively young, although 27% are 55 and above.
Faculty ethnicity does not reflect that of region.
Classified staff is predominantly young, female, and Hispanic.
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT REGIONAL AREA
A regional scan was performed by Economic Modeling Specialists, Inc. on ten counties that are a part of and
surround the West Hills Community College District. These ten counties include: Fresno, Kern, Kings, Madera,
Mariposa, Merced, San Benito, San Joaquin, Stanislaus, and Tulare. The region covered was identified by the
district as the region where students are most likely to obtain jobs and establish residency. A scan of the ten
counties revealed:
•
•
•
•
•

Total regional attainment of a college degree is below average compared to the state and the nation
(See Regional Educational Level, Age 25+ below)
The educational attainment of individual ethnic groups of the region is below average compared to
the state and nation (See Race/Ethnicity below)
By 2012, the age group of 30 to 34 year olds is expected to experience the highest growth
Racial/ethnic groups with the highest expected growth are Hispanics
Total population is expected to change ten percent, double the expected change of the State (5
percent)

Regional Education Level,
Age 25+

2007 Total

% of Region

% of State

% of Nation

Less than 9th Grade

327,883

14.0

9.8

5.5

9th

Grade to

12th

291,573

12.5

9.5

9.0

High School Diploma

Grade

591,750

25.3

20.0

28.7

Some College

569,142

24.3

23.2

22.1

Associate’s Degree

160,073

6.8

6.9

6.5

Bachelor’s Degree

272,916

11.7

19.6

18.0

Graduate Degree and Higher

126,555

5.4

11.0

10.3

Source: EMSI, September 2007
Race/Ethnicity

% Difference in College
Attainment from State

% Difference in College
Attainment from Nation

White, NonHispanic

‐14.5

‐7.5

White Hispanic

‐3.7

‐8.0

NonWhite Hispanic

‐2.8

‐7.3

Black or African American

‐10.0

‐.06

American Indian or Alaska Native

‐5.8

‐1.4

Asian

‐15.7

‐15.0

Native Hawaiian and other Pacific Islander

‐3.0

‐2.0

Two or more races

‐12.4

‐7.0

Source: EMSI, September 2007
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT SERVICE AREA
The West Hills Community College District was first started in 1932 as a college for the Coalinga Union High
School District. It now has a total area of 3,464 square miles and includes portions of five counties: Fresno,
Kings, Madera, Monterey and San Benito. The West Hills College Coalinga campus on Cherry Lane in Coalinga
opened in 1956 and in 1971, the North District Center was established in Firebaugh, in the most northern
part of the district. In 1962 Lemoore High School District residents voted to annex to the college district.
From 1962 to 1979 classes were offered primarily at the Lemoore Naval Air station and Lemoore High
School. The facility was called The Kings County Center in 1981 when it operated in portable buildings on
five acres in the city of Lemoore. In 1998, approved by 70% of the voters in Kings County, a $19 million bond
was passed for the new construction of the Lemoore campus. The construction was completed in 2002. WHC
Lemoore became fully accredited as a college in West Hills Community College District in 2006.
West Hills Community College District Map
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WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE SERVICE AREA
While the West Hills Community College District is comprised of parts of five counties, the service area for
West Hills College Lemoore primarily includes ten cities‐‐ Armona, Avenal, Hanford, Helm, Kettleman City,
Laton, Lemoore, Stratford, Five Points, and Riverdale.
The West Hills College Lemoore service area is relatively young, with 34 percent of its population between
20‐39 years old. The ethnic demographics reveal that 49 percent of the population is Hispanic and 39 percent
is white, with considerably lower percentages for all other ethnicities.

Age

WHCL Service Area
(10 Cities in 5 Counties)
2008 Population
% of Population

WHCCD Regional Area
(10 Counties)
2007 Population
% of Population

Under 5 years

12,541

9%

337,083

9%

5 to 9 years

10,441

8%

293,468

7%

10 to 14 years

10,197

7%

314,059

8%

15 to 19 years

10,746

8%

334,459

8%

20 to 24 years

11,950

9%

322,009

8%

25 to 29 years

13,065

10%

338,361

9%

30 to 34 years

11,166

8%

275,845

7%

35 to 39 years

10,110

7%

263,290

7%

40 to 44 years

9,383

7%

262,290

7%

45 to 49 years

8,683

6%

261,039

7%

50 to 54 years

7,079

5%

228,674

6%

55 to 59 years

5,471

4%

188,076

5%

60 to 64 years

4,227

3%

147,057

4%

65 to 69 years

3,361

2%

108,816

3%

70 to 74 years

2,696

2%

86,553

2%

75 to 79 years

2,089

2%

71,602

2%

80 to 84 years

1,497

1%

55,147

1%

85 years and over

1,518

1%

53,143

1%

Total

136,219

3,940,970

Source: EMSI, September 2007
• The age distribution of the WHCL Service Area is consistent with the District’s Regional Area.
Race/Ethnicity

WHCL Service Area
(10 Cities in 5 Counties)
2008 Population
% of Population

WHCCD Regional Area
(10 Counties)
2007 Population
% of Population

Hispanic

66,972

49.2%

1,589,076

40%

White

53,681

39.4%

1,772,197

45%

Black or African American

6,607

4.9%

187,650

5%

Asian

4,817

3.5%

30,344

1%

Two or more races

2,673

2.0%

263,639

7%

American Indian or Alaska Native

1,229

0.9%

8,143

0%

Native Hawaiian and other Pacific
Islander
Total

240

0.2%

89,920

2%

136,219

3,940,970

Source: EMSI, September 2007
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•

The race/ethnic distribution of the WHCL Service Area is more Hispanic and less white than the
District’s Regional Area.

Gender, WHCL Service Area (10 Cities)

2008 Population

% of Population

Females

63,172

46%

Males

73,046

54%

Total

136,219

Source: EMSI, September 2007
PROJECTED HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES FOR THE SERVICE AREA

WHCCD Projected Service Area High School Graduates

High School Graduates

2,800
2,600
2,400
2,200

2,210

2,134

2,241

2,228

'10/11

'11/12

2,137

2,276

2,218

2,180

2,000
1,800
1,600
'07/08

'08/09

'09/10

'12/13

'13/14

'14/15

Source: California Department of Education
• The number of projected high school graduates for area remains static for the next seven years
Ethnicity of Students in District Area High Schools, 200607
School

Multi/
No
Resp.
0

Total
Enrolled

Native
Amer.

Asian

Pacific
Islander

Filipino

Hispanic

African
Amer.

White

Avenal High

0

1

0

0

597

5

24

Caruthers High

0

57

0

0

416

3

137

5

618

Coalinga High

1

14

6

3

876

19

238

14

1,171

Corcoran High

0

5

0

3

698

33

143

2

884

Firebaugh High

0

1

0

0

696

5

49

5

756

Hanford High

11

22

5

24

797

86

824

28

1,797

Hanford West

7

50

6

55

954

145

496

123

1,836

627

Laton High

0

1

0

1

165

4

37

1

209

Lemoore High

42

29

11

163

798

163

857

41

2,104

Mendota High

0

3

0

0

600

0

3

1

607

Riverdale High

0

2

0

0

443

6

107

0

558

Tranquillity High

0

7

0

1

428

2

19

1

458

Total

61

192

28

250

7,468

471

2,934

221

11,625

0.5%

1.7%

0.2%

2.2%

64.2%

4.1%

25.2%

1.9%

% of Total

Source: California Department of Education
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•
•
•
•

Ethnicity of high school students in the service area differs from college student ethnicity
25.2% of [feeder] high school students are white, 36% of WHCL students are white.
64% of [feeder] high school students are Hispanic, the college’s student population is 38% Hispanic.
CCCCO asserts that by 2011 Hispanics are projected to be the state’s largest ethnic group, the
majority population in public schools by 2013 and the overall majority by 2040.

Projected Ethnicity of District Feeder High Schools – Class of 2015
100%
90%

White
36.0%

80%

Ethnicity %

White
25.2%

White

4.3%

4.1%

70%

Unknown

White
20.8%

African‐American

4.3%

60%

Hispanic

50%
40%

Hispanic
55.4%

30%

Hispanic
70.0%

Hispanic
64.2%

Filipino
Pacific Islander

20%
Asian

10%

Native American

0%
1998‐1999

2006‐2007

2014‐2015

High School Senior Year

Source: CA Department of Education
Based on 6th grade enrollments for service area schools.
Assessment:
• The projected ethnicity of students from district feeder high schools shows a growing Hispanic
student population and a declining white student population.

Top 10 Feeder High Schools  Fall 2007

1

Lemoore High School

767

% of WHCL
Student
Enrollment
18.5%

2

Hanford High

590

14.2%

3

Unknown/Decline to State

569

13.7%

4

Hanford West High

356

8.6%

5

Coalinga High School

144

3.5%

6

Avenal High School

109

2.6%

7

Riverdale High School

92

2.2%
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8

Corcoran High School

78

1.9%

9

Out of State High School

64

1.5%

10

All Other

1,377

33.2%

Total

4,146

100.0%

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
Test Scores for Selected Schools
The California Standards Tests (CST) is administered to students in California Public Schools in
English/Language Arts, mathematics, science, and history/social science. They are also referred to as the
STAR tests. CST scores are used in calculating each school’s Academic Performance Index (API). The test is
administered in the 11th grade. The data below regarding students in our feeder high schools reveals the
majority of feeder high schools exhibit a low percentage of students at the proficient or advanced level in
English and math.
Note: The California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE) is a completely different test. It can be taken by
students at any time during their high school career. While the CAHSEE is required for high school
graduation, students can pass the test with 8th grade math skills and 9th grade writing and language skills.
High School

CST English/Language Arts (2007)
Percent Proficient or Advanced

CST Summative High School Math
(Grade 911) (2007)
Percent Proficient or Advanced

Avenal High School*
Coalinga High School*

24%
28%

0%
34%

Corcoran High School
Hanford High West
Hanford High School*
Laton High School**
Lemoore High School*
Riverdale High School

26%
28%
33%
31%
35%
34%

61%
32%
15%
0%
30%
75%

Source: California Department of Education
• Many 11th graders from the high schools in the service area do not test at a proficient level or higher
in English.
• However Corcorran High and Riverdale High school have exceedingly high proficiency scores in
math.
• Schools with 0 percent proficient or advanced CST Summative High School Math may be due to non‐
testing conditions.
Summary
The feeder high schools of Lemoore and Hanford send the college more students than other high schools in
the area. The Hispanic student population at the college is significantly smaller than their numbers in our
feeder schools. Students test at a low level of proficiency with two startling exceptions in math – Corcoran
High and Riverdale High. The projected number of high school graduates is static for the next 7 years.
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Section III: Educational Programs Trends and Forecasts
INTRODUCTION
This data provides us with an ability to examine our students’ success in a quantitative manner. It allows us to
measure the strategies we have employed against general key performance indicators. From this we
ascertain key findings and develop strategies to meet our goals.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
Duplicated Enrollment
This is the number of actual enrollments in any given
class or program. Under this definition, a student
enrolled in multiple courses is counted multiple times at
the program, campus, or institutional level.

WSCH per FTEF
This calculation, sometimes called ‘productivity,’ is the
number of weekly student contact hours (WSCH) per
Full Time Equivalent Faculty (FTEF). Some colleges
establish a target number to ensure fiscal viability.

Unduplicated Enrollment, (Headcount)
This is the number of actual students. One student,
taking five classes, is counted as one student. If there
are 20 students in a program in which all students are
enrolled in five classes, there are 100 duplicated
enrollments, but a 20 student headcount.

The college community is made up of departments and
programs with a wide variety of needs. Some
disciplines have mandates from external sources that
keep class size low. A college supports this diversity of
discipline needs and strives for general support and
cooperation to best serve students in meeting their
educational needs while understanding the fiscal
pressures of the institution. That is the purpose of
understanding this formula.

Full Time Equivalent Student (FTES)
A full time equivalent student is one student taking 15
hours of instruction per week for two semesters of 17.5
weeks. While most of our students do not necessarily
enroll in 15 hours of instruction per week , we calculate
aggregated student attendance in this manner for both
funding purposes as well as a measure for the college of
how many full time equivalent students are
participating in any given class or program, or are
enrolled at the college.
Weekly Student Contact Hours (WSCH)
This is a measure of the number of students enrolled in
a course multiplied by the number of hours the course
meets per week. If a class meets for three hours a week
and has 30 students enrolled, the WSCH is 90.
Full Time Equivalent Faculty (FTEF)
One full time faculty member teaching the equivalent of
a full load of classes equals 1.0 FTEF. Most often FTEF
is aggregated to provide the college with a measure of
the number of faculty teaching. The loads of adjunct
faculty and full time faculty are summed to provide an
aggregate number for the program or college.
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Environmental Scan
An environmental scan considers present and future
factors that can influence the direction and goals of an
organization. Environmental scans include both
external elements (e.g., service area demographics, state
requirements, industry demands, marketing trends, etc)
and internal elements (e.g., infrastructure, personnel,
programs, abilities, etc). These are evaluated in terms of
their potential impact on the organization and its ability
to meet its present and future strategic goals.
Course Retention Rate
This is a measure of the number/percent of students
who remain in the course after the census date until the
end of the term.
Course Success Rate
This is a measure of the number/percent of students
who earn a grade of A, B, C, or CR in the class. Course
grades of NC, D, F, I or W are considered to be
unsuccessful.
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AVERAGE COURSE SUCCESS, COURSE RETENTION, AND WSCH PER FTEF

Retention Rates
CA CC Average

Lemoore Average

83.5%

83.7%

83.7%

83.9%

83.3%

79.7%

80.2%

79.8%

78.6%

77.1%

2003‐2004

2004‐2005

2005‐2006

2006‐2007

2007‐2008

Success Rates
CA CC Average

Average WSCH
per FTEF

Lemoore Average

441

68.4%

67.9%

67.4%

64.4%

65.3%

65.3%

2003‐2004

2004‐2005

2005‐2006

67.6%

67.0%

62.6%

61.2%

2006‐2007

2007‐2008
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2002‐2007
Note: College average does not
include NC courses.
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Retention by Location
Lemoore Campus
100.00%

Lemoore Online

81.13%

81.45%

80.79%

80.46%

78.54%

75.08%

75.02%

75.96%

74.42%

73.41%

75.00%
50.00%
25.00%
2003‐ 2004 2004‐ 2005 2005‐ 2006 2006‐ 2007 2007‐ 2008

Success by Location
Lemoore Campus

Lemoore Online

100.00%
75.00%
50.00%

66.68%

67.02%

67.21%

65.51%

63.55%

57.01%

58.20%

58.27%

55.93%

55.05%

25.00%
2003‐ 2004 2004‐ 2005 2005‐ 2006 2006‐ 2007 2007‐ 2008

Notes:
In 2003‐2004, the college responded to the statewide budget crisis and reduced the number of sections it
offered. This drop in enrollment is seen significantly in some departments. It should be noted that some
departments responded to the cutback in sections by enrolling larger number of students in their classes (see
Basic Skills Math). This significantly increased their productivity ratio or WSCH per FTE.
Prior to 2004‐2005, online instruction was offered by WHC Lemoore. Coalinga students enrolled in online
courses but headcount was attributed to WHC Lemoore.
The information included in the program sections is based on submitted program reviews. The college has a
developed program review process that is still being refined, but one in which a template and process are in
place. Any editing was done for clarity and brevity and was not intended to change the intent of the review or
plans of the program. Items under the heading “Program Plans” were derived from the program reviews.
Items under the heading “Challenges and Opportunities” are not from the program reviews but have been
selectively added to suggest strategic options for programs.
If a program does not offer a degree, the listing under Degrees Awarded is stated as “N/A.” If a program offers
a degree but none were awarded, the listing under Degrees Awarded is stated as “0.”
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS
Discipline Area

Administration of Justice

FTES
126.90
95.25

2002‐
2003

83.38

2003‐
2004

89.42

85.40

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

976

853

925

889

1,299

FTEF

6.75

4.56

5.14

5.95

8.35

WSCH per
FTEF

412

533

507

419

443

Success
84%

61%

2002‐
2003

Retention

87%

85%

83%

80%

69%

69%

66%

61%

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

40

28

29

33

46

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

60%

37%

40%

32%

38%

15

29

28

30
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Description:
The AOJ program offers the student a variety of
educational and career pathways. The student
may elect to enroll in a program leading to an
Associate Degree with the emphasis on the Law
Enforcement Option or the Corrections Option.
Both provide a path to a four year institution.
Presently, CSU Fresno offers classes on the
Lemoore campus for those seeking a
Baccalaureate Degree in Criminology.
Assessment
• FTES growth in 2006‐
2007corresponds to increase in
number of sections offered
• Online enrollment decreased over
years observed
• Increase in numbers of degrees
awarded
• Retention rate is stable and above
college average
• Success rate is at college average
Program Goals from 2004 and 2006
Program Review
• Continue to update all curriculum and
create six new courses.
• Develop more short term and online
courses so employed individuals can
quickly update their skills or obtain job
ready skills.
• Include learning activities with specific
learning outcomes in all curricula.
• Market the program at high school job
fairs and utilize AOJ students as
ambassadors.
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Discipline Area

Art

FTES

71.10
49.67

2002‐
2003

87.13

79.60

55.17

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

379

399

536

567

594

FTEF

7.44

5.98

4.70

4.80

5.99

WSCH per
FTEF

195

269

441

484

424

Success
85%
77%

2002‐
2003

Retention

89%

88%

85%

81%

86%

82%

75%

71%

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

59

74

111

96

73

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

7.4%

1

0

1

1
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Description:
The Art program provides classes which meet
the General Education requirement and course
work that prepares art students for transfer.
Classes also serve as enrichment experiences
for many students. Students from diverse
backgrounds work in an environment that
affords a common, visual language.
Assessment
• High growth in FTES in years observed
• Number of sections offered in Art
declined after the 2004‐2005 academic
year, but FTES has continued to
increase, as has the WSCH per FTEF.
• Online courses begin in ‘06‐’07, note
FTES increase in that year
• Retention rate is fairly stable and
exceeds college average
• Success rate is strong, fairly stable, and
exceeds college average
Program Goals from 2006 Program Review
• Curricula is being developed for
several computer generated Arts
courses, including Photoshop,
Illustrator, and others
• Art 15A Painting is being revised to
articulate transferability to Fresno
State University
• Student learning outcomes will be
addressed

Challenges and Opportunities
• High enrollment, strong retention and
success rates suggest opportunities for
further growth, for example, expanded
online offerings.
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Discipline Area

Biology

FTES
283.43

277.70

245.97
184.27
142.33

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

782

991

1301

1496

1,460

FTEF

10.36

12.32

16.37

17.97

18.20

WSCH per
FTEF

401

436

438

460

445

Success

Retention

83%

79%

79%

78%

62%

66%

63%

64%

65%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

75%

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

68

80

106

126

132

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

14.6%

17.0%

11.8%

14.4%

27.1%

0

1

1

1
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Description:
The main courses offered by the Biology
department include general biology, human
anatomy, human physiology, and microbiology.
These primarily serve as prerequisites for
students going into teaching or the allied health
professions. The department offers majors‐
level biology courses as well as courses for non
science majors to fulfill the life science general
education requirement.
Assessment
• FTES in years observed is increasing
• Percentage of online enrollment
fluctuates, highest 2006‐2007
• WSCH per FTEF has fluctuated but
remained productive
• Success rate is stable and at the college
average
• Retention rate is stable and at the
college average
• Degree and certificates awarded are
minimal because courses primarily
serve as requirements for the allied
health programs
Program Goals from 2007 Program Review
• Schedule biology major preparation
courses once a year and work on
maintaining transferability.
• Continue to add new transferable
courses for the non biology major
• Offer field trips and out of classroom
experience in Biology
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Discipline Area

Business Administration
Description:
Business Administration is an integral part of
the CIS, Business, and HRCM service area. The
curriculum is intended for those interested in
transferring to a four year college or university
to earn a baccalaureate degree.

FTES
121.34

2002‐
2003

106.21

106.16

104.26

102.55

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

1.101

1.212

1,075

992

1,008

FTEF

10.80

7.69

5.76

7.75

7.13

WSCH per
FTEF

282

460

537

399

419

Success

Retention

67%

67%

70%

74%

78%

48%

48%

49%

54%

55%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

94

85

84

80

89

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

0.0%

7.5%

5.8%

10.8%

19.8%

29

32

37

48
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Assessment
• FTES increase in’03‐‘04 academic year
with decline following
• WSCH per FTEF has been erratic
• Success rates below college average
• High number of degrees awarded
• Retention rate rising and matches
college average in ’06‐‘07
Program Goals from 2007 Program Review
• Work toward providing students with
placement services
• Follow up on recently submitted
certificate options
• Follow up on faculty development,
particularly in regards to SLOs
• Address diversity of staff
Challenges and Opportunities
• Develop strategies to increase success
rate
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Discipline Area

Chemistry
Description:

FTES
38.17
26.90

26.80
16.13

20.10

The chemistry department provides the initial
training in chemistry for a broad range of careers
and focuses as well on chemical education for the
public sector. The careers include the traditional
sciences, engineering, pre‐professional, allied
health professions, agriculture, forestry, and the
many emerging cross‐disciplinary or
interdisciplinary programs such as oceanography,
aqua‐culture, environmental health, and
atmospheric science.

Assessment
2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

106

91

177

275

122

FTEF

1.83

1.48

2.37

3.21

2.55

WSCH per
FTEF

257

396

330

346

308

•
•
•

Retention

70%
64%

52%

44%

42%

2003‐
2004

•
66%

59%

58%

54%

48%

•
•

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

FTES shows steady increase then drops
in 2006‐2007
WSCH per FTEF has been stable over the
five year observed but is below the
college average
Success rate is unstable and below
college average
Retention is unstable and below college
average

Program Goals from 2004 Program Review
•

Success

2002‐
2003

•

•
•

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

10

8

14

21

14

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

•

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

•

Shift the design of the Chem 2A/B
sequence for allied health students to
include more directly related allied
health applications.
Maintain and extend recently acquired
modern analytical instrumentation and
add additional software licensing for
simulations
Expand and integrate the “Collaboratory”
computerized lab platform
Stabilize current enrollment to establish
offering patterns that allow completion
of an AS degree in chemistry.
Increase student retention in all
offerings
Initiate T1 link capability so students can
download data from their graphing
calculators into the “Collaboratory”
platform to bridge their math skills to
practical applications.
Extend software licensing to provide
students with take home versions of
software used in class
Develop initial course offerings at the
NDC site, complete with labs.

Challenges and Opportunities
•

Educational Master Plan, 2008 | West Hills College Lemoore
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Develop strategies to increase retention
and success rates
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Discipline Area

Child Development

FTES
61.58

61.27

60.23

56.31
52.70

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

714

572

766

680

660

FTEF

4.04

3.06

3.77

4.29

4.85

WSCH per
FTEF

407

502

476

410

368

Success

Retention

81%

83%

83%

82%

73%

72%

72%

72%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

80%

65%

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

31

23

28

31

33

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

5.0%

19

2

0

7
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Description:
The Child Development program offers a
comprehensive background in the field of child
growth and development. Students are offered
information and skills for potential
employment in federal, state, non‐profit, or
privately owned early childhood educational
programs or schools. Courses help students
qualify for a Child Development Certificate and
partially qualify the student for a Child
Development Permit from the State of
California, Commission for Teacher Preparation
and Licensing.
Assessment
• Growth in FTES in years observed
• Number of sections offered in Child
Development is steady
• Retention is steady and slightly higher
than college average
• Success rate dropped in ’06‐’07 but is
higher than the college average
Program Goals from 2007 Program Review
• Student learning outcomes and their
measurement are being addressed
with adjunct faculty.
• Update of 2+2 agreement with Hanford
High and the Naval Base child care
program for module credit transfer to
specific courses.
• Create a math and possibly music and
science courses for young children
• Potentially offer online classes
• Explore ways to gather information on
where our students are employed
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Discipline Area

Communications

FTES
50.90
40.90

46.50

44.00

38.60

Description:
Provides the College with speech
communication courses that parallel lower
division classes at four year colleges and
universities. Speech 1 is required within Area A
of designated transfer courses. Speech 51 is an
applied communications course emphasizing
communication in the work place.
Assessment
•

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

•
•

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

407

386

509

465

440

FTEF

3.00

3.00

4.00

4.40

4.20

WSCH per
FTEF

398

375

371

308

306

Success
79%

69%

Retention

83%

85%

87%

77%

77%

79%

Program Goals from 2004 Program Review
• Develop a course in organizational
communications
• Develop a course in voice and diction
• Revise and update Speech 5,
Interpersonal Communications
• Explore distance learning options
From Program Review 2004

82%

71%

Challenges and Opportunities
•

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

Retention rate is higher than college
average
Success rate is generally10% higher
than college average
WSCH/per FTEF decreased in the last
two years

2005‐
2006

Develop strategies to improve
productivity

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

15

15

20

22

21

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Discipline Area

Computer Information Systems
Description:
The Computer Information Systems program
teaches concepts, procedures, and terminology,
as well as the skills and applications necessary
to operate computers and network systems.

FTES
174.58
130.03

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

116.38

2004‐
2005

94.79

89.39

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

1,237

996

858

711

671

FTEF

10.96

7.49

5.74

7.52

6.20

WSCH per
FTEF

465

506

591

368

421

Success

Retention

80%

78%

76%

76%

76%

62%

63%

62%

62%

67%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

78

61

60

61

64

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

38.5%

29.1%

19.2%

21.7%

28.0%

13

7

10

10
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Assessment
• FTES in years observed is declining
significantly
• WSCH per FTEF has fluctuated, but
remains at a productive level
• Success stable and improved in 2006‐
2007 when it exceeded the college
average
• Retention rate is stable but slightly
below the college average
Program Goals from 2007 Program Review
• Maintain and revise CIS Open
Entry/Open Exit entry level courses to
provide students with marketable job
skills specifically geared toward the
needs of reentry, traditional, and
lifelong learning students. The
department is in the process of
changing its core curriculum from
Office 2000 to Office 2007.
• Maintain and revise Comp‐TIA (A+),
WOW Web Development and
reestablish the MOU certification
programs.
• Continue the ongoing development of
the Web Developer Certification
program to include a Cyber Forensic,
and Project Management components
with current, emerging web
technologies.
• Infusion of information technology
components into established curricula,
such as Administration of Justice,
Math, Geography, etc.
• Revise curricula to implement in
conjunction with the OE Department,
the MOU certification program.
• Develop, maintain, and revise Internet‐
based courses
• Establish a full CIS AA degree online.
Challenges and Opportunities
Develop strategies to raise retention rate
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Discipline Area

Culinary Arts

Waiting for Approval from CA Community College
Chancellor’s Office

Description:
The Culinary Arts department has developed a
full range of curricula which is available to
students. Certifications from this program
exist in the areas of ServSafe, Deli Cook and
Baker certification, Baker Certification,
Bartending Certification, Dining Roof Staff
Certification, and Chef Apprentice Certification.
Courses provide a knowledge base that allows
students to more easily obtain entry level or
higher positions in this field.
Assessment
No data available
Program Goals from 2006 Program Review
• Additional curricula will be developed
including Commercial Food prep as the
prerequisite to most courses.
• The program will seek American
Culinary Federation accreditations
• More community outreach
• Develop a job placement program
From Program Review September 2006

Educational Master Plan, 2008 | West Hills College Lemoore
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Discipline Area

Engineering
Description:
A new Engineering Program was launched Fall
2008.

FTES
0.30

Assessment
TBA
Program Goals:
TBA

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

3

FTEF

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

0.20

WSCH per
FTEF

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

44

Success

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

Retention

67%

33%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

0.0%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Discipline Area

Geography

FTES
84.83

83.31

80.85

73.66

2002‐
2003

72.31

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

576

569

607

640

639

FTEF

4.45

4.05

4.80

5.48

6.10

WSCH per
FTEF

483

521

491

451

398

Success

Retention

85%

84%

86%

89%

66%

67%

67%

72%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

83%

60%

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

25

22

27

32

34

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

23%

22%

17%

15%

26%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Description:
The Geography department offers a wide
variety of introductory classes including
Cultural Geography and Physical Geography.
Cultural Geography introduces students to the
spatial and diverse cultural milieu that is the
basis for the Social Sciences and Humanities.
Physical Geography focuses on the spatial
relations of the various physical and earth
sciences.
Assessment
• Growth in FTES
• Number of sections offered in
Geography has increased
• Retention is steady and exceeds
college average
• Success rate was steady but fell below
college average in 2006‐2007
•
There is an observed increase in % of
online enrollment that same year
Program Goals from 199899 Program
Review
• Continue to build on the base courses
• Bring electronic learning into the
program, using more computers in lab
and lecture
• Insure course articulation for all types
of teaching techniques
• Promote collaboration in lab settings
• Add to the online course offerings
Challenges and Opportunities
• Consider strategies to address lower
success rates that began in ’06‐‘07
• Develop strategies for a degree
program
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Discipline Area

Geology
Description:
Program review needed.

FTES
33.00
24.60
19.80
10.40

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

N/A

52

99

123

165

FTEF

N/A

0.70

1.05

1.40

2.45

WSCH per
FTEF

N/A

433

550

513

393

Success
92%
91%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

Program Goals
TBA

Retention
87%

80%

86%

77%

Assessment
• High growth in FTES in years observed
with a large percentage of online
enrollment
• From 2004‐2005 to 2005‐2006
% of online enrollment almost doubled
During the same timeframe, success
and retention tended to decrease
• Large increase in FTES in ’06‐‘07and
the WSCH per FTEF decreases
• Success rate is strong and consistently
higher than college average
• Retention rate is steady and exceeds
college average

2004‐
2005

70%

76%

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

N/A

4

6

8

14

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

N/A

0%

36%

60%

74%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Discipline Area

Health Science (General)
Description:
Program review needed.

FTES
260.80

266.50

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

217.50
135.70
102.80

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

592

755

1,218

1,457

1,547

FTEF

7.60

8.93

13.90

16.80

17.45

WSCH per
FTEF

395

443

456

453

445

Success
71%

61%

2002‐
2003

81%

69%

2003‐
2004

Assessment
• FTES in years observed is increasing
• Increase in online courses in years
observed
• WSCH per FTEF has remained steady
• Success rate steady and near the
college average
• Retention rate is steady but slightly
below the college average
• The number of degrees awarded is
substantial
Program Goals
TBA
Challenges and Opportunities
• Develop strategies to increase
retention rate

Retention

77%

75%

75%

62%

62%

62%

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

42

52

81

105

113

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

4.6%

31.0%

21

26

31

20
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Discipline Area

Health Science (Pre Professional)
Description:
Program review needed.

FTES
18.63

17.07

16.00
13.03
9.47

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

40

62

81

80

88

FTEF

1.66

1.16

2.19

2.70

3.03

WSCH per
FTEF

56

328

213

185

179

Success

50%
45%
2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

Challenges and Opportunities
• Develop strategies to increase
retention rate

72%

65%

68%

53%

Program Goals
TBA

Retention

79%

65%

Assessment
• FTES in years observed is increasing
• WSCH per FTEF has been erratic and
low
• Success rate unstable but above
college average in ’06‐‘07
• Retention rate is unstable and below
college average

65%

54%

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

6

5

10

11

13

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Discipline Area

Hotel, Restaurant and Casino Management (HRCM)

FTES
75.93

75.20
59.23
46.36

11.77

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

101

372

380

449

461

FTEF

0.85

3.27

3.89

4.63

5.52

WSCH per
FTEF

404

414

444

474

401

92%

Success
92%
88%

69%

65%

75%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

Retention
95%
90%

2004‐
2005

85%

76%

2005‐
2006

Description:
This is a program to certify students to work in
the fields of hotel, restaurant, and casino
management. All courses offered promote
practical job skills and have resulted in
students receiving certificates in Dining Room
Management, Pastry and Bakery Arts, and
Beverage Management.
Assessment
• FTES in years observed is increasing
• WSCH per FTEF has been erratic, but
productive
• Success rate high in 2005‐2006 and
exceeds college average
• Retention rate high and steady and
exceeds college average
Program Goals from 2008 Program Review
• Sequence course work to articulate
with 4 year institutions
• Achieve accreditation for the program
• Build new course curricula
• Modify current courses as needed to
improve student learning outcomes
Challenges and Opportunities
• Develop strategies to increase degrees
awarded

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

5

27

29

37

44

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

64%

34%

17%

0%

0%

1

0

0

1
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Discipline Area

Humanities
Description:
This program serves students seeking AA
degrees in Humanities and Social Sciences. It is
an interdisciplinary program.

FTES
90.70
64.70

32.10

2002‐
2003

41.30

2003‐
2004

Assessment
• High growth in FTES in years observed
• Large percentage of online enrollment
• Online enrollment more than doubled
from 2005‐2006 to 2006‐2007
• Success rate is unstable, fell below
college average by 8% in ’06‐‘07
• Retention rate is stable

50.80

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

321

413

508

647

906

FTEF

2.20

2.40

3.20

4.40

6.40

WSCH per
FTEF

426

502

463

429

413

Program Goals from 2006 Program Review
• Begin a Native American course
• Begin a cross cultural course
• Put Women’s Studies under the Ethnic
Studies program
• Participate in recruitment events at
high schools in our service area
Challenges and Opportunities
• Review variances in success rates and
seek to increase

Success
81%

80%

67%

61%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

Retention

86%

84%

68%

71%

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

81%

56%

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

11

12

16

22

32

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

0.0%

11.6%

8.3%

25.7%

59.3%

1

0

1

2
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Discipline Area
0203
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

Liberal Studies/Liberal Arts
0304

0405

0506

0607

137

158

189

212

Description:
The program is currently under review and
modification.
Assessment
No Data Available
Program Goals
TBA
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Discipline Area

Mathematics
Description:
The Math program consists of a full spectrum
of courses ranging from developmental to
advanced level mathematics. Courses are
designed to satisfy the certificate, associate
degree, and transfer level needs for both the
technical and non‐technical student.

FTES
290.20
274.40

274.13
257.85

2002‐
2003

261.23

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

1,825

1,801

1,981

1,919

1,908

FTEF

16.16

15.48

17.98

20.24

19.53

WSCH per
FTEF

465

492

471

395

410

Success
79%

74%

77%

62%

62%

63%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2006‐
2007

Retention
73%

74%

55%

57%

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

58

55

62

74

78

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

26.8%

19.4%

16.4%

20.2%

29.2%

2

4

2

2
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Assessment
• FTES increased until ‘05‐‘06
• Significant increase in sections during
the years observed
• WSCH per FTEF has decreased overall
• Success rate is decreasing and is below
the college average
• Retention is relatively stable but below
college average
Program Goals from 2004 Program Review
• Add student learning outcomes to all
course outlines
• Increase number of Math 64 sections
• Establish an effective assessment test
that accurately places students in Math
101, 61, 63 or Math 15.
• Create an assessment policy for online
classes
Challenges and Opportunities
• Develop strategies to increase success
and retention rates
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Discipline Area

Nursing
Description:
A new Nursing Program was launched Fall
2008.
Assessment
No Data Available
Program Goals
TBA
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Discipline Area

Office Management and Technology

FTES
65.22

2002‐
2003

64.04

2003‐
2004

51.69

49.51

51.61

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

655

645

545

520

499

FTEF

4.58

3.26

2.10

3.80

3.26

WSCH per
FTEF

415

574

717

380

462

Success

Retention

68%

67%

67%

70%

73%

51%

50%

46%

51%

49%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

48

41

39

42

44

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

7.0%

14.1%

11.4%

20.6%

31.3%

N/A

6

3

3

3
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Description:
The Office Management and Technologies
program offers a variety of options that guide
students toward successful employment in
business and government. The certificate
programs include an Office Management and
Technology Certificate, a Clerk Typist
Certificate, and a Secretary/Word Processing
Certificate. Completion of the Certificate
program and the general education and District
requirements qualifies students for an
associate degree.
Assessment
• FTES in years observed is decreasing
• Percentage of online courses is steadily
increasing
• WSCH per FTEF has been erratic, but
generally productive
• Success rate well below the college
average
• Retention is improved but below the
college average
Program Goals from 2004 Program Review
• Increase business community
involvement in the design of classes
and certificates/degrees
• Improve the business community’s
perception of the college’s
certificates/degrees
• Develop a path for students’ transition
from education to employment
• Investigate cross discipline course
offerings to enhance employability
• Integrate certificates and degrees to
articulate a path to four year
institutions
• Improve student access with
convenient course designs
• Develop more short term and online
courses so employed individuals can
quickly update their skills or the
unemployed can obtain job ready skills

Challenges and Opportunities
• Develop strategies to raise retention
and success rates
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Discipline Area

Physical Education

FTES
162.69
128.69

118.68

105.22
83.38

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

1,158

879

1,136

1,244

1,735

FTEF

7.94

5.67

8.18

8.83

12.37

WSCH per
FTEF

386

429

423

425

383

Description:
The Physical Education curriculum is designed
to provide the opportunity to achieve an
associate degree in the student’s area of
specialization.
Assessment
• FTES in years observed is increasing
• WSCH per FTEF had been steady, but
decreased in 2006‐2007 and is below
the college average
• Success rate is stable and slightly
above college average
• Retention has slightly declined but at
college average
Program Goals from 2007 Program Review
• Increase course offerings
• Standardize tests between instructors
to be more consistent in grading
• Develop and revise the degree
Challenges and Opportunities:

Success

•

Retention

84%

81%

80%

78%

78%

72%

66%

68%

65%

67%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

98

58

68

78

106

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

2.7%

19.3%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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•

Develop strategies to increase
productivity of classes
Develop strategies to increase degrees
awarded
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Discipline Area

Physics
Description:
Program review needed

FTES
6.20

6.20

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

3.00

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

NA

NA

15

31

31

FTEF

NA

NA

0.70

1.05

1.75

WSCH per
FTEF

NA

NA

125

172

103

Success

Assessment
• Sections increasing
• FTES increasing
• Success & retention high in 2006‐2007
and both exceed the college averages that
year
• WSCH per FTEF is low relative to other
programs on campus
Program Goals
TBA

Retention
97%

80%

77%

67%

71%

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

94%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

NA

NA

4

6

10

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

NA

NA

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Discipline Area

Psychology

FTES
86.10

2002‐
2003

77.40

2003‐
2004

79.70

77.50

68.70

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

859

805

683

775

797

FTEF

5.06

4.60

4.20

5.40

6.00

WSCH per
FTEF

496

491

477

419

387

Success
80%

80%

62%

62%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

Retention

84%

80%

65%

68%

67%

65%

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

27

23

21

27

30

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

46.0%

28.0%

31.0%

36.8%

48.6%

6

14

13

18
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Description:
The Psychology Associate Degree program is
designed to provide entry‐level skills and
knowledge for the student transferring to a
four year institution with a major in
psychology. The psychology major prepares
students for programs with emphasis in
psychology, counseling, child development,
educational psychology, education, social work,
sociology, human services, and nursing.
Assessment
• No [overall] growth in FTES in years
observed
• FTES dipped in 2004‐2005 and
increased by 2006‐2007
• Large percentage of online enrollment
• Substantial number of degrees
awarded.
• Success rate is relatively stable and at
the college average
• Retention rate has been stable then
declined and in ’06‐’07 fell 14% below
the college average
Program Goals from 2004 Program Review
• Develop hybrid Psychology courses
• Revise curriculum to ensure currency
with statewide curricular trends
• Develop student learning outcomes for
Psych 1
• Expand Learning Community course
offerings
• Expand offerings of hybrid Psych
courses
Challenges and Opportunities
• Develop strategies to address recent
retention rate decrease
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Discipline Area

Social Science

FTES
230.90

2002‐
2003

228.20

236.00

262.40

206.30

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

2,298

2,281

2,061

2,359

2,623

FTEF

14.00

11.80

12.00

14.80

16.80

WSCH per
FTEF

481

564

501

465

456

Success

Retention

82%

82%

83%

82%

81%

65%

66%

68%

68%

64%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

70

59

60

74

84

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

49.8%

47.6%

41.6%

44.0%

51.4%

3

4

8

12
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Description:
The Social Science Associate Degree program is
designed to provide the transfer social science
major the opportunity to achieve an associate
degree with specialization of the student’s
choice. The major is made up of 24 units in the
fields of Economics, Geography, History,
Political Science, Psychology, and Sociology.
Assessment
• Slight growth in FTES in years
observed
• FTES dropped in 2004‐2005 and has
been steadily increasing
• Large percentage of online enrollment
• Retention rate is stable and higher
than the college average
• Success rate is stable and higher than
the college average
Program Goals from 2004 Program Review
• Bring Social Science 32A and B into the
history department
• Develop a cultural/ethnic studies
program
• Develop courses such as Native
American and Asian Pacific Islander
history, with potential to expand into
family and gender studies
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Discipline Area

Teaching Assistant (Education Assistant)

FTES
17.25

2002‐
2003

18.57

2003‐
2004

11.47

10.87

10.63

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

250

246

190

156

142

FTEF

1.86

1.81

1.24

1.25

1.27

WSCH per
FTEF

271

299

270

253

245

Success
86%

82%

76%

71%

67%

63%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

Retention
78%

82%

71%

71%

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

18

14

11

12

11

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

34.8%

41.5%

59.5%

46.8%

38.0%

1

0

0

1
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Description:
The Education/Education Assistant (EDUC/EA)
program provides courses and experiences for
prospective teachers. The program awards a
certificate as a Teaching Assistant. It is a
program that has been actively involved in
partnerships with Upward Bound Math and
Science, Educational Talent Search, University
Charter School, and Middle College High School.
The teacher preparation effort is now called
T.E.A.M. Teach and comes out of the
Education/Education Assistant program.
Assessment
• Number of FTES as well as sections
offered in Teaching Assistant declined
over past five academic years
• Retention and success rates are above
college average
• WSCH per FTEF is below college
average.
Program Goals from 2007 Program Review
• Identify a counselor who will work
specifically with T.E.A.M Teach
students
• Write student learning outcomes for
all remaining EDUC/EA courses
• Review and revise education assistant
certificate to meet current needs of
workplace and students
• Implement student learning outcome
evaluation cycle in EDUC 1
• Write curriculum for CBEST prep
classes to offer as nontransferable one
unit courses in test preparation,
reading, writing, and math
• Develop stronger articulation
agreements at local high schools
• Develop strong student learning
outcome assessment cycles for EDUC 1
and EDUC 5 that include adjunct
faculty
Challenges and Opportunities
• Develop strategies to increase
enrollment, retention, and success
rates, and increase productivity
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BASIC SKILLS
Basic Skills are the foundation for student success. Sometimes called developmental education or pre‐
collegiate skills, they are needed by many students entering all segments of higher education in order to be
successful in college coursework. The statewide course success rate at community colleges in Basic Skills is
60.5%, about 10 % lower than that for other courses.
At Lemoore, students in Basic Skills classes are successful at a rate close to or above the statewide average. All
Basic Skills classes have grown in enrollment over the six years represented below.
Basic Skills Math

FTES

Success
80%

79.83
53.50
31.17

30.28

79%

71%

70%

70%

39.33

Retention

53%

60%

58%

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

82%

81%

65%

63%

2006‐
2007

2007‐
2008

15.33

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

Sections
Duplicated Enrollment
FTEF
WSCH per FTEF

•

•

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

2007‐
2008

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

200203

200304

200405

200506

200607

200708

8
188
2.46
359

4
92
1.32
339

5
187
1.65
551

7
236
2.32
494

9
321
3.00
520

13
479
4.33
537

Math Basic Skills classes have increased both in sections and enrollment. Students are more
successful than the statewide average of 52%. (Source: Board of Governor’s Report on System’s Basic
Skills)
The program has high productivity and strong retention

Basic Skills English

FTES

Success
89.40

59.47

66.83

69.33

58.33

78%

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

81%

79%

76%

79%

60%

57%

56%

58%

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

2007‐
2008

64.17
59%

2002‐
2003

73%

Retention

2006‐
2007

2007‐
2008
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2002‐
2003

50%

2003‐
2004
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Sections
Duplicated Enrollment
FTEF
WSCH per FTEF

•

•

200203

200304

200405

200506

200607

200708

35
360

19
401

22
416

19
350

22
385

31
648

7.71
225

4.76
410

6.16
328

5.34
318

5.93
315

7.13
366

English Basic Skills classes are building back from ’02‐ ’03. Note that with fewer sections in ’07‐08
they have significantly surpassed the number of enrollments they had in ’02‐’03 with more sections,
a sign of a productive efficient program ‐‐ particularly considering that the success and retention of
their students have remained steady.
Success rates are generally comparable to statewide average of 59.3%. (Source: Board of Governor’s
Report on System’s Basic Skills).

English as a Second Language (ESL)

FTES

Success
9.50

6.30

6.83

100%

6.67

6.50

92%

5.00

88%

Retention
93%

87%

88%

77%

98%

85%
67%

59%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

Sections
Duplicated Enrollment
FTEF
WSCH per FTEF

•
•
•

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

2007‐
2008

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

200203

200304

200405

200506

200607

200708

15
52
1.27
145

6
41
1.40
142

6
39
1.12
169

6
30
0.56
259

6
40
0.85
229

7
66
0.67
411

98%

2006‐
2007

2007‐
2008

Notable drop in sections after ’02‐03, but enrollments now surpass the enrollment when the
program had double the number of sections.
No ESL courses scheduled during the day were offered between 2002‐03 to 2007‐08
Success rates are mostly above statewide average of 70.6%. (Source: Board of Governor’s Report on
System’s Basic Skills)
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Basic Skills Placement
Students who enroll in courses that are appropriate for their preparation levels are much more likely to
succeed in college. The assessment process should provide information and support to students so they can
make appropriate educational choices. Below are charts that reveal the number of first term students who
were assessed and placed into Basic Skills classes in English and math. The ESL program does not have a
formal assessment mechanism.
WHC Lemoore Campus
Year

Placed into Basic Skills

FirstTerm
Students

Assessed

%
Assessed

English

% of
Assessed

Math

% of
Assessed

20042005

1,534

575

37.5%

203

35%

223

39%

20052006

1,702

927

54.5%

349

38%

413

45%

20062007

1.613

798

49.5%

317

40%

355

44%

20072008

1,843

859

46.6%

411

48%

437

51%

•
•
•

In the four years observed, an average of 47 percent first term students at the WHC Lemoore campus
were assessed for course placement
Of the numbers assessed, an average of 48 percent of students were placed into Basic Skills English
Approximately 45 percent of students assessed were placed in Basic Skills Math, with the greatest
percentage (51%) in the 2007‐08 academic year

NASL Campus
Year

Placed into Basic Skills
FirstTerm
Students

Assessed

%
Assessed

English

% of
Assessed

Math

% of
Assessed

20042005

40

16

40.0%

2

13%

4

25%

20052006

25

14

56.0%

3

21%

9

64%

20062007

22

11

50.0%

3

27%

3

27%

20072008

19

5

26.3%

0

0%

1

20%

•

A declining number of students are being assessed at NASL.

Online Campus
Year

Placed into Basic Skills

FirstTerm
Students

Assessed

%
Assessed

English

% of
Assessed

Math

% of
Assessed

20042005

519

204

39.3%

23

11%

48

24%

20052006

695

382

55.0%

54

14%

118

31%

20062007

988

459

46.5%

48

10%

119

26%

20072008

1162

313

26.9%

80

26%

125

40%

•
•
•

The percentage of students assessed for the online campus has been declining over three years
An average of 15 percent of students assessed for the online campus were placed into Basic Skills
English
An average of 30 percent of students assessed for the online campus were placed into Basic Skills
Math
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TOP TEN INSTRUCTIONAL DISCIPLINES BY FTES, 20032007
20032004
Program

20042005
FTES

20052006

Program

FTES

Program

20062007
FTES

Program

FTES

Math

261

Math

290

Biology

283

Biology

278

Social Science

228

Biology

246

Math

274

Math

274

Biology

184

218
206

236

Health Science
(General)
Social Science

267

136

Health Science
(General)
Social Science

261

Health Science
(General)
Computer
Information Systems
Business

Health Science
(General)
Social Science

262

130

Physical Education

119

Physical Education

129

Physical Education

163

121

116

Business

106

AOJ

127

AOJ

83

Computer
Information Systems
Business

106

95

Business

103

Physical Education

83

AOJ

89

Computer
Information Systems
AOJ

85

Humanities

91

Psychology

77

Geography

79

Geography

85

89

Geography

72

Art

71

Art

80

Computer
Information Systems
Art

•
•

87

Math, Biology and Health Science are among the three largest FTES generators in the past four years
observed. Social Science has remained in the top five.
The top ten programs have remained consistent during this time.

AVERAGE WSCH PER FTEF, 20022007
Program

Average

Program

Average

Office Management

510

Child Development

433

Social Science

493

HRCM

427

Geography

477

Business

420

Geology

472

Physical Education

409

Computer Information Systems

470

Art

363

AOJ

463

Chemistry

327

Psychology

454

Communications

306

Math

447

Teaching Assistant

268

Humanities

447

Health Science (Pre‐Professional)

192

COLLEGE AVERAGE, 2002‐07

441

Physics

134

Health Science (General)

438

Engineering*

44

Biology

436

*New Engineering program started in fall 2008
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AVERAGE SUCCESS 20022007
Program

Success

Program

Success

Art

78%

Humanities

65%

Geology

77%

Psychology

65%

Physics

77%

Biology

64%

HRCM

75%

COLLEGE AVERAGE, 2002‐07

64%

Child Development

71%

Computer Information Systems

63%

Communications

71%

Health Science (General)

63%

Teaching Assistant

69%

Math

60%

STATEWIDE AVERAGE, 200308

68%

Health Science (Pre‐Professional)

57%

Physical Education

68%

Business

51%

Geography

66%

Chemistry

50%

Social Science

66%

Office Management

50%

AOJ

65%

Engineering

33%

•

•

Students are least successful in Business, Chemistry, and Office Management over a 5 year span.
Business and Chemistry also fall below the college average in WSCH/FTEF; Office Management has
the highest WSCH/FTEF at the college.
Students are most successful in Art, Geology, HRCM, and Physics.

AVERAGE RETENTION, 20022007
Program

Retention

Program

Retention

HRCM

90%

Physical Education

80%

Geology

88%

Biology

79%

Art

86%

COLLEGE AVERAGE, 2002‐07

79%

Geography

85%

Psychology

78%

Physics

85%

Computer Information Systems

77%

STATEWIDE AVERAGE, 200308

84%

Health Science (General)

76%

AOJ

84%

Math

75%

Child Development

82%

Business

71%

Communications

82%

Office Management

69%

Humanities

82%

Engineering

67%

Social Science

82%

Health Science (Pre‐Professional)

66%

Teaching Assistant

81%

Chemistry

61%

•
•
•

Student retention is highest in programs that also reflect a high success rate – HRCM, Geology, Art,
and Physics.
Student retention is lowest in programs that reflect a lower success rate – Business, Office
Management, Health Science, and Chemistry.
The California Community Colleges System Strategic Plan of January 2006 notes that efforts are
needed to improve semester to semester persistence, especially into the second year of college study.
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DEGREES AND CERTIFICATES
From Fall 2003 to Fall 2007, West Hills College Lemoore conferred a total of 1,276 degrees and certificates in
various disciplines. Over 50 percent of these were Associate of Arts in Liberal Arts. The Liberal Arts Program
has been renamed Liberal Studies and is currently under review and modification.
The total number of degrees and certificates conferred by West Hills College Lemoore has been steadily
increasing over the past four years.

Total Number of Degrees & Certificates
293

254

*2003‐2004

2004‐2005

390

339

2005‐2006

2006‐2007

Top 20 Programs by Total Number of Degree/Certificate Conferred, 20032007
Program Title

200304*
137

200405
158

200506
189

200607
212

Total
696

Business Administration ‐ AA

19

25

29

33

106

Health Science ‐ General ‐ AS

20

25

0

19

64

Administration of Justice ‐ Law Enforcement ‐ AA

6

18

16

23

63

Psychology ‐ AA

5

14

13

18

50

Child Development ‐ AA

0

9

10

17

36

Health Science ‐ General ‐ AA

1

0

31

1

33

Social Science ‐ AA

3

4

8

12

27

Computer Information Systems ‐ AA

8

4

9

6

27

Administration of Justice ‐Corrections Option ‐ AA

2

7

9

2

20

Business ‐ AA

2

2

4

4

12

Computer Information Systems ‐ AS

5

2

1

4

12

Child Development ‐ Certificate

0

2

3

6

11

Bookkeeping Fundamental ‐ Certificate

2

2

2

5

11

Mathematics ‐ AA

2

4

2

2

10

Office Management & Tech. ‐ AA

2

3

2

1

8

Administration of Justice ‐ Law Enforcement ‐ AS

0

3

2

2

7

Business Management ‐ Certificate

3

2

0

2

7

Child Development Admin. ‐ Certificate

4

1

0

2

7

Retail Business Management ‐ Certificate

1

1

0

4

6

Liberal Arts ‐ AA
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TRANSFERS TO FOUR YEAR INSTITUTIONS

WHCL Student Transfers to Four Year Institutions
300
240

250

Transfers

200

50
0

134

127

150
100

170

163
97
51
2014 12

76
1922 10

88

86
3626
15

1621 9

129
84
50
26
10

59
33

19

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

In State Private

20

19

36

16

50

59

Out of State Private

14

22

26

21

26

33

In State Public

51

76

86

88

84

129

Out of State Public

12

10

15

9

10

19

Total

97

127

163

134

170

240

Data Source: National Student Clearing House; WHCCD Data Warehouse
Definition: The annual numbers of transfers to four‐year institutions were determined by students who
completed at least 12 units in the WHCCD system and stopped attending WHCCD prior to transferring to a
four year institution.
Assessment:
•
•
•

In ’07, 92 students transferred to public four year institutions; 148 students transferred to private
four year institutions.
In the six years observed, more students transferred to California private institutions each year than
transferred to California public institutions.
The number of students transferring continues to increase with the most significant gains occurring
at California private four year institutions.
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WHC Online Student Transfers to Four Year Institutions

Transfers

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

58
37
10

20

6
1410

6
1320

2002

2003

2004

In State Private

1

1

Out of State Private

4

In State Public

22

14

111113

22
14 16
2

6

2005

2006

2007

10

14

11

14

3

4

3

11

22

1

2

4

3

13

16

Out of State Public

0

0

2

2

2

6

Total

6

6

20

22

37

58

442

332

Data Source: National Student Clearing House; WHCCD Data Warehouse
Definition: Based on WHCCD students who completed at least 12 units primarily online from a combination
of online courses from WHCC and WHCL and stopped attending WHCCD prior to transferring to a four year
institution.
Assessment:
•
•

The number of online transfers has significantly increased over the six years observed.
Significant gains have been made in the number of students transferring to out of state public
institutions.

WHCCD Total Student Transfers to Four Year Institutions
500

419

Transfers

400
281

300
200

138

130

146

284

231

218
131

198
134

70
2320 25

2530 33

5243 40

4032 28

7051
29

99
72 50

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

In State Private

23

25

52

40

70

99

Out of State Private

20

30

43

32

51

72

In State Public

70

130

146

131

134

198

Out of State Public

25

33

40

28

29

50

Total

138

218

281

231

284

419

100
0

Data Source: National Student Clearing House; WHCCD Data Warehouse
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WHC Lemoore Top 20 Transfer FourYear Institutions, 20022007
Name of Institution
Number

%

1

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY ‐ FRESNO

381

40.9%

2

CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY‐AC 1

71

7.6%

3

FRESNO PACIFIC UNIVERSITY

58

6.2%

4

UNIVERSITY OF PHOENIX

54

5.8%

5

COLUMBIA COLLEGE‐EV SESSION

40

4.3%

6

CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY‐ORANGE

34

3.7%

7

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY ‐ CHICO

12

1.3%

8

NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

12

1.3%

9

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY ‐ SACRAMENTO

10

1.1%

10

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA‐DAVIS

10

1.1%

11

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ‐ UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

10

1.1%

12

EMBRY‐RIDDLE AERONAUTICAL UNIV.‐WORLDWIDE CAMPUS

9

1.0%

13

SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY

9

1.0%

14

SAN FRANCISCO STATE UNIVERSITY

8

0.9%

15

CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY

7

0.8%

16

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY ‐ FULLERTON

7

0.8%

17

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA‐BERKELEY

7

0.8%

18

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY ‐ MONTEREY BAY

6

0.6%

19

EMBRY‐RIDDLE AERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY ‐ DAYTONA

6

0.6%

20

OLD DOMINION UNIVERSITY

6

0.6%

Other Four Year Institutions

174

18.7%

Total

931

Data Source: National Student Clearing House; WHCCD Data Warehouse
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TRANSFERS TO TWO YEAR INSTITUTIONS

WHCL Student Transfers to Two Year Institutions

Transfers

160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

147
126

63

16

24
4 1 3

24
10

35

140
117

76
60

43
16

13

22

20

1 0

3 1

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

In State Public

16

24

43

60

126

117

Out of State Public

4

10

16

13

20

22

In State Private

1

1

3

1

1

1

Out of State Private

3

0

1

2

0

0

Total

24

35

63

76

147

140

1 2

1 0

1 0

Data Source: National Student Clearing House; WHCCD Data Warehouse
Totals includes In State Public, Out of State Public, In State Private and Out of State Private Two Year
institutions.
Definitions
•

Lemoore Total: The annual number of transfers to two‐year institutions was determined by
students who completed at least 12 units in the WHCCD system and stopped attending WHCCD prior
to transferring to a two year institution.

Assessment
•
•

The number of students transferring to two year institutions has increased over the six years
observed.
Exit interviews could reveal reasons for these transfers that will assist the college in educational
planning.
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WHC Lemoore Top 20 Transfer TwoYear Institutions, 20022007
Name of Institution
Number

%

1

COLLEGE OF THE SEQUOIAS

134

27.6%

2

FRESNO CITY COLLEGE

91

18.8%

3

REEDLEY COLLEGE

17

3.5%

4

CUESTA COLLEGE

13

2.7%

5

BAKERSFIELD COLLEGE

7

1.4%

6

SAN DIEGO CITY COLLEGE

7

1.4%

7

SOUTHWESTERN COLLEGE

7

1.4%

8

FULLERTON COLLEGE

6

1.2%

9

GROSSMONT COLLEGE

6

1.2%

10

AMERICAN RIVER COLLEGE LOS RIOS CC DISTRICT

5

1.0%

11

COASTLINE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

5

1.0%

12

COSUMNES RIVER COLLEGE‐LOS RIOS CC DISTRICT

5

1.0%

13

ITT TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

5

1.0%

14

PENSACOLA JUNIOR COLLEGE

5

1.0%

15

SAN DIEGO MESA COLLEGE

5

1.0%

16

TIDEWATER COMMUNITY COLLEGE

5

1.0%

17

COLLEGE OF SOUTHERN MARYLAND

4

0.8%

18

HEALD COLLEGE ‐ FRESNO

4

0.8%

19

OXNARD COLLEGE

4

0.8%

20

SAN DIEGO MIRAMAR COLLEGE

4

0.8%

Other Two Year Institutions

146

30.1%

Total

485
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Section IV: Student Services
Student services are an important and integral function at West Hills College Lemoore. The college develops
and offers a wide scope of support services that are dedicated to supplementing and complementing
instructional programs and providing educational and cultural resources to students, faculty, and the
community.
For the purposes of this Educational Master Plan, the student services included are those dealing with the
Department of Learning Resources, Financial Aid, the Matriculation process and the following categorical
programs: CalWorks, CARE, DSP&S, and EOPS.
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Department of Learning Resources
Description: The Department of Learning Resources is responsible for supporting the colleges in their
teaching/learning and service process through the development and administration of an academic online
and video conference program that provides faculty training, help desk support, and videoconference
technology installation and support.

20022006 Online FTES & Unduplicated Headcount by College
1101

3500
3000

1200
1000

886

2500

800

2000

558
408

1500

600

399
400

1000

200

500
0

2068

1793

1948 1477

2142 1849

3023 2304

2002‐2003

2003‐2004

2004‐2005

2005‐2006

2006‐2007

Lemoore

Coalinga

0

FTES

Note: Prior to 2003‐2004, all online courses were offered by WHCL
•

There is significant growth in the online FTES and headcount at each campus.

Video Conferenced Courses
Lemoore

Coalinga

Firebaugh
18

13
11

13 13

12

10

8

10
8

8

8

5

Fall 2003

•

Spring 2004

17

Fall 2004

5

Spring 2005

9

4

Fall 2005

4

Spring 2006

The number of video conference courses offered at Lemoore has been decreasing
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Online Offerings
Online Disciplines

Online Class Sections
146

134
105

36
19

17

Fall 2003

•

58

47

Spring
2004

19

Fall 2004

81

67

20

Spring
2005

21

Fall 2005

22

Spring
2006

23

Fall 2006

24

Spring
2007

While the number of disciplines available online has remained steady, the number of sections has
increased significantly.

Department Plans:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide online students with active, hands‐on, concrete experiences through technological media
through collaboration of Learning Resources online staff and online instructors
Develop and implement Student Technology and Online Readiness Self Assessment Tools
Increase student technology literacy and independence through enhanced online orientations,
student‐friendly sites, and online training in courses
Research and work with CENIC on all aspects of captioning for video conference courses
Research and present to faculty new classroom mediated technologies
Provide consultation and research services to the college academic communities.

From Program Review of Spring 2007
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Matriculation
Description: The matriculation Process at WHC Lemoore provides an admission process, an orientation to
college programs, services, and procedures; pre‐enrollment assessment and counseling for course selection, a
suitable curriculum, and a continuous follow up on student progress with referral to support services.

Students Served, 200607
% of 6,469 Total
926

424
221

205
75

3%

1%

7%

3%

14%

EOPS (Non‐
CARE)

CARE

DSP&S

CalWORKs

*Matric

Orientation Services

Assessment Services, Placement
Assessment Services, Other
23%
22%

21%
18%

19%
10%

12%

12%

7%

8%
2%

% of % of EOPS % of CARE % of
% of
Students
DSP&S CalWORKs

% of % of EOPS % of CARE % of
% of
Students
DSP&S CalWORKs

Advisement/Couseling

Academic Follow Up Services

73%

30%

65%

28%

55%
24%

% of % of EOPS % of CARE % of
% of
Students
DSP&S CalWORKs

31%
20%

9%

8%

% of % of EOPS % of CARE % of
% of
Students
DSP&S CalWORKs

* Matriculation is based on students receiving assessment and counseling or orientation services.
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Extended Opportunity Program and Services (EOPS)
Description: The EOPS program and services is a state funded program that provides supplemental support
services to students with financial and educational needs. Eligibility is determined by income level and
demonstration of need.
200607

EOPS (NonCARE)

% of EOPS

% of All (6,469)

Enrolled in CREDIT

221

100%

4%

Credit FTES

216

100%

8%

Enrolled in NONCREDIT

18

8.1%

5%

Noncredit FTES

0

0%

0%

Ethnicity, 2006‐07

Age, 2006‐07

Ages 30‐
49
24%
Ages
25‐29
12%

Native
American
3% Other

Ages 50+
4%

2%

Ages <20
21%

Hispanic
63%

Ages 20‐
24
39%

White
19%

African
American
9%

Unknown
/DTS
2%

Filipino Asian
1% 1%
•
•

The primary age group served by EOPS is students 20 to 24 years of age
The majority of the students are Hispanic
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Cooperative Agencies Resources for Education (CARE)
Description: The CARE Program is a cooperative effort between Kings County Human Services System, the
Employment Development Department, and the college’s EOPS program. The focus of the program is to assist
single parents on AFDC via supplemental grants and workshops that will provide them support for their
academic success and retention.
200607

CARE

% of CARE

% of All (6,469)

Enrolled in CREDIT

75

100%

1%

Credit FTES

75

100%

1%

Enrolled in NONCREDIT

66

100%

3%

Noncredit FTES

6

8%

2%

Age, 200607

Ethnicity, 200607

Ages <
20
8%

White
25%
Unknown
/DTS
6%

Ages 30 
49
32%
Ages 20 
24
33%

Ages 25 
29
27%

•
•

Hispanic
52%

African
America
n
16%

Asian
1%

The majority of students in CARE are below 30 years of age
The ethnic composition of CARE students varies from the college ethnic composition: CARE: 52%
Hispanic, college: 39% Hispanic, CARE: 25% white, college: 36% white, CARE: 16% African
American, college 7% African American
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Disabled Students Programs and Services (DSPS)
Description: The DSPS program provides equal access to education for disabled persons. The college’s office
provides services to students with physical, learning, and psychological disabilities with a large range of
support services.
200607

DSP&S

% of DSP&S

% of All (6,469)

Enrolled in CREDIT

234

55%

4%

Credit FTES

154

32%

6%

Enrolled in NONCREDIT

215

51%

60%

Noncredit FTES

327

68%

95%

Age, 200607

Ethnicity, 200607
Other
2%

Ages 50 +
13%

Native
American
1%

Ages < 20
12%

White
42%

Ages 20 ‐
24
28%

Ages 30 ‐
49
33%

Hispanic
36%

African‐
American
13%

Ages 25 ‐
29
14%
Filipino
2%

•
•

Unknown
/DTS
3%

Asian
1%

The largest percentage of any age group in the DSPS program is 30 to 49 years
The ethnic composition in DSPS varies from the college: DSPS: 42% white, college: 36% white;
DSPS: 36% Hispanic, college: 39% Hispanic; DSPS: 13% African American, college: 7% African
American
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Cal WORKs
Description: The Cal WORKs program is a state funded program to assist families who have received state
aid. It provides an opportunity to return to college and receive education and training to become employable.
200607

Cal WORKs

% of Cal WORKs

% of All (6,469)

Enrolled in CREDIT

201

98%

3%

Credit FTES

144

100%

5%

Enrolled in NONCREDIT

19

9%

5%

0.70

0%

0%

Noncredit FTES

Age, 200607

Ages 30 ‐
49
26%
Ages 25 ‐
29
23%

Ethnicity, 200607

Ages 50
+
1%

Ages < 20
7%

Ages 20 ‐
24
43%

•
•

White
29%

Native
American
2%

Unknown
/DTS
3%

African‐
American
14%

Hispanic
48%

Asian
2%
Filipino
2%

50% of Cal Works students are 24 years of age or below and 50% are 25 to 49
The ethnic composition varies from the overall college: Cal Works: 48% Hispanic, college 39%,
Cal Works: 29% white, college: 36% white, Cal Works: 14% African American, college: 7%
African American
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Financial Aid
Description: This department assists students through the various financial aid programs

administered by the college. Financial aid is funding provided by federal and state governments and
institutional sources to help students with their educational expenses. The funding is made up of
grants, scholarships, and loans. Loans have several repayment options.
WHC Lemoore

Enrolled

Received
Financial Aid

20022003

5,468

1,692

% of Students
Receiving Financial
Aid
31%

20032004

5,010

1,828

36%

20042005

5,512

2,153

39%

20052006

5,817

2,361

41%

20062007

6,469

2,583

40%

20072008

7,091

2,721

38%

•
•

The number of students receiving financial aid has increased over the six years observed.
The percentage of students receiving financial aid has decreased while the student population has
grown.

WHCCD Enrollment of Students Receiving Financial Aid Awards
Academic Year
20022003

Students Awarded
Financial Aid
3,494

20032004

Enrolled at
WHCCD

% Enrolled
2,563

73.4%

3,500

2,720

77.7%

20042005

4,007

3,146

78.5%

20052006

4,371

3,359

76.8%

20062007

4,614

3,645

79.0%

20072008

4,848

3,903

80.5%

Source: Datatel; WHCCD Data Warehouse

•
•

The number of students receiving financial aid awards has increased over the six years observed.
The percentage of students who were awarded financial aid and enrolled at WHCCD has increased
during six years observed.
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% of Students Receiving
Financial Aid
20072008

20072008
Financial Aid Awards by
Ethnicity
African‐
American
10.5%

38%

20062007

40%

20052006

41%

20042005

39%

20032004

36%

20022003

31%
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

20072008
Financial Aid Awards by Age

Filipino
2.6%

White
27.4%
Pacific
Islander
0.3%

Unknown
/DTS
4.6%

Other
1.0% Native
American
1.1%

Asian
2.7%

Hispanic
49.8%

20072008
Financial Aid Awards by Gender

Ages 50+
2%

Ages 30‐
49
22%
Ages 25‐
29
19%

•
•

Ages <19
22%

Ages 20‐
24
35%

Male
32%

Female
68%

The gender of students receiving financial aid differs from student population which is 61.94%
female, 37.37% male.
The age of students receiving financial aid differs slightly from the student population: 25.62% are
under 19; 30.94% are 20‐24; 15.36% are 25‐29; 23.28% are 30‐49.
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Section V: Labor Market Information
INTRODUCTION
The college is committed to providing students with relevant education and training for career technical and
professional programs. Consequently, we examine labor market information for this region and compare it to
the programs we offer. We use this information to plan for the development of new programs.
ECONOMY OF THE SAN JOAQUIN REGION, OVERVIEW
The Educational Master Plan for West Hills College Lemoore primarily utilizes our district service area that
encompasses parts of five counties (Fresno, Kings, Madera, Monterey, San Benito) for demographic data.
However, for the economic and labor market section we have also included the counties of Tulare, Kern,
Merced, Stanislaus and San Joaquin. The reason for this is the impact of the larger geographical region’s
economy on college planning for the West Hills Community College District. Employment options for our
students also take into consideration a greater area than the college district.
Among the ten counties under consideration by West Hills Community College District for its Educational
Master Plan, six are among the top ten counties in the state in the value of their agricultural production:
Fresno, Tulare, Kern, Merced, Stanislaus and San Joaquin. Of the ten counties drawing students to the West
Hills colleges, only Mariposa County, with nearly half of its land on Federal lands, has an economy not based
on agriculture.
While farming and agriculture define the region to a great extent, the counties of the San Joaquin Valley differ
considerably in their economic make‐ups. Madera and Tulare County have about three times the proportion
of employment in agriculture as San Joaquin and Stanislaus. The others fall in between. Likewise,
manufacturing is a more prominent part of the employment picture in Merced and Stanislaus counties than in
other counties and government is a larger sector of employment in Kings County than in the others. This
suggests that educational planners need to consider the diverse employment options in the region as well as
the large distances in the rural landscape.
Population Growth
The population of the region is expected to grow approximately ten percent between 2007 and 2012,
compared to the state’s projected growth of five percent during the same period. The greatest growth will
occur among adults aged 30 to 34 years and children under ten years of age (106,284). (Source: Regional Scan
and Program Demand Report, 2007) This growth will have an impact on the need for job training and re‐
training and for education of children, and related services.
Income Levels and Unemployment
Per capita personal income varies in the San Joaquin Valley counties, but is below the state average in each.
For comparison, the average per capita personal income in California for 2006 was $39,626. Among the ten
counties of the San Joaquin region, Fresno had the highest per capita income, $27,081; Kings had the lowest at
$22,771. (Source: Table CA1‐3, Regional Economic Accounts, Bureau of Economic Analysis, April 2008)
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A recent survey of student applications for admission to West Hill College Lemoore and West Hills College
Coalinga shows 45 and 48 percent of applicants, respectively, have family incomes of $25,000 or less. (Source:
WHCCD 2007‐2008 admission application supplemental survey) The lower than average incomes in the
region are consistent with agricultural regions across the country.
Unemployment also reflects the agricultural economic base of the region. Unemployment tends to be higher
in the San Joaquin Valley region than the state average. The seasonality of agriculture and the relatively low
wage scale account for some of the disparity between this region and other parts of the state. Counties in the
San Joaquin Valley also have higher than average poverty rates.
Employment
The top industry sectors in the region, those with over 100,000 jobs, were government, agriculture (including
forestry, fishing and hunting), retail trade, health and social assistance, manufacturing, construction, and
accommodation and food services in 2007. Construction ranked at the top in earnings per worker ($54,440)
and accommodation and food services ranked last in the group ($16,554). The greatest growth among all
industry sectors by 2012 is projected to be in health care and social assistance. (Source: Chart of Industry
Sectors, Region and State, 2007‐2012).
Those occupations requiring training and/or education and showing the most growth across all industries in
the region in 2007 include:
•
•
•
•

Registered nurses
First‐line supervisors/managers of retail
sales workers
Elementary school teachers, except
special education
Business operation specialists

•
•
•
•
•
•

Truck drivers, heavy and tractor‐trailer
Medical assistants
Customer service representatives
Accountants and auditors
Nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants
Carpenters

(Source: EMSI Top‐Ranked Occupations by Total Growth, 2007‐2012. Note: The list above includes the top ten
occupations, all with over 17,000 employees.)
At the time of the Regional Scan and Program Demand Report, West Hills Community College District offered
curriculum directly related to six of the twelve high‐demand occupations.
Planning for future educational programs and services at the college will take into account the agricultural
character of the region, the needs of its growing population for general education and workforce training, and
the need to keep pace with demands of the economy.
REGIONAL REPORT
The following information was obtained from the Regional Scan & Program Demand Report prepared for
West Hills Community College District by Economic Modeling Specialist Inc.
The Regional Scan included data from ten counties: Fresno, Kern, Kings, Madera, Mariposa, Merced, San
Benito, San Joaquin, Stanislaus, and Tulare. The industry and occupation employment numbers are based on
numerous published sources from the federal Bureaus of Labor Statistics, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
Bureau of the Census, and the National Center for Education Statistics. These ten counties span a region
where the West Hills Community College District students are likely to seek work.
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Occupation Demand and Program Enrollment Comparison
This section compares regional occupations with the most annual openings to the college’s current
enrollment by program, with the goal of indicating where the college might look to increase its capacity. The
occupations are taken directly from the “Top‐Ranked Occupations by New + Replacement Jobs” table.
“Related programs” associated with occupations are identified using a crosswalk developed by the U.S.
Department of Education with some customization by EMSI. College enrollment numbers by Classification of
Instructional Programs (CIP) code are provided by West Hills Community College District.
Note that many occupations have multiple related programs and vice versa, so students enrolled in a program
may be included in more than one row in the table above. “Average annual openings” is total new and
replacement jobs divided by the number of years in the given timeframe.
20072012 Avg.
Annual
Openings

Median Hourly
Earnings

Registered Nurses

1,715

$34.79

Annual
Enrollment at
WHCCD, All
Related
Programs
36

Elementary School Teacher, Except Special Education

1,426

$26.07

225

Truck Drivers, Heavy and Tractor‐Trailer

1,047

$17.08

60

Business Operation Specialists, All Other

945

$27.01

107

First‐line Supervisors/Managers of Retail Sales of Workers

848

$15.29

107

Medical Assistants (Psychiatric Technicians)

735

$12.28

37

Customer Service Representatives

735

$14.23

Carpenters

649

$20.03

Nursing Aides, Orderlies and Attendants

646

$10.72

Maintenance and Repair Workers, General

642

$16.40

50

Secondary School Teachers, Except Special and Vocational
Education
Accountants and Auditors

613

$29.03

225

612

$24.85

50

Bookkeeping, Accounting and Auditing Clerks

585

$14.83

50

First‐Line Supervisors/Managers of Office and
Administrative Support Workers
Sales Representatives, Wholesale and Manufacturing,
Except Technical and Scientific Products
Dental Assistants

581

$20.61

96

565

$24.34

107

507

$13.40

Executive Secretaries and Administrative Assistants

490

$17.73

107

Automotive Service Technicians and Mechanics

461

$17.66

50

Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education

454

$12.08

225

First‐Line Supervisors/Managers of Food Preparation and
Serving Workers
Team Assemblers

428

$11.20

27

409

$11.36

Description

36

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists Inc. (9/2007).
Enrollment totals are based on programs that might lead students into the occupation of demand.
Color Key:
Occupations with programs or training available at WHCL and WHCC are highlighted yellow.
Occupations with programs or training available at WHCC are highlighted green.
Occupations with programs or training available at WHCL are highlighted blue.
Occupations with programs or training not available at WHCCD.
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HighestGrowth Regional Industries, 20072012
These industries are projected to add the most total jobs in the ten county region. The Earning Per Worker
(EPW) is an average of occupations throughout all industries in 2006.
Description

2007 Jobs

2012 Jobs

Change

% Change

Local Government

202,525

214,695

12,170

6%

2006
EPW
$54,832

Child Day Care Services

28,142

36,277

8,135

29%

$13,429

Temporary Help Services

27,479

35,111

7,632

28%

$20,607

General Medical and Surgical Hospitals

35,685

40,401

4,716

13%

$65,179

Department Stores

29,990

34,426

4,436

15%

$21,238

Offices of Physicians

25,526

29,559

4,033

16%

$79,186

Support Activities for Crop Production

116,491

119,796

3,305

3%

$22,301

Limited Service Eating Places

49,920

52,693

2,773

6%

$13,499

Other Activities Related to Real Estate

11,134

13,688

2,554

23%

$31,819

Accounting and Bookkeeping Services

13,438

15,746

2,308

17%

$31,442

State Government

32,770

34,860

2,090

6%

$61,388

Offices of Dentists

10,144

11,980

1,836

18%

$45,506

Full‐Service Restaurants

35,493

37,224

1,731

5%

$16,466

Home Health Care Services

6,110

7,756

1,646

27%

$32,259

Community Care Facilities for the Elderly

6,772

8,344

1,572

23%

$25,429

Other Technical Consulting Services

5,385

6,837

1,452

27%

$40,678

All Other Specialty Trade Contractors

10,129

11,552

1,423

14%

$56,082

Offices of Real Estate Agents and Brokers

22,651

24,040

1,389

6%

$30,975

General Warehousing and Storage

11,125

12,463

1,338

12%

$44,920

Home Centers

7,913

9,242

1,329

17%

$24,961

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists Inc. (9/2007)
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Top 25 Critical Occupations in High Growth Industries
The following table shows the top 30 highest growth occupations (in top 10 industries) from 2007‐2012.
They provide a business oriented view of the most in‐demand jobs over that timeframe, and the demand‐
driven college will seek to align its offerings accordingly. Many jobs found here, especially with an education
level of “short‐term” or “moderate‐term‐on the job training” (ST OJT or MT OJT) are likely to be good
candidates for industry oriented continuing education programs. * (other abbreviations are decoded below)
Average
Education

6,634
2,924

Median
Hourly
Wage (All
Industries)
$8.69
$7.72

2,117

$26.07

Bachelor's

2,001
1,748

$9.29
$34.79

ST OJT
Associate's

1,060
1,039

$12.28
$7.96

MT OJT
ST OJT

990

$24.85

Bachelor's

Physicians and surgeons
Real estate sales agents

858
788

$74.93
$25.08

Prof. DG
PS Award

Real estate brokers

786

$30.99

Teacher assistants
Laborers and freight stock, & material movers, hand
Secondary school teachers, except special and
vocational education
Preschool teachers, except special education
Cooks, fast food
Postsecondary teachers
Cashiers, except gaming
Stock clerks and order fillers
Middle school teachers, except special and
vocational education
Property, real estate, and community association
managers
Registered nurses
Office clerks, general
Police and sheriff's patrol officers
Teachers and instructors, all other

750
720
717

$12.34
$10.12
$29.03

Exp. In
Field
ST OJT
ST OJT
Bachelor's

689
667
650
619
565
530

$12.08
$7.74
$27.43
$8.64
$10.21
$28.77

PS Award
ST OJT
N/A
ST OJT
ST OJT
Bachelor's

488

$12.47

Bachelor's

471
454
402
367

$34.79
$11.65
$29.57
$19.95

Associate's
ST OJT
LT OJT
Bachelor's

Industry

Occupation

Child day care services
Support activities for crop
production
Local Government

Child care workers
Farmworkers and laborers, crop, nursery, and
greenhouse
Elementary school teachers, except special
education
Retail salespersons
Registered nurses
Medical assistants
Combined food preparation and serving workers,
including fast food
Accountants and auditors

Department stores
General medical and surgical
hospitals
Offices of physicians
Limited‐service eating places
Accounting and bookkeeping
services
Offices of physicians
Other activities related to real
estate
Other activities related to real
estate
Local Government
Temporary help services
Local Government
Child day care services
Limited‐service eating places
Local Government
Department stores
Department stores
Local Government
Other activities related to real
estate
Offices of physicians
Temporary help services
Local Government
Local Government

Job Growth
(In
Industry)

ST OJT
ST OJT

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists Inc. (9/2007)
*Education level abbreviations:
ST OJT: Short‐term on‐the‐job training; MT OJT: Moderate‐term on‐the‐job training; LT OJT: Longterm on‐the‐job training; Exp. in field:
Work experience in a related field; PS Award: Postsecondary award; Associate's: Associate's degree; Bachelor's: Bachelor's degree; DG
+ Exp.: Degree plus work experience; Master's: Master's degree; Doctoral: Doctoral degree; Prof. DG: First professional degree
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Major Occupation Groups, Region and State, 20072012
The following table summarizes regional occupations by major group, sorted by total 2007 jobs. On average,
the median earnings in the region are below State median earnings.
Description

REGION

STATE

2007
Jobs

2012
Jobs

%
Change

Repl.
Jobs

Median
Earning

State
2007

State
2012

Office and administrative support
occupations

241,667

248,688

3%

35,159

$13.94

3,109,445

3,190,115

State
Median
Earnings
$15.18

Sales and related occupations

218,367

233,731

7%

31,233

$15.63

2,838,820

3,047,879

$17.60

Transportation and material moving
occupations

134,629

142,930

6%

20,424

$13.11

1,239,652

1,299,665

$13.07

Management occupations

131,242

136,078

4%

12,474

$29.23

1,628,200

1,745,178

$38.83

Education, training, and library
occupations

116,361

126,788

9%

18,839

$22.84

1,107,877

1,214,480

$22.82

Food preparation and serving related
occupations

109,731

116,539

6%

27,504

$8.58

1,353,628

1,445,569

$8.74

Construction and extraction occupations

107,133

112,507

5%

13,132

$19.10

1,122,501

1,166,693

$20.56

Production occupations

97,379

103,520

6%

12,423

$13.41

1,106,780

1,122,699

$13.04

Business and financial operations
occupations

74,717

82,004

10%

9,671

$25.54

1,190,971

1,290,508

$27.22

Farming, fishing, and forestry
occupations

74,356

78,178

5%

23,763

$8.06

203,602

211,977

$8.56

Personal care and service occupations

72,832

79,585

9%

10,361

$9.25

733,217

772,088

$9.75

Healthcare practitioners and technical
occupations

65,726

74,886

14%

12,334

$35.92

775,205

852,351

$37.12

Installation, maintenance, and repair
occupations

65,332

69,079

6%

9,875

$18.44

665,549

706,644

$19.24

Building and grounds cleaning and
maintenance occupations

62,779

63,406

1%

9,116

$10.32

816,748

853,872

$10.21

Arts, design, entertainment, sports, and
media occupations

41,833

46,435

11%

3,894

$17.66

830,415

916,115

$19.80

Healthcare support occupations

38,188

44,344

16%

8,427

$11.55

391,113

444,565

$12.50

Protective service occupations

29,250

31,133

6%

6,241

$21.25

367,534

391,109

$20.79

Architecture and engineering occupations

27,850

31,428

13%

4,027

$32.74

405,122

428,153

$34.71

Community and social services
occupations

20,839

23,332

12%

4,327

$18.93

242,798

267,462

$19.54

Computer and mathematical science
occupations

20,425

23,464

15%

3,590

$30.90

511,992

577,823

$35.21

Military occupations

17,295

16,316

‐6%

2,156

$24.76

220,882

208,382

$24.61

Life, physical, and social science
occupations

16,953

18,333

8%

2,447

$27.34

245,888

262,408

$29.79

Legal occupations

11,032

12,275

11%

1,216

$41.88

190,232

207,973

$45.34

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists Inc. (9/2007)
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TopRanked Occupations by New + Repl. Jobs, 20072012
The following chart exhibits the top ranked occupations by new and replacement jobs from 2007 to 2012.
The occupations have been filtered by average education level to include only those between “Moderate‐term
on‐the‐job training” and “Bachelor’s degree” inclusive.
Description

Registered Nurses
Elementary School Teacher, Except Special Education
Truck Drivers, Heavy and Tractor‐Trailer
Business Operation Specialists, All Other
First line Supervisors/Managers or Retail Sales of
Workers
Medical Assistants
Customer Service Representatives
Carpenters
Nursing Aides, Orderlies and Attendants
Maintenance and Repair Workers, General
Secondary School Teachers, Except Special and
Vocational Education
Accountants and Auditors
Bookkeeping, Accounting and Auditing Clerks
First‐Line Supervisors/Managers of Office and
Administrative Support Workers
Sales Representatives, Wholesale and Manufacturing,
Except Technical and Scientific Products
Dental Assistants
Executive Secretaries and Administrative Assistants
Automotive Service Technicians and Mechanics
Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education
First‐Line Supervisors/Managers of Food
Preparation and Serving Workers

Median
Earnings

Education
Level

25,446
29,446
29,146
17,164
28,857

New +
Repl.
Jobs
8,576
7,129
5,235
4,724
4,239

$34.79
$26.07
$17.08
$27.01
$15.29

Associate's
Bachelor's
MT OJT
Bachelor's
Exp. In Field

7,077
12,964
17,639
11,429
13,460
11,522

8,692
14,470
18,896
12,735
14,502
12,265

3,674
3,674
3,245
3,231
3,210
3,064

$12.28
$14.23
$20.03
$10.72
$16.40
$29.03

MT OJT
MT OJT
LT OJT
PS Award
MT OJT
Bachelor's

11,596
22,782
15,631

12,994
23,207
16,367

3,060
2,923
2,905

$24.85
$14.83
$20.61

Bachelor's
MT OJT
Exp. In Field

12,070

12,872

2,824

$24.34

MT OJT

4,832
12,703
8,556
5,685
9,161

5,863
13,277
9,155
6,632
9,737

2,535
2,448
2,307
2,269
2,139

$13.40
$17.73
$17.66
$12.08
$11.20

MT OJT
MT OJT
PS Award
PS Award
Exp. In Field

2007
Jobs

2012
Jobs

21,893
27,226
27,383
15,263
26,522

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists Inc. (9/2007)
Based on programs offered by WHCCD that might lead students into the occupation of demand.
Color Key:
Occupations with programs or training available at WHCL and WHCC are highlighted yellow.
Occupations with programs or training available at WHCC are highlighted green.
Occupations with programs or training available at WHCL are highlighted blue.
Occupations with programs or training not available at WHCCD.
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2007 FRESNO COUNTY EMPLOYMENT STUDY
In 2007 the Fresno County Workforce Investment Board conducted a survey of Fresno County employers to
collect data relevant to guide the county’s potential and job growth and employment trends. A total of 1,004
surveys were completed. They included small, medium, and large employers from seven sectors.
Below is a summary of the findings. The original data set was sorted to include only those occupations with
20 or more Projected Positions in Year 1. Occupations with no employers requiring High School Diplomas or
Certification were then removed. The top 25 occupations remaining are listed below sorted by the Projected
Positions in Year 3.
Salaries reported are based on the employers in the Fresno County region.
Occupation

Projected
Positions
(Yr.1)

Projected
Positions
(Yr.3)

High School
Diploma
Required

Certification
Required

Production Laborers

1662

3946

33%

0%

Sales Representatives,
Wholesale/Manufacturing, Except
Technical & Scientific Products
Registered Nurses

266

456

53%

10%

379

418

86%

81%

Psychiatric Technicians

386

386

100%

0%

Farmworkers, Farm and Ranch Animals

235

374

33%

0%

Licensed Practical and Licensed
Vocational Nurses
Computer Programmers

281

320

92%

84%

228

298

74%

20%

Automotive Service Technicians and
Mechanics
Farmworkers and Laborers, Crop,
Nursery, and Greenhouse

185

290

32%

41%

193

280

4%

Truck Drivers, Heavy and Tractor‐
Trailer
Office Clerks, General

178

256

125

Automotive Specialty Technicians

Salary
Estimate
(Low)

Salary
Estimate
(Mid)

Salary
Estimate
(High)

$8.54

$0.00

$11.50

$17.70

$0.00

$24.98

$23.35

$29.39

$33.74

$12.00

$14.00

$16.00

$7.75

$9.00

$10.00

$15.35

$18.96

$22.69

$18.32

$29.05

$30.00

$12.15

$14.38

$23.22

0%

$8.23

$0.00

$11.33

36%

60%

$12.60

$14.69

$17.90

236

59%

1%

$10.18

$12.27

$14.17

129

222

20%

18%

$8.62

$12.38

$15.19

Heating, Air Conditioning, &
Refrigeration Mechanics & Installers
Electricians

170

207

25%

50%

$10.43

$15.33

$20.80

81

168

76%

30%

$15.30

$19.20

$27.15

Operating Engineers and Other
Construction Equipment Operators
Parts Salespersons

158

158

61%

17%

$13.63

$0.00

$17.83

89

158

72%

2%

$8.82

$15.35

$16.47

Cleaners of Vehicles and Equipment

97

145

62%

54%

$8.23

$15.00

$16.83

Truck Drivers, Light or Delivery
Services
Maintenance and Repair Workers,
General
Freight, Stock, and Material Movers,
Hand
Automotive Body and Related Repairers

54

120

34%

17%

$11.07

$0.00

$16.32

57

119

47%

6%

$11.47

$13.41

$16.10

59

117

0%

50%

$12.00

$0.00

$18.00

73

105

26%

44%

$11.40

$16.75

$21.40

Cashiers
Financial Managers

63
59

102
95

86%
87%

0%
0%

$8.01
$23.44

$9.15
$24.47

$11.83
$32.49

Electronics Engineering Technicians

44

89

63%

4%

$20.67

$23.00

$24.87

Physicians and Surgeons, All Other

29

88

90%

90%

$28.00

$0.00

$52.00

Source: Fresno County Workforce Investment Board
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Section VI: Key Findings and Strategies
STRENGTHS OF WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
West Hills College Lemoore’s fully accredited college status that was granted by the Accrediting Commission
for Community and Junior Colleges in 2006 was well deserved. The campus features the largest and most
technologically advanced library in Kings County, 18 lecture classrooms, computer labs, and three science
collaboratories. Working in this state of the art facility contributes to the high morale and ‘can do’ attitude of
the faculty and staff. In the accreditation self study the college describes itself as having a “healthy
governance environment.”
The partnerships that have been developed with other educational segments have been significant and
positive. The partnership with University Charter School on the Lemoore campus brings in 5th through 8th
grade students who are seeking a non‐traditional educational setting. The Lemoore High School Middle
College program is exemplary and continues to increase in scope and size. The alliance with Cal State
University, Fresno, which allows students to earn a bachelor’s degree while attending classes at the Lemoore
site, is a partnership that every community college in the state should have. A program with Americorps has
provided tutors. In 2008, a nursing program that had been the result of a partnership with Fresno City
College will break out as a stand alone nursing program. The teacher preparation program T.E.A.M. Teach
addresses the need for well prepared educators in our communities.
The college has responded well to the demands of business and industry. The region’s emerging hotel,
restaurant, and Casino management industry resulted in the development of a program to train managers in
these areas. A new engineering program was started in fall 2008.
Naval Air Station Lemoore, located five miles from the Lemoore campus has a rich and enduring presence
with the college. Faculty and staff have noted that the presence of students from NASL has enriched their
classes and the college community because of a global knowledge base and experiences. Its proximity to the
Lemoore campus influences the college and provides a unique perspective not available to many community
colleges.
Student Services: New leadership in the student services area has resulted in innovative and effective
approaches to serving students. An example of this is X‐treme Registration that provides students with a
unique college event and services to register at the last possible moment. Another example is bilingual
orientation that was scheduled to be in place in 2007 and online orientation planned for implementation by
spring ’08.
Instructional Services: A consensus was reached on the definition of an instructional program that has
facilitated the implementation of the program review process. There has been a concerted amount of effort in
working toward a college wide completion of student learning outcomes for each course, projected to be in
place by the end of 2008.
The college’s continued focus on improving and refining all aspects of the curriculum development process
will be important to the creation of classes, programs, and services that will lead the way to an educated work
force in this region. Its state of the art technology and physical plant, the growth in the area surrounding the
college, and its vital faculty and staff are hallmarks of West Hills College Lemoore.
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KEY FINDINGS & STRATEGIES FOR WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
COLLEGE WIDE: MULTIPLE DELIVERY SYSTEMS – ONLINE, VIDEO CONFERENCE, WEB BASED
Key Findings
The West Hills Community College District service
area spans a wide swath of the San Joaquin Valley
and encompasses five counties in mostly rural
environments. The area is large and the need for
educational access to the population is great.
Students facing time and geographical barriers to
education must have their needs met through the
access provided by online courses and programs
and video conference courses.
Online enrollments across the district continue to
grow. The majority of the students who are
enrolling in online classes are from our service
area, although approximately 40% are from
outside the service area. The success and
retention rates for students in online classes
throughout the district is below classroom rates,
but remains fairly consistent for Lemoore
students at 55% success rate and 73% retention.
At WHC Lemoore during the ’07‐’08 academic
year, there were 3,155 unduplicated students
enrolled in online classes. On the campus at
Lemoore there are 5,276 students enrolled.
With high school graduation rates projected to be
static for the next 7 years, increased offerings of
classes and programs in multiple delivery
systems, will be a major factor for growth at the
college.

Recommended strategies to address key
findings:
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

The findings and strategies address goals from:
•

•
•
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More development of multiple delivery
methods for classes and programs
throughout the curriculum, including
online, video conference, web based
classes, hybrid classes and traditional
classes utilizing new formats.
Development of an array of Basic Skills
classes in multiple delivery methods to
provide access for students in need of pre
collegiate work.
More development of degrees and
certificates that can be earned online.
Increase student services and support for
online students
Research on staffing levels needed to
support growth and development of
online and video conference classes
Close attention to the technological
resources and facilities needed to
maintain and increase online and video
conference classes.
Develop and market programs targeting
non‐traditional students.

District strategic plan:#1 Achieve growth
targets, #4 improve transfer, completion
and graduation rates
College guiding principle: Access
State strategic plan: College awareness
and access
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COLLEGE WIDE: NAVAL AIR STATION
Key Findings
The enrollment at the Naval Air Station (NASL)
has been in a steep decline for the last five years,
with a slight uptick in 2007‐2008.
Among the factors that may have contributed to
the decline are the opening of the new Lemoore
campus which has attracted military students to
enroll on campus, changes to military tuition
assistance, deployment during the Iraq war, and
the increased availability of online courses.
Students at NASL have preferred evening courses.
Some student characteristics are notably different
from other entities – students are older, and there
are generally more white students and fewer
Hispanics.
In 2007‐2008, the Naval Air Station center had
143 students, down from a high of 462 in 2002‐
2003.
The Lemoore Naval Air Station is important to the
college and the region. The Naval Air Station is a
unique resource with a stable population of
10,200 employees plus 5,335 affiliated
dependents that have educational needs.
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Recommended strategies to address key
findings:
•

•

•
•

•
•

Formation of a widely representative
advisory committee to discuss the issues
of enrollment at NASL.
Discussions with leadership at NASL in
regards to their concerns, forecasted
changes and/or program development,
resource sharing
Involvement of campus leadership for
ideas, concerns
Brainstorm ideas in regards to adult
learners, under skilled workers,
retraining and reentry training
Offer alternative scheduling, short term
curricular modes, weekend classes
Consider new joint use ideas, non credit,
and focused programs with cohorts

Addresses Goals From:
•
•
•

District Strategic Plan:# 3 Community
participation rates
College Guiding Principle: Collaboration,
community
State Strategic Plan: Goal: A#3 Innovative
programs and outreach
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COLLEGE WIDE: COORDINATION OF PROGRAM AND COURSE DEVELOPMENT
Key Findings
There has been coordination between WHC
Lemoore and WHC Coalinga in the development
and offering of courses and programs.
A number of factors make coordination in coming
years even more complex. Among them are the
substantial and growing offerings online and the
fully accredited status of the college.
In the data regarding students’ identification of
city of residence, a significant percentage of
students come from cities such as Fresno,
Coalinga, Visalia, and Avenal. While some of these
residents may only be enrolled in online classes,
we can also infer that these students may be
willing to take classes some distance from their
homes because of the desirability of a specific
program.
The alignment of courses and programs within the
college district and with all segments of education
are essential to student access and success.
Coordination would allow the college to maximize
the development of courses and programs unique
to its community, area, and facilities – and provide
students with more choices and venues. These
are essential to student access and success.

Recommended strategies to address key
findings:
•

•

•

•

Addresses goals from:
•

•
•
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Continue to coordinate the development
of courses and programs with WHC
Coalinga to ensure comprehensive
offerings to all students in the service
area.
Interface Lemoore’s Student Learning
Committee with Coalinga’s Instructional
Services Council on a regular basis to
discuss and make recommendations for
approval of new courses and programs.
Consider the formation of a district
committee for review, coordination, and
recommendation for approval of courses
and programs.
Develop a process to ensure colleges
adhere to the Rule of 5 in which course
number, title, prefix, units, and
transferability are coordinated and
discussion and coordination take place
that ensure students have a seamless
experience in their access to curriculum
at WHCCD.

District Strategic Plan:#4 Improve
transfer, completion, and graduation
rates
College Guiding Principle: Access
State Strategic Plan: #1 College
awareness and access
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COLLEGE WIDE: ADDRESS THE CHANGING DEMOGRAPHICS
Key Findings:
An analysis of the demographic data for WHC
Lemoore reveals that students in the age group of
30‐49 have increased slightly at the college from
1,566 in ’02‐’03 to 1,651 in ’07‐‘08. On the
Lemoore campus, this group has dropped slightly
from 1,179 to 1,157 during this time frame. But
the number of online students in this age group
has risen from 629 in ’02‐’03 to 750 in ’07‐’08.

Lemoore 30‐49 year olds are a larger proportion
of the student population than those 25‐29.
With the projected service area high school
graduates remaining static into 2015, the college
needs to focus on the demographic that may offer
the most growth and also have a growing
educational need in this region – students,
primarily women, in the 30‐49 year old age group.
Recommended strategies to address key

The Regional Scan and Program Demand Report
from Economic Modeling Specialist Inc. (EMSI)
projects that the greatest growth in our region will
occur among adults aged 30 to 34 years and
children under 10 years of age during the period
of ’07‐’12.

findings:

The female student population at WHC Lemoore
continues to be significantly greater than the male
population reflecting a state and national trend.
In ’07‐’08 females comprised 62% of the student
body.

•

The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that for the
first time since the modern women’s movement
came to life, an economic recovery has come and
gone, and the percentage of women at work has
fallen, not risen. A congressional study released
on July 23, 2008, offers the explanation that
women are dropping out of the workforce for
awhile as jobs and wages shrink, to return to the
family and to potentially retrain. At WHC
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•

•

Consider workforce programs that would
attract students who are seeking
retraining for the next stage of their work
life.
Query students in this age group about
their needs – scheduling of classes,
academic support, child care, programs
that they seek, etc.
Target marketing to this group of
potential students in the community

Addresses goals from:
•

•
•

District strategic plan: #1 Achieve growth
targets, #4 Improve transfer, completion,
and graduation rates
College Guiding Principle: Access,
Diversity
State Strategic Plan: College awareness
and readiness
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS: BASIC SKILLS
Key Findings
Levels of proficiency in English/Language Arts
and Mathematics of students at the 11th grade
level in feeder high schools to WHC Lemoore are
low. This implies a potential need for more Basic
Skills sections available to first term students
matriculating to the college.
Of first term students who were assessed, 48%
assessed into Basic Skills English and 51%
assessed into Basic Skills Math.
Data from the California Community College
Chancellor’s Office reports that when students do
not receive the Basic Skills education they need,
less than 10 % will survive the college experience.
Successful participation at the college level is
dependent on preparation math and English skills.
According to the CCCCO, more than half of
entering community college students require
some Basic Skills education due in part to the fact
that K‐12 curriculum and assessments do not
always adequately prepare students for college
level work.
Students at Lemoore are generally successful in
Basic Skills classes. In math and English the
college has continued to increase sections after
the reduction in ’03‐04, showing programs
committed to Basic Skills offerings. Math and ESL
have high productivity levels, and the success rate
in both programs is above the California
Community College average. English, math, and
ESL Basic Skills classes all have high retention
rates.
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Recommended strategies to address key
findings:
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

Offer more sections of Basic Skills Classes
in English, ESL, and math
Consider a college wide committee to
address Basic Skills and preparedness for
college level curricula
Work to ensure that all general education
and vocational courses include specific
activities designed to reinforce key
reading, writing, speaking, and
computational competencies
Offer alternative pathways to Basic Skills
preparation – e.g., intensive short‐term
courses, open skill building tutorials, etc.
Focus professional development on
student success, providing faculty with
incentives to integrate the development
of essential academic skills in their
students
Track students success from Basic Skills
through college level curriculum
Seek innovative ways to offer and deliver
Basic Skills classes.

Addresses goals from:
•
•
•

District Strategic Plan: #4 Improve
transfer, completion, graduation rates
College guiding principle: Access
State Strategic Plan: Goal B, Student
success and readiness, Basic Skills as the
foundation for student success
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS: ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Key Findings
Even with a significant reduction in ESL class
sections that occurred after ’02‐’03 and little
growth in additional sections following that, the
enrollment has remained high. In ’07‐08, there are
more enrollments in the 7 sections offered than
the 15 sections in ’02‐03.
The retention rates are high in classes with
success rates of 67% slightly below the statewide
average of 70.6%.
The college does not offer college‐level ESL
classes. ESL offerings have had limited scheduling,
primarily offered in the evening, although
expansion into day time slots occurred in fall ’08.
Hispanics are projected to become the State’s
largest ethnic group by 2011 and the majority
population in public schools by 2013. The
college’s predominantly Hispanic student body,
which is also reflected in the region, strongly
suggests that a fully developed ESL program that
leads to success in college level transfer classes
and programs is essential.

falls short of residents overall and short of what
the economy will demand by 2015.
Recommended strategies to address key
findings:
•
•
•

•

Develop a full curriculum of ESL courses
that lead to college level offerings
Develop an assessment and placement
system for ESL students
Offer more sections of Basic Skills classes
in ESL in multiple delivery methods and
time slots throughout the schedule
Track ESL students into college level
classes

Addresses goals from:
•
•
•

District Strategic Plan:#4 Improve
transfer, completion and graduation
College guiding principles: Access,
Diversity
State Strategic Plan: Goal B, Basic Skills as
the foundation for student success

Data from the Public Policy Institute of California
notes that the educational attainment of Hispanics
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS: THE ARTS
Key Findings
Art classes at Lemoore are among the highest in
retention and success rates, and FTES at the
college.
The location of Lemoore and the resources it
provides the community suggests that it will
develop as a cultural center in the community.
A recent community survey revealed that
approximately 65% of respondents indicated that
they would be somewhat‐to‐much‐more‐likely to
vote for a local higher education bond if funds
were used to construct a performing arts center
for college and community use.
Music programs exist in the community and at
selected high schools.
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Recommended strategies to address key
findings:
•
•

Develop a program in the arts and
performing arts
Develop an advisory committee from the
community to determine interests and
needs

Addresses goals from:
•
•
•

District Strategic Plan: #3 Increase
community participation
College guiding principles: Community,
Excellence
State Strategic Plan: #1 College
awareness and access
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS: LOWER DIVISION TRANSFER CURRICULUM
Key Findings
On the admission application 39% of West Hills
College Lemoore students state that their primary
goal is to transfer to a 4 year institution.
The geographic distances inherent in West Hills
Community College District make access to
educational opportunities challenging. The
college’s partnership with CSU Fresno and Fresno
Pacific University are significant as students
interested in going on to a baccalaureate degree
can do so by completing requirements on the
Lemoore campus. Access to a wide array of
lower division transfer curriculum, articulation
agreements and transfer agreements facilitate a
student’s continued educational pursuits.

being a main transfer site. Notably, an increasing
number of WHCCD online students are
transferring. With the opening of the UC Merced
campus, more articulation and transfer
agreements for Lemoore students should be
forged. In addition, many students from Lemoore
transfer to in state private colleges and
universities – in fact, more students go on to
private institutions than matriculate to public
institutions.
Recommended strategies to address key
findings:
•

Increase the development of lower division
transfer classes that fulfill IGETC
requirements
Align student learning outcomes in critical
course sequences
Discuss and coordinate with like discipline
areas across the district
Meet regularly to align curriculum with high
school partners and 4 year partners, including
both public and private institutions.

The community survey revealed a priority interest
in university classes. Close to 90% of respondents
indicated that they would be somewhat‐to‐much‐
more‐likely to vote for the bond if funds were
used to construct a university center where
university classes would be offered to complete
advanced college degrees.

•

Graduating seniors from public high schools in
this region are 7 per cent less likely to attend a
community college and 4 per cent are less likely to
attend a UC than graduating seniors statewide.

Addresses goals from:

Lemoore student transfers to four year
institutions continue to grow, with CSU Fresno
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•
•

•
•
•

District Strategic Plan:#4 Improve
transfer, completion, graduation rates
College Guiding Principles: Excellence
State Strategic Plan: Goal B, #4
Intersegmental transfer
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS: ECONOMIC TRENDS and WHC LEMOORE PROGRAMS
Key Findings
In a scan of the economic forecasts and the
projected labor market for the region against the
backdrop of existing instructional programs at the
college, a number of occupations in a handful of
areas continue to surface.
Examples of these areas are: medically related
health careers, management/supervision in the
areas of retail and government, teacher education,
and child care workers.
At Lemoore, the child development program is
particularly well developed with its certificates
and degrees. The program is layered with many
options. Agreements with Hanford High and the
NASL child care programs are creative. Online
classes are being considered. The
Education/Education Assistant program has been
actively involved in partnerships with the
University Charter School and highly successful
Middle College High School, but appears to be
shrinking. These programs can play an important
role in the economic development of the region
placing their graduates in the growing field of
education and child care.
WHC Lemoore is well positioned to provide timely
education and job training in health related fields.
The new nursing program started in fall ’08 and
other programs are being explored.
The college has been proactive in partnering with
the Health and Human Services Department of
Kings County, which is with the college to provide
workforce training programs for the CalWorks
population in fields such as office technology.
The importance of the Naval Air Station to the
college is obvious. Declining enrollment at NASL
requires a fresh look at possibilities in terms of
workforce training. Discussions with the NASL,
college faculty and staff, environmental scans, and
labor market projections should provide a
foundation for the decision‐making process.
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In environmental scans of any region, projects or
areas surface that haven’t yet made the radar
screens of labor market surveys. One such project
is the Quay Valley Ranch, a proposed planned
community consisting of about 12,000 acres in
unincorporated Kings County. It is planned to be a
new, sustainable, solar‐powered model town of
about 150,000 people. The potential for
partnership, the development of programs in
sustainable energy, the need for education, jobs,
and services is large. The college must play a role.
Recommended strategies to address key
findings:
•

•

•

•

WHC Lemoore has already forged many strategies
to respond to labor market needs. But the process
to find ways to collaborate with local, regional, and
state partners takes constant attention & effort.
Monitoring economic trends and corresponding
program development and expansion must
continue. Employee demographics suggest that
significant administrative and faculty retirements
may occur in the next ten years. Staffing decisions
must be considered.
Program review and coordination at the college
and district level may reveal areas of collaboration
or unique pursuit because of geography, program
interest or expertise, or facilities.
Work force training is as important as the
preparation of students in the Basic Skills.
Contextualization – the concept that students learn
essential skills best in practical, experiential
contexts is ideal in that environment. Links with
Basic Skills and work force training can be
employed in programs at a college like Lemoore,
where collegiality and communication are stated
values.

Addresses goals from:
•
•
•

District Strategic Plan: #4 Improve transfer, completion,
graduation rates
College guiding principles: Excellence, Collaboration
State strategic plan: Goal C Partnerships for economic and
workforce development
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STUDENT SERVICES: ASSESSMENT PLACEMENT SERVICES
Key Findings
In ’07‐08, 46% of first‐term students were
assessed and 48% of them placed into Basic Skills
English and 51% placed into Basic Skills math.

Recommended strategies to address key
findings:
•

District wide, about 14% of students who did not
receive assessment had educational goals that
required assessment in order to succeed at the
college level.
A small percentage of 11th grade students at
feeder high schools to WHC Lemoore test as
proficient or advanced in English or math.

•

•

Assessment and placement are a foundation for
college success and students most at risk are those
who have not been assessed.

Develop programs to ensure that the
majority of incoming students receive
assessment placement services to provide
them with information to access classes
that will prepare them to succeed
academically.
Work across the curriculum to insure that
classes that will help students succeed
academically are available to them.
Students in categorical programs
compose about 63% of Basic Skills
English enrollment. Develop
collaboration between categorical
programs and Basic Skills English faculty
to improve success rates

Addresses goals from:
•
•
•
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District Strategic Plan:#4 Improve
transfer, completion, graduation rates
College Guiding Principles: Access,
Excellence
State Strategic Plan: Goal B, Student
success and readiness, Assessment and
placement
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STUDENT SERVICES: MULTIPLE DELIVERY SYSTEMS FOR STUDENT SERVICES
Key Findings
The remarkable growth in students taking online
classes necessitates a rethinking throughout the
college about new ways to support their learning
and success.
The college has an unduplicated head count of
online students that is equal to 49% of on‐campus
students. There were 3,161 online students in the
’07‐’08 school year. The projected development
and growth of multiple delivery systems for
classes will necessitate new strategies for student
services.
With relatively new leadership in student services
at Lemoore, new perspectives and ideas are being
implemented. The goal to provide online and
bilingual orientation, counseling, testing and
guidance service to new and continuing students
is being implemented. (Institutional self study
report, ’06)
Although 49% of first term students received
assessment placement, 18% of all students used
assessment placement services in ’06‐’07, with
only 8% of the college’s students using follow up
academic services.
The success and retention rates for students
taking classes online are below the rates of
students taking classes on campus. Online
students in ’07‐’08 had a success rate at Lemoore
of 55% and a retention rate of 73%. On campus
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students had a success rate of 63% and a
retention rate of 78%.
Recommended strategies to address key
findings:
•

•

•

•

Develop a means to provide more
students with matriculation services, with
a focus on students who are enrolled in
online and video conference classes
Develop methods to more effectively
assess the student preparedness levels of
online students
Develop a student services strategic plan
with multiple delivery systems as a main
theme. Because of the existing initiative to
start online and bilingual services, the
college may already be developing a
model program to be replicated.
Consider the efficacy of joint online
student services with WHC Coalinga so
students at either college would have
seamless, well supported services
available in an expansive time frame.

Addresses goals from:
•
•
•

District Strategic Plan: Goal #4 Improve
transfer, completion, graduation rates
College Guiding Principles: Access,
Innovation
State Strategic Plan: Goal B, Student
Success and Readiness
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PROGRAM REVIEW SCHEDULE

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
PROGRAM REVlEWIPLANNING AND EVALUATlON PROCESS
UNIT PLANNING GUIDE - NON-INSTRUCTIONAL
DEPARTMENTS & AREAS
TO BE COMPLETED BY UNITfDEPARTMENT COMMITTEE

1.

General Informatioo
Department/Service: Educational Services 1 LIFE After School Program
Date Prepared: 10114/2008
Prepared By: Riley Talford
Staff: Riley Talford, Jorge Pulido, Laura Santillan, (49 staff at 8 school sites)

II.

Program Overview
A. State the program mission.
West Hills College LIFE After School Program enriches lives, builds community,
and enhances educational growth and development through quality leaming
opportunities . We provide a quality enrichment envirorunent that fosters learning,
sparks creativity, enhances social skills, and bridges the gap between home and
school. It is our belief that all students can gain an understanding of and reach their
full potential by providing structure, discipline, creative expression, and nurturing.
As a new program we realize that by encouraging students to dedicate themselves to
academic achievement they can utilize education as a vehicle to propel them to
future life endeavors.

B. Briefly describe the current state of the program/department/service area.
The LIFE Program is in its 7 1h year of operation. Since its inception in 2002 the
program has grown from being in operation at 3 schools to now serving 7
elementary schools and 1 high school program. Each school day the program serves
approximately 760 elementary to high school students between the hours 0[2·6
p.m. Students enrolled in the program receive a daily regiment of home work
assistance, curriculum based educational programs, and various fun and learning
filled enrichment activities.
Program operations at our elementary schools remain consistent and effective. The
program has maintained 100% attendance at each school site since its inception. To
achieve this mark 77- 84 students must attend the program daily at each school site.
Our average daily attendance at each school site ranges from 85 - 100 students. Our
newest program operating at A venal High School will challenge us to maintain this
record. The approach towards high school students differs from that of elementary
students.
Our approach towards high school students is to provide them with: I)
opportunities to earn credit towards graduation, 2) skills to prepare them for work

force, and 3) activities that will excite their appetite for further education in a
specific field of study.
Program staffing now includes 4 full time staff and approximately 49 part-time
employees. The bulk of our employment ranks consist of West Hills College
graduates and current students.
C. Describe how the program/department/service area goals and objectives are

aligned to the advancement of the college mission, goals and objectives.
The LIFE After School Program advances the mission of WHCCD in the following
ways: providing powerful and effective on the job learning opportunities for
students working towards careers in teaching, promoting education as a vehicle to
future life endeavors to the young students we supervise, and providing a safe and
enriching environment that parents and school district administrators can feel safe
entrusting their children to.
Many of our student workers have identified teaching as their career field of choice.
As a member of the LIFE team they get first hand experience as managers of
classrooms. Many of our staff members learn and practice the following teacher
related activities: writing effective lesson plans based upon California Content
Standards for the grades they teach, lesson delivery and evaluation, time
management, organization, and behavior management.
School age students under our care are routinely encouraged to do well in school.
Students who excel in our setting (perfect homework completion, activity
participation, perfect attendance, etc) are routinely rewarded and receive
recognition for their accomplishments.
Each year the program conducts surveys of students and parents. The overwhelming
majority rated that they feel students are safe in the program. Furthermore, school
site principals and teachers have commended program staff for the work performed
with students and the care/respect shown to the school sites.

D. List any recommendations from the most recent college/program/department

accreditation and/or previous review.
Not applicable.

III.

Qualitative and Quantitative Data Review

A. Attach the following Non-Instructional Program Review data (as provided):

•
•
•
•

Enrollment Trends
Student Retention Rates/Student Success Rates (if applicable)
WSCHIFTEF (if applicable)
Full-time to Part-time Faculty Ratio
2

•
•
•
•
•
•

Number of Students Earning Degrees (ifappJicable)
Number of Students Earning Certificates (if applicable)
Job Market Analysis (if applicable)
Student Demographics
Grade Distribution (if applicable)
Student Survey Data (if applicable)

1. Enrollment Trends - The program operates on a first come / first serve
basis . Enrollment at all elementary school sites routinely reaches max
capacity by the first week of school. There is currently no data available for
the high school program
2. Student Retention/Success Rates - Not applicable

3. WSCH/FTEF - Not applicable
4. Full-time to Part-Time Faculty Ratio - 4 full time staff to 49 part time
staff. 7 of the 49 part time staff positions are des ignated as part timepenn anent.

5. Number if Students Earning Degrees / Cerljficates - Not applicable.
6. Job Market Analysis - Not applicable.
7. Student Demographics - data is not tabulated as it is not applicable to the
LIFE After School program

8. Grade Distribution - Not applicable
9. Student Survey Data: Data not available at time of submission; Data will
be available for review on 11/25/08

B. Using the data provided, address any significant trends/challenges/opportunities
identified which relate to your specific course/program/service.
The LIFE ProgTam has been a consistent pillar in the communities served . The
enrollment trends and retention rates displayed provides a strong indication of program
success. There is also a high degree of satisfaction reported among students and parents
served in the program. The success of the LIFE program has led to healthy and
sustained growth which extends WHCCD's sphere of influence throughout the Central
Valley.

C. Attach the following data maintained for your program/department/service area :
"I

..l

1. Budget information regarding costs per program/department/service area on
personnel, equipment, supplies, delivery of services (where applicable), and any
other direct or indirect costs connected with the service as reflected by student
enrollment.
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Avenal High School Life After School Program
PROGRAM 2008 - 2009
Funds Available

Proposed Number of Students Served
132
High School

$205,000

Total

132 students (1 school site) x $5.75/day x 180 school days
Activities & School Materials and Supplies for Activities/Program

West Hills Community College Districts Costs
Program Director for After School Program
25% of $75,547
Benefits @ 35"10 of $21,909

18,887
25,497

Program Assistant / Site Supervisor 100"10 FTE
100% @ $34,956
Benefits @ 35"10 of $34,956

34,956
12,235

After School Senior Secretary
25% of $38,488
Benefits @ 35"10 of $11,162

9,622
3,368

After School Accounting Services
10% of $42,000
Benefits @ 35"10 of $4,200

4,200
1,470
65,850

Tutors/Activity Directors
Academic Tutor
4 hrs/day x 188 days @ $13 /hr
Benefits @ 11"10 of $9,776
Year Round School Site Activity Leaders (4)
4 @ 4 hrs/day x 188 days @ $10 /hr
Benefits @ 11"10 x $30,080

9,776
1,075

30,080
3,309
44,240

Specialty Instructors/Hourly
Benefits @ 11"10 of $24,700
High School Activity
Assistants
1 @ $50/mo x 9 mo

26,643
2,931

450
30,024

Operational Costs
Life Scans 6 @ $90
Summer Institute 6 x $500

540
3,000
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Staff Training
How to Tutor 36 hrs
Discipline Techniques 36 hrs
Instructional Materials
Supplies @ $200 / month
Mileage
Coordinator/Assistant
60 mi.x 43 days x .585

10,459
2,400

1,509
17,908

Student Field Trips
Transportation Costs
$1 ,750/bus x 2 buses x 2 trips

7,000

Van Rental 4000 miles x .65
Field Trip Meals

2,600

$25 per student x 132 students x 2 trips
Activity Costs

6,600

$20 per student x 132 students x 2 trips

5,280
21,480

$205,000

TOTAL
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Avenal Elementary Life After School Program
PROGRAM 2008 • 2009
Proposed Number of Students Served
Avenal
90
Tamarack
80
Kettleman
80

Total

Funds Available
$264,000

250 students (3 school sites) x $5.75/day x 180 school
days
Activities & School Materials and Supplies for
Activities/Program
West Hills Community College Districts Costs

Program Director for After School Program
32% of $75,547
Benefits @ 35% of $

24,175
8,461
32,636

Program Assistant Coordinator I Site Supervisor 100% FTE
43% @ $34,956
Benefits @ 35% of $ 15,031

15,031
5,261

After School Senior Secretary
32% of $38,488
Benefits @35% of $12,316

12,316
4,311

After School Accounting Services
10% of $42,000
Benefits @ 35% of $4,200

4,200
1,470
42,589

Tutors/Activity Directors
Lead Tutor I Activity Director (3 - 1 per site)
3 @ 5 hrs/day x 188 days @ $13 Ihr
Benefits Perm/PT 2 @ $24.5%/1 @ 11 %
Year Round School Site Activity Leaders 5 per
site
14@4 hrs/day x 188 @10/hr
Benefits @ 11 % x $105,280

36,660
7,332

105,280
11,581
160,853

High School Activity Assistants
2 per site @ $50/mo x 9 mo x 3 sites

o

Operational Costs
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Life Scans 10 @ $90
Summer Institute 3 x $500
Staff Training
How to Tutor 36 hrs
Discipline Techniques 36 hrs
Instructional Materials
Supplies @ $100 / month
Mileage
Coordinator/Assistant
Lemoore Supervision Trips
60 mi. x 50 days x .585

900
1,500

14,567
1,200

1,755
19,922

Student Field Trips
Transportation
Costs
$2000/bus x 1 bus x 1 trip
Field Trip Meals
$25 per student x 100 students x 1 trip
Activity Costs
$35 per student x 100 students x 1 trip

2,000
2,500
3,500
8,000

TOTAL

$264.000
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Lemoore Elementary Life After School Program
PROGRAM 2008 - 2009
Proposed Number of Students Served
84
Lemoore
Cinnamon
84
Meadow Lane
84
P.W. Engvall
84
Total

Funds Available
$347,760

336 students (4 school sites) x $5.75/day x 180 school days
Activities & School Materials and Supplies for Activities/Program

West Hills Community College Districts Costs
Program Director for After School Program
43% of $75,547

Benefits @ 35% of $37,018

32,485
11,370
43,855

Program Assistant I Site Supervisor 100% FTE
57% of $34,956

Benefits @ 35% of $34,956

19,925
6,974

After School Senior Secretary
43% of $38,488

Benefits @35% of $16,550

16,550
5,792

After School Accounting Services
15% of $42.000

Benefits @ 35% of $6,300

6,300
2,205
57,746

Tutors/Activity Directors
Lead Tutor I Activity Director (4 - 1 per site)
4 @ 5 hrs/day x 188 days @ $13 /hr

Benefits Perm/PT 4 @ $24.5%
Year Round School Site Activity Leaders 5 per
site
20 @ 4 hrslday x 188 days @ $10 Ihr

Benefits@ 11% x $150,400

48,880
11,986

150,400
16,544
227,810

High School Activity Assistants
2 per site @ $50/mo x 9 rna x 4 sites

o
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Operational Costs
Life Scans 13 @ $90
Summer Institute 4 x $500
Staff Training
How to Tutor 36 hrs
Discipline Techniques 36 hrs
Instructional Materials
Supplies @ $30 / month
Mileage
Coordinator/Assistant
Lemoore Supervision Trips
60 mi. x 40 days x .585

1,200
2,000

9,391
354

14,349

Student Field Trips
Transportation Costs

o
Field Trip Meals

o
Special Activity Costs
4,000
4,000

TOTAL

$

347,760
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2. Identify all personnel, including the number of certificated, classified professionals and
volunteers. Discuss the diversity of faculty and staff.

Employee Classification:
Certificated
Class. Professional
Volunteers
Diversity (Race/Ethnicity)
1 Native Am./Alaskan Nat.
1 AsianlPacific Islander
44 Hispanic
Mixed

1

Student Worker 41

3 African!African-AmericanlNon-Hispanic
3 CaucasianlNon-Hispanic
Filipino

3. Describe the certificated and classified staffing requirements of the existing
program/department/service area, as well as the effect any proposed curricular or
instructional changes would have in the next three years.
The LIFE Program currently consists of 1 full time program Director (upgraded
from program Coordinator), 1 full time Assistant Coordinator, 1 full time Senior
Secretary, 1 full time Site Supervisor the high school program, 7 part-time (soon to
be classified as part-time permanent) Site Supervisors, and 41 part time Activity
Leader positions. An abbreviated account of these positions is provided below:

Program Director
Directs and oversees the operations of the after school program department that
consists of 8 schools, 52 full and part-time staff, and over 760 primary grade school
students.
Assistant Coordinator
As a direct managerial assistant to the program director, the assistant coordinator
plays an active role with the logistics of program operations. In addition to those
duties this position also supervises Site Supervisors and assists with daily
operations at program school sites.
Senior Secretary
The Senior Secretary serves in a vital supportive role to the program Director.
This position handles the procurement of supplies and materials, handles the
hiring process of potential program employees, maintains employee files, and
other duties' as assigned.
Site Supervisors
Program Site Supervisors manage the daily operations at assigned school sites.
They directly supervise 5 staff and approximately 100 students at assigned school
sites.
Activity Leaders
11

Program Activity Leaders supervise classes of up to 20 students per activity leader.
Persons serving in this capacity carry-out the daily program plan that consists of
homework help/supervision, educational lessons, and enrichment electives.
Going forward the following positions have been identified as being necessary if
the program continues to grow as expected:

District Coordina tor
I envision the title and role of the Assistant Coordinator to change to District
Coordinator and adding a second District Coordinator. Under the direction of the
Program Director the District Coordinator would be responsible for the operations
of all programs within an assigned district and would directly supervise program
Site Supervisors within their district.

Trainer
1 Program trainer with a teaching background would be hired to conduct on going
staff development training. This position would also collaborate with regular school
day teachers to ensure that students receive follow up activities during the extended
after school program day.

Program Counselor
Contingent with funding the person filling this role would conduct family
workshops, and student group counseling sessions at program school sjtes.

D. Identify and discuss the effect that trends may bave on the
program/department/services area's organization, structure, and nature over tbe
next two to four )'cars.
Funding for After School Programs has been consistent for the past 7 years; however
there have been challenges to its guaranteed funding as outlined in Proposition 49.
Attempts to change legislation that directly impacts program funding levels have thus
far been thwarted, but with the ever changing climate of the nation's economic woes
funding in the future can once again be threatened . As the program continues to gTOW
with the procurement of (lew grants and or contracts to facilitate programs for new
school districts the size of the department could grow to by another 20 - 40 full and
part time employees. West Hills Community College District will continue to have an
influence on where families that are served choose to continue their education .
E. 'What resources are required to maintain program/department/service area, and
what additional resources are necessary to improve or expand it? The LIFE
Program is funded by state (Prop. 49 ASES) and federal (21 5( Century ASSETS) grants
for After School programs . As additional revenue sources become available (primarily
other grants supporting after school programs) the program will seek to expand its
operations to other surrounding school districts and or current schools within our
current districts that are not presently served .
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F. Discuss staff training, academic and professional currency.
Program employees receive professional development training primarily during two
distinct times of the year: end of summer and spring. Most trainings are conducted at
WHC Lemoore by leading professionals in the field of After School education.
Employees also receive training on the implementation of new curriculum, as well as
update training on CPR and First aid. All training is contingent upon funding within the
program's budget.
G. Excluding curriculum validation, discuss community involvement in the operation
of the program/department/service area.
The LIFE program has received generous donations from businesses within our
surrounding communalities'. The program has also hosted community based events
such as plays, carnivals, and community food drives. Avenal hosted a Christmas play in
2008, spring carnival joint community organizations effort also in A venal, most of staff
reside in the communities they serve.
IV.

Professional Development

A. What professional development activities have staff participated in?
Employees in the LIFE program receive 24 hours of training prior to the beginning of
each program year. Employees receive training in classroom management, writing
effective lesson plans, learning and teaching strategies, and program specific
operations.
B. How does this professional development affect Student Learning Outcomes for
your program/department/service area?
Training provided to program employees provides them with the tools necessary to
affect growth in the students we served. Program staff are more confident in delivering
program content which has a direct impact on student academic improvement.
C. Describe the program/department/service area's plans for staff development over
the next four years. Staff development within the program is ongoing. Each year
management and supervisory staff attend Conferences and workshops that are geared to
increasing the academic performance/effectiveness of after school programs operated at
local school sites. Conferences provide training on "Best Practice" approaches for
delivering student learning actives, Effective Management of Programs, Building
Effective Partnerships, Grant Writing, and other professional development themed
topics. Line level staff receive quarterly training on the following topics that are geared
for equipping them with tools for effective delivery of LIFE program offerings:
Classroom Management, Effective Tutoring Tactics, Lesson Planning, Working with
Students with Special Needs, CPRIFirst Aid, and Incorporating Behaviors that Effect
Positive Change.
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C. Discuss the effectiveness of continuing education requirement to meet the need for
advanced training and/or training in emerging technologies.
V. Student Learning Outcomes
A. List all Student Learning Outcomes for this program/department/service. Student
Learning Outcomes for the LIFE program are as followed:

1. To improve Baseline California Standardized Test Scores in English Language
Arts and Mathematics from previous year
2. To promote to next grade level
th

During the 2007-2008 academic year, over 880 K_6 grade students were served J day
more in LIFE After School Programs operated at Lemoore Union & Reef Sunset Unifled
School Districts. 580 of those students were serviced at Lemoore schools. Out of those 580
students, 428 attended the program for at least 90 days. Out of those 428 students 214
improved their CST ELA scores and 218 improved their CST Math scores. Promotion to
next grade rates for students, according to affiliated school district personnel, was well
above 95%. (*CST data for individual students attending Reef-Sunset Schools was not
available at time for this report, but overall CST scores for the Reef-Slll1set District showed
at least a 30% improvement for all students within the district). The Evaluation Report for
programs operated in Lemoore has been submitted with this report.
B. Explain how Student Learning Outcomes are used to measure quality and success
of this program/department/service area.
The LIFE Program is funded by California's Prop. 49 which provide After School
Funding for Title I Schools that show a need for improvement. To remain eligible for
funding each program is evaluated on its effectiveness. Program effectiveness is
measured by student utilization of the program (attendance), and student achievement
(CST scores, academic performance, promotion rates, home work completion).
Attendance and CST data is tabulated for each student and submitted to California
Department of Education CCDE) After School Programs Office yearly. The LIFE
Program has been noted for its effectiveness achieving the goals of the grant.

C. Based upon the results of the program SLO assessments, what improvements have
been identified?
Current program operation is effective in adueving student learning outcomes.
VI.

General Operations

A. How does the program/department/service area ensure that current
curriculum/delivery of service is adequately meeting the needs of studeots?
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The LIFE Program is judged upon its ability to maintain a robust enrollment, and its
ability to increase student proficiency with quality homework completion and reading.
As a result of program staff hard work and dedication many students who attended the
program for at least 6 months showed marked improvement in their state standardized
tests scores (see attached document).

B. Do special accreditations, external regulations, or advisory committees regulate
the program/department/service area? Yes [X] No [] (if yes, elaborate.)
The LIFE program is regulated by state and federal standards for after school programs.
The program must submit an annual report on its performance. The program is also
subjected to Categorical Program Management (CPM) audits conducted by California
Department of Education (CDE).
C. Does the program/department/service area have any special regulations, space
requirements, staff training, etc.? Yes [X] No [ ] (if yes, elaborate.)
The LIFE Program must abide by regulations set forth by state and federal
standards set forth for after school program operations. Some of the more
common regulations are as followed:
• Programs must operate all 180 school days.
• All programs must operate until 6:00 p.m. each school day.
• Programs must start as soon as the regular school day ends which includes early
out days.
• Student enrollment in after school programs are on a first come, first serve
basis.
• Program staff must meet the minimum requirements set forth by the local
school district for an educational assistant.
D. Is there evidence of unmet student needs caused by your
program/department/service area? Yes [] No [X] (if yes, elaborate.)
E. How does the program/department/service area address cultural diversity?
Students enrolled in the program participate in activities that promote cultural diversity
and recognize the accomplishments of others. The programs celebrate and promote
events like Black History Month, Hispanic Heritage Month, Cesar Chavez and Martin
Luther King Day's are only a few examples.

F. Describe the initiatives the program/department/service area has implemented to
meet the needs of social-economically diverse students, and/or those with nontraditional requirements (e.g., physical mental disabilities, re-entry, gender, etc.).
The LIFE Program promotes equal access to all students regardless of social-economic
status, ability level, or physical/mental limitations. The program enrolls students on a
first come first serve basis. All activities within the program practice inclusion - in
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other words all students are expected / encouraged to participate. Accommodations are
made as necessary to meet the needs of students with special needs.

G. Discuss the program/department/service area's use of external funding, including
grants and collaborative partnerships, if applicable.
The LIFE Program receives its funding for all elementary school operations from the
state After School Education & Safety Grant. Funding for high school operations is
provided by the federal governments After School Safety Enrichment Training grant.
These grants provide sufficient funding for the following after school related services:
tutoring, home assistance, educational enrichment activities, physical fitness, and or job
training (high school only). Collaborative partnerships with multiple agencies have
been established that provide support for stafftrainingldevelopment, program technical
assistance, curriculum offerings, and or supportive services for students and their
families. Other partnerships have been established with local businesses that provide
financial or supplies support for program related activities.

H. To what extent is technology being used in the program/department/service area?
Students attending LIFE programs at affiliated school sites are provided access to
computers. Students utilize these computers to work with educational enrichment
software programs or web based educational programs that promote reading
comprehension. Program Site Coordinators utilize a program specific database that aids
in the collection of data on the LIFE Program's effectiveness. This data includes but not
limited to attendance records, state test scores, and participation in program activities.
1.

Describe the supply requirements for your existing program/department/service
area, as well as the effect that any proposed changes would have on the supplies in
the next four years. This statement should include the kinds and amounts of
supplies needed, any anticipated costs, and the need for any computer
.software/technology.
As previously stated, the LIFE program's needs are met by state and federal grants that
provide sufficient funding for program activities. Each year the LIFE program's
department head budgets appropriately for supplies needed for projected program
operations. These supplies consist of arts-n-crafts material, educational curriculum,
workbooks, reading books, enrichment materials, and other supplies as needed.
Supplies cost per site range on average between $10,000 - $15,000 per year.

J. Describe the need for facility modifications within your existing
program/department/service area or the effect that any proposed curricular or
instructional changes would have on the existing facilities in the next four years.
This statemenhhould include a description of the desired changes, the rationale
for the changes, and a rough estimate of the costs.
All LIFE programs are operated at Lemoore Elementary Unified and Reef-Sunset
Unified District schools. Facility usage at these schools is at the discretion of school site
administrators. Although facility usage at most school sites are adequate for program
16

needs, an expansion of facilities at Avenal elementary and A venal High school would be
of tremendous benefit for students enrolled in the program at these schools.

VIII. Summary and Recommendations
A. What actions have been taken to address the assessment and improvements of
program learning outcomes?
Program employees have been provided training in areas deemed critical to achieve the
goals of student learning outcomes. Program curriculum additions were made based
upon the educational, emotional, and physiological needs of students
B. Based on analysis of the information provided in I through VII, describe the
program's strengths, areas tha~ need improvement, and strategies and actions to
make those improvements.
1. Program strengths:
Well rounded curriculum and a great team of careering staff
members that strive to help students improve academically and socially.

2. Areas that need improvement:
Additional professional development training for employees in the area of classroom
management, new and exciting educational practices that activate student desire for
learning, and refresher courses in upper level math (geometry, algebra I, algebra II).
3. Strategies and actions for program enhancement and improvement.
The LIFE Program as an organization is operating at a very high level in its
primary mission of meeting the needs of program students.
Upon the receipt of additional funds program services will be extended to assess and
meet the needs of not only students, but their families'.

C. Attach your Program Planning and Evaluation Assessment Grid. Follow the
directions provided and thoroughly complete the form. You should have not more
than five short term goals, of which at least three are student learning outcome
goals.
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Planning and Governance Council Meetings
2010 - 2011
Meeting Time: 2:00 p. m.
Location: Conference Center 256
First and third Wednesday o/each month (only one meeting in December and January).
First Wednesday
September 1 *8/25
October 6
*9/29
November 3 * 10/27
December 1 *11124
Holiday Break - no meetiQg
February 2 *1/26
March 2
*2/23
Apri16
*3/30
May 4
*4/27

Third Wednesday
September 15 *9/8
October 20
* 10/13
November 17 *11110
Fina"Is week - no meeting
Start of semester-no meeting
February 16
*2/9
March 16
*3/9
*4/20
Ap~ril 27
*5111
May 18

"'agenda itemslhandouts due date

Planning and Governance Council Membership as of September IS, 2010
Voting Members:
Don Warkentin, ChairpersoniPresident (votes in case of a tie)
Jose Lopez, Dean of Students
Marlon Hall, Associate Dean of Educational Services, Evening College
Ryan Cardoza, Student Government Association Representative
Brittany Burkhart, Student Government Association Representative
Kurt Sterling, Academic Senate President
Marty Ennes, WHC Faculty Association Representative
Keith Brock, Classified School Employees Association Representative
Lenore Simonson, Classified School Employees Association Representative
!Non VotinglReporting Members:1
David Babb, Student Learning Outcomes Committee Chair
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Student Success Committee Chair
Marlon Hall, Employee Development and Success Committee Chair
John BemaJ, Facilities, Safety and Auxiliary Committee Chair
Ron Oxford, Technology Comminee Chair
Dave Bolt, Budget Allocation Committee Chair
Dave Bolt, Institutional Effectiveness and Program Review Committee Chair
Eva Jimenez, Advisor/Counselor
Rene Sanchez, Curriculum Committee Chair
Ron Oxford, Librarian
Linda Amaya-Guenon, WHC Faculty Association Representative
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Governance Structure
Introduction
The West Hills College Lemoore governance structure and process is designed to
be inclusive and collaborative. It involves faculty, staff, students, community
members and administrators in the planning and operation of the college. The
governance structure and practices were developed collaboratively and support
the participatory approach to decision-making. The Board of Trustees is the final
authority for governance at West HiBs College Lemoore, and delegates its
authority to the District Chancellor who in turn delegates authority to the College
Presidents. The Col1ege President then solicits and receives input through the
participatory governance decision-making process at the college level.

Organization
The Planning and Governance Council (PGC), as the principal participatory
governance body of the College, creates the processes for recommending College
policies and governance committee structures (see AP 2410). The PGC reviews
recommendations and requests of committees, planning groups, and task forces
in order to determine appropriate actions. The PGC amends and guides the
planning processes and recommends policies and procedures to respond to the
changing needs of the studellt population and the internal and external
environments. The PGC develops, implements, evaluates, and revises, if
necessary, the College's plans and initiatives, both long-tenn and short-term. All
decision making is based on the college's mission and vision statements, as wen
as the strategic plan and educational master plan.
The Strategic Plan (developed and revised by the WHCL Strategic Planning
Committee) outlines the tasks and actions to be accomplished during the
upcoming year. The PGC reviews the Strategic Plan and evaluates progress
toward achieving the college goals. Each governance committee is responsible
for achieving the tasks and actions as outlined for each committee within its
goals, roles, and products. The governance committees report directly to the PGC
and each has a representative on the PGC. The College President serves as the
chair of the PGC. All governance committee representatives on the PGC report
progress on their assigned goal, objectives, and activities at the PGC meetings.

Representation
The governance structure provides for representation from five recognized
constituencies at West Hills College Lemoore: Students, Academic Senate,
Faculty Association (WHCFA), Classified Staff (CSEA), and administrators.
Planning and Governance meetings are public. In addition, to representation
afforded to individuals through constituencies, other individuals and groups may
be heard in any governance meeting by requesting and receiving permission from
the chair to participate and/or have items added to the agenda.
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Appointments from the constituencies, when not specified by position, are made
by the follovving:
•
•
•
•
•

SGA - students
Academic Senate - faculty
WHCFA - faculty
CSEA - classified staff
President - administrators

The constituent appointees serve the length of term designated by the
constituency group and/or the President.

Responsibilities of Representatives
The primary responsibilities of representatives are as follows:
•
•
•

Prepare for and attend meetings
Communicate with individual constihlencies. All representatives are
responsib1e for keeping their respective constituencies informed of the
proceedings and recommendations
Contribute to informed decision-making

Meetings and Actions
The agenda of each meeting shall be prepared by the chair (College President or
his/her designee) and shall be posted (on the college website and intranet team
site) at least 72 hours in advance of the meeting. All meeting minutes will be
posted follovving approval of the council.
The latest edition of Robert's Rules of Order shall be the authority on
parliamentary procedure in all PGC meetings.
The chair or his/her designee and a simp1e majority of the members of the
council shall constitute a quorum.
The council shall attempt to achieve consensus for any and an actions. When
consensus cannot be reached, a majority of members shall determine the
recommendation.
The process for presenting items first for information) then for action at a
subsequent meeting shall be fcHowed. The PGC will have 60 days in which to
complete the review and approval process of board policies and administrative
procedures at the college level and submit final comments, recommendations or
actions taken with regard to the policy Jprocedure to the Chancellor's Office CAP
2410). Allowance will be made for suspending this process when deemed
appropriate by a majority.
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Definitions
Council: A group of constituency representatives designated or selected to act in
an advisory capacity that meets on a regular basis. The charge of a council entails
college-wide issues and is the designated governance group.
Standing Committee: A permanent committee of constituency representatives
intended to consider aJl matters pertaining to a designated subject that meets on
a regular basis. A standing committee is part of the governance structure and
reports to a Council.
Permanent Sub-Committee:
A permanent sub group of a standing
committee designated to consider specific subjects in detail for recommendations
back to the standing committee. The chair must be a member of the committee
to which it reports. Other members need not be members of the committee to
which it reports.
Ad Hoc Committee: A committee created by a council or standing committee
to address and made recommendations on a particular subject as needed and
meets until a task is completed. The members need not be from a council or
standing committee.
Task Force: A constituency-represented group created to address a speciaJ
college-wide subject/issue and meets until the subject/issue is resolved.
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Planning and Governance Council
Role: The PGC represents all constituent groups of WHCL, develops or revises
and approves governance policies and communicates with the respective groups.
The strategic planning process guides budget priorities. Recommendations made
by the PGC reflect the values and support the mission of the College and are in
the best interest of improving student success and serving the community. The
PGC, as the recognized participatory governance body of the College, creates the
processes for recommending College policies and governance committee
structures.
The PGC amends and guides the planning processes and
recommends policies and procedures to respond to the changing needs of the
student population and the internal external environments. The PGC develops,
implements, evaluates continuously and revises, if necessary, the College plans
and initiatives, both long-term and short-term. A three-year planning cycle is
used to implement the Master Plan. The PGC has oversight of college standing
committees and receives and monitors reports. Communication with individual
constituencies and participation in the Council meetings are primary
responsibilities of the PGC members.
Products: Annual evaluation of the institutional outcomes, Strategic Plan and
program reVIews, annual progress report, policies and procedures
recommendations.
Diversity Statement: The PGC will review all new committee structures,
policies, or procedures for the diversity statements, holding the "requesting"
individual or group accountable for including the consideration of appropriate
diversity issues into their processes.
PGC Membership (Approved: 9/15/2010)

Voting Members
1 - Chairperson - College President (votes only in case of a tie)
1 -WHC Faculty Association (WHCFA)
1 - Academic Senate
2 - Classified School Employees Association (CSEA)
2 - Administrators
2 - Student Government Association (SGA)
Non Voting Members
1 - Counselor/Advisor
1- Curriculum Committee Chair
1 - Librarian
1 - Chair, BAC
1 - Chair, IEPRC

Chair, SLOC
Chair, SSC
Chair, EDSC
1 - Chair FSAC
1- Chair TC

111-

Reporting Relationship: The PGC Chairperson reports to the District
Leadership Council, Chancellor, and Board of Trustees.
Meeting Schedule: Twice per month; first and third Wednesday.
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Council/ Committees
The follO\ving councils/committees' are represented on the Planning and
Governance Council. All input derived from these groups is incorporated into the
college's decision making and planning processes.

Budget Allocation Committee
Goal: To bund and foster a strong commitment to the use and development of
community, technology, education, and funding in order to effectively increase
the resources and productivity at West Hills College Lemoore.
Role: The WHCL Budget Allocation Committee has the responsibility of
soliciting budget proposals from its staff for the purposes of conducting business.
Area Budget Sub-Committees from: 1) Arts and Sciences 2) Occupational
Education 3) Student Services and 4) Maintenance and Operations will provide
input to the Budget Allocation Committee. Once received, the Budget Allocation
Committee win prioritize these requests based on their impact on student success
and the college's mission and vision statements.
The college's budget
recommendations and priorities will be sent to the Planning and Governance
Council.
Products: Prioritized list of budget recommendations to be sent to the Planning
and Governance Council.
Diversity Statement: WHCL is committed to the appropriation of resources
that includes thoughtful consideration of the special needs of its diverse students,
faculty, staff, and community populations. It is expected that the Budget
Allocation Committee win actively implement diversity issues into their budget
processes. When forwarding action and/or information items to the PGC, the
Budget Allocation Committee \-\'ill identify the items addressed in each item.
Membership: (Chairperson to be elected by the committee membership)
•
2 - Administrators
•
2 - WHC Faculty Association (WHCFA)
•
2 -Classified School Employees Association (CSEA)
•
1 - Student Government Association (SGA)
Reporting Relationship: Planning and Governance Council
Meeting Schedule: Every two weeks beginning in January and continuing
until April.
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Emplovee Development and Success Committee
Goal: West Hills College Lemoore recognizes the importance of institutional
development. To this end, Institutional Development will act as a catalyst to
support and enhance the other four goals.
Role: The Employee Development and Success Committee (EDSC) will develop,
implement, and monitor issues and activities related to helping all WHCL
employees maximize their success in the workplace. Areas of responsibility
include professional development activities, training needs, employee recognition
activities, and employee social activities and celebrations. The EDSC will survey
college employees bi-annually for training and professional development needs
reSUlting in an annual schedule of programs and events. The EDSC will plan and
implement these programs and events in collaboration with the Academic Senate,
CSEA, and college administration. The EDSC will plan and coordinate various
college employee social activities, including end-of-year celebration of programs
and events and prepare an annual report.
Products: Annual professional development plan; employee notification of
programs and events; evaluation of programs and events; annual plan.
Diversity Statement: The EDSC will actively address issues of diversity in the
workplace including but not limited to: access, gender, age, culture, race,
religion, experience and education.
Membership: (Chairperson to be elected by committee membership)
• 3 - Classified School Employees Association (CSEA)
•
1 - Student Government Association (SGA)
• 3 - WHC Faculty Association (WHCFA) (one from Educational Services)
• 3 - Student Services Representatives
•
I - Associate Dean of Educational Services, Evening College
Reporting Relationship: Planning and Governance Council
Meeting Schedule: First and third Thursdays of every month August to May
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Facilities. Safetv and Auxiliary Services Committee
Goal: To support the mission of the college by maintaining the appearance,

functionality, accessibility, safety, technology, and cleanliness of current and
future facilities conducive to a quality educational environment.
Role: The FSAC, representing all constituent groups of WHCL, develops,
monitors, and has implementation oversight of the Facilities Master Plan, Site
Safety, and Emergency Preparedness Plan. The FSAC evaluates and recommends
revision of plans and standards and communicates with the respective groups
involved. The aforementioned planning process guides budget priorities.
Recommendations made by the FSAC reflect the values and support the mission
of the College and are in the best interest of improving student success and
serving the community.
The FSAC develops, implements, evaluates
continuously, and revises if necessary, the FSAC plans and initiatives, both longterm and short-term. A three-year planning cycle is used to implement all FSAC
plans. The individual constituencies and participation in the committee meetings
are primary responsibilities of the FSAC members.
Products: Facilities Master Plan, Site Safety, Emergency Preparedness Plan
Diversity Statement: The Facilities, Safety and Auxiliary Services Committee
will address diversity into all planning and implementation processes as
appropriate. Diversity issues will include but are not limited to access, use,
learning experience, and indoor/outdoor environment. When forwarding action
and/ or information items to the Planning and Governance CounciL The
Facilities and Safety Committee will identify the diversity items addressed in each
item.
Membership: (Chairperson to be elected by the committee membership)
• 1 - Director of Facilities Services
•
1 - Media Services Representative
•
1 - DSPS Representative
•
1 - ITS Representative
•
1 - Student Government Association (SGA)
•
1- WHC Faculty Association (WHCFA)
•
1 -Classified School Employees Association (CSEA)
• 1 - Administrative Representative
Reporting Relationship: Planning Governance Council
Meeting Schedule: Monthly/first Friday of the month
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Institutional Effectiveness and Program Review Committee
Goal: To provide positive and energetic teaching and learning environments to further
our commitment to student-centered, outcome based education using relevant goals,
innovations, strategies, and partnerships.
Role: The Institutional Effectiveness and Program Review Committee (IEPRC) monitors
Program Review process Representation on this committee is from all constituency
groups of WHC Lemoore.
Products: Program Review and accreditation reports
Diversity Statement: It is expected that the Institutional Effectiveness and Program
Review Committee will actively incorporate all facets of diversity in the systematic
evaluation and planning processes. When forwarding action and/or information items to
the Planning and Governance Council, the Institutional Effectiveness and Program
Review Committee will identify the diversity items addressed in each item.
Membership:
1 - Vice President of Educational Services - Chairperson
1 - Dean of Educational Services
2 - WHC Faculty Association (WHCFA)
2 - Classified School Employees Association (CSEA)
1 - Student Government Association (SGA)
1 - Accreditation Liaison
1 - Student Services Representative
1 - Director of Admissions/Records (Ad Hoc)
Reporting Relationship: Planning and Governance Council
Meeting Schedule: Monthly with more frequent meetings as needed
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Student Leal"lung Outcomes Committee
Goal: To support faculty and staff in the development and assessment of learning
outcomes.
Role: The purpose of the Student Learning Outcomes Committee is to coordinate the
various efforts on the West Hills College-Lemoore campus to create, implement, assess,
and implement student learning on our campus. The SLOC will facilitate discussion
among the various interested parties including, but not limited to:
faculty,
administration, and support staff regarding student learning.
Products: WASC Student Learning Outcomes reports, support and training to faculty
and staff in creating, implementing, assessing, and evaluating results of student learning.

Diversity Statement: Ethnic and gender diversity will be taken into account when
organizing the SLOC and creating, implementing, assessing, and evaluating student
learning outcomes.
Chair: Faculty Student Learning Outcomes Coordinator
Reporting Relationship: College Administration

Membership:
1- Student Learning Outcomes Coordinator-faculty-Chair
1- Student Learning Outcomes Coordinator-non-teaching faculty-CoChair/Vice-Chair
6- Six faculty from the following learning areas as chosen by the Academic Senate:
Arts and Letters (1) , CISjBusinessjCTE (1), MathjScience/PE (1), Health and
Wellness (1), Social Science (1), Counseling (1)
4- Staff members to represent support programs
I-Student Government Association (SGA)
1- Instructional Administrator
1- Non Instructjonal Administrator
Meeting Schedule: To be determined
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Student Success Committee
Goal: To support the mission of the college by providi ng the services and supports
necessary to students for them to achieve their educational goals.
Role: The Student Success Committee develops, implements, and monitors campuswide services and activities necessary to ensure WHCL students maximize their success.
This includes student services, academic support and recognition activities. This will be
accomplished by making data driven decisions, incorporating essential planning
documents and ensuring alignment with applicable regulations.
Products: Matriculation Plan, Student Equity Plan, Student Handbook, Transfer Plan,
and other documents affecting institutional effectiveness.
Diversity Statement: We promote the exploration and celebration of differences and
uniqueness in people, languages, and cultures. The Student Success Committee will
actively address student diversity at every level of service including but not limited to
enrollment trends, outreach, registration/enrollment access, advising, retention, and
student clubs and associations. When forwarding action and/or information items to the
Planning and Governance Council, the Student Success Committee will identify the
diversity items addressed in each item.
Membership:
1 - Vice President of Student Services - Chair
1 - Dean of Student Services
1 - WHC Faculty Association (WHCFA)
1 - Classified School Employees Association (CSEA)
1 - Counselor
1 - Representative from Student Support Services
1 - Director of Categorical Programs
1 - Matriculation Coordinator
1 - Transfer Counselor
1 - Financial Aid Coordinator
1 - Representative from Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Management
1 - Front Counter Representative
2 - Student Government Association (SGA)
Reporting Relationship: Planning and Governance Councll
Meeting Schedule: Monthly/Second Friday 1:30-3 :30

Revised/approved: 10/6/2010
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Technology Committee
Goal: To support the mission of the college by maintaining technology conducive to a

quality educational environment.
Role: The technology committee has the responsibility of assessing IT related policies,
procedures, and planning, as they relate to WHC Lemoore. The central focus is the
intersection of instruction, administrative support and technology in regards to students
and their ability to meet their educational goals. WHCL has a student-centered
environment that reIles heavily on technology and the committee's objective win be
increasing communication among the various constituencies in order to meet this goal.
Open communication, collaboration and feedback related to technology needs and
availability will be a key function. The committee win be representative of all campus
constituencies and align to the Mission and Vision statements of the College.
Products: Technology p1an (annually) in coordination with the Budget Allocation
Committee.
Diversity Statement: The Technology Committee win actively address issues of
diversity in the workplace including but not limited to: access, gender, age, culture, race,
religion, experience and education.
Chair: Recommended by the President
Membership:
1- Librarian
1- Maintenance and Operations Representative
1- Student Services Assistant/Office Manager
1- Counselor/ Advisor
2 - WHCAFaculty Association (WHCFA)
1- Student
1- Media Technician
1- DSPS Assistive Technology Specialist
Reporting Relationship: Reports to the Planning and Governance Council

Meeting Schedule: Every two weeks initially, and then upon committee consensus

RevisedlApproved: 10/6/2010
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Administrative Procedure 2410
Policy and Administrative Procedure
Reference:

Education Code Section 70902

Board Policies and Administrative Procedures are regularly reviewed by the Chancellor's
Office. The Chancellor makes recommendations to the Board of Trustees concerning revisions
to existing policies and procedures or the development of new policies and procedures to
ensure that they are current and comply with state and federal laws.
Any employee, student, or member of the public may initiate a review or development of any
policy or procedure by submitting a request or recommendation in writing to the Chancellor's
Office.
Review and Approval Process
Upon receipt of the request or recommendation, the Chancellor's Office may refer to the
Community College League's Policy and Procedure Servke for recommended or legally
advised language. The Chancellor's Office may also use the PoHcy and Procedure listserv to
query other districts for related Board Policies or Administrative Procedures. In some
instances, the Chancellor's Office may request that legal counsel review the policy or
procedure language. Other employees with expertise in specific areas governed by a Board
Policy or Administrative Procedure may also be consulted during the review process.
After initial review by the Chancellor's Office, the policy and/or procedure will be routed to
the supervisor, manager or Dean of the appropriate department, if applicable, for review (i.e.
Student Services, Human Resources, Business Office, etc.). Following the applicable review,
the policy and/or procedure will be routed as follows:
Policy and/or procedure to be reviewed and discussed by the Chancellor's Executive
Cabinet.
L

After review by the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet, the policy and/or procedure will be
sent to the College Consultation Council eCCC) at West Hills College Coalinga and the
Planning and Governance Council (PGC) at West Hills College Lemoore (through the College
Presidents) for review and approval, if applicable. Simultaneously, the policy and/or
procedure will be sent to the Academic Senate Presidents and the Faculty Association
President as a courtesy.
2.

3.
Review and approval by the Academic Senate Presidents will be requested only if the
policy and/or procedure deal(s) with academic and professional matters. Review and
approval by the Faculty Association President win only be requested if the policy and/or
procedure has 0\' \\Iill have a significant effect on faculty.
4.
After review by the CCC and the PGC, any comments, recommendations or actions
taken vvitb regard to the policy and/or procedille shall be sent to the Chancellor's Office by the
College Presidents. In the case of re\·i ew and approval by the Academic Senate Presidents or
Faculty Association President, any comments, recommendations or actions taken with regard
to the policy and/or procedure shall be sent to the Chancellor's Office by the individuals
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semng in those capacities. As a courtesy, the comments, recommendations or actions taken
should also be sent to the College Presidents.
S·
The Chancellor's Office win take the policy and/or procedure to the District Leadership
Council (DLC) for review and approval.
6.

After DLC review, and upon final review by the Chancellor, the policy and/or procedure

win be placed on the Board of Trustees agenda for a first reading, with consideration to foHow
at a subsequent meeting.
Submission of Policies and Procedures for Review
When submitted to the CCC, PGC, the Academic Senate Presidents, the Faculty Association
President, and the DLC, the policy and/or procedure shall be accompanied by a routing form
which will include the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policy/Procedure Number
Policy/Procedure Name
Indication of new or revised policy/procedure
Initiator of proposed new or revised policyJprocedure
Purpose for new or revised policy/procedure
Anticipated timeline for review and approval process

New policies and procedures win be submitted to the appropriate groups as a "clean" copy.
Revised policies and procedures will be submitted to the appropriate groups using the
following editing marks:
•
•

Deleted text to be shown in
Added text to be shown in bold print

Nonsuhstantive ("clean up" or "housekeeping") revisions to policies and procedures (Le.
names, title changes, addition or deletion of references) that do not change the intent or
meaning of the policy or procedure may be recommended by the Chancellor to the Board of
Trustees for review and consideration without being routed through the review and approval
process. However, the revised policies and procedures ""in be sent to the CCC, PGC, the
Academic Senate Presidents, the Faculty Association President and the DLC as a courtesy.
Policies and procedures dealing strictly v.rith the Board of Trustees may be recommended by
the Chancellor to the Board of Trustees for review and consideration without being routed
through the review and approval process. However, the revised policies and procedures will be
sent to the CCC, PGC, the Academic Senate Presidents £tfl6, the Faculty Association President
and the DLC as a courtesy. New or revised procedures that outline an existing process may be
recommended by the Chancellor to the Board of Trustees for review and consideration without
being routed through the review and approval process. However, the revised policies and
procedures win be sent to the CCC, PGC, the Academic Senate Presidents, the Faculty
Association President and the DLC as a courtesy.
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Timeline
In most instances, policy and procedure review and approval wm be based on a two-month
cycle at the college level. Once the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet agrees to move new or
revised polides and/or procedures forward to the CCC, PGC, the Academic Senate Presidents
and the Faculty Association President, the review and approval process timeline officially
begins. The groups will have 60 days in which to complete the review and approval process at
the college level and submit final comments, recommendations or actions taken with regard to
the policy and/or procedure to the Chancellor's Office.
At the completion of the 60 days (or sooner if the appropliate groups have completed their
review and approval process), the policy and/or procedu.re ,vili be placed on the DLC agenda
for review and approval if applicable. Following DLe review, the policy and/or procedure ",rill
be placed on the Board of Trustees agenda for a first reading, with consideration to fo1low at a
subsequent meeting. The Board of Trustees
be provided witJl the Chancellor's final
recommendation, along with the completed routing form which will include the comments,
recommendations and actions taken by the appropriate groups.

""ill

The timeline may be shorted due to various circumstances inclucting, but not limited to,
changes in law or urgent need. However, the Chancellor's Office shall notify all applicable
groups of the shortened timeline.
After approval by the Board of Trustees, policies and procedures will be posted to the District's
website. The College Presidents and Academic Senate Presidents wj]l also be notified as to the
status of the proposed or revised polides and procedures.
Board approval date: 3/7/06
Revised policy approval date: 6/26/07

Administrative Procedure 2510
Participation in Local Decision Making
Reference: Education Code Section 709 02 (b)(7); Title 5, Sections 53200 et seq; 51023.5;
51023.7Accreditation Standard N.A.2; NA.5
The Board directs the Chancellor to develop operating procedures to facilitate the process of the
work of the District Leadership Council (DLC), the College Consultation Council eCCC) at West
Hills College Coalinga and the Planning and Governance Council (PGC) at West Hills College
Lemoore. The procedures shall recognize the following relationships among the participating
groups:
The Board - The Board retains all powers implied or granted by the law. The members of the
Governing Board, as elected officials, recognize their accountability to the electorate with the
District and their responsibility under law to make policy decisions affecting the District.

1.

2.

Faculty

a. West Hills College Faculty Association
1. The West Hills College Faculty Association shaH be provided opportunities to participate in the
formulation and development of District policies and procedures which the Board determines, in
consultation with faculty, has or will have a significant effect on faculty.
2. Except in unforeseeable or emergency situations, the Board shall not take action
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on matters significantly affecting faculty until it has provided faculty an opportunity to
participate in the formulation and development of those matters through appropriate structures
and procedures as determined by the Board.
b. The Academic Senate
The Academic Senate shall have two (2) representatives on the OLC (the Academic Senate
President from each college). However, the Board recognizes that the Academic
Senate has a special role with the Board when adopting policies and procedures on academic and
professional matters. This relationship provides for the Board of Trustees or their representative
to consult collegially and to rely primarily on the advice and judgment of the Academic Senate.
The curriculum matters for which the Board shall rely primarily upon the Academic
Senate include the following: a. Curriculum development; b. Establishing prerequisites
and placement of courses within disciplines; c. Standards or policies regarding student
preparation and success; d. Degree and certificate requirements; e. Grading policies.
1.

In keeping with the spirit and intent of the Board and the concept of sharing the governance of
the college, the Academic Senate shall provide, as an information item to the OLC, any action
taken by the Senate on the above listed curriculum matters. Once reviewed by the DLC, the policy
shall be sent to the Chancellor to be placed on the Board's next meeting agenda . The
recommendations of the Academic Senate will normally be accepted. The Board of Trustees may
refuse to adopt the recommendations of the Academic Senate on these matters only in
exceptional circumstances or for compelling reasons. Jf a recommendation is not accepted, the
Board, through its designee, shall promptly communicate its reasons for rejection of the
recommendation in writing to the Academic Senate. The Board shall also provide the Academic
Senate the opportunity to respond in writing prior to fina1 action by the Board.
2. In all other academic and professional matters, the DLC shan be the forum where the
Academic Senate has mutually agreed to meet with the appropriate administrators and
constituent groups, when appropriate, to formulate recommendations, review policy, and provide
the mechanism for shared governance. The other matters that shall be considered by the OLC are
defined as follows:
a. Educational program development;
b . Faculty roles and involvement in accreditation processes including self study and annual
reports;
c. Establishing policies for faculty professional development;
d. Process for program review;
e. Processes for institutional planning and budget development;
f. Hiring policies, procedures, and criteria for contract faculty and administration;
g. District and college governance structures as related to faculty roles;
h. Other academic and professional matters as mutually agreed upon between the Governing
Board and the Academic Senates. In all non-academic and professiona1 matters, the Board shall
retain its traditional authority as prescribed by law.

3. Staff
a. Staff shall be defined as classified employees who are eligible to be members of the bargaining
unit represented by CSEA.
b. Staff shall be provided opportunities to participate in the formulation and development of
District policies and procedures which the Board determines, in consultation with Staff, has or
will have a significant effect on Staff.
c. Except in unforeseeable or emergency situations, the Board shall not take action on matters
significantly affecting Staff until is has provided Staff an opportunity to participate in the
formulation and development of those matters through appropriate structures and procedures as
determined by the Board.
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4 . Students
a. Students shall have the opportunity to participate in the formulation and development of
District policies which will have a significant effect on students, including the opportunity to
participate injointly developing recommendations to the Board as enumerated in Title V.
b. Except in unforeseeable or emergency situations, the Board shall not take action on matters
significantly affecting students until it has provided students an opportunity to participate in the
formulation and development of those matters through appropriate struchlres and procedures as
determined by the Board.
c. The Board shall give reasonable consideration to any written recommendations or posi.tions
developed by students regarding District policies and procedures pertaining to the hiring and
evaluation of faculty, administration, and staff.
5. Administration
a. Administration shall be provided opportunities to partlclpate in the formulation and
development of District pohcies and procedures which the Board determines, in consultation
with Administration, has or will have a significant effect on Administration.
b. Except in unforeseeable or emergency situations, the Board shall not take action on matters
significantly affecting Administration until it has provided Administration an opportunity to
participate in the formulation and development of those matters through appropriate structures
and procedures as determined by the Board.
6. Rights and Responsibilities - Nothing in this policy shall be construed to impinge on the rights
and responsibilities of the Governing Board, the Chancellor and administration, or on the rights
of faculty, staff, or students, not to detract from any negotiations or negotiated agreement
between collective bargaining agents and the Board of Trustees as to how they will consult,
collaborate, share, or delegate among themselves the responsibilities that are or may be
delegated to the Academic Senate or to staff by this policy.
7. Status of DLC - The OLC shall only have the powers and duties set forth in these policies and
procedures or applicable law and regulations. The DLC shall not be a legally constituted entity.
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WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
Institutional Effectiveness Planning Calendar
DATE

Summer

ITEM
Review Mission/Vision Statement & Goals,
Performance Indicators
Update P1anning & Governance Manual

September

Review Accreditation Timeline

September

Strategic Planning Committee Retreat/Strategic
Plan (Mission/Vision Statement)
Strategic Planning Committee Retreat/Strategic
Plan (Guiding Principles)
Student Strategic Planning Retreat

Strategic Planning Committee

Strategic Planning Committee Retreat/Strategic
Plan (Performance Indicators, ARCC Report)
W ASC Annual Report

Strategic Planning Committee

Fall

December
February
February
March

RESPONSIBIliTY
Strategic Planning
Committee/PGC
President's Office
PGC

Strategic Planning Committee
Student Services

PGC

March

College Operations
Budget Changes

May

Strategic Planning Committee Retreat
(End of year wrap up, Evaluation of planning
process)

May

Approved Budget Priority/Staff Requests

PGC

December/May

Approve Program Review Plans

PGC

April/May

Review PGC Committee Membership

PGC

Monthly

Board Policies and Administrative Procedures

PGC

Annually

Review of Technology Strategic Plan

PGC

Biannually

Evaluation of Shared Governance Process

PGC

Biannually

Review Educational Master Plan

Updated:

2/2/2010

PGC

PGC

Strategic Planning Committee

PGC, Committees
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lex Day
West Hills Co lege Lemoore
Thursday, August 12, 2010
8:30-9:00 a.m.

Continental Breakfast

9:00-9:15

Welcome back & Kick-off

Kurt Sterling

Conf. Center

9:15-11:15

"Generational & Cultural Diversity
In the Classroom"

Susanne Valery, Ed.D.

Conf. Center

11 :15-11 :30

Break

11 :30 -12: 15

Break Out Session (Please Choose One)
"Social Networking and Education" David Babb
"ADA compliance in online classes" David M. Rengh.
"Infection control and hand-washing" Marleen Smart

Conf. Center

Room xxx
Room xxx
Room xxx

12:15-1 :4Spm

Lunch - WHCF A Meeting
Or On Your Own

Marty Ennes

Room 239

1 :45- 2:30

englb4u

Stephanie Droker
Jacqui Shehorn
Neomi Daniels

Conf. Center

2:30 - 3:15

Learning Area Connect
Committee Representatives
SLO

Senate Reps

Conf. Center

???
3:15-4:00pm

Office Time
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Duty Day
West Hills College Coal-nga
Friday, August 13, 2010
8:30 - 9:00

Continental Breakfast

9:00-9:10

Welcome & Introductions

WHCC Cafeteria

President Willard Lewallen
Theatre

9: 10 - 10: 10
10:10 - 10:20

State of the District
Break

Chancellor Frank Gornick
Theatre
Chess Board Area

10:20 - 12:00 To Be Determined
10:20 - 12:00

Tours of Health and
(every 15 minutes)
Wellness Center
12 :00 - 1 :00

Lunch (provided)

Mark Gritton
Chess Board Area
WHCC Cafeteria

AFTERNOON SESSIONS
West Hills College Lemoore

1:00 - 2:00

President's! Administrative President Don Warkentin
Update
Library/Learning Resource Center

2:00 - 2: 15

Snack Break

2:15-4:00

Learning Area Meetings!
Accreditation Self Study

????/ D. Bolt
Library/Learning Resource Center

West Hills Col/ege Coalinga

1:00-2:00

President's! Administrative President Willard Lewallen
Update
W HCC Cafeteria

2:00 - 2:15

Snack Break

2: 15 - 4:00

Learning Area Meetings/
Accreditation Self Study

S. Shepard/J. Stearns

ThursdaY, Augu

st 13 2009
,

AGENDA
8:30-9:00am

Continental Breakfast

9:00-9:30

NISOD

9:30-10:30

Basic Skills Group

10:30-10:45

Break

10:45 - 11:45

Break Out Session (Please Choose One)

Conference Center
Marty E./Brian A.
Team BSI

Brain-Based learning
Joel R.
Turnitin.com Webinar
Lenore S.
Reading Across The Curriculum Jacqui S.

Conference Center
Conference Center

Room 274
Room 273
Room 239

11:45 -1:00pm WHCFA lunch Meeting
Or On Your Own

Marty E.

Room 239

1:00- 1:30

Information Competency

Ron O.

Conference Center

1:30 - 2:00

Curriculum Process

Rene S.

Conference Center

2:00 - 2:15

VA Update

Gary S.

Conference Center

2:15 - 2:30

Break

2:30-3:30pm

learning Area Connect
Committee Representatives
Senate Constitution/Bylaws

•
•
3:30-4:00pm

Office Time

Conference Center

WEST
~~I!! HILLS
'----_---""_

CO ~ I M 11 N IT Y
C O L l. E G E
DI STRI CT

nda~August14,2009

Duty ay
West ills Co ege emoore
8:30 - 9:00

Continental Breakfast

9:00 - 9:15

Welcome & Introductions

Conference Room 253

President Don Warkentin
Conference Room 253

9:15 -; 10:45

State of the District

Chancellor Frank Gornick
Conference Room 253

10:45 - 12:00 Classroom Technology

Conference Room 253

12:00 - 1:00

Conference Room 253

Lunch (provided)

West Hills College Lemoore

1:00 - 2:00

President's/ Administrative President Don Warkentin
Update
Library/Learning Resource Center

2:00-2:15

Snack Break

2:15 - 3:00

Learning Area Meetings

Library/Learning Resource Center

Arts and Letters
Counseling
CTE and Math/Science
Health and Wellness
Social Sciences

Marlon Hall
Jose Lopez
Stephanie Atkinson-Alston
B. Clement/C. Freeman
Dave Bolt

Program Review
or
Office Time

Stephanie Atkinson-Alston

3:00 - 4:00

Library/Learning Resource Center

West Hills College Coalinga

1:00 - 2:15

Speed Round

Conference Room 253

•

Pandemic Prep

Frances Squire

•

Certificate & Degree Completion

Sandy McGlothlin

•

DSPS

Dave Reynolds

•

Faculty Team Portal Site

Jill Stearns

•

Career Technical Education

Carole Goldsmith

•

Accreditation Self Study Kick Off

S. Shepard l J. Stearns

2:15 - 2:30

Snack Break

2:30 - 4:00

Accreditation Standards

Conference Room 253

S. Shepard l J. Stearns
Conference Room 253

West Hills College Lemoore
Flex Day - August 7, 2008
8:30 - 9:00am

Continental Breakfast

Conf. Center

9:00 - 9: 15am

Kick Off - Stephanie D.

Conf.Center

9:15 - 9:30am

Brand New Stuff - Frances S.

Conf.Center

9:30 - 1O:30am

Movie - "Discounted Dreams"

Conf. Center

10:15 - 10:30am

Break

Conf. Center

10:30 - 11:00am

Student Success - Mike R.

Conf.Center

11:00 - 11:45am

Breakout Sessions (Choose 1)
NISOD - Joel Rogers/
Looking Good, Mon! - Frances S.

Room 235
Room 278

11:45 - 1:00pm

CTA Lunch

Conf.Center

1:00 - 1:45pm

From Polynominal Algorhythms to Multi Variant
Qualitative Analysis (SLO Assessments)
Jameson B.

Conf. Center

Come Together: Academics and Vocations
Unite! - Carole G.

Conf.Center

2:15 - 3:00pm

Learning Area Connect - Senate Reps.

Conf.Center

3:00 - 4:00pm

YO!

Your Office

1:45 - 2:15pm
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Duty Day
est ills College Coalinga
8:30 - 9:00 a.m.

Continental Breakfast

9:00 - 9:15

Welcome & Introductions

President Willard Lewallen
Theatre

9:15-10:45

State of the District

Chancellor Fran k Gornick
Theatre

10:45 - 11 :00

Break

Cafeteria

11 :00 - 12:00pm My West Hills
Dean Susan Whitener
Portal Technology Is Here!
Theatre
12:00 - 1:00

Lunch (provided)

1:00 - 4:00

Coalinga Faculty

Cafeteria

Learning Area Meetings
Everett Hall

AG/BUS/CIS/CWEE
Allied Health
Arts and Lette rs
Math/Science/PE
Non Teaching Faculty
Social Science/Public Service

1:00 - 4:00

Lemoore Faculty
Program Review
Arts and Letters
Health and Wellness
Career Technical Education
Math/Science
Counseling
Social Sciences

Learning Area Meetings
Library

President's Intercommunication Team
September 9, 2010 -10:00 - 11:00 a.m.
WHCL Conference Rm. 124
Coalinga, District Office Bd. Rm.
MINUfES
Members Present:
Don Warkentin, President
Marlon Hall, Associate Dean of Educational Services, Evening College
Susan Whitener, Associate Vice Chancellor of Educational Planning
Cathy Barabe, Director of Grants (by phone)
Ken Stoppenbrink, Vice Chancellor of Administrative Services (by phone)
Bob Clement, Athletic Director
John Bernal, Director of Maintenance & Operations
Frances Squire, WHCCD Foundation Executive Director, Director of Marketing
Members Absent:
Pedro Avila, Vice Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness & Enrollment Services
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services
Jana Cox, WHCL Financial Aid Director
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Vice President of Student Services
Kurt Sterling, Academic Senate President
Charles Freeman, Director of Nursing
Carole Goldsmith, Vice Chancellor of Educational Services and Workforce Development
Michelle Kozlowski, Director of ITS
Jose Lopez, Dean of Student Services
Jody Ruble, Director ETS/UB/Americorp
John Ieronimo, CSEA President Representative
Ryan Cardoza, Student Representative
Mr. Warkentin called the meeting to order at 10:13 a.m.

Accreditation Update
Mr. Warkentin reported that the WHCL accreditation visit will be March 7 - 10. The
team members will arrive on Sunday and make a visit to the district office on Monday
morning. Both WHCC and WHCL will be visited. WHCC's team chair will be the
president from the Ventura College District. WHCL's team chair will be Rosa Carlson,
president of Porterville College. The WHCC team will stay at Harris Ranch and the
WHCL team will stay at the Tachi Hotel. A month prior to the visit the team chairs and
their assistants will meet with the colleges and district office. One aspect the team will
look at is how we communicate with our district office staff. Mr. Warkentin reiterated
that this committee, President's Intercommunication Team (PIT), conducts monthly
meetings to dialogue with the district offices. He reviewed the PIT mission statement
and its membership.
1.0
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The WHCL self study draft has been sent out and we are awaiting feedback from the
district office staff. The WHCL Planning and Governance Council (PGC) will take action
on the self study in October with Board of Trustees action to follow in
October/November. The Study will need to be mailed out to the team in January.
Evidence documents will be scanned and accessible via links through the website. The
WHCL team room will be in the conference center room 256. It will be partitioned off
for individual meetings and opened up for the larger meetings.
Susan announced that she will be participating on an accrediting team in Oxnard and
she has just returned from training. A few of the issues WASC has concern with are:
Resource allocation (whether it is integrated into resource planning) also, whether
colleges have a plan in place for reimbursement to reserves. SLO will not be a sanction;
however, proficiency is expected by 2012; continuous quality improvement is the next
leveL Non proficiency by 2012 will be a recommendation. Mr. Warkentin added that
recommendations may bring a follow up visit which he intends to avoid. Susan will
send a bulleted list of her observations from the training. Additionally, she reported
that she learned that the data we present should also be analyzed. Another issue
concerns international students and if colleges are meeting their special needs. The data
about incoming students should include international students. The international
program at WHCCD generates about the equivalent of 200 FfES per year. WASC wants
to see that SLO for online programs are managed the same as face to face and that
success, retention, and persistence rates are comparative to face to face student
achievement. Student achievement is certificates, degrees, and SLO (what they walk
away with in their head).
Mr. Warkentin announced that he is chairing an accreditation team to Evergreen Valley
College and Jose Lopez is on a team at Miramar College in San Diego in October. After
all have participated on teams they will convene for dialogue.

Budget Update
Ken Stoppenbrink stated that the district budget for 2010-2011 was approved in August
despite the fact the state does not have a budget. Communication from the chancellor's
office is that there is a budget eminent. Apportionment has not been received and
currently we are using reserves which should take us to October. The state is paying
IOU's with the challenge being how long the banks will honor the IOU'S. Ken does not
expect an approved budget soon. All districts will be in the same situation. Mr.
Warkentin reported that he had spoken with EECU Manager, Lisa Franks, and EECU is
preparing to provide interest free payroll loans. The loans would also be available to
elementary and high schools in the valley. Frances interjected that there is speculation
that a budget will be approved after the November elections are over. Ken stated that
there are monies in capital outlay projects that could be pulled to put in the general fund
if necessary. Frances will contact Lisa Franks to question the details. Bob asked if there
would be concern with the bond monies and the continuance of construction. Ken does
not see any delays in construction. Bob asked if budgets would be frozen. Ken
responded that the same procedure as in past will likely be in place which would freeze
budgets before the end of the fiscal year. He reiterated that the state is holding $6
million a year out of our apportionment and will pay it next fiscal year. This is why a
2.0
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freeze has to be put on our spending. Mr. Warkentin stated that he had been informed
that we will not receive MAA checks until the state budget passes even though MAA is
federal monies. Ken reported that WHCCD is in excellent shape. The normal budget
planning process will continue in the spring.
Ken questioned if in WHCL'S perspective on budget if there is a flow or are there areas
that need to improve. Mr. Warkentin replied that aside from no budget in the last few
years, an area to strengthen is the need for a formal response from the district to
acknowledge prioritized budget requests. Currently, when Anne Jorgens reports lottery
dollars have been received, the Budget Allocation Committee revisits the priority lists.
There needs to be a response form. As new monies become available we need a
communication piece. Ken responded in agreement and recommends this be further
discussed at the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet as it is needed district-wide. Cathy
stated that she would like to see priority 3 lists to know what has been requested.
3.0 Program Review Schedule
Mr. Warkentin reviewed the district office program review schedule.
reviews not showing please let he or Dave Bolt know.

If there are

4.0 New Grants Program
Cathy Barabe reported that she had informed Mr. Warkentin about CTE equipment
monies available. Additionally, she has found monies for two child development classes
for spring and fall. She has talked to Dave Bolt about adding science classes for spring
as there is funding for online and/or face to face classes. She is working with the Avenal
school districts regarding the educational center and she needs feedback on signage, i.e.
WHC Center at Avenal, WHC Avenal Learning Center. There will be staff stationed at
the outreach sites. It is expected that the students will be nontraditional. Susan asked
about the Title V grant approval. Cathy responded that she had not heard; The Student
Services Grant will not be received.
5.0 FfES Update
In the absence of Mr. Avila, no report was given.

6.0 Other
Frances Squire made event announcements as follows:

• Washington Monthly magazine has named NDC the 34th best college in American
based on SICEE survey rates. There will be a celebration on 9/23 at 5:00 p.m. in
Firebaugh.
•

On October 10th Karl Rove will be speaking at WHCC. This will be announced on
KMJ. Rove's visit will be advertised in Paso Robles also. Tickets are $30 in
advance. Doors open at 5:00 p.m. With Rove to speak at 6:15 p.m. Seating will be
on a first come, first served basis.

•

On October 11th there will be an pianist/organist concert at WHCC.

_
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•

On October 16th is the Hall of Fame dinner at WHCC. A dedication of the gym
will also be held that day.

• Veteran Student Club Association will hold a 9/n event today (9/9/2010) with
lunch provided and Dr. Marlon Hall will be the keynote speaker.
The next meeting is scheduled on October 14, 2010.

President's Intercommunication Team
September 9, 2010 -10:00 - 11:00 a.m.
WHCL Conference Rm. 124
Coalinga, District Office Bd. Rm.
AGENDA

1.0

Accreditation Update

Don Warkentin

2.0

Budget Update

Don Warkentin

3.0 Program Review Schedule
4.0

New Grants Progress

5.0 FfES Update

Don Warkentin
Carole Goldsmith
Cathy Barabe
Pedro Avila

6.0 Other
Next Meeting: October 14, 2010

2010 WHCL Evaluation of Policies & Shared
Governance Survey
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Respondents by Category

Certifi cated Faculty
Classified
Adminisb'ator
Classified Management
Student
TOTAL:

n
15

9
5

2
1

32

%

46.9
28.1
15.6
6.3
3.1
100.0

1
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2010 WHCL Evaluation of Policies & Shared
Governance Survey
Are you a member of any of the following groups? Response
(Check all that apply)
Count
Slrategic Planning Commin&e
West Hills College Facultl Association (WHCFA)
Califocnia School Employees Association (CSEA)
Planning and Govemance Council (POC)
Employee Development & Success Committee
Student Success Committee
Studentleaming Outcomes Committee

12
II

8
6
6
6
6

Response
Percent
156'1(.
12.5·0
3.1%
34.4 ~

25.0%
18.8 ·~

15.6%
18.8'lo

5

Budget Allocation Conunittee

5

9.4%

Institutional Effectiveness and Program Review Comminee

4

12.5%

Curlicutum Co.nmittee

4
3
3

18. 8°~

2

37. ~

Other (please speci1y):
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Academic $enate

Facilities. Safety. & Auxiliary Committee

WEST

6-3%

Child Development
CaI·Pass
None
Technology Committee
Student Govemment Ass ociation (SGA)
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18.8%
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2010 WHCL Evaluation of Policies & Shared
Governance Survey
Ovema
4 16

Responee
Coum
32

410

32

4.01

31

Drives instlturionaJ. planning

4.06

32

~inositaWS !)ave. defined role in the shared governant<l ",ooess.
Studei'll government (SGA) has • de~ned role in the shared goveffi'lnce

4.03

32

4.00

32

3.97

32

The WHCL Shared Govemance Process
Facully senate "". a de~ne« rol<lln

u... sharOO goVem<lJ1Ce process

INHe Farully Association has a defined role in the s"",ed govemance
process
CSEA "". B defined role ,n the shared g",,~ process

process.

Follows agendas and disseminates m InWlS regularly via the Web or
llUbIic folders
TM sh:Med governance process SUppor1S

the :jue.lrly. INegrit'! an{1

etfectwene of student ieammg program s and services
Has dear and """Y to follow procedures
PrO"Ades an enVIronment that encourages honesty

Follows set procedtres and rules.
I feel I have the OppOrtunity to vo~ my concerns withon the IramewO<1<. 01
!he shared governance process.
AI shared govefTl'lflO3 oommlUees !>ave Clear goals and obtecb""

Member.; or your organization are sabsfted wilt> the ideaS and
recommendallons provided to the coll"1le by the diff~'eol Shared
govamaoce committees.
Members 01 your organizallO<1 or" kept Informed about the WOrl< and the
8CCOfI\pllstunenlS 01 the shared governance process
Provide'S an et'IVltOronent lhat varuas different Opu1k)oS
Repons rec<.lmrtlendations and aCllonS to aplJ(Oll<lat0 com m,Ilees w<lhtn
the system in a timely mamer
Member.; 01 your organrzatioo understand he" the shared govemance
process works.

AVe<&ge

3.94

3Z

387

31
31
32

3.84
3.84
3.78

32

371

32
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3.68
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3.135

3

3,61
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Are there areas of the shared governance process that can be mad e m ore
productive or e ffective? ExplaIn,

, Curricu lum Committee is ve ry difficult to work in. While t he Individuals involved
understand the process, the rules make it v ery difficu lt to implemen t anything
related to curriculum .
, At the end of almo st every semeste r the Boord floods the processes with items
they want instant answ ers on thereby circum ve nting the process. i.e . New or
changes policies and procedures.

, All meeting minutes should be posted in t he appropriat e area on t he WHCL
website , A current fl ow ch art showing how t he shared governan ce process works
with links to the areas on the website where more information can be found would
be helpful.
, 1 don't know if it's considered part of the shared governance process, but I
strongly believe that the process by which instructors recei ~ e tenure Is highly
flawed and is in desperate need of reform I Instructors are getting tenured who
should NOT be teaching for us!
, The process isn't always followed; t his' is something we could and shou ld work
on.
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5 = Strongly Ag_
4 . At),.~

3 . Neutral

z·

DiSiIf}f'f!t!

1 = Scrongly

Boatd policy 2S 10· p,,~ In local dedsIon making through the District
Council on Student Lea"*",-

Average

R&apoose
Count

3.70

31

3.52

32

Board policy and administrative procedure 2431 darify the roles 8nd responsibilities
0/ the chancellor and cohge p<e$1den\ in the decision mal<ing process.

3.96

31

I am familiar wilh lhis board poIicy_

3.64

32

The District Council on Student learning S8f\l8$ as an effective conmunieation
channel among the colleges and the diatricl office 10 clarify decision, made
regarding programming, SUIffing, and resources at the college level.
I am familiar with this board policy

Overall

Dlu9~

8oa<d policy and edmlnlslnoWe proee<Ue 2'31 . Delineation 01 A.uIhotI!y to

CoIteoe Pre8denlsand OIsmaCI\anoeIot

5
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5- Strongly Ag~

= Agree
J = NeIllnll

4

1,...

DJuQ,~e

1 = Strongly Dls'gret:

Board policy 3250 - rx.tr\c:I StrategIc PIaIlfllnQ

Ov_1
Average

Response
Count

The district strategic planning process acknowledges membership and input
from the ooHeoes·

4 .00

30

I am familiar with \h;s board policy.

3.93

32

The district strateoic planning process &elVas 8S 8 guide for strategic planning al
the eoIege level.

3.92

30

The resou-ce aIIocaIion poficy dearly define. the process for distributing fiscal
resources among the collage <:aIJ¥)USes and dis~ QIfice.

3.78

30

I am familiar with this boa:rd policy.

3.75

32

The resource allocation policy

3.63

31

SoaId policy 622~ - Re5OU"Ql Allocation

fair and reasonable.
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Do you have any comments regarding the policies mentioned above?

Yes t here is participatior . However is recommendation from fac ulty are routinely
disregarded then the process is flawed. Which It is.
• No I do not, but as I previously mentioned, our tenure process is fla we d an d
needs to be fixed so that we can actually build a stronger faculty base.
No
You could share the concepts of these policies during duty da y as a way to
educate all staff, f aculty, and administration .
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West Hills Community College District
Strategic Planning
July 14,2010
Harris Ranch
Student Success Workshop
9:00 a.m.-12 noon
Goals
--+

--+
--+
--+
--+

Focus attention and confirm strategies to strengthen WHC's student success
culture
Briefly review accom~lishments since last strategic planning session
Achieve common definition/understanding of student success
Engage best thinking of participants
Understand strategies and related metrics tied to improve student success
Agenda
•

Dr. Gornick
Welcome
o What is student success?
o Why does student success demand our attention?
o We need your help to strengthen our thinking - as we formulate the most
effective strategies, focus attention, and seek to enhance student success.

•

Introductionslbrief warm up

•

Review of goals and accomplishments - Dr. Gornick, Pedro Avila
o
o

•

Facilitators/All

Scorecard review
New metrics related to student success

Distance Education Trends (opportunities to support student success in a
Susan Whitener
world of reduced resources)

•
•

Break

10 min.

•

Facilitated Group Discussions

Facilitators/All

o
o

o

Identify barriers to student success [informed by IR data]
Identify strategies to reduce/eliminate barriers.
• What should we be doing more of?
• What should we be doing differently?
• What should we stop doing?
Prioritize student success strategies/goals and refine metrics as appropriate

•

Next Steps

F acili tators/All

•

Close

Dr. Gornick

WHCCD

Eaton Cummings Group

West Hills Community College District
Strategic Planning
July 14,2010
High School Outreach Workshop
1:00-4:00 p.m.
Goals
- Focus attention and practical action on increasing the college-going culture among high
school students/graduates in the Central Valley
- Sharing the "IS" map-what WHCCD and high schools are doing now to encourage
college enrollment in general, and specifically at WHCCD colleges
- Engage best thinking of participants
- Co-create strategies and related metrics to improve student enrollment by area high
school graduates at WHCCD colleges
Agenda
•

Welcome
Dr. Gornick
o Why education beyond high school is important in today's worldto students, families, economic development, the Valley
o WHCCD is a partner with the public schools, helping students to succeed
beyond high school; enhanced college attendance and student success is our
bottom line goal
o We are eager to work with you to increase the college-going culture and to
encourage confidence in WHCCD colleges as a top choice of your graduates

•

Introductionslbrief warm up

Facilitators/All

•

Current high school participation data and Cal Pass

Pedro Avila

•

What are we currently doing to encourage college attendance?
o WHC outreach strategies
Sylvia Dorsey/Jill Steams
o

•
•

• Early Registration for High School Graduates
High school strategies
High School Principals

Break
Facilitated Group Discussions
o
o

o
o

Facilitators/All

Identify barriers to college enrollment anywhere and at WHCCD colleges
Identify collaborative strategies to reduce/eliminate barriers.
• What should we be doing more of?
• What should we be doing differently?
• What should we stop doing?
Prioritize strategies/goals and defme metrics
Determine howlhow often to communicate results/issues

•

Next Steps

Facilitators/All

•

Close

Dr. Gornick

WHCCD

Eaton Cummings Group

West Hills Community College District
Strategic Planning
July 15,2010
Harris Ranch
Workforce Development 'Vorkshop
9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Goals
-

Identify Strengths and Opportunities that may exist in the Central Valley
Envision the "new or emerging economy" in the Central Valley
Identify workforce development requirements for the new economy
Focus attention and identify practical action steps - by engaging the best thinking
of participants
Co-create strategies to effectively shape the new economy
Co-create strategies for meeting related workforce development needs

Agenda
•

Welcome
Dr. Gornick
o The Central Valley must be prepared to shape and respond to the new
economy in order for the region and families to survive and thrive
o WHCCD and its colleges are strategic partners in plruming for and helping
to create road maps to provide hope as our economy is transformed
o We're partners in workforce development, helping students and businesses
to succeed
o We want to draw on your best thinking today to help envision our
economic and workforce future -

•

Introductions and Table Discussions
Valley Strengths and Opportunities

Facilitators/All

•

Today' s Central Valley Economy

WIB and EDC Experts

•

Brief Overview: Current WHCCD
Workforce Development Activity

Carole Goldsmith

•

Working Groups: Trends that will Impact
the Future of the Central Valley

•

Working Groups: Comparing the current Central Valley Workforce
with what will be needed in three to five years

•

Working Groups: Workforce Gaps/Needs/Social Consequences

Lunch

WHCCD

Eaton Cummings Group

Workforce Development Workshop
July 15,2010
9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Agenda-Continued
•

Working Groups: Our Future Vision for Economic Development
in the Central Valley

•

Our Vision in Action

•

Roles and Opportunities
o Who does what?
o Who else needs to be at the Table?

•

Communications Strategies

•

Next Steps

•

Close

WHCCD

Dr. Gornick

Eaton Cummings Group

2 if. West Hills Commullity College Distrut

Trustees
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Busitm.$ SrrviCl"s
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Edzu:ationa/
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Dr.
Pmidml, WHC
Coalznga

Lemoore

Mission

Vis·on

The mission of West Hills Community College Districr is enhancing student learning and enriching rhe lives of the populations we serve by:

West Hills Community College Disrricr, a crusred steward,
acriveiy eng<lges, encourages, enriches and empowers studenes, faculty, staff and rhe communiries ir serves to reach
their full potential (academically, socially and economically)
as evidenced by:

• Ensuring the vitality of irs inst(culions;
• Encouraging the vision of mong leaders able ro see and
interpeer the present and furure needs of students and
communities;
• Suppor! ing the colleges in the provision of world class learning
environments;
• Providing for appropriate allocation and management of
human, fiscal and capital resources;
• Acring as a catalyst for collaboration wirh outside
organizations and agencies; and
• Sharing rhe story by markecing a positive image.

• Irs sra(Us as the preferred choice of sludcnrs, and the
employer of choice for faculty and staff;
• The higbcsr percentage of students completing courses;
• Irs recognized excellence; and
• The gen~rally ascribed accolade, "hearcbe4.t of che
communiry."
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District Timeline 2008-2009
Jon.
• WHCCbid
approval for $10
mil~on for well ness
cemer
• Xutme

Registration at
WHCL
• WeSt Hills'
enrollmem up 20%
since previous year

Feb.
• West Hills Chancellor Frank Gornick honored at state level

Mar.
• Bridge Out of roverry conference with
guest speaker Ruby Payne
Valley Fever Forum at WHCC

April

Sept.

• Phyllis Roberts donates
$25.000 for scholarsh ip
endowment.

• Noted Author
Gary 50[0 speaks
atWHCL
• WHCL trike-ailion raises funds
foe St. Judes

May
• Vince Morte donates
$12,593 co help fund a
new weather station for
Coalinga

Ch;ld"",Ho,pi'~ Tr/~

Oct.
• WHCC 12th
Annual Athletic
H~l of Fame
• UC Merced
Cbncellor SungMo "Steve" Kang
visits WHCC
• Third Annual
WHCL Veterans
Appreciation
Luncheon

Nov.
• School facilities improvement disrricrs approved by local
voters providing $11 .6 million for WHCC and $31 million
for WHCL. Firebaugh passed irs bond measure June of 2008 .

Dec.
• West Hills CoUege wins $792.920 grant

• Construction sram on rhe WHCC gym and wellness complex

10

serve veterans

• WHCC and WHeL
awarded more than 700
degrees and certificates

• Sandy Cavins. the disuict's
longest-term employee.
retires afler 40 yea.rs

4 ff West Hills Commullity Colfege District

West Hi Is College Coalinga
Mission Statement

Vision Statement

To commit college-wide sraff and
resources ro rhe scudent learning process.
To provide eclucHional, cultural, and
economic development opporrunities
ro our current and future students
and the local and global communities
thar we serve.

Wesr Hills College Coalinga srrives ro
become a premiere interactive learner-cemered
communiry college recogniud for its
contribution [Q (he educarional, social,
cui rural, and economic vi(a1iry of rhe region
and the srate.

Achieving goals despite economic challenges
lhe economic challenges of these past few years have not detcrred us (rom achieving our mission. Despite signifiont budget reductions, our enroll men! for 2008-09 was 13 percent higher compared to 2007-08. lhis is di[ecciy :lccriburable (Q our talemed faculty
and staff who have (ound ways ro be more efficient and producti\'e with fcwer resources (Q ensure student access and SlICCess.
In June 2008, citizens in (he northern part of the dimict p3ssed Measure Q, an $11.8 million
general obligation bond measure. In November 2008, citizens ill rhe Coalinga-Huron area passed
Measure C, an $11.6 general obligation bond measure. These bond measures will provide resources
for facilities improvemems that will impacr current and future generations.
General obligalion bond funds have already made" difference . Significant improvemenrs have been
completed at (he North Disrrict Cemer in Firebaugh. A facilities planning ream has been working
with campus archirecrs 10 design a new building [0 replace the existing ompllS cenler.
Major improvemenrs have also been completed on the Coalinga campus. The men's residence hall
(Gordon Hall) received a facelift . Two new relocarable buildings were added 10 [he child development center. Bond funds have been used ro assist with the wellness cenrer project (gym renovation
and addirional 10,000 sf building) and the ag science facility. The welloess center is scheduled for
occupancy in rhe faU 20 I O.
Providing access [0 high qual iry educarion opportunities for all residents
in our service ;lrea conrinues to be the focus of our overall mission . Tn
20 I 0-11 we will open leawing/outreach centers in several of rhe smaller
communities within our service area.

'----=.:;=

_-=.-=-_

---:_ _---"_..;;.,.._

_

Improvements to institutional effecriveness processes have taken cemer
stage. We are now utilizing measurable Ourcomes on a regular basis to
guide planning and resource allocation decisions. Results from the assessment of performance indicators, program review, and ocher evaluative
processes are being used to make improvemenrs co s[ude[l[ learning. The
reslIirs of some of these assessmencs can be found at htlp:llwww.wes---''--_~---' thillscol!ege.comlcoalingaiabol1r/governance_planning/coHege_consulration/i nde.x.asp.

Our vision of becoming "a premiere interactive learner-centered communiry college"
continues to guide our effons in making a difference in rhe Jives of our students and in
contributing 10 rhe virality of rhe communiries we serve.

Willard Lewallen
President, West Hills College Coalinga

Grants:

President's Scholars:

Successful Transfer:

Toral granl funding in 2008-09 exceeded
$5 million for WHCe.

A toral of 22 students received President's
Scholars scholarships for 2008-09. This
scholarship covers enrollment fees and
provides a book allowance each term.

The number of scudencs rransferring to
four-year insricucions in 2008 increased
by 58% from 2007.
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West

ills College Lemoore
Mission

Vision

Wes( Hills College Lemoore enriches (he lives of our s(uden(s and
(he communiry we serve by being dedicared (0 qualiry eduC4rional
learning opponuni(ies and pannerships. The college provides a
posirive environment rha( is commined to srudenr Ic:-arning and
empowering swden(s to achieve (heir educational goals.

Learni ng Through Excellence and Innovarion

WHCL planning for the future with new programs, facilities
The academic years 2008-09 and 2009-10 will have seen extraordinary Cuts to community colleges as (he result of [he state's recent
economic downturn. West Hills College Lemoore will have reduced its operating budget by
over $2.2 million while a( the same time maintaining its priority and focus on studenTS.
Course offerings were reduced yet we were able ro maintain our commitment ro general educa(ion, basic skills, workforce development, and degree level courses.
Wirh all rhe reductions co [he general fund, WHC Lemoore srill celebrared its ground breaking for (he new $24 million multi-use sportS complex that begins phase t.hree of the col's
master plan. It is scheduled to open in March 20 li .
Our Allied HeaJ[h program has been able co
wicrucand budger reduccions and will expand irs
offerings wirh new coutses. Highly skilled technical program training will remain a srrong demand
rhroughour [he state and Wes( Hills is positioned (0
provide training.

newly developed Engineering Scholars Program
provides financial suppon to more students by providing full tuition and books to qualified students.
WHCL will playa key role in preparing studenrs for
grear career opportunities.
Our

All this is jUl! a small list of the many ways West
HiUs is a leader in providing qualiry educational opportunicies for the communiries mat
we serve. Even in times of great difficulty, wirh hard work and teamwork, great things can
scill happen. Wesr
Hills College lemoore will conrinue
to be a lc:-ader in
assisring rhe s{ate [Q
recover from its economic downturn.

Don Warkentin
President, West Hills College Lemoore

Grants:

President's Scholars:

Successful Transfer:

Tora! grant funding in 2008-09 exceeded
$3 million for WHeL.

A £O[al of 48 srudenrs received President's

The number of srudenrs transferring to
four-year instimtions in 2008 increased
by ??% from 2007.

Scholars scholarships for 2008-09. This
scholarship covers enrollment fees and
provides a book allowance each term.
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West Hills ComllJullity College Di.<trici

oundation helps students
The students at West Hills College are our furure. Helping rhem realize their dre<lms
of a coUege edu~rion will positively impacr our communities and enhance the qualiry
of life we appreciate now and in (he years ahead,
As a proud member of rhe foundarion board of dirrc[Ors. I've been privileged to work

wirh a dedicated tcam of individuals who supporc the
students ofWesr Hills through rheir (ime, energy. leadership and philamhropy. Our foundation board consisrs of
communiry members. civic leaders, businesswomen and
men and agriculturalisrs from across our service area who
value educarion and want to expand the higher educational oppoHuniries for our children and lo~l residencs.
Special rhanks go (0 three individuals who made substantial gifrs to the foundation during 2009. Phyllis Roberts
donared $25,000 for an endowed scholarship at WHCe.
Vince Motte conrribured $12, SOO to help fund a new weather sralion
L-._ _ __ __
_
.......... ar the "WHCC Farm of the Furure. George Ollikkala donated a substantial arc collecrion (0 libraries throughout the disrrict. We rhank them and the many others who
conrribured to help Ollr srudenrs realize their dream of a college educarion .
Ernesr uErnie" Dr~wry
Presidenr. WHCC Foundation

Boord Members
Emil Drewry, Pmitifnt, Com munity DmCIQr
Leonard h{lf" Chief Fillancial Di..m or, Communi:)' Direc:tor
Don Forth, Viu hlsitimt, Communit), Dimror
Brad GUi/Jon, Community Dirntor
SIJtl.ron Gcrdnn, Community DlrfClor
FTdnk Gomick, Ph,D.. Chanr(lUJr
Edna /vans, R Ph. , Truster DirfCIor
Sheilah Krryrnhagm, Commlll/ity Direrto..
Willard I.rwallm, Ph,D., Staff Dimlor
LaliTa Mmdti Moore, Commmuty Director
Nallry Oliveira, Communil), Director
Nina Oxbof7'ow, Tn/JIu Dirmor
Bill Pucht:U. CommllfJiry DlTr(/or
OHar Sablan, M.D., ComnJllnity Dirmor
Marc Scott. CPA. CommllllilY Dirmor
Ann Stonf, StcTtlar;: Communiry Dm'ctoy
Km Sloppenbrink. Chicf Financial Offircr
Don Warkentin. Staff Dirmor

Dr. Rick Post
Interim Exlculive Director

Foundation Mission
The West Hil:s Communiry College Foundation enthusiastically
engages residenes, corporations, foundations and communities
of the San J02.quin Valley in fin<lncial supp0r! and advocacy for
the West Hills Community College District. We are entrepreneurial partners wirh (he colleges as we plan and jmplemenr
programs to build relationships and raise funds.

The Foundation Vision

The Foundation- Guiding PrinCiples

Our vision is to be a dynamic, legacy organization recogni7.ed
for :

The West Hills Communiry College Foundation applies the
following guiding principles in irs conduce of business:

• The r:oundation's $5 million endowment (by 2008),
• 140 new scholarship funds.
• Establishment of a successful "new alumni" fundraising
program,

• An effective and engaged board,
• Significant contributions [0 the "K-16 Dream~ (crearing a
college-going culture among K-12 students) and.
• Sponsorship of culwcal, educational and economic
development programs.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advocale for educaeion and irs abiliry to change lives,
Practice responsible srtwardship>
Maintain respea fot others,
Conduct bU5iness in an open and rranspatent manner.
SUppOH diversiry Jnd inclusiveness.
DemonSlfare teliability and accountability, and
Exemplify a commitment to serve studenLS and (he
community.
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West Hills College All Class Reunion, Celebrating 75 years
WCSt Hills G mmunity Gllege D,suia will host an all class reunion on SJ!urday. April 26. 2008, in the Wor HilL! Gllege Co.alinga gymn>.<illm from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m,
"We are really exciroo about
me all class reunion," said B rOO r.
Caganich, executive di rector of Ihe
West Hills Gmmunily Gllege
Foundation . "Our hope is to create
.11. event where indi,'iduals affili,ted
wit h Wot Hills can come together
and cdebrate me hLtory of our
dimie!."

The reunion will indude tours of
two campllSt'S and the North

the

Discria Center, Firebaugh,lunch
and key note speakers . All West
Hills' alumni. faculty, s",1T ;lnd
friends arc invited to participate in
this da)' of celebrating 75 years of
servi ce !O me San Jooqu.in Valley.
Admissio n to the all ci a.<> reunion
is free. A buffe t style lu nch will be
Co~linga College Class of 1939, graduates pose in front of Coalinga High School, the college's home until 1954
served. Lunch tickets are on sale
now and can be ptuchased th rough
the West Hill s Comm unity Coliege Found~tion by calling KAren 31 (559) 934-212 7. 111m is, dlScouoted price for early bird purchases untu Feb. 29, 2008, The last day 10
purchase IWlch tickets is April 11, 2008.
The ~1I cbss reunio n is sponsored by Educational Employees Cred it Union, Pepsi ~nd We<t Hills Gmmun iry College Fou ndation.

WHCCD Considering School Facility Districts
Making pia II! for the Future is always on the agenda fo r the West Hills Community GUege Dimi t Board ofTrllStet~ and, as one of the fastest
growing districts in the stale, those plans include new buildings and facilities.
Paying (or those new improvement; is a challenge that the distri ct is exploriIlg \\~ th the help of poSlibl e school facility improvement districtS,
accordil1g to Mark McKe:tn, a Rive rdale farmer and pres idem of the board.
Essentially, McKt-an said, 3 SFID is" designattd area of rhe district where VOter.< decide on 2 possible t., increase in their ~rea wi,h all funds
genera ted staying in that area.
"At mis point," McKean said, "the board is con.,i<;lering crwing d"", SFlDs in \VHCCO rustrict-<lne centered in Firebaugh, another in
Lemoore and one in Coalinga."
At its November and December meetingl, the board h""rJ presentations by n::prest:matl\'"" dD.1e Scott &: Company, a firm (10m S.n "rancisco
specializing in SFIDs.
Ra)' Giles outlined the. process for trUSlfes and presented a ,imeline for actions that would take the district up to a June 8, 2008, election.
Mark McKean, Riverdale
McKean ~id th,. if .he SFlD method is pUfl'ucd, the disl(i(( would probably place th ml":\sur" on thc. Fi rebaugh/Mendota arca ballot first. If
farmer and president oft he
approved at a rrojeCted (:IX rate of $18.75 per $100,000 of =cd ,-.iuation, thc dimic! could raise $12 million. 111Jt monq would be used (or
WHCCO board
a local match, which would probably be rombincd with Sute highe! educarion bond monies [ 0 provide $36 million for cOJ\w uaion at the North
Dimic[ Center, Firebaugh and in other communities in the area.
The boa rd he.",d additional information at its Docember mcetln& (rom Jon Isom from Dale SCOI! but no aCtion W>S uken. Board members asked for addttional in(ormadon
from lsom.
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Stratford Women Share Journey to Become Teachers
BUl suwxxl sh~ did.
Four Srmford wom~n have an exceptional, and emorional, lale te tell abom their
She said she kepI hearing about this Mr. Presron. "Mr. Pre;lon did Ihis and Mr.
road to becoming teochers for the Reef·Sunset School Dimia, which serves Avenal
Proto n did that. I didn't think I was ever going 10 be ,ble to lJ.ke a cia.« [lOrn him
and Kenkman Gry.
becalCif I worked mornin g; when he laughl:'
Zariana Camacho. R.aF.!d, U=as, AdelIna Mon and Christina M= arc all
Bur Mr. liewilt uepl'cd in ,nd .Jlowoo h« the O~tbilLty 10 f..J<e, d:lSS (rom Mr.
neighbors and rdated not just by blood and malTiage by .uso by
voyage to
Prcston and she joi noo lh chorus of Mr. Preston's si ngers o( prai«.
become reachers--o voyage wilh a scnd off thar rhey attribute 10 Torn Hewi", the
Mr. H,~\ill held graduation p.1rties for the W1)men and even sent them mon~-y when
now-retired princip~t al Srr:lrford Elemenlary 5<:hool where they all worked as teachers'
times were rough .
• id~ .
"I couldn't quit f>eo.usc of Mr. He....;!!," Melina said.
A finh woman, Cynrhia Mora, is mid·w.y rhrough Ihe process o( becommg a
Zariana says she always knew she wantul 10 be a t"'ch~f.
lcacher aJld is a dose pan of rhe group.
"My gland mother was a It:lcher In Mel<ico," she says. Now hr r wn aspires to b. an
Rafaela. tne first 10 begin lhe journey, ",os \Vorlong as an :lIdc when Mr. Howiu
astrOnalit and she tdls him that college makrs anything p=ib:•.
encouraged her to apply for a Kings Counry para·profe iooa! program rhat would pay
Christina, [he quietest of the group.
all coUege expenses for her to become
says thlt sbe and her friends ore now
a t... cher.
giving back lome of whal they gOt.
With twO young chi ldren and a
"Our teachers cared .boul us. They
husband who counled on her being
s!.1)'uI in IOU'::,. We becam~. family
avaihbte, she was hesil4.0t-bul Mr.
and now iI's time to give some of lha.
Htwitt pmislcd She enrolled in
dasse< .1 W<.St Hills Coll,'gc lemoore,
back.
"We kne\V .....e were going lO be good
found Su(~ in U1C «Iuution classes
teac.hers beca.w;e we ",red;o much.
taught by lames Preston and the r~1 is
history.. {epeartd fOUl 1T.0re rimes.
W~ art SO much more than teachers
OU! in Ihal community (Avenal). !.
Add Ln" "'25 nex t. She mis.<ed
(ttls good 10 be that way.
the deadli llt for applying fOI the
"We love the kids and the
para-professional program and Mr.
Hewin reminded her (he following
rommuniry. The P,tClltS are
applicatioll cycle.
appreciative. We undersr.and them
She, the group con tends, is the
because we came (rom the same placetock. Through the IOUgh limes
- our parents ""c, low income f.um
of deali ng wit h nlarrilg~, small
workers. We '.van[ to give back."
children, working long hourI in tWO
Cynlhia, the youngcsi in Ihe group,
Stratford teachers (I. t r.) Za ria na Camacho, Cynthia Mora,
and sometimes three jobs .1 a lime,
is
now enf'Olled in an IS·momh liberal
Rafaela Llamas, Adelina Moo and Ch,islir.a Meza.
Addin, "'os the shoulder 10 cry on, th~
am pcngra.m offered by Fresno f>.dlic
Unilrcrsit)' on the campus o(We<t Hills
person who look extra nOICS, 0' the one
who drove them when they had cat lrou ble.
College Lemoore. No surprise. M.r. Preston tOld her about it.
"No maner how tiled she \""S," ItLfaeb SJ) , "lhc was a1wa)'s there for ru."
"Mr goat was 10 go to Chico Slale," she says. She did go to San Fflllcisro S!.1te
She was also I~C 1c>..S1 confide"t th>l she coute! succeed in coUcgc.
for. while bUI came back to Stndurd. Aft.. >Jl, iI's home. And it'! when: her siSler,
"I knew I wanted to be • leacher bUI I didn't think I could do it,' she said. "I look
Adclina; her sistet-in-Iaw Zarian. and hcr cousin, Christina, ;ue nil Utere to SUppOlt hcr
classes right out of high school and ! didn't succeed."
in hcr que.st to be • teacher.

mete

Spring semester classes start Jan. 14th-enroll today
A new semester kicks off Monday, January! 41h, at West Hills College but thcre's mil time 10 apply (or admission and enroll in d=e.<.
The district wchsite, we,th illscollege.com, otTers 24/7 service 10 srudcnts including admL<sion~ appltcl.lion,<, coUege ",talogs and c1:lSS ;chedule<.
F", Iho;c who n~ed a more person. I !Ou~h, Xtremc Rrgimatlon i" planned fM Friday, Jan. J 1th ('om 6 p.m 10 mLdnight at West Hill .. Collc!;c Lemoore. hculry .nJ suff
members wJI be on ~and 10 assisr.anl <lUdenlS with Ihe enrollm enl process and counselors and ad"ising spce;ahts will m~t with sludents on a Ii"" romclfirsl SCrve basis.
Placement leslS will also be given thaI night.
' Ihis will be Ihe Ihin! Xlrcmc RCfistralion r.venl at WHCL. As wlIh Ihc previous two. rood and Clltcrr'.nm,nr will also be (""lured along wi,h. hosl of pri~cs including iPoJs,
gift ce[[inca ..s and pen <iri,·es.
Comedian Phil Van Tee wi ll app<'lI.f at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.

Discover the enriching experience of learning and improve your Spanish in

Costa Rica

March 13th - March 22nd
lrnmerse yoursclfin the beauty, history, culture and language of Spanish in Spring
2008. Short term classes will begin at West HUls College Lemoore, CoaJinga/
Firebaugh and continue in Heredia, Costa Rica.
Program Fee $1,795, includes round trip air and ground transportation, hord and two meals per day
FO! more information rontact ItLquel Roclrigua at 934-2118 Or raqueirodrigu<7.@westhiUscalkgc,com or Connie Flores at
934·2223 or conn

'lg a Difference
h

il

"There is potenti.! within evory hum.n b"ing. We
,howd leach Ihis,"
He talks of dealing with rroubled Sludcnts on a daily
basis and using cl" word.; of the code ro empo,,",,-r them
and give them hope for a beller future,
"I laW d""d bodies as I walked 10 school in Harlem,"
he add.!, -and I had slUdenlS rocite the code.'
His Coolinga srudents are also chall~nged with
hurdJe5 in lire, On a daily basis, he says, he trie:< 10
help students whese families arc impacted by drugs and
alcohol, physical ~buse and pov=y,
"'I here is pmential "",h,n every human belllg:' he
SJ~-';, noting ,hat his Delano's Code is a foundation (or
teaching, "Our job is ro inspire 'lUdenlS ~nd plant
seed.!, It's wonderful to h~ve )'Our ,wdenu mrpass you,'
Nores from cw-renr and (ormor srudents give a him of
his gilT in rhe classroom:
"I want 10 rell you rhank you (or beinpuch a
Sf""r teacher and encouraging me ro be belter Ihan I
thoughr J could h. .. .1 hope )'ou/ sludents value rh~ I<lf"
instJuClion they are receiving (r<'m you."-Avril. now
a PhD, tudent al rhe Univmicy of Memphis who
is taking courses on Kam's Critique o(rure Rason.
Global Ethic:; ;1Jld PI. to'S Republic,
"Thank )'OU (or giving us the abiltry 10 fcclli!..e an
adwt, and for ewryming you are teaching
-Amber,
But Delano cl aims (0 be no different fro m IllS peers ,
"I CU)' ( dif!'erentilte mpdf from other membw of
the sraff (,t Coalinga HIgh Scheol), They have energy,
a love of le",ning,. depth 10 rh~ir study ~nd Uley puau<
exallenee,"

w:

fter Graduation
19 online c1 •.sse; at
• full, rime position he
W~t Hills College
ing in everything J
(who bm , You ha\'e
lea of doing a good
D ,,,",eh rhem how to
ent d,)", " We'!
Fitch, (or whom
(moo, rrude a huge

e)'

nembers scr.. ing as
president in 1965,
~ow'reri"d WHeC
.vc Halgocock, who
B president in 1966.
loesn'( look much different (rom when he gI<lduated back
U 3.l clean and near as it did then, BUI inSide you nouce rhe
s modern with Up-to-<l.te tahnology in every classroom,"
on raday's classrooms lr We" H,lIs are open [0 learning bur
d, When they kave, he want; rhem ro be inquisitive and

career at a time when most p<.x>plc arc planrung wirement,
ISOn is, "I like people. I don't care wheth(T lhey're young or
p<non is Clpable o( doing 10 or 12 limes mOrCtitan they
k !hat I ft.ve a fairhful ,ojew of the student's c.apabiUtir:s--

WHCC Lal

· of U.S. Forest Service Manager

Abel Ca marena was a Coal
"enrored far from home, In
go to college, WCSt Hills Coil
good fit.
"My family d,dn't tt.1I'd m
home body and so " was goo
jus I right for me.
" 1r was a plaCe IVhac I CUll
OUt wh;.t I ",;).nred to do."
But ,he college mOHO, "0,
anY"·hcrt: ~ruinly held
who was " el)' competi th'e aa
to take on rhe world.
\'(lest HiUs helped hunch (
wiu. (he U,S, Forest Service.
throughout the w<:$tem U.S,
biologiSt and manager. He is
deputy regional fores ter--on.
member> watching over foros
nalional (orem covering 21 r
Texas, Oklahoma and his no\
Mexico.
Camarena rem inisced abat
attending his hometown coU,
"Ie \\'as che lace GOs," ne sai
a homey environment. Sever
class maces were also there blll
opportunity co connecl wiu.
world,
"There were th ese [wo guy!
Chinose, who were real pistol
stralght A's and [ cried lure! c(
"There were Hawaiiar;s wh
a memory he realls while tal
the Falconaires. a musical gro

he area showca.sing Wesr Hills and ics

Ht started hIScurrenl assignment in the regional
Fo",,, Service offi ce in 2000 and plans co continue to
live in rhe area afeer retiremem.
is alWlYS been important to Camarena and he
"New Me.~co hlS become our home," he Slid, "bul
'CSt HiJls nourished his passion (or music,
we have seven gr.lndchildren and spend lime wich them
traduced him co his wife of 38 yealS, the
in Tucson 'IJ'ld Mesa, Ari1.Ona,"
hryn Chase, who grew up in Avenal and was
Camarena said they also frequent!), visit the San
jor.r WOSI Hills,
mar!)' her for her ,oice bur she sure can pia),
Joaquin Valley, Hi.s mou,er, M<!)' N""ar~, Ilv~ in
Ie jokes. ,..-_ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _-., Lemoore now and
Kathryn's porenll,
"c
a:ren;;l
Mary Lou and
Hillis Chase. live in
to U.c.
for a
Hanford.
And he also plans
en on
to pursu.c his musical
dl State
passion, He's taken
Jlained
wildlife
up fiddl ing and looks
forward co t:L1ci ng his
11 .
calent [0 shut-ins in
d Ihe
ice as 3
nu~ing homes.
tSOnaJ
And then there are
the "his and hers"
973 in
. tional
motOrcycles.
,ose
"Th ere are lOIS of
, ranks
open roads," he says
of c\\' Mexico.
U'S
Abel Camereno rememberslhe 60s at WHCC
, in
Wost Hills
:aJlform •.
pro\ided a good
1 New
launching ground for
Abel Canuren. Hard work and determinacion have
:0 New Mexico in 1994, he served for si~
caken him over many miles in l caree, of public ervice.
,erviso, of Gila National Forcsc, one of the
Recirement offrrs new a<h'cntun;s,
ICSt and most scenic year-round recreation
"Once )'OU go here. you can ~o anywhere," has
c.errainl)' held lrue,
famous tor being the home of Apache bder

Internatio

ljoy Small College Atmosphere

Jozcf Mondoc and ~bf(Jna
more and rna,," \'isible On car
Far (rom ,h", homt'< in Sv
srudent age of 27. "When J \
Jour, who is ASB vict pces
Col orado in Colorado Spring
"I Mve had onc of the best
people.,.Ic has far surpassed,
"Even though ic', a small a
wam to experience American

I govemme nt b dershlp team ac Wesr Hills College CooJinga and they represenl a group llut is becoming

,m

a I"tle older than mosc of ch~ 120 WHee incemacional scudenlS bUI their ages o:flc<1 the av""'ge local
: of (-ducat ion," Jozcf Slys,
5C friend, Frank Sjoberg, who graduated fcom WHeC and is a now a lrudent ac u.e University of
lim there,
",),s, "Being involved wich assocr.aredstudent bod)', pla.nnin~ nmt.l, ma.~jng new friends, mee'ing new
If you wanr co do things, This is a gr~c place for your /i", year--<,specially for internalional Sludmts who

.r,·

£lin •• dd" "111;s is a gooJ ,chool because classes
,maU and yeu gel a 10' of help if you w,nc ir.dISabled ,eudenll ",r..k.cs and ins:ruc!ors who are ""llong co help oUllide of elm are all rhings
Ila S'ays make che \V~I Hills' e"Xperience special. She also no,es thaT working on c-.mpus has beeo a good
ienee too.
, rouple. who firs! met in Sweden. 113.5 allo enjoyed rhe apportunir), co go on iield trips-Gllroy for
ling, San Francisco, Los Angeles. Yosemil.,
tfse arc places I've re3d abour bue J jUst oouldn't imagine that J could be ,here. 'W,,\-, experience so much
) ),ears," Marcina says.
'har I'm going to remember an: the people," sht add.! . "[ will be io \'Ouch with them for a long time, We
lnvired 10 '[hanhgiving with a local famil)'- you on new, ,,"pl.ce Ih.c:
e(, who hopes TO on~ day own his own company, says thar hu business cl>.SS(.~ ~r WHeC hal'e been
'0J'S,

ng.
liie ~S1ing several favorice inmuclors--S:uah Shepml, Soon Sutherland, Jim Grant, David Reynolds.
Aree and Ken Sowden, Jow and Martina say CMr aU ccachers have given them something,
s like ch~ saying (Once you go here, yell can go anywhere), says," Jozef notes, "I'm ready fa, the next scep."
International students JOZ!

Future of Special Needs Children is WHCL Workshop Topic
Planning for thc futur~ of special needs childr<:n will he ,he ,opic of a wo,k5hop a' Wm Hills Colkge ~moore on Saturday Feb. 23~ from 9 a,m. until DOon,
Syl"i' Dorsey-Robinso n, assoda" dean ar WHet.., 1a)'S rhat ,he workshop i, aimed ., pawus of dUldr~n who .re disabled.
The SIX top ic ar('as thOi will be discus cd are;
I. Oven' iew of government benefits
2, Future plannir.g induJmg governm"tlt brndits ~nd elrgibility fur SSI and Mdl-Cal
3. Legal asperu i~cluding wills , trustS" probate, guardianshIp, special needs trusts lnd con;erv,,,o,,hip, dient sclf-derermm.ation and advoc.ac)' i~ue:!
4. Fin~ndal aspecrs including hOUSing needs and appropriate funding vehicles tD guarantee qu:llity of life.
5. Guardian ad litemflet'!<C ofinrent,
6. How to ger stancd and the process,
Guest spe,lker at the ,.em will be Holen KJm Bm, a financial "pt(~el\ta Ul'e wi,h New England FinanciaJ and the morhcr of a special needs child,
With more than 20 y"rs experien"" in th,' finan cial scrvice~ inJ\L<try, Bass is a speciali« for MetLi fe' Di"i slon ofbt.te Planning (or Sp«i,1 Kids, Her work with the s!Xci~ 1
needs community srems (rom a traumatic brain injury to her yOUJll?t child, Daniel, io 1986.
To RSVP for ,he free workshop, corotla Elva Tor'''-l;1t (559) 924-3333, Reservarions arc limitcC to lOO people,

New AOJ Course Helps Students Identify Careers

Troy Holsonbake, AOJ Instructor

Beyond the Badge--.a new
administration ofjlmice class (AO] 12) at
West Hills College has been deSigned to
help student.! identify careCr opponunilies
in law enforcement, J<;cording ro AO]
iosU'Uaor Troy Holso n b;zJ.c.
"B,rSie:ally i, is an inlfociuaory cour:<e
set up (or student.! oomi:-rg into AO] who
don't ha\,<, th,' slightest idea abour the m;my
different /ields a.nd the jobs wit hin those
field s ,hll are 1l'.iiobie," he said. "The
mai.n objective is to have. srudent identify
a posirton in an agency or area th3t imere;;cs
them and map our rhe p.ath to obtaining
that goal. Whether that posi[Jon is a

head cook supervisor in a maximum =urity prison or a snlper/sponer on the SCC'<1
~rvice's

Counter Sniper Team, I WJnt the student 10 understMld they can achieve ,hm
goal, their "dr.:am job." All they need is a dmrmined mind, the right training and
education, :rnd the wiU to see it through ,
"Somerimes, student.! are told by friends, family:rnd advisors u'at they need
to romplete A, B, and C in onder 10 do a ccrtam job when in actuality the job
requiremene. have chlnged. I am hoping this CO ll!SC will sun ;hem in the right
dircCl.ion and give chern a plan and a conrac, person.
"1 wisn 1 h.d been given acc('Ss 10 a class like thjs when I went through coll,,;e,"
HolsonOOke concludexi,
For spring semwer. the dl~ wul be ofTtred in Coalinga, online and at WHC
ecnters in Firebaugh and at Naval Air St:.lti()n Lemoore.
For details \'isitlht dw schedule at westhillseollq;c.com.

~.

Skyler Norris, was named to the 2007 JC Grid-Wire Academic
All-American FootballTeam. This is the 11th year in a row
WHCe has had ilt leastolle player namedtothe team. Skyler
wasalsothe"DickWoodsonA(AdemicChamplon"thisyear(or
WHCe.

WHCl'S wrestling team finished 12th ill the Slate in only their second year o( competitton.
BreI Land was (ourth at 133 pounds and Mart Garcia was fourth al 184 pounds.
Both Qualined as AII-Americ'lnl John NeWlon was seventh at hea·Jywe'ght.
Team members are (front row, I, to r.) Brett Land,R<imon Cabrera, Johnny Coronado,
Daniel Navarro,luis Perez, VlIlcent Uribe.(middle row) Jonalhan Luna, Matt Garcia,
Josh Newman, TJ. Weir, MIchael Henderson, Mitchell Morale.<, (back row) Am. Coach Justill Mcllend,
Arma ndoGomez.le<>IIard 8 rown, Derek Sane hez. Ada mTaylor, Ass l Coac h Jim Macedo a nd Hl'ad Coach Kent
Olson. Not piClurl'd is leam member Mike Adams.

North DISl.r iet Cen ter, Fireba ugh horo a newa lilomaled leller machine ope rated byEducatio na IEmployees Credit Union. WHC stud ent! now
rangeo( services to community members. SImilar machines

ac<~s theirfinancial aid throughdebitcards at EECU and the ATMoffers a full
are in operation Oil the campuses o( WHCC and WHCL

Not Everything is Pink

By Andres Zamudio

Not everything is pink fOJ !he girls of Oll! small
comm llnlfles. Just :!Sk Laura, a young lady who just finished
hIgh school lJ.n June _ b ura', difficul t simation is Illher
singular. but no less adverse !han whac other girls are going
through: teenage pregn>n<)', drugs, ecc.
h IS difficult for me lO see Illlt our ,null communit;",
(rommunities th~1 any munger would think of as dose and
unired) face very similar problem' as lorue of the big city. Bur
we can solve them; at leU! we try.
Laura has had to face. twofold crisis: her fantily and hc~e!r.
On one hand, her facher, a r<:bt;vcly young man in his 40s. is
on disabil.ry and cannot work. rh)"iC1l imporcrlCY can m3ke
, m1n explode, ond such tension can fragmmr his famu), and
kid;.
On the Olher hllld, noJ\V Ih,1 Laura has finished high ,chool
,he has co think of the unknown fimJfe. She has to think about
what she musl do and what she wantS to do_ She Clll do what
n l an)' Olhers do-- find a (Y.lIl lime job. lake il casy at Ihe college
and find. sLgflificant other 10 ,,11k with at !he park.
Laura has no lime for all these_ She Ius to help oul wim
rhe finances of the family and Ihe re I of the kids _ And most
imponamly. Lau.ra want< to be a children', phy;ical therapisl. A
long way to go, 00 douol abour it, but no! imp=ible eimer.
All of us al Workfor«, Connt-ction know Ihat Laura has a $l(Ong charactel and
ca n strive co reach her goal. BUI how can SOmcone do such a thing without being
indifferent to her immediate f:.mily need,? In all honesty, I do nO! "now. What I do

Andres Zamudio and Laura Montano
know is rh,1 Laura can take ont step at ~ time and srare al WC'St l-lill; College where
plcnry of people will help her.
Her ptrsonal iwal ion i, dlfficuk 1 knmv Laura. She's a greal person. \.1:1,.'11 Sn:
what we can do for her. BUI only she cw make ha dream come true.

No todo es color de rosa
A.<i <s, no lodo e:; color ,k rOSa P"Ia las niilas de nU~ lras pequenas comunidado . Basra con pregumarle a La.\ta, una chiC! que rt'cien tamin6la High School en junio_1'1
diHcil caso de Laura ., muy singular pero no menos adverso al de las oms ninas, qwenes a sus CSCas05 IS anos de edad rtSulran embar-a2adas 0 adiCtas a las dragas. Caray, me
rcsulea dificil saber que en nuestras peqUtrias comunidad", (que
cualquier emaiio pensaria muy urudasJ tenemos los problemas de
las grande< 6udade<. rem tambi<n podemos dades soluci6n_
Sigamos habhndo de Laura_ Ella mis bien ha renido que
enfrenrarse a ll!1a crisis fitmiliar y personal. POt lIn~ pane . u papa,
un hombre relalivamente joven de no m:i5 de 50 ano; de cd.d, Ie
eneu.ntr. deshabiueado y por 10 tantOn~ puede trabajar oomo
.Igun dia 10 h.abr.i hecho_ £';\OS ClS05 no SO n nada faoles, cobran
un ClIO saldo a las farnihas afect.das. La len,i6n de Ia impotenci~
fisica a mcnudo explota y 50brevienen los problemas familiares
que LtJ1tO fragmencan a los hij"'" Por otr2 pan e b incc rcidumbre
dcspu6 de !erminar algo, ~n este C'3SQ la =ucla, ahora liene a
Laura pensando en 10 que debe y quiere haw con IU vida . Se
puede hacer 10 que medio mundo h= buscarse lin crabojo de
medio turno, sobrevolar los estudio. en el Colegio y bus= par
.alIi una pare;'ta con qui"n salir a pastar por las wdes.
13ura no "ene tiempo para todo CSIO. Tlene que apon:u din ero
para los gaslm de I. f:.milia pues hay herrnmitos que mamener.
Aparte del deber Lattra t:unbi~11 tiene Il!1 sueno: quiere ",(udiar
terapia l'isica infanul. Sin duda alguru un largo amino par
West Hills College Workforce Connection team includes (front row, I. to r.) Omar Mendoza, Ana Espinoza,
reeorrer, pem no imposible. Nosocros los que lraooial1Jos para
Arlril Cnavarrla, Mary Ann Rodgers, Maria Bernal, (back rowl Robert Pimentel,
Workforce Conncc'ion $Obemos que Laura tiene cl c:.u-actcr y
Andres Zamudio, Janel Esparz and Gerardo "Jerry" Escalante
tmpeiio para lograr su meu . ,Gimo haecr tal cos> a pesar de
",nil d,ficuitad, , pcsar d< no peder ser indiferenle a !.s ne<esidad,s mmedialas de su f..milia? Pues yo no 10 Lo que si Ie es que uura pued. empC'l.ar cI umino lC.1d<mko en
West Hills CoUege y dl! un p;oo a la va.
S obvio que su.cnuI situacio n fami liar)' personal es adverS:l. Yo en 10 personal no crc-o ~n C\'O h-:lSe que (Lee que 10 que no re mala Ie h;lCe mas fuene_La persona humana ya es
fuene en tanro que es r-erson.a, Simplemente uene que vivir oondiciones advc~ que no haecn orn ""'" m.is que nurnaniIdr. Cono'UO a uura y 'f que ell:! es WI gran 5<r humano.

se.

Ed Ltor's note: And res Zam ud io is a graduate olWest Hills and Fresno Pacific Un ive rsiry. He is now Sl udyi ng it tJesu it UniversIty, Guada laj ara. Mexico. worki ng on m afler's degrees in
philosopny and social science>. During vacations, he -.s it pan of the Workforce (onneGian staff at Wesl Hills (ottege.

Celebrating 75 Years-A Profile of Students from the Past
Prili Patel is living an '\m<rican dream, Born in
London, tbe YOLing woman arrived in Coalinga in 1987
when hel parents, native:< of South Africa, were hired to
manage rhe Royal Lodge in Coolinga.

education thaI enabled me 10 b" successful ~t Fremo
Statr and UCSF."
Peili m ended Ww Hills College Co:tltnga during a
time, she remembers, "when progmms were expan ding,

Prili, who ,onsiders
~~_.;.~ii.i"~I~
the college was on
•
rhe up>wing, TI..
Coalinga h<r second home,
gradwted from West Hills
spo rtS programs w\:re
College on \ 998 \\; Ih an AA In
back and there waS
liberal studies. She transtcmd
a 101 of rorul(U{tion
to Fresno Srare and then to the
on C31npW, bur me
Uni\'crsi ty of California, San
libr:tl)' and othcr
Francisco (UCSF),
n\ajor building< wer<:
Th, daughrer of a family
in pia"."
Ihal treaSUres educalion, ~he
"One o( thc:sc days
compleled a doaof31e in
I'll rake the lime (0
pharmacy ar UCSF in May
rerum (0 see what rhe
2004 , :lnd then did a on"..
campus looks like now
year pharmacy residency al
and to see the new
,he Lucile Packard Children',
campus in Lemoore.
"The instruClOrl
Hospital atlhc Stanford
MedicaJ Center in pediatrics.
ar Wesr Hills are
She then rook a posirion
d,.Jicated and CHe
as a ped.iaui.:s dinieti
about their 5IUOCJl l.5,"
I
I
special.st pharmaciS( at K>..t.ser
Priu said, "Much
Permanent. in Oakland,
of the ill"rucUDn
Even With the specialiwl
was on Clon~o ['C
training in ~n exacting fidd.
which provided Ihc
"--_ __ __ _ _ _ _--'-_ _ _ _ __ _ _---' e>senriai tools (or a
the Coalinga worrun credits
WHCC with part of her
srudent to thrh'e and
Priti Patel
succe« "I had a gr~t time ar
succeed, In addi ~ion
WCSt Hi{h and obtained an excellent education- an
!O UI' classroom, r had the opportuniry [n be a tutorial

@

$PCClall$l for Upward Bound and as a rUlor helping
high "hool Sludcnl.5 wim their claw,s and prOviding
motivalion 10 oblain a college education,"
Some of the instructors Priti remembered "'
outstandJng included Dave Bolt, now vice president of
educational servicts for West Hills College I..:moore;
Mary Forth, mired SOCiology insuuClor; the bt~ Dr
Bob Holm~, chemiwy, tbe lare Norine Oliver, poly
sci and history; David Hcdge<:ock, geography and Dr,
Jeff Vaughn, rrtired humaniries iOSlru.(or, Sh<' also
mel1!ioned counselors Saundra McGlothlin. in Coolmga
and Marla Hcndcrickson, on Lemoore.
Apparently Priti's IO\'e of lCJ.chlng conlinues as she
holds an "dJunct professor's po;ition WIth the "Choma
J, Long School of Pharmacy ane:! Health Sciences at
the Uni"ersir), of lhe Paeinc and \York; wilh phumaL)'
slUden" as a preceptor.
Priti, now 28 and engaged to a fellow profession'! in
Ckveland, Ohio, said she would pick West Hills (.ollege
ana again to stan her path to h", profession,
"Yes, I definitely would sIan "'irh We" HiUs md I
would continue \0 push young'" people into gerring a.n
educadon- ir's the key to a successful future, Educalion
providcs you with the ~sentlai skills and lraining 10
achiC'-'c your goals,"
'lhe young woman currentl)' enjoys runn ing, hiking,
snowboaro:Lng and (!'lveling, bUI deep down it seems
mal somewhere in her fuTure the love of te-aching
- perhaps started with her menlOC'5 at West Hills - \vill
move her back into the classroom,

riday, January 1, 2008
xtreme Registration
~"""'-:7n ,tf3Lu ,~ 6:00 p. . to 2:00 a.m.

WEST H1LL'l COLLEGE LEMOORE

~-""",

~ ~1 -1'\O

• Comedian Phil Van Tee,
show times 7:30 and 9:30
• Placement Testing
• Application Assistance
• Student Orientation
• Financial Aid Assistance
• Academic Counseling
• Drawings ( gift cards, IPODS, Pen Drives, and
much more)
• Music
• Snacks and Fun

Mai<e thi~ an evening
wi th th whole fam ily

West Hills Community College District
Enroll today for spring semester
Classes start January 14, 2008

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
Offering Degrees and Certificates in:
Administration of Jus ciccI Law
Enforcement
Adminisrrarjon ofJllsriceJCorrecrions

Art
Biology
Business
Business Administration
Chemistry
Child Development
Compurer Information Systems
Engineering
Geography
Geology
Healch Science-General

Healrh Science-PreProfessional
Hotel, Restauram and Casino
Management
Humanities
Liberal Arrs
Mathematics
Office Managemem & Tcchnologies
Physical Education
Sports Programs:
Physics
Men's and Women's Soccer
Psychology
Wrestling
Social Science
Men's and Women's Golf
Teaching Assistant

Men's and Women's Cross Country

WEST HILLS COLLEGE COALINGA
Serving the west side of the San Joaquin Valley since 1932
New Farm of the Future offering Precision Agriculture Training
Offering Degrees and Certificates in:
Adminiscradon of Justice/Law
Enforcement
Administration of Jusrice/Corrections
Agriculcure Science and Technology
An
Biology
Business
Business Administration
Child Development
Computer Information Systems
Geography
Geology

H.e-alrh Science
Humaniries
Liberal Arts
Mathematics
Office Management & Technologies
Performing Arts
Psychiarric Technician
Psychology
Social Science
Teaching Assistant
Technical1l1carer
Television Producdon

Sports include:
Foorball

Men's Basketball
Men's Baseball
Women's Volleyball
Women's Softball
Coed Rodeo

WF,ST HILLS COLLEGE COALINGA

COMMCNIT Y
C OLLEGE
DISTRICT

NORTH D[STRICT CENTER,
1511 Nimh Street
FiIebaugh, CA 93622
559-659-1473

WEST HILl.S CoLLEGE LEMOORE

555 College Avenue
Lemoore, CA 93245
559-925-3000

300 Cherry Lane
Coalinga, CA 93210
559-934-2000
F[REBAUGH

NAVAl A[R STATtON LEMOORE
824 Hancock Circle
NAS Lemoore, CA 93246
559-925-3350

westhillscollege. com
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555 College Ave.
Lemoore, CA 93245

Good things are happening at

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
Bet on Education Casino Night
2010 benefiting the T.E.A.M.
Teach Program and scholarships
for 5th-8th grade students
hoping to attend the WHCL SC
Experience summer camp. Call
559.934.2129 for tickets.
$30 per person (must be over 21).

.......

West Hills Community College
Foundation GolfTournament at Kings
Country Club. Be among the first to
enjoy the new clubhouse while
supporting the President's Scholars
Program, which offers a scholarship to
high school seniors with a 3.5 or higher
GPA. $175 per player includes lunch,
dinner, tee prizes and a prize for each
team. Call 559.934.2129 to register.

Introduction to Voice Overs
taught bya
professional voice acting
coach/producer. $30.
Call

559.925.3224

559.924.6401

Miss CA speaks about
her plans to become
a pediatric surgeon
and shares her insight
on college success
11-12:30

to register.

for details.

Conference Center

sessions.
Call

559.925.3224
to register.

Central Valley Pizza Festival
April 16-18.
Visit
lemooreChamberofCommerce.com

or call

Hours are 7:30 a.m.-8 p.m.
Monday-Thursday and 7:30-4 p.m. on
Fridays. Community members are
welcome to use our computers,
including extensive databases, and our
reference library, which houses an
extensive collection of medical
reference and cookbooks (serving our
health careers and culinary stud ents).

Visit www.westhillscollege.com fo r all the latest news o n campus events and scho larsh ip deadli nes t hat are ap p roaching.
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555 College Ave.
Lemoore, CA 93245

Once you go here...
you can go anywhere. ™

PROGRAM REVIEW SCHEDULE
Instructional Programs
M idterm Due

Program Review Due
Uate ot Most

Program Name

West Hills College Lemoore

Current Program

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

9/23/2010

PROGRAM REVIEW SCHEDULE
Non-1nstructional Programs
•

Midterm Due
Program Review Due

PROGRAM REVIEW SCHEDULE

Strategic Planning Committee
Friday, February 19, 2010, 2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Conference Center
Minutes
Attendees:
Pedro Avila, Vice Chancellor of Enrollment Services
David Babb, Faculty
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services
Bob Clement, Athletic Director
Bob Hall, Faculty
Tammy Larson, Faculty
Jose Lopez, Dean of Students
Stephanie Droker, Academic S~nate President
James Preston, Faculty
Joel Rogers, Faculty
Rene Sanchez, Faculty
Kim Sheffield, Faculty
Elva Torres, Classified Staff
Rebecca Riddle, Classified Staff
Don Warkentin, President
The meeting began at 2:14 p.m.
1. Accountability Report Community Colleges (ARCC)
Dave Bolt stated that this report (ARCC) comes from the State Chancellor's
Office.
It compares the CA Community Colleges.
WHC Lemoore is
above in some areas and below in some areas. Yearly we are asked to
review our ARCC data. Mr. Bolt distributed copies of the ARCC 2009
College Self-Assessment/Response and the ARCC 2010 Report and made
review of each. The report reflects data collected one year in arrears. The
fact that we are a new college, we only have WHCL data for recent years to
compare to data that was collected as a district. This has created a
problem. Page 3 shows enrollment patterns, FTES generated and
demographics. Peer grouping on page 5 is how we compare to others:
Fresno City, College of Sequoias, Modesto, Merced, Porterville, and Taft.
For each indicator the groups slightly change. The peer group average is
74% and we have 66.30/0. The highest is 77.5%. We have to deal with the
fact that we are the lowest in our peer group and decide what our plan is to

Strategic Planning
February 19, 2010

become higher. We may need to look at how we drop students and/or how
to retain them. Jameson Birrell stated that he would like to see some
policies. We have an early alert system and it needs to be used. We look at
the success rates of our vocational classes and also look at the patterns.
One program that had issues was Open Entry and this year we changed it.
The 2009-2010 report may show a better result due to this. The faculty also
analyzed the problems in their program review as a solution. There have
been problems with sections in AOJ, specifically, students would take the
firearms class but did not own a gun and they would drop out. Instruction
had to buy fire arms. A narrative will be prepared to explain page 5. There
are 3 levels of vocational education. CWEE has separate sections for
each. Mr. Bolt stated that he likes to see each section broken out.
Jameson Birrell asked how we compare with outside peer groups
throughout the state. Is Basic Skills both English and math and what's an
improvement rate? Pedro Avila stated that ESL has a much higher
success rate. Coalinga has a large ESL class and we do not. The ESL
success rate is 80-90%. Pedro is not favorable of the way this is
calculated.
The improvement rate is how they check by following the
student over a 3 yr. period. James Preston asked if the English faculty
could receive a breakdown. Pedro responded that these are reflected in the
performance indicators. Math 61 is now considered basic skills. The report
comes from the chancellor's office due to a requirement by the California
Department of Finance. Stephanie Droker stated that she noticed that
retention is not addressed on this report. Low retention impacts success
rates. Retention defined is the percent of students who remain in class
after census week.
2. Performance Indicators
Mr. Warkentin announced that our performance indicators are mapped
back to our mission statement. Performance indicators are a way to
measure and link to our goals. There is a lot of redundancy with the ARCC
report. Goal 1 deals with quality education. We keep an eye on a
percentage of population by city. Fluctuation might be demographic
differences in each community. Part of it is out of our control. When we
get to the 2010 census data this will reveal the accuracy of the data. This is
mapped back to our educational plan, student equity, place, etc. Does it
pick up the population who do not live in the city? It is tracked by zip code.
These are reference points to keep in mind as compared to other colleges.
Goal 1.b looks at high school graduates. The data is one yr. behind. 1.c
looks at success and retention rates. We have a large online program
2
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which drives down our success rate. Persistence is defined as what
percentage of students returns from fall to fall; we have declined. Spring
semester starting students are not traditional stUdents so we want to
compare apples to apples. Goal 2 breaks out changes made in basic skills
that have had a positive impact, specifically on retention. ESL is a lot
higher. Goal 2d reflects degrees and certificates conferred which has gone
down and it is suspected it will go down more for the next year. This is
something to monitor. Goal 2d refers to transfers to four-year institutions.
Bob Clement asked how we know where students transfer. Pedro Avila
responded that the info comes from the national data warehouse; they
provide GPA and the student's major. 2e reflects the results of a national
survey and a benchmark in 2007-08. We did very well. The benchmark
was composed of over 500 community colleges across the nation.
Stephanie Droker asked why the difference in 2007-08 could be the
benchmark moved. We had very few underperforming questions from the
2007. One underperforming was Tutoring. These are use of service
questions and customer satisfaction. The survey is on the portal on the
program review team site. Goal 3: Even though there was a reduction in
sections we generated more FTE. We had two sections of math generate
30 FTES, we cut to one and saved Y2 and still kept enrollment Bob Hall
questioned if there is a problem if FTES increase with less money if the
state would cut us back. We now have to grow FTE again. Student
Services has to be funded and they do not cause FTES but are needed for
services to support Instruction. Goals 3c refers to nearly $5million in grants
generated last year. 3d is revenue generated by outside capital and it is
carry over money. MAA for 08-09 only reflects on the 1st quarter check.
Overall we are doing good. Two areas of focus are: outreach & vocational
classes.

3. Mission Statement
Mr. Warkentin stated that we need to look at our mission statement and if
we feel it is still relevant it will go to the Planning and Governance Council
(PGC) and then Board of Trustees. All were in consensus; the WHCL
mission statement is relevant as is. It will be on the PGC and Board
agendas for approval.
4. Institutional Effectiveness Calendar
Mr. Warkentin explained that this is a planning calendar as a matter of
record outlining when various actions are to be taken toward institutional
effectiveness, including some regulated reports, i.e. WASC report, etc.
3
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5. Other
David Babb review the SLO's
Counseling: Represents IS and NC courses. David does not know who
teaches this. If there is a course that is not taught then David recommends
inactivating it. Who do we talk to about getting portal training? . Tom
Robb can assist with portal concerns. This can be done with flows through
the portal.
Don reported that at the recent board retreat Barbara Beno touched on
SLO's. When we have our visit we need to show evidence that we have
gone through one cycle of SLO's. If we cannot show this then we will have
a follow-up visit. Many courses are taught by adjuncts and he believes
learning areas need to determine when they are done. Courses not taught
cannot be assessed, i.e. Political Science and Psych are taught by adjunct.
If adjunct instructors are teaching the same learning area as full-time then
the adjunct can join in to work on SLO's. Stephanie Droker is willing to
write SLO's for Political Science courses that are needed. Submission will
soon be made through the portal.
Program reviews show sustainable quality improvement.
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NON-INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM REVIEW
West Hills College Lemoore

I. General Information
A. Non-Instructional Program: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
B. List of Full Time Program Faculty and Staff:
II. Program Overview
A. State the program mission. The mission statement should include the purpose of the
program, the ideals the program strives to attain, and who the program serves. The
program mission must align with the college's mission and goals. (200 word limit)

B. List any recommendations from the most recent college/program/department
accreditation and/or previous review. (250 words or less)

C. Identify all personnel, including the number of certificated, classified professionals
and volunteers.
Employee Classification:
Certificated
Classified Professional
Student Workers
Diversity (Race/Ethnicity)
DNative Am. /Alaskan Nat.
DAsianiPacific Islander
DHispanic
DMixed

Volunteer

DAfricaniAfrican-AmericanINon-Hispanic
DCaucasianlNon-Hispanic
DFilipino

III. Qualitative and Quantitative Data Review
A. Attach dashboard statistics here.

B. Using the data provided, address any significant trends/challenges/opportunities.
identified which relate to your specific course/program/service. (250 words or less)
C. Attach any other data maintained by your program or at the division level: (e.g.
budget information regarding costs per program on personnel, equipment, supplies,
delivery of services
D. What resources are required to maintain the program, and what additional resources
are necessary to improve or expand it?

IV. Professional Development
A. What professional development activities have faculty participated in? Have any of
these professional deVelopment activities been technology related? Please specify.
B. Relate how the professional development activities have improved student learning
outcome attainment.
C. Describe the program's plans for staff development over the next four years.

V. Curriculum and Student Learning Outcomes
A. List your Non-Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes.
1. Have any Non-Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes been
changed from the previous program review? What are the changes? Attach
documentation.
.
2. Describe the assessment used to improve student learning. Cite a specific
example.

B. Explain how Non-Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes are used
to measure quality and success of this department/service area.
C. To what extent is technology being used in the program?
D. How does the program ensure that current delivery of service is adequately meeting
the needs of students?
E. State any other measures used to determine the success of this program (e.g.
satisfaction surveys, employer surveys or advisory committee feedback).

F. Comment on how the success rate compares to the success rate ofthe same program
at other colleges in the region. (250 words or less)
G. Excluding curriculum validation, discuss community involvement in the program.
H. Do special accreditations, external regulations, or advisory committees regulate the
program? Yes [] No [ ] (if yes, list)
L Does the program have any special regulations, space requirements, staff training,
etc. ? Yes [ ] No [ ] (if yes, elaborate)

J. Is there evidence ofunmet student needs in the program? Yes [] No [ ] (if yes,
elaborate)

K. Describe the initiatives the program has implemented to meet the needs of socialeconomically diverse students, and/or those with non-traditional requirements (e.g.,
physical, mental disabilities, re-entry, gender, etc.)

L. Discuss the program's use of external funding, including grants, if applicable.

VI.

Summary and Recommendations

A. What actions have been taken to address the assessment and improvements of
program learning outcomes?

B. Based on analysis of the information provided in I through VII, describe the
program's strengths, areas that need improvement, and strategies and actions to
make those improvements.
1. Program strengths
2. Areas that need improvement
3. Strategies and actions for program enhancement and improvement.
C. Attach your Program Planning and Evaluation Assessment Grid. Follow the
directions provided and thoroughly complete the form. You should have not more
than five short term goals, of which at least three are student learning outcome
goals.
Revised: 411 0

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM REVIEW
West Hills College Lemoore

I. General Information
A Instructional Program: _ _ _ _ _ _--:-::--_
B. List of Full Time Program Faculty and Staff:
II. Program Overview
A State the program mission. The mission statement should include the purpose of the
program, the ideals the program strives to attain, and who the program serves. The
program mission must align with the college's mission and goals. (200 word limit)

B. List any recommendations from the most recent college/program/department
accreditation and/or previous review. (250 words or less)
C. Identify all personnel, including the number of certificated, classified professionals
and volunteers.

Employee Classification:
Certificated
Classified Professional
Student Workers
Diversity (RacelEthnicity)
DNative Am. /Alaskan Nat.
DAsianiPacific Islander
DHispanic
DMixed

Volunteer

oAfricanlAfrican-AmericanINon-Hispanic
DCaucasian/l\fon-Hispanic
oFilipino

III. Qualitative and Quantitative Data Review
A Attach dashboard statistics here.

B. Using the data provided, address any significant trends/challenges/opportunities
identified which relate to your specific program. (250 words or less)
C. Attach any other data maintained by your program or at the division level: (e.g.
budget information regarding costs per program on personnel, equipment, supplies,
delivery of services).
D. What resources are required to maintain the program, and what additional resources
are necessary to improve or expand it?
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IV. Professional Development
A. What professional development activities have faculty participated in? Have any of
these professional development activities been technology related? Please specify.
B. Relate how the professional development activities haye improved student learning
outcome attainment.
C. Describe the program's plans for staff development over the next four years.

V. Curriculum and Student Learning Outcomes
A. List your Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes.
1. Have any Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes been changed
from the completion of the previous program review? What are the changes?
Attach documentation.
2. Describe the assessment used to improve student learning. Cite a specific
example.

B. Explain how Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes are used to
measure quality and success of this department/service area.
C. Review course outlines and prerequisites. List all courses that apply to this
program requiring a five-year course outline review.
1. Describe the curriculum changes anticipated in the next two years. (These
changes would include major course revisions, deletions, new courses, revised or
new options within a program, or a proposed new program).
D. To what extent is technology being used in the program?
E. How does the program ensure that the current curriculum is adequately meeting the
needs of the students?

VI. Career Technical Education Only
A. Does your program result in providing licensing or certification to its program
graduates which will enhance opportunities for employment? If yes, list.
B. Discuss the opportunities available to students who plan to transfer to an institution
of higher learning.
C. Discuss the effectiveness of your program in terms of:
1. Entry-level job placement as a result of training.
Rev. 4110
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2. Effectiveness of continuing education to meet the need for advanced training
and/or training in emerging technologies.

3. State any other measures used to determine the success of this program (e.g.
satisfaction surveys, employer surveys or advisory committee feedback).
4. Comment on how the success rate compares to the success rate of the same
program at other colleges in the region. (250 words or less)
D. What would be the preferred sequence of courses to be taken to achieve your
program's goal of a degree or certificate?
E. How does the program ensure that the current curriculum is adequately meeting the
needs of students?
F. Excluding curriculum validation, discuss community involvement in the program.
G. List any special accreditations, external regulations, or advisory committees that
have oversight to your program.
H. List any special regulations, space requirements, staff training, etc. required by your
program.

I. List any program initiatives to meet the needs of social-economically diverse
students, and/or those with non-traditional requirements (e.g., physical, mental
disabilities, re-entry, gender, etc.).

H. Discuss the program's use of external funding, including grants, if applicable.
VII.Summary and Recommendations
A. Based on analysis of the information provided in Sections I through VI above,
describe the program's strengths, areas that need improvement, and strategies and
actions to make those improvements.

1. Program strengths:
2. Areas that need improvement:
3. Strategies and actions for program enhancement and improvement:
B. Attach your Program Planning and Evaluation Assessment Grid. Follow the
directions provided and thoroughly complete the form. You should have not more
than five short term goals, of which at least three are student learning outcome
goals.
Rev. 4/10
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Student Learning Outcomes Assessment Scheduling Form

CTE
Course
AOJ1
AOJ3
AOJ4
AOJ5
AOJ6
AOJ7
AOJ8
AOJ10
AOJ12
AOJ15X
AOJ16
AOJ 20
AOJ 22
AOJ 24
AOJ 29
AOJ 32
AOJ 50A
AOJ SOB
BUS1A
BUS1B
BUS13A
BUS13B
BUS 15X
BUS18
BUS20
BUS 24
BUS28
BUS 29
BUS 32
BUS35
BUS39
BUS50
BUS 52
BUS 54
BUS 55
BUS 56
BUS 59
BUS 62A
BUS 62B

9/23/2010

Infrequently Taught

Fall 2008

Spring 2009

Fall 2009
X

Spring 2010

,

.
,

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

!

:

X
X

Student Learning Outcomes Assessment Scheduling Form
BUS 62C
BUS 620
BUS 63
BUS 67
BUS 69
BUS 71
BUS 74
BUS 80A
BUS 80B
BUS 81A
BUS 81B
CM 10
CM 11
CM 12
CM 61A
CM61B
CM61C
CM 610
CM63A
CM 63B
CM64A
CM64B
CM65A
CM 65B
CM65C
CM66A
CM66B
CIS4
CIS5
CIS6
CIS7
CIS 8
CIS 14
CIS 15
CIS 15X
CIS 16
CIS 16A
CIS 17
CIS 17A
CIS 17B
CIS 18
CIS 18A

9/23/2010

X

X

X

X

2

Student Learning Outcomes Assessment Scheduling Form
CIS 19B
CIS 20
CIS21
CIS 34
CIS 35
CIS 42
CIS 67
CIS 71
CIS 73
CIS 73A
CIS 75
CIS 76A
CISBO
CIS BOA
CIS B1A
CIS 90
CUL2
CUL6
CUL50
CUL 51
CUL52
CUL53
CUL 54
CUL 55
CUL56
CUL57
CUL5B
CUL 59
CUL60
CUL 60.1
CUL61
CUL64
CUL65
CUL66
ECON1A
ECON1B
HM10
HM 11
HM 12
HM61
HM63
HM64

9/23/2010

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

I

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

I
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Student Learning Outcomes Assessment Scheduling Form
HM65
HM66
HRCM1
HRCM3
HRCM4
HRCM5
HRCM 15X
HRCM62A
HRCM 628
HRCM 62C
HRCM 62D
HRCM 67
NC 160
RM 10
RM 11
RM 12
RM 61
RM63
RM64
RM65
RM66
WE 15XX
WKFSK 143
WKFSK 144
WKFSK 145

9/23/2010

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

.

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
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We are evaluating the Library/Learning Resources Center and its website in order to provide you with the best
services. Please take a few minutes to complete this survey. Thank you.

* 1. Which of the following best describes you?

o
o
o
o
o
o

West Hills College-Lemoore (WHCL) student
University Charter School student
Middle College High School student
Faculty
Starr
Member of the Community

* 2. How often do you visit the WHCL Library/Learning Resource Center on campus?

o
o
o
o
o
o

Daily
Two or more times per week
Once a week
Once a moorh
Once or twice throughout the semester
Never

* 3. Please check all the reasons you visit the Library/Learning Resource Center in
person. (Check ALL that apply)

o
o
o
o

o

o
o

Checkout, renew , or return library matenals

Use Internet for recreation (myspace/YouTube, games,

etc.)

Checkout a OVD or VHS
Checkout

a

laptop

Use a Reserved Textbook or course material
Access electronic databases
Access electronic books
Access Blackboard (or online classes

1:=1 Use copy machine
1:=1 Use computers to print assignments

o

o
o

Use Internet for research

o
o
o
o
o

o

o

Use stud '{ rooms for group work
Use Disability Services Lab (OSPS)
use English Lab
See a tutor or tutor someone
Get research assl!?tance (rom library staff
SOCialize
Read a m agaz.ne or newspaper
Attend cI3ss

* 4. How often do you access the LibraryILearning Resource Center's electronic
resources from off-campus?

o
o
o
o
o

o

Daily
Two or more times a week
Once a week
Once a month
Once or twice throughout the semester
Never

* 5. Please check all the reasons you visit the LibraryI Learning Resource Center's
website. (Check ALL that apply)

D
D
D
D
D

Check catalog for available books
Use eBooks
Use electronic research databases
Find out about Library hours, policies, etc.
Citation help

* 6. Please describe your overall satisfaction with the following resources:
Books available for
checkout
Charter school library
Reference books
Reserve materials
DVDs, CDs, and VHS
Research databases
Magazines and
newspapers (Periodicals)
eBooks
Controversial Topics/Hot
Topics Collection (7 Day
Books).

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Does Not Apply

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

* 7. Please describe your overall satisfaction with the following:
Very satisfied
Computer accessibility
Labtop accessibility
Disability services
Printers
Copy machine
Library/Learning Resource
Center hours.
Study room availability
Overall condition and
maintenance.
Noise level
Information and direction
signs.
Temperature

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Satisfied

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Neutral

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Dissatisfied

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Very Dissatisfied

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Does Not Apply

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

* 8. Please describe your overall satisfaction with the following LibraryILearning
Resource Center services:
Staff courtesy
Speed of service
Staff knowledge of
Library/Learning Resource
Center services and

Very satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

Does Not Apply

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

resources.
Fines handled fairly
Laptop checking in and
out
Computer lab assistance
Copying and printing
assista nce.
Processing of student ID
cards.

* 9. Do you feel students should be able to use computers for:
Yes
Myspace
Gaming
YouTube
Other recreational sites

0
0
0
0

No

0
0
0
0

* 10. Have you received a LibraryILearning Resource Center orientation in any of your
classes?
OYes
ONO

* 11. If you received an orientation, did it fully explain the resources available?

a
a
a

Yes

NO
Not applicable

* 12. In general, how do you rank the WHCL Library/Learning Resource Center?

a
a
a
a
a
a

Very satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Does Not Apply

13. (FACULTY ONLY) How satisfied are you that your students are having their
information needs met by the Library/Learning Resource Center?

a
a
a
a
a
a

Very satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Does Not Apply

* 14. Please describe your feelings about the Library/Learning Resource Center
Website?

a
a
a
a

Easy to use, with useful Information.
Useful information, somewhat difficult to navigate
Not very useful
Very difficult to use

15. Do you have any questions or suggestions for the Library/Learning Resource
Center to serve you better?
I
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
BOARD POllCY AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE
ROUTING FORM
Review and approval by the various college / district governance groups is requested:
Policy/Procedure #:
Policy /Procedure Name:
D

New

!Xl

Board Policy 6200
Budget Preparation

Revised

!Xl

BP 602, Budget Preparation

Replaces existing policy/procedure:

New policy/procedure or revisions initiated/proposed by:
Reason for new policy/procedure or revisions:

.

Date

Chancellors Executive Cabinet

8112109

Revie

Yes ~ . NoD

Vice Chancellor of Business Services
Existing policy does not include correct Education
Code and Title 5 references; Policy is legally
advised

A

roval/ Comments

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

!Xl
D
D

Comments:
Routed to:
• College Presidents
• Academic Senate Presidents
Faculty Association President

•

9/1/09
9/1/09
9/1/09

College Consultation Council
(\X!est Hills College Coalinga)

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

D
D

Comments:
Planning & Governance Council
(\X!est Hills College Lemoore)

10fi/09

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved
Comments: :rd paragraph, first sentence should read: Utilizing the budget process for both resource and
budget allocation.
Academic Senate
(\X!est Hills College Coalinga)

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

D
D

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

D
D

Comments:
Academic Senate
(\X!est Hills College Lemoore)
Comments:

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

Faculty Association

0
0
0

Comments:
District Leadership Council

9/8/09

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

Comments:
Chancellor's Office Final Review
Comments:
Board of Trustees
(First Reading)

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

0
0
0

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

0
0
0

Comments:
Board of Trustees
(Consideration)
Comments:

ANTICIPATED TIMELINE
Board of Trustees first reading to QCcur on:
Board of Trustees consideration to occut.o,g.:
Additional comments:

10127109
11/17/09

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
BOARD POLICY AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE
ROUTING FORM
Review and approval by the various college/district governance groups is requested:
Policy /Procedure #:
Policy /Procedure Name:

C8J

New

D

C8J

Administrative Procedure 6200
Budget Preparation

Revised

D

Replaces existing policy/procedure:

New policy/procedure or revisions initiated/proposed by:
Reason for new policy/procedure or revisions:

Revie
Chancellors Executive Cabinet

Date
8/12109

Vice Chancellor of Business Services
Procedure is legally required

A:. .roval! Comments
Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

C8J

D

D

Comments:

Routed to:
• College Presidents
• Academic Senate Presidents
• Faculty Association President

9/1/09
9/1/09
9/1/09

College Consultation Council
(JIJ est Hills College Coalinga)

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

Comments:

Planning & Governance Council
(JIJest Hills College Lemoore)

10/1/09

D

D
D

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

Comments:

Academic Senate
(JIJest Hills College Coalinga)

D

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

D
D

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

D
D

Comments:

Academic Senate
(JIJest Hills College Lemoore)
Comments:

Yes

No D

Faculty Association

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
NO( approved

0
0
0

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

0
0

Approved as presemed
Approved with changes
Nor approved

0
0
0

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

0
0
0

COlrunenrs:
District Leadership Council

918/09

0

Commems:
Chancellor's Office Final Review
Comments:
Board of Trustees
(First Reading)
Comments:
Board of Trustees
(Consideration)
Comments:

ANTICTP ATED TIMELINE
Board ofTlUstees fi.rst reading to occur on:
Board of Trustees consideration to occur on:
Adclitional comments:

10127109
11117109

WEST
HILLS

Board Policy 2410
Policy and Administrative Procedure

COMMUNITY

C01.LEGE
'--_ _ _...:::!I_D 1ST R 1(" T
~---'

Reference:

Edllcatiol1 Code Section 70902,..AuredilaLioll SlaJ/dard Jf/ B.1.b a"d e

The Board may adopt such policies as are authorized by law or determined by the Board to be
necessary for the efficient operation of rhe District. Board policies ue intended ro be statements of
intem by the Board on a specific issue wirhin its subject matter jurisdiction.
The policies have been writcen to be consistent with provisions of law, but do not encompass all
laws relating (0 districc activities. All district employees are expected (0 know of and obseIVc all
provisions of law pertinent to their job responsibilities.
Policies of the Board may be adopted, revised, added to or ;tmended at any regular b02[d meeting by
a majority vote. Proposed c1unges or additions shall be introduced not less than one reguhr
meeting prior (0 (he meeting at which action is recommended.
Administrative procedures are (0 be issued by the Chancellor as statemenrs of method [0 be used in
implementing Board Policy. Such adminisu-ative procedures shall be consistenr with the intent of
Board Policy. Administrative procedures may be revised as deemed necessary by the Chancellor.
The Chancellor shill, annually, provide each member of the Board with copies of the policies :lnd
administrarive procedures or any revisions since the last rime they were provided. The Board
reseIVCS the right [0 direct revisions of the administrarive procedures should they, in the Board's
judgment, be inconsistenc with rhe Board's own policies.
All policies and adminiscracive procedures shaU be readily available through the Chancellor's Office
andlor [he District website.

Board approval dace: 9/23/03
Revisions approved by (he Board: 3/7/06
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Administrative Procedure 2410
Policy and Administrative Procedure

COMMUNITY
_ _-IC 0 L LEG E
'--_ _ _~_D 1ST RIC T

Reference:

Edut'ation Code Set'/ion 70902

Board Policies and Administrative Procedures are regularly reviewed by the Chancellor's Office.
The Chancellor makes recommendations to the Board of Trustees concerning revisions to existing
policies and procedures or the development of new policies and procedures to ensure that they are
current and comply with state and federal laws.
Any employee, student, or member of the public may initiate a review or development of any policy
or procedure by submitting a request or recommendation in writing to the Chancellor's Office.
Review and Approval Process
Upon receipt of therequest or recommendation, the Chancellor's Office may refer to the
Community College League's Policy and Procedure Service for recommended or legally advised
language. The Chancellor's Office may also use the Policy and Procedure listserv to query other
districts for related Board Policies or Administrative Procedures. In some instances, the
Chancellor's Office may request that legal counsel review the policy or procedure language. Other
employees with expertise in specific areas governed by a Board Policy or Administrative Procedure
may also be consulted during the review process.
After initial review by the Chancellor's Office, the policy and/ or procedure will be routed to the
supervisor, manager or Dean of the appropriate department, if applicable, for review (i.e. Student
Services, Human Resources, Business Office, etc.). Following the applicable review, the policy
and/ or procedure will be routed as follows:
1. Policy and/or procedure to be reviewed and discussed by the Chancellor's Executive
Cabinet.
2. After review by the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet, the policy and/ or procedure will be sent
to the College Consultation Council (CCC) at West Hills College Coalinga and the Planning
and Governance Council (pGC) at West Hills College Lemoore (through the College
Presidents) for review and approval, if applicable. Simultaneously, the policy and/ or
procedure will be sent to the Academic Senate Presidents and the Faculty Association
President as a courtesy.
3. Review and approval by the Academic Senate Presidents will be requested only if the policy
and/ or procedure deal(s) with academic and professional matters. Review and approval by
the Faculty Association President will only be requested if the policy and/ or procedure has
or will have a significant effect on faculty.
4. After review by the CCC and the PGC, any comments, recommendations or actions taken
with regard to the policy and/ or procedure shall be sent to the Chancellor's Office by the
College Presidents.
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5. In the case of review and approval by the Academic Senate Presidents or Faculty Association
President, any comments, recommendations or actions taken with regard to the policy
and/ or procedure shall be sent to the Chancellor's Office by the individuals serving in those
capacities. As a courtesy, the comments, recommendations or actions taken should also be
sent to the College Presidents.
6. The Chancellor's Office will take the policy and/ or procedure to the District Leadership
Council (DLC) for review and approval.
7. After DLC review, and upon final review by the Chancellor, the policy and/or procedure
will be placed on the Board of Trustees agenda for a first reading, with consideration to
follow at a subsequent meeting.
Submission of Policies and Procedures for Review
When submitted to the CCC, PGC, the Academic Senate Presidents, the Faculty Association
President, and the DLC, the policy and/or procedure shall be accompanied by a routing form which
will include the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policy/Procedure Number
Policy/Procedure Name
Indication of new or revised policy/procedure
Initiator of proposed new or re. .>ised policy/procedure
Purpose for new or revised policy/procedure
Anticipated timeline for review and approval process

New policies and procedures will be submitted to the appropriate groups as a "clean" copy.
Revised policies and procedures will be submitted to the appropriate groups using the following
editing marks:
•
•

Deleted text to be shown in stfikeduough pOOt
Added text to be shown in bold print

Nonsubstantive ("clean up" or "housekeeping'') revisions to policies and procedures (i.e. names, title
changes, addition or deletion of references) that do not change the intent or meaning of the policy
or procedure may be recommended by the Chancellor to the Board of Trustees for review and
consideration without being routed through the review and approval process. However, the revised
policies and procedures will be sent to the CCC, PGC, the Academic Senate Presidents, the Faculty
Association President and the DLC as a courtesy.
Policies and procedures dealing strictly with the Board of Trustees may be recommended by the
Chancellor to the Board of Trustees for review and consideration without being routed through the
review and approval process. However, the revised policies and procedures will be sent to the CCC,
PGC, the Academic Senate Presidents, the Faculty Association President and the DLC as a courtesy.
New or revised procedures that outline an existing process may be recommended by the Chancellor
to the Board of Trustees for review and consideration without being routed through the review and
Page 2 of3
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approval process. However, the revised policies and procedures 'Will be sent to the CCC, PGC, the
Academic Senate Presidents, the Faculty Association President and the DLC as a courtesy.
Timeline
In most instances, policy and procedure review and approval 'Will be based on a two-month cycle at
the college level. Once the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet agrees to move new or revised policies
and/ or procedures forward to the CCC, PGC, the Academic Senate Presidents and the Faculty
Association President, the review and approval process timeline officially begins. The groups will
have 60 days in which to complete the review and approval process at the college level and submit
final comments, recommendations or actions taken with regard to the policy and/or procedure to
the Chancellor's Office.
At the completion of the 60 days (or sooner if the appropriate groups have completed their review
and approval process), the policy and/or procedure 'Will be placed on the DLC agenda for review
and approval if applicable. Following DLC review, the policy and/or procedure will be placed on
the Board of Trustees agenda for a first reading, with consideration to follow at a subsequent
meeting. The Board of Trustees 'Will be provided with the Chancellor's final recommendation, along
with the completed routing form which will include the comments, recommendations and actions
taken by the appropriate groups.
The timeline may be shorted due to various circumstances including, but not limited to, changes in
law or urgent need. However, the Chancellor's Office shall notify all applicable groups of the
shortened timeline.
After approval by the Board of Trustees, policies and procedures 'Will be posted to the District's
website. The College Presidents and Academic Senate Presidents 'Will also be notified as to the
status of the proposed or revised policies and procedures.

Board approval date: 3/7/06
Revised policy approval date: 6/26/07
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Chancellor's Executive Cabinet Meeting
March 10, 2010
MINUTES

Members present:
Pedro Avila, Vice Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Management
Carole Goldsmith, Vice Chancellor of Educational Services and Workforce Development
Frank Gornick, Chancellor
Donna Isaac, Executive Assistant to the Chancellor
Willard Lewallen, President, West Hills College Coalinga
Ken Stoppenbrink, Vice Chancellor of Business Services
Don Warkentin, President, West Hills College Lemoore
Others present at various times:
Susan Whitener, Vice Chancellor of Educational Planning
Task Log
The task log was reviewed as follows:
•

Item 1 - Ken Stoppenbrink reported that Kevin Cobb is still working on developing a
policy with regard to energy and sustainability. Carole Goldsmith volunteered to get
some information from San Joaquin Valley Clean Energy Coalition. Frank Gornick
directed her to work with Ken on this information.

•

Item 2 -This item is on the agenda for discussion.

•

Item 3 - This item is on the agenda for discussion.

•

Item 4 - This item is on the agenda for discussion.

•

Item 5 - This item is on the agenda for discussion.

•

Item 6 - This item is on the agenda for discussion.

•

Item 7 - Carole reported that she is working on a submission to ACCJC for both
colleges. The substantive change information will be written separately for each
college, but will be submitted at the same time. Frank stated that he wants to write a
cover letter to go with the substantive change submittals.

•

Item 8 - Ken reported that he has not talked to the campus bookstores yet as he
was unclear on the task. Brief discussion took place regarding the possibility of
students making purchases at the bookstores for additional print copies made in the
libraries. Ken stated that he will talk to the bookstores.

•

Item 9 - This item is on the agenda for discussion.

•

Item 10 - Complete.
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•

Item 11 - A portion of the task has been completed. Discussion took place
regarding the need for further information on the emergency loan process. Carole
commented on following up with Rick with regard to the allied health emergency
scholarship. The task will be revised to direct a process for establishing emergency
funds with specific criteria for emergency loans.

•

Item 12 - Complete. A meeting was held last Friday that included Carole, Pedro
Avila, Ken and the College Presidents.

•

Item 13 - Carole reported that Susan Whitener has been working with the college
CIOs to review the existing schedule. The online schedule is almost complete.
Pedro reported that West Hills College Coalinga has submitted summer and fall face
to face classes. West Hills College Lemoore has submitted their summer classes.
He stated that we are still on track. Pedro discussed the recent issue with loan
disbursements with regard to financial aid.

•

Item 14 - Complete.

•

Item 15 - Complete.

Registration Priorities - Update
Pedro distributed the Summer/Fall2010 Registration Schedule, stating that he has
received good feedback. Discussion took place regarding the new tool that is being
implemented for searching classes. Discussion also took place regarding high school
graduates. Pedro stated that he will send out this information to the CIOs and the
marketing department. Pedro stated that Administrative Procedure 5055, Enrollment
Priorities, will need to be modified based on the new registration schedule.
Action Item
,/ Pedro Avila to send high school graduate information to CIOs and the
marketing department
,/ Administrative Procedure 5055, Enrollment Priorities, to be modified based on
the new registration schedule.
Process to Encumber Wages - Update
Ken and Carole reported that they are still working on the process to encumber wages.
Carole commented on budget changes and identifying a solution to create a workflow.
Frank suggested that we may need to call Rose & Tuck back in for consultation. Carole
reported that she is making sure the information being put into Datatel is accurate. She
stated that she will follow up with Rose and Tuck on the encumbrance model.
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Action Item
./ Carole Goldsmith to follow up with Rose and Tuck, consultants, on the
encumbrance model.
District Educational Coordinating Council (DECC) - Update
Carole reported that the DECC proposal is being routed through the various college
groups. It will be brought back to the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet for review at their
next meeting.
Action Item
./ Carole Goldsmith to provide review of DECC proposal at the Chancellor's
Executive Cabinet meeting in April.
Student Debt / Online Payment Process - Update
Carole reported that she has not worked on this project yet; however, she will be
bringing information to the next Chancellor's Executive Cabinet meeting.
Action Item
./ Carol Goldsmith to provide information on student debt/online payment
process at the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet meeting in April.
Residence Halls Registration - Update
Willard Lewallen stated that he will be providing information at the April Chancellor's
Executive Cabinet meeting. Frank stated that he wants a year or two of demonstrated
accountability on the registration mode with funds in the black. He stated that this will
be a positive step toward acquiring funding based on the income stream.
Action Item
./ Willard Lewallen to provide information on the residence halls registration
system at the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet meeting in April.
Copy Limits/Process for Students - Update
Ken stated that he will need feedback from the colleges about the number of copies that
will be allowed for students. Frank stated that he wants this information provided at the
next Chancellor's Executive Cabinet meeting. Willard commented on copy limits for
faculty as well. Frank commented on the amount of paper we use and how this ties into
an energy policy.
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Action Item
-/ Copy limit information to be provided at the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet
meeting in April.
Leadership RetreatiFranklinCovey 360 Evaluations
Donna reported that the FranklinCovey 360 Evaluations have been completed. A
workshop will be held at the next Leadership Retreat on May 7 to learn how to interpret
the evaluation reports. Frank stated that administrative evaluations will be moved to a
calendar year (January - December) cycle. 2009-2010 will be a transition year.
Administrative evaluations will be completed in June 2010 and then administrative
evaluations will be completed again beginning in January 2011. Frank stated that he
will talk to the Board about using a calendar year evaluation cycle versus a fiscal year
cycle.
Evaluation Script
Frank distributed copies of an evaluation script prepared by legal counsel. Discussion
took place concerning the script, along with the Presidential Expectations. Frank stated
that he wants to review the script with Marty Ennes, Faculty Association President.
Discussion took place regarding email being the official form of communication.
Frank discussed the need to develop an administrative procedure in terms of faculty
evaluation. He stated that he would also like to provide training on the evaluation script
at the May 7 Leadership Retreat. Frank stated that he will be asking Key Writing to
develop an online form for the script. He will be arranging for a meeting with Joe Zampi
to discuss the script and will also share it with the Board of Trustees.
The following changes to page 1 of the script were discussed and agreed to:
•
•
•

Include Presidential Expectations under "Review ingredients and objectives of
evaluation"
Remove the word 'possibly' from first bullet under "Review ingredients and
objectives of evaluation"
Remove the third bullet which begins" ... review Presidential Expectations and
determine if there are questions ... "

Fast Track Degree
Frank questioned if we should develop a fast track associate degree for the fall as a
way to save costs for students and families. He stated that if we can identify a way of
getting the 64 units in three semesters, students can be finished sooner. The point is
that we might be able to advertise it as a way of parents saving money. Don Warkentin
commented on previous issues with this idea (Le. block of classes were scheduled, but
not enough enrollment in those classes). Frank stated that he wants to think out of the
box a little. Carole commented on discussions with Jill Stearns and Dave Bolt
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concerning moving to a cohort model. Discussion took place regarding selecting the
menu for students and tracking them. Frank commented on focusing on 4 or 5 degrees.
Don stated that it is not difficult on the schedule side, but is difficult on the student
services side. We would need to identify someone to track the students and follow up
with them to make sure students don't fall off track. We need to be able to provide the
services. Frank stated that just because we are in down times doesn't mean we should
stop thinking about how to benefit our students.

eCampus
Susan Whitener was invited to the meeting at this time. Susan reported that Pedro
provided a list of faculty load for last fall and spring and it was determined how much
was part of load and how much was overload. A preliminary schedule has been
developed and we are going to work through what the CIOs want on their respective
schedules. Susan stated that she worked with Lenore Simonson because she used to
be an advisor. Lenore looked at all degrees and determined if what we offer online will
meet all of the degrees. We want to meet the broadest range of students for the
broadest range of degrees. Frank questioned the need for hiring and Susan responded
that once we determine the full time faculty and sections available, we will then look at
the need for adjunct faculty. She is currently having this discussion with both colleges.
Frank stated that he does not want to hurt the integrity of our eCampus. Susan stated
that we know who the faculty are. She discussed providing moderate feedback as to
why some instructors shouldn't teach online, stating that online isn't for everyone. She
also discussed training opportunities. Frank stated that the eCampus has to maximize
our FTE. Susan stated that the summer schedule for both colleges is being finalized
and we are maximizing what we can offer. The schedule should be finished by the end
of the day tomorrow (March 11). Frank stated that there should be no expectation that
anyone who retires as a teacher is going to teach online. Further discussion took place
regarding training for teaching online courses. Susan distributed a distance education
article from the most recent accreditation newsletter. Frank commented on Barbara
Beno's recent visit.

Distance Education Strategic Plan
Susan reported that the Distance Education Strategic Plan is ready to go to the next
step which will be an informational item to the Board of Trustees. She stated that this
item can be taken in April or May.
Susan stated that a lot of conversations have been held on the campuses with regard to
web streaming. A vendor presentation was provided in February, a visit has been made
to Cisco headquarters, and staff participated in a webinar (Sonic Foundry). A good
meeting was held yesterday between the IT and distance learning departments and
they discussed vendor presentations. Susan stated that Cisco's product looks great but
is not quite ready yet. Frank reported that he and Michelle Kozlowski met with Cisco's
regionalvice president. We provided him with the ROI numbers on VOIP and
discussed developing a regional partnership. We want visibility and marketing. Frank
stated that he wants to take another trip to Cisco for additional staff, faculty, and
possibly a board member or two to view their products. We need to artiCUlate what we
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want to have in terms of a strategic partnership. Susan stated that Cisco is about six
months away from release and thinks we have a temporary solution with using CCC
Confer technology until we can get the Cisco products. Frank stated that we can do a
couple of things. We can sell the existing equipment in Firebaugh and move to a Cisco
solution. Pedro discussed the possibility of being a beta test site. He questioned if we
could use the partnership to be a test site if we are concerned about a timeline. Frank
stated that he wants it to be a comprehensive solution at all locations. If we are going to
be a Cisco house, we minimize the number of people we need to have supporting it. He
wants to keep it simple and there are some real benefits.
Job Descriptions

•

Activities Specialist - After School Program - Ken stated that CSEA has agreed to
incorporate the position into the collective bargaining agreement. Additional
changes were made to the job description after meeting with them. The major
change deals with education. The job description has been reviewed by Riley
Talford. The salary grade was changed based on education. Ken stated that he will
send the revised version to Nancy Vogel, CSEA Representative. He wants to put
this job description on the agenda for the April Board meeting.

•

After School Program Instructor - Ken stated that this job description has been
reviewed and approved by CSEA. It is a part time position. Changes were made to
the job description after the initial meeting with CSEA. The changes deal with
credentialing and a lower salary grade. CSEA wanted credentialing to come out of
the job description. Ken wants to put this job description on the agenda for the April
Board meeting.

•

Help Desk Advisor - Carole stated that this job description closely mirrors the job
description for a regular advisor. Ken stated that this position would be on the
adult/student temporary salary schedule. Susan stated that the position is integral to
the eCampus. The salary grade was increased to $22.50. This item will be placed
on the agenda for the April Board meeting.

Don initiated discussion regarding the loss of TTIP funds and how it impacts library
databases. Carole stated that VTEA dollars helped out last year. Don stated that the
librarian says it is essential. Susan stated that we need this now as it is important for
distance education as it relates to accreditation. Frank directed Susan to provide the
information to Ken. Susan stated that she will list it as an augmented line item under
the eCampus budget.
•

Director of Special Grant Programs - Discussion took place regarding the changes
made to the job description which include the education level. This is an
administrative position. It was agreed by the group to include information in the job
description that the position would handle multiple programs and initiatives. The job
description will be on the April Board meeting agenda for a range change.
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•

Coordinator of Special Grant Programs - Discussion took place regarding making
changes to the summary section to include leadership and oversight for no more
than two grant programs. Carole stated that she will make the changes. The job
description will be on the April Board meeting agenda.

Susan Whitener left the meeting at this time.

At this time the group took a lunch break.

Following the lunch break, the group reconvened.

Equipment Coordinator Position
Willard stated that the recently resigned equipment manager was also receiving a
stipend as assistant coach for football. Discussion took place regarding the issue of
classified positions and additional compensation. Frank stated that the word
'coordinator' needs to be taken out of the position title, stating that we need an
equipment manager. Frank stated that he does not want this position to be doing any
coaching. Willard discussed rewriting the job description to include equipment and
facilities. Ken stated that he needs direction on the current person in the position and if
that person can also receive a coaching stipend and do the job on a temporary basis.
Frank stated that he will allow for this to occur until June 30, 2010.
Don commented on the athletic trainer position being a certificated position. He stated
that he only needs an athletic trainer for the fall semester at this time. He questioned if
he can hire a temporary, one semester trainer. Ken stated that there is also an athletic
trainer position in the classified ranks and suggested that this may be the way to go for
Don's position.

Tenure Recommendations
Willard stated that he has three faculty that will be recommended for tenure at the April
Board meeting. Discussion took place regarding tenure for faculty members who have
had multiple years on a temporary contract. Ken stated that the Board of Trustees has
the ability to allow all of the temporary contract years to count toward tenure if the
faculty member is given a regular, tenure track contract.

Workflow Projects
Pedro stated that we have a consultant who can take care of workflow projects for us.
He stated that Keith Stearns can also do this. They are going to start with Carole's
workflows for budget change forms and section forms. Carole is going to put together
the business rules and will submit them to the consultant for an approximate amount.
Staff are also looking at grade changes, add/drops, student complaints, petitions to
graduate, grievance, etc. Frank stated that he wants to have an update on workflow
projects discussed at the next Chancellor's Executive Cabinet meeting. Pedro stated
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that he will put together a list of the forms that need workflows so that they can be
prioritized.

Other Business
•

Board Presentations - Frank stated that a couple of the Board members commented
on the way the budget information was presented at the most recent Board meeting.
Not only do they want to be made aware of the problem, they want to see the
solution. We need to be more clear in the way we present the information.

•

Athletic Report for June Board Meeting - Don stated that the Board of Trustees
wants to hear about the current status of athletics; future plans; philosophy on
athletics; and how the philosophy meshes with the college mission. Frank stated
that he wants each president to develop a history of athletics at their respective
college. We can't deny what has happened with physical education (degree
requirements, etc.). There used to be a lot more physical education classes and
inter mural activities.

Ken left the meeting at this time.
Discussion took place concerning wellness. Frank stated that the presidents
need to integrate the concept of wellness in their report. The Board needs to see
how it is reconciled with their mission and if there is still a place for wellness and
intercollegiate athletics. He also directed the presidents to cover where are we
going with athletics (i.e. fee based; taking over community recreational aspects)
and stated that we need to take a look at how many student athletes transfer.
This information needs to be compared to the student population. He stated that
this could be a precursor to developing a strategic plan for athletics and wellness.

Board Policies and Administrative Procedures
•

BP & AP 5520, Student Discipline - It was agreed to move this policy and procedure
forward to the various college groups for review and approval.

•

BP 5500, Standards of Conduct - Changes were suggested to include the language
from the original draft version. Donna Isaac was directed to make the changes and
forward to the various college groups for review and approval.

•

AP 5530, Student Rights and Grievance - It was agreed to move this procedure
forward to the various college groups for review and approval.

•

BP 6816, Hearing Conservation Program -It was agreed to move this policy forward
to the various college groups for review and approval.

•

BP 6817, Transportation and Driver Selection - It was agreed to move this policy
forward to the various college groups for review and approval.
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•

AP 6700, Facilities Use - Several changes to the procedure were suggested. Frank
directed Ken to continue his review of the procedure and bring it back to the next
Chancellor's Executive Cabinet meeting.
Action Item
./ Ken Stoppenbrink to continue review of AP 6700, Facilities Use, and bring it
back to the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet meeting in April.

Susan was invited back to the meeting at this time.
•

BP & AP 5070, Attendance - It was agreed to change the last paragraph of the
policy to read as follows:
Attendance records shall be recorded and kept by faculty and the Office of
Admissions and Records according to rules and regulations prescribed by the
Board of Governors of the California Community Colleges. The only official
rosters for all classes are the records stored on the district student
information system. Therefore, prior to census date, each faculty member
shall verify class rosters and no later than seven days after census date provide
the Office of Admissions and Records a roster of currently enrolled stUdents
who meet the district policy on attendance.
Several changes to the procedure were suggested. It was agreed to incorporate the
changes and forward both the policy and procedure to the various college groups for
review and approval.

Susan left the meeting at this time.

Other Business
•

Cisco Visit - Frank directed Carole to work with Michelle on another trip to Cisco
headquarters in San Jose. He stated that he wants to include some district and
college staff, directors, deans, and faculty who will use the technology.

•

Strategic Plan Update - Frank stated that the current strategic plan expires this year.
Pedro reported that he and Carole are meeting on March 11 for a brainstorming
session. They want to take what we have learned and determine what we want to
keep and what we need to replace with regard to the strategiC plan goals. Carole
questioned if we still want to use our current goals and measurements. Frank stated
that we want to revise them. Don stated that we need to review the educational
master plan. Discussion took place regarding strategies for communities that have
low participation rates. Frank stated that he wants to focus on stUdent success and
retention in the areas that are access related (math, English, basic skills).
Discussion took place regarding goals and being a leader in the state with regard to
retention, access and transfer. We have learned that we need more information; we
are doing some things okay; we got the process started; and now we need to
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determine how we want to become better. Pedro stated that the idea is to drill down
a little deeper. He wants Carole to bring in the employment and vocational element.
Willard questioned if we really have an understanding of the needs of the
communities we serve as we have not done a formal assessment of this. Pedro
stated that a meeting will be held in April to close the loop and talk about next steps.
Frank stated that we have done a great job in terms of the budget and enrollment.
Pedro stated that he wants to see some of the administrators at the college level be
more involved with the strategic plan. Frank stated that lessons leamed would be a
good start to the new strategic plan. He wants to take results on the road and
present at conferences.
Ken returned to the meeting at this time.
•

Athletic Report - Frank stated that he wants the presidents to include Title IX as an
area in the athletic report. Title IX is not the numbers, it is interest, experience and
ability.
Action Item
.;' Title IX information to be included in the athletic report to the Board of
Trustees in June

•

Bookstore - Frank stated that he wants the bookstore to carry first rate, high quality
apparel and that we should look at providing merchandise at the local grocery
stores, K-Mart, Walgreens, etc.

•

Summer Program - Willard announced that West Hills College Coalinga is getting
close to finalizing an exciting program for the summer. Twenty educators from
China will be spending 7-8 weeks on the campus. They teach English as a second
language in China and want to learn about American culture.

Idi

Chancellor's Executive Cabinet Meeting
April 14, 2010

MINUTES
Members present:
Pedro Avila, Vice Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Management
Carole Goldsmith, Vice Chancellor of Educational Services and Workforce Development
Frank Gornick, Chancellor
Donna Isaac, Executive Assistant to the Chancellor
Willard Lewallen, President, West Hills College Coalinga
Frances Squire, Executive Director of West Hills Community College Foundation
Ken Stoppenbrink, Vice Chancellor of Business Services
Don Warkentin, President, West Hills College Lemoore

Others present at various times:
Cathy Barabe, Director 0 Marketing
Susan Whitener, Vice Chancellor of Educational Planning

Task Log
The task log was reviewed as follows:
•

Item 1 - Ken Stoppenbrink reported that Kevin Cobb is still working on the policy.

•

Item 2 - Carole Goldsmith reported that she has talked with representatives at the
energy group and will pick up the information this week to give to Ken.

•

Item 3 - Pedro Avila commented that the task was incorrectly stated and should
have been to send priority registration information to the CIOs and marketing
department. The task is complete and information was sent out to currently enrolled
students.

•

Item 4 - This item is on the agenda for discussion.

•

Item 5 - Carole reported that she and Ken have talked about using the services of
Rose & Tuck. Ken has talked to Darren Rose and he is available to help us do
some programming. It will cost $15,000 - $20,000 to get it done. It was stated that
Keith Stearns has the skill set, but may not have the time. Carole recommended
that we move forward with Rose & Tuck and roll out the encumbrance model for the
new fiscal year. Rose & Tuck have recommended not going to position budgeting
as it will cause too many problems. We will be better off with programming for a
report. Pedro stated that he and Keith want to be involved in the discussion with
regard to the report as they want to make sure it is a report that we all want. He also
wants to make sure that we have something that is flexible and usable by us. Frank
stated what we want to have is a report that is accurate with regard to budget codes.
He directed that Pedro, Keith, Carole, Tammy Weatherman, Ken, Cathy Barabe, and
senior administrators from the colleges be involved in the process of developing the
report. Pedro questioned the use of Rose & Tuck for this particular project. Carole
questioned if we need a reporting solution or a customization of Datatel. Ken stated
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that we need to tell Rose & Tuck exactly what we need and find out what solution
they give us. Pedro stated that he wants to back up and review what route to take.
He questioned if Rose & Tuck are the best solution if what we need is a reporting
solution. Frank stated that Michelle Kozlowski introduced us to Rose & Tuck and he
has not been dissatisfied with them as they have delivered for us. Frank directed
Ken to follow up on this project.
•

Item 6 - This item is on the agenda for discussion.

•

Item 7 - This item is on the agenda for discussion.

•

Item 8 - This item is on the agenda for discussion.

•

Item 9 - Carole reported that the substantive change has been submitted. This item
will need to be voted on at the June Board meeting.

•

Item 10 - Ken stated that he has received a response from Follett. Their solution is
to go with a debit card and the bookstore are willing and able to do this for us.
Discussion took place regarding the AOS solution and a stUdent 10 card. It was
stated that a lot of data entry may be required. Ken commented on bringing AOS
back in for this solution. Discussion took place regarding charging an instructional
fee to get around all of the issues. Frank stated that he wants to pursue AOS for
their thoughts and also research Chafee College's procedure of charging a general
services fee. Willard stated that he will take a look the fee issue. Ken stated that he
will reconvene with AOS.
Action Item
./ Willard Lewallen to research instructional fees with regard to issue with the
number of copies and print jobs being done by students
./ Ken Stoppenbrink to reconvene with AOS for possible solutions.

•

Item 11 - This item is on the agenda for discussion.

•

Item 12 - Pedro reported that Jana has modified the process for emergency loans.
What used to be a 10-day processing period, is now down to one day. The process
begins in financial aid, but the business office cuts the check. Ken commented on
emergency loans that he has denied. Discussion took place regarding who is
making the determination about the loan - financial aid or business office. It was
stated that the responsibility lies with the business office. Discussion took place
regarding mixed messages that students receive with regard to the process starting
with them. Pedro stated that the original issue was resolved but other issues have
been discovered that need to be addressed. Frank stated that we need to make
sure the criteria we have is very clear. An emergency is for food, transportation and
books. It was suggested that child care should be included. Pedro stated that the
approval has to start with financial aid and there should be a couple levels of review.
Pedro stated that he will continue discussions with Jana about this matter.
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Action Item
-/' Pedro Avila to have further discussions with Jana Cox about the process and
review for emergency loans.
•

Item 13 - This item is on the agenda for discussion.

•

Item 14 - Willard and Don stated that they are working on their reports. Willard
reported that he has laid out a plan for what should be included. Frank suggested
that Pedro provide to the Presidents the amount of student debt by student, by sport
as compared to other students.

NIFA Funds for HSI Agriculture Colleges
Cathy Barabe was invited to the meeting at this time.
Cathy reported that NIFA (National Institute of Food and Agriculture) is a new source of
funding passed by federal legislation. West Hills College Coalinga is an HSI (Hispanic
Serving Institution) ag college; however, West Hills College Lemoore is not yet. Cathy
explained that food safety and culinary will count towards agriculture. She stated that
we need to position ourselves now for West Hills College Lemoore to become an ag
college. Frank questioned the amount of funding. Cathy stated that there will be $1012 million available annually for HSI ag colleges. The funding will probably be available
next year. West Hills College Lemoore may miss the 'first funding cycle. Frank
questioned the reason for the discussion and Cathy responded that she really wants us
to participate so we can get more funding. Discussion took place regarding TOP codes
for ag courses. Frank stated that maybe we focus on what we already have up and
running and then begin researching possibilities for culinary. He directed Cathy to work
with current faculty and staff at West Hills College Coalinga. Don questioned if we want
West Hills College Lemoore to become an ag college. Cathy stated that she will work
on researching the criteria.
Action Item
-/' Cathy Barabe to work with current faculty and staff at West Hills College
Coalinga for possible receipt of NIFA funding.
-/' Cathy Barabe to work on researching criteria for West Hills College Lemoore
to become an ag college.
Cathy left the meeting at this time.

Franklin University Commissions
Discussion took place concerning the commission funds that have been received from
Franklin University. The money has been going to miscellaneous revenue. Frank
questioned where the presidents want the funds to go. Willard stated that he would like
for West Hills College Coalinga's portion to be placed in a foundation account and used
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for campus operations and events. Frank suggested that the funds be placed in the
Presidents' Foundation accounts beginning with this fiscal year. Commission funds
from previous years will not be included.
WICHE Audit
Susan Whitener was invited to the

meeti~g

at this time.

Susan reported that the presentation has been pared down but still needs some work.
She stated that she needs feedback from the group. Discussion took place concerning
only sharing the findings with the Leadership Retreat Group; where are we at and what
are we going to do with the information; and branding and website navigation. Susan
was directed to continue working on the presentation with Carole and Pedro. It was
suggested that the presentation be given to smaller groups at the college level before
providing the presentation to the Leadership Retreat group.
One Year Schedule
Susan stated that a schedule is being developed. As she talks with the CIOs, they
determine what to offer based on what is being offered in the next semester. Logically,
they want to develop a one year schedule. Frank stated that it is supported by the
research. We can begin looking at cohort groups. Willard stated that given the
compression of the schedule and limited opportunities for students, they can help us by
providing their input. Frank stated that it allows us to begin looking at getting students
out of here in four semesters. We can then get into a guaranteed schedule. Frank
stated that this item will be discussed again at the May Chancellor's Executive Cabinet
meeting. He directed the group to talk about it in their own areas and come to the
meeting with feedback.
Action Item
../ Chancellor's Executive Cabinet members to discuss the possibility of a one
year schedule in their own areas and provide feedback at the May meeting.
Susan left the meeting at this time.
District Educational Coordinating Council (DECC) - Update
Carole distributed the DECC proposal and stated that this is not a new committee. One
of the concerns of the groups is that the document looks different than when particular
groups saw it. She stated that it was sent out to all of the groups and input was
received and incorporated. The purpose of the committee is to make sure we are all on
the same page. Frank questioned the process if we can't come to consensus. Carole
stated that some issues will be related to Title V, but there will be others to which they
will have to come to consensus. Discussion took place regarding how things get to the
DECC. It was suggested that the group may need a flow chart. Carole stated her
preference is to take a look at addressing issues that are going to the curriculum
committees as they are being reviewed, not after the fact. The group will be looking at
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models of other colleges. Frank questioned the flow of information to the committee
and where it goes after. He stated that we can't be afraid of making recommendations.
The committee will reach consensus to recommend the appropriate action. He prefers
the recommendation come to the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet where the CEOs can
talk about the issues.

Online Payment Process - Update
Carole stated that Ken has worked with the campuses to look at student debt. Jana has
taken a look at what the student debt really is as it relates to financial aid. She is also
looking at how disbursements can be made more frequently. Ken stated that he wants
to know what decisions have been/are made without his consultation. Pedro stated that
we are discovering the debt deals mostly with financial aid and residence halls, not
students who aren't paying when they register. Carole stated that the process of
workflows is really going to change how we do business. This project (online payment
process), needs to be referred to as debt management as the online piece is working
very well and is not an issue.

Residence Halls Registration - Update
Willard distributed a draft of eligibility requirements and steps for reserving a room on
campus. Discussion took place regarding the procedure and deadlines. The next step
is to get the website information updated for the residence halls.

Copy Limits/Process for Students - Update
See discussion on Task Log, Item 10.

Culinary/Food Service Budget and Programs
Frank stated that he has had discussions with the college presidents. This item has to
do with keeping the director at West Hills College Lemoore in place and allowing him to
oversee and coordinate some internships. Carole stated that the culinary program
currently receives VrEA funds. In the future, additional VrEA funds can be given, but
something else will suffer. Frank stated we need to get the appropriate people charged
to the right place. Carole reported that she has had discussion with Ken about work
experience opportunities in the snack bar. It was suggested that we offer a course.
The staff in the current snack bar might be able to be an instructional aid. Frank stated
we are getting sophomore students out of the culinary department. The director tries to
give them catering and restaurant experience. Frank stated that the task is to look at
funds for culinary and make sure a budget is set up. He directed Ken to work with
Christian Raia on point of sale. Carole stated that we may be able to use some CTE
dollars to make it a vocational program.
Action Item
,f
,f

Review funds for culinary program and make sure a budget is in place.
Ken Stoppenbrink to work with Christian Raia on point of sale.
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Willard left the meeting at this time.

Missing Student Regulations
Ken stated that we need a policy/procedure on missing students. He distributed a
summary of the federal laws and a draft policy and procedure. This information will be
placed in the standard policy and procedure format and routed through the review and
approval process.

Application Processing Fee for Foreign Citizens
Donna Isaac stated that the application processing fee for foreign citizens is on the April
20 Board of Trustees agenda for approval.

At this time the group took a lunch break.

Following the lunch break, the group reconvened.

Evaluation Script, Draft Form
Frank stated that the evaluation checklist document is a result of the evaluation script
document received from Joe Zampi's office. For accreditation and quality control
aspects, it was important to develop a checklist for administrators to use in the
evaluation process. Discussion took place regarding suggested changes and additions
to the checklist. Frank stated that he will discuss this draft document with Marty.
Donna will incorporate the suggested changes in the draft document and it will be
provided for further discussion. Discussion took place concerning the checklist being an
appendix to an administrative procedure.
Action Item
./ Donna Isaac to incorporate suggested changes in evaluation checklist
document for further discussion.

Adult Temporary Tracking
Ken stated that we are beginning to have numerous issues and are beginning to own
staff after the 194 days. The tracking tool gives advance notice for planning purposes
and is distributed on a monthly basis. He stated that he does not know what else to do
at this point. Frank stated this will be a topic on the Leadership Retreat agenda.

Job Descriptions
•

Equipment and Event Coordinator - Willard commented on the current position
being underutilized. The new proposed job description incorporates assistance with
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coordinating events, physical education and wellness. Discussion took place
regarding requirements. It was stated that this position has been used in the past to
bring in assistant coaches. Frank stated that we will not be doing that anymore.
The group agreed to move the job description to the union and then the Board of
Trustees for approval.
•

Summer Youth Program Staff - Carole stated that the job description was requested
by the funding agency. The program runs May through September. These are
temporary positions to be included on the adult/student temporary salary schedule.
The department would be Workforce Investment and the WIA Coordinator would be
the direct report. Don questioned how this is different from the 5Cs camp. Carol
stated it is more job focused and includes a lot of case management, referrals, follow
up with employers, etc. The group agreed to move the position forward to the Board
of Trustees for approval.

Potential Layoff Notifications
Frank stated that the Board of Trustees will be presented with a layoff resolution on
grant funded classified positions. In addition, letters will be sent to faculty who are on
temporary contracts and are grant funded. Discussion took place and Ken stated that
the intent is to information the faculty that the grant funding is running out and we are
doing our best to cover the costs. If funding cannot be found, they will be laid off. Don
asked if it is prudent to have a meeting with the faculty prior to their receipt of a letter.
Frank responded in the affirmative, stating that the worst case scenario is that they will
not have a job when the grant runs out and the best case scenario is that they will be
funded. Discussion took place regarding the Faculty Obligation Number (FON). Ken
stated that the number is currently 94.5.

Board Policies and Administrative Procedures
•

BP & AP 5055, Enrollment Priorities - Changes were suggested. The group agreed
to move the procedure forward.
Action Item
./ Donna Isaac to make changes as suggested and move policy and procedure
forward.

•

BP & AP 6700, Facilities Use - Discussion took place regarding facilities use Ken
stated that he looked at what other college districts do for facilities. He distributed
information on the data he collected. Frank stated that we need to capture money
for the use of our facilities. Discussion took place regarding charging those that
have been using our facilities. Discretion is left up to the college preSidents. Ken
stated he thinks the rates need to be doubled. Fees were discussed. Ken reported
that he will continue working on this policy and procedure. Frank stated that he
wants to have something in 60 to 90 days for the colleges. They need to develop a
brochure and post information on the website that incorporates the facilities use
information for advertising purposes. Willard stated the facilities use policy and
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procedure do not currently include information about the use of the residence halls.
Frank stated that this information needs to be included for groups that use the
residence halls in the summer.
.
Action Item
-/ Ken Stoppenbrink to continue working on Facilities Use policy and procedure
and include information about the use of the residence halls.
Frank discussed having a rededication ceremony for the Wellness Center at West
Hills College Coalinga and a dedication ceremony for the Multi Use Sports Complex
at West Hills College Lemoore.
•

District Provided Cellular Telephones - Ken stated that his recommendation is to
have two stipend levels ($100/$75). We need to look at what we are currently
spending. The level for each individual would be determined by the Vice
Chancellors and Presidents. The district is currently paying for many cell phones
and plans. Frank commented that he is more comfortable settling on one number
across the Board for all employees who are determined to be necessary. He stated
that he wants to have a plan in place effective July 1, 2010. Ken stated that the IRS
is looking at several areas of expenditure and if they look at this area, then we will
be covered. Frank stated that the Presidents and Vice Chancellors need to take a
look at this for their staff. He directed Ken to move forward with a policy and
procedure regarding stipends for cellular telephones to be in place effective July 1,
2010.
Action Item
-/ Ken Stoppenbrink to develop a policy and procedure regarding stipends for
cellular telephones to be in place effective July 1, 2010.

•

BP & AP 5800, Prevention of Identity Theft in Student Financial TransactionsFrank directed Ken and Carole to work on this policy and procedure and bring it
back to the May Chancellor's Executive Cabinet meeting for further discussion.
Action Item
-/ Ken Stoppenbrink and Carole Goldsmith to work on Board Policy and
Administrative Procedure 5800, Prevention of Identity Theft in Student
Financial Transactions.

Other Business
Frances Squire shared draft information on the billboards that will soon be going up
around the district which express congratulations to the class of 2010.
Frank stated that the next Board meeting will be held at the North District Center in
Firebaugh on April 20. He stated that when we close the books this year he wants to
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provide the Board with a summary of all auxiliary accounts and how they compare to
three years ago.
Frances reminded the group of the Foundation's annual golf tournament which is
scheduled for Monday, May 10.

Idi

Proe:ram Review Summary Sheet for Planning/Institutional Effectiveness
I.

General Information
Unit/Department/Service: Office of the President
Date Prepared: 9/19/2008
Prepared By: Don Warkentin

It.

Summary and Recommendations

A. What actions have been taken to address the assessment and improvements of program learning outcomes?
The Office ofthe President participates in the annual review of the college's institutional performance indicators for meeting desired goals, In addition,
the college evaluates its performance as indlcated in the state chancellor's ARCC report.
Strengths: Effectively organized to provide adequate supervision and direction to all areas of college operations. Diversity and experience of
Administration and support staff.
Areas for Improvement: First program review, prior results not available for assessment.
Strategies for Program Enhancement: continue evaluation of performance indicators; continue review of programs and services; meet WASC rubric goals.

III.
Training/Professional Development
Accreditation Workshops, Professional
workshops

Equipment

Facilities

Personnel/Staffing

Budget
Dues/Memberships: $15,000
Supplies: $12,000
Equipment: $12,000
Travel: $5,000

Approved by Planning and Governance Council (peG)
Date:
Recommended Action by PGC:
Expand
Maintain
3/27/gosmith

Eliminate
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WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
OFFICES OF THE PRESIDENT AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
PROGRAM REVIEWIPLANNING AND EVALUATION PROCESS
UNIT PLANNING GUIDE - NON-INSTRUCTIONAL
DEPARTMENTS & AREAS
TO BE COMPLETED BY UNITIDEPARTMENT COMMITTEE

I. General Information
Department/Service: Offices of the President and Educational Services
Date Prepared: September 19,2008
Prepared By: Don Warkentin, Glenda Oliver-Smith, Amber Avitia, Kyle Crider,
Donna Jimenez
II.

Program Overview
A. State the program mission. If you don't have one, create one. The mission statement
should include the purpose of the program, the ideals the program strives to attain, and
who the program serves. (200 word limit)

The mission of the Offices of the President and Educational Services is to provide effective and
quality leadership, decision-making, and superior faculty, staff and support services to assist
learners to achieve their educational goals.
Goal: To employ highly qualified faculty and staff to assist students in completing
requirements for an associate degree or certificate.
Goal: To ensure the college offers adequate transfer level courses to assist students in meeting
their transfer requirements to two year and four year universities and colleges.
Goal: To provide quality job training programs to assist students who desire to improve job
skills or seek new employment or personal enrichment.

B. Briefly describe the current state of the program/department/service area. (250 words
or less)
The Office of the President provides supervision of the overall college operation to include
Student Services, Administrative Services, Athletics and· Academic Services. The President
provides leadership that promotes the growth of the college in areas such as enrollment,
facilities, and programs and services. The college has grown in enrollment averaging nine
percent in each of the last six academic years. Current headcount enrollment has exceeded
12,000 students for the academic year. Full Time Equivalent Students (FTES) has increased
approximately 4.5% over the previous academic year to approximately 3,100 FTES.
The college was recently successful in seeking voter approval for the passage of a general
obligation bond (Measure E) that will bring approximately $100 million in new facility
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construction projects that v.ill keep the college in construction mode to the year
Additional programs, staff, and faculty positions will be added to meet student needs.

2020.

The Office of Educational Services oversees the academic and instructional programs of the
college. Currently 46 full time certificated faculty are employed at the college. In addition,
approximately 80 adjunct instructors are employed each semester. Educational Services
provides staff development, evaluation, program review, catalog development, curriculum and
schedule development, and accreditation oversight for the college. Educational Services assign
administrative supervision to each of the colleges' academic learning areas and ensures regular
monthly meetings to develop curriculum, budgets, and staffing requests.

C. Describe bow tbe program/department/service area goals and objectives are aligned to
the advancement of tbe college mission, goals and objectives. (250 words oJ'less)
Highly qualified faculty and staff ensure student educational goals are met whether they be to
earn a certificate or associate degree, transfer, or seek training to improve job skills. This is
aligned to the college's mission and goals of providing quality education, assisting students to
achieve their educational goals, and assisting the college to increase it productivity.
Provi.ding adequate transfer level curriculum insures students the ability to meet their
educational goals if transfer is their desired outcome . Articulation agreements ...vith several
four- year colleges and universities insure transparency in the transfer process. This is aligned
with the college's mission and goals of empowering students to achieve their educational goals.
Quality job training programs assists students in obtaining jobs and provides a better educated
workforce for the community. This is aligned to the college's goal of providing quality
educational opportunities to the community.
D. List any recommendations from the most recent college/program/department
accreditation and/or previous review. (250 words or less)
Recommendation 2: That the College integrate periodic review and update of Ihe mission Slalement il1lo
other key College planning documenls, such as Ihe Planning and Governance Manual and the
Institutional Studenl Outcomes Indicators pIon, so /hnl the institution's evolving educalional purposes,
intended student populotion. Qnd commitment 10 achieving sludem learning are aligned with the mission
Sralel17el1l. (Standcn'd l.A, I.A.3)

That the College ensure thal all programs, instructional and non-instructionaL,
identify measureable goals and objectives, il1c1uding those goals and ohjectives thaI support student
learning; lhot these goals are incorporated in program review reports: that assessment of progress
incorporales appropriate research dala: thaI users of research data are properly trained: and that an
effective mechanism for the timely impLementation of improvements is in place for all programs.
(Slandard lB.3. fB.5, lB.7)
Recommendation 3:

Recommendation 4:

That the College implement a well-defined plan outlining the steps to identify and (fsses.s studenl learning
outcomes for all courses. programs, degrees, and certificates and, as applicable, appropriate support
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areas. The plan should establish a specific timeline for the completion of all tasks, including: identifying
student learning outcomes; assessing student learning; training faculty; defining the role of institutional
research in the process; and describingproceduresfor implementing improvements. (Standard IIA.1.c)

III.

Qualitative and Quantitative Data Review

A. Attach the following Non-Instructional Program Review data (as provided):
• Enrollment Trends - (see Attachment I)
• Student Retention Rates/Student Success Rates (if applicable) - (see Attachment II)
• WSCH/FTEF (if applicable) - (see Attachment III)
Lemoore College
02-03 to 03-04 =+ 114 WSCH!FTEF
03-04 to 04-05 = -26 WSCH!FTEF
04-05 to 05-06 =-67 WSCH!FTEF
05-06 to 06-07 =- 33 WSCH!FTEF
06-07 to 07-08 =+15 WSCH!FTEF
Lemoore Online
02-03 to 03-04 = +173 WSCH!FTEF
03-04 to 04-05 =-70 WSCH!FTEF
04-05 to 05-06 = -44 WSCH!FTEF
05-06 to 06-07 =-47 WSCH!FTEF
06-07 to 07-08 = -12 WSCH!FTEF
NAS
02-03 to 03-05 = +62 WSCH!FTEF
03-04 to 04-05 =-86 WSCH!FTEF
04-05 to 05-06 = -94 WSCH!FTEF
05-06 to 06-07 =-32 WSCH!FTEF
06-07 to 07-08 = +34 WSCH!FTEF
• Full-time to Part-time Faculty Ratio 75/25 as required
• Number of Students Earning Degrees (if applicable) - (see Attachment IV)
• Number of Students Earning Certificates (if applicable) - (see Attachment IV)
• Job Market Analysis (if applicable) - (see Attachment V)
• Student Demographics (see Attachment I)
• Grade Distribution (if applicable) Not applicable
• Student Survey Data (if applicable) - (see Attachment VI)

B. Using the data provided, address any significant trends/challenges/opportunities
identified which relate to your specific course/program/service. (250 words or less)
1) State any other measures used to determine the success of this program (e.g.
satisfaction surveys, employer surveys or advisory committee feedback).
The enrollment data indicate that the college has increased an average of 9% in student
headcount each of the last four years. The college's FTES has increased 2005-2006 to
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2006-2007

=Increased by 9.1%/2006-2007 to 2007-2008 = Increased by 4.6%.

The college's

WSCH per FTEF has also increased as follows:
The total numbers of degrees and certificates has increased from 254 in 2003-2004 to 390 in
2006-2007 for an increase of 54 percent.
C. Attach the following data maintained for your program/department/service area:
1. Budget information regarding costs per program/department/service area on personnel,
equipment, supplies, delivery of services (where applicable), and any other direct or
indirect costs connected with the service as reflected by student enrollment.
Lemoore Revenue

$18,877,140

Lemoore Expenses

$13,180.441

2. Identify all personnel, including the number of certificated, classified professionals and
volunteers. Discuss the diversity of faculty and staff.
Employee Classification:
Administrative 1 Certificated Q Confidential.1... Classified.1
Student Workers 2.
Diversity (Race/Ethnicity)
DNative Am./Alaskan Nat.
DAsian/Pacific Islander
LHispanic
DMixed

LAfrican/African-AmericanlNon-Hispanic
L CaucasianlNon-Hispanic
DFilipino

3. Describe the certificated and classified staffing requirements of the existing
program/department/service area, as well as the effect any proposed curricular or
instructional changes would have in the next three years. This statement should include
the need to retrain, or to add staffing for new specialties. Finally, this statement should
include the need to retrain or to add staff for clerical assistance, for maintaining
equipment, or for serving as an instructional assistant.
Certificated and instructional administrators are required to possess a master's degree at the
minimum. Classified administrators and classified staff are required to have a high school
diploma as a minimum and an associate degree for some areas. As the college grows and
develops new programs additional administrative and classified staff will be required to provide
supervision and operational support. Staff will be required to keep current with the district's
management information systems (Datatel) and new software programs as they are developed.
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D. Identify and discuss the effect that trends may have on the
program/department/services area's organization, structure, and nature over the next
two to four years.
.
The addition of new facilities as a result of the passage of Measure E most likely will result in
the addition of new programs and services for the college. As these new programs and services
come online the Office of the President and the Office of Educational Services will be required
to devote addition time for the supervision and development of these new programs and services.

E. What resources are required to maintain program/department/service area, and what
additional resources are necessary to improve or expand it?
Human resources include a campus president, vice president, academic deans and support staff
along with an adequate budget to maintain the operation of the college. Additional resources
have not yet been identified; however, as the college continues to grow additional administrative
and support staffwill be required to maintain and improve institutional effectiveness. For
example, as the college develops new athletic and academic/vocational programs additional
staffing may be necessary.

F. Discuss staff training, academic and professional currency.
All administrative staff meets or exceeds minimum qualifications. Support staff is adequately
trained with the district's management information system. Some staff have undergone
NIMS/SIMS Emergency Safety training.

G. Excluding curriculum validation, discuss community involvement in the operation of
the program/department/service area.
Community members assist the college in its development by serving on advisory committees,
ad hoc committees, and bond election steering committees. In addition, members of the program
belong to several community organizations and participate in numerous community activities
throughout the year.

IV.

Professional Development

A. What professional development activities have staff participated in?
Administrative staff attends various state-wide conferences relevant to their areas of assignment,
as well duty and flex days each semester, safety training/sexual harassment training as required.
Classified staff have participated in various leadership conferences, time management
conferences, portal training, adjunct instructor workshops, and classified staff development day.

B. How does this professional development affect Student Learning Outcomes for your
program/department/service area?
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By attending regional, state, and national conferences members of the departments keep current
in areas such as accreditation, career and technical education, changes in laws and regulations,
etc. All of the above helps the department support and improve student learning.

C. Describe the program/department/service area's plans for staff development over the
next four years.
Members of the departments will continue to attend regional, state and national workshops and
or conferences. In addition; relevant training opportunities will be brought to the campus for all
to partake. For example, in March WASe will be on campus to train those involved in the
accreditation self study preparation. Also all staff recently attended campus-wide training on the
new district portal and received training in NIMS and SIMS.

D. Discuss the effectiveness of continuing education requirement to meet the need for
advanced training and/or training in emerging technologies.
As new technologies emerge the department will continue to provide opportunities for members
to maintain currency.

V.

Student Learning Outcomes
A. List all Student Learning Outcomes for this program/department/service.
• Seventy percent of all students who indicate transfer as an educational goal will become
transfer ready.
• Seventy percent of all students who indicate the attainment of an associate degree as an
educational goal with meet all requirements for the associate degree.
• Seventy percent of all students who indicate the attainment of a certificate as an
educational goal will meet all requirements for their individual certificate program.

These goals are to be measured annually.
B. Explain bow Student Learning Outcomes are used to measure quality and success of
this program/department/service area.
The above student learning outcomes, in part, determine the success of the college.

C. Based upon the results of the program SLO assessments, what improvements have
been identified?

Assessments have not currently been conducted.

VI.

General Operations
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A. How does the program/department/service area ensure that current curriculum/delivery of
service is adequately meeting the needs of students?
The CIO is an active member of the Curriculum Committee and as such ensures that curriculum
and delivery of services meets the needs of students in obtaining their educational goals. In
addition, academic deans regularly hold learning area meetings to evaluate curriculum delivery
and schedule development. Faculty evaluations are utilized to improve the quality of instruction.

B. Do special accreditations, external regulations, or advisory committees regulate the
program/department/service area? Yes [X] No [] (if yes, elaborate.)
The college is accredited by the W ASC and receives a visit every six years along with a midterm report every three years. The Office of the President ensures that all vocational programs
meet external agency requirements as applicable.

C. Does the program/department/service area have any special regulations, space
requirements, staff training, etc.? Yes [ ] No [X] (if yes, elaborate.)
D. Is there evidence of unmet student needs caused by your program/department/service
area? Yes [] No [X] (if yes, elaborate.)
E. How does the program/department/service area address cultural diversity?
The department serves as an example of cultural diversity for the college in that staff members
represent many diverse ethnic groups.

F. Describe the initiatives the program/department/service area has implemented to meet
the needs of social-economically diverse students, and/or those with non-traditional
requirements (e.g., physical m~ntal disabilities, re-entry, gender, etc.)
The department works closely with faculty and staff as well as categorical programs within the
college to ensure that these students are provided with opportunities to be successful regardless
of their challenges.

G. Discuss the program/department/service area's use of external funding, including
grants and collaborative partnerships, if applicable.
Several grant funded programs exist on the campus and add value and program support to the
entire college. The college is also a leader in supporting instructional technology advancements
in several areas across the campus.

H. To what extent is technology being used in the program/department/service area?
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The college has a reputation in being a leader in the area of technology and continues to
implement and develop new and advanced technology driven programs.

I. Describe the supply requirements for your existing program/department/service area, as
well as the effect that any proposed changes would have on the supplies in the next four
years. This statement should include the kinds and amounts of supplies needed, any
anticipated costs, and the need for any computer software/technology.
The department provides adequate funding in the area of supplies and equipment across the
campus. In difficult budget periods the department reallocates resources to meet individual
program needs and/or finds alternative sources of funding to maintain quality. As the college
continues to grow, additional supplies will be required and the department will need to make
decisions regarding prioritizing of supply and equipment needs.

J. Describe the need for facility modifications within your existing
program/department/service area or the effect that any proposed curricular or
instructional changes would have on the existing facilities in the next four years. This
statement should include a description of the desired changes, the rationale for the
changes, and a rough estimate of the costs.
With continued growth and the passage of Measure E it is anticipated that an additional
administrative building will be constructed to meet the needs of an expanding department.

Additional Information (optional)
Please provide any other information to describe, explain, justify, analyze, or clarify
prospective program/department/service area changes or needs anticipated in the next four
years.
A. What factors did you use in determining the quality and success of this
program/department/service area?
The overall success of the department is based on the outcomes assessment of the institutional
performance indicators.

B. Identify the best ways to measure the quality and success of this
program/department/service
area.
Conduct
an
evaluation
of
the
program/department/service area. Use a surveyor questionnaire when appropriate to
address questions. (Examples: How do the persons served by this
program/department/service area evaluate its adequacy or effectiveness? How do
services compare to similar departments/service areas outside the College? By what
processes does the program/department/service area deal with complaints and
continually up-grade services? Other methods might include matching or exceeding
nation-wide productivity measures, i.e., full-time staffing equivalent per square foot for
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M & 0 and per number of employees for Human resources, feedback from campus
"clients", etc.)
C. Describe the annual scheduling patterns for courses impact your

program/department/service areas. Consider interaction with other
programs/departments/service areas, use of facilities and flexibility for students.
VII.

Summary and Recommendations

A. What actions have been taken to address the assessment and improvements of program
learning outcomes?
The department participates in the annual review of the college's institutional performance
indicators for meeting desired goals. In addition, the college evaluates its performance as
indicated in the state chancellor's ARCC report.

B. Based on analysis of the information provided in I through VII, describe the program's
strengths, areas that need improvement, and strategies and actions to make those
improvements.

1. Program strengths
The college is effectively organized to provide adequate supervision and direction to all areas of
the college. The diversity of experience and ethnic backgrounds ofthe administrators and
support staff lends to variety of strengths.

2. Areas that need improvement
This is the first program review report prepared by the department. As such, prior results are not
available to provide adequate assessment.

3. Strategies and actions for program enhancement and improvement.
•
•
•

Continued evaluation of the college's institutional perfonnance indicators.
Continued review of all programs and services.
Continued participation in the accreditation process to reach a level of continuous sustainable
improvement.

D. Attach your Program Planning and Evaluation Assessment Grid. Follow the directions provided
and thoroughly complete the form. You should have not more than five short term goals, of
which at least three are student learning outcome goals.

Offices of the President/Educational Services
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Program Review, Planning and Evaluation

West Hills College Lemoore
Mission:
West Hills College Lemoore enriches the lives of our students and the community we serve by being dedicated to quality educational learning
opportunities and partnerships. The college provides a positive environment that is committed to student learning and empowering students to
achieve their educational goals.

Assessment Grid
Contact Person/ext. Mr. Don Warkentin, President, Ext.3217

Program: Offices of the President and Educational Services
Mission: State the program/unit's mission. If you don't have one,
create one. The mission statement should include the purpose of
your program/unit, the ideals the program strives to attain, and
whom the program/unit serves (student, staff, public, etc.). 200
words limit.
To provide direction for the total operation ofthe college in order to
serve our students and community with their educational goals.

Submission Date: December 17,2008
Program Goals/
Objectives
At least 3 short-term and
up to 2 long-term goals.
Instruction: At least three
of your goals must be
program specific studentlearning outcome oriented.
1. Goal: To employ highly
qualified faculty and staff to
assist students in completing

Program Activities/Actions

Midterm Report Date (2 years from submissionll year CTE):

The specific activities you
will implement to
accomplish the goals (e.g.
implement a new course) and
intended outcomes.

Necessary Resources
(Including Funding)
Any additional
resources you will need
to accomplish the
activity. Please be
specific and reaHstic.

1. The CIO and President
interview and select applicants
for instructional openings.

1. Adequate funding to
support instructional
offerings.

Offices of the President/Educational Services

Outcomes
Means of
Assessment/Criteria
for Success including
time line (Measurable)

1. Budget allocation
process.

1. Timeline: Annually
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requirements for an associate
degree or certificate.
2. Goal: To ensure the
college offers adequate
transfer level courses to
assist students in meeting
their transfer requirements to
two year and four year
universities and colleges.

2. The CIa supervises the
evaluation of instructional staff.

2. Adequate funding for
supplies and equipment.

2. Instructional staffing
goals.

2.

3. Instructional administrators
conduct learning area meetings
to improve instructional quality.

3.

3.

3.

3. Goal: To provide quality
job training programs to
assist students who desire to
improve job skills or seek
new employment or personal
enrichment.
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Program Review, Planning and Evaluation

West Hills College Lemoore
Program Review, Planning and Evaluation
Assessment Planning Logic Model
Midterm Report
Program:

Date:

Findin s

Anal sis

[-What are the actual quantifiable outcomes
compared to those listed in column four of
the Assessment Grid?
1. This is the first year of the program
review report for the Office of the
President and Educational Services
therefore; the assessments have not been
completed.

Your interpretation of the results (why the
activities were not successful in achieving
the goal)

Based on the Findings and Analysis, what
is the next step(s) to program
improvement?

1.

1.

I 2.

2.

3.

3.

I--~~

Actions

~-----~~~-----~~~---"-------------------1r-----"------------------I

2.

3.
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West Hills College Lemoore
Planning and Governance Council
Wednesday - April 21, 2010, 2:00 p.m.
Conference Center, Rm. 256
MINUTES

Members Present:
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services
America Bryant, CSEA/Classified Representative
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Vice President of Student Services
Stephanie Droker, Academic Senate President
Marty Ennes, CTA/Faculty Representative
Jose Lopez, Dean of Students
Keith Brock, CSEA/Classified Representative
John Bernal, Director of Facilities & Auxiliary Services
Ron Oxford, Librarian
Tiffani McGee for Angela Tos, CTA/Faculty Representative
Don Warkentin, President
Ryan Cardoza for Angel Isidoro, Student Government Association Representative
Members Absent:
David Babb, Student Learning Outcomes Chair
Marlon Hall, Associate Dean of Educational Services, Evening College
Rene Sanchez, Curriculum Committee Chair
Linda Amaya-Guenon, Counselor/Advisor
Call to Order
Mr. Warkentin called the meeting to order at 2:03 p.m.
Roll Call
A silent roll call was taken and a quorum was present.
Approval of minutes
The minutes of the April 7, 2010 meeting were approved by on a motion by Marty
Ennes (with corrections as noted by Stephanie Droker), it was seconded by Stephanie
Droker, all were in favor, motion passed.
Action Items
• WHCL MissionjVision Statements and Goals
Stephanie Droker commented that the recommended changes from Myeisha Johnson
were not electronically sent as she understood they would be after the last meeting.
Stephanie expressed that the changes brought forward by Myeisha should have gone
through the Student Government Association (SGA) as a cooperative recommendation,
rather than from Myeisha personally. The mission statement was reviewed at the
previous Strategic Planning Committee meeting which is the formal process. Marty
Ennes motioned to approve the mission and vision statements as recommended by the
Strategic Planning Committee, it was seconded by Stephanie Droker; all were in favor,
the motion passed. America Bryant commented that she thought Myeisha's ideas for
changes to the mission statement were really good and innovative; however, she agreed
that they needed to be brought forward in the proper manner. Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson
stated that Dean Lopez will be working with students to help them better understand
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the participatory process. The WHCL Mission/Vision statements will be forwarded to
the Board of Trustees for their May agenda.

• Lottery Fund Budget Allocation Expenditure Request
Stephanie Droker motioned to approve the Lottery Fund Budget Allocation Expenditure
Report, it was seconded by Ron Oxford; all were in favor, the motion passed. Mr.
Warkentin asked if there was further discussion. Dave Bolt reported that he had learned
that the monies can now be rolled over for next year. Mr. Warkentin stated that these
dollars have to be used for direct instruction items.
Information/Discussion Items
1. Board Policies and Administrative Procedures: (first reading)
• Revised BP 5520, Student Discipline (Replacement for BP 520, Student
Discipline)
• New AP 5520, Student Discipline
• New BP 5500, Standards of Student Conduct
• Revised AP 5530, Student Rights and Grievances (Replacement for AP 523,
Student Grievances)
Mr. Warkentin stated that these policies and procedures will need to go out to the
constituency groups as part of the formal process. Marty Ennes stated that these have
now been taken to the Faculty Association and comments are being received. She will email the comments to all on the respective routing forms prior to the next meeting.
Stephanie Droker reported that the Academic Senate had completed their review.
Program Review (second reading)
• SnackBar
Dave Bolt reported that program reviews will remain on the PGC agenda for three
. consecutive meetings. An extra meeting has been being allowed for adequate review
time. At the last meeting there were comments on the Snack Bar Program Review
concerning the student learning outcomes. Ron Oxford stated that he had worked with
Debra Christy, the originator, on the SLO'S. It was difficult to come up with SLO'S for
this area; however, Ron feels we need to be consistent with each program review to
include SLO'S. Marty Ennes commented that not every program is necessarily tied to
student learning. Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson reflected on the survey taken and the data
revealing that students wanted more variety and healthier choices offered in the snack
bar. Mr. Warkentin commented that a recommendation may be that WHC Lemoore
does not have to do program review for certain areas. There seems to be some
disconnect between instructional and non instructional SLO'S. In this area we could
easily evaluate this process, and if it fits, we will make it a SLO'S, but if not then a
program outcome will be reflected. WASC is most concerned that program reviews are
done and it is up to us how to go about it. Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson stated that a concern
she has is if these outcomes may create a burden on the originator to track information.
Discussion ensued regarding the need for the program review originator to attend a PGC
meeting. Marty commented that she believes it should be up to the originator. This will
be an action item at the next meeting.
2.

2
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• Upward Bound Math & Science (UBM&S)
There were no comments on the UBM & S Program Review. Action will be taken at the
next meeting.
• Upward Bound Math & Science (UBM&S) Classic
Action will be taken on the UBM&S Classic Program Review at the next meeting.
3. WHCIST
Dave Bolt reported that the last WHCIST meeting was cancelled. Sylvia DorseyRobinson reported that at the meeting she last attended they went through the tasks
that had been assigned. E-SARS was discussed which is the electronic version of SARS
and allows students to make counseling appointments. Angela Tos will work on the
implementation of e-SARS. Sylvia plans to coordinate an ad hoc committee. Ron
Oxford expressed concern about the potential of SARS to be used for tutoring. Sylvia
stated that e-SARS is expected to be in place in the fall.
4. Student Government Association (SGA)
Ryan Cardoza, SGA representative, reported that the Pizza Festival was held this past
weekend and it was a great event. SGA had a donation box for the Relay for Life event to
be held this weekend. Ryan stated, on behalf of Angel Isidoro, SGA President, he would
like to ask for a donation from the PGC for Relay for Life. Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson
responded that PGC could not donate monies, but West Hills College may be able to
donate. Mr. Warkentin reported that WHCL had already donated $500 for this event
through our Medical Administrative Activities (MAA) dollars. Ryan reported that the
SGA elections have been postponed due to the start of registration, and they will be
rescheduled. Ron Oxford explained that there has been a great amount of work put into
allowing elections via "My West Hills" and Ryan had experienced a significant amount
of difficulty. Sylvia stated that this is the first year that SGA has taken a leadership role
to allow access via the internet and there was bound to be glitches. She commended
Ryan for his efforts and stated that he has done a fantastic job. Ryan reported that there
is an SGA scholarship currently available for students to apply.
5. Curriculum Committee Report
Dave Bolt stated that he did not attend the Curriculum meeting today but he reported
that there will be a training session at the next meeting regarding electronic
submissions. Stephanie Droker reported that there are new course titles.
6. Academic Senate Report
a). Faculty resolution - two year schedule
Stephanie Droker reported that this resolution, coming from the Academic Senate,
addresses the faculty's support of a two-year course schedule. It is college specific. This
will come to the PGC council for approval. Dave Bolt stated that we have had a two-year
schedule in the past; however, budget limitations prevented its adherence. Marty
questioned if the old two-year schedule is something faculty could go through on a duty
day and -come up with a skeleton two-year schedule. Dave will bring the old two-year
schedule to the next meeting. Tiffani McGee stated that she was involved in the creation
of this resolution and they were more concerned about classes being offered.
Stephanie announced that at yesterday's board meeting tenure was granted to Christian
Raia, Joel Rogers, and Lataria Hall. Additionally she reported that Kurt Sterling had
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been elected as the new Academic Senate president and Tammy Larson as the vice
president. Kurt will be shadowing Stephanie for the remainder of the year as possible.
Learning area awards have been determined in each discipline and will be presented at
the Honors Brunch.
7. Accreditation
Dave Bolt reported that the substantive change report had been submitted. The
accreditation self study standards are continuing to be reviewed by the President's
Executive Cabinet (PEC). Dave stated that he is responsible for the self study
introduction and eligibility requirements, including the history of the college. The
accreditation visitation date has been determined and is March 7-10, 2011. Dave has
received the annual report from WASC which relies on Dave Babb, Pedro Avila and
Susan Whitener for information. The deadline is June 30. There are 31 questions to
answer. Mr. Warkentin explained that the accrediting team members will arrive on
Sunday, make a visit to the district office on Monday, and then be on campus Tuesday
through Thursday. The team room will be conference room 256. Open forums will be
held, and an exit interview will be on Thursday afternoon. Mr. Warkentin recalled that
at the last accreditation visit there was several community members who came to
express their appreciation of having a community college in Lemoore. The team
member composition will be learned in December and January. The team will want to
visit our college meetings.
8. Report from Committee Representative
a) Student Learning Outcomes Committee (SLO'SC)
In the absence of David Babb, Ron Oxford reported that there had not been a meeting.
b) Institutional Effectiveness and Program Review Committee (IEPRC)
Dave Bolt reported that IEPRC is re-writing the program review booklets, and they are
close to completion.
c) Budget Allocation Committee (BAC)
Dave Bolt thanked all for approving the lottery fund budget. The BAC is currently
reviewing the budget.
d) Employee Development and Success Committee (EDSC)
In the absence of Marlon Hall, Mr. Warkentin reported that the district is looking at
forming a partnership with Cisco for video-conferencing. Staff will be going to San Jose
for another visit to Cisco on April 29th.
e) Student Success Committee (SSC)
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson reported that SSC has gone through the Strategic Planning
Matrix and amended the document. They have identified the area of standards and
where the area fell. Additionally, they have worked on the Student Town Hall Matrix.
They are now working on the student equity plan. Sylvia and Dean Lopez conducted a
conference call with Tammy Weatherman on the SGA account funds' collected. They
now have information on training student clubs on how to collect, deposit, and access
the funds.
t) Facilities, Safety and Auxiliary Services Committee (FSAC)
John Bernal distributed the four-week construction schedule. The parking southeast
entrance and exit will be closed until the construction in this area is done. College
Avenue will be blocked just past the administration bldg. entrance within the next two
weeks. There was an incident today with a student who backed into a pole. Also during
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the Pizza Festival a lady vendor slipped and fell. Ryan Cardoza stated that he had
learned that the steps in the amphitheatre are not visible in daylight. He recommended
that they be painted for visibility. Victor Rosa, principal of the middle college would like
the pot holes fixed. John is looking for suggestions for concerts to be held in the Multiuse Sports Complex. There will be 2,500 seats.
g) Technology Committee (Te)
Ron Oxford reported that the TC had met last Friday. They reviewed TAT minutes. An
issue with faculty is when computers update; they shut down. There is a way to update
and ITS can provide a cheat sheet for faculty to update prior to beginning their
presentations. They additionally looked at the wait list. Ryan Cardoza reported that he
has made a screen cast on how to use the search and register feature. Dean Lopez will
check into getting information regarding assistance as a better contact for SGA is
needed. There was also discussion about when the new wireless will go in, and there's
concern regarding log on for non students.

9. Graduation Committee
Dean Lopez reported that the main graduation speaker will stay at the palace. The
student speaker has become ill and they have a back up speaker. The Honors Dinner is
on May 13th for scholarship recipients and their families. The Honors Brunch is on May
14th for program award recipients and their families. The Student Government
Association (SGA) will also be recognized. Tiffani McGee questioned if the bookstore is
in charge of the cap and gowns. Dean Lopez responded affirmatively. The bookstore
does not have a list as yet. Petitions are just being finished and are in process. Jim
Marvin will need the list for the student newspaper.
Other
Mr. Warkentin announced that the next Strategic Planning Committee (SPC) meeting is
scheduled for April 30th and the focus will be on the College Strategic Plan. The Plan
will first go to the SPC for review with recommendations to be sent to the PGC for their
review and approval.

10.

Mr. Warkentin gave a brief update on plans for the event center. He stated that we do
not want to be in competition with Tachi Palace for the same type of events they might
hold. A budget will be needed for operation costs. Ryan Cardoza asked when we will
know how much money is needed. For example, using the Student Government
Association (SGA), they could possibly charge every student each semester for
discounted tickets to the event center activities. Dean Lopez asked if we were going to
have the Pizza Festival on campus next year as he recommends we have an event similar
to be coordinated by the college as a fund raiser. Mr. Warkentin replied that the
Lemoore Chamber of Commerce sponsors the Pizza Fest and this year it was a
cooperative outreach effort; although, we could do something similar. Marty Ennes
commented that faculty was unaware that the parking lot would be closed off for the
Pizza Festival, and there was one faculty member who was concerned about the grass.
Mr. Warkentin reported that he had also been asked to host the July 4th event. America
Bryant reported that the Financial Aid Department had a booth at Pizza Festival and
they received positive feedback regarding the Pizza Festival being held at the college.
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Dean Lopez reported that the Alpha Gamma Sigma club is planning to host the 2011
Alpha Gamma Sigma Society at WHC Lemoore and there will be 46 schools represented.
This is the first time for this event to be held in the central valley.
Ryan Cardoza stated that he is concerned with the membership of the Lemoore group of
students on the server as it is not up to date and needs to be. He would like to know if
there is any way to get SharePoint updated. Students who are not included cannot
access the Student Government Association's election.
11.

Agenda items for next meeting
• Two Year Schedule
• Board policies procedures
• Program Reviews

12. Adjournment
Mr. Warkentin adjourned the meeting at 3:25 p.m.
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WEST IDLlS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
Board of Trustees
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga, CA 93210
(559) 934-2100

MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE GOVERNING BOARD
May 18, 2010

ICALl TO ORDER/ OPEN SESSION)
President McKean called the meeting of the Board of Trustees to order at 3:00 p.m.
Board members present:
Mark McKean, Presjdent
BiU Henry, Vice President
Nina Ox borrow, Clerk
Jeff Levinson
Edna Ivans
Jack Minnite
Steve Cantu

Board members absent
Yohan Maeda, Student Trustee

Administrators present:
Frank Gornick, Chancellor
Ken Stoppenbrink, Vice Chancellor of Business Services
Pedro Avila, Vice Chancellor ofInstitutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Management
Carole Goldsmith, Vice Chancellor of Educational Services and Workforce Development
Willard Lewallen, President, West HiUs College Coalinga
Don Warkentin, President, 'Nest Hills College Lemoore
Frances Squire, Executive Director of West Hills Cooununity College Foundation
Susan \tVhitener, Associate Vice Chancellor of EducationaJ Plann.ing
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Vice President of Student Services, West Hills College Lemoore
Jill Steams, Vice President of Educational Services, West Hills College Coalinga
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services, West Hills College Lemoore
David Reynolds, Associate Dean of Student Services, West Hills College Coalinga
Kathy Watts, Director of Child Development Centers
Marcel Hetu, Director of North District Center, Firebaugh
Richard Larson, Director of Farm of the Future, West Hjlls College Coalinga
Bob Oement, Director of Athletics, West Hills College Lemoore
Jana Cox, Director of Financial Aid
Introduction of Guests
There were no guests introduced at tJ1is time.
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Public Comments
There were no public comments made at this time.
/REPORTS FROM ORGANIZATIONS / COLLEGES / DISTRICT OFFICij
Academic Senate Report - Ms. Anita Bart, Academic Senate President for West Hills
College Coalinga, was not present to report at this time.
Ms. Stephanie Droker, Academic Senate President for West Hills College Lemoore,
reported that the Senate's commented on the Board Policies and Administrative
Procedures are included on the routing forms. The Senate has been working on flex day
activities for the falL Ms. Droker introduced Mr. Kurt Sterling, new Academic Senate
President.
WHCFA Report - Ms. Marty Ennes, WHCF A President, reported that the Faculty
Association's comments are also included on the routing forms for the Board Policies
and Administrative Procedures. She stated that the Faculty Association very much
appreciates the time that Mr. Ken Stoppenbrink and Dr. Willard Lewallen spent on
meetings to discuss a revised agreement for the psychiatric technician contract
reductions. The language has been ironed out and all sides are happy with the new
agreement. She thanked the district for meeting halfway and stated that the students
will not be in jeopardy because of the changes. Ms. Ennes reported that the year will
end on a positive note and she appreciates this.
CSEA Report - Mr. John Ieronimo, CSEA President, was not present to report at this
time.
Student Trustee Report - Mr. Yohan Maeda, Student Trustee, was not present to report
at this time. Dr. Willard Lewallen reported that Mr. Maeda had to work today. He will
be in Coalinga through the end of June and will then return to Japan as he will be
finished with his education at West Hills College.
Trustee Cantu arrived at this time.
West Hills College Coalinga and North District Center, Firebaugh - Dr. Willard
Lewallen, President, provided an update on summer activities occurring at West Hills
College Lemoore. He stated that although the class schedule is significantly reduced,
many groups will be on the campus this summer for various programs including a
migrant student groups; an instructor group from China; a Hmong high school group
for English immersion; and a group of 4th through 6th graders from the Fresno County
Office of Education for a day program (another group will be at the North District
Center in Firebaugh). Trustee Minnite questioned if these programs will be repeated
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next year. Dr. Lewallen responded in the affirmative, stating that Fresno County Office
of Education wants to lock in their dates now for next year.
West Hills ColJege Lemoore - Mr. Don Warkentin, President, introduced Mr. Bob
Clement, Athletic Director, and Mr. Dave Neer, Instructor/Golf Coach. Mr. Clement
thanked the Board of Trustees for their support. He stated that the significance of
yesterday'S honor is difficult to put into words . The men's golf team accomplished the
highest honor for community college athletics by finishing ahead of the elite top eight
teams in the state to win the coveted men's state golf title. This honor goes along with
the conference and regional cham.pionship accomplishments of the team earlier in the
season. The team is made up of local students and to see their progress is truly a joy.
Mr. Clement stated that he gives a lot of credit to Coach Dave Neer, Assistant Coach
Tim WahJ, and the athletes. Mr. Neer thanked everyone for the congratulations. He
stated that it has been a dream season and the students did a great job. The golf coach
at Cal State East Bay (formerly Cal State Hayward) is very interested in a couple of tlle
students. Mr. Clement a.lIDounced that a ceremony will be held at a restaurant in
Lemoore at 5:30 p.m. on Wednesday, May 19 to recognize the team.
Chancellor's Report - Dr. Frank Gornick, Chancellor, reported that Conne Cleveland,
Site Supervisor at West Hills College Coalinga Child Development Center, was
recognized in The Fresno Bee earlier this week for her work in the First 5 Fresno COtU1ty
Early Care and Education category.
Dr. Gornick invited the Board of Trustees to attend the Employee Scholars Program
brunch that is being held on Monday, May 24 to recognize and honor those employees
who have participated in the program.
Trustee Henry commented on the workshop sessions he recently attended at tl)e
California Community College Trustees (CCCT) Conference in Long Beach. The
workshop sessions covered topics such as a fee schedule for classes (i.e. nursing);
federal aid and aid for students; funding rates for LTansfeT level courses; assessment
issues; and the Brown Act. With regard to the Brown Act, Mr. Henry commented on
some of the items he found interesting including serial meetings; requesting copies of
tl)e Board agenda; placing items on the agenda; comments made before the Board of
Trustees; and closed sessions. A handout on the Brown Act workshop was distributed.
Dr. Gornick stated that it has been five years since we established dish'ict strategic
planning goals and it is interesting to look back at what was identified as a goal and
what we have accomplished. Mr. Pedro Avila reported that we have spent five years
going through the strategic planning process. The strategic planning conunittee has
met approximately three times each year. He summarized the goals, stating that the
information is a summary of what we know now.
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•

Goal 1 - Meet or Exceed FTES Growth Targets. Mr. Avila commented on the
FTES numbers from 2005-2006 through 2009-2010. Discussion took place
regarding the goal and changing it to read "Meet FTES Targets". The Board
agreed that this would be a good change. Trustee Minnite questioned where we
are getting input on growth or non-growth. Mr. Avila explained that discussions
are held at the ChanceUor's Executive Cabinet level and the numbers are based
on the budget. Discussion took place regarding accreditation as it relates to
growth targets .

•

Goal 2 - Focus Marketing Efforts on District-Wide Stories. Mr. Avila discussed
perceptions in the communities and the change in marketing efforts. The
Dialogue publication has been changed to @ west hills college and has been reformatted. It is printed lvvice per year and is sent to 76,000 homes in the district.
The marketing efforts were changed from promoting enrollment to instead focus
on promoting events on campus and presence-building.

•

Goal 3 - WHCCD Will A.nnually Increase Community Participation Rates. Dr.
Carole Goldsmith commented on outreach to the communities. She stated that
because of the successful bonds, we will have outreach community centers i.n the
rural cities (Mendota; Tranquillity; San Joaquin). A facility has been selected in
San Joaquin; the memorandum of understanding is in place, and the funds have
been identified that will expand distance education opportunities. Dr.
Goldsmith commented on the Bridges Out of Poverty grant and stated that the
WIT (Westside fnstitute of Teclmology) participation numbers are forthcoming.
Discussion took place regarding participation rates and Dr. Goldsmith stated
that we need to take a look at the rates of those with higher than a high school
degree. Ms. Susan Whitener stated that one of the things we are doing is to look
at webcasting, which is live web streaming with lecture capture. It i.s ADA
compliant and i.s the way we are going to reach the rural locations. Discussion
took place regarding the courses that would be offered and Ms. Whitener stated
that they would be rolled out a little bit at a time.

•

Goal 4.1 - Maintain Success Rates Within the California Community College
Statewide Average. Mr. Avila stated that separate benchmarks were developed
for face-to-face and online success rates. Ms. Whitener commented on the audit
that was conducted for online student services. She stated that we are working
on making this component more robust.

•

4.2 - Maintain Transfer Rates Within the California Commuruty College
Average. Mr. Avila commented on the transfer rates following the trend with
fees at the UC and CSU systems. He also commented on West Hills Community
College District lTansfers to four year institutions.
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•

4.3 - Maintain Graduation Rates Within the California Community College
Average. Mr. Avila reported on the degree and certificate rates by freshmen
cohorts, comparing district completion rates to California Community College
statewide completion rates.

•

GoalS - Become the Preferred Choice of Students Through Ongoing and Active
:Recruitment. Mr. Avila stated that staff have been focusing a lot on this area in
the past few months. A declining trend has been noticed with high school
participation rates. Either students are not going anywhere or someone is
beating us to them. We are going to begin finalizing our project with CalPASS
which will provide us with more detailed information about where students are
going. What we know is that the relationship with the counselors at the high
schools is very critical. It is very important that we create and maintain the
relationships. The college deans have been working hard to address the issue of
participation rates. Mr. Avila stated that there is an overall trend and he is
mostly concerned with the reduced number of sections and the priority
registration process and how this affects the incoming high school students.
There are a lot of questions and we are trying to find the answers. It is difficult
to give a conclusion at this time. Dr. Gornick stated that he thinks we need to
fight a little harder to maintain the percentages.

In addition to the goals, Mr.· Avila commented on the District Score Card which

summarizes the progress on each of the goals since 2005-2006. He also shared the
Comprehensive Effectiveness Model with the Board.

Dr. Gornick questioned if the Board wants to include distance education, basic skills,
and workforce in the new goals. The Board agreed and discussion took place
concerning maintaining financial integrity. Mr. Avila commented on the strategic
planning process that has been occurring at the college level, stating that they include
basic skills and workforce in their planning. The Comprehensive Effectiveness Model
would align with the colleges.
ICONSENT AGENDA!

The following consent agenda items were approved on a motion by Trustee Ivans,
seconded by Trustee Levinson, and carried unanimously:
CA-SO

Minutes - The minutes of the April 20, 2010 Board of Trustees study
session and Board of Trustees meeting were approved as submitted.

CA-Sl

Warrants - The warrants were approved as submitted.

CA-S2

Surplus Property - The list of surplus property was approved as
submitted.
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CA-53

Adult/Student Temporary Salary Schedule - The changes to the
adult/ student temporary salary schedule were approved as submitted.

CA-54

Personnel Transactions - The list of personnel transactions were approved
as submitted.

Trustee Cantu questioned when additional information would be received on the solar
farm. Dr. Gornick stated that a lot of information is being collected and will be
prOVided at a later date.
ICHANCELLOR'S OFFICE!
CO-31

Honorary Degrees - Mr. Warkentin reported that the recommendation to
award an honorary degree to Ms. Evelyn Sue Westover was brought
forward by the faculty. Ms. Westover passed away but was close to
receiving her degree.
The following honorary degrees were awarded on a motion by Trustee
Levinson, seconded by Trustee Minnite, and carried unanimously:
•
•

Dolores Crabtree, West Hills College Coalinga
Evelyn Sue Westover, West Hills College Lemoore

CO-32

West Hills College Coalinga Mission and Vision Statements and Goals The West Hills College Coalinga Mission and Vision Statements and Goals
were approved on a motion by Trustee Minnite, seconded by Trustee
Cantu, and carried unanimously.

CO-33

West Hills College Lemoore Mission and Vision Statements - The West
Hills College Lemoore Mission and Vision Statements were approved on a
motion by Trustee Minnite, seconded by Trustee Ivans, and carried
unanimously.

CO-34

Board of Trustees Meeting Schedule - The proposed Board of Trustees
meeting schedule for 2010-2011 was approved on a motion by Trustee
Cantu, seconded by Trustee Minnite, and carried unanimously.

CO-35

Board Policies and Administrative Procedures - Trustee Cantu questioned
the issue with regard to the storage of firearms. Mr. Ken Stoppenbrink
stated that staff are still working on resolving the memorandum of
understanding with City of Lemoore with regard to storage. At this time
they have possession of the firearms.
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The following Board Policies and Administrative Procedure were
approved on a motion by Trustee Cantu, seconded by Trustee Minnite,
and carried unanimously:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Board Policy and Administrative Procedure 3530, Weapons on
Campus
Board Policy and Administrative Procedure 4260, Prerequisites and
Co-requisites
Board Policy and Administrative Procedure 5040, Student Records,
Directory Information and Privacy
Administrative Procedure 5045, Student Records - Challenging
Content and Access Log
Board Policy 6816, Hearing Conservation Program
Board Policy 6817, Transportation and Driver Selection

CO-36

Substantive Change Submittals to ACCIC - The submission of substantive
changes to the Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior
Colleges (ACCJC) for West Hills College Coalinga and West Hills College
Lemoore was approved on a motion by Trustee Ivans, seconded by
Trustee Minnite, and carried unanimously.

CO-37

Child Development Centers Annual Report - Ms. Kathy Watts, Director of
Child Development Centers, provided a report on the child development
centers. She stated that the child development center I sending 340
children ready for kindergarten to the local school districts. The child
development centers currently have 10 4-year old student classrooms that
focus on cognitive development; 7 3-year old student classrooms that
focus on socio-emotional development; and 10 3- and 4-year old student
blended classrooms. She reviewed the desired result indicators and the
progress made from fa112009 to spring 2010, along with the summary of
findings from the fall 2009 assessment. Ms. Watts also reviewed the action
plan and results with the Board.
Dr. Goldsmith stated that the child development program is an exemplary
program as identified by First 5 Fresno County and is recognized
throughout the state. She congratulated Ms. Watts for the success of the
program.
The child development centers annual report was approved on a motion
by Trustee Ivans, seconded by Trustee Oxborrow, and carried
unanimously.
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!FISCAL SERVICESI
FS-44

Fiscal Services Report - Mr. Ken Stoppenbrink, Vice Chancellor of
Business Services, provided the fiscal services report. He stated that we
are 83.4% through the fiscal year. General fund revenues are at 74.3% and
general fund expenditures are at 71.5%.
Mr. Stoppenbrink reported on the budget outlook for the May Revise. We

are not going to budget any COLA or growth and no new revenue will be
built into the budget. The budget will be built on no furloughs and will
include step increases. The budget will also include a 12 % increase in
health and welfare benefits. PERS and STRS increases are unknown at
this time. The actual budget is subject to legislative action and the state is
still short $20 billion.
Trustee Cantu questioned the cost of PERS and STRS. Mr. Stoppenbrink
responded that the district's contribution for PERS will increase to a little
over 10% for 2010-2011 and STRS is at 8.25%.
Mr. Stoppenbrink summarized the 2010-2011 budget outlook and
commented on the ending balance, revenue changes, expenses, and the
5% reserve. Discussion took place regarding cash flow and it was stated
that we will have cash flow to meet payroll. We are in a much healthier
cash flow position than we were last year. Mr. Stoppenbrink discussed
cuts to the CalWORKs program; -.38% COLA; and $1.2 million deferred
apportionment. He stated that we are very well positioned in our district
to deal with the cuts. Dr. Gornick thanked everyone for their sacrifices
and willingness to make changes ..
FS-45

Resolution - Mitigated Negative Declaration for North District Center Trustee Cantu questioned how much the report cost. Mr. Kevin Cobb,
district architect, responded that it was approximately $35,000.
The resolution certifying the completion of the mitigated negative
declaration for the North District Center expansion and adopting a
mitigation monitoring plan was adopted on a motion by Trustee Cantu,
seconded by Trustee Minnite, and carried unanimously.

!PERSONNEL SERVICESI

PS-9

lob Descriptions - Trustee Cantu stated that the position appears to be
very important. It was explained that the position will be very important
for the coordinating of the new Wellness Center facility in Coalinga and
the Multi Use Sports Complex facility in Lemoore.
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The following new classified job description was approved on a motion by
Trustee Ivans, seconded by Trustee Cantu, and carried unarumously:
•
PS-10

Equipment and Event Coordinator

Resolution - Reduction of Extended Contract Davs - Mr. Stoppenbrink
explained that the resolution is a result of the recent negotiations with the
Faculty Association.
The revised resolution in the matter of the reduction of extended contract
days for the psychiatric technician facully for the 2010-2011 and 2011-2012
academic years was adopted on a motion by Trustee Minnite, seconded by
Trustee Ivans, and carried unanimously .

IBOARD REPORTS / COMMENTS / REQUESTS AND ANNOUNCEMENTSI
Trustee Cantu congratulated the golf team for their success. Also thanked Mr. Avila for
his presentation on strategic planning. He stated that he looks forward to coming to
every meeting and seeing that we are still operating in the black.
Trustee Minnite echoed the comments made by Trustee Cantu. He expressed his
thanks to Ms. Droker for her service as Academic Senate President at West Hills College
Lemoore and stated that she wjl] be missed. He expressed his appreciation to Mr.
Avila, Ms. Whitener, Dr. Goldsmith and Ms. Watts for their reports. He congratulated
the golf team, coaches and staff on their success and thanked everyone for thei.r work.
Trustee Ivans expressed her congratulations to the golf team. She thanked Trustee
Henry for attending the CCCT conference and stated that it is important for the Board
members to attend these types of events. Trustee Ivans thanked Ms. Droker for her
work as Senate President and thanked Mr. Avila and Ms. Watts for their reports, stating
that she appreciates them. She also thanked Mr . Dave Bolt and Ms. Jill Stearns (or their
work on the substantive change reports submitted to the Accrediting Commission.
Trustee Ivans expressed her appreciation to everyone for their hard work.
Trustee Heruy echoed the comments made by his fellow Board members and stated
that he finds the webcasting topic interesting. He commented on the CCCT conference
and the issues that are discussed in the various workshops. He stated that it is a good
feeling to know that with West Hills College, all phases of our institution are
exemplary.
Trustee Oxborrow also echoed the comments made by the other Board members and
stated that everyone has done a wonderful job. She stated that we are a family and we
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take care of each other and she is proud to be a part of it. She thanked everyone for
their hard work and stated that she will miss Ms. Droker.
Trustee Levinson expressed his thanks to Ms. Droker. He commented on the budget,
stati.ng that furlough are not fun and it is good to see that we wiJl not be doing that in
2010-2011. He stated that the sacrifices everyone has made are appreciated.
President McKean echoed the comments made by the Board members. He expressed
his thanks to Ms. Droker and thanked everyone for their great efforts. He congratulated
the golf team, stating that it is a huge accomplishment.
President McKean illU10unced that the next meeting of the Board of Trustees is
scheduled for June 22, 2010.
ICLOSED SESSIONI
The meeting was adjourned to closed session at 5:36 p.m.
•
•

•
•

Public Employee Discipline/Dismissal/Release (as per Government Code Section
54957)
Discussion of Land Acquisition/Disposition of Property (as per Government Code
Section 54956.8). Property: Coalinga, California; Firebaugh, California; Lemoore,
California
Conference with Legal COW1sel - Potential Litigation (as per Government Code
Section 54956.9). 2 potential cases
Conference with Legal Coul15el- Pending Litigation (as per Government Code
Section 54956.9). Caganich v. West Hills Community College District; CSEA and its
Chapter 429 v . West Hills Community College District

IADJOURNMENlj
There being no further business before the Board of Trustees, the meeting was
adjourned at 6:26 p.m.

Nina Oxborrow
Clerk of the Board of Trustees

/di

Personnel Transactions
1.

New Hires

~- Name

Title & Location
Child Dev. Center Associate Teacher
Avenal Child Development Center
child Devejopment Center Assistant
Avenal Child Develo~ment Center
Child Dev. Center Associate Teacher
Avenal Child Development Center
After School Prog. Site Coordinator
Avenal
After School Prog. Site Coordinator
Avenal
Interim Dir. of Special Grant Programs
District Office
Child Development Center Assistant
Avenal Child Development Center

, Araiza, Jessica
Guzman, Cynthia
Nava, Sarina
-=---~

~----~~

Sauceda, Nichole
Shortnacy, Sheryl
Wright, Anita
Valle, Maria
-----

2

~

----

Name
)ararljan,Subothini Sri

R'
Name

Sexton, Sheri

I

Schedule
~----~~

~,~~

19 hrs/wk
!! mo/yr
19 hrslwk
9 mo/yr
19 hrs/wk
9m o/yr
19 hrs/wk
11 mo/yr
40 hrslwk
1?, molyr
40 hrs/wk
12 mo/yr
19 hrslwk
9 mo/yr

FIJ-'''Idill~

Effective
Date

Grant

5/17/10

Additional Information
Replacement for Ana Gutierrez

Grant

612110

Ney.' position

-----

--::-~ ~

Grant

~ --~ ~

5/17/10

Replacement for Vanessa Pelletier

Grant

5/3/10

New positior

Grant

5/17/10

Replacement for Anthony Alcala

5/1/10

New position

~~~-~~~-

------- I--=-~

Grant

Wyman, Leisa

~ ~~

Grant

Sh7/10

Replacement for Erika Solorio

-------

Current Assignment
Child Development Center Assistant
West Hills College Lemoore
19 hrs/wk, 12 mo/yr
Secretary
West Hills College Lemoore
Range 36, Stefl F

I R .,

~ ----~ ~

~-~

.~

iGOnzo ilez, Renee
r

~~~ ~

Salary
Placement
Range 30
Step A
Range 3
§tepA
Range 30
Step A
Range 40
Step A
Range 40
Step C
Range 41
Step 9
Range 23
Stefl A

Ch -- -- .--- -A----. -.---_._--t

-res, Elva

3.

-------

----

Change
Child Development Center Assistant
West Hills College Lemoore
19 hrs/wk, 9 mo/yr
Senior Secretary
West Hills College Lemoore
Range 40, Step 0

Durina Probation I Terminal'
Effective
Date
Title & Location
Program Eligibility Asst. Intake/Recruitment
4/30/10
Wef!.t Hills College Coalinga
4/30/10
Senior Employment Readiness Specialist
""~f>ttJills College Coalinga
4/29/10
Psychiatric Technician Instructor
West Hills College Coalinga

I Rei

I

Effective
Date

A dditionallnformation

7/1/10

611/10

Replacel1'
ment for Wendy Paxton

WHCL Leadership Retreat
Strategic Planning Committee
September 28, 2007, 10:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Conference Center, Rnl. 256
AGENDA
1)

Mission Statement - BOT Approved July 2007
a) Review Cycle for Mission/Vision, Goals,
Institutional Outcomes

2) Performance Indicators

3) Definition of a Program
4) Accreditation Mid-Term Report
a) Planning Agendas
5) Student Learning Outcomes
a) Timeline
b) Assessment Process
6) Other

WHCL Leadership Retreat
Strategic Planning Committee
September 28, 2007, 10:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Conference Center, Rm. 256
NOTES
1)

Mission Statement - BOT Approved July 2007
b) Review Cycle for Mission/Vision, Goals, Institutional
Outcomes

The meeting began at 10:08 a.m. Mr. Warkentin stated that this group had last met in
June for a retreat and it was discussed and approved at PGC to meet twice per semester.
This is the first meeting of the fall semester. This body was previously referred to as the
WHCL Leadership Team but will not become the Strategic Planning Committee.
Ideas/suggestions and brainstorming take place at these meetings and are then moved
forward to the Planning and Governance Council (PGC). As a new college, we are
constantly evolving. As per a recommendation from the Accrediting Commission we
need to have a formal review cycle statement for our mission/vision statements,
institutional outcomes and learning indicators. Rene Sanchez stated that she believes
outcomes and goals should be evaluated annually, but not necessarily the
mission/vision statement. Marty asked if any had checked how often other colleges
review. Other colleges are reviewing annually to three years. Marty suggested an
annual review initially and then a three year cycle. James asked when the review should
take place and what group should make the review. Mr. Warkentin replied at the fall
retreats by the Strategic Planning Committee we could look at the previous year's data
and then annually review in the spring and make recommended changes after action by
the PGC. The following review cycle statement will be an action item on the October 3rd
PGC agenda and if approved will be placed in the PGC Manual:
lVHCL mission/vision, goals and performance indicators shall
be reviewed by the Strategic Planning Committee eachfall
semester. Recommendations will beforwarded to the respective
governance groups and then brought to the PGCfor revision and
adoption.

Pedro recommends that we stop referring to institutional outcomes as performance
indicators.

1

2)

Performance Indicators

Pedro stated that the Accreditation Recommendation Two Committee had met and
come up with indicators that will evaluate our goals. Some are mandated by the state
and others are part of the district strategic planning goals. We want to also have them as
a college. We took our cities and counted the adult population our baseline is back in
04-05 and our benchmark 6.6% of all adults in CA participate in a community college
annually. We want to be above the benchmark. In the case of Stratford, if we got five
more students we could jump 10%. Pedro will include a total participation rate for
Lemoore as a college. Angela recommended that Corcoran be included. Pedro will
include Corcoran. Angela has a plan to improve this indicator (Hanford West rates).
This is why it is important to have meetings and take minutes with all these ideas and
suggestions which show evidence of trying to improve. Angela's experience has been the
economy improves workforce. Both high schools will be visited on a weekly basis.
Mr. Warkentin stated that this body recommends that the Student Success Committee
develop a plan to improve our participation rates. The Strategic Planning Committee
applauds the efforts of the Student Success Committee in sustaining and improving high
school participation rates. Angela suggested showing this to the high school
superintendents/principals at the upcoming luncheon. Pedro is on the agenda for this
purpose.
Our annual success rates we have been 5 points below the state average. Retention also
needs to be considered. If we improve retention by 5% we would also improve our
success. This has been discussed at various levels, due to retention rates. They are
studying why students are dropping. Rosters need to be kept clear. This needs dialogue
at the campus level and a recommendation. Angela - the mechanism for the
prerequisite issue is huge. Pedro asked if counselors and faculty are informed about the
way withdrawals work.
We need a recommendation from this body. Marty recommended that we have a rule in
Datatel and students who have not completed prerequisites be automatically removed
from classes. There is no mechanism in place to dis-enroll if not successful in a pre
requisite. Instructors have no way of knowing if the student successfully completed the
prerequisite. 1) The Strategic Planning Committee recommends that the Student
Learning Committee (SLC) examine ways to have Datatel dis-enroll students who do not
successfully complete prerequisite requirements. 2) The Strategic Planning Committee
recommends that the SLC review student withdrawal data to determine ways to improve
student success and retention rates.
3) The Strategic Planning Committee recommends that the Student Success Committee
analyze financial aid data to determine what effect the financial aid processes have on
student retention.
James questioned what is next. Do these recommendations go out to respective bodies
and then come to PGC for adoption?

2

After today, recommendations go to the shared governance respective groups, then
PGC.
Student persistence is following the methodology that the state uses. He has come up
with rates for the college freshmen with 6 units in the fall semester. 61% of students
return. We are below the State benchmark. The benchmark put us in a group with
other community colleges. Marty asked if we will have transfer rate data in the future.
Pedro replied that we do have a transfer rate. The State tracks it and by next year we
can compare to the benchmark as we will have persistence rates.
Id): SLO's are 54% complete. Pedro is still missing data. He does not know about
course level SLO. Angela is coordinating the non instructional program reviews. The
last spring report to WASC reflected 46% programs, plus two. Angela will update the
Office of Research and Planning with information on non instructional program
reviews. Rene will refer to the WASC report and add two.
Goal 2: Pedro explained that he had included the college's success rates and the
combined success rate is reflected. We are above the group average. He is using the
highest peer group rate. We need to monitor these to make sure they stay here. Perhaps
he needs to use a benchmark that is just for English, rather than State average. This
data is just for Lemoore. If we look at our withdrawals, we can improve upon these
rates. A recommendation coming from the Basic Skills folks is that we hire an ESL
instructor. Each college gets its own report.
2b: When we look at success rates for vocational courses. The group average is 75.7%
we were the lowest last year. What has lowered our success rates are the open entry
labs. It is a retention issue due to the format. He thinks we need a recommendation.
Incompletes do not affect success rate, only W's. Recommendation: The SPC
recommends that SLC review vocational programs data for improvement of success and
retention.
3d: We need to look at the rates instead of numbers, but they won't be available until
next year. This is coming from the Chancellor's office.
CPEC keeps track of transfers.
3a: We have had good growth. Students were counted only once. District-wide we have
the highest enrollment in history.
FfES goals: We won't know actual until we finish the semester. These are based on a
2% growth. The state allocated 2% for growth for every community college.
3c: These are Lemoore grants $3 million in grants.
3d. MAA has brought dollars through outside capital activities. 5C is funded through
college grants and school districts that sponsor students to attend.

3

Outcomes: What should our students be able to do when they leave?
Maybe information competency could be an institutional outcome. Institutional
outcome (Marty) more umbrella i.e. certificates, program level outcomes that would
include critical thinking outcomes.
SLO' are goals - Rene
Marty - Maybe we need to look at goals in order to write institutional outcomes
appropriate for the institution as a whole. These should all be interlocked.
Angela - Matriculation SLO increase the number of students who have ed plans in
place.
Pedro - All needs to support each other (course, program, institutional level)
James stated that a SLO college committee could address these issues.

Definition of a Program
It is the recommendation of the SPC that an instructional program be those programs

that leads toward a degree or certificate.
funding source.

4)

11

non instructional programs. All have a

Accreditation Mid-Term Report
a) Planning Agendas

Mr. Warkentin distributed a letter from the Commission telling what we have to do to
prepare a mid-term report.
Dave has found out from other schools that they have successfully submitted as to how
the college plans to address the agenda items. We have thirty items.
Identify key events that have happened or a recommended plan.
Standard One:
• We have an annual review cycle. The SPC will review the mission statement on
an annual basis.
• Pedro and Frances are beginning to help us with our annual report. The five
governance committee's annual activities will be included in the annual report.
• We have an assessment cycle for course level programs; a course level SLO
assessment cycle has been implemented.
Standard Two:
• The minutes from these minutes will prove regular meetings and topics. It has
been recommended by SPC.

4

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We are doing program review and the definition of programs was defined by the
Strategic Planning Committee at a retreat held on 9/28/07. Program reviews are
reviewed by the Student Learning Committee.
We are doing part of this as represented by the report for liberal studies.
This can be cited. This planning agenda has been partially met by this report,
and further review. UC Office of the President requires that individual schools
supply this info. We need further work on this particular item.
This has been answered in recommendation three.
How will we do this? Marty stated that maybe we need to lump these two
together and this is an area we need to work on. We have some information, but
not all.
Marta's time has been increased since three years ago. The articulation officer's
assign time has increased from 10 to 50 percent.
This has been Mr. Warkentin.
A survey was added at the end of the application supplemental information was
asked. Also a survey was created for a match for on-line classes. This was
probably to assess or cause students to assess whether they are a good candidate
for on-line classes. The college will do a yearly survey about staff and faculty
diversity. Rene would question the numbers from the yearly survey. How did the
numbers come? It came from HR from the initial application. This is optional
information.
This was conducted this year 2007. This will occur every semester. Pedro stated
that 80% ofthe on-line bilingual orientation is complete.
This was done July 2006.
This has been changed to an on-line repository for on-line instructors for their
use, rather than students. On-line students learn about the on-line library from
their instructors.
Librarian is not involved with, but he has cooperation.
This cannot be Mr. Warkentin according to the librarian due to the licensing
agreement with these databases.
This has been Mr. Warkentin with Facilities, Safety and Technology Committee.
The Incident Command Systems and committee to address the development of
the first drill on 10/16.
This is being done by Mr. Warkentin through our SLO and program review for
the non instructional programs.

Standard Three:
•
•
•

Flex day has been moved to the college level. Duty day is a shared event.
This has not occurred. This is being discussed at WHCIST. There are problems
within Datatel that this cannot occur. The current version does not support this.
Regular budget meetings are held. They meet in Sept. and then December they
meet frequently through April. The meet in August to review status, reassemble
in December and then meet every two weeks through April.
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Standard Four:
•
•
•
•
•
•

5)

This is being done by Mr. Warkentin
We have revised our mission statement, goals, and performance indicators. The
governance flow chart was revised at June retreat.
A student worker was hire to help with file maintenance. We need someone
beyond a student worker. Our course outlines are now available electronically.
The minutes and agendas are on Blackboard.
This is occurring.
This has been developed last spring.
There is a timeline for the district area program reviews.

Student Learning Outcomes
a) Timeline
A report was done for WASC last spring.

b) Assessnlent Process
There was no discussion.

6)

Other

Tulare-Kings articulation day is October 9. Carole Goldsmith is going. Articulation
agreements have been updated with local high schools. This is at Holiday Inn in Visalia.
Mr. Warkentin distributed the draft mid-term report. This will go to PGC in mid
October for first reading.

Formal approval of the new name Strategic Planning Committee
will be adopted at the October 3, PGC meeting.
Next Retreat: December 7, 2007 at 11:00 - 2:00 p.m.
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West Hills College Lemoore
Planning and Governance Council
Wednesday - October 17, 2007 - 1:30 p.m.
Conference Center Rm. 256
MINUTES

Members Present:
Don Warkentin, President
Rene Curriculum, Curriculum Committee Chair
Marty Ennes, CTA/Faculty Representative
Marta Hendrickson, CTA/Faculty Representative
Teresa Macias-Quilici, CSEA/Classified Representative
America Infante, CSEA/Classified Representative
Ron Oxford, Librarian
Jan Young, Counselor/Advisor
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services
Marlon Hall, Associate Dean of Educational Services, Evening College
Jose Lopez, Dean of Students
Vince Montoya, Director of Facilities & Auxiliary Services
James Preston, Academic Senate President
Yarely Herrera, Student Government Association Representative
Members Absent:
No members were absent.
Others Present:
Susie Briones, Advising Specialist
Call to Order
Mr. Warkentin called the meeting to order at 1:34 p.m.
Approval of minutes - October 3, 2007
The minutes of the October 3, 2007 meeting were approved on a motion by Marty Ennes,
seconded by Jan Young, all in favor, motion passed.
ACTION ITEMS
PGC Membership
Mr. Warkentin stated that a proposed membership was distributed at the last meeting with the
directive to members to have discussion with each contingency group (see attached membership
list). Jan stated that the CSEA consensus was to add one counselor/advisor in addition to the
two CSEA representatives. Mr. Warkentin commented that a technology representative would
need to be added with the new technology committee proposaL Marta stated that typically
librarians are knowledgeable of technology and therefore the Librarian/technology chair could
be combined. Marty asked if the chair is not the same person who would then make the
determination of librarian or someone else. Mr. Warkentin responded that this committee
would make the determination. Marty stated that she serves as a representative of CTA,
questioning the desired perspective wanted on this committee. Mr. Warkentin asked if there
was consensus to line out the Academic Senate representation assigned to the
librarian/technology position and approve the membership with the recommended changes.
Marlon Hall motioned to approve the PGC membership with the recommended changes, Ron
Oxford seconded, all in favor, with one abstention (Teresa Macias), motion passed.
Approval of SLO Committee
Mr. Warkentin asked if there were questions or discussion about the addition of a Student
Learning Outcomes committee to our governance structure. Rene Sanchez explained that the
SLO committee is not a subcommittee of the Senate and is intended to be a campus wide
committee, with each learning area represented, and the SLO coordinator as chairperson. The
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concern of the committee will include course and program level student learning outcomes.
Marty motioned to approve the addition of a SLO Committee, it was seconded by Marlon Hall,
all in favor, motion passed. Mr. Bolt asked who would be responsible to complete the
governance group request. Mr. Warkentin recommended that the responsible person be the
current SLO Coordinator, Rene. Rene stated that she is working with David Babb to transition
him into the role of the SLO coordinator. David will assume the SLO coordinator role beginning
with the spring semester this January. Rene will complete the request form and get the
committee off the ground and work with David to take over in January. First, the form will come
to PGC for review and approval. Marty suggested that Rene coordinate with the deans to
complete the governance group request.
Technology Committee
Marta suggested that the position of the DSPS Assistive Technology Specialist be a
representative on the Technology Committee. James asked if there needs to be someone from
the audio/visual department. Ron responded that the audio/visual department is a district level
department. The committee will work with TAT and WHCIST. Ron will take the approval of the
new Technology Committee to TAT and discuss the membership makeup. He intends to invite
the IT staff to the first couple of meetings. Scott Young, media technician, may agree to be a
committee representative. Rene motioned to approve the governance group request to add a
Technology Committee to our governance structure, along with the two recommended
committee representatives (DSPS Assistive Technology Specialist - 1 and Media Technician 1), it was seconded by Marta, all in favor, motion passed.
Definition of a Program
Mr. Warkentin explained that a recommendation from one of the accreditation response teams
was to formalize a definition of a program. This was achieved at the WHCL Leadership Retreat
on September 28, 2007. James stated that these were discussed by Senate with no objections.
Mr. Bolt motioned to approve the following definition of a program, it was seconded by Marlon
Hall, all in favor, motion passed.

An instructional program is one that leads to a degree or certificate. A non
instructional program is one that does not lead to a degree or certificate
but has an ongoing identifiable funding source or a specified budget code.
Review Cycle (Mission/Vision, Goals, Institutional Outcomes)
Mr. Warkentin stated that it was recommended by the accreditation team to establish a review
cycle for our mission/vision statements, goals and institutional outcomes. Review will be made
in the fall semester of each year, annually, to include data from our institutional researcher,
Pedro Avila. Marty motioned to approve the review cycle, it was seconded by James, all in favor,
motion passed. The following statement will be included in the PGC Manual on page 9.
lVHC Lemoore's mission/vision, goals and performance indicators shall be
reviewed by the Strategic Planning Committee eachfall semester.
Recommendations will beforwarded to the respective governance groups
and returned to the PGCfor recommended revision/s and/or adoption.

Recommendations to Student Success Committee
Mr. Warkentin stated that at the WHCL Leadership Retreat on September 28, 2007, the
following recommendations were made to the Student Success Committee. Mr. Bolt motioned
to approve the following recommendations to the Student Success Committee, it was seconded
by Mr. Lopez, all in favor, motion passed.
i.

SPC recommends that the SSC continue efforts to sustain and
improve high school participation rates.
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ii. SPC recommends that the SSC analyze financial aid data to

determine what effects the financial aid processes have on student
retention.
Recommendations to Student Learning Committee
Mr. Warkentin stated that at the WHCL Leadership Retreat on September 28, 2007, the
following recommendations were made to the Student Learning Committee. Marty moved to
approved the recommendations to the Student Learning Committee, it was seconded by Jan
Young, all in favor, motion passed.
i.

SPC recommends that the SLC examine ways to have Datatel disenroll students who do not successfully complete prerequisite
requirements.

ii. SPC recommends that the SLC review student withdrawal data to

determine ways to improve student success and retention rates.
Formalize the name ofWHCL Leadership Group to Strategic Planning Committee
Mr. Warkentin recommends that the name of the WHCL Leadership Group be changed to the
Strategic Planning Committee. Marlon Hall motioned to approve, it was seconded by James
Preston, all in favor, motion passed.
AP 2510 Participation in Local Decision Making
James Preston stated that the Senate would like another week to discuss this procedure. Mr.
Warkentin would like to see this approved at this meeting with the recommended PGC
membership changes. James asked if when the document comes back if it would reflect the
recommended changes. Our new membership has been approved. James stated that he will
abstain from voting on this. Marty suggested that this be approved today and forwarded on with
the recommended membership changes. Marty motioned that AP 2510 be approved and
forwarded on with the new membership to be inserted into Board Policy 2510, it was seconded
by Mr. Bolt, all in favor, motion passed. James asked if it is still necessary for Senate to discuss
and approve AP 2510. Mr. Warkentin responded in the affirmative and stated that this will
come back on the agenda with the recommended changes after discussion at the Chancellor's
Cabinet.
INFORMATION/DISCUSSION ITEMS
1. Mid Term Report Update
Mr. Bolt reported that Jacqui had received all the input for the report and has compiled a
complete draft. He has sent the draft to many of the members of this committee with a two
week period to return comments. Based on their input the information would go back to Jacqui
with approval to occur by this Council in November or December. He has not as yet received
any comments. Marty stated that she had had a request from faculty to review the report and
they are trying to figure out how best to distribute the report. One suggestion is to convert it to·a
PDF me and send it out electronically. Hard copies have been distributed. The deadline is
Monday of next week as Jacqui needs time to incorporate the changes. Mr. Bolt will work with
Lenore to save the report to PDF. He believes the report needs to include more of a historical
perspective. He does not want to leave to chance the possibility of it not including answers to
the Commission's questions. Jose commented that now the document can be looked at as a
whole and other response teams can contribute to the entire report. The November timeline is
to allow time for printing, and for review by the Board, at two meetings, and to time for mailing
to the Commission by mid March. Mr. Warkentin suggested that Jacqui and Dave schedule
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meetings with the recommendation teams and fill in the blanks. Dave reported that Jacqui feels
good about the content but more information is needed.
2. Program Review - Education
Mr. Warkentin explained that we need to show evidence of institutional effectiveness and
communication for accreditation. One way to show evidence of communication is by bringing
completed program reviews for approval to this body. The district office program reviews that
were completed last year came to this body as a courtes),. Mr. Warkentin would like the
program review preparer to attend the PGC meeting to review their specific program review.
This process has not yet occurred as yet on our campus. The program review on the agenda
today is the incorrect one. The correct one will be on the next agenda . James commented that
when the program review is complete it is sent to the Student Learning Committee; they
approve it, and then ask that the preparer to come to present it to the PGC. If we begin this
process this year by our next accreditation visit we ,;"ill be able to show the visiting team that
these are being reviewed and approved. Mr. Bolt will prepare a program review schedule of the
due dates of program review.

3. Academic Senate Report
James reviewed the faculty committee appointments made at their last meeting. He questioned
if there needed to be a separate representative for the SLO Committee. Mr. Warkentin
responded that a SLO representative will be needed beginning next semester. They have also
completed the alignment for learning areas. An e-mail has been sent to faculty asking for
responses to the learning areas alignment. To date, James has received twenty-two responses
and is awaiting eighteen more.
4. Report from Committee Representative
a) Student Learning Committee
Mr. Bolt reported they had their first meeting. The discussion was on how program review is
tied into staffing and facilities. The members of the committee did not see the connection until
it was explained. The next meeting is scheduled in November.
b) Budget Allocation Committee
Mr. Bolt reported that they have had several meetings with the meetings consisting of review of
the 07-08 adopted budget. The next meeting is tomorrow at 3:00 p.m. Ken Stoppenbrink and
Anne Jorgens have been invited to discuss individual line items. Some funds have not yet been
received and the lottery allocation is still unknown. The governor did approve the basic skills
legislation and our school will received $100 ,000. DSPS has been notified that they "ill receive
an additional $370.000. Mr. Lopez stated that Matriculation had also received a $125.000
addi tional allocation.
c) Facilities, Safety, and Auxiliary Services Committee
Vince reported that he had last met with the Incident Command Team on October 5 prior to the
drill . Incident reports he reported were: A faculty member fainted on campus. On October 15
at 4:00 p.m. a car was vandalized in the 700 building parking lot, a police report was completed
and a picture was taken. The drill was held yesterday. What went right: Much was learned
about the process and the communication flow that transpires. The ICS team interacted lArith
the press and the local jurisdictions quite well . The drill was to involve a plane crash to the east
side of the library, however, there was some confusion and the crisis led to a fire scenario rather
than a plane crash. All areas were videotaped. This was a good experience for the college and it
will continue to be an annual activityv.rith improvements each year.
d) Student Success Committee
Mr. Lopez reported that they had met last week. Tammy Larsen is leading a sub committee to
look into the area of retention. They are gathering information and looking at what other
schools are doing. The end result will be a retention plan. Susie Briones is working on the
student handbook. Angela Tos is working on the Matriculation Plan.
e) Employee Development and Success Committee
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Dr. Hall reported that they had met last Friday for a strategic planning retreat. They have made
some changes to their membership and set the goal to plan a major event each semester. The
newsletter name 'will be changed to the Eagle's Eye. They will reinstitute an employee of the
month activity. December 7 is the date set for the Christmas celebration. Staff development,
PERS and STRS activities are also to be planned. The sign language instructor has offered to
provide some staff room lessons. They are planning two major staff development events per
year; one each semester. Vince commented that he had observed that support staff are too busy
on duty day to attend staff development activities. He believe there would be more support staff
to attend if activities were held at a different time of year. Mr. Warkentin asked that the
committees making changes to their roles to bring a revised. governance group request to the
PCc. EDSC "'rill develop a staff development request procedure. James commented that he
would like to see more faculty go to conferences. He believes faculty don't know the process to
request conference/seminar attendance. For staff who do attend conferences a report needs to
be given and how their conference attendance has benefited our staff and/or students. James
reported on the success of a brown bag lunch, book read, that some faculty had participated in.

5. Student Government Association
Yarely reported that there would be a wrestling match at 5:00 p .m. and 7:00 p.m . this evening.
There is also a car wash this coming Sunday in front of K-mart. SIFE is in charge of the
Haunted House this year. Jan asked who would be assisting with the Haunted House activity in
the absence of Dean Atkinson-Alston. Mr. Warkentin stated that it may be Stephanie Droker.
6. WHCIST
In the absence of Dave Bolt at this time in the meeting, no report was given.
7. Agenda items for next meeting:
• Education Program Revie"v
• Employee Development and Success Committee revised governance request form
• SLO Governance Group Request (new)

8. Other
Marty commented that suspension of classes on the evening of Thanksgiving had been
disallowed by a previous president. The agreement is that all classes be suspended from 4:00
p.m. on the evening before Thanksgiving as specified in a memorandum of understanding
behveen eTA and the District. Marty will send a copy of the memorandum to Mr. Warkentin.
9. Adjournment
The meeting was adjourned at 3: 10 p .m.
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Definition: The annual numbers of transfers to four-year institutions were determined by students who
completed at least 12 units in the WHCCD system and stopped attending WHCCD prior to transferring to a
four year institution,
Assessment:
•
•
•

In '07,92 students transferred to public four year institutions; 148 students transferred to private
four year institutions,
In the six years obselVed, more students transferred to California private institutions each year than
transferred to California public institutions.
The number of students transferring continues to increase with the most significant gains OCCUlTing
at California private four year institutions.
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Definition: Based on WHCCD students who completed at least 12 units primarily online from a combination
of online courses from WJ-\CC and WHCL and stopped attending WHCCD prior to transferring to a four year
institution.
Assessment:

•
•

The number of online transfers has significantly increased over the six years observed.
Significant gains have been made in the number of students transferring to out of state public
institutions.
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Introduction
West Hills College Lemoore (WH CL) opened its doors in January 2002 'wvith initial facilities that
included a library/learning resource center, academic learning center, and administrative/student
services building. In 2005 , the college added phase two facilities which included additional
classrooms, vocational laboratories, and a child development center.
WHCL received its initial accreditation in June 2006 making it the only full service accredited
college in Kings County. In November, 2008, the voters approved Measure E in the amollnt of
$31 million which is being used as matching funds to construe! phase three facilities. These
projects include a multiuse sports complex, additional field sports, an additional academic center,
a performing 311s center, and additional adminjslrCllive offices. Phase three construction began in
October 2009 with the ground breaking of the multiuse spOJ1S complex.
The College's Strategic Plan serves <IS the roadmap to guide the development of the college ' s
Educational Master Plan, facilities Master Plan, the Technology Master Plan, and the Distance
Education Master Plan. Combined these plans assist the college in meeting its goals and
evaluating its programs and services.
Each year, a broadly represented group of faculty, staff, students, community members and
administration meet to review and revise the College's Strategic Plan to better identify and
address the needs of Iht: community we serve.
WHCL's mission statement appropriately identifies who our students are and signifies a
commitme nt to student learning outcomes utilizing innovation, goal orientated strategies , and
community partnerships to provide excellent learning opportunities.
We have identified
institutional outcomes that will ensure that our students are prepared with the skills and
experiences needed to succeed in the world of work or to transfer to four year institutions of
h.igher learning.
These outcomes and their methods of assessments (including data,
interpretations, and strategies for improvement) are detailed in Ihis document (see the WHCL
Institutional Outcome Short Form, pp. 21 - 24).
Throug.h a process of regular evaluation and review, we will be abJe to constantly update and
revise programs or develop new programs to meet current demand. Our faculty will be provided
with the latest technology and means of delivery to provide high quality instructional
experiences [0 our students . Faculty \vill have access to the latest training opportunities to
further enhance their curriculum and course delivery modal ities. Our administrators wil! have
the tools and information available to make effective and reliable decisions that are based on
sound leadership practices. Together, all of these eftorts will provide our students with high
quality learning and success toward their individual goals.
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Executive Summary
From the beginning W/-ICL has recognized the importance of responding to the community.
Through advisory committees meetings and meetings 'with public sector representatives, private
industry, and neighboring institutions of higher learning. the college has developed programs and
services that are proactively addressing community educational and workforce requiremenrs.
Not only do such programs meet the employer needs of the area, bUI they also offer work
training opportunities to students who are underrepresented, many of whom struggle
academically.
WHCL's collaborating partners are vital to our students' success. WHCL has on-gomg
partnerships with the local hospitals, workforce investments boards (WlBS), county
administrative offices, local feeder high schools, Jour year universities, as well as many industry
representati ves .
The development of recent educational programs such as the associate degree in nurSIng,
culi.nary arts certificates, maintenance mechanic certificate, health and human services
cerlifLcates, and the associate's degree in web development are shining examples of WHCL's
commitment (0 collaboration, developing career path\.vays, and exceeding our local community's
workforce development needs.

WHCL's commitment to the community is strengthened by supporting various programs and
services on and off campus. These programs and services include a grant funded by Kings
County to offer OED Preparation Classes to assist adults who have not yet graduated from high
school, local business events like the Chamber of Commerce Pizza Festival to increase local
business visibility, upper division and post baccalaureate courses from Fresno Paci fic University
and CSU Fresno, and conununity education courses that provide learning enrichment for our
neighboring citizens.
In addition, the college is responsive to the needs of Naval Air Station Lemoore. With a hase
resident population of approximately 7,000 active military personnel and dependents, the college
is a valued source of education for the basco The college maintains an ollice and classrooms on
the base, but most base students also come to the college campus. The needs of these personnel
are varied, ranging from newly enlisted servicemen who may have liute education and are in
need of basic classes, to highly educated military personnel and dependents. WI-ICL seeks to
offer courses to meet the spectrum of requirements. and works closely with base officials to
select and design these courses.
WHCL faculty, staff, and administrators also know tha1 education does not only occur within the
classroom. In order to enhance the learning opportunities of the community we serve, WHCL
provides outreach services and brings local events to broaden social awareness of diverse socioeconomic issues.
Previous events have included nationally recognized authors, cultural
celebrations, visiting delegales from other nations, and political activists.
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Strategic Planning Process
As a result of the West Hills Community College District's strategic planning process, West
I-Ells College Lemoore has developed its own strategic plan to align with the district's mission,
vision, and strategic goals.
The strategic planning process begins each fall semester with the identification of adm inistrators,
faculty , staff, students, and community members who v.ill nlflke up the Strategic Planning
Committee. The purpose of this committee is to evaluate, revise , and improve the college's
strategic plan. Although this plan is a long term commitment to the college's mission and vision,
annual review is required to keep our institution focused on current trends and changes that
affect our students ' total developm ent. This allnllal revi ew ensures accuracy, relevancy, and
alignment with the district's overall mission. The college' s performance indicators are assessed
annually to ensure adherence to the college's mission and vision statements.
Planning meetings consist of information gathering sessions which include an internal and
external scan. The internal sc an includes discllssion of student demographics (current and
anticipated), student slIccess indicators, college needs and challenges. and an assessment or our
successes and our opportunities for grO\-\·t h. The (xtemal scan incl udes discussion of population
trends, economic gro\\lih , job training needs, impact of the Lemoore Naval Air Station, and other
external factors t h<lt wi 11 affect the college .
The success of the strategic planning process is dependent upon the college'S shared governance
SySTem. Responses from Ihe strategic planning sessions are tracked and mapped to specific
committee or department personnel for implementation. Timelines are determined and a
communication network has been developed to infoml the college shareholders of these
outcomes.
The Strategic Planning Committee (its participating students, faculty, staff, administrators, and
community members) are to be commended for their cOn1Jnitmenl to our college and for their
collaborative efforts in support of our comprehensive plamu.ng process.
Successful
implementation of the college strategic plan and its evaluation will rcquire the ongoing
participation of the shared governancc process (councils/commillees, college students, faculty
and staff, and the community) as \.ve work together to achieve our mission , vision, and goals.
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Mission/Vision and Institutional Outconles

Mission Staten1 I1t
West I-lilts College Lemoore enriches the lives of our students and the community \-ve serve by
being dedicated to quality educational learning opportunities and partnerships. The college
provides a positive environment that is committed to st'udent learning and empowering students
to achieve their educational goals.

Vision Statelnent
Learning TIrrough Excellence and Innovation.
**************************************************************************
Institutional Outcome I - WHCL is committed to provide quality education to studellts llnd

the community.
Measurements:
1. Community Participation Rates

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

High School Graduates Pal1icipation Rates
Overall Success Rates
Overall Retention Rates
Persistence Rates (continuous enrollment)
Student Learning Outcomes Implementation and assessment

Institutional Outcome 2 - WHCL is committed 10 empower sllldenls to achieve Iheir

educational goals.
Measurements:

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Basic skills math successful course completion & retention
Basic skills ESL slIccessful course completion & retention
Basic skills English successful course completion & relention
Vocational courses successful course completion & retention
Degree and certificate completion
Transfers to [our year institutions

Institutional Outcome 3 - WHCL will effectively mailltain and illcrease its resol/rces alld

productivity.
MeHsurements:

I.
2.
3.
4.

Monitor Student Headcount
Meet full-Time Equivalent Students (FTES) Goals
Successful Grant Acquisitions
Increase Revenue Generated by Outside Capitol Campaign Activities
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Guiding Principles
West Hills College Lemoore is studenl-centered and is dedicaled to providing high quality learning

opportunities. We are guided by our core values:
Access:

Ensure (l ccessibility to ({II

Colla/Jo}'{ft ion:

Emphasize efforts to understand and },),Ieet community needs and f,:({rner
communily support. ,'>'upport co llah a r(/{ iI'e deCision-making processes.

Commllnit v:

Develop and/o,<;ter a sense o/cormnllJlity within the college.

DiversiW'

Respect and embroce
environments.

Excellence :

P}'(}vide hif!.h qualify learning. teaching and service opportunities.

Innovalion:

SlI/>port innovation and technology to enhance leaminK envirunments.
services. and communication.

lntegri/v:

Adl'ocate and demons/rate honesty. truth./u/ness, equity, and ethics.

lv/ullial Resnect:

lJ romole (In environmenl o.lopen communication.
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OJ/)'

pyogmlns and services.

diversity

in

OUI'

pmf.:J'aJ11s

and

learning

Themes
There are several "themes" woven into each of the Institutional Outcomes and their respective
success indicators.

Jnstitlltionlll Commitments to provide high quality educational programs and services consistent
with the institutional and college mission by focusing on student learning;
Evaluation, Plal1ning, and Improvement is an ongoing process that includes goal setting;
distribution of funding, facilities and staffing; implementation} and reevaluation;
Stlllient Leaming Outcomes demonstrates the college's effectiveness to produce and support
student leaming by developing student leaming outcomes at the course, program, certificate, and
degree level;
Organization is demonstrated by having adequate staff, resources and a shared governance
decision-making process to identify and make public: student learning outcomes, to evaluate
the effediveness of programs in producing those outcomes, cUld to make improvements;

Dialogue is open and honest pal1icipation in the college ' s process of self-renection based on
reliable information about the college's progwms and services and evidence on how well the
institution is meeting student needs;
Institutional Integrity is demonstrated by concern with honesty, truthfulness, and the manner in
which the college represents itself to all communities, internal and external.
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Data Analysis
St.rategic Planning provides an 0pp0r1unity to evaluate the demographics and characteristics of
our students and their educational goals. We use rhis data (performance indicators) to discern
patterns and trends. This infonnat ion also provides different modalities of assessment to ensure
that we are achieving our institutional outcomcs.
WI·ICL 's perfonnance indicators arc mapped back to our miSSion statement and institutional
outcomes. Data is collected annually to address and measure each institutional outcome.

Institilliollal Outcome I - WHCL is committed to provide quality education to students alld the
commullity. Providing quality education is the mission of West Hi lis College Lemoore. In order
to evaluat e our performance for this institutional outcome, data is collected from eli rrerent
sources and used as key measurements to determine the college' s level of achievement.
Measurements include: Community Participation Rates, Hi gh School Graduates Par1icipation
Rates, Overall Success Rates, Overall Retention Rates , Persistence Rates (continuous
enrollmenl), and Student Learning Outcomes Implementation and Assessment.
For the 2008 - 2009 academic year. it was noted that Avenal and Keltlemen City have the lowest
population participation rates (I .a) . These two cities are located farthest from the WHCL
campus. This data supports the idea that a campus center is needed in Avenal. Strategy: Funds
from the recent bond measure have been allocated to develop a center (10 provide classes and
support programs) in A venal .
Another trend to note concerns retention rates (I.c). Retention rates have been on a declining
trend for the past four years. Retention has a direct impact on student success rates; therefore,
success rarcs have declined at almost the same rate as retention . Online retention rates are aboLlt
5 percentage points below face-to-face retention rares . Strategy: This issue INas discussed at the
Distance Education Strategic Planning retreat and has become a lop priority for the Distance
Education program .
Student Learning Outcomes (SLO) Assessment (I .d) continues to drive the college's curricula
evaluation review process. SLO have been wril£en for all college courses, and facuIty and staff
have persisted to develop and assess outcomes for programs and services. Strategy: Continue
SLO development and assessment to ensure curric-ula and support services are evaluated
consistently and accurately.

lllstitiltiofwi Outcome 2 - WHCL is committed to empower students to achieve their
educatiollal goals. Empowering students is the mission of West Hills College Lemoore.
Institutional outcome measurements are: Basic Skills Math Successful Course Completion and
Retention Rates, Basic Skills English as a Second Language (ESL) Successful Course
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Completion and Retention Rates, Basic Skills English Successful Course Completion and
Retention Rates, Vocational Courses Successful Course Completion and Retention Rates, and
Degree and Certificate Completion Rates, and Transfers Rates to Four Year Institutions.
For this institutional outcome, it is noted that Basic Skills English Success Rates are comparable
to the statewide (lverage. In addition, English as a Second Language (ESL) and MatJ1 success
rates are well above the state wide average. 11 should be noted that about 50% of first-tenn
students are placing inLo basic skills English and Math. WHCL's commitment to SLudents who
meet basic skills academic levels is cOlJunendahle. Data supports the idea Lhat WHCL's Engl ish
Lab (a tutoring lab to support basic skills programs in (rus discipline) assists students to achieve
their academic goals.
Vocational Courses Success and Retention Rates (2.b) continue to be belo\-\' our peer group
benchmark average. For the past three years, our vocational success rates have been onc of the
lowest in the state. It has become apparent that the classroom fonnal (open entry lab) for the
Business and Computer Science courses have consistently generated low success rates . Data
supports the idea that an open entry classroom lab must be adjusted to a morc traditional
classroom forllll:lt in order to promote student success. Strategy: Change Business and Computer
Science courses from open entry lab format to traditional classroom fonnat.

lustitllliollal Outcome 3 - WHeL will effectively maintain and increase its resources and
productivity. Measurements for this institutional outcome are: Monitor Student Headcount,
Meet Full-Time Equivalent Students (FTES) Goals, Successful Grant Acquisitions, and Increase
Revenue Generated by Outside Capitol Campaign Activities.
WHCL (and the district as a whole) has steadily increased student head count and full time
equivalency rates (FTES) . In fact, with the current state budget issues, the Calilomia
Community College Chancellor' s Office (system office), has decreased WHCL's FTES
generation quota in order to meet the state budget cuts. These cuts are in spite of the increasing
student enrollment t.hat all California Community Colleges are facing.
WHCI, has also been very successful with increasing access (0 soft money funding through
grants and in-kind services. In the 2008 - 2009 academic year alone, WHCL recl:iv~d nearly $5
million in soft money funding. SIJ'lIlegy: Continue to work with the district's grant and
marketing departments to capitalize on additional grant acquisitions and in kind service
donations to augment district budget cuts where possible.
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Goal 1 - WHCL is committed to provide quality education to students and
the community,
1.a - Population Participation Rates by City
04-05

05-06

06-07

07-0S'"

08-09

09-10

NA

NA

8.5%

8.7%

8.9

TSD

Kettl eman City

3.8%

4.6%

3.1%

2.5%

3.2°;'

TSD

Hanford

5.2%

6.0%

5.9%

4.4%

4.8%

TBD

Riverdale

6.6%

7.2%

5.8%

4.8%

5.8%

TSD

Armona

NA

NA

6.2%

5.2%

5.5%

TBo

Stratford

7.2%

9.5%

6.5%

6.1%

6.3%

TSD

Avenal"

6 .1%

6.7%

6.7%

3.8%

4 .1 %

TSD

Laton

9.5%

8.9%

6.8%

5.7%

6.6%

TBD

Lemoore

14.3%

14 .8%

14%

10%

10.9%

TSD

Overall

NA

NA

8%

5.8

6.4%

TSD

Review Dale

NA

NA

Fall 2007

Fall 2008

Fall 2009

Fall 2010

CITIES

ARCC Benchmark :
ecc Overall

baseline

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITIEE

Educational
Master Plan
Student Success
Committee

Source: US Census (2000); WHCCD Data Warehouse; -ARCC repon Focus on Results: Accounlability Reponing for the Cali/ornia
Community Colleges; CA Department of Finance
-Inmate population was removed
Note: Population participation rate is determined by unduplicated annual student headcoun\ from each city diVided by total population of city.
- Data will be provided in next year's ARCC report
---City popUlation data was updated with 2008 projections from CA Department of Finance
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INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN(S)

Student Equity
Plan
Transfer Plan

1.b - High School Graduates Participation Rates
HIGH
SCHOOLS
Benchmark:
CCCOverall
Hanford High
West

2007 HS
Graduates

2007
Fall
Enrolled

2008
2007
Target

Target lP
30%
Enrollment

+/-

30% Participation Rate

2008 HS
Graduates

Fall

2008

Enrolled

Target

Target @
30%
Enrollment

RESPONSIBLE

INSTITUTIONAl

COMMITI'EE

PLANIS)

+/-

30% Participation Rate

294

56

88

-32

308

37

92

-55

Riverdale
High

76

-s

37

-26

40

124
41

11

laton High

23
12
91
107
29
350

3
57

12
103

-46

Success

86

113

-27

Committee

2S I

20
377

-158

Avenal High

96

18
6
94
153
38

WHCl Total

1,167

365

Hanford High
lemoore High

RevlewDate

303
358

-6

+3
+46
+9
+15

344

375
65
1,257

219

I

~

Student

6

Fall 2009

Fal'20OS

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse; California Postsecondary Educetion Commission (CPEC)
Note: High school participation rates reflect the percentage of high school graduates attending WHCCD in the fall semester following their high
school graduation.
- Update in progress
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Educational
Master Plan
Diversity Plan
Student Equity
Plan

i.c - Overall Student Success. Retention, and Persistence Rates
SUCCESS

04-05
baseline

05·06

06-07

07-08

08-09

09·10

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

Benchmark: CA
Statewide Average

67.8%

67.3%

67.6%

67%

67.9%

TBD

Annual Success Rate

65.5%

65.3%

62,6%

61.2

62,5

TBD

Student Success
Committee

-5.4 pis

TeD

Student Learning
Committee

Fall 2009

Fall 2010

+/. Benchmark

·2,3% pis.

-2% pis.

-5,6% pts.

-5% pIs.

Summer

Fen 2007

Review Date

2008

INSTITUTIONAL

PLAN

Educational
Master Plan

Success rate IS define<! as percent ofstudenls retained to the end oflhe term (or end of the course) With a final course grade of A. B. C, or

CR

04-05
baseline

05-06

06-07

07-08

08-09

09-10

Benchmark: CA
Statewide Average

83.7%

83.7%

83.7%

83.3

84.1

TBD

Annual Retention
Rate

60.5%

79.88%

78.6%

77.1

78.3

TBD

RETENTION

+/. Benchmark

-3.2% pts.

-3.8% pis.

Review Date

-5.1% pis.

-6.2% pis.

-56% pts

TBD

Summer

Summer

Summer

Summer

2007

2008

2009

2010

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

Student Success
Committee

Educational
Master Plan

Student Leaming
Committee

Retention IS defined as the percent of students retained from census date to the end of term.

PERSISTENCE
ARCC BenChmark:
Average from Group
Persistence Rate

+/. Benchmark
Review Date

Fall 2006 to Fall 2007 to Fall 2008 to Fall 2009 to
Fall20Q8
Fall 2001
Fall 2009
Fall 2010

Fall 2004 to
Fall 2005

Fall 2005 to

NA

66.6%

67.6

86.5

TBD

TBD

59.3%·

61.9%"

68.2

61.4

TBD

TBD

Student Success
Committee

Not
Comparable

Not
Comparable

+1.6

TBD

Student Learning
Committee

Fall 2007

Fall 2008

Fall 2006

TBD

-5.1

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

INSTlrunONAL
PLAN

Spring 2010 Spring 2011 Spring 2012
,

.

Note: PersIStence if defined as the percentage of cohort of first-time students With minimum of SIX units earned In their first fall term at WHCl
who return and enrolled in the subsequent 'all term anywhere in the WHCCD system or transferred to another institution.
~ Update in progress

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse; ARCC Report
• Does not exclude students who transferred to four yeaf institutions .
... Data will be provided in next year's ARCC report
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Educational
MasterPlan

1.d - Student Learning Outcomes - Implementation, Assessment, Analysis, and
Modifications.
Instructional SLOs Course Lellel
Defined Expected SLOs

06-07

07-08

54%

98%

Defined Assessment

98%

Conduded Assessment

8%

Analyzed Results

0%

5%

Implementation of
modifications

0%

2%

06-07

07-08

0%

9%

Instructional SLOsProgram Lewl
Defined Expected SLOs
Defined Assessment

0%

9%

Mapping to course level

0%

9%

Assessment

0%

9%

Analyzed Results

0%

0%

Implementation of
modifications

0%

0%

06-07

07-08

Implementation

?

100%

Mapping to course level

?

65%

Defined Assessment

?

100%

Assessed

?

47%

Analyzed Results

?

47%

Implementation of
modifications

?

0%

Fall 2007

Fall 2008

08-09

09-10

Review Date

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN(S)

Student Learning
Committee
Academic Senate

08-09

09-10

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN(S)

Student Learning
Committee

Student Support
Services SLOs Program Lellel

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

08-09

09-10

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

Student Success
Committee
Employee Development
and Success Committee

Fall 2009

Fall 2010

Source. SLO Committee, WASC Annual Report Update on Student Leamlng Outcomes 2007; 2008
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INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN(S)

Goal 2 - WHCL is committed to empower students to achieve their
educational goals.
2.a - Basic Skills English, ESL, and Math Success & Retention
ENGLISH

04·05
baseline

Benchmark: CA Statewide Average
Annual Success Rate
Retention (Monitor)

60%
81%

05-06

06-07

07-08

08-09

09·10

NA

NA

59.3%

TBD

TBD

57%

56%

58%

63%

TBD

76%

79%

82%

TBD

Fall 2007

Fall200S

Fall 2009

Fall 2010

05-06

06-07

07-08

08·09

09-10

NA

NA

70.6%

TSD

TBD

79.3

Review Date

ESL

04·05
baseline

Benchmark: CA Statewide Average
Armual Success Rate

59%

767%

85%

87%

78%

TSD

Retention (Monttor)

87%

933%

98%

98%

96%

T8D

Fall 2007

Fall 2008

Fall 2009

Fall 2010

05-06

06-07

07-08

08-09

09-10

NA

NA

52%

TBD

TSD

65%

63%

63%

TSD

Review Date

MATH

04-05
baseline

Benchmark : CA Statewide Average
Annual Success Rate

60%

58%

Relentlon (Monilor)

71%

79%

Review Date

82%

81%

81%

TBD

Fall 2007

Fall 2008

Fall 2009

Fall 2010

RESPONSIBLE
COMM1TIEE

INS TITUTlONA L
PLAN

BasIc Skills Initiative
Commil1ee

ARCC
8S1 Report

Student Learnmg
Committee

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

Basic Skills IniUative
Commillee

ARCC
8S1 Report

Student Learnin g
Committee

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

Basic Skills Initiative
Committee

ARCC
BSt Report

Student Learning
Committee

Note : In order to align success rates with the ARCC benchmark. grades from high school students enrolled in basic skills courses were
removed
•• Dala will be provided by next year's ARCC report
Success rate is defined as percent of students retained to the end of the lenn (or end of the course) with a final course grade of A, B, C . or
CR
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Educational
Master Plan

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse; ARCC Report; Statewide 8asic Skills Report

Retention is defined as the percent of students retained from census dale to the end of the tenn.

Edu cational
Master Plan

Educational
Master Plan

.

2 b - Vocational Courses Success & Retention
04'()5
baseline

RESPONSIBLE
COMMlnEE

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

TBD

Student Success
Committee

ARCC

80%

TBD

Student Learning
Committee

Spring 2010

Spring
2011

05'()8

06'()7

07.(1)8

08'()9

09·10

ARCC Benchmarlt: Group 02
Average

75.7%

74.9%

74.5%

74%

TBO

Annual Success Rates

65.5%

68.2%

67%

66.1%

65.3

Retention (monitor)

80.6%

80,8%

79.8

787

Fall 2007

Fatl2008

VOCATIONAL

Review Date

Fall 2007

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
•• Data will be provided by nelrt year's ARCC report
- Update in progress

2 .C -

oegrees an d Cem-fiIcates Com pie
I f Ion

Degrees & Certificates
Conferred

06-D7
Baaeline

07.(1)8

08'()9

09-10

AA

322

298

279

TBD

AS

27

49

49

TBD

Certificate

24

34

19

TBD

Total (monitor)
Review Date

373

381

347

TBO

Fa1l2007

Fall 2008

Fall 2009

Fall 2010

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

Student Success
Committee
Student Learning
Committee

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

Educational
MasterPlan

Source: CA Community College Chancellor's Office Dala Mart
- Update in progress

Success rate is defined as percent of students retained to the end of the term (or end of the course) with a finel course grade of A. B. C, or
CR.

Retention is defined as the percent of students retained from census date to the end of term,
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Educational
Master Plan

2d

- T rans f ers t 0

f our year inS 1"t
I Uf Ions
06-07
Baseline

07-08

08-09

09-10

Instate Public

94

101

125

TBD

Out of State Public

12

24

10

TBO

In-State Private

37

57

62

T8D

Transfers

Out-ol-State Private

19

22

29

TBD

Total (monitor)

162

204

227

TBD

Fall 2007

Fall 2008

Spring 2010

Fall 2010

Review Date

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITIEE

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

Student Success
Commillee

Educational
Master Plan

Siudent l earning
Committee

Source: NatloMll Siudent Cleallng House

2 .e C ommunl-ty C 0 II ege
Area of Measurement

s urvey 0 f St u d en t Engagemen tR esu Its
WHC
Lemoore

2007
Results

Active and Collaborative
Learning
Student Effort
Academic Challenge
Student-Faculty Interaction
Support for Learners

57.5

·Points
above or
belowCCSSE
comparison
group

WHC
Lemoore

2008
Results

+7.5

53.4

·Points above
or below CeSSE
comparison
group

+5.8

51.6

+ 1.6

54.3

+4.3

51 .1

+ 1.1

55.3

+5.3

51.4

+ 1.4

54.7

+4.7

55

+5

18

2010

2011

+3.4

55 .8

·Compa n50n group IS based on average CesSE group score o f 585 part ,clpatmg co ll eges.

2009

Review
Findings
and Identify
areas for
intervenllon

Implement
Interventions

Administer
(eSSE
Survey &
Compare
Results to
Previous
Years

Goal 3 - WHeL will effectively maintain and increase its resources and
productivity.
3.a - Monitor Student Headcount
Unduplicated
Headcountby
Semester

04·05
baseline

05-06

06-07

07·08

08·09

09-10

Summer

1,728

1,705

2,032

2,211

2,504

TBD

Fall

3,519

3,490

3,850

4,148

4.421

TBD

Spring

3,490

3,864

4,108

4.406

4,803

TBD

Total Unduplicated

'5,512

'S,B17

-6,474

'7,Q92

·7,617

T8D

Fall 2007

Summer
2008

Summer
2009

Summer
2010

Review Dale

RESPONSIBLE
COMMIITEE

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

Student Success
Committee

Educational
Master Plan

Source' WHCCD Data Warehouse
• Unduplicated student headcount for all three semesters combined (summer. fall, spring),
- Update ill progress

3.b - Meet Full-Time Equivalent Students (FTES) Goals
FTES Goals by Semester
FA2008

Lemoore

SU2009

SP2009

FA2009

SP2010

12% Seclion
Reduction

26% Section
Reduction

39% Section
Reduction

Goal

1.265

1.258

Actual

1,410

1,471

464

1.409

Estimate

+213

NA

NA

NA

993

Difference
+145
ReViewed on a regular baSIS by the p(es1dent and admlnlslrators
FTES = (Enrollment - Contact Hours)/525

3.c - Successful Grant Acquisitions
GRANTS

OS-06
baseline

06·07

07·06

08·09

09·10

13

14

16

23

T80

$2,250.753

S2.450.652

S3.359.617

4.975.300

TBD

Fall 2007

Fall 2008

Fall 2009

Fall 2010

Number of WHCL
Active Grants
Total Amount
(Monitor)
Review Date
Source. WHCCD Grants Office
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RESPONSIBLE
COMMITIEE

Budget Committee

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

3, d - Increase Revenue Generated b.Y 0 utal'de Capitol Campaig n Activities
Events

04-05

OS-06

06-07

08-09

07·08

Athletic Boosters Dinner/Auction

9,000

0

-6,679

3.263

0

Athletic Booster Membership

3.200

1,150

902

6,522

0

Progressive Dinner

2,500

0

0

0

0

NA

NA

NA

NA

$6.500

6,800

4,500

1,972

0

0

800

30

1,490

0

0

4,500

10,250

10,000

23,666

$28,000

36.794

122,000

464.838

502.988

$34.807

Soccer Program

NA

NA

NA

NA

$3,456

Nursing

NA

NA

NA

NA

1,146

Child Development Center

NA

NA

NA

NA

$3,292

Athletic Other
Concerts
Migrant Parent Dinner
5c Summer Camp
Medical Administrative Activity (MAA)

Other (Book Signing. special events ... )

Total

3,500

0

0

0

0

$67,094

$137,930

$472,523

$536,439

$77,201

Source: WHCCD Foundation
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West Hills College Lemoore
Institutional Outcomes
Originator(s): Stephanie Droker - Faculty/Strategic Planning Committee
Date: 8/18/10
I. Expected Outcomes Defined
10 1: WHCL is committed to provide quality education to students and the
community.

102: WHCL is committed to empower students to achieve their educational
goals.

10 3: WHCL will effectively maintain and increase its resources and
prod uctivity.
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II. Mapping Institutional Outcomes to the College Mission Statement
West Hills College Lemoore enriches the lives of our students and the community
we serve by being dedicated to quality educational learning opportunities and
partnerships. The college provides a positive environment that is committed to
student learning and empowering students to achieve their educational goals.

Institutional Outcome 1: WHCL is committed to provide quality education to
students and the community. Mapping: "quality educational learning
opportunities."
Institutional Outcome 2: WHCL is committed to empower students to achieve
their educational goals. Mapping: "empowering students to achieve their
educational goals."
Institutional Outcome 3: WHCL will effectively maintain and increase its
resources and productivity. Mapping: "The college provides a positive
environment that is committed to student learning."
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III. Defining Assessment of Institutional Outcomes
Identifij appropriate assessment methodologies for the outcomes, including summative assessments
where appropriate.

1.)

6.

Community Participation Rates
High School Graduates Participation Rates
Overall Success Rates
Overall Retention Rates
Persistence Rates (continuous enrollment)
Student Learning Outcomes Implementation and assessment.

l.

Basic skills math successful course completion & retention

l.

2.

3·
4·

5·

2.)
2. Basic skills ESL successful course completion & retention

3· Basic skills English successful course completion & retention

4· Vocational courses successful course completion & retention
5· Degree and certificate completion
6. Transfers to four year institutions

3.)

Monitor Student Headcount
Meet Full-Time Equivalent Students (FrES) Goals
Successful
Grant Acquisitions
3·
Increase
Revenue
Generated by Outside Capitol Campaign Activities
4·
1.
2.
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IV. Assessing Institutional Outcomes, Planning. and Improvements
Assessments (or all institutional outcomes are reviewed cmnually by the SLTategic
Planning Committee. Assessment data, res ults, interpretations, and resulting
modificLltions (Ire located within the Strategic Planning ManuClI.
Additionully, the college mission and vision statements (the originating document in
which these institutional outcomes me derived), are reviewed annually by the Strategic
Planning Committee. Suggestions for modifications of these statements are then
forwarded to the Planning and Governance Council (which seeks i.nput from all college
constituencies) for approval, and if so moved , fonvarded to the Board of Trustees for
a pproval (lnd implemen tation .
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Strategic Planning Committee Membership
Linda Amaya-Guenon
Frances Andrade
David Babb
Jameson Birrell
Dave Bolt
Syl via Dorsey- Robj nson
Stcphanie Droker
Charles Freeman
Garret1 Gudgel
Marlon Hall
Robel1 Hall
Angel Isidoro
Myeisha ,Iohnson
Tammy Larson
Jose Lopez
Tinani McGee
Jose Murrieta
Dave Neer
James Preston
Christian Raia
Rebecca Riddle
Joel Rogers
Joel Ruble
Rene Sanchez
Kimberly Shenield
Anna Silvestre
Kurt Sterling
Elva Torres
Don Warkentin

EOPS Counselor
Library Technician
Biology lnstructor
Math Instructor
Vice President of' Educational Services
Vice President of Student Services
Instructor CWEE/Political Science
Director of Nursing
Student Representative
Associate Dean of Evening College
Instructor Geography
SGA President
SGA Vice President
I nstrllctor Basic Sk ills
Dean of Students
Studenr Support Services Counselor
Advising Specialist
I nSlructor/Go I f Coach
Instructo r/TEAM Teach Director
Culinary Instructor
StLldentiFi nancial Aid Assi stant
JIlst ructor/B iology/HealthfK i nesi ology
Direclor of Categorical Progrruns
History Instructor/ Curriculum Committee

In tructoriBasic Skills -'ngli sh

Office Manager Snldent Services
InSlructor/Biology
EOPS Secretary
President
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM REVIEW
West Hills College Lemoore

I. General Information
A. Instructional Program: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
B. List of Full Time Program Faculty and Staff:
II. Program Overview
A. State the program mission. The mission statement should include the purpose of the
program, the ideals the program strives to attain, and who the program serves. The
program mission must align with the college's mission and goals. (200 word limit)
B. List any recommendations from the most recent college/program/department
accreditation and/or previous review. (250 words or less)
C. Identify all personnel, including the number of certificated, classified professionals
and volunteers.

Employee Classification:
Certificated
Classified Professional
Student Workers
Diversity (RaceIEthnicity)
DNative Am. / Alaskan Nat.
DAsianlPacific Islander
DHispanic
DMixed

Volunteer

DAfrican/African-AmericanINon-Hispanic
DCaucasianlNon-Hispanic
DFilipino

III. Qualitative and Quantitative Data Review
A. Attach dashboard statistics here.
B. Using the data provided, address any significant trends/challenges/opportunities
identified which relate to your specific program. (250 words or less)
C. Attach any other data maintained by your program or at the division level: (e.g.
budget information regarding costs per program on personnel, equipment, supplies,
delivery of services),

D. What resources are required to maintain the program, and what additional resources
are necessary to improve or expand it?

Rev. 4/10
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IV. Professional Development
A. What professional development activities have faculty participated in? Have any of
these professional development activities been technology related? Please specify.
B. Relate how the professional development activities have improved student learning
outcome attainment.

C. Describe the program's plans for staff development over the next four years.

V. Curriculum and Student Learning Outcomes
A. List your Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes.

1. Have any Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes been changed
from the completion of the previous program review? What are the changes?
Attach documentation.

2. Describe the assessment used to improve student learning . Cite a specific
example.
B. Explain how Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes are used to
measure quality and success of this department/service area.
C. Review course outlines and prerequisites. List all courses that apply to this
program requiring a five-year course outline review.
1. Describe the curriculum changes anticipated in the next two years. (These
changes would include major course revisions, deletions , new courses, revised or
new options within a program, or a proposed new program) .
D. To what extent is technology being used in the program?
E. How does the program ensure that the current curriculum is adequately meeting the
needs of the students?

VI. Career Technical Education Only
A. Does your program result in providing licensing or certification to its program
graduates which will enhance opportunities for employment? If yes , list.
B. Discuss the opportunities available to students who plan to transfer to an institution
of higher learning.

C. Discuss the effectiveness of your program in terms of:
1. Entry-level job placement as a result of training.
Rev. 4110
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2. Effectiveness of continuing education to meet the need for advanced training
and/or training in emerging technologies.

3. State any other measures used to determine the success of this program (e .g.
satisfaction surveys, employer surveys or advisory committee feedback) .

4. Comment on how the success rate compares to the success rate of the same
program at other colleges in the region. (250 words or less)
D. What would be the preferred sequence of courses to be taken to achieve your
program' s goal of a degree or certificate?
E. How does the program ensure that the current curriculum is adequately meeting the
needs of students?
F. Excluding curriculum validation, discuss community involvement in the program.
G. List any special accreditations, external regulations, or advisory committees that
have oversight to your program.
H. List any special regulations, space requirements, staff training, etc . required by your
program.

1. List any program initiatives to meet the needs of social-economically diverse
students, and/or those with non-traditional requirements (e.g., physical, mental
disabilities, re-entry, gender, etc.).

H. Discuss the program's use of external funding, including grants, if applicable.
VII.Summary and Recommendations
A. Based on analysis of the information provided in Sections I through VI above,
describe the program' s strengths, areas that need improvement, and strategies and
actions to make those improvements.

1. Program strengths:
2. Areas that need improvement:
3. Strategies and actions for program enhancement and improvement:
B. Attach your Program Planning and Evaluation Assessment Grid. Follow the
directions provided and thoroughly complete the form. You should have not more
than five short term goals , of which at least three are student learning outcome
goals.
Rev. 4110
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NON-INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM REVIEW
West Hills College Lemoore

I. General Information
A. Non-Instructional Program: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
B. List of Full Time Program Faculty and Staff:
II. Program Overview
A. State the program mission. The mission statement should include the purpose of the
program, the ideals the program strives to attain, and who the program serves. The
program mission must align with the college's mission and goals. (200 word limit)

B. List any recommendations from the most recent college/program/department
accreditation and/or previous review. (250 words or less)
C. Identify all personnel, including the number of certificated, classified professionals
and volunteers.

Employee Classification:
Certificated
Classified Professional
Student Workers
Diversity (Race/Ethnicity)
DNative Am. / Alaskan Nat.
DAsianiPacific Islander
DHispanic
DMixed

Volunteer

DAfrican/African-AmericanINon-Hispanic
DCaucasianlNon-Hispanic
DFilipino

III. Qualitative and Quantitative Data Review
A. Attach dashboard statistics here.
B. Using the data provided, address any significant trends/challenges/opportunities.
identified which relate to your specific course/program/service. (250 words or less)
C. Attach any other data maintained by your program or at the division level: (e.g.
budget information regarding costs per program on personnel, equipment, supplies,
delivery of services
D. What resources are required to maintain the program, and what additional resources
are necessary to improve or expand it?

IV. Professional Development
A. What professional development activities have faculty participated in? Have any of
these professional development activities been technology related? Please specify.

B. Relate how the professional development activities have improved student learning
outcome attainment.
C. Describe the program's plans for staff development over the next four years.

V. Curriculum and Student Learning Outcomes
A. List your Non-Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes.
1. Have any Non-Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes been
changed from the previous program review? What are the changes? Attach
documentation.
2. Describe the assessment used to improve student learning. Cite a specific
example.

B. Explain how Non-Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes are used
to measure quality and success of this department/service area.
C. To what extent is technology being used in the program?
D. How does the program ensure that current delivery of service is adequately meeting
the needs of students?

E. State any other measures used to determine the success of this program (e.g.
satisfaction surveys, employer surveys or advisory committee feedback).
F. Comment on how the success rate compares to the success rate of the same program
at other colleges in the region. (250 words or less)
G. Excluding curriculum validation, discuss community involvement in the program.
H. Do special accreditations, external regulations, or advisory committees regulate the
program? Yes [] No [] (if yes, list)
L Does the program have any special regulations, space requirements, stafftraining,
etc.? Yes [] No [] (if yes, elaborate)

J. Is there evidence of unmet student needs in the program? Yes [ ] No [ ] (if yes,
elaborate)

K. Describe the initiatives the program has implemented to meet the needs of socialeconomically diverse students, and/or those with non-traditional requirements (e.g.,
physical, mental disabilities, re-entry, gender, etc.)
L. Discuss the program's use of external funding, including grants, if applicable.

VI.

Summary and Recommendations

A. What actions have been taken to address the assessment and improvements of
program learning outcomes?

B. Based on analysis of the information provided in I through VII, describe the
program's strengths, areas that need improvement, and strategies and actions to
make those improvements.
1. Program strengths
2. Areas that need improvement
3. Strategies and actions for program enhancement and improvement.

c.

Attach your Program Planning and Evaluation Assessment Grid. Follow the
directions provided and thoroughly complete the form. You should have not more
than five short term goals, of which at least three are student learning outcome
goals.
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Mission Statement

"West Hills College Lemoore enriches the lives
of our students and the community we serve by
being dedicated to quality educational learning
opportunities and partnerships. The college
provides a positive environment that is
committed to student learning and empowering
students to achieve their educational goals."
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Phone 559.925 .3000' Fax 559 .924.1243
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Planning and Governance Council Meetings
2010 - 2011
Meeting Time: 2:00 p. m.
Location: Conference Center 256
First and third Wednesday oIeach month (only one meeting in December and January).
First Wednesday
September 1 *8/25
October 6
*9/29
November 3 *10/27
December 1 *11124
Holiday Break - no meetillg
February 2 *1/26
March 2
*2/23
April 6
*3/30
*4127
May 4

Third Wednesday
Septem ber 15 *9/8
October 20
* 10/13
November 17 * 11110
Finals week - no meeting
Start of semester-no meeting
February 16
*2/9
March 16
*3/9
*4/20
Ap_ri127
May 18
*5/11

""agenda itemslhandouts due date

Planning and Governance Council Membership as of September 15, 2010
Voting Members:
Don Warkentin, Chairperson/President (votes in case of a tie)
Jose Lopez, Dean of Students
Marlon Hall, Associate Dean of Educational Services, Evening College
Ryan Cardoza, Student Government Association Representative
Brittany Burkhart, Student Government Association Representative
Kurt Sterling, Academic Senate President
Marty Ennes, WHC Faculty Association Representative
Keith Brock, Classi.fied School Employees Association Representative
Lenore Simonson, Classified School Employees Association Representative

IN on VotinglReporting Members:i
David Babb, Student Learning Outcomes Committee Chair
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Student Success Committee Chair
Marlon Hall , Employee Development and Success Committee Chair
John Bernal, Facilities, Safety and Auxiliary Committee Chair
Ron Oxford, Technology Committee Chair
Dave Bolt, Budget Allocation Committee Chair
Dave Bolt, Institutional Effectiveness and Program Review Conunittee Chair
Eva Jimenez, Advisor/Counselor
Rene Sanchez, Curriculum Committee Chair
Ron Oxford, Librarian
Linda Amaya-Guenon, WHC Faculty Association Representative
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Governance Structure
Introduction
The West Hills College Lemoore governance structure and process is designed to
be inclusive and collaborative. It involves faculty, staff, students, community
members and administrators in the planning and operation of the college. The
governance structure and practices were developed collaboratively and support
the participatory approach to decision-making. The Board of Trustees is the final
authority for governance at West Hills College Lemoore, and delegates its
authority to the District Chancellor who in turn delegates authority to the Conege
Presidents. The College President then solicits and receives input through the
participatory governance decision-making process at the college leve1.

Organization
The Planning and Governance Council (PGC), as the principal participatory
governance body of the College, creates the processes for recommending College
poHcies and governance committee structures (see AP 2410). The PGC reviews
recommendations and requests of committees, planning groups, and task forces
in order to determine appropriate actions. The PGC amends and guides the
planning processes and recommends policies and procedures to respond to the
changing needs of the student population and the internal and external
environments. The PGC develops, implements, evaluates, and revises, if
necessary, the College's plans and initiatives, both long-term and short-term. All
decision making is based on the college's mission and vision statements, as well
as the strategic plan and educational master plan.
The Strategic Plan (developed and revised by the WHCL Strategic Planning
Committee) outlines the tasks and actions to be accomplished during the
upcoming year. The PGC reviews the Strategic Plan and evaluates progress
toward achieving the college goals. Each governance committee is responsible
for achieving the tasks and actions as outlined for each committee within its
goals, roles, and products. The governance committees report directly to the PGC
and each has a representative on the PGC. The Conege President serves as the
chair of the PGC. All governance committee representatives on the PGC report
progress on their assigned goal, objectives, and activities at the PGC meetings.

Representation
The governance structure provides for representation from five recognized
constituencies at West Hills College Lemoore: Students, Academic Senate,
Faculty Association (WHCFA), Classified Staff (CSEA), and administrators.
Planning and Governance meetings are public. In addition, to representation
afforded to individuals through constituencies, other individuals and groups may
be heard in any governance meeting by requesting and receiving permission from
the chair to participate and/or have items added to the agenda.

5

Appointments from the constituencies, when not specified by position, are made
by the follovving:
•
•
•
•
•

SGA - students
Academic Senate - faculty
WHCFA - faculty
CSEA - classified staff
President - administrators

The constituent appointees serve the length of term designated by the
constituency group and/or the President.

Responsibilities of Representatives
The primary responsibilities of representatives are as follows:
•
•
•

Prepare for and attend meetings
Communicate with individual constihlencies. All representatives are
responsib1e for keeping their respective constituencies informed of the
proceedings and recommendations
Contribute to informed decision-making

Meetings and Actions
The agenda of each meeting shall be prepared by the chair (College President or
his/her designee) and shall be posted (on the college website and intranet team
site) at least 72 hours in advance of the meeting. All meeting minutes will be
posted follovving approval of the council.
The latest edition of Robert's Rules of Order shall be the authority on
parliamentary procedure in all PGC meetings.
The chair or his/her designee and a simp1e majority of the members of the
council shall constitute a quorum.
The council shall attempt to achieve consensus for any and an actions. When
consensus cannot be reached, a majority of members shall determine the
recommendation.
The process for presenting items first for information) then for action at a
subsequent meeting shall be followed. The PGC will have 60 days in which to
complete the review and approval process of board policies and administrative
procedures at the col1ege level and submit final comments, recommendations or
actions taken with regard to the policyJprocedure to the Chancellor's Office CAP
2410). Allowance will be made for suspending this process when deemed
appropriate by a majority.

6

Definitions
Council: A group of constituency representatives designated or selected to act in
an advisory capacity that meets on a regular basis. The charge of a council entails
college-wide issues and is the designated governance group.
Standing Committee: A permanent committee of constituency representatives
intended to consider aJl matters pertaining to a designated subject that meets on
a regular basis. A standing committee is part of the governance structure and
reports to a Council.
Permanent Sub-Committee:
A permanent sub group of a standing
committee designated to consider specific subjects in detail for recommendations
back to the standing committee. The chair must be a member of the committee
to which it reports. Other members need not be members of the committee to
which it reports.
Ad Hoc Committee: A committee created by a council or standing committee
to address and made recommendations on a particular subject as needed and
meets until a task is completed. The members need not be from a council or
standing committee.
Task Force: A constituency-represented group created to address a speciaJ
college-wide subject/issue and meets until the subject/issue is resolved.
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Planning and Governance Council
Role: The PGC represents all constituent groups of WHCL, develops or revises
and approves governance policies and communicates with the respective groups.
The strategic planning process guides budget priorities. Recommendations made
by the PGC reflect the values and support the mission of the College and are in
the best interest of improving student success and serving the community. The
PGC, as the recognized participatory governance body of the College, creates the
processes for recommending College policies and governance committee
structures.
The PGC amends and guides the planning processes and
recommends policies and procedures to respond to the changing needs of the
student population and the internal external environments. The PGC develops,
implements, evaluates continuously and revises, if necessary, the College plans
and initiatives, both long-term and short-term. A three-year planning cycle is
used to implement the Master Plan. The PGC has oversight of college standing
committees and receives and monitors reports. Communication with individual
constituencies and participation in the Council meetings are primary
responsibilities of the PGC members.
Products: Annual evaluation of the institutional outcomes, Strategic Plan and
program reVIews, annual progress report, policies and procedures
recommendations.
Diversity Statement: The PGC will review all new committee structures,
policies, or procedures for the diversity statements, holding the "requesting"
individual or group accountable for including the consideration of appropriate
diversity issues into their processes.
PGC Membership (Approved: 9/15/2010)

Voting Members
1 - Chairperson - College President (votes only in case of a tie)
1 -WHC Faculty Association (WHCFA)
1 - Academic Senate
2 - Classified School Employees Association (CSEA)
2 - Administrators
2 - Student Government Association (SGA)
Non Voting Members
1 - Counselor/Advisor
1- Curriculum Committee Chair
1 - Librarian
1 - Chair, BAC
1 - Chair, IEPRC

Chair, SLOC
Chair, SSC
Chair, EDSC
1 - Chair FSAC
1- Chair TC

111-

Reporting Relationship: The PGC Chairperson reports to the District
Leadership Council, Chancellor, and Board of Trustees.
Meeting Schedule: Twice per month; first and third Wednesday.
9

Council/ Committees
The follO\ving councils/committees' are represented on the Planning and
Governance Council. All input derived from these groups is incorporated into the
college's decision making and planning processes.

Budget Allocation Committee
Goal: To build and foster a strong commitment to the use and development of
community, technology, education, and funding in order to effectively increase
the resources and productivity at West Hills College Lemoore.
Role: The WHCL Budget Allocation Committee has the responsibility of
soliciting budget proposals from its staff for the purposes of conducting business.
Area Budget Sub-Committees from: 1) Arts and Sciences 2) Occupational
Education 3) Student Services and 4) Maintenance and Operations will provide
input to the Budget Allocation Committee. Once received, the Budget Allocation
Committee win prioritize these requests based on their impact on student success
and the college's mission and vision statements.
The college's budget
recommendations and priorities will be sent to the Planning and Governance
Council.
Products: Prioritized list of budget recommendations to be sent to the Planning
and Governance Council.
Diversity Statement: WHCL is committed to the appropriation of resources
that includes thoughtful consideration of the special needs of its diverse students,
faculty, staff, and community populations. It is expected that the Budget
Allocation Committee win actively implement diversity issues into their budget
processes. When forwarding action and/or information items to the PGC, the
Budget Allocation Committee \-"ill identify the items addressed in each item.
Membership: (Chairperson to be elected by the committee membership)
•
2 - Administrators
•
2 - WHC Faculty Association (WHCFA)
•
2 -Classified School Employees Association (CSEA)
•
1 - Student Government Association (SGA)
Reporting Relationship: Planning and Governance Council
Meeting Schedule: Every two weeks beginning in January and continuing
until April.
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Employee Development and Success Committee
Goal: West Hills College Lemoore recognizes the importance of institutional
development. To this end, Institutional Development will act as a catalyst to
support and enhance the other four goals.
Role: The Employee Development and Success Committee (EDSC) will develop,
implement, and monitor issues and activities related to helping all WHCL
employees maximize their success in the workplace. Areas of responsibility
include professional development activities, training needs, employee recognition
activities, and employee social activities and celebrations. The EDSC will survey
college employees bi-annually for training and professional development needs
resulting in an annual schedule of programs and events. The EDSC will plan and
implement these programs and events in collaboration with the Academic Senate,
CSEA, and college administration. The EDSC will plan and coordinate various
college employee social activities, including end-of-year celebration of programs
and events and prepare an annual report.
Products: Annual professional development plan; employee notification of
programs and events; evaluation of programs and events; annual plan.
Diversity Statement: The EDSC will actively address issues of diversity in the
workplace including but not limited to: access, gender, age, culture, race,
religion, experience and education.
Membership: (Chairperson to be elected by committee membership)
• 3 - Classified School Employees Association (CSEA)
•
1 - Student Government Association (SGA)
• 3 - WHC Faculty Association (WHCFA) (one from Educational Services)
• 3 - Student Services Representatives
•
1 - Associate Dean of Educational Services, Evening College
Reporting Relationship: Planning and Governance Council
Meeting Schedule: First and third Thursdays of every month August to May
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Facilities. Safety and Auxiliary Services Committee
Goal: To support the mission of the college by maintaining the appearance,

functionality, accessibility, safety, technology, and cleanliness of current and
future facilities conducive to a quality educational environment.
Role: The FSAC, representing all constituent groups of WHCL, develops,
monitors, and has implementation oversight of the Facilities Master Plan, Site
Safety, and Emergency Preparedness Plan. The FSAC evaluates and recommends
revision of plans and standards and communicates with the respective groups
involved. The aforementioned planning process guides budget priorities.
Recommendations made by the FSAC reflect the values and support the mission
of the College and are in the best interest of improving student success and
serving the community.
The FSAC develops, imp1ements, evaluates
continuously, and revises if necessary, the FSAC plans and initiatives, both longterm and short-term. A three-year planning cycle is used to implement all FSAC
plans. The individual constituencies and participation in the committee meetings
are primary responsibilities of the FSAC members.
Products: Facilities Master Plan, Site Safety, Emergency Preparedness Plan
Diversity Statement: The Facilities, Safety and Auxiliary Services Committee
will address diversity into all planning and implementation processes as
appropriate. Diversity issues will include but are not limited to access, use,
learning experience, and indoor/outdoor environment. When forwarding action
and/or information items to the Planning and Governance CounciL The
Facilities and Safety Committee will identify the diversity items addressed in each
item.
Membership: (Chairperson to be elected by the committee membership)
• 1 - Director of Facilities Services
•
1 - Media Services Representative
•
1 - DSPS Representative
•
1 - ITS Representative
•
1 - Student Government Association (SGA)
•
1- WHC Faculty Association (WHCFA)
•
1 -C1assified School Employees Association (CSEA)
• 1 - Administrative Representative
Reporting Relationship: Planning Governance Council
Meeting Schedule: Monthly/first Friday of the month
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Institutional Effectiveness and Program Review Committee
Goal: To provide positive and energetic teaching and learning environments to further
our commitment to student-centered, outcome based education using relevant goals,
innovations, strategies, and partnerships.
Role: The Institutional Effectiveness and Program Review Committee (IEPRC) monitors
Program Review process Representation on this committee is from all constituency
groups of WHC Lemoore.
Products: Program Review and accreditation reports
Diversity Statement: It is expected that the Institutional Effectiveness and Program
Review Committee will actively incorporate all facets of diversity in the systematic
evaluation and planning processes. When forwarding action and/or information items to
the Planning and Governance Council, the Institutional Effectiveness and Program
Review Committee will identify the diversity items addressed in each item.
Membership:
1 - Vice President of Educational Services - Chairperson
1 - Dean of Educational Services
2 - WHC Faculty Association (WHCFA)
2 - Classified School Employees Association (CSEA)
1 - Student Government Association (SGA)
1 - Accreditation Liaison
1 - Student Services Representative
1 - Director of Admissions/Records (Ad Hoc)
Reporting Relationship: Planning and Governance Council
Meeting Schedule: Monthly with more frequent meetings as needed
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Student Learning Outcomes Committee
Goal: To support faculty and staff in the development and assessment of learning
outcomes.
Role: The purpose of the Student Learning Outcomes Committee is to coordinate the
various efforts on the West Hills College-Lemoore campus to create, implement, assess,
and implement student learning on our campus. The SLOC will facilitate discussion
among the various interested parties including, but not limited to:
faculty,
administration, and support staff regarding student learning.
Products: WASC Student Learning Outcomes reports, support and training to faculty

and staff in creating, implementing, assessing, and evaluating results of student learning.
Diversity Statement: Ethnic and gender diversity will be taken into account when
organizing the SLOC and creating, implementing, assessing, and evaluating student
learning outcomes.
Chair: Faculty Student Learning Outcomes Coordinator
Reporting Relationship: College Administration
Membership:
1- Student Learning Outcomes Coordinator-faculty-Chair
1- Student Learning Outcomes Coordinator-non-teaching faculty-CoChair/Vice-Chair
6- Six faculty from the following learning areas as chosen by the Academic Senate:
Arts and Letters (1) , CISjBusinessjCTE (1), MathjSciencejPE (1), Health and
Wellness (1), Social Science (1), Counseling (1)
4- Staff members to represent support programs
I-Student Government Association (SGA)
1- Instructional Administrator
1- Non Instructjonal Administrator
Meeting Schedule: To be determined
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Student Success Committee
Goal: To support the mission of the college by providi ng the services and supports
necessary to students for them to achieve their educational goals.
Role: The Student Success Committee develops, implements, and monitors campuswide services and activities necessary to ensure WHCL students maximize their success.
This includes student services, academic support and recognition activities. This win be
accompHshed by making data driven decisions, incorporating essential planning
documents and ensuring alignment with applicable regulations.
Products: Matriculation Plan, Student Equity Plan, Student Handbook, Transfer Plan,
and other documents affecting institutional effectiveness.
Diversity Statement: We promote the exploration and celebration of differences and
uniqueness in people, languages, and cultures. The Student Success Committee ....rill
actively address student diversity at every level of service including but not limited to
enrollment trends, outreach, registration/enrollment access, advising, retention, and
student clubs and associations. When forwarding action and/or information items to the
Planning and Governance Council, the Student Success Committee will identify the
diversity items addressed in each item.
Membership:
1 - Vice President of Student Services - Chair
1 - Dean of Student Services
1 - WHC Faculty Association (WHCFA)
1 - Classified School Employees Association (CSEA)
1 - Counselor
1 - Representative from Student Support Services
1 - Director of Categorical Programs
1 - Matriculation Coordinator
1 - Transfer Counselor
1 - FinancialAjd Coordinator
1 - Representative from Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Management
1-

2 -

Front Counter Representative
Student Government Association (SGA)

Reporting Relationship: Planning and Governance Council
Meeting Schedule: Monthly/Second Friday 1:30-3 :30

Revised/approved: 10/6/2010
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Technology Committee
Goal: To support the mission of the college by maintaining technology conducive to a

quality educational environment.
Role: The technology committee has the responsibility of assessing IT related policies,
procedures, and planning, as they relate to WHC Lemoore. The central focus is the
intersection of instruction, administrative support and technology in regards to students
and their ability to meet their educational goals. WHCL has a student-centered
environment that reIles heavily on technology and the committee's objective win be
increasing communication among the various constituencies in order to meet this goal.
Open communication, collaboration and feedback related to technology needs and
availability will be a key function. The committee win be representative of all campus
constituencies and align to the Mission and Vision statements of the College.
Products: Technology p1an (annually) in coordination with the Budget Allocation
Committee.
Diversity Statement: The Technology Committee win actively address issues of
diversity in the workplace including but not limited to: access, gender, age, culture, race,
religion, experience and education.
Chair: Recommended by the President
Membership:
1- Librarian
1- Maintenance and Operations Representative
1- Student Services Assistant/Office Manager
1- Counselor/ Advisor
2 - WHCAFaculty Association (WHCFA)
1- Student
1- Media Technician
1- DSPS Assistive Technology Specialist
Reporting Relationship: Reports to the Planning and Governance Council
Meeting Schedule: Every two weeks initially, and then upon committee consensus

RevisedlApproved: 10/6/2010
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Administrative Procedure 2410
Policy and Administrative Procedure
Reference:

Education Code Section 70902

Board Policies and Administrative Procedures are regularly reviewed by the Chancellor's
Office. The Chancellor makes recommendations to the Board of Trustees concerning revisions
to existing policies and procedures or the development of new policies and procedures to
ensure that they are current and comply with state and federal laws.
Any employee, student, or member of the public may initiate a review or development of any
policy or procedure by submitting a request or recommendation in writing to the Chancellor's
Office.
Review and Approval Process
Upon receipt of the request or recommendation, the Chancellor's Office may refer to the
Community College League's Policy and Procedure Service for recommended or legally
advised language. The Chancellor's Office may also use the Policy and Procedure listserv to
query other districts for related Board Policies or Administrative Procedures. In some
instances, the Chancellor's Office may request that legal counsel review the policy or
procedure language. Other employees with expertise in specific areas governed by a Board
Policy or Administrative Procedure may also be consulted during the review process.
After initial review by the Chancellor's Office, the policy and/or procedure will be routed to
the supervisor, manager or Dean of the appropriate department, if applicable, for review (i.e.
Student Services, Human Resources, Business Office, etc.). Following the applicable review,
the policy and/or procedure will be routed as follows:
Policy and/or procedure to be reviewed and discussed by the Chancellor's Executive
Cabinet.
L

After review by the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet, the policy and/or procedure will be
sent to the College Consultation Council eCCC) at West Hills College Coalinga and the
Planning and Governance Council (PGC) at West HnIs College Lemoore (through the College
Presidents) for review and approval, if applicable. Simultaneously, the policy and/or
procedure will be sent to the Academic Senate Presidents and the Faculty Association
President as a courtesy.
2.

3.
Review and approval by the Academic Senate Presidents will be requested only if the
policy and/or procedure deal(s) with academic and professional matters. Review and
approvaJ by the Faculty Association President will only be requested if the policy and/or
procedure has or will have a significant effect on faculty.
4.
After review by the CCC and the PGC, any comments, recommendations or actions
taken ,vith regard to the policy and/or procedure shall be sent to the Chancellor's Office by the
College Presidents. In the case of review and approval by the Academic Senate Presidents or
Faculty Association President, any comments, recommendations or actions taken with regard
to the policy and/or procedure shall be sent to the Chancellor's Office by the individuals
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serving in those capacities. As a courtesy, the comments, recommendations or actions taken
should also be sent to the College Presidents.
5·
The Chancellor's Office win take the pollcy and/or procedure to the District Leadership
Council (DLC) for review and approval.
6.
After DLC review, and upon final review by the Chancellor, the policy and/or procedure
will be placed on the Board of Trustees agenda for a first reading, with consideration to follow
at a subsequent meeting.
Submission of Policies and Procedures for Review
When submitted to the CCC, PGC, the Academic Senate Presidents, the Faculty Association
President, and the DLC, the policy and/or procedure shan be accompanied by a routing form
which will include the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policy/Procedure Number
PolicyfProcedure Name
Indication of new or revised policy/procedure
Initiator of proposed new or revised policyJprocedure
Purpose for new or revised policy/procedure
Anticipated timeline for review and approval process

New policies and procedures will be submitted to the appropriate groups as a "clean" copy.
Revised policies and procedures will be submitted to the appropriate groups using the
following editing marks:
•
•

Deleted text to be shown in
Added text to be shown in bold print

Nonsubstantive ("clean up" or "housekeeping") reVISlons to policies and procedures (Le.
names, title changes, addition or deletion of references) that do not change the intent or
meaning of the policy or procedure may be recommended by the Chancellor to the Board of
Trustees for review and consideration v/ithout being routed through the review and approval
process. However, the revised policies and procedures ""rill be sent to the CCC, PGC, the
Academic Senate Presidents, the Faculty Association President and the DLC as a courtesy.
Policies and procedures dealing strictly with the Board of Trustees may be recommended by
the Chancellor to the Board of Trustees for review and consideration without being routed
through the review and approval process. However, the revised policies and procedures will be
sent to the CCC, PGC, the Academic Senate Presidents~, the Faculty Association President
and the DLC as a courtesy. New or revised procedures that outline an existing process may be
recommended by the Chancellor to the Board of Trustees for review and consideration without
being routed through the review and approval process. However, the revised policies and
procedures will be sent to the CCC, PGC, the Academic Senate Presidents, the Faculty
Association President and the DLC as a courtesy.
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Timeline
In most instances, policy and procedure review and approval wHl be based on a two-month
cycle at the college level. Once the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet agrees to move new or
revised polides and/or procedures forward to the CCC, PGC, the Academic Senate Presidents
and the Faculty Association President, the review and approval process timeline officially
begins. The groups will have 60 days in which to complete the review and approval process at
the college level and submit final comments, recommendations or actions taken with regard to
the policy and/or procedure to the Chance11or's Office.
At the completion of the 60 days (or sooner if the appropriate groups have completed their
review and approval process), the policy and/or procedure \-"ill be placed on the DLC agenda
for review and approval if applicable. Following DLC review, the policy and/or procedure will
be placed on the Board of Trustees agenda for a first reading, ,vith consideration to follow at a
subsequent meeting. The Board of Trustees \vill be provided with the Chancellor's final
recommendation, along with the completed routing form which will include the comments,
recommendations and actions taken by the appropriate groups.
The timeline may be shorted due to various circumstances including, but not limited to,
changes in law or urgent need. However, the Chancellor's Office shall notify all applicable
groups of the shortened timeline.
After approval by the Board of Trustees, policies and procedures will be posted to the District's
website. The Col1ege Presidents and Academic Senate Presidents wHl also be notified as to the
status of the proposed or revised polides and procedures.
Board approval date: 3/7/06
Revised policy approval date: 6/26/07

Administrative Procedure 2510
Participation in Local Decision Making
Reference: Education Code Section 709 02 (b)(7); Title 5, Sections 53200 et seq; 51023.5;
S1023 .7Accreditation Standard N.A.2; NA.S
The Board directs the Chancellor to develop operating procedures to facilitate the process of the
work of the District Leadership Council (DLC), the College Consultation Council eCCC) at West
Hills College Coalinga and the Planning and Governance Council (PGC) at West Hills College
Lemoore. The procedures shall recognize the following relationships among the participating
groups:
The Board - The Board retains all powers implied or granted by the law. The members of the
Governing Board, as elected officials, recognize their accountability to the electorate with the
District and their responsibility under law to make policy decisions affecting the District.

1.

2.

Faculty

a. West Hills College Faculty Association
1. The West Hills College Faculty Association shaH be provided opportunities to participate in the
formulation and development of District policies and procedures which the Board determines, in
consultation with faculty, has or will have a significant effect on faculty.
2. Except in unforeseeable or emergency situations, the Board shall not take action
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on matters significantly affecting faculty until it has provided faculty an opportunity to
participate in the formulation and development of those matters through appropriate structures
and procedures as determined by the Board.
b. The Academic Senate
The Academic Senate shall have two (2) representatives on the OLC (the Academic Senate
President from each college). However, the Board recognizes that the Academic
Senate has a special role with the Board when adopting policies and procedures on academic and
professional matters. This relationship provides for the Board of Trustees or their representative
to consult collegially and to rely primarily on the advice and judgment of the Academic Senate.
The curriculum matters for which the Board shall rely primarily upon the Academic
Senate include the following: a. Curriculum development; b. Establishing prerequisites
and placement of courses within disciplines; c. Standards or policies regarding student
preparation and success; d. Degree and certificate requirements; e. Grading policies.
1.

In keeping with the spirit and intent of the Board and the concept of sharing the governance of
the college, the Academic Senate shall provide, as an information item to the OLC, any action
taken by the Senate on the above listed curriculum matters. Once reviewed by the DLC, the policy
shall be sent to the Chancellor to be placed on the Board's next meeting agenda . The
recommendations of the Academic Senate will normally be accepted. The Board of Trustees may
refuse to adopt the recommendations of the Academic Senate on these matters only in
exceptional circumstances or for compelling reasons. If a recommendation is not accepted, the
Board, through its designee, shall promptly communicate its reasons for rejection of the
recommendation in writing to the Academic Senate. The Board shall also provide the Academic
Senate the opportunity to respond in writing prior to final action by the Board.
2. In all other academic and professional matters, the DLC shan be the forum where the
Academic Senate has mutually agreed to meet with the appropriate administrators and
constituent groups, when appropriate, to formulate recommendations, review policy, and provide
the mechanism for shared governance. The other matters that shall be considered by the OLC are
defined as follows:
a. Educational program development;
b . Faculty roles and involvement in accreditation processes including self study and annual
reports;
c. Establishing policies for faculty professional development;
d. Process for program review;
e. Processes for institutional planning and budget development;
f. Hiring policies, procedures, and criteria for contract faculty and administration;
g. District and college governance structures as related to faculty roles;
h. Other academic and professional matters as mutually agreed upon between the Governing
Board and the Academic Senates. In all non-academic and professional matters, the Board shall
retain its traditional authority as prescribed by law.

3. Staff
a. Staff shall be defined as classified employees who are eligible to be members of the bargaining
unit represented by CSEA.
b. Staff shall be provided opportunities to participate in the formulation and development of
District policies and procedures which the Board determines, in consultation with Staff, has or
will have a significant effect on Staff.
c. Except in unforeseeable or emergency situations, the Board shall not take action on matters
significantly affecting Staff until is has provided Staff an opportunity to partic.ipate in the
formulation and development of those matters through appropriate structures and procedures as
determined by the Board.
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4. Students
a. Students shall have the opportunity to participate in the formulation and development of
District policies which will have a significant effect on students, including the opportunity to
participate injointly developing recommendations to the Board as enumerated in Title V.
b. Except in unforeseeable or emergency situations, the Board shall not take action on matters
significantly affecting students until it has provided students an opportunity to participate in the
formulation and development of those matters through appropriate structures and procedures as
determined by the Board.
c. The Board shall give reasonable consideration to any written recommendations or posi.tions
developed by students regarding District policies and procedures pertaining to the hiring and
evaluation offaculty, administration, and staff.
5. Administration
a. Administration shall be provided opportunities to partlclpate in the formulation and
development of District pohcies and procedures which the Board determines, in consultation
'with Administration, has or will have a significant effect on Administration.
b. Except in unforeseeable or emergency situations, the Board shall not take action on matters
significantly affecting Administration until it has provided Administration an opportunity to
participate in the formulation and development of those matters through appropriate structures
and procedures as determined by the Board.
6. Rights and Responsibilities - Nothing in this policy shall be construed to impinge on the rights
and responsibilities of the Governing Board, the Chancellor and administration, or on the rights
of faculty, staff, or students, not to detract from any negotiations or negotiated agreement
between collective bargaining agents and the Board of Trustees as to how they will consult,
collaborate, share, or delegate among themselves the responsibilities that are or may be
delegated to the Academic Senate or to staff by this policy.
7. Status of DLC - The OLC shall only have the powers and duties set forth in these policies and
procedures or applicable law and regulations. The DLe shall not be a legally constituted entity.
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Strategic Planning Committee
Friday, February 19, 2010, 2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Conference Center
Minutes
Attendees:
Pedro Avila, Vice Chancellor of Enrollment Services
David Babb, Faculty
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services
Bob Clement, Athletic Director
Bob Hall, Faculty
Tammy Larson, Faculty
Jose Lopez, Dean of Students
Stephanie Droker, Academic Senate President
James Preston, Faculty
Joel Rogers, Faculty
Rene Sanchez, Faculty
Kim Sheffield, Faculty
Elva Torres, Classified Staff
Rebecca Riddle, Classified Staff
Don Warkentin, President
The meeting began at 2:14 p.m.
1. Accountability Report Community Colleges (ARCC)
Dave Bolt stated that this report (ARCC) comes from the State Chancellor's
Office.
It compares the CA Community Colleges.
WHC Lemoore is
above in some areas and below in some areas. Yearly we are asked to
review our ARCC data. Mr. Bolt distributed copies of the ARCC 2009
College Self-Assessment/Response and the ARCC 2010 Report and made
review of each. The report reflects data collected one year in arrears. The
fact that we are a new college, we only have WHCL data for recent years to
compare to data that was collected as a district. This has created a
problem. Page 3 shows enrollment patterns, FTES generated and
demographics. Peer grouping on page 5 is how we compare to others:
Fresno City, College of Sequoias, Modesto, Merced, Porterville, and Taft.
For each indicator the groups slightly change. The peer group average is
74% and we have 66.30/0. The highest is 77.5%. We have to deal with the
fact that we are the lowest in our peer group and decide what our plan is to
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become higher. We may need to look at how we drop students and/or how
to retain them. Jameson Birrell stated that he would like to see some
policies. We have an early alert system and it needs to be used. We look at
the success rates of our vocational classes and also look at the patterns.
One program that had issues was Open Entry and this year we changed it.
The 2009-2010 report may show a better result due to this. The faculty also
analyzed the problems in their program review as a solution. There have
been problems with sections in AOJ, specifically, students would take the
firearms class but did not own a gun and they would drop out. Instruction
had to buy fire arms. A narrative will be prepared to explain page 5. There
are 3 levels of vocational education. CWEE has separate sections for
each. Mr. Bolt stated that he likes to see each section broken out.
Jameson Birrell asked how we compare with outside peer groups
throughout the state. Is Basic Skills both English and math and what's an
improvement rate? Pedro Avila stated that ESL has a much higher
success rate. Coalinga has a large ESL class and we do not. The ESL
success rate is 80-90%. Pedro is not favorable of the way this is
calculated.
The improvement rate is how they check by following the
student over a 3 yr. period. James Preston asked if the English faculty
could receive a breakdown. Pedro responded that these are reflected in the
performance indicators. Math 61 is now considered basic skills. The report
comes from the chancellor's office due to a requirement by the California
Department of Finance. Stephanie Droker stated that she noticed that
retention is not addressed on this report. Low retention impacts success
rates. Retention defined is the percent of students who remain in class
after census week.

2. Performance Indicators
Mr. Warkentin announced that our performance indicators are mapped
back to our mission statement. Performance indicators are a way to
measure and link to our goals. There is a lot of redundancy with the ARCC
report. Goal 1 deals with quality education. We keep an eye on a
percentage of population by city. Fluctuation might be demographic
differences in each community. Part of it is out of our control. When we
get to the 2010 census data this will reveal the accuracy of the data. This is
mapped back to our educational plan, student equity, place, etc. Does it
pick up the population who do not live in the city? It is tracked by zip code.
These are reference points to keep in mind as compared to other colleges.
Goal 1.b looks at high school graduates. The data is one yr. behind. 1.c
looks at success and retention rates. We have a large online program
2
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which drives down our success rate. Persistence is defined as what
percentage of students returns from fall to fall; we have declined. Spring
semester starting students are not traditional students so we want to
compare apples to apples. Goal 2 breaks out changes made in basic skills
that have had a positive impact, specifically on retention. ESL is a lot
higher. Goal 2d reflects degrees and certificates conferred which has gone
down and it is suspected it will go down more for the next year. This is
something to monitor. Goal 2d refers to transfers to four-year institutions.
Bob Clement asked how we know where students transfer. Pedro Avila
responded that the info comes from the national data warehouse; they
provide GPA and the student's major. 2e reflects the results of a national
survey and a benchmark in 2007-08. We did very well. The benchmark
was composed of over 500 community colleges across the nation.
Stephanie Droker asked why the difference in 2007-08 could be the
benchmark moved. We had very few underperforming questions from the
2007. One underperforming was Tutoring. These are use of service
questions and customer satisfaction. The survey is on the portal on the
program review team site. Goal 3: Even though there was a reduction in
sections we generated more FTE. We had two sections of math generate
30 FTES, we cut to one and saved 'Y2 and still kept enrollment. Bob Hall
questioned if there is a problem if FTES increase with less money if the
state would cut us back. We now have to grow FTE again. Student
Services has to be funded and they do not cause FTES but are needed for
services to support Instruction. Goals 3c refers to nearly $5million in grants
generated last year. 3d is revenue generated by outside capital and it is
carryover money. MAA for 08-09 only reflects on the 1st quarter check.
Overall we are doing good. Two areas of focus are: outreach & vocational
classes.

3. Mission Statement
Mr. Warkentin stated that we need to look at our mission statement and if
we feel it is still relevant it will go to the Planning and Governance Council
(PGC) and then Board of Trustees. All were in consensus; the WHCL
mission statement is relevant as is. It will be on the PGC and Board
agendas for approval.
4. Institutional Effectiveness Calendar
Mr. Warkentin explained that this is a planning calendar as a matter of
record outlining when various actions are to be taken toward institutional
effectiveness, including some regulated reports, i.e. WASC report, etc.
3
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5. Other
David Babb review the SLO's

Counseling: Represents IS and NC courses. David does not know who
teaches this. If there is a course that is not taught then David recommends
inactivating it. Who do we talk to about getting portal training? . Tom
Robb can assist with portal concerns. This can be done with flows through
the portal.
Don reported that at the recent board retreat Barbara Beno touched on
SLO's. When we have our viSit we need to show evidence that we have
gone through one cycle of SLO's. If we cannot show this then we will have
a follow-up visit. Many courses are taught by adjuncts and he believes
learning areas need to determine when they are done. Courses not taught
cannot be assessed, i.e. Political Science and Psych are taught by adjunct.
If adjunct instructors are teaching the same learning area as full-time then
the adjunct can join in to work on SLO's. Stephanie Droker is willing to
write SLO's for Political Science courses that are needed. Submission will
soon be made through the portal.
Program reviews show sustainable quality improvement.
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West Hills College Lemoore
Planning and Governance Council
Wednesday - April 21, 2010, 2:00 p.m.
Conference Center, Rm. 256

MINUTES
Members Present:
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services
America Bryant, CSEA/Classified Representative
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Vice President of Student Services
Stephanie Droker, Academic Senate President
Marty Ennes, CTA/Faculty Representative
Jose Lopez, Dean of Students
Keith Brock, CSEA/Classified Representative
John Bernal, Director of Facilities & Auxiliary Services
Ron Oxford, Librarian
Tiffani McGee for Angela Tos, CTA/Faculty Representative
Don Warkentin, President
Ryan Cardoza for Angel Isidoro, Student Government Association Representative
Members Absent:
David Babb, Student Learning Outcomes Chair
Marlon Hall, Associate Dean of Educational Services, Evening College
Rene Sanchez, Curriculum Committee Chair
Linda Amaya-Guenon, Counselor/Advisor
Call to Order
Mr. Warkentin called the meeting to order at 2:03 p.m.
RollCall
A silent roll call was taken and a quorum was present.
Approval of minutes
The minutes of the April 7, 2010 meeting were approved by on a motion by Marty
Ennes (with corrections as noted by Stephanie Droker), it was seconded by Stephanie
Droker, all were in favor, motion passed.
Action Items
• WHCL MissionjVision Statements and Goals
Stephanie Droker commented that the recommended changes from Myeisha Johnson
were not electronically sent as she understood they would be after the last meeting.
Stephanie expressed that the changes brought forward by Myeisha should have gone
through the Student Government Association (SGA) as a cooperative recommendation,
rather than from Myeisha personally. The mission statement was reviewed at the
previous Strategic Planning Committee meeting which is the formal process. Marty
Ennes motioned to approve the mission and vision statements as recommended by the
Strategic Planning Committee, it was seconded by Stephanie Droker; all were in favor,
the motion passed. America Bryant commented that she thought Myeisha's ideas for
changes to the mission statement were really good and innovative; however, she agreed
that they needed to be brought forward in the proper manner. Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson
stated that Dean Lopez will be working with students to help them better understand
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the participatory process. The WHCL Mission/Vision statements will be forwarded to
the Board of Trustees for their May agenda.
• Lottery Fund Budget Allocation Expenditure Request
Stephanie Droker motioned to approve the Lottery Fund Budget Allocation Expenditure
Report, it was seconded by Ron Oxford; all were in favor, the motion passed. Mr.
Warkentin asked if there was further discussion. Dave Bolt reported that he had learned
that the monies can now be rolled over for next year. Mr. Warkentin stated that these
dollars have to be used for direct instruction items.
Information/Discussion Items
1. Board Policies and Administrative Procedures: (first reading)
• Revised BP 5520, Student Discipline (Replacement for BP 520, Student
Discipline)
• New AP 5520, Student Discipline
• New BP 5500, Standards of Student Conduct
• Revised AP 5530, Student Rights and Grievances (Replacement for AP 523,
Student Grievances)
Mr. Warkentin stated that these policies and procedures will need to go out to the
constituency groups as part of the formal process. Marty Ennes stated that these have
now been taken to the Faculty Association and comments are being received. She will email the comments to all on the respective routing forms prior to the next meeting.
Stephanie Droker reported that the Academic Senate had completed their review.
Program Review (second reading)
• SnackBar
Dave Bolt reported that program reviews will remain on the PGC agenda for three
consecutive meetings. An extra meeting has been being allowed for adequate review
time. At the last meeting there were comments on the Snack Bar Program Review
concerning the student learning outcomes. Ron Oxford stated that he had worked with
Debra Christy, the originator, on the SLO'S. It was difficult to come up with SLO'S for
this area; however, Ron feels we need to be consistent with each program review to
include SLO'S. Marty Ennes commented that not every program is necessarily tied to
student learning. Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson reflected on the survey taken and the data
revealing that students wanted more variety and healthier choices offered in the snack
bar. Mr. Warkentin commented that a recommendation may be that WHC Lemoore
does not have to do program review for certain areas. There seems to be some
disconnect between instructional and non instructional SLO'S. In this area we could
easily evaluate this process, and if it fits, we will make it a SLO'S, but if not then a
program outcome will be reflected. WASC is most concerned that program reviews are
done and it is up to us how to go about it. Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson stated that a concern
she has is if these outcomes may create a burden on the originator to track information.
Discussion ensued regarding the need for the program review originator to attend a PGC
meeting. Marty commented that she believes it should be up to the originator. This will
be an action item at the next meeting.
2.
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• Upward Bound Math & Science (UBM&S)
There were no comments on the UBM & S Program Review. Action will be taken at the
next meeting.
• Upward Bound Math & Science (UBM&S) Classic
Action will be taken on the UBM&S Classic Program Review at the next meeting.
3. WHCIST
Dave Bolt reported that the last WHCIST meeting was cancelled. Sylvia DorseyRobinson reported that at the meeting she last attended they went through the tasks
that had been assigned. E-SARS was discussed which is the electronic version of SARS
and allows students to make counseling appointments. Angela Tos will work on the
implementation of e-SARS. Sylvia plans to coordinate an ad hoc committee. Ron
Oxford expressed concern about the potential of SARS to be used for tutoring. Sylvia
stated that e-SARS is expected to be in place in the fall.
4. Student Government Association (SGA)
Ryan Cardoza, SGA representative, reported that the Pizza Festival was held this past
weekend and it was a great event. SGA had a donation box for the Relay for Life event to
be held this weekend. Ryan stated, on behalf of Angel Isidoro, SGA President, he would
like to ask for a donation from the PGC for Relay for Life. Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson
responded that PGC could not donate monies, but West Hills College may be able to
donate. Mr. Warkentin reported that WHCL had already donated $500 for this event
through our Medical Administrative Activities (MAA) dollars. Ryan reported that the
SGA elections have been postponed due to the start of registration, and they will be
rescheduled. Ron Oxford explained that there has been a great amount of work put into
allowing elections via "My West Hills" and Ryan had experienced a significant amount
of difficulty. Sylvia stated that this is the first year that SGA has taken a leadership role
to allow access via the internet and there was bound to be glitches. She commended
Ryan for his efforts and stated that he has done a fantastic job. Ryan reported that there
is an SGA scholarship currently available for students to apply.
5. Curriculum Committee Report
Dave Bolt stated that he did not attend the Curriculum meeting today but he reported
that there will be a training session at the next meeting regarding electronic
submissions. Stephanie Droker reported that there are new course titles.
6. Academic Senate Report
a). Faculty resolution - two year schedule
Stephanie Droker reported that this resolution, coming from the Academic Senate,
addresses the faculty's support of a two-year course schedule. It is college specific. This
will come to the PGC council for approval. Dave Bolt stated that we have had a two-year
schedule in the past; however, budget limitations prevented its adherence. Marty
questioned if the old two-year schedule is something faculty could go through on a duty
day and -come up with a skeleton two-year schedule. Dave will bring the old two-year
schedule to the next meeting. Tiffani McGee stated that she was involved in the creation
of this resolution and they were more concerned about classes being offered.
Stephanie announced that at yesterday's board meeting tenure was granted to Christian
Raia, Joel Rogers, and Lataria Hall. Additionally she reported that Kurt Sterling had
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been elected as the new Academic Senate president and Tammy Larson as the vice
president. Kurt will be shadowing Stephanie for the remainder of the year as possible.
Learning area awards have been determined in each discipline and will be presented at
the Honors Brunch.
7. Accreditation
Dave Bolt reported that the substantive change report had been submitted. The
accreditation self study standards are continuing to be reviewed by the President's
Executive Cabinet (PEC). Dave stated that he is responsible for the self study
introduction and eligibility requirements, including the history of the college. The
accreditation visitation date has been determined and is March 7-10, 2011. Dave has
received the annual report from WASC which relies on Dave Babb, Pedro Avila and
Susan Whitener for information. The deadline is June 30. There are 31 questions to
answer. Mr. Warkentin explained that the accrediting team members will arrive on
Sunday, make a visit to the district office on Monday, and then be on campus Tuesday
through Thursday. The team room will be conference room 256. Open forums will be
held, and an exit interview will be on Thursday afternoon. Mr. Warkentin recalled that
at the last accreditation visit there was several community members who came to
express their appreciation of having a community college in Lemoore. The team
member composition will be learned in December and January. The team will want to
visit our college meetings.
8. Report from Committee Representative
a) Student Learning Outcomes Committee (SLO'SC)
In the absence of David Babb, Ron Oxford reported that there had not been a meeting.
b) Institutional Effectiveness and Program Review Committee (IEPRC)
Dave Bolt reported that IEPRC is re-writing the program review booklets, and they are
close to completion.
c) Budget Allocation Committee (BAC)
Dave Bolt thanked all for approving the lottery fund budget. The BAC is currently
reviewing the budget.
d) Employee Development and Success Committee (EDSC)
In the absence of Marlon Hall, Mr. Warkentin reported that the district is looking at
forming a partnership with Cisco for video-conferencing. Staff will be going to San Jose
for another visit to Cisco on April 29th.
e) Student Success Committee (SSC)
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson reported that SSC has gone through the Strategic Planning
Matrix and amended the document. They have identified the area of standards and
where the area fell. Additionally, they have worked on the Student Town Hall Matrix.
They are now working on the student equity plan. Sylvia and Dean Lopez conducted a
conference call with Tammy Weatherman on the SGA account funds' collected. They
now have information on training student clubs on how to collect, deposit, and access
the funds.
t) Facilities, Safety and Auxiliary Services Committee (FSAC)
John Bernal distributed the four-week construction schedule. The parking southeast
entrance and exit will be closed until the construction in this area is done. College
Avenue will be blocked just past the administration bldg. entrance within the next two
weeks. There was an incident today with a student who backed into a pole. Also during
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the Pizza Festival a lady vendor slipped and fell. Ryan Cardoza stated that he had
learned that the steps in the amphitheatre are not visible in daylight. He recommended
that they be painted for visibility. Victor Rosa, principal of the middle college would like
the pot holes fixed. John is looking for suggestions for concerts to be held in the Multiuse Sports Complex. There will be 2,500 seats.
g) Technology Committee (Te)
Ron Oxford reported that the TC had met last Friday. They reviewed TAT minutes. An
issue with faculty is when computers update; they shut down. There is a way to update
and ITS can provide a cheat sheet for faculty to update prior to beginning their
presentations. They additionally looked at the wait list. Ryan Cardoza reported that he
has made a screen cast on how to use the search and register feature. Dean Lopez will
check into getting information regarding assistance as a better contact for SGA is
needed. There was also discussion about when the new wireless will go in, and there's
concern regarding log on for non students.

9. Graduation Committee
Dean Lopez reported that the main graduation speaker will stay at the palace. The
student speaker has become ill and they have a back up speaker. The Honors Dinner is
on May 13th for scholarship recipients and their families. The Honors Brunch is on May
14th for program award recipients and their families. The Student Government
Association (SGA) will also be recognized. Tiffani McGee questioned if the bookstore is
in charge of the cap and gowns. Dean Lopez responded affirmatively. The bookstore
does not have a list as yet. Petitions are just being finished and are in process. Jim
Marvin will need the list for the student newspaper.
Other
Mr. Warkentin announced that the next Strategic Planning Committee (SPC) meeting is
scheduled for April 30th and the focus will be on the College Strategic plan. The Plan
will first go to the SPC for review with recommendations to be sent to the PGC for their
review and approval.

10.

Mr. Warkentin gave a brief update on plans for the event center. He stated that we do
not want to be in competition with Tachi Palace for the same type of events they might
hold. A budget will be needed for operation costs. Ryan Cardoza asked when we will
know how much money is needed. For example, using the Student Government
Association (SGA), they could possibly charge every student each semester for
discounted tickets to the event center activities. Dean Lopez asked if we were going to
have the Pizza Festival on campus next year as he recommends we have an event similar
to be coordinated by the college as a fund raiser. Mr. Warkentin replied that the
Lemoore Chamber of Commerce sponsors the Pizza Fest and this year it was a
cooperative outreach effort; although, we could do something similar. Marty Ennes
commented that faculty was unaware that the parking lot would be closed off for the
Pizza Festival, and there was one faculty member who was concerned about the grass.
Mr. Warkentin reported that he had also been asked to host the July 4th event. America
Bryant reported that the Financial Aid Department had a booth at Pizza Festival and
they received positive feedback regarding the Pizza Festival being held at the college.

-------t(
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Dean Lopez reported that the Alpha Gamma Sigma club is planning to host the 2011
Alpha Gamma Sigma Society at WHC Lemoore and there will be 46 schools represented.
This is the first time for this event to be held in the central valley.
Ryan Cardoza stated that he is concerned with the membership of the Lemoore group of
students on the server as it is not up to date and needs to be. He would like to know if
there is any way to get SharePoint updated. Students who are not included cannot
access the Student Government Association's election.
11.

Agenda items for next meeting
• Two Year Schedule
• Board policies procedures
• Program Reviews

12. Adjournment
Mr. Warkentin adjourned the meeting at 3:25 p.m.

----------t(
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
Board of Trustees
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga, CA 93210
(559) 934-2100

MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE GOVERNING BOARD
May 18, 2010

iCALL TO ORDER/ OPEN SESSIONi
President McKean called the meeting of the Board of Trustees to order at 3:00 p .m.
Board members present:
Mark McKean, President
Bill Henry, Vice President
Nina Oxborrow, Clerk
Jeff Levinson
Edna Ivans
Jack Minnite
Steve Cantu

Board members absent:
Yohan Maeda, Student Trustee

Administrators present:
Frank Gornick, Chancellor
Ken Stoppenbrink, Vice Chancellor of Business Services
Pedro Avila, Vice Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Management
Carole Goldsmith, Vice Chancellor of Educational Services and Workforce Development
Willard Lewallen, President, West Hills College Coalinga
Don Warkentin, President, West Hills College Lemoore
Frances Squire, Executive Director of West Hills Community College Foundation
Susan Whitener, Associate Vice Chancellor of Educational Plarming
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Vice President of Student Services, West Hills College Lemoore
Jill Stearns, Vice President of Educational Services, West Hills College Coalinga
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services, West Hills College Lemoore
David Reynolds, Associate Dean of Student Services, West Hills College Coalinga
Kathy Watts, Director of Child Development Centers
Marcel Hetu, Director of North District Center, Firebaugh
Richard Larson, Director of Farm of the Future, West Hills College Coalinga
Bob Clement, Director of Athletics, West Hills College Lemoore
Jana Cox, Director of Financial Aid
Introduction of Guests
There were no guests introduced at this time.
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Public Comments

There were no public comments made at this time.
)REPORTS FROM ORGANIZATIONS / COLLEGES / DISTRICT OFFICij
Academic Senate Report - Ms. Anita Bart, Academic Senate President for West Hills
College Coalinga, was not present to report at this time.
Ms. Stephanie Droker, Academic Senate President for West Hills College Lemoore,
reported that the Senate's commented on the Board Policies and Administrative
Procedures are included on the routing forms. The Senate has been working on flex day
activities for the fall. Ms. Droker introduced Mr. Kurt Sterling, new Academic Senate
President.
WHCFA Report - Ms. Marty Ennes, WHCF A President, reported that the Faculty
Association's comments are also included on the routing forms for the Board Policies
and Administrative Procedures. She stated that the Faculty Association very much
appreciates the time that Mr. Ken Stoppenbrink and Dr. Willard Lewallen spent on
meetings to discuss a revised agreement for the psychiatric technician contract
reductions. The language has been ironed out and all sides are happy with the new
agreement. She thanked the district for meeting halfway and stated that the students
will not be in jeopardy because of the changes. Ms. Ennes reported that the year will
end on a positive note and she appreciates this.
CSEA Report - Mr. John Ieronimo, CSEA President, was not present to report at this
time.
Student Trustee Report - Mr. Yohan Maeda, Student Trustee, was not present to report
at this time. Dr. Willard Lewallen reported that Mr. Maeda had to work today. He will
be in Coalinga through the end of June and will then return to Japan as he will be
finished with his education at West Hills College.
Trustee Cantu arrived at this time.
West Hills College Coalinga and North District Center, Firebaugh - Dr. Willard
Lewallen, President, provided an update on summer activities occurring at West Hills
College Lemoore. He stated that although the class schedule is significantly reduced,
many groups will be on the campus this summer for various programs including a
migrant student groups; an instructor group from China; a Hmong high school group
for English immersion; and a group of 4th through 6th graders from the Fresno County
Office of Education for a day program (another group will be at the North District
Center in Firebaugh). Trustee Minnite questioned if these programs will be repeated
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next year. Dr. Lewallen responded in the affirmative, stating that Fresno County Office
of Education wants to lock in their dates now for next year.
West Hills College Lemoore - Mr. Don Warkentin, President, introduced Mr. Bob
Clement, Athletic Director, and Mr. Dave Neer, Insh'uctor/Golf Coach. Mr. Clement
thanked the Board of Trustees for their support. He stated that the significance of
yesterday's honor is difficult to put into words. The men's golf team accomplished the
highest honor for community college athletics by finishing ahead of the elite top eight
teams in the state to win the coveted men's state golf title. This honor goes along with
the conference and regional championship accomplishments of the team earlier in the
season. The team is made up of local students and to see their progress is h'uly a joy.
Mr. Clement stated that he gives a lot of credit to Coach Dave Neer, Assistant Coach
Tim Wahl, and the athletes. Mr. Neer thanked everyone for the congratulations. He
stated that it has been a dream season and the students did a great job. The golf coach
at Cal State East Bay (formerly Cal State Hayward) is very interested in a couple of the
students. Mr. Clement announced that a ceremony will be held at a restaurant in
Lemoore at 5:30 p.m. on Wednesday, May 19 to recognize the team.
Chancellor's Report - Dr. Frank Gornick, Chancellor, reported that Conne Cleveland,
Site Supervisor at West Hills College Coalinga Child Development Center, was
recognized in The Fresno Bee earlier this week for her work in the First 5 Fresno County
Early Care and Education category.
Dr. Gornick invited the Board of Trustees to attend the Employee Scholars Program
brunch that is being held on Monday, May 24 to recognize and honor those employees
who have participated in the program.
Trustee Henry commented on the workshop sessions he recently attended at the
California Community College Trustees (CCCT) Conference in Long Beach. The
workshop sessions covered topics such as a fee schedule for classes (i.e. nursing);
federal aid and aid for students; funding rates for h'ansfer level courses; assessment
issues; and the Brown Act. With regard to the Brown Act, Mr. Henry commented on
some of the items he found interesting including serial meetings; requesting copies of
the Board agenda; placing items on the agenda; comments made before the Board of
Trustees; and closed sessions. A handout on the Brown Act workshop was distributed.
Dr. Gornick stated that it has been five years since we established district sh'ategic
planning goals and it is interesting to look back at what was identified as a goal and
what we have accomplished. Mr. Pedro Avila reported that we have spent five years
going through the strategic planning process. The sh'ategic planning committee has
met approximately three times each year. He summarized the goals, stating that the
information is a summary of what we know now.
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•

Goal 1 - Meet or Exceed FTES Growth Targets. Mr. Avila commented on the
FTES numbers from 2005-2006 through 2009-2010. Discussion took place
regarding the goal and changing it to read "Meet FTES Targets". The Board
agreed that this would be a good change. Trustee Mirutite questioned where we
are getting input on growth or non-growth. Mr. Avila explained that discussions
are held at the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet level and the numbers are based
on the budget. Discussion took place regarding accreditation as it relates to
growth targets.

•

Goal 2 - Focus Marketing Efforts on District-Wide Stories. Mr. Avila discussed
perceptions in the communities and the change in marketing efforts. The
Dialogue publication has been changed to @ west hills college and has been reformatted. It is printed twice per year and is sent to 76,000 homes in the district.
The marketing efforts were changed from promoting emollment to instead focus
on promoting events on campus and presence-building.

•

Goal 3 - WHCCD Will Annually Increase Community Participation Rates. Dr.
Carole Goldsmith commented on outreach to the communities. She stated that
because of the successful bonds, we will have outreach community centers in the
rural cities (Mendota; Tranquillity; San Joaquin). A facility has been selected in
San Joaquin; the memorandum of understanding is in place, and the funds have
been identified that will expand distance education opportunities. Dr.
Goldsmith commented on the Bridges Out of Poverty grant and stated that the
WIT (Westside Institute of Technology) participation numbers are forthcoming.
Discussion took place regarding participation rates and Dr. Goldsmith stated
that we need to take a look at the rates of those with higher than a high school
degree. Ms. Susan Whitener stated that one of the things we are doing is to look
at webcasting, which is live web streaming with lecture capture. It is ADA
compliant and is the way we are going to reach the rural locations. Discussion
took place regarding the courses that would be offered and Ms. Whitener stated
that they would be rolled out a little bit at a time.

•

Goal 4.1 - Maintain Success Rates Within the California Community College
Statewide Average. Mr. Avila stated that separate benchmarks were developed
for face-to-face and online success rates. Ms. Whitener commented on the audit
that was conducted for online student services. She stated that we are working
on making this component more robust.

•

4.2 - Maintain Transfer Rates Within the California Community College
Average. Mr. Avila commented on the transfer rates following the trend with
fees at the UC and CSU systems. He also commented on West Hills Community
College District transfers to four year institutions.
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•

4.3 - Maintain Graduation Rates Within the California Community College
Average. Mr. Avila reported on the degree and certificate rates by freshmen
cohorts, comparing district completion rates to California Community College
statewide completion rates.

•

GoalS - Become the Preferred Choice of Students Through Ongoing and Active
:Recruitment. Mr. Avila stated that staff have been focusing a lot on this area in
the past few months. A declining trend has been noticed with high school
participation rates. Either students are not going anywhere or someone is
beating us to them. We are going to begin finalizing our project with CalPASS
which will provide us with more detailed information about where students are
going. What we know is that the relationship with the counselors at the high
schools is very critical. It is very important that we create and maintain the
relationships. The college deans have been working hard to address the issue of
participation rates. Mr. Avila stated that there is an overall trend and he is
mostly concerned with the reduced number of sections and the priority
registration process and how this affects the incoming high school students.
There are a lot of questions and we are trying to find the answers. It is difficult
to give a conclusion at this time. Dr. Gornick stated that he thinks we need to
fight a little harder to maintain the percentages.

In addition to the goals, Mr. Avila commented on the District Score Card which

summarizes the progress on each of the goals since 2005-2006. He also shared the
Comprehensive Effectiveness Model with the Board.
Dr. Gornick questioned if the Board wants to include distance education, basic skills,
and workforce in the new goals. The Board agreed and discussion took place
concerning maintaining financial integrity. Mr . Avila commented on the strategic
planning process that has been occurring at the college level, stating that they include
basic skills and workforce in their planning. The Comprehensive Effectiveness Model
would align with the colleges.
ICONSENT AGENDA!

The following consent agenda items were approved on a motion by Trustee Ivans,
seconded by Trustee Levinson, and carried unanimously:
CA-SO

Minutes - The minutes of the April 20, 2010 Board of Trustees study
session and Board of Trustees meeting were approved as submitted.

CA-Sl

Warrants - The warrants were approved as submitted.

CA-S2

Surplus Property - The list of surplus property was approved as
submitted.
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CA-53

Adult/Student Temporary Salary Schedule - The changes to the
adult/ student temporary salary schedule were approved as submitted.

CA-54

Personnel Transactions - The list of personnel transactions were approved
as submitted.

Trustee Cantu questioned when additional information would be received on the solar
farm. Dr. Gornick stated that a lot of information is being collected and will be
prOVided at a later date.
ICHANCELLOR'S OFFICE!
CO-31

Honorary Degrees - Mr. Warkentin reported that the recommendation to
award an honorary degree to Ms. Evelyn Sue Westover was brought
forward by the faculty. Ms. Westover passed away but was close to
receiving her degree.
The following honorary degrees were awarded on a motion by Trustee
Levinson, seconded by Trustee Minnite, and carried unanimously:
•
•

Dolores Crabtree, West Hills College Coalinga
Evelyn Sue Westover, West Hills College Lemoore

CO-32

West Hills College Coalinga Mission and Vision Statements and Goals The West Hills College Coalinga Mission and Vision Statements and Goals
were approved on a motion by Trustee Minnite, seconded by Trustee
Cantu, and carried unanimously.

CO-33

West Hills College Lemoore Mission and Vision Statements - The West
Hills College Lemoore Mission and Vision Statements were approved on a
motion by Trustee Minnite, seconded by Trustee Ivans, and carried
unanimously.

CO-34

Board of Trustees Meeting Schedule - The proposed Board of Trustees
meeting schedule for 2010-2011 was approved on a motion by Trustee
Cantu, seconded by Trustee Minnite, and carried unanimously.

CO-35

Board Policies and Administrative Procedures - Trustee Cantu questioned
the issue with regard to the storage of firearms. Mr. Ken Stoppenbrink
stated that staff are still working on resolving the memorandum of
understanding with City of Lemoore with regard to storage. At this time
they have possession of the firearms.
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The following Board Policies and Administrative Procedure were
approved on a motion by Trustee Cantu, seconded by Trustee Minnite,
and carried unanimously:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Board Policy and Administrative Procedure 3530, Weapons on
Campus
Board Policy and Administrative Procedure 4260, Prerequisites and
Co-requisites
Board Policy and Administrative Procedure 5040, Student Records,
Directory Information and Privacy
Administrative Procedure 5045, Student Records - Challenging
Content and Access Log
Board Policy 6816, Hearing Conservation Program
Board Policy 6817, Transportation and Driver Selection

CO-36

Substantive Change Submittals to ACCIC - The submission of substantive
changes to the Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior
Colleges (ACCJC) for West Hills College Coalinga and West Hills College
Lemoore was approved on a motion by Trustee Ivans, seconded by
Trustee Minnite, and carried unanimously.

CO-37

Child Development Centers Annual Report - Ms. Kathy Watts, Director of
Child Development Centers, prOVided a report on the child development
centers. She stated that the child development center I sending 340
children ready for kindergarten to the local school districts. The child
development centers currently have 10 4-year old student classrooms that
focus on cognitive development; 7 3-year old student classrooms that
focus on socio-emotional development; and 10 3- and 4-year old student
blended classrooms. She reviewed the desired result indicators and the
progress made from fall 2009 to spring 2010, along with the summary of
findings from the fall 2009 assessment. Ms. Watts also reviewed the action
plan and results with the Board.
Dr. Goldsmith stated that the child development program is an exemplary
program as identified by First 5 Fresno County and is recognized
throughout the state. She congratulated Ms. Watts for the success of the
program.
The child development centers annual report was approved on a motion
by Trustee Ivans, seconded by Trustee Oxborrow, and carried
unanimously.
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!FISCAL SERVICESI

FS-44

Fiscal Services Report - Mr. Ken Stoppenbrink, Vice Chancellor of
Business Services, provided the fiscal services report. He stated that we
are 83.4% through the fiscal year. General fund revenues are at 74.3% and
general fund expenditures are at 71.5%.

Mr. Stoppenbrink reported on the budget outlook for the May Revise. We
are not going to budget any COLA or growth and no new revenue will be
built into the budget. The budget will be built on no furloughs and will
include step increases. The budget will also include a 12% increase in
health and welfare benefits. PERS and STRS increases are unknown at
this time. The actual budget is subject to legislative action and the state is
still short $20 billion.
Trustee Cantu questioned the cost of PERS and STRS. Mr. Stoppenbrink
responded that the district's contribution for PERS will increase to a little
over 10% for 2010-2011 and STRS is at 8.25%.
Mr. Stoppenbrink summarized the 2010-2011 budget outlook and
commented on the ending balance, revenue changes, expenses, and the
5% reserve. Discussion took place regarding cash flow and it was stated
that we will have cash flow to meet payroll. We are in a much healthier
cash flow position than we were last year. Mr. Stoppenbrink discussed
cuts to the CalWORKs program; -.38% COLA; and $1.2 million deferred
apportionment. He stated that we are very well positioned in our district
to deal with the cuts. Dr. Gornick thanked everyone for their sacrifices
and willingness to make changes ..
FS-45

Resolution - Mitigated Negative Declaration for North District Center Trustee Cantu questioned how much the report cost. Mr. Kevin Cobb,
district architect, responded that it was approximately $35,000.
The resolution certifying the completion of the mitigated negative
declaration for the North District Center expansion and adopting a
mitigation monitoring plan was adopted on a motion by Trustee Cantu,
seconded by Trustee Minnite, and carried unanimously.

!PERSONNEL SERVICESI

PS-9

lob Descriptions - Trustee Cantu stated that the position appears to be
very important. It was explained that the position will be very important
for the coordinating of the new Wellness Center facility in Coalinga and
the Multi Use Sports Complex facility in Lemoore.
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The following new classified job description was approved on a motion by
Trustee Ivans, seconded by Trustee Cantu, and carried unanimously:
•
PS-IO

Equipment and Event Coordinator

Resolution - Reduction of Extended Contract Days - Mr. Stoppenbrink
explained that the resolution is a result of the recent negotiations with the
Faculty Association.
The revised resolution in the matter of the reduction of extended contract
days for the psychiatric technician faculty for the 2010-2011 and 2011-2012
academic years was adopted on a motion by Trustee Minnite, seconded by
Trustee Ivans, and carried unanimously.

IB OARD REPORTS / COMMENTS / REQUESTS AND ANNOUNCEMENTSI
Trustee Cantu congratulated the golf team for their success. Also thanked Mr. Avila for
his presentation on strategic planning. He stated that he looks forward to corning to
every meeting and seeing that we are still operating in the black.
Trustee Minnite echoed the comments made by Trustee Cantu. He expressed his
thanks to Ms. Droker for her service as Academic Senate President at West Hills College
Lemoore and stated that she will be missed. He expressed his appreciation to Mr.
Avila, Ms. Whitener, Dr. Goldsmith and Ms. Watts for their reports. He congratulated
the golf team, coaches and staff on their success and thanked everyone for their work.
Trustee Ivans expressed her congratulations to the golf team. She thanked Trustee
Henry for attending the CCCT conference and stated that it is important for the Board
members to attend these types of events. Trustee Ivans thanked Ms. Droker for her
work as Senate President and thanked Mr. Avila and Ms. Watts for their reports, stating
that she appreciates them. She also thanked Mr. Dave Bolt and Ms. Jill Stearns for their
work on the substantive change reports submitted to the Accrediting Commission.
Trustee Ivans expressed her appreciation to everyone for their hard work.
Trustee Henry echoed the comments made by his fellow Board members and stated
that he finds the webcasting topic interesting. He commented on the CCCT conference
and the issues that are discussed in the various workshops. He stated that it is a good
feeling to know that with West Hills College, all phases of our institution are
exemplary.
Trustee Oxborrow also echoed the comments made by the other Board members and
stated that everyone has done a wonderful job. She stated that we are a family and we
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take care of each other and she is proud to be a part of it. She thanked everyone for
their hard work and stated that she will miss Ms. Droker.
Trustee Levinson expressed his thanks to Ms. Droker. He commented on the budget,
stating that furlough are not fun and it is good to see that we will not be doing that in
2010-2011 . He stated that the sacrifices everyone has made are appreciated.
President McKean echoed the comments made by the Board members. He expressed
his thanks to Ms. Droker and thanked everyone for their great efforts. He congratulated
the golf team, stating that it is a huge accomplishment.
President McKean announced that the next meeting of the Board of Trustees is
scheduled for June 22, 2010.
iCLOSED SESSIONi

The meeting was adjourned to closed session at 5:36 p.m.
•
•

•
•

Public Employee Discipline/Dismissal/Release (as per Government Code Section
54957)
Discussion of Land Acquisition/Disposition of Property (as per Government Code
Section 54956.8). Property: Coalinga, California; Firebaugh, California; Lemoore,
California
Conference with Legal Counsel- Potential Litigation (as per Government Code
Section 54956.9). 2 potential cases
Conference with Legal Counsel- Pending Litigation (as per Government Code
Section 54956.9). Caganich v. West Hills Community College District; CSEA and its
Chapter 429 v. West Hills Community College District

iADJOURNMEN1j

There being no further business before the Board of Trustees, the meeting was
adjourned at 6:26 p.m.

Nina Oxborrow
Clerk of the Board of Trustees

/di

Personnel Transactions
1.

New Hires

~- Name

Title & Location
Child Dev. Center Associate Teacher
Avenal Child Development Center
ChilclDevelopment Center Assistant
Avenal Child Develo~ment Center
Child Dev. Center Associate Teacher
Avenal Child Development Center
After School Prog. Site Coordinator
Avenal
After School Prog. Site Coordinator
Avenal
Interim Dir. of Special Grant Programs
District Office
Child Development Center Assistant
Avenal Child Development Center

, Araiza, Jessica
Guzman, Cynthia
Nava, Sarina

---=---- --------

Sauceda, Nichole

Shortnacy, Sheryl
Wright, Anita
Valle, Maria

2

----

Name

Torres, Elva

IC
Gon~

Schedule
19 hrs/wk
_~ mo/yr
19 hrslwk

--------,-~

9 mo/yr
19 hrs/wk

9m o/yr
19 hrslwk
11 mo/yr
40 hrslwk
1~mo!yr

40 hrs/wk
12 mo/yr
19 hrslwk

9 mo/yr

Salary
Placement
Range 30
Step A
Range 3
§tepA
Range 30
Step A
Range 40
Step A
Range 40
Step C
Range 41
Step 9
Range 23
StellA

Fl.Jl'ldill~

Effective
Date

Grant

5/17/10

Additional Information
Replacement for Ana Gutierrez

Grant

6/2/10

Ne.w position

Grant

----=--- ---5/17/10

Grant

5/3/10

Grant

5/17/10

---

R'
Name
:alez, Renee

f Sexton, Sheri
Wyman, Leisa

New .... v<>,lIv,

5/1/10

Grant

1-=--

-------

---

Replacement for Anthony Alcala
New position

----

Grant

5717110

Replacement for Erika Solorio

-------

Current Assignment
Child Development Center Assistant
West Hills College Lemoore
19 hrslwk, 12 mo/yr
Secretary
West Hills College Lemoore
Range 36, Step F

I R .,

Replacement for Vanessa Pelletier

------

. A .
Ch
.. -- -- --- - ---- ---------t

abaranjan, Subothini Sri

3.

-------

---

Change
Child Development Center Assistant
West Hills College Lemoore
19 hrs/wk, 9 molyr
Senior Secretary
West Hills College Lemoore
Range 40, Step D

Durina Probation I Terminal'
Effective
Date
Title & Location
Program Eligibility Asst. IntakelRecruitment
4/30/10
W~st Hills College Coalinga
4/30/10
Senior Employment Readiness Specialist
\l\LElstHills College Coalinga
4/29/10
Psychiatric Technician Instructor
West Hills College Coalinga

I Rei

I

l

Effective
Date

Adcdilionallnformation

7/1/10

6/1/10

Repfaceme nt for Wendy Paxton

WHCL Leadership Retreat
Strategic Planning Committee
September 28, 2007, 10:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Conference Center, Rnl. 256
AGENDA
1)

Mission Statement - BOT Approved July 2007
a) Review Cycle for Mission/Vision, Goals,
Institutional Outcomes

2) Performance Indicators

3) Definition of a Program
4) Accreditation Mid-Term Report
a) Planning Agendas
5) Student Learning Outcomes
a) Timeline
b) Assessment Process
6) Other

WHCL Leadership Retreat
Strategic Planning Committee
September 28, 2007, 10:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Conference Center, Rm. 256
NOTES
1)

Mission Statement - BOT Approved July 2007
b) Review Cycle for Mission/Vision, Goals, Institutional
Outcomes

The meeting began at 10:08 a.m. Mr. Warkentin stated that this group had last met in
June for a retreat and it was discussed and approved at PGC to meet twice per semester.
This is the first meeting of the fall semester. This body was previously referred to as the
WHCL Leadership Team but will not become the Strategic Planning Committee.
Ideas/suggestions and brainstorming take place at these meetings and are then moved
forward to the Planning and Governance Council (PGC). As a new college, we are
constantly evolving. As per a recommendation from the Accrediting Commission we
need to have a formal review cycle statement for our mission/vision statements,
institutional outcomes and learning indicators. Rene Sanchez stated that she believes
outcomes and goals should be evaluated annually, but not necessarily the
mission/vision statement. Marty asked if any had checked how often other colleges
review. Other colleges are reviewing annually to three years. Marty suggested an
annual review initially and then a three year cycle. James asked when the review should
take place and what group should make the review. Mr. Warkentin replied at the fall
retreats by the Strategic Planning Committee we could look at the previous year's data
and then annually review in the spring and make recommended changes after action by
the PGC. The following review cycle statement will be an action item on the October 3rd
PGC agenda and if approved will be placed in the PGC Manual:
lVHCL mission/vision, goals and performance indicators shall
be reviewed by the Strategic Planning Committee eachfall
semester. Recommendations will beforwarded to the respective
governance groups and then brought to the PGCfor revision and
adoption.

Pedro recommends that we stop referring to institutional outcomes as performance
indicators.

1

2)

Performance Indicators

Pedro stated that the Accreditation Recommendation Two Committee had met and
come up with indicators that will evaluate our goals. Some are mandated by the state
and others are part of the district strategic planning goals. We want to also have them as
a college. We took our cities and counted the adult population our baseline is back in
04-05 and our benchmark 6.6% of all adults in CA participate in a community college
annually. We want to be above the benchmark. In the case of Stratford, if we got five
more students we could jump 10%. Pedro will include a total participation rate for
Lemoore as a college. Angela recommended that Corcoran be included. Pedro will
include Corcoran. Angela has a plan to improve this indicator (Hanford West rates).
This is why it is important to have meetings and take minutes with all these ideas and
suggestions which show evidence of trying to improve. Angela's experience has been the
economy improves workforce. Both high schools will be visited on a weekly basis.
Mr. Warkentin stated that this body recommends that the Student Success Committee
develop a plan to improve our participation rates. The Strategic Planning Committee
applauds the efforts of the Student Success Committee in sustaining and improving high
school participation rates. Angela suggested showing this to the high school
superintendents/principals at the upcoming luncheon. Pedro is on the agenda for this
purpose.
Our annual success rates we have been 5 points below the state average. Retention also
needs to be considered. If we improve retention by 5% we would also improve our
success. This has been discussed at various levels, due to retention rates. They are
studying why students are dropping. Rosters need to be kept clear. This needs dialogue
at the campus level and a recommendation. Angela - the mechanism for the
prerequisite issue is huge. Pedro asked if counselors and faculty are informed about the
way withdrawals work.
We need a recommendation from this body. Marty recommended that we have a rule in
Datatel and students who have not completed prerequisites be automatically removed
from classes. There is no mechanism in place to dis-enroll if not successful in a pre
requisite. Instructors have no way of knowing if the student successfully completed the
prerequisite. 1) The Strategic Planning Committee recommends that the Student
Learning Committee (SLC) examine ways to have Datatel dis-enroll students who do not
successfully complete prerequisite requirements. 2) The Strategic Planning Committee
recommends that the SLC review student withdrawal data to determine ways to improve
student success and retention rates.
3) The Strategic Planning Committee recommends that the Student Success Committee
analyze financial aid data to determine what effect the financial aid processes have on
student retention.
James questioned what is next. Do these recommendations go out to respective bodies
and then come to PGC for adoption?

2

After today, recommendations go to the shared governance respective groups, then
PGC.
Student persistence is following the methodology that the state uses. He has come up
with rates for the college freshmen with 6 units in the fall semester. 61% of students
return. We are below the State benchmark. The benchmark put us in a group with
other community colleges. Marty asked if we will have transfer rate data in the future.
Pedro replied that we do have a transfer rate. The State tracks it and by next year we
can compare to the benchmark as we will have persistence rates.
1d): SLO's are 54% complete. Pedro is still missing data. He does not know about
course level SLO. Angela is coordinating the non instructional program reviews. The
last spring report to WASC reflected 46% programs, plus two. Angela will update the
Office of Research and Planning with information on non instructional program
reVIews. Rene will refer to the WASC report and add two.
Goal 2: Pedro explained that he had included the college's success rates and the
combined success rate is reflected. We are above the group average. He is using the
highest peer group rate. We need to monitor these to make sure they stay here. Perhaps
he needs to use a benchmark that is just for English, rather than State average. This
data is just for Lemoore. If we look at our withdrawals, we can improve upon these
rates. A recommendation coming from the Basic Skills folks is that we hire an ESL
instructor. Each college gets its own report.
2b: When we look at success rates for vocational courses. The group average is 75.7%
we were the lowest last year. What has lowered our success rates are the open entry
labs. It is a retention issue due to the format. He thinks we need a recommendation.
Incompletes do not affect success rate, only W's. Recommendation: The SPC
recommends that SLC review vocational programs data for improvement of success and
retention.
3d: We need to look at the rates instead of numbers, but they won't be available until
next year. This is coming from the Chancellor's office.
CPEC keeps track of transfers.
3a: We have had good growth. Students were counted only once. District-wide we have
the highest enrollment in history.
FfES goals: We won't know actual until we finish the semester. These are based on a
2% growth. The state allocated 2% for growth for every community college.
3c: These are Lemoore grants $3 million in grants.
3d. MAA has brought dollars through outside capital activities. 5C is funded through
college grants and school districts that sponsor students to attend.

3

Outcomes: What should our students be able to do when they leave?
Maybe information competency could be an institutional outcome. Institutional
outcome (Marty) more umbrella i.e. certificates, program level outcomes that would
include critical thinking outcomes.
SLO' are goals - Rene
Marty - Maybe we need to look at goals in order to write institutional outcomes
appropriate for the institution as a whole. These should all be interlocked.
Angela - Matriculation SLO increase the number of students who have ed plans in
place.
Pedro - All needs to support each other (course, program, institutional level)
James stated that a SLO college committee could address these issues.

Definition of a Program
It is the recommendation of the SPC that an instructional program be those programs

that leads toward a degree or certificate.
funding source.

4)

11

non instructional programs. All have a

Accreditation Mid-Term Report
a) Planning Agendas

Mr. Warkentin distributed a letter from the Commission telling what we have to do to
prepare a mid-term report.
Dave has found out from other schools that they have successfully submitted as to how
the college plans to address the agenda items. We have thirty items.
Identify key events that have happened or a recommended plan.

Standard One:
• We have an annual review cycle. The SPC will review the mission statement on
an annual basis.
• Pedro and Frances are beginning to help us with our annual report. The five
governance committee's annual activities will be included in the annual report.
• We have an assessment cycle for course level programs; a course level SLO
assessment cycle has been implemented.
Standard Two:
• The minutes from these minutes will prove regular meetings and topics. It has
been recommended by SPC.
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We are doing program review and the definition of programs was defined by the
Strategic Planning Committee at a retreat held on 9/28/07. Program reviews are
reviewed by the Student Learning Committee.
We are doing part of this as represented by the report for liberal studies.
This can be cited. This planning agenda has been partially met by this report,
and further review. UC Office of the President requires that individual schools
supply this info. We need further work on this particular item.
This has been answered in recommendation three.
How will we do this? Marty stated that maybe we need to lump these two
together and this is an area we need to work on. We have some information, but
not all.
Marta's time has been increased since three years ago. The articulation officer's
assign time has increased from 10 to 50 percent.
This has been Mr. Warkentin.
A survey was added at the end of the application supplemental information was
asked. Also a survey was created for a match for on-line classes. This was
probably to assess or cause students to assess whether they are a good candidate
for on-line classes. The college will do a yearly survey about staff and faculty
diversity. Rene would question the numbers from the yearly survey. How did the
numbers come? It came from HR from the initial application. This is optional
information.
This was conducted this year 2007. This will occur every semester. Pedro stated
that 80% of the on-line bilingual orientation is complete.
This was done July 2006.
This has been changed to an on-line repository for on-line instructors for their
use, rather than students. On-line students learn about the on-line library from
their instructors.
Librarian is not involved with, but he has cooperation.
This cannot be Mr. Warkentin according to the librarian due to the licensing
agreement with these databases.
This has been Mr. Warkentin with Facilities, Safety and Technology Committee.
The Incident Command Systems and committee to address the development of
the first drill on 10/16.
This is being done by Mr. Warkentin through our SLO and program review for
the non instructional programs.

Standard Three:
•
•
•

Flex day has been moved to the college level. Duty day is a shared event.
This has not occurred. This is being discussed at WHCIST. There are problems
within Datatel that this cannot occur. The current version does not support this.
Regular budget meetings are held. They meet in Sept. and then December they
meet frequently through April. The meet in August to review status, reassemble
in December and then meet every two weeks through April.
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Standard Four:
•
•
•
•
•
•

5)

This is being done by Mr. Warkentin
We have revised our mission statement, goals, and performance indicators. The
governance flow chart was revised at June retreat.
A student worker was hire to help with file maintenance. We need someone
beyond a student worker. Our course outlines are now available electronically.
The minutes and agendas are on Blackboard.
This is occurring.
This has been developed last spring.
There is a timeline for the district area program reviews.

Student Learning Outcomes
a) Timeline
A report was done for WASC last spring.

b) Assessment Process
There was no discussion.

6)

Other

Tulare-Kings articulation day is October 9. Carole Goldsmith is going. Articulation
agreements have been updated with local high schools. This is at Holiday Inn in Visalia.
Mr. Warkentin distributed the draft mid-term report. This will go to PGC in mid
October for first reading.

Formal approval of the new name Strategic Planning Committee
will be adopted at the October 3, PGC meeting.
Next Retreat: December 7, 2007 at 11:00 - 2:00 p.m.
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West Hills College Lemoore
Planning and Governance Council
Wednesday - October 17, 2007 - 1:30 p.m.
Conference Center Rm. 256
MINUTES

Members Present:
Don Warkentin, President
Rene Curriculum, Curriculum Committee Chair
Marty Ennes, CI'A/Faculty Representative
Marta Hendrickson, CI'A/Faculty Representative
Teresa Macias-Quilici, CSEA/Classified Representative
America Infante, CSEA/Classified Representative
Ron Oxford, Librarian
Jan Young, Counselor/Advisor
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services
Marlon Hall, Associate Dean of Educational Services, Evening College
Jose Lopez, Dean of Students
Vince Montoya, Director of Facilities & Auxiliary Services
James Preston, Academic Senate President
Yarely Herrera, Student Government Association Representative
Members Absent:
No members were absent.
Others Present:
Susie Briones, Advising Specialist
Call to Order
Mr. Warkentin called the meeting to order at 1:34 p.m.
Approval of minutes - October 3, 2007
The minutes of the October 3, 2007 meeting were approved on a motion by Marty Ennes,
seconded by Jan Young, all in favor, motion passed.
ACTION ITEMS
PGC Membership
Mr. Warkentin stated that a proposed membership was distributed at the last meeting with the
directive to members to have discussion with each contingency group (see attached membership
list). Jan stated that the CSEA consensus was to add one counselor/advisor in addition to the
two CSEA representatives. Mr. Warkentin commented that a technology representative would
need to be added with the new technology committee proposal. Marta stated that typically
librarians are knowledgeable of technology and therefore the Librarian/technology chair could
be combined. Marty asked if the chair is not the same person who would then make the
determination of librarian or someone else. Mr. Warkentin responded that this committee
would make the determination. Marty stated that she serves as a representative of CTA,
questioning the desired perspective wanted on this committee. Mr. Warkentin asked if there
was consensus to line out the Academic Senate representation assigned to the
librarian/technology position and approve the membership with the recommended changes.
Marlon Hall motioned to approve the PGC membership with the recommended changes, Ron
Oxford seconded, all in favor, with one abstention (Teresa Macias), motion passed.
Approval of SLO Committee
Mr. Warkentin asked if there were questions or discussion about the addition of a Student
Learning Outcomes committee to our governance structure. Rene Sanchez explained that the
SLO committee is not a subcommittee of the Senate and is intended to be a campus wide
committee, with each learning area represented, and the SLO coordinator as chairperson. The
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concern of the committee will include course and program level student learning outcomes.
Marty motioned to approve the addition of a SLO Committee, it was seconded by Marlon Hall,
all in favor, motion passed. Mr. Bolt asked who would be responsible to complete the
governance group request. Mr. Warkentin recommended that the responsible person be the
current SLO Coordinator, Rene. Rene stated that she is working with David Babb to transition
him into the role of the SLO coordinator. David will assume the SLO coordinator role beginning
with the spring semester this January. Rene will complete the request form and get the
committee off the ground and work with David to take over in January. First, the form will come
to PGC for review and approvaL Marty suggested that Rene coordinate with the deans to
complete the governance group request.

Technology Committee
Marta suggested that the position of the DSPS Assistive Technology Specialist be a
representative on the Technology Committee. James asked if there needs to be someone from
the audio/visual department. Ron responded that the audio/visual department is a district level
department. The committee will work with TAT and WHCIST. Ron will take the approval of the
new Technology Committee to TAT and discuss the membership makeup. He intends to invite
the IT staff to the first couple of meetings. Scott Young, media technician, may agree to be a
committee representative. Rene motioned to approve the governance group request to add a
Technology Committee to our governance structure, along with the two recommended
committee representatives (DSPS Assistive Technology Specialist - 1 and Media Technician 1), it was seconded by Marta, all in favor, motion passed.
Definition of a Program
Mr. Warkentin explained that a recommendation from one of the accreditation response teams
was to formalize a definition of a program. This was achieved at the WHCL Leadership Retreat
on September 28,2007. James stated that these were discussed by Senate with no objections.
Mr. Bolt motioned to approve the following definition of a program, it was seconded by Marlon
Hall, all in favor, motion passed.

An instructional program is one that leads to a degree or certificate. A non
instructional program is one that does not lead to a degree or certificate
but has an ongoing identifiable funding source or a specified budget code.
Review Cycle (Mission/Vision, Goals, Institutional Outcomes)
Mr. Warkentin stated that it was recommended by the accreditation team to establish a review
cycle for our mission/vision statements, goals and institutional outcomes. Review will be made
in the fall semester of each year, annually, to include data from our institutional researcher,
Pedro Avila. Marty motioned to approve the review cycle, it was seconded by James, all in favor,
motion passed. The following statement will be included in the PGC Manual on page 9.
lVHC Lemoore's mission/vision, goals and performance indicators shall be
reviewed by the Strategic Planning Committee each fall semester.
Recommendations will beforwarded to the respective governance groups
and returned to the PGCfor recommended revision/s and/or adoption.

Recommendations to Student Success Committee
Mr. Warkentin stated that at the WHCL Leadership Retreat on September 28, 2007, the
following recommendations were made to the Student Success Committee. Mr. Bolt motioned
to approve the following recommendations to the Student Success Committee, it was seconded
by Mr. Lopez, all in favor, motion passed.
i.

SPC recommends that the SSC continue efforts to sustain and
improve high school participation rates.
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ii. SPC recommends that the SSC analyze financial aid data to

determine what effects the financial aid processes have on student
retention.
Recommendations to Student Learning Committee
Mr. Warkentin stated that at the WHCL Leadership Retreat on September 28, 2007, the
following recommendations were made to the Student Learning Committee. Marty moved to
approved the recommendations to the Student Learning Committee, it was seconded by Jan
Young, all in favor, motion passed.
i.

SPC recommends that the SLC examine ways to have Datatel disenroll students who do not successfully complete prerequisite
requirements.

iL

SPC recommends that the SLC review student withdrawal data to
determine ways to improve student success and retention rates.

Formalize the name ofWHCL Leadership Group to Strategic Planning Committee
Mr. Warkentin recommends that the name of the WHCL Leadership Group be changed to the
Strategic Planning Committee. Marlon Hall motioned to approve, it was seconded by James
Preston, all in favor, motion passed.
AP 2510 Participation in Local Decision Making
James Preston stated that the Senate would like another week to discuss this procedure. Mr.
Warkentin would like to see this approved at this meeting with the recommended PGC
membership changes. James asked if when the document comes back if it would reflect the
recommended changes. Our new membership has been approved. James stated that he will
abstain from voting on this. Marty suggested that this be approved today and forwarded on with
the recommended membership changes. Marty motioned that AP 2510 be approved and
forwarded on with the new membership to be inserted into Board Policy 2510, it was seconded
by Mr. Bolt, all in favor, motion passed. James asked if it is still necessary for Senate to discuss
and approve AP 2510. Mr. Warkentin responded in the affirmative and stated that this will
come back on the agenda with the recommended changes after discussion at the Chancellor's
Cabinet.
INFORMATION/DISCUSSION ITEMS
Mid Term Report Update
Mr. Bolt reported that Jacqui had received all the input for the report and has compiled a
complete draft. He has sent the draft to many of the members of this committee with a two
week period to return comments. Based on their input the information would go back to Jacqui
with approval to occur by this Council in November or December. He has not as yet received
any comments. Marty stated that she had had a request from faculty to review the report and
they are trying to figure out how best to distribute the report. One suggestion is to convert it toa
PDF file and send it out electronically. Hard copies have been distributed. The deadline is
Monday of next week as Jacqui needs time to incorporate the changes. Mr. Bolt will work with
Lenore to save the report to PDF. He believes the report needs to include more of a historical
perspective. He does not want to leave to chance the possibility of it not including answers to
the Commission's questions. Jose commented that now the document can be looked at as a
whole and other response teams can contribute to the entire report. The November timeline is
to allow time for printing, and for review by the Board, at two meetings, and to time for mailing
to the Commission by mid March. Mr. Warkentin suggested that Jacqui and Dave schedule
1.
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meetings with the recommendation teams and fill in the blanks. Dave reported that Jacqui feels
good about the content but more information is needed.
Program Review - Education
Mr. Warkentin explained that we need to show evidence of institutional effectiveness and
communication for accreditation. One way to show evidence of communication is by bringing
completed program reviews for approval to this body. The district office program reviews that
were completed last year came to this body as a courtesy. Mr. Warkentin would like the
program review preparer to attend the PGC meeting to review their specific program review.
This process has not yet occurred as yet on our campus. The program review on the agenda
today is the incorrect one. The correct one will be on the next agenda. James commented that
when the program review is complete it is sent to the Student Learning Committee; they
approve it, and then ask that the preparer to come to present it to the PGC. If we begin this
process this year by our next accreditation visit we will be able to show the visiting team that
these are being reviewed and approved. Mr. Bolt will prepare a program review schedule of the
due dates of program review.
2.

3. Academic Senate Report
James reviewed the faculty committee appointments made at their last meeting. He questioned
if there needed to be a separate representative for the SLO Committee. Mr. Warkentin
responded that a SLO representative will be needed beginning next semester. They have also
completed the alignment for learning areas. An e-mail has been sent to faculty asking for
responses to the learning areas alignment. To date, James has received twenty-two responses
and is awaiting eighteen more.
4. Report from Committee Representative
a) Student Learning Committee
Mr. Bolt reported they had their first meeting. The discussion was on how program review is
tied into staffing and facilities. The members of the committee did not see the connection until
it was explained. The next meeting is scheduled in November.
b) Budget Allocation Committee
Mr. Bolt reported that they have had several meetings with the meetings consisting of review of
the 07-08 adopted budget. The next meeting is tomorrow at 3:00 p.m. Ken Stoppenbrink and
Anne Jorgens have been invited to discuss individual line items. Some funds have not yet been
received and the lottery allocation is still unknown. The governor did approve the basic skills
legislation and our school will received $100,000. DSPS has been notified that they will receive
an additional $370,000. Mr. Lopez stated that Matriculation had also received a $125,000
additional allocation.
c) Facilities, Safety, and Auxiliary Services Committee
Vince reported that he had last met with the Incident Command Team on October 5 prior to the
drill. Incident reports he reported were: A faculty member fainted on campus. On October 15
at 4:00 p.m. a car was vandalized in the 700 building parking lot, a police report was completed
and a picture was taken. The drill was held yesterday. What went right: Much was learned
about the process and the communication flow that transpires. The ICS team interacted with
the press and the local jurisdictions quite well. The drill was to involve a plane crash to the east
side of the library, however, there was some confusion and the crisis led to a fire scenario rather
than a plane crash. All areas were videotaped. This was a good experience for the college and it
will continue to be an annual activity with improvements each year.
d) Student Success Committee
Mr. Lopez reported that they had met last week. Tammy Larsen is leading a sub committee to
look into the area of retention . They are gathering information and looking at what other
schools are doing. The end result will be a retention plan. Susie Briones is working on the
student handbook. Angela Tos is working on the Matriculation Plan.
e) Employee Development and Success Committee
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Dr. Hall reported that they had met last Friday for a strategic planning retreat. They have made
some changes to their membership and set the goal to plan a major event each semester. The
newsletter name will be changed to the Eagle's Eye. They will reinstitute an employee of the
month activity. December 7 is the date set for the Christmas celebration. Staff development,
PERS and STRS activities are also to be planned. The sign language instructor has offered to
provide some staff room lessons. They are planning two major staff development events per
year; one each semester. Vince commented that he had observed that support staff are too busy
on duty day to attend staff development activities. He believe there would be more support staff
to attend if activities were held at a different time of year. Mr. Warkentin asked that the
committees making changes to their roles to bring a revised governance group request to the
PGC. EDSC will develop a staff development request procedure. James commented that he
would like to see more faculty go to conferences. He believes faculty don't know the process to
request conference/seminar attendance. For staff who do attend conferences a report needs to
be given and how their conference attendance has benefited our staff and/or students. James
reported on the success of a brown bag lunch, book read, that some faculty had participated in.

5. Student Government Association
Yarely reported that there would be a wrestling match at 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. this evening.
There is also a car wash this coming Sunday in front of K-mart. SIFE is in charge of the
Haunted House this year. Jan asked who would be assisting vvith the Haunted House activity in
the absence of Dean Atkinson-Alston. Mr. Warkentin stated that it may be Stephanie Droker.
6. WHCIST
In the absence of Dave Bolt at this time in the meeting, no report was given.
7. Agenda items for next meeting:
• Education Program Review
• Employee Development and Success Committee revised governance request form
• SLO Governance Group Request (new)
8. Other
Marty commented that suspension of classes on the evening of Thanksgiving had been
disallowed by a previous president. The agreement is that all classes be suspended from 4:00
p.m. on the evening before Thanksgiving as specified in a memorandum of understanding
between CTA and the District. Marty will send a copy of the memorandum to Mr. Warkentin.
9. Adjournment
The meeting was adjourned at 3:10 p.m.

TRANSFERS TO FOUR YEAR INSTITUTIONS
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Definition: The annual numbers of transfers to four-year institutions were determined by students who
completed at least 12 units in the WHCCD system and stopped attending WHCCD prior to transferring to a
four year institution.
Assessment:

•
•
•

In '07, 92 students transferred to public four year institutions; 148 students transferred to private
four year institutions.
In the six years observed, more students transferred to California private institutions each year than
transferred to California public institutions.
The number of students transferring continues to increase with the most significant gains occurring
at California private four year institutions.
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WHC Online Student Transfers to Four Year Institutions
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Definition: Based on WHCCD students who completed at least 12 units primarily online from a combination
of online courses from WHCC and WHCL and stopped attending WHCCD prior to transferring to a four year
institution.
Assessment:
•
•

The number of online transfers has significantly increased over the six years observed.
Significant gains have been made in the number of students transferring to out of state public
institutions.
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SOCIAL SCIENCES LEARNING AREA MEETING
WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
JANUARY 25, 2010
2pm
TENTATIVE MEETING AGENDA
Ron, Pat, Vera, Rene, Veronica
1. Call to order

2. Changes to the agenda

3. Future meetings dates/times
Mondays at 2pm
4. Curriculum report
First Meeting is next week
Issues with portal
District Curriculum Coordinating Committee-discussion followed
5. SLO update
Assessment-Hist 17ab, Geog 1,3, Soc 7
Analysis-Soc 1,2, Geog 1,3,2a
Evaluation-Soc 1,2, Hist (all), Geog 1,3,2a, CD 17c, 12a
Modification91 % of non instructional have defined SLOs, analysis only 18%
6. Program review
CD at next PGC
7. Academic senate report
Tenure
DCCC
NISOD
8. Classroom issues
1000 lighting
VC rooms-remote is needed from Joe
Camera to show whiteboard at Coalinga site
Library leaks-M&O has been informed
Door locks in library-use of plan "B"
Most classroom clocks-needs adjustments

9. Faculty evaluations
No FT but adjuncts-Brady, Bellamy, Sievers, Dr. X
10.Possible new faculty positions
Psychology?
11.0ther
12. Next meeting

SOCIAL SCIENCES LEARNING AREA MEETING
WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
FEBRUARY 22, 2010

2pm

Pat, Bob, Vera, Veronica
1. Call to order
2. Changes to the agenda
3. Curriculum report
Portal transition
Lib Arts update
4. SLO update
Vera provided an update
SLOCycle
Share during
Each faculty will present a SLO assessment. results. and analvsis
5. Program review
CD was passed by PCC
6. Academic senate report
Proposed Tenure
Elections
New policies
7. Classroom issues
1000 lights
Instructor station cleanliness-send an email on methods to make it look
cleaner
8. Faculty evaluations
Squaring away assignments
9. Possible new faculty positions
CD, Psychology
10. Other
11. Next meeting-March 15 @ 2pm

MATH/SCIENCE LEARNING AREA MEETING
WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
MARCH 12, 2010
12:00NOON
MEETING AGENDA

Dave, Frieda, Maria, Brian, David, Kurt, Bob, Shawn, Cliff
1. Call to order
2. Changes to the agenda
3. Curriculum report
Shawn has accepted the opportunity to serve.
4. SLO update
Math 1A-SLO 3: use of test results to review SLO
Bio 38-SLO 1: use offinal exam to look at SLO
Brian, Bob, Shawn for next meeting
5. Program review
Collection of completed program reviews this next month; e-versions, too
Upcoming program reviews to be due in fall will be announced by May
6. Academic senate report
Weapons on campus
All other APIBP have been sent out; prerequisite topic is "hot"
Elections
Tenure folk have been sent to the pres
Updating bylaws and constitution
7. Classroom issues
Scheduling issues for MW or TTH'classes and working around holidays
Clock batteries-711 719,209,274
8. Faculty evaluations
Clift Bob, David, Brian
9. Other
Relocate the financial comparison to the website, away from portal
10. Next meeting-April 9th @ noon

SOCIAL SCIENCES LEARNING AREA MEETING
WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
April 19, 2010
<2pm

Bob, Ron, Vera, Pat
1. Call to order

2. Changes to the agenda

3. Curriculum report
District Curriculum Committee Representation
Curriculum training for electronic submission of curriculum
4. SLO update
Remember to assessment, review, and modify SLOs
Emphasis next fall will be on Lib Arts
5. Program review
New program review booklet
Roll out in May
6. Academic senate report
District Curriculum Committee was passed
New president and vice president
BP and AP approvals
New faculty positions-Ranking? Process to be determined.
Flex Day input
Accreditation visit is week of March 7th
Faculty Senate Awards at graduation
7. Classroom issues
Library closed door issues
Food in library
Closed captioning wrt video conferencing
Theft of media equipment-DVD remote, cabling in 236; Scott has been
informed
8. Faculty evaluations
Kudos to Pat and Vera

9. End of the Year Business
Spring 2011 schedule input
Library hours reduced in summer

to. Other

Social Sciences/Math/Science
Learning Areas
West Hills College Lemoore
August 13, 2010
Minutes

Present: Gibson, Ganter, Birrell, Sanchez, Hall, Kraft-Chapman, Harris, Jackson,
Castagna, Babb, Sterling, Fortune, Abela, Kennedy
1.

Changes to the agenda
Several items were added to the agenda-see agenda item #9

2.

Campus issues and highlights
Introduction ofAllen Fortune
USDA Grant Update
New S-STEM NSF Grant

3. Beginning of the school year business
Submission of course syllabi to Ed Services Office
Update rosters
Waitlist was discussed
Syllabi to contain SLOs
4. Curriculum Committee report
• Representation
Social Science-Vera
MIS-Shawn
Expectation that a report to be given at each Learning Area Meeting
• Five year review of course outlines
Curriculum reps will work withfaculty to ensure currency
5. SLO update
• Representation
Social Science-Allen
MIS-Frieda
Expectation that a report to be given at each Learning Area Meeting
• Course level
Faculty were complimented on developing SLOs and assessment
Adjunct faculty were given extensive information during their orientation
• Program level
This is the area ofSLO work that should be the emphasis this year
• Assessments-Documentation; Evidence that SLOs have led to changes
in student learning
Provide documentation evidence to SLO Rep or D. Babb

6. Program review for 2010
• Biology Cliff
• Liberal Arts-Math and Science ??
• Liberal Arts-Social Science Bob H.
• Chemistry Brian
• Mathematics Frieda
7. Academic senate report
• Representation
Social Science-Ron O.
MIS-Jameson
Expectation that a report to be given at each Learning Area Meeting
8. Budget update
• Equipment/Supplies
$59K in lottery money will pass through the Budget Allocation Committee
Staff need to submit requests now for possible emergency funding
• Schedule implications
25 additional sections were added to fall schedule upon presidential request
• Staffing implications
Staffing in some disciplines is difficult and may hamper future schedule
9. Other businessl discussion
• 2 year schedule
Use form to submit conservative estimate on when courses should be offered
• Spring 2011 schedule
Submit ASAP
• Testing Center
Useful for make-up tests and placement exams
Need a computer lab; maybe DSPS lab?
Dave will discuss with Student Services staff
10. Next

meeting-TBD

MATH/SCIENCE LEARNING AREA MEETING
WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
FEBRUARY 19, 2010
12:00NOON
TENTATIVE MEETING AGENDA

Brian, David, Shawn, Kurt, Jameson, Angela, Bob, Cliff, Frieda, Kim
1. Call to order
2. Changes to the agenda
3. Curriculum report
Up for grabs since Cliff is unable to attend. More discussion.
Status of biology and chemistry is likely to remain.
District level curriculum committee? Voice opinions to S. Droker.
4. SLO update
Assignment-Report on an SLO being assessed, present results for next
meeting.
5. Program review
Chemistry and Biology likely for fall 2010.
6. Academic senate report
District curriculum discussion-faculty are encouraged to attend the first
district curriculum committee meeting
Senate elections
Tenure nominations-Rodriquez, L. Hall, Rogers, Raia
7. Classroom issues
Lights outside 700
Lights. outside 200 go off too early
Whiteboard in conf. center?
Theft ofpencil sharpeners-replacement?
Updates on computers untimely
Hard key for cabinets within 700B for JB
Key cards-see Amber or Kyle
Projectors and media centers are left on after class
8. Faculty evaluations

Full timers: Babb (Rengh, Abela), Ganter Oackson, Birrell), Gibson
(Birrell, Abela)
Adjuncts: Hartman (Birrell), Ford (Abela), Griffiths (Gibson), Gradis
(Abela), Crain-Peltzer (BabbjHarris), Thomas (Birrell)
Full time faculty evaluators are to await word (rom Dave B. that is
is okav to evaluate.
9. Other
10. Next meeting-March 12 @ noon

Minutes-A & L Meeting
March 8, 2010
Present: M. Hall, T. McGee, N. Daniels, M. McDowell, J. Shehorn,
L. Howard, J. Preston, K. Sheffield, L. Beloof
1.

Call to order at 12:02 pm.

2.

Additions to the agenda-none.

3.

Approval of minutes- no minutes to approve.

4.

New Business
a.

Teleconference meeting with Coalinga English Teachers- M. Hall was going to set up a
meeting on March 22, but it was pointed out that we already have a meeting set up on
March 15

th

•

th

At the March 15 meeting, we will address English lA, English 89 change to

100, and GS 61. M. Hall suggested T. Winters and J. Milianta be invited to the March 15

th

meeting. M. Hall also cancelled the March 22 meeting with the Coalinga English
Teachers, and we will not be meeting for an A & L meeting on March 22
b.
c.

nd

either.

Spring 2010 Schedule- was passed around for everyone to provide input.
Adjunct Evaluations- J. Preston will evaluate Drew in Education, K. Sheffield will evaluate
J. Milianta in GS and Wu in Linguistics, M. Ennes will evaluate Prelip and Johnson in
Communications.

5.

Old Business
a.

SLO Assessments-faculty asked about the deadline for the SLO chair to submit an annual
report. The deadline is in April. M. Mc Dowell is going to work on SLOs for Humanities. J.
Shehorn suggested that he take SLOs from the "old" Humanities form and put them into
the new format.

b.

Program Review- M. Hall asked if any were due. There was a bit of discussion on Liberal
Arts degree going through the curriculum process again.

c.

Kaleidoscope-M. McDowell has received submissions. He wanted to know if students
submitting visual and written pieces could use the same release form. L. Howard and N.
Daniels agreed. M. Mc Dowell will forward copies of release forms to N. Daniels. M. Mc
Dowell hopes to get the product to All Valley by April 30

th

•

If done by then, we will have

copies to distribute before graduation. M. Mc Dowell asked if we would rather cut
pages or copies if the All Valley quote was higher than the budget allotted. Faculty
suggests fewer pages because we do give out all 300 copies. SPLAAT students are
organizing a "Battle of the Bands."
d.

Bookstore- There have been no changes. Bookstore responded to email regarding issues
with "need specifics" before he can address. M . Hall suggests that faculty CC him with
book orders next semester. Faculty also stated the difficulties of giving a book order by
the bookstore's deadline when we don't know which class sections we have been

assigned. In terms of art supplies, the mark up is higher, so students go to Michaels or
Allards instead.
6.

Senate Report- L Beloof read an email from S. Droker in regards to tenure resolutions. It stated
the Chancellor was holding them until the April meeting to approve Lemoore and Coalinga
requests at the same time. Faculty wanted to know who was up for tenure. T. Mc Gee stated M.
Rodriguez, L Hall, and J. Rodgers, but there are others.

7.

Curriculum Report- English 1B was tabled by R. Sanchez because she wasn't sure that Coalinga
had been included. J. Shehorn said S. Sutherland had been contacted on at least 3 occasions to
relay information to his Coalinga colleagues. He did tell J. Shehorn to go ahead, J. Shehorn told
R. Sanchez to put it through as well, but it was still tabled.

8.

Classroom Ideas/lssues- Faculty discussed the inappropriate furniture in the classrooms.
Concerns included: set up determined pedagogy, furniture inhibits interaction with students,
"Modesty Shields" are useless and falling off, teachers found it difficult to get to students sitting
on the far end next to the walt and there were other issues/concerns. J. Shehorn did research
the furniture and shared the information with D. Warkentin at one point. However, he turned
down the request to use BSI funds to change furniture in a classroom. Faculty wonders why it's
acceptable for science to have a collaboratory that only they use, but we can't have a room
better designed for students in English classes. J. Preston asked what could be done to put
forward requests in future buildings. It was suggested that we relay concerns to: Senate,
Student Success Committee, Facilities Committee, and BSt. J. Shehorn was going to ask S.
Droker if we could have more than one faculty on Facilities just in case the designated faculty
was teaching at the time the meetings are held.

9.

Other-none.

10. Agenda items for next meeting-nothing new was suggested.
Adjourned

Minutes-A & L Meeting
April 26, 2010
Present: M. Hall, L. Howard , 1. Preston, M. McDowell , K. Sheffield, R. Oxford, L.
Beloof, M. Ennes
l. Call to order at 12:00 pm.
2. Additions to the agenda- Learning Area A wards
3. Approval of minutes-Minutes approved (Marty moved to approve, Kim
seconded). All were in favor.
4. New Business
a. Don announced, at an administrative meeting, that we are now going to a oneyear schedule. Don wants this discussed at Learning Area Meetings. A&L
has already been working on this. Probably won' t happen until next spring
(one full year of suggestions). It was suggested that an activity/discussion be
planned for Flex Day regarding the one-year schedule. Marlon is going to
follow-through with Kurt regarding this.
b. "Battle of the Arts" at Kings Art Center. Students are excited. Mike
mentioned the possibility of honoring Sue Westover. A plaque in the
sidewalk was mentioned. Question was asked as to whether or not we can
provide Sue's children with an honorary degree for their mother. Marty will
take information, from Mike (regarding Sue), to PGc. Other items discussed
included Food and Follies. Time, location? Attendance, and enthusiasm, are
declining. It was mentioned that everyone might need to be included in the
planning. Too staff driven.
c. SLO Ass.essn:ents: 101B (Kim and Jacqui are working on this). 51B (Libra).
1B (Is thIS bemg assessed?) It should be this semester. Ed 5 (James). Mike
checking his schedule.
d. Program Review: Nothing currently.
e. Ron Oxford shared his concern regarding different style guides and their
updates. He ~s~ed ,:hat the library should use to help students. There have
been contradictIO?S m fonnat (MLA, APA, CMS). He wants the librar staff
t~ kn~~how to dIrect the students. Do they go by the edition required ~n the
0 they go by the most updated information on the MLA
b'?
c ass.
~ow s~oul? the library, and English Lab, handle this? Continue ~~s sIte.
ISCUSsion m A&L. Ron will also discuss this concern with othe 1
.
areas.
r earrung
f. Learning Area A
ds.' E ng I'Ish-Laura "Stonn " M'
war
McGrath, Conununication-Raechelle Be
E~
I.nero, .Art-Heaven Annie
Humanities-Bryan Eskew
rna,
ucatIOn-Gma Luis,
5. Old Business

Cha~ging English 89 to English 100' No
Coalmga. No words since M I '
.updates. A&L had a meetino- with
S
S th
. ar on sent mfonnatio fi
h
b
cott u erland. Marty asked Mike t '
. n, ro~ t e chancellor, to
0
Should we move forward even th
h bnng the ISsue up m Curriculum
b. Changing GS 61 to GS 101 (See ~:)~ we haven ' t heard more from Coalinga?
a.

6.

7.
8.
9.

c. Kaleidoscope: At the printer. Mike gave flash drive back to Marty. Ahead of
schedule. Hope is to pick it up May 7. Kim and Libra will proof. Check
layout, line endings. It was noted that people are pleased we pushed for print
rather than online. Tangible reward. Does not read as well on screen.
d. Bookstore: No communication, yet, regarding Fall 2010 book orders. Libra
noted that she hadn' t been contacted about Summer 2010. Others said they
had been. Email Amber for follow-through. Concern regarding books being
used later in the semester. Students wait to purchase, and by the time the
book is utilized, the bookstore has sent them back. It was suggested that the
bookstore keep the copies in store, especially when the instructor uses the
same title/edition every year.
Senate: Larry provided an email handout, from Stephanie Droker, regarding
recommendations for faculty positions. Priority is ESL. Spanish Instructor is also
needed. Other positions discussed included Communication Instructor, Art
Faculty, Humanities, Performing Arts, Music, and Journalism.
Curriculum: Ed 5 needs to be sent to A&L for approval and, then, to TRC. May 3
is the last day to submit new material.
Classroom Ideas/Issues: None discussed.
Other-None

Agenda items for next meeting were suggested-Marlon wrote those down.
Meeting adjourned at 12:52 pm
N ext meeting is the last meeting of the semester (May 10).

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
HEALTH, WELLNESS & NURSING
LEARNING AREA MEETING
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 20,2010
8:30am -10:00am

AGENDA
1.

Call to Order

2.

Additions to the Agenda

3.

Approval of Minutes

4.

Health & Nursing Area Report - Charles Freeman

5.

Counselors Report - Marta Hendrickson

6.

SLO Program Review Assessment Report- Joel Rogers
A.
Program Level
B.
Course Level

7.

Curriculum Report - Kent Olson

8.

Academic Senate Report - Dave Neer

9

Athletic Academic Advisor Report - Teresa Quilici
A.
Discussion

10.

Golden Eagle Arena
A.
Continued Discussion - Course Curriculum Development

11.

Kinesiology Curriculum Report - Dave Neer/Joel Rogers

12.

Classroom/Campus Concerns

13.

Good of the Order

14.

Adjournment

WHCL Health, Wellness, & Nursing Learning Area
Meeting Minutes
October 20, 2010
Room# 124

8:30 a.m.

Members Present: R. Clement, C. Freeman, M. Hendrickson, D. Neer, K. Olson,
T. Quilici, R. Ragsdale & M. Unzueta
Members Absent: A. Fortune & J. Rogers
Minutes recorded by: A. Avitia
1) Call to Order8:30 a.m.
2) ChangeslAdditions to the AgendaNone Stated.
3) Approval of MinutesK. Olson motioned to approve September 8, 2010 meeting minutes; D. Neer seconded the
motion, the motion was approved unanimously.
4) Health & Nursing Area Report- Charles Freeman
C. Freeman reported that the medical assisting course is going through the curriculum
process for credit. He added that the EMT course expanded its seats from 30 to 40
students and that a sterile processing course may be offered in the spring. He also
announced that the CNA course started today, October 20, 2010 and that the nursing area
is trying to hire a CNA instructor. C. Freeman exits at 9:50a.m.
5) Counselors Report- Marta Hendrickson
No report given at this time.
6) SLO Program Review Assessment Report- Joel Rogers
A. Program Level
B. Course Level
No report given at this time. J. Rogers absent.
7) Curriculum Report- Kent Olson
K. Olson reported that PE-005 Intercollegiate Women's Volleyball and PE-25A
Introductory Soccer were recently passed in curriculum.
8) Academic Senate Report- Dave Neer
(Handout: E-mail: SB 1440 Implementation: Associate Degree's for Transfer)
D. Neer informed the learning area of the recent e-mail all faculty should have received
regarding the new bill that passed that would help students transfer with an associate
degree. He asked the learning area to review the e-mail for their information.

9) Athletic Academic Advisor Report- Teresa Quilici
T. Quilici infonned the learning area ofthe recent progress reports sent out by Elva
Torres and, as of today, October 20, 2010 she has received only four progress reports and
expressed the importance of receiving these back from the instructors. The learning area
had an open discussion regarding the progress report template and faculty involvement.
R. Clement will have Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson at the next learning area to help clear up
this process.
10) Golden Eagle ArenaA. Continued Discussion- Course Curriculum Development
B. Clement asked the learning area to continue brainstonning of potential courses that
could be offered in the arena.
11) Kinesiology Curriculum Report- Dave Neer/Joel Rogers
(Handout: Student Learning Outcomes Tracking Fonn)
No report at this time. J. Rogers absent. B. Clement shared with the learning area that a
representative was needed for the area to be a part of the Strategic Planning Meeting.
D. Neer volunteered, in addition to K. Olson to be D. Neer's backup.
12) Classroom/Campus ConcernsNo issues or concerns at this time.
13) Good of the Order(Handout: E-mail regarding spring schedule)
B. Clement shared with the learning area of proposed course changes for the spring from
R. Ragsdale. No issues or concerns at this time.
14) Adjournment
Meeting Adjourned: 9:40 a.m.

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
HEALTH, WELLNESS," NURSING
LEARNING AREA MEE'nNG
FRIDAY, AUGUST 13, 2010
3:00pm - 4:00pm
WHCC LIBRARY

AGENDA

1.

Restricted and Unrestricted Funds Expenditure
•

lottery

2.

Two ...Year Schedule
• To be placed on the college website and/or portal (Handout)

3.

2011 Spring Schedule
• Work on the premise that the schedule will mimic 2010 spring schedule "Moving
Target"
• Schedule development team for our learning Area

4.

Program Review
•
Program review schedule (Handout)
• Timelines for completion

5.

Evaluations of Faculty
•
•

Fulltime
Adjunct

6.

Accreditation Updates (Handout)

7.

learning Area Faculty Representation
• Curriculum, SlOC, Academic Senate, PGC

8.

Course Repetition

9.

SlO Update
• Course level & Program level assessment (4% of program SlO assessed to date)
•
Implementation Plan ... Portal (Handout)

10.

Golden Eagle Arena
•
Fitness Equipment Update (Handout)
• Course Curriculum Development

11.

Removal ofW's & F's from transcripts

12.

learning Area meetings schedule for 2010 fall semester

13.

Campus issues and highlights

14.

Adjournment

RFP 010-01 WHC WELLNESS - AEROBICS, EXERCISE & WEIGHT TRAINING EQUIPMENT:
Bid Opening: Friday, July 16, 2010 at 9:00am

Deled: Jun 24, 2010
Item

NO:
1
1a
2
2b
3
3a
4
4a
5

6

TREADMILL :
3 Year bumper to bumoer warranty, includes All Parts, labor and travel costs.

CROSS TRAINER:
3 Year bumper 10 bumper warranly, includes All Parls, labor and lravel cosls,
UPRIGHT EXERCISE BIKE:
3 Year bumper to bumper warranty. includes All Parts, labor and travel costs,
RECUMBENT BIKE:

3 Year bumeer to bumper warranty, includes Ail Parts, labor and travel costs.
ATTACHABLE 17" LCD TV:

TV BRACKETS & ADAPTOR BRACKETS:

Treadmills (4), Cross Trainer (3), Recumbenl Bike (2),

Uprighl Exercise Bike (4), plus (1) administrative remote.

7

REMOTE CONTROLS:
Remote Controls for Upright Treedmills (4), Cross Trainer (3), Recumbent
Bike (2), Upright Exercise Bike (4), plus (1) administraUve remote.

8

DIP & CHIN ASSIST PRESS:

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

BICEPS CURL PRESS:

18

SEATED LEG PRESS:

19

SEA TED SHOULDER PRESS:

CHEST PRESS:
PECTORAL FL Y/REAR DEL TOlD PRESS:
HIP ABDUCTOR:
HIP ABDUCTOR:
HORtZONTAL CALF PRESS:
LEG EXTENSION PRESS:
SEATED ROW:
LEG CURL:

20

SEATED TRICEPS EXTENSION:

21
22
23
24
25

LAT PULLDOWN :

26
27

DECLlNEJADBDOMINAL BENCH:

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

MULTI·ADJUSTABLE STRENGTH BENCH:

37

CUSTOM BUtL T·5 STACK MUL TI·JUNGLE:
DUAL ADJUSTABLE PULLEY STATtON:
HAMMER STRENGTH SMITH MACHtNE:
BODY WEIGHT GLUTElHAM BENCH:
BUMPER PLATE STORAGE RACK· LARGE:
DUMBBELL RACK·DOUBLE TIER:
UTILITY BENCH wf75 DEGREE:
FLAT BENCH:
OL YMPIC HEA VY DUTY 6' X S' S TAND ALONE PLATFORM:

OL YMPIC S' HEA VY OUTY HALF RACK:
OL YMPIC HEA VY DUTY ADJUSTABLE BENCH:
BACK EXTENSION BENCH:
ABDOMINAL CRUNCH BENCH:
On site staff (raining on proper equipment use and equipment maintenance.
STAFF TRAINING :
Identify anv other trsfninQ availability (off site, web based etc.)

8/10/2010

AdvantaQ8 Fitness Products

Quantity Unit Price

ITEM DESCRIPTION & DETAILS:

Ute Fitness

Total

Unit Price

16,780.00

$ 3,680.00

$

$ 650.00
$ 2,659.00
$ 200.00
$ 1,635.00
$ 180.00
$ 1,840.00
$ 180,00
$ 804.00

S

4
4
3
3
4
4
2
2
13

$ 4,195.00

$

$
$ 4,250.00
$ 400.00
$ 1,675.00

$
$
$
$
$

12,750.00
1,200.00
6,700.00

$

3,790.00

$
$ 1,095.00

$

13

$

$

$

94.00

14

$

$

$

60.50

$

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
3
1
1
2
4
2
1
2

$ 2.499.00

$

$

$ 2.499.00

$
$

S 2.499.00
$ 2,425,00
$ 2.499.00
$ 2,499,00
$ 4,195.00
$ 2,499.00 $
$ 2,499.00 $
$ 2,499.00 $
$ 6,225.00 $
$ 3,595.00 $
$ 2,695.00 $
$ 675.00 $
$ 525.00 $
$ 189.00 $
$ 685.00 $
$ 595.00 $
$ 375,00 $
$ 375.00 $
$ 725.00 $
$ 1,025.00 $
$ 829.00 $
$ 595.00 $
$ 899.00 $

2,499.00 $ 2,454.00
2,499.00 $ 2,033.00
2,499.00 $ 2,174.00
2,499.00 $ 2,174,00
2,499.00 $ 2,174,00
2,499.00 $ 2,174.00
2.499.00 S 2,104.00
2,425.00 S 2,384.00
2,499.00 $ 2,174.00
2,499.00 $ 2,174.00
4,195.00 $ 3,506.00
2,499.00 $ 2,104.00
2,499.00 $ 2,033.00
2,499.00 $ 1,824.00
6,225. 00 $ 7,170.00
3,595.00 $ 3,323.00
2,695.00 $ 2,594.00
675.00 $ 970.00
52500 $ 404.00
378.00 $ 236.00
2,055,00 $ 647.00
1,785.00 $ 525.00
375.00 $ 282.00
375.00 S 226.00
1,450.00 $ 1,501.00
4,100.00 $ 1,227.00
1,658.00 $ 559.00
595.00 $ 704.00
1,798.00 $ 830.00

1

$

$
$ 1,895.00

$ 2,499.00
$ 2,499.00

$

$

$ 2,499.00

$

$ 2,499.00

$
S
$
$
$
$

$

14,235.00

$

Promaxlma

Total

Unit Price

Unit Price

16,796.00

$ 4,630.00

$

$
$

$ 3,199.00

$

9,597.00

$
S 1,799.00

$
$

7,196.00

$
$

14,720.00
2,600.00
7,977.00
600.00
6,540.00
720.00
3,680.00
360.00
10,452.00

$

1,222.00

$

$

847.00

$

$

$

$
$
$
$

$
$

S
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$

$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

The Dumbell Man Fitness Eq

Total

$ 4,199.00

$

$

$ 1,799.00

$

3,598.00

$

$
$

12,987.00

$

999.00

2,454.00 $ 1,799.00 $
2,033. 00 $ 1,799.00 $
2,174.00 $ 1,799.00 S
2,174.00 $ 1,799,00 $
2,174.00 S 1,799,00 $
2,174.00 $ 1,799.00 $
2,104.00 S 1,799.00 $
2,384.00 $ 1,799.00 $
2,174.00 $ 1,799.00 $
2,174.00 $ 1,799.00 $
3,506.00 $ 1,799.00 $
2,104.00 $ 1,799.00 $
2,033.00 $ 1,799.00 $
1,824 .00 $ 1,799.00 $
7,170.00 $ 5,299. 00 S
3,323.00 $ 2,295,00 $
2,594.00 $ 1.495,00 $
970.00 $ 795.00 $
404.00 $ 235,00 $
472.00 $ 325.00 $
1,941 .00 $ 250.00 $
1,575.00 $ 385.00 $
282.00 $ 165.00 $
226.00 $ 150,00 $
3,002.00 $ 1,195.00 $
4,908.00 $ 1,395.00 $
1,118.00 $ 450.00 $
704.00 $ 275.00 $
1,660.00 $ 695.00 $
$

$

1.00
$
$ 3,445.00
1.00
$
$ 2,215.00
$
1.00
$ 2,330.00
$
1.00

Total
$
$
$

$
$
$

$
$

$

$

$

$

$

$

1,799.00 $ 2,345.00
1,799.00 $ 2,075.00
1,799.00 S 2,210.00
1,799.00 S 2,345.00
1,799.00 $ 2,490.00
1,799.00 $ 2,490.00
1,899.00 $ 2,155.00
1,799.00 $ 2,070.00
1,799.00 $ 2,215.00
1,799.00 $ 2,215.00
1,799.00 $ 3,640.00
1,799.00 $ 2,215.00
1,799.00 $ 2,155.00
1,799.00 $ 2,155.00
5,299.00 $ 7,200.00
2,295.00 $ 3,390.00
1,495.00 $ 2.460.00
795.00 $ 1,320.00
235.00 $ 580.00
650.00 $ 190,00
750.00 $ 590.00
1,155.00 $ 590.00
165.00 S 365.00
150.00 S 280.00
2,390.00 $ 1,205.00
5,580.00 $ 1,250.00
900.00 $ 675.00
275.00 $ 500.00
1,390.00 $ 845.00
$

1.00

18,520.00
4.00
10,335.00
3.00
8,860.00
4.00
4,660.00
2.00

$

2,345.00
2,075.00
2,210.00
2,345.00
2,490.00
2,490.00
2,155.00
2,<l70.00
2,215.00
2,215.00
3,640,00
2,215.00
2,155.00
2,155.00
7,200.00
3,390.00
2,460.00
1,320.00
580.00
380.00
1,770.00
1,770.00
365.00
260.00
2.410.00
5,000.00
1,350.00
500.00
1,290.00

$

1.00

$

$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$

S

S
$
$
$

$
$

$
$
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38'
38A
3813
38C
38D

38!
38F
38G
38H
381
38J

3SK
38L
38M

DUMI3EL.LS: as follows (minimum or better)
Pro-Rubber DB Set 5-50 x 5 Platinum
Pro-Rubber DB Set 55-100 x 5 Platinum
Int9k smmath 451b robber OlvmDic Plate S1nale cen/ar = 1.1185' - s/andlJl'd oIvmoic bar slza
Int9k SItength 251b robber Olympic Plsw (single)
Intek smmath 101b robber OIvmoic Plste (Binale)
Int9k smmath 5/b rubber O/vmoic Plate 'sInote
Inlek SItength 2.51b rubber O/vmoic Pla18(sinuie
International Power Bar 7' - bleck cos/ad cen/er knul1lrn1 (1.8001b caD8CilYl
Double Naadte Bealfrnl Bar 7' - nickel cosled 1.8001b caoacllvl
Olympic Training Bumper Bleck - 45/b. (cora of salid harr/aned chrome steel outer sheH salid,
Olympic Training BumPer Black· 35/b, (cora of solid hardened chrome l3Ieel, outer shell solid
Olvmoic Tralnlna Bumner Black - 251b, (cora of solid hardened chrome steel. outer shell solid
Olympic Training Bumper Black - 101b. (core of solid hardened chrome steel outer shell solid,

.

vimln rubber)
viraln rubber)
vlraln rubbe,"
virgin rubber)

2
1
28
18
18
10
10
4
2
8
8
8
4

SUB-TOTAL:
DISCOUNT:
INSTALLATION:
SAL.ES TAX (Fresno Countv. CAl 8.975%
SHIPPING & HANDUNG to 300 Cherry Lane Ccallnaa. CA 93210 :

GRAND TOTAL:

$
$ 1.095.00
$ 3.095.00
$
50.00
$
29.00
$
13.00
6,50
$
3.25
$ 189,00
$ 275.00
$ 89,00
79.00
$
$
55.00
55,00
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$

$
$

2.190.00
3,095.00
1,400.00
522,00
234,00
65.00
32.50
756,00
550.00
712,00
632,00
440.00
220,00

$
$
$
$

131.195,50

$
$

$ 1.136.00
$ 2,453.00
$
59.50
$
33.50
$
13,30
$
7.00
$
3.50
$ 311,50
$ 556.50
$
73.50
$
56,00
45,50
$
$
35,00

$
$
$
$

$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

$
$

$
2.272,00
2.453.00
1.666.00
504,50
239.40
70,00
35,00
1,246,00
1,113,00
586.00
448.00
364.00
140.00

$

$
$
$
$
$

2.760,00
2.980.00
2.023.00
734.40
290,70
86.00
42.50
900.00
1.350,00
520.00
420,00
320,00
80.00

$1,075,00
$2.340.00
$
45.00
$
25.00
$ 10.00
$
5.00
2,50
$
$ 150.00
$ 205.00
$
90.00
$
75.00
$
60,00
$ 45.00

$
$

$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2.150.00
2.340,00
1.250,00
450,00
180,00
50,00
25,00
640,00
410,00
720.00
600.00
480.00
180.00

114.714,00

7014.00

$
$
$
$
$

155,480,23

$ 130,587.48

$

137,542.71

122,792..2.0

11619.29
163,064.19

$

7,795,00
12,474,40

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$ 111.489.60
$
$
3.250.00
$ 10,297.88
5.580,00
$

$
$
$
$
$

-

$1,380.00
$ 2.980.00
72,25
$
$ 40,80
$
16.15
$
8,50
$
4,25
$ 225.00
$ 675,00
65,00
$
52,50
$
$ 40,00
20,00
$

13.446.60
12,227.43

.

11.500.00
11.327,71
1,00

OTHER ITEMS:

.

Provide any pl'Oduct HlustlllUons and lIIera1u!l! available for Hems quoted on.
Please identifY who any warranty, maintenance and service contract will be with Including Company Name •
Addn;oss, Phone number along with response time.

-

8/1012010
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Clement, Robert

From:

Tos. Angela
Wednesday, August 11. 2010 11 :21 AM
Ragsdale. Rodney; Neer, Dave; Unzueta, Mark; Olson. Kent S.; Fortune, Allen
Clement. Robert; Torres. Elva; Dorsey-Robinson. Sylvia
Student Education Plans (SEP) for Athletes

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Hello esteemed coaches,
I have been charged with having student education plans on file for all of the student athletes by September 3
emailing you to inform you of my plan and request your support and assistance in implementing it.

rd

.

I am

The plan
I have scheduled a group academic counseling session on Tuesday, August 24 from 3-5 pm. (Hopefully this is not news
to you and you have already been notified of this date.)
A different counselor will be available at each table. I will begin the session with a 15 minute overview of the advising
sheets, educational goals and the SEP form; the goal of this presentation is to provide the information necessary to the
students to be able to identify their educational goal and know what forms to follow and fill out. The students will then
begin completing their own SEP forms and will include on it the sport for which they participate. There will be catalogs
at each table for them to review course descriptions and majors. Once the student has completed the form (with the
assistance of the counselor as necessary) the form will be given to the counselor who will check it, make any necessary
changes/revisions, write in any appropriate notes or information and collect it. All SEPs will be copied and the student's
copy will be sent to you to be distributed to them later.
How you can provide support and assistance
•
•
•
•

•

•

Please provide me with a list of the courses your athletes need to participate in for your sport. I will need this
list by noon on Monday, August 23.
Please emphasize with your athletes the value of the student educational plan (from a success viewpoint it is the
most important counseling activity they can participate in to help them meet their educational goals).
Please require those students who do not have a SEP on file to attend; let them know that having a SEP impacts
their eligibility.
Please stress to your athletes that they need to be on time- the instructions are explained in the beginning. The
counselors are extending their work day for this event and I'd like to demonstrate respect for their time by
beginning on time.
Consider encouraging all your athletes to be there for the overview at the beginning (although not required for
those students who already have a SEP on file, it is excellent information that can only positively enhance their
knowledge for their education).
Check your mailboxes and when you receive the copies ofthe SEPs, distribute them to the athletes as soon as
possible.

I think this is going to be a great event and I look forward to working with you and your student athletes. If you have any
questions, concerns, or suggestions please don't hesitate to contact me; I welcome feedback.
Thanks
Angela Tos
Counselor, West Hills College Lemoore
559.925.3324
559.925.3865 fax
1

REVISED ACCREDITATION REPORT TIME LINE
West Hills College Lemoore
July 2-Revisions from Standard Administrative Chairs to Writer
July Is-Revised Draft from Writer
--Revised Draft to Standard Teams for Near Final Review
August ll-Send to District Office, Standard Teams, etc., for Review
August 25-Due Date From District Office Staff
September I-Review by College Governance Groups and College Staff
October 6-PGC, 1st Reading
October 20-PGC, 2nd Reading
October 25-To Printer, 100 Copies
November 16-BOT, 1st Reading
December 7-BOT, 2nd Reading
January IS-BOT, Last Chance for Approval
January 19-Mail to Visitation Team Members
March 6-lo-Site Visit

West Hills College Lemoore enriches the lives of our
students and the community we serve by being dedicated
to quality educational learning opportunities and
partnerships. The college provides a positive
environment that is committed to student learning and
empowering students to achieve their educational goals.

\

West Hills College Lemoore
Student Learning Outcomes (SLO)
Implementation Plan

DRAFT

C

YEAR 1
2008 ..2009
SLO Coordinator
Training/Education - Plan Mandatory Spring
Presentation
- Work with Administration to
identify facilitators
- Develop and coordinate training
activities throughout the year

Assessment Cycle - Work with SLOC to identify
cohorts for assessment cycle
- Coordinate with facilitators of for
the pilot courses

Dialogue

Student Learning
Outcomes Committee
(SLOC)

Facilitators

Programs

- Conduct inventory of SLOs at the
College
- Develop glossary of terms related
to SLOs and distribute to College
- Work with SLO Coordinator to
develop training activities

- Share information from SLOC
with own Learning ArealProgram
and vice versa
- Report training needs from
Learning Areas to SLOC

- Attend workshops
- Communicate training needs to
facilitator

- Identify which programs are in
each of the 4 cohorts
- Review the work from the pilot
courses and provide feedback
- Develop format to be used to
document SLOs at the college

- Work with pilot courses to
progress through the cycle

- Pilot courses complete the cycle

All faculty and staff will fully engage in an ongoing dialogue that honestly assesses what students are learning.

Communication

- Send all users email notices
regarding SLOC meetings and
actions

Newsletter - Draft and distribute

- Representatives report
- Share information from SLOC
information from SLOC back to
with own program and vice versa
constituency group and vice versa

Website - Design and maintain currency of - Review drafts and provide input
information

Program Review

- Review any proposed changes to
- Work with program review
coordinator to redesign how SLOs the PR process
are incorporated into PR

Curriculum

- Work with Curriculum Committee - Review any proposed changes to
Chair to design how SLOs are to
the curriculum process
be incorporated into curriculum
process

~

-------

- Review drafts and provide input

~

~

- Continue with process as is

- Continue with process as is

August 2008

,

West Hills College Lemoore
Student Learning Outcomes (SLO)
Implementation Plan

DRAFT

YEAR 2
2009·2010
SLO Coordinator
Training/Education - Work with Employee Success

Committee to plan training
activities throughout the year as
needed

Assessment Cycle
(First Year)

Dialogue

- Initiate 1st cycle with Cohort A

Student Learning
Outcomes Committee
(SLOC)

Facilitators

Programs

- Share results from SLO inventory - Report training needs from depts - Communicate training needs to
with campus community
to SLOC
facilitator
- Work with SLO Coordinator to
develop training activities

- Oversee the implementation of
the 1st cycle with Cohort A

- Work with departments in Cohort - Cohort A begins the cycle
A to begin the cycle

All faculty and staff will fully engage in an ongoing dialogue that honestly assesses what students are learning.

Communication

- Representatives report
- Share feedback with SLOC from - Cohort A communicates their
- Communicate information
Cohort A regarding their progress experiences with moving through
regarding the implementatin of the information from SLOC back to
constituency group and vice versa moving through the cycle
the cycle with their facilitators
cycle to the campus community

Newsletter - Draft and distribute

- Review drafts and provide input

Website - Design and maintain currency of - Review drafts and provide input
information

Program Review

-------------- --------------------------- --------------

Involvement will depend on how the Program Review process is changed given the accreditation recommendation related to
college planning and evaluation activities. The SLOC will monitor any changes and ensure that SLOs are being addressed.

Curriculum
Involvement will depend on how the Curriculum process is changed. The SLOC will monitor any changes and ensure that SLOs
are being addressed.

August 2008

"

,

West Hills College Lemoore
Student Learning Outcomes (SLO)
Implementation Plan

DRAFT'

YEAR 3

2010-2011
Student Learning
SLO Coordinator
Training/Education - Work with Employee Success
Committee to plan training
activities throughout the year as
needed

Assessment Cycle
(Second Year)

Dialogue

- Initiate 1st cycle with Cohort B
- Ensure Cohort A completes 1st
cycle and begins 2nd cycle

Outcomes Committee
(SLOC)
- Work with SLO Coordinator to
develop training activities

Facilitators

Programs

- Report training needs from depts - Communicate training needs to
facilitator
to SLOC

- Evaluate the effectiveness of the - Work with Cohort B to begin the
cycle after first year and make
cycle
changes for improvement as
- Work with Cohort A to complete
1st cycle and begin 2nd cycle
needed

- Cohort A completes 1st cycle and
begins 2nd cycle
- Cohort B begins 1st cycle

All faculty and staff will fully engage in an ongoing dialogue that honestly assesses what students are learning.

Communication

- Communicate results from the
first year of the cycle to the
campus community

Newsletter - Draft and distribute

- Share feedback with SLOC from - Cohorts A & B communicate their
- Representatives report
information from SLOC back to
Cohorts A & B regarding their
experiences with. moving through
constituency group and vice versa progress moving through the cycle the cycle with their facilitators
- Review drafts and provide input

Website - Design and maintain currency of - Review drafts and provide input
information
erogram Review

-------- ------------------ --------

Involvement will depend on how the Program Review process is changed given the accreditation recommendation related to
college planning and evaluation activities. The SLOC will monitor any changes and ensure that SLOs are being addressed.
Curriculum

Involvement will depend on how the Curriculum process is changed. The SLOC will monitor any changes and ensure that SLOs
are being addressed.

August 2008
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West Hills College Lemoore
Student Learning Outcomes (SLO)
Implementation Plan

DRAFT

YEAR 4
2011-2012
SLO Coordinator
Training/Education - Work with Employee Success

Committee to plan training
activities throughout the year as
needed

Assessment Cycle
(Third Year)

Dialogue

- Initiate 1st cycle with Cohort C
- Ensure Cohort B completes 1st
cycle and begins 2nd cycle
- Ensure Cohort A complete 2nd
cycle

Student Learning
Outcomes Committee
(SLOC)

Facilitators

Programs

- Work with Coordinator to develop - Report training needs from depts - Communicate training needs to
training activities
to SLOC
facilitator

- Evaluate the effectiveness of the
cycle after second year and make
changes for improvement as
needed

- Work with Cohort C to begin the
cycle
- Work with Cohort B to complete
1st cycle and begin 2nd cycle
- Work with Cohort A to complete
2nd cycle

- Cohort C begins 1st cycle
- Cohort B completes 1st cycle and
begins 2nd cycle
- Cohort A completes 2nd cycle

All faculty and staff will fully engage in an ongoing dialogue that honestly assesses what students are learning.

Communication

- Communicate results from the
second year of the cycle to the
campus community

Newsletter - Draft and distribute

- Representatives report
- Share feedback with SLOC from - Cohorts A, B & C communicate
information from SLOC back to
Cohorts A, B & C regarding their
their experiences with moving
constituency group and vice versa progress moving through the cycle through the cycle with their
facilitators
- Review drafts and provide input

Website - Design and maintain currency of - Review drafts and provide input
information

Program Review

Curriculum

----------- --------------------- -----------

Involvement will depend on how the Program Review process is changed given the accreditation recommendation related to
college planning and evaluation activities. The SLOC will monitor any changes and ensure that SLOs are being addressed.

Involvement will depend on how the Curriculum process is changed. The SLOC will monitor any changes and ensure that SLOs
are being addressed.

August 2008
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West Hills College Lemoore
Student Learning Outcomes (SLO)
Implementation Plan

DRAFT

YEARS
2012·2013
SLO Coordinator
Training/Education - Work with Employee Success
COmmittee to plan training
activities throughout the year as
needed'

Assessment Cycle
(Fourth Year)

Dialogue

Student Learning
Outcomes Committee
(SLOC)
- Work with SLO Coordinator to
develop training activities

- Evaluate the effectiveness of the
- Initiate 1st cycle with Cohort D
- Ensure Cohort C completes 1st . cycle after second year and make
changes for improvement as
cycle and begins 2nd cycle
- Ensure Cohort B complete 2nd
needed
- Plan the implementation of a plan
cycle
- Ensure Cohort A begins 3rd cycle to develop SLOs for GE and
degrees and certificate programs

Facilitators

Programs

- Report training needs from depts - Communicate training needs to
to SLOC
facilitator

- Work with Cohort D to begin the
cycle
- Work with Cohort C to complete
1st cycle and begin 2nd cycle
'- Work with Cohort B to complete
2nd cycle
- Work with Cohort A to begin 3rc!
cycle

- Cohort D begins 1st cycle
- Cohort C completes 1st cycle and
begins 2nd cycle
- Cohort B completes 2nd cycle
- Cohort A begins 3rd cycle

All faculty and staff will fully engage in an ongoing dialogue that honestly assesses what students are learning.

Communication

- Communicate results from the
third year of the cycle to the
campus community

Newsletter - Draft and distribute

- Representatives report
- Share feedback with SLOC from - Cohorts A, B, C & D
information from SLOC back to
Cohorts A, B, C & D regarding
communicate their experiences
constituency group and vice versa their progress moving through the with moving through the cycle with
cycle
their facilitators
- Review drafts and provide input

Website - Design and maintain currency of - Review drafts and provide input
information

Program Review

Curriculum

-------------- -------------------------

Involvement will depend on how the Program Review process is changed given the accreditation recommendation related to
college planning and evaluation activities. The SLOC will monitor any changes and ensure that SLOs are being addressed.

Involvement will depend on how the Curriculum process is changed. The SLOC will monitor any changes and ensure that SLOs
are being addressed.

August 2008

PROGRAM REVIEW SCHEDULE
Instructional Programs
•

Midterm Due
Program Review Due

uate OT Most
Program Name

Current Program

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2007

Physical Education
Psychology
Social

West Hills College lemoore

2010
2009
2004
2009

c
c
c

6/10/2010

c.o"~

.,

A~'"

-nT~

GEOL 12

Grand Canyon Field Course

GEOL30/60

Experimental Course

GEOL49/99

Directed Study

GS 61

Content Area Support

HE 35

Personal Health & Hygiene

HS5

Medical Terminology

HS 15X

Occupational Work Experience Education

HS 50
HS90

Sterile Processing Technician Preparation

HIST4A

Western Europe to 1700

Medical Mathematics

HIST 46

Western Europe from 1700

HIST17A

History of.the U.S. 1492-1877

HIST 176

History of the U.S. 1865-Present

HIST 20

World History I

HIST 30/60
HIST 32

Experimental Course
Cultural History of the Chicano

HIST34

Introduction to Black Studies

HST44

Women's Roles in United States History

HIST 49/99

Directed Study

HM 10

Introduction to Hotel Management

HM 11

Hotel Design, Planning & Development

HM 12
HM 61

Hotel, Motel Management, & Operations

HM 63

HousekMping Management

HM64

Maintenance Management

Front Office Management & Operations

HM65

Conference, Conventiona & Event Planning

HM 66

Tourisn & Convention Marketing & Sales

HRCM 1

Introduction to Hospitality

1.4 2,,0.::1,0

v

'SF ,00ll M2.e" s.1' 2012. J:'d 2

v

v

V"""

v

DI2-

Coc.:>RStS

.,

HPt::>

-r,'Te..f

NUTl

Basic Nutrition

PA 1

Introduction to Theater

PA3

Film Appreciation

PHIL 1

Introduction to Philosophy

PHIL2
PHIL 3

Introduction to Logic

PE 2
PE 6

Archery
Body Conditioning

PE7

Aerobics

Ethics

PE 8

Intermediate Aerobic Interval Training

PE 11

Golf
Jogging & Power Walking

PE 16
PE 18

Bowling

PE 19

Adaptive Physical Education

PE 21

Fitness Laboratory

PE 23

Weight Training

PE 25A

Introductory Soccer

PE 29

Introduction to Sport and Exercise Psychology

Pe 30/60
PE 35A

Experimental Courses
Theory of Soccer

PE40

Introduction to Physical Education

PE41

Standard First Aid

PE44

Fundamentals of Wrestling

PE44B

Theory of Wrestling

PE 45

Coaching Team Sports

& Prevention of Athletic Injuries

PE 46

Care

PE46A

Theory of Golf

PE46B
PE47

Theory of Cross Country
Fundamentals of Soccer

FA

2.0/0

:sP 2.oU ffl 2011

.s.p 2J;:I[J..

J!A. 2.012-

Cou~t£S
,., DL>

11'_

I ...

""""""''''

..,

...

~

...

rr •

.tIL. 'W'.

~

,c;.,:..... U'-

.1"7"7.....,.,. ......

PE48

Community First Aid & Safety

PE 49/99

Directed Study

PE 10

Men's Intercollegiate Coif

PE 15

Women's Intercollegiate CoIf

V

PE 21A

Women's Intercollegiate Cross Country

..........

V
V'"

V

PE 25

Men's Intercollegiate Wrestling

V

V""

V'"

PE 28

Men's Intercollegiate Cross Country

PE 35

Women's Intercollegiate Soccer

PE36

Men's Intercollegiate Soccer

V
Vv"'"

PHYSCl1

Survey of the Physica I Scie nces

PHYSCI2

Chemistry & Physics for Educators

PHYSCI 49/99 Directed Study
PHSICS 2A

Mechanics & Thermodynamics

PHSICS 2B

Electricity, Magnetism, Optics & Modern Physics

PHYSICS4A

Classical Mechanics

PHYSICS 4B

Electricity, Magnetsm & Waves

PHYSICS 4C

Thermodynamics, Optics & Modern Physics

POLSCl1

American Government

POLSCI2

Comparative Government

POLSCI4

Introduction to International Relations

POLSCI 30/60 Experimental Course
POLSCI49/99 Directed Study
POLSCI51

American Institutions

PSYCH 1

General Psycology

PSYCH 2

Abnormal Psychology,

PSYCH 3

Deveopmental Psychology

PSYCH 4

Personal Psychology

PSYCH 5

Biology Psychology

PSYCH 5

Law & Psychology

V'

v-

.,...

"'V'
"

V"'"

",.
.,/'

./

Welcome Week Chart
-----------------

Dean's Welcome Day
Coffee, Juice, water, Donuts

'8:45 AM to 10:45 AM

Deans-Bob, Marlon, Jose, Jody
Other
K.C. Family Health

EECU

SGA

10:00AM to 2:00PM

&
Club Rush Day and Student Athletes

6:00PM to 7:00PM

Blood Drive
K.C.F.H

EECU

I

I

: 11:00 AM to 1:00 PM

1President's BBQ Day

----------,

Don - Certificated sauce maker
Hotdogs & hamburgers, condiments, & water
Volunteers:

REVISED ACCREDITATION REPORT TIME LINE
West Hills College Lemoore
July 2-Revisions from Standard Administrative Chairs to Writer
July 15-Revised Draft from Writer
--Revised Draft to Standard Teams for Near Final Review
August ll-Send to District Office, Standard Teams, etc., for Review
August 25-Due Date From District Office Staff
September I-Review by College Governance Groups and College Staff
October 6-PGC, 1st Reading
October 20-PGC, 2nd Reading
October 25-To Printer, 75 Copies?
November 16-BOT, 1st Reading
December 7-BOT, 2nd Reading
January IS-BOT, Last Chance for Approval
January 19-Mail to Visitation Team Members
March 6-10-Site Visit

WEST
HILLS

West Hills College Lemoore

Student Services Matriculation

( (' \. q I ' I I ,

Meeting Minutes
Date: December 13, 2010

( ,
'----_

_

---"'_
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I

1 R I ( 1

Attending: Linda Amaya-Guenon, Lupe Banales, Susie Bri ones- Aceron, Veronica Grijalva,
Mariadela lu z Gonzalez, Lataria Hall, Marta Hendrickson, Eva Jimenez, Jose Lopez, Teresa
Quilici, Mike Rodriguez, Joel Ruble, Gary Sedgwi ck, Angela Tos, Jan Young, Wendy Denny,
Sylvia Dorsey- Robinson

Absent: Tiffani McGee, Jose Murrieta, Rupinder Rai, Oscar Villarreal
Discuss key points from :
SB 1440
a.
b.
Completion By Design
c.
Winn ing by degrees: the strategies of highly productive higher-education institutions
Staff wa s previously given copies of documents on 58 1440, Completion by Design and Winn ing by
Degrees and instructed to be prepared to discuss the contents With regard to SB 1440, staff
discussed the importance and implications of the legislation and the urgency of implication . With
regard to Completion by Design, staff discussed the loss and momentum pointes in the proposal of
the Completion By design from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and the WHCCD involvement
of the grant. With regard to the Winn ing by Degrees, staff discussed fie practices for raising degree
completion.
Discuss interpreting transcripts for military students - Susie and Gary
2.
G. SedgWick and S.B -Aceron reviewed with staff how to interpret transcripts for veterans who have
transcripts from al l over the country. He highlighted the need to determine if we were going to
accept the courses form local proprietary schools. There appears to be an Influx of students who
are enrolling with transcripts from these colleges as there is no current articulation agreement. This
item will be revisited in the next meeting.
1.

3.

Hear update on H.O.P .E. Project
SDR distributed copies of the Having Opportunity and Promise through Education (H.O.P.E .)
project. J. Rub le, walked staff through the plan that outlines the college's involvement at the K-12
level and parent involvement

4.

Review Developed Checklist and identify essential documents to provide to students during
counseling/advising apPoi ntments in order enhance student success
Staff reviewed the "Student Check List" crea ted by the team in a previous meeting. Some changes
were made and some items were eliminated as staff realized that some items will be addressed in
orientation and some items exist on the website .
T. Quilici and S. B-Aceraon gave an update to the staff of the Lemoore office.

6.

Receive AP 5011 - Admission and Concurrent Enrollment of High School and Younger Students
Staff was give a copy of the proposed AP 5011 and asked t o read over and be prepared to give
feedback to Eva for PGC in January.

December 3, 2010
Sunday, November 28, 2010
3:30 PM

Student SelVices Matriculation Meeting
Agenda
December 3, 2010

1.

Discuss key pOints from:
a. SB 1440
b. Completion By Design
c. Winning by degrees: the strategies of highly productive higher-education institutions

2.

Discuss interpreting transcripts for military students - Susie and Gary

3.

Hear update on H.O.P.E. Project

4.

Review Developed Checklist and identify essential documents to provide to students during
counseling/advising appointments in order enhance student success

5.

Standing Items:
a. On and Off Campus event need
b. PGC Update
c. Counselor learning Areas:
i. Arts and letters - Tiffani
ii. Math/Science - Angela
iii. CTE - Mike
iv. Health/ Wellness - Marta
v. Social Science - Veronica

6.

Receive AP 5011- Admission and Concurrent Enrollment of High School and Younger Sludetns

7.

Hear update on "2010-11 Task List"
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West Hills College Lemoore
Planning and Governance Council
Wednesday - November 21, 2007 - 1:30 p.m.
Conference Rm. 124
Minutes
Members Present:
Don Warkentin, President
Marty Ennes, CTA/Faculty Representative
Angela Tos, CTA/Faculty Representative
Kyalo Mativo, Curriculum Committee Chair
Ron Oxford, Librarian
Jan Young, Counselor/Advisor
Jose Lopez, Dean of Students
Allen Moore, Interim Director of Facilities & Auxiliary Services
James Preston, Academic Senate President
America Infante, CSEA/Classified Representative
Members Absent:
Rene Sanchez, Curriculum Committee Chair
Teresa Macias-Quilici, CSEA/Classified Representative
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services
Marlon Hall, Associate Dean of Educational Services, Evening College
Yarely Herrera, Student Government Association Representative
Call to Order
Mr. Warkentin called the meeting to order at 1:32 p.m.
Approval of minutes
The minutes of the November 7, 2007 meeting were approved on a motion by Marty
Ennes, seconded by Ron Oxford, all in favor, motion passed.
Action items
• Employee Development and Success Committee Governance Group
Request (revised). In the absence of Marlon Hall, this item will be postponed.
•

Program Review - Education/Education Assistant (EDUC/EA) Arts
and Letters
James Preston recommends that this program review remain status quo. They will
continue to seek grant funds. Marty Ennes asked about the status of the counselor
position. James responded that they are working on designating someone 40% but no
one has been formally designated. The majority of allocated monies will go to Angela
Tos and Marta Hendrickson. The grant funds are only for one year. Marty asked if it
would be helpful to make a recommendation for someone to be designated? James
responded negatively. There are funds for this position, even if it is an increase to a
current person. Is there enough money to identify someone full-time temporary? Mr.
Warkentin announced the budget expenditure cutoff date is as of February 1 in
anticipation of budget cuts from the Governor. He recommended the use of general
funds prior to restricted funds. Ken Stoppenbrink has stated that with contract
obligations for next year, $1.9 million district-wide are needed. The restricted monies
deadline is May 1, 2008. A caveat, Mr. Warkentin stated, could be the Governor's
budget. We cannot hire permanent staff, only temporary.
Dave recommended a
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program review schedule. Mr. Warkentin reported that as part of institutional
effectiveness we want program reviews to come to this body to be reviewed and
approved. Angela Tos announced that she has the program review for Student Services
completed and it will be brought to the next meeting. James believes a schedule would
be helpful. Marta asked if we could come up with a similar schedule process as in the
Curriculum Committee. James recommended that this program review remain status
quo. Marty Ennes motioned to approve the Education/Education Assistant (EDUC/EA)
Arts and Letters Program Review, it was seconded by Angela Tos, all in favor, motion
passed.
Information! discussion items
Mid Term Report Final Draft (first reading)
Mr. Warkentin stated that the Report will need to go to the board in January for final
approval at the February board meeting. He suggested that all members read the
Report closely and question as they read if it answers the recommendation. James
announced that this is on the agenda for Senate this Monday.
1.

Student Learning Outcomes
Dr. Mativo reported on behalf of Rene Sanchez. The next meeting is scheduled on
November 28 at 12:00 noon in the Senate office. Rene has requested all faculty to
attend if possible as this is a general education curriculum meeting for identification for
articulation requirements to CSU's and UC's. Next semester they will contact
iristructors about courses to be deleted or revised. 71% of the slo's are complete. This
does not include non instructional programs which have been turned into Angela Tos.
Ten percent have been assessed. Half of the staff are writing assessments. 29% are
without slo's at this time. Some of the courses may not be offered and may been
inactivated. There are still a large number in areas that do not have full-time faculty.
You cannot inactivate a course that is part of the program, i. e. Chem 55, if it is listed in
the major. There are some issues and they are being identified. Angela believes these
have to be submitted to the State Chancellor's office. The percentages may be off. Mr.
Warkentin is concerned about courses we now teach that don't have slo's. If it is a parttime faculty or full-time faculty they need to be contacted.
2.

3. Library Positions
Ron Oxford explained that they are attempting to stabilize the staffing in the library.
Russell Bellamy has moved to an adjunct position to free up funds for one 19 hr. library
specialist. The new position will be paid more than the full-time person (Frances
Andrade) and they are trying to figure out the path to bring these positions into
alignment, therefore, Dave Bolt has referred Ron to this Council. There are not funds
currently, but the amount of monthly increase to Frances' position amounts to $79-100
more. Frances has the same responsibilities. Mr. Warkentin responded that he is aware
of many positions in this situation and consultants have been hired for a classification
study to look positions and re-classifications. Until the study is complete reclassifications will not be approved. This may be positive for some staff, but could also
result negatively for some. Ron asked if they look at the structure of the positions. Mr.
Warkentin responded affirmatively, as was done in a previous study. Upon completion
of the study the effective date would most likely be July 1, 2008 for any reflected
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changes. Budget requests will be submitted m the spnng as per the process and
requests will be prioritized.
4. Academic Senate Report
James reported that at their last meeting they approved AP 3435. BP 3435 is currently
being revised at the Chancellor's level. The Senate has asked that the black out
resolution be adhered to. This specifies that college meetings not be scheduled during
finals week and the first week of each semester. James passed out a draft of flex day
activities and updated faculty committee involvement appointments. He also passed out
a list of the new learning area realignment model. Administrators assigned to each
learning area is still to be discussed. James was pleased to announce that counseling
faculty are adopting a learning area and will attend the meetings. This builds a bridge
between instruction and student services with many perspectives, placement testing,
course scheduling, where to refer students, etcetera. The last Senate meeting for the
semester is this Monday with focus to be on the Basic Skills Initiative (BS!).
5. Accreditation Rubric for Institutional Effectiveness
This item will be postponed. This is rubric of the planning, slo's, and program review.
We 'a re beyond the awareness stage, through development stage, and through the
proficient stage with a report due on March 10.
6. Report from Committee Representative
a) Student Learning Committee
In the absence of Dave Bolt, Mr. Warkentin provided input sent from Chairman Bolt via
his e-mail to state that this committee recommends changing their role regarding
program reviews. The SLC recommends that program reviews now be sent directly to
the Planning and Governance Council and then on through the budget development
process.
b) Budget Allocation Committee
In the absence of Dave Bolt, Mr. Warkentin read some comments from Chairman Bolt
via his email. James asked the status of the electronic bulletin board for the front area.
Mr. Warkentin stated that he has asked the company, Datronics, to provide a quote for
an electronic bulletin board. Angela reported that after conversation with several
students they had commented that the current administration bldg. lobby screens are
not in the best location. Ron stated that the library's screens are not up as yet and he
intends to check at UC Merced to see their flat screens and where they are located. The
architect has been asked to address this issue. James referred to the Lemoore High
electronic board which is place at the corner of their lot. Marty likes the idea of the
Student Learning Committee's role change. Angela concurred. Program reviews will
now go to PGC, then through the budget allocation process.
c) Facilities, Safety and Auxiliary Services Committee
Allen Moore reported the broken blue call center had been repaired. The Health
Department was on campus for an inspection last week. Fly control is a concern in both
the snack bar and culinary lab areas, Scheduled maintenance win be used to purchase
fans for fly control, also a refrigerator needs to be fixed. There was a central plant
problem where the chiller starts on its own. The vendor was called and a switch needed
replacement. Allen is looking into a performance contract to step side huge expenses
concerning the heating/cooling system. The CDC landscape has been maintained by
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two companies and this has caused concern between the two companies regarding the
sprinklers, ect. A drain has been listed for scheduled maintenance dollars at the CDC,
then a lawn to be rolled in. The maintenance schedule plan has 15 items and has been
submitted. Allen may propose training opportunities for his staff to this committee to
enhance some of their skills, i.e. sprinkler system training, key access systems, and weed
control. Marty commented that dusting needs to be done. The carpets are being
cleaned in the library. A couple of 19 hour positions have been approved and hours
have been changed around which will lend to more work completed. There have been no
incidents to report. Mr. Lopez reported a couple of students disruptive in a night class.
There was also an incident in the library in which a under age student had stepped off
campus with an adult. Mr. Rosas of the charter school is looking into this. Also, the
Police Dept. is investigating a possible drug sale. Ron would like to look at who gets
staff i.d. cards. There has been some confusion between students and staff. Jose
reported the possibility of counterfeit $100 bills being passed on campus. This was
caught by the bank.
d) Student Success Committee
Jose would like to have Tammy Larsen report on what has been accumulated III
retention studies.
e) Employee Success and Development Committee
Jan Young reported a big evening planned for the Christmas party. Thanksgiving was a
success and $215 raised from the centerpiece silent auction. The employee newsletter is
being revamped and a short staff development activity is being planned before end of
the semester.
f) Technology Committee
Ron Oxford reported that had held a meeting on November 13. Membership is being
discussed and representation is needed. They reviewed norms. The intent is to
maintain an environment of openness and productivity; putting students first. Michelle
Kozlowski attended to provide a history of TAT and WHCIST. A future agenda item is
budget for the replacement cost of computers. They plan to map communication flow to
TAT to WHCIST. Allen asked if computer leasing had been considered.
g) Student Learning Outcomes Committee
In the absence of Rene Sanchez, no report was given.

7. Student Government Association
Mr. Lopez reported that the subcommittee is setting up meetings. A workshop for the
student services site visit is scheduled on December 3 for 1/2 day workshop. March 9,
2008 is the date of the site visit.
8. WHCIST
In the absence of Dave Bolt, no report was given.
9. Strategic Planning Committee Meeting
Mr. Warkentin reminded all of the Strategic Planning Committee Meeting is on
November 30,200710:00 a.m. This meeting will occur twice per semester. Topics of
discussion will be what went right this semester and future planning.
10.

•
•

Agenda items for next meeting
Program review - Student Services, Angela Tos
Learning Communities - James
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Mid Term Report
Retention Report - Tammy Larsen

11.
Other
Mr. Warkentin reported that an administrative internship program has been developed
and the consensus is to have one instructional internship position. The job description
will be finalized to advertise in January with a selection to be made by April and a start
date of July 1, 2008 for one year. The normal application process will occur with a
selection committee and formal interviews. There will be an intern in Lemoore and also
one in Coalinga. The original plan was to have two internship positions at each college.
The pitfalls are backfill concerns. Hopefully an adjunct can be found. Also a possible
pitfall is should there be a budget crisis and no monies to backfill. Should this be a
concern it may be put on hold. James stated that the district was also to have an
internship. Mr. Warkentin replied that there is no more information learned on this as
yet. They will recommend this to the Chancellor. Colleges can develop a timeline.
America questioned that if a classified staff member could apply. Mr. Warkentin
responded that if the staff member meets the qualifications that can indeed apply. It is
easier for classified position as they are most likely a 12 month employee. James stated
that the State Academic Senate is also advocating this type of internship.

12.Adjournment
Mr. Warkentin adjourned the meeting at

2:52

p.m.

Next Meeting - December 5,2007

Counseling Faculty Learning Area Meeting
Agenda: 5/1211 0
1. Call to Order
2. Changes to Agenda
3. Approval of Minutes
4. Reports
a. Senate
b. Curriculum
c. Student Success
d. Student Learning Outcomes
e. Basic Skills
f. Transfer/Career
g. Articulation
h. PGC
1.
Technology Committee
J. Advisor Meeting Update
k. Learning Areas
1. Arts and Letters
11. Social Science
111. Career Technical Education
IV. Health and Wellness
v. Math and Science
5.

Action Items

6.

Agenda items for next meeting

th

Next meeting is scheduled for May 26 ??????

Counseling Faculty Learning Area Meeting
Minutes: 3/2411 0
1. Call to Order:
2. Changes to Agenda
3. Members
a. Present: Tiffani McGee, Mike Rodriguez, Ann Barr, Marta Hendrickson,
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Angela Tos, Linda Amaya, Veronica Grijalva,
Rupinder Rai, Maria Gonzalez, Lataria Hall
4. Absent: Gary Sedgwick
5. Reports
a. Senate:
i. Discussed new faculty list: 1. Psych 2. ESL 3. Humanities 4.
Developmental English 5. Nursing
b. Curriculum
1. PE 45 was approved
I!. Education 5 was approved for 5 year review
111. English 89 to 1OO/GS 61 to 101 were both approved for a second
reading
IV. Intro to nursing courses was approved for second reading
v. Deleted Humanities degree because of new liberal arts degree
vi . Program revision for LVN to RN and RN were approved
c. Student Success
i. Prioritized student town hall matrix
ii. Reviewed Student Equity Plan
iii. Revised governance statement
d. Student Learning Outcomes
1. Discussed that adjunct faculty need to assess SLO's because we
are not getting credit through W ASC for the assessment unless
every section of the course is assessed.
e. Basic Skills
i. Discussed goals for next semester
f. Transfer/Career
i. Transfer Dinner on May 20 th
ii. UC Merced is opening doors for Spring 2011. Also accepting TAG
agreements for Spring 2011
g. Articulation
1. Marta went to DeVry University presentation. They offer 16 week
sessions with 8 week session incorporated. They also have degree
completion programs. The cost to attend is $580 per unit for the
first 11 units and $350 per unit for the lih unit and above . See
Marta for the catalog
II. Online Biology 10 lab is being rescinded (online part)
111. Update on Bio 35L-only students who have take our Bio 35 online
or currently taking our Bio 35 online and plan to transfer to CSUF

IV.

or another campus that does not take our Bio 35 online should take
this one unit lab course.
Geol 9 Update-will not be cross-listed with Geog 1. B. Hall plans
to create geology as a new stand alone class (earth science)

h. PGC
Discussed program review for Snack Bar and UBMS-approved
11. Middle College Accreditation-received an "A" letter gradesuggestion to get separate campus
111. Evelyn Sue Westover-honorary degreelPGC approved-going to
Board for final approval
IV. Relay for Life update-made $1500 and received a bronze medal
v. SGA elections were held on May 12th
1.
Technology Committee
i. Has not met
J. Advisor Meeting Update
1. Not met yet since last meeting-SDR provided update
11. Met wlCindy Homburg from HHS-discussed concerns and
protocol for next semester
Ill. A few advisors and SDR are going on a field trip next Monday to
visit a few local high schools-plans to get a sense of their needs
and we can do to improve our services to their campuses.
IV. LHS has not responded to our invitation for a meeting to discuss
concerns
k. Learning Areas
1. A & L-Discussed new faculty list
11.
Social Science-has not met since last meeting
111. Career Technical Education-Discussed AO] and SLO's
IV. Health and Wellness-Discussed nominations for new faculty
v. Math and Science-has not met
Action Items
a. Give comp time usage for remaining of the semester to SDR ASAP
b. Transcript evaluations
1. Commitment to students-transcripts will be evaluated and posted
wlin 10 days of receiving them.
11. SDR gathering funds-had conversation wl1ewel-take over Fall
2010 transcript evaluation process w/front counter(stamped, dated)
c. Request for conferences
i. SDR will post excel spreadsheet on portal for requests. She wants
to honor as many requests as possible
d. Summer Coverage
i. Calendars to SDR by 6/1 /1 0
e. Next SSM meeting is 5/21110 from 8:30-10:00 with all student services
staff
f. Lunch schedule for next year
1. Will stagger lunches (11 :30-12:30, 12:00-1 :00, 12:30-1 :30)
Monday through Thursday only
1.

6.

11.

7.

Will discuss at flex day when discussing committee responsibilities

Items for next meeting:
a. Flex Day 811 011 O-committee assignments/coordinate lunch schedule
b. Discuss position for dual enrollment
c. Petition to graduate changes (2 campuses)
d. Review of progress on SLO's and assessment cycle
e. What does Early Alert look like next year?

August

20,2010

Greetings:
Welcome back to a new academic year! I think we all survived the first week without too
much stress even though y'.;e had our typical longs lines in the administration building,
phones ringing off t he hook, counselors and advisors booked to the max, and standing
room only in many of our classes . Even after adding additional sections and juggling
seats, 've still have approximately 32% of our course sections closed (116 sections). Our
enrollment headcount at the end of the first week is up 7.2% compared to this time last
year and Pedro reports that we will meet our FfES target for the year, barring any major
crisis. Specifically, we exceeded our summer FTE target by 89 FTE or 2-4% and he is
projecting ',,'e will easily meet our fall target when we include our positive attendance at
the end ofthe semester.
Ken keeps yelling at us for enrolling more students than \'ve will get paid for, but Willard
and I keep reminding him that we are within our budget and our goal is to serve as
many students as possible. This is a pleasant conundrum!
I want to thank our faculty for t heir patience and willingness to take more students and
for their assistance in guiding students to open sections. I also want to thank our
counselors/advisors, registration, and financial aid staff for their patience and
""illingness to work long hours to assist students.
Ron Oxford reports that the library is busting at the seams. Students are requesting
more laptops than we have available and his staff are busy creating student photo IDs.
Ron keeps asking for more money and I keep reminding him that it's com ing ... someday.

•

Rumor Control and an item for the end of the year bloopers - Christian
is on an extended contract due t o the needs of the Culinary Program and when he
turned in his calendar for the year.
Marlon noticed he again included his
furlough days as Christian had listed 10 furlough days for 2010 / 2011. I'm sure
Ch ristian has been keenly focused on menu development and fine dining, but
so mehow he must have thought the ending of furloughs was only a runtur.

•

Welcome Week - Thanks to Sylvia, .Jose, and our Student Services staff for a
great Welcome Week. I had the pleasure of barbecuing hamburgers and hotdogs
yesterday for our students. We served 350 hamburgers , 80 hotdogs, and 60
linguica links for almost 500 students. This \Ivas a record and we still had
students in line after we ran out. It was a great event and we'll know to order
more next year. Good job all!

•

Accreditation - We have completed the draft of our self study document and
Dave has distributed copies to key faculty, staff members and also to district
office staff. We are using this time for making changes and updates and ""ill
begin the formal review and approval process next month. Thanks to all standard
team members and to everyone who have contributed to this task. Also, I have
been asked to serve as team chair for Evergreen Valley College's accreditation
visit in October. Evergreen is part of the San Jose/Evergreen Community College
District and is located in east San Jose. Sylvia vvi11 serve as team assistant. I
attended team chair training in Oakland this week and am reminded about the
focus from WASC concerning our progress as we prepare for our visit in March
2011. I believe we ""ill be in good shape for our visit. Dave and Sylvia are
working with faculty and staff to complete our remaining tasks.

•

Evening Dean - Dr. Marlon Hall will be sening as our evening dean this year.
As you may recall we experimented with rotating evening coverage amongst our
administrators, but ,\-ith one person serving in this role, we will be able to provide
continuity and better direction for our evening students. Marlon will be able to
focus on evening student success and retention as he develops the evening
schedule for the campus and LNAS. Thanks Marlon, for agreeing to assume this
role again.

•

Athletic Orientation - A big thank you goes out to Bob, his coaches, and his
athletic support staff for a job well done. Yesterday afternoon and evening we
held our annual student-athlete orientation and coaches/staff in-service training.
Bob invited our Central Valley Conference Commissioner, Logan McKechnie, to
address the staff concerning the COA constitution and by-Jaws. Logan, in his
former life, served as the attorney for the San Diego Padres. The orientation is an
annual requirement in that athletic staff receives training and serves as a means
to clarify specific issues with our sport teams. A thank you goes out to Teresa,
Elva, Lataria, Maria, Sylvia, and Angela for attending. Also thanks to Ron, Rose,
Angela, Teresa, Mike, Sylvia, Ryan Cardoza and Maleny Rodriquez (SGA reps.)
for serving as presenters during the athlete portion of the orientation. This
evening, our women's soccer team kicks off the season with a scrimmage vs. our
Golden Eagle alumni on our Golden Eagle field. Also our men's soccer team has
a scrimmage tomorrow night in Fresno against Fresno Pacific at 7:00pm at
Fresno Pacific. Tomorrow morning Dave NeeI' and Coach Wahl are having their
annual Golden Eagle Golf Tournament at the Lemoore Golf Course. Tee off is
8:00 am and proceeds help support the men .and women's golf teams. Go Eagles!

Have a great weekend!

August 27,2010
Greetings:
I want to thank Angela Tos for organizing our first Engineering Scholars reception last

evening in the conference center. We have sixteen new Engineering Scholars and
Angela invited them, their families, and fellow engineering students to a welcome
reception. Our featured speaker was Dale Melville, an engineer in the firm of Provost &
Pritchard, who discussed his career field and some of the projects he has designed over
the year. Angela also had a student panel of current engineering students who described
their experiences at West Hills. It was a great evening and something that made our
new scholars welcomed at West Hills. Thanks Angel!
•

•

•

•

USDA Grant - As a requirement of receiving our United States Department of
Agriculture grant, Dave Bolt will be traveling with student Nathaniellssacson to
Washington D.C. on September 26-29. Nathaniel has been selected to represent
West Hills College Lemoore for the Agricultural Sciences Leadership Program
sponsored by USDA. While in Washington, Nathaniel 'Nill meet v\lith Agriculture
Department staff to discuss relevant California issues and participate in a policy
semmar.
Anniversary of Women's Suffrage - I suspect many of us didn't know that
yesterday was the 90 th anniversary of Women's Suffrage. Rene Sanchez, Vera
Kennedy, Stephanie Droker presented special lessons in their classes informing
students about women's suffrage (the right to vote for women). Rene added a
special touch by dressing up as Elizabeth Cady Stanton who was the founder of
the Women's Suffrage movement in the U.S. Rene was dressed in period garb and
brought the movement to life in her classes. Thanks Rene, Vera, and Stephanie
for keeping students abreast of great events in our history.
Accreditation - It is my intent to update everyone each week on the progress of
our self study document and our preparation for our accreditation visit in March.
We have sent copies of our draft self study to district office staff and asked for
their input. Standard chairs are busy gathering our evidence documents and
have begun the scanning process to create links in the document that our
reviewers can refer to. We have distributed copies of our self study to key staff
and campus shared governance members for their review. Finally, we are waiting
for the results of our various campus surveys assessing our effectiveness and will
be incorporating those results into our document. Our goal is to have a quality
document that fully describes all the great things that you do. More to come!
Program Review and SLOs - Last week David Babb and Ron Oxford gave an
update to the President's Executive Cabinet on our progress with course level and
program level SLOs. Although we have much work this semester at the program
SLO level, I feel optimistic that we have a comprehensive plan and that faculty

•

•

•

and staff are busy completing their assessments. Dave is planning a program
review session for next Friday and this will provide an additional training session
for faculty and staff to complete their program reviews and their program level
SLO assessments. Again more to come!
Student Educational Plans - Thank you to our counseling staff for taking an
afternoon Tuesday to assist student athletes to complete their Student
Educational Plans. Counselors worked with our coaching staff to bring in all new
athletes who have not yet completed an ed plan or wanted to update their
educational plan. Approximately 70 Student Ed Plans were completed. Sylvia
and counseling/advising staff will coordinate additional workshops this semester
to ensure our freshman students have completed ed plans on file. Our goal is that
all freshmen \\;;11 have student educational plans.
MAA Week - Today marks the end of our first time survey week for Medi-Cal
Administrative Activities. I want to thank all our MAA time survey participants
for their efforts this past week Not only are we providing a service to our
students/parents, but we are also generating dollars for the campuses that will
allow us to continue all the great opportunities we provide. Our vendor, MBT,
informed Kyle and I that West Hills is the model they refer to when they work
with other community colleges throughout the state. Thank you for a job well
done!
Athletics - We have almost 100 student athletes enrolled in our fall program.
Bob and his coaches have spent numerous hours getting everyone enrolled in the
mandatory 12 units, getting their eligibility forms complete, and completing their
educational plans. We anticipate a great season in all our sports and we thank
our faculty and registration staff for their assistance given to our athletes. Today
our men's and women's soccer teams are in action against Ohlone College on our
Golden Eagle soccer fields. The women begin at 3:00pm and the men at 5:00pm.
Come out and root for your team. By the way, our women's soccer team beat our
Eagle alumni last Friday by a score of 1-0 and our men beat Fresno Pacific
College by a score of 2-0. These actually were scrimmages so no official score was
kept, but both teams looked great.

Have a great weekend!

Sending

071

beha?f of President W arkentin.

September 3,

2 010

Greetings;
I had the opport un ity to attend our coun:;21or and advisors meet ing this morning and
provided a state of t he college update. Our campus enrollment is down approximately
200 headcount from this t ime last year; hO\I\Tever, our FTES is on or exceeds ou r target.
As you may recall, our district generated approximately 5 00 FTES last year more than
vve were paid for. Thus our cou rse offerings for t his fall semester have been reduced
from previo us fall semesters. HO\I\'ever, our counseling, registration, and library staff
doesn't thin k our headcount is down due to the traffic they have experienced the past
few weeks. They still had long lines . But,: appreciate everyone's hard \vork these past
few weeks.
I also reiterated to our counselors and advisors that we have two major goals this year.
Our first goal is to increase our high school participation rates and our second goal is to
signifi cantly increase the number of students with Student Educational Plans. Sylvia
and our counselors/advisors have already been vvorking on these goals with increased
outreach opportunities and target ing our freshmen students for educational plans. We
have already been asked to visit Kingsburg High School this month to participate in th e
college night activity. Sylvia and her staff have met with our stu dent at hletes and
com pleted ed. plans for this group. Our veterans have already completed their
educat ional plans.
I believe we \\ill meet our goals and I appreciate everyo ne's dedication and efforts in this
endeavor.

•

Program Review - Following th e counselors/ advisors meeting, I had the
opport unirv to attend Dave 's Program Review Party. I Vivant to thank Pedro and
Priscilla for attending and helping our faculty begin the program revievv process
for t his year. Program faculty in attendance rep resented Nursing, Liberal Arts,
Art, Culinary, Biology, Chemistry, Social Science, CIS, and Psychology. These
programs are due for review this year along with AOJ. This was also an
opportunity for these areas to devel op or update their Program Level SLOs.
Thanks go to Dave for organizing this workshop and future workshops.

•

Nursing - Charles, Marl een, and Cynthia report that th ree of our current
nursing students have received th e Aetna Scholarship with Adventist Health
Hospitals. This scholarship allows them to train \,\1th Adventist Health and \\Then
t hey complete the program they will give two years to Adventist Health Hospital.
Congratulations to Angela Rosati, Kathleen Chapa, and Vi ctoria Weeks. Our

Nursing staff also report that our pass rate for the state Licensing exam from our
May graduates is at 91% overall an at 92.3% fo r the LVN to RN Bridge program.
We still hm'e a fe\'\' more students to take their "boards" so we hope to have even
higher numbers. The state requires programs to be at the 75% pass rate or
higher. Congratulati ons to all!
•

PGC - Our Planning ano Governance Council met yesterday for the first meeti ng
ofthe year. We had a lengthy discussion on revising our membership's voting
members and non voting members I;vho serve as chairs of governance
committees. For example, our Academic Senate President is a voting member
and since t he Curriculum Committee Chair and th e Student Learni ng Outcomes
Committee Chair are subcommittees ofthe Senate, they may (and I emphasize
may) be non-voting members. One ofthe suggestions \\"as that each group has
two voting members - 2 admin, 2- facult~y, 2- classified, and 2 students. Our
governance groups have been asked to take these suggest ions back to their
membership and \ve v,rill be discussing this again at the next meeting. Other
items on t he age nda \,vere the approval of th e Student Success Committee
governance form changes and the improvements to our Strategic Planning
docum ent and our Planning and Governance Manual. I want to thank Stephanie
DrokeI' for her efforts to provide improvements to our planning documents. Also,
David Baab reports he is still accepting SLO assessment results from several of
our programs. We need to increase these assessment numbers as \,ve get closer to
our accreditation visit this spring.

•

Accreditation - District office staff are still revie\,\1.ng their portions of the
standards and we should be getting their input this \"reek. Some have already
submitted th eir suggestions and Dave is incorporati ng those into our document.
Our standard chairs are also revie\'\1.ng our document and key shared governance
leaders are doing like\\1.se.

•

Athletics - Our women's soccer team has played three contests thus far and has
a record of 1-2 . Our sole victory was over Monterey Peninsula College yesterday
by a score of 6-0. We previously lost to Ohlone College 4-2 and lost to Skyline 1o. Our men's team has played only one game thus far and was victorious over
Skylin e 4-2. Our \'\'omen's golf team travel ed to Modesto last Tuesday to compete
in a pre-conference tournament. Our women played the tough Del Rio Country
Club and only one team member \,vas able to break a 10 0 for 18 holes. Dave says
they have lots of potential and some m ore work t o do as they prepare for
conference play.

Have a gre at weekend and be sure to take Monday off!

September 10, 2010

Greetings,
This coming Monday Sylvia and I will be visiting Evergreen Valley College and the San
Jose/Evergreen Community College District for our pre-accreditation visit. I ""iII be
chairing a visiting team to Evergreen scheduled for the week of October 18 and Sylvia
will be my team assistant. We have had several communications with Evergreen's
accreditation liaison and key staff and I can report they are as nervous as we will be in
March prior to our visit. The Evergreen folks have been very cooperative and are
bending over backwards to accommodate all of our requests.
Following our meeting with Evergreen, Sylvia and I will be traveling to Los Angeles for
WASC accreditation team training on Tuesday. We will be meeting with our Evergreen
team and undergo training for each of the standards. Also this week Jose is attending
team training in preparation for his visit to San Diego Miramar College next month.
Susan is also on a visiting team for Oxnard College and just returned from her team
training: The point of all this is to inform everyone that we are doing all we can to be
well informed about our accreditation requirements and be well prepared for our
accreditation visit.
•

9/11 Ceremony - Many thanks to Jody Ruble and our WHCL Veterans Club for
organizing our September 11 Remembrance Ceremony today. Our Veterans Club
had several members offer insight about their experiences in the military and
how 9/11 has affected their lives. Dr. Hall also offered his thoughts about·
commitment and sacrifice and respect for our veteran students. Lemoore Police
Chief Jeff Laws also spoke and offered a poem summarizing his thoughts and
remembrances about that tragic day. The day culminated in a BBQ lunch
provided by the Culinary Program. Next year will be the 10 th anniversary and we
are already making plans for great ceremony.

•

Facilities Construction - I spoke with the construction superintendent today
and can report that our Golden Eagle Arena is about 50% complete. Roads and
hard-scape (curbs and walkways) have been installed and landscaping is
beginning today with trenching work. Also next week the construction crew \\i11
be pouring concrete on the upper level for the second story seating and nmning
track area. The steel framers will be finishing their work within the next two
weeks and then we \'\ill see exterior Dineglass (sheetrock) erected around the
exterior walls. We are still targeting March as the completion date.

•

Athletics - Our vvomen's soccer team was victorious last Tuesday at Hartnell
College in Salinas by a score of 7-0. Our women are now 2-2 for the year and
next compete against Modesto this afternoon. Come out and support our Lady
Eagles. Our men's team was victorious against Gavilan College in Gilroy last
Wednesday by a score of 3-1. Our men are undefeated with a record of 2-0. They
travel to Santa Maria today to compete in the Allan Hancock Tournament. Our
\'\'restling team will be having their annual Blue & Gold Inter-squad Scrimmage
tonight at 5:00pm in front of the Library. Our lady golfers open the conference
with a match at Fig Garden CC in Fresno Tuesday and posted a team score of 433.
Unfortunately that earned them fifth out of five teams competing. Other teams
competing were Canada College from San Bruno, Fresno City, Reedley and COS.
Go Eagles!

Have a great weekend!

September 17, 2010

Greetings:
Today we were host to the annual training of the Tri-County Virtual Enterprise teams.
Teams from area high schools such as Kingsburg, Laton, Lemoore, Orosi, McLane,
Roosevelt, Fresno, Fowler, Parlier, Reedley, Golden West, and Liberty from Madera
Ranchos were all on our campus learning about business, banking, accounting,
advertising, salesmanship, invoicing, and website development in order to create a new
business. One team developed a printing business and their motto was "You think it,
We print it." These folks will definitely be our next entrepreneurs. We were fortunate
to have a great bunch of kids on our campus. Thanks ,Tody for assisting ,'\Tith this event.
•

•

•

President's Scholars Reception - Last night we welcomed our incoming and
returning President's Scholars ",ith a reception to introduce them to key college
faculty and staff and to demonstrate our commitment to their success as
President's Scholars. Sylvia and her staff had organized an event in the
conference center to include music provided by the Hanford West High School
Jazz Band and hors d'oeuvres by Dan Beeler and culinary students. Our faculty
and administrators were able to meet each of our scholars and interact ,vith them
about what our roles are at the college. Approximately 15 of our scholars were in
attendance and I think they went away feeling very welcomed and that West Hills
really cares about their success.
Corcoran High School Visit - Yesterday Sylvia, Angela Tos, and I traveled to
Corcoran to meet with Superintendent Rich Merlo and Principal Chuck Gent to
discuss how West Hills can better serve students at Corcoran High School.
Corcoran has a goal that every student who graduates will have completed two
college level courses. We ,'\Till be providing them a suggested course schedule
using our online program beginning with College Success that we hope to
implement this spring semester. Using online classes eliminates the issue of
college boundaries. Jan Young and Eva Jimenez were out there that same day
providing advising services for several students planning on attending West Hills.
Athletics - Our men's and women's soccer teams were victorious this past
Tuesday \l\rith victories over Cabot College in Haj'"\vard. Our women won by a
score of 3-0 and our men won by a score of 1-0. Our lady golfers placed fourth in
their third conference meet yesterday at Kings Country Club. Janice Geide led
the Eagles with a score of 91. Our ,vrestlers travel to Mt. San Antonio College
this weekend with a tournament on Saturday. Our men's and women's cross
country team travel to Cuesta College for the Cuesta College Invitational also on
Saturday. Go Eagles!

Have a great weekend!

West Hills Community College District
Strategic Planning Committee
April 28, 2010
MINUTES
Committee members present:
Pedro Avila, Anita Bart, Jana Cox, Carole Goldsmith, Frank Gornick, Edna Ivans, Susan
Whitener, Michelle Kozlowski, Willard Lewallen, Nina Oxborrow, Phyllis Roberts, Sylvia
Dorsey-Robinson, Frances Squire, ,Jill Stearns, Keith Stearns, Don Warkentin, John
Wright
Welcome and Introductions
Pedro Avila welcomed those in attendance and announced that we have had some
changes among the group. He announced that Susan Whitener is now an Associate
Vice Chancellor, Carole Goldsmith and I are now Vice Chancellor's, Sylvia DorseyRobinson is now Vice President of Student Services in Lemoore, Frances Squire is now
Director of Foundation and Marketing and Jill Stearns is now Vice President of
Educational Services.
Pedro announced that this committee has been meeting now for five years.
He stated that today we are going to go over our goals and performance indicators and
talk about what we have learned over the last five years. We also want to identify key
questions for our next cycle of strategic planning. We will be looking at our scorecard
and take a look at a comprehensive assessment model. We will go over what our next
steps will be to increase participation from industry and community members so that we
can conduct a new strategic planning initiative in fall 2010.

Review Goals and Performance Indicators
Pedro distributed a hand out of a power point presentation to everyone on The Strategic
Plan 2006 - 2010 Five Year Review Cycle.

FTES Growth Target
Pedro reviewed the FTES growth targets with the group. Pedro asked Jill if she wanted
to make any comments about next year's schedule. ,Jill responded that there should be
a better balance between fall and spring then we experienced this year.
Don commented that we are forced to reduce our schedule due to funding. In our
location we are starting to have concerns about classroom utilization. Don stated we
are starting to see competition from our sister college COS in Hanford. Don expressed
that the one thing we have to be cognizant of is that word doesn't get out that West Hills
doesn't have anything to offer. Sylvia stated that one of the things we are doing is
meeting one on one with the counselors and career technicians to find out how we can
support them and help them. We recognized that COS is there and we are going in with
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a systemic point of view trying to grow this piece realizing over time we will have
solidified ourselves.

Enrollment Efficiencies
Pedro discussed the enrollment efficiencies. He stated that the reduction in budget is
not a direct impact on FTES and even though we have fewer sections we have more
students in our classrooms. He explained that three years ago the average class size
was 26 students and now its 35 students. Keep in mind that a lot of it has to do with
online classes which have an average class size of 40 to 45 students.
Pedro asked Anita Bart to talk about her class sizes. Anita explained that almost all of
her classes are video conference between Coalinga and Firebaugh. She stated that
this year both classes on both campuses are full and already have students asking how
soon can I get into the classes for fall. She stated that the increase in students in her
classes have been explosive.
Pedro expressed that one of the requests from faculty was a waitlist process to help
faculty and staff coordinate how to get students into a classroom after the first day of
class. He stated that we were able to implement a waitlist process. He stated starting
April 20, whenever a class is full students can now add themselves to a waitlist.
Pedro asked Keith Stearns to give an update on the waitlist process.
Keith responded that the first day of registration was on April 20 and that day we had a
class in Firebaugh fill up with three people on the waitlist and then we had a student
drop so that opened up the class for the waitlist. He stated up until today we have 89
students with permission to register so far 49 of those have enrolled. Keith stated that
the automated part of the waitlist system seems to be working well.
Pedro explained that with registration we always have a number of issues because
everyone is utilizing the system, the system can get really slow. He stated what we did
for this registration period we broke up students into three groups. The first group was
the priority registration groups which is the categorical and special groups. The second
group, early registration, was based on a recommendation from the colleges, students
who had 45 to 70 units and that were currently enrolled in spring. The third group was
based on 12 to 44.9 units. Pedro indicated that they have seen some improvements.
The system is slow on the first day of each group but it hasn't been as slow as in the
past. Don questioned if we keep experiencing system slow down what would be the
next solution. Pedro explained that the next solution would be to spread it out even
more or have enrollment by appointment. The group discussed including high school
students into the priority enrollment.
Pedro asked the group if our goal, Meet or Exceed FTES Growth would still be a
relevant goal for our next phase of strategic planning. Dr. Gornick responded that it
may not be our number one goal like it was our first five years but I think it's an indicator
that we have to look at particularly what is occurring in the national level.
Focus Marketing Efforts on District-Wide Stories
Pedro explained that there was a group that met and were concerned that there was a
negative perception of the district from our communities. This is the reason why
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marketing was our second goal. This is why we focused so much on district wide
stories so that we could improve the perception of the district.
Frances stated that the nice thing about the newsletter is that Dennis Gallegos who is a
consultant that we have worked with it the past year or two. Dennis did a lot of one on
one interviews throughout the communities to talk to people about dialogue. Dennis
talked to a lot of people about the dialogue and got a lot of feedback on what people
were thinking about dialogue. Dennis made a number of suggestions that we then
incorporated into this new format that you see. Pedro stated that our marketing focus
has changed. One of the new things that we have come out with in marketing is the
new post card. It's basically a way to communicate with the communities to let them
know what activities are occurring at the colleges.
Willard shared that he has had a lot of positive feedback on the design of the post card.
He thinks it's an attractive and informative and very eye catching design.
Pedro stated another thing you will see will be billboards. The billboards are coming out
in May. He stated that we are putting up billboards with students on the billboards from
their particular community. Frances stated the billboards will be going up in Firebaugh,
Mendota, Five Points, Hanford and Lemoore. She indicated that right now there are not
any billboards available in Coalinga.
Pedro expressed that our marketing focus has shifted from increasing enrollment to
building a presence. Pedro briefly went over the lessons learned with the group.
Frances expressed that we need a way for students to engage in reading the portal
postings. Michelle stated that there are too many postings, we need to focus are a very
few that are relevant. The students will look at two or three not ten or twelve at least
that is the issue that comes up a lot. Frank Gornick questioned is there a way for us to
track how the students are using the portal. Pedro stated that is a good question and
we will look into that. Sylvia suggested that we have a conversation with the students
they are the users and they are very savvy with what is in and what isn't.
Frank Gornick expressed that everything that we use like our iphones have icons. He
thinks that is the way everything is moving is towards icons. He suggested maybe we
need an app for West Hills. Pedro indicated that what he is hearing is outreach being
the goal. Pedro stated that there are a lot of different groups. We have future students,
current students, parents of students and former students.
WHCCD Will Annually Increase Community Participation Rates
Pedro indicated that proximity has a lot to do with participation. He stated that the
closer the city is to one of our colleges the higher the participation rate and the cities
with the farthest proximity have the lowest rates of participation.
Pedro questioned do we want to develop specific strategies to target those
communities. Carole stated we are doing a lot with our cities and local high schools.
She stated that the colleges are to really be commended because they do an extremely
amount of work with limited resources. Carole indicated that since we have been
providing classes through the WIT we have served close to 2000 students.
Carole stated that in terms of preliminary discussion, which will probably be various
levels of discussion. I know that Jill, Willard and I have had discussions on how we can
better serve Tranquility and San Joaquin. Willard stated that the center we are trying to
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establish in San Joaquin is already on the way. We just recently signed the MOU with
them to use a facility that they have given us. We will be making improvements to it.
He stated our goal is to be in there in the fall. Don stated that they are working with
Riverdale. We have a million dollars earmarked for Riverdale with our measure E bond
and we have met a couple of times with their Superintendent to the unified school
district to see what we could do as far as a presence for West Hills in Riverdale. So far
they have been focused on upgrading their facilities because the high school is the
focus for the community for recreational activities. Don stated that we are looking at a
regular educational center in Avenal. We have had several discussions with the city
manager and her staff, the mayor and the high school unified district. Everybody is on
board.
Carole asked Jill to speak a little bit about the position we are going to try and bring on.
Jill explained the position combines a generalized student services assistant with an
instructional assistant. So when someone walks in through the door of one of the
outreach centers they can be the face of West Hills College and help the student
through the application enrollment and payment process and also be there to assist
them with any technology regarding distance learning whatever it takes to help facilitate
them in getting engaged. Carole stated that Ken will be meeting with CSEA to bring this
new position on. Carole that tomorrow we are taking a bus load of faculty and a few key
staff to Cisco. Susan and Michelle have been putting together looking at different
venues on how to do distance education, video conferencing and web streaming.

Maintain Success Rates Within the CA CC Statewide Average
Susan reported that our face-to-face success rates are identical to California
Community College face-to-face rates. The online success rates are below not
comparable to the California Community College success rates and we want to address
that. We have held strategic planning processes for distance learning and we are going
to continue to do that. Susan indicated our lessons learned retention rates are lower
and must be analyzed separately than our face-to-face for online as well as the success
rates. She stated that we have also experienced issues with our success rates our
career technical education. We went through the distance Ed strategic planning
process and that is going to the Board of Trustees as an informational item. We have
just approved a help desk specialist and what that is will be someone to answer the
phone and not only reset your password but interject with the student and head them in
the right direction to help them with their online success and retention. It's for every
student, not just online students that call the help desk. Susan explained that we had
an online student services audit. So that the student could see where they need to go if
they are a DSPS student, can they see who they need to call if they want child care
services. We have a list of items that will help the students understand this is what I
need. Susan stated that the updated learning management system, blackboard 9 we
implemented it in the spring of this year. We have implemented the student portal the
portal is live and active.
Carole reported that one of the issues we are having is success rates in our technical
programs. She stated that one of our core missions is making sure that we are
preparing our workforce, for the student who can make a good living and for our
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community members who are our employers so they will have qualified people taking
those jobs. Carole reported that specifically looking at our CTE courses; we are looking
at data from our ARCC report. Carole stated that our program review, we have the
Chancellor's website page where we can look at our reports and it drills down by course
and program. It shows how our students are succeeding. The Chancellor's office
brings that information from EDD and looks at it. One of the problems is that not all the
employers report information to EDD. A prime example would be the Psych Tech
program. The state hospital does not report a lot of their commission to EDD so our
numbers look skewed. So it also brings up what can we do to get that information into
the system. So we are going to look into ways to do better follow up. Our program
review is a key to how we go back and look at ways to improve. She stated that how do
we keep people successful. One of the things that we have done and will continue to
do is work with our workforce investment boards. We have been very successful in
Fresno and Kings and now we are expanding it to Tulare and Madera.
Maintain Transfer Rates Within the CA CC Average
Pedro reported that they still haven't released the new cohort rates. He stated that one
thing we have learned is that transfer rates are very sensitive to tuition rates. He stated
that he is going to go quickly through these and if anyone has any questions to let him
know. He stated that we now have access to instate, out of state and private transfer
dates. This is information that is coming from the national clearing house. He stated
that based on the last eight years the majority of students transfer to four year
institutions. Pedro stated that what we have learned is that our rates are within the
state average. Our transfer rates are very sensitive to CSU tuition increases. The
number of students transferring has increased and we have acquired access to data on
transfers to out of state and private institutions.
Pedro explained that one of the questions we need to ask ourselves is how are students
doing at the next level. He indicated that one of the reports we now have access to is a
Fresno State Report where they actually compare student transfer from both colleges
against each other. We have a lot of information from Fresno State that we can utilize
on how well the students are doing.
Maintain Graduation Rates Within the CA CC Average
Pedro explained that considering the reduction in sections some of the questions we
may want to ask is what is the average number of semesters and units it takes a
WHCCD student to complete a degree certificate. What percent of our first-term
students are provided with an educational plan? This would be critical to make sure
they are taking the right classes and graduate in a timely manner. What percent of all
students are provided with an educational plan? He stated that these are all good
questions that support degreed completions. Can we convert some of our internal
certificates to official certificates and increase completion rates. There may be a way
that we can tweak those certificates like add a couple more units so that we can
increase our completion rates.
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Become the Preferred Choice of Students Through Ongoing and Active
Recruitment
Pedro reported that high schools with the closest proximity to our colleges have the
highest participation rates. He stated that Riverdale sends many of their high school
graduates to four year schools. It is difficult to collect data from the high schools and
the CA department of education in a timely fashion. He stated that about half of our
feeder high schools have agreed to upload data to the Cal-Pass system.
Pedro indicated that some questions to look at for the next strategic planning process
would be how has the reduction of courses impacted enrollment from high school
graduates? What strategies can we implement to increase high school graduates
participation rates? Do we need high school counselors to be part of our strategic
planning committee? How can we encourage or assist our feeder high schools to share
data with Cal-Pass? How can Cal-Pass assist us in strengthening relationships with our
feeder high schools?
West Hills Community College District Score Card
Pedro indicated the areas where we are struggling are Community Participation Rates,
Online Success Rates and High School Participation Rates.
Comprehensive Effectiveness Model
Pedro expressed that he would like to introduce the Comprehensive Effectiveness
Model that is from a book called Core Indicators of Effectiveness that was published by
the American Association of Community Colleges. He stated that what is interesting is
we are doing a lot of what is in the book already. This would be something for us to
think about for our next strategic planning process.
Next Steps
Pedro announced that we need to update our strategic planning membership to
increase participation from the working industry and community members. Pedro stated
that we will conduct our new strategic planning initiative in fall 2010.
Survey
Pedro announced the last item on our agenda is the West Hills Community College
District Strategic Planning Evaluation. Pedro asked the group to please fill out the
survey and provide the name of three people that you feel should be a part of this
committee. He suggested community members, industry members and co-workers.
Meeting was adjourned at 1:57 p.m.
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1.

Final review of goals and performance indicators
a.
b.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Lessons learned from our five year strategic
planning cycle.
Identify key questions to help drive our next cycle
of strategic planning.

Final review of strategic planning scorecard
Comprehensive Assessment Model
Next steps
Five year cycle evaluation
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1.

2.
3.

What impact did the reduction of courses have on the following:
a.
Retention Rates
b.
Success Rates
c.
Degree and Certificate Completion Rates
d.
Transfer Rates
e.
Student groups (Gender, Age, Ethnicity)
Is this goal still relevant to strategic planning?
Would productivity (WSCH/FTEF) be a more appropriate goal?
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Good things are happening at

WEST HILLS COLLEGE COALINGA
300 Cherry Lane, Coalinga
I

,

April 16, 17, 18, 2S, 26 7 p.m.,
May 8th 1 :30 p.m.

WHCC Spring Rodeo,
Farm ofthe Future
Rodeo Grounds on
Gayle Ave.

AI umnus of the Year
Nominations Due
http-J/westhUlsconege.comJcoaUngal
announcements/alumnus.pdf

Registration for
Summer/Fall Begins @
www.westhiliscollege.com

Annie,
WHCC Theatre

WHee hosts Relay
for Life, Football
Practice Freid

WHee Graduation
with Ambassador
Phillip Sanchez
Speaking

.
.
-..;0> . ,'
.
.~, .M.~nday,· ~~y 10t~'. ".

.

~~.;' .:'~ '~_~~.~~~~~t9~ ~;fo~-~:~,:

Barbecue Festival,
Softball Field

:" ~ :·N~'~'

West Hills Community College
Foundation GolfToumament at Kings
Country Clu b supporting the
PrQSldent's Scholars Program, which
offers 11 5cholarshlp to hlgh!lChooI
senIors Ylfth a ~.s or higher GPA $1 75
per player Includes lunch, dinner, tee
prizes and each team wins a prize.

can

559.934.2129
to register.

Vlslt www.westhUls.college.comJcoaHnga for all the latest news on campus events, sport~ and scholarship deadllnl'S th.u 3ro appro.xhfng.
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Good things are happening at

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
April 30th
Bet on Education Casino Night
2010 ~nefiting the T.E.A.M.
Teach Program and scholarships
for 5th-8th grade students
hoping to attend the WHCL 5C
Experience summer camp. Call
559.934.2129 for tickets.
$30 per person (must be over 21).

West Hills Community Co/Ieg~
FouncbtlOn GorTourn.1mont .1t KIngs
Cou.n try Club. B@alllOn9 the 1'I(5t to
@nJoy the rwwclubhou~ whi le
supportlll9 tl1& Prvsldent's Scholars
Pro9ram. which 01f.rs .. schol.lr5h1p to
high school seniors WIth .. 3.5 Of hlgh@r
GPA. $175 ~r player InCludes lunch,
dlmllr, t@@ prIz.s and" pflZ@(oreach

team. call 559.934.2129 to r.glst@!.

Introduction to Voice Overs
taught by a
professional voice acting
coach/producer. $30.
Call

Central Valley Pizza Festival
April 16-18.
Visit
.

L.mooreChambl!fofComm~rcl!.com

ore all

559.925.3224

559.924.6401
for detail.s.

to register.

sessions.
Call

559.925.3224
to register.

Hours are 7:30 a.m.-8 p.m.
MondlJly-Thursdayand 7:30-4 p.m. on
Fridays. Community members are
wekome to use our computers,
Including extensive databases, and our
refererlce library, whkh houses an
extenSive collection of med ical
refererlce and cookbooks (serving OUT
health careers and culinary st~nts).

Vlsltwww.l'lesthlilscoll ege.com for aU the latest news on campus events and scholarship
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Miss CA speaks about
her plans to become
a pediatric surgeon
and shares her insight
on college success
11-12:30
Conference Center
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Lesso n s Lea rn ed :
1. The district newsletter format was revamped after extensive interviews
with community members and the name changed to @West Hills College.
2. Budget cuts changed our marketing strategy from "increasing enrollment"
to "promoting activities" and "maintaining our presence."
3. Social media has become the preferred method of communication for
students (Facebook and YouTube).
4. It is difficult to measure the effects of marketing based solely on
published stories and distribution of newsletters.

Questions for next strategic planning process:
1. This goal was established to improve community perception of WHCCD. Is
this goal still relevant?
2. Can marketing help the district generate revenue?
3. Are we utilizing the right channels of communication?
4. How well are we maintaining our internal and external branding (image)?
5. Are we utilizing the appropriate measures to evaluate the effectiveness of
ma rketi ng efforts?

www.westhillscollege.com
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Goal 3 - WHCCD Will Annually Increase Community
Participation Rates

a

WEST
........ HILLS

(
,

~
....

"OCH''''l'''Ii l t.

Percent of Popu lation Enrolled at WHCCD
City
Tranquillity
San Joaquin
Mendota
Kettleman City
Huron
~venal**

Hanford
~rmona

Riverdale
Cantua Creek
Laton
Stratford
WHeCD Average
Firebaugh
ecc Statewide
Lemoore
Coalinga**

2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010
3.40
3.73
1.88
3.25
2.60
2.27
2.71
3.28
2.66
3.20
2.50
2.69
3.18
3.36
3.17
3.78
4.13
4.00
4.42
4.78
4.05
5.22
5.55
4.49
4.84
5.76
5.09
7.08
5.21
5.18
6.64
5.70
5.59
6.14
6.35
5.75
5.94
6.53
5.82
7.32
8.25
6.22
8.90
10.00
11.19
9.90
10.75
12.33
12.73
I

•• Removed inmate population
Sources: WHCCD Data Warehouse; Department of Finance Population Growth Estimate; CityData.com
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Goal 3 - WHCCD Will Annually Increase Community
Pa rtici pation Rates
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Lessons Learned:
1. Communities with the closest proximity have the highest level of
participation.
2. Communities with the farthest proximity have the highest rates of
participation in distance education.

Questions for next strategic planning process:
1. Do we want to develop outreach strategies for cities with the lowest
participation rates?
2. How can we use distance education and Career Technical Education
(CTE) initiatives to increase community participation rates?
a. Mendota WIT
b. Preliminary discussion about opening a community centers in
Avenal, Riverdale, and San Joaquin.
c. Distance Ed Partnership with three rural high schools: Tranquillity,
Firebaugh and Mendota.
d. Establishing e-Campus and services. (More info under goal 4)
e. Implement Community Education module into student system - will
help capture additional students into our participation rates.

www.westhillscollege.com
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WHCCD Face-to-Face Success Rates
70%

68%

65%

66%

68%

67%

67%

-

WHCCD Face-to-Face

-

CA CC Face-to-Face

68%

68%

67%

68%

67%

60%

WHCCD Online Success Rates
60%
55%

56%

56%

57%

57%

50%

56%

56%

58%

55%

55%

56%

2006-2007

2007-2008

2008-2009

-

WHCCD Online

-

CA CC Online

45%
40%

2004-2005

2005-2006

Source : WHCCD Data Warehouse; CA Chancellor's Office Data Mart
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Goal 4.1 - Maintain Success Rates Within the CA CC Statewide Average

~ ~:):L~L:\i~

Lessons Learned:
1.
2.

Online courses' retention rates are lower than face-to-face and must be analyzed
separately and compared to different benchmarks
Experienced issues with success rates in some of our Career Technical Education (CTE)
courses.

Questions for next strategic planning process:
1.

2.

What are we doing to improve online retention rates?
a. Distance Education Strategic Plan
b. E-campus
c. Help Desk Specialist
1. Online Student Services Audit
2. Updated Learning Management System
3. Implemented Student Portal
What are we doing to improve CTE success rates?
1. Reviewing program data from ARCC
2. CTE Performance Indicators Review (Faculty, Deans, and VC)
3. Program Review
4. Created partnerships with Workforce Investment Boards that provide additional
supportive services to students.

www.westhillscollege.com
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Goal 4.2 - Maintain Transfer Rates Within the CA CC Average ~ r:)~~L:I~~;

WHCCD First-Term Students Cohort Transfer Rates
..... WHCCD Transfer Rates

45%

•

CCC Statewide Transfer Rates (Benchmark)

CSU average
----3'4%"------- student fees
increased by
=- - ~--~------- 23%

40%
35%

38%

30%
25%
20%
15%

19%

10%
5%
10%

0%
FAOO-SP03

FA01-SP04

FA02-SP05

FA03-SP06

FA04-SP07

FA05-SP08

Source: California Community College Systems Office Student Right to Know
Note: Cohort based on a group of first time freshmen who are enrolled full-time in a fall term and are seeking transfer. The tracking period of the
cohorts is three years.
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1200

983

1000

1,017

800

-...
(/)

a-

Il)

600

( /)

c:

tV

490 504

I-

400

200

0
-

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

187

214 231

265

In State Private

Out of State Private

In State Public

Out of State Public

Total

135
187
214
231
265

97
131
151
157
159

286
309
376
490
504

49
66
78
105
89

567
693
819
983
1017
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Rank Top 10 Transfer Four-Year Institutions - 2001 to 2009

Transfers

1

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY - FRESNO

2

CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY

460

3

UNIVERSITY OF PHOENIX

427

4

FRESNO PACIFIC UNIVERSITY

411

5

NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

172

6

COLUMBIA COLLEGE

169

7

CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY-ORANGE

149

8

CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY

110

9

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY - BAKERSFIELD

68

10

EMBRY-RIDDLE AERONAUTICAL U""V.-WORLDWIDE CAlVI PUS

68

www.westhillscollege.com
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Goal 4.2 - Maintain Transfer Rates Within the CA CC Average ~ ~~:L~L:~i:

lessons learned:
1. Rates are within the state average.
2. Transfer rates are very sensitive to CSU tuition increases.
3. Nu mber of students transferring has continuously increased.
4. Acquired access to data on transfers to out-of-state and private
institutions.

Questions for next strategic planning process:
1. How are our stud ents performing at transfer institutions? (Fresno
State Report)
2. How are capacity issues at CSU impacting our stud ents who intend
t o t ran sfer?

Source: California Community College System s Offi ce Student Right to Know
Note: Cohort based on a group of f irst t ime freshmen who are enrolled full-time in a fall t erm and are seeking transfe r . The tracking period of the
cohorts is three years .
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Goal 4.3 - Maintain Graduation Rates Within the CA CC Average
Degree & Certificate Completion Rates by Freshmen Cohorts

•

- " " WHCCD Completion Rates

CCC Statewide Completion Rates (Benchmark)

45%
40%

34%

35%

•

30%
25%

•

28%

20%

35%

36%

-;7!
•

36%

40%

25%

27%

L!

30%
24%

21%

15%
10%
5%
0%
FAOO-SP03

FA01-SP04

FA02- SP05

FA03-SP06

FA04-SP07

FA05-SP08

Source : California Community College Systems Office Student Right to Know
Note: Cohort based on group of students who are first-time freshmen, who are enrolled full-time in a fall term, and are seeking a degree. The tracking period of
cohorts is three years.
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· Goal 4.3 - Maintain Graduation Rates Within the CA CC

Average.~:,}M

Questions for next strategic planning process:
1. What is the average number of semesters and units it
takes a WHCCD student to complete a degree?
2. What percent of our first-term students are provided with
an educational plan?
3. What percent of all students are provided with an
educational plan?
4. Can we convert some of our internal certificates to official
certificates and increase completion rates?
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Goal 5 - Become the Preferred Choice of Students Through
Ongoing and Active Recruitment

w",-

~

WEST
HILLS
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COL l I: G I.
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Percent of High School Graduates Enrolled at WHCCD
I

Hi h School
Tranquillity
Laton
Hanford West
Hanford
Firebaugh
Riverdale
Avenal
Lemoore
State Rate (Benchmark)
Mendota

17%
30%
22%
19%
33%
9%
36%
350/0

Fall 2007 Fall 2008
6%
130/0
70/0
9%
15%)
120/0
15%
19%
31%
30%
31 %
17%
32%
330/0
250/0
9%
18%
24%
40%
38%
690/0
39%
44%
300/0
26%

280/0

Fall 2009
7%
?

15% ·
20%
230/0
23%
260/0
27%
30%
32%

Source : California Department of Educat ion; WHCCD Data Warehouse; Local HS Data
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GoalS - Become the Preferred Choice of Students Through
~
Ongoing and Active Recruitment
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Lessons Learned:
1. High schools with closest proximity to our colleges have highest participation rates.
2. Riverdale sends many of their HS graduates to four year schools.
3. It is difficult to collect data from the high schools or the CA Department of Education
in a timely fashion.
4. After schools programs have an impact on recruitment (Avenal After School Program)
5. It is critical to create and maintain good relationships with high school counselors.
6. Half of our feeder high schools have agreed to upload data to the Cal-Pass system.

Questions for next strategic planning process:
1. How has the reduction of courses impacted enrollment from high school graduates?
2. What strategies can we implement to increase high school graduates' participation
rates?
3. Do we need high school counselors to be part of our strategic planning committee?
4. How can we encourage/assist our feeder high schools to share data with Cal-Pass?
5. How can Cal-Pass assist us in strengthening relationships with our feeder high
schools? (Custom reports & Professional Learning Councils)

www.westhillscollege.com
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06-07

WHCCD Performance Indicators

07-08

08-09

09-10
I

1. Meet FTES Growth Target
2. Marketing

Developing
Baseline

3. Community Participation Rates
4.1 Face-to-Face Success Rates
4.1 Online Success Rates
4.2 Student Transfer Rates*

4.3 Student Graduation Rates*
5. High School Participation
Rates*
*

Based on student cohorts

•

Exceeds Benchmark

•

Meets Benchmark
Slightly Below Benchmark

•

www.westhillscollege.com

Below Benchmark

U Increasing Trend
~ Steady Trend

n

Declining Trend
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Comprehensive
Effectiveness Model

Goal

Retention,
Success, and
Persistence

Degree
Completion
Rates

STUDENT
PROGRESS
Retention

BASIC
SKILLS

Community
Participation
Rates

Distance
Education

TRANSFERS

WORKFORCE
DEVELOPMENT

Employer
Assessment
of Students

www.westhillscollege.com

Number &
Rates

Certification
Pass Rates
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Next Steps
1. Update strategic planning membership to Increase
participation from industry and community members.
2. Conduct new strategic planning initiative in fall 2010

www.westhillscollege.com
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Introduction
The West Hills Community College District (WHCCD) is charting its next five years in service to students and the community.
Three priorities stand out:

• Student success,
• K-12 partnerships, and
• Workforce development in support of the Valley's residents, employers and overall regional economic development.
Tbese priorities are the outgrowth of collaborative dialogue involving the WHCC District Office, the District's two Colleges,
West Hills College Coalinga and West Hills College Lemoore, and tbe West Hills North District Center. Within the West Hills
mission tbese priorities are considered likely to have tbe greatest positive influence on the future vitality ofthe Central Valley
and its residents.
With economic uncertainty more pronounced than ever in the Central Valley, the role of local initiative in building a robust
economic future is critical. With emphasis on tbe three priorities, the WHCCD seeks to energize faculty/staff and formal and
informal leaders to work aggressively in support of an improved future for the Central Valley.
Each of the priorities listed above has been subjected to intense review, first by district-wide leadership and then by planning
teams carefully selected to bring special expertise and useful insight to the task. The planning teams have specified the scope
and meaning of each priority and identified the most productive next steps in moving the WHCCD agenda forward.

Planning Approach
Planning sessions for each of the priorities were held on July 14 and 15, 2010. Student Success was addressed during the
morning of July 14th, K-12 Partnerships during the afternoon of July 14th and Workforce Development and Economic
Development in a daylong session on July 15th . All sessions involved a high level of participant interaction organized around
structured group work dealing with specific topics relating to the West Hills role in each of the three priority area listed above.
Participants in the three planning sessions were frequently recombined in work groups in order to ensure that all had an
opportunity to benefit from the range of insight, intuition and impressive expertise represented by participants.

ECG / Eaton Cummings Group
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This report chronicles the work of the three planning sessions and summarizes participants' insights regarding the future role
of the WHCCD and its institutions together with recommendations for immediate next steps. The material is presented with
minimal editing in order to preserve the integrity of participant discussions and decisions.
During the planning sessions no effort was made to fully confirm facts or evidence presented. As appropriate,
recommendations from these planning sessions should be further vetted in light of relevant data, market research and the
opinion of those considered essential to the future success of WHCCD.
The names of those in attendance are listed in Attachment A of this report. Drs. Kathleen Guy and William Craft of the Eaton
Cummings Group facilitated the planning sessions.

Goals for the Three Planning Sessions
•
•
•
•

Engage participants in a facilitated dialogue about the future of the WHCCD - its mission, values and future vision
with specific reference to: Student success, K-12 partnerships, and Workforce development in support of the Valley's
residents, employers and overall economic development.
Give each participant an opportunity to benefit from the full range of experience and expertise of those present
Establish a future vision for WHCCD in reference to the three priorities
Establish a priority list of next steps focusing on high yield strategies likely to move WHCCD forward as a robust
contributor to the Central Valley - its people, it culture and its economy.

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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SS. Student Success Workshop
July 14,2010
9:00 a.m.-12 noon
SS 1. Goals and Agenda
SS 1.1 Goals
~
~

~
~
~

Focus attention and confirm strategies to strengthen WHCCD's student success culture
Briefly review accomplishments since the last strategic planning session
Achieve common definition/understanding of student success
Engage best thinking of participants
Understand strategies and related metrics tied to improve student success

SS 1.2. Agenda

•

Dr. Gornick
Welcome
o What is student success?
o Why does student success demand our attention?
o We need your help to strengthen our thinking as we formulate the most effective strategies, focus attention, and seek to
enhance student success.

•

Introductions/brief warm up

Facilitators/All

•

Review of goals and accomplishments -

Dr. Gornick, Pedro Avila

o
o
•

Scorecard review
New metrics related to student success

Distance Education Trends (opportunities to support student success in a world of reduced resources) - Susan Whitener

ECG / Eaton Cummings Group
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Student Success Workshop - Agenda (continued)
•

Facilitated Group Discussions
o
o

o

Facilitators/All

Identify barriers to student success [informed by lR data]
Identify strategies to reduce/eliminate barriers
• What should we be doing more of?
• What should we be doing differently?
• What should we stop doing?
Prioritize student success strategies/goals and refine metrics as appropriate

Next Steps

F acilitators/ All

Close

Dr. Gornick

SS 2. Student Success - As Defined by Participants
Working in table groups, participants reflected on their personal interpretation of the phrase "student success" as it relates to
formal education in order to identify and reach consensus regarding characteristics that describe student success and help to
provide an operational definition. For the purposes of the planning session "student success" may encompass a range of
meanings including:
~
~

~
~
~
~

~

Personal growth: enhanced self-esteem, socialization skills, improved critical thinking skills and content mastery
Becoming self sufficient,contributing member of society
o Employed or otherwise productively engaged with the world
o Active and inquiring mind
Accomplishing individual goals as enumerated by each student: graduate with degree, transfer, successful participation in
selected courses, gaining a certificate, advancing in career or broadened employment opportunities
Completion of a specific degree or certificate program
Transfer to a 4-year institution
Detailed exploration ofa student's interest in a specific subject or body of knowledge
Completing a specific course or courses for personal, career or academic reasons

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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SS 3. Individualize Educational Planning
Clearly, for WHCCD and for WHCCD students, "student success" means many things. Institutionally, student success tends to be
measured in persistence - at the micro level course to course, semester to semester and at the macro level, degree or certificate
completion. At a deeper level, the key to understanding and assisting students to achieve their defmition of success is knowledge of
their individualized educational plans. Currently an underutilized mechanism exists to assist students to think through and create their
individualized educational plans. Although the details of the individualized educational planning progress were not fully explored in
the planning session, there was general agreement that more students could benefit from the process. WHCCD should seek to increase
the number of students developing personalized education plans with the support of trained WHCCD personnel. Key elements of the
educational planning process include:
--------

Identifying personal goals-each student defines hislher own
A viable educational pathway to reaching individual goals
A delineation of and access to appropriate support services
An emphasis on lifelong learning with encouragement to continue to the next level
Consideration of certificate and degree options including transfer to upper division programs
Personal growth/education
Leadership development

SS 4. Student Success-New Ideas and Opportunities for Improvement at WHCCD
Following the work on defining student success and the role of individualized student educational planning, attention was directed to a
consideration of new ideas (brainstorming) and opportunities for WHCCD to positively influence student success. Briefly stated, the
results of these discussions suggest the following 0ppoltunities:

•
•
•
•

Creating/emphasizing a culture that is fixated on student success,
Employing technology to a greater degree to promote and monitor individualized student educational plans,
Establishing systems/processes that reinforce the need for and uses of individualized student educational plans,
Expanding opportunities for partnerships, tutoring, and advising in support of the educational plarming process, providing
periodic review and updating of student plans - encouraging the talented to excel, engaging those at risk to help them persist
and managing a process that encourages greater numbers to complete degree and certificate requirements.

ECG / Eaton Cummings Group
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SS 5. Topics for Further Consideration
1. Open access vs. more rigorous criteria for student placement in programs. Is it time to re-think/establish enterence
criteria for admission to certain programs?
2. Clarify the definition of student success: Externally imposed (degree and certificate completion) vs. student success goals
generated through the educational planning process. Which is the priority for WHCCD?
3. Enhanced tools to support student success. Determine priority and necessary investment in order to:
a. Enhance orientation to programs of study.
b. Increase student participation in the educational planning process . Currently 80% of WHCCD student lack individual
educational plans. Do these plans correlate with persistence and degree/certificate attainment? Does there need to be a
process that engages students in face-to-face relationship-building leading to individualized educational planning with
trained West Hills professionals?
c. Encourage all students to participate in an educational assessment process in order to guide appropriate course
placement. Does the management of this process need to be improved? Are there opportunities for students to assume
responsibility through online assessment strategies?
d. Clarify the role of individualized assistance and follow-up regarding individual educational plans .
e. Strengthen the early warning alert system regarding student persistence and performance.
f. Re-design appropriate orientation programs based on age, stage in educational process.
g. Provide more opportunities for career planning including service lcarning internships, work experience, etc.
h. Enhance tutoring and mentoring services.
1.
Create a more formal "first year" experience.
J. Ensure adequate resources to address student financial aid needs.
k. Re-think the role of the college catalog - consider its current form and ensure consistency of information about
programs and services in all modes of WHC information dissemination.
1. Expand extracurricular opportunities to emphasize student life and reasons to engage outside of class.
4. Improved systems and processes internal to WHCCD
a. Ensure access to courses needed to graduate-including expanded access to on-line courses.
b. Establish a I-year schedule/calendar of courses.
c. Enhance collaboration between instruction and student services.
d. Expand hours for support services: counseling, financial aid, help desk, food service.
e. As processes change (due to technology) be sure that key constituents, internally and externally, knows what the
changes are and how to access/use them .

ECG / Eaton Cummings Group
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5. College going culture
a. Strengthen K-12 relationships to develop early identification system for likely West Hills students in order to begin
outreach to potential 1st generation students and families; be culturally sensitive; encourage gifted and talented students
to choose and then be well served by WHCCD.
6. Customer Service
a. First impressions are key to continuing positive relationships.
b. Need mechanisms to respond to those who are lost, intimidated, confused, unsure.
c. Student ambassador program.
d. Welcome week.
e. Name badges.
f. Emphasize customer-friendly approaches through communications and personal interaction.
7. Partnerships
a. Engage in more extensive collaboration with K-12 systems.
b. Coordinate student support programs for prospective students and current students.

SS 6. Priority List - Areas for Improvement
Participants ranked the totality of items identified by the table groups and identified the following as priorities most likely to
strengthen student success at WHCCD.
l.
2.
3.
4.
S.

Emphasize the "First Year Experience"-think beyond "this semester."
Build comprehensive one-year course schedules/calendars.
Create a "process map" to assist students in drafting individualized educational plans.
Design and resource a student-to-student ambassador program.
Expand placement testing and associated academic counseling - support developmental programming, general programming
and specially targeted efforts for the gifted and talented.
6. Streamline processes for financial aid and identify additional funding sources for emergency and special purpose financial aid.
7. Expand and introduce more effective applications involving social media - communicating the look and feel ofWHCCD
institutions; engage prospective students in individualized, user friendly efforts to construct educational plans; build a broaderbased virtual community of persisting WHCCD students.

ECG / Eaton Cummings Group
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8. Cultivate a culture of connectionslrelationships-make it "cool" to be connected with the WHCCD community - face to face
and virtually - emphasizing the benefits of student-to-student, faculty-to-student networks.

SS 7. Immediate Next Steps - As identified by participants using the open-space planning technique
1. Develop metrics relevant to WHCCD definitions of student success - with targets set through 2015. Examples include:
number of students working from individualized educational plans, relative success of those following educational plans,
persistence measures (course to course and semester to semester), measures of degree and certification completion,
individualized transfer and transfer success data
2. Prioritize opportunities for "program and process improvement and new ideas" identified in previous sections of this report
and create implementation plans.
3. Communicate results of Student Success Planning to all facultylstaff - identify and distribute a short list of talking points to be
used/referred to by workshop participants.
4. Establish and continue to strengthen a detailed inventory of the tools available to promote student success - oversee and
coordinate their use - provide training and supportive technology to faculty and staff.
5. Clarify assignments - make it clear who is responsible for each element of the student success strategy - establish the longer
term goals and intermediate milestones - provide conspicuous support and encouragement to the formal and informal leaders
charged with moving WHCCD to a demonstrably higher level of student success.

ECG / Eaton Cummings Group
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HSO. High School Outreach Workshop
July 14, 2010
1:00-4:00 p.m.
HSO 1. Goals and Agenda
HSO 1.1. Goals
-- Focus attention and practical action on increasing the college-going culture among high school students/graduates in the
Central Valley
-- Identify and share what WHCCD and high schools are currently doing to encourage college enrollment in general and, more
specifically, enrollment at WHCCD coUeges-the "IS MAP"
-- Engage the best thinking of participants to outline strategies to strengthen the college-going culture in the Valley
-- Co-create strategies and related metrics to increase enrollment of area high school graduates at WHCCD colleges

HSO 1.2. Agenda
Dr. Gornick

Welcome
o
o
o
•

•

Why education beyond high school is important-to students, families, economic development, and the Valley
WHCCD is a partner with the public schools, helping students to succeed beyond high school; increased college attendance
and student success is our bottom line goal
We are eager to work with you to increase the college-going culture of the Valley and to make WHCCD colleges a top
choice for your graduates

Introductionslbriefwann up

Facilitators/ All

Current high school participation data and Cal Pass

Pedro Avila

What are we currently doing to encourage college attendance?
o
o

WHC outreach strategies including Early Registration for High School Graduates
High school strategies

ECG / Eaton Cummings Group
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High School Outreach Workshop Agenda Continued
•

Break
Facilitated Work Topics
o
o

o
o
•
•

Facilitators/All

Identify barriers to college enrollment anywhere and at WHCCD colleges
Identify collaborative strategies to reduce/eliminate barriers.
• What should we be doing more of?
• What should we be doing differently?
• What should we stop doing?
Prioritize strategies/goals and define metrics
Determine how/how often to communicate resultsJissues

Next Steps
Close

F acili tators/ All
Dr. Gornick

HSO 2. "IS MAP" of High School efforts (outline of current school/college initiatives as described by principals
and superintendents attending the workshop)
HSO 2.1. Lemoore High School (LCS)
General
•
•

Cal State Fresno president's scholarship
Fresno State-weekly mentoring at LHS

Specific to WHCCD
•
•
•
•
•

LHS all seniors apply to WHC
LHS works actively with WHC counselors to do on-site advising with LHS students
Attend WHC classes while in high school
WHC faculty visit high school campus
Raised questions regarding Cal-PASS. Is data complete? Who is responsible?

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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HSO 2.2. Coalinga High School
Specific to WHCCD
• Pathways-Perkins-just starting to collaborate with WHC on this
• Established lists of students going to WHC-work with WHC advisors
• Articulations/dual enrollment
• Need "IS MAP" of informal activities in place with faculty and other personnel
HSO 2.3. Faith Christian Academy (FCA) - Independent (Private)
Specific to WH CCD
• WHC administers placement test at FCA, discusses curriculum pathways
th
• Enroll 8 graders at WHC-removes fear of unknown
• WHC administers placement test at FCA, discusses curriculum pathways
• Students take field trips to WHC
• Dual credit-college is free while students are still in high school

HSO 3. Addressing High School Outreach Goals
HSO 3.1. Participants working in table groups confirmed the importance of th e folio wing goals:
• Improving the College Going Culture in the Valley, and
• Benchmarking the participation rate at WHCCD of students from feeder schools in the WHCCD service region at or above
the state average for California community colleges
HSO 3.2. With specific reference to WHCCD table groups recommended:
• WHCCD increase efforts to learn from K-12 systems what they are doing now to encourage a college-going culture, and
• Prioritize approaches identified in HSO 2 (above) together with additional new ideas in order to determine where to
increase emphasis and focus resources.

ECG / Eaton Cummings Group
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HSO 3.3. Priorities identified include:
1) Website (29 votes) - enhance the WHCCD website (including the Colleges and Centers) making the presentation more
user-friendly, creative, interesting and useful. Include a "student planning" application to try out various programs and
also a twelve month calendar of courses for use in students' individual educational planning as suggested in the Student
Success portion of the WHCCD plan.
2) Communications (28 votes)• Emphasize enhanced communication with K-12 systems including:
a. Engagement with professional colleagues in K-12 schools
b. Students starting at the middle schools - identify prospective students early, encourage all to enroll in college, make
special efforts with the gifted and talented with regard to opportunities and choices in higher education,etc.
c. Parents - cultivate and involve parents in encouraging students to move on to WHCCD colleges and centers.
•

Employ the full range of communications tools including:
a. Surveys/focus groups of students and other key audiences to determine WHCCD features to emphasize, best
modes/times of communication, etc.
b. Establish capability to "Know" when a student enters the WHCCD data system (initial inquiry) and then enable the
system to automatically create a systematic follow-up process
c. Develop protocols to effectively engage the full range of communications tools-social media, web, print, email,
phone, FTF, etc. at tolerable cost to the system
d. Ensure that timely, up-to-date, consistent and accurate information is available across WHCCD, reinforce the need
for regular contact and share information appropriate to various target audiences
e. Enhanced E-Team capability (materials, presentations, communications skills, and always dressed for success).

3) Road Map (22 votes)
a. Invest in a comprehensive enrollment management process
b. Design straightforward pathways that make clear and accessible the way from High School to West Hills to
certificates, associate degrees and bachelor' s degrees - emphasize that support is available along the way to
enhance the likelihood of student success and completion
c. Make the pathways easy to navigate electronically, including simplified search and find

ECG I Eaton Cummings Group
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d. Build cohort groups-package degree programs to be completed in two years leading to transfer
e. Ensure that everyone in the region's high schools completes an application and takes placement tests-build
momentum with sophomore/junior outreach
f. Streamline all WHCCD policies, procedures and curriculum before mapping success pathways
g. Exaggerate the user-friendliness of WHCCD-simplify the processes required to get information and transact
business
4) Field Trips to West Hills colleges (20 votes)
a. Organize or provide transportation to and from WHCCD campuses - partner with K-12s
b. Create "breathtaking" College Day Programs for visiting secondary school students
5) Connect High School Counselors to WHCCD Portal (15 votes)
6) Enhanced presence of West Hills in the public schools and independent schools (11 votes)
a. Be present on K -12 campuses-via techno logy and in person
b. Attend school and community events-be visible and approachable and able to share the WHCCD story

HSO 4. Immediate Next Steps (responsible party noted in ( ) as identified by session participants)
HSO 4.1. Start now to provide portal access to high schools (Pedro Avila)
HSO 4.2. Complete "IS MAP" offormal and informal processes that contribute to WHCCDlhigh school olltreach - Create
matrix describing who is doing what (ChancellorlPresidents to determine assignments and oversee liaison with the
school systems)
HSO 4.3. Hold strategic planning session between WHCCD and high schools in early-mid August (ChancellorlPresidents and
superintendents) to strengthen current efforts and outline steps to implement additional WHCCDlhigh school efforts
HSO 4.4. Improve communication with students who are in the pipeline now (RegistrarIIT)
HSO 4.5. Examine project management tools and select one that may help with this process (Pedro Avila)
HSO 4.6. Communicate WHCCD goalslmetrics for enrollment of high school students at WHCCD-expectation is to enroll
numbers at or above the state average of college-going students from area high schools at West Hills (Pedro A vila)
HSO 4.7. Identify process to implement early registration with high school students-criteria, timing, etc. (As assigned by
Presidents)
HSO 4.8. Provide summary oftoday's goals, work and next steps to all who need to know (Chancellor)

ECG / Eaton Cummings Group
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EWD. Economic and Workforce Development Workshop
July 15, 2010
9:00 a.m.- 4:00 p.m.

EWD 1. Goals and Agenda
EWD 1.1. Goals
~ Identify Strengths and Opportunities that may exist in the Central Valley
~ Envision the "new or emerging economy" in the Central Valley
~ Identify workforce development requirements for the new economy
~ Focus attention and identify practical action steps - by engaging the best thinking of participants
~ Co-create strategies to effectively shape the new economy
~ Co-create strategies for meeting related workforce dcvelopment needs
EWD 1.2. Agenda
•

Dr. Gornick
Welcome
o The Central Valley must be prepared to shape and respond to the new economy in order for the region and families to
survive and thrive
o WHCCD and its colleges are strategic partners in planning for and helping to create road maps to provide hope as our
economy is transformed
o We're partners in workforce development, helping students and businesses to succeed
o We want to draw on your best thinking today to help envision our economic and workforce future
Today's Central Valley Economy

•

Brief Overview: Current WHCCD Workforce Development Activity

ECG / Eaton Cummings Group
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Economic and Workforce Development Workshop Agenda (continued)

Introductions and Table Discussions
Valley Strengths and Opportunities

Facilitators/All

Working Groups: Trends that will Impact
the Future of the Central Valley
Working Groups: Comparing the current Central Valley Workforce
with what will be needed in three to five years
Working Groups: Workforce Gaps/Needs/Social Consequences
Working Groups: Our Future Vision for Economic Development
in the Central Valley
Working Groups: Our Vision in Action
•

Working Groups: Roles and Opportunities
o Who does what?
o Who else needs to be at the Table?

•

Working Groups: Communications Strategies
Working Groups: Next Steps
Close

ECG / Eaton Cummings Group
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EWD 2. Strengths inherent in the Central Valley
Working in table groups participants were asked to identify the strengths common to the Central Valley. The question
posed was "What Central Valley attributes would you stress in order to convince friends and relatives to invest in or
relocate here?" The responses are as follows:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Affordable cost of living
Quality of life
Diversity - people
Willing and effective collaboration among post-secondary institutions
Geographic location - ease of access to many resources - reasonable distance to Pacific beaches, major cities, outdoor
recreation,
Temperate weather/climate - number of "sun days" and the connection to solar power generation
Workable population density - the ratio of people to land area is relatively low and attractive to those seeking fewer people
and more space
Agriculture - abundance of locally produced, high quality food
o Crop diversity
o Resources in support of agriculture
• Research -technology (industry driven)
• Workforce
The region has the ability to accommodate growth
The people of the Valley are community orientcd
Abundance of educational access - quality institutions, wide variety of programs and effective supportive services
Values held and expressed in practice-strong work ethic, neighborly, welcoming.

ECG / Eaton Cummings Group
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EWD 3. Opportunities inherent in the Central Valley
Working in table groups participants were asked to identify the opportunities inherent in the Central Valley. The question
posed was "What opportunities are most apparent for economic development in the Central Valley? The responses are as
follows:

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Capacity to absorb and deal effectively with growth
Branding the Valley-what do we want people to know and remember about us; telling our story
Strengthen collaboration between colleges, universities, public schools, local, state and federal agencies, WIBs, and business
Changing workforce needs in agriculture
Envirorunental issues that have potential to create jobs (e.g. water)
Collaboration to seek funding from federal/state sources
Large and willing workforce
Attract businesses from high cost urban areas
Opportunities to add value to commodities
NAS Lemoore high tech industries
Develop water and energy resources
Diverse population available for training
Basic skills training with technical training integrated
Educational infrastructure
Diversity of employment opportunities
Accessible via interstate, air
Vertical integration of agriculhlre
Alternative energy - "Solar Sun Days a Valley Energy Resource"
Business retention and expansion

ECG / Eaton Cummings Group
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E WD 4. Trends -Identified by participants as most likely to influence the future success of WHCCD in contributing to
workforce and economic development- either as a helping trend or as a hurting trend
Working in small task groups, participants identified a broad range of trends in assigned categories including "Environment/natural
resources," "Social/demographic," "Government/regulatory," "Investment opportunities," "Technology," and "Competition." Trends
identified were in turn, prioritized using a three choice open voting system. Trends perceived by participants to have the greatest
influence on the future contribution of WHCCD to workforce and economic development are summarized as follows .

EWD 4.1. SociallDemographic
Helping Trend
• Aging popUlation-the region may be a target for retirement living. (6 votes)
Hurting Trend
• Lack of basic academic skills among students. (6 votes)
• Negative consequences of state economic condition. (11 votes)

EWD 4.2. Government/regulatory
Hurting
• More regulation, much of it focusing on air quality (11 votes)

EWD 4.3. Investment opportunities
Helping Trend
• Energy efficiency and renewable energy resources (solar) (18 votes)
Hurting Trend
• Lack of capital availability (5 votes)
• Land use balancing (4 votes)

ECG / Eaton Cummings Group
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EWD 4.4. Competition
Helping Trend (How the Valley is meeting the competition)
• WHCCD on-line distance learning (17 votes)
• Quality ofWHCCD education in general (4 votes)
• WHCCD workforce training (1 vote)
• The Valley has readily available, strong educational resources (3 votes)
Total of 25 votes recognizing the various forms of education at WHCCD and the availability of quality
educational resources throughout the Valley - "educational opportunity - a sustaining asset for the valley"
•

The Valley is becoming more conscious of its positive attributes and adept at perfecting and broadly sharing the
positive Valley story (4 votes)

EWD 5. Future Vision
The Future Central Valley will:
• Offer a seamless web of education: K-12, community college, universities -in support of economic development
• Provide a culture of support for businesses and entrepreneurs
• Keep the knowledge base here
• Be a global hub for agricultural education; advancing agricultural technology
• Be California's center for renewable resource industries and training; there is a role for education in teaching people
about impending consequences of regulation and legislation

• Be a center for entrepreneurial activity-with special emphasis on environmental innovations
• The place where today's workforce meets tomorrow's technology
• Be a great place to live, work and play

• Be California's economic experiment in building the future economy-a tax and regulation free zone (like charter
schools) in coordination with the region ' s tribal governments
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EWD 6. Vision in Action
The Central Valley will focus on:
1) Becoming California's center for renewable resource industries and training
2) Educating
a) Employerslbusiness and employees
b) Contractors-residential and commercial
c) Residents
3) Retaining business-providing support for business lifecycle training-introducing new methods and processes, attracting
new technologies
4) Communicating
a) What is our economic development vision? Our Central Valley "brand promise?"
b) Who is the audience?
c) What do we want them to do?
d) Where/how do we reach them?
5) Aligning resources around the vision
6) Becoming the global hub for agricultural education - the Valley will host visiting delegations from countries worldwide
who come to learn about vertical integration of farm to market, low water crops and 21 st century use of minimal pesticides,
water and fertilizers
7) Training health care workers for the aging population; cultural sensitivity; collaborate with health care organizations re:
current needs in health care training, e.g. educational reform

ECG / Eaton Cummings Group
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8) Creating a culture of expectation among faculty/staff-help students to "see" that the classes they are taking lead to job
readiness and employment
9) Supporting employer retention strategies through incumbent worker training
10) Considering technology applications as part of tool kit for education and training
11) Communicating internally the process for employer feedback- identify ways in which the process can be improved
12) Developing a plan to acquire the educational lead role in the California center for renewable resource industries and
training
13) Providing appropriate advocacy for partners who are seeking grant funding for related projects
14) Defining WHCCD's role in promoting the "centers of excellence" concept (agriculture, energy, entrepreneurism),
including consideration of incubation and technology transfer
15) Identifying resources for entrepreneurial education

EWD 7. Immediate Next Steps
EWD 7.1. Share results ofplanning day with internal and appropriate external audiences-in summary form
EWD 7.2. Provide executive cabinet report for Board of Trustees
EWD 7.3. Develop strategies, time lines, etc. for 5-year plan
EWD 7.4. WIB-EDC - share and communicate more regularly to foster alignment of vision and plans
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Note: All attachments to be provided by WHCCD

Attachment A
Names of participants in each of the three planning workshops

Attachment B
PowerPoint: Review of Goals and Accomplishments

Attachment C
PowerPoint: Distance Education Trends

Attachment D
PowerPoint: College Going Rates

Attachment E
PowerPoint: WHC Outreach Strategies

Attachment F
Economic Development PowerPoints and Handouts
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2 ?f. West Hills Conmwility College District

Trustees

Administrators

Business Services

Institutional
Effectiveness/
Enrollment
Management

Vice ChanceIWr/
Educational
Srrvices/Workjorcr
Development

Associate Vice
Chancellor/
Educational
Planning

President, WHC
Coalinga

Lemoore

Mission

Vision

The mission of West Hills Community College District is enhancing student learning and enriching the lives of the populations we serve by:

West H ills Community College DiStrict, a trusted steward,
actively engages, encourages, enriches and empowers students, faculty, staff and the communities it serves to reach
their full potential (academically, socially and economically)
as evidenced by:

• Ensuring the vitality of its institutions;
• Encouraging the vision of strong leaders able to see and
interpret the present and future needs of students and
communities;
• Supporting the colleges in the provision of world class learning
environments;
• Providing for appropriate allocation and management of
human, fiscal and capital resources;
Acting as a catalyst for collaboration with outside
organizations and agencies; and
• Sharing the stoty by marketing a positive image.

• Its status as the preferred choice of students, and the
employer of choice for faculty and staff;
• The highest percentage of students completing courses;
Its recognized excellence; and
• The generally ascribed accolade, "heartbeat of the
community."
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District Timeline 2008-2009
Aug

Jan.
• WHCCbid
approval for $10
million for wellness
center
• Xtreme
Registration at
WHCL
• West Hills'
enrollment up 20%
since previous year

• Construction starts on the WHCC gym and well ness complex

Feb.
• West Hills Chancellor Frank Gornick honored at state level

Mar.
• Bridge Out of Poverty conference with
guest speaker Ruby Payne
• Valley Fever Forum at WHCC

April

Sept.

• Phyllis Roberts donates
$25,000 for scholarship
endowment.

• Noted Author
Gary Soto speaks
atWHCL
• WHCL trike-athon raises funds
for St. Judes
Children's Hospital

May
• Vince Motte donates
$12,593 to help fund a
new weather station for
Coalinga

Oct.
• WHCC 12th
Annual Athletic
Hall of Fame
• UC Merced
Chancellor SungMo "Steve" Kang
visits WHCC
• Third Annual
WH CL Veterans
Appreciation
Luncheon

Nov.
• School facilities improvement districts approved by local
voters providing $11.6 million for WH CC and $31 million
for WHCL. Firebaugh passed its bond measure June of 2008.

Dec.
• West Hills College wins $792,920 grant to serve veterans

• WHCC and WHCL
awarded more than 700
degrees and certificates

• Sandy Cavins, the district's
longest-term employee,
retires after 40 years

4
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West Hills Community College District

West Hills College Coalinga
Mission Statement

Vision Statement

To commit college-wide staff and
resources to the student learning process.
To provide educational, cultural, and
economic development opponunities
to our current and future students
and the local and global communities
that we serve.

West Hills College Coalinga strives to
become a premiere interactive learner-centered
communiry college recognized for its
contribution to the educational, social,
cultural, and economic vitaliry of the region
and the state.

Achieving goals despite economic challenges
The economic challenges of these past few years have not deterred us from achieving our mission. Despite significant budget reductions, our enrollment for 2008-09 was 13 percent higher compared to 2007-08. This is directly attributable to our talented faculry
and staff who have found ways to be more efficient and productive with fewer resources to ensure student access and success.
In June 2008, citizens in the northern part of the district passed Measure Q, an $11 .8 million
general obligation bond measure. In November 2008, citizens in the Coalinga-Huron area passed
Measure C , an $11.6 general obligation bond measure. These bond measures will provide resources
for facilities improvements that will impact current and future generations.
General obligation bond funds have already made a difference. Significant improvements have been
completed at the North District Center in Firebaugh. A facilities planning team has been working
with campus architects to design a new building to replace the existing campus center.
Major improvements have also been completed on the Coalinga campus. The men's residence hall
(Gordon Hall) received a faceJift. Two new relocatable buildings were added to the child development center. Bond funds have been used to assist with the wellness center project (gym renovation
and additional 10,000 sf building) and the ag science faciliry. The wellness center is scheduled for
occupancy in the fall 2010.
Providing access to high qualiry education opportunities for all residents
in our service area continues to be the focus of our overall mission. In
2010-11 we will open learning/outreach centers in several of the smaller
communities within our service area .
Improvements to institutional effectiveness processes have taken center
stage. We are now utilizing measurable outcomes on a regular basis to
guide planning and resource allocation decisions . Results from the assessment of performance indicators, program review, and other evaluative
processes are being used to make improvements to student learning. The
results of some of these assessments can be found at http://www.wesL..-_ _--=-"'""""-=_--'--'-=----''--'''-_ _-'---'--'_ _ _-' th illscollege.coml coal i ngal abou tl govern ance_pl an ni ngl co liege_consul tation/index.asp.
Our vision of becoming "a premiere interactive learner-centered communiry college"
continues to guide our efforts in making a difference in the lives of our students and in
contributing to the vitaliry of the communities we serve.

Willard Lewallen
President, West Hills College Coalinga

Grants:

•

Total grant funding in 2008-09 exceeded
$5 million for WHCe.

President's Scholars:

Successful Transfer:

A total of 22 students received President's
Scholars scholarships for 2008-09. This
scholarship covers enrollment fees and
provides a book allowance each term.

The number of students transferring to
four-year institutions in 2008 increased
by 58% from 2007.
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West Hills College Lemoore
Mission

Vision

West Hills College Lemoore enriches the lives of our students and
the community we serve by being dedicated ro quality educational
learning opportunities and partnerships. The college provides a
positive environment that is commirred to srudent learning and
empowering students ro achieve their educational goals.

Learning Through Excellence and Innovation

WHCL planning for the future whh new programs, facilities
The academic years 2008-09 and 2009-10 will have seen extraordinary cuts to community colleges as the result of the state's recent
economic downturn. West Hills College Lemoore will have reduced its operating budget by
over $2.2 million while at the same time maintaining its priority and focus on srudents.
Course offerings were reduced yet we were able ro maintain our commitment ro general education, basic skills, workforce development, and degree level courses.
With all the reductions ro the general fund, WHC Lemoore still celebrated its groundbreaking for the new $24 million multi-use sporrs complex that'
three of the
master plan. Ir is scheduled ro open in March 2011 .
Our Allied Health program has been able ro
withstand budget reductions and will expand its
offerings with new courses. Highly skilled technical program training will remain a strong demand
throughout the state and West Hills is posirioned to
provide training.
Our newly developed Engineering Scholars Program
provides financial support ro more students by providing full tuition and books ro qualified srudents.
WHCL wi.ll playa key role in preparing srudents for
great career opportunities.
All this is just a small list of the many ways West
Hills is a leader in providing quality educational opportunities for the communities that
we serve. Even in times of great difficulty, with hard work and teamwork, great things can
still happen. West
Hills College lemoore will continue
to be a leader in
assisting the state to
recover from its economic downturn.

Don Warkentin
President, West Hills College Lemoore

Grants:

President's Scholars:

Successful Transfer:

Total grant funding in 2008-09 exceeded
$3 million for WHCL.

A rotal of 48 students received President's
Scholars scholarships for 2008-09 . This
scholarship covers enrollment fees and
provides a book allowance each term.

The number of srudents transferring ro
four-year institutions in 2008 increased
by ??% from 2007.
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Foundation helps students realiz
The students at West Hills College are our future. Help ing them realize their dreams
of a college education will positively impact our communities and enhance the quality
of life we apprec iate now and in the years ahead.
As a proud member of the foundation board of directors, I've been privileged to work
with a dedicated team of individuals who support the
students of West Hills through their time, energy, leadership and philanthropy. Our foundation board consists of
community members, civic leaders, businesswomen and
men and agriculturalists from across our service area who
value education and want to expand the higher educational opportunities for our children and local residents.
Special thanks go to three individuals who made substantial gifts to the foundation during 2009. Phyllis Roberts
donated $25,000 for an endowed scholarship at WHCe.
Vince Motte contributed $12,500 to help fund a new weather station
' - - - - - - - - ---... at the WHCC Farm of the Future. George Ollikkala donated a substantial art collection to libraries throughout the district. We thank them and the many others who
contributed to help our students realize their dream of a college education.
Ernest "Ernie" Drewry
President, WHCC Foundation

Board Members
Em ie Drewry. President. Community Director
Leonard Falter, Chief Financial Director, Co mmunity Director
Don Forth. Vice President. Community Director
Brad Gleason, Community Director
Sharon Gordon. Community Director
Frank Gomick, Ph.D., Chancellor
Edna Ivans, R. Ph .• Y;'ustee Director
Sheilah Kreyenhagen. Community Director
Willard Lewallen, Ph.D., Staff Director
Laura Mendes Moore, Community Director
Nancy Oliveira, Community Director
Nina Oxborrow. Trustee Director
Bill Pucheu, Community Director
Oscar Sablan, M.D., Community Director
Marc Scott, CPA, Community Director
Ann Stone, Secretary. Comm unity Director
Ken Stoppenbrink, Chief Financial Officer
Don Warkentin, Staff Director

Dr. Rick Post
Interim Executive Director

Foundation Mission
The West Hills Community College Foundation enthusiastically
engages residents, corporations, foundations and communities
of the San Joaquin Valley in financial support and advocacy for
the West Hills Community College District. We are entrepreneurial partners with the colleges as we plan and implement
programs to build relationships and raise funds.

The Foundation Vision

The Foundation- Guiding Principles

Our vision is
for:

The West Hills Community College Foundation applies the
following guiding principles in its conduct of business:

to

be a dynam ic, legacy organization recognized

• The Foundation's $5 million endowment (by 2008),
• 140 new scholarship funds,
• Establishment of a successful "new alumni" fundraising
program,
• An effective and engaged board,
• Significant contributions to the "K-16 Dream" (creating a
college-going culture among K-12 students) and,
• Sponsorship of cultural, educational and economic
development programs.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advocate for education and its ability to change lives,
Practice responsible stewardship,
Maintain respect for others,
Conduct business in an open and transparent manner,
Support diversity and inclusiveness,
Demonstrate reliability and accountability, and
Exemplify a commitment to serve students and the
community.
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District Tec~nology Council
November 19, 2009
District Office Board Room/Lemoore Rm 124
10:00 a.m.
Minutes

Members Present: Pedro Avila, Carole Goldsmith, Susan Whitener, Keith Stearns,
Tammy Weatherman, Ken Stoppenbrink, Jana Cox, Michelle Kozlowski, Jill Stearns,
Jose Lopez, Elaine Howard
Members Absent: Richard Post, Dave Bolt
Guest: No Guests
1. Call to order: 10:17 a.m. by Carole Goldsmith
2. Approval of Minutes:
Jill Stearns moved to approve minutes of October 22, 2009 as corrected. Motion
seconded by Carole Goldsmith
Action on Motion: Passed unanimously
3. New Projects
3.1. Follett Book Look - Ken Stoppenbrink - Brief Update
Ken reported that the book store now has a list of the books to provide students
in excel document format. Ken forwarded the information to Greg Kiryakakis,
the Follett Regional Manager.
This will be looked at again after the first of the year.
Carole indicated that before moving on to project updates that she would like for
the group to have discussion on reviewing the priority items and the definitions
of the priorities. Carole explained that a priority 1a is a mandatory priority; a 1b
is an urgent or in process priority and 1c is a standard priority.
Carole stated that she would also like to have a discussion on aligning DTC
projects to the district strategic goals. Michelle asked if our college goals are
pretty much the same as the district goals. Jill answered yes, the college goals
are tied to the district goals. Jose stated that aligning is a good idea. Jana also
stated that it is a good idea.
Action: Re-visit this at the next meeting.
4. Project Updates
4.1. Review Project List
Datatel Server Upgrade to 64bit - Michelle Kozlowski
Michelle reported that they are working on security issues and that they will be
testing extensively.
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Michelle stated that their goal is to get tested and tried by December and
January.
Target Date: February 2010
Datatel User Interface 4.0 - John Wright
Not present to report.
Target Date: Spring 2010
Textbook Compliance - Ken Stoppenbrink
Ken reported that they should have a solution by the first of the year.
Target Date: In progress
CB21-Below College Level Basic Skills - Jill Stearns/Dave Bolt
Jill reported that the final training was December 3, 2009 that they were not
ready for the colleges. Keith stated that the codes have to be recoded into
Datatel. Jill stated that the target date was pushed to March.
Target Date: March 2010
P/NP Grading
Action: Add Pedro Avila as a manager.
Target Date: Ongoing
Blackboard 9 Upgrade - Susan Whitener
Susan reported that it is on target and that students will be trained as well.
There will be some online training and on campus training. Susan stated that
this will be ongoing for quite some time.
Target Date: January 2010
Address Review & Update - Keith Stearns
Keith suggested that the name of the project be changed to Address Review &
Update. Keith reported that there are six components to this project:
• Usernames
It has been cleaned up for students and employees.
• Constituencies
It has been cleaned up for staff. The students clean up is still ongoing.
• Email Addresses
Staff has been cleaned up. Students have been cleaned up. We are
working on types and policies for when to use types.
• Phone Numbers
Not started yet.
• Naming Conventions
Not started yet.
• Street Addresses
Not started yet.
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Portal Tab Redesign - Pedro Avila
Pedro was assigned as manager.
Website Redesign - Pedro Avila
Pedro was assigned as manager.
Portal 2.0 - Michelle Kozlowski
Michelle reported that the test system is up and when Tanner returns from
vacation he will be able to work on it. Change the target date to ongoing.
Target Date: Ongoing
VTEA Project Import - Carole Goldsmith
Carole reported that there appears to be a gap in the collected data in regards to
student demographics. Additionally, our current method of collecting data does
. not have a high response rate. This is negatively impacting our VTEA funding
and possible other categorical areas too. Accurate data and increased response
rates will lead to get extra funds. Carole stated that Sacramento City uses a form
of a supplemental application to update information every semester, in order to
keep information current. Michelle suggested that we should update every
semester. There was discussion about re-naming this project and making it a
new project - Student Demographic Acquisition with a priority 1a. Carole
volunteered herself for a new project.
Drop Dates Publication - Pedro Avila
Ongoing project
HR Workflow - Ken Stoppenbrink
Ken requested that this project be removed from the project list it has been
completed.
Datatel Access Profile - Pedro Avila
In progress.
Class Roster Format - Pedro Avila
Status is in progress.
Waitlist - Pedro Avila
Pedro reported that this project is in progress. He now has a full team and will
have a quick meeting to touch basis with everyone. Pedro stated that Elaine is
working on a meeting date.
SARS Grid - Jose Lopez/Jill Stearns
Jose reported that there are still some glitches but over all going really smooth.
Jill stated the only dislike is that they have to sync it at the end of every day.
SARS Grid is completed.
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The group decided that they need to add three new projects associated with
SARS.
• E-SARS - So students can go in and make their own appointments. This
project was given a priority 1b. The following leaders/managers assigned
were Jose Lopez, Jill Stearns and Pedro Avila.
Target Date: May 2010
• SARS Track for Grid
Leaders assigned to this project were Jill Stearns and Jose Lopez.
This project was given a priority 1c.
Target Date: May 2010
• SARS Import - Takes the data in SARS and puts it into Datatel.
The leader assigned is John Wright, with a priority 1a.
Target Date: May 2010
WEB Time Card Entry - Ken StoppenbrinklTammy Weatherman
Ken reported that they are still testing ..
Tammy stated that everything is moving along, the biggest issue is getting
people in.
Technology Strategic Plan - Michelle Kozlowski
Michelle reported that the plan is completed. It hasn't been routed yet there are
a few minor revisions that need to be made. She asked that it be removed from
active project list to complete. She and Carole will be routing it in the spring.
e-Brochure - Frances Squire
Pedro reported that they are very close to finalizing it, that they have received
some good reviews from their group. Pedro also reported that they are about
80% complete. The group decided to change the name of this project to eBrochure for Prospective Students.
Online Degree Audit - Pedro Avila/Sandy McGlothlin
Susan Whitener asked that she be removed from this project.
Pedro stated that they are working on making some corrections.
Target Date: March 2010
Graduation Petitions Online - Angela Tos/Marlene Roton/Pedro Avila
Pedro stated that he will give an update at the next meeting.
Waiting on Events
Live@EDU - Michelle Kozlowski
Michelle reported that they are waiting on Microsoft to release some
enhancements.

•
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Document Imaging - Hershey Transcript Importing - Michelle Kozlowski
Michelle stated that she will need to revisit this and that this would be a
discussion for the next meeting.
Automatic Approvals - Tammy Weatherman
Tammy reported that this project is on hold. Move to on hold status.
On Hold
Faculty Section Change Forms - Pedro Avila
Susan stated that this needs to be an active project. Pedro is the leader.
eAdvertising/Ed Plans - Jose Lopez
As is, on hold.
Carole stated that we will take a look at this in April. Carole asked Jana to give
an update at the April 2010 meeting.
Reporting Solution - Zogotech - Pedro Avila
Move this project up, is still looking for funding source.
BOGG Waiver through CCCApply - Jana Cox
Move this project up to active list. Need more research.
Position Budgeting Module - Ken Stoppenbrink
Ken stated that this doesn't work well. Remove.
Positive Attendance Entry on Web
Remove.
CCC Apply Electronic Transcripts - Carole Goldsmith
Remove Michelle as leader and put Carole as leader. Carole stated she would
like to take a look at it again. Move this project to the Active list. There will be a
presentation at the next meeting.
Faculty Drop Students Online - Dave Boltl Susan Whitener/Carole Goldsmith
Move this project up to Active.
6. Announcements
Carole announced to remove number five, Team Updates from the Agenda ..
Carole asked Susan to give a Project overview on Web Streaming and Classroom
Capture.
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Susan reported that the project is for the Westside and Lemoore. Willard asked her
to come up with a solution that will service the off campus sites with web streaming
and classroom capture. Ken stated that what has not been identified to him yet is on
the line item - multiple components, how much is specifically dedicated for
technology? Ken stated he is waiting for that answer. Susan stated a commitment
was made to Coalinga and District to provide educational services. There will need
to be a presentation to the facilities committee. Ken stated the committee will need
to be aware of the impact it will have on the bond money. Susan stated that they
have two vendors. Carole requested to have a meeting off line with Susan on the
details of this project.
7. Adjourn: Meeting was adjourned at 11 :58 a.m.

leh

District Technology Council
February 25, 2010
Coalinga Sam B ILemoore Rm 124 via Video Conference
10:00 a.m.
Minutes
Members Present: Pedro Avila, Dave Bolt, Carole Goldsmith, Susan Whitener, Keith
Stearns, Jana Cox, Michelle Kozlowski, Jill Stearns, Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Stephanie
Droker, Elaine Howard
Members Absent: Richard Post, Ken Stoppenbrink, Tammy Weatherman
Guest: Lenny Robinson Project Manager, eTranscript
1. Call to order: 10:15 a.m. by Carole Goldsmith
Lenny Robinson gave a presentation to the group via CCC Confer on CCC Apply
Electronic Transcripts. Lenny explained that eTranscript California is the statewide
internet-based system for requesting, transmitting, tracking, downloading and viewing
academic transcripts among authorized educational institutions and their trading
partners. The power point presentation is posted on the Portal.
The meeting reconvened at 11 :09 a.m. via video conference after the presentation.

2. Approval of Minutes:
Susan Whitener moved to approve minutes of November 19, 2009. Motion
seconded by Jill Stearns
Action on Motion: Passed unanimously
3. Discussion regarding e-Presentation
Carole asked the group for comments or thoughts on e-Transcript.
Susan commented that it sounds good. Keith stated that most of our institutions are
not using it. At this time none of the community colleges receive transcripts into
Datatel. Jill shared that the state needs to release a concept. Keith stated that he
thinks that we would be able to push it through to Fresno State. Pedro expressed
that it would be a huge savings in Maria's time. Carole asked Keith who we would
talk to in regard to the process and how it's working. Keith responded that we need
to talk with other Datatel schools.
Carole announced that the new project leader for this project is now Keith Stearns,
registrar.

4.1. Follett Booklook
Carole asked .JiII and Dave to give an update on Follett booklook system.
Jill expressed that if the responsibility falls on Follett to keep the spread sheet
current every time a book price changes and doesn't fall back on us to keep it
current, it would be a good thing. Jill also stated that if the solution clearly puts it in
their ball park once that connection is made and Follett has that responsibility
spelled out that it is theirs; I think it is the way to go.
Dave stated that he and Jill have talked with Ken and Ken supported the position.
Dave expressed the need to let Greg at Follett know the deadline date of when we
were going to be on board with the Follett plan. Carole asked Jill and Dave if they
would remind Ken to get the deadline date information to Greg at Follett.
Susan asked Keith what his thoughts were on the Datatel Solution, has anything
come out? Keith responded, Datatel has released their solution and the issue with
Datatel Solution is that someone has to go in and update the information which
means typing in ISBN numbers. It is difficult to do.
Susan stated her concern was that Follett their book prices may change but I think
what is really going to change is the cost that the service has and I think we are just
going to have to pay it.
Carole stated that right now I don't think they have talked about charging a fee have
they?
Susan responded that once it is implemented and we have done our code and we
have done everything to integrate it. Carole stated then it is going to cost one way
or the other.
Keith explained that he has gone to a couple of places actually Lee University that
has implemented the booklook solution into Datatel and they basically have had to
add another column that has a link to booklook. The other issue is that Datatel has
come out with a Portal class search which we are looking into so we will have to find
a place there to put it into also. This is a whole different ball of wax. Keith gave the
website if you want to find it; it is web.leeuniversity.edu and search for classes.
Dave asked Keith if that is the link to another page with all the book prices on it.
Keith responded, the way booklook works from what I can tell is that you provide a
link to their booklook software and you tell it what section it is and it pops up with the
book information and the cost for that particular section.
Dave stated that it is convenient for the student but if the link went to a general page
that required the student to navigate around a little bit to find it that would satisfy the
requirements as well.

Dave expressed that the method that Keith just identified still requires tremendous
amount of linking the link to the specific page.
Keith explained that the way their book look solution works is that you pass it section
information it shows you book information for that section. That is the advantage of
their solution.
Jill stated, I think this solution helps us in terms of the number of students we have
that take courses across campuses and particular online because once they click a
specific section it gets them the correct textbook for that section.

6. Announcements
Carole announced that the next DTC meeting will be held on April 15, 2010 and at
that meeting we will go over team updates and also Carole would like to go over
how we assign our priority on projects.
7. Adjourn
Meeting was adjourned at 11 :29 a.m.
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District Technology Council
September 17, 2009
District BoardroomlLemoore Rm. 124
10:00 AM
Minutes
Members Present: Pedro Avila, Susan Whitener, Priscilla Balcazar, Jill Stearns, Keith Steams, Dave
Bolt, Michelle Kozlowski, Jose Lopez
Members Absent: Tammy Weatherman, Richard Post, Dolores Smith, Ken Stoppenbrink, Jana Cox
Guest: Carole Goldsmith
1.

Call to order: 10:01 by Pedro A vila

2.

Approval of Minutes:
M. Kozlowski moved to approve minutes of August 27,2009. Motion seconded by S. Whitener.
Action on Motion: Passed unanimously.

3.

New Project:
3.1
AlertU Emergency Notification - S. Whitener
S. Whitener stated Frances Squire is not on this committee but has sat in on discussions
regarding the emergency alert system. We currently have Call-All but there is no way to
alert students elsewhere on campus or off-campus. Some members thought a committee
has already studied this issue and P. Avila clarified that the committee originally talked
about a text messaging system to communicate with students and it was dropped from the
projects list due to a lack of student interest. The other piece was AlertU in which
Frances and Anne Jorgens would work with college representatives and they have not
returned to this committee with a decision. There was some confusion as to whether a
decision had been made and S. Whitener responded, if there has been a decision it was
made without the college presidents' approvaL

P. Avila added we need to make sure Frances has met with the Emergency Response
Team on both campuses and S. Whitener asked why Frances is responsible for this
project as this is clearly a technology issue. P. Avila responded that Frances is the Public
Information Officer and she expressed an interest in this topic.
ACTION:

3.2

1

Check back with Frances and Anne to meet with presidents and colleges~
Frances Squire attend next meeting.

Follett Booklook - K. Stoppenbrink
• To the question of who was responsible for this project, S. Whitener stated K.
Stoppenbrink forwarded message to her and she forwarded it to M. Kozlowski. M.
Kozlowski reported there are new requirements regarding textbooks and at this time
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she doesn't know if this program will work for us. D. Bolt and J. Stearns will stay on
top of this.
• J. Stearns stated an incredible burden is being put on colleges to include textbook
prices on class schedules. She would like the college to be aware of all that is in the
Follett contract and put the burden of making this information available on them. She
stated K. Stoppenbrink is the official owner of this project so he needs to be
significantly involved in the project.
• M. Kozlowski indicated this is a complex, confusing issue for us now and the
mandate does offer alternatives.
• D. Bolt asked if this needed to be made a project and M. Kozlowski stated it needs to
be a project as we have to do something by next summer. K. Stearns stated this
project needs to be added to our projects list but needs to be evaluated.
• S. Whitener asked if anyone from IT had sat in on the webinars and M. Kozlowski
replied, "No". S. Whitener requested she be included on project.
ACTION:
Project Name-Textbook Compliance
Priority-I A
Project Manager-K. Stoppenbrink. J. Steams and D. Bolt co-project
leaders.
Committee Member - S. Whitener
4

Project Updates.
VTEA Survey Import - P . Avila
4.1
P. A vila reported that previous minutes had been reviewed to see what decisions had
been made about this project and that due its similarity to placement test score import it
had not been made a separate project.
ACTION:
Project Name-VTEA Project Import
Priority-IB
Project Manager-C. Goldsmith

At this point M. Kozlowski stated she would like to add new projects to our list due the new role the
District Technology Council has taken.
I.
Datatel User Interface 4.0
Priority-I A
Project Manager-John Wright
Target Date-Launch in spring 2010

2

2.

Datatel Server Upgrade to 64bit server.
Priority-I A
Project Manager-M. Kozlowski
Target Date-Hope to complete prior to January 2010. Will be implemented either
during Thanksgiving or Christmas holidays.

3.

Portal 2.0 soon to be released and needs to be evaluated. Priority-IB
Project Manager-M. Kozlowski
M. Kozlowski asked S. Whitener if Tanner Naeher needed this information.
K. Stearns stated he would send Tanner the documentation.

4.

Website Redesign - this project is ongoing and never completed.
Project Manager-S. Whitener
Priority-l B
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5.

Portal Tab Redesign-this project consists of substantial redesign of portal and how it
will work. Communication needed so everyone understands what they are supposed to
do.
Priority-IB
Project Manager-S. Whitener

4.2

Review Project List
CB21 (K. Steams): Final rubrics not yet released. Once released will meet with faculty.
ACTION: Change Project Manager to J. Stearns and D. Bolt

•

•

P/NP - K. Steams: Catalogs and transcripts need to be updated. More information
needed before project can be completed but we are making progress.
ACTION: Delete K. Steams as Project Manager. Target Date: Dec. 15,2009
Status: Update catalog and transcripts.

•

BlackBoard 9 (S. Whitener): Project on target.
ACTION: Change Target Date to January 2010.

•

Foundation (Alumni) - P . Avila asked if project should be named Colleague
Advancement. M. Kozlowski reported there are continual ongoing enhancements being
implemented. Designate as completed.
ACTION: Change project name to Advancement Implementation.
Change status: To Completed.

•

Address Review & Update/Naming Conventions (K. Steams): Working on email
address as it is the simplest task. Have fixed 500 email accounts as of this morning.
Project deals with getting standards in place & documentation. It is hoped this project
will take no longer than a year to complete.
ACTION: Project Manager- K. Steams Target Date: Open

•

SharePoint Workflow (S. Whitener): This is an ongoing project which will be picked
up again after October.
ACTION: Change project name to Faculty Section Change Forms
Change status: To Hold

Drop Dates on Class Schedule (M. Kozlowski): Project needs project manager and still
working on pieces of the project. P. Avila stated that in last discussion it was suggested
to show drop date information in "MySchedule".
ACTION: Change project name to Drop Dates Publication.
Project Manager: P. Avila
• . HR Workflow (J. Cox): Not present to report.

•

•

3

Graduation Petitions Online (P. Avila): In the July minutes it was noted that a form
needed to be created and that has been done.
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•

SARS Grid (J. Lopez): M. Kozlowski reported that the training schedule is moving
along. J. Lopez added that Lemoore has training dates and those will be distributed. J.
Stearns reported the same for the Coalinga campus.
ACTION: Project Managers J. Lopez and 1. Stearns

•

Web Time Card Entry (J. Cox): Not present to report. K. Steams reported this system
will be going live in a week or two for part-time and temporary employees who tum in
timecards on the 10th or 11 th of each month.

•

Technology Strategic Plan (P. Avila): Asked that the plan be routed to Donna Isaac for
distribution to the Planning and Governance Councils at Coalinga and Lemoore.

•

Admission Application Communications (eBrochure) (K. Steams): K. Stearns asked
that the project manager be changed to Tanner Naeher. This project involves three
discussion port projects-admission application, inquiry (F. Squire), and follow-up
(registrar).
ACTION: Leave project as is and wait for clarification. Project Manager: Delete K.
Stearns' name

•

Web PortallNew Student Email System (S. Whitener): Project on target for fall 2010.
ACTION: Change project name to Live@EDU

•

Online Degree Audit (p. Avila): Waiting as degree audit system needs to be updated
with new catalog information.
ACTION: Change status to ACTIVE

•

Document Imaging - Hershey transcript importing (M. Kozlowski): Project
continues on waiting.
CCC Apply Electronic Transcripts (M. Kozlowski): Changing partners and program
currently not being used so continue project on hold.

•

5.

Announcements
D. Bolt reported that faculty has renewed their interest on having a waitlist based on full
A.
classes.
During discussion K. Stearns reported current system was written in 2005 and issue is
that a registrar is needed to run it. P. Avila asked how long it would take to implement
and added that in a year from now with an improved economy, this may no longer be an
issue. K. Stearns asked who would be responsible for doing this work. M. Kozlowski
stated K. Stearns could give an update and explain waitIist process at next months'
meeting.
ACTION: Include Waitlist on next month's agenda.

B.

4

M. Kozlowski asked the committee to again consider the Maintenance Window for ITS.
Currently maintenance is performed the 4th Friday from 6-9 p.m. and more time needed
for all the servers. Windows for maintenance have been explored and options were

·

'
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proposed at the Technology Advisory Team meeting. M. Kozlowski would like the
maintenance to occur on a Saturday morning so staff could flex their schedules, thereby
making overtime unnecessary. Maintenance could occur from 6am to 1lam or noon and
would take 30 minutes to an hour to complete. There is the question of blackboard
interruption and midterm week. There is no perfect time but a change needs to occur and
more time is needed to perform the maintenance.
7.

5

Adjourn: 11:00
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District Technology Council
October 22,2009
District Boardroom/Lemoore Rm. 124
10:00 AM
Minutes
Members Present: Pedro Avila, Carole Goldsmith, Susan Whitener, Priscilla Balcazar, Keith Stearns,
Dave Bolt, Tammy Weatherman, Ken Stoppenbrink, Maria Lourenco, Jana Cox,
Members Absent: Richard Post, Dolores Smith, Jill Stearns, Michelle Kozlowski, Jose Lopez,
Guest: Frances Squire, Anne Jorgens

1.

Call to order: 10:05 by Pedro Avila

2.

Approval of Minutes:
K. Stearns moved to approve minutes of August 27,2009, as corrected. Motion seconded by P.
Avila.
Action on Motion: Passed unanimously.

3.

Transition of DTC Responsibilities - Pedro Avila/Carole Goldsmith:
P . Avila explained that due to the reorganization at the District Level responsibility for DTC was
now given to C. Goldsmith. At this point Carole assumed conducting of the meeting.

4

New Project
4.1
Emergency Alert - Frances Squire/Anne Jorgens
F. Squire reported she had attended the Lemoore Cabinet meeting this week and made a
presentation on Emergency Alert and President Don Warkentin wanted to implement an
emergency alert system but this item was going to another committee for discussion.
Who will be responsible for this system at each campus and where will the funding come
from is needed. F. Squire would like to involve the Grants office for possible funding
resources and would like to check with Homeland Security as well. F. Squire has
explored six different systems and indicated a need to identify what we want to
accomplish with this system. Pre-tested messages are favored and Child Development
indicated 50% of the parents do not speak English. C. Goldsmith indicated she would
like both parents to sign-on. F Squire stated she is willing to do the research but will
need help with the technology part. C. Goldsmith expressed that she would like F. Squire
to take the lead on this project. She would like a vendor list and when a vendor is
selected that it be taken to IT.
J. Lopez and F. Squire will be meeting with a billboard vendor.
ACTION: Discuss at next meeting. Waiting for presidents approvals.

1
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4.2

Wait List - Dave Bolt/Pedro Avila:
P. A vila reported that faculty Marty Ennes and Stephanie Droker are requesting a
waitlist, not necessarily a Datatel waitlist. They would like control-if student is
attending class, would like faculty to have ability to add student into a class. An issue
could be if there is a waitlist and a week later there is an opening and student is added
into the class. What happens if the student is no longer interested in that class? We need
a process and we need to look at our technology. D. Bolt stated faculty wants flexibility
in drop a student. P. Avila suggested a committee of two CIO (S. Whitener volunteered),
counselor/faculty from each college, Maria Lourenco and Pedro. When he asked if
anyone else was interested D. Bolt nominated Bob Gibson. Members were reminded that
the Academic Senate would have to approve faculty membership and D. Bolt stated he
would talk with Academic Senate.
At this point K. Steams suggested "Enrollment Management" as a new title for this
project. D. Bolt suggested "Roster Management". C. Goldsmith requested a registration
task force.
ACTION: Priority Ib

2

4.3

Prerequisites Issues and Registration - P. Avila:
Another issue arose at this point about students who failed a prerequisite still being able
to enroll in a class. K. Steams stated there is a Datatel report that lists students who have
failed a prerequisite. This report was difficult to read so D. Georgatos had him rewrite it.
K. Steams stated 50% of students want an override in order to enroll in a class and
automation does not allow for that so perhaps manual process is better for this.

4.4

Class Rosters Format - P. Avila:
P. Avila requested this issue be made a project. It was reported that faculty have
complained of the difficulty in downloading their rosters from Datatel. K. Steams
responded that is easy to fix and should be brought forward as a project.
ACTION: In progress

4.5

SharePoint Test Server - C. Goldsmith:
ACTION: Table until next meeting when M. Kozlowski can be present.

4.6

Direct Loan Program - C. Goldsmith:
The federal government wants to get rid of the FFEL program. We need to have the
direct loan program implemented by July 1, 2010. This will require business office and
IT involvement. Relatively simple setup and testing will need to be done.

4.7

Datatel Gradebook - K. Steams:
K. Steams reported that Datatel changed the grading with a new module called
"Gradebook". Online courses would use this new gradebook and traditionally-taught
courses can use their preference. P. Avila asked if we own this module.
ACTION: Table until next meeting when J. Steams can be present.
Manager: Carole Goldsmith
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3

4.8

Bookstore - K. Stoppenbrink:
The Higher Opportunity Act mandates that colleges publish prices and titles and putting
this information on the class schedule could be an option. It must be published, perhaps
in the catalog, at some time as Follett can provide a link to help us with this. The onus
will be on faculty to make book choices available so Follett can build a list of prices. K.
Stoppenbrink asked ifhe still needed to be project manager and D. Bolt stated K.
Stoppenbrink is the liaison with Follett at District. S. Whitener stated this project had
been discussed at the TAT committee and it was felt book price information needed to be
left out of the catalog. She stated only 5% of faculty would not get their information in
on time and felt 95% compliance would be okay. K. Stoppenbrink stated he will need an
ITS person on this task force.

5.

Team Updates
5.1
ST - Pedro Avila: P . Avila stated he is now leading this committee. Meetings
have not been held regularly and he will be contacting both colleges for
membership.
5.2

TAT - Susan Whitener: This committee met on September 30th and discussed
Follett, the Library reported 53,000 sheets of paper were printed within three
weeks. K. Stoppenbrink stated the best way to track the count of copies would be
standalone PC counting. An accurate count will be made by December 10th and
recommendations will be made based on that data.

5.3

ARJCF - Tammy Weatherman: T. Weatherman had nothing to report. Work is
currently being done with Datatel on GLIPO issues - nothing major.

5.4

FA - J ana Cox: J. Cox reported she had not had an opportunity to meet with
Dolores Smith and they are still working on FA committee meeting schedule.

5.5

HR - K. Stoppenbrink: Trial run of Web-time entry, for the most part, went well.
There are still some glitches. The committee is meeting next week and is working
on solutions. Paper for those timecards is a somewhat expensive and they are
considering electronic timecards. A number of supervisors said they had not been
aware of training that was offered. There will be retraining next week. Jana Cox
has helped employees and supervisors on the Lemoore campus. Tammy
Weatherman added that there are leave and overtime issues. Direct Deposit will
go into effect January 2010 and want 100% compliance. Pay Advices will soon
be available on the portal. Employees will be able to view and print their check
stubs for all of 2009. An email was sent to all supervisors asking them to share
this news with the temporary employees and work study students. The committee
asked K. Stoppenbrink to make Pay Advice access instructions available on the
portal we well. K. Stoppenbrink stated that approximately $500 will be saved in
printing costs by going Direct Deposit.

DTC Leaders
Minutes of 10/22/09

5.6

Cross Team - All: P. Avila asked that two projects be added. The purpose ofthe
Datatel Access Profile project will be to see that everyone in Datatel has access to
screens they need to perform their jobs.
ACTION:
1)
Name: Datatel Access Profile
Priority: lb
Status: In progress
Target Date: December 2009
2)

6.

Name: Online Grading Fix
Status: In progress

Priority: 1b

Other
6.1
Update Team Memberships Pedro Avila:
ACTION: Tabled until next meeting as key members missing today.
K. Steams reported on the Address Review and Update project: Have started working on
email addresses and is working on address updates. A small group of representatives
from student areas is needed to work with him on this project. Keith will send an emaiL
S. Whitener suggested Idelle Mahrt be part of that group.

5.

Announcements

7.

Adjourn: 11 :30

4

OTC Leaders
February 25, 2010
10:00 am
Sam B/Room 124 - Lemoore
Revised Abridged - AGE N 0 A
CCC Apply Electronic Transcripts Presentation at 10:15 am via CCC Confer
OTC will reconvene via video-conference after e-Transcript Presentation.
1. Call to order
2. Approval of minutes
3. Discussion regarding e-Presentation
4. New Projects - Brief Update
4.1. Follett booklook - K. Stoppenbrink
5. Brief Team updates
5.1. ST - Pedro
5.2. TAT - Susan
5.3. AR/CF - Tammy
5.4. FA - Jana
5.5. HR - Ken
5.6. Cross Team - All
6. Announcements

7. Adjourn

District Technology Council
May 13,2010
Revised Time 11 :00 am
WHC Coalinga SAM BIWHC Lemoore Room 124 Via Video Conferencing

AGENDA

1. Call to order
2. Discussion - DTC Priorities - Alignment to Goals
3. New Projects - Brief Update
4. Project Updates - Review Task Log
5. Old Business
5.1. Cisco Visit
5.2. Booklist Project
6. Announcements
7. Adjourn

,

.

Project List

912312010

"

OTe Projects
Revised: 11-19-09

191

1b

20

21

on Microsoft to release en

a - mandatory
b - urgent I in progress
c - standard
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Project List

a mandatory
b urgent I in progress
c« standard
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Completed Projects

#
1
2
3

Updated: 11119/09
Project
Technology Strategic Plan
Online Grading Fix
SARS Grid

Date
November-09
November-09
November-09

Team
TAT
ST
ST

912312010

Project Manager
Michelle Kozlowski/Pedro Avila
Pedro Avila
Jose Lopez/Jill Stearns

4

Advancement Implementation
September-09 Foundation Rick Post
Automate import of placement test scores
Aug-09
ST
Pedro Avila/Sandy McGlothlin/Angela Tos
5 into Datatel
Aug-09
Keith Stearns
6 "Search and Register" screens
ST
7 Online Orientation
April-OS
ST
Pedro Avila
April-09
ST
Dadene Georgatos, Susan Kincade
8 Modification to Class Search Screen
April-09
ARCF Tammy Weatherman - *Not purchased yet
9 FRx·
Michelle K.
10 School Dude - M&O Work Orders
April-OS
ARCF
11 Payroll
April-09
HR
Ken Stoppenbrink
12 Data Warehouse - HR data
December-08
Cross Pedro Avila
Cross Pedro Avila
13 Data Warehouse - MIS integration
December-08
14 ASSignment contracts revision
December-08
HR
Jana Cox
15 Data Warehouse - Student address
December-08
Cross Pedro Avila
16 Data Warehouse - Placement test
Cross Pedro Avila
December-OB
17 Data Warehouse - Financial Aid data
December-OS
Cross Pedro Avila
August-08
FA
Dolores Smith
18 R2T4 Communication Management
HR
19 CA State tax subroutine
December-08
na co~
cember-OB
HR
20 Benefit deductions
21 Student & adult temp hires thru HR
HR
Jana Cox
December-OB
22 Student Tracking (SARS)
TAT
McGlothlin
December-OB
23 Single password siQn on LDAP
Michelle Kozlowski
December-OB
TAT
24 Web Requisitions
May-OB
ARCF Tammy Weatherman
25 Implement Fixed Assets module
April- 08
ARCF Tammy Weatherman 1 Anne Jorgens
FA
26 Financial Aid Annual Setup
April- 08
Dolores Smith
27 Datatel version 1B
. December-07
Cross Keith Stearns/John Wright
28 Access to electronic library resources
Susan Kincade/Ron Oxford 1 Matt Magnuson
October-07
TAT
29 survey
November-07
Cross Pedro Avila
30 data
November-07
Cross Pedro Avila
Keith Stearns
October-07
ST
~MIS - New CalWorks MIS report
32 Web Datatel User Interface
September-07 Cross Keith Stearns
August-07
TAT
34
ard split for Lemoore
May-07
FA
a Cox
May-07
ST
Darlene GeorQatos
35 split complete
36 Room Scheduling software
April-07
ST
Bol.
April-07
37 handlinQ
ST
Stearns
38 Online application college handling split
April-07
ST
Keith Stearns
39 I Crystal Report Server
March-07
Cross Pedro Avila
40 Data Warehouse - Counselor Contacts
February-07
Cross Pedro Avila
41 chanQe
February-07
ST
Keith Stearns
42 chaO!:Je
February-07
Keith Stearns
ST
43 UNIX to Windows conversion of D~anUary-07
Cross John Wright
44 Data Warehouse- Student update only
anuary-07
Cross Keith Stearns
45 Off campus access procedure
January-07
Cross Keith Stearns
46 Web Advisor 3.0
December-06
Cross Pedro Avila
47 Data Warehouse - Program tables
November-06
Cross Pedro Avila
48 Hershey Transcript scanninQ
November-06
ST
Susan Kincade
Cross Keith Stearns
October-Oe
~atatel User Interface - 1.5
nline application cataloQ college split
September-06
ST
Keith Stearns
51 Data Warehouse - FTES 320 reports
September-Oe Cross Pedro Avila
52 Student worker access procedure
September-06 Cross Keith Stearns

I

I

~~ncade

~
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Completed Projects
#

Project

Date

Team

Project Manager

53
54
55
56

Spanish version of online application
SAN System
EECU
Search Online schedul in My West Hills
Platform change evaluation UNIX to
Windows

August-06
August-DB
August-DB
July:-OB

ST
Cross
FA
ST

Darlene Georgatos
Michelle Kozlowski
Jana Cox
Keith Stearns

11°1""'"
57

59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72

73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105

a 7.1 chanoe. / revision
Interviews
Cybrarian
DMI 3.B Upgrade
06-07 Award Year setup
Online budget inquiry
Online reimbursement claim inquiry
Data Warehouse - student cohorts
Workflow management
Account creation workflow
Prereq exception report
Card integrators upgrade
1098T bv eMail
signature
Satisfactory Academic Process review
automatic
automatic
signature
HR Info for Data Warehouse

6
Datatel Loan Module
ELM Staffor Loans
Payment at registration - phase 2
eMail communications management
Financial Aid screens in Mv West Hills
Transcript print
Student cohort tracking
ARIBOGG exception report
Registration rewrite implementation
Academic standing
SIRSllibrary system
Online refund request
WHCIST website
Leave balance. reports
at Registration - Phase 1
L~earcn for classes sort fix
eCommerce
-MWH
Accountsu
eannghouse INational St
Degree Verify Service
Online Request for Transcripts - MWH
Real-time captioning recommendation
West Hills Online website redesign
Test web server in place
Return to Title IV
Accelllable Use on web
Academic Honesty on web
MIS Financial Aid beta

July-06
July-06
July-06
May-DB
May-06
April-OB
April-06
April-OB
April-06
March-06
March-06
March-06
March-06
February-OB
January-06
January-06
January-06
November-05
November-05
November-05
November-05
September-05
August-05
August-05
May:-05
May-05
April-05
April-05
April-05
March-05
March-05
March-05
March-05
February-05
February-05
February-05
January-05
January-05
December-04
November-04

Cross John Wright
Corss Keith Stearns
Cross :t='right
ST
T os I Marlese Roton
TAT
Ron Oxford
Cross John Wright
FA
Jana Cox
Tammy Weatherman
CF
Tammy Weatherman
CF
Cross Pedro Avila
HR
Keven Backman
HR
Keven Backman
Dave Bolt I Sandy McGlothin
ST
TAT
Ron Oxford
AR/CF Tammy Weatherman
Darlene Georgatos
ST
FA
Jana Cox
Cross Pedro Avila
Cross Pedro Avila
HR
Keven Backman
Keven Backman
HR
Cross Darlene Georgatos
FA
Jana Cox
FA
Jana Cox
Cross Ken Stoppenbrink
Jill Stearns
FA
FA
Jill Steams
Darlene Georgatos
ST
ST
Darlene Georgatos
FAlCF Jill Stearns
Darlene Georgatos
ST
Darlene Georgatos
ST
TAT
Susan Kincade
ARlCF Tammy Weatherman
Cross Keith Stearns
Keven Backman
HR
Cross Ken Stoppenbrink
Darlene Georgatos
ST
ARCF Tammy Weatherman
ARCF Tammy Weatherman

November-04
November-04
November-04
November-04
October-04
October-04
October-04
October-04
September-04

FA
ST
TAT
TAT
Cross
FA
TAT
TAT
FA
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Jill Stearns
Darlene Georgatos
Susan Kincade
Susan Kincade
Keith Stearns
Jill Stearns
Susan Kincade
Susan Kincade
Jill Stearns
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West Hills Community College District
Chancellor's Executive Cabinet Meeting
December 15, 2010
8:30 a.m.
District Office Conference Room
AGENDA
8:30 a.m. -12:00 noon
Review Task Log
Evaluation Checklist Document

Frank Gornick

Job Description Language

Frank Gornick

Adult Temporary Position
• Community Education Instructor

Willard Lewallen
Ken Stoppenbrink

Clarification of Eligibility for Hiring Under PSAs

Ken Stop pen brink

Strategic Plan Report
Drug Testing for Students
Student Use Fee for Fitness Centers
ABC Licenses for Outside Events
Community College Leadership Forum

Pedro Avila
Ken Stoppenbrink
Willard Lewallen
Don Warkentin
Pedro Avila

Exemption Criteria for Matriculation
Library Fines (AP 4045 currently in progress)
Faculty Grievance on Duty Day

Don Warkentin
Frank Gornick

12:00 noon -1:00 p.m.
Lunch Break

1 :00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Board Policy and Administrative Procedure Review
•

BP & AP 6450, Wireless or Cellular Telephone Use

Ken Stoppenbrink

•

BP & AP 4050, Articulation

Carole Goldsmith

•

BP 7215, Faculty, Counselor and Librarian Responsibilities

Frank Gornick

•

AP 3050, Code of Ethics

•

BP & AP 3550, Drug Free Environment and Drug
Prevention

•

AP 6225, Resource Allocation

The following agenda item deals with confidential personnel
and/or budget issues. The Chancellor will determine who is to be
present for this discussion.
Reorganization Proposals

Frank Gornick
Ken Stoppenbrink

Ken Stoppenbrink

TASKS ASSIGNEDAT CHANCELLOR'S EXECUTIVE CABINET MEETINGS

1.

Task
Work with Christian Raia on point of sale

Responsible
Individual(s)
Ken Stoppenbrink

Date
Assigned
4/14/10

2.

Incorporate suggested changes in
evaluation checklist document for further
discussion

Donna Isaac

4/14/10

3.

Designate appropriate administrator on
campus to extract references in faculty
evaluation concerning success and
retention data. Instructors to review and
sign revised evaluations. Evaluations to
be sent to Ken Stoppenbrink for Human
Resources files . To be completed by the
end of August.
Arrange for Microsoft training to occur
throughout the district

Willard Lewallen
Don Warkentin

8/11/10

Carole Goldsmith

5/12/10

4.

NoteslProgress
5/12/10- Ken has not yet met with Christian.
6/9/10 - Ken met with Christian and identified
stakeholders who need to be involved with the point of
sale process. The group will need to meet and
determine overall needs.
7/19/10- Ken to follow up with Christian on point of
sale and provide more information at next Chancellor's
Executive Cabinet meeting.
7/20/10- Ken sent email to Christian and have not
received any response back yet.
8/14/10 - Christian is meeting with ABC Director of
Operations on September 10, 11 and 13; is also
meeting with Disney Executive Chef and can plan a
sight visit following the meeting. Will keep Ken
informed.
5/12/10 - Additional changes were suggested.
Document to be reviewed again at an upcoming
Chancellor'S Executive Cabinet meeting.
7/8110 - This item will be reviewed at the August
Chancellor'S Executive Cabinet meeting.
8/3/10 - Need to contact Key Writing for draft
document.
8/11/10 - Draft document to be reviewed by Presidents
before submitting to Key Writing for further comments .
Review to occur at September Chancellor'S Executive
Cabinet meeting .
** THIS ITEM W ILL BE ON SEPTEMBER AGENDA **

7/19/10 - A trainer has been identified and training will
begin in September. Susan Whitener's office will be
coordinating this effort.

Responsible
Individual(s)
Frances Squire
Ken Stoppenbrink

Date
Assigned
5/12/10

Work with Susan Whitener on lists of
equipment and prices for Cisco
equipment. Carole Goldsmith and
Michelle Kozlowski to be involved in the
process

Ken Stoppenbrink

7/19/10

7.

Coordinate notifications to colleges
regarding adjustments in inventory for
equipment provided by AOS

Ken Stoppenbrink

7/19/10

8.

Develop a plan based on retiree health
benefits survey responses

Ken Stoppenbrink

7/19/10

9.

Ask Kevin Cobb to provide some
benchmarks on savings with regard to
energy and sustainability for inclusion in
the proposed Board policy
Provide information to Ken Stoppenbrink
on where copiers for student use are to
be located
Follow up with AOS to implement
RouteXpress at the colleges

Ken Stoppenbrink

7/19/10

College Presidents

7/19/10

8/11/10- Ken is waiting for information from
Presidents

Ken Stoppenbrink

7/19/10

7/28/10 - Ken had discussion with AOS and both
librarians about software . Fees for RouteXpress have
increased tenfold and there are other options that may
be more viable and less cumbersome for us to
consider. AOS will be providing us with an update as
to these options.
8/11/10 - New software coming out. AOS , ITS and
college librarians will discuss and review.

5.

6.

10.

11 .

Task
Work on legal ramifications with regard to
traffic school and the access to traffic
school on the west side

Updated: 8/30/10

NoteslProgress
7/19/10- Frances reported that cost to get program
running again is between $5 ,000 and $10,000. Need
to determine if we want to do this.
8/3/10- Frances provided an update via email. We
have applied to the court for a new traffic school and
have ordered the lesson plans. We are still awaiting
word from DMV on cancelled check balance due.
8/11/10- Frances to provide an update at September
Chancellor's Executive Cabinet meeting .
8/3/10- Ken met with Susan . Need to ask Cisco to
provide us a demonstration with our bandwidth before
making any recommendations .
8/11/10 - Ken reported more information is needed
before a decision can be made. Frank reported Susan
is working on this task.
7/20/10 - Ken Contacted AOS . They are working with
Mark Millett to coordinate the moving of equipment.
Waiting for this to be fit into other priorities .
8/11/10 - Task in progress.
7/28/10 - Ken completed draft and sent to legal
counsel for review.
8/11/10 - Legal counsel is reviewing draft.
7/20/10 - Sent email to Kevin Cobb. Waiting for
response .
8/11/10 - Waiting for response .

I
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West Hills Community College District
District Leadership Council (DLC) Meeting
November 2, 2010
2:00 p.m.
Meeting to be held at
West Hills Community College District
Conference Room

AGENDA

1.

Update and Progress on Accreditation

..Ii11 Stearns
(for Willard Lewallen)

Don Warkentin

2.

SB 1440

Frank Gornick

3.

Board Policies and Administrative Procedures

Frank Gornick
Donna Isaac

•

BP 4030, Academic Freedom - Currently under
review by various college groups (sent for review on
September 16, 2010). No comments received to
date. First reading by Board of Trustees scheduled
for December 7, 2010. Consideration scheduled for
January 18, 2011.

•

AP 4045, College Library Fines - Currently under
review by various college groups (sent for review on
October 28, 2010).

•

BP* & AP* 4110, Honorary Degrees - Currently
under review by various college groups (sent for
review on October 28, 2010). First reading by
Board of Trustees scheduled for January 18, 2011.
Consideration scheduled for February 15, 2011.

4.

District Mission and Vision Statement

5.

Other Business

Frank Gornick

District Leadership Council
November 2,2010
MINUTES
Members present:
Pedro Avila, Vice Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Management
Anita Bart, Academic Senate President, West Hills College Coalinga
Marty Ennes, CTA Representative
Carole Goldsmith, Vice Chancellor of Educational Services and Workforce Development
Frank Gornick, Chancellor
Jill Stearns, Vice President of Educational Services, West Hills College Coalinga
(for Willard Lewallen, President, West Hills College Coalinga)
Kurt Sterling, Academic Senate President, West Hills College Lemoore
Ken Stoppenbrink, Vice Chancellor of Business Services
Don Warkentin, President, West Hills College Lemoore
Others present:
Donna Isaac, Executive Assistant
Members absent:
John leronimo, CSEA President

Update and Progress on Accreditation
Frank Gornick brie'fly commented on the Leadership Retreat held on Friday, October 29
and the presentation by Norval Wellsfry with regard to the colleges' accreditation self
studies.
Don Warkentin stated that it was interesting to have a Commissioner from the
Accrediting Commission make comments about the self studies. He stated that he
thinks there is a disconnect between the training that is provided to colleges and what
the Commissioners are looking for when they read the reports. Don reported that he
has Norv's annotated comments and has shared them with his staff and they will now
be reviewing the report in their specific areas of expertise. The self study will be ready
for a first reading by the Board of Trustees in December, with approval to follow in
January. Don explained that one of the areas of the self study for West Hills College
Lemoore that needs attention is to emphasize the importance of the self evaluation
piece.
Jill Stearns reported that she and Sarah Shepard will be meeting later in the week to
determine how to reevaluate the work that has been done on the self study. West Hills
College Coalinga was hoping to be able to have the final bound document for the Board
of Trustees at their January meeting.
Discussion took place concerning the evidence that will be linked to the self study. It
was agreed that a CD of the documentation will be an easy way to handle this.
Don initiated discussion on the need for a code of ethics for employees. He stated that
this needs to be in place prior to the visit. Frank stated that this policy can be added to
the Policy and Procedure Review Schedule.

District Leadership Council
October 5, 2010
Page 2

SB 1440 Implementation
Anita Bart reported that a webinar is being held on Wednesday, November 3 for the
Academic Senate. Frank stated that the webinar should provide good information for
faculty, counselors and advisors. Kurt Sterling discussed information on the course
identification program (C-ID). He stated that agriculture and communication courses
are done and sociology has been finalized.

Board Policies and Administrative Procedures
The following Board Policies and Administrative Procedures were reviewed by the
group:
•

BP 4030, Academic Freedom - Kurt reported that he sent out a request to Academic
Senate Presidents asking for examples of updated policies and the faculty are
actively working on this. Marty Ennes stated that the language in the current policy
is out of date. Frank stated that a first reading of the policy by the Board of Trustees
is scheduled for December 7,2010. Consideration is scheduled for January 18,
2011.

•

AP 4045, College Library Fines - The group agreed to the proposed changes.
Frank stated that the procedure is currently under review by the various college
groups.

•

BP & AP 4110, Honorary Degrees - The group agreed to the proposed new policy
and procedure. Frank reported that the policy and procedure are currently under
review by the various college groups. A first reading by the Board of Trustees is
scheduled for January 18, 2011. Consideration is scheduled for February 15, 2011.

District Mission and Vision Statement
Frank explained that the district mission and vision statements are in the process of
being reviewed. The goals will also need to be updated. Pedro Avila reported that he
and Carole Goldsmith will be working on the new goals that were determined as a result
of the Strategic Planning Retreat and should have them ready before the end of the
year.
Marty requested that the draft revision be sent electronically.

Other Business
Completion by Design - Frank reported that staff are working with a consultant and are
in the process of pulling together the application for the Gates Foundation grant. West
Hills will serve as the lead agency and several other colleges will join us. He explained
that we are going to try to do things based on research including first generation, low
income and underserved populations.

District Leadership Council
October 5,2010
Page 3
Frank reported that a One Year Schedule Task Force is being formed and he will keep
the group updated on their progress.
The next meeting of the District Leadership Council is scheduled for Monday, December

6.
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Leadership Retreat
October 29, 2010
8:30 a.m.
Harris Ranch, Golden Gate Conference Room
AGENDA
8:30 a.m.

Retreat Begins

8:30 - 8:35 am

Welcome and Opening Remarks

Frank Gornick

8:35 - 9:00 a.m.

Succession Planning

Frank Gornick

9:00 - 12:00 noon

Accreditation Self Study Discussion
• West Hills College Coalinga
• West Hills College Lemoore

12:00 noon

Working Lunch
• SB 1440 Implementation Discussion

12:45-1:15 p.m.

Accreditation Update
• Timeline
• Visiting Team Chairs and Details for
Visit

1:15-2~15

Closing the Gap Project Update
• Collaboration Among College and
District Boards of Trustees

Frank Gornick
Elaine Cash

2:15 - 2:30 p.m.

Meeting Wrap Up and Closing Comments

Frank Gornick

2:30 p.m.

Retreat Adjourns

p.m.

Norval Wellsfry

Willard Lewallen
Don Warkentin

Leadership Retreat
October 29,2010
MINUTES

Members present:
Pedro Avila, Vice Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Management
Cathy Barabe, Director of Grants
Anita Bart, Academic Senate President, WHC Coalinga
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services, WHC Lemoore
David Castillo, Director of Westside Institute of Technology (WIT)
Bob Clement, Director of Athletics, WHC Lemoore
Jana Cox, Director of Financial Aid
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Vice President of Student Services, WHC Lemoore
Bertha Felix-Mata, Director of Title IV Projects, WHC Coalinga
Charles Freeman, Director of Nursing, WHC Lemoore
Eliseo Gamino, Director of CAMP Grant, WHC Coalinga
Carole Goldsmith, Vice Chancellor of Educational Services and Workforce Development
Frank Gornick, Chancellor
Marlon Hall, Associate Dean of Educational Services, WHC Lemoore
Verna Hernandez, Director of Health Careers, WHC Coalinga
Michelle Kozlowski, Director of Information Technology Services
Richard Larson, Director of Farm of the Future, WHC Coalinga
Willard Lewallen, President, WHC Coalinga
Jose Lopez, Dean of Students, WHC Lemoore
David Reynolds, Associate Dean of Student Services, WHC Coalinga
Raquel Rodriguez, Associate Dean of Student Learning, WHC Coalinga
Joel Ruble, Dir. of Ed. Talent Search, Upward Bound Math & Science, WHC Lemoore
Frances Squire, Executive Director of West Hills Community College Foundation
Jill Stearns, Vice President of Educational Services, WHC Coalinga
Keith Stearns, Director of Academics Information Systems/Registrar
Ken Stoppenbrink, Vice Chancellor of Business Services
Kurt Sterling, Academic Senate President, WHC Lemoore
Don Warkentin, President, WHC Lemoore
Kathy Watts, Director of Child Development Centers
Tammy Weatherman, Director of Fiscal Services
Susan Whitener, Associate Vice Chancellor of Educational Services
Members absent:
Marty Ennes, West Hills College Faculty Association President
Mark Gritton, Director of Athletics, West Hills College Coalinga
Marcel Hetu, Director of North District Center, Firebaugh
John Jeronimo, CSEA President
Daniel Tamayo, Director of International Student Services, WHC Coalinga
Other participants:
Elaine Cash, Consultant
Lorna Davis, Administrative Assistant, WHC Coalinga
Elaine Howard, Administrative Secretary
Staci Mosher, Psychology Instructor/Softball Coach, WHC Coalinga
Glenda Oliver-Smith, Administrative Assistant, WHC Lemoore
Marlese Roton, Counselor, North District Center, Firebaugh

Leadership Retreat Minutes
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Norv Wellsfry, Consultant
Anita Wright, Director of Special Grant Programs
Welcome and Opening Remarks
Frank Gornick welcomed the group and introduced Norv Wellsfry, a consultant who was
asked to review and provide feedback on the accreditation selfstudy for each college.
Self introductions were made by those in attendance and Frank briefly reviewed the
agenda for the day.
Succession Planning
Frank provided a PowerPoint presentation on succession planning. The topics
discussed with the group were the following core elements of succession planning:
•

Focus on Mission - Things do change and we need to review and modify. We
need to make sure the mission is understood by the Board of Trustees and all
employees. The district strategic plan will need to include activities to modify the
plan such as conducting program review, evaluating staff, aligning community
needs and students needs (closing the gap), articulation agreements, and the
implementation of SB1440 (guaranteed transfer degree).

•

Focus on People - We need to identify talent from within the organization. We
will look at reorganization and putting employees in positions at which they will
succeed. We need to recognize employees as our greatest resource at the
college and district level. Frank discussed professional development, the
Employee Scholars Program, leadership retreats, ACCCA's Administration 101
program, participation in accreditation visits, and classified staff development.

•

Focus on Fiscal Stability - We need to adhere to sound fiscal policies, maintain a
minimum of a 5% reserve, provide competitive salary schedules and benefits,
and maintain strategic fiscal planning congruent with, and supportive of, college
missions. We need to have a long term strategy for additional or supplemental
revenue. The development of endowments through the West Hills Community
College Foundation will be important. Frank discussed the judicious use of
general obligation bonds and Certificates of Participation (COPs), and securing
state matching dollars to maximize state bonds and aggressively pursuing
federal and state dollars for personnel, equipment, and innovation.

•

Focus on Appropriate "Tools" to Meet the Mission - Frank discussed world class
facilities, use of technology in the support of faculty and students, and the need
for modern and efficient equipment that is maintained and attractive. He also
discussed the expansion of facilities, bonds and SFID's, five year facilities plan,
solar initiative, green technologies, online education, exploring university
partnerships, and exploring the four-year degree option.

Leadership Retreat Minutes
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•

Focus on Continuous Improvement - Frank discussed the annual review of the
strategic plan, Key Performance Indicators at the district and college level,
student satisfactory survey, economic development, adult participation rates, and
the accreditation self study cycle.

Frank stated that this presentation will be available on the district's website.
Accreditation Self Study Discussion
Frank explained that Norv is present today to help us look at the accreditation self study
for both West Hills College Coalinga and West Hills College Lemoore. He stated that
Norv will share his thoughts on the good, the bad, and the ugly.
Norv discussed the positive and negative elements in each self study. He stated that
what really jumped out at him for West Hills College Coalinga is Student Learning
Outcomes (SLOs). He explained that the college needs to have more documentation or
planning, connect the planning agenda to the evaluation, and be specific in the process
of SLOs. He stated that an SLO assessment metric is needed. With regard to West
Hills College Lemoore, the issue he sees with their self study is the topic 0 ESL. He
questioned the offering of ESL for a large Latino community. Norv expressed that both
colleges need to include more examples. The structure of the self study is very
important so that it reads well. He indicated that some standards are more important
than others, especially I.B, II.A, II.B and III.A.1.c. He indicated that self evaluation is
critical. The colleges need to be more descriptive on issues of strength or issues of
values. The self evaluation leads to a planning agenda. When writing a plan, it has to
say what is going to be done and how and when it will be done. The profile of the
curriculum should be addressing the community. When reviewing the mission
statement, the population should be considered. Norv stated that the colleges need to
close the loop on assessment and talk more about feedback. Both colleges need to
reference evidence to the self study. The visiting team will want to look at the evidence
beforehand. Norv s~ggested including the evidence on the same disk as the self study.
With regard to Standard 11.A.7.b (academic honesty), Norv questioned how students are
informed. He stated that the ethics code applies to everyone, not just the Board of
Trustees.
Norv concluded his comments by stating that he has prepared a CD for each college to
review. The CD includes his comments on each self study.
S8 1140 Implementation Discussion (Guaranteed Transfer Degree)
Frank reported that the Central Valley Higher Education Consortium hosted a Degree
Completion Summit meeting on October 17, 2010 at the Tenaya Lodge in Yosemite. 27
colleges attended the summit, along with Senator Padilla who is the author of SB 1440.
A hand out was provided to the group concerning SB 1440. Frank stated that it requires
community colleges to develop and grant associate degrees for transfer with certain
stipulations. He stated that there was great representation from the CSUs and
community colleges at the meeting. We need to think about the best way to get this
information out. Some of the issues will be cut and dry but we will need to develop the
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core. We need to have this ready by Fall 2011 so we need to begin thinking about what
is a good time to come together. He stated that he has asked the College Presidents to
work on determining a meeting date and he thinks it is really important to get a head
start for ourselves. Anita Bart expressed her thoughts from a faculty point of view. She
stated that maybe we can have small groups of faculty meet and explain the process to
them before having the big meeting. Frank stated that we need to make sure we are
doing everything we can for our community.

Accreditation Update
Willard Lewallen reported that the visiting team will be here March 6-10, 2011. The
Commission is searching for a new team chair as the original chair is now unable to
participate. The team will be staying at Harris Ranch Inn. The on campus team room
will be SAM AlB and the team will be at the district office on Monday, March 7, 2011.
Don Warkentin reported that the visiting team for West Hills College Lemoore will also
be here March 6-10, 2011. Their team chair is Dr. Rosa Carlson, President of
Porterville College. The team will stay at the Tachi Palace Hotel. The on campus team
room will be in Conference Center, Room 256, and the team will be at the district office
on Monday, March 7,2011.

Closing the Gap Project Update
Frank introduced Elaine Cash who has been hired as a project director for the Closing
the Gap project. Elaine is the former superintendent of the Riverdale Unified School
District. She provided a PowerPoint presentation on the Closing the Gap project and
discussed the following key topics with the group:
•

What's Changed? - SB 1440 is a bill that enacts the Student Transfer
Achievement Reform Act. Commencing with the 2011-2012 will require a
student that receives an associate degree for transfer to be deemed eligible for
transfer into a California State University baccalaureate program when the
student meets prescribed requirements. It would also prohibit remedial noncollegiate level coursework from being counted toward the units required for the
associate degree for transfer.

•

The Challenge - Elaine reviewed the 2009-2010 placement test results for math
and English placement. She also provided information on basic skills math
improvement rates.

•

Original Assumptions for our Work - Elaine explained the need to lead!motivate!
encourage our K-12 districts to raise the level of rigor for all students and ignite a
conscious commitment to students beyond grade 12.

•

Original Solution - Data was provided on the pass rate for college level English
among various ethnic groups.
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•

College Readiness vs. CA Standards - Elaine provided charts and data for CST
tests and EAP.

•

New Assumption for our Work - Elaine explained that in addition to the original
assumptions, we will also need t lead/motivate/encourage our K-12 Districts to
identify and include college ready standards and curriculum; transform the K12/Community College relationship; and transform public high schools.

•

Plan of Action 100 Days - In the next 30 days, Elaine reported that she will be
meeting with key stakeholders; looking at WHC - K-12 data; gathering
supporting information; and establishing a lead advisory team. The first followers
will need to be willing to learn from each other without finger pointing. The goal
of the team will be to determine next steps, both short and long term.
The second 30 days will include setting up lead team meetings (2), dates, and
venue; identifying students for interviews and completing interviews; continuing
to gather data, options, and research; and holding the first team meeting.
The third 30 days will include a second team meeting; establishing a short term
course of action; and creating the next 100 day plan.

Elaine stated that we really need to keep kids college ready. Frank stated that he would
like to have Elaine attend our quarterly meetings. Elaine stated that if anyone in the
group has any ideas or wants to discuss the project, they are free to call or email her.
She stated that Donna Isaac has all of her contact information.

Meeting Wrap Up
Frank thanked Norv and Elaine for their participation and presentations and stated that
the information they provided was very helpful to the group.

/eh

Leadership Retreat
October 29,2010
8:30 a.m.
Harris Ranch, Golden Gate Conference Room
AGENDA
8:30 a.m.

Retreat Begins

8:30 - 8:35 am

Welcome and Opening Remarks

Frank Gornick

8:35 - 9:00 a.m.

Succession Planning

Frank Gornick

9:00 - 12:00 noon

Accreditation Self Study Discussion
• West Hills College Coalinga
• West Hills College Lemoore

12:00 noon

Working Lunch
• SB 1440 Implementation Discussion

12:45 -1:15 p.m.

Accreditation Update
• Timeline
• Visiting Team Chairs and Details for
Visit

1:15-2:15 p.m.

Closing the Gap Project Update
• Collaboration Among College and
District Boards of Trustees

Frank Gornick
Elaine Cash

2: 15 - 2:30 p.m.

Meeting Wrap Up and Closing Comments

Frank Gornick

2:30 p.m.

Retreat Adjourns

Norval Wellsfry

Willard Lewallen
Don Warkentin

Community College Survey of Student Engagement
Means Summary Report: All Students

West Hills College Lemoore

COLLEGE ACTIVITIES
Academic, Intellectual and Social Experiences
4 . In your experiences at this college during the current school year,
about how often have you don e each of th e following ?

I:Never, 2-S0melimes, 3-0f1en. 4-Veryof1en

a. Asked questions in class or contributed to class discussions

All Students

2.93

Al l Students

2.18

-~~

b. Made a class presentation

---

c. Prepared two or more drafts of a paper or aSsignment before
turning it in
d. Worked on a paper or project that req uired integrating ideas or
information from variou s sources
e:-came to class· witho ut completing readings or assignments

--

---

2.56

All Students

2.82

All Students

1.82

All Students

f. Worked with other students on projects during class

2. 65

g. Worked with Classmates outside of class to prepare
class assignments
h. Tutored or taught other students (paid or voluntary)

All Students

1.90

All Students

1.33

i. PartiCipated in a community-based project as a part of a
regular course
j. Used the Internet or instant messaging to work on an
assignment
k. USed email toc ommunicate with an instructor

All Students

1.31

All Students

3.00

All Students

2.53

All Students

2.55

All Students

2.10

I. Discussed grades or assignments with an instructor

m. Talked about career plans with an instructor or advisor
-

• T-Iests: 2-1ailed

All Students

--

-

~~-

-

2.96

-

-

-

-

.
-

-

2.91

2.05
-

2.47

204
~

2A7

2.7 1

2.7 1

1.84

1.87

249

247

~-

1.90

~86

1.38

1.37

1.32

1.30

2.84

2.84

2.52

-

2.56
2.09

*

0.21

-.-

2.52
2.52

~n

2.02

------
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COLLEGE ACTIVITIES
Academic, Intellectual, and Social Experiences continued

I=Never, 2=Sometimes, 3=Offen, 4=Veryoffen

n. Discussed ideas from your readings or classes with
instructors outside of class
o. Received prompt feedback (written or oral) from instructors on
your performance
p. Worked harder than you thought you could to meet an
instructor's standards or expectations

All Students

1.77

All Students

2.76

-~

.'

~-

q. W orked with instructors on activities other than coursework

---

r. Discussed ideas from your readings or classes with others

---

1.73

2.69

2.66

2.56

2.53

1.44

1.40

2.57

2.56

,

All Students

2.55

. All Students

1.37

-

All Students

2.68

All Student!!

2.70

All Students

2.48

All Students

1.61

outside of class (students, family members, coworkers , etc.)
s. Had serious conversations With studentS of a different race
or ethnicily than your own
t. Had serious conversations with students who differ from you
in terms of their religious beliefs, political opinions, or personal values

·

1.78

-

2.29

L

u. Skipp ed class

2.30

-

*
--

0.40

2. 37

ft

*

0.32

2.33
1.57

1.54

-

Character of Mental Activities
5. During the current school year, how much has your coursework
this college emphasized the following mental activities?

ll.L

a. Memorizing facts, ideas, or methods from your courses and
readings so you can repeat them in pretty much the same form
b. Analyzing the basic elements of an idea , experience, or theory
c. Synthesizing and organizing ideas, information, or experiences
in new ways
d. Making judgments about the value or soundness of
information, arguments, or methods
e. Applying theories or concepts to practical problems or in new
situations
f. Using information you have read or heard to perform a

---

----

---

1= Very little, 2=Some, 3=Quiie a bit, 4= Very much

All Students

2.82

All Students

2.85

Ali Students

2.72

All Students

2.66

All Students

2.63

All Students

2.77

2.81

·
·
-

·

2.82

2.82

.'-

:

2.84

2.70

2.71

2.54

2.55

2.65

2.64

2.78

2.75

I

I

new skill.

• T-tests: 2-tailed
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COLLEGE ACTIVITIES
l=None, 2=Between 1 and 4, 3=Between 5 and 10, 4=Between 11 and 20, 5=More than 20

Reading and Writing
6. During the current school year, about how much reading and writing
have you done at this college ?
a. Number of assigned textbooks, manuals, books, or
book-length packs of course readings
b. Number of books read on your own (not assigned) for
personal enjoyment or academic enrichment
c. Number of written papers 'Or reports of any length

All Students

2.81

All Students

2.1 2

All Students

2.88

~

--

-

2.89

2.86

2.06

2.08

2. 84

2.83

1=Extremety easy to 7=Extremety challenging

Nature of Exams

5.04

7. Mark the box that best represents the extent to which your
examinations during the current school year have challenged you to
do your best work at this college

5.05

5.00

l=VerytiWe. 2=Some, 3=Quite a bit. 4= Very much

Institutional Emphasis
9. How much does this college emphasize each of the following?
a. Encouraging you to spend significant amounts of time
studying
b. prOvidiiig the support you need to help you succeed at this
college
c. Encouraging contact among students from different economic,
social, and racial or ethnic backgrounds
d. Helping you cope with your non:academic responsibilities
(work, family, etc.)
e. Providing the support you need to thrive socially
f. Providing the financial support you need to afford your- education
g. Using computers in academic work

---

---

All Students

3.00

All Students

3.05

All Students

2.71

- All students

2.05

All Students

2.27

Ali Students

2.49

2.97

-

-

2.96

2.98
2.45
1.96

-

.

-

2.95
0.26

2.4 7
1.93

.

--

0.24

--

~

All Students

3.27

-

2.15

2.11

2.48

2.39

3.15

3.11

-

• T-tests: 2-tailed
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WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
10. About how m any hours do you spend in a typical 7 - day week doing
each of the following?
a. Preparing for class (studying, reading, writing, rehearsing,
doing homework, or other activities related to your program)
b. Working for pay

All Students
---

C. Participating in college-sponsored activities (organizations, campu s
publications, student govemment, intercollegiate or intramural sports, etc.)
d. Providing care for dependents living with you (parents, children,
spouse, etc.)
e, Commuting to and from classes

--

--

O=None, 1=1-5 hoursiweek, 2=6-10 hoursiweek, 3=11-20 hoursiweek,
4=21 -30 hourslweek, 5=More than 30 hoursiweek

1.88

Al l Students

2.95

All Students

0.25

All Students

2.07

All Students

1,25

-

-

1.93

1.90

3.04

3.19

0.31

0,27

1.96

1.79

1.33

1.32

I
I

-

-

I

I

- -----

Quality of Relationships
11 , Mark the box that best represents the quality of your relationships with
people at this college .
1=Unfriendly, unsupportive, sense of alienation to 7=Fn'endly, supportive, sense of belonging

a, Relationships with other students

I

b. Relationships with instuctors

I

All Students

I

5.48

I

5.60

I

5,48

I

5.67

I

4.98

l= Unavailable, unhelpful, unsympathetic to 7-Available, helpful, sympathetic

All StudentsJ

5.74

5.86

I
7

1=Unhelpful, inconsiderate, rigid to - Helpful, considerate, nexible

c. Relationships with administrative personnel and offices
-------

• T-tests: 2·lalled

I

All Students

I

4,81

J

5.15

*

-0.22
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EDUCATIONAL AND PERSONAL GROWTH
Knowledge, Skills & Personal Development
12. How much has YOUR EXPERIENCE AT THIS COLLEGE contributed
to your knowledge, skills, and personal development in the following
areas?
1= Very little, 2=Some. 3=Quite a bit, 4= Very much

a. Acquiring a broad general education

All Students

3.00

b. Acquiring job or work: related knowledge and skills

All Students

2.50

c. Writing clearly and effectively

All Students

d. Speaking clearly and effectively

All Students

2.95

2.94

·

2.67

2.56

2.75

·

2.70

2.69

2.70

·

2.62

2.60

2.90

2.87

2.62

2.59

2.78

2.71

2.77

2.71

2.93

2.89

2.62

2.58

I

~

e. Thinking critically and analytically

All Students

2.88

t, Solving nu merical problems

All Students

2.54

g. Using computing and infonnation technology

All Students

2.83

h. Working effectively with others

All Students

2.83

i. Learning effectively on your own

All Students

2.94

j. Understanding yourself

All Students

2.66

All Students

2.55

Ali Students

2.43

·
-

~

k. Understanding people of other racial and ethnic backgrounds
I. DeveiQping a personal code of values and ethics

-~-

m. Contributing to the welfare of your community

All Students

2.08

n. Developing clearer career goals

All Students

2.74

o. Gaining information about career opportunities

• T-tests: 2-tailed

~--

All Students

2.69

-

-

2.34
2.38

-

*

--

0.21

2.36
2.34

2.04

2.00

2.70

2.64

2.60

2.53
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STUDENT SERVICES
13.1 How often do you use the following services?
a. Frequency: Academic advising/planning

O=Don'/ knowlN.A. I=Rarelyl never. 2=Sometimes. 3 =Ohen

All Students

1.74

b Frequency: Career counseling

All Students

1.58

c. Frequency: Job placement assistance

All Students

1.27

d. Frequency: Peer or other tutoring

All Students

1.27

e. Frequency: Skill labs (writing, math, etc.)

All Students

1.77

f. Frequency: Child ca re

All Students

1.23

1.80

-

-

-

1.43

*

1.28

-

1.46

*

All Students

1.81

h. Frequency: Computer lab

All Students

2.07

-0 .28

1.43

*

1.24

-

1.46

*

1.75

1.71

1.21

1.18

1.86

-

0.23

.

r

g. Frequency: Financial aid advising

1.75

-

0.23

-0.27

-

1.79

2.16

2.10

1.38

1.34

1.56

1.55

1.31

1.29

~

i. Frequency: Student organizations

All Students

1.35

j Frequency: Transfer credit assistance

All Students

1.63

~

k.

• T·tests: 2-t3iled

,

Frequency: Services to students with disabilities

All Students

1.30
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STUDENT SERVICES
13.2 How satisfied are you with the services?
a. Satisfaction: Academic advising/planning

-

O-N.A., 1-Not at all, 2=$omewhat, 3- Vel}'

All Students

2.22

b. Satisfaction: Career counseling

All Students

2.15

c. Satisfaction: Job placement assistance

All Students

d. Satisfaction: Peer or other tutoring
e. Satisfaction: Skill labs (writi ng, math, etc.)

2.28

2.22

·

2.07

2.05

1.77

·

1.88

1.83

All Students

1.97

·

2.17

All Students

2.28

All Students

1.76

~

f. Satisfaction: Child care

·

*

-0.29

2.15

2.27

2.26

1.80

1.77

2.25

2.19

2.52

2.49

2.00

1.97

2 .09

2.07

2.04

2.01

*

-0.26

,

g. Satisfaction: Financial aid advising
I1.Satisfaction: Computer lab

All Students

2.25

All Students

2.59

i. Satisfaction: Student organizations

All Students

2.02

j . Satisfaction: Transfer credit assistance·

All Students

2.16

k. Satisfaction: Services to students with disabilities

All Students

2.12

·
-

·
-

--

. T-tests: 2-tailed
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STUDENT SERVICES
13.3 How important are the services to you?
a. Importance: Academic advising/planning
b. Importance: Career counseling

All Students
All Students

2.57
2.51

c. Importance: Job placement assistance

All Stud ents

1.98

d. Importance: Peer or other tutoring

All Students

2.09

e. Importance: Skill labs (writing, math, etc.)

All Students

2.23

f. Importance: Child care

All Students

1.81

g. Importance: Financial aid advising

All Students

2.36

h. Importance: Computer lab

All Students

2.43

All Students

1.93

i. Importance: Student organizations

j. Importance: Transfer cred it assistance

k.

• T.Iests: 2-talled

1-Notatali. 2=Somewhat, 3-Very

Importance: Services to students with disabilities

All Students
All Students

2.31
2.07

2.52

-

-

-

-

2.28

2.51
2.29

*

2.05

2.02

-

2.10

2.10

2.19

2.19

1.76

1.74

2.44

2.38

2.48

2.44

*

0.30
~

1.84
2.21
2.05

0.28

1.83

--,

2.24
2.04
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COLLEGE EXPERIENCES
14. How likely is it that the following issues would cause you to withdraw
from class or from this college?

l=Not likely. 2=Somewhat likely. 3=Likely. 4= Very likely

a. Working full-time

All Students

2.40

b. Caring for dependents

All Students

2.16

c. Academically unprepared

All Students

1.74

d. Lack of finances

All Students

2.37

e. Transfer to a 4-year college or university

All Students

2.62

-

--

-

-

2.14

*

0.23

2.17

1.93

*

0.21

1.92

-.--

1.68

-

1.64

--

2.43
2.30

--

0.22

2.40

*

0.26

2.46

----

3.27

15. How supportive are your friends of your attending this

3.23

colleae?
l=Not very. 2=Somewhat. 3=Quite

16. How supportive is your immediate family of your attending
this college?

a bit.

4=Extremely

3.54

3.50

O=None. 1=1-14 credits. 2=15- 29 credits. 3=30-44 credits. 4=45-60 credits. 5= over 60 credits

• T-tests: 2-lailed

2.04

2.02

25. How many classes are you presently taking at OTHER
institutions?

1.42

1.42

27. How would you evaluate your entire educational experience
at this colleae?

3.18

3.16
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President’s Message
West Hills College Lemoore, one of California’s newest community
colleges, is well prepared to meet the educational needs of the twenty‐
first century. Our Educational Master Plan will demonstrate that we are
on the cutting edge and have the capacity to adapt to new and emerging
educational technologies to serve a wide variety of student needs.
Our facilities, instructional programs, support services, and technology
are state of the art and will allow us to keep pace in an ever‐changing
environment. As you read through our Educational Master Plan, you will
see how we value our demographic and student data in the decision
making processes. We also utilize information from our area employers
in job forecasting and training needs. Information is vital to keeping our
offerings current and providing the support mechanisms and resources
to ensure our students are the best educated and prepared to reach their
educational goals.
The development of a comprehensive educational master plan requires
many hours of planning, discussions, meetings, and research involving all constituents throughout the college
and also district office personnel. A plan of this nature not only informs us about who we are, but where we
will be heading for the next several years. Our plan will serve as a foundation, but it also will be a template
for many future updates as the college continues to grow and serve the communities of the south valley.
We hope you will find this document to be both informative and also a guide to our continued growth and
expansion of the campus. You will continue to see new facilities emerge and new programs come online,
adhering to our processes outlined in our Educational Master Plan.
I look forward with great anticipation to the next several years with West Hills College Lemoore.

Don Warkentin
President
West Hills College Lemoore
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Intent of the Educational Master Plan
The West Hills College Lemoore Educational Master Plan (EMP) provides a reference point and framework
for the future of the college. It includes a thorough data review of the recent past and present of the college’s
overall instructional program. While maintaining the integrity of the college’s vision, mission and strategic
goals, the EMP draws a blueprint for implementing emerging educational objectives.
More specifically, the EMP focuses on the service area, students, staff, and programs of West Hills College
Lemoore. Matriculation rates from regional high schools provide a basis for enrollment projections. An
analysis of economic trends in the area and a review of emerging labor market information inform the
consideration of new programs. An examination of instructional programs and disciplines along with student
performance assess current effectiveness and point the way for change.
Utilizing this quantitative and qualitative data, key findings have been identified to inform the process for
rational planning to occur in a culture of evidence and history. Unanticipated events, emerging issues in the
region, and changing demographics in the service area demand that the Educational Master Plan be treated as
a living, fluid document that will guide decisions regarding the educational programs of the college.
The EMP is conceived to exist in a cycle of six years. The current iteration comes at the midpoint of the
college’s accreditation cycle ‐‐ following the submittal of the college’s Midterm Focused Report to the
Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges. That midterm report was a summary of the
college’s institutional actions and progress made in response to the prior recommendations of the Accrediting
Commission. West Hills College Lemoore is in the process of implementing actions and plans described in the
report.
The Educational Master Plan for West Hills College Lemoore is directed by the college’s strategic plan and the
strategic plan of West Hills Community College District. Both of these plans are cited in the EMP as they
provide the overarching direction and core values that guide the college.
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Master Plan Framework
This Educational Master Plan of West Hills College Lemoore is being constructed at a particularly important
juncture in our history as a college. WHC Lemoore received initial accreditation from the Accrediting
Commission for Community and Junior Colleges of the Western Association of Schools and Colleges in June
2006. As one of the newest colleges in the California community college system, we are poised to realize our
vision as a premiere, interactive learner‐centered college.
Our Educational Master Plan gives direction to the planning processes of the college by providing a
clear snapshot of our educational programs. It provides a thorough examination of internal and external
trends. It serves as a primary resource for the development and update of other college plans. And it helps to
identify our strengths, limitations, and capabilities ‐‐ and offer possibilities for the future.
The framework of this plan provides for an Educational Master Plan that is fluid and vital so we can respond
to the community we serve.
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Section I: College Background
COLLEGE HISTORY
The establishment of a college for the Coalinga Union High School District was proposed in the spring of 1932.
The official beginning of the Coalinga Extension Center of Fresno State College dates from October 3, 1932. In
September 1941, Coalinga Junior College became an independent unit under the direction of the Governing
Board of the Coalinga Union High School District. Construction of a new campus on Cherry Lane near the
northern limit of the City of Coalinga was begun on October 3, 1955, and the buildings were occupied on
September 13, 1956.
In November of 1961, the voters of Coalinga Union High School District approved the formation of a separate
junior college district, and in June of 1962, the voters of Lemoore High School District voted to annex to the
college district, as did voters of Riverdale and Tranquillity High School Districts in December of 1962.
Effective July 1, 1969, the official name of the college was changed to West Hills College in keeping with the
nature of the expanded district.
In order to effectively serve the college district, West Hills College built the North District Center in the city of
Firebaugh in 1971. In 1979, the District purchased land in the City of Lemoore, and in 1981, a classroom
building and an office were erected. This was the Kings County Center until January 2002. On September 26,
2000, the Board of Trustees signed and accepted the “Agreement of Donation of Land for the West Hills
College Lemoore” a generous donation from Robert and Mardell Pedersen and Lionel and Lola Simas.
Opening its doors to students on January 14, 2002, West Hills College Lemoore featured 18 classrooms, a
state‐of‐the‐art science wing called a Collaboratory, the largest and most technologically advanced library in
Kings County, a multipurpose conference center, a full‐service student services and administration building,
as well as an outdoor amphitheater for students and community members.
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COLLEGE MISSION

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE ENRICHES THE LIVES OF OUR STUDENTS AND THE COMMUNITY WE SERVE
BY BEING DEDICATED TO QUALITY EDUCATIONAL LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES AND PARTNERSHIPS. THE
COLLEGE PROVIDES A POSITIVE ENVIRONMENT THAT IS COMMITTED TO STUDENT LEARNING AND
EMPOWERING STUDENTS TO ACHIEVE THEIR EDUCATIONAL GOALS.

COLLEGE VISION

LEARNING THROUGH EXCELLENCE AND INNOVATION.

COLLEGE GOALS

1. WHCL IS COMMITTED TO PROVIDE QUALITY EDUCATION TO STUDENTS AND THE COMMUNITY.
2. WHCL IS COMMITTED TO EMPOWER STUDENTS TO ACHIEVE THEIR EDUCATIONAL GOALS.
3. TO SUPPORT STUDENT LEARNING, WHCL WILL EFFECTIVELY MAINTAIN AND INCREASE ITS
RESOURCES AND PRODUCTIVITY.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE IS STUDENTCENTERED AND IS DEDICATED TO PROVIDING HIGH QUALITY
LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES. WE ARE GUIDED BY OUR CORE VALUES:

•

ACCESS: ENSURE ACCESSIBILITY TO ALL OUR PROGRAMS AND SERVICES.

•

COLLABORATION: EMPHASIZE EFFORTS TO UNDERSTAND AND MEET COMMUNITY NEEDS AND GARNER
COMMUNITY SUPPORT. SUPPORT COLLABORATIVE DECISION‐MAKING PROCESSES.

•

COMMUNITY: DEVELOP AND FOSTER A SENSE OF COMMUNITY WITHIN THE COLLEGE.

•

DIVERSITY: RESPECT AND EMBRACE DIVERSITY IN OUR PROGRAMS AND LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS.

•

EXCELLENCE: PROVIDE HIGH QUALITY LEARNING, TEACHING, AND SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES.

•

INNOVATION: SUPPORT INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY TO ENHANCE LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS, SERVICES,
AND COMMUNICATION.

•

INTEGRITY: ADVOCATE AND DEMONSTRATE HONESTY, TRUTHFULNESS, EQUITY, AND ETHICS.

•

MUTUAL RESPECT: PROMOTE AN ENVIRONMENT OF OPEN COMMUNICATION
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Section II: Profile of Students, Employees, and Service Area
This internal scan of West Hills College Lemoore is an opportunity to assess, over academic years, the
demographics and characteristics of our students and their educational goals. We use this data to discern
patterns and trends and review our institutional educational plans to best serve our students.
WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE, OVERALL STUDENT DEMOGRAPHICS
During the 2007‐08 academic year, West Hills College Lemoore, including the students on its campus on
College Avenue, at the Naval Air Station, and students enrolled in online classes, totaled 7,091 unduplicated
students, a 9.62% increase in students served from the previous academic year. The growth in student
population at West Hills College Lemoore is expected to continue on its upward trend.
Unduplicated Student Headcount
Year

Count

% Change

200203

5,468

‐9.24

200304

5,010

‐8.38

200405

5,512

10.02

200506

5,817

5.53

200607

6,469

11.21

200708

7,091

9.62

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• The last four years show a pattern of steady growth.
ETHNICITY

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

0708

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Asian

109

1.99

201

4.01

239

4.34

336

5.78

365

5.64

327

4.61

African American

351

6.42

327

6.53

357

6.48

358

6.15

419

6.48

547

7.71

Filipino

220

4.02

190

3.79

213

3.86

215

3.70

239

3.69

274

3.86

Hispanic

1883

34.44

1,789

35.71

2,025

36.74

2,124

36.51

2,458

38.00

2803

39.53

Native American

70

1.28

69

1.38

80

1.45

70

1.20

79

1.22

86

1.21

Other

37

0.68

51

1.02

63

1.14

84

1.44

97

1.50

84

1.18

Pacific Islander

27

0.49

27

0.54

27

0.49

33

0.57

28

0.43

33

0.47

White

2573

47.06

2,185

43.61

2,275

41.27

2,298

39.50

2,444

37.78

2563

36.14

Unknown/DTS

198

3.62

171

3.41

233

4.23

299

5.14

340

5.26

374

5.27

5,468

100

5,010

100

5,512

100

5,817

100

6,469

100

7,091

100

Total

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• The proportion of enrollment for most ethnic populations remains fairly stable.
• Among Hispanic students there has been a 5% increase over the time shown while white student
enrollment has decreased by approximately 10%.
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GENDER

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

0708

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Female

3398

62.14

3,168

63.23

3,473

63.01

3,597

61.84

4,015

62.07

4392

61.94

Male

2038

37.27

1,842

36.77

2,036

36.94

2,206

37.92

2,391

36.96

2650

37.37

32

0.59

0

0.00

3

0.05

14

0.24

63

0.97

49

0.69

5,468

100

5,010

100

5,512

100

5,817

100

6,469

100

7,091

100

Unknown/DTS
Total

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• Overall distribution of male/female students is stable over the six years observed.

AGE

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

0708

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

19

1,386

25.35

1,204

24.03

1,437

26.07

1,515

26.04

1,578

24.39

1817

25.62

2024

1,477

27.01

1,592

31.78

1,749

31.73

1,855

31.89

2,098

32.43

2194

30.94

2529

722

13.20

721

14.39

764

13.86

826

14.20

959

14.82

1089

15.36

3049

1,566

28.64

1,260

25.15

1,278

23.19

1,367

23.50

1,536

23.74

1651

23.28

314

5.74

233

4.65

283

5.13

253

4.35

295

4.56

334

4.71

3

0.05

0

0.00

1

0.02

1

0.02

3

0.05

6

0.08

5,468

100

5,010

100

5,512

100

5,817

100

6,469

100

7,091

100

50+
Unknown/DTS
Total

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• Overall distribution of age is stable over the six years observed.
Summary of Overall Student Characteristics:
Students at WHCL are increasingly Hispanic and decreasingly white. Gender distribution has remained
relatively consistent over the six years observed at about 62% female and 38% male. The distribution of age
is also relatively stable with over 55% of students in ’07‐’08 24 years or under, and 38% 25‐49 years old –
fairly consistent with the ages of students during the five years prior.
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Note: In the following section, the 2002‐2008 data for the individual college entities ‐‐ Lemoore campus,
Naval Air Station Lemoore (NASL), and online classes ‐‐ is broken out into separate sections. This separation
provides a comparison of student demographics among the three different entities.
WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE CAMPUS, 20022008 DEMOGRAPHICS
Unduplicated Student Headcount
Year

Count

% Change

200203

4,293

‐16.8

200304

4,013

‐6.5

200405

4,494

12.0

200506

4,722

5.1

200607

4,796

1.6

200708

5,276

10.0

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• The student headcount at WHC Lemoore campus has been increasing over the past four years.

STUDENT
ETHNICITY

200203

200304

200405

200506

200607

200708

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Asian

83

1.93

158

3.94

196

4.36

278

5.89

293

6.11

233

4.42

African American

287

6.69

276

6.88

299

6.65

272

5.76

295

6.15

411

7.79

Filipino

200

4.66

167

4.16

191

4.25

189

4.00

194

4.05

233

4.42

Hispanic

1,472

34.29

1,386

34.54

1,634

36.36

1,777

37.63

1,912

39.87

2,199

41.68

Native American

63

1.47

59

1.47

68

1.51

61

1.29

58

1.21

67

1.27

Other

26

0.61

41

1.02

55

1.22

74

1.57

79

1.65

49

0.93

Pacific Islander

17

0.40

18

0.45

22

0.49

27

0.57

20

0.42

21

0.40

1,996

46.49

1,774

44.21

1,842

40.99

1,810

38.33

1,702

35.49

1,800

34.12

149

3.47

134

3.34

187

4.16

234

4.96

243

5.07

263

4.98

4,293

100

4,013

100

4,494

100

4,722

100

4,796

100

5,276

100

White
Unknown/DTS
Total

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• The student ethnicity of WHC Lemoore campus is primarily Hispanic and white, with a growing
African American population.
• The Hispanic student population has been steadily increasing.
• White student population by numbers has remained relatively constant, although the % of white
students at the college has decreased.
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STUDENT
GENDER

200203

200304

200405

200506

200607

200708

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Female

2,692

62.71

2,518

62.75

2,869

63.84

2,903

61.48

2,971

61.95

3,254

61.68

Male

1,577

36.73

1,495

37.25

1,623

36.11

1,811

38.35

1,810

37.74

1,984

37.60

24

0.56

0

0.00

2

0.04

8

0.17

15

0.31

38

0.72

4,293

100

4,013

100

4,494

100

4,722

100

4,796

100

5,276

100

Unknown/DTS
Total

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• The gender makeup of the students at the WHC Lemoore campus has been primarily female and
stable over the past six years. This mirrors the pattern of overall enrollment.
STUDENT
AGE

200203

200304

200405

200506

200607

200708

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

19

1,199

27.93

1,026

25.57

1,235

27.48

1,321

27.98

1,258

26.23

1,494

28.32

2024

1,109

25.83

1,237

30.82

1,364

30.35

1,433

30.35

1,534

31.98

1,577

29.89

2529

529

12.32

558

13.90

608

13.53

639

13.53

674

14.05

752

14.25

3049

1,179

27.46

982

24.47

1,027

22.85

1,104

23.38

1,078

22.48

1,157

21.93

274

6.38

210

5.23

259

5.76

224

4.74

249

5.19

290

5.50

3

0.07

0

0.00

1

0.02

1

0.02

3

0.06

6

0.11

4,293

100

4,013

100

4,494

100

4,722

100

4,796

100

5,276

100

50+
Unknown/DTS
Total

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• The majority of the students at the WHC Lemoore campus are 24 years old and younger.
• The age distribution of students at the WHC Lemoore campus has been fairly consistent over the
years observed, similar to the overall pattern of enrollment.
Summary of WHC Lemoore Campus Student Demographics:
The demographics of the 5,276 students at the WHC Lemoore campus are generally reflective of the overall
college. 42% of students are Hispanic, 34% are white – with a trend reflecting a diminishing number of white
students during the six years observed. 62% are female and 57% of the student population in ’07‐’08 are 24
years or younger. 22% of students on campus are 30‐49 years of age. Head count of students on campus has
increased during the last four years.
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NAVAL AIR STATION (NASL) 20022008 DEMOGRAPHICS
Unduplicated Student Headcount
Year

Count

% Change

200203

462

‐23.3

200304

414

‐10.4

200405

258

‐37.7

200506

162

‐37.2

200607

103

‐36.4

200708

143

38.8

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• There has been a steady decline in the student headcount at the Naval Air Station Lemoore (NASL),
with an increase only in the past academic year of 40 more students than in 2006‐07
• By contrast, the Main Campus grew by nearly 500 students in the same time frame.

STUDENT
ETHNICITY

200203

200304

200405

200506

200607

200708

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Asian

8

1.73

10

2.42

5

1.94

10

6.17

5

4.85

5

3.50

African American

37

8.01

43

10.39

33

12.79

18

11.11

13

12.62

21

14.69

Filipino

34

7.36

29

7.00

23

8.91

11

6.79

2

1.94

11

7.69

Hispanic

140

30.30

105

25.36

74

28.68

33

20.37

30

29.13

53

37.06

Native American

8

1.73

3

0.72

2

0.78

4

2.47

0

0.00

0

0.00

Other

4

0.87

5

1.21

2

0.78

3

1.85

1

0.97

0

0.00

Pacific Islander

3

0.65

4

0.97

3

1.16

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

219

47.40

199

48.07

105

40.70

78

48.15

47

45.63

44

30.77

9

1.95

16

3.86

11

4.26

5

3.09

5

4.85

9

6.29

462

100

414

100

258

100

162

100

103

100

143

100

White
Unknown/DTS
Total

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• The student ethnicity of NASL is primarily Hispanic, white, and increasingly African American.
• The Hispanic student population decreased from 140 students in ’02‐’03 to 53 students in ’07‐’08.
• The white student population has decreased from 219 students in ’02‐’03 to 44 students in ’07‐’08.
• The African American student population has decreased from 37 students in ’02‐’03 to 21 students in
’07‐’08.
STUDENT
GENDER

200203

200304

200405

200506

200607

200708

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Female

257

55.63

234

56.52

152

58.91

106

65.43

58

56.31

92

64.34

Male

202

43.72

180

43.48

106

41.09

56

34.57

44

42.72

51

35.66

3

0.65

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

1

0.97

0

0.00

462

100

414

100

258

100

162

100

103

100

143

100

Unknown/DTS
Total

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
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•

The gender makeup of the students at NASL continues to be primarily female.

STUDENT
AGE

200203

200304

200405

200506

200607

200708

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

19

77

16.67

61

14.73

33

12.79

19

11.73

17

16.50

14

9.79

2024

160

34.63

158

38.16

93

36.05

57

35.19

40

38.83

56

39.16

2529

83

17.97

86

20.77

56

21.71

29

17.90

23

22.33

37

25.87

3049

130

28.14

105

25.36

73

28.29

56

34.57

21

20.39

35

24.48

50+

12

2.60

4

0.97

3

1.16

1

0.62

2

1.94

1

0.70

Unknown/DTS

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

462

100

414

100

258

100

162

100

103

100

143

100

Total

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• Age distribution remains older than Main Campus.

Summary of Naval Air Station Lemoore (NASL) Student Demographics
The number of students taking classes at NASL has declined from 462 students in ’02‐’03 to 143 in ’07‐’08. The ethnicity
of students varies from the main campus, with a larger percentage of white and African American students making up the
composition of students taking classes at NASL. More females than males take classes on site, and the age distribution of
students is older than that on the Main Campus.
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ONLINE INSTRUCTION 20022008 DEMOGRAPHICS
WHC Lemoore Unduplicated Online Enrollment
Year

WHCL Online
Enrollment

% Change

*Enrolled in Online &
FacetoFace

% Concurrently
Enrolled

200203

2,068

24.5

1,368

66.2%

200304

1,792

‐13.3

1,246

69.5%

200405

1,948

8.7

1,332

68.4%

200506

2,142

10.0

1,368

63.9%

200607

3,019

40.9

1,695

56.5%

200708

3,161

4.7

1,702

53.9%

*Students enrolled at any WHCCD face‐to‐face location
Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• Over the last five years observed, there is a consistent downward trend in the percentage of students
concurrently enrolled in online and face‐to‐face classes. During the same period, there is a consistent
upward trend of the numbers of students enrolled in online classes.
• The ratio between students enrolled in online classes versus students enrolled concurrently in online
and face to face classes has widened over the last five years, with more students enrolled solely
online.
• The number of students taking classes online solely or concurrently has grown in total number,
reflective of the growth at the college and the accessibility of the online delivery system.
As a point of comparison the following table shows the online and facetoface enrollment in the entire West Hills
Community College District.
WHCC District Unduplicated Online Enrollment
Year

WHCCD Online
Enrollment

*Enrolled in Online
& FacetoFace

% Concurrently
Enrolled

200203

2,068

1,368

66.2%

200304

1,792

1,246

69.5%

200405

2,557

1,729

67.6%

200506

2,979

1,878

63.0%

200607

3,998

2,258

56.5%

200708

4,497

2,312

51.4%

*Students enrolled at any WHCCD face‐to‐face location
Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• In ’02‐’03, 700 students were solely enrolled in online courses in the district. By ’07‐’08, the number
of students who were only enrolled in online courses had grown to 2,185.
• There is a consistent downward trend during the last five years observed in the percentage of
students who are concurrently enrolled in online and face‐to‐face classes. There is a consistent
upward trend during the same period of students who are enrolled online.
• Total number of all students taking online classes solely or concurrently has grown in number
reflective of the growth at the district and the accessibility of the online delivery system.
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The table below shows the city of residence for online only students at WHCCD.
City

200203

200304

200405

200506

200607

200708

57.9%

59.9%

61.6%

55.2%

55.1%

58.4%

Fresno

8.9%

8.1%

8.6%

12.5%

12.4%

13.0%

Visalia

3.9%

3.1%

2.2%

2.5%

4.4%

4.4%

Clovis

2.9%

2.2%

2.7%

3.2%

3.3%

2.7%

Tulare

2.0%

2.0%

0.7%

1.2%

1.7%

1.4%

24.6%

24.7%

24.3%

25.3%

23.0%

20.1%

700

546

828

1,101

1,740

2,185

Service Area Cities
Outside Service Area

Other Cities Outside Service Area
Total Headcount

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• Online classes offered by WHCCD primarily serve the cities of the district, although 40% of students
come from outside the service area.
• Outside of the service area, students in Fresno are the highest users of online classes and services,
and this has increased during the six years observed.
The following three tables – Ethnicity, Gender, and Age – show demographic data for online students at WHCL
specifically.
STUDENT
ETHNICITY

200203

200304

200405

200506

200607

200708

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Asian

41

1.98

50

2.79

54

2.77

76

3.55

103

3.41

128

4.05

African American

120

5.80

98

5.47

124

6.37

144

6.72

189

6.26

227

7.18

Filipino

67

3.24

55

3.07

52

2.67

71

3.31

103

3.41

98

3.10

Hispanic

673

32.54

634

35.38

712

36.55

756

35.29

1,095

36.27

1,155

36.54

Native American

23

1.11

20

1.12

25

1.28

32

1.49

37

1.23

38

1.20

Other

14

0.68

12

0.67

20

1.03

29

1.35

43

1.42

48

1.52

Pacific Islander

14

0.68

10

0.56

8

0.41

10

0.47

16

0.53

20

0.63

1,032

49.90

842

46.99

861

44.20

915

42.72

1,270

42.07

1,252

39.61

84

4.06

71

3.96

92

4.72

109

5.09

163

5.40

195

6.17

2,068

100

1,792

100

1,948

100

2,142

100

3,019

100

3,161

100

White
Unknown/DTS
Total

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• In ’07‐’08 the largest percentage of online students was white – but during the six years observed,
this percentage is steadily declining.
• Hispanic online enrollment has been constant, consisting of approximately 35‐36 percent over six
years; on the Main Campus, Hispanic students make up 39% of the student body.
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STUDENT
GENDER
Female
Male
Unknown/DTS
Total

200203

200304

200405

200506

200607

200708

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

1,312

63.44

1,210

67.52

1,263

64.84

1,432

66.85

1,969

65.22

2057

65.07

747

36.12

582

32.48

684

35.11

708

33.05

1,043

34.55

1089

34.45

9

0.44

0

0.00

1

0.05

2

0.09

7

0.23

15

0.47

2,068

100

1,792

100

1,948

100

2,142

100

3,019

100

3,161

100

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• The majority of the online students are female at 65 percent.
• Percentage of female online enrollment is slightly higher than overall percentage of females enrolled.
STUDENT
AGE

200203

200304

200405

200506

200607

200708

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

19

416

20.12

352

19.64

408

20.94

483

22.55

677

22.42

714

22.59

2024

645

31.19

639

35.66

710

36.45

783

36.55

1,063

35.21

1088

34.42

2529

322

15.57

291

16.24

324

16.63

338

15.78

489

16.20

543

17.18

3049

629

30.42

471

26.28

458

23.51

491

22.92

717

23.75

750

23.73

50+

56

2.71

39

2.18

47

2.41

47

2.19

72

2.38

64

2.02

Unknown/DTS

0

0.00

0

0.00

1

0.05

0

0.00

1

0.03

2

0.06

2,068

100

1,792

100

1,948

100

2,142

100

3,019

100

3,161

100

Total

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• In 2007‐08, 57 percent of online students were below the age of 24 years old
• The online student age distribution has remained constant since 2003 which is consistent with
overall college pattern.

Summary of Online Student Demographics
There is significant growth in the district and at the college among students who only take online classes. In
’02‐’03, 66% of the district’s students who took online classes were also enrolled in classes on a campus or at
a center. By ’07‐’08, throughout the district the percentage of students who were enrolled concurrently had
dropped to 51.4%. At Lemoore, the same trend is reflected – by ’07‐’08, 53.9% of students were enrolled
concurrently, dropping from the 66% concurrent students in ’02‐’03.
Online students are 39% white and 36% Hispanic which differs from main campus students in which the
ethnic predominance is reversed. Age and gender of students parallel those of the main campus, being
predominantly young and female. The majority of online students come from our service area.
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STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS – FALL 2007
Student Educational Goals  Fall 2007

N

%

1,325

31.96

Undecided on goal.

676

16.30

Unknown/Declined to State

581

14.01

Obtain a two year associate's degree without transfer.

341

8.22

Transfer to a 4‐year institution without an associate degree.

291

7.02

Educational development (intellectual, cultural).

214

5.16

Prepare for a new career (acquire job skills).

156

3.76

Complete credits for high school diploma or GED.

133

3.21

Earn a vocational certificate without transfer.

96

2.32

Advance in current job/career (update job skills).

68

1.64

Discover/formulate career interests, plans, goals.

63

1.52

Maintain certificate or license (e.g. Nursing, Real Estate)

57

1.37

Improve Basic Skills in English, reading or math.

54

1.30

Obtain a two year vocational degree without transfer.

53

1.28

4 year college student taking courses to meet 4 year college requirements.

37

0.89

To move from noncredit coursework to credit coursework.

1

0.02

4,146

100

Obtain an associate degree and transfer to a 4‐year institution.

Total

Source: WHCCD Admission Application; Data Warehouse
• The highest percentage of students identify as their goal the desire to obtain an associate degree and
transfer to a four year institution.
• 40% of students identify transfer to a four year institution as their educational goal.
Admission Survey
As part of the admissions application, students are requested to participate in a supplemental survey. This
survey identifies family income levels, as well as level of education attained by the parents. It provides a more
in depth look into the student’s characteristics and provides information for future planning.

Highest Education Level Attained by Mother or Father, Fall 2007

%

Below College or University

67

College or University Degree

33

Source: WHCCD 2007‐2008 admission application supplemental survey
Survey participation rate: 42%; Margin of error: 1.3%
• 67% of WHC Lemoore students are first‐generation students.
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Family Income Levels, Fall 2007
0‐$10,000
11%

Over $60,000
17%

$10,001‐$18,000
18%
$40,001‐$60,000
16%

$18,001‐$25,000
16%

$25,001‐$40,000
22%

Source: WHCCD 2007‐2008 admission application supplemental survey
Survey participation rate: 40%; Margin of error: 1.4%
• 45% of students have family income of $25,000 or less
• According to the US Census Bureau, the median household income for the State of California is
$56,645 and nationally is $48,451.
Hours Worked Per Week

WHCL  Number of Hours Students Work Per Week

None
24%

More than 30
hours
35%
21‐30
hours
16%

1‐5 hours
5%
6‐10 hours
9%

11‐20 hours
11%

Source: Community College Survey of Student Engagement
+/‐ 5% margin of error
• 76% of students work while attending college.
• 51% of students work over 20 hours a week.
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City of Residence  Fall 2007

%

%

Lemoore

34.0

Laton

1.1

Hanford

32.6

Clovis

1.0

Fresno

4.5

Firebaugh

0.9

Coalinga

3.2

Tulare

0.7

Armona

2.8

Caruthers

0.6

Corcoran

2.5

Kettleman City

0.4

Visalia

2.4

Mendota

0.4

Avenal

2.1

Madera

0.4

Riverdale

1.8

Selma

0.4

Huron

1.6

All Others

5.5

Stratford

1.2
Applicants

100%

Total

4,146

Source: WHCCD Admission Application; Data Warehouse
• 7% of students indicate Fresno and Coalinga as their cities of residence. These may be online
students or students coming to the college for a particular program.
Summary of Student Characteristics
40% of students express a goal of transferring to a four year institution. 67% of students do not have a
parent who attended college. 45% of students have a family income of $25,000 or less and in ’07‐’08 this
compares to a median household income in California of $56,645. Over 50% of students work more than 20
hours a week. 66% of our students identify Lemoore and Hanford as their cities of residence.
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FULLTIME EMPLOYEE CHARACTERISTICS
The following tables describe employee characteristics by job classifications.
Administration
Age

n

%

Ethnicity

n

%

Gender

n

%

3554

5

55.6%

African‐American

3

33.3%

Female

2

22.2%

5559

2

22.2%

Hispanic

1

11.1%

Male

7

77.8%

6064

2

22.2%

White

5

55.6%

Total

9

100.0%

Total

9

100.0%

Total

9

100.0%

•

44% of administrators are 55 years or older.

Classified Management
Age

n

%

3554

4

65+
Total

•

Ethnicity

n

%

Gender

n

%

80.0%

African‐American

1

20.0%

Female

4

80.0%

1

20.0%

White

4

80.0%

Male

1

20.0%

5

100.0%

Total

5

100.0%

Total

5

100.00%

N is too small to warrant generalization

Faculty
Age

n

%

Ethnicity

n

%

Gender

n

%

2534

9

19.1%

African‐American

2

4.3%

Female

22

46.8%

3554

25

53.2%

Filipino

1

2.1%

Male

25

53.2%

5559

4

8.5%

Hispanic

6

12.8%

Total

47

100.0%

6064

5

10.6%

Native American

1

2.1%

65+

4

8.5%

Other

1

2.1%

47

100.0%

White

36

76.6%

Total

47

100.0%

Total

•

27% of faculty is 55 and older, 72% is below 55 years. Ethnicity is not reflective of service area.

Classified
Age

n

%

Ethnicity

n

%

Gender

n

%

2024

1

2.2%

African‐American

1

2.2%

Female

33

73.3%

2534

18

40.0%

Filipino

1

2.2%

Male

12

26.7%

3554

23

51.1%

Hispanic

27

60.0%

Total

45

100.0%

5559

2

4.4%

White

16

35.6%

6064

1

2.2%

Total

45

100.0%

Total

45

100.0%

•

93% of classified staff is 54 years and below, predominantly Hispanic and female.
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Summary
An overall scan of employee age, ethnicity, and gender reveals:
•
•
•
•

There is a high probability of significant retirement in the next 10 years in the administrative ranks.
Faculty is relatively young, although 27% are 55 and above.
Faculty ethnicity does not reflect that of region.
Classified staff is predominantly young, female, and Hispanic.
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT REGIONAL AREA
A regional scan was performed by Economic Modeling Specialists, Inc. on ten counties that are a part of and
surround the West Hills Community College District. These ten counties include: Fresno, Kern, Kings, Madera,
Mariposa, Merced, San Benito, San Joaquin, Stanislaus, and Tulare. The region covered was identified by the
district as the region where students are most likely to obtain jobs and establish residency. A scan of the ten
counties revealed:
•
•
•
•
•

Total regional attainment of a college degree is below average compared to the state and the nation
(See Regional Educational Level, Age 25+ below)
The educational attainment of individual ethnic groups of the region is below average compared to
the state and nation (See Race/Ethnicity below)
By 2012, the age group of 30 to 34 year olds is expected to experience the highest growth
Racial/ethnic groups with the highest expected growth are Hispanics
Total population is expected to change ten percent, double the expected change of the State (5
percent)

Regional Education Level,
Age 25+

2007 Total

% of Region

% of State

% of Nation

Less than 9th Grade

327,883

14.0

9.8

5.5

9th

Grade to

12th

291,573

12.5

9.5

9.0

High School Diploma

Grade

591,750

25.3

20.0

28.7

Some College

569,142

24.3

23.2

22.1

Associate’s Degree

160,073

6.8

6.9

6.5

Bachelor’s Degree

272,916

11.7

19.6

18.0

Graduate Degree and Higher

126,555

5.4

11.0

10.3

Source: EMSI, September 2007
Race/Ethnicity

% Difference in College
Attainment from State

% Difference in College
Attainment from Nation

White, NonHispanic

‐14.5

‐7.5

White Hispanic

‐3.7

‐8.0

NonWhite Hispanic

‐2.8

‐7.3

Black or African American

‐10.0

‐.06

American Indian or Alaska Native

‐5.8

‐1.4

Asian

‐15.7

‐15.0

Native Hawaiian and other Pacific Islander

‐3.0

‐2.0

Two or more races

‐12.4

‐7.0

Source: EMSI, September 2007
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT SERVICE AREA
The West Hills Community College District was first started in 1932 as a college for the Coalinga Union High
School District. It now has a total area of 3,464 square miles and includes portions of five counties: Fresno,
Kings, Madera, Monterey and San Benito. The West Hills College Coalinga campus on Cherry Lane in Coalinga
opened in 1956 and in 1971, the North District Center was established in Firebaugh, in the most northern
part of the district. In 1962 Lemoore High School District residents voted to annex to the college district.
From 1962 to 1979 classes were offered primarily at the Lemoore Naval Air station and Lemoore High
School. The facility was called The Kings County Center in 1981 when it operated in portable buildings on
five acres in the city of Lemoore. In 1998, approved by 70% of the voters in Kings County, a $19 million bond
was passed for the new construction of the Lemoore campus. The construction was completed in 2002. WHC
Lemoore became fully accredited as a college in West Hills Community College District in 2006.
West Hills Community College District Map
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WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE SERVICE AREA
While the West Hills Community College District is comprised of parts of five counties, the service area for
West Hills College Lemoore primarily includes ten cities‐‐ Armona, Avenal, Hanford, Helm, Kettleman City,
Laton, Lemoore, Stratford, Five Points, and Riverdale.
The West Hills College Lemoore service area is relatively young, with 34 percent of its population between
20‐39 years old. The ethnic demographics reveal that 49 percent of the population is Hispanic and 39 percent
is white, with considerably lower percentages for all other ethnicities.

Age

WHCL Service Area
(10 Cities in 5 Counties)
2008 Population
% of Population

WHCCD Regional Area
(10 Counties)
2007 Population
% of Population

Under 5 years

12,541

9%

337,083

9%

5 to 9 years

10,441

8%

293,468

7%

10 to 14 years

10,197

7%

314,059

8%

15 to 19 years

10,746

8%

334,459

8%

20 to 24 years

11,950

9%

322,009

8%

25 to 29 years

13,065

10%

338,361

9%

30 to 34 years

11,166

8%

275,845

7%

35 to 39 years

10,110

7%

263,290

7%

40 to 44 years

9,383

7%

262,290

7%

45 to 49 years

8,683

6%

261,039

7%

50 to 54 years

7,079

5%

228,674

6%

55 to 59 years

5,471

4%

188,076

5%

60 to 64 years

4,227

3%

147,057

4%

65 to 69 years

3,361

2%

108,816

3%

70 to 74 years

2,696

2%

86,553

2%

75 to 79 years

2,089

2%

71,602

2%

80 to 84 years

1,497

1%

55,147

1%

85 years and over

1,518

1%

53,143

1%

Total

136,219

3,940,970

Source: EMSI, September 2007
• The age distribution of the WHCL Service Area is consistent with the District’s Regional Area.
Race/Ethnicity

WHCL Service Area
(10 Cities in 5 Counties)
2008 Population
% of Population

WHCCD Regional Area
(10 Counties)
2007 Population
% of Population

Hispanic

66,972

49.2%

1,589,076

40%

White

53,681

39.4%

1,772,197

45%

Black or African American

6,607

4.9%

187,650

5%

Asian

4,817

3.5%

30,344

1%

Two or more races

2,673

2.0%

263,639

7%

American Indian or Alaska Native

1,229

0.9%

8,143

0%

Native Hawaiian and other Pacific
Islander
Total

240

0.2%

89,920

2%

136,219

3,940,970

Source: EMSI, September 2007
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•

The race/ethnic distribution of the WHCL Service Area is more Hispanic and less white than the
District’s Regional Area.

Gender, WHCL Service Area (10 Cities)

2008 Population

% of Population

Females

63,172

46%

Males

73,046

54%

Total

136,219

Source: EMSI, September 2007
PROJECTED HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES FOR THE SERVICE AREA

WHCCD Projected Service Area High School Graduates

High School Graduates

2,800
2,600
2,400
2,200

2,210

2,134

2,241

2,228

'10/11

'11/12

2,137

2,276

2,218

2,180

2,000
1,800
1,600
'07/08

'08/09

'09/10

'12/13

'13/14

'14/15

Source: California Department of Education
• The number of projected high school graduates for area remains static for the next seven years
Ethnicity of Students in District Area High Schools, 200607
School

Multi/
No
Resp.
0

Total
Enrolled

Native
Amer.

Asian

Pacific
Islander

Filipino

Hispanic

African
Amer.

White

Avenal High

0

1

0

0

597

5

24

Caruthers High

0

57

0

0

416

3

137

5

618

Coalinga High

1

14

6

3

876

19

238

14

1,171

Corcoran High

0

5

0

3

698

33

143

2

884

Firebaugh High

0

1

0

0

696

5

49

5

756

Hanford High

11

22

5

24

797

86

824

28

1,797

Hanford West

7

50

6

55

954

145

496

123

1,836

627

Laton High

0

1

0

1

165

4

37

1

209

Lemoore High

42

29

11

163

798

163

857

41

2,104

Mendota High

0

3

0

0

600

0

3

1

607

Riverdale High

0

2

0

0

443

6

107

0

558

Tranquillity High

0

7

0

1

428

2

19

1

458

Total

61

192

28

250

7,468

471

2,934

221

11,625

0.5%

1.7%

0.2%

2.2%

64.2%

4.1%

25.2%

1.9%

% of Total

Source: California Department of Education
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•
•
•
•

Ethnicity of high school students in the service area differs from college student ethnicity
25.2% of [feeder] high school students are white, 36% of WHCL students are white.
64% of [feeder] high school students are Hispanic, the college’s student population is 38% Hispanic.
CCCCO asserts that by 2011 Hispanics are projected to be the state’s largest ethnic group, the
majority population in public schools by 2013 and the overall majority by 2040.

Projected Ethnicity of District Feeder High Schools – Class of 2015
100%
90%

White
36.0%

80%

Ethnicity %

White
25.2%

White

4.3%

4.1%

70%

Unknown

White
20.8%

African‐American

4.3%

60%

Hispanic

50%
40%

Hispanic
55.4%

30%

Hispanic
70.0%

Hispanic
64.2%

Filipino
Pacific Islander

20%
Asian

10%

Native American

0%
1998‐1999

2006‐2007

2014‐2015

High School Senior Year

Source: CA Department of Education
Based on 6th grade enrollments for service area schools.
Assessment:
• The projected ethnicity of students from district feeder high schools shows a growing Hispanic
student population and a declining white student population.

Top 10 Feeder High Schools  Fall 2007

1

Lemoore High School

767

% of WHCL
Student
Enrollment
18.5%

2

Hanford High

590

14.2%

3

Unknown/Decline to State

569

13.7%

4

Hanford West High

356

8.6%

5

Coalinga High School

144

3.5%

6

Avenal High School

109

2.6%

7

Riverdale High School

92

2.2%
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Enrolled
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8

Corcoran High School

78

1.9%

9

Out of State High School

64

1.5%

10

All Other

1,377

33.2%

Total

4,146

100.0%

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
Test Scores for Selected Schools
The California Standards Tests (CST) is administered to students in California Public Schools in
English/Language Arts, mathematics, science, and history/social science. They are also referred to as the
STAR tests. CST scores are used in calculating each school’s Academic Performance Index (API). The test is
administered in the 11th grade. The data below regarding students in our feeder high schools reveals the
majority of feeder high schools exhibit a low percentage of students at the proficient or advanced level in
English and math.
Note: The California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE) is a completely different test. It can be taken by
students at any time during their high school career. While the CAHSEE is required for high school
graduation, students can pass the test with 8th grade math skills and 9th grade writing and language skills.
High School

CST English/Language Arts (2007)
Percent Proficient or Advanced

CST Summative High School Math
(Grade 911) (2007)
Percent Proficient or Advanced

Avenal High School*
Coalinga High School*

24%
28%

0%
34%

Corcoran High School
Hanford High West
Hanford High School*
Laton High School**
Lemoore High School*
Riverdale High School

26%
28%
33%
31%
35%
34%

61%
32%
15%
0%
30%
75%

Source: California Department of Education
• Many 11th graders from the high schools in the service area do not test at a proficient level or higher
in English.
• However Corcorran High and Riverdale High school have exceedingly high proficiency scores in
math.
• Schools with 0 percent proficient or advanced CST Summative High School Math may be due to non‐
testing conditions.
Summary
The feeder high schools of Lemoore and Hanford send the college more students than other high schools in
the area. The Hispanic student population at the college is significantly smaller than their numbers in our
feeder schools. Students test at a low level of proficiency with two startling exceptions in math – Corcoran
High and Riverdale High. The projected number of high school graduates is static for the next 7 years.
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Section III: Educational Programs Trends and Forecasts
INTRODUCTION
This data provides us with an ability to examine our students’ success in a quantitative manner. It allows us to
measure the strategies we have employed against general key performance indicators. From this we
ascertain key findings and develop strategies to meet our goals.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
Duplicated Enrollment
This is the number of actual enrollments in any given
class or program. Under this definition, a student
enrolled in multiple courses is counted multiple times at
the program, campus, or institutional level.

WSCH per FTEF
This calculation, sometimes called ‘productivity,’ is the
number of weekly student contact hours (WSCH) per
Full Time Equivalent Faculty (FTEF). Some colleges
establish a target number to ensure fiscal viability.

Unduplicated Enrollment, (Headcount)
This is the number of actual students. One student,
taking five classes, is counted as one student. If there
are 20 students in a program in which all students are
enrolled in five classes, there are 100 duplicated
enrollments, but a 20 student headcount.

The college community is made up of departments and
programs with a wide variety of needs. Some
disciplines have mandates from external sources that
keep class size low. A college supports this diversity of
discipline needs and strives for general support and
cooperation to best serve students in meeting their
educational needs while understanding the fiscal
pressures of the institution. That is the purpose of
understanding this formula.

Full Time Equivalent Student (FTES)
A full time equivalent student is one student taking 15
hours of instruction per week for two semesters of 17.5
weeks. While most of our students do not necessarily
enroll in 15 hours of instruction per week , we calculate
aggregated student attendance in this manner for both
funding purposes as well as a measure for the college of
how many full time equivalent students are
participating in any given class or program, or are
enrolled at the college.
Weekly Student Contact Hours (WSCH)
This is a measure of the number of students enrolled in
a course multiplied by the number of hours the course
meets per week. If a class meets for three hours a week
and has 30 students enrolled, the WSCH is 90.
Full Time Equivalent Faculty (FTEF)
One full time faculty member teaching the equivalent of
a full load of classes equals 1.0 FTEF. Most often FTEF
is aggregated to provide the college with a measure of
the number of faculty teaching. The loads of adjunct
faculty and full time faculty are summed to provide an
aggregate number for the program or college.
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Environmental Scan
An environmental scan considers present and future
factors that can influence the direction and goals of an
organization. Environmental scans include both
external elements (e.g., service area demographics, state
requirements, industry demands, marketing trends, etc)
and internal elements (e.g., infrastructure, personnel,
programs, abilities, etc). These are evaluated in terms of
their potential impact on the organization and its ability
to meet its present and future strategic goals.
Course Retention Rate
This is a measure of the number/percent of students
who remain in the course after the census date until the
end of the term.
Course Success Rate
This is a measure of the number/percent of students
who earn a grade of A, B, C, or CR in the class. Course
grades of NC, D, F, I or W are considered to be
unsuccessful.
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AVERAGE COURSE SUCCESS, COURSE RETENTION, AND WSCH PER FTEF

Retention Rates
CA CC Average

Lemoore Average

83.5%

83.7%

83.7%

83.9%

83.3%

79.7%

80.2%

79.8%

78.6%

77.1%

2003‐2004

2004‐2005

2005‐2006

2006‐2007

2007‐2008

Success Rates
CA CC Average

Average WSCH
per FTEF

Lemoore Average

441

68.4%

67.9%

67.4%

64.4%

65.3%

65.3%

2003‐2004

2004‐2005

2005‐2006

67.6%

67.0%

62.6%

61.2%

2006‐2007

2007‐2008
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2002‐2007
Note: College average does not
include NC courses.
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Retention by Location
Lemoore Campus
100.00%

Lemoore Online

81.13%

81.45%

80.79%

80.46%

78.54%

75.08%

75.02%

75.96%

74.42%

73.41%

75.00%
50.00%
25.00%
2003‐ 2004 2004‐ 2005 2005‐ 2006 2006‐ 2007 2007‐ 2008

Success by Location
Lemoore Campus

Lemoore Online

100.00%
75.00%
50.00%

66.68%

67.02%

67.21%

65.51%

63.55%

57.01%

58.20%

58.27%

55.93%

55.05%

25.00%
2003‐ 2004 2004‐ 2005 2005‐ 2006 2006‐ 2007 2007‐ 2008

Notes:
In 2003‐2004, the college responded to the statewide budget crisis and reduced the number of sections it
offered. This drop in enrollment is seen significantly in some departments. It should be noted that some
departments responded to the cutback in sections by enrolling larger number of students in their classes (see
Basic Skills Math). This significantly increased their productivity ratio or WSCH per FTE.
Prior to 2004‐2005, online instruction was offered by WHC Lemoore. Coalinga students enrolled in online
courses but headcount was attributed to WHC Lemoore.
The information included in the program sections is based on submitted program reviews. The college has a
developed program review process that is still being refined, but one in which a template and process are in
place. Any editing was done for clarity and brevity and was not intended to change the intent of the review or
plans of the program. Items under the heading “Program Plans” were derived from the program reviews.
Items under the heading “Challenges and Opportunities” are not from the program reviews but have been
selectively added to suggest strategic options for programs.
If a program does not offer a degree, the listing under Degrees Awarded is stated as “N/A.” If a program offers
a degree but none were awarded, the listing under Degrees Awarded is stated as “0.”
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS
Discipline Area

Administration of Justice

FTES
126.90
95.25

2002‐
2003

83.38

2003‐
2004

89.42

85.40

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

976

853

925

889

1,299

FTEF

6.75

4.56

5.14

5.95

8.35

WSCH per
FTEF

412

533

507

419

443

Success
84%

61%

2002‐
2003

Retention

87%

85%

83%

80%

69%

69%

66%

61%

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

40

28

29

33

46

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

60%

37%

40%

32%

38%

15

29

28

30
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Description:
The AOJ program offers the student a variety of
educational and career pathways. The student
may elect to enroll in a program leading to an
Associate Degree with the emphasis on the Law
Enforcement Option or the Corrections Option.
Both provide a path to a four year institution.
Presently, CSU Fresno offers classes on the
Lemoore campus for those seeking a
Baccalaureate Degree in Criminology.
Assessment
• FTES growth in 2006‐
2007corresponds to increase in
number of sections offered
• Online enrollment decreased over
years observed
• Increase in numbers of degrees
awarded
• Retention rate is stable and above
college average
• Success rate is at college average
Program Goals from 2004 and 2006
Program Review
• Continue to update all curriculum and
create six new courses.
• Develop more short term and online
courses so employed individuals can
quickly update their skills or obtain job
ready skills.
• Include learning activities with specific
learning outcomes in all curricula.
• Market the program at high school job
fairs and utilize AOJ students as
ambassadors.
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Art

Discipline Area

FTES

71.10
49.67

2002‐
2003

87.13

79.60

55.17

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

379

399

536

567

594

FTEF

7.44

5.98

4.70

4.80

5.99

WSCH per
FTEF

195

269

441

484

424

Success
85%
77%

2002‐
2003

Retention

89%

88%

85%

81%

86%

82%

75%

71%

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

59

74

111

96

73

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

7.4%

1

0

1

1
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Description:
The Art program provides classes which meet
the General Education requirement and course
work that prepares art students for transfer.
Classes also serve as enrichment experiences
for many students. Students from diverse
backgrounds work in an environment that
affords a common, visual language.
Assessment
• High growth in FTES in years observed
• Number of sections offered in Art
declined after the 2004‐2005 academic
year, but FTES has continued to
increase, as has the WSCH per FTEF.
• Online courses begin in ‘06‐’07, note
FTES increase in that year
• Retention rate is fairly stable and
exceeds college average
• Success rate is strong, fairly stable, and
exceeds college average
Program Goals from 2006 Program Review
• Curricula is being developed for
several computer generated Arts
courses, including Photoshop,
Illustrator, and others
• Art 15A Painting is being revised to
articulate transferability to Fresno
State University
• Student learning outcomes will be
addressed

Challenges and Opportunities
• High enrollment, strong retention and
success rates suggest opportunities for
further growth, for example, expanded
online offerings.
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Biology

Discipline Area

FTES
283.43

277.70

245.97
184.27
142.33

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

782

991

1301

1496

1,460

FTEF

10.36

12.32

16.37

17.97

18.20

WSCH per
FTEF

401

436

438

460

445

Success

Retention

83%

79%

79%

78%

62%

66%

63%

64%

65%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

75%

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

68

80

106

126

132

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

14.6%

17.0%

11.8%

14.4%

27.1%

0

1

1

1
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Description:
The main courses offered by the Biology
department include general biology, human
anatomy, human physiology, and microbiology.
These primarily serve as prerequisites for
students going into teaching or the allied health
professions. The department offers majors‐
level biology courses as well as courses for non
science majors to fulfill the life science general
education requirement.
Assessment
• FTES in years observed is increasing
• Percentage of online enrollment
fluctuates, highest 2006‐2007
• WSCH per FTEF has fluctuated but
remained productive
• Success rate is stable and at the college
average
• Retention rate is stable and at the
college average
• Degree and certificates awarded are
minimal because courses primarily
serve as requirements for the allied
health programs
Program Goals from 2007 Program Review
• Schedule biology major preparation
courses once a year and work on
maintaining transferability.
• Continue to add new transferable
courses for the non biology major
• Offer field trips and out of classroom
experience in Biology
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Business Administration

Discipline Area

Description:
Business Administration is an integral part of
the CIS, Business, and HRCM service area. The
curriculum is intended for those interested in
transferring to a four year college or university
to earn a baccalaureate degree.

FTES
121.34

2002‐
2003

106.21

106.16

104.26

102.55

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

1.101

1.212

1,075

992

1,008

FTEF

10.80

7.69

5.76

7.75

7.13

WSCH per
FTEF

282

460

537

399

419

Success

Retention

67%

67%

70%

74%

78%

48%

48%

49%

54%

55%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

94

85

84

80

89

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

0.0%

7.5%

5.8%

10.8%

19.8%

29

32

37

48
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Assessment
• FTES increase in’03‐‘04 academic year
with decline following
• WSCH per FTEF has been erratic
• Success rates below college average
• High number of degrees awarded
• Retention rate rising and matches
college average in ’06‐‘07
Program Goals from 2007 Program Review
• Work toward providing students with
placement services
• Follow up on recently submitted
certificate options
• Follow up on faculty development,
particularly in regards to SLOs
• Address diversity of staff
Challenges and Opportunities
• Develop strategies to increase success
rate
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Chemistry

Discipline Area

Description:

FTES
38.17
26.90

26.80
16.13

20.10

The chemistry department provides the initial
training in chemistry for a broad range of careers
and focuses as well on chemical education for the
public sector. The careers include the traditional
sciences, engineering, pre‐professional, allied
health professions, agriculture, forestry, and the
many emerging cross‐disciplinary or
interdisciplinary programs such as oceanography,
aqua‐culture, environmental health, and
atmospheric science.

Assessment
2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

106

91

177

275

122

FTEF

1.83

1.48

2.37

3.21

2.55

WSCH per
FTEF

257

396

330

346

308

•
•
•

Retention

70%
64%

52%

44%

42%

2003‐
2004

•
66%

59%

58%

54%

48%

•
•

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

FTES shows steady increase then drops
in 2006‐2007
WSCH per FTEF has been stable over the
five year observed but is below the
college average
Success rate is unstable and below
college average
Retention is unstable and below college
average

Program Goals from 2004 Program Review
•

Success

2002‐
2003

•

•
•

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

10

8

14

21

14

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

•

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

•

Shift the design of the Chem 2A/B
sequence for allied health students to
include more directly related allied
health applications.
Maintain and extend recently acquired
modern analytical instrumentation and
add additional software licensing for
simulations
Expand and integrate the “Collaboratory”
computerized lab platform
Stabilize current enrollment to establish
offering patterns that allow completion
of an AS degree in chemistry.
Increase student retention in all
offerings
Initiate T1 link capability so students can
download data from their graphing
calculators into the “Collaboratory”
platform to bridge their math skills to
practical applications.
Extend software licensing to provide
students with take home versions of
software used in class
Develop initial course offerings at the
NDC site, complete with labs.

Challenges and Opportunities
•
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Develop strategies to increase retention
and success rates
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Child Development

Discipline Area

FTES
61.58

61.27

60.23

56.31
52.70

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

714

572

766

680

660

FTEF

4.04

3.06

3.77

4.29

4.85

WSCH per
FTEF

407

502

476

410

368

Success

Retention

81%

83%

83%

82%

73%

72%

72%

72%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

80%

65%

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

31

23

28

31

33

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

5.0%

19

2

0

7
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Description:
The Child Development program offers a
comprehensive background in the field of child
growth and development. Students are offered
information and skills for potential
employment in federal, state, non‐profit, or
privately owned early childhood educational
programs or schools. Courses help students
qualify for a Child Development Certificate and
partially qualify the student for a Child
Development Permit from the State of
California, Commission for Teacher Preparation
and Licensing.
Assessment
• Growth in FTES in years observed
• Number of sections offered in Child
Development is steady
• Retention is steady and slightly higher
than college average
• Success rate dropped in ’06‐’07 but is
higher than the college average
Program Goals from 2007 Program Review
• Student learning outcomes and their
measurement are being addressed
with adjunct faculty.
• Update of 2+2 agreement with Hanford
High and the Naval Base child care
program for module credit transfer to
specific courses.
• Create a math and possibly music and
science courses for young children
• Potentially offer online classes
• Explore ways to gather information on
where our students are employed
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Communications

Discipline Area

FTES
50.90
40.90

46.50

44.00

38.60

Description:
Provides the College with speech
communication courses that parallel lower
division classes at four year colleges and
universities. Speech 1 is required within Area A
of designated transfer courses. Speech 51 is an
applied communications course emphasizing
communication in the work place.
Assessment
•

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

•
•

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

407

386

509

465

440

FTEF

3.00

3.00

4.00

4.40

4.20

WSCH per
FTEF

398

375

371

308

306

Success
79%

69%

Retention

83%

85%

87%

77%

77%

79%

Program Goals from 2004 Program Review
• Develop a course in organizational
communications
• Develop a course in voice and diction
• Revise and update Speech 5,
Interpersonal Communications
• Explore distance learning options
From Program Review 2004

82%

71%

Challenges and Opportunities
•

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

Retention rate is higher than college
average
Success rate is generally10% higher
than college average
WSCH/per FTEF decreased in the last
two years

2005‐
2006

Develop strategies to improve
productivity

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

15

15

20

22

21

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Computer Information Systems

Discipline Area

Description:
The Computer Information Systems program
teaches concepts, procedures, and terminology,
as well as the skills and applications necessary
to operate computers and network systems.

FTES
174.58
130.03

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

116.38

2004‐
2005

94.79

89.39

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

1,237

996

858

711

671

FTEF

10.96

7.49

5.74

7.52

6.20

WSCH per
FTEF

465

506

591

368

421

Success

Retention

80%

78%

76%

76%

76%

62%

63%

62%

62%

67%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

78

61

60

61

64

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

38.5%

29.1%

19.2%

21.7%

28.0%

13

7

10

10
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Assessment
• FTES in years observed is declining
significantly
• WSCH per FTEF has fluctuated, but
remains at a productive level
• Success stable and improved in 2006‐
2007 when it exceeded the college
average
• Retention rate is stable but slightly
below the college average
Program Goals from 2007 Program Review
• Maintain and revise CIS Open
Entry/Open Exit entry level courses to
provide students with marketable job
skills specifically geared toward the
needs of reentry, traditional, and
lifelong learning students. The
department is in the process of
changing its core curriculum from
Office 2000 to Office 2007.
• Maintain and revise Comp‐TIA (A+),
WOW Web Development and
reestablish the MOU certification
programs.
• Continue the ongoing development of
the Web Developer Certification
program to include a Cyber Forensic,
and Project Management components
with current, emerging web
technologies.
• Infusion of information technology
components into established curricula,
such as Administration of Justice,
Math, Geography, etc.
• Revise curricula to implement in
conjunction with the OE Department,
the MOU certification program.
• Develop, maintain, and revise Internet‐
based courses
• Establish a full CIS AA degree online.
Challenges and Opportunities
Develop strategies to raise retention rate
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Discipline Area

Culinary Arts

Waiting for Approval from CA Community College
Chancellor’s Office

Description:
The Culinary Arts department has developed a
full range of curricula which is available to
students. Certifications from this program
exist in the areas of ServSafe, Deli Cook and
Baker certification, Baker Certification,
Bartending Certification, Dining Roof Staff
Certification, and Chef Apprentice Certification.
Courses provide a knowledge base that allows
students to more easily obtain entry level or
higher positions in this field.
Assessment
No data available
Program Goals from 2006 Program Review
• Additional curricula will be developed
including Commercial Food prep as the
prerequisite to most courses.
• The program will seek American
Culinary Federation accreditations
• More community outreach
• Develop a job placement program
From Program Review September 2006

Educational Master Plan, 2008 | West Hills College Lemoore
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Discipline Area

Engineering
Description:
A new Engineering Program was launched Fall
2008.

FTES
0.30

Assessment
TBA
Program Goals:
TBA

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

3

FTEF

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

0.20

WSCH per
FTEF

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

44

Success

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

Retention

67%

33%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

0.0%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Geography

Discipline Area

FTES
84.83

83.31

80.85

73.66

2002‐
2003

72.31

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

576

569

607

640

639

FTEF

4.45

4.05

4.80

5.48

6.10

WSCH per
FTEF

483

521

491

451

398

Success

Retention

85%

84%

86%

89%

66%

67%

67%

72%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

83%

60%

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

25

22

27

32

34

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

23%

22%

17%

15%

26%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Description:
The Geography department offers a wide
variety of introductory classes including
Cultural Geography and Physical Geography.
Cultural Geography introduces students to the
spatial and diverse cultural milieu that is the
basis for the Social Sciences and Humanities.
Physical Geography focuses on the spatial
relations of the various physical and earth
sciences.
Assessment
• Growth in FTES
• Number of sections offered in
Geography has increased
• Retention is steady and exceeds
college average
• Success rate was steady but fell below
college average in 2006‐2007
•
There is an observed increase in % of
online enrollment that same year
Program Goals from 199899 Program
Review
• Continue to build on the base courses
• Bring electronic learning into the
program, using more computers in lab
and lecture
• Insure course articulation for all types
of teaching techniques
• Promote collaboration in lab settings
• Add to the online course offerings
Challenges and Opportunities
• Consider strategies to address lower
success rates that began in ’06‐‘07
• Develop strategies for a degree
program
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Geology

Discipline Area

Description:
Program review needed.

FTES
33.00
24.60
19.80
10.40

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

N/A

52

99

123

165

FTEF

N/A

0.70

1.05

1.40

2.45

WSCH per
FTEF

N/A

433

550

513

393

Success
92%
91%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

Program Goals
TBA

Retention
87%

80%

86%

77%

Assessment
• High growth in FTES in years observed
with a large percentage of online
enrollment
• From 2004‐2005 to 2005‐2006
% of online enrollment almost doubled
During the same timeframe, success
and retention tended to decrease
• Large increase in FTES in ’06‐‘07and
the WSCH per FTEF decreases
• Success rate is strong and consistently
higher than college average
• Retention rate is steady and exceeds
college average

2004‐
2005

70%

76%

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

N/A

4

6

8

14

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

N/A

0%

36%

60%

74%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Educational Master Plan, 2008 | West Hills College Lemoore
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Health Science (General)

Discipline Area

Description:
Program review needed.

FTES
260.80

266.50

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

217.50
135.70
102.80

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

592

755

1,218

1,457

1,547

FTEF

7.60

8.93

13.90

16.80

17.45

WSCH per
FTEF

395

443

456

453

445

Success
71%

61%

2002‐
2003

81%

69%

2003‐
2004

Assessment
• FTES in years observed is increasing
• Increase in online courses in years
observed
• WSCH per FTEF has remained steady
• Success rate steady and near the
college average
• Retention rate is steady but slightly
below the college average
• The number of degrees awarded is
substantial
Program Goals
TBA
Challenges and Opportunities
• Develop strategies to increase
retention rate

Retention

77%

75%

75%

62%

62%

62%

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

42

52

81

105

113

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

4.6%

31.0%

21

26

31

20
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Health Science (Pre Professional)

Discipline Area

Description:
Program review needed.

FTES
18.63

17.07

16.00
13.03
9.47

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

40

62

81

80

88

FTEF

1.66

1.16

2.19

2.70

3.03

WSCH per
FTEF

56

328

213

185

179

Success

50%
45%
2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

Challenges and Opportunities
• Develop strategies to increase
retention rate

72%

65%

68%

53%

Program Goals
TBA

Retention

79%

65%

Assessment
• FTES in years observed is increasing
• WSCH per FTEF has been erratic and
low
• Success rate unstable but above
college average in ’06‐‘07
• Retention rate is unstable and below
college average

65%

54%

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

6

5

10

11

13

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Hotel, Restaurant and Casino Management (HRCM)

Discipline Area

FTES
75.93

75.20
59.23
46.36

11.77

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

101

372

380

449

461

FTEF

0.85

3.27

3.89

4.63

5.52

WSCH per
FTEF

404

414

444

474

401

92%

Success
92%
88%

69%

65%

75%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

Retention
95%
90%

2004‐
2005

85%

76%

2005‐
2006

Description:
This is a program to certify students to work in
the fields of hotel, restaurant, and casino
management. All courses offered promote
practical job skills and have resulted in
students receiving certificates in Dining Room
Management, Pastry and Bakery Arts, and
Beverage Management.
Assessment
• FTES in years observed is increasing
• WSCH per FTEF has been erratic, but
productive
• Success rate high in 2005‐2006 and
exceeds college average
• Retention rate high and steady and
exceeds college average
Program Goals from 2008 Program Review
• Sequence course work to articulate
with 4 year institutions
• Achieve accreditation for the program
• Build new course curricula
• Modify current courses as needed to
improve student learning outcomes
Challenges and Opportunities
• Develop strategies to increase degrees
awarded

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

5

27

29

37

44

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

64%

34%

17%

0%

0%

1

0

0

1
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Humanities

Discipline Area

Description:
This program serves students seeking AA
degrees in Humanities and Social Sciences. It is
an interdisciplinary program.

FTES
90.70
64.70

32.10

2002‐
2003

41.30

2003‐
2004

Assessment
• High growth in FTES in years observed
• Large percentage of online enrollment
• Online enrollment more than doubled
from 2005‐2006 to 2006‐2007
• Success rate is unstable, fell below
college average by 8% in ’06‐‘07
• Retention rate is stable

50.80

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

321

413

508

647

906

FTEF

2.20

2.40

3.20

4.40

6.40

WSCH per
FTEF

426

502

463

429

413

Program Goals from 2006 Program Review
• Begin a Native American course
• Begin a cross cultural course
• Put Women’s Studies under the Ethnic
Studies program
• Participate in recruitment events at
high schools in our service area
Challenges and Opportunities
• Review variances in success rates and
seek to increase

Success
81%

80%

67%

61%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

Retention

86%

84%

68%

71%

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

81%

56%

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

11

12

16

22

32

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

0.0%

11.6%

8.3%

25.7%

59.3%

1

0

1

2
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Liberal Studies/Liberal Arts

Discipline Area
0203
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

0304

0405

0506

0607

137

158

189

212

Description:
The program is currently under review and
modification.
Assessment
No Data Available
Program Goals
TBA

Educational Master Plan, 2008 | West Hills College Lemoore
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Mathematics

Discipline Area

Description:
The Math program consists of a full spectrum
of courses ranging from developmental to
advanced level mathematics. Courses are
designed to satisfy the certificate, associate
degree, and transfer level needs for both the
technical and non‐technical student.

FTES
290.20
274.40

274.13
257.85

2002‐
2003

261.23

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

1,825

1,801

1,981

1,919

1,908

FTEF

16.16

15.48

17.98

20.24

19.53

WSCH per
FTEF

465

492

471

395

410

Success
79%

74%

77%

62%

62%

63%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2006‐
2007

Retention
73%

74%

55%

57%

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

58

55

62

74

78

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

26.8%

19.4%

16.4%

20.2%

29.2%

2

4

2

2
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Assessment
• FTES increased until ‘05‐‘06
• Significant increase in sections during
the years observed
• WSCH per FTEF has decreased overall
• Success rate is decreasing and is below
the college average
• Retention is relatively stable but below
college average
Program Goals from 2004 Program Review
• Add student learning outcomes to all
course outlines
• Increase number of Math 64 sections
• Establish an effective assessment test
that accurately places students in Math
101, 61, 63 or Math 15.
• Create an assessment policy for online
classes
Challenges and Opportunities
• Develop strategies to increase success
and retention rates
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Discipline Area

Nursing
Description:
A new Nursing Program was launched Fall
2008.
Assessment
No Data Available
Program Goals
TBA

Educational Master Plan, 2008 | West Hills College Lemoore
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Office Management and Technology

Discipline Area

FTES
65.22

2002‐
2003

64.04

2003‐
2004

51.69

49.51

51.61

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

655

645

545

520

499

FTEF

4.58

3.26

2.10

3.80

3.26

WSCH per
FTEF

415

574

717

380

462

Success

Retention

68%

67%

67%

70%

73%

51%

50%

46%

51%

49%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

48

41

39

42

44

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

7.0%

14.1%

11.4%

20.6%

31.3%

N/A

6

3

3

3
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Description:
The Office Management and Technologies
program offers a variety of options that guide
students toward successful employment in
business and government. The certificate
programs include an Office Management and
Technology Certificate, a Clerk Typist
Certificate, and a Secretary/Word Processing
Certificate. Completion of the Certificate
program and the general education and District
requirements qualifies students for an
associate degree.
Assessment
• FTES in years observed is decreasing
• Percentage of online courses is steadily
increasing
• WSCH per FTEF has been erratic, but
generally productive
• Success rate well below the college
average
• Retention is improved but below the
college average
Program Goals from 2004 Program Review
• Increase business community
involvement in the design of classes
and certificates/degrees
• Improve the business community’s
perception of the college’s
certificates/degrees
• Develop a path for students’ transition
from education to employment
• Investigate cross discipline course
offerings to enhance employability
• Integrate certificates and degrees to
articulate a path to four year
institutions
• Improve student access with
convenient course designs
• Develop more short term and online
courses so employed individuals can
quickly update their skills or the
unemployed can obtain job ready skills

Challenges and Opportunities
• Develop strategies to raise retention
and success rates
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Physical Education

Discipline Area

FTES
162.69
128.69

118.68

105.22
83.38

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

1,158

879

1,136

1,244

1,735

FTEF

7.94

5.67

8.18

8.83

12.37

WSCH per
FTEF

386

429

423

425

383

Description:
The Physical Education curriculum is designed
to provide the opportunity to achieve an
associate degree in the student’s area of
specialization.
Assessment
• FTES in years observed is increasing
• WSCH per FTEF had been steady, but
decreased in 2006‐2007 and is below
the college average
• Success rate is stable and slightly
above college average
• Retention has slightly declined but at
college average
Program Goals from 2007 Program Review
• Increase course offerings
• Standardize tests between instructors
to be more consistent in grading
• Develop and revise the degree
Challenges and Opportunities:

Success

•

Retention

84%

81%

80%

78%

78%

72%

66%

68%

65%

67%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

98

58

68

78

106

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

2.7%

19.3%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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•

Develop strategies to increase
productivity of classes
Develop strategies to increase degrees
awarded
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Physics

Discipline Area

Description:
Program review needed

FTES
6.20

6.20

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

3.00

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

NA

NA

15

31

31

FTEF

NA

NA

0.70

1.05

1.75

WSCH per
FTEF

NA

NA

125

172

103

Success

Assessment
• Sections increasing
• FTES increasing
• Success & retention high in 2006‐2007
and both exceed the college averages that
year
• WSCH per FTEF is low relative to other
programs on campus
Program Goals
TBA

Retention
97%

80%

77%

67%

71%

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

94%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

NA

NA

4

6

10

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

NA

NA

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Psychology

Discipline Area

FTES
86.10

2002‐
2003

77.40

2003‐
2004

79.70

77.50

68.70

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

859

805

683

775

797

FTEF

5.06

4.60

4.20

5.40

6.00

WSCH per
FTEF

496

491

477

419

387

Success
80%

80%

62%

62%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

Retention

84%

80%

65%

68%

67%

65%

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

27

23

21

27

30

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

46.0%

28.0%

31.0%

36.8%

48.6%

6

14

13

18
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Description:
The Psychology Associate Degree program is
designed to provide entry‐level skills and
knowledge for the student transferring to a
four year institution with a major in
psychology. The psychology major prepares
students for programs with emphasis in
psychology, counseling, child development,
educational psychology, education, social work,
sociology, human services, and nursing.
Assessment
• No [overall] growth in FTES in years
observed
• FTES dipped in 2004‐2005 and
increased by 2006‐2007
• Large percentage of online enrollment
• Substantial number of degrees
awarded.
• Success rate is relatively stable and at
the college average
• Retention rate has been stable then
declined and in ’06‐’07 fell 14% below
the college average
Program Goals from 2004 Program Review
• Develop hybrid Psychology courses
• Revise curriculum to ensure currency
with statewide curricular trends
• Develop student learning outcomes for
Psych 1
• Expand Learning Community course
offerings
• Expand offerings of hybrid Psych
courses
Challenges and Opportunities
• Develop strategies to address recent
retention rate decrease
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Social Science

Discipline Area

FTES
230.90

2002‐
2003

228.20

236.00

262.40

206.30

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

2,298

2,281

2,061

2,359

2,623

FTEF

14.00

11.80

12.00

14.80

16.80

WSCH per
FTEF

481

564

501

465

456

Success

Retention

82%

82%

83%

82%

81%

65%

66%

68%

68%

64%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

70

59

60

74

84

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

49.8%

47.6%

41.6%

44.0%

51.4%

3

4

8

12
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Description:
The Social Science Associate Degree program is
designed to provide the transfer social science
major the opportunity to achieve an associate
degree with specialization of the student’s
choice. The major is made up of 24 units in the
fields of Economics, Geography, History,
Political Science, Psychology, and Sociology.
Assessment
• Slight growth in FTES in years
observed
• FTES dropped in 2004‐2005 and has
been steadily increasing
• Large percentage of online enrollment
• Retention rate is stable and higher
than the college average
• Success rate is stable and higher than
the college average
Program Goals from 2004 Program Review
• Bring Social Science 32A and B into the
history department
• Develop a cultural/ethnic studies
program
• Develop courses such as Native
American and Asian Pacific Islander
history, with potential to expand into
family and gender studies
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Teaching Assistant (Education Assistant)

Discipline Area

FTES
17.25

2002‐
2003

18.57

2003‐
2004

11.47

10.87

10.63

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Duplicated
Enrollment

250

246

190

156

142

FTEF

1.86

1.81

1.24

1.25

1.27

WSCH per
FTEF

271

299

270

253

245

Success
86%

82%

76%

71%

67%

63%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

Retention
78%

82%

71%

71%

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

0203

0304

0405

0506

0607

Sections

18

14

11

12

11

% of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

34.8%

41.5%

59.5%

46.8%

38.0%

1

0

0

1
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Description:
The Education/Education Assistant (EDUC/EA)
program provides courses and experiences for
prospective teachers. The program awards a
certificate as a Teaching Assistant. It is a
program that has been actively involved in
partnerships with Upward Bound Math and
Science, Educational Talent Search, University
Charter School, and Middle College High School.
The teacher preparation effort is now called
T.E.A.M. Teach and comes out of the
Education/Education Assistant program.
Assessment
• Number of FTES as well as sections
offered in Teaching Assistant declined
over past five academic years
• Retention and success rates are above
college average
• WSCH per FTEF is below college
average.
Program Goals from 2007 Program Review
• Identify a counselor who will work
specifically with T.E.A.M Teach
students
• Write student learning outcomes for
all remaining EDUC/EA courses
• Review and revise education assistant
certificate to meet current needs of
workplace and students
• Implement student learning outcome
evaluation cycle in EDUC 1
• Write curriculum for CBEST prep
classes to offer as nontransferable one
unit courses in test preparation,
reading, writing, and math
• Develop stronger articulation
agreements at local high schools
• Develop strong student learning
outcome assessment cycles for EDUC 1
and EDUC 5 that include adjunct
faculty
Challenges and Opportunities
• Develop strategies to increase
enrollment, retention, and success
rates, and increase productivity
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BASIC SKILLS
Basic Skills are the foundation for student success. Sometimes called developmental education or pre‐
collegiate skills, they are needed by many students entering all segments of higher education in order to be
successful in college coursework. The statewide course success rate at community colleges in Basic Skills is
60.5%, about 10 % lower than that for other courses.
At Lemoore, students in Basic Skills classes are successful at a rate close to or above the statewide average. All
Basic Skills classes have grown in enrollment over the six years represented below.
Basic Skills Math

FTES

Success
80%

79.83
53.50
31.17

30.28

79%

71%

70%

70%

39.33

Retention

53%

60%

58%

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

82%

81%

65%

63%

2006‐
2007

2007‐
2008

15.33

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

Sections
Duplicated Enrollment
FTEF
WSCH per FTEF

•

•

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

2007‐
2008

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

200203

200304

200405

200506

200607

200708

8
188
2.46
359

4
92
1.32
339

5
187
1.65
551

7
236
2.32
494

9
321
3.00
520

13
479
4.33
537

Math Basic Skills classes have increased both in sections and enrollment. Students are more
successful than the statewide average of 52%. (Source: Board of Governor’s Report on System’s Basic
Skills)
The program has high productivity and strong retention

Basic Skills English

FTES

Success
89.40

59.47

66.83

69.33

58.33

78%

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

81%

79%

76%

79%

60%

57%

56%

58%

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

2007‐
2008

64.17
59%

2002‐
2003

73%

Retention

2006‐
2007

2007‐
2008
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2002‐
2003

50%

2003‐
2004
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Sections
Duplicated Enrollment
FTEF
WSCH per FTEF

•

•

200203

200304

200405

200506

200607

200708

35
360

19
401

22
416

19
350

22
385

31
648

7.71
225

4.76
410

6.16
328

5.34
318

5.93
315

7.13
366

English Basic Skills classes are building back from ’02‐ ’03. Note that with fewer sections in ’07‐08
they have significantly surpassed the number of enrollments they had in ’02‐’03 with more sections,
a sign of a productive efficient program ‐‐ particularly considering that the success and retention of
their students have remained steady.
Success rates are generally comparable to statewide average of 59.3%. (Source: Board of Governor’s
Report on System’s Basic Skills).

English as a Second Language (ESL)

FTES

Success
9.50

6.30

6.83

100%

6.67

6.50

92%

5.00

88%

Retention
93%

87%

88%

77%

98%

85%
67%

59%

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

Sections
Duplicated Enrollment
FTEF
WSCH per FTEF

•
•
•

2005‐
2006

2006‐
2007

2007‐
2008

2002‐
2003

2003‐
2004

2004‐
2005

2005‐
2006

200203

200304

200405

200506

200607

200708

15
52
1.27
145

6
41
1.40
142

6
39
1.12
169

6
30
0.56
259

6
40
0.85
229

7
66
0.67
411

98%

2006‐
2007

2007‐
2008

Notable drop in sections after ’02‐03, but enrollments now surpass the enrollment when the
program had double the number of sections.
No ESL courses scheduled during the day were offered between 2002‐03 to 2007‐08
Success rates are mostly above statewide average of 70.6%. (Source: Board of Governor’s Report on
System’s Basic Skills)
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Basic Skills Placement
Students who enroll in courses that are appropriate for their preparation levels are much more likely to
succeed in college. The assessment process should provide information and support to students so they can
make appropriate educational choices. Below are charts that reveal the number of first term students who
were assessed and placed into Basic Skills classes in English and math. The ESL program does not have a
formal assessment mechanism.
WHC Lemoore Campus
Year

Placed into Basic Skills

FirstTerm
Students

Assessed

%
Assessed

English

% of
Assessed

Math

% of
Assessed

20042005

1,534

575

37.5%

203

35%

223

39%

20052006

1,702

927

54.5%

349

38%

413

45%

20062007

1.613

798

49.5%

317

40%

355

44%

20072008

1,843

859

46.6%

411

48%

437

51%

•
•
•

In the four years observed, an average of 47 percent first term students at the WHC Lemoore campus
were assessed for course placement
Of the numbers assessed, an average of 48 percent of students were placed into Basic Skills English
Approximately 45 percent of students assessed were placed in Basic Skills Math, with the greatest
percentage (51%) in the 2007‐08 academic year

NASL Campus
Year

Placed into Basic Skills
FirstTerm
Students

Assessed

%
Assessed

English

% of
Assessed

Math

% of
Assessed

20042005

40

16

40.0%

2

13%

4

25%

20052006

25

14

56.0%

3

21%

9

64%

20062007

22

11

50.0%

3

27%

3

27%

20072008

19

5

26.3%

0

0%

1

20%

•

A declining number of students are being assessed at NASL.

Online Campus
Year

Placed into Basic Skills

FirstTerm
Students

Assessed

%
Assessed

English

% of
Assessed

Math

% of
Assessed

20042005

519

204

39.3%

23

11%

48

24%

20052006

695

382

55.0%

54

14%

118

31%

20062007

988

459

46.5%

48

10%

119

26%

20072008

1162

313

26.9%

80

26%

125

40%

•
•
•

The percentage of students assessed for the online campus has been declining over three years
An average of 15 percent of students assessed for the online campus were placed into Basic Skills
English
An average of 30 percent of students assessed for the online campus were placed into Basic Skills
Math
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TOP TEN INSTRUCTIONAL DISCIPLINES BY FTES, 20032007
20032004
Program

20042005
FTES

20052006

Program

FTES

Program

20062007
FTES

Program

FTES

Math

261

Math

290

Biology

283

Biology

278

Social Science

228

Biology

246

Math

274

Math

274

Biology

184

218
206

236

Health Science
(General)
Social Science

267

136

Health Science
(General)
Social Science

261

Health Science
(General)
Computer
Information Systems
Business

Health Science
(General)
Social Science

130

Physical Education

119

Physical Education

129

Physical Education

163

121

116

Business

106

AOJ

127

AOJ

83

Computer
Information Systems
Business

106

95

Business

103

Physical Education

83

AOJ

89

Computer
Information Systems
AOJ

85

Humanities

91

Psychology

77

Geography

79

Geography

85

89

Geography

72

Art

71

Art

80

Computer
Information Systems
Art

•
•

262

87

Math, Biology and Health Science are among the three largest FTES generators in the past four years
observed. Social Science has remained in the top five.
The top ten programs have remained consistent during this time.

AVERAGE WSCH PER FTEF, 20022007
Program

Average

Program

Average

Office Management

510

Child Development

433

Social Science

493

HRCM

427

Geography

477

Business

420

Geology

472

Physical Education

409

Computer Information Systems

470

Art

363

AOJ

463

Chemistry

327

Psychology

454

Communications

306

Math

447

Teaching Assistant

268

Humanities

447

Health Science (Pre‐Professional)

192

COLLEGE AVERAGE, 2002‐07

441

Physics

134

Health Science (General)

438

Engineering*

44

Biology

436

*New Engineering program started in fall 2008
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AVERAGE SUCCESS 20022007
Program

Success

Program

Success

Art

78%

Humanities

65%

Geology

77%

Psychology

65%

Physics

77%

Biology

64%

HRCM

75%

COLLEGE AVERAGE, 2002‐07

64%

Child Development

71%

Computer Information Systems

63%

Communications

71%

Health Science (General)

63%

Teaching Assistant

69%

Math

60%

STATEWIDE AVERAGE, 200308

68%

Health Science (Pre‐Professional)

57%

Physical Education

68%

Business

51%

Geography

66%

Chemistry

50%

Social Science

66%

Office Management

50%

AOJ

65%

Engineering

33%

•

•

Students are least successful in Business, Chemistry, and Office Management over a 5 year span.
Business and Chemistry also fall below the college average in WSCH/FTEF; Office Management has
the highest WSCH/FTEF at the college.
Students are most successful in Art, Geology, HRCM, and Physics.

AVERAGE RETENTION, 20022007
Program

Retention

Program

Retention

HRCM

90%

Physical Education

80%

Geology

88%

Biology

79%

Art

86%

COLLEGE AVERAGE, 2002‐07

79%

Geography

85%

Psychology

78%

Physics

85%

Computer Information Systems

77%

STATEWIDE AVERAGE, 200308

84%

Health Science (General)

76%

AOJ

84%

Math

75%

Child Development

82%

Business

71%

Communications

82%

Office Management

69%

Humanities

82%

Engineering

67%

Social Science

82%

Health Science (Pre‐Professional)

66%

Teaching Assistant

81%

Chemistry

61%

•
•
•

Student retention is highest in programs that also reflect a high success rate – HRCM, Geology, Art,
and Physics.
Student retention is lowest in programs that reflect a lower success rate – Business, Office
Management, Health Science, and Chemistry.
The California Community Colleges System Strategic Plan of January 2006 notes that efforts are
needed to improve semester to semester persistence, especially into the second year of college study.
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DEGREES AND CERTIFICATES
From Fall 2003 to Fall 2007, West Hills College Lemoore conferred a total of 1,276 degrees and certificates in
various disciplines. Over 50 percent of these were Associate of Arts in Liberal Arts. The Liberal Arts Program
has been renamed Liberal Studies and is currently under review and modification.
The total number of degrees and certificates conferred by West Hills College Lemoore has been steadily
increasing over the past four years.

Total Number of Degrees & Certificates
293

254

*2003‐2004

2004‐2005

390

339

2005‐2006

2006‐2007

Top 20 Programs by Total Number of Degree/Certificate Conferred, 20032007
Program Title

200304*
137

200405
158

200506
189

200607
212

Total
696

Business Administration ‐ AA

19

25

29

33

106

Health Science ‐ General ‐ AS

20

25

0

19

64

Administration of Justice ‐ Law Enforcement ‐ AA

6

18

16

23

63

Psychology ‐ AA

5

14

13

18

50

Child Development ‐ AA

0

9

10

17

36

Health Science ‐ General ‐ AA

1

0

31

1

33

Social Science ‐ AA

3

4

8

12

27

Computer Information Systems ‐ AA

8

4

9

6

27

Administration of Justice ‐Corrections Option ‐ AA

2

7

9

2

20

Business ‐ AA

2

2

4

4

12

Computer Information Systems ‐ AS

5

2

1

4

12

Child Development ‐ Certificate

0

2

3

6

11

Bookkeeping Fundamental ‐ Certificate

2

2

2

5

11

Mathematics ‐ AA

2

4

2

2

10

Office Management & Tech. ‐ AA

2

3

2

1

8

Administration of Justice ‐ Law Enforcement ‐ AS

0

3

2

2

7

Business Management ‐ Certificate

3

2

0

2

7

Child Development Admin. ‐ Certificate

4

1

0

2

7

Retail Business Management ‐ Certificate

1

1

0

4

6

Liberal Arts ‐ AA
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TRANSFERS TO FOUR YEAR INSTITUTIONS

WHCL Student Transfers to Four Year Institutions
300
240

250

Transfers

200

50
0

134

127

150
100

170

163
97
51
2014 12

76
1922 10

88

86
3626
15

1621 9

129
84
50
26
10

59
33

19

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

In State Private

20

19

36

16

50

59

Out of State Private

14

22

26

21

26

33

In State Public

51

76

86

88

84

129

Out of State Public

12

10

15

9

10

19

Total

97

127

163

134

170

240

Data Source: National Student Clearing House; WHCCD Data Warehouse
Definition: The annual numbers of transfers to four‐year institutions were determined by students who
completed at least 12 units in the WHCCD system and stopped attending WHCCD prior to transferring to a
four year institution.
Assessment:
•
•
•

In ’07, 92 students transferred to public four year institutions; 148 students transferred to private
four year institutions.
In the six years observed, more students transferred to California private institutions each year than
transferred to California public institutions.
The number of students transferring continues to increase with the most significant gains occurring
at California private four year institutions.
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WHC Online Student Transfers to Four Year Institutions

Transfers

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

58
37
10

20

6
1410

6
1320

2002

2003

2004

In State Private

1

1

Out of State Private

4

In State Public

22

14

111113

22
14 16
2

6

2005

2006

2007

10

14

11

14

3

4

3

11

22

1

2

4

3

13

16

Out of State Public

0

0

2

2

2

6

Total

6

6

20

22

37

58

442

332

Data Source: National Student Clearing House; WHCCD Data Warehouse
Definition: Based on WHCCD students who completed at least 12 units primarily online from a combination
of online courses from WHCC and WHCL and stopped attending WHCCD prior to transferring to a four year
institution.
Assessment:
•
•

The number of online transfers has significantly increased over the six years observed.
Significant gains have been made in the number of students transferring to out of state public
institutions.

WHCCD Total Student Transfers to Four Year Institutions
500

419

Transfers

400
281

300
200

138

130

146

284

231

218
131

198
134

70
2320 25

2530 33

5243 40

4032 28

7051
29

99
72 50

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

In State Private

23

25

52

40

70

99

Out of State Private

20

30

43

32

51

72

In State Public

70

130

146

131

134

198

Out of State Public

25

33

40

28

29

50

Total

138

218

281

231

284

419

100
0

Data Source: National Student Clearing House; WHCCD Data Warehouse
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WHC Lemoore Top 20 Transfer FourYear Institutions, 20022007
Name of Institution
Number

%

1

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY ‐ FRESNO

381

40.9%

2

CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY‐AC 1

71

7.6%

3

FRESNO PACIFIC UNIVERSITY

58

6.2%

4

UNIVERSITY OF PHOENIX

54

5.8%

5

COLUMBIA COLLEGE‐EV SESSION

40

4.3%

6

CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY‐ORANGE

34

3.7%

7

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY ‐ CHICO

12

1.3%

8

NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

12

1.3%

9

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY ‐ SACRAMENTO

10

1.1%

10

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA‐DAVIS

10

1.1%

11

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ‐ UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

10

1.1%

12

EMBRY‐RIDDLE AERONAUTICAL UNIV.‐WORLDWIDE CAMPUS

9

1.0%

13

SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY

9

1.0%

14

SAN FRANCISCO STATE UNIVERSITY

8

0.9%

15

CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY

7

0.8%

16

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY ‐ FULLERTON

7

0.8%

17

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA‐BERKELEY

7

0.8%

18

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY ‐ MONTEREY BAY

6

0.6%

19

EMBRY‐RIDDLE AERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY ‐ DAYTONA

6

0.6%

20

OLD DOMINION UNIVERSITY

6

0.6%

Other Four Year Institutions

174

18.7%

Total

931

Data Source: National Student Clearing House; WHCCD Data Warehouse
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TRANSFERS TO TWO YEAR INSTITUTIONS

WHCL Student Transfers to Two Year Institutions

Transfers

160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

147
126

63

16

24
4 1 3

24
10

35

140
117

76
60

43
16

13

22

20

1 0

3 1

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

In State Public

16

24

43

60

126

117

Out of State Public

4

10

16

13

20

22

In State Private

1

1

3

1

1

1

Out of State Private

3

0

1

2

0

0

Total

24

35

63

76

147

140

1 2

1 0

1 0

Data Source: National Student Clearing House; WHCCD Data Warehouse
Totals includes In State Public, Out of State Public, In State Private and Out of State Private Two Year
institutions.
Definitions
•

Lemoore Total: The annual number of transfers to two‐year institutions was determined by
students who completed at least 12 units in the WHCCD system and stopped attending WHCCD prior
to transferring to a two year institution.

Assessment
•
•

The number of students transferring to two year institutions has increased over the six years
observed.
Exit interviews could reveal reasons for these transfers that will assist the college in educational
planning.
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WHC Lemoore Top 20 Transfer TwoYear Institutions, 20022007
Number
Name of Institution

%

1

COLLEGE OF THE SEQUOIAS

134

27.6%

2

FRESNO CITY COLLEGE

91

18.8%

3

REEDLEY COLLEGE

17

3.5%

4

CUESTA COLLEGE

13

2.7%

5

BAKERSFIELD COLLEGE

7

1.4%

6

SAN DIEGO CITY COLLEGE

7

1.4%

7

SOUTHWESTERN COLLEGE

7

1.4%

8

FULLERTON COLLEGE

6

1.2%

9

GROSSMONT COLLEGE

6

1.2%

10

AMERICAN RIVER COLLEGE LOS RIOS CC DISTRICT

5

1.0%

11

COASTLINE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

5

1.0%

12

COSUMNES RIVER COLLEGE‐LOS RIOS CC DISTRICT

5

1.0%

13

ITT TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

5

1.0%

14

PENSACOLA JUNIOR COLLEGE

5

1.0%

15

SAN DIEGO MESA COLLEGE

5

1.0%

16

TIDEWATER COMMUNITY COLLEGE

5

1.0%

17

COLLEGE OF SOUTHERN MARYLAND

4

0.8%

18

HEALD COLLEGE ‐ FRESNO

4

0.8%

19

OXNARD COLLEGE

4

0.8%

20

SAN DIEGO MIRAMAR COLLEGE

4

0.8%

Other Two Year Institutions

146

30.1%

Total

485
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Section IV: Student Services
Student services are an important and integral function at West Hills College Lemoore. The college develops
and offers a wide scope of support services that are dedicated to supplementing and complementing
instructional programs and providing educational and cultural resources to students, faculty, and the
community.
For the purposes of this Educational Master Plan, the student services included are those dealing with the
Department of Learning Resources, Financial Aid, the Matriculation process and the following categorical
programs: CalWorks, CARE, DSP&S, and EOPS.
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Department of Learning Resources
Description: The Department of Learning Resources is responsible for supporting the colleges in their
teaching/learning and service process through the development and administration of an academic online
and video conference program that provides faculty training, help desk support, and videoconference
technology installation and support.

20022006 Online FTES & Unduplicated Headcount by College
1101

3500
3000

1200
1000

886

2500

800

2000

558
408

1500

600

399
400

1000

200

500
0

2068

1793

1948 1477

2142 1849

3023 2304

2002‐2003

2003‐2004

2004‐2005

2005‐2006

2006‐2007

Lemoore

Coalinga

0

FTES

Note: Prior to 2003‐2004, all online courses were offered by WHCL
•

There is significant growth in the online FTES and headcount at each campus.

Video Conferenced Courses
Lemoore

Coalinga

Firebaugh
18

13
11

13 13

12

10

8

10
8

8

8

5

Fall 2003

•

Spring 2004

17

Fall 2004

5

Spring 2005

9

4

Fall 2005

4

Spring 2006

The number of video conference courses offered at Lemoore has been decreasing
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Online Offerings
Online Disciplines

Online Class Sections
146

134
105

36
19

17

Fall 2003

•

58

47

Spring
2004

19

Fall 2004

81

67

20

Spring
2005

21

Fall 2005

22

Spring
2006

23

Fall 2006

24

Spring
2007

While the number of disciplines available online has remained steady, the number of sections has
increased significantly.

Department Plans:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide online students with active, hands‐on, concrete experiences through technological media
through collaboration of Learning Resources online staff and online instructors
Develop and implement Student Technology and Online Readiness Self Assessment Tools
Increase student technology literacy and independence through enhanced online orientations,
student‐friendly sites, and online training in courses
Research and work with CENIC on all aspects of captioning for video conference courses
Research and present to faculty new classroom mediated technologies
Provide consultation and research services to the college academic communities.

From Program Review of Spring 2007
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Matriculation
Description: The matriculation Process at WHC Lemoore provides an admission process, an orientation to
college programs, services, and procedures; pre‐enrollment assessment and counseling for course selection, a
suitable curriculum, and a continuous follow up on student progress with referral to support services.

Students Served, 200607
% of 6,469 Total
926

424
221

205
75

3%

1%

7%

3%

14%

EOPS (Non‐
CARE)

CARE

DSP&S

CalWORKs

*Matric

Orientation Services

Assessment Services, Placement
Assessment Services, Other
23%
22%

21%
18%

19%
10%

12%

12%

7%

8%
2%

% of % of EOPS % of CARE % of
% of
Students
DSP&S CalWORKs

% of % of EOPS % of CARE % of
% of
Students
DSP&S CalWORKs

Advisement/Couseling

Academic Follow Up Services

73%

30%

65%

28%

55%
24%

% of % of EOPS % of CARE % of
% of
Students
DSP&S CalWORKs

31%
20%

9%

8%

% of % of EOPS % of CARE % of
% of
Students
DSP&S CalWORKs

* Matriculation is based on students receiving assessment and counseling or orientation services.
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Extended Opportunity Program and Services (EOPS)
Description: The EOPS program and services is a state funded program that provides supplemental support
services to students with financial and educational needs. Eligibility is determined by income level and
demonstration of need.
200607

EOPS (NonCARE)

% of EOPS

% of All (6,469)

Enrolled in CREDIT

221

100%

4%

Credit FTES

216

100%

8%

Enrolled in NONCREDIT

18

8.1%

5%

Noncredit FTES

0

0%

0%

Ethnicity, 2006‐07

Age, 2006‐07

Ages 30‐
49
24%
Ages
25‐29
12%

Native
American
3% Other

Ages 50+
4%

2%

Ages <20
21%

Hispanic
63%

Ages 20‐
24
39%

White
19%

African
American
9%

Unknown
/DTS
2%

Filipino Asian
1% 1%
•
•

The primary age group served by EOPS is students 20 to 24 years of age
The majority of the students are Hispanic
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Cooperative Agencies Resources for Education (CARE)
Description: The CARE Program is a cooperative effort between Kings County Human Services System, the
Employment Development Department, and the college’s EOPS program. The focus of the program is to assist
single parents on AFDC via supplemental grants and workshops that will provide them support for their
academic success and retention.
200607

CARE

% of CARE

% of All (6,469)

Enrolled in CREDIT

75

100%

1%

Credit FTES

75

100%

1%

Enrolled in NONCREDIT

66

100%

3%

Noncredit FTES

6

8%

2%

Age, 200607

Ethnicity, 200607

Ages <
20
8%

White
25%
Unknown
/DTS
6%

Ages 30 
49
32%
Ages 20 
24
33%

Ages 25 
29
27%

•
•

Hispanic
52%

African
America
n
16%

Asian
1%

The majority of students in CARE are below 30 years of age
The ethnic composition of CARE students varies from the college ethnic composition: CARE: 52%
Hispanic, college: 39% Hispanic, CARE: 25% white, college: 36% white, CARE: 16% African
American, college 7% African American
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Disabled Students Programs and Services (DSPS)
Description: The DSPS program provides equal access to education for disabled persons. The college’s office
provides services to students with physical, learning, and psychological disabilities with a large range of
support services.
200607

DSP&S

% of DSP&S

% of All (6,469)

Enrolled in CREDIT

234

55%

4%

Credit FTES

154

32%

6%

Enrolled in NONCREDIT

215

51%

60%

Noncredit FTES

327

68%

95%

Age, 200607

Ethnicity, 200607
Other
2%

Ages 50 +
13%

Native
American
1%

Ages < 20
12%

White
42%

Ages 20 ‐
24
28%

Ages 30 ‐
49
33%

Hispanic
36%

African‐
American
13%

Ages 25 ‐
29
14%
Filipino
2%

•
•

Unknown
/DTS
3%

Asian
1%

The largest percentage of any age group in the DSPS program is 30 to 49 years
The ethnic composition in DSPS varies from the college: DSPS: 42% white, college: 36% white;
DSPS: 36% Hispanic, college: 39% Hispanic; DSPS: 13% African American, college: 7% African
American
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Cal WORKs
Description: The Cal WORKs program is a state funded program to assist families who have received state
aid. It provides an opportunity to return to college and receive education and training to become employable.
200607

Cal WORKs

% of Cal WORKs

% of All (6,469)

Enrolled in CREDIT

201

98%

3%

Credit FTES

144

100%

5%

Enrolled in NONCREDIT

19

9%

5%

0.70

0%

0%

Noncredit FTES

Age, 200607

Ages 30 ‐
49
26%
Ages 25 ‐
29
23%

Ethnicity, 200607

Ages 50
+
1%

Ages < 20
7%

Ages 20 ‐
24
43%

•
•

White
29%

Native
American
2%

Unknown
/DTS
3%

African‐
American
14%

Hispanic
48%

Asian
2%
Filipino
2%

50% of Cal Works students are 24 years of age or below and 50% are 25 to 49
The ethnic composition varies from the overall college: Cal Works: 48% Hispanic, college 39%,
Cal Works: 29% white, college: 36% white, Cal Works: 14% African American, college: 7%
African American
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Financial Aid
Description: This department assists students through the various financial aid programs

administered by the college. Financial aid is funding provided by federal and state governments and
institutional sources to help students with their educational expenses. The funding is made up of
grants, scholarships, and loans. Loans have several repayment options.
WHC Lemoore

Enrolled

Received
Financial Aid

20022003

5,468

1,692

% of Students
Receiving Financial
Aid
31%

20032004

5,010

1,828

36%

20042005

5,512

2,153

39%

20052006

5,817

2,361

41%

20062007

6,469

2,583

40%

20072008

7,091

2,721

38%

•
•

The number of students receiving financial aid has increased over the six years observed.
The percentage of students receiving financial aid has decreased while the student population has
grown.

WHCCD Enrollment of Students Receiving Financial Aid Awards
Academic Year
20022003

Students Awarded
Financial Aid
3,494

20032004

Enrolled at
WHCCD

% Enrolled
2,563

73.4%

3,500

2,720

77.7%

20042005

4,007

3,146

78.5%

20052006

4,371

3,359

76.8%

20062007

4,614

3,645

79.0%

20072008

4,848

3,903

80.5%

Source: Datatel; WHCCD Data Warehouse

•
•

The number of students receiving financial aid awards has increased over the six years observed.
The percentage of students who were awarded financial aid and enrolled at WHCCD has increased
during six years observed.
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% of Students Receiving
Financial Aid
20072008

20072008
Financial Aid Awards by
Ethnicity
African‐
American
10.5%

38%

20062007

40%

20052006

41%

20042005

39%

20032004

36%

20022003

31%
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

20072008
Financial Aid Awards by Age

Filipino
2.6%

White
27.4%
Pacific
Islander
0.3%

Unknown
/DTS
4.6%

Other
1.0% Native
American
1.1%

Asian
2.7%

Hispanic
49.8%

20072008
Financial Aid Awards by Gender

Ages 50+
2%

Ages 30‐
49
22%
Ages 25‐
29
19%

•
•

Ages <19
22%

Ages 20‐
24
35%

Male
32%

Female
68%

The gender of students receiving financial aid differs from student population which is 61.94%
female, 37.37% male.
The age of students receiving financial aid differs slightly from the student population: 25.62% are
under 19; 30.94% are 20‐24; 15.36% are 25‐29; 23.28% are 30‐49.
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Section V: Labor Market Information
INTRODUCTION
The college is committed to providing students with relevant education and training for career technical and
professional programs. Consequently, we examine labor market information for this region and compare it to
the programs we offer. We use this information to plan for the development of new programs.
ECONOMY OF THE SAN JOAQUIN REGION, OVERVIEW
The Educational Master Plan for West Hills College Lemoore primarily utilizes our district service area that
encompasses parts of five counties (Fresno, Kings, Madera, Monterey, San Benito) for demographic data.
However, for the economic and labor market section we have also included the counties of Tulare, Kern,
Merced, Stanislaus and San Joaquin. The reason for this is the impact of the larger geographical region’s
economy on college planning for the West Hills Community College District. Employment options for our
students also take into consideration a greater area than the college district.
Among the ten counties under consideration by West Hills Community College District for its Educational
Master Plan, six are among the top ten counties in the state in the value of their agricultural production:
Fresno, Tulare, Kern, Merced, Stanislaus and San Joaquin. Of the ten counties drawing students to the West
Hills colleges, only Mariposa County, with nearly half of its land on Federal lands, has an economy not based
on agriculture.
While farming and agriculture define the region to a great extent, the counties of the San Joaquin Valley differ
considerably in their economic make‐ups. Madera and Tulare County have about three times the proportion
of employment in agriculture as San Joaquin and Stanislaus. The others fall in between. Likewise,
manufacturing is a more prominent part of the employment picture in Merced and Stanislaus counties than in
other counties and government is a larger sector of employment in Kings County than in the others. This
suggests that educational planners need to consider the diverse employment options in the region as well as
the large distances in the rural landscape.
Population Growth
The population of the region is expected to grow approximately ten percent between 2007 and 2012,
compared to the state’s projected growth of five percent during the same period. The greatest growth will
occur among adults aged 30 to 34 years and children under ten years of age (106,284). (Source: Regional Scan
and Program Demand Report, 2007) This growth will have an impact on the need for job training and re‐
training and for education of children, and related services.
Income Levels and Unemployment
Per capita personal income varies in the San Joaquin Valley counties, but is below the state average in each.
For comparison, the average per capita personal income in California for 2006 was $39,626. Among the ten
counties of the San Joaquin region, Fresno had the highest per capita income, $27,081; Kings had the lowest at
$22,771. (Source: Table CA1‐3, Regional Economic Accounts, Bureau of Economic Analysis, April 2008)
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A recent survey of student applications for admission to West Hill College Lemoore and West Hills College
Coalinga shows 45 and 48 percent of applicants, respectively, have family incomes of $25,000 or less. (Source:
WHCCD 2007‐2008 admission application supplemental survey) The lower than average incomes in the
region are consistent with agricultural regions across the country.
Unemployment also reflects the agricultural economic base of the region. Unemployment tends to be higher
in the San Joaquin Valley region than the state average. The seasonality of agriculture and the relatively low
wage scale account for some of the disparity between this region and other parts of the state. Counties in the
San Joaquin Valley also have higher than average poverty rates.
Employment
The top industry sectors in the region, those with over 100,000 jobs, were government, agriculture (including
forestry, fishing and hunting), retail trade, health and social assistance, manufacturing, construction, and
accommodation and food services in 2007. Construction ranked at the top in earnings per worker ($54,440)
and accommodation and food services ranked last in the group ($16,554). The greatest growth among all
industry sectors by 2012 is projected to be in health care and social assistance. (Source: Chart of Industry
Sectors, Region and State, 2007‐2012).
Those occupations requiring training and/or education and showing the most growth across all industries in
the region in 2007 include:
•
•
•
•

Registered nurses
First‐line supervisors/managers of retail
sales workers
Elementary school teachers, except
special education
Business operation specialists

•
•
•
•
•
•

Truck drivers, heavy and tractor‐trailer
Medical assistants
Customer service representatives
Accountants and auditors
Nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants
Carpenters

(Source: EMSI Top‐Ranked Occupations by Total Growth, 2007‐2012. Note: The list above includes the top ten
occupations, all with over 17,000 employees.)
At the time of the Regional Scan and Program Demand Report, West Hills Community College District offered
curriculum directly related to six of the twelve high‐demand occupations.
Planning for future educational programs and services at the college will take into account the agricultural
character of the region, the needs of its growing population for general education and workforce training, and
the need to keep pace with demands of the economy.
REGIONAL REPORT
The following information was obtained from the Regional Scan & Program Demand Report prepared for
West Hills Community College District by Economic Modeling Specialist Inc.
The Regional Scan included data from ten counties: Fresno, Kern, Kings, Madera, Mariposa, Merced, San
Benito, San Joaquin, Stanislaus, and Tulare. The industry and occupation employment numbers are based on
numerous published sources from the federal Bureaus of Labor Statistics, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
Bureau of the Census, and the National Center for Education Statistics. These ten counties span a region
where the West Hills Community College District students are likely to seek work.
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Occupation Demand and Program Enrollment Comparison
This section compares regional occupations with the most annual openings to the college’s current
enrollment by program, with the goal of indicating where the college might look to increase its capacity. The
occupations are taken directly from the “Top‐Ranked Occupations by New + Replacement Jobs” table.
“Related programs” associated with occupations are identified using a crosswalk developed by the U.S.
Department of Education with some customization by EMSI. College enrollment numbers by Classification of
Instructional Programs (CIP) code are provided by West Hills Community College District.
Note that many occupations have multiple related programs and vice versa, so students enrolled in a program
may be included in more than one row in the table above. “Average annual openings” is total new and
replacement jobs divided by the number of years in the given timeframe.
20072012 Avg.
Annual
Openings

Median Hourly
Earnings

Registered Nurses

1,715

$34.79

Annual
Enrollment at
WHCCD, All
Related
Programs
36

Elementary School Teacher, Except Special Education

1,426

$26.07

225

Truck Drivers, Heavy and Tractor‐Trailer

1,047

$17.08

60

Business Operation Specialists, All Other

945

$27.01

107

First‐line Supervisors/Managers of Retail Sales of Workers

848

$15.29

107

Medical Assistants (Psychiatric Technicians)

735

$12.28

37

Customer Service Representatives

735

$14.23

Carpenters

649

$20.03

Nursing Aides, Orderlies and Attendants

646

$10.72

Maintenance and Repair Workers, General

642

$16.40

50

Secondary School Teachers, Except Special and Vocational
Education
Accountants and Auditors

613

$29.03

225

612

$24.85

50

Bookkeeping, Accounting and Auditing Clerks

585

$14.83

50

First‐Line Supervisors/Managers of Office and
Administrative Support Workers
Sales Representatives, Wholesale and Manufacturing,
Except Technical and Scientific Products
Dental Assistants

581

$20.61

96

565

$24.34

107

507

$13.40

Executive Secretaries and Administrative Assistants

490

$17.73

107

Automotive Service Technicians and Mechanics

461

$17.66

50

Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education

454

$12.08

225

First‐Line Supervisors/Managers of Food Preparation and
Serving Workers
Team Assemblers

428

$11.20

27

409

$11.36

Description

36

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists Inc. (9/2007).
Enrollment totals are based on programs that might lead students into the occupation of demand.
Color Key:
Occupations with programs or training available at WHCL and WHCC are highlighted yellow.
Occupations with programs or training available at WHCC are highlighted green.
Occupations with programs or training available at WHCL are highlighted blue.
Occupations with programs or training not available at WHCCD.
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HighestGrowth Regional Industries, 20072012
These industries are projected to add the most total jobs in the ten county region. The Earning Per Worker
(EPW) is an average of occupations throughout all industries in 2006.
Description

2007 Jobs

2012 Jobs

Change

% Change

Local Government

202,525

214,695

12,170

6%

2006
EPW
$54,832

Child Day Care Services

28,142

36,277

8,135

29%

$13,429

Temporary Help Services

27,479

35,111

7,632

28%

$20,607

General Medical and Surgical Hospitals

35,685

40,401

4,716

13%

$65,179

Department Stores

29,990

34,426

4,436

15%

$21,238

Offices of Physicians

25,526

29,559

4,033

16%

$79,186

Support Activities for Crop Production

116,491

119,796

3,305

3%

$22,301

Limited Service Eating Places

49,920

52,693

2,773

6%

$13,499

Other Activities Related to Real Estate

11,134

13,688

2,554

23%

$31,819

Accounting and Bookkeeping Services

13,438

15,746

2,308

17%

$31,442

State Government

32,770

34,860

2,090

6%

$61,388

Offices of Dentists

10,144

11,980

1,836

18%

$45,506

Full‐Service Restaurants

35,493

37,224

1,731

5%

$16,466

Home Health Care Services

6,110

7,756

1,646

27%

$32,259

Community Care Facilities for the Elderly

6,772

8,344

1,572

23%

$25,429

Other Technical Consulting Services

5,385

6,837

1,452

27%

$40,678

All Other Specialty Trade Contractors

10,129

11,552

1,423

14%

$56,082

Offices of Real Estate Agents and Brokers

22,651

24,040

1,389

6%

$30,975

General Warehousing and Storage

11,125

12,463

1,338

12%

$44,920

Home Centers

7,913

9,242

1,329

17%

$24,961

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists Inc. (9/2007)
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Top 25 Critical Occupations in High Growth Industries
The following table shows the top 30 highest growth occupations (in top 10 industries) from 2007‐2012.
They provide a business oriented view of the most in‐demand jobs over that timeframe, and the demand‐
driven college will seek to align its offerings accordingly. Many jobs found here, especially with an education
level of “short‐term” or “moderate‐term‐on the job training” (ST OJT or MT OJT) are likely to be good
candidates for industry oriented continuing education programs. * (other abbreviations are decoded below)
Average
Education

6,634
2,924

Median
Hourly
Wage (All
Industries)
$8.69
$7.72

2,117

$26.07

Bachelor's

2,001
1,748

$9.29
$34.79

ST OJT
Associate's

1,060
1,039

$12.28
$7.96

MT OJT
ST OJT

990

$24.85

Bachelor's

Physicians and surgeons
Real estate sales agents

858
788

$74.93
$25.08

Prof. DG
PS Award

Real estate brokers

786

$30.99

Teacher assistants
Laborers and freight stock, & material movers, hand
Secondary school teachers, except special and
vocational education
Preschool teachers, except special education
Cooks, fast food
Postsecondary teachers
Cashiers, except gaming
Stock clerks and order fillers
Middle school teachers, except special and
vocational education
Property, real estate, and community association
managers
Registered nurses
Office clerks, general
Police and sheriff's patrol officers
Teachers and instructors, all other

750
720
717

$12.34
$10.12
$29.03

Exp. In
Field
ST OJT
ST OJT
Bachelor's

689
667
650
619
565
530

$12.08
$7.74
$27.43
$8.64
$10.21
$28.77

PS Award
ST OJT
N/A
ST OJT
ST OJT
Bachelor's

488

$12.47

Bachelor's

471
454
402
367

$34.79
$11.65
$29.57
$19.95

Associate's
ST OJT
LT OJT
Bachelor's

Industry

Occupation

Child day care services
Support activities for crop
production
Local Government

Child care workers
Farmworkers and laborers, crop, nursery, and
greenhouse
Elementary school teachers, except special
education
Retail salespersons
Registered nurses
Medical assistants
Combined food preparation and serving workers,
including fast food
Accountants and auditors

Department stores
General medical and surgical
hospitals
Offices of physicians
Limited‐service eating places
Accounting and bookkeeping
services
Offices of physicians
Other activities related to real
estate
Other activities related to real
estate
Local Government
Temporary help services
Local Government
Child day care services
Limited‐service eating places
Local Government
Department stores
Department stores
Local Government
Other activities related to real
estate
Offices of physicians
Temporary help services
Local Government
Local Government

Job Growth
(In
Industry)

ST OJT
ST OJT

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists Inc. (9/2007)
*Education level abbreviations:
ST OJT: Short‐term on‐the‐job training; MT OJT: Moderate‐term on‐the‐job training; LT OJT: Longterm on‐the‐job training; Exp. in field:
Work experience in a related field; PS Award: Postsecondary award; Associate's: Associate's degree; Bachelor's: Bachelor's degree; DG
+ Exp.: Degree plus work experience; Master's: Master's degree; Doctoral: Doctoral degree; Prof. DG: First professional degree
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Major Occupation Groups, Region and State, 20072012
The following table summarizes regional occupations by major group, sorted by total 2007 jobs. On average,
the median earnings in the region are below State median earnings.
Description

REGION

STATE

2007
Jobs

2012
Jobs

%
Change

Repl.
Jobs

Median
Earning

State
2007

State
2012

Office and administrative support
occupations

241,667

248,688

3%

35,159

$13.94

3,109,445

3,190,115

State
Median
Earnings
$15.18

Sales and related occupations

218,367

233,731

7%

31,233

$15.63

2,838,820

3,047,879

$17.60

Transportation and material moving
occupations

134,629

142,930

6%

20,424

$13.11

1,239,652

1,299,665

$13.07

Management occupations

131,242

136,078

4%

12,474

$29.23

1,628,200

1,745,178

$38.83

Education, training, and library
occupations

116,361

126,788

9%

18,839

$22.84

1,107,877

1,214,480

$22.82

Food preparation and serving related
occupations

109,731

116,539

6%

27,504

$8.58

1,353,628

1,445,569

$8.74

Construction and extraction occupations

107,133

112,507

5%

13,132

$19.10

1,122,501

1,166,693

$20.56

Production occupations

97,379

103,520

6%

12,423

$13.41

1,106,780

1,122,699

$13.04

Business and financial operations
occupations

74,717

82,004

10%

9,671

$25.54

1,190,971

1,290,508

$27.22

Farming, fishing, and forestry
occupations

74,356

78,178

5%

23,763

$8.06

203,602

211,977

$8.56

Personal care and service occupations

72,832

79,585

9%

10,361

$9.25

733,217

772,088

$9.75

Healthcare practitioners and technical
occupations

65,726

74,886

14%

12,334

$35.92

775,205

852,351

$37.12

Installation, maintenance, and repair
occupations

65,332

69,079

6%

9,875

$18.44

665,549

706,644

$19.24

Building and grounds cleaning and
maintenance occupations

62,779

63,406

1%

9,116

$10.32

816,748

853,872

$10.21

Arts, design, entertainment, sports, and
media occupations

41,833

46,435

11%

3,894

$17.66

830,415

916,115

$19.80

Healthcare support occupations

38,188

44,344

16%

8,427

$11.55

391,113

444,565

$12.50

Protective service occupations

29,250

31,133

6%

6,241

$21.25

367,534

391,109

$20.79

Architecture and engineering occupations

27,850

31,428

13%

4,027

$32.74

405,122

428,153

$34.71

Community and social services
occupations

20,839

23,332

12%

4,327

$18.93

242,798

267,462

$19.54

Computer and mathematical science
occupations

20,425

23,464

15%

3,590

$30.90

511,992

577,823

$35.21

Military occupations

17,295

16,316

‐6%

2,156

$24.76

220,882

208,382

$24.61

Life, physical, and social science
occupations

16,953

18,333

8%

2,447

$27.34

245,888

262,408

$29.79

Legal occupations

11,032

12,275

11%

1,216

$41.88

190,232

207,973

$45.34

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists Inc. (9/2007)
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TopRanked Occupations by New + Repl. Jobs, 20072012
The following chart exhibits the top ranked occupations by new and replacement jobs from 2007 to 2012.
The occupations have been filtered by average education level to include only those between “Moderate‐term
on‐the‐job training” and “Bachelor’s degree” inclusive.
Description

Registered Nurses
Elementary School Teacher, Except Special Education
Truck Drivers, Heavy and Tractor‐Trailer
Business Operation Specialists, All Other
First line Supervisors/Managers or Retail Sales of
Workers
Medical Assistants
Customer Service Representatives
Carpenters
Nursing Aides, Orderlies and Attendants
Maintenance and Repair Workers, General
Secondary School Teachers, Except Special and
Vocational Education
Accountants and Auditors
Bookkeeping, Accounting and Auditing Clerks
First‐Line Supervisors/Managers of Office and
Administrative Support Workers
Sales Representatives, Wholesale and Manufacturing,
Except Technical and Scientific Products
Dental Assistants
Executive Secretaries and Administrative Assistants
Automotive Service Technicians and Mechanics
Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education
First‐Line Supervisors/Managers of Food
Preparation and Serving Workers

Median
Earnings

Education
Level

25,446
29,446
29,146
17,164
28,857

New +
Repl.
Jobs
8,576
7,129
5,235
4,724
4,239

$34.79
$26.07
$17.08
$27.01
$15.29

Associate's
Bachelor's
MT OJT
Bachelor's
Exp. In Field

7,077
12,964
17,639
11,429
13,460
11,522

8,692
14,470
18,896
12,735
14,502
12,265

3,674
3,674
3,245
3,231
3,210
3,064

$12.28
$14.23
$20.03
$10.72
$16.40
$29.03

MT OJT
MT OJT
LT OJT
PS Award
MT OJT
Bachelor's

11,596
22,782
15,631

12,994
23,207
16,367

3,060
2,923
2,905

$24.85
$14.83
$20.61

Bachelor's
MT OJT
Exp. In Field

12,070

12,872

2,824

$24.34

MT OJT

4,832
12,703
8,556
5,685
9,161

5,863
13,277
9,155
6,632
9,737

2,535
2,448
2,307
2,269
2,139

$13.40
$17.73
$17.66
$12.08
$11.20

MT OJT
MT OJT
PS Award
PS Award
Exp. In Field

2007
Jobs

2012
Jobs

21,893
27,226
27,383
15,263
26,522

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists Inc. (9/2007)
Based on programs offered by WHCCD that might lead students into the occupation of demand.
Color Key:
Occupations with programs or training available at WHCL and WHCC are highlighted yellow.
Occupations with programs or training available at WHCC are highlighted green.
Occupations with programs or training available at WHCL are highlighted blue.
Occupations with programs or training not available at WHCCD.
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2007 FRESNO COUNTY EMPLOYMENT STUDY
In 2007 the Fresno County Workforce Investment Board conducted a survey of Fresno County employers to
collect data relevant to guide the county’s potential and job growth and employment trends. A total of 1,004
surveys were completed. They included small, medium, and large employers from seven sectors.
Below is a summary of the findings. The original data set was sorted to include only those occupations with
20 or more Projected Positions in Year 1. Occupations with no employers requiring High School Diplomas or
Certification were then removed. The top 25 occupations remaining are listed below sorted by the Projected
Positions in Year 3.
Salaries reported are based on the employers in the Fresno County region.
High School
Diploma
Required

Salary
Estimate
(Mid)

Salary
Estimate
(High)

$8.54

$0.00

$11.50

$17.70

$0.00

$24.98

$23.35

$29.39

$33.74

$12.00

$14.00

$16.00

$7.75

$9.00

$10.00

$15.35

$18.96

$22.69

$18.32

$29.05

$30.00

$12.15

$14.38

$23.22

0%

$8.23

$0.00

$11.33

Certification
Required

Projected
Positions
(Yr.1)

Projected
Positions
(Yr.3)

Production Laborers

1662

3946

33%

0%

Sales Representatives,
Wholesale/Manufacturing, Except
Technical & Scientific Products
Registered Nurses

266

456

53%

10%

379

418

86%

81%

Psychiatric Technicians

386

386

100%

0%

Farmworkers, Farm and Ranch Animals

235

374

33%

0%

Licensed Practical and Licensed
Vocational Nurses
Computer Programmers

281

320

92%

84%

228

298

74%

20%

185

290

32%

41%

193

280

4%

Occupation

Automotive Service Technicians and
Mechanics
Farmworkers and Laborers, Crop,
Nursery, and Greenhouse

Salary
Estimate
(Low)

Truck Drivers, Heavy and Tractor‐
Trailer
Office Clerks, General

178

256

36%

60%

$12.60

$14.69

$17.90

125

236

59%

1%

$10.18

$12.27

$14.17

Automotive Specialty Technicians

129

222

20%

18%

$8.62

$12.38

$15.19

Heating, Air Conditioning, &
Refrigeration Mechanics & Installers
Electricians

170

207

25%

50%

$10.43

$15.33

$20.80

81

168

76%

30%

$15.30

$19.20

$27.15

Operating Engineers and Other
Construction Equipment Operators
Parts Salespersons

158

158

61%

17%

$13.63

$0.00

$17.83

89

158

72%

2%

$8.82

$15.35

$16.47

Cleaners of Vehicles and Equipment

97

145

62%

54%

$8.23

$15.00

$16.83

Truck Drivers, Light or Delivery
Services
Maintenance and Repair Workers,
General
Freight, Stock, and Material Movers,
Hand
Automotive Body and Related Repairers

54

120

34%

17%

$11.07

$0.00

$16.32

57

119

47%

6%

$11.47

$13.41

$16.10

59

117

0%

50%

$12.00

$0.00

$18.00

73

105

26%

44%

$11.40

$16.75

$21.40

Cashiers
Financial Managers

63
59

102
95

86%
87%

0%
0%

$8.01
$23.44

$9.15
$24.47

$11.83
$32.49

Electronics Engineering Technicians

44

89

63%

4%

$20.67

$23.00

$24.87

Physicians and Surgeons, All Other

29

88

90%

90%

$28.00

$0.00

$52.00

Source: Fresno County Workforce Investment Board
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Section VI: Key Findings and Strategies
STRENGTHS OF WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
West Hills College Lemoore’s fully accredited college status that was granted by the Accrediting Commission
for Community and Junior Colleges in 2006 was well deserved. The campus features the largest and most
technologically advanced library in Kings County, 18 lecture classrooms, computer labs, and three science
collaboratories. Working in this state of the art facility contributes to the high morale and ‘can do’ attitude of
the faculty and staff. In the accreditation self study the college describes itself as having a “healthy
governance environment.”
The partnerships that have been developed with other educational segments have been significant and
positive. The partnership with University Charter School on the Lemoore campus brings in 5th through 8th
grade students who are seeking a non‐traditional educational setting. The Lemoore High School Middle
College program is exemplary and continues to increase in scope and size. The alliance with Cal State
University, Fresno, which allows students to earn a bachelor’s degree while attending classes at the Lemoore
site, is a partnership that every community college in the state should have. A program with Americorps has
provided tutors. In 2008, a nursing program that had been the result of a partnership with Fresno City
College will break out as a stand alone nursing program. The teacher preparation program T.E.A.M. Teach
addresses the need for well prepared educators in our communities.
The college has responded well to the demands of business and industry. The region’s emerging hotel,
restaurant, and Casino management industry resulted in the development of a program to train managers in
these areas. A new engineering program was started in fall 2008.
Naval Air Station Lemoore, located five miles from the Lemoore campus has a rich and enduring presence
with the college. Faculty and staff have noted that the presence of students from NASL has enriched their
classes and the college community because of a global knowledge base and experiences. Its proximity to the
Lemoore campus influences the college and provides a unique perspective not available to many community
colleges.
Student Services: New leadership in the student services area has resulted in innovative and effective
approaches to serving students. An example of this is X‐treme Registration that provides students with a
unique college event and services to register at the last possible moment. Another example is bilingual
orientation that was scheduled to be in place in 2007 and online orientation planned for implementation by
spring ’08.
Instructional Services: A consensus was reached on the definition of an instructional program that has
facilitated the implementation of the program review process. There has been a concerted amount of effort in
working toward a college wide completion of student learning outcomes for each course, projected to be in
place by the end of 2008.
The college’s continued focus on improving and refining all aspects of the curriculum development process
will be important to the creation of classes, programs, and services that will lead the way to an educated work
force in this region. Its state of the art technology and physical plant, the growth in the area surrounding the
college, and its vital faculty and staff are hallmarks of West Hills College Lemoore.
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KEY FINDINGS & STRATEGIES FOR WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
COLLEGE WIDE: MULTIPLE DELIVERY SYSTEMS – ONLINE, VIDEO CONFERENCE, WEB BASED
Key Findings
The West Hills Community College District service
area spans a wide swath of the San Joaquin Valley
and encompasses five counties in mostly rural
environments. The area is large and the need for
educational access to the population is great.
Students facing time and geographical barriers to
education must have their needs met through the
access provided by online courses and programs
and video conference courses.
Online enrollments across the district continue to
grow. The majority of the students who are
enrolling in online classes are from our service
area, although approximately 40% are from
outside the service area. The success and
retention rates for students in online classes
throughout the district is below classroom rates,
but remains fairly consistent for Lemoore
students at 55% success rate and 73% retention.
At WHC Lemoore during the ’07‐’08 academic
year, there were 3,155 unduplicated students
enrolled in online classes. On the campus at
Lemoore there are 5,276 students enrolled.
With high school graduation rates projected to be
static for the next 7 years, increased offerings of
classes and programs in multiple delivery
systems, will be a major factor for growth at the
college.

Recommended strategies to address key
findings:
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

The findings and strategies address goals from:
•

•
•
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More development of multiple delivery
methods for classes and programs
throughout the curriculum, including
online, video conference, web based
classes, hybrid classes and traditional
classes utilizing new formats.
Development of an array of Basic Skills
classes in multiple delivery methods to
provide access for students in need of pre
collegiate work.
More development of degrees and
certificates that can be earned online.
Increase student services and support for
online students
Research on staffing levels needed to
support growth and development of
online and video conference classes
Close attention to the technological
resources and facilities needed to
maintain and increase online and video
conference classes.
Develop and market programs targeting
non‐traditional students.

District strategic plan:#1 Achieve growth
targets, #4 improve transfer, completion
and graduation rates
College guiding principle: Access
State strategic plan: College awareness
and access
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COLLEGE WIDE: NAVAL AIR STATION
Key Findings
The enrollment at the Naval Air Station (NASL)
has been in a steep decline for the last five years,
with a slight uptick in 2007‐2008.
Among the factors that may have contributed to
the decline are the opening of the new Lemoore
campus which has attracted military students to
enroll on campus, changes to military tuition
assistance, deployment during the Iraq war, and
the increased availability of online courses.
Students at NASL have preferred evening courses.
Some student characteristics are notably different
from other entities – students are older, and there
are generally more white students and fewer
Hispanics.
In 2007‐2008, the Naval Air Station center had
143 students, down from a high of 462 in 2002‐
2003.
The Lemoore Naval Air Station is important to the
college and the region. The Naval Air Station is a
unique resource with a stable population of
10,200 employees plus 5,335 affiliated
dependents that have educational needs.
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Recommended strategies to address key
findings:
•

•

•
•

•
•

Formation of a widely representative
advisory committee to discuss the issues
of enrollment at NASL.
Discussions with leadership at NASL in
regards to their concerns, forecasted
changes and/or program development,
resource sharing
Involvement of campus leadership for
ideas, concerns
Brainstorm ideas in regards to adult
learners, under skilled workers,
retraining and reentry training
Offer alternative scheduling, short term
curricular modes, weekend classes
Consider new joint use ideas, non credit,
and focused programs with cohorts

Addresses Goals From:
•
•
•

District Strategic Plan:# 3 Community
participation rates
College Guiding Principle: Collaboration,
community
State Strategic Plan: Goal: A#3 Innovative
programs and outreach
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COLLEGE WIDE: COORDINATION OF PROGRAM AND COURSE DEVELOPMENT
Key Findings
There has been coordination between WHC
Lemoore and WHC Coalinga in the development
and offering of courses and programs.
A number of factors make coordination in coming
years even more complex. Among them are the
substantial and growing offerings online and the
fully accredited status of the college.
In the data regarding students’ identification of
city of residence, a significant percentage of
students come from cities such as Fresno,
Coalinga, Visalia, and Avenal. While some of these
residents may only be enrolled in online classes,
we can also infer that these students may be
willing to take classes some distance from their
homes because of the desirability of a specific
program.
The alignment of courses and programs within the
college district and with all segments of education
are essential to student access and success.
Coordination would allow the college to maximize
the development of courses and programs unique
to its community, area, and facilities – and provide
students with more choices and venues. These
are essential to student access and success.

Recommended strategies to address key
findings:
•

•

•

•

Addresses goals from:
•

•
•
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Continue to coordinate the development
of courses and programs with WHC
Coalinga to ensure comprehensive
offerings to all students in the service
area.
Interface Lemoore’s Student Learning
Committee with Coalinga’s Instructional
Services Council on a regular basis to
discuss and make recommendations for
approval of new courses and programs.
Consider the formation of a district
committee for review, coordination, and
recommendation for approval of courses
and programs.
Develop a process to ensure colleges
adhere to the Rule of 5 in which course
number, title, prefix, units, and
transferability are coordinated and
discussion and coordination take place
that ensure students have a seamless
experience in their access to curriculum
at WHCCD.

District Strategic Plan:#4 Improve
transfer, completion, and graduation
rates
College Guiding Principle: Access
State Strategic Plan: #1 College
awareness and access
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COLLEGE WIDE: ADDRESS THE CHANGING DEMOGRAPHICS
Key Findings:
An analysis of the demographic data for WHC
Lemoore reveals that students in the age group of
30‐49 have increased slightly at the college from
1,566 in ’02‐’03 to 1,651 in ’07‐‘08. On the
Lemoore campus, this group has dropped slightly
from 1,179 to 1,157 during this time frame. But
the number of online students in this age group
has risen from 629 in ’02‐’03 to 750 in ’07‐’08.

Lemoore 30‐49 year olds are a larger proportion
of the student population than those 25‐29.
With the projected service area high school
graduates remaining static into 2015, the college
needs to focus on the demographic that may offer
the most growth and also have a growing
educational need in this region – students,
primarily women, in the 30‐49 year old age group.
Recommended strategies to address key

The Regional Scan and Program Demand Report
from Economic Modeling Specialist Inc. (EMSI)
projects that the greatest growth in our region will
occur among adults aged 30 to 34 years and
children under 10 years of age during the period
of ’07‐’12.

findings:

The female student population at WHC Lemoore
continues to be significantly greater than the male
population reflecting a state and national trend.
In ’07‐’08 females comprised 62% of the student
body.

•

The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that for the
first time since the modern women’s movement
came to life, an economic recovery has come and
gone, and the percentage of women at work has
fallen, not risen. A congressional study released
on July 23, 2008, offers the explanation that
women are dropping out of the workforce for
awhile as jobs and wages shrink, to return to the
family and to potentially retrain. At WHC
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•

•

Consider workforce programs that would
attract students who are seeking
retraining for the next stage of their work
life.
Query students in this age group about
their needs – scheduling of classes,
academic support, child care, programs
that they seek, etc.
Target marketing to this group of
potential students in the community

Addresses goals from:
•

•
•

District strategic plan: #1 Achieve growth
targets, #4 Improve transfer, completion,
and graduation rates
College Guiding Principle: Access,
Diversity
State Strategic Plan: College awareness
and readiness
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS: BASIC SKILLS
Key Findings
Levels of proficiency in English/Language Arts
and Mathematics of students at the 11th grade
level in feeder high schools to WHC Lemoore are
low. This implies a potential need for more Basic
Skills sections available to first term students
matriculating to the college.
Of first term students who were assessed, 48%
assessed into Basic Skills English and 51%
assessed into Basic Skills Math.
Data from the California Community College
Chancellor’s Office reports that when students do
not receive the Basic Skills education they need,
less than 10 % will survive the college experience.
Successful participation at the college level is
dependent on preparation math and English skills.
According to the CCCCO, more than half of
entering community college students require
some Basic Skills education due in part to the fact
that K‐12 curriculum and assessments do not
always adequately prepare students for college
level work.
Students at Lemoore are generally successful in
Basic Skills classes. In math and English the
college has continued to increase sections after
the reduction in ’03‐04, showing programs
committed to Basic Skills offerings. Math and ESL
have high productivity levels, and the success rate
in both programs is above the California
Community College average. English, math, and
ESL Basic Skills classes all have high retention
rates.
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Recommended strategies to address key
findings:
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

Offer more sections of Basic Skills Classes
in English, ESL, and math
Consider a college wide committee to
address Basic Skills and preparedness for
college level curricula
Work to ensure that all general education
and vocational courses include specific
activities designed to reinforce key
reading, writing, speaking, and
computational competencies
Offer alternative pathways to Basic Skills
preparation – e.g., intensive short‐term
courses, open skill building tutorials, etc.
Focus professional development on
student success, providing faculty with
incentives to integrate the development
of essential academic skills in their
students
Track students success from Basic Skills
through college level curriculum
Seek innovative ways to offer and deliver
Basic Skills classes.

Addresses goals from:
•
•
•

District Strategic Plan: #4 Improve
transfer, completion, graduation rates
College guiding principle: Access
State Strategic Plan: Goal B, Student
success and readiness, Basic Skills as the
foundation for student success
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS: ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Key Findings
Even with a significant reduction in ESL class
sections that occurred after ’02‐’03 and little
growth in additional sections following that, the
enrollment has remained high. In ’07‐08, there are
more enrollments in the 7 sections offered than
the 15 sections in ’02‐03.
The retention rates are high in classes with
success rates of 67% slightly below the statewide
average of 70.6%.
The college does not offer college‐level ESL
classes. ESL offerings have had limited scheduling,
primarily offered in the evening, although
expansion into day time slots occurred in fall ’08.
Hispanics are projected to become the State’s
largest ethnic group by 2011 and the majority
population in public schools by 2013. The
college’s predominantly Hispanic student body,
which is also reflected in the region, strongly
suggests that a fully developed ESL program that
leads to success in college level transfer classes
and programs is essential.

falls short of residents overall and short of what
the economy will demand by 2015.
Recommended strategies to address key
findings:
•
•
•

•

Develop a full curriculum of ESL courses
that lead to college level offerings
Develop an assessment and placement
system for ESL students
Offer more sections of Basic Skills classes
in ESL in multiple delivery methods and
time slots throughout the schedule
Track ESL students into college level
classes

Addresses goals from:
•
•
•

District Strategic Plan:#4 Improve
transfer, completion and graduation
College guiding principles: Access,
Diversity
State Strategic Plan: Goal B, Basic Skills as
the foundation for student success

Data from the Public Policy Institute of California
notes that the educational attainment of Hispanics
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS: THE ARTS
Key Findings
Art classes at Lemoore are among the highest in
retention and success rates, and FTES at the
college.
The location of Lemoore and the resources it
provides the community suggests that it will
develop as a cultural center in the community.
A recent community survey revealed that
approximately 65% of respondents indicated that
they would be somewhat‐to‐much‐more‐likely to
vote for a local higher education bond if funds
were used to construct a performing arts center
for college and community use.
Music programs exist in the community and at
selected high schools.
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Recommended strategies to address key
findings:
•
•

Develop a program in the arts and
performing arts
Develop an advisory committee from the
community to determine interests and
needs

Addresses goals from:
•
•
•

District Strategic Plan: #3 Increase
community participation
College guiding principles: Community,
Excellence
State Strategic Plan: #1 College
awareness and access
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS: LOWER DIVISION TRANSFER CURRICULUM
Key Findings
On the admission application 39% of West Hills
College Lemoore students state that their primary
goal is to transfer to a 4 year institution.
The geographic distances inherent in West Hills
Community College District make access to
educational opportunities challenging. The
college’s partnership with CSU Fresno and Fresno
Pacific University are significant as students
interested in going on to a baccalaureate degree
can do so by completing requirements on the
Lemoore campus. Access to a wide array of
lower division transfer curriculum, articulation
agreements and transfer agreements facilitate a
student’s continued educational pursuits.

being a main transfer site. Notably, an increasing
number of WHCCD online students are
transferring. With the opening of the UC Merced
campus, more articulation and transfer
agreements for Lemoore students should be
forged. In addition, many students from Lemoore
transfer to in state private colleges and
universities – in fact, more students go on to
private institutions than matriculate to public
institutions.
Recommended strategies to address key
findings:
•

Increase the development of lower division
transfer classes that fulfill IGETC
requirements
Align student learning outcomes in critical
course sequences
Discuss and coordinate with like discipline
areas across the district
Meet regularly to align curriculum with high
school partners and 4 year partners, including
both public and private institutions.

The community survey revealed a priority interest
in university classes. Close to 90% of respondents
indicated that they would be somewhat‐to‐much‐
more‐likely to vote for the bond if funds were
used to construct a university center where
university classes would be offered to complete
advanced college degrees.

•

Graduating seniors from public high schools in
this region are 7 per cent less likely to attend a
community college and 4 per cent are less likely to
attend a UC than graduating seniors statewide.

Addresses goals from:

Lemoore student transfers to four year
institutions continue to grow, with CSU Fresno
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•
•

•
•
•

District Strategic Plan:#4 Improve
transfer, completion, graduation rates
College Guiding Principles: Excellence
State Strategic Plan: Goal B, #4
Intersegmental transfer
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS: ECONOMIC TRENDS and WHC LEMOORE PROGRAMS
Key Findings
In a scan of the economic forecasts and the
projected labor market for the region against the
backdrop of existing instructional programs at the
college, a number of occupations in a handful of
areas continue to surface.
Examples of these areas are: medically related
health careers, management/supervision in the
areas of retail and government, teacher education,
and child care workers.
At Lemoore, the child development program is
particularly well developed with its certificates
and degrees. The program is layered with many
options. Agreements with Hanford High and the
NASL child care programs are creative. Online
classes are being considered. The
Education/Education Assistant program has been
actively involved in partnerships with the
University Charter School and highly successful
Middle College High School, but appears to be
shrinking. These programs can play an important
role in the economic development of the region
placing their graduates in the growing field of
education and child care.
WHC Lemoore is well positioned to provide timely
education and job training in health related fields.
The new nursing program started in fall ’08 and
other programs are being explored.
The college has been proactive in partnering with
the Health and Human Services Department of
Kings County, which is with the college to provide
workforce training programs for the CalWorks
population in fields such as office technology.
The importance of the Naval Air Station to the
college is obvious. Declining enrollment at NASL
requires a fresh look at possibilities in terms of
workforce training. Discussions with the NASL,
college faculty and staff, environmental scans, and
labor market projections should provide a
foundation for the decision‐making process.
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In environmental scans of any region, projects or
areas surface that haven’t yet made the radar
screens of labor market surveys. One such project
is the Quay Valley Ranch, a proposed planned
community consisting of about 12,000 acres in
unincorporated Kings County. It is planned to be a
new, sustainable, solar‐powered model town of
about 150,000 people. The potential for
partnership, the development of programs in
sustainable energy, the need for education, jobs,
and services is large. The college must play a role.
Recommended strategies to address key
findings:
•

•

•

•

WHC Lemoore has already forged many strategies
to respond to labor market needs. But the process
to find ways to collaborate with local, regional, and
state partners takes constant attention & effort.
Monitoring economic trends and corresponding
program development and expansion must
continue. Employee demographics suggest that
significant administrative and faculty retirements
may occur in the next ten years. Staffing decisions
must be considered.
Program review and coordination at the college
and district level may reveal areas of collaboration
or unique pursuit because of geography, program
interest or expertise, or facilities.
Work force training is as important as the
preparation of students in the Basic Skills.
Contextualization – the concept that students learn
essential skills best in practical, experiential
contexts is ideal in that environment. Links with
Basic Skills and work force training can be
employed in programs at a college like Lemoore,
where collegiality and communication are stated
values.

Addresses goals from:
•
•
•

District Strategic Plan: #4 Improve transfer, completion,
graduation rates
College guiding principles: Excellence, Collaboration
State strategic plan: Goal C Partnerships for economic and
workforce development
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STUDENT SERVICES: ASSESSMENT PLACEMENT SERVICES
Key Findings
In ’07‐08, 46% of first‐term students were
assessed and 48% of them placed into Basic Skills
English and 51% placed into Basic Skills math.

Recommended strategies to address key
findings:
•

District wide, about 14% of students who did not
receive assessment had educational goals that
required assessment in order to succeed at the
college level.
A small percentage of 11th grade students at
feeder high schools to WHC Lemoore test as
proficient or advanced in English or math.

•

•

Assessment and placement are a foundation for
college success and students most at risk are those
who have not been assessed.

Develop programs to ensure that the
majority of incoming students receive
assessment placement services to provide
them with information to access classes
that will prepare them to succeed
academically.
Work across the curriculum to insure that
classes that will help students succeed
academically are available to them.
Students in categorical programs
compose about 63% of Basic Skills
English enrollment. Develop
collaboration between categorical
programs and Basic Skills English faculty
to improve success rates

Addresses goals from:
•
•
•
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District Strategic Plan:#4 Improve
transfer, completion, graduation rates
College Guiding Principles: Access,
Excellence
State Strategic Plan: Goal B, Student
success and readiness, Assessment and
placement
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STUDENT SERVICES: MULTIPLE DELIVERY SYSTEMS FOR STUDENT SERVICES
Key Findings
The remarkable growth in students taking online
classes necessitates a rethinking throughout the
college about new ways to support their learning
and success.
The college has an unduplicated head count of
online students that is equal to 49% of on‐campus
students. There were 3,161 online students in the
’07‐’08 school year. The projected development
and growth of multiple delivery systems for
classes will necessitate new strategies for student
services.
With relatively new leadership in student services
at Lemoore, new perspectives and ideas are being
implemented. The goal to provide online and
bilingual orientation, counseling, testing and
guidance service to new and continuing students
is being implemented. (Institutional self study
report, ’06)
Although 49% of first term students received
assessment placement, 18% of all students used
assessment placement services in ’06‐’07, with
only 8% of the college’s students using follow up
academic services.
The success and retention rates for students
taking classes online are below the rates of
students taking classes on campus. Online
students in ’07‐’08 had a success rate at Lemoore
of 55% and a retention rate of 73%. On campus
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students had a success rate of 63% and a
retention rate of 78%.
Recommended strategies to address key
findings:
•

•

•

•

Develop a means to provide more
students with matriculation services, with
a focus on students who are enrolled in
online and video conference classes
Develop methods to more effectively
assess the student preparedness levels of
online students
Develop a student services strategic plan
with multiple delivery systems as a main
theme. Because of the existing initiative to
start online and bilingual services, the
college may already be developing a
model program to be replicated.
Consider the efficacy of joint online
student services with WHC Coalinga so
students at either college would have
seamless, well supported services
available in an expansive time frame.

Addresses goals from:
•
•
•

District Strategic Plan: Goal #4 Improve
transfer, completion, graduation rates
College Guiding Principles: Access,
Innovation
State Strategic Plan: Goal B, Student
Success and Readiness
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PROGRAM REVIEW SCHEDULE
District Office
•

Midterm Due
Program Review Due

PROGRAM REVIEW SCHEDULE

From: Avila, Pedro
Sent! Wednesday, November 17, 2010 5:11 PM
To: Steams, Jill R.; Bolt, Dave
Cc: Warkentin, Don; Lewallen, Willard; Gornick, Frank
Subject: District Program Reviews

Jill and Dave,
We have four district departments that are ready to submit program reviews for a first reading to
your program review committees. We will need approximately 15 minutes for each department
to provide a brief presentation. I'm hoping we can do at least two first reading presentations at
your December meetings and another two at your January meetings. Keep in mind that a
second reading will be required for each department in order to collect feedback from your
committee. Please let me know if this is possible and we will begin to plan accordingly.
For your information, below is the district's program review routing process.

1. Review with immediate supervisor and Vice Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness.
2. Submit for review to WHC Coalinga Instructional Services Council and WHC Lemoore
Planning and Governance Council.
3. Implement feedback from colleges and route to Chancellor's Executive Cabinet for
review and approval.
a. Chancellor's Executive cabinet reviews appropriateness of services and makes
decisions related to allocation of resources and or restructuring.
4. Presentation to Board of Trustees

Best Regards,
Pedro Avila
Vice Chancellor
Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Management
West Hills Community College District
www.westhillscollege.com
(SS9) 934-2128
"Once You Go Here, You Can Go Anywhere"

TM

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
PROGRAM REVIEWIPLANNING AND EVALUATION PROCESS
UNIT PLANNING GUIDE - NON-INSTRUCTIONAL
DEP ARTMENTS & AREAS
TO BE COMPLETED BY UNITIDEPARTMENT COMMITTEE

I.

II.

General Information
Department/Service : Educational Services / LIFE After School Program
Date Prepared: 10114/2008
Prepared By: Riley Talford
Staff: Riley Talford, Jorge Pulido, Laura Santillan, (49 staff at 8 school sites)
Program Overview
A. State the program mission.
West Hills College LIFE After School Program enriches lives, builds community,
and enhances educational growth and development through quality learning
opportunities. We provide a quality enrichment environment that fosters learning,
sparks creativity, enhances social skills, and bridges the gap between home and
school. It is our belief that all students can gain an understanding of and reach their
full potential by providing structure, discipline, creative expression, and nurturing.
As a new program we realize that by encouraging students to dedicate themselves to
academic achievement they can utilize education as a vehicle to propel them to
future life endeavors.
B. Briefly describe the current state of the program/department/service area.
The LIFE Program is in its i h year of operation. Since its inception in 2002 the
program has grown from being in operation at 3 schools to now serving 7
elementary schools and 1 high school program. Each school day the program serves
approximately 760 elementary to high school students between the hours of 2-6
p.m. Students enrolled in the program receive a daily regiment of home work
assistance, curriculum based educational programs, and various fun and learning
filled enrichment activities.

Program operations at our elementary schools remain consistent and effective. The
program has maintained 100% attendance at each school site since its inception. To
achieve this mark 77- 84 students must attend the program daily at each school site.
Our average daily attendance at each school site ranges from 85 - 100 students. Our
newest program operating at Avenal High School will challenge us to maintain this
record. The approach towards high school students differs from that of elementary
students.
Our approach towards high school students is to provide them with: 1)
opportunities to earn credit towards graduation, 2) skills to prepare them for work
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force, and 3) activities that will excite their appetite for further education in a
specific field of study.
Program staffing now includes 4 full time staff and approximately 49 part-time
employees. The bulk of our employment ranks consist of West Hills College
graduates and current students.
C. Describe how the program/department/service area goals and objectives are

aligned to the advancement of the college mission, goals and objectives.
The LIFE After School Program advances the mission of WHCCD in the following
ways: providing powerful and effective on the job learning opportunities for
students working towards careers in teaching, promoting education as a vehicle to
future life endeavors to the young students we supervise, and providing a safe and
enriching environment that parents and school district administrators can feel safe
entrusting their children to.
Many of our student workers have identified teaching as their career field of choice.
As a member of the LIFE team they get first hand experience as managers of
classrooms. Many of our staff members learn and practice the following teacher
related activities: writing effective lesson plans based upon California Content
Standards for the grades they teach, lesson delivery and evaluation, time
management, organization, and behavior management.
School age students under our care are routinely encouraged to do well in schooL
Students who excel in our setting (perfect homework completion, activity
participation, perfect attendance, etc) are routinely rewarded and receive
recognition for their accomplishments.
Each year the program conducts surveys of students and parents. The overwhelming
majority rated that they feel students are safe in the program. Furthermore, school
site principals and teachers have commended program staff for the work performed
with students and the care/respect shown to the school sites.

D. List any recommendations from the most recent college/program/department

accreditation and/or previous review.
Not applicable.

III.

Qualitative and Quantitative Data Review

A. Attach the following Non-Instructional Program Review data (as provided):

•
•
•
•

Enrollment Trends
Student Retention Rates/Student Success Rates (if applicable)
WSCHIFTEF (if applicable)
Full-time to Part-time Faculty Ratio
2

•
•
•
•
•
•

Number of Students Earning Degrees (if applicable)
Number of Students Earning Certificates (if applicable)
Job Market Analysis (if applicable)
Student Demographics
Grade Distribution (if applicable)
Student Survey Data (if applicable)
1. Enrollment Trends - The program operates on a first come / first serve
basis. Enrollment at all elementary school sites routinely reaches max
capacity by the first week of school. There is currently no data available for
the high school program
2. Student Retention/Success Rates - Not applicable
3. WSCHIFTEF - Not applicable
4. Full-time to Part-Time Faculty Ratio - 4 full time staff to 49 part time
staff. 7 of the 49 part time staff positions are designated as part time permanent.
5. Number if Students Earning Degrees / Certificates - Not applicable.
6. Job Market Analysis - Not applicable.
7. Student Demographics - data is not tabulated as it is not applicable to the
LIFE After School program
8. Grade Distribution - Not applicable
9. Student Survey Data: Data not available at time of submission; Data will
be available for review on 11125/08

B. Using the data provided, address any significant trends/challenges/opportunities
identified which relate to your specific course/program/service.

The LIFE Program has been a consistent pillar in the communities served. The
enrollment trends and retention rates displayed provides a strong indication of program
success. There is also a high degree of satisfaction reported among students and parents
served in the program. The success of the LIFE program has led to healthy and
sustained growth which extends WHCCD's sphere of influence throughout the Central
Valley.

C. Attach the following data maintained for your program/department/service area:
3

1. Budget information regarding costs per program/department/service area on
personnel, equipment, supplies, delivery of services (where applicable), and any
other direct or indirect costs connected with the service as reflected by student
enrollment.
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Avenal High School Life After School Program
PROGRAM 2008 - 2009
Funds Available

Proposed Number of Students Served
High School
132

$205,000

Total

132 students (1 school site) x $5.75/day x 180 school days
Activities & School Materials and Supplies for Activities/Program
West Hills Community College Districts Costs

Program Director for After School Program
25% of $75.547
Benefits @ 35% of $21,909

18,887
6,610
25,497

Program Assistant / Site Supervisor 100% FTE
100% @ $34,956
Benefits @ 35% of $34,956

34,956
12,235

After School Senior Secretary
25% of $38,488
Benefits @ 35% of $11,162

9,622
3,368

After School Accounting Services
10% of $42,000
Benefits @ 35% of $4,200

4,200
1,470
65,850

Tutors/Activity Directors
Academic Tutor
4 hrs/day x 188 days @ $13 Ihr
Benefits @ 11% of $9,776
Year Round School Site Activity Leaders (4)
4@ 4 hrs/day x 188 days @ $10 /hr
Benefits @ 11 % x $30,080

9.776
1,075

30,080
3,309
44,240

Specialty Instructors/Hourly
Benefits @ 11 % of $24,700
High School Activity
Assistants
1 @ $50/mo x 9 mo

26,643
2,931

450
30,024

Operational Costs
Ufe Scans 6 @ $90
Summer Institute 6 x $500

540
3,000
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Staff Training
How to Tutor 36 hrs
Discipline Techniques 36 hrs
10,459
2,400

Instructional Materials
Supplies @ $200 / month
Mileage
Coordinator/Assistant
60 mLx 43 days x .585

1,509

17,908
Student Field Trips
Transportation Costs
$1,750/bus x 2 buses x 2 trips

7,000

Van Rental 4000 miles x .65

2,600

Field Trip Meals
$25 per student x 132 students x 2 trips

6,600

Activity Costs
$20 per student x 132 students x 2 trips

5,280
21,480

$205,000

TOTAL
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Avenal Elementary Life After School Program
PROGRAM 2008 - 2009
Proposed Number of Students
Avenal
Tamarack
Kettleman

Total

Served
90

Funds Available

80
80

$264,000

250 students (3 school sites) x $5.75/day x 180 school
days
Activities & School Materials and Supplies for
Activities/Program

West Hills Community College Districts Costs
Program Director for After School Program
32% of $75,547
Benefits @ 35% of $

24,175
8,461
32,636

Program Assistant Coordinator / Site Supervisor 100% FTE
43% @ $34,956
Benefits @ 35% of $ 15,031
After School Senior Secretary
32% of $38,488
Benefits @35% of $12,316
After School Accounting Services
10% of $42,000
Benefits @ 35% of $4,200

15,031
5.261

12,316
4,311

4,200
1,470
42,589

Tutors/Activity Directors
Lead Tutor I Activity Director (3 - 1 per site)
3 @ 5 hrs/day x 188 days @ $13 /hr
Benefits Perm/PT 2 @ $24.5%/1 @ 11 %
Year Round School Site Activity Leaders 5 per
site
14@4 hrs/day x 188 @10/hr
Benefits @ 11% x $105,280

36,660
7,332

105,280
11,581
160.853

High School Activity Assistants
2 per site @ $50/mo x 9 mo x 3 sites

o

Operational Costs
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Life Scans 10 @ $90
Summer Institute 3 x $500
Staff Training
How to Tutor 36 hrs
Discipline Techniques 36 hrs
Instructional Materials
Supplies @ $100 / month
Mileage
Coordinator/Assistant
Lemoore Supervision Trips
60 mi. x 50 days x .585

900
1,500

14,567
1.200

1.755
19,922

Student Field Trips
Transportation
Costs
$2000/bus x 1 bus x 1 trip
Field Trip Meals
$25 per stUdent x 100 students x 1 trip
Activity Costs
$35 per student x 100 stUdents x 1 trip

2,000
2,500
3,500
8,000

TOTAL

$264,000
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Lemoore Elementary Life After School Program
PROGRAM 2008 - 2009
Proposed Number of Students Served
Lemoore
84
Cinnamon
84
Meadow Lane
84
P.W. Engvall
84
Total

Funds Available
$347,760

336 students (4 school sites) x $5.75/day x 180 school days
Activities & School Materials and Supplies for Activities/Program

West Hills Community College Districts Costs
Program Director for After School Program
43% of $75,547
Benefits @ 35% of $37,018

32,485
11,370
43,855

Program Assistant I Site Supervisor 100% FTE
57% of $34,956
Benefits @ 35% of $34,956

19,925
6,974

After School Senior Secretary
43% of $38,488
Benefits @ 35% of $16,550

16,550
5,792

After School Accounting Services
15% of $42.000
Benefits @ 35% of $6,300

6,300
2,205
57,746

Tutors/Activity Directors
Lead Tutor I Activity Director (4 - 1 per site)
4 @ 5 hrs/day x 188 days @ $13/hr
Benefits Perm/PT 4 @ $24.5%
Year Round School Site Activity Leaders 5 per
site
20 @ 4 hrs/day x 188 days @ $10 Ihr
Benefits @ 11 % x $150,400

48,880
11,986

150,400
16,544
227,810

High School Activity Assistants
2 per site @ $50/mo x 9 rna x 4 sites

o
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Operational Costs
Life Scans 13 @ $90
Summer Institute 4 x $500
Staff Training
How to Tutor 36 hrs
Discipline Techniques 36 hrs
Instructional Materials
Supplies @ $30 I month
Mileage
CoordinatorlAssistant
Lemoore Supervision Trips
60 mi. x 40 days x .585

1,200
2,000

9,391
354

14,349

Student Field Trips
Transportation Costs

o
Field Trip Meals

o
Special Activity Costs
4,000
4,000

TOTAL

$

347,760
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2. Identify all personnel, including the number of certificated, classified professionals and
volunteers. Discuss the diversity of faculty and staff.

Employee Classification:
Certificated
Class. Professional
Volunteers
Diversity (Race/Ethnicity)
1 Native Am. / Alaskan Nat.
I AsianlPacific Islander
44 Hispanic
Mixed

I

Student Worker 41

3 African!African-AmericanlNon-Hispanic
3 CaucasianlNon-Hispanic
Filipino

3. Describe the certificated and classified staffing requirements of the existing
program/department/service area, as well as the effect any proposed curricular or
instructional changes would have in the next three years.
The LIFE Program currently consists of I full time program Director (upgraded
from program Coordinator), 1 full time Assistant Coordinator, 1 full time Senior
Secretary, 1 full time Site Supervisor the high school program, 7 part-time (soon to
be classified as part-time permanent) Site Supervisors, and 41 part time Activity
Leader positions. An abbreviated account of these positions is provided below:

Program Director
Directs and oversees the operations of the after school program department that
consists of 8 schools, 52 full and part-time staff, and over 760 primary grade school
students.
Assistant Coordinator
As a direct managerial assistant to the program director, the assistant coordinator
plays an active role with the logistics of program operations. In addition to those
duties this position also supervises Site Supervisors and assists with daily
operations at program school sites.
Senior Secretary
The Senior Secretary serves in a vital supportive role to the program Director.
This position handles the procurement of supplies and materials, handles the
hiring process of potential program employees, maintains employee files, and
other duties' as assigned.
Site Supervisors
Program Site Supervisors manage the daily operations at assigned school sites.
They directly supervise 5 staff and approximately 100 students at assigned school
sites.
Activity Leaders
11

Program Activity Leaders supervise classes of up to 20 students per activity leader.
Persons serving in this capacity carry-out the daily program plan that consists of
homework help/supervision, educational lessons, and enrichment electives.
Going forward the following positions have been identified as being necessary if
the program continues to grow as expected:
District Coordinator
I envision the title and role of the Assistant Coordinator to change to District
Coordinator and adding a second District Coordinator. Under the direction of the
Program Director the District Coordinator would be responsible for the operations
of all programs within an assigned district and would directly supervise program
Site Supervisors within their district.
Trainer
1 Program trainer with a teaching background would be hired to conduct on going
staff development training. This position would also collaborate with regular school
day teachers to ensure that students receive follow up activities during the extended
after school program day.
Program Counselor
Contingent with funding the person filling this role would conduct family
workshops, and student group counseling sessions at program school sites.

D. Identify and discuss the effect that trends may have on the
program/department/services area's organization, structure, and nature over the
next two to four years.
Funding for After School Programs has been consistent for the past 7 years; however
there have been challenges to its guaranteed funding as outlined in Proposition 49.
Attempts to change legislation that directly impacts program funding levels have thus
far been thwarted, but with the ever changing climate of the nation's economic woes
funding in the future can once again be threatened. As the program continues to grow
with the procurement of new grants and or contracts to facilitate programs for new
school districts the size of the department could grow to by another 20 - 40 full and
part time employees. West Hills Community College District will continue to have an
influence on where families that are served choose to continue their education.
E. What resources are required to maintain program/department/service area, and
what additional resources are necessary to improve or expand it? The LIFE
Program is funded by state (Prop. 49 ASES) and federal (21 st Century ASSETS) grants
for After School programs. As additional revenue sources become available (primarily
other grants supporting after school programs) the program will seek to expand its
operations to other surrounding school districts and or current schools within our
current districts that are not presently served.
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F. Discuss staff training, academic and professional currency.
Program employees receive professional development training primarily during two
distinct times of the year: end of summer and spring. Most trainings are conducted at
WHC Lemoore by leading professionals in the field of After School education.
Employees also receive training on the implementation of new curriculum, as well as
update training on CPR and First aid. All training is contingent upon funding within the
program's budget.
G. Excluding curriculum validation, discuss community involvement in the operation
of the program/department/service area.
The LIFE program has received generous donations from businesses within our
surrounding communalities'. The program has also hosted community based events
such as plays, carnivals, and community food drives. Avenal hosted a Christmas play in
2008, spring carnival joint community organizations effort also in Avenal, most of staff
reside in the communities they serve.
IV.

Professional Development

A. What professional development activities have staff participated in?
Employees in the LIFE program receive 24 hours of training prior to the beginning of
each program year. Employees receive training in classroom management, writing
effective lesson plans, learning and teaching strategies, and program specific
operations.
B. How does this professional development affect Student Learning Outcomes for
your program/department/service area?
Training provided to program employees provides them with the tools necessary to
affect growth in the students we served. Program staff are more confident in delivering
program content which has a direct impact on student academic improvement.
C. Describe the program/department/service area's plans for staff development over
the next four years. Staff development within the program is ongoing. Each year
management and supervisory staff attend Conferences and workshops that are geared to
increasing the academic performance/effectiveness of after school programs operated at
local school sites. Conferences provide training on "Best Practice" approaches for
delivering student learning actives, Effective Management of Programs, Building
Effective Partnerships, Grant Writing, and other professional development themed
topics. Line level staff receive quarterly training on the following topics that are geared
for equipping them with tools for effective delivery of LIFE program offerings:
Classroom Management, Effective Tutoring Tactics, Lesson Planning, Working with
Students with Special Needs, CPRlFirst Aid, and Incorporating Behaviors that Effect
Positive Change.
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C. Discuss the effectiveness of continuing education requirement to meet the need for
advanced training and/or training in emerging technologies.
V. Student Learning Outcomes
A. List all Student Learning Outcomes for this program/department/service. Student
Learning Outcomes for the LIFE program are as followed :
1. To improve Baseline California Standardized Test Scores in English Language
Arts and Mathematics from previous year
2. To promote to next grade level
During the 2007-2008 academic year, over 880 K_6 th grade students were served 1 day
more in LIFE After School Programs operated at Lemoore Union & Reef Sunset Unified
School Districts. 580 of those students were serviced at Lemoore schools. Out of those 580
students, 428 attended the program for at least 90 days. Out of those 428 students 214
improved their CST ELA scores and 218 improved their CST Math scores. Promotion to
next grade rates for students, according to affiliated school district personnel, was well
above 95%. (*CST data for individual students attending Reef-Sunset Schools was not
available at time for this report, but overall CST scores for the Reef-Sunset District showed
at least a 30% improvement for all students within the district). The Evaluation Report for
programs operated in Lemoore has been submitted with this report.
B. Explain how Student Learning Outcomes are used to measure quality and success
of this program/department/service area.

The LIFE Program is funded by California's Prop. 49 which provide After School
Funding for Title I Schools that show a need for improvement. To remain eligible for
funding each program is evaluated on its effectiveness. Program effectiveness is
measured by student utilization of the program (attendance), and student achievement
(CST scores, academic performance, promotion rates, home work completion).
Attendance and CST data is tabulated for each student and submitted to California
Department of Education (CDE) After School Programs Office yearly. The LIFE
Program has been noted for its effectiveness achieving the goals of the grant.

C. Based upon the results of the program SLO assessments, what improvements have
been identified?
Current program operation is effective in achieving student learning outcomes.
VI.

General Operations

A. How does the program/department/service area ensure that current
curriculum/delivery of service is adequately meeting the needs of students?
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The LIFE Program is judged upon its ability to maintain a robust enrollment, and its
ability to increase student proficiency with quality homework completion and reading.
As a result of program staff hard work and dedication many students who attended the
program for at least 6 months showed marked improvement in their state standardized
tests scores (see attached document).

B. Do special accreditations, external regulations, or advisory committees regulate
the program/department/service area? Yes [X] No [] (if yes, elaborate.)
The LIFE program is regulated by state and federal standards for after school programs.
The program must submit an annual report on its performance. The program is also
subjected to Categorical Program Management (CPM) audits conducted by California
Department of Education (CDE).
C. Does the program/department/service area have any special regulations, space
requirements, staff training, etc.? Yes [X] No [ ] (if yes, elaborate.)
The LIFE Program must abide by regulations set forth by state and federal
standards set forth for after school program operations. Some of the more
common regulations are as followed:
• Programs must operate all 180 school days.
• All programs must operate until 6:00 p.m. each school day.
• Programs must start as soon as the regular school day ends which includes early
out days.
• Student enrollment in after school programs are on a first come, first serve
basis.
• Program staff must meet the minimum requirements set forth by the local
school district for an educational assistant.
D. Is there evidence of unmet student needs caused by your
program/department/service area? Yes [] No [X] (if yes, elaborate.)
E. How does the program/department/service area address cultural diversity?
Students enrolled in the program participate in activities that promote cultural diversity
and recognize the accomplishments of others. The programs celebrate and promote
events like Black History Month, Hispanic Heritage Month, Cesar Chavez and Martin
Luther King Day's are only a few examples.

F. Describe the initiatives the program/department/service area has implemented to
meet the needs of social-economically diverse students, and/or those with nontraditional requirements (e.g., physical mental disabilities, re-entry, gender, etc.).
The LIFE Program promotes equal access to all students regardless of social-economic
status, ability level, or physical/mental limitations. The program enrolls students on a
first come first serve basis. All activities within the program practice inclusion - in
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other words all students are expected / encouraged to participate. Accommodations are
made as necessary to meet the needs of students with special needs.

G. Discuss the program/department/service area's use of external funding, including
grants and collaborative partnerships, if applicable.
The LIFE Program receives its funding for all elementary school operations from the
state After School Education & Safety Grant. Funding for high school operations is
provided by the federal governments After School Safety Enrichment Training grant.
These grants provide sufficient funding for the following after school related services:
tutoring, home assistance, educational enrichment activities, physical fitness, and or job
training (high school only). Collaborative partnerships with multiple agencies have
been established that provide support for staff training/development, program technical
assistance, curriculum offerings, and or supportive services for students and their
families. Other partnerships have been established with local businesses that provide
financial or supplies support for program related activities.

H. To what extent is technology being used in the program/department/service area?
Students attending LIFE programs at affiliated school sites are provided access to
computers. Students utilize these computers to work with educational enrichment
software programs or web based educational programs that promote reading
comprehension. Program Site Coordinators utilize a program specific database that aids
in the collection of data on the LIFE Program's effectiveness. This data includes but not
limited to attendance records, state test scores, and participation in program activities.
I.

Describe the supply requirements for your existing program/department/service
area, as well as the effect that any proposed changes would have on the supplies in
the next four years. This statement should include the kinds and amounts of
supplies needed, any anticipated costs, and the need for any computer
.software/technology.
As previously stated, the LIFE program's needs are met by state and federal grants that
provide sufficient funding for program activities. Each year the LIFE program's
department head budgets appropriately for supplies needed for projected program
operations. These supplies consist of arts-n-crafts material, educational curriculum,
workbooks, reading books, enrichment materials, and other supplies as needed.
Supplies cost per site range on average between $10,000 - $15,000 per year.

J. Describe the need for facility modifications within your existing
program/department/service area or the effect that any proposed curricular or
instructional changes would have on the existing facilities in the next four years.
This statement· should include a description ofthe desired changes, the rationale
for the changes, and a rough estimate of the costs.
All LIFE programs are operated at Lemoore Elementary Unified and Reef-Sunset
Unified District schools. Facility usage at these schools is at the discretion of school site
administrators. Although facility usage at most school sites are adequate for program
16

needs, an expansion of facilities at Avenal elementary and A venal High school would be
of tremendous benefit for students enrolled in the program at these schools.

VIII. Summary and Recommendations
A. What actions have been taken to address the assessment and improvements of
program learning outcomes?
Program employees have been provided training in areas deemed critical to achieve the
goals of student learning outcomes. Program curriculum additions were made based
upon the educational, emotional, and physiological needs of students
B. Based on analysis of the information provided in I through VII, describe the
program's strengths, areas tha~ need improvement, and strategies and actions to
make those improvements.
1. Program strengths:
Well rounded curriculum and a great team of careering staff
members that strive to help students improve academically and socially.

2. Areas that need improvement:
Additional professional development training for employees in the area of classroom
management, new and exciting educational practices that activate student desire for
learning, and refresher courses in upper level math (geometry, algebra I, algebra II).
3. Strategies and actions for program enhancement and improvement.
The LIFE Program as an organization is operating at a very high level in its
primary mission of meeting the needs of program students.
Upon the receipt of additional funds program services will be extended to assess and
meet the needs of not only students, but their families' .

C. Attach your Program Planning and Evaluation Assessment Grid. Follow the
directions provided and thoroughly complete the form. You should have not more
than five short term goals, of which at least three are student learning outcome
goals.
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WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
Institutional Effectiveness Planning Calendar
DATE

Summer

ITEM
Review Mission/Vision Statement & Goals,
Performance Indicators
Update Planning & Governance Manual

September

Review Accreditation Timeline

September

Strategic Planning Committee Retreat/Strategic
Plan (Mission/Vision Statement)
Strategic Planning Committee Retreat/Strategic
Plan (Guiding Principles)
Student Strategic Planning Retreat

Strategic Planning Committee

Strategic Planning Committee Retreat/Strategic
Plan (Performance Indicators, ARCC Report)
WASC Annual Report

Strategic Planning Committee

Fall

December
February
February
March

RESPONSIBILITY
Strategic Planning
Committee/PGC
President's Office
PGC

Strategic Planning Committee
Student Services

PGC

March

College Operations
Budget Changes

May

Strategic Planning Committee Retreat
(End of year wrap up, Evaluation of planning
process)

May

Approved Budget Priority/Staff Requests

PGC

December/May

Approve Program Review Plans

PGC

April/May

Review PGC Committee Membership

PGC

Monthly

Board Policies and Administrative Procedures

PGC

Annually

Review of Technology Strategic Plan

PGC

Biannually

Evaluation of Shared Governance Process

PGC

Biannually

Review Educational Master Plan

Updated:

2/2/2010

PGC

PGC

Strategic Planning Committee

PGC, Committees

Pro2ram Review, Plannin2 and Evaluation

West Hills College Lemoore
Mission: West Hills College Lemoore enriches the lives of our students and the community we serve by being dedicated to quality educational
learning opportunities and partnerships. The college provides a positive environment that is committed to student learning and empowering students
to achieve their educational goals.

Assessment Grid

Program:
I Contact Person/ext.: Michael McDowelllx3745
Mission: The mission of the Art Department at West Hills College
Lemoore is to enhance student learning and to enrich the lives of the
populations we serve by stimulating cultural understanding through
the visual arts. Critical thinking skills and the ability to access
personal creativity are also developed through various art courses
offered. The department strives to offer courses that stimulate
student interest and encourages strong student success and retention
rates. Two associate degrees, Studio Art and Art History, are offered,
which allow students to pursue specialized interests.

Submission Date: April 2009
Program Goalsl
Program ActivitieslActions
Ob.iectives
The specific activities you
At least 3 short-tenn and
will implement to
up to 2 long-tenn goals.
Instruction: At least three accomplish the goals (e.g.
of your goals must be
implement a new course) and
program specific studentintended outcomes.
learning outcome oriented.
ttObtain"thenecessBry----+I-I-.-Se-e-k-fi-Ullding.

Midterm Report Date (2 years from submissionll year CTE):
Necessary Resources
(Includin2 Fundin2)
Any additional
resources you will need
to accomplish the
activity. Please be
specific and realistic.
1. Uncertain; this

Outcomes
Means of
Assessment/Criteria
for Success including
timeline (Measurable)

I. When the projector ... 1 1. Obtain the necessary

equipment to solve the
problem with the Data
Projector in the Art Lab
(Room 831)

depends on the cost of
the necessary lens

works properly it will
be evident that success
has been achieved.

equipment to solve the
problem with the Data
Projector in the Art Lab
(Room 831)

2. Obtain a white board for
the Art Lab.

2. Will speak to Facilities
Director, Vince Montoya, to
locate a solution. Will seek
funding, if necessary.

2. Uncertain.

2. When the
white board is installed
and in use it will be
evident that success
has been achieved.

2. Obtain a whiteboard for
the Art Lab.

3. Obtain a remote control
device to allow computer
data to be advanced from
the front of the Art Lab
classroom.

3. Seek funding.

3. Uncertain; this
depends on the cost of
the device

3. When the capability
to advance projected
computer data is
possible it will be
apparent that success
has been achieved.

3. Obtain a remote control
device to allow computer
data to be advanced from
the front of the Art Lab
classroom.

4. Obtain a microphone to
allow for better auditory
instruction in the Art Lab.

4. Seek funding.

4. Uncertain; this
depends on the cost of
the device

4. When better
communication is
possible it will be
apparent that success
has been achieved.

4. Obtain a microphone to
allow for better auditory
instruction in the Art Lab.

5. Develop Student
Learning Outcomes for all
department courses.

5. Will address this for each
Department course.

5. None

6. Develop curricula for
computer Art courses.

6. Will complete New
Course Packet for specific
courses.

6. None

5. When at least one
SLO has been written
for each Department
course success will be
apparent, by
November 2007.
6. This is currently in
process and will be
submitted this

5. Develop Student
Learning Outcomes for all
department courses.

6. Develop curricula for
computer Art courses.

semester or next.
7. Obtain necessary
software for computer Art
instruction.

7. Seek funding.

7. Two specific
software programs
need to be purchased:
Adobe Creative Suite
(approximately $5200),
& Maxon Cinema 4D
XL Studio
(approximately $5400)

7. When Photoshop,
7. Obtain necessary
Digital Illustration &
software for computer Art
Digital Animation are instruction.
offered as courses; this
depends on funding
for necessary
software.

8. Obtain necessary
facilities and equipment to
allow instruction of
Ceramics courses.

8. Will solicit funding and
facilities consideration.

8. Unknown; may
depend on construction
costs ...

8. This is likely to
entail the inclusion in
facilities
considerations for
future construction.

8. Obtain necessary
facilities and equipment to
allow instruction of
Ceramics courses.

9. Solidify and expand
SLO's.

9. Will seek input & insight
from other relevant faculty.

9. None

9. This will occur over
the next several years.

9. Solidify and expand
SLO's.

Program Review, Planning and Evaluation

West Hills College Lemoore
Pro2ram Review., Plannin2 and Evaluation

Assessment Planning Logic Model
Midterm Report
Program:

Date:

Analysis

Actions

Your interpretation of the results (why the
activities were not successful in achieving
the goal)
1. Projector works satisfactorily, though
there is a dark halo at the lower
comers, which does not allow for
completely clear projection.

Based on the Findings and Analysis, what is
the next step( s) to program improvement?

Findin2s
What are the actual quantifiable outcomes
compared to those listed in column four of
the Assessment Grid?
1. Lens has been purchased and
installed.

1. None necessary, though an entirely
new projector with proper lens would
be welcome.

2: Whiteboard has been purchased and
installed.

2. Whiteboard is in use.

2. None necessary.

3. I purchased this with personal funds
for personal use.

3. Problem has been solved on a
personal level.

3. Will continue to seek funding for
clicker to be used by other faculty.

4. Microphone has been purchased and
in set up for use.

4. Microphone is in use.

4. None necessary.

s.

s.

s.

SLO's have been written for all
current Art courses and for both Art
degrees.

SLO's are in place and being
assessed and interpreted each
semester.

SLO's will continue to be assessed,
evaluated, updated, added to, and rewritten as necessary.

6. Art 20A, Introduction to Digital
Design, has been written and
approved.

6. There are two more computer art
courses that will be proposed in the
future.

6. Research and development of
curricula for Illustrator and
Animation courses.

7. Photoshop and Illustrator software
has been purchased and installed on
computers in room 273.

7. Software is still needed to the
proposed computer animation class,
Maxon Cinema 4D XL Studio

7. Recommend the purchase of this
software.

(approximately $5400).
8. One electric kiln, of two needed, has
been purchased.

8. Further funding will be necessary to
complete this goaL

8. Facilities considerations must be
addressed, and much more equipment
must be funded and purchased.

9. SLO's have been written for all
current Art courses and for both Art
degrees.

9. SLO's are in place and being
assessed and interpreted each
semester.

9. SLO'g will continue to be assessed,
evaluated, updated, added to, and rewritten, if necessary. Will continue to
seek input & insight from other
relevant faculty.
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Flex Day
West Hills College Lemoore
Thursday, August 12, 2010
8:30-9:00 a.m.

Continental Breakfast

9:00-9:15

Welcome back & Kick-off

Kurt Sterling

Conf. Center

9:15-11 :15

"Generational & Cultural Diversity
In the Classroom"

Susanne Valery, Ed.D .

Conf. Center

11:15-11:30

Break

11:30 -12:15

Break Out Session (Please Choose One)
"Social Networking and Education" David Babb
"ADA compliance in online classes" David M. Rengh .
"Infection control and hand-washing" Marleen Smart

Conf. Center

Room xxx
Room xxx
Room xxx

12:15-1 :45pm

Lunch - WHCFA Meeting
Or On Your Own

Marty Ennes

Room 239

1 :45- 2:30

englb4u

Stephanie Droker
Jacqui Shehorn
Neomi Daniels

Conf. Center

2:30 - 3:15

Learning Area Connect
Committee Representatives
SLO

Senate Reps

Conf. Center

???
3:15-4:00pm

Office Time
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Duty Day
West Hills College Coalinga
Frida~August13,2010
8:30 - 9:00

Continental Breakfast

9:00 - 9: 10

Welcome & Introductions

WHCC Cafeteria

President Willard Lewallen
Theatre

9:10 - 10:10
10: 10 - 10:20

State of the District
Break

Chancellor Frank Gornick
Theatre
Chess Board Area

10:20 - 12:00 To Be Determined
10:20 - 12:00 Tours of Health and
(every 15 minutes)
Wellness Center
12: 00 - 1: 00

Lunch (provided)

Mark Gritton
Chess Board Area
WHCC Cafeteria

AFTERNOON SESSIONS
West Hills College Lemoore

1:00 - 2:00

President's/ Administrative President Don Warkentin
Update
Library/Learning Resource Center

2:00-2:15

Snack Break

2:15 - 4:00

Learning Area Meetings/
Accreditation Self Study

????ID. Bolt
Library/Learning Resource Center

West Hills College Coalinga

1:00 - 2:00

President's/ Administrative President Willard Lewallen
Update
WHCC Cafeteria

2:00 - 2:15

Snack Break

2: 15 - 4:00

Learning Area Meetings/
Accreditation Self Study

S. Shepa rd/ J. Stearn s

Thursday, AuguS

t 13 2009
,

AGENDA
8:30-9:00am

Continental Breakfast

9:00-9:30

NISOD

9:30-10:30

Basic Skills Group

10:30-10:45

Break

10:45 - 11:45

Break Out Session (Please Choose One)

Conference Center
Marty E./Brian A.
Team BSI

Brain-Based Learning
Joel R.
Turnitin.com Webinar
Lenore S.
Reading Across The Curriculum Jacqui S.

Conference Center
Conference Center

Room 274
Room 273
Room 239

11:45 -1:00pm WHCFA Lunch Meeting
Or On Your Own

Marty E.

Room 239

1:00- 1:30

Information Competency

Ron O.

Conference Center

1:30 - 2:00

Curriculum Process

Rene S.

Conference Center

2:00 - 2:15

VA Update

Gary S.

Conference Center

2:15 - 2:30

Break

2:30-3:30pm

Learning Area Connect
Committee Representatives
Senate Constitution/Bylaws

•
•
3:30-4:00pm

Office Time

Conference Center
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Fnda~August14,2009

Duty Day
West Hills College Lemoore
8:30 - 9:00

Continental Breakfast

9:00 - 9:15

Welcome & Introductions

Conference Room 253

President Don Warkentin
Conference Room 253

9: 15 --: 10: 45

State of the District

Chancellor Frank Gornick
Conference Room 253

10:45 - 12:00

Classroom Technology

Conference Room 253

12: 00 - 1: 00

Lunch (provided)

Conference Room 253

West Hills College Lemoore

1:00 - 2:00

President's/ Administrative President Don Warkentin
Update
Library/Learning Resource Center

2:00 - 2: 15

Snack Break

2:15 - 3:00

Learning Area Meetings

Library/Learning Resource Center

Arts and Letters
Counseling
CTE and Math/Science
Health and Well ness
Social Sciences

Marlon Hall
Jose Lopez
Stephanie Atkinson-Alston
B. Clement/C. Freeman
Dave Bolt

Program Review
or
Office Time

Stephanie Atkinson-Alston

3:00 - 4:00

Library/Learning Resource Center

West Hills College Coalinga

1:00 - 2:15

Speed Round

Conference Room 253

•

Pandemic Prep

Frances Squire

•

Certificate & Degree Completion

Sandy McGlothlin

•

DSPS

Dave Reynolds

•

Faculty Team Portal Site

Jill Stearns

•

Career Technical Education

Carole Goldsmith

•

Accreditation Self Study Kick Off

S. Shepard, J. Stearns

2:15 - 2:30

Snack Break

2:30 - 4:00

Accreditation Standards

Conference Room 253

S. Shepard, J. Stearns
Conference Room 253

West Hills College Lemoore
Flex Day - August 7, 2008
8:30 - 9:00am

Continental Breakfast

Conf. Center

9:00 - 9: 15am

Kick Off - Stephanie D.

Conf.Center

9:15 - 9:30am

Brand New Stuff - Frances S.

Conf. Center

9:30 - 1O:30am

Movie - .. Discounted Dreams"

Conf.Center

10:15 - 10:30am

Break

Conf.Center

10:30 - 11:00am

Student Success - Mike R.

Conf.Center

11:00 - 11:45am

Breakout Sessions (Choose 1)
NISOD - Joel Rogers/
Looking Good, Mon! - Frances S.

Room 235
Room 278

11:45 - 1:00pm

CTA Lunch

Conf.Center

1:00 - 1:45pm

From Polynominal Algorhythms to Multi Variant
Qualitative Analysis (SLO Assessments)
Jameson B.

Conf. Center

Come Together: Academics and Vocations
Unite! - Carole G.

Conf.Center

2:15 - 3:00pm

Learning Area Connect - Senate Reps.

Conf.Center

3:00 - 4:00pm

YO!

Your Office

1:45 - 2:15pm
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Frida~August8,2008

Duty Day
West Hills College Coalinga
8:30 - 9:00 a.m.

Continental Breakfast

9:00 - 9:15

Welcome & Introductions

President Willard Lewallen
Theatre

9: 15-1 0:45

State of the District

Chancellor Frank Gornick
Theatre

10:45 - 11 :00

Break

Cafeteria

11 :00 - 12:00pm My West Hills
Dean Susan Whitener
Portal Technology Is Here!
Theatre
12:00 - 1:00

lunch (provided)

1:00 - 4:00

Coalinga Faculty

Cafeteria

learning Area Meetings
Everett Hall

AG/BUS/CIS/CWEE
Allied Health
Arts and Letters
Math/Science/PE
Non Teaching Faculty
Social Science/Public Service
1:00 - 4:00

lemoore Faculty
Program Review
Arts and Letters
Health and Well ness
Career Technical Education
Math/Science
Counseling
Social Sciences

learning Area Meetings
Library

President's Intercommunication Team
September 9,2010 -10:00 -11:00 a.m.
WHCL Conference Rm. 124
Coalinga, District Office Bd. Rm.
MINUfES
Members Present:
Don Warkentin, President
Marlon Hall, Associate Dean of Educational Services, Evening College
Susan Whitener, Associate Vice Chancellor of Educational Planning
Cathy Barabe, Director of Grants (by phone)
Ken Stoppenbrink, Vice Chancellor of Administrative Services (by phone)
Bob Clement, Athletic Director
John Bernal, Director of Maintenance & Operations
Frances Squire, WHCCD Foundation Executive Director, Director of Marketing
Members Absent:
Pedro Avila, Vice Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness & Enrollment Services
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services
Jana Cox, WHCL Financial Aid Director
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Vice President of Student Services
Kurt Sterling, Academic Senate President
Charles Freeman, Director of Nursing
Carole Goldsmith, Vice Chancellor of Educational Services and Workforce Development
Michelle Kozlowski, Director of ITS
Jose Lopez, Dean of Student Services
Jody Ruble, Director ETS/UB/ Americorp
John Ieronimo, CSEA President Representative
Ryan Cardoza, Student Representative
Mr. Warkentin called the meeting to order at 10:13 a.m.
Accreditation Update
Mr. Warkentin reported that the WHCL accreditation visit will be March 7 - 10. The
team members will arrive on Sunday and make a visit to the district office on Monday
morning. Both WHCC and WHCL will be visited. WHCC's team chair will be the
president from the Ventura College District. WHCL's team chair will be Rosa Carlson,
president of Porterville College. The WHCC team will stay at Harris Ranch and the
WHCL team will stay at the Tachi Hotel. A month prior to the visit the team chairs and
their assistants will meet with the colleges and district office. One aspect the team will
look at is how we communicate with our district office staff. Mr. Warkentin reiterated
that this committee, President's Intercommunication Team (PIT), conducts monthly
meetings to dialogue with the district offices. He reviewed the PIT mission statement
and its membership.
1.0
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PIT - September 9, 2010
The WHCL self study draft has been sent out and we are awaiting feedback from the
district office staff. The WHCL Planning and Governance Council (PGC) will take action
on the self study in October with Board of Trustees action to follow in
October/November. The Study will need to be mailed out to the team in January.
Evidence documents will be scanned and accessible via links through the website. The
WHCL team room will be in the conference center room 256. It will be partitioned off
for individual meetings and opened up for the larger meetings.
Susan announced that she will be participating on an accrediting team in Oxnard and
she has just returned from training. A few of the issues WASC has concern with are:
Resource allocation (whether it is integrated into resource planning) also, whether
colleges have a plan in place for reimbursement to reserves. SLO will not be a sanction;
however, proficiency is expected by 2012; continuous quality improvement is the next
leveL Non proficiency by 2012 will be a recommendation. Mr. Warkentin added that
recommendations may bring a follow up visit which he intends to avoid. Susan will
send a bulleted list of her observations from the training. Additionally, she reported
that she learned that the data we present should also be analyzed. Another issue
concerns international students and if colleges are meeting their special needs. The data
about incoming students should include international students. The international
program at WHCCD generates about the equivalent of 200 FfES per year. WASC wants
to see that SLO for online programs are managed the same as face to face and that
success, retention, and persistence rates are comparative to face to face student
achievement. Student achievement is certificates, degrees, and SLO (what they walk
away with in their head).
Mr. Warkentin announced that he is chairing an accreditation team to Evergreen Valley
College and Jose Lopez is on a team at Miramar College in San Diego in October. After
all have participated on teams they will convene for dialogue.

Budget Update
Ken Stoppenbrink stated that the district budget for 2010-2011 was approved in August
despite the fact the state does not have a budget. Communication from the chancellor's
office is that there is a budget eminent. Apportionment has not been received and
currently we are using reserves which should take us to October. The state is paying
IOU's with the challenge being how long the banks will honor the IOU'S. Ken does not
expect an approved budget soon. All districts will be in the same situation. Mr.
Warkentin reported that he had spoken with EECU Manager, Lisa Franks, and EECU is
preparing to provide interest free payroll loans. The loans would also be available to
elementary and high schools in the valley. Frances interjected that there is speculation
that a budget will be approved after the November elections are over. Ken stated that
there are monies in capital outlay projects that could be pulled to put in the general fund
if necessary. Frances will contact Lisa Franks to question the details. Bob asked if there
would be concern with the bond monies and the continuance of construction. Ken does
not see any delays in construction. Bob asked if budgets would be frozen. Ken
responded that the same procedure as in past will likely be in place which would freeze
budgets before the end of the fiscal year. He reiterated that the state is holding $6
million a year out of our apportionment and will pay it next fiscal year. This is why a
2.0
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freeze has to be put on our spending. Mr. Warkentin stated that he had been informed
that we will not receive MAA checks until the state budget passes even though MAA is
federal monies. Ken reported that WHCCD is in excellent shape. The normal budget
planning process will continue in the spring.
Ken questioned if in WHCL'S perspective on budget if there is a flow or are there areas
that need to improve. Mr. Warkentin replied that aside from no budget in the last few
years, an area to strengthen is the need for a formal response from the district to
acknowledge prioritized budget requests. Currently, when Anne Jorgens reports lottery
dollars have been received, the Budget Allocation Committee revisits the priority lists.
There needs to be a response form. .As new monies become available we need a
communication piece. Ken responded in agreement and recommends this be further
discussed at the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet as it is needed district-wide. Cathy
stated that she would like to see priority 3 lists to know what has been requested.
3.0 Program Review Schedule
Mr. Warkentin reviewed the district office program review schedule.
reviews not showing please let he or Dave Bolt know.

If there are

4.0 New Grants Program
Cathy Barabe reported that she had informed Mr. Warkentin about CTE equipment
monies available. Additionally, she has found monies for two child development classes
for spring and fall. She has talked to Dave Bolt about adding science classes for spring
as there is funding for online and/or face to face classes. She is working with the Avenal
school districts regarding the educational center and she needs feedback on signage, Le.
WHC Center at Avenal, WHC Avenal Learning Center. There will be staff stationed at
the outreach sites. It is expected that the students will be nontraditional. Susan asked
about the Title V grant approval. Cathy responded that she had not heard; The Student
Services Grant will not be received.
5.0 FfES Update
In the absence of Mr. Avila, no report was given.

6.0 Other
Frances Squire made event announcements as follows:
• Washington Monthly magazine has named NDC the 34th best college in American
based on SICEE survey rates. There will be a celebration on 9/23 at 5:00 p.m. in
Firebaugh.
•

On October 10th Karl Rove will be speaking at WHCC. This will be announced on
KMJ. Rove's visit will be advertised in Paso Robles also. Tickets are $30 in
advance. Doors open at 5:00 p.m. With Rove to speak at 6:15 p.m. Seating will be
on a first come, first served basis.

•

On October 11th there will be an pianist/organist concert at WHCC.

_

PIT - September 9, 2010

•

On October 16th is the Hall of Fame dinner at WHCC. A dedication of the gym
will also be held that day.

•

Veteran Student Club Association will hold a 9/11 event today (9/9/2010) with
lunch provided and Dr. Marlon Hall will be the keynote speaker.

The next meeting is scheduled on October 14, 2010.

President's Intercommunication Team
September 9, 2010 -10:00 - 11:00 a.m.
WHCL Conference Rm. 124
Coalinga, District Office Bd. Rm.
AGENDA

1.0

Accreditation Update

Don Warkentin

2.0

Budget Update

Don Warkentin

3.0 Program Review Schedule
4.0

New Grants Progress

5.0 FfES Update

Don Warkentin
Carole Goldsmith
Cathy Barabe
Pedro Avila

6.0 Other
Next Meeting: October 14, 2010

2010 WHCL Evaluation of Policies & Shared
Governance Survey
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Respondents by Category

Certificated Facu lty
Classified
Administrator
Classified Management
Student
TOTAL:

WHCCD Office of Institutional Effect.veness

n

%

15
9
5
2
1
32

46.9
28.1
15.6
6.3
3.1
100.0
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2010 WHCL Evaluation of Policies & Shared
Governance Survey
Are you a mem ber of any of the following groups? Response
(C heck all that apply)
Count

~ ~~:':'.:~:
Response
Percent
15 .~%

Academic Senate

12
11
8
6
6
6
·6
5

Budget Allocation Cominittee

5

Institutional Effectiveness and Progra m Review Committee

4
4
3
3

12.5%
6.3%
18.8%

2

37.5%
18.8%

Strategic Planning Committee
Wes t Hills College Faculty Ass ociation (W HCFA)
California School Employees Association (CSEA)
Planning and Governa nce Council (PGC)
Employee Development & Success Committee
Student Success Committee
Student Leamin'g Outcomes Committee

Curriculum Committee
Facilities, Safety, & Auxiliary Committee
Other (please speCify):
.

12.5%
3.1%
34_4%
'25.0 %
18.8°,(,
15.6%
18.8%
9.4%

Child Development
Cal-Pass
None

Technoiogy Committee
Student Govern menl Association (SGA)

WHCCD Office of Jnstltutlonal Effectiveness

June 2010
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2010 WHCL Evaluation of Policies & Shared
Governance Survey
The WHCL Shared Governance Process
Facutty-senate has a defined role in the shared governance process.
WHC Faculty Association has a defined role in the shared governance
process.

CSEA has·s defined role in the sh~d governance,process
Drives institutional planning

Adrrunistrators have a defined role in the shared govemance process:
Student government (SGA) has a defined role in the shared governance
process.
FOUowsagendas and disseminates minutes regularly via the web or
public folders

Overaft
Average

Response
Count

4.16

32

4.10

32

4.07
4.06
4.03

31
32

4.00

32

3 .97

32

The shared governance process supports the qual ity, integrity and
effectiveness of student learning programs and services.

3.94

32

3.87
3.84
3.84

31
32
32

Provides an environmenl lhat encourages honesty.

the shared go.... ernance process.
All shared governance committees have dear goals and obIect1v.es.
Members of your organization are satisfied with the idea s and
recommendations provided to the co!lege by the different shared
governance committees.
Members of your organization are kept informed about the work and \l1e
accomplishments of the shared governance process.
Provides an environment that values different opinions.
Reports recommendations.and actions to appropriate committees within
the system in a timely manner
Members of your organization understand how the shared governance
process works.
WHCCO OffIce of InstItutIonal EffectIVeness

5 = Strongly Agree
4 = Agree
3 = Neutral
2 = DISiJgree
1 = Strongly DiSiJgree

32

Has dear afl!! easy to follow proCedures
Follows set procedures and nules.
I feel I have the opportunity to voice my concems within the framework of

HILLS

,:::,,":';

3.78

32

3.71

32

3.71

32

3.68

32

3.65

32

3.6 1

32

3.52

32

June 2010
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2010 WHCL Evaluation of Policies & Shared
Governance Survey
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Are t here areas of the shared governance process that can be made more
productive or effective? Expla in.

Curriculum Committee is very difficult to work in. While the individuals involved
understand t he process, t he ru les make it very difficult to implement anything
related to curriculu m .
• At the end of almost every semester the Board floods th e processes with items
they want in stant answers on the reby circumventing the process . i.e. New or
cha nges policies and procedu res.
• All meeti ng mi nutes sh ou ld be post ed in the appropriate area on the WHCL
website. A current flow chart showin g how the shared governance process works
with links to the areas on t he website where more information can be found would
be helpful.
• I don't kn ow if it's con sidered part of the sha red governance process, but I
strongly believe t hat th e process by which in structors receive tenure is hi ghly
flawed and is in desperate need of refo rm! I nstructors are getting tenured who
should NOT be teaching for us'
• The process isn 't always fo ll owed; this is somet hing we could and should work
on .
WHCCO Office of InstttutlonfJl Effectiveness

June 201 0
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2010 WHCL Evaluation of Policies & Shared
Governance Survey
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5= Strongly Agree
4 = Agree
3 = Neutral
2 = Disagree
1 = Strongly Disagree

Board poficy 2510· Par1icipation In local decision making through the Dislrict
Council on Studentleamlng.

Overall
Average

Response
Count

The District Council on SlUdent learning seNes as an effective communication
channel among the colleges and the district office to clarify decisions made
regarding pfogranvning. stallino. and resources at the college level.

3.70

31

I am familiar with this board policy.

3.52

32

B<>ard policy and ad;";nistrative procedure 2431 clarify the roles and responsibilities
of the chancellor and coDege president in the decision making process.

3.96

31

I am familiar with this board policy.

3.64

32

Board policy and administrative procedure 2431 • Delineation of Authority to
College Presidents and Dislrict Chancellor

WHCCO Office of Institutional Effectiveness

June 2010
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2010 WHCL Evaluation of Policies & Shared
Governance Survey
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5= Strongly Agree
4 = Agree
3 = Neutral
2 = Disagree
J = Strongly Disagree

Board policy 3250 - District Strategic Planning

Overall
Average

Response
Count

The district strategic planning process acknowledges membership and input
from the colleges.

4.00

3D

I am familiar with this board policy.

3.93

32

The district strategic planning process'serves as a guide for strategic planning at
the college level.

3.92

30

The resource allocation policy clearlY defines the process for distributing fiscal
resources among the college call1luses and district office.

3.78

30

I am familiar with .this board policy.

3.75

32

The resOurce allocation policy is fair and reasonable.

3.63

31

Board policy 6225 - Resource Allocation

WHCCO Office of Institutional Effectivenes s

June 2010
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2010 WHCL Evaluation of Policies & Shared
Governance Survey
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Do you have any comments regarding the policies mentioned above?

Yes t here is participati on. However is recommendation from fa culty are rout inely
disregarded then the process is fla wed. Wh ich it is.
• No I do not, but as I previously mentioned, our t enure process is fla wed and
needs t o be fi xed so that we can actually build a stro nger facult y base.
No
You coul d sh are t he concepts of t hese po licies during duty day as a way to
ed ucate all staff, f aculty, and administrati on .

WHCCD Office or Institutional Effectiveness

June 2010
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West Hills College Lemoore

Student Success
Meeting Minutes

Date: December 10, 2010
Attending:

America Bryant, S. Dorsey-Robinson, Tammy larson, Jose lopez, Tiffani
McGee, Mike Rodriguez, Joel Ruble, Angela Tos, Ryan Cardoza (student), Brittany Burkhart
(student)

Absent:
1.

Susie Briones-Aceron, Priscilla Balcazar

Hear Update from Student Activities Committee - Lopez
J. lopez gave an update from the Student Activities Committee . He stated they were having a

meeting next Thursdav and they were off to a good start. He also stated that having student, like
Brittany, on the comm ittee was goo. They were working on identifying students for next year to
sign up for the IS 7 class that can also assist with Heritage Day. He stated that in April 2011, a
week before spring break, there will be Heritage week activities.
J. lopez discussed a fall Scholarship Gala Night to raise money, something he wi ll work on. More
information wil l fo llow .
2.

Hear Update of Student Services - Robinson
•
High School Principal Contact and Follow-up meeting
•
High school Outreach
•
H.D.P.E.

SDR shared information on co llaboration with high schools and initiatives and the work that the
advisors are doing. J. Ruble shared the "Having Opportun ity and Promise through Education"
(H.D.P.E.) project
3.

Review WCHl Crest
1. lopez shared a copy of the proposed WHCl Crest. A discussion regarding the timeline for

completion and bringing it back to Student Success Committee was discussed. SDR shared
that the tlmeline was important in order to have th ings ready by graduation. SDR will place
item on next Student Success agenda for action and J. lopez will take to SGA for portal vote.
4.

Discuss Result of placement test

5.

Follow-up to Student Success Conference

Angela Tos shared work that is being done on the placement test
Team shared what they learned form the Strengthening Student Success Conference, T.
McGee shared that she was impressed with information she learned about supplemental
instruction, tutors, and assigned tutors to basic skills classes. A. Bryant shared the wealth of
information she received from the Financial Aid sessions, and the notation of Financia l Aid
I.Q., SDR shared information on the CalPASS sessions and "Ask lane" robust online serves at
lane Community College in Oregon; A. los shared information on the data on Completion bV
Design, loss Points, Momentum Points, Achieving the Dream, "It is not Over in October" and
Stay unti l May campaign at Sacrament Community College, learning community about how

effective retention is, and how to make it universal. All committee members that attended
felt it was one of the best conferences and should be something that members are able to
attend next year.
6.

Receive Updated Strategic Planning Grid on progress made

SOR distributed copies of the revised Strategic planning grid with changes made from last
Student Success Committee meeting. A small 3 hole punch was requested by team members
so that can punch holes In their documents and put in their binders. SOR stated she would get
them.
7.

Receive Proposed WHCCO Strategic Plan Goals 2011-2016
SDR distributed copies 2011-2016 Strategic Planning which focused new goals and targetsl
8. Tasks to be completed
a. Revised Student Equity Plan
b. Revised Student Transfer Plan
c. Follow-Up to Student Town Hall Matrix
SDR shared that the goals of the activity was to have members break off into teams, with J. lopez
facilitating the Student Town Hall matrix revisions, M. Rodriguez facilitating the revision to the
Transfer Plan and SDR facilitating revising to the Equity Plan. Members were given additional

data and using the data in their binders to examine the following:
1. What does the data say
2. What does this mean
3. What is the goal
4. How will we get there
5. Timeline
6. Who is responsible
7. Where to for to get more information
8. Resources and Funding
Team members were assigned to work in groups and share back. Based on the discu5sins,
team members felt the need to come back together to finish in January.
9. other:
a. WISE-Up- T. McGee and M. Rodriguez shared that they were working with the local
credit union to deliver a WISE-UP session to there is students on April 8 th from 9:00-12.
The purpose is to help student understand how to manage their money

West Hills Community College District
Strategic Planning
July 14,2010
Harris Ranch
Student Success Workshop
9:00 a.m.-12 noon
Goals
--+

--+
--+
--+
--+

Focus attention and confirm strategies to strengthen WHC's student success
culture
Briefly review accom~lishments since last strategic planning session
Achieve common definition/understanding of student success
Engage best thinking of participants
Understand strategies and related metrics tied to improve student success
Agenda
•

Dr. Gornick
Welcome
o What is student success?
o Why does student success demand our attention?
o We need your help to strengthen our thinking - as we formulate the most
effective strategies, focus attention, and seek to enhance student success.

•

Introductionslbrief warm up

•

Review of goals and accomplishments - Dr. Gornick, Pedro Avila
o
o

•

Facilitators/All

Scorecard review
New metrics related to student success

Distance Education Trends (opportunities to support student success in a
Susan Whitener
world of reduced resources)

•
•

Break

10 min.

•

Facilitated Group Discussions

Facilitators/All

o
o

o

Identify barriers to student success [informed by IR data]
Identify strategies to reduce/eliminate barriers.
• What should we be doing more of?
• What should we be doing differently?
• What should we stop doing?
Prioritize student success strategies/goals and refine metrics as appropriate

•

Next Steps

F acili tators/All

•

Close

Dr. Gornick

WHCCD

Eaton Cummings Group

West Hills Community College District
Strategic Planning
July 14,2010
High School Outreach Workshop
1:00-4:00 p.m.
Goals
- Focus attention and practical action on increasing the college-going culture among high
school students/graduates in the Central Valley
- Sharing the "IS" map-what WHCCD and high schools are doing now to encourage
college enrollment in general, and specifically at WHCCD colleges
- Engage best thinking of participants
- Co-create strategies and related metrics to improve student enrollment by area high
school graduates at WHCCD colleges
Agenda
•

Welcome
Dr. Gornick
o Why education beyond high school is important in today's worldto students, families, economic development, the Valley
o WHCCD is a partner with the public schools, helping students to succeed
beyond high school; enhanced college attendance and student success is our
bottom line goal
o We are eager to work with you to increase the college-going culture and to
encourage confidence in WHCCD colleges as a top choice of your graduates

•

Introductionslbrief warm up

Facilitators/All

•

Current high school participation data and Cal Pass

Pedro Avila

•

What are we currently doing to encourage college attendance?
o WHC outreach strategies
Sylvia Dorsey/Jill Steams
o

•
•

• Early Registration for High School Graduates
High school strategies
High School Principals

Break
Facilitated Group Discussions
o
o

o
o

Facilitators/All

Identify barriers to college enrollment anywhere and at WHCCD colleges
Identify collaborative strategies to reduce/eliminate barriers.
• What should we be doing more of?
• What should we be doing differently?
• What should we stop doing?
Prioritize strategies/goals and defme metrics
Determine howlhow often to communicate results/issues

•

Next Steps

Facilitators/All

•

Close

Dr. Gornick

WHCCD

Eaton Cummings Group

West Hills Community College District
Strategic Planning
July 15,2010
Harris Ranch
Workforce Development 'Vorkshop
9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Goals
-

Identify Strengths and Opportunities that may exist in the Central Valley
Envision the "new or emerging economy" in the Central Valley
Identify workforce development requirements for the new economy
Focus attention and identify practical action steps - by engaging the best thinking
of participants
Co-create strategies to effectively shape the new economy
Co-create strategies for meeting related workforce development needs

Agenda
•

Welcome
Dr. Gornick
o The Central Valley must be prepared to shape and respond to the new
economy in order for the region and families to survive and thrive
o WHCCD and its colleges are strategic partners in plruming for and helping
to create road maps to provide hope as our economy is transformed
o We're partners in workforce development, helping students and businesses
to succeed
o We want to draw on your best thinking today to help envision our
economic and workforce future -

•

Introductions and Table Discussions
Valley Strengths and Opportunities

Facilitators/All

•

Today' s Central Valley Economy

WIB and EDC Experts

•

Brief Overview: Current WHCCD
Workforce Development Activity

Carole Goldsmith

•

Working Groups: Trends that will Impact
the Future of the Central Valley

•

Working Groups: Comparing the current Central Valley Workforce
with what will be needed in three to five years

•

Working Groups: Workforce Gaps/Needs/Social Consequences

Lunch

WHCCD

Eaton Cummings Group

Workforce Development Workshop
July 15,2010
9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Agenda-Continued
•

Working Groups: Our Future Vision for Economic Development
in the Central Valley

•

Our Vision in Action

•

Roles and Opportunities
o Who does what?
o Who else needs to be at the Table?

•

Communications Strategies

•

Next Steps

•

Close

WHCCD

Dr. Gornick

Eaton Cummings Group

2 ?f. West Hills Conmwility College District

Trustees

Administrators

Business Services

Institutional
Effectiveness/
Enrollment
Management

Vice ChanceIWr/
Educational
Srrvices/Workjorcr
Development

Associate Vice
Chancellor/
Educational
Planning

President, WHC
Coalinga

Lemoore

Mission

Vision

The mission of West Hills Community College District is enhancing student learning and enriching the lives of the populations we serve by:

West H ills Community College DiStrict, a trusted steward,
actively engages, encourages, enriches and empowers students, faculty, staff and the communities it serves to reach
their full potential (academically, socially and economically)
as evidenced by:

• Ensuring the vitality of its institutions;
• Encouraging the vision of strong leaders able to see and
interpret the present and future needs of students and
communities;
• Supporting the colleges in the provision of world class learning
environments;
• Providing for appropriate allocation and management of
human, fiscal and capital resources;
Acting as a catalyst for collaboration with outside
organizations and agencies; and
• Sharing the stoty by marketing a positive image.

• Its status as the preferred choice of students, and the
employer of choice for faculty and staff;
• The highest percentage of students completing courses;
Its recognized excellence; and
• The generally ascribed accolade, "heartbeat of the
community."

2009 Annual Report
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District Timeline 2008-2009
Aug

Jan.
• WHCCbid
approval for $10
million for wellness
center
• Xtreme
Registration at
WHCL
• West Hills'
enrollment up 20%
since previous year

• Construction starts on the WHCC gym and well ness complex

Feb.
• West Hills Chancellor Frank Gornick honored at state level

Mar.
• Bridge Out of Poverty conference with
guest speaker Ruby Payne
• Valley Fever Forum at WHCC

April

Sept.

• Phyllis Roberts donates
$25,000 for scholarship
endowment.

• Noted Author
Gary Soto speaks
atWHCL
• WHCL trike-athon raises funds
for St. Judes
Children's Hospital

May
• Vince Motte donates
$12,593 to help fund a
new weather station for
Coalinga

Oct.
• WHCC 12th
Annual Athletic
Hall of Fame
• UC Merced
Chancellor SungMo "Steve" Kang
visits WHCC
• Third Annual
WH CL Veterans
Appreciation
Luncheon

Nov.
• School facilities improvement districts approved by local
voters providing $11.6 million for WH CC and $31 million
for WHCL. Firebaugh passed its bond measure June of 2008.

Dec.
• West Hills College wins $792,920 grant to serve veterans

• WHCC and WHCL
awarded more than 700
degrees and certificates

• Sandy Cavins, the district's
longest-term employee,
retires after 40 years

4
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West Hills Community College District

West Hills College Coalinga
Mission Statement

Vision Statement

To commit college-wide staff and
resources to the student learning process.
To provide educational, cultural, and
economic development opponunities
to our current and future students
and the local and global communities
that we serve.

West Hills College Coalinga strives to
become a premiere interactive learner-centered
communiry college recognized for its
contribution to the educational, social,
cultural, and economic vitaliry of the region
and the state.

Achieving goals despite economic challenges
The economic challenges of these past few years have not deterred us from achieving our mission. Despite significant budget reductions, our enrollment for 2008-09 was 13 percent higher compared to 2007-08. This is directly attributable to our talented faculry
and staff who have found ways to be more efficient and productive with fewer resources to ensure student access and success.
In June 2008, citizens in the northern part of the district passed Measure Q, an $11 .8 million
general obligation bond measure. In November 2008, citizens in the Coalinga-Huron area passed
Measure C , an $11.6 general obligation bond measure. These bond measures will provide resources
for facilities improvements that will impact current and future generations.
General obligation bond funds have already made a difference. Significant improvements have been
completed at the North District Center in Firebaugh. A facilities planning team has been working
with campus architects to design a new building to replace the existing campus center.
Major improvements have also been completed on the Coalinga campus. The men's residence hall
(Gordon Hall) received a faceJift. Two new relocatable buildings were added to the child development center. Bond funds have been used to assist with the wellness center project (gym renovation
and additional 10,000 sf building) and the ag science faciliry. The wellness center is scheduled for
occupancy in the fall 2010.
Providing access to high qualiry education opportunities for all residents
in our service area continues to be the focus of our overall mission. In
2010-11 we will open learning/outreach centers in several of the smaller
communities within our service area .
Improvements to institutional effectiveness processes have taken center
stage. We are now utilizing measurable outcomes on a regular basis to
guide planning and resource allocation decisions . Results from the assessment of performance indicators, program review, and other evaluative
processes are being used to make improvements to student learning. The
results of some of these assessments can be found at http://www.wesL..-_ _--=-"'""""-=_--'--'-=----''--'''-_ _-'---'--'_ _ _-' th illscollege.coml coal i ngal abou tl govern ance_pl an ni ngl co liege_consul tation/index.asp.
Our vision of becoming "a premiere interactive learner-centered communiry college"
continues to guide our efforts in making a difference in the lives of our students and in
contributing to the vitaliry of the communities we serve.

Willard Lewallen
President, West Hills College Coalinga

Grants:

•

Total grant funding in 2008-09 exceeded
$5 million for WHCe.

President's Scholars:

Successful Transfer:

A total of 22 students received President's
Scholars scholarships for 2008-09. This
scholarship covers enrollment fees and
provides a book allowance each term.

The number of students transferring to
four-year institutions in 2008 increased
by 58% from 2007.

2009 Annual Report
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West Hills College Lemoore
Mission

Vision

West Hills College Lemoore enriches the lives of our students and
the community we serve by being dedicated ro quality educational
learning opportunities and partnerships. The college provides a
positive environment that is commirred to srudent learning and
empowering students ro achieve their educational goals.

Learning Through Excellence and Innovation

WHCL planning for the future whh new programs, facilities
The academic years 2008-09 and 2009-10 will have seen extraordinary cuts to community colleges as the result of the state's recent
economic downturn. West Hills College Lemoore will have reduced its operating budget by
over $2.2 million while at the same time maintaining its priority and focus on srudents.
Course offerings were reduced yet we were able ro maintain our commitment ro general education, basic skills, workforce development, and degree level courses.
With all the reductions ro the general fund, WHC Lemoore still celebrated its groundbreaking for the new $24 million multi-use sporrs complex that'
three of the
master plan. Ir is scheduled ro open in March 2011 .
Our Allied Health program has been able ro
withstand budget reductions and will expand its
offerings with new courses. Highly skilled technical program training will remain a strong demand
throughout the state and West Hills is posirioned to
provide training.
Our newly developed Engineering Scholars Program
provides financial support ro more students by providing full tuition and books ro qualified srudents.
WHCL wi.ll playa key role in preparing srudents for
great career opportunities.
All this is just a small list of the many ways West
Hills is a leader in providing quality educational opportunities for the communities that
we serve. Even in times of great difficulty, with hard work and teamwork, great things can
still happen. West
Hills College lemoore will continue
to be a leader in
assisting the state to
recover from its economic downturn.

Don Warkentin
President, West Hills College Lemoore

Grants:

President's Scholars:

Successful Transfer:

Total grant funding in 2008-09 exceeded
$3 million for WHCL.

A rotal of 48 students received President's
Scholars scholarships for 2008-09 . This
scholarship covers enrollment fees and
provides a book allowance each term.

The number of srudents transferring ro
four-year institutions in 2008 increased
by ??% from 2007.

6 ((. West Hills Comn'llmity College District

Foundation helps students realiz
The students at West Hills College are our future. Help ing them realize their dreams
of a college education will positively impact our communities and enhance the quality
of life we apprec iate now and in the years ahead.
As a proud member of the foundation board of directors, I've been privileged to work
with a dedicated team of individuals who support the
students of West Hills through their time, energy, leadership and philanthropy. Our foundation board consists of
community members, civic leaders, businesswomen and
men and agriculturalists from across our service area who
value education and want to expand the higher educational opportunities for our children and local residents.
Special thanks go to three individuals who made substantial gifts to the foundation during 2009. Phyllis Roberts
donated $25,000 for an endowed scholarship at WHCe.
Vince Motte contributed $12,500 to help fund a new weather station
' - - - - - - - - ---... at the WHCC Farm of the Future. George Ollikkala donated a substantial art collection to libraries throughout the district. We thank them and the many others who
contributed to help our students realize their dream of a college education.
Ernest "Ernie" Drewry
President, WHCC Foundation

Board Members
Em ie Drewry. President. Community Director
Leonard Falter, Chief Financial Director, Co mmunity Director
Don Forth. Vice President. Community Director
Brad Gleason, Community Director
Sharon Gordon. Community Director
Frank Gomick, Ph.D., Chancellor
Edna Ivans, R. Ph .• Y;'ustee Director
Sheilah Kreyenhagen. Community Director
Willard Lewallen, Ph.D., Staff Director
Laura Mendes Moore, Community Director
Nancy Oliveira, Community Director
Nina Oxborrow. Trustee Director
Bill Pucheu, Community Director
Oscar Sablan, M.D., Community Director
Marc Scott, CPA, Community Director
Ann Stone, Secretary. Comm unity Director
Ken Stoppenbrink, Chief Financial Officer
Don Warkentin, Staff Director

Dr. Rick Post
Interim Executive Director

Foundation Mission
The West Hills Community College Foundation enthusiastically
engages residents, corporations, foundations and communities
of the San Joaquin Valley in financial support and advocacy for
the West Hills Community College District. We are entrepreneurial partners with the colleges as we plan and implement
programs to build relationships and raise funds.

The Foundation Vision

The Foundation- Guiding Principles

Our vision is
for:

The West Hills Community College Foundation applies the
following guiding principles in its conduct of business:

to

be a dynam ic, legacy organization recognized

• The Foundation's $5 million endowment (by 2008),
• 140 new scholarship funds,
• Establishment of a successful "new alumni" fundraising
program,
• An effective and engaged board,
• Significant contributions to the "K-16 Dream" (creating a
college-going culture among K-12 students) and,
• Sponsorship of cultural, educational and economic
development programs.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advocate for education and its ability to change lives,
Practice responsible stewardship,
Maintain respect for others,
Conduct business in an open and transparent manner,
Support diversity and inclusiveness,
Demonstrate reliability and accountability, and
Exemplify a commitment to serve students and the
community.
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Note: Adding WHCL and WHCC exceed the total of students enrolled at WHCCD due to duplication from students who are
enrolled at both institutions.
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West Hills College All Class Reunion, Celebrating 75 years
Wesr Hills Community College Districr will hosr an all class reunion on Saturday, April 26,2008, in the West Hills College Coalinga gymnasium from 10 a.m. ro 4 p.m.
"We are really excired abour
the all class reunion," said Barbara
Caganich, execurive direcror of the
West Hills Community College
Foundarion. "Our hope is ro creare
an eVent where indi,'iduals affiliared
with Wesr Hills can come togerher
and celebrare the hisrory of our
disrrict."
The reunion will include rours of
the (WO campuses and the North
District Center, Firebaugh, lunch
and key nore speakers. All Wesr
Hills' alumni, faculty, staff and
friends are invited ro participare in
this day of celeb raring 75 years of
service ro the San Joaquin Valley.
Admission ro rhe all class reunion
is free. A buffet style lunch will be
served. Lunch tickets are on sale
Coalinga College Class of 1939, graduates pose in front of Coalinga High School, the college's home until 1954
now and can be purchased through
the West Hills Commun ity College Foundation by calling Karen at (559) 934·2127. There is a discounted ptice for early bird purchases until Feb. 29 , 2008. The lasr day to
purchase lunch tickers is April 11,2008.
The all class reunion is sponsored by Educarional Employees Credir Union, Pepsi and We" Hills Communiry College Fou ndarion .

WHCCD Considering School FaCility Districts
Making plans for rhe furure is always on rhe agenda for me Wesr Hills Community College Districr Board ofTrusrees and, as one of rhe fasresr
growing districts in rhe stare, rhose plans include new buildings and facilities.
Paying for rhose new improvements is a challenge that the district is exp lo ring wirh rhe help of possible school faci lity im provement districrs,
according to Mark McKean, a Riverdale farme r and president of rhe board.
Essentially, McKean said, a SFID is a designared area of rhe disuict where vorets decide on a possible rax increase in their area with all funds
genera red staying in thar area.
"At this point," McKean said, "the board is considering creating three SFIDs in WHCCD disrrict--{)ne centered in Firebaugh, another in
Lemoore and one in Coal inga."
At irs November and December meetings, me board heard presentations by represenrarives of Dale Scon & Company, a firm from San Francisco
special izing in SFIDs.
Ray Giles outlin ed rhe process for trusrees and presenred a timeline for acrions thar wou ld take the disrrict up ro a June 8, 2008, election.
Mark McKean, Riverdale
McKean said thar if rhe SFID merhod is pursued, rhe disrrict would probably place rhe measu re on rhe Firebaugh/Mendota area ballot first. If
farmer and president of the
app roved at a projected rax rate of$ I8.75 per $100,000 of assessed valuation, the district could raise $12 million. That money would be used for
WHCCD board
a local march, which would probably be combined with State higher education bond monies to provide $36 miJlion for construction at rhe North
District Cemer, Firebaugh and in other communities in rhe area.
The board heard additional information at its December meering from Jon [sam from Dale SCOtt but no action was taken. Board members asked for additio nal informario n
from fsom.
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Stratford Women Share Journey to Become Teachers
Bur succeed she did.
Four Srradord women have an exceprional, and emorional, rale ro reU abour meir
She said she kepr hearing about mis Mr. Presron. "Mr. Presron did this and Mr,
road ro becomi ng reachers for rhe Reef-Sunser School District, wruch serves Avenal
Presron did rhar. I didn't think I was ever going to be able ro take a class from rum
and Kertleman Ciry.
because I worked mornings when he taught."
Zariana Camacho, Ramela Llamas, Adelina Mora and Chrisrina Meza are all
But Mr. Hewitt stepped in and allowed her the flexib ility to rake a class from Mr.
neighbors and relared nor jusr by blood and marriage by also by meir voyage to
Pteston and she joined the chorus of Mr, Preston's singers of praise.
become reachers-a voyage wirh a send off thar rhey amibute ro Tom Hewitt, the
Mr. Hewin held graduation parties for the women and even sent them money when
now-retired principal at Stratford Elementary School where they all worked as teachers'
limes were rough.
aides.
"I couldn't quit because of Mr. Hewitt," Adelina said.
A fifth woman, Cynthia Mora, is mid-way thtough the process of becoming a
Zariana says she always knew she wanted to be a teacher.
teacher and is a close part of me group,
"My grandmomer was a teacher in Mexico," she says. Now her son aspires to be an
Rafaela, the first to begin the journey, was working as an aide when Mr. Hewitt
astronaut and she tells him that college makes anything possible,
encouraged her ro apply for a Kings Counry para-professional program that would pay
Christina, rhe quietest of me group,
all college expenses for her to become
says mat she and her friends are now
a teacher.
giving back some of what they gor.
Wirh twO young children and a
"Our teachers cared about us. They
husband who counted on her being
stayed in touch, We became a family
available, she was hesirant-but Mr.
Hewitt persisted , She enrolled in
and now it's time to give some of that
back.
classes at West Hills College Lemoore,
"We knew we were going to be good
found success in the education classes
teachers because we cared so much ,
taught by James Presron and me rest is
We are so much more man teachers
history--repeated four more times,
Adelina was next. She missed
our in rhat communiry (Avenal). Ir
feels good to be mat way,
the deadline for applying for me
para-professional program and Mr.
"We love the kids and the
Hewitt reminded her me following
comm unity. The parents are
application cycle.
appreciative. We understand mem
She, me group COntends, is the
because we came from me same placerock. Through the rough times
- our parents were low income farm
of dealing wirh marriages, small
workers, We wam to give back."
children, working long hours in twO
C),nthia, me youngest in me group,
Stratford teachers (I. t r.) Zariana Camacho, Cynthia Mora,
and somerimes rhree jobs at a rime,
is now enrolled in an IS-month liberal
Rafaela Llamas, Adelina Moa and Christina Meza.
Adelina was the shoulder to cry on, the
artS program offered by Fresno Pacific
person who took extra notes, or me one
Universiry on me campus of West Hills
who drove mem when mey had car rrouble,
College Lemoore, No surprise. Mr. Presron told her about it.
"No matter how rired she was," Rafaela says, "she was always there for US,"
"My goal was to go to Chico State," she says, She did go to San Francisco State
She was also the least confident thar she could succeed in college,
for a while but came back to Stratford, After all, it's home, And it's where her sister,
"I knew I wanted to be a teacher bur I didn'r think I could do it," she said, "I took
Adelina; her sister-in-law Zariana and her cousin, Christina, are all there to support her
classes right out of high school and I didn't succeed."
in her quest to be a reacher.

Spring semester classes start Jan. 14th-enroll today
A new semeSter kicks off Mond ay, January 14th, at West Hills College bur rhere's still time to apply for admission and entoll in classes.
The disrricr website, westhillscollege.com, offers 2417 service to s(Udenrs including admissions applications, college catalogs and class schedules,
For rhose who need a more personal touch, Xrreme Regisrrarion is planned for Friday, Jan. J I th from 6 p.m. to midnighr ar West Hills College Lemoore. hcu lry and staff
members will be on hand to assistant students with the enrollment process and counselors and adviSing special isrs will meet with students on a first come/first serve basis,
Placement tesrs will also be given thar night.
This will be rhe third Xrreme Registration evenr at WHCL As wirh rhe previous two, food anu entcrrainment will also be featured aJong with a host of prizes including iPous,
gift cerrificares and pen drives,
Comedian Phil Van Tee will appear at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.

Discover the enriching experience of learning and improve your Spanish in

Costa Rica

March 13th - March 22nd

Immerse yourself in the beauty, history, culture and language of Spanish in Spring
2008. Short term classes will begin at West Hills College Lemoore, Coalinga/
Firebaugh and continue in Heredia, Costa Rica.
Program Fee $1,795, includes round trip air and ground transportation, hotel and two meals per day
For more information contacr Raquel Rodriguez at 934-22 J8 or raquelrod riguez@wesmillscollege,com or Connie Plores at
934-2223 or connieflores@wesrhil

19 a Difference
h

ir

"There is potential within every human being. We
should teach this."
He talks of dealing with troubled students on a daily
basis and using the words of the code to empower mem
and give mem hope for a better future.
"] saw dead bodies as ] walked to school in Harlem,"
he adds, "and [ had students recite me code."
His Coalinga studenrs are also challenged wim
hurdles in life. On a daily basis, he says, he tries to
help students whose families are impacted by drugs and
alcohol, physical abuse and povert),.
'1bere is potential wi mi n every human being," he
says, noti ng that his Delano's Code is a foundation for
teaching. "O ur job is to inspire students and plant
seeds. It's wonderful to have your students surpass you ."
Notes from currenr and former students give a hint of
his gift in me classroom:
"] want to tell you mank you for being such a
great teacher and encouraging me to be better than I
thoughr [could be.,,1 hope your studenrs value the rare
insuuction they are receiving from you." -Avril, now
a Ph.D. studenr at the University of Memphis who
is taki ng courses on Kanr's Critique of Pure Reason,
Global Ethics and Plato's Republic.
"Thank you for giving us the ability to feel like an
adult, and for everything you are teaching us," -Amber.
But Delano claims to be no different from his peers.
"] can't differenti ate myself from mher members of
the staft (at Coalinga High School). They have energy,
a love of learning, depth to meir Study and mel' pursue
excellence."

fter Graduation
19 on line classes at
a full-time positio n he
. West Hills College
ing in everything [

.f who [am. You have
lea of doing a good
o teach mem how to
ent days at West
ey Fitch, for whom
umed, made a huge
nembers servi ng as
presidenr in 1965,
now-retired WHCC
IVe Hedgecock, who
B presidenr in 1966.
loesn't look much different from when he graduated back
($ as clean and neat as it did then. But inside you notice the
s modern with up-to-date technology in eve ry classroom."
in today's classrooms at West Hills are open to learning but
d. When mel' leave, he wants them to be inquisitive and
career at a time when mos t people are planning retirement,
lSon is, "] like people. [don't care whether they're young or
person is capable of doing 10 or 12 times more than they
k that [ have a faithful view of me student's capabi lities-

WHCC Lal

· of U.S. Forest Service Manager

Abel Camarena was a Coal
ventured far from home. In
go ro college, Wesr Hills Coli
good fit.
"My family didn't travel m
home body and so it was goo
jusr right for me.
"It was a place where I cou
our what [ wanred 10 do."
Bur che college morro, "Or
anywhere," eerrainly held trw
who was very competitive aa
ro rake on the world.
West Hills helped launch (
wirh the U.S. Foresr Service.
throughour che wesrern U.S.
biologist and manager. He is
depury regional forester-<,",
members watching over fores
national forests covering 2 [ r
Texas, Oklahoma and his no,
Mexico.
Camarena reminisced abol
arrending his hometown coli<
"Ir was che late GOs," he sai
a homey environment. Sever
classmares were also rhere bUI
opportunity ro connecr wirh
world.
"Thete were these two guy!
Chinese, who were reaJ pistol
srraighr A's and [ tried hard [(
"There were Hawaiians wh
a memory he recalls while ral
rhe Falconaires, a musical gro

'he area showcasing Wesr Hilis and its

He srarred his curtent assignment in rhe regional
Forest Service office in 2000 and plans to continue ro
live in the area after retirement.
"New Mexico has become our home," he said, "bur
we have seven grandchildren and spend rime wich chern
in Tucson and Mesa, Arizona."
Camarena said rhey also frequendy visir che San
Joaquin Valley. His mocher, Mary Nevarez, lives in

.s always been importanr 10 Camarena and he
'est Hills nourished his passion for music.
troduced him ro his wife of 38 years, rhe
hryn Chase, who grew up in Avenal and was
jor ar West Hills.
marry her for her voice but she sute can play
Ie jokes. r-------------------------------------------------, Lemoore now and
Kathryn's parents,
:sr
arena
Mary Lou and
Hillis Chase, live in
to u.c.
for a
Hanford.
en on
And he also plans
dr Srare
to pursue his musical
)rained
passion. He's taken
wildlife
up fiddling and looks
lr.
forward ro raking his
ralent ro shur-ins in
d che
ice as a
nursing homes.
lSonal
And rhen rhere are
rhe "his and hers"
973 in
arional
mororcycles.
"There are lots of
rose
open roads," he says
! ranks
Irs
of New Mexico.
; in
Abel Camerena remembers the 60s at WHCC
West Hills
:alifornia,
provided a good
j New
launching ground for
Abel Camarena. Hard work and derermination have
:0 New Mexico in 1994, he served for SLx
raken him over many miles in a career of public service.
•ervisor of Gila Narional Forest, one of che
Reriremen! offer> new adventures .
lesr and most scenic year-round recrearion
"Once you go here, you can go anywhere," has
famous for being rhe home of Apache leader
certainly held rrue.

Internatio

ljoy Small College Atmosphere

Jouf Mondec and Marrina
more and more visible on car
Far from their homes in S"
studen! age of 27. "When 1 ,
Jo1£f, who is ASB vice pres
Colorado in Colorado Spring
"I have had one of the best
people ... 1t has far surpassed,
"Even though ir's a small c<
want ro experience American

t government leadersrup ream at West Hills College Coalinga and rhey represen! a group that is becoming
a little older than most of the 120 WHCC international slUdents but rheir ages reAect the average local
, of educa rion," Jozef says.
Sf ftiend, Frank Sjobetg, who graduared from WHCC and is a now a student ar rhe University of
lim there.
says. "Being involved wirh associared studen! body, planning evenrs, making new friends, meeting new
if you want ro do things. This is a great pl ace for your first year---especially for international sruden!s who
I1ina adds, "lbis is a good school because classes are small and you get a lor of help if you wanr it."
:ors, disabled studenrs services and insrrucrors who are willing ro help outside of class are all rhings
na says make rhe West Hills' experience special. She also nores thar working on campus has been a good
ienee too.
! couple, who first mer in Sweden, has also enjoyed rhe opportuniry ro go on field trips-Gilroy for
ling, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Yosemire.
lese are places I've read about but I JUSt couldn'r imagine rhat I could be rhere. We've experience so much
) years," Marrina says.
'hat I'm going ro remember are the people," she adds. "[ will be in touch wirh them for a long time. We
Invired ro Thanksgiving with a local family-you can never replace rhat."
ef, who hopes ro one day own his Own company, says thar his business classes ar WHCC have been
.ng.
rile listing several favorite insrrucrors-Sarah Shepard, Scot! Sutherland, Jim Granr, David Reynolds,
Aree and Ken Sowden, Jozef and Marrina say rhat all teachers have given rhem something.
s like the saying (Once you go here, you can go anywhere), says," Jozef notes, "I'm ready for the nexr step."

International students JOZt

Future of Special Needs Children is WHCL Workshop Topic
Planning for rhe fmure of special needs children will be the ropic of a workshop ar West Hills College Lemoore on Saturd ay Feb. 23'd from 9 a.m. uncil noon.
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, associate dean at WHeL, sa)'~ that the workshop is aimed at parenrs of children who are disabled.
The six ropic areas thar will be discussed are:
1. Overview of government benefits
2. FU(llre planning including guvernment benefits and eligibility fot SSI and Medi-Cal.
3. Legal aspecrs including wills, rrusrs, probare, guardianship, special needs trusrs and conservarorship, client self-dererminacion and advocacy issues,
4. Financial aspects including hOUSing needs and appropriare funding vehicles to guaranree quality of life,
5. Guardian ad litem/lerrer of intent.
6, How ro ger started and the process,
Guest speaker at the eVent will be Helen Kim Bass, a financial representative wirh New England Financial and the mother of a special needs child.
Wirh more than 20 years experience in the financial services industry, Bass is a specialist for MetLife's Divisiun of Estate Planning fur Special Kids. Her work with the special
needs community stems from a rraumatic brain injury ro her youngest child, Daniel, in 1986,
To RSVP for rhe free workshop, contact Elva Torrez at (559) 924-3333, Reservations are limited to 100 people.

New AOJ Course Helps Students Identify Careers

Troy Holsonbake, AOJ Instructor

Beyond the Badge-a new
adminisrration of jus rice class (AO] 12) at
Wesr Hills College has been deSigned ro
help students identify career opportunities
in law enforcement, according to AO]
instrucror Troy Holsonbake.
"Basically it is an introducrory coutse
set up for students coming into AO] who
don't have the slightest idea about the many
different fields and the jobs within those
fields that are available," he said. "The
main objective is to have a studenr identify
a position in an agency or area that interests
them and map out the path to obtaining
that goal. Whether that position is a

head cook supervisor in a max.imum security prison or a sniper/sporter on the Secrer
Service's Counter Sniper Team, I Want the srudent ro understand rhey can achieve rheir
goal, their "dteam job," All they need is a determined mind, the righr training and
educarion, and the will ro see ir through.
"Sometimes, studenrs are told by friends, famil), and advisors that they need
to complete A, B, and C in order to do a cerrain job when in acruality the job
requirements have changed. I am hoping this COurse will star[ them in the righr
direction and give them a plan and a contact person.
"I wish I had been given access to a class like this when I went through college,"
Holsonbake concluded.
For spring semester, the class will be oflered in Coalinga, online and at WHC
centers in Firebaugh and at Naval Air Starion Lemoore.
For details visit the class schedule at westhillscollege.com,

~.

skyler Norris, was named tothe 2007 JC Grid-WireAcademic
All-American FootballTeam. This is the 11 th year in a row
WHCC has had at least one player named to the team. skyler
wasalsothe"DickWoodsonAcademicChampion"thisyearfor
WHCe.

WHCL.:s wrestling team finished 12th in the state in only their second year of competition.
Bret Land was fourth at 133 pounds and Matt Garcia was fourth at 184 pounds.
Both qualified as All-Americans. John Newton was seventh at heavyweight.
Team members are (front row, I. to r.) Brett Land,Ramon Cabrera, Johnny Coronado,
Daniel Navarro,Luis Perez, Vincent Uribe,(middle row) Jonathan Luna, Matt Garcia,
Josh Newman, TJ. Weir, Michael Henderson, Mitchell Moralez, (back row) Asst. Coach Justin Mcllend,
ArmandoGomez, Leonard Brown, Derek Sanchez, Adam Taylor, Asst.Coach Jim Macedo and Head Coach Kent
Olson. Not pictured is team member Mike Adams.

North DistrictCenter, Fireba ug h hostsa new automated teller mach i ne operated by Ed ucatio na I Em p loyees Credit Union. WHC students now
access their financial aid through debitcardsat EECU and theATM offers a full rangeof services tocommunitymembers. Similar machines
are in operation on the campuses ofWHCC and WHCL.

Not Everything is Pink

ByAndresZamttdio

Not everything is pink for the girls of our small
communities. JUSt ask Laura, a young lady who just finished
high school last June. Laura's difficult situation is rather
singular, but no less adverse than whar olher girls are going
through: reenage pregnancy, drugs, etc.
It is difficult for me to see thar Our small communities
(communiries thar any manger would think of as close and
unired) face very similar problems as rhose of the big ciry. But
we can solve them; ar least we try.
Laura has had to face a twofold crisis: her family and herself.
On one hand, her fathe r, a relarively young man in his 40s, is
on disabiliry and cannor work. Physical imporency can make
a man explode, and such tension Can fragmenr his family and

kids.
On the other hand, now that Laura has finished high school
she has to think of the unknown futUIe. She has to think about
whar she musr do and what she wants to do. She can do what
many ot hers do-- find a part time job, take it easy at the college
and find a significant other to walk with at the park.
Laura has no time for all these. She has to help out with
the finances of the family and the rest of the kids. And most
importantly, Laura wants to be a children's physical therapist. A
long way to go, no doubt about it, but not impossible ei ther.
All of us at Workforce Connection know that Laura has a strong character and
can strive to reach her goal. But how can someone do such a thing without being
indifferent to her immediate family needs' in all honesty, I do not know. What I do

Andres Zamudio and Laura Montano
know is that Laura can take one step at a time and Start at West Hi .lIs Col.lege where
plenry of people wUI help her.
Her personal situation is difficult. I know Laura. She's a great person. We'll see
what we ca n do for her. But only she can make her dream come true.

No todo es color de rosa
Asl es, no todo es color de rosa para las nmas de nuestras pequeiias comunidades. Basta can preguntarle a L.au ra, una chica que recien termin6 la High School en junio. EI
difrcil caso de Laura es muy singular pero no menos adverso al de las Otras nmas, quienes a sus escasos 15 arias de edad resul tan embarazadas a adictas a las drogas. Caray, me
resulta dificil saber que en nuestras pequeiias comunidades (que
cualquier extrafio pensaria muy unidas) tenemos los problemas de
las grandes ciudades. Pero tambien podemos dades soluci6n.
Sigamos hablando de Laura. Ella mas bien ha ten ida que
enfrentarse a una crisis familiar y personal. Par una parte su papa,
un hombre relativamente joven de no mas de 50 arias de edad, se
encuentra deshabilirado y par 10 tamo no puede trabajar como
algun dia 10 habra hecho, Estos casas no son nada fkiles, cobran
un caro sal do a las familias afectadas, La tension de la impotencia
Hsica a menudo explota y sobrevienen los problemas familiares
que tanto fragmenran a los hijos. Par otra parte la incertidumbre
despues de terminar alga, en este caso la escuela, ahara tiene a
Laura pensando en 10 que debe y quiere hacer can su vida. Se
puede hacer 10 que media mundo hace: buscarse un trabajo de
media turno, sobrevolar los estudios en eI Colegio y buscarse par
alii una parejita can quien salir a pasear par las tardes.
Laura no tiene tiempo para todo esto. Tiene que aportar dinero
para los gastos de la familia pues hay hermanitos que mantener.
Aparte del deber Laura rambien riene un sueno: quiere estudiar
terapia fisica infanti!' Sin duda alguna un largo camino par
West Hills College Workforce Connection team includes (front row, I. to r.) Omar Mendoza, Ana Espinoza,
recorrer, peto no imposible. Nosottos los que trabajamos para
April Chavarria, Mary Ann Rodgers, Maria Bernal, (back row) Robert Pimentel,
Workforce Connection sabemos que Laura tiene el caracter y
Andres Zamudio, jahel Esparz and Gerardo "jerry" Escalante
empefio para lograr SU meta. ,COmo hacer ral cosa a pesar de
ranta dificulrad, a pesar de no poder ser indiferente a las necesidades inmediatas de su familia' Pues yo no 10 se. La que Sl se es que Lau ra puede empezar el camino academico en
Wesr Hills College y dar un paso a la vez.
Es obvio que su acrual siruacion familiar y personal es adversa. Yo en 10 personal no creo en esa Frase que dice que 10 que no re mara re hace mas fueffe. La persona humana ya es
fuerte en tanto que es persona, simplemente tiene que vivir condiciones adversas que no hacen otta cosa mas que humanizar. Conoreo a Laura y se que eUa es un gran ser humano,

Editor's note: AndresZamudio is a graduateofWest Hillsand Fresno Pacific University.. He is now studying atJesuit University,Guadalajara,Mexico, working on master'sdegrees in
philosophy and social sciences. During vacations, he is a part of the Workforce Connection staff at West Hills College.

Celebrating 75 Years-A Profile of Students from the Past
Prili Palel is living an American dream. Born in
London, the young woman arrived in Coalinga in 1987
when her parencs, narives OfSOUlh Africa, were hired 10
manage me Royal Lodge in Coalinga.

educalion thaI enabled me 10 be successful at Fresno
State and UCSF."
Priri mended West Hills College Coalinga during a
time, she lemembers, "when proglams were expanding,

Prili, who considers
~;=i;.;iii~ji.11
rhe college was on
Coalinga hel second home,
the upswing. The
graduated from West Hills
sporrs proglams were
College in 1998 wim an AA in
back and mere was
liberal studies. She transferred
a lor of consrruction
co Fresno State and men to me
on campus, but me
University of California, San
library and other
Francisco (UCSF).
majol bui.ldings wele
The daughtel of a family
in place."
that treasures education, she
"One of mese days
completed a doccolate in
I'll take me time 10
pharmacy at UCSF in May
rerum to see whal lhe
2004, and men did a onecampus looks like now
year pharmacy residency at
and co see lhe new
the Lucile Packard Children's
campus in Lemoore.
Hospilal al me Slanfold
"The instluCtorS
Medical Center in pediatrics.
at West Hills are
She then lOok a position
dedicated and care
as a pediatrics clinical
about meir students,"
1
,
speCialist pharmacisl al Kaiser
Priti said. "Much
Permanence in Oakland.
of lhe insrrUClion
was one-on-one
Even with me specialized
which provided me
training in arr exacting field,
L--_ _-'-_ _ _ _ __ --L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---' essencial tools fOl a
the Coalinga woman cledits
sludent to m rive and
WHCC with part of he I
Priti Patel
succeed. In addilion
success. "I had a gleat time at
West Hills and obtained an excellent education-- an
10 the c1assloom. r had the opporruniry to be a tucorial

II

@

specialist for Upward Bound and as a (ulor helping
high school studenrs wilh meir classes and providing
motivalion to oblain a college education."
Some of the instruccors Priti remembered as
outstanding included Dave Bolt, now vice presidenc of
educational services for West Hills College Lemoore;
Mary Forth, retired sociology inmuccol; me late Dr.
Bob Holmes, chemistry; me lale Norine Oliver, poly
sci and hisrory; David Hedgecock, geography and Dr.
Jeff Vaughn , retired humanities inStruclor. She also
mentioned counselors Saundra McGlothlin , in Coalinga
and Marta Henderickson, in Lemoore.
Apparenrly Priti's love of teaching continues as she
holds an adjunct professol's position with the Thomas
]. Long School of Phalmacy and Healrh Sciences at
the Universiry of lhe Pacific and works with pharmaC)'
studen ts as a preceplOr.
Priti. now 28 and engaged 10 a fellow professional in
Cleveland. Ohio. said she would pick West Hills College
once again to start hel path ro hel profeSsion.
"Yes. 1 definitely would start with West Hills and I
would continue to push younger people inco getting an
education-- it's the key 10 a successful future. Education
ptovides you wim me essential skills and training 10
achieve your goals."
The young woman cutrenrly enjoys running. hiking.
snowboarding and !raveling. bur deep down it seems
that somewhere in hel future the love of teaching
- perhaps slarted Wilh her menlOlS al West Hills - will
move her back into me classroom.

Friday, January 11, 2008
Xtreme Registration
~~~--'-~iP n/u ~ 6:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m.

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE

~ ~/- liQ

• Comedian Phil Van Tee,

•
•
•
•
•
•

show times 7:30 and 9:30
Placement Testing
Application Assistance
Student Orientation
Financial Aid Assistance
Academic Counseling
Drawings (gift cards, IPODS, Pen Drives, and
much more)

• Music
• Snacks and Fun

~::::::::::::~~~--:-~-

Make thi~ an evening
with the whole family

West Hills Community College District
Enroll today for spring semester
Classes start January 14, 2008

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
Offering Degrees and Certificates in:
Administration of Justice/Law
Enforcement
Administration of Justice/Corrections
An
Biology
Business
Business Administration
Chemistry
Child Development
Computer Information Systems
Engineering
Geography
Geology
Health Science-General

Health Science-PreProfessional
Hotel, Restaurant and Casino
Management
Humanities
Liberal Arts
Mathematics
Office Management & Technologies
Physical Education
Sports Programs:
Physics
Men's and Women's Soccer
Psychology
Wrestling
Social Science
Men's and Women's Golf
Teaching Assistant
Men's and Women's Cross Country

WEST HILLS COLLEGE COALINGA
Serving the west side of the San Joaquin Valley since 1932
New Farm of the Future offering Precision Agriculture Training
Offering Degrees and Certificates in:
Administration of Justice/Law
Enforcement
Administration of Justice/Corrections
Agriculture Science and Technology
An
Biology
Business
Business Administration
Child Development
Computer Information Systems
Geography
Geology

He'a1th Science
Humanities
Liberal Arts
Mathematics
Office Management & Technologies
Performing Arts
Psychiatric Technician
Psychology
Social Science
Teaching Assistant
Technical Theater
Television Production

WEST
~~~ HILLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
DISTRICT

WEST HIl.l.S COLLEGE COALINGA

300 Cherry Lane
Coalinga, CA 93210
559-934-2000
NORTH DISTRICT CENTER, FIREBAUGH

1511 Ninth Street
Firebaugh, CA 93622
559-659-1473

Sports include:
Football
Men's Basketball
Men's Baseball
Women's Volleyball
Women's Softball
Coed Rodeo
WEST HILl.S COLLEGE LEMOORE

555 College Avenue
Lemoore, CA 93245
559-925-3000
NAVAL

AIR STATION

LEMOORE

824 Hancock Circle
NAS Lemoore, CA 93246
559-925-3350

westhillscollege . com
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Good things are happening at

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
Bet on Education Casino Night
2010 benefiting the T.E.A.M .
Teach Program and scholarships
for 5th-8th grade students
hoping to attend the WHCL 5C
Experience summer camp. Call
559.934.2129 for tickets.
$30 per person (must be over 21).

~

West Hills Community College
Foundation Golf Tournament at Kings
Country Club. Be among t he first to
enjoy the new clubhouse while
supporting the President's Scholars
Program, which offers a scholarship to
high school seniors with a 3.5 or higher
GPA. $175 per player includes lunch,
dinner, tee prizes and a prize for each
team. Call 559.934.2129 to register.

Introduction to Voice Overs
taught by a
professional voice acting
coach/producer. $30.
Call

or call

559.925.3224

Miss CA speaks about
her plans to become
a pediatric surgeon
and shares her insight
on college success

559.924.6401

11-12:30

to register.

for details.

Conference Center

sessions.
Call

559.925.3224
to register.

Central Valley Pizza Festival
April 16-18.
Visit
lemooreChamberofCommerce.com

Hours are 7:30 a.m.-8 p.m.
Monday-Thursday and 7:30-4 p.m. on
Fridays. Community members are
welcome to use our computers,
including extensive databases, and our
reference library, which houses an
extensive collection of medical
reference and cookbooks (serving our
health careers and culinary students).

Visit www.westhillscollege.com for all the latest news on campus events and scholarship deadlines that are approaching.

WEST
r~,..ns "l HI L L S
C O M M UN I TY
____ , CO L L E GE

~____~4I_DI S T RI C T

555 College Ave.
Lemoore, CA 93245

Once you go here...
you can go anywhere. ™

PROGRAM REVIEW SCHEDULE
Instructional Programs
•

Midterm Due
Program Review Due
Uate ot Most

Program Name

Current Program

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

ministration of J
Biology
Business
Business Administr
Chemistry
Chil

evelopment

CIS

2006
2008
2008

2

2008

West Hills College Lemoore

9/23/2010

PROGRAM REVIEW SCHEDULE
Non-1nstructional Programs
•

Midterm Due
Program Review Due

PROGRAM REVIEW SCHEDULE

NON-INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM REVIEW
West Hills College Lemoore

I. General Information
A. Non-Instructional Program: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
B. List of Full Time Program Faculty and Staff:
II. Program Overview
A. State the program mission. The mission statement should include the purpose of the

program, the ideals the program strives to attain, and who the program serves. The
program mission must align with the college's mission and goals. (200 word limit)
B. List any recommendations from the most recent college/program/department
accreditation and/or previous review. (250 words or less)

C. Identify all personnel, including the number of certificated, classified professionals
and volunteers.
Employee Classification:
Certificated
Classified Professional
Student Workers
Diversity (RaceIEthnicity)
DNative Am. /Alaskan Nat.
DAsianiPacific Islander
DHispanic
DMixed

Volunteer

DAfricaniAfrican-AmericanlNon-Hispanic
DCaucasianlNon-Hispanic
DFilipino

III. Qualitative and Quantitative Data Review
A. Attach dashboard statistics here.

B. Using the data provided, address any significant trends/challenges/opportunities.
identified which relate to your specific course/program/service. (250 words or less)
C. Attach any other data maintained by your program or at the division level: (e.g.
budget information regarding costs per program on personnel, equipment, supplies,
delivery of services
D. What resources are required to maintain the program, and what additional resources
are necessary to improve or expand it?

IV. Professional Development
A. What professional development activities have faculty participated in? Have any of
these professional development activities been technology related? Please specify.
B. Relate how the professional development activities have improved student learning
outcome attainment.
C. Describe the program's plans for staff development over the next four years.

V. Curriculum and Student Learning Outcomes
A. List your Non-Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes.
1. Have any Non-Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes been
changed from the previous program review? What are the changes? Attach
documentation.
.
2. Describe the assessment used to improve student learning. Cite a specific
example.
B. Explain how Non-Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes are used
to measure quality and success of this department/service area.
C. To what extent is technology being used in the program?
D. How does the program ensure that current delivery of service is adequately meeting
the needs of students?
E. State any other measures used to determine the success of this program (e.g.
satisfaction surveys, employer surveys or advisory committee feedback).
F. Comment on how the success rate compares to the success rate of the same program
at other colleges in the region. (250 words or less)
O. Excluding curriculum validation, discuss community involvement in the program.
H. Do special accreditations, external regulations, or advisory committees regulate the
program? Yes [] No [ ] (if yes, list)

1. Does the program have any special regulations, space requirements, staff training,
etc. ? Yes [ ] No [ ] (if yes, elaborate)
J. Is there evidence ofunmet student needs in the program? Yes [] No [] (if yes,
elaborate)

•

K. Describe the initiatives the program has implemented to meet the needs of socialeconomically diverse students, and/or those with non-traditional requirements (e.g.,
physical, mental disabilities, re-entry, gender, etc.)
L. Discuss the program's use of external funding, including grants, if applicable.

VI.

Summary and Recommendations

A. What actions have been taken to address the assessment and improvements of
program learning outcomes?

B. Based on analysis of the information provided in I through VII, describe the
program's strengths, areas that need improvement, and strategies and actions to
make those improvements.
1. Program strengths
2. Areas that need improvement
3. Strategies and actions for program enhancement and improvement.
C. Attach your Program Planning and Evaluation Assessment Grid. Follow the
directions provided and thoroughly complete the form. You should have not more
than five short term goals, of which at least three are student learning outcome
goals.
Revised: 4/10

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM REVIEW
West Hills College Lemoore

I. General Information
A. Instructional Program: _ _ _-:--_ _--:-::--_
B. List of Full Time Program Faculty and Staff:

II. Program Overview
A. State the program mission. The mission statement should include the purpose of the
program, the ideals the program strives to attain, and who the program serves. The
program mission must align with the college's mission and goals. (200 word limit)

B. List any recommendations from the most recent college/program/department
accreditation and/or previous review. (250 words or less)
C. Identify all personnel, including the number of certificated, classified professionals
and volunteers.

Employee Classification:
Certificated
Classified Professional
Student Workers
Diversity (RacelEthnicity)
DNative Am. /Alaskan Nat.
DAsianiPacific Islander
DHispanic
DMixed

Volunteer

oAfricanlAfrican-AmericanINon-Hispanic
DCaucasian/l\fon-Hispanic
oFilipino

III. Qualitative and Quantitative Data Review
A. Attach dashboard statistics here.
B. Using the data provided, address any significant trends/challenges/opportunities
identified which relate to your specific program. (250 words or less)
C. Attach any other data maintained by your program or at the division level: (e.g.
budget information regarding costs per program on personnel, equipment, supplies,
delivery of services).
D. What resources are required to maintain the program, and what additional resources
are necessary to improve or expand it?

Rev. 4110
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IV. Professional Development
A. What professional development activities have faculty participated in? Have any of
these professional development activities been technology related? Please specify.
B. Relate how the professional development activities haye improved student learning
outcome attainment.

C. Describe the program's plans for staff development over the next four years.
V. Curriculum and Student Learning Outcomes
A. List your Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes.

1. Have any Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes been changed
from the completion of the previous program review? What are the changes?
Attach documentation.
2. Describe the assessment used to improve student learning. Cite a specific
example.
B. Explain how Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes are used to
measure quality and success of this department/service area.

C. Review course outlines and prerequisites. List all courses that apply to this
program requiring a five-year course outline review.
1. Describe the curriculum changes anticipated in the next two years. (These
changes would include major course revisions, deletions, new courses, revised or
new options within a program, or a proposed new program).
D. To what extent is technology being used in the program?
E. How does the program ensure that the current curriculum is adequately meeting the
needs of the students?
VI. Career Technical Education Only
A. Does your program result in providing licensing or certification to its program
graduates which will enhance opportunities for employment? If yes, list.

B. Discuss the opportunities available to students who plan to transfer to an institution
of higher learning.
C. Discuss the effectiveness of your program in terms of:
1. Entry-level job placement as a result of training.
Rev. 4110

417/2010

2. Effectiveness of continuing education to meet the need for advanced training
and/or training in emerging technologies.

3. State any other measures used to determine the success ofthis program (e.g.
satisfaction surveys, employer surveys or advisory committee feedback).
4. Comment on how the success rate compares to the success rate of the same
program at other colleges in the region. (250 words or less)
D. What would be the preferred sequence of courses to be taken to achieve your
program's goal of a degree or certificate?
E. How does the program ensure that the current curriculum is adequately meeting the
needs of students?
F. Excluding curriculum validation, discuss community involvement in the program.
G. List any special accreditations, external regulations, or advisory committees that
have oversight to your program.
H. List any special regulations, space requirements, staff training, etc. required by your
program.

I. List any program initiatives to meet the needs of social-economically diverse
students, and/or those with non-traditional requirements (e.g., physical, mental
disabilities, re-entry, gender, etc.).

H. Discuss the program's use of external funding, including grants, if applicable.
VII.Summary and Recommendations
A. Based on analysis of the information provided in Sections I through VI above,
describe the program's strengths, areas that need improvement, and strategies and
actions to make those improvements.
1. Program strengths:
2. Areas that need improvement:
3. Strategies and actions for program enhancement and improvement:
B. Attach your Program Planning and Evaluation Assessment Grid. Follow the
directions provided and thoroughly complete the form. You should have not more
than five short term goals, of which at least three are student learning outcome
goals.
Rev. 4/10

4/7/2010
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Student Learning Outcomes Assessment Scheduling Form

CTE
Course
AOJ1
AOJ3
AOJ4
AOJ5
AOJ6
AOJ7
AOJ8
AOJ10
AOJ12
AOJ15X
AOJ16
AOJ 20
AOJ 22
AOJ 24
AOJ 29
AOJ 32
AOJ 50A
AOJ 50B
BUS1A
BUS1B
BUS 13A
BUS13B
BUS15X
BUS18
BUS20
BUS 24
BUS28
BUS 29
BUS 32
BUS 35
BUS 39
BUS50
BUS 52
BUS 54
BUS 55
BUS 56
BUS59
BUS 62A
BUS 62B

9/23/2010

Infrequently Taught

Fall 2008

Spring 2009

Fall 2009
X

Spring 2010

,

.
,

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

!

:

X
X

Student Learning Outcomes Assessment Scheduling Form
BUS 62C
BUS 620
BUS 63
BUS 67
BUS69
BUS 71
BUS 74
BUS 80A
BUS 80B
BUS 81A
BUS 81B
CM 10
CM 11
CM 12
CM61A
CM61B
CM61C
CM610
CM63A
CM63B
CM64A
CM64B
CM65A
CM65B
CM65C
CM66A
CM66B
CIS4
CIS5
CIS6
CIS7
CIS 8
CIS 14
CIS 15
CIS 15X
CIS 16
CIS 16A
CIS 17
CIS 17A
CIS 17B
CIS 18
CIS 18A

9/23/2010

X

X

X

X

2

Student Learning Outcomes Assessment Scheduling Form
CIS 19B
CIS 20
CIS 21
CIS 34
CIS 35
CIS 42
CIS 67
CIS 71
CIS 73
CIS 73A
CIS 75
CIS 76A
CIS80
CIS 80A
CIS 81A
CIS 90
CUL2
CUL6
CUL50
CUL 51
CUL52
CUL53
CUL 54
CUL 55
CUL56
CUL57
CUL 58
CUL 59
CUL60
CUL 60.1
CUL61
CUL64
CUL65
CUL66
ECON1A
ECON1B
HM10
HM 11
HM 12
HM61
HM63
HM64

9/23/2010

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

I

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

I
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Student Learning Outcomes Assessment Scheduling Form
HM65
HM66
HRCM 1
HRCM3
HRCM4
HRCM5
HRCM 15X
HRCM 62A
HRCM62B
HRCM62C
HRCM62D
HRCM67
NC 160
RM 10
RM 11
RM 12
RM61
RM63
RM64
RM65
RM66
WE 15XX
WKFSK 143
WKFSK 144
WKFSK 145

9/23/2010

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

.

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

I

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

i
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We are evaluating the Library/Learning Resources Center and its website in order to provide you with the best
services. Please take a few minutes to complete this survey. Thank you.

* 1. Which of the following best describes you?

o
o
o
o
o
o

West Hills College-Lemoore (WHCL) student
University Charter School student
Middle College High School student
Faculty
Staff
Member of the Community

* 2. How often do you visit the WHCL Library/Learning Resource Center on campus?

o
o
o
o
o
o

Daily
Two or more times per week
Once a week
Once a month
Once or twice throughout the semester
Never

* 3. Please check all the reasons you visit the Library/Learning Resource Center in
person. (Check ALL that apply)

D
D

D
D
D

D
D
D
D

D

Checkout, renew, or return library materials

D

Use internet for recreation (myspace/YouTube, games,

etc .)
Checkout a DVD or VHS
Checkout a laptop
Use a Reserved Textbook or course material
Access electronic databases
Access electronic books
Access Blackboard for online classes
Use copy machine
Use computers to print assignments
Use internet for research

D
D

Use study rooms for group work
Use Disability Services Lab (DSPS)

D

Use English Lab

D

See a tutor or tutor someone

D

Get research assistance from library staff

D
D

D

Socialize
Read a magazine or newspaper
Attend class

* 4. How often do you access the Library/Learning Resource Center's electronic
resources from off-campus?

o
o
o
o
o
o

Daily
Two or more times a week
Once a week
Once a month
Once or twice throughout the semester
Never

* 5. Please check all the reasons you visit the Library/Learning Resource Center's
website. (Check ALL that apply)

D
D
D
D
D

Check catalog for available books
Use eBooks
Use electronic research databases
Find out about Library hours, poliCies, etc.
Citation help

* 6. Please describe your overall satisfaction with the following resources:
Books available for
checkout
Charter school library
Reference books
Reserve materials
DVDs, CDs, and VHS
Research databases
Magazines and
newspapers (Periodicals)
eBooks
Controversial Topics/Hot
Topics Collection (7 Day
Books).

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Dissatisfied

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Very Dissatisfied

Does Not Apply

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

* 7. Please describe your overall satisfaction with the following:
Very satisfied
Computer accessibility
Labtop accessibility
Disability services
Printers
Copy machine
Library/Learning Resource
Center hours.
Study room availability
Overall condition and
maintenance.
Noise level
Information and direction
signs.
Temperature

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Satisfied

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Neutral

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Dissatisfied

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Very Dissatisfied

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Does Not Apply

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

* 8. Please describe your overall satisfaction with the following LibraryILearning
Resource Center services:
Staff courtesy
Speed of service
Staff knowledge of
Library/Learning Resource
Center services and
resources.
Fines handled fairly
Laptop checking in and
out
Computer lab assistance
Copying and printing
assistance.
Processing of student ID
cards.

Very satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Does Not Apply

* 9. Do you feel students should be able to use computers for:
Yes
Myspace
Gaming
YouTube
Other recreational sites

0
0
0
0

No

0
0
0
0

* 10. Have you received a LibraryILearning Resource Center orientation in any of your
classes?

o

Yes

ONO

* 11. If you received an orientation, did it fully explain the resources available?

o
o

Yes

Not applicable

* 12. In general, how do you rank the WHCL Library/Learning Resource Center?

o
o
o
o
o
o

Very satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Does Not Apply

13. (FACULTY ONLY) How satisfied are you that your students are having their
information needs met by the Library/Learning Resource Center?

o
o
o
o
o
o

Very satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Does Not Apply

* 14. Please describe your feelings about the Library/Learning Resource Center
Website?

o
o
o
o

Easy to use, with useful information.
Useful information, somewhat difficult to navigate
Not very useful
Very difficult to use

15. Do you have any questions or suggestions for the Library/Learning Resource
Center to serve you better?

I
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
BOARD POLICY AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE
ROUTING FORM
Review and approval by the various college/district governance groups is requested:
Policy /Procedure #:
Policy /Procedure Name:

D

IZI

New

IZI . No D

Board Policy 6200
Budget Preparation

Revised

IZI

Replaces existing policy/procedure:

New policy/procedure or revisions initiated/proposed by:
Reason for new policy/procedure or revisions:

.

Date

Chancellors Executive Cabinet

8/12109

Revie

Yes

BP 602, Budget Preparation

Vice Chancellor of Business Services
Existing policy does not include correct Education
Code and Title 5 references; Policy is legally
advised

A

roval/ Comments

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

IZI
D
D

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

D
D
D

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

IZI
D

Comments:
Routed to:
• College Presidents
• Academic Senate Presidents
• Faculty Association President

9/1/09
9/1/09
9/1/09

College Consultation Council
(West Hills College Coalinga)
Comments:
Planning & Governance Council
(West Hills College Lemoore)
Comments:

10fi/09

D

~d paragraph, first sentence should read: Utilizing the budget process for both resource and
budget allocation.

Academic Senate
(West Hills College Coalinga)

Approved as presented
A pproved with changes
Not approved

Comments:
Academic Senate
(West Hills College Lemoore)
Comments:

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

D
D

F acuIty Association

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

D
D
D

Comments:

District Leadership Council

9/8/09

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

Comments:

Chancellor's Office Final Review
Comments:
Board of Trustees
(First Reading)

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

D
D
D

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

D
D
D

Comments:

Board of Trustees
(Consideration)
Comments:

ANTICIPATED TIMELINE
Board of Trustees first reading to occur on:
Board of Trustees consideration to occur on:
Additional comments:

10127109
11/17/09

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
BOARD POLICY AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE
ROUTING FORM
Review and approval by the various college/district governance groups is requested:
Policy /Procedure #:
Policy /Procedure Name:

[;8J New

C8J

Administrative Procedure 6200
Budget Preparation

Revised

D

Replaces existing policy/procedure:

New policy/procedure or revisions initiated/proposed by:
Reason for new policy/procedure or revisions:

Revie
Chancellors Executive Cabinet

Date
8/12109

Vice Chancellor of Business Services
Procedure is legally required

A

roval/ Comments

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

[;8J

D
D

Comments:
Routed to:
• College Presidents
• Academic Senate Presidents
• Faculty Association President

9/1/09
9/1/09
9/1/09

College Consultation Council
(West Hills College Coalinga)

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

Comments:
Planning & Governance Council
(West Hills College Lemoore)

1011/09

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

Comments:
Academic Senate
(West Hills College Coalinga)

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

D

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

D
D
D

o

D

Comments:
Academic Senate
(West Hills College Lemoore)
Comments:

Yes

No D

Faculty Association

Approved as presented
A pproved with changes
Not approved

0
0
0

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

0
0
0

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

0
0
0

Approved as presented
Approved with changes
Not approved

0
0
0

Comments:
District Leadership Council

9/8/09

Comments:
Chancellor's Office Final Review
Comments:
Board of Trustees
(First Reading)
Comments:
Board of Trustees
(Consideration)
Comments:

ANTICIP ATED TIMELINE
Board of Trustees fIrst reading to occur on:
Board of Trustees consideration to occur on:
Additional comments:

10/27/09
11/17/09

WEST
HILLS

Board Policy 2410
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Reference:

Education Code Section 70902; Aureditation Standard IVB.l.b and e

The Board may adopt such policies as are authorized by law or determined by the Board to be
necessary for the efficient operation of the District. Board policies are intended to be statements of
intent by the Board on a specific issue within its subject matter jurisdiction.
The policies have been written to be consistent with provisions of law, but do not encompass all
laws relating to district activities. All district employees are expected to know of and observe all
provisions of law pertinent to their job responsibilities .
Policies of the Board may be adopted, revised, added to or amended at any regular board meeting by
a majority vote. Proposed changes or additions shall be introduced not less than one regular
meeting prior to the meeting at which action is recommended.
Administrative procedures are to be issued by the Chancellor as statements of method to be used in
implementing Board Policy. Such administrative procedures shall be consistent with the intent of
Board Policy. f\dministrative procedures may be revised as deemed necessary by the Chancellor.
The Chancellor shall, annually, provide each member of the Board with copies of the policies and
administrative procedures or any revisions since the last time they were provided. The Board
reserves the right to direct revisions of the administrative procedures should they, in the Board's
judgment, be inconsistent with the Board's own policies.
All policies and administrative procedures shall be readily available through the Chancellor's Office
and/ or the District website.

Board approval date: 9/23/03
Revisions approved by the Board: 3/7/06
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Reference:

Education Code Section 70902

Board Policies and Administrative Procedures are regularly reviewed by the Chancellor's Office.
The Chancellor makes recommendations to the Board of Trustees concerning revisions to existing
policies and procedures or the development of new policies and procedures to ensure that they are
current and comply with state and federal laws.
Any employee, student, or member of the public may initiate a review or development of any policy
or procedure by submitting a request or recommendation in writing to the Chancellor's Office.
Review and Approval Process
Upon receipt of the request or recommendation, the Chancellor's Office may refer to the
Community College League's Policy and Procedure Service for recommended or legally advised
language. The Chancellor's Office may also use the Policy and Procedure listserv to query other
districts for related Board Policies or Administrative Procedures. In some instances, the
Chancellor's Offlce may request that legal counsel review the policy or procedure language. Other
employees with expertise in specific areas governed by a Board Policy or Administrative Procedure
may also be consulted during the review process.
After initial review by the Chancellor's Office, the policy and/ or procedure will be routed to the
supervisor, manager or Dean of the appropriate department, if applicable, for review (i.e. Student
Services, Human Resources, Business Office, etc.). Following the applicable review, the policy
and/ or procedure will be routed as follows:
1. Policy and/ or procedure to be reviewed and discussed by the Chancellor's Executive
Cabinet.
2. After review by the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet, the policy and/or procedure will be sent
to the College Consultation Council (CCC) at West Hills College Coalinga and the Planning
and Governance Council (pGC) at West Hills College Lemoore (through the College
Presidents) for review and approval, if applicable. Simultaneously, the policy and/or
procedure will be sent to the Academic Senate Presidents and the Faculty Association
President as a courtesy.
3. Review and approval by the Academic Senate Presidents will be requested only if the policy
and/or procedure deal(s) with academic and professional matters. Review and approval by
the Faculty Association President will only be requested if the policy and/ or procedure has
or will have a significant effect on faculty.
4. After review by the CCC and the PGC, any comments, recommendations or actions taken
with regard to the policy and/ or procedure shall be sent to the Chancellor's Office by the
College Presidents.
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5. In the case of review and approval by the Academic Senate Presidents or Faculty Association
President, any comments, recommendations or actions taken with regard to the policy
and/ or procedure shall be sent to the Chancellor's Office by the individuals serving in those
capacities. As a courtesy, the comments, recommendations or actions taken should also be
sent to the College Presidents.
6. The Chancellor's Office will take the policy and/ or procedure to the District Leadership
Council (DLC) for review and approval.
7. After DLC review, and upon final review by the Chancellor, the policy and/or procedure
will be placed on the Board of Trustees agenda for a first reading, with consideration to
follow at a subsequent meeting.
Submission of Policies and Procedures for Review
When submitted to the CCC, PGC, the Academic Senate Presidents, the Faculty Association
President, and the DLC, the policy and/or procedure shall be accompanied by a routing form which
will include the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policy/Procedure Number
Policy/Procedure Name
Indication of new or revised policy/procedure
Initiator of proposed new or revised policy/procedure
Purpose for new or revised policy/procedure
Anticipated timeline for review and approval process

New policies and procedures will be submitted to the appropriate groups as a "clean" copy.
Revised policies and procedures will be submitted to the appropriate groups using the following
editing marks:
•
•

Deleted text to be shown in stfikeduough pOOt
Added text to be shown in bold print

Nonsubstantive ("clean up" or "housekeeping'') revisions to policies and procedures (i.e. names, title
changes, addition or deletion of references) that do not change the intent or meaning of the policy
or procedure may be recommended by the Chancellor to the Board of Trustees for review and
consideration without being routed through the review and approval process. However, the revised
policies and procedures will be sent to the CCC, PGC, the Academic Senate Presidents, the Faculty
Association President and the DLC as a courtesy.
Policies and procedures dealing strictly with the Board of Trustees may be recommended by the
Chancellor to the Board of Trustees for review and consideration without being routed through the
review and approval process. However, the revised policies and procedures will be sent to the CCC,
PGC, the Academic Senate Presidents, the Faculty Association President and the DLC as a courtesy.
New or revised procedures that outline an existing process may be recommended by the Chancellor
to the Board of Trustees for review and consideration without being routed through the review and
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approval process. However, the revised policies and procedures will be sent to the CCC, PGC, the
Academic Senate Presidents, the Faculty Association President and the DLC as a courtesy.
Timeline
In most instances, policy and procedure review and approval will be based on a two-month cycle at
the college level. Once the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet agrees to move new or revi.,ed policies
and/ or procedures forward to the CCC, PGC, the Academic Senate Presidents and the Faculty
Association President, the review and approval process timeline officially begins. The groups will
have 60 days in which to complete the review and approval process at the college level and submit
final comments, recommendations or actions taken with regard to the policy and/ or procedure to
the Chancellor's Office.
At the completion of the 60 days (or sooner if the appropriate groups have completed their review
and approval process), the policy and/ or procedure will be placed on the DLC agenda for review
and approval if applicable. Following DLC review, the policy and/or procedure will be placed on
the Board of Trustees agenda for a first reading, with consideration to follow at a subsequent
meeting. The Board of Trustees will be provided with the Chancellor's final recommendation, along
with the completed routing form which will include the comments, recommendations and actions
taken by the appropriate groups.
The timeline may be shorted due to various circumstances including, but not limited to, changes in
law or urgent need. However, the Chancellor's Office shall notify all applicable groups of the
shortened timeline.
After approval by the Board of Trustees, policies and procedures will be posted to the District's
website. The College Presidents and Academic Senate Presidents will also be notified as to the
status of the proposed or revised policies and procedures.

Board approval date: 3/7/06
Revised policy approval date: 6/26/07
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Board of
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N/A
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9/28/10

BP* & AP*
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7/19/10

N/A
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9/28/10
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Ergonomics Program
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5050

Matriculation
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SP' & AP'

5700
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BP* & AP*

4050

Articulation

10/25/10

10/26/1012/26/10

1/4/11

1/18/11

2/15/11

Catalog Rights

10/25/10

10/26/1012/26/10

1/4/11

1/18/11

2115/11

BP*

AP

4045

College Library Fines

10/25/10

10/26/1 Q12/26/10

1/4/11

1/18/11

2/15/11

BP' & AP*
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Nursing Programs

10/25/10
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12/15/10
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7230
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3/1/11
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4/26/11

BP & AP*

3550
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N/A
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Fingerprinting
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Public Records
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12/15/10

N/A

N/A

1/18111

2/15/11
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Evaluation of Chancellor
(Currently BP 210, Evaluation of Chancellor)

1/20/11

N/A
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Board of Trustees Self Evaluation

1/20/11

N/A
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2/4111
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Board Member Travel
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N/A

N/A
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N/A

N/A

2/4111
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BP & AP*

5030
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1/20/11

1/21/11 3/21/11
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BP &AP

4020
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1/20/11
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4/5111

4/26/11

5/24/11

BP & AP*

6750

Parking and Traffic Code
(Currently BP 709, Parking and Traffic Code)

2/9111

N/A

N/A

3/8/11

4/26/11

BP & AP*

6340

2/9111

N/A

N/A

3/8/11

4/26/11

BP* & AP*

3900

Bids and Contracts
(Currently BP 603, Purchases Subject to Bid; and BP
604, Purchases Not Subject to Bid}
Speech: Time, Place and Manner

2/9111

N/A

N/A

3/8/11

4/26/11

BP*

3519

Children on District Facilities

2/9111

N/A
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3/8/11

4/26/11

-

-
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Chancellor's Executive Cabinet Meeting
March 10, 2010
MINUTES

Members present:
Pedro Avila, Vice Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Management
Carole Goldsmith, Vice Chancellor of Educational Services and Workforce Development
Frank Gornick, Chancellor
Donna Isaac, Executive Assistant to the Chancellor
Willard Lewallen, President, West Hills College Coalinga
Ken Stoppenbrink, Vice Chancellor of Business Services
Don Warkentin, President, West Hills College Lemoore
Others present at various times:
Susan Whitener, Vice Chancellor of Educational Planning
Task Log
The task log was reviewed as follows:
•

Item 1 - Ken Stoppenbrink reported that Kevin Cobb is still working on developing a
policy with regard to energy and sustainability. Carole Goldsmith volunteered to get
some information from San Joaquin Valley Clean Energy Coalition. Frank Gornick
directed her to work with Ken on this information.

•

Item 2 -This item is on the agenda for discussion.

•

Item 3 - This item is on the agenda for discussion.

•

Item 4 - This item is on the agenda for discussion.

•

Item 5 - This item is on the agenda for discussion.

•

Item 6 - This item is on the agenda for discussion.

•

Item 7 - Carole reported that she is working on a submission to ACCJC for both
colleges. The substantive change information will be written separately for each
college, but will be submitted at the same time. Frank stated that he wants to write a
cover letter to go with the substantive change submittals.

•

Item 8 - Ken reported that he has not talked to the campus bookstores yet as he
was unclear on the task. Brief discussion took place regarding the possibility of
stUdents making purchases at the bookstores for additional print copies made in the
libraries. Ken stated that he will talk to the bookstores.

•

Item 9 - This item is on the agenda for discussion.

•

Item 10 - Complete.
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•

Item 11 - A portion of the task has been completed. Discussion took place
regarding the need for further information on the emergency loan process. Carole
commented on following up with Rick with regard to the allied health emergency
scholarship. The task will be revised to direct a process for establishing emergency
funds with specific criteria for emergency loans.

•

Item 12 - Complete. A meeting was held last Friday that included Carole, Pedro
Avila, Ken and the College Presidents.

•

Item 13 - Carole reported that Susan Whitener has been working with the college
CIOs to review the existing schedule. The online schedule is almost complete.
Pedro reported that West Hills College Coalinga has submitted summer and fall face
to face classes. West Hills College Lemoore has submitted their summer classes.
He stated that we are still on track. Pedro discussed the recent issue with loan
disbursements with regard to financial aid.

•

Item 14 - Complete.

•

Item 15 - Complete.

Registration Priorities - Update
Pedro distributed the Summer/Fall2010 Registration Schedule, stating that he has
received good feedback. Discussion took place regarding the new tool that is being
implemented for searching classes. Discussion also took place regarding high school
graduates. Pedro stated that he will send out this information to the CIOs and the
marketing department. Pedro stated that Administrative Procedure 5055, Enrollment
Priorities, will need to be modified based on the new registration schedule.
Action Item
,/ Pedro Avila to send high school graduate information to CIOs and the
marketing department
,/ Administrative Procedure 5055, Enrollment Priorities, to be modified based on
the new registration schedule.

Process to Encumber Wages - Update
Ken and Carole reported that they are still working on the process to encumber wages.
Carole commented on budget changes and identifying a solution to create a workflow.
Frank suggested that we may need to call Rose & Tuck back in for consultation. Carole
reported that she is making sure the information being put into Datatel is accurate. She
stated that she will follow up with Rose and Tuck on the encumbrance model.
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Action Item
.,( Carole Goldsmith to follow up with Rose and Tuck, consultants, on the
encumbrance model.
District Educational Coordinating Council (DECC) - Update
Carole reported that the DECC proposal is being routed through the various college
groups. It will be brought back to the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet for review at their
next meeting.
Action Item
.,( Carole Goldsmith to provide review of DECC proposal at the Chancellor's
Executive Cabinet meeting in April.
Student Debt / Online Payment Process - Update
Carole reported that she has not worked on this project yet; however, she will be
bringing information to the next Chancellor's Executive Cabinet meeting.
Action Item
.,( Carol Goldsmith to provide information on student debt/online payment
process at the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet meeting in April.
Residence Halls Registration - Update
Willard Lewallen stated that he will be providing information at the April Chancellor's
Executive Cabinet meeting. Frank stated that he wants a year or two of demonstrated
accountability on the registration mode with funds in the black. He stated that this will
be a positive step toward acquiring funding based on the income stream.
Action Item
.,( Willard Lewallen to provide information on the residence halls registration
system at the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet meeting in April.
Copy Limits/Process for Students - Update
Ken stated that he will need feedback from the colleges about the number of copies that
will be allowed for students. Frank stated that he wants this information provided at the
next Chancellor's Executive Cabinet meeting. Willard commented on copy limits for
faculty as well. Frank commented on the amount of paper we use and how this ties into
an energy policy.
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Action Item
-/ Copy limit information to be provided at the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet
meeting in April.
Leadership RetreatiFranklinCovey 360 Evaluations
Donna reported that the FranklinCovey 360 Evaluations have been completed. A
workshop will be held at the next Leadership Retreat on May 7 to learn how to interpret
the evaluation reports. Frank stated that administrative evaluations will be moved to a
calendar year (January - December) cycle. 2009-2010 will be a transition year.
Administrative evaluations will be completed in June 2010 and then administrative
evaluations will be completed again beginning in January 2011. Frank stated that he
will talk to the Board about using a calendar year evaluation cycle versus a fiscal year
cycle.
Evaluation Script
Frank distributed copies of an evaluation script prepared by legal counsel. Discussion
took place concerning the script, along with the Presidential Expectations. Frank stated
that he wants to review the script with Marty Ennes, Faculty Association President.
Discussion took place regarding email being the official form of communication.
Frank discussed the need to develop an administrative procedure in terms of faculty
evaluation. He stated that he would also like to provide training on the evaluation script
at the May 7 Leadership Retreat. Frank stated that he will be asking Key Writing to
develop an online form for the script. He will be arranging for a meeting with Joe Zampi
to discuss the script and will also share it with the Board of Trustees.
The following changes to page 1 of the script were discussed and agreed to:
•
•
•

Include Presidential Expectations under "Review ingredients and objectives of
evaluation"
Remove the word 'possibly' 'from first bullet under "Review ingredients and
objectives of evaluation"
Remove the third bullet which begins" ... review Presidential Expectations and
determine if there are questions ... "

Fast Track Degree
Frank questioned if we should develop a fast track associate degree for the fall as a
way to save costs for students and families. He stated that if we can identify a way of
getting the 64 units in three semesters, students can be finished sooner. The point is
that we might be able to advertise it as a way of parents saving money. Don Warkentin
commented on previous issues with this idea (Le. block of classes were scheduled, but
not enough enrollment in those classes). Frank stated that he wants to think out of the
box a little. Carole commented on discussions with Jill Stearns and Dave Bolt
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concerning moving to a cohort model. Discussion took place regarding selecting the
menu for students and tracking them. Frank commented on focusing on 4 or 5 degrees.
Don stated that it is not difficult on the schedule side, but is difficult on the student
services side. We would need to identify someone to track the students and follow up
with them to make sure students don't fall off track. We need to be able to provide the
services. Frank stated that just because we are in down times doesn't mean we should
stop thinking about how to benefit our students.

eCampus
Susan Whitener was invited to the meeting at this time. Susan reported that Pedro
provided a list of faculty load for last fall and spring and it was determined how much
was part of load and how much was overload. A preliminary schedule has been
developed and we are going to work through what the CIOs want on their respective
schedules. Susan stated that she worked with Lenore Simonson because she used to
be an advisor. Lenore looked at all degrees and determined if what we offer online will
meet all of the degrees. We want to meet the broadest range of students for the
broadest range of degrees. Frank questioned the need for hiring and Susan responded
that once we determine the full time faculty and sections available, we will then look at
the need for adjunct faculty. She is currently having this discussion with both colleges.
Frank stated that he does not want to hurt the integrity of our eCampus. Susan stated
that we know who the faculty are. She discussed providing moderate feedback as to
why some instructors shouldn't teach online, stating that online isn't for everyone. She
also discussed training opportunities. Frank stated that the eCampus has to maximize
our FTE. Susan stated that the summer schedule for both colleges is being finalized
and we are maximizing what we can offer. The schedule should be finished by the end
of the day tomorrow (March 11). Frank stated that there should be no expectation that
anyone who retires as a teacher is going to teach online. Further discussion took place
regarding training for teaching online courses. Susan distributed a distance education
article from the most recent accreditation newsletter. Frank commented on Barbara
Beno's recent visit.

Distance Education Strategic Plan
Susan reported that the Distance Education Strategic Plan is ready to go to the next
step which will be an informational item to the Board of Trustees. She stated that this
item can be taken in April or May.
.
Susan stated that a lot of conversations have been held on the campuses with regard to
web streaming. A vendor presentation was provided in February, a visit has been made
to Cisco headquarters, and staff participated in a webinar (Sonic Foundry). A good
meeting was held yesterday between the IT and distance learning departments and
they discussed vendor presentations. Susan stated that Cisco's product looks great but
is not quite ready yet. Frank reported that he and Michelle Kozlowski met with Cisco's
regionalvice president. We provided him with the ROI numbers on VOIP and
discussed developing a regional partnership. We want visibility and marketing. Frank
stated that he wants to take another trip to Cisco for additional staff, faculty, and
possibly a board member or two to view their products. We need to artiCUlate what we
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want to have in terms of a strategic partnership. Susan stated that Cisco is about six
months away from release and thinks we have a temporary solution with using CCC
Confer technology until we can get the Cisco products. Frank stated that we can do a
couple of things. We can sell the existing equipment in Firebaugh and move to a Cisco
solution. Pedro discussed the possibility of being a beta test site. He questioned if we
could use the partnership to be a test site if we are concerned about a timeline. Frank
stated that he wants it to be a comprehensive solution at all locations. If we are going to
be a Cisco house, we minimize the number of people we need to have supporting it. He
wants to keep it simple and there are some real benefits.

Job Descriptions
•

Activities Specialist - After School Program - Ken stated that CSEA has agreed to
incorporate the position into the collective bargaining agreement Additional
changes were made to the job description after meeting with them. The major
change deals with education. The job description has been reviewed by Riley
Talford. The salary grade was changed based on education. Ken stated that he will
send the revised version to Nancy Vogel, CSEA Representative. He wants to put
this job description on the agenda for the April Board meeting.

•

After School Program Instructor - Ken stated that this job description has been
reviewed and approved by CSEA. It is a part time position. Changes were made to
the job description after the initial meeting with CSEA. The changes deal with
credentialing and a lower salary grade. CSEA wanted credentialing to come out of
the job description. Ken wants to put this job description on the agenda for the April
Board meeting.

•

Help Desk Advisor - Carole stated that this job description closely mirrors the job
description for a regular advisor. Ken stated that this position would be on the
adult/student temporary salary schedule. Susan stated that the position is integral to
the eCampus. The salary grade was increased to $22.50. This item will be placed
on the agenda for the April Board meeting.

Don initiated discussion regarding the loss of TTIP funds and how it impacts library
databases. Carole stated that VTEA dollars helped out last year. Don stated that the
librarian says it is essential. Susan stated that we need this now as it is important for
distance education as it relates to accreditation. Frank directed Susan to provide the
information to Ken. Susan stated that she will list it as an augmented line item under
the eCampus budget.
•

Director of Special Grant Programs - Discussion took place regarding the changes
made to the job description which include the education level. This is an
administrative position. It was agreed by the group to include information in the job
description that the position would handle multiple programs and initiatives. The job
description will be on the April Board meeting agenda for a range change.
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•

Coordinator of Special Grant Programs - Discussion took place regarding making
changes to the summary section to include leadership and oversight for no more
than two grant programs. Carole stated that she will make the changes. The job
description will be on the April Board meeting agenda.

Susan Whitener left the meeting at this time.

At this time the group took a lunch break.

Following the lunch break, the group reconvened.
Equipment Coordinator Position
Willard stated that the recently resigned equipment manager was also receiving a
stipend as assistant coach for football. Discussion took place regarding the issue of
classified positions and additional compensation. Frank stated that the word
'coordinator' needs to be taken out of the position title, stating that we need an
equipment manager. Frank stated that he does not want this position to be doing any
coaching. Willard discussed rewriting the job description to include equipment and
facilities. Ken stated that he needs direction on the current person in the position and if
that person can also receive a coaching stipend and do the job on a temporary basis.
Frank stated that he will allow for this to occur until June 30, 2010.
Don commented on the athletic trainer position being a certificated position. He stated
that he only needs an athletic trainer for the fall semester at this time. He questioned if
he can hire a temporary, one semester trainer. Ken stated that there is also an athletic
trainer position in the classified ranks and suggested that this may be the way to go for
Don's position.
Tenure Recommendations
Willard stated that he has three faculty that will be recommended for tenure at the April
Board meeting. Discussion took place regarding tenure for faculty members who have
had multiple years on a temporary contract. Ken stated that the Board of Trustees has
the ability to allow all of the temporary contract years to count toward tenure if the
faculty member is given a regular, tenure track contract.
Workflow Projects
Pedro stated that we have a consultant who can take care of workflow projects for us.
He stated that Keith Stearns can also do this. They are going to start with Carole's
workflows for budget change forms and section forms. Carole is going to put together
the business rules and will submit them to the consultant for an approximate amount.
Staff are also looking at grade changes, add/drops, student complaints, petitions to
graduate, grievance, etc. Frank stated that he wants to have an update on workflow
projects discussed at the next Chancellor's Executive Cabinet meeting. Pedro stated
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that he will put together a list of the forms that need workflows so that they can be
prioritized.

Other Business
•

Board Presentations - Frank stated that a couple of the Board members commented
on the way the budget information was presented at the most recent Board meeting.
Not only do they want to be made aware of the problem, they want to see the
solution. We need to be more clear in the way we present the information.

•

Athletic Report for June Board Meeting - Don stated that the Board of Trustees
wants to hear about the current status of athletics; future plans; philosophy on
athletics; and how the philosophy meshes with the college mission. Frank stated
that he wants each president to develop a history of athletics at their respective
college. We can't deny what has happened with physical education (degree
requirements, etc.). There used to be a lot more physical education classes and
inter mural activities.

Ken left the meeting at this time.
Discussion took place concerning wellness. Frank stated that the presidents
need to integrate the concept of wellness in their report. The Board needs to see
how it is reconciled with their mission and if there is still a place for well ness and
intercollegiate athletics. He also directed the presidents to cover where are we
going with athletics (i.e. fee based; taking over community recreational aspects)
and stated that we need to take a look at how many student athletes transfer.
This information needs to be compared to the student population. He stated that
this could be a precursor to developing a strategic plan for athletics and wellness.

Board Policies and Administrative Procedures
•

BP & AP 5520, Student Discipline - It was agreed to move this policy and procedure
forward to the various college groups for review and approval.

•

BP 5500, Standards of Conduct - Changes were suggested to include the language
from the original draft version. Donna Isaac was directed to make the changes and
forward to the various college groups for review and approval.

•

AP 5530, Student Rights and Grievance - It was agreed to move this procedure
forward to the various college groups for review and approval.

•

BP 6816, Hearing Conservation Program - It was agreed to move this policy forward
to the various college groups for review and approval.

•

BP 6817, Transportation and Driver Selection - It was agreed to move this policy
forward to the various college groups for review and approval.
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•

AP 6700, Facilities Use - Several changes to the procedure were suggested. Frank
directed Ken to continue his review of the procedure and bring it back to the next
Chancellor's Executive Cabinet meeting.
Action Item
,/ Ken Stoppenbrink to continue review of AP 6700, Facilities Use, and bring it
back to the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet meeting in April.

Susan was invited back to the meeting at this time.
•

BP & AP 5070, Attendance - It was agreed to change the last paragraph of the
policy to read as follows:

Attendance records shall be recorded and kept by faculty and the Office of
Admissions and Records according to rules and regulations prescribed by the
Board of Governors of the California Community Colleges. The only official
rosters for all classes are the records stored on the district student
information system. Therefore, prior to census date, each faculty member
shall verify class rosters and no later than seven days after census date provide
the Office of Admissions and Records a roster of currently enrolled students
who meet the district policy on attendance.
Several changes to the procedure were suggested. It was agreed to incorporate the
changes and forward both the policy and procedure to the various college groups for
review and approval.
Susan left the meeting at this time.

Other Business
•

Cisco Visit - Frank directed Carole to work with Michelle on another trip to Cisco
headquarters in San Jose. He stated that he wants to include some district and
college staff, directors, deans, and faculty who will use the technology.

•

Strategic Plan Update - Frank stated that the current strategic plan expires this year.
Pedro reported that he and Carole are meeting on March 11 for a brainstorming
session. They want to take what we have learned and determine what we want to
keep and what we need to replace with regard to the strategic plan goals. Carole
questioned if we still want to use our current goals and measurements. Frank stated
that we want to revise them. Don stated that we need to review the educational
master plan. Discussion took place regarding strategies for communities that have
low participation rates. Frank stated that he wants to focus on student success and
retention in the areas that are access related (math, English, basic skills).
Discussion took place regarding goals and being a leader in the state with regard to
retention, access and transfer. We have learned that we need more information; we
are doing some things okay; we got the process started; and now we need to
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determine how we want to become better. Pedro stated that the idea is to drill down
a little deeper. He wants Carole to bring in the employment and vocational element.
Willard questioned if we really have an understanding of the needs of the
communities we serve as we have not done a formal assessment of this. Pedro
stated that a meeting will be held in April to close the loop and talk about next steps.
Frank stated that we have done a great job in terms of the budget and enrollment.
Pedro stated that he wants to see some of the administrators at the college level be
more involved with the strategic plan. Frank stated that lessons leamed would be a
good start to the new strategic plan. He wants to take results on the road and
present at conferences.
Ken returned to the meeting at this time.
•

Athletic Report - Frank stated that he wants the presidents to include Title IX as an
area in the athletic report. Title IX is not the numbers, it is interest, experience and
ability.
Action Item
.;' Title IX information to be included in the athletic report to the Board of
Trustees in June

•

Bookstore - Frank stated that he wants the bookstore to carry first rate, high quality
apparel and that we should look at providing merchandise at the local grocery
stores, K-Mart, Walgreens, etc.

•

Summer Program - Willard announced that West Hills College Coalinga is getting
close to finalizing an exciting program for the summer. Twenty educators from
China will be spending 7-8 weeks on the campus. They teach English as a second
language in China and want to learn about American culture.

Idi

Chancellor's Executive Cabinet Meeting
April 14, 2010
MINUTES
Members present:
Pedro Avila, Vice Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Management
Carole Goldsmith, Vice Chancellor of Educational Services and Workforce Development
Frank Gornick, Chancellor
Donna Isaac, Executive Assistant to the Chancellor
Willard Lewallen, President, West Hills College Coalinga
Frances Squire, Executive Director of West Hills Community College Foundation
Ken Stoppenbrink, Vice Chancellor of Business Services
Don Warkentin, President, West Hills College Lemoore
Others present at various times:
Cathy Barabe, Director 0 Marketing
Susan Whitener, Vice Chancellor of Educational Planning
Task Log
The task log was reviewed as follows:
•

Item 1 - Ken Stoppenbrink reported that Kevin Cobb is still working on the policy_

•

Item 2 - Carole Goldsmith reported that she has talked with representatives at the
energy group and will pick up the information this week to give to Ken.

•

Item 3 - Pedro Avila commented that the task was incorrectly stated and should
have been to send priority registration information to the CIOs and marketing
department. The task is complete and information was sent out to currently enrolled
students.

•

Item 4 - This item is on the agenda for discussion.

•

Item 5 - Carole reported that she and Ken have talked about using the services of
Rose & Tuck. Ken has talked to Darren Rose and he is available to help us do
some programming. It will cost $15,000 - $20,000 to get it done. It was stated that
Keith Stearns has the skill set, but may not have the time. Carole recommended
that we move forward with Rose & Tuck and roll out the encumbrance model for the
new fiscal year. Rose & Tuck have recommended not going to position budgeting
as it will cause too many problems. We will be better off with programming for a
report. Pedro stated that he and Keith want to be involved in the discussion with
regard to the report as they want to make sure it is a report that we all want. He also
wants to make sure that we have something that is flexible and usable by us. Frank
stated what we want to have is a report that is accurate with regard to budget codes.
He directed that Pedro, Keith, Carole, Tammy Weatherman, Ken, Cathy Barabe, and
senior administrators from the colleges be involved in the process of developing the
report. Pedro questioned the use of Rose & Tuck for this particular project. Carole
questioned if we need a reporting solution or a customization of Datatel. Ken stated
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that we need to tell Rose & Tuck exactly what we need and find out what solution
they give us. Pedro stated that he wants to back up and review what route to take.
He questioned if Rose & Tuck are the best solution if what we need is a reporting
solution. Frank stated that Michelle Kozlowski introduced us to Rose & Tuck and he
has not been dissatisfied with them as they have delivered for us. Frank directed
Ken to follow up on this project.
•

Item 6 - This item is on the agenda for discussion.

•

Item 7 - This item is on the agenda for discussion.

•

Item 8 - This item is on the agenda for discussion.

•

Item 9 - Carole reported that the substantive change has been submitted. This item
will need to be voted on at the June Board meeting.

•

Item 10 - Ken stated that he has received a response from Follett. Their solution is
to go with a debit card and the bookstore are willing and able to do this for us.
Discussion took place regarding the AOS solution and a student ID card. It was
stated that a lot of data entry may be required. Ken commented on bringing AOS
back in for this solution. Discussion took place regarding charging an instructional
fee to get around all of the issues. Frank stated that he wants to pursue AOS for
their thoughts and also research Chafee College's procedure of charging a general
services fee. Willard stated that he will take a look the fee issue. Ken stated that he
will reconvene with AOS.
Action Item
v" Willard Lewallen to research instructional fees with regard to issue with the

number of copies and print jobs being done by students
v" Ken Stoppenbrink to reconvene with AOS for possible solutions.
•

Item 11 - This item is on the agenda for discussion.

•

Item 12 - Pedro reported that Jana has modified the process for emergency loans.
What used to be a 10-day processing period, is now down to one day. The process
begins in financial aid, but the business office cuts the check. Ken commented on
emergency loans that he has denied. Discussion took place regarding who is
making the determination about the loan - financial aid or business office. It was
stated that the responsibility lies with the business office. Discussion took place
regarding mixed messages that students receive with regard to the process starting
with them. Pedro stated that the original issue was resolved but other issues have
been discovered that need to be addressed. Frank stated that we need to make
sure the criteria we have is very clear. An emergency is for food, transportation and
books. It was suggested that child care should be included. Pedro stated that the
approval has to start with financial aid and there should be a couple levels of review.
Pedro stated that he will continue discussions with Jana about this matter.
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Action Item
-/' Pedro Avila to have further discussions with Jana Cox about the process and
review for emergency loans.
•

Item 13 - This item is on the agenda for discussion.

•

Item 14 - Willard and Don stated that they are working on their reports. Willard
reported that he has laid out a plan for what should be included. Frank suggested
that Pedro provide to the Presidents the amount of student debt by student, by sport
as compared to other students.

NIFA Funds for HSI Agriculture Colleges
Cathy Barabe was invited to the meeting at this time.
Cathy reported that NIFA (National Institute of Food and Agriculture) is a new source of
funding passed by federal legislation. West Hills College Coalinga is an HSI (Hispanic
Serving Institution) ag college; however, West Hills College Lemoore is not yet. Cathy
explained that food safety and culinary will count towards agriculture. She stated that
we need to position ourselves now for West Hills College Lemoore to become an ag
college. Frank questioned the amount of funding. Cathy stated that there will be $1012 million available annually for HSI ag colleges. The funding will probably be available
next year. West Hills College Lemoore may miss the 'first funding cycle. Frank
questioned the reason for the discussion and Cathy responded that she really wants us
to participate so we can get more funding. Discussion took place regarding TOP codes
for ag courses. Frank stated that maybe we focus on what we already have up and
running and then begin researching possibilities for culinary. He directed Cathy to work
with current faculty and staff at West Hills College Coalinga. Don questioned if we want
West Hills College Lemoore to become an ag college. Cathy stated that she will work
on researching the criteria.
Action Item
-/' Cathy Barabe to work with current faculty and staff at West Hills College
Coalinga for possible receipt of NIFA funding.
-/' Cathy Barabe to work on researching criteria for West Hills College Lemoore
to become an ag college.
Cathy left the meeting at this time.

Franklin University Commissions
Discussion took place concerning the commission funds that have been received from
Franklin University. The money has been going to miscellaneous revenue. Frank
questioned where the presidents want the funds to go. Willard stated that he would like
for West Hills College Coalinga's portion to be placed in a foundation account and used
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for campus operations and events. Frank suggested that the funds be placed in the
Presidents' Foundation accounts beginning with this fiscal year. Commission funds
from previous years will not be included.
WICHE Audit
Susan Whitener was invited to the

meeti~g

at this time.

Susan reported that the presentation has been pared down but still needs some work.
She stated that she needs feedback from the group. Discussion took place concerning
only sharing the findings with the Leadership Retreat Group; where are we at and what
are we going to do with the information; and branding and website navigation. Susan
was directed to continue working on the presentation with Carole and Pedro. It was
suggested that the presentation be given to smaller groups at the college level before
providing the presentation to the Leadership Retreat group.
One Year Schedule
Susan stated that a schedule is being developed. As she talks with the CIOs, they
determine what to offer based on what is being offered in the next semester. Logically,
they want to develop a one year schedule. Frank stated that it is supported by the
research. We can begin looking at cohort groups. Willard stated that given the
compression of the schedule and limited opportunities for students, they can help us by
providing their input. Frank stated that it allows us to begin looking at getting students
out of here in four semesters. We can then get into a guaranteed schedule. Frank
stated that this item will be discussed again at the May Chancellor's Executive Cabinet
meeting. He directed the group to talk about it in their own areas and come to the
meeting with feedback.
Action Item
../ Chancellor's Executive Cabinet members to discuss the possibility of a one
year schedule in their own areas and provide feedback at the May meeting.
Susan left the meeting at this time.
District Educational Coordinating Council (DECC) - Update
Carole distributed the DECC proposal and stated that this is not a new committee. One
of the concerns of the groups is that the document looks different than when particular
groups saw it. She stated that it was sent out to all of the groups and input was
received and incorporated. The purpose of the committee is to make sure we are all on
the same page. Frank questioned the process if we can't come to consensus. Carole
stated that some issues will be related to Title V, but there will be others to which they
will have to come to consensus. Discussion took place regarding how things get to the
DECC. It was suggested that the group may need a flow chart. Carole stated her
preference is to take a look at addressing issues that are going to the curriculum
committees as they are being reviewed, not after the fact. The group will be looking at
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models of other colleges. Frank questioned the flow of information to the committee
and where it goes after. He stated that we can't be afraid of making recommendations.
The committee will reach consensus to recommend the appropriate action. He prefers
the recommendation come to the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet where the CEOs can
talk about the issues.

Online Payment Process - Update
Carole stated that Ken has worked with the campuses to look at student debt. Jana has
taken a look at what the student debt really is as it relates to financial aid. She is also
looking at how disbursements can be made more frequently. Ken stated that he wants
to know what decisions have been/are made without his conSUltation. Pedro stated that
we are discovering the debt deals mostly with financial aid and residence halls, not
students who aren't paying when they register. Carole stated that the process of
workflows is really going to change how we do business. This project (online payment
process), needs to be referred to as debt management as the online piece is working
very well and is not an issue.

Residence Halls Registration - Update
Willard distributed a draft of eligibility requirements and steps for reserving a room on
campus. Discussion took place regarding the procedure and deadlines. The next step
is to get the website information updated for the residence halls.

Copy Limits/Process for Students - Update
See discussion on Task Log, Item 10.

Culinary/Food Service Budget and Programs
Frank stated that he has had discussions with the college presidents. This item has to
do with keeping the director at West Hills College Lemoore in place and allowing him to
oversee and coordinate some internships. Carole stated that the culinary program
currently receives VrEA funds. In the future, additional vrEA funds can be given, but
something else will suffer. Frank stated we need to get the appropriate people charged
to the right place. Carole reported that she has had discussion with Ken about work
experience opportunities in the snack bar. It was suggested that we offer a course.
The staff in the current snack bar might be able to be an instructional aid. Frank stated
we are getting sophomore students out of the culinary department. The director tries to
give them catering and restaurant experience. Frank stated that the task is to look at
funds for culinary and make sure a budget is set up. He directed Ken to work with
Christian Raia on point of sale. Carole stated that we may be able to use some CTE
dollars to make it a vocational program.
Action Item
~
~

Review funds for culinary program and make sure a budget is in place.
Ken Stoppenbrink to work with Christian Raia on point of sale.
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Willard left the meeting at this time.
Missing Student Regulations

Ken stated that we need a policy/procedure on missing students. He distributed a
summary of the federal laws and a draft policy and procedure. This information will be
placed in the standard policy and procedure format and routed through the review and
approval process.
Application Processing Fee for Foreign Citizens

Donna Isaac stated that the application processing fee for foreign citizens is on the April
20 Board of Trustees agenda for approval.

At this time the group took a lunch break.

Following the lunch break, the group reconvened.
Evaluation Script, Draft Form

Frank stated that the evaluation checklist document is a result of the evaluation script
document received from Joe Zampi's office. For accreditation and quality control
aspects, it was important to develop a checklist for administrators to use in the
evaluation process. Discussion took place regarding suggested changes and additions
to the checklist. Frank stated that he will discuss this draft document with Marty.
Donna will incorporate the suggested changes in the draft document and it will be
provided for further discussion. Discussion took place concerning the checklist being an
appendix to an administrative procedure.
Action Item
./ Donna Isaac to incorporate suggested changes in evaluation checklist
document for further discussion.
Adult Temporary Tracking

Ken stated that we are beginning to have numerous issues and are beginning to own
staff after the 194 days. The tracking tool gives advance notice for planning purposes
and is distributed on a monthly basis. He stated that he does not know what else to do
at this point. Frank stated this will be a topic on the Leadership Retreat agenda.
Job Descriptions

•

Equipment and Event Coordinator - Willard commented on the current position
being underutilized. The new proposed job description incorporates assistance with
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coordinating events, physical education and wellness. Discussion took place
regarding requirements. It was stated that this position has been used in the past to
bring in assistant coaches. Frank stated that we will not be doing that anymore.
The group agreed to move the job description to the union and then the Board of
Trustees for approval.
•

Summer Youth Program Staff - Carole stated that the job description was requested
by the funding agency. The program runs May through September. These are
temporary positions to be included on the adult/student temporary salary schedule.
The department would be Workforce Investment and the WIA Coordinator would be
the direct report. Don questioned how this is different from the 5Cs camp. Carol
stated it is more job focused and includes a lot of case management, referrals, follow
up with employers, etc. The group agreed to move the position forward to the Board
of Trustees for approval.

Potential Layoff Notifications
Frank stated that the Board of Trustees will be presented with a layoff resolution on
grant funded classified positions. In addition, letters will be sent to faculty who are on
temporary contracts and are grant funded. Discussion took place and Ken stated that
the intent is to information the faculty that the grant funding is running out and we are
doing our best to cover the costs. If funding cannot be found, they will be laid off. Don
asked if it is prudent to have a meeting with the faculty prior to their receipt of a letter.
Frank responded in the affirmative, stating that the worst case scenario is that they will
not have a job when the grant runs out and the best case scenario is that they will be
funded. Discussion took place regarding the Faculty Obligation Number (FON). Ken
stated that the number is currently 94.5.

Board Policies and Administrative Procedures
•

BP & AP 5055, Enrollment Priorities - Changes were suggested. The group agreed
to move the procedure forward.
Action Item
./ Donna Isaac to make changes as suggested and move policy and procedure
forward.

•

BP & AP 6700, Facilities Use - Discussion took place regarding facilities use Ken
stated that he looked at what other college districts do for facilities. He distributed
information on the data he collected. Frank stated that we need to capture money
for the use of our facilities. Discussion took place regarding charging those that
have been using our facilities. Discretion is left up to the college presidents. Ken
stated he thinks the rates need to be doubled. Fees were discussed. Ken reported
that he will continue working on this policy and procedure. Frank stated that he
wants to have something in 60 to 90 days for the colleges. They need to develop a
brochure and post information on the website that incorporates the facilities use
information for advertising purposes. Willard stated the facilities use policy and
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procedure do not currently include information about the use of the residence halls.
Frank stated that this information needs to be included for groups that use the
.
residence halls in the summer.
Action Item
-/ Ken Stoppenbrink to continue working on Facilities Use policy and procedure
and include information about the use of the residence halls.
Frank discussed having a rededication ceremony for the Wellness Center at West
Hills College Coalinga and a dedication ceremony for the Multi Use Sports Complex
at West Hills College Lemoore.
•

District Provided Cellular Telephones - Ken stated that his recommendation is to
have two stipend levels ($100/$75). We need to look at what we are currently
spending. The level for each individual would be determined by the Vice
Chancellors and Presidents. The district is currently paying for many cell phones
and plans. Frank commented that he is more comfortable settling on one number
across the Board for all employees who are determined to be necessary. He stated
that he wants to have a plan in place effective July 1, 2010. Ken stated that the IRS
is looking at several areas of expenditure and if they look at this area, then we will
be covered. Frank stated that the Presidents and Vice Chancellors need to take a
look at this for their staff. He directed Ken to move forward with a policy and
procedure regarding stipends for cellular telephones to be in place effective July 1,
2010.
Action Item
-/ Ken Stoppenbrink to develop a policy and procedure regarding stipends for
cellular telephones to be in place effective July 1, 2010.

•

BP & AP 5800, Prevention of Identity Theft in Student Financial TransactionsFrank directed Ken and Carole to work on this policy and procedure and bring it
back to the May Chancellor's Executive Cabinet meeting for further discussion.
Action Item
-/ Ken Stoppenbrink and Carole Goldsmith to work on Board Policy and
Administrative Procedure 5800, Prevention of Identity Theft in Student
Financial Transactions.

Other Business
Frances Squire shared draft information on the billboards that will soon be going up
around the district which express congratulations to the class of 2010.
Frank stated that the next Board meeting will be held at the North District Center in
Firebaugh on April 20. He stated that when we close the books this year he wants to
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provide the Board with a summary of all auxiliary accounts and how they compare to
three years ago.
Frances reminded the group of the Foundation's annual golf tournament which is
scheduled for Monday, May 10.
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
Board of Trustees
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga, CA 93210
(559) 934-2100

MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE GOVERNING BOARD
March 7, 2006

iCALL TO ORDER/ OPEN SESSIONi
President McKean called the meeting of the Board of Trustees to order at 3:00 p.m.
Board members present:
Mark McKean
Jack Minnite
Nina Oxborrow
Jeff Levinson
Edna Ivans
Bill Henry
Steve Cantu

Board members absent:
Pedro Jurado, Student Trustee

Administrators present:
Frank Gornick, Chancellor
Ken Stoppenbrink, Vice Chancellor of Business Services
Anthony Tricoli, President, West Hills College Coalinga
Don Warkentin, President, West Hills College Lemoore
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services, West Hills College Lemoore
Jill Stearns, Interim Associate Dean of Educational Services, West Hills College Coalinga
Susan Kincade, Dean of Learning Resources
Keven Backman, Director of Human Resources
Frances Squire, Director of Marketing
Pedro Avila, Director of Institutional Effectiveness, Planning and Web Services
Darlene Georgatos, Director of District Enrollment
Kathy Watts, Interim Director of Child Development Centers
Larry Rathbun, Director of Farm of the Future
Introduction of Guests
There were no guests introduced at this time.

West Hills College Lemoore
Planning and Governance Council
Wednesday - October 3, 2007 - 1:30 p.m.
Conference Center Rm. 256
MINUTES

Members Present:
Don Warkentin, President
Rene Curriculum, Curriculum Committee Chair
Marty Ennes, CTA/Faculty Representative
Marta Hendrickson, CTA/Faculty Representative
Teresa Macias-Quilici, CSEA/Classified Representative
Ron Oxford, Librarian
Jan Young, Counselor/Advisor
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services
Jose Lopez, Dean of Students
Vince Montoya, Director of Facilities & Auxiliary Services
Yarely Herrera, Student Government Association Representative
Members Absent:
James Preston, Academic Senate President
Marlon Hall, Associate Dean of Educational Services, Evening College
America Infante, CSEA/Classified Representative
Call to Order
Mr. Warkentin called the meeting to order at 1:32 pm
Approval of minutes September 19, 2007
Ron Oxford motioned to approve the minutes of September 19, 2007, Teresa Quilici
seconded, all were in favor, with two abstentions (Marty Ennes & Vince Montoya),
motioned passed.
ACfION ITEMS
.
BP/ AP 2510 Participation in Local Decision Making
Rene Sanchez reported that the senate did not take action on this due to the PGC
membership still in question. James Preston and Mr. Warkentin recently discussed the
membership makeup and they have a proposed membership. James has no concerns
except he wants to make sure all groups are able to comment on the membership. The
number of representatives from the Student Government Association was reduced from
two to one. Academic senate members have been defined by position and the CSEA
representatives were increased from two members to three. Marta noted that the CSEA
increase represents an increase in a classified position. If CTA would appoint a
counselor, this should eliminate the concern of having counselor representation. Mr.
Warkentin stated that the recommendation to increase the CSEA members was to allow
more balance on this council. He advised constituency groups to have discussion and
bring further recommendations to the next meeting. Marty suggested listing a
counselor and advisor representative.
AP 2410 Policy and Administrative Procedure
The main change on this procedure was the adding of the District Leadership Council.
Marty Ennes stated that CTA would like to have the routing with check off and
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recommendations as was previous. Their concern is that autonomy is being dampened by
this type of procedure. Mr. Warkentin responded that the colleges would have the
opportunity through the president to make recommendations, and that this body (PGC) .
would make recommendations to DLC. CfA feels recommendations should be going
directly from the colleges and not as a district recommendation. The district should not
be functioning as the voice of the college. The colleges were listed on the routing sheet
and now they are not. Without the check off and comments on the routing form it
disallows the board from seeing recommendations from the individual colleges. Mr.
Warkentin asked for a motion to approve AP 2410. Dave Bolt motioned to approve AP
2410, it was seconded by Vince Montoya, Mr. Warkentin asked for those in favor of AP
2410 as written, three were in favor, four were opposed, with three abstentions. The
motion did not pass. Mr. Warkentin will relay the issue. Marty recommends changing
#6 on page 2 to the read "The chancellor's office andthe two college presidents ... ". Mr.
Warkentin stated that one of the issues has been that approval of policies and procedures
has been delayed by the Senate. Marty believes that in this case the Senate has abstained
due to non review of the policy. The new routing form is on all policies and procedures.
INFORMATION IDISCUSSION ITEMS
Board Policies & Administrative Procedures (first reading)
a) BP & AP 4020 Program and Curriculum Development
b) BP & AP 3430 Prohibition of Harassment
c) AP 3435 Discrimination and Harassment Investigations
Mr. Warkentin announced that the above named policies and procedures were tabled at
District Leadership Council this week and new versions are being prepared. These will
return to our agenda at a later time.

1.

2. Mid Term Report Update
Mr. Bolt reported that they have been working very hard to complete the report. Jacqui
Shehorn has put together a thorough draft to be finalized on Monday upon comments
from all constituency groups. They want all groups and individuals to be familiar with
the content. This will need to be sent to the Commission in March and they are working
backwards to get all the approvals necessary. Through October and November the
document will be circulated for comments/and possible revisions. Two readings will be
held at the Planning and Governance Council. The last PGC meeting is December 5 and
if the document is approved at that meeting it will be copied to be presented at the
Board of Trustees meeting in January and February, then mailed on to the Commission
in March. The report will be accessible at the website in "My West Hills" and/or "Public
Folders". The report includes the planning agendas, and Mr. Bolt stated that he has
also submitted the report preparation process to Jacqui. He plans to make a copy of the
report for each constituency group and he will ask that they, in turn, make copies for
their groups and/or have them electronically available. Mr. Bolt asked if there were
suggestions, there were no suggestions. The more people who have knowledge of what is
contained in the report; the stronger the document will be. This will be a working draft.
Jacqui is pleased with the quality of what she has received from the response teams. As
we make review, Mr. Bolt encouraged readers to ask themselves if we have responded to
what has been asked. He expressed his appreciation to those who have been involved
with this on-going process.
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3. Program Review - Education (first reading)
In the absence of James Preston, Dave Bolt recommended tabling this program review.
Mr. Warkentin has asked that all program reviews be presented by the preparer at this
Council for the first reading. There will be 10-15 program reviews coming through this
year. Mr. Warkentin asked all to read this program review for the next meeting.
4. Board Report and President's Update on Web Page
Mr. Warkentin stated that a recommendation had come from one of the accreditation
response teams to have the board report and the president's weekly update in public
folders. Perhaps clarification should be received from the committee. The Board report
could be put in public folders. Marta stated that she believes these should be intranet
accessible, rather than internet.
5. Academic Senate Report
a) Student Learning Outcomes Committee
Stephanie Droker reported that at the last Senate meeting they discussed the learning
areas realignment with focus on Math/Science/PE. Jameson Birrell will gather votes
from these areas as to which model is preferred. There are 8-9 faculty in each model. A
Career Tech division has been developed. Arts, letters, and social sciences basically
worked out to be the same with Larry Beloof in the social science learning area.
Philosophy could be in arts, letters or social science. Jameson will get feedback from
faculty to see what they prefer, then input from administrators and the President's
Cabinet. This will impact college committees. The changes will take place in spring.
The Senate suggests that the Student Learning Outcomes Committee membership
makeup include a representative from each learning area and the SLO coordinator.
Recommendations will be open college-wide. Mr. Warkentin stated that when the
decision making procedure is finalized, and if the SLO committee chairperson is added
to this body, and the technology committee is in place, there will be more alignment on
with representation the PGC. The expansion of health careers, it is expected, will add
many more members to the SLO committee. Mr. Warkentin asked if there were
questions, there were no questions.
6. PGC Revised membership (first reading)
Mr. Warkentin stated again, that if anyone would like to add a counselor or advisor to
bring a recommendation to the next meeting. This should be an action item at the next
meeting.
7. Report from Committee Representative
a) Student Learning Committee
Dave Bolt reported that this committee had not met at this time.
b) Budget Allocation Committee
Dave Bolt reported that what they have done at this point is to use time to go through
the adopted budget line by line. This has been beneficial. He plans to emphasize the
linkage that exists between program review to the budget process. This process is not
on the surface and how it all links to facilities, curriculum, hiring of staff and program
review. He believes the program review process has not been understood as to the
linkage. This will also be an accreditation expectation. The only allocation received is
staff development. It is $6,500 with a carry over unused in the amount of $7,000. The
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ESDC has been charged to approve staff development requests. Jan asked for
clarification as she understood there was only $1,500. This allows $13,000 for staff
development at the Lemoore campus. The ESDC needs to have a mechanism to allocate
these monies. Lottery monies are still expected. There are requests received and when
the money is available prioritized requests will be considered.
c) Facilities, Safety, and Technology Committee
Vince Montoya reported that FSTC had met on September 14 and discussed the ICS
drill and recycling on campus. Also the smoking policy is to stay 20 ft. from access
doors. There are signs but how do we enforce this? This will be discussed further. The
drill is upcoming on October 16, posters will be put on campus for awareness of the drill.
It will be isolated to the 400 building. Fire engines, and police cars will be on campus.
The command center is in the conference center room 256 and the chill yard. Phones
are in place there and they are equipped with an emergency system, specifically for
emergency broadcast. The actual emergency is unknown. There will be actors to act.
Coalinga had their drill which was a fire in the dorms. It will be interesting to see how
we assemble. Rene asked if it would be business as normal since this is not a campuswide drill. Vince stated that the classrooms will get a call with a prepared statement
and instructors should ignore this. He reported on a recent workshop he had attended
at College of Marin. There was someone there from homeland security that he had ask
the question this if there something that community colleges don't know? The
gentleman from homeland security addressed his. question stating that California
community colleges are considered soft targets. The 9/11 incident had ties to Glendale
Community College and there have been other ties as well. Vince acknowledged that
there is substance to this training and it is taken very seriously. We will have fun, but,
the question remains, what if there were an emergency? We are ahead of most of the
colleges in the State in the area of emergency preparedness. Vince was surprised to find
that the College of Marin with only 800 students had two police officers. He believes
police officers on campus should be on the radar screen for this college.
i. Emergency Preparedness Plan
The plan is a district plan and therefore does not need to be adopted by the college.
Copies will be provided after board approval.
ii. Technology Committee
The development of a separate Technology Committee was discussed per
recommendation of the Facilities, Safety and Technology Committee (FSTC). Mr.
Warkentin has asked Ron Oxford to prepare a Governance Group Request in this effort.
Ron will e-mail a revised version to the constituency groups. He reported that a college
technology committee had been asked about at the TAT meeting. He was unsure of
what to say until it is formalized. Technology needsl concerns should be determined
from the college level up. Vince reported that there had been question during the
accreditation visit about a technology plan at the college level and he did not have a
technology plan. An IT staff member could serve as a member if they are willing.
d) Student Success Committee
Mr. Lopez reported that this committee had met last week. They have a new member,
Tammy Larsen, who will be a valuable member. One of the committee targets is
retention and Ms. Larsen has background in this area and will be doing research. Tasks
have been assigned and the student handbook will be redone by a student intern. Upon
completion they will be printed and distributed to students at the beginning of the
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spring semester. Student activities and Health 1010 will soon go on the web. Health
1010 will be eventually presented to PGC.
e) Employee Success and Development Committee
Jan Young reported that they have a strategic planning session planned on October 12.
They will re-evaluating this committee at that time. They will develop a process for staff
development requests and they will prepare a yearly calendar. They want to tighten up
the way they have been operated. Mr. Warkentin stated that minutes of all meetings are
to be taken and posted on the web page. This is a part of recommendation one.
Stephanie asked if this affects student clubs. Mr. Warkentin responded that it has not as
yet.
8. Student Government Association
Yarely Herrera, Student Government Association Business Manager, will be the student
representative on this council. She reported that they have a new president, Claudia
Walthing, and Michael Navarro is the vice president. Yarely announced two new student
clubs: S.P.L.A.A.T. - Student Promotion and Learning Art Appreciation and Culinary Club.
S.P.L.A.A.T. will be meeting Monday at 12 noon. She reviewed the current clubs and
organizations. Up coming events include a carwash, a business etiquette luncheon, and a
haunted house on Saturday 27, 6 p.m. -10 p.m. Disability awareness begins on Monday,
October 15, 2007.
9. WHCIST
Dave Bolt reported that the technology committee has not been resolved. Coalinga will not
have a technology committee. This committee will discuss with TAT, the voice of the end
users at WHCL. They have been working with a consultant for payroll to be handled locally
rather than through Fresno County. This will occur in January 2009. The highest priority
is Version 18 Datatel conversion. This will happen in January 2008. The have also been
discussing SARs (the project to use magnetic cards to track students). The cards have been
purchased with an implementation team working on this.
10.

Recommendations from WHCL Retreat Strategic Planning Committee
i. Definition of a Program
Mr. Warkentin reviewed the definition as follows: An instructional program
is one that leads to a degree or certijicate. A non instructional
program is one that does not lead to a degree or certificate but has
an ongoing identijiable funding source, or a specified budget code.
He would like to for this to be an action item on the next PGC agenda.
ii. Review Cycle (MissionfVision, Goals, Institutional Outcomes)
This was a recommendation from the accreditation Recommendation #2. Each
fall semester the Strategic Planning Committee will review our mission/vision,
goals, and institutional outcomes. The recommended verbiage to be included in
the PGC Manual is as follows: HlHCL mission/vision, goals and

performance indicators shall be reviewed by the Strategic Planning
Committee eachfall semester. Recommendations will beforwarded
to the respective governance groups and then brought to the PGCfor
revision and adoption. This is a first reading with formal adoption at the next
meeting.
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iii. Recommendations to Student Success Committee
1) SPC recommends that the SSC continue efforts to sustain and improve high
school participation rates. 2) SPC recommends that the SSC analyze financial aid
data to determine what effects the financial aid processes have on student retention.
iv. Recommendations to Student Learning Committee
1) SPC recommends that the SLC examine ways to have Datatel dis-enroll
students who do not successfully complete prerequisite requirements. 2) SPC
recommends that the SLC review student withdrawal data to determine ways to
improve student success and retention rates. Dave responded that the first
recommendation has an easier solution, and the second recommendation will
require data from the institutional researcher. Mr. Warkentin recommended that
this be a first reading and an action item at the next meeting.
v. Formalize the name of WHCL Leadership Group to Strategic Planning
Committee This to be a first reading and an action item at the next meeting.
Agenda items for next meeting
• Recommendations from the Retreat
• Approval of SLO committee chair
Rene Sanchez reiterated that the membership of the SLO Committee will need to have
college-wide representation. The SLO committee will not be a subcommittee of the senate.
Stephanie A.-Alston inteIjected that Senate recommends this be a college-wide committee,
however; the Senate only deals with the instruction side of the house.
11.

Other
Mr. Warkentin announced that the wrestling match will be at FCC m Fresno. He
encouraged those who could to attend.
12.

Mr. Warkentin announced that the President's Forum would be held tomorrow at noon.
13. Adjournment
The meeting adjourned at 3=13 p.m.

Next Meeting - October 17,2007
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Public Comments
There were no public comments made at this time.
!REPORTS FROM ORGANIZATIONS I COLLEGES I DISTRICT OFFIC 'E1
Academic Senate Report - Ms. Anita Bart, Academic Senate President for West Hills
College Coalinga, was not present to report at this time.

Mr. David Rengh, Academic Senate President for West Hills College Lemoore, was not
present to report at this time.
WHCF A Report - Ms. Faye Mendenhall, WHCF A President, stated that she had
nothing to report at this time.
CSEA Report - There was no CSEA representative present to report at this time.

ASB Report - Mr. Pedro Jurado, Associated Student Body President, West Hills College
Coalinga, was not present to report at this time.
West Hills College Coalinga and North District Center, Firebaugh - Dr. Anthony
Tricoli, President, distributed a college activities report and commented on recent and
upcoming events. He reported that the first edition of the West Hills College Coalinga
literary publication, "Mosaic" will soon be available. The Board members were
reminded of the upcoming President's Scholars Dinner which will be held on March 22,
2006 at 6:00 p.m.
West Hills College Lemoore - Mr. Don Warkentin, President, distributed a college
activities report and commented on recent and upcoming events. He commented on
the recommendations of the accreditation team which included Student Learning
Outcomes; training for faculty and staff; staffing pattern in the library; and faculty
diversity. Trustee Henry stated that he feels that we have done everything we could
with regard to accreditation and we did our best in every area. Mr. Warkentin
commented that we have been responding to accreditation recommendations for the
past two years. He stated that we will soon receive a draft report from the accreditation
team and we can correct any errors of fact.
Chancellor's Report - Dr. Frank Gornick, Chancellor, congratulated Dr. Tricoli and Mr.
Warkentin for their work on accreditation. He stated that it is nice to have it completed
and out of the way. Dr. Gornick commented on the difference in the team. He stated
that the team was impressed with our plans for the second generation of our technology
and they really grasped the concept of what we are doing. He reported that the team
questioned our approach with the policies and the timeline and he explained to them
that we worked backward on the process. We took care of the background for the
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policies and procedures before they were implemented. Dr. Gornick stated that the
visit to the District Office was great and the team walked away with a good
understanding of how the District staff works with the colleges.
Dr. Gornick reported that he received a call this morning from Congressman Costa's
office regarding the Community College Caucus. Congressman Costa will be a member
of this group and this is good news for community colleges.
iCONSENT AGENDA]

The following consent agenda items were approved on a motion by Trustee Henry,
seconded by Trustee Cantu, and carried unanimously:
CA-38

Minutes - The minutes of the February 21, 2006 Board meeting were
approved as submitted.

CA-39

Warrants - The warrants were approved as submitted.

CA-40

Personnel Transactions - The list of personnel transactions was approved
as submitted.

iCHANCELLOR'S OFFICE!
CO-47

Administrative Procedure 7212, Employment of Part Time Faculty - Mr.
Keven Backman commented that the procedure gives the colleges a great
deal of guidance in the process of hiring adjunct faculty and it solves a lot
of the problems that have been faced in the past.
The new Administrative Procedure 7212, Employment of Part Time
Faculty, was presented for a first reading. Approval will be requested at a
later date.

CO-48

Board Policy and Administrative Procedure 7345, Catastrophic Leave
Program - Dr. Gornick commented that the collective bargaining
agreements allow for the donation of sick leave. However, this policy and
procedure will provide the ability for donations to occur across the
collective bargaining agreements.
The new Board Policy and Administrative Procedure 7345, Catastrophic
Leave Program, were presented for a first reading. Approval will be
requested at a later date.

CO-49

Board Policy and Administrative Procedure 2410, Policy and
Administrative Procedure - The revised Board Policy and new
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Administrative Procedure 2410, Policy and Administrative Procedure,
were approved on a motion by Trustee Levinson, seconded by Trustee
Minnite, and carried unanimously.
IFISCAL SERVICESI
FS-35

Fiscal Services Report - Mr. Ken Stoppenbrink distributed the budget
status report and discussed the status of the budget expenses and
revenues to date. He reported that the District is currently 66.7% through
the year. General fund revenue is at 71.5% and expenses are at 55.4%.
Trustee Minnite initiated discussion regarding bad debt expenses and Mr.
Stoppenbrink responded that we will not know the final expenses until
the end of the fiscal year. Further brief discussion took place regarding
the bad debt expenses and Dr. Gornick commented that things are much
better now than they were a couple of years ago.
Trustee Minnite requested that a separate revenue and expense report be
prepared for the farm, cafeteria, bookstore and residence halls. It was
agreed that this report would be prepared on a quarterly basis.

FS-36

Bid Award - Discussion took place regarding the bid amount for the West
Hills College Coalinga campus safety lighting project and why the bid
from Santa Margarita Construction was so low. Trustee Cantu made a
motion to award the base bid and alternates 1 and 3. The motion was
seconded by Trustee Levinson. Mr. Stoppenbrink discussed the bid and
explained that the Credit Union (EECU) will be paying for bid alternates 1
and 3. Further discussion took place regarding the bid and Trustees
Cantu and Levinson withdrew their motions.
Trustee Levinson made a motion to award the base bid and alternate 2
only. The motion was seconded by Trustee Cantu. Mr. Stoppenbrink
explained that we cannot dissect out the process. Discussion occurred and
Trustees Levinson and Cantu again withdrew their motions.
It was requested that the item be tabled until more information is given

concerning the bid award. Discussion took place regarding the alternative
bid that EECU received. President McKean questioned if it will cause a
problem to delay action on this item. Ms. Anne Jorgens stated that
scheduled maintenance funds need to be spent by May 15.
President McKean suggested that the item be tabled and a conference call
Board meeting be scheduled as soon as possible for this particular item
after additional information is gathered.
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Trustee Levinson made a motion to table this item. The motion was
seconded by Trustee Minnite and carried unanimously.
Trustee Henry questioned the purpose for the lights. It was explained that
they are for safety lighting on the Coalinga Campus.
IPERSONNEL SERVICESI
PS-12

Resolution - Elimination of Certificated Faculty - Dr. Gornick commented
on the resolution, explaining that there is a gap in service with respect to
the psychiatric technician program. The resolution allows us to negotiate
the effects of the layoff. Dr. Tricoli has spoken with both of the instructors
and they understand and have agreed to the layoff notice. The instructors
understand that they will be back in August for the next cohort. During
the gap in service, Mr. Hector Dam-Mikkelsen will be reassigned and will
be assisting with program administration, medical terminology and CNA
courses.
Trustee Levinson questioned the success rates of the psychiatric technician
program. Dr. Tricoli responded that all of the students who have
graduated are getting jobs and the majority of them are at the Coalinga
State Hospital.
The resolution in the matter of the elimination of certificated faculty was
adopted on a motion by Trustee Levinson, seconded by Trustee Minnite,
and carried unanimously.

!BOARD REPORTS / COMMENTS / REQUESTS AND ANNOUNCEMENTSI

Trustee Cantu expressed his congratulations to Mr. Warkentin on the completion of the
accreditation visit. He stated that it sounds positive and he thanked the Board members
who attended the accreditation meetings. Trustee Cantu expressed his thanks to all of
the staff for their hard work.
Trustee Minnite echoed the comments made by Trustee Cantu. He thanked Ms. Frances
Squire for her work on the District newsletter. Trustee Minnite commented on the
accreditation visit and stated that it is very evident that we have a dedicated staff that
wants to see success for the District and its students.
Trustee Oxborrow thanked Dr. Tricoli, Mr. Warkentin and their staff for the work done
on accreditation. She stated that we need to continue to focus on what we do best,
which is serving students.
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Trustee Ivans thanked everyone for their hard work. She stated that the open forums
held during the recent accreditation visit at West Hills College Lemoore were great.
Trustee Henry echoed the remarks made by his fellow Board members. He stated that
he has heard good things about the open forums and it is heartwarming.
Trustee Levinson also echoed the remarks previously made. He commented on using
our student and athlete scholars for recruiting purposes and stated that this would be a
great tool to use.
President McKean stated that he is not against accreditation and it is justified and
necessary. He stated that he only has a problem with the sole thought that we need to
fit in a box. He stated that West Hills College does not fit in a box and we never have.
President McKean announced that the next meeting will be a Board study session and is
scheduled for April 4, 2006 at 3:00 p.m.

ICLOSED SESSIONi
The meeting was adjourned to closed session at 4:33 p.m.
•
•
•

•

Public Employee Discipline/Dismissal/Release (as per Government Code
Section 54957)
Existing Litigation (as per Government Code Section 54956.9(a)). Names of
cases: West Hills Community College District v. Doucette, et al
Discussion of land acquisition/ disposition of property (as per Government Code
Section 54956.8). Property: Coalinga, California; Lemoore, California; Firebaugh,
California
Conference with Labor Negotiators (as per Government Code Section 54957.6).
Agency negotiator: Vice Chancellor of Business Services. Employee
organization: CT A

IA DJOURNMENlj
There being no further business before the Board of Trustees, the meeting was
adjourned at 5:12 p.m.

Nina Ox borrow
Clerk of the Board of Trustees
/di

Personnel Transactions
1.

New Hires

Name
Gonzalez, Maria

Title & Location
CDC Ass istant
Avenal Infant Center
Student Services Assistant . OSB
West Hills College Coalinga
CDC Assistant
San Joaquin Child Dev. Center
CDC Assistant
West Hills College Lemoore
CDC Assistant
San Joaquin Child Dev. Center
Associate Teacher
San Joaquin Child Dev. Center
Title V Activity One Coor.lCounselor
West Hills College Lemoore
CDC Assistant
West Hills College Coalinga
CDC Cook
San Joaquin Child Dev. Center
Tutor Coordinator
West Hills College Lemoore

Gonzalez, Maricela
Patlan , Melissa
Ramirez , Nancy
Reynaga, Victoria
Rivera, Monica
Rodriguez , Michael
Toledo, Angelica
Valadez , Maria
Williams, Sharon

2

Ch-

Range 23
Step A
Range 23
Step A
Range 30
StelJ A
Class V
Step 5
Range 23
Step A
Range 33
Step A
Range 42
Step B

Schedule
15 hrs/wk

Salary
Placement
Range 35

Funding
Grant

Effective
Date
3/6/06

Additional Information
New position

Grant

3/6/06

Replacement for Deborah Browne

Grant

3/1/06

Grant

3/1/06

Replacement for Sandi Vorpahl

Grant

3/1/06

Replacement for Zitali Lopez

Grant

3/1/06

New position

3/1/06

New position

Grant

3/6/06

Replacement for Laura Lopez

Grant

3/1/06

New position

District

2/16/06

Replacement for Donna Cole

Funding
Grant

Effective
Dates
3/8/06 -

Additional Information
Temporary hire while recru iting

St~A

H·

T

Name
Banda, Benito

3

Salary
Placement
Range 23
Step A
Range 36
Step A
Range 23

Schedule
19 hrs/wk
12 mo/yr
19 hrs/wk
12 mo/yr
19 hrs/we
9 mo/yr
19 hrs/wk
12 mo/yr
19 hrs/wk
12 mo/yr
19 hrs/wk
12 molyr
85-day
contract
19 hrs/wk
12 molyr
19 hrs/wk
12 molyr
19 hrs/wk
12 mo/yr

-

~

-

-- -

Name
Lopez, Veronica

Title & Location
Custodian
North District Center, Firebaugh
. A
-

-

- -

Ste~_ '----

-

-

-

~0106

.
-

- - - -- - - - --t

Current Assignment
CDC Associate Teacher
North District Center, Firebaugh
19 hrs/wk, 12 mo/yr
Range 30, Step A

Change
CDC Associate Teacher
San Joaquin Ch ild Dev. Center
40 hrs/wk , 12 mo/yr.
Range 30, Step B

Effective
Date
3/20106

Additional Information
Replacement for Monica Gonzalez

4

....- .... __ . . _. ..
~

f-s~

Name
), MariCruz

I

lR'odgers, MaryAnn

-~~

....

-"~--·I

.......- -_._.

--,._ .. -_ ...

Title & Location
Master Teacher
S§lnJoaquin Child Development Center
Case Worker, One-Stop Office
West Hills College Coalinga

Effective
Date
3/9/06 3/22/06

Additional Information
Care for newborn child

21710~-=--rlntermittent FMLS Leave

5/2106

Resignations I Retirements I Releases During Probation I Terntlnations
I
~
I
Effective
Name
Title & Location
Date
3/6 106
Arriola. Susan
Financial Aid Assistant I
f---=_~-=----:--;--_ _-+W!lst Hills College Lemoore
3/1 4/06
h3a.mbin. Daniel
I.c. h.il.d Development Center Assistant
~ ~ vyest Hills College Coalinga
5.

L

--~~

Additional Information
ReSignation
Resignation
- - -.........

-~

Subject: FINAL WHCL 07/08 & 08/09 CSU & Private Institution Transfer Data

CSU

07/08: 507
08/09: 627
Private:

07/08: 321
08/09: 540

West Hills College Lemoore

Career Technical Education Advisory Planning Committee
Meeting
Thursday, March 26, 2009
Conference Center (Room 253)
8:00-10:00am
Attendees
Name

Title

Organization

Stephanie Atkinson-Alston

Dean of Educational Services

West Hills College lemoore

Angela Barginear

Career Technician

West Hills College lemoore

Etsel Barner

Instructor

West Hills College lemoore

Gary Cramer

Deputy Chief

Corcoran P.D.

David Droker

CEO

KCAO

Stephanie Droker

Instructor

West Hills College lemoore

Vera Kennedy

Instructor

West Hills College lemoore

Brian Kron

Instructor

West Hills College lemoore

Tammy larson

Instructor

West Hills College lemoore

Christopher leach

Student

West Hills College lemoore

Carolyn leist

Personnel Tech

Kings Co. Human Resources

Anne leonard

Director of Academics

Embry-Riddle

Antonio lopez

Supervisor

Kings Co. Work to Welfare

Ed Mata

Service Center Manager

Proteus, Inc.

Janine Medina

Director of Education

Proteus, Inc.

Peggy Montgomery

Director

Kings Co. Human Resources

Monte Paden

Instructor

West Hills College lemoore

Christian Raia

Instructor

West Hills College lemoore

Shelly Ramirez

Special Agent

NCIS

David-Michael Rengh

Instructor

West Hills College lemoore

Don Turner

Director

Kings Co. IHSS PA

Minerva Vasquez

Recovery Support Coordinator Kings Co. BHA

Neil Williams

Business Retention

KCEDC

Welcome
Dean Stephanie Atkinson-Alston greeted the committee, and introduced Don Warkentin, President of
West Hills College lemoore.

1

Mr. Warkentin thanked the committee for attending, and gave a brief overview of the college's current
projects including the sports complex, and the planned student center.
At this time the committee members were asked to introduce themselves to the committee.
ARCC Report 2009 Update
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services, pointed out that enrollment is up at West Hills College
Lemoore, with an increase 11% over last year and a record 9,300 class-seats occupied in the spring
semester.
Mr. Bolt went on to comment on the ARCC (Accountability Reporting for the Community Colleges)
report for West Hills College Lemoore's CTE programs. The college is taking steps to remedy some of
the issues brought up in this report, particularly success and retention rates in the Open Entry/Open Exit
computer and business classes and Administration of Justice classes.
Changes have been implemented in the OE lab, including the addition of a lecture component to the lab.
The college is addressing success and retention rates for AOJ by working to provide firearms for the P.C.
832 Firearms course (AOJ-SOB) so that students taking this course will not be required to own their own
firearm, and that instructors of online AOJ classes will received additional training in order to improve
retention rates.
Federal Economic Stimulus Funding
Dean Atkinson-Alston commented on the recent passage of the American Recovery and Reinvestment
Act, and the funds this will make available for job training and workforce development. Dean AtkinsonAlston pointed out that West Hills Community College District has had great success in receiving and
using grant funds, and that the college will continue to seek these sources of funding.

Programs
Human Services
Vera Kennedy took the floor and delivered an update WHCL's Human Services program. There will be
six certificates offered as part of this program, each targeting different segments of the Human Services
industry. Ms. Kennedy noted that there has been considerable student interest in this program, and
that the college will begin offering some of the new courses for this program during the summer
session.
Ms. Kennedy pointed out that this program targets students who are currently working in Human
Services or those seeking entry-level employment in the field. Because of this, the certificates have
been designed so that students can complete them in about a year, allowing a student to advance in
their current job or to find employment.
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These certificates have been slightly modified from their original form; students will be required to take
Work Experience classes. Because of this change, these certificates are now at least 18 units each,
which will allow them to appear on students' transcripts when completed.
Web Degree
Mr. David Rengh gave the committee an update on WHCL's Web Development program. Currently
several 6 unit certificates are available to students, with plans to offer an associate's degree in the near
future. Mr. Rengh pointed out that the degree program will need local and state approval, and hopes
that the program can be sent to the state for approval by the summer of 2009.
The courses in this area are generally run as short-term, 9 week classes, with introductory courses
offered every semester, allowing students to quickly and easily enter the program.
Business Administration Degree and Entrepreneurship Option
Monte Paden discussed the three-year process the college is going through to re-work its Business
degree and better align it with CSU Fresno's Business program. One aspect of this will be the addition of
an entrepreneurship option to WHCL's A.A. and A.S. degrees in Business; this new program will include
two new business courses: Introduction to Entrepreneurship which is planned to articulate with CSU
Fresno's entrepreneurship course, and Collegiate Entrepreneur Organization, which would work in
conjunction with a student organization to help connect students with local entrepreneurs and
businesspeople in the community.
Mr. Paden also noted that this program will help students pursuing studies in other fields enhance their
business skills and start their own businesses in these areas such as culinary arts and child development.
Mr. Paden explained that this fits in with the Community College Entrepreneurial Pathway, which is a
partnership between the Lyles Center at CSU Fresno and local community colleges to build skills leading
to the creation of new businesses.
Work Keys/Non-Credit Courses
Tammy Larson pointed out that the college is now set up as a WorkKeys testing facility, and that she and
others are working on developing how the test will be offered to students.
The WorkKeys test is being used as the basis for the Central California Work Readiness Certificate, which
has been developed by colleges and WIBs throughout the central valley.
Three new classes have been developed to help students improve their scores on the WorkKeys test.
Culinary Arts
Christian Raia gave a brief update on WHCL's culinary arts program. Students have been placed in
internships all across the county, with the goal of building their job skills so that they can find
employment when they return to the Lemoore area. Mr. Raia also pointed out that he has had great
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success in working with area high schools, including 9 students from Jameson High in Lemoore recently
enrolling in a short term culinary arts course.
Maintenance Mechanic
Dean Atkinson-Alston gave an update on the Maintenance Mechanic program. This program is part of a
collaborative grant though the Department of Labor, and is currently running in our district with great
success, and that the curriculum should receive local approval in the near future.
These are survey courses that are meant to build skills and allow individuals to find entry-level positions,
and later develop additional job skills.
Cooperative Work Experience Education
Stephanie Droker gave a brief presentation on the work experience program, which allows students to
received college credit for their employment.
Partnerships and Planning for Sustainability
At this point in the meeting Dean Atkinson-Alston opened the floor for questions and discussion from
the committee.
Key points from the discussion session included:
•

The need to bring speakers from local agencies and businesses to classes. This will open up
dialogue between students, the college, and outside agencies and businesses.

•

Working with local. HR departments to coordinate positions where education can be used as a
substitute for experience.

•

The need for expanded course offerings in areas such as Business and Computer Information
Systems.

•

The use of IS classes such as College Success and Career Planning and the GED Preparation lab to
help students make the transition into the college environment.

•

Several committee members expressed a desire to see greater participation from local high
schools.

•

Antonio Lopez noted that exposing students to these programs before they enroll is very
important. An event could be organized where students could ask questions about various
occupations and about vocational programs at the college.

•

It was noted that having skills and competencies listed on certificates is helpful to employers
when hiring. Dean Atkinson-Alston noted that the Work Ready Certificate will be helpful in this
respect.

Approval of minutes
Peggy Montgomery made a motion to approve the minutes from the CTE Advisory Meeting on 10-28-08.
This motion was seconded by David Rengh, and approved by the committee.
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Peggy Montgomery made a motion to approve the Entrepreneurship option for the Business program.
Carolyn Leist seconded the motion, and it was approved by the committee.

Adjournment
Dean Atkinson-Alston adjourned the meeting, thanking the committee members for their time and
input.
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Open
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services, greeted the committee and introduced
President Don Warkentin.

Welcome
President Don Warkentin discussed the budget issues facing the college, and noted that the
spring 2010 semester would see fewer classes offered than last spring. Mr. Warkentin also pointed out
that construction has begun on the sports complex; funding for this project comes from state bonds and
cannot be used for purposes other than construction.

Introduction of Meeting
Mr. Bolt asked the attendees from West Hills Community College District to introduce
themselves to the committee and thanked all present for attending the meeting.
Charles Freeman, Director of Nursing at West Hills College Lemoore, noted that several new
Allied Health programs are in the works. A medical assisting program is being developed, along with
expansion of the college's EMT and sterile processing programs.

State ofthe College
Vice President Bolt reiterated President Warkentin's comments on the budget, and noted that
demand for classes remains high. Students are showing greater interest in Career Technical Education
courses. However, the budget is not allowing the college to keep up with the student's demand and
needs.

Programs by College Staff
•

High Expectations for Progress (HEP) Grant - Ms. Tammy Larson, GED/CaIWorks/Work Keys
Tammy Larson greeted the committee and introduced her role as the instructor for the GED
Preparation program. The goal of the recently-awarded HEP grant is to assist migrant workers in
completing their GED and moving them into career training. Other support offered by this grant
includes assessment, orientation, advising, financial support, and health screenings for students
in the migrant community.

•

Vocational Education Training - Mr. Terry Davis, Administration of Justice
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Terry Davis described the training students receive in the PC 832 courses offered at West Hills
College Lemoore. These courses consist of part of the training a student would undergo at a
police academy, and are certified by the California Commission for Peace Officer Standards
Training.
•

Web Degree - Mr. David-Michael Rengh, CIS, Business
David-Michael Rengh gave the committee an update on the development of an M degree in
web development. Eleven courses have been gone through the college curriculum committee,
with three more pending. One key change to this program has been the addition of more
transfer level courses. Mr. Rengh noted that courses from this program have been successful so
far, with over 80 students currently enrolled in the two sections of the Photoshop class.

•

Summer Internships and Work Experience - Mr. Christian Raia, Culinary Arts and Ms.
Stephanie Droker, Work Experience
Christian Raia recognized the community partners who have worked closely with the West Hills
College Lemoore culinary arts program, and proceeded to introduce several culinary students
who had worked as interns during the summer. These students received course credit through
the Cooperative Work Experience Education program (CWEE). Stephanie Droker} who oversees
the CWEE program at West Hills College Lemoore, noted that she always needs employers
willing to take CWEE students} and that anyone interested in taking work experience students
should contact her.

•

Human Services Program - Ms. Vera Kennedy, Sociology
Vera, Kennedy introduced herself to the committee and gave an overview of the various
certificates offered as part of the Human Services program at West Hills College lemoore. Ms.
Kennedy noted that students are currently working towards their certificates in Human Services,
with many working towards their AA degree at the same time.

•

Entrepreneurialism - Mr. Monte Paden, CIS, Economics, Business
Monte Paden discussed the Community College Entrepreneurial Pathways program, which is a
partnership between the lyles Center at CSU Fresno, and ten community colleges in the area.
Several courses as well as a student club are being developed in conjunction with this project,
and Mr. Paden noted that he is working with other departments and programs on campus that
can help lead to students starting their own business; this includes areas such as child
development, culinary arts and computer information systems.

•

Biotechnology and Quality Assurance - Mr. Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services
Dave Bolt stated that West Hills College lemoore was recently awarded a federal grant to
establish a Biotechnology and Quality Assurance program. This is a partnership with West Hills
College Coalinga and College of the Sequoias, and will train lab assistants for the food service
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and food manufacturing industries. Mr. Bolt noted that the college has been working closely
with Kings County EDC, and that an advisory committee meeting specifically for this program
will be held in the coming weeks.
Break-Out Sessions
The committee formed into several groups for more focused discussion on specific topics and
disciplines.
Reporting of Session Highlights
The groups from the break-out session reported back to the entire committee.
Vera Kennedy reported the following related to the Human Services program:
•

•
•
•

Develop a placement test for students to help identify the best certificate option or fit for them.
Contact Cooperative Personnel Services at (916) 263-1800 to request a review copy of the
Human Services Exam to use as tool for developing a placement test.
The best time to host work experience students is during the summer months for Kings County
Human Services.
When advising students in the Human Services program, encourage them to complete the
general Human Services certificate and one other vocational specific certificate.
Conduct community outreach to educate organizations and agencies about the work experience
requirements and process.

For GED preparation, Tammy Larson noted the following:
•

•
•

Partnership opportunities were discussed with the personnel attending from Proteus and Kings
County Business Technology Center (Kings Regional Occupational Program). The Kings County
representative relayed that she knew that at least 7 or 8 of her current office technology
students that did not have their GED would qualify as migrant and might be a good fit to
possibly move into the HEP program at WHCL
A challenge or obstacle that was mentioned by one of the Proteus personnel was that the GED
test would be changing in January of 2012.
It was agreed that when we collaborate and coordinate our efforts, many more community
members are served.

For BUSiness/CIS, David Rengh reported the following:
The primary discussion centered on the Web Developer AA program and the Entrepreneur
program.
Pauline Hershey Gambino started the discussion on the Web Developer program and how she
thought it was a good idea that the students obtained real world experiences by assisting non-profit
organizations in the creation, updating and maintaining of the web sites. She stated she already has a
need for some student help in these areas. She also asked if student would be exposed to some level of
graphic design in terms of printed materials. D. Rengh stated yes, but it is somewhat limited since the
objective of the program is to prepare students to work on the Web. P Hershey Gambino thought that
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would be ok as long as students were also getting instruction on layout and design. It was stated that
students are receiving this type of training throughout the program.
Neil Williams stressed the need for students in all programs to get practice in writing especially
in complete sentences and without chat room or texting slang or abbreviations. All three instructors
from the CIS/Business learning area explained how that happens in there courses. Monte Paden spoke
about how students write a business plan in his courses.
There was discussion on the topic of the increase in the Hispanic population but at West Hills
Community College Lemoore and in the general population. D. Rengh said the biggest change he had
experienced is that it appears the Hispanic students are not receiving support from home and being
encouraged to advance their education levels. Brian Kron said he had begun taking Spanish to be better
able to communicate with his students. Everyone agreed this was a great idea, but Anne Leonard
stressed the importance of ESL students learning proper English writing and grammar skills. There was a
general agreement with her statements.
It was the opinion of the CIS/Business Advisory Committee that the CIS/Business faculty was on
the right track and stressing key learning pOints brought out by the group both in their curriculum and in
their personal teaching styles. The committee joined the entire CTE advisory committee for a general
wrap-up of the meeting.

Vice President Bolt once again thanked the committee members for attending, and adjourned the
meeting at 10:30am.

Next Meeting: Spring 2010
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1. Welcome
Dean Atkinson-Alston welcomed the committee and thanked them for taking time out of
their day to come. Ms. Atkinson-Alston emphasized the importance of community
feedback in improving career technical education.
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2. Approval of Minutes
Dean Atkinson-Alston entertained a motion to approve the minutes from the committee's
previous meeting on October 19,2007. Mike Robinson motioned to approve. Marlon
Hall seconded. The minutes were approved with no objections.

3. Introductions
Committee members introduced themselves to the committee.
Dean Atkinson-Alston gave an overview of Career Technical Education programs at
West Hills College Lemoore. Emphasis should be placed on high demand skills, with
training beginning as early as high school and middle school in some cases.

4. CTE Discipline Specific
Business

Brian Kron introduced himself to the committee, and presented recent changes to the
college's business program. One planned change is the addition of a bookkeeper
certificate. There is currently a high demand for accountants, and accounting offers
many opportunities for career advancement. The college currently offers a bookkeeping
certificate, but would like to expand the program, with three steps: Tax Preparer, Account
Clerk, and an A.S. Degree in accounting, which is currently planned to be 39 units, and
would be transferable to Fresno State.
Mr. Kron stated that the addition of a medical assistant certificate is being explored at the
moment. This would emphasize front office billing and insurance coding in medical
offices. While this emphasis will require some classes on medical terminology and
anatomy, it would not heavy in medical-related coursework.
Computer lriformation Systems

Next, David Rengh presented changes that are currently being made within the CIS
program. Based partly on feedback from the last advisory meeting, the Web Developer
Certificate will be made up of seven smaller certificates: Web Graphics and Design,
Marketing and Scripting, Dynamic Web Site Technology, Web Database Technology,
Servers, Networking & Administration, Web Security, and Web Business Management.
Mr. Rengh explained that the program is set up to take place in two semesters, with
classes running in 9 week blocks, and will also prepare students to take standardized
exams to become a Certified Web Developer Apprentice or a Certified Web Developer
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Associate. As the program expands, it will be developed into an AA or AS. Degree in
Computer Information Systems. According to the U.S. Department of Labor,
occupations related to computer science and database administration are expected to
experience 37% growth between 2006 and 2017.

Culinary Arts
Christian Raia reported to the committee that West Hills College Lemoore's Culinary
Arts program continues to grow, with numerous certificates being offered to students.
Certificates being offered include Bartender/Mixologist, Dining Room Management,
Pastry and Bakery Arts, Culinary and Bakery Arts and the two year Chef Apprentice
Certificate. The program offers a wide range of employment opportunities in the
restaurant and hospitality industry, as well as transfer opportunities to those wishing to go
on to earn a four year degree. Several Culinary Arts students were then recognized for
being among the first to earn certificates from the program.

Cooperative Work Experience Education
Stephanie Droker greeted the committee and gave a brief overview of the Cooperative
Work Experience Education program. CWEE allows students who are currently working
to receive college credit for their work. Mrs. Droker encouraged employers to take on
work experience students, and then gave a brief overview of the CWEE website. CWEE
classes are conducted primarily as independent study, emphasizing time spent on the job,
but with a total of five hours of classroom time over the course of the semester.

GED Preparation
Tammy Larson came to the floor, and thanked Kris Brown of Kings County ETS for her
support of West Hills College Lemoore's OED Prep program. In this program, Mrs.
Larson explained, students are able to earn their OED and move into employment of
college classes; this is particularly important for college classes, as students are required
to have a high school diploma or OED in order to qualify for college financial aid. The
computer lab for the OED Prep program is open 32 hours a week, and utilizes two
computer programs to assist in OED preparation.
Mrs. Larson pointed students have been referred by a number of agencies, including
Kings County, Behavioral Health, Army recruiting, Tribal Agencies, and Kings County
Hand-in-Hand. Additionally, many self-referred students have entered the program, and
a $100 OED scholarship is being developed to cover the cost of the OED test for these
students.

5. Break-Out Sessions
At this point in the meeting, the committee was divided into breakout sessions for
Business, Administration of Justice, Computer Infolmation Systems, Culinary Arts and
OED Prep.
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6. Report Back
Computer Information Systems

David Rengh reporting

David Rengh reported back that setting curriculum for this discipline can be particularly
challenging, as there is a constantly moving skill set that needs to be followed. One
potential change for the future could be to split CIS into three separate disciplines: one
for application skills, such as Microsoft Word, Excel, etc.; Information Technology,
which could compete with local private colleges; and Web Engineering. It would also
benefit students to further refine the schedule in order to better accommodate working
students.

Administration ofJustice - Terry Davis reporting
Many law enforcement agencies in the area have had difficulties with employment
applicants who are not able to pass background checks and who are not honest about their
backgrounds. One possible solution to alleviate this problem would be to hold an open
forum for AOJ students and other interested community members, where they could ask
questions about the hiring process for law enforcement and corrections.
Members of the committee noted that a class on report writing would be very helpful, as
this is currently one of the greatest weaknesses that employers are encountering in current
and potential employees. This could be a community education class targeted at current
law enforcement officers, or could be integrated into the college's AOJ curriculum.
Other courses that could be targeted towards law enforcement and corrections
professionals include: interview & interrogation, leadership for line staff, and basic traffic
accident investigation.
There has been some discussion of running the corrections officer core training, but this
would require additional resources for instructors, and would most likely reduce
enrollment in this course in Coalinga.

Business Angela Barginear reporting
Students on the committee reacted favorably to the changes presented by Mr. Kron, and
commented that the addition of a medical assistant program would be welcome,
especially with the new hospital being built in Hanford. One difficulty often encountered
in placing interns, particularly in accounting, is that companies are hesitant to allow these
volunteers to work with their private financial data.

Culinary and GED Prep

Kris Brown reporting

Kris Brown emphasized the importance of support systems for students, and the need for
these students to build their skills and confidence. The operating hours of the GED Prep
computer lab were discussed, with the possibility of adding hours in the evenings part of
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the week. This has been discussed with the college administrators and will be further
explored.

7. Wrap-Up
Dean Atkinson-Alston asked if there were any further questions, thanked the committee
members for their time, and called the meeting to a close. The next meeting of the Career
Technical Advisory Committee will take place in the fall of 2008.
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Welcome - Dean Stephanie Atkinson-Alston
Stephanie Atkinson-Alston, Dean of Educational Services at West Hills College Lemoore
welcomed the committee and thanked them for coming to the advisory meeting.
Introductions
The committee members introduced themselves, and Dean Atkinson-Alston emphasized the
importance of having representation from such a diverse group of public and private
organizations.
Approval of spring 2008 minutes
Jay Salyer moved that the minutes from the April 18, 2008 meeting be approved. The motion
was seconded by Tim Bowers and passed unanimously by the committee.
Programs
Work Keys - Mrs. Tammy Larson
Tammy Larson of West Hills College Lemoore presented information on Work Keys testing.
Work Keys consists of both job profiling and skill assessment, and is being used as part of the
Central California Work Readiness Certificate in conjunction with the Career Advancement
Academy grant. West Hills College Lemoore's nursing program will be using Work Keys as
part of its application process, and the college is working to be able to administer testing for
businesses by contract.
Web Degree - Mr. David-Michael Rengh
David Rengh reported that a Web Developer AA degree is currently being developed, and will
exist in addition to the mini-certificates that are already in place. One part of the creation of the
Web Developer degree will be a reorganization of course numbers to make them more
straightforward and to ensure that course titles are general , focusing on concepts and types of
software, rather than focusing on specific computer programs. Mr. Rengh noted that the average
age of students at the college is lower today than in the past, and these younger students are more
likely to want a formal degree, rather than a certificate, though the certificates will continue to be
offered as well.
Mr. Rengh stated that this degree is currently being developed, and he hopes that it can be
offered beginning in the fall 2009 semester. The degree will first need to be approved by the
college curriculum committee, and then will need regional and state approval before being
offered.
When asked about available jobs in the central valley, Mr. Rengh mentioned that there is a
healthy job market for web developers, with about 60% of those working in this field being self
employed, with the remainder employed by companies and other organizations.
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Culinary Arts - Mr. Christian Raia
Clu'istian Raia gave the committee an overview of course revisions that were made since the last
meeting. The curriculum for Advanced Baking, Hospitality Careers & Human Relations, and
Beverage Management has been changed to increase the unit values of these courses.
Additionally, Beverage Management has had the drink mixing element removed from it; this is
now the basis of the new Mixology course. Two other new classes have also been added to the
program: CUL-6 Culinary Excursions, and CUL-2 Food & Wine Pairing.
Students are also being encouraged to enroll in work experience courses, and this has been
integrated into the new culinary arts certificates.
Mr. Raia reported that there are approximately 75 students in the program, and that job
placement has been very good, especially over the past summer.
In response to a question from the committee, Mr. Raia noted that the college is working on
developing closer relationships with Fresno State, including transfer opportunities.

Human Services - Ms. Vera Kennedy
Vera Kennedy gave an overview of the Human Services and Social Work program being
developed at West Hills College Lemoore. This program includes certificate options for mental
health, social work, and substance abuse specialists, and that these certificates are targeted at
individuals who are looking to work in both public and private agencies.
It was emphasized that these are paraprofessional certificates, with the curriculum focusing on
the social services that are available , as those finding employment in the field would be working
in entry-level support positions.

These courses were developed with job descriptions from the state and county in mind, and
preparation for Eligibility Worker tests was built into the course curriculum.
Ms. Kennedy pointed out that this program will target students who are already working in social
services as well as new students who may be interested in the field.
One additional component included in these certificates is that students are required to take Work
Experience courses, which will help to build job skills, and will also help to build connections to
local businesses and organizations.
The program and new courses have been approved locally, and will next be presented for
regional approval. It is anticipated that the college will begin offering courses for this program
in fall 2009.

Maintenance Mechanic Program - Dean Stephanie Atkinson-Alston
Dean Atkinson-Alston gave an overview of the Maintenance Mechanic program that is being
developed at WHC Lemoore as part of a five year collaborative grant from the Department of
Labor involving three WIAs, five other community colleges in the area, ROP, and local
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employers. The ultimate goal of this program is to train over 1000 workers for high demand
jobs, and will leverage the combined resources of the various colleges, organizations and
businesses involved.
For its part of this project, West Hills College Lemoore will be offering a 12 week program
teaching entry-level skills in welding, hydraulics, and other fundamentals, in addition to soft
skills and job preparation.
This program has been run at West Hills College Lemoore for three semesters as contract
education, but is being developed into a certificate program.
Students who have completed the program thus far have been very successful in finding jobs,
and the variety of training they receive serves as a starting point to further develop their job skills
at other institutions in the area.
Entrepreneurship - Mr. Monte Paden
Mr. Monte Paden introduced himself and provided background on the Lyles Center for
Innovation and Entrepreneurship at Fresno State University, which has been working with the
Business program at West Hills College Lemoore.
Additionally, Mr. Paden pointed out that he and other business instructors at West Hills College
Lemoore are currently working to align WHCL' s business and entrepreneurship curriculum with
Fresno State's to simplify the process for students transferring to CSU Fresno's Business
program.
VTEAlCAA - Ms. Cathy Barabe
Ms. Cathy Barabe spoke briefly about VTEA and CAA, which both offer funding for Career
Technical Education programs at West Hills College Lemoore. Career Advancement Academy
(CAA) is a regional grant shared with several other colleges, and has the goal of enhancing basic
skills education through vocational programs and courses such as the culinary math class offered
through WHCL's Culinary Arts program, and the technical report writing segment of the
Maintenance Mechanic program.
New Business
Dean Atkinson-Alston asked the committee to vote to approve the programs presented to them
today, and entertained motions for these approvals.
Tim Bowers moved to approve the new Human Services program. The motion was seconded by
Peggy Montgomery and passed unanimously.
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Jay Salyer moved to approve the Maintenance Mechanic program, and was seconded by Neil
Williams. The motion was passed unanimously.
Terry Davis moved to approve the changes to the Business program brought up by Monte Paden.
This motion was seconded by Jay Salyer and passed unanimously.
Monte Paden moved to approve David Rengh's proposal for a Web Developer degree. This
motion was seconded by Neil Williams and passed unanimously.
Dan Turner moved to approve the changes to the Culinary Arts program. This motion was
seconded by Kris Brown, and passed unanimously.
Adjournment
Dean Atkinson-Alston thanked the committee for attending and adjourned the meeting at 10:05
a.m.
Next Meeting: Spring 2009
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WHCCD Exit Survey For Graduating Students: 2006-2009

Responses by Year and Student's Primary Location

Year

Coalinga Lemoore NAS North District Online rrotal
Center

Total
Participation %
Graduates
(unduplicated)

30
30
16
57

2006
2007
2008
2009

133

Total
-

92
114
88
140

1
3
1
1

15
15
12
23

11
22
9
32

149
184
126
253

531
491
567
609

28.1%
37.5%
22.2%
42.4%

434

6

65

74

712

2,198

32.4%

I

-

Margin of Error +/- 3%
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OVERALL
Has Either of Your Parents Obtained a College/University
Degree?
92%

North District
Center

Lemoore/NAS

. No
• Yes
Coalinga

Online
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50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

WHC Exit Survey For Graduating Students: 2006-2009

What are your plans after graduation?

Coalinga

TOTAL
Overall Respondents
(4yrs.)
Average

Lemoore/NAS

TOTAL
Overall Respondents
Average
(4 yrs.)

Transfer to a university

40%

53

Transfer to a university

40%

173

Both (Transfer & Work)

35%

46

Both (Transfer & Work)

38%

167

Work

17%

22

Work

12%

53

Other

9%

12

Other

10%

44

North District Center

TOTAL
Overall Respondents
(4 yrs.)
Averase

Online

TOTAL
Overall Respondents
(4 yrs.)
Ave ra se

Both (Transfer & Work)

32%

20

Both (Transfer & Work)

41%

30

Transfer to a university

30%

19

Transfer to a university

32%

24

Other

21%

13

Work

16%

12

Work

17%

11

Other

11%

8
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OVERALL
Do You Feel That Your College Experience at WHC Has
Prepared You To Successfully Attain Your Future Goals?
98%

North District Center

97%

Lemoore/NAS

• Yes
5%

Coalinga

• No

93%

Online

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

120%

WHC Exit Survey For Graduating Students: 2006-2009
If you intend to seek employment upon graduating; what is
the status of your job search?
Overall
Average

TOTAL
Respondents
(4 yrs.)

Currently looking for a job

38%

45

Conductir'lgal'l internship

4%

5

Other
Recently employed
Employed but looking for a
new job or promotion

12%

14

19%
28%

Coalinga

Overall
Average

TOTAL
Respondents
(4 yrs.)

28%

104

29%

110

22%

23

Recentlyemeloyed
Other

18%

83
67

33

Conducting an internship

3%

11

Overall
Average

TOTAL
Respondents
(4 yrs.)

37%

23

Lemoore/NAS
Currently looking for a job
Employed but looking for a
new job or promotion

Overall
Average

TOTAL
Respondents
(4 yrs.)

Currently looking for a job

49%

30

Online
Employed but looking for a
new job <?r promotion

Recently employed
Employed but looking for a
new job or promotion
Other

25%

15

Other

25%

16

20%

Recently employed
Currently looking for a job

22%

7%

12
4

16%

14
10

Conducting an internship

0%

o

Conducting an internship

0%

o

North District Center

WHC Exit Survey For Graduating Students: 2006-2009
Scoring

Unless otherwise noted, all of the multiple choice questions in the survey were
weighted using the scale below:

Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Does Not Apply

=5
=4
=3
=2
=1
= NA
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WHC Exit Survey For Graduating Students: 2006-2009
If applicable, please indicate your level of satisfaction
with the following student programs.

Coalinga
Work Ex~erience Program
EOPS
Athletics
Learnins Communities
SSS
CalWorks
DSP&S
CAMP
Veterans Program
Active Military Prosram

North District Center
. EOPS
Work Experience Program
CAMP
SSS
CalWorks
Learning Communities
Athletics
DSP&S
Active Military Program
Veterans PrQgram

Overall
Average

4.29
4.24
4.15
4.00
3.98
3.91
3.87
3.70
3.38
3.29

TOTAL
Respondents
(4 ~rs.)

55
49
33
34
41
32
23
20
16
14

Overall
Average

TOTAL
Respondents
(4 ~rs.)

4.76
4.72
4.58
4.31
4.27
3.63
3.40
3.20
3.00
3.00

46
18
24
26
11
8
5
5
3
3

----

4.0 - 5.0 = Satisfied ~ Very Satisfied
3.0 - 3.99 = Neutral ~ Satisfied
2.0-2.99 =Dissatisfied ~ Neutral

Lemoore/NAS
Learning Communities
Work Experience Program
SSS
Veterans Program
Active Military Prosram
DSP&S
EOPS
CalWorks
CAMP
Athletics

Online
Veterans Program
Active Military Program
Athletics
DSP&S
Work Experience Program
Learnins Communities
EOPS
CalWorks
CAMP
SSS

Overall
Average

4.45
4.37
4.30
4.28
4.28
4.25
4.23
4.11
4.02
3.81
Overall
Average

4.80
4.67
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.44
4.40
4.33
4.33
4.25

TOTAL
Respondents
(4 yrs.)

67
67
57
72
40
52
108
47
42
42
TOTAL
Respondents
(4 yrs.)

10
12
4
8
9
10
3
3
8

WHC Exit Survey For Graduating Students: 2006-2009
If applicable, please indicate your level of satisfaction
with the following student services.

Coalinga
Cou nseli ng/Advising
Ad missions/Registration
Financial aid
College Orientation
Career Center/Job
Placement
Placement Testing
Residence Halls
Cafeteria/Food services

North District Center
Counseling/Advising
Ad missions/Registration
Financial aid
College Orientation
Placement Testing
Residence Halls
Career Center/Job
Placement
Cafeteria/Food services

Overall
Average
4.32
4.05
4.01
3.97

3.93
3.89
3.51
3.45
Overall
Avera8e
4.63
4.55
4.51
4.44
4.40
3.90

3.20
2.83

TOTAL
Respondents
(4 yrs.)
126
124
107
100

43
99
53
73
TOTAL
Respondents
(4 yrs.)
60
60
55
52
50
10
10
6

I

4.0 - 5.0 =Satisfied -7 Very Satisfied
3.0 - 3.99 = Neutral-7 Satisfied
2.0-2.99 =Dissatisfied -7 Neutral

Lemoore/NAS
Ad m iss ions/Registration
Financial aid
Counseling/Advising
College Orientation
Placement Testing
Residence Ha lis
Career Center/Job
Placement
Cafeteria/Food services

Online
Counseling/Advisi ng
College Orientation
Ad missions/Registration
Financial aid
Residence Halls
Placement Testing
Cafeteria/Food services
Career Center/Job
Placement

Overall
Average
4.31
4.31
4.30
4.26
4.21
4.14

3.87
3.45
Overall
Average
4.55
4.50
4.46
4.36
4.33
4.32
4.20

3.91

TOTAL
Respondents
(4 yrs.)
418
326
419
320
332
97

158
213
TOTAL
Respondents
(4 ~rs.)
67
48
72
45
6
47
15
11

If applicable, rate your satisfaction of the following
student resources.
Coalinga
Comj:>uter Labs
Library
Classrooms
Student Email
Campus Technology
Online Courses
Study Rooms/Areas
on Campus
-_._ _ - - - - - ...

Bookstore
Tutoring
Child Care
Parking Lots

North District Center
Student Email
Online Courses
Classrooms
Comeuter Labs
Child Care
lutoring
Library
Cameus Technology
Bookstore
StudY_Booms/Areas on Cam~us
Parking Lots

TOTAL
Overall
Respondents
AveragE!_ (4 'irs.)

4.26
4.33
4.23
4.21
4.18
4.14
4.08
4.05
4.00
3.90
3.65

Overall
Average

4.56
4.47
4.30
3.92
3.81
3.76
3.76
3.75
3.73
3.72
3.29

117
125
126
-126
114
112
106
128
71
31
118
TOTAL
Respondents
(4yrs.)

64
59
64
63
16
37
63
57
64
53
62

4.0 - 5.0 = Satisfied ~ Very Satisfied
3.0 - 3.99 = Neutral ~ Satisfied
2.0-2.99 = Dissatisfied ~ Neutral

Lemoore/NAS
Library
Classrooms
Computer Labs
Campus Technology
Online Courses
Study Rooms/Areas on Campus
Student Email
Child Care
Bookstore
Parking Lots
Tutoring

Online

Overall
Average

TOTAL
Respondents
(4 yrs.)

4.58
4.58
4.55
4.52
4.37
4.35
4.34
4.19
4.19
4.17
4.16

417
419
387
394
384
350
423
79
427
417
178

Overall
Average

TOTAL
Respondents
(4 yrs.)

4.69
4.50
4.49
4.42
4.37
4.34

72
48
49
38
71
47

Bookstore

4.27
4.27
4.26
4.21

33
11
54
67

Child Care

3.40

5

Online Courses
Classrooms
Li~!i3ry

Computer Labs
Student Email
Campus Technology
Study Rooms/Areas on
Tutoring
Parking Lots

WHC Exit Survey For Graduating Students: 2006-2009

Please rate your satisfaction regarding the college
environment in the following areas.

Coalinga

Campus Safety/Security
College reputation amongst
students and the community
Student Social Life
Cultural Activities

North District Center

College reputation amongst
students and the community
Student Social Life
Cultural Activities
Campus Saf~!Yl~~furity

TOTAL
Overall Respondents
(4 }!rs.)
Average

3.98
3.89
3.78
3.69

122
120
109
99

TOTAL
Overall Respondents
Average
(4 yrs.)

4.33
4.24
4.20
4.17

58
58
54
59

4.0 - 5.0 =Satisfied ~ Very Satisfied
3.0-3.99 =Neutral ~ Satisfied
2.0-2.99 =Dissatisfied ~ Neutral

Lemoore/NAS

College reputation amongst
students and the commu
Cam~us Safety/Security
Cultural Activities
Student Social Life

Online

Campus Safety/Security
College reputation amongst
students and the community
Student Social Life
Cultural Activities

Overall
Average

TOTAL
Respondents
(4 yrs.)

4.33
4.29
4.10
3.95

395
408
312
332

TOTAL
Overall Respondents
Average
(4 yrs.)

4.32

47

4.26
4.12
4.10

54
25
30

WHC Exit Survey For Graduating Students: 2006-2009
4.0- 5.0 = Satisfied -7 Very Satisfied
3.0 - 3.99 =Neutral -7 Satisfied
2.0-2.99 =Dissatisfied -7 Neutral

Please rate the following areas regarding instruction.

Coalinga

TOTAL
Overall Respondents
Average
(4 yrs.)

Lemoore/NAS

TOTAL
Overall Respondents
Average
(4 ~rs.l

Your overall experience at WHC

4.33

129

Your overall experience at WHC

4.59

425

Your overall ex~erience in your area of study

4.28

130

Your overall ex~erience in ~our area of stud~

4.47

430

Qualit~ of instruction in ~our area of study

4.20

129

Qualit~ of instruction in your area of study

4.44

429

Availability of faculty to answer questions
outside of the classroom

4.38

423

Availability of faculty to answer questions
outside of the classroom
Types of degrees and certificates offered

4.16
4.0

127
129

Types of degrees and certificates offered

4.31

429

Courses offered at times convenient to ~ou
Content offered in your area of study

3.99
3.99

130
125

Content offered in ~our area of stud~
Courses offered at times convenient to you

4.30
4.17

426
429

North District Center

TOTAL
Overall Respondents
Average
{4 ~rs.l

Online

TOTAL
Overall Respondents
Average
(4 yrs.)

Your overall ex~erience at WHC

4.58

62

Your overall ex~erience in your area of study

4.58

71

Your overall experience in your area of study

4.45

62

Your overall experience at WHC

4.56

70

Availability of faculty to answer questions
outside of the classroom

Qualit~ of instruction in ~our area of stud~

4.49

72

4.44

61

Qualit~

4.31

61

Availability of faculty to answer questions
outside of the classroom

69

4.30

61

Courses offered at times convenient to you

4.46
4.39

4.12
4.08

59
61

Content offered in your area of stud~
Types of degrees and certificates offered

4.32
4.29

71

T~~es

of instruction in ~our area of study

of degrees and certificates offered

Content offered in ~our area of stud~
Courses offered at times convenient to you

72

72
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Student Learning Outcomes Tracking Form
Arts & Letters

11/23/2010

Student Learning Outcomes Tracking Form

Completion %

11/23/2010

100%

100%

76%

69%

60%

2

Student Learning Outcomes Tracking Form
Health & Wellness

Rarely
Offered

11123/2010

Student Learning Outcomes Tracking Form

PE 15
PE 21A
PE25
PE28
PE35
PE36
Totals

H

1

1
1

1
1
1
65

Completion %

11/23/2010

8

14

1
1

1

1

1

I

1
1
1

1
1

1

1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

67

67

1
58

1
58

1
1
1
58

103%

103%

91%

91%

91%

2

Student Learning Outcomes Tracking Form
CTE

Course
AOJ 1
AOJ3
AOJ4
AOJ5
AOJ6
AOJ7
AOJ8
AOJ10
AOJ12
AOJ 15X

Active
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

AOJ16
AOJ20
AOJ22
AOJ24
AOJ29
AOJ32
AOJ 50A
AOJ 50B

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

BUS1A
BUS 1B
BUS13A
BUS 13B
BUS 15X
BUS 18
BUS 20
BUS 24
BUS 28
BUS 29
BUS 32
BUS 35
BUS 39
BUS 50
BUS 52
BUS 54
BUS 55
BUS 56
BUS 59
BUS62A
BUS62B
BUS62C
BUS62D
BUS 63
BUS 67
BUS 69
BUS 71
BUS 74
1112312010

Inactive

Rarely
Offered GE Course SLO Defined
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1

1
1
1

1
1
1

SLOes)
Assessed

Results
Analyzed

Results Used to
Improve Learning

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1

1
1

Method Defined
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1
1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1

Student Learning Outcomes Tracking Form

1112312010
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CIS 44B
CIS 45
CIS 46
CIS47
CIS 48
CIS 50
CIS 51
CIS 52
CIS 53
CIS 62
CIS 67
CIS 71
CIS 73
CIS 73A
CIS 75
CIS 76A
CIS 80
CIS 80A
CIS 81A
CIS83A
CIS83B
CIS83C ·
CIS 83D
CIS83E
CIS83F
CIS 83G
CIS 90
CU L2
CUL6
CUL 50
CUL 51
CUL 52
CUL 53
CUL 54
CUL 55
CUL 56
CUL 57
CUL 58
CUL 59
CUL 60
CUL 60 .1
CUL 61
CUL 64
CUL65
CUL 66
ECON1A
ECON1B
HM 10
HM 11
HM 12
HM 61
IHM 63
IHM 64
11/23/2010

1

.

.'

,

1

"

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

..

.,
,.

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

,

"

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1

.
..'.

.

L
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Student Learning Outcomes Tracking Form
HM65
HM66
HRCM 1
HRCM3
HRCM4
HRCM5
HRCM 15X
HRCM 62A
HRCM 628
HRCM 62C
HRCM 620
HRCM67
NC 160
RM 10
RM 11
RM 12
RM61
RM63
RM64
RM65
RM66
WE 15XX
!WKFSK 143
,WKFSK 144
WKFSK 145
Totals
Completion %

11/23/2010

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
145

1

35

58

4

1
1
1

1

1

1
1
1
145

1
1
145

49

44

42

100%

100%

56%

51%

48%

4

Course Level Student Learning Outcomes Tracking Form
Social Science
Rarely
Offered

11/23/2010

GE Course

Course Level Student Learning Outcomes Tracking Form
SOC 1
SOC 2
SOC 3
SOC 5
SOC 6

1

1

1
1
1

1
1

1

~7
riO

1
1
1

SW15X
SW21
SW22
SW23
Totals

1
1

1

67

Completion %

11/23/2010

11

7

27

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1

67

67

31

31

23

100%

100%

52%

52%

38%

1
1

2

Course Level Student Learning Outcomes Tracking Form
Math & Science
Rarely
Course
Active Inactive Offered
BIO 10
1
BIO 11
1
1
BIO 12
1
1
BIO 15
1
BI020
1
1
BI024
BI0 32
1
BI0 35
1
BIO 35L
1
BIO 38
1
1
BIO 52 .
CHEM 1A
1
CHEM 1B
1
CHEM 2A
1
CHEM 2B
1
1
CHEM 5
CHEM 8
1
CHEM9
1 '.
CHEM 35
1
ENGR10
1
ENGR15
1
ENGR 20
1
ENGR 25
1
ENGR 31
1
ENGR 35
1
GEOL1
1
GEOL3
1
GEOL10
1
GEOL 11
1
1
GEOL12
1
1
GEOL20
1
MATH 1A
1
MATH 1B
1
MATH 2A
1
MATH 2B
1
MATH 10A
1
MATH 10B
1
MATH 15
1
MATH 25
1
MATH 45
1
1
MATH 61
1
MATH 63
1
MATH 64
1
MATH 75
1
1
MATH 87
MATH 88
1
1
MATH 101
1
NUT 1
1
PHYSCI1
1
PHYSCI2
1
PHYSICS 2A
1
PHYSICS 2B
1
PHYSICS 4A
1
PHYSICS 4B
1
PHYSICS 4C
1
13
Totals
42
6
Completion %

11/23/2010

SLO(s)
Assessed
1

Results
Analyzed
1

Results Used to
Improve Learning
1

1
1
1
1
1

SLO Defined
1
1
1
1
1.
1
1
1
1
1

Method Defined
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
45

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
45

1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1
26

1
1
17

1
1
17

107%

107%

72%

47%

47%

GE Course
1

1
.. 1

,.

'.

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

.,
'·.c

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
32

, .

..•..

1
1
1

.

Course Level Student Learning Outcomes Tracking Form

Overall Totals
Active
Inactive
Learning Area
Courses Courses
28
Arts & Letters
59
145
35
CTE
8
Health & Wellness
65
42
13
Math & Science
7
1
Counseling
67
11
Social Science
Totals
385
96
Completion %

11/23/2010

SLO Defined
Assessment
Rarely Offered
GE
Method Defined
Courses
#
%
Courses
100%
100%
59
17
59
33
100%
100%
145
58
4
145
103%
103%
67
1
14
67
107%
45
107%
32
45
6
7
100%
1
7
100%
67
100%
7
27
67
100%
390
90
110
390

SLO(s) Assessed
#
%
32
76%
49
56%
91%
58
26
72%
0
0%
31
52%
196

Results Analyzed
#
%
29
69%
44
51%
58
91%
17
47%
0
0%
31
52%
179

101%

66%

61%

101%

Results Used to Improve Learning
#
%
25
60%
42
48%
58
91%
17
47%
0
0%
23
38%
165

56%

Student Learning Outcomes Tracking Form

Non-Instructional

Inactive

Completion %

11/23/2010

Rarely
Offered

SLO(s)
Assessed

100%

100%

o

o

o

0%

0%

0%

, Student Learning Outcomes Tracking Form
Overall Totals

Program SLOs
MaDDed to Courses
4
11

Completion %

1112312010

100%

Program SLOs
Assessment
Method Defined

Planned/Implemented
Changes to Program
Based on Results
2
5

4

11

15

15

a

a

7

100%

100%

53%

53%

47%

Student Learning Outcomes Tracking Form

Stud ent Support Servi ces

SLOs Assessed
for All Courses
Reauired for Proaram

Proaram/Certificat e
Matriculation

1

1
Under

Advising

Admini strative Offi ces

President's Office
Office of Instruction
Student Services Office
Catellorical Prollrams
DSPS
EOPS/CARE
Cal Works
Student Life
Student Activities

Ath letics
~ I Aid

Totals
Completion %

11123/2010

1

Planned/Implemented

SLOs Analyzed
for All Courses
Reauired for Proaram

1

..

1

Changes to Program
Based on Results

Contact Person

(Area Administralor
Tos, Anaela

1

.,

Matriculation

Assessment
Career Center
CounselinQ
Outreach
Transfer Center

NASL . Volunlary Ed Military Program
TRIO
Upward Bound Math & Science
Upward Bound Classic

1

I

Under
Matriculation
Under .:,

' ,
1
1
1
1

Matriculation
1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

Young. Jan

1

Jody Ruble
Jody Ruble
D. Warkentin/Glenda Oliver·Smit )

Under

Under
Administrative

..

Administrative
Offices

' Offices '

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1
0

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1

1
1
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

11

11

11

11

6

6

5

100%

100%

100%

55%

55%

45%

1
1

Lataria Hall
Gri'alva/Amaya·Guenon
Wendy Denney
Jose Lopez
Bob Clement
Jana Cox

)

• Student Learning Outcomes Tracking Form
Instructional Support
~~~~~~~

Proaram
FacilitiesfM&O
Library
Tutoring
Snack Bar
Totals
Completion %

1112312010

Active

1

Program
SLO(s' Defined

Program SLOs
Assessment
Program SLOs
Mapped to Courses Method Defined

Plannedllmplemented
Changes to Program
Based on Results

1

1

1

1
1

1

0
0

0

0
0

4

4

4

2

2

2

100%

100%

100%

50%

50%

50%

1

1
1

1

1

4

1

SLOs Analyzed
for All Courses
Required for Program

1
1
1
1

1
1

1

~~~~~~~

SLOs Assessed
for All Courses
Required for Program

1

0

1

Contact Person
Bernal, John
Oxford Ron
WiliiamslDaniels
Debra Christy

Committee
Approved

I
x

Also EA55

Form

Program Level Student Learning Outcomes Tracking Form
Overall Totals

Program/Certificate
Arts & Letters
eTE
Health & Well ness
Math & Science
Social Science
Totals
Completion %

11/23/2010

Active
4

7
4
9
5

29

Program
SLO(st Defined
4

Program SLOs
Mapped to Courses
4

Program SLOs
Assessment
Method Defined
4

7
4
2
5
22

5

5

4
2
4
19

4

66%

--

76%

SLOs Assessed
for A" Courses
Required for Program

SLOs Analyzed
for A" Courses
Required for Program

Plannedllmplemented
Changes to Program
Based on Results

2
5
20

3
0
0
0
0
3

3
0
0
0
0
3

3
0
0
0
0
3

69%

10%

10%

10%

Program Level Student Learning Outcomes Tracking Form
Secial Science

Program/Certificate
Child Development
Geography
Liberal Arts: Social Science
Psychology
Social Science
Totals
Completion %

11/2312010

Active

1
1
1
1
1
5

Program
SLO(s) Defined

Program SLOs
Mapped to Courses

Program SLOs
Assessment
Method Defined

SLOs Assessed
for All Courses
Required for Program

SLOs Analyzed
for All Courses
Required for Program

Planned/lmplemented
Changes to Program
Based on Results

1
1
1
1
1
5

1
1
1
1
4

1
1
1
1
1
5

o

o

o

100%

80%

100%

0%

Oak

0%

Program Level Student Learning Outcomes Tracking Form
Math & Science

Program/Certificate
Active
1
Biology
1
Chemistry
Engineering
1
Geology
1
Health Science, General
1
Health Science, Pre-professional
1
Liberal Arts: Math & Science
1
Mathematics
1
Physics
1
Totals
9
Completion %

11/23/2010

Program
SlOes) Defined

Program SLOs
Mapped to Courses

Program SLOs
Assessment
Method Defined

SLOs Assessed
for All Courses
Required for Program

SLOs Analyzed
for All Courses
Required for Program

1
1
2

1
1
2

1
1
2

o

o

22%

22%

22%

0%

0%

Program Level Student Learning Outcomes Tracking Form

Planned/Implemented
Changes to Program
Based on Results

o
0%

11/23/2010

2

Student Learning Outcomes Tracking Form
Health & Wellness

Program/Certificate
Kinesiology
LVN.tt> RN:Bridae . ••..
Nursing
Sterile;: Pmcessing.·
Totals
Completion %

11/23/2010

Active

....<:<;;.

1
1
1

'ttl.

1
4

Program
SLO(s) Defined

Program SLOs
Mapped to Courses

Program SLOs
Assessment
Method Defined

1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1

4

1
1
4

4

o

o

o

1000/0

100%

100%

0%

0%

0%

SLOs Assessed
SLOs Analyzed
for All Courses
for All Courses
Required for Program Required for Program

Planned/Implemented
Changes to Program
Based on Results

I
I

Student Learning Outcomes Tracking Fonn

cn:
Program/Certificate
AOJ
Business
Business Administration
CIS
Culinary
HRCM

1112312010

Program SLOs
Mapped to Courses

Program SLOs
Assessment
Method Defined

1
1
1

1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

7

7

1
1
5

100%

71%

Active

..,,,;'.......,.',;.:;;:;;;;'"

Office Management 8. T echrlologies
Totals
Completion %

Program
SLO(s) Defined

1
1
1
1
1
1

SLOs Assessed
for All Courses
Required for Program

SLOs Analyzed
for All Courses
Required for Program

Plannedllmplemented
Changes to Program
Based on Results

1
1
5

o

o

o

71%

0%

O°A,

0%

Student Learning Outcomes Tracking Form
Arts<& Letters

Proaram/Certificate
Art
Liberal Arts: Arts and Hum
Liberal Arts: Communications
Liberal Arts: Elem Teach prep
Totals
Completion %

1112312010

Active

Program
SLO(s) Defined

Program SLOs
Mapped to Courses

Program SLOs
Assessment
Method Defined

SLOs Assessed
for All Courses
Required for Program

SLOs Analyzed
for All Courses
Required for Program

1
1
1
1
4

1
1
1
1
4

1
1
1
1
4

1
1
1
1
4

1
1
1

1
1
1

3

3

3

100%

100%

1000/0

75%

75%

75%

L-

_

-----

Planned/Implemented
Changes to Program
Based on Results
1

1
1

1

West Hills College Lemoore
Student Learning Outcomes (SLO)
Implementation Plan
2007-2008
SLO Coordinator
Training/Education - SLOC formed; begin scheduling
meetings and establishing
protocols for writing, assessing,
and tracking SLOs
- Develop and coordinate training
activities throughout the year

.

- Begin tracking Course, GE, and
Program Level SLO writing and
assessment
- Create and implement Course
Level SLO form
- Prepare WASC Annual Report on
Student Learning Outcomes

Assessment Cycle

Dialogue

Student Learning
Outcomes Committee
(SLOC)

SLOC Representatives

Learning Areas

- Regularly review SLO tracking to
ensure accuracy of reporting
- Develop Course Level SLO
examples or guidelines to share
with faculty
- Work with SLO Coordinator to
develop training activities

- Share information from SLOC
with own Learning Area/Program
and vice versa
- Report training needs from
Learning Areas to SLOC

- Attend SLO training sessions
- Communicate training needs to
SLOC representative

- Decide on protocols for
assessing SLOs (how often, how
many, etc.)
- Ensure all Course Level SLOs
have been written
- Ensure 5% of Course Level SLOs
have been assessed, analyzed,
and results used to improve
learning

- Assist Learning Area faculty in
writing Course Level SLOs
- Work with Learning Area to
determine which Course Level
SLOs will be assessed first
- Regularly report to SLO
Coordinator which SLOs have
been written, assessed, analyzed,
and results used to improve
learning

- Write Course Level SLOs for all
active courses in Learning Area
- Determine which Course Level
SLOs will be assessed first
- Begin assessing Course Level
SLOs

All faculty and staff will fully engage in an ongoing dialogue that honestly assesses what students are learning.
- S~nd SLOC members email

Communication

- Desseminate SLO information to - Share information from SLOC
with own program and vice versa

~ notices regarding SLOC meetings all campus groups
\

and actions

Database - Review potential assessment
software packages and provide
input

- Review potential assessment
software packages and provide
input
- Review any proposed changes to
the PR process

Program Review

- Work with program review
coordinator to ensure SLOs are
incorporated into PR

Curriculum

- Work with Curriculum Committee - Review any proposed changes to
the curriculum process
Chair to ensure that SLO
development is a mandatory part
~the curriculum process
!

- Share SLO assessment data and
conclusions with interested faculty
and SLOC representative

-------- ----------------------- Continue with process as is

- Submit SLOs with any new
curriculum or any 5-year reviews of
curriculum

November 2008

West Hills College Lemoore
Student Learning Outcomes (SLO)
Implementation Plan
2008-2009
SLO Coordinator

Student Learning
Outcomes Committee
(SLOC)

SLOC Representatives

- Regularly review SLO tracking to - Share information from SLOC
with own Learning Area/Program
ensure accuracy of reporting
throughout the year as needed
and vice versa
- Work with SLO Coordinator to
- Report training needs from
develop training activities
Learning Areas to SLOC
- Assemble Learning Area Course
- Assemble master Course Level - Create and implement General
Level SLO assessment schedule
Education SLOs
SLO assessment schedule
Create
and
implement
Program
Assist and encourage Learning
- Work with SLOC to create and
Level SLO form
Area faculty in the creation of
implement Program Level SLO
Program Level SLOs
- Ensure 25% of Course Level
form
- Regularly report to SLO
- Track progress of Course Level SLOs have been assessed,
Coordinator which SLOs have
analyzed, and results used to
SLO assessment
been written, assessed, analyzed,
- Prepare WASe Annual Report on improve learning
and results used to improve
Student Learning Outcomes
learning

Learning Areas

Training/Education - Schedule SLO training activities

- Attend SLO training sessions
- Communicate training needs to
SLOC representative

Assessment Cycle

- Create Course Level SLO
assessment schedule for Learning
Area courses
- Begin creating Program Level
SLOs for each program in
Learning Area
- Assess Course Level SLOs per
the assessment schedule

Dialogue

All faculty and staff will fully engage in an ongoing dialogue that honestly assesses what students are learning.

Communication

- Desseminate SLO information to - Share information from SLOe
- Send SLOC members email
all
campus groups
with own program and vice versa
notices regarding SLOC meetings
and actions

Database - Review potential assessment

software packages and provide
input

Program Review

Curriculum

- Review potential assessment
software packages and provide
input

- Share SLO assessment data and
conclusions with interested faculty
and SLOC representative

--------- ---------

Involvement will depend on how the Program Review process is changed given the accreditation recommendation related to
college planning and evaluation activities. The SLOC will monitor any changes and ensure that SLOs are being addressed.

Involvement will depend on how the Curriculum process is changed. The SLOC will monitor any changes and ensure that SLOs
are being addressed.

November 2008

West Hills College Lemoore
Student Learning Outcomes (SLO)
Implementation Plan

2009-2010
SLO Coordinator
Training/Education - Schedule SLO training activities
throughout the year as needed

Assessment Cycle

Dialogue

- Track progress of GE SLO
implementation
- Track progress of Course Level
SLO assessment
- Track progress of Program Level
SLO implementation
- Write WASC Annual Report on
Student Learning Outcomes

Student Learning
Outcomes Committee
(SLOC)

Facilitators

- Regularly review SLO tracking to - Share information from SLOC
ensure accuracy of reporting
with own Learning Area/Program
Work with SLO Coordinator to
and vice versa
develop training activities
- Report training needs from
Learning Areas to SLOC
- Ensure 33% of courses have
been assessed in regards to
General Education SLOs
- Ensure 100% of Program Level
SLOs have been written and 33%
have been assessed, analyzed,
and results used to improve
learning
- Ensure 50% of Course Level
SLOs have been assessed,
analyzed, and results used to
improve learning

Programs
- Attend SLO training sessions
- Communicate training needs to
SLOC representative

- Map Learning Area courses to
- Assess GE SLOs and Program
General Education SLOs
Level SLOs
- Assist and encourage Learning
- Finish creating Program Level
Area faculty in the creation of
SLOs for each program in
Program Level SLOs
Learning Area
- Regularly report to SLO
- Assess Course Level SLOs per
Coordinator which SLOs have
the assessment schedule
been written, assessed, analyzed,
and results used to improve
learning

All faculty and staff will fully engage in an ongoing dialogue that honestly assesses what students are learning.

Communication

Database

Program Review
Curriculum

- Desseminate SLO information to - Share information from SLOC
- Send SLOC members email
with own program and vice versa
notices regarding SLOC meetings all campus groups
and actions

- Share SLO assessment data and
conclusions with interested faculty
and SLOC representative

It has not been decided when an assessment database software package will be purchased and implemented by the district.
When it is, the SLO Coordinator along with the SLOC Representatives will ensure SLO data is input and stored correctly in the
database. Faculty members will be responsible for inputting SLO assessment data. The data can be viewed and reported on by
interested parties based on the level of access they have been given to the database.
Involvement will depend on how the Program Review process is changed given the accreditation recommendation related to
college planning and evaluation activities. The SLOC will monitor any changes and ensure that SLOs are being addressed.
Involvement will depend on how the Curriculum process is changed. The SLOe will monitor any changes and ensure that SLOs
are being addressed.
-_.-

November 2008

West Hills College Lemoore
Student Learning Outcomes (SLO)
Implementation Plan
2010-2011
SLO Coordinator

Student Learning
Outcomes Committee
(SLOC)

Facilitators

- Regularly review SLO tracking to - Share information from SLOC
ensure accuracy of reporting
with own Learning Area/Program
- Work with SLO Coordinator to
and vice versa
develop training activities
- Report training needs from
Leaming Areas to SLOC
- Ensure 66% of courses have
- Assist and encourage Learning
- Track progress of GE SLO
been assessed in regards to
Area faculty in assessing GE SLOs
implementation
- Assist and encourage Learning
- Track progress of Course Level General Education SLOs
- Ensure 66% of Program Level
Area faculty in assessing Program
SLO assessment
Level SLOs
- Track progress of Program Level SLOs have been assessed,
analyzed, and results used to
- Regularly report to SLO
SLO implementation
improve learning
Coordinator which SLOs have
- Write WASC Annual Report on
been written, assessed, analyzed,
- Ensure 75% of Course Level
Student Learning Outcomes
SLOs have been assessed,
and results used to improve
learning
analyzed, and results used to
improve learning

Programs

Training/Education - Schedule SLO training activities

- Attend SLO training sessions
- Communicate training needs to
SLOC representative

Assessment Cycle

- Assess GE SLOs
- Assess Program Level SLOs
- Assess Course Level SLOs per
the assessment schedule

throughout the year as needed

Dialogue

All faculty and staff will fully engage in an ongoing dialogue that honestly assesses what students are learning.

Communication
Database

Program Review
Curriculum
- . - .. -......

- Desseminate SLO information to - Share information from SLOC
- Send SLOC members email
with own program and vice versa
notices regarding SLOC meetings all campus groups
and actions

- Share SLO assessment data and
conclusions with interested faculty
and SLOC representative

It has not been decided when an assessment database software package will be purchased and implemented by the district.
When it is, the SLO Coordinator along with the SLOC Representatives will ensure SLO data is input and stored correctly in the
database. Faculty members will be responsible for inputting SLO assessment data. The data can be viewed and reported on by
interested parties based on the level of access they have been given to the database.
Involvement will depend on how the Program Review process is changed given the accreditation recommendation related to
college planning and evaluation activities. The SLOC will monitor any changes and ensure that SLOs are being addressed.
Involvement will depend on how the Curriculum process is changed. The SLOC will monitor any changes and ensure that SLOs
are being addressed.

~-

November 2008

West Hills College Lemoore
Student Learning Outcomes (SLO)
Implementation Plan
2011-2012
SLO Coordinator
Training/Education - Schedule SLO training activities
throughout the year as needed

Assessment Cycle - Track progress of GE SLO
implementation
- Track progress of Course Level
SLO assessment
- Track progress of Program Level
SLO implementation
- Write WASC Annual Report on
Student Learning Outcomes

Dialogue

Student Learning
Outcomes Committee
(SLOC)

Facilitators

Programs

- Regularly review SLO tracking to - Share information from SLOC
ensure accuracy of reporting
with own Learning Area/Program
- Work with SLO Coordinator to
and vice versa
develop training activities
- Report training needs from
Learning Areas to SLOC

- Attend SLO training sessions
- Communicate training needs to
SLOC representative

- Ensure 100% of courses have
been assessed in regards to
General Education SLOs
- Ensure 100% of Program Level
SLOs have been assessed,
analyzed, and results used to
improve learning
- Ensure 100% of Course Level
SLOs have been assessed,
analyzed, and results used to
improve learning

- Assess GE SLOs
- Assess Program Level SLOs
- Assess Course Level SLOs per
the assessment schedule

- Assist and encourage Learning
Area faculty in assessing GE SLOs
- Assist and encourage Learning
Area faculty in assessing Program
Level SLOs
- Regularly report to SLO
Coordinator which SLOs have
been written, assessed, analyzed,
and results used to improve
learning

All faculty and staff will fully engage in an ongoing dialogue that honestly assesses what students are learning.

Communication

Database

Program Review

Curriculum

- Desseminate SLO information to - Share information from SLOC
- Send SLOC members email
with own program and vice versa
notices regarding SLOC meetings all campus groups
and actions

- Share SLO assessment data and
conclusions with interested faculty
and SLOC representative

It has not been decided when an assessment database software package will be purchased and implemented by the district.
When it is, the SLO Coordinator along with the SLOC Representatives will ensure SLO data is input and stored correctly in the
database. Faculty members will be responsible for inputting SLO assessment data. The data can be viewed and reported on by
interested parties based on the level of access they have been given to the database.
Involvement will depend on how the Program Review process is changed given the accreditation recommendation related to
college planning and evaluation activities. The SLOC will monitor any changes and ensure that SLOs are being addressed.
Involvement will depend on how the Curriculum process is changed. The SLOC will monitor any changes and ensure that SLOs
are being addressed.
November 2008

West Hills College Lellloore
New Course Packet
Course Name/Title: Political Science 4: Introduction to International

Relations
Originator: Kevin Wilds
Date: 5/15/08

Checklist:
~
~
~
~
~

D

~

D
D
D
D
D

Course Revision Proposal Form
Course Outline
Distance Education Statement
Learning Resources Statement
Adopted Textbook Form
Prerequisite Form A
Prerequisite Form B
Prerequisite Form C
Prerequisite Form D
Prerequisite Form E
Limitations on Enrollment Justification
Faculty Signatures

Signatures:

_ _ _ _ _----:---:---::-_--:- Date_ __
ires ITS resources

-Chi-ef-Irul" 7".~¥cti=onal'-~- Of i-.cer" ';·'-Lemo - re- -

Date

9'-'''.0/

Assodate Dean of Vocational Education r

.

CoIl e Curriculum Committee

Chief Instructiana1 Officer Coal

District Curriculum Committee

_ _ _ _-:-::----=-_-:---:-:
West Hills Comm

PolScj 4 lId:nxIudion to llltematiooal Relations
812712008

a r

Date

a)

7/0 }"

New Course Packet
Page I of 16

NEW COURSE PROPOSAL
West Hills Community College District

Initiated by:

_K
..........eVID.;..;;·~W..;..i;.;;;ld::.:;s~_-=""'""-- Dept

Date:

Social Sciences

5/15/08

To BE COMPLETED BY INl11ATINO FACULTY MEMBER.

EXACT CATALOO LISTING:

Course Name (prefix) & Number: Political Science 4
Title: Introduction to International Relations
Course Can Be Taught Short Term Yes ~ No 0
Short Tenn: Lecture Hrs.
6/9 wks.
Short Term: Laboratory Hrs.
1
wks.

Units: 3
Full Semester: Lecture Hrs.
Full Semester: Laboratory Hrs.
Transferability (attach evidence):
CSU:
~
UC:
~

Private:

2.

1. Attach a Course Outline to this fonn.
Yes
0 No IXI Is the course part of a new major? If so, please explain.

3.

Yes

IXI

0 Is the course intended for transfer? (Check all that apply.)
Elective
L8l
General Education
[8l
Major Requirement
No

(See the Articulation 0fJk:er.)

(Submit requests for 0e0era1 Education separately.)

4. Yes

L8l

No 0 Is the course part of the Associate Degree?
Elective
IXI
General Education
L8l

Major Requirement

o
0

S. Yes

0

No

[8l

6. Yes
Yes

0
0

No
No

IXI Is the course vocational?
L8l If so, has an Advisory Committee been involved? If so, state the name(s) of the

Is the course part of a Certificate Program? If so, state the certificate:

Advisory Cotnmittee(s) and the date of the last meeting. (Anachminutes)
7. Room Space Requirements:
40 students
8. Staffing Implications:

(Consider # of Btations, IIIIfety regulations pn:scribed by law, etc.)

(As a result, what other 00UIlIe may not be offered?)

N/A
9. Equipment Requirements:
N/A
10. Learning Resources: (WiD this course require special coUedions or additions to current holdings?)
11.

Estimated Costs:

Start Up: Staffing:

On-Goiog: Staffing:

12.Material Fees:
l3.Yes
14. Yes
IS.Yes
16. Yes

0
0
0
0

Supplies: _$'--_ _ Equipment: ...;$=--_ __
Supplies: _$_ _ __ Equipment: _$~_ __

$ 0 ~explainindetail)
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$ 3500.00
$ 3500.00
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Course Outline with Guidelines
Date: 5/15/08
Department: Social Sciences
Course Name & Number:
Course Title:
Units:

Political Science 4

--~~~~~~---------------------------------------

Introduction to International Relations

3

Grading---~~-=-option (select one):
Materials

I2:$l

o

Standard Gra~ng
L8J
Standard Grading/Credit/No Credit

Credit/No Credit

$ 0

Fee:

Full Semester Lee Hours:
54
Short Term tee Hours:
Full Semester Lab Hours:
Short Term Lab Hours:
(How many times may this course be taken for credit?) 1
1.

6

~---

/ 9
/

---

wks.
wks.

PREREQUISITE(S):
ADVlSORY(S): Eng 51a

2.

CATALOG DESCRIPTION:
This introductory course will study how countries interact with each other. The course will study theories
of international relations, balance of power, and basic concepts of politics around the world. Subjects
include war and peace, economic development, power and decision making. terrorism, and American
foreign policy.

3.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Use measurable outcomes only):
Upon completion of the course the student will be able to:
A. Analyze the foundational philosophy of International Relations.
B. Differentiate between the three different theories of International Relations.
C. Apply the three different theories of International Relations to current events.
D. Explain the political processes of nation states.
E. Demonstrate ability to research an issue without bias.

4.

COURSE CONTENT AND SCOPE (Instructional topics or units):
A. The Historical Development of International Relations
1. The nation state.
2 Treaty of Westphalia.
3. Power and Wealth.
4. War between nation states.
5. Peace between nation states.
B. Three theories of International Relations
1. Realism
a. Components of Realism
b. Oassical Realism
c. Neo-Realism
d. Goals of the nation state
2. Interdependence
a. Components of Realism

PoISci 4 InIroduciiooto Jntemational Relations
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b. Institutional Interdependence
c. Economic Interdependence
d. Goals of the nation state
3. World Systems
a. Components of World Systems
b. Marxism
c. Imperialism
d. Dependency Theory
e. Core Periphery relationship
C. War and Peace
1. Nation states and war.
2. Nation states and peace.
3. International governmental organizations.
4. World War I and II.
S. The cold war.
6. Nation states and Terrorism.
D. Economic Development
1. Economic systems.
2. Building a nation states economy.
3. Developmental state model.
E. American Foreign Policy
1. America's historical role in the world.
2. Cold War.
3. Nuclear Triad.
4. Hegemony of the world.
S. War on Terrorism.
5.

6.

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGIES (instructor initiated learning strategies):
A. Class Lecture
B. Audiovisual material
1. Presentation projector
2. Video Presentations
C. Frequent discussion of current events
D. Assignments for each chapter
E. Assignment of outside readings and handouts
!
MULTIPLE METHODS TO EVALUATE ACHIEVMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING
OUTCQME (measurements of student achievement):
A. Regplar exams consisting of multiple choice and essay questions
B. Chapter quizzes
C. One!five page research paper on a topic of instructor's choosing or five one page annotated
bibliographies, or five one page summaries of a current news event illustrating a political
science: concept - or some combination thereof
D. Participation in class discussion

7.

WRITING ASSIGNMENTS/PROFICIENCY DEMONSTRATION:
A. The iresearch paper, or annotated bibliographies or five one page summaries is a required
compo,ent of the class
B. Essay questions are included in each unit test

8.

ASSIGNMENTS THAT DEMONSTRATE CRITICAL THINKING
(Use detail when describing student assignments and state in cognitive terms):
The student will be able to

PoISci 4 1DtroducIi0ll to International Relations
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A. organize and integrate classroom material with current events.
B. analyze a controversial issue without bias.
C. take complex issues and break them down and then explain why the issue is a controversial
issue.
D. compare and contrast between the three theories of international relations and apply those
differences to contemporary nation-states.
9.

ASSIGNMENTS, METHOOOU::X;IES, OR OTHER EXAMPLES OF HOW CULTURAL
PLURALISM IS ADDRESSED:
A. Students will study many different countries and cultures in the class
B. Study of how the periphery interacts with the core and vice versa
C. Analyze how countries interact with each other from Asia, Europe, Africa, North and South
Americas.

10.

REQUIRED EXTRA CLASS ASSIGNMENTS:

PoiSci 4 Introduction to InlermItioDal Relations
812712008
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Distance Education Statement
Course Number and Title:
Initiated by:
Date:

o

Political Science 4 Introduction to International Relations

Kevin Wilds

5/15108

The department does not recommend this course be taught via distance education at this time.
Justification:

The follOWing must be completedfor the delivery of this course via distance education technology as an

addition to the original course outline:
(A textbook form will need to be completed iftext differs from the original course).
1. What distance education modality is being proposed for the delivery of this course?

~ Video Conference

181 Hybrid (TraditionallOnline)

18I0nline (100010 Internet)

2, What strategies will be employed for effective contact between instructor and students to assure

learning outcomes as specified in the courser outline are met?

Instructional Objectives

Activity

A. analyze the foundational philosophy of

International Relations
B. differentiate between the three different
theories of International Relations
C. apply the three different theories of
International Relations to current events
D'dexplain the PObhili',tical processeshof nation states
E. emonstrate a .ty to researc an issue
without bias

1. Chapter Reading and Chapter Summaries. A,
B, C and D (15-25 Hours)
2. Discussion Boards on Topics; B, D, C and
E(10-15 Hours)
3. Midterms and Finals; A-D(5-8 Hours)
4. Lecture Notes; A-D (5-10 Hours)
5. Term Paper; D and E (5-8 Hours)
Instructor must have 54 regular and effective
student conta(:t hours

3, Are there any specific requirements for the delivery of this course? No
Please explain:

.4. Provide an analysis of any additional cost factors that may be involved in offering this course:

Course Licensing:

License Fee
Per Student Fee

ProctorlTechnician:

Coalinga
hours
hours

PolSci 4lntrodu<:tion to International Relatioos
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=

X
rate

days

=

X

X

Firebaugh

rate

days

X

Lemoore

=

X

X
hours

days

rate
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x

Video Duplication:
hours

x
copies

=
cost

Computer
Hardware/Software:
Other:

Total =
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Leaming Resources Statement

o

o

Catalog Change
Five Year Review

Course Title and Number or Discipline:
Department :

PolSci 4 Introduction to International Relations

--'-S"'-odal=...Sci;.;.:;.;·enc:=.es;;;;;.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,....-- Ext.· 2765

The holdings of the LRC collection in the subject area(s)·related to the proposed new/revised course/discipline have been
reviewed.
~

The LRC has sufficient resources presently avai1able for support of this course/ discipline.

D

The LRC resources are not presently adequate to support this course/ discipline. Additional needed items have
been identified and should be purchased.

Comments:

Leaming Resources Statement
It is the policy of the West Hills Community College District to ensure that every course offered in the college curriculum is
supported with a basic collection of materials and to ensure that the campus libraries are used by faculty and students in the
teaching and learning process. Ubrary research assignments are effective means to teach critical thinking. An essential
outcome of each course in the curriculum, and fundamental to critical thinking and self-directed learning, is the skill to find
information and conduct library research.

When a new course or program is being developed, the faculty responsible should work with library faculty to review
collection adequacy and recency and to recommend purchase of materials which will support the course(s). Accordingly,
for every new/revised course or program proposed, a library collection survey must be completed and signed by the course
originator and the college librarian. Also, to maintain currency, a survey must be completed for each diSCipline as part of
the five year curriculum review. This above summary will be attached to and filed with the course syllabus.
The purpose of the resources survey is:
1) To allow the course originator to become familiar with the library holdings in the subject area
2) To inform the library staff of new additions to the curriculum so that supporting materials can be acquired before
offering the course.
3) To guide the district to build an effective library budget.
4) To enable the instructor to integrate library assignments into new courses offered.
While survey completion is reqUired, there are no standards for course or program support that the LRC must meet before a
new course is approved or a five year program review is completed.
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WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
ADOPTED TEXTBOOK FORM

Course Name, Number &: TiUe:
1.

Political Science 4 Introduction to International Relations

Recommended textbook(s):
A. Title:
Perspectives on International Relations
Edition: 1st
Author(s):
Nau, Henry R.
Publisher:
CQ Press
R~urred

1933116463

~~~~---------

'~~~=-~Op~ti-on-al~-'O~-----------------------------

Readability level:

(Attach readability materials to original.)

15

B. Title:
Edition:
Author(s):
Publisher:

ISBN #:

R~uUed
D
Readability level:

2.

ISBN #:

Optional

0
(Attach readability materials to original.)

Supplemental text(s):
A. Title:
Defining a Nation; India on the Eve of Independence 1945
Edition: 1st
ISBN #: _Q;:,.:3:. =2:=.;13:;,.; 5. ; ;,.58;:,.:5:.:;,.7_ _ _ __
Author(s):
Embree, Ainslie; Carnes, Mark C.
Publisher:
Pearson Longman
R~urred
0
Optional
I:8l
Readability level: 14.3
(Attach readability materials to original.)

B. Title:
Edition:
Author(s):
Publisher:

------------------------------- ISBN #:
D

R~uired

Optional

Readability level:
3.

o (Attach readability materials to original.)

Additional Textbooks:
A. Title:
Edition:
Author(s):
Publisher:

------------------------------- ISBN #:
Optional
R~urred
D
o (Attach readability materials to original.)
Readability level:

B. Title:
Edition:
Author(s):
Publisher:

------------------------------- ISBN #:

R~uUed

D

Readability level:
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Page 45
The realist perspective looks at world history through the lens of power distribution. It sees a
dynamic of two major configurations of power over the past 5000 years: empire and
equilibrium. These two configurations cycled back and forth, as empires consolidated
dominant power and smaller powers resisted to reestablish equilibrium. From the beginning
of recorded history around 3000 BCE until about 1500 CE, empires dotted the historical
landscape, and in some cases lasted for hundreds of years. But after 1500 CE, Europe, and
then the world as a whole, moved toward equilibrium and the decentralized system we have
today of separate and more or less equal nation-states.
Page 125
To square this circle, deterrence involved many stages of escalation to resolve conflicts before
they involved uses of unacceptable force. The idea was to have the capability and
demonstrate the resolve to move up the ladder of escalation in an incremental and controlled
fashion, eventually achieving what was called escalation dominance or compellence, that is,
discouraging the adversary from going any farther up the ladder and dominating" or
"compelling" it to choose between unacceptable escalation and compromise. For instance, if
Soviet armies threatened to invade Western Europe, the allies would threaten to use nuclear
weapons to deter them. But that would mean nuclear war, so initially the allies would
threaten to use only tactical nuclear weapons. In 1950s NATO deployed nuclear land mines as
well as artillery shells in central Europe. If the Soviet Union threatened to retaliate with
nuclear missiles, the United States had to be ready to retaliate against the Soviet Union with
nuclear missiles.
II

Page 349
One of the most dangerous nationalist conflicts in Asia is between China and Taiwan with the
United States caught in the middle. China has ambivalent feelings toward Western powers in
the region. It remembers its colonization in the nineteenth century at the hands of Western
powers and advocates anti-hegemonism, a code word meaning reduced American influence
in Asia. China seeks to reclaim lands lost to colonialism as well as territories it perceives as
culturally related to China. So it seized Tibet in 1949, a territory never colonized by the West
but often romanticized by Western folklore. The Dalai Lama or religious head of Buddhism
fled to India, and some Western groups support his claim to regain independence for Tibet.
In 1997, China recovered both Macao from Portugal and Hong Kong from Britain~ and now
focuses on the most important piece of colonial territory still outside its control, Taiwan, an
island separated by the Taiwan Strait from the southeastern coast of China.
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Defining a Nation: India on the Eve of Independence, 1945
Page 11
World War IT is drawing to a close. Last month Nazi Germany surrendered. Japan's empire
in the Pacific has collapsed, and Americans are making plans 0 invade Okinawa in
preparation for the eventual conquest of Japan. The Soviet Union, governed by a communist
hierarchy led by the formidable Josef Stalin, has filled the vacuum in Easter Europe caused by
the collapse of Nazi Germany. Many expect that communism will spread through warravaged Western Europe. Many, too, expect that in the wake of the inevitable withdrawal of
the Japanese army, China will descend into chaos with the resumption of the civil war
between the communist forces of Mao Zedong and those of nationalist leader Chiang Kaishek.
Page 102
In drawing this impressionistic profile of India in 1880, only passing reference has been made
to religion. The importance of religious attitudes and allegiances in Indian society is a truism
that needs no special emphasis, but it would be misleading to attribute to religious groups
roles that are the same as, or even analogous to, those in Western society. Within traditional
Indian society one did not identify oneself as a Hindu; this is a broad category imposed by
outsiders. Instead identity was in terms of particular caste or other group within the society.
The same pattern was true of the Muslim, who also tended to think of themselves not in the
general category of Muslims, but as members of a particular social class, involvement in
which defined to a large extent the perimeters of social life. One of the changes, however, that
was taking place with considerable rapidity the 1880s was a new self-conscious awareness
of religious differences and distinctions.

in

Page 149
India's changed international status was a direct outcome of her contribution to the allied
cause during World War L for even though her external affairs were wholly under the control
of Great Britain, she was one of the signatories of the Treaty of Versailles. This made her
automatically a member of the League of Nations under the first clause of the Covenant,
which assigned original membership to the signatories of the treat, despite the fact that she
would have been excluded by the second clause, which confined membership to selfgoverning states.
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NEW COURSE PACKET FACULTY SIGNATURES
Originating Faculty Member:
Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Da~:

____________

Consulted Faculty Members:
Primary Campus
Coalinga Lemoore
NDC

Name

Date

Signed:

-1-1

Signed:

1-1

Signed:

-I

Signed:

--1--1

Signed:

-1--1

Signed:

-1-1

1

U

0

D

D

D

D

0

D

0

0

0

D

0

0

0

LJ

0

0

Departments with similar or overlapping course content curriculum representatives'
signatures:
Consult with any other department on campus with similar or overlapping course content.
Signature, Department Curriculum Representative
(Originating ~t)

Agreement: Yes
Comments:

U

No

Date

0

--------------------------------------------

Signature, Department Curriculum Representative
(Consulting Department)
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FORMB
COURSES REQUIRING A PREREQUISITI:ICOREQUISlTE OR ADVISORY BEYOND BASIC SKILLS
·Use this form for the content review of all courses that will have a prerequisite, corequisite or advisory of any kind beyond
basic ski1ls. Use it also to establish that no prerequisite, corequisite or advisory is needed.
CONTENT REVIEW TO ESTABLISH THAT NO PREREQUISITI:ICOREQUISITE OR ADVISORY IS NEEDED
Course NUDlber: PoISci4 Course Title: Introdudion to Internadonal Reladoos
List in Column.1 at least three specific major concepts or skills that a student willieam in the prerequisitelcorequisite or
advisory course{s) that are essential to the successful completion of the outcome course. In Column 2, state why the skin in
Column I is essential to success in the outcome course.

Put each prerequisite, corequisite or advisory course on its own Form B. If you need more space, attach a second page.

o Prerequisite

o Corequisite

Course Title: Eng 51a

Column 1
Exit Concepts and Skills of
Prerequisite/CoreQDisiteiAdnsory Course:
Identify the author's or theoretical point of view
and supporting arguments.

Students will write essays of 1000 words or more.
Students will have to cite these papers in the
proper format.
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(81 Advisory

o None

Outcome Course Title:
PoISci4
Column 1
Specifkally How This is Necessary
In the Outcome Course:
The text uses theoretical frameworks in
understaading Internadonal Reladons. The
text is a 15 grade leveL The supplemental
reader is a 14.3 grade level
Students will resean::h and write two 1000
word essays with annotated bibliographies in
tbeeourse
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West Hills College Lentoore
Course Revision Packet
Course Name/Title: Art 16B/ Survey of Western Art: Renaissance to the

Present
Originator: Michael McDowell
Date: l1fJ/07

Checklist:
~ Course Revision Proposal Form
~
~
~

o

D

~

D
o
D
D

Course Outline
Distance Education Statement
Learning Resources Statement
Adopted Textbook Form
Prerequisite Form A
Prerequisite Form B
Prerequisite Form C
Prerequisite Form D
Prerequisite Form E
Limitations on Enrollment Justification

Signatures:

______~--__~~~--Director of Information Technol

____________________Chief Instructional Officer C

Dare~___

Services

Dare~

___

.

____________~~~~~ Dare._____
District Board of Trustees
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COURSE REVISION PACKET FACULlY SIGNATURES

Fat::
lJV\

Originatfr
Signed:

II

ember: Michael McDowell

t

Date:

1/

I

7 07

7

Department Members and Consulted Faculty:
Primary Campus
Name

Date

Signed:

-I

1

D

D

D

Signed:

-I

1

D

D

D

Signed:

1-1

D

D

D

Signed:

1 1

D

D

D

Coalinga Lemoore

NDC

Signed:

-I

1

D

D

D

Signed:

-1-1

D

D

D

Departments with similar or overlapping course content:
Curriculum representatives' signature:
Consult with any other department on campus with similar or overlapping course content.

Signature, Depamnent Curriculum Representative
(Originating Department)

Agreement: Yes

D

No

Date

D

Comments:

Signature, Department Curriculum Representative
(Consulting Department)
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COURSE REVISION FORM
West Hills Community College District
Initiated by:

Michael McDowell

Department

Arts & Letters

Course Name and #:

Art 16B

Date:

Title:

Unl07

Survey of Western Art: Renaissance to
the Present

--------------------------------------------Change(s):

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Textbook change

1:81

Five Year Review

Number
Title
Prerequisite
Units
Catalog Description Update
Grading Option
Prefix

Deletion

Content has been evaluated and updated. Yes

D

1:81

or No

0

Other
Significant Change Does this change affect the course content to the degree a student could retake the course?
k

Yes

0

or No

181

From:
To: (Write new information here for any changes checked above.)
Justification: (Reason(s) for the above changes.)
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Course Outline with Guidelines
Date:

11/7/07

Arts & Letten

Department:

Course Name & Number:
Course Title:

-!:.A~rt.!...!.16~B~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- _ _ _- _ _ _ _- _ _

Survey of Westem Art: Renaissance to the Present

Units: --=..:..::::---3.0
Grading option (select one):

o18]

Standard Grading Only
0 Credit/No Credit Only
Standard Grading/Credit/No Credit

Course Can be Taught Short Term
Yes 18] No 0
Justification to not teach short term:
Materials Fee: $ 0
Full Semester Lec~---------~-----------------~----~------~-Hours:
3
/wk. Short Term Lee Hours: 54
/
---- wks.
Full Semester Lab Hours:
/wk. Short Term Lab Hours: _ _ _ /___ wks.
How many times may this course be taken for credit? 1
1.

PREREQUISITE(S):
and/or
ADVISORY(S): Compl~tion of English SlA, or equivalent, is strongly recommended.

2.

CATALOG DESCRIPTION:
Art 16B is a survey of the Arts from the Proto-Renaissance in Italy through contemporary
styles. This course includes a concentrated study of individual artists and their work.
(AA, CSU, UC)

3.

INSTRUcnONAL OBJECfNES (Use measurable objectives only):
Upon completion of the course the student will be able to:
A.
B.
C.

D.

4.

explain the relationship between these periods of art.
identify the chronology of the periods studied.
understand the following contextual factors with regard to the development of art during
each individual period: social, political, economic, religious, philosophic, and geographic.
identify the basic styles of architecture, painting, sculpture, and the major crafts for each
area of study.

COURSE CONTENT AND SCOPE (instructional topics or units):
A.
1.
2.
3.

INTRODUCTION TO ART HISTORY
The basis of art history
The work of art
The problem of representation

Art 16B/Survey of Western Art: Renaissance to the Present
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B.

C.

THE PROTO-RENAISSANCE IN ITALY

1.

Sculpture
a.
Pisano, Nicolo
b.
Pisano, Giovanni
c.
Pisano, Andrea

2.

Painting
a.
Berlinghieri, Bonaventura
b.
Duccio
c.
Giotto
d.
Cimabue
e.
Martini, Simone
f.
Lorenzetti, Pietro
g.
Lorenzetti, Ambrogio

FIFTEENTH-CENTURY ITALIAN ART

1.

D.

First half of the fifteenth century
a.
Sculpture
1)
Brunelleschi
2)
Ghiberti
3)
Quercia
4)
Donatello
b.

Architecture
1)
Brenelleschi
2)
Bartolmommeo

c.

Painting
1)
Fabriano
2)
Masaccio
3)
Uccelo
4)
Castagno
5)
Pietro Della Francesca
6)
Fra Angelico
7)
Fra Fillippo Lippi

SIXTEENTH-CENTURY ITALIAN ART

1.

2.

The High Renaissance
a.
Leonardo da Vinci
b.
Bamante
c.
Raphael
d.
Michelangelo
e.
Sarto
f.
Correggio
Mannerism
Painting
1)
Pontormo
2)
Parmigianino
3)
Bronzino

a.

Art 16BfSurvey ofWestem Art: Renaissance to the Present
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4)
b.

c.

Anguissola

Sculpture
1)
Cellini
2)
Bologna
Architecture
Romano

1)

3.

Venice
a.
Architecture
1)
Sansovino
2)
Palladio
b.

E.

Painting
1)
Bellini
2)
Giorgione
3)
Titian
4)
Tintoretto
5)
Veronese

THE RENAISSANCE OUTSIDE OF ITALY
1.
Flanders
a.
Sluter
b.
Broederlam
c.
The Limbourg Brothers
d.
Campin
e.
Jan Van Eyck
f.
Rogier Van Der Weyden
g.
Cristus
h.
Bouts
i.
Van Der Goes
j.
Memling
k.
Bosch

2.

France and Germany
a.
Fouquet
b.
Quarton
c.
Lochner
d.
Witz
e.
Stoss
f.
Pacher

3.

THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY
a.
Germany
1)
Altdorfer
2)
Cranach
3)
Grunewald
4)
Wurer
5)
Hans Holbein the Younger

Art 16BISurvey ofWestem Art: Renaissance to the Present
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b.

~e~erUunds

1)
2}
3)
4)
5)

c.

France
1)

2)
3)

d.

Clouet
Fiorentino
Goujon

Spain
1)

2)
F.

Metsys
Gossaert
Spranger
Patiner
Pieter Bruegel ~e Elder

Machuca
EIGreco

BAROQUE ART
1.
Italy
a.
Architecture and Sculpture
1}
Vignola
2)
Mademo
3}
Bernini
4)
Borromini
5}
Guarini
b.

Painting
1}
Carracci
2)
Reni
3)
Caravaggio
4}
Guercino
5)
Domenichino
6)
Gentileschi
7)
Rosa

2.

Spain
a.
Painting
1}
Velazquez
2)
de Ribera

3.

Flanders
a.
Painting
1)
Rubens
2}
VanWyck

4.

Holland
a.
Painting
1)
Frans Hols
2)
Rembrandt
3)
Vermeer
4)

Kalf

5}

Van Ruisdael

Art 16B/Survey ofWestem Art: Renaissance to the Present
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5.

France
a.
Painting
1)
La Tour
2)
Le Nain
3)
Callot
4)
Poussin
5)
LolTain

b.

c.

Architecture
1)
Mansart
2)
LeVau
Sculpture
Puget
2)
Wren

1)

6.

G.

England
a.
Jones
b.
Wren

THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
1.
Rococo:
The French Taste
a.
Rigaud
b.
Watteau
c.
Boucher
d.
Fragonaro
e.
Clodion
f.
Falconet
2.

Rococo and Late Baroque in Italy and Germany
a.
Juvara
b.
Cuvillies
c.
Fipolo
d.
Neuann
e.
Asam

3.

The Late Eighteenth Century: The Birth of the Modem World
a.
Canalitto
Caniera
b.
c.
Sir Joshua Reynolds
d.
Gainsborough
e.
Copley
f.
Houdon

4.

The Enlightenment: Science Technology and Moral Education
a.
Albinies
b.
Joseph Wright
c.
Chardin
d.
Hogarth
e.
West

Art 16B/SIII'Vey ofWestem Art: Renaissance to the Present
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f.
5.

6.

H.

Greuze

The Onset of Romanticism: "Gothic" and Neoclassical Taste
a.
Walpole
b.
Miller
c.
Stuart
d.
Adam
e.
Wood
f.

Kauffmann

g.
h.

Jacques Louis David
Thomas Jefferson

Romanticism
a.
Piranesi
b.
Stubbs
c.
Tuseli
d.
Blake
e.
Goya

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
1.
Romanticism in Architecture and Sculpture
a.
Barry
b.
Nash
c.
Rude
d.
Barye
e.
Gamier
f.
Hunt
2.

Romanticism and Figure Painting
a.
Trioson
b.
Gros
c.
Gericault
d.
Ingres
e.
Delacroix
f.
Durier

3.

Romantic Landscape
a.
Runge
b.
Friedrich
c.
Turner
d.
Cole

4.

Realism in Painting
a.
Goya
b.
Daumier
c.
Constable
d.
Audubon

5.

Beginnings of Photography
a.
Daguerre
b.
Martens

Art 16BISurvey of Western Art: Renaissance to the Present
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c.
d.
e.

Hawes
Talbot
Hill and Adamson

6.

Realism in the Second Half of the Century
a.
Courbet
b.
Corot
c.
Millet
d.
Bonheur
e.
Eakins
f.
Sargent
g.
Uebe
h.
Tanner
i.
Homer
j.
Rodin

7.

Romanticism in Second Half of the Century
a.
Millais
b.
Jones
c.
Gerome
d.
Chavonnes
e.
Kasebier
f.
Carpeaux
g.
Gaudens

8.

Impressionism
a.
Manet
b.
Monet
c.
Pissaro
d.
Renoir
e.
Degas
f.
Cassatt
g.
Whistler
h.
Rosso

9.

Post-Impressionism
a.
Seurat
b.
Cezanne
c.
Van Gogh
d.
Gauguin
e.
Toulouse-Latrec

10.

Late Century Romanticism Visionary Art
a.
Moreau
b.
Redon
c.
Rousseau
d.
Enser
e.
Munch
f.
Ryder

Art l6B/Survey of Western Art: Renaissance to the Present
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11.

1.

Architecture in the Late Nineteenth Century
a.
Labrouste
b.
Paxton
c.
Eiffel
d.
Richardson
e.
Sullivan
EARLY TWENTIETII CENTURY
1.
Art Nouveau and Fauvism
a.
Horta
b.
Klimt
c.
Derain
D.
Matisse

2.

Cubism
a.
Picasso
b.
Braque
c.
Lipchitz
d.
Davis
e.
Boccioni
f.
Gonzalez

3.

Expressionism
a.
Roualt
b.
Kolenritz
c.
Kirchner
d.
Warren
e.
Lehmbruck
f.
Barlach
g.
Beckmann

4.

Dada and Surrealism
a.
Duchamp
b.
Arp
c.
5churtters
d:
May Ray
e.
de Chirico
f.
Max Ernst
Dali
g.
h.
Miro
i.
Cornell
Kahlo
j.

5.

Abstract Figuration
a.
Chagall
b.
Klee
c.
Brancusi
d.
Moore

6.

Abstract Formalism
a.
Kandinsky

Art 16B1Survey ofWestem Art: Renaissance to the Present
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b.
c.
d.

J.

Malevich
Gabo
Calder

7.

Architecture - Utopian Vision
a.
Wright
b.
Le Corbusier
c.
Giropius
d.
Mies Van der Rohe
e.
Buckminster Fuller

8.

Power of the Visual World
a.
Stieglitz
b.
O'Keefe
c.
Weston
d.
Adams
e.
Sheeler
f.
Hopper
Hine
g.
h.
Bresson
i.
Dorothea Lange
j.
BenShahn
k.
Jacob Lawrence
1.
Orozco

THE CONTEMPORARY WORLD
1.
Abstract Expressionism
a.
Pollack
Kline
b.
c.
de Kooning
d.
Diebenkom
e.
Smith
2.

Organic and Color-Field Abstraction
a.
Louise N evelson
Newman
b.
c.
Rothko
d.
Helen Frankenthaler
e.
Gilliam

3.

Formalist Abstraction
a.
Vasarely
b.
Kelley
c.
Donald Judd
d.
Eve Hesse

4.

Expressionist Figuration
a.
Manzu
b.
Giacometti
c.
Bacon
d.
Abakanowicz

Art 16B/Survey of Western Art: Renaissance to the Present
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e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Archuleta
Neri
Golub
Joanne Leonard
Kiefer

5.

Pop Art
a.
Hamilton
b.
Rauschenberg
c.
Oldenburg
d.
Warhol
e.
Ruscha

6.

Art and Technology
a.
Tinguely
b.
Shoffer
c.
Larry bell
d.
David En
e.
Margaret Benyon
f.
Campus
g.
Nani June Park
h.
Jasper Johns
i.
Allan Kaprow
j.
Jean-Lus Godard
k.
David Hockney

7.

Postmodemism and Deconstuctionism
a.
Rogers and Piano
b.
Portman
c.
Behnisch
d.
Tansey
e.
Anderson

8.

Art with social and Political Concerns
a.
Vittorio de Sica
Frank
b.
c.
Kienholz
d.
Walken
e.
BettyeSaar
f.
Judy Chicago
Barbara Kruger
g.
h.
Beuys

9.

Earth Art
a.
Smithson
Christo
b.
c.
Long
d.
Hollis
e.
Maya Ying Lin

Art 16B/Survey of westem Art: Renaissance to the Present
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5.

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGIES (instructor initiated learning strategies):
A.

B.
C.
D.
E.
6.

MULTIPLE ME1HODS OF EVALUATION (measurements of student achievement):
A.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

7.

A.

Research paper
Chapter tests
Mid-term examination
Final examination
Gallery reports

ASSIGNMENTS THAT DEMONSTRATE CRmCAL THINKING
(use detail when describing student assignments and state in cognitive terms):
A.

B.

9.

Chapter tests
Slide quizzes
Written reports (Gallery)
Term paper
Visual Arts Project (Collage)
Mid-term examination
Final examination

WRITING ASSIGNMENTS/PROFIOENCY DEMONSTRATION:
B.
C.
D.
E.

8.

Lecture
Multi-visual presentations
Oassroom discussions of artists and time periods.
Field trips
Guest speakers

Evaluation of artists' works in the past and how they relate in today's experience of the
arts. This will be demonstrated on examinations and other written aSSignments.
When students critique artists, they must include references to social, political,
economic, religious, philosophic, and geographic circumstances which influence their
decisions.

ASSIGNMENTS, METHODOLOGIES, OR OTHER EXAMPLES OF HOW CULTURAL
PLURALISM IS ADDRESSED:
Art History 16A addresses cultural pluralism by studying art movements from various cultures
and time periods. Students will demonstrate this understanding by examples on exams as well
as in their term papers, visual arts projects and gallery reports.

10.

REQUIRED EXTRA CLASS ASSIGNMENTS: None
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Distance Education Statement
Course Number and Title:
Initiated by:
Date:

[gJ

Art I'D/Survey of Westem Art: Renaissance to the Present

Michael McDowell

1117/07

The department does not recommend this course be taught via distance education at this time.

Justification: The College does not currently possess an adequate digital slide collection to
support online instruction. There is also a required hands-on visual art project that requires face-to-face
interaction between student and instructor.
The following must be completed for the delivery ofthis course via distance education technology as an
addition to the original course outline:
(A textbook form will need to be completed if text differs from the original course).

1. What distance education modality is being proposed for the delivery of this course?

o Video Conference

o Hybrid (Traditional/Online)

DOnline (100% Internet)

2. What strategies will be employed for effective contact between instructor and students to assure
learning outcomes, as specified in the course outline, are met?

YesD

3. Are there any specific requirements for the delivery of this course?
Please explain:

No

D

4. Provide an analysis of any additional cost factors that may be involved in offering this course:
Course Licensing:

License Fee
Per Student Fee

Proctorrrechnician:

Coalinga

X

X

rate

days

hours

rate

days

hours

X

X

Firebaugh

days

hours

Video Duplication:

rate

X

X
hours

=

X

X

Lemoore

=
cost

copies

Computer
Hardware/Software:
Other:
Total =
Art 16BfSurvey ofWesIem Art: Renaissllllce to the Present
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Learning Resources Statement
D
t8l

Catalog Change
Five Year Review

Course Title and Number or Discipline:
Department:

Art 16B/Survey of Western Art: Renaissance to the Present

__
Art~s~&~L~~~~__________________________________________ Ext

3745

The holdings of the LRC collection in the subject area(s) related to the proposed new/revised course/ discipline have been

reviewed.

t8l

The LRC has sufficient resources presently available for support of this course/ discipline.

D

The LRC resources are not presently adequate to support this course/ discipline. Additional needed items have
been identified and should be purchased.

Comments:

Learning Resources Statement
It is the policy of the West Hills Community College District to ensure that every course offered in the college curriculum is
supported with a basic collection of materials and to ensure that the campus libraries are used by faculty and students in the
teaching and leaming process. Library research assignments are effective means to teach critical thinking. An essential
outcome of each course in the curriculum, and fundamental to critical thinking and self-directed leaminSt is the skill to find
information and conduct library research.

When a new course or program is being developed, the faculty responsible should work with library faculty to review
collection adequacy and recency and to recommend purchase of materials which will support the course(s). Accordingly, for
every new/revised course or program proposed, a library collection survey must be completed and signed by the course
originator and the college librarian. Also, to maintain currency, a survey must be completed for each discipline as part of the
five year curriculum review. This above summary will be attached to and filed with the course syllabus.
The purpose of the resources survey is:
1) To allow the course originator to become familiar with the library holdings in the subject area.
2) To inform the library staff of new additions to the curriculum so that supporting materials can be acquired before
offering the course.
3) To guide the district to build an effective library budget.
4) To enable the instructor to integrate library assignments into new courses offered.
While survey completion is required, there are no standards for course or program support that the LRC must meet before a
new course is approved or a five year program review is completed.
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WFST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
ADOPTED TEXTBOOK FORM
Course Name, Number & Title:

1.

Art 16BjSurvey of Western Art Renaissance to the Present

Recommended textbook(s):
A. Title:
ART THROUGH THE AGFS
Edition: 12th (2005)
Author(s):
Kleiner, Mamiya, Tansey
Publisher:
Harcourt-Brace
[gI
Optional
Required
Readability level: 16.4
B. Title:
Edition:
Author(s):
Publisher:
Required
Readability level:

ISBN #:

0-15-507085-1

0
(Attach readability materials to original.)

--------------------------------- ISBN#:
0

2.

Supplemental text(s):
A. Title:
Edition:
Author(s):
Publisher:
Required
Readability level:

Optional

o

----------------

(Attach readability materials to original.)

------------------------------- ISBN #:
0

B. Title:
Edition:
Author(s):
Publisher:
D
Required
Readability level:

Optional

D

(Attach readability materials to original.)

--------------------------------- ISBN #:

3.

Additional Textbooks:
A. Title:
Edition:
Author(s):
Publisher:
Required
D
Readability level:

Optional

o (Attach readability materials to original.)

------------------------------- ISBN #:
Optional

o

(Attach readability materials to original.)

B. Title:
Edition:
Author(s):
Publisher:
Required
D
Readability level:

------------------------------- ISBN #:
Optional

Art 16B1Survey of Western Art: Renaissance to the Present
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ART 16B READABILITY LEVEL
Text: Gardner's Art ThrOUIW- the Ages, Volume 2, 12da edition
Kleiner, Fred S.; Mamiya, Christin J.; Tansey, Richard G.,
Page 555
PAINTERS, PIGMENTS, AND PANELS
The generic word paint or pigment encompasses a wide range of substances artists have used over the years. Fresco aside (see
"Fresco Painting,: Chapter 19, page 530), during the 14da century, egg tempera was the material of choice of most painter,
both in Italy and northern Europe. Tempera consists of egg combined with a wet paste of ground pigment. ht his influential
guidebook II Libro ell 'Arte , Cennino Cennini, a contemporaneous painter mentioned that artists mixed on the egg yolk with
the ground pigment, but analysis of paintings from this period has revealed that some artists chose to use the whole egg.
Images painter tempera have a velvety sheen to them and exhibit a lightness of artistic touch because thick application of the
pigment mixture results in premature cracking and flaking.
Page 879:
POST-IMPRESSIONISM: EXPERIMENTIG WITH FORM AND COWR
By 1886, most critics and a large segment of the public accepted the Impressionist as serious artists. Just when their images
of contemporaty life no longer seemed crude and unfinished, however, some of these painters and a group or younger
followers came to feel Impressionists were neglecting too many of the traditional elements of picture making in their attempt
to capture momentary sensations of light and color on canvas. In a conversation with the influential art dealer Ambroise
Vollard in about 1883, Renoir commented: "I had wrung [I]mpressionism dry. and I finally came to the conclusion that I
knew neither how to paint nor how to draw. ht a word, [I]mpressionism was a blind alley, as far as I was concerned." 18 By
the 1880s, four artists in particular were much more systematically examining the properties and the expressive qualities of
line, pattern, form, and color: Vincent van Gogh, Paul Gauguin, Georges Seurat, and Paul Cezanne. Both van Gogh and
Gauguin focused their artistic efforts on exploring the expressive capabilities of formal elements, while Seurat and Cezanne
were more analytical in orientation. Because their art diverged so markedly from earlier Impressionism (although each of
these painters initially based their work on Impressionist precepts and methods), these four artists and others sharing their
views have become known as the Post-Impressionists. This classification also signifies their chronological position in
nineteenth-century Western painting.
Page 1051:
The Development ofPop Art
The prevalence of abstraction and the formal experimentation in much of postwar art had alienated the public. Pop art
reintroduced all of the artistic devices-signs, symbols, metaphors, allusions, illusions, and figurative imagery-traditionally
used to convey meaning in art that recent avant-garde artists, in search of purity, had purged from their abstract and often
reductive works. Pop artists not only embraced representation but also produced an art resolutely grounded I consumer
culture, the mass media, and popular culture, thereby making it much more accessible and understandable to the average
person. htdeed, the name Pop art (credited to the British art critic Lawrence Alloway, although he is unsure of the term's
initial usage) is short for popular art and referred to the popular mass culture and familiar imagery of the contemporaty urban
environment. This was an art form firmly entrenched in the sensibilities and visual language of a late-twentieth-century mass
audience.
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FORMB
COURSES REQUIRING A PREREQUISITEICOREQUISITE OR ADVISORY BEYOND BASIC SKILLS
·Use this fonn for the content review of all courses that will have a prerequisite, corequisite or advisory of any kind beyond
basic skills. Use it also to establish that no prerequisite, corequisite or advisory is needed.
CONTENT REVIEW TO ESTABLISH THAT NO PREREQUISITE/COREQUISITE OR ADVISORY IS NEEDED
Course Number: Art 16A Course Title: Survey of Western Art: Pre-History to Proto-Renaissance
List in Column 1 at least three specific major concepts or skills that a student willieam in the prerequisite/corequisite or
advisory course(s) that are essential to the successful completion of the outcome course. In Column 2, state why the skill in
Column 1 is essential to success in the outcome course.
Put each prerequisite, corequisite or advisory course on its own Fonn B. If you need more space, attach a second page.

o Prerequisite

o Corequisite

Course Title: English 51A
Column I
Exit Concepts and Skills of
Prereg uisitelCoregulsitelAdvisory Course:
I. Ability to read at the college leveL
2. Ability to write short essays.
3. Ability to think critically.

Art 168/Survey olWestem Art Renaissance to the Present
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t'8l Advisory

o None

Outcome Course Title: Art 16A
Column 2
Specifically How This is Necessary
In tbe Outcome Course:
1. Ability to read at grade 16.4 level is
necessary, as this is the readability
level of the course textbook.
2. Written assignments will be used In
this course to demonstrate an
understanding of course concepts.
3. Critical thinking skills will be used
to write comparative essays.
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West Hills College Lemoore
Course Revision Packet
Course Name/Title: English 101BjIntermediate Reading
Originator: Jacqui Shehorn
Da te: 2/01/07

Checklist:
~ Course Revision Proposal Form
~ Course Outline
[8J Distance Education Statement
~ Learning Resources Statement
~ Adopted Textbook Form

D

[8J

D
D

o
o

Prerequisite Form A
Prerequisite Form B
Prerequisite Form C
Prerequisite Form D
Prerequisite Form E
Limitations on Enrollment Justification

Signahtres:

Date._ _

_

uired ii transferable

Date._ __
Director of lnforma tion Technolo

Date

r -l'i- 0 7

Services

Date._ __
Chief Instructional Officer Coalin a

Date _ __
Colle e Curriculum COmmittee

Course Title
5/23/2007

West Hills Communi
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COURSE REVISION PACKET FACULTY SIGNATURES

Signed:

---f----C[-~~~c.L.:....--------- Date: /12/~ 2(/).:~I /01 U~
~

Department Members and Consulted Faculty:
Primary Campus
Name

/;/~AJ "hA~
~Uq ((ct £. U '-'

Signed:
Signed:
Signed:

Coalinga

Lemoore

5 1 0 1£1

0

~

0

ti-ID-I£1

0

~

0

~/d31f27

0

~

0

Date

1JlMiJ £,~~
I

/

NDC

Signed:

1

1

0

0

0

Signed:

1

1

0

0

0

Signed:

1

1

0

0

0

Departments with similar or overlapping course content:
Curriculum representatives' signature:
Consult with any other department on campus with similar or overlapping course content.

Signature, Department Curriculum Representative
(Originating. Department)

Agreement: Yes

0

No

Date

0

Comments:

Signature, Department Curriculum Representative
(Consulting Department)

Course Title
5123/2007

Date
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COURSE REVISION FORM
West Hills Community College District
Initiated by:

Jacqui Shehorn

Department:

Arts and Letters

Course Name and #:

English 101B

Title:

Intermediate Reading

--------------------------------------------Change(s):
0
0
0
I8J
I8J

Number
Title
Prerequisite
Units
Catalog Description Update

0
0
0
0

Textbook change

[8j

Five Year Review

Grading Option
Prefix
Deletion

Content has been evaluated and updated. Yes

o

I8J

or No

0

Other
Significant Change - Does this change affect the course content to the degree a student could retake the course?
Yes

0

or No

I8J

From:
English 101B is an advanced reading course which offers group and individual instruction in the development of
college level reading and related skills. Students will continue to build reading comprehension skills such as
identifying main ideas in paragraphs and longer pieces, understanding paragraph organization, and using
context clues to understand new vocabulary through college level prose, including textbook material, fiction, and
expository essays. Students will also work through self-paced software to improve reading and related skills.
2lecture/3 lab units
To: (Write new information here for any changes checked above.)
English 101B is an intermediate reading course which offers group and individual instruction in the development
of college level reading and related skills. Students will continue to build reading comprehension skills such as
identifying main ideas in paragraphs and longer pieces; understanding paragraph organization, and using
context clues to understand new vocabulary through college level prose, including textbook materiaL fiction, and
expository essays. Students are required to take a Non Credit Reading Lab (NC 101) to support this course.
3 lecture units

Course Title
512312007
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Justification: (Reason(s) for the above changes.) Changing the units of our Basic Skills classes &om 2 lecture/3 lab
to 3 lecture will align these courses with our other English classes. The lab portion is going to be a separate class.
Faculty practice dictates a move &om the lecture/lab combination class to the more traditional lecture format.

Course Title
5/23/2007
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Course Outline with Guidelines
Date:
Department:

Arts and Letters

Course Name & Number:
Course Title:
Units: 3

English 101D

Intermediate Reading

-----

Grading option (select one):

0
[gj

Course Can be Taught Short Tenn
Justification to not teach short tenn:
Materials Fee:

2/1/07

Standard Grading Only
0 Credit/No Credit Only
Standard Grading/Credit/No Credit

Yes [gj No

0

$

Full Semester Lec~~----------------------------------------~--------~--Hours:
/wk. Short Term Lee Hours:
/
wks.
Full Semester Lab Hours:
/wk. Short Term Lab Hours:
/
wks.
How many times may this course be taken for credit? .2
1.

PREREQUISITE(S): Placement determined by assessment tests, or successful completion of
English lOlA or the equivalent.
COREQUISITE(S): Required co enrollment in NC 101 Reading Lab.
and/or
ADVISORY(S):

2.
CATALOG DESCRIPTION: English 101B is an intermediate reading course which offers group
and individual instruction in the development of college level reading and related skills. Students will
continue to build reading comprehension skills such as identifying main ideas in paragraphs and
longer pieces, understanding paragraph organization, and using context dues to understand new
vocabulary through college level prose, including textbook material, fiction, and expository essays.
Students will also work through self-paced software to improve reading and related skills. Students
are required to take a Non Credit Reading Lab (NC 101) to support this course.
3.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVFS (Use measurable objectives only):
Upon completion of the course the student will be able to:
A. determine main ideas in longer pieces;
B. identify supporting details in longer pieces and determine their importance;
C. summarize longer pieces;
D. write coherent paragraphs and longer pieces that adequately develop topic sentences;
E. apply skills to reading of novel(s) of an appropriate reading level;
F. understand and use appropriate college-level vocabulary;
G. recognize and evaluate bias and tone in college-level resources.

4.

COURSE CONTENT AND SCOPE (instructional topics or units):
I.

Course Title
5/2312001

Reading Skills
A. Determining main ideas and recognizing their relationships to thesis statements and
topic sentences.
Course Revision Packet
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B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
II.

5.

Identifying supporting details and their purposes
Identifying transitions
Understanding inferences and drawing logical conclusions from reading materials
Differentiating between fact and opinion
Reading for retention of significant details
Recognizing and evaluating bias and tone

Writing Skills in Relationship to Reading
A. Summarizing
B. Reflections and/ or journals about reading assignments
C. Timed responses to readings

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGIES (instructor initiated learning strategies):
A. Readings
B. Collaborative learning

C. Lecture
D. Discussion
E. Vocabulary activities and fluency building
6.

MULTIPLE METHODS OF EVALUATION (measurements of student achievement):
A. Objective exams
B. Written exams

C. Vocabulary quizzes
D. Quizzes on reading assignments
E. Writing activities, including summaries
7.

WRmNG ASSIGNMENTS/PROFICIENCY DEMONSTRATION:
Students will be asked to summarize essays or other longer pieces.

8.

ASSIGNMENTS THAT DEMONSTRATE CRITICAL THINKING
(use detail when describing student asSignments and state in cognitive terms):

In discussing or writing in response to assigned reading students are asked to express personal
opinions as well as to grasp inference. Students are asked to think critically about what they
read and make connections between readings and their own lives or the lives of others.
9.

ASSIGNMENTS, METHODOLOGIES, OR OTHER EXAMPLES OF HOW CULTURAL
PLURALISM IS ADDRESSED:
Many of the assignments serve specifically to develop greater sensitivity to and understanding
of cultural diverSity. Many of the optional novels explore diverse cultures, and instructors
should work with students to thoroughly understand the cultural setting of the novel.

10.

REQUIRED EXTRA CLASS ASSIGNMENTS:
Students may be asked to do oral presentations and group projects.

11.

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES

Course Title

512312007
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Given an assigned reading, student will create a summary and response essay with
well-developed and coherent paragraphs which identifies the main idea and important
supporting details of that reading.

Distance Education Statement
Course Number and Title:

English 101BIIntermediate Reading

Initiated by: Jacqui Shehorn
Date:
211/07

o

The department does not recommend this course be taught via distance education at this time.
Justification:

The folloWing must be completed for the delivery of this course via distance education technology as an
addition to the original course outline:
(A textbook/orm will need to be completed if text difJersfrom the original course).

1. What distance education modality is being proposed for the delivery of this course?

o Video Conference

[8J Hybrid (TraditionaVOnline)

DOnline (100% Internet)

2. What strategies will be employed for effective contact between instructor and students to assure
learning outcomes, as specified in the course outline, are met?
Best practices for entry-level English courses dictate extensive contact with the instructor. This
course is designed around group work and discussion, as well as in-class practice of new skills.
Basic Skills students are at-risk students and require more traditional class experiences than video
conference or online instruction can provide.
Yes 0 No

3. Are there any specific requirements for the delivery of this course?
Please explain:

1ZI

4. Provide an analysis of any additional cost factors that may be involved in offering this course:
Course Licensing:

License Fee
Per Student Fee

ProctorlTechnician:

Coalinga

X

X
hours

days

X

Lemoore
hours

X

hours

Video Duplication:

X
rate

days

X

X
hours

=
rate

days

X

Firebaugh

=
rate

copies

=
cost

Computer
Hardware/Software:
Other:
Course Title
512312007
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Learning Resources Statement
r8l
r8l

Catalog Change
Five Year Review

Course Title and Number or Discipline:
Department :

English 101Bflntermediate Reading

Arts and Letters

Ext.

3653

The holdings of the LRC collection in the subject area(s) related to the proposed new/revised course/ discipline have been
reviewed .

~

o

The LRC has sufficient resources presently available for support of this course/ discipline.
The LRC resources are not presently adequate to support this course/ discipline. Additional needed items have
been identified and should be purchased.

Comments:

When possible, copies of textbooks should be purchased for student use.

Learning Resources Statement
It is the policy of the West Hills Community College District to ensure that every course offered in the college curriculum is
supported with a basic coUection of materials and to ensure that the campus libraries are used by faculty and students in the
teaching and learning process. Library research assignments are effective means to teach critical thinking. An essential
outcome of each course in the curriculum, and fundamental to critical thinking and self-directed learnjng, is the skill to find
infonnation and conduct library research.

When a new course or program is being developed, the faculty responsible should work with library faculty to review
collection adequacy and recency and to recommend purchase of materials which will support the course(s) . Accordingly, for
every new/revised course or program proposed, a library coUection survey must be completed and signed by the course
originator and the college librarian. Also, to maintain currency, a survey must be completed for each discipline as part of the
five year curriculum review. This above summary will be attached to and filed with the course syllabus.
The purpose of the resources survey is:
1) To allow the course originator to become familiar with the library holdings in the subject area.
2) To inform the library staff of new additions to the curriculum so that supporting materials can be acquired before
offering the course.
3) To guide the district to build an effective library budget.
4) To enable the instructor to integrate library assignments into new courses offered.
While survey completion is required, there are no standards for course or program support that the LRC must meet before a
new course is approved or a five year program review is completed.

Course Ti tIe

5/23/2007
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•

.
WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
ADOPTED TEXTBOOK FORM

Course Name, Number & Title:
1.

English 101B/Intermediate Reading

Recommended textbook(s):
A. Title:
Ten Steps to Improving College Reading Skills
ISBN #: 0
Edition: Third
~---------------Author(s):
John Langan
Publisher:
Townsend Press
Required
Optional
Readability level: 11.1
(Attach readability materials to original.)

0

181

B. Title:
Reading and All That Jazz
Edition: Second
ISBN #: 0-07-2419149-3
Author(s):
Mather and McCarthy
Publisher:
McGraw-Hill Higher Education
0
Optional
[8]
Required
Readability level: 11.0
(Attach readability materials to original.)
2.

Supplemental text(s):
A. Title:
Novel of instructor's choice
Edition:
Author(s):
Publisher:
Required
D
Optional
Readability level:

ISBN #;

o (Attach readability materials to original.)

B. Title:
Edition:
Author(s):
Publisher:
Required
0
Optional
Readability level: ____________

--------------------------- ISBN #:
o (Attach readability materials to original.)

3.

Additional Textbooks:
A. Title:
Edition:
Author(s):
Publisher:
Required
Readability level:

--------------------------- ISBN #:
0

B. Title:
Edition:
Author(s):
Publisher:
Required
Readability level:

Optional

D

(Attach readability materials to original.)

-------------------------- ISBN #:
0

Course Title
512312007

Optional

D

(Attach readability materials to original.)
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FORMB
COURSES REQUIRING A PREREQUISITE/COREQUISlTE OR ADVISORY BEYOND BASIC SKILLS
·Use this fOlm for the content review of all courses that will have a prerequisite, corequisite or advisory of any kind beyond
basic skills. Use it also to establish that no prerequisite, corequisite or advisory is needed.
CONTENT REVIEW TO ESTABUSH mAT NO PREREQUISITE/COREQUISITE OR ADVISORY IS NEEDED
Course Number: English lOlB Course Title: Intermediate Reading
List in Column I at least three specific major concepts or skills that a student will Jearn in the prerequisitelcorequisite or
advisory course(s) that are essential to the successful completion of the outcome course. In Column 2, state why the skill in
Column 1 is essential to success in the outcome course.
Put each prerequisite, corequisite or advisory course on its own Form B. If you need more space, attach a second page.

I:8l Prerequisite

I:8l Corequisite

o Advisory

Course Title: lOlA

Column 1
Exit Concepts and Skills of
PrerequisitelCorequisite!Advisory Course:
A.
B.
C.
D.

determine main ideas in short pieces
identify supporting details in short pieces
summarize short pieces
write coherent paragraphs that adequately
develop topic sentences
E. apply skills to reading of short novel(s) of an
appropriate reading level
F. understand and use appropriate pre-college level
vocabulary
Corequisite

1. use the dictionary effectively.
2. display the ability to understand
and use synonyms and antonyms.
3. understand and use appropriate
pre-college level vocabulary.

Course Title
512312001

o None

Outcome Course Title: lOlB

Column 2
Specifically How This is Necessary
In the Outcome Course:
A. determine main ideas in longer pieces
B. identify supporting details in longer
pieces and determine their importance
C. summarize longer pieces
D. write coherent paragraphs and longer
pieces that adequately develop topic
sentences
E. apply skills to reading ofnoveJ(s) of
an appropriate reading level
F. understand and use appropriate
college level vocabulary
Corequisite

1. Software develops dictionary skills
2. Software supports understanding of
synonyms and antonyms
3. Software develops understanding of precollege level vocabulary

Course Revision Packet
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West Hills College Lellloore
New Course Packet
Course Name/Title: Math 3AI Linear Algebra I
Originator: Frieda Ganter
Date: 3/5/08

Checklist:
[8J New Course Proposal Form
[8J Course Outline
[8J Distance Education Statement
[8J Learning Resources Statement
[8J Adopted Textbook Form

D

[8J
[8J

D
D
D

Prerequisite Form A
Prerequisite Form B
Prerequisite Form C
Prerequisite Form D
Prerequisite Form E
Limitations on Enrollment Justification

Signatures:

_ _ _ _ _--:--:---:--_ _ Date,_ __
Director of Information Technolo

_--I-~~~~_ _ _ _
Chiefl

Services

Date5'-J/-OI _ _ _ _-:-_ _ _ _ _ _ Date_ __
Chief Instructional Officer
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Course Title
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NEW COURSE PROPOSAL FACULTY SIGNATURES
Originating Faculty Member:
Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Dare: ___________

Consulted Faculty Members:
Primary Campus
Name

.

Date

Signed:

I

Signed:

1-'

Signed:

I

I

Signed:

I

I

Signed:

I

-'-'
-' I

Signed:

Coalinga

Lemoore

NDC

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

U

0

0

D

0

D

LJ

0

D

Departments with similar or overlapping course content curriculum
representatives' signatures:
Consult with any other department on campus with similar or overlapping course content.
Signature, Department Curriculum Representative
(Originating ~ent)

Agreement: Yes
Comments:

U

No

D

-------------------------------------------------

Signature, Department Curriculum Representative
(Consulting Department)

Course Title

5122/2008

Date

Date
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NEW COURSE PROPOSAL
West Hills Community College District

_F;;;;..n;;;;..·..:..eda....;.;..G~an~t;;.:e:.:.r_ _ _ Dept: Math & Science
To BE CoMPLETED BY INITIATING FACULTY MEMBER
EXACT CATALOG LISTING:

Initiated by:

Course Name (prefix) & Number:
Tit]e: Linear Algebra I

Math 3A

-----------------------

Units: 4
Full Semester: Lecture Hrs.
Full Semester: Laboratory Hrs.

Course Can Be Taught Short Term Yes [8j No 0
Short Term: Lecture Hrs.
8/9 wks.
Short Term: Laboratory Hrs.
I
wks.

4/wk.
O/wk.

Transferability (attach evidence):
CSU:
t8J
UC:

Private:

2.

I. Attach a Course Outline to this form.
Yes
0 No [gI Is the course part of a new major? If so, please explain.

3.

Yes

[gI

0

No

Is the course intended for transfer? (Check all that apply.)

(See the Articulation Officer.)

[gI

Elective

3f5/08

Date:

General Education

[gI

Major Requirement

0

Major Requirement

o

(Submit requests for General Education separately.)

4.

[gI

Yes

5.

Yes

6.

Yes
Yes

o
o
o

No
0
Elective

Is the course part of the Associate Degree?
t:8J
General Education
0

No

[gI Is the course part of a Certificate Program? If so, state the certificate:

No
No

[gI

C8l

Is the course vocational?
If so, has an Advisory Committee been involved? If so, state the name(s) of the
Advisory Committee(s) and the date of the last meeting. (Attach minutes)

7. Room Space Requirements: (Consider #I of stations, safety regulations prescribed by law, etc.)

30
8. Staffmg Implications:

(As a result, what other course may not be offere(1)

none
9. Equipment Requirements:

none
10. Leaming Resources: (Will this course require special collections or additions to current holdings?)
11. Estimated Costs:

12. Material Fees:
0
13. Yes
14. Yes
0
IS.Yes
0
I6.Yes
0

Course Title
512212008

Start Up: Staffmg:
On-Going: Staffing:

No
No
No
No

$0
$0

No
----

--------

Supplies: $ 0
Supplies: --'-.$_0_ __

Equipment:
Equipment:

-------$

$0
0
-:;.........;..---

$ 0 ~Plain in detail)
Is speCial funding available?
t:8J EYidence of meeting needs of District ethnic demographics? (See Associate Dean of Vocational Education)
j:gI Are there special safety regulations. (See Safety Officer)
j:gI Requires additional Information Technology Services resources. (See ITS Director)

New Course Packet
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Course Outline with Guidelines
Date: 3/5/08
DepMbnent:

__a_th_e_m_a_n_c_s________________________________________________________

_~

Course Name & Number:
Course Title:

~ath 3A
------------------------------------------------------

Linear Algebra I

Units: 4
Grading option (select one):
-~--:-~--

Standard Grading
D
Standard Grading/Credit/No Credit

Materials Fee: $ 0
Full Semester Lec Hours:
72
Short Term Lec Hours:
Full Semester Lab Hours:
Short Term Lab Hours:
(How many times may this course be taken for credit?) 1

-------

1.

Credit/No Credit

72

-:...:~--

wks.
wks.

9

CO/PREREQUISITE(S): Math 1B (can be taken concurrently)
and/or
ADVISORY(S):

2.
CATALOG DESCRIPTION: Math 3A is an introduction to the techniques and theory needed to
solve systems of linear equations. Solution techniques cover row reduction, Gaussian elimination, and
matrix algebra. Vector space theory includes linear transformations, detenninants, eigenvalues and
eigenvectors, inner-products, and orthogonality. Students will also study selected applications of linear algebra.

3.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Use measurable outcomes only):
Upon completion of the course the student will be able to:
A solve systems of linear equations by Gaussian elimination.
B. determine whether a linear system is consistent or inconsistent and characterize solutions of
the former as unique or infinitely many.
C. compute the transpose, determinant and inverse of a matrix.
D. define a vector space; find a spanning set and basis.
E. construct orthogonal and orthonormal bases using the Gram-Schmidt process.
F. find the rank and nullity of a linear transformation and construct a basis for the kernel &
image.
G. compute the chMacteristic polynomial, eigenvalues, eigenvectors, and eigenspaces for a
lineM transformation.
H. prove basic results in lineM algebra using standMd proof-writing conventions.

4.

COURSE CONTENT AND SCOPE (Instructional topics or units):
A Systems of lineM equations: terminology, notation, Gaussian elimination.
B. Matrix algebra.
C. Determinants.
D. Vector spaces and lineM transformations.
E. Eigen values and Eigenvectors.
F. Inner Product Spaces: orthogonality, Gram-Schmidt, least-squMes.

Course Title
5/22/2008

New Course Packet
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G. Symmetric matrices and quadratic forms .
5.

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGIES (instructor initiated learning strategies):
A. Instructor presentation of definitions, theory and problem solving techniques
B. Discussion of new concepts to elicit, clarify and resolve common misunderstandings
C. Collaborative learning
D. Student presentation and discussion of solutions to problems completed by students either
individually or cooperatively

6.

MULTIPLE METHODS TO EVALUATE ACHIEVEMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING
OUTCOME (measurements of student achievement):
A. Homework
B. Chapter tests
C. Short quizzes
D. Individual or group projects (optional)
E. Comprehensive final exam (15-30% of total grade)

7.

WRITING ASSIGNMENTS/PROFICIENCY DEMONSTRATION:
Students are required to answer questions and show solutions to problems on quizzes and tests
in a clear and logical manner for full credit. In grading each of the above, annotations are made
which critique spelling, grammar, punctuation, diction, mathematical notation, and logic.

8.

ASSIGNMENTS THAT DEMONSTRATE CRITICAL THINKING
(Use detail when describing student assignments and state in cognitive terms) :
On homework, tests, quizzes and projects, students must:
A. determine an appropriate problem solving strategy for problems
B. analyze and reproduce mathematical proofs
C. communicate solutions clearly and logically in oral or written form
ASSIGNMENTS, METHODOLOGIES, OR OTHER EXAMPLES OF HOW CULTURAL
PLURALISM IS ADDRESSED:
The concepts and problems presented in the textbook are a collection of contributions from
many cultures throughout the centuries. They are written in mathematical notation accepted
by most mathematical communities throughout the world. The instructor may assign a paper
in which the student is required to research and write about a topic of mathematical or
historical significance including, but not limited to, the significant mathematical contributions
of other cultures and/ or underrepresented groups .

9.

10.

REQUIRED EXTRA CLASS ASSIGNMENTS:
None

Course Title
5/2212008
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Distance Education Statement
Course Number and Title:
Initiated by:
Date:

~

Math 3A Linear Algebra I

Frieda Ganter

3/5108

The department does not recommend this course be taught via distance education at this time;
Justification: This is a new class with difficult material. It should be taught face to face until
evidence can be obtained that it is possible to do otherwise.

The/ollowing must be completed/or the delivery o/this course via distance education technology as an
addition to the original course outline:
(A textbook form will need to be completed if text differs from the original course).
1. What distance education modality is being proposed for the delivery of this course?

D Video Conference

0

Hybrid (Traditional/Online)

DOnline (100% Internet)

2. What strategies will be employed for effective contact between instructor and students to assure
learning outcomes as specified in the courser outline are met?
Students will be able to attend virtual office hours.
3. Are there any specific requirements for the delivery of this course?
Please explain:
No
4. Provide an analysis of any additional cost factors that may be involved in offering this course:
Course Licensing:

License Fee
Per Student Fee

Proctorffechnician:

Coalinga

hours

=
rate

days

=

X

X

Video Duplication:

rate

X

X
hours

=

X
days

hours

Firebaugh

rate

days

X

Lemoore

=

X

X
hours

copies

cost

Computer
Hardware/Software:
Other:
Total =

Course Title
512212008
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Learning Resources Statement

181

New Course
Five Year Review

o

Course Title and Number or Discipline:
Depamnent :

_M_a_t.;.;h..:.3...;A...;U..:.·.;;.;n..:.ear;:;;...;;A.;;;,I;J;ig!.;;eb;;;.r:;;;a;;..;I~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_M_a_th-,,",&~Sc...;i~en...;c..:.e~__________________________________

Ext 3617

The holdings of the LRC collection in the subject area(s) related to the proposed new/revised course/ discipline have been
reviewed.

t8J

The LRC has sufficient resources presently available for support of this course/ discipline.

D

The LRC resources are not presently adequate to support this course/ discipline. Additional needed items have
been identified and should be purchased.

Comments:

Learning Resources Statement
It is the policy of the West Hills Community College District to ensure that every course offered in the college curriculum is
supported with a basic collection of materials and to ensure that the campus libraries are used by faculty and students in the
teaching and learning process. Library research assignments are effective means to teach critical thinking. An essential
outcome of each course in the curriculum, and fundamental to critical thinking and self-directed learning, is the skill to find
information and conduct library research.

When a new course or program is being developed, the faculty responsible should work with library faculty to review
collection adequacy and recency and to recommend purchase of materials which will support the course(s). Accordingly, for
every new/revised course or program proposed, a library collection survey must be completed and signed by the course
originator and the college librarian. Also, to maintain currency, a survey must be completed for each discipline as part of the
five year curriculum review. This above summary will be attached to and filed with the course syllabus.
The purpose of the resources survey is:
1) To allow the course originator to become familiar with the library holdings in the subject area.
2) To inform the library staff of new additions to the curriculum so that supporting materials can be acquired before
offering the course.
3) To guide the district to build an effective library budget.
4) To enable the instructor to integrate library assignments into new courses offered.
While survey completion is required, there are no standards for course or program support that the LRC must meet before a
new course is approved or a five year program review is completed.

Course Title
512212008
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WEST HILlS COLLEGE LEMOORE

ADOMrnDTIDITBOOKFORM
Course Name, Number & Title: _M_ath
__3_A.. .;Lin;;.,;::·_e_ar_A;..,. .I.JOlg:.;:,. eb;..,. .r.....
a;;;..1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1.

Recommended textbook(s):
A. Title:
Linear Algebra and Its Applications
Edition: 3rd
ISBN #: 0321287134
Author(s):
Lay
Publisher: ~~~~~~~~---------------------------------Addison Wesley, 2006
Required
Optional
Readability level: 14.7
(Attach readability materials to original.)

---------------

I2J

0

B. Title:
Elementary Linear Algebra
Edition: 9th
ISBN #: 978-0-471-66959-3
--~~-~-----------------Author(s):
Anton, Rorres
Publisher:
Wiley, 2005
Required
0
Optional
Readability level: _13_.2_ _ _ _ _ __ (Attach readability materials to original.)
2.

Supplemental text(s):
A. Title:
Edition:
Author(s):
Publisher:
Required
Readability level:

------------------------------- ISBN #:
0
Optional
o (Attach readability materials to original.)
-----------

B. Title:
Edition:
Author(s):
Publisher:
ReqUired
Readability level:

-------------------------- ISBN #:
0
Optional
o (Attach readability materials to original.)

3.

Additional Textbooks:
A. Title:
Edition:
Author(s):
Publisher:
Required
Readability level:

-------------------------- ISBN#:
0
Optional
o (Attach readability materials to original.)

B. Title:
Edition:
Author(s):
Publisher:
Required
0
Readability level:

------------------------------ ISBN #:
Optional
o (Attach readability materials

Course Title
512212008

to original.)
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Readability Stats:
Elementary Linear Algebra 9th ed, by Anton
Pg liS
Of course, this definition of det(A) agrees with the definition in section 2.1, although we will not prove this. These
expressions suggest that the mnemonic devices given in figure 2.4.2. The formula in part (a) of Example 7 is obtained from
figure 2.4.2a by multiplying the entries on the rightward arrow and subtracting the product of the entries on the leftward
arrow.
Pg321
Observe that the right side of the equality in part (a) is the norm of the coordinate vector (u)s with respect to the Euclidean
inner product on Rft, and the right side of the equality in part (c) is the Euclidean inner product of (u)s and (v)s. Thus, by
working with orthonormal bases, we can reduce the computation of general norms and inner products to the computation of
Euclidean norms and inner products of the coordinate vectors.
Pg632
So far we have been discussing the situation in which each player has a predetermined strategy. We will now consider the
more difficult situation in which both players may change their strategy independently. For example, in the game described in
the introduction, we would allow both players to alter the areas of the sectors of their wheels and thereby control the
VU",,",UI.""''' of their reSIDective

Counts

Words'
<;/laractars'
Paragraphs

sentences
Averages"

,

Sentences pei, p~ragraph .
Words,perseht:~~ .

Characters per Word

Readabi&ty ,~. ,.
Passive Sentences.

Flesch ReadlOQE~e
F'lesch-Kinc~idGrade Level

Course Title
512212008
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Linear Algebra and Its Applications 3rd ed, by Lay
Pg 131
In practical work, you might occasionally encounter a "nearly singular" or ill-conditioned matrix - an invertible matrix that
can become singular if some of its entries are changed ever so slightly. In this case, row reduction may produce fewer than n
pivots, as a result of roundoff error. Also, roundoff error can sometimes make a singular matrix appear to be invertible.
Pg 185
A determinant is a number that is assigned to a square array of numbers in a certain way. This idea was considered as early as
1683 by the Japanese mathematician Seki Takakazu and independently in 1693 by the German mathematician Gottfried
Leibniz, about 160 years before a separate theory of matrices developed. For many years, determinants appeared mainly in the
discussions of systems of linear equations.
Pg447
Around the world in a little more than 80 minutes. the two Landsat satellites streak silently across the sky in near polar orbits,
recording images of terrain and coastline, in swaths of 185 kilometers wide. Every 16 days, each satellite passes over almost
every square kilometer of the earth's surface, so any location can be monitored every 8 days.

[Xl

Readability Statistics
Counts

Words
Characters
Paragro!lphs

Sentences
Averages
...'
sentencesperPat~or~~h
W~per sentence
Cnaract:ersper \I.I()f'd
Reo!ldability"

Passive Sentenj;es
Flesch Re<lldingEase
~drKincaidGrade..level

Course Title
512212008
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30.,1
14;7
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FORMB
COURSES REQUIRING A PREREQUISITE/COREQUISITE OR ADVISORY BEYOND BASIC SKILLS
·Use this form for the content review of all courses that will have a prerequisite, corequisite or advisory of any kind beyond
basic skills. Use it also to establish that no prerequisite, corequisite or advisory is needed.
CONTENT REVIEW TO ESTABLISH THAT NO PREREQUISITE/COREQUISITE OR ADVISORY IS NEEDED
Course Number: Matb 3A Course Title: Linear Algebra I
List in Column 1 at least three specific major concepts or skills that a student will learn in the prerequisite/corequisite or
advisory course(s) that are essential to the successful completion of the outcome course. In Column 2, state why the skill in
Column 1 is essential to success in the outcome course.
Put each prerequisite, corequisite or advisory course on its own Form B. If you need more space, attach a second page.
~ Prerequisite

~ Corequisite

Course Title: Calculus with Applications

o Advisory

o None

Outcome Course Title:

Column I
Exit Concepts and Skills of
PrereguisitelCorequisitelAdvisory Course:

Linear Algebra I
Column 2
Specifically How This is Necessary
In the Outcome Course:

Compute definite integrals

Definition of the inner product space C[a,b]

Solve a single differential equation

Find a solution set to a system of
differential equations

Work with polar coordinates
Determine the matrix of a rotation

Course Title
512212008
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FORMC
COREQUISITEIPREREQUISITE APPROVAL FORM
"Use this form for any course that will have a prerequisite or corequisite (not for advisories) required by an external agency.

•

Except for those courses within a departmental sequence, every prerequisite or corequisite requires content review plus
justification of at least one of the five categories listed below.

•

Every communication or computation, recency, or other measure of readiness prerequisite/corequisite requires research
and statistical justification.

•

Category Four is required for all course or skill requisites of communication, computation, recency and other measure of
readiness.

Outcome Course Number: Math 3A Course Title: Linear Algebra I
CorequisitelPrerequislte Course Number: Math IB Course Title: Calculus with Applications

Check the following that apply. Documentation must be attached.

o

1. The prerequisite/corequisite is required by law or government regulations.

o

2.

Explain or cite regulation numbers.

The safety or equipment operation skills learned in the prerequisite course are required for the successful or safe
completion of this course.
Justification: Attach Form E.

o

3. The prerequisite is required in order for the course to be accepted for transfer to the University of California or
California State University systems.
Justification: Indicate how this is so.

o

4.

Significant statistical evidence indicates that the absence of the prerequisite course or skill is related to
unsatisfactory performance in the outcome course.
Justification: See Form D.

~

5. Three California State UniversitylUniversity of California campuses require an equivalent prerequisite or
corequisite for a course equivalent to the outcome course. List below.
Attach photocopies ofthe UC and/or CSU course descriptions from the respective catalogs.

UC/CSU CAMPUS
CSU Northridge
UCMerced
CSUChico

COURSE DEPT.INO.
Math 262
Math 24
Math 335

CO-IPREREQUISITE
Mathl50B
Math 22
Math 121

See "Math 3A Prerequisites" attachment

Course Title
5/2212008
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COURSE

LIT 195: Upper Division Undergraduate
Research [1-5)
Supervised research. Permission of instructor required.

MGMT 98: Lower Division Directed
Group Study [1-5]
Permission of instructor required. PINP
grading only.

LIT 198:Upper Division Directed Group
Study (1-5)
Permission of instructor required. PINP
grading only.

MGMT 99: Lower Division Individual
Study [1-SJ
Permission of instructor required. PINP
grading only.

LIT 199: Upper Division Individual
Study (1-S)
Permission of instructor required. P/NP
grading only.

MANAGEMENT
Lower Division Courses

MGMT 2: Case Study Seminar on
Business and Management [1)
This seminar course surveys the field of
business management. Invited speakers
from local companies and public organizations will cover the business environment,
human relations, technology in business,
ethical behavior, global and economic
forces, organization, quality, products and
services, functional management, and current issues and developments. Prerequisite:
ECON 1.
MGMT 25: Introduction to Finance and
Accounting I (3)
A broad introduction to finance and
accounting. Students will be equipped to
draw up and interpret accounts and introduced to some key ideas of finance and
aUditing. The student will learn fundamental accounting concepts and how to apply
them; record accOunting entries, prepare
accounts for different business entities and
understand the differences between them
and basic principles of auditing.
Prerequisite: ECON 1.
MGMT 26: Introduction to Finance and
Accounting II [3)
Continuation of MGMT 25. The course
also covers the basic principles of capital
project evaluation, working capital management and taxation. Students must
enroll in this course in the semester following the one during which MGMT 2S is
taken. Prerequisite: MGMT 25.

MATHEMATICS
Lower Division Courses

MATH S: Preparatory Calculus [3]
Preparation for calculus. Elementary functions, trigonometry, polynomials, rational
functions, systems of equations and analytical geometry. This course is intended as
preparation for MATH 21 (Calculus of a
Single Variable I). Students are either selfselected into the course or are placed
based on placement exam score.
MATH 1S: Quantitative Literacy and
Reasoning [4]
Probability and statistics, data analysis and
display, mathematical reasoning to solve
problems in social and physical science.
MATH 21: Calculus of a Single
Variable I [4]
An introduction to differential and integral
calculus of functions of one variable.
Elementary functions such as the exponential and natural logarithm, rates of change
and the derivative with applications to
social and physical science. Prerequisite:
Pass calculus placement examination.
'MAllf\~: calcul'us o. ,_ Single

Vaii'able n[4]
A ctintinuatiCi~of MAtH2.11!,~'~·iiRl:l
nU!Jlli!rkaltecl1niqoes ofinfegration With
appliCations, infinite sequences and series,
first-order ordina~d!#erential eq!Jation~.
.P,rerequisite,;:MATH21 Jit ~'t;/(Orv~ll~
leilt),
MATH 23: Multi-Variable calculus [4]
Calculus of several variables. Parametric
equations and polar coordinates, algebra
and geometry of vectors and matrices, partial derivatives, multiple integrals and introduction to the theorems of Green, Gauss,
and Stokes. Prerequisite: MATH 22.

MGMT 9OX: Freshman Seminar l1J
Examination of a topic in management.
MGMT 95: Lower Division
Undergraduate Research [1-5]
Supervised research. Permission of instructor required.

PLEASE VISIT US ONLINE AT WWW UCMERCED EDU

DESCRIPTIONS

~TJ4a.4: IntrOtfue!U'dJtto Line.r

.~"'11d Differential @~(4]
Introduces;grqin~
systems of

ereiltfal eq!!,~_

. tiQns, mi!.ti!Ces)

det~rr(linaritS;#e'Cfdr spaces, Ii~~r:~ns
fOttJ1~$~$and linear systerrr,':i5f,differential.equa~.i.Prerequisites!~M~m 2~.

Replaces MATH 25 ..
MATH 30: Mathematical Biology [4]
A version of Math 022 for students majoring in the life sciences. Analytical and
numerical techniques of integration, firstorder ordinary differential equations and
methods in discrete math with applications
to questions from biology and medicine.
Prerequisite: ICP 1 (or equivalent) or
MATH 21.
MATH 32: Probability and Statistics (3]
Concepts of probability and statistics.
Conditional probability, independence,
random variables, distribution functions,
descriptive statistics, transformations. sampling errors, confidence intervals, least
squares and maximum likelihood.
Exploratory data analysis and interactive
computing. Prerequisite: MATH 21 or ICP
1 (or equivalent).
MATH 90X: Freshman Seminar [1]
Examination of a topic in mathematics.
MATH 95: Lower Division
Undergraduate Research 11-S]
Supervised research. Permission of instructor required.
MATH 98: Lower Division Directed
Group Study [1-5]
Permission of instructor required. P/NP
grading only.
MATH 99: Lower Division Individual
Study [1-51
Permission of instructor required. P/NP
grading only.
Upper Division Courses

MATH 121: Applied Mathematical
Methods I: Fourier Analysis and
Boundary Value Problems[4]
Introduction to Fourier series. Physical derivation of canonical partial differential
equations of mathematical physics (heat,
wave and Laplace's equation). Separation
of variables, Fourier series, Fourier integrals
and general eigenfunction expansions.
Prerequisites: MATH 23, MATH 24.
Replaces MATH 126.

108

csuctnto

MATH 121
Analytic Geometry and Calcuhis
4 FS
MATH 120.
The definite integral and applications to area, volume, work, differential equations, etc.
Sequences and series; vectors and analytic geometry in 2 and 3-space, polar coordinates,
and parametric equations.
.

--.- ------ - - -

-----~-----------.

MATH 335
Elementary Linear Algebra
3 FS
MATH 121 .
Matrices, determinants, cartesian n-space (basis and dimension of a subspace, rank,
change of basis), linear transformations, eigenvalues. Numerical problems will be
emphasized.

·

;

408 Mathematics

lcsu Northridge

included functions, systems of equations, matrices, the derivative and
business-related topics in calculus. (Available for General Education
Mathematics)
,
MATH 104. TRIGONOMETRY AND ANALYTIC
GEOMETRY (3)
Prerequisites: Passing score on or exemption from tbe Entry Level
Matbematics Examination and a passing score on the Mathematics
Placement Test, or MATH 102 with a gnlde ofC or better. Rectan~ular
and polar coordinates; lrigonometric functions, identities and equatIOns;
inverse trigonometric functions; conic sections: complex numbers. Not
open 10 students who have credit in MATH 103, lOS, or 106.
MATH lOS. PRE-CALCULUS (5)
Prerequisites: Passing score on or exemption from the Entry Level
Mathematics Examination (ELM) or credit in MATH 093, and a
passing score on the Matbel1llltics Placement Test (MPT) or MATH
102 with a grade of C or better. Number systems and their algebraic
properties; systems of equations and inequalities; basic analytic
geometry of lines and conic sections; elementary functions including
polynomial. rational, exponential, and logarithmic, with emphasis on
trigonometric functions; polar equations. Graphing calculators are used
and the interplay between graphical and algebraic solutions is stressed.
Not open for credit to students who have successfully completed MATH
150A. (Available for General Education, Hasic Skills Mathematics)
MATH 131. MATHEMATICAL IDEAS (3)
Prerequisites: Passing score on or exemption from the Entry Level
Mathematics Examination, orcredit in MATH 093. General Education
course intended to acquaint the student with basic mathematical ideas.
(Available for General Education, Basic Skills Mathematics)
MATH 140. INTRODUCTORY STATISTICS (4)
Prerequisites: Passing score on or exemption from the Entry
Level Matbematics EXlimination, or credit in MATH 093. Methods
for displaying, describing. and producing data. Nomlal distribution.
Correlation and regression. Sampling distributions and probability.
Statistical inference for means and proportions. (Available for General
Education, Basic Skills Mathematics)
MATH lS0A. CALCULUS I (S)
Prerequisites: Passing score on or exemption from the Entry Level
Mathematics Examination or credit in MATH 093, and either a
passing score on the Mathematics Placement Test or completion of
MATH lOS, or both MATH 102 and 104, at CSUN with grades ofC
or better. Students who transfer the equivalent of MATH 105, or both
MATH 102 and 104, with a C or better are required to achieve a passing
score on the Math Placement Test. Limits, derivatives, applications
of differentiation. Definite and indefinite integrals, the Fundamental
Theorem of Calculus. (Available for General Education, Basic Skills
Mathematics)
MATH lSOAL. CALCULUS COMPUTER LAB A (1)
Prerequisite: MATH J50A. Reinforcement of calculus concepts and
applications of calculus through the use of computers. Introduction to
mathematical software to prepare students for use in later courses. 3
.
lab hours per week.

MA'iI'llS~B: CAL~IlLYSll (5) .... .. . , . ' ... '.
. ..
P~requi$1te: M¥~t:oo.A w~th. a 3l11lde of;~"or befftri Tec~gues

of mte~rrqn. n)l1tlencal mte~tion;W;pprop¢i'<mtegraJ$. apphCl!Qons
of the ititegml.Taylor 'polytfolnials/6equentes and.cseries.P6Wer
series.
MATH lSOBL. CALClJLUS COMPUTER LAB B (1)
Prerequisite: MATH lS0B. Reinforcement of calculus conceptS and
applications of calculus through the use of computers. Introduction to
mathematical software to prepare students for use in later courses. 3
lab hours per week.
MATH 210. BASIC NUMBER CONCEPTS (3)
Prerequisites: l'assing score on or exemption from the Entry
Level Mathematics Eumination (ELM), or credit in MATH
093. Language of sets, systems of numeration. nature of numbers
and fundamentals of operations. relations and functions, domain of
integers, field of rational and real numbers. Designed primarily for
students intending to teach in the elementary or junior high school.
Not available for credit toward the major or minor in Mathematics.

MATH 250. CALCULUS III (3)
Prerequisite: Completion of MATH 150B with II gnlde of C or
better. Continuation of MATH 150B. Solid analytic geometry, partial
differentiation, and multiple integrals with applications.
MATH 255A. CALCULUS FOR THE LIFE SCIENCES 1(3)
Prerequisites: Passing score on or exemption from the Entry
Level Mathematics Examination (ELM) or credit in MATH 093,
lind either a passing score on the Mathematics Placement Test
(MPT) or completion of MATH lOS, or both MATH 102 and 104,
or articulated courses from another college equivalent to MATH
lOS, or both MATH 102 and 104, with grades of C or better.
Knowledge of trigonometry is assumed. First semester of a short
course in the calculus. Topic ill calculus of functions of one variable
including techniques of differentiation, applications to graphing,
extreme problems, and an introduction to integration. Not open for
credit tor students who have successfully completed MATI! 150A.
(Available tor General Education, Basic Skills Mathematics)
MATH 255B. CALCULUS FOR THE LIFE SCIENCES 11(3)
Prerequisite: Completion of MATH 2S5A with a gnlde of C or
better. Continuation of MATH 2SSA. Techniques of integration,
series, applications, functions of several variables and partial
diflerentiation. Not open for credit to students who have successfully
completed MATH J50AB .
.MATH.l61';;MilODU~ON TO l,lNEAQAf;J'
·Prii.iIt~~·'Vi\m lSOP..Syst~;,rlin~.
. ces;
determinants, eigenvalues; vector spaces,
transo~ons,
introduction to innerpi:gducts on Rn,spectral p\eqrem for 's~~tD:c
matrices.
MATH 280. APPLIED DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS (3)
Prerequisite: MATH I SOB. Recommended Corequisite or
Preparatory: MATH 250. Ordinary differential equations, series
solutions, systcms of equations, Laplace transforms, with emphasis
on applications and introduction to numerical techniques. Course is
not open to students who have credit for MATH 351.
UPPER-DIVISION
MATH 310. BASIC CONCEPTS OF GEOMETRV,
PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS (3)
Prerequisites: Passing score on or exemption from the Entry
Level Mathematics Examination (El,M) or credit in MATH
093, and completion of l\-1ATH 210 with a ,rade of C or better.
Articulated course from another college equivalent to MATH 210
may only satisfy the course prerequisite for MATH 310. Students
passing Sll~ a course ",ith a C or better will ~ill ne~d to fulfill ~e
ELM reqUirement. Second course for students II1tendmg to teach III
elementary or junior high school. Geometry as a system; congruence
and similarity through construction with straightedge and compass;
transformational geometry; the nature of measurement, precision, and
accuracy; basic principles of probability and statistics. Not available
tor credit toward the major or minor in Mathematics.
MATH 310L GEOMETRY, PROBABILITY ANn
STATISTICS LAB (1)
Recommended Corequisite or Preparatory: MATH 310. Problem
solving using models and simulation in mathematics appropriate
for the elementary school classroom. 2 hours of activities per weck,
(CreditINo Credit Only)
MATH 311. BASIC GEOMETRIC CONCEPTS (3)
Prerequisites: Passing score on the Entry Level Mathematics
Examination (ELM) and completion of MATH 210 and 310 with
a gnlde of C or better or instructor consent. Continuation of the
investigation of elementary geometry begun in MATI! 310. Topics
selected from: topology, motion geometry, metric geometry, geometry
as a mathematical system, absolute geometry, Euclidean geometry,
non-Euclidean geometry. Not available for credit toward the math
major or minor.
MATH 312. BASIC ALGEBRAIC CONCEPTS (3)
Prerequisites: Passing score on the Entry Level Mathematics
Examination (El,M) and completion of MATH 210 and 310 with
a grade of C or better, or instructor consent. Topics selected fTom:
abstra"i algebra and applied algebra using elementary mathematical
models. Not available for credit toward the math major or minor.

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
CURRICULUMiGENERAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
October 8, 2008
12:00p.m. - 1:00p.m.
Senate/Curriculum Office
MINUTES

Voting Members: D. Bolt, N. Gomez, V. Grijalva, R. Neves, P. Kraft-Chapman, R
Kron, M. Hendrickson, M. McDowell, R. Sanchez, K. Olson, R. Oxford
i

Non-Voting Members: S. Atkinson-Alston, M. Hall, J. Lopez

I

At-Large Non-Voting Members: D. Georgatos, S. Whitener, M. Lourenco_ _ _ _ _--.J
Members Present: V. Grijalva, M. Hendrickson, P. Kraft-Chapman, M. Lourenco, M.
McDowell, R. Neves, K. Olson, R. Sanchez
Members Absent: D. Bolt, S. Atkinson-Alston, R, Kron, J. Lopez, D. Georgatos, N.
Gomez, R. Oxford
Others Present: K. Crider
1.0

Call to order
Meeting called to order by R. Sanchez at 12:07p.m.

2.0

Changes to the agenda
None

3.0

Approval of Minutes
3.1
10/12008
The minutes of 10/1/08 were approved with corrections on a motion by R. Neves
seconded by M. McDowell passed unanimously.

4.0

Items for Second Consideration
4.1 New Course
4.1.1
NURS 15X - Occupational Work Experience
The suggested changes from the last meeting have been made to the course
outline. A motion to approve was made by R. Neves and seconded by M.
Hendrickson; the motion passed unanimously.

5.0

Items for First Consideration
5.1 Course Revisions
5.1.1 HIST 4A - Western Europe to 1700
• Prerequisite
5.1.2 HIST 4B -Western Europe from 1700

•

Prerequisite

5.1.3 ruST 20 - World History I
• Prerequisite
A motion to handle 5.1.1 HIST 4A, 5.1.2 HIST 4B, and 5.1.3 HIST 20 as one unit
was made by R. Neves, seconded by M. Hendrickson; the motion passed
unanimously.

R. Sanchez stated that the outcome of data compiled over the last three years
shows that students are more likely to succeed in HIST 4A, HIST 20 if students
are able to read and write at the college level.
R. Sanchez shared the information received from P. AvilaJDirector of Institutional
Effectiveness and Planning and F. GanterlMath Instructor. The information
received showed that students that had successfully completed ENG 51A had
higher success rates in HIST 4A and HIST 20 than students who have not
completed the college level English course.
History 4B did not show the same outcome, but R. Sanchez stated it would not
seem appropriate that HIST 4A, would have a prerequisite of ENG 51 A but HIST
4B would not have the same prerequisite since the textbooks have the same
readability level and similar assignments such as essays and research papers.

R. Sanchez is proposing that the same prerequisite be added for HIST 4B even if
research does not show the need.
A motion to accept the prerequisite of successful completion of ENG 51A or
equivalent for HIST 4A, HIST 4B, and HIST 20 on a 1st reading was made by M.
Hendrickson, seconded by P. Kraft-Chapman; the motion passed unanimously.

6.0

Old Business
None

7.0

New Business
7.1 Local District Health Education Requirements (HE 35)
M. Hendrickson stated the WHC Lemoore will be proposing that the Local
District Health Education requirement be revised to include the following
statement "first year of ADN (Associate Degree Nursing) program students be
exempt from taking HE 35.
M. Hendrickson also stated that communication has taken place with WHC
Coalinga and they will be proposing the same change.

8.0

Adjournment
Meeting adjourned by R. Sanchez at 12:50pm.

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
CURRICULUM/GENERAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
May 7, 2008
12:00p.m. - 1:00p.m.
Senate/Curriculum Office
MINUTES

Voting Members: D. Bolt, V. Grijalva, R. Neves, B. Kron, M. Hendrickson, S. Heskett,
. K. Mativo, R. Sanchez, M. Smart
Non-Voting Members: S. Atkinson-Alston, M. Hall, J. Lopez
At-Large Non-Voting Members: D. Georgatos, S. Kincade-Whitner, M. Lourenco
Members Present: D. Bolt, M. Hendrickson, S. Heskett, B. Kron, M. Lourenco, K.
Mativo, R. Neves, R. Sanchez, M. Smart

Members Absent: D. Georgatos, V. Grijalva, S. Kincade-Whitner
Others Present: S. Atkinson-Alston, M. Hall, V. Kennedy, C. Raia
1.0

Call to order
Meeting called to order by R. Sanchez at 12:05p.m.

2.0

Changes to the agenda
Numbering on agenda is incorrect - B. Kron
Add HIST 4A1B, and 20 for 2nd reading R. Sanchez

3.0

Approval of Minutes from 4/30/08
A motion to accept the minutes from 4/30/08 with corrections was made by S.
Heskett, seconded by K. Mativo; the motion passed with 1 abstention by B. Kron.

4.0

Items for Second Consideration
4.1
New Programs
4.1.1 Liberal Arts with an emphasis in communication and critical
Thinking
The committee reviewed the new program packet and recommendations have
been incorporated.
A motion to accept the new program of Liberal Arts with an emphasis in
Communication and Critical Thinking on a 2nd reading was made by B. Kron,
seconded by M. Smart; the motion passed unanimously.

4.1.2

Liberal Arts with an emphasis in Math and Science

The committee reviewed the new program of packet and recommendations have
been incorporated.
A motion to accept the new program of Liberal Arts with an emphasis in Math
and Science on 2nd reading was made by M. Smart, seconded by M. Hendrickson;
the motion passed unanimously_

4.1.3

Liberal Arts with emphasis in Elementary Teacher
Preparation
The committee reviewed the new program packet for Liberal Arts with emphasis
in Elementary Teacher Preparation and recommendations have been incorporated.
A motion to accept the new degree of Liberal Arts with emphasis in Elementary
Teacher Preparation on a 2nd reading was made by S. Heskett, seconded by R.
Neves; the motion passed unanimously.

4.2

Program Revisions
4.2.1 Child Development (Early Intervention Assistant Certificate)
A motion to accept the program revision for Child Development Early
Intervention Assistant Certificate on a 2nd reading was made by M. Hendrickson,
seconded by S. Heskett; the motion passed unanimously.
5.0

Items for First Consideration
5.1
New Program
5.1.1 Human Services Certificate
5.1.2 Human Services - Eligibility worker certificate
5.1.3 Human Services - Mental Health Aide Certificate
5.1.4 Human Services - Social Work Assistant Certificate
5.1.5 Human Services - Substance Abuse Specialist Certificate
5.1.6 Human Services - Youth Worker Certificate
A motion to handle 5.1.1 through 5.1.6 as one unit was made by S. Heskett,
seconded by M. Hendrickson; the motion passed unanimously.
V. Kennedy stated that she took the recommendation made by the committee and
several certificates have been created by using the Taxonomy of Program (TOP)
code for Human Services.
M. Lourenco recommended that one program should be created using the TOP
code for Human Services and within this program should have all the certificates
options listed.
V. Kennedy stated that she make the revisions recommended.
A motion to move the new program of Human Services certificate with the
following options Eligibility Worker Certificate, Mental Health Aide Certificate,
Social Work Assistant Certificate, Substance Abuse Specialist Certificate, and

Youth Worker Certificate to a 2 nd reading was made by B. Kron, seconded by M.
Hendrickson; the motion passed unanimously.

5.3

Program Revision
5.3.1 Art Program (short-form)

M. Lourenco stated this revision is to have Art 3A changed to Art 6A listed on
Art Program. This was an error on her part as number was assigned to the new
course. The number 3A was previously used.
A motion to accept the course number change from Art 3A to Art 6A on a 1st
reading was made by M. Hendrickson, seconded by S. Heskett; the motion passed
unanimously.

5.4

Course Revisions
5.4.1 BUS 39 - Quantitative Analysis

B. Kron stated that this change was to incorporate an additional line on course
content and scope that addressed "Application of linear programming" to gain
articulation agreement with CSU Fresno.
The committee recommended the course revision packet had formatting problems
that should be addressed.
A motion to move BUS 39 to a 2 nd reading was made by M. Hendrickson,
seconded by S. Heskett; the motion passed unanimously.

5.4.2

BUS 2 - Introductory Keyboarding (reactivation)
• Course
• Advisory(s): ENG 101B or equivalent

5.4.3

BUS 3 - Intermediate Keyboarding (reactivation)
• Course
• Prerequisite(s): BUS 2 or the ability to key 35

•

DE

NWPM

•

Advisory(s): ENG 101B or equivalent

A motion to handle 5.4.2 BUS 2 and 5.4.3 BUS as one unit was made by M.
Hendrickson, seconded by B. Kron; the motion passed unanimously.
A discussion took place regarding the articulation with CSU Fresno. M.
Hendrickson stated that she spoke with R. Stock and Ms. Stock stated that CSU
Fresno is in the process of making changes to their catalog and removing
keyboarding from their catalog.
The committee recommended that communication needs to take place with CSU
Fresno regarding this issue.

5.4.4 BUS 74 - Computerized Accounting

•
•

Five-year review
Prerequisite(s): BUS lA or BUS 55

DE
•
The committee reviewed the five-year review and recommended that these are
WHC Coalinga forms and this should be moved over to WHC Lemoore forms.
A motion to move the five-year review for BUS 74 to a 2 nd reading was made by
R. Neves, seconded by K. Mativo; the motion passed unanimously.
The committee reviewed the prerequisites for BUS 74 and recommendations were
made. Form B should be added for each prerequisite with the outcomes for each
prerequisite.
A motion to move the prerequisite of BUS lA or BUS 55 for BUS 74 to a 2nd
reading was made by S. Heskett, seconded by M. Smart; the motion passed
unanimously.
A motion to accept the Distance Education Addendum for BUS 74 stating that
course will not be offered in a distance educational modality on 1st reading was
made by S. Heskett, seconded by R. Neves. The motion passed unanimously.

5.4.5

CD 50 - Family Day Care
• Five-year review

Removed from agenda

5.4.6

•

DE

ESL 120 - Conversation practices and everyday English
• Five-year review

5.4.7

• DE
ESL 125 - conversation Practice Intermediate level
• Five-year review

5.4.8

• DE
ESL 130 - Reading, Writing, and Speaking: Beginning Level
• Five-year review

5.4.9

• DE
ESL 135 - Reading, writing, and Speaking: Intermediate Level
• Five-year review

• DE
A motion to handle 5.4.6 ESL 120, 5.4.7 ESL 125,5.4.8 ESL 130, and 54.9 ESL
135 as one unit was made by R. Neves, seconded by S. Heskett; the motion
passed unanimously.
S. Heskett stated that these are five-year reviews that WHC Coalinga passed it has
placed on the WHC Lemoore forms.

A motion to move ESL 120, 125, 130, and 135 to a 2nd reading was made by M.
Smart, seconded by K. Mativo the motion passed unanimously.
A motion to approve the Distance Education Addendum for ESL 120, 125, 130,
and 135 on a 1st reading stating that courses will not to be offered in a distance
education modality was made by M. smart, seconded by S. Heskett; the motion
passed unanimously.

5.4.10 CUL 53 - Commercial Baking Advanced (short-form)
• Unit Change
C. Raia stated that the unit change from 2.0 unit course to 3.0 units is needed to
meet the industry standards.
The committee recommended that the break down of units list the hours needed
for lecture and laboratory.
A motion to move the short-form for CUL 53 to a 2nd reading was made by M.
Smart, seconded by K. Mativo; the motion passed unanimously.

5.4.11 CUL 57 - Beverage Management (short-form)
• Unit change
C. Raia stated that the unit change is needed to meet the industry standards.
Same recommendations were made by committee a break down of hours should
be listed.
A motion to move the short-form for CUL 57 to a 2nd reading was made by M.
Smart, seconded by K. Mativo; the motion passed unanimously.

5.4.12 CUL 59 - Introduction to Hospitality Careers and Human
Relations
• Unit change
Same recommendation as CUL 53, and 57.
A motion to move the short-form of CUL 59 to a 2 nd reading was made by M.
smart, seconded by S. Heskett; the motion passed unanimously.

5.4.13 Art 6A - Introduction to 3-D Fundamentals (short-form)
• Course number change from 3A to 6A)
M. Lourenco stated this revision is to have Art 3A changed to Art 6A. This was
an error on her part as number was assigned to the new course. The number 3A
was previously used.
A motion to accept the Art 3A change to Art 6A on a 1st reading was made by S.
Heskett, seconded by M. Hendrickson; the motion passed unanimously.

5.5

New Courses
5.5.1 SOC 5 - Cultural Diversity
• Course
• Advisory9S): ENG 101B and ENG 105B
•

Tabled

5.5.2

SOC 6 - Drugs and Society
• Course
• Advisory(s): ENG 101B and ENG 105B
•

Tabled

DE

DE

5.5.3

SOC 7 - Sociology of Mental Health
• Course
• Advisory(s): ENG 101B and ENG 105B
• DE

5.5.4

SOC 10 - Sociological Practice
• Course
• Advisory(s): ENG 101B and ENG 105B
• DE

Tabled

Tabled

5.5.5 SW 21 - Eligibility & Case Management
• Course
• Advisory(s): ENG 101B and ENG 105B
•

Tabled

DE

5.5.6

SW 22 - Individual & Group Support
• Course
• Advisory(s): ENG 51A
• DE
5.5.7 SW 23 - Substance Abuse Counseling
• Course
• Advisory(s): ENG 51A
• DE
5.5.8 POLSCI 4 - Introduction to International Relations
• Course
• Advisory(s): ENG 101B and ENG 105B
•

Tabled

5.5.9

DE

NC 120 - Conversation Practice & Everyday English
• Course
• DE
Removed from the agenda
5.5.10 NC 125 - Conversational Practice Intermediate Level

• Course
• DE
Removed from the agenda
5.5.11 NC 130 - Reading, Writing, and Speaking
• Course
• DE
Removed from the agenda
5.5.12 NC 135 - Reading, Writing, and Speaking
• Course
• DE
Removed from the agenda
5.5.13 CUL 2 - Food & Wine Pairings
• Course
• Prerequisite/Co-requisite: CUL 50
• DE
C. Raia stated these new course will be added to the culinary program.
Recommendations were made by committee.
A motion to move the new course CUL 2 to a 2nd reading was made by S.
Heskett, seconded by R. Neves; the motion passed unanimously.
A motion to move the prerequisite/co-requisite of CUL 50 for CUL 2 ~o a 2nd
reading was made by R. Neves, seconded by M. Smart; the motion passed
unanimously.
A motion to accept the Distance Education Addendum for CUL 2 on a 1st reading
stating that course will not to be offered a distance education modality was made
by M. Hendrickson, seconded by M. Smart; the motion passed unanimously.

5.5.14 CUL 6 - Culinary Excursions
• Course
• DE
C. Raia stated these new course will be added to the culinary program.
Recommendations were made by committee.
A motion to move the new course CUL 6 to a 2nd reading was made by R. Neves,
seconded by S. Heskett; the motion passed unanimously.
A motion to accept the Distance Education Addendum for CUL 6 on a 1st reading
stating that course will be not to be offered in a distance education modality was
made by M. Smart, seconded by S. Heskett; the motion passed unanimously.

5.5.15 CUL 66 - Mycology
• Course

•

Prerequisite/Co-requisite: CUL 50

• DE
C. Raia stated these new course will be added to the culinary program.
Recommendations were made by committee.
A motion to move the new course CUL 66 to a 2nd reading was made by M.
Smart, seconded by R. Neves; the motion passed unanimously.
A motion to move the prerequisite/co-requisite of CUL 50 for CUL 66 to a 2nd
reading was made by M. Smart, seconded by S. Heskett; the motion passed
unanimously.
A motion to accept the Distance Education Addendum for CUL 66 on a 1sl
reading stating that course will not be offered in a distance education modality
was made by M. Smart, seconded by D. Bolt; the motion passed unanimously.

5.5.16 PE 44 - Fundamentals of Wrestling
• Course
• DE
Tabled

6.0

Old Business
None

7.0

New Business
None

8.0

Adjournment
Meeting adjourned by R. Sanchez at 1:20pm.

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
CURRICULUM/GENERAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
March 11, 2009
12:00 p.m. -1:00p.m.
Administration Building Conference Room 124
REVISED MINUTES
Voting Members: D. Bolt, N. Gomez, V. Grijalva, R. Neves, P. Kraft-Chapman, B. Kron, M.
Hendrickson, M. McDowell, R. Sanchez, K. Olson, R. Oxford
Non-Voting Members: S. Atkinson-Alston, M. Hall, J. Lopez
At-Large Non-Voting Members: D. Georgatos, S. Whitener, M. Lourenco
Members Present: D. Georgatos, V. Grijalva, M. Hendrickson, P. Kraft-Chapman, B. Kron, M.
Lourenco, M. McDowell, R. Neves, R. Sanchez
Members Absent: D. Bolt, S. Atkinson-Alston, J. Lopez, K. Olson, R. Oxford, R. Ragsdale, S.
Whitener
Others: M. Smart, K. Crider

1.0

Call to order
Meeting called to order by R. Sanchez at 12:04p.m.

2.0

Changes to the agenda
Add item 6.2 to Old Business Catalog Committee.

3.0

Approval of Minutes
2.1
March 4, 2009
A motion to approve the minutes from 3/4/09 with corrections was made by R.
Neves, seconded by M. McDowell; the motion passed unanimously.

4.0 Items for Second Consideration
4.1 Program Revision
4.1.1 General Education
The committee reviewed program and recommendations made by the committee
have been incorporated.
A motion to accept the program revision of General Education was made by M.
McDowell, seconded by P. Kraft-Chapman; the motion passed unanimously.

4.2 New Program
4.2.1 Sterile Processing

The committee reviewed new program and recommendations have been
incorporated.
A motion to accept the new program Sterile Processing was made by B. Kron,
seconded by M. McDowell; the motion passed unanimously.

5.0

Items for First Consideration
5.1
Course Revision
5.1.1 NATSCI 1- Chemistry and Physics for Educators
R. Neves stated that communication with WHC Coalinga took place as committee
recommended to make campus aware of the proposed prefix and number change
from NATSCI 1 to PHYSCI 2. WHC Coalinga does not have this course in their
course inventory and no issues were brought forward.
A motion to accept the proposed change from NA TSCI 1 to PHYSCI 2 on a 1st
reading was made by M. Hendrickson, 2nd by M. McDowell; the motion passed
unanimously.

5.2

New Courses
5.2.1 HS 61~ Nurse Assistant Training
• Course
M. Smart stated that this is a new course for WHC Lemoore, it has been taught at
the WHC Coalinga campus with lecture and lab combined. M. Smart stated that
WHC Lemoore is proposing this course as lecture and lab and in two separate
outlines.
M. Smart stated that C. Goldsmith has V ATEA funding available that would help
with costs for this new course. M. Smart also stated that 4 qualified faculty
available within the district that could teach this course.
Committee reviewed the new course outline for HS 61 and recommendations
were made (remove the "WK" for course hrs. change the advisory to state
successful completion of ENG 51A or equivalent).
nd

A motion to move the new course outline for HS 61 to a 2 reading was made by
M. Hendrickson, seconded by P. Kraft-Chapman; the motion passed unanimously.

•

Prerequisite(s): Students must be 17 years of age. Physical
exam clearance, negative TB screen and negative criminal
background.
A motion to accept the prerequisites of students must be 17 years of age, physical
exam clearance, negative TB screen and negative criminal background for HS 61
on a 1st reading was made by M. McDowell, seconded by R. Neves; the motion
passed unanimously.
•

Advisory(s): ENG 51 A or equivalent

The recommendation from the committee was to have advisory state "Successful
completion of ENG 51A or equivalent."
• DE
M. Smart stated that this new course and the department does not recommend
distance education at this time. Some of the lecture consists of demonstration on
models or in the skills lab.

A motion to accept the Distance Education Addendum for HS 61 to state that this
course is not recommend to be taught as distance education modality was made
by M. McDowell, seconded by P. Kraft-Chapman; the motion passed
unanimously.

• Co-requisite(s): HS 61L
A motion to accept the co-requisite ofHS 61L for HS 61 on a 1st reading was
made by M. McDowell, seconded by R. Neves; the motion passed unanimously.
5.2.2

Nurses Assistant Training Lab
• Course
M. Smart stated that this is the lab outline. The same issues with this course
outline as the lecture was recommended by the committee.
A motion to move the new course HS 61L to a 2nd reading was made by R. Neves,
seconded by M. McDowell; the motion passed unanimously.

•

Prerequisite(s): Students must be 17 years of age, physical
exam clearance, negative TB screen and negative criminal
background
• Co-requisite: HS 60
A motion to handle the Prerequisite and co-requisite as one unit was made by M.
Hendrickson, seconded by M. McDowell; the motion passed unanimously.
A motion to accept the prerequisites of students must be 17 years of age, physical
exam clearance, ,negative TB screen and negative criminal background, and the
co-requisite of HS 60 for HS 60L on a 1st reading was made by M. McDowell,
seconded by B. Kron; the motion passed unanimously.

• Advisory(s): ENG 51A or equivalent
The recommendation from the committee was to have advisory state "Successful
completion of ENG 51A or equivalent."
• DE
These courses consist of skills and clinical experience and cannot be done via
Distance education.

A motion to accept the distance education addendum for HS 61L stating that this
course is not recommended to be offered as distance education modality was
made by R. Neves, seconded by M. McDowell; the motion passed unanimously.

6.0

Old Business
6.1
Certificate (less than 18 units) M. Hendrickson
M. Hendrickson stated that certificate of completion was recommended by P.
Kraft-Chapman.
D. Georgatos stated that certificate of completion cannot be use; it's stated in
Section 55070 Credit Certificates "b", CCC Credit and Noncredit Curriculum
Regulations and Guidelines.
Communication took place and the following recommendations were made by the
committee.
• Certificate of Accomplishment
• Certificate of Career Development
These recommendations will be forwarded to WHC Coalinga.

6.2
Catalog Committee
R. Sanchez stated that communication has taken place with S. DrokerlSenate
President. R. Sanchez stated that S. Droker stated that whether this committee
will be a curriculum subcommittee or a senate subcommittee.
Discussion took place and curriculum committee agreed that it should be a
curriculum subcommittee. The curriculum was in agreement that CIa should be
the chair and CIa will appoint the membership.

7.0

New Business
None

8.0

Adjournment
Meeting adjourned by R. Sanchez at 1:OOp.m.
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LOCATION: CLC
TERM
2010/SP
Course Section/
Synonym
--------------------PSYCH-3-C01
4424

Title/
Faculty Members/
Comments
--------------------------Developmental psychology
0004101 MS. staci D. Mosher

EH EH
02

MWF

PSYCH-4-COl
4425

personal psychology
EH EH
0004101 MS. staci D. Mosher 02

MWF

PSYTEC-10-C01
4479

Introduction to psy Technic
0061868 sherry L. Barragan
0085769 Mr. Hector Dam-Mikk
0170644 Catherine A. Noel

AH AH7
02
AH AH7
02

MTW

PSYTEC-1O-c02
4472

Introduction to Psy Technic AH AH7
0061868 sherry L. Barragan 02
AH AH7
02

MTW

PSYTEC-12-COl
4473

Nursing
0159038
0061868
0155043

MT

PSYTEC-12-C02
4474

Nursing
015903B
006186B
0155043

science
Rhonda S. Mayer
sherry L. Barragan
Aaron G. cagle

science
Rhonda S. Mayer
sherry L. Barragan
Aaron G. cagle

Room/
Days
Instr Methods

-------------

MTW

MTW

AH AH8
022
AH AHB
022
AHB

MT

AH AHB
044

WTH

AH AHB
022
AH AHB
022
AH AHB
044
AH AHB
044

MT

WTH

MT

WTH
WTH

Start Time/bate
End Time/Date
---------------10:00AM 01/19/10
10:50AM OS/28/10

Room Credits/ Sect Sect
cap
CEU Min
cap

Used

wait Avail

-------

58

3.00

15

61

53

0

8

11:00AM 01/19/10
11:50AM OS/28/10

58

3.00

15

58

48

0

10

08:00AM
11: 50AM
01:00PM
05:20PM

12/28/09
12/30/09
12/28/09
12/30/09

60

1. 50

15

61

54

0

7

08:00AM
11:50AM
01:00PM
05:20PM

04/26/10
04/28/10
04/26/10
04/28/10

60

1. 50

15

34

30

0

4

07: 30AM
11: 30AM
12: 30PM
03:20PM
06:30AM
11:30AM
12:00PM
05:30PM

01/04/10
04/23/10
01/04/10
04/23/10
01/04/10
04/23/10
01/04/10
04/23/10

60

18.50

15

40

28

0

12

07
11
12
03
06
11
12
05

05/03/10
OB/20/10
05/03/10
OB/20/10
05/03/10
OB/20/10
05/03/10
OB/20/10

1B.50

15

40

29

0

11

30AM
30AM
30PM
20PM
30AM
30AM
OOPM
30PM

60

60

60
60
60
60
60
60
60
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LOCATION: CLC
TERM
2010/SP
Course Section/
synonym

Title/
Faculty Members/
Comments

--------------------- ---------------------------

PSYTEC-12-c03
4900

PSYTEC-14-cOl
4475

PSYTEC-14-c02
4476

PSYTEC-16-c01
4477

Nursing
0061868
0170644
0085769
0194071
0194317
0061868
0085769

Science
sherry L. Barragan
Catherine A. Noel
Mr. Hector Dam-Mikk
Sheila E. wood
Randall A. Blackwel
sherry L. Barragan
Mr. Hector Dam-Mikk

Days
Room/
Instr Methods

-------------

AH AH7
022
AH AH7
022
AH AH7
022
AH AH7
022
AH AH7
044
AH AH7
044
AH AH7
044
AH AH7
044

AH AH7
Psychiatric Nursin~
0009216 Tina Y. Ro fsema
022
0085769 Mr. Hector Dam-Mikk AH AH7
022
AH AH7
044
AH AH7
044

-------

F
F
SU
SU
S
S
SU
SU
ViTH
WTH
MT
MT

Psychiatric Nursing
AH AH7
0085769 Mr. Hector Dam-Mikk 022
0085769 Mr. Hector bam-Mikk AH AH7
022
AH AH7
044
AH AH7
044

WTH

Care of
0131602
0170644
0077044
0085769

MT

Developmentally Dis
Frank Morales, III
catherine A. Noel
sheila K. Stumbau~h
Mr. Hector Dam-Mi k

AH AH7
022
AH AH7
022
AH AH7
044
AH AH7
044

WTH
MT
MT

MT
THF
THF

Start Time/Date
End Time/Date

----------------

07:30AM
11:30AM
12:00PM
03: 5QPM
07: 30AM
11:30AM
12:00PM
03:50PM
06:30AM
11:30AM
12:00PM
02:50PM
06:30AM
11:30AM
12:00PM
02:50P/JI

01/08/10
0()/25/10
01/08/10
06/25/10
01/10/10
02/10/10
01/10/10
02/10/10
01/09/10
06/25/10
01/09/10
06/25/10
02/14/10
06/25/10
02/14/10
06/25/10

Room credits/ Sect Sect
cap
CEU Min
cap
------18.50
15
40
60

wait Avail

21

0

19

60
60
60
60
60
60
60

07
11
12
03
06
11
12
05

30AM 01/04/10
30AM 04/23/1Q
30PM 01/04/10
20~M 04/23/10
30AM 01/04/10
30AM 04/23/10
OOPM 01/04/10
30PM 04/23/1Q

60

07
11
12
03
06
11
12
05

30AM
30AM
30PM
20PM
30AM
30AM
OOPM
30F'M

05/03/10
08/20/10
05/03/10
08/20/10
05/03/10
08/20/10
05/03/10
08/20/10

60

07
11
12
03
06
11
12
05

30AM
30AM
30PM
20PM
30AM
30AM
OOPM

01/04/10
04/23/10
01/04/10
04/23/10
01/04/10
04/23/10
01/04/10
04/23/10

60

~OPM

used

18.50

15

40

37

0

3

18.50

15

40

36

0

4

18.50

15

40

38

0

2

60
60
60

60
60
60

60
60
60
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LOCATION: CLC
TERM
2010/SP
Title/
Faculty Members/
Comments
--------------------- --------------------------PSYTEC-16-c02
Care of Developmentally Dis
4478
0131602 Frank Morales, III
0170644 Catherine A. Noel
0077044 sheila K. stumbaugh

Course Section/
synonym

Room/
Days
Instr Methods

Start Time/Date
End Time/Date

------------- -------

.A.H
02
AH
02
AH
04
AH
04

AH7

MT

AH7

MT

AH7

THF

AH7

THF

-----------------

07:30AM
11:30AM
12:30PM
03:20PM
06:30AM
11:30AM
12:00PM
05:30PM

05/03/10
08/20/10
05/03/10
08/20/10
05/03/10
08/20/10
05/03/10
08/20/10

Room Credits/ Sect Sect
Cap
CEU Min
Cap
------18.50
15
40
60

used

wait Avail

29

0

11

60
60
60

PSYTEC-90-C01
4481

Math for the Medical profes B B3
0182570 Francilyn A. o'Brie 02

F

03:30PM 01/22/10
04:20PM 03/19/10

49

1.00

15

49

3

0

46

SLSCI-21-C01
4783

Introduction to Soils
FF FF404
0131413 Mr. Clint C. cowden 02
0131413 Mr. Clint C. cowden FF FF404
04

MW

01/19/10
OS/28/10
01/19/10
OS/28/10

24

4.00

15

24

15

0

9

MW

07:30AM
08:50AM
09:00AM
10:20AM

Introduction to sociology
0150339 Vera Kennedy

MWF

10:00AM 01/19/10
10:50AM OS/28/10

30

3.00

15

78

66

0

12

15
15

48
30

43
23

0
0

5
7

SOC-1-C01
4427

E El
511

PRIMARY

SECO~DARY

24

SOC-1-L02
SOC-1-C01

WE-15xx-C01
4409

SAM THEATER
General work Ex~erience
0003752 Mr. Ric ard H. Jeff 20

W

12:00PM 01/19/10
12:50PM OS/28/10

300

1.00

15

76

73

0

3

WE-15xx-C02
4410

SAM THEATER
General work Ex~er'i ence
0003752 Mr. Ric ard H. Jeff 20

W

05:00PM 01/19/10
05:50PM OS/28/10

300

1.00

15

32

30

0

2

WT-40-C01
4413

Introduction to welding
FF FF404
0169619 Mr. Richard J. Lars 02
0169619 Mr. Richard J. Lars FF FF404
04

TWTH

06:00PM
06:45PM
06:45PM
08:50PM

24

2.00

15

25

18

0

7

15
4

20
5

14
4

0
0

6
1

15

24

16

0

8

15
9

20
9

7
9

0
0

13
0

TWTH

01/20/10
03/11/10
01/20/10
03/11/10

24

PRIMARY
WT-40-COl
SECONDARY WT-41-C01
WT-40-C02
4415

Introduction to welding
FF FF404
0169619 Mr. Richard J. Lars 02
0169619 Mr. Richard J. Lars FF FF404
04

TWTH
TWTH

06:00PM 03/16/10
06:45PM 05/13/10
06:4~PM 03/16/10
08: 50PM 05/13/10
PRIMARY
WT-40-C02
SECONDARY WT-41-C02

24

2.00

24

12/1/2010
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LOCATION: CLC
TERM
2009/FA
Course section/
Synonym

Title/
Faculty Members/
Comments

PHIL-I-COl
3159

Introduction to Philosoph, AH AH1
0003679 Mr. Gregory J. De a 022

T

06:00PM 08/17/09
08:50PM 12/18/09

POLSCI-1-c01
3163

American Government
0018451 Kevin M. wilds

EH EH
02

MWF

11:00AM 08/17/09
11:50AM 12/18/09

58

3.00

15

POLSCI-1-c02
3164

American Government
0018451 Kevin M. wilds

EEl
51

MWF

08:00AM 08/17/09
08: 50AM 12/18/09

30

3.00

Days
Room/
Instr Methods

--------------------- --------------------------- -------------

Start Time/Date
End Time/Date

-----,--

----------------

Room credits/ Sect Sect
Cap
CEU Min
cap
------3.00
50
50
15

PRIMARY
POLSCI-I-C02
SECONDARY POLSCI-I-F01

used

wait Avail

39

0

11

61

54

0

7

15

54

41

0

13

15
15

32
24

21
20

0
0

11
4

PSYCH-I-COl
3166

General psycholo~y
EH EH
0004101 Ms. Stacl D. Mosher 02

M

07:00PM 08/17/09
09: 50PM 12/18/09

58

3.00

15

58

33

0

25

PSYCH-I-cO2
3167

General psycholo~y
E E4
0004101 Ms. Stacl D. Mosher 51

TTH

08:00AM 08/18/09
10: 50AM 10/15/09

20

3.00

15

44

32

0

12

20
24

18
14

0
0

2
10

15

54

29

0

25

15
15

30
24

17
i2

0
0

13
12

15

54

29

0

25

15
15
12
12

15
15
12
12

13
5
2
9

0
0
0
0

2
10
10
3

1. 50

15

45

42

0

3

18.50

15

45

36

0

9

PRIMARY
PSYCH-I-CO2
SECONDARY PSYCH-I-F01
PSYCH-2-COI
3168

Abnormal psychology
E El
0004101 Ms. Staci D. Mosher 51

MWF

09:00AM 08/17/09
09:50AM 12/18/09

30

3.00

PRIMARY
PSYCH-2-cOl
SECONDARY PSYCH-2-FOI
PSYCH-29-cOl
3172

Introductio to Sport & Exer E E1
0004101 Ms. staci D. Mosher 51

MWF

10:00AM 08/17/09
10: 50AM 12/18/09
PRIMARY
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
SECONDARY

PSYTEC-10-cOl
4156
PSYTEC-12-cOl
4073

Introduction to psy Technic AH AH7
0061868 sherry L. Barragan 02
AH AH7
02

MTW

Nursin~ science
015903 Rhonda S. Mayer
0061868 sherry L. Barragan
0180393 Mrs. Leisa L. wyman

MT

AH AH8
022
AH AH8
022
AH AH8
044
AH AH8
044

MTW

MT
WTH
WTH

30

3.00

PSYCH-29-C01
PE-29-COI
PSYCH-29-F01
PE-29-F01

08
11
12
05

OOAM
50AM
30PM
20PM

08/24/09
08/26/09
08/24/09
08/26/09

60

07
11
01
03
06
11
01
04

30AM
50AM
OOPM
20PM
30AM
50AM
OOPM
50PM

05/04/09
08/21/09
05/04/09
08/21/09
05/04/09
08/21/09
05/04/09
08/21/09

60

60

60
60
60
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LOCATION: CLC
TERM
2009/FA
Course Section/
Synonym
--------------------PSYTEC-12-c02
3211

PSYTEC-14-C01
4074

PSYTEC-14-c02
3212

PSYTEC-16-c01
4075

PSYTEC-16-c02
3213

SOC-1-cOl
3176

Title/
Faculty Members/
Comments
--------------------------Nursing Science
0159038 Rhonda S. Mayer
0061868 sherry L. Barragan
0180393 Mrs. Leisa L. wyman
0061868 sherry L. Barragan
0027894 Annie L. Glaspie

Days
Room/
Instr Methods

-------------

-------

AH AH8
022
AH AH8
022,
AH AH8
044
AH AH8
044

MT

AH AH7
psychiatric Nursin~
0009216 Tina Y. Ro fsema
022
0085769 Mr. Hector Dam-Mikk AH AH7
022
AH AH7
044
AH AH7
044

MT

AH AH7
psychiatric Nursin~
0009216 Tina Y. RO fsema
511
0085769 Mr. Hector Dam-Mikk AH AH7
511
AH AH7
044
AH AH7
044

THF

care of
0131602
0170644
0181141

Care of
0131602
0170644
0085769
0077044

Developmentally Dis
Frank Morales. III
catherine A. Noel
sandra M. Carter

Developmentally Dis
Frank Morales. III
catherine A. Noel
Mr. Hector Dam-Mikk
Sheila K. Stumbaugh

Introduction to sociology
0150339 Vera Kennedy

AH AH8
022
AH AH8
022
AH AH8
044
AH AH8
044

MT

MT
WTH
WTH

TTHF
MT

MT
MT
MT

THF
THF

AH AH7
511
AH AH7
511
AH AH7
044
AH AH7
044

THF

E E1
511

MWF

TW
TW

THF

Start Time/Date
End Time/Date
---------------07:30AM 08/31/09
11: 30AM 12/18/09
12:30PM 08/31/09
03:20PM 12/18/09
06:30AM 08/31/09
11:30AM 12/18/09
12:00PM 08/31/09
05:30PM 12/18/09

Room credits/ Sect Sect
cap
CEU Min
Cap
18.50

15

45

39

0

6

18.50

15

45

35

0

10

18.50

15

45

36

0

9

18.50

15

45

37

0

8

18.50

15

45

39

0

6

3.00

15

54

46

0

8

15

31

26

0

5

60
60
60

05/04/09
08/21/09
05/04/09
08/21/09
05/04/09
08/21/09
05/04/09
08/21/09

60

07:30AM
11: 30AM
12:30PM
03:20PM
06:30AM
11: 30AM
12:00PM
05:20PM

08/31/09
12/18/09
08/31/09
12/18/09
08/31/09
12/18/09
08/31/09
12/18/09

60

07:30AM
11:50AM
01:00PM
03:20PM
06:30AM
11:50AM
01:00PM
04: 50PM

05/04/09
08/21/09
05/04/09
08/21/09
05/04/09
08/21/09
05/04/09
08/21/09

07:30AM
11: 30AM
12:30PM
03:20PM
06:30AM
11:20AM
12:00PM
05:30PM

08/31/09
12/18/09
08/31/09
12/18/09
08/31/09
12/18/09
08/31/09
12/18/09

60

11:00AM 08/17/09
11:50AM 12/18/09

30

SOC-1-C01

wait Avail

-------

60

07:30AM
11:50AM
01:00PM
03:20PM
06:30AM
11:50AM
01:00PM
04:50PM

PRIMARY

used

60
60
60

60
60
60
60
60
60
60

60
60
60

WHCL Community Education
Presents:

Body Conditioning Workout
60-min Total Body Condition Workout

Improve your fitness with Cardio. Strength Training. & Flexibility

60-min Energy Blasting Moves wi Free Weights, Stability Ball, & Medicine Ball
Aerobic Step Training, Resistant Training all to be followed wi Flexibility & Training
Session Times:
Session PM
Tuesd ay & Thursday
Rm# 801
5pm- 6pm
08/31 11 0-10/0711 0
Cost: $45
(Cash or Check Payment Only)

To Register:
Visit Online At: http://www.westhillscollege.com/lemoore/academics/community education/courses.asp

Questions?
Contact: Dr. Marlon Hall
Phone: 559-925-3224

West Hills College
555 College Ave.
Lemoore, Ca 93245

Wti£L £()mmunib' ~dufAlti()n
J)..-e~ents:

This fun, informative, and empowering class will teach you the basics of the
voice over industry to help you decide if it is something you'd like to pursue.

6: OOpm-8:00pm
Thursday, September 16th
Cost: $35/person
This class is taught by a professional voice actor from the voice acting training company, Voices for All.

(Cash or Check Payment Only)

To Register:
Visit Online At: http://www.westhillscollege.com/lemoore/academics/communitv education/courses. asp

Questions?
contact: Dr. Marlon Ha~'
Phone: 559-925-322
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Session Times:
Ages: 5-14 years of age
Tuesday, Wednesday, & Thursday
5: 00pm-6:00pm
February 16, 20l0-May 27,2010
Cost: $10 per Month
Ages: 15 years of age on Up
Tuesday, Wednesday, & Thursday
6:30pm-8pm
February 16, 20 1O-May 27, 2010
Cost: $10 per Month
Instructors: Kent Olson & Jim Macedo

(Cash or Check Payment Only)
To Register:
Visit Online At: http://www.westhillscollege.com/lemoore/academics/community education/courses.asp

Questions?
contact: Dr. Mar\on HaH
Phone: 559-925-3224
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WHCL Community Education
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Presents:

Clllinary Arts Smnrner Workshops
Ice Creams and Sorbets
June 14th-June 17th
5p.rn. - 9p.rn.
$75/ person

The Breaking of Bread
June 21st-June 24th
5p.rn.-9 p.m.
$75/ person

Say Cheese
June 28th-July 1st
5p.rn.-9p.rn.
$75/ person

Sushi and Sake
July 12th-July 15th
5p.rn.-9p .rn.
$75/ person

Smoke and Spices
July 19th-July 22nd
5p.rn.-9p.rn.
$75 / person

Questions?
Contact: Dr. Marlon Hall
Phone: 559-925-3224

For More Information & to Register:
Visit Online At: http://www.westhillscollege.comllemoore/academics/community education/courses.asp
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West Hills College
555 College Ave.
Lemoore, Ca 93245

West Hills College Lemoore
Community Education
Presents
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Discover Salsa 2010
Come learn the fundamentals of salsa dancing, including
timing, rhythm, coordination, and basic partnering.
Wednesday Evenings
7:00-8:00pm
October 20-November 10, 2010
Room 801
$50 per person
or
$80 per couple

Payments can be made at the West Hills College Lemoore Administration Building
(Cash or Check Only)
Register Online:
http://www.westhillscollege.com/lemoore/academics/community_education/courses.asp
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CBEST Prep SEMINARS
West Hills College Lemoore will offer a series of seminars designed to
prepare you to pass the California Basic Educational Skills Test
(CBEST). These seminars will help you in the areas of Test-Taking skills,
Writing, Reading, and Math Preparation. Additionally, they will focus on
test-taking strategies, techniques, and practice exercises. These noncredit workshops will be taught by college faculty and are part of the
Community Education Program.

Dates and Topics
CBEST Test Prep, Writing Prep, and Reading Prep
• Saturday, October 24th - 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
• Instructor: Mr. James Preston
• Location: WHC Lemoore- Room 209
CBEST Mathematics Preparation
h
• Saturday, November i - 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
• Instructor: Mr. Shawn Jackson
• Location: WHC Lemoore- Room 209

Cost, Payment, Registration
$25

or you can pay

$40

•

Each session is

if you enroll in both sessions.

•

A CBEST Test Prep book is included in the cost of the class.

•

Cash or check only (checks made payable to West Hills College Foundation).

•

To pay for the class visit Donna Jimenez in the WHC Lemoore Administration building.

•

Register at:http://www.westhillscollege.com/lemoore/academics/community_education/courses.asp

These seminars are not-for-credit and are offered by the Community Education Program. Seating is limited and the seminars
are subject to cancellation if we do not meet minimum enrollment. If that should happen, every effort will be made to notify
you by telephone but the Community Education Program is not responsible for failure to contact you.
To reserve your seat please call 559.925.32231 donnajimenez@whccd.edu

Ha~~,

Mar~on

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jimenez, Donna
Wednesday, September 16, 2009 5:29 PM
Hall, Marlon
4 Community Ed Classes

Marlon,
Here is the list of the four Community Ed Classes.

~

~~~~----~~

Learn to Crochet Class

Instructor Tamie Pick

Monday Evenings 5 :30pm-7:00pm
Cost of Class $20

October 19 & 26 - November 2 & 9, 2009
Room 274

I

Come and learn how to crochet to get ready for those nice Christmas or Birthday gifts this year. Instructor Tammie Pick will teach
you a variety of stitches. Learn to chain, single, half double, double and treble crochet stitches, binding off, crochet terms and how
to follow a pattern all in four easy sessions. Students will crochet a set of 2 coordinating dish cloths, and learn the basics of
crocheting.
Supplies you will need to bring to class: 1 crochet hook size H or I, 3 balls of coordinating colors, Peaches and Cream or other brand
Iyarn, scissors, and a ruler or fabric measuring
-------~--~.~.~~-~--

earn to Knit Class
Wednesday Evenings 5:3Opm-7 :OOpm
Cost of Class $20

Instructor Tamie Pick
October 21 & 28 - November 4 & 16, 2009
Room 274

ICome and learn in four easy sessions how to cast on, how to create knit, pearl, and stockineete stitches, binding off, gauge, knitting
Iterms and how to follow a pattern. Students will knit a neck scarf and learn the basics of knitting.
Supplies needed for class: 2 balls of yarn, 1 set of size 11 or 12 knitting needles, scissors, ruler or fabric measuring tape.
Recommended yarn is Red Heart worsted weight.

Ifearning Traditional Karate Clas-s---I~n-s-h--.u-c-t-o-r-R-o-b-e-r-t-Wh---i-t-e----~-~~w-------~.--. -.----~~
IThurl!Sday Evenings 5: 3.~~-~: 30~_~~ October 8,15, 22
1

&

29, 2009

Cost $30

Room 801

,The art that will be taught is Okinawan Shorin Ryu Karate. This Karate olass will be for students
!ages 13-adult.Emphasis of study will be on self-defense rather than sport karate. Traditional
etiquette, respeot, and non-violenoe will be emphasized. Students will learn basic stanoes,
teohniques, and basic kata (forms). Shorin Ryu does utilize a 10-step ranking system that begins
with White Belt, and ultimately leads to earning the Shodan (1st) degree Blaok Belt.

ICBEST PREPSEMINARS

COST $40 both sessions! or $25 each session
I,nstructors: James Preston (Reading & Writing)IShawn Jackson (Math) - - both in Room 209
i,CBEST Test Prep, Writing Prep, and Reading Prep
Saturday, October 24,2009
9:00 a.m. ·3:00 p.m.

Room 209

I

CBEST Mathematics Preparation
Room 209
ISaturday, November 7,2009
9:00 a.m. ·3:00 p.m.
I
IWest Hills College Lemoore offers these seminars to help you in the areas of Test-Taking skills, Writing, Reading, and Math Preparation.
AdditionallY they will focus on test-taking strategies, techniques, and practice exercises. These non-credit workshops will be taught by college
jfaculty and are here to help you succeed.
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West Hills College Lemoore
Student Learning Outcomes Committee
Monday - October 11, 2010 - 12:00 p.m.
Room 203
MINUTES
Members Present:
David Babb, SLO Coordinator - Faculty - Chair
Jacqui Shehorn, Arts & Letters Representative
Linda Amaya-Guenon, Counseling Representative
Allen Fortune, Social Science Representative
Frieda Ganter, Math & Science Representative
Christian Raia, CTE Representative
Priscilla Balcazar, Support Programs Representative
Members Absent:
Ron Oxford, SLO Coordinator - non-teaching faculty - Co-ChairNice-Chair
Joel Rogers, Health & Well ness Representative
Dave Bolt, Instructional Administrator
Marlon Hall, Instructional Administrator
Jose Lopez, Non-Instructional Administrator
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Non-Instructional Administrator
Staff members to represent support programs (3)
SGA Representative (1)
Call to Order
David Babb called the meeting to order at 12:05pm.
Information/Discussion Items
1. Dr. Allen's workshop
This will be discussed further at future meetings when more members are in
attendance. The general consensus was that what Dr. Allen presented was very
detailed and was the ideal way to do SLO assessments. But switching to her
method (assessing all CLOs or PLOs each time a course or program is assessed)
would not be feasible at this time. We may transition to that in the future, but doing
so now would be too disruptive to faculty members.
2. SLO Portal update
David showed the committee some of the changes made to the SLO Portal site.
SGA President, Ryan Cardoza, helped David with some of the design elements.
The membership of the SLOC is included several times on the site because David
was experimenting with different formats. That will be changed soon.

Student Learning Outcomes Committee
October 11, 2010 - Minutes
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3. Assessment of PLOs
Discussion on this topic postponed until next meeting due to missing committee
members.

4. Review all documents on Portal
David asked all committee members to begin reviewing all the documents on the
Portal to ensure they are complete. Many of the documents are several years old
and were never thoroughly reviewed before being uploaded to the Portal.

5. Upload assessments to Portal
David attempted to show everyone how to upload an assessment document to the
Portal site. The file did not upload how David thought that it would. He will
experiment further with the Portal and get back to the committee members on how
they should proceed with archiving past assessments.

6. Adjournment
The meeting was adjourned at 12:55pm.

West Hills College Lemoore
Student Learning Outcomes Committee
Monday - September 13, 2010 -12:00 p.m.
Room 207
MINUTES
Members Present:
David Babb, SLO Coordinator - Faculty - Chair
Jacqui Shehorn, Arts & Letters Representative
Linda Amaya-Guenon, Counseling Representative
Allen Fortune, Social Science Representative
Frieda Ganter, Math & Science Representative
Christian Raia, CTE Representative
Marlon Hall, Instructional Administrator
Members Absent:
Ron Oxford, SLO Coordinator - non-teaching faculty - Co-ChairNice-Chair
Priscilla Balcazar, Support Programs Representative
Dave Bolt, Instructional Administrator
Joel Rogers, Health & Well ness Representative
Jose Lopez, Non-Instructional Administrator
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Non-Instructional Administrator
Staff members to represent support programs (3)
SGA Representative (1)
Call to Order
David Babb called the meeting to order at 12:05pm.
Information/Discussion Items
1. SLOs on syllabi
Discussion about why SLOs were required to be included on course syllabi starting
FA2010 semester. Marlon informed the SLOC that WASC is requiring these be
added to course syllabi and Dave Bolt made the decision at the beginning of the
semester to make sure we were in compliance. There was discussion about any
future announcements regarding SLOs would be better coming from the SLOC
instead of administration.
2. Adjunct training and notification
The SLOC helps coordinate ongoing training for all faculty, full time and adjunct, in
regards to SLO assessment. Some adjunct faculty, especially those teaching online,
have not been receiving adequate explanation as to their roles and responsibilities in
the SLO assessment process. It is the role of the SLOC reps to coordinate all SLO
assessment activities in their respective learning area, including those conducted by
online adjuncts. This requires the reps to figure out who is teaching courses, contact
them, and offer any assistance the adjuncts may need in order to complete SLO
assessments.

Student Learning Outcomes Committee
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David Babb is now attending the Employee Development and Success Committee
(EDSC) meetings to help schedule regular opportunities for faculty to work on SLOs.
Tentative dates for the FA10 semester include 10/12, 10127, 11/9.

3. Program level SLO assessments
Discussion on this topic postponed until next meeting. There is a workshop on
9/21/10 dealing with Program Level SLO assessments. The committee wanted to
wait and see what was discussed in the workshop before discussing this topic further.
4. SLOe Governance Form
The SLOC reviewed the current SLOC Governance Form that is part of the Planning
and Governance Manual. Some of the language was modified to more specifically
define what the SLOC does and its products. Discussion regarding membership
resulted in no changes to the existing membership, but there is a need to have more
involvement from the non-instructional staff who have four official spots on the
committee. Linda will work with Ron Oxford and Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson to increase
the number of staff members representing student and instructional support
programs. David will continue to request a representative from the SGA. David will
send the updated Governance Form to Glenda Oliver for inclusion on the next PGC
meeting agenda.
5. SLO Portal Update
David requested that the SLOC reps begin tracking down where all the past SLO
assessment files are located so they can start being uploaded to the portal site this
semester. David reminded the SLOC reps that they have Contribute privileges on the
portal site so they can update any of the documents stored there.
6. Meeting minutes
David requested help from the SLOC in regards to taking meeting minutes. Currently,
David is typing Lip the meeting minutes from memory after the meeting is over. This is
not the best way to record what was discussed. David is responsible for leading the
discussion and needs to focus on that during the meetings. He is open to suggestions
and will accept any volunteers. There needs to be someone who can take the
minutes for the committee and write them up as accurately as possible after the
meeting has ended. These minutes will be uploaded to the SLOC portal site for
archival purposes.
7. Adjournment
The meeting was adjourned at 12:55pm.

West Hills College Lemoore
Student Learning Outcomes Committee
Monday - May 17, 2010 - 12:00 p.m.
Room 209
MINUTES
Members Present:
David Babb, SLO Coordinator - Faculty - Chair
Ron Oxford, SLO Coordinator - non-teaching faculty - Co-Chair/Vice-Chair
Jacqui Shehorn, Arts & Letters Representative
Linda Amaya-Guenon, Counseling Representative
Dave Bolt, Instructional Administrator
Priscilla Balcazar, Support Programs Representative
Rodney Ragsdale, Health & Well ness Representative
Members Absent:
Jose Lopez, Non-Instructional Administrator
Christian Raia, CTE Representative
Frieda Ganter, Math & Science Representative
Vera Kennedy, Social Science Representative
Pedro Avila, Director of Institutional Effectiveness and Planning
Staff members to represent support programs (2)
SGA Representative (1)
Call to Order
David Babb called the meeting to order at 12:o5pm.
Information/Discussion Items
1. Course level SWs
David discussed the overall progress of course level assessments based on the
information he has received from Learning Area SLOC reps or individual faculty
members. Each learning area was looked at and some updates to the tracking form
were made directly to the tracking form on the Portal site. David asked that the
learning area reps begin updating the tracking form themselves when they receive an
assessment from faculty members.

David updated the course level SLO tracking form to include a column titled "Rarely
Offered". This will allow courses that are active but rarely offered to be kept out of
the calculations for percentage of courses that are actively being assessed. This will
increase the percentage of courses assessed and also give a more accurate number
since courses that are rarely offered are not able to undergo SLO assessment.
2.

ProgramlevelSLOs
The committee went through the list of programs listed on the Program Level SLO
tracking form maintained by David Babb. A few corrections were made regarding
active versus non-active programs. There were also some updates as to which
programs had written the program-level SLOs and had begun the assessment
process. Those changes were made to the tracking form located on the SLOC Portal
site. The changes resulted in the overall percentage of SLOs increasing.

Student Learning Outcomes Committee
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3. Non-Instructional SLOs
Linda stated that she has talked repeatedly with the counseling department about
doing SLO assessments but so far none have been done. She has had trouble getting
the faculty to coordinate the assessments with one another. It was suggested that she
send another reminder email where she Cc Don Warkentin to show the importance
of getting the assessment process started. Ron continues to work with all the noninstructional areas to update their program level SLOs and begin assessment of
those SLOs. Ron continues to update the tracking form that he uses to monitor
progress with the non-instructional SLOs.
4. SLOe Portal Site
David updated the status of the Portal site. He has wanted to implement an online
course level SLO submission form but since this is proving to be too much trouble,
suggested creating a document library where assessments could be uploaded for
archival purposes. It was decided that creating a separate document library entitled
"Course Level SLOs (Archive)" would be the easiest to understand. It will be set up to
where each time the same course is assessed; previous versions will remain showing
a history of the assessment process for each course.

David asked committee representatives to begin updating the SLO tracking forms on
the Portal themselves since they have the ability to do that. This will result in more
people keeping an eye on the documents so they remain as accurate as possible.
5. Program Review Templates
The committee reviewed the SLO language in both the non-instructional and
instructional Program Review documents being updated by the Institutional
Effectiveness and Program Review Committee (IEPRC). Part V, sections A and B of
those two documents were reviewed and wording was adjusted to avoid confusion
when faculty complete their program reviews. It was suggested that the phrases
"Non-Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes" and "Instructional
Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes" be used instead of "program level
outcomes". This will make the Program Review documents match the SLO
documents and the terminology used by WASCo
6. Adjournment
The meeting was adjourned at 12:sspm.

West Hills College Lemoore
Student Learning Outcomes Committee
Wednesday - October 14, 2009 - 11:00 a.m.
Room 207
MINUTES

Members Present:
David Babb, SLO Coordinator Faculty - Chair
Ron Oxford, SLO Coordinator - non-teaching faculty - Co-Chair/Vice-Chair
Jacqui Shehorn, Arts & Letters Representative
Linda Amaya-Guenon, Counseling Representative
Rodney Ragsdale, Health & Wellness Representative
Members Absent:
Christian Raia, CfE Representative
Frieda Ganter, Math & Science Representative
Vera Kennedy, Social Science Representative
Jose Lopez, Non-Instructional Administrator
Dave Bolt, Instructional Administrator
Priscilla Balcazar, Support Programs Representative
Pedro Avila, Director of Institutional Effectiveness and Planning
Staff members to represent support programs (2)
SGA Representative (1)
Call to Order
David Babb called the meeting to order at n:osam.
Approval of minutes
The minutes of the 24 March 2009 and 23 September 2009 meetings were not voted on.
Action Items
None
Information/Discussion Items
1. Course level SLOs
David reviewed the Course Level SLO Assessment schedule developed during the
SP09 semester. He asked for updates from Jacqui and Rodney regarding which of
their Learning Area courses were actually assessed in SP09 and if the scheduled
FA09 courses are being assessed. They both reported that they are following the
assessment schedule their Learning Area created. David asked Linda to create an
assessment schedule for the courses that the Counseling area oversees. She said she
would do this and ask the instructors to begin assessing some of the courses this
semester. David asked Ron (as proxy for Vera) to ask the Social Sciences Learning
Area to provide an update on which SLOs have been assessed both in the SP09 and
FA09 semesters. There are still many courses in the CfE Learning Area that are not
on the assessment schedule and the tracking of these SLO assessments remains
difficult due to lack of reporting by the faculty. There was discussion about having a
second SLO rep assigned to the CTE Learning Area because of the number of courses
and programs in that Learning Area. David is working on getting the assessment
schedules uploaded to the Portal site so the reps can monitor and inform the faculty
in their Learning Area. There should be a way in which the Portal can automatically
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email a reminder to faculty letting them know that a course they teach is due to be
assessed. David is working to figure out this functionality in the Portal system.
2.

Program level SLOs
Rodney reported that the Kinesiology Program Level SLOs had been written when
~he Program Review was done FAoB. He stated that he would find them and send
them to David as soon as possible. The Program Level SLO tracking form was
reviewed. No changes were made to the tracking form.

3. Non-Instructional SLOs
The committee briefly discussed the minor change to the Program Level SLO form.
Ron showed the committee on the Portal what program areas have addressed their
student learning outcomes so far. There was a discussion about the causes for some
areas to believe they have completed the process when there is actually a new
process and form in place. Ron showed the committee a spreadsheet that he
inherited from a previous co-chair and adapted for tracking purposes. The form is
located on the portal under the non-instructional program level section. Ron
requested that any further SLOs for non-instructional areas be ran through the
committee before going to PGC to avoid the problems that developed by taking the
Athletics directly to PGC with their Program Review.
4. Other
David updated the status of the Portal site. He demonstrated a method of using the
Portal to track SLO assessments using customized lists. It appears this method may
work for faculty to input SLO assessment data so it can be tracked. Jacqui mentioned
that faculty in her Learning Area are concerned about who will have access to the
SLO assessment data. David stated that it is possible to assign permissions to
anything on the Portal so that only certain people can access the information. Jacqui
stated that the administration does not need access to the actual assessments, they
only need to see whether the assessments have been done or not. David stated that it
should be possible to set up the Portal such that the administration can see the SLO
tracking, but not see the actual assessments.
5. Adjournment
The meeting was adjourned at l1:ssam.
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USDA Careers in Food Safety
Advisory Committee Planning Meeting
West Hills College Lemoore
Thursday, January 28, 2010
11:00am -1:00pm
Conference Center (room 253)

Meeting Minutes

Brian Abela

Chemistry Instructor

West Hills College Lemoore

Edward Aylward

Quality Execution Manager

Leprino Foods

Kyle Crider

Senior Secretary

West Hills College Lemoore

Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson

Vice President of Student Services

West Hills College Lemoore

Steve Fortner

Manager

Sun Pacific

Vianey Gomez

QA Supervisor

Del Monte Foods

Rebecca Goodstein

Director of Nutritional Services

Adventist Health

Hiroki Hiura

Director of QA

Paramount Farms

Troy Hommerding

Environmental Health Officer IV

Kings County Health Department

John Lehn

CEO

Kings County EDC

Tim Niswander

Ag Commissioner - Sealer

Kings County

Myra Pimentel

QA Manager

Del Monte Foods

Christian Raia

Culinary Arts Instructor

West Hills College Lemoore

Donna Roberts

Nutritional Services Manager

Hanford Community Hospital

Joel Ruble

Director

West Hills College Lemoore

Jay Salyer

Economic Development Manager

Kings County EDC

Jack Shiyomura

Farm Manager

Dole Fresh Vegetables

Kurt Sterling

Biology Instructor

West Hills College Lemoore

Jeff Taber

Interim Deputy Health Director

Kings Co. Public Health Dept. - Environmental Health

Ronald Thompson

Consultant

College of the Sequoias

Louann Waldner

Director, Business & Industry

College of the Sequoias

Neil Williams

Retention Specialist

Kings County EDC

Welcome - Mrs. Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson. Vice President of Student Services
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson welcomed the committee and thanked them for attending. Vice President
Dorsey-Robinson noted that this is a critical time when everyone must make the most of their resources
and focus their energies to ensure that the needs of students and the community are being met.

Introduction of the Meeting and State of the College- Mr. Jody Ruble. Director

Mr. Jody Ruble introduced himself and thanked John Lehn, Jay Salyer, and Neil Williams of Kings County
Economic Development Corporation for organizing the meeting.
Mr. Ruble noted that WHCL's multi-use sports complex is under construction, and will allow the college
to accommodate larger events of all types in addition to expanding its athletic offerings. Several other
campus programs were highlighted including the nursing program, University Charter School, Middle
College High School, and the 5C's Experience, which takes place every summer.
Pointing out the flyers on each table, Mr. Ruble gave an overview of the grant objectives, and
emphasized that the focus of this meeting would be the development of curriculum for certificates in
biotechnology and quality assurance technology.

Working Lunch
Committee members were asked to introduce themselves and the businesses and organizations they
represent.
Christian Raia, instructor for culinary arts at West Hills College Lemoore introduced himself to the
committee and noted that the Culinary Arts program now has 91 students enrolled.
Mr. Raia described the Culinary 50 Safety and Sanitation class, which is being integrated into the quality
assurance portion of this grant. Currently this course is being offered in a two-day format, allowing
students complete the 1 unit class on a Friday and Saturday.
Next Brian Abela, Chemistry instructor for West Hills College Lemoore addressed the committee, noting
that their expertise was needed in developing curriculum for the programs, and in determining the
specific subjects students would need to learn in addition to basic chemistry, microbiology and
mathematics.

Round Table Discussion
Following lunch, Mr. Ruble asked the committee to discuss possible curriculum and topic to be covered
in this program. Two certificates are to be developed, one focusing on biotechnology and the other on
quality assurance.
Kurt Sterling, microbiology instructor for West Hills College Lemoore asked the committee to keep in
mind that curriculum and subject matter would need to be kept within the scope of a two-year
education, and that there should be a base of knowledge common to both certificates.
Discussion focused on the following topics:
Regulations and Industry Standards
Committee members noted that food safety is in its infancy, and that standards are continuing to be
developed. International standards are of growing importance.
It was pointed out that employees should have some knowledge or regulations and industry standards;
however, these standards vary between different commodities, industries and phases of production.

Because of these variables, a general knowledge of regulations would be valuable and employees would
be able to obtain more specific knowledge on the job and through trainings organized by government
agencies to focus on specific regulations.
Critical thinking skills were emphasized in the interpretation of regulations, and it was pointed out that
students should be taught which agencies and organizations should be contacted when seeking more
specific regulatory guidelines.

Specific Job Skills
As with regulations, different areas and commodities of the food safety and quality assurance industry
require different job skills.
For example, quality assurance technicians in food packing tend to focus on data analysis and require
computer skills, such as knowledge of databases, and the ability to look up trends and statistics.
In the healthcare and nutrition portion of the quality assurance and food safety industry, more emphasis
is placed on management, bookkeeping, and knowledge of regulations.

General Job Skills
The committee pointed out that lab experience is necessary for workers in some areas of the quality
assurance industry. This includes pH and salt analysis, swabbing, and then making use of the data
gathered. West Hills faculty members noted that many of these basic lab skills would becovered in the
college's chemistry and microbiology classes.
It was noted that often lab technicians have a high school degree and are supervised by a manager with
an advanced degree, and that these positions could be the target audience forthe certificates.
The committee pointed out that these positions often face high turnover rates, and that considerable
time has to be spent training employees on the basics of food safety and contamination. As a result,
incoming employees who are already knowledgeable in this area would be at an advantage.
This general knowledge would be valuable for employees to have and knowledge specific to certain
industries or segments of the supply chain could be acquired on the job, or through further education.

Future Partners and Resources
Committee members mentioned the following companies and organizations as possible resources in the
development of this program:
•
Better Process Control School- through UC Davis, this program for supervisors covers training in
food processing, quality issues and microorganisms.
•
Food distributors such as U.S. Foods and Sysco could be excellent resources for quality assurance
issues.
•
Private labs and food inspectors such as the Safe Quality Food Institute (SQF) and AlB.
•
Government regulatory bodies such as the FDA and various state agencies, such as the California
Department of Food and Agriculture Dairy Inspector
•
Evergreen Food Safety

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

J.G. Boswell
Yum Brand Foods
Jack-in-the-Box Corporate
Harris Ranch
Nichol's Pistachio
Raven Foods, Armona
Land 0' Lakes, Tulare
It was noted that there are several beef and poultry processing facilities in the area which could
serve as a resource.
Four-year institutions such as UC Davis and Penn State
Neil Williams of Kings County EDC brought up the importance of connecting industry professionals
with instructors in the classroom. Academic lessons can be linked more closely with industry needs,
professionals can be brought in to speak in the classroom, and instructors can then become
advocates for students in the workplace.

Adjournment
At this time Mr. Jody Ruble once again thanked the committee members for attending and called the
meeting to a close.

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
555 College Avenue, Lemoore, CA 93245
Advisory Committee
Meeting Agenda
Friday, December 4, 2009

Introduction of Academic and Service Partners.

In attendance: Charles Freeman (Director-Nursing), Judy Terraza, Donna Jimenez,
Marta Hendrickson (Counseling), Jackie Bornemann (Adventist Health), and Velda
Curtis (Selma Hospital.
1. Charles Freeman presented the LVN to RN selection process and the projected
curriculum flow to graduation. The progress the Traditional nursing students
was also discussed.
2. Charles presented the ADN to BSN collaborative that West Hills College Nursing
Program is a member. The purpose is to provide an efficient articulation process
for the ADN students wanting to upgrade to the BSN degree. Marta Hendrickson
answered counseling questions that the attendees had about the articulation
process.

3. Charles Freeman led a discussion about technology in the nursing curriculum as
well as the various upgrade programs that the industry would like to see the
program adopt in the future.
4. Industry forum: Velda Curtis expressed the desire for an LVN program and limit
the LVN to RN Bridge program. She expressed doubt about the level of
competency of the LVN to RN upgrade students. She cited the poor NCLEX pass
rate that the LVN to RN student suffer throughout the State

The next meeting is scheduled to be announced.
There being no further business, the meeting adjourned.

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
555 College Avenue, Lemoore, CA 93245
Advisory Committee
Meeting Agenda
Wednesday, May 13,2009

Introductions of Academic and Service Partners.

In attendance: Charles Freeman, Velda Curtis, Tammy Larson, Marleen Smart, Cynthia
Dolata, Nancy Hitchcock, Leslie Catron, Janet Young, Cynthia Moon, Jackie
Bornemann, Kristen Johnson.

1.

Charles Freeman presented the nursing programs progress with student
admissions into the nursing program. There were 24 traditional nursing students
admitted in the fall 09 semesters. The plan is to select 12 additional L VN to RN
students who will enter the program during the summer session. The attrition in
the program was also discussed. Two students dropped due to non academic
reasons. The pre-nursing orientation program was also introduced.

2. Tammy Larson presented the WorkKeys testing and its role in the assessment of
student readiness. Tammy explained the remediation program that was in place
for students that needed assistance with basic skills. The WIN Solutions self
paced computer program was introduced. The program provides individualized
self pace learning for the student.
3. Leslie Catron introduced the Pre-Nmsing course that is scheduled to run in the
spring 2010 semester. The results from the previous pre-nursing were discussed.
The foundations faculty noted a distinct difference with the student that took the
course and those that did not.

4. Charles Freeman introduced the new nursing student selection criteria that are
currently being used.

5. Cindy Dolata discussed the student academic progress. Ms. Dolata review grades,
clinical performance ATI exams, Hospital feedback, and student satisfaction.

6. Leslie Catron was introduced as the Simulation Coordinator. Ms. Catron discuss
the progress that has been made in the implementation of high fidelity simulation
into the nursing program at WHCL. The features of the Gaumard equipment were
highlighted. Gaumard has deemed WHCL's Nursing Program as a Premier site
for high fidelity simulation. The future plans for simulation were also discussed.
Other uses of technology in the nursing curriculum were also reported on. The
addition of a Technology Assistant was also discussed.
7.

Marleen Smart presented the grants that had been acquired for the department.
The addition of a Certified Nursing Assistant program and a Medical Assistant
Front and Back Office. .

8. Industry forum Kristen Johnson DON for Hanford Community Medical Center
wanted to make sure that we were able to coordinate with her organization to
utilize the 18 clinics in the region that are a part of the Adventist Health Care
System. Future grant opportunities were also discussed.

Next meeting was tentatively scheduled for December 4,2009.

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned.

EXHIBIT "A" EVALUATION FORMS
West Hills College
Self-Assessment Form
Non-Tenured Faculty
Instructor _______________ Semester _ _ _ _ Year _ __

Instructions: This form is to be completed by non-tenured faculty members each year of
evaluation for use by the evaluation team. Please feel free to include additional pages if
necessary.
1. Write a brief summary of the results of your students' evaluations. Describe any issues
brought by the students that might lead you to change your teaching in the future.

2. Evaluate classroom performance.

3. In what ways might the college be helpful to you in relation to the improvement of your
teaching and/or classroom? Have you utilized the available resources, (i.e. colleagues,
counselors, administrators, library, Basic Skills Program, Computer labs, etc.)?

4. Describe any activities/committees not necessarily related to your classroom teaching,
in which you participated.

EXHIBIT "A" EVALUATION FORMS
West Hills College
Professional Development GoalslPlans Form
Tenured and Non-Tenured Faculty
Instructor _______________ Semester _ _ _ _ Year _ __

Instructions: This form is to be completed by each faculty member during each
evaluation period for use by the evaluation team. Please feel free to include additional
pages if necessary.
1. Since the last evaluation period, what have you done that demonstrates continued
professional growth? (Faculty who have not previously completed a professional
development goals/plans form should include any professional development activities.)

2. List the professional development goals you expect to undertake during the next
evaluation period.

3. Describe how you plan to achieve each of this/these goals. How might the college
facilitate this/these activity/activities?

4. How will you evaluate your successes in reaching this/these goals?

EXHIBIT "A" EVALUATION FORMS

SCAN TRON DOCUMENT GOES HERE

EXHIBIT "A" EVALUATION FORMS

SCAN TRON DOCUMENT GOES HERE

EXHIBIT "A" EVALUATION FORMS
West Hills College
Team Evaluation Form

---------------------Class
-------------------------

Evaluator ____________________

Type of Class _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Location _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Number of Students Enrolled _ _ __

Number of Students Present _ _ _ ___

Instructor

Date __________________________

Please rate the instructor being evaluated on each of the following items. If the statement
does not apply to the lecture or laboratory class, please mark N/A.
Rating Scale: < Poor 1 2 3 4 5 Good>
1. The objective of the lesson was clearly stated.

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

Comments:
2. Examples were used to clarify abstract or difficult ideas.
Comments:

3. Methods of presentation were appropriate for the types of
materials covered.
Comments:

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

4. The instructor presented alternative and/or opposing views.
Comments:

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

5. The instructor used appropriate supporting materials.
Comments:

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

6. Major points were summarized.
Comments:

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

7. Information or material presented was up-to-date.
Comments:

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

EXHIBIT "A" EVALUATION FORMS
8. Material was presented in an organized manner.
Comments:

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

9. Material was presented at an appropriate pace.
Comments:

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

10. The instructor's voice level and tone were appropriate.
Comments:

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

11. The instructor's handwriting was legible on chalkboards or
overheads.
Comments:

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

12. The instructor encouraged student participation.
Comments:

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

13. A positive learning environment was maintained.
Comments:

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

14. The instructor's mannerisms did not distract from the
presentation.

15. In laboratory classes, a concern for safety was demonstrated.
Comments:

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

EXHIBIT "A" EVALUATION FORMS
Team Evaluation Check-Off
For Faculty
Instructor

Administrative Evaluator
Peer Evaluator
Peer Evaluator

1. Pre-Observation Conference
Administrative Evaluator

Date

Peer Evaluator

Date

Peer Evaluator

Date

Instructor

Date

2. Observation of Instructor (The observation must be completed within 25 working
days of the pre-observation meeting.)

Administrative Evaluator

Date

Peer Evaluator

Date

Peer Evaluator

Date

3. Post-Observation Conference (The post-observation meeting must be completed
within 20 work days of the observations.)
Administrative Evaluator

Date

EXHIBIT "A" EVALUATION FORMS
Team Evaluation Check-Off
For Faculty

Peer Evaluator

Date

Peer Evaluator

Date

Instructor

Date

4. Evaluation Form to Unit Member (Within 15 working days of the observation
visitation, the evaluator shall submit to the unit member being evaluated a copy
evaluation form.)

Instructor

Date

5. Changes in Written Remarks (The evaluator and unit member may agree to
changes in the written remarks of the evaluation, in which case it shall be redrafted and submitted to the unit member within 5 working days of the postobservation meeting.)

Administrative Evaluator

Date

The unit member shall sign and return the re-drafted, final evaluation form within 5
working days.

Instructor

Date

6. Negative Evaluation (The evaluator and unit member shall meet within 15 working
days of the post-evaluation conference to develop a written, detailed plan for
remediation of the deficiencies upon which a negative evaluation was based.)

Administrative Evaluator

Date

Instructor

Date

Evaluation Summary (Use additional sheet as needed.)

EXHIBIT "A" EVALUATION FORMS
Procedures for Counselor Performance Evaluations
Student Evaluations
1.

Student evaluations will be completed during a 4-week period in the same semester
the formal evaluation is conducted.

2.

Student evaluations will be completed in October for evaluations conducted during
the fall semester and from mid-March through mid-April for evaluations conducted
during the spring semester.

3.

All students seen by the counselor during the 4-week period will complete the
evaluation form.

4.

Evaluation forms will be given to each student by an assigned secretarial/clerical
employee when the student leaves the counseling session. The secretarial/clerical
employee will ask the student to complete the evaluation before leaving the
counseling area.

5.

The evaluation form will be returned to the secretarial/clerical employee who will
place it in an envelope.

6.

The secretarial/clerical employee will keep all completed evaluation forms in the
envelope during the 4-week evaluation period.

7.

At the end of the 4-week period, the secretarial/clerical employee will send the
completed evaluation forms to the Dean of Students who will compile the results and
distribute the results to the counselor being evaluated and to each member of the
evaluation team.

Peer Evaluations
1. Each member of the evaluation team will observe one separate counseling session
during the 4-week period and will complete an evaluation form for the session.

EXHIBIT "A" EVALUATION FORMS
West Hills Community College District
Team Evaluation of Counseling Faculty
Counselor: ----------------------------------------Date:
Your honest and thoughtful answers will provide useful information to the above named
counselor. Please respond to the following statements based on your observations.
Grade the counselor according to what best describes your feelings on the following statements
with "A" being superior, "B" satisfactory and "C" needs improvement. If you cannot respond
to a certain statement, circle "NA".
1. Counselor is available during scheduled appointment hours.
ABC
NA
2. Counselor showed genuine interest and concern.
ABC
NA
3. Counselor listened carefully to what the student had to say.
ABC
NA
4. Counselor made the student feel comfortable and at ease.
ABC
NA
5. Counselor showed respect for the student, their opinion and their circumstances.
ABC
NA
6. Counselor communicated effectively with the student.
ABC
NA
7. Counselor provided information about specific services, programs and courses.
ABC
NA
8. Counselor provided information about career/vocational programs offered at the college.
ABC
NA
9. Counselor provided information about courses and programs of study at four-year
colleges and universities.
ABC
NA
10. Counselor provided accurate information.
ABC
NA

Team Evaluation of Counseling Faculty
Page 2
11. Counselor helped the student achieve a clear understanding of hislher educational goals.
ABC
NA
12. The counselor made certain the student understood all important material before leaving
the appointment.
ABC
NA

Additional.Comments:

EXHIBIT "A" EVALUATION FORMS
West Hills Community College District
Student Evaluation of Counseling Faculty

Counselor:

----------------------------------------

Date:
Your honest and thoughtful answers will provide useful infonnation to your counselor. Please
respond to the following statements based on your experiences with the above named counselor.
Grade the counselor according to what best describes your feelings on the following statements
with "A" being superior, "B" satisfactory and "C" needs improvement. If you cannot respond
to a certain statement, circle "NA".
1. Counselor is available during scheduled appointment hours.
ABC
NA
2. Counselor showed genuine interest and concern.
ABC
NA
3. Counselor listened carefully to what you had to say.
ABC
NA
4. Counselor made you feel comfortable and at ease.
ABC
NA
5. Counselor showed respect for you, and your opinion and your circumstances.
ABC
NA
6. Counselor communicated effectively with you.
ABC
NA
7. Counselor provided infonnation about specific services, programs and courses that you
asked about.
ABC
NA
8. Counselor provided infonnation about career/vocational programs offered at the college.
ABC
NA
9. Counselor provided infonnation about courses and programs of study at four-year
colleges and universities.
ABC
NA

Student Evaluation of Counseling Faculty
Page 2
10. Counselor helped you achieve a clear understanding of your educational goals at West
Hills College.
ABC
NA
11. Counselor helped you plan your program consistent with your educational/career goals.
ABC
NA
12. I would return to this counselor for further assistance.
ABC
NA

Additional Comments:

West Hills College Lemoore Faculty Performance Evaluation
Spring 2010
Submitted by: Dr. Marlon Hall

This faculty evaluation was conducted for
2 a tenured
faculty member in the Arts and Letters Instructional Area. . . .
teaches various English and Education courses. A
collaborative approach was taken during this evaluation using student
evaluations, peer classroom evaluations, pro
development
goals, and other areas of assessment.

sn

Peer Classroom Observations

4I..................~observed

English 101B course on March
16, 2010. There were 30 students present at the time of the
observation. She stated that the objective of the lesson was clearly
stated, good examples were used to clarify abstract or difficult
ideas, the methods of presentation {PowerPoint, YouTube, journaling,
lecture, and small group discussion} were appropriate, major points
were summarized, the information and materials presented were
date, and the materials were presented in an organized manner at an
appropriate pace.
felt that
voice and tone were appropriate,
the students were clearly comfortable contributing in class, and a
positive learning environment was maintained.
Her final thoughts:
•

Returning assignments to students at the beginning of class
offered
&the opportunity to greet each student

•

She noticed that some students did not write for the whole ten
minutes. This would be an opportunity for those students to
approach the desk and speak with the instructor during the quiet
time

•

Students could have spent all of class working on the YouTube
activity. It would be good to come back to this.

•

The class is clearly comfortable with each other and . . . . . . . . . . . .

16, 2010.
present.

At the

observed
Rib English 105A class on March
of the observation, there were 34 students

.D

£R

s

•

II

)

She offered these important points from the observation:
•

use of the PowerPoint works well because he doesn't
have everything listed at once. A new slide comes up as soon as
he completes a point.

•

He clarified the journal topic by using an example from the show,

,

.'"

Bost.
•

Throughout the class, he asked students to discuss various topics
with a partner. This method allowed quiet students to verbally
share their ideas without being intimidated by sharing with the
entire class.

•

In addition to projecting the lesson, he also included major
points from
the book. This
cularly helpful to
.
•.... . method seems
students who are absent or' need a notetaker part of DSPS
accommodations.

•

Although the class is only 50 minutes, he did work in a quick
summary at the end.

•

Projecting PowerPoint notes on the board works well as his
handwriting is quite small.

•

was able to work in lessons such as the FAFSA
application and Independence Day

....

...

.

~.£

recommendf ~at sincetthe students have 10-15 minutes of
journal writing class, maybe they could work on the journaling at
home, and use the class time to discuss how the 10 sentences could be
developed into a paragraph with a topic sentence.

I observed . . . . . . . . . . . . . .lEducation 5 course on March 16, 2010. At the
time of the observation, there were 51 students
During my
observation, these were some of the key points:
•

The agenda for the day was listed on the PowerPoint. The students
know exactly what is being covered for the day

•

The lesson for the day, "How to write a lesson plan?" was listed
on the Power Point

• 7

d did an outstanding job on the state of tea~.hing j.~bJ,
in the state of California. The students have a idea of what the
job market is like.

~.. .:

I reall:y..l~d
. Glas.,,,,,f(eing divided into teaching
teams. The students get to know each other, they work together,
and they learn from each other.

£ FE • •

n

••

.....

up.

I•

In closing, I enjoyed
Even though
the class size is large(SI students), he does an outstanding job in
the cl~ssroom ma~qgement, using support materials, summarizing the
major points, using
materials, presenting the material in
an organized manner, encouraging student participation, and
maintaining a pos
learning environment.
Student Evaluations
Student evaluations represent feedback from
classes
during the spring semester. Overall, the students indicated that the
course syllabus explained the objectives, grading procedures were
adequately described, materials presented related to the course and
the tests were a
test of the assigned materials.
More specifically the students in
classes noted what
they liked about his classes which included these key points:
•
•

It's fun and very hands-on.
The class
really interactive and hands-on it helps me grasp
the material better.

•

Th~ materi~l we learn.- It is preparing me for teaching. Mr.
Preston is a great teacher.

•

•

explains everything well, gives examples we can
relate to, makes it fun.
.0. . . . . . is ready to teach at any given time.

•

I like how the teacher is interactive with the students and gets
a laugh out of the students.

•

The teacher is very enthusiastic about the subject and makes it a
competition to encourage us.
into his presentations which helps me understand

•

Comments that which the students listed on the evaluations that refer
to what could be improved included:
•

More assignments

•
•

More examples
The only improvement needed is the time. I would like to see this
class held on Monday, Wednesday, and
to fit my school
days.

•
•

More writing and reading during class
Explain the lessons more

•
•
•

More group projects
If the class was a little more longer
Spend a little more time on topics

•

E

7

II

•

r

•

•

More actual work in an elementary school

•

Maybe some smaller classes

Reflections on Professional Development Goals and Plans
Since his last evaluation,
has continued his involvement
with learning communities, continued development of the TEAM Teach
program and the SC's (creative, cool, community college, camp), the
Basic Skills Initiative Committee.
He has attended the Basic Skills (Student Success Conference) at Santa
Barbara City College and the CSUF Liberal Studies Advisory Conference
to improve his teaching practice in the classroom.
He has been able to develop his leadership and communication skills by
developing, promoting, and coordinating a number of conferences and
events on campus such as: Teach 2008, Teach 2009, SC's Experience
2007-10, hosting and presenting at the CSUF Annual Liberal Studies
Conference in the spring of 2009.
In addition,
has written the midterm and final reports for
the CTE Teacher Preparation Pipeline grant and is responsible for
implementing the goals and objectives for this grant.
He was also featured in the March 27, 2009 issue of the Chronicle of
Higher Education.
This issue focused on teachers who matter.
The
title of Mr. Preston's feature, "Finding Ways to Hook Students Early.u
Finally,
is one of the chairs of the Standard I I
Accreditation Standard for the 2011 Self-Study.
His goals are:
•

Continue to develop leadership and communication skills

•

Improve teaching methodologies, specifically in the area of Basic
Skills instruction

•

Continue to write and research with the intent to publish
materials in the area of education

To achieve these goals, his plans are to:
•

Attend leadership conferences and continue to accept leadership
assignments. He would like the opportunity to serve on an
accreditation team

•

Attend classes of other Basic Skills instructors and observe
their teaching methodologies to improve his teaching of Basic
Skills students

•

Continue to write and research with the intent to publish
materials in the area of education
~ ~: '

,.

To evaluate his successes in reaching the goals,
•

Self - assessment and solicit feedback from peers and
administration

•

Analyze SLO results from courses and ask fellow faculty to come
and observe and provide feedback during evaluation and nonevaluation cycles

•

Continue to research publishing options- if granted a sabbatical ,
a successful book proposal will follow

other Areas for Assessment in Addition to Classroom Observation
Campus Committee Involvement:
has been involved in the following committees- Academic
Senate , Basic ;:~r~Irlltiati ve Commi ttee, Strategic Planning
Committee , Team Teach, and the 5C's.
Learning Area Involvement:
is a member of the Arts and Letters Instructional Area . He
is actively involved and attends all meetings.

F

comp let ed the program review for EDUC/EA.

Accreditation
............. curr ently serves as a tri-chair of Standard II of the
Accreditation Self-Study .
His area is Student Support Services .
Student Learning Outcomes/Assessments/Improvements
............. has written and assessed SLOs for the following courses EA 55 (General Tutoring), Education 1 (Introduction to Teaching), and
Education 5 (Critical Thinking in the Classroom).

Fr

•

Curriculum Development
has developed the curriculum for the Liberal Arts degree
with emphasis in Elementary Education.
Outreach
In the area of outreach,
has presented at the Liberal
Studies Conference, NCTE Conference, and has coordinated Teach 2008,
Teach 200 9, and the SC's Experience.
Summary
is a tenured faculty member at West Hills College
Lemoore.
He is passionate, knowledgeable, sincere, and persistent in
his work with the Basic Skills students and the Team Teach
participants. He serves on various campus committees such as the Basic
Skills Initiative Committee and Strategic Planning. He is actively
involved in the Arts and Letters Instructional Area and Standard of
the Accreditation Self-Study.
It is always a pleasure working wi th • • • • • • • •~ He is one of the
reasons why I consider the field of Education, my mission.
Recommendation
remain on the current
It is my recommendation that
evaluation schedule, which is every three years.

Eagle lunch & learn Fall 2010
Inst.
Student
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Phone #

WHC E-mail

Staff

Class

10/6 1 11/10

* 1* 1 *

Arellano, Chantal

0173961 1559-469-9591

Arias, Adrian

0197427 1559-269-9845

Arnev. Tamara

0076979 1559-572-6607

Sheffield 1Eng. lOlA 1L04
Ennes ICom - 3
Pranger ISW 21

1LOl
LOl

*
samuelavila@whccd.net

Bailev, Fatima

0183205 1559-681-9348

Balcazar, Linda

1160391

1559-824-8877

Banuelos, Michelle

124645

1559-772-8361

Self

L01

*

Reid

Preston lEduc 5

Cerda, George

0168085 1559-925-6673

Ennes

Chavez, Alfredo

0164100 1559-924-4752

Shehorn

*

hia

0148589 1559-9165905

*

Ennes ICem - 4
Staff/Res

e D.

McDowell IArt 42

I L01

*

Fragata, Nelson

Daniels

0183593 1559-639-9067

L05
L03

Sheffield 1101B

Daniels Eng.l05A
Garcia, Stephanie

J0187326 1559-790-4274 1
559-639-3819

Garnica, Pablo

192463

Garnica, Yvett

0185375 559-686-4815

Godinho, Gabrielle

117676

559-836-8702

Goldsmith, Brandon 10197642 1559-477-2123
Gonzalez, Pearl

10=i~ , .,1 59-684-2565

steQha niega rcia6@whccd.net

Math-63
Preston/She Eng.
horn
101/105B LOl

1 Evans

Ennes

Com - 4

Preston 1Educ 5
Sheffield 1105A
Ennes ICom - 4

L02

LOl
L03
L02

Ennes

hid
McDowell

Gejeian IEng 101B I L02

*

Briones

Hines, Daniel

0185726 559-572-1540

danie/hines@lwhccd.net

Holden, Corbin

0186275 559-246-4606

corbinholden@whccd.net

Hudgins, Tyree

188458

Hotchkiss, Victoria

559-583-6139

0173157 559-940-0341

tyrehudgins@whccd .net

*

Self
McDowell Art 42

ILOl

Gejeian Eng 101B 1LOl
Evans

Math-63

IL05

Daniels IEng.l05A ILOl

Jaramillo, Alberto

0166529 1559-8175915
559-589-0425

Jimenez. Beatriz

185305

1559-381-3064

Ennes ICom-3

LOl

Shehorn 1Eng. 101B 1L02

Self/McDo
well

droDDed

LaMantia, Constance 10197458 1805-904-9036
559-410-7065
Leon-Martinez, Ana

IArt 42

*

Self
Sheffield/G
ejeian 1105A

10180181 1559-925-1782

*

I L01

L03

Sheffield/G
ejeian

Lim, Lisa

0145198 559-584-7792

Lopez, Florencia

0177118 559-864-8389

il~~~1~59-356-3121

Sheffield IEng 89

lisalim@whccd.net

Reid

I

1105A

IBIO - 10

IL03

I L01
IL05

* 1* 1 *

Self

f

*

Self

Sheffield 1101B

IL03

*
*

cia udia ma rr@whccd.net

.,

Reid

I Kines 1

1

Martinez, Justin

0191689 1559-866-2208

Martinez, Rafael

0170761 1559-992-4688

Ennes ICom - 4

L02

Mendoza, 01

0161518 1559-589-0368

Ennes ICom - 4

L02

McDowell IArt 16A

I L01

_ • . UlI

*
Nix, Tommy

0160078 1559-925-1595

Self

Ochoa, Adilene

0178275 1714-783-8113

Reid

*

I Kines 1

1

*

Briones

Oliva, Christian

0195965 1559-380-7314

Omar, Lopez

0192049 1559-884-1810

Reid

Daniels IEng.105A IL01

.'",.''';;.;'~'<::';l:~,'t. ~
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~
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'

·'~~~~~?f~~;, ;. ". '., '. .... ..'~;"'" •

"

,,~.......

.0:;'.

,,,,,..oil, .... ,...............

I Kines 1

.

1

559-309-1099

McDowell IArt 16A

ILOl

Pavelzik, John

80909

Pedraza, Johnny

0166158 559-469-9958

Daniels I Eng.l05A I LOl

Perez, Alexander

0166559 559-816-7415

Daniels Eng.l05A
Daniels Eng.l05A

LOl
L04

I Daniels Eng.151A

LOS

Perez, George

10178016 1559-925-1082 I
559-5723705

Perez, Kristian

0175565 559-239-7368

Sheffield 1105A

Perez, Soledad

0190949 559-924-3074

Daniels Eng.l05A ILOl
Shehorn/Pre Eng
ston

Self

IL03

101B/l05 I LOl

*

*
Ruch, Courtney

129917

559-362-5787

Peltzar

Bio.32

L07

Saito, R~

0180514 559-250-3943

Ennes

Com - 4

L02

Sanchez, Christian

1195596

1559-925-1055
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Sandoval, Lourdes
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Santos, Natalie M.
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Satterfield, Donnie

0138731 559-572-3220

Schmidt, Michael

169281
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I
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1 Denn
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seahsim@whccd.net

1 Gejeian Eng 101B
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Daniels I Eng. 51A
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Tania, Marlene
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1

*
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559-380-9399
Taylor, Ashlynn
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* * *

Self

Torreez, Ursula

0191592 1559-709-2344

* * *
*I *

Daniels
Ennes

Valencia, Liliana
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Van Sickle, Sean
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......

I
I
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I

I

"
I
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West, Katherine
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West Hills College Lemoore
Office of Categorical Programs
Board Update

TO:
FROM:
RE:
DATE:

Don Warkentin
Sylvia Robinson
Board Update
October 15, 2010

•

Student Services
On September 20 th , Sylvia attended a New Matriculation Director's
Training from the Systems Office in Sacramento

•

Don and Sylvia have been meeting with our local high school principals to
discuss ways we can assist them in helping their students reach their
educational goals and stimulate a college going culture across the
campus. Principles have been very receptive and eager to expand the
partnerships.

•

Sylvia, Mike Rodriguez, Tammy Larson, Angela Tos, Priscilla Balcazar,
Susie Briones and America Bryant attended the Strengthening Student
Success Conference in Costa mesa, October 6th _Sth

•

Plans are underway for a fall Well ness Day

•

The October Eagle Lunch and Learn was very successful, there were SO
students referred and 40 who attended.

•

The 2010 Eagle Outreach, an event held annually in the fall for special
educations students in our high schools, was successful. There were 30
special educations students that attended from, Lemoore, with another
date planned for our larger high schools.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM REVIEW
West Hills College Lemoore

I. General Information
A. Instructional Program: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
B. List of Full Time Program Faculty and Staff:
II. Program Overview
A. State the program mission. The mission statement should include the purpose of the
program, the ideals the program strives to attain, and who the program serves. The
program mission must align with the college's mission and goals. (200 word limit)
B. List any recommendations from the most recent college/program/department
accreditation and/or previous review. (250 words or less)
C. Identify all personnel, including the number of certificated, classified professionals
and volunteers.
Employee Classification:
Certificated
Classified Professional
Student Workers
Diversity (RaceIEthnicity)
DNative Am. /Alaskan Nat.
DAsian/Pacific Islander
Hispanic
DMixed

o

Volunteer

o AfricanlAfrican-AmericanINon-Hispanic
DCaucasianlNon-Hispanic
DFilipino

III. Qualitative and Quantitative Data Review
A. Attach dashboard statistics here.

B. Using the data provided, address any significant trends/challenges/opportunities
identified which relate to your specific program. (250 words or less)

C. Attach any other data maintained by your program or at the division level: (e.g.
budget information regarding costs per program on personnel, equipment, supplies,
delivery of services).
D. What resources are required to maintain the program, and what additional resources
are necessary to improve or expand it?

Rev. 4/10
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IV. Professional Development
A. What professional development activities have faculty participated in? Have any of
these professional development activities been technology related? Please specify.
B. Relate how the professional development activities have improved student learning
outcome attainment.

C. Describe the program's plans for staff development over the next four years.

V. Curriculum and Student Learning Outcomes
A. List your Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes.
1. Have any Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes been changed

from the completion of the previous program review? What are the changes?
Attach documentation.
2. Describe the assessment used to improve student learning. Cite a specific
example.
B. Explain how Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes are used to
measure quality and success of this department/service area.

C. Review course outlines and prerequisites. List all courses that apply to this
program requiring a five-year course outline review.
1. Describe the curriculum changes anticipated in the next two years. (These
changes would include major course revisions, deletions, new courses, revised or
new options within a program, or a proposed new program).
D. To what extent is technology being used in the program?

E. How does the program ensure that the current curriculum is adequately meeting the
needs of the students?

VI. Career Technical Education Only
A. Does your program result in providing licensing or certification to its program
graduates which will enhance opportunities for employment? If yes, list.

B. Discuss the opportunities available to students who plan to transfer to an institution
of higher learning.
C. Discuss the effectiveness of your program in terms of:

1. Entry-level job placement as a result of training.
Rev. 4/10
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2. Effectiveness of continuing education to meet the need for advanced training
andlor training in emerging technologies.
3. State any other measures used to determine the success of this program (e.g.
satisfaction surveys, employer surveys or advisory committee feedback).
4. Comment on how the success rate compares to the success rate of the same
program at other colleges in the region. (250 words or less)
D. What would be the preferred sequence of courses to be taken to achieve your
program's goal of a degree or certificate?
E. How does the program ensure that the current curriculum is adequately meeting the
needs of students?
F. Excluding curriculum validation, discuss community involvement in the program.

O. List any special accreditations, external regulations, or advisory committees that
have oversight to your program.
H. List any special regulations, space requirements, staff training, etc. required by your
program.

1. List any program initiatives to meet the needs of social-economically diverse
students, andlor those with non-traditional requirements (e.g., physical, mental
disabilities, re-entry, gender, etc.).
H. Discuss the program's use of external funding, including grants, if applicable.

VII.Summary and Recommendations
A. Based on analysis of the information provided in Sections I through VI above,
describe the program's strengths, areas that need improvement, and strategies and
actions to make those improvements.

1. Program strengths:
2. Areas that need improvement:

3. Strategies and actions for program enhancement and improvement:
B. Attach your Program Planning and Evaluation Assessment Grid. Follow the
directions provided and thoroughly complete the form. You should have not more
than five short term goals, of which at least three are student learning outcome
goals.
Rev. 4/10
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NON-INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM REVIEW
West Hills College Lemoore

I. General Information
A. Non-Instructional Program: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
B. List of Full Time Program Faculty and Staff:
II. Program Overview
A. State the program mission. The mission statement should include the purpose of the
program, the ideals the program strives to attain, and who the program serves. The
program mission must align with the college's mission and goals. (200 word limit)
B. List any recommendations from the most recent college/program/department
accreditation and/or previous review. (250 words or less)
C. Identify all personnel, including the number of certificated, classified professionals
and volunteers.
Employee Classification:
Certificated
Classified Professional
Student Workers
Diversity (RaceIEthnicity)
DNative Am. /Alaskan Nat.
DAsianiPacific Islander
DHispanic
DMixed

Volunteer

DAfrican/African-American/Non-Hispanic
DCaucasianlNon-Hispanic
DFilipino

III. Qualitative and Quantitative Data Review
A. Attach dashboard statistics here.
B. Using the data provided, address any significant trends/challenges/opportunities.
identified which relate to your specific course/program/service. (250 words or less)
C. Attach any other data maintained by your program or at the division level: (e.g.
budget information regarding costs per program on personnel, equipment, supplies,
delivery of services
D. What resources are required to maintain the program, and what additional resources
are necessary to improve or expand it?

IV. Professional Development

A. What professional development activities have faculty participated in? Have any of
these professional development activities been technology related? Please specify.
B. Relate how the professional development activities have improved student learning
outcome attainment.
C. Describe the program's plans for staff development over the next four years.
V. Curriculum and Student Learning Outcomes

A. List your Non-Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes.
1. Have any Non-Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes been
changed from the previous program review? What are the changes? Attach
documentation.
2. Describe the assessment used to improve student learning. Cite a specific
example.
B. Explain how Non-Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes are used
to measure quality and success of this department/service area.
C. To what extent is technology being used in the program?
D. How does the program ensure that current delivery of service is adequately meeting
the needs of students?
E. State any other measures used to determine the success of this program (e.g.
satisfaction surveys, employer surveys or advisory committee feedback).

F. Comment on how the success rate compares to the success rate ofthe same program
at other colleges in the region. (250 words or less)
.G. Excluding curriculum validation, discuss community involvement in the program.
H. Do special accreditations, external regulations, or advisory committees regulate the
program? Yes [] No [ ] (if yes, list)
I. Does the program have any special regulations, space requirements, staff training,
etc. ? Yes [ ] No [ ] (if yes, elaborate)

J. Is there evidence ofunmet student needs in the program? Yes [] No [] (if yes,
elaborate)

K. Describe the initiatives the program has implemented to meet the needs of socialeconomically diverse students, and/or those with non-traditional requirements (e.g.,
physical, mental disabilities, re-entry, gender, etc.)
L. Discuss the program's use of external funding, including grants, if applicable.

VI.

Summary and Recommendations

A. What actions have been taken to address the assessment and improvements of

program learning outcomes?
B. Based on analysis of the information provided in I through VII, describe the
program's strengths, areas that need improvement, and strategies and actions to
make those improvements.

1. Program strengths
2. Areas that need improvement
3. Strategies and actions for program enhancement and improvement.
C. Attach your Program Planning and Evaluation Assessment Grid. Follow the
directions provided and thoroughly complete the form. You should have not more
than five short term goals, of which at least three are student learning outcome
goals.
Revised: 4110

Assessment Grid
West Hills College Lemoore
Mission: West Hills College Lemoore enriches the lives of our students and the community we serve by being
dedicated to quality educational learning opportunities and partnerships. The college provides a positive
environment that is committed to student learning and empowering students to achieve their educational goals.

Program:
Mission: State the program/unit's mission. If you don't have one,
create one. The mission statement should include the purpose of
your program/unit, the ideals the program strives to attain, and
whom the program/unit serves (student, staff, public, etc.). 200
words limit.

I Contact Person/ext.:

Submission Date:

I Midterm Report Date (2 years from submissionll year CTE):

Program Goals/
Objectives
At least 3 short-term and up
to 2 long-term goals.
Instruction: At least three of
your goals must be program
specific student-learning
I outcome oriented.

1.
2.
3.

Necessary Resources
(Including Funding)
The specific activities you
Any additional resources
you will need to accomplish
will implement to
the activity. Please be
accomplish the goals (e.g.
implement a new course) and specific and realistic.
intended outcomes.
Program Activities/Actions

1.
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.

Outcomes
Means of Assessment/Criteria for
Success including timeline (Measurable)

1.
2.
3.

Midterm Report
West Hills College Lemoore
Program Review, Planning, and Evaluation Assessment Planning Logic Model
Date:

Program:

Analysis

Findings

Actions

What are the actual quantifiable outcomes
compared to those listed in column four of
the Assessment Grid?

Your interpretation of the results (why the
activities were not successful in achieving
the goal)

Based on the Findings and Analysis, what is
the next step(s) to program improvement?

1.

1.

1.

2.

2.

2.

3.

3.

3.

------------

Program Review Summary Sheet for Planning/Institutional Effectiveness
Training/Professional
Development
Employee Development &
Success Committee

0

l.

2.

3.

4.

5

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

9.2010 revised/go
9.2010 revised/db

0

Equipment
Budget Allocation

Committee &/or Technology
Committee

Facilities
Facilities, safety,
Committee

0

Personnel/Staffing
Academic Senate &/or
Area Budget

0

o

Curriculum/Course Schedule
Learning Area Faculty

Budget
Budget Allocation
Committee

0

Program Review Summary Sheet for Planning/Institutional Effectiveness
I.Generallnformation
Program:
Prepared By:
Date Prepared:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
II.

Summary

What actions have been taken to address the assessment and improvements of goals and learning outcomes?

III. Recommendations by Planning and Governance Council
Training/Professional
Equipment
Budget Allocation
Development
Employee Development &
Committee &/or Technology
Success Committee
Committee
---------

0

0

Facilities
Facilities, Safety,
Committee

0

Personnel/Staffing
Academic Senate &/or
Area Budget

o

0

Curriculum/Course Schedule
learning Area Faculty

Approved by Planning and Governance Council (PGC) Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Recommended Action by PGC:

9.2010 revised/go
9.2010 revised/db

D

Expand Program

D

Maintain Program at Current Levels

D

Eliminate Program

Budget
Budget Allocation
Committee

0

Adjunct Faculty Shindig
West Hills College Lemoore Conference Center
Wednesday, August 11, 2010
Agenda
5:30-5:35

Welcome

Dr. Marlon Hall
Assoc. Dean-Ed Services

5:35-5:55

Opening Remarks

Don Warkentin
President
Dave Bolt
VP-Ed. Services
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson
VP-Student Services

5:55-6:00

Athletics

Bob Clement
Director of Athletics

6:00-6:25

Dinner/Keycards

6:25-6:30

Veteran's Affairs

6:30- 6:40

Important Procedures

Staff

6:40- 6:50

Waitlist

Kyle Crider

7:00- 8:30

SLO Introduction

David Babb

Susie Aceron
Veteran's Advisor

Breakout Sessions
Sessions: 7:15- 8:15
1.
2.
3.
4.

SLO
SLO
SLO
SLO

Session(Art & Letters)
Session (Science/Math)
Session (CTE)
Session (Social Sci/CD)

(Room
(Room
(Room
(Room

278)
234)
235)
236)

Jacqui Shehorn
David Babb
Christian Raia
Vera Kennedy

Board Policy 5505
Academic Honesty

WEST
HILLS
COMM UNITY
COLLEGE
.... 1ST RIC T
L..-_ _~_.;;::::B_D

Reference:

Education. Code Sections 66300; 70902,' and 76037

The West Hills Community College District seeks to promote and ensure academic honesty and
personal integrity among students and other members of the college community. All members of
the college community are responsible for knowing the policy and procedures on academic honesty.
Academic honesty is ,,--ita! to the very fabric and integrity of the district. All students must comply
with an appropriate and sound academic honesty policy and code of honest behavior. All members
of the college community are responsible for creating and maintaining an honest environment and
all must work together to ensure the success of the policy and code of behavior.
Student Honor Code
All students agree to abide by the following student honor code by signing the admissions
application, which prm--ides:
"I will be academically honest in all of my academic work and will not take part
in academic dishonesty of others."

The goals of this academic honesty policy are to:
•
•
•

Foster a culture of academic honesty in the college community.
Maintain the integrity and academic reputation of the colleges and district.
Process fairly and consistendy matters related to academic dishonesty.

Defl11itions
For purposes of this policy, the following definitions are used:
•

"Academic Honesty" means performing all academic work without plagiarism, cheating,
lying, tampering, stealing, or receiving unauthorized or illegitimate assistance from any other
person.

•

"Academic Dishonesty" means knowingly performing, attempting to perform, or assisting
any other person in performing any academic work that does not meet the above standard of
academic honesty.

•

"Academic Work" means any act performed in connection with work required to be
submitted, being prepared to be submitted, or actually submitted for academic advancement
in connection with courses and programs offered by the college. Academic work includes,
Page 1 of 5
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but is not limited to, examinations, exercises, quizzes, term papers, reports, performances,
presentations, artwork, laboratory work, and scientific experiments. Academic work
includes, but is not limited to, written and oral work presented or recorded in any media
including magnetic or electronic. Academic work includes, but is not limited to, work in
connection with regular college courses, whether conducted at an on campus or off campus
location), independent study courses at any location, courses offered through the college's
continuing education and distance learning program at any location.
•

«Advisor" means an individual who assists a faculty member or srudent in preparing for an
academic honesty review panel meeting. The Chief Instructional Officer (CIa), in
cooperation with the Academic Senate, will provide a list of individuals available to serve as
advisors by request.

•

"Facilitator" means a student, faculty member, or staff member certified by the CIa to assist
a faculty member and student in a fair and focused discussion during a «Facilitated
Discussion", or to moderate academic honesty review panel meetings. In the case of
academic honesty review panel meetings, the facilitator is not a member of the academic
honesty review panel, does not vote to determine whether a violation occurred, and does not
participate in the private deliberations of the paneL The facilitator is authorized to
determine all procedural questions prior to and during discussions or meetings with
academic honesty review panels.

•

''Panelist'' means any student and faculty member appointed by the Academic Senate
President to serve on an academic honesty review panel. All panelists must be
acknowledged by the CIa as qualified and willing to serve. All panelists must have received
a copy of the Academic Honesty policy and procedure. Faculty panelists must be tenured or
tenure-track. Student panelists must be currendy enrolled at the college.

•

"Academic Honesty Review Panel" means any group of panelists designated by the CIa and
the Academic Senate President to review a particular accusation of academic dishonesty.
There shall be three faculty (Academic Senate President or designee; one faculty member
from discipline or closely aligned discipline in which the alleged infraction occurred; and one
faculty member as determined by the Academic Senate President and the CIa); the Dean
over the discipline or a designee; and one student panelist (as determined by the Academic
Senate President or designee and the CIa) on each paneL

•

"Chair" means a member of each academic honesty review panel selected by the panel as the
presiding officer for that panel's private deliberations.

•

''Day'' means any calendar day in which the college operates, excluding Saturdays, Sundays
and district holidays. When a certain act must be completed within a certain number of days
following a specified beginning date, the beginning date shall be excluded in computing the
due date.

•

"Faculty member" means any member of the West Hills Community College District
approved to instruct or monitor instruction of students.
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•

"Suspension" means a defined tenn in which a student is excluded from enrollment at the
college. A consequence of suspension is that any classes successfully completed by the
suspended student at another school or college during the period of suspension will not be
credited toward a West Hills College degree or calculated in the student's overall GP A.

•

"Expulsion" means pennanent separation of the student from the District.

Prohibited Conduct
No student shall knowingly perfann, attempt to perfann, or assist another in performing any act of
dishonesty in or related to academic work to be submitted for academic credit or advancement. The
tenn "knowingly", as used in the preceding sentence, means that the student knows the dishonest
nature of the conduct, and that the academic work involved will be submitted for academic credit or
advancement. "Knowingly" does not mean that the student must have known that the particular act
was a violation of the district's academic credit or honesty policy. A student does not have to intend
to violate the honesty policy to be found in violation. For example, plagiarism intended or
unintended is a violation of this policy. Any behavior that constitutes academic dishonesty is
prohibited even if it is not specifically mentioned in the list of examples below.
Examples of Academic Dishonesty
The following acts by a student are examples of academically dishonest behavior:
•

Plagiarism Submission for academic advancement the words, ideas, opinions or theories of
another without appropriate attribution to that other person. Plagiarism includes, but is not
limited to, the following acts when perfonned without appropriate attribution:
o
o
o
o
o

•

Direcdy quoting all or part of another person's written or spoken words without
quotation marks or other means, as appropriate to the discipline;
Paraphrasing all or part of another person's written or spoken words without notes
or documentation within the body of the work indicating so;
Presenting an idea, theory or fonnula originated by another person as the original
work of the person submitting that work;
Repeating infonnation in academic work, such as statistics or demographics, which is
not common knowledge and which was originally compiled by another person;
Purchasing (or receiving in any other manner) a tenn paper or other assignment that
is the work of another person and submitting that tenn paper or other assignment as
the student's own work.

Unauthorized assistance Giving or receiving assistance in connection with any examination
or other academic work such that the resulting work product is not that of the student.
During examinations, quizzes, lab work and similar activity, students are to assume that any
assistance (such as books, notes, calculators, and conversations with others) is unauthorized
unless it has been specifically authorized by a faculty member. Examples of prohibited
behavior include, but are not limited to, the following when not authorized:
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o
o

o
o

o

o
•

Lying/Tampering/Bribery Bribery or an attempt to bribe a college official or employee is
prohibited conduct under this policy. Lying includes, but is not limited to:
o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

•

Copying, or allowing another to copy, answers to an examination;
Transmitting or receiving, during an examination, infonnation that is within the
scope of the material to be covered by tbat examination (including transmission
orally, in writing, by sign, electronic signal, or other manner);
Giving or receiving answers to an examination scheduled for a later time;
Completing for another, or allowing another to complete for you, all or part of an
assignment (such as a paper, exercise, homework assignment, presentation, report,
computer application, laboratory experiment, or computation);
Submitting a group assignment, or allowing that assignment to be submitted,
representing that the project is the work of all of the members of the group when
less than all of the group members assisted substantially in its preparation;
Unauthorized use of a programmable calculator or other electronic device.

Providing false infonnation in connection with the perfonnance of any academic
work or in connection with any proceeding under this policy.
Giving false reasons (in advance or after the fact) for failure to complete academic
work. This includes, for example, giving false excuses to the faculty member or to
any college official for failure to attend an exam or to complete academic work;
Falsifying the results of any laboratory or experimental work or fabricating any data
or infonnation;
Altering any academic work after it has been submitted, unless such alterations are
part of an assignment (such as a request of an instructor to revise the academic
work);
Altering grade, lab, or attendance records. This includes, for example, the forgery of
university fonns for registration in or withdrawal from a course;
Damaging computer equipment (including disks) or laboratory equipment in order to
alter or prevent the evaluation of academic work, unauthorized use of another's
computer password, disrupting the content or accessibility of an Internet site, or
impersonating another to obtain computer resources;
Giving false infonnation or testimony in connection with any investigation or
hearing under this policy;
Submitting for academic advancement an item of academic work that has previously
been submitted (even when submitted previously by that student) for academic
advancement, unless done pursuant to authorization from the faculty member
supervising the work or containing fair attribution to the original work.

Theft Stealing, taking or procuring in any other unauthorized manner (such as by physical
removal from an instructor's office or unauthorized inspection of computerized material)
infonnation related to any academic work (such as exams, grade records, fonns used in
grading, books, papers, computer equipment and data, and laboratory materials and data).
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•

Other Failure by a student to comply with a duty imposed uncler this policy. However, no
penalty is imposed under this policy for failure to report an act of academic dishonesty by
another or failure to testify in an academic honesty proceeding concerning another.

Any behavior that constitutes academic dishonesty is prohibited even if it is not specifically
mentioned in the above list of examples.
Required Conduct of Members of the College Community
Any member of the college community who has personal knowledge of facts relating to an alleged
violation of this policy has a responsibility to report that alleged violation to the CIO as provided in
this policy.
Required conduct includes, but is not limited to, participating in a discussion with the student
believed to have violated the policy and truthfully answering questions and providing documentation
of the matter to the Academic Senate President and CIO of the college.
Faculty have a responsibility to report alleged violations to the CIO as provided in this policy.
Faculty shall have the responsibility to take reasonable steps to inform students of the academic
honesty rules that apply to particular academic work and the specific types of academic assistance
that are permissible in connection with that academic work. Additionally, each faculty member shall
take reasonable steps to foster a climate of academic honesty. The failure of a faculty member to
meet these responsibilities shall not be a defense to an accusation of academic dishonesty against a
student.
The enrollment of a student at the college constitutes the student's agreement to be bound by this
policy. Every student has an obligation to be informed concerning the terms of this policy. Lack of
knowledge of the provisions of this policy is not an acceptable response to an accusation of violating
this policy. Any discipline of a member of the college community, other than a student, for
violation of this policy shall proceed under policies of the district applicable to faculty and staff
conduct.

Board approval: 6/27/06
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BUS 35: Human Resource Management
Course Syllabus
Fall 2010 Semester
Course Name and Number:

BUS -35 LOI Human Resource Management

Semester Credit Hours:

3.0 Units

Textbook (Required):

Managing Human Resources:

Prerequisites:

ENG 101 B (or equivalent) is recommended

Resource List:
I Instructor:
• Office Hours:
Voicemail:
Email:

Must have access to computer and Internet.
Jennifer Kelso, MBA
By arrangement
720-308-6337 or 559-423-5660
ienniferkelsocmwhccd.edu or
ienn.kelsorCVcomcast.net
Monday & Wednesday:
7:00 p.m. 10:00 p.m.
th
August 19 - December 16
WHC Lemoore - Room 712

Class Schedule:

. Location/H.oom number:

G. Bohlander & S. Snell, 15 th ed. (2010)

Catalog Description of this Course:

I

BUS 35 emphasizes the importance of dealing successfully with people both in "on-the-job" situations
and in other contacts through the study of positive and preventative aspects of personnel management
systems, or anizational behavior, leadershi and supervision, and related to ICS. (AA, CSU)
Instructional Objectives:
Upon completion of this course the student will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define Human Resource Management
Identify the basic processes in HRM (Human Resource Management)
Describe the relationship between the HRM Department and other units within the organization
Cite key legislation affecting labor-management relations
Describe some of the worldwide changes that are affecting the HRM environment
Describe how downsizing and mergers relate to the changing social contract
IdentifY several changes in job and work design
Identify a number of i-!l1plications of the change in proportion of women, minorities, and age
groups in the work force
List the seven categories of protected classes
Describe at least three federal laws that are aimed at combating discrimination
Identify the role of HRM in the development of effective work groups
Describe the outcomes that can be used to measure organizational performance
Define HR planning and how it is related to the overall strategic plan of the organization
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instructional Objectives cont.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define job design and how to establish job content
List the purposes of job analysis
Define performance standards and how they are used/developed
Describe the role ofHRM in managing work rules and schedules
Describe the procedures commonly used for making promotion/demotion/termination decisions
Outline some of the options organizations have for avoiding layoffs
Define training and outline the steps involved in establishing a training program in an
or anization
Student Learning Ob.iectives

1.) Students will identify or describe the functions of human resource management and demonstrate

an understanding of human resource issues.
2.) Student will analyze and identify possible resolutions to applied issues in human resources.
3.) Student will be able to identify, analyze, explain, and apply the federal, state, and local laws
governing Human Resource Management.
4.) Student will be able to define human resource terms including but not limited to skills inventory,
succession planning, and replacement chaIt, job analysis, job description, and job specification .

•

Course Content and Scope
l. The Challenge of Human Resource Management
2. Strategy and Humari Resource Planning
3. Equal Employment 0ppOltunity and Human Resource Management
4. Job Analysis, Employee Involvement, and Flexible Work Schedules
5. Expanding the Talent Pool: Recruitment and Careers
6. Employee Selection
7. Training and Development
8. Appraising and Improving Performance
9. Managing Compensation
10. Pay-for-Performance: Incentive Rewards
11. Employee Benefits
12. Promoting Safety and Health
13. Employee Rights and Discipline
14. The Dynamics of Labor Relations
15. International Human Resources Management
16. Creating High-Performance Work Systems
Learning Experience Designed to Achieve Goals and Ob.iectives
1. Individual/Group Activities
2. Audio / Visual
3. Textbook Activities / Case Studies
4. Web exercises and research
5. Lectures/Class Discussion
Methods of Evaluation
1. Essay and Objective Exams
2. Homework Assignments
3. Palticipation: Class Discussion / Class Activities
4. Application of learned knowledge through the use of business Case Studies
5. Written Assignments

BUS 20 Course Syllabus
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Assigned Homework (8)
Research Paper (1)
. Class Palticipation
Case Studies (8)
Midterm Exam
Final Exam
Total Score / Points

.A
B
C
D
F

G~;de Weight and Grading Criteria (1000
20%
20%
10%
20%
15%
15%
100%

90-100%
80- 89%
70-79%
60- 69%
0- 59%

Grading Policy
Excellent
Good
Satisfactory
Passing, less than satisfactory
Fail

Homework

r-----------------------------~~~~

Jloints)
200 points
200 points
100 points
200 points
150 points
150 points
1000 points

4 points
3 points
2 points
1 point
opoints

200 Points

There will be eight (8) Homework Assignments. Each homework assignment is w0l1h 25 points totaling
200 points and 20% of your final grade.
The homework is intended to reinforce the material that you have read and discussed in class. Homework
will be used to demonstrate student's knowledge of human resource concepts and proficiency in applying
methodologies.
Homework assignments should address all aspects of the assignment (answer all questions) and include
adequate detail. Students must support their thoughts with content from the textbook/assigned readings
and/or outside research. Students must also include their own opinion and critical thought when
requested. As a rule of thumb, I expect at least one paragraph (3-6 sentences) for each assigned
homework question.
Assignments should present a professional, neat appearance. Answers to Homework questions should be
numbered and written in paragraph form. Some Homework assignments will require outside research
either via the use of resources available at the library and/or online. Please remember to provide
references/citations if using information obtained from an outside source (see syllabus section entitled
Helpful Websites for more information on referencing your work). As always, please contact me ifyou
have any questions.
See Course Outline for Assigned Homework and Due Dates.
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Case Studies = 200 oints
There will be eight Case Study assignments. Each assigned Case Study is worth 25 points totaling 200
points and worth 20% of your final grade.
Case Studies will give you the opportunity to identify relevant human resource facts, identify critical
issues and problems, apply HR concepts presented in the text and classroom discussion, generate
alternative solutions, and select an appropriate course of action. The Case Studies should demonstrate
creative and critical thinking.
Students are expected to read the Case Study and answer each question that follows. As a rule of thumb, I
am expecting at least one paragraph (3-6 sentences) to answer each question within the Case Study. Case
Case Studies cont ...

Studies are to be written in long answer/paragraph format: and should present a professional, neat
appearance. Answers will vary and may include associated textbook content and outside research as
support. If you use an outside resource as evidence or to support your thoughts, please b.e sure to include
a reference. Most importantly, I am looking for students to demonstrate a level of critical thought.
Please remember to provide references/citations if using information obtained from an outside source (see
syllabus section entitled Helpful Websites for more information on referencing your work)

Research Paper (1) = 200 points
There is one Research Paper wOlth 200 points equaling 20% of your final grade.
Due Date: December 02, 2010
Formatting:
You will be supplied with a handout that outlines the formatting requirements for your papers which are
to be submitted' in either APA or MLA format and must be typed and include a title page, reference page,
double-spacing, headings, and introductory and concluding paragraphs.
Research:
Outside research is required (at least three sources referenced and cited appropriately). Students can also
refer to associated textbook content.
Length:
The minimum length requirement is 5 pages. This is the body of the document and does not include title
page, outline (optional), and reference page. Papers are to be typed in Times New Roman, 12 point font
size. The maximum length is 8 pages.
Topics:
We will discuss possible topics in class.
**Please let me know if you have any questions. I'm here to help if needed. We will discuss these
papers in greater detail in class.
Participation = 100 points
Just as lectures/discussion and class activities extend your understanding of your new skills and
•
knowledge, participation also enhances the learning experience. I prefer to call the lecture segment of the
course a discussion. I encourage all students to actively contribute to discussion, share specific examples,
BUS 20 Course Syllabus
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share articles relating to current events in uU"U"_'''',

course content

You will also be given opportunities to participate via class activities that will be randomly assigned and
completed in class. In my experience, a student's overall learning experience, including the ability to
retain course concepts, is enhanced when given the opportunity to discuss and apply course topics as a
group. With that, group activities will liven up our class period as we explore, debate, and create human
resource tactics and strategies. Business teams are becoming more prevalent in the ever competitive
world of business. As a business leader, project manager, or human resource manager you must be able
to work effectively as a team member. So, let's practice! Students will be given time in class to prepare
and work with their teams. Pal1icipation is worth 10% of your final grade.

0
0

Midterm Exam:
Final Exam:

150 points
150 points

Exams 300 points
Date of exam: November 16,2009.
Date of exam: December 16,2010.

Both the Midterm and Final Exams will consist of Multiple Choice, True and False, Fill-in the Blank, and
Essay Questions. Each exam is worth 15% of your final grade.

Mal<e-Up Policy
All due dates are listed in the Course Outline. All assignments should be submitted upon arriving to class.
In order to achieve the course objectives, you will need to miss no assignments. Remember,
communication is the key to your success. Please don't hesitate to contact me with any concerns so that
we can address any difficulties that you may be having with the material.
If you know that you are going to be absent you may submit homework assignments, case studies, or
writing assignments early either in class or students may submit work to me via email (as an attachment) to
jenniferkelso@whccd.edu.
Late Homework and Case Studies: Students are allowed one (1) late assignment with no late penalties.
No other late work will be accepted for credit. I will accept your one late assignment in class or submitted
as an attachment via email Cjenniferkelso@whccd.edu). I encourage you to stay current with the Course
Outline, keep organized, and be proactive. Assignments submitted after the due dates are considered late.
If you are absent, please email me your assignment on or before the day it is due. Thank you for your
attention to this.
Missed Exams: If a student must be absent on the day of the midterm or final exam, the student must
make arrangements to take the examination before the next class period. Examinations taken late are
subject to a 10% reduction from the points possible.
Late Writing Assignments: Late Writing Assignments will NOT be accepted. I must receive your
Writing Assignments on or before the due date to receive credit.
Attendance Polie
• Attendance is very impol1ant due to the format of this course. A great deal of information is covered in
one class period. LecturesfDiscussion and class activities extend your understanding and application of
our new skills and knowled e. If ou miss a class meetin, ou are responsible for the material missed
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in your absence. You are also expected to submit any homework that is due on the date of your absence
via email. Please remember to refer to your Course Outline and review the reading and homework
assignments. Ultimately, you are responsible for the content covered during your absence. The class will
begin on time, and you are expected to be on time. Attendance will be taken at the beginning ofthe class.
Students are allowed three absences. Please plan accordingly. Students may be dropped from the course
upon the fourth absence. If unusual circumstances prevent the student from attending, he/she should
notify the instructor, his/her advisor, and the Admissions and Records Office. Students who do not
attend the first class meeting may be dropped by the instructor as a no-show. If you are considering
withdrawing from the course, please see me first so that we may discuss your situation. Ultimately, it is
the student's responsibility to ensure that they are dropped from the course. No person may attend or
participate in the class without being pro erly enrolled.

General Classroom Policies
~'ood and Drinks: Students may have a water container with a screw top. No other food or drink is
permitted in the classroom or lab.
Trash: Please utilize the trash receptacles.
Cellular Phones / iPods: Cell phones and other technology are valuable tools when used at appropriate
times and places. You are expected to have your phone off in class, just as in any other professiona.1
meeting. Please use break times for making phone calls, texting, or listening to music. Thank you in
advance for your professionalism.

Extra Credit Opportunities
Due 12/14/09: 5 points - Show me your WHC library card.
Due 12/14/09: 10 points - Take Eureka test at Career Center. Print results and share with me.
Due 12/14/09: 10 points - Attend a seminar, event, or workshop at the Career Center. Bring proof of
attendance.
Due 12114/09: 5 points - Participate in a Student Organization Event. Bring proof of attendance.
Due 12/14/09: 5 points - Bring in any atticle (web, newspaper, magazine) or journal relating to current
trends in business. Alticle to be shared with the class.

Helpful Websites and Resources
Textbook companion Websites (web quizzes, flashcards, key terms, Human Resource News, Power Points):
** Access to the Premium Student Website is pincode protected. See you text to retrieve your pincode.
http://www.cengage.com/management/bohlander
Diana Hacker's Research and Documentation Online
http://www.dianahacker.com/resdoc/p04 c09 o.htmlhttp://www.dianahacker.com/resdoc/p04 c09 o.html
The official style guide website for the Amt;rican Psychological Association (APA)
http://www.apastyle.org/eiecref.htmlhttp:llw,vw.apastyle.org/elecref.html
A template for a college paper in APA format
www.office.microsofLcom
West Hills College, Lemoore Library
http://www.westhillscollef!e.com/lemoore/academics/library/index.asp
BUS 20 Course Syllabus
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Goal setting and self-improvement resources: http://www.topachievement.com

Academic Honesty
All students are expected to abide by the academic honesty policies of West Hills College as noted in the
college catalog and the college website. There is a zero tolerance policy for cheating and/or plagiarism.

Professional Behavio.·
Professional behavior is expected of all students. You are expected to abide by the code of conduct, ethical
behavior, and other rules/regulations as noted in the college catalog.

Students with Disabilities
Please see instructor so that we can discuss your situation and the resources available to you.

Note from Instmctor
Welcome to Human Resource Management!
Congratulations on making the decision to learn more about the world of business!! Human Resource
Management is an exciting topic. It's innovative, creative, organized, strategic, and constantly changing and
improving! !
In addition to creating an enjoyable, professional, respectful, and fun learning atmosphere, my goal is to guide
you through the basic principles of human resource management so that you will leave this class with an
understanding ofthe essential concepts ofthis fundamental area of business. I will also share current events
relating to the world of business and topics of discussion and encourage you to do so as well.
I am asking everyone to stay caught up with this class. Since a significant palt ofthe learning in this class is
expected to come from shared discussions, lecture, and the associated textbook content, we all need to be on
the same page. Attendance, participation, and submitting work in a timely manner will ensure your success!
Please plan ahead, and let me know in advance if you anticipate any difficulties with the schedule. If you are
considering withdrawing from the course, please see me first so that we may discuss your situation. I am here
to help you succeed!!
I look forward to discussing and exploring this subject with you. Here's to an enjoyable and fruitful
semester. ...
Welcome!
Jennifer Kelso, MBA
Adjunct Business Faculty
West Hills College, Len)Oore and NAS
ienni ferkelso@whccd.edu
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BUS 35: Human Resource Management
Instructor: Jennifer Kelso
Course Outline
Fall 2010 Semester
DATE

TOPICS

Weeki
• Thursday •
08/l9/10
0
0

Week 2
Thursday
08126110

Week 3
Thursday
09/02110

Discuss Syllabus
Course Expectations
Announcements
Explore College
Resources:
*WHC Online Library
Research Resources
*Career Center Resources

Homework:
Access BlackBoard and read online
announcements. Save and Print Course
Outline

HOMEWORK
AND/OR
CASE
STUDIES
ARE
ASSIGNED
EVERY
THURSDAY
AND DUE
• THE
FOLLOWING
THURSDAY

-

0

Chapter 1: The Challenge
ofHR Management

0

Chapter 2: Strategy & HR
Planning

0

Class Activity

Assigned Readings: Chapters 2 & 3
Homework: (25 Points) Chapter 1
Discussion Questions
p. 41: Answer Questions 1 & 4 (see
syllabus for homework expectations)

Due 09/0211 0

Case Study: (25 points) Chapter 1
. Case Study #1: Global Management
· Consulting Firm, p. 43,
Answer Questions 1, 2, 3
(see syllabus for case study
ex ectations)

Due 09/0211 0

Assigned Readings: Chapter 4
0

0

Chapter 3: Equal
Employment 0ppOliunity
&HRMgmt

Homework: (25 Points) Chapter 3
Discussion Questions p.138
Answer Questions # 1 and #2

Due 09/09/10

Case Study: (25 points) Chapter 3
Case Study #l:Can Fido Come to
Work?, p. 141, Answer Questions 1-4

Due 09/09/10

Class Activity

Bus 35 Course Outline
Jennifer Kelso
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Week 4
Thursday
09/09110

,

0

0

Chapter 4: Job Analysis,
Employee Involvement,
Flexible Work Schedule
Class Activity

Homework: (25 Points) Chapter 4
Discussion Questions p. 180
Answer #1 & #5

,

Week 5
Thursday!
09116110

; Assigned Readings: Chapters 5 & 6

0

0

Chapter 5: Expanding the
Talent Pool: Recruitment
& Careers
Chapter 6: Employee
Selection

As~jgned

Readings: Chapter 7

Case Study: (25 points) Chapter 6
Case Study #2: Cleaning up the "Resumess ", pgs. 298-300,
Answer Questions 1-3

Due 09/23/10

<;:lass Activity
'.

ek 6

',',

0

0

Chapter 7: Training &
Development
Class Activity

Homework: (25 Points) Chapter 7
Discussion Questions p. 348
Answer Question #4

0
0

Chapter 8: Appraising &
Improving Performance
Midterm Review
Class Activity

0

,•• "

Due 09130/1 0

,;;
0

';,

Assigned Readings: Chapter 8

Week 7
Thursday
09/30110

.,", ", '.... ";',;~>

~,
','

0

• Thursday
09123110

Due 09/16/1 0

Case Study: (25 points) Chapter 8
Case Study #1: Appraising Employees
at the San Diego Zoo, pgs. 402-404,
Answer Questions 1-3

.

,.

'.

Due 10/07/10

• Prepare for Midterm Exam
(Chapters 1-8)

Week 8 .
Thursday
10/0711 0

o Midterm Exam
(Chapters 1-8)

Assigned Readings: Chapter 9
• Suggested Homework:
Work on Research Paper due Week 16

Week 9
Thursday
10114110

Assigned Readings: Chapter 10

o

o

Chapter 9 : Managing
Compensation

Class Activity

Homework: (25 Points) Chapter 9
Discussion Questions p. 445
• Answer #4
Case Study: (25 points) Chapter 9
Case Study #2: New Pay Strategy, pgs.
448-449, Answer Questions 1-4

Bus 3S Course Outline
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Week 10
Thursday
10/21110

Week 11
Thursday
10/28/10

Week 12
Thursday
11104110

0

Chapter 10: Pay-forPerformance: Incentive
Rewards

0

Class Activity

0

Chapter 11: Employee
Benefits

Assigned Readings: Chapter 11
Homework: (25 Points) Chapter 10
Discussion Questions p.481
Answer #6

Due 10/2811 0

Assigned Readings: Chapters 12 & 13

0

Class Activity

0

Chapter 12: Promoting
Safety and Health

0

Chapter 13: Employee
Rights and Discipline

0

Class Activity

Case Study: (25 points) Chapter 11
Case Study #2: Evaluate the Work/Life
Climate, pgs. 522-523,
I)Take the survey (if you do not
currently work, analyze a former job or
ask a friend or fami ly member to take
the survey.
2)Analyze results
3) Write a paragraph that illustrates
your findings. Point out both strong
and weak areas. What can the human
resources depaJiment do to improve the
work/life climate of the or anization?

Due 1110411 0

Assigned Readings: Chapter 14
Homework: (25 Points) Chapter 12
Discussion Questions p. 561 Answer

Due 11/18/10

#1/0SHA

Case Study: (25 points) Chapter 13
Case Study #1: Dischargedfor off-duty
behavior, p. 607, Answer Questions 1-3

Due 11118/1 0

Week 13
Thursday
11111110

Week 14
Thursday
11118/1 0

NO CLASS:
Holiday (Veteran's Day)
0

Homework:
Work on Research Paper due Week 16

1

0

Chapter 14: The Dynamics
of Labor Relations

0

Class Activity

Thursday NO CLASS:
11125/10 Holiday (Thanksgiving)

Bus 35 Course Outline
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Assigned Readings: Chapter 15
Homework: (25 Points) Chapter 14
Discussion Questions p. 648
Answer Question # 1

Homework:
Finalize Research Paper due Week 16

Page 3

•
Weik16
Thursday
12/02/10

0

Submit Research Paper

Assigned Readings: Chapter 16

0

Chapter 15: International
HRM

Case Study: (25 points) Chapter 15
Case Study #1: How about a 900
percent raise?, p. 698, Answer
Questions 1-3)

0

Due 12/09110

Week 17
Thursday
12/0911 0

0

Chapter 16: Creating HighPerformance Work
Systems

0

Class Activity

0

Final Exam Review

Reminder:
The last day
to submit late
homework or
case studies
is 12/16/09

Week 18
Thursday
12116110

FINAL EXAM (Chapters 9-16)

Bus 35 Course Outline
Jennifer Kelso

Congratulations!! You've completed
Human Resources Management!!
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BUS 35: Human Resource Management
Course Syllabus
Fall 2010 Semester
Course Name and Number:

BUS -35 L01 Human Resource Management

Semester Credit Hours:

3.0 Units

Textbook (RequiJ-ed):

Managing l/uman Resources:
G. Bohlander & S. Snell, 15 111 ed. (2010)

}>rcrequisites:

ENG 10lE (or equivalent) is recommended

Resource List:
Instructor:
Office Hours:
Voicemail:
Email:

Must have Cl~~ess to computer and Internet.
Jennifer Kelso, MBA
By arrangement
720-308-6337 or 559-423-5660
jenniferkelso(a)whccd.edu or
ienn.kelso@comcast.net
Monday & Wednesday:
7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
August 19 - December 16 th
WHC Lemoore - Room 712

Class Schedule:

Location/Room uumbe,":
Catalog Description of this Course:

BUS 35 emphasizes the importance of dealing successfully with people both in "on-the-job" situations
and in other contacts through the study of positive and preventative aspects of personnel management
systems, organizational behavior, leadership and supervision, and related topics. (AA, CSU)
Instructional Objectives:
Upon completion of this course the student will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define I-Iuman Resource Management
Identify the basic processes in HRM (Human Resource Management)
Describe the relationship between the HRM Depaliment and other units within the organization
Cite key legislation affecting labor-management relations
Describe some of the worldwide changes that are affecting the HRM environment
Describe how downsizing and mergers relate to the changing social contract
Identify several changes in job and work design
Identify a number of iJ;nplications of the change in proportion of women, minorities, and age
groups in the work force
List the seven categories of protected classes
Dcscribe at least three federal laws that are aimed at combating discrimination
Identify the role ofHRM in the development of effective work groups
Describe the outcomes that can be used to measure organizational performance
Define HR planning and how it is related to the overall strategic plan of the organization
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instructional Objectives cant.
• Define job design and how to establish job content
• List the purposes of job analysis
• Define performance standards and how they are used/developed
• Describe the role of HRM in managing work rules and schedules
• Describe the procedures commonly used for making promotion/demotion/termination decisions
• Outline some of the options organizations have for avoiding layoffs
• Define training and outline the steps involved in establishing a training program in an
organization

Student Leaming Objectives
1.) Students will identify or describe the functions of human resource management and demonstrate
an understanding of human resource issues.
2.) Student will analyze and identify possible resolutions to applied issues in human resources.
3.) Student will be able to identify, analyze, explain, and apply the federal, state, and local laws
governing Human Resource Management.
4.) Student will be able to define human resource terms including but not limited to skills inventory,
succession planning, and replacement chart, job analysis, job description, and job specification.

Cour'se Content and Scope
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

The Challenge of Human Resource Management
Strategy and Humall Resource Planning
Equal Employment Opportunity and Human Resource Management
Job Analysis, Employee Involvement, and Flexible Work Schedules
Expanding the Talent Pool: Recruitment and Careers
Employee Selection
Training and Development
Appraising and Improving Performance
Managing Compensation
Pay-for-Performance: Incentive Rewards
Employee Benefits
Promoting Safety and Health
Employee Rights and Discipline
The Dynamics of Labor Relations
International Human Resources Management
Creating High-Performance Work Systems

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Individual/Group Activities
Audio / Visual
Textbook Activities / Case Studies
Web exercises and research
Lectures/Class Discussion

Leaming Experience Designed to Achieve Goals and Ob.jectives

Methods of Evaluation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Essay and Objective Exams
Homework Assignments
Participation: Class Discussion / Class Activities
Appl ication of learned knowledge through the use of business Case Studies
Written Assignments
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Assigned Homework (8)
Research Paper (1)
Class PaIticipation
Case Studies (8)
Midterm Exam
Final Exam
Total Score / Points

A
B
C
D
F

Grade Weight and Grading Criteria (1000 points)
20%
200 points
20%
200 points
10%
100 points
20%
200 points
15%
150 points
15%
150 points
100%
1000 points

90-100%
80- 89%
70- 79%
60- 69%
0- 59%

Grading Policy
Excellent
Good
Satisfactory
Passing, less than satisfactory
Fail

4 points
3 points
2 points
1 point
opoints

Homework = 200 Points
There will be eight (8) Homework Assignments. Each homework assignment is wOlth 25 points totaling
200 points and 20% of your final grade.
The homework is intended to reinforce the material that you have read and discussed in class. Homework
will be used to demonstrate student's knowledge of human resource concepts and proficiency in applying
methodologies.
Homework assignments should address all aspects ofthe assignment (answer all questions) and include
adequate detail. Students must SUppOit their thoughts with content from the textbook/assigned readings
and/or outside research. Students must also include their own opinion and critical thought when
requested. As a rule of thumb, I expect at least one paragraph (3-6 sentences) for each assigned
homework question.
Assignments should present a professional, neat appearance. Answers to Homework questions should be
numbered and written in paragraph form. Some Homework assignments will require outside research
either via the use of resources available at the library and/or online. Please remember to provide
references/citations if using information obtained from an outside source (see syllabus section entitled

Helpful Websites for more information on referencing your work). As always, please contact me
have any questions.

ifyou

See Course Outline for Assigned Homework and Due Dates.
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Case Studies = 200 points
There will be eight Case Study assignments. Each assigned Case Study is worth 25 points totaling 200
points and worth 20% of your final grade.
Case Studies will give you the opportunity to identify relevant human resource facts, identifY critical
issues and problems, apply HR concepts presented in the text and classroom discussion, generate
alternative solutions, and select an appropriate course of action. The Case Studies should demonstrate
creative and critical thinking.
Students are expected to read the Case Study and answer each question that follows. As a rule of thumb, I
am expecting at least one paragraph (3-6 sentences) to answer each question within the Case Study. Case
Case Studies cont ...

Studies are to be written in long answer/paragraph format and should present a professional, neat
appearance. Answers will vary and may include associated textbook content and outside research as
support. I f you lise an outside resource as evidence or to support your thoughts, please be sure to include
a reference. Most importantly, I am looking for students to demonstrate a level of critical thought.
Please remember to provide references/citations if using information obtained from an outside source (see
syllabus section entitled Helpful Websitesfor more information on referencing your work)
See Course Outline for Assi!lned Case Studies and Due Dates.

Research Paper (1) = 200 ~Ilt~
There is one Research Paper wOlth 200 points equaling 20% of your final grade.
Due Date: December 02, 2010
Fonnatting:
You will be supplied with a handout that outlines the formatting requirements for your papers which are
to be submitted' in either APA or MLA format and must be typed and include a title page, reference page,
double-spacing, headings, and introductory and concluding paragraphs.
Research:
Outside research is required (at least three sources referenced and cited appropriately). Students can also
refer to associated textbook content.
Length:
The minimum length requirement is 5 pages. This is the body of the document and docs not include title
page, outline (optional), and reference page. Papers are to be typed in Times New Roman, 12 point font
size. The maximum length is 8 pages.
Topics:
We will discuss possible topics in class.
**Please let me know if you have any questions. I'm here to help ifneeded. We will discuss these
papers in greater detail in class.
Participation = 100 points
Just as lectures/discussion and class activities extend your understanding of your new skills and
knowledge, participation also enhances the learning experience. I prefer to call the lecture segment of the
course a discussion. It.!I~~(?urage all students to actively contribute to discussion, share specific examples,
BUS 20 Course Syllabus
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share articles relating to current events in business, or other material relating to the course content.

Y Oll wi II also be given opportunities to pat1icipate via class activities that will be randomly assigned and
completed in class. In my experience, a student's overall learning experience, including the ability to
retain course concepts, is enhanced when given the opportunity to discuss and apply course topics as a
group. With that, group activities will liven up our class period as we explore, debate, and create human
resource tactics and strategies. Business teams are becoming more prevalent in the. ever competitive
world of business. As a business leader, project manager, or human resource manager you must be able
to work effectively as a team member. So, let's practice! Students will be given time in class to prepare
and work with their teams. PaIiicipation is worth 10% of your final grade.
Thank you, in advance, for your paIiicipation!

o
o

Midterm Exam:
Final Exam:

150 points
150 points

Exams 300 points
Date of exam: November 16,2009.
Date of exam: December 16,2010.

Both the Midterm and Final Exams will consist of Multiple Choice, True and False, Fill-in the Blank, and
• Essay Questions. Each exam is wOlth 15% of your final grade.

Make-U)) Policy
All due dates are listed in the Course Outline. All assignments should be submitted upon an'iving to class.
In order to achieve the course objectives, you will need to miss no assignments. Remember,
communication is the key to your success. Please don't hesitate to contact me with any concerns so that
we can address any difficulties that YOll may be having with the material.
If you know that YOli are going to be absent YOll may submit homework assignments, case studies, or
writing assignments early either in class or students may submit work to me via email (as an attachment) to
jenniferkelso@whccd.edu.
Late Homework and Case Studies: Students are allowed one (1) late assignment with no late penalties.
No other late work will be accepted for credit. I will accept your one late assignment in class or submitted
as an attachment via email (jenniferkelso@whccd.edu). 1 encourage you to stay current with the Course
Outline, keep organized, and be proactive. Assignments submitted after the due dates are considered late.
If you are absent, please email me your assignment on or before the day it is due. Thank you for your
attention to this.
Missed Exams: If a student must be absent on the day of the midterm or final exam, the student must
make arrangements to take the examination before the next class period. Examinations taken late are
subject to a 10% reduction from the points possible.

l . ate Wdtillg Assignments: Late Writing Assignments will
Writing Assignments on or before the due date to receive credit.
I

be accepted. I must receive your

Attendance Policy
Attendance is very important due to the format of this course. A great deal of information is covered in
one class period. LecturesfDiscussion and class activities extend your understanding and application of
your new skills and knowledge. If you miss a class meeting, you are responsible for the material missed
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in your absence. You are also expected to submit any homework that is due on the date of your absence
via email. Please remember to refer to your Course Outline and review the reading and homework
assignments. Ultimately, you are responsible for the content covered during your absence. The class will
begin on time, and you are expected to be on time. Attendance will be taken at the beginning ofthe class.
Students are allowed three absences. Please plan accordingly. Students may be dropped from the course
upon the fOlIlih absence. If unusual circumstances prevent the student from attending, he/she should
notify the instructor, his/her advisor, and the Admissions and Records Office. Students who do not
attend the first class meeting may be dropped by the instr~ctor as a no-show. If you are considering
withdrawing from the course, please see me first so that we may discuss your situation. Ultimately, it is
the student's responsibility to ensure that they are dropped from the course. No person may attend or
paIiicipate in the class without being properly enrolled.
General Class.-oom Policies
}<'ood and D."inks: Students may have a water container with a screw top. No other food or drink is
permitted in the classroom or lab.
Trash: Please utilize the trash receptacles.
Cellular Phones 1 iPods: Cell phones and other technology are valuable tools when used at appropriate
times and places. You are expected to have your phone off in class, just as in any other professiona.1
meeting. Please use break times for making phone calls, texting, or listening to music. Thank you in
advance for your professionalism.

Extra C."edit Opportunities
Due 12/14/09: 5 points - Show me your WHC library card.
Due 12/14/09: 10 points - Take Eureka test at Career Center. Print results and share with me.
Due 12/14/09: 10 points - Attend a seminar, event, or workshop at the Career Center. Bring proof of
attendance.
Due 12/14/09: 5 points - PaIiicipate in a Student Organization Event. Bring proof of attendance.
Due 12/14/09: 5 points - Bring in any aliicle (web, newspaper, magazine) or journal relating to current
trends in business. Article to be shared with the class.

Helpful Websites and ResoUl"ces
Textbook companion Websites (web quizzes, flashcards, key terms, Human Resource News, Power Points):
** Access to the Premium Student Website is pincode protected. See you text to retrieve your pincode.
http://w\vw.cengage.com/management/bohlander
Diana Hacker's Research and Documentation Online
http://www.dianahacker.comlresdoc/p04 c09 o.htmlhttp://www.dianahacker.com/resdoc/p04 c09 o.html
The official style guide website for the American Psychological Association (APA)
http://w.vvw.apastyle.org/eiecref.htmihttp:llwww.apastyle.orglelecref.html
A template for a college paper in APA format
www.office.microsoft.com
West Hills College, Lemoore Library
http://www.westhillscollege.com/lemoore/academics/librarv/index.as])
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Goal setting and self-improvement resources: http://www.topacilievement.com

lecalendar/tour.html
Academic Honesty
All students are expected to abide by the academic honesty policies of West Hills College as noted in the
college catalog and the college website. There is a zero tolerance policy for cheating and/or plagiarism.

Professional Bel1aviol"
Professional behavior is expeeted of all students. You are expected to abide by the code of conduct, ethical
behavior, and other rules/regulations as noted in the college catalog.

Students with Disabilities
Please see instructor so that we can discuss your situation and the resources available to you.

Note from Inst.-uctor
Welcome to Human Resource Management!
Congratulations on making the decision to learn more about the world of business!! Human Resource
Management is an exciting topic. 'It's innovative, creative, organized, strategic, and constantly changing and
improving! !
In addition to creating an enjoyable, professional, respectful, and fun learning atmosphere, my goal is to guide
you through the basic principles of human resource management so that you will leave this class with an
understanding of the essential concepts of this fundamental area of business. I will also share current events
relating to the world of business and topics of discussion and encourage you to do so as well.
I am asking everyone to stay caught up with this class. Since a significant part oftlle learning in this class is
expected to come from shared discussions, lecture, and the associated textbook content, we all need to be on
the same page. Attendance, participation, and SUbmitting work in a timely manner will ensure your success!
Please plan ahead, and let me know in advance if you anticipate any difficulties with the schedule. If you are
considering withdrawing from the course, please see me first so that we may discuss your situation. I am here
to help you succeed!!
J look forward to discussing and exploring this subject with you. Here's to an enjoyable and fruitful
semester ....

Welcome!
Jennifer Kelso, MBA
Adjunct Business Faculty
West Hills College, Lemoore and NAS
j enn iferkel so(a)whccd .edu
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BUS 35: Human Resource Management
Instructor: Jennifer Kelso
Course Outline
Fall 2010 Semester
DATE

TOPICS

** Subjectto Change
ASSIGNMENTS
DUE
DATES

Week}
Thursday
08119110

o
o
o
o

Discuss Syllabus
Course Expectations
Announcements
Explore College
Resources:
*WHC Online Library
Research Resources
*Career Center Resources

Assigned Readings: Chapter 1

Homework:
Access BlackBoard and read online
announcements. Save and Print Course
Outline

HOMEWORK
AND/OR
CASE
STUDIES

ARE
ASSIGNED
EVERY
THURSDAY
AND DUE
THE
FOLLOWING
THURSDAY

Week 2
Thursday
08/2611 0

o

Chapter 1: The Challenge
ofHR Management

o

Chapter 2: Strategy & HR
Planning

o

Class Activity

Assigned Readings: Chapters 2 & 3
Homework: (25 Points) Chapter 1
Discussion Questions
p. 41: Answer Questions 1 & 4 (see
syllabus for homework expectations)
Case Study: (25 points) Chapter 1
Case Study #1: Global Management
Consulting Firm, p. 43,
Answer Questions 1,2,3
(see syllabus for case study
ex ectations)

Due 09/02/10

Due 09/02/10

Week 3
Thursday
09102110

Assigned Readings: Chapter 4

o

o

Chapter 3: Equal
Employment Opportunity
&HRMgmt

Homework: (25 Points) Chapter 3
Discussion Questions p. 138
Answer Questions #1 and #2

Due 09/09/1 0

Case Study: (25 points) Chapter 3
Case Study #1 : Can Fido Come to
Work?, p. 141, Answer Questions 1-4

Due 09/09/1 0

Class Activity
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Week 4
Thursday
09/09110

WeekS
Thursday
0911611 0

0

0

Class Activity

0

Chapter 5: Expanding the
Talent Pool: Recruitment
& Careers
Chapter 6: Employee
Selection

0

Due 0911611 0

Ass}gned Readings: Chapter 7
Case Study: (25 points) Chapter 6
Case Study #2: Cleaning up the "Resumess ", pgs. 298-300,
Answer Questions 1-3

Due 09/2311 0

Class Activity
"

0

0

Week 7
Thursday
09/30110

Homework: (25 Points) Chapter 4
Discussion Questions p. 180
Answer # 1 & #5

-0.

0

Week 6
Thursday
09/2311 0

Assigned Readings: Chapters 5 & 6

Chapter 4: Job Analysis,
Employee Involvement,
Flexible Work Schedule

Chapter 7: Training &
Development

Assigned Readings: Chapter 8

Homework: (25 Points) Chapter 7
Discussion Questions p. 348
Answer Question #4

Class Activity

Due 09/3011 0

;,

0

0
0
0

Case Study: (25 points) Chapter 8
Case Study #1: Appraising Employees
at the San Diego Zoo, pgs. 402-404,
Answer Questions 1-3

Chapter 8: Appraising &
Improving Performance
Midterm Review
Class Activity

Due 10/0711 0

Prepare for Midterm Exam
(Chapters 1-8)

Week 8
Thursday
10107110

'.
0

:

.

.•.. :'(

..

r

: . . i>; ':~:'1'

Assigned Readings: Chapter 9

Midterm Exam
(Chapters 1-8)

Suggested Homework:
Work on Research Paper due Week 16

Week 9
Thursday
1011411 0

..

:

,

,~:::

.'
i

Assigned Readings: Chapter 10
0

0

Chapter 9: Managing
Compensation

Class Activity
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Homework: (25 Points) Chapter 9
Discussion Questions p. 445
Answer #4

Due 10/2111 0

Case Study: (25 points) Chapter 9
Case Study #2: New Pay Strategy, pgs.
448-449, Answer Questions 1-4

Due 10/21110
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Week 10
Thursday
10121110

.. :

,
0

0

Chapter 10: Pay-forPerformance: Incentive
Rewards

.~

Assigned Readings: Chapter 11

Homework: (25 Points) Chapter 10
Discussion Questions p.481
Answer #6

Class Activity

Due 10/28/10

Week 11
Thursday
10/2811 0

..

Assigned Readings: Chapters 12 & 13
0

0

Chapter 11: Employee
Benefits

Case Study: (25 points) Chapter 11
Case Study #2: Evaluate the Work/Life
Climate, pgs. 522-523,
I)Take the survey (if you do not
currently work, analyze a former job or
ask a friend or family member to take
the survey.
2)Analyze results
3) Write a paragraph that illustrates
your findings. Point out both strong
and weak areas. What can the human
resources department do to improve the
work/life climate of the organization?

Class Activity

. ' ':i.

Week 12
Thursday
11/04/10

0

0

Case Study: (25 points) Chapter 13
. Case Study #1: Dischargedfor off-duty
. behavior, p. 607, Answer Questions 1-3

Due 1111811 0

.

1

.

.;;:F.;~

':',

i

.'

.'

i>~~i:~~~m~~~:

Homework:
Work on Research Paper due Week 16

NO CLASS:
Holiday (Veteran's Day)
0

..

Week 14
0

Chapter 14: The Dynamics
of Labor Relations

0

Class Activity

Assigned Readings: Chapter 15

Homework: (25 Points) Chapter 14
Discussion Questions p. 648
Answer Question # 1
.. ' .

Week15
Thursday
1112511 0

,,,'$,",

Due 1111811 0

'.:.

Thursday
11118110

~.

Homework: (25 Points) Chapter 12
Discussion Questions p. 561 Answer
#1 1 OSHA

Chapter 13: Employee
Rights and Discipline

Week13

Due 1110411 0

Assigned Readings: Chapter 14

Chapter 12: Promoting
Safety and Health

Activity

Thursday
11111110

%, .*

i

NO CLASS:
Holiday (fhanksgiving)
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Due 12/0211 0

('\};~ I'

··':i,: ;~~~i1:;':ft:

Homework:
Finalize Research Paper due Week 16

Page 3

.......

Week 16
Thursday
12/0211 0

Week 18
Thursday
12116110

)

.

.'.

.,

..... <.'Y

...

.

0

Submit Research Paper

Assigned Readings: Chapter 16

0

Chapter 15: International
HRM

Case Study: (25 points) Chapter 15
Case Study #1: How about a 900
percent raise?, p. 698, Answer
Questions 1-3)

Class Activity

0

Week 17
Thursday
12/09110

.

.

'.'

;

'.'..

0

Chapter 16: Creating HighPerformance Work
Systems

0

Class Activity

0

Final Exam Review

" ; .).

Due 12/0911 0

".· . . ··r·.. .,{)..~!;.!i);·);:~.I:;:~.:~;;~gI:;Jg';{ ·cr;,,>. '.:

Review for Final Exam (Chapters 9-16)

Exam: 12116
Reminder:
The last day
to submit late
homework or
case studies
is 12116/09

··.····.····.i·~~. ..,F':':('"

FINAL EXAM (Chapters 9-16)

Bus 35 Course Outline
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Congratulations!! You've completed
· Human Resources Management!!
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AOJ 29 CRIMINOLOGY
SYLLABUS
SEMESTER:
INSTRUCTOR:

Spring 2010
Larry Orth, Chief District Attorney Investigator (Retired),
Kings County District Attorney's Office.
E-mail address:lsorth(tV.sbcglobal.net
West Hills E-mail address: larrvorth@whccd.edu
Cell Phone: 816-2733

DATElfIMES:

7:00 to 10:00 P.M.

LOCATION:

NAS Lemoore Campus

ROOM NUMBER:
TEXTBOOK:

Criminology, Tenth Edition, Larry J. Siegel

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Structured to examine classical & contemporary-criminological theories, this course
allows students to explore the origins of criminal behavior and to apply criminological
knowledge to the diversity of crime as it exists today. This course is further designed to
dispel crime myths and to provide and instill students with a well-informed and critical
understanding of crime as a social phenomenon with historical underpinnings within the
evolving context of society and knowledge. Beyond criminology's evolutionary
considerations and in keeping with socially relevant and policy-oriented perspectives,
analysis and discussion regarding crime causation, strategies and purposes of crime
measurement, new and future trends in crime and crime control, and the operation of the
criminal justice system will be examined.

COURSE OBJECTIVES:
•
•

•

•

Develop an informed understanding regarding the causes of crime and deviance in
society and society's responses to criminal and deviant.
Develop an informed understanding related to how societal and legal changes have
affected crime causation and how these factors have been interconnected throughout
society's history..
Refine analytical, reasoning, and connectiveabilities .. .learning to see the forest and
the trees - plus how.each aspect of the forest (each theory and/or social variable) is
connected and interdependent.
Develop a theoretical knowledge base regarding crime and crime's role in society,
which is necessary for students' future course, field, and professional work.
1

•

Develop a positive attitude toward the study of theory & theory's role in
understanding social processes and policy fonnation ... to get you interested and
excited about how theory works and how it is applied.

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES

The student will identify the basic principles of classical criminology, and positivism.
The student will identify the roles of the criminologist in the study of crime.
The student will identify the basic principles of physiognomy and phrenology.
The student will compare and contrast the arguments in the nature versus nurture theories
of criminality.
COURSE REOillREMENTS
ATTENDANCE:

Students will be allowed no more than four absences. Any further absences could be
cause for the student to be dropped from the course. You are expected to attend class
regularly. It's the only way you can learn the material. When necessarily absent, it is
youTTesponsibility to get the notes for the class missed from another student. I will not
hand out copies of outlines, lend videos watched in class, etc.
Cheating and Plagiarism:
Cheating. Cheating is the practice offraudulent and deceptive acts for the purpose of
improving a grade or obtaining course credit Typically, such acts occur in relation to
examinations. It is the intent of this defInition that the tenn "cheating" not be limited to
examination situations only, but that it includes any and all actions by a student which are
intended to gain an unearned academic advantage by fraudulent and deceptive means.
Cheating will generate a zero fOT the assignment involved.
Plagiarism. Plagiarism is a specifIc fonn of cheating which consists of the misuse of the
published and/or unpublished works of another by reprinting the material so used, as
one's own work. Plagiarism will result in the total points for the lowest paper being
halved and divided between any two students. ThtlS, a paper-obtaining 70 points, but
representing plagiarized works, would give each student involved 35 points for the
assignment.
MAKEUP POLICY

Make-up Mid-tenn exam will only be given to those students who notify me and receive
an excused absence for the exam day. The make-up exam will be given on an arranged
date and time.

(
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COURSE FORMAT
Class sessions will consist oflectures, films, group discussions and other activities.
•
•
•

Lectures are intended to supplement, not reiterate the text
Audio/visual presentations
Participation in class activities is required

OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cell phones will be turned off in class.
Electronic listening or recording devices may not be used without prior consent of
instructor.
All textbook/class materials are your responsibility to obtain.
Handouts will be available in class.
Quizzes/exams will be open notes/dictionary.
Final exam/project must be completed at time indicated on schedule of
assignments.

ASSIGNMENTS
There will be an assignment for each chapter is worth 50 points. This Assignment
consists of1.0 questions worth 5 points for each question or a total of 50 points.
There are 18 chapters, which equals a total of -900 points.
The student is responsible for completing all assignments, which including the
reading of the textbook, handouts and all outside assignments. Assignments will be
turned in on time or loss points from that assignment may occur.
EXERCISES:
There will be exercises in this class which are not graded, but count toward your final
grade in the category of participation.

EXTRA CREDIT
Any student wishing to do extra work to enhance their grade may do so. These
assignments are on a limited basis at the discretion of the instructor. If you wish to due
extra credit you must contact the instructor for a subject matter. Each assignment is
worth fifty (50) points. Each student will be limited to two extra credit papers.

FACE PAGE:
Name of course, Date of course (Spring 2008), title of paper, student's name, and
Instructor's name. Center this information is preferred.
3

CONTENT:
Five typed written pages, double spaced. Graphs, charts, photos, depictions, etc., will not
count as content, however should be included if needed to enhance content. The student
should have the proof read the paper prior to turning in paper.

REFERENCES:
Students shall have published sources in a bibliography page, which shall be the last
pageofthe paper and not counted as content. If your sources are from the Internet, you
must list the website address. Under no circumstances will you~be permitted to copy
verbatim from reference material. This is your work not someone else's.

EXAMINATIONS:
There will be a total ofa mid-term and a final examination. Each of these exams will
cover the text and lecture, films, slide programs covered since the last exam.

Examination Dates:
Mid-Term: November 18, 2010 The Mid-term exam wiD encompass chapters 1-9
in the-textbook, handout material and lecture. NECESSARY MODIFICATIONS
TO THE ABOVE SCHEDULE WILL BE ANNOUNCED IN CLASS.
Final Exam: December 16,201(1 The final exam will encompass_chapters 10-18 in
the textbook, handout material and lecture. NECESSARY MODIFICATIONS TO
THE ABOVE SCHEDULE WILL BE ANNOUNCED IN CLASS.
MID-TERM:
A mid-term examination may consist of multiple choice, true and false questions, fill-in
and/or essay questions. This examination will be worth 100 points towards the semester
total grade.
FINAL:

A final examination may consist of multiple choice, true and false, fill-in and/or essay
questions. This examination will be worth 100 points toward the semester total grade
points.

(
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GRADING
Grading will be on a cumulative points system as follows:
Assignments
Mid Term Examination...
Final Examination...
Total...
1100-985
A
984-875
B
C
875 -765
764-655
D
654-0
F

900 points
100 points
100 points
1100 points

WARNING!
Some materials utilized in the presentation of this course, including but not limited to
film, video, slides, Power Poiht Presentations and printed photographs may be quite
graphic, as is the nature of the Criminal System.
A Final Word about Learning Criminal Justice
Without exaggeration, this course is extremely important for anyone living in the United
States. All private citizens should have at least a basic understanding of the criminal
justice system that is not distorted by media hype or misconception. If you are planning a
criminal justice career, you will find that this course provides necessary information for
learning about the system, understanding why the system operates in the way it does, and
deciding which criminal justice career would be best for you.
There are two important things to keep in mind while you take this course:
You are responsible for your learning and for helping yourself and your classmates. The
instructor cannot fill passive students with knowledge or with a single right answer.
There are several right answers to many criminal justice issues, especially controversial
ones such as the death penalty, three-strikes laws, and the role of rehabilitation.
Learning in this course is based upon cooperation and experience. You are expected to
participate in class discussions and exercises, and to apply the concepts to your own
experiences.
UH you have a verified need for an academic accommodation or materials in

alternate media (i.e. Braille, large print, electronic text, etc.) per the Americans
With Disabilities Act or Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, please contact you
instructor as soon as possible."
5

AOJ29CRINUNOLOGY
SYLLABUS
SEMESTER:
INSTRUCTOR:

Spring 2010
Larry Orth, Chief District Attorney Investigator (Retired),
Kings County District Attorney's Office.
E-mail address:lsorthrtUsbcglobal.net
West Hills E-mail address: larrvorth@whccd.edu
Cell Phone: 816-2733

DATEfI'IMES:

7:00 to 10:00 P.M.

LOCATION:

NAS Lemoore Campus

ROOM·NUMBER:
TEXTBOOK:

Criminology, Tenth Edition, Larry J. Siegel

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Structured to examine classical & contemporary -criminological theories, this course
allows students to explore the origins of criminal behavior and to apply criminological
knowledge to the diversity of crime as it exists today. This course is further designed to
dispel crime myths and to provide and instill students with a well-informed and critical
understanding of crime as a social phenomenon with historical underpinnings within the
evolving context of society and knowledge. Beyond criminology's evolutionary
considerations and in keeping with socially relevant and policy-oriented perspectives,
analysis and discussion regarding crime causation, strategies and purposes of crime
measurement, new and future trends in crime and crime control, and the operation of the
criminal justice system will be examined.
COURSE OBJECTIVES:

•
•

•

•

Develop an informed understanding regarding the causes of crime and deviance in
society and society's responses to criminal and deviant.
Develop an informed understanding related to how societal and legal changes have
affected crime causation and how these factors have been interconnected throughout
society's history.
Refine analytical, reasoning, and connective abilities .. .1earning to see the forest and
the trees plus how.each aspect ofthe forest (each theory and/or social variable) is
connected and interdependent.
Develop a theoretical knowledge base regarding crime and crime's role in society,
which is necessary for students' future course, field, and professional work.
1

•

Develop a positive attitude toward the study of theory & theory's role in
understanding social processes and policy formation ... to get you interested and
excited about how theory works and how it is applied.

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES
The student will identify the basic principles of classical criminology, and positivism.
The student will identify the roles of the-criminologist in the study of crime.
The student will identify the basic principles of physiognomy and phrenology.
The student will compare and contrast the arguments in the nature versus nurture theories
of criminality.

COURSEREQmrnEMENTS
ATTENDANCE:
Students will be allowed no more than four absences. Any further absences could be
cause for the student to be dropped from the course. You are expected to attend class
regularly. It's the only way you can learn the material. When necessarily absent, it is
your responsibility to get the notes for the class missed from another student. I will not
hand out copies of outlines, lend videos watched in class, etc.
Cheating and Plagiarism:
Cheating. Cheating is the practice of fraudulent and deceptive acts for the purpose of
improving a grade or obtaining course credit. Typically, such acts occur in relation to
examinations. It is the intent of this definition that the term "cheating" not be limited to
examination situations only, but that it includes any and all actions by a student which are
intended to gain an unearned academic advantage by fraudulent and deceptive means.
Cheating will generate a zero for the assignment involved.
Plagiarism. Plagiarism is a specific form of cheating which consists ofthe misuse of the
published and/or unpublished works of another by reprinting the material so used, as
one's own work. Plagiarism will result in the total points for the lowest paper being
halved and divided between any two students. Thus, a paper-obtaining 70 points, but
representing plagiarized works, would give each student involved 35 points for the
assignment.

MAKEUP POLICY
Make-up Mid-term exam will only be given to those students who notify me and receive
an excused absence for the exam day. The make-up exam will be given on an arranged
date and time.

(
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COURSE FORMAT
Class sessions will consist of lectures, films, group discussions and other activities.
•
•
•

Lectures are intended to supplement, not reiterate the text
Audio/visual presentations
Participation in class activities is required

OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cell phones will be turned off in class.
Electronic listening or recording devices may not be used without prior consent of
instructor.
Al1 textbook/class materials are your responsibility to obtain.
Handouts will be available in class.
Quizzes/exams will be open notes/dictionary.
Final exam/project must be completed at time indicated on schedule of
assignments.

ASSIGNMENTS
There will be an assignment for eaeh chapter is worth 59 points. This Assignment
consists of1.0 questions worth 5 points for each question or a total of 50 points.
There are 18 chapters, which equals a total of 900 points.
The student is responsible for completing all assignments, which including the
reading of the textbook, handouts and all outside assignments. Assignments will be
turned in on time or loss points from that assignment may occur.
EXERCISES:
There will be exercises in this class which are not graded, but count toward your final
grade in the category of participation.

EXTRA CREDIT
Any student wishing to do extra work to enhance their grade may do so. These
assignments are on a limited basis at the discretion of the instructor. If you wish to due
extra credit you must contact the instructor for a subject matter. Each assignment is
worth fifty (50) points. Each student will be limited to two extra credit papers.

FACE PAGE:
Name of course, Date of course (Spring 2008), title of paper, student's name, and
Instructor's name. Center this information is preferred.
3

CONTENT:

Five typed written pages, double spaced. Graphs, charts, photos, depictions, etc., will not
count as content, however should be included if needed to enhance content. The student
should have the proof read the paper prior to turning in paper.
REFERENCES:

Students shall have published sources in a bibliography page, which shall be the last
page of the paper and not counted as content. If your sources are from the Internet, you
must list the website address. Under no circumstances will you-be permitted to copy
verbatim from reference material. This is your work not someone else's.
EXAMINATIONS:

There will be a total of a mid-term and a final examination. Each of these exams will
cover the text and lecture, films, slide programs covered since the last exam.
Examination Dates:
Mid-Term:

November 18,2010 The Mid-term exam will encompass chapters 1-9

in the textbook, handout material and lecture. NECESSARY MODIFICATIONS

TO THE ABOVE SCHEDULE WILL BE ANNOUNCED IN CLASS.
Final Exam: December 16,2010- The f"mal exam will encompass-chapters 10-18 in
the textbook, handout material and lecture. NECESSARY MODIFICATIONS TO
THE ABOVE SCHEDULE WILL BE ANNOUNCED IN CLASS.
MID-TERM:

A mid-term examination may consist of multiple choice, true and false questions, fill-in
and/or: essay questions. This examination will be worth 100 points towards the semester
total grade.
FINAL:

A final examination may consist of multiple choice, true and false, fill-in and/or essay
questions. This examination will be worth 100 points toward the semester total grade
points.

(
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GRADING
Grading will be on a cumulative points system as follows:
Assignments
Mid Term Examination...
Final Examination...
TotaL.
1100-985
A
984-875
B
875 765
C
764 655
D
654 0
F

900 points
100 points
100 points
1100 points

WARNING!
Some materials utilized in the presentation of this course, including but not limited to
film, video, slides, Power Point Presentations and printed photographs may be quite
graphic, as is the nature ofthe Criminal System.
.
A Final Word about Learning Criminal Justice

Without exaggeration, this course is extremely important for anyone living in the United
States. All private citizens should have at least a basic understanding ofthe criminal
justice system that is not distorted by media hype or misconception. If you are planning a
criminal justice career, you will find that this course provides necessary information for
learning about the system, understanding why the system operates in the way it does, and
deciding which criminal justice career would be best for you.
There are two important things to keep in mind while you take this course:
You are responsible for your learning and for helping yourself and your classmates. The
instructor cannot fill passive students with knowledge or with a single right answer.
There are several right answers to many criminal justice issues, especially controversial
ones such as the death penalty, three-strikes laws, and the role of rehabilitation.
Learning in this course is based upon cooperation and experience. You are expected to
participate in class discussions and exercises, and to apply the concepts to your own .
experiences.
"If you have a verified need for an academic accommodation or materials in
alternate media (i.e. Braille, large print, electronic text, etc.) per the Americans
With Disabilities Act or Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, please contact you
instructor as soon as possible."

5

Vocational Programs Certification and Licensing Exams

AOJ 50 A the Arrest Control component of P.C. 832 :
We have had 100% pass of the state written certification exam for at least the last seven
years and probably more.
I push students to study in groups for the state exam and I feel the dynamics of group
study benefits them greatly.
Re : AOJ 50 B, the Firearms component of P.C. 832
We have not failed a student (there are four criteria by which a person may fail) in at least
the last five years and probably longer.

Concerning your inquiry about the nursing program and EMT program licensing & celiification
process.
1.

Nursing Students that graduate from our program must take a National Computerized
Licensing Exam for Registered Nursing {NCLEX-RN}. This is a mandated process by every
State in the Union and regulated by the Board of Registered Nursing which is under the
Department of Consumer Affairs . As you know we graduated our first class of nursing
student in May of 2010. The First time pass rate was 88%. When the repeats were
factored into the overall program pass rate is officially 86.23%. Our LVN to RN Bridge
program enjoys a 92.3% first time pass rate .
2. Emergency Medical Technicians students that pass our EMT course my apply to the
National Registry of Emergency Medical Technicians and sit for their certification exam .
If they pass the exam they will be certified as a EMT. The student is allowed 3 attempts.
Not every student that passes the EMT course takes the National Certification Exam .
Our program currently has a first time pass rate of 56 % pass rate over the past 5 years.
This pass rate is one of the better pass rates in the region.
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::::Liberal Studies (B.A.)::::
ATTENTION:
The Liberal Studies Degree / Mu l tiple Subject or Education Specialist
Credential requirements listed here are correct as of the time of publication of
the Fresno State catalog.
As teacher education programs are subject to state
and system legislative control, it is recommended that students interested in
the credential contact the Education Student Services Center of the Kremen
School of Education and Human Development at Fresno State for current program
requirements.
A.

COURSES SATISFYING BOTH GENERAL EDUCATION AND MAJOR REQUIREMENTS
GE AREA Al

Oral Communication
(3) IANY CERTIFIED CSU GE AREA Al COURSE(3 )

ANY GE AREA Al COURSE

ENGL 10

GE AREA A2
Accelerated Academic
Literacy
GE AREA A3

ANY GE AREA A3 COURSE

NSCI 1A

Written Communication
(3) IENG 1A
Composition and Reading
I

Critical Thinking
(3) I ANY CERTIFIED CSU GE AREA A3 COURSE (3)

GE AREA Bl
Integrated Science:
Physics and Chemistry

Physical Science
(4) I PHY SCI 2

GE AREA B2

BIOL 10

MATH lOA

Life Science

I

GE AREA B4 Quantitative Reasoning
Structure and Concepts in (3) I MATH lOA
Structure & Concepts
Mathematics I
I
in Mathematics I

~vorld

11

DRAMA 62
MUSIC 9
MUSIC 74

Chemistry and Physics
for Educators

Life Science
Biology for Education
(3) IBIO 15

GE AREA Cl Arts
ONE COURSE FROM THE FOLLOWING:
ART 1
Art Forms
(3) IART 42
ARTH 10
The Ancient and Medieval
(3) IART 16A

ARTH

(3)

The Early Modern World

(3 )

Theatre Today
(3)
Introduction to Music
(3)
Listener's Guide to Music (3)
GE AREA C2

(4)

(3 )

(3)

(3)
Art Appreciation
(3)
Survey of Western Art:
Pre-History to
I
Proto-Renaissance
I
(3 )
Survey of Western Art
IART 16B
History: Renaissance to
I
the Present
I
(3 )
Introduction to Theater
I PA 1
INO COMPARABLE COURSE
(3 )
Music Appreciation
IMUS 42

Humanities

12/1/2010
To: CSU Fresno,
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From: West Hills College Lemoore,

Liberal Studies (B.A.) (continued)
HIST 20
World History I

(3) IHIST 20

Page

World History I

ADDITIONAL GE AREA Cl OR C2
ONE COURSE FROM THE FOLLOWING:
ENGL 20
Introduction to Literature (4) I ENG IB
Literature, Critical
I
Thinking and Writing
ENGL 30
Masterpieces
(4) INO COMPARABLE COURSE
(3) I HUM 1
Introduction to I-'Jestern
HUM 10
Humanities from Antiquity
to the Renaissance
I
Culture
HUM 11
Humanities from the Baroque (3) I NO COMPARABLE COURSE
to the Modern
I
GE AREA Dl
American History to 1877

HIST 11

PLSI 2

GE AREA D2
American Government and
Institutions

GEOG 4

World Geography

GE AREA D3

B.

CSCI 5
CSCI 7
IS 52
IS 52L

&

EES 9

LING 11
MATH lOB

(3 )

(3 )

American Government
(3) INO COMPARABLE COURSE
I (Denied 07-21-10: POL SCI 1)
Social Science
(3) I GEOG 2A & I-'Jorld Regional
Geography I
I
v.]orld Regional
IGEOG 2B
Geography II
I

(3 )
(3 )

(3)

OTHER MAJOR REQUIREMENTS

Computer and Applications
OR
Computer Literacy
OR
Computer Concepts
Computer Concepts Lab
Introduction to Earth
Science
Linguistics for Teachers

Computer Concepts
OR
I
(3) INO COMPARABLE COURSE
OR
I
Computer Concepts
(2)ICIS7
(1) I

(3)ICIS7

(3 )

(3)

(3) INO COMPARABLE COURSE

I
(3)ILING 11

Structure and Concepts in (3) I MATH lOB
Mathematics II
I
C.

(3 )

American History
(3) I PENDING; UNDER REVIEW FOR 2010-2011
I (Reviewing HIST 17A)

GE AREA El Lifelong Understanding and Self-Development
Introduction to Child and
(3) ICD 5
Child Development
Adolescent Development
I

CFS 39

2

10-11

Linguistics
Structure & Concepts
in Mathematics II

PREREQUISITE FOR CREDENTIAL PROGRAM

(3)
(3 )

12/1/2010
To: CSU Fresno,
Liberal Studies

EHD 50

(B .A.)
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Page

(continued)

Introduction to Teaching

( 3 ) lEDUC 1

Introduction to Teaching (3)

D. NOTES

Students who want to become e l ementary schoo l teachers must obtain admission
to the credential courses . EHD 50 is a prerequisite for admission to the
credentia l program, although students with appropriate experience may be
a ll owed to waive it .
HIST 20 satisfies GE Area C2 for Libera l Studies majors on l y.
END OF MAJOR
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====Business Administration (B.S.)====
The Craig School of Business offers a Business Administration major with the
following options: Accountancy Option; Entrepreneurship Option; Finance Option
(General Finance Tra ck); Human Resource Management Option; Computer Information
Systems Option; International Business Option; Logistics and Supply Cha in
Strategies Op tion; Management Option (Organizational Leadership Track,
Production/Logistics Management Track, or Special Management Appli cations
Track); Marketing Option; Real Estate and Urban Land Economics Option; Sports
Marketing Option; Special Option.
A. LOWER DIVISION PRE-BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS

ACCT 4A

ACCT 4B

BA 18

Financial Accounting
Principles and Systems

(3) I BUS 1A

I

Beginning Principles of
Accounting

Managerial Accounting
Principles and Systems

(3)

I BUS 1B
I

Elementary Principles of (4)
Accounting

Business and the Legal
Environment

(4) IBUS 18

DS 71

Quantitative Analysis

(3)

I BUS 39

DS 73

Statistical Analysis I

(3)

I MATH 25

ECON 40

AGEC 1

ECON 50

Principles of
Microeconomics
OR
Introductory Agricultural
Economics
Principles of
Macroeconomics

Business Law

(4)

Quantitative Analysis

(3 )

I

(3)

(4)

I

Introduction to
Statistics

IE CON 1B

Microeconomics

(3 )

I
OR
I
(3) INO COMPARABLE COURSE
I
(3) I ECON 1A

Macroeconomics

(3 )

I

IS 52 &
IS 52L

Computer Concepts
Computer Concepts
(2) I CIS 7
Computer Concepts Lab
(1) I
OR
OR
I
Achieve a passing score on the Craig School of Business computer competency
waiver examination.
See "computer competency waiver exam" at
www.craig.csufresno.edu/Student Info /USS/.
B. LOWER DIVISION OPTION REQUIREMENTS
ENTREPRENEURSHIP OPTION:

(4 )

(3 )

12/1/2010
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Business Administration (B.S.)

ENTR 81

(continued)

Introduction to
Entrepreneurship

(3)

INO COMPARABLE COURSE

I

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT OPTION (Lower division choice:)
MGT 60
Women in Business
(3) INO COMPARABLE COURSE
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS OPTION:
IS 51
Programming Fundamentals

(3)

INO COMPARABLE COURSE

MANAGEMENT OPTION (Lower division choices:)

MKTG

90

Introduction to E-Business

(3)

INO COMPARABLE COURSE

Organizational Leadership Track and Special Management Applications Track in the
MANAGEMENT OPTION:

ENTR 81

Introduction to
Entrepreneurship

(3)

INO COMPARABLE COURSE

I

MARKETING OPTION (Lower division choice:)

MKTG

90

Introduction to E-Business (3) INO COMPARABLE COURSE
C. NOTES

12/1/2010
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Business Administration (B.S.)
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(continued)

All business students entering Fresno State are considered Pre-Business majors
and are coded as such.
In order to select an option in business and enroll in
upper-division business courses, pre-business students must do the following:
a.

b.

c.
d.

Complete IS 52 and 52L or equivalent course(s) with a grade of "C" or
better or achieve a passing score on the Craig School of Business
computer competency waiver examination.
See "computer competency waiver
exam" at www.craig.csufresno.edu/Student Info/USS/.
Complete the following courses or their equivalents with a grade of "C"
or better in each course:
ACCT 4A, ACCT 4B; BA 18; OS 71, OS 73; ECON 40 (or AGEC 1) and ECON 50.
Have a cumulative grade point average of at least 2.25 ("C" average).
Submit a request to declare an option in business.
Students may obtain this request form from the Craig School of Business
Undergraduate Student Services Office located in the Peters Bldg.,
Room 185 or apply online at:
www.craig.csufresno . edu/Student Info/USS/.

Students may apply for an option in the semester during which they will complete
all work needed for enrollment qualification in upper-division business courses.
Approval will be contingent upon satisfactory fulfillment of the lower-division
course prerequisites and the GPA standard; international (foreign ) students must
achieve a minimum score of 500 on the TOEFL exam.
Transfer students will need to have their transcripts screened to see if they
will receive equivalent credit for the above prerequisite courses. Transfer
students must submit a complete set of transcripts (official or unofficial) or
grade reports of all college-level study to the Undergraduate Student Services
Office, 5254 N. Backer Ave M/S PB 7, Fresno, CA 93740-8001 for evaluation.
If
you are transferring from out of the region, having a copy of the catalog(s) and
course syllabi from the different colleges you attended will also be required.
Upon receipt of these materials, transfer students' records will be evaluated.
Notification of business course credit will then be sent bye-mail.
Students who are ready to enroll in upper-division business courses, but who
lack one or two of the pre-business courses, should contact the Undergraduate
Student Services Office in Peters Building (PB), Room 185 for further
information.
Students selecting the International Business Option must successfully
demonstrate a working commercial knowledge in a language other than English.
OS 71 and ECON 50 are also used in General Education.
A grade of "C" or better must be earned for each course used to satisfy the
requirements for the major.
END OF MAJOR
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====Business Administration====

ACCT 3

Essentials of Accounting

(3) I NO COMPARABLE COURSE

ACCT 4A

Financial Accounting
Principles and Systems

(3) I BUS 1A
I

Beginning Principles of
Accounting

(4 )

ACCT 4B

Managerial Accounting
Principles and Systems

(3) I BUS 1B
I

Elementary Principles of
Accounting

(4)

Business and the Legal
Environment

(4) I BUS 18

Business Law

(4 )

Quantitative Analysis

(3 ) I BUS 39

Quantitative Analysis

(3)

BA 18

DS 71
DS 71L
DS 73

Quantitative Analysis Lab
Statistical Analysis I

I

(1 ) INO COMPARABLE COURSE
(3) I MATH 25

I
ENTR 81

FIN 30
IS 51

Introduction to
Entrepreneurship

Introduction to
Statistics

(3) INO COMPARABLE COURSE

I

Personal Financial Planning (3) I NO COMPARABLE COURSE
Programming Fundamentals

(3) INO COMPARABLE COURSE
Computer Concepts

IS 52 &
IS 52L

Computer Concepts
Computer Concepts Lab

(1)

MGT 60

Women in Business

(3 ) INO COMPARABLE COURSE

MKTG 90

(4 )

(2) ICIS7
I

Introduction to E-Business ( 3) INO COMPARABLE COURSE

END OF DEPARTMENT

(3)
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====Communication (B . A.)====
A. LOWER DIVISION MAJOR REQUIREMENTS
TWO COURSES FROM THE FOLLOWING:

COMM 3
COMM 4
COMM 5
COMM 7
COMM 8

Fundamentals of Public
Communication
Introduction to
Interpersonal Communication
Argumentation
Persuasion
Group Discussion

Elements of Speech
(3) I COM 1
I
Interpersonal
(3) I COM 5
Communication
I
(3) ICOM 3
Argumentation and Debate
(3) INO COMPARABLE COURSE
(3) I COM 4
Small Group Dynamics a n d
Presentation
I

THREE UNITS FROM: (P l ease refer to the Fresno State Cata l og for additiona l
upper divis i on courses o ff ered in this area.)
COMM 15
Forensi cs Laboratory
( 1- 2) INO COMPARABLE COURSE
B. NOTES

CR / NC grad ing is not permitted for courses requ i red in the major.
END OF MAJOR

(3 )
(3 )

(3 )
(3)
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::::English:===
(3) I ENG lA
I

ENGL 10

Accelerated Academic
Literacy

ENGL 20

Introduction to Literature (4) IENG 1B

I

Composition and Reading

(3)

Literature, Critical
Thinking and Writing

(3 )

ENGL 30

Masterpieces

(4) INO COMPARABLE COURSE

ENGL 31

Readings in British
Literature

(4) INO COMPARABLE COURSE

Readings in American
Literature

(4) INO COMPARABLE COURSE

ENGL 41

Poetry Writing

{4} INO COMPARABLE COURSE
I (Denied 05 11-04: ENG 25)

ENGL 43

Fiction Writing

(4) INO COMPARABLE COURSE
I (Denied 05-11-04: ENG 25)

ENGL 44

Creative Non-Fiction
Writing

(4) INO COMPARABLE COURSE

ENGL 32

END OF DEPARTMENT

I
I

I
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====History====

HIST 1

Western Civilization I

(3) IHIST 4A

HIST 2

Western Civilization II

(3)

I PENDING;

Western Europe to 1700

(3)

UNDER REVIEW FOR 2010-2011

I (Reviewing HIST 4B)
(3) I PENDING; UNDER REVIEW FOR 2010-2011
I (Reviewing HIST 17A)

HIST 11

American History to 1877

HIST 12

American History from 1877 (3) I PENDING; UNDER REVIEW FOR 2010-2011
I (Reviewing HIST 17B)

HIST 20

World History I

(3) IHIST 20

HIST 21

World History II

(3) INO COMPARABLE COURSE

END OF DEPARTMENT

World History I

(3)

COURSES
Course #

'TItle

AOH

Introduction to Criminal Justice

AOJ3
,AOJ4

i Introduction to Corrections

AOJS

i Concepts of Probation & Parole

AOJ6

! Correctional

AOJ7
AOJ8

i legal Aspects of Corrections
: law & Psychology

! Control

Fall 2010

Spring 2011 Fall 2011 Spring 2012

Fall 2012

X

X

X

X

& Supervision of Inmates

i

X

'Written Criminal Justice Communications

X

AOJ 1SX

i Occupational Work Experience Education

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

ICriminallaw
i Criminal Evidence

AOJ24
AOJ 29

! Criminal

X

Investigation

AOJ32
AOJ 49/99
AOJ S0A

I P.C. 832 Arrest Control Module

: Directed Study

X

X

X
X

•Crime & Delinquency
Experimental Course
IJuvenile Delinquency

AOJS0B

X

I

X

AOJ20

AOJSS

X
X

Human& Community Relations in Criminal Justice

AOJ22

AOJ 30/60

i

i

i

IPrinciples & Procedures of Criminal Justice

X
X

X

AOJ 10

X

X

Interviewing & Counseling
i

X

i

X

AOJ 12
AOJ 16

X

X

X

i

P.C. 832 Firearms Module

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

i Adult Corrections Officer Core Training Course

- . - - - . _ - . . _ - . . _--

-~--1~'

ASl1

Introduction to American Sign Language: Levell

ASl2

Intermediate American Sign language: level 2

.

~-----.---~-----.

X

X
X

i
ART 2

iTwo-Dimensional Design

ART3A
ART SA

Introduction to 3-D Fundamentals
i Basic Drawing

X

ART5B

! Advanced

X

ART13A

i Introduction to Ceramic Design Studio

:ART 13B

· Beginning Ceramic Design Studio

~15A

i Introduction to Painting

X

' Beginning Painting

X

ART lSC

IIntermediate Painting

ART 150

,Advanced Painting

15B

Drawing

Survey of Western Art: Pre-History to Proto-Renaissance

ART 16B

Survey of Western Art: Renaissance to the Present

ART20A

I Introduction to Digital Art

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

i

X

!

X

X

X

X

X

X

I

X

X
i

i

Experimental Courses

ART 30/60
ART 42

Art Appreciation

ART 49/99

I Directed Study

r--'"

BI010

iFundamentals of Biology

BIO 11

,Biology of Death Valley

X

X

X

X

i

X

i

X

I

X

...

X

X

...-

X

Biology of the Grand Canyon

IBI012

1

IBI015

, Biology for Education

IBI020

•''''' uuu,,".u, t Biology A (Zoology)

IBIO 24
IBIO 30/60
BI032

X

i

!

ART16A

X

i

X

X

i

~~~~~ Biology B (Botany)
,~",.. I Course
·Human J!.n"'t"rn~
Human ~.

i
i

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

uu"'"lg
i Intr"..l"rt;,,'1 to Entreuprpn""rchin

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

BUS 13A

!Word for

X

X
X

BUS 13B
BUS 15X

IWord for Windows II

BI035
BI038
B1049/99

I Directed

BUS 1A
BUS lB

''""''5''''''''5 '''''''I''~' of
" ....,1"", of
I""~"'"''''''

Bus7

BUS 18
BUS 20

~

X

Study

M ....

I
Work

i

•

X
I=..lllr",ti"n

X

X

Business law
Introduction to Business

X

•

X
X

X
i

X
X
X
X

X

X

X ..X .. X

~-

X

lof8

X

X

X

Course 1/

ITitle

BUS 24
-----,-BUS 28

I~usiness Mathematics

BUs 29

I

BUS 30/60
BUS 32

X

X

X

-

r-----

I

Experimental Course

BUS 35

Small Business Management
Human Resources Management

BUS 39

Quantitative Analysis

BUS 49/99
BUS 50

Directed Study
Employability Skills
Ten-Key Mastery

BUS 52
BUS 54
BUS 55

X

X

X

X
X

-

X

X

X

X

Presentation Graphics

BUS 59

Applied Intermediate Accounting
Business English

BUS 62A
BUS 62B

Workplace Communication Skills

-

X

Elementary Accounting

BUS 56

X

Career Success & Job Retention Skills

BUS 62C

Building Confidence & Working with the Public

BUS 620

Guest Relations & Customer Service
Skill Building Keyboarding

BUS 63

---

Filing & Records Management

BUS 67
BUS 69

Modern Office Procedures

BUS 71
BUS 74

Computerized Accounting

BUS 80A

Introductory Alphabetic Keyboarding

BUS 80B
BUS 81A

Introductory Numeric/Symbol Keyboarding
Intermediate Keyboarding & Processing I

BUS 81B

Intermediate Keyboarding & Processing II

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

---

Income Tax Accounting

CM 10

.---

--

- --

Casino Management

CM 11

,Casino Regulations & Controls

CM 12

Native American Gaming

CM61A

Mini-Baccarat, Midi-Baccarat or Baccarat Dealing

CM 61B

Poker Dealing
Blackjack Dealing

CM 61C
CM 610

Pai Gow Dealing

CM 63A

Introduction to Management of Bingo & Keno

CM 63B

Advanced Management of Bingo & Keno

CM 64A

Introduction to Casino Cage Operation

CM 64B

Advanced Casino Cage Operations
Introduction to Security Operations

-

- --

-

Casino Security

CM 65C
CM 66A

Advanced Casino Security

CM 66B

Advanced Slots Management

CHEM 1A

General Chemistry I

CHEM 1B

General Chemistry II

CHEM 2A

Introductory Chemistry
Experimental Courses

CEM 30/60

X

Techniques of Management

-

CM 65B

l Spring 2011 1 Fall 2011 1 Spring 2012 1 Fall 2012

-- - - -

--

Bu siness Communication

CM 65A

Fall 2010

Introduction to Slots Management

-

X
X

--

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X

CHEM 49/99 Directed Study
CD3

Child Study and Assessment

CD4

Parenting

CDS

Child Development

CD 7
--CD8

Early Intervention
Infant Massage

X
X
X

CD 9

Using Infant Gestures

CD 10
CD 11
CD 12A

The Child, Family & Society
Young Children with Exceptional Needs

CD 12B
CD 14A

Principles & Practices of Early Childhood Education Field Work
Administration & Supervision of Children's Programs

CD 14B

Administration & Supervision of Children's Program Practicum

X
X

Principles & Practices of Early Childhood Education
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X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

Course II

I

!Title

CD 15

Literature & Language Arts for Young Children

CD 15X

Occupational Work Experience Education

1-::-::-- --

Fall 2010

I Spring 20u l Fall 20ul

--

X

Spring 20121 Fall 2012

i

X

X

X

1

X

X
I

X
I

CD 16

ICreative Activities

X

CD 17A

,Sex Education for Teachers & Parenting of Young Children

X

X

X

CD 17B

IChild Abuse Recognition & Prevention

X

X

X

CD 17C

ISingle Parenting

CD 18

Health, Safety & Nutrition

CD 19

Family Day Care

CD20

Behavioral Management in the Early Childhood Classroom

---

X

CD2l

Infant & Toddler Care-Giving

CD 22

Supervising Adults Working in Children's Programs

CD 23

Domestic Violence Recognition & Prevention

CD 30/60

Experimental Course

CD 49/99

Directed Study

f------

Internet Programming HTML/XHTML
Internet Programming-DHTML

CIS 2B

Internet Programming-CSS

CIS 2C

Internet Programming Scripting Languages

CIS 20

Internet Progamming-Java

CIS 2E

Web Design & Interactive Media

CIS 2F

Internet Server Side Scripting

CIS 2G

Introduction to E-Commerce

CIS 2H

Internet Graphics

CIS 3

Web Development

--

X

--

X

CIS 8

Microcomputer Operating Environment

CIS 10

Microcomputer Concepts & DOS for Netware Users

CIS 14

C++ Programming

X
X

I

--t-

I

X

X

I

-x=+

Visual Basic

CIS 18A

Internet Programming - PHP

CIS 19B

Database Creation & Management

CIS 21

Desktop Publishing
Experimental Course

CIS 34

Introduction to spreadsheets

CIS 35

Advance Spreadsheets

CIS 42

System Design & Analysis

CIS 49/99

Directed Study

CIS 67

Computer Essentials

,

-

---

X

X

I
X

X

--

--

I

,

I

--

X

--

,Occupational Work Experience Education

CIS 30/60

X
X

X

-

Internet Programming - XML

Advanced Java

-

X

X

Computer Concepts

CIS 17B

X

--

CIS 7

CIS 15

--

X
X

I

X

X

X

---

CIS 4

CIS 15X

I

I

CIS 2A

-

X

X

cas

2

X

X

X

X

X

I --X

X

X

I
---

--- -

X

- --

X
---

X

..-

X

-

---

CIS 73

Microsoft Project

X

CIS 73A

Microsoft Visio

X

CIS 75

Cyber Security

CIS 76A

Operating Systems - Linux

X

CIS 80

A+ Certification: Hardware

X

X

X

X

X

CIS 80A

A+ Certification : Oeperating Systems

X

X

X

X

X

CIS 81A

Networking Essentials

CIS 90

Microcomputer Application Skills
X

X

X

-

X

r--

---

X
X

X
X

X

COM 1

Elements of Public Speaking

X

COM 3

Argumentation and Debate

X

COM4

Small Group Dynamics & Presentation

X

X

X

X

X

COM 5

Interpersonal Communication

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

COM 30/60

Experimental Course

COM 49/99

Directed Study

X

X
X

& Wine Pairings

CUL2

Food

CUL6

Culinary Excursions

X

CUL50

Safety And Sanitation

X

CUL51

Restaurant Math

X

X

CUL52

Commercial Baking: Beginning

X

X

30f8

I Fall 2010 1Spring 2011 1 Fall 2011 1Spring 2012 1 Fall 2012

Course 1/

ITitle

CUL53
CUL 54'

ICommercial Baking: Advanced

*~~

Commercial Food Preparation

X
X

Garde Managers

X

CUL57

I

Hospital Laws and Regulations

CUL58

Beverage Management
Dining Room Service and Management

CUL59

Introduction to Hospitality Careers and Human Relations

CUL 60
CUL61

Nutrition for Chefs
Kitchen Management

CUL64

Restaurant Desserts

~I~

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

I

I

X
X

I

X

f - - - --

I

X
X

X
X

--

X
X

-~-

CUL 65

Dining Room Service and Management II

CUL 66

Mixology

---

X

X

-

X

-- X

I

-

-

ECON lA

Macroeconomics

ECON IB

Microeconomics

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

-~'---

EDUC 1

Introduction to Teaching

EDUC 5

Critical Thinking in the Classroom

EDUC 57

Best Practices Summer Teaching Institute

EA 55

General Tutoring

-EA -56 -

Tutoring the Elementary Student

f-~_ 1

Emergency Medical Technician - Basic

X
~~

-

X

- ~-

X
X

-

I

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1

-

T - -I

1

~~-

X

ENGR 10

Introduction to Engineering

ENGR 15

Engineering Computations

ENGR 20

Engineering Graphics

ENGR 25

Electrical Circuits

~~~

Vector Statics

X

ENG lA

Composition & Reading

ENG 1B

X
X

ENG 21

Literature, Critical Thinking & Writing
Literary Topics

ENG 25

Creative Writing

ENG 30/60
ENG 49/99

Experimental Course
Directed Study

ENG 51A

Introduction to Communication Skills

X

X

X

ENG SIB

Intermediate Communications Skills

X

X

X

X

X

ENG 89

Supplementary & Adaptive Learning Skills

X

X

X

X

X

ENG lOlA
ENG 101B

Introductory Reading
Intermediate Reading

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

ENG 105A
ENG 105B

Introductory Writing

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

ESL 120

Conversation Practice & Everyday English

X

X
X

X

X

ESL 135

Reading & Writing: Intermediate Level

X
X
X

X

ESL 130

Conversation Practice: Intermediate Level
Reading & Writing: Beginning Level

X
X
X
X

X

ESL 125

X

X

ES 36

Contemporary Native American Social Issues

X

FLSPN 1
FLSPN 2
FLSPN 3

Introductory Spanish for Non-Native Speakers
Elementary Spanish for Non-Native Speakers

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

Engineering Materials

X
~~-

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

--

-

X
X

Elementary Writing

X

X

X

X

FLSPN 4

Intermediate Spanish for Native and Non-Native Speakers
Advanced Spanish

FLSPN 11

Introduction to Spanish for the Limitedly Bilingual

X

FLSPN 12

Elementary Spanish for the Limitedly Bilengual

X

FLSPN 30/60 Experimental Course
FLSPN 49/99 I Directed Study
FLSPN 51
Introductory Conversation Spanish for Personal or Professional Use
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X
~~-

X

X

i

I

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

--

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

--

Course /I

1 Fall 2010 1 Spring 2011 1 Fall 2011 1 Spring 2012 1 Fall 2012

,Title

GEOG 1

Physical Geography

GEOG 2A

World Regional Geography I

GEOG 2B

IWorld Regional Geography II

GEOG 3
-

Cultural Geography

GEOG4

Introduction to Geographic Intormation Systems

GEOG 10

Geogcaphy of Urban Los Angeles

GEOG 11

Death Valley Field Course

- -- -

I

X

I

X
X

--

San Fransisco Urban Geography Field Course

X

GEOG 18

Geography of California

X

GEOG 30/60

Experimental Course

GEOG 49/99

Directed Study

X

X

X
--X

X

X

X

X

-- X- X

X

1

--- -

1

Geography Field Experience

GEOL1

[physical Geology

GEOL3

I Historical Geology

GEOL 10

X

-

Death Valley Field Course
Grand Canyon Field Course

GEOL 30/60

Experimental Course

GEOL 49/99

Directed Study

I---

I---

HE 35
-

I---

X

i=

Geology Field Course General

GEOL 12

GS 61

X

X

X

X

IModern Geography

- --

I----

I

X
X

X

Grand Canyon Field Course

GEOL 11

I

I

X

GEOG 12

GEOG 59

X

X
X

-

GEOG 13

GEOG 51

I

X
X

---

1--

---

1
X -

Content Area Support

-

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

I
I Personal

Health & Hygiene

HS 5

Medical Terminology

HS 15X

Occupational Work Experience Education

HS 50

Sterile Processing Technician Preparation

X

HIST 4A

Western Europe to 1700

X

HIST 4B

IWestern Europe from 1700

i
1

--

I

X

X

X

X

HIST 17A

History of the U_S. 1492-1877

X

X

X

X

HIST 17B

History of the U.S. 1865-Present

X

X

X

X

X

HIST 20

World History I

X

X

X

X

X

HIST 30/60

Experimental Course

HIST 32

Cultural History of the Chicano

HIST 34

Introduction to Black Studies

X

X

HST 44

Women's Roles in United States History

X

X

HIST 49/99

Directed Study

HM 10

Introduction to Hotel Management

HM 11

Hotel Design, Planning & Development

HM 12

Hotel, Motel Management, & Operations

HM 61

Front Office Management & Operations

HM 63

Housekeeping Management

HM64

Ma intenance Management

HM 65

Conference, Conventiona & Event Planning

HM 66

Tourisn & Convention Marketing & Sales

HRCM 1

Introduction to Hospitality

HRCM 3

Hospitality Marketing

HRCM 4

Supervision & Leadership in Hospitality

HRCM 15X

Occupational Work Experience Education

HRCM 62A

Career Success & Job Retention Skills

HRCM 62B

Workplace Communication Skills

HRCM 62C

Building Confidence & Working With the Public

HRCM 62D

Guests Relations & Customer Service

HRCM 67

Orientation to Hospitality

HUM 1

Introduction to Western Culture

HUM 22

Introduction to Comparative Religion

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
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X

X
X

X

Course #
HUM 30/60

Experimental Course

HUM 49/99

Directed Study

151"

Fall 2010 1Spring 2011 1 Fall 2011 1 Spring 2012 1 Fall 2012

I

ITitle

-t
,

College Success

IS 2

Career Planning

IS 7

Student Leadership Development

KINES 1

Introduction to Kineology

LING 11

Introduction to Linguistics

-

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

MATH 1A

Introduction To Calculus

X

X

X

MATH 1B

Calculus with Application

X

X

X

MATH 2A

IMultivariate Calculus

MATH 3A

: Linear Algebra I

Math 2B

Differential Equations

MATH lOA

Structure & Concepts in Mathematics I

MATH lOB

Structure & Concepts in Mathematics II

MATH 15

Precalculu s

MATH 25

I

I

X
X

I

X
X

, Introduction to Statistics

X

X
X
X

X

,

X
X

X

X

X

X

I

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

MATH 30/60 ' Experimental Course
MATH 45

X

$

X

-

X

-

Contemporary Math

-

MATH 49/99 Directed Study
MATH 61

Elementary Algebra

X

X

X

Intermediate Algebra

X
X

X

MATH 63

X

X

X

MATH 64

Elementary & Intermediate Algebra

X

X

MATH 87

Mathematics for Life

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

MATH 88

Mathematics for Life II

MATH 101

Basic College Mathematics

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

-

-

- --

MUS 17A

Beginning Guitar

MUS 17B

Elementary Guitar

MUS 17C

Intermediate Guitar

MUS 17D

Advanced Guitar

I

X

MUS 30/60

Experimental Course

MUS 42

Music Appreciation

MUS 49/99

Directed Study

NC 100

General Supervised Tutoring

NC 101

Reading Lab

NC 105

Writing Lab

NC 140

Community Living Skills

NC 140A

Community Living Skills

X

X

X

X

X

NC 140B

Community Living Skills

X

X

X

X

X

NC 141

Production Occupation Work Skills
Service Occupation Work Skills

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

NC 142

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

NC 154

Parenting

NC 157

Fitness for Life

NC 160

G ED Preparation Progra m

NURS 1

Foundations of Nursing

NURS 1L

Foundations of Nursing Lab

NURS 2

Medical Surgical Nursing I

NURS 2L

Medical Surgical Nursing I Lab

NURS 3

Basic Pharmacology

NURS4

Medical Surgical Nursing II

NURS 4L

Medical Surgical Nursing II Lab

NURSS

Obstetrics-Maternity Nursing

NURS SL

Obstetrics-Maternity Nursing Lab

NURS 6

Advanced Pharmacology

NURS 7

Medical-Surgical Nursing III

NURS 7L

Medical-Surgical Nursing III Lab

NURS 8

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

,Mental Health-Psychiatric Nursing
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X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

Coursen

Fall 2010 . Spring 2011 I Fall 2011 Spring 2012. Fall 2012

Title
n

,~

NURS8l

I Mental

X

X

NURS9

I Pediatric Nursing

X

NURS9l

I Pediatric Nursing lab
I. .."
r

X

X
X

NURS 10
INURS 10l

Advanced'

.... ,.

II': Nursing lab

I Nursing IV

I"'" ... 11 <VI"'I5Y Communi~1 Nursing

NURS 111
NURS 12

I ""''''II<''''VI5Y Community Nursing lab
IRole ranSltlon lVN to RN

NURS 12l

I Role ransmor lVN to RN lab

!

X

X

XX-

X
X

X

X
....- ...

NURS 13

Ileader~III'"

NURS 15X

I rlrrlln"Hnn,,1 Work I:xper..,,,,..t:

X

X

NURS 101

INursing learning lab

X

INUTl

I Basic Nutrition

X

PAl

,lflUoouo;;uon to Theater

PA3

I Film

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

....

t-----~~

IPHILl

X

'" to """"VI"'"
to logic

X

X

X-

X

X

X

X

X-

I Ethics

X

...
~

I Archery

X

X

X

X

X

IPE 6

X

X

X

X

X

IpE7

•Body Conortlomng
IAerobics

X

X

X

X

X

IPE8

I"IL<" IIIt:V""" Aerobic Interval Training

X

X

X

X

X

IpE 11

I Golf

X

IPE 16

'Jogging & Power Walking

X
X

"Bowling
Adaptive PhYSical Education

X

X

X

X

X

IpE 21

Fitness ~a"UI ''''.. ,

X

X

X

X

X

IpE23

IWeight Training

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

-X-

X

IpE 2?1\

Intermediate Soccer

IpE29

to Sport and Exercise

PE30/60

•[...."." ""llLd' Courses

PE35A

•Theory of Soccer

IPE41

IStandard First Aid

!PE44
IpE 44B

:Theory of

I FU"Ualllt::mdIS

PE45

YVI

IPE46A

I Theory

IpE 46B

I Theory of Cross Country

IPE 47

1~~"ual"""LalsofSoccer

of Golf

I~v"""",,'ity First Aid

X

iMen's

PE 15

IWomen's HI"::'

X

& Safety

X

i

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

XX
X

X

X

X
X

X

X-

!Colf

PE28

•Women's
•Men's
Men's

PE 35

• VYUJII" I 5 " ' " ' '

X

X

....

~

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

Cross Country

X

X

X

Soccer

X

X

X

X

X

X

Cross Country

II ..".

.",

'''~'''''!S
.. II

IPHYSCll

ISurvey of the Physical Sciences

!

X
X

•Men's I

I

X-

!Colf

IpE36

IpHYSCI2

X

I

I Directed Study

PE 10

IpE 25

X

Team Sports
•Care & Prevention of Athletic Injuries

IpE21A

XX-

of Wrestling

"~"III!I

IpE 46

PE 49/99

X
X

X

to Physical Education

PE 40

Soccer

X

& PhYSics for ~tl"r"tn.c

1

I PHYSCI 49/99 I Directed Study

70f8

X
X

X

I
....-

IPE 18

''I Soccer

...-

X

X

IpE 19

IpE 2?A

-

.... -

IPE 2

IPE48

...

A

IPHIl2
IPHIl3

X
X

I

X

I

I Nursing IV lab

r,

NURS11

I

X

Course #

,Title

Fall 2010 ' Spring 2011 Fall ZOl1l SpringZ01Z Fall201Z

.... ~"g''''.. , &

[PHSICS2A
[PHSICS_ 2B
[PHYSICS4A
!PHYSICS4B
!PHYSICS4C

I '"'' ",,,uy,,a,,"~,

Classical Mechanics
~,a~"~.,,,,&VVaves

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

~
X

X

- -...

X

X
X

X

n.

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

I Personal"SYWOlUl:;Y
.Biology n.
!

X
X

X

. Optics & Modern Phxsics

.General n.
Abnormal n.
",a,'
1

X

X
X

A
. r:.
POLSCIl
[POLSCI2
l.ompara\.v" FO.
[POLSCI4
i IIIL.vuuctilll to International 0,
IpOLSCI30/60! h.,CIIIIICII«1I Course
.POLSCI 49/99, Directed Study

'PSYCH 1
[PSYCH 2
[PSYCH 3
IpSYCH 4
!PSYCH S
IPSYCH S
[PSYCH 29
!PSYCJ 30/60
I PSYCH 49/99

X

X

'" Optics & Modern Physics

"~,,

Law & "Y"''''''''6Y
""vvu ..... ,," to Sport and Exercise

X

X

X

"'A"'~' """",,11 Course

X

X

i

Directed Study
1

IRM 10
[RM 11
iRM61
IRM63
IRM64
IRM6S
iRM66
Isvv lSX
Isvv 20
!SVV 21
[SVV 22
!SVV 23
[SOC 1
[SOC 2
SOC 3
SOCS
SOC6
SOC 7
SOC 10
-':'
SOC 30/60
SOC 49/99

Introduction to Food Service ~",.. , a",,",
Food & Beveral! Cost Control
Culinary Theory & , y "
Cullinary {nnN>ntc

X
X
X

Cuisines ofthe VVorld
Catering & Beverage Services
Event Planning & Special Event Tourism

1

X

1

X
I

X
X

X

1

VVork EA.,CII"""''' ....
to Social VVelfare

X
X
X

. Eligibility & Case IV""'''!>''''''''''
Individual & Group Support
! Abuse Counseling

X
X

X
X

I

X

1

X
X

X

i nrrlln"tinn,,1

!IIll1VUU..... v,

X
X

X
X
X

X

!
I

!

X

!

X
X
..

,~

X
X

X
X
X

,"''' vuu,tliJII to
I Critical Thinking & Social Problems
I Marriage & Family
I Cultural Diversity
IDrugs and Society
I ....
of Mental Health
I ....
Practice
Experimental Course
' Directed Study

X
X
X
X

I

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

~""

VVE lSXX

X

General VVork Experience Education

SofS

X

X

X

X

COURSES
Course"
AOH
AOH
AOJ4
AOJ5
AOJ6
AOJ7
AOJ8
AOJ 10
AOJ 12
AOJ 15X
AOJ 16
AOJ 20
AOJ 22
AOJ 24
AOJ 29
AOJ 30/60
AOJ 32
AOJ49/99
AOJ50A

TItle

Spring 2011 Fall 2011: Spring 2012 • Fall 2012

Fall 2010

Introduction to Criminal Justice
Introduction to Corrections
Control & Supervision of Inmates
Concepts of Probation & Parole
Correctional Interviewing & Counseling
Legal Aspects of Corrections
Law & Psychology
Principles & Procedures of Criminal Justice
:Written Criminal Justice Communications
,Occupational Work Experience Education
'Human& Community Relations in Criminal Justice
,Criminal Law
'Criminal Evidence
I Criminal Investigation
:Crime & Delinquency
Experimental Course
Juvenile Delinquency
Directed Study
: P.e. 832 Arrest Control Module

X
X

X
X

§3

X
:

X
X
X

X
X
X

I
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

Core Training Course
ASL1
ASl2

Introduction to ""II""~"" Sign Language: level 1
Intermediate American Sign Language: level 2

ART2
ART3A
ART5A
ART5B
ART 13A
ART 13B
ART 15A
ART15B
ART15C
ART 150
ART 16A
ART 16B
ART20A
ART30/60
ART 42
ART 49/99

Two-Dimensional Design
Introduction to 3-0 Fundamentals
Basic Drawing
Advanced Drawing
•Introduction to Ceramic Design Studio
•Beginning Ceramic Design Studio
,Introduction to Painting
Beginning Painting
Intermediate Painting
Advanced Painting
Survey of Western Art: Pre-History to Proto-Renaissance
Survey of Western Art: Renaissance to the Present
Introduction to Digital Art
: Experimental Courses
IArt Appreciation
Directed Study

BI010
BIOll
BI012
BIO 15
BI020
.B1024
BIO 30/60
r------'BI032 ....BI035
BI038
B1049/99

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

!
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

i

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Fundamentals of Biology
Biology of Death Valley
:Biology of the Grand Canyon
.......
.....
, Biology for Education
Introductory Biology A (Zoology) ..............- -.....
Introductory Biology B (Botany)
Experimental Course

X

X

X

X

X

.':IIJ1Y1~I1Anatomy

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
:

X

I

....

BUS 1A
BUS1B
Bus 7
BUS 13A
BUS 13B
BUS 15X
BUS 18
BUS 20

.....

~~~

Human

...............

-

_
_

-

....

X

X

....

:

"'V'V61
.w.. ,

Directed Study
Beginning Principles of Accounting
Elementary Principles of Accounting
Introduction to Entreupreneurship
Word forWindows I
Word for Windows II
Occupational Work Experience Education
Business Law
Introduction to Business

-_ _ ....
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•
X
X

X
X
X
X

I
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

I

Course #
BUSZ4
BUSZ8
BUSZ9
BUS 30/60
BUS 3Z
BUS 35
BUS 39
BUS 49/99
BUS 50
BUS5Z
BUS 54
BUS 55
BUS56
BUS 59
BUS6ZA
BUS6ZB
BUS6ZC
BUS6ZD
BUS 63
BUS 67
BUS 69
BUS 71
BUS 74
BUS80A
BUS80B
BUS81A
BUS 81B
CM 10
CM 11
CM lZ
CM61A
CM61B
CM61C
CM61D
CM63A
CM63B
CM64A
CM64B
CM65A
CM65B
CM65C
CM66A
CM66B

·litle

Fall 2010 I Spring 2011 Fall 2011 Spring 2012 Fall 2012

Business Mathematics
Business Communication
Techniques of "'''''''5''''''''''
•Experimental Course
ISmall Business '"''''''5'''''''''
•Human Resources ,lIIal."5"""""
i Quantitative Analysis
i Directed Study
i Employability Skills

X

X

X

X

X

X

._.....

X

X
X
X

•Ten-Key Mas~~ry
I Presentation Graphics
Elementary Accounting

X

X

X

i

X

Applied Intermediate Acc()~~!i~g
Business English
Career Success & Job Retention Skills

............................

IWorkplace CommuniC<l~i(),,?~ills

X

---_....-

I Building Confidence & W()E~i"g'.llith the Public
.Guest Relations & Customer Service
Skill Building Keyboarding
Filing & Records

X

X

Modern Office Procedures
Income Tax Af't'""ntina
I("nmnllt.. ri, ..rj Accounting

X

X

X

X
X

.

Introductory Alpha~~ti~ Keyboarding
IntrocllJ~t()ry Numeric/Symbol Keyboarding
Intermediate
& ,u~"»I1'51
Intermediate
& ,u~""'"'511

X

Casino
i Casino Regulations & Controls
I Native

American Gaming

i

I Mini-Baccarat, Midi-Baccarat or Baccarat Dealing

I

I Poke~Deali~g

i

IBlackjack Dealing
Pai Gow Dealing
Introduction to
of Bingo & Keno
Advanced Management of Bingo & Keno
Int~oduCi:ion to Casino Cage
Advil,,~~clCasino Cage Operations
i Introduction to Security Operations
iCasinoSecurity
i Advanced Casino Security
Intr()cllJ~ion to Slots Management

lP,cI\lilfl(:~cI?l()ts Manilgement

CHEM lA
CHEM lB
CHEMlA
30/60
_CEM
..................
CHEM 49/99

Generall..nen1l5try I
General Chemistry II
Introductory Chemistry
Experimental Courses
Directed Study - -

CD3
CD4
CDS
CD7
CD8
CD9
COlO
CDll
COlZA
CD1ZB
CD14A
CD14B

i Child

X

X

!
X

X

.............

_-_

X

X

.....

Study and A,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.

Child D".",vl'''''''''

IEarly Intervention
Infant Massage
Using Infant Gestures
T~I!Child, Family & Society - '(lung Children with Exceptional Needs
~~illciples & Practices of Early Childhood Education
Practices of Early Childhood Education Field Work
Administration & Supervision of Children's Prog~~~s
Administration & Supervision of Children's Program Practicum

Zof8

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

t±i
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

Course"

Title

CD 15

Literature & Language Arts for Young Children

Fall 2010

Spring 2011 Fall 2011 Spring 2012
X

Fall 2012

X

CD 15X

Occupational Work Experience Education

X

CD 16

Creative Activities

X

CD 17A

Sex Education for Teachers & Parenting of Young Children

X

X

X

CD 17B

Child Abuse Recognition & Prevention

X

X

X

CD 17C

X

X

X

X

X

. Single Parenting

CD 18

Health, Safety & Nutrition

CD 19

Family Day Care

CD20

Behavioral Management in the Early Childhood Classroom

CD21

Infant & Toddler Care-Giving

CD22

Supervising Adults Working in Children's Programs

CD23

Domestic Violence Recognition & Prevention

CD 30/60

Experimental Course

CD 49/99

Directed Study

CIS 2

Internet Programming HTML/XHTML

CIS 2A

Internet Programming-DHTML

CIS 2B

Internet Programming-CSS

CIS2C

Internet Programming Scripting Languages

CIS2D

Internet Progamming-Java

CIS 2E

Web Design & Interactive Media

CIS 2F

Internet Server Side Scripting

CIS2G

Introduction to E-Commerce

X
X

X

Internet Graphics

X
X

CIS 4

Internet Programming - XML

CIS 7

Computer Concepts

CIS8

Microcomputer Operating Environment
Microcomputer Concepts & DOS for Netware Users

CIS 15

Visual Basic

CIS 15X

Occupational Work Experience Education

CIS 17B

Adva nced Java

CIS 18A

Internet Programming - PHP

CIS 19B

Database Creation & Management

CIS 21

Desktop Publishing

X

X

Web Development

C++ Programming

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

CIS2H

CIS 14

X

X

X

CIS3

CIS 10

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

CIS 30/60

Experimental Course

CIS 34

Introduction to spreadsheets

CIS35

Advance Spreadsheets

CIS 42

System Design & Analysis

CIS 49/99

Directed Study

CIS 67

Computer Essentials

CIS 73

Microsoft Project

X

X

CIS 73A

Microsoft Visio

X

X

CIS 75

Cyber Security

CIS 76A

Operating Systems - Linux

X

CIS 80

A+ Certification: Hardware

X

X

X

X

X

CIS 80A

A+ Certification: Oeperating Systems

X

X

X

X

X

CIS81A

Networking Essentials

CIS 90

Microcomputer Application Skills
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

COM 1

Elements of Public Speaking

X

COM 3

Argumentation and Debate

X

COM 4

Small Group Dynamics & Presentation

X

X

X

X

X

COM 5

Interpersonal Communication

X

X

X

X

X

COM 30/60

Experimental Course

COM 49/99

Directed Study

X

X

X

X

X

X

CUL2

Food & Wine Pairings

CUL6

Culinary Excursions

X

CUL50

Safety And Sanitation

X

CUL51

Restaurant Math

X

X

CUL52

Commercial Baking: Beginning

X

X

30f8

Course #

Title

CUL53
CUL54'

Commercial Baking: Advanced
Hospital Laws an~Regulations
Commercial Food Preparation
Garde Managers
Beverage Management

CUL55
CUL56
CUL57
CUL58
CUL59
CUL60
CUL61
CUL64
CUL65
CUL66

Spring 2011 ! Fall 2011! Spring 2012

Fall 2010

X
X
X
X

•

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

Macroeconomics
Microeconomics

X
X

X
X

X
X

EDUC1
EDUC5

X
X

X

X

X

X

EDUC57

Introduction to I eacmng
Critical Thinking In the Classroom
Best Practices Summer Teaching Institute

EA55
EA56

!General Tutoring
Tutoring the ...

X

L."",./S",,,,,,y Medical Technician - Basic

ENGR10
ENGR15

Introduction to [;'/S'"'''''' '''11
Engineering Computations

ENGR20
ENGR 25
ENGR31
ENGR35

[h/S ...."". "'5 Graphics
Electrical Circuits
Engineering Materials
Vector Statics

ENG 1A
ENG 1B
ENG 21
r-ENG 25
E

r--

...............

ENG 49/99
ENG 51A
ENG 51B
ENG 89
ENG lOlA
ENG 101B
ENG 105A
ENG 105B
ESl120
ESl125
ESl130
ESl135
!ES36

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

.~

X
X

X

X

literature, Critical Thinking & Writing
literary Topics

X

X
X

X
X

X

•

,to Communication Skills
; Skills
''-0"

ISlIl'l"""'"'''''' ,& Adaptive learning Skills
In.......!'' ....,,.... Reading

•

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

f=t

,""'" "."'....,,'" Reading
lin',,,..!,,"',,,,,, Writing
! CI"ITI"....". i Writing
r.

X

X
X
X
X

Composition & Reading

.:,

X

Student

EMT1

r--

X
X
X

X
X

ECON 1A
ECON 1B

'f

X

X
X
X

Dining Room Service and Ma~~gE!rl1E!~t
Introduction to Hospitality CarE!E!rs~~~Human Relations
Nutrition for Chefs
Kitchen Management
Restaurant Desserts
Dining Room Service and ••.
II
Mixology

Fall 2012

• Practice & Everyday English

X

r.

, Practice: ....",.. ""y.",,, level
Reading/!. Writing: Beginning level

X

Readl.,l!!l!t\Nriting: Intermediate level

X

X

I ContE!rl1P()!ary Native Arl1E!!i~iln Social Issues

X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X_

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
•

Intro~lI~~()ry Spanishf()~~()~:Native Speakers
Elementary Spanls~f()r~()n-Native Speakers
!Intermediate Spanlshf()r Native and Non~NatlveSpeakers
!A
I Spanish
Introduction to Spanish for the limitedly Bilingual
Elementary Spanish for the limitedly Bilengual
Experimental Course
F~~1II<i9/99 Directed Study
Introductory Conversation Spanish for Personal or Professional Use
FLSPN 51

FLSPN 1
FLSPN 2
FLSPN 3
FLSPN 4
FLSPN 11
FLSPN 12
FLSPN 30/60
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X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

Course #

Title

GEOG 1

Physical Geography

GEOG 2A

World Regional Geography I

Fall 2010

Spring 2011 Fall 2011 Spring 2012

Fall 2012

X

X

X

GEOG 2B

World Regional Geography II

X

GEOG3
GEOG4

Cultural Geography

X

GEOG 10

Geography of Urban Los Angeles

GEOGll
GEOG 12

Death Valley Field Course

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

Introduction to Geographic Intormation Systems

GEOG13

Grand Canyon Field Course
San Fransisco Urban Geography Field Course

GEOG 18

Geography of California

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

GEOG 30/60 Experimental Course
GEOG 49/99

Directed Study

GEOG 51

Modern Geography

GEOG 59

Geography Field Experience

GEOL1
GEOL3
GEOL10

X

Physical Geology

X

X
X

Historical Geology
Geology Field Course General

GEOLll

Death Valley Field Course

GEOL12

Grand Canyon Field Course

GEOL30/60

Experimental Course

GEOL49/99

Directed Study

GS61

Content Area Support

X

X

X

X

X

HE 35

Personal Health & Hygiene

X

X

X

X

X

HS 5
HS 15X

Medical Terminology
Occupational Work Experience Education

X

X

X

X

X

HS50

Sterile Processing Technician Preparation

X

HIST 4A

Western Europe to 1700

X

HIST4B

Western Europe from 1700

HIST17A

History of the U.S. 1492-1877

HIST 17B
HIST 20

History of the U.S. 1865-Present

HIST30/60
HIST 32

X
X
X

World History I
Experimental Course
Introduction to Black Studies

HST44

Women's Roles in United States History

HIST49/99

Directed Study

HM 10

Introduction to Hotel Management

HMll
HM 12

Hotel Design, Planning & Development

HM61

Front Office Management & Operations

HM63
HM64

Housekeeping Management

HM65
HM66

Conference, Conventiona & Event Planning
Tourisn & Convention Marketing & Sales

HRCM 1

Introduction to Hospitality

HRCM3

Hospitality Marketing

HRCM4

Supervision & Leadership in Hospitality

HRCM 15X
HRCM 62A
HRCM 62B

Occupational Work Experience Education
Career Success & Job Retention Skills
Workplace Communication Skills

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

Cultural History of the Chicano

HIST34

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

Hotel, Motel Management, & Operations

Maintenance Management

HRCM 62C

Building Confidence & Working With the Public

HRCM 62D
HRCM 67

Guests Relations & Customer Service

X

X

Introduction to Western Culture

HUM22

Introduction to Comparative Religion

X

X

X

X

Orientation to Hospitality

HUM 1

X

X

X

50f8

X
X

X

X
X

X

Course #

Title

HUM 30/60

Experimental Course

HUM 49/99

Directed Study

IS 1
IS 2

Career Planning

IS 7

Fall 2010

Spring 2011 Fall 2011 Spring 2012

Fall 2012

Student Leadership Development

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

KINES 1

Introduction to Kineology

X

X

X

X

X

LING 11

Introduction to Linguistics

College Success

MATH 1A

Introduction To Calculus

MATH 1B
MATH 2A

Calculus with Application

MATH 3A

Linear Algebra I
Differential Equations

Math 2B

X
X
X
X

Multivariate Calculus

X

MATH 15

Precalculus

MATH 25

Introduction to Statistics

MATH lOB

X
X
X

X
X

Structure & Concepts in Mathematics I
Structure & Concepts in Mathematics II

MATH lOA

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

MATH 30/60 Experimental Course
MATH 45
Contemporary Math
MATH 49/99 Directed Study
MATH 61
Elementary Algebra
MATH 63
Intermediate Algebra
MATH 64

Elementary & Intermediate Algebra

MATH 87

Mathematics for Life

MATH 88

Mathematics for Life II

MATH 101

Basic College Mathematics

MUS 17A

Beginning Guitar

MUS 17B

Elementary Guitar

MUS 17C

Intermediate Guitar

MUS 17D

Advanced Guitar

MUS 30/60
MUS42

Experimental Course

MUS 49/99

Directed Study

NC 100

General Supervised Tutoring

NC 101

Reading Lab

NC 105
NC 140

Writing Lab
Community Living Skills

NC 140A

Community Living Skills

NC 140B

Community Living Skills

Music Appreciation

NC 141

Production Occupation Work Skills

NC 142

Service Occupation Work Skills

NC 154

Parenting

NC 157

Fitness for Life

NC 160

GED Preparation Program

NURS 1

Foundations of Nursing

NURS 1L
NURS2

Foundations of Nursing Lab
Medical Surgical Nursing I

NURS 2L

Medical Surgical Nursing I Lab

NURS3

Basic Pharmacology
Medical Surgical Nursing II

NURS4
NURS4L

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Medical Surgical Nursing II Lab

NURSS
NURS SL

Obstetrics-Maternity Nursing
Obstetrics-Maternity Nursing Lab

NURS6

Advanced Pharmacology

NURS7
NURS 7L

Medical-Surgical Nursing III

NURS8

Mental Health-Psychiatric Nursing

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

Medical-Surgical Nursing III Lab
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X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

:

~

Title

NURS9L

Pediatric Nursing lab

NURS 10

Advanced Medical-Surgical Nursing IV

X

NURS lOl

Advallc:ed Medical-Surgical Nursing IV lab
Gerontology Community Nursing

X

X

X

X

NURS III
NURS 12

Gerontology Community Nursing Lab

X

X

NURS 12l
NURS 13

•Role Transition lVN to RN Lab
.1 ,~..l, ;h.

NURS 15X

i OC~.Jpationa~

Spring 2011 Fall 2011 Spring 2012

X

X

X

Pediatric Nursing

X

X

X

X

X

~~~

NURS 11

X
X

Role Transition LVN to RN
~~~

X

NURS 101

Work Experience Education
Nursing learning lab

NUTl

Basic Nutrition

PAl

Introduction to Theater

PA3

Film Appreciation

X

I

X

X

X

X

!

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

~"ctl~to Phl_..,h,

X

PE 6

•Archery
•Body Conditioning

I

X
X
X
X
X

n
PE 21

Fitness ....,"v. ".v. y
Weight Training

PE 23
PE25A
PE 25B

Introductory Soc<:E!r
Intermediate Soccer

PE 29

Introduction to Sport and Exercise Psychology

PE 30/60

Experimental Cou~~E!s
Theory of Soccer

PE 35A

i

PE 41
PE 44

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

Fundamentals of Wrestling

X

X

PE 45

!

Coaching Team Sports

X

PE46

!

Care & preventionoi~!hi~tiC Injuries
Theory of Golf

X

PE 49/99

X
X

Theory of Cross Country

X

Men's Intercollegiate Coif

PE 15

Women's Intercollegiate Coif

X

PE 21A

Women's Intercollegiate Cross Country
Men's
at, "'t:~UIf15

X

lPE
28
PE 35

X

X
X
X

X
X

•

X

Fundamentals of Soccer
Community First Aid & Safety
·····Dlrected Study

PElO

PE25

X

X

Theory of Wrestling

PE48

X
X

X

!

PE46B
PE47

X

X

•

PE44B

PE46A

X

X
X
X

X

Introduction to Phy~i<:(ll~~ucation
Standard First Aid

PE 40

$. tJ

X

X

IM"·"...."ol. .I~""'~
er

PE36

~

•

X

X

X

X

i

§

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

"

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
•
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X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

I

X

X
PE 2

i Fall 2012

Fall 2010

Mental Health-Psychiatric Nursing lab

I

Course #

Title

PHSICS 2A

Mechanics & Thermodynamics

PHSICS 2B

Electricity, Magnetism, Optics & Modern Physics

PHYSICS4A

Classical Mechanics

PHYSICS 4B

Electricity, Magnetsm & Waves

PHYSICS4C

Thermodynamics, Optics & Modern Physics

POLSCl1

American Government

POLSCI2

Comparative Government

POLSCI4

Introduction to International Relations

Fall 2010

Spring 2011 Fall 2011 Spring 2012

Fall 2012

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

POLSCI 30/60 Experimental Course
POLSCI 49/99 Directed Study
PSYCH 1

Genera I Psychology

PSYCH 2

Abnormal Psychology

PSYCH 3

Deveopmental Psychology

PSYCH 4

Personal Psychology

PSYCH 5

Biology Psychology

PSYCH 8

Law & Psychology

PSYCH 29

Inroduction to Sport and Exercise Psychology

PSYCJ 30/60

Experimental Course

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

PSYCH 49/99 Directed Study
RM 10

Introduction to Food Service Operations

RM 11

Food & Beverag Cost Control

RM 61

Culinary Theory & Fundamentals

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

RM 63

Cullinary Concepts

RM64

Cuisines of the World

RM 65

Catering & Beverage Services

RM 66

Event Planning & Special Event Tourism

X

SW15X

Occupational Work Experience Education

X

X

X

X

X

SW20

Introduction to Social Welfare

X

X

X

X

X

SW21

Eligibility & Case Management

X

SW22

Individual & Group Support

SW23

Substance Abuse Counseling

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

SOC 1

Introduction to Sociology

X

X

X

X

SOC 2

Critical Thinking & Social Problems

X

X

X

X

X

SOC 3

Marriage & Family

X

X

X

X

X

SOC 5

Cultural Diversity

SOC 6

Drugs and Society

SOC 7

Sociology of Mental Health

SOC 10

Sociology Practice

SOC 30/60

Experimental Course

SOC 49/99

Directed Study

WE 15XX

General Work Experience Education

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

80f8

X

X

X

X

EDUCATIONAL PLAN
-:

."'

".

,

,

"

Counselor!Advisor

SSN

.:

Date
'1:<

Educational Objective

o A.A.lAS. Major
o Transfer Major
o Basic Skill Acquisition

o Job Skills

Transfer College/Univ.
Exploration

o

o Certificate
..

Referrals

Placement Scores
WS

IA

RS

EA _ _

NS

CA _ _

a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a

Tutoring
Financial Aid
Commuter
Veteran
. Single Parent

Tentative Program
BOPS

SSS

Term

DSPS
Athlete
Working

-

A.AJA.S. Nan-Transfer
GeneralEd.

A.A. Cal. State Univ.
GeneralEd.

A.A. IGETC UC or CSU
General Ed.

!Met

Met
Area A (9)
A.l
A.2
A.3

Met

0

A. Natural Sciences

0

B. Social Sciences

0

C Humanities

0
0

D ..2Math

0 E. Health Ed.

a
a
a
a
0

O·

OB.2
OB.3

0 A. Arts

Student Signature

0

A. OrB.

Area D (9-12)
D.l
OD.2
OD.3
OD.4

0
0

Term

AreaB(3)

0
5. PhysicaJBiological Sci. (7)
A.
0 B.
Foreign Language (Uc Only).
2 Yrs. High School
U.S. History. Const & Arner
Ideals (CSU Only) 6 Units Req.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

-

o

o

Transfer Prep For Major:

0
0
Transfer Prep For Major:

0
0
0

Units

-

4. Social & Behav. Sd (9)

o E.1

jL.~tL>

-

B. Humanities

o

Units

-

3. Arts & Humanities (9) .

0

o

Term

AreaC (9)
C.1
C.2
C.3

o

-

2.MatblQuant Reasoning (3)

0

0

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

A.
B
C.

o B.1

o

Major Requirements
A.A. A.S.

0
0
0

Area B (9)

D.l English Composition

-

1. English Comp (69)

o
o
o

Units

Term

Units

-

-

-

0

~[(dL
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EDUCATIONAL PLAN
Name

-.

-

SSN

. .'

Date

Counselor/Advisor

f:<

Educational Objective

o A.A'/AS. Major
o Transfer Major
o Basic Skill Acquisition

o Job Skills

Transfer CollegefUniv.
o Exploration o Certificate

Referrals

Placement Scores
WS

IA

RS

EA _ _

NS

CA _ _

A.A.!A.s. Nen-Transfer
General Ed.
tMet

0

A Natural Sciences

0

B. Social Sciences

0

C Humanities

0
0
0
0
0

D.l English Composition

0

D .2 Math
E. Health Ed.

Major Requirements
A.A A.S.

0
0
0
0
0
0'
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Student Signature

SSS

Term

Met
Area A (9)
Al
OA.2
OA.3

Met
1. English Comp (69)
0 A.
0 B
0 C.

o
o

B. Humanities

0

AOrB.

Area n (9-12)
D.l
On.2
D.3
OD.4

0
0
0

o
o

AreaE (3)
E.l

-

-

-

5. Physica/Biological Sci. (7)
A
0 B.
Foreign Language (Uc Only).
2 Yrs. High School
U.S. History, Const &Amer
Ideals (CSU Only) 6 Units Req.

Transfer Prep For Major:

IJvtftLt.

-

o

0
0
0
0

Units

-

4. Social & Behav. Sd (9)

0
0

..

Units

-

Term

o

Transfer Prep For Major:

Jt~1.b

Term

3. Arts & Humanities (9) .
0 A.Arts

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

-

0

o C.l
o C.2
o C.3

o

-

2.MatblQuant Reasoning (3)

AreaB (9)
B.1
OB.2
B.3

Units

-

DSPS
Athlete
Working

A.A. IGETC UC or CSU
General Ed.

Area C (9)

0

BOPS

A.A. Cal. State Univ.
General Ed.

o

0

0
0
0
0
0

Tutoring
Financial Aid
Commuter
Veteran
. Single Parent

Tentative Program

-

Term

Units

-

-
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Xtreme Registration and WOW-Week of Welcome
Minutes
June 6, 2007
Meeting called to order by Sylvia at approximately 1p.m.
Sylvia:
August 2, 2007- Big Meeting
Preference= Eliminate the June 27th meeting and come back on July 11 th
Marlon Hall: everyone agrees to cancel the 2ih and July 11th meeting, and keep the July
25 th and August 2nd meeting for recap.

Clubs
Sylvia spoke about club dates
Club date
August 16
• Add categorical program jubilee (including cal-works)
Helps to make connections with students

..v-7

Dean Lopez reported that Rodney would like to come and sell old soccer equipment

Instructional Documents
Angela suggests: Certificate Programs should include A.A. and A.S.
Survey and Technology
Speaker: Pedro Avila
-Asked for feedback on whole process
-If any suggestions email him
-Survey serves as a raftle tickets
-Survey needs correction on Placement Test section, should read Placement Test Process
-Making a requirement to have a student ID #
-If students complete process but not have an ID number, we still want feedback from
them
Feedback on Technology Web page: It's Great
Sylvia suggests: color code the surveys/raffle tickets for other uses such as events like
club day, ice cream, etc ... and therefore we'll know for what event was the tickets used.
Melinda suggests: Admission Process on survey should read Admission Process
Application

Melinda suggests that the survey needs to be better explained such as satisfaction of
placement test service instead of asking about the placement test itself.

Rames
-SD Cards (memory cards), IPODS, gift baskets, McDonald's gift cards, EOP&SIDSPS
gift cards, or bus passes
Jan Young will ask for parking lot volunteers (students, squadron)
America suggests:
-Like Credit Union uses gift baskets to promote themselves, we can invite venders to
come and set booths to advertise themselves and us. We can use rame tickets as well, and
both the companies and the college can benefit.
Dean Lopez reported that students prefer pen drives over Ipods. Other gifts to be
considered are buss passes or planners.
Logo
The logo shown to everyone (the Xtreme logo) will be used for T-shirts, flyers, etc ...
Sylvia suggests that the logo would look great on a magnet for a WHCL van.
America suggests: to have banners downtown with the logo
Angela suggests: wants to use the logo for orientation flyers
Suggestions: little magnets
Susie- take advantage of more free advertising such as cable channels, etc.
Melinda- High school Advertising (about WHCL), have signs at high schools, including
NAS Lemoore
Mike suggests: Advertise on the outside of buses
Angela proposed: watermark flyers
Pedro: work with videos and promote on my space, you tube, etc.
Dean Lopez reported: have video crew come and film all week (advertisements).
Sylvia- Have logos ready for Farmers Market, have online a calendar of the different
events
Veronica will be in charge of Alumni
Sylvia- Logos will be on T-shirts and not on Polo shits because T-shirts are more flexible
than Polos.
• have visors and ball caps with names on the back

America proposed- to have on back of t-shirts an (X) instead of the word Staff
Sylvia suggested having blankets with the Xtreme Logo as well.

Susie- Free advertising, we want the college to be known everywhere, and spread the
word
Leonore suggestions: have information of counselors such as e-mails and phone numbers
on pamphlets.
Pedro will be in charge of dealing with camera.
America requested that she can solicit stuff from vendors.
Melinda requested walk in Advertisements such as having store employees wear Xtreme
registration t-shirts. (e.g. given on Bestbuy). She also requested to have enough portable
restrooms, and trash cans.
Sylvia Map of where will placement tests be taken at?
Library:

4~!J

Office

467

DSPS
F~Aid

Computtii

&If"3flee

CoB!lter

--

lkloks

And C+A stay in your offices.
Marta reported there will be 100% ofC+A participation the whole week.
Placement Test Schedule
Sylvia reported that counseling appointments will be from 6:00-12:00 and anyone who
comes in after 12:00, then they'll have to make appointments for 8:00-9:00 on Monday.
Angela proposed the following times for Orientation: 7:30 (Spanish), 6:30, 8:30, and
1O:30(English). She also requested to have new pictures taken of C+A for the WHCL
website.

Leonore and Pedro will be working on the online orientation.
* Need wireless computers for registration
*Perhaps use half computers for financial aid and half for registrations
*T-SUM screens for all training
Music
America requested that we should have continuous music going on throughout the whole
night.
-Ask Lora how much it will cost for D.J. music?
-Find out about satellite music, and live bands
Angela reported that she would speak to her husband about asking to have a news anchor
come over
Melinda suggested we should have one of those big lights that shoot up to the sky ...
BIG ISSUE
Leonore and Sylvia reported that students are having trouble being able to access their
student account e-mails and blackboard.
Susie requested there should be a Blackboard Online Orientation or something should be
done to help students get more acquainted with the program.
Sylvia also said that students often tend to forget what their usemame and password is for
Blackboard, e-mail, and My West Hills, since they're dealing with probably more than
one password.
Angela suggested that students who are having trouble with their application such as
they're being blocked by the program or something should be given a fast pass.
Melinda: requested having stantions at least 24 of them for use in the Administration
Building and the Library.
- find cheaper cost
* These will be a one time buy and will definitely be useful for future events such as
graduation.

fJJi"--I!)

BBO
Dean Lopez reported:
Have Christian probably help do the President's BBQ thing.

-VIP Aprons for President with Logo, suggested
-TCBY will come with cups of ice cream already prepared
Jan Young
6-7:30 radio station
EmieG
10:30-Midnight- Music
-Explore band possibilities
*Consider getting a couple of bands or just one
America suggested: consider a FCC student's band, they charge $4001hr, but they're
really good.
Dean Lopez reported to have these on site:
-ER Vol.
-Traffic Control (Jan proposed to ask people on base for help)
-Student Workers working at Library
-Friends of West Hills to do Welcome Table
-Laminated ID cards
-List of key people we want to invite such as superintendents, etc ...
They can be like VIP's of the community
-Connect with city of Lemoore
Helpers can help@ President's BBQ
Needs for Future:
Mike suggested SARS cards
Susie suggested on having an orientation survey
Tiffany talked about using web cameras for online students
Closing by Sylvia and Dean Lopez: Everyone save more ideas (future ideas) and share
them on our next big meeting on August 2.
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POLICY

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE

CERT~CATEDSTAFF

ACADEMIC FREEDOM
The Board believes the Academic Freedom is an essential right arising from the
nature and function of education. The aims and objectives of West Hills College
point to the unreserved and unqualified obligation of the instructor to pursue
his/her subject and the program area surrounding it in a manner consistent with
stanc;lards of scholarly objectivity as defined by academic tradition and practice.
West Hills College holds th~t academic freedom involves inherently the following
right and responsibilities:
1.

The right to explore to the limit of competence and training, the
assigned teaching area and its references.

2.

The responsibility within the teaching area to weigh studiously
serious intellectual differences, when applicable, which rise from
historical context and perceptive.

3.

The right to present the democratic process with its freedoms, rights
and safeguards as the sole way in which the academic cOIIllllunity and
nation can exist and establish the means for progress and the greater
fulfillment of man.

4.

The responsibility in solving problems to appeal only to those criteria
sanctioned historically by reason as confrrmed through objective
discussion.

5.

The right to survey, probe, and question the condition of man within
the guidelines of accepted research techniques and intelligent
discussion.

6.

The responsibility of avoiding the intellectual error of assuming
absolute answers for complex problems and presenting these answers
as unquestionable truth.
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Academic Freedom

CERTIFICATED STAFF

7.

The responsibility to introduce within the assigned teaching areas,
controversial concepts, issues and systems, subjecting these ideas to
the test of objective reasoning.

8.

The responsibility of recognizing, respecting, and discussing fairly
those areas of human activity not amenable as such to the scientific
method.

9.

The right to create an unhampered and clear intellectual atmosphere,
maintained, encouraged, and supported by staff, administration, and
trustees.

10.

The responsibility of avoiding any teaching method which relies upon
rigid authority or an implied infallibility.

11.

The responsibility in challenging students, notwithstanding their
ability or program, to develop a spirit of inquiry regarding all
academic areas and to seek logical answers.

West Hills College considers academic freedom defined by its attendant rights and
responsibilities as a vital, primary force in the achievement of the aims and
objectives of the institution.

Ed. Code 87704
Board approval date: 6/16/98
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This agenda belon~ to:
NAME ____________________________________
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
CITY{TOWN _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

STUDENT NO< _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

o

PLEASE NOTE: The Iroot cover is seosHive 10 extreme heat Do not leave in direct sunUghtl

Dear WHCL Golden Eagle

Welcome to the 2010-11 academic year. As you begin this year,
we recognize some of the challenges you face. One such
challenge is course selection and successful matriculation.
While no one could have predicted the economic downturn and
subsequent impact to community colleges, we can certainly
look towards the future, your bright future.
Our administrators, faculty and staff are here to assist you in
achieving your educational goals. We want to encourage you to
regularly visit your "MyWestHills" portal site and your e-mail,
to seek out your instructors for assistance when needed, make
sure you have a Student Educational Plan completed with the
assistance of a counselor or advisor, take advantage of the free
tutoring we offer, join your Student Government Association or
other clubs and support our athletic teams.
My staff and I look forward to working with you throughout
this year and are available to assist you. Working together, your
educational dreams will become a reality.
Sincerely,
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson
Vice President of Student Services

GOLDEN EAGLES - NUMBERS TO
KNOW
Financial Aid ..................................................................... 925-3310
Bookstore- ......................................................................... 925-3440
WHCL Front Counter ...................................................... 925-3317
WHCL Front Counter - VA ............................................... 925-3341
Help Desk ........................................................................ 934-2002
Child Development.. .......................................................... 925-3395
Counselor (Lead) -Angela Tos ........................................... 925-3324
Library Technician............................................................. 925-3402
Maintenance & Operations ............................................... 925-3250
Snack Bar........................................................................... 925-3365
Veteran's Office (GI Bill) .................................................. 925-3312
Naval Air Station Lemoore (TA) ....................................... 925-3216
Naval Air Station Lemoore Secretary (TA) ...................... 925-3343
Dean of Student Services-Jose P. Lopez ......................... 925-3149
Dean of Learning Resources-Susan Kincade ................. 925-3404
Associate Dean of Education
College Evening Administrator- Dr. Marlon Hall ........ 925-3224
Vice President of Student Services
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson .................................................. 925-3331
Vice President of Educational Services-Dave Bolt ........ 925-3222

Area Senior Secretary ............................................... 925-322113202
President-Don Warkentin ............................................... 925-3217

President's Administrative Assistant ................................. 925-3205
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En91iShl::J

Literature &Crifica
.. I Thinking
(3 Units)

English 1B- sa1isfies critical thinking requirement at !he UC
andCSU

'-----.

•

English lA
Compositioo and Reading
(3 Units)

English lA - M degree and required at any four - year
university

Transferable Courses above

English51B
Introduction to Communicalion
Skills

.

Of

Non-transferrable Courses below

English 51A or English 51B - students mus! get
a "C" or better before taking English lA

English51A
Intermediate Communication
Skills
Mus! be passed willi Cor better
before you can take English lA

I

i
English 10181105B
• Intennediate Reading &Lab .

+

_".L__--,

English 101N105A
Introductory Reading &Lab
(3 Units)

English 105A and lor 1058 - sluden\s that placed into
this level must take these basic skills coorses to help
prepare you for successful completion of'C' or better
for English 51A

English lOlA and/or 101B· Students thai placed
inlo this level must fake these basic skills coorses
10 help prepare you for successful com~etion of
'C' or better for English 101 B/l 058

English Flow Chart

IIt
."

West Hills Community College Le~oore
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MATH FLOW CHART
WEST fiLLS COLLEGE
MATH2B
Differential Equations

MATH2A
Multivariate Calculus

MATHIB
Calculus with Applications

•

Math lA, I B, 2A, and 2B: for Engineering majors.

•

Math lOA, 15,25, and 45: will fulfill lower division
math requirement at any four-year university.

•

Math 61, 63, 64, and 87: AA Degree math courses.
Students must get a "C" grade or better for graduation.

•

Math 101: skill building math course to prepare students
for successful completion of any AA degree course.

MATHIA
Introduction to Calculus

MATHIS
Precalculus

MATH 25
Statistics

(Engineering &;

(Business)

Science)

MATH 45
Contemporary
Math

MATH lOA
Structure and Concepts
In Mathematics I

(Liberal Arts &;
Humanities)

(Education)

TIlII1sfemble C<>urses
Above this tine

Choose One
Depending
on Ml\jor

MATH 63
Intermediate Algebra

Noo-Transfemble Courses
Below this line

MATH 64
Elementary and Intermediate
Algebra

MATH 87
Mathematics for life

MATH 101
Basic College Math
Non Degree
Applicable - Skill Building

WEST HILLS COLLEGE DISTRICT
INSTRUCTIONAL CALENDAR
2010 - 2011

2010 FALL SEMESTER
Th
August 12
August 13
F
M
August 16
M
September 6
October 15
F
October 18
M
Th
November 11
November 15
M
November 25 & 26
Th-F
December 13-17
M-F
December 17
F
Total Instructional Days: 87

Faculty Flex Day, No Classes
Duty Day, No Classes
Instruction Begins
Labor Day, No Classes
Last Day to Petition to Graduate
Second 9week Classes Begin
Veteran's Day Observed, No Classes
Last Day to Withdraw with a W
Thanksgiving, No Classes
Finals Week
End of Fall Semester

2011 SPRING SEMESTER
Faculty Flex Day, No Classes
January 13
Th
January 14
F
Duty Day, No Classes
Martin Luther King Day, No Classes
January 17
M
January 18
Tu
Instruction Begins
February 11
F
Lincoln's Day Observed, No Classes
February 21
M Washington's Day Observed, No Classes
March 18
F
Last Day to Petition to Graduate
March 21
M
Second 9 week Classes Begin
Apri115
F
Last Day to Withdraw with a W
M-F Spring Recess
Apri118-22
May 23-27
M-F
Finals Week
May 26
Th
Lemoore Commencement
May 27
F
Coalinga Commencement
May 27
F
End of Spring Semester
Total Instructional Days: 88
APPROVED BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES: JANUARY 20, 2009
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GENERAL INFORMATION
WHERE SHOULD I GO?
... to get counseling
Counselors are available each day for conferences with students in the Student Services Administration Office. Appointments are recommended. Advising Specialists are available to help with issues such as selecting a major,
program planning, and degree requirements .

...to find a job
Students who seek part-time jobs and qualify for work-study should go to the
Financial Aid Office.

...to apply for a loan
Financial Aid Office.

...to review the college's accreditation, license and approvals
President's Office.

...to inquire about the cost of tuition and fees
Student Services Office.

... to use a computer or review reference materials
Check the library facilities .

.. .to get evening classes information
See the schedule of courses at our website: www.westhillscollege.com

...to locate faculty members
Please contact the Instruction Office (Admin. Building). Faculty office
hours are posted on their respective doors, or use the WHC website .

... to study
The library is open from 7:30 a.m. until 8:00 p.m. Monday through Thursday
and 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on Friday.

...lost and found
Information desk in the Administration Building.

...to use a telephone
There are pay phones near the classroom building, library, or behind the
Administration Building.

...to request a transcript
The Student Services Office.

...to report a change of address
The Student Services Office.

...to obtain a college catalog
The bookstore and via our website, www.westhillscollege.com

II
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... to find a catalog for other colleges
The Transfer Center located next to the counseling office.

ADMISSIONS
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS
To enroll at West Hills College Lemoore, a student must satisfy one of the following requirements:
I. High school graduation.
2. Successful completion of the California High School Equivalency Examination or G.E.D.
3. Attainment of adult status, 18 years of age.
4. Recommendation from the principal/counselor the high school student is attending and parental permission.

APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION
High school transcripts and transcripts from other colleges attended, must be on
file with West Hills College Lemoore. Students with transcripts from institutions
outside the United States should contact the West Hills College District Office of
Admissions and Records for information on transcript evaluation. The student
must notify the institution previously attended to mail official transcripts directly
to the Admissions and Records Office.

FEES
The legislature of the State of California has made it mandatory for West Hills
College Lemoore to charge a California Community College fee of$26.00 per
unit. This fee is subject to change by the legislature. California Education Code
Section 72252 allows exemption from the enrollment fee to any dependents, or
surviving spouse who has not remarried, or any member of the California Na-

I

tional Guard, who, in the line of duty and while in the active service of the state,
was killed, died of a disability from an event that occurred while in active service
of the state, or permanently disabled as a result of an event that occurred in the
active service of the state. In addition, the college is mandated to charge an outof-state tuition fee for those students who do not qualify as California residents
(see non-resident tuition).
Cost of student textbooks, supplies, and membership in the associated student
body may average $250 to $300 per semester. A considerable savings is possible
through the purchase of used textbooks from the college bookstore.
Active military personnel applying for tuition assistance, which pays for 100% of
the registration fees, up to 12 units per year, must submit a completed authorization form to the college prior to registration; otherwise, registration fees must be
paid in full. For more information, call (559) 925-3352.

NON.RESIDENT/INTERNATIONAL STUDENT
TUITION
A student classified as a non-resident/international student shall be required to
pay non-resident tuition. The fee for non-residents is $149.00 per unit. Nonresident/international students must also pay an additional $14.89 per unit nonrefundable capital outlay fee, $26 California Community College fee per unit and
a $100.00 one-time non-refundable processing fee.

REFUND OF ENROLLMENT FEES AND TUITION
Refund or reversal of enrollment fees and tuition shall be made as follows: (refund must be requested by the student).

Full Semester Classes, 16-18 weeks
I. Withdrawal during the first two weeks of instruction: 100% refund.
2. Withdrawal after the second week of instruction: no refund.

Short-term Classes
1. Withdrawal during the first 10% ofthe course length: 100% refund.
2. Withdrawal after 10% of course length: no refund.

MATERIALS FEE
Required instructional materials of continuing value outside the classroom must
be paid for by the student. These are tangible materials that are essential to satisfaction of course objectives, have value to the student outside the classroom, belong to the student, and may be taken horne. These materials include, but are not
limited to, such items as textbooks, workbooks, syllabus, computer disks, tools,
uniforms, and canvases. They also include material, such as clay, that can be
transformed into materials of lasting value
Students are advised to provide certain instructional materials of an optional nature that will enhance a student's learning experience in the classroom but are not
essential to completion of course objectives.
Some classes require a fee for instructional materials. These fees are for the types
of materials des~ribed above. When such fees are charged, the materials for
which the fees are levied are supplied at district cost.
NOTE: All fees must be paid in full at registration and are subject to change without
advance notice by the Board ofTrustees of the West Hills Community College District.

CLASSIFICATION OF STUDENTS
Freshmen Students who have completed fewer than 30 semester units.
Sophomores Students who have completed 30 or more semester units, but
who have not yet been awarded an Associate Degree or higher
degree.
Full-time
Students enrolled for 12 or more semester units of college credit.
Part-time
Student enrolled for fewer than 12 semester units of college credit.

PLACEMENT TESTS
Placement tests to assess writing, reading, and math skills are administered to
each entering student. The results of these tests are used to assist students and
counselors in the selection of college classes. These tests are not entrance examinations and they will not prevent any prospective student from admission to the
college.
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A schedule of testing times and dates will be listed in the schedule of classes and
made available prior to registration each semester. For more information on
placement testing, please contact the West Hills College Lemoore at (559) 9253317/3388 or the Lemoore Naval Air Station Center at (559) 925-3350.

Placement Testing Exemption Policy
The following students are exempt from placement testing:
1. Students who have met the prerequisites of a course they intend to enroll in
by earning a grade of (C) or higher in a lower-level course at West Hills College Lemoore or in an articulated course from another educational institution.
2. In all cases, the exemption for assessment listed above is available only to
students who provide official records or transcripts to the Director of Admissions and Records before registration.
Ability to test (ATB) will be provided by appointment.

RESIDENCE ELIGIBILITY
A. Adults
Resident
A "resident" is a student who has resided in the State of California for more
than one year immediately preceding the residence determination date and
who has demonstrated intent to be a California resident with financial independence. Students must apply for residency in the Admissions and Records
Office.
Non-Resident
A "non-resident" is a student who does not have legal residence in the state
at the time of the residence determination date.
B. Minors

The residence of the parent with whom the minor child resides is considered
the legal residence ofthat minor child.
The residence of an unmarried minor who has a living parent cannot be
changed by hislher own act, by the appointment of a legal guardian, or by re-

linquishment of a parent's right of control. A married minor may establish
hislher own residence.
Residency status is allowed for a student who, (1) has not been an adult resident of California for more than one year, and (2) is either the dependent
child of a California resident who has not had residence for more than one
year prior to the residence determination date, or has a parent who has both
contributed court-ordered support for the student on a continuous basis and
has been a California resident for a minimum of one year. The exception
continues until the student has been in the state the minimum time necessary
to become a resident (one year from time of California entry), as long as
continuous attendance is maintained at the college.
C. Active Duty Military
A student who is a member of the armed forces of the United States stationed in this state on active duty, except a member of the armed forces assigned for educational purposes of state-supported institutions of higher education, is entitled to resident classification.
D. Military Dependents
A student who is a natural or adopted child, stepchild or spouse who is a dependent of a member of the armed forces of the United States stationed in
this state on active duty shall be entitled to resident classification until he/she
has resided in the state the minimum time necessary to become a resident.
The rninimum time necessary to become a resident for California Community College tuition purposes is one year and one day proceeding the semester
for which the student is applying. If that member of the armed forces of the
United States, whose dependent natural or adopted child, stepchild, or
spouse is in attendance at an institution, (I) is therefore transferred on military orders to a place outside this state where the member continues to serve
in the armed forces of the United States or, (2) if thereafter retired as an active member of the armed forces of the United States, the student dependent
shall not lose his or her residence classification until he or she has resided in
the state the minimum time necessary to become a resident.
E. United States Bureau ofIndian Affairs
California Education Code Section 68077 (amended 1993): A student who
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is a graduate of any school located in California that is operated by the United States Bureau ofIndian Affairs, including but not limited to, the Sherman
Indian High School, shall be entitled to resident classification. This exception shall continue so long as continuous attendance is maintained by the
student at an institution.

COMPLIANCE STATEMENT

,
West Hills College Lemoore does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin,
sex (including sexual harassment), handicap (or disability), or age in any of its policies, procedures, educational programs, activities or practices, in compliance with Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 pertaining to race, color, and national origin and Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972, 20 U.S.C. §§ 1681 et seq.. (Title IX) and its implementing regulations, 34 C.F.R. Part 106.; Section 504 of the American Disabilities Act of 1990 pertaining to
handicap; and the Age Discrimination Act of 1975 (pertaining to age).
This nondiscrimination policy covers admission and access to, and treatment and employment
in, the College's programs and activities, including vocational education.
The lack of English language skills will not be a barrier to admission and participation in the
college's vocational education programs. West Hills College recognizes its obligation to
provide overall program accessibility throughout the college for handicapped persons.
Inquiries regarding Federal laws and regulations concerning nondiscrimination in education or
the District's compliance with those provisions may also be directed to: Office for Civil
Rights, U.S. Department of Education, Old Federal Building, 50 United Nations Plaza, Room
239, San Francisco, California 94102.
The coordinator for Title IX, Section 504/ADA is Ken Stoppenbrink, Director of Human
Resources. Inquiries regarding the equal opportunity policies, the filing of grievances, or
grievance procedures covering discrimination complaints may be directed to: Ken Stoppenbrink, Director of Human Resources
West Hills Community College District
9900 Cody St., Coalinga, CA. 93210
(559) 934-2160
Inquirers regarding Federal laws and regulations concerning nondiscrimination in education or
the District's compliance with those provisions may also be directed to:
Office for Civil Rights, San Francisco Office
U.S. Department of Education
Old Federal Building

•
50 United Nations Plaza, Room 239
San Francisco, CA. 94102
(415) 556-4275
OR THE

Department of Fair Employment & Housing
1900 Mariposa Mall
Suite 130
Fresno, CA. 93721
West Hills College Community College District
Is An Equal Opportunity Employer

WHAT ABOUT?
ADVERTISING
Commercial advertising of products are generally not allowed. The Dean of Student Services must approve all advertising.

ANIMALS ON CAMPUS
The West Hills Lemoore campus is closed to dogs, cats and all animal pets (excluding guide dogs). Students are asked to cooperate by reporting presence of
animals to the office of the Dean of Student Services.

AUDITING OF COURSES
The auditing of courses is permitted at West Hills College with a charge of
$15.00 per unit. Priority is given to students who are emolled in classes for college credit. Instructor permission is necessary.

BICYCLES
Bicycles must be parked in the rack provided in designated areas. For everyone's
safety, bikes are not allowed in buildings and must be walked in hallways and on
lawn areas.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
It is the responsibility of each student to see that the Records Office is advised
immediately of address change or name change.
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CHILDREN ON CAMPUS
Unsupervised minors are not pennitted. The college is not liable for children who
are brought on campus. A child development center is located on campus which
provides service to students and the community. Please call (559) 925-3380.

CLASS ATTENDANCE
All students enrolled at West Hills College are expected to be punctual and attend
classes regularly. Absences due to illness may be accepted as "excused absence."
See instructor's syllabus for more details.

DISCRIMINATION
It shall be the policy of the West Hills Community College District not to discri-

minate against any student on the basis of sex in employment practices, admission requirements or participation in any college activities, as prohibited by law.

DISTRIBUTION OF LITERATURE
Freedom of expression of ideas includes the right to distribute published material
without prior censorship other than libelous and obscene material or that which
advocates or directs the inciting or producing of imminent lawless action. The
distribution of materials must be carried on in a manner that does not impede the
orderly conduct of school classes and programs.

EQUIPMENT
Equipment may not be removed from room to room or from one part of the campus to another except by authorized personnel.

FOOD
No eating or drinking is allowed in the classrooms.

LIBRARY
All library property and other materials must be checked out at the desk before
being taken from the library. Conversation shall be kept at a minimum at all
times. All library delinquencies must be cleared before grades and transcripts will
be issued, or registration will not be pennitted.

I
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MESSAGES
Only under extreme emergency will a student be contacted in class.

NON-COLLEGE PERSONS
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Persons who are not students or employees of the college, while on college property, are required to adhere to the standards of conduct applicable to college students and to abide by district-wide policies and campus regulations.

POSTERS AND NOTICES
Posters and notices publicizing college-sponsored activities only may be placed
on the bulletin boards around campus after the Dean of Student Services has approved them. Notices are not to be posted or painted on glass surfaces.

PROPERTY USE RESTRICTIONS
The use of skateboards, roller blades, bicycles and powered model airplanes are
prohibited from use on college property.

RECORDING DEVICES
Education Code, Section 9209, is cited regarding the student use of recorders in
the classroom. This code section has been provided for the protection of instruction. Instructors must approve use of recording devices in the classroom.

SCHEDULING OF EVENTS
All student activity dates must b(f cleared with the Student Activities Office. Facility Use Request forms to schedule calendar events may be obtained at the Administration Office. They are due two weeks prior to the event.

SMOKING
Use of smoking and smokeless tobacco is prohibited in all district-owned buildings and prohibited within 20 feet of any building opening and in areas so designated.

~t
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STUDENT MAIL AND E-MAIL
The college does not have facilities or personnel to handle student mail. West
Hills College has provided every student with an e-mail account. Visit
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www.westhillscollege.com.Underthe ..MyWestHills.. section.click on "Student
E-mail."

DISCLOSURE OF RECORDS
STUDENT RECORDS
All students have the right to review any part of the college's recorded educational records pertaining to them. Records cannot be sent or the contents revealed
without the student's written permission.
Currently, enrolled students may release disclosure of any category of information under The Family Education Rights and Privacy Act of 1974. To release
disclosure, written notification must be received by the West Hills College
Records Office prior to the beginning of the second week of the term. Forms requesting the release of "Directory Information" are available in the Records Office.
Students have the right to inspect and review any and all official records, files
and data directly related to them, including all materials that are incorporated into
hislher record folder, and intended for school use or to be available to parties
outside the school system, and specifically including, but not necessarily limited
to, identifying data, academic work completed, level of achievement (graded,
standardized intelligence, aptitude, and psychological test, interest inventory results, health data, family background information, teacher or counselor rating and
observation or recurring behavior patterns). The editing or withholding of any
records is prohibited.
Students MAY NOT inspect and review the following as outlined by the Act:
Financial information submitted by their parents; confidential letters and recommendations placed in their files prior to January 1, 1975, provided those letters
were collected under established policies of confidentially and were used only for
the purpose for which they were collected.

ORGANIZATIONS
This college is not only an institution ofleaming but also a way oflife, wherein
lifetime friendships and associations are formed. The clubs listed below will help

you and your interests. We encourage all students to join at least one club. The
clubs, as well as you, will benefit from your interest and membership. If you are
interested in starting a club, refer to the club handbook, available at the Office of
Dean of Student Services.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION (SGA)
This is the official organization of the student body. The SGA takes an active
role in campus affairs, advocating student concems, sponsoring cultural events,
and managing a variety of services and projects. Students holding office earn
credit while developing leadership planning and critical thinking skills.
The West Hills College Lemoore Student Government Association is the official
name of the student governing body that represents all West Hills College Lemoore students. The SGA's responsibilities include: representing student interests on college, district, and statewide issues and committees; participating in
college governance by sharing in the development of college policies; and planning and implementing activities, programs and services for students.
The officers of SGA at the Lemoore campus are: president, vice president, secretary, treasurer, student body representative, re-entry student representative, militaryNA student affairs representative, commissioner of policy, commissioner of
programming and fundraisers and commissioner of publicity.
Meeting times and locations are posted each semester and all meetings are open
to students, staff, and faculty.
Students involved in the SGA earn 1 or 2 units of credit (Interdisciplinary Studies
7 and 8) while developing leadership, planning, and critical thinking skills.
Students interested in becoming involved in the SGA should contact a current
officer or the Student Activities Office at (559) 925-3425 or studentgovernment@whccd.net.

Student Identification Cards
All students are encouraged to join the Student Government Association (SGA).
With membership, you will recei'v.e a photo SGA card that entitles the holder to
free admission to all home athletic contests and away games by mutual agreement of the athletic departments, free or reduced admission to social events,

plays, concerts, community service performances, merchant discounts, participation in athletic events, annual issue of the Student Handbook, voting privileges,
right to hold office in the Associated Students and the clubs, and the right to participate in all other activities sponsored by the Associated Students and its subsidiary organizations and other benefits attached to the SGA card.
The cost is $7.50 per semester, and cards can be bought from the cashier in the
Administrative Office of the Lemoore campus. The receipt is then taken to the
library where the cards are made.
If you elect not to buy an SGA card, you may be required to obtain a Student
Identification Card. The ID card can be used to gain access to the computer labs
and to check out books, but does NOT entitle you to discounts at student games,
plays, etc.
The easiest way to tell the SGA card from the ID card is to look for the Golden
Eagle logo which appears on SGA cards only! Cards are the property of West
Hills College Lemoore. There will be a $10.00 replacement fee for lost or damaged cards.

STUDENTS IN FREE ENTERPRISE (SIFE)
"A Global Student Organization"
SIFE is a global, non-profit organization that is literally changing the world
through highly dedicated student teams on more than 1500 university campuses
in 37 countries. SIFE offers these students the opportunity to develop leadership,
teamwork and communication skills through learning, practicing and teaching the
principles of free enterprise, thereby improving the standard of living for millions
in the process. Guided by distinguished faculty advisors and supported by businesses around the globe, SIFE teams teach important concepts through educational outreach projects, including market economics, entrepreneurship, personal
and financial success, and business ethics to better themselves, their communities
and their countries. Each year, SIFE competitions are held worldwide, drawing
together thousands of students and business leaders to pay tribute to these extraordinary educational outreach projects. www.sife.org
Every semester SIFE requests all SIFE teams from around the nation to prepare
and present a topic during a monthly competition. Each competition is based on
four basic concepts:

• How the free market works in the global economy
• Entrepreneurship
• Personal financial success skills
• Business ethics
All SIFE members will be competing at an annual national conference. The team
will be competing against other SIFE teams from around the United States.
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ALPHA GAMMA SIGMA (AGS)
Alpha Chi Chapter
The mission of the chapter and organization shall be to foster, maintain, and recognize scholarship among members of Alpha Gamma Sigma; to develop programs offering cultural, social, and community service activities as part of the
total college experience; and to encourage the members of Alpha Gamma Sigma
to develop leadership skills, good character, and sound judgment.

EXTENDED OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM &
SERVICES (EOPS)
The Extended Opportunity Program & Services (EOPS) was initiated in 1969 in
Senate Bill 169 and authored by Senator Alfred Alguist from San Jose, CA.
EOPS was started as a means of developing programs at the community college
level to ensure equal access to higher educational opportunities for persons, who
because of academic, linguistic or socioeconomic limitations, have not had such
access.
The following services are available to those who quality: individual counseling,
academic programming and vocational planning; grants and/or books vouchers;
emergency loans, student activities/workshops, priority registration and transfer
assistance to four-year schools.

CAL WORKS
California Work Opportunities and Responsibility to Kids Program
CalWORKS is a funded program designated to provide support services to students receiving cash aid from any county welfare agency. Its main focus is to
provide the student with individual: Academic Counseling, Vocational Planning,
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Cbildcare Assistance, Paid Work-Study, Job Work Experience. The Goal of the
program is to empower the individual to leave public assistance and make a living for themselves and their family. Students will have the opportunity to select
from various vocational certificate programs of study.

COLLEGE ASSISTANCE MIGRANT PROGRAM
(CAMP)
College Assistance Migrant Program (CAMP) provides academic and support
services, as well as financial assistance to eligible migrant students who are admitted and enrolled on a full-time basis within the first academic year. The criterion for becoming a CAMP student at West Hills College requires one ofthe following; the student has a migrant educational Identification number from high
school, the student or Immediate family (parent oflegal guardian) must be a migrant/seasonal farm worker, and If a parent or legal guardian of the student has
worked 75 days In the past two years as a migrant/seasonal farm worker. Student
interested In applying for the CAMP Program need to contact West Hills Community College District and ask to speak with CAMP personnel (559) 925-3691.

COOPERATIVE AGENCIES RESOURCES FOR
EDUCATION (CARE)
The CARE Program at West Hills Community College is a cooperative effort
between Fresno and Kings County Department of Social Services (DSS), Employment Development Department (EDD), and the college's Extended Opportunity Program & Services (EOPS).
The focus of the CARE Program is to assist single parents on Welfare/Cal Works
with their childcare expenses and provide the necessary support for their academic success and retention.
Students are required to maintain 12 units or more. For more information call the
Program, (559) 925-3330.

E~)PS
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DISABLED STUDENTS PROGRAM AND SERVICES
(DSPS)
West Hills College is committed to providing equal access to education for
people with disabilities. The DSPS Office provides services to those persons with
physical, psychological and learning disabilities. Services include:
• Individual, academic and vocational counseling
• Priority registration
• Note takers/readers
• Diagnostic testing
• Alternative testing services
• Mobility assistance
• Liaison with the State Department of Rehabilitation and other agencies
Our Learning Skills Program provides small group instruction and computerassisted instruction to students with disabilities in a high-tech lab setting. For
more information, call the DSPS program at (559) 925-3330 or (559) 935-3253.

INTERCLUB COUNCIL
By-laws
Inter-Club Council (ICC) at West Hills College Lemoore serves as the official
student group to provide input and support to the Student Government Association (SGA). The ICC will be comprised of officers from all formally recognized
student clubs and organizations. The council will:
• Develop policies for cooperation in the best interest of ALL students.
• Be an exemplary model campus citizen.
• Ensure that sponsored activities and events both on and off campus reflect
the mission of the institution in a positive manner.

TEAM TEACH
If you are interested in becoming a teacher, join the TEAM Teach program, simply go online and locate the Join the T.E.A.M. button and submit your information. You will be assigned a level and contacted with further information. Team Teach is a program designed to assist student who
wish to become teachers. It assists you with book loans, counseling, and
CBEST seminars. Contact Mr. James Preston at (559) 925- 3146.
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SCHOLASTIC REGULATIONS
ATTENDANCE POLICY
Since regular attendance is necessary for satisfactory achievement, a West Hills
College student is expected to attend all sessions of the classes in which he/she is
registered. Irregular attendance can result in exclusion from classes and eventual
dismissal from the college.
The Education Code of the State of California (Section 6801 through 6806) gives
the legal definition of accountable absence as being that which is due to illness,
or illness-related causes.
In cases of extended illness, it is advisable to notify the Counseling Office by
letter or phone call.

ACADEMIC PROBATION AND
DISQUALIFICATION
At the end of any semester, a student who has failed to achieve an overall 2.0 (C)
grade point average in units attempted will be placed on scholastic probation.
A student shall be subject to dismissal if he/she has failed to earn a grade point
average of 1.0 (D) or higher after the completion of twelve units whether the
units were earned in a semester or cumulatively.
A student transferring from another college with a grade point average of less
than 2.0, with 12 or more units or who has been placed on probation by the college from which they transferred, shall be placed on academic probation.
Students dismissed for scholastic deficiency may apply for readmission after an
interval of one semester. See the college catalog for further details.
A student may be removed from academic probation when their accumulated
grade point average at West Hills College is 2.0 or higher

HONORS
PRESIDENT'S CITATION
A student will receive the President's Citation if twelve units or more are completed with a G.P.A. of 4.0 in one semester.

DEAN'S LIST
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A student's name will be placed on the Dean's List if that student completes a
total of twelve units or more with a G.P.A. of at least 3.0, and with no grade below (C) in one semester.

REGULATIONS GOVERNING
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
All students should be aware ofthe following general regulations governing activities and organizations:
1. All extra-class events, activities, and organizations on or off campus that use
the college name, or involve campus organizations are subject to the rules of
the college. State law prohibits the use of alcoholic beverages at all such
events.
2. No activity is to be held unless it has been approved. Approval is applied for
by: completing Facilities Request Approval Form.
• Signature of faculty advisor.
• Signature of SGA president
• Signature of Dean of Students.
* All programs and speakers to be presented on campus or by campus organizations must be approved by the college president or his designee, a minimum of two weeks in advance and placed on the activity calendar.
3. For protection of the general student body, a financial code of procedures
has been developed for handling aU SGA and club finances. This code must
be observed.
4. The Dean of Student Services must approve all non-college advertising and
publications.
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5. Student Government Association approval must be secured whenever the
campus is to be used or whenever the event is to be open to persons other
than the members of an organization and their personal guests.
6. Special arrangements (including furniture, equipment, or service from the
Maintenance Department) must be requested by the organization sponsor
two weeks prior to the event.
7. Each social event must have a faculty/staff sponsor. The Dean of Student
Services may assign sponsors, but they must be invited by the sponsoring
organization both orally and in writing.
8. Approval for decoration will be dependent upon adequate provisions for
clean up and for faculty/staff supervision thereof, as required by School
Code.
9. Arrangements for dances, including time, duration, and facilities are the responsibility of the sponsoring organization. Ordinarily dances end at midnight.
IO.Sponsors of all-college social events must arrange a discount to holders of
SGA cards.

STUDENT POLITICAL
ORGANIZATION ACTIVITY
Any student political organization that is affiliated with the official youth division of any political party that is on the ballot of the State of California may hold
meetings on a junior college campus and may distribute bulletins and circulars
concerning its meeting; provided that there is no endorsement of such organizations by the school authorities and no interference with the regularly scheduled
program of the school. (Education Code 2-512: Added by Stats. 1963.Ch. 100).

SERVICES TO STUDENTS
COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
The college bookstore is located in Building 5 (portables). It stocks all books
required for courses scheduled on the Lemoore campus and carries stationery
supplies and clothing imprinted with the college logo. There are also bookstores
on the Coalinga campus and North District Center in Firebaugh. Each bookstore
stocks the textbooks for courses offered at that location. NAS Lemoore students
are recommended to use the Lemoore campus bookstore.

The bookstore begins selling textbooks one week before the semester begins.
Used textbooks are available. However, students who want to buy used books
will want to do so as early as possible because there is usually only a limited
supply available.
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Refund and buy-back policies are posted in the bookstore. The buy-back period is
held during the week of final examinations on the Lemoore and the Coalinga
campuses.

Bookstore Hours
Lemoore Campus
Spring and Fall hours: Monday-Thursday: 8:00 a.m. to 6:30 p.m., Friday:
8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

LIBRARY
West Hills College has excellent library facilities. Library facilities are operated
on both the Lemoore and Coalinga campuses. The library system provides access
to over 40,000 books, ISO magazines and over 650 full text periodicals; 3,500
periodicals in total, via the on-line research subscription data bases.
The Inter-Campus and Inter-Library Loan Programs allow books to be borrowed
from either campus or from the San Joaquin Valley Information Service, which
provides access to libraries statewide.
Library reference sections house almanacs, indexes, encyclopedias, government
publications, bibliographies and other materials. The newspaper racks hold daily
copies of the San Francisco Chronicle, The Fresno Bee, USA Today, the Wall
Street Journal, and local papers. Computers provide Internet access. Wireless
laptops can also be checked out to access the internet anywhere in the library.
Typewriters, computers are available for word processing or other functions that
may be assigned by faculty. A microfilm reader/printer is available. A photocopier, which students may use, is available at a cost per copy.
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Orientations to the library, to learn the location of reference materials, computer
lab, audio/visual room, open stacks and card files, will be conducted early in the
semester.
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The library is open 7:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. Monday -Thursday and 7:30 a.m. to 4
p.m. Friday. For more information, call (559) 925-3420. The Tutoring Program is
also stationed in the library.

COUNSELING
Counseling services are available to all students at West Hills College. Counselors provide you with help in planning and choosing your academic path and/or
career choice. Counselors help students define their place in the work world; and
they provide personal counseling when crisis situations threaten to interfere with
educational goals.
Assistance is also provided by Advising Specialists and they administer placement tests. and conduct college orientation sessions. They are also available to
assist students with course selection within a specified major. Schedule you're
appointments with staff in student services.

Upward Bound Math and Science
The program serves eligible high school students at Lemoore, Laton, Corcoran,
Caruthers and Riverdale High Schools. The purpose of the program is to generate
in low-income, potential first generation college bound students, the skills and
motivation necessary to complete a program of secondary education and to enter
and succeed in a program of postsecondary education.
An individual is eligible to participate ifthe individual meets all the following
requirements:
• Is a citizen or national of the United States
• Is a permanent resident of the United States
• Is a potential first-generation college bound student

OR
• A low-income individual
• The student has a need for academic support in order to pursue successfully
a program of education beyond high school.
Services include academic, career, and personal counseling, tutoring, cultural
awareness events, and a summer program at the West Hills College Lemoore
campus. For further information, please contact the Upward Bound Director at
(559) 925-3127.

MATRICULATION - YOUR ACCESS TO SUCCESS
Matriculation is the process that brings West Hills Community College and you,
the student, into an agreement for the purpose of realizing your education objectives. All new, first-time students (enrolling in 12 or more units) matriculate. We
ask that you participate in a partnership with us to ensure your educational success. Here is how the process works:
o Admissions - The student fills out and submits an application and a supplemental form for admission to the college.
o Assessment - The student takes English or ESL, reading, and a math placement test. Then, the student's test results, along with other criteria, are used
to determine placement for level of ESL, reading, and math.
o Orientation - The new college student is provided with information on a variety of academic programs, policies, and procedures. The student learns
about campus services and how to access them.
• Counseling/Advising - The student is assisted with selecting courses and is
provided with Information regarding transfers, certificates, and degree programs. A Student Educational Plan should be developed by the second semester.
• Registration - Eligible college students may be given priority registration
privileges.
* Follow-up - On student progress with referral to support services if necessary.
As their part of the matriculation plan, students agree to:
• Complete the assessment and orientation program
• Declare a specific educational objective within a reasonable period of
enrollment
o
Attend two counseling sessions during the first two semesters of college, and
develop a Student Educational Plan.
o Attend classes and seekout counseling services as necessary
• Complete courses and maintain progress toward your educational goal as
identified in your Student Educational Plan.
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TRANSFER/CAREER CENTER
The Transfer/Career Center provides services to assist individuals in making occupational and educational decisions. Included in these services are:
• A resource center for career infonnation material.
• Career interest testing to help students detennine occupational and educational goals.
• Transfer Admission Agreements (TAG) with UC campuses.
• Contact with 4-year colleges and universities including on-campus visits by
representatives, college fairs, and transfer workshops.
• A library of college catalogs including the UC and CSU systems, California
community colleges, and many independent institutions.
The Career Center is YOUR career infonnation center. Students are encouraged
to visit the center as early as possible for services, which directly assist them in
testing for career choices. Come in and discover all the resources available to
assist you in making career and/or college choices. Title V funds provide extended hours and services to our students. The Career Center is located in Room
275 for more infonnation, call (559) 925-3388.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION OFFICES
Lemoore Student Government Association offices are located in the portables
507 .next to the snack bar and bookstore. A student lounge is located in room 256
(adjacent to the Conference Center). The Student Lounge offers excellent information about activities for the individual student. The Student Lounge belongs to
all students, every effort should be made to keep it neat, clean and presentable at
all times.

TUTORIAL SERVICES
The tutorial program at West Hills College serves the Lemoore campus and
NASL students. The tutorial services are free to all West Hills College students,
take advantage of this valuable service.
The tutors are students referred to the program by instructors because of outstanding accomplishments in their subject areas. After completing at least one
workshop, the students are certified and allowed to tutor. Two workshops are
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offered: one entitles a tutor to a regular certificate, and the second, to an advanced certificate.
The tutorial centers are located in the college libraries and are open weekdays.
The College Reading and Learning Association, an international organization,
has certified the West Hills College Tutoring Program.

VETERANS OFFICE
The Veterans Affairs Office is located at the West Hills College Lemoore campus. The office is here to help veterans continue their education and/or training
and to help with any veteran-related problem.
How to minimize hang-ups and hassles when you are receiving V.A. benefits:
If you are a new student, make sure that you have provided the office with the
following:
• Certified copies of marriage certificate, and birth certificates of dependent
children, (Not required for all chapters. Please ask veterans' clerk for details.)
• Certified copies ofDD-214 (s)
• Transcripts from any other colleges you may have attended
• Completed V.A. application
• If you are a new or continuing student, you must see a counselor each semester you plan to attend to ensure that class choices meet degree requirements
• Notify the V.A. clerk when you register
• Take a copy of any letter you receive from the V.A. Regional Office to the
campus office, if you need assistance
If your check doesn't arrive by the second day of the month, don't panic. Checks
are issued throughout the month.
• The V.A. no longer allows advanced pay for all chapters. You must earn
your check before it is mailed to you. (The newest chapters require a
monthly self-certification.)
• Report address changes or class load changes to Veterans' Clerk - 925-3341
at Lemoore.
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• If you are attending more than one college concurrently, you cannot be certified for more than one semester. You will not be certified unless a copy of
the other school's transcript is on file.
• Avoid having someone else call for you when you need assistance or have
questions. We need first-hand information in order to help you.
If you can't remember all the above hints, keep this one in mind: Notify the veterans office at West Hills College whenever there has been a change in address,
units, or dependents. It may be a minor inconvenience, but will save a major annoyance later.

Most Common Pay Problems
No Check
•
•
•
•

Wrong address.
Check absorbed by overpayment.
File located at some other Regional Office.
Student has over 70 units and/or a degree at a junior college.

Wrong Amount
• Veteran failed to notify college VA office of change in units.
• Dependent child has turned 18 years of age.
• Veteran has been out of school more than two semesters, and has not recertified his/her marital status.
• Veteran and spouse have been divorced and failed to submit a final decree.
If you have any questions, please come in and see us. We are located at the West
Hills College Lemoore Administration Building.

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
While the Student Government Association through the Dean of Student Services
hosts a number of social events, the recognized clubs of the college sponsors
most of the social functions.
In order to promote a balanced social life on the campus and to avoid conflicts of
interest, a semester Activity Calendar is developed. All events should be registered with the Inter-Club Council as far in advance as possible. Any change in
schedule should be reported promptly.

I

Officers of all organizations should acquaint themselves with the regulations and
procedures that have proved to be necessary for the successful sponsoring of social events. An outline of these regulations and procedures is available in the
SGA office.

ATHLETICS
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The "Golden Eagles" participate in the Central Valley Conference for women's and men's soccer as well as women's and men's golf. West Hills College Lemoore competes in:
• Men's Soccer
• Women's Soccer
• Men's Golf
• Women's Golf
• Cross Country
• Wrestling
These sports are open to all full-time students. Equipment is provided both for
practice and for competition.
Students interested in managing the varsity teams should apply to the head coach
of the respective team.
Athletic honors are awarded upon the recommendation of the coach and are presented at the end of each sport season.
No student shall be eligible to participate in any athletic contest unless he/she is
currently enrolled in a minimum of 12 units of work in a regular or special course
defined in the curriculum of the college. Any student who wishes to participate in
athletics should verify eligibility with the coach of the sport well in advance of
the season.

ACCIDENTS, INJURIES AND HEALTH
PROBLEMS
If required, a student should transport themse lves for treatment. If the student is
unable to transport him or herself, a staff member should contact the student's
spouse, family or friends to arrange transportation. Ifthese two initial options
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have been exhausted, and the use of an ambulance is not indicated, a West Hills
employee will drive the student. Calling an ambulance can result in an expense to
the student depending upon their insurance coverage. This should only occur
when necessary, or if the student requests it.
Student athletes should be referred to the WHC athletic trainer for sports-related
accidentslinjuries. The student accident insurance is a secondary insurance, to be
utilized after the benefits of a primary insurance have been applied. Student accident insurance applies only to supervised school activities and may not cover all
charges.
The instructor/coach is generally the first person to observe accidents or illness of
students. The college has a published Emergency Preparedness Plan, which
should be in every classroom. Please read the chart and be familiar with its contents. Call 911 if the situation is deemed an emergency. If an accident does occur,
make sure an accident report is completed.

FINANCIAL AID
Financial assistance for college expenses comes in many forms.

SCHOLARSHIPS
Scholarships are available from a variety of community, state and private
sources. Scholarships target students with particular qualifications including academic strength, field of study, or heritage. A comprehensive list of scholarships
available to West Hills College Lemoore students is available at
http://www.westhillscollege.com/\emoore/academics/scho larshi pslindex.asp or
you can search nationally using Fast Web at www.fastweb.com

GRANTS
Grants are available from the federal and state governments to students who meet
the established income guidelines.

Pell Grants
These are federal monies provided to United States citizens and eligible noncitizens that are enrolled in college courses leading toward a degree or certificate.
To apply, complete the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) at
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www.fafsa.ed.gov. After submitting your online application, you will receive a
student aid report (SAR) that must be reviewed for accuracy. Any corrections can
be easily made on the FAFSA website. Your FAFSA information will be sent to
West Hills College Lemoore and eligible students will receive their grant funds in
three checks per semester. Eligibility is determined by income level and enrollment.

Cal Grants
These are state funded grants available to students that are legal California residents. Cal Grants A,B, & C all require that students complete a FAFSA and have
their school submit their GPA. Incoming freshmen must have their high school
GPA submitted by their high school. GPAs for students that have completed 24
or more units at WHC are submitted automatically. FAFSA applications must be
submitted by March 2 to be considered for Cal Grants.

SEOGGrants
Supplemental Opportunity Grants are federal monies for undergraduates only.
Awards are based on need and the limited availability of SEOG funds.

EOPS Grants
Extended Opportunity Program and Services Grants are available to California
residents that meet need and additional eligibility requirements. More information can be obtained from the EOPS staff in the Administration Building.

FEE WAIVERS
Fee Waivers are available to California residents who meet the income requirements set by the Board of Governors. Fee waivers cover tuition charges at California Community Colleges.

WORK STUDY
Provides students with an opportunity to earn while they learn. Campus based,
part-time employment is available through an application and hiring process.

LOANS
Loans are an option available to all students; however, it is important to note that
loans do require repayment upon degree completion or withdrawal from school.
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DIRECT STUDENT LOANS
These loans require a completed FAFSA and an additional loan application. Entrance counseling is also a required element of the loan application process. Student loans enter repayment six months after a student withdraws or drops below
half-time status. Brochures are available in the fmancial aid office.

EMERGENCY LOANS
Emergency loans of up to $\00 are available to students experiencing extreme
circumstances. Applications are available at the financial aid office. These 30-day
loans are interest free.

WEB RESOURCES
West Hills Community College District
www.westhillscollege.com
Free Application for Federal Student Aid
www.fafsa.ed.gov
Federal Student Aid

http://ed.gov.studentaid

California Student Aid

www.csac.ca.gov

Fast Web Scholarship Search

www.fastweb.com

IMPORTANT DATES AND DEADLINES
January 1
March 2
September 2

FAFSA filing period begins
Deadline for Cal Grant A&B
Deadline for competitive Cal Grant

DISQUALIFICATION
A student may be disqualified from financial aid ifhe/she fails to make academic
progress. More information on this policy is available in the financial aid publication SAP (Satisfactory Academic Progresslhow it affects you).

REINSTATEMENT
A student may appeal decisions regarding financial aid in writing to the Financial
Aid Coordinator. Written appeals must be received within 10 days of the imposed decision. The Director may authorize the reinstatement ofa disqualified
student, if it does not conflict with federal or state regulations on financial aid.
Appeal forms are available in the financial aid office.

OVERPAYMENTS
Students who collect financial aid for classes they stopped attending will be
charged for the overpayment. Students owing overpayments are not eligible for
further aid until repayment is made.

STANDARDS OF CONDUCT
ACADEMIC HONESTY

Board Policy 5500
Standards of Student Conduct
Reference: Education Code Section 66300, 66301; Accreditation
Standard ILA.7.b
The Chancellor shall establish procedures for the imposition of discipline on students in accordance with the requirements for due
process of the federal and state law and regulations. The procedures
shall be made widely available to students through the college catalog
and other means.
The following conduct shall constitute good cause for discipline in~
eluding, but not limited to, the removal, suspension or expulsion of a
student:
1. Causing, attempting to cause, or threatening to cause physical
injury to another person.
2. Open contempt for any safety rules and regulations.
3. Disruption or obstruction of teaching; research; adrninistra~
tion; disciplinary proceedings; other West Hills Community
college District (WHCCD) activities, ineluding its public service functions on or off campus; or other authorized non-
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4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

10.
11.

12.

13.

14.

•

WHCCD activities when the act occurs on WHCCD premises.
Possession, sale or otherwise furnishing any firearm, knife,
explosive or other dangerous object including, but not limited
to, any facsimile firearm, knife or explosive, unless, in the
case of possession of any object of this type, the student has
obtained written permission to possess the item from a district employee, which is concurred in by the College President.
Unlawful possession, use, sale, offer to sell, furnishing, or being under the influence of, any controlled substance listed in
Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 11053) of Division 10
of the California Health and Safety Code, an alcoholic beverage, or an intoxicant of any kind; or unlawful possession of,
offering, arranging or negotiating the sale of any drug paraphernalia defmed in California Health and Safety Code Section 11014.5.
Committing or attempting to commit robbery or extortion.
Causing or attempting to cause damage to district property or
to private property on campus.
Stealing or attempting to steal district property or private
property on campus, or knowingly receiving stolen district
property or private property on campus.
Willful or persistent smoking in any area where smoking has
been prohibited by law or by regulation of the college or the
district.
Committing sexual harassment as defined by law or by district
policies and procedures.
Engaging in harassing or discriminatory behavior based on
race, sex (i.e., gender), religion, age, national origin, disability,
or any other status protected by law.
Willful misconduct which results in injury or death to a student or to college personnel or which results in cutting, defacing, or other injury to any real or personal property owned
by the district or on campus.
Disruptive behavior, willful disobedience, habitual profanity
or vulgarity, or the open and persistent defiance of the authority of, or persistent abuse of, college personnel.
Cheating, plagiarism (including plagiarism in a student publication), or engaging in other academic dishonesty.

•
•

•

The term "cheating" includes, but is not limited
to:
Use of any unauthorized assistance in taking
quizzes, tests, or examinations; 0 Dependence
upon the aid of sources beyond those authorized
by the instructor in writing papers, preparing reports, solving problems, or carrying out other assignments; or acquisition, without permission, of
tests or other academic material belonging to a
member of the WHCCD faculty or staff.
The term "plagiarism" includes, but is not limited
to, the use, by paraphrase or direct quotation, of
the published or unpublished work of another
person without full and clear acknowledgment. It
also includes the unacknowledged use of materials
prepared by another person or agency engaged in
the buying or selling of term papers or other academic materials.

15. Dishonesty, forgery, alteration or misuse of college documents, records or identification; or knowingly furnishing false
information to the district.
16. Unauthorized entry upon or use of college or district facilities.
17. Lewd, indecent or obscene conduct on district-owned or controlled property, or at district sponsored
1. or supervised functions.
18. Engaging in expression which is obscene, libelous or slanderous, or which so incites students as to create a clear and
present danger of the commission of unlawful acts on college
or district premises, or the violation of lawful district administrative procedures, or the substantial disruption of the orderly
operation of the district.
19. Persistent, serious misconduct where other means of correction have failed to bring about proper conduct.
20. Violation of published WHCCD policies, rules or regulations,
including those concerning student organization and the use
of college facilities or the time, place and manner of public
expression or distribution of materials.
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21. Violation of federal, state or local law on WHCCD premises
or at WHCCD sponsored or supervised activities.
22. Participation in a campus demonstration which disrupts the
normal operations ofWHCCD and infringes on the rights of
other members of the WHCCD community; leading or inciting others to disrupt scheduled and/or normal activities within any campus building or area; intentional obstruction which
unreasonably interferes with freedom of movement, either
pedestrian or vehicular, on WHCCD premises or at WHCCD
sponsored or supervised activities.
23. Unauthorized preparation, giving, selling, transfer, distribution, or publication, for any commercial purpose, of any contemporaneous recording of an academic presentation in a
classroom or equivalent site of instruction including, but not
limited to, handwritten or typewritten class notes, except as
permitted by any district policy or administrative procedure.
24. Theft or other abuse of phones, electronic devices or computer time, including but not limited to:
a. Unauthorized entry into a WHCCD system me to use,
read, or change the contents or for any other purpose.
b. Unauthorized or illegal transfer or downloading of mes
c. Unauthorized use of another individual's identification and
password.
d. Unauthorized use of electronic devices in the classroom
including, but not limited to, head phones, cellular phones,
and pagers.
e. Use of computing facilities to interfere with the work of
another student, faculty member, or WHCCD staff member.
f. Use of computing facilities to download or view material
deemed to be lewd, indecent and/or obscene matter that is
not education related.
g. Use of computing facilities to send obscene or abusive
threatening messages.
h. Use of computing facilities to interfere with normal operation ofWHCCD computing systems.
25. Abuse of the Standards of Student Conduct including, but
not limited to:
a. Failure to obey the summons of a Student Conduct Hearing Panel or WHCCD official.

,
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b. Falsification, distortion, or misrepresentation of information.
c. Disruption or interference with the orderly conduct of a
judicial proceeding or Student Conduct Hearing Panel.
d. Institution of a judicial proceeding or Student Conduct
Hearing Panel knowingly without cause.
e. Attempting to discourage an individual's proper participation in, or use of, the WHCCD judicial system.
f. Attempting to influence the impartiality of a member of a
judicial body prior to and/or during the course of the judicial
proceeding or Student Conduct Hearing Panel.
g. Failure to comply with the sanctions imposed under the
Student Code of Conduct and/or Education Code.
h. Influencing or attempting to influence another person or
commit an abuse of the judicial system.
Board approval date: 7/27/10

Administrative Procedure 5520
Student Discipline
The purpose of this procedure is to provide a prompt and equitable
means to address violations of the Standards of Student Conduct,
which guarantees to the student or students involved the due process
rights guaranteed them by state and federal constitutional protections. This procedure will be used in a fair and equitable manner, and
not for purposes of retaliation. It is not intended to substitute for
criminal or civil proceedings that may be initiated by other agencies.
These Administrative Procedures are specifically not intended to infringe in any way on the rights of students to engage in free expression as protected by the state and federal constitutions, and by
Education Code Section 76120, and will not be used to punish expression that is protected.
Definitions:
District - The West Hills Community College District
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Student - Any person currently enrolled as a student at any college or
in any program offered by the District.
Instructor Any academic employee of the District in whose class a
student subject to discipline is enrolled, or counselor who is providing or has provided services to the student, or other academic employee who has responsibility for the student's educational program.
Short-term Suspension - Exclusion of the student by the College
President for good cause from one or more classes for a period of up
to ten consecutive days of instruction.
Long-term Suspension - Exclusion of the student by the College
President for good cause from one or more classes for the remainder
of the school term, or from all classes and activities of the college for
one or more terms.
Expulsion - Exclusion of the student by the Board of Trustees from
all colleges in the district for one or more terms or permanently.
Removal from class - Exclusion of the student by an instructor for
the day of the removal and the next class meeting.
Written or verbal reprimand - An admonition to the student to cease
and desist from conduct determined to violate the Standards of Student Conduct. Written reprimands may become part of a student's
permanent record at the college. A record of the fact that a verbal
reprimand has been given may become part of a student's record at
the college for a period of up to one year.
Withdrawal of Consent to Remain on Campus - Withdrawal of consent by the College President or designee for any person to remain
on campus in accordance with California Penal Code Section 626.4
where the College President or designee has reasonable cause to believe that such person has willfully disrupted the orderly operation of
the campus.
Day - Days during which the District is in session and regular classes
are held, excluding Saturdays and Sundays.

I

Short-term Suspensions, Long-term Suspensions, and Expulsions
Before any disciplinary action to suspend or expel is taken against a
student, the following procedures will apply:
• Notice - The Cruef Student Services Officer (CSSO) or designee will provide the student with written notice of the
conduct warranting the discipline. The written notice will include the following:
o The specific section of the Standards of Student Conduct
that the student is accused
o of violating.
o A short statement of the facts supporting the ac cusation.
o The right of the student to meet with the CSSO or designee to discuss the
o Accusation, or to respond in writing.
o The nature of the discipline that is being considered.

o Time limits - The notice must be provided to the student witrun
ten (10) days of the date on wruch the conduct took place; in the case
of continuous, repea ted or ongoing conduct, the notice must be provided witrun five (5) days of the date on wruch conduct occurred
which led to the decision to take disciplinary action.

o Meeting -

If the student chooses to meet with the CSSO or de-

signee, the meeting must occur no so oner than three (3) days after
the notice is provided. At the meeting, the student must again be told
the facts leading to the accusation, and must be given an opportuflity
to respond verbally or in writing to the accusation.

Short-term Suspension - Within five (5) days after the meeting described above, the College President shall, pursuant to a recommendation from the CSSO or designee, decide whether to impose a
short-term suspension, whether to impose some lesser disciplinary
action, or whether to end the matter. Written notice of the College
President's decision shall be provided to the student. The notice will
include the length of time of the suspension, or the nature of the
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lesser disciplinary action. The College President's decision on a shortterm suspension shall be fInal.
Long-tenn Suspension - Within fIve (5) days after the meeting described above, the College President shall, pursuant to a recommendation from the CSSO or designee, decide whether to impose a longterm suspension. Written notice of the College President's decision
shall be provided to the student. The notice will include the right of
the student to request a formal hearing before a long-term suspension is imposed, and a copy of this administrative procedure describing the procedures for a hearing.
Expulsion Within ten (1) days after the meeting described above, the
College President shall, pursuant to a recommendation from the
CSSO or designee, decide whether to recommend expulsion to the
Chancellor for recommendation to the Board of Trustees. Written
notice of the College President's decision shall be provided to the
student. The notice will include the right of the student to request a
formal hearing before expulsion is imposed, and a copy of this administrative procedure describing tbe procedures for a hearing.
Hearing Procedures
• Request for Hearing - Within fIve (5) days after receipt of
the College President's decision regarding a long-term suspension or expulsion, the student may request a formal hearing. The request must be made in writing to the College President or designee.
• Schedule of Hearing - The formal hearing shall be held within fIfteen (15) days after a formal request for hearing is received.
• Hearing Panel The hearing panel for any disciplinary action
shall be composed of one administrator, one faculty member,
and one student.
The College President, the president of the Academic Senate, and the
Associated Student Body President shall each, at the beginning of the
academic year, establish a list of at least six (6) persons (2 persons
each) who will serve on student disciplinary hearing panels. The College President shall appoint the hearing panel from the names on

these lists. However, no administrator, faculty member or student
who has any personal involvement in the matter to be
decided, who is a necessary witness, or who could not otherwise act
in a neutral manner shall serve on a hearing panel.
• Hearing Panel Chair - The College President shall appoint
one member of the panel to serve as the chair. The decision
of the hearing panel chair shall be ftnal on all matters relating
to the conduct of the hearing unless there is a vote by both
other members of the panel to the contrary.
• Conduct of the Hearing The members of the hearing panel
shall be provided with a copy of the accusation against the
student and any written response provided by the student before the hearing begins.
• The facts supporting the accusation shall be presented by a
college representative who shall be the CSSO or designee
• The college representative and the student may call witnesses
and introduce oral and written testimony relevant to the issues of the matter.
• Formal rules of evidence shall not apply. Any relevant evidence shall be admitted.
.
• Unless the hearing panel determines to proceed otherwise,
the college representative and the student shall each be permitted to make an opening statement. Thereafter, the college
representative shall make the ftrst presentation, followed by
the student. The college representative may present rebuttal
evidence after the student completes his or her evidence. The
burden shall be on the college representative to prove by substantial of evidence that the facts alleged are true.
.
• The student may represent himself or herself, and may also
have the right to be represented by a person of his or her
choice except that the student shall not be represented by an
attorney unless, in the judgment of the hearing panel, complex legal issues are involved. If the student wishes to be
represented by an attorney, a request must be presented not
less than ftve days prior to the date of the hearing. If the student is permitted to be represented by an attorney, the college
representative may request legal assistance. The hearing panel
may also request legal assistance; any legal advisor provided
to the panel may sit with it in an advisory capacity to provide
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legal counsel but shall not be a member of the panel nor vote
with it.
Hearings shall be closed and confidential unless the student
requests that it be open to the public. Any such request must
be made no less than five (5) days prior to the date of the
hearing.
In a closed hearing, witnesses shall not be present at the hearing when not testifying, unless all parties and the panel agree
to the contrary.
The hearing shall be recorded by the District either by tape
recording or stenographic recording, and shall be the only recording made. No witness who refuses to be recorded may be
permitted to give testimony. In the event the recording is by
tape recording, the hearing panel chair shall, at the beginning
of the hearing, ask each person present to identify themselves
by name, and thereafter shall ask witnesses to identify themselves by name. Tape recording shall remain in the custody of
the District at all times, unless released to a professional transcribing service. The student may request a copy of the tape
recording.
All testimony shall be taken under oath; the oath shall be administered by the hearing panel chair. Written statements of
witnesses under penalty of perjury shall not be used unless
the witness is unavailable to testify. ,A witness who refuses to
be tape recorded is not unavailable.
Within five (5) days following the close of the hearing, the
hearing panel shall prepare and send to the College President
a written decision. The decision shall include specific factual
findings regarding the accusation, and shall include specific
conclusions regarding whether any specific section of the
Standards of Student Conduct were violated. The decision
shall also include a specific recommendation regarding the
disciplinary action to be imposed, if any. The decision shall be
based only on the record of the hearing, and not on matter
outside of that record. The record consists of the original accusation, the written response, if any, of the student, and the
oral and written evidence produced at the hearing.

College President's Decision
• Long-term suspension - Within five (5) days following receipt of the hearing panel's recommended decision, the College President shall render a final written decision. The College President may accept, modify or reject the findings, decisions and recommendations of the hearing panel. If the College President modifies or rejects the hearing panel's decision,
the College President shall review the record of the hearing,
and shall prepare a new written decision which contains specific factual findings and conclusions. The decision of the
College President shall be final.
• Expulsion Within five (5) days following receipt of the
hearing panel's recommended decision, the College President
shall render a written recommended decision to the Chancellor who shall forward the recommendation to the Board of
Trustees. The Chancellor may accept, modify or reject the
findings, decisions and recommendations. If the Chancellor
modifies or rejects the decision, he or she shall review the
record of the hearing and shall prepare a new written decision
which contains specific factual findings and conclusions. The
Chancellor's decision shall be forwarded to the Board of
Trustees.
Board of Trustees Decision
• The Board of Trustees shall consider any recommendation
from the Chancellor for expulsion at the next regularly scheduled meeting of the Board after receipt of the recommended
decision.
• The Board shall consider an expulsion recommendation in
closed session, unless the student has requested that the matter be considered in a public meeting in accordance with
these procedures. (Education Code Section 72122).
• The student shall be notified in writing, by registered or certified mail or by personal service, at least three days prior to
the meeting, of the date, time, and place of the Board's meetmg.
• The student may, within forty-eight hours after receipt of the
notice, request that the hearing be held as a public meeting.
• Even if a student has requested that the Board consider an
expulsion recommendation in a public meeting, the Board
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will hold any discussion that might be in conflict with the
right to privacy of any student other than the student requesting the public meeting in closed session.
The Board may accept, modify or reject the findings, decisions and recommendations of the Chancellor and/or the
hearing panel. If the Board modifies or rejects the decision,
the Board shall review the record of the hearing, and shall
prepare a new written decision which contains specific factual
findings and conclusions. The decision of the Board shall be
final.
The final action of the Board on the expulsion shall be taken
at a public meeting, and the result of the action shall be a
public record of the District.

Immediate Interim Suspension (Education Code Section 66017)
The College President and/or designee may order immediate
suspension of a student where he or she concludes that immediate suspension is required to protect lives or property
and to ensure the maintenance of order. In cases where an interim suspension has been ordered, the time limits contained
in these procedures shall not apply, and all hearing rights, including the right to a formal hearing where a long-term suspension or expulsion is recommended, will be afforded to the
student within ten (10) days.
Removal from Class (Education Code Section 76032)
Any instructor may order a student removed from his or her
class for the day of the removal and the next class meeting.
The instructor shall immediately report the removal to the
College President and the CSSO or designee. The CSSO or
designee shall arrange for a conference between the student
and the instructor regarding the removal. If the instructor or
the student requests, the CSSO or designee shall attend the
conference. The student shall not be returned to the class
during the period of the removal without the concurrence of
the instructor. Nothing herein will prevent the CSSO or designee from recommending further disciplinary procedures in

•

accordance with these procedures based on the facts which
led to the removal.

Withdrawal of Consent to Remain on Campus
The CSSO or designee may notify any person for whom there is a
reasonable belief that the person has willfully disrupted the orderly
operation of the campus that consent to remain on campus has been
withdrawn. If the person is on campus at the time, he or she must
promptly leave or be escorted off campus. If consent is withdrawn by
the CSSO or designee, a written report must be promptly made to
the College President.
The person from whom consent has been withdrawn may submit a
written request for a hearing on the withdrawal within the period of
the withdrawal. The request shall be granted not later than seven days
from the date of receipt of the request. The hearing will be conducted in accordance with the provisions of this procedure relating to
interim suspensions.
In no case shall consent be withdrawn for longer than twenty (20)
days from the date upon which consent was initially withdrawn. Any
person as to whom consent to remain on campus has been withdrawn who knowingly reenters the campus during the period in
which consent has been withdrawn, except to. come for a meeting or
hearing, is subject to arrest. (penal Code Section 626.4)
Time Limits
Any times specified in these procedures may be shortened or lengthened if there is mutual concurrence by all parties.

Board approval date: 7/27/10

Administrative Procedure 5530
Student Rights and Grievances
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Reference: Title IX, Education Amendments of 1972; Education
Code Section 76224(a)
The purpose of this procedure is to provide a prompt and equitable
means of resolving student grievances. These procedures shall be
available to any student who reasonably believes a college decision or

action has adversely affected his or her status, rights or privileges as a
student. The procedures shall include, but not be limited to, grievances regarding:
• Sex discrimination as prohibited by Title IX of the Higher
Education Amendments of 1972
• Sexual harassment
• Financial aid
• Illegal discrimination
• Course grades, to the extent permitted by Education Code
Section 76224(a), which provides: "When grades are given for
any course of instruction taught in a community college District, the grade given to each student shall be the grade determined by the instructor of the course and the determination of the student's grade by the instructor, in the absence of
mistake, fraud, bad faith, or incompetency, shall be final."
"Mistake" may include, but is not limited to, errors made by
an instructor in calculating a student's grade and clerical errors.
• The exercise of rights of free expression protected by state
and federal constitutions and Education Code Section 76120

•
•

This procedure does not apply to:
Student disciplinary actions, which are covered under separate
Board policies and Administrative Procedures
Police citations (i.e. "tickets"); complaints about citations
must be directed to the County Courthouse in the same way
as any traffic violation

Definitions
• Party The student or any persons claimed to have been responsible for the student's alleged grievance, together with
their representatives. "Party" shall not include the Grievance
Hearing Committee or the College Grievance Officer.
• President The College President or a designated representative of the College President.
• Student A currently enrolled student, a person who has
filed an application for admission to the college, or a former
student. A grievance by an applicant shall be limited to a

•
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complaint regarding denial of admission. Former students
shall be limited to grievances relating to course grades to the
extent permitted by Education Code Section 76224(a).
Respondent - Any person claimed by a grievant to be responsible for the alleged grievance.
Day - Unless otherwise provided, day shall mean a day during which the college is in session and regular classes are held,
excluding Saturdays and Sundays.

Informal Resolution
Each student who has a grievance shall make a reasonable effort to
resolve the matter on an informal basis prior to requesting a grievance hearing, and shall attempt to solve the problem with the person
with whom the student has the grievance, that person's immediate
supervisor, or the local college administration. In matters involving a
disputed course or test grade, students should attempt to resolve the
matter with the instructor before involving the administration.
The College President shall appoint an employee who shall assist students in seeking resolution by informal means. This person shall be
called the Grievance Officer (Chief Instructional Officer or designee). The Grievance Officer and the student may also seek the assistance of the Associated Student Organization in attempting to resolve a grievance informally.
Informal meetings and discussion between persons directly involved
in a grievance are essential at the outset of a dispute and should be
encouraged at all stages. An equitable solution should be sought before persons directly involved in the case have stated official or public positions that might tend to polarize the dispute and render a solution more difficult. At no time shall any of the persons di~ectly or
indirectly involved in the case use the fact of such informal discussion, the fact that a grievance has been flied, or the character of the
informal discussion for the purpose of strengthening the case for or
against persons directly involved in the dispute or for any purpose
other than the settlement of the grievance.
Any student who believes he or she has a grievance shall flie a Complaint/Incident/Grievance Form with the Grievance Officer within

i

ten (10) days of the incident on which the grievance is based, or ten
(10) days after the student learns of the basis for the grievance, whichever is later. The Complaint/Incident/ Grievance Form must be
filed whether or not the student has already initiated efforts at informal resolution, if the student wishes the grievance to become official.
Within two days following receipt of the Complaint/Incident/ Grievance Form, the Grievance Officer shall advise
the student of his or her rights and responsibilities under these procedures, and assist the student, if necessary, in the final preparation
of the Statement of Grievance form.
If at the end of ten (10) days following the student's first meeting
with the Grievance Officer, there is no informal resolution of the
complaint which is satisfactory to the student, the student shall have
the right to request a grievance hearing.

Grievance Hearing Committee
The College President shall, at the beginning of each semester, including any summer session, establish a standing panel of nine (9)
members of the college community, including three (3) students,
three (3) faculty members and three (3) administrators, from which
one or more Grievance Hearing Committees may be appointed." The
panel will be established with the advice and assistance of the Associated Students Organization and the Academic Senate, who shall
each submit three (3) names to the College President for inclusion on
the panel. A Grievance Hearing Committee shall be constituted in
accordance with the following:
• The Grievance Officer shall select three (3) individuals from the panel to serve on the Grievance Hearing
Committee. It shall include one (1) student, one (1)
instructor, and one college administrator selected
from the panel described above.
• No person shall serve as a member of a Grievance
Hearing Committee if that person has been personally
involved in any matter giving rise to the grievance,
has made any statement on the matters at issue, or
could otherwise not act in a neutral manner. Any party to the grievance may challenge for cause any member of the hearing committee prior to the beginning
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of the hearing by addressing a challenge to the College President who shall determine whether cause for
disqualification has been shown. If the College President feels that sufficient grounds for removal of a
member of the committee has been presented, the
College President shall remove the challenged member or members and substitute a member or members
from the panel described above. This determination is
subject to appeal as defmed below.
The Grievance Officer shall sit with the Grievance
Hearing Committee but shall not serve as a member
nor vote. The Grievance Officer shall coordinate all
scheduling of hearings, shall serve to assist all parties
and the Hearing Committee to facilitate a full, fair and
efficient resolution of the grievance, and shall avoid
an adversary role.

Request for Grievance Hearing
Any request for a grievance hearing shall be filed on a Request for
Grievance Hearing Form within ten (10) days after filing the Complaint/Incident/Grievance Form as described above.
Within twenty (20) days following receipt of the Request for Grievance Hearing, the College President shall appoint a Grievance Hearing Committee as described above, and the Grievance Hearing
Committee shall meet in private and without the parties present to
select a chair and to determine on the basis of the Statement of
Grievance whether it presents sufficient grounds for a hearing.
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The determination of whether the Statement of Grievance presents
sufficient grounds for a hearing shall be based on the following:
• The statement contains facts which, if true, would constitute
a grievance under these procedures;
• The grievant is a student as defmed in these procedures,
which include applicants and former students;
• The grievant is personally and direcdy affected by the alleged
grievance;
• The grievance was filed in a timely manner;

•

The grievance is not clearly frivolous, clearly without foundation, or clearly fIled for purposes of harassment.

If the grievance does not meet each of the requirements, the Hearing
Committee chair shall notify the student in writing of the rejection of
the Request for a Grievance Hearing, together with the specifIc reasons for the rejection and the procedures for appeal. This notice will
be provided within ten (10) days of the date the decision is made by
the Grievance Hearing Committee.
If the Request for Grievance Hearing satisfies each of the requirements, the College Grievance OffIcer shall schedule a grievance hearing. The hearing will begin within twenty (20) days following the decision to grant a Grievance Hearing. All parties to the grievance shall
be given not less than fIve (5) days notice of the date, time and place
of the hearing.
Hearing Procedure
The decision of the Grievance Hearing Committee chair shall be fInal
on all matters relating to the conduct of the hearing unless there is a
vote of a majority of the other members of the panel to the contrary.
The members of the Grievance Hearing Committee shall be provided
with a copy of the grievance and any written response provided by
the respondent before the hearing begins.
Each party to the grievance may call witnesses and introduce oral and
written testimony relevant to the issues of the matter.
Formal rules of evidence shall not apply. Any relevant evidence shall
be admitted.
Unless the Grievance Hearing Committee determines to proceed
otherwise, each party to the grievance shall be permitted to make an
opening statement. Thereafter, the grievant or grievants shall make
the first presentation, followed by the respondent or respondents.
The grievant(s) may present rebuttal evidence after the respondent(s)'
evidence. The burden shall be on the grievant(s) to prove by substan-
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tial evidence that the facts alleged are true and that a grievance has
been established as specified above.
Each party to the grievance may represent himself or herself, and
may also have the right to be represented by a person of his or her
choice; except that a party shall not be represented by an attorney
unless, in the judgment of the Grievance Hearing Committee, complex legal issues are involved. If a party wishes to be represented by
an attorney, a request must be presented to the Grievance Officer not
less than ten (10) days prior to the date of the hearing. If one party is
permitted to be represented by an attorney, any other party shall have
the right to be represented by an attorney. The hearing committee
may also request legal assistance through the College President.
Any legal advisor provided to the hearing committee may sit with it
in an advisory capacity to provide legal counsel but shall not be a
member of the panel nor vote with it.
Hearings shall be closed and confidential unless all parties request
that it be open to the public. Any such request must be made to the
Grievance Officer no less than five (5) days prior to the date of the
hearing.
In a closed hearing, witnesses shall not be present at the hearing
when not testifying, unless all parties and the committee agree to the
contrary.
The hearing shall be recorded by the Grievance Officer either by tape
recording or stenographic recording, and shall be the only recording
made. No witness who refuses to be recorded may be permitted to
give testimony. In the event the recording is by tape recording, the
Grievance Hearing Committee Chair shall, at the beginning of the
hearing, ask each person present to identify themselves by name, and
thereafter shall ask witnesses to identify themselves by name. The
tape recording shall remain in the custody of the District, either at the
college or the District office, at all times, unless released to a professional transcribing service. Any party may request a copy of the tape
recording.
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All testimony shall be taken under oath; the oath shall be administered by the Grievance Hearing Committee Chair. Written statements
of witnesses under penalty of perjury shall not be used unless the
witness is unavailable to testify. A witness who refuses to be tape
recorded shall be considered to be unavailable.
Within ten (10) days following the close of the hearing, the Grievance
Hearing Committee shall prepare and send to the College President a
written decision. The decision shall include specific factual findings
regarding the grievance, and shall include specific conclusions regarding whether a grievance has been established as defined above. The
decision shall also include a specific recommendation regarding the
relief to be afforded the grievant, if any. The decision shall be based
only on the record of the hearing, and not on matter outside of that
record. The record consists of the original grievance, any written response, and the oral and written evidence produced at the hearing.
President's Decision
Within ten (10) days following receipt of the Grievance Hearing
Committee's decision and recommendation(s), the College President
shall send to all parties his or her written decision, together with the
Hearing Committee's decision and recommendations. The College
President may accept or reject the findings, decisions and recommendations of the Hearing Committee. The factual findings of the
Hearing Committee shall be accorded great weight; and if the College
President does not accept the decision or a finding or recommendation of the Hearing Committee, the College President shall review the
record of the hearing, and shall prepare a new written decision which
contains specific factual fmdings and conclusions. The decision of
the College President shall be fmal, subject only to appeal as provided
below.

Appeal
Any appeal relating to a Grievance Hearing Committee decision that
the Statement of Grievance does not present a grievance as defmed
in these procedures shall be made in writing to the College President
within ten (10) days of that decision. The College President shall review the Statement of Grievance and Request for Grievance Hearing
in accordance with the requirements for a grievance provided in these
procedures, but shall not consider any other matters. The College
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President's decision whether or not to grant a grievance hearing shall
be final and not subject to further appeal.
Any party to the grievance may appeal the decision of the College
President after a hearing before a Grievance Hearing Committee by
filing an appeal with the Chancellor. The Chancellor may designate a
District administrator to review the appeal and make a recommendation.
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Any such appeal shall be submitted in writing within five
days following receipt of the College President's decision
and shall state specifically the grounds for appeal.
The written appeal shall be sent to all concerned parties.
All parties may submit written statements on the appeal.
The Chancellor or designee shall review the record of the
hearing and the documents submitted in connection with
the appeal, but shall not consider any matters outside of
the record. Following the review of the record and appeal
statements, the Chancellor or designee, if any, shall make
a written recommendation to the College President regarding the outcome of the appeal.
The Chancellor may decide to sustain, reverse or modify
the decision of the College President. The Chancellor's
decision shall be in writing and shall include a statement
of reasons for the decision. The ChanceUor's decision
shall be final.
The decision on appeal shall be reached within five days
after receipt of the appeal documents. Copies of the
Chancellor's appeal decision shall be sent to aU parties.

Time Limits
Any times specified in these procedures may be shortened or lengthened if there is mutual concurrence by all parties.

STUDY HABITS
1. Set a regular time to study. Don't delay - have all materials ready. Make up a
time schedule for a week (seven days). Plan your study time - and stick to
that plan, work your plan.
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2. Have a regular quiet place to study. No distractions (or as few as possible).
Have a dictionary and all other materials handy (pencils, paper, calculator,
etc.). A straight-back chair is recommended.
3. Keep a "things I have to do" list. Keep it accurate. List dates that assignments and projects are due. Watch long-term assignments - don't wait until
the last minute to start.
4. Allow enough time for each assignment. Start with the toughest or least favorite task. Take a short break now and then. Keep up with assignments, day by
day, or within the respective week, at the very least. This avoids your having to
"cmm."
5. Make good use of time before and after class. Review your notes and "fill
in" information immediately after class before your memory fades. Refresh
your memory before class so you can focus your attention on the topic.
6. Give full attention to your work. Use every minute of class time profitably.
Train yourself to listen-most communication is oral. Pick up on the structure
of the lecture or discussion. Be ready to respond. Know and understand the
assignment.
7. Read to understand ideas, concepts and vocabulary. Check that you understand the meaning of each sentence and paragraph. Vocabulary and reading
skills are absolutes for success - in college and in our society. A dictionary
will come in handy.
8. Neatness always counts. Make your papers neat, complete and hand them in
on time. Ask yourself, is it neat, in ink or typewritten form, on 8 1/2 x 11"
white paper - with no grammatical or spelling errors? If not, do it again - correctly!
9. Follow a study system (a) survey the material before reading it; (b) ask
yourself questions about the material; (c) read the material and look for answers to your questions; (d) recite the material while underlining, outlining
and/or writing a summary; and (e) review from your summary, outline, or
underline material.
IO.Be strict with yourself. Success is earned through effort and work. Force
yourself to learn the habits that are necessary to achieve success.
IMPORTANT! II If a study skill problem develops, DON'T WAIT! See your
instructor - as soon as possible - during his/her office hours or contact your counselor.

HOW TO TAKE EXAMS
1. Prepare early for examinations. Begin during the first week of the semester.
Study day-by-day, week-by-week.
Will the exam cover all or part of the course? Will it be based on textbook
reading, lectures, or both? Be sure that you know. Study what you do not
know. Do know the vocabulary. Cooperative study with others is helpful.
Cramming (if you absolutely must): (1) Review intensively a week before
the examination; (2) cramming on material previously learned may be helpful; but (3) cramming on new material won't work! Think positively - most
people pass examinations.
2. Taking the test - Relax on the night before the examination, but no TV. Activities that tax the mind tend to interfere with learning and/or retention. Be
early and follow directions to the letter. Bring a pencil and pen (as necessary). Ignore other students in the class - they have their own problems.
Don't panic if your mind goes blank on a question. Move on and then come
back to it later - if you have the time. Skim over the entire test quickly. Note
the time allowed and number of questions.
3. Objective Tests read the directions first - then skim the entire test. Find out
if there is a penalty for guessing. Beware of changing answers, unless you
obviously misread the questions. On true/false questions, look for the key
words, (always-never-seldom usual). On multiple-choice questions, eliminate the obviously incorrect answers first. Skip difficult questions on first
read-through. Return to them later, if you have the time. On matching, answer immediately those items of which you are sure - and check them off.
Then guess at the rest. Always plan your time -estimating the time needed
per question.
4. Essay Tests - Skim over the entire test first. Note the number of points assigned to each question, then plan your time accordingly. Answer the easy
questions first, leaving appropriate space for the others. Attempt all questions - whether you are sure of your answers or not. Think about one question at a time. Follow directions (if it says to evaluate, evaluate -don't merely
describe). Plan before you write (thesis statements, supporting material, tran-
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sitional words and phrases, perhaps a summary). Outline in your mind. Write
neatly and in ink. Watch mechanics, such as spelling, punctuation and
grammar. If you have time, reread your answers before turning in the test.
You just may remember an important additional item.
5. Summary - To build confidence, study carefully - all through the course.
Stay in shape both physically and emotionally. Follow directions. Be sure of
what is being asked. Plan your time! Stick with your plans. Learn from each
test in order to do better on future tests.
When you have done your best, turn in the exam and then relax. Go on to your
next task. Don't waste time and energy worrying. You did your best and the exam is history. It's time to cover new territory and challenges in the learning
process!
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12 13 14 15 16 17
19 20 21 22 23 24
26 27 28 29 30 31

· Ioiay md ude. fwbook, noles, preY/OI.IS tests, handout5. essays. books, mog(mnes, mreMews, lntemet. etc.

THURSDAY'"

SEPTEMBER

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SEPTEMBER

It:.

SEPTEMBER
YOMKIPPUR ./

7 a.m .
8

10
11
12 p. m.

4

SUNDAY

'0

SEPTEMBER

6

7

8
9

10

www.westhillscollege.com/lemoore
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SEPTEMBER

·!MUiiJ@i.'A
When you're considering a possible
career, don't forget to think about
whether it matches your personality
type.

MONDAY

, {••

TUESDAY

7 a.m.

8
9

10
11

12 p.m.

4

6

8
9

10

80

fl.

SEPTEMBER

SEPTEMBER

'ill' School

~~'Specialty

I

1WEDNESDAY

ff'

SEPTEMBER

OATE

nME

SUBJECT O' TOPIC(S)

2010

TO DO/SOU RCES' / (O NTACTS

SEPTEMBER
M

T

W

T

F

1

S

OCTOBER
S

5
8
10 11 12
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
2021 22 23 24 2526
27 28 29 30
' Muy Include. Textbook. notes, preVIO us tests. handouts. essays.

T HU RS DAY

It-

SEP TEMBER

books.

M T

4

4
11
18
25

W

T

F

1
6
8
12 13 14 15
19 20 21 22
26 27 28 29

S

S

2
9
16
23
30

10
17
24
31

mogozmeJ. mteMeWs, Intemet. erc.

FR IDAY

It)

SATURDAY

S EPTEMBEr?

't'

SEPTEMBER
./

./

7 a.m.
8

10
11

12 p.m.

4

SUNDAY

Ib

S EPTEMBER
./

6

8

9
10

,
www. westhillscollege.comjlemoore
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SEPTEMBER
Persona l

*tWiiunijilTry to choose a career that matches
your personal style. What do you enjoy
- working with people, ideas, or
things?

MONDAY

fl.

7

J. n.

8

10
11

12 p.m.

2

3
4

6

8
9

10

82

fl:.

I WEDNESDAY ff.

SEPTEMBER

SEPTEMBER

TUESDAY

SEPTEMBER

'~r School

~ ~ Specialty

I

DATE

nME

SUBJECf O~ TOPIC(S)

10 DO I

SEPTEMBER

THURSDAY".

FRIDAY'.

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

M T

W T

5 5

2

4 5

6
13
20
27

8
1S
22
29

7
14
21
28

OCTOBER
141'."I.··'f" fT 5
1 2 3

9 10 11 12
16 17 18 19
23 24 25 26

4
11
18
25

30

5 6 7 8
12 13 14 15
19 20 21 22
26 27 28 29

SATURDAY"
OCTOBER

7 a.m.
8

10
11

12 p.m.

4
5

6

8

9

10

SUNDAY

0

OCTOBER

9
16
23
30

10
17
24
31

Don't confine your career interests to
the same jobs as everyone else. There
is on almost unlimited variety ofjobs
out there.
MONDAY

it

TUESDAY"

OCTOBER

OCTOBER

7

a.m.

8
9
10

11
12 p.m.

2

3
4

5
6

7

8
9

10

J I

I WEDNESDAY"
OCTOBER

DATE

TIME

SUBJECT OR TOPIC(S)

2010

TO 00 / SOURCES' / CO"TAm

OCTOBER
M
..

T

W

F

T

.

1

6
4
11 12 13 14
18 19 20 21
25 26 27 28

8

S

NOVEMBER
M

3

6 7
8 9 !O 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30

T

1

9 10

15 16 17
22 23 24
29 30 31

',v,ay Include: Textbook, notes, previOUS tests. handouts. essays. books. megalmas. mteMews. Internet.. efc.

THUR SDAY"
OCTOBER

FRIDAY':.

SATURDA Y

OCTOBER

D

OCTOBER

7 a.m.
8

9

10
r · ................ .......
11

12 p.m.

2

3
4

SUNDAY

'n.

OCTOBER

6

8
9

10

www.westhillscollege.com/lemoore

W

T
4

F

S S

5

OCTOBER

WEEKLY GOALS
~

Academic

~

Per sonal

"JMiilVa'iIWhile money is certoinly 0
considerotion in choosing 0 coreer,
don't ignore the core values of your
personality.

TUESDAY

MONDAY".
COLUMBUS DAY

8

10
11

12 p. m.
I..

4

8
9

10

86

-R' SdlOOJ
~

il Specialty

I

WEDNESDAY

....

IE~

OCTOBER
./

./

7 a.m.

2

If..

OCTOBER

OCTOBER

J
./

OATE

·TIME

SUBJECT OR TOPlC(S}

TO 00

2010

I SOURCES' I CONTACTS

NOVEMBER

OCTOBER
MTWTFSS

4 5

1
8

7

M

10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30 31
"f1(J>J

T

W

T

F

S 5

6 7
3 4
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30

1

2

incfude: Textbook, notes, previous tests, handouts, essays, books, magozines, interviews, Internet. etc.

THURSDAY

'k'

It)

FRIDAY
OCTOBER

OCTOBER

SATURDAY

If)

OCTOBER

7 a.m.
8

... . ...
10
11
12 p.m.

2

4

SUNDAY

it»

OCTOBER

I'" .

8
9

I

·····
10

• Last Day to Petition to Graduate

www.westhillsco[{ege.com/lemoore
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OCTOBER
Persona l

mi c

Even after your schooling is over, it
may still take some time to become
qualified for the position you desire.
Think of it as getting paid to learn.

MONDAY

Ii:.

TUESDAY

7 a.m.
8
9

10
11

12 p.m.

8

10
• Second 9-Week Classes Begin

88

Ip.

OCTOBER

OCTOBER

M' SclWol

~ • SpeCIalty

I

I

WEDNESDAY

'{'I

OCTOBER

,
2010

1:1:.

I

DATE

n t-I E

SU BJECT OR TOPlC(S)

TO 00/ SOURC ES' / CONTAm

NOVEMBER

OCTOBER
M

T

W

T

F

5 5

I

4
6 7
11 12 13 14
18 19 20 21
25 26 27 28

..

... ...
...

...

'1-

May rnclude: Textbook. notes, preVIOus

THURSDAY
OCTOBER

te:5ts,

8
15
22
29

9
16
23
30

M

handouts, essays, books. magozlnes, mtemews, Internet, etc.

FRIDAY

'I}

SATURDAY

OCTOBER

T

W

1
3
10
8
15 16 17
22 23 24
29 30

3
10
17
24
31

T

F

5

5

6 7
4
11 12 13 14
18 19 20 21
25 26 27 28

'J.

OCTOBER

7 a.m .
8
9

10
11
12 p.m.

4

SUNDAY

'I)

OCTOBER

5

8
9

10

www. westhillscollege.com/lemoore
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WEEKLY GOAtS
Academic

'i!jijUM49!i"+
Which courses in school do you enjoy
and/or excel in? Use your experience in
post-secondQlY to help you dedde on a
career path.

MONDAY

'f"

TUESDAY

'D

OCTOBER

OCTOBER

1 a.m.
8

9

10
11

12 p.m.

2

4

6
7
8

9

10

I I

I

WEDNESDAY

,a

OCTOBER

2010

."ttll' r.:.IIIJ! 1111:1:.
DATE

nME

SUBJECT OR TOPIC (S)

TO DO

I SOURCES· I CONTACTS

OCTOBER
M

T W T

5

NOVEMBER
M

5

T

3
7

...

10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 J9 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28293031
8

8

fl-

OCTOBER

FRIDAY

ff.

F

5

5

4

5

b

7

10 11 12 13 14

29 30

SATURDAY

OCTOBE.R

T

15 J6 17 18 19 70 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28

May Include: Textboo k, notes, PIT!VlOUS tests. handouts. ways. books, magaZInes. mtemtws, Intemet etc,

THUR SDAY

W

.t..

OCTOBE.R

7 a.m .

8

10
11
12 p.m.

4

SUNDAY".

OCTOBER
HALLOWEEN ./

6

8

9
10

www.westhillscollege.com/lemoore
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NClVEMBER
Acad emic

Persona L

Your choice of where to work is more
than just the company. It can also
mean physical locations such as
overseas, outside, or in an urban
setting.
MONDAY'.

TU ES DAY'.

IWEDNE SDAY'.

NOVEMBER

NOVEMBER

NOVEMBER

7 a.m.
8

10
11
12 p.m.

4

5

8
9
10

92

I

OATE

TIME

sueJEa DR TOPIC(')

10 00

I

SOURCES·

I

2010

CON1ACTS

DECEMBER

NOVEMBER
IV

T

5

3
8
10
15 16 17
22 23 24

4

6

M

I,

5

7
11 12 J3 14
18 19 20 21
25 26 27 28

29 30

M

T

C'

NOVEM BER

FRIDAY

8
13 14 15 16
20 21 22 23
27 28 29 30

SATURDAY"

NOVEMBER

NOVEMBER
DIWALI

,,/

7 a. m.
I" '" . "

8
9

10
11

12 p.m.

4

SU NDAY

0

NOVEM BER

8

10

www.westhillscoLLege.com/lemoore

T

5

5

,. 5

"May 1n(lvfie. Textbook. noles, prevlQus tests", handouts. essays. books, magannes, mtelVle;vs, Intemet, etc.

THURSDAY

W

10 11 12
17 18 19
24 25 26
31

N(J)VEMBER

I'

~

Academic

Perso nal

'fJMMAMJilA
Since you'll be spending a significant
part of your life at work, the quality of
the work environment may be just as
important as the salary.
MONDAY

L - - - __________________-LL-____________________

1:_

TUESDAY

0

NOVEMBER

NOVEMBER

I

WEDNESDAY

~

It,.

NOVEMBER
MARINECORPS BIRTHDAY ( 1775)

7 a.m.

8

10
11
12 p.m.

4

6

8

10
• Veteran's Annual Lunc heon

94

~: School

~ ~ Specialty

I

I

./

nME

DATE

TO DO I SOURCES'

SUBJECT OR TOPIC(S)

I

CONTACTS

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

MTWTFSS

1234567
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28

29 30

FRIDAY

THURSDAY " _

NOVEMBEr.?

,t.

7
13 14
20 21
27 28

9

10

12 p.m.

2
3

SUNDAY

,t.

NOVEMBEr.?

7

8
9

10

, Veteran Day Observed, No Classes

3
10
17
24
31

4
11
18
2,

5
12
19
26

r---------------------------r-------------------------

8

6

9
16
23
30

NOVEMBEr.?
.r

7 a.m.

If

1
8
15
22
29

SATURDAY'.

NOVEMBEr.?
VETERANS DAY ./

If ... - w:i~ f·' FS 5

"'
"4;iii;'PMi,,+
To get some ideas for possible car~",
toke a look ot the activities you enjoy
doing in yaur free time. What skills or
interests do they involve?

MONDAY

I~"

TUESDAY

'9

I

NOVEMBER

NOVEMBER
EID AL·ADHA .;

WEDNESDAY

'f_

NOVEMBER
./

.;

r_---------------------------~r_------------------------~r_------------------------~
7 a.m.
8

9
10
11
12 p.m.

I~.

2

'0:

:7

3

{

4

5
.., ...............•, ...
6

7
8
9

10

• Last Day to Withdraw with a W

"96

DATe

mu

SUBJECT OR TOPIC(S)

TO 00 f SOURCES·

r--+--~----------+-----~

I CONTACTS

NOVEMBER
MTWTFSS

1234567
8 9 10 11 12 131<>
15 16 17 18 19 2.0 ~~
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30

THURSDAY

11:_

FRIDAY

NOVEMBER

10

NOVEMBER

SATURDAY

6 1
13 14
16 17 18 W.
20 21 22 ~3 24 l!l 26
2128293031

f4'.

NOVEMBER

-/

r----------------------------~._------------------------7 a.m.

8

9

10
11
12

p.m.

2

3
4

5

6
7

8
9

10

SUNDAY

fj.

NOVEMBER

"3Mi'P;U',,+
Career counselors can be a valuoble
resource in your career planning. If
they can't give you the information
you need, they can help you find it.

MONDAY

'i..

TUESDAY

'f.

NOVEMBER

NOVEMBER

I

WEDNESDAY

't}

NOVEMBER
,/

,/

-<

-<
,------------------------- .----------------------- .-------------------------

7

a.m.

8
9

10
11
12 p.m.

2

4

6
7

8
9

10

i

I'

niCE

SUBJECT OR TOPI{ (S)

DECEMBER

NOVEMBER
Ii

a

'w T f 5 S
2 3 4 5 Ii 7
9 10 11 l~ 1114
T

15 16 17 18 19

j!Q II
22 23 24 25 26 21 28
29 30

,*.

M:~ 1"

Wur, f'~'" $'. 5

2 ! 4 5
g 9 1Q 11 lZ
U 14 15 16 17 18 19
II' 7

20 ~1 2,2:, 23 24 25 26

27 211 !9 30 31

"'May include: Tutbook. Mtes, PrMOlJS tests, hondDIm. essays. books, m(Jgannes, interviews, Internet, etc.

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

NOVEMBER

'D

SATURDAY'»

NOVEMBER
THANKSGIVING OAY

.r

NOVEMBER
.r

.r

~

~

,----------------------- r-----------------------

7 a.m.

8
9

10

11
12

p.m.

2
3

4

SUNDAY

'4:_

NOVEMBER
.r

r-------------------------~

6

8
9

10

• Thanksgiving, No Classes

• Thanksgiving, No Classes

.MOliMi"A
Many schools have career centers,
which are great plac~ to start if you're
looking for infofTl'll1tiw on career
planmng and readfrit$s.
MONDAY

ff.

TUESDAY

II.'

IWEDNESDAY'.

NOIlEMBER

NOIlEMBER
~

DECEMBER
~

r_-------------------------~r_-----------------------7 a.m.

8
9

10
11

12 p.m.

2

4
5

7
8

9

10

~

DAn

liME

SUBJECT OR TOPIC(S)

TO DO / SOURCES' / COHTACfS

DECEMBER
MTWTFSS

1
8
6
13 14 1S
20 21 22
27 28 29

THURSDAY

f.

FRIDAY

DECEMBER

B

4 5
11 1.2
1819
it!) Zi

3 4 S ~ 7 8 9
1011 12 1)14 1516
17' 18 19 ~O 21 !223
24 25 26 2728 ,9 lO
31

30 31

SATURDAY

DECEMBER
HANUKKAH ./

2 :1
9 10'
16 17
23 24

It

DECEMBER
./

./

7 a.m.

8
9

10
11
12 p.m.
1
2

3
4

5
6

7

8
9

10

SUNDAY"
DECEMBER
v'

r---------------------------

Post-secondary education is qne of the
most imp,pIt:ant investlt1ents you can
maka WQI'k hard so you get good vawe
for your money.
MONDAY

D

DECEMBER

TUESDAY

-

.-----------------------"
7

a.m.

8
9
10

11
12 p.m.

3
4
5
6

7

8
9

10

D

I

WEDNESDAY . : -

DECEMBER

DECEMBER
MUHARRAM

:::

.---------------------

·tU 24;,
SUBJECT OR TOPlC(S)

DECEMBER
It T

W T

F S 5

1 2 j 4 S
6 7 8 9 lQ U12
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22 23 24 25 25
27 28 29 30 31

THURSDAY

D

DECEMBER

FRIDAY

)
4 5 6
10 11 12 13
17 18 19 20
24 Z; 26 27

31

I".

SATURDAY

DECEMBER

lit

DECEMBER
./

./

7 a.m.
8
9

10

11
12

p.m.

2

3

4

5

6

8
9

10

7

14 IS 16
21 Z2 23
28 2930

SUNDAY

It..

DECEMBER

'i'
A part-time job or a social life can be
welcome diversions from school work,
but don't forget that your main role is
stiU being a student.
MONDAY

I.

DECEMBER

TUESDAY

It.

DECEMBER

IWEDNESDAY I~"

-

DECEMBER

./

r----------------------- r----------------------7 a.m.
8
9

10
11

12 p.m.

3
4
5
6

8
9

10
• Finals Week

• Finals Week

• Finals Week

~"t(lII'·.:1",

2010

11111;1:.

m~.E

DATE

SUBJECT OR TOPIC(S)

TO 00

I SOURCES' I CONTACTS

DECEMBER

JANUARY

MTWTFSS

MTWTFSS

l
'

6
13
20
27

....

I·

7
14
21
28

8
15
22
29

9
16
23
30

3 ~ 5
10 11 12
17 1819
24 25 26
31

31

'f.

",'.loy mc(ude: TeKtbook. notes. prMOUS teslS, handouts, essoys. books, magozlI1e5, mtervlews, Internet etc.

THURSDAY

It)

DECEMBER

FRIDAY

1 2
3456789
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30

SATURDAY ,(:_

DECEMBER

DECEMBER

7 a.m.
8
9

10
11
12 p.m.

• ........... _ .

........... ¥

••••

••

_ •

•• _

. . . . . . . . . . ..

4

SUNDAY

,p.

DECEMBER

6

8

10
• Finals Week

• Finals Week
• End of Fall Semester

www.westhillscollege.com/lemoore

*iMUiUMi"_
Tty making a list of possible career
choices. Next:, rank each according to
how much you'd like to do it and then
by how hard it will be to get it.
MONDAY

'4.•

TUESDAY

'4-

I

DECEMBER

DECEMBER
,/

WEDNESDAY

'f.

DECEMBER
,/

,/

r----------------------------~r_------------------------~r_------------------------~
7 a.m.

8
9

10
11
12 p.m.

2
3
4

5

6
7

8
9

10

,

I

SUBJECt OR fOPIC(S)

11)

DO I SOUR(ES'

I CONTACfS

DECEMBER

THURSDAY'.

FRIDAY

DECEMBER

M' T

1 2 3 4 5
6789101112
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22 23 24 25. .21i
21 28 29 30 31

1 2.
3456189

fl'

SATURDAY

DECEMBER
~

JANUARY
.w T f 5

MTWTfSS

5'

10 11 12 13 14 15 16
11 18. 19 20 21. 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31

ff..

DECEMBER
~

CHRISTMAS :::

r-----------------------------r--------------------------7 a.m.
8
9

10
11
12

p.m.

2
3
4

5
6

8
9

10

SUNDAY

fD

DECEMBER
KWANZAA

~

I'M"i'ijij,,"_
Where do you see yourself working in
ten years? Wliat are the steps you can
take now to ensure that you achieve
your ambition?

MONDAY

't-

TUESDAY

'I:.

DECEMBER

DECEMBER

I

WEDNESDAY

'4-

DECEMBER

'"
'"
r-----------------------------r---------------------------r-------------------------.;'

7 a.m.

8
9

10
11

12 p.m.
1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8
9

10

, I

:!lATl

TIME

SUBJECT O. lllPIC(S)

DECEMBER
MTWTFSS

1 2 3 .. 5
6789101112
13 14 15 16 17 ts 19
20 I1 I2 23 24 eli 26
2728 29 JO J1

THURSDAY

e.•

DECEMBER

3456189
H) 11 11 11: 14 15 16

11. lS19 2021 2223
~4

25li 2128 2'130

31
FRIDAY

"_

DECEMBER

SATURDAY

i.

JANUARY
NEWYEIIR'SDAY ::;

7 a.m.
8
9

10

11
12 p.m.

2

3
4

5
6

7

8
9
10

SUNDAY'.
JANUARY

"'MUliMjii.
Already have a dear career goal?
Outstanding. Now,hoW can you
supplement your education to help
yourself f!!ach that goal?

IWEDNESDAY"

TUESDAY"

MONDAY'.

JANUARY

JANUARY
~

JANUARY
~

~

r----------------------------~r_-------------------------~r_------------------------~
7 a.m.

8

9
10
11
12 p.m.

2
3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10

DATE

TIME

5USJECT OR TOPIC(S)

TO DO / SOURCES' / CONTACTS

JANUARY
MtWT

SS

1 2
3456789
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30

10 11 12 13
14 15 16 11 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 n
28

31

THURSDAY.

FRIDAY.

JANUARY

JANUARY
~

SATURDAY . : _

JANUARY
~

~

r_-----------------------------~r_--------------------------~r_--------------------------~
7

a.m.

8
9

10
11
12

p.m.

2
3

4
5
6
7

8
9

10

SUNDAY

D

JANUARY
~

·"MUiaUilii+
Looking Jot more in/Drmatiorl on a
specific career? Try inteTViewing
someone who works In thot field and
see what advice you can get.
MONDAY

it••

JANUARY

'i_

IWEDNESDAY ,t..

JANUARY

JANUARY

TUESDAY

,/

~------------------------

7 a.m.
8
9

10
11

12 p.m.

2
3
4

6
7
8
9

10

DATE

nNE

SUBJECT OR TOPIC(S)

JANUARY
!tTWT

THURSDAY

55

1 23456789
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 1S 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31

In

SATURDAY

JANUARY

a
10 11 1213
14 15 16 11 18 19 20
21 l2 23 24 25 26 21
28

I~"

JANUARY

7 a.m.

10

11
12 p.m.

2
3
4

SUNDAY

I@

JANUARY

5
6

7

8
9

10
• Faculty Flex Day,No Classes

• Duty Day, No Classes

'"
";liilpdl".,

IJyou have a great job in mind, don't
let others discourage you from
following your dreams. Sometimes a
clear direction is all we need to
succeed.
TUESDAY

MONDAY'.

If:.

JANUARY

JANUARY
MARTIN LVTHER KING JR. DAY ./

7 a.m.
8
9

10
11

12

p.m.

2

4
5

7
8
9

10
• Martin Luther King Day, No Classes

I i

• Instruction Begins

IWEDNESDAY

'p.

JANUARY

~I,

Sd
DATE

nNE

5UBJE(T OR 101'IC(5)

JANUARY
JolT

W

T

f

S

5

1 2
45~7a.9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23

7
10111213
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Z1 lZ al 24 25 26 21

24 25 26 27 28 29 30

28

31

THURSDAY

f{.•

FRIDAY

JANUARY

f4-

JANUARY

SATURDAY

ft.

JANUARY

,------------------------r--------------------- r--------------------./

./

7 a.m.
8
9

10
11
12 p.m.

2

4
5
6

7
8

9

10

SUNDAY

fJ.

JANUARY
./

r--------------------------

••
'!Mi",MUijj"i.
One of the best tools that can help you
get the career of your choice is
information. Know what you need to
do to get to where you want to go.
MONDAY

I{}

TUESDAY

't"

IWEDNESDAY ID

JANUARY

JANUARY
~

r----------------------------~._------------------------7 B.m.
8
9

10
11
12 p.m.
1

2
3
4
5

6

8
9

10

II

JANUARY
~

~

r---------------------

~

~

DATE

nNE

SUBJECT OR TOPlC(S)

JANUARY

""May indude: Textbook. now.. previous tests, handouts, essays. books. magazines, interviews, Internee etc:.

THURSDAY

fl.

FRIDAY

JANUARY

'1:.

NT

W T

4

6

7

89

7

10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22.. g3
24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31
SATURDAY

JANUARY
.".

S S
1 2

14 15
ZI 22

28

f.

JANUARY
.".

.".

.-----------------------------.---------------------------.-------------------------7

a.m.

9
10
11

12 p.m.

2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10

SUNDAY

M-'

JANUARY

.".

[)on't wony about cha/'lging your mind
about the job that you wont to have.
It's easier to make that change now
than when you are working.

H.

TUESDAY'.

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MONDAY

~

IWEDNESDAY'.
FEBRUARY
~

~

r----------------------------~r_-------------------------~r_-------------------------~
7 a.m.
8
9

10
11

12 p.m.
1
2

4
5
6

7
8
9

10

J

I

DATE

TIME

SUBJECT OR TOPI((S)

TO DO I SOURCfS' I CONTACTS

FEBRUARY
M T W T F S S

1
8
14 15
21 22
28
"May include:

3 4 5 Ii
9 10 11 12 13
16 17 18 19 20
23 24 25 26 21
2

1
9 10 11 1Z 13
II, 15 16 11 18 i9 20
21 22 23 24 2!'> 26 27
28 29 30 31

Textbook. notes. prmollS tests, hamiouts. l<llay.t books,. mogazines, inteMews. Intem¢ etc.

THURSDAY

0

FEBRUARY

FRIDAY

i.

SATURDAY

FEBRUARY

I'

FEBRUARY

'"

.....
'"

7

a.m.

8
9

10
11

12 p.m.

2

3

4
5
6
7

8
9

10

SUNDAY

D

FEBRUARY

'"

You don't have to forte. yourself to
stick to one sp(!d/ic career path. The
more flexible you are, the more options
will be open to you.
MONDAY"

FEBRUARY

TUESDAY

.:_

FEBRUARY

I

WEDNESDAY.

FEBRUARY

"
"
"
r_---------------------------~r_-------------------------~r_-------------------------~

,

7 a.m.
8

9

10
11

12 p.m.

2

3
4
5

6
7
8

9

10

(WJ£ .LW
DATE

lIME

SUBJECT OR TOPIc(SJ

TO DO I SOURtES' I CONTACTS

FEBRUARY
M T

W T

MARCH

F 5 5

4 5 5
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 1.6 17 18 19 2Q
1

2

21 22 23

3

24 25. 26 21

28

THURSDAY

iI••

FEBRUARY

FRIDAY

"_

FEBRUARY

M

W· fYfC/~ X

f·

1 l 3 4 siii
7 8
10 11 11. 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 Z2 23 24 25 26 21
28 29 30 31

SATURDAY

,t..

FEBRUARY
UNCO/.N'S BIRTHDAY :::

7 a.m.
8
9
I·n." ,......,......... ,.........

10
11
12

p.m.

1

2
3

4

SUNDAY

'i

FEBRUARY

5

./

~----------------------~-

6

7

8
9
10

• lincoln's Day Observed, No Classes

•• "i

Apply for lots ofjobs and try to go to
as many interviews as possible. Each
bit of experience you gain will help you
improve for the next one.

't'

TUESDAY

MONDAY
FEBRUARY

VALENTINE'S DAY

""

WEDNESDAY

8
9

10

11

p.m.

3
4
5

6

7
8
9
10

,

'0

FEBRUARY
""

.--------------------------~.-------------------------

7 a.m.

12

I

,~. .

FEBRUARY

;'

""

DATI

nilE

SUBJECT OR TOPlC(S)

TO DO I SOURCES' I CONTAC\'S

FEBRUARY

MARCH

MTWTFSS

123456
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28
tMay intlude: Textbook, nore5, previoll$

THURSDAY".
FEBRUARY

rem. handouts, ess~ books, mogozirteS, inte"Views, 1ntwnet etc.
FRIDAY

'i:w

FEBRUARY

SATURDAY

1
3
S 9 10
14 15 16 17
21 22 23 24
28 29 30 31

4
11
18
25

5 6
1213
19 20
26 n

'F'

FEBRUARY

./

r-------------------------7 a.m.

8

9
10
11

12 p.m.

2
3
4

5
6

7

8
9

10

SUNDAY

'1.•

FEBRUARY
./

FEBRUARY

I '

~. .

~

Acad e mic

Personal

'iMuUn'iiCheck out some of the government
websites on careers and job outlooks.
They'll give you a pretty good idea
about the job secun'ty you'll have.

MONDAY

fl-

TU ESDAY

FEBRUARY
PRESIOENTS' DAY

7 a.m.
8

10

I

....
11

12 p.m.

2

4

8
9

10
• Washington's Day Observed, No
Classes

124

'f»

I

WED NE SDAY

FEBRUARY

"' , Sd'lOOl
fl Specialty

I

./

WASHINGTON 'S BIRTHDAY

,J.

FEBRUARY
./

DATE

nl4E

TO DO I SOURCES'

SUBJECT OR TDPIC(S)

I CONTACTS

FEBRUARY

·······································1··············......................

THURSDAY

'l'

FRIDAY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

MTWTFSS

M T

1
> 4
8 9 10 11
14 15 16 17 18
21 22 23 24 25
28

1 1 3
7 8 9 10
14 15 16 17
21 22 23 24
28 29 30 31

't..

5
12
19
26

b

13
20

27

SATURDAY

FEBRUARY

W;

T

F

S.5

4

5 6
11 12 13
18 19 20
25 2627

'l_

FEBRUARY
~

~

r--------------------------~
7 a.m.
8
9

10
11
12 p.m.

I···........·......·....,...... ·.. · ......· ...........,....~...... .

2
• • • • • • • • • • • <>" •••••• ;:. . . . . . . ,~"'.

" " . . . . . . . " ". . . . . "

••

3
4
SUNDAY

5

6
7
8

9

10

•

'l-

FEBRUARY

Talk to your program advisor or
instructors about what career options
go along with your course of study.

MONDAY

'1:.

I.

IWEDNESDAY'.

MARCH

MARCH

TUESDAY

FEBRUARY

7 a.m.
8
9

10
11
12 p.m.

2

4

6
7

8
9

10

j

I

TO DO I SOURCES' I CONTACTS

SUBJECT OR TOPIC(S)

ARCH
M T
1
8

W T

2

F S

5

M

3 4 5 6
4
11
18
25

7
9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 21
1:8 29 30 31
~,

APRIL
'r1flY'''rS
5
12
19
26

books, magoEines. interviews.. Inlerrnrt. etc.

FRIDAY

it

SATURDAY

MARCH

i.

MARCH

7 a.m.

8
9

10
11
12 p.m.

2

3
4

5

6
7
8
9

10

SUNDAY

I.

MARCH

6 7
13 14
20 21
27 28

1
8
15
22
29

2
9
16
23
30

5

3
10
17
24

"MU'An,,,Even though oi;her people can be a
great source of advice, the dedsion is
still up to you - it's your life, after aIL

i.

TUESDAY':.

IWEDNESDAY.

MARCH

MARCH

MARCH

MONDAY

v'
....
,---------------~------

7

,---------------------

ASH WEDNESDAY :::

a.m.

8

9
10
11
12 p.m.

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8

9
10

i

I

-III J

DATE

nME

2011

TO DO / SOURCES' / CONTAm

SUBJECT OR TOPlC(S)

APRIL

MARCH
M

W
8

5

5

5

6

THUR SDAY

1(••

MARCH

css~,

W T

4

5

6

8

9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24

28 29 30 31

25 26 27 28 29 30

books, mogazlnes, interviews, Internee.. etc.

FR IDAY

SATURDAY

".

MARCH

't}

MARCH

./

./

. .......... .......

7

7

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

14 15 16 17 18 19 20

' May Include. Textbook. notes, previOUS tests, handouts,

T

2

10 11 12 13

9

M

a.m.

8
9

10
11
12 p.m.

2

4
SUNDAY

"-

MARCH

5
6

8
9

10

www.westhillscollege.com/lemoore

MARCH

~ Personat

Acad emic

"MunhallA great way of exp loring ne w interests
and of ga ining valuable experience is
volunteering. You get as much out of it
as the people that you help.

MON D AY

It}

TU ESDAY

7 a. m.
8

10
11

12 p.m .

3

8
. .. ... .

10

130

.~: SchOOl
~

l Specialty

'F'

MARCH

MARCH

I

W ED N ESD AY

It)

MARCH

DATE

nM E

SUBJECT OR TOPI(S)

2011

TO DO / SOURCES' / (ONTAm

APRIL

MARCH
M

W

F

5

M

W

4

5

2
8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 i 9 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 n 28 29 30

F

5

1

8
10 11 12 1,
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 ?2 1 ."; 25 26 n
28 Zq :'0 11

'> 5

' May mclude. TeKtbook, not~s. prevIOus t ~sts, handouts, essays. books, magozrnes, mlefVlfws, Internet, etc.

THURSDAY

if.

FRIDAY

MARCH

SATURDAY

'(:.

MARCH
ST, PATRICK'S DAY

I~'

MARCH
./

./

7 a.m.

8

9
10
11

12 p.m.

f_=~_'_.

4

,_ _S_U_N_D_A_Y_ MARCH
_
___

_ _ _,
v

6

8
9
.. .... ...

10
• La st Day to Peti tio n to Gra dua te

www.westhillscollege.com/lemoore
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I~

MARCH
'::
. .....

Academ i c

Per s onal

'!3;lHIWM'iiGet involved in different extracurricular
activities. You don't need to be in the
classroom to develop yo ur skills an d
abilities.

M O ND AY

'"
, ...

fl.

T U ESDAY

,/

7 a.m.
8

10
11
12 p.m.

3
4

8

10
• Second 9-Week Classes Begin

132

.~ I'Specialty
School

.1»

I

WEDNES D AY

MARCH

MARCH

.1-

MARCH
,/

2011

I~ : I

OATE

TII-1E

SUBJECT OR TOPI C(S)

TO 00/ SOURCES' / (ONTAClS

MARCH

APRIL

/~TWTFSS

4 5 6
7 8
10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24252627
28 29 30 31

M

T

4
11
18
25

1
6
8
12 13 14 15
19 20 21 22
26 27 28 29

I

.....

°Muy Include: renbook. notes, PTeVlOfJS tests, handouts. essays. books, mcgcnnes, mcemea's, Intemee. etc.

THURSDAY

.t}

MARCH

FRIDAY

.f..

SATURDA Y

MARCH

W

T

S

2
9
16
23
30

3
10
17
24

.h

MARCH

I

.

7 a.m.

8

10
11

12 p.m.

2

4

SUNDA Y

.a

MARCH

5

8
9
10

www.westhillscollege.com/lemoore
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MARCH

',J,llLlI
./

Acad e mic

:::;

Person at

IlilUiUUillia
Take advantage of any career
preparation classes or workshops that
your school offers. They're usually free
and quite useful,

MO NDAY

fi:'

TUESDAY

I

ff'

WEDNESDAY

MARCH

MARCH

./

./

./

7 a.m .

8

10

11
12 p,,".

I

..

4

I····· .

8
9

10

134

-H' School
~ l Specialty

,

I~I'

MARCH

DATE

TI ME

SUBJECT OR TOPlC(S)

2011

TO 00 !SOURCES ' ! CONTACTS

APRIL

MARCH
W

M

1

2

8

"

F

S

S

5

6

10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 (4 25 26 27
28 29 30 31
"May mcluae. Textbook. notes. previOUS rests, handouu , essays, booh, magaZInes, mtemews, Intemet. etc.

THUR SDAY

"_

MARCH

FRIDAY"

SATURD AY

APRIL

T

S

W

3
4

5
11 12 13 14
18 19 20 21
25 26 27 28

••

10
8
15 16 17
2 23 24

29 30

APRIL
./

7

M

./

a.m.

8

10
11

12 p. m.

2

4

SUNDAY'.
APRIL

6

8
9

10

www.westhillscollege.com/lemoore
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APRIL
Perso na l

If you don't know what you want to do
after you've finished school, try taking
a broad van'ety of classes at the
beginning of your program.

MONDAY

I'

APRIL
./

7 a.m.
8

10
11
12 p.m.

4

6

8

10

136

.~: SchOOl
~

il Specialtjl

IWEDNESDAY'.

TUESDAY'.

A PRIL

,

APRIL
./

AU II JUtJ~'
DATE

nNE

SUBJECT OR TOPlC(S)

APRIL
MTWT

55

1

4 5

6

2 3

1 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24

2345678
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Hi 17 18 19 20 21 12

25 26 27 28 29 30

23 24 25 26 27 28 29

30 31

THURSDAY

i.

.1

APRIL

r---------------------------

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

.:APRIL

.r

.r

~

~

~------------------------

P
APRIL

r------------------------

7 a.m.

8
9

10

11
12 p.m.

2

3
4

5
6

7
8
9

10

SUNDAY'''.
APRIL

.r
~

'f"
Hih"4Mi,,A number of your fellow students and

instructors are potential networking
contacts, so make sure they have a
high opinion of you and your work.
MONDAY

'i_

TUESDAY

APRIL

,t...

IWEDNESDAY'.

APRIL

APRIL

,------------------------,--------------------,;

7 a.m.

8
9

10
11
12 p.m.

2
3

4
5

6

8
9

10

,

I'

,
OATE

UME

SUBJECT OR TOPIC(S)

I

y

TO 00 / SOURCES' I CONTACTS

APRIL
M T

W T

5 5

2 3
8 9 10
1112 13 14 15 1611

THURSDAY

It.
APRIL

FRIDAY

..

7

5 6 1
9 10 11 12 13 14 15

18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30

16 17 18 19 20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29
30 31

4

6

I~'"

SATURDAY

APRIL

Ir.

APRIL

"

"
7 a.m.

8

9

10
11
12 p.m.
1
2

4

SUNDAY

I_
APRIL

5

PALM SUNDAY "

6
7

8

9

10
• Last Day to Withdraw with a W

•• 44
WEEKLY GOALS
......................... t ~ Personal

"MiiiiPMi,,+
A resume is your way of Uselling"
yourself to a prospective employer.
Make sure that your resume is an
example of your best work.
MONDAY

li:_

TUESDAY

IWEDNESDAY ,{.,

10
APRIL

APRIL
:;

APRIL
PASSOVER :;

,----------------------- ,---------------------

:;

,---------------------

7 a.m.
8
9

10
11
12 p.m.

1
2
::I
4

5

6
7

8
9

10
• Spring Break

• Spring Break

I ,

• Spring Break

2011

,,(111 ~'.:.I"! 1111":1
OAn:

nME

SUBJEa OR TOPI( (S)

TO 00/ SOURCES" / CONTACTS

APRIL
M

T

W

T

F

5

3
1
6
8
10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30
"Ma}' mclude. Textbook. notes, prtvlous tests, handouts, essays, books, magaZInes. mteMews, Internet, etc.

THURSDAY

ft.

FRIDAY

APRIL

ff"

SATURDAY

APRIL

M

T

W

1
3 4 5
8
10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29
30 31

ftAPRIL

GOOD FRIDAY

..,/'

7 a,m,

8

9
10
11
12 p.m,

4

SUNDAY

ftl
APRIL

6

8

10
" Spring Break

" Spring Break

www.westhillscollege.com/lemoore
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APRIL

I::::

Ac ade mi c

f ··:·

Personal

'ItMUUh',,Employers' first impressions of you will
be heavily influenced by your resume,
so put in a lot of effort to wow them.

M ONDAY

tf'
APRIL

7 a.m.
8
9

10
11
12 p.m .

4

8

10

142

.~. SchOOl
~ l Specialty

T UE SDAY

fD
APRIL

I

WEDNESDAY

fa

APRIL

DATE

TIME

SUBJECT OR TOPIC(S)

2011

TO DO / SOURCES' / CONTACTS

APRIL
M

T

M

W

W

T
1

6
11 12 13 14
18 19 20 21
25 26 27 28
'Nay include:

T.axtboo~.

8

9 iO

15 16 17
22 23 24
29 30

notes, previous tests, handouts, essays. books, magazines, interviews, lnremet. etc.

THURSDAY

f1:.

FRIDAY

A PRIL

ff)

.1

SATURDAY

APRIL
,/

4

,Ie.

,/

7 a.m.

8

10
11

12 p.m.

2

SUNDAY"

MAY

8

9
10

www.westhillscollege.com/lemoore

8

10 11 12 13 14 15
16 J 7 18 19 20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29
30 31

APRIL

4

7

MAY

I '

~

Academic

~

Personal

'tWUViililA cover letter is not just a fo rmaUty; it
is actually a way for an employer to
see an example of your wn"ting abiUty.

MONDAY

f·

TUESDAY

,/

7 a.m.
8

9
10
11
12 p.m .

4

8

10

144

••

[WEDNESD A Y

MAY

MAY

~: SchOQl
~ i Specialty

I

I

I'
MAY

,/

,/

DATE

nME

SUBJEcr OR TDP1C(S)

TO DO I SOURCES" I (OHTACl5

JUNE
MTWTfSS

THURSDAY

T

W. T

F. S 5

1

:3

2345678
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22

2
a 9
13 14 15 16
20 21 U 23

23 24 25 26 27 28 29

27 28 29 30

1

·May indl.tdf: Textbook, notes. previM tests. hond~ t't$Says.

M

S
1Q 11 12
17 18 19
24 25 26

"

30 31

btxJks.

i.

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

MAY

i.
MAY

~

-

~

~

.-----------------------------.-------------------------7 a.m.
8
9

10
11
12

p.m.

2
3

4

SUNDAY

.:_

MAY
MOTHER'S DAY

6

7

8
9

10

•
. . '"..

/.

~

-MUNidSi"Don't put the focus ofyour cover letter
and resume on yourself. Instead, let
employers know what you can do for
them.
MONDAY

0

TUESDAY

'i.•

I

WEDNESDAY

MAY

MAY
~

'i_
MAY

~

~

r_---------------------------~._-------------------------.~r_-------------------------7

a.m.

8
9

10
11

12 p.m.

2

3

4
5

6
7

8
9
10

146

ft~

}:;:~;:1iii:~~;·,;~,' "-1~/jJ

J

OATE

nNE

SUBJECT OR lOPIC(S)

JUNE
NTWTFSS
2

1
45678

9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 11 18 19 20 21 n
23 24 25 26 21 28 29
30 31

THURSDAY

,t..

FRIDAY

MAY

SATURDAY

MAY

./

7

'0

II' T<' I f S ~
6
13
20
21

7
14
21
28

8
15
22
29

2
9
16
23
30

3
10
17
24

.Ii 5
1112
18 19
25 26

,t.
MAY

...
./

./

a.m.

8
9

10
11
12 p.m.
1
'"

... " ......

'" ....

"'.-.~

....

2
3

4
5
6
7

8
9

10

SUNDAY

,~.
MAY

...

./

'iddiilPMiiiTwo of the most important things to
remember when writing your resume
are: don't lie, and always proofread
yaur work.
MONDAY

.1+

TUESDAY".

MAY

MAY
v'

I

WEDNESDAY

If:.
MAY

v'

v'
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that you're dressed appropriately for
the job and that your body language
expresses confidence.
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If you already have a job, remember to
always act professionally. A good
reference from your employer will be
extremely valuable for other jobs.
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The key to achieving a career goal is to
"keep your eyes on the prize." That is,
think long term and don't let minor
setbacks discourage you,
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Your personal habits can play a large
role in the jobs and promotions that
you get, 50 always be presentable and
on time.
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There is a very clear link between one's
level of education and how much
money he or she earns, so it really
does pay to stay in school.
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I. Introduction
A. A brief overview of the college, to include the credit/non-credit enrollments,
demographics and a description of the organization of the college with an
organizational chart detailing the four categorical programs.
West Hills College Lemoore is one of two separately accredited colleges within the West
Hills Community College District. The college is located in the city of Lemoore, which is
about 40 miles southwest of Fresno, California and 17 miles east of the I-5 corridor. The
college sits quietly on 100 acres near the crossroads of Highway 41 and Highway 198.
Conveniently, the college is situated within 2 - 3 hours from Yosemite and Central Coast
cities such as San Luis Obispo. The college serves citizens from the communities of
Riverdale, Laton, Lemoore, Caruthers, Hanford, Stratford, Avenal, and the Lemoore Naval
Air Base.
The college campus is new, with students and staff moving in during the spring of 2002. The
college facilities, instructional programs, and technology are state of the art and the college is
well prepared to meet the needs of the twenty-first century. The Strategic Master Plan
further demonstrates that the college is on the cutting edge of educational technologies to
serve diverse communities. In serving the rural communities, WHCL has taken an active role
leading the way with unique programs and marketing outreach activities, along with
innovative ideas like “Xtreme Registration.” WHCL takes pride in being the only fully
accredited comprehensive college in Kings County.
The history of West Hills College began in 1932 when Fresno State College created a
Coalinga Extension Center. In 1941, Coalinga Junior College became an independent unit
under the Governing Board of Coalinga High School District. In 1962, the voters in
Lemoore annexed to the college district, which officially changed its name to West Hills
College in 1969. The first college classroom in Lemoore went up in 1981 and it was called
the Kings County Center. In 2002, the Lemoore center of West Hills Community College
relocated to a brand new facility thanks in part to a land donation from the Pederson and
Simas families. West Hills College Lemoore began the accreditation process to become a
comprehensive community college and gained status as the 109th California Community
College in June of 2006. Today WHCL has the most advanced library in Kings County, a
state-of–the-art science wing called a “Colaboratory,” and a student population that continues
to grow.
West Hills College Lemoore’s unduplicated student headcount for 2006-2007 was 6,469 and
7,091 for 2007-2008. Students who enroll at WHCL choose from 24 different programs
including 4 System Office approved certificates, 13 Associate of Science degrees and 19
Associate of Arts degree. The newest program is the Registered Nursing program, which
received final state approval in the spring of 2008.
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The following provides a series of graphics that illustrates WHCL enrollment; and the
gender, ethnicity, and age diversity of the student population as well as the student retention
and degree completion rates.
WHCL Student Headcount
Year

Count

% Change

2002-03

5,468

2003-04

5,010

-8.38

2004-05

5,512

10.02

2005-06

5,817

5.53

2006-07

6,469

11.21

2007-08

7,091

9.62

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
A three year trend of steady growth with significant increase on the Main Campus
Note: due to state budget cuts during the 2003-2004 year, numbers of courses offered were reduced
therefore causing a decrease in student headcount.

WHCL Gender:
GENDER

02-03

03-04

04-05

05-06

06-07

07-08

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Female

3398

62.14

3,168

63.23

3,473

63.01

3,597

61.84

4,015

62.07

4392

61.94

Male

2038

37.27

1,842

36.77

2,036

36.94

2,206

37.92

2,391

36.96

2650

37.37

32

0.59

0

0.00

3

0.05

14

0.24

63

0.97

49

0.69

5,468

100

5,010

100

5,512

100

5,817

100

6,469

100

7,091

100

Unknown/DTS
Total

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
Overall Distribution of male/female students is stable.
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WHCL Ethnicity:
ETHNICITY

02-03

03-04

04-05

05-06

06-07

07-08

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Asian

109

1.99

201

4.01

239

4.34

336

5.78

365

5.64

327

4.61

African American

351

6.42

327

6.53

357

6.48

358

6.15

419

6.48

547

7.71

Filipino

220

4.02

190

3.79

213

3.86

215

3.70

239

3.69

274

3.86

Hispanic

1883

34.44

1,789

35.71

2,025

36.74

2,124

36.51

2,458

38.00

2803

39.53

Native American

70

1.28

69

1.38

80

1.45

70

1.20

79

1.22

86

1.21

Other

37

0.68

51

1.02

63

1.14

84

1.44

97

1.50

84

1.18

Pacific Islander

27

0.49

27

0.54

27

0.49

33

0.57

28

0.43

33

0.47

2573

47.06

2,185

43.61

2,275

41.27

2,298

39.50

2,444

37.78

2563

36.14

198

3.62

171

3.41

233

4.23

299

5.14

340

5.26

374

5.27

5,468

100

5,010

100

5,512

100

5,817

100

6,469

100

7,091

100

White
Unknown/DTS
Total

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
African American, Native American, and Pacific Islander populations remain steady.
Asian and Hispanic growth is steady but slower than statewide data.

WHCL Age:
AGE

02-03

03-04

04-05

05-06

06-07

07-08

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

-19

1,386

25.35

1,204

24.03

1,437

26.07

1,515

26.04

1,578

24.39

1817

25.62

20-24

1,477

27.01

1,592

31.78

1,749

31.73

1,855

31.89

2,098

32.43

2194

30.94

25-29

722

13.20

721

14.39

764

13.86

826

14.20

959

14.82

1089

15.36

30-49

1,566

28.64

1,260

25.15

1,278

23.19

1,367

23.50

1,536

23.74

1651

23.28

314

5.74

233

4.65

283

5.13

253

4.35

295

4.56

334

4.71

3

0.05

0

0.00

1

0.02

1

0.02

3

0.05

6

0.08

5,468

100

5,010

100

5,512

100

5,817

100

6,469

100

7,091

100

50+
Unknown/DTS
Total

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
Distribution of age is stable
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WHCL AVERAGE RETENTION, 2002-2007
Program

Retention

Program

Retention

HRCM

90%

COLLEGE AVERAGE, 2002-07

79%

Geology

88%

Psychology

78%

Art

86%

Computer Information Systems

77%

Geography

85%

Health Science (General)

76%

Physics

85%

Math

75%

AOJ

84%

Teaching Assistant

75%

Child Development

82%

Business

71%

Communications

82%

Office Management

69%

Humanities

82%

Engineering

67%

Social Science

82%

Health Science (Pre-Professional)

66%

Physical Education

80%

Chemistry

61%

Biology

79%

WHCL
Total Number of Degrees & Certificates
390
339
254

*2003-2004

293

2004-2005

2005-2006

4

2006-2007

Source for both graphs: National Student Clearing House; WHCCD Data Warehouse
Methodology: Students who completed at least 12 units at WHCCD before transferring to
four year institution.
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The college is organized in a traditional manner with a Vice President for
Instructional Services (CIO) and a Student Services Dean (CSSO) who oversee
their respective areas. Deans and Associate Deans are administrators who oversee
other programs within these areas. The following organizational charts will reflect
staffing at West Hills College Lemoore.
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B.
A brief overview of each of the four categorical programs to include
number of staff, number of student served annually, facilities/location, and
responses to or progress made towards recommendations from your last
categorical program or fiscal review, as appropriate.
Matriculation
The West Hills College Lemoore matriculation program provides a process for
admission; an orientation to college programs, services and procedures; preenrollment assessment and counseling for course selection; a suitable curriculum or
program of courses; continuous follow-up on student progress with referral to
support services when needed; and a program of institutional research and
evaluation.
Admissions processes at WHCL occur primarily electronically. Students typically
utilize the online application through CCCApply and the information is imported
electronically into the college’s Datatel management information system. Whenever
application follow-up or additional processing is required it is handled by the WHCL
Student Services Assistants or the Student Services Office Manager.
Assessment at WHCL is an organized institutional process that facilitates course
placement and selection. This function is critical in determining students’ skill level
in mathematics, reading and writing and serves as a launch-board for student
educational plans. WHCL has cross-trained six Advising Specialists to proctor and
process the placement tests throughout the year. Testing is provided in multiple
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locations and times across campus with accommodations for students with
disabilities as necessary. The goal of WHCL assessment practices is to provide
adequate opportunities for students to take advantage of this service. The college
assessed over 1,000 students this past year.
Counseling and advising services are a critical component of the matriculation
program. The interaction between the counselor/advisor and the student is vital to
providing a rewarding college experience and successful matriculation. The focus of
the program is to provide academic, career, transfer and personal
counseling/advising to assist students in realizing their educational goals. The
specific services provided are:
Assistance in completing the application for admission.
Orientations to inform students about their college options, programs, services,
activities, policies, rights and responsibilities.
Assistance in utilizing assessment results for appropriate course placement and
educating students regarding how their skills relate to academic success.
Assistance in understanding the entire range of educational opportunities available
including vocational, transfer, certificate/degree, and other personal objectives.
Assistance with career decision making through personality assessment, individual
and or group counseling, classes and referrals to the Career/Transfer Center.
Follow up and counseling services to students experiencing personal/academic
problems and making appropriate referrals to: community mental health agencies,
Financial Aid, Tutoring, Writing labs, Math labs, DSP&S, and EOPS.

In the 06-07 school years, there were 926 students who matriculated to WHCL.
This number reflects those students who participated in assessment, orientation,
and/or had contact with a counselor or advisor. There are many more students
who took advantage of individual matriculation services in the 06-07school year;
however, for purposes of defining and identifying a matriculated student, the
student must have met the aforementioned criteria. All students are afforded the
opportunity to utilize the matriculation services; however, not all students elect to
participate.
The Administration/Student Services Building is the primary point of contact for
matriculation. The student services department has three full-time Student
Services Assistants and an Office Manager all located in the lobby area within
this building. Additionally, the majority of the counselors and advisors and
categorical programs are housed in the administration building. The matriculation
funded staff includes a coordinator who is a counselor with 25% matriculation
load; five adjunct counselors, one full-time advising specialist, and a part time test
proctor. The matriculation program also funds a proportionate amount of time of
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three additional full-time counselors, a program development assistant, and the
three aforementioned student services assistants.
The college has not had to respond to any recommendations from the last
categorical program or fiscal review as this is the second year of full
accreditation.
EOPS/CARE
The Extended Opportunity Programs and Services (EOPS) provides over and
above supplements to the regular educational programs at WHCL. This is done to
encourage the enrollment and retention of students challenged by language,
social, and economic disadvantages. EOPS and its companion program CARE
(Cooperative Agencies Resources for Education), facilitate the successful
completion of participating students’ educational goals and objectives. Located in
the Student Services Office area are five staff members working directly in the
EOPS/CARE programs. Supervising the program and staff is one Associate Dean
who also supervises two other categorical programs and one secretary who has
responsibilities in those programs as well. Additionally, there are two counselors
and one advising specialist serving the EOPS/CARE student population.
In the 06-07 school year, 221 students were served in EOPS and 75 students in
CARE. In the 07-08 school year there were 268 students served in EOPS and 52
in CARE.
Because WHCL was recently established as a comprehensive, accredited college
in June 2006, there are no recommendations from prior categorical or fiscal
reviews.
Disabled Student Program and Services
The mission of West Hills Community College Disabled Student Programs and
Services (DSP&S) is to provide equal access to education for disabled students in
order that each student has the opportunity to realize his/her full potential. This
is accomplished, in part, by providing academic accommodations and support
services to students with physical, learning and psychological disabilities.
Currently there is fourteen staff supporting the DSP&S students and one
volunteer. The certificated staff is composed of the Associate Dean, two DSP&S
Counselors and five faculty (one full-time and three part-time). The classified
staff consists of one High Technology/Access Specialist, two Learning Skills
Program Assistants, one secretary, one part-time mobility driver, and one student
driver.
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The DSP&S staff is comprised of not only individuals with a variety of education
and experience levels, but ethnic groups as well. Of the 14 staff, ethnic diversity
is well represented (three- African-Americans, nine Caucasians and three
Hispanics).
The student population has continued to grow, going from 356 in 2005-06 to
currently 424 students; representing a wide range of individual with disabilities.
DSP&S services are provided in the Administration Building as well as in the
Learning Resource Center. In the Administration Building, students are able to
meet with a counselor and communicate with the Associate Dean and secretary.
In the Learning Resource Center, students are also able to meet with a counselor,
access the DSP&S lab, and receive services from the High Technology/Assistive
Specialist and Learning Skills Program Assistants.
The college has not had to respond to any recommendations from the last
categorical program or fiscal review as this is the second year of full
accreditation.
CalWORKs
The CalWORKs Program served approximately 205 students for 2006-2007.
The program is located in the Career/Transfer Center, room 270. The program is
strategically located there to provide students with access to computer work
stations, program staff, and in close proximity to additional educational and
employment resources.
Currently there are four staff supporting the CalWORKs program; an Associate
Dean of Categorical Programs, one full time advising specialist, one counselor
and a career technician who are full-time but share portions of their time with
other programs.
The college has not had to respond to any recommendations from the last
categorical program or fiscal review as this is the second year of full
accreditation.
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II.

Collegewide Student Services Integration and Coordination
This section should summarize responses for Student Services as a whole. If
there are specific issues for one or two programs, those issues should be
described in the appropriate program-specific section.

A. How these four categorical programs work with each other and with other
student services programs.
WHCL benefits from the structure and organization of the student services
department. Not only is the staff competent in their respective areas, but the
culture of the department is such that it encourages communication, collegiality,
and support. There is one vision for student services- student success. It is
communicated by the Dean of Student Services and passed down to the
categorical programs by the Associate Dean and the Matriculation Coordinator.
This is reflected and enhanced by the participation and membership of staff in
campus wide committees that contribute to institutional effectiveness, planning
and sound decision making. As a testimony to this systemic process, the Dean of
Student Services holds counseling and advising (C&A) meetings twice a month.
These meetings include standing items for each of the categorical programs and
committee members to report on campus activities. It is important to note that
every counselor and advisor on campus (general, federal categorical and state
categorical) participates in the meetings. WHCL is fortunate to have the benefit
of the vast majority of the staff located in the administration building.
Additionally, EOPS/CARE, CalWORKs, and DSP&S work closely together; this
occurs in many different ways. These programs share a director, the Associate
Dean of Categorical Programs. There are monthly staff meetings which
deliberately occur right after the counseling and advising meetings. At these
meetings each area provides updates and information to the other categorical staff.
The purpose of the meeting is for the programs to be of one accord while
respecting the individual purpose and intent of each categorical program. This is
done by engaging staff in shared decision making for the improvement of all of
the programs and identifying ways to serve students and avoid duplication of
services. This cohesion of services creates a wrap-around service delivery system
for our students
B. How student services works with instruction, institutional research, and the
management information systems (MIS).
Student Services works with instruction in a number of venues at WHCL. The
Deans meet with the President, program directors, and representatives from the
academic area on a monthly basis. Counselors also serve on the Academic
Senate, Curriculum Committee, Basic Skills Committee, Bookstore Committee,
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Planning and Governance as well as on the Student Success Committee.
Additionally, each counselor on staff serves as a liaison to an instructional
learning area and attends that department meeting as a representative of student
services. This allows for open communication between student services and
instruction. At the C&A meetings, the counselor liaison, and as needed the
instructional services faculty, deans and directors, present updated reports to the
group and/or pass along relevant information to other student services personnel.
A good working relationship exists between the student services department and
the Director of Institutional Effectiveness and Planning (WHCCD’s Institutional
Researcher). The Director of Institutional Effectiveness and Planning provides
timely and updated demographic statistical reports that enable the student services
staff to analyze and make decisions related to retention, persistence, and success.
In addition, the Director of Institutional Effectiveness and Planning customizes
reports for the end user and assist in the development, implementation,
compilation, and analysis of surveys. Support of program review and student
learning outcomes data and training is also provided by the Director of
Institutional Effectiveness and Planning. While the Director of Institutional
Effectiveness and Planning is a district office employee, he and/or his staff are
frequently on the WHCL campus, attend meetings and make themselves available
for individual consultations and committee work.
Student Services staff interacts with management information systems (MIS)
through training provided on new screens or updates on DATATEL. For MIS
reporting, counselors and advisors work with IT specialists to check each others’
data for accuracy before it is sent to Sacramento. The Matriculation Coordinator,
the Associate Dean of Categorical Programs and the Dean of Students receive
MIS reports on a regular basis and these are shared with staff when appropriate.
Student services staff work closely with IT staff during the implementation of
new programs. Additionally, IT staff is available for on-site training and review
of the data elements as well as to collaborate with student services staff to ensure
accuracy of MIS reports.
It is important to note that the Instructional Services, Institutional Research, and
IT Departments are all genuinely interested in working collaboratively with the
Student Services Department and each other for the benefit of students. A perfect
example of this collaboration is the Xtreme Registration event. Members of each
area volunteer their time to make this event a success every semester. The
participation has grown to over 135 volunteers, which include faculty, staff,
administration, and district office staff.
C. How are these programs integrated with student equity planning and other
strategic planning initiatives of the college?
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The Student Equity plan was last updated in January of 2005, before WHCL was
accredited as a comprehensive college. Therefore it reflects both West Hills
College Coalinga (WHCC) and WHCL as one institution. It is the intention of the
Dean of Student Services to create a WHCL Student Equity Plan during the 20082009 academic school year. The Dean of Student Services will incorporate the
student success and access mandates of the categorical programs within the
framework of the WHCL Student Equity Plan. The Dean of Students will
establish a timeline for completion of the Student Equity Plan that involves the
consultation of representatives of the categorical programs. In addition, the
timeline will include dissemination of the WHCL student equity plan through the
shared governance strategic planning process.
The categorical program staff are involved in many aspects of strategic planning
across campus as evidenced in constituency membership of the WHCL Strategic
Planning Team, the Planning and Governance Committee, the Budget Committees,
the Educational Master Plan committee and various other standing and ad hoc
committees. The staff lends a voice to the access, success, and persistence issues
on the various committees reflective of the needs of the categorical programs.
D. How effective the programs are in enabling success for underprepared and
underrepresented students? (i.e., are they using data to reassess how services
are provided?)
Analysis of student access and success reveals that an overwhelming majority of
students in WHCL categorical programs are performing as well as or better than
students not participating in categorical programs as evidenced by the table on the
following page.
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Mt!st Hi.s College Lemoore
Revision date: 613012008
GENERAL DATA
Telal studenls
Enrdled in CREDIT

All students %ofall

EOPS
(NonCARE)

%of
EOPS

%of
all

6,469
6.211
2,631
357
344

96.0%
40.7%
5.5%
5.3%

221
221
216
18
0.00

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
8.1%
0.0%

3.4%
3.6%
8.2%
5.0%
0.0%

4,015
2,391
63

62.1%
37.0%
1.0%

167
54
0

75.6%
24.4%
0.0%

AGE GROUP
<20
20-24
25-29
30-49
50+
Unkno1llofl!DTS

1,578
2,098
959
1,536
295
3

24.4%
32.4%
14.8%
23.7%
4.6%
0.0%

54
82
26
51
8

RACElETHNICITY
African-Arrerican
Asian
Fililino
Hispanic
Natiw American
other
PacifIC Islander
While
Unknown/DTS

419
365
239
2,458
79
97
28
2,444
340

6.5%
5.6%
3.7%
38.0%
1.2%
1.5%
0.4%
37.8%
5.3%

19
1
3
140
7
4
0
42
5

412
32
36

6.4%
0.5%
0.6%

42
0
9

Cred~FTES

Enrdled in NONCREDIT
Noncred~ FTES
ACCESS
GENDER
Female
Male
Unknown IDTS

DISABILITY
Prirmrv Disabiilv
Secondary Disalililv
Deot of Rehalil~ation

%of
CARE CARE

6
0.2

100.0%
100.0%
99.7%
8.0%
0.3%

1.2%
1.2%
2.5%
1.7%
0.1%

424
234
154
215
327

100.0%
55.2%
32.0%
50.7%
68.0%

6.6%
3.8%
5.9%
60.2%
95.0%

205
201
144
19
0.70

100.0%
98.0%
99.5%
9.3%
0.5%

3.2%
32%
5.5%
5.3%
02%

4.2%
2.3%
0.0%

74
1
0

98.7%
1.3%
0.0%

1.8%
1.3%
0.0%

192
207
25

45.3%
48.8%
5.9%

4.8%
8.7%
39.7%

167
38
0

81.5%
18.5%
0.0%

42%
1.6%
OD%

24.4%
37.1%
11.8%
23.1%
3.6%

3.4%
3.9%
2.7%
3.3%
2.7%

6
25
20
24
0

8.0%
33.3%
26.7%
32.0%
0.0%

0.4%
1.2%
2.1%
1.6%
0.0%

50
119
59
140
56

11.8%
28.1%
13.9%
33.0%
13.2%

3.2%
5.7%
6.2%
9.1%
19.0%

15
88
47
53
2

7.3%
42.9%
22.9%
25.9%
1.0%

42%
4.9%
3.5%
0.7%

8.6%
0.5%
1.4%
63.3%
3.2%
1.8%
0.0%
19.0%
2.3%

4.5%
0.3%
1.3%
5.7%
8.9%
4.1%
0.0%
1.7%
1.5%

12
1
0
39
0
0
0
19
4

16.0%
1.3%
0.0%
52.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
25.3%
5.3%

2.9%
0.3%
0.0%
1.6%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.8%
1.2%

56
4
6
152
6
9
0
178
13

13.2%
0.9%
1.4%
35.8%
1.4%
2.1%
0.0%
42.0%
3.1%

13.4%
1.1%
2.5%
6.2%
7.6%
9.3%
0.0%
7.3%
3.8%

28
3
5
97
5
1
0
60
6

13.7%
1.5%
2.4%
47.3%
2.4%
0.5%
0.0%
29.3%
2.9%

19.0% 10.2%
0.0% 0.0%
4.1% 25.0%

9
0
0

12.0%
0.0%
0.0%

2.2%
0.0%
0.0%

412
32
34

97.2%
7.5%
8.0%

100.0%
100.0%
94.4%

18
1
0

8.8%
0.5%
0.0%

14

75
75

%of
%of
%of
%of
Cal
all DSP&S DSP&S % of all WORKs CaIWORKs all

66

lD%

6.7%
OB%

2.1%
3.9%
6.3%
lD%
OD%

2.5%
lB%

4.4%
3.1%
OD%

The Dean of Instruction has established a comprehensive timeline for program
review and mid-term reporting which is the mechanism for evaluating program
effectiveness. This process includes both instructional and non-instructional
programs, specifically categorical programs. A comprehensive, ongoing training
timeline supports the categorical staff in analyzing data reflective of their
programs, particularly students’ success and access of underrepresented programs.
During the program review process, the Director of Institutional Effectiveness and
Planning provides program specific data. Categorical programs use this data to
evaluate program effectiveness and implement improvements for student success
and access. This process activates the mechanism for strategic planning; which
includes the budget allocation committee.
E. How the program directors/coordinators and the business office work together
to monitor allowable expenditures and reconcile fiscal reporting.
Program directors, deans, and support staff work closely with the district business
office through frequent and ongoing meetings and communications; when
necessary, individual consultations are also scheduled.
The Matriculation
Coordinator, Dean of Students and Associate Dean outline the fiscal management
plan in the program plan or the expenditure sheet which is developed and
reviewed by the business office. Those documents are approved by the Dean of
Students, President, and Vice Chancellor of Business Services prior to submittal
to the System Office. These documents are maintained in the business office and
serves as a resource and reference for allocations and reporting to the WHCCD
Board of Trustees.
The Datatel system provides up-to-date line item expenses and tracks
expenditures throughout the year. The system prevents any final procurement
before all signatures are collected. The District Office has made themselves
available to provide its expertise in fiscal planning and year end close outs.
Appropriate categorical and business office staff has access to the same fiscal
information in Datatel.
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III. Program-Specific Self-Evaluation
Matriculation: Credit and Non-Credit
A. Management Information System (MIS) Data Reporting - For access, progress
and success, MIS data for the prior three years (2005-06, 2006-07, and 200708) will be provided annually by the System Office for each college. Program
staff will need to conduct an analysis of the data sent by the System Office.
Colleges may also use in-house data to complete this section.
Questions for Analysis:
1. How is the categorical program director involved in the review of MIS data
before it is submitted to the System Office?
At least once a semester, usually at the beginning, the Matriculation Coordinator
conducts training at the regularly scheduled counseling and advising meeting.
This training covers how to properly input the MIS student data so that all
contacts can be extracted. The District Programmer/Analyst extracts the MIS data
from Datatel and places it into a readable Excel format for review by the
Matriculation Coordinator. The data is put into tabular reports to help identify
weaknesses; as well as measure overall counts more easily. The Coordinator
reviews the data for accuracy. Prior to the final extract, the Matriculation
Coordinator in collaboration with the Dean of Students notifies students services
personnel that all appropriate and/or corrected data must be input into the system
by a specified date. Student Services personnel correct and update the data before
the date specified. The final data extract occurs at this point and is sent to the
System Office.
2. Do the data appear to be accurate? Do the numbers of students in the MIS
report match your program records?
The overall count of students in the matriculation report is accurate given the
enrollment at the college. For the matriculation program, the number of students
in the MIS report matches the program records, because the data that is being
reported is filed electronically into the very database used for reporting. In the
matriculation program, the majority of documentation is housed in the MATI
screen of Datatel; the MIS reporting software reads these same fields.
Additionally, transcripts from other colleges are scanned into an electronic
database as are the student education plans. These electronic files are available to
counselors and advisors and become an official part of the student files. Students
in the categorical programs are included in Matriculation. However, the data
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relies on counselors/advisors to hand input the correct contact codes for every
individual contact they have with students. The only concern related to the data is
that it is dependent on individual counselor/advisor input and it is difficult to
validate the accuracy.
3. If the data does not appear to be accurate, identify the problem (e.g. too
many or too few participants listed; demographics seem incorrect, etc.).
Document the process used to identify the problem. Share this information
with the college information technology services staff to determine ways to
correct your MIS reporting.
The CCC System Office began clarification of the data in 2007 that stated SM01
is an “informed goal after receiving matriculation services” has caused a change
in the process for the Counseling/Advising staff. Prior to the summer of 2007, the
informed education goal data was downloaded automatically from the online
application and was not “informed.” Instead it represented data provided by the
student on the application for admission without any direction, consultation, or
feedback from counselors/advisors. To solve this problem, Datatel was
reprogrammed in summer of 2007 and all records housed in this section of Datatel
were eliminated. Essentially, the SM01 data then needed to be hand input. In
order to successfully transition through this process, the Matriculation
Coordinator needed to be trained and then train all counselors/advisors to input
this data individually as they meet with students. This training occurred late
November of 2007. Consequently, the data is not wholly reflective of the services
being provided, however, the data should be more accurate and continue to
improve with each consecutive semester.
SM12 “Counseling/Advising-Services” and SM13 “Academic- Follow-upServices” reporting is improving each semester; however, it does not appear that
the counselors and advisors are capturing all of our counseling and follow up
services. Since the summer of 2007 the counselors/advisors have done a better
job of documenting individual appointments and coding them correctly into
Datatel; therefore the data is improving. Since our college was accredited in the
summer of 2006, the matriculation coordinator has provided training at the
counselor/advisor meetings and has been available to better assist in improving
the data.
B. Access - Identify how accessible the program is by comparing demographic
data from the college to the program. Data to be compared include gender,
ethnicity, age, informed educational goal, Pell and BOG fee waiver recipients,
English Language Learners (ELL) and students with disabilities.
Questions for Analysis:
1. How does the program compare with the total college demographic data?
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West Hills College Lemoore Revision
date: 6/30/2008

All
Students % of all *Matric

% of
Matric % of all

GENERAL DATA
Total Students
Enrolled in CREDIT
Credit FTES
Enrolled in NONCREDIT
Noncredit FTES

6,469
6,211
2,631
357
344

96.0%
40.7%
5.5%
5.3%

926
922
434
37
3

100.0%
99.6%
46.8%
4.0%
0.3%

14.3%
14.8%
7.0%
0.6%
0.1%

GENDER
Female
Male
Unknown /DTS

4,015
2,391
63

62.1%
37.0%
1.0%

534
387
5

57.7%
41.8%
0.5%

8.6%
6.2%
0.1%

AGE GROUP
< 20
20 - 24
25 - 29
30 - 49
50 +
Unknown/DTS

1,578
2,098
959
1,536
295
3

24.4%
32.4%
14.8%
23.7%
4.6%
0.0%

361
223
140
185
16
1

39.0%
24.1%
15.1%
20.0%
1.7%
0.1%

5.8%
3.6%
2.3%
3.0%
0.3%
0.0%

RACE/ETHNICITY
African-American
Asian
Filipino
Hispanic
Native American
Other
Pacific Islander
White
Unknown/DTS

419
365
239
2,458
79
97
28
2,444
340

6.5%
5.6%
3.7%
38.0%
1.2%
1.5%
0.4%
37.8%
5.3%

71
22
64
329
11
11
8
361
49

7.7%
2.4%
6.9%
35.5%
1.2%
1.2%
0.9%
39.0%
5.3%

1.1%
0.4%
1.0%
5.3%
0.2%
0.2%
0.1%
5.8%
0.8%

412
32
36

6.4%
0.5%
0.6%

36
1
4

3.9%
0.1%
0.4%

0.6%
0.0%
0.1%

3,888
2,581
2,492
1,450
1,068

60.1%
39.9%
38.5%
22.4%
16.5%

471
455
435
281
191

50.9%
49.1%
47.0%
30.3%
20.6%

12.1%
17.6%
17.5%
19.4%
17.9%

ACCESS

DISABILITY
Primary Disability
Secondary Disability
Dept. of Rehabilitation

FINANCIAL AID
Not Received
Received
BOG Waiver
PELL Grant
Other
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In the 06-07 school year, 6,469 total students enrolled at WHCL; 30% are
considered full time students with a credit load of 12 or more units. For purposes
of this report, a matriculated student is defined as one who participated in
assessment, orientation, and/or had contact with a counselor or advisor.
When reviewing the statistics, the following statements can be made with a 95%
certainty that the statistical differences are not due to chance. With respect to
gender breakdowns, there are 4.4% fewer women represented in the matriculation
program as compared to females in the college population. However, 4.8% more
men participate in the matriculation program as compared to males in the general
college population.
With respect to ethnicity, the African-American, Hispanic, Native American,
Pacific Islander, and Caucasian students participate in the matriculation program
at about the same rates (no statistical significance) when compared to the same
sub-groups of the general population. The Filipino students are matriculating at a
rate 3.2% better than the general student population. However, Asian students are
only matriculating about half as well when compared to the number of Asian
students in the general population (2.4% vs. 5.6%).
Students under the age of 20, matriculate at a much better rate when compared to
students aged 20 or younger in the general student population (39.0% vs. 24.4%).
Students ages 25-29 and 30-49 are matriculating at about the same rate as their
respective age groups in the general student population. However, students aged
20-24 and 50 and older are not well represented in the matriculation population.
Approximately 10% of WHCL students are English Language Learners.
However, data regarding English Language Learners and students’ informed
educational goal was not available for review and comparison between the
matriculation program and the general student population.
Students who receive the BOG Waiver or the Pell Grant are more likely to
matriculate when compared to the general student population (47% vs. 38.5% and
30.3% vs. 22.4% respectively.)
The proportion of students with a disability who matriculate is about half in
comparison to the general student population with a disability (3.9% vs. 6.4%).
Students with a disability represent 6.4% of the general population; however they
only represent 3.9% of the matriculation program.
2. Describe the areas where you have concerns about access.
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The Matriculation Program has concerns about access for female students, Asian
students, students ages 20-24 and over 50, and students with a disability. The
Matriculation Coordinator and Associate Dean of Categorical Programs suspect
that the students with disabilities are receiving the services and matriculating;
however, the data is not being captured or input to reflect this.
3. Please describe any plans in place for improving access.
The following plans are in place for improving access:
Sending an email to all students informing them about matriculation and
the services available and inviting them to participate.
Providing sessions of New Student Orientation during Welcome Week.
The Student Success Committee is exploring mandating orientation and
proposing this through the governance process.
The Matriculation Coordinator and counselors will also visit classes and
make presentations about services available and student education plans.
Utilizing the Student Portal to promote and advertise matriculation
services.
4. What programs and services do you feel specifically contribute to student
access at your college? Why?
The following programs and services contribute to student access at WHCL:
“Xtreme Registration” is offered from 6:00 PM until 12:00 AM on the
Friday prior to the start of each semester. It provides a one-stop shop
approach for students to take advantage of all the services necessary for
enrolling for the semester including application assistance, new student
orientation, assessment and counseling/advising.
Online application, registration and new student orientation provide a
mechanism for students to get services in a non-traditional format and at
whatever time is convenient.
The majority of matriculation services are provided in one location
allowing for easy access for students.
The majority of categorical programs are housed in the same location as
most of the matriculation services; this allows for increased
communication, easy accessibility and a strategic and efficient approach to
services for students.
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C. Progress - Compare how well students served by the program perform
compared to those of the whole college. Data to be compared include course
success rates, academic and progress dismissal, and persistence.
Questions for Analysis:
1. How well do the students served by your program perform compared to the
total college population?
West Hills College Lemoore
Revision date: 6/30/2008

All
Students

% of
all

*Matric

% of
Matric

% of
all

GENERAL DATA
PROGRESS
PERSISTENCE
Enrolled in Fall 06
Persisted to Spring 07
Fall 06 to Fall07

3,850
2,476
1,647

59.5%
64.3%
42.8%

501
383
262

54.1%
76.4%
52.3%

13.0%
15.5%
15.9%

COURSE COMPLETION - Enrollment and success is based on duplicated enrollments
DEGREE APPLICABLE
Attempted
20,717 100.0%
3362
100.0% 16.2%
Successful
12,982
62.7%
2115
62.9% 16.3%
BASIC SKILLS
ESL
Attempted
40
0.6%
9
100.0% 22.5%
Successful
34
85.0%
9
100.0% 26.5%
ENGLISH
Attempted
385
6.0%
135
100.0% 35.1%
Successful
217
56.4%
71
52.6% 32.7%
MATH
Attempted
321
5.0%
103
100.0% 32.1%
Successful
210
65.4%
69
67.0% 32.9%
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT -Enrollment & success is based on duplicated enrollments
Apprenticeship (SAM = A)
Attempted
0
0.0%
0
0.0%
0.0%
Successful
0
0.0%
0
0.0%
0.0%
Adv. Occupational (SAM = B)
Attempted
97
100.0%
Successful
59
60.8%
Clearly Occupational (SAM = C)
Attempted
4,226
100.0%
Successful (A,B,C,CR)
2,714
64.2%

15 100.0%
6 40.0%

15.5%
10.2%

523 100.0%
322 61.6%

12.4%
11.9%

In the degree applicable courses and vocational courses (WORKFORCE
DEVELOPMENT as indicated on the chart) students perform about the same as
students in the college population.
When comparing student progress in the ESL classes; all nine matriculated
students successfully passed the courses as compared to 85% of the general
student population who took ESL. Although the sample size is quite small (40
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students total, 9 matriculated) it is noteworthy that those students who received
matriculation services all succeeded.
When reviewing the English courses, the students in the matriculation program
have slightly lower success rates than the general student population (52.6% vs.
56.4%); however, the data demonstrates that the students in the matriculation
program actually attempt English at a much higher rate than the general
population (35.1% compared to 6.0%). This is significant because it indicates
that students who receive services are being directed to take English.
In the Math courses the students in the matriculation program perform about the
same as the students in the general student population (67% vs. 65.4%).
However, like English, students in the matriculation program attempt Math
courses at a higher rate than the general student population (32.1% vs. 5%). This
indicates that the matriculation program has a positive impact on student progress
as both Math and English are necessary courses for both foundational skills
development and most educational goals.
Data regarding academic and progress dismissal was not available for review and
comparison.
When comparing persistence, the data indicates that matriculation has a positive
impact on student progress. Students in the matriculation program persisted
12.1% better than the general student population from fall 2006 to spring 2006
(76.4% vs. 64.3%). The fall 2006 to fall 2007 persistence rates indicates an
improvement in the matriculation program of 9.5% (52.3% vs. 42.8%).
2. Describe areas where you have concern about student progress.
There are no significant concerns related to student progress in the matriculation
program at this time.
3. What programs and services do you feel specifically contribute to the
progress of students at your college? Why?
The following programs and services contribute to student progress at WHCL:
The Early Alert system allows for early identification and intervention for
students who have barriers to success in their classes.
Counselor follow up with instructors and students as a result of the Early
Alert system provides appropriate services and referrals for students.
The tutoring program provides a mechanism for success in classes that are
challenging for students.
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Providing a dedicated Advising Specialist for the Basic Skills students
allows for more personal and sustained follow up.
There is both a dedicated English Lab and Math Lab available to students.
The labs are staffed by full-time faculty in those learning areas for
assistance with homework, content area questions and to discuss ways to
overcome obstacles.
Although data was not provided on academic progress dismissal for
purposes of this report, the District Director of Enrollment does provide
semester reports to the Dean of Students and follow up occurs with these
students via a letter recommending they meet with a counselor.
D. Success - Review how well your students are completing their educational
goals. Data to be included are number of degrees and certificates awarded,
number of transfer-prepared students, number of transfers, and achievement
of non-credit educational goals.
Questions for Analysis:
1. How well do the program students perform compared to the total college
population?
West Hills College Lemoore Revision
date: 6/30/2008

All
Students

% of
all *Matric

% of
Matric

% of
all

GENERAL DATA
ACADEMIC SUCCESS
Degree
Certificate
Transferred to 4-Year
Unduplicated Success Rate
Transfer Directed
Transfer Prepared

349
24
1,544
1,725

5.4%
0.4%
23.9%
26.7%

762
572

11.8%
8.8%

27
2

2.9%
0.2%

Students in the matriculation program perform better overall in completing their
educational goals. The percentage of students in the matriculation program who
complete associates degrees is 7.7% as compared to 5.4% of students in the
general population. For certificates, matriculated students complete certificates at
a rate of 8.3% which is significantly higher than students in the general population
(0.4%).
Data regarding number of transfer prepared students and number of transfer
students was not available for review and comparison.
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7.7%
8.3%

Data regarding the achievement rate of non-credit educational goals was not
available for review and comparison.
2. Describe areas where you have concern about student success.
There are no significant concerns related to student success in the matriculation
program at this time.
3. What programs and services do you feel specifically contribute to the
success of students at your college? Why?
The following programs and services contribute to student success at WHCL:
New student orientation outlines the requirements for associate degrees,
transfer pathways, and certificate programs.
Counselor interaction with students in the completion of a student
education plan clarifies goal requirements and provides a planning
mechanism for students.
There is a dedicated transfer/career center with a full time counselor who
assists students in identifying and working toward their educational goals.
The Engineering Scholars Program and the Team T.E.A.C.H program
identify students with specific education goals and provide appropriate
support and in-depth services to enable students to succeed.
There is a dedicated counselor to assist nursing students in realizing their
educational goals.
E. Student Learning Outcomes - Describe your progress in the development and
implementation of Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) for the program at the
college.
Questions for Analysis:
1.What are the SLOs for the program?
1.) After completing a student educational plan (SEP), students will make
progress towards their informed educational goal.
2.) After completing orientation, students will understand that they need to meet
with a counselor to formalize their educational plan.
3.) After completing orientation, students will know that the preferred method of
communication between the district and them is via their West Hills College
student email account.
4.) After taking the assessment test, students will register for the appropriate
classes.
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5.) After meeting with a counselor or advisor for academic follow up, students
will be given the information necessary to be successful.
2.What process was used (or plan to use) to develop these outcomes?
The Matriculation program has completed both program level outcomes and
student learning outcomes. The program level outcomes were completed in
March of 2007 when the Matriculation Program Review Midterm Report was due.
The mid-term report is designed to review and assess the program outcomes. The
original program review was completed as a district wide program review as it
was prepared before Lemoore received accreditation as an independent college.
In reality, the mid-term report was prepared to reflect Lemoore’s program
outcomes independently. The program level outcomes were written based upon
the Strategic Plan for the college; the outcomes of Matriculation are aligned with
the goals outlined in the West Hills College Lemoore Strategic Plan. The
midterm report was written by a team comprised of two counselors (one is the
transfer/career counselor, the other is the Matriculation Coordinator), an advising
specialist and the Director of Institutional Planning and Effectiveness.
Once the program outcomes were written; the Matriculation Coordinator formed a
committee of counseling faculty and the Director of Institutional Effectiveness
and Planning that met multiple times to write the student learning outcomes. The
goals of the college’s Strategic Plan and the matriculation regulations provided
the framework and direction utilized to identify and write appropriate student
learning outcomes.
3.What types of activities are you conducting in order to achieve these
outcomes?
Activities for:
SLO #1-After a Student Educational Plan is on file and the student meets with a
counselor or advisor for follow up, the student’s goals are reviewed to ensure that
the student is making progress. If necessary, the SEP is updated or changed to
reflect the student’s current educational goal. If the student is not making
progress, the counselor may refer students to additional academic and health
support services or appropriate programs to ensure success. Counselors also
respond to Early Alert forms from faculty to check in with students who are not
succeeding in a class or who have barriers inhibiting their progress.
SLO #2- All new students are sent a letter prior to the start of the fall semester
and informed of the new student orientation and invited to attend. At the new
student orientation, students are educated about the value of meeting with a
counselor and completing a Student Education Plan. This message is reinforced
when the orientation covers students’ rights and responsibilities during the
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orientation- students are informed that they have the responsibility to obtain a
SEP. Counselors and advisors also go into basic skills and general education
classes and reinforce this message through announcements. Additionally,
completion of a SEP is a course assignment for the IS 1 College Success Class. It
is the common practice by the counselors to initiate the SEP with students the first
time a student meets with a counselor.
SLO #3- During the face-to-face orientation students are informed that they need
to utilize their West Hills College student email. This is covered several times
and is also illustrated on two different PowerPoint slides. In the online orientation
this information is covered and reinforced.
SLO #4- Upon completion of the assessment test the student is handed a form that
indicates their raw score on the test and interprets for them what Mathematics and
English courses to take. The counselors and advisors also utilize the placements
when assisting students with course selection.
SLO #5- When a counselor meets with a student as a result of an Early Alert, the
counselor assesses the students’ needs and assists the student in meeting those
needs. Often a referral to tutoring, academic support, or other outside agencies is
generated as a result of the appointment.
4.How are you assessing the achievement of the outcomes?
For SLO #1, the achievement of the outcomes is assessed by coding in Datatel
the informed educational goal and updating the major in SACP. The completion
rates are tracked by cohort and checked to ensure that students are progressing
toward their educational goal as stated in the SEP.
For SLO #2, the achievement of the outcomes is assessed using a pre- and post
survey. The survey question is “Who do you meet with to identify the courses
needed to reach your educational goal?” and the answer options are: Instructor,
Financial Aid, Friends, and Counselor.
For SLO #3, the achievement of the outcomes will also be measured utilizing the
pre- and post-survey. The survey question is “Which email should you use for
online classes and for correspondence with the campus?” and the answer options
are: Home email, whccd.net, parent’s email, or work email.
For SLO #4, the achievement of the outcomes is assess by identifying a cohort of
students who took the placement test and check their schedule to determine
whether they have registered for the appropriate classes.
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For SLO #5, the achievement of the outcomes is measured by tracking the Early
Alert students and their success rates.
5. How have you used the assessment information to improve the services?
As a result of the assessments completed at the Spring 2008 New Student
Orientation, wherein 42.8% of the students did not know that the preferred
method of communication between the district and them is via their West Hills
College student email account; the Matriculation Coordinator has identified the
need for further and more specific training to be given to the staff providing new
student orientation services. Additionally, the Matriculation Coordinator added
slides to the face-to-face orientation PowerPoint that further emphasize student
usage of the WHCCD email and completion of a SEP. In developing the script
for the online orientation, content was added to reinforce the message that the
WHCCD email is the main form of communication utilized by the district.
F.

Compliance - Provide an overview of how each program is meeting the
applicable minimum requirements of the federal laws and regulations,
California Education Code, Title 5 regulations, Budget Act Language and/or
program guidelines. The key areas to be reviewed include: 1) student
eligibility, 2) student services, 3) program requirements, and 4) funding,
expenditures, and accountability. The review should clearly demonstrate that
the programs are responsibly handling categorical dollars.
Student Eligibility
The Matriculation process is a comprehensive and integrated set of services
designed to enhance student retention and persistence, and thereby contribute
to the educational opportunities of all students. Matriculation provides and
coordinates fundamental student services, including admissions and orientation
assistance, general assessment, counseling/advisement, and follow-up
assistance to all non-exempt, students in credit and noncredit Matriculation
programs. Please provide a copy of your Board approved exemption policy for
Matriculation.
Student Services
Admissions
The admissions component is the first opportunity for the potential student to
declare an educational goal and to identify any supportive or language needs
that may be critical to the student’s successful enrollment.
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Are there significant student populations on campus that speak primary
languages other than English? If yes, are there application materials available
for these students in their native languages?
West Hills College Lemoore has identified a significant Spanish speaking
population on campus. Application materials are available in Spanish for these
students. Students can choose to complete an online Spanish version of the
application or a paper Spanish version of the application. The online application
is available in both English and Spanish; at any time students can switch between
languages by clicking a button. This function allows students to interpret and
answer each question in the language in which they feel most comfortable and
proficient. In addition, Spanish speaking student services personnel are available
to assist students with the application.
(Title 5 - 55520(a); 55522; 55510(a)(4))
Orientation
The orientation component signals the student’s introduction to the college
environment and provides the opportunity for the student and counselor/advisor
to interact while exposing the student to the college’s programs, services,
facilities and grounds, academic expectations and institutional procedures.
1. What modes of orientation are available to students?
West Hills College Lemoore offers multiple sessions of face-to-face orientation
prior to the start of each semester. It is offered in conjunction with “Xtreme
Registration,” an event that occurs on our campus the Friday before the beginning
of the fall and spring semesters. The event occurs in the evening and the different
orientation sessions are offered between the hours of 6 p.m. and midnight. In
addition to the face-to-face orientation format, an online orientation has been
developed, filmed, and is in the final stages of production. The goal is to have it
ready and in use prior to the fall 2008 semester.
2. What topics are covered in orientation? Is there a script, PowerPoint
presentation or outline available? If yes, please provide a copy.
Orientation covers a variety of information that a committee of college faculty,
staff, and administrators identified as necessary to student success. Topics
covered during orientation include: Catalog, Student Complaint Procedures,
Sexual Harassment Policy, Matriculation, Assessment, Student Education Plans,
“MyWestHills,” Student Email, Pre-Requisites and Co-Requisites, Class
Delivery, Student Services, Financial Aid, Support Programs and Services,
Certificates, Associate Degrees, Transfer, Bookstore, Student Life, and important
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phone numbers and resources. There is a script of the online orientation as well
as a PowerPoint presentation available.
3. Are modified modes of orientation available for ethnic or language minority
groups?
At least one face-to-face session of the orientations offered during “Xtreme
Registration” is offered in Spanish. The online orientation has a Spanish captions
option available for student to select as well as closed captions for those with a
disability.
(Title 5 - 55530(b)(d); 55502(j); 58106(c)(d)(e); 55534 (a)(b); 55522;
55532(a)(c)(d))
Assessment
The assessment component is critical to the accurate placement of students into
the college’s curricula. Student placement must be accomplished with an
approved test instrument and appropriate multiple measures. If the college uses
a self-placement procedure, identify the elements of the placement process.
1. Are all validation studies for the college’s assessment instruments up to date?
Yes; the current assessment instruments used by the West Hills College District
were implemented in the spring of 2005. At that time, the cut scores were
validated by the West Hills College Coalinga Matriculation Coordinator (WHCL
gained accreditation in summer of 2006.) Since then additional validation studies
have occurred. A validation study is currently being undertaken this semester
(spring 2008) for the Math assessment instrument. The English assessment
instrument was validated by the Matriculation Coordinator in spring of 2007.
2. Describe the multiple measures and how they are regularly used for placement.
The multiple measures that are most commonly used at West Hills College
Lemoore by counselors and advisors for placement purposes are high school
transcripts, college transcripts, self reporting, instructor recommendations and
assessment tests. When discussing course placement with a student, counselors
and advisors utilize the above mentioned measurements to identify the classes in
which students are most likely to succeed.
3. Identify the test instruments used for placement.
The College Test of English Proficiency (CTEP) is the English assessment
instrument currently used for placement. However, the English faculty, in a
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meeting with the Matriculation Coordinator, expressed concern regarding the fact
that the CTEP does not include a writing sample of student work. The
Matriculation Coordinator has agreed to work with the faculty in exploring other
assessment options in the next academic year.
The test instrument used for math placement is the UC/CSU Mathematics
Diagnostic Testing Project (MDTP.) However, the Matriculation Coordinator is
currently researching other test options for mathematics placement purposes at the
request of the Mathematics Learning Area faculty.
(Title 5 - 55510(a)(4); 55520(c); 55521(a)(b)(c)(e); 55522; 55532(a)(c)(d))
Counseling and Advising
The counseling and advisement component provides academic advice as well as
academic planning opportunities for all students. The college must provide
these services to all nonexempt students with reasonable attempts to counsel the
following student groups: probationary, those enrolled in pre-collegiate basic
skills courses and students without a declared educational goal.
1. How do you address the counseling needs of:
Students who speak languages other than English?
West Hills College Lemoore employs Spanish speaking student services
personnel including three advising specialists to assist students. In addition, the
district appointed Spanish speaking representative is a WHCL student services
assistant who provides students with assistance at the initial point of contact.
Evening/weekend students?
The college provides counselors and advisors in the evenings. The student
services’ building is open Monday through Thursday from 7:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. and
from 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Fridays. This schedule parallels the course offerings;
classes are offered in the evenings Monday through Thursday with the latest class
session beginning at 7 p.m. There is counselor coverage until 7 p.m. Monday
through Thursday. West Hills College Lemoore does not offer a weekend
program at this time.
Students attending summer or inter-sessions?
Each spring the Lead Counselor (who is also the Matriculation Coordinator)
organizes a meeting with all counselors to coordinate their schedules to ensure
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full time counseling faculty coverage throughout the year including summer and
the winter break.
Advising specialists work on a 12 month contract.
Additionally, adjunct counseling faculty are also employed year round.
Students who are only distance education students?
Counseling and advising resources exist online for students who are only distance
education students. These resources include “Ask-a-Counselor,” a form online
that allows students to ask specific questions and receive an answer via email.
Counselors also schedule phone appointments on an as needed basis. The West
Hills College Lemoore website also provides a lot of resources including links to
services for students. During business hours, the district employs a technology
support/help desk professional to assist students with their technology needs.
Other students who seek online counseling support?
In addition to the services outlined above, West Hills College Lemoore also offers
an online orientation for new students that provide necessary information
regarding counseling and advising services to online students.
2. Describe how paraprofessionals
counseling/advising services.

are

used

in

the

provision

of

West Hills Community College District employs advising specialists to assist in
meeting students’ needs. Advising specialists assist with registration, orientation,
class selection, and administer the placement tests. Several advising specialists
are designated fulltime to specific programs and perform all counseling/advising
services for students in that program.
3. Describe the activities associated with developing Student Educational Plans
(SEPs)
At what point in the counseling/advising process is the SEP initiated?
Students are expected to identify a specific educational goal during the term after
which they complete 12 units. Once they have identified a specific goal, the
student is expected to meet with a counselor to complete a SEP.
How many SEPs are written by counselors or advisors each term?
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Below is the numbers of SEPs written by counselors or advisors each term as
reported in Datatel for 06-07 academic terms and fall of 2007:
2006/SU - 0
2006/FA - 143
2007/SP – 107
2007/FA - 243
These numbers appear to be low. The data is derived through each advisor and
counselor inputting contact codes into Datatel upon meeting with students. Since
our college was accredited in the summer of 2006, the matriculation coordinator
has provided training at the counselor/advisor meetings and has been available to
better assist in improving the data. As the data demonstrates, each semester the
data has improved. The matriculation coordinator reinforces this training each
semester and expects that the data will continue to improve.
How often are the SEPs reviewed and updated?
The process for reviewing and updating SEPs are initiated by students. This
process occurs informally as a result of student appointments with counselors and
advisors. The process is often initiated by counselors if the student has been
referred as a result of an Early Alert or has been academically disqualified or
placed on probation; the counselor will utilize the SEP as a tool for directing the
student. Additionally, when a student appeals financial aid, a SEP is initiated; for
those students who have them already, the SEP is reviewed and updated at the
time of the appeal.
Are SEPs available in an electronic format?
SEPs are not currently available in an electronic format. A team of student
services personnel reviewed the Datatel module that provides this service to
students to determine whether the district wants to purchase the module. After
reviewing the technology and exploring this option, the team decided the
technology did not support all of the services necessary to provide an electronic
SEP. However, the student services subcommittee of the West Hills College
Information Systems Team (WHCIST-ST) has identified placing an electronic
SEP on the web as a priority for the district and the team is currently exploring
other options.
(Title 5-55520(d) (g)(1)(2); 55523(a)(1)(2)(3)(4); 55526; 55525(a),(b)(c)(d);
55530(d); 55201(f),(g);58106(c),(d),(e); 55534(b); 55522; 55510(a)(4)(5);
55532(a)(c)(d))
Student Follow-Up
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The student follow-up component is intended to ensure that students who are
experiencing academic difficulties are identified early enough during the term
for appropriate and effective intervention to occur.
Describe the follow-up services provided for students who are on probation or
dismissal status, basic skills, undecided, provided by the college:
How are students selected for follow-up?
The District Director of Enrollment Services runs a report out of Datatel that
indicates- probationary, dismissal, president’s list and dean’s list students. The
lists are sent to the Dean of Students to be distributed as appropriate. Those
students who are identified as probationary or dismissed status are sent a letter
that informs them of their academic status and the services that are available. The
letter urges them to see a counselor and to take advantage of the academic support
services. When these students see a counselor they are often referred to tutoring.
Students are also informed of tutoring services through a variety of ways
including orientation, instructor referral, flyers, via the campus website, and
school newspaper.
Basic Skills students receive follow up services through a basic skills advising
specialist who works closely with the instructors of the basic skills courses. The
advising specialist contacts students who exhibit risk factors such as poor
attendance, late or missing work, and poor academic progress and connects these
students with appropriate services. The Basic Skills advising specialist is diligent
in tracking down students via phone calls, emails, text messages, and intercepting
them in class. Additionally, he visits the classes regularly to remind students to
take advantage of services and to meet with him for support and assistance.
Students who are undecided are referred to the Career/Transfer center to take
personality inventories and assessments to identify their aptitudes and interests.
This process often occurs at the time a student meets with a counselor to develop
a Student Education Plan.
How does instructional faculty participate in follow-up?
The instructional faculty members participate in follow up activities in a variety
of ways. The most formal mechanism for faculty participation in student follow
up is utilization of the Early Alert System. A lot of the follow up occurs
informally. Full time faculty engage in student follow up through office hours:
these hours are published in the course syllabus. Many faculty will email students
directly. The learning communities also provide faculty with another avenue for
student follow up: the instructors who team teach the courses often converse with
each other regarding student attendance, performance, etc. Currently the college
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is looking at using Basic Skills money to implement a faculty/staff mentor
program for students in the basic skills classes to provide them an additional
avenue of support and follow-up services. Another way in which instructional
faculty participate in follow up is they identify those students needing tutoring
and complete the faculty referral portion of the tutoring application. Often times
faculty will also assist with follow-up by referring students to a specific counselor
or advisor based upon appropriate student demographics; for example a student
may share with a faculty member that they are the first in their family to attend
college and they are struggling financially and the faculty member recommends to
the student that they check out the EOPS program.
Does the college utilize an Early Alert Program?
West Hills College Lemoore utilizes an Early Alert Program. There is an online
counseling referral form that faculty and staff can fill out and submit to notify
student services of any concerns related to individual students. The form
generates an email that is sent to a counselor who is responsible for coordinating
the program. The coordinator reads the email and disseminates it to the
appropriate individual or program for follow up. It is expected that the student
will be contacted within 48 hours (at the latest; if the counselor determines that
the situation requires immediate intervention it is handled accordingly.) Once the
student has been contacted, the individual who submitted the referral is notified
that the student has received services. Please note that confidentiality of the
student is maintained throughout the process. The Matriculation Coordinator
reminds the faculty of the process at the start of each semester at Flex Day
activities and sends an email with instructions and a link to the online form at the
start of the semester and at the mid-way point.
(Title 5 - 55520(f)(g); 55522; 55523(a)(1-3); 55526; 55510(a)(4))
Program Requirements
Coordination and Training
Much of the coordination of Matriculation services depends upon a network of
service providers with different responsibilities. It is important that staff and
personnel in each component be properly integrated into the comprehensive
Matriculation process. This is accomplished primarily with training and staff
development opportunities.
1. Identify who is responsible for each matriculation component and the process
used to keep staff up-to-date on matriculation requirements.
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The Matriculation Coordinator is on the system wide matriculation list serve. As
updates and information is sent out via the list serve, the matriculation coordinator
disseminates that information through the proper channels on our campus via
email, meetings, and trainings.
The Student Services Office Manager is responsible for coordination and training
of the Admissions component. The Office Manager keeps the students services
assistants informed of any changes related to the application process and students
records.
The Matriculation Coordinator is responsible for coordination and training related
to the orientation component. This includes training new orientation presenters,
updating the orientation PowerPoint and managing the online orientation.
Counseling/Advising training occurs regularly; the mechanism is the bi-monthly
counseling and advising meeting. This meeting is chaired by the Dean of
Students and matriculation is a regular informational item on the agenda. In
addition, the schedule of the meetings is set in such a way as to allow for in-depth
training to happen once a month.
Student Follow up is coordinated by the Matriculation Coordinator. Peer tutors
are trained in their courses (EA 50, EA 55, and EA 58.) Each semester the
Matriculation Coordinator covers the Early Alert process in the adjunct faculty
orientation. In addition, all faculty are sent a reminder email with a link to the
online Early Alert form and instructions on how to use the form at the start of
every semester.
In consultation with the Matriculation Coordinator, the Director of Institutional
Effectiveness and Planning supports the Research and Evaluation component of
matriculation and assists with training. This includes providing data and analysis
for program evaluation.
The faculty Curriculum Chairperson and CIO are responsible for training and
updates related to Pre-Requisites/Co-Requisites. This training typically occurs at
the weekly curriculum committee meetings as updates and changes come down
from the System Office.
2. What types of matriculation training are provided to faculty, staff and
administrators (e.g. FLEX activities, etc.)
In the spring of 2008 at Flex Day the matriculation coordinator hosted a workshop
entitled “Matriculation Matters.” All faculty members attended the workshop; the
content was an overview of matriculation. It is the priority of the Matriculation
Coordinator to continue to conduct in-service trainings. It is the intent of the
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Matriculation Coordinator to conduct this training at the newly implemented
Classified Staff Duty Day.
Since spring of 2008 the Matriculation Coordinator has attended the adjunct
faculty orientations and provided an overview of matriculation and training on the
services available to students, including how to complete the Early Alert online
form. The matriculation coordinator also attends faculty brown bag sessions,
senate workshops and meetings, and curriculum workshops and meetings to
answer any matriculation related questions and provide information on
regulations.
Annual trainings to student services staff are provided by the Matriculation
Coordinator via the counseling and advising meetings. Additionally, the Student
Services Office Manager is responsible to monitor admissions and registration
services and provide training as necessary to the student services assistants.
(Title 5 - 55516; 55510(a)(3)(4); 55523(b)
Research and Evaluation
The research and evaluation component can readily illustrate the efficacy of the
provision of Matriculation services by analyzing and reporting on student
retention, persistence, course completions, educational goals, transfer, etc.
1. Describe the resources available and committed for matriculation research.
West Hills College Lemoore has access to several resources for matriculation
research. There is a Director of Institutional Effectiveness and Planning who
provides consultation services and is responsible for district research. Although
he is located at the district office, he is very accessible and works closely with the
Matriculation Coordinator to provide any needed research and or data. In
addition, there is a full time Research Assistant; although this is a district-wide
position as well, she is based at the Lemoore campus. In addition to the research
specific positions, the “Data Warehouse” was created. It is a data repository
designed to ease/facilitate reporting functions and duties which allows WHCCD
to be more effective in generating reports. It can be accessed whenever
necessary.
Additionally, there is a district Programmer/Analyst who is responsible for all of
the MIS reporting including matriculation specific reports. The District Director
of Enrollment also assists with querying Datatel, the student services software for
matriculation related research.
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2. Describe the research agenda supporting matriculation and what studies have
been completed.
There are several active research projects that the district has completed and
continues to research. The matriculation research agenda is driven by the
matriculation SLOs and the program goals. The Community College Survey of
Student Engagement (CCSSE) was first implemented in 2007 and is reassessed
annually. This survey provides the campus with information regarding student
satisfaction with their overall college experience.
Students who petition to receive an associate degree or certificate are given an
exit survey to provide the campus with additional information regarding students’
plans and their perception of the college experience.
The assessments of matriculation student learning outcomes are another ongoing
research agenda item. Some but not all of the SLOs related to matriculation have
been assessed. The SLOs are on a specific assessment cycle.
There are two surveys that were assessed to identify specific needs related to
student retention- the Student Retention Survey and the Student Retention Survey
for Faculty.
The College Performance Indicators identify how well we are doing with
enrollment services; these indicators assess High School Participation Rates and
Adult Participation Rates.
Finally, Program Review is an ongoing matriculation research item. Data
collected from program review provides direction for all matriculation services.
(Title 5 - 55512(a)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6); 55514(a)(b)(c)(d)(f)(g)(h); 55520(g);
55532(a); 55510(a)(4))
Prerequisites, Co-requisites and Advisories on Recommended Preparation
Establishing prerequisites, co-requisites, and advisories on recommended
preparation is an academic responsibility of instructional faculty. The
responsibility for ensuring that policies are in place in order to establish and
enforce pre- and co-requisites is shared by Matriculation.
1. Are there local board-adopted policies governing prerequisites?
Yes, there are local board-adopted policies governing prerequisites. The policies
are included in the evidence submitted with this document.
2. Have all prerequisites been approved by the curriculum committee?
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All the prerequisites have been approved by the curriculum committee and they
are reviewed along with the course outlines.
3. Does the college follow the Model District Policy?
WHCL does follow the Model District Policy.
(Title 5 - 55201(b)(3); 55002(b)(2)(D); 55002(a)(2)(E); 55510(a)(6); 55201(e);
55002(a)(2)(D); 55201(b)(1); 58106(b))
Funding, Expenditures and Accountability
The credit and noncredit Matriculation funding formulas are complex and
comprised of different elements with different weights and matching
requirements.
1. Are you familiar with the distinctions between the formulas and their elements
and how these determine the college/district allocation(s)? Would you like
technical assistance in this area?
The college is familiar with the distinctions between the formulas and their
elements and the way in which these determine the college/district allocations.
While WHCL does not think that technical assistance is necessary at this time, it
is felt that exploring best practices opportunities can assist in enhancing the
matriculation process and the Matriculation Coordinator is open and interested in
attending workshops and conferences related to best practices.
2. How do you ensure that Matriculation funds are only used to pay for allowable
matriculation expenditures?
The funding requests are initiated at any level and forwarded to the Dean of
Student Services. If there is a concern regarding whether the request is an
allowable matriculation expenditure, the Dean will consult with the Matriculation
Coordinator. The Matriculation Coordinator is familiar with the regulations and
makes recommendations to the Dean based upon the “CCCCO Matriculation
Allowable Expenditures Fact Sheet.” The Dean approves and signs the request.
It is then forwarded to the College President for approval and signature who in
turn forwards it to the Business Office for final signatures and approvals from the
Vice Chancellor of Business Services.
3. Describe the process for developing and approving the Matriculation Budget
and Expenditures.
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The Dean of Students works with the Program Development Assistant who is
familiar with the accounting process at the district level. The Program
Development Assistant coordinates the compilation of expenditure data for the
Dean of Students. Together, the Dean of Students and the Program Development
Assistant consult with the Matriculation Coordinator and District Director of
Enrollment to determine the fiscal needs of the matriculation program.
4. Identify the process for completing the Matriculation Year-End Report and
relationship to the district’s year-end program accounting.
The Program Development Assistant completes the Matriculation Year-End
Report in consultation with the Dean of Students, the Matriculation Coordinator
and the Director of Fiscal Services.
Other
a. With which other departments or areas on campus do you coordinate to provide
services to students?
The matriculation program works with most departments on campus. The
Matriculation Coordinator consults with other areas on campus as needed to
coordinate matriculation services and the Matriculation Coordinator is often
called upon by other departments for consultation related to student needs.
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III. Program-Specific Self-Evaluation
EOPS/CARE: Extended Opportunity Programs and Services/Cooperative
Agencies Resources for Education

The self-evaluation is based on the WASC Accreditation Standard IIB-Student Support Services:
“The institution recruits and admits diverse students who are able to benefit from
programs, consistent with its mission. Student support services address the identified
needs of students and enhance a supportive learning environment. The entire student
pathway through the institutional experience is characterized by a concern for student
access, progress, learning and success. The institution systematically assess student
support services using student learning outcomes, faculty and staff input, and other
appropriate measures in order to improve the effectiveness of these services.”
A. Management Information System (MIS) Data Reporting –for access, progress and
success, MIS data for the prior year (2006-07) will be provided annually by the System
Office for each college. Program staff will need to conduct an analysis of the data
sent by the System Office. Colleges may also use in-house data to complete this
section.
Questions for Analysis:
1. How is the categorical program director involved in the review of MIS data before it
is submitted to the State Chancellor’s Office?
EOPS staff enters student contacts into the Datatel system at the time of the contact. This
process allows for accurate data storage. The Secretary maintains an excel spreadsheet to
track student services data and uses this information for reconciliation. Prior to MIS
submission to the System Office, the District Programmer/Analyst and the Associate
Dean of Categorical Programs (EOPS Director) communicate regarding the accuracy of
the MIS data. The Secretary and the Associate Dean make any necessary clarifications to
the data. Once the data has been validated, the District Programmer/Analyst submits it to
the System Office.
2. Does the data appear to be accurate? Do the numbers of students in the MIS
report match your program records?
Yes, the data appears to be accurate and the numbers of the students match our program
report.
3.
If the data does not appear to be accurate, identify the problem (e.g. too many or
too few participants listed; demographics seem incorrect, ect.). Document the process
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used to identify the problem. Share this information with the college information
technology services staff to determine ways to correct your MIS reporting.
N/A
B. Access-Identify how accessible the program is by comparing demographic data from
the college to the program. Data to be compared include gender, ethnicity, age,
informed educational goal, Pell and BOGG fee waiver recipients, English Language
Learners (ELL) and students with disabilities.
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All Students

% of
all

EOPS
(NonCARE

% of
EOPS

% of
all

% of % of
CARE CARE all

GENERAL DATA
Total Students
Enrolled in CREDIT
Credit FTES
Enrolled in NONCREDIT
Noncredit FTES

6,469
6,211
2,631
357
344

96.0%
40.7%
5.5%
5.3%

221
221
216
18
0.00

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
8.1%
0.0%

3.4%
3.6%
8.2%
5.0%
0.0%

75
75
66
6
0.2

100.0%
100.0%
99.7%
8.0%
0.3%

1.2%
1.2%
2.5%
1.7%
0.1%

GENDER
Female
Male
Unknown /DTS

4,015
2,391
63

62.1%
37.0%
1.0%

167
54
0

75.6%
24.4%
0.0%

4.2%
2.3%
0.0%

74
1
0

98.7%
1.3%
0.0%

1.8%
1.3%
0.0%

AGE GROUP
< 20
20 - 24
25 - 29
30 - 49
50 +
Unknown/DTS

1,578
2,098
959
1,536
295
3

24.4%
32.4%
14.8%
23.7%
4.6%
0.0%

54
82
26
51
8

24.4%
37.1%
11.8%
23.1%
3.6%

3.4%
3.9%
2.7%
3.3%
2.7%

6
25
20
24
0

8.0%
33.3%
26.7%
32.0%
0.0%

0.4%
1.2%
2.1%
1.6%
0.0%

RACE/ETHNICITY
African-American
Asian
Filipino
Hispanic
Native American
Other
Pacific Islander
White
Unknown/DTS

419
365
239
2,458
79
97
28
2,444
340

6.5%
5.6%
3.7%
38.0%
1.2%
1.5%
0.4%
37.8%
5.3%

19
1
3
140
7
4
0
42
5

8.6%
0.5%
1.4%
63.3%
3.2%
1.8%
0.0%
19.0%
2.3%

4.5%
0.3%
1.3%
5.7%
8.9%
4.1%
0.0%
1.7%
1.5%

12
1
0
39
0
0
0
19
4

16.0%
1.3%
0.0%
52.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
25.3%
5.3%

2.9%
0.3%
0.0%
1.6%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.8%
1.2%

412
32
36

6.4%
0.5%
0.6%

42
0
9

19.0% 10.2%
0.0% 0.0%
4.1% 25.0%

9
0
0

12.0%
0.0%
0.0%

2.2%
0.0%
0.0%

ACCESS

DISABILITY
Primary Disability
Secondary Disability
Dept. of Rehabilitation
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All Students

% of
all

EOPS
(NonCARE

% of
EOPS

% of
all

% of % of
CARE CARE all

FINANCIAL AID
Not Received
Received
BOG Waiver
PELL Grant
Other

3,888
2,581
2,492
1,450
1,068

60.1%
39.9%
38.5%
22.4%
16.5%

1
220
221
210
210

0.5% 0.0%
99.5% 8.5%
100.0% 8.9%
95.0% 14.5%
95.0% 19.7%

0
75
74
68
67

0.0%
100.0%
98.7%
90.7%
89.3%

0.0%
2.9%
3.0%
4.7%
6.3%

Questions for Analysis:
1. How does the program compare with the total college demographic data?
With respect to gender breakdowns, there are 13.5% more female students in EOPS than
non-EOPS students; the EOPS male population is 12.6% less than the non-EOPS male
student population. There is a disproportionate number of CARE female students when
compared with male students in the CARE program and the general population. This
difference is due to the fact that one of the requirements for CARE students is to be a
single parent of at least one child under the age of 14 which typically is the female parent.
With respect to ethnic breakdown, both EOPS and CARE serve a very high population of
Hispanic students at 63.3% for EOPS and 52.0% for CARE. In contrast, Hispanic
students comprise only 38% of the total student population. While 37.8% of the students
attending WHCL are Caucasian, only 14.8% of the EOPS students are Caucasian and
25.3% comprise the CARE population.
2. Describe the areas where you have concerns about access.
The EOPS program is concerned about the access of Caucasian students; although several
strategies for recruiting have been tried, the dominate recruitment strategy has always
been word of mouth. A review of the data suggests that the Hispanic population is more
aware of the EOPS/CARE programs and actively utilize the services.
3. Please describe any plans in place for improving access.
The strategies listed below are intended to address the strategies for improving
access for students.
Working with departments on campus such as CalWorks and vocational education
programs to reach out and identify possible EOPS/CARE students.
Improving our working relationship with financial aid in identifying all BOGG A
and B students. We hope to capture more of these students that fall within the
demographics not generally associated with EOPS/CARE: non-minorities, males
and over 35 years.
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Improving early outreach activities in the local high schools and community
agencies.
Enlisting EOPS counselor attendance at feeder high school presentations along
with the general counselors to explain the programs requirements and benefits to
all high school seniors.
Providing the EOPS application online.
Increase advertising of EOPS eligibility requirements.
4. What programs and services do you feel specifically contribute to student access at
your college? Why?
The following bullets identify programs and services that contribute to student access at
WHCL:
In the spring of 2007 an additional full time EOPS counselor was added with
extended evening hours. This improved access opportunities for students by
doubling the number of full time EOPS counselors.
Ongoing working relationships with college faculty; specifically faculty who
teach basic skills level courses and college success courses that help identify
potential EOPS/CARE students.
The EOPS Advisor’s established and sustained relationship with feeder high
school students facilitates a smooth transition to WHCL.
Collaborative efforts with other on-campus programs such as Financial Aid,
CalWorks, and DSP&S.
Referrals by other department staff and a genuine concern by counselors and
advisors to inform students about programs that can assist them.
C. Progress-Compare how well students served by the program perform compared to those
of the whole college. Data to be compared include course success rates, academic and
progress dismissal, and persistence.
Questions for Analysis:
1. How well do the students served by your program perform compared to the total
college population?
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All
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EOPS
(NonCARE)

% of
all

% of
EOPS

% of
all

% of
CARE CARE

% of
all

GENERAL DATA
PROGRESS
PERSISTENCE
Enrolled in Fall 06
Persisted to Spring 07
Fall 06 to Fall07

3,850 100.0%
2,476 64.3%
1,647 42.8%

189
161
114

85.5%
85.2%
60.3%

4.9%
6.5%
6.9%

52
48
33

COURSE COMPLETION - Enrollment and success is based on duplicated enrollments
DEGREE APPLICABLE
Attempted
20,717 100.0%
1676
100.0%
8.1%
509
Successful
12,982 62.7%
1,074
64.1%
8.3%
291
BASIC SKILLS
ESL
Attempted
40
1.0%
1
100.0%
2.5%
0
Successful
34 85.0%
1
100.0%
2.9%
0
ENGLISH
Attempted
385 10.0%
33
100.0%
8.6%
23
Successful
217 56.4%
17
51.5%
7.8%
9
MATH
Attempted
321
8.3%
41
100.0% 12.8%
11
Successful
210 65.4%
29
70.7% 13.8%
4
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All
Students

% of
all

EOPS
(NonCARE)

% of
EOPS

% of
all

69.3%
92.3%
63.5%

1.4%
1.9%
2.0%

100.0%
57.2%

2.5%
2.2%

0.0%
0.0%

0.0%
0.0%

100.0%
39.1%

6.0%
4.1%

100.0%
36.4%

3.4%
1.9%

% of
CARE CARE

% of
all

GENERAL DATA
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT - Enrollment and success is based on duplicated enrollments
Apprenticeship (SAM = A)
Attempted
Successful

0
0

0.0%
0.0%

0
0

0.0%
0.0%

0.0%
0.0%

0
0

0.0%
0.0%

0.0%
0.0%

97 100.0%
59 60.8%

3
1

100.0%
33.3%

3.1%
1.7%

4
3

100.0%
0.0%

4.1%
5.1%

4,226 100.0%
2,714 64.2%

294
213

100.0%
72.4%

7.0%
7.8%

153
91

100.0%
59.5%

3.6%
3.4%

Adv. Occupational (SAM = B)

Attempted
Successful
Clearly Occupational (SAM = C)

Attempted
Successful (A,B,C,CR)

Please note that data was not available for the EOPS program to evaluate academic and
progress dismissal. However, the persistence rate for EOPS students during fall 06 to fall
07 was 60.3% compared to the non-EOP students which were 42.8%. EOPS students
showed approximately 17.5% higher persistence rate over non-EOPS students. The
CARE students’ persistence rates were even higher at 63.5%
The success rate for EOPS in English classes was 51.5%, compared to 56.4% for nonEOPS students. CARE students’ success rate in English classes was lower at 39.1%.
In the area of Math, the EOPS success rates was 70.7%, compares to 65.4% for nonEOPS student. CARE students success rates in math classes was 36.4%.
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2. Describe areas where you have concern about student progress.
There is concern for the EOPS and CARE students’ progress in the areas of Math and
English.
3. What programs and services do you feel specifically contribute to the progress of
students at your college? Why?
The following bullets identify programs and services that contribute to student progress at
WHCL:
In the spring of 2007 an additional full time EOPS counselor was added with
extended evening hours. This improves student progress through increasing the
breadth, scope and length allotted for contacts.
Mid-semester progress reports enable the counselors to identify interventions and
strategies for students.
Utilizing the EOPS/CARE advisory group fiscal priorities were identified such as
increasing bus passes for student transportation use.
D. Success-Review how well your students are completing their educational goals.
Data to be included are number of degrees and certificates awarded, number of
transfer-prepared students, number of transfers, and achievement of non-credit
educational goals.
West Hills College Lemoore
Revision date: 6/30/2008

All
Students

% of all

EOPS
(NonCARE)

% of
EOPS

% of
all

% of
CARE CARE

% of
all

GENERAL DATA
ACADEMIC SUCCESS
Degree
Certificate
Transferred to 4-Year
Unduplicated Success Rate

349
24
1544
1725

5.4%
0.4%
23.9%
26.7%

30
0
27
41

13.6%
0.0%
12.2%
18.6%

8.6%
0.0%
1.7%
2.4%

11
3
2
12

14.7%
4.0%
2.7%
16.0%

3.2%
12.5%
0.1%
0.7%

Transfer Directed
Transfer Prepared

762
572

11.8%
8.8%

29
25

13.1%
11.3%

3.8%
4.4%

2
6

2.7%
8.0%

0.3%
1.0%

Questions for Analysis:
1. How well do the program students perform compared to the total population?
Please note that transfer data was not available for comparison due to the relatively new
accreditation status and achievement of non-credit educational goals data was not
provided. EOPS and CARE students have performed significantly better with degree
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completion than the general student population at a rate of 13.6% for EOPS and 14.7%
for CARE. This compares to the 5.4% of the general students who have completed their
degree programs.
With regards to certificates completed, CARE students have completed at a higher
percentage than the general population however, in 2006-2007 none of the EOPS
students completed a certificate. Only.4% of the general program completed their
certificate program.
2. Describe the areas where you have concern about student success.
There are no concerns in the area of student success at this time.
3. What programs and services do you feel specifically contribute to the success of
students at your college? Why?
The following bullets identify programs and services that contribute to student success at
WHCL:
Collaborative efforts with other on-campus programs such as Financial Aid,
CalWORKs, DSP&S, the Career/Transfer Center, the EOPS/CARE advisory
group and Kings County of Social Services have been very effective in increasing
student success.
In the spring of 2007 an additional full time EOPS counselor was added with
extended evening hours. This enabled the students to review and update
educational plan and course selections as related to their goals.
While there is no quantitative data related specifically to student/counselor
contact, the EOPS/CARE success rates as indicated by that data supports that the
student counselor relationship that is developed through the three mandatory
contacts helps students succeed.
E. Student Learning Outcomes-Describe your progress in the development and
implementation of Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) for the program at the college.
Questions for Analysis:
1. What are the SLOs for the program?
The EOPS/CARE students will meet expectations outlined in the Mutual Responsibility
Contract.
2. What process was used (or plan to use) to develop these outcomes?
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During the 2007-08 school year, the EOPS/CARE staff met to evaluate student data
regarding persistence in the EOPS/ARE program. As a result of this data review, the
teams determined that EOPS/CARE students had difficulty sustaining the commitment to
follow the Mutual Responsibility Contract.
Specifically, making and keeping
appointments. The EOPS Program Plan created a temporary part-time position to
evaluate all EOPS/CARE students’ files to extrapolate data on the percentages of students
that met their counseling appointments. This data was analyzed and it was determined
that an aggressive approach was necessary to ensure that students followed through with
their Mutual Responsibility Contacts. The EOPS/CARE staff developed one SLO to
address this problem.
Each semester, counselors review the mutual responsibility contracts with student. After
students have been in the program a few semesters, instead of reading and explaining the
MRC to the student, Counselors ask the student to explain what they are required to
accomplish as an EOPS/CARE student.
Students’ academic progress is monitored through mid-semester progress reports by
instructors.
3. What types of activities are you conducting in order to achieve these outcomes?
There is an orientation each semester where a survey is administered to students as a
springboard for discussion and clarification regarding the EOPS/CARE program
requirements. This discussion covers the student Mutual Responsibility Contract (MRC),
which is the foundation for the SLOs.
If a student misses one of his/her mandatory contacts, the counselor will immediately
email the student reminding them of the appointment they missed. Additionally, the
Associate Dean of Categorical Programs meets with students who are in jeopardy of not
meeting or have already failed to meet the MRC to re-establish program involvement.
At the EOPS/CARE advisory committee meetings and the staff meetings, ongoing
discussions occur regarding concerns and intervention opportunities to improve student
completion of the MRC.
4. How are you assessing the achievement of the outcomes?
Data will be provided each semester by the Director of Institutional Research and the
EOPS secretary regarding the number of EOPS/CARE students who maintained full-time
(12 units) status.
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Data will be provided each semester by the Director of Institutional Research and the
EOPS secretary regarding the number of EOPS/CARE students who met with a
counselor/advisor 3 times that semester.

Data will be provided each semester by the Director of Institutional Research and the
EOPS secretary regarding the number of EOPS/CARE students who maintained a
cumulative GPA of 2.0 or higher.

5. How have you used the assessment information to improve the services?
This will be the first year the EOPS/CARE program has developed and conducted
research on the SLO’s. The staff will meet to discuss possible ways to ensure students
are following their MRC.
F.

Compliance - Provide an overview of how each program is meeting the applicable
minimum requirements of the federal laws and regulations, California Education
Code, Title 5 regulations, Budget Act Language and/or program guidelines. The key
areas to be reviewed include: 1) student eligibility, 2) student services, 3) program
requirements, and 4) funding, expenditures, and accountability. The review should
clearly demonstrate that the programs are responsibly handling categorical dollars.

EOPS/CARE: Extended Opportunity Programs and Services/Cooperative
Agencies Resources for Education
EOPS provides financial and academic support to community college students whose
educational and socioeconomic backgrounds might prevent them from successfully
attending college. Services are specifically designed for at-risk students and their special
needs. Counseling contacts are mandatory and a Student Educational Plan (SEP) is
developed for each student to assist the student in achieving their individual goal.
CARE further assists EOPS students who are recipients of TANF and CalWORKs, single
heads of household with children under 14 years old, to break the welfare-dependency
cycle by completing college-level educational training programs, and therefore, become
more employable and economically self-sufficient.
Student Eligibility
Student eligibility for the EOPS program is limited to those who meet specific criteria
identified in Title 5. The program is responsible for determining the student’s eligibility
and documenting this in the student’s file. The CARE program has additional eligibility
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requirements which must be reviewed and documented to accept students into the
program. The program must monitor student continued participation
1. Describe the factors your program used to determine that students are educationally
disadvantaged and how these factors are communicated in your program
information/handouts? [Title 5 – 56208]
The Advising Specialist evaluates the incoming students’ application. The EOPS
application asks specific questions which determine if a student has an educational
disadvantage such as:
What was your high school grade point average?
Are you a high school graduate?
Are you eligible for degree level math and English?
Have you previously taken remedial education courses?
Are you a 1st generation college student (10%)?
The supportive paperwork that is used to document this information is High School
transcripts, college transcripts and WHCL Assessment test scores.
This information is communicated through college brochures, the WHCL college
website, and during outreach activities and campus-wide events. The brochures are also
available in the Administration Building along with other program brochures.
2. Describe the process used to monitor continued EOPS eligibility (70 units/6
semesters). [Title 5 – 56226]
The monitoring of EOPS eligibility is conducted by a secretary who is shared between
EOPS and other categorical programs. Prior to the start of each semester, the secretary
extrapolates semester completion data from Datatel as well as the number of units
completed to identify any EOPS student who has exceeded the semester and/or unit limit.
Those students are flagged and mailed a conditional acceptance letter alerting them to
their eligibility status.
3. Describe the process for assisting students in completing their Student Educational
Plan (SEP) and making necessary revisions.
When a student is determined to be eligible for the program, an appointment is scheduled
with the EOPS counselor. During this appointment the counselor and student review the
student’s educational goals and test scores. Course prerequisites are explained in detail so
that the student understands why classes need to be taken in sequence. During this
appointment, the counselor and student determine if his/her goal is to receive job skills
which may include a certificate, associate degree or possibly transfer general education
requirements. The program major sheet is then reviewed by both the counselor and
student along with the required general education courses for an associate degree.
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Transfer general education requirements are reviewed if applicable. Counseling notes are
then entered in MATI to record what services were provided or issues discussed with the
student.
The EOPS student Educational Plan reflects at least 12 units per semester. The counselor
and student work together to ensure that appropriate English/math skills are mastered to
promote college success. The SEP is then signed by both the counselor and the student
indicating that both agree that this is the best plan of action at this time. At the beginning
of each semester the SEP is reviewed with the student to make appropriate changes where
needed if necessary.
4. Describe the process and documentation used to verify eligibility for the CARE
program.
A student must first complete an EOPS and CARE application. They must meet all
requirements for the EOPS program before they can be considered for the CARE
program. For the CARE program, the student must meet the following criteria: be a
single head of household, a current recipient of TANF/CalWORKs , have one child under
14 years of age, and be enrolled full-time upon acceptance into the program.
The documentation used to verify eligibility for CARE is a “Notice of Action” or
“Passport of Services” from the Department of Social Services. This document cannot be
dated more than thirty days from the date of acceptance into the program and must be
renewed each year.

1.

Student Services
1. Does the EOPS program offer all of the program services listed in Article 3 of Title
5? If not, which ones are not offered in EOPS and why? [Title 5-56232-56240]
EOPS/CARE at West Hills College Lemoore does not provide the following services;
waivers were submitted and approved by the Chancellor’s Office for the 2006-07 school
year:
Assessments:
EOPS and CARE does not provide assessments as this is provided by the college for all
students.
Tutoring Services:
Tutoring services are not directly offered by the EOPS/CARE program. However,
tutoring is available for all students at West Hills College Lemoore. Each student is
allowed up to 3 hours per week tutoring for any subject. An English Lab has also been
established for additional tutoring hours in English. The English Lab is open Monday
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through Friday for at least 5 to 7 hours a day. The lab is staffed by an English instructor
and there are also tutors available for additional assistance. Also, there is a Math lab on
campus.

Basic Skills Instruction and Tutoring Services:
EOPS/CARE program does not provide or pay for basic skills instruction. The college
offers basic skills instruction that includes: 1) English as a Second Language (e.g. ESL
120, 125, 130, 135), 2) Remedial/developmental English and reading courses (101A,
101B, 105A, 105B), and remedial/developmental math (math 101). These are nondegree applicable courses designed to build the necessary skills to succeed in credit
coursework. Many times, students lack sufficient study skills to enable successful
completion of college classes. For this reason, EOP&S/CARE students may enroll in the
Guidance Studies class, GS 61. This class is offered in the DSP&S lab which is equipped
with state of the art technology. Students are able to acquire college success skills, which
include, note taking strategies and study skills. It can be taken every semester if needed.
Transfer and Career Employment Services:
These services are not offered by EOPS/CARE program. However, West Hills College
Lemoore has a well established and active Transfer/Career Center which provides
information about job opportunities for all students. EOPS counselors also inform
students about “federal work study” jobs that are available on the campus. In addition,
the Cooperative Work Experience Education (CWEE) program is a class that students
can take to prepare them for a job in their specific major.

2. How are the required counseling contacts documented? [Title 5-56236]
Counselors record counseling contacts on the Activity Log in the student’s file. The
counselor briefly documents what occurred during the meeting. The counselor also
enters the student contact into Datatel. Finally, the program secretary enters contact
information on a spreadsheet that she maintains for record keeping of all EOPS students.
3. Describe the process you have in place to ensure all eligible students meet their
required counseling contacts. [Title 5 – 56236]
The EOPS/CARE staff continually stress the requirement and importance of the required
counseling contacts. This expectation is also communicated at the student orientations
each semester. In the student orientation held for the spring of 2008, students were given
a “True” or “False” questionnaire to test their knowledge of the EOPS/CARE program
requirements and services. In addition, when a student meets with an EOPS counselor to
complete their Student Educational Plan (SEP), the counselor will review the Mutual
Responsibility Contract (MRC) with each student. The MRC is discussed in detail,
explaining that there are requirements the student must complete in order to remain
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eligible. Part of the student obligation is to attend and participate in a minimum of three
counselor contacts per semester. Before the student leaves the counseling session their
next contact appointment is scheduled.
The student is also required to sign and date the MRC. The student is then given a copy
of the contract to keep for their records. When a scheduled appointment is missed, the
counselor emails the student, reminding them of their obligation and encouraging them to
call and reschedule their missed appointment.
The final process we use to hold a student accountable for meeting their required
semester contacts is a letter sent to them by the Associate Dean for Categorical Programs.
They are informed why they will be put on a probationary status and that they have a
right to appeal the decision by calling and meeting with the Associate Dean. After the
meeting, a letter is sent to the student informing them of what they must accomplish to
remain in the program and to receive full benefits.

4. Describe the tutorial services for EOPS that are over and above those available to
the general students.
At this time the EOPS/CARE program does not provide tutorial services over and above
those available to the general students at WHCL.
5. What services are provided to CARE students and how are these over and above
those provided to EOPS students?
CARE students receive a stipend for additional educational costs; which may cover
transportation needs or school supplies. CARE students make the determination on how
to spend their stipend based on individual needs.
CARE students also are offered multiple opportunities to attend different workshops each
semester. Topics discussed often include self-esteem, parenting, study skills and time
management. The expectation is that CARE students will attend at least one workshop
per semester.
2.

Program Requirements
1. Title 5 regulations require the program to have a full-time EOP&S/CARE director.
If the director is less than full-time in EOP&S/CARE, please identify the other
program responsibilities and the percentage of time for each. In addition, if the
position is less than full-time attach a copy of the letter granting a waiver to these
criteria.
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The Associate Dean is currently less than full-time in EOPS/CARE. This individual also
oversees the DSP&S and CalWORKs Programs. Her time is divided 50% EOPS/CARE,
25% DSP&S and 25% District. (A copy of the letter granting a waiver for this criterion
is attached, in order to meet compliance of 100%).
2. Describe the role of the EOP&S/CARE advisory committee, identify the
membership/composition, list the frequency of the meetings and provide a copy of
the last meeting’s minutes. [Title 5-5602]
The role of the EOPS/CARE advisory committee at West Hills College Lemoore is to
provide valuable input to the EOPS/CARE staff regarding the implementation of the
program and its policies and services.
The Advisory Committee meets two times a year. The first meeting was on February 14,
2008 and the next meeting was held on May 6, 2008. In the future, meetings will be one
time each semester. Copies of the meetings minutes are attached.
The EOPS/CARE Advisory Committee is composed of the following faculty, staff, and
members of the local community:
Angela Barginear, WHCL CalWorks
Keith Brock, WHCL DSP&S
Marla Fleming, WHCL Learning Skills Program Assistant
Rafeal Flores, WHCL CalWorks Advising Specialist
Valentine Garza, Hanford Human Services Agency
Anthony Gracian, Community Member
Veronica Grijalva, WHCL EOPS/CARE Counselor
Lataria Hall, WHCL DSP&S Counselor
Suanne Heskett, WHCL DSP&S Instructor
Eva Jimenez, WHCL EOPS/CARE Advising Specialist
Michael Rodriguez, WHCL CalWorks/Career Center Counselor
Adrian Simas, WHCL Learning Skills Program Assistant
Gissell Simon, WHCL Interim EOPS Counselor
Dolores Smith, WHCL Financial Aid Director
Sylvia Spiller, Hanford Human Services Agency
Karen Stieve, WHCL Work Study Coordinator
Elva Torres, WHCL EOPS/CARE/DSP&S Secretary
Erika Guillen, WHCL student
Jeanette Rodriguez, WHCL Student
Esther Concilian, WHCL Student
Jacquline Tafolla, WHCL Student
Ines Tafolla, WHCL student
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Martin Vega, WHCL student
Rosa Diaz, WHCL student
Alma V. Cervantez Mejicanos, WHCL student
Elena Zermeno, WHCL Student
3.

Funding, Expenditures and Accountability
EOP&S and CARE funds may only be used to fund over and above services to EOPS
and CARE students. This also applies to district funds reported as direct contribution.
1. Understanding the EOPS and CARE funding formulas is essential in effectively
administering and advocating for your program. The funding formula is complex
and comprised of different elements. Would you like technical assistance in this
area?
The Associate Dean has attended technical training at the state and local levels. She also
checks the Chancellor’s website as a source. Also the EOPS and CARE coordinators at
the Chancellor’s Office are always accessible to answer questions or concerns. However,
continued technical assistance is valued and appreciated.
2. For staff reported in your EOPS program plan that are not assigned 100% to
EOPS/CARE, please list the position(s) and how the percentage of time was
determined. How are these staff accountable to the EOPS Director for the services
they provide to EOPS students? In addition, how are their duties for this assigned
time above and beyond what they provide to non-EOPS or CARE students? [Title 556293]
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Associate Dean of Categorical Programs/EOPS Director-50% EOP&S, 25%
DSP&S-State, 25% DSP&S-District.
Counselor-80%-EOP&S, 10%-DSP&S, 10%-District
Interim Counselor-80%-EOP&S, 10%-DSP&S, 10%-Distraict
Counselor-15%-EOPS, DSP&S-State-60%, DSP&S-District-15%, DistrictGeneral-10%
Counselor- 15%-EOPS, DSP&S-State-60%, DSP&S-District-15%, DistrictGeneral-10%
Advising Specialist- EOPS-State-42.5%, CARE-22.5%, DSP&S-State-25%,
District-General-10%
Advising Specialist-EOPS-State-15%, CARE-15%, CalWorks-70%
Program Secretary-EOPS-District-40%, DSP&S-State-15%, DSP&S-District25%, District-General-20%)
The recently added positions were determined based upon the increased student
population and a discussion with the advisory and EOPS/CARE team regarding
strategies for increased student access and success.
Staff is accountable to the Associate Dean by submitting time allocation logs on a
monthly basis. In addition, monthly staff meetings are held to discuss program updates,
service issues or concerns, events and pending student needs.
In addition, the staff duties for EOPS/CARE students listed below demonstrate above and
beyond what is provided to non-EOPS/CARE students:
Associate Dean of Categorical Programs/EOPS Director- Coordinates all
administration needs of the program and staff.
Counselors- complete a SEP for all EOPS/CARE students; meets with students at
least three times each semester; and follows up with students who missed
appointments; and facilitates workshops.
Advising Specialists- Reviews all incoming applications for EOPS/CARE to
determine
student eligibility; works closely with the counselor and student in
answering various questions to assist in academic planning and success; and
organizes all workshops for CARE students.
Program Secretary-Assists Associate Dean and EOPS staff with necessary secretarial
support duties such as scheduling counseling appointments; maintaining contact logs;
preparing awards disbursement; and assists with data entry for MIS reporting.
3. For CARE funded positions that provide services to CARE students, please list the
position(s) and describe how the services provided are above and beyond those
provided to EOPS students?
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The two Advising Specialists provide assistance in monitoring continued student program
eligibility and collaborate with each other regarding the identifying and coordinating the
CalWorks students who may also be eligible for CARE. They also assist the Associate
Dean in coordinating all support services for CARE students. The Advising Specialist
participates in on/off campus recruitment activities that target potential CARE students.
Additionally, they facilitate workshops specifically tailored to meet the needs of CARE
students.
4. How do you ensure that EOPS and CARE funds are only used to pay for allowable
services for EOPS/CARE eligible students?
Title V expenditures are accounted for appropriately by the Associate Dean of
Categorical Programs. The student eligibility list is maintained in the DATATEL system
which is utilized to determine events, activities and awards. The Associate Dean
maintains close contact with the Business Office, Budget Committees, Financial Aid,
along with the Dean of Students and College President. The staff at the System Office is
contacted when there are any questions concerning allowable expenses.
5. Describe the process for developing and approving the EOPS and CARE Budgets
and Expenditures.
The EOPS/CARE staff members discuss student needs and current services and identify
priorities for the next fiscal year. Advisory members and students also provide valuable
input. The budget is developed and submitted to the WHCL Dean of Students and
WHCCD Vice Chancellor of Business Services for review and signature.
EOPS/CARE expenditures are monitored regularly by the Business Office. The Associate
Dean of Categorical Programs and program secretary meet as needed to reconcile
accounts and provide regular maintenance on budget issues.
All requisitions are completed electronically and the Associate Dean of Categorical
Programs approves requisitions before they can be processed and purchase orders issued.
The requisitions may require one or more signatures from site administration and district
business office employees, depending on the dollar amount.
6. Identify the process for completing the EOPS and CARE Year-End Reports and
relationship to the district’s year-end program.
The Associate Dean of Categorical Programs reviews the end of the year expenditures
report for EOPS/CARE and district contribution. This information is reviewed by
category and salaries are totaled and placed in the appropriate allocation budget
categories; this is also done with the district contribution. This process is completed to
insure all EOPS funds are accounted for and district contributions are met. A draft of the
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report is reviewed by the Business Office before the final report is signed by all
designated administrators and forwarded to the EOPS program staff in the System Office.
The CARE year-end report also consists of a narrative of highlights of services provided
to CARE student throughout the year. This report is developed in collaboration with the
EOPS/CARE Advisor.
4.

Other
1. What other areas or departments on campus do you coordinate with to provide
services to EOPS and CARE students?
EOPS and CARE work very closely with Financial Aid, Admissions and Records,
CalWorks, Career/Transfer Center, DSP&S, General Counseling, Department of Social
Services, and the Work Study Coordinator to provide services to EOPS and CARE
students.
2. What other programs or agencies off-campus do you coordinate with to provide
services to EOPS and CARE students?
EOPS/CARE work very closely with the local feeder high schools and continuation
schools to assist in identifying incoming high school freshman who may qualify for
EOPS/CARE. Other organizations we work with are: Kings Area Rural Transit, Kings
County Department of Social Services, Kings Community Action Organization, a county
organization that assists the low-income population with child care and other needs and
Kings County Mental Health Department.
3. Is there any training that you believe would improve performance in the EOPS
program? Please describe training needs as you see them.
On-going training opportunities provided through the System Office with updated or best
practices models would improve performance in the EOPS program. Internally, EOPS
staff could learn more about the departments with which efforts are coordinated and share
information with those departments regarding how EOPS/CARE works.
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III. Program-Specific Self-Evaluation
Disabled Student Program and Services
The self-evaluation is based on the WASC Accreditation Standard IIB – Student
Support Services:
“The institution recruits and admits diverse students who are able to benefit
from its programs, consistent with its mission. Student support services address
the identified needs of students and enhance a supportive learning
environment. The entire student pathway through the institutional experience
is characterized by a concern for student access, progress, learning and success.
The institution systematically assesses student support services using student
learning outcomes, faculty and staff input, and other appropriate measures in
order to improve the effectiveness of these services.”1
A. Management Information System (MIS) Data Reporting - For access, progress
and success, MIS data for the prior three years (2005-06, 2004-05, and 200304) will be provided annually by the System Office for each college. Program
staff will need to conduct an analysis of the data sent by the System Office.
Colleges may also use in-house data to complete this section.
Questions for Analysis:
How is the categorical program director involved in the review of MIS data
before it is submitted to the State Chancellor’s Office?
The Associate Dean of Categorical Programs works closely with the DSP&S
staff and District Programmer/Analyst to ensure that information is entered
correctly. The District Programmer/Analyst submits preliminary data for
review by the Associate Dean and secretary. This information is reconciled to
ensure that contacts are appropriately coded in Datetel; contacts relate to the
disability and all student contacts are captured correctly before submission to
the System Office. Additionally, all DSP&S staff are involved in reviewing
their entries to ensure they are correct.
Do the data appear to be accurate? Do the numbers of students in the MIS
report match your program records?
The data appears to be accurate. However, the data is not provided for a
comparison between the students in NC140A, NC140B, NC141 and NC 142;
therefore the team requested that the Director of Institutional Effectiveness
1

Self Study Manual – ACCJC Standards Adopted June 2002, Accrediting Commission for Community and
Junior Colleges, Western Association of Schools and Colleges, August 2005
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and Planning provide an additional field as it is theorized that these students
are more likely to persist from one semester to another and one year to
another.
If the data does not appear to be accurate, identify the problem (e.g. too many
or too few participants listed; demographics seem incorrect, etc.). Document
the process used to identify the problem. Share this information with the
college information technology services staff to determine ways to correct your
MIS reporting.
N/A
B. Access - Identify how accessible the program is by comparing demographic
data from the group college to the program. Data to be compared include
gender, ethnicity, age, informed educational goal, Pell and BOG fee waiver
recipients, English Language Learners (ELL) and students with disabilities.
Questions for Analysis:
How does program compare with the total college demographic data?
All
West Hills College Lemoore
Students
Revision date: 6/30/2008
Dept. of Rehabilitation
36

% of
all

DSP&S

0.6%

34

60.1%
39.9%
38.5%
22.4%
16.5%

265
159
158
115
91

% of
DSP&S

% of
all

8.0% 94.4%

FINANCIAL AID
Not Received
Received
BOG Waiver
PELL Grant
Other

3,888
2,581
2,492
1,450
1,068
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62.5%
37.5%
37.3%
27.1%
21.5%

6.8%
6.2%
6.3%
7.9%
8.5%

West Hills College Lemoore
Revision date: 6/30/2008

All
Students

% of
all

DSP&S

% of
DSP&S

% of
all

GENERAL DATA
Total Students
Enrolled in CREDIT
Credit FTES
Enrolled in NONCREDIT
Noncredit FTES

6,469
6,211
2,631
357
344

GENDER
Female
Male
Unknown /DTS

96.0%
40.7%
5.5%
5.3%

424
234
154
215
327

100.0% 6.6%
55.2% 3.8%
32.0% 5.9%
50.7% 60.2%
68.0% 95.0%

4,015
2,391
63

62.1%
37.0%
1.0%

192
207
25

45.3% 4.8%
48.8% 8.7%
5.9% 39.7%

AGE GROUP
< 20
20 - 24
25 - 29
30 - 49
50 +
Unknown/DTS

1,578
2,098
959
1,536
295
3

24.4%
32.4%
14.8%
23.7%
4.6%
0.0%

50
119
59
140
56

11.8% 3.2%
28.1% 5.7%
13.9% 6.2%
33.0% 9.1%
13.2% 19.0%

RACE/ETHNICITY
African-American
Asian
Filipino
Hispanic
Native American
Other
Pacific Islander
White
Unknown/DTS

419
365
239
2,458
79
97
28
2,444
340

6.5%
5.6%
3.7%
38.0%
1.2%
1.5%
0.4%
37.8%
5.3%

56
4
6
152
6
9
0
178
13

13.2% 13.4%
0.9% 1.1%
1.4% 2.5%
35.8% 6.2%
1.4% 7.6%
2.1% 9.3%
0.0% 0.0%
42.0% 7.3%
3.1% 3.8%

412
32

6.4%
0.5%

412
32

97.2% #####
7.5% #####

ACCESS

DISABILITY
Primary Disability
Secondary Disability

With respect to gender breakdowns, there is not a statistically significant
difference between the numbers of males vs. female students receiving
DSP&S services. However, in the DSP&S program there is a statistically
significant difference in the number of students who indicated their gender is
“unknown”. There were 5.9% that responded to “unknown” to this question
while only 1% of the general population responded “unknown”.
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The largest percentage of DSP&S students attending West Hills Lemoore by
age group are those who are between the ages of 30-49. Thirty-three percent
of the DSP&S students are within this age group; while 23.7 % of the general
population is in this age group. By contrast, the second largest number of
DSP&S students attending college are those in the age range of 20-24; and in
the general population, this age group represented the highest percentage of
students attending college.
With respect to ethnic breakdowns, there appears to be a disproportionate
number of African-American students receiving DSP&S services as compared
to students enrolled at the college. A little more than six percent of the
student population is African-American (6.5%), while 13.2% of the DSP&S
students are African-American. The team believes that the impact of the
Larry P. vs. Riles 793 F. 2d 969 (9th Cir. 1984) decision in the K-12 setting,
which prohibits the IQ testing of African-American students, is the
contributing factor to this large number. While this is not to say that AfricanAmerican students were not served in the K-12 setting if they had academic
difficulties, some students may not have met the eligibility criteria under the
California Education Code. The team believes that this factor will diminish
over time as the reauthorization of IDEA (Individuals with Disabilities
Education Action), instituted the Response to Intervention.
Describe the areas where you have concerns about access.
While there are no significant concerns in the area of access for individuals who are
30 years of age and above and who are African-American, the college needs to be
mindful of the sensitive cultural and age factors to these respective populations. The
DSP&S staff is concerned about the limited number of Caucasian students in the
program.

Please describe any plans in place for improving access.
The DSP&S program staff is very proud of the number of students’ accessing the
program.
The team would like to explore the notion of “student ambassadors” to mentor
incoming students. A “student ambassador” who is already familiar with the program
would serve as a contact for incoming students with a disability. Their roles would be
to facilitate the transition; acquaint the new student to resources, supports and campus
life; and become an individual that the new students can contact with questions.
What programs and services do you feel specifically contribute to student
access at your college? Why?
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The team believes that the genuine concern staff expresses for students, the
availability of services, the openness of the DSP&S lab and all other services
contribute to the overall access opportunities students have with the program.
Additionally, the counselors stay in contact with feeder school special
education teachers; and work one-on-one with students for application
assistance, placement testing and registration in the spring of every year. As a
part of continued opportunities to improve service delivery and outreach, the
counselors have provided campus and community-wide events that highlight
the eligibility requirements and services provided.
C. Progress - Compare how well students served by the program perform
compared to those of the whole college. Data to be compared include course
success rates, academic and progress dismissal, and persistence.
Questions for Analysis:
1. How well do the students served by your program perform compared to the
total college population?
West Hills College Lemoore
Revision date: 6/30/2008

All
Students

% of
all

% of
DSP&S DSP&S

% of
all

GENERAL DATA
PROGRESS
PERSISTENCE
Enrolled in Fall 06
Persisted to Spring 07
Fall 06 to Fall07

3,850
2,476
1,647

59.5%
64.3%
42.8%

339
292
252

80.0%
86.1%
74.3%

8.8%
11.8%
15.3%

COURSE COMPLETION - Enrollment and success is based on duplicated enrollments
DEGREE APPLICABLE
Attempted
20,717 100.0%
1,172
100.0%
5.7%
Successful
12,982 62.7%
697
59.5%
5.4%
BASIC SKILLS
ESL
Attempted
40
0.6%
0
0.0%
0.0%
Successful
34 85.0%
0
0.0%
0.0%
ENGLISH
Attempted
385
6.0%
99
100.0%
25.7%
Successful
217 56.4%
40
40.4%
18.4%
MATH
Attempted
321
5.0%
28
100.0%
8.7%
Successful
210 65.4%
15
53.6%
7.1%
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All
Students

% of
all

% of
% of
DSP&S DSP&S all

GENERAL DATA
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT - Enrollment and success is based on duplicated enrollments
Apprenticeship (SAM = A)
Attempted
0
0.0%
0
0.0%
0.0%
Successful
0
0.0%
0
0.0%
0.0%
Adv. Occupational (SAM = B)

Attempted
Successful

97 100.0%
59 60.8%

6
4

100.0%
66.7%

6.2%
6.8%

4,226 100.0%
2,714 64.2%

271
138

100.0%
50.9%

6.4%
5.1%

Clearly Occupational (SAM = C)

Attempted
Successful (A,B,C,CR)

DSP&S students are more likely to persist from one semester to another and
one year to another as reflected in the 2006-07 data. DSP&S students have a
significantly higher rate of semester to semester persistence (86.1%)
compared to the general population (64.3%). Additionally DSP&S students
are more likely to return from one year to another as evidenced in the data
from 2006-07; wherein 74.3% of DSP&S students return from one fall. By
contrast, only 42.8% of the general population returned.
With regard to Workforce Development the sample size (4 students) of
advanced occupational courses is too small to make assumptions regarding
DSP&S student progress. In the area of Clearly Occupations, DSP&S
students success rate was significantly lower (13.3% less) than the general
population,
However, in the area of course completions, DSP&S students had a higher
rate of being unsuccessful in the classes they attempted. In the areas of
English and Math, 40.4% of DSP&S students were successfully in English
courses and 36.4% were successful in Math courses. This is particularly
alarming as 56.4% of the general population students were successful in
English and 65.4% were successful in Math.
Describe areas where you have concern about student progress.
The areas that are most concerning are the success rates of DSP&S students in
both English and Math classes. It will be important for the DSP&S team to
further explore what mitigating factors are influencing the success rate of
DSP&S students.
However, the results of data regarding student persistent is inspiring. In the
area of persistence, the DSP&S students did significantly better than the
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general college population. 86.1 % of DSP&S students persisted from the fall
2006 to the spring of 2007, compared to 64.3% of the total student
populations. Additionally, DSP&S students had a higher persistence rate from
fall 2006 to fall 2007 at a rate of 86.1%, compared with the general student
population rating at 42.8%.
In the area of course completions, the success rate of DSP&S students were
3.2% less than the general student populations at a rate of 59.5% compared to
the general population at 62.7%. There appears to be a significant disparity
between the percentage of DSP&S students successfully completing English
and Math class. There is a 16% difference in the area of English and an
11.8% in Math.
With regard to Workforce Development, the DSP&S students were slightly
more successful in Advanced Occupational classes (5.9% higher), than the
general population and significantly lower (13.3%) in the Clearly
Occupational classes.
It is unclear what is the underlying reason; to this end, the team will spend
more time evaluating this discrepancy and working on implementing “student
ambassadors” to orient and connect students to campus resources and a
specialized tutoring program for the 2009-10 school year.
What programs and services do you feel specifically contribute to the progress
of students at your college? Why?
It is believed that the success of the DSP&S students in persistence is due to many
factors across the campus community. These factors include: the openness of faculty
and staff, DSP&S counseling and other services, accommodations provided, and
technology available in the lab. Additionally, we now have two full time counselors
and we have also extended the hours for student contacts; students now have the
option to come in until 5:30 pm instead of 4:00 pm. The DSP&S labs hours have also
been extended to accommodate students in the evening.
D. Success - Review how well your students are completing their educational
goals. Data to be included are number of degrees and certificates awarded,
number of transfer-prepared students, number of transfers, and achievement
of non-credit educational goals.
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All
Students

% of
all

% of
DSP&S DSP&S

% of
all

GENERAL DATA
ACADEMIC SUCCESS
Degree
Certificate
Transferred to 4-Year
Unduplicated Success Rate
Transfer Directed
Transfer Prepared

349
24
1,544
1,725

5.4%
0.4%
23.9%
26.7%

25
2
27
39

5.9%
0.5%
6.4%
9.2%

7.2%
8.3%
1.7%
2.3%

762
572

11.8%
8.8%

18
26

4.2%
6.1%

2.4%
4.5%

Questions for Analysis:
1. How well do the program students perform compared to the total college
population?
The results of data regarding student persistence, retention, and graduation are
inspiring. DSP&S students are achieving degrees (5.9%) and certificates
(0.5%) at a comparable rate to general students (degrees- 5.4%, certificates
0.4%). However, a review of the transfer data shows that fewer DSP&S
students (6.4%) transfer than the general population (23.9%).
2. Describe areas where you have concern about student success.

The area of concern is the percentage of DSP&S students who do not transfer.
3.What programs and services do you feel specifically contribute to the success
of students at your college? Why?
The DSP&S staff believes that students feel very positive about staff, services,
and support they receive on campus. This starts with initial contacts to lab
availability, counseling services, assistive technology and availability of staff to
confer with. In addition, the positive interactions are highlighted with faculty
and those interactions with students.
E. Student Learning Outcomes - Describe your progress in the development and
implementation of Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) for the program at the
college.
Questions for Analysis:
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1. What are the SLOs for the program?
SLO 1.) Students will be able to follow their educational plan.
SLO 2.) Students will be able to advocate their special needs to faculty and
staff.
2. What process was used (or plan to use) to develop these outcomes?
The faculty and staff of the DSP&S Department met to develop the program
plan in 2006-07. Using student demographic data supplied from the Director
of Institutional Effectiveness and Planning, the staff recognized that
educational achievement of DSP&S students would heavily depend on their
capability to complete their educational plan and to be able to self advocate.
3. What types of activities are you conducting in order to achieve these
outcomes?
At the DSP&S students’ orientation, students were given “true” and “false”
questions to assess their knowledge of the DSP&S program and serve their
understanding of their responsibilities for self advocating. Additionally,
students were given an electronic communication regarding the process for
communicating their educational need to their instructors and assessing
services and supports. This communication is also provided to faculty each
semester. Counselors also review with students their educational contract and
make revisions as necessary.
4. How are you assessing the achievement of the outcomes?
The Student Learning Outcomes listed above were completed in the fall of
2007. The DSP&S staff will be assessing the achievement of the outcomes in
the spring of 2008 in the following manner:
SLO 1.) A random sampling of 20% of the DSP&S students will be made
to determine the number of students following their education plan as
outlined.
SLO 2.) Data regarding the number of students requesting accommodations
following the census week will be collected each semester.
5. How have you used the assessment information to improve the services?
The categorical staff, which includes the DSP&S staff, review the results of
the data collected at a regularly scheduled staff meeting. The analysis of the
data helps to guide decisions regarding programs, supports, activities, and
goals for the upcoming year.
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F.

Compliance - Provide an overview of how each program is meeting the
applicable minimum requirements of the federal laws and regulations,
California Education Code, Title 5 regulations, Budget Act Language and/or
program guidelines. The key areas to be reviewed include: 1) student
eligibility, 2) student services, 3) program requirements, and 4) funding,
expenditures, and accountability. The review should clearly demonstrate that
the programs are responsibly handling categorical dollars.

DSPS: Disabled Student Programs and Services
The Disabled Student Programs and Services (DSP&S) program administered
by the System Office is unique in the nation in the scope of services provided to
individuals with a range of physical and cognitive disabilities to assist them to
succeed in postsecondary education. The DSP&S program authorizes the
provision of support services, specialized instruction, and educational
accommodations to students with disabilities so that they can participate fully
and benefit equitably from the college experience.
Colleges are charged with providing an equal opportunity for students with
disabilities to succeed, but cannot guarantee success. “Equal, not better” is the
critical determinant in whether DSP&S should provide a service or arrange for
an accommodation for a student with a disability. These services assist
California’s community colleges in meeting the requirements that college
programs and activities be accessible to and useable by students with disabilities
contained in Section 504 of the federal Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the federal
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990, State Government Code
sections 11135-11139.5 and California Education Code section 67310.
Student Eligibility
1. Describe the processes used to verify and document a student’s eligibility for
DSP&S services and instruction. Please provide a copy of the form(s) used to
document a student’s eligibility for services.
A “student with a disability” is a person enrolled in the college who has a verified
impairment, which limits one or more major life activities, and which imposes an
educational limitation. DSP&S eligibility needs to comply with Title 5, CCR
section 56006
The process used to verify and document a student’s eligibility for DSP&S is:
A student requests and receives an application (blue form) and an appointment is
scheduled with a DSP&S counselor. An intake interview is completed with the
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student and the application is reviewed (blue form which includes the consent for
release) with the student. Based on the intake interview, the student may indicate
that they have received services from the high school and an IEP (Individualized
Education Plan) is requested from their high school.
If it is determined that LD testing is appropriate, the first testing session is then
scheduled. If the student has just enrolled as a first time student from a local high
school and has a current IEP this student may be granted temporary services.
If the disability appears or suggests that he/she has a medical or psychological
disability, they are given a Medical Disability Verification form to be given to the
appropriate medical professional for verification. This may include
documentation from Mental Health or some other agency. A student’s eligibility
is verified through documentation from a person who is licensed or certified in a
field to diagnose specified conditions. The completed medical form needs to
include functional limitations.
If the intake interview suggests that the student has a history of learning
difficulties, the student is provided with an application for testing (yellow form)
and scheduled for testing. If the college receives prior documentation of a
learning disability, the DSP&S Counselor/LD Specialist will review those
documents to determine if there is sufficient information to meet the prior
documentation test as outlined through the System Office.
If however, a student has an observable disability, such as blindness, the DSP&S
Counselors will certify that the student meets the criteria under Title V for
eligibility.
Upon completion of disability verification, the correct disability code will be
assigned to the student and appropriate accommodations will be set up in the
necessary classes. This information is documented in the student’s file and a
statement of their educational limitations is notated in the (SEC) Student
Educational Contract.
2. Describe the process used to determine what support services the student
would need to enable his or her participation in activities, programs and classes
offered by the college, given the student’s educational limitation.
Support services are student specific and are determined by the student’s
educational limitations, disability and self disclosure. The in-take interview is
essential in determining academic needs, the student’s limitations and coursework
that will satisfy their educational goals.
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Upon initiation by the student each semester, accommodation forms are given to
the student to deliver to his/her instructor(s). For instructors teaching on-line
classes, this accommodations sheet is provided electronically with the permission
from the student. Accommodations are monitored throughout the school year and
are often modified, depending on student needs, requests, schedule changes, etc.
(Title 5 - 56000, 56002, 56004, 56005, 56006, 56008, 56010, 56022, 56026,
56027, 56028, 56029, 56032, 56034, 56036, 56038, 56040, 56042, 56044)
Student Services
1. List and describe the DSP&S services that are provided to students with
disabilities, above and beyond the regular services offered by the college.
(Title 5 – 56005, 56026)
The services that are provided to DSP&S students that are over and above the
regular services offered by the college are:
 Adaptive equipment
o Loans for adaptive equipment
o Traditional and speech activated calculators
o Alpha Smart Keyboards
o Braille labeler
 Alternative media
o Tape recorders and other listening devices
o E-books
 Braille
 Assistive computer Technology
o Assistive technology in DSP&S lab, and other campus locations
 Campus and Community Liaison
o Liaison/advocating and referrals with college programs,
instructors, administration, and other agencies
 Counseling: academic, career and personal, vocational
 Course related co-curricular accommodations
o Preferential seating
 Equipment loan –
o Flash drivers
o Automatic door openers
 Interpreter /caption services
o Video captioning
o Interpreter for the deaf
 Liaison with local, state and federal agencies
 Multi-media educational aids
o Computers modified to accommodate various limitations ( e.g.
magnified screens, specialized keyboards and monitors)
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Note taker/scribe services
o Scribes and readers
Outreach activities
o Networking with DSP&S staff, feeder schools
Referral services
Registration assistance
o Priority registration
Repair of adaptive equipment
Specials classes
o Adaptive educational classes
Specialized/supplemental orientation
o DSP&S Orientation
o Tools for organization
Learning assessments/Educational testing
Test facilitation/proctoring
o Location change for testing with extended time
o Testing accommodations
Transportation (on campus) if criteria is met
o Transportation between classes
Initial mobility orientation

2. List and describe the DSP&S special class instruction that is offered by the
college, if applicable. (Title 5 – 56028)
West Hills College Lemoore is fortunate to be able to offer a variety of adaptive
classes, both credit and non-credit. The classes offer students developmental skill
building in order to assist students in achieving their goals of a higher education.
The credit classes consist of Guidance Studies Classes (GS 61), English 89, and
Adapted PE 19.
GS 61:
These classes assist students below the basic skill level; as well as provide
assistance in acquiring prerequisites required for the basic skills courses.
Content includes instruction in study skills, learning styles, test-taking,
note-taking, reading strategies, and assistive technology programs.
Students receive instruction in a lecture/lab structure with both whole
group and individual instruction. The class is intended primarily for
students with learning or other disabilities, although any student may
enroll.
English 89:
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These classes are intended primarily for students with learning disabilities.
The content of the course relates to writing, spelling and related language
arts.
PE 19 (Adaptive):
These classes are designed to assess the fitness and ability levels of
students while creating a specific fitness plan.
The non-credit classes consists of NC 140A, NC140B, NC141 and NC142. All of
these courses are offered off site at the Kings Rehabilitation Center. The focus is
primarily on individuals with developmental disabilities. The course curriculum
graduates from a moderately disabled adult to a mildly disabled adult. However,
all of the courses focus on opportunities to develop personal, vocational, social
and behavioral skills through integrated activities.
The core expectations for all DSP&S students are to advance towards
independence, self-sufficiency and self-advocacy.
NC 140A:
These classes are designed to provide moderately disabled adults with
opportunities to develop personal, vocational, social, and behavioral skills
through a comprehensive program of work, social, behavioral, and
community integrated activities.
NC 140B:
Similar to design of NC 140A, this class is designed to provide mildly and
moderately disabled adults with opportunities to develop personal,
vocational, social, and behavioral skills through a comprehensive program
of work, social, behavioral, and community integrated activities.
NC 141:
This course provides paid work opportunities to individuals with a variety
of disabilities. The program is intended for those individuals who lack
competitive job skills at the time of placement due to disability, but who
are capable both vocationally and socially of performing work with work
crews. These crews receive job coaching and support. Pay is based on
individual productivity.

NC 142:
This course provides job skill development, extended employment, off-site
employment, living skills and support services to individuals who, at
referral, are too severely disabled to work in a competitive job situation.
Services will assist in maximizing vocational development and
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independent living through work crews and enclaves. Pay is based on
individual productivity.
3. Describe how regulations, policies, legal opinions, US Department of
Education, Office for Civil Rights (OCR) decisions and administrative directives
are incorporated into DSP&S program operations and service delivery.
(Californian Education Code and Title 5)
The Associate Dean of the DSP&S program stays current on regulations, policies,
legal opinions, USD Department of Education, and OCR decisions and
administrative directives by:
Reviewing the publications such as: LRP, Disability Compliance for
Higher Education, ADA Compliance Guide, Title V Regulations.
Communicating with representatives from the Galvin Group, regional
colleagues, System Office staff
Attending workshops and conferences.
4. Describe the procedures for preparing, monitoring, and annually updating the
Student Educational Contract (SEC). What methods are being used to evaluate
student progress?
(Title 5 - 56022)
The DSP&S counselors meet with the student to review the necessary
requirements to complete their program of study using program sheets. The
counselor, along with the student, completes the Student Educational Contract
(SEC) for the year. Additionally, the student’s disability is identified along with
educational limitations and supports needed for the classes in which the student is
enrolling. The SEC is prepared upon initial contact in the granting of the student
case. This contract can be amended as needed throughout the year.
The SEC is monitored and evaluated throughout the semester through student
contacts and the mid-semester progress reports. Using the mid-semester report,
the counselors discuss student progress, needs, amendments and supports to help
the student pass their classes. At the completion of each semester or beginning of
the following semester, the SEC is updated when the grades are received. The
student’s academic records are reviewed to assess progress towards the student
goal’s and the student educational plan.
The SEC is updated at least once a year.
Program Requirements
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1. Describe the role of the advisory committee, identify the composition of the
advisory committee representatives, the frequency of the meetings, and attach
minutes from the two most recent meetings.
The Advisory Committee is a cross-representation of faculty, staff, students and
community agencies. The role of the advisory as stated in our missions statement
is: “…The Mission of the DSP&S Advisory committee will be to assess the
functioning of said DSP&S programs as it relates to Title V Requirements and the
needs of the disabled student population within the community.” The DSP&S
Advisory committee meets once a year or more frequently as needed.
(Title 5 - 56050)
2.

Identify the individual designated as the DSP&S Coordinator and how the
individual serving in this position meets the minimum qualifications.
(Title 5 – 56048)
The Associate Dean of the DSP&S program is Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson. She
meets the minimum qualifications by having acquired a Master’s Degree in
Education Administration, having worked over twenty years in the K-12 setting
with individuals with disabilities, including serving as the Director of Special
Education for ten of those years and having served as the Associate Dean of the
DSP&S program for the last year and a half. Her resume and credentials were
meticulously reviewed by the Human Resources department and determined to
have met the requirements under the Title 5 Regulations.

3.

List and describe each of the positions funded by or supporting DSP&S and
how the individuals serving in these positions meet the minimum qualifications.
(Title 5 - 56048)
The DSP&S staff consists of:
director (Associate Dean- partially funded)
secretary (partially funded)
full-time counselors
1 high technology/access specialists
learning skills assistants
2 adjunct faculty
1 full time faculty
2 full-time faculty with adapted PE classes
1 part-time mobility driver
1 work-study mobility driver
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All of the individuals listed above meet minimum qualifications based on the job
description and Title 5 Regulations as reviewed by the Human Resources
Department.

Associate Dean
Sylvia DorseyRobinson

Secretary
Elva Torres

Instructional Faculty
Counseling Faculty
Maradelaluz Gonzalez
Lataria Hall

Susanne Heskette

Assistive Technology

Learning Skills
Assistant

Keith Brock

Adrienne Simas

Rodney Ragsdale (APE)
Kent Olsen (APE)

Marla Fleming

Carol Rogers (Adjunct)

Mobility Driver
Johnny Neal
Ashley Wheeler
(Student)

Julie Allvin (Adjunct)

Funding, Expenditures and Accountability
1. Describe how DSP&S funding is being used to provide support services and/or
instruction to students with disabilities.
The DSP&S funds provide support services and/or instructional services in the
funding of staff, delivery of assistive technology, orientations, specialized classes,
on-campus transportation, training, workshops and outreach.
2. How is the DSP&S Coordinator’s salary funded?
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The DSP&S Associate Dean is funded 25% - State allocation DSP&S and 75%
district.
3. How is revenue from DSP&S Special Classes being accounted? (Title 5 –
56060, 56064, 56070, 56072)
The Associate Dean and the secretary gather positive attendance data from the
non-credit classes each month. This information is forwarded to the Registrar
who verifies the attendance documents. At the conclusion of the fall term the
Associate Dean requests FTEs generated from the adaptive classes, both credit
and non-credit. This process occurs each term.
4. Describe the process for developing and approving the DSP&S Budget and
Expenditures.
The DSP&S Associate Dean works with the staff and advisory to identify any
needs for the upcoming year and establish budget priorities accordingly. This is
part of the college wide planning and governance process. The Associate Dean
creates both a categorical dollar budget and a general fund budget in the spring of
each year. The categorical budget is based on a 95% allocation, as the actual
allocation is unknown until the fall term.
The general fund budget is developed based on the budget amount supplied by the
business office. These budgets are reviewed with the Dean of Students before
submission to the president.
5. Identify the process for completing the DSP&S Year-End Report and
relationship to the district’s year-end program accounting.
The DSP&S Year End Report is completed by the Associate Dean. This process
begins after the first month of the summer term. The Associate Dean and the
secretary gather positive attendance data from the non-credit classes each month.
This information is forwarded to the Director of District Enrollment who verifies
the attendance documents. At the conclusion of the fall term the Associate Dean
requests FTEs generated from the adaptive classes, both credit and non-credit.
This process continues in both the fall and spring semesters. Throughout the
year, the Associate Dean and secretary are monitoring the DSP&S budgets and
making adjustments as necessary. At the end of the fiscal year, the Associate
Dean reviews the budget and FTES and reports the dollars as indicated on the End
of the Year Report. This information is reviewed with the business office prior to
obtaining appropriate signatures and submitting to the System Office on or before
September 15th of each year.
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6. Identify the process for tracking and documenting Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Allocation funds expenditures, if the college receives these funds, and the
required college match.
At the time of this report, the college had not applied for and Deaf and Hard of
Hearing Allocations.
7. Describe how the college utilizes the funds in the DSP&S allocation for Access
to Print and Electronic Information and funds from other sources, to ensure
that educational materials are provided in a format that is accessible to and
usable by students with disabilities.
The colleges utilize the funds in DSP&S for access to print and electronic
information by employing an Assistive Technology/High Access Specialist. This
individual ensures that alternative support is provided to enable students to access
the curriculum. The Assistive Technology Specialist communicates with the
DSP&S counselors, faculty, students, the High Tech Center, and the Alternative
Text Production Centers to provide the appropriate support to students in order to
achieve access.
8. Describe the procedures for recording the student’s minimum four service
contacts per year that are required in order to receive funding, and the process
of verifying and reporting those service contacts to MIS (Title 5 – 56062)
Upon granting a student case, the information is documented under the Datatel
EMER/CASM screen. A MIS form is submitted to the DSP&S department’s
secretary who cross-checks the information through her database. It is important
that the information on the MIS form coincides with the information on the
Datatel EMER screen. The District Programmer/Analyst generates a semester
report listing student contacts to DSP&S. This ensures that the required four
yearly contacts have been met.
A student enrolled in an adaptive class will automatically receive their four
contacts A student who is not enrolled in an adaptive class, but receives disability
related services such as test proctoring, is also documented in the CASM Datatel
screen.
A master list of contacts is compiled to verify the required four contacts. The
District Programmer/Analyst submits preliminary data for review by the
Associate Dean and secretary. This information is reconciled to ensure that
contacts are appropriately coded in the EMER screen and relate to disability, and
all student contacts are capture and corrected before submission to the System
Office.
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9. In general, describe the DSP&S funding allocations formula and its elements.
Understanding the formula is essential in effectively administering and
advocating for your program. The funding formula is complex and comprised
of different elements, including weights assigned by disability category. Would
your college like to request technical assistance in this area?
The DSP&S funding is built on student “head count” broken down and weighted
by disability and the enrollment in credit and non-credit classes. Staff is
responsible for entering all student contacts; however, only those contacts related
to the disability count and must be a minimum of 4 contacts per year in order for
the college to receive DSP&S funding. The specific disability areas identified
through the community college system are: Mobility, hearing, vision,
psychological, developmentally delayed, learning disabled, acquired brain injury,
speech, and other.
The Institutional Technology Services (ITS) department maintains the data as it is
input in the Datatel system. The District Programmer/Analyst communicates with
the DSP&S Associate Dean and the secretary to indicate when the data has been
updated. The DSP&S department reviews the student information to ensure that
the information is correct and accurate, reports any mistakes so that District
Programmer/Analyst can make any changes prior to submission to the System
Office. The System Office uses this head count information along with the FTES
generated by the credit and non-credit classes, and the amount of money spent in
the current year, along with the anticipated amount that should have been spent to
determine the next years’ allocation.
The Associate Dean works closely with the DSP&S staff, students, advisory
group, and facilities team members to determine upcoming needs in the DSP&S
program. Each spring, the Associate Dean uses this information and other
information supplied by the business department to develop a budget based on a
minimum 95% of the current year’s allocation.
The college feels that accessing the resources available through the Galvin Group
provides adequate training and technical assistance at this time.
Other
1. Describe other areas or departments on campus you coordinate with to provide
services to students served by DSP&S.
The DSP&S program and staff are intricately involved in the fabric of the college.
Staff are standing members of Learning Communities, Facilities and Planning
meetings, President’s Cabinet, President’s Executive Cabinet, Site team Planning,
Development of SLO’s, the Basic Skills Committee and Counseling and Advising
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meetings. This ensures that the needs of the disabled population are well
represented and that there is collegiality between and amongst staff and programs
that fosters unity of services to this population. In addition, all staff has an open
door policy that allows for good communication to exist.
This coordination is evidence in the fact that faculty will often submit referrals to
the DSP&S department. They also assist with providing the necessary and
appropriate accommodations within their classrooms.
They are often
collaborating with staff on ways in which they can maximize assistive technology
and identify alternative technologies to enable students to gain the needed
material. Faculty often meets with the director, counselors and assistive
technology specialist in order to collaborate regarding student needs.
The Associate Dean communicates regularly with the Director of Maintenance
and Operations to identify accessibility issues and needed resources or potential
problems for students. The staff is very accommodating and amendable to
providing services.
Because the director of the DSP&S program is the Associate Dean of Categorical
Programs, she oversees the EOPS, CARE, and CalWORKs programs as well.
This multifaceted responsibility has served to harness inter-categorical
communications. This is accomplished through the centralized Associate Dean
and monthly staff meetings.
2. What type of training would you like to receive in order to improve the
efficiency and performance of your college’s DSP&S program? Please describe
all DSP&S related training needs as you see them.
The staff recognizes the need to advance its knowledge of assistive technology
software and hardware; as well as providing students with training on use of the
software and hardware in order to maximize the use of the devices.
In addition, there is an increased need and interest in understanding the
characteristics and how best to support the needs of individuals with autism and
autism related disabilities. The staff and faculty also need training in the areas of
Tourette’s Syndrome, mental illness and learning disabilities and
accommodations.
As previously mentioned, the college as a recently accredited college is in its
infancy; therefore the staff has continued to grow. One area of growth is in the
number of staff. However, with that growth and additional staff is the need to
“ramp-up” staff in order to advert any break in services. While we have
completed this comfortably, it is an area we would continue to need to monitor.
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There are a number of ways the staff feels they can achieve the desired results
listed above, some of which are participation and attendance at regional meetings,
maintaining communications with the various list-serves, attendance at the
CAPED, CSUN, and AHEAD conferences as well as seeking out conference and
trainings opportunities that focuses on brain-based learning opportunities.
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CalWORKs/TANF: California Work Opportunities and Responsibility to
Kids/Temporary Assistance to Needy Families
Program-Specific Self-Evaluation
The self-evaluation is based on the WASC Accreditation Standard IIB – Student
Support Services:
“The institution recruits and admits diverse students who are able to benefit
from its programs, consistent with its mission. Student support services address
the identified needs of students and enhance a supportive learning
environment. The entire student pathway through the institutional experience
is characterized by a concern for student access, progress, learning and success.
The institution systematically assesses student support services using student
learning outcomes, faculty and staff input, and other appropriate measures in
order to improve the effectiveness of these services.”2

A. Management Information System (MIS) Data Reporting - For access, progress
and success, MIS data for the prior three years (2005-06, 2004-05, and 200304) will be provided annually by the System Office for each college. Program
staff will need to conduct an analysis of the data sent by the System Office.
Colleges may also use in-house data to complete this section.
Questions for Analysis:
1. How is the categorical program director involved in the review of MIS data
before it is submitted to the State Chancellor’s Office?
The District Office has a Data Tracking Technician that generates campus
CalWORKs MIS specific reports from Datatel for the Associate Dean of
Categorical Programs. In 2006-2007, these reports were forwarded and
validated by the Career Center Technician who was responsible for tracking
and entering all WHCL CalWORKs MIS data. In addition to MIS input into
Datatel, the Career Center Technician maintained a local database of
information. The MIS data report is compared to the data stored in the locally
developed program database. Any necessary corrections are reviewed and
cited by the Career Center Technician and Associate Dean before forwarding
to the District for final submission to the Chancellor’s Office.

2

Self Study Manual – ACCJC Standards Adopted June 2002, Accrediting Commission for Community and
Junior Colleges, Western Association of Schools and Colleges, August 2005
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2. Does the data appear to be accurate? Do the numbers of students in the
MIS report match your program records?
So far, implementation of the new CalWORKs MIS data since Summer 2007
has been successful. Data appears to be accurate with some inconsistencies
occurring with enrollment records of CalWORKs student in non-credit
courses as well as reporting of students in the local database that are unable to
be captured in MIS since the student fails to apply or enroll in classes.
Establishing a clear procedure for tracking and maintaining CalWORKs MIS
Data collection is needed as the new CalWORKs Advising Specialist will be
processing this data instead of the Career Center Technician.
3. If the data does not appear to be accurate, identify the problem (e.g. too
many or too few participants listed; demographics seem incorrect, etc.).
Document the process used to identify the problem. Share this information
with the college information technology services staff to determine ways to
correct your MIS reporting.
As cited previously, the inconsistencies occur between the MIS report and the
local database of CalWORKs information. The problem exists with the
enrollment records of CalWORKs student in non-credit courses as well as the
inability to capture student that go through the intake process but fail to apply
or enroll in classes. Much of this falls on the CalWORKs program staff, not
the information technology services staff. Again, efforts to establish a clear
procedure for tracking and maintaining CalWORKs data is needed as the new
CalWORKs Advising Specialist will be processing this data instead of the
Career Center Technician.
B. Access - Identify how accessible the program is by comparing demographic
data from the college to the program. Data to be compared include gender,
ethnicity, age, informed educational goal, Pell and BOG fee waiver recipients,
English Language Learners (ELL) and students with disabilities.
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West Hills College Lemoore
Revision date: 6/30/2008

All
Students

% of
Cal
% of
all WORKs CalWORKs

% of
all

GENERAL DATA
Total Students
Enrolled in CREDIT
Credit FTES
Enrolled in NONCREDIT
Noncredit FTES

6,469
6,211 96.0%
2,631 40.7%
357 5.5%
344 5.3%

205
201
144
19
0.70

100.0%
98.0%
99.5%
9.3%
0.5%

3.2%
3.2%
5.5%
5.3%
0.2%

GENDER
Female
Male
Unknown /DTS

4,015 62.1%
2,391 37.0%
63 1.0%

167
38
0

81.5%
18.5%
0.0%

4.2%
1.6%
0.0%

AGE GROUP
< 20
20 - 24
25 - 29
30 - 49
50 +
Unknown/DTS

1,578
2,098
959
1,536
295
3

24.4%
32.4%
14.8%
23.7%
4.6%
0.0%

15
88
47
53
2

7.3%
42.9%
22.9%
25.9%
1.0%

1.0%
4.2%
4.9%
3.5%
0.7%

RACE/ETHNICITY
African-American
Asian
Filipino
Hispanic
Native American
Other
Pacific Islander
White
Unknown/DTS

419 6.5%
365 5.6%
239 3.7%
2,458 38.0%
79 1.2%
97 1.5%
28 0.4%
2,444 37.8%
340 5.3%

28
3
5
97
5
1
0
60
6

13.7%
1.5%
2.4%
47.3%
2.4%
0.5%
0.0%
29.3%
2.9%

6.7%
0.8%
2.1%
3.9%
6.3%
1.0%
0.0%
2.5%
1.8%

8.8%
0.5%
0.0%

4.4%
3.1%
0.0%

ACCESS

DISABILITY
Primary Disability
Secondary Disability
Dept. of Rehabilitation

412
32
36

6.4%
0.5%
0.6%

18
1
0

3,888
2,581
2,492
1,450
1,068

60.1%
39.9%
38.5%
22.4%
16.5%

20
185
185
149
116

FINANCIAL AID
Not Received
Received
BOG Waiver
PELL Grant
Other
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9.8% 0.5%
90.2% 7.2%
90.2% 7.4%
72.7% 10.3%
56.6% 10.9%

Questions for Analysis:
1. How does the program compare with the total college demographic data?
CalWORKs serves more females (81.5%) than males (18.5%)
In comparison to the general population, CalWORKs students’ ethnicities
are higher in the following areas: Hispanic (47.3%), African-American
(13.7%), and Native American (2.4%)
CalWORKs students’ ages, 20-49, are consistent with the general
population
CalWORKs students’ receipt of financial aid (90.2%) is significantly
higher than the general population (39.9%)
Of the 6.4%, or 412, total students cited with a primary or secondary
disability, 8.8%, or 18, were CalWORKs students
2. Describe the areas where you have concerns about access.
Increasing participation of males and teenage parents
3. Please describe any plans in place for improving access.
Work closely with the county and school teen parenting programs to
increase referral process for males and teenage parents
4. What programs and services do you feel specifically contribute to student
access at your college? Why?
Location of CalWORKs office works well within the Career Center
Ability to place at least 10% of CalWORKs eligible students in on campus
work study positions
Availability of supervised tutorial through NC160 (GED Preparation)
course which counts as an allowable activity for county purposes
EOPS/CARE and DSP&S often refer CalWORKs students for services
C. Progress - Compare how well students served by the program perform
compared to those of the whole college. Data to be compared include course
success rates, academic and progress dismissal, and persistence.
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All
% of
Students all

West Hills College Lemoore
Revision date: 6/30/2008

% of
Cal
WORKs CalWORKs

% of
all

GENERAL DATA
PROGRESS
PERSISTENCE
Enrolled in Fall 06
Persisted to Spring 07
Fall 06 to Fall07

3,850
2,476
1,647

59.5%
64.3%
42.8%

138
116
65

67.3%
84.1%
47.1%

3.6%
4.7%
3.9%

COURSE COMPLETION - Enrollment and success is based on duplicated enrollments
DEGREE APPLICABLE
Attempted
20,717 100.0%
1122
100.0%
5.4%
Successful
12,982 62.7%
631
56.2%
4.9%
BASIC SKILLS
ESL
Attempted
40
0.6%
2
100.0%
5.0%
Successful
34 85.0%
2
100.0%
5.9%
ENGLISH
Attempted
385
6.0%
41
100.0%
10.6%
Successful
217 56.4%
22
53.7%
10.1%
MATH
Attempted
321
5.0%
23
100.0%
7.2%
Successful
210 65.4%
13
56.5%
6.2%

West Hills College Lemoore
Revision date: 6/30/2008

All
Students

% of
all

Cal
WORKs

% of
CalWORKs

% of
all

GENERAL DATA
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT- Enrollment and success is based on duplicated enrollments
Apprenticeship (SAM = A)
Attempted
0
0.0%
0
0.0%
0.0%
Successful
0
0.0%
0
0.0%
0.0%
Adv. Occupational (SAM = B)

Attempted
Successful

97
59

100.0%
60.8%

9
4

100.0%
44.4%

9.3%
6.8%

4,226
2,714

100.0%
64.2%

330
180

100.0%
54.5%

7.8%
6.6%

Clearly Occupational (SAM = C)

Attempted
Successful (A,B,C,CR)

Questions for Analysis:
1. How well do the students served by your program perform compared to the
total college population?
In comparison to the general college population, CalWORKs students’
successful course completion is low for degree applicable (General 62.7%,
CalWORKs 56.2%), English (General 56.4%, CalWORKs 53.7%), math
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(General 65.4%, CalWORKs 56.5%), advanced occupational (General
60.8%, CalWORKs 44.4%), and clearly occupational (General 64.2%,
CalWORKs 54.5%)
CalWORKs student performed better than the general college population
in successful course completion of English as a Second Language
(General 85%, CalWORKs 100%)
CalWORKs students persisted from semester to semester at a higher rate
than the general population.
2. Describe areas where you have concern about student progress.
CalWORKs students’ academic performance is low, especially in math.
However, CalWORKs students tend to possess more challenges than your
average student (lack of high school diploma or equivalent, limited
financial resources, child care, and transportation – just to name a few)
3. What programs and services do you feel specifically contribute to the
progress of students at your college? Why?
The addition of the CalWORKs Advising Specialist in Spring 2008 will
support and monitor student learning by providing increased case
management and student support
County collaborative on campus supports the coordinating of essential
student services (textbook, child care, and transportation assistance)
Availability of a CalWORKs specific orientation, supervised tutorial
environment, academic and vocational counseling, child care, work study,
and employment services
C. Success - Review how well your students are completing their educational goals. Data
to be included are number of degrees and certificates awarded, number of transferprepared students, number of transfers, and achievement of non-credit educational
goals.

West Hills College Lemoore
Revision date: 6/30/2008

All
Students

% of
all

Cal
WORKs

% of
CalWORKs

% of
all

GENERAL DATA
ACADEMIC SUCCESS
Degree
Certificate
Transferred to 4-Year
Unduplicated Success Rate

349
24
1,544
1,725

5.4%
0.4%
23.9%
26.7%

26
3
16
32

12.7% 7.4%
1.5% 12.5%
7.8% 1.0%
15.6% 1.9%

762
572

11.8%
8.8%

13
26

6.3%
12.7%

Transfer Directed
Transfer Prepared
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1.7%
4.5%

Questions for Analysis:
1. How well do the program students perform compared to the total college
population?
CalWORKs had high certificate (1.5%) and degree (12.7%) completion
rates
2. Describe areas where you have concern about student success.
Due to the nature of CalWORKs student educational goals, majority of
students are on a non-transfer track
CalWORKs students have limited vocational certificate options, and of
those vocational options, there are inconsistent course offerings
3. What programs and services do you feel specifically contribute to the
success of students at your college? Why?
The addition of the CalWORKs Advising Specialist in Spring 2008 will
support and monitor student learning by providing increased case
management and student support
County collaborative on campus supports the coordinating of essential
student services (textbook, child care, and transportation assistance)
Availability of a CalWORKs specific orientation, supervised tutorial
environment, academic and vocational counseling, child care, work study,
and employment services
E. Student Learning Outcomes - Describe your progress in the development and
implementation of Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) for the program at the
college.
Questions for Analysis:
1. What are the SLOs for the program?
Student Level
Upon completion of the CalWORKs orientation students will be able to
identify program related information and services.
CalWORKs students will navigate between on and off campus resources to
obtain their books for school.
Students placed in CalWORKs work study program will be able to meet
employer expectations & standards

2. What process was used (or plan to use) to develop these outcomes?
Direction was given to create program and student level outcomes. The two
counselors and the Associate Dean affiliated with the CalWORKs Program
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convened in Fall 2007 on three separate occasions to review CalWORKs
Program related goals and objectives. At least three student and three
program level outcomes were created along with suggested assessment
methods.
3. What types of activities are you conducting in order to achieve these
outcomes?
The framework is in place to assess and evaluate student and program
outcomes. For the CalWORKs student level outcomes, three activities are
being conducted. The first is the CalWORKs orientations which are
conducted prior to the Fall and Spring semesters as well as one on one
orientations throughout the semester. At the conclusion of the orientation, an
evaluation is completed by the student to assess level of familiarity with
CalWORKs services as well as other on and off campus resources. The
second activity that demonstrates students successfully navigating between on
and off campus resources is related to requesting textbook assistance. This is
assessed by the CalWORKs staff receiving receipt of book purchase
authorization from the county. The third activity is the supervisor’s
evaluation of the CalWORKs Work Study student’s performance. For the
CalWORKs program level outcomes, activities will include file audits to
review service receipts, progress reports, and evaluations.
Increased
coordination between EOPS/CARE, DSP&S, and the Career Center allows for
follow-up on progress reports and workshop participation.

4. How are you assessing the achievement of the outcomes?
The assessment tools mentioned above are in place to gather information and
data. At this time, the goal is to evaluate at least one student and program
outcome each semester.
5. How have you used the assessment information to improve the services?
At this time, data has been gathered but not evaluated yet to directly improve
services.
The CalWORKs Program Student Learning Outcomes were
developed in fall 2007. Assessment occurred in Spring 2008. Those results will
be compiled and shared with CalWORKs staff during Fall 2008 to incorporate
any suggested recommendations to improve services for the 2008-2009
academic year.
F. Compliance - Provide an overview of how each program is meeting the
applicable minimum requirements of the federal regulations, California
Education Code, Title 5 regulations, Budget Act Language and/or program
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guidelines. The key areas to be reviewed include: 1) student eligibility, 2)
student services, 3) program requirements, 4) funding, expenditures, and
accountability, and 5) other. The review should clearly demonstrate that the
programs are responsibly handling categorical dollars.

CalWORKs/TANF: California Work Opportunities and Responsibility to
Kids/Temporary Assistance to Needy Families
Student Eligibility
Colleges must coordinate with the local County Welfare Department (CWD) to
determine eligibility. Eligibility must be determined at the beginning of each term.
The college’s CalWORKs program is responsible for determining and tracking
student eligibility and for all CalWORKs and TANF-funded services. Services
provided through other college department, like the Child Care Center, must be
coordinated with the college CalWORKs program to verify a student’s ongoing
eligibility for services, academic progress, monitor program expenses, and report
data.
1. Describe your college’s coordination with the local county department of social
services to determine student eligibility for services and coordinate services to
be consistent with and in support of the student’s welfare-to-work plan.
West Hills College Lemoore (WHCL) CalWORKs program has had an agreement
since 2006-2007 with the Kings County Human Services Employment & Training
(KCHSET) Services. This agreement outlines the respective roles that each entity
will fulfill which includes eligibility determination and coordination of support
services relative to the student’s Welfare to Work (WTW) plan. During the intake
process, the CalWORKs student signs a consent to release information. As a
result, the County and the CalWORKs program are able to obtain eligibility
verifications, coordinate services, and provide case management on a regular
basis. The partnership has afforded greater accessibility for staff and students by
stationing Employment and Training Workers (ETW) at the WHCL campus who
address the CalWORKs student’s ancillary requests and eligibility documentation.
To ensure services are dealt with in a timely manner and consistent with the
CalWORKs student’s WTW plan, monthly case management meetings and biannual advisory meetings occur as well as email and telephone communiqué
between the CalWORKs staff and the ETW. Regular student contact is
maintained to assess any additional needs or services.
CalWORKs students have a variety of services available at the WCHL campus to
meet their mandatory work hour requirements. These include: academic,
vocational, and remedial programs, study skills lab, and exposure to employment
opportunities. Direct student support services offered at the WHCL campus
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include counseling/advising, job preparation workshops, work study, child care,
and academic follow-up/case management. All CalWORKs students are
encouraged to apply for financial aid and other student support programs, such as
Extended Opportunity Programs and Services/Cooperative Agencies and
Resources for Education (EOPS/CARE) and the Disabled Students Programs and
Services (DSP&S).
2. What documentation is used for eligibility for CalWORKs funded services? Do
the student files contain this eligibility documentation?
To validate CalWORKs funded services, all student files include a current
“Passport to Services” - this is a county notice to validate the student’s
CalWORKs/TANF status and level of services. In its entirety, the CalWORKs
student files include:
CalWORKs Student Intake
CalWORKs Narrative/Case Notes
CalWORKs Student Educational Plan
CalWORKs Progress Reports
CalWORKs Consent to Release Information
College Semester Schedule
College Transcripts
Financial Aid Award Letter for Work Study students only
County “Passport to Services”
County Contract/Referral/Enrollment Verification
County Consent to Release Information
Other Miscellaneous Correspondence
The CalWORKs student file maintains the necessary information for eligibility as
well as data necessary for semester Management Information Systems (MIS)
reporting. At this time, verifications for CalWORKs funded child care and work
study remain within the Child Development Center and Financial Aid Work
Study department files. It is recognized that centralization of this information is
necessary and steps are have already been taken to better coordinate CalWORKs
child care and work study services.
3. If provided, describe how student eligibility for on-campus child care is
determined and how is this service coordinated between the college’s Child
Development Center and the CalWORKs program.
The child development center collects verification of eligibility from the
CalWORKs student and authorizes necessary child care services. In addition,
they validate the students served with the CalWORKs office and, each semester,
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reports the number of children utilizing services and the hours of child care
provided. As mentioned previously, centralization of this information is
necessary and efforts have been made to increase coordination efforts between the
Child Development Center and the CalWORKs program’s child care services.
(State Budget 6870-101-0001 Schedule (8) 20.10.045-Special Services for
CalWORKs Recipients; CalWORKs Handbook, Essential Program Elements (a))
Student Services
The California Community College CalWORKs program funds are used for
specific coordinated student services as detailed in the annual budget act. These
comprehensive support services are designed to assist welfare recipient students
obtain the educational level they need to transition off of welfare and ultimately
achieve long-term self-sufficiency. These funds enable the community colleges to
be a full partner in the statewide welfare reform system by requiring the colleges to
provide the following direct student support services: service coordination;
curriculum development and redesign; work-study; subsidized child care; and job
development and job placement.
1. Describe each of the program component services that are provided using
CalWORKs and TANF funds and how these services are documented.
(State Budget Act; Education Code)
Service coordination and case management is provided by the ETW and
supplemented by the CalWORKs program staff. Currently, the CalWORKs
Advising Specialist is the first point of contact for the CalWORKs student. The
initial meeting includes the CalWORKs student providing a copy of their
“Passport to Services” and completing the CalWORKs intake form. A subsequent
appointment with the counselor for a student educational plan is arranged. The
counselor assists the student in choosing the appropriate coursework to satisfy
their career objectives and meet their requirements under welfare to work.
CalWORKs staff assists the students by setting them up with the necessary tools
and resources to navigate the campus and the community. This includes
information on campus programs and services such as EOPS/CARE, DSP&S,
career/transfer center, financial aid, scholarships, student government association,
child care resources, and public transportation information. A separate process is
in place to facilitate textbook purchases between the county and the campus
bookstore. A consent to release information form is signed to facilitate exchange
of information with the county and between campus programs to coordinate
services. An internal system is in place between categorical programs to utilize a
color coded identifier to acknowledge their participation in a specific program –
such as EOPS, CARE, or DSP&S – and facilitate the exchange of “Passport to
Services”, student educational plans, or semester progress reports.
All
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documentation and services referred and received are noted in the student’s
CalWORKs file.
There are no current activities planned for curriculum development and redesign.
However, the business/computer skills and remedial basic skills (NC 160: GED
Preparation) open entry and open exit labs are previous curriculum areas that were
created to meet the needs of the CalWORKs student population. A recent
addition of the WorkKeys program will provide job skills assessment that
measures the CalWORKs student’s real world skills. WorkKeys connect work
skills, training, and testing for education and employers. It supports the
CalWORKs program by fulfilling the requirements of federal programs and
legislation, as well as economic and workforce development programs.
CalWORKs students that are engaged in any curricular area have their academic
and vocational objectives outlined in their student educational plan.
In order for students to access CalWORKs Work Study (CWWS), they must
bring a referral or copy of their “Passport to Services” to verify their eligibility for
services. CalWORKs students are required to be enrolled in at least 6.0 units,
maintain satisfactory academic progress (Grade point average of 2.0 or better),
and have submitted and completed their Free Application for Financial Student
Aid (FAFSA). The Work Study Coordinator matches the wages as follows: 75%
from CWWS and 25% from Federal Work Study (FWS). Wages do not exceed
state minimum wage standards. The task of placing CalWORKs eligible student
in work study and expending CWWS funds is easily accomplished each fiscal
year. Work study opportunities are identified by students and campus programs
or departments with placements intended to match the students identified career
objectives.
Due to the College’s rural location, lack of business and
transportation, most students are placed on campus. Students are placed primarily
on-campus and at local elementary schools as tutors. The work study coordinator
is responsible for collecting the work study application, matching student
placement with their career goals, and maintaining all work study placement
information (site, hours per week, wages). On average, up to 15 - 20 CalWORKs
students get placed during the fiscal year. The financial aid award letter serves as
documentation of the CWWS award. On the rare occasion when there are
additional funds or positions available, other outreach avenues include
coordinating with EOPS/CARE and researching CalWORKs/TANF recipients via
the Board of Governors Grant (BOGG).
CalWORKs child care services are available through the campus child
development center (CDC). Quality and convenience are the prime reasons
CalWORKs students are encouraged to utilize the CDC. As one of the few child
care centers in Lemoore, the CalWORKs students seek out the child care services
and opt to obtain training and education as well. Students bring proof of
CalWORKs eligibility (“Passport to Services” and school schedule) and this
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allows their family access to child care services. The CDC staff is responsible for
providing the data necessary for MIS reporting. Annually, the CalWORKs
programs provides 15% of the child care funding to enhance the CDC play
equipment and often requests additional funding from the Chancellor’s Office to
meet the needs of the CalWORKs families. For billing purposes, CalWORKs
child care funds are set up with their own account number and the CDC staff
charge monthly against this account for our CalWORKs children. The CDC
provides monthly invoices which are processed directly to the CalWORKs child
care budget. For continuation of service from semester to semester, the
CalWORKs student is required to provide the CDC staff with a current passport
to service and a copy of their semester schedule. All information is maintained in
the child’s file at the CDC.
Job development and job placement activities occur through the financial aid
work study coordinator and the campus career center staff. The CalWORKs
Office’s location within the Career and Transfer Center facilitates job
development and job placement activities. The CalWORKs program collaborates
with the career center to offer workshops on career exploration, drafting resume,
cover letter writing, dress for success, and interview skills. CalWORKs students
are encouraged to participate in these activities to increase their employability. If
there are no available positions or funding available under CWWS, the career
center and county staff assist with direct job placement.
Additional
considerations may be developed through the creation of internships and use of
work experience opportunities. Any CalWORKs funded employment services
provided to the student are documented in their student files.
2. Describe your college’s process for providing case management services.
Academic case management is provided to students in partnership with ETW.
CalWORKs students are referred to the Career Center/CalWORKs Office. The
CalWORKs Advising Specialist begins the intake process by collecting
information, verifying case worker, obtaining the referral documentation, and
scheduling the student for needs assessment and academic advising. The advising
specialist obtains transcripts at the end of each semester to assure satisfactory
progress, provide interventions as needed, and validate appropriate placement and
monitoring of future classes. Now that this program is falling under the scope of
the Associate Dean of Categorical Programs, students will be required to provide
a mid-term evaluation for progress tracking purposes. CalWORKs staff works
closely with ETW to validate eligibility and students time limitations under
CalWORKs/TANF.

(State Budget Act; CalWORKs Handbook, Essential Program Elements (c) &
Case Management Section)
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Program Requirements
The community college CalWORKs program must have a program coordinator or
director in place to manage the use of funds, ensure coordinated services are
provided to students, and ensure that reports, forms, and program plans are
submitted to the System Office in a timely basis.
1. Do you have a program coordinator or director? What percentage of time does
this position have assigned to CalWORKs and how was it calculated?
The Associate Dean of Categorical Programs primary assignment is for WHCL;
this individual has local oversight and direction of the WHCL CalWORKs
program. The Associate Dean allocates 20% of their time to managing the
CalWORKs program. This calculation is based upon the multiple categorical
areas of oversight and distribution of student populations.
Historically,
CalWORKs program management has been handled at the District level and
started gradually shifting locally in 2006-2007 with the hiring of the Associate
Dean and the identification of CalWORKs staff to serve the Lemoore campus.
With the CalWORKs staff in place, a variety of elements have been implemented
(case management, counseling, and work study) to firmly establish the program.
(CalWORKs Handbook, Essential Program Elements (g); Organization Section)
2. Describe how the CalWORKs program coordinator and staff coordinate with
the local country welfare department to provide services to eligible CalWORKs
students.
Coordination elements are performed by all partners affiliated with CalWORKs.
The county ETWs complement the current process utilized by the College
CalWORKs Staff. When the CalWORKs Staff see a new student and they
mention they are on public assistance, a CalWORKs intake form is completed.
The CalWORKs Counselor and Advising Specialist encourage the student to
choose a major that is approvable by county CalWORKs standards and assists in
the development of a student educational plan. This plan and current class
schedule is transmitted to the ETW who will coordinate the purchase of textbooks
and approve any necessary transportation and child care. A process is underway
to centralize CWWS and CWCC through the CalWORKs Advising Specialist
who will document referral and receipt of CalWORKs services.
To insure that as many CalWORKs students are being served, the WHCL
CalWORKs staff works closely with the county workers to capture and service
eligible participants. Internally, there are two other means to identify if a student
is on CalWORKs; one is to review list of the EOPS/CARE students and the
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second is to review BOGG applications for indication that they are a
CalWORKs/TANF recipient. The second method requires greater attention as we
seek to increase outreach efforts. The ETW is an active member of the
CalWORKs Advisory.
Funding, Expenditures and Accountability
The community college CalWORKs program must have a process for tracking the
expenditure of CalWORKs funds, to ensure expenditures comply with legal
requirements set forth in the Education Code and annual Budget Act language,
and in guidelines issued by the System Office.
1. How do you ensure that CalWORKs funds are only used to pay for allowable
services for CalWORKs eligible students?
Expenditures are monitored and verified to ensure it is an allowable expense
under the CalWORKs budget regulations.
(State Budget Act, Education Code, CalWORKs Handbook)
2. How do you ensure the declared match are from allowable sources and are for
direct services provided to CalWORKs students?
Matching funds must benefit the CalWORKs program directly. The matching
source is reviewed to make sure it is permissible with the criteria set forth through
the CalWORKs District Match Guidelines. All match sources are cited in the
CalWORKs program plan and budgeting reports.
3. Describe the process for developing and approving the CalWORKs Budget and
Expenditures.
As West Hills College transitions from a single to multi-college district, plans are
in place to gradually increase and implement site level development of the
CalWORKs budget and expenditures. Continued coordination will be required
since CalWORKs funding is allocated at the District level. Currently, the
CalWORKs budget and expenditures are developed and approved locally in
consultation with the West Hills Community College District business office.
Any dollars expended through the CalWORKs program has to go through an
approval process. This process begins with the local Associate Dean and then
forwarded to the District Program Manager, Grants Accountant, and Director of
Fiscal Services before it is posted to the program ledger.
4. Identify the process for completing the CalWORKs Year-End Report and
relationship to the district’s year-end program accounting.
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At the end of the fiscal year, the District’s grant accountant runs various general
ledger reports related to the CalWORKs and TANF budgets. The District’s
internal auditor examines the reports to make sure that the expenditures are
allowable and comply with the funding guidelines.
Other
What other areas or departments on campus do you coordinate with to provide
services to CalWORKs students?
The CalWORKs Program coordinates with a variety of on campus areas and
departments to provide services to its target population. The CalWORKs program
coordinates with the bookstore, Eagle Career Connection, transfer center, child
development center, financial aid/work study, tutorial center, EOPS/CARE, DSP&S,
and the Student Support Services programs. Consultation occurs in the learning areas
for the development of vocational and instructional support services for CalWORKs
students (i.e. GED Preparation, CalWORKs Study Lab, WorkKeys). The access and
co-location of the county case workers on campus in Learning Resource Center is
valuable and essential for the provision of providing timely services to CalWORKs
students. In 200-2007, an annual student recognition ceremony was held with
EOPS/CARE and DSP&S to recognize academic achievement. Finally, CalWORKs
program information is provided at the campus College Day and during the Fall and
Spring Xtreme Registrations.
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Effective Practices and Opportunities for Improvement
Please complete a separate narrative for each categorical program by describing:
Matriculation: Credit and Non-Credit
A. What is working well.
Progress and Success- matriculation has a positive impact on student progress
and success. Students in the matriculation program are progressing and
succeeding as well as or better than students in the general population.
SLOs- program and student outcomes are written and the assessment process
is underway. The assessment and evaluation process has been informative
and has provided feedback useful for training purposes.
Admissions- When applying online, students can switch back and forth
between Spanish and English. The online application for admission is in real
time; once submitted, within minutes the student can access all student
services including online orientation, registration, assessment, etc.
Orientation- It is offered multiple times a year in multiple modalities (face-toface and online.) Face-to-face orientation is offered in both English and
Spanish. The online orientation has Spanish captions and closed captioning
for students with a disability. Face-to-face orientation is linked with our
Xtreme Registration event and therefore gets a lot of publicity and generates a
lot of excitement.
Assessment- Ample opportunities for assessment exist; there has been a
significant increase in the amount of assessments scheduled in the last two
years. The numbers of assessments offered are driven by student demand
with additional sessions added as needed. Assessment is offered with a
variety of times for assessment to meet all scheduling needs. Cross training of
staff exists to provide multiple sessions of assessment; a part time test proctor
was hired in 2007-2008 to meet the added demand of increasing assessments.
Counseling and Advising-The bi-monthly meetings provide an excellent time
for communication, training, and updates to keep everyone on the same page
and well informed. There are a variety of ways offered for students to access
counseling and advising services including evening and online. The
counselors work together as a team to provide full time counselor coverage all
summer for students to access services. The counselors serve as liaisons to
other learning areas to increase collaboration and communication between
student services and instructional services.
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Academic Follow Up- Better student utilization of the Tutoring Program
resulting in increased participation rates as well as improved student tutor
training through implementation of monthly tutor training workshops. There
has been a significant increase in faculty awareness and use of the Early Alert
Program. The addition of an Advising Specialist dedicated to basic skills
students has improved follow up to this student population.
Coordination and Training-There has been increased numbers and types of
training related to matriculation campus-wide. As a result of “MATI”
trainings, our MIS data is improving. The Matriculation Coordinator serves
on several committees across the campus to advocate, communicate, and
coordinate the program.
Research and Evaluation-The Matriculation Coordinator and Director of
Institutional Effectiveness and Planning work closely together to assess the
efficacy of matriculation.
The District Programmer/Analyst is very
responsive to requests for assistance or data and provides the matriculation
coordinator ample time to review data prior to MIS submissions.
B. What areas need to be addressed more effectively.
The matriculation program is well aware that it needs to focus on improving
student participation rates. There is concern regarding the participation rates
of female students, Asian students, and students ages 20-24 and 50 or older.
Additionally, the matriculation program would like to increase the overall
participation of students.
WHCL has had low participation rates in new student orientation. Although
many innovative ideas have been implemented to address the low
participation, the rates continue to be small.
The number of student education plans is low and needs to be increased. The
matriculation program suspects that there are more students completing SEPs
than is reflected in the numbers; however, the data does not reflect this.
The matriculation program is aware that the MIS reporting does not wholly
reflect the actual services and contacts students are receiving. Training has
been implemented to address this concern and the data has demonstrated
improvements; however, it is clear that training needs to be an ongoing
activity.
C. Any exemplary practices and services that may be replicated by other
colleges.
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The “Xtreme Registration” event is a highly successful event that has
generated much interest and excitement throughout the college and
community. Additionally, it was so successful and well advertised that
another local community college has since adopted a similar model.
Implementing the Counselor Liaison model has linked student services more
closely with instructional services as evidenced by the voluntary involvement
of the instructional faculty in the “Xtreme Registration” event. Additionally
this has increased communication and collaboration between areas and has
kept student advocacy at the forefront of conversation and decision making.
The college strategically linked full-time counselor instruction of college
success classes with specific learning communities.
The Team T.E.A.C.H and Engineering Scholars Program both provide
counselors, specific curriculum, and services for students to assist them in
navigating the complex educational systems necessary for goal obtainment.
Provision of the English and Math labs facilitate communication between
faculty and students and assists students in succeeding in the respective
content areas.
Implementing a Tutor training program has improved the quality of peer
tutoring offered on the WHCL campus. In order to ensure quality tutoring
services, peer tutors enroll in EA 50, EA 55 and EA 58, tutor training courses.
During these courses, peer tutors cover pertinent topics related to working
with others and problem solving.
WHCL launched an online orientation in the fall of 2008. While it is too early
to assess the impact and data, early student feedback has been very positive.
D. Any successful pilot projects implemented by your program.
None of the projects implemented from the matriculation program were
piloted first.
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EOPS/CARE: Extended Opportunity Programs and Services/Cooperative
Agencies Resources for Education
A. What is working well.
Within the last two years there have been significant changes in the staff,
including a new director (Associate Dean) and advising specialist, as well as
an additional counselor, and a portion of another advising specialist. Despite
these changes, there has been an increase in the number of EOPS/CARE
students served; and innovative outreach activities such as a “Categorical
Jubilee” and End of the Year Celebrations. Along with these highlights, there
has been an increase in the number of student attending the EOPS
orientations; a 6% increase from one year to the next.
In addition the Associate Dean, who is responsible for multiple categorical
programs, meets regularly with the entire team of categorical staff; which
includes EOPS/CARE. These meetings allow and ensure cross-categorical
communication in an effort to eliminate duplication of services and maintain
the integrity of each program.
B. What areas need to be addressed more effectively.
The development of the Student Learning Outcomes is evidence that the
EOPS/CARE staff recognize a continued need to work with students in
fulfilling the commitments in the Mutual Responsibility Contract. The staff
will explore implementation of a “student ambassador” program to connect
returning EOPS/CRE students who have successfully met the obligations in
the Mutual Responsibility contract for two consecutive semesters with
incoming first time EOPS/CARE students.
In addition, there is a need to expand greater outreach activities to males and
Caucasian students as these populations are significantly lower than females
and Hispanic.
Another area that needs to be addressed is the course completion of
EOPS/CARE students who are not successful in both English and math
courses.
D. Any exemplary practices and services that may be replicated by other colleges.
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None at this time
D. Any successful pilot projects implemented by your program.
None at this time.
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Disabled Student Program and Services
A. What is working well.
The DSP&S is a strong team that is molded into the fabric of other categorical
programs and the campus composition. The faculty and staff are very
responsive to student needs and go above and beyond. There is a campus
feeling of “they are our students”. The communication lines are open and
faculty and staff are very eager to support the needs of the DSP&S students.
In addition, the campus has expanded the hours to include the evening time up
to 7:00 PM.
Another area that works well is the bi-semester electronic communication
with faculty regarding the DSP&S accommodations, services and test
proctoring. Faculty anticipates this electronic communication and uses it to
communicate with students about their specific accommodations and needs.
In addition, the test proctoring process has been streamlined. In the past, there
were no consistent expectations regarding how tests were delivered,
administered and returned. The DSP&S staff have created an on-line
mechanism, so that an electronic test is distributed to a variety of the DSP&S
team members, which takes into consideration when one person is out, the
student is still able to have his/her test administered.
Additionally, all students are required to sign up to have their test proctored,
rather than walk into the lab and expect that it will be taken care of when they
want it.
B. What areas need to be addressed more effectively.

The DSP&S staff recognizes that the program is beginning to lay a solid
foundation for services as an accredited college. The DSP&S staff is a very
committed team; however, nearly half of the staff supporting this program has
been in the program for less than one and one-half years. While many
systems and processes are in place, the team recognizes the need to continue
to strengthen processes, services, communication and supports.
C. Any exemplary practices and services that may be replicated by other

colleges.
Because of the close collaboration the DSP&S staff has with other programs
and departments, there is a sense of share responsibility and support of all
students on the campus.
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D. Any successful pilot projects implemented by your program.
While the college has had the availability of pick-up services for DSP&S
students for several years, the installation of bus stops has recently begun and
it is anticipated that by fall 2008 a schedule of stops will be added.
In addition, a second Learning Skills position and counselor were added in
spring 2008. These additional staff has enabled program services and DSP&S
lab hours to be available in the evening.
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CalWORKs/TANF: California Work Opportunities and Responsibility to
Kids/Temporary Assistance to Needy Families
A. What is working well.
Associate Dean of Categoricals overseeing and managing programs
minimizing duplication of services
Collaboration of categorical programs via monthly staff meetings and
categorical advisory boards
Rebuilding CalWORKs Staff and Program
Exchange of information between campus and Kings County Human
Services Eligibility Staff
B. What areas need to be addressed more effectively
Track student participation to validate mileage and attendance
Work within local and district guidelines to increase work study hours and
opportunities for CalWORKs students
Increase collaboration with the Vice-President of Educational Services &
Workforce Development Administrator to increase vocational and shortterm classes that meet the needs of the CalWORKs population.
Utilize progress reports for referrals to tutoring and learning disability
assessment
Maximize campus work experience program for CalWORKs students
C. Any exemplary practices and services that may be replicated by other
colleges.
Co-location of county worker on college campus
D. Any successful pilot projects implemented by your program.
None at this time
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IV. Planning Agenda
As you evaluate each program with respect to the data provided and topics
reviewed, identify areas where you may need to make adjustments. The
Planning Agenda will provide the opportunity for the programs to list changes
needed in order to improve their services to students. The planning agenda
should include new plans, timelines, resources needed and who is responsible
for implementing the plans.
Matriculation: Credit and Non-Credit
The matriculation program has the following planning agenda items:
New Plan
Timelines Resources
Person(s)
Needed
Responsible
Increase student awareness of
matriculation program via an
email to all students informing
of the services and their
responsibilities in the process.
Increase student awareness of
the matriculation program by
visiting the English classes and
providing presentations
Utilizing the new “My West
Hills” portal to advertise
matriculation

Fall, 2008

Time Allocation

 Matriculation
Coordinator

Fall, 2008

Time Allocation
Faculty
Commitment

Fall 2009

Time Allocation
Training

 Matriculation
Coordinator
 Counselors
 Advising Specialists
 Matriculation
Coordinator
 Dean of Students

Explore mandating new student
orientation

2008-2009
Academic
Year




Dean of Students
Matriculation
Coordinator

Implement sessions of new
student
orientation
during
Welcome Week
Explore
creation
of
an
assessment center

Spring
2009

Support of the
Student
Success
Committee,
Approval
from
Academic Senate,
Planning
and
Governance
and
Board.
Time Allocation



Matriculation
Coordinator

2008-2009
Academic
Year
2008-2009
Academic
Year

Designated location
Fiscal allocation
Staffing allocation
Time Allocation

Spring
2009

Time Allocation

 Dean of Students
 Matriculation
Coordinator
 Associate Dean of
Categorical
Programs
 Matriculation
Coordinator
 CIO
 Dean of Students

Research
the
MIS
data
collection and compare it to the
total number of SEPs on file

Implement SARs for data
tracking and MIS reporting
purposes.
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Continue working with IT
department for data tracking and
MIS reporting purposes

Ongoing

Training

Research the efficacy of the
addition of College Success
courses taught by full time
counselors to the learning
communities model

Fall 2009

Time Allocation
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 Matriculation
Coordinator
 Programmer/Analyst
 Counselors/Advising
Specialist
 Matriculation
Coordinator
 Director
of
Institutional
Effectiveness
and
Planning
 Counselors
 Teaching Faculty

EOPS/CARE: Extended Opportunity Programs and Services/Cooperative
Agencies Resources for Education
The EOPS/CARE staff has discussed current and future needs that will enable
EOPS/CARE students to successfully complete their Student Education Plan.
Those discussions have resulted in the following Planning Agenda Items:
New Plan
Timelines Resources
Person(s)
Needed
Responsible
Assessment of SLO’s

Fall, 2008

Time Allocation
 Associate
Dean
(EOPS/CARE)
 EOPS/CARE staff
 IT Department
EOPS/CARE Staff

Explore creating a “student
ambassador” program
Identify outreach activities that
appeal to males and Caucasian
students

Fall, 2008

Time Allocation 

Fall, 2008

Time Allocation

 Associate
Dean
(EOPS/CARE)
 EOPS/CARE staff

Explore intervention options for
EOPS/CARE students in English
and Math

Fall, 2008

Time Allocation

 Associate
Dean
(EOPS/CARE)
 EOPS/CARE staff
 Instructional staff
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Disabled Student Program and Services
The DSP&S staff has discussed current and future needs that will enable all
students to have equal access to a college education. Those discussions have
resulted in the following Planning Agenda Items:
New Plan
Create
on-line
Applications

Timelines
Fall, 2008

Resources Needed
Time Allocation 

Implement “specialized tutoring”
for DSP&S students

Spring,
2009

Fiscal Allocation

Explore creating a “student
ambassador” program
Update the existing college
DSP&S website and maintain
currency

Fall, 2008


Time Allocation 

Fall, 2008

Training

Develop an internal system to
communicate
to
identify
medically
fragile
students,
without breaching confidentiality,

Fall, 2008

Work with the IT Department and
Deans regarding Section 508
Compliance

Ongoing

Evaluate campus-wide
accessibility issues

Ongoing

DSP&S

Person(s) Responsible
Associate
Dean
(DSP&S)
 Assistive
Technology
Specialist
 IT Department
Associate
Dean
(DSP&S)
 DSP&S Counselors
DSP&S Staff






Time Allocation









Time Allocation
Training



ADA

Maintain active involvement on
the Facilities Committee to
ensure new construction projects
go beyond the minimum ADA
compliance responsibilities.
Complete installation of mobility
pick-up stations

Time Allocation 

Ongoing

Time Allocation

Spring,
2008

None
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Associate
Dean
(DSP&S)
Assistive
Technology
Specialist
IT Department
Associate
Dean
(DSP&S)
Academic Senate
Secretary
Counselors
Deans
Vice-President
President
Associate
Dean
(DSP&S)
Instructional
and
Student
Services
Deans
Director of IT
Associate
Dean
(DSP&S)
Director M & O
Advisory Team
Associate
Dean
(DSP&S)

 Associate
Dean
(DSP&S)
 Director M & O

CalWORKs/TANF: California Work Opportunities and Responsibility to
Kids/Temporary Assistance to Needy Families

Plans

Timeline

Resources
Needed

Responsible Persons

Establish intensive case
management services and protocol –
should include practices for working
with the hard-to serve, identifying
needs early, referring and
accounting for services provided

Spring of 2009

Time Allocation

Associate Dean
CalWorks Staff

Increase marketing and recruiting
efforts to students not directly
referred by the county welfare
offices, especially males and
teenage parenting programs

Fall of 2008

Time Allocation

Associate Dean
CalWorks Staff
County
Personnel

Increase program visibility by
marketing benefits of the program –
especially child care, work study,
and success stories

Fall of 2008

Time Allocation

Associate Dean
CalWorks Staff
Marketing
Department
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V. Implementation and Technical Assistance
Matriculation: Credit and Non-Credit
A. Is there any training or technical assistance that you believe would
improve the effectiveness of your programs?
Ongoing and greater campus-wide participation of staff in regional and
state matriculation trainings.
B. Are there any laws, regulations or other requirements that you find
problematic in implementing any of these categorical programs to your
college? (Optional)
None at this time.
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EOPS/CARE: Extended Opportunity Programs and Services/Cooperative
Agencies Resources for Education
A. Is there any training or technical assistance that you believe would improve
the effectiveness of your programs?
There are no trainings or technical assistance identified at this time.
B. Are there any laws, regulations or other requirements that you find
problematic in implementing any of these categorical programs to your
college? (Optional)
There are currently no laws, regulations or other requirements that appear to
be problematic in implementing the EOPS/CARE program .
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Disabled Student Program and Services
A. Is there any training or technical assistance that you believe would improve
the effectiveness of your programs?
As technology advances continue to be made, there is a need for on-going
training regarding the types of software and hardware available for students
with disabilities in order to better enable them to access the curriculum.
Additionally, students need to become better trained in how to maximize the
use of the software and hardware devices provided. The college has recently
completed the recruitment for a permanent full-time Assistive
technology/Access Specialist.
B. Are there any laws, regulations or other requirements that you find
problematic in implementing any of these categorical programs to your
college? (Optional)
There are currently no laws, regulations or other requirements that we have
found to be problematic in implementing the DSP&S program or any other
categorical program.
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CalWORKs/TANF:
California Work Opportunities and Responsibility to
Kids/Temporary Assistance to Needy Families

A. Is there any training or technical assistance that you believe would improve
the effectiveness of your programs?
On-going participation of CalWORKs Staff in regional and state trainings
B. Are there any laws, regulations or other requirements that you find
problematic in implementing any of these categorical programs to your
college? (Optional)
None at this time.
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VII.

Supplemental Information

A.

Collegewide Information
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

B.

College Application
College Catalog
Class Schedule
Student Handbook
Student Equity Plan
Student Services SLOs

Matriculation
1. Matriculation Program Plan
2. Orientation outline or presentation.
3. Matriculation SLOs
C. EOPS/CARE

1.
2.
3.
4.

List of what is maintained in an EOPS and CARE student file:
Examples of typical counselor entries.
List of special majors exceeding the 70 unit limit.
Forms used in EOPS (i.e. EOPS application, educational plan, and mutual
responsibility contract, student eligibility determination, progress
monitoring, notifications to students that apply to the EOPS and CARE
programs)
5. EOPS and CARE SLOs
D.

DSP&S
1. DSP&S Program Plan
2. Approved list of DSP&S credit/non-credit special classes.
3. Policies and procedures for special class repetition, accommodation
requests and academic adjustments, suspension and termination of
services, assessment and testing, access for students with sensory
disabilities.
4. Emergency Preparation and Disaster Plan for students with disabilities.
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5. Forms used in DSP&S (i.e. DSP&S application, release of student
information, disability verification, student educational contract,
educational accommodations)
6. List all of the elements retained in the DSP&S Student File and provide
the record retention period for each item contained in the student file.
7. DSP&S SLOs

E.

CalWORKs
1.
2.
3.
4.

County verification form for cash assistance.
List of what is maintained in a CalWORKs student file.
List of county approved degree and certificate programs.
Forms used in CalWORKs (i.e. CalWORKs eligibility verification,\
intake/needs assessment, educational plan, student class schedule,
CalWORKs progress review, workability agreements)
5. CalWORKs SLOs
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West Hills College lemoore
Planning and Governance Council
Wednesday - February 4, 2009, 1:30 p.m.
Conference Center Rm. 256

AGENDA
Call to Order

Approval of minutes
• January 21,2009
Action Items
• Matriculation Program Review
Information/Discussion Items
1.

Program Reviews:
For further discussion
1.
Business Administration Program
ii. Social Science Program
iii. Life After School Program

Dave Bolt

First Reading:
i. Mathematics
ii. Library/Learning Resources
2.

Board Policies (college approval is not needed)
• BP and AP 2433 Chancellor Selection
• BP 2432 Chancellor Succession

Dave Bolt

3. Curriculum Committee Report

Rene Sanchez

4. Academic Senate Report

Stephanie Droker

5. Report from Committee Representative
a) Student Learning Outcomes Committee
b) Student Learning Committee
c) Budget Allocation Committee
d) Employee Success and Development Committee
e) Student Success Committee
f) Facilities, Safety and Auxiliary Services Committee
g) Technology Committee

David Babb
Dave Bolt
Dave Bolt
Marlon Hall
Jose Lopez
Allen Moore
Ron Oxford

6. PGC Membership

Don Warkentin

7. Other
• Student Strategic Planning Retreat, Friday, 2/27/09
• Off Campus Traffic
8. Agenda items for next meeting
9. Adjournment - Next mtg., February 18, 2009

West Hills College Lemoore
Planning and Governance Council
Wednesday - February 4,2009,1:30 p.m.
Conference Center Rm. 256
MINUfES
Members Present:
David Babb, Student Learning Outcomes Chair
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services
Stephanie Droker, Academic Senate President
Marty Ennes, CTA/Faculty Representative
Jose Lopez, Dean of Students
Allen Moore, Director of Facilities & Auxiliary Services
Ron Oxford, Librarian
Angela Tos, CTA/Faculty Representative
Members Absent:
America Bryant, CSEA/Classified Representative
Sob Clement, Athletic Director
Marlon Hall, Associate Dean of Educational Services, Evening College
Teresa Macias-Quilici, CSEA/Classified Representative
Rene Sanchez, Curriculum Committee Chair
Don Warkentin, President
_ _ _ _ _ _ , Counselor/Advisor
_ _ _ _ _ _ , Student Government Association Representative
Call to Order
In the absence of Mr. Warkentin, Dave Bolt called the meeting to order at 1:36 p.m.
Approval of minutes
Marty Ennes motioned to approve the minutes from the January 21, 2009 meeting, it
was seconded by Stephanie Droker with one correction, all were in favor with two
abstentions (Dave Bolt and Angela Tos), motion passed.
Action Items
• Matriculation Program Review
Marty Ennes motioned to approve the Matriculation Program Review, it was seconded
by David Babb, all were in favor, motion passed.
Information/Discussion Items
1.

Program Reviews:
i. Business Administration Program
ii. Social Science Program
iii. Life After School Program
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Dave Bolt announced that he's the chair of the Student Learning Committee (SLC). He
was not in attendance at the last PGC meeting and asked what the criticisms were of the
program reviews that were forwarded to the PGC for approval. David Babb and Marty
Ennes explained that there were sections left blank and also grammar and punctuation
errors. The Business Administration Program Review slo's were more like program
outcomes and were not written as student learning outcomes. Dave Bolt believes these
should be returned to the originators to discuss the problems. David Babb concurred
stating that PGC thought it would be good for the SLC to review the program reviews for
completeness and return them to the originator if not complete. Dave questioned the
expectations from the SLC as it is not their role to approve program reviews, but only to
funnel them to the PGC. Angela Tos stated that Dean Alston had led her to believe if
there were concerns with program reviews they would come from the SLC. What the
SLC did was pass these to someone not too close to the program for reading. Dave
responded that the SLC does not look for content they are just checking to see if answers
were complete. The Technical Review Committee (TRC) reviews curriculum committee
information and Dave questioned if this is something SLC should be doing. He further
commented that they all don't excel in the English language. Marty Ennes does not feel
that the grammar is the most important, but suggested an administrator could be
responsible to review the specific area program review to make sure all questions have
been responded to, and that if there are glaring punctuation errors whoever wrote it
could make corrections.
Ron Oxford stated that as the originator of the
Library/Learning Resources Program Review, he expects that the PGC will address
questions to him when this review becomes an action item. Marty believes PGC should
look at the content. Dave reminded all that this is a new process and this is the reason
for questions/brainstorming. Further discussion concerning the process transpired
with the outcome being that program reviews will first pass through the learning area
and/ or administrator whichever is most expedient, and then they will go to the SLC,
then to the PGC. Dave would also like learning area approval. Marty believes the
process should be approved from the learning area first, then the area administrator,
then SLC, and then PGC. David Babb questioned what happens at the SLC. Dave Bolt
responded that he thought they looked at completeness. Stephanie Droker asked if the
forms are to be consistent (Le. graphs, charts) within the form. David Babb replied that
the form says to attach the proper data. Dave stated we will take the Business
Administration, Life After School Program, and Social Science Program Reviews and
send them back to the learning area administrator for review in lieu of the TRC. The
question was asked where the program review goes after it is approved by PGC. Dave
responded that he sees the program review being returned to the learning area who
prepared the review; however, Mr. Warkentin has told him that approved program
reVIews would go to the Budget Allecation Committee (BAC) to be considered as budget
decisions are made. Marty Ennes recommends a form be developed to extract data from
the program review to be sent to BAC to outline relevant staffing/budget needs. This
would serve as an advocate to various committees.
First Reading:
i. Mathematics
ii. Library/Learning Resources
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Mr. Bolt stated that the above program reviews are for a first reading. Marty Ennes
stated that she does not know if the formatting needs to be consistent, she feels the
format can be difficult to read. Marty Ennes motioned that the VP /CIO be the person to
contact the respective program review originator to request their attendance at the PGC
when their specific program review is on the agenda for action, it was seconded by Allen
Moore, all were in favor, the motion passed. Dave Bolt stated that he will return the
discussed three program reviews and the ones backlogged in Dean Alston's office back
to the area administrator for review.
2.

Board Policies (college approval is not needed)
• BP and AP 2433 Chancellor Selection
• BP 2432 Chancellor Succession

Mr. Bolt stated that he learned at the District Leadership Council that BP / AP 2433 and
BP 2432 had been approved. Marty Ennes interjected that these were discussed at the
last retreat and they needed to have something in place for succession or selection of the
chancellor. Additionally, when they were in San Francisco at the bond meeting, it was
valued to know that we have a succession/selection process in place for sustainability.
These have been approved by the Board and have been sent to the constituency groups
as a courtesy. Other items discussed were OASHA recommendations which came out of
the JPA; these have been approved by the Board. These mostly affect campus level
safety and only certain departments. The other one is the sustainable resources policy.
There has also been BP 3830 approved. Faculty wants to see confirmation that our
paper is being recycled and that we have more recycling bins on campus. This is a
touchy topic. Mr. Bolt reported that he is aware of paper waste; however, we are using
recyclable paper. Marty will create a summary review of faculty concerns regarding
board policies. Allen responded that we are mandated by the state to recycle. Stephanie
Droker stated that a question had come up at Senate about papers placed in the bottle
dumpster. Paper can be placed in the dumpsters along with bottles.
3. Curriculum Committee Report
In the absence of Rene Sanchez, Dave Bolt reported that there had not been a meeting
this semester as there is no curriculum. His title as co-chair of the Curriculum
Committee needs to be discussed. There are deadlines for items to be in the new
catalog. Anything discussed this semester will not go into the catalog addendum until
spring. Marty Ennes stated that Rene Sanchez had sent an e-mail regarding the
deadline. David Babb reported that he did not know about the addendum and that he is
aware of problems with the Biology information.
4. Academic Senate Report
Stephanie Droker reported that they have had two meetings and the next is scheduled
on the first Monday in March. Tenure recommendations have not yet been confirmed to
her before going to the Board.
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5. Report from Committee Representative
a) Student Learning Outcomes Committee
David Babb reported they had their first meeting today to discuss meeting times and
days. They talked about the possibility of meetings on Tuesdays. They also discussed
general education slo's and how to get those taken care of. They plan to have a focused
meeting on this topic. They are going to schedule slo parties (program level) to help
people write slo's. Non-instructional slo's have to be put on the correct forms. Dave
Bolt announced that WASC is highlighting a program for electronic submission of slo's.
b) Student Learning Committee
Dave Bolt reported that the Student Learning Committee had not met and is scheduled
to meet next week with the focus to remedy the flow of the program review process.
They will also discuss a form to gather program review information and the next cycle of
program reVIews.
c) Budget Allocation Committee
Dave Bolt reported that the Budget Allocation Committee is scheduled to meet next
Tuesday and they will discuss the fact that the district office has withdrawn supplies
money. They will still go through the process for input from staff should there be
monies come available. Marty Ennes asked if people need to be concerned about ongoing necessary items. Dave responded that necessary supplies in order to carry out
curriculum are permitted and requests should be submitted.
d) Employee Success and Development Committee
In the absence of Dr. Hall, no report was given at this time.
e) Student Success Committee
Jose Lopez reported that SSC had met last week and they wish to begin a Retention
Committee. Dave Bolt recommends this go to the Strategic Planning Committee. Marty
Ennes questioned whether this should possibly be a subcommittee of the Student
Success Committee. Ron Oxford questioned how the membership takes into account
the on-line student concerns. Angela Tos responded that Susan Whitener has been
attending and she feels this committee would need a standing committee member. Dave
suggested discussing this with the respective constituency groups. This will be discussed
at the Strategic Planning Committee meeting scheduled in March.
t) Facilities, Safety and Auxiliary Services Committee

Allen Moore reported that this committee has a meeting soon. He reported that the
work order system has been implemented. Lemoore Unified Elementary School District
revealed at a meeting yesterday that they are willing to pay for half of the cost of the
student center. They would thereby be entitled to use of half; however, the size of the
building would double. The other revelation is that the Middle College High School has
recently become a charter school and now also has access to funds and is willing to share
the cost of the 500 building complex for shared use. This would allow daytime use by
them and evening time use for us. Mr. Lopez stated that grants are available for charter
schools. It is Dave's opinion that the college's needs must come first.
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g) Technology Committee
Ron Oxford reported that the Technology Committee will be meeting on Tuesday.
Tomorrow night, author, Michael Mehas, will be on campus for a book signing and
presentation.
6. PGC Membership
Dave Bolt asked for recall of the discussion on the PGC membership at the last meeting.
Jose Lopez stated that the recommendation from the counseling area was for Teresa
Quilici to fill the open seat; however, it was voiced that this was not the understanding
by counselors in attendance at their recent department meeting. Mr. Lopez will revisit
the minutes of the counselor/advisor meeting. CSEA needs to be the one selecting their
representative and counseling/advising needs to select theirs. Ron Oxford stated that
Keith Brock rotates his work between campuses. Marty Ennes recommended that Mr.
Warkentin speak to Mark Millet, CSEA President, with regard to Keith Brock as a PGC
CSEA representative.

7. Other
• Student Strategic Planning Retreat, Friday, 2/27/09
Topics of concern to students need be determined. There will be a student survey online soon. Marty Ennes would like to be notified when the survey goes live through the
portal. Glenda OliverSmith will bring a list of topics and rsvp's to the next meeting and
PGC will possibly add to the list of topics. Marty suggested that the flier be sent to
faculty with sign-up sheets and that faculty sign students up to attend. Angela Tos
motioned that the name of the student planning event be entitled, "Student Town Hall
Meeting", it was seconded by Marty Ennes, all in favor, motion passed.
• Off Campus Traffic
Dave Bolt gave an update on off campus traffic issues that have now been witnessed by
the commander of the Lemoore Police Department. They recognize that this is a safety
concern. The City of Lemoore manager, charter school principal, chancellor, and other
community members attended a meeting with the topic of discussion as why the recent
traffic issue. They have concurred that WHCL is responsible due to the new class
schedule. Students elect to take 8 a.m. classes and thus WHCL told the City that there is
nothing we can do this semester but we would think about it for future planning. Mr.
Warkentin's plan is to maintain the same number of classes next semester. Over the
summer the City will make some adjustments. One thing is to change the stop sign and
create a turn lane. Also they may remove some stop signs. This will prevent some traffic
from making turns during certain hours of the day. Marty Ennes asked if on the class
schedul~ they will look at 8 a.m. sections and enrollment dropping for future
scheduhng. .S~me s~dents took the 8 a.m. classes as that was the only choice they had.
Marty feels It IS a mIsnomer as some students do not choose to be in 8 a.m. classes.
Dave feels this. is in~erpretational. Enrollment is up 11-12% this semester. Marty asked
ho:"" we are. domg WIth .room ~sage. Dave stated that he had received a phone call from
chIef of polIce and she IS looking for people to work part-time who want to be deputized
fo; LPD. There may be AOJ students who are interested. This is minimum wage and
on y 1 hour per day. Allen Moore will e-mail Terry Davis regarding this.
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Angela Tos announced that the New Student Orientation is now on-line.

8. Agenda items for next meeting:
•
•

Accreditation
Pre-requisite/Co-requisite Challenge Form

9. Adjournment - Next mtg., February 18,2009
The meeting was adjourned at 2:58 p.m.
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pate: 11/29/2010
Time: 4:00 PM

Appointment Usage
Report (by Day of Week)

Page: 1
Location: LMC-COUNS

11/1/2010 - 11/29/2010
Counselor: ALL

11/10/2010
11/11/2010

Thursday

41
72

27
57

7

14

13

46
3

24

Date: 11129/2010
Time: 4:01 PM

Appointment Attendance
Summary Report

Page: 1
Location: LMC-COUNS

8/16/2010 - 11/29/2010
Counselor: ALL
Schedule Code: ALL

Drop-ins

12

AppOintments - Unmarked

122

Appointments - Not Attended

770

AppOintments - Cancelled

401

Appointment Slots Unfilled

1,561

24

Date: 8/3/2010
Time: 4:58 PM

Appointment Attendance
Summary Report

Page: 1
Location: LMC-COUNS

1/3/2010 - 5/31/2010
Counselor: ALL
Schedule Code: ALJ---::::==:::::::::-_

Appointments - Unmarked

27

Appointments - Not Attended

89

Appointments - Cancelled
Appointment Slots Unfilled

576
2,538

14

WHC Exit Survey For Graduating Students: 2006-2009
If applicable, please indicate your level of satisfaction
with the following student services.
Overall
Coalinga
Counseling/Advising
Ad m issio ns/Registratio n
Financial aid
College Orientation
Career Center/Job
Placement
Placement Testing
Residence Halls
Cafeteria/Food services

North District Center
Counseling/Advising
Ad m issions/Registratio n
Financial aid
College Orientation
Placement Testing
Residence Halls
Career Center/Job
Placement
Cafeteria/Food services

Average

TOTAL
Respondents
(4 yrs.)

4.32
4.05
4.01
3.97

126
124
107
100

3.93
3.89
3.51
3.45

43
99
53
73

Overall
Average

TOTAL
Respondents
(4 yrs.)

4.63
4.55
4.51
4.44
4.40
3.90

60
60
55
52
50
10

3.20
2.83

10
6

4.0 - 5.0 =Satisfied -7 Very Satisfied
3.0 - 3.99 = Neutral -7 Satisfied
2.0-2.99 = Dissatisfied -7 Neutral

lemoore/NAS
Admissions/Registration
Financial aid
Counseling/Advising
College Orientation
Placement Testing
Residence Halls
Career Center/Job
Placement
Cafeteria/Food services

Online
Counseling/Advising
College Orientation
Ad missions/Registration
Financial aid
Residence Halls
Placement Testing
Cafeteria/Food services
Career Center/Job
Placement

Overall
Average

TOTAL
Respondents
(4 yrs.)

4.31
4.31
4.30
4.26
4.21
4.14

418
326
419
320
332
97

3.87
3.45

158
213

Overall
Average

TOTAL
Respondents
(4 yrs.)

4.55
4.50
4.46
4.36
4.33
4.32
4.20

67
48
72
45
6
47
15

3.91
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WHCL Program Level SLO Form
II. Mapping Program Level SLOs to CourseslLearning Experiences/Requirements
Map the expected program level student learning outcomes (Section 1) to all the courses, program
requirements, and/or other learning experiences (i.e. work experience, internships, support
services, etc.) that are a part of the program. Place an "X" in the box for each program level SLO
that is introduced, emphasized, or reinforced in each of the listed courses or learning experiences.
SL03
SLOt
SL02
SL04
SL05
Course or Learning Experience
IS 1
X
X
X
X

IS 2

X

X

X

IS 7

Ed Code 55502

X

X

X

X

X

Ed Code 55520

X

X

X

X

X

Ed Code 55523

X

X

X

Ed Code 55525

X

Ed Code 55526

Matriculation

X
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WHCL Program Level SLO Form
III. Defining Assessment of Expected Student Learning Outcomes
Identify appropriate assessment methodologies for the program level student learning outcomes,
including summative assessments where appropriate.
1.) Code in Datatel the infonned educational goal and update the major in SACP.
Track completion rates by cohort of the goal within three years to develop a baseline.

2.) Utilize a pre-survey and post-survey at orientation- "Who do you meet with to identify the
courses needed to reach your educational goal?"
a. Instructor
b. Financial Aid
c. Friends
d. Counselor

3.) At orientation students will be directed to send an email to the
LemooreOrientation@westhillscollege.com
Track the number of students who complete an orientation and send an email.
Compare received emails with attendance at orientation as MATI' d

4.) Identify a cohort of students who took the placement test and check their schedule to
detennine they have registered for the appropriate classes.

5.) Track early alert students and their success rates.

Matriculation
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WHeL Program Level SLO Form
IV. Assessing Student Learning Outcomes
Have the expected student learning outcomes for all courses or other experiences required in the
program (section II and III) been assessed? If all relevant courses and/or other experiences have been
assessed, summarize the assessment data.
IS 1IS2- Was not taught at West Hills College Lemoore either face-to-face or online this year
academic year (2008-2009).
SLO #2 was assessed both in the fall and in the spring semesters.
The data indicates:
Fall 2008 New Student Orientation:
48% of the students understood that they needed to meet with a counselor to formalize
their educational plan.
Spring 2009 New Student Orientation:
65/95 students understood that they needed to meet with a counselor to formalize
their educational plan for a total of 68% accuracy.
SLOt 3 was assessed both in the fall and in the spring semesters.
The data indicates:
Fall 2008 New Student Orientation:
42 % of the students knew that the preferred method of communication between the
district and them is via their West Hills College student email account.
Spring 2009 New Student Orientation:
65/95 students knew that the preferred method of communication between the
district and them is via their West Hills College student email account for an accuracy
rate of 68%.
However, when worded a little differently: "How will you be most frequently
contacted with all types of important information?" only 36/95 answered
correctly for an accuracy rate of 38%.

Matriculation
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WHeL Program Level SLO Form

v. Analyzing the Results of Assessment
Have the assessment results for all courses and/or other experiences required in the program (section
II and III) been analyzed? If so, summarize those analyses. In other words, what does the relevant
SLO assessment data tell you about student learning in this program.
ISlIS 7-

SLO #2-68 % accuracy is an improvement over past orientations whereas the highest
accuracy in the past was 48%. This improvement demonstrates that the training
provided for orientation and the addition of the 2 slides is improving the success
rates.
SLO #3-68% accuracy is an improvement over past orientations whereas the highest
accuracy in the past was 42%. This improvement demonstrates that the training
provided for orientation and the addition of the slides is improving the success
rates. The discrepancy between correct answers when the same content is worded
differently provides interesting insight. This evaluator believes that students
answered the second questioned in a manner as to how they would like to be
contacted. This hypothesis requires further exploration and as it is the district's
policy to use email we need to explore the ramifications.

Matriculation
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WHCL Program Level SLO Form

VI. Planning/implementing changes to pedagogy, facilities, etc. to improve learning
Using the assessment results from sections Wand V, have changes to pedagogy, facilities, etc. been
planned and implemented to improve learning in the program? Explain how the assessment results
were used to plan and make changes to improve learning; and describe the changes implemented. If
no changes are planned, explain why.

SLO #2- It is the plan of the matriculation coordinator to continue with the
trainings already initiated for those who will facilitate new student orientation as
improvement was demonstrated. At this time neither the PowerPoint Presentation
nor the online orientation will undergo significant changes as the data indicated it
is not warranted.
SLO#3- It appears that students would prefer or are most easily contacted via their
cell phone. If this is truly the case, perhaps the district needs to revisit their policy
of having email be the primary means of communication. If the district determines
to continue to use email primarily, then we need to change the culture of the
students. This would require additional training besides new student orientation
and reinforcements campus-wide. For new student orientation purposes, perhaps
an activity (hands-on preferred) at the face-to-face orientation that trains them on
how to use whccd.net email and helps them learn their login and password would
be useful.

Matriculation
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West Hills College Lemoore
Program LevelStudent Learning Outcomes
Program NamelTitle:
Originator(s) :
Date:
I. Expected Program. Level Student Learning Outcomes Defined
SLO 1: After completing a student educational plan (SEP), students will make progress
towards their informed educational goal.

SLO 2: After completing orientation, students will understand that they need to meet with a

counselor to formalize their educational plan.

SLO 3: After completing orientation, students will know that the preferred method of
• communication between the district and them is via their West Hills College student email
account.

SLO 4: After taking the assessment test, students will register for the appropriate classes.

SLO 5: After meeting with a counselor or advisor for academic follow up, students will be
given the information necessary to be successfuL
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West Hills College Lemoore

Student Success
Meeting Minutes

Date: December 10, 2010
Attending:

America Bryant, S. Dorsey-Robinson, Tammy larson, Jose lopez, Tiffani
McGee, Mike Rodriguez, Joel Ruble, Angela Tos, Ryan Cardoza (student), Brittany Burkhart
(student)

Absent:
1.

Susie Briones-Aceron, Priscilla Balcazar

Hear Update from Student Activities Committee - Lopez
J. lopez gave an update from the Student Activities Committee . He stated they were having a

meeting next Thursdav and they were off to a good start. He also stated that having student, like
Brittany, on the comm ittee was goo. They were working on identifying students for next year to
sign up for the IS 7 class that can also assist with Heritage Day. He stated that in April 2011, a
week before spring break, there will be Heritage week activities.
J. lopez discussed a fall Scholarship Gala Night to raise money, something he wi ll work on. More
information wil l fo llow .
2.

Hear Update of Student Services - Robinson
•
High School Principal Contact and Follow-up meeting
•
High school Outreach
•
H.D.P.E.

SDR shared information on co llaboration with high schools and initiatives and the work that the
advisors are doing. J. Ruble shared the "Having Opportun ity and Promise through Education"
(H.D.P.E.) project
3.

Review WCHl Crest
1. lopez shared a copy of the proposed WHCl Crest. A discussion regarding the timeline for

completion and bringing it back to Student Success Committee was discussed. SDR shared
that the tlmeline was important in order to have th ings ready by graduation. SDR will place
item on next Student Success agenda for action and J. lopez will take to SGA for portal vote.
4.

Discuss Result of placement test

5.

Follow-up to Student Success Conference

Angela Tos shared work that is being done on the placement test
Team shared what they learned form the Strengthening Student Success Conference, T.
McGee shared that she was impressed with information she learned about supplemental
instruction, tutors, and assigned tutors to basic skills classes. A. Bryant shared the wealth of
information she received from the Financial Aid sessions, and the notation of Financia l Aid
I.Q., SDR shared information on the CalPASS sessions and "Ask lane" robust online serves at
lane Community College in Oregon; A. los shared information on the data on Completion bV
Design, loss Points, Momentum Points, Achieving the Dream, "It is not Over in October" and
Stay unti l May campaign at Sacrament Community College, learning community about how

effective retention is, and how to make it universal. All committee members that attended
felt it was one of the best conferences and should be something that members are able to
attend next year.
6.

Receive Updated Strategic Planning Grid on progress made

SOR distributed copies of the revised Strategic planning grid with changes made from last
Student Success Committee meeting. A small 3 hole punch was requested by team members
so that can punch holes In their documents and put in their binders. SOR stated she would get
them.
7.

Receive Proposed WHCCO Strategic Plan Goals 2011-2016
SDR distributed copies 2011-2016 Strategic Planning which focused new goals and targetsl
8. Tasks to be completed
a. Revised Student Equity Plan
b. Revised Student Transfer Plan
c. Follow-Up to Student Town Hall Matrix
SDR shared that the goals of the activity was to have members break off into teams, with J. lopez
facilitating the Student Town Hall matrix revisions, M. Rodriguez facilitating the revision to the
Transfer Plan and SDR facilitating revising to the Equity Plan. Members were given additional

data and using the data in their binders to examine the following:
1. What does the data say
2. What does this mean
3. What is the goal
4. How will we get there
5. Timeline
6. Who is responsible
7. Where to for to get more information
8. Resources and Funding
Team members were assigned to work in groups and share back. Based on the discu5sins,
team members felt the need to come back together to finish in January.
9. other:
a. WISE-Up- T. McGee and M. Rodriguez shared that they were working with the local
credit union to deliver a WISE-UP session to there is students on April 8 th from 9:00-12.
The purpose is to help student understand how to manage their money

Community Col/ege Survey of Student Engagement
Means Summary Report: All Students

West Hills College Lemoore

COLLEGE ACTIVITIES
Academic, Intellectual and Social Experiences
4. In your experiences at this college during the current school year,
about how often have you done each of the following?

1~Never. 2~Some rimes .

3-0flen,

4~Veryoflen

a. Asked questions in class or contributed to class discussions

All Students

2.93

2.96

2.91

All Students

2.18

2.05

2.04

All Students

2.56

2.47

2.47

All Students

2.82

2.71

2.71

Ali Students

1.82

1.84

1.87

2.49

2.47

-~~

b. Made a class presentation
c. Preparei'd two or more drafts of a paper or assignment before
turning it in
d. Worked on a paper or project that required integrating ideas or
information from various sources
e. Came to class witho ut compl eting readings or assignments
f. Worked with other students on projects during class
g. Worked with classmates outside of class to prepare
class..§Issignments
h. Tutored or taught other students (paid or voluntary)
i. Participated in a community-based project a s a part of a

----

--

----

All Students

2.65

All Students

1.90

All Students

1.33

All Students

1.31

-

·
-

-~

I

1.90 -

~

1.86

-*

0.21

--

~

regular course
j . Used the Internet or instant messaging to work on an
assignment
k. Used eiiiail to communicate with an instructor

All Students

3.00

All Students

2.53

I. Discussed grades or assignments with an instructor

All Students

2.55

m. Talked aboui career plans with an instructor or advisor

A ll Students

2.10

-

·-

I

-

·
-

--

1.38

1.37

1.32

1.30

2.84

2.84

2.52

2.52

2.56

2.52

2.09

2.02
I

• T-teS1s: 2-tailed
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Community Col/ege Survey of Student Engagement
Means Summary Report: All Students

COLLEGE ACTIVITIES
1=Never. 2=Somelimes. 3 0 0ften. 4 o Veryonen

Academic, Intellectual, and Social Experiences continued
n. Discussed ideas from your readings or classes with
instructors outside of class
o. Received prompt feedback (written or oral) from instructors on
your performance
p. Worked harder than you thought you could to meet an
instructor's standards or expectations
q. Worked with instructors on activities other than coursework

--~~--

---

r. Discussed ideas from your readings or classes with others
outside of class (students, family members, coworkers, etc.)
s. Had serious conversations with students of a different race
or ethnicity than your own
t. Had serious conversations with students who differ from you
in terms of their religious beliefs, political opinions, or personal values
u. Skippedclass
-

~~-

All Students

1.77

Ali Students

2.76

All Students

2.55

All Students

1.37

All Students

2.68

-

-

1.78

1.73

2.69

2.66

2.56

- ---------~

2.5 3

r

All Students
All Students
All Students

-

2.70

·

2.48

·

1.61

1.40

1.44

-

2.57

---

2.29

-*-

2.56
~

0.40

2.37

~

*

0.32

~

2.30

2.33

1.54

1.57

Character of Mental Activities
5. During the current school year, how much has your coursework
this college emphasized the following mental activities?
a. Memorizing facts, ideas, or methods from your courses and
readings so you can repeat them in pretty much the same form
b. Analyzing the basic elements of an idea, experience, or theory
c. Synthesizing and organizing ideas, information, or experiences
in new ways
d. Making judgments about the value or soundness of
information, arguments, or methods
e. Applying- theories or concepts to practical problems or in new
situations
f. Using information you have read or heard to perform a
new skill.

• T-tests: 2-lailed

.ill..

--

-----

---

1= Very little. 2 o Some, 3=Quile

All Students

2.82

All Students

2.85

All Students

2.72

All Students

2.66

All Students

2.63

All Students

2.77

a bit, 4=Verymuch

·
·

2.81

2.82

2.82

2.84

2.70

2.71

2.54

2.55

2.65

2.64

2.78

2.75

--
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COLLEGE ACTIVITIES
1=None, 2=8etween 1 and 4, 3=8etween 5 and 10, 4=8etween 11 and 20, 5=More Ihan 20

Reading and Writing
6. During the current school year, about how much reading and writing
have you done at this college?

All Students

a. Number of assigned textbooks, manuals, books, or
book-length packs of course readings
b. Number of books read on your own (not assigned) for
personal enjoyment or academic enrichment
c, Number of written papers or reports of any length

2.81
2.12

All Students
All Students

-

2.88

.

-

. 2.89

2.86

2.06

2.08

2.84

2.83

--'

1=Exfremely easy 10 7=Exlremely challenging

Nature of Exams

5.04

7 . Mark the box that best represents the extent to which your
examinations during the current school year have challenged you to
do your best work at this college

1=Very liN/e, 2=Some, 3=Quile

Institutional Emphasis

5.00

5.05

a bit, 4=Very much

9. How much does this college emphasize each of the following?
a. Encouraging you to spend significant amounts of time
studying
b':"Proiiiding thes upport you need to help you succeed at this
college
-c. Encouraging contact among students from different economic,
social, and racial or ethnic backgrounds
-d. H elplnQ'Yoij"Cope with your non-a-cademic responsibilities
(work, family, etc.)
- - 'e. Providing the support you need to thrive socially
t. Providing the financial support you need to afford your
education
g. Using computers in academic work

~

T·fests:

2~!ai!ed

.-

All Students

3.00

All Students

3.05

All Students

2.71

All Students

2.05

All Students

2.27

All Students

2.49

All Students

3.27

-

-

-

2.97

2.96

2.98

2.95

2.45

*

1.96

-

0.26

2.47
1.93

2.15

2.11

2.48

2.39

3.15

3.11

*

0.24

-

A _ _ .•
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WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
10. About how many hours do you spend in a typical 7 - day week doing
each of the following?

4~21-30

a. Preparing for class (studying. reading. writing. rehearsing.
doing homework. or other activities related to your program)
b. Working for pay

hours/Week, 2~6-10 hours/Week, 3~11-20 hours/Week,
hoursMieek, 5~More than 30 hours/Week

O~None. 1~1-5

---

All Students

1.88

All Students

2.95

All Students

0.25

All Students

2.07

All Students

1.25

~

c. Participating in college-sponsored activities(Organizations. campus
publications. student govemment. intercollegiate or intramural sports. etc.)
d. Providing care for dependents living with you (parents. children.
spouse. etc.)
-e. Commuting to- and from classes

-

1.90

3.04

3.19

0.31

0.27

1.96

1.79

1.33

1.32

I

-

-

1.93

I

.

Quality of Relationships
11. Mark the box that best represents the quality of your relationships with
people at this college.
1 ~Unfriendly, unsupponive, sense of alienation to

a. Relationships with other students

I

b. Relationships with instuctors

I

All Students

I

5.48

I

5.60

I

5.74

I

5.15

1-UnavBilable, unhelpful. unsympathetic to

All Students

1~Unhelpful,

C.

• T-tests: 2-\ailed

Relationships with administrative personnel and offices

I

I

5.86

7~Friendty,

7~Available,

supponive, sense of belonging

I

4.81

*

5.48

I

5.67

I

4.98

helpful, sympathetic

inconsiderate, rigid to 7 -Helpful, considerate. flexible

All Students

I

-0.22
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EDUCATIONAL AND PERSONAL GROWTH
Knowledge, Skills & Personal Development
12. How much has YOUR EXPERIENCE AT THIS COLLEGE contributed
to your knowledge, skills, and personal development in the following
areas?
l=Vety IiNle, 2=Some, 3=Quile a bil, 4=Vety much

All Students

a. Acquiring a broad general education

3.00

b. Acquiring job or work-related knowledge and skills

All Students

2.50

c. Writing clearly and effectively

All Students

2.75

-

-

2.95

2.94

2.67

2.56

2.70

2.69

2.62

2.60

2.90

2.87

2.62

2.59

2.78

2.71

2.77

2.71

2.93

2.89

2.62

2.58

n

All Students

d. Speaking clearly and effectiv ely

2.70

r

,.

All Students

2.88

f. Solving numerical problems

All Students

2.54

g. Using computing and information technology

All Students

2.83

All Students

2.83

i. Learning effectively on your own

All Students

2.94

j. Understanding yourself

All Students

2.66

e. Thin ki ng critically and analytically
r

-

r- h W orking effectively with others

I. Developing a personal code of values and ethics

All Students

2.55

All Students

2.43

m. Contributing to the welfare of your community

All Students

2.08

n. Developing cl earer career goals

All Students

2.74

o. Gaining information about career opportunities

• T-tests: 2-\ailed

---

-

-

~-~

k. Understanding people of other racial and ethnic backgrounds

·

All Students

2.69

·
-

·
-

2.34

*

2. 38

-

0.21

2.36
2.34

2.04

2.00

2.70

2.64

2.60

2.53
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STUDENT SERVICES
13.1 How often do you use the followin!=j services?
a. Frequency: Academic advising/planning

All Students
All Students

b. Frequency: Career counseling

1.74
1.58

c. Frequency: Job placement assistance

All Students

1.27

d. Frequency: Peer or other tutoring

All Students

1.27

e. Frequency: Skill labs (writing, math, etc.)

All Students

1.77

f. Frequency: Child care

All Students

1.23

g. Frequency: Financial aid advising

All Students

1.81

h. Frequency: Computer lab

All Students

2.07

All Students

1.35

All Students

1.63

All Students

1.30

i. Frequency: Student organizations
j. Frequency: Transfer credit assistance

-

k. Frequency: Services to students with disabilities

• T-tests: 2-\ailed

O-Oon't knowIN.A, 1=Raretylnever, 2=Sometimes, 3=Offen

1.80

-

.

-

.

-

-.
-

-

-

143
1.28
146

1.75

*

0.23

-

*

-0.28

143

*

1.24

-

146

1.75

1.71

1.21

1.18

1.86

1.79

2.16

2.10

1.38

1.34

1.56

1.55

1.31

1.29

*

0.23

-0.27

-

,-
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STUDENT SERVICES
13.2 How satisfied are you with the services?
a. Satisfaction: Academic advising/planning

All Students

2.22
~

-

Ii." Satisfaction: Career counseling

All Students

2.15

c. Satisfaction: Job placement assistance

All Students

1.77

d. Satisfaction: Peer or other tutoring

All Students

1.97

e. Satisfaction: Skill labs (writing, math, etc.)

All Students

2.28

f. Satisfaction: Child care

All Students

1.76

-

g. Satisfaction: Financial aid advising

All Students

2.25

-

h.nSatisfaction: Computer lab

All Students

2.59

i. Satisfaction: Student organizations

All Students

2.02

j . S atisfaction: Transfer credit assistance

All Students

2.16

k. Satisfaction: Services to students with disabilities
-

• T-tests: 2-talled

O=N.A. .I=Not at all, 2-Somewhat, 3=Very

All Students

2.12

-

-

-

2.28

2.22

2.07

2:05-

1.88

1.83

2.17
2.27

*
--

-0.29

-------

2.15

*

2.26

-

1.80

1.77

2.25

2.19

2.52

2.49

2.00

1.97

2.09

2.07

2.04

2.01

-0.26

-
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STUDENT SERVICES
13.3 How important are the services to you?
a. Importance: Academic advising/planning
b. Importance: Career counseling
c. Importance: Job placement assistance
d. Importance: Peer or other tutoring

All Students
All Students
All Students
All Students

2.57
2.51
1.98
209

e. Importance: Skill labs (writing, math, etc.)

All Students

2.23

f. Importance: Child care

All Students

1.81

g. Importance: Financial aid advising

All Students

2.36

h. Importance: Computer lab

All Students

2.43

All Students

1.93

i. Importance: Student organizations

• T-tests: 2-tailed

1-Nol al all. 2=Somewhat, 3-Very

j. Importance: Transfer credit assistance

All Students

2.31

k. Importance: Services to students wiltidisabilities

All Students

2.07

2.52

-

-

-

.
-

2.28

.

2.51
0.30

2.05
2.10

2.02

------

2.19
1.76

.

0.28

-_.

2.10
2.19

---. ~--

2.44
2.48

2.29

1.74
2.38

-

2.44

1.84

1.83

2.21

2.24

2.05

2.04
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COLLEGE EXPERIENCES
14. How likely is it that the following issues would cause you to withdraw
from class or from this college ?

I=Notlikely, 2=Somewhal likely, 3=Ukely, 4=Very likely

All Students

a. Working fu ll-time

2.40

2.14

*

0.23

2. 17
I

b . ca;:;ng for depen dents

All Students

2. 16

-

1.93

~

c. Academically unprepared

d. Lack of finances

-

e. Transfer to a 4-year college or university

All Students

1.74

All Students

2.37

All Students

2.62

1.64

.
-

*

0.21

-

1.68

2.43
2.30

1.92

*

0.22

-

2.40

*

0.26

2.46

1=Nol very, 2=Somewhal, 3=Quite a bit, 4=Extremefy

15. How supportive are your friends of your attending this

3.27

3.23

colleae?
I =Not very, 2=Somewhat, 3=Quite a bit, 4=Extremely

16. How supportive is your immediate family of your attending

3.54

3.50

this college?
O=None, 1=1-14 credits, 2=15-29 credits, 3=30-44 credits, 4=45-60 credits, 5= over 60 credits

2.04

2.02

25. How many classes are you presently taking at OTHER
institutions?

1.42

1.42

27. How would you evaluate your entire educational experience

3.18

3.16

at this colleae?

• T-tests: 2-talled
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Variable Names

Your College

Other Small
Colleges

Other Small
Other Small 2008 CCSSE
2008 CCSSE
Colleges
Colleges
Cohort
Your College
Your College
Cohort

I Other Small

2008 CCS~E
Cohort

0.001

0.451

0.607

-0.04

0.002

0.002

0.002

0.15

0.03
0.15

0 ..22i
0.018
0.153
0.000
0.357
0.217
0.876
0.001
0.896
0.418
0.052
0.401
0.019
0.695
0.336
0.009
0.000
0.002
0.266
0.956
0.883
0.711
0.011
0.840
0.616
0.339
0.376
0.332

0.09

0.09

2008 CCSSE
Cohort

0.002
0.003

CLQUEST

423

117,688

342,495

2.93

2.96

2.91

0.87

0.83

0.85

0.042

CLPRESEN

423

117,245

341 ,187

2.18

2.05

2.04

0.95

0.91

0.91

0,046

REWROPAP

419

116,816

339 ,953

2.56

2.47

2.47

1.00

1.03

1.03

0.049

0.003

0.002

0.068

INTEGRAT

420

117,024

340,304

2.82

2.71

2.71

0.89

0.94

0.94

0.043

0.003

0.002

0.015

CLUNPREP

416

116,719

339,502

1.82

1.84

1.87

0.73

0.73

0.74

0.036

0.002

0.001

0.561

CLASSGRP

416

116,476

2.49

2.47

0.91

0.88

0.89

0.044

0.003

0.002

0000

421

116,860

338, 84
339,996

2.65

OCCGRP

1.90

1.90

1.86

0.92

0.90

0.89

0.045

0.003

0.002

0.933

TUTOR

421

117,197

340,866

1.33

1.38

1.37

0.72

0.70

0.69

0.035

0.002

0.001

0.106

COMMPROJ

420

116,625

339,359

1.31

1.32

1.30

0.64

0.66

0.65

0.03 1

0.002

0.001

0.753

INTERNET

418

116,710

339,516

3.00

2.84

2.84

0.97

1.01

1.01

0.047

0.003

0.002

0.002

EMAIL

421

116,771

339,784

2.53

2.52

2.52

1.05

1.02

1.00

0.051

0.003

0.002

0.788

FACGRADE

419

116,814

339 ,956

2.56

2.52

0.93

0.86

0.86

0.045

0.003

0.001

0.783

FAcPLANS

420

116,684

339,539

2.55
2,10

2.09

0.89

0.88

0.048

0.003

0.002

0.752

FACIDEAS

420

116,620

339,149

1.77

1.78

1.73

0.90

0.83

0.82

0.044

0.002

0.001

0.825

1

-----... 2.02
0.98

FACFEED

416

116,765

' 339,462

2.76

2.69

2.66

0.95

0.85

0.86

0.046

0.002

0.001

0.093

WORKHARD

422

116,862

339,853

2.55

2.56

2.53

0.91

0.87

0.88

0.044

0.003

0.002

0.819

FACOTH

421

115,901

337,005

1.37

1.44

1.40

0.71

0.74

0.71

0.035

0.002

0.001

0.040

OOCIDEAS

421

117,191

340,774

2.68

2.57

2.56

0.96

0.92

0.93

0.047

0.003

0.002

0.020

DIVRSTUD

422

117,115

340,605

2.70

2.29

2.37

1.11

1.03

1.04

0.054

0.003

0.002

0.000

DIFFSTUD

420

116,971

340,272

2.48

2.30

2.33

1.08

1.00

1.01

0.053

0.003

0.002

0.000

SKIPCLAS

421

117,280

341 ,117

1.61

1.54

1.57

0.64

0.65

0.66

0.031

0.002

0.001

0.022

MEMORIZE

422

117,520

341,827

2.82

2.81

2.82

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.043

0.003

0.002

0.861

ANALYZE

422

117,163

340,820

2.85

2.82

2.84

0.81

0.84

0.84

0.040

0.002

0.001

0.481

SYNTHESZ

420

116,722

339,506

2.72

2.70

2.71

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.042

0.003

0.001

0.649

EVALUATE

421

116,910

339,894

2.66

2.54

2.55

0.92

0.91

0.91

0.045

0.003

0.002

0.008

APPLYING

421

117,069

340,482

2.63

2.65

2.64

0.91

0.90

0.91

0.044

0.003

0.002

0.628

,-

ft

• T-tests: 2-tailed

I

Colleges·

Other Small
Colleges

PERFORM

422

11 7,4 10

34 1,537

2.77

2.78

2.75

0.90

0.92

0.92

0.044

0.003

0.002

0.765

READASGN

419

116,004

337,362

2.81

2.89

2.86

1.03

1.05

1.03

0.050

0.003

0.002

0.122

READOWN

420

116,111

337,620

2.12

2.06

2.08

1.02

102

1.00

0.050

0.003

0.002

0.232

WRITEANY

420

337.192

2.88

2.84

2.83

1.12

1.14

1.13

0.054

0.003

0.002

0.493

Other Small 2008 CCSSE
Colleges
Cohort

0.12

0.12

-0.03

-0.07

0.18

0.21

0.00
-0.08

-0.06

-0.02

0.01

0.15

0.16

0.01

0.01

-0.01

0.04

0.02
-0.01

0.04

0.04

0.09

0.08
-0.01

0.12

-0.10

-0.05

0.11

0.13

0.40

0.32

0.02

0.18

0.15

0.1 1

0.05

0.01

0.00

0.03

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.13

0.12

-0.02

-0.01

-0.01
-0.08

0.02
-0.05

0.06

0.04

0.03

0.05
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Variable Names

Your College

Other Smalr
Colleges

Other Small
2008 CCSSE
Colleges
Cohort
Your College

2008 CCSSE
Other Small
Cohort
Your College
Colleges

2008 CCSSE
Cohort

I Other Small

I

Colleges·

2008 CCS~E
Cohort

0.910

0.463

-0.01

0.04

0.465

0,264

0.04

0.05

Other Small
Colleges

2008 CCSSE
Cohort

EXAMS

400

111,702

5.05

5.00

1.21

1.21

1.20

0.061

0.004

419

116,109

323,822
337,591

5.04

ENVSCHOL

3.00

2.97

2.96

0.81

0.83

0.84

0.039

0.002

ENVSUPRT

420

11 ~ ,983

337 ,141

3.05

2.98

2.95

0.85

0.84

0.85

0.042

0.002

0.001

0.131

0.023

0.07

0.11

ENVDIVRS

417

115,684

336,292

2.71

2.45

2.47

1.03

1.00

1.00

0.051

0.003

0.002

0000

0000

0.26

0.24

ENVNACAD

419

115,779

336,401

2.05

1.96

1.93

1.04

0.96

0.95

0.051

0.003

0.002

0.057

0.006

0.09

0.14

ENVSOCAL

416

115,307

334,959

2.15

2.11

1.05

0.93

0.93

0.052

0.003

0.002

0.009

0.001

0.13

0.17

FINSUPP

419

115,464

-

2.27

3 35,315

2.49

2.48

2.39

1.14

1.10

1.10

0.056

0.003

0.002

0.862

0.048

0.01

0.10

ENVCOMP

420

115,963

337,076

3.27

3.15

3.11

0.90

0.91

0.93

0.044

0.003

0.002

0.006

0.000

0.13

0.18

ACADPR0 1

418

115,907

336 ,872

1.88

1.93

1.90

0.99

1.10

1.08

0.048

0.003

0.002

0.362

0.682

-0.04

-0 .02

PAYWORK

417

115,592

335,835

2.95

3.04

3.19

2.00

1.98

1.94

0.098

0.006

0.003

0.381

0.013

-0.04

-0.12

COCURR01

417

115,694

336,088

0.25

0.31

0.27

0.65

0.78

0.73

0.032

0.002

0.001

0.115

0.516

-0.08

-003

CAREDE01

418

115,468

335,433

2.07

1.96

1.79

2.01

2.11

2.04

0.098

0.006

0.004

0.264

0.004

COMMUTE

420

115,690

335,916

1.25

1.33

1,32

0.96

0:92

0.88

0.047

0.003

0.002

0.063

0.099

0.05
-0 .09

0.14
-0.08

ENVSTU

420

116,054

337,130

5.48

5.60

5.48

1.35

1.30

1.34

0.066

0.004

0.002

0.066

0.958

-0.09

ENVFAC

420

116,030

337,081

5.86

5.74

5.67

1.23

1.24

1.25

0.060

0.004

0.002

0.042

0.002

0.10
-0.22

0.002
0.001

GNSOLVE

418

115,564

335,652

2.54

2.62

2.59

1.06

0.98

0.99

0.052

0.003

0.002

0.120

0.342

-0.08

0.00
0.15
-0.11
0.07
-0.06
0.07
0.10
0.01
-0.05

GNCMPTS

420

115,591

335,731

2.83

2.78

2.71

1.04

0.98

1.00

0.051

0.003

0.002

0.309

0.016

0.05

0.12

GNOTHERS

420

115,664

335,918

2.83

2.77

2.71

0.98

0.90

0.92

0.048

0.003

0.002

0.174

0.008

0.07

0.13

0.89

0.045

0.003

0.002

0.777

0.259

0.01

0.06

ENVADM

419

115,948

336,655

4.81

5.15

4.98

1.75

1.54

1.57

0.086

0.005

0.003

0000

0.031

GNGENLED

419

115,883

336,545

3.00

2.95

2.94

0.90

0.85

0.86

0.044

0.003

0.001

0.213

0.168

0.06

GNWORK

420

115,723

336,013

2.50

2.67

2.56

1.03

1.01

1.02

0.050

0.003

0.002

0000

0.202

-0.17

0.06

GNWRITE

420

115,726

336,147

2.75

2.70

2.69

1.00

0.93

0.94

0. 049

0.003

0.002

0.250

0. 171

GNSPEAK

419

115,735

336,008

2.70

2.62

2.60

1.00

0.95

0.96

0.049

0.003

0.002

0.096

0.04 1

0.08

GNANAI:.Y

419

115,627

335,855

2.88

2.90

2.87

0.92

0.87

0.87

0.045

0.003

0.002

0.720

0.788

-0.02

~

~

T-tests: 2-tailed

GNINQ

420

115,676

335,943

2.94

2.93

2.89

0.92

0.87

1.05
1.10
1.08
1.04
1.08

1.00

1.01

0.051

0.003

0.002

0.357

0.117

0.05

0.08

1.01

1.01

0.054

0.003

0.002

0.000

0.000

0.21

0.19

1.01

1.01

0.053

0.003

0.002

0.324

0.087

0.05

0.08

0.97

0.96

0.051

0.003

0.002

0.456

0.074

0.04

0.09

0.99

1.01

0.053

0.003

0.002

0.443

0.052

0.04

0.10

GNSELF

420

115,522

335,556

2.66

2.62

2.58

GNDIVERS

417

115,488

335,382

2.55

2.34

2.36

GNETHICS

418

115,511

2.43

2.38

2.34

GNCOMMUN

413

115,365

335,388
334,851

2.08

2.04

2.00

CARGOAL

419

115

335,763

2.74

2.70

2.64
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Variable Names

• T -tests: 2-tailed

Other Small

Other Small

Other Small

Other Small

Colleges

Colleges

Colleges

Colleges

2008 CCSSE
Cohort

Cohort'

GAINCAR

419

115,793

336,309

2.69

2.60

2.53

1.06

1.02

1.03

0 .052

0 .003

0.002

0.069

0.002

0 .09

0 .15

USEACAD

383

106 ,324

307,533

1.74

1.80

1.75

0.67

0.68

0.68

0.034

0.002

0.001

0.090

0.657

-0.09

-0.02

USECACOU

363

92,100

267,458

1.58

1.43

1.43

0.66

0.62

0.61

0 .035

0 .002

0 .001

0 .000

0.000

0.23

0.23

USEJOBPL

235

68,907

197,239

1.27

1.28

1.24

0.59

0.55

0 .52

0.039

0.002

0 .001

0.823

0.454

-0.01

0 .05

USETUTOR

278

84,052

242,634

1.27

1.46

1.46

0.57

0.67

0.66

0.035

0.002

0.001

0.000

0.000

-0.28

-0.27

USELAB

325

89,370

257,355

1.77

1.75

1.71

0.79

0.77

0.76

0.045

0.003

0.002

0.608

0.178

0.03

0.08

USECHLD

175

48,824

140,661

1.23

1.21

1.18

0.57

0.55

0.50

0 .043

0 .003

0.001

0.732

0.190

0.03

0.10

USEFAADV

330

92,975

257,851

1.81

1.86

1.79

0.76

0 .76

0 .77

0 .043

0.003

0 .002

0.265

0.631

-0.06

0.03

USECOMLB

376

102,479

292,659

2.07

2.16

2.10

0 .81

0.78

0 .79

0 .042

0.002

0 .001

0.026

0 .431

-0.12

-0 .04

USESTORG

267

73,777

207,416

1.35

1.38

1.34

0.60

0.62

0.60

0.038

0 .002

0 .001

0.417

0.908

-0.05

0.01

USETRCRD

285

73,141

218 .684

1.63

1.56

1.55

0.72

0.69

0 .68

0.044

0.003

0.001

0.130

0.066

0 .09

0.11

USEDISAB

160

47,486

138,293

1.30

1.31

1.29

0.66

0.62

0.61

0.051

0.003

0 .002

0.733

0 .971

-0.03

0 .00
0 .00

SATACAD

342

96,097

273,4 19

2.22

2.28

2.22

0.66

0.63

0.63

0 .037

0 .002

0 .001

0.112

0.977

-0.09

SATCACOU

297

68,992

195,303

2.15

2.07

2.05

0.70

0.69

0.69

0.041

0.003

0 .002

0.052

0.0 12

0.11

0.15

SATJOBPL

138

45,987

123,068

1.77

1.88

1.83

0.77

0.7 1

0 .71

0 .066

0 .003

0 .002

0.069

0.303

-0.16

-0.09

SATTUTOR

172

58,901

166,359

1.97

2.17

2.15

0.76

0.70

0.70

0.059

0.003

0.002

0000

0.001

-0.29

-0.26

SATLAB

240

69,172

193.548

2.28

2.27

2.26

0.68

0.64

0.65

0.046

0003

0.002

0.906

0 .668

0.01

0.03

SATCHLD

96

27,023

71,477

1.76

1.80

1.77

0.82

0.77

0.77

0.086

0.005

0.003

0.590

0.894

-0.06

-0.01

SATFAADV

283

80,338

213,175

2.25

2.25

2.19

0 .71

0.72

0 .73

0 .045

0.003

0.002

0.976

0.160

0.00

0.09

SATCOMLB

341

92,994

259,865

2.59

2.52

2.49

0.59

0.60

0.61

0 .033

0.002

0 .001

0.044

0.008

0 .11

0. 15

SATSTORG

179

50,454

134,621

2.02

2.00

1.97

0 .65

0.67

0.67

0 .052

0.003

0.002

0.71 1

0.326

0.03

0 .08

SATTRCRD

218

56,320

164.958

2.16

2.09

2.07

0.73

0.72

0 .7 1

0.052

0.003

0.002

0.194

0.079

0.09

0.13

SATDISAB

93

30,970

84.596

2.12

2.04

2.01

0.75

0.76

077

0.085

0.004

0.003

0.363

0.221

0.10

0.14

IMPACAD

403

111,827

323,543

2.57

2.52

2.51

0.66

0.67

0.67

0.033

0.002

0.001

0.134

0 .098

0.08

0.08

IMPCACOU

404

110,602

319,880

2.51

2.28

2.29

0.72

0.79

0.79

0 .036

0.002

0 .001

0.000

0.000

0.30

0.28

IMPJOBPL

402

109,332

315,880

1.98

2.05

2.02

0.85

0.84

0 .84

0.043

0.003

0.002

0.090

0.350

-0.09

-0.05

IMPTUTOR

396

109,344

315,781

2.09

2.10

2.10

0.84

0.82

0 .82

0.043

0.002

0.00 1

0.763

0.78 1

-0.02

-0.01

IMPLAB

396

108,839

314.603

2.23

2.19

2.19

0 .8 1

0 .80

0.80

0.041

0 .002

0.001

0.296

0.282

0.05

0.05

IMPCHLD

395

312.698

1.81

1.76

1.74

0.91

0.87

0 .86

0 .046

0 .003

0.002

0.197

0 .085

0.07

0.09

IMPFAADV

397

2.36

2.44

2.38

0.83

0.79

0 .82

0 .042

0.002

0.001

0.062

0.640

-0.10

-0.02
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2008 CCSSE
Other SmaU
Cohort
Your College
Co lleges

2008 CCSSE
O1her Small
Cohort
Your College
Colleges

2008 CCSSE
Other Small
Co hort
Your College
Colleges

2008 CCSSE Olh er Small 2006 CCSSE
Co ll eges·
Coho rt
Cohort

Variable Names

Your College

Other Small
Colleges

IMPCOMLB

399

109.802

317.270

2.43

2.48

2.44

0.77

0.73

0.74

0.039

0.002

0.001

0.224

0.771

-0.06

-0 .01

IMPSTORG

386

108.024

311 .782

1.93

1.84

1.83

0. 81

0.78

0.78

0.042

0.002

0.001

0.023

0.010

0.12

0.13

IMPTRCRD

401

109.150

315.575

2.31

2.21

2.24

0.83

0.86

0.85

0.042

0.003

0.002

0.021

0.124

0.12

IMPDISAB

397

108.866

31 4.320

2.07

2.05

2.04

0.92

0.92

0.92

0.047

0.003

0.002

0.717

0.502

0.02

0.08
0.Q3

WRKFULL

421

116.052

336.828

2.40

2.14

2.17

1.23

1.16

1.17

0.060

0.003

0.002

0.000

0.000

0.23

0.19

CAREDEP

421

115.833

336.084

2.16

1.93

1.92

1.12

1.07

1.07

0.055

0.003

0.002

0.000

0.000

0.21

0.22

ACADUNP

420

115.457

334 .884

1.74

1.64

1.68

0.98

0.91

0.93

0.048

0.003

0.002

0.016

0.148

0.12

..

Other Small 2008 CCSSE
Colleges
Cohort

LACKFIN

419

115.696

335.689

2.37

2.43

2.40

1.22

1.19

1.19

0.059

0.003

0.002

0.359

0.680

-0.04

0.07
-0.02

TRANSFER

421

115.836

336.116

2.30

2.46

1.25

1.23

1.24

0.061

0.004

0.002

0.000

0.010

0.26

0.13

FRND SUP P

420

116,108

337.039

2.62
3.34

3.27

3.23

0.88

0.86

0.88

0.043

0.003

0.002

0.109

0.012

0.08

0.12

FAMSUPP

421

115.881

336.200

3.59

3.54

3.50

0.76

0.77

0.80

0.037

0.002

0.001

0 .200

0.032

0.06

0.10

TOTCHRS

420

115.525

335.165

1.94

2.04

2.02

1.57

1.50

1.48

0.077

0.004

0.003

0.183

0.279

-0.07

-0.05

OTHINST

421

115.845·

335.627

1.55

1.42

1.42

1.14

1.06

1.05

0.056

0.003

0.002

0.011

0.013

0.12

0.12

ENTIREXP

422

115.864

335.709

3.19

3.18

3.16

0.70

0.68

0.68

0. 034

0.002

0.001

0.821

0.364

0.01

0.04
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Counseling Faculty Learning Area Meeting
Agenda: 5/1211 0
1. Call to Order
2. Changes to Agenda
3. Approval of Minutes
4. Reports
a. Senate
b. Curriculum
c. Student Success
d. Student Learning Outcomes
e. Basic Skills
f. Transfer/Career
g. Articulation
h. POC
1.
Technology Committee
J. Advisor Meeting Update
k. Learning Areas
i. Arts and Letters
n. Social Science
iii. Career Technical Education
IV. Health and Wellness
v. Math and Science
5.

Action Items

6.

Agenda items for next meeting

Next meeting is scheduled for May 26th??????

Counseling Faculty Learning Area Meeting
Minutes: 3/2411 0
1. Call to Order:
2. Changes to Agenda
3. Members
a. Present: Tiffani McGee, Mike Rodriguez, Ann Barr, Marta Hendrickson,
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Angela Tos, Linda Amaya, Veronica Grijalva,
Rupinder Rai, Maria Gonzalez, Lataria Hall
4. Absent: Gary Sedgwick
5. Reports
a. Senate:
i. Discussed new faculty list: 1. Psych 2. ESL 3. Humanities 4 .
Developmental English 5. Nursing
b. Curriculum
1. PE 45 was approved
11. Education 5 was approved for 5 year review
111. English 89 to 100/GS 61 to 101 were both approved for a second
reading
IV. Intro to nursing courses was approved for second reading
v. Deleted Humanities degree because of new liberal arts degree
vi. Program revision for L VN to RN and RN were approved
c. Student Success
i. Prioritized student town hall matrix
ii. Reviewed Student Equity Plan
iii . Revised governance statement
d. Student Learning Outcomes
1. Discussed that adjunct faculty need to assess SLO's because we
are not getting credit through W ASC for the assessment unless
every section of the course is assessed.
e. Basic Skills
i. Discussed goals for next semester
f. Transfer/Career
th
i. Transfer Dinner on May 20
ii. UC Merced is opening doors for Spring 2011. Also accepting TAG
agreements for Spring 2011
g. Articulation
1. Marta went to DeVry University presentation. They offer 16 week
sessions with 8 week session incorporated. They also have degree
completion programs. The cost to attend is $580 per unit for the
first 11 units and $350 per unit for the 1i h unit and above. See
Marta for the catalog
11. Online Biology 10 lab is being rescinded (online part)
iii . Update on Bio 35L-only students who have take our Bio 35 online
or currently taking our Bio 35 online and plan to transfer to CSUF

IV.

or another campus that does not take our Bio 35 online should take
this one unit lab course.
Geol 9 Update-will not be cross-listed with Geog 1. B. Hall plans
to create geology as a new stand alone class (earth science)

h. PGC
Discussed program review for Snack Bar and UBMS-approved
ii. Middle College Accreditation-received an "A" letter gradesuggestion to get separate campus
lll. Evelyn Sue Westover-honorary degree/PGC approved-going to
Board for final approval
IV. Relay for Life update-made $1500 and received a bronze medal
v. SGA elections were held on May 12th
1.
Technology Committee
i. Has not met
J. Advisor Meeting Update
1. Not met yet since last meeting-SDR provided update
II. Met w/Cindy Homburg from HHS-discussed concerns and
protocol for next semester
111. A few advisors and SDR are going on a field trip next Monday to
visit a few local high schools-plans to get a sense of their needs
and we can do to improve our services to their campuses.
IV. LHS has not responded to our invitation for a meeting to discuss
concerns
k. Learning Areas
1. A & L-Discussed new faculty list
II.
Social Science-has not met since last meeting
Ill. Career Technical Education-Discussed AOl and SLO's
IV. Health and Wellness-Discussed nominations for new faculty
v. Math and Science-has not met
Action Items
a. Give comp time usage for remaining of the semester to SDR ASAP
b. Transcript evaluations
1. Commitment to students-transcripts will be evaluated and posted
w/in 10 days of receiving them.
11. SDR gathering funds-had conversation w/lewel-take over Fall
2010 transcript evaluation process w/front counter(stamped, dated)
c. Request for conferences
i. SDR will post excel spreadsheet on portal for requests. She wants
to honor as many requests as possible
d. Summer Coverage
i. Calendars to SDR by 6/1/10
e. Next SSM meeting is 5/21110 from 8:30-10:00 with all student services
staff
f. Lunch schedule for next year
1. Will stagger lunches (11 :30-12:30, 12:00-1 :00, 12:30-1:30)
Monday through Thursday only
1.

6.

11.

7.

Will discuss at flex day when discussing committee responsibilities

Items for next meeting:
a. Flex Day 81l0/10-committee assignments/coordinate lunch schedule
b. Discuss position for dual enrollment
c. Petition to graduate changes (2 campuses)
d. Review of progress on SLO's and assessment cycle
e. What does Early Alert look like next year?

Logo -Multi Cultural
Events ......

July

Important Information

2010
.

Sunday

School Name: WHCL - Golden Eagles

.

Monday

Tuesday

,

Wednesday - Thursday

Friday

Saturday

2
4th potluck

3

5

6

70scar
Villarreal
b-day

8

9

10

11 Gary
Sedgwick
b-day

12

Susie
Briones
b-day

13

14 Jose
Lopez
b-day

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28 Rebecca

29

30

31

4
Independen
ce Day

Riddle
b-day

Calendar Template by calendorlabs.com

Logo - Multi
Cultural Events

August

2010
Sunday

School Name: WHCL - Golden Eagles

Important Information
Tuesday

Monday .

Thursday

Wednesday
...

1

2

3

4

8

9

10 Jan
Young
b-day

11

Saturday .

Friday

6

7

12

13

Flex Day

Duty Day

14 Tiffany
Hernandez
b-day

20

21

27

28

5

New Stut/ellt
Orientatiol1

15

16

17

18

19

Welcome Week

Welcome Week

Welcome Week

25

26

22

23

24

29

30

31

Aimee
Freitas
b-day

Lataria
Hall
b-day

Tiffani
McGee
b-day

Calendar Template by calendarlabs.com

Logo

School Name - WHeL

September
2010
Sunday

5

Important Information

Monday

6

Tuesday

7

College
Nights

Wednesday

1 Jose
Murrieta
b-day

2

8 College
N ights

9 College
Nights

13

14

15 Start of

Saturday

3

4

10
COliS Iitil tio Il
Day

11 Amber
Avitia
b-day

16

17

18

24

25

Labor Day

12

. friday

Thursday

Hi!}pal1ic

Awareness
Month

19

20

21

22

23

26

27

28

29

30

Valarie
Kerns
b-day

Calendar Template by calendarlabs.com

Logo

School Name - WHeL

October
2010
Sunday

3

Important Information

Mondciy

4

Tuesday

. Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

1 Jennifer
Cadena
b-day

2

6

7

8

9

12

13

14

15 Ellc/o!
Hispanic
Awareness
M onth.

16

5
Counselor
LUllcheon

10

11
Disability
Awareness
Week
Columbus
Day

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

Anna
Silvestre
B-day

31
Halloween

Calendar Template by

c alenda~ab s. com

Logo

School Name - WHeL

November
2010
·Sunday

Important Information

Monday

1 Native
Americans
Month

Tuesday

Wednesday

14

21

28

8

Saturday

Day of the
DeadLibrary

3

4
Presidents
Scholars
Dinner

5

6

9 Riley
Talford
b-day

10 Veterans
Luncheon

11

12

13 Angela
Bargineer
b-day

18

19

20

25

26

27

15
Don
Warkentin
b-day

16

22

23

29

Friday

2

Disabilities
1I wren ess
Month

7

Thursday

Veterans
Day

17
Keith
Brock
b-day

24

Tina
Garcia
b-day

Thanksgiving
Day

30
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Logo

School Name - WHeL

December
2010

Important Information

5

6

7

8

9

10

11 Leo
Orange
b-day

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20 Veronica
Grijalva
b-day

21

22

23

24

25

Eva
Jimenez
b-day

dhristmas
Day

27 Monique

28

26

Suter
b-day

29

30

Dave

31

Bolt
b-day

Calendar Template by calendarlabs.com

Logo

School Name - WHeL

January
2011

Important Information
,

Sunday

Monday

.

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

. . Saturday ..

1
New Year's
Day

2

3

4

5

6

9

10

11

12

13

17

18 Welcome
Week

19 Welcome
Week

25

26

16
Laura
Santillan
b-day

23

M. L. King
Day
Debra Christy
b-day

24

8

7

Flex Day

14

20

Welcome
Week

21

22

27

28

29

Duty Day

15

Lupe
Banales
01129

30

31
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School Name - WHeL

Logo

February
2011
Sunday

Important Information

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Black History
Month

1 Theresa
Quilici
b-day

2

6

7

8

9

13

14 Marlon
Hall
b-day

15

20

21

22

Friday

Thursday

3

Sah,lrday

4

5

10

11

12

16

17

18

19

23

24

25

26

Team Teach
Banquet

Presidents'
Day

27 Sylvia

28

DorseyRobinson
b-day

Calendar Template by calendarlabs,com

School Name - WHeL

Logo

March 2011
Sunday

6

Important Information

Monday

7

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

1 National
W omen 's
History Month

2

3

4 Student
Town Hall # V

5

8

9

10

11

12

15

16

17

18

19

25

26

Jody

Ruble
b-day

13

14
Accreditation
Week

20

21

22

23

24

27

28

29

30

31

Angela
Tos
b-day

Kyle
Crider
b-day
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Logo

School Name - WHeL

April 2011
Sunday

Important Information

Monday

Tuesday _ _Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

1

2

3

4

5

6

7 Fidela
Byars
b-day

8

9

10

11

12

13

14 Marta
Hendrickson
b-day

15

16

VA Student
Conf erence

20

21

22

23

27

28

29

30

17

24

19

18 Heritage
Week
Celebration

Torres
b-day

25

26

Elva
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Logo

School Name

May 2011
Sunday

1

Important Information

Monday ...... · Tuesday

2

3

Wednesday

4

Thursday

5

Friday

SaturdaY '

6

7

13

14

Cinco de Mayo

8

9

10

11

12
Honors
Brunch

15

16

17

18 Rose
Denberg
b-day

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

Graduation

29

30

31

Memorial
Day
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Logo

School Name

June 2011

Important Information

5

6

7

8

9

10

11 Adrienne
Simas
b-day

12 Joy

13

14

15 America
Bryant
b-day

16

17

18

205

21

Linda
AmayaGuenon
b-day

22

23

24

25 Michelle
DeOchoa
b-day

28

29

30

Jones
b-day

19

C'sCamp

26

27
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PROGRAM REVIE W SCHEDULE
Instructio nal Programs
Midterm Du e
Program Review Due
uate ot Most
Current Program
Review

Program Name
Administration of Ju sti ce
Art

2009

200ge

Ia..

2006

[i'~C;

Biology

2006e

Business

2010e

Business Administration

2009

2010

2011

11l\!f

2012

2013
f.

2014

2015

;f

Ik;"
I~"'Y:'

C

C"
~"

C

Ch emistry
Child Development

C,ommunity Ed ucation

C

2010

CIS

~

2007e

I

contract Ed ucation

2009

Culinary

2006

Engineering/Physics

2009

Geography

2009

"'" ~:.£

C
C

2009

;.~.

~

C'<:..~~"

I :~

:,:::
i;~.[

C
C

Geology
Hea lth Science (General)

2009

Hea lth Scien ce (Pre-Professional)

2009

HRCM

I

Humanities

C
C
C

2009
2007

Liberal Art s--Arts arid Humanities

I

Liberal Arts--Communication
Lib era l Arts--El ementary Teacher Preparation

I

Li beral Arts--Math and Scie nce
Liberal Arts- -So cial Sciences
Math
Nursing

2009

I

Office Management and Techno logy

2010

Physical Edu cation

2009

Psychology

2004

Social Science

2009

West Hills College Lemoore

C
C
C

8/26/2010

PROGRAM REVIEVV SCHEDULE
Non-Instructional Programs

LJ Midterm Due
Program Review Due
Date of Most
Current Program
Review

2009

Administrative Offices

200ge

C

Athletics

200ge

C

Program Name

20io

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

I

Cal Works
Career Technical Education
DSPS

2007

EOPSjCARE

2009

LibraryjLRC

2008e

Maintenance and Operations

C

I

2009

C

Matricu lation

2009

C

I
I

NASL

2010

C

Snack Bar

2010

C

Student Activities

2010

C

Upward Bound Classic

2010

C

Upward Bound Math and Science

2010

C

West Hills College lemoore

I
I
I
I
I

I

8/26/2010

PROGRAM REVIEV\I SCHEDULE
District Office
lVIidterm Due
Program Review Due
Date of Most
Program Name
After School

Current Program
Review

2009

2009

C

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

,
I

1

Business Services
Chancellor's Office
Child Development Centers
Enrollment Services
Financial Aid

2004e

Foundation
Grants

2006

1

Human Resources
ITS
Learning Resources

2007

I

Marketing/Duplicating
Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Planning
Student Support Services
Web Services
Workforce Development

West Hills College Lemoore

-

(II< l 0")

I

8/26/2010

PRO GRAM REVIEW SC HEDULE
District Office
_

Midterm Due
Program Review Due
Date of Most

Program Name
I After School

Current Program
Review

2009

2009

C

I Bu siness Services
Chancellor' s Office

2010

2011

2012

2014

2015

~.

IBm-

Child Development Centers
Enrollment Services
Financial Aid

2013

~

2004e

Foundation
Grants

p~~

2006
1 ~~5 i

I Human Resources

iJii ~~

IITS
I Learning Resources
Ma rketi ng/D u plica ting
Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Planning

,~.~

2007
"",;.\:

II,~\:;,:

'13\~

Student Support Services
IWeb Services
IWorkforce Development

We st Hills College Lemoore

~'

r \.[~"'i

p r='~

9/27 /2010

PROGRAM REVIEW SCHE DULE
Instructional Programs
Midterm Due
Program Review Due
uate of Most
Program Name

Current Program

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Geography
Geology

West Hills College Lemoore

9/27/2010

PROGRAM REVIEW SCHEDULE
Non -Instructional Programs
•

Midterm Due
Program Review Due
Date of Most
Current Program
Review

2009

IAdministrative Offices

200ge

C

IAthletics

200ge

C

Program Name

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

L

ICal Works
Ca~~ Technical Education

DSPS

-

"~ "

2007

. ~i.;

C

EOPS/CARE

2009

Library/LRC

200Se

Maintenance and Operations

2009

C

Matriculation

2009

C

NASL

2010

C

Lll~· .

2~~

.';

~

l~ ::!'i:\
.}~~i:~:f!

Snack Bar

2010

C

~,~~:

Student Activities

2010

C

..;~f-

Upward Bound Class ic

2010

C

.m.,.:....

C

:".?>".;.-

Upward Bound Math and Science

West Hills College Lemoore

2010

'"

CT."

9/27/2010

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
PROGRAM REVIEWIPLANNING AND EVALUATION PROCESS
UNIT PLANNING GUIDE - NON-INSTRUCTIONAL
DEPARTMENTS & AREAS
TO BE COMPLETED BY UNITIDEPARTMENT COMMITTEE
(Please submit this infonnation using Microsoft Word. In fonnatting your response,
please use the exact outline developed below.)

I.

General Information
Department/Service: TRiO Upward Bound
Date Prepared: October 1, 2008
Prepared By: Joel Ruble
Staff: Jose Murrieta, Brian Green, Anna Silvestre

II.
Program Overview
A. State the program mission. If you don't have one, create one. The mission statement
should include the purpose of the program, the ideals the program strives to attain,
and who the program serves. (200 word limit)
West Hills College Lemoore ' s Upward Bound Classic program is committed to youth,
educational experiences, community partnerships, and providing opportunities to the
underserved and disadvantaged population. UB Classic identifies low-income, firstgeneration college bound students and provides them with services such as after
school tutoring, special instruction, college visits and educational/career advising.
Members will have their educational aspirations encouraged and enhanced by
qualified instructors, counselors and positive experiences that promote diversity,
cultures, educational experiences and the real possibility of attending a college of
their choice.

B. Briefly describe the current state of the program/department/service area. (250 words
or less)
Upward Bound Classic at West Hills College Lemoore is a newly funded program
in our first year of operation. We are funded to serve 50 students from our 3 target high
schools, Laton, Lemoore and Avenal. We began recruiting and serving students last fall
and filled all of our program slots before spring. The program's focus is on college entry
and success for our first generation and low income students. The program's primary
activities are weekly or daily tutorials at each school site, monthly Saturday sessions and
a 6-week summer program. There are also various activities throughout the year such as
campus visits at colleges and universities or at science or technology enterprises. A
perfect example of these activities would be a trip taken on February 2009; we took a
group of students to visit UCLA Campus along with the Museum Of Tolerance in Los
Angeles, CA. We monitor our students' grades carefully and assist them with
applications to colleges and universities. Many of our students have the opportunity to
take college level courses through West Hills College Lemoore. At the same time
students are able to take these classes for dual credit. This must be approved by parents,

school counselor and principal. When our students do take college courses, we purchase
their books and provide them whatever support is necessary to ensure their success.
C. Describe how the program/department/service area goals and objectives are aligned to
the advancement of the college mission, goals and objectives. (250 words or less)
Our program SLO's are focused on the needs of our low income, first generation
pertaining to their preparation for college. They include results on the California High
School Exit Exam, advising in college preparation (SAT, A thru G, financial aid, etc.)
and postsecondary enrollment. All develop in our communities a college going culture.
D. List any recommendations from the most recent college/program/department
accreditation and/or previous review. (250 words or less)
As a new program this is our first opportunity to participate in the program review
process.
III.
Qualitative and Quantitative Data Review
A. Attach the following Non-Instructional Program Review data (as provided):

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enrollment Trends
o Approximately 50% of our program participants enroll in courses at
WHCL for dual credit.
Student Retention Rates/Student Success Rates (if applicable)
WSCH/FTEF (if applicable)
Full-time to Part-time Faculty Ratio- NA
Number of Students Earning Degrees (if applicable) N/A
Number of Students Earning Certificates (if applicable) N/ A
Job Market Analysis (if applicable)
Student Demographics- See Chart below
Grade Distribution (if applicable)
Student Survey Data (if applicable)

Total Students - 50
9t11 graders
I-Lemoore HS
a-Laton HS
a-Avenal HS
10th Graders
3-Lemoore HS
5-Laton HS
8-Avenal HS
11 th Graders
8-Lemoore HS
5-Laton HS
8-Avenal HS
Iih Graders
9-Lemoore HS
I-Laton HS

Race/Ethnicity
Lemoore HS
19-Hispanic
1African American

Entry Status
33 - First Generation and
Low Income
17 - First Gen only

Laton HS
7-Hispanic
2-White
I -Asian
Avenal HS
I9-Hispanic
I-Arab

I 4-Avenal HS
B. Using the data provided, address any significant trends/challenges/opportunities
identified which relate to your specific course/program/service. (250 words or less)
The most significant trends for Upward Bound Classic are that under our new
grant application we are serving 3 target schools. Upward Bound Classic serves
A venal , Lemoore and Laton high schools. This spreads our resources over a larger
geographic area and also requires staff to be in more places during a normal week.
It doubles the school site staff necessary for operation and doubles the number of
tutorials to manage each week. All of this serves to spread our staffing and fiscal
resources more thinly than we expected . It also lays the groundwork for the
second trend that has great effect on our program operation.
The recent increases in transportation costs are probably the most difficult issues
for us to resolve. Because we transport our students to events at the college or at
other institutions and having 6 sites to serve rather than 3, the impact of these
transportation expenses is all the more devastating.
1) State any other measures used to determine the success of this program (e.g.
satisfaction surveys, employer surveys or advisory committee feedback).
We measure the success of our program primarily through our annual
performance rep0l1. We measure standardized objectives regarding low
income/first generation status, state testing, retention, and post secondary
enrollment.
We also measure our success in our overall contact with students. We have
approximately 90% attendance at our afterschool tutorial, 75%-80% at our
Saturday sessions and approximately 50% participation in our 6-week summer
component. During the summer, a good block of our students work to help
support their families, attend other college programs (COSMOS, Berkeley House,
etc.) Or attend summer school at their high schools. In this light, our 50%
summer participation is quite high.

C. Attach the following data maintained for your program/department/service area:
1. Budget information regarding costs per program/department/service area on
personnel, equipment, supplies, delivery of services (where applicable), and any other
direct or indirect costs connected with the service as reflected by student enrollment.
UB BUDGET
SALARIES
Full-time Personnel

131 ,123

Part-time Personnel

6,500

BEN EFITS
SUPPLIES & MATERIALS

45,566
1,809

TRAVEL AND
CONFERENCE

3,500

PARTICIPANT COSTS

22 ,150

PARTICIPANT STIPENDS

22,500

TOTAL DIRECT COST
INDIRECT COST 8%
TOTAL PROGRAM COST
Cost per participant

233,148
16,852
250,000
5,000

2. Identify all personnel, including the number of certificated, classified professionals
and volunteers. Discuss the diversity of faculty and staff.

Employee Classification :
Certificated _.5_
Class. ProfessionalE

Student Worker _1_

Volunteers~_

Diversity (Race/Ethnicity)
DNative Am./Alaskan Nat.
DAsian/Pacific Islander
IZIHispanic
IZIMixed

DAfrican/ African-AmericanIN on-Hispanic
IZICaucasianINon-Hispanic
DFilipino

3. Describe the certificated and classified staffing requirements of the existing
program/department/service area, as well as the effect any proposed curricular or
instructional changes would have in the next three years. This statement should
include the need to retrain, or to add staffing for new specialties. Finally, this
statement should include the need to retrain or to add staff for clerical assistance, for
maintaining equipment, or for serving as an instructional assistant.
Our program employs 1.1 advising staff under the Advising Specialist, .25 Program
Development Assistant and 1 hour per week school site instructors under the Upward
Bound Instructor job description and student tutors at our school sites. We also have
1 student worker per semester to help with office and clerical work. Although our
staff does a great job accomplishing our goals the need for more staff is obvious
especially for our weekend Saturday session and/or weekend trips. This would help
because hours would be distributed evenly among staff so no overtime would have to
be paid thus, saving the program money.
D. Identify and discuss the effect that trends may have on the
program/department/services area's organization, structure, and nature over the next
two to four years .
Our model is well established and proven effective and we would be unwise to retool
that model at this point. We will also have to respond to escalating transportation
costs in our summer program design. Transporting students from 3 communities each
day is prohibitively expensive and so our program will respond by transferring some

of the summer instruction to an online environment and doing portions of our work in
the communities where our target schools are located. Due to our current financial
crisis, our institution has gone through a shift of personnel (Director Position). Our
Advising staff and schools are still intact. Budget concerns have also caused a cut
back in staff travel as well as student travel, not eliminated but limited to how much
travel can be done.
E. What resources are required to maintain program/department/service area, and what
additional resources are necessary to improve or expand it?
Transportation is our main consideration resource wise. Our other main resource
requirement is for technology to stay connected with our students and to connect
them with the most current college and scholarship information. Transportation cost
has gone up versus our financial crisis is affecting our program in a big way . We
must now ask our students to travel on their own with parents to our locations. We
cannot afford to contract out a bus company to bring our students to our local
Saturday sessions but will limit to contracting when planning out of district travel.
F.

Discuss staff training, academic and professional currency.
Our staff is involved in training throughout the year. For example: our advisor and
Director will enroll in a specific TRiO training if budget allows. TRiO trainings are
Federal trainings therefore, sometimes located out of state. We also do local CSU and
UC counselor conferences which are most of the time located in Fresno, CA. We plan
to attend at least one TRiO training per year. These are offered by various
organizations and are approved by the DOE (Department of Education). The director
attends the TRiO annual conference (San Antonio, TX in 2009) which is mandated
under our approved grant proposal.

G. Excluding curriculum validation, discuss community involvement in the operation of
the program/department/service area. Upward Bound involves our students and staff
greatly in our communities. One of our most successful community event this past
year was our Student walk for measure W. We a have a great rapport with site
counselors, principals and teachers along with our parents. We offer our students a
great opportunity for them to give back by setting up an annual Community Service
project out at Camp El-o-Win. Our students have always been willing and able to
help whenever we are needed in our communities.

IV.

Professional Development

A. What professional development activities have staff participated in?
We have attended professional developments such as; CSU counselors ' conference, UC
counselors' conference, TRiO training in priority 1 record keeping retention student
success.

B. How does this professional development affect Student Learning Outcomes for your
program/department/service area?
Our trainings always focus on student retention and success as well as postsecondary
enrollment.
C. Describe the program/department/service area's plans for staff development over the
next four years.
We will continue with our current plan. We are looking to focus on increasing our
efficiency with our student database as our first priority. Due to financial crisi that our
state is in, our institution has gone through a re-organization of personnel as well as
cross-training for job specification. (Our Director has been re-organized to serve our
grant 75% and our District/Institution 25%)
D. Discuss the effectiveness of continuing education requirement to meet the need for
advanced training and/or training in emerging technologies.
Upward Bound continues to strive in our technology depatiment. Perfect example of
this is, we are currently using our Student Access software to store all of our students'
information as well as running our partial and annual reports. West Hills College has
also done a great job improving our online services, we are now able to use the Portal
to check students' grades and/or class schedules and we also can have access to our
work email through this portal.

V.

Student Learning Outcomes

A List all Student Learning Outcomes for this program/department/service.
SLO.l). Upward Bound Classic students will be successful in high school
as indicated by successful completion of the California High School Exit
Exam. (CAHSEE)
SLO. 2). Upward Bound Classic students will enroll in programs of
postsecondary education after high school.
SLO.3). Upward Bound Classic students will be successful in college level
coursework.
B. Explain how Student Learning Outcomes are used to measure quality and success of
this program/department/service area.
We based our SLO' s on West hills College Lemoore's standardized outcomes and so
success in SLO's will naturally reflect success from the perspective of our federal
regulators.
C. Based upon the results of the program SLO assessments, what improvements have
been identified?
We have yet to assess our SLO's.
VI.

General Operations

A. How does the program/department/service area ensure that current
curriculum/delivery of service is adequately meeting the needs of students?
Our program Advisor ensures that current deliveries of services are meeting the
needs of the program participants by:
1. Attending workshops to keep up with new technology/updates related to our
students. For example: Trio training, UC/CSU Counselors ' conferences as well as
Financial Aid Workshops.
2. Assessing Student needs by having personal advising thus, directing needs
based on each individual participant.

B. Do special accreditations, external regulations, or advisory committees regulate the
program/department/service area? Yes [X] No [] (if yes, elaborate.)
Upward Bound Classic is directed under the umbrella of the TRiO Programs out of the
US department of Education. We operate under the Education Department's General
Administrative Regulations Guidelines.
C. Does the program/department/service area have any special regulations, space
requirements, staff training, etc.? Yes [X] No l ] (if yes, elaborate.)
Under the approved grant, the host institution must provide the work/office space
necessary to run Upward Bound Classic. Thi s includes but is not limited to office
equipment, transportation for staff and participants as well as to and from Federal or local
staff training opportunities. West Hills College Lemoore is in the works of a new
building phase and Upward Bound Classic has been considered for office space in this
new construction.
D. Is there evidence ofunmet student needs caused by your program/department/service
area? Yes [X] No [] (if yes, elaborate.)
A major student need that is currently not being met is in the area of transportation
which is limited due to high cost. Commercial passenger vans can no longer be utilized
for our high school students due to the CHP/Department of Transportation compliance
policy. This new policy has an effect on attendance and participation during weekend
activities held outside of students' local area.
E. How does the program/department/service area address cultural diversity?
Upward Bound Classic is guided toward helping disadvantage students. Students must
meet a celiain criteria to be eligible for program services. 1. First Generation College
bound. 2. Family Income must meet the Federal low income levels. 3. US Citizen or US
Resident. These students can come from any cultural background as long as they meet
the National criteria.
Program addresses cultural diversity by exposing students to cultural related events that
are hosted by higher education institutions.
F. Describe the initiatives the program/department/service area has implemented to meet
the needs of social-economically diverse students, and/or those with non-traditional
requirements (e.g., physical mental disabilities, re-entry, gender, etc.)

Bound by Federal guidelines that mandate as who to target thus, Upward Bound Classic
targets students with disadvantage backgrounds. Students and their families must meet
the low income levels that set forth by the Federal Government. Upward Bound staff
requires documentation from applicants to confirm qualification.
G. Discuss the program/department/service area's use of external funding, including
grants and collaborative partnerships, if applicable.
US department of Education is only funding source.
H. To what extent is technology being used in the program/department/service area?
Technology is used on a daily basis by Upward Bound Classic staff and students. A
main example of this would be our WHCL Portal and website where student and staff can
communicate with each other via email. Staff has also made their cell phone numbers
available to students for texting since, this is widely use in our young population now
days.

1. Describe the supply requirements for your existing program/department/service area,
as well as the effect that any proposed changes would have on the supplies in the next
four years. This statement should include the kinds and amounts of supplies needed,
any anticipated costs, and the need for any computer software/technology.
Supplies are needed throughout the year for our program. Starting with our office
supplies, which include, but are limited to file folders, writing equipment, binder and
outreach materials among others needed "Student Access" data entry software is needed
for electronic data filing. An increase in demand combined with an increase of cost is
giving our program difficulty providing the right equipment and materials. With help of
West Hills College Lemoore providing extra materials our program would function
better.
J. Describe the need for facility modifications within your existing
program/department/service area or the effect that any proposed curricular or
instructional changes would have on the existing facilities in the next four years. This
statement should include a description of the desired changes, the rationale for the
changes, and a rough estimate of the costs.
West Hills College Lemoore has mentioned Upward Bound as one of the new
considered occupants of the new construction phase in 2012. This would benefit our
programs by being closer to our regular college counselors and being able to refer our
program participants to our college staff and programs.
VII.
Additional Information (optional)
Please provide any other information to describe, explain, justify, analyze, or clarify
prospective program/department/service area changes or needs anticipated in the next
four years.
A. What factors did you use in determining the quality and success of this
program/department/service area?
Upward Classic was established nationally in 1972 and since then guidelines have
been followed continually throughout the years. Upward Bound Classic at West Hills

College Lemoore has been in existence since fall 2007, with these guidelines in mind as
well as our College' s mission statement we serve our students and community. Federal
Guidelines will continue to overlook our Upward Bound program. One way to determine
our program success is by looking at examples of our students that have since graduated
from Upward Bound. For example we have 95% of our graduated students confilID
enrolment in either a CSU or UC of their choice. These results go along with our grant
objectives, we have objectives such as retention, graduation and participation; Retention
objective: 85% of our students will stay with our program until graduation of high school.
Our numbers were 89%. Graduation objective: 85% of our students will graduate from
high school and enroll in a post high school program. Our numbers were 95%.
Participation objective: 85% of our active participants will participate in program
sponsored activities. Our numbers were 86%.
B. Identify the best ways to measure the quality and success of this
program/department/service area. Conduct an evaluation of the
program/department/service area. Use a surveyor questionnaire when appropriate to
address questions. (Examples: How do the persons served by this
program/department/service area evaluate its adequacy or effectiveness? How do
services compare to similar departments/service areas outside the College? By what
processes does the program/department/service area deal with complaints and
continually up-grade services? Other methods might include matching or exceeding
nation-wide productivity measures, i.e., full-time staffing equivalent per square foot
for M & 0 and per number of employees for Human resources, feedback from
campus "clients", etc.)
Participants are given surveys and evaluation forms that allows for reflection of
services. Students receive these questionnaires throughout program activities. These
surveys will allow our staff to have more effective program activities thus, keeping
retention numbers up and actual programs up by recruitment. These surveys also allow
our students to express satisfaction/dissatisfaction along with a voice in the program. This
would make the students have some ownership and pride in the program.
C. Describe the annual scheduling patterns for courses impact your
program/department/service areas. Consider interaction with other
programs/departments/service areas, use of facilities and flexibility for students.
Our program participants are required to enroll in college level courses in the
summer session. In part of the coordination of registration, program staff collaborates
with Department Faculty to inform them of our initiatives which focuses on high school
students. Due to our current financial crisis, our institution has gone through a dramatic
cut back on class sessions thus, creating less available classes for our current participants
to choose from .
VIII. Summary and Recommendations
A. What actions have been taken to address the assessment and improvements of program
learning outcomes?
Program staff is required to monitor student progress on a monthly basis versus
quarterly. Students are provided with evaluation forms to assess program services so
appropriate adjustments or accommodations are made for students.

B. Based on analysis of the information provided in I through VII, describe the
program's strengths, areas that need improvement, and strategies and actions to make
those improvements.
1. Program strengths
Staff is committed to serving students and meeting their needs. Program has positive
rapport with target serving school sites and their staff. Program has attained successful
rates of students entering institutions of higher education after high school graduation.
2. Areas that need improvement
Program needs improvement in the area of facilities and transportation
3. Strategies and actions for program enhancement and improvement.
Staff will make more contact with students to develop education planning to insure
that students are progressing academically. Program staff is currently strategizing on
collaborating with other programs and school transportation officials to reduce
student urunet needs.
C. Attach your Program Planning and Evaluation Assessment Grid. Follow the
directions provided and thoroughly complete the form. You should have not more
than five short term goals, of which at least three are student learning outcome goals.

Program Review, Planning and Evaluation

West Hills College Lemoore
Assessment Grid
Program: Upward Bound Classic
Submission Date: 11/4/2009
Programl Administrative Program ActivitieslActions
Objectives
The specific activities you
At least 3 short-term and
will implement to
up to 2 long-term goals.
Instruction: At least three accomplish the goals (e.g.
implement a new course).
of your goals must be
student-learning outcome
oriented. *
1. Advertise UB Classic
1. Recruit and
services
to students at target
maintain 50
area high schools to meet
qualifying
objective.
participants from
the 3 target serving
2. Coordinate in conjunction
high schools.
with high school staff and
administration to facilitate
2. Provide after
tutorial services.
school advising
services to all
3. Coordinate with host
participants to
institution through Facilities
maintain contact
and
transportation
with project staff
department administrators to
and to enhance
conduct and facilitate
retention in the
Saturday workshops. Project
program and in
staff will recruit and employ
school.
necessary instructor( s)
needed for Saturday
3. Provide Saturday
instruction through host
emichment
institution Human Resources
education
Dept.
workshops to
enhance academic
4. Project staff will monitor
progress. Project
participant progress and
will supplement

I

Contact Person/ext.: Joel Ruble 1 3127
Midterm Report Date (2 years from submission):
Necessary Resources
Outcomes
(Including Funding)
Longer-Term Outcomes
Any additional
Means of
resources you will need Assessment/Criteria for (Program Goals, WHCL
Success including
to accomplish the
Strategic Plan Goals, PFE
activity. Please be
timeline (Measurable)
& WHCL Master Plan
specific and realistic.
relating to short-term
outcomes)
1. Records and
1. Funds for travel
1. Maintain number of
documentation of
serving participants.
expenses.
number of participants
3. Technology
and recordings of
2. Increase retention and
qualification status.
equipment and
attendance during afterclassroom.
school tutorials.
Transportation vehicles 2. Documentation taken
including drivers that
during tutorial sessions 3. Involve host institution
for evidence of
can transport
faculty during projects
participants to and from attendance and
Saturday Academic
retention.
site locations.
workshops
Host institution faculty
3. Documentation
4. Increase number of
that can provide
showing record of
instruction in the areas
graduating participants
attendance at program
for which the project
attending post-secondary
workshops.
targets.
education.
I

4. Support from the
host institution
counseling department,
admissions and
financial aid
departments.
5. Support from the

1

4. Evaluation of
participant academic
records showing
progress and
satisfactory in all
subject areas.
Evaluation of
participant meeting

5. Increase number of
participants attending
summer bridge program

16. Show evidence of
student-learning outcomes.

knowledge in the
areas of math,
science, English,
computer science,
geography,
Spanish, along
with any liberal
studies and
careers.
4. Participants will
graduate and
pursue higher
education at a
post-secondary
institution.
5. Project staff will
coordinate a sixweek summer
bridge program for
graduates at host
insti tution.
Continuing
participants will
enroll in college
oriented courses
for dual credit.

6. Project will
develop studentlearning outcomes
that meet objective
goals.

maintain academic records to
guide graduating students
towards a post-secondary
institution. Project staff will
provide participants with the
necessary knowledge and
assistance to apply for
admission and financial aid
support. Project staff will
adhere to program guidelines
to prepare and align
participants to meet college
requirements.
5. Project staff will
coordinate with host
institution counseling
department to assist with the
enrollment process.
Graduating participants will
develop a student
educational plan that will be
recorded in admissions.
Project staff will coordinate
with counseling department
to assist with continuing
participants who will be
enrolled in college credited
courses that qualify for dual
credit.

6. Project staff will conduct a
series of goal evaluations for
enhancement purposes in the
implementation of services
to increase student-learning
outcomes.

host institution
Counseling,
Admissions, Financial
Aid and Facilities
Departments.

state standards
equivalency and
showing mastery of the
California High School
Exit Exam.

6. Support from the
Administration.

5. Documentation and
record of admission
forms required for
registration for courses.

6. Evaluation of
participant progress
through Annual Report.

I

*If, your previous Program Review did not contain SLOs, but you now have them you can refer to your SLOs here.

Program Review, Plannillg and Evaluation

West Hills College Lemoore
Program Planning and Evaluation
Assessment Planning Logic Model
Midterm Report
Date:

Program: Upward Bound Classic

Findin2s
What are the actual quantifiable outcomes
compared to those listed in column four of
the Assessment Grid?
1. Currently, project has met number of
qualifying participants for the year.
Site instructors are in place at each of
our participating high schools.
Project has 54 active participants and
intends to retain 54 participants by
the end of the academic year.
2. Participant log in sheets are
completed during tutorial sessions
weekly, recording attendance and
participant course work.
3. Saturday workshops are coordinated
on a monthly basis and
documentation recording dates and

Analysis
Your interpretation of the results (why the
activities were not successful in achieving
the goal)
1. Although students are highly
involved in extra-curricular activities
and cannot commit the amount of
time required by project; we have
been able to find recruits but with
difficulties especially in the smaller
high schools. Project staff is limited
to the amount of time spent on
recruiting new participants.
2. Documentation on attendance during
tutorials is recorded on a weekly
basis.
3. Activities are being met and
accomplished effectively. Saturday

Actions
Based on the Findings and Analysis, what is
the next step?

1. Work closely with site instructors and
delegate more time to be spent on
recruiting students interested in a post
secondary education.
2. Continue maintaining accurate
documentation recording attendance
and participant course work during
after-school weekly tutorials.
3. Continue planning in advance to meet
mandated project requirements
consisting of Saturday workshops
covering a series of core subjects
including cultural and community
service activities. Maintain accurate

subjects are in place. Project has
conducted 6 Saturday academic and
culturally related sessions. Project is
currently planning to conduct it 7'h
and 8th session for the year.
Documentation and attendance
including activities conducted during
the Saturday events are recorded
monthly.
4. Participant academic records are
evaluated on a quarterly basis.
Grades are obtained through high
school counseling department.
Project staff reviews grades and
proceeds with one to one meeting
with participant to discuss academic
progress or regression.
5. Project is currently in the planning
stages developing summer program.
Project staff has met with
institution's faculty to discuss course
outline and schedule. Project staff
has informed all participants of the
summer program that is underway.
Majority of participants are already
admitted into the institution through
its application process. Over 35
participants have taken the
institution's placement exam, a
requirement for selection of courses.
During the next eight weeks project
staff will submit all required forms
on behalf of the participant for
summer registration confirmation.
6. Annual report is due in January of
2008 and data for report is on file.
Data will be converted into report's
format when Dept. of Education

workshops are planned accordingly
and have yet have not canceled or
postponed scheduled activities. All
documentation relating to Saturday
activities are recorded monthly.
4. Academic records are posted
quarterly and made available for
project staff to review. Project staff
is responsible to schedule student
meetings to discuss grades.
Evaluation of participant grades is
done accordingly when grades are
available for review.
5. A six-week summer program is under
review and will be going on our third
summer session in the upcoming
Summer 2010. Participants will be
required to make efforts to be part of
this component.
6. Annual report is always submitted
prior to deadline and reviewed by
project staff and administrator prior
to submission. Annual report is due
January 14, 2010. It is necessary
that the project work in conjunction
with students services personnel to
develop SLO's that appropriately
reflect our program goals and
objectives.

records of Saturday activities and
events including attendance.
4. Continue evaluating grades when
available and meet with participants
accordingly to discuss academic
results to promote achievement.
5. Plan and execute an effective sixweek summer component that will
allow participants to gain college and
high school credit for achieving a
passing grade in a college course.
6. Maintain accurate data throughout
the academic year to meet all
standards required by the Department
of Education which reviews our
project's accomplishments during the
academic year and Summer
component. In addition to annual
reporting, program staff will work
closely with institution student
success personnel to develop
appropriate student learning
outcomes.

announces instructions for report. Project SLO's will be defmed by
annual reporting requirements and
institutional student success
committee.
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WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
PROGRAM REVIEWIPLANNING AND EVALUATION PROCESS
UNIT PLANNING GUIDE - NON-INSTRUCTIONAL
DEPARTMENTS & AREAS
TO BE COMPLETED BY UNITIDEPARTMENT COMMITTEE
(Please submit this information using Microsoft Word. In formatting your response,
please use the exact outline developed below.)
I.

II.

General Information
Department/Service: TRiO Upward Bound Math and Science
Date Prepared: October 1,2008
Prepared By: Joel Ruble
Staff: Oscar Villaneal, Brian Green, Anna Silvestre
Program Overview
A. State the program mission. If you don't have one, create one. The mission

statement should include the purpose of the program, the ideals the program
strives to attain, and who the program serves. (200 word limit)
West Hills College Lemoore Upward Bound Math & Science (UBMS) program is
committed to youth, educational experiences, community partnerships, and providing
opportunities to the underserved and disadvantaged popUlation. UBMS identifies lowincome, first-generation college bound students and provides them with services that
provide participants access to individualized tutoring, special instruction, college visits
and educational/career advising. Members will have their Science, Engineering,
Technology and Math interests encouraged and enhanced by qualified instructors,
counselors, and positive experiences that promote diversity, cultures, educational success
and post secondary attainment.
B. Briefly describe the cunent state of the program/department/service area. (250
words or less)
Upward Bound Math and Science at West Hills College Lemoore is a federally
funded TRiO program in its second funding cycle beginning 2007-2008. We are funded
to serve 50 students from our 3 target high schools in the communities of: Laton,
Lemoore and A venal. In addition to the three target sites, we continue to provide limited
services to 3 additional high schools from our previous cycle. At present, we have filled
40 of our 50 program slots. The program ' s focus is on college entry and success for our
first generation and low income students. The program's primary activities consist of
daily or weekly tutorials at each school site, monthly Saturday sessions and a 6-week
summer program with a residential component. There are also various activities
throughout the year such as campus visits to universities, community service field trips to
science or technology enterprises (ie : Moss Landing Institute, San Francisco
Exploratorium, Roche Pharmaceutical, and Point Lobos). In addition, we monitor our

students' academic progress regularly and provide post-secondary access support. More
than 50% of our students experience dual college enrollment at West Hills College during
first year participant status. Participants enrolled in college courses are provided with
books and materials in addition to academic support through the UBMS program.
C. Describe how the programJdepartment/service area goals and objectives are
aligned to the advancement of the college mission, goals and objectives. (250
words or less)
Our program SLO's are focused on the needs of our low income, first generation
population pertaining to their preparation for college. This includes evaluation of results
on the Califomia High School Exit Exam, advisement in college preparation
(ie: SAT/ACT, A thru G, financial aid, etc.) and postsecondary enrollment. These
activities develop in our communities which promote a college going culture aligning
with the mission statement of the college in terms of providing educational learning
opportunities and partnerships. As well as providing a positive environment that is
committed to student leaming and empowering students to achieve their educational
goals.

D. List any recommendations from the most recent college/programJdepartment
accreditation and/or previous review. (250 words or less)
No recommendations proposed at this time.

III.

Qualitative and Quantitative Data Review

A. Attach the following Non-Instructional Program Review data (as provided):
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enrollment Trends-Approximately 50% of our program participants enroll in
courses at WHCL for dual credit.
Student Retention Rates/Student Success Rates (if applicable) - Our year to year
retention rate as submitted in our Annual Performance Report is consistently at
approximately 89%.
WSCHIFTEF (if applicable)
Full-time to Part-time Faculty Ratio
Number of Students Earning Degrees - (Data not available at this time)
Number of Students Eaming Certificates - (Data not available at this time)
Job Market Analysis (not applicable)
Student Demographics Review Data Below
Grade Distribution (not applicable)
Student Survey Data (not applicable)

Target Sites:

Race / Ethnicity:

1.

Lemoore High School

1.

33 - Hispanic

2.

Avenal High School

2.

2 - White

3.

Laton High School

3.

2 -Indian

4.

Corcoran High School

4.

1 - African American

5.

Caruthers High School

5.

2 - Other

6.

Riverdale High School

Median Grade Point Average:
1.

Grade Levels:
1.
2.

Freshmen (9

th

)

Sophomores (10
th

3.

Juniors (11

4.

Seniors (li h

2.

-3
th

)

) -

6

) -

16

-15

Program Category:
1.

27 - Low Income / First Generation

2.

13 - First Generation Only

Freshmen (9 th )

3.01

-

Sophomores (10
th

th

) -

3.027

3.

Juniors (11

4.

Seniors (lih ) - 3.170

) -

3.051

Total Students Currently: 40

B. Using the data provided, address any significant trends/challenges/opportunities
identified which relate to your specific course/program/service. (250 words or less)
The most significant trend for Upward Bound Math and Science is that under our
new grant application we are mandated to serve 3 target schools one of which is new to
our program. During the time of transition from our previous cycle to the new, we have
approval to limit services to the students from previous target sites not highlighted in the
new grant cycle of2007-201l. This stretches our resources over a larger geographic area
requiring staff to be out in the field for the majority of time. It doubles the school site
staff necessary for operation and doubles the number of tutorials to manage each week.
These challenges encumber on our staffing and fiscal resources as they are limited. It also
lays the groundwork for the second trend that has great effect on our program operation.
The recent increases in transportation costs are probably the most difficult issues for
us to resolve. Because we transport our students to events at the college or at other
institutions and having 6 sites to serve rather than 3, the impact of these transportation
expenses is all the more devastating.
The lack of residential living on campus is another trend that forces the program to
seek outside partnerships to house participants during the summer component. Without
providing students a residential living experience, the program would be out of
compliance with the grantee. Every year, program staff explores and networks with other
organizations that provide opportunities to give students a residential living experience.
In past experience, CSU Monterey has invited our students to participate in a
Biotechnology Camp that provides housing at minimal costs to the program. We have
also taken the opportunity to partner with the Girl Scouts of America who kindly allow us

to use their facilities and housing units for student related activities during the summer
component.
1) State any other measures used to determine the success of this program (e.g.
satisfaction surveys, employer surveys or advisory committee feedback).
We measure the success of our program primarily through our Annual Performance
Report. We measure standardized objectives regarding low income/first generation
status, state assessment, participant retention, and post secondary enrollment. We take
account of the positive feedback we receive from student testimonies on our yearly
student surveys. Additionally, administrators and staff at the target high schools have
recognized the positive influences of the program to its students through advisory
committee feedback announcements.
We also measure our success in our overall contact with students. We have
approximately 90% attendance at our afterschool tutorial, 75%-80% at our Saturday
sessions and approximately 50% participation in our 6-week summer component. During
the summer, a significant number of our students join the workforce to help support their
families . Others attend out of district programs (COSMOS, Berkeley House, etc.) or are
required to attend summer school at their local high schools forcing them limit
themselves to participation during the Upward Bound's summer component. In this light,
our 50% summer participation is quite high.
C. Attach the following data maintained for your program/department/service area:
1. Budget information regarding costs per program/department/service area on
personnel, equipment, supplies, delivery of services (where applicable), and any other
direct or indirect costs connected with the service as reflected by student enrollment.
UBMS BUDGET
SALARIES
Full-time Personnel

131 ,123

Part-time Personnel

6,500

BENEFITS
SUPPLIES & MATERIALS
TRAVEL AND
CONFERENCE

45,566
1,809
3,500

PARTICIPANT COSTS

22,150

PARTICIPANT STIPENDS

22 ,500

TOTAL DIRECT COST
INDIRECT COST 8%
TOTAL PROGRAM COST

233,148
16,852

Cost per participant

250,000
5,000

2. Identify all personnel, including the number of certificated, classified professionals
and volunteers. Discuss the diversity of faculty and staff.

Employee Classification:
Certificated .5
Class. Professional 1.4
Volunteers 0
Diversity (RaceIEthnicity)
DNative Am. IAlaskan Nat.
DAsianiPacific Islander
[gJHispanic
[gJMixed

Student Worker _1_

DAfricaniAfrican-American/Non-Hispanic
[gJCaucasian/Non-Hispanic
DFilipino

3. Describe the certificated and classified staffing requirements of the existing
program/department/service area, as well as the effect any proposed cunicular or
instructional changes would have in the next three years. This statement should
include the need to retrain, or to add staffing for new specialties. Finally, this
statement should include the need to retrain or to add staff for clerical assistance, for
maintaining equipment, or for serving as an instructional assistant.
Our program employs 1.1 advising staff under the Advising Specialist, .25 Program
Development Assistant, 1 hour per week school site instructors under the Upward Bound
Instructor job description and student tutors at our school sites. We also have 1 student
worker per semester to help with office and clerical work.
The program would recommend additional staff to broaden the opportunities and
services it already provides. But, due to budget constraints, additional hires would
dampen the budget and hinder the program from meeting its goals and objectives
jeopardizing its future. Staff is also recommended to attend yearly training seminars
related to program standards. Travel expenses at times will prevent staff from attending
out of district trainings requiring staff to adhere to out dated policies and procedures or
required to research the web for updated material related to program operation.
D. Identify and discuss the effect that trends may have on the
program/department/services area's organization, structure, and nature over the next
two to four years.
Structural changes will occur primarily based upon our shift from 6 target campuses
down to 3. Our model is well established and proven effective and we would be unwise
to retool that model at this point. We will also have to respond to escalating
transportation costs in our summer program design. Transporting students from 6
communities each day is prohibitively expensive and so our program will respond by
transferring some of the summer instruction to an online environment and doing portions
of our work in the communities where our target schools are located.

Due to the state's economic crisis, our host institution is revamping its administrative
structure which impacts all categorical programs on campus. The new organization will
require for our program's director to delegate a percentage of his responsibilities toward
district duties. This change will bring forth additional duties and responsibilities onto
cun'ent program staff potentially hindering the delivery of services to program
participants.
E. What resources are required to maintain programJdepartmentiservice area, and
what additional resources are necessary to improve or expand it?
Transportation is our main consideration resource wise. If the college were to provide
transportation services at minimal or no-cost to the program, attendance to functions and
events will improve substantially, Our other main resource requirement is technology
which allows for program staff to communicate with students to infonn them with the
most current college updates including scholarship information. Additional personnel are
another resource that will prove valuable to the operation of the program. More funding
would vitalize the capabilities ensuring innovation and commitment to our students.
F. Discuss staff training, academic and professional currency.
Our staff is invited to trainings throughout the year. Staff arranges to attend at least 1
TRiO related training per year. These are offered by various organizations and are
approved by the Department of Education. The director attends the annual conference,
which is usually held in Washington D.C. or San Antonio, Texas. Our advising staff also
attends training from the CSU and UC to stay updated with university admissions and
topics related to incoming transfers .
G. Excluding curriculum validation, discuss community involvement in the operation
of the program/department/service area.
Throughout the year, our participants get involved with community service projects.
Many of our students volunteered their time during the election year of 2008 promoting
the Measure E bond which would expand West Hills College. They walked precincts and
participated in phone banking infonning community members about Measure E. In
addition to their community service, many of our students make it a yearly tradition to
help out the Girl Scouts of America. Every summer, our students make a trip to CampEl-O-Win and spend time cleaning debris and helping prepare the campsite prior to the
opening of summer camp. In addition to their involvement with the Girl Scouts of
America, our students have also volunteered their time to help remove non-native plants
at the Point Lobos State Reserve of California located in Monterey County, The program
also recruits instructors from the community that work with our students in school and
during Saturday workshops.

IV.

Professional Development

A. What professional development activities have staff participated in?
CSU Counselors Conference, UC Counselors Conference, TRiO training in priority I
record keeping, retention student success.
B. How does this professional development affect Student Learning Outcomes for your
pro gram!department/ servi ce area?
Our trainings always focus on student retention and success as well as postsecondary
enrollment. Strategies to improve student retention and positive student outcome are
always highlighted and reintroduced for reinforcement purposes. Our efforts to maintain
student retention rates improve the overall success of the program's goals and objectives.
C. Describe the program/department/service area's plans for staff development over the
next four years.
We will continue with our Clm-ent plan. We are looking to focus on increasing our
efficiency with our student database and implementing a new staff re-organization
structure that will require cross-training among staff for the purpose of program
effectiveness.
D. Discuss the effectiveness of continuing education requirement to meet the need for
advanced training and/or training in emerging technologies.
Program staff is encouraged to continue with furthering their education and given an
opportunity to take advantage of an internal Educational Assistance Program that helps
with tuition costs. West Hills College also provides training opportunities for staff to
advance in emerging technologies. The college has moved towards a Portal network that
provides students access to college information using technology innovation. All
employees are required to attend trainings related to the Portal network to stay updated
with system updates. The program has also purchased a student database through Student
Access which allows for TRIO programs to maintain record-keeping for its participants.
Training for continued effectiveness on database program is forthcoming.

v.

Student Learning Outcomes

A List all Student Learning Outcomes for this program/department/service.

1.) Upward Bound Math and Science students will be successful in high
school as indicated by successful completion of the California High School
Exit Exam. (CAHSEE)
2.) Upward Bound Math and Science students will enroll in programs of
postsecondary education after high school.

3.) Upward Bound Math and Science students will be successful in college
level coursework.
B. Explain how Student Learning Outcomes are used to measure quality and success of
this program/department/service area.

We based our SLO's on West Hills College Lemoore standardized outcomes and so
success in SLO's will also reflect success from the perspective of our federal mandates of
Upward Bound Math & Science.
C. Based upon the results of the program SLO assessments, what improvements have

been identified?
We have yet to assess our SLO's.
VI.

General Operations

A. How does the program/department/service area ensure that current
curriculum/delivery of service is adequately meeting the needs of students?

Students are showing improvement in their academics and have a positive attitude
towards higher education. Students are fulfilling the California Exit Exam standards and
progressing academically based on evaluation of student academic transcripts.
Graduating seniors are meeting eligibility criteria for the CSU and UC college systems.
B. Do special accreditations, external regulations, or advisory committees regulate the
program/department/service area? Yes [X] No [ ] (if yes, elaborate.)
Program operation must adhere to the Education Department General Administrative
Regulations manual which set standards for program administration of services and
agreements. Mandates require Upward Bound Math & Science program to maintain
retention rates, improve college access to participants and demonstrate success of
program effectiveness through post-secondary retention . .
C. Does the program/department/service area have any special regulations, space

requirements, staff training, etc.? Yes [X] No [] (if yes, elaborate.)
Program grant specifies that appropriate facilities must be provided for staff. The grant
also provides a budget which appropriates funds for staff training that is available year
round. West Hills College Lemoore is in process of completing a new phase in the
expansion project and is considering TRIO Programs to be accommodated in the newly
constructed facility.

D. Is there evidence of urunet student needs caused by your program/department/service
area? Yes [X] No [] (if yes, elaborate.)

A major student need that is currently not being met is in the area of transportation which
is limited due to high costs. Commercial passenger vans can no longer be utilized for
transporting of minors. This new policy is in force by the Depmtment of Transportation
and California' s Highway Patrol which has a negative impact on attendance and
participation during weekend activities held outside of student's target area.
E. How does the program/department/service area address cultural diversity?
Program addresses cultural diversity by becoming aware of the multicultural factions
along with their values and learning needs. Staff is sensitive to the cultural diversity that
exists and utilizes multicultural activities to bring awareness to students and their peers.
F. Describe the initiatives the program/department/service area has implemented to meet
the needs of social-economically diverse students, and/or those with non-traditional
requirements (e.g. , physical mental disabilities, re-entry, gender, etc.)
Program insures equality to all participants regardless of deficiencies. It also provides an
incentive stipend to assist students economically. The program currently does not have
students with physical or mental disabilities. The program primarily targets students who
come from a low social-economically background who are at a disadvantage in acquiring
the necessary resources to pursue higher education.
G. Discuss the program/department/service area's use of external funding, including
grants and collaborative partnerships, if applicable.
The program is funded through a grant sponsored by the Department of Education. The
program is currently seeking to acquire collaborative partnerships with other grant
programs within the hosted institution.
H. To what extent is technology being used in the program/department/service area?
Technology is the vital resource that is utilized for program operation. Technology is
used for communication purposes which is instrumental to the program's functions.
Technology is also utilized to provide instruction and for learning development. The
program integrates technology during weekly and Saturday instruction and promotes
telecommunication among its participants.

1.

Describe the supply requirements for your existing program/department/service area,
as well as the effect that any proposed changes would have on the supplies in the next
four years. This statement should include the kinds and amounts of supplies needed,
any anticipated costs, and the need for any computer software/technology.

The demand for supplies will increase along with costs in the upcoming years. With the
help of the college, our program would operate much more successfully if provided
assistance in this area. Much of our office supplies include but not limited to file folders,

writing materials, binders, and other outreach essentials. Another requirement is this area
that will impact the program's supply budget is the renewal and maintenance agreement
for the Student Access database provided by Heiburg Consulting.

J. Describe the need for facility modifications within your existing
program/department/service area or the effect that any proposed curricular or
instructional changes would have on the existing facilities in the next four years. This
statement should include a description of the desired changes, the rationale for the
changes, and a rough estimate of the costs.
Individual staff offices needed. Currently, West Hills College Lemoore is in process of
completing a new phase in the expansion construction project and is considering housing
TRIO Program Offices in the newly constructed facility. This will bring forth advantages
that will improve the delivery of services to our students.

VII. Additional Information (optional)
Please provide any other information to describe, explain, justify, analyze, or claIify
prospective program/department/service area changes or needs anticipated in the next
four years.

A. What factors did you use in determining the quality and success of this
program/department/service area?
The program evaluates student assessment provided by the state of California. As
required by the grantee, program objectives revolve around student success. Participant
graduation rates and post-secondary enrollment are indicators that confirm program
success. In addition to these factors, the program has a proven record of success based on
its renewal funding awards which are determined by program effectiveness.
B. Identify the best ways to measure the quality and success of this
program/department/service area. Conduct an evaluation of the
program/department/service area. Use a surveyor questionnaire when appropriate to
address questions. (Examples: How do the persons served by this
program/department/service area evaluate its adequacy or effectiveness? How do
services compare to similar departments/service areas out side the College? By what
processes does the program/department/service area deal with complaints and
continually up-grade services? Other methods might include matching or exceeding
nation-wide productivity measures, i.e., full-time staffing equivalent per square foot
for M & 0 and per number of employees for Human resources, feedback from
campus "clients", etc.)

Participants are given surveys and evaluation forms that allows for reflection of services.
Students receive these questionnaires upon completion of program activities for feedback
purposes.
C. Describe the annual scheduling patterns for courses impact your

program/department/service areas. Consider interaction with other
programs/departments/service areas, use of facilities and flexibility for students.
Our program participants are required to enroll in college level courses in the summer
session. In part of the coordination of registration, program staff collaborates with
Department Faculty to inform them of our initiatives which focuses on high school
students. Due to current fiscal cuts enforced by the state, our host institution is forced to
reduce course sections which will impact the number of program participants enrolling in
college classes in the near future .

VIII.

Summary and Recommendations

A. What actions have been taken to address the assessment and improvements of program
learning outcomes?
Program staff is required to monitor student progress on a monthly basis versus quarterly.
Students are provided with evaluation forms to assess program services so appropriate
adjustments or accommodations are made for students.
B. Based on analysis of the information provided in I through VII, describe the
program's strengths, areas that need improvement, and strategies and actions to make
those improvements.
1. Program strengths
Staff is committed to serving students and meeting their needs. Program has positive
rapport with target serving school sites. Program has attained successful rates of students
entering higher education institutions after graduation. Collaboration efforts with West
Hills College Lemoore are effective promoting future program participant involvement
with college events and activities.
2. Areas that need improvement
Program needs improvement in the area of facilities and transportation.
3. Strategies and actions for program enhancement and improvement.
Staff will make more contact with students to develop education planning to insure that
students are progressing academically. Program staff is currently strategizing on

collaborating with other programs and school transportation officials to reduce student
unmet needs.
C. Attach your Program Planning and Evaluation Assessment Grid. Follow the
directions provided and thoroughly complete the form. You should have not more
than five short term goals, of which at least three are student learning outcome goals.

Program Review, Planning and Evaluation

West Hills College Lemoore
Assessment Grid
Program: Upward Bound Math & Science
Submission Date:
Program/Administrative Program Activities/Actions
Objectives
The specific activities you
At least 3 short-term and
will implement to
up to 2 long-term goals.
Instruction: At least three accomplish the goals (e.g.
implement a new course).
of your goals must be
student-learning outcome
oriented. *
1. Advertise UBMS services
1. Recruit and
to students at target area high
maintain 50
schools to meet objective.
qualifying
participants from
the 5 target serving 2. Coordinate in conjunction
with high school staff and
high schools.
administration to facilitate
tutorial services.
2. Provide after
school advising
3. Coordinate with host
services to all
institution through Facilities
participants to
and transportation
maintain contact
department administrators to
with project staff
conduct and facilitate
and to enhance
Saturday workshops. Project
retention in the
staff will recruit and employ
program and in
necessary instructor( s)
school.
needed for Saturday
instruction through host
3. Provide Saturday
institution Human Resources
enrichment
Dept.
education
workshops to
4. Project staff will monitor
enhance academic
participant progress and
progress. Project
maintain
academic records to
will sllI'Plement -

I Contact Person/ext.: Joel Ruble / 3127
I Midterm Report Date (2 years from submission):
Necessary Resources I
Outcomes
(Including Funding)
Any additional
resources you will need
to accomplish the
activity. Please be
specific and realistic.
1. Funds for travel
expenses.
2. Funds for travel
expenses.
3. Technology
equipment and
classroom.
Transportation vehicles
including drivers that
can transport
participants to and from
site locations.
Host institution faculty
that can provide
instruction in the areas
for which the project
targets.
4. Support from the
host institution
counseling department,
admissions and
financial aid

Means of
Assessment/Criteria for
Success including
timeline (Measurable)

1. Records and
documentation of
number of participants
and recordings of
qualification status.

Longer-Term Outcomes
(Program Goals, WHCL
Strategic Plan Goals, PFE
& WHCL Master Plan
relating to short-term
outcomes)
1. Increase number of
serving participants.
2. Increase retention and
attendance during afterschool tutorials.

2. Documentation taken
during tutorial sessions
for evidence of
attendance and
retention.

3. Involve host institution
faculty during projects
Saturday Academic
workshops

3. Documentation
showing record of
attendance at program
workshops.

4. Increase number of
graduating participants
attending post-secondary
education.

4. Evaluation of
participant academic
records showing
progress and
satisfactory in all
subject areas.
Evaluation of
participant meeting

5. Increase number of
participants attending
summer bridge program

16. Show evidence of
student-learning outcomes.

knowledge in the
areas of math,
science, English,
computer science,
geography,
Spanish, and
careers.

4. Participants will
graduate and
pursue higher
education at a
post-secondary
institution.
5. Project staff will
coordinate a sixweek summer
bridge program for
graduates at host
institution.
Continuing
participants will
emoll in college
oriented courses
for dual credit.

6. Project will
develop studentlearning outcomes
that meet objective
goals.

guide graduating students
towards a post-secondary
institution. Project staff will
provide participants with the
necessary knowledge and
assistance to apply for
admission and financial aid
support. Project staff will
adhere to program guidelines
to prepare and align
participants to meet college
requirements.
5. Project staff will
coordinate with host
institution counseling
department to assist with the
emollment process.
Graduating participants will
develop a student
educational plan that will be
recorded in admissions.
Project staff will coordinate
with counseling department
to assist with continuing
participants who will be
emolled in college credited
courses that qualify for dual
credit.
6. Project staff will conduct a
series of goal evaluations for
enhancement purposes in the
implementation of services
to increase student-learning
outcomes.

departments.
5. Support from the
host institution
Counseling,
Admissions, Financial
Aid and Facilities
Departments.
6. Support from the
Administration.

state standards
equivalency and
showing mastery of the
California High School
Exit Exam.
5. Documentation and
record of admission
forms required for
registration for courses.
6. Evaluation of
participant progress
through Annual Report.

I

I

I
-

-

-

*1f, your previous Program Review did not contain SLOs, but you now have them you can rejer to y our SLUs here.

Program Review, Planning and Evaluation

West Hills College Lemoore
Program Planning and Evaluation
Assessment Planning Logic Model
Midterm Report
Program: Upward Bound Math & Science

Findings
What are the actual quantifiable outcomes
compared to those listed in column four of
the Assessment Grid?
1. Currently, project has not met
number of qualifying participants for
the year. Site instructors are
recruiting interested students at their
area high school. Project has 42
active participants and intends to
recruit and retain 50 participants by
the end ofthe academic year.
2. Participant log in sheets are
completed during tutorial sessions
weekly, recording attendance and
participant course work.
3. Saturday workshops are coordinated
on a monthly basis and
documentation recording dates and
subjects are in Rlace. Project has

Date:

Analysis
Your interpretation of the results (why the
activities were not successful in achieving
the goal)
1. Students are highly involved in extracurricular activities and cannot
commit the amount of time required
by project. Project staff is limited to
the amount of time spent on
recruiting new participants.
2. Documentation on attendance during
tutorials is recorded on a weekly
basis.
3. Activities are being met and
accomplished effectively. Saturday
workshops are planned accordingly
and have yet have not canceled or
postponed scheduled activities. All
documentation relating to Saturday
activities are recorded monthly.

Actions
Based on the Findings and Analysis, what is
the next step?

1. Work closely with site instructors and
delegate more time to be spent on
recruiting students interested in
careers in the Math or Science fields.
2. Continue maintaining accurate
documentation recording attendance
and participant course work during
after-school weekly tutorials.
3. Continue planning in advance to meet
mandated project requirements
consisting of Saturday workshops
covering a series of core subjects
including cultural and community
service activities. Maintain accurate
records of Saturday activities and
events includiI!K attendance.

conducted 3 Saturday academic and
culturally related sessions. Project is
currently planning to conduct it 4th
session for the year. Documentation
and attendance including activities
conducted during the Saturday events
are recorded monthly.
4. Participant academic records are
evaluated on a quarterly basis.
Grades are obtained through high
school counseling department.
Project staff reviews grades and
proceeds with one to one meeting
with participant to discuss academic
progress or regression.
5. Project is currently in the planning
stages developing summer program.
Project staff has met with
institution's faculty to discuss course
outline and schedule. Project staff
has informed all participants of the
summer program that is underway.
Majority of participants are already
admitted into the institution through
its application process. Over thirty
participants have taken the
institution's placement exam, a
requirement for selection of courses.
During the next eight weeks project
staff will submit all required forms
on behalf ofthe participant for
summer registration confirmation.
6. Annual report is due in December of
2009 and data for report is on file.
Data will be converted into report's
format when Dept. of Education
announces instructions for report.
Project SLO's will b~defined by ..

4. Academic records are posted
quarterly and made available for
project staff to review. Project staff
is responsible to schedule student
meetings to discuss grades.
Evaluation of participant grades is
done accordingly when grades are
available for review.
5. A six-week summer program is
implemented yearly which includes a
residential module off campus.
Participants will be required to make
efforts to be part of this component.
6. Annual report is always submitted
prior to deadline and reviewed by
project staff and administrator prior
to submission. Annual report is due
December 28,2009. It is necessary
that the project work in conjunction
with students services personnel to
develop SLO's that appropriately
reflect our program goals and
objectives.

4. Continue evaluating grades when
available and meet with participants
accordingly to discuss academic
results to promote achievement.
5. Plan and execute an effective sixweek summer component that will
allow participants to gain college and
high school credit for achieving a
passing grade in a college course.
6. Maintain accurate data throughout
the academic year to meet all
standards required by the Department
of Education which reviews our
project's accomplishments during the
academic year of 2008-2009. In
addition to annual reporting, program
staff will work closely with
institution student success personnel
to develop appropriate student
learning outcomes.

annual reporting requirements and
institutional student success
committee.

I

West Hills Community College
LibrarylLearning Resource Center
Mission, Vision, and Collection Policy
Mission
Learning Resources supp0l1s WHCCD in providing a positive world-class
learning environment by utilizing innovative technology, as well as traditional
and nontraditional resources, to promote enhanced learning opportunities for the
local and global campus communities we serve.

Vision
Facilitate the scholarly pursuit of academic excellence by providing diverse
resources and developing information competencies.

Lending Policy
Enrolled students, staff, and faculty may obtain an identification card which
allows items to be checked out according to the following loan periods:
• Reference materials - In library use only.
• Academic Reserves - In library use only.
• Magazines - In library use only.
• Short loan books - Seven (7) days.
• CDNideos/Cassettes - Overnight.
• Books - Three (3) weeks.
• Laptop Computers - In library use only.
Items may be renewed as long as there are not any current holds placed by other
library users. Returning items on time is the responsibility of the borTower.
Overdue items will be assessed a fine and the ability to obtain grades, transcripts,
and register for classes may be affected by not clearing fines and/or returning
items that are overdue.
Databases are usable by the students, staff, and faculty both on campus and off.
Community users are free to use any of the databases or collection items within
the library with the exception of laptop computers. The primary goal of the
library is the support of the students and staff here at West Hills College with any
preference always being given to them in regards to resource use. As the policies
and collection grow the community borrowing procedures will be enhanced to
best suit the needs of all who seek to further their academic knowledge through
the resources offered at West Hills College.

Selection Responsibility
Discussion and input from faculty will weigh heavily in the selection of materials
for their subject areas, but the ultimate decision lies with the Librarian and the
Dean of Learning Resources. Everyone is welcome to recommend resources for
the Library/LRC. Full and part-time faculty members are strongly encouraged to
take an interest in their subject areas and make recommendations.

Guidelines for Selection
Collection development will be geared toward a balanced collection in all subject
areas relevant to the curriculum at West Hills College Lemoore. The
LibrarylLRC will only pursue acquisitions that will support this curriculum.
Popular fiction is available in the public libraries and will not be purchased with
some exceptions. Barring any large discrepancies in cost all formats relevant to
the collection will be considered. Web-based resources will be continuously
sought and evaluated for usefulness and added to the libraries web site. Chosen
URLs will be monitored to ensure their relevancy with outdated or dead links
being removed. Selection of materials will be based on reviews, publications,
peer suggestions, faculty requests, cost, and any other criteria deemed relevant by
the library staff and/or faculty member. Any controversial topics will have
differing viewpoints offered. The collection will strive to have breadth over depth
with single copies of all but the most high use items being maintained. Up-todate information will be a goal ofthe LibrarylLRC in all areas keeping in mind
that new is not always better in some subject areas such as the classics and out-ofprint materials. Some items such as the sciences will need to be maintained at a
more intensive pace due to the nature of the information and the need for updated
information.

Complaints
Any library user who finds an item to be inappropriate for the collection is free to
give a written complaint to the Librarian. The Librarian will evaluate the item
with a faculty member in the particular area in question or with the Dean of
Learning Resources as appropriate. A written response will be given to the
person submitting the complaint.

Magazines and Newspapers
Due to storage considerations newspapers will be kept for six months. Magazine
titles deemed to be of research value will be maintained with leisure magazines
being kept for three months. Although there has not been a policy of periodical
retention in the past the LibrarylLRC will begin to develop a collection of useful
research magazines and journals for access via a traditional periodical index in
order to supplement the electronic magazine database.

WeedinglDeselection
WeedinglDeselection will be carried out by continuously reviewing, and
evaluating the collection. This procedure will be an ongoing process with all
members of the LibrarylLRC staff bringing any items of possible concern to the
attention of the Librarian. Although circulation logs will weigh heavily in any
weeding decisions the age of the edition, possible obsolescence of the
information, condition, newer versions in the collection, and overall value for
research purposes will all be looked at before any items are chosen for weeding.

Donations
Donations are accepted with the understanding that the items will face the same
criteria that purchased items must face. The librarian and the Dean of Learning
Resources have the right to accept, reject, sell, or otherwise dispose of donated
materials. Donated materials will be thoroughly scanned for mold, mildew, or
insect damage. Old periodicals will not be accepted. Reference materials over
two years old will not be accepted. There are Internal Revenue Service
Regulations which bar the appraisal of gifts.

Textbooks
Textbooks will have to be recommended by faculty as the best source of
information in that area before being added to the collection. The LibrarylLRC
will not purchase textbooks for the support of the curriculum. Textbooks are not
good for the general collection because of their high-cost and constant need of
revision.

Intellectual Freedom
The LibrarylLRC will adhere to the following:
Library Bill of Rights
The American Library Association affirms that all libraries are forums for
information and ideas, and that the following basic policies should guide their
servIces.
I.

Books and other library resources should be provided for the interest, information,
and enlightenment of all people of the community the library serves. Materials
should not be excluded because of the origin, background, or views of those
contributing to their creation.

II.

Libraries should provide materials and information presenting all points of view
on current and historical issues. Materials should not be proscribed or removed
because of partisan or doctrinal disapproval.

III.

Libraries should challenge censorship in the fulfillment of their responsibility to
provide information and enlightenment.

IV.

Libraries should cooperate with all persons and groups concerned with resisting
abridgment of free expression and free access to ideas.

V.
VI.

A person's right to use a library should not be denied or abridged because of
origin, age, background, or views.
Libraries which make exhibit spaces and meeting rooms available to the public
they serve should make such facilities available on an equitable basis, regardless
of the beliefs or affiliations of individuals or groups requesting their use.
Created 10/31/03

Updated 1120/05
Updated 8/2/05
Ron Oxford LibrarylLearning Resource Specialist
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For Period Ending 08/31/2009

07/27/10
Fiscal Year: 2010
unexpended
GL Account
Balance

FUND: 11 - G/F Unrestr
. unencumbered
Encumbrances

11-000-612000-48886-220

273.40
1,275.35

Balance/pcnt

Library: Other Stdnt Fees/chrgs
opening Balances -->
0.00
Prior Totals -->
0.00
current Period Totals -->
0.00
TO Date Totals -->
0.00
273.40
Future Totals -->
0.00
Fiscal Totals -->
0.00
1,275.35

Allocated

Revenue/

Budget

Expenses

0.00

0.00

0.00

82.90-

0.00

190.50-

0.00

273.40-

0.00

1,001.95-

0.00

1,275.35-

---------------

----------------------------------------

11-000-612000-51240-220

Library: Acad. FT, Librarian
opening Balances -->
0.00
Prior Totals -->
0.00
Current Period Totals -->
0.00
TO Date Totals -->
0.00
82,744.44

82,744.44

0.00
0.00

0.00

82.58 %
Future Totals -->
Fiscal Totals
0.00

-->

105,954.00

0.00

0.00

8,628.42

5,753.00-

8,828.14

100,201.00

17,456.56

4,538.33

87,282.77

104,739.33

104,739.33

0.00 %
11-000-612000-51440-220

0.00
0.00

Library: Acad, oth, Librarians
opening Balances -->
0.00
0.00
Current Period Totals -->
0.00
0.00
0.00
TO Date Totals -->
0.00
0.00
23,526.00
Future Totals -->
0.00
23,526.00
Fiscal Totals -->
0.00
0.00
0.00 %
page 1

0.00
0.00
0.00
23,526.00
23,526.00

11-000-612000-52120-220

32,193.68

Library Budget 2009-2010
Library: class, FT, Regular
opening Balances -->
0.00
Prior Totals -->
0.00
Current Period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
0.00
32,193.68

38,803.00

0.00

0.00

3,390.00

0.00

3,219.32

38,803.00

6,609.32

82.97 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

33,012.46

Fiscal Totals -->
818.78-

38,803.00

39,621. 78

opening Balances -->

15,407.00

0.00

Prior Totals -->
0.00
current Period Totals ->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
0.00
12,782.24

0.00

1,346.76

0.00

1,278.00

15,407.00

2,624.76

82.96 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

23,979.52

Fi scal Totals -->
11,197.28-

15,407.00

26,604.28

1,410.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,410.00

0.00

100.00 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

0.00

Fiscal Totals -->
1,410.00

1,410.00

0.00

0.00
818.78-

0.00

2.11-%

------------------ --------------------------Library: class, PT, Regular

11-000-612000-52140-220

0.00

12,782.24

0.00
11,197.28-

0.00

72.68-%
11-000-612000-52350-220

1,410.00

Library: Temp, Non-Instr, Oth
opening Balances -->
0.00
current period Totals -->
0.00
TO Date Totals -->
0.00
1,410.00
0.00

1,410.00

0.00

100.00 %

o

07/27/10
Fiscal Year: 2010
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FUND: 11 - G/F unrestr
Page 2

Allocated

Revenue/

unexpended
GL Account
Balance

Library Budget 2009-2010
Unencumbered

Budget

Expenses

Library: Temp, Non-1nstr, Students
opening Balances -->
6,731.00

0.00

Encumbrances

11-000-612000-52360-220

0.00

prior Totals

->

0.00

1,064.00

Current Period Totals

-->

0.00

2,976.00

TO Date Totals -->

6,731.00

4,040.00

-->

2,500.00

4,416.00

Fiscal Totals -->

9,231.00

8,456.00

Library: Temp, 1nDir 1nst, students
opening Balances -->
2,500.00

0.00

Current Period Totals -->

0.00

0.00

To Date Totals -->

2,500.00

0.00

2,500.00-

0.00

0.00
0.00

2,691.00

Balance/Pcnt

0.00

2,691.00

39.98 %

0.00
775.00

0.00

Future Totals
775.00

8.40 %
11-000-612000-52480-220

0.00
0.00

2,500.00

0.00

2,500.00

100.00 %

0.00
0.00
11-000-612000-53222-220

Fiscal Totals -->

0.00

0.00

3,767.00

0.00

prior Totals -->

0.00

329.14

Current Period Totals -->

0.00

312.56

TO Date Totals -->

3,767.00

641. 70

Future Totals -->

0.00

3,205.17

Fi scal Totals -->

3,767.00

3,846.87

10,287.00

0.00

0.00

837.74

0.00

0.00

Library: PERS,class/Nonacad
opening Balances -->

0.00
0.00

0.00

3,125.30

Future Totals -->

0.00

3,125.30

82.97 %

0.00
79.87-

0.00

79.87-

2.12-%
11-000-612000-53232-220

Library: PERs,Academic,Other
opening Balances -->

0.00

Prior Totals
page 3

-->

Library Budget 2009-2010
0.00
current Period Totals -->
0.00
TO Date Totals -->
0.00
8,033.14

8,033.14

0.00
441.16-

0.00

559.00-

857.12

9,728.00

1,694.86

82.58 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

8,474.30

Fiscal Totals -->
441.16-

9,728.00

10,169.16

4.53-%
11-000-612000-53322-220

2,673.49

Library: FICA&M/c,class/Nonacad
3,192.00
opening Balances -->
0.00
prior Totals -->
0.00
0.00
current period Totals -->
0.00
0.00
To Date Totals -->
3,192.00
0.00
2,673.49
0.00

73.87-

0.00

0.00
266.28
252.23
518.51

83.76 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

2,747.36

Fiscal Totals -->
73.87-

3,192.00

3,265.87

2.31-%

o
07/27/10

page:

Fiscal Year: 2010
unexpended
GL Account
Balance

For Period Ending 08/31/2009

unencumbered
Encumbrances

Balance/pent

Library: FICA&M/c,Acad,other
opening Balances -->
0.00
prior Totals -->
0.00
current Period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
6,329.58
0.00
0.00

0.00

3

FUND: 11 - G/F Unrestr

11-000-612000-53332-220

6,329.58

w est H ill s C C D
summary Budget Status Report

0.00

82.58 %
Future Totals -->
Fiscal Totals -->
0.00
page 4

Allocated

Revenue/

Budget

Expenses

8,105.00

0.00

0.00

660.07

440.00-

675.35

7,665.00

1,335.42

626.38

6,955.96

8,291. 38

8,291. 38

Library Budget 2009-2010
0.00 %
11-000-612000-53422-220

10,500.80

Library: H&w,class/Nonacad
opening Balances -->
0.00
prior Totals -->
0.00
current Period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
0.00
10,500.80
0.00

51. 78

0.00

12,602.00

0.00

0.00

1,050.60

0.00

1,050.60

12,602.00

2,101.20

83.33 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

10,449.02

Fi scal Totals -->
51. 78

12,602.00

12,550.22

13,229.00

0.00

0.00

1,009.24

0.00

1,009.24

13,229.00

2,018.48

0.41 %

---------------------------------------------11-000-612000-53432-220 Library
H&W,Acad, Other
opening Balances -->
0.00
Prior Totals -->
0.00
Current period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
11,210.52
0.00
11,210.52
0.00
0.00

0.00

84.74 %
Future Totals -->

306.52-

10,904.00

12,922.48

12,922.48

201.00

0.00

0.00

14.21

0.00

13.49

201. 00

27.70

86.22 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

170.97

Fi scal Totals -->
2.33

201.00

198.67

162.00

0.00

Fiscal Totals -->
0.00
0.00 %

11-000-612000-53522-220

173.30

Library: sUI,class/Nonacad
opening Balances -->
0.00
prior Totals -->
0.00
Current period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
0.00
173.30
0.00

2.33

0.00

1.16 %
11-000-612000-53531-220

Library: SUI,Educ Admin
opening Balances -->
page 5

Library Budget 2009-2010
0.00
Current Period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
0.00
162.00

162.00

0.00
162.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

162.00

0.00

100.00 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

0.00

Fiscal Totals -->
162.00

162.00

0.00

100.00 %

o
07/27/10

page:

Fiscal Year: 2010
unexpended
GL Account
Balance
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For Period Ending 08/31/2009

FUND: 11 - G/F unrestr
unencumbered
Encumbrances

11-000-612000-53532-220

248.63

Library: SUI,Acad, other
opening Balances -->
0.00
Prior Totals -->
0.00
Current Period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
0.00
248.63
0.00

0.00

Balance/pent

0.00

Allocated

Revenue/

Budget

Expenses

318.00

0.00

0.00

25.89

17.00-

26.48

301.00

52.37

82.60 %
Future Totals -->

83.84

332.47

Fiscal Totals -->
0.00

384.84

384.84

949.00

0.00

0.00

101. 52

0.00

130.79

949.00

232.31

0.00

1,074.69

949.00

1,307.00

0.00 %
11-000-612000-53622-220

716.69

Library: w/c,Class/Nonacad
opening Balances -->
0.00
Prior Totals -->
0.00
current period Totals -->
0.00
TO Date Totals -->
0.00
.716.69
0.00

358.00-

0.00

75.52 %
Future Totals -->
Fiscal Totals -->
358.00page 6

Library Budget 2009-2010
37.72-%
11-000-612000-53631-220

653.00

Library: w/c,Educ Admin
opening Balances -->
0.00
Current period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
0.00
653.00
0.00

653.00

0.00

653.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

653.00

0.00

100.00 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

0.00

Fiscal Totals -->
653.00

653.00

0.00

1,854.00

0.00

0.00

151.00

100.00-

154.49

100.00 %

------------ ---------

11-000-612000-53632-220

1,448.51

-- ------ --

0.00
0.00

---------

Library: w/c,Acad, Other
opening Balances -->
0.00
Prior Totals -->
0.00
Current period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
1,448.51
0.00

0.00

1,754.00

305.49

82.58 %
Future Totals -->

490.61

1,939.12

Fiscal Totals -->
0.00

2,244.61

2,244.61

1,005.00

0.00

0.00

50.50

0.00

47.93

1,005.00

98.43

90.21 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

899.28

Fiscal Totals -->
7.29

1,005.00

997.71

0.00 %
11-000-612000-53722-220

906.57

Library: APPLE,class/Nonacad
opening Balances -->
0.00
prior Totals -->
0.00
Current Period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
0.00
906.57
0.00

7.29

0.00

0.73 %

o

07/27/10

page:

West
H ill s
CCD
summary Budget Status Report
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page 7

For period Ending 08/31/2009

Library Budget 2009-2010

Fiscal Year: 2010
unexpended
GL Account
Balance

FUND: 11

G/F unrestr
unencumbered

Encumbrances

11-000-612000-54120-220

3,800.00

Revenue/

Budget

Expenses

Library: Books/Magazines/subscrptns
opening Balances -->
0.00
0.00
Current period Totals -->
3,800.00
0.00
TO Date Totals -->
3,800.00
0.00
3,800.00
0.00

193.68

Balance/pent

Allocated

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

100.00 %
Future Totals -->

700.00

4,306.32

Fiscal Totals -->
193.68

4,500.00

4,306.32

1,380.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,380.00

0.00

100.00 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

5,955.93

Fiscal Totals -->
4,575.93-

1,380.00

5,955.93

4.30 %
11-000-612000-54560-220

1,380.00

Library: Dupl Svs, Non-Instr
opening Balances -->
0.00
Current Period Totals -->
0.00
TO Date Totals -->
0.00
1,380.00
0.00

4,575.93-

0.00

331.59-%
11-000-612000-54590-220

6,962.45

Library: Other supplies, Non-Instr
opening Balances -->
8,800.00
0.00
prior Totals -->
0.00
3,690.99
0.00
Current period Totals -->
194.538,800.00
TO Date Totals -->
3,496.46
3,465.99
3,223.98-

518.13

272.48

0.00
911.16
926.39
1,837.55

39.39 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

6,444.32

Fiscal Totals -->
245.65

8,800.00

8,281.87

2.79 %
page 8

11-000-612000-55212-220

1,160.00

Library Bud~et 2009-2010
Library: Academlc Travel
opening Balances -->
0.00
Current Period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
0.00
1,160.00
0.00

1,160.00

0.00

1,160.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,160.00

0.00

100.00 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

0.00

Fiscal Totals -->
1,160.00

1,160.00

0.00

870.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

870.00

0.00

100.00 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

0.00

Fiscal Totals -->
870.00

870.00

0.00

290.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

290.00

0.00

100.00 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

0.00

Fiscal Totals -->
290.00

290.00

0.00

100.00 %
11-000-612000-55213-220

870.00

Library: Classified Travel
opening Balances -->
0.00
Current period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
0.00
870.00
0.00
0.00 .

870.00

100.00 %
11-000-612000-55222-220

290.00

Library :.Mileage Re;mb, Acad
Openlng Balances -->
0.00
current Period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
0.00
290.00
0.00

290.00

0.00

100.00 %

o

07/27/10
Fiscal Year: 2010
unexpended
GL Account
Balance

page:

West
H ill s
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For period Ending 08/31/2009

FUND: 11 - G/F Unrestr
unencumbered
Encumbrances

Balance/pent
page 9

Allocated

Revenue/

Budget

Expenses

Library Budget 2009-2010
11-000-612000-55223-220

Library: ,Mileage Reimb, class
openlng Balances -->

290.00

0.00

Current Period Totals -->

0.00

0.00

To Date Totals -->

290.00

0.00

Future Totals -->

0.00

0.00

Fiscal Totals -->

290.00

0.00

888.00

0.00

0.00
0.00
290.00

0.00

290.00

100.00 %

0.00
0.00

290.00

290.00

100.00 %
11-000-612000-55310-220

Library: Dues and Membership
opening Balances -->

0.00

Current period Totals

->

0.00

0.00

To Date Totals

-->

888.00

0.00

Future Totals -->

0.00

735.00

Fiscal Totals -->

888.00

735.00

1,250.00

0.00

-->

0.00

616.16

Current Period Totals -->

0.00

0.00

TO Date Totals -->

1,250.00

616.16

0.00

3,998.60

1,250.00

4,614.76

0.00

0.00

0.00

888.00

0.00

888.00

100.00 %

0.00
0.00

153.00

153.00

17.23 %
11-000-612000-55612-220

Library: Leases-Equipment
opening Balances -->

0.00
3,383.84

0.00
633.84

3,383.84

Prior Totals

2,750.00-

220.00-%

3,383.843,364.76-

0.00

Future Totals -->
Fiscal Totals
3,364.76-

-->

269.18-%
11-000-612000-55620-220

Library: Contract Services
opening Balances -->

0.00

prior Totals

-->

0.00

23,813.00

Current Period Totals

-->

0.00

0.00

To Date Totals
page 10

-->

0.00

23,813 .00

0.00
0.00

23,813.00-

0.00
0.00

23,813 .00-

0.00

Library Budget 2009-2010
23,813.00Future Totals -->

0.00

0.00

0.00

23,813 .00

-->

1,400.00

0.00

-->

0.00

0.00

-->

0.00

58.74

-->

1,400.00

58.74

78.57-%
Future Totals -->

0.00

867.52

Fiscal Totals -->
1,100.00-

1,400.00

926.26

150.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

150.00

0.00

100.00 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

0.00

Fiscal Totals -->
150.00

150.00

0.00

Fiscal Totals -->
23,813.00-

11-000-612000-55640-220

1,341. 26

Library: Maintenance
opening Balances
0.00
Prior Totals
2,500.00
current Period Totals
58.74To Date Totals
2,441.26
1,100.00867.52-

473.74

1,573.74

& Repair

78.57-%
11-000-612000-55750-220

150.00

Library:.postage
Openlng Balances -->
0.00
current period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals ->
0.00
150.00
0.00

150.00

0.00

100.00 %

o
07/27/10

page:

Fiscal Year: 2010
Unexpended
GL Account
Balance

West
H ill s
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For Period Ending 08/31/2009

FUND: 11 - G/F unrestr
Unencumbered
Encumbrances

11-000-612000-56310-220

Balance/pent

Library: Libr Bks/Media
opening Balances -->
0.00
Current Period Totals -->
0.00
TO Date Totals -->
page 11

Allocated

Revenue/

Budget

Expenses

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

11.98

0.00

Library Budget 2009-2010
0.00
Future Totals -->
Fiscal Totals -->
11.98

500.00

488.02

500.00

488.02

2.40 %
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------11-000-612000-56416-220

1,200.00

Library: computer HW
opening Balances
0.00
Current Period Totals
0.00
To Date Totals
0.00
1,200.00
0.00

700.00

0.00

<$5000
-->

5,000.00

0.00

-->

3,800.00-

0.00

-->

1,200.00

0.00

100.00 %
Future Totals -->

500.00-

0.00

Fiscal Totals
700.00

700.00

0.00

-->

5,000.00

.0.00

-->

3,261. 62

0.00

-->

8,261. 62

0.00

->

100.00 %
Library: oth Equip <
opening Balances
0.00
current period Totals
3,261. 62
To Date Totals
3,261.62
5,000.00

11-000-612000-56419-220

8,261.62

3,261. 624,300.00

0.00

$5000

60.52 %
Future Totals -->
Fiscal Totals -->
4,300.00

700.007,561. 62

3,261.62
3,261.62

56.87 %
====================================================================================
============================================

Totals for FUND: 11 - G/F Unrestr
To Date Totals -->
184,190.46
12,583.18
171,607.28

249,999.62

65,809.16

68.64 %
Future Totals -->

28,958.64

244,424.47

Fiscal Totals -->
33,121.59-

278,958.26

310,233.63

10,736.9631,275.37-

1,846.22

11.87-%

o
07/27/10
Fiscal Year: 2010

page:

W est
H ill s
c CD
summary Budget Status Report
8

Grand Totals
page 12

For Period Ending 08/31/2009

Library Budget 2009-2010
unexpended
GL Account
Balance

184,190.46

31,275.37-

unencumbered
Encumbrances

Balance/pent

TO Date Grand Totals -->
12,583.18
171,607.28
68.64 %
Future Grand Totals -->
10,736.96Fiscal Grand Totals -->
1,846.22
33,121.5911. 87-%

page 13

Allocated

Revenue/

Budget

Expenses

249,999.62

65,809.16

28,958.64

244,424.47

278,958.26

310,233.63

Library Budget 2008-2009
w est H ill s C C D
summary Budget status Report
page:
1
For Period Ending 08/31/2008

07/27/10
Fiscal Year: 2009
Unexpended
GL Account
Balance

FUND: 11 - G/F unrestr
Allocated

Revenue/

Budget

Expenses

-->

0.00

0.00

-->

0.00

77.50-

-->

0.00

132.00-

-->

0.00

209.50-

-->

0.00

1,219.63-

-->

0.00

1,429.13-

Unencumbered
Encumbrances

11-000-612000-48886-220

209.50
1,429.13

Balance/Pcnt

Library: other Stdnt
opening Balances
0.00
prior Totals
0.00
Current Period Totals
0.00
To Date Totals
0.00
209.50
Future Totals
0.00
Fiscal Totals
0.00
1,429.13

Fees/chrgs

------------------ ---- ..... ------ -------------11-000-612000-51240-220 Library: Acad. FT, Librarian
opening Balances -->
0.00
Prior Totals -->
0.00
Current Period Totals -->
0.00
TO Date Totals -->
81,479.16
81,479.16
0.00
0.00
4,805.04-

0.00

98,736.00

0.00

0.00

7,793.50

0.00

9,463.34

98,736.00

17,256.84

82.52 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

86,284.20

Fi scal Totals -->
4,805.04-

98,736.00

103,541.04

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,080.00

0.00

2,592.00

0.00

3,672.00

0.00

23,328.00

0.00

27,000.00

4.87-%
11-000-612000-51440-220

3,672.0027,000.00-

Library: Acad, oth, Librarians
opening Balances -->
0.00
Prior Totals -->
0.00
Current Period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
3,672.000.00
Future Totals -->
0.00
Fiscal Totals -->
27,000.000.00
page 1

11-000-612000-52120-220

33,651. 00

Librar, Budget 2008-2009
Library :.c ass FT, Regular
Openlng Ba i ances -->
0.00
prior Totals -->
0.00
current Period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
0.00
33 ,651.00
0.00

1.00

0.00

40,381.00

0.00

0.00

3,365.00

0.00

3,365.00

40,381.00

6,730.00

83.33 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

33,650.00

Fiscal Totals -->
1.00

40,381.00

40,380.00

16,152.00

0.00

0.00

1,345.76

0.00

1,345.76

16,152.00

2,691. 52

83.34 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

13,457.60

Fiscal Totals -->
2.88

16,152.00

16,149.12

1,410.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,410.00

0.00

0.00

580.00

1,410.00

580.00

0.00 %
11-000-612000-52140-220

13,460.48

Library: class, PT, Regular
opening Balances -->
0.00
Prior Totals -->
0.00
Current period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
0.00
13,460.48
0.00

2.88

0.00

0.02 %
11-000-612000-52350-220

1,410.00

Library: Temp, Non-Instr, oth
opening Balances -->
0.00
Current period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
0.00
1,410.00
0.00

830.00

0.00

100.00 %
Future Totals ->

Fiscal Totals
830.00

58.87 %

o

07/27/10

Fiscal Year: 2009

-->

page:
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W est
H ill s
c CD
Summary Budget status Report
For Period Ending 08/31/2008

FUND: 11 - G/F Unrestr
page 2

Allocated

Revenue/

unexpended
GL Account
Balance

Library Budget 2008-2009
unencumbered
Encumbrances

11-000-612000-52360-220

5,115.00

Budget

Library: Temp, Non-Instr, students
opening Balances -->
6,731.00
0.00
current Period Totals -->
0.00
0.00
TO Date Totals -->
6,731.00
0.00
5,115.00
0.00

109.00-

Balance/pcnt

0.00

Expenses

0.00
1,616.00
1,616.00

75.99 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

5,224.00

Fiscal Totals -->
109.00-

6,731.00

6,840.00

Inst, Students
-->
2,500.00

0.00

-->

0.00

0.00

-->

2,500.00

0.00

100.00 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

0.00

Fiscal Totals -->
2,500.00

2,500.00

0.00

3,807.00

0.00

0.00

317.25

0.00

317.25

3,807.00

634.50

83.33 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

3,266.02

Fiscal Totals -->
93.52-

3,807.00

3,900.52

9,309.00

0.00

0.00

734.77

1. 62-%
11-000-612000-52480-220

2,500.00

Library: Temp, InDir
opening Balances
0.00
current Period Totals
0.00
To Date Totals
0.00
2,500.00
0.00

2,500.00

0.00

100.00 %
11-000-612000-53222-220

3,172.50

Library: PERS,class/Nonacad
opening Balances -->
0.00
prior Totals -->
0.00
current Period Totals -->
0.00
TO Date Totals -->
0.00
3,172.50
0.00

93.52-

0.00

2.46-%
11-000-612000-53232-220

Library: PERS,Academic,other
opening Balances -->
0.00
prior Totals -->
page 3

Library Budget 2008-2009
0.00
current Period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
0.00
7,682.02

7,682.02

0.00
452.88-

0.00

0.00

892.21

9,309.00

1,626.98

82.52 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

8,134.90

Fiscal Totals -->
452.88-

9,309.00

9,761.88

4.86-%
11-000-612000-53322-220

2,793.24

Library: FICA&M/c,class/Nonacad
opening Balances -->
3,324.00
0.00
prior Totals -->
0.00
0.00
current Period Totals -->
0.00
0.00
To Date Totals -->
3,324.00
0.00
2,793.24
0.00

73.86

0.00

0.00
265.38
265.38
530.76

84.03 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

2,719.38

Fiscal Totals -->
73.86

3,324.00

3,250.14

2.22 %

o
07/27/10

Page:

Fiscal Year: 2009
unexpended
GL Account
Balance

For period Ending 08/31/2008

Unencumbered
Encumbrances

Balance/pent

Library: FICA&M/C,Acad,other
opening Balances -->
0.00
Prior Totals -->
0.00
current Period Totals -->
0.00
TO Date Totals -->
0.00
6,180.60
0.00

758.35-

3

FUND: 11 - G/F unrestr

11-000-612000-53332-220

6,180.60

West
H ill s
CCD
Summary Budget Status Report

0.00

81.82 %
Future Totals -->
Fiscal Totals -->
758.35page 4

Allocated

Revenue/

Budget

Expenses

7,554.00

0.00

0.00

611.87

0.00

761. 53

7,554.00

1,373.40

0.00

6,938.95

7,554.00

8,312.35

Library Budget 2008-2009
10.04-%

----------------------------------------------

11-000-612000-53422-220

10,592.46

Library: H&w,class/Nonacad
opening Balances -->
0.00
Prior Totals -->
0.00
current period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
0.00
10,592.46
0.00

86.46

0.00

12,634.00

0.00

0.00

1,020.77

0.00

1,020.77

12,634.00

2,041. 54

83.84 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

10,506.00

Fi scal Totals -->
86.46

12,634.00

12,547.54

12,109.00

0.00

0.00

1,006.61

0.00

1,006.61

12,109.00

2,013.22

83.37 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

10,081.87

Fiscal Totals -->
13.91

12,109.00

12,095.09

169.00

0.00

0.00

14.14

0.00

14.14

169.00

28.28

83.27 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

144.38

Fiscal Totals -->
3.66-

169.00

172 .66

164.00

0.00

0.68 %

---------- -----------------------------------

11-000-612000-53432-220

10,095.78

Library: H&W,Acad, Other
opening Balances -->
0.00
Prior Totals -->
0.00
current period Totals -->
0.00
TO Date Totals -->
10,095.78
0.00
0.00

13.91

0.00

0.11 %
11-000-612000-53522-220

140.72

Library: SUI,Class/Nonacad
opening Balances -->
0.00
prior Totals -->
0.00
Current Period Totals -->
0.00
TO Date Totals -->
0.00
140.72
0.00

3.66-

0.00

2.17-%
11-000-612000-53531-220

Library: SUI,Educ Admin
opening Balances -->
Page 5

Library Budget 2008-2009
0.00
current period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
0.00
164.00

164.00

0.00
164.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

164.00

0.00

100.00 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

0.00

Fiscal Totals -->
164.00

164.00

0.00

100.00 %

o
07/27/10

page:

Fiscal Year: 2009
unexpended
GL Account
Balance

4

West
H ill s
c CD
summary Budget status Report
For Period Ending 08/31/2008

FUND: 11 - G/F Unrestr
Allocated

Revenue/

Budget

Expenses

296.00

0.00

0.00

26.62

0.00

36.17

296.00

62.79

78.79 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

328.89

Fiscal Totals -->
95.68-

296.00

391.68

opening Balances -->

1,131.00

0.00

Prior Totals -->
0.00
Current period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
910.24
0.00

0.00

94.22

0.00

126.54

1,131.00

220.76

0.00

939.42

1,131.00

1,160.18

unencumbered
Encumbrances

11-000-612000-53532-220

233.21

Library: SUI,Acad, other
opening Balances -->
0.00
Prior Totals -->
0.00
current Period Totals -->
0.00
TO Date Totals -->
0.00
233.21
0.00

95.68-

Balance/pcnt

0.00

32.32-%

-------------------------------------------Library: w/c,class/Nonacad

11-000-612000-53622-220

0.00

910.24

0.00
29.18-

0.00

80.48 %
Future Totals -->
Fiscal Totals -->
29.18Page 6

Library Budget 2008-2009
2.58-%

------------------------------------------------------------11-000-612000-53631-220

653.00

Library: w/c,Educ Admin
opening Balances -->
0.00
current Period Totals -->
0.00
TO Date Totals -->
0.00
653.00

653.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

653.00

0.00

100.00 %
Future Totals ->

0.00

0.00

Fiscal Totals -->
653.00

653.00

0.00

Opening Balances -->

1,975.00

0.00

prior Totals -->
0.00
Current period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
0.00
1,556.42

0.00

177.47

0.00

241.11

1,975.00

418.58

78.81 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

1,947.37

Fiscal Totals -->
390.95-

1,975.00

2,365.95

606.00

0.00

0.00

50.46

0.00

50.46

606.00

100.92

83.35 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

504.66

Fiscal Totals -->
0.42

606.00

605.58

0.00
653.00

0.00

100.00 %

---------------------------------------------Library : w/c,Acad, other

11-000-612000-53632-220

0.00

1,556.42

0.00
390.95-

0.00

19.79-%
11-000-612000-53722-220

505.08

Library: APPLE,class/Nonacad
opening Balances -->
0.00
Prior Totals -->
0.00
Current Period Totals -->
0.00
TO Date Totals -->
0.00
505.08
0.00

0.42

0.00

0.07 %

o

07/27/10
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page 7

For Period Ending 08/31/2008

Library Budget 2008-2009

Fiscal Year: 2009
Unexpended
GL Account
Balance

FUND: 11 - G/F Unrestr
unencumbered
Encumbrances

11-000-612000-54120-220

60.0060.95

Balance/pent

Allocated

Revenue/

Budget

Expenses

Library: Books/Magazines/subscrptns
opening Balances -->
0.00
0.00
prior Totals -->
0.00
0.00
Current Period Totals -->
0.00
0.00
TO Date Totals -->
0.00
0.00
60.00Future Totals -->
235.00
0.00
Fi seal Totals -->
235.00
0.00
60.95

0.00
60.00
0.00
60.00
114.05
174.05

25.94 %
11-000-612000-54560-220

1,380.00

Library: Dupl Svs, Non-Instr
opening Balances -->
0.00
Current Period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
0.00
1,380.00
0.00

240.01-

0.00

1,380.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,380.00

0.00

100.00 %
Future Totals -->

550.00-

1,070.01

Fiscal Totals -->
240.01-

830.00

1,070.01

28.92-%
11-000-612000-54590-220

6,085.16

Library: Other supplies, Non-Instr
opening Balances -->
8,800.00
0.00
prior Totals -->
0.00
673.26
Current Period Totals -->
0.00
601. 378,800.00
To Date Totals -->
6,013.27
71.89
71.89-

0.28

0.00

0.00
416.46
2,298.38
2,714.84

68.33 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

6,084.88

Fiscal Totals -->
0.28

8,800.00

8,799.72

0.00 %
page 8

11-000-612000-55212-220

1,000.00

Library Bud~et 2008-2009
Library: Academlc Travel
opening Balances -->
0.00
Current period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
0.00
1,000.00
0.00

78.00

0.00

1,000.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,000.00

0.00

100.00 %
Future Totals -->

160.00

1,082.00

Fiscal Totals -->
78.00

1,160.00

1,082.00

750.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

750.00

0.00

100.00 %
Future Totals -->

120.00

131.26

Fiscal Totals -->
738.74

870.00

131.26

250.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

250.00

0.00

100.00 %
Future Totals -->

40.00

210.60

Fiscal Totals -->
79.40

290.00

210.60

6.72 %
11-000-612000-55213-220

750.00

Library: classified Travel
opening Balances -->
0.00
current period Totals -->
0.00
TO Date Totals -->
0.00
750.00
0.00

738.74

0.00

84.91 %
11-000-612000-55222-220

250.00

Library: .Mileage Reimb, Acad
openlng Balances -->
0.00
Current Period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
0.00
250.00
0.00

79.40

0.00

27.38 %

o
07/27/10
Fiscal Year: 2009
unexpended
GL Account
Balance

page:
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For period Ending 08/31/2008

FUND: 11 - G/F Unrestr
unencumbered
Encumbrances

Balance/pcnt
page 9

Allocated

Revenue/

Budget

Expenses

Library Budget 2008-2009
11-000-612000-55223-220

203.20

Library :.Mileage Reimb, class
Openlng Balances -->
0.00
prior Totals -->
0.00
current Period Totals -->
0.00
TO Date Totals -->
0.00
203.20
0.00

243.20

0.00

250.00

0.00

0.00

46.80

0.00

0.00

250.00

46.80

81.28 %
Future Totals -->

40.00

0.00

Fiscal Totals -->
243.20

290.00

46.80

888.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

888.00

0.00

100.00 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

435.00

Fiscal Totals -->
453.00

888.00

435.00

1,250.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,162.46

1,250.00

1,162.46

220.00-%
Future Totals -->

2,750.00

3,190.32

Fiscal Totals -->
352.78-

4,000.00

4,352.78

-->

1,400.00

0.00

-->

0.00

250.00-

-->

0.00

82.10

83.86 %
11-000-612000-55310-220

888.00

Library: Dues and Membership
opening Balances -->
0.00
current Period Totals -->
0.00
TO Date Totals -->
0.00
888.00
0.00
0.00

453.00

51.01 %
Library: Leases-Equipment
opening Balances -->
0.00
prior Totals -->
4,000.00
current Period Totals -->
1,162.46To Date Totals -->
2,837.54
2,750.00-

11-000-612000-55612-220

87.54

2,837.54352.78-

0.00

8.82-%
11-000-612000-55640-220

Library: Maintenance
opening Balances
0.00
Prior Totals
2,500.00
Current period Totals
page 10

& Repair

67.90
1,567.90

2,567.90
2,567.90-

1,293.79

0.00

Library Budget 2008-2009
TO Date Totals -->
1,000.00-

1,400.00

71.43-%
Future Totals -->

765.00

1,039.11

Fiscal Totals -->
1,293.79

2,165.00

871. 21

150.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

150.00

0.00

100.00 %
Future Totals -->

125.00

0.00

Fiscal Totals -->
275.00

275.00

0.00

167.90-

59.76 %
11-000-612000-55750-220

Library:.postage
openlng Balances -->
0.00
Current Period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
0.00
150.00

150.00

0.00
275.00

0.00

100.00 %

o
07/27/10

page:

Fiscal Year: 2009
unexpended
GL Account
Balance
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For period Ending 08/31/2008

FUND: 11 - G/F unrestr
unencumbered
Encumbrances

11-000-612000-56310-220

4,215.9737.90

Balance/pent

Library: Libr Bks/Media
opening Balances -->
0.00
Prior Totals -->
0.00
Current period Totals -->
0.00
TO Date Totals -->
4,215.970.00
Future Totals -->
0.00
Fi sea 1 Totals -->
0.00
37.90

Allocated

Revenue/

Budget

Expenses

0.00

0.00

0.00

4,215.97

0.00

0.00

0.00

4,215.97

4,765.97

512.10

4,765.97

4,728.07

5,000.00

0.00

0.80 %
11-000-612000-56416-220

Library: Computer HW <$5000
opening Balances -->
page 11

Library Budget 2008-2009
0.00
current period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
0.00
5,000.00

5,000.00

0.00
1,125.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,000.00

0.00

100.00 %
Future Totals -->

3,875.00-

0.00

Fiscal Totals -->
1,125.00

1,125.00

0.00

5,000.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,000.00

0.00

100.00 %
Future Totals -->

4,215.97-

0.00

Fiscal Totals -->
784.03

784.03

0.00

100.00 %
11-000-612000-56419-220

5,000.00

Library: Oth Equip < $5000
opening Balances -->
0.00
Current Period Totals ->
0.00
TO Date Totals -->
0.00
5,000.00
0.00

784.03

0.00

100.00 %
====================================================================================
============================================

Totals for FUND: 11 - G/F unrestr
To Date Totals -->
196,918.24
5,477.33
191,440.91

245,759.00

48,840.76

77.90 %
Future Totals -->

360.00

220,685.34

Fiscal Totals -->
23,407.10-

246,119.00

269,526.10

5,477.3323,407.10-

0.00

9.51-%

o
07/27/10

page:

Fiscal Year: 2009
Unexpended
GL Account
Balance

196,918.24

west H ill s C C D
summary Budget Status Report
8

For period Ending 08/31/2008

Grand Totals
Unencumbered
Encumbrances

Balance/pent

To Date Grand Totals -->
5,477.33
191,440.91
page 12

Allocated

Revenue/

Budget

Expenses

245,759.00

48,840.76

Library Budget 2008-2009
77 .90 %
Future Grand Totals -->

360.00

220,685.34

Fiscal Grand Totals -->
0.00
23,407.10-

246,119.00

269,526.10

5,477.33-

23,407.10-

9.51-%

page 13

Library Budget 2007-2008
west H ill s c C D
summary Budget Status Report
page:
1
For period Ending 08/31/2007

07/27/10
Fiscal Year: 2008
unexpended
GL Account
Balance

--

FUND: 11 - G/F Unrestr
Allocated

Revenue/

Budget

Expenses

-->

0.00

0.00

-->

0.00

114.00-

-->

0.00

172.00-

-->

0.00

286.00-

-->

0.00

1,322.75-

-->

0.00

1,608.75-

Unencumbered
Encumbrances

Balance/Pcnt

----------- -------------- --------------

11-000-612000-48886-110

286.00
1,608.75
11-000-612000-48886-220

441. 75
1,437.72

Library ·· Other stdnt
opening Balances
0.00
Prior Totals
0.00
current Period Totals
0.00
To Date Totals
0.00
286.00
Future Totals
0.00
Fi scal Totals
0.00
1,608.75
Library ·· Other stdnt
opening Balances
0.00
Prior Totals
0.00
current Period Totals
0.00
To Date Totals
0.00
441. 75
Future Totals
0.00
Fi scal Totals
1,437.72
0.00

Fees/chrgs

Fees/chrgs
-->

0.00

0.00

-->

0.00

143.00-

-->

0.00

298.75-

-->

0.00

441. 75-

-->

0.00

995.97-

-->

0.00

1,437.72-

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------11-000-612000-51240-110 Library · Acad. FT, Li brari an
0.00

72 ,099. 34

86,519.00

0.00

0.00

7,209.83

0.00

7,209.83

86,519.00

14,419.66

83.33 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

72 ,098. 30

Fi scal Totals -->
1.04

86,519.00

86,517.96

Prior Totals -->
0.00
Current Period Totals -->
0.00
TO Date Totals -->
0.00
72 ,099. 34
0.00

1.04

·
Opening
Balances -->

0.00

0.00 %
page 1

11-000-612000-51240-220

77,936.00

Library Budget 2007-2008
Library: Acad. FT, Librarian
opening Balances -->
0.00
prior Totals -->
0.00
current Period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
77,936.00
0.00
0.00

1.00

0.00

93,523.00

0.00

0.00

7,793.50

0.00

7,793.50

93,523.00

15,587.00

83.33 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

77,935.00

Fi scal Totals -->
1.00

93,523.00

93,522.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

8,160.00

21,885.00

8,160.00

21,885.00

32,547.00

0.00

0.00

2,648.00

0.00

2,648.00

32,547.00

5,296.00

83.73 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

27,383.00

Fiscal Totals -->
132.00-

32,547.00

32,679.00

0.00 %
11-000-612000-51440-220

0.00
13,725.00-

Library: Acad, Oth, Librarians
opening Balances -->
0.00
current period Totals -->
0.00
TO Date Totals -->
0.00
0.00
Future Totals -->
0.00
Fiscal Totals -->
0.00
13,725.00168.20-%

11-000-612000-52120-110

27,251. 00

Library: class, FT, Regular
opening Balances -->
0.00
Prior Totals -->
0.00
Current period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
0.00
27,251.00
0.00

132.00-

0.00

0.41-%

o
07/27/10
Fiscal Year: 2008
unexpended
GL Account

page:
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For period Ending 08/31/2007

FUND: 11 - G/F Unrestr
unencumbered
page 2

Allocated

Revenue/

Budget

Expenses

Balance

Encumbrances

11-000-612000-52120-220

33,651.00

Library: class, FT, Regular
opening Balances -->
0.00
prior Totals -->
0.00
Current period Totals -->
0.00
TO Date Totals -->
0.00
33,651.00

40,381.00

0.00

0.00

3,365.00

0.00

3,365.00

40,381.00

6,730.00

83.33 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

33,650.00

Fi seal Totals -->
1.00

40,381.00

40,380.00

16,152.00

0.00

0.00

1,345.76

0.00

1,345.76

16,152.00

2,691. 52

83.34 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

13,457.60

Fiscal Totals -->
2.88

16,152.00

16,149.12

opening Balances -->

17,486.00

0.00

prior Totals -->
0.00
Current period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
0.00
14,439.66

0.00

1,523.17

0.00

1,523.17

17,486.00

3,046.34

82.58 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

8,489.05

Fi seal Totals -->
5,950.61

17,486.00

11,535.39

8,450.00

0.00

0.00
1.00

Library Budget 2007-2008
Balance/pent

0.00

0.00 %

-----------------------

11-000-612000-52140-220

13 ,460.48

-------------~-----

Library: class, PT, Regular
opening Balances -->
0.00
Prior Totals -->
0.00
Current period Totals -->
0.00
TO Date Totals -->
13,460.48
0.00
0.00

2.88

0.00

0.02 %

------- -_ .... _------11-000-612000-52140-440

---------------------Library
cl ass, PT, Regular
0.00

14,439.66

0.00
5,950.61

0.00

34.03 %
11-000-612000-52350-110

Library: Temp, Non-Instr, Oth
opening Balances -->
page 3

0.00

Library Budget 2007-2008

prior Totals -->
0.00
Current period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
7,481.00
0.00

7,481.00

0.00
1,192.74

0.00

88.53 %
Future Totals -->
Fiscal Totals
1,192.74

->

0.00

263.50

0.00

705.50

8,450.00

969.00

0.00

6,288.26

8,450.00

7,257.26

1,410.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,410.00

0.00

1,410.00-

0.00

14.12 %
11-000-612000-52350-220

1,410.00

Library: Temp, Non-Instr, oth
opening Balances -->
0.00
Current period Totals -->
0.00
To Date Totals -->
0.00
1,410.00
0.00

0.00

o

0.00

07/27/10
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For period Ending 08/31/2007

unencumbered
Encumbrances

Balance/pent

Library: Temp, Non-Instr, oth
opening Balances -->
0.00
Current period Totals -->
0.00
TO Date Totals -->
0.00
2,069.00
0.00

1,037.00

0.00

FUND: 11 - G/F Unrestr

11-000-612000-52350-440

2,069.00

Fiscal Totals -->
0.00

page:

Fiscal Year: 2008
unexpended
GL Account
Balance

100.00 %
Future Totals -->

0.00

80.69 %
Future Totals -->
Fiscal Totals
1,037.00

-->

40.44 %
page 4

Allocated

Revenue/

Budget

Expenses

2,564.00

0.00

0.00

495.00

2,564.00

495.00

0.00

1,032.00

2,564.00

1,527.00
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AOJ-CORRECTIONAL SCIENCE
Associate Arts Degree
18 units In a single discipline or related disciplines
English and Composition
English 1 A, 51 A, 518

Analytical Thinking
Math 1 A, 1 B, 2A, 2B, 10A, 10B, 15, 25, 45, 61, 63, 87

3

Natural Sciences
Biology 10, 20, 24, 32,.35, 38
Chemistry 1 A, 18, 2A, 28
Crop Science 1
Geography 1. 4
Geology 1, 3
Physical Science 1
Soil Science 21

3 Humanaltles
Art 2A, 28, 4, 5A, 12,13A, 15A, 16A, 16B, 17, 42
English 1 B, 25
Geography 3
History 4A, 4B
Humanities 1
PA1,3,14
Phil 1, 2
Spanish 1, 2, 3, 4, 11, 12, 51, 52, 53, 54

3 Social Sciences
Economics 1 A, 1 8
Geography 2A, 2B, 3,18
History 4A, 4B, 17A, 178, 18, 32, 34. 44
Political Science 1
Psychology 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5
Sociology 1. 2, 3

3 Local District

Requ~rments

Health Education 35

2 PE Activity Courses
22 Electives
60 Total required unit~ for AA Degree
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)

)
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Fall First Year

M

700
730
800
830
900
930
1000
1030
1100
1130
1200
1230
100
130
200
230
300
330
400
430
500
530
600
630
700

W

T

Th

F

S

,

,

.

,
c

CD-16-L01
CD-16-L01
CD-16-L01
CD-16-L01
CD-16-L01
CD-16-L01

730.

CD-S-l;01
CD-S-li01
CD-S-U01
CD-S"'[101
CD-5-L!01
CD-5-l;01

800
830
900
930

I

I

TOTAL UNITS:

,

CD-4-L01
CD-4-L01
CD-4-L01
CD-4-L01
CD-4-L01
CD..,4-L01

:

9
1

I
~

ELECTIV~S:

NONE

TEACHING ASSISTANT CERTIFICATE
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Spring First Year

M
700
730
800
830
900
930
1000
1030
1100
1130

W

Th

F

S

!

'1200

1230
100
130
200
230
300
330
400
430
500
530
600
630
700
730
800
830
900
930

EDUC -1-L02
EDUC-1-L02
EDUC-1-L02
EDUC-1-L02
EDUC!-1-L02
EDUC!-1-L02
CD-10-L01
CD-10-L01
CD-10-L01
CD-10-L01
CD-10-L01
CD-10-L01
TOTAL UNITS;

)

T

PSYCH-1-LO~

PSYC!1f-1-L03
PSYCHI-1-L03
PSYCHf-1-L03
PSYCHi-1-L03
PSYCHI-1-L03

ELECTIVES: PSYCH-1-L01 3

9

)

)

)

)

.

Comments on Schedules
!

• Our review pro<fJlpted a developmentof<.·
a list of questidns of the College
Catalog and cl~sses offered during Fall.
of 2006 and Sprin'g of 20()7.
• Review was fOri enclosed programs
only, not entire offerings.

)

WHCC Schedule Comments
Associate Degree in Biology
Required courses:
Cou rse Code
Title
Units
General Zoology
Bio 20
5
Bio 24
General Botany
5
Bio 32
Human Anatomy
4
Human Physiology
4
Bio 35
Bio 38
Microbiology
4
Plus at least 8 units of the following:
Chem 1A
General Chemistry I
5
Chem 18
General Chemistry II
5
4
Chem 2A
Introductory Chemistry
Introductory Chemi~try
4
Chem 28
Math 1A
Introduction to Calculus
5
Math 1B
Calculus with Applications 5
*Physics 2A
Mechanics and
4
Thermodynamics
*Physics 2B
Electricity, Magneti$m,
Optics and Modern '
4
Physics

Remarks
Not available
Not available
Available
Available
Available for fall schedule
Not available
Not available
Available for spring schedule
Not available
Available for spring schedule
Available for spring schedule
Not available
Not available

*This course is offered infrequently.

)

)

)

)

)

)

WHCC Scttedule Comments
Associate Degree in Psychology
Required courses:
Course Code
PSYCH 1
PSYCH 2
PSYCH 3
PSYCH 4
PSYCH 5

Title
Units
General Psychology!
3
Abnormal PsycholoQY
3
Developmental Psyqhology 3
Personal Psychology
3
Biological Psychology
4
i

Remarks
Available
Available
Available for spring schedule
Not available
Not available

,

I

"

WHCC Schedule Comments
Associate Degree in Geogliaphy
Required courses:
Course Code
Geog 1
Geog 2A
Geog 28
Geog 3
Geog 18
Geog 10
Geog 11
Geog 12
Geog 13
Geol

)

1

Title
Physical Geography
World Regional
Geography I
World Regional
Geography II
Cultural Geography
Geography of Cal,fornia
Urban Los Angelqs
Field Course
Death Valley
Field Cou rse
Grand Canyon
Field Course
Urban San Francisco
Field Course
Physical Geology.

Units
4

Remarks
Available for fall schedule

i

3
3
3

Available for spring schedule
AvaiiabJe for fall schedule
Available

3

Available for fall schedule

3

Not available

3

Not available

3
3

Not available
Available

3

)

)

)

)

)

WHCC

Sc~edule

Comments

i

Associate Degree in Mathematics
Required courses:
Course Code
Math 1A
Math 1B
*Math 2A
*Math 28
*Physics 4A
*Physics 4B

*Physics 4C

Units
Title
5
Introduction to Cqlculus
5
Calculus Applications
4
Multivariate Calculus
4
Differential Equat~ons
4
Classical Mechanics
Electricity, Magn~tism,
4
and Waves
Thermodynamicsi, Optics
4
and Modern Phy~ics

Remarks
Available for spring schedule
Available for spring schedule
Available for fall schedule
Not available
Not available

Not available
Not available

WHCC Schedule Comments
Certificate in Television Production
Required courses:
Course Code

Title

PA32

Stage/Television Lighting
& Sound
Television Producti9n
Camera Operation
Television Production
Editing
Television Production
General Work Exp~rience

PA42A
PA42B
PA42C
WE 15XX

)

Units

)

Remarks

3

Available for spring schedule

4

Available for spring schedule

4
4
2

Available for spring schedule
Available for spring schedule
Available for spring schedule

)

)

)

)

i<

~i

WHCL Schedule Comments
I

Associate Degree in Biology
Required courses: 12 units

.

Units
Course Code
Title
5
Bio 20
General Zoology
5
Bio 24
General Botany
4
Bio 32
Human Anatomy
4
Bio 35
Human Physiology
4
Microbiology;
Bio 38
Plus at least 8 units of the foliowingF
Chern 1A
General Chemistry I
5
Chern 1B
General Chemistryll
5
Chern 2A
Introductory Chemistry
4
Chern 2B
Introductory Chemistry
4
Math 1A
Introduction to Cal~ulus
5
Math 1B
Calculus with Applications 5
*Physics 2A
Mechanics and
4
Thermodynamics
Electricity, Magne~ism,
*Physics 28
Optics and Moderlj1
4
Physics
I

i

*This course is offered infrequently_

Remarks
Available for spring schedule
Not available
Available
Available
Available
Available for fall
Available for fall
Available
Not available
Available for fall
Available for fall

schedule
schedule
schedule
schedule

Available for fall schedule
Available for spring schedule

WHCL Schedule Comments
Associate Degree in Chemistry
Required courses: 12 units
Course Code
Chem1A
Chern 1B

Title
General Chemistry I
General Chemistry II

Units
5
5

Remarks
Available for fall schedule
Available for fall schedule

OR

Chern 2A
Introductory Chel11istry
Chern 26
Introductory Chemistry
AND
*Chem 5
Quantitative Analysis
*Chem 8
Organic Chemistry
*Chem 9
Organic Laboratory
Recommended electives:
Math 1A
Introduction to Calculus
Math 18
Calculus with Appllications
*Math 2A
Multivariate CalculluS
*Math 28
Differential Equations
*Physics 4A
Classical Mechanics
*Physics 48
Electricity, Magnetism,
and Waves
*Physics 4C
Thermodynamics, !Optics
and Modern Physips

4
4

Available
Not available

4
3
3

Not available
Not available
Not available

5
5
4
4
4

Available for fall schedule
Available for fall schedule
Available for fall schedule
Available for spring schedule
Available for spring schedule

4

Available for spring schedule

4

Not available

*This course is offered infrequently.

)

)

)

)

)

)

WHCL Schedule Comments
Associate Degree in Engi,-.eering
Required courses:
Course Code
Chem1A
*Engr35
Math 1A
Math 18
*Math 2A
*Physics 4A
*Physics 48
*Physics 4C

Units
Title
5
General Chemi~try I
Vector Statics
3
Introduction to Galculus
5
Calculus with Awplications 5
4
Multivariate Calcpulus
4
Classical Mechqnics
Electricity, Mag~etism,
4
and Waves
Thermodynamiqs, Optics
4
and Modern Physics

Remarks
Available for fall schedule
Available
Available
Available
Available

for fall schedule
for fall schedule
for fall schedule
for spring schedule

Available for spring schedule
Not available

r
f

For transfer student, the folioWin~ are recommended:
General Chemi~try II
5
.
Chem 18
*Math 28
Differential Equ~tions
4

Available for fall schedule
Available for spring schedule

Courses recommended for Chemilcal Engineering Majors:
4
Not available
*Chem 5
Quantitative Analysis
Organic Chemi$try
3
Not available
*Chem 8
*Chem 9
Organic Laboratory
3
Not available
I

*This course is offered infrequently ..

WHCL Schedule Comments
Certificate in Casino Skills
Required courses:
Course Code
HRCM 67
HRMC 62 A-D

Title
Orientation to Hospitality
Orientation
Guest Relations and
Customer Service

Units

Remarks

1

Not available

2

Available for faU schedule

AND
CM 61

Casino Cage. Management
And Operations
3

Not available

Casino Slots Management
And Operations

3

Not available

Casino Security
Management and
Operations

3

Not available

Casino Bingo/Keno
Management and
Operations

3

Not available

AND
CM63

AND
CM64

AND
CM65
OR
CM66A
OR
CM66B
OR
CM66C
OR
CM66D
OR
HRCM 15X

Mini Baccarat/Midi Baccarat
Dealing
3

Available for spring schedule

Poker Dealing

3

Available

Blackjack Dealing

3

its CM 61C in schedule

Pai Gow Dealing

3

itsCM 61 D in schedule

Hospitality Inc;lustry Work
Experience .

3

Available

I

)

)

)

)

)

)

WHCL Schedule Comments
!
\

Certificate in Restaurant Skills
Required courses:
Units

Remarks

Course Code

Title

HRCM 67

Orientation to Hospitality
Orientation
Guest Relations and
Customer Service!

1

Not available

2

Available for fall schedule

Culinary Theory and
Fundamentals

3

Not available

Culinary Concepts

3

Available for spring schedule

Cuisines of the Wprld

3

Not available

Catering and Bev~rages
Services

3

Not available

HRMC 62 A-D

AND
RM 61

AND
RM63

\

AND
RM64

AND
RM65

OR
RM66

Event Planning and Special
Event TOUrism
3

Available for spring schedule

Hospitality Industo/ Work
Experience
!
I

Available

•

I

OR
HRCM 15X

I

iI
j

3

Suggestions
• College Catalog be eurrent with offeri<ngs at delivery
sites such that stud~nts can take classes needed or
required for specific majors
• A full time day stud,nt be a,ble to enroll in a required
classes without haviing to attend evening classes if
possible.
• Colleges develop an empirical system place to
evaluate offerings t~ coincide with how many
students will tentatively en'roll in a class based on
analysis of students in a specific program or major.
,

)

,

)

)

)

)

Suggestions
• Class sizes be scheduled to fit spaces reasonably,
rather than have a ~mall class in a large room or
large class in a small room.
• Increase offerings Qn.Friday to increase CLR 's and
utilization of space.!
• Would like to discu~swhy we see fewer classes
MWF that are 1 hout long versus M,WF classes that
are 1.5 hours and Iqnger. Would like to understand
advantages of this
• Student input be so~icitedon of~erings to see what,
best fits their need~.

)
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1/13/2011

"W here there IS no guidance, a
people falls, but in an abundance
of counselors th ere is safety."

1

1/13/2011

2

1/13/2011
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Dorsey-Robinson, Sylvia
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

OliverSmith, Glenda
Thursday, April 15, 20104 :06 PM
OliverSmith, Glenda; Amaya-Guenon, Linda; Clement, Robert: Dartenay, Pamela; DeOchoa,
Michelle; Dolata, Cynthia; Droker, Stephanie ; Fortune, Allen ; Freeman , Charles; Garcia,
Angela ; Gonzalez, Mariadelaluz; Jimenez, Eva: Jones, Joy; Kennedy, Vera; Kerns, Valarie,
McGee, Tiffani; Olson, Kent S.; Orange, Leo; Rai, Rupinder; Riddle, Rebecca; Rodriguez,
Mike; Sedgwick, Gary; Sheffield . Kimberly; Squire, Frances Anna; Talford , Riley; Vasquez,
Freddy; Velazquez, Marco: Villarreal. Oscar; Zippel, Mark; Abela. Brian; Alvarado, Lupe;
Andrade, Francess; Avitia, Amber; Babb, David; Balcazar, Priscilla; Barginear, Angela;
Barner, Eisel ; Barr, Ann; Barragan, Sherry; Bellamy, James; Belool, Lawrence; Benitez,
Veronica : Bernal, Johnathan; Birrell, Jameson; Bolt, Dave, Brasil, Pamela; Briones, Susie P.:
Bryant, America; Byars, Fidela ; Cadena, Jennifer; Camarena, Chris; Castagna, Kim;
Castellon, Erick; Christy, Debra ; Crider, Kyle; Daniels, Neomi; Davis, Terry; DeJaime,
Elizabeth; Denberg, Rose M. ; Dorsey-RObinson, Sylvia; Echeveste, Esequiel: Eldridge,
Sharon; Ennes, Marty l.; Espinoza, Laura; Fonseca , Barbara; Freitas. Aimee: Galindo,
Maryann; Ganter, Frieda ; Garcia , Tina; Gibson , Bob; Grijalva, Veronica : Gutierrez, Ana; Hall,
Lataria ; Hall , Marlon; Hall, Robert; HarriS, Clifton; Hendrickson. Marta; Hernandez. Tiffany G.:
Howard , Libra M.; leronimo, John; Jackson, Shawn ; Jeffcoach, Nancy; Jimenez, Donna:
Jones, Mildred: Jurado, Griselda; Kraft-Chapman, Pat; Kron , Brian W.; Larson, Tammy;
Lopez, Jose P.: McDowell, Michael; Moreno, Michael; Murrieta, Jose G.: Neer, Dave; Neves,
Rebecca ; Olson , Melinda; Oxford , Ron; Paden, Monte; Preston, James l.; Quilici, Teresa:
Ragsdale, Rodney; Raia, Christian; Rengh, David-Michael; Rivero, Elizabeth; Rogers, Joel;
Ruble, Joel: Sanchez, Rene l.; Santillan, Laura A.; Savopolos, Joe; Shehorn , Jacqueline:
Silvestre, Anna M.; Simas, Adrienne; Simonson, Lenore D.; Smart, Marleen; Sterling, Kurt ;
Stieve, Karen; Suter, Monique; Torres, Elva; Tos, Angela; Whitener, Susan; Williams, Sharon;
Young, Janet: Young, Scott D.
President's Forum - April 16, 2010 - 12:00 noo

West Hills College Lemoore
President's Forum
\
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e. 12:00 noon - 1:00 Pte$
Cation: Conference Cell

10

Topics of discussion:
.Budget Update
. Multi-use Sports Complex Update
. Accreditation 2011 Update
.Other

Doggie bag lunches wi II be prov ided by Kings SPCA (annuaJ fund rais~
wi II have your choice of a turkey, roast beef or a veggie sandwich, ch ip
cookie and a doggie treat.

Bring your questions and/or concerns. A raffle will be conducted. Make;
you get your free raffle ticket.
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Dorsey-Robinson, Sylvia
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

OliverSmith, Glenda
Tuesday, October 12, 20102:19 PM
Amaya-Guenon, Linda; Bellamy, James; Brock, Keith; Clement, Robert; DeOchoa , Michelle;
Dolata , Cynthia : Droker, Stephanie; Eldridge, Sharon; Fernandez, Jessica ; Fortune, Allen;
Freeman , Charles; Garcia, Angela; Gonzalez, Mariadelaluz; Jimenez, Eva ; Jones, Joy;
Kennedy, Vera; Kerns, Valarie; McGee, Tiffani; Olson, Kent S.. Orange, Leo; Oxford, Ron;
Rai, Rupinder; Rodriguez, Mike: Sedgwick , Gary: Sheffield. Kimberly: Squire . Frances Anna;
Talford, Riley ; Vasquez, Freddy; Velazquez, Marco; Villarreal. Oscar; Williams, Sharon ;
Zippel. Mark; Abela. Brian ; Alvarado. Lupe; Andrade, Francess ; Avitia. Amber; Babb, David;
Balcazar. Priscilla; Barginear, Angela; Beloof, Lawrence , Benitez , Veronica ; Bernal,
Johnathan; Birrell, Jameson; Bolt, Dave; Briones , Susie P; Bryant. America; Byars. Fidela;
Cadena, Jennifer; Camarena , Chris; Castagna, Kim . Castellon , Erick; Christy, Debra ; Crider,
Kyle; Daniels, Neomi: Davis, Terry; DeJaime , Elizabeth; Denberg , Rose M.; Dorsey-Robinson ,
Sylvia; Echeveste, Esequiel; Ennes, Marty L.: Espinoza, Laura; Fonseca , Barbara ; Freitas,
Aimee; Galindo, Maryann; Ganter. Frieda; Garcia, Tina: Gibson, Bob; Grijalva, Veronica;
Gutierrez, Ana : Hall, Lataria; Hall, Marlon: Hall, Robert; Harris, Clifton; Hendrickson, Marta;
Hernandez, Tiffany G.: Howard, Libra M.; leronimo. John; Jackson, Shawn; Jeffcoach, Nancy;
Jimenez, Donna; Jones, Mildred ; Jurado, Griselda; Kraft-Chapman, Pat; Kron, Brian W .;
Larson, Tammy; Lopez. Jose P.; McDowell. Michael; Moreno, Michael ; Murrieta, Jose G.;
Neer, Dave ; OliverSmith , Glenda ; Paden, Monte; Preston, James L. ; Quilici , Teresa;
Ragsdale, Rodney : Raia , Christian: Rengh, David-Michael : Rivero, Elizabeth; Rogers. Joel;
Ruble , Joel: Sanchez , Rene L. ; Santillan, Laura A; Savopolos, Joe, Shehorn , Jacqueline:
Silvestre, Anna M.: Simas, Adrienne; Simonson, Lenore D.; Smart, Marleen. Souza , Tina ,
Sterling, Kurt, Stieve. Karen; Suter, Monique; Torres, Elva: Tos, Angela; Young , Janet; Young.
Scott D.
President's Forum - November 4, 2010 12:00 noon

. .- ---_._-----..-

-"'........

West Hills College Lemoore
President's Forum

1.01

· Budget
· GoJden Eagle Arena
· Accreditation 2011
· Program Review
.SLO

Lunch ,vilJ be provided
Please RSVP to Glenda, ext. 3205
Questions/concerns? Bring them!
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Counseling Faculty Learning Area Meeting
Minutes: 3/24/10
1. Call to Order:
.
2. Changes to Agenda
3. Members
a. Present: Tiffani McGee, Mike Rodriguez, Ann Barr, Marta Hendrickson,
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Angela Tos, Linda Amaya, Veronica Grijalva,
Rupinder Rai, Maria Gonzalez, Lataria Hall
4. Absent: Gary Sedgwick
5. Reports
a. Senate:
i. Discussed new faculty list: 1. Psych 2. ESL 3. Humanities 4.
Developmental English 5. Nursing
b. Curriculum
i. PE 45 was approved
11. Education 5 was approved for 5 year review
111. English 89 to 100/GS 61 to 101 were both approved for a second
reading
IV. Intro to nursing courses was approved for second reading
v. Deleted Humanities degree because of new liberal arts degree
vi. Program revision for LVN to RN and RN were approved
c. Student Success
i. Prioritized student town hall matrix
ii. Reviewed Student Equity Plan
iii. Revised governance statement
d. Student Learning Outcomes
i. Discussed that adjunct faculty need to assess SLO's because we
are not getting credit through W ASC for the assessment unless
every section of the course is assessed.
e. Basic Skills
i. Discussed goals for next semester
f. Transfer/Career
i. Transfer Dinner on May 20th
ii. UC Merced is opening doors for Spring 2011. Also accepting TAG
agreements for Spring 2011
g. Articulation
1. Marta went to DeVry University presentation. They offer 16 week
sessions with 8 week session incorporated. They also have degree
completion programs. The cost to attend is $580 per unit for the
first 11 units and $350 per unit for the 12th unit and above. See
Marta for the catalog
11. Online Biology 10 lab is being rescinded (online part)
111. Update on Bio 35L-only students who have take our Bio 35 online
or currently taking our Bio 35 online and plan to transfer to CSUF

IV.

6.

or another campus that does not take our Bio 35 online should take
this one unit lab course.
Geol 9 Update-will not be cross-listed with Geog 1. B. Hall plans
to create geology as a new stand alone class (earth science)

h. PGC
i. Discussed program review for Snack Bar and UBMS-approved
11. Middle College Accreditation-received an "A" letter gradesuggestion to get separate campus
iii. Evelyn Sue Westover-honorary degreelPGC approved-going to
Board for final approval
iv. Relay for Life update-made $1500 and received a bronze medal
v. SGA elections were held on May 12th
1. Technology Committee
i. Has not met
J. Advisor Meeting Update
1. Not met yet since last meeting-SDR provided update
11. Met w/Cindy Homburg from HHS-discussed concerns and
protocol for next semester
iii. A few advisors and SDR are going on a field trip next Monday to
visit a few local high schools-plans to get a sense of their needs
and we can do to improve our services to their campuses.
IV. LHS has not responded to our invitation for a meeting to discuss
concerns
k. Learning Areas
1. A & L-Discussed new faculty list
ii. Social Science-has not met since last meeting
111. Career Technical Education-Discussed AOJ and SLO's
IV. Health and W ellness-Discussed nominations for new faculty
v. Math and Science-has not met
Action Items
a. Give comp time usage for remaining ofthe semester to SDR ASAP
b. Transcript evaluations
1. Commitment to students-transcripts will be evaluated and posted
w/in 10 days of receiving them.
ii. SDR gathering funds-had conversation w/Jewel-take over Fall
2010 transcript evaluation process w Ifront counter(stamped, dated)
c. Request for conferences
i. SDR will post excel spreadsheet on portal for requests. She wants
to honor as many requests as possible
d. Summer Coverage
i. Calendars to SDR by 6/1/1 0
e. Next SSM meeting is 5/21110 from 8:30-10:00 with all student services
staff
f. Lunch schedule for next year
1. Will staggerlunches (11:30-12:30,12:00-1:00,12:30-1:30)
Monday through Thursday only

11.

7.

Will discuss at flex day when discussing committee responsibilities

Items for next meeting:
a. Flex Day 8/l01l0-committee assignments/coordinate lunch schedule
b. Discuss position for dual enrollment
c. Petition to graduate changes (2 campuses)
d. Review of progress on SLO's and assessment cycle
e. What does Early Alert look like next year?

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
555 College Avenue
Lemoore, CA 93245

CITIZENS' BOND OVERSIGHT COMMITIEE for
Measure E - School Facilities Improvement DIstrict (SFID) No. 31 lemoore Area
Agenda
December 9# 2009 4:00pm
West Hills College Lemoore
555 College Avenue
Lemoore, CA 93245
Admin. Conference Rm. 124

Any writings or documents that are public records and are provided to a majority oj the Citizens'
Bond Oversight Committee regarding an open session item on this agenda will be made
available for public inspection at the West Hills College Lemoore Presidenes Office located at
555 College Avenue, Lemoore, CA 93245 during normal business hours.

1. Call to Order
• Public Comments
This time has been reserved for the public to comment on non-agenda items. If
an individual wishes to address the Citizens' Bond Oversight Committee, he/she
should state his/her name and occupation/affiliation and proceed with
comments.

2. Action Items
A. Election of Officers
B. Select Terms of Service
C. Set Meeting Calendar
3. Information/Discussion/Presentations
A. Review of Measure E and SFIO No.3
B. Review Bylaws
C. Bond Rating/Sale of Bonds - Series A
O. Measure E Facility Projects
E. Annual Audit
4. Announcements
• Next Meeting Date
5. Committee Member Comments and Requests
6. Adjournment

Don Warkentin
Don Warkentin
Ken Stoppenbrink
Kevin Cobb, AP Architects
Ken Stoppenbrink

CITIZENS' BOND OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE for
Measure E - School Facilities Improvement District (SFID) No.3, Lemoore Area
MINUTES
December 9, 2009 4:00pm
West Hills College Lemoore· Admin. Conference Rm. 124
Members Present:
Buddy Brooks
les Brown
Tom Hernandez
Lynda Lahodny
Donna Elliott
linda Balcazar

Members Absent:

Salli Day

WHCCD Staff:
Don Warkentin, WHCL
President
Ken Stoppenbrink
WHCCD Vice Chancellor
of Business Services
Frances Squire, WHCCD
Marketing Director

Others Present:
Keven Cobb, AP
Architects
Rich Treece, AP
Architects

1. Call to Order/Public Comments
WHCL President Don Warkentin called the meeting to order at 4: 03 p. m. Self introductions
were made by those in attendance. Mr. Warkentin stated that due to the passing of Measure E
at the November 2008 election, the district was obligated to establish an oversight committee
in alignment with the Education Code of the State (Proposition 39). The purpose of the
oversight committee is to provide review and oversight of district expenditures from Measure E
as we begin to construct new facilities. Proposition 39 allows for districts to use 55% voter
approval for passage of bond elections; however, districts are required to select a citizens
oversight committee to ensure we are spending taxpayers' dollars according to the language
on the election ballot. He asked if there were comments, there were no comments.
2. Action Items
A. Election of Officers
Mr. Warkentin explained that a president and vice president would need to be elected. The
president will preside over the meetings and the vice president will preside in the absence of
the president. Mr. Warkentin entertained a motion for preSident. Lynda Lahodny motioned that
Tom Hernandez be elected president. Tom Hernandez responded that he was not interested to
be president, however, he would consider the vice presidency. lynda lahodny retracted her
motion to nominate Tom Hernandez for president. She motioned that les Brown be nominated
preSident, it was seconded by Tom Hernandez, all in favor, motion passed. Lynda lahodny
motioned that Tom Hernandez be nominated for vice president, it was seconded by les Brown,
all in favor, motion passed. Mr. Warkentin turned the meeting over to newly elected president,
les Brown.
B. Select Terms of Service
les Brown made reference to page 4, 5.4, of the bylaws which references term of service. Each
member will serve a (2) two year term beginning December 9, 2009. Two (2) members will
draw lots for services of an initial one (1) year term. A stick lot was taken by Don Warkentin
with the result for (1) one year term committee members as follows: linda Balcazar, Salli Day
and Donna Elliott. Donna Elliott questioned how Avenal and Riverdale would be represented if
the term of service expired. Don Warkentin responded that a region representative is always
needed and when a region representative's term expires another representative will be chosen.

Citizens' Bond Oversight Committee - 12.9.09
C. Set Meeting Calendar
Les Brown stated that this committee will meet once every six months. Buddy Brookes
motioned that the next meeting be held on Wednesday. June 9, 2010 at 4:00 p.m., it wasseconded by Donna Elliott, all in favor, motion passed.

3. Informati on/Discussion/Presentations
A. Review of Measure E and SFID No.3
Review was made of the School Facilities Improvement District's (SFID) No.3 general obligation
bond which was a result of Measure E and the areas that it encompasses. Measure E is a
$31,000,000 bond for new educational facilities construction to be paid back over a twenty (20)
year period. The bond includes the cities of Avenal and Riverdale. $1,000,000 will go to
Riverdale and $2,000,000 will go to Avenal, with the remainder to Lemoore.
B. Review Bylaws
An overview was made of the bylaws, specifically the Committee's purposes and duties. Les
Brown called attention to page 2, section 3.5 which specifies what the District has not charged
this Committee to do.
C. Bond Rating/Sale of Bonds - Series A
Ken Stoppenbrink stated that insurance has been purchased on the bond. An A+ rating was
assigned which lowers the cost of borrowing, as well does the great outlook as a stable district.
Ken reported that Series A has been issued in the amount of $6,000,000.
D. Measure E Facility Projects
Kevin Cobb distributed two reports that AP Architects prepares in their office to track projects
for West Hills College Lemoore which included the overall budget and completion recap for
each series. The light blue columns of the spreadsheet represent the budgeted local bond
dollars. The gymnasium funding is not a part of the bond. Les Brown indicated that this was a
misunderstanding by some of the community that a gym was being built but no bond dollars
used. Mr. Warkentin responded that there was a survey taken and the community did not
support using bond dollars for the gymnasium. Mr. Warkentin asked Kevin to explain what the
term "infrastructure" refers to. Kevin explained that infrastructure refers to support for areas
of the college, i.e. parking lots, sidewalks (fire lanes), roads, and chillers. Kevin spoke also
about the California Environment Quality Act (EIR). Kevin stated that the bonds are sold in
chunks. They have taken Avenal and Riverdale's portion of the bond dollars and spilt them up
as the bonds are sold. Mr. Warkentin reported that he had met with the City of Avenal and
they discussed an educational center in Avenal. The plan is for a partnership. Riverdale has had
preliminary discussion as to what they would like.
E. Annual Audit
Les Brown questioned how this committee could be objective to look at an audit of
construction costs when the auditor is hired by the district. Ken Stoppenbrink responded that
the audit functions have to include all audit information.

4. Announcements
• Next Meeting Date -June 9,2010 at 4:00 p.m.
5. Committee Member Comments and Requests
les Brown stated that there was much detail in today's meeting.
Tom Hernandez thanked Mr. Warkentin and Kevin Cobb for the information.

2

Citizens' Bond Oversight Committee - 12.9.09
Donna Elliott questioned whether information could be shared with local clubs. Mr. Warkentin
responded affirmatively.
Frances Squire reported that communication about this Committee would go out twice per year
in a newsletter mailed out to the community. She asked Committee members to join her for a
picture following today's meeting to be included in the newsletter.

6. Adjournment
The meeting was adjourned at 5:05 p.m.
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11/4/2010
4:26 PM

201

Science Lab

OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY

7:30 AM

PHYSCI-2-LOl

800AM

BIO-3S-L06

8:30 AM
9:00 AM
930AM

BIO-1O- LOl

BIO-1O-L02

10:00 AM

Abela

1030 AM

Sterling

11 :00AM
1130 AM

Harris

1200 PM

Harris

12:30 PM
1:00 PM

BIO-3S-LOS

PHYSICS-4B-LO 1

GEOG-l-LOl

PHYSICS-4B-LO 1

1:30 PM
2:00 PM

Owens

Owens

230 PM

PHYSICS- 4 B-LOl

PHYSICS-4B-LO 1

3:00 PM
3:30 PM

Sterling

Owens

Hall

Owens

4:00 PM

BIO-1O-LOS

BIO-3S-L03

BIO- 1O-L06

BIO-3S-L04

430 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM

Reid

Lahmann

Reid

Lahmann

7:00 PM

BIO-1O-L03

GEOG-l-L02

BIO-1O- L04

GEOG-l-L03

Matsumoto

Hall

Matsumoto

Hall

7:30 PM
8:00 PM
830 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks :
second nine weeks :

Educational Services

CAPACITY - 24
Phone # 3619

SAT

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

203

Chemistry

OPEN ROOM TI MES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY

7:30AM
8:00 AM

MCHS

BIO-38-LOl

MCHS

BIO-38-LOl

8:30AM
9:00 AM

Sterling

Sterling

BIO-38-L02

BIO-38-L02

Sterling

Sterling

9:30 AM
10:00 AM
10:30 AM
11 :00 AM
11:30AM
1200 PM
1230 PM
1:00 PM

CHEM-1A-LOl

CHEM-1A-L02

CHEM-1A-LOl

CHEM-1A-L02

Abela

Abela

Abela

Abela

CHEM-2A- LOl
Lab

BIO-38-L04
Lab

CHEM-2A-L02
Lab

Abela

Gradis

Abela

1:30 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM
300 PM
3:30 PM
4: 00 PM
430 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

'-lours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks :

Educational Services

CAPACITY - 24
Phone # 3618

MCHS

SAT

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

20 7

Science Lab

OPEN ROOM TIM ES

Fa ll 2010 SEMESTER
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SAT

7:30 AM
8:00 AM
8:30 AM

BIO-35-L01
Lab

BIO-35-L0 2
Lab

BIO-3 2-L01
Lab
BIO-32-C01
Online Clga

9:00AM
9:3 0 AM
10:00 AM
10:30 AM
11 :00 AM
11 :30 AM
12:00 PM SLO Committee
12:30 PM
1:30 PM
2:00 PM
3: 00 PM

8/28;9/11
9/25; 10/16

Physics-2A-L01
Lab

Physics-2A-L01
Lab

Cheryl Chipma n

Pavic

Pavic

Physics-2A-L01
Lect
Pavic

Lab

David Babb

1:00 PM

2:30 PM

Babb

Rogers

Rogers

BIO-32-LOS
Lab

BIO-32-L02

BIO-32-L06
Lab

3:30 PM

Babb

4:0 0 PM

BIO-32-L08

BIO-32-L07
Lab

4:30 PM
5:00 PM

Lab
Harris

Harris

5:30 PM
~

6:00 PM
6:30 PM

Crain-Peltzer

7:00 PM

BIO- 38-L03
Lab

BIO-32-L03
Lab

BIO-32-L04
Lab

Gradis

Gonzales

Gonzales

7:30 PM

Crain-Peltzer

8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

CAPACITY - 24
Phone # 3620

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

209

Large Lecture Room

OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY

SAT

7:30 AM

CA Acme

8:00 AM
830AM

BIO-l0-L01/L02
Harris

9:00AM
9:30 AM

NUT-l-LOl

BIO-l0-L01/L02
Harris

Region S mtg
Susie Aceron
8-2 :30pm

BIO-38-L01/L02

NUT-l-LOl

BIO-38 - L01/L02

10:30 AM Harris

Sterling

Harris

Sterling

11 :00AM BIO-3S-L01/L02

BIO-32-L01/L02

BIO-3S-L01/L02 BIO-32-L01/L02

Babb

Rogers

10:00 AM

9/10/201 0

11 :30AM
1200 PM Rogers

Babb

1:00 PM

BIO-32-LOs/L06

GEOG-3-LOl

BIO-32-LOs/L06 GEOG-3-LOl

Harris

Hall

Harris

Hall

Virtual Enterprise
9/17/2010

BIO-32-L07/L08

lody Ruble

1:30 PM
2:00 PM

BIO-32-L07/L08

2:30 PM
3:00 PM
3:30 PM

BIO-l0-LOS/L06
Reid

Peltzer

BIO-l0-LOs/L06
Peltzer
Reid
Kurt Sterling
3-Nov

400 PM
4:30 PM
500 PM

GEOG-l-L02/L03

5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM

BIO-l0-L03/L04
Matsumoto

Hall

7:00 PM

BIO-38-L03/L04

BIO-32-L03/L04

Gradis

Gonzales

GEOG-l-L02/L03
BIO-l0-L03/L04
Matsumoto
Hall

730 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Math/Science Learning Area Mtg
9/3;9/24; 10/15; 11/5; 12/3 ; 12/17

12:30 PM

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

CAPACITY - 50
Phone # 3601

9 -2 pm

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

230
OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SE MESTE R
HOUR

MONDAY

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

FRIDAY

7:30 AM
8:00 AM
8 30AM
9:00 AM
10:00 AM
10: 30 AM

Hist-17A-LOl

Hist-17A-LOl

9:30 AM

Hist-4A-LOl
Sanchez

Sanchez

11 :00AM GEOG-2B-L01

Hist-4A-LOl
Sanchez
GEOG-2B-L01

9/23; 10/14; 11/4; 12/2; 12/16

11 :30AM
12:00 PM

Hist-4A-LOl
Sanchez
Sanchez
Social Sci Lrning Area Mtg

Hall

Hall

Virtual Enterprise

12:30 PM
1:00 PM

GEOG-l-LOl

HIST-17B-L01

HIST-17B-L01

Sanchez

Sanchez

1:30 PM
2:00 PM

Dec. 3
2-4pm
Health Careers
Adv. Mtg

2:30 PM
3:00 PM
3:30 PM

Hall

4:00 PM
4:30 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM

GEOG-3-L02

GEOG-3-L02

6:00 PM
6:30 PM

Hall

7:00 PM

Hall
HIST-20-L01

HUM-1-L01

Polsci-1

Graham

Beloof

Graham

7: 30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9 30 PM

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

9/17/2010
lody Ruble
1230-2pm

CAPACITY - 40
Phone # 3659

SAT

11/4/2010
426 PM

2 31
OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY

7:30 AM
8:00 AM

PHYSCI-2-LOl

8:30 AM
900AM
9:30 AM
10:00AM
10:30 AM

Abela

11 :00AM EDUC-S-LOl
11 :30 AM

KINES-l-LOl

EDUC-S-LOl

Preston

Preston

EDUC-S-LOl

Preston
Reid

Reid

12:00 PM

KINES-l-LOl

12:30 PM
100 PM

PSYCH-3-LOl NUT-l-L03

PSYCH-3-LOl NUT-l-L03

PSYCH-3-LOl

1:30 PM
200 PM

Rad

Rad

Jim Marvin

Jim Marvin

230 PM
3:00 PM
330 PM
4:00 PM
4:30 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM

Community Ed.
Intro to Voiceovers

600 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM

ENG-101A-L02

PSYCH-l-LOl

NUT-l-L02

Sievers

Rad

9/16/10 6-8pm

7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

CAPACITY - 40
Phone # 3606

SAT

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

23 3
OPEN ROOM TI MES

Fall 2010 SEM ESTER
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

SAT

7:30 AM
8:30 AM

SOC-l-L02
Kennedy

9:00 AM

HIST- 17A-L02

8:00AM

SOC-l-L02
Kennedy

AOJ-SOB-LOl
10/16/2010

HIST-17A-L02

HIST-17A-L02

to 12/11/10

PE-2-L01****

930AM
10:00 AM

SOC-l-L02
Kennedy

MATH-2S-L02

First 9 Weeks

MATH-2S-L02

10:30 AM
11:00AM

Ragsdale

11:30AM Jackson

Facilities Plannin Jackson

12:00 PM

Committee 9-11am
Nov. 9 & Nov. 23

12:30 PM

200 PM

ART-16A-LOl
McDowell
ART-42-L01

2:30 PM

McDowell

1:00 PM
1 :30 PM

SGA - Ron Oxford
10-11a m
PE-2-L01****
Davis
Alpha Gamma Sigma
tentative - Kennedy

Physics-2A-LOl

ART -16A-LOl
McDowell

Physics-2A-LO 1

ART-16A-LOl
McDowell

Pavic

ART-42-L01

Pavic

ART-42-LOl
McDowell

McDowell

300 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM
430 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM

SOC-3-LOl

AOJ-SOA-L01

SW-21-L01

AOJ-SOA-LOl

7:30 PM

1st 9

1st 9

8:00 PM

Pranger

Davis
AOJ-SOA-L02

Davis
AOJ-SOA-L02

7:00 PM

830 PM
9:00 PM
930 PM

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

2nd 9
Davis

G.Kennedy

2nd9
Davis

CAPACITY - 40
Phone # 3609

****PE-2-L01:
Meets in 233 for first 2
class meetings, then at
archery targets

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

234
OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMEST ER
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY

SAT

7:30 AM
8:00 AM

PHIL-l-LOl

PHIL-l-LOl

PHIL-l-LOl

HUM-l-LOl

HUM-l-LOl

HUM-l-LOl

HIST-17B-L03
2nd 9 weeks

HIST-17B
2nd 9 weeks

HIST-17B-L03
2nd 9 weeks

8:30 AM
900AM
930 AM
10:00 AM
1030 AM
11 :00AM

IS-l-LOl

IS-l-LOl

1130AM Enea

Lupe Banales

12:00 PM

CAMP

McGee

Enea
McGee

Sept. 1; Oct. 6

12:30 PM

Nov. 3; Dec. 1 .

ENG-S1A-LOl

100 PM

ENG-S1A-LOl

1:30 PM

LC Don't move
Shehorn

LC don't move
Shehorn

ENG-1A
New Section

ENG-1A
New Section

ENG-S1A-L06

ENG-S1A-L06

2:00 PM
2:30 PM
3:00 PM
330 PM
4:00 PM
4:30 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM

Marvin

6:30 PM

Marvin

7:00 PM

ENG-1B-L02

ENG-S1A-L03

ENG-l01B-LOl

Beloof

Sheffield

Preston

7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

'-lours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

CAPACITY - 40
Phone # 3613

Scholarship Committee
lst/Fri of each month - Lopez

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

235
OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

7:30 AM
8:00AM

ENG-l0SB-L04

IS-l-LOl

ENG-l0SB-L04

IS-l-LOl

ENG-l0SB-L04

ENG-l0l-A-L04

Tos

ENG-l0l-A-L04

Tos

ENG-l0l-A-L04
Sheffield
ENG-l0SA-L04
Daniels
ENG-S1A-LOS
Daniels

8:30 AM
9 00 AM

Sheffield
ENG-l0SA-L04
10:30 AM Daniels

ENG-l01A-LOl
LC don't move
Shehorn

Sheffield
ENG-l0SA-L04
Daniels

ENG-l01A-LOl
LC
Shehorn

11:00AM ENG-S1A-LOS

ENG-l0SA-LOl
LC don't move

ENG-S1A-LOS
Daniels

ENG-l0SA-LOl
LC

Daniels

WHCFA Brown Bag

Daniels

9:30 AM

10:00 AM

11 :30AM

Daniels

12:00 PM

10/13 Shehorn

12:30 PM

ENG-1A-L02
LC don't move

1:00 PM
1:30 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM

ENG-l0SA-L03

Daniels

ENG-1A-L02
LC don't move
ENG-l0SA-L03

Daniels

Sheffield

Sheffield

3:00 PM
330 PM

ART-42-L04

4:00 PM

ART-42-L04

430 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM

FLSPN-2
New Section

FLSPN-2
New Section

6:00 PM
6:30 PM

Moreno

Blevins

Moreno

Blevins

7:00 PM

ENG-lA-LOS

ENG-l0SB-L03

ENG-l0SA-L02

ENG-1A-LOl

Trevino

Trevino

730 PM
800 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Focarazzo

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

CAPACITY - 40
Phone # 3614

SAT

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

23 6
OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

730AM

PSYCH-1-L02

800AM

PSYCH-1-L02

8:30 AM
900AM

COM-1-L02

Fortune

930AM

Prelip

COM-I-L03

10:00AM COM-S-L01

Fortune

Ennes

11:00AM

COM-4-L02

11 :30AM

Ennes

COM-1-L02

COM-1-L03

Prelip

Ennes

COM-S-L01
Prelip

COM-S-L01

1030AM Prelip

1200 PM

COM-1-L02

L. Alvarado
10/13/2010
11a m - 1pm

COM-4-L02

COM-3-L01
Ennes

HE-3S-L04

Ennes

12:30 PM
1:00 PM
1:30 PM

COM-3-L01
Ennes

HE-3S-L04

2:00 PM

Goshgarian

Goshgarian

2:30 PM

HE-35
New Section
Goshgarian

HE-35
New Section
Goshgarian

300 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM
430 PM
500 PM
5:30 PM
600 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM

COM-1-L01

COM-4-L01

CO-11-L01

Prelip

Johnson

Bonjorni

7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

CAPACITY - 40
Phone # 3610

COM-3-L01
Ennes

SAT

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

238

rv

Video Confe rencing Room
OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER
.:['lI~['h'l tl~'·
7:30 AM

Ir-~T

8 00 AM

18/30-12/17

{EC-16

IIIJ:Io.'
Ir-~T

t l~"

{EC-16

18/30-12/17

I'.'j::! th'I:Io.' tl~_. ii III =+'""'I tJ~"
'r-~T

rEC-14

'8/30-12/17

1:I=.ltl~~

Ir-~T 1 c\.-14

18/30-12/17

8: 30 AM

INursing Applications

9:00 AM

111/5/ 2010
IJ~(jy Terrazas

9:30 AM

10

10:00 AM

I"

10:30AM
11:00 AM
11 :30 AM
12:00 PM
12:30 PM
1:00 PM
1:30 PM
2:0 0 PM
2:30 PM
3:00 PM

IMorales, Noel,
I..,..
, ...,h

IMorales, Noel,
I":t"noh", ,,.h

I...
-.... ;1111.. 1"'....
1----

Dal

3:30 PM
4:00 PM
4:30 PM

CSU Fresno
ECON 16 5

Icsu Fresno
ISSCI 180

5:00 PM
530 PM
6:00 PM
630 PM

Leet

Icsu Fresno
ISSCIll0

Icsu Fresno
IENGL 102

Johnson

7:00 PM

~UF ~n o

7:30 PM

CRI M 109

8:00 PM
8:3 0 PM

IGomez

9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

IStaff

Ryan

CAPACITY - 40
Phone # 3607

'VVI

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

2 39

Vid eo Conferencing Room

rv

OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER
HOUR
7:30 AM

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

MATH-1A-LOl

MATH-1A-LOl

MATH-1A-LOl

8:30 AM

Ganter

Ganter

Ganter

9:00AM

PE/PSYCH-29-LOl

PE/PSYCH-29-LOl

9:30 AM

Mosher

8:00 AM

ENG-10SA-LOS

1000 AM PSYCH-S-LOl

Mosher

PE/PSYCH-29-LOl
ENG-10SA-LOS

PSYCH-S-LOl
Mosher

10:30 AM Mosher

Mosher
PSYCH-S-LOl
Mosher

11 :00 AM
11 :30AM

Gejeian

12:00 PM

Gejeian

1230 PM
100 PM
1:30 PM

POLSCI-l-LOl
Wilds

SOC-l-LOl

POLSCI-l-LOl
Wilds

SOC-l-LOl

2:00 PM

Kennedy

Kennedy

230 PM

SOC-2-LOl

SOC-2-LOl

Kennedy

Kennedy

3:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM

Cal- Pass
Kim Sheffield
10/12/2010

4:30 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM

POLSCI-l-L08

MATH-1B-LOl

POLSCI-l-L08

MATH-1B-LOl

7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM

Jackson

9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Graham

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

Jackson
Graham

CAPACITY - 40
Phone # 3605

POLSCI-l-LOl
Wilds

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

Educational Services

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

256

Attached to Conference Center

OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

7:30AM
8:00AM
8:30AM
9:00AM
9:30AM
10:00 AM
10:30 AM
11:00AM
11:30AM
12:00 PM
12:30 PM
1:00 PM
1:30 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM
3:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM
4:30PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00PM
7:30 PM
8:00 PM

8:30~

9:00PM
9:30 PM

CAPACITY Hours used per week:
Phone # 3626
full semester: hone # 3411 253A Conference Center
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

FRIDAY

SAT

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

DSPS LAB - 270
OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY

7:30 AM
8:00 AM
8:30AM
9:00 AM
9:30 AM

GS-61-L01/L02
Lopez

1000 AM ENG-89-LOl
10:30 AM

Sheffield

1100AM

GS-61-L01/L02
Lopez

GS-61-L01/L02
Lopez

ENG-89-LOl
Sheffield

ENG-89-LOl
Sheffield

GS-61-LOS/L06

GS-61-LOS/L06

Lopez

Lopez

11 :30 AM
12:00 PM
1230 PM
1:00 PM
1:30 PM

GS-61-L03/L04
Lopez

GS-61-L03/L04
Lopez

200 PM
2:30 PM
3:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM
4:30 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

CAPACITY - 51

Phone # 3388
Hours used per week:
fuJI semester.
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

GS-61-L03/L04
Lopez

SAT

11/4/2010

4:26 PM

273
Fall 2010 SEM ESTER
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

7:30 AM
8:00 AM
8:30 AM
9:00 AM
9:30 AM

Larson

Larson

Larson

10:00 AM
10:30 AM

Kelso

Kelso

11 :00 AM
11 :30 AM

Boettiger

12:00 PM
12:30 PM
1:00 PM
1:30 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM
3:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM
4:30 PM

Larson

Larson

Trevino

Boettiger

5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6: 00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8: 30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

CAPACITY - 40
Phone # 3392

SAT

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

2 74
OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTE R
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY

7:30 AM
8:00 AM
8: 30 AM
9:00 AM

ENG-1OSB-LOl

9: 30AM

Preston - LC

10 :00 AM

ENG-101B-L02

ENG-1OSB-LOl
MATH-61-L02

Preston - LC

MATH-61-L02

MATH-61-L02

10: 30 AM Shehorn - LC

Gibson

ENG-l01B-L02
Shehorn - LC

Gibson

Gibson

11 :00AM

Math-1S-LOl

Math-1S-LOl

Math-1S-LOl

Castagna

Castagna

11 :30AM
12:00 PM

Castagna

IS-7-LOl

Math-87-LOl

Gibson
MATH-64-LO 1

Rodriguez

12:30 PM
1:00 PM

IS-l

1:30 PM

1st 9 weeks

2:00 PM

IS-l

Gibson

IS-l
1st 9 weeks
IS-l

2:30 PM

2nd 9 weeks

MATH-64-LOl

2nd 9 weeks

Math-87-LOl

3:00 PM
3:30 PM

Rodriguez

4:00 PM

ENG-S1B
New Section

Castagna

ENG-S1B
New Section

Castagna

MATH-63-L03

MATH-61-L04

MATH-63-L03

MATH-61-L04

Kuykendall

Chamberlain

Kuykendall

Chamberlain

4:30 PM

Rodriguez

5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

CAPACITY - 40
Phone # 3391

SAT

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

2 75
OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

7:30 AM
8:00 AM
8:30 AM
9:00 AM
9:30 AM
10:00 AM

Career Center

10:30 AM
11 :00 AM
11 :30AM
12: 00 PM
12:30 PM
1:00 PM
1:30 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM
3:00 PM
3 30 PM
4:00 PM
4:30 PM
5 00 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

CAPACITY - 40
Phone # 3641
Phone #3381

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SAT

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

2 76
OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTE R
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SAT

7: 30 AM
8:00 AM
8:30 AM
9: 00 AM

HS-S-L02

9:30 AM

HS-S-L02

Second 9 wks

HE-3S-L02

10:30 AM

Mendoza

11:00 AM

FLSPN-1-L01

HS-S-L02

ELAW

Second 9 wks

Second 9 wks

HE-3S-L02

Olson

Mendoza

Olson

Mendoza

Workshop
Nov. 13
Nov. 20

ENG-l01B-L03

FLSPN-l-LOl

ENG-l01B-L03

FLSPN-l-LOl

9am-2pm

Sheffield

Moreno

Sheffield

Moreno

Tammy

1000 AM

11 :30 AM
12 :00 PM Moreno

Larson

12:30 PM
1:00 PM
1:30 PM

MUS-42-L02
2nd 9 weeks

ENG-l0SB-L02

MUS-42-L02
2nd 9 weeks

Preston

2: 00 PM

ENG-l0SB-L02
Preston

2: 30 PM
3:00 PM
3: 30 PM

Gaines

Gaines

4:00 PM

HS-S-LOl
1st 9 wks

HS-S-LOl
1st 9 wks

4:30 PM
5: 00 PM

ENGR-3S-LOl

5:30 PM

ENGR-3S-LOl

6:00 PM
6:30 PM

Hassman

Hartman

Hassman

Hartman

7: 00 PM

ECON-1B-LOl

ENGR-l0-LOl
1st 9 - Hartman

AOl-7-LOl

ENGR-l0-LOl
1st 9 - Hartman

7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Paden

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

COM-S-L02
2nd 9 weeks
7-10pm
Rodriquez

Davis

COM-S-L02
2nd 9 weeks
7-10pm
Rodriquez

CAPACITY - 40
Phone # 3389

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

278

CIS Lab

OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

7:30 AM
8:00 AM

CIS-7-LOl

CIS-7
New Section

CIS-7-LOl

CIS-7
New Section

Rengh

Boettiger

Rengh

Boettiger

ENGR-1S-LOl

CIS-2H-LOl

ENGR-1S-LOl

Owens

Rengh

Owens

CIS-7-L03

CIS-7-L02

CIS-7-L03

CIS-7-L02

Peden

Paden

Paden

Paden

8:30 AM
9:00 AM
9:30 AM
10:00 AM
10:30 AM
11 :00AM CIS-2H-LOl
11:30AM
12:00 PM Rengh
12:30 PM
1:00 PM
1:30 PM
200 PM
230 PM
3:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM
4:30 PM
500 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM

CIS-7-L04

CIS-7-L04

Paden

Paden

7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks.
second nine weeks.

Educational Services

CAPACITY - 30
Phone # 3390

FRIDAY

SAT

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

434 MUllTIMED A LAB !LEMOOR.E
OPE

ROOM TIMES

Fall 201 0 SEMESTER
!
Houii~;;···'1lMOND"AY·.
;-J~ ~-".- •• ~ ..
'"-f . . . ,

'

fUES~DAY:'
.................. _to
~.-

WEDN-ESDAY .' ·,Tj.r(fRS-DAY;"'~
.. -, .. -"""--- .
0

H

__ •

~

7:30 AM
8:00 AM
8:30 AM
9:00 AM
930 A M
10:00 AM
1030 AM
11 :00 AM
11:30AM
12:00 PM
12:30 PM
1:00 PM
1:30 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM
3 00 PM
3:30 PM
4: 00 PM
430 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Hours used per week:
full semester :
first nine weeks :
second nine weeks :

Educational Services

CAPAC ITY - 2 5
Phone # 3 20 1

~

-

•

; F,RIDAYl;... . .~:~..:~, SAT ::.
-',

..

_

... J

4

;:.~

........

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

4 58
OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

7:30 AM
8:00 AM
8:30 AM
9:00 AM

BUS-SO-LOl
BUS-S2-LOl

BUS-SO-LOl
BUS-S2-LOl

9:30 AM
10:00 AM
10:30 AM

BUS-13A-LOl
1st 9 wks
BUS-13B-LOl
2nd 9 wks

11:00AM BUS-13A-LOl
11:30AM 1st 9 wks
12:00 PM BUS-13B-LOl
12:30 PM

2nd 9 wks

1:00 PM

Brian Kron

CIS-21-LOl

Brian Kron

CIS-21-LOl

1:30 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM
3:30 PM

CIS-34-LOl

CIS-34-LOl
Kron

3:00 PM

Kron

Kron
Kron

400 PM
4:30 PM
5:00 PM
530 PM
6:00 PM
630 PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

CAPACITY - 25
Phone # 3643

FRIDAY

SAT

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

45 9

tV

Computer Lab Basic Skills
OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER
HOUR

MONDAY

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

7:30AM
8:00AM
8:30 AM
9:00 AM
9:30AM
10:00 AM
10:30 AM
11 :00 AM

ENGLISH LAB

ENGLISH LAB

ENGLISH LAB

ENGLISH LAB

11 :30 AM

ENGLISH LAB

12:00 PM
1230 PM
1 :00 PM

ENGLISH LAB ENGLISH LAB

1:30 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM
3:00 PM

ENGLISH LAB

3:30 PM
400 PM
4:30 PM
5:00 PM
530 PM
600 PM
6:30 PM
700 PM
7:30 PM
800 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

CAPACITY - 25
Phone # 3644

ILab Hours

SAT

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

467

rv

Computer Lab

OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

7:30 AM
8:00 AM
8:30 AM
9 00 AM

MATH-2A-LOl

9 30 AM
10 00 AM
10: 30 AM Ganter
11:00 AM

Math-2S-L02

11 :30 AM Jackson

MATH-2A-LOl
Kim Castagna
Online Math-64
Test Days
* Need exact dat Ganter
Math-2S-L02
Jackson

12 00 PM
12:30 PM
1 :00 PM

MATH-2S-LOl

MATH-2S-LOl

Jackson

Jackson

MATH- 1B-LOl
normally meets
in 711

MATH-1B-LOl
normally meets
in 711

Jackson

Jackson

1:30 PM
2 00 PM
2:30 PM
3:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM
4:30 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM
800 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

CAPACITY - 38
Phone # 3642

FRIDAY

SAT

11/4/2010
426 PM

50 1
OPEN ROOM TIM ES

ursing Lalb

fall 201
NFibliii. -"f~':1Jjo"NDXY~ ~7 "TiJESD"j(y~ .. \

' •

. '%.h:i'!-~-\i'Jo M!..;"'...., ..
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SE

ESTER

·wEBi~fESDAY-'
....

~I:I",

.~,.

...... ;:_

fHiJifSDAY
- . . . . fRIb~T -.--.
_ w'1

7:30 AM
8:00AM
8:30 AM
9:00AM
9:30 AM
10:00AM
10:30AM
11:00AM
11:30 AM
12:00 PM
12:30 PM
1:00 PM
1:30 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM
3:00 PM
330 PM
4:00 PM
4:30 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM
800 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

CAPAC ITY - 40
Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

Phon e # 3417

'7f~ ...

""'",If.,

,. \1

~

t;...·..;j,

~

~ S~T~~:··

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

5 2

Cisco Lab

OPEN ROOM TIMES

fall 2 0 10 SE ESTER.
VlEDNESDAY ' .- fHi:iifSDA y
;-'tiOUR' . ~~ONPJ\Y ' ..- . ~-·T.~ti~sb4Y··'
_'i_. __
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~I1. __

_, ......

~,~.,....,.

~~

... '"'

~,"!""">Jt"..,

•

7:30AM
8:00 AM
8:30AM
9:00AM
930AM
1000 AM
10:30 AM
11:00AM
11:30AM
1200 PM
12:30 PM
1:00 PM
1:30 PM
200 PM
2:30 PM
3:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM
430 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

CAPACITY
Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

~

22

Pho ne # 3418

• .co.

'"

. F.iUBAV' "'" ~'-··'s~t.,...·-:"
•

.~1'

.~,.;

P:'\

('

'"

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

5 3

Fresno State
OPE

ROOM TI MES

Fall 2010 SE

ESTE

. TiiURSO'AY .. - ~ FRIDAY .
f! HOifii
' ·-··;~'
. (rND~ "-····T·U~ ~ WED1{JESDAY
,_~
")~-.J .-,","~.....c;hJ iff.It:"f?'·"o- ~~~_ ~ __ "~."'4
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t

10,
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•
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I

7:30AM
8:00 AM
8:30 AM
900 AM
9:30 AM
10:00 AM
1030 AM
11 :00AM
11 :30AM
12:00 PM
12:30 PM
1 :00 PM
130 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM
3:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM
4:30 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8: 30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

CAPAC ITY - 25
Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

Phone:# 3419

<::' ~ur
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~

-

•

'-if

~

•

"!". . ~

r

·s~f

..-·

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

504

Middle School

OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

7:30AM
8:00AM
8:30AM
9:00
9:30AM
10:00AM
10:30AM
11:00AM
11:30AM

12:~

12:30
1:00 PM

1:30 PM
2:00PM
2:30 PM
3:00 PM
3:30 PM

4:00PM
4:30 PM
5:00 PM
5:30PM
6:00 PM

6:30PM
7:00 PM
7:30PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM

9:00PM
9:30 PM

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

CAPACITY - 25
Phone # 3422

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SAT

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

505
OPEN ROOM TI MES

f a U 2 010 SEMESTER
:'-liOUR "nr!"M6Ni5'AY'---~ fiJESD'AY:
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7:30 AM
8:00 AM
8:30 AM
9:00 AM
9:30 AM
10:00 AM
10:30 AM
11 :00 AM
11 :30 AM
12:00 PM
12:30 PM
1:00 PM
1:30 PM
200 PM
2:30 PM
3:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM
4:30 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

CAPACITY - 4 0
Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

Pho n e # 3423
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11/4/2010
4:26 PM

50

Bookstore

OPEN ROO M TIM ES

lFa U 2010

IE

E Y
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7:30 AM
8:00 AM
8:30 AM
9:00 AM
9:30AM
10:00 AM
10:30 AM
11 :00AM
11:30AM
12:00 PM
1230 PM
1:00 PM
1:30 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM
300 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM
4:30 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6:0 0 PM
630 PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks :
second nine weeks :

Educational Services
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711
OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

7:30 AM
8:00 AM
8:30 AM
9:00 AM
9:30AM

ENG-S1B-LOl
Howard

HS-61-L02
12/14/2010

HS-61-LOl
8:00-3:30pm

HS-61-LOl
8:00-3:30pm

Facilities
Oct. S

HS-61-L02

HS-61-L02

ENG-S1B-LOl
Howard

8:00-3:30pm
2nd 9 wks

8:00-3:30pm
2nd 9 wks

ENG-S1A-L04
Howard

10:00 AM ENG-S1A-L04
10:30 AM Howard

ENG-lA-L04
Howard

11:00AM ENG-lA-L04
11 :30 AM

Howard

12 :00 PM

Oct 1 2, Nov 9
SLO W kshop

12:30 PM

Middle College
HS
10/28/2010
Victor Rosa

1:00 PM
1:30 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM

Fairchild

3:00 PM

Fairchild

3:30 PM

Oct 27, Dec 8
SLO Wkshop

4:00 PM
4:30 PM

BUS-1B-NOl
NAS Class

Fresno Pacific
LA 41

5:00 PM
5:30 PM

10/7/10 onlv
Kron

6:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM

GEOL-l-LOI

GEOL-l-LOI

Ford

Ford

7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

CAPACITY - 40
Phone# 3645

SLO Workshops

- Dr. Hall

Educational Services

712
OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SAT

7: 30 AM
8:00AM
8:30 AM
9: 00 AM
9:30 AM

ENG-lB-LOl
Beloof

ENG-lB-LOl
Beloof

ENG-lB-LOl
Beloof

ENG-SlA-L02
Beloof

ENG-SlA-L02
Beloof

ENG-SlA-L02
Beloof

10:00 AM ENG-lA-L03
10:30 AM

BUS-lA-LOl

Beloof

11 :00AM Psych- l

ENG-lA-L03
Beloof

Kron
CTE Learning Area Mtg
9/2;9/16;9/30; 10/14; 10/28; 11/18

12:00 PM
12 :30 PM
1:00 PM
1:30 PM

HE-3S-L06
Olson

CD-S- L02

CD-S-LOl

HE-3S-L06
Olson

CD-S-L02

AOJ-l2-LOl

CD-S-LOl

AOJ-l2-LOl

Davis

Kraft-Chapman

Kraft-Chapman

2:00 PM
2: 30 PM

Kraft-Chapman

3:00 PM
3: 30 PM

Kraft-Chapman

CD-lO-LOl

4:00 PM

Davis
AOJ-3-LOl

4:30 PM
5:00 PM

BUS-lS-LOl

BUS-lS-LOl

5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM

ENG-lA-L03
Beloof
Psych- l

Psych-l
Kron

11:30AM

BUS-lA-LOl

Kron

Kraft-Chapman

7:00 PM

Kron

Davis

BUS-20-LOl

BUS-3S-LOl

Oliveira

Kelso

7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

D

CAPACITY - 40
Phone# 3646

HE-3S-L06
Olson

714
OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER

7:30AM

TUESDAY
HS-60.1-LOl
Medical Asst

8 00AM

6/22 to 9/17

HOUR

MONDAY

7:00 A M

8:30AM

WEDNESDAY
Middle College
Oct. 13 - 8-12
EOSC Strategic
Pla nni ng

THURSDAY
HS-60.1-LOl
Medical Asst

FRIDAY

6/22 to 9/17

9:00AM

Sept. 14, 2 0 10

ECON-1A- LOl

9:30 AM

8:00-11:00am

1000 AM

Rose Oenberg /
Marlon Hall

Teresa Quilici
Campus tour 10/14 - 10a-lp

10:30 AM
11 :00 AM

Veronica Grijalva
EOPS W orkshop

11 :30A M

9/30 11:30-1:30pm

12:00 PM

Hassman

12:30 PM
1:00 PM

ENG-l01A-L03

1:30 PM
200 PM
2:30 PM

IS-l
2nd 9 weeks

ENG-S1A
New Section

Hassman
ENG-101A-L03

IS-l

ENG-S1A
New Section
Rodriguez, T

3:30 PM

ENG-S1A
New Section
Rodriguez, T

4:00 PM

EOUC 697

Fresno Pacific

Fresno Pacific

4:30-6:30pm

University
EOUC 643

eve ry other week

EOUC 641/691
4:30-8:30 pm

4 30 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM

8/23-12/6/10
S:lS-8:1Spm

FLSPN-l-L02

FLSPN-l-L02

Iraheta

Iraheta

6:30 PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

ENG-10lA-L03

2nd 9 weeks

3:00 PM

6:00 PM

Kron

CAPACITY - 40
Phone# 3647

Educational Services

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

715
OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY

SAT

7:30 AM
8:00AM
830AM

NURS-7-LOl

9:30 AM

smart

Lupe Banales
CAMP Mtg
11/3, 12/1 .

1000 AM

NURS-S-LOl
NURS-9-LOl
lst9/2nd 9

11:30-1:30pm
Middle College
Oct. 13 - S-12

9:00AM

1030 AM
11 :00 AM

NURS-l0l-L02

1230 PM
1:30 PM

Smart
NURS-S-LOl
NURS-9-LOl
1st 9/2nd 9

Susie Briones

11 :30AM
12:00 PM
1:00 PM

NURS-7-LOl

PE-11-LOl
Golf - Neer**

CUL-SO-LOl

CUL-SO-LOl

Fri 9/17
Crawford

Sat9/1S
Crawford

CUL-SO-L02
Fri 11/5

CUL-SO-L02
Fri 11/5

Crawford

Crawford

27-0ct NURS-l0l-L02
S:30-7pm

After School Prg~

PE-11-LOl
Golf - Neer* *

9-noon Oct. S

2:00 PM

FPU

230 PM
3:30 PM

Meet your
Mentor
2:00- 9:00pm

400 PM

Aug. 20. 2010

3:00 PM

4:30 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM

Virtual Enterprise

6:00 PM

9/17/2010
lody Ruble

6:30 PM
7:00 PM

POLSCI-l-L03

SOC-l
2nd 9 weeks

HE-3S-LOS

Pick

G.Kennedy

Neer

7:30 PM
800 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

AOl-l0-NOl
9 -2 pm
NAS Class
10/7 /10 only
Teresa Quilici
SOC-l 2nd 9 wks Campus Tour
10/22 Sam-noon
Orth

**
Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

CAPACITY - 40
Phone# 3648

NEED DATES
When golf meets on campus

11/4/2010
426 PM

7 16
OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER
HOUR
7:30 AM

MONDAY

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY

Math-63-L02

Math-63-L02

Math-63-L02

Birrell

Birrell

Birrell

800AM
8 30AM
900AM
9:30AM

MATH-61-L06

SOC-6-LOl

MATH-61-L06

SOC-6-LOl

MATH-61-L06

10:00 AM
10:30 AM Birrell

Kennedy

Birrell

Kennedy

Birrell

11:00AM MATH-l0l-L04

MATH-l0l-L04
Birrell

MATH-l0l-L04
Birrell

MATH-l0l-L04
Birrell

MATH-l0l-L04
Birrell

Math-l0l-L02

MATH-61-L03

Math-l0l-L02

MATH-61-L03

11 :30AM Birrell
12:00 PM
12:30 PM
1:00 PM

MATH-61-L03

1:30 PM
2:00 PM

Birrell

Birrell

Birrell

2:30 PM

Birrell

3:00 PM

Birrell

3:30 PM
4:00 PM

Fresno Pacific

4:30 PM
5:00 PM

EOUC 6338/6408

Fres no Pacific

5:30 PM

4:30-8:30pm

CO 24 Cohort

6:00 PM
6: 30 PM

John Ieronimo
CSEA meeting
w /COC

7:00 PM
7:30 PM

Oct. 25

PSYCH-l
2nd 9 weeks

PSYCH-l
2nd 9 weeks

Ramirez

Ramirez

800 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

CAPACITY - 40
Phone# 3649

SAT

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

7 17
OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SAT

7:30 AM

Art-42
New Section

800 AM
8:30 AM
9:00 AM

POLSCI-l-L02

9:30 AM

Droker

Art-42
New Section

Glen Hill

POLSCI-l-L02

Glen Hill

Droker

POLSCI-l-L02
Droker
WE-lSxx-L03* *
Droker

10:00 AM
10:30 AM
11 :00 AM MATH-63-LOl

MATH-63-LOl

WE-lSxx-L02

MATH-63-LOl

11:30AM
12:00 PM Gibson

Gibson

Gibson

12:30 PM
100 PM

Math-lOl-LOl

1:30 PM
2:00 PM

Math-63
New Section

Math-lOl-LOl

Gibson

Math-63
New Sect ion

Math-lOl-LOl
Gibson

Gibson

2:30 PM

Evans

3:00 PM

Evans
I

3 30 PM
4:00 PM

MATH-lOA-LOl

MATH-lOA-LOl

Jackson

Jackson

4:30 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM

WE-lSxx-LOl
Droker

6:00 PM
6: 30 PM
7:00 PM

MATH-lOl-L03

MATH-lOl
New Section

MATH-lOl-L03

MATH-lOl
New Section

Aquino

Aquino

Aquino

Aquino

7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

**Meets: Sept. 25 & Dec. 11
Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

CAPACITY - 40
Phone# 3650

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

Educational Services

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

7 19

Large Lecture Room

OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER
HOUR
7:30 AM

MONDAY

TUESDAY

MATH-61-LOl

MATH-61-LOl

FRIDAY
MATH-61-LOl
Gibson

Gibson

830AM

Gibson

9:00 AM

HE-3S-L03

Fortune

HE- 3S-L03

Fortune

HE-3S-L03

930AM

Ragsdale

EDUC-l-LOI

Ragsdale

EDUC-l-LOI

Ragsdale

1000 AM

HE-35-LOl
Ragsdale

Preston

HE-35-LOl
Ragsdale

Preston

HE-3S-LOl
Ragsdale

10:30 AM

11:00AM CHEM-1A-L01/L02
11:30AM Lect
12:00 PM Abela

CHEM-1A-L01/L02
Lect
Abela

Lataria Hall

BIO-3S-L05/L06
Lect

eng 51a/la
nov. 2 & 4

10/7/2010

1:30 PM

eng 51a/la
nov. 2 & 4

2:00 PM

daniels/shehorn

daniels/shehorn

2:30 PM
3:00 PM

Sterling

3:30 PM
4:00 PM
4:30 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM

Lataria Hall
Eagle Outreach
10-Dec
11am-2:30pm

12:30 PM
1 :00 PM

CHEM-2A-L02/L02
Solar Training
WIT
Lect
David Castillo - Cont Abela
5:30-9:30pm
10/20-12/09

8:00 PM

BIO-3S-L03/ L04

CHEM-2A-L02/L02
Solar Training
Lect
WIT
David Castillo - Cont Abela
5:30-9:30pm

BIO-35-L03/L04

10/20-12/09
Lahmann

Lahmann

8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

I

PSYCH-l-L02

PSYCH-l-L02

800AM

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

CAPACITY - 70
Phone# 3651

•

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

Educational Services

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

801

Aerobics Lab

OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

7:30 AM
8:00AM
8:30 AM

PE-7/S-L01

Smith

NC-157-L02

Smith

NC-157-L02

NC-157-L01

Smith

NC-157-L01

Smith

10:00 AM

NC-1S7-L02

9:00 AM

10:30 AM Smith
11:00AM MCHS

MCHS

MCHS
Smith

Smith

11 :30 AM

PE-7/S-L02
Brooks

PE-7/S-L02
Brooks

PE-7/S-L02
Srooks

PE-7/S-L01

9:30 AM

12:00 PM
1230 PM
1:00 PM

PE-7/S-L04

PE-7/S-L04

Johnson

Johnson

MCHS
Cheerleading

MCHS
Cheerleading

1:30 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM
3:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM
4:30 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM

PE-7/8-L03

6:00 PM
6:30 PM

Comm Ed 8/31-10/7/10

Comm Ed 8/31-10/7/10

Brenda Johnson
5:15-6:15

Brenda Johnson
5:15-6:15

Johnson

7:00 PM
7:30 PM
8:00 PM

PE-7/8-L03
Johnson

AOJ-50A-LOl
Meets here
Sept. 21, 28

Comm. Ed. Salsa AOl-50A-LOl
Meets here
10/20Sept. 16,23

8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

Terry Davis

Terry Davis

CAPACITY - 40
Phone# 3522

SAT

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

811

Weight Room (Lab)

OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY

7:30 AM

PE-16/19/21-LOl
Olson

PE-16/19/21-LOl
Olson

PE-16/19/21-LOl
Olson

800 AM

MCHS

MCHS

MCHS

7:00 AM

8 30 AM
900AM
9:30AM

MCHS

MCHS

10:00 AM
10:30 AM
11 :30 AM

Ragsdale

PE-19/21-L02
Ragsdale

12:00 PM

MCHS

MCHS

11 :00AM PE-19/21-L02

PE-19/21-L02
Ragsdale

12 30PM
1:00 PM
130 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM
3 00 PM
3:3 0 PM
4:00 PM
4:30 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM

PE-23-LOl

PE-23-LOl

Olson

Olson

7:00 PM
7:30 PM
8: 00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

CAPACITY - 40
Phone# 3523

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

Educational Services

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

82 1

Nursing Lecture

OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY

SAT

7:30 AM
8:00 AM

POLSCI-4-LOl

8:30AM

Wilds

9:00 AM

NURS-l-LOl
1st 9 wks

9:30 AM

NURS-2-LOl
2nd 9 wks

10:00AM

NURS-l0l-LOl

10:30AM

NURS-l-LOl
1st 9 wks

POLSCI-4-LOl

Wilds

HS-61-LOl

CPR Tra ining

NURS-2-LOl
2nd 9 wks

POLSCI-4-LOl

11/3/2010
9-4p m

Wilds

NURS-l0l-LOl

-

11:00AM
11:30AM
1200 PM

Dolata

12 :30 PM

NURS-3-LOl

CPR Tra ining
Joe Lau Letta

Dolata

10/13 & 10/2 0

NURS-3-LOl

1:00 PM
1:30 PM
2:00 PM

Smart

2:30 PM

Smart

Fairchild

3:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM

PE-48-LOl
2nd 9 wks

430 PM
5:00 PM

Hassman

5:30 PM
6:00 PM

EMT-l-L02

EMT-l-LOl

EMT-l-L02

EMT-l-LOl

Herrera

LauLetta

Herrera

LauLetta

6:30 PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM

Wkfce Dev 10/15
Judy Terrazas

9:30 PM

VIDEO CONFERENCE

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

CAPACITY - 30
Phone# 3660

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

821A

Nursing Lab

OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMEST ER
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

7:30 AM
8:00AM
8:30 AM
9:00AM
930AM
10:00 AM
10:30 AM
11:00AM
11 :30AM
12:00 PM
12:30 PM
1:00 PM
1:30 PM
200 PM
230 PM
3:00 PM

4:30 PM

CNA
HS-61-LOl
Skills Labs

5:00 PM

8/18 to 9/3; 9/22;

3:30 PM
4:00 PM

CNA
HS-61-LOl
Skills Labs

5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM
800 PM
830PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

CAPACITY - 30
Phone# 3661

CNA
HS-61-LOl
Skills Labs

SAT

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

831

Art Lab

OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER
HOUR

TUESDAY

MONDAY

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

7:30 AM
8:00 AM
8:30 AM
9:00 AM
9:30 AM

ART -15ABCD-L03

ART-15ABCD-L03

Hill

Hill

ART-15ABCD-LOl

ART -15ABCD-LO 1

McDowell

McDowell

10 :00 AM
10:30 AM
11 :00AM
11 :30AM
12:00 PM
12:30 PM
1:00 PM
1:30 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM
3:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM

ART-15ABCD-L02

ART -15ABCD-L02

McDowell

McDowell

4:30 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

CAPACITY - 40
Phone# 3652

FRIDAY

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

Educational Services

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

841

Culinary Lab

OPEN ROOM TIMES

SPRING 2008 SEMESTER
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

7:30AM
8:00AM
8:30AM
9:00AM

CUL-5S-LOl

CUL-55-LOl

930AM
10:00AM
1030 AM
11:00AM CUL-58-LOl
11 :30 AM

CUL-S8-LOl
Raja

Raja

12:00 PM
12:30 PM
1:00 PM Raja

CUL-56-LOl

Raja

CUL-S6-LOl
Bacci

1:30 PM

Bacci

200 PM RM-61-LOl

CUL-53-LOl

RM-61-LOl

CUL-53-LOl

Bacci

Raia

Bacci

2:30 PM
3:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM Raja
4:30 PM
500 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM CUL-54-LOl
7:30 PM Raja

CUL-54-LOl
Raja

8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

ours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

CAPACITY - 20
Phone# 3512

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

851

Maint Mechanic Lab

OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SAT

7:30 AM
8:00AM

Truck Driving

Truck Driving

Truck Driving

Truck Driving

Truck Driving

Forklift
Operator
Course

8:30 AM
9:00 AM

Aug. 16-

Aug. 16-

Aug. 16-

Aug. 16-

Aug. 16-

9:30 AM

Aug. 27

Aug. 27

Aug. 27

Aug. 27

Aug. 27
lS-Sep

10:00 AM

10:30 AM David Castillo - C David Castillo - C David Castillo - C David Castillo - C David Castillo - C David
11:00AM
11:30AM S:00-4:00pm

S:00-4:00pm

S:00-4:00pm

8:00-4:00pm

S:00-4:00pm

Castillo
8am-4pm

12:00 PM
12:30 PM
1:00 PM
1:30 PM
200 PM
2:30 PM
300 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM
4:30 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
600 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Solar Training
10/20-12/095:30-9:30

Solar Training
WIT
David Castillo - Contact
Industrial
5:30-9:30pm
Electron ic
Troubleshooting 10/22-12/09
David Castillo - Contact
July 19-

Oct. 14
5:30-9:00pm
Residential Electrical
MWF S-9pm Oct lS-Dec17

Industrial
Electronic
Troubleshooting
David Castillo - Contact
July 19Oct. 14
5:30-9:00pm

Residential Elect~ical
MWF S-9pm Oct lS-Dec17

CAPACITY Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

Phone# 3469

Residential Electrical
MWF S-9pm Oct lS-Dec17

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

Educational Services

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

861
OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

7:30 AM
8:00 AM
8:30 AM
9:00AM
9:30AM
1000 AM
10:30 AM
11:00AM
11 :30AM
12:00 PM
12:30 PM
1:00 PM
1:30 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM
3:00 PM
3:30 PM

PE-44B-LOl
Olson

PE-44B-LOl
Olson

4:00 PM
4:30 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM

PE-44-LOl
Olson

PE-44-LOl
Olson

6:30 PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

CAPACITY - 40
Phone# 3468

FRIDAY

SAT

11/4/2010
4:26 PM

1003

CDC Classroom

OPEN ROOM TIMES

Fall 2010 SEMESTER
HOUR

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

7:30 AM
800 AM
8:30 AM
9:00 AM
9:30AM
10:00 AM
10:30 AM
11 :00AM
11:30AM
12:00 PM
12:30 PM
1:00 PM
1:30 PM
2:00 PM
230 PM
3:00 PM
3:30 PM

CD-23-L01
1st 6 wks
CD-17A-L01
2nd 6 wks
CD-17B-L01
3rd 6wks

CD-16-L01

CD-4-L01

CD-21-L01

CD-7-L01

Padilla

Scherer

Brady

4:00 PM
430 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM

CD-12B-L01
Kr

Brady

8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

CAPACITY - 40
Phone#

FRIDAY

SAT

11/4/2010
4 :26 PM

Off Campus Classes
§ PR.I G 2008 Sf ESTE
Fall 2010 SEMESTE
LOCATION
LSC - Lem oore
Soccer Complex

M ONDAY

T UESDA Y

WEDNESDAY

THU RSDAY

FRIDAY

H VGC - Harvest
Valley Go lf Co urse

?

Hours used per week:
full semester:
first nine weeks:
second nine weeks:

Educational Services

Page 1 of2

Welcome to MySchooiBuilding

West Hills Community College District - Maintenance Work Request System

WEST
~~!!!!!!!!!!!l!!!!1 HILLS
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I
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I

"

I

I

LOGOUT

HELP

•
Maint Request
• My Requests
• Settings
• He lp

•

Welcome to the WHCCD Work Order System
To submit your request complete the following form .

0' Indicates required information.
Step 1 Please be yourself, click here if you are not sylvia dorseyrobinson
First Name

Last Name

Email

)15"yroblf I 501l

Pager

Phone

Mobile Phone

S599253331
Step 2 Location

0'

-- Select Location -Building
-- Select Bu ild ing -Area
-- Select Area --

D

Area/Room Number

0'

Yes, remember my area entries for my next new request entry .

Step 3 Select Problem Type:

0'

Maintenance Help Desk: Click on the problem type below that best describes your issue.

EJ
""

Air Conditioning

h t l Alarm

Athletic Fields

~ Backflow
Carpentry

Cabinetry

"" .

Appliance
Repair

\

Bleachers

~

1+:> Carpet Repair
~

........ Ceiling Tile

Ceilings
1/

Clocks/Bells

~~

.

"

Desk Repair

4IiI Concrete
-

0

Doors and
Hardware

, Asphalt

~ Boiler

f1!t, Catering
--r[

W

Chillers

Ceramic Tile

Custodial

-c:~ Delivery

V

( ) Electrical

II

https://wv..TW.myschoolbuilding.comlmyschoolbuilding/myrequest.asp

~

Electronic Door Access

1211212010

Welcome to MySchoolBuilding

Equipment

Page 2 of2

®

~

J
l

Miscellaneous

Ramps/Platforms

Glass\Window
Repairs

Fire Extinguishers

Graffiti

Hazmat/Waste

!

Heating/Ventilation /Air
Conditioning

Key and Lock

Kitchen Hood

rx

Lighting

Painting

Pest Control

ttc

Plumbing

';;~, Downspout

t~ Irrigation

Step 4

rn

;;: ~ Gutter

Grounds

"

Fire Alarm
~ System

Furniture
Repair

Furniture

#

iJ

,..... Exhaust Fans

1+1*' Restrooms

Please describe your problem or request.

Roof

EEl

Windows

[{1

Step 5 Purpose
-- Select Purpose - -

Step 6 Attachment
Attach New File (Maximum allowed is two attachments with a size of 3MB or less per file.)

Step 7 Submittal Password

[{1
Forgot Password?

Step 8 [ Submit 1
NOTE : You will receive the following notifications.
You will be notified receipt of your request.
You will be notified of request assignment to a technician.
You will be notified of status changes to your request.
You will be notified if this request is completed.
You will be notified if this request is declined.

Maint Request

My Requests

Conditions of Use

My Settings

Help

I Privacy Policy I Help

Copyright © 1999-2010 SchooIDude.com, Inc . All Rights Reserved.

https:llwww.myschoolbuilding.comlmyschoolbuilding/myrequest.asp

CIP : 198.189 .228 .4
SID :MSBOS
DID :4
CUA:MSIE 7.0

1211212010

Dorsey-Robinson, Sylvia
Jorgens, Anne
Wednesday, April 21 , 2010 10:58 AM
Warkentin, Don ; Lewallen, Willard ; Gornick, Frank
Stoppenbrink, Ken; 'Ken and Leslie Lake' ; Bolt, Dave; Dorsey-Robinson, Sylvia; Hall, Marlon;
Ruble, Joel; Lopez, Jose P.; Clement, Robert
RE: Table-top ICS team training sessions

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Don , can you select one more day and time (2 for each location) .
Thanks

Anne Jorgens

From: Warkentin, Don
Sent: Wednesday, April 21, 2010 10:55 AM
To: Jorgens, Anne; Lewallen, Willard; Gornick, Frank
Cc: Stoppenbrink, Ken; 'Ken and Leslie Lake'; Bolt, Dave; Dorsey-Robinson, Sylvia; Hall, Marlon; Ruble, Joel; Lopez, Jose
P.; Clement, Robert
Subject: RE: Table-top ICS team training sessions

For Lemoore - the afternoon of May 11 will work for us.
From: Jorgens, Anne
Sent: Wednesday, April 21, 2010 9:16 AM
To: Jorgens, Anne; Lewallen, Willard; Warkentin, Don; Gornick, Frank
Cc: Stoppenbrink, Ken; Ken and Leslie Lake
Subject: RE: Table-top ICS team training sessions

Good Morning :
Consultant Ken Lake has provided the fol lowing dates for possible ICS Team train ing sessions .
There will be two - 2 hour training sessions for each site (to be on different days) , please let me know your
preference so the sessions can be scheduled right away, thanks .
All day - April 29 th & 30 th •
Afternoon May 11 th o
Morning May 12 th .
All day - May 20 th & 21 st .
All day - May 27'h & 28 th .
Coalinga College :

Sess ion one date _________ _____ __ and time ___ ____________ _
Sess ion two date ______ _____ __ __ _ and t i me _________ _______

Lemoore College:

Session one date ___ ______ _______ and time _______________ _
Session two date ___________ _____ and time _______________ _

Firebaugh Center :

Session one date ________________ and time __________ _____ _
Session two date ________________ and time _________ ______ _

District Offi ce:

Session one date ________________ and time _______ ________ _
Session two date __________ ______ and time _______________ _

Thanks again.

1

Anne Jorgens

2
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INCIDENT COMMAND SYSTEM (ICS)
TEAM MEMBER
CRISIS RESPONSE INFORMATION

2010

.~ G J"f C01(

West Hills Community College District
Last WHCCD Update

~}il.>;J
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J( UI'dIlJ

t

'/

j?/tJ"

West Hills Community College
CRISIS RESPONSE INFORMATION 2010
Site:

CRISIS MANAGEMENT - FIRST THINGS

../

.

ITEM

DELEGATED/NOTES

911 called?
Call for additional help?
Lockdown or evacuate?
Provide immediate first aid if
necessary and/or possible
Activate ICS Team?
Assign point person to
direct emergency
responders if needed
Establish Emergency
Operations Center?
Location?
Assign ICS Command Team
functions as needed
Assign additional response
teams as needed
Establish initial objectives
Activate accountability
procedures, including
sweep teams if necessary
Establish needed staging
areas

West Hills Community College District
Last WHCCD Update

TIME

West Hills Community College
CRISIS RESPONSE INFORMATION 2010
Site:

FIRST THINGS ,/

CONTINUED
DELEGATED/NOTES

ITEM

TIME

I

Establish communication
with community responders
Establish unified command
with responders?
Update ICS team regularly
Set all staff update schedule,
assign responsibility
Obtain update from PIO
regarding media situation
Obtain update from Planning
regarding Critical Incident
Stress Management (CISM)
Begin strategies for rumor
control
I

Asses need for community
and/or parent meetings
Plan for debriefing of ICS
team
Plan for all staff debriefing

West Hills Community College District
Last WHCCD Update

!

West Hills Community College District
CRISIS RESPONSE INFORMATION 2010
Site:
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Assignments as of: Oate/Oay_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Time: _ _ _ __
WHCCO
Incident Commander
Public Information
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Other WHCCD Internal Contacts
Name

Office Phone

Cell Phone
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West Hills Community College District
Last WHCCD Update

Other

West Hills Community College
CRISIS RESPONSE INFORMATION 2010
Site:

Other Emergency Contacts
Name

Office Phone

Cell
Phone

I

!

,

West Hills Community College District
Last WHCCD Update

Other

West Hills Community College
CRISIS RESPONSE INFORMATION 2010
Site:

Evacuation Locations:
Primary Evacuation Site:
Secondary Evacuation
Site:

Relocation Sites

I Primary Relocation Site:

Other Possible Locations/Sites

Notes:

West Hills Community College District
Last WHCCD Update

West Hills Community College District
CRISIS RESPONSE INFORMATION 2010
Site:

WHCCD Accountability
Department I
Building

Green
(OK)

Red
(Problem)

Notes

West Hills Community College District
Last WHCCD Update

Notes:

West Hills Community College District
Last WHCCD Update

West Hills Community College
CRISIS RESPONSE INFORMATION 2010
Site:

RADIO PROCEDURES
Stay on channel

unless directed to

Know what you are going to say before transmitting
Identify to whom you want to speak - then identify yourself
Hold down transmit key, pause, then begin speaking
Transmit pertinent information only - no idle chatter
Outsiders, including media, can monitor transmissions

West Hills Community College District
Last WHCCD Update

t
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WHC LEMOORE -ICS

TEAr~

CONTACT INFORMATION

E-MAIl.

NAME

EXTENSIO

PHONE NUMBER

INCIDENT COMMANDER
MARLON HALL
DAVE BOLT

marlonhall@westhillscolleae.com
davebolt@westhillscolleae.com

OPERATIONS CHIEF
VINCE MONTOYA
STEPHANIE ATKINSON
JOE SAVOPOLOS
CHRIS CAMARENA

vmcemontova@westhillscQllege.com
steohanieatkinson-alston@westhillscollege.com
Iioesavopolos@westhillscolleae.com
chriscamarena@westhillscollege.com

I
I

J1'<'!l!

3324
3222

240-0919
212-5261

3253
3213
3408

217-9807
288-1036
707-9105
924-6890 1116*103094-21

TV
BRIAN ABELA
DR. CLIFTON HARRIS

brianabela@westhillscolleae.com
cliftonharris@westhillscolleae.com

623-1504

PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICE
FRANCES SQUIRE
FELICIA TORREZ
MARTY ENNES

LIAISON
RON OXFORD
VICTOR ROSA
SCOTT YOUNG
LOGISTICS CHIEF
TONY GARCIA
FREDDY VASQUEZ
JOHN IERONIMO
JOHNATHAN BERNAL
ED ZAVALA
ERIC CASTELLON

francessauire@westhillscolleae.com
feliciatorrez@westhillscolleae.com
martvennes@westhillscolleg.com

2134
2132
3628

250-6389
312-5519
925-1959/362-1870

ronoxford@westhillcolleae.com

3403
3552
3421

299-9493/217-3112

vrosa@luhsd.k12.ca.us

scottvoung@westhillscollege.com

212-5376
904-2519

2231
3250
3250
3250
3250

antoniogarcia@westhillscollege.com
freddwasQuez@westhillscollege.com
iiohnieronimo@westhillscolleae.com
Iiohnathanbernal@westhillscollege.com
edwardzavala@westhillscolleae.com
ericcastelloo@westhillscollege.com

362-8815
375-8510/904-6858

381-7813
582-8255/707-2807

375-8510

3250

PLANNING & INTELIGENCE
JOSE LOPEZ
MARTA HENDRICKSON
ANGELA TOS
SYLVIA DORSEY-ROBINSON

772-7175

860-8488
905-4466
3324
3331

917-6926
707-2688

ADMINISTRATION & FINANCE
ANNE JORGENS
WENDY PAXTON

anneioraens@westhillscolleae.com

wendYQaxton@westhillscollege.com

I

2116
3204/3250

r

935-3715
816-5506/312-6511

I

I.C.S. CALL DOWN LIST
EMERGENCY
)- 911 EXCEPT ON 10/16/07 584-9276

FACILITIES
~

VINCE MONTOYA 925-3253
~ WENDY PAXTON 925-3204/925-3250

CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER
)- KATHY WATTS 934 - 2393
)- NANCY JEFFCOACH 925 - 3379

CHARTER SCHOOLS
)- VICTOR ROSA (H.S.) 925 - 3552
)-CHRIS CAMARENA (M.S.) 925 - 6890

DISTRICT OFFICE
)- BECKY CANTU 934 - 2159

LEPRINO
)-924-7000

Dorsey-Robinson, Sylvia
From:
Sent:
To:

OIiverSmith , Glenda
Friday, May 21 , 20104:47 PM
Amaya-Guenon , Linda; Clement, Robert; Dartenay, Pamela; DeOchoa, Michelle; Dolata,
Cynthia ; Droker, Stephanie ; Fortune, Allen ; Freeman , Charles ; Garcia, Angela ; Gonzalez,
Mariadelaluz; Jimenez, Eva ; Jones , Joy; Kennedy, Vera ; Kerns, Valarie ; McGee, Tiffani;
Olson , Kent S.; Orange, Leo ; Rai , Rupinder; Riddle , Rebecca; Rodriguez, Mike ; Sedgwick ,
Gary; Sheffield, Kimberly; Squire, Frances Anna; Talford , Riley; Vasquez, Freddy; Velazquez,
Marco ; Villarreal, Oscar; Zippel, Mark; Abela, Brian; Alvarado , Lupe; Andrade , Francess;
Avitia , Amber; Babb, David; Balcazar, Priscilla; Barginear, Angela; Barner, Etsel; Barr, Ann;
Barragan, Sherry; Bellamy, James; Beloof, Lawrence ; Benitez, Veronica; Bernal , Johnathan;
Birrell , Jameson; Bolt, Dave ; Brasil , Pamela; Briones, Susie P.; Bryant, America ; Byars ,
Fidela; Cadena, Jennifer; Camarena, Chris; Castagna , Kim ; Castellon , Erick; Christy, Debra;
Crider, Kyle; Daniels, Neomi; Davis, Terry; DeJaime, Elizabeth; Denberg , Rose M.; DorseyRobinson , Sylvia ; Echeveste , Esequiel; Eldridge, Sharon ; Ennes, Marty L. ; Espinoza, Laura;
Fonseca , Barbara ; Freitas , Aimee ; Galindo, Maryann ; Ganter, Frieda ; Garcia, Tina ; Gibson ,
Bob ; Grijalva , Veronica; Gutierrez, Ana; Hall, Lataria ; Hall, Marlon ; Hall, Robert; Harris, Clifton ;
Hendrickson, Marta; Hernandez, Tiffany G.; Howard , Libra M.; leronimo, John ; Jackson ,
Shawn ; Jeffcoach, Nancy; Jimenez, Donna; Jones, Mildred ; Jurado, Griselda ; Kraft-Chapman,
Pat; Kron , Brian W.; Larson , Tammy; Lopez, Jose P; McDowell, Michael; Moreno, Michael;
Murrieta, Jose G.; Neer, Dave ; Neves, Rebecca; OliverSmith , Glenda; Olson , Melinda;
Oxford , Ron ; Paden , Monte ; Preston , James L.; Quilici , Teresa ; Ragsdale , Rodney; Raia,
Christian ; Rengh , David-Michael; Rivero, Elizabeth ; Rogers, Joel ; Ruble, Joel; Sanchez, Rene
L. ; Santillan , Laura A ; Savopolos, Joe; Shehorn , Jacqueline ; Silvestre, Anna M.; Simas ,
Adrienne ; Simonson , Lenore D.; Smart, Marleen ; Sterling , Kurt; Stieve, Karen; Suter,
Monique; Torres , Elva ; Tos, Angela ; Whitener, Susan ; Williams , Sharon ; Young , Janet;
Young , Scott D.; Avila , Pedro ; Bass, Cheryl; Cantu , Becky; Cathy Barabe ; Cox, Jana ;
Edwards , Diane; Georgatos , Darlene ; Goldsmith , Carole ; Gore , Debbie; Gornick, Frank;
Isaac, Donna; Henslick, Jeanne ; Stoppenbrink, Ken ; Kozlowski, Michelle D. ; Oman , Linda;
Lourenco, Maria; Cavazos, Maria E.; Millett, Mark; Ramsey, Jack; Cavins, Sandy; Santino,
Monica ; Schawe, Jean ; Souza , Tina ; Stearns, Keith A ; Weatherman, Tammy; Trevino,
Thelma ; Torrez, Felicia ; Watts, Kathy; Bill Henry (billhenry@lemoorenet.com) ; Edna Ivans
(eivans@thegrid.net) ; Henry Bill (bhenry@central.k12 .ca .us) ; Ivans, Edna ; Jeff Levinson
(Ievinson@griswoldlasalle .com) ; Mark McKean (mckean@psnw.com); Minnite, Jack; Nina
Oxborrow (noxborrow@lightspeed .net) ; Steve Cantu
President Warkentin's Weekly Update

Subject:

Sending on behalfofPresident Warkentin:
May 21,

2010

As we wind down the year and prepare for our commencement exercises, one wonders where the time
went. It seems like it was just yesterday that we began the fall semester wondering how we were going

to survive the reduced sections, complete the work while staff were on furloughs, continue the quality
of instruction with faculty taking furloughs, and just wondering if we could maintain our excellence.
Even though I'm the eternal optimist, I too was worried about how we were going to meet our budget
reductions and maintain staff positions. Even though our enrollment headcount decreased, we were
able to fill our classes (thanks to all faculty who agreed to take additional students) and thus meet our
FIE target. We were able to continue our budget reductions and identified an additional $540,000 in
reductions for next year. These dollars win be used to maintain staffing as best we can. I'm also
hopeful the governor's proposed budget for community colleges holds for this coming year.
All this and we still have over 400 students receiving their associated degrees and certificates next
week. This is an increase over last year. My sincere appreciation goes out to all of you for a great job
under difficult circumstances. You all deserve a pat on the back!
1

•

T.E.A.M. Teach Final Huddle - Congratulations to James Preston and Tiffany for another
great year with the T.E.A.M. Teach program. On Thursday James held the final huddle of the
year and honored members who will be transferring to four year colleges and seeking their goal
of becoming a teacher. Also on Wednesday T.E.A.M. Teach provided a free dinner for all
members interested in becoming a vocational (CTE) teacher with information for careers in
nursing, business, early childhood education, culinary, and agriculture. Additional
information was provided on the requirements of a designated subject teaching credential.
Great workshops and recognition events.

•

Transfer Center Recognition Dinner - Last evening Michael Rodriquez, Angela
Bargineer, Joy Jones, and Jacquelin Davis organized the Transfer Center's 5th annual Transfer
Student Recognition dinner. The event honored students who have been utilizing the transfer
center throughout the year and will be transferring to four year colleges in the fall. Some of the
colleges our students will be transferring to include: UCLA, UC Berkeley, UC Davis, UC Santa
Cruz, UC Santa Barbara, UC Irvine, CSU Fresno, CSU Monterey Bay, CSU Fullerton, Cal Poly,
San Jose State, Fresno Pacific, Brandam, and the University of Tennessee. Wow! What a great
accomplishment for our students and a great big thank you to the staff in our Transfer/Career
Center.

•

Certified Nurse's Assistant Certification - Tonight thirteen students
be receiving
their Certified Nurse's Assistant certificates in a special recognition ceremony provided by our
nursing program. Charles Freeman, Marleen Smart, and Cynthia Dolata will be awarding
students their certificates and special awards tonight. The students will be taking their state
board licensing exams on Monday.

•

Incident Command System Training - This afternoon the college's emergency response
team participated in the second of two training workshops to prepare for possible emergencies
that could occur on campus. This is part of the federal requirement for all schools and colleges
to regularly train for emergency preparedness. Today's training session included possible
emergency simulations and tested our team's response. Our team did very well, but we
definitely need regular practice and drills to hone our skills. As an fyi, we have designated the
administration building as our command center. This means in an actual emergency the
Incident Command Team could take over offices and/ or draft admin individuals as support
personnel until the full team arrives. All in all it was a good exercise.

•

Board of Trustees Meeting - At Tuesday's meeting our Board of Trustees approved our
college's Mission and Vision statement which allows us to meet one of the accreditation
standards. We are required to regularly review our mission and vision and after a lengthy
process that began in February we now can report that we have met the standard for our SelfStudy document. Thanks to all involved in the process.

•

Foundation Board Meeting - On Wednesday our WHCCD Foundation held their regular
meeting via video conference. This was a first and it allowed Lemoore area members to attend
the meeting with Coalinga area members by not having to travel to the district office. During
the meeting Frances reported a tentative net profit for the President's Scholars Golf

""ill
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Tournament of approximately $89,000. This was the largest thus far and a great testament to
the support for the program and the colleges by our community. Congratulations to all!

•

Athletics - What can I say 'bout them Eagles? What an unbelievable day Monday was for our
college and our men's golf team. In fact, the last three weeks have been incredible beginning
with winning the conference championship back on May 3 rd . Who would have thought that
West Hills could ,,\Tin the "Triple Crown" in community college golf? The "Trifecta" for horse
lovers! We not only won the conference championship, but won the Northern California
Regional's, and then the state championship. Wednesday's award banquet was a fitting tribute
to the team, their parents, and coaches. Bob, Dave and Tim put on a great event with many
awards and recognition for all. What made this season even more incredible is that our team
consisted of local and area players. Two players are from Lemoore, two from Hanford, one
from Tulare, and one from Fresno. Great job Dave and Tim!

This will be the last update for the year so have a great weekend and see you all at
graduation!
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WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
I.C.S. DRILL

October 16, 2007
TRANSCRIPTION
9:55 am - W. Paxton Activated I.C.S. Members through
Berbee System
9:59 am - Can from OperatIons Chief Montoya, that there are
victims In the Library 1 down
10:01am - Liaison Ron cans in to I.C. that there are severa1
victims.
10:01 am -I.C. Dr. Hall sends Safety Officer Dr. Harris to set
up a first aid area In a safe place and report back to
I.C. Hall oftha location.
10:03 am - Safety Office Dr. Harris informs I.C. Dr. Hall that
the First Aid area has been set up at the N. side of
the Food Court.

10:04 am -I.C. Dr. Hall sends Logistics Chief T. Garcia to help
with the evacuation of the Library.
10:06 am - I.C. Dr. Hall calls Logistics Chief T. Garcia to assist
with the injured victims in the Library.
10:06 am -I.C. Dr. Hall asked Logistics Chief F. Vasquez if
there Is fire or explosions. and if the utilities have
been shut off.
10:06 am -I.C. Dr. Hall asked Operations Chief Montoya how
many are Injured. Operations Chief Montoya replies
I'm not sure but we have students down.

10:07 am -I.C. Dr. Hall sends Planning and Intelligence J.
Lopez to the First Aid area.
10:07 am - Liaison Ron calls I.C. Dr. Han to report that three
(3) out of the five (5) victims are being treated by
emergency crews.
10:08 am -I.C. Dr. Hall receives a call from Operations Chief
Montoya that C.D.C. is okay.
10:09 am - I.C. Dr. Hall is notified that the Emergency Crews
have arrived.
10:09 am - Logistics Chief F. Vasquez reports to I.C. Dr. Hall
that the gas has been shut off.
10:09 am -I.C. Dr. Hall calls for Logistics to have a cart taken
to the east side of the library.
10:09 am - I.C. Dr. Hall receives a call from Operations Chief
Montoya that there Is more fire and smoke in the
library and that there has NOT been any
explosions.
10:10 am -I.C. Dr. Hall sends Liaison V. Rosa to assist at the
First Aid Center.
10:11 am -I.C. Dr. Hall receives a call from PJ.O. M. Ennes
that a parent called in and was worried about a
friend coming to pick: up her child from C.D.C., I.C.
Hall stated that he would contact the C.D.C. Center.
10:12 am .... A call comes in that they need assistance at First
Ald. I.C. Hall senda Planning and Intelligence A.
Tosto the Firat Aid Center.
10:12 am - A. Tos contactal.C. Helland reports that they
Victims are receiving treatment.

10:13 am - Operations Chief Montoya, and liaison S. Young
contacts I.C. Dr. Hall and states that the Library has
been evacuated. Operations Chief J. Savopolos
confirms.
10:14 am - A. Tos contacts I.C. Hall and reports that the
emergency crews are with the victims.
10:14 am - I.C. Dr. Hall is notified by logistics Chief F.
Vasquez that the electric has been checked.
10: 16 am - I.C. Dr. Hall Is informed by Safety Officer Dr. Harris
that the First Aid has been moved to the east side of
the library.
10:17 am - I.C. Dr. Hall contacts logistics Chief E. Zavala to
assist with the control of the Media at the 100
building.
10:17 am -I.C. Dr. Han hl;ls been informed by Operations Chief
C. Camarena that the Charter students are
accounted for.
10: 18 am .... I.C. Commander sends Planning and Intelligence
M. Hendrickson to assist with Media at the 100
building.
10:19 am - I.C. Commander M. Hall is Informed that the Fire
Department is doing a final sweep of the library.
10:21 am -I.C. Dr. Hall is told that there are seven (7) injured.
10:22 am - I.C. Dr. Hall is contacted and told that the
Refrigerators were not working in the Food Court.
Operations Chief Montoya Interjected and said to
clos8 the Food Court down.

10:23 am -I.C. Dr. Hall was notified by Operations Chief
Montoya that the audible was off but the strobes
were still on.
10:24 am - PJ.O. M. Ennes asks for help with Barbara Boxer.
10:25 am - Planning and Intelligence A. Tos notifies I.C. Dr.
Hall that five (5) vlcttms have been transported to
the hospital.
10:25 am -I.C. Dr. Hall sends logistics F. Vasquez to
evacuate the Athletic Department.
10:26 am - I.C. Dr. Hall is notified that lupe Alvarado and
Sharon Williams are missing. I.C. Hall contacts
liaison R. Oxford to confirm if they reported to work,
Oxford confirms.
10:27 am -I.C. Hall sends liaison R. Oxford to check the 100
Building for lupe and Sharon.
10:27 am -I.C. Hall is contacted by Liaison S. Young and told
that he has located lupe Alvarado. she had been
evacuated to the right side of the library.
10:28 am - Planning and Intelligence A. Tos notifies I.C. Dr.
Hall that she will look for Sharon.
10:29 am -I.C. Hafl is notified that the fire in the Library is
getting larger.
.
10:30 am -logistics Chief F. Vasquez lets I.C. Hall know that
the Athletic Department has been cleared and
evacuated.
10:31 am -I.C. Hall was notified that Sharon Williams has been
located at the 100 building and is okay.

10:32 am - I.C. Hall contacted Logistics Chief F. Vasquez and
logistics Chief E. Zavala to help with handling the
press.
10:33 am ..... I.C. Hall sends Logistics Chief E. Castellon to help
with press control at the 100 building.
10:34 am ..... LC. Dr. Hall contacts Logistics Chief J. Bernal and
J. leronimo to come to the I.C.S. Primary Meeting
Area.
10:35 am -I.C. Hall sends logistics Chief J. Bernal and J.
leronlmo to retrieve a nst of items.
10:36 am - I.C. Dr. Hall asks Planning and Intelligence A. Tos if
she has the name of the Victims.
10:38 am - I.C. Hall is contacted by liaison S. Young and
notified that the computers are up and in working
order.
10:39 am -I.C. Hall is contacted by President Warkentin and
notified that there will be a press conference in five
(5) minutes.
10:40 am -I.C. Hall is notified that all Charter Students are
accounted for.
10:41 am -I.C. Hall contacts Operations Chief Montoya to see
if the campus has been cleared by Emergency
Officials.
10:41 am - P.I.O. M. Ennes contacts I.C. Han to see if he
knows if the Campus Is being cleared.
10:42 am - Planning and InteUigence contacts I.C. Hall and
notifies Dr. Hall that five (5) victims have been
transported to Regional Hospital and two (2) victims
have been transported to Hanford.

10:44 am -I.C. Hall is notified that the Stations have been
pulled.
10:45 am -I.C. Dr. Hall sends Planning and Intelligence M.
Hendrickson to Hanford Hospital and Logistics Chief
T. Garcia to Regional Hospital.
10:45 am -I.C. Dr. Hall is contacted by President Warkentin
and notified that he will be doing a Press
Conference at 11 :OOam at the 100 building.
10:48 am - Operations Chief Montoya contacts I.C. Dr. Hall
and lets him know that additional emergency
(helicopter and vehicle) have been cancelled.
10:48 am - I.C.S. Team is asked to go for briefing.

Jorgen., Anne

Subject:

Montoya. Vince R.
Frklay. October 19, 2007 9:32 NtA
Jorgana. Anne
ICS TRANSCRIPTlON.WendY_

Attach....nta:

ICS TRANSCRIPTlON.doc

From:

sent:
To:

~
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Emergency Drill
10/16107

10:00 Lm. libnuy fire alarm goes off
Liaison Ron runs 10 east end of library lots of smoke and counts three iIUured students
Liaison Ron rum back to circulation desk aod dials 911 10 report (he is placed on bold)
He instructs everyone to evacuate buildiq and report 10 the back of the Admin building.
Liaison Ron reports. "There's been a plane crash east end of library. lots of smoke and
inj1.D'ed students ..• Please send emergency services. ,t
Dispatcher asked for exact location Liaison Ron responded, "couldn't live exact location
due 10 smoke" just on the east side of hDraty." Liaison Ron reported, ''we are currently
evacuatina everyone out."
Liaison Ron reported over radio to Ie Marlon. "rve called 911. Uaison Ron in Library
ern.crgCtl.cy services on the way."

Liaison Ron went to the injured students asked, "'are you okay." Liaison Ron asleSsed
injuries?
liaison Ron reported to OC Vince. "there were three irUured students that he could see
please advise ...."
OC Vince repork:d, "if they were able to move to please evacuate them out of the
build;na·,.
M&:O staff and OC Vince EVed. OC Vince directed MaO staff to help move some of
the injured IS well IS Liaison Ron they exited out the cast side door close to the server
room. Liaison Ron DlIde sure to tell the wounded, "we are aolDa to be carry you
outside,"
Liaison Ron called Ie Marlon. ''where do we take wouodcd? Some are severe... tt While
Liaison waited for response they sat for a little on brick wall outside h'brary.
oe Vince responded beck to Liaison Ron. "take them away from building.tt
Liaison Ron responded back. "I am takina them to the cut end oflibruy close to the road
so that emeraency crews will have access to them."
OC Vince asked, "how many injuredT' Liaison Roo reportl:d.. U IO far ttne iDJured copy
that?"
.
Liaison Ron asked, ..this is Liaison Ron is building empty'rLiailOn Scott responded.
"yes. buildina is empty!' OC Joe also contlrmcd bui1diq ill empty.

"oc ViDce when: is our IPO Marty. peas is asIdq queaioos and
need to cH.rect them toWllldl our IPOT'
NO answer so LWson Ron asked, "IC Marlon where ill our IPO located., press wants
Jjaison RoD asked.

answers.1t
Liaison Ron commented to press. "no comment at this time IPO win discuu this I"m
waitina to act a location•... Pleue st.md blc1c away tiom the injUICd."

Liaison Ron called apin. "PIO where are you locatedT'

Liaison Ron called apin.. "le Marlon we need emcqency services on east side of library
we have three itUured, one is loosiq consciousness please respond.··
No response ..... Liaison Ron reported again. "we have three injured and no one bas come
over to look at them." No answer ..... .
Liaison Ron asll.l.fed injured, "someone was on their way to help, hand in there."
Liaison Ron instructed WHe staff to stay with the injured. Staff started takin& down
names of victims. qe any health problems, parents'names.
Liaison Ron called again, "Liaison Ron divert emergency services to injured three on cast
side of library one is critical. Most critical is closest to the street."
l

Liaison flaaaed down fire truck reported back to IC Marlon, "three injured are being
treated at east end of library.~ Liaison Ron reported to OC Vince, ~ more staff to
help comfort inj1.ftd. ..
Chief paramedic came to Liaison Ron and ukcd him. "Please tepOrt to IC Marlon all
be centralized in one area.. Need to bring all iIUured to east side of
library where there was easy access to the street"

~ured needed to

PJesidentllC approached WI and asked if we bad heed count for all of our library
statf1faalIty. At that time we 'WeIO UDiUIe about Lupe Alvarado and Sharon Williams
location. Liaison reported to Ie Marlon, "p1euc have someone look for these two
individuals and be Idvised one is prepant'· PAl (Angela Tos) came IDd volunteered
to ao IDd locate these two individuals. PresidentlIC asked Liaison Ron, "please confirm
that both of these employees reported to work today," Liaison Ron. uAftirmativc both
employees reported to work today." liaison Ron reported., Hie Marlon will someone
help locate home or uU phone for Sharon WilJiams because she might have BODC off
campus."

''This is Liaison Ron Oxford safety officer Dr. Harris do you copy?" Dr. Hmi.B copied.
"Liaison Ron safety officer HmiI we need to have all injured in one area per instructions
from chief pl.l'lJMdic I will sead IOJDeOne to suide you over to east side of libruy copy."
"Liaison Ron Dr. Harrit do you need more help over there to move UUuredT'

P"

Angela
I reported. "Liaison Ron both employees have been located and she will
respond to hit request to guide Dr. Hmia to cut side of the b'bruy."
Emeraency services instructed LililOD 1be cluaifications ofthc inJured Red u being
most critical, yellow would be treated next and areen beiDa leu critical They alJo
informed him that another ambulmce is Rtt'MIina by and a helicopter is on itt, way.
"Liaison Ron to Ie Hall ambulance is standiDa by and helicopter is on the way."
Liaison Ron, "copy 1bat'1"

Three more injwed students anived and were assessed by emeraency crew.
"Liaison Ron to Ie Hall ambulance are taking iIUmed and helicopter bas arrived."
Emerpocy crew notified Liaison Ron, "four injured students were takm to Regional
Medical in Fresno and the other two were taken to Hanford Commumty, no fatal
injuries."
After all inJured students were lone Liaison Ron walked over to Admin where all the
students who were evacuated were told to report to see if he could be of any fur1her
assistance. Liaison Ron was not needed "Jellybean!"

Hanford Sentinel

Reeponden teat West Bills' elDerpney plan
By Shannon Milliken
smillikeo@HanfordSentinel.com
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It was all just a drill. A suicidal pilot cl'llhed his plane into
the West HiI.Is CoDege Lemoore library building on Tuesday
morning. lilllq himself and injuring nine others, in the
imaained scenario created by the collegets administration and
the consultant working with them on the campus' plan for an

emergency.
But local fuefighters, paramedics and police responded
almost as if there had been an actual plme crash OD the
college campus. [n a real emergency. there would have been
more resources on campus, but not as many response teams
could be pulled off the stMet for a drilL. consultant Kenneth
Lake said.

It was practice for both the college's staff and studa:&ts as well
as for the cmerlency responders. to see how the col1eae'J
emergency plan would work if there were a real emergency
on the campus.
"We're just testing our plan today," said Don Warkentin,
president at the Lemoore campus. "And if we need to tweak it
then we'D tweak it."
The college is one of few community colleges to practice its
plan for responding to an eJ'IlCI'FDCY. thouab the Welt Hills
Coalinp campus had a similar drill duce weeks Alo, Lake

says.
Officials from several 10C8l IChool districts attmded the
rnornin&'s events to observe, live feedback and let ideas for
their own campus emerlency plans, includina Pioneer Middle
School Principal Ore, Henry, and Lemoore Union Hip
School District Superintendent Harry Swwnan.
Debbie Mum, the Lemoore hiah school clisrids usistlftt
superintendent, said she and SuslIMn bad atteDded to get
ideas for their own district plan and to watch some of the
Lemoore district students who were actina as victims in the
created emeqeocy.
Some students were carried away oo.ltretcbaa or aiva
pretend medical aid, their &c:es and clothes smared in fake
blood. ADd the punaCDt odor of smoke •• anulatina a fue
caused by the plane crash - wafted throuabout the south side
of the campus.
Several staff'membm filkd rola u pm ofdle iDcicleat
command tam. Marty fala. aD instNct.or for
c:ommunication and EnaIiJb at the coBeae. fiDed the role - as
http://www.hanfoRlsentinel.comIartic1esl2OO7Il 0I171Dews1d004716497361 Obc61 S713853... 1011912007
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she would in a real emergency situation on the campus - of
public information officer, fending off the students who were
actina tIS members of the press.
Anne Jorgens, from the risk management committee at the
West Hills Community College District office, said the drill

was not • test of the college's staff or the local response
teams, but rather a test of the plan itself to see how it would

work.
"Unfortunately we need 10 have it." IOllens said of the plan.
"We just hope we never need 10 WJe it."
President Warkentin cited the traaedics of Sept II and
Virginia Tech as reasons for the college to have a new and
updated. plan in place now.
John Sousa, superintendent of Kit Carson School District,
agreed at Tuesday's event that it is necessary for school
administrators to be pl'CpII'ed in cue of an emeraency.

"My school could have an emeraency anytime," Sousa said.
"As • superintendent. what I fear the most is an emergency at
my campus."
The coUese's administrators utd incident command team will
meet on Thursday m.orniaa for. formal debriefina in the
campus conference room to discuss necessary training and
modifications needed for the emeraency plan.
The reporter can be reached at S82-0471, ext. 3047.

(Oct. 17,2(07)
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The West Hills Community Colleae District updated UId tested the district emergency
paepuedneu/aUil response plans in May ad June 0(2010.

Pin UpdatlDi' StaftTnlDla.
The emeraeacy .PI~crisis n:spoue plaos 'ilIIete reviewed and updated at each abc. An
update on the NatiODlllncident MaDaaanent System (NINS). includiDg the Incident Command
System (lCS), WU provided to the ICS Teamalt NCb aite (attendance fotms are mainWned by
the lite.) In addition, emcqeocy suppliu aDd equipment were checked includina ]CS team
member grab-aDd-ao baas. Hand-held ndio protocols and practice were also provided at each
t:rainiDa session.
Lemoore Campus May II·
District Office May 2if't

CoUinp Campus May 12111
North DiIIrict Centa May 27th

T.tlai'Tabletop EKercU.
The lite plana wac tested usina tabletop exerciJes at fIlCh site. ·The ICS site team was divided
into two separate tams and worked throuah several scenarios within the teamllDd then

practiced radio communication with the other team. The sceaarios included: Aftermath
CODIideraUoI1I &om the Multi-Cuualty Incident Drilb held on-site in 2007/2008; a "Pranbtef"
exercilC; a Jhoota..intruder exerclae; and In earthquake exercise.
CotliDp. Campus May 2et'

District 0fIice May 27"

Lemoore Campus May 211t
North District Center June tst

1. EIdlske to ISlip an Emeramcy Prepndneal Crisis Response Coordinator to eDiure
die aitc plan is curratt.
2. Owliap. Lemoore, and North Diatrict Center update mel communicate the location of
the JWimary ad seconcMry Emeramcy Operations Center (EOC) on campus.
1. Balun: thai the tdepbone emerpacy notificatioo system is woJtioa aDd current at each
lite.
•. TraiDlppIOpriate llUlffin the ale oftbe tdepbone emcqency notification systmL
S. Provide electric:l1 limen for the bIDcIheId ndio duqen.
6. Basure the hlaclhcld radios .e adequately dIarpd and reedy for UK.
7. EAIure thai eId1 lite rcs team repluly pnctices and uses the hIIndbekt r8di0s.

8. Significant plant construction is cunently happening, or soon anticipated, at each site.
Etd1 site should amsid£r the impact of this construction on the current plan aDd amend
the plan to tab into ICCOUDt the impact of this construction.
9. ,Upon completion of the construction review aDd revile the plm.
The West Hills Commumty CoHeae District is to be commended for the onaoioa atWrtion to
ar.w.qp:ocy plermina IDd crisis respoDIC trai.niJla. If we can assist in Mlyway. plcae do not
hesi1ate to CODtIct us.
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K.eJmah R. Lake
Consultant, PriDclpa1
Pamily and Community Educltional Services

NIMS/SEMS Training List
:
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Class 1

I2gU ~ruaQ.lDJI.

Emll.12w
Ana Leon
Anna V. Collin
---Anita Bart
Charles Parker
Cherie Mitchell
Delia Padilla
Elaine Sloan
Erin Brewer
Gina Harper
Javier cazares
Jay Darnell
Jim Brixey

11/21/20081 x
11/21/2008 :x
11/21/2008' x
11/21/2008 ')(
11/21/ 2OO8 ix
11/21/2008
, 11/21/2008 x
11/21/2008 x
11/21/2008 x
11/21/2008 x
: 11/21/2008 x
11/21/2008 'x
t

4

I'V

, ~""""" C>~

~ltted
I
Yes

r~ed
Yes

•

,...

.~,

_.~,~

Nancy Jeffcoach
Patty Mendoza
Rhonda Mayer
Rosemary Burciaga
Sara Avila
Sarah Shepard
Tracey Jaurena
Troy Holsonbake
Veronica Rosales
Angela Tos
Brandon Hicks
Brandy Wi~ds
Brian Abela
Ctifton Harris
Clint Cowden
Connie Cleveland
David Castillo
Debbie Gore
Ed Zava la
Eric Castellon
Felicia Torrez
Freddy VasQuez
John leronlmo
Johnathan Bernal
Juanita Alvarado
-

_ ·0

I ... "",n

:

,

12/5/2008 ~ x
I

,

I

12/5/2008 x
12/5/2008 1x
12/5/2008 ;x
12/5/2008 x
12/5/2008 x
12/5/2008 j X
12/5/2008
12/5/2008 x
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No

,

Yes
Yes
Yes
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-

I

Yes
Yes
Yes
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Yes
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Yes
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Yes
Yes
Yes
,
Yes
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I
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I
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I
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- 12isi2008:x
12/5/2008 )(

I
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: 11/ 21/2008 ' x
11/ 21/2008 'x
11/21/2008 r x
11/21/2008:)(
11/21/2008 x
11/21/2008 ,)(
11/21/2008 ' )(
11/21/2008 :)(
11/21/2008 x
- 12/5/2008 x
12/5/2008 x
12/5/2008 x
12/5/2008 ;x
12/5/2008 x
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• tests not returned 1
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11/21/2008 x
11/21/2008 x
11/21/2008 x
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Classes Pass/Fall
ICS 700
LCS Joo I ICS l.000
,
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

AA.'··I·~~~

Marlese Roton
Matt Magnuson
Melissa Richerson
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I

I

~
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Class 1
Eml?/o't,er:,
Marta Hendrickson
Marty Ennes
Mlna Valdeabella
Monica Santino
Olivia Ibanez

r-

'GIII

~

,

~,

..... ..... ,...
ft

Date Attf:.l1Jiing

I ,. 12/5/2008 ,x
1

I
,

1

I
j
1
I

1

12/5/2008 X
12/5/2008 Ix
12/5/2oo8!x
12/5/2008 i )(

J 12/5/20081x

J

''

Tony Garcia
Virgina Cruz
Hector Dam-Mikkelsen

12/5/200slx
12/5/2008:x
12/5/2008 Ix
I
12/5/2ooS x
.... It: I., nno l

..... "

Riley Talford
Ro bert Pimentel
.
-Ron Oxford
Scott Young
Tammy Thompson
Tina Souza
I ....

~-- !

12/5/2008 IX

1

I
J

1
J
1

,

I
I

I

-I
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Risk Management Professionals

March 28, 2009

RECEIVED

MI. Anne Jorgena
Budget Services Supervilor
west Hills Community College Diltrid
9800 Cody Street
Coalinga, CA 93210

APR G82009

BUSINESS SERY. DEpt

Subject: 18-100.., 11-200.., and 18-700 TI'IIInIng Com. . . . on November 21, 200IInd
December I, 2008

MI. Jorgena,
Risk Management PmfesIJIonaIs (RMP) would Ice to tIw1k you for the apportunIty to provide
NtMS training on 18-100.1,15-200.1, and 18-700 at yourfaclity on Nowmber 21,2008 Ind
December 5, 2008.
Endoaed . . the oertificatea of completion provided by FEMA for thole atJ.tdenIa thE paled

Hch one d the testa as lilted below. AdditianIIIIy. below II a breakdown of the Itudents that did
not receive • C8I'tificIte and the re&IOnI why,
•

The 8tudenl8 lilted below failed to provide a ~ Social SecuIy twmber to FEMA.
Their tests were not returned to Riak Management Profenionlll.

o Cherie Mitc:heU (18-100.8. 18-200.•, 15-7(0)
o Angela T01 (18-200.8)

•

.,

,

The Social SecurIty Number for the ItUdenls listed below. ate not acceptable to FEMA.
TheIr ....... endoIed for you to actctr.a the c:.IiIc::ntpMci and rB&UbmI to FEMA., If

youwleh.
/

0

v' 0
•

John Petree Jerri1gI, III (18-100... 15-200... 18-700)

The foIcMtng studenI failed to achieve a pItIIi1g IIOOI1a d 75"- or bIIIar for one or more
dlhelr .....

V' 0
•

MIa 8M (&8-100.1, &8-200.. , 18-700)

Scott Young (15-100.1)

.....

The foIcMtng ItUcIenta acHIrMtd I p"'i'1llCOnl d 75% 01 hIghar for one or men d fhei'
1
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Matte Gritton
Vema Hernandel
Donna Isaac ..
Susan Whitener
1-----'
Richard Larson
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a
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Ves
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Ron Danner
lornI Davis
EDseo Gamino
i--'-'~

"

IJtb IJHMIIed
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!
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.. .. _.. _-

L

--I
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Timmy Weatherman
Mlchelle kozlowski
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Jill Steams
W....rd Lewallen

;

-
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",

0..1 T.mayo Mlrcel Ketu
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-

J
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Class 2

I

Eml2./Q'a.e.
Raquel Rodriguez
Frances Squire

.,-

1
I

"' ..

Glenda Oliver-Smith
carole GoldsmIth
cathy Barabe
Joe Savopolos
Pedro Avila
David Bolt

I:
-

4 1

J-.I ..

,."n

1
I

51
1

ICS 402
Yes
Yes

I
I
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WHC LEMOORE - Mel DRILL
FORMAL DE..aRIEFING NOTES
T.I.~ . . .

Cod. .
October 1•• 2007

1.

Welcome and Introductlone:
Ken Lake Mked everyone to brieIy tntIoduc:e ttwnMlvel and what role they pIa~ In the drill:
JoII SavoIDpM - door bouncer, Operattona. Ron Oxford - Ualaon, Angela TOI- L.ogIdcs. Marlon Hall-Incident
Commander. Fred Vasquez -- Operation•• Wendy Paxton - Same, VincI Montoya - Operations, Dave Bolt - on
vac.don, Ted Bmlcaer -- Police Dept.. Frank Guiano - Atneric8n Ambulance. w.. RabMa - Poice Dept.,
Frances Squlrea - Phok:lgrapher, Don W....tln - Logi&tIca. CIfton Han-- Safety, Eric CIIateIon - LogI8tIcI,
eeveral other8 were present

2.

Drill - OVerview & Commenta:
Ken l8ke 8Iked for comments ragardlng 1he drill. what w.nt wII. whIIt didn't wort?

Frank, AmIi'ic:M Ambulance: COmmunlcatlona problema witt! h.. c:JepMment and Fire dIIperIment. college 'C In
finding out Wtat'. going on. s.fety II first lhey nMel to know what'l heppenlng before the I'8ICUenI go in. They
needed to know how many to reecue and fire .........

Welt RobMs. Lernoora Police: They Idendfied a lot of IhIngslhay need to wort on, a lot of things they need to
work on bet\rJeen them n Fire depertment

Ted Schtoeter. Lemoore Fire Dept
Ken Lake, Conaultant Unrortunate and unexpected .tart to drill, which ....utt.d In responderlllnd coUege actors
and IIaff not being quite ready to .tart \MMtn it actually did ...rt. He outIkled what actualy happened for guests;
basically a CoI6ega staff member In the library thought It was real. pulled the fire alarm. caIed 011 end UIed a fire
exIInguIsher lID put out Ihe IITIOke macftIne..

Hie obIeIvatIone Included:
,nddent cornnwnd . . . didn't haVe a lot of IUpport l1li. COmmunication lIsue -everyone trying to tllk at once, .hould have deIignIted dtfferent chan"'. hoINeYer a<.n reminded .... this .. very
typical. one of h thfnga In the pilln that nMd$ to be tooked at Ie del6gnaang apedfic eMMels to the different
fundkN.
MarIan Hal, CoIege IC: Not everyone who rMpOnded had a radio. WhIch C8uaed communk:ation problems.
CIfton HanII. ICS satety:
Need to IMm call protocol Ie; dllJerent c:ttannMa, UN tide ,..., than
pnICtice uai1g ... and fIIst name.

name.

VInce Montoya, ICS 0perati0nI Chief: Think Chey dkt pretty good. BerbM emergency MnOUnCement Iv-tem was
good, need to UN it for globlllannouncament .. ..., an CImpuI nat InvcMId In drII W8I"IIItd to know what was
happening, liiio IbJtf Involved WOUld at IIIaIt know whit 1M incident _ . good that we had a pjO c:enbIr . . up _
Prell . . petty. yeIow taped off 1M buiktinQ OK. WhIt MOt wrona - went tom PIIn A to Plan B ~
convnunlcaling It. needed to CClM'tunlc8te whIIt hIIppened to ewryana.

Anne JorgenI. 0Ietrtct Ddt PIa"",",,:

Frank. American ArnbuWIce:

Could hIMI made a unIvetHl announcement over 8erbee to alliC team.

Heard the ward hIIzardcu mIIbtrI8Ia, wMn that happena they . . rule of thumb Ie;

they hold their Itunb out lOr wind dIrecIiof. bIIn IIey . . up triage a...

FIre DepMrnent
Never .... k:Jkt thM II . . an ....... ~nt, but ~ In a .... incident we would
have had a vI8uaI tcene 10 help ....nrme incident. alto College ..." needa 10 .,."... .up wind" not down wWId
with victimI. Reconvnendllook at your lag pole for wind direction. location of Ie tHm - molt IkeIy would be 100
buHding.

t

FI'8f'I(j8I Squire. PIO: From prell view -she ......... Ihe press ador 10 be pests as in a reallnciclent they wil be
In your face. What you had at the drill was just the tip d the Iceberg. Backup PlO's never got • cal, 10 need to
make sure oontact numbera are available and that aomeone In IC contacts everyone who should be contacted.
Planning and Intelligence fOIl were never ectiv8ted. VihIIt IIbout f*8"ta etc. Police Depal1ment In ..... Inddent
would have 8tiopped fMIYOt"I8 from ~ In It the comer of the CIImIM end would have needed alieiaon there to
communicate wHh college ICS team. Pml can legally put them self In danger. they have the right to be there
unlell the Police declare It a crime ecene.

Ctifton Harris, IC Sefety:
Would have been ~I to ha'VIIacceli to HCUrtty force other then PolIce 06pt.,
perhapt Iocalucurity c::ompeny or our own AOJ cl.... ., they are on campua, luggetted added numberl for t.heIe
10 the pIIns conllld list. P.,.,...1hou1d be given a spedftc point 10 go 10. In realty first responders would ..va
controIlraffic and we woukl have heel • liIIIIon out there.
Eric CasteIon. fC logistics:
Actually on the ..... ekSe we had 8 real parent with 8 chtki In the CDC who didn't
know what W88 happening. all our IIgns should have been In both langlJllillJ8S. We needed tomeone to 8nawer

atudent questions on campus a. wefl.
Ken Lake, ConlUlant A8ked everyone where the primary evecuation point Ie? It Is behind the 100 Building.

We need to identify aU the evecuation Iocationl and aid Ifationl for Injured to go to.

Clifton Han1s. IC Safety:

Fire Department:

Problem WIIh pre-delfgnMIng .... pain" iI wtMIIher Ira . . to be there.

Ambutance Department
They will . . up b18ge points. They uMd 10 deelgnate level of lnIured ...-Ing Red
(move out now) Velow (AK:ked. lnNIt8d on _ ) Green (WIIIcIng wounded) and Bleck (aert where they . . - crime
evkIence) now the new aystem Is Red (lmmedi8te) V.1Iow (delay) Green (minor) and Black (morg"'), "they had a
lot of WOfkIng wounded they would CIIII up IC and uk for Bua to get Ihem out.
Angela Tos, Ie: LiaIson was a bit C"..OI1fuMd InIIiIIIy• .aayed with Injured untiIlOmeOnII came but they need ID
remember to call up for aul.tllnce.

ThIa was an laue wIIh their ..." .. well, not cdng for ~.
Sometimes need to leave someone or get 8OI1'IeOf'Ie to ltIIy wtth them.

Ambulance:

The first IhIng they do 1& triage.

Ken Lake:
Responders first reepat1M priority iI people not the lire. u.u.My want 10 have llallon 1rnmedi8tety
conneclng with reaponderI.
Fire Depertment

College uaually daM this anyway.

Don Werkentin:

We had I I'Mllncldent with • Bomb thrNt and the College handled It that way.

FIIUlCII SquIre:
ak:f end CPR training.

ObIIeN8tion wu tNt we
. ". . a. . vmk:tI

a.

need 10 take lOme ~ raaponsINIlty 10 learn 80me tll"It

CCMJkJ be UIIId a f'eIOWCie.... nursing lib 800 BuNdIng. B wing.

Don warkentin:

Do have I

VInCe MonIoyI:

Maps were lent eIedronlcllly to reaponderIlind lOS Teem.

Frwaa 8quft: From a PIO fotaIldpcMnt, It w.nt pretty wall. In a .... Incident _ wII h8ve • lot more preIS.
Rec:ornIMnd pefh8pllddmg two more people on tM Ie PIO ...... juIt 10 hIIp out In thII.... KHp ID plan. have
acc::eu to computn end prIn_ to provide quick handoutl ate. and new ........ Pf8U and crowd COIW'oI vital, ao
tNt evwyone knows what Ie going on and where to go far 1nfoI'IMtion, need I batW prooeu to notify Ie on when
prell conlnnce& wi! be held. SurpriIed about ...... not knowing what WeI ~.~ they were
..king when tl'lelbnlry wa. going to be ~n again. Need Informlltlon for tMICUeeS . . wei.

o.ve Bolt. College:
WI don't hive III obIgaItion to IIRMdB Infonndon to PNU or medii, . . can always uy
-don't have enough InfonnIdIon now - wIIlwwe a prill I'ItIeIIeIconterence .......
2

PoIk:e Department:
help out 81 well.

You can put up. phone. etc., and use them u wei. tn real Jife Fire and Police PIO may

Ken Lake:
Rule or Ihumb 18 "feed the rnss. If you don't, they wt. make It up.. A bt of time the press oornac to
you with fads and are aski1g for confirmation. Ihey can ectualty be a reeource.
Freddy Vasquez, Logistics:

Went fairly well. noticed 8 lot of I1Idio chatter. did hi' assigned talka.

Ken Lag:
Vince Montoya: Checklist waa good Ie; utHttIea ele.• perhaps put on Index carda In the future for Opel1ltiona ataff or
even Index carda wtth key point. for each les team position.

Ang'" Tos, tC: We need to look at IteplIO get YictIm InforrnIItion before the Incidanta.
radlolln one location charged and I'88dy to go for ..." 1hIt doftn't have them with them.

~

heve 2 or 3

Wendy Paxton, IC Admlnlstratlon & Finance:
It was c:tazy. lIle acted as the Incident ICribe at the incident
command cenw, should have kept IIOIMbody elM there to keep track of people 8nd their Iocationa.
Ken Lake:

If you feel overwhelmed - elk for help or bodies.

Vince Montoya: learned that 3 dMp for the ICS teem pcJIitic:IM II to Important, at first didn't ItUnk It was a good
idea but now It WII8 • really good "Ing.
Clifton Harris. IC Safety: Thia dril didn't fUUy need a aafety person. but atill need to I8t up alte for initial
evac:uaUOn point for Injured until raspond.... arrive.

PolIce Department:
3.

Once a bufldlng II e::tear.d. need to keep everyone out.

Next 'tepa:
Ken Lake I8Id the next steps.,.:
•
He will go t.ck and I1\IIke a h i report for the DIetrk:t.
•
Then .... wtIllook at the Emergency Response Pian.
•
CommunIcations - continued training for nadloland ullge.
•
MateriaIa - reVIew gtlb and go bigs.
•
Continued ........inIng.
•
Continue with IIIbIe top tellIonI.
•
Continued atarr training on Bertlee Inform8C81t ayatem.
Ken Lake said the CoIege dkJ an 8lCC8IIent job. job well done. l'hMktI for letting him be Involved, It was his
pleUUl'll to be a part of the College'. drill ewnt
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM REVIEW
West Hills College Lemoore

I.

General Information
A. Instructional Program: Psychology
B. List of Full Time Program Faculty and Staff: Allen Fortune

II. Program Overview
A. State the program mission. The mission statement should include the purpose of the
program, the ideals the program strives to attain, and who the program serves. The program
mission must align with the college's mission and goals. (200 word limit)
The Psychology program at West Hills College will empower students pursuing a major in
psychology by creating a positive environment to learn fundamental psychological theories and
concepts. Program coursework will give students a solid foundation to build on as they transfer
schools to continue their education or pursue an occupation in a psychology related field.
B. List any recommendations from the most recent college/program/department accreditation
and/or previous review. (250 words or less)
There have been no recommendations.
C. Identify all personnel, including the number of certificated, classified professionals and
volunteers.

Employee Classification:
Certificated l
Classified Professional Q
Student Workers Q

Volunteer Q

Diversity (Race/Ethnicity)
DNative Am. /Alaskan Nat.
DAsian/Pacific Islander
lZJHispanic
DMixed

DAfrican/African-American/N on-Hispanic
lZJCaucasian/Non-Hispanic
DFilipino

III.

Qualitative and Quantitative Data Review

A. Attach the following Non-Instructional Program Review data (as provided):

o

Enrollment Trends

Psychology Program Trends
2005-2006

2006-2007

2007-2008

2008-2009

2009-2010

Sections

27

30

33

28

22

Duplicated
Enrollment

775

797

785

924

822

% Change

13%

3%

-2%

18%

-11%

Baseline

48.6%

50%

56%

51%

2008-2009

2009-2010

% of Online
Enrollment

o

Student Retention Rates/Student Success Rates

WHCLPSYCH

2005-2006

2006-2007

2007-2008

Success Rate

67%

65%

64%

Retention Rate

80%

65%

79%

WHCLPSYCH

2005-2006

2006-2007

WSCH per FTEF

419

387

352

486

325

Baseline

-7%

-9%

38%

-33%

o

67%

82%

83%

2008-2009

2009-2010

WSCHIFTEF

% Change

o

I

67%

2007-2008

Full-time to Part-time Faculty Ratio I currently don't have a process to differentiate
between full-time and part-time instructors. Stephanie might be able to provide you with
this rate.

o

Number of Students Earning Degrees (if applicable)
2005-2006

2006-2007

Degrees
Awarded

13

% Change

Baseline

18
38%

WHCLPSYCH

o

2007-2008

2008-2009

2009-2010

14
-22%

28
100%

18
0%

Number of Students Earning Certificates (if applicable):NA

o

Job Market Analysis (if applicable)
Due to budget cuts I've lost access to the system that was providing this type of data.

o

Student Demographics

WHCL PSYCH STUDENT ETHNICITY
ETHNICITY
African American
Asian
Filipino
Hispanic
Native American
Other
Pacific Islander
White
Unknown/DTS

05-06

06-07

07-08

08-09

09-10

%

%

%

%

%

7.0
2.7
6.1
34.1
2.3
1.8
1.1
40.9
4.1

6.0
2.3
6.8
32.6
0.9
1.6
0.3
43.3
6.2

6.4
3.0
5.8
37.1
1.1
0.9
0.6
39.3
5.8

7.2
1.3
5.1
35.2
0.8
1.5
0.8
42.5
5.8

7.1
3.0
4.8
39.1
1.0
0.0
1.1
36.0
7.9

06-07

07-08

08-09

09-10

Source: WHCCD data warehouse

WHCL PSYCH STUDENT GENDER
05-06

GENDER

%

%

%

%

%

Female
Male

68.2
31.8
0.0

71.0
29.0
0.0

70.9
29.1
0.0

69.2
30.8
0.0

65.0
35.0
0.0

Unknown/DTS

Source: WHCCD data warehouse

• WHCL PSYCH STUDENT AGE CATEGORY
AGE

05-06

06-07

07-08

08-09

09-10

%

%

%

%

%

12.7
47.3
17.2
21.3
1.6

14.1
46.4
16.6
21.7
1.2
0.0

28.5
34.4
15.9
19.0
2.3
0.0

-19 15.8
15.0
20-24 48.0
49.8
25-29 14.4
14.1
30-49 20.6
19.7
50+
1.2
1.4
0.0
Unknown/DTS
0.0
Source: WHCCD data warehouse

o

0.0

Grade Distribution

WHCLPSYCH

Grade Distribution %

A

2005-2006
2006-2007
2007-2008
2008-2009
2009-2010

35%
24%
31%
29%
28%

I

B

22%
23%
20%
26%
25%

I

C

12%
19%
13%
12%
14%

I

D
5%
4%
5%
3%
5%

I

F

11%
9%
11%
11%
12%

I CR I NC I P
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

IN

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

I

I

I

0%
1%
0%
0%
0%

W

16%
21%
21%
18%
17%

I

IP

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

IV. Professional Development
What professional development activities have faculty participated in? None. However,
professional development is a priority and activities will be established within the fall semester
of 20 10 and faculty will be encouraged to attend at least one of the professional development
activities that have been identified by the end of Spring 2010. At least one of the activities will
be technologically related in hopes to keep West Hills College Lemoore on the cutting edge of
Psychological Education. By having our faculty attend professional development to learn about
the newest ways of presenting material that has been around for over 100 years they are able to
connect even better with a new generation of student by using technology and terms students can
relate to thereby improving student learning.

V. Curriculum and Student Learning Outcomes
A. List your Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes (PLO).
PLO #1: Students will be able to identify various research methods used to study behavior and
mental process.
PLO #2: Students will be able to identify the basic structures of the brain and nervous system.
PLO#3: Students will be able to apply psychological concepts and theories to everyday
situations.
PLO#4: Students will be able to identify and apply behavior modification techniques.

PLO#4: Students will be able to identify theories of personality and the psychologist associated
with each theory. Example: Psychodynamic Perspective-Freud.
PLO#5: Students will be able to identify the major components in a case study and how to use
case studies as references when writing a research paper.
PLO's have been changed to reflect the Psychology faculty's vision of how to make the
Psychology program more linear. This is done by using several Course-level student learning
outcomes (CLO) that exemplify a program standard. For example the PLO #2 is introduced in
General Psychology and Developed in Psych 2 and 3; then it is intended to be mastered by the
students in Psych 5. To assess how this PLO will improve student learning, evaluations in the
courses will include asking students to identify the basic structures of the brain and nervous
system through questions on exams. Student scores on the questions on brain structures and
nervous system should continually improve as they progress through the program. As PLOs are
analyzed, if it is found that students are not successfully completing a PLO, the department
would then evaluate the CLO with faculty in order to discuss how to improve success at the CLO
level.

PLOs for the Psychology Program are considered by faculty to be fundamental issues that
students who complete the program will use as they continue their education in psychology or as
they enter in into a work related psychological field.
Course outlines and prerequisites will be reviewed the Spring of 2011. One item that will be
discussed is the prerequisite of Psych 1 before taking any other Psychology class since it is the
hope that Psych 1 will be introducing students to concepts that will be elaborated on in Psych
2,3,4,5, and 29.
There are no anticipated curriculum changes anticipated in the next two years. One course that
may be added within the next five years could be Criminal Psychology.
Technology is a component of the Psychology program. Most of the Psychology courses have
some component that is online. Ebsco host is already being provided for the Psychology students
to choose peer reviewed scholastic research. Web-enhanced classes will be encouraged and
faculty is looking into the use of additional technology as it becomes available such as e-text and
virtual labs. Faculty is continually provided with the most current edition of textbook and has
been encouraged to seek out professional development workshops that provide cutting edge tools
and methods to ensure curriculum is up to date.

Pro(fram Review, Planmn(f and Evaluation

West Hills College Lemoore
Mission: West Hills College Lemoore enriches the lives of our students and the community we serve by
being
dedicated to quality educational learning opportunities and partnerships. The college provides a
positive
environment that is committed to student learning and empowering students to achieve their
educational goals.

Assessment Grid
Program:
Mission: The Psychology program at West Hills
College will empower students pursuing a major
in psychology by creating a positive environment
to learn fundamental psychological theories and
concepts. Program coursework will give students
a solid foundation to build on as they transfer
schools to continue their education or pursue an
occupation in a psychology related field.

Submission Date:
Program Goals/
Objectives

At least 3 short-term
and up to 2 longterm goals.
Instruction: At least
three of your goals
must be program
specific studentlearning outcome
oriented.

Contact Person/ext.: Allen Fortune ext.
3326

Midterm Report Date (2 years from
submissionll vear CTE):
~ecessary
Outcomes
Program
Activities/Actions
Resources
(Including
Funding)
Any
Means of
The specific activities you
additional
Assessment/Criteria for
will implement to
Success including timeline
accomplish the goals (e.g. resources
implement a new course)
you will need (Measurable)
and intended outcomes.
to
accomplish
the activity.
Please be
specific and
realistic.
I

1. Have at least
one SLO assessed
in every
Psychology course
by the Spring of
2011
2. Create rubric
to assess the
quality research
papers used to
fulfill PLO #1
3. Identify intern
programs, if there
are any available,
for Psych majors
looking to major in
the field of Child
Psychology or
Child Development
and work to
create a
relationship
where our
students are used
frequently
4.Increase the
success rate of
students in the
Psychology
program from
67%-80'0 in the
next 5 years
5. Students will
be able to
identify various
research methods
used to study
behavior and

1. Work with adjunct
faculty to create a
more cohesive program
where instructors
actively share ideas
and teaching
techniques to improve
student participation
and understanding of
SLO's on the courSe
level as well as the
program level.
2. Full Time Faculty
will participate in
Adjunct faculty
orientation to discuss
SLO's and assessments
that are currently
being used to ensure a
consistent experience
throughout a students
experience in the
Psychology Program by
developing a rubric
that can be accepted
and used by all
psychology instructors.
3.Psychology lead
faculty will search and
contact WHCL's Child
Development Center on
campus as well as
outside child care
centers to see if they
would be open to a
internship program and
start discussion on
how to make that

1.Paid time
for
adjuncts
and faculty
to meet
2. Paid time
to meet
with
adjuncts
3.none
4. none
5. none
6. none
7. none

1. To assess this goal
100% of Psychology
courses will have a CLO
assessed by graduation
2011.
2. A rubric will be
distributed to all
Psychology instructors
and used to evaluate
the CLO's that have
research papers and
results will be used in
the evaluation of the
PLO, that wi II be done
by graduation 2011.
3. To assess this goal a
list of intern programs
will be created, if any
are identified, and
distributed to
Psychology instructors
as well as counselors.
For successful
completion of the goal
would be to have at
least one student
working as an intern by
Spring of 2011.
4.Evaluate success
rates every year of the
Psychology Program
students to ensure
success rates continue
to climb to the goal of
80'0 by 2015.
5. Evaluate the results
of PLO #1, where
students will be able to

mental process.
6. Students will
be able to
identify the basic
structures of the
brain and nervous
system.
7. Students will
be able to apply
psychological
concepts and
theories to
everyday
situations.

successful for
psychology majors at
WHCL looking to major
in child psychology at a
four year university.
4. Analyze data from
PLO's and discuss
shortfalls with
psychology and discuss
solutions with faculty
to improve student
succeSS.
5. Analyze and
evaluate the success
rate of PLO #1 if
results are
unsuccessful
reevaluate PLO and
adjust teaching
method to help
increase student
success.
6. Analyze and
evaluate the success
rate of PLO #2 if
results are
unsuccessful
reevaluate PLO and
adjust teaching
method to help
increase student
success.
7. Analyze and
evaluate the success
rate of PLO #3 if
results are
unsuccessful
reevaluate PLO and

identify various
research methods used
to study behavior and
mental process, by June
of 2011 and analyze
success rates
6. Evaluate the results
of PLO#2, where
students will be able to
identify the basic
structures of the brain
and nervous system, by
June 2012 and analyze
success rates.
7. Evaluate the results
of PLO#3, wher
students will be able to
apply psychological
concepts and theories
to everyday situations,
by June 2013 and
analyze success rates

adjust teaching
method to help
increase student
success.

ProgramIS~view

Sun:tmary Sheet for Planning/Institutional

Effectivenes~cn ___

I.Generallnformation
Program: Psychology
Prepared By: Allen Fortune
Date Prepared:October 151 2010
II. Summary
What actions have been taken to address the assessment and improvements of goals and learning outcomes?

Goal #l.To assess this 90a1100% of Psychology courses will have a CLO assessed by graduation 2011.
Goal #2.To assess this goal a survey will be created and the answers will
Goal #3.A rubric will be distributed to all Psychology instructors and used to evaluate the CLO's that have research papers and results will be used in
PLO that will be done by graduation 2011.
Goal #4.Evaluate success rates every year of the Psychology Program students to ensure success rates continue to climb to the goal of 80% by 2015.
Goal #5. Evaluate PLO #1's results by June of 2011 and analyze success rates
Goal #6. Evaluate PLO#2's results by June 2012 and analyze success rates.
Goal #7. Evaluate PLO#3's results ~ June 2013 and analyze success rates
III. Recommendations by Planning and Governance Council

Approved by Planning and Governance Council (PGC) Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Recommended Action by PGC:

9.2010 revised/go
9.2010 revised/db

0

Expand Program

0

Maintain Program at Current Levels

0

Eliminate Program

th~

"_"___ Program Review ~~mmary Sheet fo!:""_~Jc:t!1ning/lnstitutional Effe_~tiveness

1. Paid time for
I NONE
adjuncts and faculty to
meet and discuss PLO's
and CLO's

2.

3.

4.

5

6.

7.

8.

9.

9.2010 revised/go
9.2010 revised/db

Conference Room to
meet with faculty to
discuss PLO's and
CLO's

NONE

Paid time to meet

ProgramB~y'iew
10.

9.2010 revised/go
9.2010 revised/db

Summary__~heet (2EJ:~L~!:!_!:!i~g/Institutional Effectiveness

Maintenance, Operations & Auxiliary Services
West Hills College - lemoore

Agenda
Facilities Planning Committee

Tuesday M ~ 010 - 11:00 am Room 256

1'if
1. Facility Meeting
• Lemoore Middle College High School

-

;JOI-/-/(/~ 1'q'

• Activity Report Update
• 100 Admin Bldg. Phase 2 .~ OO

Instructional Center

-="-

2. Multi-Use Sports Complex
/

Construction Update ~

3. Student Center

West Hills Community College-Lemoore

555 College Ave

Lemoore, CA 93245

President's Cabinet
November 19, 2009 - 2:00 p.m.
WHCL Conference Rm. 124/District Office Bd. Rm.
AGENDA
1.0 Registration Update

Don Warkentin, Pedro Avila
Susan Whitener

2.0 Budget Update

Ken Stoppenbrink

3.

0

Name Change

Don Warkentin

4.0 Accreditation Update

Don Warkentin

5.0 Construction Update

Don Warkentin

6.0 Gas Break
a. Communication Process

Don Warkentin/John Bernal

7.0 Other

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
PROGRAM REVIEWIPLANNING AND EVALUATION PROCESS
UNIT PLANNING GUIDE - NON-INSTRUCTIONAL
DEPARTMENTS & AREAS
TO BE COMPLETED BY UNITIDEPARTMENT COMMITTEE
(Please submit this information using Microsoft Word. In formatting your response,
please use the exact outline developed below.)
I.

General Information
Department/Service: Disabled Student Services and Programs (DSP&S)
Date Prepared:
August 16, 2006
September 8, 2006
September 29,2006
October 23,2006
March 6, 2007
March 12,2007
Prepared By:
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson
Staff:
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson
Lataria Hall
Elva Torres
Suzanne Heskett

II.

Program Overview

A. Provide a brief 4-year department/service area history.
The mission of West Hills Community College Disabled Student Programs and Services (DSP&S) is
to provide equal access to education for disabled students in order that each student has the opportunity
to realize his/her full potential. This is accomplished, in part, by providing academic accommodations
and support services to students with physical, learning and psychological disabilities.
Over the last four years, DSPS Services have been offered at three campus-sites, Lemoore, Coalinga,
and the North District Center at Firebaugh. The geographical area consists of two counties with the
drive between the service areas one to two hours. Due to the geographic distance program services
have been difficult to maintain. Nonetheless, DSP&S students at all sites have enjoyed the benefits of
a multitude of services. Specifically, those services have been:
Individual, academic and vocational counseling
Priority registration
Notetakers/readers
Diagnostic Learning! Disability testing
Alternative testing services
Mobility assistance
Liaison with the State Department of Rehabilitation and other agencies
Texts on tape
Electronic Text
Alternate Media
Instruction and use of assistive technology
Disability advocacy

DSPS Program Review/Non·lnsatJ3·07
1

Personal and academic counseling
Adaptive classes
Hearing equipment
These supports have enable students to not only fulfill their lifelong dreams of having a college degree,
but to be recognized in a leaderships capacity on the campus. More specifically, last year, the
president of the Student Club was a student who has been and continues to be served in the DSP&S
program. This student not only gained the respect and admiration of the other students but went on to
become on of the founding students of the Special People's Club.
The most notable and recent achievement of the college has been to gain recognition as a accredited
higher education institution, making West Hills Lemoore the 110th Community College in the State of
California. While this accolade comes with a resounding sense of pride and accomplishment, it also
brings with it future challenges and growth opportunities for the college over the next several years.

B. Describe how the department/service area is aligned to the advancement of the
college mission, goals and objectives.
The DSP&S program is designed to support the advancement of all students in fulfilling their college
dream. As our motto says, "Once you go here, you can go anywhere" this is particularly true of the
DSP&S population. To that end, the DSP&S department offers students priority registration, testing
and accommodations, technology support, and lab assistance with assignments.

c.

List any recommendations from the most recent college/department/service area
accreditation and/or previous review.
The June, 2006 Accreditation committee, recommended that six items be addressed. Ofthose six
items, recommendation number three "Improving Institutional Effectiveness" specifically focuses on
all programs, instructional and non-instructional, identify measurable goals and objectives that support
student learning.

III.

Qualitative and Quantitative Data Review

A. Attach the following Non-Instructional Program Review data (as provided):
•

Enrollment Trends
The enrollment trends as reflected in the DSP&S program are as follows:

YEAR
District
Lemoore
DSPS

99/00

98/99

187

DSPS Program ReviewlNon-insatl3-07
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277

00/01

327

01/02

02103

03/04

04/05

378

12,000
8,289
420

11,15
7,94
296

12,156
8,725
369

I

05/06
12,834
9,034
356

•

Student Retention Rates/Student Success Rates (if applicable)
The student success rate is as follows:

YEAR

02103

District
Lemoore
DSPS

03/04

66%
64.2%
61.4%

04105

05106
64.9%
65.5%
63.2%

65%
64.5%
62.1%

64.9%
65.3%
61.7%

The student retention rate is as follows:
I

YEAR

03104

02103
81.4%
79.68%
78.1%

District
Lemoore
DSPS

04105

81.0%
79.83%
77.9%

05106

80.9%
80.50%
80.4%

•

WSCHIFTEF (if applicable)

•

Full-time to Part-time Faculty Ratio

•

Number of Students Earning Degrees (if applicable)

80.5%
79.88%
77.8%

The number of students in the DSP &S program that have earned a degree or certificate between
Summer 2004 to Fall 2006 is 64 compared to 543 in the District in 2004-05.

•

Job Market Analysis (if applicable)

•

Student Demographics
The student demographics for 2005-06 was as follows:

Ethnicity

Asian

District
Lemoore
DSPS

4.43
4.87
0.00

•

Grade

District
Lemoore
DSPS

African
Americ
an

Filipino

Hispanic

Native
American

Other

6.65
6.49
14.85

2.81
3.73
1.66

42.58
37.05
33.44

1.17
1.31
5.23

1.22
1.53
1.49

.,:)0

White

I

.58
0.00

DTS

36.19
39.71
37.26

4.32
4.69
6.06

Grade Distribution (if applicable)
The grade distribution for DSP&S students in 2005-06 was as follows:
A%

B%

28
29
29

21
21
17

F%

D%

C%
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Pacific
Islander

14
14
15

5
5
6

CR%

10
9
8

2
1
.04

NC%

.06
.04
.33

1%

W%

.50
.47
.25

19
20
22

•

Student Survey Data (if applicable)

B. Using the data provided, describe how the department/service area is affected.
Based on the information presented above, it appears that the students served by the DSPS program
are performing comparable to their non-DSPS peers. With regard to enrollment trends, an analysis of
the data shows that there in fluctuation in the enrollment numbers of students served in the DSPS
program. While the District as a whole and Lemoore were able to recuperate student enrollment
following the 2003-04 school year, the DSPS program was not. In fact the numbers for both the
District and Lemoore exceed the numbers prior to 2003-04. This suggests that there is a tremendous
need for recruitment and outreach for the DSPS program.
With regard to the student success and retention rate, the success rate suggests that DSPS students are
performing consistent with there non-disabled peers. However, the retention rate yields a very
different picture. While students who stay in a class are achieving grades of A, B, C or CR, far more
students are receiving a grade of "W". This suggests that DSPS students are unaware of the impact of
class withdrawals and/or they are enrolling in classes that they are not academically ready for. This
suggests a greater need for more student counseling and workshops.
An analysis of the graduation! certificate rates shows that 17% ofDSPS students are completing their
matriculation, while 29.6% of students district wide are completing their course design. This suggests
that not only are DSPS students having difficulty completing classes, they are also not earning a
terminal degree.
A review of the ethnic breakdown of DSPS students shows a disproportionate number of AfricanAmerican and Native American students receiving DSPS serves, with a significantly less percentage of
Filipino. The percent of African American students District wide is 6.65% and Lemoore is 6.49, while
DSPS students are 14.85%. Likewise, the disproportionate number of Native American students in the
district, Lemoore and DSPS are disparate. The percentage of DSPS students are 5.23, District wide is
1.17 and Lemoore is 5.23. On the contrary, there are significantly less Filipino students served in the
DSPS program compared to the number of Filipino students district wide and in Lemoore. This data
suggest.

C. Attach the following data maintained by your department/service area:
1. Budget information regarding costs per department/service area on personnel,
equipment, supplies, delivery of services (where applicable), and any other direct
. d'Irect costs connected wit
. h t h e servIce
. as reflected b'Y stud ent enroII ment.
orm
YEAR

01102

00101

02103

03/04

State Allocation

250,592

365,244

361,590

344,684

CreditFfE
Non-Credit FrE
FTE ($ Credit)
(Non-Credit FIE
x

25,548
313,172
9.27(2756.04)
210.80(1485.64)

39,085
318,394
13.66(2861.28)
206.33(1543.13)

49,218.40
334,378.43
17.05(2886.71)
212.44(1573.99)

TOTAL INCOME
Expenditures
College Effort
Unspent Program
$
Primary Student Count
Secondary
Student Count
Total Weighted Student
Count

589312
727,067.56
-0-

692,723
1,061,039.10
-0-

745,186.83
754,713.91
9,527.08

60,063.
670,362
20.97 (2864) $60,063
425.9 (1573.99) =
670,.362.34
0
$1,123,972.54
$53.117
0

327
39
652.17

378
46
595.45
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420

708.55

05106
$350,484

27.07
342
79,045
551,276

31.84
332.44
$ 92,942.87
552,488.68

$969,067
1,030,894
61,826
0

$995,915.55
1,138,774

296

369
2

466.36

581.73

4

8

04105
338,746

0

2. Identify all personnel, including the number of certificated, classified
professionals and volunteers. Discuss the diversity of faculty and staff.
Currently there are seven staff supporting the DSPS students and one volunteer. The certificated staff
is composed of the Interim Associate Dean, a DSPS Counselor and two full-time faculty. One faculty
member currently spends 100% of her time supporting in the general studies class, while the other
faculty supports students through an adaptive physical education class. The classified staff consists of
one high technology specialists, one Learning Skills Program Assistant, and one secretary.
The DSPS staff is comprised of not only individuals with a variety of education and experiences levels,
but ethnic levels as welL Of the seven staff, there are two Black, four White and one Hispanic.

3. Describe the certificated and classified staffing requirements of the existing
department/service area, as well as the effect any proposed curricular or
instructional changes would have in the next three years. This statement should
include the need to retrain, or to add staffing for new specialties. Finally, this
statement should include the need to retrain or to add staff for clerical
assistance, for maintaining equipment, or for serving as an instructional
assistant.
Currently we are able to fulfill the program and student needs with existing staff. However, over the
next five years, we will need the following:

Staff
Counselor/LD Spec.
• High Technology
Access Specialists
Learning Assistant
Transportation Assistant
General Studies Instructor
Secretary
Director
Interim Assoc. Dean
Dean

Existing
1 FTE
.5FTE
OFTE
1 FTE
2 hrs
1 FTE
1 FTE
OFTE
.25 FTE
OFTE

Next Two Years
2FTE
.5FTE
1 FTE
1.5 FTE
4.5 hrs
2.5 FTE
1.5 FTE
OFTE
.25 FTE
OFTE

Next Five Years
3FTE
1 FTE
1 FTE
2FTE
6 hrs
3FTE
1.5 FTE
1 FTE
.25 FTE
1 FTE

The additional staff will be the result of increased enrollment in both the college and the DSPS
program. As the student population grows, staff will need to be available for counseling and other
direct and indirect services to students. Concurrent with the student and staff growth will be the need
to expand the course offerings, DSPS lab location, times, and computer stations. This will require
additional equipment purchases.
The most immediate need; however, is to make available technology training to staff to ensure that
staff have the necessary tools to articulate and provide assistive technology to students. This can most
efficiently be accomplished through trainings and conferences offered through the High Tech Center,
CAPED, and CSUN. Staff are also encouraged to seek out and identifY professional development
activities that will advance the college mission.
In addition to the regular staff development activities provided by the college, the DSPS staff will
continue to attend trainings at the state High Tech College Training Unit (HTCTU) and job-related
conferences provided by CAPED and other organizations as funding permits. Staffwill also need to
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receive ongoing updates in regards to Learning Disability (LD) assessments and the state Learning
Disability eligibility model .
One option to reduce this expense would be to contribute to an ITS staff member to maintain the
software/hardware technology in the DSPS labs, and consider changing the High Techriology/Alternate
Media position to an Alternate Media Specialist resulting in a cost reduction.
Staffing will also need to be increased accordingly to keep pace with the growing number of disabled
students and number of students participating in the adaptive classes.

F. Address any significant trends in the above statistics, which relate to a specific
course/program/service.
The significant trends reflected in the above data shows that there is an urgent need to improve the
communication regarding DSPS eligibility and services. The DSPS team will be involved in ongoing
outreach and communication efforts over the next two years. These efforts are designed to restore the
student participation rate to levels seen prior to 2003-04.
Additionally, there is a strong need to work with DSPS students in recognizing when there are at risk
of failing a class long before they are required to "withdraw". In conjunction with that, there is a need
to provided more support to students in course selection, planning and organizing, strengthening study
skills and making greater used of the technology available in the DSPS lab. While the "early warning"
system for all students is continuing to develop, ensuring communication with the DSPS office will be
essential to student success, retention and persistence.

G. Identify and discuss the effect that trends may have on the department/services
area's organization, structure, and nature over the next two to four years.
The above described services to students will entail more staff to be available for counseling, course
offerings, lab usages and assistance with mobility.

H. What resources are required to maintain department/service area, and what
additional resources are necessary to improve or expand it?
The resources needed to improve or expand the department rests with staff, office space, technology,
and equipment and supplies to support the expansion of the campus and services.

I. Discuss staff training, academic and professional currency.
The most urgent need is for staff to become better educated on the technology resources available to
students.

1. Excluding curriculum validation, discuss community involvement in the
operation of the department/service area.
The community has been involved in the DSPS program through counselor outreach activities. The
DSPS team intends to continued the outreach efforts of "College Day" in the Spring, which will
expose high school students to the services available in the DSPS program.
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IN-SERVICE TRAINING
Goal
The District Director shall be responsible for a program of staff development for both the campus faculty
and staff. The in-service will provide an increased awareness of the needs of students with disabilities and
appropriate accommodations. Continuing efforts will be made to keep the College faculty and staff aware
of:
•
Support services and programs for the disabled
• Applicable regulations
•
Student accommodation requirements
•
Student referral procedures
• Assistive Technology

Objective
Develop a staff development training program for all support personnel who directly provide assistance to
students with disabilities as well as for campus faculty and staff.

IV.

Professional Development

A. What professional development activities have staff participated in?
In-service training should continue to be provided to assist instructors with classroom needs relative to
disabled population.
Staff have attended conferences, workshops, etc. as staff development and program funds have
allowed. Over the last three years (2003 to 2006), a limited number of staff have participated in the
professional development activities such as: regional meetings, DeAnza High Technology Center, and
mandatory conferences sponsored by the California Community College Chancellor's Office .

. B. How does this professional development affect Student Learning Outcomes for
your department/service area?
The effects of the professional development activities and student learning outcomes for the
department have been isolated to a few individuals receiving training and gaining knowledge relative
to Student Learning Outcomes.

c.

Describe the department/service area's plans for staff development over the next
four years.
Over the next four years, staff will need professional development in not only Student Learning
outcomes, but technology advances that will enable West Hills to be fully accessible to a divers present
and future DSPS population. These trainings will better prepare staff to fully participate n the
development of Student learning Outcomes and strategies and interventions to regarding student
success, retention and persistence.

D. Discuss the effectiveness of continuing education requirement to meet the need
for advanced training and/or training in emerging technologies.
The effectiveness of continuing education requirements to meet the needs of advanced training and/or
training in emerging technologies will be to largely available through staff participating in trainings
provided through the High Technology Center and other technology conferences and trainings.
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V.

Student Learning Outcomes

A. Explain how Student Learning Outcomes are used to measure quality and
success of this department/service area.
While we have just begun to use student learning outcomes as a measures of program success and
student achievement, the effects of measuring the quality and success of the department will be
evidenced by and increase in the number of students enrolled in the DSPS program, the availability of
a variety of adaptive classes and fewer DSPS students receiving a grade of 'W".

B. State any other measures used to determine the success of the

department/service area (e.g. enrollment and demographics trends).
In addition to using student learning outcomes to measure the quality and success ofthe DSPS
program, the college will look at data provided by the Office ofInstitutional Effectiveness.

VI.

General Operations

A. How does the department/service area ensure that current curriculum/delivery
of service is adequately meeting the needs of students?
The department diligently works to ensure that the curriculum/delivery of services is adequately
meeting the needs of students by utilizing Curriculum committee updates, course review, and
individual instructor assessment.

B. Do special accreditations, external regulations, or advisory committees regulate
the department/service area? Yes [X] No [] (if yes, elaborate.)
Yes, the Title 5 Implementation Guidelines serves as an external regulatory for the DSPS program.
While there is not direct oversight, the college is expected to ensure proper implementation and the
associate dean is responsible for ensuring that the guidelines are followed.

C. Does the department/service area have any special regulations, space
requirements, staff training, etc.? Yes [X] No [] (if yes, elaborate.)
Yes, the Title 5 Implementation Guidelines serves as an external regulatory for the DSPS program.

D. Is there evidence of unmet student needs caused by your department/service
area? Yes [X] No [] (if yes, elaborate.)
Yes, there is evidence of unmet student need. Based on data collected regarding DSPS students' use of
the lab during the summer of 2006, it appears that DSPS students are want and will use the lab during
the summer session. However, the summer of 2006 was the first summer that the lab was open and
students were able to partially benefit from this opportunity, as the lab was closed or patricianly open
due to lack of planning in the prior year.

E. How does the department/service area address cultural diversity?
The department addresses cultural diversity through the diverse staff employed. Specifically, the staff
is a mixture of different ethnic and language backgrounds.

F. Describe the initiatives the department/service area has implemented to meet the
needs of social-economically diverse students, and/or those with non-traditional
requirements (e.g., physical mental disabilities, re-entry, gender, etc.)
The nature and design ofthe Title 5 regulations is to support individuals with special needs.
Therefore, all funding received for the program is intended to remove barriers, educational hurdles and
empower students to meet academic challenges like any other student.
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With respect to supporting the needs of individuals who are socially and economically divers, the staff
seek to recognize individuals who may need fmancial assistant and refers them to other student
programs that can offer additional fiscal resources, such as the Extended Opportunities Programs and
Services.

G. Discuss the department/service area's use of external funding, including grants
and collaborative partnerships, if applicable.
The department relies heavily upon the state allocation of funds, and funds generated from both credit
and non-credit classes.

H. To what extent is technology being used in the department/service area?
The use of technology is widespread in the department and student services. Students have access to a
lab that supports voice activation, vision enlargement, and other technological supports. .
Additionally, staff all have access to computers at their work stations and the availability technology
for data management ongoing communications and work management.
Prior to December, 2000, there had not been a plan for updating and/or maintaining hardware of
software and there was no assistive technology on the campus. The college has made considerable
progress in meeting the needs of the disabled through technology but there should be an ongoing plan
to continue to upgrade technology taking into consideration the variability of the state economic
situations, available funding, and civil rights requirements.
Ongoing supply needs will consist of routine office supplies, DSPS lab supplies, and assistive
technology being available to individuals with low incidence disabilities. The major issue facing
software needs will be the division of assistive technology site licenses. Current software programs
offered within the lab are:
•
•
•
•
•

For blind students, JAWS, Kurzweil 1000 ,a Braille embosser, a Braille translation program, and
a tactile graphics enhancer called the PIAP.
For low vision students: ZoomText Level TWO, CCTV, Optelec ClearView SVGA base units
For Learning Disabled students, the Kurzweil 3000 with a flatbed scanner.
For students with physical disabilities, Dragon Dictate Naturally Speaking
Read and Write to assist students with writing better papers

The Technology Advisory Committee was established to make appropriate recommendations with
upgrades and new technology being added based upon funding capability. In addition, Human Ware,
Inc. and the state High Tech Center make site visits periodically to complete assessments and make
technology recommendations for the labs in order to best meet DSPS students' needs.

1. Describe the supply requirements for your existing department/service area, as

well as the effect that any proposed changes would have on the supplies in the
next four years. This statement should include the kinds and amounts of
supplies needed, any anticipated costs, and the need for any computer
software/technology.
The supply requirements at this time are adequate to meet the needs of existing students. However
as students with varying disabilities continue to enroll on the campus, there will be a need to
identify and procure ,more sophisticated technological supports for those students. Additionally,
staff training in the area of the technological supports will be essential. While at the same time
making students aware that those supports exist and ensuring close articulation between the high
schools and the colleges so that when a student enrolls he/she is aware of what they have
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J. Describe the need for facility modifications within your existing
department/service area or the effect that any proposed curricular or
instructional changes would have on the existing facilities in the next four years.
This statement should include a description of the desired changes, the rationale
for the changes, and a rough estimate of the costs.
While the Lemoore campus is fortunate enough to be in the forefront with disability sensitivity and
accessibility, it continues to be a major consideration in the design, development and acquisition of
products and services for the DSPS students., The associate dean sits on the Facilities committee
which helps to ensure that articulation continues to exist between the needs of the students, the mission
of the colleges and the development of those structures. The district has allocated $125,000.00 to
ensure that the issues of accessibility continues to be a fundamental principle in the design and
development of the campus. Additional space is needed for the DSPS lab in Lemoore.

VII.

Additional Information (optional)

Please provide any other infonnation to describe, explain, justify, analyze, or clarify
prospective department/service area changes or needs anticipated in the next four
years.
A. What factors did you use in detennining the quality and success of this
department/service area?

B. Identify the best ways to measure the quality and success of this department/service
area. Conduct an evaluation of the department/service area. Use a surveyor
questionnaire when appropriate to address questions. (Examples: How do the persons
served by this department/service area evaluate its adequacy or effectiveness? How
do services compare to similar departments/service areas out side the College? By
what processes does the department/service area deal with complaints and continually
up-grade services? Other methods might include matching or exceeding nation-wide
productivity measures, i.e., full-time staffing equivalent per square foot for M & 0
and per number of employees for Human resources, feedback from campus "clients",
etc.)
C. Describe the annual scheduling patterns for courses impact your department/service
areas. Consider interaction with other departments/service areas, use of facilities and
flexibility for students.

VIII. Summary and Recommendations
A. Based on analysis of the information provided in I through VII, describe the
program's strengths, areas that need improvement, and strategies and actions to
make those improvements.
Based on analysis of items I to N, it is felt that the program strengths are : From spring, 1999 to fall,
2002, there was an increase in district enrollment of 14.5%. During that same time period, there was
an increase of37% in the DSPS program. However, only 17% ofDSPS students receive a terminal
degree or certificate compared to non-DSPS students where 29.6% receive a terminal degree or
certificate.
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This suggest that while DSPS students are enrolling in classes, there needs to be greater emphasis on
successful completion of a degree. More work needs to be done in the area of available of a variety of
adaptive classes wherein DSPS students can complete a programs, use the existing and future
technology options to meet their course requirements and continued and greater emphasis on
expanding trainings to not only which staff person will receive trainings but what trainings staff will
participate in. The focus should be on researching a greater variety oftechnology options to a more
divers DSPS popUlation.

B. Program strengths
Program strengths are:
•
Semi-automatic doors have been installed at the Lemoore Campus along with automatic
paper towel dispensers. The next major purchase will be automatic soap dispensers, and
transportation drop-off and pick-up points. We will also need to hire a driver to ensure that
this service continues to be available to students with mobility and or medical needs ..
•
Program student e-mail created.
•
Overall, increased program participants.
•
Assistive technology upgrades were made in JAWS, Kurzweil, Dragon Dictate Naturally
Speaking, and Text-Write Gold.
•
The High Technology/Alternate Media Specialist received updated training as needed at the
DeAnza High Technology center.
•
A DSPS Faculty Handbook was developed with training provided to instructors.
•
Involvement in flex-day training activities promoting disability and technology awareness.

C. Areas that need improvement
The data suggests that the increased outreach efforts have helped significantly with the increased
program growth since 1998. Plans are to not only continue outreach efforts with high school
students but also to provide training in assistive technology with local RSP teachers in the
secondary school system in order to help promote transition. There is a need to ensure that the
website is accessible to individuals with disabilities. Also to make the lab available beyond the
current 8:00- 5:00 time period, during the fall and spring semesters.
Additionally, there is a need to provide courses that are compatible to the divers needs ofthe
DSPS student, making the possibility of a terminal degree or certificate more likely.

D. Strategies and actions for program enhancement and improvement.
Strategies that are necessary to ensure continued program enhancement and improvements are :
•
Academic counseling/program planning
•
Registration assistance, academic counseling, and general assistance provided by learning
disability specialists and counselors
• Referral to career planning guidance, testing and counseling service
•
Have available for students who need the following:
•
Sign language interpreters
•
Mobility assistance
•
Braille transcription
•
Availability of adaptive equipment
•
DSPS Orientation and ongoing workshops
•
Individualized testing for DSPS eligibility
•
Continue to participate in the Faculties Planning Committee
•
Access to High Tech Center including adapted hardware and specialized software
•
Liaison with community agencies
•
Access to advisory committees, clubs, and organizations
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•

Establish and maintain an Advisory Committee as an integral part of the District's program for the
disabled. The committee will be established in conformance with District policy. Committee
membership will include but not be limited to:
•
Consumer group representatives
•
Public and private agencies
•
Referring agencies
•
DSPS Staff

E. Attach your Assessment Grid, which describes at least three short-term and
three long-term goals. You should have not mort than five short term goals, of
which at least three are student learning outcome goals. (The logic model may
be used to answer this question.)
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PI

dEval

West Hills College Lemoore
Program Planning and Evaluation
Assessment Planning Logic Model
Program: DSPS
Submission Date: 3-07
Program!Administrative
Objectives

I Contact Person/c2C!o:§ylyill Dorsey-Robinson

----------

At least 3 short-term and up to
3 long-term goals. Instruction:
At least three of your goals
must be student-learning
outcome oriented.
1. By December 2008,
there will be a 5%
increase in the number
of students using the
DSPSLab

Program ActivitieslActions

-------

The specific activities you will
implement to accomplish the goals
(e.g. implement a new course).

1. (a) The DSPS program will
exercise multiple ways of
communicating the hours of
operation of the DSPS lab,
including, but not limited to
internet and throughout the
campus.
1. (b )DSPS student orientations
will be held in partially in the lab
which will allow students an
opportunity to better understand
how to make use of the services

Program Review, Planning and Evaluation
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ext. 3331
I Midterm Report Date (2 years from submission): 12-08
Necessary Resources
Outcomes
(Including Funding)
Any additional resources
you will need to accomplish
the activity. Please be
specific and realistic.

•
•

Technology
Days for DSPS
student orientation

Means of
Assessment/Criteria for
Success including timeline
(Measurable)
l.(a) By December 2007,
there will be a 2% increase
in the number of students
using the DSPS lab
1. (b) By December 2008,
there will be a 5% increase
in the number of students
using the DSPS lab
1.(c) Data collected over
time from student sign-in
sheets
1.(d) Work with-in the
existing college structure to
identify more sophisticated
tracking system to monitor
the students entering the lab
and frequency of use.

Longer-Term
(program Goals, WHCL
Strategic Plan Goals, PFE &
WHCL Master Plan relating to
short-term outcomes)
There will be an increase in the
number of students who use the
DSPS lab.

P

R·

,

PI

d Evaluaf

West Hills College Lemoore
Program Planning and Evaluation
Assessment Planning Logic Model
Program: DSPS
Submission Date: 3-07
Program!Administrative
Objectives
At least 3 short-term and up to
3 long-term goals. Instruction:
At least three of your goals
must be student-learning
outcome oriented.
2. By December 2008,
there will be a 5%
decrease in the number
ofDSPS students
receiving a grade of
"W".

I Contact)ersonlext.: Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson ext. 3331
I Midterm Report Date (2 years from submission): 12-08
Program Activities!Actions

Necessary Resources
(Including Funding)

The specific activities you will
implement to accomplish the goals
(e.g. implement a new course).

Any additional resources
you will need to accomplish
the activity. Please be
specific and realistic.

2. (a) The DSPS staff will review
student education plans and
courses taken to analyze the
correlations between courses taken,
student success, retention and
persistence
2. (b)The DSPS counselor(s) will
meet with all DSPS students to
update and/or review student
education plans

•
•

1 Additional
Counselor
Workshops
targeted for DSPS
students

Outcomes
Means of
Assessment/Criteria for
Success including timeline
(Measurable)

Longer-Term Outcomes
(Program Goals, WHCL
Strategic Plan Goals, PFE &
WHCL Master Plan relating to
short-term outcomes)
There will be decrease in the
number of DSPS students who
withdraw from classes.

2.(a) By December 2007,
there will be a 2 % decrease
in the number of students
who withdraw from classes.
2. (b) By December 2008,
there will be a 5% decrease
in the number of students
who withdraw form classes

,
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West Hills College Lemoore
Program Planning and Evaluation
Assessment Planning Logic Model
Program: DSPS
Submission Date: 3-07
Program!Administrative
Objectives
At least 3 short-term and up to
3 long-term goals. Instruction:
At least three of your goals
must be student-learning
outcome oriented.
3. By December 2008,
there will be a 5%
increase in the number
DSPS students
enrolled at West Hills

I Contact Person/ext.: Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson ext. 3331
I Midterm Report Date (2 years from submission): 12-08

Program Activities!Actions

Necessary Resources
(Including Funding)

The specific activities you will
implement to accomplish the goals
(e.g. implement a new course).

Any additional resources
you will need to accomplish
the activity. Please be
specific and realistic.

3. (a) The DSPS staff will increase
outreach efforts at local high
schools.
3. (b)DSPS staff will increase
recruitment efforts of existing
West Hills students.

•
•

•

Outreach supplies
On-line DSPS
application
Updated DSPS
information on the
West Hills website

Outcomes
Means of
Assessment/Criteria for
Success including time line
(Measurable)
3.(a) By December 2007,
there will be a 2% increase
in the number ofDSPS
students served.
3. (b) By December 2008,
there will be a 5% increase
in the number ofDSPS
students served.

West Hills College Lemoore
Program Planning and Evaluation
Assessment Planning Logic Model
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Longer-Term Outcomes
(Program Goals, WHCL
Strategic Plan Goals, PFE &
WHCL Master Plan relating to
shox:t:-term outcomes)
There will be an increase in the
number ofDSPS students
served.

,---

I COl!tact Person/ext.: Sllvia Dorsel-Robinson ext. 3331
I Midterm Report Date (2 years from submission): 12-08

Program: DSPS
Submission Date: 3-07
Program!Administrative
Objectives
1----:At least 3 short-term and up to
3 long-term goals. Instruction:
At least three of your goals
must be student-learning
outcome oriented.
4. By December 2008,
there will be a 2%
increase in the number
of adaptive classes
offered

~--.-

---
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Program Activities!Actions

Necessary Resources
(Including Funding)

The specific activities you will
implement to accomplish the goals
(e.g. implement a new course).

Any additional resources
you will need to accomplish
the activity. Please be
specific and realistic.

Outcomes
----

Means of
Assessment/Criteria for
Success including time line
(Measurable)
----

•

4. (a) The DSPS staff will identify
potential classes to offer.
4. (b)The DSPS will collaborate
with faculty and other colleges to
identify potential adaptive classes
to offer.
4.(c) The DSPS staff will work
with faculty and other staff to
implement new DSPS course
offerings.

-

---_.-

Time allocated for
staff to identify,
collaborate and
implement new
course offerings.

•

---

----

4.(a) By December 2007,
there will be a 1 % increase
in the number of adaptive
classes offered.
4. (b) By December 2008,
there will be a 2% increase
in the number of adaptive
classes offered.

Longer-Term Outcomes
(Program Goals, WHCL
Strategic Plan Goals, PFE &
WHCL Master Plan relating to
short-term outcomes)
There will an increase in the
number of adaptive classes
offered at West Hills College.

,

West Hills College Lemoore
Program Planning and Evaluation
Assessment Planning Logic Model
Midterm Report
Date:

Program:

Findings

Analysis

Actions

What are the actual quantifiable outcomes
compared to those listed in column four of
the assessment planning logic model?

Your interpretation of the results (why the
activities were not successful in achieving
the ~oal)

Based on the Findings and Analysis, what
is the next step?

1.

1.

1.
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West Hills College Lemoore
Planning and Governance Council
Wednesday - April 7, 2010, 2:00 p.m.
Conference Center, Rm. 256
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MINUTES
Call to Order
Mr. Warkentin called the meeting to order at 2:05 p.m.

Roll Call
A silent roll call was taken with a quorum determined.
Members Present
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Vice President of Student Services
Stephanie Droker, Academic Senate President
Marty Ennes, CTA/Faculty Representative
Marlon Hall, Associate Dean of Educational Services, Evening College
Jose Lopez, Dean of Students
Ron Oxford, Librarian
Angela Tos, CTA/Faculty Representative
Don Warkentin, President
Linda Amaya-Guenon, Counselor/Advisor
Angel Isidoro, Student Government Association Representative
Members Absent
David Babb, Student Learning Outcomes Chair
America Bryant, CSEA/Classified Representative
Keith Brock, CSEA/Classified Representative
John Bernal, Director of Facilities & Auxiliary Services
Rene Sanchez, Curriculum Committee Chair

o

Prj'; /

Approval of minutes
The minutes of the March 17, 2010 meeting were approved by a motion by Ron Oxford,
seconded by Marlon Hall, all were in favor, motion passed.
Action Items
• WHCL Mission/Vision Statements and Goals
Mr. Warkentin reported that at the last meeting there were some suggestions for
changes to our mission statement. Accordingly, the mission statement was to be shared
wi.th the constituency groups for further input. Marty Ennes and Stephanie Droker each
stated that they had not a chance as yet to share this with their constituency groups.
Therefore, Mr. Warkentin tabled this item until the next meeting. He commented that
our current goals are measurable and are tied to the mission statement. He
recommends that thorough thought be given to making changes at this time.
• Business Program Review
Marty Ennes commented that she understood from the last meeting that the Business
Program Review was to be returned to the Institutional Effectiveness and Program
Review Committee (IEPRC) for discussion in regard to the date prepared. Dave Bolt
stated that he had discussed this with the originator, Brian Kron, and Brian agreed that
the date needed to be changed to a more current date. Angela Tos commented that the
date on the assessment differs. Marty expressed that she objected to changing the date
as she has concern that if the data was from 2008, then the date prepared should

-702:1
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remain as is.
Dave stated that he was not aware of the data used. If the date is not
changed on the cover sheet then soon another program review would be due as
vocational programs are reviewed every two years. A mid-term report is due in April
2011. Marty motioned to approve the Business Program Program Review as presented,
it was seconded by Dave Bolt, all were in favor, the motion passed.
• Institutional Effectiveness Planning Calendar
After a brief discussion, Angela Tos motioned to approve the Institutional Effectiveness
Planning Calendar, it was seconded by Stephanie Droker, all were in favor, the motion
passed.

Information/Discussion Items
1. Board Policies and Administrative Procedures (first reading)
• Revised BP 5520, Student Discipline (Replacement for BP 520, Student
Discipline)
• New AP 5520, Student Discipline
• New BP 5500, Standards of Student Conduct
• Revised AP 5530, Student Rights and Grievances (Replacement for AP 523,
Student Grievances)
• New BP 6816, Hearing Conservation Program (Courtesy copy - review and
approval not required)
• New AP 6817, Transportation and Driver Selection (Courtesy copy - review and
approval not required)
Marty Ennes stated that feedback on the policies and procedures concerned had not
been received from the various constituency groups. Mr. Warkentin recommended that
these to the next PGC meeting agenda for a first reading. BP 6816 and AP 6817 were
sent to the PGC as a matter of courtesy and do not need approval.

Program Reviews (first reading)
• Snack Bar
Dave Bolt asked that PGC members look over the details of the Snack Bar Program
Review to make sure expectations are met in each section. He stated that he had made
a significant amount of comments on the initial draft. The originator, Debra Christy,
has discussed with him that her on-going theme is the younger than college age student
in her facility which interrupts her business. Debra would like to eventually see a
separation between the college and middle college high school student groups. Ron
Oxford commented that he intends to work with Debra on her SLO's. Stephanie Droker
asked if there were any strategies for balancing the negative ending balances. Mr.
Warkentin responded that in his estimation a profit is not likely if we continue to
operate as we are now. Salaries and benefits have to be paid for one full-time and one
half-time staff in the snack bar. The eventual goal when we move into our student
center is to fold the food service program in with the culinary program to be run jointly.
Mr. Warkentin stated that there are limitations as to what food can be prepared. Marty
Ennes commented that easily soup and chili could be made in a crock pot and available
as a food choice. Dave reported that an advisory committee has been recommended to
2.

2
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provide input, as well a suggestion box. The Snack Bar Program Review will be on the
next meeting's agenda.

• Upward Bound Math & Science (UBMS)
Joel Ruble, the originator of the TRIO Upward Bound Math and Science (UMBS)
Program Review was present. He explained that the UMBS is a federally funded
program committed to provide services to low-income, first-generation college bound
students. The ultimate goal is to get students into college and prepared for university
entrance and success. All students meet specific criteria as to those to be recruited and
brought into the program. The SLO's were based on federal expectations. Upward
Bound Math and Science is in its fifth cycle and Upward Bound Classic its first cycle.
They are funded to serve 50 students from three target high schools at an average of
$5,000 per student. Angela Tos commented that $5,000 per participant seemed high.
Joel responded that the students receive a personalized experience and staff is able to
make a connected bond with them. Mr. Warkentin questioned the transportation
concern. Joel explained that a concern is how to manage transportation as when they
travel a bus is rented as the college no longer has adequate vans. They also need rooms
during the summer time. Mr. Warkentin stated that there should be plenty of rooms
this coming summer. Linda Amaya-Guenon asked for clarification on the degrees and
certificates. Joel explained that students are not tracked past their third semester in the
program. They know students are graduating but this information is not purposefully
collected. Discussion ensued regarding SLO's. Stephanie Droker commented that the
SLO'S are program outcomes, not student learning outcomes. She believes the SLO's
should be broad, student centered and state what the student will take away. Ron
commented that the SLO's are non-instructional student outcomes.

Marty Ennes questioned concerning the transportation issue the possibility to obtain a
grant to purchase a bus for Upward Bound and the athletic teams. This may be a way to
combine resources and keep the cost down. The UBMS Program Review will be on the
next PGC agenda as a second reading.
• Student Activities/Student Services
Jose Lopez, the originator of the Student Activities/Student Services Program Review,
provided an overview. He reported that much of the information he received was from
the Student Town Hall meetings, the Student Government Association (SGA), student
clubs, and from completed surveys. Ron Oxford suggested that SLO #1 be reworded to
being with "Students will increase their participation ... ". Stephanie Droker suggested
that Recommendation 3, on page 3, have a reference included. Marty Ennes stated that
she believes there is not enough activity in Student Activities to conduct a program
review. She believes this should be a red flag and that we need to do more to increase
student activities; an area where we may be lacking. Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson
commented that the definition of a program is that it leads to a degree, a certificate, or
has its own budget, and Student Activities is defined as it does have its own budget. The
problem is that we are just now gaining momentum with student activities and can see
them beginning to grow. Angela Tos commented that she thought Student Services was
more comprehensive. Stephanie Droker commented that this review talks about veteran
3
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students and she questioned if this is part of the veterans program. Sylvia stated that
she believes this is where it becomes convoluted. Angela reported that she included
information on veterans in the Matriculation Program Review. Marty feels it may be
better to have a program review for the Intercollegiate Club Council and SGA. This
would allow focus on the individual areas. She believes that the current program review
is muddied by having Student Services combined with Student Activities. Student
Services also has its own budget. Marty recommends these be redefined and focus be
given to each individually. If we don't have enough student activities then we need to
recognize this as we grow so we can address this area. Sylvia questioned Dave Bolt
regarding when we look at other program review documents how to see the thread; for
example, counseling/advising does not have a budget line item so the definition does
not separate the areas. Angela stated that she believes that all student services have a
role in matriculation. Dave Bolt provided the example of the front counter Student
Services staff who also works in various areas of Student Services. Marty believes we
may eventually have to reexamine our definition of a program.
3. Grants Update
Mr. Warkentin reported that classified staff positions are now being identified for those
grants that are coming to an end. This is being looked at the district level with the
budget loss district-wide totaling $400,000 which also includes nine to ten certificated
staff. There are grants ending in June, September and December, 2010. The district
plans to absorb staff where it is possible. The full-time faculty obligation is an on-going
consideration. Still unknown are the State funds and what further cuts may occur to the
categorical programs. More should be known after the State revise in May.
4. WHCIST
Dave Bolt reported that the last meeting was cancelled and therefore he had nothing to
report at this time.
5. KART Update
Mr. Warkentin reported that he has spoken with the KART bus director and learned that
KART is working on a dial-a-ride for the evening hours. The same KART runs will
remain and a dial-a-ride system added. Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson stated that she has the
phone number. The last run is at 10:00 p.m. She stated that another thing planned is to
create some information cards to show the transportation access schedule. This
information can also be posted on SharePoint for access by students. KART has
adjusted their routing and there is an additional $1 charge. If enough students call at
7:30 p.m. it may cause KART to make it a regular run.
6. Student Government Association (SGA)
SGA President, Angel Isidoro, announced that the "One Day Without Shoes" event will
be held on April 8 th . There will be students walking around campus without shoes. The
purpose is to cause awareness for children in other countries without shoes and for
them to actually have shoes. Tom's Shoes is the sponsor and they donate shoes to be
sent to other countries. Coming soon is the Pizza Festival on April 16th through 18 th •
SGA will provide face painting and sell waters. Additionally forthcoming is the Relay for
4
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Life event on April 24th through April 25th at Lemoore High School.
participate.

SGA will

7. Curriculum Committee Report
Stephanie Droker reported that the curriculum committee is moving along and getting
things done. Dave Bolt added that a course was approved at today's meeting with the
number of 004. They ran out of numbers (numbers cannot be reused) in the PE
discipline and had to resort the use of peculiar numbers. PE 004 is women's volleyball.
Mr. Warkentin announced that BIO 10 for GE breadth has been approved, including the
online component at WHC Lemoore. WHC Coalinga was denied for some reason.
8. Academic Senate Report
Stephanie Droker reported that the Senate elections 'will be held on April 21 st and 22nd.
She expects that at one of the May PGC meetings she will be introducing the new Senate
president. A new resolution passed on Monday regarding a two-year schedule that she
will soon bring forward to PGC.
9. Accreditation
Dave Bolt reported that the substantive change proposal had been submitted in late
March allowing us to teach our degree programs in an online format. The hearing will
take place in May to accept or deny the proposal. It will most likely be accepted as
denials are few. Review by the President's Executive Cabinet of the full accreditation
self study is still progressing. Currently review is being made of Standard 4. Upon
completion of review of the four standards the report will be sent to the ghost writer to
be put into a narrative form. The first draft is to be completed in early June. The
accreditation visit date has not yet been confirmed but should be the last part of
February or early March, 2011.
10.

Report from Committee Representative

a) Student Learning Outcomes Committee (SLOC)
The SLOC has not met recently.
b) Institutional Effectiveness and Program Review Committee (IEPRC)
Dave Bolt reported the IEPRC met yesterday. There should be a few more program
reviews coming through to PGC this semester. They include Upward Bound Math &
Science, Upward Bound Classic, and Office Technology. The CalWORKS Program
Review is one that may not be completed this semester. IEPRC is still reviewing the
program review booklets (instructional and non-instructional). They are 99% done with
the instructional booklet which has been reduced significantly in length. The IEPRC
will formalize the booklet and it will then come to the PGC. Dave believes the process to
be much easier to follow.
c) Budget Allocation Committee (BAC)

5
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Dave Bolt reported that BAC had met yesterday. There is money to be spent and they
have a list of prioritized items they've considered for funding. There was a deadline on
one item in the amount of $7,171 which has been expended for software for the library.
They still have $47,751; however, there are restrictions and the monies cannot be carried
over again next year. Dave has received input from ITS that upgrades of the central
processing units (CPU's) for the computers in room 278 are needed. The current
monitors can remain. The cost to upgrade the CPU's is $34,000. ITS does not
recommend shared computers due to the necessity of the complex software for support
of several of the academic programs. Dave proposes that the CPU's be purchased and
the items on the top of the list be purchased. The remaining monies can then go to the
library to support its purpose. Marty questioned if this was the recommendation of the
budget committee.
Dave responded affirmatively. Stephanie Droker asked if this
information went to the area budget committees. Dave responded negatively and stated
that BAC followed the procedure in the booklet.
Marty expressed that she is
uncomfortable to vote on this without approval from the Faculty Association.
Representatives are here on behalf of their respective constituency group and if there is
to be a vote then the groups need to be informed and their input provided. Dave
reiterated that he has followed the process stating that BAC includes constituent
representatives and that these recommendations were not done in a vacuum. Marty
commented that she had not received input from the faculty representative on the BAC;
she is just now hearing about these budget recommendations, and she has a duty uphold
to her group. The PGC process has to be followed just as the BAC has to follow its
process. Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson questioned with regard to the clarification of protocol
and its defining parameters; if it is the practice of the governance teams to take action
and present information to PGC, or should the recommendations that the seven
committees bring need to be approved by PGC. Mr. Warkentin responded yes and no.
There are times for information and there are times when a vote is needed. Mr.
Warkentin encouraged Dave and the BAC to do as much preparatory as possible in
anticipation of the expenditures being approved. Mr. Warkentin directed that this
concern be brought back to the PGC for approval at the next meeting. He asked if
anyone expected any issues from constituency groups about the computer lab
recommended CPU purchase. Marty responded that she did not want to speculate what
her constituency group would think.
Dave stated that the computer lab
recommendation came through ITS from faculty, and faculty then brought it to the BAC.
Mr. Warkentin feels because this did not go through the procedural process then we
need to take the time to go through the procedure. Items purchased must be qualified
under the lottery funds definition. Stephanie Droker agreed that the time for the
procedural process need be given. Dave feels that there are going to be those learning
areas that will question why their recommendations were not chosen when the reason is
that lottery funds have defined restrictions. Stephanie asked that the language of the
lottery fund restrictions be sent to her. Mr. Warkentin asked that the "Lottery fund
budget allocation expenditure request" be an action item on the next agenda.
d) Employee Development and Success Committee (EDSC)
Dr. Hall reported that in the month of June EDSC is planning to offer a workshop on
"One Note" (a Microsoft tool) to be presented by Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson. A second
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workshop is being planned on "Agendas and minutes". There has been discussion that
all college agendas and minutes need to have continuity.

e) Student Success Committee (SSC)
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson reported that the SSC will meet next week.
At a recent PGC meeting there was discussion about the ASB/SGA funds that are being
collected. She has met with Tammy Weatherman and they are collaborating to identify
a process to allow for use of the funds. Expenditures against these funds by student
clubs will need to go through the process for auditing requirements. Sylvia announced
that she will bring further details as they are determined.
f) Facilities, Safety and Auxiliary Services Committee (FSASC)
In the absence of John Bernal, Mr. Warkentin reported that steel is going up on the
lower level ofthe west end of the Multi-use Sports Complex. The next concrete pour will
be on Tuesday. The center part of the building will be 55 ft. high. There will be an eagle
flag flown to be seen from a quite a distance and the contractors will invite college staff
for a barbecue to acknowledge the last beam of this portion erected. Work is beginning
on the perimeter roads and parking lots which are to be in place by the end of June.
Travel on Pederson Avenue will then be possible.

g) Technology Committee (TC)
Ron Oxford reported that the TC will meet next week.
Graduation Committee
Dean Jose Lopez reported that there is nothing new to report on the graduation
ceremony. Mr. Warkentin announced that graduation is Thursday, May 27th, WHCC's
is on May 28 th , and the Nursing pinning ceremony will be on Saturday, May 29 th • The
Honors Dinner is on May 13 th and will be an evening dinner to acknowledge scholarship
recipients along with their families. The Honors Recognition Brunch will be held the
following morning for program award recipients and their families. In the past the two
events have been combined but due to the large crowd it has this year been divided into
two events. Dean Lopez and Jan Young are coordinating the events. Mr. Warkentin
announced that suggestions are being sought for the Spirit of the Eagle award. Other
awards to be presented are the President's and Dean's awards.
11.

12.

Other
• Jose reported an incident on campus: A quad rider hit the fence over by the
construction area.
• Ron Oxford that there would be a presentation
• Miss California will be here April 30.

13. Agenda items for next meeting
• WHCL Mission/Vision Statements and Goals
• Lottery funds expenditures
• Program reviews
7
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14.A djournment

Mr. Warkentin adjourned the meeting at 3:20 p.m.
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West Hills College Lemoore
Mission Statement
West Hills College Lemoore enriches the lives of our students and the community we
serve by being dedicated to quality educational learning opportunities and
partnerships. The college provides a positive environment that is committed to student
learning and empowering students to achieve their educational goals.

Vision Statement
Learning through excellence and innovation
**************************************************************************

Goals
Goal 1 - l11HCL is committed to provide quality education to students and
the community.
Measurements (Institutional Outcomes):
1. Community Participation Rates
2. High School Graduates Participation Rates
3. Overall Success Rates
4. Overall Retention Rates
5. Persistence Rates (continuous enrollment)
6. Student Learning Outcomes Implementation and assessment.
Goal 2 - l11HCL is committed to empower students to achieve their
educational goals.
Measurements (Institutional Outcomes):
1. Basic skills math successful course completion & retention
2. Basic skills ESL successful course completion & retention
3. Basic skills English successful course completion & retention
4. Vocational courses successful course completion & retention
5. Degree and certificate completion
6. Transfers to four year institutions
Goal 3 - l11HCL will effectively maintain and increase its resources and
productivity .
Measurements (Institutional Outcomes):
1. Monitor Student Headcount
2. Meet Full-Time Equivalent Students (FTES) Goals
3. Successful Grant Acquisitions
4. Increase Revenue Generated by Outside Capital Campaign Activities
Revised: 1/ 11/07 - Flex Day think tank session
Revised: 2/15/07 - Ad Hoc Committee mtg.
Approved: 3/21/07 - PGC
Approved: 7/24/07 - BOT
Reviewed by SPC: 5/2/08
Corrections: 5/08
Reviewed: 2/19/2010 SPC mtg.

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
PROGRAM REVIEW!PLANNING AND EVALUATION PROCESS
UNIT PLANNING GUIDE - NON-INSTRUCTIONAL
DEPARTMENTS & AREAS
TO BE COMPLETED BY UNITIDEPARTMENT COMMITTEE

(Please submit this information using Microsoft Word. In formatting your response,
please use the exact outline developed below.)
I.

II.

General Information
DepartmentJService:
Date Prepared:
Prepared By:
Staff:

Food Services (Snack Bar)
3-5-2010
Debra A. Christy
Debra A. Christy
Tina L Garcia

Program Overview

A. State the program mission. If you don't have one, create one. The mission statement
should include the purpose of the program, the ideals the program strives to attain,
and who the program serves. (200 word limit) The mission of West Hills College
Lemoore Food Service (Snack Bar) is to provide a variety of menu options with
quality food and services, emphasizing the customer experience in the community.
This mission is achieved through responsive action to the changing requirements and
desires of our customers.
1) Mission Alignment. How is your program's mission consistent with the College's
Mission and Institutional goals? (250 words or less) The Food Services
department provides a clean, friendly surroundings in which students, staff and
faculty can relax, enjoy a meal, and recharge. We maintain the tradition of
providing the best possible menu choices to reach a vast array ofpeople. By
building relationships with students, staff, faculty, and potential students, we seek
the opportunity to energize the education process through serving our customers.
B. Briefly describe the current state of the program/department/service area. (250
words or less) The Food Service department is a self-funded operation. Its operation
is solely income based, not fund based. There is no general funding appropriated for the
Food Service program. The Food Service (Snack Bar) location limits its success. It is
located on the South side of the campus in a portable building which is small and not
visible or easily located. Recent Food Service department surveys reveal lack of seating
to be a primary concern of students, staff and faculty. It is recommended that the snack
bar be relocated to a more accessible area to increase student usage and boost sales.
Historically, budget reviews over the last three years have shown the Food Service
(Snack Bar) program to be operating at a loss. A summary of income and expenses for
the last three years appear below.

(-) EXPENSES

= PROFIT/LOSS

FOOD SERVICE
FISCAL YEAR

INCOME

2006-2007

$191,963

$228,136

-$36,174

2007-2008

$228,361

$242,758

-$14,398

2008-2009

$144,359

$217,943

-$73,584

C. List any recommendations from the most recent college/program/department
accreditation and/or previous review. (250 words or less) This is the first Program
Review the Food Services (Snack Bar) has done.

In.

Qualitative and Quantitative Data Review

A. Attach the following Non-Instructional Program Review data (as provided):
•
•
•
•
•

Enrollment Trends- A higher enrollment of incoming students will help increase
sales and revenue.
Student Retention Rates/Student Success Rates (if applicable)
WSCHIFTEF (if applicable)
Full-time to Part-time Faculty Ratio

•
•
•
•

Number of Students Earning Degrees (if applicable)
Number of Students Earning Certificates (if applicable)
Job Market Analysis (if applicable)
Student Demographics- Food Service (Snack Bar) is used by college students,
faculty, and staff Additionally, students from an on campus Charter High School
grades nine through twelve. Also use the food service (snack bar) facilities.
Grade Distribution (if applicable)
Student Survey Data (if applicable)

•
•
•

B. Using the data provided, address any significant trends/challenges/opportunities
identified which relate to your specific course/program/service. (250 words or less)
Location ofthe building makes it difficult for students to find. The snack bar is
located on the south side of the campus, while the majority of students attend classes
on the north side of the campus. More advertisement and or signs are needed so
students are able to locate and utilize the Food Service department (Snack Bar).
Additionally, seating is available for only sixty-four customers.
1) State any other measures used to determine the success of this program (e.g.
surveys, employer surveys or advisory committee feedback). A customer service
satisfaction survey is used to assist in the continual improvement/success of this
program. The customer service survey is an evaluation tool used as a guide to
ensure and improve upon customer satisfaction. Service, professionalism,

friendliness, speed ofservice, food choices, cleanliness, seating, safety and
security, and overall satisfaction, are questions asked on the survey. The
following are results of recent surveys distributed among students, faculty, and
staff.
STUDENT RESULTS:
OUTSTANDING

EXCELLENT SATISFACTORY POOR

Service

16

15

2

0

Professionalism

17

14

2

0

Friendliness

22

9

2

0

Speed of Service

11

20

2

0

Cleanliness

20

11

2

0

Food Choices

2

2

20

9

Seating

']]

5

5

12

Safety

13

6

4

10

Overall

19

13

1

0

STAFF/FACULTY RESULTS:
Service

5

2

0

0

Professionalism

5

2

0

0

Friendliness

6

1

0

0

Speed of Service

2

5

0

0

Food Choices

1

0

4

2

Cleanliness

6

1

0

0

Seating

1

1

2

3

Safety

2

1

o

4

Overall

5

2

o

o

C. Attach the following data maintained for your program/department/service area:
1. Budget information regarding costs per program/department/service area on
personnel, equipment, supplies, delivery of services (where applicable), and any other
direct or indirect costs connected with the service as reflected by student enrollment.

Personnel:

Full-Time

Debra A. Christy

Tina L. Garcia

Part-Time

Yearly Salaries

x

x

Supplies:

Average Monthly Cost:

1. Sysco

$3074.77

2. Pepsi

$1091.57

3. Mission Linen

$273.56

4. Farmer Brothers Coffee

$191.70

These monthly cost vary during the spring, fall, and summer semesters.
Farmer Brothers Coffee is not ordered monthly it's ordered as needed

2. Identify all personnel, including the number of certificated, classified professionals
and volunteers. Discuss the diversity of faculty and staff.
Full-Time

Part-Time

Debra Christy

Tina Garcia

Student Workers
Johnny Salazar
Gabriel Lopez
Rocio Evans
Columbus Hasberry
Timmie Underwood

Employee Classification:
Certificated
Class. Professional .........i'-"-Volunteers
Diversity (RacelEthnicity)
DNative Am./AlaskanNat.
DAsianlPacific Islander
k8JHispanic
k8JMixed

Student Cost Per Semester
$2736.00
$2736.00
$2736.00
$2736.00
$2736.00

Student Worker

x

-~-

k8JAfrican/African-AmericanINon-Hispanic
DCaucasianlNon-Hispanic
DFilipino

3. Describe the certificated and classified staffing requirements of the existing
program/department/service area, as well as the effect any proposed curricular or
instructional changes would have in the next three years. This statement should
include the need to retrain, or to add staffing for new specialties. Finally, this
statement should include the need to retrain or to add staff for clerical assistance, for
maintaining equipment, or for serving as an instructional assistant. At this time, the
Food Services (Snack Bar) has only one full time employee and one part-time
employee. Additionally, five student workers are allowed to work up to nineteen hours
per week each and are funded by a Federal Work Study Program. Staffing can be
extremely difficult during the fall and spring semester due to student workers varying
class schedules. The time period between 11:30 am to 1:00 pm has historically being
the most challenging. Within the next two to three years, a new student center will
open which will include a much larger snack bar. More staffing will need to be added
to handle increased customer throughput. The hiring of extra full time and part time
staffwill be a necessity in order to continue providing quality food service to
students, staff, and faculty. Hours ofoperation will need to be adjusted to meet
student, staff, andfaculty needs. In order to offer a wider variety of menu choices
and extend foodservice operating hours, staffing this new student center snack bar to

the proper level must be a priority. Starting out short-staffed and not being able to
meet student, staff, andfaculty needs would not cast a positive light on this new
program. Extra training will be needed for all food service handlers. Recommend
ServSafe certification for all food services staff and employee's. The ServSafe class is
available on campus at West Hills College Lemoore.
D. Identify ana discuss the effect that trends may have on the
program/department/services area's organization, structure, and nature over the next
two to four years.
The spring and fall sessions have historically been the most demanding times on the
food service department. Typically, the summer session is less busy. Close attention to
employee work scheduling and time management will become very important during
these periods of time to guarantee continued excellent service is given to students,
staff, and faculty. The correct number of Food Service staffwill need to be
maintained during all sessions to ensure food service equipment is cleaned on a daily,
weekly and monthly schedule, preventive maintenance on all equipment is performed,
and all food, safety, and sanitation regulations are complied with. At the completion
of the new student center and snack bar, a hiring of more full time and part time
personnel will become a necessity.

E. What resources are required to maintain program/department/service area, and what
additional resources are necessary to improve or expand it? Cleanliness of the Food
Service (Snack Bar) is maintained. Preventive maintenance of all equipment such as
refrigerators, cold and hot boxes, deli counter, ice machine, grill, fryer, fountain
drink station, and cash register is maintained by our maintenance department or
proper service technicians. All employees should attend a ServSafe class to obtain a
certificate in food safety. New register software such as a POS (Point of Service)
system is needed to provide a better customer count, inventory, sales, and scheduling
during those peak periods of business.

F. Discuss staff training, academic and professional currency. ServSafe is a qualification
required by the State of California concerning food service operations. At least one
ServeSafe qualified employee must be on staff as per state regulations. Currently, all key
personnel have acquired and maintained this required qualification. Monthly training is
conducted concerning food handling procedures, time/temperature, safety, chemicals,
cleanliness, health department concerns, and sanitation. This training ensures all food
service staffpersonnel are educated and have current understanding in aU mandatory
food safety procedures.
G. Excluding curriculum validation, discuss community involvement in the operation of
the program/department/service area. There is no community involvement at this time.

IV.

Professional Development

A. \Vhat professional development activities have staff participated in? The Kings
County Health Department requires at a minimum, one person hold a ServSafe
certification in each Food Service department .. ServSafe is a training program
directed towards supervisors, managers, and staff in the area offood handling
safety. The State 's purpose in mandclling training certljication is to upgrade the
levels offood safety infood service operations by training those that have
influence over others in the workplace. The ServSafe program offers state-of-theartfood safety training using a combination of lectures, slides, and videos. After
initial qualification, a recertification must be performed every five years and a
minimum score of 78% or better achieved to maintain the ServSafe qualification
certificate. At this time, the Food Service department has one full time staff
member maintaining the ServSafe qualification. As part of continued professional
development, it is recommend all Food Service staff/employee's receive this
valuable training and obtain the ServSafe qualification.
B. How does this professional development affect Student Learning Outcomes for your
program/department/service area?
ServSafe qualified personnel ensure all food prepared for students, staff and faculty is
done so in a clean, sanitary, safe environment. ServSafe training provided to staff by
qualified personnel ultimately results the building of a cohesive team ofprofessionals
dedicated to providing outstanding service to students, staff andfaculty members.

c.

Describe the program/department/service area's plans for staff development over the
next four years. All staff should attend a ServSafe course and obtain their
certification. Continual follow up training for full time, part time, and student
workers encompassing food stock inventory and tracking, requisitioning offood
stock, storage and proper rotation offood stock, finance/sales/receipt tracking,
cleaning/sanitation, food preparation, and customer service shall be performed.

D. Discuss the effectiveness of continuing education requirement to meet the need for
advanced training and/or training in emerging technologies . Not applicable

V.

Student Learning Outcomes
List all Student Learning Outcomes for this program/department/service.
l. Students will analyze (evaluation) and recommend snack bar offerings that meet
their economic and dietary needs.
2. Students will articulate (knowledge) their satisfaction with the snack bars
offerings, cleanliness, facilities, and customer service.
3. Students will practice (application) a healthy lifestyle by partaking in
nutritionally sound habits that have been shown to improve student learning.

B. Explain how Student Learning Outcomes are used to measure quality and success of
this program/department/service area.
The WHCL Snack Bar will measure the quality and success of the service area by
cultivating the physical health and well-being of students as indicated by their
demonstration of self-directed learning. The Snack Bar will provide opportunities for
students to provide feedback, evaluation, and recommendations about services
through comment cards, surveys, and informafdialog.- The Snack Bar will actively
track usage and adjust their services according to student recommendations.
C. Based upon the results of the program SLO assessments, what improvements have
been identified?
Assessments are in progress.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Food Choices
Cleanliness
Speed ofService
Friendliness
Seating

Outstanding

Excellent

Satisfactory

Poor

6%
60%
33%
66%
33%

6%
33%
60%
27%
15%

60%
6%
6%
6%
15%

0
0
0
0
36%

The number one concern in accordance with the student survey was seating, in which
36% of those surveyed scored as poor. Due to the size of our existing building,
adequate seating is an issue. Second were food choices. The Food Services (Snack
Bar) has added a daily lunch specialfrom 11:00 am to 2:00 pm. Other menu
choices will be added to the existing menu in the future to meet the student needs.

VI.

General Operations

A. How does the program/department/service area ensure that current
curriculum/delivery of service is adequately meeting the needs of students?

B. Do special accreditations, external regulations, or advisory committees regulate the
program/department/service area? Yes [x] No [] (if yes, elaborate.)
By the spring of2010 the Food Services (Snack Bar) will organize an advisory
committee.
C. Does the program/department/service area have any special regulations, space
requirements, staff training, etc.? Yes [x] No [] (if yes, elaborate.) A ServSafe
certificate is mandatory by the state of California. This certificate must be obtained

by taking a class and passing with a score of 78% or better in order to receive a
ServSafe certificate. This is the only requirement at this time.

D. Is there evidence ofunmet student needs caused by your program/department/service
area? Yes [ x] No [] (if yes, elaborate.) Building location and size are detrimental to
th.e needs of the student and the food service department. Lack ofadvertisement,
proper staffing, and limited hours of operation are aiso contributingfactors of un met
student needs.
E. How does the prograrnJdepartment/service area address cultural diversity? Currently,
menu items generally encompass American, and limited Hispanic fast food items.
Special request such as vegetarian substitutes are accommodated whenever possible.
Recommend a day or week be dedicated to specific cultural groups, for example,
Hispanic/Black/Pacific Asian culture appreciation week, Italian food Friday, etc.

F. Describe the initiatives the program/department/service area has implemented to meet
the needs of social-economically diverse students, and/or those with non-traditional
requirements (e.g., physical mental disabilities, re-entry, gender, etc.) Both entrances
to the food service area are equipped with access ramps for the use ofstudents who
use wheel chairs. Additionally, tables are positioned in the dining area to provide
students in wheel chairs maximum ease of maneuverability. The dining area
television is equipped with closed captioning for the hearing impaired. Signs are
posted in Braille on both the north and south side of the facility for the use of the
sight impaired.
G. Discuss the program/department/service area's use of external funding, including
grants and collaborative partnerships, if applicable. The Food Service (Snack Bar) is a
self-funded operation. Its operation is completely income based not funded based.
H. To what extent is technology being used in the program/department/service area?
Due to the limitations caused by an outdated cash register system, the Food Service
(Snack Bar) would be greatly improved with purchase of a Point ofSa Ie (POS)
system to better track customers, inventory, ordering, and sales history.

I. Describe the supply requirements for your existing program/department/service area,
as well as the effect that any proposed changes would have on the supplies in the next
four years. This statement should include the kinds and amounts of supplies needed,
any anticipated costs, and the need for any computer software/technology.

Suppliers currently used:

Average Monthly Cost:

1. Sysco

$3074.77

2. Pepsi

$1091.57

3. Mission Line

$273.56

4. Farmer Brothers Coffee

$191. 70

These monthly cost vary during the spring, fall, and summer semesters. At the completion
of the new Student Center cost also will vary because o/an Increased student populariun,
larger facility, a wider verity offood

A Point of Sale (POS) system is needed to provide customer tracking, inventory,
ordering, and sales history The estimated cost per one unit is $3,851.00.
Additional unit estimated cost $3515.00 each.

J. Describe the need for facility modifications within your existing program/department/
service area or effect the, and at any proposed curricular or instructional changes
would have on the existing facilities in the next four years. This statement should
should include a description of the desire changes, the rationale for the changes,
and a rough estimate of the costs.

The opening of the new student center and snack bar will faCilitate most of the needs
the food service department has at this time such as size, location, equipment,
modernization, etc. A dramatic increase of customers utilizing the food service
department (snack bar) is anticipated At the completion of the new student center and
snack bar, a hiring of more full time and part time personnel will become a necessity
to ensure a high standard of service can be maintained to student, staff and faculty at
all times.

VII.
Additional Information (optional)
Please provide any other information to describe, explain, justify, analyze, or clarify
prospective program/department/service area changes or needs anticipated in the next
four years.
A. What factors did you use in determining the quality and success of this
program/department/service area?
B. Identify the best ways to measure the quality and success of this
program/department/service area. Conduct an evaluation of the
program/department/service area. Use a surveyor questionnaire when appropriate to
address questions. (Examples: How do the persons served by this
program/department/service area evaluate its adequacy or effectiveness? How do
services compare to similar departments/service areas out side the College? By what
processes does the program/department/service area deal with complaints and

continually up-grade services? Other methods might include matching or exceeding
nation-wide productivity measures, i.e., full-time staffing equivalent per square foot
for M & 0 and per number of employees for Human resources, feedback from
campus "clients", etc.)
C. Describe the annual scheduling patterns for courses impact your

program/department/service areas . ConsIder interaction with other
programs/departments/service areas, use of facilities and flexibility for students.
VIII. Summary and Recommendations
A. What actions have been taken to address the assessment and improvements of program
learning outcomes?

1. Feedbackfrom students, faculty, and staff
2. Surveys

3. Suggestion Box
B. Based on analysis of the information provided in I through VII, describe the
program's strengths, areas that need improvement, and strategies and actions to make
those improvements.
1. Program strengths
1. Excellent customer service
2. Variety of menu choices
3. Quality food
4. Clean, safe, enjoyable, atmosphere

2. Areas that need improvement

1. Menu options (need healthier food choices, cultural diversity)
2. Cash register system (need Point of Sale (POS System) for advanced tracking of
inventory, sales, customer count, and scheduling)

3. Number of staff
4. Hours of operation
5. Advertisement
6. Building size (Lack of seating)
7. Number ofServSafe certified personnel

8. Middle Charter High School

3. Strategies and actions for program enhancement and improvement.
1. Distribute surveys to students, staff, and faculty to obtain input for
creating new menu ideas and facility improvements.
2. Post flyers around the campus for advertisement. Have staff and faculty inform
students of the location of the snack bar during class orientations.
3. Create signs to be positioned on the north and south side of the building to
assist students in locating the Food Service (Snack Bar) area;
4. Offer a culturally diverse "special" menu item once a week.
5. Add additional seating.
6. Extend hours ofoperation.
7. Increase menu options by adding healthier choices and culturally diverse menu
items.

C. Attach your Program Planning and Evaluation Assessment Grid. Follow the
directions provided and thoroughly complete the form. You should have not more
than five short term goals, of which at least three are student learning outcome goals.

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
PROGRAM REVIEW!PLANNING AND EV ALUA TION PROCESS
UNIT PLANNING GUIDE - NON-INSTRUCTIONAL
DEPARTMENTS & AREAS
TO BE COMPLETED BY UNITIDEPARTMENT COMMITTEE
(Please submit this infonnation using Microsoft Word. In fonnatting your response,
please use the exact outline developed below.)
I.

II.

General Information
Department/Service: TRiO Upward Bound Math and Science
Date Prepared: October 1,2008
Prepared By: Joel Ruble
Staff: Oscar Villarreal, Brian Green, Anna Silvestre
Program Overview
A. State the program mission. If you don' t have one, create one. The mission
statement should include the purpose of the program, the ideals the program
strives to attain, and who the program serves. (200 word limit)

West Hills College Lemoore Upward Bound Math & Science (UBMS) program is
committed to youth, educational experiences, community partnerships, and providing
opportunities to the underserved and disadvantaged population. UBMS identifies lowincome, first-generation college bound students and provides them with services that
provide participants access to individualized tutoring, special instruction, college visits
and educational/career advising. Members will have their Science, Engineering,
Technology and Math interests encouraged and enhanced by qualified instructors,
counselors, and positive experiences that promote diversity, cultures, educational success
and post secondary attainment.
B. Briefly describe the current state of the program/department/service area. (250
words or less)

Upward Bound Math and Science at West Hills College Lemoore is a federally
funded TRiO program in its second funding cycle beginning 2007-2008. We are funded
to serve 50 students from our 3 target high schools in the communities of: Laton,
Lemoore and Avenal. In addition to the three target sites, we continue to provide limited
services to 3 additional high schools from our previous cycle. At present, we have filled
40 of our 50 program slots. The program ' s focus is on college entry and success for our
first generation and low income students. The program's primary activities consist of
daily or weekly tutorials at each school site, monthly Saturday sessions and a 6-week
summer program with a residential component. There are also various activities
throughout the year such as campus visits to universities, community service fieldtrips to
science or technology enterprises (ie: Moss Landing Institute, San Francisco
Exploratorium, Roche Phannaceutical, and Point Lobos). In addition, we monitor our

students' academic progress regularly and provide post-secondary access support. More
than 50% of our students experience dual college enrollment at West Hills College during
first year participant status. Participants enrolled in college courses are provided with
books and materials in addition to academic support through the UBMS program.
C. Describe how the program/departmenUservice area goals and objectives are

aligned to the advancement of the college mission, goals and objectives. (250
words or less)
Our program SLO ' s are focused on the needs of our low income, first generation
population pertaining to their preparation for college. This includes evaluation of results
on the California High School Exit Exam, advisement in college preparation
(ie: SAT! ACT, A thru G, financial aid, etc.) and postsecondary enrollment. These
activities develop in our communities which promote a college going culture aligning
with the mission statement of the college in terms of providing educational learning
opportunities and partnerships. As well as providing a positive environment that is
committed to student learning and empowering students to achieve their educational
goals.

D. List any recommendations from the most recent college/program/department
accreditation and/or previous review. (250 words or less)
No recommendations proposed at this time.

III.

Qualitative and Quantitative Data Review

A. Attach the following Non-Instructional Program Review data (as provided):

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enrollment Trends-Approximately 50% of our program participants enroll in
courses at WHCL for dual credit.
Student Retention Rates/Student Success Rates (if applicable) - Our year to year
retention rate as submitted in our Annual Performance Report is consistently at
approximately 89%.
WSCHIFTEF (if applicable)
Full-time to Part-time Faculty Ratio
Number of Students Earning Degrees - (Data not available at this time)
N umber of Students Earning Certificates - (Data not available at this time)
Job Market Analysis (not applicable)
Student Demographics Review Data Below
Grade Distribution (not applicable)
Student Survey Data (not applicable)

Target Sites:

Race / Ethnicity:

1.

Lemoore High School

1.

33 - Hispanic

2.

Avenal High School

2.

2 -White

3.

Laton High School

3.

2 -Indian

4.

Corcoran High School

4.

1 - African American

5.

Caruthers High School

5.

2 - Other

6.

Riverdale High School

Median Grade Point Average:
Grade Levels:
1.

Freshmen (9 th ) -3

2.

th

3.
4.

Sophomores (10
Juniors (11

th

Seniors (li

h

) )

) -

15

6

1.

Freshmen (9 th ) - 3.01

2.

Sophomores (10th

3. Juniors (11

th

4.

th

Seniors (12

) -

3.027

) -

3.051

) -

3.170

- 16

Program Category:
1.

27 - Low Income / First Generation

2.

13 - First Generation Only

Total Students Currently: 40

B. Using the data provided, address any significant trends/challenges/opportunities
identified which relate to your specific course/program/service. (250 words or less)
The most significant trend for Upward Bound Math and Science is that under our
new grant application we are mandated to serve 3 target schools one of which is new to
our program. During the time of transition from our previous cycle to the new, we have
approval to limit services to the students from previous target sites not highlighted in the
new grant cycle of2007-2011. This stretches our resources over a larger geographic area
requiring staff to be out in the field for the majority of time. It doubles the school site
staff necessary for operation and doubles the number of tutorials to manage each week.
These challenges encumber on our staffing and fiscal resources as they are limited. It also
lays the groundwork for the second trend that has great effect on our program operation.
The recent increases in transportation costs are probably the most difficult issues for
us to resolve. Because we transport our students to events at the college or at other
institutions and having 6 sites to serve rather than 3, the impact of these transportation
expenses is all the more devastating.
The lack of residential living on campus is another trend that forces the program to
seek outside partnerships to house participants during the summer component. Without
providing students a residential living experience, the program would be out of
compliance with the grantee. Every year, program staff explores and networks with other
organizations that provide opportunities to give students a residential living experience.
In past experience, CSU Monterey has invited our students to participate in a
Biotechnology Camp that provides housing at minimal costs to the program. We have
also taken the opportunity to partner with the Girl Scouts of America who kindly allow us

to use their facilities and housing units for student related activities during the summer
component.
1) State any other measures used to determine the success of this program (e.g.
satisfaction surveys, employer surveys or advisory committee feedback).
We measure the success of our program primarily through our Annual Performance
Report. We measure standardized objectives regarding low income/first generation
status, state assessment, participant retention, and post secondary enrollment. We take
account of the positive feedback we receive from student testimonies on our yearly
student surveys. Additionally, administrators and staff at the target high schools have
recognized the positive influences of the program to its students through advisory
committee feedback announcements.
We also measure our success in our overall contact with students. We have
approximately 90% attendance at our afterschool tutorial, 75%-80% at our Saturday
sessions and approximately 50% participation in our 6-week summer component. During
the summer, a significant number of our students join the workforce to help support their
families. Others attend out of district programs (COSMOS , Berkeley House, etc.) or are
required to attend summer school at their local high schools forcing them limit
themselves to participation during the Upward Bound' s summer component. In this light,
our 50% summer participation is quite high.
C. Attach the following data maintained for your program/department/service area:
1. Budget information regarding costs per program/department/service area on
personnel, equipment, supplies, delivery of services (where applicable), and any other
direct or indirect costs connected with the service as reflected by student enrollment.
UBMS BUDGET
SALARIES
Full-time Personnel

131,123

Part-time Personnel

6,500

BENEFITS
SUPPLIES & MATERIALS
TRAVEL AND
CON FERENCE

45,566
1,809
3,500

PARTICIPANT COSTS

22,150

PARTICIPANT STIPENDS

22 ,500

TOTAL DIRECT COST
INDIRECT COST 8%
TOTAL PROGRAM COST

233,148
16,852

Cost per participant

250,000
5,000

2. Identify all personnel, including the number of certificated, classified professionals
and volunteers. Discuss the diversity of faculty and staff.

Employee Classification:
Certificated _.5_
Class. ProfessionalE
Volunteers_O_
Diversity (Race/Ethnicity)
DNative Am. / Alaskan Nat.
DAsianiPacific Islander
C8JHispanic
C8JMixed

Student Worker _1_

DAfricaniAfrican-AmericanIN on-Hispanic
C8J CaucasianIN on-Hispanic
DFilipino

3. Describe the certificated and classified staffing requirements of the existing
programJdepartment/service area, as well as the effect any proposed curricular or
instructional changes would have in the next three years. This statement should
include the need to retrain, or to add staffing for new specialties. Finally, this
statement should include the need to retrain or to add staff for clerical assistance, for
maintaining equipment, or for serving as an instructional assistant.
Our program employs 1. 1 advising staff under the Advising Specialist, .25 Program
Development Assistant, 1 hour per week school site instructors under the Upward Bound
Instructor job description and student tutors at our school sites. We also have 1 student
worker per semester to help with office and clerical work.
The program would recommend additional staff to broaden the opportunities and
services it already provides. But, due to budget constraints, additional hires would
dampen the budget and hinder the program from meeting its goals and objectives
jeopardizing its future . Staff is also recommended to attend yearly training seminars
related to program standards. Travel expenses at times will prevent staff from attending
out of district trainings requiring staff to adhere to out dated policies and procedures or
required to research the web for updated material related to program operation.
D. Identify and discuss the effect that trends may have on the
programJdepartment/services area's organization, structure, and nature over the next
two to four years.
Structural changes will occur primarily based upon our shift from 6 target campuses
down to 3. Our model is well established and proven effective and we would be unwise
to retool that model at this point. We will also have to respond to escalating
transportation costs in our summer program design. Transporting students from 6
communities each day is prohibitively expensive and so our program will respond by
transferring some of the summer instruction to an online environment and doing portions
of our work in the communities where our target schools are located.

Due to the state ' s economic crisis, our host institution is revamping its administrative
structure which impacts all categorical programs on campus. The new organization will
require for our program ' s director to delegate a percentage of his responsibilities toward
district duties. This change will bring forth additional duties and responsibilities onto
current program staff potentially hindering the delivery of services to program
participants.
E. What resources are required to maintain program/department/service area, and
what additional resources are necessary to improve or expand it?
Transportation is our main consideration resource wise . If the college were to provide
transportation services at minimal or no-cost to the program, attendance to functions and
events will improve substantially. Our other main resource requirement is technology
which allows for program staff to communicate with students to inform them with the
most current college updates including scholarship information. Additional personnel are
another resource that will prove valuable to the operation of the program. More funding
would vitalize the capabilities ensuring innovation and cornn1itment to our students.
F. Discuss staff training, academic and professional currency.
Our staff is invited to trainings throughout the year. Staff arranges to attend at least I
TRiO related training per year. These are offered by various organizations and are
approved by the Department of Education. The director attends the annual conference,
which is usually held in Washington D.C. or San Antonio, Texas. Our advising staff also
attends training from the CSU and UC to stay updated with university admissions and
topics related to incoming transfers.
G. Excluding curriculum validation, discuss community involvement in the operation
of the program/department/service area.
Throughout the year, our participants get involved with community service projects.
Many of our students volunteered their time during the election year of 2008 promoting
the Measure E bond which would expand West Hills College. They walked precincts and
participated in phone banking informing community members about Measure E. In
addition to their community service, many of our students make it a yearly tradition to
help out the Girl Scouts of America. Every summer, our students make a trip to CampEI-O-Win and spend time cleaning debris and helping prepare the campsite prior to the
opening of summer camp. In addition to their involvement with the Girl Scouts of
America, our students have also volunteered their time to help remove non-native plants
at the Point Lobos State Reserve of California located in Monterey County. The program
also recruits instructors from the community that work with our students in school and
during Saturday workshops.

IV.

Professional Development

A. What professional development activities have staff participated in?

CSU Counselors Conference, UC Counselors Conference, TRiO training in priority 1
record keeping, retention student success.
B. How does this professional development affect Student Learning Outcomes for your
program/department/service area?
Our trainings always focus on student retention and success as well as postsecondary
enrollment. Strategies to improve student retention and positive student outcome are
always highlighted and reintroduced for reinforcement purposes. Our efforts to maintain
student retention rates improve the overall success of the program ' s goals and objectives.
C. Describe the program/department/service area' s plans for staff development over the
next four years.
We will continue with our current plan. We are looking to focus on increasing our
efficiency with our student database and implementing a new staff re-organization
structure that will require cross-training among staff for the purpose of program
effectiveness.
D. Discuss the effectiveness of continuing education requirement to meet the need for
advanced training and/or training in emerging technologies.
Program staff is encouraged to continue with furthering their education and given an
opportunity to take advantage of an internal Educational Assistance Program that helps
with tuition costs. West Hills College also provides training opportunities for staff to
advance in emerging technologies. The college has moved towards a Portal network that
provides students access to college information using technology innovation. All
employees are required to attend trainings related to the Portal network to stay updated
with system updates. The program has also purchased a student database through Student
Access which allows for TRIO programs to maintain record-keeping for its participants.
Training for continued effectiveness on database program is forthcoming.

v.

Student Learning Outcomes

A List all Student Learning Outcomes for this program/department/service.

1.) Upward Bound Math and Science students will be successful in high
school as indicated by successful completion of the California High School
Exit Exam. (CAHSEE)
2.) Upward Bound Math and Science students will enroll in programs of
postsecondary education after high school.

3.) Upward Bound Math and Science students will be successful in college
level coursework.
B. Explain how Student Learning Outcomes are used to measure quality and success of
this programldepartment/service area.
We based our SLO's on West Hills College Lemoore standardized outcomes and so
success in SLO' s will also reflect success from the perspective of our federal mandates of
Upward Bound Math & Science.
C. Based upon the results of the program SLO assessments, what improvements have
been identified?
We have yet to assess our SLO's.
VI.

General Operations

A. How does the programldepartment/service area ensure that current
curriculumldelivery of service is adequately meeting the needs of students?
Students are showing improvement in their academics and have a positive attitude
towards higher education. Students are fulfilling the California Exit Exam standards and
progressing academically based on evaluation of student academic transcripts.
Graduating seniors are meeting eligibility criteria for the CSU and UC college systems.
B. Do special accreditations, external regulations, or advisory committees regulate the
programldepartment/service area? Yes [X] No [ ] (if yes, elaborate.)
Program operation must adhere to the Education Department General Administrative
Regulations manual which set standards for program administration of services and
agreements. Mandates require Upward Bound Math & Science program to maintain
retention rates, improve college access to participants and demonstrate success of
program effectiveness through post-secondary retention.
C. Does the programldepartment/service area have any special regulations, space
requirements, staff training, etc. ? Yes [X] No [ ] (if yes, elaborate.)
Program grant specifies that appropriate facilities must be provided for staff. The grant
also provides a budget which appropriates funds for staff training that is available year
round. West Hills College Lemoore is in process of completing a new phase in the
expansion project and is considering TRIO Programs to be accommodated in the newly
constructed facility.

D. Is there evidence of unmet student needs caused by your programldepartment/service
area? Yes [X] No [] (if yes, elaborate.)

A major student need that is currently not being met is in the area of transportation which
is limited due to high costs. Commercial passenger vans can no longer be utilized for
transporting of minors. This new policy is in force by the Department of Transportation
and California' s Highway Patrol which has a negative impact on attendance and
participation during weekend activities held outside of student's target area.
E. How does the program/department/service area address cultural diversity?
Program addresses cultural diversity by becoming aware of the multicultural factions
along with their values and learning needs. Staff is sensitive to the cultural diversity that
exists and utilizes multicultural activities to bring awareness to students and their peers.
F. Describe the initiatives the program/department/service area has implemented to meet
the needs of social-economically diverse students, and/or those with non-traditional
requirements (e.g., physical mental disabilities, re-entry, gender, etc.)
Program insures equality to all participants regardless of deficiencies. It also provides an
incentive stipend to assist students economically. The program currently does not have
students with physical or mental disabilities. The program primarily targets students who
come from a low social-economically background who are at a disadvantage in acquiring
the necessary resources to pursue higher education.
G. Discuss the program/department/service area's use of external funding, including
grants and collaborative partnerships, if applicable.
The program is funded through a grant sponsored by the Department of Education. The
program is currently seeking to acquire collaborative partnerships with other grant
programs within the hosted institution.
H. To what extent is technology being used in the program/department/service area?
Technology is the vital resource that is utilized for program operation. Technology is
used for communication purposes which is instrumental to the program ' s functions.
Technology is also utilized to provide instruction and for learning development. The
program integrates technology during weekly and Saturday instruction and promotes
telecommunication among its participants.

1.

Describe the supply requirements for your existing program/department/service area,
as well as the effect that any proposed changes would have on the supplies in the next
four years. This statement should include the kinds and amounts of supplies needed,
any anticipated costs, and the need for any computer software/technology.

The demand for supplies will increase along with costs in the upcoming years. With the
help of the college, our program would operate much more successfully if provided
assistance in this area. Much of our office supplies include but not limited to file folders,

writing materials, binders, and other outreach essentials. Another requirement is this area
that will impact the program's supply budget is the renewal and maintenance agreement
for the Student Access database provided by Heiburg Consulting.

1. Describe the need for facility modifications within your existing
program/department/service area or the effect that any proposed curricular or
instructional changes would have on the existing facilities in the next four years. This
statement should include a description of the desired changes, the rationale for the
changes, and a rough estimate of the costs.
Individual staff offices needed. Currently, West Hills College Lemoore is in process of
completing a new phase in the expansion construction project and is considering housing
TRIO Program Offices in the newly constructed facility. This will bring forth advantages
that will improve the delivery of services to our students.

VII.
Additional Information (optional)
Please provide any other information to describe, explain, justify, analyze, or clarify
prospective program/department/service area changes or needs anticipated in the next
four years.

A. What factors did you use in determining the quality and success of this
program/department/service area?
The program evaluates student assessment provided by the state of California. As
required by the grantee, program objectives revolve around student success. Participant
graduation rates and post-secondary enrollment are indicators that confirm program
success. In addition to these factors , the program has a proven record of success based on
its renewal funding awards which are determined by program effectiveness.
B. Identify the best ways to measure the quality and success of this
program/department/service area. Conduct an evaluation of the
program/department/service area. Use a surveyor questionnaire when appropriate to
address questions. (Examples: How do the persons served by this
program/department/service area evaluate its adequacy or effectiveness? How do
services compare to similar departments/service areas out side the College? By what
processes does the program/department/service area deal with complaints and
continually up-grade services? Other methods might include matching or exceeding
nation-wide productivity measures, i.e. , full-time staffing equivalent per square foot
for M & 0 and per number of employees for Human resources, feedback from
campus "clients", etc.)

Participants are given surveys and evaluation forms that allows for reflection of services.
Students receive these questionnaires upon completion of program activities for feedback
purposes.
C. Describe the annual scheduling patterns for courses impact your
program/department/service areas. Consider interaction with other
programs/departments/service areas, use of facilities and flexibility for students.
Our program participants are required to enroll in college level courses in the summer
session. In part of the coordination of registration, program staff collaborates with
Department Faculty to inform them of our initiatives which focuses on high school
students. Due to current fiscal cuts enforced by the state, our host institution is forced to
reduce course sections which will impact the number of program participants enrolling in
college classes in the near future .

VIII. Summary and Recommendations
A. What actions have been taken to address the assessment and improvements of program
learning outcomes?

Program staff is required to monitor student progress on a monthly basis versus quarterly.
Students are provided with evaluation forms to assess program services so appropriate
adjustments or accommodations are made for students.
B. Based on analysis of the information provided in I through VII, describe the

program's strengths, areas that need improvement, and strategies and actions to make
those improvements.
1. Program strengths
Staff is committed to serving students and meeting their needs. Program has positive
rapport with target serving school sites. Program has attained successful rates of students
entering higher education institutions after graduation. Collaboration efforts with West
Hills College Lemoore are effective promoting future program participant involvement
with college events and activities.
2. Areas that need improvement
Program needs improvement in the area of facilities and transportation.
3. Strategies and actions for program enhancement and improvement.
Staff will make more contact with students to develop education planning to insure that
students are progressing academically. Program staff is currently strategizing on

collaborating with other programs and school transportation offIcials to reduce student
unmet needs.
C. Attach your Program Planning and Evaluation Assessment Grid. Follow the
directions provided and thoroughly complete the form. You should have not more
than five short telID goals, of which at least three are student learning outcome goals.

Program Review, Planning and Evaluation

West Hills College Lemoore
Assessment Grid
Program: Upward Bound Math & Science
Submission Date:
Program!Administrative Program Activities!Actions
Objectives
The specific activities you
At least 3 short-term and
will implement to
up to 2 long-tem1 goals.
Instruction: At least three accomplish the goals (e.g.
implement a new course).
of your goals must be
student-learning outcome
oriented. *
1. Advertise UBMS services
1. Recruit and
to students at target area high
maintain 50
schools to meet objective.
qualifying
participants from
the 5 target serving 2. Coordinate in conjunction
with high school staff and
high schools.
administration to facilitate
2. Provide after
tutorial services.
school advising
3. Coordinate with host
services to all
institution through Facilities
participants to
and transportation
maintain contact
department administrators to
with project staff
conduct and facilitate
and to enhance
Saturday workshops. Project
retention in the
staff will recruit and employ
program and in
necessary instructor( s)
school.
needed for Saturday
instruction through host
3. Provide Saturday
institution Human Resources
enrichment
Dept.
education
workshops to
4. Project staff will monitor
enhance academic
participant progress and
progress. Project
will supplement
maintain academic records to

Contact Person/ext.: Joel Ruble / 3127
Midterm Regort Date (2xears from submission):
Necessary Resources
Outcomes
(Including Funding)
Longer-Term Outcomes
Any additional
Means of
resources you will need I Assessment/Criteria for (Program Goals, WHCL
Strategic Plan Goals, PFE
to accomplish the
Success including
& WHCL Master Plan
activity. Please be
timeline (Measurable)
relating to short-term
specific and realistic.
outcomes)
1. Increase number of
1. Funds for travel
1. Records and
serving participants.
expenses.
documentation of
number of participants
2. Increase retention and
and recordings of
2. Funds for travel
attendance during afterexpenses.
qualification status.
school tutorials.
3. Technology
2. Documentation taken
equipment and
during tutorial sessions 3. Involve host institution
faculty during projects
classroom.
for evidence of
Saturday Academic
Transportation vehicles attendance and
workshops.
retention.
including drivers that
can transport
4. Increase number of
participants to and from 3. Documentation
graduating participants
showing record of
site locations.
attending
post-secondary
Host institution faculty attendance at program
education.
that can provide
workshops.
instruction in the areas
5. Increase number of
4. Evaluation of
for which the project
participants attending
participant academic
targets.
summer bridge program
records showing
progress and
4. Support from the
6. Show evidence of
satisfactory in all
host institution
student-learning outcomes.
counseling department, subject areas.
Evaluation of
admissions and
financial aid
participant meeting

knowledge in the
areas of math,
science, English,
computer science,
geography,
Spanish, and
careers.
4. Participants will
graduate and
pursue higher
education at a
post-secondary
institution.

5. Project staff will
coordinate a sixweek summer
bridge program for
graduates at host
institution.
Continuing
participants will
enroll in college
oriented courses
for dual credit.
6. Project will
develop studentlearning outcomes
that meet objective
goals.

guide graduating students
towards a post-secondary
institution. Project staff will
provide participants with the
necessary knowledge and
assistance to apply for
admission and financial aid
support. Project staff will
adhere to program guidelines
to prepare and align
participants to meet college
requirements.
5. Project staff will
coordinate with host
institution counseling
department to assist with the
enrollment process.
Graduating participants will
develop a student
educational plan that will be
recorded in admissions.
Proj ect staff will coordinate
with counseling department
to assist with continuing
participants who will be
enrolled in college credited
courses that qualify for dual
credit.

departments.
5. Support from the
host institution
Counseling,
Admissions, Financial
Aid and Facilities
Departments.
6. Support from the
Administration.

state standards
equivalency and
showing mastery of the
California High School
Exit Exam.
5. Documentation and
record of admission
forms required for
registration for courses.
6. Evaluation of
participant progress
through Annual Report.

6. Project staff will conduct a
series of goal evaluations for
enhancement purposes in the
implementation of services
to increase student-learning
outcomes.

-

-

-

-

l

*1f, your previous Program Review did not contain SLOs, but you now have them you can rejer to your SLUs here.
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Program3eview, Planning and Evaluation

West Hills College Lemoore
Program Planning and Evaluation
Assessment Planning Logic Model
Midterm Report
Program: Upward Bound Math & Science

Findings
What are the actual quantifiable outcomes
compared to those listed in column four of
the Assessment Grid?
1. Currently, project has not met
number of qualifying participants for
the year. Site instructors are
recruiting interested students at their
area high school. Project has 42
active patticipants and intends to
recruit and retain 50 participants by
the end of the academic year.
2. Participant log in sheets are
completed during tutorial sessions
weekly, recording attendance and
participant course work.
3. Saturday workshops are coordinated
on a monthly basis and
documentation recording dates and
subjects are in place. Project has

Date:

Analysis
Your interpretation of the results (why the
activities were not successful in achieving
the goal)
1. Students are highly involved in extracurricular activities and cannot
commit the amount of time required
by project. Project staff is limited to
the amount of time spent on
recruiting new participants.
2. Documentation on attendance during
tutorials is recorded on a weekly
basis.
3. Activities are being met and
accomplished effectively. Saturday
workshops are planned accordingly
and have yet have not canceled or
postponed scheduled activities. All
documentation relating to Saturday
activities are recorded monthly.

Actions
Based on the Findings and Analysis, what is
the next step?

1. Work closely with site instructors and
delegate more time to be spent on
recruiting students interested in
careers in the Math or Science fields .
2. Continue maintaining accurate
documentation recording attendance
and participant course work during
after-school weekly tutorials.
3. Continue planning in advance to meet
mandated project requirements
consisting of Saturday workshops
covering a series of core subjects
including cultural and community
service activities. Maintain accurate
records of Saturday activities and
events including attendance.

conducted 3 Saturday academic and
culturally related sessions. Project is
currently planning to conduct it 4th
session for the year. Documentation
and attendance including activities
conducted during the Saturday events
are recorded monthly.
4. Participant academic records are
evaluated on a quarterly basis.
Grades are obtained through high
school counseling department.
Project staff reviews grades and
proceeds with one to one meeting
with participant to discuss academic
progress or regressIon.
S. Project is currently in the planning

stages developing summer program.
Project staff has met with
institution' s faculty to discuss course
outline and schedule. Project staff
has informed all participants of the
summer program that is underway.
Majority of participants are already
admitted into the institution through
its application process. Over thirty
participants have taken the
institution's placement exam, a
requirement for selection of courses.
During the next eight weeks project
staff will submit all required forms
on behalf of the participant for
summer registration confirmation.
6. Annual report is due in December of
2009 and data for report is on file .
Data will be converted into repOIi' s
format when Dept. of Education
announces instructions for report.
Proks:t~LQ ' s ~ill be defined by

4. Academic records are posted
quarterly and made available for
project staff to review. Project staff
is responsible to schedule student
meetings to discuss grades.
Evaluation of participant grades is
done accordingly when grades are
available for review.
S. A six-week summer program is

implemented yearly which includes a
residential module off campus.
Participants will be required to make
efforts to be part of this component.
6. Annual report is always submitted
prior to deadline and reviewed by
project staff and administrator prior
to submission. Annual report is due
December 28, 2009. It is necessary
that the project work in conjunction
with students services personnel to
develop SLO's that appropriately
reflect our program goals and
objectives.

4. Continue evaluating grades when
available and meet with participants
accordingly to discuss academic
results to promote achievement.
S. Plan and execute an effective six-

week summer component that will
allow participants to gain college and
high school credit for achieving a
passing grade in a college course.
6. Maintain accurate data throughout
the academic year to meet all
standards required by the Department
of Education which reviews our
project's accomplishments during the
academic year of2008-2009. In
addition to annual reporting, program
staff will work closely with
institution student success personnel
to develop appropriate student
learning outcomes.

-

-

-

annual reporting requirements and
institutional student success
committee.

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
PROGRAM REVIEWfPLANNING AND EVALUATION PROCESS
UNIT PLANNING GUIDE - NON-INSTRUCTIONAL
DEPARTMENTS & AREAS
TO BE COMPLETED BY UNIT /DEPARTMENT COMMITTEE

(Please submit this information using Microsoft Word . In formatting your response,
please use the exact outline developed below.)
I.

General Information
Department/Service: TRiO Upward Bound
Date Prepared: October I, 2008
Prepared By: Joel Ruble
Staff: Jose Murrieta, Brian Green, Anna Silvestre

II.
Program Overview
A. State the program mission. If you don't have one, create one. The mission statement
should include the purpose of the program, the ideals the program strives to attain,
and who the program serves. (200 word limit)
West Hills College Lemoore's Upward Bound Classic program is committed to youth,
educational experiences, community partnerships, and providing opportunities to the
underserved and disadvantaged population. UB Classic identifies low-income, firstgeneration college bound students and provides them with services such as after
school tutoring, special instruction, college visits and educational/career advising.
Members will have their educational aspirations encouraged and enhanced by
qualified instructors, counselors and positive experiences that promote diversity,
cultures, educational experiences and the real possibility of attending a college of
their choice.
B. Briefly describe the current state of the program/department/service area. (250 words
or less)
Upward Bound Classic at West Hills 'College Lemoore is a newly funded program
in our first year of operation. We are funded to serve 50 students from our 3 target high
schools, Laton, Lemoore and Avenal. We began recruiting and serving students last fall
and filled all of our program slots before spring. The program ' s focus is on college entry
and success for our first generation and low income students. The program's primary
activities are weekly or daily tutorials at each school site, monthly Saturday sessions and
a 6-week summer program. There are also various activities throughout the year such as
campus visits at colleges and universities or at science or technology enterprises. A
perfect example of these activities would be a trip taken on February 2009; we took a
group of students to visit UCLA Campus along with the Museum Of Tolerance in Los
Angeles, CA. We monitor our students' grades carefully and assist them with
applications to colleges and universities. Many of our students have the opportunity to
take college level courses through West Hills College Lemoore. At the same time
students are able to take these classes for dual credit. This must be approved by parents,

school counselor and principal. When our students do take college courses, we purchase
their books and provide them whatever support is necessary to ensure their success.
C. Describe how the program/department/service area goals and objectives are aligned to
the advancement of the college mission, goals and objectives. (250 words or less)
Our program SLO' s are focused on the needs of our low income, first generation
pertaining to their preparation for college. They include results on the California High
School Exit Exam, advising in college preparation (SAT, A thru G, financial aid, etc.)
and postsecondary enrollment. All develop in our communities a college going culture.
D. List any recommendations from the most recent college/program/department
accreditation and/or previous review. (250 words or less)
As a new program this is our first opportunity to participate in the program review
process.
III.
Qualitative and Quantitative Data Review
A. Attach the following Non-Instructional Program Review data (as provided):

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Enrollment Trends
o Approximately 50% of our program participants enroll in courses at
WHCL for dual credit.
Student Retention Rates/Student Success Rates (if applicable)
WSCHIFTEF (if applicable)
Full-time to Part-time Faculty Ratio- NA
Number of Students Earning Degrees (if applicable) N/A
N umber of Students Earning Certificates (if applicable) N/ A
Job Market Analysis (if applicable)
Student Demographics- See Chart below
Grade Distribution (if applicable)
Student Survey Data (if applicable)

Total Students - 50
9t11 graders
1-Lemoore HS
O-Laton HS
O-Avenal HS
10 th Graders
3-Lemoore HS
5-Laton HS
8-Avenal HS
11 th Graders
8-Lemoore HS
5-Laton HS
8-Avenal HS
l in Graders
9-Lemoore HS
I-Laton HS

RacelEthnicity
Lemoore HS
19-Hispanic
1African American

Entry Status
33 - First Generation and
Low Income
17 - First Gen only

Laton HS
7-Hispanic
2-White
I-Asian
Avenal HS
19-Hispanic
I-Arab

I 4-A venal HS
B. Using the data provided, address any significant trends/challenges/opportunities
identified which relate to your specific course/program/service. (250 words or less)
The most significant trends for Upward Bound Classic are that under our new
grant application we are serving 3 target schools. Upward Bound Classic serves
Avenal, Lemoore and Laton high schools. This spreads our resources over a larger
geographic area and also requires staff to be in more places during a normal week.
It doubles the school site staff necessary for operation and doubles the number of
tutorials to manage each week. All of this serves to spread our staffing and fiscal
resources more thinly than we expected. It also lays the groundwork for the
second trend that has great effect on our program operation.
The recent increases in transportation costs are probably the most difficult issues
for us to resolve. Because we transport our students to events at the college or at
other institutions and having 6 sites to serve rather than 3, the impact of these
transportation expenses is all the more devastating.
1) State any other measures used to determine the success of this program (e.g.
satisfaction surveys, employer surveys or advisory committee feedback).
We measure the success of our program primarily through our annual
performance report. We measure standardized objectives regarding low
income/first generation status, state testing, retention, and post secondary
enrollment.
We also measure our success in our overall contact with students. We have
approximately 90% attendance at our afterschool tutorial, 75%-80% at our
Saturday sessions and approximately 50% participation in our 6-week summer
component. During the summer, a good block of our students work to help
support their families, attend other college programs (COSMOS , Berkeley House,
etc.) Or attend summer school at their high schools. In this light, our 50%
summer participation is quite high.
C. Attach the following data maintained for your program/department/service area:
1. Budget information regarding costs per program/department/service area on
personnel, equipment, supplies, delivery of services (where applicable), and any other
direct or indirect costs connected with the service as reflected by student enrollment.
UB BUDGET
SALARIES
FUll-time Personnel

131,123

Part-time Personnel

6,500

BENEFITS
SUPPLIES & MATERIALS

45,566
1,809

TRAVEL AND
CONFERENCE

3,500

PARTICIPANT COSTS

22 ,150

PARTICIPANT STIPENDS

22 ,500

TOTAL DIRECT COST
INDIRECT COST 8%

TOTAL PROGRAM COST
Cost per participant

233 ,148
16,852

250,000
5,000

2. Identify all personnel, including the number of certificated, classified professionals
and volunteers. Discuss the diversity of faculty and staff.

Employee Classification:
Certificated _.5_
Class.
Volunteers_O_
Diversity (Race/Ethnicity)
DNative Am . /Alaskan Nat.
DAsianiPacific Islander
[giHispanic
[giMixed

Professional~

Student Worker

1

DAfrican/African-AmericanINon-Hispanic
[giCaucasianINon-Hispanic
DFilipino

3. Describe the certificated and classified staffing requirements of the existing
program/department/service area, as well as the effect any proposed curricular or
instructional changes would have in the next three years . This statement should
include the need to retrain, or to add staffing for new specialties. Finally, this
statement should include the need to retrain or to add staff for clerical assistance, for
maintaining equipment, or for serving as an instructional assistant.
Our program employs 1.1 advising staff under the Advising Specialist, .25 Program
Development Assistant and 1 hour per week school site instructors under the Upward
Bound Instructor job description and student tutors at our school sites. We also have
1 student worker per semester to help with office and clerical work. Although our
staff does a great job accomplishing our goals the need for more staff is obvious
especially for our weekend Saturday session and/or weekend trips. This would help
because hours would be distributed evenly among staff so no overtime would have to
be paid thus, saving the program money.
D. Identify and discuss the effect that trends may have on the
program/department/services area's organization, structure, and nature over the next
two to four years.
Our model is well established and proven effective and we would be unwise to retool
that model at this point. We will also have to respond to escalating transportation
costs in our summer program design. Transporting students from 3 communities each
day is prohibitively expensive and so our program will respond by transferring some

of the summer instruction to an online environment and doing portions of our work in
the communities where our target schools are located. Due to our current financial
crisis, our institution has gone through a shift of personnel (Director Position). Our
Advising staff and schools are still intact. Budget concerns have also caused a cut
back in staff travel as well as student travel, not eliminated but limited to how much
travel can be done.
E. What resources are required to maintain program/department/service area, and what
additional resources are necessary to improve or expand it?
Transportation is our main consideration resource wise. Our other main resource
requirement is for technology to stay connected with our students and to connect
them with the most current college and scholarship information. Transportation cost
has gone up versus our financial crisis is affecting our program in a big way. We
must now ask our students to travel on their own with parents to our locations. We
cannot afford to contract out a bus company to bring our students to our local
Saturday sessions but will limit to contracting when planning out of district travel.
F. Discuss staff training, academic and professional currency.

Our staff is involved in training throughout the year. For example: our advisor and
Director will enroll in a specific TRiO training if budget allows. TRiO trainings are
Federal trainings therefore, sometimes located out of state. We also do local CSU and
UC counselor conferences which are most ofthe time located in Fresno, CA. We plan
to attend at least one TRiO training per year. These are offered by various
organizations and are approved by the DOE (Department of Education). The director
attends the TRiO annual conference (San Antonio, TX in 2009) which is mandated
under our approved grant proposal.
O. Excluding curriculwn validation, discuss community involvement in the operation of
the program/department/service area. Upward Bound involves our students and staff
greatly in our communities. One of our most successful community event this past
year was our Student walk for measure W. We a have a great rapport with site
counselors, principals and teachers along with our parents. We offer our students a
great opportunity for them to give back by setting up an annual Community Service
project out at Camp EI-o-Win. Our students have always been willing and able to
help whenever we are needed in our communities.

IV.

Professional Development

A. What professional development activities have staff participated in?
We have attended professional developments such as; CSU counselors' conference, UC
counselors' conference, TRiO training in priority 1 record keeping retention student
success.

B. How does this professional development affect Student Learning Outcomes for your
program/department/service area?
Our trainings always focus on student retention and success as well as postsecondary
enrollment.
C. Describe the program/department/service area' s plans for staff development over the
next four years.
We will continue with our current plan. We are looking to focus on increasing our
efficiency with our student database as our first priority. Due to financial crisi that our
state is in, our institution has gone through a re-organization of personnel as well as
cross-training for job specification. (Our Director has been re-organized to serve our
grant 75% and our District/Institution 25%)
D. Discuss the effectiveness of continuing education requirement to meet the need for
advanced training and/or training in emerging technologies.
Upward Bound continues to strive in our technology department. Perfect example of
this is, we are currently using our Student Access software to store all of our students'
information as well as running our partial and annual reports. West Hills College has
also done a great job improving our online services, we are now able to use the Portal
to check students ' grades and/or class schedules and we also can have access to our
work email through this portal.
V.

Student Learning Outcomes

A List all Student Learning Outcomes for this program/department/service.

SLO.l) . Upward Bound Classic students will be successful in high school
as indicated by successful completion of the California High School Exit
Exam. (CAHSEE)
SLO. 2). Upward Bound Classic students will enroll in programs of
postsecondary education after high school.
SLO.3). Upward Bound Classic students will be successful in college level
coursework.
B. Explain how Student Learning Outcomes are used to measure quality and success of
this program/department/service area.
We based our SLO's on West hills College Lemoore ' s standardized outcomes and so
success in SLO's will naturally reflect success from the perspective of our federal
regulators.
C. Based upon the results of the program SLO assessments, what improvements have
been identified?
We have yet to assess our SLO's.

VI.

General Operations

A. How does the program/department/service area ensure that current
curriculum/delivery of service is adequately meeting the needs of students?
Our program Advisor ensures that current deliveries of services are meeting the
needs of the program participants by:
1. Attending workshops to keep up with new technology/updates related to our
students. For example: Trio training, UC/CSU Counselors' conferences as well as
Financial Aid Workshops.
2. Assessing Student needs by having personal advising thus, directing needs
based on each individual participant.

B. Do special accreditations, external regulations, or advisory committees regulate the
program/department/service area? Yes [X] No [ ] (if yes, elaborate.)
Upward Bound Classic is directed under the umbrella of the TRiO Programs out of the
US department of Education. We operate under the Education Department's General
Administrative Regulations Guidelines.
C. Does the program/department/service area have any special regulations, space
req uirements, staff training, etc.? Yes [X] No [ ] (if yes, elaborate.)
Under the approved grant, the host institution must provide the workloftice space
necessary to run Upward Bound Classic. This includes but is not limited to office
equipment, transportation for staff and participants as well as to and from Federal or local
staff training opportunities. West Hills College Lemoore is in the works of a new
building phase and Upward Bound Classic has been considered for office space in this
new construction.
D. Is there evidence ofurunet student needs caused by your program/department/service
area? Yes [X] No [ ] (if yes, elaborate.)
A major student need that is currently not being met is in the area of transportation
which is limited due to high cost. Commercial passenger vans can no longer be utilized
for our high school students due to the CHP/Department of Transportation compliance
policy. This new policy has an effect on attendance and participation during weekend
activities held outside of students ' local area.
E. How does the program/department/service area address cultural diversity?
Upward Bound Classic is guided toward helping disadvantage students. Students must
meet a certain criteria to be eligible for program services. 1. First Generation College
bound. 2. Family Income must meet the Federal low income levels. 3. US Citizen or US
Resident. These students can come from any cultural background as long as they meet
the National criteria.
Program addresses cultural diversity by exposing students to cultural related events that
are hosted by higher education institutions.
F. Describe the initiatives the program/department/service area has implemented to meet
the needs of social-economically diverse students, and/or those with non-traditional
requirements (e.g., physical mental disabilities, re-entry, gender, etc.)

Bound by Federal guidelines that mandate as who to target thus, Upward Bound Classic
targets students with disadvantage backgrounds. Students and their families must meet
the low income levels that set forth by the Federal Government. Upward Bound staff
requires documentation from applicants to confirm qualification.
G. Discuss the program/department/service area's use of external funding, including
grants and collaborative partnerships, if applicable.
US department of Education is only funding source.
H. To what extent is technology being used in the program/department/service area?
Technology is used on a daily basis by Upward Bound Classic staff and students. A
main example of this would be our WHCL Portal and website where student and staff can
communicate with each other via email. Staff has also made their cell phone numbers
available to students for texting since, this is widely use in our young population now
days.
I. Describe the supply requirements for your existing program/department/service area,
as well as the effect that any proposed changes would have on the supplies in the next
four years. This statement should include the kinds and amounts of supplies needed,
any anticipated costs, and the need for any computer software/technology.
Supplies are needed throughout the year for our program. Starting with our office
supplies, which include, but are limited to file folders, writing equipment, binder and
outreach materials among others needed "Student Access" data entry software is needed
for electronic data filing. An increase in demand combined with an increase of cost is
giving our program difficulty providing the right equipment and materials. With help of
West Hills College Lemoore providing extra materials our program would function
better.
J. Describe the need for facility modifications within your existing
program/department/service area or the effect that any proposed cUlTicular or
instructional changes would have on the existing facilities in the next four years. This
statement should include a description of the desired changes, the rationale for the
changes, and a rough estimate of the costs.
West Hills College Lemoore has mentioned Upward Bound as one of the new
considered occupants of the new construction phase in 2012. This would benefit our
programs by being closer to our regular college counselors and being able to refer our
program participants to our college staff and programs.
VII.
Additional Information (optional)
Please provide any other information to describe, explain, justify, analyze, or clarify
prospective program/department/service area changes or needs anticipated in the next
four years.

A. What factors did you use in determining the quality and success of this
program/department/service area?
Upward Classic was established nationally in 1972 and since then guidelines have
been followed continually throughout the years. Upward Bound Classic at West Hills

College Lemoore has been in existence since fall 2007, with these guidelines in mind as
well as our College's mission statement we serve our students and community. Federal
Guidelines will continue to overlook our Upward Bound program. One way to determine
our program success is by looking at examples of our students that have since graduated
from Upward Bound. For example we have 95% of our graduated students confirm
enrolment in either a CSU or UC of their choice. These results go along with our grant
objectives, we have objectives such as retention, graduation and participation; Retention
objective: 85% of our students will stay with our program until graduation of high school.
Our numbers were 89%. Graduation objective: 85% of our students will graduate from
high school and enroll in a post high school program. Our numbers were 95%.
Participation objective: 85% of our active participants will participate in program
sponsored activities. Our numbers were 86%.
B. Identify the best ways to measure the quality and success of this
program/department/service area. Conduct an evaluation of the
program/department/service area. Use a surveyor questiormaire when appropriate to
address questions. (Examples: How do the persons served by this
program/department/service area evaluate its adequacy or effectiveness? How do
services compare to similar departments/service areas outside the College? By what
processes does the program/department/service area deal with complaints and
continually up-grade services? Other methods might include matching or exceeding
nation-wide productivity measures, i.e., full-time staffing equivalent per square foot
for M & 0 and per number of employees for Human resources, feedback from
campus "clients", etc.)
Participants are given surveys and evaluation forms that allows for reflection of
services. Students receive these questiormaires throughout program activities. These
surveys will allow our staff to have more effective program activities thus, keeping
retention numbers up and actual programs up by recruitment. These surveys also allow
our students to express satisfaction/dissatisfaction along with a voice in the program. This
would make the students have some ownership and pride in the program.
C. Describe the armual scheduling patterns for courses impact your
program/department/service areas. Consider interaction with other
programs/departments/service areas, use of facilities and flexibility for students.
Our program participants are required to enroll in college level courses in the
summer session. In part of the coordination of registration, program staff collaborates
with Department Faculty to inform them of our initiatives which focuses on high school
students. Due to our current financial crisis, our institution has gone through a dramatic
cut back on class sessions thus, creating less available classes for our current participants
to choose from.
VIII. Summary and Recommendations
A. What actions have been taken to address the assessment and improvements of program
learning outcomes?
Program staff is required to monitor student progress on a monthly basis versus
quarterly. Students are provided with evaluation forms to assess program services so
appropriate adjustments or accommodations are made for students.

B. Based on analysis of the information provided in I through VII, describe the
program's strengths, areas that need improvement, and strategies and actions to make
those improvements.
1. Program strengths
Staff is committed to serving students and meeting their needs. Program has positive
rapport with target serving school sites and their staff. Program has attained successful
rates of students entering institutions of higher education after high school graduation.
2. Areas that need improvement
Program needs improvement in the area of facilities and transportation
3. Strategies and actions for program enhancement and improvement.
Staff will make more contact with students to develop education planning to insure
that students are progressing academically. Program staff is currently strategizing on
collaborating with other programs and school transportation officials to reduce
student unmet needs.
C. Attach your Program Planning and Evaluation Assessment Grid. Follow the
directions provided and thoroughly complete the form . You should have not more
than five short term goals, of which at least three are student learning outcome goals.

Program Review, Planning and Evaluation

West Hills College Lemoore
Assessment Grid
Program: Upward Bound Classic
Submission Date: 11/4/2009
Program/Administrative Program Activities/Actions
Objectives
The specific activities you
At least 3 short-tenn and
will implement to
up to 2 long-tenn goals.
Instruction: At least three accomplish the goals (e.g.
implement a new course).
of your goals must be
student-learning outcome
oriented. *
1. Advertise UB Classic
1. Recruit and
services to students at target
maintain 50
area high schools to meet
qualifying
objective.
participants from
the 3 target serving
2. Coordinate in conjunction
high schools.
with high school staff and
2. Provide after
administration to facilitate
school advising
tutorial services.
services to all
participants to
3. Coordinate with host
institution through Facilities
maintain contact
and transportation
with project staff
department administrators to
and to enhance
conduct and facilitate
retention in the
Saturday workshops. Project
program and in
staff will recruit and employ
school.
necessary instructor( s)
needed for Saturday
3. Provide Saturday
instruction through host
enrichment
institution Human Resources
education
Dept.
workshops to
enhance academic
4. Project staff will monitor
progress. Project
participant progress and
will supplement

Contact Person/ext.: Joel Ruble / 3127
Midtenn Report Date (2 y~rs Jrof!1 sllbmjssism):
Necessary Resources
Outcomes
(Lncludi!J.g ~unding)
Any additional
Means of
Longer-Tenn Outcomes
resources you will need Assessment/Criteria for (Program Goals, WHCL
to accomplish the
Strategic Plan Goals, PFE
Success including
activity. Please be
& WHCL Master Plan
timeline (Measurable)
specific and realistic.
relating to short-tenn
outcomes)
1. Funds for travel
1. Maintain number of
1. Records and
expenses.
serving participants.
documentation of
number of participants
3. Technology
2. Increase retention and
and recordings of
equipment and
attendance during afterqualification status.
classroom.
school tutorials.
Transportation vehicles 2. Documentation taken
including drivers that
during tutorial sessions 3. Involve host institution
can transport
for evidence of
faculty during projects
participants to and from attendance and
Saturday Academic
site locations.
workshops.
retention.
Host institution faculty
that can provide
3. Documentation
4. Increase number of
instruction in the areas
showing record of
graduating participants
for which the project
attending post-secondary
attendance at program
targets.
education.
workshops.
4. Support from the
host institution
counseling department,
admissions and
financial aid
departments.
5. Sll££ort from the

4. Evaluation of
participant academic
records showing
progress and
satisfactory in all
subject areas.
Eval uation of
participant meeting

5. Increase number of
participants attending
summer bridge program
6. Show evidence of
student-learning outcomes.

knowledge in the
areas of math,
science, English,
computer science,
geography,
Spanish, along
with any liberal
studies and
careers.
4. Participants will

graduate and
pursue higher
education at a
post-secondary
institution.
5. Project staff will
coordinate a sixweek summer
bridge program for
graduates at host
institution.
Continuing
participants will
enroll in college
oriented courses
for dual credit.
6. Project will
develop studentlearning outcomes
that meet objective
goals.

maintain academic records to
guide graduating students
towards a post-secondary
institution. Project staff will
provide participants with the
necessary knowledge and
assistance to apply for
admission and financial aid
support. Project staff will
adhere to program guidelines
to prepare and align
participants to meet college
requirements.

host institution
Counseling,
Admissions, Financial
Aid and Facilities
Departments.

state standards
equivalency and
showing mastery of the
California High School
Exit Exam.

6. Support from the
Administration.

5. Documentation and
record of admission
forms required for
registration for courses.
6. Evaluation of
participant progress
through Annual Report.

5. Project staff will
coordinate with host
institution counseling
department to assist with the
enrollment process.
Graduating participants will
develop a student
educational plan that will be
recorded in admissions.
Project staff will coordinate
with counseling department
to assist with continuing
participants who will be
enrolled in college credited
courses that qualify for dual
credit.
6. Project staff will conduct a
series of goal evaluations for
enhancement purposes in the
implementation of services
to increase student-learning
outcomes.

-

-

- - - -

*If,' your previous Program Review did not contain SLOs, but you now have them you can refer to your SLOs here.

Program Review, Planning and Evaluation

West Hills College Lemoore
Program Planning and Evaluation
Assessment Planning Logic Model
Midterm Report
Program: Upward Bound Classic
Findin~s

What are the actual quantifiable outcomes
compared to those listed in column four of
the Assessment Grid?
1. Currently, project has met number of
qualifying participants for the year.
Site instructors are in place at each of
our participating high schools.
Project has 54 active participants and
intends to retain 54 participants by
the end of the academic year.
2. Participant log in sheets are
completed during tutorial sessions
weekly, recording attendance and
participant course work.
3. Saturday workshops are coordinated
on a monthly basis and
documentation recording dates and

Date:
Ana~is

Your interpretation of the results (why the
activities were not successful in achieving
the goal)
1. Although students are highly
involved in extra-curricular activities
and cannot commit the amount of
time required by project; we have
been able to find recruits but with
difficulties especially in the smaller
high schools. Project staff is limited
to the amount of time spent on
recruiting new participants.
2. Documentation on attendance during
tutorials is recorded on a weekly
basis.
3. Activities are being met and
accomplished effectively. Saturday

Actions
Based on the Findings and Analysis, what is
the next step?

1. Work closely with site instructors and
delegate more time to be spent on
recruiting students interested in a post
secondary education.

2. Continue maintaining accurate
documentation recording attendance
and participant course work during
after-school weekly tutorials.
3. Continue planning in advance to meet
mandated project requirements
consisting of Saturday workshops
covering a series of core subjects
including cultural and community
service activities. Maintain accurate

subjects are in place. Project has
conducted 6 Saturday academic and
culturally related sessions. Project is
currently planning to conduct it i h
and 8th session for the year.
Documentation and attendance
including activities conducted during
the Saturday events are recorded
monthly.
4. Participant academic records are
evaluated on a quarterly basis.
Grades are obtained through high
school counseling department.
Project staff reviews grades and
proceeds with one to one meeting
with participant to discuss academic
progress or regression.
5. Project is currently in the planning
stages developing summer program.
Project staff has met with
institution's faculty to discuss course
outline and schedule. Project staff
has informed all participants of the
summer program that is underway.
Majority of participants are already
admitted into the institution through
its application process. Over 35
participants have taken the
institution's placement exam, a
requirement for selection of courses.
During the next eight weeks project
staff will submit all required forms
on behalf of the participant for
summer registration confirmation.
6. Annual report is due in January of
2008 and data for report is on file.
Data will be converted into report's
format when Dept. of Education

workshops are planned accordingly
and have yet have not canceled or
postponed scheduled activities. All
documentation relating to Saturday
activities are recorded monthly.
4. Academic records are posted
quarterly and made available for
project staff to review. Project staff
is responsible to schedule student
meetings to discuss grades.
Evaluation of participant grades is
done accordingly when grades are
available for review.
5. A six-week summer program is under
review and will be going on our third
summer session in the upcoming
Summer 2010. Participants will be
required to make efforts to be part of
this component.
6. Annual report is always submitted
prior to deadline and reviewed by
project staff and administrator prior
to submission. Annual report is due
January 14,2010. It is necessary
that the project work in conjunction
with students services personnel to
develop SLO's that appropriately
reflect our program goals and
objectives.

records of Saturday activities and
events including attendance.
4. Continue evaluating grades when
available and meet with participants
accordingly to discuss academic
results to promote achievement.
5. Plan and execute an effective sixweek summer component that will
allow participants to gain college and
high school credit for achieving a
passing grade in a college course.
6. Maintain accurate data throughout
the academic year to meet all
standards required by the Department
of Education which reviews our
project's accomplishments during the
academic year and Summer
component. In addition to annual
reporting, program staff will work
closely with institution student
success personnel to develop
appropriate student learning
outcomes.

announces instructions for report.
Project SLO's will be defined by
annual reporting requirements and
institutional student success
committee.

Faculty Senate Resolution
Two-Year Schedule
Submitted by: Counseling Learning Area
Whereas WHCL has a history of creating a two-year schedule of courses as part of the
catalog, and
Whereas an unofficial course plan exists but has not been formerly published, and
Whereas a two-year schedule is invaluable in assisting with course planning for students,
facuIty, staff, and administrators, and
Whereas a two-year schedule enables students to complete their educational
goal/program in a timely manner, and
Whereas it will assist counselors in developing accurate student educational plans, and
Whereas it will promote consistency and eliminate classes being overlooked in all
discipline areas, and
Whereas it would eliminate cancellation of infrequently offered, low-enrolled courses ,
and
Whereas WHCL seeks to serve students well by implementing student friendly policies
that promote greater graduation rates
Let it be resolved that the WHCL Faculty Senate supports the development and
implementation of a two-year class schedule.

( (/- ?, / ()
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Student Strategic Planning/Student Town Hall Meeting
February 27, 2009
SOLUTIONS

CLASS SCHEDULE
(Teaching, Programs, Offerings)

..

•
•
•

50 minute classes
InstructionCiti Time
Time betwee"n classes too quick

•

Choices
• 2 day a week classes
(MW)
(TTH)
• Longer classes on Friday,
possibly Saturday
• Consider Courses
• Select courses that fit well
into 50 minute
• Consult instructors

1. Evaluate 10-11 schedules
to determine the feasibility
of class changes (e.g.
which ones would be most
appropriate for a change
and the impact on facility
use). Need to know where
gaps are in the schedule.
Simple as : A group of ·
stUdents expressing their
wants/needs
Timeline - 2010-2011 , Senate,
Deans of Instruction, Counselors
Follow up: Student Success
Committee

Student Concern:

•

Inconsistent course offerings
and lack of classes

•
•
•

Meet with counselor to map
out plan ( Ed Plan)
Print 2 year schedule
More classes
• Every semester
• Various times (am, pm)
Communicate your needs

.•
Student Concern:

•

Variety of course options

,
C ompleted Tasks or
Ir Progress for 09-10

-

-

Stud,e nt Concern:

PLANS FOR IMPROVEMENT
Action Plan

r

Ways to communicate:
• Club Rush
• Survey for interests (e-mail,

2. Consider catalog
deSignation of F/SU/SP so
anyone would know which
classes are offered and
have a better sense of
which classes to cut during
tight fiscal times.
Timeline - Fall 09 Follow up: Student Success
Committee & Instruction
3. Kiosk or electronic sign
in circle area deSignated for
student announcements.
Modification of existing
structure and ADA

Changes already
implemented as
Iprompted by
,current budget
crisis. Space
utilization,
elimination of class
sections, and
faculty taking on
additional load have
all contributed to
impact on facility
use and student
concern - Outcome
still in progress and
to be discussed at
next forum for more
detail.
The budget crisis
has impacted the
selection of course
offerings. Another
lupcomin g
jconsideration is
course repeatability
and offering that
information next to
courses like NC100
- Outcome in
proaress
Frances Squire is
currently assigned
!. to bring in a
;presentation on
:digital signage for
:

I

I
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•

Art

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Music - performance
Dance
RadioWHCL
Mechanics
Woodshop
Journalism
Campus Life

•
•
•
•
-

".".,.

signage , electronic bulletin
board on Bush/College
Bookstore/Cafeteria
Suggestions Box
Student Activities
Curriculum Committee forum
with students
Experimental courses

compliant

4. Forum to be conducted
each semester between
students, and facilitator.
Report back to President
Timeline - Begin discussions Fall
09 on feasibility
Follow up: Student Success
Committee & SGA

,

campus use. This is
"in the works"
burrently.
~nother stu.dent
forum is also "in
the works" for fall
09 as a follow up to
these findings. The
Leadership Class
students will act as
facilitators and be
trained by Jody
Ruble. Forum date
is pending.
Other campus
activities are in the
planning stages
and the Dean is
working with SGA
and clubs to be
more visible on
campus. SGA has a
completely staffed
cabinet along with
volunteers.
Because of course
reduction for this
year, classes like
Journalism cannot
be offered at this
time.
Outcome - Project
in progress

!

.

.
~
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~ompleted Tasks

SOLUTIONS

INSTRUCTION
(Teaching, Programs, Offerings)

~r

PLANS FOR IMPROVEMENT
Action Plan
Conduct survey to ascertain
what course variety would be
most appealing and generate
the most FTES.
6. Create "in demand programs"
not available at FCC or COS to
reduce commute time

In-Progress for
09-10

5.

•

Student Concern:

•

Lack of vocational education
programs

•

Offer variety of vocational
education programs
• Health/Medical
• Vet Tech
• Ag/Welding
• Community Education
Advertise programs offered in
a more effective way

....•

Student Concern:

•

Lack of communication to
students regarding
advisory/prerequisites for
classes (and other programs)

•
•
•

Put advisory note on the online
class schedule/catalog
Create monthly study
communication
flyers/pamphlets
Create central bulletin
board/informational kiosk

I
I,

Timeline - Fall 09 discussions and
survey

I

Follow up: Strategic Planning and
Instruction
7. Update Program/Advising
Sheets.

Timeline - Fall 09, Counselors Learning
Area

•

More variety of types of
tutoring available

•
•

Fully staffed math lab
Structured study groups for
classes
by discipline via tutoring center

8. Peer tutors (one on one)
9. Discussion/Support groups
10. Students for students
Timeline - Fall 09- 2010

-

l
t
f
.!

i
Follow up: Student Success
Committee, Senate, program directors,
BSI and SGA

OutcomeCompleted
summer of 09
by Counselor
Learning Area
and posted.
Counselors
will share
information
updates on
prerequisites.
.'
Neomi
aniels had a
Itoring summit set .
)r Oct. 2, 2009. Peer
Itoring and student
fudy groups were
~ms for discussion.
In progress

.

Follow up: Student Success
Committee, counselors, front counter

~

Student Concern:

Second
student forum
to discuss this
in fall 09Outcome is
pending

-

I
,

:
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I

\

SOLUTIONS

FINANCIAL AID

Student Concern:
• Information on financial aid
services arid available
programs is needed

•

•
' ,"-

•
Student Concern:

•

Checks not available week one
- delays with money

•

•
•

Student Concern:
• More information on grants,
scholarships, services,
deadlines, options for.those
younger than 25 and on their
own, eligibility limits and
timelines
• Coordination between

•
•
•
•

More assistance; class on
financial aid , workshops ,
one-on-one with counselor
(more appointments and
longer appointments)
information center and/or
online orientation
Student profile information
on-line to include
information on applications
that could be uploaded with
details on programs,
services, and scholarships
More detailed information
on scholarships
All available financial aid
dollars should be distributed
when it comes in
Book vouchers for all
financial aid students and
possibly line of credit while
waiting for checks
Direct deposit option

Information tables in
courtyard twice per year
E-mail reminders and emails with information
Information in Screaming
Eagle
Banner on Web PaQe

PLANS FOR IMPROVEMENT
Action Plan
11. lndividual student
qualifications
12. On scholarship page there
is no information
13. If does not apply to the
students they don't want
to know about it

-

..

I

NewfJ rJancial aid director
willw rk closely with
schol rships, timely turn
aroun ~s on FA packets
andp pcessing, and
offer;' 9 more workshops
ando treach events for
09-10. Outcome-In
prog" ss
i

Timeline - Begin discussion in Fall
'09
Follow up: Student Success
Committee with the financial aid
department

14. Timely disbursement and
who
Timeline: Begin discussion summer
'09
Follow up - Student Success
Committee with the financial aid
department

15. More streamline approach
16.ln nursing there are issues
between counties,
Coalinga this has caused
delays in receiving f.a.

Outco ne-check
disbu sal greatly
impro ·ed due to direct
depos tand timely
proce sing. More students
will er 1'011 and goal is
100% )f students to be on
direct deposit for those
with b :m k accou nts
ThesE issues not clear
andw /I be addressed with
new" " directorOutcc me - in progress
i

Timeline - Fall '09
,

I
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•

academic programs (i.e.
nursing) financial aid,
workforces, county, etc. to
avoid check delays
Long lines with check
distribution

•
•

Pamphlets, fact sheets, as
well as internet links
Checks: break into small
groups on distribution
dates, more staff, direct
deposits.

Follow up: Student Success
Committee with the financial aid
department

'.

SOLUTIONS

FACILITIES

PLANS FOR IMPROVEMENT
Action Plan

Student Concern:
•
•
•

•
•

•

Snack Bar - Healthy
Choices
Lack of Gym facilities on
campus - need info
Entrance to campus - very
chaotic (Bush street) 3
schools one entrance
More parking
High scbool students too
loud in library-using for
gathering & not studying,
staff not aggressively
addressing problem
Improper use of computers

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

Fruit, salad , less fried
New sports complex
Put info about current
gym into school paper or
on web
As campus grows access needs to be
improved, a. light b. 3
lanes (2 turning , 1
thoroughfare)
Separate spaces for
motorcycles - more
spaces
Parki!1g rules need to be
enforced
Separate place for high
school students
Use study rooms for high
school
Separate space in the
library
Card access for
computer access

17. City is currently doing a traffic study,
plans are underway
18. Signage to be improved. Signage &
Maps - Larger, more visible on each
building . Is it wings or buildings?
19. Incorporate this into future building
plans

Timeline - Fall '09
Follow up: Facilities, Safety and Auxiliary and
the Technology Committee where relevant

putcome - traffic
rob/em corrected by
ity of Lemoore and

WHCL Sports
~omp/ex
onstruction has
ommenced.
~emaining concerns
o be addressed fall
'9 with Student
~uccess and WHCL
!Jbraria'n

Student Strategic Planning/Student Town Hall Meeting
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Student Concern:

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

,

•

More DSPS shuttles
(evening)
WIFI hot spots all over
campus
More security during the
day i.e. guards
Parking violations
Impact of growing campus
and access to public
transportation
Charter High School needs
....
more supervision
On campus housing
More gym classes

,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Add more shuttles
Wireless access campuswide
More security guards
More aggressive
enforcement and
issuance of parking
citations
Check with KART
More security for charter
school
Build on campus housing
More gym classes - talk
to Curriculum Committee

20. Health and PE is currently proposing
new curriculum to align with new
upcoming facilities

~

Timeline - Fall '09

,

Follow up: Facilities, Safety and Auxiliary and
the Technology Committee where relevant

...............................................................

•
,.

Outcomedemand has
not be~.n
significant for
evening pick
up and funding
for driver is
also limited.
Security is a
concern and
will remain a
priority with
Facilities.
Public
Transportation
issues
currently being
addressed,
awaiting
answers.

FACILITIES
Student Concern (Facilities):

•
•
•

•
•

:

•
•
•

Snack bar size
Eating locations
Locker facilities
Snack bar prices too high
Location of fire
extinguishers, too close to
door for wheelchairs
Performing arts center
Grates around trees at the
library for wheelchairs
More sports (swimming,
baseball, track)

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

New student center
More available in stUdent
center
Sports complex will fix
locker problem
SnacK: bar choices less
expensive
Allen will check locations
of fire extinguishers
New building approved
for performing arts center
Examine current grates
Completion of sports
complex

21. Present these concerns to the Facilities
Committee for future planning

;
!

Timeline - Fall '09

Outcomepending and to
be presented
in fall 09.

!

;
:

,

.
,
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•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Place for dance clubs to
practice
Students involved in
planning new buildings
Student center lounge
Class rings and other
graduation memorabilia
Better night lighting at
exterior tables
No sidewalk on Bush
Street
Information about facilities
and snack bar
Wine-making classes
'.' ~

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Check availability of
classrooms for the dance
teams
ADA requires elevators
and etc. to be installed
Add students to current
facilities committee
Class rings (talk to dean
of students)
Talk to the city about
sidewalks on Bush street
Keep information up to
date on portal
Forwarding wine-making
request to
Curriculum Committee

Outcome SGA has a
large
meml?ership

Follow up: Facilities, Safety and Auxiliary and
the SSC Committee

and they are
attempting to
attend every
meeting on

campus for
representation.
Graduation
Comm. has
started talks
on developing
a WHCL crest

-.

,
I
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I

SOLUTIONS

COUNSELING/ADVISING

•

Recommended to take classes
that were not needed for
transfer college/major via
counseling/advising sessions

Student Concern:

•

•

Documented training so that
ALL advisors/counselors are
on the same page.
Communication between
instructors and
counseling/advising staff

....,

Counselors/advisors should
show concern regardless if the
student is new or returning.
Don't assume that they know
what you are talking about.

•

Counselors/advisors can
utilize peer mentors to bridge
gaps for new students

Timeline - August 2009-June 2010

Follow-Up: Student Success
Committee and the
Counselor/Advisor Group rep.
Angela Tos
23. Acronyms to be placed in
Student Handbook as a
reference .
Timeline - Summer 2009

Follow-up: Student Success
Committee

Student Concern:

•
•

Students being unaware of
counseling/advising services on
campus

•

Advertise from students
viewpoint
·Informational booths in the
high traffic areas (all day)
during the first week of school

--

PLANS FOR IMPROVEMENT
Action Plan
22. C&A will conduct monthly
trainings

Student Concern:

- --

24. InReach throughout the
year on a rotational basis wonder and wander.
25. Student Kiosk in oval area.
Modifications and
temporary Kiosk

1

OutconuJ.regular
trainings will
occur
throughout the
year for all C&A

Outcomeacronyms will
be in the 10-11 .
Handbook.
Student
Services and
C&A will
address
"image" fall 09

OutcomeStudent
Services and VP
will address this
in fall 09

Timeline - Fall 2009, discussions
with Facilities and SGA

·
Follow-up: Student Success
Committee and SGA

,

, ....
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I
i

-

SOLUTIONS

STUDENT SERVICES
CATEGORICAL PROGRAMS

•

Student Concern:
.',

•

Reminders 'of what services
are available, Reiterate
available help

•
•
•

Text messaging
Club Rush/Booth set-up
Ambassadors
More frequent town halls

--

--

---

NOTES/PLANS FOR
IMPROVEMENT

..

26. Welcome Week and
Orientation activities to reach
out and provide more information
on campus resources
Timeline - Summer '09
Follow-up: Student Success Committee
& Categorical Programs & SGA

(

Student Concern:

•

Awareness of services and
programs

'

....

•
•
•

Shuttle Usage availability
Rush week information
distribution
Kiosk/Weekly
announcements

L
~

Timeline Follow-up:

t

OutcomeWelcome Week
and Orientation
will continue to
be semester
informational
and fun events
I
for
I
returning/new
students
utcome - shuttle
sage limited to DSPS
udents and available
r limited daily hours.

,
I

J 'I,A

Student Concern:

,

Timeline No one showed up for Breakout III
Follow-up:

..

,
,i
•

1
!

Student Strategic Planning/Student Town Hall Meeting
February 27, 2009
SOLUTIONS

REGISTRATION/CUSTOMER
SERVICES/RECORDS

;

;

NOTES/PLANS FOR
IMPROVEMENT

0, come - customer
Student Concern:
• Portal ..
• Login
• Customer Services
• Front counter

•
•

•
•

•

.net to .edu = consistency
Promoting help desk
Extending hours for help
desk (ext.2002)
Video's (how to)

27. Customer services training
to be continuous
28. Protocol and procedures
Manual to be developed for ·
a standard practice

Portal Education ( i.e. face
to face workshops)
Timeline - summer '09

.....

Student Concern:

•

Customer Service

•
•

•
•

•
Student Concern:

•

Inaccurate .information
- Lack of information for
students

•
•
•
•
•

Smiles - positive attitudes,
acknowledgement at arrival
Reorganization at front
counter line configuration
information at the door redirect at door (greeter)
All forms, better signage
and accessibility
Customer service training
No pointing to forms location

Facts sheets at counter with
- factual information
First week of school student
ambassadors to assist
incoming students
Ask me shirts, and let me
help you find it
Help desk instant
messaging
Tour for new students

Follow-up: Student Success
Committee, Jewel Zimmerman,
Jose Lopez, and Melinda Olson

Follow-up:

~ices

training will be
going and updated.
A ~ont desk manual is
be ing developed
CLJ rent/yo All front
co '.Inter staff will be
c,., ss-trained and
ev mtually include FA
de )artment. Together
th !; should provide a
st eamline transition.
Fa ~t sheet regarding VA
is ues has been
dE ~e/oped for counter
re ~rence. Additional
sl1 prt information
sl1 ~ets will be
dE '1eloped in an attempt
to provide
st dent/customer with
im 71ediate information
in tead of being told to
lie )me back late. "
se
011

S~ ~dent workers are
m w allowed to assume
m re responsibilities
w ich include assisting
st dents register for
.c t sses or how to
m ~igate our website.
SJ RS system will also

I

e) ~editemany

fu Jctions related
bE tween counterlC&A
,
f
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West Hills College Lemoore

Student Services Matriculation
Meeting Minutes
Date: December 13, 2010
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Attending : Linda Amaya-Guenon, Lupe Bana les, Susie Bri ones-Aceron, Veronica Gr ij alva,
Mariadelaluz Gonzalez, Lataria Hall, Marta Hendrickson, Eva Jimenez, Jose Lopez, Teresa
Quilici, Mike Rodriguez, Joel Ruble, Gary Sedgw i ck, Angela Tos, Jan Young, Wendy Denny,
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson

Absent: Tiffani McGee, Jose Murrieta, Rupinder Rai, Oscar Villarreal
1.

Discuss key pOints from :
SB 1440
b.
Completion By Design
c.
Winning by degrees: the strategies of highly productive higher-education institutions
Staff was previously given copies of documents on S8 1440, Completion by Design and Winn ing by
Degrees and instructed to be prepa red to discuss the contents. With regard to SB 1440, staff
discussed the importance and implications of the legislat ion and the urgency of im plication. Wit h
regard to Completion by Design, staff discussed the loss and momentum pointes in t he proposal of
the Completion By design from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and the WHCCD involvement
of the grant. With regard to tile Winning by Degrees, staff discussed f ie practices for raising degree
completion .
2.
Discuss interpreting transcripts for military students - Susie and Gary
G. Sedgwick and S.B-Aceron reviewed with staff how to interpret transcripts for veterans who have
transcripts from all over the country. He highlighted the need to determine if we were going to
accept the courses form local proprietary schools. There appears to be an influx of students who
are enrolling with transcripts from the se colleges as there is no current articu latio n agreement. This
item will be revisited in the next meeting.

a.

3.

Hear update on H.O.P.E. Project
SDR distributed copies of the Having Opportunity and Promise through Education (H.O.P .E.)
project. J. Ruble, wa lked staff through the plan that outli nes the college's involveme nt at the K-12
level and parent involvement

4.

Review Developed Checklist and identify essential documents to provide to students during
counseling/advising appointments in order enhance student success
Staff reviewed the "Student Check List" created by the team in a previous meeting. Some changes
were made and some items were eliminated as staff realized that some items will be addressed in
orientation and some items exist on the website.
T. Quilici and S. B-Aceraon gave an update to the staff of the Lemoore office.

6.

Receive AP 5011 - Admission and Concurrent Enrollment of High School and Younger Students
Staff was give a copy of the proposed AP 5011 and asked t o rea d over and be prepared to give
feedback to Eva for PGC in January.

"

Employ';'ent 'a na Training
Gap Analysis Updc:lte

Pam Lassetter, FeWIS Assislant Director
Dr. Goldsmith, WHee Workforce Director

ETA Study
• FeWIB and RJI solicited grant from Senator
Boxer for Employment and Training study,
• Intent of study - focused employer needs
now, and in future,
• Large sample size - approximately 36% in
each sector to be

Construction

&Trades

Agile Manufacturing
i I
Au tomoti ve

• IT

r Healthcare slillin progress

1

ETA Study

nderstanding the Need Structured Gap Analysis
• Do we know what our
employers' needs are?
• Current Openings?
• Hi ring Criteria?
• Growth/Expansion - 1 and 3
years from now?

~.. ~..

• Updated Salary Info?

More Needs Id'ed
• Do we have the training

~-

available to meet employers . ' " ,
demand?
' "
• Do we have consiste nt and
quality training available to
support employment needs?

'

.. '
"
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ETA Study Info Collection
• Aside from survey questions , also requested
job descriptions ...Will still need to gather
more job descriptions .
• From this we will compare training curricula,
job requirements to training availability.

• Many job titles not on our Demand List.
• Significant shortages or overages
compared to our current Demand List.
• Many occupations - no training available
locally.
• Inconsistency of training between providers
locally.

5 there a Training
Consistency Gap?

~: ~

:'1 ;.

;1
~I
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Data Points
• Many Occupations go across industry
sectors, same jobs, transferability of skills .
• Many occupations lower level - Career
ladder, lattice needs more development.
• Received verbal input from employers about
concern with locating qualified workers.

;U''E1AUpdole

Actual Demand vs. Forecast
• Achieved overall 25% sample size,
projections were based on if every employer
were surveyed what would be the forecasted
projection?
Ex - 3 year actual demand from sample size
Aula Technicia n = 150, 3 year projecled
forecast = 243.

Confidence Levels
• Dr. Ong, California State University Fresno,
and Dr. Carole Goldsmith , West Hills College,
have created a statistical model to capture a
90% confid ence level.
• Our study reflects the average or mean of the
range va riations in each occupalion .

"
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25% Actual Employment
Forecast
Indu51ry

Surveys

Current

Openings

1 year

3 year

Employees
Mfg

99

7,820

470

1,009

Health

71

12.628

4 90

750

548

logistic

110

5,189

1,060

772

1,366

Trades

157

4,731

353

8"

1,438

Auto

127

3,3 .. 6

157

788

1,022

58

156

9

55

94

622

33,929

2 ,539

",202

7,292

Info Srv

Totals

AuLD Service T echs
Diesel Mechanic
T ruck Drivers
Ca rpen ter & Tfade Workers
Maintenance & Repair
Production laborers
Prod Planning ExpeditIng Clerks
Cemenl and Brick Masons
Packaging
Heal and Air Conditioning
Plumbers, Roofers, Electricians

2,824

Heat and Ai r Cond iti oning
F Orklifl Drivers
Office Clerks
Welders
Medical Assislan ls
Nurse Assislanls (CNA)
Vocalional Nurses (LVN)
Reglslered Nurses (RN)
Farm-workers
Sale s Representatives

RJIET AUpd .le
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Then and Now
• We will have healthcare finished by
November,2006. It is anticipated the
employment demand for all nursing and allied
health care occupations will increase.
• Trades industry demand will likely maintain
expected 16lIels. While there is a predicted
softening of housing construction, there still
remains high number of expected retirements
and several major public and private projects.
RJI ETA Update

Where from here
• Completing the study and will release a
formal report, and publish on our Website.
• In Partnership with Community Colleges
beginning strategic planning meetings to plan
how to fill gaps in training availability or
quality.
• Compare current demand to determine critical
workforce gaps - Prioritize, and
Compare current job competencies, with existing
training, to establish minimum standards

Future Possibilities
• Cross competency skills development
programs for like jobs.
• Unsolicited grant opportunities for supporting
additional training locally.
• At this time, FCWIS has submitted a grant to
complete ETA study again next year.

R.lIET.... Updai.
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The REAL Value
journey ........... .
• Is there value in the RJI?
• Would we have open communications, and
worked col/aboratively together on improving the
community without this process?

• Maybe, Maybe Not.. .
• What and Who is RJI ?
It is All of us....... and we thank all of you

t.
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West Hills Community College District:
Strategic Plan for Information Technology

1.

Executive Summary

The West Hills Community College District recently completed a strategic planning process for
information technology. The results of that process include substantial insight into the
District's current circumstances and prospects for moving forward.
First, though, it should be pointed out that the District is already making considerable progress
in many areas. For example, significant advances have been made with respect to distance
learning, instructional technology, and online services for students and faculty.
Generally, the strategic planning process was based upon the following:
•

Assessment (e.g., surveys, interviews, focus group discussions) in order to gain insight
and create awareness

•

Consideration of opportunities for improvement within key areas, including the following:
o

Administrative Information Technology Systems and Applications

o

Information Technology Infrastructure

o

Information Technology Services

o

Information Technology Leadership and Management

o

Instructional Technology

This planning document includes a consideration of specific opportunities for improvement.
There is pragmatic information about potential action items within each of the above key
areas.
The District's ability to pursue opportunities for improvement will be enhanced if there is an
annual review of various efforts. The goal is to measure how well the institution is performing
in numerous areas. Regular assessments of the District's circumstances will help reinforce
everyone's understanding of expectations, commitments, accountabilities, priorities, etc.
The District deserves congratulations on its decision to complete a strategic planning process
for information technology. The District took the initiative to ask questions about how to
improve itself. As a result, it has substantial opportunities to enhance its vitality with respect
to teaching, learning, service, operations, and sense of purpose.
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2.

Introduction and Purpose

Increasingly, information technology is a pervasive and integral part of our lives. It is
becoming rather difficult to think of situations in which sophisticated systems do not have
profound implications. Extraordinary technological advancements have been made in recent
years in a number of areas, including the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Education
Communications
Business and commerce
Entertainment
Health care
Government

Within higher education, Google is used for research, iPods are commonplace, e-mail is a
communications method of choice, and blogs are ordinary places for people to share their
lives . Going forward, it is logical to assume that there will be increasingly widespread use of
information technology.
How should the West Hills Community College District plan for the future? How will it address
the following kinds of questions?
•

What is the most appropriate way to leverage information technology to serve the
mission of the District and its colleges?

•

From an information technology standpoint, what must be done to support the District's
Strategic Plan for 2006 - 2010?

•

Are there particular opportunities for improving teaching, learning, and service?

•

How can information technology help enable streamlined administrative services for
students, faculty, alumni, staff, administrators, and others?

•

Does the District have specific technology-related issues that require prompt
remediation?

•

Is there a particular roadmap that makes sense for the District? What practical steps
should be taken?

•

What obstacles and risks need to be anticipated and/or overcome?

•

Given the District's limited resources, what are the most appropriate investments to be
made with respect to information fechnology?

It is hard to overstate the importance of the above questions; a great deal is at stake.
Information technology is widespread, foundational, increasingly complex, and costly . And,
many systems and services are directly tied to the work of the District.
In addition to the practical aspects of information technology, there are important
philosophical issues that need attention . For example, the advanced use of information
technology is increasingly seen as an indicator of an institution's vitality and sense of
progress.

4

Going further, there are democratic and egalitarian issues to consider. For example, the
District must ensure that people have access to information technology that enhances their
ability to teach, learn, interact, and serve others . We must enable everyone in the District to
leverage information technology in highly beneficial ways.
Colleges and universities sometimes have rather dissimilar strategic plans for information
technology. There can be substantial differences with respect to mission, priorities, resources,
organizational structure, etc. Although this document recognizes best practices from other
institutions, this strategic plan for information technology focuses on the unique circumstances
of the West Hills Community College District.
The basic premise of this strategic plan is that the District wants to enhance its ability to
achieve certain critical outcomes . Examples of such important results can include the
following:
•

Improved teaching and learning

•

Strong support for marketing/admissions programs

•

Increased enrollment retention

•

Continued recruiting of talented faculty, staff, and administrators

•

Streamlined administrative services (e.g., registration, financial aid)

:
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Fundamentally, information technology helps enable certain results. It is meant to be
supportive, not directive. It serves the needs of the District, not vice-versa.
This strategic plan for information technology describes numerous efforts that the institution
can pursue over the next five years . The focus is on helping the District move forward in
important ways.
This document is comprised of several sections. First, there is a profile of the District to help
establish a context. 1\1 ext, is a list of assumptions that were part of the planning process .
Third, are the results of various assessment efforts (e.g ., focus group discussions, surveys
that were completed by students, faculty, staff, and administrators) . The assessment
information is meant to provide inSight into the District's existing circumstances, create
awareness, and enable planning for future work.
And, finally, there is a consideration of the District's opportunities for improvement. Specific
information is given on how the District might enhance its efforts.
The District deserves substantial commendation for its investment in a strategic planning
process. Being thoughtful about the development of information technology will result in
significant benefits to students, faculty, staff, administrators, and others. ; (
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3.

Understanding the West Hills Community College District

The development of a strategic plan for information technology is at least partly rooted in an
understanding of existing circumstances. Characterizing the District's current situation helps
enable a sensible roadmap for the future.
a.

Profile of the District

The West Hills Community College District began operations in 1932. Presently, its service
area is a 3,464 square mile region that includes portions of five surrounding counties. Below,
are some noteworthy statistics.

•
•
•
•

Major Service Locations: West Hills Community College District Office, West Hills
College Coalinga, West Hills College Lemoore, North District Center, Naval Air Station
Lemoore.
District Enrollment in 2006 - 2007 : Headcount

= 10,800;

Total Degrees/Certificates Awarded in 2006 - 2007: 587.
District budget for FY 2006 - 2007: $32.9M.

AC~I FTES

L

= 4,950 .
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b.

e-Learning Strategic Plan

The District completed its e-Learning Strategic Plan in 2002. A considerable number of
accomplishments resulted from the planning process and resulting initiatives. Clearly, much
of the District's growth (e.g., enrollment gains, enhanced services to students/faculty/staff)
can be attributed to the effective development of supportive information technology.
Specifically, the e-Learning Strategic Plan called upon the District to address the following
goals. In turn, each goal involved a number of strategies, objectives, and tasks.
•

Implementation of a fully functional web site.

•

Creation of partnerships to help ensure that e-Iearning programs/services meet the
needs of the community.

•

Creation of a user-friendly call center for technical assistance .

•

Provision of faculty development opportunities with respect to e-Iearning.

• Z Creation of goodwill among campuses.
•

>-

Development of a well-trained workforce within the District.

• '-- Empowerment of students to make wise e-Iearning decisions.

'>
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•

Provision of academic and technological support to enhance student learning.

•

Implementation of appropriate management practices to support e-Iearning.

•

Provision of necessary hardware, software, and infrastructure for students, faculty, staff,
and others.

•

Provision of fully accessible, interactive, online library services.

This Plan~ that the District has substantially fulfilled the above goals. Now, going
forward, tliere is a desire to build upon the success. Increasingly, there are strong
expectations for enhanced services that support the work of students, faculty, staff, and the
community.

7

c.

District Strategic Plan

Certainly, the use of information technology should support the overall mission of the District .
Although ensuring the success of various systems, applications, services, etc., is worthwhile,
the real goal is to leverage information technology to achieve specific strategic outcomes.
Going forward, it is important to enable the District to address the goals within its Strategic
Plan for 2006 - 2010, including the following:
•

Achieve or exceed funded growth targets

•

Focus marketing efforts on District-wide "stories"

•

Annually increase community participation rates

•

Annually improve transfer, completion, and graduation rates

•

Become the preferred choice of students through ongoing and active recruitment
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d.

Current Enterprise Systems and Applications

Below, is a list of the District's primary enterprise systems and applications.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Datatel Colleague Student
Datatel Colleague Finance
Datatel Colleague Human Resources
Datatel Colleague Financial Aid
MS Exchange (e-mail)
IMail (e-mail)
Blackboard
SIRSI Library Automation
Hershey Imaging
MS Office

Presently, the District intends to implement the R18 version of Datatel Colleague in December
2007. And, eventually, the system w ill be migrated to a MS SQL Server database (from
UniData).
-"J)-(c·un.6(/"
'f-t.f..ClA.i( _ Or 0u/n/)1(r
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Additionally, the District has announced plans for the implementation of several enterprise
applications in 2008, including the following:
•

Datatel Colleague Payroll (as opposed to the use of the County's payroll processing
system)

•

Datatel Colleague ActiveCampus Portal

•

Datatel Colleague ActiveAdmissions

•

Datatel Colleague Advancement
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e.

Current Information Technology Services

The District's information technology services entail several major types of support, including
the following:

•

Infrastructure and maintenance, including the following:
o

Voice, video, and data networks

o

Central computing servers and other data center systems
Approval and purchase of all computers and peripheral hardware.

o

•

o

Datatel Colleague, Blackboard, etc.
e-mail

o

SIRSI

•

I

~ f'~ t~ l'p,
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Mission-critical business applications, including the following:
o

r- (i
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Information management, including the following:
o

Data management

o

Data warehousing

Administration of.web servers
-t r VI (" 7"J
Help Desk services, including assistance with Blackboard, e-mail, My West Hills,
resetting passwords, etc.

o

•

~

We 1J J

•

Learning Resources assistance, including help for faculty who use Blackboard

•

End user technical services, including maintenance, repairs, installations, upgrades, etc.
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f.

Current Information Technology Infrastructure

servef~nd

The District's primary data center includes Hewlett-Packard blade
a 5 TB storage
area network (SAN). The platforms enable considerable consolidation and scalability. That is,
the systems are within a limited number of frames, and there is room for growth. The data
center also includes virtual and physical tape libraries for backup purposes.
The District has a CISCO AVID system that enables voice, video, and data services over the
wide area network (WAN). Currently, the network supports nine separate sites with a T1
circuits (or multiple T1 circuits). All locations are interconnected by Cisco 3662 routers that
include failover capabilities. A DS3 circuit provides connectivity between the Coalinga campus
and the Lemoore campus.
Both the Coalinga and Lemoore campuses have DS3 connections to the Internet. The local
area networks (LANs) provide 100 MB service to the desktop. And the switching equipment
enables redundant gigabit fiber connections among buildings. A Cisco Enterprise PIX 525 is
used as a firewall and VPN concentrator.
The District has standards for desktops, laptops, and productivity software, but the
configurations are not fixed because of the dynamic nature of the information technology
industry. All full-time faculty and many adjunct faculty are issued laptops.
In general, the District has a four-year replacement cycle for desktops and laptops. However,
the funding for new hardware/software is budgeted by the colleges (not the District). The
Information Technology Services Department generates fixed asset aging reports so that there
is clear information about the systems that require replacement. The District's goal is to
"ladder" the replacement cycle so that roughly 25% of the systems are replaced each year
(over a four-year period) .
,
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g.

Current Organizational Structure

In many ways, the District's organizational structure involves a matrix of functions, roles,
staff, responsibilities. etc. Some efforts are handled by the District's Information Technology
Services Department; other efforts are handled by other District departments (e.g., Learning
Resources) or campus-based staff. Additionally, the District has advisory committees to help
define many of its efforts.
In a number of cases (e.g., web services, technical support, video conferencing, instructional
technology), the District works across several organizational boundaries to accomplish its
objectives. Presently, it is not clear how some of the efforts are kept in alignment when crossorganizational responsibilities arise.
The Information Technology Services Department is a relatively flat organization, with all staff
reporting to the Director. In turn, the Director reports to the Chancellor. The classified staff
includes programmer analysts, technicians, data center personnel, et al., who are crosstrained to some extent. All of the employees visit the campuses on a regular basis to provide
a variety of services.
Outside of the Information Technology Services Department there is a ~ebmastec within the
District Office. Additionally, the Learning Resources organization is responsible for video
conferencing, distance learning, faculty/student use of Blackboard, certain Help Desk
functions, etc.
In terms of committee structure, the District's efforts are guided by the WHCIST (West Hills
Customer Information Support Team) and the TAT (Technology Advisory Team). The
membership for both groups includes key stakeholders from the District and the colleges.
WHCIST's primary (but not exclusive) focus is on the enhanced use of enterprise technology
(and especially Datatel Colleague). TAT's responsibilities center around the currency of the
information technology that supports students and instructional programs.
There appears to be some uncertainty about the purposes and activities that are addressed by
WHCIST and TAT. It is not clear, for example, that the groups are identifying opportunities,
setting priorities, reco
in resource allocations, reviewing the status of various projects,
etc. The seeming uncertainties a out WHCIST and TAT might have prompted Lemoore
College's apparent
reate its own technology committee.
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4.

Planning Assumptions

A number of assumptions are associated with the District's planning process, including the
following:
•

•

Although it is certainly important to ensure the success of information technology in all
respects, the District wants its strategic plan to have a District-level perspective. As
appropriate, there may be planning opportunities at the campus level that are outside
the scope of this document.
The e-Learning Strategic Plan established clear goals and objectives with respect to
instructional technology, and the District should continue its efforts to improve all
aspects of teaching and learning. Now, though, the District desires a strategic plan that
includes consideration of administrative systems and operations.

•

Strategic planning is a continuous process. The District will make ongoing efforts to
assess its efforts, identify opportunities for improvement, and move forward.

•

In many respects, the District is large, diverse, and widespread. As such, it is not easy
to ensure that the planning process touched all those who might have significant insight.
So, again, it is important for the District to ensure ongoing efforts to assess its
circumstances.

•

The planning process uncovered a substantial number of potential projects and
initiatives. Some of them (e .g., implementing Datatel Colleague Advancement,
implementing an ActiveCampus portal) require very significant investments of time,
money, staff, expertise, etc. So, there is an implicit assumption that the District either
has all of the necessary resources (including that which is required for ongoing
maintenance), or the District has a strategy for prioritizing its projects and initiatives -so that it can live within its existing budget.

•

The planning process assumed that new advisory committees will be created. And, one
of the first responsibilities of such groups will be to review the District's opportunities for
improvement -- with an eye toward funding, prioritization, timing, executive
sponsorship, etc.
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5.

Presentation of Assessment Data

A considerable amount of qualitative and quantitative assessment data was collected with
respect to the District's existing circumstances. The most significant information was obtained
as a result of the following:
•

Interviews and focus group discussions

•

Surveys of students, faculty, staff, and administrators

a.

Interviews and Focus Group Discussions

Several meetings were held with individuals and groups in order to gain insight into the
District's perspectives, concerns, suggestions, issues, etc. Below, are representative
comments that resulted from the discussions.

•

The District has made considerable progress over the last few years. Information
technology has been a key factor with respect to enrollment growth, service to students,
teaching and learning, and administrative operations.

•

The District should continue its innovative use of information technology to support
teaching and learning.
The Datatel Colleague system was implemented in a rather hurried manner. As a result,
some functionality might not be used to its full potential. Likewise, there are training
issues that need attention.

•

A number of the District's business processes (e.g., registration, tuition/fee payment,
purchasing) need to be analyzed, re-engineered, and optimized .

•

The District wants to eliminate (or at least minimize) a number of organizational and
technological silos.

•

It is important for the District to have a fully secure and reliable infrastructure (e.g.,
network, data center) that is available 24x7x36S.

•

There are opportunities for improvement with respect to infrastructure services (e .g.,
wireless access, telephony, video conferencing, hardware/software life cycle
management, e-mail).
There is a need for better integration among the District's enterprise systems and
applications.

•

As much as possible, all applications should be available in self-service mode -- and
through a portal that enables "single sign-on."

•

The District might benefit from the implementation of enhanced point solutions for
imaging, workflow, data mining, web content management, ID cards, etc.

•

From a management perspective, there are opportunities for improvement with respect
to budgeting, governance, policies/procedures, communication, planning, etc.

•

From a services perspective, there are opportunities for improvement with respect to
training, Help Desk operations, etc.

•

From an instructional technology perspective, there are opportunities for improvement
with respect to online applications (e.g., Blackboard), faculty development, classroom
equipment, library automation, etc.
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•

•

In relative terms, the District appears to be planning some rather aggressive
development projects in 2008 (e.g., ActiveCampus portal, ActiveAdmissions, Datatel
Colleague Payroll, Datatel Colleague Advancement). It_j s not clear, ti:lough, that the
__l2i.strjcLbas.sufficient resources (e.g., financial, human, infrastructure) to implement
-- such systems. Going further, it is not clear that the long-term total cost of ownership
has been determined.
In terms of organizational structure, there is occasional uncertainty about who is
responsible for various information technology functions . Going forward, it is important
to ensure that information technology functions are allocated among groups/individuals
in a relatively holistic, unfractured manner.
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b.

Survey Results

Students, faculty, staff, and administrators were asked to complete surveys in order to gain
additional insight into the District's existing circumstances and potential opportunities for
improvement. The surveys asked respondents to provide the following :
•

Numerical ratings with respect to specific areas of performance

•

Responses to open-ended questions about general performance

In terms of numerical ratings, participants were asked to respond to each survey item
according to the following scheme:
NA

= Not Applicable

or No Opinion

1 = Strongly Disagree
2 = Disagree
3 = Mildly Disagree
4 = Neutral
5 = Mildly Agree
6 = Agree
7

= Strongly Agree

The tables on the following pages present the mean ratings from the two survey groups. The
first survey group includes students. The second survey group includes faculty, staff, and
administrators .
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l.

I consider myself to be a skilled computer user.

5.63

2.

The College/District ensures that all computers are kept in good repair
and have current software.

5.72

3.

The College/District provides helpful technical assistance whenever I
have a computer problem .

5.51

4.

The College/District offers effective computer training so that I know
how to use various systems/applications.

5.38

5.

The College/District does a good job of equipping labs and classrooms
with supportive information technology.

5.73

6.

More online courses should be offered.

5.84

7.

I prefer online courses to traditional classroom instruction.

4.84

8.

I communicate with my instructor(s) via e-mail.

5.91

9.

Considerable assistance is available to students who need help with
instructional technology .

5.24

10.

The College/District web site is easy to use and provides helpful
information .

6.02

1l.

I use the College/District web site to register for classes, view grades,
etc.

6.62

12.

The College/District provides robust and reliable access to the
Internet.

6.06

13.

The College/District provides pervasive wireless network access .

5.19

14.

I am pleased with the functionality of the e-mail system that the
College/District makes available to students .

6.00

15.

I am confident about the security of personal information on the
College/District computer systems.

5.77

16.

Aside from the College/District information technology systems, it is
relatively easy to complete the business processes related to
admissions, registration, payment of tuition, etc.

5.98

The College/District is ahead of other institutions with respect to the
use of information technology to support students, faculty, staff, and
administrators.

5.26

The College/District consistently finds ways to use information
technology to enhance services to students, faculty, staff, and
administrators.

5.58

17.

18.
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Mean
Rating

.Item
l.

I consider myself to be a skilled computer user.

5.85

2.

The College/District ensures that all computers are kept in good repair
and have current software.

5.97

3.

The College/District provides helpful technical assistance whenever I
have a computer problem.

6.27

4.

The College/District offers effective computer training so that I know
how to use various systems/applications.

4.79

5.

The College/District does a good job of equipping labs and classrooms
with supportive information technology.

5 .93

6.

l'v1ore online courses should be offered.

4.59

7.

I prefer online courses to traditional classroom instruction.

3.76

8.

I communicate with students via e-mail.

5.92

9.

Considerable assistance is available to students who need help with
instructional technology.

5.26

10.

The College/District web site is easy to use and provides helpful
information.

5.52

11 .

I use the College/District web site to register for classes, view grades,
etc.

5.92

12.

The College/District provides robust and reliable access to the
Internet.

6.27

13 .

The College/District provides pervasive wireless network access.

4.87

14 .

The College/District provides robust and reliable telephone services
and voice mail.

6.08

15 .

I am confident about the security of personal information on the
College/District computer systems.

5.64

16 .

I am pleased with the functionality of the College/District e-mail
system.

6.15

17.

I am pleased with the functionality of the Datatel Student System.

4.87

18.

I am pleased with the functionality of the Datatel Finance System.

4.67
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19.

I am pleased with the functionality of the Datatel Human Resource
Management System.

4.45

20.

I can access a variety of online management information (e.g.,
budgets, enrollment) with relative ease.

5.02

2l.

Our business processes (e.g., registration, purchasing) are aligned
with the Datatel Colleague software and enable streamlined
processes.

4.72

22.

I always know how to contact the IT department when I have a
request.

6.15

23.

The IT department has a clear sense of direction, and is responsive to
institutional needs.

5.80

24.

There are appropriate advisory groups in place to assist with
information technology issues and planning.

4.85

25.

Although the College/District does not have extraordinary financial
resources, it is doing a good job of budgeting funds to support
information technology needs.

5.53

The College is ahead of other institutions with respect to the use of
information technology to support students, faculty, staff, and
administrators.

5.41

The College consistently finds ways to use information technology to
enhance services to students, faculty, staff, and administrators.

5.61

26.

27.
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Most of the survey items can be tied to major areas of interest, including the following (in no
particular order) :

•

Administrative Information Technology Systems and Applications (e.g., Datatel
Colleague)
Information Technology Infrastructure (e.g., networks, telephony)

•

Information Technology Services (e .g., training , repairs)

•

Information Technology Leadership and Management (e.g., vision, strategy,
organizational structure, governance, operational excellence)

•

Instructional Technology (e.g., classroom systems, online courses)

•

Basically, one purpose of the survey is to gauge the District's performance in such major
areas. That is, we want a quantitative measure of how well important responsibilities are
being handled .
Other survey items, though, were not t ied to a major area . For example, "I prefer online
courses to traditional classroom instruction" is not evaluative. Instead, it reflects a desire to
understand certain aspects of the District's circumstances.
The following table presents the mean ratings from the two survey groups with respect to the
five major areas.
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Administrative Information Technology Systems and Applications

6.09

5 .39

Information Technology Infrastructure

5 .78

5 .74

Information Technology Services

5 .50

5 .72

Information Technology Leadership and Management

5.61

5.39

Instructional Technology

5.51

5.09
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Below, in graphical form, is a presentation of the mean ratings from the first survey group.

Student Survey Results

o

Administrative Information Technology Systems and Applications

•

Instructional Infrastructure

o

Information Technology Services

•

Information Technology Leadership and Management

•

Instructional Technology
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Below, in graphical form, is a presentation of the mean ratings from the second survey group.

Faculty /Staff / Administrator Survey Results

o

Administrative Information Technology Systems and Applications

•

Instructional Infrastructure

o

Information Technology Services

•

Information Technology Leadership and Management

•

Instructional Technology
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In addition to the quantitative data that was obta ined, both survey groups were asked to
respond to two open-ended questions:
•

With respect to information technology, what are the District's three most significant
opportunities for improvement?

•

What additional comments would you like to share about information technology
systems and services?

Below, is a table with representative responses to the question about opportunities for
improvement . It should be noted that some of the responses were given by many of the
survey participants.

Representative Student Responses

•
•

Using Blackboard is very difficult .

•

Wireless access should be available everywhere .

•

•

Up-to-date software is needed on all computers.
It is very difficult to navigate through various web sites.

•
•

The e-mail system is difficult to use.
~
None of the systems (e-mail, Blackboard) should have any downtime.

•

More technical assistance and tra ining is needed.

•

Students need access to low-cost laptops .

More online classes are needed.
.~

¥-

Representative Faculty I StaffI Administrator Responses
•

More technical assistance and training services are needed.

•

I would like a greater sense of IT customer service.

•

The Datatel Colleague system does not meet my needs.

•

Wireless access should be available everywhere.

•
•
•
•

It is difficult to use Blackboard.
We need better remote access to systems.
The e-mail system is problematic (e .g ., spam, minimal storage capacity) .
We need to streamline our operations; more tasks/processes should be automated.

•

Our web sites are clunky and not easy to navigate.

•

More online classes are needed.

•

Our computers need to be updated on an ongoing basis.

•

We need to improve our management practices (e.g., clarify the nature of District
responsibilities vs. campus responsibilities) .
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Below, is a table with representative responses to the question about additional comments . It
should be noted that some of the responses were given by many of the survey participants .

Representative Student Respc:mses
•

I think you guys are doing a great job.

•
•

I would like a student portal .
More online classes are needed. I work 50+ hours per week, and need access to such
instruction .

•

I like online classes but do not want to lose any interaction with my instructors.

•

Instructors need to be well-versed in how to handle online instruction.

•

Some of the systems (e.g., e-mail, Blackboard) are difficult to use. In fact, Blackboard
sometimes doesn't work at all when I try to take an online test.

•

Some of the self-service functions (e.g., viewing my class schedule) are rather clunky.

•

I am new at this and have never used a computer.

•

I am so proud to be here. Everyone is so helpful and nice.

Representative Faculty I StaffI Administrator Responses
•

I believe that our IT department does an excellent job.

•

The IT staff is responsive to any issues that arise, but there is always room for
improvement.

•

There are a number of problems with Datatel Colleague functionality (e.g., prerequisites, purchase requisitions).

•

Wireless access should be available everywhere.

•

Computers are "locked" down too tightly; users should be able to manage their systems
to some extent.

•

Our web sites are too confusing and difficult to navigate.

•

Classrooms should be equipped with computers (so that faculty do not have to bring
laptops with them).

•

More technical staff (e.g., programmers) are needed.

•

More training is needed.

•

More online classes are needed, but online classes are not for everyone.
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6.

Discussion of Assessment Data

There are a number of observations about the assessment data that deserve attention,
including the following:
•

In relative terms (compared with other colleges/universities), the mean ratings from the
student survey are quite high . III/any of the values are greater than 6.00.

•

In relative terms (compared with other colleges/universities), the mean ratings from the
faculty/staff/administrator survey are close to normal.

•

Generally speaking, a mean rating below 5.00 indicates need for improvement . In the
case of the faculty/staff/administrator survey, 9 out of 27 survey items had mean
ratings below 5.00.

•

Overall, when the mean ratings are grouped into major areas, the data shows that the
District is performing reasonably well.

•

In terms of specific survey items, the following mean ratings are noteworthy :
Students:
o

"I prefer online courses to traditional classroom instruction." Mean rating = 4 .84.

o

"I use the College/District web site to register for classes, view grades, etc." Mean
rating = 6.62.

Faculty/Staff/Administrators:

•

o

"I prefer online courses to traditional classroom instruction." Mean rating = 3 .76.

o

"The College/District provides helpful technical assistance whenever I have a
computer problem." Mean rating = 6.27.

o

"I am pleased with the functionality of the Datatel Colleague Student System."
Mean rating = 4.87 .

There is qualitative and quantitative data that suggests opportunities for improvement in
several areas, including the following (in no particular order):
o

Providing pervasive wireless network access.

o

EnhanCing the breadth and quality of online instruction.

o

Improving the delivery of Blackboard services.

o

Enhancing training programs for students, faculty, staff, and administrators,
especially since some of them are new to the use of computers.

o

Resolving issues with respect to Datatel Colleague functionality.

o

Re-engineering business processes (e.g., tuition/fee payment, purchasing).

o

Resolving issues with respect to e-mail services.

o

Enhancing the integration of enterprise applications.

o

Implementing a portal, simplifying the navigation that is required on various web
sites, and enabling single sign-on capabilities.

o

With respect to information technology, enhancing the District's approach to
management, governance, budgeting, organizational structure, and staffing.

o

Improving the District's information technology infrastructure (e.g ., telephony,
networking, enterprise servers, disaster recovery, security, life cycle
hardware/software replacement, 24x7x365 access).
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•

On the surface, there is a seeming contradiction in the survey data. In particular, the
quantitative data suggests that the District should not expand its offering of online
courses. And, in fact, students and faculty expressed a preference for traditional
classroom instruction. However, the qualitative data and responses to open-ended
questions indicate a significant desire for expanded online courses.
It appears that students and faculty are in favor of more online instruction -- but only if
it is handled in the proper manner. In particular, no one wants to sacrifice the
interpersonal connection between student and instructor.

•

The District might benefit from the implementation of enhanced point solutions for
imaging, workflow, data mining, web content management, ID cards, etc.

•

The District's unrestricted budget for FY 2006 - 2007 was approximately $33M. It is not
clear, though, how much of that was spent on information technology (e.g., hardware,
software, salaries maintenanc
It is important for the District to implement
ent strategies at ensure an understanding of how funding is allocated.
Add itionally, such strategies should include prioritization efforts, cost/benefit analyses,
etc.
The District should measure the percentage of its unrestricted budget that is spent on
information technology and compare/contrast such a metric with peer institutions. On
average, across the nation, the percentage ranges from 5% - 7%.

•

~

'''7

•

It seems that the four-year replacement cycle for hardware/software is managed at the
campus or even departmental level. As a result, there is a risk of inconsistent handling
of life cycle tasks. Some items might be replaced too soon; others might not be
replaced until after the life expectancy is complete.

•

There is some uncertainty about the purpose and work of the District's committee
structure (i.e., WHCIST, TAT).

•

The District seems to have very aggressive plans for the implementation of new
enterprise systems in 2008, including ActiveCampus, ActiveAdmissions, Datatel
Colleague Payroll, and Datatel Colleague Advancement . It is very, very important for
the District to understand the implications of such development work and ensure that all
efforts are manageable (e.g., realistic scope, affordability, return on investment).

•

There are questions about the costs/benefits associated with implementing in-house
systemsl~'
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7.

Opportunities for Improvement

In general, pursuing opportunities for improvement involves the alignment and optimization of
several variables . In particular, the District's strategic focus should be on Tools, People,
Processes, and Organizational Context.
"Tools" refer to information technology systems/applications. So, for example, it is important
for Datatel Colleague, Blackboard, and other systems to meet the functional and operational
needs of students, faculty, staff, and administrators.
The "People" component includes a consideration of leadership, organizational structure,
staffing, individual talents, accountabilities, etc. Obviously, tools are not very worthwhile
unless there are people who can use them . .+rtJ..(/I~j
"Processes" refer to the tasks that comprise certain work routines. For example, the
registration process, from beginning to end, includes many steps. The challenge is to ensure
that all such steps reflect a streamlined effort. It is unrealistic to think that any information
technology system can overcome a deficient business process. And, it is not advisable to
compensate for difficulties by allocating more human resources (e.g., people).
"Organizational Context" is an important variable. It includes the institution's mission, culture,
priorities, sense of community, style, etc. It serves as the framework for Tools, People, and
Processes. Although an information technology system might work well at one institution, it
might be a poor fit at another college/university because of different organizational contexts.
As depicted in the following diagram, the pursuit of opportunities for improvement is really a
challenge of bringing a number of pieces together in the most complementary, synergistic
fashion.

Organizational Context
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The District should consider a number of opportunities for improvement. And, ideally, each
such effort will be tied to a number of principles, including the following:
•

A focus on the ultimate outcomes that are desired (e.g., enhancement of teaching and
learning, enrollment growth, operational excellence, substantial return on investment) .

•

Consistency among Tools, People, Processes, and Organizational Context.

•

Specific deliverables, timelines, and accountabilities.

•

Appropriate allocation of necessary resources -- financial or otherwise.

•

Conspicuous executive sponsorship.

•

Continuous assessment of all efforts to help ensure appropriate outcomes .
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The next several pages list a number of potential opportunities for improvement for the
District. Although the opportunities are grouped into five major areas, they are certainly not
mutually exclusive. They should be seen as interrelated efforts.

Administrative Information Technology Systems and Applications
•

Consider the implementation of advanced portal technology that enhances access to
systems, improves integration among enterprise applications, simplifies navigation,
etc. Additionally, such an interface should entail personalized channels and a single
point of entry to all appropriate applications/services.

•

Document perceived gaps in Datatel Colleague functionality. Consider alternative
strategies for resolving such gaps, including the following:
o

User training.

o

Implementation of functionality that is not yet in production.

o

Functional consulting.

o

Business process analysis.

o

Implementation of best practices from other institutions.

o

System customization.

o

Implementation of ancillary software products.

•

Analyze, and implement as appropriate, online education plans .

•

Analyze, and implement as appropriate, Datatel Colleague functionality relating to
online purchasing, fixed asset management, and budget development.

•

Analyze, and implement as appropriate, human resource management tools for
recruiting, applicant tracking, and time reporting.

•

Determine the costs/benefits associated with the in-house use of the Datatel
Colleague payr~le.

•

Resolve concerns about e-mail services, including the following:
o

Storage capacity.

o

Spam.

o

Remote access.

•

Identify a limited number of business processes that require analysis and reengineering. Pursue transformational opportunities that enable extraordinary
improvements (and not just marginal gains) in services for students, faculty, staff,
and administrators.

•

Identify the need to implement a number of enhanced point solutions (e.g., imaging,
data mining, workflow, web content management, bookstore applications, "One Card"
system)

•

Determine what enhancements, if any, are needed with respect to integrated library
systems and applications.

•

Assess the presence of any departmental "shadow systems" and determine whether
the functionality should reside in an enterprrse apPlication~

continued on the next page
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Administrative Information Technology Systems and Applications (continued)
•

Create a written technical support plan for each system. Such plans should
communicate clear messages about how the systems are maintained and who should
be contacted in the event of a problem.

•

Inventory all systems and ensure that each system is tied to a technology refresh
(i.e., replacement) program.

•

Conduct an assessment of the District's enterprise architecture . Document
authoritative systems, interfaces, integration pOints, security/authentication schemes,
databases, etc. Map the entire enterprise, resolve issues that become apparent, and
ensure that future systems/applications can be supported by the architecture.

•

Assess all of the implications (e.g., costs, benefits, required technical support, longterm maintenance, infrastructure issues, business processes) associated with the
District's tentative development projects for 2008 (i.e., ActiveCampus,
ActiveAdmissions, Datatel Colleague Payroll, Datatel Colleague Advancement).
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Information Technology Infrastructure
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Implement pervasive wireless network access.
Conduct a security audit that enables insight into potential threats. Such an audit
should entail a comprehensive assessment of risk in all forms, including the following:
o
o

Facilities.
Data writes (e.g., encryption).

o

Database (e.g., ODBC connections).

o

Application (e.g., usernames, passwords).

o

Network (e.g., SSL transport).

o

Business processes.
System administration and operations.

o

o

Data archival.

o

Client data (e.g., laptops).

o

Data custodians.

o

Administrative policies.

o

Other.

•

Ensure 24/7/365 access to all enterprise applications.

•

Implement and rehearse disaster recovery plans.

•
•

Implement and rehearse business continuity plans.
On a regular basis, ensure that all necessary filters and other defenses are in place
with respect to viruses, spam, etc.

•

Assess the feasibility of enabling students, faculty, staff, and administrators greater
access to low-cost personal hardware/software -- perhaps through the bookstore.

•

Consider the need for an emergency broadcast system (e.g., e-mail, cell phone text
messages) that notifies students, faculty, staff, and administrators of any major
threats. As a best practice, many colleges/universities are implementing such
solutions in the wake of the violence that took place at Virginia Tech in April 2007.

•

Assess the need for enhanced, scalable video conferencing services.

•

To the extent possible, ensure greater continuity and stability with respect to
desktop/laptop standards.

•

Consider centralizing the life cycle replacement program (and associated budgets) for
desktops/laptops.
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•

Survey peer institutions and determine the ratio of technical support person to client
devices (e.g., printers, desktops, laptops). Establish an appropriate ratio at the West
Hills Community College District.

•

Implement a structured curriculum of training programs/classes. Create a "College
within a College" that offers both traditional and online instruction in Datatel
Colleague, e-mail, word processing, etc. Such coursework is also an opportunity to
provide documentation, share information about policies/procedures, etc.

•

Ensure the development (and ongoing maintenance) of system-level documentation.

•

Assist users with the development of functional documentation. Ensure that new
employees are able to read such documentation and quickly assimilate their duties .

•

Establish business processes that enable "First Day Services." That is, when a new
employee arrives for his/her first day, there should be a computer, default username
and password, e-mail account, system documentation, information about training
classes, telephone, Help Desk contact information, etc.

•

Likewise, establish business processes for "Last Day Services." That is, ensure that
services are terminated (or perhaps continued) upon an employee's departure.

•

On a regular basis, synthesize data on Help Desk calls, response times, satisfaction
rating, etc. Establish benchmarks for service and report the results to the District's
advisory committees.

•

If necessary, assess the need for Help Desk management software.
Ensure that any technical resources (support staff) who currently reside within user
departments/organizations operate in conjunction with the District's Information
Technology Services Department.

•

•

Ensure the identification and cultivation of "power users" within various
departments/organizations who can help ensure the success of their systems.

•

Develop a "Succession Plan" that enables the District to continue operations in the
event that a key employee is not available (e.g., illness, sudden retirement) -especially for employees who are responsible for Datatel Colleague.

•

Create a written technical support plan for various systems -- especially those that
are used within classrooms, labs, and other instructional areas. Such plans should
communicate clear messages about how systems are maintained and who should be
contacted in the event of a problem.

•

Inventory all systems and ensure that each system is tied to a technology refresh
(i.e., replacement) program.

•

Regularly update and articulate standards for user hardware/software.

•

To the extent possible, centralize the procurement of hardware/software/supplies in
order to manage standards, obtain volume pricing, and maintain a supply of
parts/equipment so that repairs/replacements can be handled quickly.

•

Consider hiring additional work study students to provide an expanded measure of
user support.

continued on the next page
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•

Within its committee structure, resolve concerns about the extent to which
desktop/laptop configurations are managed by users.

•

Enhance the ability of users to obtain online support services (e.g., FAQs).
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Information Technology Leadership and Management

•

Consider an information technology committee structure that includes the following:
o

Executive Committee: Overall responsibility for the success of information
technology within the District. Ordinarily, such a group includes key stakeholders
and other individuals as appropriate. Usually, the Executive Committee is chaired
by the Chancellor. And, frequently, the membership of the group is equivalent to
a District's existing executive management organization.

o

Instructional Technology Advisory Committee: Responsible to the Executive
Committee, with a focus on the use of information technology to improve
teaching, learning, and research.

o

Administrative Technology Advisory Committee: Responsible to the Executive
Committee, with a focus on the use of information technology to improve the use
of systems (e.g., Datatel Colleague) that support the institution's business
functions.

o

Technical Advisory Committee: Responsible to the Executive Committee, with a
focus on the technical aspects of the institution's information technology (e.g.,
networking, hardware/software standards, telephony, support services) .

•

Ensure the identification of executive sponsors for important initiatives in order to
resolve issues that might be problematic.

•

Cultivate a project management function within the Information Technology Services
Department. The goal (sometimes the work of a single, current employee) is to help
drive the practical aspects of various efforts (e.g., project tasks, budgeting, resource
management, training) .

•

Consider applying project management techniques to all information technology
operations (not just major initiatives). That is, a substantial number of ordinary
efforts (e.g., day-to-day user support, routine programming, network operations) can
be driven with project management practices (e.g., timelines, specification of desired
outcomes, monitoring of accountabilities). Applying such techniques in an appropriate
manner can provide the District with a clear and thoughtful structure for completing
its work. There will be increased certainty about results, how they are achieved, and
what must be done to correct any difficulties.
In terms of caution, an appropriate balance must be developed with respect to project
management. That is, some institutions have been too zealous in their approach;
they've invested more in the management of projects than actual work activities.

•

With respect to information technology, conduct regular assessments (at least
annually) of the District's progress. Develop benchmarks and measure the District's
performance against such standards. For example, metrics can be developed for
customer service satisfaction, network uptime, etc.

•

Address seeming uncertainty about how certain functions (e .g., web services) will be
handled by different organizations/individuals. Assess the District's need for relatively
holistic and seamless approaches to all operations.

continued on the next page
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Information Technology Leadership and Management

•

Within its committee structure, develop relevant policies and procedures (e .g.,
Acceptable Use) .

•

Implementation a variety of communications techniques to help ensure District-wide
insight into important topics and issues. Such communications can include
newsletters, regular Board reports, publication of committee meeting
agendas/minutes, etc.

continued on the next page
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Information Technology Leadership and Management (continued)

•

From a functional standpoint, consider an organizational structure that resembles the
following diagram . As necessary, build links with campus-based programs and staff.
It should be noted that the functional diagram is not indicative of staffing
requirements. So, for example, some functions might be handled by the same person.
And, some functions might be fulfilled by multiple people .
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Instructional Technology

•
•

Review the District's e-Learning Strategic Plan and ensure that all goals and objectives
are met.
Resolve concerns about the use of Blackboard; ensure that the system is reliable,
properly configured, and totally functional.

•

Seek opportunities to enhance the use of Blackboard. In particular, at a minimum,
find ways of making all instructional materials (e.g., syllabi, reading lists, notes,
assignments, reference documents) available online.

•

Establish an ongoing mini-grant program that provides resources to faculty who want
to pursue specific instructional technology initiatives. Such a program should focus on
innovation in teaching and learning -- with specific deliverables . Additionally, the
program should be available to faculty across all academic programs.

•

Consider incorporating the outcomes of mini-grant programs into development
programs for all faculty/staff/administrators. For example, the best practices that are
learned can be shared at professional conferences. As another example, regular
District-level symposia can be held to help others understand new instructional
systems, techniques, and tools.

•

Consider using the mini-grant program to pursue new opportunities in distance
learning -- especially those efforts that ensure a strong connection between student
and instructor.

•

Establish an Instructional Technology Advisory Committee that helps drive the success
of instructional technology .

•

Create a conspicuous "Center for Instructional Technology" that helps extend the
District's use of supportive information technology and innovative teaching/learning
strategies.

•

Seek widespread implementation of faculty web pages.

•

Inventory all physical spaces (e.g., classrooms, libraries, offices, labs) to ensure
appropriate access to instructional technology (e.g., wireless connectivity, printing,
general access computers) .

•

Inventory all systems and ensure that each system is tied to a technology refresh
(i.e., replacement) program.

•

Define a clear technical support plan that addresses policies, procedures,
documentation, training, organizational structure, etc. Above all else, ensure a
District-wide understanding of what must be supported, how it will be supported, and
who will support it . Consider reorganizing the technical staff around the functions that
must be fulfilled.

•

Determine how funding for instructional technology should be handled across various
groups/departments. Ensure a measure of support for those who have had
insufficient resources in the past.

•

Develop a life cycle program for the replacement of hardware/software that becomes
obsolete.

continued on the next page
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Instructional Technology (continued)
•
•

Consider developing "Communities of Scholars" -- virtual forums for students,
faculty, and others who want to discuss topics, issues, etc.
Assess the need for a more integrated library automation solution (across the entire
District) .
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11.

Introduction

The West Hills Community College District Distance Education has grown
dramatically in numbers of individual students, FTEs and in the range of
courses, programs and services offered. Rather than continuing to adapt to
growth as it emerges, the West Hills Community College District is taking
steps to analyze, anticipate, and manage the evolution of WHCCD-Distance
Education to ensure the maximum benefit to students, the regional
community, and the most beneficial return on investment.
In order to ensure broad-based campus involvement in shaping the future
for WHCCD-Distance Education (WHCCD-DE), the District participated in
accelerated strategic planning to determine a consensus position regarding
the Mission, Vision and a list of strategic next steps for WHCCD-DE. The
draft summary report that follows represents the work of a representative
group of stakeholders including students, full-time and part-time faculty, the
District Chancellor, College Presidents, staff, and administrators meeting
over a day and a half. The Eaton Cummings Group served as facilitators.
This report summarizes future expectations for WHCCD-DE, a review of
Distance Education's strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats as
well as recommendations regarding next steps. The material is presented
with minimal editing in order to preserve the integrity of participant
discussions and decisions. During the planning workshop no effort was
made to fully confirm facts or evidence presented. As appropriate,
recommendations from this planning meeting should be further vetted in
light of relevant data and market research. In addition, in order to align
ourselves with the language adopted by the recent passage of the Higher
Education Opportunity Act in August 2008, all current and future references
to Distance Learning are moving to Distance Education.
The results of the session should be further refined following a comment
period involving workshop participants and others essential to the future
success of the Distance Education Program. In the context of this planning
workshop, Distance Education was generally considered to include webbased instruction and videoconferencing. Discussions during the workshop
made clear that other delivery systems might also be developed and
incorporated within WHCCD-DE.
WHCCD-DL
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Goals - WHCCD-DE Planning Workshop

[ 1.1.

•

Engage representatives of relevant stakeholder groups in a
facilitated dialogue designed to enhance the future promise
and prospects of Distance Education at WHCCD

•

Give each participant an opportunity to benefit from the full
range of experience and expertise of those present

•

Review the implied mission and values of WHCCD-DE and
establish three to five year expectations for WHCCD-DE that
can be expressed in a vision statement

•

Establish a priority list of next steps focusing on high yield
strategies likely to move WHCCD-DE forward toward the
realization of the WHCCD-DE vision

1.2. Agenda - WHCCD-DE Planning Workshop

Agenda-Day 1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introductory remarks - Chancellor Gornick
Planning overview - Strategic and Operational Planning
Opening exercise - The "Online Experience"
Setting the stage - WHCCD-DE Enrollment Data (See
Attachment B)
WHCCD-DE Mission
WHCCD-DE Values
Trends likely to influence the future success of WHCCD-DE

Agenda-Day 2
•
•
•
•
•

SWOT Analysis
Vision for WHCCD-DE
Vision in Action - Strategic Initiatives
Next steps
Closing remarks

WHCCD-DL
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11.4.

Planning Process

•

Participants in the WHCCD-DE planning workshop:
o Form the planning team (See Attachment A for a List of Planning
Workshop Participants);
o Are considered WHCCD-DE experts;
o Are sensitive to the WHCCD-DE role in meeting student and
community needs; and
o Provide the content and perspective that helps to identify and
shape strategies for consideration.

•

Participant opinions were solicited prior to the planning session
using a confidential SWOT analysis
Consultant/facilitators manage the process
The process encourages and benefits from different pOints of view
The process is driven by a sequence of focused, interactive
discussions with frequent prioritization of participant input
Planning results are always considered a work in progress
Next steps in refining the draft WHCCD-DE Plan will require further
vetting and analysis by WHCCD-DE staff.

•
•
•
•
•

1.5. Frequent Reconfiguration of Working Task Groups

Working task groups were reconfigured at intervals throughout the
planning session to give each participant an opportunity to benefit from
the full range of participant experience and expertise. The reconfiguring
relied on a variety of web-based application terms and associated
phrases to familiarize participants with web jargon and SOCial
messaging/bookmarking utilities such as RSS, Twitter and Delicious.

WHCCD-DL
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12.

Outcomes Achieved

12.1.

WHCCD-DE Mission Statement - Draft

Participants, functioning in working groups, developed "raw material" for
the WHCCD-DE Mission Statement. It was determined that the most
appropriate starting point for the WHCCD-DE Mission Statement was the
District Mission Statement. The draft statement that follows in bold
reflects the emphasis and structure of the District Mission.

West Hills Community College District Mission
The mission of the West Hills Community College District is enhancing
student learning and enriching the lives of the populations we serve by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensuring the vitality of its institutions;
Encouraging the vision of strong leaders able to see and interpret
the present and future needs of students and communities;
Supporting the colleges in the provision of world class learning
environments;
Providing for appropriate allocation and management of human,
fiscal, and capital resources;
Acting as a catalyst for collaboration with outside organizations and
agencies; and
Sharing the story by marketing a positive image.

West Hills Community College District
Distance Education Mission
The mission of Distance Education at West Hills Community
College District is to enhance student learning and enrich the lives
of the populations we serve by:
• Delivering world-class distance education courses,
programs, and student services,
• Providing any time, anywhere access,
• Connecting communities of learners locally and globally,
• Using the latest technology and flexible formats, and
• Helping students to achieve their career and personal goals.

WHCCD-DL
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!2.2.

WHCCD-DE Values Statement

Values inherent in WHCCO-OE play an important role in guiding program
and service development and prioritization. Participants developed the
following list of values considered important to WHCCO-OE's emerging
role and brand identification.
West Hills Community College District
Distance Education Values
Our commitment to the WHCCD Distance Education Mission will
be guided and infornled by the following values:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Student success,
Reducing barriers to education (access),
Exceptional support services for learners and teachers,
Currency of technology and curriculum with relevance to student
and community needs,
Creativity and innovation in teaching, learning strategies, and
service delivery,
Quality in all that we do, initiating and demonstrating best
practices,
Diversity in populations, programming, and ideas,
Information literacy,
Civic and social responsibility,
Disciplined inquiry and critical thinking,
Integrity in relationships and programs, and
Respect for and responsibility to self and others.

2.3. Trends likely to influence the future success of WHCCD-DE

Trends
Participants initially identified both "helping" and "hurting" trends likely to
influence the future success of WOCCO-OE. Following working group
discussions and presentation to the entire group, partiCipants prioritized
the trends considered most influential using a mUlti-voting process. The
seven trends that emerged as most likely to be influential are as follows:
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Category: Competition
Hurting Trend
o Designated distance education support staff-likelihood that
competition has invested more in deSignated support staff. In order
to counter competition's edge WHCCD may need to increase
investment in these critical support positions. (14 votes)
Category: Technology
Hurting Trend
o Competitors are using more advanced technology and, at the same
time, changes in technology are occurring rapidly. l\Ieed to provide
ongoing training of WHCCD staff and faculty due to these changesWHCCD challenge to find operational resources for this; failure to
do so may compromise WHCCD competitiveness in the
marketplace. (13 votes)
Category: Government/Legislative/Regulatory
Hurting Trend
o Uncertainty of resources, particularly operational funds, provided by
the public sector. (8 votes)
Category: Technology
Helping Trend
o Increasing access to/pervasiveness of technology and the
consequent increase in access to information; more people with
more technology = more information and familiarity. (9 votes)
o

Rapid change in both technology and software applications.
Because of its successful bond measures WHCCD has the capacity
to maintain currency and the market may move in the direction of
internet provision of textbooks and other learning resources. (9
votes)

Category: Markets and Customers
Helping Trend
o Basic skills-there appears to be growing market potential. WHCCD
might identify ways to capitalize on this market. (8 votes)
Category: Government/Legislative/Reg ulatory
Helping Trend
o Increasing emphasis on quality assurance in both legislative
requirements and the activities of accrediting bodies. WHCCD has
demonstrated the capacity to successfully navigate accreditation
requirements and other statutory mandates. (4 votes)
WHCCD-DL
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2.4. SWOTS - Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats

Participants engaged in a SWOT Analysis as part of a pre-work assignment prior
to the planning workshop. Confidential assessments of WHCCD-DE strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats were submitted to and summarized by
the consultant/facilitators and presented, without attribution, during the
planning session. (See Attachment C for the Summary SWOT Analysisnumbers following individual items in the lists below refer to the numbered
items in Attachment C).
Working in teams, participants were asked to identify the most
influential/significant strengths, weaknesses (interpreted as "areas for
improvement"), opportunities and threats facing WHCCD-DE. The results
from each working team were presented to the full group and, following
discussion, reduced to those items considered most likely to have the
greatest influence on the future success of the Distance Education
Program at WHCCD. The strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats likely to be most influential in determining the future success of
WHCCD-DE are:
2.4.1.
•
•
•
•
•

Opportunity/own schedule/flexibility/diversity of curriculum and
population (1)
Complete degrees with transferable credit (37)
World class support for students and faculty (8)
Innovation encouraged (10)
Early adopters of Distance Education (11)

2.4.2.
•
•
•
•

Weaknesses - areas that could be improved

Training for students and faculty (6, 7, 13, 19, 22, 30, 33, 36)
Support for students and faculty (1,2,9,10,12,17,21,34,39)
Service for students and faculty (3, 4, 8, 11,16,18, 24, 25, 26, 28,
32, 40, 41, 42)
Articulation with CSU Fresno

2.4.3.
•
•

Strengths

Opportunities

Training culture for all staff (14, 9, 11, 29, 28)
Innovative library access (19, 10, 18, 30)
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•
•

Awesome student support (2,6, 13,24,21, 19,23)
Programming
o New degree programs on line (22)
o Foreign language courses (23)
o Basic English skills courses (24)

2.4.4.
•
•
•
•
•
•

12.5.

Threats

Quality (5, 6, 8, 9, 13, 14, 15, 18, 20, 21, 24, 26, 28, 29)
Competition (3, 7,17,23,25,27)
Academic integrity (1,12,16, 22)
Operational issues (2, 4,10,11)
Lack of course variety (20)
Ignoring client's needs (29)

WHCCD-DE Vision Statement

Following discussion, the work teams presented commentary and offered
recommendations regarding the WHCCD-DE Vision Statement. The
vision statement is inspirational in nature-it is also heroic, motivating,
distinctive, and should cause the organization to stretch to achieve it.
WHCCD Distance Education Vision 2012

WHCCD is the preferred choice for distance education. Your
computer is your campus, a portal to a complete virtual col/ege
experience. Achieve your educational dreams-only a click
away. Anyone. Anytime. Anywhere.

2.6. WHCCD-DE Vision in Action - "Characteristics to Aspire to"

In order to give meaning to the Vision 2012, participants discussed and
prioritized the following characteristics that WHCCD-DE should aspire to
achieve. It is emphasized that these characteristics are those to be
aspired to - a more complete list of strategies and operational plans,
resources required, metrics to evaluate progress/accomplishment,
individuals responsible and time lines will need to be identified and
prioritized.
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Vision in Action
1.. 24/7 Service and Support for Everything-beyond Pacific time,
nights, weekends and holidays (24 votes)
2. Student Success Rate (retention and graduation) Mirrors or
Exceeds FTF Success Rate (23 votes)
3. Students' Entire College Experience is Virtual, e.g. WHCCD
eCollege (1. 9 votes)
4. Expanded Portfolio of Academic Courses and Programs and
More Basic Skills-relevant courses (1. 0 votes)

WHCCD-DL
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13.

Next Steps

Next Steps Identified Through Whole-Group Discussion
Process Next Steps
• Communicate results of this planning workshop broadly-what did
we accomplish? What will happen next and in what time frame?
Who will be involved?
• Create strategic planning team website-digital suggestion box
and/or blog for next steps in developing the strategic plan
• Do next level of planning to operationalize strategic goals
Possible Strategic/Operational Goals and Strategies
• Bring focus to DE marketing efforts
• Training-develop a plan that moves WHCCD-DE closer to 24/7, the
complete virtual experience with student support and best practices
• Assess student services now available and identify gaps
• Assess retention challenges and determine strategic steps that will
optimize retention (i.e. finding the most effective faculty); mine
existing data to help with this analysis
• Consider system impact vis-a-vis momentum desired-how will
chosen actions affect students, infrastructure, budgets, etc.
• Identify what tools for success need to be imbedded in distance
education window
• Host focus group(s) with students-what do they need to
have upon entry to be successful in DE?
• Identify next steps in expanding courses, programs to meet student
needs:
• Which programs are needed?
• In what priority order?
• With whom do we need to communicate and/or partner?
Strategic Planning Review Cycle
• The WHCCD Distance Education Strategic Planning process will be
reviewed every three (3) years for
• Relevance and Update of the Mission Statement
• Relevance and Update of the Values Statement
• Relevance and Update of the Vision 2012
• Achievement and Update of the Vision in Action; and
• SWOT Analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities,
Threats)
WHCCD-DL
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14.

Linkages

Strategic Planning:
It is important that the strategic planning process at West Hills Community
College District is integrally linked so that no one process is a silo unto itself.
The Distance Education Strategic Plan has clear linkages to the West Hills
Community College District Strategic Plan as well as the college 's
Educational Master Plans.
At the District level, distance education has contributed significantly to:
• Strategic Goal 1: West Hills Community College District will annually
achieve or exceed funded growth targets. The online program at West
Hills has grown from student enrollments of 2,068 in 2002-03 districtwide to enrollments over 4,900 in 2008-09 funding one-quarter of the
FTES for each of the colleges in the district.
•

Strategic Goal 4.2 states, WHCCD will maintain overall student
completion (success) rates above the California Community College
statewide average, placing emphasis on vocational, basic skills, ESL,
online success and improvement rates. While online courses
consistently dip below face-to-face averages for success and retention,
online courses at West Hills are on par with community college
statewide averages for online courses.
District Strategic Goal 4.2 was specifically identified by the participants
in this Distance Education Strategic Plan in a number of areas
including, a Key Value: Student Success; a Vision in Action: Student
Success Rate (retention and graduation) Mirrors or Exceeds Face-toFace Success Rate; and Next Steps: Identify what tools for success
need to be imbedded in distance education window.

Distance Education is driven by the colleges and coordinated at the district
level. Both West Hills College Coalinga and West Hills College Lemoore have
a relationship with the online courses and programs that is more than FTE
generation. Institutional Research shows that 52% of the online students at
each campus are also taking face-to-face courses in order to complete their
educational goals. The locally-based online students are accessing computer
labs, library services, academic counseling and advising, as well as a host of
other student services needs.
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The distance education strategic planning process feeds into the college's
educational master plans at a number of levels. WHCL's Vision is Learning
Through Excellence and Innovation and distance education is one aspect of
that innovation. In addition, WHCL has many Guiding Principles including:
o Access: Ensure Accessibility to all our programs and services;
o Innovation: Support innovation and technology to enhance
learning environments, services, and communication.
Distance Education contributes to these Guiding Principles through the
implementation of asynchronous learning environments that allow students
to complete their educational goals independent of time or geographical
boundaries. Distance Education has continuously sought to improve help
desk and faculty training services in order to meet the learning environment
needs of students.
At WHCC, Distance Education supports their College Mission: To commit
college-wide staff and resources to the student learning process. To provide
educational, cultural, and economic development opportunities to our
current and future students and the local and global communities that we
serve. Again, Distance Education clearly meets the needs of supporting
.global communities by providing asynchronous learning environments to
students independent of time and geographical boundaries. Distance
Education also supports the WHCC College Goal 3: We will demonstrate
academic quality, leadership, engagement, innovation, and creative thought.
Distance Education is one avenue that provides the colleges with "student
engagement, innovation, and creative thought" through the ongoing use of
new technologies, active faculty engagement in social media and learning,
and the use of the online classroom as a tool for creativity and learning.
Student Learning Outcomes:
Distance Education at West Hills Community College District has clearly
grown in terms of enrollment and FTEs. Student learning in online courses
and programs is of the utmost importance to our college community. To that
end, both the WHCCD StrategiC Plan and this Distance Education StrategiC
Plan specifically address and report on the success rates of online students.
The WHCCD Distance Education Vision in Action 2 states: Student Success
Rate (retention and graduation) Mirrors or Exceeds FTF Success Rate.
Meeting student learning needs is a priority. This is exhibited by the
inclusion of the following WHCCD Distance Education values:
• Student success
• Reducing barriers to education (access), and
• Exceptional support services for learners and teachers.
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WHCCD Distance Education continues to support the student learning
outcomes of the district and colleges through a commitment to excellence in
the online teaching/learning process.
WHCCD Distance Education is at an important juncture where the program is
under review and in an organizational planning process to determine next
steps for improvement and educational program process as well as support
to the colleges and students it serves. Planning the future for Distance
Education will center on the ability to provide parallel opportunities for online
academic and student services in a comprehensive virtual college site model.
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o Attachments
Attachment A-- Names of Planning Workshop Participants
West Hills Community College District
Distance Education Program
Avila, Pedro, Director of Institutional Effectiveness, District Office
Babb, David, Instructor /Biology, WHC Lemoore
Blair-Hauki, Cindy, Instructor /CIS, WHC Coalinga
Butts, Lisa, Adjunct Instructor /Music, District Online
Craft, Bill, Consultant,
Diniz, Carlos, Dean of Student Learning, WHC Coalinga
Dorsey-Robinson, Sylvia, Associate Dean/Categorical Programs, WHC Lemoore
Freeman, Charles, Director of Nursing, WHC Lemoore
Georgatos, Darlene, Registrar, District Office
Gibson, Bob, Instructor /Math, WHC Lemoore
Gornick, Frank, Chancellor, District Office
Grudgel, Garrett, Student, WHC Lemoore/Online
Guy, Kathleen, Consultant,
Hall, Marlon, Associate Dean Educational Services, WHC Lemoore
Marcel Hetu, Director, North District Center Firebaugh
Kennedy, Vera, Instructor /Sociology, WHC Lemoore/Coalinga
Kerns, Valerie, Student Services Assistant, WHC Lemoore
Kozlowski, Michelle, Director of ITS, District Office
Leonard, Anne, Adjunct Instructor /Economics, District Online
Lewallen, Willard, President, WHC Coalinga
Lopez, Jose, CSSO, WHC Lemoore
Lozano, Diana, Student, WHC Lemoore/Online
Magnuson, Matt, Librarian, WHC Coalinga
McGlothlin, Sandy, Counselor, WHC Coalinga
Oxford, Ron, Librarian, WHC Lemoore
Sanchez, Rene, Instructor /History, WHC Lemoore
Shepard, Sarah, Instructor /Business, WHC Coalinga
Sowden, Ken, Instructor /Math, WHC Coalinga
Tippins, Kira, Financial Aid Assistant, WHC Coalinga
Trezza, Kathy, Adjunct Instructor /IS, WHC Lemoore/Coalinga
Warkentin, Don, PreSident, WHC Lemoore
Whitener, Susan, Dean of Learning Resources & Web Services, District Office
Wilds, Kevin, Instructor /Political Science, WHC Lemoore/Coalinga
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Attachment B - WHCCD-DE Institutional Research Data and Related
Information

(PRELIMINARY)
WHCCD Online Enrollment and Student Performance
Prepared by WHCCD Office of Institutional Effectiveness & Planning
September I, 2009
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WHCCD ONLINE SECTIONS, UNDUPlICATED STUDENT HEADCOUNT, AND FTES

Year
02-03
03-04
04-05
05-06

Sections
118
98
165
248

% Change
-16.9%
68.4%
50 .3%

Student
Headcount
2,068
1,792
2,559
2,982

06-07
07-08
08-09

369
404
383

48.8%
9.5%
-5 .2%

4,032
4,503
4,964

Baseline

% Change

% Change

Baseline

FTES
461

-13.3%
42 .8%
16.5%

399
558
886

-13.4%
39.8%
58.7%

35.2%
11.7%
10.2%

1,167
1,275
1,391

31.8%
9.3%
9.1%

Baseline

Source: WHCCD Data Warehou se

During the past seven years, the number of online sections, unduplicated enrollment, and FTES
increased by 324%, 240%, and 301%, respectively. Enrollment and FTE decline during 20032004 reflect budget cuts, tuition increase, and reduction in course offerings for that year.
WHCCD Online Enrollment by Ethnicity
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Native
Hispanic
American

rrtI- 1
Other

Pacific
Islande r

White

Unknown

1%

0%

0%

55%

2%

33%

1%

1%

1%

50 %

4%

35 %

1%

1%

1%

47%

4%

3%

37%

1%

1%

1%

43 %

5%
5%

African
American

Asian

Filipino

02001-2002

6%

2%

4%

29%

. 2002-2003

6%

2%

3%

02002-2004

5%

3%

3%

02004-2005

6%

3%

. 2005-2006

7%

4%

3%

39 %

1%

1%

1%

40%

- 2006-2007

7%

4%

3%

38%

1%

1%

1%

40%

6%

38%

6%

36 %

7%

- 2007-2008

7%

5%

3%

40%

1%

1%

1%

- 2008-2009

7%

5%

3%

39 %

1%

1%

1%

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse

During the last eight years, the proportion of Hispanic and White students enrolled in online
courses has changed. Hispanic enrollment in online courses has increased by approximately
10%. During 2008-2009, approximately 39% of online students were Hispanic and 36% White.
These percentages are closer to the overall WHCCD enrollment of Hispanic (46%) and White
(33%) students.
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WHCCD Online Enrollment by Gender
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50 .0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%

Female

Male

02001-2002

60.9%

39.1%

_ 2002-2003

63.8%

36.2%

02002-2004

67.5%

32.5%

02004-2005

65.9%

34.1%

- 2005-2006

65.3%

34 .7%

64.7%

35.3%

64.6%

35.4%

66.1%

33.9%

. 2008-2009
Source : WHCCD Data Warehouse

Approximately 66% of online students are female compared to 60% of all WHCCD students.
Female enrollment in online courses is slightly higher than the overall WHCCD enrollment.
WHCCD Online Success and Retention Rates
100.0%
80.0%
60 .0% r
40.0% I~
20.0% f
0.0%

f 2002-2003

. • Success

I

_ Retention
..

-

- ----

57.0%
77.4%
- -

2004-2005 ' 2005-2006

2003-2004
56 .8%
75 .0%
- - - - --

.

57 .1%

",t . 57.2%

74 .1%

L 75.9%

2006-2007
54.9%
1

73.9%

r 2007-2008

1

1 2008-2009

54.9%

55 .7%

74 .3%

73 .5% _ 1

-

Source : WHCCD Data Warehou se; CCCCO Data Mart

During the past seven years, online retention and success rates have had a slight and steady
decline. WHCCD Online success rates remain similar to the CA community college overall
average of "Internet Asynchronous Instruction" of approximately 56%.
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WHCCD 2006 Summer through 2009 Spring Success and Retention Course Comparison
The tables below compare online and face-to-face course retention and success rates based on
chi square test (p<=.OS).

Course

Online
Enrollment

Face-toFace
Enrollment

%
Online
Retained

% Faceto-Face
Retained

Difference

% Online
Success
(A+B+C+CR)

% Face-toFace
Success
(A+B+C+CR)

Difference

Online Retention and Success Rate is Higher than Face-to-Face
CIS-34

292

1,347

79%

B10-32

344

2,894
2,452

85%

399

MATH-101
ClS-21

1,166
140

9%
15%

81%

71%
70%
78%

77%

54%

90%

76%
76%
76%

14%
13%

3%

89%
86%

23%

69%

65%

4%

10%

Online Retention Rate is Higher and Success Rate is Equivalent to Face-to-Face
BUS-24

204

445

91%

80%

11%

77%

75%

2%

HIST-4B

1,075

699

85%

78%

7%

80%

79%

1%

-1%

75%

64%

10%

2%
-6%
-5%

74%

69%
78%

5%
4%

-1%

89%
74%

82%
87%

3%
2%

72%
74%

2%
2%
-1%
-1%

Online Retention Rate is Equivalent and Success Rate is Higher than Face-to-Face
MATH-87

941

1,407

72%

73%

Online Retention and Success Rate is Equivalent to Face-to-Face
AOJ-29
PSYCH-5
CD-22
ClS-19B
NUT-1

258
231
128
88
1,323

AOJ-3

256

PHIL-1

428

BUS-67
CD-18
MATH-15

83
103
73
276

PHIL-2
AOJ-12

258
161

82%

79%

77%
74%

83%
79%

2,242

80%
74%

81%
71%

554
851

83%
77%

86%
78%

718
483
1,332

.77%
79%

68%
81%

66%
79%

69%
76%

80%
83%

83%
88%

2%
-4%
-5%

76%

74%

1%

223
243

659
641

AOJ-24

600
258

385

CD-14A

78

151

I

3%
-2%
-1%
9%
-3%
-3%

81%
85%

76%
78%
69%
77%
71%
75%

79%
70%
79%
75%

-3%
-4%
-4%

76%
79%

80%
80%
84%

76%

82%

-6%

-5%
-5%

Online Retention is Equivalent and Success Rate is Lower than Face-to-Face
MUS-42
AOJ-20

2,263
504

1,516
668

80%
84%

82%
86%

-2%
-2%

81%
71%

86%
78%

-5%
-6%

HIST-4A
AOJ-1

1,249

791
867

81%

82%
79%

-1%

76%

2%
. 0%
-1%
-3%

70%
73%
72%

83%
78%

-7%
-8%
-9%
-9%

ART-42
BUS-13B
AOJ-10
AOJ-32
CD-21

1,290
753
212

1,999
1,145

80%
80%
64%

426
81

666
342

81%
83%

110

264

79%

80%
64%
84%

82%
81%
79%
77%

-12%
-14%

77%

6%

67%
63%

79%

0%

68%

82%

-14%

-8%

76%

68%

8%

Online Retention is Lower and Success Rate is Higher than Face to Face
AOJ-4

WHCCD-DL
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77%
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WHCCD 2006 Summer through 2009 Spring Success and Retention Course Comparison
Continued

Course

Online
Enrollment

Face-toFace
Enrollment

%
Online
Retained

% Faceto-Face
Retained

Difference

% Online
Success
(A+B+C+CR)

% Face-toFace
Success
(A+B+C+CR)

Difference

Online Retention is Lower and Success Rate is Equivalent to Face-to-Face
3,399

4,864

76%

82%

-6%

75%

76%

-1%

AOJ-16

337

73%

81%

-8%

85%

80%

GEOL-1

809

689
516

80%

88%

-9%

83%

85%

5%
-2%

70%
76%

POLSCI-1

BUS-80A

122

1912

PSYCH-2

690

841

66%
74%

BUS-13A

309

1,609

58%

PSYCH-4

74%

-9%

71%

83%
68%

-9%
-10%

80%
70%

75%

4%
-6%

1%

426

287

71%

82%

-11%

77%

79%

-2%

BUS-2O

1,092

1,014

71%

82%

-11%

69%

-4%

BUS-29

145

132

75%

86%

-11%

76%

73%
75%

SOC-3

814

915

74%

85%

-11%

75%

80%

2%
-5%

MATH-lOA

313

76%

88%

-12%

85%

BUS-18

353
281

731

74%

86%

-12%

80%

89%
84%

-4%
-4%

PSYCH-3

737

786

76%

89%

-13%

84%

82%

2%

77

524

70%

86%

-16%

74%

67%

7%

AOJ-7
MATH-63

334

4,767

58%

77%

-19%

69%

74%

-5%

HIST-44

145

319

51%

80%

-29%

77%

77%

0%

GEOG-3

1,041

2,070

58%

87%

-29%

71%

75%

-4%

Online Retention and Success Rates are Lower than Face-to-Face
BIO-lO

1,791

4,170

70%

79%

-9%

74%

77%

-3%

ENG-1A

2,120

7,229

71%

78%

-7%

74%

78%

-4%

HE-35

3,617

8,171

77%

82%

-5%

73%

77%

-5%

HIST-17B

1,628

2,284

73%

85%

-12%

71%

76%

-5%

SOC-2

1,497

828

71%

86%

-15%

84%

HIST-17A

2,036

3,055

74%

83%

-9%

71%

90%
78%

-6%

-6%

MATH-25

1,608

2,996

63%

71%

-8%

69%

75%

-7%

B10-35
PHYSCI-l

1,056
725

2,030

72%

84%

-11%

79%

87%

-7%

553

53%

86%

-32%

74%

82%

-9%

ClS-7

445

3542

73%

85%

-11%

79%

87%

-9%

AOJ-22

424

449

89%

-7%

73%

82%

-9%

SOC-1

1,768

1,707

83%
76%

89%

-13%

78%

88%

-9%

HUM-l

1,730

2,725

76%

83%

-7%

70%

80%

-10%

ENG-1B

1,557

1,758

74%

82%

-7%

79%

89%

PSYCH-l

1,970

3,401

69%

87%

-18%

71%

82%

-10%
-11%

ECON-1B

1,164

1,015

77%

87%

-10%

74%

85%

-11%

ECON-1A

1,772

1,410

87%

-13%

74%

784

2,358

82%

-7%

65%

86%
77%

-12%

IS-l

74%
75%

HIST-20

371

285

61%

80%

-18%

71%

84%

-14%

-11%
-12%

70%
77%

86%
94%

-16%
-17%

-13%

IS-2
MATH-lOB

746
116

221
70

72%
78%

83%
90%

PE-40

264

169

73%

83%

-10%

59%

77%

-18%

AOJ-5

220

188

75%

94%

-19%

61%

89%

-28%

Note - In order to maintain statistical power, only courses with sample SIZe larger than 70 students were compared.
There are a few online courses that do not have a face-to-face comparison.
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WHCCD Online Enrollment of Students

by Service Area

_ Service Area

76.83%

2004-2005

76.83%

2005-2006

_ Out-of-Service Area

72 .12%

70 .2%

2006-2007

69.7%

2007-2008

2008-2009
.....

During the past three years, approximately 70% of students enrolled in online courses live within the WHCCD
service area . The majority of out-of-service area students are from nearby cities such as Fresno, Visalia, and
Clovis.

WHCCD Fall 2008 Online Participation Rates by Service Area Cities

City
Tranquillity

Kettleman City
Hanford
Avenal
Lemoore
Coalinga
Mendota
Riverdale
Laton
Huron
San Joaquin
Firebaugh
Armona

WHCCD Overall
Student Headcount

Number of Students
Enrolled in Online
Courses

Percent of Students
Enrolled Online
(Participation)

9
14
557
81
592
297
56
30
16
42
6
88
38
5
10
8

64%
45%
37%
37%
36%
33%
32%
30%
28%
28%
27%
27%
26%
25%
18%
17%

14
31
1491
219
1629
908
177
101
57
152
22

326
148
20
57
46

Five Points
Stratford
Cantua Creek
Total
1849
5398
The cities of Lemoore, Hanford, Coalinga, and Firebaugh had the highest number of students enrolled in
online courses. The cities of Tranquillity and Kettleman City, based on the overall WHCCD student
headcount, had the highest percentage of students who participated in online courses. It is important to
note that the cities ofTranquiliity and Kettleman City have the farthest proximity to any of the WHCCD
campuses .
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Attachment C - SWOT Analysis: Pre-work Summary Distributed at
Planning Workshop
West Hills Community College District
*Distance Learning Program
SWOT Analysis
STRENGTHS - What does the WHCCD Distance Learning program do well?

1.

Provide opportunity to attend college to students that live far away
from the college or whose jobs are not flexible to attend face-to-face
classes (7)

2.

Students can login at any time

3.

The ability to e-mail instructors and receive feedback

4.

Opportunities to attend college during tough economic times (e.g. gas
prices, transportation issues)

5.

Transferable credits (2)

6.

To develop and expand degree offerings online and reach more
students

7.

Hybrid methodology allows expansion of curriculum while maintaining
quality and integrity

8.

The technical assistance provided to faculty by well trained staff that
assist with the online curriculum development and related resources
(4)
.

9.

The student help desk (3)

10.

Willingness of administration to try new alternatives

11.

Diversity, quantity of online curriculum delivered to a diverse
popu lation (4)

12.

Advertising and instructor support for full-time faculty

*prior to release of this document Distance Education at WHCCD was Distance Learning
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13.

Bringing in students from around the country and the world

14.

Giving students at four year institutions the chance to take required
lower division courses at WHCCD

15.

Support through ITS

16.

Using industry standard CMS - Blackboard - rather than others or
even homegrown variety

17.

Good teachers

18.

Well supported administratively

19.

Input from various constituencies

20.

Appropriate technology

21.

Market for new students

22.

Ability to meet more student scheduling needs

23.

Organization! Program is easy to navigate and helps tremendously
when the instructors organize their classes in a way that you know
what to expect each week.

24.

Flexibility for students to work on their own schedule when they have
free time outside of their normal workday or schedule.

25.

Students can communicate with instructors and classmates without
traveling to distant locations where classes are offered face to face

26.

Deliver online courses and complete degree options

27.

Online application

28.

Online registration

29.

Online payment

30.

Presence in online market

31.

Compensation for faculty

WH
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32.

Robust DL program. We were fortunate to start early in the process
and we have enjoyed great success.

33.

Enrollment growth. If it were not for our DL program we would be
significantly smaller than we are right now. (2)

34.

Good leadership at the faculty and administrative level. We are
focused on the learner and we have a good variety of courses.

35.

Market for new students·

36.

Support services are almost equivalent to those an on-campus student
can receive

37.

Complete degrees/certificate programs offered on-line
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WEAKNESSES - What does the WHCCD Distance Learning program need to
improve upon?

1.

Concerns from students when tests do not go as planned such as
"timed out" issues.

2.

Blackboard issues-technical issues when Blackboard does not log in,
when classes that are registered for do not come up on Blackboard-it
needs to be updated and improved or go to another system; glitches
in the system (5)

3.

Online is not for everyone. The administration needs to keep that in
mind. There is a perception by some that administration wants to put
everything online.

4.

Retention and success rates need to be improved

5.

CSU is not on board yet, fear that classes will not transfer, thus
placing students at risk of having to repeat courses at the CSU.

6.

Need better training opportunities for adjuncts and a better selection
process for adjuncts who teach DL courses; I am not convinced that
they are going through proper hiring procedures including equivalency
(2)

7.

More faculty need to take advantage of the technical staff's expertise.

8.

Lacks live classroom interaction and dynamics

9.

Student need for instructor assistance is not instantaneous; slow reply
to student e-mails from instructors (2)

10.

Adjunct faculty support: sometimes support personnel are rude or just
don't answer e-mails!questions.

11.

Scheduling: We have a two-year schedule set up which includes online and traditional classes. This is not considered and has been
hurting traditional enrollment for the last several years

12.

Large classes

13.

Insufficient training on new methodology and technology

WH
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14.

Some classes should not be taught online. Seems to be a push
towards more classes online and sometimes critical evaluation of the
appropriateness of the media for the particular course is skipped.

15.

Course listings in the catalog are limited by the way Datatel can
display data

16.

Lack of use of library resources by online students and instructors

17.

Many students lack basic skills to successfully complete online courses

18.

DL staff and students need more and easier-to-find information on
disability access (section 508)

19.

Student input:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Don't learn anything from open book exams
Some subjects don't fit well online; some are too easy and
boring
Teacher and class organization sometimes confusing.
No substance to learning in course compass
Instructors don't often give timely responses

20.

Not enough student input

21.

Help Desk overwhelmed at peak times (2)

22.

Some untrained online instructors

23.

Lack of student accountability when taking tests online

24.

Not enough research services and resources available online
a.
b.
c.

Amount of research databases and eBooks not equivalent to onsite collections
No information literacy component embedded in DL
Library resource navigation

25.

Support services and personnel are usually campus based and not
aligned to overall mission of District based DL

26.

Tutoring in online environment is inefficient

WHCCD-DL
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27.

CultLlre - while students may view DL as seamless, from some staff
perspectives DL is separate entity and not truly a part of each campus
culture.

28.

ADA compliance - Need more clear and thorough information about
ADA compliance for students and faculty to access.

29.

Lack of comprehensive learning. Many students want to pass their
classes and do as little work as possible. Some instructors make this
very easy. I know it is the student's responsibility to take initiative and
make college count, but college shouldn't be as easy as some
instructors make it.

30.

Some students who register for this type of learning plan don't
understand what is expected of them such as computer program
abilities, computer access, meeting scheduled deadlines, and
understanding the class operation.

31.

Connection for online students

32.

Online advising/counseling

33.

There were a couple of classes I took online at WHC that were not very
organized and used several websites on top of Blackboard. It made the
class difficult to understand, let alone keep up with.

34.

Online faculty community

35.

We have aroused our competition, they are wondering why they are
losing enrollment and they are realizing that it is to our e-Iearning
program.

36.

Some reluctance by faculty and administration to accept this new
modality of instruction; sticking with tradition.

37.

Lack of marketing to expand the program

38.

Need the District to view this as an opportunity to develop a " Virtual
West Hills"

39.

Not enough student support.

40.

Slow turn around in grades from instructors
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41.

Not a clear idea of the correct textbook to purchase

42.

Most classes follow a rigid time line within the semester. I think some
classes should be very flexible as long as all work and tests are
completed within the semester time frame. This gives the student the
choice to choose which format will work best for them.

WHCCD-DL
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OPPORTUNITIES - What are the greatest opportunities available to
enhance the future of Distance Learning at West Hills?
1.

All distance education courses should have "ability requirements"
stated up front so students can be tested before enrolling in those
courses

2.

Concierge or other individual to whom online student is assigned as
their "go-to" resource

3.

Flexibility with course scheduling will be a key competitive advantage
for the future

4.

Expand degrees online (4), in particular CIS and Business

5.

Market online offerings to local high schools

6.

Develop the student services aspect

7.

Update the technology

8.

WHC has great labs so that students who do not own computers can
still take advantage of on-line classes

9.

There are many types of training available for on-line instructors

10.

Hire a systems librarian to enhance library resources, work with online
instructors and students to strengthen information literacy skills; this
may improve retention

11.

Opportunity to bridge "digital divide" that still exists in the
demographic that we serve

12.

Hire instructors from larger pool than available locally

13.

Online counseling and support for students

14.

Ability to use cutting edge technology for student learning and to fully
train and inform online faculty

15.

Seek student input via surveys or focus groups

16.
17.

Incoming students are digitally savvy
Library Resources:
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a. Create a state-of-the-art virtual library; online collection
development policy needs to mirror what is done in traditional
library collection development
b. Participation in online curriculum development process to ensure
proper library resources available.
c. Direct human access (this is huge for online learning and entails
utilizing Library 2.0 methods of social networking). Need to
install instant messaging such as MEEBO so that online students
and faculty can see when librarians are available for research
questions and gain instant feedback.
d. Pathfinders, tutorials, online workshops, etc. to instruct students
and faculty on proper usage of available research databases and
internet searching techniques.
e. Embedding links to library search boxes via iGoogle or
something similar directly into Blackboard classes will give more
direct library access.
f. Lifelong learning skills in information literacy (ability to seek,
evaluate, and disseminate information) need to either be
ingrained throughout the curriculum
g. Specialized staffing - Drawing from campus library staff and
budgets will strain resources and hamper innovation due to
workloads.
18.

Offering live/archived classes. For students at CSU Chico some classes
are completely online like those at WHC, some are recorded and
available either live or from archives. You can type on the chat board
and interact with the instructor while you're watching. It is easier to
understand difficult concepts when the instructor talks you through
them. It's not something you usually get being an online student.

19.

Many publishers now provide online textbook content and course
materials at a substantial discount over published textbooks. We
should find a way to provide every student with a wireless capable
laptop computer that can access the internet in every classroom.
Students could end up with a computer and a paperless/bookless
opportunity to get their education, at less cost than traditional
textbooks for 60 or so units of college.

20.

Simplification of maintaining course records and transferring these
records to an Excel format for submission of grades and recording of
SLO effectiveness

CCD-
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21.

Students have the confidence to determine for themselves if online
learning is a good fit with their needs/skill set

22.

New degree programs designed with online option in place

23.

Development of foreign language online courses

24.

Development of basic skills English online courses

25.

Development of non-transfer level courses

26.

Market to U.S. Navy and their dependents

27.

We have an enlightened administration and board

28.

We have an innovative faculty, both full and part-time

29.

Technology is available that can allow our distance learning classes
and services to be better than what is available on our campuses.
Those same technologies also need to be incorporated into face-toface instruction to provide rich learning environments.

30.

The computer labs should extend hours to evenings and weekends

WH
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THREATS - What are the greatest threats to the future of Distance Learning
at West Hills?

1.

Students allowing other people to do their work for them; plagiarism;
lack of controls for this (5)

2.

Always the threat of hackers

3.

Other colleges getting on the train

4.

Not improving the delivery system

5.

Not hiring faculty who are current

6.

In the competition to expand, the quality of the faculty pool will
dwindle.

7.

Older students may be left behind

8.

Class size makes it impossible to run identical traditional/on-line class
structure

9.

On-line students are not getting the same instructor support/feedback
(2)

10.

Computer lab availability

11.

Blackboard is not a stable class management system

12.

Academic integrity

13.

Becoming stagnant-not bringing new curriculum into DL; WHC has a
lot of potential for an even better distance learning program. I think
adding courses and degree programs would bring in a whole new
group of students (3)

14.

Growing too quickly with a limited staff.

15.

Not integrating library resources into the online learning environment.

16.

Articulation - how 4-year schools will accept rigor of online courses;
CSU Fresno and like-minded institutions that do not value distance
education (2)
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17.

Competition such as National, University of Phoenix, etc; everyone is
jumping on the distance learning bandwagon. As somewhat early
adopters, we had an advantage. Now to compete, our courses must
become unique and stand out from the crowd (better content, more
flexibility, more interesting/exciting/innovative presentation of
content) (3)

18.

Disjointed or unconnected pedagogy among online instructors

19.

No feeling of "place"

20.

Lack of course variety. WHC does not offer some needed courses so
students search other community colleges to find one.

21.

Possible outsourcing of distance learning activities is perceived by
some union members as a possible threat.

22.

Laboratory activities in DL is questioned by some 4-year institutions

23.

ACCJC and Department of Education

24.

Quality--any poorly designed or executed online course

25.

Expanding internal processes limiting our ability to be responsive to
emerging opportunities

26.

That the traditionalists will win the day and we will become a shadow
of ourselves; faculty resistance to online education or reactive to
external pressure (2)

27.

State budget constraints

28.

Political correctness or our unwillingness to change for the benefit of
student learning.

29.

Ignoring our clients' needs

WHCCD-DL
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Dorsey-Robinson. Sylvia
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Whitener, Susan
Thursday, October 30,200812:16 PM
Briones, Susie P.; Smith, Dolores; Rodriguez, Martha; Hall, Lataria; Flores, Rafael; Jimenez,
Eva; Quilici, Teresa; Murrieta, Jose G.; Young, Janet; Preston, James L.; Bart, Anita;
Rodriguez, Raquel; Flores, Connie; Rouska, Brian; Espinoza, Pilar; Fernandez, Robin;
Savopolos, Joe; Tamayo, Daniel; Dorsey-Robinson, Sylvia; Tippins, Kira; Pappas, Sheila;
Stieve, Karen; Riddle, Rebecca; Cox, Jana; Cantu, Becky; Stoppenbrink, Ken; Richerson,
Melissa; Clover, Nancy; Chavez, Marissa; Moore, Allen; Brasil, Pamela; Tyler, John; AtkinsonAlston, Stephanie; Avitia, Amber; Cazares, Javier; Denney, Wendy; Felix-Mata, Bertha;
Georgatos, Darlene; Lourenco, Maria; Goldsmith, Carole; Rowden, Jodee; Santillan, Laura A;
Cadena, Jennifer; Crider, Kyle; Suter, Monique; Davis, Hillary; Rai, Rupinder; Gritton, Mark;
Tos, Angela; McGee, Tiffani; Sedgwick, Gary; Brixey, Minerva; Hendrickson, Marta; Grijalva,
Veronica; Banales, Lupe; DeOchoa, Michelle; Enriquez, Gustavo; Ruble, Joel; Green, Brian;
Villarreal, Oscar; Oxford, Ron; Andrade, Francess; Droker, Stephanie; Sanchez, Rene L.;
Shepard, Sarah A; Steams, Jill R.; Diniz, Carlos A; Mitchell, Cherie; Magnuson, Matthew;
Davis, Lorna; McGlothlin, Sandy; Williams, Sharon; Mahrt, Idelle; Alvarado, Lupe; Simonson,
Lenore D.; Corea, Erin; Winters, Tom; Dagnino, Sandra; Olson, Melinda; Clement, Robert;
Brock, Keith; Bryant, America; Denberg, Rose M.; Hernandez, Tiffany G.; Jimenez, Donna;
Jones, Glenda; Weatherman, Tammy; Schawe, Jean; Freitas, Aimee; Cleveland, Franki;
Amaya-Guenon, Linda; Squire, Frances Anna; Torrez, Felicia; Hall, Marlon; Bolt, Dave;
Jorgens, Anne; Kerns, Valarie; Lopez, Jose P.; Moreno, Reyna; Santos, Emma; Silvestre,
Anna M.; Byars, Fidela; Gonzalez, Mariadelaluz; Robb, Thomas
Isaac, Donna; Sloan, Elaine
FW: Portal Training Rescheduled SAM BI LEM 124
W39 ACPortal Overview Handout.doc

Here are the Handouts for the

My West Hills Portal Overview,

Susan

From: Brian Tydlacka [mailto:brian tydlacka@datatel.com]

Sent:

Monday, October 27, 2008 10:13 PM
To: Whitener, Susan
Subject: Re: Portal Training Rescheduled SAM B/ LEM 124

If you want to provide handouts for this afternoon session again (they should have them from last time) here is the
handout I used for this session last time.

Thanks!
Brian Tydlacka
Senior Consultant
Datatel, Inc.
How higher education does business.
Voice: 703.449.6959
Fax: 703.802.3984
bmt@datatel.com
www.datate1.com
1

Constituencies
Constituencies are groups of users who have similar needs regarding which web parts and which page
layout they see on their home page . Examples of constituencies are Student and Faculty. Each
constituency has its own SharePoint site in the portal. You can define a unique set of web parts, layout,
and appearance for each constituency site . Constituency is an ActiveCampus portal concept (not native
SharePoint).
A user might belong to more than one constituency. For example, an employee who is also taking
classes could be in both the Staff and Student constituencies. Each portal user is assigned a "primary
constituency." The user's portal home page is the constituency site for their primary constituency. When
a portal user accesses the portal root site, they are automatically redirected to the constituency site for
their primary constituency.
You can define your own constituencies and determine which users are in each constituency.
You can target portal content to members of a specific constituency by adding the content to the
constituency site. Content added to the top-level portal site is available to users in all constituencies.
Note that you can also target content by using audiences.

my
•

•

Audiences
Audiences are groups of users to whom you want to target specific web parts or items of information in
the portal. You can define your own audiences and determine which users are in each audience.
Audiences is a SharePoint concept.
SharePoint allows you to use any of several kinds of audiences : global audiences, distribution lists and
security groups (for example, LDAP groups), and SharePoint groups. Audiences created from Colleague
are of the LDAP group type . Colleague uses LDAP groups so that audience membership can be updated
more frequently and in an automated way. When you want to target an item in the portal to the
audience, you will target it to that LDAP group .
Current West Hills Audiences:
1.

Coalinga

2.

Lemoore

3.

Online

Web Parts
Web parts are SharePoint elements that display content on a web page. Datatel provides the web parts
listed below for the ActiveCampus portal. Most Datatel-provided web parts are included on constituency
sites created with one of the Datatel-provided templates. You can add or remove the Datatel web parts
from any site in the portal. You can also add other web parts provided with SharePoint or from a third
party.

Unread Messages Web Part, My To Do Web Part, and My Week Web Part
Before you enter your credentials :
L::i~
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Announcements 1....._ _ _ _ __

After you enter your credentials :
[~] You have no unread messages.

Announcements Web Part, Campus News Web Part, and Campus Events
Web Part
Announcements are intended to be broadcasts to the entire portal community . They can be targeted to
just certain constituencies and certain audiences.

- - - -- -- ,
Announcement s

Celebrate Hispanic Heritage f10nth with a trip to the San Francisco
S 1: Q",U0 - 1:: PII
r1useum of Modern Art

b,
Squire. Frances Anna
- ra. e:1to thE' San Francisco Museum of Modern Art on Saturday, Sept. 27th .
\'Jnh ldest Hills Colle:ge Coalinga in cele:tration of Hrspanic He-rilage 110nth
The muselJm ..... i11 feature a collect ion of worf. b}' Frida Kah lo. eomme-morating the
ce:ntennial of he:r birth Her \', crk inclutie-s ac,out::O paintings anti 70 photograph" from
the: becginning of her car;::er in 1~2c unlil her death in L:~ .
Cost of the trip. which includes transportalion and a tid ",t to enter the museum, is ~2:
For details. centaet Brian Rousl.a at

::8 9~ 2t.02 or Rhea Rehark-Griffilh at

Campus news articles are intended to be more "newsy" in nature. Not as urgent or important as
announcements.
Campus Events

,

Campus tJews

,

WHee Ac credit ati on New s!
At its June 2008 meeting the Accrediting Commission accepted West Hills
College Coalinga's Focused r.1idtem1 Report witt1 no conditions or
additional reports1visits required. Click on WHee Accreditation News! to
see more.
1"22/ 20ce

Campus events are intended to be associated with date specific events on campus.

r"y Feeds

Campus News ( Campus Events )

<V
School Spirit Pep Rally
9/1512007 1:00:00 PM Kldd Brewer Stadium
[±J Add e', ent to entIre portal

i±I Add e ,font to th '" site anI)

Campus News and Campus Events can be targeted to just certain constituencies and certain audiences,
but also can be broadcast to the entire portal community.

My Bookmarks Web Part and Applications Web Part
The My Bookmarks web part is intended to house links to web pages within and without your web
community. It can also contain individuals' personal My Links.
,-

My Bookmarks
WHCL library Home
WHCe librar)' Home
WHCL Bookstore
WHCC Bookstore

ITS Tech Support
VoJeb Services Request System

The Applications Web Part is intended to house links to web applications.
/

Applications "

,Bookmarks

Online Class Login
ITS Tech Support
"edla Services Request

Cilange Your Pass 'lord

Issues & Concerns
Notes:

Roles & Responsibilities
What content should we be entering?
Who owns the content?
Who is going to contribute content?
Will there be any approval needed?
A
1

2

3

B

c

D

E

G

ActiveCampus Portal Web Parts Worksheet
~

____________________________________________________________________

.•

I

.

4 'My Week
5 MyToDo
6 Unr~ad Messages

7 iWeat her
8 'Announcements
9 Campus ews
10 Campus ElI€nt s
11 My Feeds
12 My Team Sites
13 My Documents
14 My Bookmarks
15 Appl ications
16 Pi ctures of t he Week
17 Web Advisor

....

• t

•

~~~~

__

~

WHCL Technology
Meeting Minutes

Friday ~ October 1st 2010
Attendees Present: Ron Oxford, Keilh Brock, Anna Silveslre, Susie Briones, Tiffany Hernandez, Jameson
Birrell, Frieda Ganter, Mil:hael McDowell, I3rilllley (Sludent)
Attendees Absent: Scol! Young and John Jeronimo

I.

Call to Order- 12:06 P.M.

II. Changes to the Agenda - None
III. Introduction of Guests - Student BriHney was introduced and given a brief overview
of the committee's function.
IV. Action Items - Approval of Minutes from 9/10/10 tabled for lack of quorum (at this
point members arrived later)
V. Discussion Jtems

A. Student Printing - Dr. Oxford mentioned progress on student printing: 200
free copies, 10 cents per copy thereafter; Print Manager Plus (PMP); used in
library first , possibly campus-wide thereafter.
B. Committee Task Tracking - Dr, Oxford demonstrated the Tech Committee
team site feature that performs this task , so no need to design previously discussed
spreadsheet
I. Document Storage on L drive can be requested from IT on an
individual basis. This closes a request that came though the committee
and information now needs to be shared campus-wide.

2. Session credentials for logging into the Portal from off campus.
Discussion on the effort being made to eliminate the need for multiple
logins.
C. District Technology Communication Flow - Red Team at District level being
developed to work on this.
D. Process Observers

Discussion resulted in a suggestion that D. Bolt, Sylvia

D-R., Pedro Avila~ etc. be invited to attend meetings to evaluate this committee's
effectiveness, etc ...
E. TAT Report

1. Praise was given for the waitlist and those who developed it. This was
continned by our student visitor who said it worked well for her and
others.
2. Team sites on My West Hills to be visible only if a member of a
particular committee; otherwise links available on a drop-down menu.
3. Web manager to be hired in November.
4. E-Campus in process of being developed.
F. Student Town Hall- Brittney said she is planning to attend; IT is slated to
have a member present.
VI. Future Agenda Items - Committee members were asked to listen for, and submit
"needs" from WHeL community.
VII.

Adjournment - 1:06 PM
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Educational Planning Department

COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
DISTRICT
West Hills Collece Coalinga

West Hills College Lemoore

North District Center. Firebaugh

Naval Air Station. Lemoore

Technology Advisory Team
Meeting Agenda
April 14, 2010
Library Rm 6/124

2:30PM
I.
II.

Approval of Minutes
Blackboard Accessibility-Tom

III.

Live Streaming/Lecture Capture Update/CISCO-- Michelle

IV.

Videoconference Update-Joe

V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.

My West Hills Portal Update --Pedro or Designee
Academic & Information Services--Pedro or Designee
Bb 9 Implementation-Susan
ITS Update-Michelle
Other
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Technology Advisory Team
WHCIST
Meeting Minutes-March 03, 2010
SAM B/124
2: 30pm
Members Present: Lenore Simonson, Jose Lopez, Susan Whitener, Michelle
Kozlowski, Cal Tincher, Jill Stearns, Matt Magnusson, Tom Robb, Frieda Ganter,
Monte Paden, Keith Stearns, Ken Stoppenbrink
Members Absent: Pedro Avila, Sylvia-Dorsey-Robinson, Carole Goldsmith,
Dave Bolt, Priscilla Balcazar, Ron Oxford
Guests: Jameson Birrell, Francess Squire
Meeting called to order at 2:33pm
I.

Live Streaming/Lecture Capture: Top to vendors, Sonic Foundry and Accordent
presented their software at campus location while streaming live. Sonic
Foundry had technical issues while Accordent streamed smoothly. Both L.
Simonson and T. Robb have provided S. Whitener with feedback; S. Whitener
is waiting for feedback from Jack Ramsey. Both L. Simonson and T. Robb will
look into new software offered through CISCO. F. Ganter and M. Kozlowski
reported they experienced technical difficulties while trying to watch and listen
to Sonic Foundry's live streaming.

II.

CISCO
Executive Briefing:
Several administrators attended CISCO
headquarters to learn about new products the company is promoting and build
a road map to future technologies used at our district. Amongst new products
is a new streaming video software and telepresence.

III.

My West Hills Portal: Guest, Francess Squire representing Pedro Avila, reported
Tanner Naeher is no longer the district's Web Administrator. All web requests
are to be handled by Felicia Torres as she has some training and experience.
Passwords for the Web server and Contribute have been reset. We will move
9900 Cody Street

www.westhillscollege.com
Coalinga, CA 93210
559.925-3405

FAX 559,925-3830

"Once You Go Here, You Can Go Anywhere" ™

forward with the web redesign; a Portal committee will be formed, interested
parties please contact Pedro Avila. E-Brochure's original launch date of this
Friday will not occur. F. Squire will review the brochures for accurateness. F.
Ganter expressed her concerns on portal issues and how they'd be resolved. K.
Stoppenbrink stated it is possible an outside contract service will be hired to
assist with web issues. F. Squire also mentioned the possibility of purchasing
hand held devices to use for recruitments. This will enable students to fill out
their info and have an e-brochure emailed. M. Paden questioned what is the
down fall and what hurdles will the district have to go through. F. Squire
answered this is currently in its research stages and there are not plans of
implementation until it's researched further.
IV.

Blackboard 9 Implementation: S. Whitener reported she had a conference call
with L. Simonson, T. Robb, Blackboard's sales rep and two engineers. The
conference call was to ask about current Bb issues, tickets and response time.
Some tickets were resolved others we're waiting on. Additional relief is
expected by next Friday.

V.

ITS Update: M. Kozlowski reported their focus is currently on the Coalinga
Wellness Center. Currently on order are the surveillance systems. IT also
expects to order replacement Datatel servers. M. Paden asked if they were
plans to move to Windows 7. M. Kozlowski responded there are no immediate
plans, but if there is a classroom need, a request needs to be sent into IT to
start the evaluation process. Student email will be moving to live@edu during
the fall 2010. This is a Microsoft product with lots of enhancements for student
use.

VI.

Other: Guest Jameson, Lemoore Math Instructor was present with questions. J.
Birrell questioned about automatic updates on staff computers, is it possible to
have these updates to delay upon start up of computers? M. Kozlowski stated
there is a script set up for updates to happen during the night. Unless a staff
member did not shut down their computer, then the update would happen
when they arrived in the morning. If a computer is not turned on within a
week, then updates happen at the first startup. Another question J. Birrell
asked: Student Government Association appOinted a person to maintain their
portal site; can this IT person have full privileges to the site? Both K. Stearns
and M. Kozlowski suggested he request this from P. Avila.

District Technology Council
February 25,2010
Coalinga Sam B ILemoore Rm 124 via Video Conference
10:00 a.m.
Minutes

Members Present: Pedro Avila, Dave Bolt, Carole Goldsmith, Susan Whitener, Keith
Stearns, Jana Cox, Michelle Kozlowski, Jill Stearns, Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Stephanie
Droker, Elaine Howard
Members Absent: Richard Post, Ken Stoppenbri~I(~'Tammy Weatherman
Guest: Lenny Robinson Project Manager, ~ft~riscript
1. Call to order: 10:15 a.m. by Carole

G()ld~mith
";'~i':

,.

Lenny Robinson gave a presentation to the g~at.R0~!a,g~t Confer oneCe Apply
Electronic Transcripts. Lenny eXRlam~d that eTrc{ ··]>t California is the statewide
internet-based system for requesting,fianS!l11itting.,jng, downloading and viewing
academic transcripts among authorized edu~ljpnal insti~4ti0ns and their trading
partners. The power point presentation is post~:8.r the PQ~1.
The meeting reconvened at 1.1;09 a.m.
. _"

"

viavid~b:;rif~nce ~fter the presentation .
• ,. ,:"

c· ':.: i'

--':~:'. "':::':.

2. Approval of Minut~.':'j,
..,.
SusanY'lbJ~~~! moveq~~C)jap'pf()ve minutesDf November 19, 2009. Motion
secoQ~~'o9jJiU,~tearnis"
_. -....... '-.
A~ij~fi;on Motiori;g~ssedj,Jl1animously
-

3.

.C

.~

..

Dis~~"i:i9n regardi'~~':.:cpre~Jn~tion
askeg" the group for,comments or thoughts on e-Transcript.

Carole

Susan comment~ that it$9unds good. Keith stated that most of our institutions are
not using it. At this:til11~"rlpne of the community colleges receive transcripts into
Datatel. Jill shareditll~rtne state needs to release a concept. Keith stated that he
thinks that we would be able to push it through to Fresno State. Pedro expressed
that it would be a huge savings in Maria's time. Carole asked Keith who we would
talk to in regard to the process and how it's working. Keith responded that we need
to talk with other Datatel schools.
Carole announced that the new project leader for this project is now Keith Stearns.
registrar.

4.1. Follett Booklook
Carole asked Jill and Dave to give an update on Follett booklook system.
~liII

expressed that if the responsibility falls on Follett to keep the spread sheet
current every time a book price changes and doesn't fall back on us to keep it
current, it would be a good thing. Jill also stated that if the solution clearly puts it in
their ball park once that connection is made and Folletthas that responsibility
spelled out that it is theirs; I think it is the way to go. - '
Dave stated that he and Jill have talked with K~q:;~ndKen supported the position.
Dave expressed the need to let Greg at FOII~tt!Ul6w th~qeadline date of when we
were going to be on board with the Follettpl~n. Carolea;sked Jill and Dave if they
would remind Ken to get the deadline ~~ij'lnformatjon to G~at Follett.
' .... ,>;

Susan asked Keith what his thoughts w~r&QP the D~~tel Soluti6fj.:,has anything
come out? Keith responded, Datatel has re~;;
-,.' solution andJoe issue with
ate the informatiOn which
Datatel Solution is that somer.:[;' as to go in'alj _
Jfficult to d'O~, .
means typing in ISBN numbe
~7:\

';,:~ ::ii;.:/:<" :'.,.

"' ';'~5'::';'\i

Susan stated her concern was tha~folletttl)ft,i[,book PQ~s may change but I think
what is really goingtQ¢h,~(lge is the ''yost th(l~:Jg~;'~E!rvic€ffta:ls and I think we are just
going to have to p~y it. ,. - _, _.,,:,:,~. "
Carole stated that,right nowr!90n't thirllt,th~yhave talKed about charging a fee have
they?
,
Susan re;;PQpded that onCe it i$jfllplement~rJ and we have done our code and we
have.,dQneeve,rything to b1tE~gratejt.,C,arole;s~ted then it is going to cost one way
,- ,
-orthe,Other. ,
Keith explained that he has gone to a couple of places actually Lee University that
has implemented the bookl,ook solution into Datatel and they basically have had to
add another2bolumn that has a link to book look. The other issue is that Datatel has
come out wilh~,Portal cla§~ search which we are looking into so we will have to find
a place there to 'p4tJt int(f~lso. This is a whole different ball of wax. Keith gave the
website if you want tofiQ<fit; it is web.leeuniversity.edu and search for classes.
Dave asked Keith if that is the link to another page with all the book prices on it.
Keith responded, the way booklook works from what I can tell is that you provide a
link to their booklook software and you tell it what section it is and it pops up with the
book information and the cost for that particular section.
Dave stated that it is convenient for the student but if the link went to a general page
that required the student to navigate around a little bit to find it that would satisfy the
requirements as well.

DTC Leaders
Minutes of 02125/10
Page 3
Dave expressed that the method that Keith just identified still requires tremendous
amount of linking the link to the specific page.
Keith explained that the way their booklook solution works is that you pass it section
information it shows you book information for that section. That is the advantage of
their solution .
•.Iill stated, I think this solution helps us in terms of the number of students we have
that take courses across campuses and particular online because once they click a
specific section it gets them the correct textbook for thaisection.

6. A n n o u n c e m e n t s : : , ;
Carole announced that the next DTC m~~pij:will be heldpnApril15, 2010 and at
that meeting we will go over team updat~"and also Carole'wglJ1d like to go over
how we assign our priority on projects::'~:,!\·~';'>""
iii

7. Adjourn
Meeting was adjourned at 11

District Technology Council
May 13, 2010
Coalinga Sam B ILemoore Rm 124 via Video Conference
11:00 a.m.
Minutes

Members Present: Pedro Avila, Dave Bolt, Carole Goldsmith, Michelle Kozlowski,
Keith Stearns, Jill Stearns, Susan Whitener
Members Absent: Ken Stoppenbrink, Tammy Weatl]~tman, J~ga~px, Sylvia DorseyRobinson, Jose Lopez
,.. .,:.
":::' ...
"~

1. Call to order: Meeting was called to order by Caroi~·G'olg.smith at
2. DTC Priorities - Alignment to Goals - New Projects ,,:·~,.i~f Update
Carole reported that at the Administrative retrea~.tEtgarding SQ'TIe':9f the work flow
projects that are occurring at the District. . ,~~roref'l.ti~.i~ted shewopld like to give an
update on the budget change form. Sh~,tYo'iJld Iik~;l~:)~jlot the form and let Dave
know on his side she has put Kyle dow~;fo part.l9i9ate~indJ?rlike a dry run. Carole
let Jill know that Cherie is down for Jill'st.areaanaat the· Disffiet office she has
Debbie Gore, Tammy Weatherql~rl . and'CaBarabe~:''rhe pilot will be rolled out
next week with this project. '. :h~?...., • .iilr
Carole asked Pedro to sha~~$QJ]le projects·tfi~tare:moving forward from Executive
Cabinet. PedrostC1t~d that ori~lQtthe things neand Carole were talking about after
e
the ExecutiY~C~~jij~~ ..meeting f .--, t we have our projects that we talk about and
prioritize~~~upln:lt~'~~~h,pther . Jflut then at Executive Cabinet sometimes they
will mal(~an executive (f - .,. n top~dite a project or create a new project. Based
on the. time of that meetin'
this meeting it could be that action takes place on
th.C1~.project. The point her
hat we are not trying to undermine this committee but
thafJ~just the way it works ..... e Chancellor'S Executive Cabinet sometimes will
makeanC~~ecutive decisioct·\~p move forward with a project. Carole and I will do our
best to-kE!~p::Jbis committe.~,in the loop with those projects so that there is not a
disconnect:~tWeen EXecutive Cabinet and this committee. Keith stated that it's
important to'''R:eePYB~~~e;;project list so that everyone knows what's being worked on
and what's at thetop;lf we can keep up the project list better and keep up with an
idea of what is going on Carole and Pedro can more easily identify with what is a
priority. Keith stated that he doesn't think that we need to meet face to face to say
that there is a new project. Carole agreed and suggested that we could post it on
the portal. Jill stated that we have another source of projects and I am not even sure
that everyone here is aware but I was in a meeting last week that I was notified of
right before it occurred and it was Ken, two representatives from AOS, the Liberians
and Becky. The solution that AOS has provided is a huge amount of work on the
technology side. It's never even been tried; it will not work with our existing ID

DTC Leaders
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cards. It has huge ramifications should it be implemented. I tried as hard as I could
to try and put the brakes on it but I have no idea what the outcome is going to be.
Carole explained that she would share a little about that. She has had ongoing
conversations with Ken and IT. That project has been reassigned to both the
Presidents. We are trying to reduce the copying costs that are occurring in the
libraries. There needs to be rules and regulations that need to be discussed. The
direction is going back to the Presidents to create a task force on the campuses to
discuss all the options. This will not be a District project it will be a campus lead
project but the solutions need to be standardized. Carole, aled that they will put
together a meeting with both Presidents, the CIO's, Sysa . ,d rpy!>elf and Michelle
and Keith and talk about what the problem is, whatJ~~hi ".,'. ;.;, 'nd where do we
still doing the
move next. Michelle questioned the status on the,ptiilters.;.,~;r
toner the monitoring paying them per page? Cardl~statE:i~ftla/;asked Mr.
Stoppenbrink to join us today to give an update buth~w;r~ not avail~ble. C~rQle will
.
get an update from Ken and share with the commi~~~'~<'"
'ng about 'culinary
Pedro stated that there are projects in the works; th~Y a'
having a pOint of sale system. The other projeey are . Q.into is a one year
schedule. Not just a one year schedule on.s.t'
I!l but a,lhE:iabilily for a
student to enroll for a year, so that the stu(;fent
'i,,~gister for"a1year ahead of
time.
,d;l., ' , ; .
Pedro expressed a need to create a frame wor n howwe:~o planning for a new
project. He stated that it would "~::T:"_";'
help if W~forc...
zed a process to implement
.-' ,'_~~,
projects and request that evelYg~,e"goes thrqt.igh thatprocess.
Carole suggested that we pick"jYdate in JuIY'f.Qr.~}aay meeting with a facilitator.

Alignment to Goals
. ..:
',;:'"
Carole statedthat \tV~.,would wii!~f9 use the District goals in alignment with our
goals. Pedrg$ij:lted::t .. ustome' . ice should be a goal at the college level and
also att~~dj'strict. Jl.
ested
~,~",:,b~n we are not chaSing FTE's it's really a
l" we ar6:~9bing business.
goooJiiilEnO take a look . .
~;;:.

~'~,K"::':'

,

4. PfQU.~t Updates - RevieW,~J.sk Log

In rev(~,«il'lg the task log CatpJe asked if everyone could make your comments and
status uP.~~t§'s and any n~?l'project you would like to add to the list, send them to
Elaine tn'eH:;Wecould sen(fFout an updated version to everyone.
~'> ,'-~

. ',:"' ...

u

_,"7":7","

...

5. Old Business
5.2. Booklist Project
Keith stated that he talked to Follett about what their plan is. Follett's plan is for us
to be up by July 1.

5.1. Cisco visit
Carole reported that they took a bus load of folks to Cisco. She will be pulling the
survey results off on Friday and will send everyone a summary. Carole indicated
there is another trip to Cisco coming up on June 8. The trip will include some Board
members, clerical support people, classified and the architect. The architect
needs to see the real specific layout of the TelePresence room.
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6. Announcements
Susan stated that in reviewing the minutes from the TAT meeting the other day
we now have on our agenda accessibility for the technology advisory team.
It will be a constant agenda item. Susan also stated she conducted a survey
with faculty on whiteboards and the use of whiteboard screens and wall
talkers. She has received a lot of good responses and asked if there is any other
technology they were interested in and smart boards and write paths came up.

7. Adjourn
Meeting was adjourned at 12:06 p.m.

District Technology Council
September 16, 2010
Coalinga SAM B/lemoore Rm 124 via Video Conference
10:00 a.m.
MINUTES

Members Present: Pedro Avila, Dave Bolt, Jana Cox, Carole Goldsmith, Michelle
Kozlowski, Keith Stearns, Jill Stearns, Ken Stoppenbrink, T
rman, Susan
Whitener
Members Absent: Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Jose lopez
Guests: Ryan Cardoza, David Reynolds, Melissa Richerson
Call to order: Meeting was called to order by C. Goldsmith at 10:07 a.m.
Approval of Minutes, May 13, 2010: The
need to be made.

approved, corrections

M. Kozlowski reported over the summer the
id we got a new server for
Datatel. The rest of the summer we worked
pdates and upgrades to the
servers. We have moved our monthly server ma
day to the first Saturday of
nd
every month
to 4:00 p.m. October 2 will be the first maintenance day
with the
I have announced it to all of the committees to make
an all subscribers message out. Tom & lenore will
ey understand to let the online students know not to
The online Blackboard students need to
u
during that window because if you are trying to do
someth
down you will be kicked out and in trouble until that
instructor
are trying to do. Our next big projects are installing
all the new
IIness Center that has been delayed. We had expected
to be doing th
of the month of August and they are not ready for us yet. It
looks like it may
the month of October when we will be installing the card
access system and t video surveillance. We received notification that West Hills
College lemoore was a participant in a 46 million dollar ARRA grant that was done
between the Scenic Network and California Central Valley Independent Network to
bring internet access to schools, colleges, and libraries and also into private businesses
and organizations. We had no idea that we were part of this grant. What we are getting
out of it is WHC lemoore is getting two pieces of private fiber run to it that will connect
us to the internet that will give us redundancy out to the internet.
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C. Goldsmith stated she would like to give a little history in terms of how this grant came
about. The West Hills Colleges or the District are not receiving any specific funds and
this grant proposal came out of our requests from various legislators because what
happened in the first round of the ARRA funding we had put together a very
comprehensive project with Fresno County Office of Education to bring broadband to
the Westside, during that solicitation of ARRA proposals. The interesting thing about it
is the privately held companies like Pacific Bell, Sebastian, Verizon and all the big huge
corporations had the ability to make comments on any grant proposals that moved
forward. Not surprisingly every one of those companies had negative comments about
every proposal that moved forward unless it was their
. Surprisingly Sebastian
is a privately held company got an ARRA contract to
to provide services up
through San Joaquin. They have a west Fresno are
. Goldsmith stated that
.
of the Central Valley
because many of the legislators were upset that onl
was being slated for broadband and they wanted the
nds spread more
throughout the Central Valley. This was a response
type of equality to
the whole entire region. It's the issue of how they are
broadband out
are going to go
through the Valley and they weren't going to be able to go
to San Joaquin and the next round they will bring it down further.
the best that
we could get.
C. Goldsmith asked if there are any questions.
T. Weatherman questioned they will be paying directly for that and we won't be involved
for anything?
M. Kozlowski explained that our
on from all our campuses to scenic the State
Chancellor's office installs
pay for them. We will be involved in the design of
r than that we are not paying for anything, we
where it goes and how it
are not getting any money, and
passes our hands. We are just happy
recipients.
Committee Membershi - Dave Bolt

Stearns

C. Goldsmith asked J. Stearns if she had questions about committee membership.
J. Stearns asked that we include D. Reynolds since student services are represented
from the Lemoore side as well.
C. Goldsmith expressed that she didn't see any reason why we would not want to
include D. Reynolds.
C. Goldsmith asked D. Bolt you wanted this to be an agenda item as well?
D. Bolt stated yes, at our Planning and Governance meeting yesterday it was brought
up that there are numerous concerns about committee membership, in particular the
stUdent representative perhaps to this group, Ryan Cardoza, he is at the table here
today with us in Lemoore. There has been some recent changes to the membership to
the other committees like TAT for example that recently occurred and some members
on the committee or those that were booted off were a little bit surprised and just
wanted some follow up or explanation as to the membership changes.
C. Goldsmith stated let's take this item by item. The first issue is regarding student
membership to various committees and specifically this committee.
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C. Goldsmith stated that she received an email from R. Cardoza and he copied Ron
Oxford. C. Goldsmith explained that she took that request to the Executive Cabinet
meeting yesterday and responded to both of them early this morning.
C. Goldsmith asked in your email Ryan you had talked about that you would be
representing the college one of the committees. C. Goldsmith stated at the Executive
Cabinet it was decided that a student representative is something that we want and to
encourage and make sure we have that representation. But that you would be coming
as a student representative not necessarily representing the college but you're
representing students.
R. Cardoza stated he was going to provide feedback to the
Committee which he sits on. Right now I'm just providing i
to the Technology Committee in Lemoore but I wouldn't be
C. Goldsmith stated let me make a clarification perhaps to othe
the committee you are talking about, is that a student committee or is
committee, I'm not familiar with it.
R. Cardoza stated that only Lemoore has a West Hills Technology Comm
reports to TAT and then TAT reports to DTC.
ittee Dave appointed Ryan
C. Goldsmith asked R. Cardoza and D. Bolt
Cardoza to represent the college? Is that
R. Cardoza replied, no. I am just being.a
rmation back to what
happens at the meeting.
P. Avila stated that I am ok with that but it
dundancy now,
because if the system really works. S. Whl en
ntative for TAT at this
level, so S. Whitener takes back information
C. Goldsmith stated again and the discussion
Cabinet and my email to Mr.
Cardoza and R.
. Cardoza can serve on is committee as a student
dent representation and the Technology Committee at
AT.
lnn1'nQr concern. R. Cardoza you are representing

Lemoo
S.W
the
'......... so the student trustee for the West Hills Community
R.
College
C. Golds
R. Cardoza. She asked when you report back whether
its board
r business to the student body of the district how does
that occur?
the message back out to the students in Coalinga or NDC?
R. Cardoza stated
n't have a system in place yet to report back to Coalinga.
Coalinga just got their student government they just had elections this year. I do have
their Presidents contact information. I was in contact with him before the last board
meeting to provide trustee information to the Board but I haven't provided any
information back to Coalinga yet from the Board meeting. That is how the
communication would work for this committee as well. I would provide information to
the Presidents at each college and then they are responsible for distributing it out to
their students.
C. Goldsmith asked D. Reynolds, do you work with your ASB President?
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O. Reynolds replied yes, someone in student services does. I was reminding J. Stearns
that NOC also has their own slate of officers.
C. Goldsmith expressed to R. Cardoza we will want to make sure that communication
goes through to the NOC folks as well as the Coalinga folks.
C. Goldsmith stated we will take this offline to work out the details as to how that
communication can flow.
R. Cardoza agreed. C. Goldsmith welcomed R. Cardoza to the committee.
O. Bolt questioned if R. Cardoza has been approved as a student representative or do
we have to go through some formal process.
C. Goldsmith replied this is a discussion piece I want to take
piece and then we will go back to that.
C. Goldsmith stated we will discuss your issue with TAT first.
C. Goldsmith asked O. Bolt if he could share his issues with TA
O. Bolt explained at the Planning and Governance Council (PGC)
general questions about membership of OTC and OTC related comm
is something that we should re-visit as a committee because there seems
a lot of
concern that it's the same groups of people at all
ngs when they are called just
different people take the leadership role.
M. Kozlowski stated I think beyond that we
committees anyway. We
need to make sure they are defined and
d what they are
suppose to be doing, what their charge is
of TAT is
instructional technology and focusing on
are the administrative
committees which haven't met in a long time
ns. We need to decide
how we are going to fix that because we need
sory team for the
administrative systems working and we need to
advisory team for the
instructional
and then we may even need to make a third leg for web
and portal
which we pretty much have the team put together
already.
because they have a whole set of issues and problems
that
that they want to do. It is time to have a discussion
at we think they should be doing who is on them and
s is something that we need to take a look at and the
group ag
S. Whitene
in TAT was that I was asked to bring forward
what groups
what groups are not meeting.
P. Avila stated
the transition I had done some leg work. What we were
looking at is the
T strategic plan, the person that came in and did an
assessment of our technology committees. There is actually some good information in
that plan where he recommended that we modify our structure.
C. Goldsmith expressed what she would like to do is pull together a "task team" or a
"red team" to look at this specific topic. I think we need to have a specific meeting just
looking at that with key people around the table. So I'm looking for people who would
like to serve on that. I know O. Bolt I would definitely like to have you involved as well
as J. Stearns, P. Avila and M. Kozlowski is there anyone else volunteering who would
like to be on this team or have some input into it? How it is going to_work is we will pull
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together some key people and have a meeting within the next two weeks. We will bring
the recommendations back to this full committee at the next meeting and then we will
discuss it more in length.
R. Cardoza asked if he could make a suggestion. When Ron and I were sitting down to
do the structure of how our Technology Committee gets information from TAT then that
information is transferred to DTC it was about a three month time frame until we got that
information back from TAT to the WHC Lemoore Technology Committee.
M. Kozlowski stated R. Oxford sits on TAT there should be no reason for a delay. R.
Oxford should be bringing the information back to your Lemoore Committee.
C. Goldsmith stated this DTC committee is going to put
r a "red team" that is
next two weeks and we
going to consist of the few key people we will meet
will bring a proposal to this committee next month.

Proposed New Projects
5.2 Student Communication C. Goldsmith indicated we have
to forty days to have these i
tcomm
discussion.
P. Avila expressed that he reminded
on the process and modify their
process we can come back and find a rig tool for that. As a reminder to everyone,
separate the process from the technology.

5.1 NeoGov - Ken Stoppenbrink
K. Stoppenbrink asked if everyone has the printed presentation and documents for
NeoGov.
K. Stoppenbrink indicated this was a demonstration that was provided to HR back in
April, 2010 for tracking our applications online as well as providing other services, such
as diversity reports. The other thing is it has features in it with respect to form letters for
sending out communication to applicants that were not selected or they were selected.
It really is an expeditious way to speed up both to the applicant and the District with
regards to where you are in the status. It does save a lot of labor intensive work in the
HR department. I wasn't able to attend the demonstration but Melissa and Erin both
attended the demonstration.
M. Richerson indicated this will help HR when applicants go to our website they will be
redirected to go to the NeoGov website apply for the position and from there we will get
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a multitude of reports. It will give us how many people are actually applying for our
positions and how many people are looking at our positions. They will be able to send
post card notifications to the applicants if they are not selected for one job and then
maybe a couple months later we open the same position it will automatically send a
post card to those people qualifying for them. It will send out our letters for us it is a
very easier way and a way to push the applicant process to electronic.
K. Stoppenbrink stated it also allows a feature so you can go into this screen and attach
your resume and any other electronic forms and forward it on with the application.
M. Kozlowski questioned integration or potential integration
Datatel. Have you
looked into that? Or if in the future that is something you
M. Richerson stated we did look at the Datatel screens.
M. Kozlowski stated I don't mean Datatel screens. I unde
tracking and something that Datatel doesn't do. At some point
integrate with Datatel or a preferred partner.
K. Stoppenbrink stated it was his understanding that they are not a
M. Richerson stated that this solves our needs.
K. Stearns stated just so everyone knows you ca
www.datatel.com and find their list of p..o,.':> ....."r
C. Goldsmith stated I think the point that M.
Stearns are trying to
make is that regardless of what appl
looks forward whether it's
this application or a reporting solution we
go and look and
see if there is a preferred list and look at
if this is something
we want to do. Is this compliant with the Fed's
require.
M. Richerson stated yes it also makes the
interviewing process all of it
from start to finish much easier for HR.
C. Goldsmith
nk is there an annual cost.
K. Stoppenb
initial set up for training is $5,000 and the annual cost
is $6,500.
in the HR budget specifically in the consulting area.
There a
for it.
C.
the resources what is it going to take to implement
and do everything, would there need to be interface

put some

K. Stonn."nl"" .. lr'I'
means but the

J. Stearns questio'

very little. I think is all is that P. Avila would need to
page. It is a standalone system.
s a technical overview and I don't know what this all
d to come to this committee.
it automate our response to candidates who are not

selected.
M. Richerson stated we can actually direct the letter what goes to those applicants
saying you were not selected similar to what we have now.
J. Stearns indicated that we need to have something that puts our time frame much
faster.
M. Richerson stated that is exactly what this is going to do.
K. Stoppenbrink stated we need direction in as far as who is going to put the link on the
website.
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D. Bolt questioned, I thought that we made recommendations on items that had to go to
Executive Cabinet for approval.
K. Stoppenbrink stated this is probably part of the problem that the "red team" will be
discussing because that same type of question has resurrected itself over the years and
it is not clear.
C. Goldsmith stated that is a good question Dave we will put that on the "To Do List" for
the "red team".
M. Kozlowski stated from her recollection generally we take things to the Executive
question that we need
Cabinet if we are looking for a funding source. It is a very
to get an answer to.
C. Goldsmith stated she has a question for K. Stearns is
document that
talks about the responsibilities. K. Stearns replied yes. C.
ked if we could
get a copy of that document so we can take it to the "red team"
is is still
valid.
D. Bolt stated I was also bringing it up because this project is going to
of
other projects that have been on the list for a long time that we need to wo
P. Avila stated not necessarily.
nrn.'";;U"'T and we have had
D. Bolt stated this is the first time I have hea
projects on the list for years.
C. Goldsmith stated but those projects a
things, they involve IT or
they involve money that we do or do not
a's project that we
are going to talk about has been waiting
use there has been
no funding. This project is a relatively
oing to involve any outside
resources that we need to pull additional fu
ed, there is no
involvement with ITS.
P. Avila stated this project with K. Stoppenbrink has rought up a good point. I think
what we need to do is make it common practice that anytime anyone looks at a project
that they start with Datatel products and others. So that when they come here they
have already looked at the Datatel product and can say we looked at it and it meets our
needs or it doesn't meet our needs. They definitely should start with Datatel and then
look at other things.
C. Goldsmith stated that is a good point for process.
R. Cardoza questioned is it ITS responsibility to look into this project before we vote to
approve, this is the product we want to go with .
.K. Stoppenbrink explained this particular product does not require any hands on from
the IT department. It is a link on our portal that directs them into NeoGov. I think that is
the extent of it.
M. Kozlowski explained the role of ITS is strictly to enforce standards. Basically when a
project comes forward we are looking from a point of view, is it going to meet our
standards. This particular issue doesn't sit on our systems, we don't have to put it on
our servers, and it doesn't interface so we are not as concerned. The only standard that
we are concerned about at this point in time is the full evaluation, does Datatel have a
product which we know they don't. The predominant role of IT is enforcement of
standards.
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R. Cardoza stated just to make sure this project is relevant to what your Strategic
Technology Plan has for future plans.
M. Kozlowski stated this is a process or a tool that the HR department needs in order to
conduct business. So therefore it does not really affect IT or the IT Strategic Plan.
5.3 Reporting Solution - Pedro Avila
P. Avila stated this is a line item that has been on our project list for quite some time.
We are looking at a new company that is very familiar with Datatel products. They have
recently submitted a quote to us to help us with our reporting services.
P. Avila asked K.. Stearns to take it from here.
to do some reporting
K. Stearns stated we have two guys from Datatel. We
ons part of them using the
now but we have two separate servers on two sepa
Datatel stuff. What
Datatel warehouse stuff that I built and part of them
we would like to do is hire this company to merge us
the newest version of
Microsoft and get together with the Datatel stuff so th
set up a structure
we can use. That is our first point is to have a structu
use for reporting
,\AlIl::lnnIQ which is a
that is combined into a single environment. They have the
big help. We are looking to bring them in and get going on that
as possible.
P. Avila stated that this project is being revived again and it looks I
have found
someone that can help us with that piece.
C. Goldsmith questioned is this the same type of project that we looked at a year or two
ago with Zogotech.
P. Avila stated the same but not
. Zogotech had a full blown system that we
would have purchased. These
are going to be working with us in pieces. I think
that this is a good option
a Microsoft option it plays with Datatel and it will
be custom to our needs. We
at this project in three pieces. The first would
be reporting services and the next
Id be building our data que and the third
piece is the actual reports and how
delivered.
C. Goldsmith had basic questions in
s, fiscal and in terms of staff. If we are
ng at three different costs? Is there a cost
looking at three different projects are we I
for the whole project? Do we have an idea what the cost is?
P. Avila explained right now we are looking at it as three separate projects or maybe
two depending on how we group them. If you are asking me where the money is
coming from I'm not sure yet but I am trying to find the money for it.
D. Bolt questioned if P. Avila has a time line on this project.
P. Avila stated no not yet. We just started the initial part of the project where they are
giving us a quote.
T. Weatherman asked do you have an estimate on what you think it might cost.
P. Avila stated approximately $10,000.
M. Kozlowski stated yes but we also need to buy SQl I think is $5,000 to $10,000.
Their pricing structure has changed again so we will have to look into that.
P. Avila stated this is an update to the project list.
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Old Business
6.1 Booklist Project - Ken Stoppenbrink
C. Goldsmith asked K. Stoppenbrink if he has an update on this project.
K. Stoppenbrink replied that this project is done.
C. Goldsmith stated to update the project list to show this project is complete.
6.2 Workflows - Carole Goldsmith and Pedro Avila
P. Avila stated we have two active workflow projects with our
projects is Budget Change Form workflow.
m changes
C. Goldsmith explained this is for any employee when their fu
because a grant is ending or they are going to be changed to
2 account.
is either a
C. Goldsmith explained R. Cardoza just so you know an 11 or
general fund account or grant funds. We have to trigger this form wh
nic
email form, which is still cumbersome. This will be an automated p
sted
consultants are putting the final touches on it today and we've tested and
and made some additional changes today. So of
workflow projects we have had,
this is probably the most complex. This form
to be able to track it and be
able to see where it's at in terms of the flow
th payroll. It will keep a
show this is how this
history of it and it will be logged so when
has transpired. It has multiple layers of
have certain
deSignees.
P. Avila stated that another workflow project is
Action Notice workflow
It seems to be one of the
form. We have been working on how to a
or when you change the
forms that gets used a lot when you hire a new
status of a new
We have been spending the last couple of months reviewing
the process,
to the process, making changes to the form and we are
about
that is working with us is here today and tomorrow
and his
ects by tomorrow.
C.
forward we want to make sure that the
d
to avoid confusion. There will be more
I reduce the chances of error.
R. Ca
e team sites for workflows, you cannot send a
workflow to
which is any student. So if you wanted to send a
possibility.
workflow to a
M. Kozlowski
waiting patiently to move to live@edu where the student will
then have a .edu
We have two issues one is we need to be able to
upgrade our network and our servers and the other issue, we are waiting for the piece
from Microsoft so that the web part in the portal for student mail it looks and works the
same as the web part for employee mail in the portal. We are hoping that all that falls
into place by the end of the fall semester. Then we will start seriously looking at moving
over to live@edu for student email.
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Announcements

C. Goldsmith asked Lemoore members if they had any announcements.
D. Bolt replied no.
S. Whitener stated it is not an announcement I was asked to bring forward some
information from TAT. We had a question about the ability to store documents and if
everyone has an x-drive or not.
M. Kozlowski stated they don't right now we are working on that. If someone needs an
x-drive they just need to ask. We are not automatically givi
m out yet. We don't
want to flood the system. We are really close. Anyone who
s an x-drive
just needs to ask.
S. Whitener explained the other thing that she had from TAT'
respected areas the idea is that we are expected to go back
instance West Hills College Lemoore or Coalinga says we don't
on
with DTC. That tells us that the representatives are not sharing and
standing item on an agenda somewhere. I am bringing forward from TAT.
Lemoore Technology Advisory Committee bring
to TAT. It was that type of
thing that came up and just wanted to make
understood their roles.
C. Goldsmith stated just for clarification we
from the Teams. We need to make sure
meetings.
K. Stoppenbrink announced that
October 4, 2010.
T. Weatherman announced it
Edwards. She has put in her
Also we are going to look at
year.
K. Stoppenbrink explained that the
in 2011 the government is going to
require that all employers put on, for i
n only at this time, how much the
employer pays for your health and welfare
This will be a dollar amount that will
be going on your W-2 form in 2011. This is the first step for tracking that will eventually
all or part of that number will become taxable income at some point in the future.
K. Stearns stated regarding the W-2 that T. Weatherman just spoke about this should
be a new project on the project list. K. Stearns stated to add Style Sheet Printing (W-2.
1098. etc) to the project list. K. Stearns announced that a big one that I am working on
is the Online Degree Audit; I'm hoping to roll it out next month.
J. Cox announced that Financial Aid is doing dandy. We were ahead of the game this
year on all of our athletes having been awarded. We are right on track with our
disbursements and our checks.
D. Reynolds announced that Student Services is all fine.
J. Stearns announced Faculty are actually starting to look at those Notices of
Assignments. We are making progress in that arena. People are looking at those and
that is definitely a great thing.
P. Avila announced we are hiring a Webmaster.
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R. Cardoza announced he would encourage everyone to check out the student portal
team sites. There is a lot of activity going on. You might provide some suggestions or
feedback to us.
S. Whitener stated she has a question for D. Boll. She asked D. Bolt on your side of the
house is DTC an agenda item in PGC. Is that all that came out of that was the question
about membership? D. Bolt replied yes.
P. Avila asked D. Bolt have we answered all your questions. D. Bolt replied that is what
the "red team" is going to do.
Adjournment

The meeting was adjourned at 11 :19 a.m.
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Institutional Research Request Form - West Hills College Coalinga

MyWestHills
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Section Links
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Office of Institutional Effectiveness, Planning
(559) 934-2128
pedroavila@
westhillscollege.com

Research Request Form
Before submitting a request please visit our Fact Book to see if the information you are requesting already exists.
Depending on requests, please allow a minimum of 10 working days. All requests are subject to approval by the college dean or
president.
Nam e:(required)
Email:(required)
Extension:
Department:
(Supervisor/Dean approval required)
Has this request been approved by your department's supervisor or dean?
Yes, it has been approved by supervisor/dean
No, I have not received approval from supervisor/dean

o
o

Name of supervisor or dean who approved the request
Due Date: (required)
(Depending on request, please allow up to 10 working days)
What is your status?
() Faculty Member
Student
Staff
Administrator

o
o
o

Other
(required) Purpose of request; explain how you intend to use the data to improve student success or support a college or
district goal.

http: //westhillscollege.com/coalinga!aboutlinsti tutional_researchlrequest_forrnli ndex.asp
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If you are requesting program review data please check the box below and skip all other questions.
D Program Review Request

Semester(s) Involved in Your Request:

o Fall

Year(s)

o

Year(s)

Spring

o Summer

Year(s)

Demographics
Gender
Age
Ethnicity
D Educational Goal
City
High School
First-Semester Freshmen
Active Military
Military Dependent
Veteran

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Student Outcomes
Success Rates
Retention Rates
Persistence Rates
Transfers
Degrees Conferred
Certificates Conferred
GPA
Unit Load
Enrollment

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Student Col\ege(s)
District (aggregated for all locations)
WHC Lemoore
WHC Coalinga
NDC, Firebaugh
NAS, Lemoore
District Online (aggregated for all locations)
WHC Lemoore Online
WHC Coalinga Online

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Provide additional information or special instructions:

[

Submit Request

I

Note: All data or reports generated by the WHCCD Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Planning will be shared with the CIO
or President.
Follow us: II [til
Locations: District I Coalinga I NDC. Firebaugh I Lemoore I Online
West Hills College Lemoore - 555 College Avenue - Lemoore, CA 93245
(559)925-3000 TOO/TTY: (559)924-8065 ©2007 West Hills Community College District
Accessibility I Compliance Statement I Site Disclaimer I Contact Us I Help Desk

http://westhillscollege.comlcoalingalaboutlinstitutional_researchlrequest_formlindex.asp
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WHCCD ITS - Tech Support

WHCCD ITS Tech Support
Welcome to the ITS the Tech Support website . Please choose an action from the drop down menu
below. You can create a new case, view and update existing cases, view your closed cases or attempt
to start a text chat session with one of the ITS technicians .
Create New Case

Totat' Cases : 17784

Closed Cases: 17651

Active Cases: 39

'Since February 6, 2004

New Case
Status: Open

New Case
Select an asset (optional):
Press the Find As set link to assign an as set from the assel dat abase to this case.

Search Your As sets

One Li ne Description:

Select the best category choices below:
Location : Ignore
Problem Type : Ignore

Describe the problem or question in deta il:

Submit)

Cencel )

Staff Home I User Options

https:ffits. whccd.ed ulDoCustomerOpti ons.asp

1211212010

Dorsey-Robinson, Sylvia
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Whitener, Susan
Thursday, June 18, 2009 2:54 PM
WHCCD Employees
FW: Did You Know?
Changing Font in Email.pdf

Importance:

High

Did you know? ...
While most of us might use Arial or Times New Roman for email font, the best font
choices for accessibility are:
Courier New

Luci nda Sans
Lucinda Sans Unicode
Microsoft Sans Serif
MS Reference Sans Serif
Trebuchet MS
Verdana
To make one of these your default email font, do the following:
**In your Main Inbox Screen:
Click on Tools; Click on Options: Click on Mail Format, Click on Stationary and Fonts--then choose your font for new mail messages as well as replying or forwarding messages.
•

Do not use light colored fonts or busy stationary. They are not legible for screen
readers or students with difficulty distinguishing colors. High contrast is necessary.

Won't you take just a moment and change your default font to make your
communication more accessible?

Susan

**Screen Shots are attached.

Susan Whitener
Dean of Learning Resources and Web Services
West Hills Community College District
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga, CA 93210
559-925-3404
1
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Fall 2010 Calendar

Technology Train ing and
Support

r--L

All Sites

-IP] Advanced Search

My West Hills Home > Organizations > Technology Training and Support > Fa ll 2010 Cale ndar

Fall 2010 Calendar

-------- ----

Please click on any item to see more information about that particular eventl

---

To register for a training, click on the Online Registration link on the left!
Please note· all Turnitin2 Sessions have been added to this calendar for yo ur convenien ce . These are daily workshops they are offering as "walk
through" sessions l You can register for these events here, but the calendar has details about logging inl

-

New

.

-

Actions ·

Settings ·

l( Jr~ J October, 2010
Sunday
26

----

Expa nd All
Monday

27

---

Tuesday
28

+-9:30 AM
09/28/2010
9:30 Daily
Turnitin2
Training
12:00 pry!
09/28/2010 12:00 noon1:00pm Turnitin
GradeMark&
PeerMark Trial
with Robert
Skaggs and Tom
Robb
2:30 PM
09/28/2010
02:30 PMDaily
Turnitin2
Training

3

4

5

--

12:00 PM
09/29/2010 @
12:00 noon - Can
Lecture Capture
Make me a
Better
Professor?

6

11

Collapse All

30
9:30 AM
09/30/2010
09:30 AMDaily
Turnitin2
Training
2: 30 PM
09/30/2010
02:30 PMDaily
Turnitin2
Training

aJ Week

Friday

'1
--

7

8

9:30 AM
10/7/2010
09:30 AM Daily
Turnitin2
Training
2:30 PM
10/7/2010
02:30 PM Daily
Turnitin2
Training

12:00 Pt~
10/08/2010 12p - lp Blackboard 9.1 Self and Peer
Assessments

12

13

14

15

9:00 AM
CANCELLED
10/13/2010 @
9:00AM Blackboard 9.1
Basics
12:00 PM
10/13/2010 @
12:00 noonRecipe for
Success: How to
Record a High
Quality
Multimedia
Presentation

9:30 AM
10/14/2010
09:30 AM Daily
Turnitin2
Training

12:00 PM
10/15/2010 12p - lpBlackboard 9.1
Wikis

iji] Month
Saturday_

2

12:00 PM
10/01/2010 12p - lp Blackboard 9.1
Basics

9:3 0 AM
10/12/2010
09:30 AM Daily
Turnitin2
Training
9:30 AM
10/12/2010
09:30 AM Daily
Turnitin2
Training

1

View: Calendar

I LTI Day

Thursday

Wednesday
29

9:30 AM
10/5/2010
09:30 AM Daily
Turnitin2
Training
2:30 PM
10/5/2010
02:30 PM Daily
Turnitin2
Training

10

-

--

-

-

9

16

9: 30 AM
10/14/2010
09:30 AM Daily
Turnitin2
Training
2:00 PM
10/14/2010 2:00 pm to 3:00
pm - Blackboard
Basics Webinar

http://my .whccd.eduiorganizationslBlackboardlLists/Fal1%2020 10%20Calendar/calendaL... 12112/20 10
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I

l-

17

---

t !Ii""
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---

2: 00 PM

9:0 0 AM

10/18/2010 @
2pm - 3pmIntroduction to
Microsoft
Outlook 2007

24

25

31

ho

be

9:00 AM

10/19/2010 @
9:00am-l0:00am
- Introduction to
Microsoft
Outlook 2007

10/20/2010 @
9:00am-l0:00am
- Introduction to
Microsoft
Outlook 2007

1 21

1 22- - -

-=-k _

9:30 AM

12:00 PM

10/21/2010
09:30 AM Daily
Turnitin2
Training

CANCELLED
10/22/2010 12p - lp Blackboard
Scholar

9:30 AM

12:00 PM

2:00 PM

10/19/ 2010
09:30 AM Daily
Turnitin2
Training

10/21/2010 @
12:00 Noon1:00 pmIntroduction to
Microsoft
Outlook 2007

10/22/2010 @
2:00 pm - 3:00
pm Introduction to
Microsoft
Outlook 2007

2:30 PM

2: 30 PM

10/19/2010
02:30 PM Daily
Turnitin2
Training

10/21/2010
02:30 PM Daily
Turnitin2
Training

- - -26-

-

27

28

29

9 :00 AM

9: 30 AM

2:00 PM

9:30 AM

12:00 PM

10/25/2010 9am-l0am Introd uction to
Word 2007

10/26/2010
09:30 AM Daily
Turnitin2
Training

10/27/2010 2pm-3pm Introduction t o
Word 2007

10/28/2010
09:30 AM Daily
Turnitin2
Training

10/29/2010 12noon - lpm Introd uction to
Word 2007

2:30 PM

2:00 PIVl

10/26/2010
02:30 PM Daily
Turnitin2
Training

10/28/2010 @
2pm - 3pm Introduction to
Microsoft
Outlook 2007

5:00 PM

2:30 PM

10/26/2010 5pm to 6pm Introduction to
Word 2007

10/28/2010
02:30 PM Daily
Turnitin2
Training

1

2

12 :00 Pt-l

11/01/2010 12noon-lpm Introduction to
Excel 2007

3

4

9:00 AM

12:00 PM

9 :30 AM

12:00 Pt-l

11/02/2010 9am-l0am Introduction to
Excel 2007

11/03/2010 12p - lpVodcasting with
Camtasia Studio
7

11/4/2010
09:30 AM Daily
Turnitin2
Training

CANCELLED
11/05/2010 12p - lp - Blogs
and lou rna Is in
Blackboard 9.1

9:30 AM

'--

- -

2:00 PM

11/2/2010
09:30 AM Daily
Turnitin2
Training

CANCELLED
11/04/2010 2p-3p Introduction to
Excel 2007

2:30 PM

2:30 PM

11/2/2010
02:30 PM Daily
Turnitin2
Training
1 more item

11/4/2010
02:30 PM Daily
Turnitin2
Training

5

-

30

6

--

--

http://my.whccd.edulorganizationslBlackboardILists/Fal1%2020 10%20Calendar/calendar.... 12112/2010
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Fall 2010 Follow-Up Survey

Technology
Training and
Support

IEJ Advanced Search

All Sites

My West Hills Home > Organizations > Technology Training and Support > Fa l l 2010 Follo w - Up Su r v ey

Fall 2010 Follow-Up Survey
=-

-----------

Respond to this Survey

Actions ..

View:

Settings ..

Graphical Summary

1. Which Training did you attend (please choose below)?
10/19/2010 @ 9:00am-10:00am - Introduction to Microsoft Outlook 2007
3 ( 16% )

e

e

09/28/2010 - 12:00 noon - 1:00pm - Turnitin GradeMark & PeerMark Trial with Robert Skaggs and Tom Robb
1 (5% )

J:I

10/18/2010 @ 2pm - 3pm - Introduction to Microsoft Outlook 2007
3 (16%)

e

e

10/20/2010 @ 9:00am-10 :00am - Introduction to Microsoft Outlook 2007
3 (16% )

F

F

10/29/2010 - 12noon - 1pm - Introduction to Word 2007
3 (16%)

e

F

10/25/2010 - 9am-lOam - Introduction to Word 2007

1 (5% )
10/22/2010 @ 2:00 pm - 3:00 pm - Introduction to Microsoft Outlook 2007
1 (5% )

1:1

11/03/2010 - 12p - 1p - Vodcasting with Camtasia Studio 7

2 (11 % )

c::::I

11/15/2010 @ 9:00am-10 :00am - Introduction to Microsoft Outlook 2007
2 (11 %)
Total : 19

2. Rate your knowledge of the content as follows:

(% )

Low
9

27

Average
41
18

High
5

Prior to the training you attended

(% )

0

2

3

4

5

o

18

41

32

3

4

5

Since receiving the training

Total : 22

3. Was the training a valuable/appropriate use of your time?

va lua ble/

not
valuable/

http://my.whccd .eduJorganizationslBlackboardlListsiFall%20201 0%20FollowUp%20Sur...
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(%)

77

14

5

o

3

4

5

Please rate

Total: 22

4. Please rate the value/appropriateness of the medium used for this time of training (use of faculty development
lab/webinar/etcetera).
not

valuable/

( % ) 77

valuable/

14

055

2

5

Please rate

Total : 22

5. Would it be worthwhile to repeat/update this presentation/session on another day?
not

valuable/
(% )

valuable/

59

9

9

9

14

1

2

3

4

5

Please rate

Total: 22

6. What other presentations or workshops would you find of value in the future.

10 (48%)
Excel
Power Point
Access

1 (5%)

a

More Microsoft Office everything. All traini ng is good.

1 (5%)

a

Intro to Word & Excel

1 (5%)

a

Excel

1 (5% )

a

Advanced Word, Excel, Access for Dummies, PowerPoint (then Advanced), Publisher (and then Advanced), Outlook and how to link
Outlook to my personal emails

1 (5%)

a

Advanced Microsoft workshops

1 (5%)

a

I think ongoing refresher courses are always beneficial.

1 (5%)

a

.

I would like to schedule this training w/5 TRIO staff :-)

http://my .whccd.eduiorganizationslBlackboardiLists/Fall%2020 10%20F 01l0wUp%20Sur...
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1 (5% )

Page 3 of 3

u

peer grading/assessing
1 (5%)

a

1 (5% )

a

Advanced workshops in the Microsoft Office venue

1 (5% )

a

Total: 21

7. Other comments (do you have anything else to add)

10 (48% )

I learn new ways to use the calendar and the task with email. I am grateful for that. Looking forward to the other workshops.
1 (5%)

a

Presenter very user-friendly and very thorough in answering questions.
1 (5% )

a

Robb is awesome.
1 (5% )

a

Sometimes cannot attend due to work obligations. So, keep them coming sporatically through the semester, every semester.
It's all good even if we small things is learned.

1 (5% )

a

I learned a lot form this workshop ..

1 (5% )

a

I appreCiated the webinar version as it gave me freedom to eat my lunch, participate in the presentation, ask questions when I had
them, and communicate behind the scenes with questions and comments using the typing messages formate provided. Thanksl
This was enriching and very useful.

1 (5% )

a

For an hour class, I learned a lot. Thanks for sharing some of the fun things Word has, like the border artwork and how to import
your own bullets! Very friendly staff and laid back class. I look forward to future classes!

1 (5% )

a

I really enjoyed the instructors clarity and knowledge of the subject. I felt very comfortable asking questions.
1 (5% )

a

thank you. Tom and Leonore did a great job!
1 (5%)

a

I CAN'T BELIEVE I WON THE SOFTWARE!!!!!!!!!
1 (5% )

a

I appreciate these workshops as they are filling in gaps in my current knowledge of these programs which I use on a daily basis.

1 (5%)

a

Total : 21

http://my. whccd.edu/organizationslBlackboardILists/Fall%2020 10%20F ollowUp%20Sur...
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Thursday, Augu

st 13 2009
'

AGENDA
8:30-9:00am

Continental Breakfast

Conference Center

9:00-9:30

NISOD

9:30-10:30

Basic Skills Group

10:30-10:45

Break

10:45 - 11:45

Break Out Session (Please Choose One)

Marty E./Brian A.
Team BSI

Brain-Based Learning
Joel R.
Turnitin.com Webinar
Lenore S.
Reading Across The Curriculum Jacqui S.

Conference Center
Conference Center

Room 274
Room 273
Room 239

11:45 -1:00pm WHCFA Lunch Meeting
Or On Your Own

Marty E.

Room 239

1:00- 1:30

Information Competency

Ron O.

Conference Center

1:30 - 2:00

Curriculum Process

Rene S.

Conference Center

2:00 - 2:15

VA Update

Gary S.

Conference Center

2:15 - 2:30

Break

2:30-3:30pm
•
•
3:30-4:00pm

Learning Area Connect
Committee Representatives
Senate Constitution/Bylaws
Office Time

Conference Center

WEST
~~~ H I L LS
( "~ I \1
(

(I

t

~

I I I

I

n

(0

I

'---_--==' - " I , I HI ' I

y
lie
8:30 - 9:00

Continental Breakfast

9:00 - 9:15

Welcome & Introductions

LemOor
Conference Room 253

President Don Warkentin
Conference Room 253

9:15 - 10:45

State of the District

Chancellor Frank Gornick
Conference Room 253

10 :45 - 12: 00

Classroom Technologv

Conference Room 253

12:00 - 1:00

Lunch (provided)

Conference Room 253

West Hills College Lemoore

1:00 - 2:00

President's/ Administrative President Don Warkentin
Update
Library/Learning Resource Center

2:00 - 2:15

Snack Break

2:15 - 3:00

Learning Area Meetings

Library/Learning Resource Center

Arts and Letters
Counseling
CTE and Math/Science
Health and Well ness
Social Sciences

Marlon Hall
Jose Lopez
Stephanie Atkinson-Alston
B. Clement/C. Freeman
Dave Bolt

Program Review
or
Office Time

Stephanie Atkinson-Alston

3:00 - 4:00

Library/Learning Resource Center

West Hills Col/ege Coalinga

1:00 - 2:15

Speed Round

Conference Room 253

•

Pandemic Prep

Frances Squire

•

Certificate & Degree Completion

Sandy McGlothlin

•

DSPS

Dave Reynolds

•

Faculty Team Portal Site

Jill Stearns

•

Career Technical Education

Carole Goldsmith

•

Accreditation Self Study Kick Off

S. Shepard, J. Stearns

2:15-2:30

Snack Break

2:30 - 4:00

Accreditation Standards

Conference Room 253

S. Shepard, J. Stearns
Conference Room 253

HTCTU trainigs attended in 2009 and 2010

Jan-Mar

[PASn

* Enhancing Reading Skills Using

2009

03/0612009

Kurzweil 3000

Stacey
Kayden

Yes

Attended

Stacey
Kayden

Yes

Attended

Apr-June

[PASn

* Enhancins Reading Skills Using

2009

05/1512009

Kurzweil 3000

Apr-June

[PAST]

Scanning with Canon DR-S080C & DR-

2009

05/19/2009

9080C

Gaeir
Dietrich

Yes

Attended

Advanced Scanning

Gaeir
Dietrich

Yes

Attended

Advanced OCR

Gaeir
Dietrich

Yes

Attended

Jayme
Johnson

Yes

Attended

Apr-June

[PASn

2009

05/2012009

Apr-June

[PASn

2009

05/2112009

,

Apr-June

[PAS1]
06/17/2009 [2

2009

days]

Pulse Pen for AT and Alt Media

Apr-June

[PASn

Creating Accessible PDF Documents

2010

06/2312010

with Adobe Acrobat 9.0

Jayme
Johnson

Yes

Attended

Creating Accessible forms & Tables

Jayme
Johnson

Yes

Attended
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(Please submit this infonnation using Microsoft Word. In fonnatting your response,
please use the exact outline developed below.)

I.

General Information
UnitiDepartment: Art Department
Date Prepared: November 2006
Prepared By: Michael McDowell
Staff: Michael McDowell

II.
Program Overview
A. Provide a brief 4-year department/service area history.
The past few years have seen several distinct changes in the Art Department at
West Hills College Lemoore.
One of the most significant changes has been the move last spring into an
independent classroom (Art Lab: Room 831) for Studio Arts courses. This has had an
obvious impact on how Studio Arts courses can be taught, and has directly affected
student success and enjoyment in these classes. Previously all Drawing, Painting and 2Dimensional Design classes were held in standard classrooms with desks. The layout of
the classrooms was barely acceptable for studio courses, and students constantly
complained of feeling cramped. The Art Lab, on the other hand, has been designed &
furnished with Studio Arts courses in mind. It is equipped with moveable tables and
stools that allow the classroom furniture to be arranged in different configurations and in
different locations to accommodate the variety of activities related to such courses. The
Art Lab is also equipped with easels that allow students to work in an upright position,
which is much more suited to 2-Dimensional Art work than working on desks as was
necessary in the past.
Another significant change in the Department has been the separation of
"clustered" Studio Arts classes. Previously Drawing, Painting and 2-Dimensional Design
classes were offered simultaneously in the same classroom. This was a necessity in the
past due to low enrollment in Art courses. The previous experience of having numerous
courses offered simultaneously was that students did not always have access to the
instructor's attention, as he/she would have been likely to be working with students from
one of the other classes. Increased enrollment over the past several years has afforded the
department the opportunity to reduce the number of courses that are clustered. Classes
have begun to be offered as a single section whenever possible. The result is a more
satisfying and successful educational experience for students and is likely to lead to
students having a greater desire to continue taking classes in the Department.
Long-tenn Art Instructor Ron Mitchell retired in 2005.

B. Describe how the department/service area is aligned to the advancement of the
college mission, goals and objectives.
It is easy to argue that Art enriches lives. Virtually any person that has taken an Art
course, whether it was Art History, Art Appreciation, or a Studio Arts course, has
experienced this. One's perceptions are changed in a myriad of ways, including an
enhanced ability to observe and appreciate the every-day details of life, as well as to see
how issues and concepts from various other areas of study are put into practical
application. Students from diverse backgrounds work in an environment that affords a
common, visual language and find commonality in this experience. Art courses
encourage innovative and critical thinking and provide students with a clear
understanding that success is directly related to the efforts of the individuaL

C. List any recommendations from the most recent college/department/service area
accreditation and/or previous review.
The Art Department is currently in distinct arrears with regard to the development
and implementation of Student Learning Outcomes. This appears to be one of the
main concerns expressed by the Accreditation Committee for the entire College
during our recent review. The process of addressing this has begun with a dialog
between Art Faculty on the Lemoore and Coalinga campuses aimed at creating
coherence within the District. The development of specific Student Learning
Outcomes for all Department courses is in process, and it is expected that the next
year or so will see obvious progress made in this regard.

III.

Qualitative and Quantitative Data Review

A. Attach the following Non-Instructional Program Review data (as provided):

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Please See Attached
Enrollment Trends
Student Retention Rates/Student Success Rates
WSCHIFTEF
Full-time to Part-time Faculty Ratio
Number of Students Earning Degrees (if applicable)
Number of Students Earning Certificates (if applicable)
Job Market Analysis (if applicable)
Student Demographics
Grade Distribution
Student Survey Data (if applicable)

B. Using the data provided, describe the current state of the program.
Enrollment numbers in the Art Department over the last several years have risen
steadily. Enrollment for the department in 2002-3 was 379 students. When this number is
compared to an enrollment of 565 from 2005-6 one realizes there has been an increase of
over 30% in this 4 year period. This is a fairly significant number and is slightly higher

than general enrollment increases District-wide and on the Lemoore Campus. This trend
indicates that Art Department classes have gradually become of greater interest to
students and suggests that WHCL would benefit by continued growth in this Department
in terms of the number of courses offered and their variety.
Student enrollment by ethnicity has maintained a fairly steady pace with the
exception of two numbers that have changed somewhat. Hispanic student numbers have
risen significantly (approximately 10%) over the past 4 years; this coincides with a fairly
steady enrollment district-wide and a slight increase at WHCL (3%). Caucasian student
numbers have dropped a bit (14%) over this period; this coincides with a fairly steady
enrollment district-wide and a similar percentage drop at WHCL (8%). The fact that this
change in Department numbers coincides fairly closely to Campus numbers is somewhat
inconclusive but is a trend that should be monitored. Meanwhile, Department facultymembers have been provided with a Spanish glossary (provided by the District) to
possibly assist with language clarification and communication.
Enrollment numbers in terms of Gender show very slight variation over the past 4
years. Male student enrollment has increased by approximately 4% over this time period
and coincides with a similar decrease in female student enrollment (6%). These numbers
also vary slightly as compared with District and Campus numbers. The Art Department at
the Lemoore campus may be of increasing interest to male students, whereas these
numbers have changed little for the District and WHCL Campus. These numbers do not
seem significant enough to make specific conclusions about but will be monitored over
the next period of time.
The numbers for Age Categories emulate District and Campus trends with a
significant increase in the Nineteen years-old and under age group; numbers of students
in categories over 25 years old have decreased District and Campus-wide. One point
worth noting is that older students choose Art Department courses less frequently. This
may raise the question: is this related to pragmatism in older/returning students? One
concludes that returning students are possibly less inclined to enroll in Art courses due to
more clearly defined educational and career goals.
Department percentages of A grades are about 9% higher than the District and
WHCL campus, B & C grades are about even with District and Campus numbers; D
grades are about 1% lower for the campus and 2% lower than the district; F grades are
noticeably lower than the District and Campus numbers at about 6% less. This may be
attributable to a tendency for students to maintain focus on the material in both Lecture
and Studio Arts courses. Informal questionnaires of students indicate that there is often a
"balance" sought in choosing to enroll in Art courses, and this is supported by studies
indicating that Visual Arts do indeed afford the individual an opportunity to exercise and
utilize different thought processes. The opportunity to develop a variety of intellectual
aspects seems to be of significance in student success.
Students do well in the Art department in the area of Retention. Student success in
this area for the 4 past years runs about 10-15% above the District and Lemoore campus
numbers for this same period: The implication is that students stay enrolled and interested
in art courses. This reflects the concept mentioned above that students seem to stay
interested when offered a variety of intellectual developments.
The Art Department is currently not able to offer an official AA (Associate
Degree in Fine & Applied Arts) due to restricted course offerings. There is currently not a

facility, nor is there the equipment necessary to offer a Ceramics class on campus. This
restricts the capability for expansion within the Department, particularly regarding
students that wish to transfer as Art Majors and those interested in achieving an
Associate's Degree in Fine or Applied Arts.
Department load ratios (WSCHIFTEF) for the past several years have been almost
identical with those seen campus-wide. These numbers have come down from a ratio of
580 to the most recent ration of 369, which compares with WHCL ratios of from 502 to
391.

C. Attach the following data maintained by your program or at the division level:
Budget information regarding costs per program on personnel, equipment, supplies,
delivery of services (where applicable), and any other direct or indirect costs
connected with the program as reflected by student enrollment.
Available info is not decipherable at the time of preparation of this document.
D. Identify all personnel, including the number of certificated, classified professionals
and volunteers. Discuss the diversity of faculty and staff.
The Department currently employs one full-time faculty member, Michael McDowell
(MFA) and 3 adjunct faculty members, including Ismail Umer (MA), Brian Jetton (MA),
and Poppy Scarbrough (MFA). There are a couple of other adjunct faculty-persons that
occasionally teach for the Department, also. Diversity in the department has been
improved over the past several years. The Department has recently hired several adjunct
instructors that have afforded the Department a greater racial and gender balance than in
previous years. Continuing to strive for a broad range of personnel will afford the
Department greater diversity in terms of course offerings and stimulate acceptance and
comfort for an ever-diversifying student body.
E. Address any significant trends in the above statistics, which relate to a specific
course/program/service.
It is likely that enrollment in Department courses would be further enhanced by the
ability for students to achieve a degree in the field. There is an indication over the past
several years that students are interested in taking more Art courses. This leads to the
conclusion that the Department should strive to increase the number and variety of
courses offered. Students seem to be typically taking current Art offerings to obtain
transferable credits for State requirements and to satisfy elective choices.
F. Identify and discuss the effect that trends may have on the program's organization,
structure, and nature over the next two to four years.
It is fair to conclude that the Department is showing strong numbers in terms of
Student Success, Retention & Grades. The numbers related to Enrollment in Department
courses is significant. The implication is that expansion of the number of sections
offered, as well as the variety of courses offered, would be quite feasible. Curricula for
several Computer Arts classes are currently being generated, and a facilities proposal will
be suggested to address a need for spatial requirements to allow that Ceramics classes be
offered.

G. What resources are required to maintain program, and what additional resources are
necessary to improve or expand it?
1. There are a couple of design/equipment difficulties with the new Art Lab,
Room 831, that need to be rectified in order for the facility to be fully
effective.
1. The Data Projector is currently not capable of properly projecting
onto the screen provided. The image projected significantly
overextends the screen and cannot be properly viewed. A specific
lens is available to solve this problem and needs to be purchased
and installed.
11. The instructor's desk is at the back of the classroom, away from
the projection screen. When a laptop is set up on this desk to be
used in data projection for lecture/demonstration it is necessary to
walk 30 feet to advance the projected image. This is extremely
inefficient. This could be solved with a remote control device that
would allow the computer's data to be advanced from image to
tmage.
111. Several instructors have complained that the acoustics in the Art
Lab make it difficult to be heard when addressing the class. This is
not only true for the instructor, but also true on occasions that
students are speaking to the class, such as during group critiques.
This implies that one, or more, portable microphones are necessary
to solve this problem. It would be useful to have at least one clipon and at least one baton-style microphone.
IV. There is no whiteboard available to do written or drawn
demonstrations on a large scale in the Art Lab. This is a necessary
tool for efficient instruction.
2. The Department is currently in the process of generating Curriculum
materials for several Computer Arts courses to be offered in the near
future. These courses include Photoshop, Digital Illustration, Digital
Modeling for Graphic Design, Animation and Web Design. This is being
done on speculation toward bringing the Department up to date with other
colleges in the area. There is currently not the software necessary to offer
these courses, so this urgently needs to be purchased.
3. The Department is currently not able to offer an AA degree in Fine &
Applied Arts. This issue could be rectified by the addition of a single
Ceramics course, for which Curriculum already exists. There is simply not
the facility, equipment nor materials necessary to offer this class at this
time on the Lemoore campus. Specifically needed to rectify this are an
additional classroom of similar size to Room 831, two electric kilns for
bisque-firing, a gas kiln for glaze-firing, studio furniture (tables, stools,
shelves, etc ... ), 6 or more ceramic "kick wheels," & 2 electric "wheels," at
the very least.
4. There is currently not anyplace on campus for students to exhibit their
Artworks. It would be useful to find a solution for this, because it would

allow students enrolled in studio courses to "complete the cycle" with
regards to creating works of Art. Not only could students complete
assignments, but they could also have their work viewed by other persons
on campus. Exhibiting Art works is a gratifying experience for all
students, but is especially important for students pursuing an Arts Degree.
It provides the opportunity to begin developing their Exhibitions Resume.
Ultimately it would be important to have a specifically-designated facility
that would serve as an Art Gallery. Meanwhile, it would be acceptable to
have a place, or several, on campus that could serve this purpose.
Providing this would allow a "visual dialog" to occur throughout the
College and enrich the cultural atmosphere on campus.
5. The Department currently employs one full-time faculty-person and at
least 4 adjunct faculty-persons. This is beginning to prove inadequate for
staffing the recently expanded number of sections being offered by the
Department, and this will prove to be of particular concern as
recommended and continued expansion of course offerings occurs. This
semester there are 10 course sections offered by the Department. Six of
these sections are currently taught by adjunct faculty. This is a somewhat
disproportionate ratio which will become even more so in the near future.
The number of sections is certain to increase as course offerings are
expanded over the next few years, and particularly when Computer and
Ceramics courses are added to the Program. The implication is that there
will be a need for 1 or 2 more full-time faculty-persons over the next
several years.
H. Discuss staff training, academic and professional currency.
All current instructors in the Department are certified with Master's Degrees or
equivalency.
I. Excluding curriculum validation, discuss community involvement in the program.
The broad range of students enrolled in classes in this Department is one indicator
of the community'S involvement in this program. The Arts provide common ground and a
common language in a diverse society.
Full-time faculty-member Michael McDowell recently served as judge for the
county-wide Expectations Exhibition, an annual competition featuring over 400 artworks
by local high school students.
The Department was recently contacted by a new business in downtown Lemoore
asking that we provide student work to be exhibited for the opening day celebration of
this business. Approximately lOWest Hills College Lemoore students were able to
exhibit art work at this event. This sort of dialog between local businesses and the
Department provides an example of the potential to enhance and interact with the
community. Further, the Department has cultivated relationships with 2 Cafes, one in
Lemoore and one in Hanford that present opportunities for our students to exhibit their
works.

IV.

Professional Development

A. Describe how faculty teaching excellence is being maintained.
All faculty members in the Department are encouraged to utilize new
technologies in the classroom. Several adjunct instructors have taken advantage ofthis by
borrowing laptop computers from the College.
In process is the digitalization of over 1000 color slides of art works. These will
be placed into a repository for all faculty members to access in creating lectures and
demonstrations. Also, we have begun to build a collection of Art videos in conjunction
with the Library. These resources allow instructors to maintain a high degree of
excellence in classroom presentations.
Several faculty members are active as professional artists and exhibit their works
regularly. This is particularly useful in affording faculty to speak with authority, both in
terms of the process of creating works of art and in regard to the business end of the
process.
There are faculty members that are supporting members of local museums, including
the Fresno Art Museum in Fresno and the Japanese Art Center in Hanford. One of our
faculty-persons is also a member of the Fig Tree Gallery in Fresno.
B. What professional development activities have faculty participated in? Describe
the department/service area's plans for staff development over the next four years.
Several Department members are exhibiting artists. This is direct involvement and
development in the activities that pertain to course material within the department.
Other forms of development will be explored by the Department in upcoming
time periods.
C. How does this professional development affect Student Learning Outcomes for your
Program?
Professional activities, such as the creation and exhibition of Art, provide an
instructor with specific and distinct experience with many of the topics dealt with in
course material. The ability for the instructor to address this variety of issues with a voice
of experience has a direct impact on Student Learning. Topics and issues are not
presented hypothetically, but from practical application.
D. Discuss the effectiveness of continuing education requirements to meet the need for
advanced training and/or training in emerging technologies.
Most faculty-persons are utilizing up-to-date computer technologies in the classroom
to enhance presentation of course material.
We recently added Art Appreciation to courses offered online.

V.

Student Learning Outcomes

A. Review the grade reports from the last three years.
Department grade averages for the past 3 years are as follows:
A=49%, B=23%, C=lO%, D=2.3%, F=2.7%.

B. Comment on how the success rate compares to the success rate of the same program
at other colleges in the region.
Student success rate for the Department has been slightly higher at WHCL than at
two local community colleges (Reedley College and Fresno City College) from which
these figures are available. Retention rates compare almost equally.
Please See Attached.
C. Explain how Student Learning Outcomes are used to measure quality and success of
this department/service area.
This is an area that the Department has recently begun to address. Student Learning
Outcomes are currently being generated for all Department courses.
D. State any other measures used to determine the success ofthis program (e.g.
enrollment, demographics trends or transfer rates).
Preparing this Program Review is the first opportunity for the preparer of this
document to consider these issues. Preparing the Review has provided great insight into
trends within the Department and would certainly be a device used in the future. From
statistical information provided with this document it is clear that the Department is
achieving a very respectable success.
In speaking with students that have taken Art classes at West Hills College it is
clear that the statistical trends are reflected in student enthusiasm. It is common to hear
students say that they never knew they could draw before taking a Drawing class and
being very pleased with their success at the end of the class. Or, students that have taken
an Art Appreciation course will make comments about how impressed they are with all
that goes into the creation of works of Art. Students taking Art History often say how
interesting it is that the Art works created during certain periods in history are so
obviously affected by the cultural context of the period. These sorts of responses are an
excellent and direct measure of the success of this program.

Non-vocational programs complete Sections VI & VII
VI.

Curriculum
A. Review course outlines and prerequisites. Describe the curriculum changes
anticipated in the next three years. (These changes would include major course
revisions, course deletions, new courses, revised or new options within a program,
or proposed new programs).
Curricula are being generated for several computer-generated Arts
courses, including Photoshop, Illustrator and others.
The Department is currently working on streamlining Art 2A & Art 2B. It
is believed that course materials for these two courses can be covered in a single,
3-Unit course.
The Department is currently proposing that several2-Unit classes be
inactivated. These are classes that run concurrently with 3-Unit classes and are

not in high demand, i.e. this semester there is only 1 student enrolled in one of
two sections. Available seats would be added to 3-Unit courses providing higher
FTES.
The curriculum for Art 15A1Painting is currently being revised to
articulate transferability to Fresno State University.
Five-year reviews will be done on all Program courses over the next year
or so. During this process the issue of Student Learning Outcomes will also be
addressed.
B. If applicable, comment on articulation agreements with high schools or 4-year
institutions .
The curriculum for Art 15A1Painting is currently being revised to allow the class
to be transferable to Fresl).o State University. Other courses that are currently
transferable include Art 2A&2B, Art 4, Art 5A, Art 16A, Art16B, and Art 42.

VII.

Summary and Recommendations

A. Based on analysis of the information provided in I through VI, describe the program's
strengths, areas that need improvement, and strategies and actions to make those
improvements.

B. Program strengths
The Art Program on the Lemoore campus is flourishing and expanding.
Documentation of several trends substantiates this. Specifically, the program is showing
strong tendencies with regard to increased Enrollment, Student Retention and Student
Success. Faculty diversity in recent years has also strengthened the Art Department.
C. Areas that need improvement
The Program is currently experiencing a period of expansion and growth. This
draws into focus the need to develop broader and more-varied curricula. As compared to
other local community colleges the program is significantly restricted in terms of the
variety of courses offered. Some distinct expansion needs to occur in the areas of
Computer Arts courses and Ceramics &/or 3-Dimensional Arts. Without a Ceramics
course students cannot currently complete an AA degree in Fine Arts at WHC Lemoore.
There are a couple of facilities issues that need to be addressed regarding the
current Art Lab (see lUG above), and there is a need for some solution r.elated to
expanded facilities as the number and variety of course offerings grows. The single room
that is currently used for studio Arts courses will prove to be inadequate in the near
future. This could potentially restrict desired expansion.
The program is sorely lacking in the development and implementation of Student
Learning Outcomes. This is an area that will receive strong focus in the upcoming
months.
D. Strategies and actions for program enhancement and improvement.
Strategies for improvements and enhancements will be delineated in the attached
Assessment Planning Logic Model. Specifically, there will be requests for funding to
afford currently necessary improvements of equipment, and a specific effort will be

made toward the generation of Student Learning Outcomes and New Course
Proposals.
H. Attach your Assessment Planning Logic Model, which describes at least three
short-term and three long-term goals. You should have no more than five short
term goals, of which at least three are student learning outcome goals. (The logic
model may be used to answer this question.)
Please See Assessment Planning Logic Model
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Roton/Pedro Avila

11/19/2009

Will get an update next meeting

Ongoing

FacultY-Section Change Forms

Pedro Avila

11/19/2009

Moved to Active list

Fall 2009

BOGG Waiver through CCCApply

Jana Cox

11/19/2009

Moved to Active list - more research needed

11/19/2009

Need to revisit project with faculty to identify project goals.

FA

Dave Bolt/Susan
Whitener/Carole

(ffJ ((

25

-

7/31/2009

sf
~' ;F1(T

Target

ST

1/1/2005

~(

Faculty Drop Students Online

Goldsmith

Kozlowski

11/19/2009

Waiting on Microsoft to release enhancements

Michelle Kozlowski

11/19/2009

Document imaging templates needed.

Waiting on Events
Susan Whitener/ Michelle
26

Ib

TAT

8/1/2008

Fall 2010

Live@EDU

27

Ib

Cross

10/1/2006

?

Importing

Cross

11/17/2008

ST

4/16/2008

?

Document Imaging - Hershey Transcript

28
29

3

Spring 2009 Reporting Solution - Zogotech

Pedro Avila

11/19/2009

Working on contract details with Zogotech. Need Funding

CCC Apply Electronic Transcripts

Carole Goldsmith

11/19/2009

Carole would like to take a look at it again.

Automatic Approvals

Tammy Weatherman

11/19/2009

Waiting on resources

eAdvising/Ed Plans

Jose Lopez

11/1~200~~ hold; current interface is not student friendly (Jill S.)

On Hold
30

lc

ARCF

5/1/2006

6/30/2008

31

lc

ST

7/1/2005

?

a . mandatory
b· urgent I in progress
c· standard
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District Technology Council
February 25, 2010
Coalinga Sam B ILemoore Rm 124 via Video Conference
10:00 a.m.
Minutes

Members Present: Pedro Avila, Dave Bolt, Carole Goldsmith, Susan Whitener, Keith
Stearns, Jana Cox, Michelle Kozlowski, Jill Stearns, Sylv'porsey-Robinson, Stephanie
Droker, Elaine H o w a r d ' "
Members Absent: Richard Post, Ken StoppenbriJ:l~~,Tal"flf"l1Y Weatherman
Guest: Lenny Robinson Project Manager, eI~~nscript

1. Call to order: 10:15 a.m. by Carole G61tl'smith
Lenny Robinson gave a present~ttsm to the grdop,·yia¢CC Confer onCG~ Apply
Electronic Transcripts. Lenny exeJjjn~,e that eTran~~ript California is the'statewide
iriternet-based system for requesfi~~~tra~~Titting, tracking, downloading and viewing
academic transcripts among authorizap edi"cational insti\~tions and their trading
theP~Jjill.
partners. The power point presentatioQis posteg.Qn
-'<:::>,-,,>-:'-;,';,,_
":('0"'.:-<,::::
J;"

The meeting recoo

af1

;

9 a.m. vi~vid~6BOl'lfere;nc::e after the presentation.

2. Approval of Minute§;
Susan
. er moved () pprqye1;g:1inutesQf November 19, 2009. Motion
secql't
'i§tearn
Action on Motion: F)assedanimolJsl~
ii' .""

3. DisclisiJion regarding.~Prese
Carole aSK the group'f . omm

ion
s or thoughts on e-Transcript.

Susan cornm ilted that it unds good. Keith stated that most of our institutions are
not using it. At flii.~t·he of the community colleges receive transcripts into
Datatel. Jill shared: . . . e state needs to release a concept. Keith stated that he
thinks that we would De able to push it through to Fresno State. Pedro expressed
that it would be a huge savings in Maria's time. Carole asked Keith who we would
talk to in regard to the process and how it's working. Keith responded that we need
to talk with other Datatel schools.
Carole announced that the new project leader for this project is now Keith Stearns,
registrar.

DTC Leaders
Minutes of 02/25/10
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4.1. Follett Booklook
Carole asked Jill and Dave to give an update on Follett booklook system.
Jill expressed that if the responsibility falls on Follett to keep the spread sheet
current every time a book price changes and doesn't fall back on us to keep it
current, it would be a good thing. Jill also stated that if the solution clearly puts it in
their ball park once that connection is made and Follett has that responsibility
spelled out that it is theirs; I think it is the way to go.
Dave stated that he and •.Ii11 have talked with Kencind Ken supported the position.
Dave expressed the need to let Greg at Follett know the deadline date of when we
were going to be on board with the Folle~plan. Carole asked Jill and Dave if they
would relTlind Ken to get the deadline d~tE!cjnformation to Greg at Follett.
Susan asked Keith what his thoughts were::qn the Datatel Solution,.~as anything
come out? Keith responded, Datatel has released. their solution and the issue with
Datatel Solution is that someone has to go in·aDdtlpdate the informfJ'tion which
means typing in ISBN numbers. Itis~lf!icult to do.
""\<":;

Susan stated her concern was that Follett their book prices may change but I think
what is really goi~~to.change is the.P9st thatJb~ service has and I think we are just
going to have to pay it.
.~... ..
. c
Carole stated that right now I don't thinK'tQ~y have talked about charging a fee have
they?·
......
c

Susanr,~.~po[lded thatonce itis implement~d and we have done our
have.Jjon~everything to integrate it. Carole stated then it is going to

or

code and we
cost one way

other.

Keith explained that he has gone to a couple of places actually Lee University that
has implem~nted the bool<Jook solution into Datatel and they basically have had to
add another CQlumn that h~s a link to booklook. The other issue is that Datatel has
come out withs;fortal clas::;: search which we are looking into so we will have to find
a place there top~ljt into also. This is a whole different ball of wax. Keith gave the
website if you warifto:;~ndit; it is web.leeuniversity.edu and search for classes.
Dave asked Keith if that is the link to another page with all the book prices on it.
Keith responded, the way booklook works from what I can tell is that you provide a
link to their book look software and you tell it what section it is and it pops up with the
book information and the cost for that particular section.
Dave stated that it is convenient for the student but if the link went to a general page
that required the student to navigate around a little bit to find it that would satisfy the
requirements as well.

DTC Leaders
Minutes of 02/25/10
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Dave expressed that the method that Keith just identified still requires tremendous
amount of linking the link to the specific page.
Keith explained that the way their book look solution works is that you pass it section
information it shows you book information for that section. That is the advantage of
their solution.
Jill stated, I think this solution helps us in terms of the number of students we have
that take courses across campuses and particular onliqe because once they click a
specific section it gets them the correct textbook forthatsection.

6. Announcements
Carole announced that the next DTC meeting
be hefdon April 15, 2010 and at
that meeting we will go over team updat!!~and also Carolew,()uld like to go over
how we assign our priority on projects.
..

will

7. Adjourn
Meeting was adjourned at

11:?i~~m.
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Administrative Procedure 6225
Resource Allocation
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DIS T RIC T

Referen(e:

Education Code Section 84362;
CCR, Title V Section 51025

Philosophy
All the communities within the district have made significant contributions to the welfare of our
colleges and centers. In recognition of the contributions and confidence in the actions of the West
Hills Community College District, the Board of Trustees has determined that it will maintain a
district office, viable and comprehensive colleges in the cities of Coalinga and Lemoore with current
educational centers in Firebaugh and the Lemoore N aval Air Station. The Board believes that
because of our geographic location and distribution of our cities, the ability to maintain access to
higher education opportunities is essential for our communities and citizens to grow and prosper.
In keeping 'with this overall philosophy, the Board has implemented the follo'wing principles to
maintain access to higher education:
•
•
•
•

The district shall maintain standards of design, construction and reconstruction of new
facilities which will be followed and applied at all locations.
The district shall maintain standards in the use and application of technology at all locations.
The district shall develop long term plans in education, construction and fiscal resources.
The district shall develop energy efficiency and conservation goals

The purpose of the resource allocation procedure is to provide an understandable, clear
methodology to the practice of allocating resources to the cost centers of the district and to realize
the Board's objective in extending the educational opportunity to all citizens of the district. This
procedure, along with the budget definitions (see Appendix A), provides the necessary information
for the development of comprehensive budgets for the district and individual college operations.

If at any time there are circumstances beyond the control of the district, such as a major earthquake,
the fiscal condition of the state, or other events that disrupt or minimize the operations of the
district, these circumstances may dictate a different course of action than those outlined in this
procedure.
Allocation Fundamentals (Distribution of Fiscal and Human Resources)
1. The district receives a base allocation from the State Chancellor's Office:
a. Based on prior year FTES (Full Time Equivalent Students)
b. Based on the state's ability to fund growth and COLA (Cost of Living Adjustment)
2. Each college receives a base allocation:
a. Based on prior year expenditures
b. Based on the college's ability to achieve their FTES goal
c. Based on the state's ability to fund growth and COLA
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Administrative Procedure 6225
Resource Allocation
3.

The percentage of growth achieved by each college at the end of a fiscal year will be a
determining factor in the amount of resources realized by each college. Student retention and
success may also be a factor in the amount of resources realized by each college.

4.

Resources will be allocated to maintain the viability and comprehensiveness of both colleges and
their educational centers.

5. Resources will be allocated to colleges for the purpose of prioritizing and planning the human
resources, support programs and academic programs desired by the colleges which are
determined by the internal planning processes at the college level.
6. The District Office receives a base allocation based on:
a. Prior year expenditures
b. Budget development
c. Ability to fund growth and COLA
Cost Centers
The cost centers of the district will be the colleges and the District Office.
Approval Process
1. Prior to the planning and budget cycle for each college, the district Business Office will provide
each College President with the prior "base year allocation and expenditures" and the projected
"base year allocations". The budget assumption used for the "projected year" shall be the same
as the State Chancellor's Office. The budgets for the cost centers will be allocated using a "base
year" allocation. The "base year" allocation is based upon the prior year's actual expenditures.
2.

Upon approval of the tentative district budget for the upcoming fiscal year, an appendix to the
budget will be provided to illustrate the estimated actual budgets of the cost centers.

3. Distribution/Reduction of Income
a.

Prior to any distribution, the reserve must be taken into account which requires the
district to set aside a minimum of 5% of revenues in order to comply with the California
Community Colleges System Office Memorandum of October 25, 2005;
b. Mandated expenses and increases in the mandated expenses to the district and colleges
such as utilities, bad debt, step increases, insurance or other costs will be funded;
c. After items a and b are accounted for, the remaining growth dollars will be allocated to
each college based upon the percentage of growth dollars each college provided to the
overall district funded growth. (Example: If the growth is 8% total for the District and
2% is from Coalinga and 6% is from Lemoore, then 25% of the new money 'will be
allocated to Coalinga and 75% will be allocated to Lemoore.) In accordance with
Education Code Section 84362, 50% of growth dollars expended at each college shall be
expended for instructional purposes.
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Administrative Procedure 6225
Resource Allocation
d. In the event the state provides a deficit factor to either COLf\, growth or FTES which
requires a reduction in the allocation to the colleges, the allocations to the colleges and
District Office will be adjusted accordingly. This would also be applicable to any midyear cuts .
e. In the event the state increases overall funding for the district, the allocations to the
colleges and the district office will be adjusted accordingly.
f. As a part of the distribution of resources, there must be consideration given to the
resources required to support the district office functions. These considerations would
include, but not be limited to, resources received for scheduled maintenance, equipment
or other restricted fund s that serve to increase services throughout the district. The
district office reserves the right to allocate resources from restricted areas to maximize
their effect on the ability to serve students. These expenditures will be tied to a district
scheduled maintenance plan, as well as any facilities plans in order to obtain
m aximization of the limited resources.
g. Decisions on how these resources are allocated will be finalized by the Chancellor's
Executive Cabinet.
4.

Distribution of Staff
a. In the matter of full time faculty, Title V Section 51025 provides the faculty obligation
target number for the district to maintain.
b. Ideally, this process will conclude prior to the start of the spring semester to allow for
immediate advertising in January to begin the process of employing faculty.
c. The Chancellor will require that the College Presidents meet and confer on their
respective lists to determine similar positions or shared positions being sought by both
colleges.
d. The reconciled list will then be forwarded to the Human Resources department for
immediate distribution.
e. This process shall also be used in the recommendation of new and replacement
classified, management and administrative staff.
f. The College President is responsible for disseminating the decisions made on
distribution of staff to their respective colleges using regular and appropriate m eans of
communicating the process and results of the decisions made.
g. In the event the district is in a position to freeze hiring or eliminate positions, a list will
be maintained that provides a starting point for hiring once the freeze is lifted . An
historical list of vacant positions will be created and reviewed on a yearly basis and used
in the process.

Review of Procedure
This procedure will be reviewed annually .

Board approval date: 11 / 15/05
Revised: 5/15/ 07; 1/19/10
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!APPENDIX AI
Other Operating Expenses Categories Definitions

Definitions: Other operating expenses, budget object code number 5000, are identified
by the Budget and Accounting Manual published by the Chancellors Office. The various
categories are as follows:
1. Audit: These expenses involve the cost associated with the districts audit as
identified in Education Code Section 84040(b).
2. Contract Services: These payments are for those firms that provide internet
access, access, on-line services, and software licensing. The object code also
includes services for an entity such as joint powers agency to administer a selfinsurance fund.
3. Depreciation: These expenses are taken from that asset that is income
producing.
4. Dues and Membership: Expenses related to associations, membership fees, for
the governing board and the employees who are required to join these
associations due to their positions within the district.
5. Election: expenditures for election services provided by the county (Elections
Code Section 10002).
6. Insurance: Expenditures for all forms of fire, casualty or liability insurance for the
district. This would include any costs for appraisals, bonds safeguarding the
district against losses resulting from actions of its employees, and insurance for
students participating in intercollegiate athletics. (Excluded in this category are
those insurance premiums related to employee benefits).
7. Interest: Interest expenses related to the cost of borrowing to finance the
operations of the district.
8. Legal: Expenditures as assessments for other than capital improvements, bond
issues or other advertisements required by law, judgments, and lawyers' fees.
9. Personal and Consultant Services: Contracts for personal or consultant services
provided by an individual or firm. This would include costs associated with
surveys and appraisals.
10. Postage: Costs for sorting, handling, shipping and postage of mail and
documents.
11. Rents and Leases: Payments for the rent or lease of land, athletic fields,
equipment, and buildings; payments to independent vendors for transportation.
(Lease purchases are excluded and are expensed in object code 6000, Capital
Outlay).

A-l

12. Repairs and Maintenance: Expenditures for payments to independent vendor for
repairs and maintenance to buildings or equipment. including maintenance
agreements on equipment.
13. Self-Insurance Claims: Expenditures for payments and/or accrued costs for
claims to a self-insured fund. Payments to an insurance jOint powers agency are
treated as insurance expense in the General fund or applicable special fund,
such as a bookstore fund.
14. Travel and Conference: Expenditures for per diem and actual, necessary
expenditures incurred by employees, board members, and other district
representatives for authorized meetings, transportation, mileage allowance,
meals and lodging.
15. Utilities and Housekeeping: Expenditures for water, fuel, light, power, telephone,
waste disposal, laundry, dry cleaning and other similar expenses, including
contracts for these services.
16. Other: expenditures for bad debt expense, loan costs, physical examinations,
fingerprinting, damage to personal property, cash variances, advertisements not
required by law and all other operating costs not identifiable within any other
object 5000 category. This would be the area where our advertising for
marketing our educational programs would be charged.
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Other Outgo Definitions
Definitions: Other outgo, budget object code number 7000, is identified by the Budget
and Accounting Manual published by the Chancellors Office. The various categories
are as follows:
1. 7100: Debt Retirement (Long-Term Debt)
These expenditures include costs for long-term bonds or other
indebtedness for the purpose of purchasing land, constructing or
purchasing buildings, equipping buildings pursuant to Ed Code 15100 or
81901.
2. 7200: Intrafund Transfers-Out
These are transfers within a fund of the district such as transfers from the
general fund unrestricted to a general fund restricted.
3. 7300: Interfund Transfers-Out
These are transfers that are taken from one fund and added to another
fund without an expectation of repayment. An example would be where
there is a required match for scheduled maintenance that is transferred
from the general fund to the capital outlay projects fund.
4. 7400: Other Transfers
These are for extraordinary situations such as transfers from reorganized
or lapsed district to another district, loss on investments or jOint ventures,
such as material, prior-year assessments to self-insurance programs,
JPA's or consortiums.
5. 7500: Student Financial Aid
Expenditures for student aid in the form of grants, fellowships,
scholarships, tuition reduction, etc. Payments to students for services
rendered, such as work study that are chargeable to the activity benefited
by the student's work.
6. 7600: Other Student Aid
This category is for amounts paid to/for students for non-cash assistance,
such as bus tickets, auto repairs related to commuting to college classes,
child care vouchers, and bookstore vouchers. These would be for
participants in EOPS, DSPS or other categorical programs.
7. 7900: Reserve for Contingencies
No expenditures are allowed in this category and are for appropriation
only. This would include amounts equal to the portion of the current fiscal
year's appropriation that are not designated for any specific purpose, but
are held in reserve to fund other appropriation items necessary during the
fiscal year.
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\APPENDIX

CALENDAR FOR BUDGET DEVELOMENT FOR THE
WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
DATE

ITEM

RESPONSIBILITY

Mid January April 10

Distribute Budget Worksheet forms to College President.

Vice Chancellor

College Presidents shall initiate college budget development process.

College Presidents

Vice Chancellor shall distribute forms to district office Department
managers.

Vice Chancellor

Open hearings and meetings will be held at each College and District
Office.

College Presidents
Chancellor

Submit college's proposed budget worksheets and priority lists to the
Vice Chancellor

College Presidents

Submit district office's proposed budget worksheets and priority lists to
Vice Chancellor

Chancellor

Second week of April

Executive Cabinet to review budget submittals.

Executive Cabinet

April 15'"

Vice Chancellor will notify Superintendent of Schools of newspaper
publication, date, location and time of public display of proposed
budget document.

Vice Chancellor

May Board Meeting

Vice Chancellor presents latest tentative budget information to Board
of Trustees.

Vice Chancellor

Ten days prior to
June Board Meeting

Copies of the proposed Tentative budget shall be placed in the District
Office, College Libraries , Centers, and the President's offices for
public view.

Vice Chancellor

June Board Meeting

At the June Board of Trustees meeting, the Board will hold a public
hearing and will review and approve the proposed Tentative budget.

Board of Trustees

Before June 30 tn

Vice Chancellor will forward copy of approved Tentative budget to the
Superintendent of Schools, Fresno County and the Chancellor,
California Community Colleges.

Vice Chancellor

Before July 25 tn

All recommendations from Colleges and District to amend Tentative
budget to be submitted to Vice Chancellor.

College Presidents
Chancellor

Ten days before
August Board
Meeting

Copies of the proposed Tentative budget shall be placed in the District
Office, College Libraries, Centers, and the President's offices for
public view.

Vice Chancellor

August Board
Meeting

At the August Board meeting, the Board will hold a public hearing and
will review and approve the proposed Adopted budget.

Board of Trustees

Immediately after
August Board
Meeting

Vice Chancellor will forward copy of approved Adopted budget to the
Superintendent of Schools, Fresno County and the Chancellor,
California Community Colleges.

Vice Chancellor
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Institutional Effectiveness and
Program Review Committee
West Hills College Lemoore
February 23, 2010
1pm-2pm
Rm124

Michelle, Jose, Tiffany, Cindy, Dave, Kyle
1.

Changes to the Agenda

2.

Completed Program Review Update
• Business-At PGC, Had First Reading
• Child Development-Approved by PGC
• NASL-At PGC, Had First Reading
• Upward Bound/Classic-Tiffany
• Cal Works-Kyle
• Office Technology--Dave
• Student Activities-Frieda
• Snack Bar-Dave
• Upward Bound/Math-Science-Michelle

3. Program Review Tracking Sheet
Dave has created a new program review tracking sheet as the request of
the college president. Members of the IEPRC were asked to review and
give feedback. Hard copies of all program reviews has been consolidated
into a single drawer of a filing cabinet near the president's office. Dave
will also post completed program reviews on the portal.
4. Review of Program Review Booklets (Instructional and Non-Instructional)
Following up on what had been discussed previously, the program
review booklets need to be revised with the intentions of reducing
redundancy, making them easier to complete, and to give the
instructional booklet a different look than the non-instructional. Jose
and Michelle are going to work on the non-instructional booklet, Frieda
and Kyle will work on the instructional booklet.
5. Accreditation Update
Dave mentioned that a substantive change proposal will be submitted to
allow 50% of some of our degrees to be taught in an online format.
6. Other?
7. Next Meeting-March 16 @ 1pm?

West Hills CoU-ege Lemoore
Planning and Governance Cotlncil
W ednesday - November 17, 2010 2:00 p.m.
Conference Center, Rm. 256
AGENDA
Call to Order
Roll Call
Approval of minutes
->- November 3, 2010
Action Items
..-.--- BP 4030, Academic Freedom
...-.-AP 4045, College Library Fines (REVISED)
"'---;--BP & AP 4110, Honorary Degrees (NEW)
~. Strategic Planning Committee Membership
Information/Discussion Items
~ rogram

Review - Psychology (first reading)

Dave Bolt

/ - Program Review Rubric

Dave Bolt

~Process for Submitting Request.§ for New Positions/! J/
e "fA.. v t
~ v.~c ~H'(tl ret. /Jt
~ e yl (' .>,l..
/lreI ( t"',..,
Iil
"-,t:.. It I /l I AJ I'-t/-, &1......
' . (! .f QJ S r'/t ,-i f
~tudent Government AssocmtIon

Don Warkentin

. / curriculum Committee Report

Kurt Sterling

~Academic Senate Report

Kurt Sterling

..-J<" Report from Committee Representative
Student Learning Outcomes Committee
¥ Institutional Effectiveness and Program Review Committee
.A~udget
Allocation Committee
'/ u
y~
A Employee Development and Success Committee-- j)( C
.. e'~udent Success Committee
....1) Facilities, Safety and Auxiliary Services Committee
~Technology Committee

David Babb
Dave Bolt
rr:J
r r/'I
Dave Bolt
ar on Hall 'C '-/:.eN
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson
John Bernal
Ron Oxford

p

Dave Bolt

A

istrict Technology Committee (DTC)

~ccreditation

Update

A£Other
./ Agenda items for next meeting

Ryan Cardoza

Don Warkentin/Dave Bolt

West Hills College Lemoore
Planning and Governance Council
W ednesday - November 3, 2010 2:00 p.m.
Conference Center, Rm. 256
MINUTES
Voting Members Present:
Don Warkentin, President (votes in case of a tie)
Jose Lopez, Dean of Students
Ryan Cardoza, Student Government Association Representative
Angelica Wilson for Brittany Burkhart, Student Government Association Representative
Kurt Sterling, Academic Senate President
Marty Ennes, WHC Faculty Association Representative
Keith Brock, CSEA/Classified Representative
Lenore Simonson, CSEA/ Classified Representative
Voting Members Absent:
Marlon Hall, Associate Dean of Educational Services, Evening College
Brittany Burkhart, Student Government Association Representative
N on voting Members Present:
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Vice President of Student Services
John Ieronimo for John Bernal, Director of Facilities, Safety & Auxiliary Services
David Babb, Student Learning Outcomes Chair
Linda Amaya-Guenon, WHC Faculty Association Representative
Ron Oxford, Librarian
Eva Jimenez, Advisor/Counselor
N on voting Members Present
Rene Sanchez, Curriculum Committee Chair
John Bernal, Director of Facilities, Safety & Auxiliary Services

Call to Order
Mr. Warkentin called the meeting to order at

2:05

p.m.

Roll Call
A silent roll call was taken and a quorum was present.
Approval of minutes
The minutes of the October 20, 2010 meeting were approved on a motion by Keith
Brock; it was seconded by Ryan Cardoza, with correction as noted by Kurt Sterling, all
were in favor, the motion passed.
Action Iterns
• BP 4030, Academic Freedom
Due to the constituency groups not yet prepared to vote on BP 4030, Mr. Warkentin
tabled BP 4030 at this time.
• Strategic Planning Committee Membership
Kurt Sterling stated that James Preston will serve as the Arts and Letters representative.
Mr. Warkentin reported that the holdup has been that we are trying to get an outside
consultant to assist us with review of the Educational Master Plan. There may be a
meeting scheduled in the spring for this purpose. A Strategic Planning Committee
meeting is planned for early December with the focus on high school participation rates.
The area high school principals will be invited along with the Strategic Planning
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Committee. It will be held from 11:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. The Office of Institutional
Research ",rill supply new data. Recommended names (six each) are still needed from
constituency groups except for CSEA. Ryan Cardoza asked if the Educational Master
Plan could be completed on our own. Mr. Warkentin replied that perhaps we could but
it is a large task and serves as a guide for the college for the next five years. Mr.
Warkentin tabled the item of Strategic Planning Committee Membership at this time.
Information/Discussion Items
Board Policies and Administrative Procedures (first reading)
• AP 4045, College Library Fines (REVISED)
Ron Oxford stated that the main change on AP 4045 is that there has been a loop hole
on reserved textbooks with the maximum fine being $20. Students have been paying
the fine and avoiding purchasing the book. This is a revised policy to tighten up the
process. This will be added to the library's webpage. Keith Brock recommended that
the wording regarding the fines be made clearer to include the processing fee. The
processing fee is instituted for a regular book that is lost. Marty Ennes suggested
eliminating the last three lines in the last paragraph.
• BP & AP 4110, H-onorary Degrees (NEW)
Mr. Warkentin explained that both colleges (WHCC & WHCL) have awarded honorary
degrees in past and BP & AP 4110 will formalize the process. He recommended these be
taken to the respective constituency groups for discussion.
Student Government Association (SGA)
Ryan Cardoza reported that there was a Halloween event on campus Saturday night
which was coordinated by a few of the student clubs. There is an ICC and SGA meeting
tomorrow and Ryan will attempt to get numbers of participants at the Halloween event.
The ad hoc committee of the SGA met last week to discuss the creation of a SGA/ICC
guidelines document. They would like funding to purchase dinner or snacks for their
meeting as they are meeting during the dinner hour. Ron Oxford questioned if the SGA
budget could be figured out. Jose Lopez responded affirmatively that by now the
Business Office should be completed with their audit. Ryan reported that he had
created a collection of pictures to be accessible to all. Sylvia Robinson suggested these
be loaded into the college's Kodak gallery. Lenore Simonson stated that her student
worker is able to access the Kodak gallery and would be able to provide assistance.
1.

2~

Curriculum Committee Report
Kurt Sterling reported that he did not have a report at this time.

3. Academic Senate Report
Kurt Sterling reported that the Senate met yesterday to discuss the Academic Freedom
Policy. He has sent a request to a listserve and asked for sample policies. Kurt stated
that on November 11th he will attend the State Senate Plenary Session in Anaheim where
they will be having a session on SB 1440. He also has sent out an e-mail announcing
that there is a webinar at 4 p.m. today put on by the State Senate regarding SB 1440. It
will be archived for later viewing. Also he has received an e-mail from Jane Patton and
they are putting together the first transfer curriculum models and what they would look
like under SB1440. They have five built and the same vain with CIDs for individual
classes. The five include: COMM, GEOLOGY, MATH, PSYCH, AND SOC. They want
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discipline faculty to evaluate these transfer curriculum models and provide feedback.
Kurt will send a link. This is being generated by intersegmental folks and they want
across the board input/involvement. The more involved we are the more say we have in
how this turns out. Ryan questioned information regarding the CIDs. Kurt explained
that this is what a transfer degree is going to look like under SB 1440, i.e. GE block and
core classes. There is much discussion to be had. Once the models are out we need to
get the community colleges talking to the CSU's. Marty Ennes stated that the dialogue
has been really good between the community colleges and CSUs. She believes it is all
coming together naturally. Dave Bolt stated that whatever we decide the 60 units will
be; CSU Fresno will require and decide on 60 ~nits. They will cap at 120 units. They
could require lower division classes to be part of their sixty units. Kurt reported that the
president of the State Academic Senate was at the CVHEC Summit and was very
engaged and involved in the process.
5. Report from Committee Representative
a) Student Learning Outcomes Committee (SLOC)
David Babb reported the next SLOC meeting is on Monday at noon. He has been getting
quite a few program level SLOs. Brian Kron has worked on the Business reviews and
Pat Kraft-Chapman will work on Child Development. Seventy percent are now written,
although assessments are still low. David is uploading documents to the portal. Ron
Oxford reported that there has been no movement with the non instructional; they are
still at 45%.
b) Institutional Effectiveness and Program Review Committee (IEPRC)
Mr. Bolt reported IEPRC met two weeks ago. They have received five completed
program reviews: Nursing, Biology, Liberal Arts, Arts and Humanities, Psychology and
Art. The five have been sent to the IEPRC members for evaluation. The deadline is
December 1. Dave reported that part of the IEPRC role is responsibility with
accreditation and they still struggle with how to involve themselves in the activity. They
are thinking that they could be ambassadors to the accrediting team.
c) Budget Allocation Committee (BAC)
Dave Bolt reported that BAC had a meeting last week and identified the expenditures of
the lottery money for last year. They have $37,000 in lottery funds for this year. BAC is
still reviewing the budget development process. They will soon involve the area budget
committees.
d) Employee Development and Success Committee (EDSC)
In the absence of Marlon Hall, Lenore Simonson reported that her area has been
offering introductory level Microsoft Office training and additionally vodcasting
training. She stated that staff have reported that the trainings were valuable and surveys
have been completed. The @One Trainer's Bureau will be coming to campus after
Thanksgiving to teach more functionality for Microsoft Office applications. Linda
Amaya-Guenon reported there will be a SLO training workshop on November 9th .
e) Student Success Committee (SSC)
Sylvia Robinson reported that SSC has not met. The Friday retreat has been cancelled.
SSC will be working on writing the equity plan. Creating a college going culture and
high school participation rates will also be topics of discussion. The next meeting is in
two weeks. Lenore Simonson asked for explanation of the role of the SSC. Sylvia
responded that this committee is related specifically to students. SSC considers student
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access, student clubs, student training, etc. Sylvia displayed the new student handbook
and briefly reviewed its contents.
f) Facilities, Safety and Auxiliary Services Committee
John Ieronimo reported on behalf of Juhn Bernal. He reported incidents that occurred
on campus last month as follows: 1) A student passed out with abdominal pain, 911 was
called; 2) The girl scouts were on campus for a ceremony and a young woman had a
seizure and fell on some chairs, paramedics were caned; 3) A student was found on the
ground who was not responding, the ambulance was called and they took her to the
hospital; 4) There was a car accident on the east side of library; 5) A fire hydrant was
stolen; and, 6) A license plate was stolen from a college rental car. Most of these
incidents occurred during the day. There is a new security guard who is here from 4:00
p.m. to 8:'00 p.m., Monday - Thursday.
Regarding construction, John reported:
• Equipment lists are being completed and prioritized.
• The masonry at the transformer yard is starting.
• The stucco on the outside of the west end has begun.
• The plan is to complete concrete pours within a couple of weeks, sidewalks, etc.
• Leaching is to begin; this is a 10-12 week process to keep the salts down.
• Two c-trains will be delivered for storage of construction materials; the locations will
be determined by John Bernal and Mr. Warkentin
• They are working on getting the calculations dialed in for the scoreboard.
• They are working on the light pole issues with the City to determine a point of
connection for light poles offsite, in the street there are 10 light poles and they
determine voltage with the City Inspector.

g) Technology Committee (TC)
Ron Oxford reported that TC scheduled .their meeting on campus so they do not have
representation from IT. They will switch their meetings. They talked about the
communication flow and increasing portal usage. People need to report back out to
their groups. They invited Dave Bolt and process observers to attend the TC meetings to
see how the committee is run. They talked about printing software. New software has
been implemented and the copy usage has lessened. The software being used now is
working effectively. The Chancellor's Executive Cabinet decided -the number of free
copies per student. Ron can see that there are still students printing 400-500 pages at
other locations on campus. These loop holes have to be closed. The pay for print
system was very expensive and now software" is being used for less cost. Students can
buy more copies. Kurt Sterling voiced that he does not understand why we are
subsidizing students.
6. District Technology Committee (DTC)
Dave Bolt reported that the DTC does not have a meeting until November 18th •
7. Accreditation Update
Mr. Warkentin reported that they met with the accreditation planning group and they
are preparing for the day of the visit. Conference room 256 will be the team room. IT
will provide power strips and college laptops with access to the portal. All evidence
documents will be in here. They will lock the student door to the Pepsi machine room.
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The conference center will be partitioned off for college meetings. What we need to
Meetings have to
decide on is which college committee meetings we want to occur.
occur on Tuesday and Wednesday. We will probably want to schedule time for the team
members to ask questions at -the end of the meetings. Sylvia Robinson suggested an
ICC mtg. and a Student Services/Matriculation (SSM) meeting. Mr. Warkentin would
also like district meetings, i.e. DECC, at least one, possibly two district-wide meetings
that we can teleconference. The Board meeting is scheduled at 10:00 a.m. on March 8 th .
Kurt stated that he has not set the Senate schedule of meetings for spring and he will try
to move the meeting for Tuesday at noon. Mr. Warkentin would like at least two
learning area meetings and perhaps a BAC meeting.
Rooms have been reserved at the Tachi Palace for the visiting team. They will also have
a team room at the Palace. Two dinners will be needed, one at Harris Ranch and one
possibly at Fugazzi's. Culinary will provide the lunches. Debbie Christy will do
continental breakfasts.
Mr. Warkentin wants all staff present during the week of March 7-10,2011.
8. Other
Mr. Warkentin and Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson have been asked ifWHCL wants to have an
international student program. We currently have 10 international students. They
were recruited to go to Coalinga but chose to come to Lemoore.
9. Agenda items for next meeting~
• Bd. policies
• Accreditation Update
Adjournment
The meeting adjourned at 3:15 p.m.
10.
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The Board believes that academic freedom is an essential right arising from the nature and function
of education. The aims and objectives of the West Hills Community College District point to the
unreserved and unqualified obligation of the instructor to pursue his/her subject and the program
area surrounding it in a manner consistent with standards of scholarly objectivity as defined by
academic tradition and practice.
The West Hills Community College District holds that academic freedom involves inherently the
following rights. and responsibilities:
1. The right to explore to the limit of competence and training, the assigned teaching area and
its references.
2. The responsibility within the teaching area to weigh studiously serious intellectual
differences, when applicable, which rise from historical context and perspective.
3. The right to present the democratic process with its freedoms, rights, and safeguards as the
sole way in which the academic community and nation can exist and establish the means for
progress and the greater fulfillment of man.
4. The responsibility in solving problems to appeal only to those criteria sanctioned historically
by reason as confirmed through objective discussion.
5. The right to survey, probe, and question the condition of man within the guidelines of
accepted research techniques and intelligent discussion.
6. The responsibility of avoiding the intellectual error of assuming absolute answers for
complex problems and presenting these answers as unquestionable truth.
7. The responsibility to introduce within the assigned teaching areas, controversial concepts,
issues and systems, subjecting these ideas to the test of objective reasoning.
8. The responsibility of recognizing, respecting, and discussing fairly those areas of human
activity not amenable as such to the scientific method.
9. The right to create unhampered and clear intellectual atmosphere, maintained, encouraged,
and supported by staff, administration and trustees.
10. The responsibility of avoiding any teaching method, which relies on rigid authority or
implied infallibility.
11. The responsibility in challenging students, notwithstanding their ability or program, to
develop a spirit of inquiry regarding all academic areas and to seek logical answers.
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The West Hills Community College District considers academic freedom defined by its attendant
rights and responsibilities as a vital, primary force in the achievement of the a.ims and objectives of
the institution.

Board approval date: 6/16/98
Revised policy approval date: (Not yet approved)
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Fines are imposed to assure the timely return of materials needed by students. Students and citizens
with unpaid fines or overdue materials in excess of $5.00 will be denied library borrowing
privileges, financial aid cheeks, gfade/ transcript releaS'e and/or registffttion. In addition, unpaid
fines in excess of $10.00 shall result in a hold on grades, transcripts, and/or registration.
A fine ~d overdue list will be submitted to the Business Office at the end of each month semester.
Simultaneously, students-will be notified by the library via their West Hills College email account of
any fines that are due all overdue materials.
In the event a student or citizen has already been charged for a lost book(s), video(s), or gfaphic
calcuhter(s) and the boek(s), video(s), er gfaphic calculatO:t(s) is/are returned, the lost beek(s),
videe(s), or graphic caleelator(s) charge ~'ill be voided and the applicable processing fee shall be paid
by the student er citizen. After 30 days, overdue library materials are marked as lost. If
materials marked as lost are returned and replacements have not been purchased, the
student and/ or citizen shall remain responsible for the outstanding overdue fines. At the
librarian's discretion, lost or damaged materials may be replaced with an exact duplicate of
tide and edition.
Fines will be assessed on overdue items as follows:
Books

.25 cents per day, per item
(Net te exceed $20 per item, per incident)

Reserve Items (2 homs)

.25 cents per hour, per item
$1.00 per hour (library use only items)
$5.00 per day (all other reserve items)

Audio/Video Tapes
Videos and Audiovisual Equipment

$5 per day, per item
(Net to exceed $25 per item, per incident)
$1.00 per day

Graphic Calculator

$5 per day, per item
(Net to exceed $20 per item, per incident)
$150 (cUfl'ent replacement cost)
$25 Precessing Pee

Lost or damaged items

Cest of book (per vender price)
$10 Processing Pee (non refundable)
Replacement cost + $20.00 processing fee

Maximum fines shall not exceed $20.00 per item, with the exception of reserve items.
Reserve items maximum fine to be the cost of the book. Under extenuating circumstances,
fines may be reduced or waived at the discretion of the librarian.
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Revised: 6/28/05
Revised: _ _ _ __
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Reference:

Education Code Section 72122

Honorary degrees may be awarded at commencement or some other equally appropriate time. The
names of persons receiving honorary degrees must be approved by the Board.
The Chancellor shall establish procedures and criteria for the award of honorary degrees.

See Administrative~ Procedure 4110

Board approval date: _ _ _ __
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The district may award honoraq degrees at commencement or some other equally appropriate time
for the following reasons :
•
•
•

To recognize excellence and extraordinaq achievement in significant areas of human
endeavor, within which are embodied the objectives and ideals of the district.
To .honor meritorious and outstanding service to the district, collectively, or to its colleges,
individually; to the State of California; to the United States; or to humanity at large.
To recognize men and women whose lives and significant achievements should serve as
examples of the district's aspirations for its diverse student body.

Criteria for the Awarding of Honorary Degrees
•

•

•

Honorary degrees may be awarded to recognize achievements in all parts of the world.
Honoraq degrees awarded should represent an appropriate balance between local and non-local,
academic and non-academic recipients, and should represent a wide diversity of fields of
endeavor.
Nominations for honoralY degrees must be distinguished in the respective fields, and the
eminence of persons norninated must be widely recognized. Nominees must have demonstrated
intellectual and humane values that are consistent with the aims of higher education and with the
highest ideals of the person's chosen fields.
Service or benefac.tion to the district alone does not justify the awarding of honoraq degrees;
however, nothing in these criteria shall preclude nominees who are in political life or benefactors
of t..~e district.

Procedures for Nomination and Selection
•
•
•
•

Nominations for an honoralY degree shall be submitted in writing to the Chancellor by the
College President.
The nomination should be no more than one page in length and should emphasize the
contributions of the candidate to the district, as well as those listed above.
The Chancellor will review the nomination and determine whether or not it is acceptable for
consideration by the Board of Trustees.
Once accepted, the Chancellor shall forward the nomination to the Board of Trustees for
consideration.

The district encourages nominations of individuals who meet the above criteria and who would
bring recognition to themselves and to the district.
Board approval date:
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM REVIEW
West Hills College Lemoore

I. General Information
A. Instructional Program: Psychology
B. List of Full Time Program Faculty and Staff: Allen Fortune

II. Program Overview
A. State the program mission. The mission statement should include the purpose of the
program, the ideals the program strives to attain, and who the program serves. The program
mission must align with the college's mission and goals. (200 word limit)
The Psychology program at West Hills College will empower students pursuing a major in
psychology by creating a positive environment to learn fundamental psychological theories and
concepts. Program coursework will give students a solid foundation to build on as they transfer
schools to continue their education or pursue an occupation in a psychology related field.

B. List any recommendations from the most recent college/program/department accreditation
andlor previous review. (250 words or less)
There have been no recommendations.
C. Identify all personnel, including the number of certificated, classified professionals and
volunteers.
Employee Classification:
Certificated i
Classified Professional Q
Student Workers Q
Diversity (Race/Ethnicity)
DNative Am./Alaskan Nat.
DAsianiPacific Islander
~Hispanic

DMixed

Volunteer Q

DAfricaniAfrican-AmericanIN on-Hispanic
~CaucasianlN on-Hispanic
DFilipino

III.

Qualitative and Quantitative Data Review

A. Attach the following Non-Instructional Program Review data (as provided):

o

Enrollment Trends

Psychology Program Trends
2005-2006

2006-2007

2007-2008

2008-2009

2009-2010

27

30

33

28

22

Enrollment

775

797

785

924

822

% Change

13%

3%

-2%

18%

-11%

Baseline

48.6%

50%

56%

51%

2008-2009

2009-2010

Sections
Duplicated

% of Online
Enrollment

o

Student Retention Rates/Student Success Rates
2005-2006

2006-2007

Success Rate

67%

65%

64%

67%

67%

Retention Rate

80%

65%

79%

82%

83%

WHCL PSYCH

2005-2006

2006-2007

2008-2009

2009-2010

WSCH per FTEF

419

387

352

486

325

Baseline

-7%

-9%

38%

-33%

WHCl PSYCH

o

WSCH/FTEF

% Change

o

2007-2008

2007-2008

Full-time to Part-time Faculty Ratio - I currently don 't have a process to differentiate
between full-time and part-time instructors. Stephanie might be able to provide you with
this rate.

o

Number of Students Earning Degrees (if applicable)
2005-2006

2006-2007

Degrees
Awarded

13

% Change

Baseline

18
38%

WHCLPSVCH

o

2007-2008

2008-2009

2009-2010

14
-22%

28

18
0%

100%

Number of Students Earning Certificates (if applicable):NA

o Job Market Analysis (if applicable)
Due to budget cuts I've lost access to the system that was providing this type of data.
o

Student Demographics

WHCL PSYCH STUDENT ETHN1CITV
ETHNICITV
African American
Asian
Filipino
Hispanic
Native American
Other
Pacific Islander
White
Unknown/DTS

OS"()6

06-07

07"()S

OS"()9

09-10

%

%

6.0
2.3
6.8
32.6
0.9
1.6
0.3
43.3
6.2

%
7.2
1.3
5.1
35.2
0.8
1.5
0.8
42.5
5.8

%

7.0
2.7
6.1
34.1
2.3
1.8
1.1
40.9
4.1

%
6.4
3.0
5.8
37.1
1.1
0.9
0.6
39.3
5.8

7.1
3.0
4.8
39.1
1.0
0.0
1.1
36.0
7.9

06"()7

07"()8

OS"()9

09-10

Source: WHCCD data warehouse

WHCL PSYCH STUDENT GENDER
OS"()6
GENDER

%

%

%

%

%

Female

68.2
31.8
0.0

71.0
29.0
0.0

70.9
29.1
0.0

69.2
30.8
0.0

65.0
35.0
0.0

Male
Unknown/DTS

Source: WHCCD data warehouse

WHCl PSYCH STUDENT AGE CATEGORY

AGE

-19

05-06

06-07

07-08

08-09

09-10

%

%

%

%

%

15.8
48 .0

15.0

12.7

14.1

47.3

46.4

28.5
34.4

17.2

16.6

15.9

25-29

14.4

49.8
14.1

30-49

20.6

19.7

21.3

21.7

50+

1.2

1.4

J .. 6

1.2

19.0
2.3

Unknown/DTS

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

20-24

Source: WHCCD data warehouse
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Grade Distribution

WHCL PSYCH
Grade Distribution %

A

2005-2006
20-0 6-2007
2007-2008
2008-2009
2009-2010

35%
24%
31%
29%
28%

I

B

22%
23%
20%
26%
25%

I

C

12%
19%
13%
12%
14%

I

0

5%
4%
5°/
/0
3%
5%

I

F

11%
9%
11%
11%
12%

I CR l NC I P l N l
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

I
0°1.
,0

I

1%
0%
0%
0%

W

16%
21%
21%
18%
17%

l

IP

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

IV. Professional Development

What professional development activities have faculty participated in? None. However,
professional development is a priority and activities will be established within the fall semester
of 20 10 and faculty will be encouraged to attend at least one of the professional development
activities that have been identified by the end of Spring 2010. At least one of the activities will
be technologically related in hopes to keep West Hills College Lemoore on the cutting edge of
Psychological Education. By having our faculty attend professional development to learn about
the newest ways of presenting material that has been around for over 100 years they are able to
connect even better with a new generation of student by using technology and terms students can
relate to thereby improving student learning.

V. Curriculum and Student Learning Outcomes

A. List your Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes (PLO).
PLO # 1: Students will be able to identify various research methods used to study behavior and
mental process.
PLO #2: Students will be able to identify the basic structures of the brain and nervous system.
PLO#3: Students will be able to apply psychological concepts and theories to everyday
situations.
PLO#4: Students will be able to identify and apply behavior modification techniques.

PLO#4: Students will be able to identify theories of personality and the psychologist associated
with each theory. Example: Psychodynamic Perspective-Freud.
PLO#5: Students will be able to identify the major components in a case study and how to use
case studies as. references when writing a research paper.
PLO's have been changed to reflect the Psychology faculty's vision of how to make the
Psychology program more linear. This is done by using several Course-level student learning
outcomes (CLO) that exemplify a program standard. For example the PLO #2 is introduced in
General Psychology and Developed in Psych 2 and 3; then iUs intended to be mastered by the
students in Psych 5. To assess how this PLO will improve student learning, evaluations in the
courses will include asking students to identify the bask structures of the brain and nervous
system through questions on exams. Student scores on the questions on brain structures and
nervous system should continuaily improve as they progress through the program. As PLOs are
analyzed, iiit is found that students are not successfully completing a PLO, the department
would then evaluate the CLO with faculty in order to discuss how to improve success at the CLO
level.

PLOs for the Psychology Program are considered by faculty to be fundamental issues that
students who complete the program will use as they continue their education in psychology or as
they enter in into a work related psychological field.
Course outlines and prerequisites will be reviewed the Spring of2011. One item that will be
discussed is the prerequisite of Psych 1 before taking any other Psychology class since it is the
hope that Psych 1 will be introducing students to concepts that will be elaborated on in Psych
2,3,4,5, and 29.
There are no anticipated curriculum changes anticipated in the next two years. One course that
may be added within the next five years could be Criminal Psychology.
Technology is a component of the Psychology program. Most of the Psychology courses have
some component that is online. Ebsco host is already being provided for the Psychology students
to choose peer reviewed scholastic research. Web-enhanced classes will be encouraged and
faculty is looking into the use of additional technology as it becomes available such as e-text and
virtual labs. Faculty is continually provided with the most current edition oftextbook and has
been encouraged to seek out professional development workshops that provide cutting edge tools
and methods to ensure curriculum is up to date.

Program Review, Plannmg and Eva uatlOn

West Hills College Lemoore
Mission: West Hills College Lemoore enriches the lives of our students and the community we serve by
being
dedicated to quality educational learning opportunities and partnerships, Tlte college provides a
positive
environment that is committed to student learning and empowering students to achieve their
educational goals.

Assessment Grid
Program :
Mission: The Psychology program at West Hills
College will empower students pursuing a major
in psychology by creating a positive environment
to learn fundamental psychological theories and
concepts. Program coursework will give students
a solid foundation to build on as they transfer
scho01s to continue their education or pursue an
occupation in a psychology related field.

Submission Date:
Program Goals/
Objectives

Program
Activities/Actions

At least 3 short-term
and up to 2 longterm goals.
Instruction: At least
three of your goals
must be program
specific studentlearning outcome
oriented.

The specific activities you
will implement to
accomplish the goals (e.g.
implement a new course)
and intended outcomes.

Contact Person/ext.: Allen Fortune ext.

3326

Midterm Report Date (2 years from
submission! 1 year CTE):
Necessary
Outcomes
Resources
(Including
Funding)
Any
Means of
additional
Assessment/Criteria for
resources
Success including timeline
you will need (Measurable)
to
accomplish
the activity .
Please be
specific and
realistic.

1. Have at least
one SLO assessed
I in every
Psychology course
by the Spring of
2011
2. Create rubric
to assess the
quality research
papers used to
ful'fill PLO #1
3. Identify intern
programs, if there
are any available,
for Psych majors
looking to major in
the-field of Child
Psychology -or
Child Development
and work to
create a
relationship
where our
students are used
frequently
4.Increase the
success rate of
students in the
Psychology
program from
67i'o-80i'o in the
next 5 years
5. Students wilt
be able to
identify various
. research methods
used to study
behavior and
I

1. Work with adjunct
faculty to create a
more cohesive program
where instructors
actively share ideas
and teaching
techniques to improve
student participation
and understanding of
SLO's on the course
level as well as the
program level.
2. Full Time Faculty
will participate in
Adjunct faculty
orientation to discuss
SLO's and-assessments
that are currently
being used to ensure a
consistent experience
throughout a students
experience in the
Psychology Program by
developing a rubric
that can be accepted
and used by all
psychology instructors.
! 3.Psychology lead
faculty wi II search and
contact WHCL's Chi Id
Development Center on
campus as well as
outside child care
centers to see if they
would be open to a
internship program and
start discussion on
how to make that
I

1.Paid time
for
adjuncts
and faculty
to meet
2. Paid time
to meet
with
adjuncts
3.none
4. none
5. none
6. none
7. none

1.To assess this 9<>al
100i'o of Psychology
courses will have a CLO
assessed by graduation
2011.
2. A rubric will be
distributed to all
Psychology instructors
and used to evaluate
the CLO's that have
research papers and
results wiU be used in
the evaluation of the
PLO, that will be done
by graduation 2011.
3. To assess this goal a
list of intern programs
will be created, if any
are identified, and
distributed to
Psychology instructors
as well as counselors.
For successful
completion of the goal
would be to have at
least one student
working as an intern by
Spring of 2011.
4.Evaluate success
rates every year of the
PsychoJogy Program
students to ensure
success rates continue
to climb to the goal of
80% by 2015.
5. Evaluate the results
of PLO #1, where
students will be able to

mental process.
6. Students will
be able to
identify the basic
structures of the
brain and nervous
system.
7. Students will
be able to apply
psychological
concepts and
theories to
everyday
situations.

I

successfuifor
psychology majors at
WHCL looking to major
in child psychology at a
four year university.
4. Analyze data from
PLO's and discuss
shortfalls with
psychology and discuss
solutions with faculty
to improve student
success.
5. Analyze and
evaluate the success
rate of PLO #1 if
results are
unsuccessful
reevaluate PLO and
adjust teaching
method to help
increase student
success,
6. Analyze and
evaluate the success
rate of PLO #2 if
results are
unsuccessful
"reevaluate PLO and
adjust teaching
method to help
increase student
success.
7. Analyze and
evaluate the success
rate of PLO #3 if
results are
unsuccessful
reevaluate PLO and

identify various
research methods- used
to study behavior and
mental process, by June
of 2011 and analyze
success rates
6. Evaluate the results
of PLO#2, where
students will be able to
identify the basic
structures of the brain
and nervous system, by
June 2012 and ana.lyze
success rates.
7. Evaluate the results
of PLO#3 wher
students will be ab Ie to
apply psychological
concepts and theories
to everyday situations,
by June 2013 and
analyze success rates
I

adjust teaching
method to he+p
increase student
success.

Program Revie\I\T Summaty S4eet for Planning/Institutional Effectiveness
I.Generallnformation
Program: Psychology
Prepared By: Allen Fortune
Date Prepared:October 15, 2010
II. Summary
What actions have been taken to address the assessment and improvements of goals and learning outcomes?

Goal #l.To assess this goal 100% of Psychology courses will have a CLO assessed by graduation 2011.
Goal #2.To assess this goal a survey will be created and the answers will
Goal #3.A rubric will be distributed to all Psychology instructors and used to evaluate the CLO's that have research papers and results will be used in the
PLO that will be done by graduation 2011.
Goal #4.Evaluate success rates every year of the Psychology Program students to ensure success rates continue t9 climb to the goal of 80% by 2015.
Goal #5. Evaluate PLO #l's results by June of 2011 and analyze success rates
Goal #6. Evaluate PLO#2's results by June 2012 and analyze success rates.
Goal #7. Evaluate PLO#3's results by June 2013 and analyze success rates
III. Recommendations by Planning and Governance Council
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Strategic Planning
2009-2012
November 13, 2009
Integrity
Updates need to be
available to all
(students. community.
staff, faculty)
More input on the reorganization

pg.16
March 2, 2010

More communication to
all groups (campus and
community)

Standard I: Mission and
Effectiveness
o A-Mission
B-Institutional
Effectiveness
Standard II: Student Learning
Programs and Services
o A-Instructional
Programs
DB-Student Support
DC-Library And Leaming
Standard III: Resources
o A-Human
DB-Physical
o C-Technology
o D-Financial
Standard IV- Leadership and
Governance
o A- Decision Making
DB-Board
and
Administration

Stude
nt
Succe

ss

Need to
do
Student
messag
e center
-Update
student
Handbo
ok
Website
for new
progra
ms
and/or
grants

Student Portal
-District-wide Face
book and Twitter
-Robust Portal
-Weekly newsletters
-Screaming
Eagle online

Strategic Planning
2009-2012 .
November 13,2009
Integrity
Staff/Faculty/Administr
ation Mentoring

pg.17
March 2, 2010

Standard I:
Mission and
Effectiveness
A-Mission
0
0
B-Institutional
Effectiveness
Standard II: Student Learning
Programs and Services
A-I nstructional
0
Programs
0
B-Student Support
0
C-Library And Learning
Standard III: Resources
0
A-Human
B-Physical
0
C-Technology
0
D-Financial
0
Standard IV- Leadership and
Governance
0
A- Decision Making
B-Board
and
0
Administration

Stud
eAt

Suoo
es&

EDS

C

Strategic Planning
2009-2012
November 13, 2009
-----

Access
Not enough off
campus promotion
about the college &
financial programs

pg.18
March 2, 2010

Student ambassad ors to
outreach.

---

I:
Standard
Mission and
Effectivenss
A-Mission
0
B-Institutional
0
Effectiveness
Standard II: Student Learning
Programs and Services
0
A-I nstructional
Programs
B-Student Support
0
0
C-Library And Learning
Standard III: Resources
A-Human
0
B-Physical
0
0
C-Technology
0
D-Financial
Standard IV- Leadership and
Governance
A- Decision Making
0
[J
B-Board
and
Administration

Student
Success

-E-Team

Strategic Planning
2009-2012
November 13, 2009
Access
Lack of
counseling/advising in
the evening

Student center (feeling of
a community on-campus)
More evening
counseling/advising
during peak times

---------

pg.19
March 2, 2010

Standard I:
Mission and
Effectiveness
C
A-Mission
B-Institutional
C
Effectiveness
Standard II: Student Learning
Programs and Services
D A-Instructional
Programs
D B-Student Support
c C-Library And Learning
Standard III: Resources
c A-Human
B-Physical
LJ
D C-Technology
D D-Financial
Standard IV- Leadership and
Governance
A- Decision Making
B-Board
and
LJ
Administration

Student
Success

Need to
do
-Tie
calendar
and staff
activities/
days to
ensure
services
are
provided

-Tuesday and
Wednesday
evening
counseling
available

Strategic Planning
2009-2012
November 13, 2009
Excellence
Quality of Information
given
Outreach to areas
outside of the Lemoore
area
Marketing of programs
Problems wi the portal

pg.20
March 2, 2010

Electronic Message
Board
Collaboration wi
instructors, advisors, and
counselors on outreach
i

Standard
I:
Mission and Student
Effectiveness
Success
0
A-Mission
0
B-Institutional
Effectiveness
Standard II: Student Learning
Programs and Services
0
A-I nstructional
Programs
0
B-Student Support
0
C-Ubrary And Learning
Standard III: Resources
0
A-Human
0
B-Physical
0
C-Technology
0
D-Financial
Standard IV- Leadership and .
Governance
0
A- Decision Making
0
B-Board
and
Administration

Need to

Principal Initiative

Do
-Ensure

-Ongoing efforts

staff can
access
portal
when off

campus at
high
schools

---

---

Strategic Planning
2009-2012
November 13, 2009
Excellence
Teaching
methodology, delivery
flawed, teaching styles

pg.21
March 2, 2010

Evaluations are
administered too early
Tighter evaluations
before tenure: A) more
direct feedback. B)
methodology specific. C)
Panel from different dept.
to evaluate. D) stick to
SLOs

Standard I: Mission and
Effectiveness
o A-Mission
DB-Institutional
Effectiveness
Standard II: Student Learning
Programs and Services
o A-Instructional
Programs
DB-Student Support
DC-Library And Leaming
Standard III: Resources
o A-Human
DB-Physical
DC-Technology
o D-Financial
Standard IV- Leadership and
Governance
o A- Decision Making
DB-Board
and
. Administration

Studen
t
SUGGe
55

Studen
t
Learni
ng

Strategic Planning
2009-2012
November 13, 2009
Excellence
Student support of
teams and facilities

pg.22
March 2, 2010

Student booster club.
Build a big gymnasium

Mission and
Sta ndard I:
Eff. ctiveness
o A-Mis ,ion
DB-Ins tutional
Effec ileness
Sta dard II: tudent Learning
Pre grams and Services
o A-Ins uctionaJ
Progr, ms
DB-Stu lent Support
DC-Lib :try And Learning
Sta ndarCi III: R !tsources
o A-Hu Ian
o B-Phy .icaJ
o C-Tec 1nology
o D-Fin Indal
Sta ndard IV- Leadership and
Go' ernance
o A-De :ision Making
DB-Boa rd
and
Admi ..istration

Student
Success

-More staff
attending
home
games
-More
active SGA
-Campus
wide
energy with
athleticincluding
"pink
Ribbon TShirt Day"

Strategic Planning
2009-2012
November 13,2009
Diversity/Mutual
Respect

Lack of
Promotion/Awareness
for cultural biased
clubs and activities

Clubs that promotes
diversity

----------

pg.23
March 2, 2010

Standard
I: Mission and
Effectiveness
D A-Mission
D B-Institutional
Effectiveness
Standard II: Student Learning
Programs and Services
D A-Instructional
Programs
D B-Student Support
D C-Library And Learning
Standard III: Resources
D A-Human
0
B-Physical
D C-Technology
D D-Financial
Standard IV- Leadership and
Governance
0
A- Decision Making
B-Board
and
0
Administration

Student
Success

-Student
Activities
Committee

Strategic Planning
2009-2012
November 13, 2009
Diversity/Mutual
Respect

More student
involvement in clubs,
government, activities
Lack of dialogue to
collaboration with other
community colleges
between OUf students
and other students
Lack of community
involvement in
activities

Campus mentoring
program
Campus Ambassadors

Standard I:
Mission and
Effectiveness
0
A-Mission
0
B-Institutional
Effectiveness
Standard II: Student Learning
Programs and Services
A-I nstructional
0
Programs
B-Student Support
0
0
C-Library And Learning
Standard III: Resources
0
A-Human
0

B~Physical

C-Technology
D-Financial
Standard IV- Leadership and
Governance
A- Decision Making
0
B-Board
0
and
Administration
0
0

pg.24
March 2, 2010

Stude
nt
Succes
s

-Student
clubs more
active
-Now have
active ICC
-Have
Coalinga
students
attending
ICC as well
-Hanford
COS
Center has
link to
WHCL
-Active
student
clubs such
asASG

Strategic Planning
2009-2012
November 13, 2009
Collaboration/Co
mmunity

Lack of established
athletic, club, and
other student
organizations

Hold more college and
community events:
sports, concerts, clubs,
communityihistory/diversi
ty events

Standard
I:
ission and I Student
Effectiveness
Success
A-Missio
0
0
B-Institul onal
Effective ess
Standard II: Stu ent Learning
Programs and SI rvices
A-Instruc onal
0
Program
0
B-Studel Support
o C-Librar; And Learning
Standard III: Res urces
A-Humal
0
B-Physic
0
0
C-Techn ogy
0
D-Finan< al
Standard IV- L4 adership and
Governance
0
A- Decis n Making
i
and i
0
B-Board
Adminisl ration

t

pg.25
March 2, 2010

Need to
Do
-Work on
intramural
swhen
Eagle
Arena
opens

-Increase in
student
partici pation
-May 1J 2011- will
begin to see major
events in Eagle
Arena

Strategic Planning
2009-2012
November 13, 2009
Collaboration/Co
mmunity

I Lack of "reach" with
current and potential
students

pg.26
March 2, 2010

Invite H.S. students to
"Eagle Days ... Come
visit the West!" (Vera)
Kioscs and Canopies
stated by stud. & fac.

Standard J: Mission and
Effectiveness
o A-Mission
B-Institutional
Effectiveness
Standard II: Student Learning
Programs and Services
o A-Instructional
Programs
DB-Student Support
DC-Library And Learning
Standard III: Resources
o A-Human
DB-Physical·
DC-Technology
o D-Financial
Standard IV- Leadership and
Governance
o A- Decision Making
DB-Board
and
Administration

I Student

Success

Need to
Do:
-H.O.P.E.
.Project
- Expand
Outreach

-Have initiated
different
a=events- such as
"Got BOGG'
campaign
-Coordinated
Campus Visit
Eagle Outreach

Strategic Planning
2009-2012
November 13, 2009
More collaboration with
local high schools
More contract education
courses programs

pg.27
March 2, 2010

Standard
I:
Mission and
Effectiveness
0
A-Mission
0
B-1 nstitutional
Effectiveness
Standard II: Student Learning
Programs and Services
0
A-Instructional
Programs
0
B-Student Support
0
C-Library And Learning
Standard III: Resources
0
A-Human
0
B-Physical
0
C-Technology
0
D-Financial
Standard IV- Leadership and
Governance
A- Decision Making
0
and
0
B-Board
Administration

Student
Success

Strategic Planning
2009-2012
November 13, 2009
Collaboration/Co
mmunity

Interaction/link
between high school
and college

Bridge the gap
(instructors need to visit
[regularly] the high
schools)
First Year Experience
(educating the incoming
to insure the success of
our students!!)

Standard
I:
Mission and
Effectiveness
A-Mission
0
0
B-Institutional
Effectiveness
Standard II: Student Learning
Programs and Services
0
A-I nstructional
Programs
0
B-Student Support
0
C-Library And Learning
Standard III: Resources
A-Human
0
B-Physical
0
C-Technology
0
D-Financial
0
Standard IV- Leadership and
Governance
A- Decision Making
0
0
B-Board
and
Administration
0

pg.28
March 2, 2010

Student
Success

Things to
do:
-First Year
Experience
-Summer
Bridge

[APPENDIX

CALENDAR FOR BUDGET DEVELOMENT FOR THE
WEST HILLS COIVIMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
DATE

ITEM

RESPONSIBILITY

Mid January April 10

Distribute Budget Worksheet forms to College President.

Vice Chancellor

College Presidents shall initiate college budget development process.

College Presidents

Vice Chancellor shall distribute forms to district office Department
managers.

Vice Chancellor

Open hearings and meetings will be held at each College and District
Office.

College Presidents
Chancellor

Submit college's proposed budget worksheets and priority lists to the
Vice Chancellor

College Presidents

Submit district office's proposed budget worksheets and priority lists to
Vice Chancellor

Chancellor

Second week of April

Executive Cabinet to review budget submittals.

Executive Cabinet

April15 tn

Vice Chancellor will notify Superintendent of Schools of newspaper
publication, date, location and time of public display of proposed
budget document.

Vice Chancellor

May Board Meeting

Vice Chancel/or presents latest tentative budget information to Board
of Trustees .

Vice Chancellor

Ten days prior to
June Board Meeting

Copies of the proposed Tentative budget shall be placed in the District
Office, College Libraries , Centers, and the President's offices for
public view .

Vice Chancellor

June Board Meeting

At the June Board of Trustees meeting, the Board will hold a public
hearing and will review and approve the proposed Tentative budget.

Board of Trustees

Before June 30"'

Vice Chancellor will forward copy of approved Tentative budget to the
Superintendent of Schools, Fresno County and the Chancellor,
California Community Colleges.

Vice Chancellor

m
Before July 25

All recommendations from Colleges and District to amend Tentative
budget to be submitted to Vice Chancellor.

College Presidents
Chancellor

Ten days before
August Board
Meeting

Copies of the proposed Tentative budget shall be placed in the District
Office, College Libraries , Centers , and the President's offices for
public view.

Vice Chancellor

August Board
Meeting

At the August Board meeting, the Board will hold a public hearing and
will review and approve the proposed Adopted budget.

Board of Trustees

Immediately after
August Board
Meeting

Vice Chancellor will forward copy of approved Adopted budget to the
Superintendent of Schools, Fresno County and the Chancellor,
California Community Colleges.

Vice Chancellor
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Learning Resources Oepar1rnent
Program Review epI'ing 2007

w..t"". Community eollege Dlstrlcl
Non-AcIdemk: o.p.tment Program RevIew
Leamlng Resources
SecfIon I.

l»pIrIment Putpoee,

r.,.,.,

PopuII/IIotI, SwvIcta

A. Department PurpcJ.lI
The Department of learning Rtsources Is responaibIe for supporting the colleges In IIeir .
Ie~

n

service process through Ihe development and admInisntion of an academic online

and WIeoc:onference program that provides flCllfty training, help desk support, and WIeoc:onference
lechooIogy inslalalion and support

The purpose of the Dlparinent of learning RIIourtes is to advance the technoIogyopporVilties
b' Instruction, expand asynchronous learning opportunities br 8ludents, provide student

n

Instructor

support for the academic online environments, and provide faculty training In online technological

n

pedagogical best practices. In addition, the Oeperi'nent of leeming Resources is a resource for sildenls,
faculty, staff, and IdrniniItration distrfct..wIde wiIh regard to policies. procedures, onHne issues, IIld current

academic technologies applications to enhance Ihe dedsIon-maklng process wtth ragard t>
te~,

curriculum, program review, budget planning, educational master planning and

instilulionaI master planning. The Depat1ment of learning Reaoun::8s works closely with coItege pel'lOMel
In the development d lie dMS schedule. catalog copy, faculty hires and evaluations. and mmmittee
appointments.
At lie District tevelile Department of leIrning Retot.rces participetes In technoIogy-retaled

decision-making proceMIlhat will Impact InstrucIIonaI tec:hnoIogy.

1.

DNcrI:Je the "..., d the ."."",.",.

,.." Gf IJIlMDilg JWaurce DIAIDInl
l.eImi'Ig ResoII'ceI.uppoI1s WHCCD In PfOW:IIng • poeiM worfd.daa lell'M'v envInwnent by
utIIfng nnovalwt technology,. well. hdIIonaIn ftOIlIraditIoNIIl'8IOWC8I, to promote enMnced

........ opportunIIIe b'the local lAd gkJbII campus c:ommuniIieI we 1IMt. (07m)

1

learning Resources Department
Program Review sping 2007

VISion of the boamJng Bmuroes Deoartment
Facilitate the schofat1y pursuit of academic excellence by providing diverse resources and
developing information competencies.

2.

Whet Is the reI8tJoMh/p between the depattment's trission end the distrlct's mission?
The Mission of West Hills Community College District Is .nhanclng Itudent learning and

enriching Ile lives of the populations we serve by:

• Ensuring the vitality of ill Institutions
•

Encouraging the vision of strofYd Ieadefs

•

Able kl see and interpret the present and fukJre needs of students and oommunl1les

•

Supporting the colleges i11he provision of wortd-cIass learning environments

•

Providing an appropriate allocation and management of human, fiscal and capital
resources

• AdIng as a catalyst for coIaboration with outside organizations and agencies
•

Sharing the story by marktting a positive Image

The learning Resources Department has an integral

reI~

with the District Mission.

Working coIIaboratively with both colleges the practical scheduling of online courses builds enrollment and

FTE _urlng the vitality of Its lnltltutionl. Using college and district online data as well IS regional and
national distance learning iends, the learning ResolHtes Department provides CUlT8llt Information and
advisement that Encourages and supports the vision of Itrong leaders. By securing distance learning
and technology grants 1hrough the Tille V Cooperative and two USDAIRUS grants totaling $2.5 million

dollars over Ile tast four years

tor personnel and equipment dintCtly related to technology and distance

learning needs, the learning Resoun:es Department lupports the col. . In the provision of workJ..
clas learning environments. By maintaining I streamIned operation partially supported through grant
funding fie Department provides an approprIIte allocItIon and management of human, fllcal and
caplall'llOUl"Cll. By maintaining ttate-ot......rt. in1aradive, I8ImIess technoIogieIthat are avalable k:)

lIlY educational or buainess organization via Internet or wteoconfIrence networb. the Depll1ment Acta
• • ealllylt for coI1IbonIUon with outaidI OIJIIIdDtIont

and.......

Through" web paget of

WHee and NOC FiRIbau&11, WHCl, fie DiItrk:t OIce, and Online, • well 8$ WOttcing wIh the MarkeIing
Director, Ile leaning Retourc:es Department Is""", the Itory by IIIIrketIng a poeIUv.lmIge.
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3.

What " the teIBtIonship between the department'B mission and the colleges' mIaIon (both WHee
andWHCL).

This department supports Ile WHC Coalinga MIllion, "To commit coIIege-wide staff and
reeources kl the student learning process. To provldt educational. cultural. and economic

development opportunities to our current and future students and the local and global communities that
we serve;" and the WHC Lemoore', MIllion, "West Hils College Lemoore enriches aves. builds
community, and enhances economic growth and development through quality learning

opportunltiH. We provide outreach and appropriate support services kl high school graduates, re-entry
students, the military community, developmental, underserved, and special needs populations. We provide
a positive envi'onment which Is committed to sIl.Ident Iearnir1) outoomes and success, using relevant goals,

Innovations, strategies, and partnerships. WHCl provides student-eentered guidance and support that
produces educated, diversified and involved community members. As 8 new c:oIege, we recognize

institutional development as a catalyst to enhance studenlleaming outcomes. We are committed to
educational excelence il partnership wMh the people and communlties we serve,·

Through the onHne offerings available independent of time and geographical boundaries, stLtdents

throughout the district have Increased quattty educatlonlland learning opportunities, thereby
i1creaslng employment opportunities. This helps local rural communities with economic development
and growth opportunities In their regions.

4.

ye'. pIeBse explain. (See College Planning

Does the department fufIiIJ B unique indutionaJ goal? H
Manuals)

Leeming ReIourceI hu been engaged In IUpporting the WHee ltrlleglc goals of:

• "Goal 2: We will maintain our focus on excellence, student 1!.ICC88S. and on being learner
cenlerId." This goal is supported hough the Iflrae.pronged approach of support kl students,
support kl fac:utty, and atminislrative support of a ~h-profiIe, online program that has grown

134% il undupIIcated online enrollments In three years while mardalning 70-80% student
retenIon,

• *Golla: We wi inPrM facItiu, l8chnoIogy and teaming I!SOUfttS to meet lie educational and
cultural . . of our COIJ'IJ'SIliUtJ." Thk pi has been supported by the installation MdIor
I'II'1OVItion over the last IN'ee years of fhre ¥ideo conference dastrooms, ~ of laptops for
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faculty who teach online. lIld support staff for faculty InIinIng and administrative oversight of onfine

courses and programs that brings FTE funding to the WHee. Learning resources for faculty has
been enhanced by the design. purchase and ilstattation of the faculty multJ..medla lab '" the

Coalinga Ubrary.
•

12oa! 4: We will encourage academic oua!itY innovation and creative Ihought.- Leaming
Resources works to encourage faculty to use 1M! latest in 1echnology and teachlnglleaming
innovation best practices. Faculty are provided extensive opportunities b" training at multiple
technical skHllevels and encouraged kl use mediated technology in a variety of instructional
delivery modes.

Undupllcated Online Enrollments

2001 .. 2008 Online FTES & Undupllcated He.dcount by College
3,500 , . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

1.200
1,000

800

200

o

....rnlng RtIOUrctI ha bttn tI'IIIISJId In IUpporting the WHCl hlI1Itutlonal Student 0utc0ll'l8l
of:
• "BWget AIIoc8tigo CommiUee Goi: To btiId
fottt!' strong qxnmItment to '" UH and

n

dIyeIopment of commwjty, ttdnlIoqy. education. and NncIng n-

to eftatcIyely IrpuH b
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resources and productivitY at WE HjIts CoIIIae Lemoore.· Through the funding of the Title V
Cooperative and the USDAIRUS grants written by the Learning Resources Deparlment. WHCl has

realized Ihnte videoconfer1mce dassrooms.1aptops for faculty teaching online, laptops for student
use in the Rbrary, and support staff for faculty training and administrative oversight of online
OOUI'SeS and

programs that brings FTE ltnding b WHCL. Learning resources for faculty has been

enhanced by the design. purchase and instaHation of the facufty multi-media lab in the L.emoore
Library.

• -Student Learning Goal: To DrOYide oositjye and energetic teaching and learning enyIronments P
further our commitment p atudeot-centered. outcgme based education using relevant goals.
innoyatioos. strategies, and Dartnersblps: This goal II supported through the three-pronged
approach of support to students, support to faculty, and adminisb'ative support of a high-profile.
online program that has grown 134% In unduplicated online enrollments Inlhree years while
maintaining 70-80% student retention. Faculty are provided extensive opportunities for training at
multiple technical skiD levels and enoouraged to use mediated technology in a variety of
instructional de6very modes. In addition, state-of-the-art video conference classroom support a
teaching and learning environment that is committed to students; OOUI'SeS received from Fresno

City College's Radiological TecI1noklgy and Nursing programs draw students to the Lemoore
campus that might have gone b Fresno.

Leamlng Reeoul'Ctl hal been engaged In IUpporting the WHCCD Strategic Goal, of:
• ·GoaI1: West HiUs Communjty College District wi! annually achjeye or exceed funded growth

targets.. Through the active recruitment of faculty to teach onine, as wei as the active increase of
online courses in the class schedule, online courses have lnaeased undupIicated enroHments of
101% 2001-02 to 2005-06 academic years.

• 8Goal3: West HIls Community CoJIege Ds1Itt will amuaJ!y ilcrease comroonity participation
~

By recruiting and Inining faculty to teach onIne Ilere are now 146 course sections in 24

~.

providing students multiple oppor1LriIies b .., our onh COI.II'IeS Ihal can Jead to a

degree none of five majors. The vkteo eonference network reaches studems n lemoore,

Fnbaugh, and Coalinga Ihat woukI have oIherwIse been unable to lake COUI18S due to bw
enrollments.
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learning Resources hu been engaged In IUpporttng the t-LtIITIlng Technology Strategic PIIn
goals of:
•

"Goal 3: Create a user-friendly caJ! center for assistance db tecbnicaI and DO!'l=1echnica! student

servlce$: Through the funding of the TftIe V Cooperative 2002·2007. the WHCCO help desk was
established and will be institutionalized. Mon1h1y ltats show the usage i1cfease of I1e help desk
district-wide.

• "Goa14: Provide faculty deveIoomeot opoor1unjties p enable faculty to work more effectjyefy with
technology in an HarDing environment: The OepaI1ment of learning Resources provides group
8ld individual training every semester i> faculty for Yideoconference, Blackboard, PowerPoint, and
other technoklgy training opportunities.

• "Goal 11 : Proyide necessary hardwn. sof\wa'e. and inftatruci!e for staff. ffcuIty. and
students: Through both federal and state grant fundIlg as wellBS disVict Wing. the Department
of Learning Resources has been able to provide staff, faculty, and students with lapbps. dware
needs, Blackboard and student emil' servers, state-of.fle.art video conference classrooms, and
other technology necessities.
Video Confertnce Cou"'.

Fill 2003

Sp2004

Fill 2004

Sp2005

Fill 2005

Sp2006
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Help DIsk Contac1s September 2005-2008

----------1

AprIl

May

2005

ZOOS

June
2006

Jut,

Aut

Sept

2005

2005

2_

Oct
2005

Nov
2001

Dec
2005

....
2008

Feb
2001

March
2001

B.

Target Population

5.

Is the depattment Intended to I8IVe a special population or clientele? Please describe the end-

user.
The Leaning Resources Department S8N8S students, faculty, staff and adminisIration at various
levels or needs. Fnt and foremost students facing time and geographtcaI baniefs to education have their
needs met through the onlne

COUfllS,

certifk:ates. IIld degftHII aupported by the Learning Resources

Department. The Help Desk provides one-on-one student contact and support. The EducaIionII

TIChnology SpeclaIist provides faculty with Individual or group traimg for both online and web4nhanced
c:oun;es. The ~ Confarence networt provktes two-way videoItwo-way audio connec:tivIty for courses

7
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between sites district-wide flat ensures students access to courses that previously cancelled due to low-

enrollments. In addition, students have the ability to take courses from four-year lIliversities or receive
programming not available at WHCCO.

End Users who benefit Include:

Students
• Avariety of online courses, certificates, programs
• Help Desk for ontine and telephone assistance
• VIdeo Conference courses and programs at rural locations
~
• Computers with latest technology

•
•
•

Individual and group training opportunities
Consultation on academic technology trends
Scheduling options

Admlnlttr'ator!
•
•
•

Increase in enro/tments and FTE
ScheduMng options
Consultation on academic technology trends

Prealdtn\J
•

•
•

Increase il enrollments and FTE
Positive publlc opinion
Support to areas needing expansion or an ilfuslon of funds

Community Members
• Expanded course and program offerings
• ScheduHng options

8. Describe the mechanisms used to monitor the department's currency end fit with Btudent and
Institutional needs.

Student feedback on adjunct faculty evaluations and enrollment numbers are a typical irIc:IicaU of
student needs. Since the evaluation tool for online courses can be launched with ease, it win be
administered every semester to maintain currency and address online technology and pedagogical issues.

Faculty training, help desk support, video conference, and administrative staff all receive or attsnd
training at least once annually to remain cummt i"t their respectlve fields. Through contacts met at eY8flts
or online, staff gathers vital and aurent information and is expected ~ retrieve when needed. To date, this
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has worked well and .. repository of information is available on 8 variety of tlpics Q.e., Podcasting, Clickers,
ESL online, etc.).

7.

How 81'8 dep8rlmsnt81 offerings trI8I'keted to the ooIIege community?
Online offerings are marketed through the onHne and printed catalog, class schedute, promotional

materials, web sites, public presentations. and news articles. Student, staff, and facutty word of mouth,

while InbmaI and anecdotal, is nevertheless a strong mar1cetlng tool as well. Help Desk services are
marketed through the online and printed catalog, web sites, promotional materials, and news articles. The
training service avaHabie k:I faculty through the Educational Technology SpeciaHst Is communicated through

flyers for group lnIining and one-on-one training offered via emal1 and telephone. Videoconference
classroom lralning iJ offered In the same way through lyers for group training and one-on-one training
offered via email and telephone. The Dean of learning Re$ouroes reminds the Deans at both colleges at

the start of the scheduHng process that both online and videoconferenclng are altematives to traditional
classroom educational offerings.

Describe sItempt$ to Increase the ptOpOftion of lIludent, faculty or steff populations utilizing
depaftmenW wvk;es,
By aggressively recruiting faculty to teach online there are now 146 course secOOns In 24

disciplines, providing students multiple opportunities k:I take our online courses that can lead to a degree in

one of lYe majors: AdmInIstration of Justice-law Enforcement HIstory, Liberal Ms, Social ScIence, and
Psychology. ThIs is an ncrease from fall 2003 that had 36 sections In 17 disciplines.

OnIneDllclpl1nes

,... os

SprIng 04

fill 04

Spring 01

fill 01

SprIng "

fill 01

Spring 07
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Online CIaI SectIona

Fall 03

Spring
04

Fall 04

Spring
0&

Fall 0&

Spring
08

Fall 08

Spring
07

The Help Desk sends out a weekly email entitled "Did You Know?..... These letters are designed
to Inform employees on how to more effectIyeIy UN the CISCO phone system. They also &eM 85 • tool
to educate employees on the availability of and con1aet information for the Help Desk services.

C.

Servlcel

8.

LIst Ihe major college functions or services petfoImed by the dep8ltment.

Major Functions

....mlng RIIourc....omce of the Dean

Functions:
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

Supervise Learning Resources, Help Desk, Distance Learning OnHne and VIdeoconferencing,
i1cIuding staffing, evaluations. budget monitoring. professional development. and facilities planning
Oversee vaoous grants and state funding initiatives i1cIudlng Tile VCooperative 2002·2007;
USDAIRUS 2004-2009; and the California CommunIty College TTlP funding. Monitor budgets.
maintain accurate documentadon. and provide annual and/or final fIporls as requested
Payroll for staff and over 40 adjoocts leaching onIne
Process and monitor all purthase IeqUiIitions for all areas and grants
Work with colleges for online COUI18ICheduUng. processing onIile class cha1ges, and do online
adjunct evaluations
Order onIne adjunct Instructor texlJooks; distribute mIIne adjunct facufty packets; and process
student Grade Change and fncompIele forms
Schedute Technology AdYiIoIy Team. 1T1I.R, and Learning ReIam::es meetings and maintain
accurate meeting minutItI
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•
•

•

De., of Learning Resources participates in Curriculum Committees, Facilities Convnittees, and
Presidents C8bineIs at both colleges
Coordinate and Implement Flex and Duty days with coIege campuses and chancellor and work
with colleges " Implement additional faculty devebpment opportunities
Process travel and expense claims for all area sIaff

DIstance Leamlng-Onllne

Functions:
Lead adjunct faculty recruitment for all disciplines
Manually assign instructors" o'Jer 90 online and approximatety 100 web-enhanced sections
Work dIrecIIy with facuHy b design. develop. and deIMtr web-based Instruction in the Blackboard
environment
• Create and maintain the flow of tasks to complete oourse development projects
• Develop instructional resources for faculty ute and keep current with developments in both
leaming theory and technology trends
• Develop and deliver workshops for faculty on in8tn.1Ctiona1 technologies and pedagogical
applications
,
• Oversight of Faculty Multimedia Lab including research of equipment and technology available for
solutions and improvements to teaching and leaming experience
• Oversight of online oourses Including ~ with Information Technology (IT) for troubleshooting,
upgrades. and Blackboard Issues
• Liaison with Blackboard for troubleshooting, upgrades, and new applications
• Record and provide monthly reports and statistics to area Dean
• Archiving of online syllabi, grade books, and finals by course and semester
• Communicate with online faculty by phone,
in person
•
•
•

ematln

Distance Leamlng-Videoconference

Functions:
Train faculty and staff in the use of videoconferenc:e classrooms and conference rooms
• Install and maintain vk!eoconferenoe equipment in classrooms and conference rooms
• Monitor and troubleshoot vkieoconference classrooms and conference rooms While In use
• Install applicable software upgrades and patches b Yideoconferencing equipment
• liaison with Information Technology (IT) for setting bandwidth priorities. Internet Protocol
addresses, and troubleshooting assistance as required.
• Research equipment and technology available br solutions and Improvements to teaching and
learning experience
• Record applicable information and provide requinKJ ,.ports and statistics to area Dean
• Install and maintain satelite dish and eq~ for CCCSAT and Dish Netwolt services
• Commun1cate with faculty by phooe, amafI, and in person

•
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HtlpDesk
Functlonl:
• Reset passwords for all students, fac:ufty and staff for My West HIls. Student Email, BlackboartI,
IIld phones. Answer questions and/or bward to appropriate department when needed
• Assist with computer issues inckJding downloads, WHCCD network accessibIIHy, security and
updates
• Set up new empk)yee accounts in My West Hills and enter WHCCD Employee email addresses in
Datatel
• Program. install, troubleshoot and ilfonn new employees on how to set up phones. and acx:ess
voicemail on and off campus
• Manage employee and student name changes il My West Hills and Student Email (in Dalalel)
• Handle undeliverable email by checking for alternate email address, phone,
or other addresses and change k> oorrect email address
• Record and provide helpdesk statistics reports to Dean on monthly basis
9.

Ust the CUl1Jnt service goals of the depertment

in July and August 2005, the learning Retources Department held retreats wilt the express
purpose of developing a department mission, viston, student learning outcomes, and an implementation
matrix. The following current and new service goals ere directly tied to the SLOs developed during those

retreats.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10.

ProvIde ongoing training iI online technological and pedagogical best practices
Increase onUne Instructor paIticfpation in SLO assessments that feed Into program review
processes at the coIege level
Increased student use of ()tNne SkJdent OrIentation through colaboration of Learning
Resources onfine staff and online Instructors
Increased faculty use of DiscussIon Board, Virtual Chat, Virtual Classroom and other
communication tools In Blackboard sites hough enhanced training and follow-up by LR
online staff
Maintain videoconference equipment and software between campuses and external sites
Continue scheduling of glOllp and Increase one-on-one training each semester.
Maintain cummt oontact and detailed operation instructions Information in all
videoconference cIassroorre district-wide
Maintain open communication with ITS I relate systems' problems.

Is Ihete a dNire to add Rf1II aeMc:e goals or objectives to the depBttment?
•
•

Provide anlne students with acIiYe, handt-Oll, concrete experiences through technological
media through collaboration of Learning Resources onme staff and onIne instrucb1l
Develop and Implement Student TedInology and Online Readiness Self Assessmenl
Tools
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•
•
•
•

11.

Increase student technology literacy and Independenoe through enhanced online
orientations, student4riend1y sites, IIld onIne lraining in courses
Research and work with CENIC on an aspects of captioning br video confenmce courses
Research and present to faculty new classroom mediated technologies
Provide consultation and research sefVices ., I1e college academic communities

Describe the depatfmentat strategies and activities irtended to achieve these objective&

Department strategies to achieve new objectives include:
•

In order to provide onlne students with active, hands-on, conerwte IXpII'tences
through technological media, learning Resources Depar1ment staff will acquire and lest
new software and hardware technologies, provide them., ITS for system compatibility,

and provide faculty with guest access and/or vendor presentations with the intent .,

purchase for system-wide use.
•

In order to devllop Ind Implement Student Technology Ind Online RHdiMII Self
Aneeament Tools, Learning Resources Depar1ment staff will work with the Director of
Institutional Effectiveness, Planning, and Research to develop, deploy, evaluate and redeploy self assessment tools to enable students ., make wise distance learning choices.

•

In order to Inc...... ltudent technology IIterIcy Ind Independence through enhanced

online ortentltlonl. ltudent..frilndly .IteI, Ind online trlinlng In COlI,..., learning
Resources Department staff wHI researoh and implement online orientations known to
exhibit best practices and work with ITS staff to make cunent Student EmaH, My West

HUIs, and Blackboard sites easier to read and password protect. In addition, learning
Resources Department staff will work with faculty ., provide more online Irainilg In

courses that will help to make students more ilchnology Independent.

•

In order to research Ind work with CENIC on II apeets of ceptionlng for video

conference COUl'lll, the Distance learning Operations Manager will maintain an conta
with CENIC partners, CENIC admintstrative leadership, and stay abreast of lie captioning
issues related to video conference COUI18S.
•

In order to I"IIIIrch Ind present to faculty new cI••room rnedlltId technologlll. the

Distance l.eamilg Operations Manager IIld lie Education Technotogy SpecialistwIH
contiooe to share information. work with vendors on trials. work with ITS on any systems
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compatibility issues, and wort with facutly on any access, presentations and training

Issues.
•

12.

In order to Provide eonaultdon and ,...aan:h ..rvte. to the college academic
conmunltlet, the Dean of Le~ Resources will wort on nlqUeSt with the AcademIc
Senates, Curriculum Committees and other academic leaders at both campuses

Desctlbe how these goals and objectives will be assessed?

All goals and objectives will be assessed using methodologies appropriate to the task. Evaluabs
will be provided for faculty in training sessions, vendor presentations. in the deployment of any software or

hardware pilots, or mediated classroom technologies. Students wli also be asked to evaluate self
assessment tools, haldware or software technologies, and changes to their login sites. In addition. faculty
inpIementing the SLO assessments will be asked to evaluate their SLOs based on the longitudinal data

collected over several semesters.
Informal evaluations wi" Include the reduction In Help Desk contacts for student password resets,

and an ilaease in student success due to self aeIection via the onfine and technology self assessment
tools.
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SectIon HData
Define and prov;de appropriate department use ttend data, N available (3 to 5 years). If
possible, show how ntVices ere provided or used by each lndMduai college.

13.

FTES by Location
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WHCCD Online EnroIIm.nt for Fiv. AcIdtmIc VM...
VVHCCD Online Enro..... nt
8,000

-r----------------------,

6.000

+---~

---------

4.000 + - - - - - 2,000

o

2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006
1,561

2,068

1,193

3,425

3,991

WHCCD online unduplicated enrollment has increased from 1.561 students In 2001-2002 to 3,991 in 20052006. This growth represents 8156% increase it undupliceled student headcount. Enrollment decline
during 2003-2004 reftects budget cuts, tuition Increase, end reduction In course offerings.

WHCCO Online Enrollm.nt by Ethnlclty
60%,-----------------------------------------~
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WHCCD Online Enrollment by Age
~.---------------------------------~
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WHCCD Online Success end Rattn1Ion
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Enrollment end Success by Ethnlclty
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AfrIcan-American Online Enrollment & Succe_ "'-...
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Fall 2001 Enrollment by City
WHCCD
OnU....
EnroIlrMnt
2
18

WHCCD
City
CanluaCreek
Huron
Riverdale
Armona
Stratford
• Fireba.Jdl

Enrollment

CoaIlnaa
San Joequin
Lemoore

563

Hanford

KelUeman City
Avenal

Mendota
Tf'8l"l<lUUlity

Laton

16
100
77

% Enrolled
OnUne
12.50%
18.00%
19.48%
20.24%
20.83%
26.24%
28.24%
30.17%
30.87%
31.03%
31.03%
32.57%
36.91%
38.48%
38.78%

16
17
10
68
159
12
397
332
9
57
55
5
19

84

48
221
39
1,286
1,070
29
175
149
13
49

WHCCD Online Participation by Student City
Laton

39%

Tranquillity

3i~%

I

37~

Mendota

I

33%

Awnal

Kettleman City

31%

Hanford

31%

Lemoore

31%

San Joaquin

Coaling.

31%

,
,

2~%

I

Firebaugh

28'

stratford

21%

Armona

20%

,I

19%

Riverdale

tiJron

h%

I

13%

Cantua Creek

10%

20%

40%
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14.

ProvIde aaessment leSUIs from fJfJd..uws. (Use survey or other asseSltntmf tools to gather
feedback from etJd..usets)

In fall 2005, the students In online courses taught by WHCCD adjunct faculty were \n1roduc:ed to a

new tool, Student Evaluation of 0nIne Facufty.

Developed with input from faculty, deans, and 1he Leaming

Resoun:es Educational Technology SpecIalist. this evaluation was deployed in Blackboard in 81 fully onHne
counes taught by adjuncts that semester. In addition, the President of the WHCL Academic Senate 20052006 agreed to have the evaluation deployed In his online courses IS well. The evaluation was announced
in an email to students by the Educational Technology SpecIatisIs and posted as part of the menu tabs in
their classes. The anonymous resutts were posted in the Blackboard's Gradebook. There were 30 facufty
who were evaluated by WHCCD students; of those six faculty were evaluated as part of 1he regular Human
Resources adjunct evaluation process by the Dean of Learning Resources.

15.

Comment on signific8ri Information that emetgeS from the data
The significant information from the Student Evafuation of Online Faculty came from the comments

section. In particular, the students' comments repeat a theme stating the need for onfine courses in order

to continue their education. Every class evaluation Included one or more comments with this 1heme.
In response ..., the question,
QueItIon 22 EAIy

Would you take anoIher online course? Why or 'tiny Not?
Absolutely. Though I have found they entail more work than courses taken In the classroom, they

are best IUited tar my schedule as I fWI time mother of young children. Ican 90 at my own pace
tIr the most part. I learned more from ~ papers b my online courses, than from ~
multiple choice... (SocIology 1 Fall 05)

lami'! the Navy end em at work or gone very often. ThIs ttPI of ca.s allows me ..., continue my
IducaIIon no matter whn I go. (Biology 10 FaR 05)

Y"'. becauIe Ills fie onty WI I can d8nd c:oHege. (Businell 20 FBI 05)
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SectIon III.

16.

Institutional Support

Describe the adequacy of the stafflng level 10 accompIiBh orgll1lzatlonalobjectives at colleges and
district office.
With the phenomenal growth of onIne courses and enrollment in onnne courses the
ClJnant staffing levels have proved insufficient b meet student and facutty needs, creating a

backlog, particularly at the start and end of each semester, of: requests to be filled, training needs,
instructors to be put in courses, responses to students, and so on. The ability to gather Important
data, do outreach, in-depth training, implement innovative ideas, disseminate information, and
participate on vital committees becomes a luxury not realized.

More research is needed to determine if current staffing is adequate for expected growth
needs of the video conference program and network.

17.

fad.,

How adequate and appropriate are departmental
and equipment? Please be specif1c
about current deficiencies and projected needs at colleges and district oflice.
Departmental facilities and equipment are cunenUy adequate, but as technology In the
faculty multi-media labs and in the video conference classrooms age, maintena1Ce requiring

replacement wi become necessary. There are two faculty roofti.media labs in the district with six
high-end CPU's and accompanying software. two cobr printers, video data projector1, amplifiers,
and dvdM:r players.

Staffing Deficiencies
18.

Ate there unmet professional development needs of department staff? tf yes, please deSCfl)e.

Not at this time.
19.

At81h818 specific fiscal needs that have not been pl8v1ous1y identified? tf yes, please specify.
Having relied on Title V and US~ fooding for the last four years. Learning Resources will

need b recelve an ilfilx of funds b become July ilstitutionalzed and operate at fuR capacity in the future.

Supplies. travel for development needs, equipment reptacemen~ and other necessities to run a full-fledged
operation will beoome necessary in 2007-2008 when the TItle VCooperative grant funds cease b exist
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SectIon IV.
20.

Summary

Describe the strengths of the cIepartment

The Learning Resources Department has highly qualified per80MeI serving students. faculty and
staff of WHCCD. excellent iechnology and software resources for students and faculty engaging In the
teachingAearnlng process. and facilities district-wide that include facufty labs. video conference meeting
rooms and classrooms. and office space.

I.

Personnel:
• The Educational Technology Specialist holds a bachelors degree in Business

Administrationllnformation Systems from Fresno State and has a background in academic
advising and career education.

•

The Help Desk Coordinator has a degree In Business (AM) and background in Business.
Industrial Engineering. Insurance. Computers. Data Processing TechnicianJlnfonnation
Systems (aSS). and training In Blackboard (Introduction to Teaching with WebCT 4.0
Workshop (30 hrs) and Introduction to Teaching with Blackboard 6.0 Workshop
(3Ohrs) with 3 (student) 1 year (EmployeeJFaculty - ITS) years working at the Help Desk
to telephone and email requests.

•

The Distance Learning Manager holds a degree in BA. In General Studies with a minor In

Management and has a background in electronics with 3 years purchasing. installing and
maintaining video conferenclng classrooms and equipment.

•

The Senior Secretary has an AA degree In SecretaryM'ord Processing and has worked
with WHCCD for 5 years and with Learning Resources for over a year.

•

The Dean of Learning Resources holds a Masters degree In English and has fifteen years
experience in distance learning management.

b.

Technology Ind FacHltItI:
• Technology and software In the facufty rnuItInedia labs. student emaM upgrades. and

servers for both the Blackboard and student email servers. and 48 wireless laptops with
charging stations were all purchasecllhrough lie Title VCooperative grant.
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•

Six state-of·the-art video conference classrooms were Instaled with the USDAIRUS grant.

•

Student wireless IapJJps and video conference meeting room in the Coalinga Library,

video conference classroom and wireless Iapmp program at the Huron Community Center,
and four wireless laptop programs at high schools through out.the district were Installed as

part of the Community Access Project through USDAIRUS grant funding.
•

Staff in Learning Resources have had the opportunity to replace aging ~
through Title V funding so as iJ provide.

21.

Describe depsdmentBl,,.., for impIOvement
The ability to prioritize responding to multiple requests over short periods during peak busy times,

finding ways iJ gather and store tracking data that can be more productive a1d easily retrieved are areas
b improvement for the Learning Resources Department.

22. Describe plan to correct identified MHlknesses and improve the program. Suggest timeIines and
required resouroes 8S IfJPfOPrlate.

The program has grown substantially over the last three semesters, so in the next academic year
staff will analyze departmental areas that will need attention and improvement. The Learning

Resources Department will hold retreats in summer~. similar to those held In summer 2005.

SectIon V.

Communication

23. Communicate Resuts
a. RcMew with immediate supervisor
b. ChanceIIor's Cabinet
c. WHC Coalinga College Consultation Committee
d. WHC Lemoore Planning and Govemanc:e Councl
e. Chancellor's Executive CabInet
* Discuss approprtateness of assignment iJ district or college.
f. Board of Trustees
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I.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Unit/Department:
Date Prepared:
Prepared by:
Committee Members:

II.

Financial Aid
November 2004
Jill Stearns
JanaCox
America Planas
Dr. Larry Rathbun

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

A. General Description of the program

The financial aid department is responsible for the processing and awarding of
all need-based financial aid. The financial aid staff assists students with the
Free Application for Federal Student Aid (F AFSA), electronically process
applications received from the Central Processing System, verify eligibility for
federal, state and local programs, awards aid, coordinates payment of awards
with business services, reports disbursements of aid and reconciles payments
with federal, state and local agencies.

B. Assumptions/trends unique to Student Activities that are likely to influence the
department or profession; you may want to describe how the nature and needs of
departments in your service area are changing; etc. (Example: The cash flow
requirements due to multiple funding sources and the resulting draw-down provisions
will continue to increase and will require more aggressive cash management
procedures.)

It is assumed that the amount of financial aid awarded and number of students
serviced by the financial aid department will continue to grow. Each academic
year from 2000- 2003, an increase has been recorded in the number of Board
of Governor Fee Waiver recipients. This steady growth parallels the growth in
enrollment experienced by the District. The phase IIB expansion of the
Lemoore campus will increase the course offerings and services available to
students. Enrollment growth is anticipated for the North District Center
(NDC) over the next ten years. Evening hours of financial aid service are
critical to meeting student needs on the Lemoore and Firebaugh campuses. In
order to maintain quality service to students, staffing patterns need to be
reviewed annually.

C. Program or service goal statements which form the core of the unit plan. In prioritized

order describe the near term (3-Year) and long range (lO-year) direction/vision for your
department(s). Evaluate program goals using criteria, measures, and methods
applicable to each goal. Describe what you want to do differently or more effectively in
the future. (Example: Improve the cleanliness of classrooms prior to first-hour classes.)

Foster student centered service environment
Implement electronic communication of document tracking
Implement web-based forms
Develop updated policies and procedures
D. Supplies: Describe the supply requirements of your existing department(s), as well as
the effect that any proposed changes would have on the supplies required in the next
three years. This statement should include the kinds and amounts of supplies needed,
any anticipated costs, and the need for any computer software/technology.

Current paper files require the purchase of several thousand folders, labels,
stickers, prongs, and countless reams of paper.

E. Equipment: Describe the equipment requirements of your existing department, as well
as the effect that any proposed changes would have on equipment required in the next
three years. This statement should include a description of and rationale for new
equipment or replacement of existing equipment and the estimated costs of the
equipment. It should also include anyon-going maintenance and installment
requirements, as well as an estimate of the costs associated with these requirements.

Financial aid processing is a technology intensive operation. Employees are
required to use many web based tools, Datatel, and Microsoft Office Suite
applications. In addition, multiple usernames and passwords must be
maintained and updated every 90 days according to federal guidelines. Staff
must be proficient in computer operation in a Windows environment, Web
navigation and email.
The District IT policy calls for replacement of all computer hardware on a
three year cycle. The implementation of a scanning/imaging system integrated
with Datatel would eliminate the expense of paper file set up and maintenance.
Scanning solutions and funding options are under review at the time of
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writing. The scanning solution would eliminate the annual expense of paper
files; however, it does have significant implementation and purchase costs.
F. Facilities: Please describe the need for facility modifications within your existing
department or program and the effect that any proposed changes would have on the
existing facilities in the next three years. This statement should include a description of
the desired changes, the rationale for the changes, and a rough estimate of the costs.

The financial aid department has staff assigned to the Coalinga and Lemoore
college campuses and at the North District Center in Firebaugh. Each staff
member is provided with an adequate workspace with appropriate technology
resources and connectivity. On each site there are barriers to confidential
communication with students and uninterrupted processing time. The director
of fmancial aid is working with the financial aid coordinators to establish
workflows that reduce the impact of the facility limitations. Additionally, the
director of financial aid, in conjunction with the college presidents, deans of
students and the grants department, is striving to identifY possible solutions for
fmancial aid facilities. The NDC does not currently have storage space
required for onsite storage of requisite financial aid documentation.
G. Staffing: Please describe the staffing requirements of the existing department or
program, as well as the effect any program changes would have on staffing in the next
three years. This statement should include the need to retrain or to add staff for new
and additional responsibilities, for anticipated enrollment increases, or for replacing
anticipated retirements.

District Office: Director of Financial Aid
Coalinga : Financial Aid Coordinator
2 full-time Financial Aid Assistant I
1 part-time Financial Aid Assistant I
North District Center: 2 part-time Financial Aid Assistant I
Lemoore: Financial Aid Coordinator
2 full-time Financial Aid Assistant II
2 part-time Financial Aid Assistant I
Additional support currently comes from department funded student workers.
The ongoing enrollment growth at NDC has triggered the need of a full-time
Financial Aid Assistant I position at that location. This would afford more
autonomy of financial aid processing for the North District Center.
The implementation of scanning technology and data capture are currently
being explored. This technology centered process would add another high tech
process to the already tech-heavy financial aid department. When considered
in conjunction with the existing technology employed by the department it is
anticipated that a technology position will be needed within the next three
years. It may be possible to reassign current staff to fill this technology
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support position. This issue is under review by the director of financial aid,
director of information technology services and director of business services.
H. Staff Development Requirements: Please describe the department or program, as well
as the effect any proposed changes would have on staffing in the next three years. This
statement should include the need to retrain or to add staff for new and additional
responsibilities, for anticipated enrollment increases, or for replacing anticipated
retirements.

All financial aid staff members require ongoing annual training as there are
significant changes each award year that impact processing and regulation
surrounding Title IV awarding and disbursement. Staff will require specific
training in any new technology, process or procedure implemented by the
department. Training is available at regional workshops, train the trainer
events, web based training workshops, and at annual conferences. New staff
requires a significant amount of peer-to-peer training, training by supervisory
staff, and hands-on workshops.
I.

Additional Information (optional): Please provide any other information to describe,
explain, justify, analyze, or clarify prospective departmental or program changes or
needs anticipated in the next three years.

The implementation of technology including improved work-flows, webbased forms, email communication, and scanning and data capture allow the
financial aid staff to process greater numbers of student applicants in a shorter
amount of time. The improved efficiencies have allowed the financial aid
department to handle a significantly increased enrollment with little increase
in staff District FTES have increased 18 % from 3761.67 in 2000 to 4434.2 in
2003. During this same time frame the total amount of grant awards increased
by 30% and the Financial Aid staff was increased by 30%.The increase in
staffing afforded the opportunity to address and correct issues identified in the
Cal Grant Program Report ID #80100117600; however, the staff is still
stretched to meet the demands of reporting, processing, and student support.
J.

What factors did you use in determining the quality and success of this department?
(Example: feedback from campus "clients", audit improvements, meeting mission
statement and/or goals and objectives, etc.)

Feedback from students is a most valuable tool in determining the financial
aid department's quality of service. Additionally, the processing time required
to get a student from the completed application with required documents, to
fully awarded status can be measured and used as a year to year comparison.
Further, a department audit was fundamental in identifying areas in need of
improvement and provided a framework for focusing department efforts.
Student surveys are planned for Spring 2005 and Spring 2006 to measure
student satisfaction, identify areas for improvement, and to establish a baseline
for current operation efficiencies.
K. Identify the best ways to Measure the quality and success of this department or
program. Conduct an evaluation of the program. Use a surveyor questionnaire when
appropriate to address questions. (Examples: How do the persons served by the
program evaluate its adequacy or effectiveness? How do the services of this program
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compare to similar programs outside tbe College? By what processes does tbe program
deal witb complaints and continually up-grade services? Other metbods migbt include
matcbing or exceeding nationwide productivity measures, i.e. full-time staffing
equivalent per square foot for M&O and per number of employees for Human
Resources, feedback from campus "clients", etc.)

Formal and informal survey methods are appropriate for measuring the quality
and success of the financial aid department in terms of customer service
satisfaction. Efficiency and timeliness of processing can be measured by the
financial aid coordinators. Accuracy is measured by self-audit and
reconciliation of all monies with the various granting entities. Recent audit
results and 2003-2004 reconciliations show marked improvement over
previous year end analysis. Pell reporting for 2001-2002 closed with a margin
of error of 2.33 %, while 2003-2004 closed with a margin of only .10892%.
L. ScbedulingPatterns: Describe the daily or annual scheduling pattern tbat your
department or area experiences and discuss whetber tbese are appropriate or adequate
for tbe goals of tbe program and for tbe popUlation being served.

Scheduling of the financial aid department is determined by the student
services schedule of each college and center. At NDC the financial aid hours
are 12PM to lOPM, Monday through Thursday. This has been determined as
the best fit for the local students by the director of the center based on course
scheduling.
West Hills College Coalinga has financial aid office hours from 8 AM 5PM
Monday through Friday. These hours mirror the student services building
hours of operation. Additional evening hours are available during the first two
weeks of each term.
West Hills College Lemoore offers [mancial aid services from 7:30 AM - 10
PM, Monday through Thursday and 7:30 AM - 5 PM on Friday. Staffis
scheduled to meet the needs of the large number of evening students at the
Lemoore college.
The staffing of the Coalinga and Lemoore colleges are appropriate for the
program and the populations being served. The staffing at the North District
Center is not sufficient to afford aid processing at that location.
M. Whicb of tbe measures listed in L. above are you using or do you plan to use in the next
year?

The financial aid department will continue to schedule staff in a manner that
matches the student services team at each location. This ensures consistent and
reliable access to financial aid services.
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III. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
A. Please provide a short, written commentary answering each of the fOllowing. Refer
to information and data from the statistical report(s) for your program. (see
sample)

00101
Students
BOGWA

01/02

Amount
11,507

Students

BOGWB

82
274

51,000

498

~WC

1,968

495,931

1,731

145

198,725

Cal Grant B
Cal Grant C
EOPS Grant
Pell Grant
SEOG

Amount

109

18,128

Students

Amount

Students

15,270
50,314

127

2,032

436,962

2,299

239

310,810

343

403,878

360

449,411

15,696
80,205

26

11,304
39,063

15
240

5,832
100,409

3,332,832

1,621

3524,862

119,012
4,408,635

516

13,227

33

1,544

2,824,823

325
1,470

3,130,243

230
1,560

474

117,160
3,769,711

354

126,152

587

$ 4,114,685

$

How does tbe five-year enrollment trend for tbe district impact workload for your
department?

The five-year enrollment trend suggests that the workload for the financial aid
department will continue to increase, parallel to enrollment growth.
2.

How does tbe increased/decreased staffing levels impact workload for your department?

At this time, there is no anticipated staffing increase. Thus individual
workload will continue to expand. Implementation of technology solutions has
served to maintain workloads at manageable levels. The addition of three fulltime and one part-time position in the 2003-2004 academic year brought the
department staffing to an acceptable level for current enrollment.
B. Productivity

It is imperative that the fmancial aid department operate with a high degree of
productivity; while maintaining a student centered customer service
environment. Over the next twenty-four months the financial aid department is
focusing on projects that afford students web access to real-time financial aid
information. It is anticipated that this will have a significant positive impact
on productivity through the reduction of mail and phone contacts. The full
impact of these changes will evident in the next 2 - 4 years.
C. General Operation
1.

9,183

83,310

57,338

44

Amount

350,141

27

$

03/04

86
302

354

Total

1.

02/03

How well does your department provide adequate services to campus constituents?
What criteria were used in tbis determination? (Example: surveys, e-mail responses,
overall campus environment, self-assessment, etc.)
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$

37,041
740,699 .

107,963 .
4,975,400

The financial aid department has failed to adequately supply services to
campus constituents. This is based on student emails, phone contacts and
incident reports. Additionally, these findings were evident in a self-assessment
of the overall department operation. Significant changes have been
implemented to address this issue. The changes include increased staffing,
customer service training, and procedural efficiencies.
2.

Does your department meet or exceed expectations of state regulations and reporting
requirements?

At this time, the financial aid department meets or exceeds the expectations of
state regulations and reporting requirements. The deficiencies identified in the
September 18-21, 2001, Program Compliance Office Cal Grant Program
Review Report oj99/00 Award Year have been corrected and measures
implemented to remain within the awarding and reporting guidelines.
Additionally, federal compliance with Return to Title IV regulations is now
being met and past period processing is ongoing.
3.

What evidence exists or suggests that your department provides adequate services to
campus constituents, excluding "client or customer" responses?

Student applicants are being awarded the aid to which they are entitled,
disbursements are being made according to the established schedule,
compliance with federal regulations regarding all aspects of the financial aid is
being upheld, reporting and reconciliation are being carried out within the
established time parameters, growth in financial aid disbursement reflects
district enrollment growth and increased Pell award thresholds.
4.

To what extent are the measurable goals of the program being met? (Example: what
proportion of the student population that intends to transfer actually accomplish their
goal?)

Financial aid processing and awarding are being carried out with reasonable
efficiency. 100% of eligible applicants are awarded aid.
D. Professional and Vocational Standards and Growth
1.

What procedures are being used to assure that current skill level of your employees is
adequately meeting the needs of the district relative to your department fulfilling the
district" mission, goals and objectives?

Financial aid staff members receive training from a variety of sources. There
are many conferences, workshops, and webinars each year. West Hills College
sends representatives to as many of the training opportunities as the budget
will allow. Information and skills obtained from these training opportunities is
shared with the entire department via peer-to-peer training . This enables all
staff to benefit from the training attended. It is critical that the department
operate according to federal guidelines and be aware of the upcoming
requirement changes for the next award year. Annual audits and self review
ensure that the department fulfills district mission, goals and objectives while
complying with all regulations.
2.

What procedures are being used to assure that the department uses current technology
to perform its responsibilities?

The financial aid director is responsible for ensuring that current technology is
implemented in the department procedures. General letters from the Federal
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Register, posted minimum computer configuration recommendations, and
listserve mailings provide information necessary for determination of current
technology implementation. Additionally, the director actively pursues
knowledge of current technology through technical reading and participation
in technology conferences and events.
3.

Individual Professional Growth: What evidence is there that both professional and
vocational staff are staying current in their respective profession and trades vocations?

Professional and vocational staff attend multiple training sessions and receive
peer-to-peer training on a regular and ongoing basis. The effective and
efficient manner in which students are processed and awarded aid provides
evidence of their current skill and professionalism.
4.

What recognitions and/or acknowledgments (awards, publications, promotions,
memberships, etc.) have been given to staff within the last year?

During 2004 the following recognitions or acknowledgements were awarded
financial aid staff:
• Two promotions from Financial Aid Assistant I to Financial
Aid Assistant II
• One Bachelor's degree earned
• One tax professional license earned
• One staff member recognized as CSEA employee of the year
E. Overall Changes
1.

Were there any significant changes in data or trends? Describe. (Example:
increase in facilities; changes in landscaping; increase in staffing; implementations
of hardware/software, increased applicant pool, increased program participants,
etc.)

Staffing was increased by two full-time coordinator positions, and one
part-time financial aid assistant I position. There has also been a recent
shift from papeito electronic FAFSA filings by 85% of West Hills
College financial aid applicants.
2. If changes occurred, what were the reasons for these changes? (Example: automation of
financial aid; mailing of student invoices; planting of more perennials, increase outreach
efforts, etc.)

The increase in BFAP monies in the form of a BFAP supplement
allocation afforded the increase in staffing for the financial aid department.
The move from paper to electronic filing of F AFSAs is the result of both
local and federal efforts to initiate this change. The electronic F AFSA
decreases the processing time from 6 weeks to 48 hours allowing students
to receive their awards in a much more timely fashion.
3. Does analysis of the data suggest any changes are needed to improve program
effectiveness: If so, what changes? (Example: too little/too much square foot
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custodial/maintenance per FTE staff; work order backlog increasing; purchase order
turnaround time increasing, increased recruitment or retention efforts, etc.

The trend toward electronic filing and online forms suggests a need for all
of our district financial aid forms to be made available on the West Hills
College website. The website usage in the 2004 academic year exceeds by
20,000 hits per month the usage recorded in the 2003 academic year.

IV. PROGRAM ANALYSIS AND THREE-YEAR-PLAN
•

What were the major accomplishments ofthis department or area in the previous
academic year: (Example: increased applicant pool, increased program participants.)
Did these accomplishments meet your goals and objectives for the previous academic

Great improvements in efficiency have been made in the past year. These
include the use of an auto-folder to prepare mailings, redesign of the call
routing to increase the likelihood of incoming calls being answered and not
forwarding to voicemail, implementation of a communication flow that
eliminates mass emails to fmancial aid staff with open ended responses
required, implementation of email and My West Hills as the primary means of
communicating award information to students, elimination of redundancy of
work by redesign of workflow processes, improved communication with
financial aid accounting staff personnel in business services.
A. List other accomplishments that were not in the master plan.
The above efficiencies allowed the financial aid staff to focus greater attention
on customer service and afforded the opportunity to individually review each
student account for accuracy and to ensure that the student received all aid to
which they are entitled.
Significant strides have been made in the overdue processing of Return to
Title IV students. This ongoing effort is expected to be complete by December
31,2005. All Return to Title IV processing is complete for the 2004 fall term.
B. Please create a three-year plan for this program using the analyses made in this review.
Please use the attached "Three-Year-Plan" form. (see attached plan)

V. SUMMARY STATEMENT
What are the major conclusions on the state of your department? Summarize the plan for
improving or maintaining the quality of the department. Identify strategies for the future.

Facilities continue to be a concern for the operation of the financial aid
department. The current office space assignments do not afford sufficient levels of
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confidentiality for students; further, the work-flow is hampered by the open layout
of the student services operations on all three sites. Storage is a growing concern
as Lemoore has quickly outgrown the planned storage area and Coalinga
continues to struggle with ample storage for past year files.
Customer service and technology training will remain the focus for departmental
development over the next three years.
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE
THREE-YEAR PLAN - Non-Instructional Departments
For
2004 through 2007

UnitlDepartment: Financial Aid
Date Plan Developed:

Fall 2004

1)

Operations:
Continued implementation of new technology and communication tools
IdentifY work-flow deficiencies and improve processes
Develop comprehensive department policy and procedure manual
Improve usability of financial aid website
Build sense of fmancial aid team

2)

Resources Needed:
a.

Personnel
Maintain current staffmg levels until funding is secured for additional placements
IdentifY opportunity to increase service hours at the North District Center
Monitor growth of operation on all sites as means of determining staffing needs

b.

Facilities
Collaborate with campus administration to identifY alternative office solutions
Work in cooperation with grant service to identifY alternative funding options for
capital outlay for facilities

c.

Professional Services
Investigate EdFund as an alternative to Direct Loans

d.

Travel
Maintain focus on travel for training and professional development
IdentifY travel training opportunities for all job classifications

e.

Contractors/Sub-contractors
Limit use of contractors through increased training of department staff

f.

Supplies
Supply needs will continue to grow with increased numbers of fmancial aid
applicants

g.

Other
Implement 3 year replacement plan for all department computers
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Master Plan Framework

--------------------------------------------------.
This Educational Master Plan of West Hills College Lemoore is being constructed at a particularly important
juncture in our history as a college. WHC Lemoore received initial accreditation from the Accrediting
Commission for Community and Junior Colleges of the Western Association of Schools and Colleges in June
2006. As one of the newest colleges in the California community college system, we are poised to realize our
vision as a premiere, interactive learner-centered college.
Our Educational Master Plan gives direction to the planning processes of the college by providing a
clear snapshot of our educational programs. It provides a thorough examination of internal and external
trends. It serves as a primary resource for the development and update of other college plans. And it helps to
identify our strengths, limitations, and capabilities -- and offer possibilities for the future.
The framework of this plan provides for an Educational Master Plan that is fluid and vital so we can respond
to the community we serve.

(

COLLEG ESTRATEG IC PLAN

EDUCATIONAL MASTER PLAN
• College Background
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• College andPro~rarn Tr~flds and
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT

Board of Trustees
West Hills Community College District
Coalinga, California
We have audited the accompanying basic financial statements ofthe business-type activities of West Hills
Community College District (the District) as of and for the years ended June 30, 2009 and 2008, and its discretely
presented component unit West Hills Community College District Foundation as listed in the Table of Contents.
These basic financial statements are the responsibility of the District's management. Our responsibility is to
express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of
America and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued by
the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. The
financial statements of West Hills Community College District Foundation (the Foundation) were not audited in
accordance with Government Auditing Standards. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significallt estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall basic
financial statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinions.

In our opinion, the basic fmandal statements referred to above present fairly, in all'material respects, the financial
position ofthe business-type activities of West Hills Community College District and its discretely presented
component unit as of June 30, 2009 and 2008, and the respective changes in fmancial position and cash flows, for
the years then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
As discussed in the Notes to the Financial Statements, the accompanying fmancial statements reflect certain
changes required as a result of the implementation of Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB)
Statement No. 45 for the year ended June 30,2009.

In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued our report dated February 9, 2010, on
our consideration of the District's internal control over financial reporting and on our tests of its compliance with
certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements and other matters. The purpose of that
report is to describe the scope of our testing of internal control over financial reporting and compliance and the
results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the internal control over financial reporting or on
compliance. That report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing
Standards and is important for assessing the results of our audit.
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The required supplementary information such as the Management's Discussion and Analysis and Other
Postemployment Benefit Funding Progress, as listed in the Table of Contents, is not a required part of the basic
financial statements, but is supplementary information required by the Governmental Accounting Standards
Board. This supplementary information is the responsibility of the District's management. We have applied
certain limited procedures, consisting principally of inquiries of management regarding the methods of
measurement and presentation of the required supplementary information. However, we did not audit the
information and express no opinion.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose offorming opinions on the financial statements that collectively
comprise the District's basic financial statements. The supplementary information listed in the table of contents,
including the Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards, which is required by u.S. Office of Management and
Budget Circular A-133, Audits o/States, Local Governments, and Non-Profit Organizations, is presented for
purposes of additional analysis and is not a required part of the basic financial statements. Such information has
been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic financial statements and, in our opinion,
is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole.

Fresno, California
February 9,2010
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West Hills College Coalinga

West Hills College Lemoore

North District Center. Firebaugh

Naval Air Station Lemoore

MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

In June 1999, the Government Accounting Standards Board (GAS B) issued Statement No. 34, "Basic
Financial Statements and Management's Discussion and Analysis for State and Local Governments," which
established a new reporting format for annual financial statements of governmental entities. In November
1999, GASB issued Statement No. 35, "Basic Financial Statements and Management's Discussion and
Analysis for Public Colleges and Universities, " which applies these new repolting standards to public
colleges and universities such as the West Hills Community College District (the District). The following
discussion and analysis provides an overview of the District's financial activity. This report presents this
information in a comparative format. Responsibility for the completeness and fairness of this information
rests with the District.

USING THIS ANNUAL REPORT
As required by accounting principles, the annual repOlt consists of three basic financial statements that
provide information on the District's activities as a whole: the Statement of Net Assets; the Statement of
Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net Assets; and the Statement of Cash Flows.
The focus of the Statement of Net Assets is designed to be similar to bottom line results for the District.
This statement combines and consolidates current financial resources (net short-term spendable resources)
with capital assets and long-term obligations. The Statement of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net
Assets focuses on the costs of the District's operational activities, which are suppOlted mainly by property
taxes and by State and other revenues. This approach is intended to summarize and simplify the user's
analysis of the cost of various District services to students and the public. The Statement of Cash Flows
provides an analysis of the sources and uses of cash within the operations of the District.
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WEST mLLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
JUNE 30, 2009
FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
•

The District's primary funding source is "State Apportionment as defined by SB 361" received from the
State of California through the State System's Office. These funds are comprised of State
apportionment, local property taxes, and student enrollment fees. The primary basis of this
apportionment is the calculation of Full-Time Equivalent Students (FTES). During the 2008-09 fiscal
year, the District's actual FTES were comprised of 4,972 credit FTES and 486 non-credit FTES for a
total of 5,458 FTES, an increase of 409 FTES (8.1 %) from the 2007-08 fiscal year; however the district
was only funded for 5,200 FTES. These FTES are generated at the District's Coalinga and Lemoore
College campuses, as well as various satellite locations.

•

The District ended the year with an Unrestricted General Fund balance of approximately $1.9 million.
The State Chancellor's Office recommends reserve levels of five percent of unrestricted General Fund
expenditures be set aside for economic uncertainties. The District met this requirement with
approximately 5.4 % in reserves.

•

The primary expenditure of the District is for the salaries and benefits of the Academic, Classified, and
Administrative salaries of District employees. These costs increased over the 2007-08 fiscal year by
approximately $3.0 million. In addition to the costs for current employees' insurance coverage, the
District provides insurance benefits to retirees meeting plan eligibility requirements.

•

The District began several construction and modernization projects throughout the District. These
projects will be funded through various financial vehicles, including various maintenance and
construction projects funded through the State Chancellor's Office.

•

The District provides student financial aid to qualifying students of the District in the amount of
approximately $9.6 million. This aid is provided through grants, and loans from the Federal
government, State Chancellor'S Office, and local funding.
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
JUNE 30, 2009
Condensed financial information is as follows: (in thousands)
NET ASSETS
As of June 30, 2009, 2008, and 2007

ASSETS
Cash and investments
Accounts receivable
Inventory
Prepaid
Capital assets, net of depreciation
Total Assets
LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Deferred revenue
Long-term liabilites - current portion
Total Current Liabilites
Non-Current Liabilities
Long-term liabilites
Total liabilities
NET ASSETS
Invested in capital assets
Restricted for expendable purposes
Unrestricted
Total Net Assets
Total Liabilities and Net Assets

June 30,
2009

June 30,
2008

$ 92,827
10,756
860
67,866
$172,309

$ 79,535
5,529
422
15
65,628
$151,129

6,856
2,750
1,825
11,431

Chan~e

June 30,
2007

Change

13,292
5,227
(422)
845
2,238
21,180

$ 79,805
4,527
418
8
62,584
$147,342

4,415
2,162
1,048
7,625

2,441
588
777
3,806

2,768
2,241
840
5,849

1,647
(79)
208
1,776

102,494
113,925

85,043
92,668

17,451
21 1257

85,533
91,382

(490)
11286

40,738
13,159
4,487
58,384

42,610
13,802
2,049
58,461

(1,872)
(643)
2,438
(77)

37,839
13,287
4,834
55,960

4,771
515
(2, 785l
2,501

$172,309

$151,129

$

$

$

21,180

$ 147,342

$

$

$

(270)
1,002
4
7
3,044
3,780

3,787

This schedule has been prepared from the District's Statements of Net Assets (page 11), which is presented on an
accrual basis of accounting whereby capital assets are capitalized and depreciated.
The changes in the cash position are explained in the Statements of Cash Flows (pages 13 and 14).
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
JUNE 30, 2009
Operating Results for the Year Ended June 30, 2009, 2008, and 2007

OPERATING REVENUES
Tuition and fees
Auxiliary sales and charges
Total Operating Revenues
OPERATING EXPENSES
Salaries and benefits
Other expenses
Depreciation
Total Operating Expenses
NET LOSS ON OPERATIONS
NONOPERATING REVENUES AND
(EXPENSES)
State apportionments
Grants and contracts
Property taxes
State revenues
Interest income
Interest expense
Other non-operating revenues
Total Nonoperating Revenues
OTHER REVENUES
State revenues, capital
Local revenues, capital
Total Other Revenues
NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN
NET ASSETS

June 30,
2009

June 30,
2008

$ 2,583
1,111
3,694

$ 2,657
2,473
5,130

-------.~--~

Difference

$

June 30,
2007

--~---

(74) $ 2,457
(1,362)
2,293
(1,436)
24,165

Difference
$

200
180
(19,035)

38,619
25,440
2,670
66,729
(63,035)

35,606
24,466
1,990
62,062
(56,932)

3,013
974
680
4,667
(6,103)

30,935
22,460
2,528
55,923
(31,758)

4,671
2,006
(538)
6,139
(25,174)

25,192
25,666
2,265
2,616
3,988
(3,753)
4,602
60,576

24,915
22,585
2,904
1,985
1,934
(2,953)
7,354
58,724

277
3,081
(639)
631
2,054
(800)
(2,752)
1,852

23,525
19,415
3,160
3,506
2,624
(2,873)
7,249
37,191

1,390
3,170
(256)
(1,521)
(690)
(80)
105
21,533

708
1,643
2,351
_ _. .;;3;.;;,1_______....;3;.,;1;.,.
2,382
708
1,674

$

(77) $ 2,500

$

(83)
(154)
(237)

791
154
945

(2,577) $ 6,378

$

(3,878)

This schedule has been prepared from the Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Net Assets presented
on page 12.
The operating revenue for the District is specifically defined as revenues from users of the colleges' facilities and
programs. Excluded from the operating revenues are the components of the primary source of District funding the State apportionment process. These components include the State apportionment and local property taxes. As
these sources of revenue are from the general population of the State of Califomi a, and not from the direct users
of the educational services, they are considered to be nonoperating. As a result, the operating loss of $63 million
is balanced by the other funding sources leading to a decrease in the District's net assets of $77 thousand.
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"VEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
JUNE 30, 2009
Auxiliary revenue consists of Food Service revenues. The bookstore sold its inventory of books, supplies, and
other items to an outside agency to operate. Those proceeds are reflected as the bookstore sales for the 2008-09
fiscal year. The Food Service operation provides meals to the students and faculty of the college.
Grant and contract revenues relate to student financial aid, as well as specific Federal and State grants received for
programs serving the students of the District. These grant and program revenues are restricted as to the allowable
expenses related to the programs.
The interest income is primarily the result of cash held at the Fresno County Treasurer. The interest expense
relates to interest payments on the long-term debt which is described in Note 10 of the financial statements.
The District is recording the depreciation expense related to capital assets. The detail of the changes in capital
assets for the year is included in the notes to the financial statements as Note 6.

Statement of Cash Flows for the Years Ended June 30,2009,2008, and 2007
The Statement of Cash Flows provides information about cash receipts and payments during the year. This
statement also assists users in assessing the District's ability to meet its obligations as they come due and its need
for external financing.

CASH PROV[DED BY (USED IN)
Operating activities
Noncapital financing activities
Capital fmancing activities
Investing activities
Net Increase in Cash and Cash Equivalents

June 30, 2009

June 30, 2008

$

$

$

(60,686)
57,316
11 ,844
3,954
12,428

$

(54,385)
59,690
(7,589)
2,015

Difference

June 30, 2007

Difference

$

$

$ (27,921)
25,083
(3,776)
(525)
$ (7;139)

(6,301)
(2,374)
[9,433
1,939

(26,464)
34,607
(3,813)
2,540

(269) ~$==1=2~
, 6==97= =$====6,==87=0=

The primary operating receipts are student tuition and fees and Federal, State, and local grants and contracts. The
primary operating expense of the District is the payment of salaries and benefits to instructional and classified
support staff, as well as District administrators.
While State apportionment and property taxes are the primary source of non-capital related revenue, the new
GASB accounting standards require that this source of revenue is shown as nonoperating revenue as it come from
the general resources of the State and not from the primary users of the colleges' programs and services (students).
The District depends upon this funding as the primary source of funds to continue the current level of operations.
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
BUDGET DEVELOPMENT CALENDAR
DATE

ITEM

RESPONSIBILITY

Mid January

Distribute Budget Worksheet forms to College President.

Vice Chancellor

College Presidents shall distribute forms per college procedure.

College Presidents

Vice Chancellor shall distribute forms to district office Department managers.
Open hearings and meetings will be held at each College and District Office.

AprU10!h

Submit college's proposed budget worksheets and priority lists to the Vice Chancellor
Submit district office's proposed budget worksheets and priority lists to Vice Chancellor

Vice Chancellor
College Presidents
Chancellor
College Presidents
Chancellor

Second week of
April

Executive Cabinet to review budget submittals.

Executive Cabinet

April 15'"

Vice Chancellor will notify Superintendent of Schools of newspaper publication, date, location
and time of public display of proposed budget document.

Vice Chancellor

May Board Meeting

Vice Chancellor presents latest tentatiVe budget information to Board of Trustees.

Vice Chancellor

February/March

Ten days prior to
Copies of the proposed Tentative budget shall be placed in the District Office, College
June Board Meeting Libraries, Centers, and the President's offices for public view.

Vice Chancellor

June Board Meeting At the June Board of Trustees meeting, the Board will hold a public hearing and will review and Board of Trustees
approve the proposed Tentative budget.
Before June 30v ,

Vice Chancellor will forward copy of approved Tentative budget to the Superintendent of
Schools, Fresno County and the Chancellor, California Community Colleges.

Vice Chancellor

Before July 25"'

All recommendations from Colleges and District to amend Tentative budget to be submitted to
Vice Chancellor.

College Presidents
Chancellor

Ten days before
August Board
Meeting

Copies of the proposed Tentative budget shall be placed in the District Office, College
Libraries, Centers. and the President's offices for public view.

Vice Chancellor

August Board
Meeting

At the August Board meeting, the Board will hold a public heating and will review and approve
the proposed Adopted budget.

Board of Trustees

Immediately after
August Board
Meeting

Vice Chancellor will forward copy of approved Adopted budget to the Superintendent of
Schools, Fresno County and the Chancellor, California Community Colleges.

Vice Chancellor

Rellised 0311912008
BCantu

President's Executive Cabinet
Wednesday, November 24, 2010
Conference Rm. 124
AGENDA

p.m.

1.0

Accreditation Update

Don/Dave

2.0

New Facilities Use Policy

Don

3·0

Purchase Orders for Foundation Accts.

Don

4·0

New Course/s Communication

Sylvia

5·0

Document Scanning

Don

6.0

Title IX Coordinator

Don

7·0

Procedure for Staffing Requests

Don

8.0

Basic Skills/English

g.O

Event Promoter Upc

10.0

Pay for Print Solutio

11.0

Other

Next regularly scheduled mE

1

- 2:00

~I 7

7

no

President's Executive Cabinet
October 7,2010 - 2:00 p.m.
Conf. Rm. 124
lVliuutes
lVlembers Present:
Bob Clement Jose Lopez) lody Ruble. Marlon Hall. Dave Bolt. Don Warkentin
Update on SLO progress for courses and prof,J"I"ams
Dave reported that David has redesigned the team site. He stated that he believes \VHCL
is in better standing with program level SLO than many colleges. Don recommended
that administrators invite David and/or Ron Oxford to the learning area meetings for
direction/discussion toward progressing on SLO. By December onr numbers should be
100% better.
1.

SB 1440
Dave explained that this is a new bill which will be commencing with the fall term 2012.
He provided explanation of SB 1440. Don questioned if c.olleges maintain their local
requirement for PE. This is a concern for the DECC. ,Jose questioned what happens to
the large number of students that are over 70 units. This will really only benefit an
incoming freshman who knows exactly what they want to do. Bob voie.ed that this is a
big concern. This ,,·...iII be important for the PE Learning Area representative to take to
the Curriculum Committee.
2.

3. Update on Program Review progress
Dave reported that there had been two to three program review parties. He distributed
the program re\'iew schedule. All instructional program reviews due are being worked
on. The due date is December lSi. CTE and the Administrative Office reviews have been
assessed and we are waiting for Pedro's analysis.
At the next PIT meeting we wiII discllss the District Office program reviews schedule.
The next program review party is next Friday 10/15 from 10-12.

4. Procedure for Student Lunches
Don stated that he would like staff to use their own credit cards for travel and submit for
reimbursement. Only in emergency cases should the credit card be used.
5. Accreditation Update
Dave repOlted that the self study is being reviewed by a consultant, a retired WA...SC
COmnllSSlOner.
6. Safety Concerns
Jose repOlted that there "vas gang graffiti fonnd in the 200 bldg. bathroom. A campus
crime report will be completed and sent. A team site will be created as statistics have to
be made public. This \-vill include board polky and administrative polieies.

7. New Staff positions
There will be two full-time faculty will be hired. One is for a Physics and Engineering
position to replaee Rebecca Neves. It is posted on the web site and being sent to local
engineering companies. It will also be sent electronically nationwide to 4 ,)iT. colleges.
The second is a nursing position whieh is grant funded. There have been 200 student
applications for our 24 student nursing slots. Now that the new hospital is opening they
would like us to help \\-lth their educational needs.
8. eRA WorL.,hop
DHve \vould like to organize a workshop. He is interested to know when all are available.
He is considering October 22 m] at 9 10:30 a.m.
9. Budget Update
This item was not discussed at this time.
10.

Other

The Lemoore Rotary Crab Feed is on Nov. 6
The Hanford West Athletic Boosters Crab Feed on October 161h •
Don would like website concerns sent to Glenda to compile for him to address.
Web site concerns should be submitted and then brought to Lenore Simonson's
attention.
:-..rext Meeting: October 21, 2010

West Hills Community College District
Quarterly Portfolio Report - COP Portfolio
October 2009 - December 2009
Portfolio Yield Overview
Total Portfolio Value For Quarter Ended September 30th, 2009
Total Portfolio Income for the Quarter
Total Portfolio Additions for the Quarter
Total Portfolio Withdrawals for the Quarter
Total Portfolio Value For Quarter Ended December 31st, 2009
Dollar Value Change For Quarter Ended December 31 st, 2009
Total Portfolio Return For Quarter Ended December 31st, 2009
Total Portfolio Return Year To Date
Average Portfolio Yield
LAIF Average Yield
Projected 12-month portfolio coupon income

$

Total Portfolio Balance at Inception of Management (October, 2007)
Total Portfolio Income Since Inception of Management
Total Portfolio Additions Since Inception of Management
Total Portfolio Withdrawals since Inception of Management
Total Portfolio Value For Quarter Ended December 31st, 2009
Dollar Value Change Since Inception of Management
Total Portfolio Income for 2009
Total Portfolio Return Since Inception of Management (October 31 st, 2007)

$

54,002,988.33
710,305.77 1

$
$
$

$
$
$
$

54,253,386.97 1
250,398.64
0.464%
3.630%1
3.835%
1.000%
2,071,755.50 1
20,364,190.34
3,672,766.89 1
50,272,465.56
54,253,386.97
3,980,921.41
2,220,778.09 1
7.919%

Portfolio Asset & Credit Sector Allocation

Money Market Funds
U.S. Government Agency Securities - Fixed Coupon
U.S. Government Agency Securities - Step-up Coupon
FDIC - Insured Certificates of Deposit
U.S. Corporate Bonds - Fixed Coupon
U.S. Corporate Bonds - Step-up Coupon
U.S. Corporate Bonds - Floating Rate Coupon
Total Portfolio Accrued Interest
TOT AL

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Market Value
178,969.25
34,721,999.10
1,484,058.00
7,598,344.78
10,047,651.50

222,364.34

$ 54,253,386.97

Percentage of
Total Portfolio
0.33%
64.00%
2.74%
14.01 %
18.52%
0.00%
0.00%
0.41%
100.00%

=======================

Policy Maximum
Allowed
15.00%
100.00%
100.00%
30.00%
30.00%
30.00%
30.00%
N/A
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• 08-09 FY Reductions:
• 09-10 FY Reductions:

$ 2,771,423

• Total Reductions:

$ 6,371 ,541

$ 3,600,118 *

• * Includes reduction in Cap Outlay Account

www.westhillscollege.com

"Once You Go Here, You Can Go Anywhere" ™

• Approved Tentative Budget 09-10 Reserve:$ 1,294,600
• Reserve required for 5% reserve:
$ 1,504,484
• Shortage:
• Cost to add steps to budget:

$ (209,884)
$ (628,567)

• Restricted Fund Impact:

$ (428,515)

• Deficient Coefficient/Other:

$ (498,658)

• Revised Shortage:

$(1,765,624)

www.westhillscollege.com

"Once You Go Here, You Can Go Anywhere" ™

• Target Savings:
• Savings from SERP @ 100 %

$ 1,765,624
:

$1,532,110

• Shortage:
• Vacation Payouts:

$ (233,514)

• Two-Month Salary Cost:

$ (255,352)

• SERP Payments:
• Total Shortage:

$ (233,534)
$ (835,743) *

• Non-Committed SERP:

$ (574,770)

• Grand Total Shortage:

$ (1 ,41 0,513) *

www.westhillscollege.com

$ (113,343)

"Once You Go Here, You Can Go Anywhere"

™

,').

• GF 11 Furloughs 24 days /year Mgt:

$ 461,952
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Asset Allocation

DMoney Market Fund s

0%
ElU .S. Government Agency Securi ties - Fixed Cou pon
DU .S. Gov ernmen t Agency Secu rities - Step-u p Cou pon

19%
DFDIC - Insured Cert ificates of Deposit
.U .S. Corporate Bonds - Fi xed Coupon

14%

DU .S. Corporate Bonds - Step-up Coupon

3% _ _____
II U.S . Corporate Bond s - Floating Rate Coupon

64%

DTotal Portfolio Accrued Interest

Dollar Value of
Total Portfolio
$ 42,991,380 .88
$
8,630,411 .00
$
2,230,261.50
$
$
178,969.25
$
222,364.34
TOTAL $ 54,253,386.97

AAA-Rated
AA-Rated
A-Rated
BBB-Rated or lower
Money Market Funds
Total Portfolio Accrued Interest

0%

0%

Percentage of
Total Portfolio
79.24%
15.91 %
4.11%
0.00%
0.33%
0.41%
100.00%

Credit Allocation
DAAA-Rated

16%

IIAA-Rated
OA-Rated

79%

DBBB-Rated or lower
.M oney Market Funds
DTotal Port folio Acc rued Interest

Portfolio Maturity Distribution (Ladder)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

TOT AL $

Market Value
401 ,333 .59
5,844,668 .69
8,113,811.19
13,298,868.09
13,769,422.58
12,577,352.83
247,930.00
54,253,386.97

Percentage of Total
Portfolio
0.74%
10.77%
14.96%
24.51%
25.38%
23.18%
0.46%
100.00%

Portfolio Maturity Distribution
30.00%
24.51 %

25.00%

,...--

25.38%

-

23.18%

-

20.00%
14.96%
,....---

15.00%
10.77%
,....---

10.00%
5.00%
0.74%
0.00%

0.46%

.....-----..
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

State Code Compliance Review & Confirmation
As of the close of this quarter, the current portfolio structure complies with all California State Investment Code
Regulations as well as the Internal Investment Policy of the West Hills Community College District.
***This report is for informational purposes only . Your monthly statements serve the primary reporting document
for your account. All information is believed to be reliable, but its accuracy cannot be guaranteed . The information
and data in this report were obtained from sources deemed reliable. Their accuracy and completeness is not
guaranteed and the giving of the same is not deemed a solicitation on our prt with respect to the purchase or sale of
any securities or commodities.

Portfolio Risk Management Discussion
We have instituted several interest rate risk management strategies to partially offset
the impact of possible higher rate s. Three of these strategies are described below:
1. The integration of "Step-Up" Coupon Bonds
These bonds fall within the same maturity parameters outlined in your investment policy . However , unlike your
standard coupon bond structure, these bonds gradually increase their coupons over time if not called away . The
stated coupon at purchase will never go below a certain level. For instance, we have placed the following bond in
the portfolio:

LaSalle Funding Corporation
Rating : ANAA
Initial Coupon : 3.00%
Stated Final Maturity: 6/15/08
Callable: Semiannually until maturity
Coupon step-up structure: 3.00% to 6/15/05 , 3.50% to 6/15/06 , 4.00% to 6/15/07, 7.00% to 6/15/08

2. The integration of "Premium" Coupon Bonds
These bonds have a higher coupon rate than currently issued bonds . Thus, they are currently trading at a
"premium " to their par value. We have integrated several of these types of bonds into the portfolio . The primary
reason for this strategy is to achiE eve greater portfolio stc ability and higher pc ssible rates of return, due to reinvestment.

3. The integration of "Floating-Rate" Coupon Bonds
These bonds have a variable rate coupon that trends with interest rates providing stability of principal.
The strategy is similar to the "Step-Up" bonds, however, the the coupon resets on a more frequent basis, ie. monthly
or quarterly. As these bonds pay the "current" rate they are categorized as one year maturities .

Fundable Area Budget Committee Request
2009-10
Taschen Basic Art Series

Nasco Geometric Forms
Poser Figure Artist CD-ROM
Large bookcase for English Lab

30 titles @$10
each=$300
4@
$2,287.71
each =$8864
5 sets=$77.50
$100
$300

Research Materials

$ 5,000

Portable Exhibition Panels Sax Arts
& Crafts Exhibition Panels

SirsiDyni x Symphony Annual
Software Maintenance - March 2010

$7,171

Library books and materials

$25,000

Books for Art Lab
Panels to be used for exhibiting art at various
locations on campus.
To be used for drawing classes
For figure drawing classes
To store books for students to use for extra
activities.
CIS/Bus materials needed to update out dated
books/videos
This request is to replace the TTIP funding
that was discontinued .
To replace some of the $55 ,000 removed
from the 08-09 and 09-10 budgets for books,
magazines, and other library materials

Without LCD
With LCD
Computer
$825 .00
$825.00
$65 .00
$65.00
Additional 2GB Memory
~~QQI_--------------------_
L,rrger Ha-rdf}ri'l1e-7-S-e6B; - - - - --'->-3-5-;88
Monitor-19" LCD
$200 .00
$0.00
Sub total
$1,125.00
$925.00
- ---lTa-x
$9.2-.81
$7Ji.3~
Shipping
$25 .00
$25.00
$16.00
$16.00
Calif Recycle Fee
$1,042 .31
Total
$1,258.81
Computer has an Intel i5 3.20Ghz Dual Core Processor
It comes with 2GB of PC1333MHz DDR3 RAM
It comes with a 250GB HD
33 Computers
(32 student & 1 instructor)

$41,540 .81

$34,396.31

COIeIANDBR, NAVY REGION SOUTHWBST

937 NORTH HARBOR DRIVE
SAH DIBGO, CA 92132-0058
WEST HILLS CoLLBGB

555 COLLBGB AVDUB
LBMOORB, CA 93245
CNRSW

N00242-0B0531-X40-MOU
13 OCT 2006

MEMORANDUM OF UNDBRSTANDING
BBTlfBBN

COIeIANDBR, NAVY RBGION SOO'l'HWBST
AND

NBST

HILLS COLLBOB

Subj:

EDUCATIONAL SBRVICBS PROVIDED BY nST HILLS COLLEGE ON
SPECIFIED NAVY REGION SOUTHWBST INSTALUTIONS

Ref:

(a) DOD Directive ·132.2.081 of 3 Jan 05
(b) DODI 1322.25 of 5 Peb 97, CH-l of 3 Feb 99
(c) SBCHAVINST 1560.4A, of 1 Dec 05
(d) OPHAVINST 1560.9A dated 4 Mar 08
(e) U.S Code, Title 10, Sections 2005 and 2007
(fl HAVPAC Pacilities Standard for Navy College Offices
(NCO) or Lifelong Learning Centers. NAVPAC P-80
(9) BUPBRSINST 1780.1A

Encl: . (1) AI Accrediting ltr of 31 January 2005
(2) Copy of the type and scope of programs and courses
to be offered by AI at specified NRSW Installations
(3) Copy of AI's Procedures for Approving Faculty and
Academic Adviaement for Students
(4 ) Copies of the AI's Tuition, Fees, and Refund
Polici.s
(5) AI'a policy for Acceptance of CLBP/DAHTBS/BCE Credit
(6) Verification of AI membership in SOCMAV and
Inclusion of the degrees offered in SOCHAV Network
(7) Navy College Office Points of Contact for CNRSW
installations
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EDUCATIONAL SERVICBS PROVIDED BY WBST HILLS COLLBGB
ON SPBCIFIED NAVY REGION SOUTHWBST INSTALLATIONS

1. Purpose. This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is
established between Commander, Navy Region Southwest (CNRSW) and
West Hills College, hereinafter referred to as the "Academic
Institution- or "AI-, in accordance with references (a) through
(d). The purpose of this MOU is to provide guidelines for the
delivery of educational and advisement services to active duty
personnel, reservists, retired military personnel and Department
of Defense employees, the adult family members of these
categories, and other eligible civilians having access to the
following Navy Region Southwest (NRSW) installations:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.
h.
i.

2.

Naval
Naval
Naval
Naval
Naval
Naval
Naval
Naval
Naval

Base Coronado (NBC) ;
Base Point Loma (NBPL) ;
Base San Diego (NBSD) ;
Base Ventura County (NBVC) ;
Air Station Fallon (NASF) ;
Air Station Lemoore (NASL) ;
Air Facility H1 Centro (NAP 81 Centro);
Air Weapons Station China Lake (NAWS China Lake);
Weapons Station Seal Beach (NWS Seal Beach).

Scope of Agreement

a. This MOU defines the relationship between the NRSW
installation commanding officers specified herein, [hereinafter
referred to as an "Installation Commanding Officer- or "ICO-],
and the AI for specified educational services on board their
NRSW installation. The AI in this MOO provides educational
programs, on-base classes, at one or more of the following:
(1)
(2)
(3 )

(t)
(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)

Naval
Naval
Naval
Naval
Naval
Naval
Naval
Naval

Base Coronado (NBC)
Base Point Lama (NBPL)
Base San Diego (NBSD)
Base Ventura County (NBVC)
Air Station Fallon (HASF)
Air Station Lemoore (NASL)
Air Facility 11:1 Centro (NAP 11:1 Centro)
Air Weapons Station China Lake (NAWS China

Lake)
(9)

Naval Weapons Station Seal Beach (NNB Bea1 Beach) .

b. This MOO shall become effective upon signature of both
parties (CNRBW and AI). This MOU will remain in effect for five
years, subject to the provisions in paragraph 10, "Succession of
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Agreements, Modification, and Termination- below. In accordance
with reference (d), this MOU will be reviewed every three years.
c. This MOU is not to be construed in any way as giving
rise to a contractual obligation of Navy fUnds to the AI, which
would be contrary to federal law.
3.

Administration

a. This MOU shall be administered by the Director of the Navy
College Office (DNCO) at each specified NRSW installation herein on
behalf of the ICO. The DNCO assigned to each base is designated as
the loo's technical representative for the purpose of inspection and
acceptance of services. Actions by the 100 affecting this agreement
will be coordinated with the AI prior to taking such actions, except
in the case of a deqlared emergency ..
b. This MOU shall be administered for the Al by the individual
so designated by the AI who shall ensure adequate supervision of the
institutional quality and academic standards. Administrative actions
affecting this agreement taken by the AI designated representative
must be coordinated with the ICO and DNCO prior to taking such
action.
4. Enclosures. This agreement shall have the following documents
attached as part of this MOO prior to being signed by either party:
a. Enclosure (1): A copy of the accrediting letter from
the appropriate institutional accrediting body indicating the
most recent accrediting status for the AI.
b. Bnclosure (2): A copy of the type and scope of programs
and courses to be offered. This attachment must include course
descriptions, specific provisions for quality review of courses
and progralllS, and admission standards and transfer of credit
policies.
c. Enclosure (l): A copy of the AI procedures for
approving faculty and for providing academic advisement for
students.
d. Enclosure (4):
refund policies.

Copies of the AI'. tuition, fees, and

3
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e. Enclosure (5): The AI's policy for acceptance of
College Level Examination Program (CLEP) General and Subject
exams, and Defense Activity for Non-Traditional Education
Support (DANTES) Subject Standardized Test (OBSTs), and
Excelsior College Examination Program (ECE), to include minimum
passing scores and the maximum amount of CLEP/DANTES/BCB credit
accepted.
f. Enclosure (6): Verification of membership in
Servicemembers Opportunity College Navy (SOCNAV) and inclusion
of the degrees offered on base in the SOCNAV Network. If not
already a member of BOCNAV, the AI shall submit a copy of their
application for membership.
g. Enclosure (7): Identification of all Navy College
Points of Contact by installation.
5.

Definitions

a. The words "Academic Institution- abbreviated as AI,
means that the AI is providing educational services on board one
or more of the following:
(1) Naval Base Coronado (NBC)

Naval
Naval
Naval
Naval
(6) Naval
('7) Naval
(8) Naval
Lake)
(9) Naval

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Base Point Loma (NBPL)
Base San Diego (NBSD)
Base Ventura County (NBVC)
Air Station Pallon (HASP)
Air Station Lemoore (NASL)
Air Facility Bl Centro (NAF El Centro)
Air Weapons Station China Lake (NAWS China
Weapons Station Seal Beach (NNS Seal Beach)

b. The word "Catalog- or "Bulletin" means a specific
document by which the AI publicly announces" the conditions for
enrollment and program/course offerings.
c. The words "Installation CommandingOfficer,R abbreviated
as 100, means the Commanding Officer or his or her designated
representative at a NRSN installation.
d. The term -Director of the Navy College Office,R
abbreviated as DNCO, refers to those individuals that have been
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assigned additional duty to the lCO of a NRSW installation, as
principal advisor'on off-duty education matters. Points of
contact associated with this MOU are included in enclosure (9).
e. The word "course" means an instructional unit, delivered
through a variety of media or formats.
f. The word II fees" means those amounts payable by the
student, which are directly related to enrollment in the AI or
to a specific course delivered by that institution.
g. The term ~Military Installation Voluntary Education
Review· (NIVER) refers to a third party, which evaluates
voluntary education programs as they are implemented and
operated on installations.
h. The words ~Site Director, VU- means the single person
responsible for carrying out this agreement for the AI, employed
by the AI on the installation(s).
i. The term ~Resident Center Office- refers to the
office(a) in which the academic institution provides educational
services in a regular or part time capacity on the
inatallation(s).
j. The word "student" means: 1) military personnel (active
and reserve); 2) retired military personnel; .3) Department of
the Navy and Department of Defense civilian employees; 4) family
members of any of (1) through (3); or 5) other civilians on a
space available basis when civilian enrollment is in the best
interest of the base program.

k. The word "term" refers to the period of time into which
the academic year is divided.
1. The words ~term schedule- refers to a listing of
courses, dates, times offered, instructors, and room
assignments.
m. The word "tuition" means the amount of money charged the
student by the AI for instruction per semester hour, quarter
hour or unit, not including fees or texts.
6. Responsibilities of lCOs. The ICO ahall be responsible for
determining the local voluntary education program needs for the
5
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military population to be served in accordance with Navy College
Program policy and for selecting the off-duty educational
programs to provide on base. The 100, in partnership with CU,
shall provide support essential to operating effective
educational programs. All services provided will be
commensurate with the availability of resources (personnel,
funds, equipment). This support includes:
a. Office and Classroom. When available, classrooms will
be provided for each class conducted and office space will be
provided for the AI personnel. The adequacy of both classroom
and office space will be determined by the CO.
b. Repairs and Utilities. Provide repairs as required to
maintain office and classroom space in good condition. ~Good
condition- shall be determined by the 00. Provide utilities,
e.g., electricity, water, and heat.
c. Office and Classroom. Purnishings. Provide standard
office and classroom furnishings within available resources.
The AI will provide any specialized equipment required to
operate the office or conduct c~asses.
d. Janitorial Services. Janitorial services will be
provided in accordance with installation facility management
policies. The AI, in the person of the individual instructor,
shall be responsible for leaving the classroom spaces in clean
condition at the end of each class.
e. parking. parking at NRSW installations for the AI of
this MOU will be addressed separately by the 100 of each
installation, as appropriate.
7. Responsibilities of the 100 that May Be Delegated to the
Director, Navy College Office
a. Counseling/Advisement. An 100 shall delegate the
responsibility to provide education counseling/advisement for
military personnel to the ONCO. The DNCO shall provide
education counseling/advisement to all eligible personnel at
NaSN installations.
b. Other Responsibilities. DNOO responsibilities are
implemented under authority of reference (b). DNOOs are not
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separate signatories of this MOU, but they will receive a-copy
of this MOU. The ICO shall advise the DNCO, upon initial
appointment, of his or her responsibilities as the ICO's
representative to administer the installation's Voluntary
Education Program (VIP) and to act as a principal advisor to the
ICO on all matters of educational concern. The DNCO, where
applicable, shall ensure liaison is maintained between all
afloat commands requesting academic services. The DNCO shall
also develop and maintain liaison with educational institutions
that provide support to voluntary education. The initial
appointment and delegation of responsibilities, and any changes,
will be provided in writing to the DNCO. The ICO may adjust
these assignments as needed. The leo may rely upon the DNCO,
partially or in whole, in carrying out the following
responsibilities:
(1) Program Evaluation~ The leo, at his/her
discretion, may evaluate the AI's overall program effectiveness,
course(s), and the AI's customer service to determine if auch is
in conformance with this MOO. Within ten days of such
evaluation, the leo shall submit his/her findings in writing to
the AI with a copy to CNRSN. The AI shall have 30 calendar days
to investigate, review, and provide the lCO a written discussion
of the findings.
(2) Publicity. The leo shall assist in publicizing the
AI education programs encompassed by this MOU within the
geographical area of his/her installation. Assistance may
include use of the Base Plan of the Day/Week, newspapers,
radio/TV station, and other appropriate internal media. All
publicity input s.hall be submitted by the AI to the ICO and DNCO
before dissemination. Al staff may be invited to accompany
education staff to activities such as Command Indoctrination
Programs and General Military Training (GMT) sessions. AI will
assume responsibility for the reproduction and distribution of
publicity to the Navy College Offices, which will ensure local
distribution.
(3) Reports. Each ICO shall provide the electronic
format for reports and other records as· required to support this
MOO.
8.

ReSponsibilities of the AI
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Program Offerings

(1) Membership in Servicemembers Opportunity Colleges
Navy (SOCNAV). The AI hereby agrees to become a member of
SOCNAV. The AI shall agree to SOCNAV principles and criteria.
If not a member when this agreement is signed, the AI must be
accepted for membership in SOCNAV within six months of the
signatures on this agreement or this agreement becomes null and
void. Application for SOCNAV membership shall include submitting
the degrees offered on base for inclusion'in the SOCNAV Degree
network.
(2) The AI shall provide the necessary instructional
and administrative personnel to deliver courses leading to the
attainment of the degree(s) referenced in paragraph 8.a. (5)
below.
(3) The AI shall provide academic counseling to all
eligible personnel who,visit their resident office, and be
flexible in accommodating special military schedules.
(4)

Priorities for class enrollment shall be as follows:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Military personnel (active and reserve)
Retired military personnel
DoD civilian employees
Adult family members of (a> through (c)
Other civilians on a space available basis

(5) The AI can offer approved degrees at:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

(g)
(h)
(i)

Naval Base Coronado (NBC)
Naval Base Point Lama (NBPL)
Naval Base San Diego (NBSD)
Nav~l Base Ventura County (NBVC)
Naval Air Station Fallon (HASF)
Naval Air Station Lemoore (NASL)
Naval Air Facility HI Centro (NAP HI Centro)
Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake (HAWS
China Lake)
Naval Weapons Station Seal Beach (HWS Seal
Beach)
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When mutually acceptable to the ICO and the AI, any additional
SOCNAV degrees that are approved may be added to this MOU by an
addendum.
(6) The AI shall develop a long-range schedule in
coordination with the DNCO and maintain an ongoing two-year
schedule of course offerings in support of on-base degree
programs as mutually agreed upon by the ICO and the AI.
b. Library Support. The AI shall provide and arrange for
library resources and other academic references and research
resources in print or on-line format, whichever is appropriate
or necessary to support the courses offered. These arrangements
will be in accordance with the standards of the Accrediting
Commission for Community and Junior Colleges, Western
Association of Schools and Colleges. Neither the AI, nor the
100 guarantee a library on base. At a minimum, the AI will
include electronic access to the main campus library materials,
and professional services, as well as periodicals and books,
especially when an on-base library is not available. Where
there is an on-base library and electronic access is not
available, the AI will make Inter-Library Loan (ILL) processes
available through the on-base library. The installation
professional librarian (IPL), where available, will have full
access to these services, as well as the on-line interlibrary
loan system, acting as an intermediary for military personnel in
the ILL process. Acquisitions to be placed at a NRSW
installation will be approved by a professional librarian, or
the Director of the Navy College Office, before being accepted.
c. Course Terms. The AI shall offer and prepare a term
schedule of courses to be offered each calendar year, or as
mutually agreed upon by the ICO and the AI.
d. Publicity. The AI shall be responsible for preparation
of publicity of a general nature concerning programs offered by
this MOU. All publicity input shall be submitted by the AI to
the ONCO prior to dissemination in accordance with paragraph
7.b. (2). Provision of funds for funded publicity/marketing by
AI program(s) is the sole responsibility of the AI.
e. Resident Campus Credit. The AI shall guarantee that
students completing courses for credit will receive resident
campus credit.

9
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Credit for Previous Training.

(1) Applicants matriculated at VU Institutions will
receive an official evaluation of all previous work including
military experience and DANTBS exams.
(2) The AI shall award credit as appropriate for degree
option, for military school and experience as recommended by the
American Council on Bducation (ACB).
g.

Servicemembers Opportunity College Navy (SOCNAV).

(1) The AI shall complete an unofficial evaluation of
military experiences, prior college courses, and CLBP/DBST/BCB
exams upon request for all potential active duty students.
(2) Within sixty days after completing two courses with
the college, the AI shall complete an official evaluation of
military experiences, prior college courses and CLBP/DSST/BCB
exams in accordance with SQCNAV Degree network guidelines and
principles. After the student has paid the matriculation fee
(if required) and arranged for submission of prior college
transcripts, and baa submitted a Bailor/Marine/ACE Registry
Transcript (SMART), and other military documentation deemed
appropriate by the institution, the college shall complete a
formal evaluation of the student's prior learning on the SOCNAV
Student Agreement form. Copies of the evaluation will be
provided to the student, the ONCO, and BOCNAV.
h. Admission. The AI guarantees that admission standards
and requirements for students admitted to courses specified in
this agreement shall not exceed those of applicants seeking
admission to the classes conducted on the AI's main campus.
i. Veterans Aasistance. The AI shall be responsible for
obtaining Veterans Administration (VA) determination governing
approval Qf programs specified in this agreement.
j.

Diploma (.) I Degree (.) I Graduation
(1) The AI ahall isaue, at no cost to the government,
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Certificates(s) of Completion, diploma(s), and/or degree(s) to
each student who completes the program requirements and has met
all financial obligations.
(2) The AI shall make no distinction on any credential
to reflect that the course(s) or program(s) were not conducted
on the home campus.
(3) When feasible and in agreement with the ICO and
ONCO, the AI should conduct, at no cost to the Government, 'an
annual graduation ceremony. If the institution is within
commuting distance'of the base, students may attend 'the on
campus graduation. The AI shall be responsible for graduation.
degrees, publicity, programs, invitations, etc.
k. Data and Reports. The AI shall provide, when requested
by the leo and/or DNCO, and as allowed by law, electronic
reports on all students as defined in paragraph S.j. above,
pertaining to courses of instruction completed under this MOU
agreement, using the template provided by the leo and acceptable
software application(s). This includes, but is not limited to,
tuition assistance transactions, final course grades for
students using Tuition Assistance, degrees awarded, certificates
earned, SOCNAV Student Agreement., courses offered, class
rosters and military graduation. Requests for reports may be
made at any time, but shall not be later than three years after
termination of this MOU. Responses to all requests for reports
should be provided within 10 working days of the date of
request.
1.

Tuition, Fees, and Refund Policy

(1) The AI may amend the tuition and fee structure
only after sixty days written notice to the leo. In no event
can tuition and fees be amended for a term already in session.
(2) The AI is solely responsible for the collection of
monies owed to the AI by its students.
(3) The AI shall pay refunds in accordance with the
refund policy stated in the AI catalog.
(4) Any refund of Tuition Assistance funds will be paid
to the Navy. should the refund exceed the Navy'. orig,inal
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Tuition Assistance dollar share, the institution shall pay the
excess to the student.
(5) In the event a course is cancelled by the AI due to
no fault of the U.S. Government, the AI shall refund to the
Government and/or the student (in line with paragraph" 4 above),
100 percent of the tuition and fees paid for the course.
m.

Office/Classroom Space

. (1) The AI shall utilize only those office spaces and
classrooms specifically designated by the loo for the AI's use.
No class shall be scheduled without a classroom having been
previously assigned specifically for that class.
(2) The AI shall be responsible for cleaning off desks,
cleaning chalkboards/white boards, plaCing/emptying trash in
appropriate receptacles, and returning all furniture to original
positions at the close of class.
n. Safety, Damages, and Claims. The AI shall exercise
reasonable care to prevent accidents, injury, or damage to
employees, students, and property. The AI agrees to indemnify
and hold harmless the Government of the United states, its
agencies, and instrumentalitie., against all suits, actions,
claims, costs, or demands for death, personal injury, and
property damage to which Government of the United States, its
agencies, and instrumentalities might be subjected and/or held
liable for damage arising or resulting from the fault,
negligence, wrongful act, or omission of the AI, its employees,
or agents in the performance of the required services of this
agreement.
o.

Office Management.

(1) The AI and the DNoo will determine the Resident
Center office hours. The DNCO will post and publicize the
established office hours. The AI will be strictly adhered to
established "office hours. Change of office hours will be
approved by the 100 or ORCO.
(2) The AI shall provide all necessary clerical
assistance to support its program.
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(3) The AI shall require that its employees and enrolled
students adhere to U.S. Government and base regulations as may
be applicable to them concerning standards of conduct. All
employees and enrolled students of the AI shall fulfill any
local base require~ents, which may be established as a condition
of entry to the base.
p.

Course Schedule

(1) The AI shall prepare a term schedule of all courses
to be offered, four weeks prior to the start of the next term.
The course schedule shall be approved by the DNCO or the ICO.
(2) The AI shall prepare and keep current a projected
term schedule of courses to be offered at least for the two
terms beyond the current term.
(3) When feasible, courses shall be made available in a
sequential manner to ensure that students have an'opportunity to
take all of the required courses for graduation.
q. Qualified Instructors. The AI shall provide instructors
who meet the criteria established by the AI to qualify as main
campus faculty, and who have been certified as qualified to
teach the specific course on the main campus. The AI shall not
allow any instructor to teach for any term knowing that the
instructor may not or will not meet required qualifications.
r. Course OUtline. The AI shall develop a standard course
outline for each course offered. If requested by the lCO or
DNCO, the AI will provide a copy of the course syllabus prior to
registration. A copy of the outline will be distributed to each
student at the first class meeting.
s. Evaluation/Class Visits. The AI shall maintain
attendance rosters and ensure make up classes are scheduled.
Periodic class visits will be made by the AI's designated
representative. Rosters will be provided to the ICO or DNCO
upon request.
t. COUDseling. The AI shall provide on-base program
guidance to students.
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Support/Bquipment

(1) Unless prohibited by the base, the AI shall provide
all necessary office equipment including copy machines,
facsimile (FAX) machines, and computers.
(2) The AI shall provide all classrooms and laboratory
support materials to include but not limited to TVs, VCR
equipment, overhead projectors, computers, printers and
software.

(3) The AI shall provide its own commercial telephone
and installation cost will be at the expense of the AI. Defense
Systems Network (DSN) lines will not be given to the AI.
v. Regulation. The AI shall be in compliance with the
Federal Bducation Records and Privacy Act (PERPA), (20 U.S.C. §
1232g; 34 CFR Part 99) when submitting the electronic format for
reports and other records to support this MOU.
w.

Program Evaluation

(1) The AI shall permit evaluation of on-base courses
and programs by teams of evaluators designated by such agencies
·as Military Installation Voluntary Education Review (MIVER) and
their appropriate accrediting association in support of the
local Navy College Program.

(2) The AI shall sustain the costs of any and all base
visits/evaluations of their program deemed necessary by MIVER,
and the appropriate accrediting association.

x. Security. The AI will coordinate with the DNoo to
ensure that all entry credentials for AI staff, Instructors, and
students are in compliance with any and all security
requirements.
9. Disputes. Except as otherwise provided in this agreement,
any dispute concerning an interpretation of, or a question of
fact arising under this MOU or its application, which is not
disposed of by mutual consent, shall be decided by the 100 of
the BRSW installation involved in the dispute who shall reduce
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his/her decision to writing and mail or otherwise furnish a copy
to the AI and to CNRSW. The decision of the lCO over the NRSW
installation involved in the disputed matter shall constitute
final administrative action as to matters so arbitrated.
10. Succession of Agreements, Modification, and Termination.
This MOO, from the date of execution, will remain in effect five
(5) years unless earlier superseded or terminated. In
accordance with reference (d). this MOU will be reviewed every
three years.
a. Succession. This MOU supersedes any and all previously
existing MOU's between the AI and the following NaSW
installations:
(1) Naval Base Coronado (NBC)
(2) Naval Base Point Lorna (NBPL)
(3)

Naval Base San Diego (NBSD)

(4) Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC)
(5)

Naval Air Station Fallon· (HASF)

(6) Haval Air Station Lemoore (NASL)
(7) Naval Air Facility El Centro (NAF El Centro)
(8) Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake (NAWS China

Lake)

(9) Naval Weapons Station Seal Beach (NWS Seal Beach)
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Modification

(1) At the request of ICO's, this MOU may be amended by
mutual consent of CNRSW and the AI, in writing. It may also be
amended if either party is required to change the MOU by
statutes, executive order, directive, or other government
requirement.

(2) Changes in institution policy that are inconsistent
with the provisions of this MOU or Navy College Program policy

may be cause for review, renegotiation or cancellation.
(3) Changes made to this MOU by mutual written consent of

both parties will be recorded and published as addenda to this
MOU.
c.

Termination

(1) This MOO may be terminated by either party, upon
written notice given not less than 180 days prior to the
requested termination date, unless both parties mutually agree
to a lesser period in writing, but not to be earlier than the
term in progress. In addition, the AI shall not admit new
st~dents into degree programs after "a notification of
termination is executed by either party. AI must have in place
a degree completion plan for each student officially enrolled in
a degree plan at the time of termination.
.
(2) The AI's 1088 of accreditation will result in the
termination of this MOO to be effective at the end of the
academic term in progress.
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(3) Termination as provided for above shall not be the
basis for any claims by the AI against the U.S. Government.
11. Reimbursement. All services described. in this MOU will be
provided 'on a non-reimbursable basis, subject to the provisions
of paragraph 6.

Sig:g.atures. IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereunto have
executed this Memorandum of Understanding as of the day and year

12.

written beloW.

.

.

..

:J., W.~
Dr. DON WARKENTIN'

ral,
Commander.
NaVy Region Southwest

President.
west Hills College

Date:

] .. d.. • t>§
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Lemoore Middl e Coll ege High School

Project Director: Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services

O'·gani7.alion: West Hills College lemoore
Atltlrcss:
City:

555 College Avenue

Lemoore

State:

CA

Zip:

93245

Phone: (559) 925-3222

lemoore Middle College High School (lMCHS) is an effort by the Wesl Hills Community College District and Lemoore Union High School District to
establish a non-traditional high schoot for an increasing number of students who are bright and capable, yet not succeeding to futl potential in a
traditional high school environment.
LMCHS successfully serves Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, and Senior students and celebrated its second graduating senior class, and first class to
Ilave matriculated through tile program all four years, during the 2008-2009 school year. Graduates from LMCHS, will earn a UC eligible high school
diploma, and have an opportunity to earn a minimum of 30 transferable college units with some going to the extra effort to earn an Associate Degree.
In the 08-09 school year, 4 of the 31 high school graduates finished with their Associates Degrees.
Core elements LMCHS Program :
Collaborative teaching teams of high school and college instructors
•
•
Thematically based instruction enabling high school and college units
•
Flexible school day and year allowing for creative scheduling
o
Varied multimedia & technology used
•
Personalized career guidance - 4 year plan development and monitoring
•
Parenl and community involvement
Support services - Service Learning
•
o
Businessllnduslry connections
LMCHS students successfu lly associate with college students Vlho share common interests and goals. They go beyond the walls of tile school
building through extended learning trips, summer programs, and exploration via the internet. UvtCHS students work with business mentors to
formulate realistic career goals and have access \0 job shadowing and internships.
LMCHS provides a safe, caring, yel challenging educational selting where students gain ownership over their learning and focus on the future.
lMCHS students will graduate with an understanding of who they are, where they're going, and how to get there.

District: West Hills CCD

Chancellor's Office

Collcge: West Hills College l ,emoore

Cllljfornia Community Colleges

Grallt Number:
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ApPLICATION A Nj\lUAL WORKPLAN (01\T£ OBJECTIVE PER PAGE)
Objective

1.0 Mamlain collaborative processes
between the high school district and
community college district for LMCHS
student selection, curriculum
development, supportive services and
common and specific administrative
jurisdiction.

Proceduresl Actiyities
1.1 LUHSD and WHCCD continue to
meet to plan ways to improve the
operation of LMCHS.

Performance Outcomes

Regular meetings to share information
about incoming students and ways n
which to provide them WiUl retevant
coursework and support

50 9th grade students will be selected 10
participate. 10th -12th grade students
will be added to fill vacated spaces this
year for a total of 150 students to
participate this school year.

1.2 USing an electronic data system,
LUHSD staff will disaggregate studen ts
based upon lest scores. grades, GPA,
attendance, as well as ethnici y, NS p.
parent education or etc. as part of
selection process for participation.

LUHSD feeder elementary districts will
again provide tesUng and other pertinent
information about potential incoming 9th
grade students who would benefit from
program participation.

1.3 LMCHS staH will make
recommendations of studenls who meet
the criteria for eligibility in the LMCHS
project.

Students will have \I1e ability to be
successful in the program and able to
meet the demands of college
coursework.

Timelines

March 2009-August 2010

March 2009-August 2010

Responsible Person(.~)

Debbie MUrD, LUHSD
Victor Rosa, LMCHS Principal
Dave Bolt, WHCL
Jose Lopez, WHCL
Rupinder Rai. WHCL Counselor

Debbie Muro, LUHSD
Victor Rosa, LMCHS Principal
Dave Boll. WHCL
Jose Lopez, WHCL
Rupinder Rai, WHCL Counselor

May 2009-August 2010
Victor Rosa, UvlCHS Principal
Jose Lopez, WHCL
Rupioder Rai, WHCL Counselor

May 2009-August 2010

Debbie Muro, LUHSD
Victor Rosa, LMCHS Principal
RLipinder Rai, WHCL Counselor

District: Wes.t Hills CCD

Chancellor's Office

College: West Hills College Lemoore
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ApPLICATION ANNUAL WORKPL~lN (ONE OBJECTIVE PER PAGE)
Objective
2.0 Actively promote both the berleflts
and success of the schoof to increase
interest and ensure enrollmen t of 50
studen ts in each grade level by th e nexl
school year.

procedures/Activities
2.1 Promotiorlal events and open-house
days will take place throughout the
school year to increase visibility and
understanding of tlle program.

Perform:lOce Outcom es
An increased number of early enrollment
interest forms should result from these
efforts creating an interest list of
students to target for enrollment

Tintelincs

Rcsr)onsible Pcrson(s)
Victor Rosa. lMCHS Principal
Debbie Muro, lUHSD
Rupinder Rai, WHCL Counselor
LMCHS Instructors

May 2009-August 2010

2.2 Increased school visits to feeder
elementary schools with specific meeting
with students in AVID programs.

Increased understanding among students
regarding the benefits and challenges of
a Middle College High School.

May 2009-August2010

Victor Rosa, UvtCHS Principal
Rupinder Rai, WHCl Counselor

2.3 Develop a quarterly newsletter to
parents and the community highlighting,
achievements of studen ts and events
laking place on and off campus.

Increased visibility and familiarity with the
program amol1g students, parents, and
the community.

August 2009-June 2010

Victor Rosa, UvlCHS Principal
Rupinder Rai, WHCl Counselor
lMCHS Instructors

Ois{I'ict: West Hills

Chancellor's Office

CoUe~e :

Cal i fornia Community Colleges

ceo
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ApPLICATION ANNUAL WORJ(PLAN (ONE OBJECTIVE PER PAGE)
Objective
3. The Lemoore Middle College High
School Charter Council will meet
quarterly.

Procet! ures/Act iv i ties
3.1 Staff, parents, and students from
LUHSD, WHCL, and the communi y have
been recruited to serve on the Charter
Council, including teachers,
administrators, and counselors.
Community members, business leaders,
parents and other public agency
represen tatives also serve on the
Council.

Perrormance Outcomes
The Charter Council will meet quarterly to
review program progress and help advise
on necessary mid-course direction
changes or modifications.

Timelincs

Responsible Person(s)
Charter Council Members

July 2009-July 2010
Dave Boll, WHCL Vice President
Debbie Muro, LUHSD Assistant Sup!.
Lois Hubanks, LUHSD Board Member
Victor Rosa, LMCHS Principal
Ben Lalor, LMCHS Studen t
WIlliam McCutchen. LMCHS Teacher
Allen Tong, LMCHS Teacher
Andrea Rhoads,l vlCHS Teacher
Brooke Westlund, UvlCHS Student
Heiko Sweeney, Akers Principal
Frank Ohnesorgen, LMCHS Parent
Brittany Aguiar, LMCHS Student
Rupinder Rai, WHCL Counselor
Wendy Brown, lMHCS Parent
Chris Camarena, UCS Principal

i
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ApPLICATIOJV ANNUAL WORlCPLAN (ONE OBJECTIVE PER PAGE)
Objective
4. Develop and enroll 170 LMCHS
students in courses required for a high
school diploma which also apply toward
Iransfer or an Associates Degree.

Proced u res/Activities
4.1 High School core academic teachers
will continue to meet with WHCC staff to
plan curriculum delivery for high school
students based upon high school courses
and community college courses thai
meet high school graduation
requ irements and for some students an
AAJAS, if appropriate.

Per fo rmll/lce Outeo mes
Four year academic plan will be
maintained and updaled to determine
core classes provided by the high school
and tile com munity college, as well as
elective classes 10 complete diploma
requirements and, as well as 30 college
units or more that lead to an ANAS or
courses transferable to a four ·year
college program.

4.2 High School teachers will continue to
deliver thematically based core
curriculum that allows for team teaching
and project based learning and is aligned
to state standards and CST Blueprints.

A cross-curricular program of language
arts and social studies will continue to be
developed and that is aligned to state
standards that incorporates team
teaching and project based learn ing at
the 91h , 10m, 11 ~h and 121hgrade levels..

4.3 LMCHS students are con sidered
'special part time students enrolled in a
community college' and will need to meet
a minimum day requirement in high
school courses.

Middle College High School students will
be enrolled in courses aughl by high
school teachers that meet the minimum
number of required high school minutes
and graduation requirements.

High School courses will be evaluated to
see if they meet the articulation
requirements of 2'~2 10 determine it
college credit can also be granted.

Timclincs

Responsible Person(s)

August 2009·June 2010

Victor Rosa, LMCHS Principal
Jose Lopez, WHCL
Rupinder Rai, WHCL Counselor

August 2009·June 2010

MCHS Teachers
Viclor Rosa. LivlCHS Principal

Victor Rosa. LMCHS Principal
Rupinder Rai, WHCL Counselor
August2009-June 2010

, August 2009·June 2010

Marta Hendrickson. WHCl Articulation
Coordinator
Debbie Muro,lUHSD
LMCHS Instructors
WHCllnstruclors
Rupinder Rai, WHCl Counselor

District: West Hills CCD

Chance llor' s 0 ffice

College: West Hil ls Co llege Lemoore

C alifornia Conullunily Coll eges
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ApPLICATIOJV A1Vl\TUAL WORl(?LA J\ T(ONE OBJECTIVE PER PAGE)
Objective
5. Develop and enroll LMCHS students in
courses applicable towards an ANAS
degree, vocational certificate or transfer
preparation

Procedu res/ Activities

5.1 Students wi ll continue to develop and
maintain a "Four Year Plan" that will help
map out what th ey need to graduate with
a high school diploma and a solid start
towards an AAJAS, vocational certifica te
or preparation to transfer to a 4 year
institution.

Performance Outcomes
Students and parents will meet with an
advisor to discuss and plan a four year
course sequence th ai meets the
student's unique needs and also
educational preparation.

Community College classes will be
available to students throughout (he day
and also in the evening, if appropriate

5.2 Students will enroll in a minimum high
school day and then enroll in college
courses that will be applied to AA/AS,
vocational certificate or transier to a fouryear institution.

It is a goal of the program thaI aU
students will have completed at leas! 30
college units over their four years in the
LMCHS that will be applied to both a high
school diploma and to a continued
commitment to lifelong learning .

August 2009-June 2010

Res!)onsible Per-sones)
Victor Rosa, LIIACHS Principal
Rupinder Rai, WHCL Counselor

August 2009-June 2010

Dave Bolt, WHCl
Jose Lopez, WHCL

Timclines

August 2009-June 2010

Victor ROSGl, UvlCHS Principal
Rupinder Rai, WHCL Counselor

District: West Hills CCD

Chnncdlor's Office

College: West Hills Co llege Lemoore
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ApPLICATIOjV AJVNUAL WORKPLA.:A,r (OA'E OBJECTIVE PER PAGE)
Objective
6. Graduate 95 percent or more of the
enrolled students in the LMCHS.

Praced u\"es/ Activities
6.1 Students and parents will meel with
advisors to determine high school and
college courses and to evaluate their four
year plan to ensure progress is being
made and student is remaining on track
to graduate.

Performa nee Outcomes
Sludent will earn a minimum of 35 high
school credits each semester, including
credits from college units, toward the four
year 260 minimum credit requirement for
a high school diploma. All students
enrolled in the LMCHS program will have
the opportunity to earn more than the
minimum 260 credits when they
gradu ate.

6.2 Students who receive less than a "C"
in a class will be noUfied by the teacher
and an interven tion plan will be drawn up
by teacher, student, parent and
counselor.

Students will be referred to the tutorial
center at WHCL and records will be kept
as to when students attend. Instructors
can set up their own intervention plans
with students, using their expertise to
help raise student perton lance,
Elective "Success Lab" classes will be
added into Ihe high school schedule to
assist any student in need of assistance.

6,3 Parents will have access to s udenrs
assignments and grades in high school
courses via the school district I.veb site to
check throughout the school year.

Parents will register for Aries Browser
Interface (AB!), an online student
information program, where parents have
access 10 their studenrs academic
grades, attendance, assignments,
discipline record, test scores and direct
e-mai! to teachers in real time.

Timclines
August 2Q09·June 2010

August 2009-June 2010

August 200B-June 2010

August 2009-June 2010

Responsible Person(s)
Victor Rosa, LMCHS Principal
Rupinder Rai, WHCL Counselor
LMCHS Instructors
WHCl Instructors
Parents
Students

Victor Rosa, LMCHS Principal
LMCHS Instructors
WHCL Instructors
Rupinder Rai, WHCl Counselor
Parents
Students

LivlCHS Instructors

LMCHS Instructors
WHCL Inslructors
Parents
Sludents
Rupinder Rai. WHCL Counselor

District: West Hills CCD

Chancellor's Office

College: West Hills Coll ege Lemoore

C<1lifornia Community Colleges

GranfNumber: ____~09~-~1~34~-~O~13~______________________

ApPLICATION ANNUAL WORKPLAN (ONE OBJECTIVE PER PAGE)
Objective

6. Graduate 95 percent or more of the
enrolled students.
(conhnued)

Proced u res! Activities
6.4 WHCL professors will be encouraged
to conlacl parent and/or counselor via emarl, rf available, or telephone to let them
know if a sludent is receiving less than a
'Co in a class or to brag about students
who are excelling.

,Performance Outcomes
College professors will be asked to
maintain contact with studen s, especially
younger studer Is to 11elp these students
avoid failing.

0.5 LMCHS will continue to provide lab
classes led by a high school instructor in
which students will complete online
WHCL classes.

Studen ts, especially younger students,
will be allowed to take online college
courses under the supervision of a high
school instructor. This will ensure that
their first experience with an online class
is positive and a training ground for the
type of work that is acceptable at the
college level.

Timelines

August 2009-June 2010

August 2009-June 2010

Respon."i blc Person(s)
WHCL Instructors
Rupinder Rai, WHCl Counselor

Victor Rosa, LMCHS Principal
LMCHS Instructors
Rupinder Rai, WHCL Counselor

District: West Hi lls CCI)

ChanceIJ or 's Of/ice

College: West Hills College Lemoore

California Comm unity Colleges

Grant Number:

09-134-0I J

ApPLICATION ANJVUAL WORKPLAN (ONE OBJECTIVE PER PAGE)
Ob 'cctil'c

Proccd urcs/Activities

Performance Outcomes

Timcljne~

7. Apply innovations in curriculum design,
teaching slrategies, and methods of
instructional delivery to be devoted to
LMCHS students.

7.1 English, Math, Science and Social
Science instructors will collaborate to
align and create thematic, project based
instructional units to match standards
and similarities in curricular topics, i.e.
Geography and Physical Science.
English and World History and Math and
Science, where appropriate.

90 -120 minute periods within a block

7.2 Multimedia and computer technology
is infused into the delivery of all elements
of the LMCHS program.

Mobile computer labs allow tor 30 lap top
computer stations to be set up in any of
the UvlCHS classrooms for internet
access, multimedia project development
or computerized research papers. A full
classroom computer tab to meet the
needs of students taking online college
course work will be established

schedule have been eslablislled to allow
for time to implernentlhernatic cross
curricular project based units.

LCD Projectors will be installed and used
in every classroom used by LMCHS

Two class sets of "Clickers" (handheld
devices that allow students to lock in
answers to questions and instantly view
class results on the big screen) and
"Interwrite Pads" will be in place and in
use as an additional assessment tool.

Chancel1or'~

Oftice

Califomia Community Colleges

August 2009-June 2010

Victor Rosa. LMCHS Principal
Dave Boll, WHCL
LMCHS Instructors

July 2009

\ficlor Rosa, LMCHS Principal
Dave Bolt. WHCL
Kevin Lemaster, Tech Coordinator

July 2009

Victor Rosa, LMCHS Principal
Dave Boll, WHCL
Kevin Lemaster, Tech Coordinator

Augusl 2009-Ju ne 2010

Victor Rosa, LMCHS Principal
Dave Bolt, WHCL
Kevin lemaster, Tech Coordinator

District: West Hills CC D
College : West· Hills Coll eQe Lemoore

Gn-lnt Number: _ _~O~9-::..!1-,,-32.4-~0:...!.I.o!..
J _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _

ApPLICATIOJV ANNUAL WORKPLAN (ONE OBJECTIVE PER PAGE)
Objective
7, Apply innovations in curriculum design,
teaching strategies, and methods of
instructional delivery to be devoted to
LMCHS students.
(continued)

P meed u reslActj \' i ties
7.3 All Sophomores will participate in the
"Sophomore Prajeer' in which s udenls
will participate in career guidance and
planning activities that will help them plan
a realistic "next step" goal (ollowing high
school graduation.

Performance Outcomes
LMCHS students wilt keep an electronic
portfolio of their best work over their four
years in high school 10 show to local
business leaders as part of their Senior
Exit Portfolio Demonstration and
Interview. Students will be encouraged
to plan ltieir demonstration using
multimed ia and technology available to
them.

As pari of the "The Sophomore Project:
students will be encouraged to participate
in job shadowing, summer internships
and work experience in theIr chosen
career pathway during their junior and
senior years.
7.4 Service Learning projects will be
developed for students to allow students
to give back to the community.

9ill and 12' grade students will
participate in community service projects
th at apply their curricular knowledge and
improve the quality of life in the
community or provide a civic service.
Freshmen will incorporate the pillars of
Character Counts ir to their project

7.5 College awareness will be he focus
of the ·Junior Project" focusing on what it
lakes to get to college and the application
process.

Juniors will take part in the junior project
in which the will Visit colleges and learn
the requirements necessary [or going to
the school of (heir choice.
Completion of the FAFSA, PSAT's.
SAT's, and the college application
process are embedded into the project.

Timclines

August2009-June 2010

August 2009-June 2010

August 2009-June 2010

August 2009-J une 2010

Responsible Persoll(s)
Victor Rosa, LMCHS Principal
Rupinder Rai, WHCL Counselor
LMCHS Instructors
WHCL Instructors
Students

Victor Rosa, LivlCHS Principal
Rupinder Rai, WHCL Counselor
LMCHS Instructors
WHCL Instructors

Victor Rosa, LMCHS Principal
Rupinder Rai. VVHCL Counselor
LMCHS Instructors
WHCL Instructors

Victor Rosa, LMCHS Principal
LMCHS Instructors
Rupinder Rai, WHCL Counselor

District: West Hi lls CCD

Chancellor's OftJce

College:

California Community Colleges

We~t

HiLls Colle ge Lemoore

Gran ( NU III ber: ___O><,.,9,--~
J3,,-4=--O:<-1,-,,3,--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ApPLICATION ANNUAL WORl(PLAN (ONE OBJECTIVE PER PAGE)
Objective:
7. Apply innovations in curriculum design,
teaching strategies, and methods of
instructional delivery to be devoted to
LMCHS students.
(continued)

P raced II res/Act ivilies
7.6 AVID and Character Counts
methodologies will be infused inio the
mission of [he Lemoore LMCHS.

Performance Olll"comes
Importan t elements of U1e AVID program
will be infused into the curriculum
delivery such as: Cornell Notes, Socratic
Seminars , notebooks, college lutors and
mentors.
Ch aracier Counts will become the focus
of the "Fresh men project and the culture
of LMCHS in general.

Timelincs

August2009·June 2010

.A.ugusl 2009-June 2010

Responsible Pcrson(s)
Victor Rosa, UviCHS Principal
Dave 8011, WHCL
LMCHS Ins!ructors

Victor Rosa. LMCHS Principal
Dave Boit, WHCl
LMCHS Instructors

I

District:

Chancellor's Office

We~[

Hill"'-s-"C""C'-"D"-----_ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Collegt:: West Hil l:\ College Lemoore

Cali fo rn ia Community Colleges

Grant Num bel":

09-134-013

ApPLICATION ANNUAL WORKPLAJV (ONE OBJECTIVE PER PAGE)
Objective
8. An evaluation system will be
developed 10 monitor progress towards
meeting the short range and long range
objectives of the LMCHS project.

I

L.

Praced u resl Acti vi tics
8.1 A formalive evaluation system will
continue to be developed to allow for
both formal and informal formative data
to be collected to provide for mid course
adjustmen ts, as needed and to provide a
vehicle for ongoing staff communication.

Perrormance Outcomes
Formative evaluation data will be
monitored on an on-going basis by the
school leadership 10 help make
adjustments and changes as necessary.
The formative process should be both
formal in terms of written documentation
and informal through conversation and
meetings.

8.2 The LMCHS is required to partiCipate
in the STAR testing program for
California and the results will be par! of
the summative evaluation data for the
year.

STAR testing and California High School
Exit Exam (CAHSEE) results will be
shared with students, parents and
teachers, to help evaluate student
performance in core academic classes.

8.3 Benchmark exams in all core subject
areas will con linue to be developed and
implemented as part of a school and
districl movement toward mastery of
state standards.

lMCHS teachers along with fellow
teachers in the LUHSO will develop
benchmark assessment that lvill act as
true indicators of achievement of slate
standards.

Augusl2009-June 2010

Rcsponsible Per~on(s)
Victor Rosa, LMCHS Principal
Rupinder Rai, WHCL Counselor
UvlCHS Instructors
WHCL Instructors

August 2009-May 2010

Victor Rosa, lMCHS Principal
lMCHS Instructors
Rupinder Rai, WHCL Counselor

August 2009-May 2010

Victor Rosa, LMCHS Principal
Debbie Muro, LUHSD
LMCHS Instructors

Timc.lines

Chancellor's

District: West Hills CCD

Office

College: West Hills College Lemoore

California Community Colleges

Grant Number:

09-134-013

ApPLICATION flUDG'f.TSU,'vI . .."IARr

Notc: *When entering dollar amounts, round oO.'to nearest dollar.
*Submit Budget Detail Sheet ror each iundin g source rcflt!cted here in cash or in-kind . Also explain expendirures by budget category .

Object of
Exnenditure

Classification

Line

Projcct Funds District Match
Requested
Funds
(2)
(1)

1000

I ns!ruct ional SaJaries

1

2000

Non inSlnJctional SaJarics

2

3000

Employee Benefits

3

$ 13,405

$15,061

4000

Supplies and materials

4

$6,246

$ 2,500

5000

Other Operating Expenses and Se!vices

5

$64,283

6000

Capital Outlay

6

$10,000

7000

Other Outgo

7

$37,575

$60,900

Othel'
Source
(33)

Other
Source
(3b)

Other
Source
(3e)

Grand Total
All Funding

Sources

$37,575

$15,100

Total Direct Costs

8

$131,509

Total Indirect (4% of Ljne 8)

9

$5,260

Total Program Costs

10

$136,769.00

$80,000

$ 13,405

$717,995

- .
$173,561

$1,079,305

$768,975

] Requested Project Funds (nol'e limitations in the total award amount pennilted by the RFA specifica1ion).
2 General Pund DislJ'ict Malch (see RFA spccilicill'ions for malch percentage requirement). Lin~ item match not required.
3 Other Sources ofFullds or in-kind conlTibutions. (Provide (In Applicatiun Budget Detail Sheet for each funding source.)
4 Indirect Costs cannot exceed four perceJll (4%) ortotal direct COSlS (Line 8).
I certify this total costs proposal as the m<lximum amount to be claimed for this project and assure that fun<.1s slJalJ be spent in compliance with State and federal

regulations.
Project Director Signature:

~
/

/~--

District Chief Business Officer Signature: __-;:--~___~_~
~~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(or Authorized Designee)

Dale; ----7"""?~;-I'"-----Date: _ _ _
_ _ __

G-=-/---!.V,--=!_\).....L.~

District: West Hills CCD

Chancellor ' s Office

College: West Hills College Lemoore

Cali lamia Community Colleges

Grant Number:

ApPLICATIOJV BUDGET
DETAIL SHEET

09-1 34-0 13

Progr;:lm Vear:

2009-2010

Source of Funds:

Middle College Hi gh School

Requested
Object of E:\pcnditurc I

C lassi fica (ion

funds

Other
Sou rces

rnSI rucrion al Sal:! ric-s

)[00

WHCL Counselo r 50%
WHCL Instructors

2000

S37,575

S6090C

$37,575

NOll"Jns! ru Clion al Salaries
VP of Educational Scrvi cel 10%

$15,10(

E m p loyee I3cn eii ls

3000

Counselor Benefit
VP of Ed SCI 'ices
Instruclors

$13 ,405

5000

6000

Ca pitalOul1ay
Classroom equ ipmc nt an rl fumitw c

7000

Oth er Ou tgo
Usttype and costs
Student liuancialilld
Otha pa Y Ill ~ nlS to/for stude nts

$2 ,500

$4,80(
SI,44(

S64 ,283

$717,995
SSO,OOO

$ 10,000

Total Dirccl Cost
Total Ind irect CoS!
Total Program Cost

I1 t

S 13,405
$3,075
$11,98t

Su pplics ~ nd Mn teriH 1$
Officcllnstructional Suppl ics
CopicrfDuplictlting Charges
O!hcr O perating E~pc n ses and Service..
Cont ract Se rv ices - Le moore Union High School Distnct
Dcan
Imtmctional Aide
Inslruc1ional upplics
Online Courses
TCX1books
Travel ~ lld C onfer~n u
Outside Con~ul(ants
Match illg
l.MCHS Ins1ructors
Clerical Assistant
Officc ilIld Classroo m Usc

4000

l The following repres

Gen. Fund
Dist. Match

frequently-used account codes. Refe r to Crossover chan for further o ption ..

$131 ,509
S 5,260
S136,769

173.561
G

173.561

$7 68,975

0
$768,975

THIS RESOLUTION MUST BE DISCUSSED, CONSIDERED AND DELIBERATED BY
THE GOVERNING BOARD AS A SEPARATE ITEM OF BUSINESS ON THE
GOVERNING BOARD'S AGENDA IN ACCORDANCE WITH CALIFORNIA
GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION 53635.7.
DISTRICf RESOLUTION

NAME OF DISTRICT: WEST ROJ.s COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRlcr·
LOCATED IN: COUNTY OF FRltSNO

MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF BORROWING: $18,800,000.00
KESOLUfION OF THE GOVERNING BOARD AUTHORIZING THE
BORROWING OF FUNDS FOR nSeAL YEAR 2010-2011 AND THE
ISSUANCE AND SALE OF ONE OR MORE SERIES OF 2010-2011 TAX
AND REVENUE ANTICIPATION NOTES THEREFOR AND
PARTICIPATION IN THE CALIFORNIA SCHOOL CASH RESERVE
PROGRAM AND REQUESTING THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF
THE COUNTY TO ISSUE AND SELL SAID SERIES OF NO'I."ES
WHEREAS, school districts, commUDity coil. districts ..s county boards of
education are authorized by Sectioos 53850 to 53858, both inclusive. of the California
Government Code (the Ad") (beiDa Artide 7.6, CluIptar 4, PIIIt 1. Division 2. Tide S of the
Government Code) to borrow money by the iIsu.ance of tempcnry notes; and
&<

WHEREAS, the 80vernina boIrd (the "Botr.rcfj twa detamiDed that, in order to latiafy
certain obligations and requiranmts of the Ichool district, ccmmunity coUege district or county
boIII'd of education specified above (the "DiJtridj, • public body oorporatc aDd politic located in
the County designated above (the ~'), it il desirable that a sum (the "Principal Amountj,
not to exceed Ihe Muimwn Amount of Borrowina desiJDlded Ibove, be bonowed for lOCh
purpoIC during ita fiscal year mdina June 30, 2011 ("Pilcal Vear 201 ()"20 II" by the ilSU8llCe of
its 201()"2011 Tax and RCWllue Anticipl.tioa Notes (the tint teries ofwhicb IIWl be refund to
herein IS the ''SaiClS A Nota" and any aubtequent series of which ,ban be ref'em:d to herein IS
M Additiaoel Notes," aDd collectively with the Sales A Notes, the "Nota;, in ODe or more series
Ceach. "Seriesi, therefor in anticipation of the receipt by or acaual to the District durinc Fiscal
Vear 2010-2011 of to... income, l1NCIlue (iDdud.i.D& but DOt limited to. revalUC from the lUte
md fecknl govermnmta), cub receipts and OCher moneys provided b: IUCb fiscal )WI!' for the

• If . . Name of . . DiICrict iftcticllied OIl dIIe face IYnof ill DOt tbo CCIlftICt ........ of tho DiItrict which adapced
tbia aaotudoa. it IhallIlCVel1be1ela !Ie ~ to . . flO tile DiIarict wWeh IIdoptIed .... bIo1udoD., ud tile N.o{ tile DiaIrict iMir,""1 OIl Che _
beRot ..... be ...... u die CCII'I'o;t 1IpI ..... of Mid DiIIrict _ aD piIIpC*I
ill COMIOtioD with die Pqnm ~ . . . . . . . ~.

general fund and t if so indicated in a Pricing Confirmation (as dermed in Section 4 hereof),
capital fund and/or special revenue fund (or similarly named fund or funds as indicated in such
Pricing Confmnation) of the District; and
WHERE~ the Principal Amount may, as detennined by the Authorized Officer (as
hereinafter defined), be divided into two or more portions evidenced by two or more Series of
Notes, which Principal Amount is to be confirmed and set forth in the Pricing Confinnation if
one Series of Notes is issued, or jf more than one Series of Notes are issued, such Principal
Amount will be equal to the sum of the Series Principal Amounts (as defined in Section 2 hereof)
as confirmed and set forth in the Pricing Confinnation applicable to each Series of Notes; and

WHEREAS, the District hereby detennines to borrow, for the p~ses set forth above,
the Principal Amount by the issuance, in one or more Series, of the Notes;· and
WHEREAS, because the District does not have fiscal accountability status pursuant to
Section 42650 or Section 85266 of the California Education Code, it requests the Board of
Supervisors of the County to borrow, on the District's behalf. the PrincipaJ Amount by the
issuance of the Notes in one or more Series; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 53853 of the Act, if the Board of Supervisors of the
County fails or refuses to authorize the issuance of the Notes within the time period specified in
said Section 53853, following receipt of this Resolution, and the Notes, in one or more series, are
issued in conjunction with tax Ind revenue anticipation notes, in one or more series, of other
Issuers (as hereinafter defmed). the District may issue the Notes, in one or more series, in its
name pursuant to the terms slated herein; tmd
WHEREAS, it appears. and this Board hereby fmds and determines, that the Principal
AfDOUI'lt, when added to the interest payable thereon, does not exceed cighty.five percent (85%)

of the estimated amount of the uncollected taxes. income, revenue (including, but Dot limited to.
revenue from the state IUld federal aovemments). cash receipts and other moneys provi~ for
fiscal Year 2010-2011 which will be received by or which williccrue to the District during such
fiscal year for the general fund and, if 10 indicated in a Pricing Confinnation, capital fund and/or
special revenue fund (or limilarly named fund or funds u indicated in such Pricing
Con.finnatiOll) of the District and which wilt be lvailable for the payment of the principal of each
Series of Note. and the interest thereon; and
WHEREAS, no money has heretofore been borrowed by or on behalf of the District
through the issulnce of tax anticipation notes or temporary notes in Inticipation of the receipt of,
or payable from or secured by. taxes, income, revenue (including, but not limited to, revenue
from the state and federalgovemments). cash receipts and other moneys provided for Fiscal
Y car 2010-20 II which will be received by or will accrue to the District during luch fiscll year
for the aeneral fund and, if 10 indicated in I Pricing Confirmation, capital fund and/or special

•• UDieu the context spec:ificalIy . .ira etbcrwise. ai, refe:rauI flo USeria 01 Nota" bIniD shalt be cIeIIned 10
refer, 10 (i) the NoM. if iuued ill ooe series by the Counly (or the Disbiel. as applicable) hereunder, Dr (ii) e.ch
individual Seriel 01 Notes everaUy. if issued in two or more series by the County (or the District, u applic.ble)

ltemmder.
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revenue fund (or similarly named fund or funds as indicated in such Pricing ConfiITl18tion) of the
District; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to Section S3856 of the Act, certain laxes, income, revenue
(including, but not limited to, revenue from the state and federal governments), cash n:ceipts and
other moneys which will be received by or accrue to the District during Fiscal Year 2010-2011
are authorized to be pledged for the payment of the principal of each Series of Notes (as
applicable) and the interest thereon (as hereinafter provided); and
WHEREAS, the District has detennined that it is in the best interests of the District to
participate in the California School Cash Reserve Program (the "Program"), whereby
participating school districts, community college districts and county boards of education
(collectively, the "Issuers") will simultaneously issue tax and revenue anticipation notes; and
WHEREAS, due to uncertainties existing in the financial markets, the Program has been
designed with alternative structures, each of which the District desires to approve; and
WHEREAS, under the first structure (the "Certificate Structure"), the District would
issue one or more Series of Notes, each Series of Notes to be marketed with some or all of the
notes issued simultaneously by other Issuers participating in the Program, and Piper Jaffray &:
Co., as underwriter for the Program (the "Underwriter"), would fonn one or more pools of notes
or series of certificates (the "Certificates") of participation (the "Series of Certificates")
distinguished by (i) whether and what type(s) of Credit Instrument (as hereinafter defined)
secures notes comprising each Series of Certificates. and (ii) possibly other features. all ofwmch
the ,District hereby authorizes the Underwriter to determine; and
WHEREAS, the Certificate Structure requires the Issuers participating in any particular
Series of Certificates to deposit their applicable series of tax and revenue anticipation notes with
U.S. Bank National Association, as trustee (the "Trustcc"). pursuant to a bUSt agreement
between such Issuers and the Trustee (the trust agreement applicable to each Series of
Certificates, in the form presented to this meding, with such changes. insertions and omissions
IS are made pursuant to this Resolution. being referred to herein collectively as, the <'Trust
Agreement''), and requires the Trustee, pUrsulDt to the Trust Agreement, to execute and deliver
the Cmificates evidencing and representing proportionate undivided interests in the payments of
principal of and interest on the tax and revenue anticipation notes issued by the Issuers
comprising such Series of CertifteatCl; and
WHEREAS, if the Certificate Structure is implemented, the District desires to have the
Trustee execute and deliver a Series of Certificates which evidences and represents interests of
the owners thereof in each Series of Notes issued by the District aod the notes issued
simultaneously by other Jssuers participatioa in sucb Series of Certificates; and
WHEREAS, as additional security for the owners of each Series of Certificates. ,U or a

portiOll of the payments by all of the Issuers of their respective series of notes comprising such
Series of Certificates may or may not be secured by an irrevocable letter (or letters) of credit or
policy (or policies) of insurance or other credit instrument (or instruments) (collectively. the
"Credit Instrument") issued by the credit provider (or credit providers) (collectively, the "Credit

OHS WaI:260781277.5
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Provider") designated in the applicable Trust Agreement, as finaUy executed, pursuant to a credit
agreement (or agreements) or commitment lener (or letters) (such credit agreement (or
agreements) or commitment letter (or letters), if any, in the forms presented to this meeting, with
such changes, insertions and omissions IS are made pursuant to this Resolution, being referred to
herein collectively as, the "Credit Agreement'') identified in the applicable Trust Agreement, as
finally executed, between, in the case of an irrevocable letter (or letters) of credit or policy (or
policies) of insurance or other credit instrument (or instruments), the Issuers and the
corresponding Credit Provider; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to the Certificate Structure, the Underwriter will submit an offer to
purchase each Series of Notes issued by the District and the notes issued by other Issuers
participating in the same Series of Certificates all as evidenced and represented by such Series of
Certificates (which offer will specify, as designated in the Pricing Confirmation applicable to the
sate of such Series of Notes to be sold by the District. the principal amount, interest rate and
Credit Instrument (if any», and has submitted a fonn of certificate purchase agreement (such
certificate purchase agreement, in the form presented to this meeting, with such changes,
insertions and omissions as are made pursuant to this Resolution, being referred to herein as, the
"Certificate Purchase Agreement'') to the Board; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to the Certificate Structure each participating Issuer will be
responsible for its share of (i) the fees of the Trustee and the costs of issuing the applicable
Series of Certificates. (ii) if applicable. the fees of the Credit Provider(s), and (iii) if applicable,
the Issuer's allocable share of all Predefault Obligations and the Issuer's Reimbursement
Obligations, if any (each as defined in the Trust Agreement); and
WHEREAS, the Certificate Structure requires that each participating Issuer approve the
Trust Agreement, the alternative Credit Instruments and Credit Agreements, if any, and the
Certificate Purchase Agreement in substantially the fonns presented to the Board, with the final
type of Credit Instrument and corresponding Credit Agreement determined in the Pricing
Confirmation applicable to the sale of each Series of Notes to be sold by the District; and
WHEREAS, under the second structure (the ·'Bond Pool Structure"), participating
Issuers would be required to seU each series of their tax and revenue anticipation notes to the
California School Cash Reserve Program Authority (the "Authority") pursuant to note purchase
agreements (such n.occ purchase agreements, in the fonn presented 10 this meeting. with such
changes; insertions and omissions as are made pursuant to this Resolution, being referred to
herein as, the UNote Purchase Agreements"), each between such individual Issuer and the
Authority, and dated as of the date of the Pricing Confirmation applicable 10 the sale of the
individual Issuer's series of notes to be sold, a form of which has been submitted to the Board;
and
WHEREAS, the Authority, pursuant to advice of the Underwriter. will form one or more
pools of notes of each participating Issuer (the "Pooled Notes") and assign each rapective series
of notes to a particular pool (the ·'Pool") and sell a series of senior bonds (each a "Series of
Senior Bonds'') and, if desirable. a correspondina series of subordinate bonds (each a "Series of
Subordinate Bonds" and collectively with • Series of Senior Bonds. a "'Series of Pool BODds")
secured by each Pool pursuant to an indenture and/or a supplement thereto (the oriainal indenture
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and each supplement thereto applicable to a Series of Pool Bonds to which the Note shall be
assigned is hereinafter collectively referred to as the "Indenture") between the Authority lAnd the
Trustee, each Series of Pool Bonds distinguished by (i) whether or what type(s) of Credit
Instrument(s) secure(s) sucb Series of Pool Bonds. (ii) the principal amounts or portions of
principal amounts of the notes of such respective series assigned to the Pool, or (iii) other factors,
and the District hereby acknowledges and approves the discretion of the Authority, acting upon
the advice of the Underwriter, to assign the District', Notes of sucb respective Series to such
Pool and 5uch Indenture as the Authority may determine; and
WHEREAS, at the time of execution of the Pricing Confinnation appJicable to the sale
of each Series of Notes to be sold by the District, the District will (in such Pricing Confmnation)
request the Authority to issue a Series of Pool Bonds pursuant to an Indenture to which such
Series of Notes idcntified in such Pricing Confirmation will be assigned by the Authority in its
discretion, acting upon tbe advice of the Underwriter, which Series of Pool Bonds will be
payable from payments of all or a portion of principal of and interest on such Series of Notes and
the other respective series of notes of other participating Issuers assigned to the same Pool and
assigned to the same Indenture to which the District's Series of Notes is assigned; and
WHEREAS, as additional security for the owners of each Series of Pool Bonds, .U or 8
portion of the payments by all of the Issuers of the respective series of notes assigned to such
Series of Pool Bonds mayor may not be secured (by virtue or in fonn of the Series of Pool
Bonds. as indicated in the Pricing Confirmation applicable to such Series of Pool Bonds, being
secured in whole or in part) by one or more Credit Instruments issued by one or more Credit
Providers designated in the applicable Indenture, as fmaUy executed, pursuant to a Credit
Agreement, if any, identified in the applicable Indenture. as finally executed, between. in the
case of an irrevocable Jetter (or letters) of credit or policy (or policies) of insunnce or other
credit instrument (or instruments), the Issum and the corresponding Credit Provider; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to the Bond Pool Structure each Issuer. whose series of notes is
assigned to a Pool as security for 8 Series of Pool Bonds. will be responsible for its share of
(i) the fees of the Trustee and the costs of issuing the applicable Series of Pool Bonds, (U). if
applicable. the fees of the Credit Provider(s), and (iii) if applicable, the Issuer's allocable share
of all Predefault Ob1ilations and the Issuer's Reimbursement Obligations, if any (each as defined
in the Indenture) applicable to such Series of Pool Bonds; and
WHEREAS, the Bond Pool Structure requires that each participating Issuer approve the
Indenture, the altemative Credit Instruments and Credit Agreements, if any. and the Note
Purchase Agreement in substantially the forms presented to the Board, with the final type of
Credit Instrument and corresponding Credit Apeement, if any, to be detcrmined in the Pricing
Confirmation applicable to the sale of each Series of Notes to be sold by the District; and
WHEREAS, punuant to the Bond Pool Structure, the Underwriter will submit an offer
to the Authority to purchase, in the case of each Pool of notes, the Series of Pool Bonds which
will be secured by the Indenture to which such P001 win be assigned; and

an

WHEREAS,
or portions of the net proceeds of each Series of Notes issued by the
Dislrict, may be invested in one or more Permitted Inveshnenls (as defined in the Trust
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Agreement or the Indenture, as applicable). including under one or more investment agreements
with one or more investment providers (if any), the initial investment of which is to be
determined in the Pricing Confirmation related to such Series of Notes; and
WHEREASt it is necessary to engage the services of certain professionals to assist the
District in its participation in the Program;
NOW t THEREFORE, the Board hereby finds, determines, declares and resolves as
follows:
Section 1.
and detennines.
SectioD 2.

Recitals. All the above recitals are true and correct and this Board so fmds

issuance of Notes.

(A)
lniliallssuance of Notes. This Board hereby determines to borrow, and hereby
requests the Board of Supervisors of the County to borrow for the District, in anticipation of the
receipt by or accrual to the District during Fiscal Y car 2010-2011 of taxes, income, revenue
(including. but not limited to, revenue from the state and federal governments), cash receipts and
other moneys provided for such fiscal year for the general fund and, if so indicated in the
applicable Pricing Confinuation, the capital fund and/or special revenue fund (or similarly
named fund or funds as indicated in such Pricing Confumation)· of the District. and not pursuant
to any common plan of financing of the District. by the issuance by the Board of Supervisors of
the County. in the name of the District, of Notes under Sections 53850 et seq. of the Act,
designated generally as the District". "'201()"'2011 [Subordinate]" Tax end Revenue Anticipation
Notes, Series ~.. in one or more of the following Series, in order of priority of payment as
described herein:
(I)
the Series A Notes, being the initial Series of Notes issued under this
Resolution, together with ODe or more Series of Additional Notes issued in accordance
with the provisions of Section 2(B) hereof and payable on a parity with the Series A
Notes (colled:ively. the "Senior Notes"); and
(2)
one or more Series of Additional Notes issued in aecordance with the
provisions of Section 2(B) hereof and payable on a subordinate basis to (i) any Senior
Notes, and (ii) any previously issued Subordinate Notes if so specified in the related
Pricing Confirmation (collectively. the "Subordinate Notes"), which Subordinate Notes
shall be identified as such.
Each such Series of Notes shall be issued in the fonn of one relistered note at the principal
amount thereof (the "Series Principal Amount") as set forth in the applic.ble Pricing
Confirmation and alt such Series Prin4:ipal Amounts aurelaling to the Principal Amount sct
forth in such Prieinc Confirmations. in each cue. to bear • series designation, to be dated the
date of its respective delivery to the respective initial purchaser thereof, to mature (without
option of prior redemption) not more than thirteen (13) months thereafter on a date indicated on
• for purposes oftbis ReIolution. such funds shall be referred to .. &he "capital fund" and u&pecial revenue fund."
•• A Series of Nota _It be..- the &"Subordiute" _phon ifd it. Series ofSubordiDale Notes.
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the face thereof and detennined in the Pricing Confirmation applicable to such Series of Notes
(collectively, the "Maturity Date"), and to bear interest, payable at the applicable maturity (a~
if the maturity is longer than twelve (12) months, an additional interest payment shall be payable
within twelve (12) months of the issue date, as determined in the applicable Pricing
Confinnation) and computed upon the basis of a 360-day year consisting of twelve 30-day
months, at a rate not to exceed twelve percent (12%) per annum as detennined in the Pricing
Confinnation applicable to such Series of Notes and indicated on the face of such Series of Notes
(collectively, the "Note Rate';.
With respect to the Certificate Structure, if a Series of Notes as evidenced and
represented by the corresponding Series of Certificates is secured in whole or in part by a Credit
Instrument and is not paid at maturity or is paid (in whole or in part) by 8 draw under. payment
by or claim upon a Credit Instrument which draw, payment or claim is not fully reimbursed on
such date, such Series of Notes shall become a Defaulted Note (as defined in the Trust
Agreement), and the unpaid portion thereof with respect to which a Credit Instrument applies for
which reimbursement on a draw. payment or claim has not been fully made shall be deemed
outstanding and shall continue to bear interest thereafter until paid at the Default Rate <as defined
in the Trust Agreement). If a Series of Notes as evidenced IJld represented by the corresponding
Series of Certificates is unsecured in whole or in part and is not fully paid at the Maturity Date,
the unpaid portion thereof (or the portion thereof to which no Credit Instrument applies which is
unpaid) shall be deemed outstanding and shall continue to bear interest thereafter until paid at the
Default Rate.
With respect to the Bond Pool Structure, if a Series of Pool Bonds issued in connection
with 8 Series of Notes is secured in whole or in part by 8 Credit Instrument or such Credit
Instrument secures the Series of Notes in whole or in part and III principal of and interest on
such Series of Notes is not paid in full at maturity or payment of principal ofand interest on such
Series of Notes is paid (in whole or in part) by a draw under, payment by or claim upon a Credit
Instrument which draw, payment or claim is not fully reimbursed on such date, such Series of
Notes shall become a Defaulted Note (as defined in the Indenture). and the unpaid portion
thereof with respect 10 which B Credit Instrument applies for which reimbursement on a draw.
payment or claim has not been fully made shatt be deemed outstanding and shall continue to bear
interest thereafter until paid at the Default Rate (as defined in the Indenture). If a Series of Notes
or the Series of Pool Bonds issued in connec:tion therewith is not so secured in whole or in part
and such Series of Notes is not fully paid at the Maturity Date. the unpaid portion thereof (or the
portion thereof to which no Credit Instrument applies which is unpaid) shan be deemed
outstanding and shall continue to bear interest thereafter until paid at the Default Rate.
In each case set forth in the preceding two par8llBpbs, the obligation of the District with
Series of Notes shall not be a debt or liability of the
District prohibited by Article XVI. Section 18 of the California Constitution and the District
shaU not be liable thereon except to the extent of the income lind revenue provided for Fiscal
Year 2010-2011 within the meaning of Article XVI, Section 18 of the California Constitution, as
provided in Section 8 hereof.

respect to such Defaulted Note or unpaid

Both the principal of and interest on each Series of Notes shan be payable in 1awful
money of the United States of America, but only upon surrender thereof, at the corporate trust
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office of U.S. Bank National Association in Los Angeles, California, or as otherwise indicated in
the Trust Agreement or the Indenture. as applicable. The Principal Amount may. prior to the
issuance of any Series of Notes. be reduced from the Maximum Amount of Borrowing specified
above. in the discretion of the Underwriter upon consultation with the Authorized Officer. The
Principal Amount shaU, prior to the issuance of the last Series of Notes, be reduced from the
Maximum Amount of Borrowing specified above if and to the extent necessary to obtain an
approving legal opinion of Orrick. Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP \'Bond Counsel'1 as to the
legality thereof or, if applicable, the exclusion from gross income for federal tax purposes of
interest thereon (or on any Series of Pool Bonds related thereto). The Principal Amount shall,
prior to the issuance of the last Series of Notes, also be reduced from the Maximum Amount of
Borrowing specified above, and other conditions sbaU be met by the District prior to the issuance
of each Series of Notes, if and to the extent necessary to obtain from the Credit Provider that
issues the Credit Instrument securing the corresponding Series of Certificates evidencing and
representing such Series of Notes or the related Series of Pool Bonds to which such Series of
Notes is assigned its agreement to issue the Credit Instrument securing such Series of Certificates
or Series of Pool Bonds, as the case may be. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained
herein, if applicable, the approval of the corresponding Credit Provider of the issuance of such
Series of Notes and the decision of the Credit Provider to deliver the Credit Instrument shall be
in the sole discretion of the Credit Provider, and nothing herein shall be construed to require the
Credit Provider to issue a Credit Instrument or 10 approve the issuance of such Series of Notes.
In the event the Board of Supervisors of the County fails or refuses to authorize the
issuance of the Notes within the time period specified in Section 53853 of the Act, following
receipt of this Resolution, this Board hereby authorizes issuance of such Notes, in the District's
name, in one or more series, pursuant to the terms stated in this Section 2 and the terms stated
hereafter. The Notes. in one or more series, shall be issued in conjunction with the note or notes
(in each case, in one or more series) of one or more other Issuers as part of the Program and
within the meaning of Section 53853 of the Act.

(8)
Issuance of Additional Nota. The District (or the County on its behalf, as
applicable) may at any time issue punuant to this Resolution, one or more Series of Additional
Notes consisting of Senior Notes or Subordinate Notes (including Subordinate Notes that are
further subordinated to previously issued Subordinate Notes, IS provided in the applicable
Pricing Confirmation). subject in each case to the following specific conditions, which are
hereby made conditions precedent to the issuance of any such Series of Additional Notes:
(I)
The District shall not have issued any tax and revenue anlicipation notes
relating to the 2010-2011 fiscal year except (8) in connection with the Program under this
Resolution, or (b) notes secured by I pledae of its Unrestricted Revenues (as defined in
Section 8) that is subordinate in all respects to the pledge of its Unrestricted Revenues
hereunder; the District shall be in compliance with aU agreements and covenants
contained herein; and no Event of Default shall have occurred and be continuing with
respect to any such outstanding previously issued notes or Series of Notes.
(2)
The aggregate Principal Amount of Notes issued and It any time
outstanding hereunder shall not exceed any limit imposed by law. by this Resolution or
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by any resolution of the Board amending or supplementing this Resolution (each a
"Supplemental Resolution').

(3)
Whenever the District shall determine to issue, execute and deliver any
Additional Notes pursuant to this Section 2(B}, the Series Principal Amount of which,
when added to the Series Principal Amounts of all Series of Notes previously issued by
the District, would exceed the Maximum Amount of Borrowing authorized by this
Resolution. the District shall adopt • Supplemental Resolution amending this Resolution
to increase the Maximum Amount of Borrowing as appropriate and shall submit such
Supplemental Resolution to the Board of Supervisors of the County as provided in
Section 53850 et seq. of the Act with a request that the County issue such Series of
Additional Notes in the name of the District as provided in Sections 2(A) and 9 hereof.
The Supplemental Resolution may contain any other provision authorized or not
prohibited by this Resolution relating to such Series of Additional Notes.
(4)
The District may issue a Series of Additional Notes that are Senior Notes
payable on a parity with all other Series of Senior Notes of the District or that are
Subordinated Notes payable on a parity with one or more Series of outstanding
Subordinated Notes. only if it obtains (a) the consent of each Credit Provider relating to
each previously issued Series of Notes that win be on a parity with such Series of
Additional Notes, and (b) evidence that no rating then in effect with respect to any
outstanding Series of Certificates or Series of Bonds. as applicable. from a Rating
Agency will be withdrawn, reduced, or suspended solely IS a result of the issuance of
such Series of Additional Notes (a "Rating Confirmationj. Except as provided in
Section 8, the District may issue one or more Series of Additional Notes that are
subordinate to all previously issued Series of Notes of the District without Credit
Provider consent or a Rating Confirmation. The District may issue tax and revenue
anticipation notes other than in connection with the Program under this Resolution only if
such notes are secured by a pledge of its Unrestricted Revenues that is subordinate in all
respects to the pledge of its Unrestricted Revenues hereunder.
(5)
Before such Additional Notes shall be issued. the District shall file or
cause to be filed the followina documents with the Trustee:

An Opinion of Counsel to the District to the effect that (A) such
(a)
Additional Notes constitute the valid and binding obligations of the District, (O)
such Additional Notes are special obligations of the District and are payable from
the moneys pledged to the payment thereof in this Resolution, and (C) the
applicable Supplemental Resolution, ifany, has been duly adopted by the District.
(b)
A certificate of the District certitYina as to the incumbency of its
officers and stating that the requirements of this Section 2(B} have been met.
(c)
A certified enpy of this Resolution and any
Supplemental Resolution.
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applicable

(d)
If this Resolution was amended by a Supplemental Resolution to
increase the Maximum Amount of Borrowing, the resolution of the County Board
of Supervisors approving such increase in the Maximum Amount of Borrowing
and the issuance of such Additional Notes, or evidence that the County Board of
Supervisors bas elected to not issue such Additional Notes.
(e)
An executed counterpart or duly authenticated copy of the
applicable Certificate Purchase Agreement or Note Purchase Agreement.

(t)
A Pricing Confinnation relating to the Series of Additional Notes
duly executed by an Authorized Officer (as defined in Section 4).
(8)
The Series of Additional Notes duly executed by the applicable
County representatives as provided in Section 9 hereof, or executed by the
applieable Authorized Officers if the County shall have declined to issue the
Series of Additional Notes in the name of the District, either in connection with
the initial issuance of the Series A Notes or in connection with any Supplemental
Resolution increasing the Maximum Amount of Borrowing.
(h)
If the Additional Notes are to be parity Senior Notes or parity
Subordinate Notes, the Credit Provider consent(s) and Rating Confumation(l)
required pursuant to paragraph (4) above.

Upon the delivery to the Trustee of the foregoing instruments and, jf the Bond Pool
Structure is implemented, satisfaction of the provisions of Section 2.12 of the Indeo~ with
regard to the issuance of a conesponding Series of Additional Bonds (as defined therein), the
Trustee shan authenticate and deliver said Additional Notes to, or upon the written request of,
the District. Upon execution and delivery by the District and authentication by the Trustee, said
Additional Notes shall be valid and bindina obligations of the District notwithstanding any
defects in satisfying any of the foreloina requirements.
Sg:tion 3.
Form ofNotg. Each Series of the Notes shall be issued in fully registered
form without coupons and shan be substantially in the form and substance set forth in Exhibit A,
attached hereto and by reference incorporated herein, the blanks in said form to be filled in with
appropriate words and figures.
Section 4.
Sale of Notel; Delention. Ally one of the President or Chairperson of the
Board, the Superintendent, the Assistant Superintendent for Business. the Assistant
Superintendent for Administrative Services, the business manalCT. director of business or fiscal
services or chief financiallbusiness officer of the District, as the case may be, or, in the absence
of said officer, his or her duly appointed assistant (each an "Authorized Officerj. is hereby
authorized and directed to neaotiate, with the Underwriter (if the Certificate Structure is
implemented) or the Authority (if the Bond Pool Structure is implemented). an interest rate or
rates on each Series of the Notes to the stated maturity or maturities thereof, which sball not, in
any individual case, exceed twelve percent (12%) per annum (per Series of Notes), and the
purchase price to be paid by the Underwriter or the Authority. as applicable, for the respective
Series of the Notes, which purchase price shall be at a discount which when added to the
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District's share of the costs of issuance shan not be more than one percent (1%) of (0 the
Principal Amount of the Note. if only one Series of Notes is issued or (ii) the Series Principal
Amount of each individual Series of Notes. if more than one series is issued. If sucb interest rate
and price and other terms of the sale of the Series of Notes set out in the Pricing Coofinnation
applicable to such Series of Notes are acceptable to said Authorized Officer, said Authorized
Officer is hereby further authorized and directed to execute and deliver the pricing confnmation
supplement applicable to such Series of Notes to be delivered by the Underwriter (on behalf of
itself. if the Certificate Structure is implemented and on behalf of the Authority. if the Bond Pool
Structure is implemented) to the District on a date within five (5) days, or such longer period of
time as agreed by the Underwriter or the Authority. as applicable, of said negotiation of interest
rates and purchase price during the period from May 1,2010 through June lS, 2011 (the "Pricing
Conf1fD18tion"). substantially in the form presented to this meeting as Schedule I to the
Certificate Purchase Agreement or the Note Purchase Agreement, as applicable, with such
changes therein as said Authorized Officer shalt require or approve, and such other documents or
certificates required to be executed and delivered thereunder or to consummate the transactions
contemplated hereby or thereby, for and in the name and on behalf of the District, such approval
by this Board and such officer to be conclusively evidenced by such execution and delivery. In
the event more than one Series of Notes are issued, a separate Pricina Confirmation sban be
executed and delivered corresponding to each Series of Notes. Any Authorized Officer is hereby
further authorized to execute and deliver, prior to the execution and delivery of the Pricing
Confumation applicable to a Series of Notes. the Certificate Purchase Agreement or the Note
Purchase Agreement applicable to such Series of Notes, substantially in the forms presented to
this meeting, which fonns are hereby approved, with such changes therein IS said officer shall
require or approve, such approval to be conclusively evidenced by such execution and delivery;
provided. however, that any such Certificate Purchase Agreement or Note Purchase Agreement
shall not be effective Ind binding on the District until the execution and delivery of the
corresponding Pricina Confirmation. Delivery of a Pricina Confinnation by fax or telecopy of
an executed copy shall be deemed effective execution mel delivery for all purposes. If requested
by said Authorized Officer at his or ber option, any duly IUthorized deputy or assistant of such
Authorized Officer may approve said interest rate or rates and price by execution of the
Certificate Purchase Agreement or the Note Purchase Agreement(s), as applicable, and/or the
correspood.ins Pricing Contirmation(s).
SSX;tion 5.
Program ADDrov11. The District hereby delegltes to the Authority the
authority to select which structure (i.e.) the Certificate Structure or the Bond Pool Structuie) shall
be implemented, with the Authorized OffICer of the District accepting and IppI'OvinS luch
selection by execution of the applicable PricinS Confirmation.
(A)
Certificate Structure. If the Certificate Structure is implemented, each Series of
Notes of the District shall be combined with notes of other Issuers into I Series of Certificates as
set forth in senerat terms in the Pricing Confirmation (whicb need DOt include specific
iniollDlltion about such other notes or lssuco) applicable to sucb Series of Notes, and. shall be
marketed and sold simultaneously with such other notes of that Series with lucb credit support
(if any) referred to in the Pricing Confinnation. and shall be evidenced and represented by the
Certificates which shall evidence and represent proponionate. UDdivided interats in such Series
of Notes in the proportion that the face amount of such Series of Notes bean to the total
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aggregate face amount of such Series of Notes and the notes issued by other Issuers which the
Series of Certificates represent. Such Certificates may be delivered in book-entry fonn.
The District hereby delegates to the Authority the authority to select the Credit
Instrument{s). Credit Provider(s) and Credit Agreement(s), if any, for each Series of Certificates
which evidences and represents interests of the owners thereof in the related Series of Notes of
the District and the notes issued by other Issuers evidenced and represented by such Series of
Certificates, all of which shall be identified in. and approved by the Authorized Officer of the
District executing, the Pricing Confinnation for such Series of Notes, the Trust Agreement and
the Credit Agreement(s) (if any), for and in the name and on behalf oftbe District. such approval
of such officer to be conclusively evidenced by the execution of the Pricing Confinnation, the
Trust Agreement and the Credit Agreement(s) (if any).
The fonn of Trust A~ment, alternative general types of Credit Instruments and forms
of Credit Agreements, if any, presented to this meeting are hereby approved, and each
Authorized Officer is hereby authorized and directed to execute and deliver the Trust Agreement
and the Credit Agreement(s). if applicable, which shall be identified in the PriciDg Continoation
for the related Series of Notes. in substantially one or more of said forms (a substantially final
fonn of Credit Agreement to be delivered to such Authorized Officer concun:cnt with the Pricing
Confumation). with such changes therein as said officer shall require or approve. such approval
of this Board and such officer to be conclusively evidenced by the execution of the Trust
Agreement, Credit Agreement(s) and Pricing Confinnation, respectively.
The form of the Preliminary Official Statement presented to this meeting is hereby
approved. and the Underwriter is hereby authorized to distribute the Preliminary Official
Statement in connection with the offering and sale of each Series of Certificates. Each
Authorized Officer is hereby authorized and directed to provide the Underwriter with such
information relating to the District as the Underwriter shall reasonably request for inclusion in
the Preliminary Official Statement for each Series of Certificates. Upon inclusion of the
information relating to the District therein, the Preliminary Official Statement for the applicable
Series of Certificates shall be, except for certain omissions pennitted by Rule ISc2·12 of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934. as amended (the "Rule"), deemed final within the meaning of
the RuJe; provided that no representation is made 8S to the information contained in •
Preliminary Official Statement relating to the other Issuers or any Credit Provider. and the
Authority is hereby authorized to certify on behalf of the District that each Preliminary Official
Statement is, 88 of its date. deemed final within the meaning of the Rule. If. at any time prior to
the execution of a Pricing Confirmation. any event occurs as a result of which the information
contained ;n the related Preliminary Official Statement relating to the District might include an
untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state any material fact necessary to make the
statements therein. in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading.
the District shan promptly notify the Underwriter. The Authority is hereby authorized and
directed, at or after the time of the sale of any Series of Certificates. for and in the name and on
behalf of the District, to execute a final Official Statement in substantially the fonn of the
Preliminary Oftk:ial Statement presented to this meeting. with such additions thereto or changes
therein as the Authority may approve, such approval to be conclusively evidenced by the
execution and delivery thereof.
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The Trustee is authorized and directed to execute each Series of Certificates on behalf of
the District pursuant to the terms and conditions set forth in the related Trust Agreement, in the
aggregate principal amount specified in the Trust Agreement, and substantially in the form and
otherwise containing the provisions set forth in the fonn of the Certificate contained in the Trust
Agreement. When so executed, each Series of Certificates shall be delivered. by the Trustee to
the Underwriter upon payment of the purchase price thereof. pursuant to the tenna of the Trust
Agreement and the applicable Certificate Purchase Agreement.
Subject to Section 8 hereof, the District hereby agrees that if a Series of Notes as
evidenced and represented by a Series of Certificates shall become a Defaulted Note, the unpaid
portion thereof or the portion to which a Credit Instrument applies for which full reimbursement
on a draw, payment or claim has not been made by the Maturity Date shall be deemed
outstanding and sball not be deemed to be paid until (i) the Credit Provider providing a Credit
Instrument with respect to such Series of Certificates, and therefore, if applicable. all or a portion
of such Series of Notes, if any, bas heen reimbursed for any drawings, payments or claims made
under the Credit Instrument with respect to such Series of Notes, including interest accrued
thereon. as provided therein and in the applicable Credit Agreement, and (ii) the holders of the
Series of Certificates which evidence and represent such Series of Notes are paid the full
principal amount represented by the unsecured portion of such Series of Notes plus interest
accrued thereon (calculated at the Default Rite) to the date of deposit of sucb aarcgate required
amount with the Trustee. For purposes of clause (ii) of the preceding sentence, holders of the
applicable Series of Certificates will be deemed to have received such principal amount and such
accrued interest upon deposit of such moneys with the Trustee.
The District agrees to pay or cause to be paid, in addition to the amounts payable under
each Series of Notes. any fees or expenses of the Trustee and, to the extent permitted by law. if
such Series of Notes as evidenced and represented by the related Series of Certificates is secured
in whole or in part by a Credit Instrument, any Predefault Obligations and Reimbursement
Obligations (to the extent not payable under such Series of Notes). (i) arising out of an "Event of
Default" hereunder or (ii) arising out of any other event (other than an event arising solely as a
result of or otherwise attributable to • default by any other Issuer). In the case described in (ii)
above with respect to Predef.ult Obligations, the District shall owe only the percentage of such
fees. expenses and Predefault Obligations equal to the ratio of the Principal Amount (or Series
Principal Amount as applicable) of its Series of Notes over the aggregate Principal AmoWlts (or
Series Principal Amounts, as applicable) of all series of notes, including such Series of Notes, of
the Series of Certificates of which such Series of Notes is a part. at the time of original issuance
of such Series of Certificates. Such additional amounts will be paid by the District within
twenty·five (2S) days of receipt by the District of a bill therefor from the Trustee.
If the CertifICate Structure is implemented. any Authorized Officer is hereby authorized
to execute and deliver any Information Return for Tax-Exempt Governmental Obligations, Form
8038-0 of the Internal Revenue Service ("Form 8038.0"). in connection with the iSI\UUlCe of a
Tax-Exempt (as defined in Section 7) Series of Notes and the related Series of Certificates. To
the extent pennitted by law, tbe Authority, the Trustee, the Underwriter and Bond Counsel are
each bereby authorized to execute and deliver any Form 8038-0 for and on behalf of the District
in connection with the issuance of a Tax-Exempt Series of Notes and the related Series of
Certificates. as directed by an Authorized Officer of the District.
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(B)
Bond Pool Structure. If the Bond Pool Structure is implemented. the Pricing
Confirmation for a Series of Notes may, but shall not be required to. specify the Series of Pool
Bonds to which such Series of Notes will be assigned (but need not include infonnation about
other series of notes assigned to the same pool or their Issuers).
The Disb'ict hereby delegates to the Authority the authority to select the Credit
Instrument(s), Credit Provider(s) and Credit Agreement(s), if any. for each Series of Senior
Bonds and corresponding Series of Subordinate Bonds. if any, to which each Series of Notes
issued by the District will be assigned, all of which shall be identified in. and approved by the
Authorized Officer of the Disb'ict executing. the Pricing Confirmation for such Series of Notes
and the Credit Agreement(s) (if any), for and in the name and on behalf of tbe District, such
approval of such officer to be conclusively evidenced by the execution of the Pricing
Confirmation and the Credit Agreement(s) (if any).
The alternative general types of Credit Instruments and the forms of Credit Agreements,
jf any, presented to this meeting are hereby approved. and eacb Authorized Officer is hereby
authorized and directed to execute and deliver a Credit Agreement(s), if any, which sball be
identified in the Pricing Confinuation for the related Series of Notes. in substantially one or more
of said forms (8 substantially final form of Credit Agreement to be delivered to such Authorized
Officer concurrent with the Pricing Confmnation), with such changes therein as said officer shall
require or approve, such approval of this Board and such officer to be conclusively evidenced by
the execution of the Credit Agreement and Pricing Confinnation, respectively.
The form of Indenture presented to this meeting is hereby acknowledged and approved.
and it is acknowledged that abe Authority will execute and deliver the Indeoture and one or more
Supplemental Indentures, which shall be identified in the Pricing Confirmation applicable to the
Series of Notes to be issued. in substantially one or more of said forms with such changes therein
as the Authorized Officer wbo executes such Pricing Confirmation shall require or approve
(substantially final forms of the Indenture: and the Supplementitllndenture (if applicable) to be
delivered to the Authorized Officer concurrently with the Pricing Confirmation applicable to the
Series of Notes to be issued). such approval of such Authorized Officer and this Board to be
conclusively evidenced by the execution of the Pricing Confirmation applicable to such Series of
Notes. It is acknowledged that the Authority is authorized and requested to issue one or more
Series of Pool Bonds (consisting of a Series of Senior Boods and. if desirable. a com:sponding
Series of Subordinate Bonds) pursuant to and as provided in the Indenture as finally executed
and, if applicable. each Supplemental Indenture as finally executed.

Each Authorized Officer is hereby authorized and directed to provide the Underwriter
with such infonnation relating to the District as the Underwriter shan reasonably request for
inclusion in the Preliminary Official Slatement(s) and Official Statement(s) of the Authority
relating to a Series of Pool Bonds. If. at any time prior to the execution of a Pricina
Confirmation, any event occurs as a result of which the infonnation contained in the
corresponding Prelimill8l)' Official Statement or other offering document relatina to the District
might include an untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state any material fact occessary
to make the statemeots therein. in liJht of the circumstances under which they were made. not
misleading. the District shall promptly notify the Underwriter.
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Subject to Section 8 hereof. the Dislrict hereby agrees that if a Series of Notes shall
become B Defaulted Note. the unpaid portion thereof or the portion to which a Credit Instrument
applies for which full reimbursement on a draw, payment or claim bas not been made by the
Maturity Date shalI be deemed outstanding and shall not be deemed to be paid until (i) any
Credit Provider providing a Credit Instrument with respect to such Series of Notes or the Series
of Pool Bonds issued in connection with such Series of Notes. has been reimbursed for any
drawings, payments or claims made under the Credit Instrument with respect to such Series of
Notes. including interest accrued thereon. IS provided therein and in the applicable Credit
Agreement. and (ij) the holders of such Series of Notes or the Series of the Pool Bonds issued in
connection with such Series of Notes are paid the full principal amount represented by the
unsecured portion of such Series of Notes plus interest accrued thereon (calculated at the Default
Rate) to the date of deposit of such aggregate required amount with the Trustee. For purposes of
clause (ii) of the preceding sentence, holders of such Series of Pool Bonds will be deemed to
have received such principal amount and such accrued interest upon deposit of such moneys with
the Trustee.
The District agrees to payor cause to be paid, in addition to the amounts payable under
each Series of Notes. any fees or expenses of the Trustee and, to the extent permitted by law, if
such Series of Notes is secured in whole or in part by a Credit Instrument (by virtue of the fact
that the corresponding Series of Pool Bonds is secured by a Credit Instrument), any Predefault
Obligations and Reimbursement Obligations (to the extent not payable under such Series of
Notes), (i) arising out of an "Event of Default"" hereunder or (ii) arising out of any other event
(other than an event arising solely as a result of or otherwise atlributable to a default by any other
Jssuer). In the case described in (ii) above with respect to Predefault Obligations, the District
shall owe only the percentage of such fees. expenses and Predefault Obligations equal to the ratio
of the Principal Amount (or Series Principal Amount as applicable) of its Series ofNo&cs over
the aggregate Principal Amounts (or Series Principal Amounts, as applicable) of all series of
notes. including such Series of Notes, assigned to the Series of Pool Bonds issued in connection
with such Series of Notes, at the time of original issuance of such Series of Pool Bonds. Such
additional I.DlOUnts will be paid by the District within twenty-five (25) days of receipt by the
District of a bill therefor from the Trustee.
(C)
Appointmenl of ProCessionals. Piper Jaffray &. Co. (and/or such other fum or
finns as shall be selected by the Authority u designated in the applicable Pricing ConfinnBtion
and approved and accepted by In Authorized Officer by the execution of such Pricing
Confirmation) is hereby appointed and/or approved as underwriter for the ProarBm. the law finn
of Orrick, Herrington &. Sutcliffe LLP (and/or such other finn or finns as shall be selected by the
Authority as designated in the applicable Pricing Confinnation and approved and accepted by an
Authorized Officer by the execution of such Pricing Confinnation) is hereby appointed and/or
approved as bond counsel for the Program, and the law finn of Kutak Rock LLP (and/or such
other firm or tinns as shan be selected by the Authority as designated in the applicable Pricina
Confirmation and approved IIld accepted by an Authorized Officer by the execution of such
Pricing Confirmation) is hereby appointed and/or approved IS special counsel to the Dislrict in
connection with the Program.
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Section 6.

No Joint Obligation.

Certificate Structure. If the Certificate Structure is implemented, each Series of
(A)
Notes of the District shall be marketed and sold simultaneously with the notes of other Issuers
and shall be aggregated and combined with such notes of other Issuers participating in the
Program into a Series of Certificates evidencing and representing an interest in several, and not
joint, obligations of each Issuer. The obligation of the DisbiCl to owners of a Series of
Certificates is a several and DOt a joint obligation and is strictly limited to the District's
repayment obligation under this Resolution, the resolution of the County providing for the
issuance of the Note, if applicable, and the applicable Series of Notes as evidenced and
represented by such Series of Certificates. Owners of Certificates, to the extent of their interest
in a Series of Notes, shall be treated as owners of such Series of Notes and shall be entitled to all
tbe rights and security thereof; including the right to enforce the obligations and covenants
contained in this Resolution and such Series of Notes. The District hereby recognizes the right
of the owners of. Series of Certificates acting directly or through the Trustee to enforce the
obligations and covenants contained in the Series of Notes evidenced and represented thereby.
this Resolution and the Trust Agreement. The District shall be directly obligated to each owner
of a Series of Certificates for the principal and interest payments on the Series of Notes
evidenced and represented by such Certificates without any right of oounterclaim or offset
arising out of any act or failure to act on the part of the Trustee.
(8)
Bond Pool Structure. If the Bond Pool Structure is implemented. each Series of
Notes will be issued in conjunction with a series of notes of one or more other Issuers and will be
assigned to a Pool in order to seCUl'e 8 corresponding Series of Pool Bonds. In all cases. the
obligation of the District to make payments on or in respect to each Series of its NOles is a
several and not a joint obligation and is strictly limited to the District's repayment obligation
under this Resolution, the resolution of the County providing for the issuance of the Note, if
applicable, and such Series of Notes.
Section 7.
Disposition of Proceeds of Notes. The moneys received from the sale of
each Series of Notes evidenced and represented by a Series of CertifICates or each Series of Pool
Bonds issued in connection with I Series of Notes. IS the case may be. allocable to the District's
share of the costs of issuance (which shall include any fees aDd expenses in connection with the
related Credit Instrument(s) applicable to such Series of Notes or Series of Pool Bonds) shall be
deposited in an account in the Costs of Issuaacc Fund established for such Series of Notes or
such Series of Pool Bonds. as applicable, and held and invested by the Trustee under the Trust
Agreement or the Indenture, as applicable, and expended as directed by the Underwriter (if the
Certificate Structure is implemented) or the Authority (if the Bond Pool Structure is
implemented) on Costs of Issuance as provided in the Trust Agreement or the Indenture, as
applicable. AU or a ponion of the moneys allocable to eacb Series of Notes from the we of the
corresponding Series of Certificates or Pool Bonds, as applicable, net of the District's share of
the costs of issuance. is hereby designated the "Deposit to Proceeds Subaccount" and shall be
deposited in the District's Proceeds Subaccount attributed to such Series of Notes hereby
authorized to be created pursuant to. and held and invested by the Trustee under. the Trust
Agreement or the Indenture, as applicable. for the District and said moneys may be used and
expended by the District for any purpose for which it is authorized to use and expend moneys.
upon requisition from such Proceeds Subaccount as specified in the Trust Agreement or the
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Indenture. as applicable. The Pricing Confirmation applicable to each Series of Notes shall set
forth such amount of the Deposit to Proceeds Subaccount. Each Authorized Officer is hereby
authorized to approve the amount of such Deposit to Proceeds Subaccount. Subject to Section 8
hereof. the District hereby covenants and agrees to replenish amounts on deposit in each
Proceeds Subaccount attributed to a Series of its Note to the extent practicable from any source
of available funds up to an amount equal to the unreplerushed withdrawals from such Proceeds
Subaccount.
The Trustee shall transfer to each Payment Account (hereinafter defined) relating to a
Series of Notes from amounts on deposit in the related Proceeds Subaccount attributed to such
Series of Notes on the first day of each Repayment Period (as defined hereinafter) (or such other
day of each Repayment Period designated in the Pricing Confinnation applicable to a Series of
Notes). amounts which, taking into consideration anticipated earnings thereon to be received by
the Maturity Date, are equal to the percentages of the principal and interest due with respect to
such Series of Notes at maturity for the corresponding Repayment Period set forth in such
Pricing Confirmation; provided, however, that on the twentieth date of the next to last
Repayment Period designated in such Pricing Confirmation (or such other day designated in the
Pricing Confmnation applicable to a Series of Notes), or, if only one Repayment Period is
applicable to a Series of Notes, on the twentieth day of the month preceding the Repayment
Period designated in such Pricing Confirmation (or such other day designated in the Pricing
Confirmation applicable to a Series of Notes), the Trustee shall transfer all remaining amounts in
the Proceeds Subaccount attributed to the Series of Notes to the related Payment Account all AS
and to the extent provided in the Trust Agreement or the Indenture, as applicable; provided,
however, that with respect to the transfer in any such Repayment Period (or day preceding a
single Repayment Period), if said amount in the Proceeds Subaccount attributed to a Series of
Notes is less than the corresponding percentage sel forth in the Pricing Confirmation applicable
to the related Series of Notes of the principal and interest due with respect to such Series of
Notes at maturity, the Trustee shall transfer to the related Payment Account attributed to such
Series of Notes of the District all amounts on deposit in the Proceeds Subaccount attributed to
such Series of Notes on the day designated for such Repayment Period.
For NOles issued in calendar 2010, in the event either (A) the Series Principal Amouot of
any Tax-Exempt Series of Notes, together with the aggregate amount of all tax-exempt
obligAtions (including any tax-exempt leases, but excluding private activity bonds), issued and
reasonably expected to be issued by the District (and all subordinate entities of the District)
during calendar year 20 10, will, at the time of the issuance of such Tax-Exempt Series of the
Noles (as indicated in the certificate of the District executed as of the date of issuance of such
Tax-Exempt Series of Notes (each "District Certificate")) exceed fifteen million dollars
($15,000,000), or (8) the Series Principal Amount of any Tax-Exempt Series of Notes, together
with the aggregate amount of all tax-exempt obligations not used to finance school construction
(including any tax-exempt leases, but excluding private activity boods), issued and reasonably
expected to be issued by the District (and all subordinate entities of the District) during calendar
year 2010, will, at the time of the issuance of such Tax-Exempt Series of Notes (as indicated in
the related District Certificate), exceed five million dollars ($5,000,000), the second following
paragraph will apply . In such case, the District shall be deemed a "Safe Harbor Issuer" with
respect to such Tax-Exempt Series of Notes .
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For Notes issued in calendar year 2011, in the event either (A) the Series Principal
Amount of any Tax-Exempt Series of Notes, together with the aggregate amount of all taxexempt obligations (including any tax-exempt leases, but excluding private activity bonds),
issued and reasonably expected to be issued by the District (and all subordinate entities of the
District) during calendar year 20 It, will, at the time of the issuance of such Tax-Exempt Series
of the Notes (as indicated in the certificate of the District executed as of the date of issuance of
such Tax-Exempt Series of Notes (each "District Certificate"» exceed fifteen million dollars
($1 S,OOO,OOO), or (8) the Series Principal Amount of any Tax-Exempt Series of Notes, together
with the aggregate amount of all tax-exempt obligations not used to fmance school construction
(including any tax-exempt leases, but excluding private activity bonds), issued and reasonably
expected to be issued by the District (and all subordinate entities of the District) during calendar
year 2011, will, at the time of the issuance of such Tax-Exempt Series of Notes (as indicated in
the related District Certificate), exceed five million dollars (S5,OOO,OOO). the following paragraph
will apply. In such case, the District shall be deemed a "Safe Harbor Issuer" with respect to such
Tax-Exempt Series of Notes.
Amounts in any Proceeds Subaccount relating to a Tax-Exempt Series of Notes of the
District and attributable to cash flow borrowing shall be withdrawn and expended by the District
for any purpose for which the District is authorized to expend funds from the general fund of the
District. but, with respect to general fund expenditures, only to the extent that on the date of any
withdrawal no other funds are available for such purposes without legislation or judicial action or
without I legislative, judicial or contractual requirement that such funds be reimbursed. If on no
date that is within six months from the date of issuance of each Tax-Exempt Series of Notes, the
balance in the related Proceeds Subaccount attributable to cash flow borrowing aod treated for
federal tax purposes as proceeds of such Tax-Exempt Series of Notes is low enough so that the
amounts in the Proceeds Subaccount attributable to such Tax-Exempt Series of Notes qualify for
In exception from the rebate requirements (the "Rebate Requirements") of Section 148 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (the "Code"), the District shall promptly notify the Trustee in
writing and, to the extent of its power and authority, comply with instructions from Orrick.
Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP, Bond Counsel, supplied to it by the Trustee as the means of
satisfying the Rebate Requirements.
The term "Tax-Exempt" shall mean, with respect to interat on any obligations of I state
or local government, that such interest is excluded from the gross income of the holders thereof
for federal income tax purposes, whether or not such interest is includable as an item of tax
prefereace or otherwise includable din:cdy or indirectly for purposes of calculating other tax
liabilities, including any alternative minimum tax or environmental tax under the Code. Each
Series of Notes issued hereunder (or any Series of Pool Bonds related thereto) may be issued as I
Tax-Exempt Series of Notes or such that the interest on such Series of Notes is not Tax-Exempt.

Scctiop 8.

Source ofPaymept.

(A)
Pledge. The term "Unrestricted Revenues·' shall mean the taxes, income, revenue
(including, but not 1imited to, revenue from the state and federal governments)f cash receipts and
other moneys provided for Fiscal Year 2010-2011 which will be received by or willllCCllle to the
District durioa such fISCal year for the general fund and, if so indicated in • Pricina
Confirmation. capital fund and/or special revenue fund (or similarly named fund or funds IS
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indicated in such Pricing Confinnation) of the District and which are lawfully available for the
payment of cUlTCnt expenses and other obligations oftbe District. As security for the payment of
the principal of and interest on all Series of Notes issued hereunder, subject to the payment
priority provisions of Section 17 hereof and this Section 8, the District hereby pledges the first
Unrestricted Revenues to be received by the District in the periods specified in each Pricing
Confinnation as Repayment Periods (each individual period I "Repayment Period" and
collectively "Repayment Periods"). in an amount equal to the percentages of the principal and
interest due with respect to each Series of Notes at maturity for the colTCsponding Repayment
Period specified in such Pricing Confirmations (the "Pledged Revenues").
(8)
Lien and Charge. As provided in Section 53856 of the Act. all Series of Notes
issued hereunder and the interest thereon. subject to the payment priority provisions of Section
17 hereof and this Section 8, shall be a first lien and charge against, and shall be payable from
the first moneys received by the District from. the Pledged Revenues.
(C)
General Obligation. As provided in Section 53857 of the Act. notwithstanding
the provisions of Section 53856 of the Act and of subsection (B) of this Section, all Series of
Notes issued hereunder shall be general obligations of the District and, in the event tbat on the
tenth Business Day (as defined in the Trust Agreement or the Indenture, as applicable) of each
such Repayment Period (or such other day of each Repayment Period designated in the Pricing
Confirmation applicable to a Series of Notes) the District has not received sufficient Unrestricted
Revenues to permit the deposit into each Payment Account of the full amount of Pledged
Revenues to be deposited therein from said Unrestricted Revenues in such Repayment Period,
then the amount of any deficiency shall be satisfied and made up from any other moneys of the
District lawfully available for the payment of the principal of all Series of Notes and the interest
thereon, as and when such other moneys are received or are otherwise legally available, in the
following order of priority: first, to satisfy pro-rata any deficiencies attributable to any Series of
Senior Notes; second, to satisfy pro-rata any deficiencies attributable to any Series of
Subordinate Notes (except for any Series of Subordinate Notes described in the next clause); and
thereafter, to satisfy any deficiencies attributable to any other Series of Subordinate Notes that
shall have been further subordinated to previously issued Series of Subordinate Notes in the
applicable Pricing Confirmation, in such order of priority.
(D)
Pavment Accounts. In order to effect, in part. the pledge provided for in
subsection (A) of this Section, the District agrees to the establishment and maintenance as a
special fund of the District of a separate Payment Account for each Series of Notes issued
hereunder (each a "Payment Account") by the Trustee under the Trust Agreement- or the
Indenture, as applicable. and the Trustee is hereby appointed as the responsible agent to maintain
such fund until the payment of the principal of the corresponding Series of Notes and the interest
thereon, and the District hereby covenants and agrees to cause to be deposited directly in eacb
Payment Account (and shall request specific amounts from the District's funds on deposit with
the County Treasurer for such purpose) a pro-rata share (as provided below) of the rot
Unrestricted Revenues RCeived in each Repayment Period specified in the Pricing
Confirmation(s) and aoy Unrestricted Revenues received thereafter until the amount on deposit
in each Payment Account, taking into consideration anticipated investment earnings thereon to
be received by the Maturity Date applicable to the respective Series of Notes (as set forth in a
certificate from the Underwriter to the Trustee), is equal in the respective Repayment Periods
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identified in the Pricing Confinnation applicable to such Series of Notes to the percentages of the
principal of and interest due with respect to such Series of Notes at maturity specified in the
Pricing Confirmation applicable to such Series of Notes; provided that sucb deposits shall be
made in the following order of priority: first, pro-rata to the Payment Aceount(s) attributable to
any applicable Series ofSenioe Notes; second, pro-rata to the Payment Account(s) attributable to
any applicable Series of Subordinate Notes (except for any Series of Subordinate Notes
described in the next clause); and thereafter, to the Payment Account(s) attributable to any other
applicable Series of Subordinate Notes that shall have been further subordinated to previously
issued Series of Subordinate Notes in the applicable Pricing Confirmation, in such order of
priority.
Subject to the payment priority provisions of Section 17 hereof and this Section 8, any
moneys placed in the Payment Account attributed to a Series of Notes shall be for the benefit of
(i) the owners of the applicable Series of Certificates if the Certificate Structure is implemented
and the holders of the Series of Pool Bonds issued in connection with the Pool of which such
Series of Notes. is a part if the Bond Pool Structure is implemented, and (ii) (to the extent
provided in the Trust Agreement or the Indenture, as applicable) the Credit Provider(s), if any.
Subject to the payment priority provisions of Section 17 hereof and this Section 8, the moneys in
the Payment Account attributed to the Series of Notes shall be applied onJy for the purposes for
which the Payment Account is created until the principal of such Series of Notes and all interest
thereon are paid or until provision has been made for the payment of the principal of such Series
of Notes at maturity of such Series of Notes with interest to maturity (in accordance with the
'requirements for defeasance of the related Series of Certificates or Series of Bonds, as
applicable. as set forth in the Trust Agreement or the Indenture, as applicable) and. if applicable
(to the extent provided in the Trust Agreement or the Indenture, as applicable. and, if applicable,
the corresponding Credit Agreement), the payment of all Predefault Obligations and
Reimbursement Obligations owing to the corresponding Credit Provider.
(E)
Determination of Repayment Periods. With respect to each Series of Notes, the
length of any individual Repayment Period detennined in the related Pricing Confinnation shall
not exceed the greater of three (3) consecutive calendar months or ninety (90) days and the
number of Repayment Periods determined in the related Pricing Confirmation shall not exceed
six (6); provided, however, that (I) the (tnt Repayment Period of any Series of Subordinate
Notes shall not occur prior to the end of the last Repayment Period of any outstanding Series of
Notes of a higher priority without the consent of each Credit Provider for such outstanding
Notes; and (2) if the first Repayment Period of any Series of Subordinate Notes overlaps the last
Repayment Period of any outstanding Series of Notes of a higher priority, no deposits shan be
made in the Payment Account of such Subordinate Notes until all required amounts shall have
been deposited into the Payment Account(l) of aU outstanding Series of Notes of a higher
priority without the consent of each Credit Provider for such outstanding Notes. Any Authorized
OffICer is hereby authorized to approve the detenninatiOD of the Repayment Periods and
percentages of the principal and interest due with respect to each Series of Notes at maturity
required to be on deposit in the related Payment Account in each Repayment Period, all as
specified in the Pricing Confirmation applicable to such Series of Notes, by executing and
delivering the Pricing Confirmation applicable to such Series of Notes, such execution and
delivery to be conclusive evidence of approval by this Board and such Authorized Officer.
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(F)
AWlication of MQDeYJ in Payment Accounts. On any interest payment date (if
different from the Maturity Date) and on the Maturity Date of a Series of Not~ the moneys in
the Payment Accoont attributed to such Series of Notes shall be transferred by the Trustee, to the
extent necessary, to pay, in the case of an interest payment date, the interest, and in the case of
the Maturity Date, the principal of and interest with respect to sucb Series of Notes or to
reimburse the Credit Provider(s) for payments made under or pursuant to the Credit
Instrument{s). subject to the payment priority provisiOn! of Section 17 hereof and this Section 8.
In the event that moneys in the Payment Account attributed to any Series of Notes arc
insufficient to pay the principal of and/or interest with respect to such Series of Notes in full on
an interest payment date andlor the Maturity Date, moneys in such Payment Account together
with moneys in the Payment Accounts of all other outstanding Series of Notes issued by the
District shaU be applied in the following priority:

(I)

with respect to all Series of Senior Notes:

a.

first, to pay interest with respect to aU Series of Senior Notes pro-rata;

b.

second, (if on the Maturity Date) to pay principal of all Series of Senior
Notes pro·rata;

c.

third. to reimburse each Credit Provider for payment, if any. of interest
with respect to all Series of Senior Notes pro-rata (or on such other basis
as set for in the Trust Agreement or the Indenture, as applicable);

d.

fourth, to reimburse each Credit Provider for payment, if any, of principal
with respect to aU Series of Senior Notes pro-rata (or on such other basis
as set for in the Trust Apeement or the Indenture, as applicable);

e.

fifth. to pay pro-rata (or on such other basis as set for in the Trust
Agreement or the Indenture. as applicable) any Reimbursement
Obligations of the District and any of the District's pro rata share of
Predefault Obligations owing to each Credit Provider relating to all Series
of Senior Notes, 18 applicable:

(2)
then, with respect to an Series of Subordinate Notes (except for any Series of
Subordinate Notes described in paragraph (3) below), to make the pro-rata. payments
corresponding to each such Series of Subordinate Notes equivalent to the payments
described above in paragraphs (I){a) through (e). in such order;
(3)
then, with respect to aU other Series of Subordinate Notes that have been further
subordinated to previously issued Series of Subordinate Notes in the applicable Pricing
Confirmation, to make the pro-rata payments correspoodina to each such Series of
Subordinate Notes equivalent to the payments described above in paragraphs (1 )(a)
through (e), in such order; and
(4)

lastly, to pay any other Costs oflssuance not previously disbursed.
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Any moneys remaining in or accruing to the Payment Account attributed to each such Series of
Notes after the principal of all the Series of Notes and the interest thereon and any Predefault
Obligations Clnd Reimbursement Obligations) if applicable, and obligation, if any, 10 pay any
rebate amounts in accordance witb the provisions of Ihe Trust Agreement or the Indenture, as
applicable, have been paid, or provision for such payment has been made, if any, shall be
transferred by the Trustee to the District, subject to any other disposition required by the Trust
Agreement, the Indenture or the related Credit Agreement(s), as applicable.
Nothing herein shall be deemed to relieve the District from its obligation to pay its Note
of any Series in full on the applicable Maturity Date(s).
(G)
Financial Reports and Deficiency Reports. If, as of the first Business Day (as
defined in the Trust Agreement or the Indenture, as applicable) of each Repayment Period (or
such other day of each Repayment Period designaled in the Pricing Confinnation applicable to a
Series of Notes), beginning in the Repayment Period designated in Section 3.03 of the Trust
Agreement or lhe Indenture, as applicable, the total amount on deposit in tbe District's Payment
Account applicable to any Series of Notes and the Proceeds Subaccount applicable to such Series
of Notes. taking into consideration anticipated earnings thereon to the Marurity Date of such
Series of Notes, is less than Ihe amount required to be 00 deposit in the Payment Account
attributed to such Series of Notes in such Repayment Period (as specified in the Pricing
Confinnation applicable to the Series of Notes) and any outstanding Predefault Obligations and
Reimbursement Obligations (if any), the District shall promptly file with the Trustee, the
Underwriter and the corresponding Credit Provider, if any, a Financial Report, aod on the teoth
Business Day of such Repayment Period (or such other day of each Repayment Period
designated in the Pricing Confinnation applicable to a Series of Notes), if applicable, a
Deficiency Report, in substantially the forms set forth as Exhibits C and D to the Trust
Agreement or the lodenture. as applicable, and shaH provide such other infonnation as the
corresponding Credit Providcr(s), if any, shall reasonably request. In the event of such
deficiency, the District shall have no further right to requisition any moneys from any Proceeds
Subaccount applicable 10 any Series of its Notes issued pursuant to this ResolutioD.
Investment of Moneys in Proceeds Subaccouots and Payment Accounts. Moneys
in the Proceeds Subaccount attributed to each Series of NOles and the Payment Account
attributed to such Series of Notes shall be invested by the Trustee pursuant to tbe Trust
Agreement or the Indenture, as applicable, in an investment agreement or agreements and/or
other Permitted Investments as described in and under the terms of the Trust Agreement or the
Indenture, as applicable, and as designated in the Pricing Confinnation applicable to such Series
of Notes. The type of inilial investments to be applicable to the proceeds of the Series of Notes
shall be determined by the District as designated in the Pricing Confinnation applicable to such
Series of Notes. In the event the District designates an invesnnent agreement or investment
agreements as the investments, the District hereby appoints the bidding agent designated in the
Pricing Confinnation (the "Bidding Agent") as its designee as a party authorized to solicit bids
on or negotiate the tems of the investment agreement or investment agreements and hereby
authorizes and directs the Trustee to invest sueh funds pursuant 10 such investment agreement or
investment agreements (which (i) shall be with a provider or providers, or with a provider or
providers whose obligations are guarameed or insured by a financial entity, the senior debt or
investment contracts or obligations under its investment contracts of which are rated in one of
(H)
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the two highest long-term rating categories by tbe rating agency or agencies then rating the
applicable Series of Certificates or Series of Pool Bonds (each. a "Rating Agency"), or wbose
commercial paper rating is in the highest rating category (with regard to any modifiers) of each
sucb Rating Agencies, or (ii) shall be fulJy collateralized by investments listed hi subsection (I)
of the defmition of Permitted Investments set forth in the Trust Agreement or the Indenture. as
applicable, as required by such Rating Agencies to be rated in one of the two highest rating
categories, and shall be acceptable to the corresponding Credit Provider. and the particulars of
which pertaining to interest rate or rates and investment provider or providers will be set forth in
the Pricing Confinnation applicable to sucb Series of Notes) and authorizes the Trustee to enter
into such investment agreement or agreements on bebalf of the District. The Bidding Agen~ on
behalf of itself and any investment broker retained by it, is authorized to accept a fee from the
investment provider in an amount not in excess of 0.2% of the amount reasonably expected, as of
the date of acquisition of the investment contrac~ to be invested under the investment contract
over its term. Each Authorized Officer is hereby authorized and directed to execute and deliver
such side letter or letters as are reasonably required by an investment agreement provider,
acknowledging such investment and making reasonable representations and covenants with
respect thereto. The District's funds in the Proceeds Subaccount attributed to each Series of
Notes and the Payment Account attributed to such Series of Notes shan be accounted for
separately. Any such investment by the Trustee shall be fOf the account and risk of the District.
and the District shall not be deemed to be relieved of any of its obligations with respect to any
Series of Notes. the Predefault Obligations or Reimbursement Obligations. if any. by reason of
such investment of the moneys in its Proceeds Subaccount applicable to such Series of Notes or
the Payment Account applicable to such Series of Notes.
Notwithstanding any other investment policy of the Dislrict heretofore OT hereafter
adopted t the investment policy of the District pertaining to each Series of Notes and al1 funds and
accounts established in connection therewith shall be consistent with. and the Board hereby
authorizes investment in, the Permitted Investments. Any investment policy adopted by the
Board hereafter in contravention of the foregoing shall be deemed to modify the authorization
contained herein only if it shalt specifically reference this Resolution and Section.
Section 9.
Execution of Note. Anyone of the Treasurer of the County. Oft in the
absence of said officert his or her duly appointed assistant, the Chairperson of the Board of
Supervisors of the County or the Auditor (or comparable financial officer) of the County shall be
authorized to execute each Note of any Series issued hereunder by manual or facsimile signature
and the Cleric: of the Board of Supervisors of the Conoty or any Deputy Clerk shall be authorized
to countersign each such Note by manual or facsimile signature and to affix the seal of the
County to each such Note either manually or by facsimile impression thereof. In the event the
Board of Supervisors of the County fails or refuses to authorize issuance of the Series of Notes
8S referenced in Section 2 hereof. anyone of the President or Chairperson of the governing board
of the District or any other member of such board shall be authorized to execute the Note by
manual Of facsimile signanue and the Secretary or Clerk of the governing board of the Distric~
the Superintendent of the District, the Assistant Superintendent for Business, the Assistant
Superintendent for Administrative Services, the business manager. director of business or fiscal
services or chief financiallbusiness officer of the District, as the ease may be, or any duly
appointed assistant thereto. shalt be authorized to countersign each such Note by manual or
facsimile signature. Said officers of the County or the District, as applicable. are hereby
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authorized to cause the blank spaces of each such Note to be filled in as may be appropriate
pursuant to the applicable Pricing Confirmation. Said officers are hereby authorized and directed
to cause the Trustee., as regisb'ar and authenticaring agent, to authenticate and accept delivery of
each such Note pursuant to the terms and conditions of the corresponding Certificate Purchase
Agreement or Note Purchase Agreement, as applicable. this Resolution and the Trust Agreement
or Indenture, as applicable. In case any officer whose signature shall appear on any Series of
Notes shaH cease to be such officer before the delivery of such Series of Notes, such signature
shall nevertheless be valid and sufficient for all purposes, the same as if such officer had
remained in office untii delivery. Each Series of the Notes shall have thereon a certificate of
authentication substantially in the form hereinafter set forth duly executed by the Trustee and
showing the date of authentication. Each Series of the Notes shall not be valid or obligatory for
any purpose or be entitled to any security or benefit under this Resolution unless and until such
certificate of authentication shall have been duly executed by the Trustee by manual signature,
and such certificate of authentication upon any such Series of Notes. shall be conclusive evidence
that such has been authenticated and delivered under this Resolution. The certificate of
authentication on a Series of Notes shan be deemed to have been executed by the Trustee if
signed by an authorized officer of the Trustee. The Notes need not bear the seal of the District, if
Iny.
Section 10. Note Registration IPd Transfer. (A) A!t. long as any Series of the Notes
remains outstanding, the District shall maintain and keep. at the principal corporate trust office of
the Trustee. books for the registration and transfer of each Series of the Notes. Each Series of
the Notes shall initially be registered in the name of the Trustee under the Trust Agreement or
Indenture. as applicable, to which such Series of the Notes is assigned. Upon s1lJ'1'ender of a Note
of a Series for transfer at the office of the Trustee with a written instrument of transfer
satisfactory to the Trustee. duly executed by the registered owner or its duly authorized. attorney,
and upon payment of any tax, fee or other eovemmental charge required to be paid with respect
to such transfer, the County or the District, IS applicable. shall execute and the Trustee shall
authenticate and deliver. in the name of the designated transferee, a funy registered Note of the
same Series. For every transfer of a Note of a Series. the District, the County or the Trustee may
make a charee sufficient to reimbune it for any tax, fee or other governmental charge required to
be paid with respect to the transfer. which sum or sums shall be paid by the person requesting
such transfer as a condition precedent to the exercise of the priviieee of making such transfer.
(8)
Subject to Section 6 hereof, the County, the District and the Trustee and their
respective successors may deem and treat the person in whose name a Note of a Series is
registered as the absolute owner thereof for .11 purposes, and the County. the District and the
Trustee and their respective successors shalt not be affected by any notice to the contrary, and
payment of or on account of the principal of such Note shall be made only to or upon the order of
the registered owner thereof. All such payments shall be valid and effectual to satisfy and
discharge the liability upon such Note to the exteot of the sum or sums so paid.

(C)
Any Note of a Series may, in accordance with its terms, be transferred upon the
books required to be kept by the Trustee, pursuant to the provisions hereof by the person in
whose name it is registered. in person or by his duly authorized attorney. upon surrender of such
Note for cancellation. accompanied by delivery of a written insbument of transfer, duly executed
in fonn approved by the Trustee.
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(D)
The Trustee or the Authorized Officer of the District, acting separately or
together, are authorized to sign any letter or letters of representations which may be required in
connection with the delivery of any Series of Certificates or Series of Pool Bonds (in each case,
to whicb sucb Series of Notes is assigned), if sucb Series of Certificates and Series of Pool
Bonds, are delivered in book-entry form.
(E)
The Trustee will keep or cause to be kept, at its principal corporate trust office,
sufficient books for the registration and transfer of each Note of a Series issued, which shan be
open to inspection by the County and the District during regular business bours. Upon
presentation for such purpose, the Trustee shall. under such reasonable regulations as it may
prescribe, register or transfer Of cause to be registered or transferred. on such books. the Notes of
a Series presented as hereinbefore provided.

(F)
If any Note of a Series shan become mutilated, the County or the District, as
applicable, at the expense of the registered owner of such Note of a Series, shall execute, and the
Trustee shall thereupon authenticate and deliver a new Note of like tenor, series and number in
exchange and substitution for the Note so mutilated, but only upon surrender to the Trustee of
the Note so mutilated. Every mutilated Note so surrendered to the Trustee shall be cancelled by
it and delivered to, or upon the order of, the County or the District, as applicable. If any Note of
a Series shall be lost, destroyed or stolen, evidence of sucb loss, destruction or theft may be
submitted to the County, the District and the Trustee and, if such evidence be satisfactory to
them and indemnity satisfactory to them sball be givCD, the County or the District, as applicable,
at the expense of the registered owner, shall execute, and the Trustee shall thereupon authenticate
and deliver a new Note of like tenor, series and number in lieu of and in substitution for the Note
so lost, destroyed or stolen (or if any such Note of a Series shall have matured (as of the latest
maturity date indicated on the face thereof) or shan be about to mature (as of the latest maturity
date indicated on the face thereof), instead of issuing I substitute Note, the Trustee may pay the
same without surrender thereof), The Trustee may require payment of I sum not exceeding the
actual cost of preparing each new Note issued pursuant to this paragraph and of the expenses
which may be incurred by the COUDty or the District, as applicable, and the Trustee in sucb
preparation. Any Note of. Series issued under these provisions in lieu of lilly Note of a Series
aneged to be lost, destroyed or stolen shall constitute an original additional contractual obligation
on the part of the County (on behalf of the District) or on the part of the District, as applicable,
whether or not the Note of • Series so alleged to be lost. destroyed or stolen be at any time
enforceable by anyone. and shall be entitled to the benefrts of this Resolution with all other
Notes of the same Series secured by this Resolution.
Section 11.
CoVepaDJs SeMina Tqpsfer of Funds. It is bereby covenanted and
warranted by the District that it will not request the County Tn:asurer to make temporary
transfers of funds in the custody of the County Treasun:r to meet any obligations of the District
during Fiscal Year 20 I ()'20 II pursuant to Article XVI, Section 6 of the Constitution of the State
of California; provided, however, that the District may request the County Treasurer to make
such temporary transfen of funds if all amounts required to be deposited into the Payment
Account(s) of all outstanding Series of Notes (regardless of when due and payable) shall have
been deposited into such Payment Account(s).
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Seclion 12.

Representations and Covenants .

(A)
The District is a political subdivision duly organized and existing under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of California and has all necessary power and authority to (i) adopt
this Resolution and any supplemeot hereto. and enter into and perform its obligations under the
Certificate Purchase Agreement(s) or the Note Purchase Agreement(s), as applicable, the Trust
Agreement(s), if applicable, and tbe Credit Agreement(s), if applicable, and (ii) authorize the
County to issue one or morc Series of Notes on its behalf or, if applicable, issue one or more
Series of Notes.
(8)
(i) Upon the issuance of each Series of Notes, the District will have taken all
action required to be taken by it to authorize the issuance and delivery of such Series of Notes
and the performance of its obligations thereunder, (ii) the District has full legal right, power and
authority to request the County to issue and deliver such Series of Notes on behalf of the District
and to perform its obligations as provided herein and therein, and (iii) if applicable. the District
has full legal right, power and authority to issue and deliver each Series of Notes.

(C)
The issuance of each Series of Notes, the adoption of this Resolution and the
execution and delivery of the Cer1ificate Purchase Agrcement(s) or the Note Purchase
Agreemcnt(s) , as applicable, the Trust Agreement(s), if applicable, and the Credit Agreement(s),
if applicable, and compliance with the provisions hereof and thereof will not conflict with ,
breach or violate any law, administrative regulation, court decree, resolution, charter, by-laws or
other agreement to which the District is subject or by which it is bound.
(D)
Except as may be rcquired under blue sky Or other securities law of any state or
Section 3(a)(2) of the Securities Act of 1933, there is no consent , approval, authorization or other
order of, or filing with, or certification by, any regulatory authority having jurisdiction over the
District required Jor the issuance and sale of each Series of Notes or the consummation by Ihe
District of the other transactions contemplated by this Resolution except those the District shall
obtain or perfonn prior to or upon the issuance of each Series of Notes.

(£)
The District has (or will have prior to the issuance of the first Series of Notes)
duly, regularly and properly adopted D budget for Fiscal Year 2010-2011 setting forth expected
revenues and expenditures and has (or will have prior to the issuance of the first Series of Notes)
complied with all statutory and regulatory requirements with respect to the adoption of such
budget. The District hereby covenants that il will (i) duly, regularly and properly prepare and
adopt its revised or final budget for Fiscal Year 2010-2011, (ii) provide to the Trustee, the Credit
Provider(s), if any, and the Underwriter, promptly upon adoption, copies of such revised or final
budget and of any subsequent revisions, modifications or amendments thereto and (iii) comply
with all applicable law pertaining to its budget.
The Principal Amount if only one Series of Notes is issued hereunder, and if more
(F)
than one Series of Notes is issued hereunder. the sum of the Series Principal Amounts of all
Series of Notes issued hereunder by or on behalf of the District, plus the interest payable thereon,
on the date of issuance of the final Series of Notes to be issued, shall not exceed fifty percent
(50%) of the estimated amounts of uncollected taxes. income, revenue (including, but not limited
to, revenue from the state and federal governments), cash receipts and other moneys provided for
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Fiscal Year 2010-201 I which will be received by or will accrue to the District during such fiscal
year for the general fund and, if applicable, capital fund and/or special revenue fund of the
of which will be legally available to pay principal of and interest on such Notes, less
District,
amounts, if any. on deposit, on the date of such issuance. in the Payment Accounts attributed to
any Series of Notes.

an

(0)
The County has experienced an ad valorem property tax collection rate of not less
than eighty-five percent (85%) of the average aggregate amount of ad valorem property taxes
levied within the District in each of the five fiscal years ftom FiscaJ Year 2004-2005 through
Fiscal Year 2008-2009. and the District, as of the date of adoption of this Resolution and on the
date of issuance of each Series of Notes, reasonably expects the County to have colleeted and to
collect at least eighty-five percent (8S%) of such amount for Fiscal Years 2009-2010 and 20102011, respectively.
(H)
The District (i) is not currently in default on any debt obligation. (ii) to the best
knowledge of the District, has never defaulted on any debt obligation, and (iii) has never filed a
petition in bankruptcy.

(I)
The District's most recent audited financial statements present fairly the financial
condition of the District as of the date thereof and the results of operation for the period covered
thereby. Except as has been disclosed to the Underwriter and the Credit Provider(s), jf any, there
has been no change in the financial condition of the District since the date of sucb audited
financiaJ statements that will in the reasonable opinion of the District materially impair its ability
to perform its obligations under this Resolution and each Series of Notes. The District agrees to
furnish to the Underwriter, the Trustee and the Credit Provider(s), jf any, promptly, from time to
time, sucb information regarding the operations, financial condition and property of the District
as such party may reasonably request. including the Financial Report and Deficiency Report. if
appropriate, appearing as Exhibits C and D to the Trust Agreement or the Indenture, as
appJicable.
There is no action, suit, proceeding. inquiry or investigation. at law or in equity.
before or by any court, arbitrator, governmental or other board., body or official. pending or, to
the best know1edge of the District, threatened against or .freetins the District questioning the
va1idity of any proceeding taken or to be taken by the District in connection with each Series of
Notes, the Certificate Purchase Agreement(s) or the Note Purchase Agreement(s), as applicable,
the Trust Agnement or the Indenture, as applicabJe, the Credit Agreement(s), if any, or this
Resolution, or seeking to prohibit, restrain or enjoin the execution, delivery or performance by
the District of any of the foregoing, or wherein an unfavorable decision, ruling or finding would
have a materially adverse effect on the District's financial condition or results of operations or on
the ability of the District to conduct its activities as presently conducted or as proposed or
contemplated to be conducted, or would materially adversely affect the validity or enforceability
of. or the authority or ability of the District to perfonn its obligations under, each Series of
Notes, the Certificate Purchase Agreement(s) or the Note Purcbase Agreement(s), as applicable,
tbe Trust Agreement or tbe Indenture. as applicable. the Credit Agreement(s). if any, or this
Resolution.

(J)
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(K)
The District will not directly or indirectly ~ supplemen~ repeal, or waive
any portion of this Resolution (i) without the consents of the Credit Provider(s), if any, or (ii) in
any way that would materially adversely affect the interests of any holder or owner of any Series
of the Notes. Certificates or Pool Bonds. as applicable, issued in connection with any Series of
the Notes; provided. however tha~ if the Program is implemented, the District may adopt one or
more Supplemental Resolutions without any sucb consents in order to increase the Maximum
Amount of Borrowing in connection with the issuance of one or more Series of Additional Notes
as provided in Section 2(B)(4) hereof.
Upon issuance of 8 Series of Notes. such Series of Notes, this Resolution and the
District's acceptance of its obligations under the corresponding Credit Agreement will constitute
legal, valid and binding agreements of the District" enforceable in accordance with their
respective tenns, except as such enforceability may,be limited by bankruptcy or other laws
affecting creditors' rights generally. the application of equitable principles if equitable remedies
are sought, the exercise of judicial discretion in appropriate cases and the limitations OD legal
remedies against school districts, community college districts and county boards of education, as
applicable, in the State of California.
(L)

(M)
It is hereby covenanted and warranted by the District that all representations and
recitals contained in this Resolution are hue and correct. and that the District and its appropriate
officials have duly taken, or will take, all proceedings necessary to be taken by them, if any, for
the levy, receipt, collection and enforcement of the Pledged Revenues in accordance with law for
c8I1)'ing out the provisions of this Resolution and each Series of Notes.

(N)
The Disbict shall not incur any indebtedness that is not issued in connection with
the Program under this Resolution and that is secured by a pledge of its Unrestricted Revenues
unless such pledge is subordinate in aU respects to the pledge of Unrestricted Revenues
hereunder.
(0)
So long IS any Credit Provider is not in default under the corresponding Credit
Instrument, the Disbict hereby agrees to pay its pro rata share of all PredefauIt Obligations and
all Reimbursement Obligations attributable to the District in accordance with provisions of the
applicable Credit Agreement, if any, and/or tbe Trust Agreement or Indenture, as applicable.
Prior to the Maturity Date of a Series of Notes, moneys in the District's Payment Account
attributed to such Series of Notes shall not be used to make such payments. The District shaH
pay such amounts promptly upon receipt of notice from the Credit Provider that such amounts
are due to it by insbucting the Trustee to pay such amounts to the Credit Provider on the
District's behalfby remitting to the Credit Provider moneys held by the Trustee for the District
and then available for such purpose under the Trust Agreement or the Indenture, as applicable. If
such moneys held by the Trustee are insutTtcient to pay the District's pro rata share of such
Predefault Obligations and all Reimbunement Obligations attributable to the District (if any), tbe
District shan pay the amount of the deficiency to the Trustee for remittance to the Credit
Provider.

(P)
So long as any Series of Certificates or Pool Bonds executed or issued in
'connection with a Series of Notes are Outstanding, or any Predefault Obligation or
Reimbursement ObJigation is outstanding, the District will not create or suffer to be created any
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pledge of or lien on such Series of Notes other than the pledge and lien of the Tl1lst Agreement
or the Indenture, as applicable.

(Q)
As of the date of adoption of this Resolution. based on the most recent report
prepared by the Superintendent of Public Instruction of the State of California, the District does
not have a negative certification (or except as disclosed in writing to the Credit Provider(s), if
any. a qualified certification) applicable to the fiscal year ending June 30, 2010 (the "Fiscal
Year 2009-20 IOU) within the meaning of Section 42133 of the California Education Code. The
District covenants that it will immediately deliver a written notice to the Authority, the
Underwriter, the Credit Provider(s). if any, and Bond Counsel if it (ort in the case of County
Boards of Education, the County Superintendent of Schools) files with the County
Superintendent of Schools, the County Board of Education or the State Superintendent of Public
InstructioD or receives from the County Superintendent of Schools or the State SUperintendent of
Public Instruction a qualified or negative certification applicable to Fiscal Year 2009-2010 or
Fiscal Year 2010-2011 prior to the respective Closing Date referenced in each Pricing
Confinnation or the M sturity Date of each Series of Notes.
(R)
Except 8S otherwise approved by the Credit Provider
Credit Instrument. to the extent required by law and by the State
Instruction, the District fully funded its Reserve for Economic
Year 2009-20 I 0 and will fully fund its Reserve for Economic
Year 2010-2011.

(S)

The District will maintain

I

that issued the applicable
Superintendent of Public
Uncertainties for Fiscal
Uncertainties for Fiscal

positive general fund balance in Fiscal Year2010-

2011.
(T)
The District will maintain an investment policy consistent with the policy set forth
in Section 8(H) hereof.
(U)
The District covenants that it will immediately deliver a written notice to the
Authority, the Underwriter, the Credit ProvideI{s), if any, and Bond Counsel upon the
occurrence of any event which constitutes an Event of Default hereunder or would constitute an
Event of Default but for the requirement that notice be live~ or time elapse, or both.
Tax Covenants. (A) The District will not take any action or fail to take
Section 13.
any action if such action or failure to take such action would adversely affect the exclusion from
gross income of the interest payable on each Tax.Exempt Series of Notes (or on any Tax.·Exempt
Series of Pool Boods related thereto) under Section 103 of the Code. Without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, the District will not make any use of the proceeds of any TaxExempt Series of the Notes or any other funds of the District which would cause any TaxExempt Series of the Noles (or on any Tax-Exempt Series of Pool Bonds related thereto) to be an
"arbitrage bond" within the meaning of Section 148 of the Code. a "private activity bond" within
the meaning of Section 141(a) of the Code, or an obligation the interest on which is subject to
federal income taxation because it is "federa11y guaranteed" as provided in Section 149(b) of the
Code. The District. with respect to the proceeds of each Tax-Exempt Series of the Notes, will
comply with aU requirements of such sections of the Code and all regulations of the United
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States Department of the Treasury issued or applicable thereunder to the extent that such
requirements are, at the time. applicable and in effect.
(8)
In the event the District is deemed a Safe Harbor Issuer (as defined in Section 7)
with respect to a Tax-Exempt Series of Notes. this subsection (B) sball apply. The District
covenants that it shall make all calculations in a reasonable and prudent fashion relating to any
rebate of excess investment earnings OIl the proceeds of each such Tax-Exempt Series of Notes
due to the United States Treasury. shall segregate and set aside from lawfully available sources
the amount such calculations may indicate may be required to be paid to the United States
Treasury. and shall otherwise at aU times do and perform all acts and things necessary and within
its power and authority, including complying with the instructions of Orrick. Herrington &.
Sutcliffe LLP, Bond Counsel referred to in Section 7 hereof to assure compliance with the
Rebate Requirements. If the balance in the Proceeds Subaccount attributed to cash flow
bOlTOwing and treated for federal tax purposes as proceeds of the Tax-Exempt Series of Notes is
not low enough to qual1fy amounts in the Proceeds Subaccount attributed to cash flow borrowing
for an exception to the Rebate Requirements on at least one date within the six-month period
following the date of issuance of the Tax-Exempt Series of Notes (calculated in accordance with
Section 7), the District will reasonably and prudently calculate the amount, if any, of investment
profits which must be rebated to the United States and will immediately set aside. from revenues
attributable to the Fiscal Year 2010 2011 OT, to the extent not available from such revenues, from
any other moneys lawfully available, the amount of any such rebate in the Rebate Fund referred
to in this Section 13(B). In addition, in such event. the District shall establish and maintain with
the Trustee a fund (with separate subaccounts therein for each such Tax-Exempt Series of Notes
if more than one series is issued) separate from any other fund established and maintained
hereunder and under the Indenture or Trust Agreement, as applicable, designated as the "20102011 Tax and Revenue Anticipation Note Rebate Fund" or such other name u the Trust
Agreement OT the Indenture, as appliC8ble~ may designate. There shall be deposited in such
Rebate Fund such amounts as are required to be deposited therein in accordance with the written
instructions from Bond Counsel pursuant to Section 7 hereof.
M

(C)
Notwithstanding any other provision of this Resolution to the contrary. upon the
District's failure to observe. or refusal to comply with. the covenants contained in this
Section 13. no one other than the holders or former holders of eacb Tax.Exempt Series of Notes,
the Certificate or the Bond owners. as applicable, the Credit Provider(s), ifany. or the Trustee on
their ~half shall be entitled to exercise any right or remedy under this Resolution on the basis of
the District', failure to observe. or refusal to comply with, sueb covenants.
The covenants contained in this Section 13 shall survive the payment of all Series
(D)
of the Notes.

Section 14.

EvCDts ofDefauJI and Remedia.

If any of the following events occurs, it is hereby defined as and declared to be and to
constitute an "Event of Default..:
(A)
Failure by the District to make or cause to be made the deposits to any
Payment Account required to be made hereunder on or before the fifteenth (ISIh) day
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after the date on which such deposit is due and payable, or failure by tbe District to make
or cause to be made any other payment required to be paid hereunder on or before the
date on which such payment is due and payable;
(8)
Failure by the District to observe and perform any covenant, condition or
agreement on its part to be observed or perfonned under this Resolution. for a period of
fifteen (IS) days after written notice. specifying sucb failure and requesting that it be
remedied, is given to the District by the Trustee or any Credit Provider, unless the
Trustee and such Credir Provider shall aU agree in writing to an extension of such time
prior to its expiration;

(C)
Any warranty, representation or other statement by or on behalf of the
District contained in this Resolution or the Certificate Purchase Agreement(s) or the Note
Purchase Agreement(s). as applicable (including the Pricing Confirmation(s». or the
Credit Agreement(s) or in any requisition or any Financial Report or Deficiency Report
delivered by the District or in any instrument furnished in compliance with or in
reference to this Resolution or the Certificate Purchase Agreement(s) or the Note
Purchase Agreement(s). as applicable. or the Credit Agreement(s) or in connection with
any Series of the Notes, is false or misleading in any material respect;
(D)
Any event of default constituting a payment default occurs in connection
with any other bonds, notes or other outstanding debt of the District;

(E)
A petition is filed against the District under any bankruptcy,
reorganization, arrangement. insolvency. readjustment of debt, dissolution or liquidation
law of any jurisdiction, whether now or hereafter in effect and is not dismissed within 30
days after such filing, but the Trustee .hall have the right to intervene in the proceedings
prior to the expiration of such 30 days to protect its and the CertifICate or the Bond
owners' (or Noteholders') interests;
(F)
The District files a petition in voluntary bankruptcy or seeking relief under
any provision of any bankruptcy, reorp.nization. arrangement, insolvency, readjustment
of debt, dissolution or liquidation law of any jurisdiction, whether DOW or hereafter in
effect, or consents to the filing of any petition apinst it under such law;

(0)
The District admits insolvency or bankruptcy or is generally not paying its
debts as such debts become due. or becomes insolvent or bankrupt or makes an
assignment for the benefit of creditors. or a custodian (including without limitation a
receiver, liquidator or trustee) of the District or any of its property is appointed by court
order or appointed by the Stale Superintendent of Public Instruction or takes possession
thereof and such order remains in effect or such possession continues for l1lOI'e than 30
days, but the Trustee shall have the right to intervene in the proceedings prior to the
expiration of such 30 days to protect its and the Certificate or the Bond owners' or
Noteholders' interests; and
(H)
An "Event of Default.. under the tenns of the resolution, if any, of the
County providing for the issuance of the Notes (and any Series thereof).
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Whenever any Event of Default referred to in this Section 14 shall have happened and be
continuing, subject to the provisions of Section 17 hereof, the Trustee shall, in addition to any
other remedies provided herein or by law or under the Trust Agreement or the Indenture, as
applicable, have the right, M its option without any further demand or notice, to take one or any
combination of the following remedial steps:
(1)
Without declaring any Series of Notes to be immediately due and payable,
require the District to pay to the Trustee, for deposit into the applicable Payment
Account(s) of the District under the Trust Agreement or the Indenture, as applicable, an
amount equal to all of the principal of all Series of Notes and interest thereon to the
respective final maturity(ies) of such Series of Notes, plus all other amounts due
hereunder, and upon notice to the District the same shall become immediately due and
payable by the District without further notice or demand; and
Take whatever other action at law or in equity (except for acceleration of
(2)
payment on any Series of Notes) which may appear necessary or desirable to collect the
amounts then due and thereafter to become due hereunder or to enforce any other of its
rights hereunder.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, and subject to the provisions of Section 17 hereof and to
the terms of the Trust Agreement or the tndenture, as applicable, concerning exercise of
remedies which shall control if inconsistent with the following, if any Series of NOles is secured
in whole or in part by a Credit Instrument or if a Credit Provider is subrogated to rights under
any Series of Notes, as long as each such Credit Provider has not failed to comply with its
payment obligations under the corresponding Credit Instrument, each such Credit Provider shall
have the right to direct the remedies upon any Event of Default hereunder, and as applicable,
prior consent shall be required to any remedial action proposed to be taken by the Trustee
hereunder, except that nothing contained herein shall affect or impair the right of action of any
owner of a Certificate to institute suit directly against the District to enforce payment of (he
Obligations evidenced and represented by such owner's Certificate.
If any Credit Provider is not reimbursed on any interest payment date applicable to the
corresponding Series of Notes for the drawing, payment or claim, as applicable, used to pay
principal of and interest on such Series of Notes due to a default in payment on such Series of
Notes by the District, as provided in the Trust Agreement or in the Indenture, as applicable, or if
any principal of or interest 00 such Series of Notes remains unpaid after the Maturity Date of
such Series of Notes, such Series of Notes sha II be a Defaulted Note, the unpaid portion thereof
or the portion (including the interest component, if applicable) to which a Credit Instrument
applies for which reimbursement on a draw, payment or claim has not been made shall be
deemed outstanding and shall bear interest at the Default Rate until the District's obligation OD
Ihe Defaulted Note is paid in full or payment is duly provided for, all subject to Section 8 hereof
Section 15.
Trustee .. The Trustee is hereby appointed as paying agent, registrar and
authenticating agent for any and all Series of Notes. The District hereby directs and authorizes
the payment by the Trustee of the interest on and principal of any and all Series of Notes when
such become due and payable from the cOJTesponding Payment Account held by the Trustee in
the name of the District in the manner set forth herein. The District hereby covenants to deposit
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funds in cach such Payment Account at the times and in the amounts specified herein to provide
sufficient moneys to pay the principal of and interest on any and all Series of Notes on the day or
days on which each such Series matures. Payment of any and all Series of Notes shall be in
accordance with the terms of the applicable Series of Notes and this Resolution and any
applicable Supplemental Resolution.
The District hereby agrees to maintain the Trustee under the Trust Agreement or the
Indenture, as applicable, as paying agent, registrar and authenticating agent of any and all Series
of Notes.
The District further agrees to indemnify, to the extent permitted by Jaw and witbout
making any representation as to the enforceability of this covenant, and save the Trustee, its
directors, officers, employees and agents harmless against any liabilities which it may incur in
the exercise and performance of its powers and duties under the Trust Agreement or the
Indenture, as applicable, including but not limited to costs and expenses incurred in defending
against any claim or liability, which are not due to its negligence or default.
Sale of Notes. If the Certificate Structure is implemented, each Series of
Section 16.
Notes as evidenced and represented by the applicable Series of Certificates shall be sold to the
Underwriter, in accordance with the tenns of tbe Certificate Purchase Agreement applicable to
such Series of Notes, in each case as hereinbefore approved. If the Bond Pool Structure is
implemented, each Series of Notes shall be sold to the Authority in acC{)rdance with the terms of
the Note Purchase Agreement applicable to such Series of Notes, in each case as hcreinbefore
approved.
Section 17.
Subordination.
(a)
Anything in this Resolution to the contrary
notwithstanding, the indebtedness evidenced by each Series of Subordinate Notes shall be
subordinated and junior in right of payment, to the extent and in the manner hereinafter set forth,
to all principal of, premium, if any, and interest on each Series of Senior Notes and any
refinancings, refundings, deferrals, renewals, modifications or extensions thereof.
In the event of (1) any insolvency, bankruptcy, receivership, liquidation, reorganiZl:ltion,
readjustment, composition or other sim\lar proceeding relating to the District or its property, (2)
any proceeding for the liquidation, dissolution or other winding-up of the District, voluntary or
involuntary, and whether or not involving insolvency or bankruptcy proceedings, (3) any
assignment for the benefit of creditors, or (4) any distribution, division, marshalling or
application of any of the properties or assets of the District or the proceeds thereof to creditors,
voluntary or involuntary. and whether or not involving legal proceedings, then and in any such
event, payment shall be made to the parries and in the priority set forth in Section 8(F) hereof,
and each party of a higher priority shall first be paid in full before any payment or distribution of
any character, whether in cash, securities or other property shall be made in respect of any party
of a lower priority.
The subordination provisions of this Section have been entered into for the benefit of the
holders of the Series of Senior Notes and any Credit Provider(s) that issues a Credit Instrument
with respect to such Series of Senior Notes and, notwithstanding any provision of this
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Resolution, may not be supplemented, amended or otherwise modified without the written
consent of all such holders and Credit Provider(s).
Notwithstanding any other provision of this Resolution, the tenns of this Section shall
continue to be effective or be reinstated, as the case may be, if at any time any payment of any
Series of Senior Notes is rescinded, annulled or must otherwise be rerurned by any holder of
Series of Senior Notes or such holder's representative, upon the insolvency, bankruptcy or
reorganization of the District or otherwise, all as though such payment has not been made.

In no event may any holder of all or any part of the Series of Subordinate Notes, or the
corresponding Credit Provider(s), exercise any right or remedy available to it on account of any
Event of Default on the Series of Subordinate Notes, (1) at any time at which payments witb
respect thereto may not be made by the District on account of the terms of this Section, or (2)
prior to the expiration of forty-five (45) days after the holders of the Series of Subordinate Notes,
or the corresponding Credit Provider(s), shall have given notice to the District and to the holders
of the Series of Senior Notes and the corresponding Credit Provider(s), of their intention to take
such aClion.
The terms of this Section, the subordinalion effected hereby and the rights of the holders
of the Series of Senior Notes shall not be affected by (a) any amendment of or addition or
supplement to any Series of Senior Notes or any instrument or agreement relating thereto,
including without limitation, this Resolution, (b) any exercise or non-exercise of any right, power
or remedy under or in respect of any Series of Senior Notes or any instrument or agreement
relating thereto, or (c) any waiver, consent, release, indulgence, eXlension, renewal,
modi fication, de lay or other action, inaction or omission, iu respect of any Series of Scn ior Notes
or any instrument or agreement relating thereto or any security therefor or guaranty thereof,
whether or not any holder of aoy Series of Subordinate Notes shall have bad notice or knowledge
of any of the foregoing.

In the event that a Series of Additional Subordinate Notes is furtber subordinated in the
applicable Pricing Confirmation, at the lime of issuance thereof, to all previously issued Series of
Subordinate Notes of the District, the provisions of this Section 17 relating to Series of Senior
Notes shall be applicable to such previously issued Series of Subordinate Notes and the
provisions of Ihis Section 17 relating to Series of Subordinate Notes shall be applicable to such
Series of Additional Subordinate Notes.
Continuing Disclosure Undertaking. The provisions of this Section 18
Section 18.
shall be applicable only if the Certificate Structure is implemented.
(A)
The District covenants, for the sole benefit of the owners of each Series of
Certificates which evidence and represent the applicable Series of Notes (and, to the extent
specified in this Section 18, the beneficial owners thereof), that the District shall provide in 8
timely manner, through the Trustee acting as dissemination agent (the "Dissemination Agent") to
the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board, notice of any of the following events with respect to
an outstanding Series of Notes of the District, if material (each a "Listed Event"): (I) principal
and interest payment delinquencies on such Series of Notes and the related Series of Certificates;
(2) non-payment related defaults; (3) modifications to rights of owners and beneficial owners of
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the Series of Certificates which evidence and represent such Series of Notes; (4) optional,
contingent or unscheduled bond calls; (5) defeasances; (6) rating changes; (7) adverse tax
opinions or events affecting the tax-exempt status of such Series of Notes and the related Series
of CertifICates; (8) unscheduled draws on debt service reserves reflecting financial difficulties;
(9) unscheduled draws on the credit enhancement reflecting financial difficulties; (10)
substitution of credit or liquidity providers, or their failure to perfonn; and (11) release.
substitution or sale of property securing repayment of such Series of Notes.
Whenever the District obtains knowledge of the occurrence of a Listed Event, the District
shall as soon as possible detennine if such event would be material under applicable federal
securities laws. The Authority and the Dissemination Agent shall have no responsibility for such
detennination and
be entitled to conclusively rely upon the District's determination.

shan

If the District determines that knowledge of the occurrence of a Listed Event would be
material under applicable federal securities laws, the District shall promptly provide the
Authority and the Dissemination Agent with a notice of such occurrence which the
Dissemination Agent agrees to file with the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board.
All documents provided to the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board shall be provided
in an electronic format, as prescribed by the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board, and shan
be accompanied by identifying information, as prescribed by the Municipal Securities

Rulemak.ing Board.
(B)
In the event of a failure of the District to comply with any provision of this
section, any owner or beneficial owner of the related Series of Certificates may take such actions
as may be necessary and appropriate, ine1udins seeking mandate or specific performance by
court order. to cause the District to comply with its obligations under this section. A default
under this section shall DOt be deemed an Event of Default under Section 14 hereof, aDd the sole
. remedy under this section in the event of any failure of the District to comply with this section
shall be an action to compel performance.
(C)
For the purposes of this section, a "beneficial owner" shall mean any person
which has the power, directly or indirectly, to make investment decisions concerning ownership
of any Certificates of the Series which evidences and represents such Series of Notes (including
persons holding Certificates through nominees, depositories or other intermediaries and any
Credit Provider as a subrogee).

(D)
The District's obligations under this section shall terminate upon the legal
defeasance. prior tedemption or payment in full of its Note. If such tenninalion occurs prior to
the fmal maturity of the related Series of Certificates, the District shall give notice of such
termination in the same manner as for a Listed Event under subsection (A) of this section.
(E)
The Dissemination A,ent shan not be responsible in any manner for the content
of any notice or report prepared by the District pursuant to this section. In no event shall the
Dissemination Agent be responsible (or preparing any notice or report or for filing any notice or
report which it has not received in a time1y manner and in a (onnat suitable for reporting.
Nothing in this section shall be deemed to prevent the District from disseminating any other
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information, using the means of dissemination set forth in this section or any other means of
communication, or including any other notice of occurrence of a Listed Event, in addition to that
which is required by this section. If the District chooses to include any information in any notice
of occurrence of a Listed Event in addition to that wbich is specifically required by this section,
the District shall have no obligation under this section to update such information or include it in
any futuJe notice of occurrence of a Listed Bvent.
Notwithstanding any other provision of this Resolution, the District with the
consent of the Dissemination Agent and notice to the Authority may amend this section. and lilY
provision of this section may be waived. provided that the fonowing conditions are satisfied:
(F)

If the amendment or waiver relates to the provisions of subsection (A) of
this section, it may only be made in connection with a change in circumstances that arises
from a cbange in legal requirements, change in law, or change in the identity, nature or
status of an obligated person with respect to the applicable Series of Notes and the related
Series of Certificates, or the type of business conducted;
(1)

(2)
The undertaking. as amended or taking into account such waiver, would in
the opinion of nationally recognized bond counsel, have complied with the requirements
of the Rule at the time of the original issuance of the applicable Series of Notes and the
related Series of Certificates, after taking into account any amendments or interpretations
of the Rule, as well as any change in circumstances; and
(3)
The amendment or waiver either (i) is approved by the owners or
beneficial owners of the Certificates of the Series wbich evidences and represents the
applicable Series of Notes in the same manner as provided in the Trust Agreement for
amendments to the Trust Agreement with the consent of owners or beneficial owners, or
(ii) does not, in the opinion of nationally recognized bond counsel. materially impair the
interests of the owners or beneficial owners of the related Certificates. In the event of any
amendment or waiver of a provision of this section, notice of such change shan be given
in the same manner as for an event listed under subsection (A) of this section, and shall
include. as applicable, a narrative explanation of the reason for the amendment or waiver;
providedJ however, the District shall be responsible for preparing such narrative
explanation.

(0)
The Dissemination Agent shall have only such duties as are specifically set forth
in this section. The Dissemination Agent shall not be liable for the exercise of any of its rights
hereunder or for the performance of any of its obligations hereunder or for anything whatsoever
hereunder, except only for its own willful misconduct or gross negligence. Absent gross
negligence or willful misconduct, the Dissemination Alent sball not be liable for an error of
judgment. No provision hereof shall require the Dissemination Agent to expend or risk its own
funds or otherwise incur any financial or other liability or risk in the perfonnance of any of its
obligations hereunder, or in the exercise of any of its rights hereunder, if such funds or adequate
indemnity against such risk or liability is not reasonably assured to it. The District hereby agrees
to compensate the Dissemination Agent for its reasonable fees in connection with its services
hereunderJ but only from the District·s share of the costs of issuance deposited in the Costs of
Issuance Fund held and invested by the Trustee under the Trust Agreement.
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(H)
This section shan inure solely to the benefit of the District, the Dissemination
Agent, the Underwriter, any Credit Provider and owners aod. beneficial owners :&om time to time
of the Certificates, and shall create no rights in any other person or entity.

Section 19. Approval of Actions. The aforementioned officers of the County or the
District, as applicable, are hereby authorized and directed to execute each Series of Notes and to
cause the Trustee to authenticate and accept delivery of each Series of Notes pursuant to the
tenns and conditions of the applicable Certificate Purchase Agreement and Trust Agreement or
the applicable Note Purchase Agreement and the Indenture, as applicable. All actions heretofore
taken by the officers and agents of the County, the District or tbis Board with respect to the sale
and issuance of the Notes and participation in the Program are hereby approved, confirmed and
ratified and the officers and agents of the County and the officers of the District are hereby
authorized and directed, for and in the name and on behalf of the District, to do any and all
things and take any and an actions and execute any and an certificates, requisitions, agreements.
notices. consents, and other documents. including tax certificates, letters of representations to the
securities depository, investment contracts (or side letters or agreements thereto). other or
additional municipal insuranc:e policies or credit enhancements or credit agreements or insurance
commitment letters. if any. and closing certificates, which they, or any of them, may deem
necessary or advisable in order to consummate the lawful issuance and delivery of each Series of
Notes. execution or issuance and delivery of the corresponding Series of Certificates or Series of
Pool Bonds, as applicable, and investment of the proceeds thereof, in accordance with, and
related transactions contemplated. by, this Resolution. The officers of tbe District refem:d to
above in Section 4 hereof, and the officers of the County referred to above in Section 9 hereof,
are hereby designated as "Authorized District Representatives" under the Trust Agreement or the
Indenttue, as applicable.

In the event that any Series of Notes or a portion thereof is secured by a Credit
Instrument, the Authorized Officer is hereby authorized and directed to provide the applicable
Credit Provider with any and all information relating to the District as such Credit Provider may
reasonably request.
Section 20. Proceedings Constitute Contrac;t. The provisions of each Series of Notes
and of this Resolution shall constitute a contract between the District and the registered owner of
such Series of Notes, the registered owners of the Series of Certificates or Bonds to which such
Series of Notes is assigned, and the cOITe.pending Credit Provider(I). if any, and such provisions
shall be enforceable by mandamus or any other appropriate suit, action or proceeding.t law or in
equity in any court of competent jurisdiction, and shall be irrepealable.
Section 2 L Limited Liability. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained
herein or in any Series of Notes or in any other document mentioned herein or related to any
Series of Notes or to any Series of Cenificates or Series of Pool Bonds to which such Series of
Notes may be assigned, the District shall not have any liability hereunder or by reason hereof or
in connection with the transactions contemplated hereby except to the extent payable from
moneys available therefor as set forth in Section 8 hereof, and the County is not liable for
payment of any Note or any other obligation of the District hereunder.
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Section 22. Severability. In the event any provision of this Resolution shalt be held
invalid or unenforceable by any court of competent jurisdiction, such holding shall not invalidate
or render unenforceable any other provision hereof.
Section 23. Submittal of Resolution to County. The Secretary or Clerk of the Board of
the District is hereby directed to submit one cenified copy each of this Resolution to the Clerk of
the Board of Supervisors of the County. to the Treasurer of the County and to the County
Superintendent of Schools.
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EXHIBIT A
FORM OF NOTE

R-l

$,---_ _ _ _ DlSTIUCT/_ _ _ _ BOARD OF EDUCATION
• CALIFORNIA

COUNlY OF

2010-2011 [SUBORDINATE)" TAX AND REVENUE ANTICIPATION NOTE, SERIES_
Date of

Odiinallllue
REGISTERED OWNER: U.S. BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, AS TRUSTEE
SERIES PRINCIPAL AMOUNT:

DOLLARS
MalUri~

Inlerat be

Date
,2011

-"Repayment Period

Second
Repayment Period

Third
Repayment Period

% of the toIal of
[principal] [interest]
(principal and
inl.cJest) due at
maturity

% of the total of
[principal] [interest]
[principal and
intCfCltl due: at
maturity

% of the tota. of
[principal] [inlerelll}
[principal aDd
interest] due at
maturity

First

Fourth
Repayment Period
_% of the Iotal of

[principal] [interest]
[principal and
interest] dueal
maturity

fifth
Repaymetlt Period
100% of the lotal of
principal and interest
due at maturity'"

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the DistricVBoard of Education designated above (the
uDistrict''), located in the County designated above (the "County"), acknowledges itself indebted
to and promises to pay on the maturity date specified above to the registered owner identified
above, or registered assigns, the principal amount specified above. together with interest thereon
from the date hereof until the principal amount shall have been paid. payable [on
I,
2011 and] on the maturity date specified above in lawful money of the United States of America,
at the rate ofintere.st specified above (the "Note Rate"). Principal of and interest on this Note are
payable in such coin or cuneDCy of the United States as at the time of payment is legal tender for
plyment of private and public debU, lOCh principal and interest to be paid upon surrender hereof
at the principal corporate trust office of U.S. Bank National Association in Los Angeles,
California, or its successor in trust (the "Trustee"). Interest shall be calculated on the basis of a
360-day year, consisting of twelve 30-<1ay months, in like lawful money from the date hereof
untiJ the maturity date specified above and, if funds are not provided for payment at the maturity,
thereafter on the basis of • 360-day year for actual days elapsed until payment in full of said
principal sum. 80th the principal of and interest on this Note shall be payable only to the
registered owner hereof upon sU11'eOder of this Note as the same shall r.n duej provided.
however, no interest shall be payable for any period after maturity durinl which the holder
hereof fails to properly present this Note for payment. If the District fails to pay interest on this
Note on any interest payment date or to pay the princip.:t of or interest on this Note on the
• To bear this dcsipation if this Note is • Series of Subordinate Notes.
•• ten,th end number of Repayment Periods .nd pen:entaaes .1'Id lImOtlAt of principii of' Note mall be cIetermiDed in
Pricina Confumation (as defined in the Resolution).
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maturity date or the [Credit Provider(s)] (as defined in the Resolution hereinafter described), if
any, is not reimbursed in full for the amount drawn on or paid pursuant to the (Credit
Instrument(s)] <as defined in the Resolution) to pay all or a portion of the principal of and
interest on this Note on the date of such payment, this Note shall become a Defaulted Note <as
defined and with the consequences set forth in the Resolution).

[It is hereby certified, recited and declared that this Note (the "Note") represents an
authorized issue of the Note in the aggregate principal amount authorized, executed and
delivered pursuant to and by authority of a resolution of the governing board of the District duly
passed and adopted heretofore, under and by authority of Article 7.6 (commencing with Section
53850) of Chapter 4, Part 1. Division 2, Title 5 of the California Government Code (the
"Resolution"), to all of the provisions and limitations of which the owner of this Note, by
acceptance hereof, assents and agrees. Pursuant to and as more particularly provided in the
Resolution, additional notes may be issued by the District secured by a lien on a parity with the
lien securing this Note.f
(It is hereby certified. recited and declared that this Note (the "Note") represents an
authorized issue of the Note in the aggregate principal amount authorized, executed and
delivered pursuant to and by authority of certain resolutions of the governing boards of the
District and the County duly passed and adopted beretofore, under and by authority of Article 7.6
(commencing with Section 53850) of Chapter 4, Part 1. Division 2, Tide 5 of the California
Government Code (collectively, the "Resolution''), to all of the provisions and limitations of
which the owner of this Note, by acceptance hereof, assents and agrees. Pursuant to and as more
particularly provided in the Resolution, additional notes may be issued by the District secured by
a lien on a parity with the lien securing tbis Note.fThe term "Unrestricted Revenues" means the taxes, income, revenue, casb receipts and
other moneys provided for Fiscal Year 20 I0-20 11 which will be received by or will accrue to the

District during such fiscal year for the general fund [and capital fund and/or special revenue
fund] of the District and wbich are lawfully available for the payment of cunalt expenses and
other obligations of the District As security for the payment of the principal of and interest on
the Note, subject to the payment priority provisions coutained in the Resolution, the District has
pledged the first Unrestricted Revenues of the District received in the Repayment Periods set
forth on the face hereof in an amount equal to the corresponding percentages of principal of, and
[in the final Repayment Period,) interest due on, the Note at maturity set forth on the face hereof
(such pledged amounts being hereinafter called the "Pledged Revenues"). As provided in Section
53856 of the California Government Code, subject to the payment priority provisions contained
in the Resolution, the Note and the interest thereon shan be a first lien and charge against, and
shalt be payable from the first moneys received by the District from, the Pledged Revenues. As
provided in Section 53857 of the California Government Code, notwithstanding the provisions of
Section 53856 of the California Government Code and the foregoing, the Note shan be a genenl
obligation of the District and, in the event that on [the tenth business day of each such
Repayment Period], the District has not received sufficient Unrestricted Revenues to permit the
deposit into the payment account established for the Note of the full amount of Pledaed
• This parasraph is .pplicable 01I1y if the Note is issued by the District.
•• This panpaph is appJicabl.e only iflhe Note is issued by the County.
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Revenues to be deposited therein from said Unrestricted Revenues in such Repayment Period as
provided in the Resolution. then the amount of any deficiency shall be satisfied and made up
from any other moneys of the District lawfully available for the payment of the principal of the
Note and the interest thereon, as and when such other moneys are received or are otherwise
legally available, as set forth in the Resolution and subject to the payment priority provisions
contained therein. The full faith and credit of the District is not pledged to the payment of the
principal of or interest on this Note. 'The County is not liable for payment of this Note.
This Note is transferable, as provided by the Resolution, only upon the books of the
DisUict kept at the office of the Trustee, by the registered owner hereof in person or by its duly
authorized attorney, upon surrender of this Note for transfer at the office of the Trustee. duly
endorsed or accompanied by a written instrument of transfer in form satisfactory to the Trustee
duty executed by the registered owner hereof or its duly authorized attorney, and upon payment
of any tax, fee or other governmental charge required to be paid with respect to such transfer. a
fully registered Note will be issued to the designated transferee or transferees.
The (County, thef District and the Trustee may deem and treat the registered owner
hereof as the absolute owner bereof for the purpose of receiving payment of or on account of
principal hereof and interest due hereon and for an other purposes, and [the County.r the District
and the Trustee shall not be affected by any notice to the contrary.
Tbis Note shall not be valid or become obligatory for any purpose until the Certificate of
Authentication and Registration hereon shall bave been signed by the Trustee.
It is hereby certified that all of the conditions. things and acts required to exist, to have
bappened and to have been performed precedent to and in the issuance of this Note do exist, have
happened and bave been performed in due time, fonn and manner as required by the Constitution
and statutes of the State of California and that the amount of this Note, together with .n other
indebtedness of the District. does not exceed any limit prescribed by the Constitution or statutes
of the State of California.

[IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Board of Supervisors of the County has caused this Note
to be executed by the manual or facsimile signature of • duly authorized offICer of the County
and countersigned by the manual or facsimile signature of its duly authorized. officer and caused
its official seal to be affixed hereto either manually or by facsimile impression hereon u of the
date of authentication set forth below.) •
,

• Applicable only if the Note is issued by !he County.
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[IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the governing board of the District has caused this Note to
be executed by the manual or facsimile signature of 8 duly authorized officer of the District and
countersigned by the manual or facsimile signature of its duly authorized officer as of the date of
authentication set forth below.f-

(COUNTY OF _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _----'f
[DISTRICTI

BOARDOF-ED--U~CA-T=I~O~N~]·~·----------

By~

____________________________

Title:
[(SEAL)]
Countersigned

By~

_____________________

Title:

•• This puqrapb is applicable only if the Note is iaued by abe District.
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CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICATION AND REGISTRATION
This Note is the Note mentioned in the within·mentioned Resolution authenticated on the
following date:
U.S. BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,
as Trustee

BY______~~~~==~~~~-----AUTHORIZED OFfiCER
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ASSIGNMENT
For Value Received, the undersigned,
, hereby
sells. assigns and transfers unto
(Tax Identification or
Social Security No.
) the within Note and aU rights thereunder. and
hereby irrevocably constitutes and appoints
attorney to transfer the
within Note on the books kept for registration thereof, with full power of substitution in the

premises.
Dated:

--------------------------------

NOTICE:

The signature to this assignment must
correspond with the name as it appears
upon the face of the within Note in every
particular, without alteration or
enlargement or any change whatever.

Signature Guaranteed:

NOTICE:

Signature(s) must be guaranteed by an
eligible guarantor institution.
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SECRETARY'S CERTIFICATE
T,
,Secretary of the Governing Board of the
[Insert
name of District]
District! [Insert name of County if District is an Office of Education]
Board of Education, hereby certify as follows:
The foregoing is a full, true and correct copy of a resolution duly adopted at a regular
meeting of the Governing Board of the DistrictIBoard of Education duly and regularly held at the
regular meeting place thereof on the _ day of
, 20 I 0, of which meeting all of the members
of said Governing Board had due notice and at which a majority thereof were present; and at said
meeting said resolution was adopted by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTA1N:
An agenda of said meeting was posted at least 72 hours before said meeting at
___________ ' ______ , California, a location freely accessible to members
of the public, and a brief general description of said resolution appeared on said agenda.

Thave carefully compared the same with the original minutes of said meeting on file and
of record in my office; lhe foregoing resolution is a full, true and correct copy of tbe original
resolution adopted at said meetiog and entered io said minutes; and said resolution has not been
amended, modified or rescinded since the date of its adoption, and the same is now in full force
and effect. The Maximum Amount of Borrowing specified in the foregoing resolution is
$_-

--

Dated: ____ ,2010
Secretary of the Governing Board
of the [Insert Name of District] District! [Insert
name of County if District is an Office of
Education] Board of Education
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STATEWIDE ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNITY COLLEGES

BEFORE THE GOVERNING BOARD OF THE
WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT

Resolatioa CO-51

0'

la tile Matter DedariBI MelDbenWp .. "e
Statewide AuodatioD ., CODII.aDtty coa.., :JPA (SWACC)

WHEREAS. school districts have detennined there is a need for affordable excess
coverages by combining their respective efforts to establish. operate and maintain a Joint Power
Aleney for excess coverBIcs; and

WHEREAS, TItle I. Division 7. Chapter s. AIticle I (Section 6SOO ct teq.) of the
Oovemmeat Code of the State of Califomia.lUthoriza joiDt exercise by two or more public
agencies of ay powu ammon to them.
NOW. 11fEREFORE. BE IT RESOLVED that the Boud ofTrustea of the West Hills
Community Coneae cleclara its membeisbip in the Statewide Association of Community
Colleaes JPA IDd iDstrucU KeD StoppeDbriok. itt duly authorized aaent. to execute on behalf of
the West HUls Community Colleae District the attached Joint Powers Agreement.
PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Board of Trustees of the West Hills Community
College District this 9111 day of April, 2009, by the following vote:

AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:

~-cc~
McKeen

President of the Board of Trustcea

CERTIFICAnON
STATE OF CALIFORNIA )
COUNTY OF FRESNO
)
I, Nina Oxborrow. Secretary ofme Governing Board, do bereby certify that the foregoing
is a full, true and comet copy of a resolution adopted by the Governing Board at • regularly
called and conducted meeting of the Board of Trustees of tile West Hills Community College
District, and that such resolution appears in the official minutes of the Governing Board under
that date.

Nina Oxborrow
Clerk of the Bon ofTrustces

JOINT EXBRCISB OF POWERS AGRBEMENT
STATEWIDB ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNI1Y COLLEGES
(SWACC)
JOINT POWERS AUl'HORl1Y

1•••
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NOW, THEREFORE, FOR AND IN COK'SIDERA nON OF THE MUTUAL ADVANTAGES
TO BE DERIVED THEREFROM, AND IN CONSIDERATION OF THE LXECUTION OF
THIS AGREEMENT BY OTHER PUBLIC AGENCIES, each of the parties hereto does agree:ls
follows:
1.

CREATION OF THEJOINT POWERS ENTITY
A Joint Powers Entity, separate aod apart from the public agencies signatory hereto, shall be
and is hereby created and shall hereafter be designated as the Southern California Schools'
Regional Liabiliry Excess Fund (herc:irutfter referred to as the "Authority").

2.

FUNCTIONS OF THE AUTHORI'IY
(a)

The Authority is established for the purposes of administering this Agreemeot,
pursuant to the Joint Powers provisions of the California Governmeot Code, and of
providing rhe services and other items necessary and appropriate for the establishment,
operation and maintenance of a joint program for liability and property damage claims
against the members of the public agencies uTho are members thereof, and to provide a
forum for discussion, srudy, dC\-'elopment and impiemenl.2tion of reconunendations of
mutual interest regarding orner joint programs.

(b)

The functions of the Authority arc:
(1)

To provide a joint program and system, as stated in rhe memorandum of
coverage an given to each member, for liability and property damage claims
against the membcrs of [he Authority and as such, to perform, or contraCt foc
the performance of, the financial administration, policy formulation, claim
service, legal reprc.seol.2tion, safety engineering, and other development as
necessary for rhe payment and handling of all liability and property damage
protection claims against members. Said paym~nt and handling [or 1I0Y
member shill be for ill liability and property damage claims fued and llrising
out of facts occurring during the period of membersh.ip in the Authority. The
Authority shaU not payor handle for a member any Liability and property
damage protection claims which arise out of factS occurring before
membership or after termination of membership in rlus Authority .

(2)

To pursue any member's right of subrogation against a third parry when in the
discretion of the Board of Di.rectors the same is appropriate. Any and all
proceeds resulting from the assertion of such subrogation rights shall accruc to
the benefit of the member against which the claim is charged.

(3)

To corer into contracts .
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(4)

To obtain appropriate insurance coverage as detennined by the Board of
Directors.

(5)

To acquire. bold. and dispose of property. real and pe.rsom.l. all for the purpose
of providing the membership with the necessary education, study.
development" and implementation of. joint ptogtarll,. for liability and property
protection iocluding. but not limited to, the acquisition of facilities and
equipment necessary. the employment of pttsoood., and the operation and
maintenance of I system for the hanClling of the joint program.

(6)

To incur debts. liabilities. and obliptions necessary to accomplish the
purposel of this Agreement.

(7)

To receive sifts. contributions, and donatiOOI of property. funds, semus. and
other forms of assistance from penOtll. finns. corpomtioa.s. usoa.tions. and
any governmental entity.

(8)

To invest surplus reserve funds as deemed appropriate by the Board of
Directors, and I I subject to law.

(9)

To provide a fOlUm for discuslion, study, development. and implemenlalionof
~comt:Dl!ndatioos of mutual intel'e&C regarding olhet joinr programs.

(10)

To sue and be s\led in the rwne of the Authority.

(11)

To perfoun such other functions as may be necessary or Appropriarc (0 carry
out this Apement" 10 long IS such other functions 10 performed Ire not
prohibited by any provioon of law.

POWERS OF THE AlJTHORIlY
The Authority shsll have the power and authority to e~ any power c.ommoo. to the public
the .une are in furthuance of the
-aencies which are partia to this Agreement" provided
functions and objectives of this .Apement as herdn set forth. Pursuanr to Section 6S09 of
the CaliforM Got-emmeat Code. the exercise of the afexesaid powers of the Authority shall be
subject to the resui.cdons upoo the manner of exercising such powers by • public agcocy
havi. . the umc Itltus as a Member District or Joint Powers Authoacy except a. otherwise
provided in this Apeement.

mat

4.

TERM OF THE AGREEMENT
This Apement.h.t.ll become ef'kctive on Junc 1. J286. ThiI.Agreement.hall continue in
effect uotillawfWl, terminated as provided haUn and in
Bylaws. In the n-ent of a
reozpniutioo of ODe or mon: of the public aaencia parOcipacing in this Agrecmau. the
successor in interest or succellon in interest to
obJiptiool of
such ~ed public
IFDCf may be substituted u • party or as parties to this A~t.

me

me

5.

any

BYLAWS
(a)

The Authority .haD be puned pursuant to th<*: urWn Bylaws •• copy

..

or which is

ltuched hereto u Exhibit "All and incorporated herdn by reference. and by such
amendments to the Bylaws al may from time to time be adopted. Wherever in this
Apement "Bylav.>s" are referred roo said Bylaws shall be those set forth in Exhibit
"A". as may be amended. Each pany to this Agreement agrees to comply with Ind be
bound by the provisiOOl of said Bylaws and further t.gtees that the Authority shall be
operated pUl$uant to this Agreement and said Bylaws.
(b)

6.

Procedures for lJI1tQdiog the Bylaws shall be as provided.in the Bylaws 10 long as not
inconsistent with this Agreement. All amendments must be approved by two-thirds
(2/3) of the weighted vote of the Board of Directors before the amendment shall
become effective. Such t..matdments man be binding upon all members of ~
Authority. The effective date of any amendment will be on the first d2y of the next
month following adoption. unless otherwise Itllted.

MEMBERSHIP IN THE AlITHORITY
(a)

Each pany to this .Agree:m.ent must be e)iaiblc for membership in the Authority as
defined in the Bylaws and shall become a member of the Authority on the effecm-e
d2te of this .Agreement. except as provided herein below. Each party. which becomes
a member of the Authority shall be entidcd to the rights and privileges of, and ,hall be
subject to the obligttions of. membership IS provided in this Agreement and in the
Bylav.>s.

(b)

Upon the written approval and two-thirds (2/3) of the weighted vote of the Board of
Directors, any commuoity college district, or Joint Powers Authority comprised soldy
of community co8egc districts that is not. patty hereto but thAt desitts to join the
Authority created hereby, may become a member hereof by executing I. copy of this
J\areaDent ~ said community
district and Joint Powers Authority
comprised solely of community coJIeac districu agrees to comply with the: terms of this
Agreement and of the Bylaws effective as of the date of such execution.

c"

(c)

7.

Each member ,hall have I miaimum of S5tOOO self-insured mention. per occurrence
(or liability coverage and a minimum of$5,OOO deducnble pel' occurrence for property
coverage provided to the member by the Authority.

WITHDRAWAL FROM OR. TEllMINATION OF MEMBERSHIP

(a)

Any pu1Y to this Ap:cment which has completEd three complek years as I member
of the Authority may voluntarily terminate this Agreement IS to itself and withdraw
&om membeahip in the Authority. Such tmnination and wit:bduwal of membership
,hall become efftttivc subject aJld according to the conditions. mulner and means set
forth in the Bylaws.

(b)

A member may be involuntllrily terminated from the Authority upon a f:WO-.thDds (213)
of the ..,~ted vote of aU the remaini.0I memben of the Board o( Directors. as
provided by the Bylaws. Such ranovtl from membership shall operate to terminate
the Agreement as 10 such patty.
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TERMINAnON OF AGREEMENT

'Ibis Agreement may be terminated e:fftttive at the: end of l11y fisCAl year by the affumative
vote of three-fourths (3/4) of the memben of the Authority; provided, however, that the
Authority and this Agreement shall continue to ailt for the pu:posc of disposing of all claims,
distribution of usets, and all oth~ fuocaons necessary to condude me affairs of the
Authority.

9.

DISPOSrnON OF PROPBRn" AND FUNDS
(.)

(b)

In the event of the dissolution of the Authority. the complete recision, or other 6na.I
wminatioa of this Agreement by all public aacncieJ chen a party hettto. any property
interest remaining in the Autboriry following I discharge of all oblig2tions sht.U be
disposed of as provided (or by the Bylaws.
In me event • member withdtaws from this Agremlent, any propc:rty interest of that

member remaining in the Authority following disctwge of all obligations shall be
disposed of as provided (or by the Bylaws.
(c)

10.

"Obligations," IS referred to herein, sball include, but not be limited to, all payments
required by law, together \\lith all reserves which luve been established for the pu:pose
of paying .incurred cWma together with 1111 omu legal obligatioos incuned by the
Authority punuant to this Agreement.

AMENDMENTS
l.1Us Agreement Dl2y be amended It lOY time with a subsequent written agreement signed by
thtcc-fourths (3/4) of the members of the Authority. Any such amendment.ball be efftttive
upon the date o{ 6naI ellecution thereof, unless otherwise: provided in this amendment.

1 t.

SEVERABILI'IY
Should any portion, term. coodiaon, or provision of this .Agrecmeot be decided by a court of
competrot jurisdiction to be illcpl or in c.ooflict with any law of the State of California.. or be
otherwise rendered unenforceable or ineffectual. the validity of t.be remai.niog portions, terms,
conditions. and provisions ,ball not be affected thuehJ.

12.

UABIUIY
(a)

Punuant to the provisions of Sections 895. et seq., of the California Government

Code. the manbeq are jointly and leverally liable upon Iny liability which is otherwise
imposed by law upon UlJ one of the members or upon the Authority {OJ: injury caused
by a negligent OJ: 'Wl'OnINl act OJ: omissjon occurring in the perfom».nce o{ this
Agreement.
If a membu or the Authority il held liable upon any judsc:mcnt for damages caused by
.uch In act or omissioa and makes payment. in excelS of its pro rttl. .haze on luch
judgement, such mc:mbet or the Authority is entided to contribution &om each of the
ocher members mat are parties to the .\r;rument. A rnunbc:rl , pro rap .hare shall be
decemUned in the lame 11WU1ef IS for the disposition of p~rty Ind fund. a5
prorided in the A&rument aDd the BylaWi.

8

(b)

13.

The Authority may insure itself, to the extent deemed oecessary or appropriate by the
Board of Directors, against lo~s, liability, and claims arising out of or connected with
this Agreement.

ENFORCEMENT
The Authority is hereby given authority to enforce this Agreement. In the event suit is brought
upon this Agreement by the Authority and judgement is reco\-"ered against a member, rhe
member shall pay all costs incurred by the Authoriry, including reasonable anomey's fees as
fixed by the court.

14.

DEFINlTIONS
Unless the context rcguires otherwise, the terrrts used herein and in the By-La\\'"S shall have the
following mellnings:
(a)

"Authority" shall mean the Sutewide Association of Community Colleges created by
this Agreement.

(b)

"Board of Directors" shaU mean the governing boord of the ,\uthority c$ublished by
the Bylaws to diccc[ and control the Authority.

(c)

"Claims Adjuster" shall mean a claim adjuster as may be engaged by the Board of
Directors (or me purpose of determining losses and payments with respect to the
Claims Fund.

(d)

"Contribution" shall mean moner paid by a member

(e)

.A Liability" shall mean comprehensive genera.! liability, property damage liabiliry,
automobile liability, personal ifljury liability, and errors and omissions liabilit) as
further defined in the memorandum of co,·crage.

(f)

"Los$ Reports" shall mean a report showing a member's liabiliry and property damage
claims in detail including current status.

(g)

"Member" shall mean a community college disrrict or joint powers authority c.omprised
solely of community coUege districts which belong to the Authority.

(h)

"Memorandum of Coverage" shall mean the document stating the type of program and
[he scope of liability and property damAge protection coverage as adopted by the
Boa cd of Dire<:tor"S.

(I)

"Public Educaoona1 Agency" shall mean a corrununiry college district or joinr powers
authority comprised solely of community c.ollege district.

(j)

"Prope-rry Damage" shall mean damage

7
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the Authoriry.

or personal properry ov.-ncd or held by

a member IS further defioed in the mcmonodwn of covenac.

(It)

"R~,erves" slWl mean those parts of member contributions held by the Authority to
na.ke future: wbility and property damage payments as reapects to clainu that have
been incurred but are unpaid.

~)

"Joint Propn" shAll mean the g.roup pwcbuina of [nsurt.nCe. 01' the: pooled purchase
of Excess Insurance with the setting aside of funds and reserves to pay for a &elf..
insured retention or for losses not covered by insurance.

(m)

"Pro--bga Share" shall mean each membu's financ:ia1 contribwion in proportion to the
tottl of aU memberts contributions f01' each fiscal yeu.

(n)

"Weighted Vote" .baIl mean the votes aUocated to the members of the Authority
pursuant to the BybWl.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the parties beRto ban caused this Agreement to be duly
executed by their authorized officers themmto duly authorized as set forth hc.tein below.

Name of Entity:
Date:

By:
TIde:

Name of Entity:

Starewide Associatioo of Community Colleges [PA

Date:

By:
Tide:

8

BEFORE THE GOVERNING BOARD OF THE
WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
ReIOlado. CO-50
I. the Matter of Dee.rlDl Membenlaip ID the
Protedecll.luruce p ........ for Selaoo" JPA (pIPS)

WHEREAS, California school and colleae districts have determined there is a need for
affordable workers' compensation coverage by combining their respective efforts to establ~
operate and maintain a Joint Power Aaency for workers' c:ompeDSIdion coverages; and
WHEREAS, Title I, Division 7, Chapter S, Article I (Section 6500 ct seq.) ofthc
Government Code of the State of California authorizes joint exercise by two or more public
agencies of any power common to them.
NOW. 11IER.EFORE. BE IT RESOLVED that the Board ofTrustecs of the West Hills
Community Colleae Di.stri.ct declares its membership in the Protected Insunmc:e Proaram for
School. JPA aDd insIructs Ken Stoppcobrink. as its duly authorized lIeDt, 10 execute on behalf
of the West Hills Community Colleae District the attIclled Jomt Powers Apeemenl
PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Board of Trustees of West Hills Community College
this 9" day of April, 2009. by the following vote:

NOES:

1
.IJ-

ABSENT:

-

AYES:

ABSTAIN:

Dated:

6>-'

I}-

CERTmCATION

STAIE OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF FRESNO

)
)

I, Nina Oxbon:ow, Secretary of the Ooverning ~ do hereby certify that the foregoing
is • full, true. and correct copy of a resolution adopted by the Govemina Board at a reauIlI'ly
called and conducted meeting of the Board of Trustees of the West Hills CoDUnwrity College
district, and that such resolution appears in the official minutes of the Ooverning Board under
that date.

Nina borrow
Clerk of tile Board of Trustees
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Wakers'~ Pool

Protected Insurance Program for
Schools Joint Powers Authority (Pol. P. S)
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JOINT EXERCISE OF POWERS AGREEMENT

THIS AGREEItIENT Is entered into pUfluant to the proviskms of Title i. Division 7.
Chapter 5. Artide 1 (Sections 6500, et seq.) of the California Government Code. relating
to the joint exercise of poweIS, between the pubic educational agencies signatory
hereto, and also those which may hereafter become IlgnatOry hereto, for the purpose of
operating an agency to be known and designated al The Protected Insurance Program
For Schoofs Joint Powers Authority (hereinafter referred to as "'the AuthorIty").
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, it Is to the mutuel benefit of the parties herein subscribed and In the
best public Interest of said parties to join together to establish this Joint Exercise of
Powers Agreement to accomplish the purpoees hereinafter set forth; and
WHEREAS, public education agencies are required by DivIsion. of the Callomil
Labor Code. convnenclng with Section 3200. to maintain Workers· Compensation
coverage for their empIoyee$; and

WHaEAa, the signatories hereto n.ve determined that there II • need. by public
educetion agencies. for a Joint Progrem to provide VVorkers' Compensation coverage
for their employees; and
WHERIM. Titte i. Division 7. Chapter 5, ArtIcle 1. of the California Government
Code, commencing with Section 6500, authorizes joint exercise by two or more public
education agencies of any power convnon to them; and
WHERI!A8. the Legl8lalure hal authorized public education agenciel In SectIon
3700(c) of the Caltfomta Labor Code to enter Into poo. . self-Insurance joint exerdae of
powers agreements as one of the waY' In which they may uliafy their Workers'
Compensation coverage obligation and Calfomla Government Code Section. 99O.8(d)
and 6512.2 allow joint powers authortties to purchase Insurance or reinsurance of
pooled Claim liabilities; and
\¥HEREM. it is the dellre of ... IIgnetoriH hereto to jo4nlty provide for a Joint
Program for Worke,.' Compensation coverage for their mutull advantlge and concem.
Now, THeREFORE, FOR AND IN CON8101!RA11ON OF THE MUTUAL AOVANTAGU To BE

DI!RJVI!D THEREFROM. AND IN CON.IMItATION OF THe ExEcUTION OF Ta AGltI!I!IIIHT Bv
OTHER PUBLIC AGIHCIES, EACH OF THe PARTIU HEReTO Don AGItI!E M FOLLOWS:

,.,.,..... .,..

JeInt ....... Aell ••• nt

1.

CREATION OF THE JOINT POWERS ENTITY
A Joint powers entity, separate and apart from the public agenciea signatory
hereto, ahall be and ts hereby created and ahall hereafter be designated •• the
Protected Insurance Program for Schools Joint Powers Authority (hereinafter
referred to aa the •Authority").

2.

FUNCTIONS OF THE AUTHORITY
A. The Authority Is established for the purposes of administering this Aanlel11ent,
pursuant to the provislona of the California Government Code, .nd of providing
the servk:es and other ilern8 necessary and appropriate for the establishment.
operation .nd mainten.nce of a Joint Program for Workers' Compensation
coverage for the public educational agencies who are Members thereof, .nd to
provide a forum for dlscuaalon, .tudy, development and implementation of
recommendations of mutual Interest regarding such program.
B. The functions of the Authority are:
(1) To provide each member a Joint Program and syatem, for Workers'

Compensation coverage for Workers' Compensation claims ag.lnst the
Members of the Authority In accordance with the Authority'a Memorandum
of Coverage and as such, to perfonn. or contract for the performance of,
the financial admln.trltion. policy formulMion. daim aervice. legal
representation. safety engineering. and other services as neceaury for
the payment and handling of al Work....• Cornpenaation claims againat
Members.
(2) To pursue the Member's right of Subrogation against a third party when in
the discretion of the Authority the aame Is approprtete. Any and all
proceeds reaulting from the ....rtion of such Subrogation rights .hal
accrue to the benefit of the AuthorIty.

3.

POWERS OF THE AUTHORITY
The Authority ahall have the power and authority to exercise any power convnon to
the public agencies which .... partiea to this Agreement, provided that the ..me
are In furthemnce of the functions and objectiveI of this Agreement •• herein set
forth, Including but not limited to the foIowIng:
(A) To enter into contracts.
(8) To establish appropriate levela of Workera' Compensation coverage, through
""""naurance pooling 01 through nHi1aurance, as determined by the Authority

,..1..... .,.,.
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and to assess premiums/contributions from Members to provide such
coverage.
(C) To acquire, hold. and diapo.. of property. real and personal, aU for the
purpose of providing the membership with the necessary education, study,
development. and Implementation of a Joint Program for Workers'
Compensation coverage indudlng. but not limited to, the acquisition of
facilities and equipment. the employment of personnel, and the operation and
maintenance of a system for the handling of the Joint Program.
(D) To incur debts, liabilltiel, and Obligations necesury to accomplish the

purposes of this Agreement.
(E) To receive gifts, contributions, and donations of property, funds, servlcea, and

other forms of assistance from peraona, firms. corporations, assoclationa, and
any govemmental entity.
(F) To ,"vest funds _ deemed appropriate by the Authority. and as subject to law.

(G) To provide a forum for diacuulon, study. development. and Implementation of
recommendations of mutuallntareat reglrdlng other Joint Programs.

(H) To sue and be sued In the name of the Authority.

to cany
out this Agreement. 80 long as such other functions 10 performed are not
prohibited by any provision of law.

(I) To perform such other functionla. may be necessary or appropriate

(J) To join other joint powers authorltlea to provide services and coverages to the
Authority.
Pursuant to Section 6509 of the CaMfomia Government Code. the exercise of the
aforelald powers of the Authority shalt be .ubJect to the restrictions upon the
manner of exercising such powers by • public agency hiving the same statu. 88 a
member agency or jamt powers authority except 81 otherwtse provided In this
Agreement.

4.

GOVERNANCE
(A) Board of DiractDrI

(1) The signatorlea to this Agf'Ml'l'tent hereby creete and do establish 8 nine
(9) person Bo8rd of Directors, comprised of ntpI'8Afltativea selected by
Members of the Authority. which shall serve .. the Governing Board of the
Authority. The Boafd of Oirectors ahall be empowered to effectuate the
powers of the Authority. Dlrectora of the Authority ahal be employees of
JeInt ............-t
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Authority Members. A nominating committee shall be established to
accept nominations for Director positions and to oversee Director
elections.
(2) The proceu for selecting Directors for the Authority shall be specified In
the Authoftty's Bylaws. Directors shall serve staggered two-year terms.
except for the initial farm. wherein four (4) initial Directors shaU serve oneyear tenna and five (5) Initial Directors shall serve two-year terms. For the
purpose of electing Directors only. Authority Members shall be allowed
one vote for each full Ten Million DoHars ($10.000,000.00) in Workers'
Compensation payroll (based on the latest available full fiscal yeal's
audtted actuals) rounded to the nearest whole number. Votes can be cast
cumulatively or spUt among more than one candidate. Vacancies for the
Board of Directors shall be filled using a similar aelection process. Four
(4) of the Board of Director positions shall be reserved for and heid by
representatives of Community College District membens.

(3) Individual Directors shall have authority only when convened as a duly
constttuted Board. Directors ahall represent the Interests of the Authority
as a whole, as well 8. the Intereats of the individual members. Each
Director may Clst a single vote on action Items presented to the Board of
Directors. Proxy and absentee votes shall not be permitted. A majority
vote of the entire Board of Directors shall be required to take action. A
quorum shall be necessary for the Authority to conduct business and shaH
consist of a majority of Individual Directors.

(4) The Board of Directors may conduct regular. adjourned regular, special.
and adjourned special meetings as it deems nece..ary, provided,
however, that It shall hold at ieast one regular meeting each fiscal year.
The date. time, and place for each such regular meatlng shall be fixed by
resolution of the Board of Dnctora, which ahal be provided to each
member of the Authority. Special meetings of the Board of DirectOIS may
be held as needed, to be detennined by the President of the Board.
Notices of special meetings .....1 be ..nt to all members of the Authority.
typically at leut 72 hours and in no caM less than 24 houri In advance of
the beginning of such meetings. All meetings of the Board of DIrectora
ahall be caHed, held, and conducted in accon:lance with the te.-nw and
provisiona of the Ralph M. Brown Ad. Section 54950 et seq., of the
CallfornNi Government Code, aa Aid Act may be modified by subsequent
legislation.
(5) Except .. oIherwile provided or permllted by law, an meetings of the
Board of Oinadora shal be open .nd pubic. The Board of Directors ahall
ca..... minutes of ita meetings to be kept, and
promptty transmit to
the Mambara of the Authority true and correct copIea of the minutes of

ah..

auch meetings.
Joint , . . . . . . . ...
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(6) The Board of Directors shall deatgnate by resolution a specific location at
which it will receive notices, correspondence, and other convnunications,
and sha. designate the SeCIeteIy of the Board .s the agent for purposes
of receiving lefVice of process on behal of the Board of Directors. The
Board of Directors shal comply with the requirements of Government
Code SeetJons 6503.5 and 53061 as such provisions pertain to the
preparation and filing of statements with the Secretary of State and with
the County Cleric.
(7) The Board of Directors may form, appoint, and diaaolve ad hoc and
Btanding comrrnttees comprlled of Directors and reprelentatJves of
Members, as determined necessary or useful by the Board of Directors.
(e)

Notwithstanding the foregoing. there ahal be Irrevocably
est8b1ished a standing convnittee. referred to as the Community
College District Member Commltt8e.

(I)

The composition of the Community College Diltrlct Member
Committee shaH Include the four (.) designated Directors
from community college disbict members and five (5) nonDiredor rapreMntatives selected from among the
community college district members of the Authority. The
Convnunity College District Member Committee may add in
its dilcretion addltkmal non-Director rep....ntatives to
Committee membership.
The Community College
designated Directors 8hall &elect the non-Director community
college diltrlct member representatives to aerve on the
ConvnIttee.

(Ii)

The Board of Dtreetora ahal delegate actual and effective
decislon-making authority to the Community College District
Member Cornmltlee concerning a........ that atfect only the
community college dllb1ct membefa of the Authority,
including but not Imlted to review of .... contribution I1IleI.
experience rating. additional aauumentB, and pro rata
return of contril:MltioM, If any.

(Ui)

All meetings of the Convnunity College Dlabict Member
Committee shall be celled, hekl, and conducted In
accon:Jence with the terms and provialons of the Ralph M.
Brown Act. SectIon 54950 et seq., of the CIINforn.
Government Code.

....................
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(b)

Notwithstanding the foregoing. there shall be irrevocabty
estabillhed a standing committee, referred to al the K..12 District

M..,ber CommlttH.

(e)

(I)

The composition of the K·12 District Member Committee
shaU Include the five (5) designated Directors from K-12
district members and four (4) non·Dlredor representatives
..Iected from among the K·12 district members of the
Authority. The K·12 Dtsb1ct Member Committee may add In
Its discretion additional non-Director representatives to
Committee membership. The K-12 designated Directors
shall select the non-Director K-12 district member
representatives to serve on the Committee.

(ii)

The Board of Directors shall delegate actual and effective
decisiolH1l8k1ng authority to the K-12 District Member
Committee concemlng all issues that affect only the K-12
district members of the Authority. including but not limited to
review of base contribution rates. experience rating,
additional as....menta. pro rata return of contributions, If
any.

(IH)

All meetings of the K-12 District Member Convnittee shaM be
called. hekt. and conducted In accordance with the terms
and provisions of the Ralph M. Brown Act. Section 54950 et
seq., of the california Government Code.

All Authority governance responsibilities other than those delegated
In (a) and (b) above shall be retained by the Board of Directors.

(8) The Authority ahal operate on a July 1 to June 30 filcal year. The Board
of Directors ahaH adopt prelmlnary and final budgebil showing projected
fiscal ye8r expenditures and revenue for the Authority. A copy of the
budget shall be promptly transmitted to each of the members of the
Authority.
(9) DIrectora shaH not receive a salary or compensation from the Authority for
service on the Board of Directors, although as approved by the Board of
Diredorl as • whole, individual Directors may be relrnbuf'led for expen188
Incurred In serving on the Board of Diredora.
(8) Officers
(1) The prlnclpa' officers of the Authority end of the Board of Directors shaH

-

consist of a P....ldent. VIce Preaklent, Secretllry. and Tre.surer. who ahell
each be Directorl and who shel be elected by the majority vote of the
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Board of Directors to serve o....year renewable terms. Arty pel'lOn
elected .s an officer may be removed at any time, with or without caU8e.
upon the rnejority vote of the Board of Directors. Vacancies sh.1I be filled
by majority vote of the Board of Directors.
(2) Officers of the Authority shall have the respon,lbHlties delegated to them
as provided in the Bylaws and as presaibed by action of the Board of
Directors.

I. BYLAWS
A. The Authority shall be govemed pursuant to certain Bylawa•• copy ofwh~ Is
attached hereto .s exhibit -A- and Incorporated herein by reference ••nd by
such amendments to the Bylaws a, may from time to time be adopted.
Wherever In this Agreement -Bytaws- are referred to. uld Bylaws ahlill be
thoae set foIth In Exhibl -A-. as may be amended. Each party to this
Agreement .g..... to comply with .nd be bound by the provtsione of said
Bylaws and further agrees that the Authority shall be opended pursuant to this
Agreement and ,.Id Bylaws.

a.

B. Procedures for amending the Bylawa shaH be
long
not inoonslatent with this Agreement.

S.

.1 provided In the Bylaws so

MEMBERSHIP IN THE AUTHORITY
A. Each party to this Agreement mult be eJiglble for membership in the Authority
al defined In this Agreement and shan become a Member of the Authortty on
the effective date of this Agreement. except as provided herein below. Each
party which becornea a Member of the Authority ,hili be entitled to the rights
and privileges of. and shall be subject to the obligation' of. membership a.
provided In this Agreement and In the Bytaws.

B. Upon two-thkda (213) vote of the Board of Directors. any Public Educational
Agency that 18 not a party hereto but that desire, to join the Authortty. may
become a Member of the Authority by executing a copy of this Agreement
whereby Slid PubUc Educational Agency agree. to compty with the terms of
this Agreement and of the Bylaws etrectlve as of the date of such execution •
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7.

WITHDRAWAL FROM OR TERMINATION OF MEMBERSHIP
A. Any Member of the Authority that has maintained lis membership in the
Authority for at least three (3) complete fiscal yeara, as described in the
Bylaws, may voluntarily terminate this Agreement as to Itself only and
withdraw from membet'ship in the Authority. Such termination and withdrawal
of membe...hip shal become effective subject and according to the conditions,
manner and means set forth In the Bylaws.
B. A Member may be Involuntarily terminated from the Authority upon two-thirds
(213) vote of the Baird of Directors, as provided In the Bylaws. Such removal
from membe...hip shall become effective subject and according to the
conditions. manner and means set forth In the Bylaws.

8. TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement may be tenninated effective at the end of any fiscal year by the
affirmative vote of three-fourths (314) of all the Members of the Authority, provided.
however. that the Authority and this Agreement shall continue to exist for the
purpose of dlspoalng of aN ObUgations. distribution of aSHta, and all other
functions necessary to conclude the alfaiFa of the Authority.

9.

DISPOSITION OF PROPERTY. FUNDS AND OBLIGAnoNS
A. In the event of the dissolution of the Authority, the complete rescission. or
other final termination of this Agreement by the pubHc agencies then a party
hereto, any property interest remaining in the Authority following a dtacharge of
all Obligations shaH be disposed of as provided for In the Bylaws.
B. In the event a Member withdraws from this Agreement, any property Interest of
that Member remaining in the Authority following discharge of al Obligations
ahal be dilpoled of as provided for In the Bylaws.

10. AMENDMENTS
This Agreement may be amended at any time by a subsequent written agreement
signed by th ......fourths (314) of all the Members of the AuthorIty. Any such
amendment shan be effective upon the date of final execution thereof by an the
parliea hereto. The establishment of the K·12 District Member Committee and the
Community Colege DIstrict M4Hnber Committee ahal be conlidered integral to the
organlution and creation of the Authority which may not be changed without lie
unanimous eonaent of al membe....
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11. SEVERABILITY
Shouki any portion. term, condition, or provision of this .Agreement be decided by a
court of competent Jurisdiction to be llegal or in conflict with any law of the State of
California, or any other applicable law, or be otherwise rendered unenforceable or
Ineffectual, the validity of the remaining portions, terms, conditions, and provisions
shall not be atreded thereby.

12. LIABILITY
A.

Pursuant to Section 6508.1 of the California Government Code, the debts,
liabilities and Obligations of the Authority shall be debts, liabilities or
Obligations of the pallties to this Agreement

B. Pursuant to the provisions of Sections 895, at seq., of the California
Government Code, the Members of the Authority are jointly and severally
liable for any labiHty which Is otherwJse imposed by law upon anyone of the
Members or upon the Authortly for Injury caused by a negNgent or wrongful act

or omission occurring In the performance of this Agreement. If a Member. or
the Authority, i8 held liable upon any judgment for damages caused by such
an act or ornJuion and makes payments in excess of Ita Pro Rata Sham on
such judgment, such Member of the Authority Is entitled to contribution from
each of the other Mermers that are parties 10 the Agreement. A Membe.... Pro
Rata Share shall be deterrrthtd In the same manner as for tile dilposition of
property and fundI as pn:Mded in the Agreement and the Bytaws.

C. The Authority may insurelrelnlure Itself, to the extent deemed necessary or
appropriate by the Board of Directors. against loss, liability, and claims arising
out of or connected with this Agreement.

13. ENFORCEMENT
The Authorlly .. hereby given authortly to enforce th.. Agreement. In the event suit
is brought upon til. Agreement by the Authority and judgment II recovered against
8 Member, the Member shal pay all COlts Incurred by the AuthorIty, Induding
reasonable attorney's fees a. fixed by the court.

14. MULTIPLE COUNTERPARTS
The Agreement may be executed In multiple countarparta, each of which shaM be
considered an original.
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16. DEFINITIONS
The terma used herein and In lie Bylaws aha.. have the following meanings:
A. -Authority" shall mean the public agency created by this Agreement.

B. -Board of Directors- shan mean the governing board of the Authority
established by the Bylaws to dired and control the Authority.
C. -Claim liablities· shall "..n those liabiliUes established by the Authority
which represents Worker Compensation "abilities as respects to claims that
have been incurred but unpakl and Incurred but not reported.
D. ·Contrlbution- shalt mean money paid by a Member to the Authority. or monies
assessed a Member of the Authority.
E. -Joint Program" shall mean the group purchasing of 'nsuranc:elreinsurance or
the setting aside of funds and reserves to pay for a self-insured retention or for
IosI8s not covered by Insurancelrelnaurance.
F. -Member" shal mean an individual CaHforn'" school pubic agencyldiatrict.
county office of education. community college district. regional occupational
center or program, county auperlntendent of schools, or joint powers authority
comprised solely of California IChooI pubic agencies/districts.

G. -Memorandum of Coverage· shall mean the description of the,scope of
protection provided to the Members for Worker Compensation claims.

H. -Obligallons- shaH mean to Include. but not Imbed to, aU payments required by
law together with all Clain llablltles and any other legal obligations Incurred
by the Authority pursuant to this Agreement and Bylaws.
"Work....' Compensation" ahall mean coverage for Workers' Compensation
claims filed by employ_ of Members.

J. ·program Vear" sha. mean one year of the Joint Program, separate from each
and every other Program Vear and ahall operate on a fiscal year from July 18t
through June 30th, or _ otherwiae determined by the Board of Directors.
K. -Pro Rat8 Share- ahaH mean _ch Member's Net Contribution Avalable For
Pool Opel1ltions In proportion to the total of •• Member's Net Contributiona
Av.Mabie For Pool Operations for ..ch Program Vear.
lo

-PubIc educational agende8- means any public school district, community
coflege district. county boMI of edLlCltioniCOUnty luperintendent of lChoola.
regional occupational progl1lmllcenters, or other public entity providing
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educational programs or eervioes to the community, or such joint powers
agendeslauthortils consisting of one or more of the foregoing and Hrving the
interests of the public entities detai6ed In this section.
M. ·Subrogation- shall mean the recovery of payments which the Authority ha.
made on behalf of a Member. Subrogation monies received are the properties
of the Authority and for the Bas. of Contribution are credited to the account of
the Member.

18. ENTIRE AGREEMENT
This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the Authority and the
Members, and aa such, supersedes all prior agreements, understandings,
negotiations and representations.

17. CONTROLLING LAW
This Agreement shaH be govemed by and construed in accordance with the laws
of the State of California.

18. TERM OF THE AGREEMENT
ThIs Agreement shall be effective and binding on any Ilgnatory thereto upon
execution. this Agreement ahall continue In ef'fed until lawfuly lennlnated as
provided herein and In the Bylaws. In the event of I reorganization of one or more
of the public agencies particlpetlng In this Agreement, the auccesaor or successors
in Interest to the ....18 and/or obligations of any auch reorganized public agency
ahal succeed as a party or as parties to this Ag....ment.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the partiel hereto have caused this Agreement to be duly
executed by their authorized officers thereunto duly authorized as set forth herein
below.

Member:

Data:

--------------------------------

------------------~--------------

By: _____________________-

Title:

____

----------------------------------

..........,......
. _. . tIIIIII
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WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
555 College Avenue
Lemoore, CA 93245

CITIZENS' BOND OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE for
Measure E - School Facilities Improvement District (SFID) No.3, Lemoore Area
Agenda
June 23, 2010 4:00pm
West Hills College Lemoore
555 College Avenue
Lemoore, CA 93245
200 Building, Room 274

Any writings or documents that are public records and are provided to a majority of the Citizens'
Bond Oversight Committee regarding an open session item on this agenda will be made
available for public inspection at the West Hills College Lemoore President's Office located at
555 College Avenue, Lemoore, CA 93245 during normal business hours.
1. Tour of new Golden Eagle Arena
2. Call to Order
•
•

Flag Salute
Public Comments

This time has been reserved for the public to comment an non-agenda items. If
an individual wishes to address the Citizens' Bond Oversight Committee, he/she
should state his/her name and occupation/affiliation and proceed with
comments.
3. Action Items
• Citizens' Oversight Bond Meeting Minutes of December 9, 2009
4. Information/Discussion/Presentations
A. Review of Measure E and SFID No.3
B. Series B Bond Sales
C. Measure E Facility Projects
D. Annual Audit
5. Announcements
• Next Meeting Date
6. Committee Member Comments and Requests
7. Adjournment

Don Warkentin
Ken Stoppenbrink
Kevin Cobb, AP Architects
Ken Stoppenbrink

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE

555 College Avenue
Lemoore, CA 93245

CITIZENS' BOND OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE for
Measure E - School Facilities Improvement District (SFID) No.3, lemoore Area
MINUTES
June 23, 2010 4:00pm
West Hills College lemoore
555 College Avenue
lemoore, CA 93245
200 Building, Room 274
Members Present:
les Brown, President
Tom Hernandez, Vice
President
Donna Elliott
Buddy Brooks
linda Balcazar
lynda lahodny

Members Absent:
Salli Day

WHCCD Staff:
Ken Stoppenbrink,
Vice Chancellor of
Business Services
Don Warkentin, WHCl
President
Frances Squire,
Executive Director of
Foundation/Marketing

Others Present:
Kevin Cobb, AP
Architects
Richard Treece, AP
Architects

1. Tour of Golden Eagle Arena
A tour of the Golden Eagle Arena was provided for the committee members in attendance prior
to the start of the meeting.
2. Call to Order
The meeting was called to order at 4:35 p.m. by Les Brown, committee president. A flag salute
was conducted.
Introductions were made by each individual in attendance. Mr. Brown
welcomed all and stated that he appreciated the tour of the Arena. He asked if there were any
comments from the public. None were offered.
3. Action Items
• Citizens' Oversight Bond Meeting Minutes of December 9, 2009
Buddy Brooks motioned to approve the minutes of the December 9, 2009 meeting; it was
seconded by Tom Hernandez, all in favor, the motion passed.
4. Information/Discussion/Presentations
A. Review of Measure E and SFID No.3
Don Warkentin stated that he would like to report on the progress concerning the bond dollars
for the Avenal and Riverdale communities. He stated that he has met with Riverdale Unified
Superintendent, Elaine Cash and her staff, regarding utilization of their one million dollar bond
monies. They are currently considering the bond monies to help refurbish their fitness and
wellness facilities center; however, they are still researching other possibilities.
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Concerning Avenal, Dr. Gornick, Don Warkentin, Willard Lewallen and Kevin Cobb have had
several meetings with Avenal City Manager, Melissa Whitten, along with Paramount Farms who
is a major supporter of the Avenal community. We are discussing the construction of an
educational center in Avenal and are looking for a plot of ground . Paramount Farms would like
to partner with the City concerning the educational piece. Avenal will receive $2 million from
the bond monies. They want an educational center to offer classes for the adults and high
school students in the community. Lynda Lahodny asked if it is up to the communities to
present how they want to utilize bond monies. Mr. Warkentin responded affirmatively.
Kevin Cobb, AP Architect, reviewed the School Facilities Improvement District (SFID) #3
completion recap dated as of June 3, 2010. He explained that any changes from the original
recap would be highlighted in yellow and currently there have been no changes. $4.4 million of
the $6 million bond sa les has been spent thus far. The remainder of the expenditures has been
secured. The Student Services building expansion is five years down the road . Buddy Brooks
questioned the scheduled maintenance listed for Phase 1. Kevin explained that it refers to
general upkeep on parking lots, painting, etc.
B. Series B Bond Sales
Vice Chancellor Ken Stoppenbrink stated that in two weeks he would be traveling to San
Francisco to attend a meeting concern ing SFID #3. They will look at the valuation of properties
(property values have gone up) to see what they might be eligible for. Of the $30 million
authorized, $6 mi llion has been sold thus far. They are going out for the maximum for which
they are eligible.
C. Measure E Facility Projects
Kevin Cobb reported that there are a couple of district-wide information technology projects
that have been completed for network switches; however, the SFID monies were not used. Mr.
Brown asked if there were questions or comments. Mr. Warkentin asked when the plans for
the student center are expected to be done. Kevin responded that funds will need to be
solicited and if the Department of State Architects (DSA) completes their portion by the end of
the year, the project could go out to bid by next summer. This is part of the Bond Sales B. The
first bond sale was $6 million and these funds were used for infrastructure on the Multi-use
Sports Complex . They know that they have some large core projects. Kevin explained that
projects are begun and bond sales take place before the projects are finished. Buddy Brooks
questioned Kevin as to whether they' d ever got caught without sufficient funding to complete a
project. Mr. Brooks recalls this happening at Lemoore High School during the course of building
their event center. Kevin responded that there is a margin of error that is very small. There are
solutions, i.e. bond anticipation notes. They could sale a bond series, somewhat like a
Certificate of Participation (COP) . He commented that the monies are not received up front,
but in increments and unfortunately, we are at the mercy of the State's funding sources. The
matches come from the State and our bond of $31 million will be matched by the State in the
approximate amount of $80 million. It will at least be a four to one match . Tom Hernandez
questioned the number of parking spaces to be added for the arena. Kevin replied that parking
will be permissible around the campus . There are currently approximately 700 parking spots
and there will be 300-400 spaces added . Kevin wi ll confirm the amount of current parking
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spaces and the anticipated spaces and report back to the committee. The student center has to
be paid for by the State.
D. Annual Audit
Ken Stoppenbrink stated that the audit is a requirement for the SFID. There was nothing sited in
the audit report regarding the bonds. Mr. Brooks questioned if there was something listed
under material findings. Ken responded negatively and stated that the entire audit report is
available to anyone via e-mail, hardcopy, or the website. He explained that on page 36 of the
audit the SFID bond is broken down, and on page 37 these bonds date back to 1999 - 2000 with
the Measure G bonds. These remain in the audit report until the bonds are paid off. On page
40 are the Series A Lemoore bonds showing the amount of principal, interest, and debt.
5. Announcements
Mr. Warkentin announced that he had received a call from committee member, Salli Day. She
has asked to be excused as a committee member due to personal reasons. A suggestion was
made for Lynda Lahodny to replace Salli Day in her role on the committee and recruit for
Lynda's seat. Lynda agreed to make contact with Maureen Azevedo to question if she would be
interested to serve on this committee. Maureen Azevedo is the new Lemoore Chamber of
Commerce director replacing Lynda Lahodny upon her retirement.
The date of the next meeting was scheduled as follows : December 8, 2010 at 4:00 p.m.
6. Committee Member Comments and Requests
Les Brown asked if there were further comments. There were no further comments.
7. Adjournment
The meeting was adjourned at 5:14 p.m.
Report back from the architects, forwarded via e-mail to the Committee members on
6/28/2010:
After confirmation by AP Architects they reported that there are currently 585 existing parking
spaces, and 273 additional to be completed along with the Multi-use Sports Complex . 335
additiona l spaces are planned along with future construction.
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Reference:

Edt/cation Code Section 70902

Board Policies and Administrative Procedures are regularly reviewed by the Chancellor's Office.
The Chancellor makes recommendations to the Board of Trustees concerning revisions to existing
policies and procedures or the development of new policies and procedures to ensure that they are
current and comply with state and federal laws .
Any employee, student, or member of the public may initiate a review or development of any policy
or procedure by submitting a reguest or recommendation in writing to the Chancellor's Office.
Review and Approval Process
Upon receipt of the reguest or recommendation, the Chancellor's Office may refer to the
Community College League's Policy and Procedure Service for recommended or legally advised
language. The Chancellor's Office may also use the Policy and Procedure listserv to guery other
districts for related Board Policies or Administrative Procedures. In some instances, the
Chancellor's Office may reguest that legal counsel review the policy or procedure language. Other
employees with expertise in specific areas governed by a Board Policy or Administrative Procedure
may also be consulted during the review process.
After initial review by the Chancellor's Office, the policy and/ or procedure will be routed to the
supervisor, manager or Dean of the appropriate department, if applicable, for review (i.e. Student
Services, Human Resources, Business Office, etc.). Following the applicable review, the policy
and/ or procedure will be routed as follows:
1. Policy and/ or procedure to be reviewed and discussed by the Chancellor's Executive
Cabinet.
2. After review by the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet, the policy and/ or procedure will be sent
to the College Planning Council (CPC) at West Hills College Coalinga and the Planning and
Governance Council (pGC) at West Hills College Lemoore (through the College Presidents)
for review and approval, if applicable. Simultaneously, the policy and/ or procedure will be
sent to the Academic Senate Presidents and the Faculty Association President as a courtesy.
3. Review and approval by the Academic Senate Presidents will be reguested only if the policy
and/ or procedure deal(s) with academic and professional matters. Review and approval by
the Faculty Association President will only be reguested if the policy and/ or procedure has
or will have a significant effect on faculty.
4. After review by the CPC and the PGC, any comments, recommendations or actions taken
with regard to the policy and/ or procedure shall be sent to the Chancellor's Office by the
College Presidents.
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5. In the case of review and approval by the Academic Senate Presidents or Faculty Association
President, any comments, recommendations or actions taken with regard to the policy
and/ or procedure shall be sent to the Chancellor's Office by the individuals serving in those
capacities. As a courtesy, the comments, recommendations or actions taken should also be
sent to the College Presidents.
6. The Chancellor's Office will take the policy and/or procedure to the District Leadership
Council (DLC) for review and approval.
7. After DLC review, and upon final review by the Chancellor, policies will be placed on the
Board of Trustees agenda for a first reading, with consideration to follow at a subsequent
meeting. Procedures will be presented to the Board of Trustees for review and information
only, unless the procedure is to be included in Chapter 2 (Board of Trustees section) of the
district's policies and procedures. If the procedure is to be included in Chapter 2, it will be
placed on the Board of Trustees agenda for a first reading, with consideration to follow at a
subsequent meeting.
Submission of Policies and Procedures for Review
When submitted to the CPC, PGC, the Academic Senate Presidents, the Faculty Association
President, and the DLC, the policy and/ or procedure shall be accompanied by a routing form which
will include the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policy/Procedure Number
Policy/Procedure Name
Indication of new or revised policy/procedure
Initiator of proposed new or revised policy/procedure
Purpose for new or revised policy/procedure
Anticipated timeline for review and approval process

New policies and procedures will be submitted to the appropriate groups as a "clean" copy.
Revised policies and procedures will be submitted to the appropriate groups using the following
editing marks:
•
•

Deleted text to be shown in stfi.kethrougfi f'Mt
Added text to be shown in bold print

Nonsubstantive ("clean up" or "housekeeping") revisions to policies and procedures (i.e. names; title
changes; addition or deletion of references) that do not change the intent or meaning of the policy
or procedure may be recommended by the Chancellor to the Board of Trustees for review and/ or
consideration without being routed through the review and approval process. However, the revised
policies and procedures will be sent to the CPC, PGC, the Academic Senate Presidents, the Faculty
Association President and the DLC as a courtesy.
Policies and procedures dealing strictly with the Board of Trustees (Chapter 2 of the district's
policies and procedures) may be recommended by the Chancellor to the Board of Trustees for
Page 2 of3
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review and consideration without being routed through the review and approval process. However,
the proposed or revised policies and procedures will be sen t to the CPC, PGC, the Academic Senate
Presidents, the Faculty Association President and the DLC as a courtesy.
New or revised procedures that outline an existing process may be presented by the Chancellor to
the Board of Trustees for review without being routed through the review and approval process.
However, the revised policies and procedures will be sent to the CPC, PGC, the Academic Senate
Presidents, the Faculty Association President and the DLC as a courtesy.
Timeline
In most instances, policy and procedure review and approval will be based on a two-month cycle at
the college level. Once the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet agrees to move new or revised policies
and / or procedures forward to the CPC, PGC, the Academic Senate Presidents and the Faculty
Association President, the review and approval process timeline officially begins. The groups will
have 60 days in which to complete the review and approval process at the college level and submit
final comments, recommendations or actions taken with regard to the policy and / or procedure to
the Chancellor's Office.
At the completion of the 60 days (or sooner if the appropriate groups have completed their review
and approval process), the policy and / or procedure will be placed on the DLC agenda for final
review and approval if applicable. Following DLC final review, will be placed on the Board of
Trustees agenda for a first reading, with consideration to follow at a subsequent meeting. The
Board of Trustees will be provided with the Chancellor's final recommendation, along with the
completed routing form which will include the comments , recommendations and actions taken by
the appropriate groups. Procedures will be presented to the Board of Trustees for review and
information only, unles s the procedure is to be included in Chapter 2 (Board of Trustees section) of
the district's policies and procedures. If the procedure is to be included in Chapter 2, it will be
placed on the Board of Trustees agenda for a first reading, with consideration to follow at a
subsequent meeting.
The timeline may be shorted due to various circumstances including, but not limited to, changes in
law or urgent need. However, the Chancellor's Office shall notify all applicable groups of the
shortened timeline.
After review and / or approval by the Board of Trustees, policies and procedures will be posted to
the District's website. The College Presidents, Academic Senate Presidents, and Faculty Association
President will also be notified as to the status of the proposed or revised policies and procedures.

Board approval date: 3/ 7/ 06
Revised procedure approval date: 6/26/07
Revised procedure approval date: 10/26/10
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BUSINESS SERVICES MISSION STA TEMENT
The mission of Business Services is to execute Board policy for the fiscal stability of the District through
the administration of budgets and financial programs within the District. including providing the necessary
support to the colleges to facilitate their individual mission and vision statements.

MAJOR FUNCTIONS:
Prepare and account for a variety of accounting activities that provide the necessary documentation to the
State Chancellors Office and other governmental agencies and support for all District functions.

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
l3.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Process Prepare on a monthly basis the payroll for all employees.
Process purchase orders for colleges and other departments.
Process all the accounts payable warrants for all vendors and reimbursement checks for staff.
Provide the necessary information to the college presidents and their designated budget
managers in preparation of their annual budget process and present the final budget to the Board
of Trustees for approval.
Prepare monthly budget status reports to the Trustees for budget and financing corporation.
Prepare a variety of fiscal reports as requested by the colleges.
Monitor the GIC investments and COP obligations for fiscal stability.
Prepare bids for equipment, leases, and building and furniture purchases.
Process student financial aid disbursements.
Review and monitor all grants accounting for reporting to respective agencies for compliance.
Process all revenue from the state apportionment; local revenues; student fees; all grants;
enterprise funds and other revenues.
Oversee collection procedures for delinquent accounts.
Process mandated claims for reimbursement from State Controller's office.
Provide contract administration and oversight for capital projects and scheduled maintenance
projects with coordination from District architects.
Serve on the board as a board member of the VIP/JPA self insured insurance plans.
Facilitate and provide all the necessary documentation fro external auditors.
Process all claims for liability covered under the JPA insurance coverage.
Provide leadership to the Risk Management Committee for the District.
Provide avariety of training for all college and district staff on Datater's Colleague Financial
software system.
Process student classroom, visitor and on-campus accident claims covered under student
insurance.
Provide input and make recommendations to the Chancellors Executive Cabinet for fiscal policy
changes and/or creation.
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BUSINESS SERVICES CONTACTS
Ken Stoppenbrink
Vice Chancellor, Business Services
kenstoppen bri nk@whccd.edu
(559) 934-2160
Direct report to Chancellor

Annual Budget Development;
Supervision of all District Fiscal
Services, Human Resources, ,
Child Development Centers; District
Contract Officer; Collective
Bargaining; District Insurance and
Risk Management; Debt Financing ;
Foundation Treasurer; WHC
Financing Corporation; I PEDS
Reporting

Becky Cantu
Administrative Assistant
beckycantu@whccd.edu
( 559)934-2159
Direct report to Vice Chancellor

Provide administrative support,
research, reporting and special
project activities. Alternate for
VIP/JPA. Assist with the input of
fixed assets into Datatel, assists
with Mandated Costs
General Ledger Accounting,
External Audit , Fiscal Reporting ,
Farm , Residence Hall, CDC , State
and Federal Reporting ; Datatel
Finance Module Team Leader,
Cash Mgmt
Student Insurance, Budget
Development, Fixed Assets , Capital
Projects accounting, Risk
ManagemenUSafety, State
Mandated Costs, District
Insurance, Debt Financing
Accounts Payable, Accounts
Receivable, Purchasing , Payroll ,
Journal Entries
Purchasing , Student Payroll,
Accounts Payable Processes;
Assists with Financial Aid
Disbursements; Vendor Set-up and
Maintenance; Processes Travel
and Conference Requests; Assists
in New Employee Datatel Training ,
Financial Aid, ASB, Clubs

Tammy Weatherman
Director, Fiscal Services
tammvweatherman@whccd.edu
(559) 934-2117
Direct report to Vice Chancellor
Anne Jorgens
Budget Services Supervisor
annejorgens@whccd.edu
(559) 934-2116
Direct report to Vice Chancellor
Thelma Trevino
Interim Accounting Services Supervisor
thelmatrevino@whccd .edu
(559) 934-2111
Direct report to Director Fiscal Services

Diane Edwards
Accounting Services Technician III
dianeedwards@whccd.edu
(559) 934-2112
Direct report to Accounting Services Supervisor

Lead Accountant for Payroll,
Voluntary Deductions,
Garnishments, and Benefits.

Jeanne Henslick
Accounting Services Technician II
jeannehenslick@whccd.edu
(559) 934-2115
Direct report to Accounting Services Supervisor

Lead Accountant for Financial Aid
Disbursements, Financial Aid
accounting, Student Refund Check
Processing, Scholarships
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Vacant
Accounting SeNices Technician II
Direct report to Accounting SeNices SupeNisor
Vacant
Accounting SeNices Technician II
Direct report to Accounting SeNices SupeNisor

Deborah Gore
Accounting SeNices Technician II
deborahgore@whccd .edu
(559) 934-2143
Direct report to Director Fiscal SeN ices

Categorical program accounting;
Federal and State local grants,
assists in New Employee Datatel
Training

Olga Keough
Accounting SeNices Technician I
olgakeough@whccd.edu
(559) 934-2118
Direct report to Director of Fiscal SeNices

Assists with categorical program
accounting, State grants, and
purchasing (Office Depot)

Rachelle Richardson
Accounting SeN ices Technician I
rachellerichardson@whccd.edu
(559) 934-2121
Direct report to Accounting SeNices SupeNisor

Purchasing , Bank Reconciliations ,
Student Accounts/Delinquent
Accounts, County Treasury
deposits, credit card accounts

Jean Schawe
Accounting SeN ices Technician II
jeanschawe@whccd.edu
(559) 934-2120
Direct report to Accounting SeNices SupeNisor

District Office Cashier; Student
Accounts; Deposits of Fees,
Reimbursements and Misc., NSF
Checks Maintenance, Sponsored
Billing

VACANT
Controller
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FINANCE
1.

Functions and Responsibilities of Business Services office:
Business Services provides the following accounting services:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Process payroll
Process all revenue from the state apportionment; local revenues; student fees; all grants
and other revenues
Process purchase orders
Process refund checks, petty cash and revolving fund checks
Process vendor accounts payable warrants and reimbursement checks for staff
Oversee collection procedures for delinquent accounts
Process mandated claims for reimbursement
Provide district wide staff training on Datatel's Colleague Financial software system
Provide financial information to college presidents in preparation of their annual budget
process
Present final budget to the Board of Trustees for approval
Prepare monthly budget status reports to the Trustees
Prepare variety of fiscal reports as requested by colleges
Monitor GIC investments and COP obligations
Prepare bids for equipment, leases, and building and furniture purchases
Process student financial aid disbursements
Review and monitor grant accounting for compliance and reporting to respective
agencies
Provide contract administration and audit oversight for capital projects and scheduled
maintenance projects
Facilitate and provide documentation for external auditors
Process all claims for liability covered under the JPA insurance coverage
Process student classroom, visitor, on-campus accidentlincident insurance claims

All cost centers (college departments, organizations and offices) must deposit and maintain these
funds with the Business Services office. NOTE: Including all auxiliary operations and student
organizations.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

State apportionment
Federal grants, categorical and contract payments
Student fees
Other local revenues
Revenues from sales or fee collections by college entities
Revenues from college self-sustaining operations and services centers
Recoveries of expenditure
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2.

Establishing, Naming and Terminating District Accounts:
The district adheres to the California Community Colleges Budget and Accounting Manual that
follows generally accepted governmental accounting principles and promotes consistency and
validity of reported financial data. District cost centers track financial transactions by monitoring
their accounts through Datatel.

Sample Account Number: 12-210-642000-52120-110

FUND

12

ACTIVITY

210

COST.CENTER

OBJECT

LOCATION

1 FUND GROUP (General Fund)
1 2 FUND (General Fund - Restricted)

2 SOURCE (State)
2 10 ACTIVITY (DSPS)

642000 64 AREA (Other Student Services)
64 20 PROGRAM (DSPS)
64 20 00 COST. CENTER (DSPS)

52120

110

5 CLASS (Expense)
5 2 Sub-Class (Classified Salaries)
5 2
1 Category (Non-Instructional Salaries, Regular)
5 2
1 2 Sub-Category (Classified, Full-time, Regular)
5 2
1 2 oObject (Class, FT, Regular)

1 CAMPUS (Coalinga)
1 10 LOCATION (Coalinga Campus)

Account codes are made up of several components, which pennit district personnel to precisely identify
each financial transaction. These components are:

Fund:

An accounting entity with self-balancing set of accounts for recording assets, liabilities. a
fund to insure observance of limitations and restrictions placed on the use of these
resources.
(For example: Unrestricted. Restricted. Capital Outlay etc.)

Activity:

An accounting authorization to incur expenditures for specific purposes. especially
Categorical Funds. (For example: CalWorks. EOPS. DSPS. Cafeteria. etc.)

Cost Center:

The various operating functions within the district.
(For example:
Instruction.
Administration. Plant Operation. etc.) The various district programs within the District.
(For example: Instructional disciplines - Art. History; Athletics. Admissions & Records.
etc.)
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Expense Code: Identifies the type of revenue or expenditure (For example: instructional supplies,
equipment, etc.)

Location Code: Identifies the revenue or expense location. (For example: Coalinga, Lemoore, North
District Center, etc.)

3.

Establishing New Accounts:
New accounts are established to classify and track revenue and expenditures. Usually budgets
are established at the beginning of the fiscal year or when new functions are authorized by the
Chancellor's Office, or a new grant is approved. In these cases, the Director, Fiscal Services
advises the administrator for the cost center of the account number. Business Services evaluates
the proposed types of expenditures and sources of revenue, a program-budget code is assigned
to reflect the appropriate classification and the new budget is entered into the accounting system.
If a new account requires an allocation of funds or a transfer of funds to the account, the dean or
area administrator sends a memorandum to the Director, Fiscal Services indicating the amount
and source of funds. Approval of these fund transfers must then be approved by the Vice
Chancellor of Business Services, (Vice Chancellor).

4.

Terminating Accounts:
When a budget or account number is no longer required or utilized, it is the responsibility of the
area administrator or budget manager to notify the Business Services office that the account
number will be discontinued. Those budget, accounting and project numbers, which have been
previously assigned and terminated, may not be used again for a period of two years. Prior to the
removal of any account the Vice Chancellor must authorize said termination.

5.

Budget Statements/Reports:
The district budget statement or reports are a means of communicating financial information
between district cost centers. They provide information to permit the comparison of commitments
(disbursements and encumbrances) with budgeted allocations.
•

Such comparison aids area administrators and budget managers in monitOring and
controlling each budget or project's financial activities.

•

District personnel can run and check budget reports by hardcopy or onscreen to make
sure recorded commitments to the account are an accurate reflection of allocations,
encumbrances and expenditures. Accurate accounting of a budget or project's financial
status is critical when the budget or project is nearly out of money or when the end of the
fiscal year is at hand.

•

All cost centers and departments have access either via Datatel or on-line web access.
The account balances reflect all transactions that have been posted by the end of the
previous working day.
Monthly budget statements or reports provide the following information:•

Account numbers and titles of revenues received and expenditures budgeted for
and expended.
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6.

•

Current fiscal year allocated budget dollar amounts, includes the tentative budget
and any subsequent changes made, which will then become the adopted budget.

•

Actual payments made to date for expenditures and any encumbrances entered.

•

Percentage of the adjusted budget dollars expended or encumbered to date.

•

The balance remaining (adjusted budget minus any expenditures or encumbrances).

External Auditors:
The district cooperates with and assists external auditors whose responsibilities involve review
and confirmation of district transactions. An external auditor is defined as any non-district auditor,
e.g., county, state, federal, private firm. As part of the coordination process, the Business
Services office serves as a liaison between district offices, cost centers, departments and the
external auditors.
District records are public documents and are available for audit purposes subject to the normal
privacy safeguards and availability.
Auditors are to utilize records in the Business Services office as follows:
•

•

•
•

•

7.

Business Services office personnel assist the auditors in locating the records they need to
review. The auditors are instructed where to return the records. All re-filing is done by
district employees.
Records older than two years are normally transferred to the inactive file storage area.
Auditors should contact the Business Services office for information about the location of
inactive files.
If the auditor must examine accounting records in another office, he/she must make
arrangements through the appropriate area administrator or budget manager.
In most cases, the external auditor will hold an exit conference at the condusion of the audit.
Those audits, which result in a report delivered to another agency rather than to the district
also include an exit conference. The exit conference informs district representative of the
audit findings, clarifies possible ambiguities, and seeks agreement upon the facts at issue.
Preliminary comments from district personnel on findings concerning a specific transaction in
an audit may be required. The auditors must provide sufficient information to enable the
district to adequately review the questions and provide a meaningful response.

Audit Resolution Policy and Procedure:

In accordance with OMB Circular A-133 Subpart B, Section 200(a) states, in part, that nonFederal entities that expend $300,000 or more in a year in Federal awards shall have a single or
program-specific audit conducted for that year in accordance with the provision of this part and
WIA Directive, WIA 01-3, states in part, that sub recipients that award WIA funds to lower tier sub
recipients must have written audit resolution policies and procedures. WIA Directive WIAD 01-3
also states, in part, that all sub recipients must complete an audit control log. The log must
contain the date of the audit, the period covered by the audit, the date the audit was received, the
auditor, the questioned costs, the administrative findings, the date or dates of Initial and Final
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Determinations, and documentation of the decisions regarding disallowed costs and
administrative findings.
For sub recipients, audit resolution consists of a three-part process that includes the Initial
Determination, informal resolution period, and the Final Determination. Receipt of the Initial and
Final Determinations by the audited must be documented by the awarding agency.
The sub recipients must submit a copy of their annual audit no later than December 31 st following
the closing of the fiscal year. (For example: fiscal year ends June, 30, 2005, copy of audit report
is due December 31,2005). All audits need to be submitted to the Director of Grants at WHCCD.

Procedures:
1.

WHCCD must:
•
Review audit report of their sub recipients to ensure compliance with the
requirements of OMB Circular A-133
•
Establish an audit resolution file to document the disposition of the reported
questioned costs and corrective actions taken for all findings.
•
Complete an Audit Control Log (See Appendix 4)
•
Issue a letter of Initial Determination based on the audit review. The Initial
Determination letter is to include:
a)
A list of questioned costs
b)
Whether the costs are allowed or disallowed, including the reasons with
appropriate citations for such actions.
c)
Acceptance or rejection of any corrective action taken to date, induding
corrective action on administrative findings.
d)
Possible sanctions.
e)
The opportunity for informal resolution of no more than 60 days from the
date of Initial Determination.
•
During information resolution, the audited may provide documentation to support
the allow ability of costs and proposed corrective action of administrative
findings. Informal resolution discussions may be held by telephone, if necessary,
but in person preferably. When a meeting is held, provide a sign-in sheet. The
sign-in sheet must be retained as part of the audit file. The meeting must be
documented either with a voice recording or written notes. Negotiations of
repayments can be initiated at this time.
•
Issue a written Final Determination. The Final Determination includes:
a)
Reference to the Initial Determination
b)
Summation of the informal resolution meeting, if held.
c)
Decisions regarding the disallowed costs, listing each disallowed cost
and noting the reasons for each disallowance.
d)
Questioned costs that have been allowed by the awarding agency and
the basis for allowance.
e)
Demand for repayment of the disallowed costs.
f)
Description of the debt collection process and other sanctions that may
be imposed if payment is not received.
g)
Rights to a hearing.
h)
The status of each administrative finding.
•
The audited has 30 calendar days after the Final Determination is issued to
submit a written request for a hearing. At least 10 calendar days before the
hearing, written notice of the date and site of the hearing must be provided to the
audited. The audited may withdraw the request for a hearing in writing.
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Audit Resolution:
1.
2.

8.

If there are no audit findings, WHCCD will notify the sub recipient that no further action will be
taken.
If the sub recipient audit identifies an administrative finding, questioned costs, or cost
recommended for disallowance, WHCCD will:
•
Establish a sub recipient audit resolution file for documentation of each finding
•
Issue a written notice of Initial Determination.
•
Provide the sub recipient an opportunity for informal resolution and submission of
additional documents within 60 days from date of notice.
•
Issue a written notice of Final Determination.

Over Expenditures::
Cost center administrators and budget managers are responsible for ensuring total expenditures
remain within the budgeted amounts. Without specific approval from the Administration,
overdrafts are considered unacceptable. The cost center administrator and/or budget manager is
responsible to ensure that their area as a whole is not creating a deficit spending condition.

9.

Clearing Over Expenditures:
The cost center administrator and/or budget manager has two options for dearing over
expenditures:
• Cease all expenditures on the budget.
• The cost center administrator and/or budget manager may reallocate funds from an
appropriate account under his/her jurisdiction by initiating a budget transfer request in
Datatel.

10.

Budget Transfer (Budget Journal Entries):
The cost center administrator and/or budget manager may move funds from within a specific
budget to cover anticipated expenditures by completing a budget transfer. Under no
circumstances may resources be transferred from the wage and benefits line items to other areas
or visa versa. A request to move or transfer funds is initiated using the Budget Journal Entry field
in Datatel, NOTE: Some grant and categorical programs do not allow budget transfers between
certain expenditure categories, or may limit the percentage of expenditures that can be
transferred.

11.

Expenditure Transfer:
Upon discovery of an over expenditure or negative account, the cost center administrator or
budget manager can identify an appropriate alternative account to absorb the excess
expenditure(s), or elect to move the expenditure in it's entirety to the alternate account. The
Business Services office discourages manipulation of accounts by expenditure transfer.
Personnel are to ensure that expenditures are initially assigned to the correct account. In order to
keep the transfer of funds to a manageable number, the Business Office discourages transfers
more than once.
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12.

Revolving Cash Fund:
Revolving fund payments for goods delivered and services rendered will be made on a limited
basis only. The expenditure must be a legal charge against the district. The goods and services
must have been delivered or rendered. Advance payments of funds for goods and services are
usually not considered.
Advances of funds for travel and meeting expenses must be authorized by the President and/or
Chancellor prior to the advance of funds.
Revolving fund purchases will be processed by using a Purchase Requisition for supplies,
services and equipment or Travel Request for registration costs.

13.

Petty Cash Purchases/Reimbursement:
Cash purchases of $50 or less including tax, for supplies and services only (no equipment) are
permitted. Credit card or charge card purchases are not considered cash purchases.
Reimbursement for cash purchases is subject to audit approval by the Business Services office.
The requirements for reimbursement are as follows:
•
Purchase must be for $50 or less. Splitting a purchase amount or items for
reimbursement to stay within the $50 limit is not allowed.
•

Purchase must be supported by a Petty Cash Request form, approved by the area
administrator and must have a vendor's invoice marked paid attached.

•

The following are NOT acceptable receipts:
a)
Adding machine tapes
b)
Photocopy of receipt
c)
Credit card receipt
d)
Statement of account
e)
Packing or shipping slip
f)
Canceled check
g)
This is not an all inclusive list

•

Purchase must be made from a bona fide vendor.

•

The items purchased must be stated.

•

The purchase must be at a fair market price.

•

The items purchased must be authorized in the approved current year's budget.

•

Budgeted funds must be available to reimburse the cash purchase.

•

The request for reimbursement for petty cash purchases must be submitted during the
same fiscal year of purchase per Board Policy 6317

•

A completed Petty Cash Request form supported by an itemized invoice marked paid
should be submitted to the business services office. All requests for reimbursement will
be processed within 48 hours.
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RECOMMENDATIONS:
It is recommended that cash purchases should not be made when there is any doubt of obtaining
an acceptable vendor's invoice or receipt.
It is recommended that the vendor's invoice be treated like cash. Without it, purchase will not be
reimbursed.
It is recommended that since it is often difficult, if not impossible to obtain acceptable paid vendor
invoices or receipts on mail and telephone orders, use the regular purchase requisition procedure
for placing such orders.
June cash purchases are due in the Business Services office on or before July 6 and all other
cash purchases must be submitted within 30 days of expense.

14.

Replenishing the Petty Cash Fund:
The petty cash funds will be replenished as requested by the fund custodian and approved by the
Director of Fiscal Services.

15.

Reconciliation:
The fund custodian is responsible for ensuring that the fund is reconciled each month. If
possible, an employee other than the fund custodian should reconcile and sign the reconciliation
of the account.

16.

Missing Cash:
All district employees are bonded through the district insurance policy however there are
reporting requirements that must be followed in order to guarantee coverage for any incident of
missingflosUstolen district cash.
Lost. missing or stolen funds of $50.00 or more must be immediately reported to the VC,
Business Services, or designee, who will determine if a police report is required. A written report
is required for all lost, missing or stolen funds of $50.00 or more.

17.

Till Cash Funds:
1.

Till cash funds provide the colleges and off-campus centers with cash for making change in
across-tha-counter financial transactions.
a) Such funds are used exclusively for transactions involving official district business.
b) Till cash funds are not to be used to purchase goods or services.

2. Maintaining the till cash fund:
a) Any overage or shortage must be reported daily as part of the normal balancing for till
cash.
b) The amount of cash in the fund must always equal the original amount.
3.

Borrowing from the fund for any reason is prohibited.
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18.

4.

The fund may not be used to cash checks.

5.

The fund is subject to audit at any time by the Accounting Services Supervisor or the district's
external auditors.

6.

Fund cash is not to be combined with cash used for other purposes.

7.

The custodian is responsible for locking the till cash funds in an appropriate location when not
being used. Large till cash funds in a vault or safe. Smaller funds must be locked in a file
cabinet or desk drawer.

Outstanding Checks:
A review of all outstanding checks on all operating bank accounts will be done not less than every
three months. Operating bank accounts indude; Revolving Cash, Financial Aid, Associated
Student, Bookstore, Cash Clearing, Emergency Loan, School Farm and the WHC Cafeteria
accounts. Warrants or checks found to be outstanding longer than 6 months are considered out
dated and will not be honored by the bank, they will be purged and the funds re-entered in the
account.

19.

Cashier Services:
Each College and center site shall collect student tuition and fees, payments of obligations of
students, staff, and the public to the district, and shall receive for deposit all monies collected by
other district departments for sales and services.

Coalinga Campus Cashier:
Payments for student tuition and fees are made to student services personnel in the Student
Services Building (D-Wing). Hours: Monday through Thursday 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. and Friday
8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. during the school year. All payments made at the campus are deposited
intact at least weekly.

Lemoore Campus Cashier:
Payments for student tuition and fees are made to student services personnel in the
Administration Building. Hours: Monday through Thursday 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. and Friday
8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., during the school year. All payments made at the campus are deposited
intact at least weekly.

North District Center Cashier:
The North District Center Cashier's Office collects student tuition and fees, payments of
obligations of students. Hours: Monday through Thursday 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. and Friday 8:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m., during the school year. All payments made at the campus are deposited intact
at least weekly.

20.

Deposits:
All deposits are collected in accordance with our Armored Truck Company procedures.
Armored Truck Company Procedures;
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Machine Tape:

Prepare a machine tape of receipts.

Cash Deposit Report:
•
•
•
•

Complete a Bank Deposit form, enter totals for each category:

Currency
Cash
Checks
Credit Card transactions

Wrap Coins:
Wrap all coins in appropriate coin wrappers. Write West Hills College and date
on the wrapper.
Bundle Currency:
Rubber band dollar bills in groups of 25. Wrap 5-, 10- and 20- dollar bills in
100- dollar bundles of each denomination.
Hand Delivery: All Deposits must be prepared by the department who is counting the cash
and/or checks and said deposits must be entered into Datatel by those individuals prior to
handling over the cash deposits to the Armored Truck personnel.

21.

Revenue Sources and Sub·sources:
The Business Services office assigns source codes for district revenue sources using the
California Community Colleges Budget and Accounting Manual.
A complete listing of district assigned and used revenue sources and sub-sources, is available in
the West Hills College Chart of Accounts booklet.

22.

Refunds:
Refunds periods are established by the California Community Colleges Chancellor'S Office and
are outlined in the college catalog and schedules. Students must request refunds in writing or online, using a Request for Refund form. The Cashier verifies the balance and processes the credit
for refund if a written request has been received. The Business Services office then processes
the request for payment and all refund checks are mailed, unless otherwise specified.

23.

Accounts Receivable:
Each district unit administering accounts receivable is responsible for following district regulations
for documenting monies owed and monies actually received.
Receivables are defined as amounts due, which are expected to be collected from private
persons, businesses, agencies, funds, or other governmental units.
Whenever possible, the district unit is to collect cash at the time goods or services are provided to
non-district clients. The district specifically recommends that the following transactions be cash
only:
•
•

Sales for goods or services costing less than $5.00.
Sales to customers with accounts more than 30 days past due.
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24.

Billing/Collection System:
At the time of the sale, the district unit will issue a sequentially-numbered invoice to the client. All
delinquent accounts are turned over to the Districts collection agencies for follow up.

25.

Recording Receivables:
The district unit must maintain a written record (subsidiary ledger) of outstanding receivables.
This ledger is to be maintained and updated on an open-item basis, i.e., an entry must be
included for each outstanding amount due. The district departments and service centers may
process charge transactions through the district's MIS system.
The district unit record must include the following information for each receivable:
•
Name of debtor
•
The debtor's ID number (usually social security number)
•
Description of each outstanding charge and/or credit
•
Invoice number
•
Date of Invoice
• Amount of each charge or credit
• The district account number to be credited

26.

Student Receivables:
Business Services maintains access to student receivables information in conformance with the
provisions of the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-380) and the
Education Code. Employees acceSSing student receivables are to be familiar with these
provisions. To access any district administrative system (including the district's MIS system), the
employee must have been assigned the required user ID and associated system passwords.

27.

Past-Due and Delinquent Accounts:
The Business Services office and/or district unit is responsible for vigorous pursuit of all past-due
and delinquent receivables. Past-due accounts will be deducted from the individual's account,
employee paycheck (staff or student), and/or any student financial awards.
Accounts with unpaid balances greater than 30 days of invoice are considered delinquent.
•

The district will issue a minimum of two reminder notices between 30 and 90 days after the
bill becomes delinquent.

•

These notices request immediate payment of the outstanding balance and notify the debtor of
additional actions which may be taken if the debt is not paid.

•

Accounts with unpaid balances of more than 90 days past the due date are subject to
collection procedures:

Collection Procedures:

A. Reporting the account to an outside collection agency, and
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B. Referring the account to the California Community College's Chancellor's Office COTOP
program for action and collection.

28.

29.

Returned Checks:
1.

Any district unit/department that accepts checks payable to West Hills College is
responsible for minimizing the possibility of returned and/or unpaid checks.

2.

Check approval and acceptance:
a) Require that each Check writer provide positive identification. The following identification
documents are considered acceptable:
WHC/stafflfaculty/students - A valid identification document with visible
photograph and signature (e.g., Driver's license) and valid staff or student
identification card.
Non WHC personnel - A valid identification document with visible photograph
and signature (e.g., Driver's license) and one credit card or check guarantee
card.
b) Compare document signature to check signature and the photograph with the check
writer.
c) Enter the identifying number from each piece of identification on the back of the check.
d) The district employee who accepts the check enters his/her initials in the upper-right
corner on the check front.

3.

Endorsing Checks - Checks are to be endorsed as soon as received.
a) The endorsement should clearly indicate the department/service center name and specify
that the check is «For Deposit Only."
b) The endorsement must be legible so that Business Services office personnel can
determine origin of the check.

4.

ProceSSing Returned Checks:
a. Redeposit
1) Banks send all returned checks to the Business Services office for initial handling.
2) The Business Services office will record the check amount plus any returned check
feels as an account receivable, and collection of the returned check and fees will be
conducted as outlined in Accounts Receivable.

Commercial Bank Accounts:
The Vice Chancellor must grant approval before a district unit may establish a commercial bank
account for the deposit and disbursement of district monies.
The Board of Trustees approves when necessary an updated «Signature Authorization Permit"
form, which recognizes district personnel who have the authority to sign checks on behalf of the
district.

30.

Maintaining the Bank Accounts:
Fund Custodian:

The Director, Fiscal Services designates an employee to be responsible
for maintaining and periodically reconciling the account.

Bank Statements:

Each month the designated employee is responsible for reconciling the
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bank statement, verifies that the maximum
balance has not been exceeded and that deposits have been
properly made.
Writing Checks:

31.

Only those individuals designated by the Board of Trustees as
"authorized signatures" on the bank account may sign checks.

District Mail:
Each District unit is responsible for the preparation of their out-going mail for delivery to the U.S.
Post Office by assigned department.

Out-Going Mail:
•
•

All district out-going mail is collected daily at 4:00 p.m. for delivery to the Post Office by the
assigned departments.
All district units should bundle their out-going mail to accommodate mail cost charge backs.

Bulk Mail:
•

All district designed or planned bulk mailing items must take into consideration the district's
mailing machines franking capabilities. The Business Services office should be consulted
with for location and placement of bulk mailing stamp area.
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FINANCIAL AID PROCEDURES
The Financial Aid Office awards the students and enters the awards on the Financial Aid Award Screen.
The Business Services office will apply their award to their student account and write a check for the
balance remaining.
The Pel! awards are paid in three payments. First Payment is made on the first day of the semester or
the time they are award if later than the start of the semester. Second Payment is due the middle of
October. The Third Payment is due the 1at day of December. The third and last payment is calculated
after the last day to withdraw with a W' grade has passed.
The SEOG Grant, Cal Grant, EOPS Grant and CARE Grant are applied and paid, as awarded to student
in full.
Financial Aid checks are written and disbursed to the student, who signs a release for the check after
providing valid student identification or valid driver's license.
The Financial Aid bank account is reconciled monthly, by an employee other than the person responsible
for writing the checks. Outstanding checks will be reviewed every three months. Warrants or checks
found to be outstanding longer than six (6) months will be purged and the funds re-entered into the
account.
Any over awards will be charged to the students account and the amount of the over award will be
returned to the proper fund account.
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PURCHASING
All purchasing shall be conducted in a manner to provide to the maximum extent practical- open and
free competition.
In accordance with Board Policy 2710 - Conflict of Interest, no employee, officer, or agent of the District
shall participate in the selection, award, or administration of a contract if a real or apparent conflict of
interest would be involved. Such a conflict would arise when the employee, officer, or agent, any member
of his/her immediate family, his/her partner, or an organization which employs or is about to employ any
of the parties indicated therein, has a financial or other interest in the firm selected for an award. The
officers, employees, and agents of the District shall neither solicit nor accept gratuities, favors, or anything
of monetary value from contractors, or parties to sub agreements. The standards of conduct shall provide
for disciplinary actions. (Code of Federal Regulations)[Title 29, Volume 1, Parts 0 to 991 [Cite: 29CFR]
Board members, employees, and consultants shall not be financially interested in any contract made by
the Board or in any contract they make or participate in making their capacity as members of the Board or
as consultants. [Government Code Section 1090 et seq.]

1.

Bid Procedures:

It is the policy of the District and the Board that the interests of the taxpayers of the district are the primary
consideration in procurement transactions. All purchasing transactions and bidding procedures shall
provide open and free competition to each responsible vendor who shall furnish supplies, equipment, or
lease or rental or equipment to the district. Contractors who develop or draft specifications, requirements,
statements of work, and invitations for bids and/or requests for quotations or proposals for the district
shall be excluded from competing for such procurements. The Vice Chancellor, Business Services will
recommend all bid awards, after price and cost analysis, bid responsiveness and product quality and
availability are reviewed. Awards shall be made to the bidder or offer or whose bid or offer is the most .
responsive and advantageous to the District. Any and all bids or offers may be rejected when it is in the
District's best interest to do so.

2.

Purchases less than $5,000:

Supplies, lease/rental, equipment and services with a total cost of $500 but less than $5,000 may be
purchased without solicitation of written bids. Prices may be established through verbal contacts or other
informal means of obtaining quotations. It is recommended the requestor obtain a minimum of two price
quotes.

3.

Purchases of $5,000 to $20,000:

Supplies, lease/rental, equipment and services with a total cost of $5,000 but less than $20,000; require
two (2) written quotations. The prices may be established with catalog prices, quotations from the
Internet or responses to an informal request for quotation. A minimum of two written quotations must be
submitted to the Business Office before a purchase order can be approved for processing.

4.

Purchases of $20,000 to $76,700**:

Supplies, lease/rental, equipment and services with a total cost more than $20,000 but less than $76,700,
must be purchased from the lowest and most responsive bidder after soliciting written quotations from
qualified suppliers. The request for quotation (RFQ) must include a clear and accurate description of the
technical requirements for the material, product or service to be procured; the description cannot contain
features, which unduly restrict competition. No brand names are to be used unless it states "brand name
or equal".

5.

Purchases of $76,700 or more**:

Supplies, lease/rental. equipment and services of $76,700 or more must be purchased from the lowest
most responsive bidder meeting specifications after advertising for bids, under a sealed bid procurement
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process. All bids received for purchases in excess of $76,700 shall include a bid security in an amount
not less than 5% of the bid. Bid security shall be in the form of certified check, performance bond or
payment bond. in an amount equal to 100% of the contract price quoted.

-This amount is subject to Annual Adjustments per Public Contract Code (PCG) Section 20651 (a)(d), as
noticed by the California Community College System Office.

Fonnal bids must be processed by Business Services.
The formal bid process at West Hills College District is as follows:
1. Prepare a board agenda item two weeks before the board meeting date that requests Board
approval to seek bids for the item(s) to be bid.
2. After Board approval to go to bid, legal newspaper advertisements are placed by the
Business Office in the Fresno. Coalinga and Lemoore newspapers.
3. The first legal ad would go in the first Wednesday after the Board "approval to bid" meeting.
4. The second legal ad is placed in the same newspapers one week from the date of the first ad
(second Wednesday).
5. The bids will open two weeks from the date of the last legal ad no later than 4 PM p.m. in the
Business Office or conference room.
6. The Business Office will proof all bids for various bid features such as length of time bids
cannot be withdrawn. warranties and "or equar features. bond certification. etc.
7. Bid results will be presented to the Board for acceptance and award at the next regular
scheduled meeting.

6.

Construction Projects

Construction project bidding shall conform to the Public Contract Code Section 22000-22045 as adopted
by the Board of Trustees. Board Policy 603. 3/30/98. This matrix is updated annually based upon
notification from the State Chancellor's Office. Please see Bid Matrix under Appendices.

7.

Encumbrance Procedures

Purchase order requests. properly authorized, are to be entered into the MIS system, currently Datatel,
resulting in the encumbrance of the budget. Upon finalization of the purchase order request, which will
result from the receipt of items listed on the specific purchase order, the Business Services office will pay
the corresponding invoice and indicate to the system that the purchase order is final and thereby closed.
The encumbrance is automatically removed regardless of the variance between the encumbrance and
the actual payment.
Purchase orders which are either blanket in nature or remain open due to the non-receipt of merchandise
or services will remain open and subject to encumbrance. It is the responsibility of the area
administrators or budget managers to monitor open purchase orders to assure that they fairly represent
the purchasing plan of the specific budget. In the event that open purchase orders are for services and
merchandise no longer required or not obtainable, it is the responsibility of the area administrator or
budget manager to request liquidation of the purchase order. Upon receipt of a liquidation request, the
Business Services office will finalize the purchase order and the encumbrance will be released by the
system.
th

All purchase orders including blanket purchase orders expire on June 30 each year and are not carried
forward to the new fiscal year. It is the budget manager's responsibility to request a new purchase order
for the new fiscal year.
No purchase order will be issued if the account budget to be charged has insufficient funds to cover the
purchase. Purchase requisitions received in the Business Services office for budget accounts with
insufficient funds will not be processed or encumbered unless accompanied by a Request for Budget
Transfer.
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8.

Office Supplies:

General office supply items are to be ordered using on-line access with Office Depot (or whichever
vendor the District is currently using through the bid process) or by completing the WHC Office Supply
Order form, supplies are shipped direct to the ordering party. Orders placed with Office Depot are
charged back quarterly to each cost center who ordered supplies. Business Services will assist district
units with costing office supply items not listed on the order form but available from the vendor. This
procedure is only to be used for general office supplies, any instructional or classroom supplies are to be
ordered through the purchase requisition process.

9.

Forms:

District staff may obtain certain Business Services Office forms electronically via the public folders. The
electronic forms are located in the public folders under "Electronic Forms" - "Fiscal Services". If you are
unable to access these forms, please contact the Business Office staff.

1O.

Summary of Purchasing Guidelines:
1. A purchase requisition must be entered into Datatel and approved before any purchase can
be made. A purchase order is initiated from the approved purchase requisition.
2. If a purchase order is to be changed in any way from the original, please notify Business
Services.
3. Please sign and verify receipt of the merchandise on the invoice.
4. Deliver all invoices to Business Services when received; quite often the Business Services
staff will call a vendor to request an invoice, only to find that the invoice has been in a
department since the merchandise was received. Payments to Vendors cannot be
processed until the invoice is received in Business Services.
4. Advise Business Services if there are any changes from the original order; i.e. any canceled
items that will not be shipped; any back-ordered items that will be shipped at a later date, etc.
5. All original invoices must be sent to Business Services. Make copies as needed for your
files. The auditors require the college pay from original invoices only.
It takes approximately fifteen days to process checks once an invoice has been received in
Business Services. After the checks are printed, they are sent to the Fresno County Treasurer's
Office for signature and returned to Business Services, then sent to the vendor.

Purchasing - Things to Do
DO:
1. Plan your requirements well in advance of your actual need. A price or cost analysis shall be
made and documentation forwarded to the business office for backup. This analysis may be
accomplished in various ways, including the comparison of price quotes, market prices, and
similar indicia, together with discounts. This is to determine reasonableness, allocability, and
allowability
2. Describe your needs very specifically on the Requisition Maintenance Screen (REQM), under
line item description. Any additional information should be entered in the comments section.
3. Contact the vendor or Business Services if delivery is unnecessarily delayed.]
4. Check incoming shipments against your purchase order immediately and advise Business
Services, in writing, of any discrepancies such as damage. By law, failure to report damage
promptly results in release of liability by the shipper. In Datatel, under Purchasing, Goods
and Services Receiving, select Purchase Order Receiving. Complete the fields listed. Note
any over or under-shipment by detailing on the line item and completing the fields listed on
POOM - PO Item Order Maintenance.
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5.

6.
7.
8.

Practice good storekeeping by regularly rotating stock to avoid deterioration and/or
obsolescence. On-the-floor storage should be on wood slats or pallets. Heat sensitive
supplies should be stored in a cool, dry place. Flammable materials should be stored in a
safe, isolated area away from heat Do not stack paper too high and periodically turn cases
of paper over.
When ordering, try to consolidate your requirements to assure minimum orders to vendors.
Remember the bid minimums when preparing your purchase requisitions and ensure that
required documentation is sent to Business Services:
Forward any documents received to Business Services if you cannot identify them with a
purchase order.

Things Not to Do:
DON'T:
1. Make any purchases or commitment to a vendor without proper authorization, i.e., a properly
executed purchase order. Exception: Petty cash, out-of-pocket purchase of $50 or less
against a budget with a balance to cover the purchase with verbal approval of the area

Dean or college President
2. Split orders to avoid minimum bidding requirements; i.e. to get under the bid limit.
3. Authorize vendor to increase quantities on a specific quantity order; i.e. to get under the bid
limit.
4. Authorize the vendor to substitute on purchase orders. Only Business Services is authorized
to approve substitutions.
5. Make exchanges without clearing it through Business Services.
6. Exceed monetary limits on blanket/open and regular purchase orders.
7. Return items for credit without deari ng it through Business Services.
8. Delay the payment process by being delinquent in returning the invoices to Business
Services.

11.

Deadlines:

Do not wait until just before annual deadlines to end all purchasing for the year to submit your purchase
requisition for supplies and equipment. The annual last minute surge to order supplies and equipment
creates a backlog of orders that takes months to process and results in delay in bidding and placing of
orders. Early anticipation of needs assures prompt processing and delivery of your requirements.
Deadlines for submitting purchase requisitions are set annually by the Vice Chancellor. Generally, the
deadlines are as follows:
Annual Deadlines:
1. Purchase requisitions for equipment, supplies and services are due in the Business Services
office on or before April 15.
2. Purchase requisitions for supplies and services required during the Summer Term will be
accepted in the Business Services office on or after May 1. Indicate on the purchase requisition
the fiscal year to be charged.
Purchase requisitions for supplies and services required at the opening of the Fall Term are due in the
Business Services office prior to summer vacation leave. Delivery date may be specified to occur after a
specific date; i.e. "Deliver after August 15, .... ".

12.

Purchase Requisition Preparation:

Purchase Requisitions are processed through the Datatel system and are used for requesting purchase
of supplies, services, and equipment.
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13.

Purchasing Instructions for Vendors:

The following purchasing instructions are printed on every Purchase Order the college issues (front
and/or back), which are mailed, faxed or delivered to the vendors:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

14.

The college is not liable for any purchases from a vendor unless the vendor has a signed
purchase order form from the college.
No college employee or associate of the college is authorized to purchase for the college without
an original signed purchase order form.
Vendors that sell to employees or associates of the college without receiving an original signed
purchase order form are selling direct to the employee or associate and not to the college.
The college pays invoices net/30 days that properly reference the college purchase order
number{s). The college does not pay late payment or finance charges.
The college requires that the purchase order number appear on all vendor invoices, packing slips
and cases.
The college requires a vendor invoice to be in duplicate and sent to West Hills College, District
Office, Attention: Accounts Payable, 9800 Cody St, Coalinga, CA 93210

Cash Advance for Student Field Trips:
BEFORE TRIP:
1.

2.

Create a requisition in Datatel and include trip date, number of students, amount of
money needed, and date the advance payment is needed. For categorical programs a separate requisition is required for each program; requisitions with multiple program
participants will no longer be accepted.
A copy of the approved Field Trip Request Form must be submitted to the Business
Office. The Field Trip request must include:
• A trip itinerary.
•
Estimated trip costs for lodging, transportation, meals, plus any expenses for
extra activities.
•
Number of participants.

For categorical programs:
1. Verification is required that program funds can be used for activity, funds are available,
and students are eligible program participants before the requisition will be approved.
2.

Complete the Advance Check Receipt form and obtain approval of Supervisor/Budget
Head, submit signed form to the Business Office. You will be required to sign the form
when receiving the advance check/cash.

3.

It is recommended you allow three (3) weeks for the Business Office to process a check
once the requisition has been approved.

NOTE:
•
•
•

All snacks purchased for a field trip should be purchased with a separate PO. Do Not use out of
pocket cash.
Please remember sack lunches can be purchased through the Cafeteria with a PO.
If you are purchasing meals for the students, do not give students the maximum amount
allowable, you are to deduct the cost of that meal from the per diem amount of cash given to each
student.
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•

MAXIMUM daily per diem is $25.00 per day for general students and $19.00 per day for intercollegiate athletes.

General Students
•
•
•

$6.00 for Breakfast
$8.00 for Lunch
$11.00 for Dinner

Generally, per diems will be paid as follows, less any meals provided:
Breakfast:
Lunch:
Dinner:

If travel begins prior to 7:00pm.

If travel covers entire period between 11 :OOam and 2:00pm.
If travel is concluded after 6:00pm.

Examples:
Trip begins at 6:00am
Trip begins at 8:00am
Trip begins at 8:00am
Trip begins at 8:00am
Trip begins at 8:00am

and
and
and
and
and

ends at 11 :OOam - Breakfast
ends at 11 :OOam - no meal reimbursement.
end at 2:00pm - Lunch
ends at 6:00pm - Lunch
ends at 9:00pm - Lunch and Dinner

Inter-Collegiate Athletes
•
•
•
•

$3.50 for Breakfast
$4.50 for Lunch
$7.00 for Dinner
$4.00 for Post Game

The following one-way mileage scale has been developed to determine the number of meals
allowed during travel:

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

=
=
=
=

1-99 miles
100-149 miles
150-199 miles
200-249 miles
250-299 miles =
300-349 miles

=

1 meal
2 meals
3 meals
4 meals
5 meals
6 meals (maximum)

Please choose eating establishments that do not charge 15% or higher gratuities/tips when
serving large groups (McDonald's, Taco Bell, etc ... ) as gratuities/tips are not an allowable
expense.

AFTER TRIP:
On the first (1st) business day following the trip; submit to District Cashier or Accounting Services
Supervisor (for categorical programs) the following items:
1. Any remaining cash, be sure to obtain a receipt from the cashier.
2. Original trip receipts (must have vendor name, address, etc. stamped or preprinted on
receipt to be accepted).
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Original form or checklist with original student signatures acknowledging receipt of cash
funds and the amount received.
Attach a calculator tape printout to verify all receipts and deposit equal the dollar amount
of the original amount advanced to you.
IF the dollar amount of receipts exceeds the amount of the advance. prepare and submit
an Expense Claim form for the overage to be reimbursed to you.
IF the dollar amount of receipts is less than the amount of the advance. you must pay the
difference immediately.

Cash advances for staff chaperoning Student Field Trips.
Staff must submit an approved Travel Request Form prior to the trip date to the Business Office. An
approved Conference and Travel Reimbursement Claim form is to be submitted to the Business Office
after the trip has been completed for reimbursement of trip costs. Staff may claim the per diem amount
per day instead of submitting receipts. Please refer to following section regarding Conference and Travel
Expense claim procedures.

15.

Conference and Travel Expense Claims:

All travel must have prior approval of the appropriate supervisor/administrator. Use the Travel Request
form to obtain approval, this form is used to identify employee/s traveling. purpose of travel. travel
destination. conference/meeting name and any pre-registration costs which must be paid by the Business
Services office. In order to insure proper payment, all travel outside of the district requires that a Travel
Request form be submitted to Business Services 2 weeks prior to the event.
The Conference and Travei Expense Claim form is used to report and claim reimbursement for actual and
necessary expenses incurred in connection with attending a conference. convention, meeting or field trip.
This form is used to claim reimbursement for out-of-pocket expenses only. Amounts to be claimed for
each expense will be reimbursed at a rate or amount as identified in Board Policy 6317.
Expense claims, induding those for mileage. are to be submitted for reimbursement within thirty (30) days
of accruing the expense. Claims not submitted in a timely manner will be denied.

Guidelines for Preparing Conference and Travel Expenses form:
Top of form:
1. Insert name of person to be reimbursed
2. Insert month in which travel occurred.
3. Insert budget account number to be charged.
4. Insert date/s of travel, destination and purpose of travel, number of miles per trip.
This form is used for reimbursement of routine automobile mileage claims:
•
•

Mileage will be approved only for the most direct route.
Mileage is not allowed for travel to or from home.

5. Insert total miles traveled and multiply by district's current mileage allowance.
Bottom of form:
1. Insert date of meeting or conference.
Insert location and purpose of meeting or conference.
3. Insert amount daimed for food (identify meals breakfast, lunch etc.)
4. Insert amount daimed for lodging.
5. Insert air transportation costs.
6. Insert registration costs (only if not already prepaid).

2.
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7. Insert any other misc. expenses Le. taxi fare, parking costs, etc.
8. Insert total of all amounts in this line.
Provide a total expenses claimed amount.
Provide a total mileage claimed amount.
Attach original receipts for lodging, registration, air travel, parking fees, etc. to form.
Claimant must sign the form, and have the area administrator approve the claim, submit to Business
Services for approval and payment processing.

16.

Automobile Mileage Reimbursement:

Use the Travel Expense Claim form to report and claim reimbursement for actual and necessary
expenses incurred in connection with routine travel. Routine travel is defined as travel performed by an
employee of the district in the normal course of the employee's duties by using the employee's personal
automobile or local public transportation. Travel is not considered routine travel when any of the following
is involved: meals, lodging, airline transportation, bus transportation, rail transportation or registration fee.
Mileage will be reimbursed at the IRS rate as declared annually by the IRS.

Use of employee's vehicle:

A. Mileage will be approved only for the most direct route.
S. Mileage is not allowed for travel to or from home. This is based on the rationale that an employee is
expected to provide personal transportation to get oneself to and from work.
C. Mileage for out-of-city driving will be approved only if the official business cannot be transacted
through correspondence or by telephone. The mileage claimed cannot exceed the equivalent cost of
such trip by the most efficient, direct and economical mode of transportation required by the occasion.
D. Employees will be reimbursed at the rate as identified in Board Policy 6317.
E. The Travel Expense Claim form must be signed and approved by the employee's area administrator.
F. The Travel Expense Claim form is due in the Business Services within thirty (30) days of accruing the
expense. Claims not submitted in a timely manner will be denied.

17.

Disposal of District Property:

The Education Code Sections 81450-81454 provide for the sale of district personal property that is not
required for college or district purposes with authorization of the sale by the Board. A list of obsolete or
worn out property, proposed for sale, will be submitted regularly by Business Services for consideration of
the Board.
Area administrators are responsible for providing Business Services with the following information in order
to have any district property declared surplus by the Board:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

f)

Equipment Type/Manufacturer or Description of Item
WHCCD Inventory Number
Model Number
Serial Number
Condition of item
Location of item/s to be surplused

Items of $500 or less:
Property with a value of less than $500 may be sold through private sale without advertising.
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Items of $500 or more:
Property with a value of $500 or more will be sold to the highest bidder after legal advertisement. Public
Notice advertisements will be prepared by Business Services. Bids will be opened in the Business
Services office two weeks after the second advertisement has been published at 2:00 p.m.

18.

Fixed Assets

For instructions in this area, please contact the Business Services Office staff.
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PAYROLL
1.

Employee or Contractor:

Area administrators and Business Services will use the following guidelines when evaluating whether an
individual is an employee or contractor. If the individual is detennined to be an independent contractor,
those services are handled under the purchasing guidelines outlined in this manual.
The detennination as to whether an individual is an employee or independent contractor is based upon
the right to control the method of work:
•

•

If the means and methods of a person's job are under his or her discretion and control, he or
she is an independent contractor.
If the means and methods of a person's job are under the discretion and control of the person
for whom he or she is perfonning the work, the person is an employee.

Tests for Employee:
The following indicators suggest that the personal service is provided by an employee:
•
•
•

The employing department sets or approves hours of work.
The employing department furnishes the place to work and usually provides the tools.
The employing area administrator has the right to discharge the person.

Tests for Contractor:
The following indicators suggest that an independent contractor provides the personal service:
•
•

2.

The person is free to accept employment from other person at the same time.
The person employs his or her own assistants who cannot be discharged by the district.

W-4 - Withholding Federal Income Tax:

An employee must complete, sign, and submit to the Business Services office a W-4 fonn (Employee's
Withholding Allowance Certificate) before Business Services makes any salary or wage payments.
The employee declares the IRS filing status and the number of withholding allowances or the percent of
income to withhold on the W-4 fonn.
Payroll uses this infonnation to compute the amount to withhold from the employee's taxable gross
salary.

3.

Social Security Card:

Any potential or new employee must provide the Human Resources Office a copy of the individual's
original social security card before the payroll technician makes any salary or wage payments.
The social security number must be correct to credit the employer's and the employee's contribution and
service quarters to the employee's social security account.
The social security number is the payroll/employee number.

Payroll Address:
Payroll uses the address on the employee's initial W-4 for paychecks, earnings statements, and any other
payroll mail.
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Employees may change their payroll address at the Business Services office by:
•
•

4.

Completing a new W-4 form.
Completing a change of address form.

Time Cards:

Part-time Academic, Adult and Student Employees:
All district part-time academic, adult and student staff are required to complete an Employees Time
Report (time card) each month. The time card is to be signed by the employee's direct supervisor and
submitted to Business Services office no later than the 10lh day of each month.
th

Time cards not received on the 10 of the month will not be processed until the next regular payroll
period. It is the responsibility of the area administrators to ensure that all employee time cards are
th
submitted to the Business Services office on or before the 10 of each month.

Regular Classified Employees:
All district classified employees are required to complete an Employees Time Report (time card) each
month. The time card is to be signed by the employee's direct supervisor and submitted to the Human
Resources Department by the end of the month.

5.

Overtime Payment:

Payment of any overtime hours worked will be included on the employee/s regular paycheck. Any
overtime worked is to be authorized by the employee's area administrator prior to working the overtime
and a copy of the authorization to work overtime is to be on file in the Business Services office before
payment can be made.
Part-time, temporary and student employees are not eligible for comp time. Any overtime earned should
be reported on the employee's timecard for payment on the last day of the month. Permanent part-time
employees must have an Overtime Authorization form on file in the Business Office prior to working any
hours over their regularly scheduled hours.

6.

Payroll Advance:

General payroll advances are not permitted or authorized.

7.

Payroll Errors:

In the event that the district is responsible for a time card error resulting in payroll non-payment for that
month, the employee may request a Revolving Fund check for 75% of the employees gross salary
amount due for that month. The employee must complete the Temporary Payroll Adjustment form and
have the Director, Fiscal Services approval. The remaining payroll amount due will be processed as part
of the next regular payroll cycle.

Payroll Deductions for Regular and Final Paychecks:
a. Income Taxes are deducted from all payments according to the employee's W-4 withholding
statement and may include:
•
•
•

Federal
State
Social Security
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•

Medicare

b. Retirement contributions are deducted from all payments:
•
•
•
c.

Certificated - STRS
Classified - PERS
All Other Non-bargaining unit employees - APPLE

Employee requested deductions are deducted from all payments and may include:
•
•
•
•
•

TSA's
403{b) Plans
Additional Life Insurance Policy Premiums
Additional Federal or State Income Tax withholdings
Any non-profit organization identified in writing.

d. Outstanding obligations to the district may be deducted from all payments and may include:
•
•
•
•
•

All Student Fees (examples: Tuition, enrollment, dormitory, meal plan, bookstore, library fees,
this is not an exclusive list).
Child Care Service Fees
Bookstore Charges
Overpayments
Cafeteria Charges

Pay Dates:
The district issues paychecks and earnings statements on the last normal working day of each month.

Paycheck Distribution:
All District employees must complete a Payroll Distribution Options form to have their payroll checks
direct deposited or mailed.
Student paychecks are not available for pick-up on campus. All student paychecks are mailed to the
address listed on the Payroll Distribution Options form.
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SAFETY & SECURITY
1.

Risk Management Responsibility and Authority:

The Vice Chancellor is responsible for the district risk management program which helps to ensure the
district's overall ability to meet its objectives in the face of continual risk from fire, theft, accident and
liability claims.
Risk management includes a number of alternative actions which may be taken both before and after
injury, damage or other loss. These risk management actions may prevent loss occurrence or minimize a
loss's interference with district teaching and service responsibilities.
State law defines risk management as the total effort and continuous step-by-step process of risk
identification, measurement, minimization, assumption, transfer and loss adjust which is aimed at
protecting assets and revenues.
The district is a member of the Valley Insurance Program, Joint Powers Authority for the purpose of
providing the services and other items necessary and appropriate for the establishment, operation and
maintenance of a joint insurance and self insurance program for property casualty and worker's
compensation risks for members thereof, and to provide a forum for discussion, study, development and
implementation of recommendations of mutual interest regarding risk management.
The Business Services office purchases all insurance for the district and all requests to purchase
insurance are to be directed to this office. Premiums for one time insurance requests, special events
coverage and/or special equipment coverage will be charged to the department which requires the
insurance.
The Business Services office interacts on behalf of the district with outside parties concerning claims
investigation, claims management and incident reporting.

Motor Vehicle Accidents:
Losses due to motor vehicle accidents involving district vehicles are covered by district insurance. Any
accident involving an injury or property damage of $500 or more must be reported to the local police or
highway patrol. An Accident Report must be completed and submitted to Business Services immediately
for any accident involving district vehicles.
Accidents involving privately owned vehicles on district business - most personal policies cover these
situations. The driver should check his/her policy to make sure they are covered while using the vehicle
for district business.
State law states the driver of any motor vehicle "who is in any manner involved in an accident" in this
state must report the accident to the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) within 10 days if anyone was
injured or killed, or if there was more that $500.00 damage to anyone person's property.

Equipment Damage or Loss:
Unexplained loss - loss of inventoried equipment is reported immediately to the local police. The area
administrator then notifies the Business Services office by memorandum. Included in the memorandum is
a complete and precise description of the equipment or property damaged or lost, the district inventory
number, equipment, model and/or serial number, when the equipment was last seen, was equipment in a
secured location etc. This written report is then submitted to the district's claims handling administrator.
All district equipment is insured. However claims are subject to a deductible of $1,000, except in regard
to certain types of vehicular losses or damage.

Classroom/On-Campus Injury-Incidents:
Any district employee who witnesses, or is informed of, anyon-campus or classroom accident (excluding
athletics) is to immediately complete a WHC Classroom/On-Campus Injury-Incident Report regardless of
whether the visitor, student or guest requires medical attention or not. This form is to be submitted to the
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Business Services office for processing with the district's studentlvisitor insurance company and or
property liability insurance carrier. Any corrective measures needed to be taken to district property to
ensure this type of accident or incident does not reoccur will be reported to the appropriate department for
action.

Responsibility for Personal Property
The West Hills Community College District will not assume either the responsibility or the liability for
personal property belonging to employees or students either on or off campus. The West Hills
Community College District will not provide reimbursement for the loss, destruction or damage by arson,
burglary, or vandalism of personal property. Personal property will not be stored on district property.
It shall be the policy of the Board that staff and students are not to use their own personal property for
instructional or operational purposes in any program of the West Hills Community College District without
proper authorization from the Chancellor.

Board Policy 804 - Responsibility for Personal Property

RECORDS

1.

Records Management:

The district currently has a formal Records Retention and Destruction in accordance with Board Policy
3310. Records means all records, maps, books, papers, data processing output and documents of the
district including, but not limited to, records created originally by computer, required by Title 5 to be
retained.
The following materials are not required to be retained and may be disposed of at will by the various
district departments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Catalogs, trade journals, and other printed or published materials which require no action.
Copies of correspondence, completed forms, bulletins, etc. prepared for reference.
Letters of transmittal which do not add any information to the transmitted material.
Notices or memoranda which do not relate to district functional responsibility such as notices of
community affairs or employee meetings.
Drafts of letters, memoranda, reports, work sheets and notes which do not represent basic steps in
the preparation of record documents.
Reproduction material, such as stencils, masters. and offset plates.
Routing slips. telephone messages. "While You Were Away" slips. or similar message forms.
Shorthand notes. stenotype tapes. and mechanical recordings which have been transcribed.
Stocks of agency publications, forms, and printed documents which are superseded. outdated, or
worthless.

The Vice Chancellor's Office will coordinate and certify records destruction annually for departments at
the District Office. Each college and/or center is required to arrange for the destruction and certification of
the records destruction. Each department is to specify record retention periods for public records and
authorize destruction or release of the out-dated files location. Each box or file that is to be stored in the
in-active storage area should be clearly marked with the minimum period of time the records must be
kept.
The Vice Chancellor shall authorize the classification and destruction of records. An annual report shall
be made to the Board of Trustees regarding the classification and destruction of records.
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Potential Archival Records:
Records having potential archival values are those which document past decision, decision making, and
legal precedent, as well as those documenting the district's history, development, and general
achievements. Examples include:

2.

•

External correspondence documenting basic district operation such as planning, policy, decision
making, or interdepartmental relations.

•

Campus correspondence documenting relationships with non..cJistrict agencies and individuals.

•

Annual reports.

•

Organizational information such as organization charts and delegation of responsibility.

•

Documentation of departmental development.

•

Committee records, minutes, agenda, reports, position papers, recommendations

•

Subject files, concerning single issues or special programs.

•

Grant proposals and final

•

Tape recordings, films, and videotapes documenting district activities.

•

Photographs of personnel and facilities.

Release of Public Records:

Public records shall include all records required by law or the Board of Trustees to be maintained or kept
on file. All records generated to conduct district business are public records. Unless a public record is
specifically exempt from disclosure, the District must make all records available to anyone on request for
either inspection or copying.
Please refer to Board Policy 802 - Public Records for additional information. Questions not answered by
this section, should be directed to the VC, Business Services or

3.

Procedures:

a) Hours - Public records are available only during business hours.
b) Written request - EmployeeS/Citizens should submit a written request in advance of such inspection
specifying those records which the individual wishes to inspect.
b) Records Protection - District employees are responsible for protecting records from damage and
disorganization. Records are not removed from the deSignated area of storage.
c) Copying - A department may charge a fee for copies of public records which may include personnel
costs associated with the copying service.

4.

Exempt Records:
The following general categories of records are exempt from public disclosure:

a) Personal information regarding district students, including examination results, grades and curricular
material.
b) Personal information regarding district employees, to the extent that disclosure would violate their
right to privacy.
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c) Test questions, scoring keys, and other examination data used to administer a license, employment,
or academic examination.
d) Applications for district employment, induding the names of applicants, resumes, and other
information submitted with respect to the applicant.
e) Residential addresses or residential telephone numbers of students, employees or volunteers.
f) Lists of students, staff or volunteers requested for commercial purposes.
g) Interview panel materials
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MONITORING & INTERNAL CONTROL PROCEDURES
Directors for each grant monitor and enforce program compliance.
Program directors are required to follow the federal laws, regulations and program compliance
requirements under the contracts and grant agreements that apply to the program.
1.
2.
3.

Circular A-21 Cost Principles
Uniform Administrative Requirements 2 CFR 215
A-1330MB Circular

Some of the fiscal responsibilities are:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prepare and maintain and,record a variety of accounts and transactions in accordance with
established laws, regulations and administrative requirements for accounts payable, accounts
receivable and general ledger accounting.
Maintain controls to assure proper accounting of income and expenses for assigned accounts.
This includes verification of account codes, encumbrance of obligations, approval and payment of
invoices. Verify payroll is coded correctly.
Periodic site visits performed to make sure procedures are being followed.
Train, instruct and advise staff on accounting principles and procedures
Keep track of all time cards and time allocation sheets for grant funded positions.
Prepare Monthly Invoices for reimbursement. Prepare quarterly and annual Federal, State and
District financial reports and statements.
Drawdowns done monthly
Meet with program directors on a monthly basis to review budget, expenditures, projections and
actuals.
Make sure all supporting documentation is in order and attached to expenditures.
Maintain inventory of Equipment purchase through grant monies
Maintain grant records in the Business Office

Work with Grant staff to make sure everyone is doing time allocation sheets and turning in time cards.
Make sure business office policy and procedures are being followed. Run Reports and monitor budgets
to make sure they are aligned with grant and track progress. Approve expenditures to make sure they
are an allowable cost and that all of the proper backup documentation is submitted to Business Office.
Make sure that all reporting is completed on time. Work with Director to prepare budget modification for a
grant if needed. All monthly. quarterly and annual budget reporting is completed and submitted.
Accounting system reflects Federal, State and Local Grants with their separate fund. We have revenue
cost centers that reflect whether they are state or federal monies. All of this information is in the Chart of
Accounts.
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FORMS REFERENCED
The following forms have been referred to in the foregoing text and are available on the Business
Services web page.
Conference and Travel Expense Claim
Expense Claim
Travel Request
WHC FT Employee Overtime Authorization
WHC PT Classified Employee Overtime Authorization
WHC Classroom/On-Campus Injury-Incident Report

APPENDICES
1.

Board Policy 6317

2.

Board Policy 2710

3.

Bid Matrix

4.

Board Policy 3310

5. Board Policy 802
6.

Travel Per Diems Fact Sheet
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Dorsey-Robinson, Sylvia
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jorgens, Anne
Tuesday, October 06,20099:10 AM
Avila, Pedro; Ruble, Joel
Lourenco, Maria; Dorsey-Robinson, Sylvia; Lopez, Jose P.; Stoppenbrink, Ken
RE : Datatel Training for UB Staff

Hi Pedro:
You are correct , I provide Budge t Report ing. Budget Inq uiry and Budget transfer trai ning .
I do not know who provi de s Datate l Student access training , pe rhaps one of th e Lemo ore staff who uses t his
module can p rov ide this trainin g for th em , th is was the goal when we implemented Datat el that users woul d in
t urn trai n new staff, etc.
Th elma Trevi no provided t he Requisit ion train ing in Datate l but with her new job duties , it may be difficu lt,
Ag ain. perhaps som eone at Lemoore College could provide t his training, if th ey are not already in Datatel they
have t o do t hree (3) Requ isi tion s in the test acco unt befo re goin g into the live acco unt.
The Datate l Budget report training is typicall y done after st aff are familia r w ith the Requ isi t ion module .
The Lem oore College Octobe r 1 2"h t rain in g is fo r Admi ni strative , Management and Supervisory staff and they
sh ould co ntact Gl en da if they are interested in attending.

Anne Jorgens

From: Avila, Pedro
Sent: Monday, October OS, 2009 5:10 PM
To: Ruble, Joel
Cc: Jorgens, Anne; Lourenco, Maria; Dorsey-Robinson, Sylvia; Lopez, Jose P.
Subject: RE: Datatel Training for UB Staff

Jody,
I think you might be confu sed with the training that Anne is providing . As I understand, Anne deals with the
budget and business screens and does not handle any of student type of train ing. I'm copying Anne to confirm
my assumption.
Regarding screen acce ss for advisors , we are currently worki ng on setti ng up Datatel access "profiles" that will
be based on job titles. This wi ll provide across the board access for all advisors so th at they all have the same
amount of access to screens that are critical to thei r job functi on . Also , we will be working with Jose and Sylvia
to identify a formal training process so that everyone received the same type of training on screens, protocols,
and FERPA.
Regards,
Pedro Avila
Vice Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Management
West Hills Community College District
www .westhillscollege .com
(559) 934-2128
"Once You Go Here, You Can Go Anywhere" ™

From: Ruble, Joel
Sent: Monday, October OS, 2009 2:34 PM
To: Avila, Pedro
Subject: Datatel Training for UB Staff
1

Hello Pedro,
I am trying to increase my staff's abilities with Datatel and would like to see about getting screens and
training for Oscar Villarreal and Jose Murrieta to obtain student academic data and to produce requisitions.
If you think this is appropriate, I will send a request to Anne Jorgens to invite the guys to her training next
week here on campus.
Thanks for considering.
Joel C. "Jody" Ruble
Director - Upward Bound / Upward Bound Math and Science
(559) 925-3127
(559) 925-3856 fax
" The secret to happiness is freedom ... And the secret to freedom is courage.
Thucydides
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Datatel Login

Log-in using your Datatel Password, then Click tlOK" or press Enter key.

Alert
- ....... '

i··.....,...,..

We:;.! HiII$ CommunityCoiege Datatel System·lIVE

NOTICE
You are alterrpti1glo acceu information that is protected by a
federal privacy law. 0 ~ to unauthorized pertiM viol. the
F_ Educational Fligtn arid PrivacjJAct lFERPA~ You should not
atter!iPt tQ pitJCeedUl'lle$S you have been .specifically authaized to do
sO arid are informed ~ FERPA.

When a~ 0 alate!. you must access only thai informalion needed
to complete yoUr. assigned or authorized task. You may cOrrimunicatelhe
infoomslionOOly 10 other parties authorized by theW~ Hills
ComIJrunityCoiIege 0 istrict to have acceu in accordance with the
..
prO\lisiclns of fEAPA.
Unauthorized use or le1e~ of this inf~on is prohibited
Any violatiOn of this pQIicy is wbjec1 to
discipline and poisibIe pr~tion.

Click "0K" or Enter key
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l' Datatel

~

~

Iive

'~~rv,

~

CF

File 'Edit Apps Favorlte!l Options

i~1

QuickA=il

eGo

Hap
&t d Q

)c,.

16

@

C;.:.I AP· Accounts Payable

Ell ~CF

au· Sudgellvl/ill'lagement

B3'J PP . Accounts P<!!,able

c;J

~ .. ~ BU· Budget lvI""""emenI

c;J .FX· FocedAooalJ>

a..~ FX· FocedAtoett

U'.:;.i

Gl·General!.edger

$~

~

~

pp. ~aI Plant

$."~ PU' P",chaq

e;;:'..il
jB ...

~

1;'2 ,~J

Gil· General Ledger

~

pp·~PIant

~

pu. Purch.osing

c;J PA· Projects Accounting

PA • Projects Accounting

U

Favorites;

This is the screen you should see when you have logged into Datatel and are in CF - Colleague
Financial. The items that you have access to may be different, they depend on the levels of
access you have in Datatel.

Click on IIGL - General Ledger"
'!' Datatel ~ live - CF
File

edIt· ApJ::lsFavor:~

QuickAccess)iIIIII

~.

OptiOns

/DGio'

I

Help

t3

B Q

3;t.. ~ BU· Budget Management

•.

~ .. ~

$..t::,;I

FX· FiIc«l ~ets

Gl ' Genetell,edgef

~

4: . ~

)It.

~ .~

GLE· General ledger Entries

~ .. ''::.:J

GLB· Budget Reporte

d...e:;;I

GlV· G VerificalionAids

FSP· Financial Statement Procecsor

A ST· Gil Account Hmo,y Inquiry
GlST· GlAccount Slatu.
ENCl· Gl Encumbrance Inquiry
GlRQ • Gl Requ;".ion Inquiry
lPST • List Gl Posting.

GlTB • Gl Trial Belance
lGLA· list Gl Activit,v

'fI

1m

..

~ C\M • Chert of Accounts Mainlenanoe
~ GiLA· General ledger Admini$tretion
~ GLE • General ledger Entries
~

GLA· General ledger Adminiottalion

~[QJ[Xj

GLB • Budget Reports

~ FSp· Fln<!Ir'lCiaI Stetement P,ooe,,-

.;;;;
51
5l

GlV· Gl VerificelionAid.
ACBl • Gl Account Balance Inquiry
AHS T • Gil Account History Inquiry

r;;J GlST· Gil Account Statu.
r;;J ENCl· Gl Encumbranoe Inquiry
r;;J GLRQ • Gil Requisition Inquiry
~
~
~
§l

.-

lPST • list Gl Postings
GlTB • Gl Trial Belence
lGLA· List Gl AcIivity
CFAR • Cam Flow Anall'w. Report
PGlT· Post Gl

Tran~ctions

CFAR· Cam Flo.... AnalYsis Report
.It,
t£. :::,)

PGlT· Post Gl Transactions

PP • Physical Plant

rhis is the screen you will see when you select GL - General Ledger, again the number of
items will depend on your Datatel access level.

Click on "ACBL - GL Account Balance Inquiry"
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This is where you will type in the account number that you want to see I'details" for.

Type in 11-000-671000-54120-100, then Click "0K" or press Enter.
(you do not have to include any dashes or spaces)

This is where you would type in the Fiscal Year that you want to see this account numbers
"details" for.

Click "0K" or press Enter.

AvaiableF~

On this screen you can see the Budgeted amount, Actuals, Encumbrances, Unencumbered Balance,
Requisitions, and Available Funds. Those items listed with a box beside them, mean that you can
Drill into or detail into that line item.

Click on the "blue" box beside /I Allocated Budget"
6

.-r Datatel - live - CF
File - Edit FavoritEs
Quick Access !VOUI

Tools

;~LI

-, .
Help

aGo

~ .d ~.

G-

bJ~]~

- -- ,
'ij

lID

~

G':-IIer ~I L.:-dger nuTllber 11-[l00-f,71 000-541 ::0-1 DO

Fr2cal "1 'ear 20D9

CiL .~[CCol.lnl [1':-:ClIpIIOII (e,rllrnlmlly F;elalloll: Be,ok ..'t.1agazln.:-

,:'11 Bl.ldget

Entri.:-~

,
.-

- - - - - - - - - - - - -•• • _ .

- -- -

••

-

----_ •••••. ,

• -

•••• _ - '

1

- - - ------- - -- .---.---

On this screen you can see the Adopted Budget, and if any Transfers (BE) or Journal Entries (JE) had been
made to the Adopted budget, they would be reflected here.
-

Click on the single {{X" key.

_. -

Alert

Click {(Cancel" or press Enter.
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You are now back at the Account Balance Inquiry screen.

_~_ ;-D

1'Datatel - live - CF

i[g'

Amual Amount

AIocaIed Budget
Actual;
Encumbr C!lnces

Click on the IIblue" box beside I/Actuals"
<Data tel - live - CF

G:][gJ~

On this screen you see a sample of the "Actuals" detail. Remember any item that has a "blue box" can be
detailed in on to get more detailed information.

Click on the "Blue box" beside V0223230 or No.1
8

This is the screen you see when you click on "Voucher box". Notice there are more "blue boxes" which you
can detail on, with these you can detail on the Vendor ID (to see Vendor information, address etc.), PO No.
(to see when the PO was issued, for what, and by who), Comments {if there were any comments written on
the PO} and lastly on the Item itself {here you can look at the item description in more detail- if it's longer
than what is shown here}.
--- -

if Datatel - live - CF
File

Edit FavorJ\:es

Quick Access [\tO UI

Tools

d :! eGo i !-:i

d g

x . 'fI

rEi!

@

l

- -- ,

I i

", 'ouel ,el 1['
~I

~[@~

Help

L±1 J~~ 1 i ACBL-GLA=unt Balance Inquiry I: GLAI·GLA Tlansaction InquilY j"VOUi.Vouche, InquilY
!

---

-

~ I,I ,-, ["Ie

"O::::::~:2":D

0: '16 '(19

':,laILc h'd

Vouchel Dt

Due Date

Debit
Cled,l

~:O

0[1

riel

~:O

0[1

196(09/09j,

Vendor ID
Name

Address

- - - -- - - -- - -----
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~ Datatel - live - CF

~TEJ;fX'

Sample of a screen you would see by Clicking on the PO Number "blue box", notice the additional"blue
boxes" that you can detail into. These drill down boxes will allow you to go all the way back to the
Requisition Screen where you can see who input the requisition, who approved it, the date etc.

When you have completed your Account Balance Inquiry - you can exit by
Clicking on the "Triple X".
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81~[g]

«' Oatatel - live - CF
Fn~

Edit

Apps

Favorites

!~:I

Quick Access!

OptionS
eGo

~CF

i5
;

Gle! - Gl Acct Component Struct Inq.

,.:::,J AP - Accounts Payable

s-'.;;..Il
;

BU· Budget Man;;,gement
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From the Gl- General ledger menu, you can select the AHST - Gl Account History Inquiry. This selection
will allow you to see current and prior year account history.

Click on IIAHST - GL Account History Inquiry"

At this screen type in your account number - no dashes or spaces, etc., then

Click "0K"
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Opening Balance
Actual.

E ncurribr C!Jnces:

Requisitions
Ending B alence

This screenshows 3 years of history for this account; notice the "blue" boxes - which you are able to detail
in on for more information. Also here you can page back to piioi years by

Clicking on the flArrow" key at the top right.
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The next screen shows you 3 more prior years. Let's return to the first screen,

Click on the {(Back Arrow" key.
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now Click on the 2009 Column - Actuals flBlue" box.
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At this screen you can see Actual expenditures for FY 2008-09 for this account, notice there are "blue" boxes
here also.

Click on the flblue" box for item 1.
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At this screen you see the Voucher (Check) information regarding the actual expenditure, notice again the
"Blue" boxes detail choices to continue detailing in on for more information on the PO, Comments items,
both Printed and Comments as well as the GL Account No.

Click on the "Triple X" key at the top of the page to return to the GL menu.
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GLSA - Summary Account Availability
At the GL selection menu, select "GLB - Budget Reports"
File
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Budget Report
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GLA· General Ledger Administration
GLE· General Ledger Entrie$
GLB· Budget Reports
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i
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'51

ACBL· GLAccount Balance Inquiry

"8
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I;)
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GLST· GLAccount Status
ENCl· GL Encumbrance Inquiry
GLRQ - GL Requisition Inquiry
LPS T - List GL Postings

.IE;)
•... ,§j

GLTB ·GL Trial Balance
LG LA • List GL Activity
CFAR • Cash AowAnaiysis Report
PGLT • Post GL Transactions

,v'

'::::;J;;:..

t:i,l .:::

There are 4 main Datatel Budget reports; GLBA Budget to Actual, GLSA - Summary Account
Availability, GLBR - Annual or YTD Budget Report and GLBA - Budget Status Report.
Today we will look at 2 of the reports (the most used), the GLSA and GLBR reports.

Click on "GLSA - Summary Account Availability"
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If Datatel - live - CF
FilS -edit Favciri1es
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Help

Quick~,1
-13
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.

S-i
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Detail or Summarize PooleeAccounts ,-:_ __
Proceed with the Report

L~:ihii-

I

.

At this screen you will need to type in the following items:
"rhe fiscal year you want a report for in the Fiscal Year space (2009)
"rhe calendar ending month (6 for June 2009)
The accounts that you want to include in the report (a = All Statuses)
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Proceed with the Report _
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Type "2009/1 in e fiscal year space, Type in "6/1 in the calendar ending
month space, Type in "a" for All Statuses {always use {(a/l), next you need
to identity the GL Account Definition (Accounts) that you want your report
on. Here you will Click on the GL Account Definition "Blue" box.
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This is the screen you see next, here you must select or list all of the accounts you want to include in
your report.

Click on the Select/List "blue" box.
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At this screen you need to indentify and list by either {(I" Including or ({E" Excluding the funds and
accounts you want your report on.

On line 1 - type in "I" (include), tab to the Fund box, type in 11 (for GF 11
unrestricted), then
On line 5 - type in ({I" (include), tab to the cost.center box, type in 671000,
and 672001 in the next blank box, then
On line 7 - type in ({I" (include), tab to the Object box, type in S.
For our report today, this is all the account information required to obtain a full report for this GF 11
Account.

Click on the "Red" box at the bottom of the page, type in "N" (no)

C~e€ We-K+ f)()~)
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This is how the completed page will look.

Alert
Cancel

Return

___......______________ Click "Update" or press Enter.
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You are back at the first selection page again, where you see your account "Criteria" selected.
At this screen you must select how you want your report to be sorted and total by. This is a required
screen and you MUST make at least one sort criteria to have any report output (without a selection
here a report will not be created).

Click on the Sort UBlue"box
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It is recommended you delete those items you do not want from this page and place those criteria
you wish in the order you want by deleting and inputting the criteria where you need them to be.

Click on the "1" box
Alert
Select Window Operation to Perform

', _~_ln_se_Jt_ _~_1::~:;=:i~~_'-_-_c_a~n_c_e_I:.~ th e n CI i c k "Del ete"

L.,[_
'

-
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Alert
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,

DELnE whole group or C6.NCEL delete

[~.~" ~anE~m ,)

....._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~""II!!!!~_

this is what you want to do.

__..I

Datatel will always ask twice if you want to Delete - to insure

Click "Delete"
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In Datatel reports you must tell it where to put your totals and sub-totals (Breaks) and the Last total
is first, sub-total is second, etc.
Today we want a 1 Page report, with an overall total by Fund,
sub-total by Cost.Center and another sub-total by Location.

Type in uY" in the Fund line ((Break" box. (this will give a grand total
by Fund),
Click on the ((2" box, to Delete the Activity line (in GF 11- the activity
number is 000 - nothing to sort by).
Type in "Y" in the Cost.Center line "Break" box (this will give a subtotal total by Cost.Center)
Click on the ""3" box, to Delete the Object line (we will not be sorting
by expenditure object)
Type in "Y" in the location line "Break" box (this will give you a subtotal under the Cost.Center by location).

~~ Ne~~

rCLV
l/
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Controller Sort/Break Specification
Sort Field Name LookUp

~-------------==

Adding Value 4

This is what your screen will look like.

Click on the single liS ave" button at the top of the page.

Alert
R"';red

sa' field (GlS.~U(@)F~cERJ added and ......

.
This screen will pop up, Always press OK {the
District does not use the GLS.Budget.Officer module in Datatel}.

Alert
pdate record. Cancel record or Rerum to editing
Cancel

Return

_ _............_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..... Click tlUpdate" or press Enter.
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You are again back at the selection screen, but now you see the Display Criteria and Sort Criteria sections
have been input.

Type in the Verify Criteria blank box uN" for no.

Cancel

Return

......._-.;;;",......._____ ________....... eli ck (( Update" or press En te r.
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GL Account Definition •

Detail or Summarize Poolee Accounts ~ary
Proceed with the

J

Re~

You are now back at the GLSA - Page 1. As the GLSA is a SUMMARY report - you will leave the liS" for
Summary and

Press enter,

In the Proceed with the Report "Red" box, Type in Ity" for yes. If you aCcidentally type in "N" for No
here you will be sent back to the GL menu selection page and will have to begin again.

Alert
Cancel

Beturn

......_..;;:a..."""'"-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _........

Click ItUpdate" or press Enter.
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At this screen you will identify the Output Device.
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By clicking on the Output Device "blue" box - it shows the different types of devices that you can send your
report to.

Here you will ALWAYS use "H" for HOLD/Browse File Output.
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Click on the Single liSa veil symbol at the top of the page, then

Alert
Cancel

Return

Click "Update" or press Enter
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Rel&~io~s

Cle:.~~if

111-000-671000-5522 3- 100 Commur~i~y REIB~iDos
i l~-000-671000-55310-100 Community Relations

MilE:b.ge

Dues an

I ~~=~~~=~~~~~~=~~~~~=~~~ ~:::~~~ ~:~:~~::;

L4i:A.sE:s-

Communi~y

Rel&~ions

Contrac
lie.;i.nee:l

11-000-671000-55750-100 Community

Rel~tions

Pose age

1~-000-67~000-55995-100

Communi~y

Rela~ions

11-000-671000-56416-100

Commund~y

Rel&eions

Qche:r,
Compuee

1~-OOO-671000-56417-100

Comm~~y

Rela~ions

11-000-671000-SS6~0-100

1~-000-671000-56'19-100

Sottt.l"sr
Deh Equ

Community R&lations

Page 1 of 2

Encumbrances 'Commieeed

J:.ctUf:.l

1,328.00
1 ... 300.00
6,479.00

3,109.90

89,904.79
5,219.00
2,495.41

1,H9.00
970.00
4,478.20
59.00
35,566.57

900.00
58,000.00
330,000.00
5,281.00

159,698.61
949 . 2B

300.00

0.00

1,500.00

0.00

.

100.00
L2:6.44

97.07
149.87

99.22
141.99

e/F Un..rE:str
Av.e:.ilf::ble

54,743.942.00

5,161. 680.042,635.4777.84
6,425.8699.16

90. oE.l

164 . 170.06713.8965.e4

20.00

240.00

lOO.u6

127.39

0.00
0.00
3 ,840 .43

121. 96

14,256.05
0.00
0 .00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

.59.79
78.79
43.02
88.03
74.62
69.12
6 ;56
92.42

69,370.~6

77.7~

73,548.99

16.08
0.00
0.00

4,.431.72
300.00

18,035.69
97,752.41
0.00
0.00
0.00

0 . 00

251. 64

~09.7e-

617.00
4,188.33-

1,4.05.00
3,30 4. 59
159.00
330.00

2,000.80
84 1. 00
4,397.74

1,500.00

- .

.

'. Report Browser

[g~~

'.

1

i

~ est
H i lIs
C C D
Availability Report Ending 06/30/2009
Op~ions - AvailablefHet/Er.ceeded Budget

Acco~~t

108/2S/09

PagE:

200~

IFiscal Year:

2

FID®: 11 - G/F Unrestr

j C:L Accounc

1----------------------------------------------------1

1

TO~8.ls

for

L9C~~_TIOI-l :

1 11-000-672001-S~S90-Z20

110 - Co2..lio.ga Ce..tc.pus

Safecy

111-000-672001-SS310-ZZ0 Safecy
11-000-672001-SS640-Z20 Safecy
1 11-000-672001-S6370- 220 Safe"y
I

1

Ocher Supplies, NonDues and Membership
Haincenance. Repair
Video/Films

Z,306.00

2,180.23

67.Z1

97.46

410.00
2S1.00
610.00
190.00

380.33
ZSl.00
606 . 68
18S.47

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

92.76
100.00
99.46
97.62

29 .67
0.00
3 . 3Z
4.S3

====================================== == ============== ============================================~=======~= ========= ==== ========

Totals

for LOCATION:

220 - Lemoore Campus

11- 000 -672001-S4S90-440 Safecy : Ocher Supp lies, Non11-000-67200 1-S6 370 - 440 Safecy : Video/Films

Totals

Totals

for COST.CENTXR:
for

Frn~'D:

11 -

672001 -

Girt Unrestr

Saiety

0.00

97 . 43

37.S2

0.00
100.00

0.00
9S . 13

0.00
0.00

0.00
95.13

0.00
4. 87

40,974.00

27,S33.67

60S.00

68.67

1Z,83 S.33

857, no. 00

621,837.48

134,489 . S8

88 .18

101,382.94

1,461.00

v

Page 2 of 2
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To Print your report to the local network printer identified for your PC,

. .Icon.
printer

1><1

Printer Setup
.;~

--

Click on the "inside"

Printer ..--.- - .--.. - _....•- .. _,._H.'. _., -,.... , ..

:e Oefault printer
\\cDdc02\di;:ricoh202 on Ne07:

•0

Specific printer

Setup. ..

. Send To OneNc,te 2007 on 14,,(10:

Default
Help

o Portrait
o L.!lnd=cape
'~ U=e character mapping from emulation when printing

o

Print Olfect (no formatting for ;:Iave printing)

.....________________________..... This is the screen you will see next.
Datatel reports have a set default to Print LANDSCAPE on a page. If this is OK with you

Click "0K".

~ If you want your reports to Print PORTRAIT on the page, then Click

on "Font" button. Select
"Courier New" under Font Column, then "Regular" under Font style and TYPE "7"
in the Size column, then Click "0K" button.

I?I[R]

Font

;;;;;;;j

1611.,.'11

FO;nt:;L
; GilliiFi$'

=tyIe:
IFont
Regular

II

;.... 1 'EjJ.ailiilill1

1t Curlz MT
"
iTtalic
'It Edwardian Script ITC c . ' Bold
'It Eleph.!lnt
Bold Italic
'It Engraver; MT
'It Eras BoldlTC

l'lt Eras Demi ITC

i9c~ I

1',2'
"4

I'S

l

OK

re-----:l ,._.-

1'0

\.~i

. Sample

Size:
~,

=-

'j

Cancel

'" Ii

~ 'I,
I
...,fl

.-

Script:
This i; an OpenType font. This ;ame font will be used on both ,Your
printer .!lnd ,Your ;creen.

This takes you back to the
Printer Setup page, Click "OKI!. Your report will print now.
Click on the small "Red X" at top left corner of screen, this takes you back
to the GL menu selection page.
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GLBR - Annual or YTO Budget Report.
:_ :! r::J I~I

'1* Datatel - live - CF
File Edit Apps Favorites Options Help
Quick Access
~

DGo

I

fa
~

CF

ffi~

FX· Fixed Assets

~
~
~

$r' -f)

GL· General Ledger

~

r:tJ."~ AP • Accounts Payable
i

i±f--.~

BU· Budget Management

i

GLBA· Budget to Actual Report

CONS· Contingency Schedule

S!::.;l CAM· Chart of Accounts Maintenan

ffi:..';..i
..~
8%~

GLA • General Ledger Al'1rnll'll,.rr -"I1n..11
GLE· General Ledger Entries
GLB· Budget Reports

13

GLBA· Budget to Actual Repo

~

GLSA· Summary Account Ava

, 9

GLBR· Annual or YTD Budget

..... ~

·13
ff;"~
~

CONS· Contingency :-or.C'F!nL""

FSP· Financial Statement I-'rn,r:F!c!:'~nl

-.J::;J GLV • GL Verification Aids

····51
f ··51

ACBL· GLAccount Balance Inquiry
AHST· GL Account History Inquiry

'...1;) GLST· GL Account Status

• -I;)

-..r;J
.8)

ENCl· GL Encumbrance Inquiry
GLAQ· GL Requisition Inquiry
LPST· List GL Postings

Click on the "GLBR - Annual or YTO Budget Report" selection.
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I-!I D ~

'f Datatel - rive - CF
. File Edit .FaVoritEs Tools Hell

GL Account Definition

Detail or Summarize PooleeAccounts i Summary
Show Indiviclu.!i GL Accounts ~
Proceed With the Report _

!

..-_1

Type in the Fiscal Vear you want to report on. ("2009").
In the Annual or YTD Budget box - type in "V" for YTD,
In the Calendar Ending Month of Red box - type in "6"
In the Include accounts that have Red box - type in "a" All Statuses.
Then Click on the "Blue" box,
At the next screen (Select/List screen), Click on the "blue" box, to go to
your account selection screen.
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-

-

.~ Datatel - live - CF
File

~[g]~J

Edit Favorites

I JSBU05·ENVISION Statement G~nerator

,---I

1_ _ _ _ ._----_._-

- -

-

-

-

- _. _- - - - --

.

, > ~ii

- --=..~

Here you will type in either "I" to include or liE" to exclude funds and accounts you want a report for.

Type in Itl" in box 1, tab and type in ({11" for Fund 11
Tab to line 5, type in Ifl", tab and type in the Cost. Center blanks boxes
"671000" and 1t672001",
Tab to line 7, type {(I", tab to Object blank type in ItS" for all expenses.
Then Click on the Red box and type in tiN" for No and press Enter.

pdate record, Cancel record or Return to editing
Cancel

Return

Click flUpdate" or press Enter
33

~ Datatel - live - CF

~rr:JllRl

FiieEdit Favorites

--- - - -._--- - _.

Click on the "blue" box by Sort
~rg)~

If Datatel - live - CF
Fils

Edit ' FavorllBS

I

Quick Ac c ess j

Tools

He lp

;";'. 1 DGo

f:3

d

~

><..

'i=1

em

@

:~t\ i: "",.~." no ""'~, ".~,S c.rl/E:reak
I oem,"' '""~,' u,,'''"." ' CO".",;",. ,~ '~·"'"- IL
Dt:'fln.llC·n
SUfllmc r',' ~CCCIUllt.~

[B~ i . _
~'-'~ j '

Er

>dlla brhl}'

i

i
I

Ij -

.!

er .

II

~ I ~;

Ii

~!

\i

, !1I 1
. Ii

II
i' ·. II
Ii

a, !I!
~~ jli

ii ~--=====---=.:.:::....-==-.==:::---===-=-=-.:. . :. :. --:-. ---'--:::,=,,:' ~::--==-.~-:: :-.-_:--ji 1 Contr o ller Sort / Break. Sp e cification

..- -- - ---- .-- .
V aRJe 1 16

.:;==-~-.=.=..:=:J

Ii. - - - - -----.. -.--. -----.-.---- --.-.. _-_. -.. .......-.. -..- ----.-

il
.,'i
< : > ~ ;I
..'V

I

Here you must identify your breaks - totals.
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Here, Click on 1 - and Delete this line (remember must click Delete twiceL
Type in "Y" in Break Column at line 1,
Click on 2 - Delete this line,
Type in "Y" in Break Column, at Line 2,
Click on 3 - Delete this line,
Type in "Y" in Break Column, at Line 3.
,i f Datatel - live - CF

~jfQJ~

Click on Single "Save" icon at top of page,
Click OK on ALERT BOX SCREEN,
Click on "Update" or Enter.
Type "N" in Verify Criteria box at bottom of page, press Enter,
Click "Update" or press Enter,
35

You should now be back at Page 1 for the GlBR screen.

c-i1rJ:lxl
-

'fDatatel -live - CF
File . Edit FavOrites Tools
. QuickAc:cess

I

'---'"---

Hell

;i! aGo I • a

Q

x --

fl r;m

@

Fiscal Year
Annual or YTD Budget ,
Calendar Ending Month of
Include accounts that MYe

Detail or Summarize Poolee
Show IndiYidual GL

Here you need to identify how you want the accounts to be reported;
Detail or Summary, show the individual account numbers or not.
leave the liS" and press Enter,
In the Show Individual Gl accounts - type liN" for No,
Then type "Y" to proceed with the report, press Enter,
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-r Datatel -

live - CF

~[gJ~

-

File

Fiscal Year . .
Annual or YT D Budget ! YT D
i
Calendar Ending Month of
i:0613D1D~

1M

Include accounts: that have

D e ta~

or Summarize Poolee Accounts: . Summary
Show Individual GL Accounts ~ No
i
ProceedWilh the Report _

'-------_._-----_._----

---_._--- - - - - - - - - - - -

Click "u pdate" or press Enter
Here you have typed in "H" in the Output Device line.
Click on the Single "Save" icon at the top of the page,
Click "Update" or press Enter,
-1" Dat~tel
FIIEi

'Edlt

- live - CF

Favorites

Tools

'.

.

.

' .

'.

-

g[Q]~

Help

~;

di ~:

Page Width : 132
Page Length

Top Margin i 0
Sottom Margin

iIT2)

f66i[i1J

ili®

~J~

------- _..-_._._ .•. _-_ ..• -- .. -_ .. _
'-'- - .---_._--.-----------_. -_.. _---- _._-_.--

-

_ - --_
_--- ---------

..
. _--

..
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West
];[111,.
CCD
'rIP Bu.<iget itepe>rt iz>.d:l.ng 06130IZOOll

Page:

1

Opt:!.oz.s - III Stat..... e,.
11lJill):

11 - GIl Unrestr
A.ra11ab1e , Ava11

LOCATIOII: 100 - District Offi~e
COST. CD"III\: 671000 - Co~ty l\elat1
LOCATIOll': 100 - District Offiee
LOCATIOII: 110
Coel:!.np C""P""
LOCATIOll': ZZO
L...... e>r. C""P""
LOCATIOII: 440 - ll'. Dist C~er
COST. CD"III\: 612001 - Ilahl::y
fUBD: 11 - GI. Unr.str

133.994. SB
133,994. sa
S3?79
67.21
0.00
0.00
605.00

39.413.65
39,413.65
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

134.469. sa

3a.413.6S

594,303.91
594,303.91
23,934.93
2,190.23
l,4U.4B
'S.13
Z7 ,S33. 67

916,736.00
916,736.00
37,107.00
2,306.00
1,461.00
100.00
40,974.00

SS,S47.61
aa,S47.61
12,734.39
Sa.S6
37.SZ
4.a7
12,935.33

10.S4
10.84
34.32
2.S4
Z.S7
4.97
31.33

aS7, 710.00

101,39Z.'4

11.aZ

This is your report. In this report you see All 5- Expenditures for the 2 budget Cost. Centers selected.
The VTD Budget the Adopted budget, plus or minus any transfers in or out and any journal entries.
VTD Actual actual expenditures PAID (Vouchers/Checks issued),
MTD Actual actual expenditures PAID (Vouchers/Checks issued) for the month of June, 2009.
VTD Encumbrances Any PO's or PB's with a remaining balance or those that have no charges on them and
are still considered open.

=
=

=

=

Click on the "Inside Printer' icon to run this report on your Datatel networked
printer.
When finished, Click "Red X" top left corner of screen, to return to GL menu
•
":c::
selection screen.
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In Datatel you can save Report or Selections in your FAVORITES function. This allows you to jump right to
Page 1 of your selection which can save a lot of screen selections.
To do this you must be in the First Page or Page 1 of your selection, we will use the Requisition Screen as an
example:

~[Q][RJ

.( Datatel - live - CF
File Edit Apps
auick Access
~-.~

Favorites Options Help

I

aGo

It B Q

::;. APR -Approvals

I§a

GLBA· Budget to Actual Repo

~ REQ - Requisitions

C;;ij POM· Purchase Orders

.§a

GLSA· Summary Account Ava

,@

GLBR -Annual orYTD Budget

BPM • Blanket Purchase Orders

,--~

GLBS· Budget Status Report

GSR - Goods and Services Receiving

l3
a=.r"'~
i

i±l-,!~

CONS - Contingency Schedule,

FSP· Financial Statement ProcessoJ;
GLV - GL Verifica!ionAids

L,,@

ACBL - GLAccount Balance Inquiry

~.~

AHST • GLAccount History Inquiry

'-"'r;J

ENCl· GL Encumbrance Inquiry

!::,~

GLR Q - GL Requisition Inquiry

"'~

GLTB • GL Trial Balance

!··,ISI

LGLA • List GL Activity

,~

CFAR • Cash Flow Analysis Report

"

PGLT • Post GL Transactions

® ,E,J

<fl- [E@

VEN • Vendor Maintenance

GLE - General Ledger Entries

S· -.c:J GLB - Budget Reports

)(..

..•

GLS T • GL Account Status

LPST - List GL Postings

r-.!-~:::::::":~:,:,,

it,;;"
i!:f~

PA • Proiects Accounting

i

ffi-- if

Favorites

At the GL Selection Screen - Select "PU" - Purchasing
Then Select "REQ" Requistions,
Then Select "REQM - Re uistion Maintenance

,]

I

Cancel

l

Finish

Type in IIA" to add,
39

Fin',;:h

~ancel

i __ ......:: _ _ _ _

,

Help

- Click on "OK" or press Enter to automatically assign the next available
Requisition number in Datatel to your requisition,

Alert
upon completion of Req

- Click 1I0K"

RequiUionOate
Initiator
OesiredOate

~08125109
" "
'-----"

Vendor 10

Name~~--~----------------~

Address

~e~~i~---------------r~-nr
'------'

Counby !
i--'---"---"';
Currency i
Ship To I~:-:-~-:--=-::---~~

T;~:

Ship Via :1......-.___________--'
Approv.

OJI

Buyer ~,_
El<pireOate;

_

Une Items;
Printed Cormients; ''''''''"7--''''=-'..n.

__I

:_

APType<:
_
Invn Store !_ _ .__

••

-------...;J

r-f

COOMOOd~~r-------~-

I

.-J~
New Record

Initiator LookUp

Press enter on the date, you should be at the Red Initiator box.,
Here, Click on "Favorites" at top of screen,
40

- Click on II Add" to add the selected screen,

[KJ

'f Add Favorite
Enter a mnemonic to add to favor~es:
{ Create in»

1

Cancel

I

- Click 1I0K" or press enter,
- Click on the {{Triple X" icon at the of the page, to go back to the G:
menu selection screen.
Now, Click on Favorites, select and Click on REQM, it will take you
immediately to the Page 1 screen (by passing all of the other screens) so
that you can immediately begin your Requisition.
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www.westhillsco .. eg~.com

:: Board
._- - .. of.. Trustees
... . . . ' . '
'~ "

.

,~

"

Blackboard Login
Child DeveloPment Centers
Class Sch ed ule

.:, .. E~J'.~o),!:,:,.:_n!_O~.!'.~r:t~~ i~i:s ,

" . VI'es~r;i llsC: 0 1,le g".C:()<> li ,,2 a
C~~,~_: ~!::~,:,:~ __ _

:.'__~~~Et_':i~_s

__

West Hills Online
. -"' - ''' - ' ' -~--- ' -'---

Foundation Golf Tournament

WHCCD Strategi.oPla"
, Piv,o tal R ". spo~,~,eT,:e_"tmentWor~shop

EMPLOYEE MENU
Click on the links below to a l:cess your account.
~-. iRei~;b'u-;~~me~tt" -

"Claim Inq.uir;/~

Click on
Budget Inquiry
button

Eile

(j9 Back

Help

Lanollt

Type in your
"My West Hills"
user name and
password, then
click on Submit

Your user name is your first .and last name in lower ca5e.
If there are duplicates, a number is appended (for example joh n5mith and
johnsm lthl) .
.
If you are having problems with your user name or password see the login
assistance lihks below.

i,'

9_

User Name:
Pass'vVot-d:

;"

' ·' t,·i '.
" -' _ '_

c=-

,.' \
!"

' - - L - __

__

l

J

Show my password hint EJ

,
By clicking t~e subt-nit button you agree to abide
by the WHCCD Acceptable Use of Electro hic Resources and Academic Honesty
,
Rolicies.

View Accept\lble Use of Electronic Resou/-ces Polk:,.'
View ACfldelllic Honesty stfl!/llent
For loqin assistance. please click here.
If you do not know your user name try t~,e automated Whnt's My US"" /<lame?
If you do not remember your password t~y the automated Reset My Password

This is the screen where you will select which budget accounts you want to see. If the GL
Component fields are left blank, you will get a repdrt with all the accounts that you have been
given access to see. If you wanted to limit your selection criteria to cost center 671000, you
would type In 671000 in the field on Line 3. You do not have to put a number iri every component.

Hlillp

Logout

Click on the Save GL Compohent
Selection box to save your selection
criteria.
Fiscal Year

Actuels Begin

..

Logout

Help

Save GL Component Selecti on f!J
_,.._--..-.... __._,--_._--------_. .._------_._,---_.._...... - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

__

......,.,...

-

---------------

:Sort b~l

-ACTIVITY
df'oJ""\t:f'I-AREA
PROGRAM-PROGRAM
COST.CENTER- COST.CENTER
A jCLASS - CLASS
C SUBCLASS - SUBCLASS
,TEGORY - CATEGORY
SUBCATEGORY-SUBCATEGORY
OBJECT - OBJECT
CAMPUS-CAMPUS
LOCATION - LOCATlON

In this "Sort by" column you have the
ability to subtotal by each component
of the general ledger.

Return to Employees Menu

Help'

Logout

Save GL Component Selection [!]
-...•.

_._-------------_.

------------::=-::-==:::Fiscal Year

Actuals Begin
Actuals End Date

For "Fisca1 Year" you can select any fiscal year that
is open. Since there is no activity for 2007 yet, you
should select 2006.

When you are ready, click Submit---- • •
I

Return to Employees Menu

Logout

Help

Fiscal Year

2006

Gt. Account

Requisitioned

---.•....

-~-.----

Return to Employees Menu

This report is the same as the GLSA report. Where the figures are
bolded and underlined, you can click on them to see the detail. The
report reflects subtotals for cost center and fund as selected on the
account selection screen, then totaled.

Eile

~dit

"" B,lCK
@
(o{I',,,,
",,'V.}

~iew

Fgyorites

10015

~

AQdress

Fiscal Year
GL ,Account
GL A,ccount Desuiption

Reference No.

Total A,mount

2006
1'1-000-1371000-54590-100
Community' Relations: Other Supplies, f\Jon-lnstr

Source

Description

2 }6200

Click here to close

This is a sample of the screen you should see if you
click on the amount under "Budget."

':..:.[-71 i. :;,A :j,O;:~~ ~">~
_'~~ ) ~~;"'fW
V,. _, '
. .. .
.

"f

,-

•

,,'

't.:~,",_?
.. .

. ; ,~t"'~

> .~ .

~~.

Fiscal Year
2006
GL ,A, cco u n t 1 '1-000-671000-54 590- '100
GL ,,",,ccount Description
Cornmuni!':\" Re lations: Oth er Supp li ()s , I'Jon-lnstr

,--- - --- - - --- -Date Range

07/01/05
06/30/06
. - -. ---. - - ~-- ,

Reference No .

-'- -' Description " , .

This is a sample of the
"actual" details that total to
the actual amount from the
summary page. If the
reference number is bolded
and underlined, you can click
on it to see detail information
regarding that transaction.

--- - ------.._---- - -- Total
Actus ls

'I 4 'I?' 7?, Actuals pendi ng
, ~ , ~ postin g

--------...._------ - - - - - --

0 00 D O,~ ur~ ent subtotal before
'
0710 '1105

o 00
-'

Docu men t subtotal after
06/30/06
,

-.- ---- ..

0 00 (~ rand
Total

1,4'1373

--- .--~-------------.---------

\ioucller r\lumber
\/oueller- Status
\/oucrI81- Date
Voucher Ivlaintenance D;Jte
AP Type
Voucher ,A,mount
CrlecktTransaction hlurnber
F'ai d Date
Due Date
\/ end or ID andfor Name

\10137344
Pai d

04.105106
04/05/06
GFU G/F Unr-estricted

$26.00
CO'"'O 102243

04/05.10(3
04/05/06
0002621 Lem oore ,A,dvanc8, Trle

Created 'from -Docurdetit

I
N~Xt ApprO\lals

Click here to close

To get to this screen I clicked on the Voucher number. If yo~t to see any
information regarding the purchase order, you can click on the purchase order
number that is bolded and underlined.
1

.,.

PUI-c118s e Order Number
Purchase Order Status
Requestor [\larne
Initi atol- Name
Purchase Order Date
~,/laintenance Date
Vendor 10 and/or [\Jame
,A.P Type
Purchase Order Total
Ship to
Cornilloditv Code

P0024003
Paid
Frances /'I, Squire

04/03/06
04/03/06
0002621 Leillool-e Advance, The
GFU GfF Unrestricted

$2600
01 VVest Hills College/Coalinga

Created from Requisitions
VoucMt·s Created
-, Extended
Price

Prlriti9d Comments

ErnU_

I ;-

'-,CI,pproval ' '"

:~) r "'T.· ~ -:;:.r'~'~-'''~~ 'I'~,-

'11ilff,~J1f§,sl:~qg,,~!&...9!J!~1 9

'·· 1 1" ~r''''!· ~~:<'.!''C''"i' ~,rilll:'''' ''1 ~~
. . . ''''.1 ",........"
. · ,

~J o;~t~ffi.J.~~~.!1'I.,~Jl1<!h PI!

This is a sample of the screen you would see if you clicked
on tile amount in the "Encumbered" column, or if you
detailed in on the PO number from the voucher screen.

f%>i1: 'Approval
Click here to close

·
Requisition Number
Requisition Status
Requestor Name
Initiator Name
Requisition Date
Maintenance Date
Desired Date
Vendor ID and/or Name
APType
Requisition Total
Ship to

0026344
PO Created
Frances A.
03131/06
03131/06
03/31/06

0002621 Lemoore Advance. The
$26.00
01 West Hills College/Coalinga

---------.---.....----..

._.

__ _------..

Pnnted Comments

"1f'''N'

I

m
~

P,pproval

This is a sam
of what th~ scre~n looks like you
click on the requisitio
mber - frorr here you can
also detail back into the PO number.
Click .here to close
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" Admission Instructions
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Help

Logout

EMPL.OYEE MENU
Click on the links below to access your account,

~
Click on the
~'Reimbursement

Claim Inquiry"
button.

Your user name is your first and last name· in lower case ..
If there are duplicates, a number is appended (for example johnsmith and
johnsmithl).
If you are having problems with your user name or password see the login
assistance links below.

Type in your l'My
West Hills" user
name and
password, then
click on Submit

1;;;7:~il
Ijohndbel

I!-

Password:
Show

[!~

]

•••••• .;--~

password hint: []

By clicking the submit button you agree to abide
by the WHCCD Acceptable Use of Electrdnic Resources and Academic Honesty
Policies.

View Acceptable Use of Electronic Resources PQIi<;y
View AcaderQic HnneslV StQ~mel1t
.
For ~ssistDl1ce. 1)lel.1se click here,
If you do not know your user name try the automated What'8M;, U1>er Name?
If you do not remember your password try the automated Reset MY:E'assworl!

Logout

Start Date [--~ End Date

c=-]

Enter an Invoice f-JurnberC=

·1

1111"
Suggested Usage - Leave fields blank and submit
Return to Empl,oyees Menu

The first time you use this screen, I recommend that you leave all the
fields blank and then click on Submit. You will get a list of all your
reimbursements on file back to July 2000. However, if you only want to
see those claims submitted for 2005, you would use a Start D.ate of
01/01/05 and an End Date of 12/31/05. Always leave the invoice Ilumber
field blank.

This is a sample of what the inquiry results screen should look like. You may
see Status's such as Paid, Outstanding, and Reconciled. If the stptus is
Outstanding, a check has not been issued yet.

[fJ ....§.ill

Ap· Accounts Payable

GL . General Ledger

E8-· filil

GL· General Ledger

PU . Purchasing

8··· @B

PU· Purchasing

P/).. Proiects Accounting

l±i····B:1

VEN· Vendor 1,lainten ance

EB ··D

APR· Applovals

EJ ··QJ

REQ· Requisitions
...

~ ~
~

@i

... @
.@

RI N Q . Requi si tion Inquiry
RQIS· Requisition Item Summary
R QSI . Requisition Ship To Ir")quiry

~ UNRQ· Unauthorized/In Progress Req
~ RREG· Requisition Register

.. ~ RQSP· Requisition Single Print

E8....G:l
tf:1..0::1

r:B ··D
'. ED
CD

paM· Purchase Orders
BPH· Blanket Purchase Orders
GSR· Goods and Services Receiving
DINQ· Procurement Dates Inquiry
VEil· Vendor Voucher/Invoice Inc\

~ VINQ . Vendor Voucher/Invoice Select

I±J- §]

PA· Proiects Accounting

1±I···l1tI

Favorites
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AP· Accounts Payable

GLJM . General Journal Manual Entry

BU· Budget Management

GLBE . Budget Journal Entry

;

Bil

FX· Fixed Assets

CD

GL· General Ledger

~ GJER· General Journal Entry Rpt

GWI· General Journal Inquiry

I±JlliJ

GAS . General Ledger Account Setup

~ GBEr - Budget Journal Entry Rpt

ffi·Q3

(JI.M· Chart of Accounts Maintenance

~ GEER · Encumbrance Journal Entry Rpt

i±J-@J

GLA - General Ledger Administration

$~

~ ---.~--,."",""""

~ GMER· Req. Ene. Journal Entry Rpt.
-~ ;'?~"~'''~

...
,

.'"

, '

GLJE . General Journal Entry

.)

.H

.

• /

I

~

~ GRER - Recurring Journal Entry Rpt

GLJR . General Jrnl Entry Reversal

GLJM . General Journal Manual Entry

GLEE· Encumbrance Journal Entry

GLBE . Budget Journal Entry

GLRE . Req. Ene. Journal Entry

CD

GLJI . General Journal Inquiry

GLRJ . Recurring Journal Entry

~
~
~

GJER . General Journal Entry Rpt
GBER . Budget Journal Entry Rpt
GEER . Encumbrancb Journal Entry Rpt

-- ~ GMER -Req_Enc. Journal Entry Rpt.

:;1
;J/

[~
i-

GRER . Recurring Journal Entry Rpt

' .

GLJR . General Jrnl Entry Reversal

! -•

GLEE . Encumbrance Journal Entry

i±JGill
I±lI1ill

•

GLRE . Req Enc_Journal Ertry

"

GLRJ . Recurr:ng Journal Entry

GLC· General Ledger Closings
GSA· GL Suite Administration

;

i:8---'~ GLI·lmport to GL

G I IJ(

' "l '. ?
'

"

/

(I 4·

Type in Ado not use C
orO, then
click on ok.

~

If you are creating a new
Budget transfer, do not
enter anything, just click
on "OK". If you are
making an adjustment to a
Budget transfer that has
not been approved yet,
you can either type in the
journal number or type in
... and select from the list.
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If you happen to get
this message when
you are first entering
the line items, click on
return.
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When completed, save and
update.

~(\-J

,_

i i'.l

i' 't

These are
the
messages
that you will
get. Click
on OK,
Updat
OK.

Mak\B sure to note the Budget Journal
Number for your records.

To approve Budget Journal Entries, the approver needs
to access APRN, Approvals Needed.

The approver ent~rs
his/her approval 10.

In the Fiscal Year
LookU p, Enter
"2006" for the 05-06
fiscal year.

NOTE: Budget journal
entries cannot be
approved on this
screen, although they
are listed there. The
approval documents
are listed
alphabetically, so all
budget journals should
be listed before
requisitions.

Detail into
the
budget
journal
screen

Once you have
approved the budget
journal and saved, you
will be taken back to
this screen, APRN,
and the document
details will disappear.
Save and Update to
exit this screen.

Budget Journal E,ntry Report
BU - Budget Management

GLJM - General Journal Manual Entry

FX - Fixed Ass ets

GLBE . Budget ,lolJrnal Entry

GL . General Ledger

GLJI - General Journal Inquiry

Gil
I±J GEl
I±J ··Cil
:

B. §

i.: 1

1}

GAS - General Ledger Account Setup

GJER - General,lournal Entry Rpt

CAM· Chart of Accounts Maintenance

GBER - Budget Journal Entry Rpt

GLA· General Ledger Adminis tration

GEER - Encumbrance Journal Entry Rpt

,-

.':)
i~;

:,:;.'"""",-....,---,~

...

'-'A

GL~
Entries
. . ;' Gene[all,edger
-.- :;:;
.

GI.-1ER - Req . Enc. Journal Entry RpL

~ GLJE· General Journal Entry

G R E R . Recurring Journal Entry R pt

~ GLJM - General Journal t.-1anual E

GLJR - General Jrnl Entry Reversal

~ G LB E - Budget Journal Entry

G LE E - E ncumbr ance Journal E ntr},

CD

GLJI - General Journal Inquiry

GLRE - Req. Enc. Journal Entry

~ GJER - General Journal Entry Rpt

GLRJ - Recurring Journal Entry

-

~

,

:"

~

GBER - Budget Journal Entry Rpt

~ GEER - Encumbrance Journal Entry F
~ GMER - Req. Enc. Journal Entry
~ GRER - Recurring Journal Entry Rpt
•

GLJR - GeneralJrnl Entry Rev er sal

•

GLEE - Encumbrance Journal Entry

•

GLRE - Req. Enc. Journal Entry

•

GLRJ - Recurring Journal Entry

Type in B
for Budget
Adjustment

Type in the date
range for your
transfers. E.g. If
you only want
journal entries for a
specific day, put
the same date in
both fields.

Type in your last
name as entered
on the budget
journal entry.

Type in your
selection - I
would use A
for all.

You can select
how the sort it
or use the
default.

You can either
print to your
printer, or put
in H to display
the report on
your screen.

Sample Report
BUDGBT JOURNAL BNTRY DBTAIL RBPORT
of Journal Entries:
BE

Nu:mber

Trans

Entry

Date

Date

Budget Adj.

Transaction Date:

GL Account

Description

00lS67 OS/lS/OS OS/lS/OS ll-000-672000-S4S90-l00
ll-000-672000-S4560-l00
Author:

~illiams

TOTAL

06/ 01 /05 thru 09/01/05

Budget Transfer
Budget Transfer

Debit
luxJ.ount

Page

l

Process Ent.ries :

All

Credit User

.Amount

ID

SOD_Db

llJILSOND

SOd _DO

500_00

In Balan.ce

500 _ 00

500 . 00

In Balance

500 _00

Testing

BU

GRAND TOTAL S

001867

BUD GET
Entries: Budget Adj.

ADJUSTHENT

E N TRY

S UHHARY

Page

Transaction Date: 06/01/05 thru 09/01/05

Process Entries: All

ACTIVI1Y COST. CENTER OBJECT LOCATION
BE .IW . Eiescription

Trans
Credits Date

Debits

Entry
Date
--------

11 000 672000 54560 100

G/F Unrestr General Business SV$
001867 Budget Transfer

Dupl Svs, Non-Instr District Office
500 .00

08/18/05 08/18/05

-----------------

100
54560
54590 100

TOTAL District Office
TOTAL Dupl Svs, lfon-Instr

G/F Unrestr General Business Svs
001867 Budget Transfer

500 . 00
500 . 00

0.00
0 . 00

Other Supplies, Non-Instr

*
**

District Office
500.00 08/18/0S 08/18/05

-----------------

100
54590
672000
000
11

TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL

District Office
Other Supplies, Non-Instr
Business Svs
General
GlF Unrestr

1

0.00
0. 00
SOO.OO
500.00
500.00

500.00
500.00
SOO.OO
500.00
500.00

**
*-<-<

**"t"t

*****

West Hills Community College District
STAFF & MANAGEMENT TIME & EFFORT REPORT
DISTRIBUTION .OF TIME & EFFORT
Name'
Period Covered:

Rafael Flores
July 1 - September 30. 2009

College/Dept:

West Hills Community College Lemoore

Check One Box:
Check
One
X

If Part Time Indicate % Below
Staff full-time:
Staff part-time:
Management full-time:
list Other:

I

l

%

I

%

'Yo of Effort:

COLLEGE EMLPOYEE
TIME & EFFORT

1

All College Assignments or Appointments ( Includes Instruction)

2 A.

Grant Projects- Released Reimbursed Time (By Project number) and Title

2A.1
2A.2
2A.3
2A.4
2A.5

B.

I

I

SUBTOTAL

1

0%1

SUBTOTAL

1

0%1

TOTAL COLLEGE EFFORT

1

0%1

#
#
#
#
#

Cost Sharing (By Project Account number) and Title

2B.1
2B.2
2B.3
2B.4
2B.5

#
#
#
#
#

ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT EFFORT:

3

Grant Funded Projects (By Project Account number) and Title

3.1

EOPS

3.2

CARE

12 202 643000 52120 220

3.3

CalWorks - ARRA

12 220 647000 52120 220

15.00%
15.00%
70.00%

12 200 643000 52120 220

3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
4

Other

General Fund
TOTAL ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT EFFORT

1

100%1

GRAND TOTAL

1

100%1

CERTIFICATION BY EMPLOYEE:

I Certify that, to the best of my knowledge. the above distribution of effort represents a reasonable estimate of all work performed by me

during the period covered by this report.

E /lIe / ? te

Signature
AND

CERTIFICATION BY RESPONSIBLE OFFICAL:

e of all work performed by this employee and that the attribution of effort represents a reasonable

e perlo covered by this report.

Notes:

..All reports musllotal 100%, be completed monthly and submiHed to the Business office within 10 days after end of semester being reported or within 20 days
iilter the grant end, whichever ends first.

STAFF MANAGEMENT
TIME AND EFFORT

3/10/10

West Hills Community College District
STAFF & MANAGEMENT TIME & EFFORT REPORT
DISTRIBUTION OF TIME & EFFORT
Name'

Mariadelaluz Gonzalez

Period Covered:

July 1 - October 31,2009

College/Dept:

West Hills Community College Lemoore

Check One Box:
Check
One

If Part Time Indicate % Below

Staff full-time:
Staff part-time:
Management full-time:
List Other.

X

1

I

%

I

%1

% of Effort:

COLLEGE EMLPOYEE
TIME & EFFORT
1

All College Assignments or Appointments (Includes Instruction)

2 A.

Grant Projects- Released Reimbursed Time (By Project number) and Title
2A.1
2A.2
2A.3
2A.4
2A.5

I

#
#
#
#
#
SUBTOTAL

B.

I

1

0%1

1

0%1

1

0%1

Cost Sharing (By Project Account number) and Title
2B.1
2B.2
2B.3
2B.4
2B.5

#
#
#
#
#
SUBTOTAL
TOTAL COLLEGE EFFORT

ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT EFFORT:
3

Grant Funded Projects (By Project Account number) and Title
3.1

DSPS

12 210 642000 51250 220

60.00%

3.2

CalWorks - ARRA

12 220 647000 51250 220

10.00%

3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
4

Other

30%

General Fund
TOTAL ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT EFFORT
GRAND TOTAL

1
1

100%1
100%1

CERTIFICATION BY EMPLOYEE:

I Certify that, to the best of my knowledge. the above distribution of effort represents a reasonable estimate of all work performed by me
during the period covered by this report.

AND
CERTIFICATION BY RESPONSIBLE OFFICAL:

I certify that I have first-had knowledge of all work performed by this employee and that the attribution of effort represents a reasonable
estimate of work performed d '
's..report.

Signature
Notes:

All reports must total 100%, be completed monthly and submitted
after the gran! end, whichever ends first.

to !he Business offioe within 10 days after end of semester being reported or within 20 days

STAFF MANAGEMENT
TIME AND EFFORT

3/10/10

West Hills Cpmmunity College District
STAFF & MANAGEMENT TIME & EFFORT REPORT
DISTRIBUTION OF TIME & EFFORT
Name:

Angela Tos

Period Covered:

September

College/Dept:

1 - October 31. 2009

Check One Box:
Check
One

If Part Time Indicate % Below

West Hills Community College Lemoore

Staff full-time:

X

Staff part-time:

L

%

I

%

Management full-time:

List Other:

I

% of Effort:

COLLEGE EMLPOYEE
TIME & EFFORT
1

All College Assignments or Appointments (Includes Instruction)

2 A.

Grant Projects- Released Reimbursed Time (By Project number) and Title
2A.1
2A.2
2A.3
2A.4
2A.5

B.

I

I

SUBTOTAL

1

0%1

SUBTOTAL

1
1

0%1
0%1

#
#
#
#
#

Cost Sharing (By Project Account number) and Title
2B.1
2B.2
2B.3
2B.4
2B.5

#
#
#
#
#

TOTAL COLLEGE EFFORT
ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT EFFORT:
3

.

Grant Funded Projects (By Project Account number) and Title
3.1

Matriculation - ARRA

12 208 632000 51250 220

3.2

Matriculation

12 208 632000 51250 220

62.63%
2.37%

•

3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
4

Other

35%

General Fund
TOTAL ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT EFFORT
GRAND TOTAL

1

I

100%1
100%1

CERTIFICATION BY EMPLOYEE:
I Certify that. to the best of my knowledge. the above distribution of effort represents a reasonable estimate of all work performed by me
during the period covered by this report.

Signature

l

AND
CERTIFICATION BY RESPONSIBLE OFFICAL:
I certify that I have first-had knowledge of all work performed by this employee and that the attribution of effort represents a reasonable
estimate of work
.
. co ed
this report

Signature
Notes:

All repor1s musl total 100%. be completed monthly and submitted to the Business office within 10 days after end of semester being repor1ed or wilhin 20 days
after the grant end. whichever ends first.

STAFF MANAGEMENT
TIME AND EFFORT

3/10/10

West Hills Community College District
STAFF & MANAGEMENT TIME & EFFORT REPORT
DISTRIBUTION OF TIME & EFFORT
Name'

Eva Jimenez

Period Covered:

July 1 - October 31,

College/Dept:

2009

Check One Box:
Check
One

If Part Time Indicate % Below

West Hills Community College Lemoore

Staff full-time:
Staff part-time:
Management full-time:
List Other:

X

I

%

I

%

I

"10 of Effort:

I

I

1

0%1

1

0%1

COLLEGE EMLPOYEE
TIME & EFFORT

1

All College Assignments or Appointments (Includes Instruction)

2A.

Grant Projects- Released Reimbursed Time (By Project number) and Title

2A.1
2A.2
2A.3
2A.4
2A.5

#
#
#
#
#
SUBTOTAL

B.

Cost Sharing (By Project Account number) and Title

2B.1
2B.2
28.3
2B.4
2B.5

#
#
#
#
#
SUBTOTAL
TOTAL COLLEGE EFFORT

1

0%1

ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT EFFORT:

3

Grant Funded Projects (By Project Account number) and Title

3.1

EOPS

12 200 643000 52120 220

43.00%

3.2

CARE-ARRA

22.54%

3.3

CARE

12 202 643000 52120 220
12 202 643000 52120 220

0.45%

3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
4

Other

34%

General Fund
TOTAL ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT EFFORT
GRAND TOTAL

1
1

100%1
100%1

CERTIFICATION BY EMPLOYEE:
I Certify that. to the best of my knowledge, the above distribution of effort represents a reasonable estimate of all work performed by me
during th period cov red by this report.
<

AND
CERTIFICATION BY RESPONSIBLE OFFICAL:
I certify that I have first-had knowledge of
estimate of work performed duri
riod

Notes:

v

All reports mUstiotal-1{)0%, be completed monthly and submitted 10 the Business office within 10 days after end of semester being reported or within 20 days
after the granl end. whichever ends first.

STAFF MANAGEMENT
TIME AND EFFORT

3/10/10

West Hills Community College District
STAFF & MANAGEMENT TIME & EFFORT REPORT
DISTRIBUTION OF TIME & EFFORT
Name:

Marta Hendrickson

Period Covered:

July 1 - August 31, 2009

ColiegelDept

West Hills Community College Lemoore

Check One Box:
Check
One

If Part Time Indicate % Below
Staff full-time :
Staff part-time:
Management fUll-time:
List Other:

X

I

I

%

L

%

% of Effort:

COLLEGE EMLPOYEE
TIME & EFFORT
1

All College Assignments or Appointments ( Includes Instruction)

2 A.

Grant Projects- Released Reimbursed Time (By Project number) and Title
2A.1
2A.2
2A.3
2A.4
2A.5

1

#
#
#
#
#
SUBTOTAL

B.

1

1

0%1

1

0%1

Cost Sharing (By Project Account number) and Title
2B.1

#

2B.2

#

2B .3

#

28.4

#
#

2B.5

SUBTOTAL
TOTAL COLLEGE EFFORT

1

0%1

ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT EFFORT:
3

Grant Funded Projects (By Project Account numbe r) and Title
50.0%

3.1

T5-LMC : T5-Stndt Svs

12 125 645050 51250 220

3.2

TANF : TANF - WorkStud:t

12 159 631000 51250 220

5.0%

3.3

DSPS -ARRA

12 210 642000 51250 220

19.4%

3.4

DSPS

12 210 642000 51 250 220

0.6%

Nursing Ed/CCCCO: CTE Nursing Ed Program

12 246 642000 51250 220

10.0%

3.5
3.6
3.7
4

Other

15%

General Fund
TOTAL ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT EFFORT
GRAND TOTAL

1
1

100%1
100%1

CERTIFICATION BY EMPLOYEE:
I Certify that, to the best of my knowledge, the above distribution of effort represents a reasonable estima te of all work performed by me
during the period covered by this report.

Signature

I

AND
CERTIFICATION BY RESPONSIBLE OFFICAL:
I certi fy that I have first-had knowledge of all work performed by this employee and that the attribution of effort represents a reasonable

estimate of work pr§-lfte-J3eAO cover

y tbi report.

Signature
Notes:

All reports must lolal 100%, be completed monthly and submilled to the Business office within 10 days after end of semester being reported or within 20 days
after the grant end , whichever ends first.

STAFF MANAGEMENT
TIME AND EFFORT

3/10/10

West Hills Community College District
STAFF & MANAGEMENT TIME & EFFORT REPORT
DISTRIBUTION OF TIME & EFFORT
Name'

Anna Silvestre

Period Covered:

October 1 - October 31,

ColiegelDept:

West Hills Community College Lemoore

2009

Check One Box:
Check
One

If Part Time Indicate % Below
Staff full-time:
Staff part-time:
Management full-time:
List Other:

X

I

%

I

%

I

0/0 of Effort:

I

I

SUBTOTAL

I

0%1

SUBTOTAL

I

0%1

COLLEGE EMLPOYEE
TIME & EFFORT
1

All College Assignments or Appointments ( Includes Instruction)

2A.

Grant Projects- Released Reimbursed Time (By Project number) and Title
2A.1
2A.2
2A.3
2A.4
2A.5

B.

#
#
#
#
#

Cost Sharing (By Project Account number) and Title
2B.1
2B.2
2B.3
2B.4
2B.5

#
#
#
#
#

TOTAL COLLEGE EFFORT

1

0%1

ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT EFFORT:
3

Grant Funded Projects (By Project Account number) and Title
3.1

UB Math/Sci 03-07: UBMS 08-012

12 133 645023 52120 220

30,00%

3.2

UB 07-11 : U~ward Bnd 07-11

12134 645029 52120 220

25,00%

3.3

Matriculation - ARRA

12 208 632000 52120 220

14.45%

3.4

Matriculation

12 208 632000 52120 220

0,55%

3.5
3.6
3.7
4

Other

30%

General Fund
TOTAL ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT EFFORT
GRAND TOTAL

1
1

100%1
100%1

CERTIFICATION BY EMPLOYEE:

I Certify that, to the
duri ng the period

t of my knowledge, the above distribution of effort represents a reasonable estimate of all work performed by me
by this ra

Signature
AND
CERTIFICATION BY RESPONSIBLE OFFICAL:

I certify that I have first-had knowledge of all work
estimate of work performed during the, period cov

rformed by this employee and that the attribution of effort represents a reasonable
by this
ort.

Signature
Noles:

All reports musllotal 100%, be completed monthly and submitted to the Business office within 10 days after end of semester being reported or within 20 days
after the grant end, whichever ends first.
'

STAFF MANAGEMENT
TIME AND EFFORT

3/10/10

West Hills Community College District
STAFF & MANAGEMENT TIME & EFFORT REPORT
DISTRIBUTION OF TIME & EFFORT
Name'

Leo Orange

Period Covered:

July 1 - October 31, 2009

College/Dept:

West Hills Community College Lemoore

Check One Box:
Check
One
X

If Part Time Indicate % Below
Staff full-time:
Staff part-time:
Management full-time:
List Other:

L

%

I

%

I

% of Effort:

I

I

1

0%1

1

0%1

I

0%1

COLLEGE EMLPOYEE
TIME & EFFORT
1

All College Assignments or Appointments ( Includes Instruction)

2A.

Grant Projects- Released Reimbursed Time (By Project number) and Title
2A.1
2A.2
2A.3
2A.4
2A.5

#
#
#
#
#
SUBTOTAL

B.

Cost Sharing (By Project Account number) and Title
2B.1
2B.2
2B.3
2B.4
2B.5

#
#
#
#
#
SUBTOTAL
TOTAL COLLEGE EFFORT

ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT EFFORT:
3

Grant Funded Projects (By Project Account number) and Title
3.1

DSPS-ARM

12 210 642000 52210 220

97.07%

3.2

DSPS

12 210 642000 52210 220

2.93%

3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
4

Other

0%

General Fund
TOTAL ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT EFFORT

I

100%1

GRAND TOTAL

I

100%1

,
CERTIFICATION BY EMPLOYEE:

tn..tAA"1r!m:t-ofmy knowledge, the above distribution of effort represents a reasonable estimate of all work performed by me
this report.

AND
CERTIFICATION BY RESPONSIBLE OFFICAL:

I certify that I have first-had knowledge of all work performed y this employee and that the attribution of effort represents a reasonable
estimate of work performed during the period covered by t' report.

Signature
Notes:

All reports must total 100%, be completed monthly and submitted \0 the Business office within 10 days aller end of semester being reported or within 20 days
aller the granl end, whichever ends firsl.

STAFF MANAGEMENT
TIME AND EFFORT

3/10/10

West Hills Community College District
STAFF & MANAGEMENT TIME & EFFORT REPORT
DISTRIBUTION OF TIME & EFFORT
Name'

Marta Hendrickson

Period Covered:

September 1 - October 31,

College/Dept:

West Hills Community College Lemoore

2009

Check One Box:
If Part Time Indicate % Below
Staff full-time:
Staff part-time:

Management full-time:
List Other.

I

L

%

I

%

~

% of Effort:

COLLEGE EMLPOYEE
TIME & EFFORT
1

All College Assignments or Appointments ( Includes Instruction)

2 A.

Grant Projects- Released Reimbursed Time (By Project number) and Title
2A.1
2A.2
2A3
2A.4
2A.5

I

#
#
#
#
#
SUBTOTAL

B.

I

1

0%1

1

0%1

Cost Sharing (By Project Account number) and Title
2B.1
2B.2
28.3
2B.4
2B.5

#
#
#
#
#
SUBTOTAL
TOTAL COLLEGE EFFORT

1

0%1

ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT EFFORT:
3

Grant Funded Projects (8y Project Account number) and Title
3.1

T5-LMC : TS-Stndt Svs

12 125 645050 51250 220

50.0%

3.2

DSPS-ARRA

12 210 642000 51250 220

24.3%

3.3

DSPS

12 210 642000 51250 220

0.7%

3.4

Nursing Ed/CCCCO: CTE Nursing Ed Program

12 246 642000 51250 220

10.0%

3.5
3.6
3.7
4

Other

15%

General Fund
TOTAL ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT EFFORT
GRAND TOTAL

1
1

100%1
100%1

CERTIFICATION BY EMPLOYEE:

I Certify that, to the best of my knowledge, the above distribution of effort represents a reasonable estimate of all work performed by me
during the period covered by this report.

SignJe
AND
CERTIFICATION BY RESPONSIBLE OFFICAL:

I certify that I have first-had knowledge of all work performed by this employee and that the attribution of effort represents a reasonable
estimate of work performed during the period covered
is report.

Signature
Notes:

All reports must total 100%, be co

aller the grant end, whichever ends first.

STAFF MANAGEMENT
TIME AND EFFORT

3/10/10

West Hills Community College District
STAFF & MANAGEMENT TIME & EFFORT REPORT
DISTRIBUTION OF TIME & EFFORT
Name·

Veronica G rij alva

Period Covered:

July

C ollege/Dept:

1 - October 31. 2009

Check One Box:
Check
One

If Part Time Indicate % Beiow

West Hills Community C ollege Lemoore

Staff full-time:
Staff part-time:
Management full-time:
List Other:

X

r

I

%

I

%

% of Effort:

COLLEGE EMLPOYEE
TIME & EFFORT

I

All College Assignments or Appointments ( Includes Instruction)

1
2A.

Grant Projects- Released Reimbursed Time (By Project number) and Title
2A.1
2A.2
2A.3
2A.4
2A.5

#
#
#
#
#
SUBTOTAL

B.

I

1

0%1

1

0% 1

Cost Sharing (By Project Account number) and Title
2B .1
2B.2
2B.3
2B.4
2B.5

#
#
#
#
#
SUBTOTAL
TOTAL COLLEGE EFFORT

1

0% 1

AD DITIONAL EMPLOYMENT EFFORT:
3

Grant Funded Projects (By Project Account number) and Title
3.1

EOPS-ARRA

12 200 643000 51250 220

72.99%

3.2

EOPS

12 200 643000 51250 220

10.01%

3.3

CARE

12 202 643000 51250 220

5.00%

3.4

DSPS - ARRA

12 210 642000 51250 220

4.85%

3.5

DSPS

12 210 642000 51250 220

0.15%

3.6

CalWorks - ARRA

12 220 647000 51250 220

7.00%

3.7
4

Other

0%

General Fund
TOTAL ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT EFFORT
GRAND TOTAL

1

r

100% 1
100%1

CERTIFICATION BY EMPLOYEE:
I Certify that, to the best of my knowledge, the above distribution of effort represents a reasonable estimate of all work performed by me
during the period covered by this report.

I certify that I have first-had knowledge of all work performed by this employee and that the attribution of effort represents a reasonable
estimate of work perfor ed duri th eriod covered by this report.

Notes:

All reports must total 100%, be completed monthly and submitted to the Business office within 10 days after end of semester being reported or within 20 days
after the grant end, whichever ends first.

STAFF MANAGEMENT
TIME AND EFFORT

3/10/10

DISABLED STUDENTS PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

END OF YEAR REPORT

Report Due:
November 1, 2010

California Community Colleges
Student Services & Special Programs
1102 Q Street
Sacramento, CA 95811-6539

DUE: Must be postmarked by
November 1, 2010

College:

West Hills Lemoore

FY 2009-10

PART I. OTHER PROGRAM INCOME

OTHER
PROGRAM INCOME

DESCRIPTION

WorkAbility III Grant
Other Federal Grants
Other State Grants
College Work Study
Equipment
Local Contributions

o

Other
TOTAL

VATEA

PART II. SPECIAL CLASS FTES

Enter the amount of special class FTES, not the student count.

CREDIT FTES

1

37. 38 1

SPECIAL CLASS
NON-CREDIT FTES

CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND COLLEGE PREP FTES

1

I

222.8.6

-

DUE: Must be postmarked by
November 1, 2010

College:

West Hills Lemoore

PART III. DSPS EXPENDITURES

FY 2009-10

Paid With FY 2009-10 Funds
7/1/09 - 6/30/10
Expenditures

1000 Certificated Salaries
A. Full-time
B. Pa rt-time
C. Hourly
SUBTOTAL OB CODE 1000
2000 Classified Salaries
A. Full-time
B. Pa rt-time
C. Hourly
SUBTOTAL OB CODE 2000
3000 Total Benefits
4000 Supplies, Books & Materials
5000 Other Expenses
A. Consultants
B. Other
SUBTOTAL OB CODE 5000
6000 Capital Outlay
A. Equipment
B. Building Modifica tion
C . Other
SUBTOTAL OB CODE 6000
7000 Other Outgo
Grand Total

7/1/10 - 9/30/10
Expenditures

294,912
16,369

294,912
16,369

-

311 ,281

-

-

49,796

311,281

49,796

-

17,073
66,869

7/1/09 - 9/30/10
Total Expenditures

-

17,073
66,869

102 ,838

102 ,838

5,780

5,780

402 ,925
1,096
404,021

402,925
1,096
404,021

-

244,010

244 ,010

-

244,010

-

-

-

1,134,799

244,010

-

1,134 ,799

DUE: Must be postmarked by
November 1, 2010

College:

West Hills Lemoore

FY 2009-10

PART V. DISTRICT AND COLLEGE CERTIFICATION
For any questions regarding this report please contact:
Phone Ext.
Name

Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson

I

Phone
Email

sylviadorseyrobinson@whccd .edu

We hereby certify the foregoing pages to be accurate, in accordance with Education Code Section
84850, the California Administrative Code, Title 5, and the instructions accompanying this form.
We understand that the above information may result in an adjustment to our DSPS allocation.

Superintendent/President

TYPED

Don Warkentin

SIGNATURE

DATE

District Business Manager

TYPED

Ken Stoppenbrink

SIGNATURE

DATE

DSPS Supervising Administrator

TYPED

SIGNATURE

Sylvia Dorse-Robinson

DATE

DSPS Coordinator

TYPED

SIGNATURE

DATE

WEST HD..LS COLLEGE LEMOORE
PROGRAM REVIEWIPLANNING AND EVALUATION PROCESS
UNIT PLANNING GUIDE - NON-INSTRUCTIONAL
DEPARTMENTS &; AREAS
TO BE COMPLETED BY UNlTIDEPARTMENT COMMITTEE

(Please submit this information Uling Microsoft Word. In fonnattina your response.
please use the exact outline deve10ped below.)

I.

Geaerallafonnatloa
DcpartmentlScrvice: Disabled Student Services and Programs (DSP&S)
Date Prepared:
August 16, 2006
September 8. 2006
September 29, 2006
October 23, 2006

March 6, 2007
Prepared By:
Staff:

March 12, 2007
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson
Sylvia Doney-Robinson
Lataria Hall

Elva Torres
SUZIIlIle Heskett

A. Provide a brief 4-year d.epartmeatlservlce ana history.
The miaion ofWcsl Hills Commwdty Collep Disabled StudeDt PrOJIllDll ad Services (DSP&S) is
10 provide equal accas 10 educatioD for dilabled I1UdentI in order dlat each a1udcnt hal Ihe opportuDity
10 realize hiIIher tull poteabal. 'l1IiI it ICClOJl1)liIbed, ill put, by providiDa IIC&dcmic accommodatinDa
IIId avpport ICIVices to aludeats with ph)'aica1, ...... ad paydIolopal diaabiIitiet.

Ova tbe Jut four)'CUI.. DSPS Scrricea IIave boca offered at tine ~ l..emooR. CoIliIIp.
md Ihe Nordl DiItrict Center at PiRbuP. The poppI&icalarea COIIIists of two COUIlti.es with die
drive bctwteD tbe teI"rice areas CUt to two boun. Duo to tbe aeopphic diaCIDce propam ICnices
bave been difficult to mliulliD. NoaeIb&tIaa. DSPAS ....... at aD dn have eejoyccl the beae6cs of
• JWldtude of senices. Speci&a11y, 1hoae JCnices have been:
I:ndividaaJ.lCIdtmi.c ADd vocat:ioaaJ
Priority NJisbtica

cc:JIIlIIrIu.

N~

Diapnttic LeamiDaI DiaabiJity tntma
Altcmative 1atiu& aervica
MobUity lllistaDce
LiaiaoIl with die SCale Depertmeut ef'lWaIbiti1atioa ad. cdIer apaciea

Tex. OIl tape
E1ectnIaic Tnt
AltemateM.u.
IDItnIctioa ad. lISe of _ _'" ~
Diubllity ad:vocacy

PmouaJ IDd academic counseliD&
Adaptive classeI
Heuina cquipmcDt
1"bcIc supports have enable studeJda to DOt 0DIy tuUm their lifelOJll dnIaIII8 ofhavin&. coJ1cp dcpcc:,
but 10 be recopized in. J.eaderships capacity on the campus. More specifically.lut year, the
president of the Student Club was .1IUdcm who bas been aDd CODtiDues 10 be served in the DSPa8
propam. This student DOt 0DIy piacd die respect IDd adInitation of the other students but went tlI110
become on of the foau.diDg students ofdle Special People's Club.
The most DOtabIe IDd reCC'llt achievement of the coJ1cp ... bccD to pin recopilioD u. acacditcd

hi&her cdw:atioa iDltitution, JIIIIkiDa Wc:at Hills Lemoore the 110* Conmmity eoneee in 1bc State of
Calitomia. While Ib1s accolade comes with. ~ ICD8C of pride IDd accou.,lishmeDt, it also
briDp with it 1\Jture challqes IDd powtb opporIUIIities for the college over the Dext leVerai years.

B. Deseribe bow tlte departmeat/seniee area Is .....ed to the advancemeat of the
eoJlece ....Ie&, COa.. and obJectives.

The DSPa8 pn>gram is 4eaiped to support the advm::emmt of all s&u4eots in fuIfilq !heir college
dn:mL As our motto say&, "Ooce)'Ou 10 here, )'011 ean JO anywhere" this is puticuJarly true of the
DSPti popuJatioD. To that cad, the DSPti depaiboeot offers ttudelUs priority rcaistration, tatin&
IDd accommodations, tecImoloaY aupport, IDd lab assisbmce with uaipmonts.

C. LIst any neG_dado•• from the II10It nceat eoDeceldepartmeat/servke area
aceredltatiOD adlor prevto•• review.
The .JuDe. 2006 Accm1itatioD committee. I'CCOnl''Iaded that six itoIm be addrcaed. Of thole Iix
items, reeonmendation number three "Impmviq Institutional Bffectiveness" specifically focuses tlI1
all prosramI. iDatructioDallDd non-~ identify IDIIIIUrabIe pals IDd objeeIives that support
student lcam.iDs-

o..ugtlye yd OMgdg1Iye Data Review

fiL

A. Attach tile followlDl N....IBstnactioa. Proanua Review data (u provided):

•

Enrollment Trends
TheIlll'OllmeDt treDda .. refllCteCl ill . . DSPAS propam arc u follows:

YEAR
12114
9034

DSPS

117

277

327

• Student Retention RateslStudeot Success Rates (if applicable)
The student success rate is as follows:
YEAR

Lemoore

66%
64.2%

DSPS

61.4"

().C,I06

OMU

02A)3

District

6$%
64.S%
62.1%

05106
64.9%
65.5%
63.2%

64.9%
65.3%
61.7%

The student retention rate is 18 follows:
YEAR
District

81.4%
79.68%
78.1%

Lemoore

DSPS

•

().C,I06

OMU

02A)3

81.0%
79.83%
77.9%

0M)6

10.9%
10.50%
80.4%

80.5%
79.18%
77.8%

WSCHIFTEF (if applicable)

• Full-time to Part-time Faculty Ratio
•

Number of Students Eamina Degrees (if applicable)
Tbc JWDi:Icr of studeDia in the DSPM proJ1'IID dat have amed • dcpec or certif'bte between
Summer 2004 to FaI12006.64 coupred to 543 in die District iD 2004-0S.

•

Job Market Analysis (if applicable)

• Student Demographics
The student demographics for 2005-06 wu as follows:
EthnIcJy

AIrIan

AfrlcIIn
AmerIc

FIlIpIno

HI8panIc

NeIive
Amedcen

6.6$
6.49
14.15

2.11
3.73

42.sa

1.17
1.31
S.23

en

DiItriet
I..eJD:xH:e
DSPS

4.41
4.87
0.00

•
GtIIdt
District
lemoore
DSPS

31.05
33.44

1.66

other

Whle

Padlio
181anc/er

1.22

.56

1.S3
1.49

.S'
0.00

DTS

36.19
39.71
31.26

4.32
4.69
6.06

Grade Distribution (if applicable)
The pade distributioo for DSP&S students in 2005-06 was as follows:

A" 21
29
29

~

21
21
17

CK
14
14

IS

""

Aft

NCf(,

CR%

S
S

10

2

9

6

1

1
.04

.06
.04
.33

'" ..so """
.47
.25

19
20
22

•

Student Survey Data (if applicable)

B. Usia. tile data provided, deserlbe bow tile departmelltlHmee area Is 1fI'eeted.
Baed on the iDformation. pracntcd abow, it appem that the ItUdea1I aem:d by the DSPS proaram.
are pe:rformiD& ~ to their non-DSP8 peers. With rc:prd to earoIImat tnmds, ID malyIis of
the data shows that 1bere ill fluctuation ill the enrollment numben of ICudcDt.s ICI'Wd in 1be DSPS
propml. While the Diltrict u • whole ad l.emooJe WCII'e able to recuperate student cmollmeDt
foUowina tile 2003-04 IChool year. the DSrs proaram. wu DOt. ID fact the tmmben b both Ibc
District amd Lemoore exceed tbe numbers prim' to 2003-04. This suuests that tbere is .1reme:ndous

need for recruitment and outreach h tbe DSPS proatam.
With rqard to the student aucccss and reteatico De. the IUCCeIS rate maests that DSPS atudeDts are
per.funDi.D& consistCDt with there llOIMIisabIod peers. However, the reteD60a rate yields • very
different picture. While ItUdenbl who Slay in • clua are acbievin& IfICIea of A. B, C or CR. far more
students are rec:eivm,. pade of"'W". Tbis ...... that DSPS IIUdcnts are unaware of tile iqHIct of
clua witbdrawals and/or tbey are cmoUina in cla_ that they Ire DOt acadcmically ready h. This
lAJ8IlCItS • areater noed for more student eo1lDlellat and worIIIllops.
All malyais of the piduatioQ/ certificate ratIca abowI that 17% ofDSPS ItudeDta are compJetina their
1DIIIric:ulation. while 29.6% of ItudoDts distriet wide are completina abcir coune deaiin- This suaeata
that DOt only are DsPS students -viDa difticuJty coqIletiDJ claslll, they are .lao DOt eamiD& •
terminal dqIee.
A review of the edmic: hrabIown ofDSPS Itudads abo..... diIp'opcrtioDate JIIIIDber of African..
AmaicaD and Native Americm ltudeata rccciviDc DSPS serves, with. sipHicaDt1y .... pen:enta&e of
FllipiDo. The perc:cnt of African AmIn:icaD studalts District wide is 6.6S% and Lemoore is 6••9, while

DSPS atudcuts are 1•.aS%. LibwiH. the cliIpropodiooate DIIDIber of Native AmericaD students in the
district, Lemoore IDd DSPS are diapllate. The pm:eDtap ofDSPSltUder1ts are S.23. District wide is
1.17 and Lemoore is S.23. On the coatnry, them are aipificandy lea. FilipiDo ItudeDts aerved in the
DSPS proaram ~ to the DUII:Iber ofFilipiDo atudeDtI district wide and ill Lemoore. This data

IUfPIl

C. Attaeb the foBowial data . .latalaed by your departlnelltlHnIee area:
1. Budla lafonutloa r.anllaa CGItI per departlllelltlsentce area Oil personnel,
etIl11pment, supplies, delivery of senkes (wbere applleable), and any other dAred
or ladlrect eosts conllected with tile servIee • refIeetecl b stadeat enrollmeat.

2. Identify all penonDeI, ladudial tile Dumber of eel1ifteated, elullfted
professionals aud VOIuDteen. DtJeass tile diversity offaeulty ad staft
Currently there are 1OVCIl.taft' IUppOI1.iDa the DSPS studeDIs ad ODe YOIunteer. The catificated Dff
is c:oqIOIed offhe IDterim AllOCiate Dean, a DSPS CoaoIclor IIlId two fblJ-time tilculty. One faculty
member current1ylplDds 100% ofher time mppor:tiD& in the puera11tudies c1au, while tho other
faculty lupporII.tudenta 1brou&h an adaptive physical education clau. The cJusified I d cousil1B of
ODe hiP tedmolotY Ipecia1i&tI, one LeamiDa SkillI Propam Auia1ant.ad one 1t:C:tIbU'y.
The DSPS Itaft':is compriIed ofnot ooIy individuals with a variety of education and aperienccllevels,
but etImic levela as well. Of the seven ~ there are two Black, four White ad one Hiapank.

3. Describe tile eertlfleated aad cluslfted atafflB& requlremenb of tile exlstlaa
departmeatJaervlee area, u weD u tile effed uy proposed eurrkular or
lastntctloaa. ebaulea would bave la tbe Dat tIlree yean. Dis atatemeDt sbould
laelude tile Deed to retram, or to add ltaffialfor new apeelaltlea. FIuIIy, tIaIs
IltatelDeat sbould ladude tile Deed to retrala or to add staff for clerical
aslstuee, (or malBhdalDa eq1llpmeat, or for servtaa u au lDatntetionai

. .iltant.
Cunently we are able to fulftll the JIlOIfaD1I1l1d student IlClCdI with existiDa.tId[ However, over the
next five years. we wiD _od 1be foIIowias :
Staff

Counse1orlLD Spec.

Hiah't
Acceu

..

r -....in. AuiItant
1;

AlliIWlt

Geaeral SUtielIMtnIctor
Director
IDtIdm AIJoe. Dna
Dean

I FTE
.SFTE

om

1 FTE
21ua
1 FIli
1 FIli
OFIli

.25m
om

filat Two Yean
2FTE
.SFTE
I FI'B
1.5 FI'B
4.SIua
2.SFIli
1.SFTE
OFTl!

35m

OFrB

Nut Jl'lH Yean

:5 FTI!
1 FIE
IFTE
2FTE
61ua
3 FIli
I.S FIli
1 Fl'E
.25FTE

I PTE

The IICktit:ionaJ . .will lie tile resWt of increued emoIImnt in boCh the col1ep: IIlId tho DSPS
propam. AI tile etadeat popuIatioa IfOWIo Itaft' will DIed to lie available for COUI.1Ie1iq and other
direct IIlId iDcIircct MI'Yice. to ItUdenti. Coacumnt with the I1uCIem IIlId ltaft' Jrowtb will be tho Deed
to expaud the course ofl'criDp, DSPS lab Ioeatioa. times. ad COIqNter ltationl. This will require
additional equipmnt purc:Msea.
The molt irnmocliate need; IloMver. illo mate avatlM1e tlK:lmolou traiDiq to ltaft'to easURI that
ltaft'have &he IIiICCIIJUty tooll to artic:ulate and pnMde Uliltive teclmoJ.ocy to ttudenta. This can most
efticlCDtly be ~ 1!hrouP traiDiap and codraacel offered tlnup the HiP Tech Ceme:r,
CAPED, aud CSUN. Staff are abo cmcourapd to seet out _ idcmify ~ developmeat
activitioa that wm edvaace the coHep DIiIsion.
In adcIitioI\ to the rep1ar I&aff development actlvitieII provWcd by • coItep:, tho DSPS ltd will
CODtiDue to .tte:Dd t:raiDiap at tbc &tate HiP Tech Col1ep TraiDiDa Uait (IITCIU) and job-relatod
~ pnMdecl by CAPED aDd. odIIr orpDb:aoo.. u fimdinB permita. Stafl'wiD alIo aeed to

teeeive OIIIOm, updates in tealIds to I..eamina Disability (LD) asscuments aad the state I..eamiDg
Disability elipbility model •

ODe . . . . to reduce 1hiJ ~ would be 10 CODtribute to III ITS ICI1I'member to nWntain the
IOftwarefhIrdwu technoJoay in the DSPS 1abI, IIDd coosi.der chuJaiDg the Hip TecbnoloaY/AltaDatic
Media podion to III AltemaIic Media Specialiat raulq in a COlt reductioa.

SIaft'ia& will also need 10 be increased accordiDaly to keep pace with the powiDI aumber of diubled
ICUdeats aad number of atu.den1B participatina in the adaptive cIIaes.

F. Address aDY lipl8eant treDds ID tile above ltatkties, wh.lch. relate to a lpeclftc
eouneIprogramlserviee.
The lipiftcant trends reflected in the above data Ihowa that there is III urpnt need to improve the
commtmication reprdiDa DSPS eligibility md 1Ol'rices. The DSPS team will be involved in onaoing
outreach aad comrmmication efforts over the aex.t two yean. 1'be8e efforts are deaiped to restore the
student participation rate to levels IeeD prior to 2003-04.

Additiomlly, Ibere is a .trona 1leId to WOIk with DSPS atudeDts in recopiVna wbea tbere are at risk
offailiDa • class Jooa before they are r:equired to "withdraw". In coqjunction with that. there ila need
to proWled more npport to studeota in C01IlIIC aeIectiou, p1aaoina IIDd orpniziD&. ~ study
skiIIa aad mak:ina pater ued of the tecbnoJoay available in the DSPS lab. While the "early wamio&'"
I)'Item for aIlltudents is contin.uinJ to develop. -urina comrmmication with the DSPS office will be
essential to atudent succeaa, retention IIld persisteace.

G. Identify and disc.... tJae efl'ed tIIat treads may h.avI oa tile departmelltlservlees
area'i O....._dOD, ltnIeture, and . .tare over tJae am two to four yean.
The above dac:ribed scrvkeI to Itudenta will entall more ataft'to be avUlable for couaseliD& coune
olfcrbtp, lab . . . . end uliltaDce wi1h.lDllbility.

H. mat resources are required to malatabt departmeutlsemee area, and wh.at
additioaal resources are Becess.." to Improve or upaBd It?
The resoarca aeeded to improve or expand the dtpartmem reats with ItafI', office apace, tecImoJoay.
end equipment end aupplies to aupport the expllllion of the campus end aervicea.

L DIIeu.. ltalftralDl.... academic and prol'lIIloaaI earreBf)'.
The IIIO$l urpat .... iI for ICI1I'to become beUer ecb:Ited OIl 1M t:echaoloI)' resource. avUlable to
studeDta.

J. Ex.dJB& elll1'lealum validatloo, dlJeuts eomm_1ty IDvolverneat ID tile
operatioa of tJae depanmentllervlc:e area.
The commuu.ity ... bee.a. involved tn the DSPS proaram dIIoqh eouuelor outreIcb actMtieL The
DSPS team inCeDda to continued the 0\IIr0Ich . . . of"CoUep Day" in the Sprin&. which will
expoIe hi&h acbooIltUdeats to the ICI'Vic:es availablo tn the DSPS proaram.

IN-8ERVICE TRAINING
Goal
The Dis1rict Din:etor shaD be mpoDI1b1e for a propam of.taff deveIopmmt for both the campus fac:ulty
aud.taff. The in-Ierrice will provide m iDcnaaed awanmeu of the l'ICOdI of ttudcIds wilh disabilities &Dd
appropriate accommodatioDs. Cou.tiauing dfO!1ll will be tmde to keep the CoIlcse faculty &Dd staff a~
01':
•
Support IOl'ViccI aDd proaraDII for the dUtahIod
• Applicable rcpJatioas
• Student accommodation requimDents
• Student referral procedures
• Alsistivc TecImo1oaY

Objective
Develop a .taff developlDCDt tDiDirJa proaram for aU IUpp011 pcrIOBllCl who diroctly provide IIIiItaJx:e 10
stude•• with. disabilities u well II for ClUJ1)UI t'ac:uJ.ty and .taff.

IV.

Professional Development

A. WIIat professional developmea.t aetlvltles l1ave staff partlelpa" Ia?
IHe:rvico traiDiD& .hould contiaue to be provided to .... instmctoD with. clusroom aeeds relative to
clialbJed popu1atioD.
Staffhaw atteaded ccafcreDcea, worbIaops. Cle. llltaffdevelopment &Dd propam ftmdI have
aUo\WJll Over the Iut dne yean (2003 10 2006). • Hmilicd IlUltIber of staffhave participated in the
profeaional development activitla aucb II: reafoDal meetiDp, DeAaza Hiah TedmolosY Cemer, IDd
lJ!IDCbtory COIIf'ereocca IpODIOnd by . . Ca1ifomia CommuDity Colle,. ChaDccllor'. Offic:e.

B. Bow does tills professloBal deveiopmeBt affect Studea.t Lundn. OIIteolDll for
year departlllellt/aervlee area?
'the effects oftbe profeuioua1 developmcDt activitie. aDd Itudent IearDiq outcomes for the
departmont have been isot.ted to a few iadmduak rec:eivil:!c niDin& &Dd PiniDa Imowledp relative
to Student I..eamin& Outcoma.

C. DeserIbe tile depanmeatIJervlee uea'. pi.... for .taft'develop. . .t over tile Best
foaryean.
Over the aut four years, staff will aeed profeIIioaal devclopmeat in DOt 0D1y Student I..eamin&
~ but tec1molOJJ advlllCel lat will cmable Weal HilII to be 6illy lCCeUihIe to a divas)lftlCDt
IDd fi.dure DSPS popuIatiOIL These tniDiDp will better JIftIPIfe ltaft'to M1y puticipate D tbe
dfNelopmeat ofStudlllt leamiD& o.comu aad _ . . . ad iIlCe:rveDtioIIlo reptdiDa student
IIICCCII, retention IDd penJatence.

D. Disea•• tile eft'ectlveaea of eoat...... edaeatloll req.ire_t to meet tile aeed
for advueed tnlalB.udlor tnta..... e........ tecl1BOJocies.
The effeetiveneaa of CODtinuJq cdueadoa reqIlirementI to meet tho _ _ of advaDced tniain& aDdIor

trUUaa iD cmeraiDa tecJmoIocies will be to liupIy available tbrou&Il.taff paticipatiDg in traiaiup
provided t'broup the HiP TecImoIoty Center aDd odIa 1edmo10l)' CCIIIfenmces ad traiDiDp.

V.

Student Learaial Outcomes

A. Explala laow Student Lamina Outcomes are used to lDeMare quality and
IUceeu of this departmentJservke area.
WJriJe we have just bopn to UI8 student IeanliD& outcomes as a measura or propam 1UCc:aa and
studcDl.:bievemeat, the effects ofa.asuriD& the quality and IUCCeI8 of the dcputmeot wiD be
cvideaced by and increase in the DUmber of ItUdeDlS cmo11ed in the DSPS propun. the avaiJabiHty of
a variety or adaptive clasaa and fewer DSPS IWdems rec::eivin& a . . . or 'W".

B. State any otller IDeaIUrei used to determlae tile lucceu of tile
departJneatJservlce area (e.I' earollmea.t and deDlOera,bles trends).
In additioo to usin& Itudnt Ieami.D& outcomes to IDIUUJe the quality IIDd IUCceu or1be DSPS
propam. the collcp wiD look at data provided by the Oftice oflDstitutioaal Bffectiveneu.

VI.

Geaeral Operations

A. Bow does tile departmentJservlce area ea.lure tIIat earnDt eurrkuIamidelivery
of seniee Is adequately meetin& tile Deeds of students?
Tbe deputmeDl diliaeDdY worb to eD8Ul'e that the cun:iculumldeUvcry of MrYices is acleqwatllly
meeq the needs of studenW by utiIizina Curriculum c:ommittee updateI, coune review, and
i:ndividua1 insttuctor _meat.

B. Do spedal aeereditatiODs, menal replatlODs, or advisory eommitteel replate
tile departmentJservke area? Ya (X I No ( I (lfya, elaborate.)
Ya, the Title S 1q)1ImeDtation 0uidcIines lOrVCIuan extemal repJatory fOr the DSPS propam.
While there is DOt cI:inIIct ovenfabt, the co. . is expected to eDIRB'C proper implemeut.ation IIDd the
_ociate dean iI rapoalible for easuda& that the pide6Des are fo1Io'Mlll.

C. Does tile departmeatJserriee area laave ay lpedal replati..., apace
....'airemeats, stafftraillia., etc.? Ya [X) No () (If yes, elaborate.)
Ya, the Tide 5 ~ Guiclelilla letVOIuan atemal rep1atory fOr the DSPS propam.

D. Is "ere evldeaee ofuDmet ItIldellt aeeds caased by your depart.DtIservIee
area? Yes (X) No I) (Ifya,elaborate.)
Ya, there is evideDce ofuomet studeat Deed. Buecl Oft data col1cc1ed reprdiDa DSPS ltudeDu' . . of
the lab duriJ.I.c the IIDllIDI!Ir of 2006, it ippDIII dtat DSPS Itudeats are want IIDd will usc the lab duriq
the IUIDIIIIoel' seaion. However, dallU1DlD1l' oflOO6 was the first IUIDDler that the lab ViU open aDd
students were able 10 partially beDefit rrom. .... apporf/IIIdty, II the lab was cloled or patriciaDly opcm
clue 10 Jack of pInaina ill the prior )Wl'.

Eo Bow does tile departmentJsen1ee area address cultural dlvenlty?
Tbe depuImeat Iddreaes cultural divenity CIIroqh the 4ivene Itaff. .Joyed. SpecificallY. the It:aff
ilallli:xture of 4iffereDt cthDic aDd ...... ~.

F. DeaerIbe tile laltlatives tile departlllelltJaenlee area lau Imple_ted to meet tile
Deeds of sodaJ.eeoD.mleaIIy diverse studeaa, ad/or til. . wftlla..-tradItIonal
nq........... (eo.., pIaysieallllelltal c1lsabUitlel, re-entry, &ender, etc.)
'I'be . . . . _

..... of die Title S npJatiou is to IUppOll kIdividuIJI wi1h IpOCia1 needs.

'l'JIerefcn.. aD t.IiD& received fOr die propam iI iDtoDded to remove Mrri.en, educatioDal hurdleI and
..,..". . . . . . . 10 .... acadc:mic c:t.lInps lib IDJ other studeat.

With respect to supportiDa the ~ of iDdividuaJs who are sociaDy aDd ecooomic:ally divers, the Itaf[
seek to RCOpUze iDdividuaIs who may Deed fiDaacial assistant aDd mlen them to other .tude:ot
programs that can offer additioDal fiacaI taOUrCea, RICh II the Extended Opportuoitia Proanms ad
SeMccs.

G. Dlleu.. tile departaaeutlsen1ce area's use 01.xtel'l1.1 fuDdiIlg, laciudlaa anna
and collaborative pu1Denillps, if .,pHabIe.
The deputmeot relies heavily upon the ICIte 1Iloc:a1ioa or fimds. aDd f\mda lenem.d 6'om both aedit
and aon-crcdit cIusa.

H. To ",at exteat Is teeoolol1 beIDa ued Ia tile departlllelltl.ervlee .rea?
The use of1ICdmoiogy is widaprad in the depIu:1rDeat and atude:ot services. Students have IICCeU to a
lab that supports YOke IIC1ivatioD, vision cnJ.uaemcmt. and other 1eclmolop:al supports. .
AdditioDalIy, atafI' all have IAXCI$ to COIIp1torI at tbcir wortltatiOllS and the availability teclm.ology
for data maDIIlemeDt
cormmm.icadoDs and wort ~

ouaoma

Prior to December. 2000, them bad DOt been a pia for updatina and/or maiDlainina bIrdwI:re of
so.thvare and tbae was no IIIIiItive tecbnoloay on the campus. The coUe,e baa made conaiderable
prop:a in meetina the IIteCds of the diIabled throuP
but there lhould be ID qoing plan
to contim1e to upp.de tcclmoloay catiDa iDto c:oasideration the Ylrilbility or the state economic

techno.

IituatioDI, available fimdina. and civil riahD requimDents.

Onaoin& supply Deeds will consist of routine oftk:e lupplies, DSPS lab SUPPlies. and asistive
tecJmoloay beina available to iDdivid.uaJs with low iDcideDcc dillbilitics. The mVor issue &cio&

software ueeds will be the division of asistive tedmokv lite licenses. Current software programs
otl'c:nld. within tbc lab are:
•
•
•
•
•

For blind 1tUdcota, lAWS, Kumvcill000 .. BniDe embosser, a Braille tllDlla1ioa prostam, and
a tactile araphicl c:nhaacer c:aJled die PIAF.
For low vision ltudents: ZoomText JAvel TWO, CCIV, Optelec: ClearView SVOA hue 1IDits
For Leamin& Disabled atudeuta, the lC.mzweil 3000 with a flatbed 1CIIIIDeI'.
For students with physical diubilitia, Dnaon Dictate Naturally Speakina
Reed and Write to auist ItUdems with writiDa benor papers

The TcdmolosY Advisory CoIIIIDiaec WIll establilbed to make ~ recommcndadcaa with
~ and aew t.eclmolOlY bema added baed upon fimdin& capability. In additioa. H1IIDID Ware,
Inc. and the lta1ll Hiah Tech Cemer make site vtaits pcriodic:alI)' to COIq)Iete UICIIIIle81a aDd 'I'Mb
tI:chnoIoJ)' ~ tOr the labs morder to best meet DSPS atuctem.' ueeds.

L Describe tile IUPPIy requirem.eats lor your eDstblI dep.rtmeatllervlee .rea, u
well u tile effect tIl.t ••y proposed cia.... would lI.w oa tile IDppUtlla tile
aext loar yean. TIlls ltate....t llioald laeillde tile Ida....ad ...ouats 01
IUPP" aeeded, .ay .addp.ted eosts, ••d tile aeed lor ••y computer
IOftwueftedlaolOl)'.
The supply teqaimDcDlI at Ibia time are . . . . . to meet the needs or existiDa I~. However
with varybJa diaabilitia eontiDue to ..-on on the campuI, dlere wiD be a MCd 10
ide:Dti.fy u4 proc:ure ,mon: 1OpbiIti.catc4 ~ lupport:s tor cboae studcDts. Addi1:ionaIIy.
stafl'1niDiDa mthe area of the ~ suppol1I wU.1 be cueDtial. While at the __ time
makiac It'I.l&mts aware that cboae suppol1I exist and c:uuria& close u1ic:uIation betweeD the JUab
schools a4 die eollepa 10 that wbIm altUdeat caroIla IiIeIsbc • aware ofwha.t they have

IS I1udeDII

J. DeKrlbe the need for faCiDly modifteal1ons wItIlin yoar eDIting
departmentlsel'Viee area or the efled that uy proposed currleular or
"structlonal ellu,1I woald have on the eDstIng f'ac:iU1111 ta the neIt foar yean.
nis statement sllou.ld ladade a descrlpdon of the desired eIIuges, the radonale
for the ell....., ud a roa.1I estimate of tlte COlts.

While the Lemoore campus is fortuDa1e eaouah to be in the befront wiIh dUabiJity ICDIitivity dd
aa:e:ssilri1ity, it contiJwc::a to be a major CODSideration in the desip, developmcat IUd acquWtion of
products mel semce. for the DSPS 1tUdeafs.. The aaociatc dean lill OIl the Facilities committee
which helps to eosum that articulation CODtiDueIl to exist betweea the Deeds of the atuctenll, the miuion
of the colIc&es mel the devdopmcnt of thole 1truCt\IIeI. The diJtriet has allocated $125,000.00 to
ClIISIJft thIt the issues of acccuibility CODtinuea to be a fImdammtal priDcipIe in the desip mel
deYe10pmeDt of the campus. Addi1ioaaJ. space is needed tor the DSPS lab in Lemoore.

VB.

Additional IDformatioa (optional)

Please provide any other information to describe, explain. justify. analyze, or clarify
prospective department/service area changes or needs anticipated in the next four
years.
A. What factors did you use in determinilll the quality and SUCCCSl of this
department/service area?
B. Identify the beat ways to measwe the quality and succeas of this department/service
area. Conduct an evaluation of the departmentlse:rvice area. Use a surveyor
questionnaire when appropriate to address questions. (Examples: How do the persons .

served by this department/service area evaluate its adequacy or effectiveness? How
do services compare to aimilar departmentalservice areas out side the College? By
what proceISCI does the deparbnent/aavice area deal with complaints and continually

up-grade servicea? Other methods might include matcbiua or exceedina nation-wide
productivity measures, i.e., full-time staffin& equivalent per IqUlle foot for M & 0
and per number of employees for Human ~ feedback fiom campus "clients",
etc.)

C. Deacribe the annual acheduUna patterns for counes impact your department/service
areas. Consider interaction with other departmentslservice areas. use of facilities and
flexibility for students.
VIII. Sammary and Recommendations

A Bueclon ualysil of tlte taforma11oD provided tal throu... VII, describe the
program's stnnatlas, areas that need Improvement. .nd Itratecla and action. to
make those ImprovemeDts.

BIIed OIl aulylil of illms I to N, it .. felt ... the p1'OItID1 ~ . . : From IIPrin&. 1999 to fiIlJ,
2002. there WII au iDcIaae in 6tI.ict enroI1meDt of 14.5%. Duria& thIt aame time period, there WII
au iIIIereuc of37% fA die DSPS propam. However. oaly 17% of USPS IbldeDIs receiw • ter:mirJaI
. . . or certificate t:CJqJIdd. to ....DSPS If:rIdeDts wbere 29.6% NCeiw a tmaiDal deat'ee or
c:a:tific:ate.

This suaest that while DSPS studenca an: emoIlina in chsses. them Deeds to be peater emphasis on
sua:essfid completion of a depee. More won: Deeds to be cIoae in the area of available of a wriety of
IIdaptive clanes wherein DSPS S1udeDIs can COJq)lete a ~ use the exiItina and fiItuR
tedmoIoay options to meet their course requirements and contiDuc:d and areater emphasis on
expand;Da 1rIininp to not only which ltafl'peraoo will receive traiDinp but what 1raininp ataff wiD
puticjpate in. The focus .bould be on meambina a peater variety of technoIoJy options to a more
d:tmI DSPS population.

B.

Pneram atreaatbs

Proptm Itrcn&fhs arc:
• Scmi-automatk doors Ilaft been inItaIled at the Lemoote ~ aIona with automatic
paper towel dispensers. The next mVor purchase will be automatic IOIp dispensen, and
1m:IspOl1ationdrop-ofrlftd pick-gppoials.. We will also need to lUre a driver toeusure that
this IeMce contiDuel to be avaiJable to S1udeDIs with mobility and or medical needs••
• Propam Itudent e-mail aut.ed.
• Overall, iDcreued proaram partjcipl.nta.
• Alliltiw IechDoloay up. . . . 1Wft made in JAWS, Kurzwei1, Dnaon Dictite Naturally
Speakinc. and Text-Write Oold.
• The Hich TecJmotoay/Altemate Media Specialist received updated trainina 18 needed at the
DeADza Hi&h TechnolOlY center.
• A DSPS Faculty Handbook was developed with t.rainiD& provided to inltructora.
• Involvement in 1I00. .y t.rainiD& activities promotina disability and teclmo1oaY awanness.

C. Areas tII.t Deed Improvement
The data II'IJIIC5tI fllat the iamIuecl outreach efforts haw helped IipHlcaDtly with the increued
procram IIQwth since 1998. PIaDs arc to DOt only coDtimJe outreach efforll with IDah IChool
ItudenII but a1Io to provide tIairIin& iD Uliltiw toclmo1oay with local RSP k:acbera in the
secondary IChooll)'ltem in order to 1aeJp promote tnnIitiOD. 'l'1II:R is a need to ensure fllat the
lIIObIite it acceslible to i:rJdivicIuaIs with ...bilitia. Also to make the lab available beyond the
C1.II'RDt 8:00- S:OO time period, cbiD& the fall ad IpIina setDelterl.

AdditioDally, there is a Deed to provide courses that arc compatible to the 4tms needI of the
DSPS Itudent. makiDI the pouibiIjty of a termiDaI cIepee or certificate more libIy.

D. 8trateata ad .ctlo.. (or proaram .....eemea.t ••d improvemeat.
Stnateain chat arc aeceuary to GIIUR conn........ JRIIIID IIIhaDcemeDt and ~menfI arc :
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Academic couueIiJs&lpropuD pJumiDc

Jteai*atioa usiltaace, acadImic; c:ouuaeliDa. and pmenJ au.face providod by leam.ina
cIiIabiIity ~ and CCMIIIIelon
Refara1 to career pIannU.ta JUidaacc, testiDI and COUIIICIiaa IeMce
Haw available for ItUdeaU wbo aced the followiq:
• Sip ....... irMIpf....
• M.abilit)' usiltaDc:e
• BraiUe ItaDICription
• A vailIbiIity 0( adaptiw ecpdpmeDt
DSPS Orieatation and oaaoiaI WOIbbope
IndMduaU:zoct auti.Da tor DIPS eliaibility
Contiaue to participate in the FIC\Ilbc. PlaDaiq Commitlllle
Acceu to HiP Teo1l CeaIer iDc1udUla Ida&*td hIntwart anel specializecIlOftwarc
lJaiIoa wkJa ~ aacacin
Accell. advisory COiAtlii...., chaba, aM .....igtjons

,
•

Establish and ....-in an Advisory Commiuee as an iDtep put orlbc District's proaram. Cor Ibc
disabled. The oommittee will be estIIblisbed in coafOlDllDCe with District policy. eoa.muee
membership will iDclude but DOt be UmitIed to:
• Cousumcr group representatives
• Public and privatIC apacies
• JteCeniD& apncies
• DSPS Staff

E. Attadl your Alsessmeut Grld, wbleh describes at leat three Illort-term an.cI
three loae-tena goa You Illouid bve Dot IDOrt than five sllort term pals, of
"Well at least three an atoclat IearDiDI outcome 10 "
(TIle loak model may
be IUIed to answer til.. question.)
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~
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Program: DSPS
Submission Date: 3-07
Program!Administrative
Objectives
At least 3 short-tenn and up to
3 long-tenn goals. Instruction;
At least three of your goals
must be student-learning
outcome oriented.
1. By December 2008,
there will be a 5%
increase in the number
of students using the
DSPSLab

d Evaluati --

West Hills College Lemoore
Program Planning and Evaluation
Assessment Plannin2 Logic Model
I Contact Person/ext. : Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson ext. 3331
I Midtenn Report Date (2 years from submission): 12-08
Program ActivitieslActions

Necessary Resources
(!Deluding Funding)

TIle specific activities you will
implement to accomplish the goals
(e.g. implement a new course).

Any additional resources
you will need to accomplish
the activity. Please be
specific and realistic.

1. (a) The DSPS program will
exercise mnItiple ways of
communicating the hours of
operation of the DSPS lab,
including, but not limited to
internet and throughout the
campus.
1. (b)DSPS student orientations
will be held in partially in the lab
which will allow students an
opportunity to better understand
bow to make use of the services

-

Program Review, Planning and Evaluation

DSPS Program ReviewlNon·lnsatl3..Q7
13

•
•

Technology
Days for DSPS
student orientation

Outcomes
Means of
Assessment/Criteria for
Success including timeline
(Measurable)
1.(a) By December 2007,
there will be a 2% increase
in the number of students
using the DSPS lab
I. (b) By December 2008,
there will be a 5% increase
in the number of students
using the DSPS lab
J.(c) Data collected over
time from student sign-in
sheets
1.( d) Work with-in the
existing col\ege structure to
identify more sophisticated
tracking system to monitor
the students entering the lab
and frequency of use.

Longer-Tenn Outcomes
(program Goals, WHCL
Strategic Plan Goals, PFE &
WHCL Master PIan relating to
short-term outcomes)
There will be an increase in the
number of students who use the
DSPS lab.
1

-

P-

Revi -
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PrOgram: DSPS
Submission Date: 3-07
Program!Administrative
Objectives
At least 3 short-term and up to
3 long-term goals. Instruction:
At least three of your goals
must be student-learning
outcome oriented.
2. By December 2008,
there will be a 5%
decrease in the number
of DSPS students
receiving a grade of
"W".

DSPS Prognm ReviewlNon-lnsarl3-07
14

dEvaluati
.- - - . ~ -

West Hills College Lemoore
Program Planning and Evaluation
Assessment Planning Lo2ic Model
I Contact Person/ext.: Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson
I MidtennR

Program Activities/Actions

Necessary Resources
(Including Funding)

The specific activities you will
implement to accomplish the goals
(e.g. implement a new course).

Any additional resources
you will need to accomplish
the activity. Please be
specific and realistic.

2. (a) The DSPS staff will review
student education plans and
courses taken to analyze the
correlations between comses taken,
student success, retention and
persistence
2. (b)The DSPS counselor{s) will
meet with all DSPS students to
update and/or review student
education plans

•
•

1 Additional
Counselor
Workshops
targeted for DSPS
students

ext. 3331

rt Date (2 years from submission): 12-08

Outcomes
Means of
Assessment/Criteria for
Success including timeline
(Measurable)
2.(a) By December 2007,
there will be a 2 % decrease
in the number of students
who withdraw from classes.
2. (b) By December 2008,
there will be a 5% decrease
in the number of students
who withdraw form classes

Longer-Term Outcomes

(Program Goals, WHCL
Strategic Plan Goals, PFE &
WHeL Master Plan relating to
short-term outcomes)
There will be decrease in the
number ofDSPS students who
withdraw from classes.

P

R·
- . -- - - -PI- - - - - -

Program: DSPS
Submission Date: 3-07
Program!Administrative
Objectives
At least 3 short-tenn and up to
3 long-term goals. Instruction:
At least three of your goals
must be student-learning
outcome oriented.
3. By December 2008,
there will be a 5%
increase in the number
DSPS students
enrolled at West Hills

-- d Evaluati - -

West Hills College Lemoore
Program Planning and Evaluation
Assessment Planning Logic Model
I Contact Person/ext.: Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson
Program Activities!Actions
The specific activities you will
implement to accomplish the goals
(e.g. implement a new course).

3. (a) The DSPS staffwill increase
outreach efforts at local high
schools.
3. (b)DSPS staffwill increase
recruitment efforts of existing
West Hills students.

ext. 3331
J Midtenn Ret>Ort Date (2years from submission): 12-08
Necessary Resources
Outcomes
(Including Funding)

Any additional resources
you will need to accomplish
the activity. Please be
specific and realistic.

•
•
•

Outreach supplies
On-line DSPS
application
Updated DSPS
information on the
West Hills website

Means of
Assessment/Criteria for
Success including timeline
(Measurable)
3.(a)By December 2007,
there will be a 2% increase
in the number of DSPS
students served.
3 . (b) By December 2008,
there will be a 5% increase
in the number of DSPS
students served.

Longer-Term Outcomes
(Program Goals, WHCL
Strategic Plan Goals, PFE &
WHCL Master Plan relating to
short-term outcomes)
There will be an increase in the
nummerofDSPSstud~

served.

I
I

West Hills College Lemoore
Program Planning and Evaluation
Assessment Plannin~ L02ic Model

DSPS Program RevicwlNon-lnsatl3.()7
15

Program: DSPS
Submission Date: 3-07
Program!Administrative
Objectives
At least 3 short-tenn and up to
3 long-term goals. Instruction:
At least three of your goals
nrust be student-learning
outcome oriented.
4. By December 2008,
there will be a 2%
increase in the number
of adaptive classes
offered

I Contact Person/ext.: Sylvia Dorsey~Robinson ext. 333l
I Midterm Report Date (2 years from submission): l2-O8
Program ActivitieslActions

Necessary Resources
(In_eluding Funding)

The specific activities you will
~Iement to accomplish the goals
(e.g. implement a new course).

fluly additional resources
you will need to accomplish
the activity. Please be
specific and realistic.

4. (a) The DSPS staff will identify
potential classes to offer.
4. (b)The DSPS will collaborate
with faculty and other colleges to
identify potential adaptive classes
to offer.
4.(c) The DSPS stafIwill work
with faculty and other staff to
implement new DSPS course
offerings.

-

DSPS Progrun Revi"",!Non·InsaIl3~7
16

•

Outcomes

4.(a) By December 2007,
there will be a 1 % increase
in the number of adaptive
classes offered.
4. (b) By December 2008,
there will be a 2% increase
in the number of adaptive
classes offered.

Time allocated for
staff to identify,
collaborate and
imp lement new
course offerings.

•

-

-

Means of
Assessment/Criteria for
Success including timeline
(Measurable)

-

Longer-Term Outcomes
(Program Goals, WHeL
Strategic Plan Goals, PFE &
WHCL Master Plan relating to
short-tenn outcomesl
There will an increase in the
number of adaptive classes
offered at West Hills College.
I
I

West Hills CoDege Lemoore
Program Planning and Evaluation
Assessment Planning Logic Model
Midterm Report
Date:

Program:

FiDdiDD
What are the actual quantifiable outr;omea
eomparcd to thote lilted in column four of
the . . .111. . ·• • : logic model?
1.

AII4Iysis

ActioDl

YOUT interpretation oCthe results (why the
activities were not successful in achieving
tbego&])

Based on the Jrmdings and Anal)'sis, what
is the next step?

1.

1.

.~-.

DSPS~~J.I1

17

A.B.C.

PRIORITY LIST
GROUP 3.
RANK
1

2

3
4

SUPPORT SERVICES
ITEM

AMOUNT

Advising SpecialistiDSPS

49.164
8,515
9,000
75,000

L. S. Program Assistant
Van Driver
Advance Technology

5

I Program Assistant -

6

I Marketing

PT

9,088
5,000

TOTAL

$

155,767

FY07-0B

DESCRIPTION
Provide advising & assessment for DSPS

Increase A. Simas to 12 mo.
Increase for DSPS students to 4 hrs
Upgrade and add technology supports for
DSPS students
Hire 19 hr, program Assistant to keep lab
open beyond 5 pm
Funds for Student Services communication

Dorsey-Robinson, Sylvia
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Cox, Jana
Monday, August 17, 2009 2:47PM
Classified Staff; Abela, Brian; Amaya-Guenon, Linda; Arce, Mark J.; Babb, David; Barner,
Etsel; Barragan, Sherry; Bart, Anita; Beloof, Lawrence; Birrell, Jameson; Blair-Hauki, Cindy;
Burke, Michael; Castagna, Kim; Christenson, Eric; Corea, Erin; Cowden, Clint; DamMikkelsen, Hector; Daniels, Neomi; Davis, Terry; Delaney, Melissa; Discont, Maggie V.;
Downing, Brenda; Droker, Stephanie; Ennes, Marty L; Ganter, Frieda; Gibson, Bob; Goodale,
Peggy; Grant, Jim; Grijalva, Veronica; Hall, Lataria; Hall, Robert; Hanjiev, Arkady; Harris,
Clifton; Hayden, Maurice; Hendrickson, Marta; Heskett, Susanne; Hodsdon, Paul T.;
Holsonbake, Troy; Howard, Libra M.; Hunt, Bruce; Jackson, Shawn; Jacobus, Linda; Jaurena,
Tracey; Jeffery, Richard; Kennedy, Vera; Kraft-Chapman, Pat; Kron, Brian W.; Larson,
Tammy; Little, Anna Lisa; Magnuson, Matthew; Mativo, Kyalo; Mayer, Rhonda; McDowell,
Michael; McGlothlin, Sandy; Mendenhall, Faye; Mosher, Staci; Neer, Dave; Neves, Rebecca;
Olson, Kent S.; Oxford, Ron; Paden, Monte; Pratt, Genie; Preston, James L; Ragsdale,
Rodney; Raia, Christian; Rehark-Griffith, Rhea; Rengh, David-Michael; Reynolds, David J.;
Rodriguez, Martha; Rodriguez, Mike; Rogers, Joel; Rolfsema, Tina; Sanchez, Rene L;
Shehorn, Jacqueline; Shepard, Sarah A.; Skaggs, Robert; Smart, Marleen; Sowden, Kenneth;
Sterling, Kurt; Sutherland, Scott; Sutton, Mel; Tincher, Cal; Todd, Donna; Tos, Angela;
Wanderer, Jeffrey; Welch, Merlin; Wiest, Harold; Wilds, Brandy; Wilds, Kevin M.; Wilson,
Scott G.; Winters, Tom; Alvarado, Juanita; Atkinson-Alston, Stephanie; Avila, Pedro; Bailey,
Shaun; Barabe, Cathy; Benedict, Tom; Bolt, Dave; Boyd, Gary; Brixey, Minerva; Burciaga,
Rosemary; Caganich, Barbara; Cantu, Becky; Castillo, David; Cavins, Sandy; Cazares, Javier;
Clement, Robert; Cleveland, Conne; Clover, Nancy; Cox, Jana; Cruz, Virginia; Danner, Ron;
Davis, Lorna; Diniz, Carlos A.; Dorsey-Robinson, Sylvia; Felix-Mata, Bertha; Gamino, Eliseo;
Georgatos, Darlene; Goldsmith, Carole; Gornick, Frank; Hall, Marlon; Hetu, Marcel; Ibanez,
Olivia; Isaac, Donna; Jeffcoach, Nancy; Jorgens, Anne; Kozlowski, Michelle D.; Leon, Ana;
Lewallen, Willard; Lopez, Jose P.; Lourenco, Maria; OliverSmith, Glenda; Olson, Melinda;
Padilla, Delia Z.; Parker, Mike; Robert Pimentel (robert.pimental@workforce-connection.com);
Ruble, Joel; Santino, Monica; Savopolos, Joe; Smith, Dolores; Squire, Frances Anna; Steams,
Jill R; Stoppenbrink, Ken; Talford, Riley; Tamayo, Daniel; Thompson, Tammy; Tyler, John;
Valdeabella, Mina; Warkentin, Don; Watts, Kathy; Weatherman, Tammy; Whitener, Susan
Furloughs

Good afternoon,
As you all have heard by now Administration, Classified Managers, Confidential, Classified, and Faculty will be taking
furlough days throughout the 09-10 year. All the days will be coordinated by your department/supervisors and kept on a
master calendar by the President's office on the campuses and by the Vice Chancellor of Business services at the district ..
Below is the number of furlough days you will need to take. These days need to be requested by you on the Request for
Time-off form (which is attached) in advance and for classified must also be documented on your timecard at the end of
the month.
Administration/Managers/Confidential
Classified
Faculty-l77 day contract
Faculty-197/199 day contract
Faculty-221 day contract

24 Furlough days
12 Furlough Days
10 Furlough Days
11 Furlough Days
12 Furlough Days

Admin/Mgrs/Conf/Class have 3 predetermined furlough days, those days are December 21,22, & 23, 2009. Please take
those 3 days and minus them from the numbers above. There is a possibility, pending an agreement with CSEA that
March 29-April1 will become furlough days if this is approved please minus 4 more days from your days above.
Faculty have 2 predetermined furlough days, those days are January 14 & 15, 2010 during the 2010 spring semester.
Faculty members may take 1 furlough day per month on a regularly scheduled class day, exceptions to this are made on
an individual basis.
1

All furlough days must be taken by June 30, 2010.
If you have any questions or concerns please feel free to contact me.

J.ana&x
Director of HUTlHln Resources
\Vcst IhUs COHnl1unily College l)istl'lct
559-9:~4-2157 ()Ilice
55!}-!XI·'I-2822 Fax

2

Dorsey-Robinson, Sylvia
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Cox, Jana
Tuesday, August 18, 2009 11 :27 AM
Alvarado, Juanita; Atkinson-Alston, Stephanie; Avila, Pedro; Bailey, Shaun; Barabe, Cathy;
Benedict, Tom; Bolt, Dave; Boyd, Gary; Brixey, Minerva; Burciaga, Rosemary; Caganich,
Barbara; Cantu, Becky; Castillo, David; Cavins, Sandy; Cazares, Javier; Clement, Robert;
Cleveland, Conne; Clover, Nancy; Cox, Jana; Cruz, Virginia; Danner, Ron; Davis, Lorna; Diniz,
Carlos A.; Dorsey-Robinson. Sylvia; Felix-Mata, Bertha; Gamino, Eliseo; Georgatos. Darlene;
Goldsmith, Carole; Gornick, Frank; Hall, Marlon; Hetu, Marcel; Ibanez, Olivia; Isaac, Donna;
Jeffcoach, Nancy; Jorgens, Anne; Kozlowski, Michelle D.; Leon. Ana; Lewallen, Willard;
Lopez, Jose P.; Lourenco, Maria; OliverSmith, Glenda; Olson, Melinda; Padilla, Delia Z.;
Parker, Mike; Robert Pimentel (robert.pimental@workforce-connection.com); Ruble, Joel;
Santino, Monica; Savopolos, Joe; Smith, Dolores; Squire, Frances Anna; Stearns, Jill R.;
Stoppenbrink. Ken; Talford, Riley; Tamayo, Daniel; Thompson. Tammy; Tyler, John;
Valdeabella, Mina; Warkentin. Don; Watts, Kathy; Weatherman, Tammy; Whitener, Susan
August Furloughs

To: Administrative/Management/Confidential staff members:
As you know, each person in these groups will have 24 furlough days for the 09-10 fiscal year. The 24 furlough days are
scheduled to be deducted as two days per month. After discussing the STRS/PERS procedures for calculating retirement
and retirement service credit, we have discovered that we are required to go back to July and revise the amounts
reported. To calculate service credit, STRS and PERS require the retirement base and the amount paid to be the same in
order for each employee to receive the full amount of service credit. If the retirement base is reported without the
furlough deductions, and the salary is reduced, the service credit would be reduced. For STRS and PERS we will have to
back out the salaries reported for July and replace them with the July salary less the two furlough days, and include the
retroactive salary steps for those eligible.
In order to correct the employee and employer retirement contributions, these changes will be included on the August
31 st payroll check. Specific information for each employee is being estimated and will be sent out via email as soon as
possible.
If you have any questions after receiving your estimate, please contact Tammy Weatherman at ext. 2117 or Diane
Edwards at ext. 2112.

Jana&/x
Director of Human Resources
vVt'st Hills Community C'ollegc Districr
;i.'i9-9:~4·21.)7 ()fIke
559-9:j,J-2R22 Fax
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• Maintain services and offerings to students and communities
• Maintain programs
• Protect full time positions
• Avoid layoffs
• Reduce current budget expenditures
• Freeze positions, travel and supplies
• Explore all methods of financing available to the District
• "2009 Great College to Work For" ' ..Ll1&Sl1.J.lt!s_L2 ~E

~GREAT
COLLEGES

TOWORKFOR~

www.westhillscollege.com

"Once You Go Here, You Can Go Anywhere" ™

FTES
• 2007-2008:

5,049 (Budgeted)

5,315 (Actual)

• 2008-2009:

5,200 (Budgeted)

5,458 (Actual)

• 2009-2010:

5,200 (Budgeted)

Enrollment up 10%

www.westhillscollege.com

"Once You Go Here, You Can Go Anywhere" ™

• 6/15/09: COP

$ 1,725,795

• 6/29/09: June Apportionment

$ 1,542,885

• 7/6/09:

TRANS

$ 3,946,264

• 7/13/09: State delay in apportionment

$ 4,163,389

• 7/14/09: State Construction Payment

$ 1,776,143

• 7/14/09: BAN

$ 4,755,763

• 7/31/09: July Apportionment

$

Total

798,109

$18,708,348

Cash balance of General Fund dropped down to $25,000 in June.

www.westhillscollege.com

"Once You Go Here, You Can Go Anywhere" ™

$ 2,771,423
$ 3,600,118 *

• 2008-2009 Fiscal Year Reductions:
• 2009-2010 Fiscal Year Reductions:
Total Reductions:

$ 6,371,541

* Includes reduction in Capital Outlay Account

www.westhillscollege.com

"Once You Go Here, You Can Go Anywhere" ™

Approved Tentative Budget 2009-2010 Reserve:
Reserve required for 5% reserve:
Shortage:

$ 1,294,600
$ 1,504,484

$ (209,884)

• Cost to add steps to budget:

$ (628,567)

• Restricted Fund Impact:

$ (428,515)

• Deficient Coefficient/Other:

$ (498,658)
$(l,765,624)

Revised Shortage:

www.westhillscollege .com

"Once You Go Here, You Can Go Anywhere"

™

$
$

Target Savings:
Savings from SERP @ 100%:
Shortage:

• Two-Month Salary Cost:
• SERP Payments:
Total Shortage:

Grand Total Shortage:

www.westhillscollege.com

(113,343)
(255,352)
(233,534)

$ (83S,743) *

$

• Non-Committed SERP:

1,532,110

$ (233,S14)

$
$
$

• Vacation Payouts:

1,765,624

(574,770)

$(l,410,S13) *

"Once You Go Here, You Can Go Anywhere" ™

• GF 11 Furloughs - 24 days/year (10%)

$

461,952

$

279,418

$

697,622

(Ad min istrative/M an agem ent/ Co nfi denti aI)
• GF 11 Furloughs - 24 days/year (10%)
(CSEA)
• GF 11 Salary Reduction (10%)
(CTA)

www.westhillscollege.com

Total Savings:

$ 1,438,992

Shortage:

$(1,410,513)

Net:

$

28,479

"Once You Go Here, You Can Go Anywhere" ™

Dorsey-Robinson. Sylvia
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Stoppenbrink, Ken
Thursday, April 29, 2010 8:35 AM
Alvarado, Juanita; Avila, Pedro; Bailey, Shaun; Barabe, Cathy; Bernal, Johnathan; Bolt, Dave;
Boyd, Gary; Brewer, Erin; Burciaga, Rosemary; Cantu, Becky; Castillo, David; Cazares,
Javier; Clement, Robert; Cleveland, Conne; Cox, Jana; Cruz, Virginia; Danner, Ron; Davis,
Lorna; Dorsey-Robinson, Sylvia; Felix-Mata, Bertha; Freeman, Charles; Gamino, Eliseo;
Goldsmith, Carole; Gornick, Frank; Gritton, Mark; Hall, Marlon; Hernandez, Verna; Hetu,
Marcel; Howard, Elaine; Isaac, Donna; Jeffcoach, Nancy; Jorgens, Anne; Kozlowski, Michelle
D.; Larson, Richard; Leon, Ana; Lewallen, Willard; Lopez, Jose P.; Lourenco, Maria; Millett,
Mark; OliverSmith, Glenda; Padilla, Delia Z.; Reynolds, David J.; Richerson, Melissa; Robert
Pimentel (robert.pimental@workforce-connection.com); Rodriguez, Raquel; Ruble, Joel;
Savopolos, Joe; Squire, Frances Anna; Stearns, Jill R.; Stearns, Keith A.; Stoppenbrink, Ken;
Talford, Riley; Tamayo, Daniel; Thompson, Tammy; Trevino, Thelma; Valdeabella, Mina;
Warkentin, Don; Watts, Kathy; Weatherman, Tammy; Whitener, Susan
furloughs

All,
Please make sure that your staff have been scheduled off for their respective furlough days
prior to the end of the fiscal year.
Also I have heard that some have been approving furloughs on an hourly basis. The MOU we
have with the Union states that furlough days shall be coordinated through the supervisor of
each department. The MOU does not state that furlough hours shall be coordinated.
Furlough days shall be awarded in full scheduled work days.
For those employees on a 40 hour work week that will be an 8 hour day for those 19 hour a
week employees that will be dependent upon how their 19 hours are scheduled.
Ken Stoppenbrlnk
Vice Chancellor of Business/Human Resources
9800 Cody St.
Coalinga, CA, 93210
(559) 934-2160
(559) 934-2816 (FAX)
Emall:kenstoppenbrink@whccd.edu
Web Site: www.westhillscollege.com
"Once You Go Here, You Can Go Anywhere" ™

NOTICE: This [-mail (including attachments) is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.c. 25102521, is confidential and may be legally
privileged. Information contained in this e--mail message is intended only for the individual to whom it is addressed ilnd is private and confidential. If you are not the
intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, any dissemination, distribution or copying of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you ilre not the intended recipient of this e-mail, please kindly destroy it and notily the sender immediately by reply e---mail.
Please take standard precautions to mitigate virus issues. Thank you for your cooperation
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Dorsey-Robinson, Sylvia
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Isaac, Donna
Monday, October 27,20089:26 AM
WHCCD Employees
Bill Henry (bilihenry@lemoorenet.com); Edna Ivans (ednaivans@hotmail.com); Ivans, Edna;
levinson@griswoldlasalle.com ; mckean@psnw.com ; Minnite, Jack ; Nina Oxborrow
(nina@oxborrow-ents.com)
Budget Update #2

The following message is being sent on behalf of Dr. Frank Gornick, Chancellor:
Hello again everyone,
I recently met with Mark Millett of CSEA and Marty Ennes of CTA to discuss the current budget situation as we
understand it. We are all presented with basically the same information from the State, however what is
important to all of us is how this information will affect us at West Hills. We know we will have reductions to our
current budget and possibly next year's budget. The three of us agree that our goal is to meet the
reductions without having to layoff or reduce full time classified staff, faculty or administrators.
What can we expect? The information we have from the State is pretty straight forward. Currently, we have
been paid our apportionment claims, dollar for dollar. That is the good news. The bad news is that beginning
with the January payments to the district, our payments will be reduced by 25 cents on the dollar for the
months of January, February and March. The State uses this technique to reduce their cash flow requirements
in the current year.
What can we do to offset this reduction? We basically have three options: The first is do nothing, which would
not be acceptable to the Board of Trustees. The second is to make the reductions in current budgets across
the board effective November 1. While this will get us to our goal of reducing our budget by approximately $1
million, it is a very intrusive and disconcerting process for the colleges to go through right now. The third
option - the one preferred by CSEA, CTA and myself - is to implement a "freeze" effective November 1 on
Fund 11 dollars. (Fund 11 dollars are unrestricted and come from the State).
The reason we favor this approach is that we have used it before with great success. At the October Board
meeting we will have a discussion concerning the options presented above. We are in a good financial
position for a district our size and our enrollment for the summer and fall semester have been higher than
anticipated. That means that we can plan on a normal spring semester enrollment which will help us in the
next budget.
I will keep you informed as I receive more information. Please call or e-mail with any questions you might have
or suggestions on other options we might consider.
Regards,

Frank Gornick, Chancellor
West Hills Community College District
9900 Cody St.
Coalinga, CA 93210
Tel. 559-934-2107
"Once you go here, You can go anywhere"
www.westhillscollege.com
1
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT

Board of Trustees
West Hills Community College District
Coalinga. California
We have audited the accompanying basic flnancial statements of the business-type activities of the West Hills
Community College District (the District) as of and for the years ended June 30. 2008 and 2007, and its discretely
presented component unit West Hills Community Collele Foundation as of and for the years ended
December 31, 2007 and 2006, as listed in the Table of Contents. These basic financial statements are the
responsibility of the District's manaaement. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial
statements based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with audit.in& standards lenerally accepted in the United States of
America and the standards applicable to flnancial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued by
the ComptroUer General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit
includes examinins. on a test basis, evidence BUppOrting the amounts and disclosures in the financiaistatements.
An audit also includes assessing the accountinl principles used and sipiflcant estimates made by manaaement, as
well.s evaluating the overall basic financial statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a
reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the basic financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, &he financial
position of the business-type activities of the West Hills Community Collese District as of June 30, 2008 and
2007, and its discretely presented component unit as of December 31, 2007 and 2006, and the respective changes
in financial position and cash flows, for the years then ended in conformity with accounting principles aenerally
8CCepte4 in the United &tates of America.
In accordance with Governll'lllnt Auditing Siamim'th. we have also issued our report dated January 5, 2009, on our
consideration of the District's intema1 control over financiallq)Ol1ing and on our tests of its compliance with
certain provisions of laws, replations, COlltraeta, and gramt aareements and other matters. The purpose of that
report is to describe the scope of our testinl of internal control over financial reportins and compliance and the
results of that testina, and DOt to provide an opinion on the internal control over fmancial reporting or on
compliance. That report is an intqral part of an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing
Standards and is important for asseasiq the results of our audit.
The Manapment's Discussion and Analysis, as tistcd in the Table of Contents. is DOt a required part of the basic
financial statements. but is supplementary illformation required by the Govcmmental Accounting Standards
Board. This supplementary information is the responsibility of the District's manasement. We have applied
certain limited procedures, consisting principally of inqviriea of maJ1&Iement reprdiDa the methods of
measurement and presentation of the required supplementary information. However, we did not audit the
information and express DO opinion on it.
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Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the rmaneial statements that collectively
comprise the District's basic financial statements. The supplementary information Jisted in the table of contents,
including the Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards, which is required by U.S. Office of Management and
Budaet Circular A-133, Audits olSlales, Local Governments, and Non-Profit Organizations, are presented for
purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the basic financial statements. Such information has
been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic financial statements and, in our opinion,
are fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole.

V~, cJIuiu, ~ d CD., uP
Fresno, California
January 5, 2009
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In June 1999, the Govermnent Accounting Standards Board (GASB) issued Statement No. 34, "Basic
Financial Statements and Management's Discussion and Analysis for State and Local Governments. " which
established a new reporting format for annual financial statements of govermnental entities. In November
1999, GASB issued Statement No. 35, "Basic Financial Statements and Management's Discussion and
Analysis for Public Colleges and Universities. " which applies these new reporting standards to public
colleges and universities such as the West Hills Community College District (the District). The following
discussion and analysis provides an overview of the District's financial activity. This report presents this
information in a comparative format. Responsibility for the completeness and fairness of this information
rests with the District.

USING THIS ANNUAL REPORT
As required by accounting principles, the annual report consists of three basic financial statements that
provide information on the District's activities as a whole: the Statement of Net Assets; the Statement of
Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net Assets; and the Statement of Cash Flows.
The focus of the Statement of Net Assets is designed to be similar to bottom line results for the District.
This statement combines and consolidates current financial resources (net short-term spendable resources)
with capital assets and long-term obligations. The Statement of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net
Assets focuses on the costs of the District's operational activities, which are supported mainly by property
taxes and by State and other revenues. This approach is intended to summarize and simplify the user's
analysis of the cost of various District services to students and the public. The Statement of Cash Flows
provides an analysis of the sources and uses of cash within the operations of the District.
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
JUNE 30, 2008
FINANCIAL HIGHliGHTS
•

The District's primary fUnding source is "State Apportionment as defined by SB 361" received from the
State of California throuah the State Chancellor's Office. These funds are comprised of State
apportionment, local property taxes, and student enrollment fees. The primary basis of this
apportionment is the calculation of Full-Time Equivalent Students (FfBS). During the 2007-08 fiscal
year, the District's actual FfES were comprised of 4,595 credit FfES and 454 non--credit FfES for a
total of 5,049 FfES, an increase of 99 FrBS (2%) from the 2006-07 fiscal year. These FfES are
generated at the District's Coalinga and Lemoore College campuses, as well as various satellite
locations.

•

The District ended the year with an Unrestricted General Fund balarn:e ofS3.9 million. The State
Chancellor's Office recommends reserve levels of five percent of\lDI'CStricted General Fund
expenditures be set aside for economic uncertainties. The District met this requirement with 12.51%
reserves.

•

The primary expenditure of the District is for the salaries and benefits of the Academic, Classified, and
Administrative salaries of District employees. These costs increased over the 2006-07 fiscal year by
approximately $4.6 million. In addition to the costs for current employees' insurance coverage, the
District provides insurance benefits to retirees meeting plan eligibility requirements.

•

The District begm several construction and modernization projects throughout the District. These
projects will be funded through various financial vehicles, including various maintenance and
constnlction projects funded through the State Chancellor's Office.

•

The District provides student financial aid to qualifying students of the District in the amount of
approximately $8,167,000. This aid is provided through grants,and loans from the Federal
government, State Chancellor's Office, and local funding.

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
JUNE 30, 2008
Condensed financial information is as follows: (in thousands)
NET ASSETS
As of June 30, 1008, 1007 and 1006

ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash and investments
Accounts receivable
Inventory
Prepaid
Total Current Assets
Non--Current Assets
Capital assets, net of depreciation
Total Assets
LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
Ac:counts payable and accrued liabilities
Deferred revenue
Long-term liabilites - current portion
Total Current Liabilites
Non-Current Liabilities
Long-term liabUiles
Total liabilities
NET ASSETS
Invested in capital assets
Restricted for expendable purposes
Unrestricted
Total Net Assets
Total Liabilities and Net Assets

June 30,
2008

June 30,
2007

S 79,535
5,529
422
14
85 t500

S 79.805
4,527
418
8
84,758

65,628
S 151,128

62.584
S 147,342

4.415
2,162
1,048
7!625

Change

June 30.
2006

(270)
1.002
4
6
742

S 72,935
5.747
422
9
79.112

3.044
3,786

62.688
S 141.800

2.768
2,241
840
5,849

1.647
(79)
208
1,776

4,395
1,707

85,043
92!668

85,533
91,382

~490l

1,286

42,610
13.802
2 1048
58,460

37,839
13,287
4,834
55,960

S 151,128

S 147,342

S

S

$

6,870
(1,220)
(4)
~Il

5,646
~104~

S

5,542

108

(1,627)
534
732

6,210

~36Q

86,008
92,218

~475~

10,663
(1,863)

2,500

27,176
15,150
7,2;,56
49.582

3,786

S 141,800

4,771
515
~2z7B6~

$

Cbanae

(836~

!2!422~

6.378
$

5,542

This schedule has been prepared from the District'. Statements of Net Assets (page 11). which is presented on lUi
ac:crual basis of accounting wherd>y capital auetJ are capitalized and. depreciated.
The chan.aes in the cash position are exptamed in the Stateme:ots of Cash Flows (pages 13 and 14).
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
JUNE 30, 2008
Opecatine Results for the Year Ended JUDe 30, 1008, 1007 aDd 2006

OPERATING REVENUES
Tuition and fees
Grants and contracts
Auxiliary sales and charges
Total Operating Revenues
OPERATING EXPENSES
Salaries and benefits
Other expenses
Depreciation
Total Operating Expenses
NET LOSS ON OPERATIONS
NONOPERATING REVENUES AND
(EXPENSES)
State apportionments
Property taxes
State revenues
Interest income
Interest expense
Other non-operating revenues
Total Nonoperating Revenues
OTIIER REVENUES
State revenues, capital
Local revenues, capital
Total Other Revenues
NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN
NET ASSETS

June 30,
2008

June 30,
2007

Difference

$ 2,657
22,585
2,473
27,715

$ 2,457

$

June 30,
2006

Difference

19,415
2,293
24,165

200
3,170
180
3,550

$ 1,809
15,749
2,001
19,559

62,062
(34,347)

30,935
22,460
2,528
55,923
(31,758)

4,671
2,006
(538)
6,139
(2,589)

25,065
16,337
2,471
43,873
(24,314)

5,870
6,123
57
12,050

24,915
2,904
1,985
1,934
(2,953)
7,354
36,139

23,525
3,160
3,506
2,624
(2,S73)
7).49
37,191

1,390
(256)
(1,521)
(690)
(80)
105
(1,052)

19,660
2,820
1,915
2,234
(1,778)
244
25,095

3,865
340
1,591

35,606
24,466

I,m

$

648
3,666
292

(7,444)

390
(1,095)
7,005

791
(83)
5,726
(4,935)
708
________~15_4_____(~154~) ____2_95____~(~14_1~)
945
(237)
6,021
(5,076)
708
$ 2,soo

5 6,378

$

(3,878) $ 6,802 ...$_ _
(4....
24.)

This schedule has been prepared from the Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Net Assets presented
on page 12.
The operating revenue for the District is specifically defined a. revenues from users of the colleges' facilities and
programs. Excluded from the operating revenues are the c:omponcnts of the primary source of District funding the State apportionment process. These components include the State apportionment and local property taxes. As
these sources of revenue are from the pnenl population ofabe State of Califomia, and not from the direct users
of the educational sc.nr.iccs, they are considered to be nonoperating. ~ a result, the operating 1011 of 534 million
is balanced by the other fundina sources leadin& to an overall increue in the District.. net assets of 52.5 million.
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
JUNE 30, 2008
Auxiliary revenue consists of bookstore and Food Service revenues. The bookstore is maintained to provide
books, supplies. and other items to the students and faculty of the District. The operations are self-supporting
through product sales. The Food Service operation provides meals to the students and faculty of the college.
Grant and contract revenues relate to student financial aid, as well as specific Federal and State &rants received for
programs serving the students of the District. These grant and program revenues are restricted as to the allowable
expenses related to the programs.
The interest income is primarily the result of cash held at the Fresno County Treasurer. The interest expense
relates to interest payments on the long~term debt which is described in Note 9 of the financial statements.
The District is recording the depreciation expense related to capital assets. The detail of the changes in capital
assets for the year is included in the notes to the financial statements as Note S.
Statement of Cash Flows for the Yean Ended June 30, 2008, 2007 and 2006

The Statement of Cash Flows provides infonnation about cash receipts and payments during the year. This
statement also assists users in assessing the District's ability to meet its obligations as they come due and its need
for external financing.
June 30. 200&

June 30, 2007

Difference

June 30, 2006

Difference

$

(17,721)
23,771
(9.514)
1,995

$

$

~1,469~

$

CASH PROVIDED BY (USED IN)
Operatin, activities
Noncapitll rmancinl activities

Capital financiDllICtivities
Inveatina activities
Net Increase in Cash and Casb Equivalent.

S

(31,800) S
37,105
(7,589)
2,015
.$_____
...... $
(269)

(26,464)
34,607
(3,813)
2,540
6.170

S

$

(5,336)
2,498
(3,776)
~S25l
~7,139~

(8,743)
10,836
5,701
545
8,339

The primary operating receipts are student tuition and fees and Federal. State. and local &rants and contracts. The
primary operating expense of the District is the payment of salaries and benefits to instmctional and classified
support staff, as well as District administrators.
While State apportionment and property taxes are the primary source of non--capital related revenue, the new
GASB accounting standards require that this lOurcc of revenue is shown as nonoperatins revenue as it come from
the aencrat resources of the State and not from the primary usen of the coDClCS' programs and services (students).
The District depends upon this funding as the primary IOUrce of funds to continue the current level of operations.
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Califomia Community Colleges
ANNUAL FINANCIAL AND BUDGET REPORT
(Financial Report for Fiscal Year 2007-08)
(Budget Report for Fiscal Year 2008-09)

District: W.t Hilla Community College Dlttrlct

Distrid Code: 680

This is to certify that the Annual Financial and Budget Report has been prepared
and the budget adopted in accordance with the Califomia Code of Regulations,
beginning with Section 5 00. Further, to the best of my knowledge, the data
contained In is
rrect.

tl)-I/)-a,8
Date

Date

Contact:

Tammy Weatherman

Narne
Diredor of Fiscal Services
TItJfI

(559) 934-2117
Phone Number

Exten&lon

tammyweatherman@whccxI.edu
E-M.'

In accordance with the California Code of Regulations, Section 58305(d) a copy
of this report is due to the Chancellor's OffIce on or before October 10. 2008.
Please submit the report to:
Chancellor's OffIce
Catifomia Community CoUeges
Fiscal Services Unit
1102 Q Street. Suite 300
Sacramento, CA
95814 - 6511

CCFS-311 (Rev. 612001, er)
10110108

11:23AM

Governmental Funds Group
..1Q.. General Fund:

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Annual Financial and Budget Report
REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA

For Actual Year: 2007-08

Budaet Year: 2008-09

GENERAL FUND
State

Use
Description

Only
(EDP)

Fund:

..!!

Fund:

UNRES~CTEDSUBFUND

Actual

Budget

.11..

Fund:

...!2...

RESTRICTED SUBFUND

Actual

Budget

TOTAL
Actual

Budget

REVENUES:

Federal Revenues
State Revenues
Local Revenues
TOTAL REVENUES
EXPENDlTIJRES:

Classified Salaries

1000 1--~~~~~~~~~~-i~~bLf--~~~~--~~~~.__~~~~
2000 L-~~~~__~~~L~~~~~~~~~~__~~~~__~~MLI

Employee Benefits
Supplies and Materials

3000 L-~WU~~~~~~~~~~~~~-i~~~--~~~L4--~~~~1
4000 L---~~~~--~~~----QU~~----~~~--~kL~U+--~~~~1

Other Operating Expenses and Services
Capital Outlay

5000 L-~~~~--~~~~--~~~4---~~~+-~W6~~~~~~~
6000

Academic Salaries

TOTAL EXPENDITURES
EXCESS I (DEFICIENCy) OF REVENUES OVER
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
OTHER OUTGO

NET

IN FUND BALANCE

BEGINNING FUND BALANCE:

Net Beginning Balance, July 1
Prior Years Adjustments
Adjusted Beginning Balance
ENDING FUND BALANCE, JUNE 30

CCFS-311 Page 1

4.193.706

905
West Hills Community College District

I

580

990
~

DistrictNo.
Code

Governmental Funds Group

CAUFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
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Annual Financial and Budget Report

Debt service Funds:

REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA
For Actual Year: 2007-08
. Budget Year: 2008-09

DEBT SERVICE FUNDS

..n.

Fund:

Description

State
Use
Only
(EDP)

Fund:

BOND INTEREST AND
REDEMPnON FUND

Fund: 29

22

REVENUE BOND INTEREST
AND REDEMPTION FUND

OTHER DEBT SERVICE FUND

Actual

Budget

Actual

Budget

Actual

Budget

(1 )

(2)

(1 )

(2)

(1 )

(2)

REVENUES:
Federal Revenues
State Revenues
Local Revenues
TOTAL REVENUES

8100
8600
8800

5.628

3A3U9a

801

3.437.426

Other Financing Sources (CA 8900):
Interfund Transfers - In
Other Incoming Transfers

803

TOTAL - OTHER FINANCING SOURCES

808

Other Outgo (CA 7000):
Debt Retirement (Long Term Debt) (CA 7100):
Debt Reduction
Debt Interest and Other Service Charges

802

Transfers (Outgoing) (CA 7300 and 7400)

711
712
730

Reserve for Contingencies

7900

1265077

--

. .

TOTAL - OTHER OUTGO

708

NET alliER FINANCING SOURCES (OlliER OllTGO) lCA 890017000)

202

NET INCREASEI(DECREASE) IN FUND BALANCE
BEGINNING FUND BALANCE:
Net Beginning Balance, July 1
Prior Years Adjustments
Adjusted Beginning Balance

901

2172.349

902

::::::: II!!

ENDING FUND BALANCE JUNE 30
CCFS-311 Page 2

903
904
905

. ;~,~t'» · -.:.:'
1~.~~"ltt~~

1It. ,~<i<';~s

~"""l .s.~.

! ~.~~r".. '

11

1.265.077

I

i

(1.265.077)

d !'lOA !'l!'lO

.. .. . "
I~·· ·"';"""'''''~ ·

_9.RdR R::\A

9.646.634

.•
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ii~f I,t;
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"~>l~~~
· lWt,~
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30 Special Revenue Funds

~EVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA
=or Actual Year: 2007-08
Budget Year: 2008-09

State

Use
Description
REVENUES:
Federal Revenues

State Revenues
Local Revenues
TOTAL REVENUES
EXPENDITURES:
Academic Salaries

Classified Salaries
Employee Benefits
Supplies and Materials
Other Operating Expenses and Services
Capital Outlay

Only
(EDP)

8100
8600
8800
801
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000

Special Revenue Funds
FUND: 31
BOOKSTORE FUND

FUND: 32
CAFETERJA FUND

Actual

Budget

Actual

(1)

(2)

J1)

FUND: 33
CHILD DEVELOPMENT FUND

Budget
{2 }

Actual

Budget

(U

(21

382.072

5Z3.Z66

J29L188

660.600

4305483

4.669.19j

1 7!iA ARn

31.4 !=IRR

7R n7!'i

..2fuU21

~600

1756.860

1012.154

756.675

49723Z6

~558M7

209.213.
84 919
1.396.150

3QQ.3Z6
119,455

310.228

~80.187

121,189
314.908

3.101 Jl6.3.
1 077 730
314.195

1 200037
420.013

3~Q.3Q3

196.660

Z.~QQ

718.416

49~.51~

942

1n ?!i4

3_000

26398

~

012 154

756675

5237802

5423191
135366

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

501

2041527

EXCESSI (DEFICIENCy) OF REVENUES OVER EXPENDITURES

201

(2826671

(2654761

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES

8900

105.887

~32.3

OTHER OUTGO

7000

NET INCREASEI(DECREASE) IN FUND BALANCE

901

L1Z6..780l

902
903

534.766

1

~.26Q.137

178847

I

i35..3fi6.

BEGINNING FUND BALANCE:

Net Beginning Balance, July 1
Prior Years Adjustments
Adjusted Beginning Balance
ENDING FUND BALANCE, JUNE 30

CCFS-311 Page 3

904

534 766

905

357.9M

;;II
~7986

--1~.:t,:\fIl"'~

~~t~)~~~~~~~f~

.. . ."".r:

·· ~ ':··I \~" '..'!;v~H
~ ;~~~
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CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Annual Financial and Budget Report
REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA

For Actual Year: 2007-08

Budget Year: 2008-09

Special Revenue Funds
State
Use
Only
(EDP)

Description
REVENUES:
Federal Revenues

FUND: 34

FUND:

FUND: 39

FARM OPERATIO"NS FUND

OTHER SPECIAL REVENUE
FUND

Actual

Budget

Actual

Budget

Actual

Budget

(1)

{2 }

(1 )

(2)

~tl

~2~

6100
6600
8800

16..561

-.16...fiOO

'=IAn '=II';A

::I45?On

801

16.5a1

i6,6QQ.

340358

3.45200

1000
2000

69.977

:126.165

~6,19Q

9~ , 629

:lZ~ , 966

3000
4000
5000
6000

37991
23.563
144.540
1.183

56,129
21.900
72.a55

96,939
4.090

179.624
101,251

?R4 5Q::\

114.961

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

501

343444

371476

542606

397656

EXCESSI (DERCIENCy) OF REVENUES OVER EXPENDITURES

201

(326883)

(35467lD,

(202250)

(52656)

8900
7000

384 831

274.052

314194

164.600

111

111

901

~

902
903

13a.236 ~

Prior Years Adjustments
Adjusted Beginning Balance

904

138.236 . . . '.

905

196J84

State Revenues
Local Revenues
TOTAL REVENUES
EXPENDITURES:
Academic Salaries

Classified Salaries
Employee Benefits
Supplies and Materials
Other Operating Expenses and Services
Capital Outlay

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
OTHER OlfTGO
NET INCREASEI(DECREASE) IN FUND BALANCE

2,QQQ

Q44

Q44

(80.826)

BEGINNING FUND BALANCE:

Net Beginning Balance, July 1

ENDING FUND BALANCE, JUNE 30
-
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CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Annual Financial and Budget Report
REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA
For Actual Year: 2007-08
Budget Year: 2008-09
State
Use

Only
(EDP)

Description
REVENUES:
Federal Revenues

8100
8600
8800

State Revenues
Local Revenues
TOTAL REVENUES

801

EXPENDITURES:
Academic Salaries

Capital Projects Funds
FUND: 41

FUND:

FUND:

CAPITAL OUTLAY PROJECTS
FUND

Actual
(1)

Budget
(2)

Actual
(1)

Budget
(2)

Actual

Budget

(1)

r2 1

23365
ZQ6,~2:1

22190.000

771

11n nnn

964192

22323365

?J;J;

1000
2000

Classified Salaries

Employee Benefits

3000
4000
5000
6000

1 .~9Q
':\ 1.71.471.

'9 5fl~550

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

501

3346926

29589050

EXCESSI (DEFICIENCy) OF REVENUES OVER EXPENDITURES

201

(2382734)

(7265685)

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES

8900

2434201

OTHER OUTGO

7000

1~

nRR

1.750.000
~n nnn

NET INCREASEI(DECREASE) IN FUND BALANCE

901

1.R 1.79

(5565685)

902
903

5.855.013

Supplies and Materials
Other Operating Expenses and Services
Capital Outlay

21963
5.500

BEGINNING FUND BALANCE:

Net Beginning Balance, July 1
Prior Years Adjustments
Adjusted Beginning Balance
ENDING FUND BALANCE, JUNE 30
-
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:ALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Fiduciary Funds Group

\nnual Financial and Budget Report

70 Fiduciary Funds Group

~EVENUES,

EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA
Budget Year: 2008-09

Fiduciary Funds Group

=or Actual Year: 2007-08

Description

State
Use
Only
(EDP)

FUND: 71

FUND: 74

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
TRUST FUND

FUND: 75

STUDENT FINANCIAL AID
TRUST FUND

Actual

Budget

Actual

Budget

(11

(2 )

(1 )

(2 )

SCHOlARSHIP AND LOAN
TRUST FUND

Actual
11 )

Budget

(2)

REVENUES:

Federal Revenues
State Revenues
Local Revenues
TOTAL REVENUES

8100
8600
8800
801

r:,

17d

5_5Qd Qlin

5.744.740

7?1

694,285
1 fi?7 QQR

1 Ii?Ii nlin

1.t1n 7R1

1o:tn Rnn

5721

7.817.233

7908090

140781

130600

fi

5.774

R~R ~nn

EXPENDITURES:

Academic Salaries

1000

Classified Salaries

2000

Employee Benefits
Supplies and Materials

3000
4000

Other Operating Expenses and Services

5000
6000

Capital Outlay

I

2QQ

597
2_421

2,Z~Q

12.965

9.702

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

501

3018

3350

12965

9702

EXCESSI (DEFICIENCy) OF REVENUES OVER EXPENDITURES

201

2756

2371

7804268

7898388

369022

298000

8_167.nnn
R ?Cln

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES

8900

OTHER OUTGO

7000

1 linn

901

1256

902
903

?n QRR

Prior Years Adjustments
Adjusted Beginning Balance

904

20988

905

??244

NET INCREASEI(DECREASE) IN FUND BALANCE

2.371

140781

130600

R ?nflmm

136616

114

(CI 7n?)

4_165

Qnn

(4 ~nm

BEGINNING FUND BALANCE:

Net Beginning Balance, July 1

ENDING FUND BALANCE, JUNE 30
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CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Annual Financial and Budget Report
REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA
For Actual Year: 2007-08
Budget Year: 2008-09

Description

.

REVENUES:
Federal Revenues
State Revenues
Local Revenues
TOTAL REVENUES

State
Use
Only
(EDP)

Fiduciary Funds Group
FUND: 79

FUND: 77

OTHER TRUST FUNDS
Actual

Budget

r1 )

(2)

FUND: 76

DEFERRED COMPENSATION
TRUST FUND
Actual
(1)

INVESTMENT TRUST FUND

Budget

Actual

Budget

(2)

(1)

r2 )

8100
8600
8800

801

R

~Q?

fl.fl.n?

8392

"-602

EXPENDITURES:
Academic Salaries

1000

Classified Salaries

2000

Employee Benefits
Supplies and Materials

3000
4000

139

Other Operating Expenses and Services

5000

fl flflfl

4.867

Capital Outlay

6000

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

501

6805

4867

EXCESSI (DEFICIENCy) OF REVENUES OVER EXPENDITURES

201

1587

1735

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES

8900

OTHER OUTGO

7000

NET INCREASEI(DECREASE) IN FUND BALANCE

901

65 n17

Net Beginning Balance, July 1

902

Prior Years Adjusbnents

903

30.656_

Adjusted Beginning Balance

904

30 656 '

905

32.243

BEGINNING FUND BALANCE:

300.000

27164

1587

1.735

771"4

234,QR:!

75.001 I~;'-~_

700.000

' l!It

ENDING FUND BALANCE, JUNE 30
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Gann Appropriation Limit

CAliFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Annual Financial and Budget Report
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
Proposition of: Gann Appropriation Limit

Proposition 4 (November 1979, SpecIal Election) added Article XIIIB to the State Constitution to place
limitations of the expenditures of State and local governments.
SB 1352, Chapter 1205180, provided the Implementation of Article XI liB. Subsequentfy, that legislation
was amended by SB 98 (Chapter 82189), AS 198 (Chapter 83189), and AB 751 (Chapter 1395189).
Using the method prescribed by the Chancellots Office and approved by the Department of Anance;
please provkle district fnfonnation for the budget year, pursuant to Government Code Sections 7908(c}
and 7910, as follows:
Budget Year: 2008-09

state Use
Only
Description

(EDP)

811
Amount

Appropriations Umlt.

11

$37,817,045

Appropriations subject to limit.

12

$28,019,452

Amount of State aid apportiolnments and subventions Included
wfthln the proceeds of taxes of the district.

13

$24,917,717

Amounts excluded from the appropriations subject to limit, such as
unrelmbureed federal, Stale, or court mandates.

14

$0

CCF8-311 Page e
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CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
Annual Financial and Budget Report

Analysis of Net Ending Balance
For the General Fund

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
For Actual Year: 2007-08
State
General Fund Total
Use
Only No. S10
(EDP)

Description
A. NET ENDING BALANCE

905

4.21490B

Identify the following legally restricted or Board designated amounts
within the net ending balance:
B. Noncash Assets (items of noncash nature not readily available to meet
fund expenditures)
Investments (at cost)
Student Loans Receivable
Stores Inventories and Prel1aid ltems.
~lJhtnf::t1

619

B

C. Amounts restricted by law (legal requirement) includes specific tax revenues,
grants, and appropriations for special purposes.)
Federal and State
Local
~lIhtn~'

D. Subtotal ...

611
612
613

621
622

629
675

C

..., IB + C\

3195
3195

3.195

E. Amounts committed by contract/other legal obligations:
Capital Outlat and Equipment Replacement
Collective Bargaining Contracts, Personal Services, and/or Consulting
Contracts
Other
Subtotal E
F. Amounts for districfs self-insurance oroaram
G. Amounts for court orderJLa.'ifl1ents

J. UNCOMMITIED BALANCE (A less 11

CCFS-311 Page 9

632
633

63a
_64a

659

H. Amounts designated by Board action for specific future purposes excluding
amounts above:
Caoltal Outlav and Eauioment Reolacement
Personal Services and/or ConsultinQ Contracts
General Reserve
Other
~ .10.. ·... "1 H

I. TOTAL DESIGNATED AMOUNTS (0 through

631

Hl

661
662
663
664

1.750000

669

~ ::I~!'l ~17

679

3398512

690

816,396

West Hills Community College District
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Vavrinek, Trine, Day &Co., LLP

VALUE THE DIFFERENCE

Certified Public Accountants

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT

Board of Trustees
West Hills Community College District
Coalinga, California
We have audited the accompanying basic financial statements of the business-type activities of West Hills
Community College District (the District) as of and for the years ended June 30, 2009 and 2008, and its discretely
presented component unit West Hills Community College District Foundation as listed in the Table of Contents.
These basic financial statements are the responsibility of the District's management. Our responsibility is to
express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of
America and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued by
the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. The
financial statements of West Hills Community College District Foundation (the Foundation) were not audited in
accordance with Government Auditing Standards. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall basic
financial statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinions.

In our opinion, the basic fmancial statements referred to above present fairly, in all-material respects, the financial
position of the business-type activities of West Hills Community College District and its discretely presented
component unit as of June 30, 2009 and 2008, and the respective changes in financial position and cash flows, for
the years then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
As discussed in the Notes to the Financial Statements, the accompanying financial statements reflect certain
changes required as a result of the implementation of Govenunental Accounting Standards Board (GAS B)
Statement No . 45 for the year ended June 30, 2009.

In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued our report dated February 9, 2010, on
our consideration of the District's internal control over financial reporting and on our tests of its compliance with
certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements and other matters . The purpose of that
report is to describe the scope of our testing of internal control over financial reporting and compliance and the
results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the internal control over financial reporting or on
compliance. That report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing
Standards and is important for assessing the results of our audit.
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The required supplementary information such as the Management's Discussion and Analysis and Other
Postemployment Benefit Funding Progress, as listed in the Table of Contents, is not a required part ofthe basic
financial statements, but is supplementary information required by the Governmental Accounting Standards
Board. This supplementary information is the responsibility of the District's management. We have applied
certain limited procedures, consisting principally of inquiries of management regarding the methods of
measurement and presentation ofthe required supplementary information. However, we did not audit the
information and express no opinion.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements that collectively
comprise the District's basic financial statements. The supplementary information listed in the table of contents,
including the Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards, which is required by U.S. Office of Management and
Budget Circular A-133, Audits o/States, Local Governments, and Non-Profit Organizations, is presented for
purposes of additional analysis and is not a required part of the basic financial statements. Such information has
been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit ofthe basic financial statements and, in our opinion,
is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole.

Fresno, California
February 9, 2010
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West Hills College Coalinga

West Hills College Lemoore

North District Center, Firebaugh

Naval Air Station, Lemoore

MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

In June 1999, the Government Accounting Standards Board (GASB) issued Statement No. 34, "Basic
Financial Statements and Management's Discussion and Analysis/or State and Local Governments," which
established a new reporting format for annual financial statements of governmental entities. In November
1999, GASB issued Statement No. 35, "Basic Financial Statements and Management's Discussion and
Analysis/or Public Colleges and Universities," which applies these new reporting standards to public
colleges and universities such as the West Hills Community College District (the District). The following
discussion and analysis provides an overview of the District's financial activity. This report presents this
information in a comparative format. Responsibility for the completeness and fairness of this information
rests with the District.

USING THIS ANNUAL REPORT
As required by accounting principles, the annual report consists of three basic financial statements that
provide information on the District's activities as a whole: the Statement of Net Assets; the Statement of
Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net Assets; and the Statement of Cash Flows.
The focus of the Statement of Net Assets is designed to be similar to bottom line results for the District.
This statement combines and consolidates current financial resources (net short-term spendable resources)
with capital assets and long-term obligations. The Statement of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net
Assets focuses on the costs of the District's operational activities, which are supported mainly by property
taxes and by State and other revenues. This approach is intended to summarize and simplify the user's
analysis of the cost of various District services to students and the public. The Statement of Cash Flows
provides an analysis of the sources and uses of cash within the operations of the District.
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WEST IDLLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
JUNE 30, 2009
FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

•

The District's primary funding source is "State Apportionment as defined by SB 361" received from the
State of California through the State System's Office. These funds are comprised of State
apportionment, local property taxes, and student enrollment fees. The primary basis of this
apportionment is the calculation of Full-Time Equivalent Students (FTES). During the 2008-09 fiscal
year, the District's actual FTES were comprised of 4,972 credit FTES and 486 non-credit FTES fOF a
total of 5,458 FTES, an increase of 409 FTES (8.1 %) from the 2007-08 fiscal year; however the district
was only funded for 5,200 FTES. These FTES are generated at the District's Coalinga and Lemoore
College campuses, as well as various satellite locations.

•

The District ended the year with an Unrestricted General Fund balance of approximately $1.9 million.
The State Chancellor's Office recommends reserve levels of five percent of unrestricted General Fund
expenditures be set aside for economic uncertainties. The District met this requirement with
approximately 5.4 % in reserves.

•

The primary expenditure of the District is for the salaries and benefits of the Academic, Classified, and
Administrative salaries of District employees. These costs increased over the 2007-08 fiscal year by
approximately $3.0 million. In addition to the costs for current employees' insurance coverage, the
District provides insurance benefits to retirees meeting plan eligibility requirements.

•

The District began several construction and modernization projects throughout the District. These
projects will be funded through various financial vehicles, including various maintenance and
construction projects funded through the State Chancellor'S Office.

•

The District provides student financial aid to qualifying students of the District in the amount of
approximately $9.6 million. This aid is provided through grants, and loans from the Federal
government, State Chancellor's Office, and local funding.
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
JUNE 30, 2009
Condensed financial information is as follows: (in thousands)
NET ASSETS
As of June 30, 2009, 2008, and 2007

ASSETS
Cash and investments
Accounts receivable
Inventory
Prepaid
Capital assets, net of depreciation
Total Assets
LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Deferred revenue
Long-term liabilites - current portion
Total Current Liabilites
Non-Current Liabilities
Long-term liabilites
Total liabilities
NET ASSETS
Invested in capital assets
Restricted for expendable purposes
Umestricted
Total Net Assets
Total Liabilities and Net Assets

June 30,
2009

June 30,
2008

$ 92,827
10,756
860
67,866
$172,309

$ 79,535
5,529
422
15
65,628
$151,129

6,856
2,750
1,825
11,431

4,415
2,162
1,048
7,625

2,441
588
777
3,806

2,768
2,241
840
5,849

1,647
(79)
208
1,776

102,494
113,925

85,043
92,668

17,451
21,257

85,533
91,382

(490)
1,286

40,738
13,159
4,487
58,384

42,610
13,802
2,049
58,461

(1,872)
(643)
2,438
(77)

37,839
13,287
4,834
55,960

4,771
515

$172,309

$151,129

Chanse
$

$

$

13,292
5,227
(422)
845
2,238
21,180

21,180

June 30,
2007
$ 79,805
4,527
418
8
62,584
$147,342

$147,342

Chan~e

$

$

(270)
1,002
4
7
3,044
3,780

~2,7852

2,501
$

3,787

This schedule has been prepared from the District's Statements of Net Assets (page 11), which is presented on an
accrual basis of accounting whereby capital assets are capitalized and depreciated.
The changes in the cash position are explained in the Statements of Cash Flows (pages 13 and 14).
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
JUNE 30, 2009
Operating Results for the Year Ended June 30, 2009, 2008, and 2007

OPERATING REVENUES
Tuition and fees
Auxiliary sales and charges
Total Operating Revenues
OPERATING EXPENSES
Salaries and benefits
Other expenses
Depreciation
Total Operating Expenses
NET LOSS ON OPERATIONS
NONOPERATING REVENUES AND
(EXPENSES)
State apportionments
Grants and contracts
Property taxes
State revenues
Interest income
Interest expense
Other non-operating revenues
Total Nonoperating Revenues
OTHER REVENUES
State revenues, capital
Local revenues, capital
Total Other Revenues
NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN
NET ASSETS

June 30,
2009

June 30,
2008

$

2,583
1,111
3,694

$ 2,657
2,473
5,130

38,619
25,440
2,670
66,729
(63,035)

35,606
24,466
1,990
62,062
(56,932)

3,013
974
680
4,667
(6,103)

30,935
22,460
2,528
55,923
(31,758)

4,671
2,006
(538)
6,139
(25,174)

25,192
25,666
2,265
2,616
3,988
(3,753)
4,602
60,576

24,915
22,585
2,904
1,985
1,934
(2,953)
7,354
58,724

277
3,081
(639)
631
2,054
(800)
(2,752)
1,852

23,525
19,415
3,160
3,506
2,624
(2,873)
7,249
37,191

1,390
3,170
(256)
(1,521)
(690)
(80)
105
21,533

2,351

Difference
$

708

1,643

708

"",$===(=77...
) $ 2,500

1,674
$

------

(74) $ 2,457
(1,362)
2,293
(1,436)
24,165

_ _ _3_1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3;;.,;1;.,.

2,382

June 30,
2007

Difference
$

(83)
(154)
(237)

791
154
945

(2,577) $ 6,378

200
180
(19,035)

$

(3,878)

This schedule has been prepared from the Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Net Assets presented
on page 12.
The operating revenue for the District is specifically defined as revenues from users of the colleges' facilities and
programs. Excluded from the operating revenues are the components of the primary source of District fundingthe State apportionment process. These components include the State apportionment and local property taxes. As
these sources of revenue are from the general population of the State of California, and not from the direct users
of the educational services, they are considered to be nonoperating. As a result, the operating loss of $63 million
is balanced by the other funding sources leading to a decrease in the District's net assets of $77 thousand.
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
JUNE 30, 2009
Auxiliary revenue consists of Food Service revenues. The bookstore sold its inventory of books, supplies, and
other items to an outside agency to operate. Those proceeds are reflected as the bookstore sales for the 2008-09
fiscal year. The Food Service operation provides meals to the students and faculty of the college.
Grant and contract revenues relate to student financial aid, as well as specific Federal and State grants received for
programs serving the students of the District. These grant and program revenues are restricted as to the allowable
expenses related to the programs.
The interest income is primarily the result of cash held at the Fresno County Treasurer. The interest expense
relates to interest payments on the long-term debt which is described in Note 10 of the financial statements.
The District is recording the depreciation expense related to capital assets. The detail of the changes in capital
assets for the year is included in the notes to the financial statements as Note 6.

Statement of Cash Flows for the Years Ended June 30, 2009,2008, and 2007
The Statement of Cash Flows provides information about cash receipts and payments during the year. This
statement also assists users in assessing the District's ability to meet its obligations as they come due and its need
for external financing.
June 30, 2009
CASH PROVIDED BY (USED IN)
Operating activities
Noncapital financing activities
Capital financing activities
Investing activities
Net Increase in Cash and Cash Equivalents

June 30, 2008

Difference

June 30, 2007

Difference

(26,464) $ (27,921)
(54,385) $ (6,301) $
(60,686) $
(2,374)
34,607
25,083
57,316
59,690
19,433
(3,813)
(3,776)
(7,589)
11,844
1,939
2,540
2,015
3,954
~525)
$
6,870
$ (7,l39)
$
(269) ______
$ 12,697== =========
12,428 ========"_'=
=$============
__ =====_'=

$

The primary operating receipts are student tuition and fees and Federal, State, and local grants and contracts. The
primary operating expense of the District is the payment of salaries and benefits to instructional and classified
support staff, as well as District administrators.
While State apportionment and property taxes are the primary source of non-capital related revenue, the new
GASB accounting standards require that this source of revenue is shown as nonoperating revenue as it come from
the general resources of the State and not from the primary users of the colleges' programs and services (students).
The District depends upon this funding as the primary source of funds to continue the current level of operations.
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CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Governmental Funds Group
..1Q.. General Fund:

Annual Financial and Budget Report

REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA
For Actual Year: 2008-09

GENERAL FUND

Budget Year: 2009-10

State
Use
Only

Description

(EDP)

Fund:

...11

Fund:

UNRESTRICTED SUBFUND

Actual
(1)

Jl..

Fund:

.1Q.

RESTRICTED SUBFUND

Budget
(2)

Actual
(1)

Budget
(2)

TOTAL
Actual
(1)

Budget
(2)

REVENUES:

474

State Revenues '

8100
8600

2.195
26.475.095

2.400
24.965.893

RR53279
5707998

8 ?79335
R ?33 973

3? 183093

8.28J ,23_S-.J
31 .1_9.9.8_66_

Local Revenues

8800

5,063,612

4,703,284

305,443

104,500

5,369,055

4,807,784

801

31 540902

296715n

12666720

14617808

44207622

44 289 385

1000
2000

13.094.342

11 146152

?791 047

2 ~?~

13.77~Q2L

5.680.931

4.923146

4111 258

5032537

15.385.389
9792189

1788440
531761

2.173011
1 057941

6806.318
1014504

7207066
1 6?? 8M

Federal Revenues

TOTAL REVENUES

h h'\'\

EXPENDITURES:

Academic Salaries
Classified Salaries

~~Q

9955R83

Employee Benefits
Supplies and Materials

3000
4000

5.017.878
482.743

Other Operating Expenses and Services
Capital Outlay

5000

3.640.788

5.029.055
564.863
5.586c 956

2111.808

2570013

5.752596

8156969

6000

103,853

298,369

1,145,525

749,031

1,249,378

1,047,400

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

501

28,020535

27,548,541

11 ,979,839

14,211 ,402

40,000,374

41,759,943

EXCESS I (DEFICIENCY) OF REVENUES OVER EXPENDITURES

201

3520367

2 123036

686881

406406

4207248

2529442

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES

8900

192488

179497

578515

371 985

578515

OTHER OUTGO

7000

5.373.658

2590.509

866378

984 921

6240036

3.575.430

NET INCREASE/(DECREASE) IN FUND BALANCE

901

(1 660.803)

(4674731

(1 660.803)

(467473)

Net Beginning Balance, July 1

902

4.193.706

4193.706

1960560

Prior Years Adjustments

903

(572 343)

BEGINNING FUND BALANCE:

Adjusted Beginning Balance
ENDING FUND BALANCE, JUNE 30

CCFS-311 Page 1

904

3621 363

905

1 960560

1.960.560
. " ..

'..

,f±"
-':-' :" '.""

·:': r:::'·"~'i

:- ' :

':~:'

••

. :.. "

',i;i

. j

1 .:'0'~'",th<~Wl;~\~~&'~

~~:;;\~?~:~;:~~t;1;£

1493087
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(572 343)

.

" :"
-

•

··'.':W;%;b~~;
; . '...
'.'

'.'
••-

~ ~

- ,

~ ';~~,"

.. jo'

3621 363 .', :'" ,
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20 Debt service Funds:

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
Annual Financial and Budget Report
REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA
For Actual Year: 2008-09
Budget Year: 2009-10

Fund:

Description

State
Use
Only
(EDP)

DEBT SERVICE FUNDS
Fund: 22

~

BOND INTEREST AND
REDEMPTION FUND

REVENUE BOND INTEREST
AND REDEMPTION FUND

Budget
t2)

Actual
( 1)

Actual
(1)

Fund: 29
OTHER DEBT SERVICE FUND

Budget
(2)

Actual
(1)

Budget
(2)

REVENUES:
Federal Revenues
State Revenues
Local Revenues
TOTAL REVENUES

8100
8600
8800

267770

801

26777fL

Other Financing Sources (CA 8900):
Interfund Transfers - In
Other Incoming Transfers

802
803

TOTAL - OTHER FINANCING SOURCES

808

Other Outgo (CA 7000):
Debt Retirement (Long Term Debt) (CA 7100):
Debt Reduction
Debt Interest and Other Service Charges
Transfers (Outgoing) (CA 7300 and 7400)
Reserve for Contingencies

711
712
730
7900

TOTAL· OTHER OUTGO

708

NET OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (OTHER OUTGO) (CA 890017000)

202

NET INCREASE/(DECREASE) IN FUND BALANCE

901

BEGINNING FUND BALANCE:
Net Beginning Balance, July 1
Prior Years Adjustments
Adjusted Beginning Balance
~NDING

FUND BALANCE JUNE 30

CCFS·311 Page 2

902
903
904
905

>, ':':" ;"": '

....." -

f~:~;~f~;?t\j~{-~'~l',:'~:'~~:~~'~~~

~>;}, 0i':;~~';:-i,lf~>

. ~. ;j ;:'-.

I

!

267770
4.504 550
4504 550
4."04.550

4504.550

~~~~ ~~jff~:~)~~~~~~~

:,:,":,.: :.~~;:.·~~~.?:i}~i;ii~~~k}~;

~~·~~~;~~~~~f;i~J·

~;~~~t~~~~~~~~~~

4 "04 ""0
West Hills Community College District

9.646.634
8.075.318
(1839086) ;/,;;~~.;:;. ::Ir~.~·y~~t}:~)~~~;·
7807548 fS'Z>~~;~.:- ;~: .~t~~~~(~::~!~~:·I~;.) I
8.075.318

I

580

8.075.318
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District
Code No.
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CAUFORN1A COIIMUNITY COLLEGES
Annual Financial and Budget Report

.H.

Special Revenue Funds

REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA
For Actual Year: 2OO8-Ot
Budget Year: 2001-10

Special Revenue Funds
I

smM
Use

Oescr:tptlon

(~;~)

REVENUES:
Federal Revenues
State Revenues
loeaf Revenues

8100
8600
8800

TOTAL REVENUES

801

EXPENDITURES:
Academic Salaries
Classified Salaries

1000

Employee Benefits
Supplies and Materials
Other Operating Expenses and Servic:es
Capital Outlay
TOTAL EXPI!HDITURES

I~-BOOKSTORE
n
FUND
_h

Actual.1
'i)

5000
6000
I 501

n

FUND: 33

CAFETERIA FUND

Budget

Actual

(2)

(1

CHILD DEVELOPMENT FUND

Budget

Actual

.... __382.67QJ.___

Budget

496.027_~_

.---..--._._~.312,806J_.~_.350._856 .

. 321.9M..L___._»4.5ZL

2000
3000
4000

i FUND :

. ___ .. _.. _

~3

122.590

_~1.9a9_ ._.
_

-"<,59",,,.93.t l _·

---

1_

_lli'7141 ___

3..226.6.38 1 ___3Ja9...6!L
1'1~_3J.~68 [_1J~1'~76

. 4.3.5.399...L__.._.3:46.652 _____28J3A90
.___.395~._
__ .1.3.50_ _ 1.148,802.. .._.39.3..661_•._

481.943

EXCESSI (DEP1CIENCY) OF REVENUES OVER EXPENDITURES I 201

onre.R FtH.AHCING SOURCES

I 8900

OntER OUTGO

I 7000

NET ItICREASEl(DECR.eASE) IN FUND BALANCE

101

BEGINNING FUND BALANCE:
Net Beginning 9aIanee, July 1
Prior Years Adjustments

902
903

Adjusted Beginning Balance
ENDIHG FUND BALANCE. JUNE 30

CCfS.311 Page3

904

West Hils Community College District

I
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District
Code No.

Governmental Funds Group
30 Special Revenue Funds

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Annual Financial and Budget Report
REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA
For Actual Year: 2008-09
Budget Year: 2009-10

Description

State
Use
Only
(EDP)

Special Revenue Funds
FUND: 34

FUND:

FUND: 39

FARM OPERATIONS FUND

OTHER SPECIAL REVENUE
FUND

Actual

Budget

Actual

Budget

Actual

Budget

{1J

(2)

{n

(2)

(1)

(2 )

REVENUES:

Federal Revenues
State Revenues
Local Revenues
TOTAL REVENUES

8100 . - .
8600 - --8800
•_

801

•• _

4

_ _ _ 0 •• , '

----

_._ - --- -,

-

...

_ __

_

_- r-- -- --._--_ ... .
A .

_.

....

_- _.. .-. . - - - .•..

.... _---

R1 '>

1R 1?R

16600

~'>Q

18.128

16600

359615

~dI'\

_._-?nn

f---

... _---_.-

-.

- _.- -

. . .. - --.
. . . _----

,,'.

_.

345.200

EXPENDITURES:

Academic Salaries
Classified Salaries
Employee Benefits
Supplies and Materials
Other Operating Expenses and Services
Capital Outlay

£.6.22..0_ _ _ _.126.1..6~ - -- , --_._ -- '. ,_ .. _ - -_ .------ ... .. - - - - --'" ... .. . _.179,896 ..-.- -_. ...12,907_ .__ ~_.1. 13_ _ _177.2~ _
--_.- . __ ..--3000 - --_. ~~.?93 _ __ 55.99_Q ____
97J ~R8_. ___ tQt9.~_
--'-_ .
r---- -- - - 4000 __ ____.A.6L6J'ct ___ 2.1.9Q.o... - -_.. __2J48_ _
.__ 2.000__ .---- - -- --5000 ._____ 1Q9]]7_ _ _ -.J5_5. . ~~ __ _178.86tL ~-- 1l4,~ f--.-. - .
.. ........ _- ..
- - -"
1000

2000

__

..

._.

..

...

-

....

6000

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

501

354411

354822

455924

397856

EXCESSI (DEFICIENCY) OF REVENUES OVER EXPENDITURES

201

(336283)

(338222)

(96 309)

(52656)

319.597

257052

208359

164,600

98328

11? n'>n

111_944

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES

8900

OTHER OUTGO

7000

NET INCREASE/(DECREASE) IN FUND BALANCE

.,

901

(16686)

902

_ .p_t96.184

(179.498)

BEGINNING FUND BALANCE:

Net Beginning Balance, July 1
Prior Years Adjustments

903

Adjusted Beginning Balance

904

196184

905

179498

ENDING FUND BALANCE. JUNE 30

CCFS-311 Page 3

1794W_

L::-~ :~'::t~~i'::~}·{:·~1~-,·"~·.~ .::~;:j:

~~·;;i:[;.~(~~D;'~;~;;$

.-.-.~

- -.-- -

..

-····,~,;:.:(>r'':i,;, ,~,::

.""--

----

. -.::-.' .:" :~/ ::~\.' :~-S"5:· -

t~~};~~~{f·(E.:1i:::\;~
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CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Annual Financial and Budget Report
REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA
For Actual Year: 2008-09

Capital Projects Funds
FUND: 42
FUND:

Budget Year: 2009-10

Description

State
Use
Only
(EDP)

FUND: 41
CAPITAL OUTLAY PROJECTS
FUND

Actual
(1\

REVENUE BOND
CONSTRUCTION FUND

Budget
t2)

Actual
(1,

Budget
(2)

Actual
(1)

Budget

t2,

REVENUES:

Federal Revenues
State Revenues
Local Revenues
TOTAL REVENUES

__

8100

. ...
.
_ . , -8600 __ 2.. 35Q,527_ _
8800
??~ 1.4n

801

~

2576667

.... .

._ - - -

. _t9,89_3~

_ ..

._-------

-

107 O~!'i

1?n

20.000.871

..

.

... - - - -. _

..

. - . - - ..

_--

.- ---_ .. - .

-- -.----.- - .--... ....._-- _._- . ... .

-_..•. .

,-

..

-- ..

_--

_--- -

~r;1

120651
I

EXPENDITURES:

,

Academic Salaries

1000

_. _---,.,

Classified Salaries

2000

..

Employee Benefits
Supplies and Materials

3000 ----- -- .
-- _..- ----_....... - - - ---_.
---_. __..
.. --- _ ._-_.
. .. -. --- -----_._-.- . .
4000
___ ___(H ). .
._,.. _-- _..
.
...
_. . ... _---- --- ... .
----- -_ .. - _.
- -' ..5000 - .- . 79,3.9.0_ ---- --.. .. - __~8,O.14 . ._-_. ------_._--. .- .
----.- _._,_.
.do An~ 1'ln
6000
35.777.244

Other Operating Expenses and Services
Capital Outlay

- - - - . _...

- -------_....

-,

..-

.

-

. _._---_.

- -- - - _ ._ ,-,

... -

-

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

501

4885526

35777 244

858014

EXCESSI (DEFICIENCY) OF REVENUES OVER EXPENDITURES

201

(2308859)

(15776373)

(737363)

11378646

13.964113

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES

8900

4898602

OTHER OUTGO

7000

Hl::l 1!'i4

NET INCREASEI(DECREASE) IN FUND BALANCE

901

?

~Q~

'lAQ

_._-_ .... . _ - - --.-. .
.. . _-_._ .. _-.. .. -------- ..

-.- - - - .. ... .
_.

..

-- - ... - .

- .-

1 dQ!i QOd

(4.397.727)

11

7~0 Ad~

BEGINNING FUND BALANCE:

Net Beginning Balance, July 1

902

. 5,893.J92

Prior Years Adjustments

903

Adjusted Beginning Balance

904

5 893 392

905

8 289981

ENDING FUND BALANCE, JUNE 30

CCFS-311 Page4

8289.981

}J~ ~~ti!f,!~~ :~~~ ;:~. '~~~1

- ...

_-

~~~~s~1;:(:;'?1::it
3892.254

11730.846

.\ . ~.; :~ ~ ~.:.:;V ~,;~'~§

.. -

~·~;'·Z~~~_~~fi~~~~1.::;~~:~;~t~~

L;:t:', /·~':~:,;:1~;;~t:~
11 730846

. .•..: " :~'.;>'.:;:
~"<'-=;;

11 730846
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Annual Financial and Budget Report

70

Fiduciary Funds Group

REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA
For Actual Year: 2008~9
Budget Year: 2009-10

Fiduciary Funds Group

-

Description

State
Use
Only
(EDP)

FUND:

FUND:

FUND: 74

71

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
TRUST FUND

STUDENT FINANCIAL AID
TRUST FUND

Budget

Actual
(1)

Budget
(2)

Actual
(1)

i2i

75

SCHOLARSHIP AND LOAN
TRUST FUND

Actual

Budget

(1]

(2i

REVENUES:

Federal Revenues
State Revenues
Local Revenues
TOTAL REVENUES

8100 - - 8600 --8800

---~

-

801

...

- - - _.

1 RRR 4Fi?

693.00~ 1 Fi?R nnn

9380257

7762799

r - H- 630.152. - --

- - - -- --- - -----~4RR
5721

7Aa6

____ -Ma1.~3 ___--.-5~3.1.mL 1---

.. "- -

5721

_ ._-_.

-- - - - - - -

- --- ..--- ---.11!L32Z

110

- -

...

_. __ ._-

..1AO.LB2.

32~

14Q,782

EXPENDITURES:

Academic Salaries

1000

. _- - -

Classified Salaries

2000

. --

Em ployee Benefits

3000
. .. _ - _ . _
.
._- - - _ . ----- ---- - - - ---- - - - - --- -- ... _- _. __..
4000 -_._-- _.. - 4.7.6.. __ __ _-.-60.0_ .._ - - - - -..- '------ - - - t- - -_ ..
- -- - _ .. . .
5000 - -- - ____ SMI ______ .2.7..50..
___ _19.692 ... . _. 34.365_ -------.. _-- --- - -- 6000

Supplies and Materials
Other Operating Expenses and Services
Capital Outlay

.---_. _..
- --

--- ---

----

--

-.

~---- - - --

-----_ ... . ------ .

-

-- -

- - - " . , - .._--- --_ ..

------ .,-- - - --

--- ----

- - -- ---

.'-_._-

-- ---_._._-

. -.

_-

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

501

6423

3350

19692

34 365

EXCESSf (DEFICIENCY) OF REVENUES OVER EXPENDITURES

201

1043

2371

9360565

7728434

110327

140782

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES

8900

286654

367000

OTHER OUTGO

7000

9_649278

8_107_905

110.524

137..000

2.3I1

(2_059)

(12.471)

(197)

.3.lB2

23287

.__ ~..I49

NET INCREASEf(DECREASE) IN FUND BALANCE

-

901

1.043

BEGINNING FUND BALANCE:

Net Beginning Balance, July 1

902

Prior Years Adjustments

903

~it~~~~;ii:~~~%~~.

904

22244

~~l;c~"':)~~~'\f~
~;:~ ~ ~ '..~. _~,-.f{ ~~~~.:,. Jt:~:}t;l
.tJ;::1.t ~;~I5.~~ ~!I" ~::., ;",,_:r.ff~'

905

23287

Adjusted Beginning Balance
ENDING FUND BALANCE, JUNE 30

CCFS-311 Page 7

- 0- -

22,244

2~

(11R?1Q\

12471
W~;~~i;~~:X~)::>~~~,t~;·;:~~~:

14530

$~~1i~?t~:ti*~~

12471

_ 56•.9.ll.
56931
56~734
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~;';'
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CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
Annual Financial and Budget Report
REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA
For Actual Year: 2008-09

Fiduciary Funds Group
FUND: 79
76

Budget Year: 2009-10

Description

State
Use
Only
(EDP)

FUND:

FUND:

77

INVESTMENT TRUST FUND

DEFERRED COMPENSATION
TRUST FUND

Actual
( 1J

Budget

Actual

Budget

(2~

(1)

(2 )

OTHER TRUST FUNDS

Actual
(1)

Budget
(2)

REVENUES:

Federal Revenues
State Revenues
Local Revenues
TOTAL REVENUES

8100
8600
8800

.. _,. _---- -

.

- _._---_.. .

_. _ - -_

---_._ ....-

".,-" - --..

.

"

-

-

...

'- --

_-

-.. -- -

. _._- - -- _.
-.5.652

---

_- - - r-- . - .

801

_ ..
-----

.--- -

_6.602

5...6.5..7

6602

EXPENDITURES:

Academic Salaries

1000

Classified Salaries

2000

Employee Benefits
Supplies and Materials

3000
4000

Other Operating Expenses and Services

5000
6000

Capital Outlay

'- - - '- '

.. _-----,

" 1 --- _ .-

,-------<>

.. .

-- --

-

-, .

.-

- _

.__ .

.

.. .

- - - - _....

,

-

. .. ...

.

. - .. ------ -

. _ .. _- -

_. _- _.

_- -- - -_.

- --

.. .

--- --_ ..
_

_- -

"'- - _

.

_- - - --_ ..

- - - _ ."

._.

---

-_

. ...

,, -_ ..

_-- -

.,-_.

. ..

__._ -

". _--- - --

.

.•.

..

---- -- ,-- - .

._--- - - - --...-

-- - _

...

_ --_

.-._ -._--_.. -

_.- __ .._ 10Q,.Q9.Q.. -----

- --

-

.-

...

.. - .-.

'- _ .-. ". _ ...

".

-

- .. --.- .• ...
-

.. __M2_2.

__ ____ .4...867

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

501

100000

6422

4867

EXCESSI (DEFICIENCY) OF REVENUES OVER EXPENDITURES

201

(100000)

.L765}

1 735

(Z65l

1.735

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES

8900

OTHER OUTGO

7000

NET INCREASE/(DECREASE) IN FUND BALANCE

9991

400000

901

.....9...991

AOO 000

902

__ _ _1.Q2.1.65.

100000

BEGINNING FUND BALANCE:

Net Beginning Balance, July 1

903

Adjusted Beginning Balance

904

102165

905

112156

ENDING FUND BALANCE, JUNE 30

CCFS-311 Page 7

., ,, . . 71~~~

934.9133_

~~~: :~::~;.~;< ;:·':-'~~;:·,;·<·~z~;;~,

Prior Years Adjustments

~~·:)'t:~il~~;~1ii~~
112 156
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CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
Annual Financial and Budget Report

Gann Appropriation Limit

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
Proposition 4: Gann Appropriation Limit

Proposition 4 (November 1979, Special Election) added Article XIIIB to the State Constitution to place
limitations of the expenditures of State and local govemments.
SB 1352, Chapter 1205180, provided the Implementation of Article XIIIB. Subsequently, that legislation
was amended by SB 98 (Chapter 82/89), AB 198 (Chapter 83/89), and AB 751 (Chapter 1395189).
Using the method prescribed by the Chancellor's Offlce and approved by the Department of Finance;
please provide district information for the budget year, pursuant to Government Code Sections 7908(c)
and 7910, as follows:
Budget Y.ar: 2009-10

Statau..
Only
(EDP)

Description

811
Amount

Appropriations Limit.

11

$40,228,184

Appropriations subject to limit

12

$28,382,664

Amount of State aid apportiolnments and subventions included
within the proceeds of taxes of the district.

13

$26,002,924

Amounts excluded from the appropriations subject to Umit. such as
unrelmbursed federal, State, or court mandates.

14

$0
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CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
Annual Financial and Budget Report

Analysis of Net Ending Balance
For the General Fund

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
For Actual Year: 2008-09
State
General Fund Total
Use
Only No. S10
(EDP)

Description
A. NET ENDING BALANCE

1 972 393

905

Identify the following legally restricted or Board designated amounts
within the net ending balance:
B. Noncash Assets (items of noncash nature not readily available to meet
fund expenditures)

611
612
613

Investments (at cost)
Student Loans Receivable
Stores Inventories and Preoaid Items
~lIbtntal

619

R

C. Amounts restricted by law (legal requirement) includes specific tax revenues,
grants, and appropriations for special purposes.)

621
622

Federal and State
Local
~lIhtotal

D

Suhtotal. r.

C

629

,"',. IB + C\

675

E. Amounts committed by contract/other legal obligations:
Capital Outlay and Equipment Replacement
Collective Bargaining Contracts, Personal Services, and/or Consulting
Contracts
Other

632
633
639

Subtotal E
F. Amounts for district's self-insurance oroaram

~4a

G. Amounts for court order oavments

659

H. Amounts deSignated by Board action for specific future purposes excluding
amounts above:
Capital Outlay and Eauioment Reolacement
Personal Services and/or Consulting Contracts
General Reserve
Other

631

661
662
663
664

1 266259

6~

1.266.259

I. TOTAL. DESIGNATED AMOUNTS (0 through H)

679

1266259

J. UNCOMMITTED BALANCE (A less I)

690

706,134

Subtotal H
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California Community Colleges
ANNUAL FINANCIAL AND BUDGET REPORT
(Financial Report for Fiscal Year 2009-2010)
(Budget Report for Fiscal Year 20 10-2011 )
DIatrtct Code: 580

DIWIct: WEST HILLS

This is to eerily that the Annual Financial and Budget Report has been prepared and the budget adopted
in 1ICOIilI'danee will the Cdbmie Code of ReguItJtic:JM. beginning with Section 58300. Further. to the
best of my ~. the data COI'JSIIined in this "'POrt are correct.

(' 0- ,R--/O
Date

( t> .- '? ,. /[)
Date

Contact: Ken S1oppenbr'.M

(559) 934-2160

In accordance with the California Code of Regulations, Section 58305(d) a copy of this report
is due to the Chanceflor's OffIce on or before October 15. 2010. P1ease submit the report to :
ChanceUo(s Office
Caflfornia Community Colleges
Fiscal Services Unit
1102 Q Street, Suite 300
Sacramento, CA 95814-6511
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Analysis of compliance with the 50 Percent Law (ECS 84362)

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

The Current Expanse of Education

Annual Financial and Budget Report

S11 GENERAL FUND - UNRESTRICTED SUBFUND

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

District 10: 580

Budget Year: 2010-2011

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

Activity (ECSA)

Activity (ECSB)

ECS 84362 A

ECS 84362 B

-- --

-

Name: WEST HILLS

... .

- - --

.

Object

Instructional Salary Cost

Code

AC 0100-5900 & AC 6110

Academic Salaries

- -- - -

- _._.. ..

Activity (ECSX)
. .

--

~. -

-

..

Total CEE

, ..

__Excluded
."

--

_

.-

..

_--- -_.

. _-.-._ .. . _

,.

Activities

AC 0100 - 6799

Total

AC 6800 - 7390

Instructional Salaries
Cootract or Regular
Other
•

~

1100

. .....

... ..

• •

.

."

1300

-...- ,-_..

. . . . ....

.

n .

. . ... ..

lTotallnstructiorl8l S'alarit;s -

5.451,046
,-_. . .. -- -, ,
2,191,072

-_

",-

..

'"

.-'

.

5,451,048
'

~ "

"' "

- .... .

. . . .. . .

. . .. . .

- '-

2,191 .072

7,642,120

7.642,120

5.451 ,048

"- ,-

-

... .

2,191,072
7,642,120

0

Non-Instructional Salaries

Contract or Regular

.

"

.. -..•.. ..
-

-

. '

. ...... ..

Other
.

~ -

Total Non-Instructional Sa/aries

--..

- .. .

.._....

-

.._" ,

1200
"

."

.. ..

- . - - ..

-,_.

--.

.. -

. -"

1400

Total Academic Salaries

.....

.... _ .

. . ._-"

2,027.529
.. " .. - -, .- .
128.435

"._

639.721. .

.... .

52.946

.

..

2,667 ,250
181,381

0

2,155,964

692,667

2,848,631

7,642,120

9,798.084

692,667

10,490,751

Classified Salarias
Non.Jnstructlonal Salaries
Regular Status

2100

3,907,836

411,141

4,318.977

Other

2300

221,441

37,296

258,737

0

4,129,277

448.437

4,577,714

83,014

83,014

Total Non.Jnstructional Salaries
Instructional AIdes
Regular Status

2200

Other

2400

83,014
255,586

224.404

237,278

18,310

Total Instructional AIdes

307,416

320.292

16,310

336,602

Total Classified Salaries

307.418

4,449,569

466,747

4 ,916.316

1.824,053

4.211,436

295,593

4,507,029

344.458

109,113

453,571

533,282

2,836,022

Employea Benefits

3000

Supplies and Materials

4000

other Operating Expenses

SOOO

Equipment Replacement

6420

Total Expenditures Prior to Exclusions

374,534

2,302,740

0

10,148,125

21,106,287

2,097.402
-
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23,203,689

Analysis of compliance with the 50 Percent Law (ECS 84362)

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

The Current Expense of Education

Annual Financial and Budget Report

S11 GENERAL FUND - UNRESTRICTED SUBFUND

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

District 10: 580

Budget Year: 2010-2011

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

Activity (ECSA)

Activity (ECSB)

Activity (ECSX)

ECS84362A

ECS 84362 B

Excluded

Total CEE

Activities

AC 0100 - 6799

AC 6800 - 7390

Object hn;truC&naISalary
Exclusions

Code

Name: WEST HILLS

-~st

AC 0100-5900 & AC 6110

Total

~CtiVltles to Exclude
Instructional Slaff-Retirees' Benefits and Retirement Incentives
.
. ... .
Student Health Services Above Amount Collected

5900

Student Transportation

6491

Noninstructio~aISiaff-Retirees' BenefitS

sOd Retirement Incentives

88.252

B8.252

88.252

o

6441
73,64B

73.648

6740

107.355

107,355

5060

216.806

.....•...

Objects to Exclude
Rents and Leases

.- -... . •..

..... ..-

24.191

240.997

. -.-

lottery Expenditures
Academic Salaries

1000

Classified Salaries

2000

o
o

Employee Benefits

3000

o

Supplies and Materials

4000

Software

4100

288

2BB

Books, Magazines, & Periodicals

4200

4.717

4.717

Instructional Supplies & Materials

4300

5.149

5.149,

Noninstructional. Supplies & Materials

4400

273.992

273,992

Total Supplies and Materials
Other Operating Expenses and Services

01

284.1461

5000

313.151
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CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Governmental Funds Group

Annual Financial and Budget Report

30
31

Bookstore Fund

34

32

Cafeteria Fund

35

Revenue Bond Project Fund

39

Other Special Revenue Fund

33

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET

Special Revenue Funds:

Child Development Fund

Name: WEST HILLS

District ID: 580

For Year Ended June 30,2010

Farm Operation Fund

Cafeteria Fund

Bookstore Fund

(Object)

Description

33

34

35

Child
Development
Fund

Farm Operation

Revenue Bond

32

31
CA

Fund

II

Project Fund

39
Other Special

I

Revenue Fund

1

ASSETS
9100

Cash, Investments, and Receivables
Cash:

. .

9111

.... ._. -

.-

In County Treasury

-

","

' ~. - ' - "

Investments (at cost)
..

, A. ,••.. • ' .• " _. _

•

p

. . .....

"

.

"_0 '

.

-

••

"

-

P

•••

•

••••

• "

•

-.

• •

Due from Other Funds
.-. .
. ..
Inventories, Stores, and Prepaid Items

-

- ...•...

~

~

..

9114
.- - .".
9120

-'

-

9140

. . .-

."'>- , .......... ...

~

.

.. ..

..•

_-

.. . _-.. . ..

.

..

..•

6,017

..

-..

- .. .
.

. . ..
..

...

'-

- '"

..

-.

,',

.. , '

..

--

. . . .• .

"

.....

-..

.

.,

,

. .

.

,

- .'.

..

.. .. ..

, _

.

· ...0

.,'

·

..

. ..

32,983

9540

..

'

9530

, .,

.

12,713

-

7,317
.

.... - .
,

"

"

.

. ...

_

"

." '

..

.,.-....

.- .

.

' .

--

I

-

-

. ..

-

-

-

••• •

.. ··· 1

p ••

(507)
. . ., .
,117,752 1

. .

,.

!

- - ..-...

.. .

.. ...

'''

.

' 0 ' . '"

91,879

..--

.1

117,691

0

---

12,716

_.-

-_ ...

..... _..

.

347.142
.

28,927

-. .. .

,-

I

_... .

.

..

--. .

..

"'

- .

. . '"

I

.

5,727

'

6,046
94,765

--

.

'-

.I

.

. .
263

149,938

15,302

-

. .. ..

45,378

..

1

,I

.

'"

.....

.•.

9570
--

'"

(177)

...

109,375

9560

Current Portion of Long-Term Debt
...- .-Deferred Revenues
-

,

56.184
, .

'.

•

9550

-

'- -"- .

.

8,583

--

3

9520
.. _

Temporary Loans

TOTAL LIABILITIeS

. -- .

. ' -'

~

... .

..

.

-....

456,517

149,938

.~

...

...

..

. .. . .

Compensated Absences Payable Current
o

- - ..

... ...

. ,.

. ..

.

•

. .

'

75,064

--

1

500

·· .0 ... · .' -

· . ·.' 0··

.

. ....

9500

Accrued Salaries and Wages Payable

Due to Other Funds

.

"

-- .

9510
.,'

,

441,713

.,

.,

Accounts Payable

. .-

446

..

,

"'

'

'"

.. , .

9210

•...

I

8,232

, ..

133,778

_.

..

- ..

'- ~

11,380

312,894

•

-- .

32,286

9200

Current liabilities and Deferred Revenue

. _,_ -

.'

' ..

9220

UABILrrtES

O ' ~

__

,

TOTAL ASSETS

.

'

... -

"P " ' _ A '

Prepaid Items

...,

.....• .- ..

,-

,

- . . ' --". ' -_ ., -- .

..

... •. . - .-.. ... .• .. - "

...

9130

..

•

tnventories and Stores

"

,

8,287

9113

_"

,.

Accounts Receivable
' "p"

4,780

280,608

-

I

,

.. . -

"

.

.-

~"

.

..

'"

9112

_.

cash With Fiscal Agents
. . _- . - -_._ ... -... .... .
Revolving Cash Accounts
.

. .,

" .-

, -.--

Awaiting Deposit and in Banks

.

-

,_.

448,527

34,654

---
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Wast HHIs College
Thr....Vear Plan - Non-Instructional Departments

for
1999 through 2001

UnltlOepartmenl: Business Office
Date Plan Developed: December 1998
1. Operations;

e.

Changes:

Present
Increased accounting reIat8d 10 Residential Halls. CafeterIa. Bond tnlUaUve.
lnereue In Revolving Fund transactions due 10 Inc:t'e8ae In Rev. Fund balance.
Outgomg mall responsibility re-ellumed by the Business OffIce.

Future:
Anticipatecllmplementation of new computerlsoflwere Iyslem.
Restructuring of assigned duties to provide maximum efficiency.
(I.e. combine responsiblity for ... sdloIarIhiplloan fund)
Reduce the number of local bank aa:ounla.
Automate the signature proceellng of local checkI wIlh • check IIgnIng machine.
(with the Increaae In financial aid checka II would be more time effidant thaln the current
process of slanlHnQ each check lep8I'1It8Iy by hand.)
Possible relocation of Cashier to Buainela Office wtth student cashiering func:tiona to
remain with studen. Hrvlces staff.

b. Spedal Projeda:
Kngs County Center ConstrucUon. Additional ConItructlon projects for coalinga and
North 0Ia1cI Center.

2. ReSourcel Needed:

e. Personnel:
POIIIlIa addition of a part-time accounting tech, or Increue to fuI.tJrne 10 ...... with
added capital projects.
Once the plannk9implM1entation proceu begins for the new ~ system. It wil
be nec:eelary to back... with at
one fUl-be lempot8ry~. and
addttional money will need &0 be budgeted for overtime.

'"'I

b. Equipment
Check IIgnIng 1TIIIChIne.
If tne ltudent cashiering dutIM .... 8IAIJ1'l8d by ltudent HtYIcea 1tIIff...... .wr
membeta wli be requftd to have. cHtect connec:;tion to CEI, cuh dnIwwa. 8M sUp
pM.... Estimat8d COlt of cash drawerI II $500 MCh. Eltmetec:t COlt of alp printers
e.$800MCh.

c. Fdties:
SfIOnIge faclitiM for recorda.

2

d. Profellional Services:

None.
e. Staff Development
Staff development for MS Oflice g7, new computer system.
RefrelherlChanges training for office .taft In each area as available.
Send atatr 10 annual CASBO Conference.
f.

Utiltle.:
No additional utilities.

3

West HiD. College

Program Review Planning Process
Unit Planning Guide - Non-Instructional Departments &Areas
I. General Infganatjoo
UnltJDep.Mment: Business Office
Date Plan Developed: December 1. 1998
Prepared by: Bob Carey, Tammy Weatherman, Sandy cavins. Anne Jorgens
Staff:

Director:

Tammy Weatherman

Accounting Technicians:

Ru$sell Oevile. Payroll
DeAnna Estrada. Farm
Jean Schewe, Cahterlng/AR
Thelma Trevino. Purchase OrdetslGeneral

Senior Accounting Technicians: Sandy Cavins, AlP, Student Payroll. RevoMng Fund
Jeanne Henslk:k, 8ookatorelASBlClubllTrustsIPrching
linda Oman, Fi'lancJa/ AIde
II. Qualitative Analysis:

A. The Buslnesa OffIce provide' the flnanciallervlcea operation to the district and Its
employeea. The primary fundlonl wIIlin the binets Office Include: General
Ledger Ar..ecM.dng, ~. PayroIIIBeneftta. Accounts P.yable. Accounts
Receivable. cashiering. Purchasing. Financial Ald. and Outgoing mall.

B. There are no trends that are unfque to the Buainesa Office. ChIInges are driven by
trends affecting Instruction, Student SeNlceI, and student body composition.
In addition to the IIUbM8rItieI enrollment growth within Ihe Weet H" College District
during the lut three years, tie Resldentia/ living Hella were re-opened and the
district aaumed the Cafetert8 operations from In outalde contractor. A direct result
of Ihese ectlons wae an Incteue In aecounta raceMlbie, C88h1eftng, purchasing,
accounts payable. financial aid, and general ledger accounting.
Whle most hcreaees In Slate flII"dng have come from growth and COLA's, a greater
amount of funding II categor\caI restricted money with addltlonaf reporting and

Irackilg requlrementa. Al1 example of thlsla Ihe new CalWOfb program. ThiI
ptOgI'8trI and the FedInII Wen study progrwn Include job pIecernent inside and
outelde of the College. Student labor eoatl hav.1ncreased from $143,436 In 1993-94
to $3S5.M41n 1897188. The IncteIIIe In fII'VaJment hIa aIeo caused the certificated
.ta« to l1cruu 48% and the daulfled . " to increIIe 43% from 1893-84 to
November 1998. CurronIy the student payroilia prepared by the Accoum. PaY8ble
clerk In addWon to her regWar dutJea. The duaified and ~ payroIt Ie
prapInd by one fuI..tme cleaifted employee.

The general fund expenditures of WHC has increased from $9.007,834 in 1993/94 to
$15.776,000 for 1997/98. which the anticipated expenditures of $15,825,324 for 1998/99.
This Is an increase of 76% In general fund expenditures . This Increase directly Impacts
purchaSing. accounts payable and general ledger accounting In addillonal overtime costs .
With the increase in students, allocations for the Federal PELL and SEOG programs have
risen from $856,270 In 1993/94 to $2,234,852 as of 11/30/98 for 1998/99. This is an
increase of 161%.
In November 1998 WHCCD was successful In getting a Bond Issue approved by the
voters. Ills antiCipated that the greatest Impact will be In general ledger accounting and
accounts payable, in addition to the tracking/reimbursement component.
Another factor that will greatly Impact the Business Office, both near and long-term, is the
selection and Implementation of a new computer/software system. Ills estimated that the
Director of Accounting will be required to contribute from 50% to 75% of her time to the
Implementation process, and other office staff contribullng the same at various points
during the Implementation. Development of the Financial Module will result in greater
efficiency district-wide, e.g. paperless purchasing.
D.

SUPPLIES:
Increased budget needs for compu1er paper and ribbons, copy paper and toner, warranls,
purchase requisition and purchase order forms, and postage.

E. EQUIPMENT
The purchase of an automated check signing machine will add effiCiency to the signing
process . Currently checks are Signed/stamped individually.

A data storage/retrieval system for district-wide applicability. (Need exists, but would require
some staffing.)
F.

FACILITIES:
Identified area for records to be stored prIor to transfer/disposal, and after transfer. The
data storage system Identified In "E" would reduce storage space.

G.

STAFFING:
Temporary/seasonal adult help will be required during the first two weeks of registration
for Fall and Spring semesters .
As construction begins and Bond proceeds are used, we may need the addition of a parttime accounting technician, or an Increase in the current part-time to fulltime.

Once the process of plannlng/lmplementation begins to change computer systems, at
least one full-time temporary staff will be required , in addition to an Increase in the
overtlme budget.
H. STAFF DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS:
As part of the new computer/software system, all staff will need training to gain the required
level of technical knowledge. In addition, some training may be required for upgraded
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software programs including MS Office 97. All staff are encouraged to attending training
workshops that would enhance their work performance and stay current with new regulations
and procedures. The staff have been encouraged to sign up for open entrylexit classes at
each campus site.
I.

ADDrTlONAL INFORMATION (optional) :

J.

What factors did you use in determining the quality and success of this department?
(Example: feedback from campus "cllentsW, audit Improvements, meeting mission statement
and/or goals and objectives, etc.)
At the Board meeting of January 19,1999, the District audit report for FY 1997-98 was
presented to the Board. The auditor advised the Board that all of the findings were classified
as immaterial and he beHeves we have maintained adequate reserves and are in good
financial condltlon . He stated !t was a pleasure to work with the district and that the district
has knowledgeable people who are well trained. He also stated that the district Is In the top
five percent of the districts that they serve .
Audit exceptions have declined from eight in 1993-94 to two exceptions for 1997/98, none of
which were directly related to the Business Office.

K.

Identify the best ways to measure the quality and success of this department or program.
Conduct an evaluation of the program. Use a surveyor questionnaire when appropriate to
address questions. (Examples: How do the persons served by the program evaluate its
adequacy or effectiveness? How do the services of this program compare to similar
programs outside the College? By what processes does the program deal with complaints
and continually up-grade services? Other methods might Include matching or exceeding
nationwide productivity measures, I.e ., full-time staffing equivalent per square foot for M&O
and per number of employees for Human Resources, feedback from campus ~cllentsn, etc.)
See "J" above .

L.

Scheduling Pattems: Describe the daily or annual scheduling pattem that your department or
area experiences and discuss whether these are appropriate or adequate for the goals of the
program and for the population beIng served .
The BUSiness Office Is staffed from 8:00 a.m. unlll 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. The
cashiering office at the Coalinga Campus is open from 8:30 a.m. unU13:30 p.m. Closing at
this time allows the Cashier lime to balance and prepare deposits. During the week before,
and the week classes begin, additional staff are used to cover the period from 3:30 p.m. until
6:00 p.m. If the cashiering duties are delegated to sludent services staff, It Is anticipated that
they will also need additional Ume for balancing their registers.

M. Which of the measures listed In L above are you using or do you plan 10 use In the next year?

We are planning on keeping the same schedule .

III. Quantitative Analysis
a.

Student Enrollments and Staffing Levels

6

1. How does the fIve..year etVOIlment trend for the diatrlct impact workload for
your department?
Impacta 818 fett it .. MIaS - caehlerlng. accounts receivable, financial aid;
additional lupplles ordered for cia..... additional payroH for added facutty,
additional payroll for more students. additional accounts receivable, etc.

2. How does the Increased/decreased staffing levels Impact wortdoad for your
clepartrnent?
Lack of Increased staffing has and will result In contlnuec:llncreases In
overtime costs.
b. Productivity

1. Have there been any '!gnlfic:ant tluctuations In facUlty ASF, FTES. FTE Staff.
computers, instructionaIlabondoriea, general tadger tranaacUons. staff
vacancies. purchase orders 1Hued, etc. (select whlc:heYer workload
measures match your department) over the last five years? If so. explain.
The student enrollment has grown substantially over the last five years. The
Impac:t has been felt In the addition of facuHy and etalr. Whae there 18 not II big ftuctuation
In permanent certltlcated staff, there Isa high turnover rate for etudent help, classified
staff and adjunct faculty. In the Bullneu Office. the full-time accounting posHlan for
payroll has been tited by three dlfJeAlnt empIoyeea In three years; the oflice
asslstantlaccounting tech posttJon has had ...... different employees In ftne years. This
results In the continuing impact of training new employees just when the former employee
has reached a level that does not require ~ OYtII'Sight.
One of Ihe contributklg fadors to cfasslfted ..." Ila'nov4M' Is Ihe perception lhat clasalfled
wages ... below the current job market. especially In .... area of accounting. The Iaat job

announcement was edvertlHd at the ume time .. an equivalent position with the City of
Fresno, State Center Corrmunly College, and the City of Coalinga. The current ....ry
for WHC wal $4O().S500 per month below the n....... equiva.....t. HoweYer, when
Oisbict-paid beneftts are taken Into conakIeration, Indudlng contributions to PERS, the
cap is noticeably 1'I8ITOW8d.

«

The re-cpenlng lie RelkWIce Hall Mel lie Cafeteria and !he Increase In
schecIuIed matntenance projects along with daeeroom requlremenbl, addftionaI funding
fof' Inatrudlon GqWpment, etc. has Impacted produc:tMty by Incteaslng the number of
purc:haIe orders procesHd. accounts peyaIM warrantI procused. Mel I1e Increase in
studant accounts receivable. financlalalet warrants, etc.

2. How does the .mova ftve yetIl wortdoad rneuurea trend of your department
compare with tha State average of Ilmllar operations?
SimUar.

3. Oescrtbe the population HrWd by HI ptOgntm Uling objective rrt8IIIUIW if
poulJle. How .... the characteristics of the population MI"Y8d IIgnIflcent factors
In the evauation of . . progr.-n? ConIIderIng the goals of IhIa program, lhouid
other populatlona be served?
The entire campua cornrruaIly II MMId by the BustnetII 0IfIce.
7

c.

General Operation
1.

How we\! does your department provide adequate services to campus
constituents? What criteria was used In this determination? (Example:
surveys, e-mail responses, overall campus environment, self-assessment,
etc.)
Payroll processIng is free of errors (less than .005%); Purchase orders are
processed in a timely manner; Accounts payable are processed so as to take
advantage of any discounts and avoid finance charges . Financial Aid award
disbursements are processed In a timely manner, as demonstrated by the
audit report.

2. Does your department meet or exceed expectations of state regulations and
reporting requirements?
The Business Office meets the expectations of slate regulations and
reporting requirements as demonstrated by the audit report .

3. What evidence exists or suggests that your department provides adequate
services to campus constituents, excluding ~cllent or customer" responses?
See

w1~

above.

4 . To what extent are the measurable goals of the program being met?
(Example: what proportion of the student population that Intends to transfer
actually accomplish their goal?)
Audit exceptions have decreased . Warrants are processed In
manner for all areas. (see "1- above.)

d.

a timely

Professional and Vocational Standards and Growth
1.

What procedures ere being used to assure the current skill level of your
employees Is adequately meeting the needs of the district relative to your
department fulfilling the district's mission, goals, and objectives?
Staff development training;
training.

2.

access to open entry/exit labs for computer

What procedures are being used to assure that the department uses current
technology to perform its responsibilities?
PerIodic revIew by the BUSiness Office staff Identifies equlpmenUsoftware
needs along with alternatives/changes to business pracUces . One result Is
the selection of the new financial system to address the needs of the District,
Including tha automation of purchase requests/orders.

8

3. Individual Professional Growth: What evidence is there that both professional
end vocational staff are staying current In their respective profession and
trades vocations?
Evkienced by the level d experUse maintained In 88ch position. the reduction
In audit exceptions.

4. What recognition and/or acknowledgments (awards, publk:ations, promotions,
.
memberships. etc.) have been given to staff within the last year?
The District's extemal audftor expreued to the Board of Trustees the opinion
that the Business Offtce staff were both knowtedgeeble and well-trained.
e. Overall Changes
1. Were there any ....Iftcant changes in data and tra1ds? Describe. (Example:

Increase In faciliUal; cha"ges In landscaping; Increase il purchase; Increase
In staffing; Implementations of hardware/software, Increased applicant pool.
Incteased program p8f1icipalts. etc.)
See above.

2. If changes occurred. what were the reasons for these changes? (Example:
automation of finllllc8l aid; mailing of ,Iudent invoices: planting of more
perennials, Increase outreach efforts. etc.)

See above.
3. Does anaIy81s of the data suggest eny changes are needed to Improve
program efJecliveneu: If eo, what changes? (Example: too Iittlalloo much
square toot Qlstodlllllmaintenance per FTE Staff; work otder backlog
lna'easlng; pwc:hase order b.marOund tine inc:reuIng; tnaeased recruitment
or retantkan etrorta. etc.)
Changes needed to imprOve progrwn etrectiveneu Include the automatJon of
purchase requlalllonllordera, the automation of .,.all tirnekaeplng a:Kf
Integration with Human Resources. IncreaHd effort to retain deelified staff.
thereby reclucing the traIni1g-curve of new employees.

IV. Program Analysis and Three-Year Plan
•. What ware the MIIIjor accompHshrnents of this depa1mInt or . . . In the previous
academic year? (Example: InaeHed applicant pool. Increased program
particIpanta.) DId ....... lCCOtTIPllltvnenta meet your goals and objectlyes fcc' the
previous academic year?

1. In the Fall of 1987, we began rnanlng Financial AId checks to students
after the first dIIbunIernants d the semestar. ThIs eeMc:e helped to
reduce the I8udent tndIic and helped to melntalnlcotrect student
addre.....

8

Cash'' .

2. The
office waa relocated Into the Student Services YAng to
facilitate payment of student feel. leasenlng the fruatratlon of students
trying to figure out where to pay
3. The student statement function of CEI was Implemented to send
statements on a monthly balls.
4. The Shtpplnglreceiving reeponsibRity Wei moved to MaIntenance Dept.
6. In conjunction with Piper JafI'ray. the TRANS waa Increased to
53,000,000 for 1998199 to faclilate cash flow and Increase intereat

revenue.
8. Development of Busin818 0ftIce procedures manual.
b. list other accomplishments that were not In the master plan. (Example: increaed
services offered.)

c.

PJease creete a three-year plan for this program using tte analyaes made In this
review. PIeaee use the etta.dled '"Three-Year Plan- form.
See attached.

v. SUmmary Statement
What are the major conclusions on the stete of your department? Summarize the plan for
improving or maintaining the quality of the department. Identify atrat.eglea for the future.
The Business Office staff are weIIlJ'aIned. Several manual proceatel ere In need of
automation to decrease proceIIlng time. The plan for improving the quality of the Buelneu OffIce
revolves around the lmpIernentatkln of the new Financial ayatem. The new Financial system will
automate purchase request proceulng, lilk p~ and Human Resources. and efIeWIte the
need for aHemative aoftware for booIckeepi1g p!..WpOIMS.
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VALUE THE DIFFERENCE

C r\lf ied Public A C C O iJnta~!

INDEPE OENT AUD ITORS' REPORT

Board of Directors
West II ill Community College Foundation
alinga , California
W e have audited the accompanying statemen ts of fin anc ial , ositi on of the We I Hills Conullunit y , !lege
f oundation (the Foundation), a California non-pro fi t corporation, as of June 30, 2009 and December 31 , 2008,
and the rel ated statement of activities, fu nctional ex penses and cash flows for the six months and year then
ended , respecti vely. Thcse fi nancial statement · are the responsibilities o f the Foundatio n's manag menl. Ou r
rcsp nsibili ty i to c,xpress an opin ion o n these fi nanc ia l ulatcments ba ' cd on our tl\lu its .
We conducted our audit in accordance wit h auditing standards generally accepted in the United State of America
ami the standard applicable to financial audits contained in Go vernment Auditing Standards, issued by the
Comptro ller Genera l o f the Uni ted States. T hose standards require that w plan and perfo rm the audi t to obtain
reasonable a surance about whether tbe fi nanci al statements are free o f materi al mi statement. An audit includes
e xamining, on a tcst bas is , evidence supporting the amounts and d i c losure in the fina ncial statements. An audit
al 0 include assessing the accounling pnncipl s used and the ignificant estimates made by management as w ell
as valuating the o verall financial statement presentatio n. We beli eve that our aud it provides a reasonable basis
f, r Oll r opinion.
In our opinion, the fi nancial statements rc~ rred to above present fairly, in all material respect s, the financial
position of the West H ills onununi ty College Foundation as of June 30, 2009 and Dec mber 31,2008, and the
cha nges in its nel assets and its cash flow s for the six months and year thell ended in CO l fonni lY with accounting
principles generally accepted in the Un ited Stat es of America.
10 accordance w ith Government Auditing Stalldards, we ha ve also issued our report dated January 12, 20 I 0, on
our considerati on of tbe W st Ilili s Communi ty College Foundation's internal control o ver financial re p rting and
on u r lest of its com pliance w ith cert ain p rovisi ons of laws, regulations, contracts , and gra nt agreemen t and
other malt ers. T he purpo e o f that report is to descri be the scope o f our testing of int ernal co nt rol over financi a l
reporting and compl iance ano the resulis o f that lest ing, and not to pr vide an opini n n the interna l control over
financ ial reporting o r o n compliance . T hat report is an in tegral part of an audit per ~ rnled in accordance with
Government Auditil/g Standards and should be considered in asses ' ing the resu lt of our audi t.
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Our audit wa conducted for the purpose o f form ing an opinion on the basic fi nancial statements of the We I
Hills Commu nity College Fou ndation ta ken as a whole . The accompanyi ng schedule o f expenditu res of federal
awards is presented for purposes of additio nal anal ys is as required by U.S. O fli ce of Management and Budget
Ci rcular A- 133, Audits of tale, Local Governments, and Non-Profit Organiz ations, and is not a required part of
the basic financial statements. Such information has been subjected to Ih auditing procedures applied in [he
aud it of the basic financial statements and , in ou r o pinio n, is fairly slaled, in all material respect, in re lation to
the basic fi nanci al statements taken as a whole.

Fresno, C alifornia
January 12. 20 10

WEST HI LLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUN DATION
STATE MENTS OF FI NANCIAL POSITION
J UNE 30, 2009 and DECEMBER 3 J, 2008
June 30,

2009
ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
investments
Ac ounts receivable
TOl al Current A ' cts
Rodeo stock
Property and leasehold improvements - nel of accumulated
d epreciation
Other assets
Total ssets
LlABILITLES AND J ET AS SETS
LIAB ILITIES
Account s payable
Funds held for others
Total Cu rrent Liabilitie
NET AS SETS
Unrestricted
T e mporari ly r trictcd
Pemlanent ly re tricteu
To tal Net Asset
Tola l Liabi liticf:
and Net A sets

$

$

$

1,264,63 1
967,471
214 ,903
2,447,005
22,450
173,55 1
500
2,643,506

14,432
13,982
28 ,4 14

December 31 ,
2008

$

2,072,924
22,450

S

The accompClnying noles (Ire an integra 1 part of (hese financial statements.
,-I

2,643,506

188,287
500
2,284,1 61

$

12,795
12,795

2,08 5,003
388,434
141,655
2,6 15,092
$

1,294.409
778,5 15

1,790,13 8
343 ,277
137,95 1
2,27 1,366
$

2,284,1 61

WEST HI LLS COMMUN ITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION
STATEM ENTS OF ACTIVITIES
FOR T HE SIX MONTHS ENDED J UNE 30, 2009 and
YEAR E NDE D DECEM BER 31,2008

AS SETS
CItA GES IN UNRESTRICTED
;S
REVE
Donations and special evenlS
Fede ral r venue
Membership fees
Program fees
Prog ram contracts
Fundraisers
Investm nt income
Other
TOl al Revenue
~
PE SES
Program services:
Schol arship
College Enha nceme n(
Athletic Programs
Educational Programs
Support services:
Ge neral Admini !rat ive
undraiscrs
Membership
Total Expenses
Incrcasei(Decreasc) in el As el
1I REA LIZED GA /(LOSS) 0
INV ESTM E TS
TRANS FERS
IN CRE AS f:J( DEeRE SE) IN ET ASS ETS
NET AS SETS, BEGINNING OF Y AR
NET ASS 'TS. END OF YEAR

Unrestricted

June 30, 2009
Temporarily Permanently
Restri cted
Restricted

$

$

203,34 3
532.860
28,647
26,636
180.577
9 429
9,31 0
163, 186
1, 242,988

$

35 ,000

4,250
3,140

,131

28,839

37,131

37,3 15

42.1 80
265,123
85,655
308.325
186, 122
58,648
3.572
949.625
293 ,363
13,86 1
~ 12,359)
294,865
1,790,138
$2,085,003

2 J ,449

37,3 15
(8 476~
4,674
48,959
45, 157
343,277
$ 388,434

The accompanying nOles are an in tegra l pan of these finan cial statements.

Total

$;

259,792
532,860
28 ,647
26,636
180,577
102,679
14,58 J
163, 186
1,308,9SR

79,495
265,123
85,655
308 ,325

37,131
3,173
(36,600)
3704
137,951
$ 141,655

186,1 22
58,648
3,572
986,940
322,0\8
21,70
343,726
2,271,366
$2.61 5 ,092

o

cember 31,

2008

$

474.069
667,832
29.964
23,777
442,960
164 ,336
60.511
1,047
1,864,496

132 ,5 64
441 .263
104,180
340,453
268,538
11 2,71 5
3,626
1,403,339
461 ,1 57
(172,180)

S

288,977
1,982,389
2,271,366

This pag e left blank ill/enfjollalil'.

WEST HIL LS COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION
STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE SIX MON THS E NDE.D JUNE 30, 2009 and
YEAR EN DED DECEMBE R 31,2008
June 30,

December 3 I ,
2008

2009

CASII FLOWS FROM OP ERA rNG ACnVITIES
Cha nge in net assets
Adjustment to Reconcile Change in Net Assets 10 Net
Ca sh Used By Operati ng ACli vilies
Depreciation and amort ization
( lncrease)fDecrease in accounts receivab le
I nc rt;ascl(Decrease) in accounts payable
Incrcasc/ (Dccrease) in due to other group s
Net Cash Flows Provided By Operati ng Activities

$

34],726

s

10.403
(2 14,903)
14 ,432

288,977

22 , 104
19,2 11
~3 ,4952

1,187
154,845

32 6.797

( 188,956)
4.3 33
(1 84. 623 2
(29.778)
1,2 94,409
1, 264.631

(778.515)

CASH FLOWS FROM rNV ESTlNG ACTIVITIES
(lnc rease)!De rease in inve tments
(Purchase)fDispo al of fixed asset.
Net Cash fl ows ProvidcdJ(Used) By lnvcsting ACi iviti e
NET DECREAS E IN CASH AND CASH EQUIV ALENTS
CASH AND CASII EQ UIVALENTS. B GINNING 0 Y EAR
CASH AND CASH EQUTV ALENTS, END or YEAR

T h . acco mpanying note arc an integral pari of these financial statements.

$

~ 778,515~

$

(45J ,7 18)
1,746.1 2 7
1,294 ,409

WEST HILLS COMMlJNITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION
STATEMENTS OF FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES
FOR THE SIX MONTHS ENDED JUNE 30, 2009 and
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31 , 2008
Pro~rams

EX PENSES
Salary
Benefits

Scholarships

College
Enllancemcnt

$

$

Total Salary
and Be ne fi ts
Depreciation
Donation
Edu cational
Equipment
Fundraiser
insurance
Mainte nance and repair
Other expense
Printing and promotion
Professional services
Rental
Scholarship
Supplies
Travel and train ing
Total Ex penses

33,748
8,432
42,180

31,300
7,361

Athlctic
Program s

$

38,661

15,002
3,662

Educat ional

Programs

$

18.664

13,006

6.216

317

15,804

18,007
8,774

6,588
11,466

4,791
121,632
\,590
598

2,415
16,975
15,416
458
350

896
3,298

18,472
5,016
23,488
5,586
92
137,619
6,413
91 4
130
1.773
13.315

4,817

4,368

53,746

Total
Program
Services

$

122,993
10,403
7,298
280,594
23,419
1.970
480
2.669
83,365
5,395
22.337

5.395

29,649

$

79,495

$

265,123

~

85,655

The accompanyin g notes arc an integral part of these fin a nc ia l statements .
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250
14 ,021

29,899
38,616
109,160

1\8,920
$

308 ,325

98,522
24,471

$

738,598

---SUEl20rt
Total
General

Support

Administrative

$

42,440
10,456

undraisers

$

20,622
5,58 1

Services

Membership

,$

2,6 80
892

$

65,742
16,929

52,896

26,203

50
75 ,563

2,500
1.948
1,497
23,059

2,550
77,511
1,497
25,699
11,490

1.919

23 ,70 1

2,640
11.490
21.782

3,572

1,500
3,251
7,575
186, 122

1.500

22

$

5S,648

$

3,572

$

82,671

9,375

$

Total EX2enses
December 31 ,
June 30.
2008
2009

$

9.375

205 ,664
10,403
9,848
35 105
24,916
27.669
11,970
2.669
107,066
5, 395
3 1,7 12

3,000
3,273
7,575

32,899
4 1,889
116,735

248 ,342

7

164,264
4 1,400

$

986. 940

$

159.01 6
53,639
212,655
22 .1 04
1, 127
249,87 1
71,425
62,931
31 ,426
15,507
250,800
31 ,228
163,685
2,896
58,8 13
173,370
55,50 1

$

1,403,3 39

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUNOATION
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 2009 and DECEMBER 31,2008
NOTE 1 - ORGANiZATION AND DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES
The Wes t Hills Comm unity Co llege i"oundat ion is a Cali forn ia not-fo r-pro fit organization for the benefit of West
Hi lls Community Co llege Dist rict (t he Di trict) and is considered a Comp nent Unit of the DislriCt. T he
Foundation was organized for the purpose of providing Financia l Aid ((I tudents in need. The r oundation
provides o pportu nitie fo r members of the community 10 dOltale properly and money for the express purpose ,
Ihrou gh grants and scholarsh ips, of helping de ·erving "tude nts receive a q ual ity ed ucation.

NOTE 2 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT A CCOU.NTlIVG POLICIES
Aecountin ' Metho d - Ba~~s of Acqolln( ing
llle financ ial statements were prepared ill accorda nce with accollnti ng princ iple genera lly accepted in the
United S tates of America a applicab le to not-for-pro fit organizations. Bas is of accounting re fers ( 0 when
revenues and e xpeo cs are recognized in the accounts and reported on the fina ncial statements as well a the
limi ng of the measurement made, regardl ess of the measurement fo cus applied. T he Foundation uses the accrual
basis of accounting. Revenues a re recognized when they are earned and expenses are recognized in Lbe
beginning oCthe accounting period in wh ich the liability is incurred.
Pro

rtv and Equipmen!

Property and eq ui pment of the Foundation arc stated at cost \vhere known or esti mated cost in other in tances. If
donated Lhey a re stated at fai r market value as o f the date received. For donors planning to take a c hariLable tax
deduction for a gift in kind valued a t $5,000 or more, the l RS req uires the donor to obtain an inde ndent
appraisal and to complete an IRS Fonn 82 3. Prop rty, equipment, amI improvements are depreciated or
amorti zed o ver the estimated usefu l life of the asset , ranging from 2 to 30 years, usi ng the strai gh t-l ine mcthod .
Lncomc T axc
The Foundation is exempt fro m federal income and Cal ifornia franchise taxes under Secti on 501 (c)(3) of lhe
lnternal Revenue Code and corre ponding 'alifom ia provisio ns. Acc ordi ngly, 110 pro vi si on for income taxes ha
been recorded in Ihe flnancia l statements. The Fo undation has al so been c lassified as an entity that is not a
private toundation wi thin the meaning of Se.ction 509(a) o f the Inte rnal Revenue Code. T he Foundation ann ually
files Fonus 990,199 and RRf-1 with the appropriate agenc ies.
f inancial

S ta~«sp.c n t

Presentation

The Foundation in 19 97 implemented Statement o f Financ ia l Account ing Standards (SFAS) No. 117. Ln
"Fi nancial Statements afNot-For-Profit Organizations" under S f- AS No . 117, the Foundation is required to report
infonnation regardi ng its fin ancial position and activities according to t.hr e cl asses of net assets : unreSlricted net
assets, lemporarily restricted Det assets aod penna nently restricted net assets.

WEST HILLS COMM UNITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION
NOTES TO F IN AN CIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 2009 and DECEM BER 31 , 2008

-----

C on trib ution
T he Foundation al 0 adopted in 1997, SFAS No. 116 "Accounting for Contributions Received and Contributi ns
Made," w hereby contributions received are recorded as un restricted. temporarily restlicled, or penna nenlly
restricted support dcpcndi.ng on the existence and/or nature o f any donor rcstrictious .
lnve tments
T he Foundation elected to adopt SFAS o. 124, "Accounting for Certain Investments Held by ol -for-Profit
Organizations," in 1997. Under SFAS ' 0 . J 24, inve. lments in marketable securit ies with readi ly dctcnninable
fa ir va lue . a nd all inve tmcnls ill dt;bt securities arc valu ed all he ir fai r values in the statement o f financ ial
po ition . Unrealized gains and losses are in c luded io the c ha nge in net assets.
Use of Estimates
The preparation o f financ ial ·tutemen ts in conformity with accounting pri nciples ge nerally accepted in the Un ited
tales of America requires management to make estimates and a sumptions that affect the reported amounts of
assets and liabi lit ie and disclosure of contingent assets and liabi litics al the date of the fi nancia l statements and
the reported amounts of revenues anti expenditures/expe nses during the reported period. Actual result s could
d iffer from those estimates.
Functional _Allocati on of Expenses
The cost s o f pro viding the various programs and other activ it ies have been su mmarized on a fu nctiona l bas i ~ in
the statement o f activities. Accordi ngly, certain costs have been allocated among the program and support ing
services bene fited.
ow Account ing Pr

nOWle~ment

In September 2006, the Financ ia l Accounting Sla ndards I30ard (rASB) i ued FAS No. 157 , "Fair Value
Meas urement s". T h is Statement dcfLnes fair va lue, establi shes a framework for measuring fa ir va lue, fmd
expands d isci sures about fa ir value measurements. This Statement establishes a fair va lue hie rarchy that
distinguishes between valuations obtai ned from sou rces independent o f the e ntity and tho e from the entity's own
observa ble inputs that are not corro borated by observab le market data . SFAS No. 157 expands discl osures about
the u c o f fa ir value to mea ure asset and liabiliti es in interim and annual periods s ubseque nt to initia l
recognition. T h is d iscl osure focuses on the inpu t used to measllre fai r va llie and fo r recu rring fair value
measurement " usi ng significant uno b ervable inputs, U1e efTect o f the measurement · on earn ings, or c han ges in
net asset s for th e period. SFA S No. 157 is effecti ve for fina ncial statements issued for fisca l years beginning
after November 15, 2007.
The Foundation adopled Sf-AS No . 157 on January 1,2008, and Ihe adoptio n d id no t have a material impact all
tht! Founda io n's financi al statements.

WEST HILLS CO MM UNITY COL L GE FOUNDATIO N
NOTES TO FINANCIA L STATEMENTS
J UNE 30 2009 and DECE MBER 31, 2008
NOTE 3 · CASH
The Foundation maintains cash balances in excess of $1 00,000 in bank, which is insured by the Federal Dl,;posit
Insurance Corpora! ion up to $100,000. Cash at Ju ne 30, 2009 and December 3 1, 2008 , are presented below and
categorized separatel y to g ive an indicatio n of the level o f risk assessment .

June 30, 2009

Ca rrying

Bank Balance - Category ...

2
Categorized
Deposits
Cash ou hand and in banks

December 31,2008

200,000

3

T otal

Amount

$ 1,251,776

$ 1,45 1.776

$ 1,264,63 )

3

Total

Amount

$ 1.575,247

$ 1,775,247

$ ) ,294,409

Bank Balan<;c - Category'"

2

t1rrying

Categorized
D ep osit~

Cash Oil hand and in banks

$ 200,000

$

*These catcgo ric a rc as fo llows:
Category I:

Insured or collateralized with securities held by the Foundation or by its agent in th e

Foundation's nllme.
Category 2:

Collatera li zed wi th securities held by the pledging fi nancial inst itut ion's tru t department or
agent in the Foundation's name.

Category J:

Uncoll atcra li zed . Th is includes any bank balance that is collatera lized wit h securit ies held by
lhe pledging fi nancial instit ution , or by its trust department or agenl but not in the Foundation'
na mc.
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J NE 30 2009 and DECEMBER 31, 2008
NOTE 4 - INVHSTMENTS
in vestments at June 30, 2009 and December 3 1. 2008. held on behalf o f the Wesl lIills Commu nity College
Foundation are presented below .
J une 30,
200 9
Mututll Punds
Cost
Canying amount
Unreal ized gai n/(Ioss)

$

$

1,035,028
967,471
(67, 557 )

December 3 I,
2008
$
$

1,017 ,558
778,515
(239.043)

Invt:stment returns are summari zed a ~ fo llows:
June 30 ,
2009
[nterc t and dividend income
Net reali 7.ed and unrealized gains (los.cs)
T otal

December 3 1,
2008

$

l 4,5S1
2 1.70S

$

60, 51 1
{239,Q )

$

36,289

$

(178,532)

Authorized Investments
The foundatio n is authori zed to make direct investment in U .S. Treasury Bi lls: money market fu nds : Slate
Treasurer's Investment Pool; commerc ia l paper; bankds accepta nce -: repurchase agreement s; certi fi cates of
d posit; securi ties of the U.S. Government, or its agcncie ; corporate note and bonds; rnorigage backed bonds;
preferred tock~ fix ed income securities o f fo reign governmenl s and corporati ons; coll ateralize£! mortgage
o bligat ions; common stock; con vertib le noles and bonds; convert ible preferred slock; American Depository
Receipts (ARDs) arnon-U.S . co mpanies; stocks ornon-U.S. Compan ies (ord inary shares); mutual funds which
invest in securities; guaranteed investment contracts; and real c.tate .

NOTE 5 - ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
Accounts receivable at June 30,2009 and December 31,200 ,are as follow· :
June 30.

2009
$

Program fees

11

2 14,903

December 31 ,
2008
$

W EST I-ULLS COMMUNITY COLLEG E FOUNDATI ON
NOT ES T O FINANCI AL STATEMENTS
J UNE 30,2009 and DECEM BER 31,2008

----

NOTE 6 - PROPERTY AND LEASEHOLD IMPRO VEMENTS

The following is a summary of prope rty and leasehold impr vements as of June 30. 2009 and
December 31 . 2008:

June 30,
2009

Bu ilding

$

Land and leasehold improvement

12quipmenl
Subtotal
Accumulated depreciation
Total

$

250,000
117,979
57,5[6
425 ,495
{251,944)
173,551

December J I,
2008
$

250,000
117,979
64,0 16
431 ,995
~ 243,708l

$

188,287

NOTE 7 - DONATED SERVICES
The Foundation receives donated services Crom the College for the general admini stration of the Foundation. For
the six months ended June 30, 2009 and the year ended December 3 1. 2008 , the value of the services received
rrom the College was as follows :

June 30,
Schola rship
Co llege Enhanceme nt

Athletic Program
Educati onal Programs
General Admin istrative
Fundraisers
Membership
Tolnl

$

2009
42,180
38.66 1
18.664
23 ,488
52,8 96
26,203
3.572
205 ,664

December 31,
2008
$
47,589
39. 115
16,789
22.832
55 .664
27.040
3,626
$
212,655

NOTE 8· SUBSEQUENT EVENT

Ln September 2009, the Foundation .old property with a net book alue on the June 30, 2009 fi nancial statements
o f $1 29, 166 to the West I-Hils C ommun ity College District (WHCCD) for the sum of one dollar ($ 1,00) wit h al l
fees invo lved in the sale to be paid fo r by WHCC D.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUN DATION
SCHEDULE OF E XP EN DITURES OF FEDE RA L A \V ARDS
FOR THE SIX MO NTH S ENDED JUNE 30, 2009

Federal Grantor/Pass-Tbrough
GranlorlProgram or Cluster Title
U_S . DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVIC ES
Passed through Californ ia Departmenl o f Health Care Servi ce :
Mcdi-Cal Billing Option i

--

----

I eSlcd as a major program

Sec accompanying

nOlc 10

supplementa ry information .

Federal
CFDA
Number

Federal
Expenditures

93. 778

$

532,860

W EST HILLS CO MMUNITY COLLEG E FO lJ NDAT ION
NOTE TO SU PPLEMENTARY IN FORMATION
JUNE 30, 2009
----------------------------------------------------~-------------

NOT E I - PURPOSE OF SCHEDUL ES
Schedule of Expeaditures of Federal Awa rds

The accompanying Schedule of Expenditure of Federal A ards includes the Federal grant activity of the
Founda tion and is presented on the accrual basis of account ing. The information in this schedule is pre ented in
accordance with the requirements of the United States Office of Management and Budget Circular A-1 33, Audits
of Stales, Local Governments. and Non-P rofit Organization . Therefo re, somc iJ mounts presented in this
schedu le may differ from amounts presented in, or used in the preparation of, the financial tatemcnls.
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Vavrinek, Trine, Day &CO,t LLP
Cer!lr.aj

P~b

VALUE iHE DIffERENCE

Ie Accou ntarlS

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT ON INTERNAL CONTROL OVEH.
FINMCIAL REPORTfNG A ND ON COIHPLI.ANC£ AN D OTHER l\IATTERS
BASED ON AN AUDIT OF FINANCIAL STATEM EN TS PERFORi\J£D IN
ACCORDANCE WITll GOVERNMEl\'T A UDITING STANDARDS

Govern ing Board
West Hill s Comm unity College Foundation
Coalinga, Califo rnia

We have audited the financial statements of the West Hills Community College Foundation, a ali fo rnj(1 nonpro fit corporati oll, uS of and for (he six months ended June 30, 2009 aod the year ended Dec ember 3 1.2008,
whi ch co llectively comprise West Hills Com muni ty College Foundation's bas ie iill <toeial statements and have
issued our report thereon dated January 12, 20 I O. We conducted our audit in accordance with audit ing standards
generally accepted in the United Statcs o f Amcri ca and the standards applicable to financi al audit contained in
Go vern menl Audiling Stan dards , is ued by the Compt roller Gcnera l of the Uni ted States,
Interoal Control Over Financial Reportiug

In plarU1 ing and performing our audit, we considered West Hills Comm unity College Foundation's internal
control over fin ancial reponing as a basis for dCR igning our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our
opiniulls on the fi nancial statements, but not for the purpose of expressing an opin ion on the effecliveness or the
West Hills Community College f oundation's interna l control over fin an ci al report ing. Acco rdingly, we do not
express an opinion on the efTect iveness uf the West Hills Com munity Coll ege Foundat ion's internal cont ro l ver
financini reportillg,
A c ntrol deficiency exists when the design or operation of a conl ro l does not al l w management or employees.
in the nonnal course of perfonn ing their assi gned functions , to prev nt or delcct mi. statements on a timely basis.
i\ si gn ificant deficiency is a control defi ciency, or com bination of control defi cienc ic .. that adversely affecl the
District's abi lity to in itiat e, au thori ze, record, process, or repon financial data reliably in acco rdance with
generall y accept ed accounti ng principles such that the rc is more than a remole likelihood that a miss tatement of
the District's financ ial statcmcn ts that i. more than inconsequential will not b" prevented or detected by the
Dist riet's internal cOnt ro I.
A materia l WeakJ1CSS is a significant deficiency, or combi nat ion of significant deficiencies, th ai results IH more
than a remole li kelihood that a nl aterial misstate menl of the financial statemenls will not be prevented or detected
by the District's internal contro!'
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Our considerat ion of int erna l control over financia l reporti.ng was for the limi ted purpose descri bed in the II r
paragraph of this section and would not necessaril y identify all deficienc ies in internal control that might be
significan t deficiencies or material weaknesses. We did not identify any deficiencies in internal control ov~ r
fi nancial reporting that \ e consider to be material weaknessc ·, a defi ned ab ve .

t

Compliance and Other Matters

A s part of obtaining (easonable assurance about whether West Hills Commun ity Col lege Foundation' financ ial
statements are free of material misstatement, we performed tests of its compliance with cert ain pro isions of
laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements, noncompl iance with whicb could have a direct and materia l
effect on the determ ination of fi nancia l tatement amounts . However, providing an opinion on compliance with
those provis ions wa · nol an objective of our audit, and accord ingly, we do n 1 express such an opinion. The
results o f our tests disclosed no instances of noncompliance or other matters th at are requ ired to be reported
under Government Auditing Standards

Tllis report i intended solely for the infonnation and usc f the govern ing boa rd, management, and Federal
award ing agencies, and is 001 intended to be and shou ld n o l be used by anyone other tban these specified partie.

Fresno. California
January 12, 2010

Vavrinek, Trine , Oay &Co., LLP

VALUE THE DIFFERENCE

Cert ijied Public Accountants

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' R EPORT ON COMPLIANCE WITH
REQUIREMENTS APPLI C ABLE TO E ACH M AJOR PROGRAM AND ON INTERNAL
CONTROL OVER COMPLI A.NCE IN ACCORDANCE \VlTH OMB C[RCULAR A-BJ

Governing B aId
Wesl H ills Co mmunity Collegl: FOll nda liOll
Coali nga. Ca li fornia
Compli9ncc
W e have audited the compliance o f West II ills Comrnun~ty ollege Foundation with the types of compliance
requirement described in the U. S . O ffice o f Management and Budget (OMI3) Cir Ii/or A-/ 33 Camp/ian e
Slipplemenithat are applicable to each of its major Federa l programs for the ix months ended June 30, 2009 and
the year ended December 3 1, 2008 . W est Hills Community Co llege Foundation's major Federal programs a re
identified in the summary o f auditor ' res ults section of the accompanying schedule o f fmdings and questioned
costs. ompliance w ith the requirements of laws. regu lation • contracts, and grants applicable 10 each of its
major f ederal programs is the respon ibilit y of West H ills ommuni y College Foundation's ma nagemenl. O ur
r ponsibilily i ~ to express an opinion on West Hills Conununity Cullege foundation's compliance based on our
audit.

We conducted our audit of ompli ancc in accorda nce wi th aud iting standards generally accepted in th e Un ited
States of America; the standards applicable to fi na ncial aud it s conta.i ned in Government Auditing Standards.
issued by the omptrollcr General of tile Uni ted States; and OM B C ircular A-1 33, A/ldits a/Stale, Local
Governmenls, and NOli- Profit Organizations. Those standards and O MB C ircular A-1 33 require tha t we plan
and perfonn the audit to obtain rea onable assurance about whether noncompli ance with the types of compliance
req uirements referred to above that could have a direct and material effect on a major Federal program occurred .
An audi t include examining, on a test ba is, e vidence about W e I Hills Community Co llege Fou ndation's
compliance w it h those requi rements and performing such other procedures as we considered necessary in the
circumst ances . We bel ieve that o ur aud it p rovide ~ a reasonable basis for our opi nion. Our audit does not provide
a lega l determ in ation. of West Hills Commun ity Co llege Foundat ion's compliance with those requirements .

In our opinion , West Hjlls Conunun ity

ollege Fo undation complied , in alimaLerial respects, with the
requ irements referred to above thaI are appli cable to ca h of its major Federa l programs for the six mont hs c nded
June 30.2009 and til year ended Occember 3 1,2008.
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Interoal Control Over Compliance

T he management o r West Hi lls Community College Foundation is responsible for establishing and maintaining
effective internal control over compliance wi th the requirements of la\ . regulations, contracts, and grants
applicablc to Federal programs. In plann ing and performing o ur audit , we considered West Hills Community
Co ll ege Foundat ion's internal cont ro l over compl iance with the requirement that could have a direct and mate rial
effect on a maj or ederal program in order to detennine our audit ing procedures fo r the purpose f expressing
our opinion on complia nce, but not for the purpose of ex pr~ssing an opinion on the e ITecti vene .s of internal
control o ver compli ance. Accordingly, we do not express an opini on on the e ffecti veness of the West Hills
ommunil y ollege Foun dation's interna l contro l over comp liance.

A conlrol deficiency in a district' interna l control o ver compliance exists when the de ' ign or operation of a
conlrol does no t allow management or employees, in the nonna l cu rse of per formi ng thei r as igned fu ncti ons, to
preve nt or detect noncomp liance with a typc of compliance requirement of a Federal program on a timely bas is.
A significunl defIciency is a control deficiency, or combinat io n of control deficienc ies, that ad erscly affects the
District's abi lity to adm in ist 'r a Federal program lIch that there is morc than a remote likelihood that
noncompliance with a type ofcompJjance requirem ent or a Federal program that is more than inconsequential
will not be prevented or detected by the District'. internal control.
A material weakness is a significant deficiency , or combi nation of significant deficiencies , that results in more
than a remote likelihood tbat a material noncompli ance wi th a type of compliance requirement of a Federa l
p rogram will not be prevented or detected by the District 's inte rnal control.

Our consideration of internal control over compl iance was fo r the limited purpose described in the first paragraph
of this section and would not necessarily identify all deficiencies in internal contro l that might be significant
deficienci e or materia l weaknesses . We did not ident ify any defici encies in internal conlrol over compliance
thal we con ider to be material weaknesses , as defi ned above.
This report is intended solely for tbe information and use of the go verni ng board. man agement, and Federa l
awarding agcncic . and is not intend d to be and should not be used by anyone ot her than these specified parties.

Fresno. Cali fornia
Jan uaJ)' 12.20 10
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WEST HILLS COMMUN1TY COLLEGE FOUNDATION
SCHEDULE OF FJNDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS
FOR THE SIX MONTHS ENDED JUNE 30, 2009

SUMMARY OF AUDITORS' RESUL T8

FlNANCIAL STATEMENTS
T ype of aud itors' report issued :
Intem al control over financia l report ing:
Materia l weaknesses identified?
Reporting conditions identified not cons iu ered to be material weaknesses?
Noncompliance materia l to financia l statement noted'.
FED ERAL AWARDS
Internal control over major programs:
Materia l weaknesses identi fied?
Reporti ng condi tions identi fi ed not cons idered to be material weaknesses?
Type of auditors' report issued on compliance for major prograrru :
Any a udit fi ndin gs d i closed that are require! to be reported in accordance will1
Ci rcu lar A-I33, Sec tion .5 10(a)
Identi fi ca! io n o f major program s:

CFQA
93 .778

umber

arne of. ~eral Pro~ra m
Med i-Ca l Billing Option

Qf

nqual ified

o
None re ported
No

No
None reported
Unqualifi ed
No

III ler

Doll ar threshold used to dist ingu is h between T ype /\ and Type [3 programs:
Auditee qual ified as low-risk Dudilee')

S

300,000
Y es

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION

SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS
FOR TH E SIX M ONTHS ENDED JUNE 30,2009

FINANCIAL ST ATEMENT FINDINGS

There were no fi nd ings representing reportable conditions, rnalcrial weaknesses , an d/or instances of
noncompli ance rel ated to th financial statemenl s that were requ ired lO be reported in accordance wilh
Government Allditing Standard•.

FEDERA L AWARD FI NDI NGS AND QUESTIONED C OSTS

None noted .

SUM MARY SCHEDUL E OF PRlOR YEAR FINDINGS

None noted
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Dorsey-Robinson. Sylvia
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Barabe, Cathy
Wednesday, January 12,2011 8:49 AM
Dorsey·Robinson, Sylvia
CalWORKs

Per your request

Cathy Barabe
Director of Grants
West Hills Community College District
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga CA 93210

559 934~2147
Fax: 559 934-2818
calhybarabe@whccd.edu

From: Larry Zander [mailto:lzander@vtdcpa.com]
Sent: Friday, November 19, 20104:26 PM
To: Barabe, Cathy
Subject: RE: CW Master List
Cathy,
The CalWORKS Compliance Audit for the West Hill Community College District was completed on October 26,2010. The
audit considered the operation of the program at both the Coalinga and the Lemoore Campuses. There were no findings
of non-compliance for the 2009-2010 fiscal year.

Larry Zander, CPA
Vavrinek, Trine, Day & Co.
6051 N. Fresno Street, Suite 101
Fresno, CA 93710
Phone: 559.248.0871
Fax: 559.248.0875
Email: Izander@vtdcpa.com

From: CathyBarabe@whccd.edu [mailto:CathyBarabe@whccd.edu]
Sent: Thursday, November 18, 2010 10:32 AM
To: Larry Zander
Subject: RE: ON Master List
Good morning Larry,

Would you be able to email me that your CalWORKS audit with West Hills College Lemoore and Coalinga
reported no findings as we discussed on the phone.
Our WHC Lemoore Director is requesting to have just a small blurb to include in his accreditation.
1

Thank you, kind regards,
Cathy

From: Larry Zander [mailto:lzander@vtdcpa.com]
sent: Monday, October 25, 2010 3:42 PM
To: Barabe, cathy
Subject: RE: ON Master List
Hi Cathy,

Here is the Lemoore sample. I'll see you tomorrow at 1:30 in the district office.

larry Zander, CPA
Vavrinek, Trine, Day & Co.
6051 N. fresno Street, Suite 101
Fresno, CA 93710
Phone: 559.248.0871
Fax: 559.248.0875
Email: Izander@vtdcpa.com

From: cathyBarabe@whccd.eclu [mailto:CathyBarabe@whccd.edu]
sent: Monday, October 25,20109:13 AM
To: Larry Zander
Subject: PH: ON Master List

Importance:

High

Here is lemoore CalWORKs students

Cathy Barabe
Director of Grants
West Hills Community College District
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga CA 93210

559 934·2147
Fax: 559934-2818
cathybarabe@whccd.edu

From: Barginear, Angela
sent: Monday, October 25,20109:10 AM
To: Cavazos, Maria E.j Barabe, Cathy
Subject: ON Master List

Importance:

High

2

Career Tecllllician
vVest Hills College Lemoore
555 College Avenue
Lemoore, CA 9:1245
Phone : (55~)) ~)25<1:188/3 :37:~
Fax: (55~») ~)2,1<18~7
Please coll~id('r 1)1/" 'mironmcnt h -rorc

prilltJU~ Lhb

'lnail

~

NOTICE: This E-mail (including attachments) is covered by the Electronic Communications
Privacy Act, 18 U .S.c. 2510-2521, is confidential and may be legally privileged. lnformation
contained in this e-mail message is intended only for the individual to whom it is addressed and is
private and confidentiaL If you are not tbe intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible
for delivering this message to the intended recipient, any dissemination, distribution or copying of
this communication is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, please
kindly destroy it and notify the sender immediately by reply e-mail. Please take standard
precautions to mitigate virus issues . Thank you for your cooperation

U.s. Treasury Circular 230 Notice: This notice is required by Circular 230, which regulates
written communications about Federal tax matters between us and our clients. A regulated
corrununication can either be in the Conn of a written opinion or some other corrununication that is
not an opinion. The preceding communication is a written communication that lS not an opinion .
Accordingly, it cannot, by itsel f, be reljed upon to avoid, and assure protection from, tax penalties
associated with it in any way. Such assurances, ifpossible, can only be obtained by securing an
opinion letter. Should you wish to explore the option of receiving an opinion letter relating to the
matter described above, or any other matter, please contact us so that we may discuss it with you.

NOTICE: This E-mail (including attachments) is covered by the Electronic Communications
Privacy Act, l8 U.S.C. 25 LO-2521, is confidential and may be legally privileged. Information
contained in this e-mail message is intended only for the individual to whom it is addressed and is
private and confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible
for delivering this message to the intended recipient, any dissemination, distribution or copying of
this communication is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient 0 f this e-mail, please

3

kindly destroy it and notify the sender immediately by reply e-mail. Please take standard
precautions to mitigate virus issues. Thank. you for your cooperation

u.s. Treasury Circular 230 Notice: This notice is required by Circular 230, which regulates
written communications about Federal tax matters between us and our clients. A regulated
communication can either be in the form of a written opinion or some other communication that is
not an opinion. The preceding communication is a written communication that is not an opinion.
Accordingly, it cannot, by itself, be relied upon to avoid, and assure protection from, tax penalties
associated with it in any way. Such assurances, ifpossible, can only be obtained by securing an
opinion letter. Should you wish to explore the option of receiving an opinion letter relating to the
matter described above, or any other matter, please contact us so that we may discuss it with you.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT

Board of Trustees
West Hills Conununity College District
Coalinga. California
We have audited the accompanying basic financial statements of the business-type activities of West Hills
CommunilY College Dislrict (the District) flS of and for the years ended June 30. 2009 and 2008, and its discretely
presented component unit West Hills Community College District Foundation as listed in the Table of Contents.
These basic financial statements are the responsibility of the District's man(lgcment. Our responsibility is to
express an opinion 011 these financial statements based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of
America and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued by
the ComptroUer General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the fina.ncial statements are free of matcl;al misstatement. The
financial statements of West Hills Community College District Foundation (the Foundation) were not audited in
accordance with Government Auditing Standards. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant e-stimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall basic
financial statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opi.nions.

In our opinion, the basic financial statements referred to above prescnt fairly, in all material respects, the financial
position of the business-type activities of West Hills Community College District and its discretely presented
component unit as of June 30, 2009 and 2008. and the respective changes in financial position and cash flows, for
the years then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.

As discussed in the Notes to the Financial Statements. the accompanying financial statements reflect certain
changes required as a result of the implementation of Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GAS B)
Statement No. 45 for the year ended June 30, 2009 .
In accordance with Governmellt Auditing Standards, we have also issued our report daled February 9, 20 I 0, on
our consideration of the District's internal control over financial reporting and on our tests of its compliance with
certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements and other matters. The purpose of that
report is to describe the scope of our testing of internal control over financial reporting and compliance and the
results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the internal control over financial reporting or on
compliance. That report is an integral part of an audit performed in nccordance with Gowrnment Audiling
Standards and is important for assessing the results of our audit.
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The required supplementary information such as the Management's Discussion and Analysis and Other
Postem ployment Benefit Fund ing Progress, as listed in the Table of Contents, is not a required part of the basic
financi(ll statements, but is supplementary information required by the Governmental Accounting Standards
Board . This supplementary infOlmLltion is the responsibiliry of the District's management. We have applied
certain limited procedures. consisting principally of inquiries of management regarding the methods of
measurement and presentation of the required supplementary informat ion. However, vie did nor audit the
information and express no opinion.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of form ing opinions on the financial statements thaI collectively
comprise the District's basic financial statements. The supplementary infonllation I islcd ill the table of contenrs.
including the Schedule of Expenditures of Fedcral Awards, which is required by U.S. Of(ic.e of Mnnagement and
Budget Circular A-133, Audits ofSlUles. Local Gov(?}"})}l/ents. (/lid Non-Projil Organim/ions, is prescnred for
purposes of additional analysis and is not a required part of the basic financial statements. Such infon1l11tion has
been subjected (0 the audiring procedures applied in the audil of the basic fInancial statements and. in our opinion.
is fairly stated in all material respects in relarion to the b(lsic financial statements taken as a whole.

Fresno, California
f-ebruary 9, 2010
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MANAG£MENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

III June 1999, the Government ACcoulHing Srandards Board (GASB) is~ued Slalemenl No. 34. ··Basic
Finallcial Stafements (Illd lV/anagemeJII ',~ Discussion and Analysis jor Siale and Loco/ Governments. " which
established (\ new reporling formal for annual financial statements of govemmental cntilies. In November
1999, GASB issued Slatemcnt No. 35, "Basic Financial S{alemenls and /iI!anagement's Discussion alld
Analysisjor Public Co/lege,r and Universilies," which applies these new reporting standards to p\lblic
colleges and universities such as the West I-Ells Community College Districl (the Dist!'icl). The following
discussion and flnalysi.'> provides an overview ortne District's financial activity . This reron presents Ihis
information in a comparative format. ResponsibililY for the compieleness and fairn~~s Oflhis information
rests wilh the District.

USING THTS ANNUAL REPORT

As required by Elccoullting principles, the annual report consists of three basic financial statements Ihal
provide infomlalion on the District's aClivities as a whole: Ihe Srlllement of Net Assets; the Statement of
Revenues. Expenses. and Changes in Net Assets: and the St<lIement of Cash rlnws.
The focus of Ihe Statement of Net Assets is designed to be similar to bollom line resulls for the District
This stalemenl combines and conso! idates current financial resources (net shon-term spendable resources)
with capilal assets and long-term obligations. The Statement of Revenues, Expenses. Clnd Changes in Net
AsselS focuses on lhe costs of the DisLTict's operational activities, which are supported mainly by property
taxes and by State and other revenues. This approach is intended to summarize and simplify the user's
analysis ortlle cost of various District services to students and the public The Statement or Cash Flows
provides (In analysis of the sources and uses of cash within the operations of the District.
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
JUNE 30, 2009
FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
•

The District's primary funding source is "State Apponionment as defined by SB 361" received from the
State of California through the Slate System's Office. These funds are comprised of State
apportionment, local property taxes, and stud e nt enrollment fees. The primary basis of Ihis
apportionment is Ihe calculation of Full-Time Equivalent Students (FTES) . During the 2008-09 fiscal
year, the District's actual FT£S were comprised of 4,972 credit fTES and 486 non-credit FTES for a
total of 5,458 r-TES. an increase of 409 FTES (8. I %) from Ihe 2007-08 fiscal year; however the district
~vas only funded for 5.200 FTES . These I-TES are generclted al the District's Coalinga and Lemoore
College cunpuses, as well as various sareJlitc locations.

•

The District ended the year with an Unrestricted General Fund balance of approximately $1.9 million.
The State Chancellor's Office recommends reserve kvels of five percent of unrestricted General hmd
expenditures be set aside for economic uncertainties. The DiSIrict mel this requirement with
approximately 5.4 % in reserves .

•

The primary expenditure of the District is for the salaries and benefits of the Academic. Classified, and
Adminislrarive salaries of District employees. These costs increased oVer the 2007-08 fiscal year by
approximately $3.0 million. In addition to the costs for current employees' insurance coverage, the
District provides insurance bencfi[s to reti rees meeting plan e}igibi lily requirements.

•

The District began several construct ion and moderniz.ation projects throughout the Oistrict. These
projects will be funded through various financial vehicles, including various maintenance and
construclion projects funded through the State Chancellor's Office.

•

The District provides student financial aid 10 qualifying students of Ihe Dislrict in the amOUllt of
approximately $9 .6 million . This aid is provided through grants, cllld loans from the Federal
government, State Chancellor'S Office, and local funding.
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
ruNE 30, 2009
Condensed financial information is as follows: (in thouscmds)
NET ASSETS
As of June 30, 2009, 2008, and 2007

ASSETS
Cash and investments
Accounts receivable
Invenrory
Prepaid
Capital assets, net of depreciation
Total Assets
LIABILITIES
Current Liabiliries
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Deferred revenue
Long-term liabilites - current portion
Total Current Liabilites
Non-Current Liabi lilies
Long-term liabilites
Total liabilities
NET ASSETS
Invested in capital assets
Restricted for expcndClble purposes
Unrestricted
Total Net Assets
Total Liabilities and Net Assets

June 30,

June 30,

June 30,

2009

2008

S 92,827
10,756
860
67,866
$ 172,309

$ 79,535
5,529
422
15
65,628
S 151.129

6,856
2,750
1,825
11,431

4,415
2,162
1,048
7.625

2,441
588
777
3,806

2,768
2,241
840
5,849

1.647
(79)
208
1,776

102.494
113.925

85.043
92,668

17,451
21,257

85.533
91,382

(490)
1,286

40,738
13,159
4.487
58.384

42.610
13,802
2.049
58.461

( 1.872)
(643)
2,438
(77)

37,839
13,287
4,834
55.960

4,771

$ 172,309

S ! 51.129

Ch3nf1e
$

! 3,292

S

5,227
(422)
845
2,238
21.180

S

21,! 80

Chan~c

2007
$ 79,805
4.527
4J8

S

8
62.584
$ 147.342

$147,342

$

(270)
1,002
4
7
3,044
3,780

SIS
(2,785)
2.501
$

3,787

This schedule has been prepared from the District's Statements of Net Assets (page II), which is presented on an
accruClI basis of accounting whereby capital assets are cClpitalized and depreciated.
The changes in the cash position are explained in the Statements of Cash Flows (pages 13 and 14).
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
JUNE 30, 2009
Operating Results for the Year Ended June 30,2009,2008, and 2007

OPERATING REVENUES
Tuition and fees
A.uxi Ii a r:y snlcs and charges
Total Operating Revenues
OPERATING EXPENSES
Salaries and benefits
Other expenses
Depreciation
Total Operating Expenses
NET LOSS ON OPERATIONS
NONOPERATING REVENUES AND
(EXPENSES)
State apportionments
Grants and contracts
Propeliy taxes
Stall; revenues
Interest income
Interest expense
Other non-operating revenues
Total Nonoperating Revenues
OTHER REVENUES
Slale revenues, capiral
Local revenues, capital
Total Other Revenues
NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN
NET ASSETS

June 30,

June 30,

2009

2008

S

June 30,
Difference

2007

(74) $ 2,457
(1,362)
2,293
(1,436)
24,165

2,583

$ 2,657

1.1 II
3,694

2,473
5,130

38,619

35,606
24.466

3,013

30,935

974

22.460

1,990

680

2,528

$

25,440
2,670
66,729
(63,035)

62.062
(56,932)

4 .. 667
(6,103)

25,192

24,915

25,666

22,585

277
3.081

2.265

2,904
1,985
1,934

2,054

4,602
60,576

(2,953)
7,354

(800)
(2,752)

58.724

1.852

2.351

708

1,643
31
1,674

2,616
3,988
(3,753)

31
2.382

$
(77)
======

708
$ 2,500

(639)
631

---$

(2,577)

Di fference
$

200
180

( 19.035)
4.671
2.006
(538)

55,923

6.139

(31,758)

(25,174)

1.390
19,415
3,170
3,160
(256)
3.506
(1,521)
2,624
(690)
(2,873)
(80)
_ _7.:.,.,2_49_ _ _---.,;.1.,;..;05_
37.191
21,533
23,525

791

(83)

154

( 154)

945

(237)

$ 6,378

$

(3,878)

This schedule has been prepared from the Statement of Revenues. Expenses and Changes in Net Assets presented
on page 12.
The operating revenue for the District is specifIcally defined flS revenues from lIsers of the colleges' f(lei liries and
programs. Excluded from the operaring revenues are the components of the primary source of District fundingthe State apportionment process. These components include the Stale apportionment and local property taxes . As
these sources of revenue are from the general population of the State of Cali fomi a, and not from the direct users
of the education<ll services, they are considered to be nonoperating. As a result, the operat ing loss of $63 mill ion
is balanced by the other funding sources lel1ding to a decrease in the District's net assets of $77 thousand.
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
JUNE 30, 2009
Auxiliary revenue consisls of Food Service revenues . The bookstore sold its inventory of books, supplies. and
other items ro an outside agency 10 operate . Those proceeds are reneetcd as the bookstore sale_ for the 2008-09
liscal year. The Food Service operation provides meals to the students and faculty of the college.
Grant and contract revenues relate to student financial aid, as well us specific Federal and State grtlnlS received for
programs servi ng (he students of Ihe Dislrict. These grant and program revenUes are restricted as to the allowable
expenses related 10 the programs.
The inlerest income is primarily the result of cash held £ltlhe Fresno County Treasurer. The inlerest expense
relates to interest payments on the long-term debt which is described in Note 10 of the financial statemenls.
The District is recording the depreciation expense related to capital assets. The detail of the changes in capital
assels ror (he year is included in the notes to the financiill statements as Note 6.
Statement of Cash Flows for the YC<lrs £nued June 30, 2009, 2008, anu 2007
The Statement of Cash flows provides infonnarion about cash receipts and payments during the ye;\r. This
statement also assists users in assessing the Dis{rict's ability to meet its obligations as they come due and its need
for external financing.
June .10.200')

June 30,2008

Difference

June 30, 20D7

~

$

l)ifTcr.:ncc

CASH PROVIDED Ill' (USED IN)

Operating aClivitit:s
Noncapital linanci ng activities
Capital fmancing aetivilic~
In'·csling aCli"ilics
Net Incrt·ilse in Cilsh and Ca1>h Equivaicnts

(60,6R6)
57,3 Hi

S

11,l<44
3.95~

s

12,428

5;

(5.U8)
59,69()
17,589)
2,015
(269)

S

(6,301)
(2,374)
19,433
1.939
J 2,697

S

(26,464)
34 ,607
p.81 J)
2.540
0.870

=====

$ (27,'>21)
25,0113
(3,776)
(525)
$ (7,139)

The primary operating receipts are student tuition and fees and Federal. Stare, and local grants and contracts. The
primary operating expense of the District is the payment of salaries and benefits (0 inslructional and class ifl e.d
support start: as well as DistricI adm inistrators.
While State apportionment and property tuxes are the pri mary source of non-capital related revenue, the new
GASB accounting standards require that this source of revenue is shown as nonoperating revellue as it come from
the general resources of the Stale and not from the primary users of the college~' programs and services (students).
The District depends upon this funding as the primary source of funds 10 continue the current level of operations.
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WEST HrLLS COM.MUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
JUNE 30, 2009
Functional Expenditures

In accordance with requirements set forth by the California Stale System's Office, the Districi repons operating
expenses by object code. Opernting expenses by functional classification are as follows:
Year ended June 30. 2009:
Supplies
and
Olhcr Ex penses
and Services
S
970,292
836,8'17
2.124,390
513,791
1,378,42<1
Mtll~riat

Jnslrlleti()II~1

adivities
Academic SIIppOl1
Sludenl scfvias
Plant uperalions and maintenance
InSlructional sllppon servicc~
'ommunit) scr ices and
ccon,nnie del'.;:}opmcJlt
Ancillary services and
auxiliary operalions
Trust and agency activities
D.:prcc iation expcnsc-una)loc3h:d
TOlal

Salaries
$1l,031,872
2,(,14..395
5.715 ,252
830.595
3.151 .324

Employee
Benefits
S3.153.')96
71),402
1,913,037
343,857
1.144.407

992.686

250,144

4.6il,317
438,973
S 29,446,414

Other
OUl~O

$

7&.344

D"~f~ci~tiol\

Total
$ 15 ,234.504

S

10, 198,3))
293,154
5,143.757

4,162 ,6-14
19.950,992
1.981,397
10.817,912

1,028,243

8.303

2,279.3 7<>

1.545.081
109.539

3,383 .509
1,232.601

334,203
1,6<i9,554

$9,171.463

S 11.468,097

$ 17.725,628

$ 2,670,173

9.934.110
3,450.li67
2.670,173
$ 70,4R 1.775

Salaries
S 10,5&5,327
2.40<),461
4,685,381
743,170
2,873.097

Employee
Benefils
$2,719,72-1
672.097
1.541.224
307,497
1.104,717

Surplb
Material and
Other Expcn.se5
Hnd Services
502,815
S
872,232
1.475.534
1,233,367
),981.4&7

Other
OUIQO
58,465
S

D~~r~e ialion

875,109

2-13.079

4,(\43.354
501.441
$27,316,341

2.670.173

Year ended June 30, 2008:

InSlIuctiooal act idties
Academic uppO/1
Swdent s.:rviccs
Plant operation ' and l11ai n ll~nance
)nstnlclional suppon services
Community se rv ices lind
ceol1omic dc\"c1opmcnt
Anci llary servi ces and
auxiliary operations
Trust and agency ilet ivilic
Depreciation cxpensc-unolloeuted
TOlal

!U5JA68
11.250
4.877.500

TOlal
S 13.866,331
3,953 ,790
16,055,007
2,295,284
10.8)6.801

498.666

27.674

\.04-1.527

1,57J ,64-1
127.722

3,927.517
44.453

292 .291
310.263

$ 8,289,703

S 10,536,070

S 13,9)0,910

IO,436.M5
910,878
1,9119,662
S 62,062,686
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1,989,662
S 1,989,662

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
JUNE 30, 2009
Year ended June 30, 2007 :
Sllpplies
Materi~1

Other Expenses
and SCrviCl'~
$
J97.588
559.494

272.716

1.337.994

1.244,015
1,952.661

59,042
122.505
7,527,'>77
10,750
4.189,796

486,235

133,833

3S0,364

43,275

I.O . U.70l!

1,679,425
234.724

1,262,031

3,S50.2H
54,459

678,805
204.401

523 . 140.16t

$ 7,794.864

9,623,94 I

S 12.836.5 50

9,170,505
565.661
2,527,291
S55.922.806

S a lari~s

Instructional activilies
Academic support
tudent sa\'iccs
Plant operat ions and maintenance
Instructional suppon services
Community servic.es und
economic del'c lopmcnt
Anei liar)" serv ices and
auxili ary operations
Trust ~nd agency aCli itic"s
J)cpn:ciation eXpCIlSl:-Wlalloc.1led
Total

and

Employee
Benefits
$2.835.515
531.080
1,349.618

$

9.456.673
2.787.4&8
3.239,503
696,620
2.559,492

1,4KS.IIS

non
$

Other
O\lt~o

$

Dcereciation
S

$

2.527.291
2,527.291

Total
SI2.74i!.817
4,000.566
13.602,2 IJ
2.224.IOJ
10.039.943

ECONOMIC FACTORS AFFECTING THE FUTURE OF WEST HILLS COi'vIMUNfTY COLLEGE
D1STRlCT
The 2009-10 Stale Budget represents no increase in fund ing and in fact a reduclion of FT£S from the previous
fiscal year of 215 down to 4,985, which is nbout $ 1.2 million. There was zero increase in COLA and growth.
There will likely be no COLA or growth for Ihe 20 I 0-11 fiscal year due to the economic condition'S in California.
The State continues to face a struclural deficit of billions of dollars and it appears that the community college
system will continue to be challenged to reduce expenditures while the demand for services conlinues 10 increase.
The WHCCD is well positioned to handle any negative impact Ihal may be required.
There are currently no OTher known facts, decisions, or conditions that will hnve a significant effect on the
financial posit ion (nct assets) or results or operations (revenues, expenses, and changes in net assels) of the
District. There is currently a concern that the economy continues to slow which the District is monitoring and
will take the appropriaTe action necessary to remain fiscally sound .

CONTACTING THE D1STRICT'S FINANC1AL MANAGEMENT
This financial report is designed to provide OUI citizens, taxpayers. students, and investors and creditors
with a general overview oflhe District's finances and to show the District's accountabiliry for the money
it receives. If you have ql1eslions about this report or need any additional financial infonnalion, contact
Ken Sloppenbrink.. Vice Chancellor Business Services, at West Hills Community College District, 9800
Cody Street, Coalinga, California 932)0, or e-mail al kenstoppenbrink@whccd.edu.
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT

STATEMENTS OF NET ASSETS
JUNE 30, 2009 AND 2008
2009
ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash and investments
Accounts receivable
Student loans receivable
Prepaid expenses - current portion
Stores inventories
Total Current Assets
Noncurrent Assets
Restricted cash and cash equivalents
Net plan asset-GASB 45
Nondepreciable capital assets
Depreciable capital assets
Less: Accumulfllcd depreciation
Total Noncurrent Assets
TOT AL ASSETS
LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
Accounts payable
Deferred revenue
Amounts held in custody on behalf of others
Long-tern) liabilities - current portion
Tolal Current Liabilities
Noncurrent Liabilities
Compensated absence~ payable - nOIlCun-ellt portion
Long-term liabilities - noncurrent ponion
Tot~11 Noncurrent Liabilities
TOTAL LIABILITIES
NET ASSETS
Invested in capital assets, net orrelated debt
Restricted ror:
Debt serv ice
Postemployment obligations
Other activities
Unrestricted
TOT AL NET ASSETS

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements .
II

$

3,030,024
10.207,916
548.363
860.390
14,646,693
88,934,269
863,351
15,046,472
79,170,900
(26,352.441 )
157,662,551
) 72,309.244

2008
$

5.098,384
5,223.749
305.227
14,212
421.557
11,063,129
74 ,437,367
10,859,176
78.450.703
(23.682,268)
140,064,978
151.128.107

5.448,049
2,749,753
1,407,903
1,825,650
11.431,355

3,249,506
2,161,698
1,164,557
1,048,209
7,624.060

1,053,273
101,441,051
102,494,324
113,925,679

948,629
84,094,731
85,043,360
92,667,420

40,738,230

42,609,85)

12.678,179

12.312,097
934.983
554.170
2,049,586
$ 58,460,687

480,039
4.487,117
$ 58,383,565

WEST lULLS COi\fMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
STATEMENTS OF REVENUES, EXPENSES, AND CHANGES IN NET ASSETS
FOR THE YEARS ENDED JUNE 30, 2009 AND 2008
2009
OPERATING REVENUES
Tuition and Fees
Less: Scholarship discount and allowance
Net tuition and fees
A uxiliary Sales and Charges
Bookstore
Cafeteria
Farm
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES

$

2,693.039
(110,)27)
2.582.712

2008
$

2.798.143
( 140,782)
2,657,361

427,452
665,370
18.128
\693,662

1,758,848
697.189
16.561
5,12<).959

29,446,414
9,171 ,'~63
25,440,427
2,670,173
66,728,477

27,316.341
8,289.703
24,466,9& I
1.989,662
62,062,687

(63.034.8151

(56.932,728)

14,106,507
11,253.764
305,442
25,192,273
2,265.160
2,616,165
\987,879
0,753.298)
4.602,284
60,576.176

10,614,897
11.889.211
81.292
24,914,670
2.904.132
1,984,546
1.934 ,204
(2,953,151)
7,355,014
58,714,815

INCOME (LOSS) BEFORE OTHER REVENUES ANO EXPENSES
OTHER REVENlJES AND EXPENSES
State revenues, capital
Local revenues, capital
TOTAL OTHER RE:VENUES AND EXPENSES

(2.458,639)

1,792,087

2,350,528
30,989
2.381 1517

708,421

CHANGE IN NET ASSETS
NET ASSETS, BEGINNING OF YEAR
i'iE.T ASSETS, END OF YEAR

(77.122)
58.460.687
58,383.565

OPERATING EXPENSES
Salaries
Employee benefits
Supplies, materials, and otlier operating expenses and services
Depree iat ion
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES
OPERA TiNG LOSS
NON-OPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
Grants and Contracts. noneapilal:
Federal
State
l.ocal
Slate apportionments. noncapital
Local propeny taxes, levied ror general purposes
Slale taxes and ot her reven ues
Investment income. net
Interest and other expenses on debt
Other non-operating revenues
TOTAL NON-OPERA.TING REVENUES (EXPENSES)

$

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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708.421

$

2,500.508
55,960.179
58,460,687

\-VEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS - DIRECT METHOD
FOR THE YEARS ENDED JUNE 30, 2009 AND 2008
2009
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Tuition and fees
Payments 10 vendors for supplies and services
AuxilialY sales
Pilymenls 10 or on behalf of employees
Net Cash Flows From Openlling Activities
CASH fLOWS FROM NONCAPITAL FINANCING ACTIVITIES
S1are appon ion men IS
Non-capital grants and COJlIracts
Propeny laxes - nondchr rdated
Stale taxes "nd olhcr apportionlllcnts
Other nonoperating
Net Cash flows From Noncapital Financing Activities
CASH FLOWS FROM CAPITAL fiNANCING ACTIVITIES
Purchase or capil;!1 assels
Proceeds (rom cnpilal debl
Slale revellue, capital projects
Local revenue, capital projects
Principal paid on capital debt
IntereSI and expenses paid on capital debt
Nl't Cash flows From C;lpit31 Financing Activities
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
hl1erest received from Inveslments
l'ct Cash Flows From Investing Activities
NET CHANGE IN CASH AND CASU EQUIVALENTS
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS, BEGINNING OF YEAR
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALE1"iTS, END Of YEAR

The accompanying nOles are an integral part of these financial statements.
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$

2,8:17.246
(25.847.265 )
1,110,950

2008
S

(60,686 1178)

2.616.013
(23,12<),300)
2,472,598
(36,344.3 84 1
(54,38\073 )

22,279,456
24,725,293
2,911 ,409
2,616,165
4,781,997
57,316,320

24,965,102
22 ,1)12.449
2,700,1)52
1,984.546
7,127,585
59.690,63:1

(4,907.493)
84,321,970
2,350 .528
30,989
(66,198 ,299)
(3.753.21)8)
Il,844,397

(4 ,838,719)
500,000
708,421

3,954,003

2,014,599
2,014 .599

(38,787,I09~

(1 ,005,948)
(2,953,151 )
(7,589,397)

~\1)54.00)

12,428,542
79,535,751
S 91,964,293

S

(269,237)
79 1804 1988
79.535 ,751

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS - DIRECT METHOD, CONTINUED
FOR THE YEARS ENDED JUNE 30,2009 AND 2008
2009

2008

RECOJ'CILIATION OF NET OPERATING LOSS TO NET CAS ... FLOWS
FROM OP£R..ATI1\G ACTIVITIES
Operating Loss

S (63,034.815)

~

(56,9]2,728)

Adjustments (0 ReconcilC' Operating Loss to Net Cash Flows from

Operating Activities:
Depree iat iOIl ex pen se
Changes

2,670 ,173

1,989,662

in Assets a nd l.iabil ities:

Receivables, net

(2,926,859)
421,S57
(846')78)

Stores illventories

Prepa id expenses
Accounts payable and acc rued liabilities
Deferred revenue
Funds held for others

Total Adjusllnenls
Net ClIsh Flows From Operating Activities

NON CASH TRANSACTIONS
On behalf payments for henefits

2,198,543
588,05 5
243 ,3 46
2.348,63 7
$ (60,686,178)

(3,647)
(6,681)
1,285 , 137
(79.11 2)
360,146
2,547.655
$ (54,.185,07])

2009

2008

593,687

The accompanying notes are an integral port of Ihese financ ial statements.
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(<)97,850 )

s

560,454

WEST lULLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRlCT
DISCRETELY PRESENTED COMPONENT UNIT - WEST HILLS
COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT FOUNDATION
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
,ruNE 30, 2009 At~D DECEMBER 31,2008
June 30,
2009
ASSETS
CUR.RENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Investments
Accounts receivable
TOlal Current Assets
Rodeo stock
Property and leasehold improvements - net of accumulated
depreciat ion
Other assets
Total Assets
LIABILITI ES AND NET ASSETS
LIABILITI ES
Accounts payable
Funds held for others
Total Liabil ities
NET ASSETS
Unrestricted
Temporarily restricted
Pcnnanently restricted
Total Net Assets
Total Liabilities
and Net Assets

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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$

$

$

[.264,63 I
967,471
214,903
2,447,005
22,450
173 ,55 I
500
2,643,506

14,432
13,982
28.414

Decem ber 3 I ,
2008

$

2,072,924
22,450

$

2.643,506

188,287
500
2,284,161

$
) 2,795

12.795

2,085,003
388,434
141,655
2,615,092
$

1.294,409
778,5 15

1,790,138
343.277
137,951
2,271,366
$

2.284,161

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
DISCRETELY PRESENTED COMPONENT UNIT - WEST HILLS
COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT FOUNDATION
STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30,2009 WITH COM_PARATIVE TOTALS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2008

Unrestricted
CHANGES IN UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS
REV ENUES
Donations and special events
Federal revenue
Membership fees
Program fees
Program contracts
Fundraisers
rnvestmelll income
Olher
TOlal Revenue
EXPENSES
Program services:
Scholarship
College Enhancement
Athletic Programs
Educational Programs
Support services:
General Administrative
F un cl raisers
Membership
Total Expenses
Illcrease/(Decrease) inN et Assets
UNREALIZED GAIN/(LOSS) ON
I 'VESTMENTS
TRANSFERS
INCREASE/(DECREAS E) IN NET ASSETS
NET ASSETS, BEGINNING OF YEAR
NET ASSETS, END OF YEAR

$ 203.343
532.860
28,647
26,636
180,577
98,429
9,310
163,186
1,242,988

June 30, 2009
Temporarily Permanently
Restricted
Restricted

$

42,180
265,123
85.655
308.325

35.000

4,250
3,140

2,131

28,839

37,131

37,315
(8,476)
4,674
48,959
45,157
343.277
$ 388,434

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements .
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S

37.315

186,122
58,648
3,572
949,625
293,363
13,861
{ 12.359}
294,865
1,790,138
$2,085,003

21.449

Total

$ 259.792
532,860
28,647
26.636
180,577
102,679
14,581
163: 186
1,308,958

79.495
265,123
85,655
308.325

37.131
3. 173
p6.600)
3,704
137.951
$ 141,655

186.122
58,648
3,572
986,940
322,018
21,708
343,726
2.271.366
$2,615,092

December 31.
2008

$

474.069
667.832
29,964
23,777
442.960
164.336
60,511
1,047
1,864,496

132.564
441.263
104,180
340,453
268.538
112,715
3,626
1,403,339
461.157
(172.180)

$

288,977
1.982,389
2,271,366
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
DISCRETELY PRESENTED COMPONENT UNIT - WEST HILLS
COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT FOUNDATION
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE YEARS ENDED JUNE 30,2009 AND DECEMBER 31, 2008
June 30.
2009
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Change in nct assets
Adjustments to Reconcile Change in Net Assets to Net
Cash Used By Operating Activities
Depreciation and am0l1izatioll
(lncrcase)lDecrease in accounts receivable
Increase/(Decrease) in accounts payable
Increase/(Decrcase) in due [0 other groups
Net Ca.~h Flows Provided By Operating Activities
CASH FLOWS FROM fNVESTING ACTIVITIES
(Increase)lDecrease in investments
(P urchase)/O i S posal 0 f Ii xed assets
Net Cash Flows Provided/(Used) By Investing Activities
NET DECREASE IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS. BEGINNING OF YEAR
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS. END OF YEAR

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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$

343,726

December 31,
2008
$

10,403
(214,903)
14,432
1,187
154.845

$

(188,956)
4,333
(184.623 )
(29.778)
1,294,409
1.264,631

288.977

22.104
19,211
(3,495l
326.797

(778.515)

$

(778.515}
(451.718)
1,746,127
1.294,409

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 2009
NOTE 1 - ORGANIZA TION
The West Hills Community College District (District) is a political subdivision ofthe State of California and
provides postsecondary education to the students of Coalinga-Huron Unified School District, Lemoore Union
High School District, Riverdale Joint Unified School District, Golden Plains Unified School District, FirebaughLas Deltas Unified School District, Reef-Sunset Unified School District, and Mendota Unified School District
The District maintains a Coalinga Campus, a Lemoore Campus, and the North District Center in Firebaugh.
While the District is a political subdivision of the State, it is not a component unit of the State in accordance with
the provisions of Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) Statement No. 14. The District operates
under a locally elected seven-member Board of Trustees form of government and provides higher education in the
County of Fresno. While the District is a political subdivision of the State of California, it is legally separate and
is independent of other State and local governments, and it is not a component unit of the State in accordance with
the provisions of Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) Statement No. 39.
A reporting entity is comprised of the primary government, and other organizations that are included to ensure the
financial statements are not misleading. The primary government of the District consists of all funds,
departments, boards, and agencies that are not legally separate from the District. For West Hills Community
College District. this includes general operations, food services, bookstores, and student related activities of the
District.

Financial Reporting Entity
The District has adopted GASB Statement No. 39, Determining Whether Certain Organizations are Component
Units. This statement amends GASB Statement No. 14, The Financial Reporting Entity, to provide additional
guidance to determine whether certain organizations, for which the District is not financially accountable, should
be reported as component units based on the nature and significance of their relationship with the District. The
three components used to determine the presentation are: providing a "direct benefit"; the "environment and
ability to access/influence reporting," and the "significance" criterion. As defined by accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States of America and established by the Governmental Accounting Standards
Board, the financial reporting entity consists of the primary government, the District, and the following
component unit:
As defined by generally accepted accounting principles established by the GASB, the financial reporting entity
consist ofthe primary government (the District), as well as the following component units.

•

West Hills Community College District Foundation
The West Hills Community College District Foundation (the Foundation) is a legally separate, taxexempt component unit of the District. The Foundation acts primarily as a fundraising organization to
provide grants and scholarships to students and support to employees, programs, and departments ofthe
District. The ten-member board of the Foundation consists of community members, alumni, and other
supporters of the Foundation. Although the District does not control the timing or amount of receipts
from the Foundation, the majority of resources, or income thereon, that the Foundation holds and invests
are restricted to the activities of the District by the donors. Because these restricted resources held by the
Foundation can only be used by. or for the benefit of, the District, the Foundation is considered a
component unit of the District. The Foundation is reported in separate financial statements because of the
difference in its reporting model, as further described below.
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WEST HlLLS COMJ\1UNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
NOTES TO FrNANClAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 2009
The Foundation is a not-for-profit organization under Internal Revenue Code (IRS) Section 501(c)(3) thaI
repom its financial results under Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) Statements. Most
significant (0 the Foundation's operations and reponing model are rASB Statement No. 116. AccOIIJ11iJlg
for CUlllributions Receil·ed and Contribulions Made, and FA SB Statement No. I 17, Financial Reporting
for Nol-FoJ"-f'ro{tt Organiz()lions. As such, certain revenue recognition criteria and presentation features
are di fferent from GA S B revenue recognition criteria and pre~enlation features. No modi fications have
been made to the Foundation's financial information in the District's financial reporting entity for (he·se
differences; however, significant note disclosures to the Foundation's financial statemen ts have been
incorporated into (he District's notes to the financial statements.
Financial statements for the Foundation can be obtained from the roundation's Business Office <It
9900 Cody Street, Coalinga, CA 93210 .

NOTE 2 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Measurement Focus, Basis of Accounting, and Finaneilll Statement Presentation

For financial reporting purposes, the District is considered a special-purpose governmenl engaged only in
business-type activities as defined by GASB Statements No. 34 and No . 35 as amended by GASB Statements
No. 37, No . 38: and No. 39. This presentation provides a comprehensive entity-wide perspective of the District's
assets, liabilities, activities, and cash 110V·iS and replaces the fund group perspective previously required.
Accordingly, the District's financial st<llements have been presented using the eConom ic resources measurement
focus and the accrual basis of <lccounting. Under (he accrual basis, revenues CITe recognized when earned, and
expenses are recorded when an obligation has been incurred. All material intru-ugency and inlra-fund transactions
have been eliminated.
Revenues resulting from exchange transactions, in which each party gives and receives essentially equal value,
are classified as operating re ve nues. These transactions are recorded on the accrual basis when the exchange
takes place. Available means that the resources will be collected within the current fiscal YCiIT or are expected to
be collected soon enough thereafter to be used to pay liabilities of the current fiscal year.
Nonexchange transactions, in which the District receives value without directly giving equal value in return ,
include State apponionmenrs, propeny taxes, certain grant!'>, entitlements, and donations are classified as
nonoperating rcvcnue. Federal and State grants received to provide direct grants to students are classi fi ed 35
nonoperating revenues because the District does not generally receive any direct benefit rrom the gremts and are
recognized in the fiscal year in wilich all eligibility requirements are satisfied. Eligibiliry requirements may
include time and/or purpose requirements. ProperlY tax revenue is recognizeu in the fiscal year received. State
apPol1ionmen( revenue is earned based upon criteria set forth from Ihe Community Colleges System's Office and
includes reponing of full-time equivalent student (FTES) at1endance . The corresponding apportionment revenue
is recognized ill the period the FTES are generated.
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\VEST HlLLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 2009
Operati ng expenses are costs incurred to provide instruction<11 services including support costs. auxiliary services,
and depreciation of capital assets. All other expenses not meeting this definition are reported as nonoperating.
Expenses are recorded on (he accru~1 basis as (hey are inClIned, when goods are received. or servic~s are
rendered.
The acco\lnting policies of the District conform to accoullting principles generally accepted in the United States of
Am erica (US GAAP) as applicable to colleges and universities, as well as those prescribed by the COlllmunity
Colleges System's Office. The Disirict reports are based on all applicable GASB pronouncements. as well as
applicable FA SB pronouncements issued on or before November 30, 1989, \lllleSS those pronouncements connict
or cOlltradict GASB pronouncements. The District has not elected apply FASB pronoullcements after thllt date.
Whell applicable, cenain prior year amounts have been reclassified to conform to (;lllTent year presentation . The
bud ge tary and financial accounts of the District are maintained in accordance with the Community Colleges
System's Office's Budget and Accounting Ma/1ual.
The financial statements are presented in accordance with the reporting model a pre cri bed in GA$B Statement
No, 34, Bosic Final/cial Statemenls and Management's DisclL)'sions and A nolysis jor Stale and Local

Govemmenls, and GASB Statement No. 35, Basic Finoncial SlalemeniS and Management's Discussions ond
Analysisjor Public Colleges lind Universities, as amended by GASB Statements No. 37 and No. 38. The
business-type activities model followed by the District requi res the following components of the District's
fin<lnciClI stmements:

•
•

•

Management's Discussion and Analysis
Bask Financ ial Statements for [he District as a whole including:
o Statement of Net Assets
o Statement of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net Assets
o Statement of Cash Flows
Notes to the Fi n81lcial Statements

Cash and Cash Equivalents

The District's cash and cash equivalents are considered to be unrestricted cash 011 hand, demand deposit s and
short-term unrestricted investrn en ts with original maturities of three momhs or less from the date ofacqllj ~ ition,
Cash equivalents also include unrestricted cash with county treasury balances for purposes of the statement of
cash nows. Restricted cash and cash eq uivalents repre ented balances restricted by external sources sllc.h as
grants and contracts or speci fically restricted for the repayment of capilal debt.
Investments
Investm ents held at JWle 30. 2009 and 2008, with original maturities greater than One year are stated at fair value.
Fair value is estimated based on quoted market prices at year-end. All investments not required to be reported at
fair value are stated at cost or amortized cost. Fair values of investments in county and State investment pools are
determined by the program sponsor.
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 2009
Accounts Receivable

Accounts receivable include amounts due from the Federal, State and/or local governments. or private sources, in
connection with reimbllrsement of allowable expenditures made pursuant to the Districl's grants and conlracts.
Accounts receivable also consist of lui lion and fee charges 10 studenls and auxiliary enlerp ri e services provided
to Siudenis. faculty, and siafr, the majority of each residing in Ihe Stale ofCalifomia. The Dislrict provides for an
allowal1ce for uncollectible accounlS ~5 an estimation of amounts Ihal may not be received . This allow<lllce is
based upon manage ment's estimates and analysis.
Prepaid Expenses

Prepaid expenditures (expenses) represent amounts paid in advance of receiving goods or services . The Districi
hflS the option of reponing an expenditun:: in governmental funds for prep<liu items either when purchased or
during the benefiting period. The District has chosen to report the expenditures when incurred .
Capital Assets and Depreciation

Capital assets are long-lived assets of the District as a whole and include land, construction-in-progress, buildings,
leasehold improvements, and equipment. The District maintains an initial unit cost capitali zation threshold uf
$5,000. Assets are recorded at historical cost, or estimated historical cost, when purchased or constructed . The
District does not possess any infmsrructurc . Donated capital assets are recorded at estimated fair market value at
the date of donation. Improvemenls to buildings and land that significantly increase the value or extend the useful
Iife of the asset arc capital ized; the costs of nonnal maintenance and repairs that do not add to the value of the
asset or materially extend an asset's life are not. Major ollthl)"S for capital improvements are capitalized as
construt:tion-in-progress as the projects are constructed.
Deprecialion of capital assets is computed and recorded by the straight-line method . Estimated useful lives orthe
various classes of depreciable capital assets are as follows: buildings, 25 to 50 years ; improvements. 25 to 50
year; equipment, 5 to ) 0 years; vehi cle , 5 to 10 years.
Accrued Liabilities and Long-Term Obligations

A II payables, accrued Iiabi Iities, and long-term obligat ions are reported in the entiry-wide financial statements .
Compensated Absences

Accuillulated unpaid employee vacalion benefits are accrued as a liability as the benelits are earned. The enlire
compensated absence liability is reported on the entity-wide financial statements. The amounts have been
recorded in (he fund from which the employees, who have accumulated the leave, arc paid. The District also
participates in "load-bank.ing" wirh eligible academic employees ""'hereby the employee may teach extra courses
in one period in exchange for time off in another period.
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 2009
Sick leave is accumulated withollt limit for each employee based upon negotiated contracts. Leave with pay is
provided when employees me absent for health reasons; however, the employees do not gain a vested right to
accumulated sick leave. Employees are never paid for any sick leave balance at termination of em ploy men I or
any other rime. Therefore. the value of accumulated sick leave is not recognized as a liabililY in Ihe District's
fimmcial statements. Credit for lInused sick leflve is applicable to illl certificated employees and is determined by
di viding the num ber of unused sick days by the number of base service days required to complete the last school
year, if employed full time. Sick leave is accumulated as fo!lO\vs:
Admin istra tivclClassilicd Managem en tlCon fidcn tia I Sta IT
• Entitle<.l to twenty-one (2 I) days of sick leave per year to be posted at the rate of 1.75 days per month .
Cc rt i fica ted

•

Members shall accrue twenty (20) days of ~ick leave with pay for each school year, such leave ro be made
available on the first day of each school year.

Classified
• Members shall ~ccrue, on (l monthly basis, twenty-one (21) days of sick leave with pay for each school
year. The amount of days posted will be 1.75 days, or fourteen (14) hours per month for fnll-time
employees and shall be prorated for parr-rime employees.
Deferred Revenue

Deferred revenue arises when potential revenue does not meet both the "measurable" and "available" criteria ror
recognition in the current period or when resources are received by the District prior to the incurrence of
qualifying expenditures. In subsequent periods, when both revenue recognition criteria are met, or when the
District has a legal claim to the resources. the liability for deferred revenue is remove<.l from the combined balance
sheet and revenue i~ recognized. Deferred revenues include (1) amounts received for tuition and fees prior to the
end of the fiscal year that are rela\ed to the subsequent fiscal year and (2) amounts recei ved from Federal and
State grants received before the eligibililY requirements are met are recorded as deferred revenue .
Net Assets
GASB Sratements No. 34 and No. 35 report equity as "Net Assets ." Net assets are c!a~sified according to
imposed restrictions or (lvailability of assets for satisfaction of District obligations according to the following net
asset caregories :
Jonstcd in Capital Assets, Net of Relaled Debt: Capital Assets, net of accumulated depreciation and
outstanding principal balances of debt anributable to the acquisition, construction, or improvement of those
assets.
Restricted - Expendable: Netllssets whose use by the District is subject to externally imposed constraints
that can bl:: fulfilled by acrions of the District pursuant to those constraints or by the passage of time. Nel
(IsseIS may be restricted for capital projects, debt repayment, and/or educational programs .
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JlJNE 30, 2009
Unrestricted: Net aSSets that are not subject to externally imposed constraints. Unrestricted net assets may
be designated for specific purposes by action of the Board ofTruslee·s or may othcf\\'ise be limited by
contractual agreements with ours ide part ies. Substantially all Ilnrestricted net assefS are designated for
econom ie uncertainries .
When both restricted and unrestricted resources are available for use, il is the District's practice to lise restricted
resources first and the unrestricted resourccs when they (Ire needed .
Stale Apportionments
Certain current year apportionments from the State are based on financial and statistical information of the
previous year. Any corrections due to the recalculation of the apportionment are made in February ofthc
subsc'luenl year. When known and measurable, these recalculations and corrections are accrued in the year in
which the FTES are generated .

On-Behalf Paym en ts
GAS1:3 Statement No. 24 requires direct on-behalfpayrnents for fringe benefits and salaries made by one entity to

a third parry recipient for the employees for another legally separate entity be recognized as revenues and
expendih.lres by the employer entity . The State of Cal i forn ia mak~s direct on-behalf payments to {he Cali fornia
State Teachers' Retirement System (CaISTRS) and the California Public Employees' Retirement System
(CaIPERS) on behalf 0[;111 community colleges in Califomia. The amounts of on-behalf payments were
$593,687 for CaISTRS. ~o on behalf contribUlions were made to CaIPERS .

Estimates
The preparation of the financial statements in conformity with accollnting principles generally accepted in the
United States of America requires management to make estimates and assumptions that alYec! the amounts
reported in the financial statements and accompanying notes. Actual result~ may differ from those estimates .
Property Taxes
Secured properry taxes attach as an enforceable Iien on property as of January I . The County Assessor is
responsible for assessment of all taxable real properry. Taxes are pilyable in two installments on November I and
February I and become delinquent on December !O and April 10, respectively . Unsecured properly taxes fire
payable ill one installment on or before August 3 I . Variou~ counries bill and collect ta.,cs on behalf of the
Di strict. Local property lax revenues are recorded when received .
The voters of the District passed variolls General Obligation Bond~ for tht! acquisition, construct ion, and
remodel ing of Disrrict capital assets. As a result of the passage of the Bond, property taxes are assessed on the
properry within the District specifically for the repayment of the debt inc urred . The taxes are billed and collected
as noted above and rem itted to the District when collected.
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WEST HILLS COMlVlUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
NOTES TO FfNANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 2009
Scholarship Discounts and Allowances

Student tuition and fec revenue is reported net of scholar hip discounts arid allowances in the Statement of
Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Net Assets. Scholctrship discollnlS and allowances represent the
difference between stated charges for enrollment fees ond the amount that is paid by students or third paliies
making payments on the students' behal f. To the extent that fce waivers and discounts have been used to satisfy
tuition and fec charges, the District has recorded a scholarship discount and allowance.
Federal Financial Assistance Programs
The District participates in federally funded Pel! Grants. SEOG Grants, Federal Work-Study. and Stafford Loan

programs, as well as other programs funded by the Federal government. Financial aid to students is either
reported as operating expenses or scholarship allowances. which reduce revenues. The amount reported as
operating expense represents the pOT! ion of aid tbat was provided to the student ill the fann of cash. These
programs are aud ited in accordance with the Single Aud it A.ct Amendments of 1996, and the U.S. Office of
Management and Budget's revised Ci rcular A-133, A lIdits o.(Swles, Local Governmellis and Non-Profit
Orga}1izalions, and the related ('ompliance Supplement.
Interfund Activity

Interfund transfers and illterfund receivables and payab!es are eliminated during the consolidation process in the
entity-wide fin ancial statements.
Reclassification
Certain reclassilications were made 10 prior years' presentations to conform to cllrrent year presentation .
Foundation Presenfation
The West Hills CommLlni!)' College District Foundation presents its financial statements in accordance with
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards (SFAS) No. I 17, Financinl SI{[/emeIJI.~ of NotIor-PrC?fil
Organizations. Under SFAS No. 117, the Foundation is required to report information regarding its financial
position and activities according to three classes of nel assets: unrestricted net assets, temporarily restricted net
assets, and permanently reSTricted net assets. As permined by the statement. the Foundation does not use fund
<Jccounting.

Permanently Restricted Net Asserts - Net assets subject to donor-imposed stipulations Ihat they be
maintained permanently by the Foundation . Generally, Ihe donors of these assets penllit the Foundation to
lise all or Pilrt of the income earned on related investments for general or specific purposes.
Temporarily Restricted Net Assets - Net (issets subject to
actions of the Foundation andJor the passage of time .

donor~imposed

stipulations that will be met by

Unreslricled Net Assels - Nel assets not subject to donor-imposed restriclions.
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Revenues and expenses are recorded when incurred in accordance with the accrual basis or accounting. Revenues
ore reported as increase~ in the unrestricted net assets classification unless use of the related assets is limited by
donor-imposed restrictions . Contributions, including unconditional promises to give, are recognized as revenue in
the period received. Conditional promises to give are not recognized as revenue ulltilthe conditions on which
(hey depend are substantiillly met. Contributions for in-kind gifts from outside source a re recorded at their fair
markel value on the dare orthe donation.
Expenses are reported (IS decreases in unrestricted net a~sets. Gains and losses on investments and other assets or
liabilities are reported as increases or decreases in unrestricted net assets unless their use is restricted by explicit
donor stipulation or by law.
Investments Me reported at fair value in accordance with SFAS No . 157.
The Foundation is a not-for-profit organization (hal is exempt from income ta..'l:es under Section 501 (c)(3) of the
Inlemal Revenue Code and related Cali fornia Franchise Tax Codes.
Changes in Accounting Principles
In July 2004, the GASB issued Sratement No. 45, Accollnting and Financial Reporting hy Employers/or
Postemploymenl Benefits Other than Pensions. This Statement requires local governmental employers who
provide other postemploymellt benefits (OPEB) as part of the total compensation offered to employees [0
recognize the expense and related liabilities (assets) in tile ent ity-\Vide financial statements of net assets and
activities, This Statement established standards for (he measurement, recognition, and display of OPEB
expense/expenditures and relared liabilities (assets), note disclosures, and, ifapplicable, required supplementary
information (RSI) in the fmancial reports of Stare and local government employers.
This Statement provided for prospective implementation - that is thaI employers set the beginning OPES
obligation at zero as of the beginning of the initial year. The District has implemented the provision of the
Statement for Ule fiscal year ended June 30, 2009. The District had an annual required contribution of $417,554
for the year June 30, 2009. The Districl contributed 100 percent orthe required "pay as you go" portion of
$109,1 JJ and has also contributed funds with a value as of June 30, 2009, totaling $400.000 towards the future
obligations of the District. Th~ net amount of tile Trust's investment returns/losses and the cumulative balance or
the ARC has left a Net Plan Asset totaling $863,351 as of June 30,2009.

111 July 2004, GASB issued Statement No. 43, Financial RepoJ"/ingjcJ)" Poslemploymen/ Benejit Plans Other than
Pension Plans. The standards in the Statement apply for OPEB trust funds included in the financial reports of
plan sponsors or employers, as well as the stand-alone financial reports of OPES plans or the public employee
retiTement systems, or other third parties, that administer rhem. This Starement also provides requirements for
repOJ1ing of OPES funds by administrators of mUltiple-employer OPEB plans when the fund used to accumulate
assets and pay benefits or premiums when due is not a trust fund. The District has implemented the provisions of
this Statement for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2009.
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New Accounting Pronouncements

In March 2009, the GASB issued Statement No. 54, Fund Ba/ance Reporting and Governmental Fllnd Type
Cl(lssifications. The objectives of this Statements is to enhance the usefulness offund balance information by
providing. clearer fund balance classifications that can be more consistently applied and by clClTirying the existing
governmental fund rype definitions , This Statement establishes fund balance classifications that compri$e a
hierarchy based primarily on the extent to which (l government is bound to observe constraints imposed upon the
use of the resources reported in governmental funds . The requirements of this Statement are effective for the
financial statements for periods beginning after JUlie 15, 2010 . The District does not anticipale a significant
impact in reponing as a result of this Statement as fund financial information is not reported .
In April 2009, the GASB is ·ued GASB StCltemcnt No, 55, The Hierarchy o.rGeneral/y Accepted Accollnling
Principles for Stote and Local Goveml11el1t.~·. The object ive of this Statement is to incorporate the h.ierarchy of
generally accepted accounting principles (GAA P) ror State ancllocal governments into the GASB nUlhoritarive
lit erature. The "GAAP hierarchy" consists of the sources of accounting principles used in the preparation of
financial statements for State and local governmental entities that are prescnted in conrormity with GAAP and the
framev... ork for selecting those principles. GASB Statement No. 55 is effective immediately.
In April 2009, the GASB issued GASI3 Statement No. 56, Codification of Accounting and Financial Reporting
ConJuined in the A ICPA Statement 011 A /ldilin:.; Standards. The objective of this Statement is to
incorporate into the GASB's 3uthoriwtivc literature certain accounting and financial reporting guidance presented
in the AICPA's Statements on Auditing Standards. This Statement addresses three issues not included in the
authoritative literature that establishes accounting principles: related party transactions, going cOllccrn
considerations, and subsequent eveills. The presentation of principles lIsed in the preparation of financial
statements is more appropriately inel uded in accounting and financial reporting standards rather than audit ing
literature . GASB Statement No. 56 is effective immediately .
GllidonCI?

Comparative Financial [oformation
Comparative financial infonnation for the prior year has been presented for ildditional analysis; certain amounts
presented in the prior year data may have been rec lassi fied in order to be consistent with the current year's
presentation.

NOTE 3 -DEPOSITS AND INVESTMENTS
Policies and Practices

The Districl is authorized under California Government Code to make direct investmenrs in local agency bonds.
nOles, or warrants within the Sta1e; U .S. Treasury instruments; registered Slate warrants or treasury notes;
securiries oflhe U.S . Government, or irs agencies; bankers acceptances; commercial paper; certificates of deposit
placed with commercial banks and/or savings and loan comp.lI1ies; repurchase or reverse repurchase agreements ;
medium (erm corporate notes; shares of beneficial interest iss\led by diversitied management companie:<:.
certi ficales of participation, obligations with first priority security ; and collateralized mOl1gage obligations .
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Investment in County Treasury - The District is considered to be an involuntary participant in an external
investment pool as the District is required to deposit all receipts and collections of monies with their County
Treasurer (Education Code Section 41001) . The fair value of the District's investment in the pool i~ reported in
the accounti ng linanci<l I statements at amounts based llpon the District's pro-rata share of the fair value provided
by the County Trea ' mer for the entire portfolio (in relotion to the amortized cost of that portfolio). The balance
available for withdrawal is based on the accounting records maill!ained by the Count)' Treasurer, which is
recorded on the amortized cost basis.
General Authorizations

Li In itations as they relate to interest rate risk, credit risk, find concentrat ion of credit risk are indicated in the
schedules below:

Authori zed
Illve -unenl Tn:!e
Local Agency Bonds. Notes, Warrants
Registered Stare Bonds, Notes. Warrants
U.S. Treasury Obligations
U.S. Agency Securities
Banker's Acceptance
Commercial Paper
Negotiable Certificares of Deposit
Repurchase Agreements
Revers(' Repurchase Agreements
Medillm-Term Corporate Notes
Mutual Funds
Money Market Mutual Funds
Mortgage Pass-Through Securities
County Pooled Investment Funds
Local Agency Inveslmenl Fund (LAlF)
Joinl Po\,vers Authority Pools

Maximum
Remaining

Maturitv
5
5
5
5

years
yeurs
years
years
180 days

270 days
5 y~ars
[ year
92 days

5 years
N/A
N/A
5 years
N/A
N/A
N/A

Maximum
Percentage
OfP0l1folio
None
None
None
None

Maximum
Investment
in One Issuer
None
None
None
None

40%
25%
30%

30%
[0%

None

20% ofbasc
30%
20%
20%
20%
None
None
None

None
None
None
None

10%
10%
None
None
None
None

Summ:lry of Deposits and Investments

Deposits and inveSlments as of June 30, 2009 and 2008, are classified in the accompanying financial statements as
follows:

2009
$ 91.743.080
1,392,985
$ 93.136,065

Governmental activit ies
Fiduciary funds
Total Deposits and Investments
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2008
$ 78,258,020
1.277,73\
$ 79,535,751
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Deposits and investmenrs as of June 30, 2009 and 2008, consist of the following:
2009
874,861
393
92,260,811
$ 93,136,065

$

Cash on hand and in banks
Cash in n~volving
I nves tme nts
Total Deposits and Investments

2008
$ 2,023,970
393
77,511,388
$ 79.535,751

Interest Rate Risk
Interest rate risk is the risk that chi'lnges in market interest rates \\·ill adversely affect the fair value ofan
investment. Generally, the longer the maturity of an illvestment. (he greater the sensitivity of its fair value (0
changes in market interest rates. The District manages its exposure to interest rate risk by invesring in the County
Pool and having the Pool purchase a combination of shorter teml and longer teml investments and by timing cash
nows from maturities so that a portion of the portfolio is maturing or coming close to maturity evenly over (ime
as necessary to provide the cash flow imd liquidity needed for operations.
Segmented Time Distribution
Information about the sensitivity of the fllir values of the District's investments to market interest rate fluctuations
oS of June 30, 2009 and 2008, are provided by the following schedules that show (he distribution of the District's
investments by maturity:

,June 30, 2009
Investment Type
Certi fic8tes of Oeposit$
Money Market
Corporate-Fixed Rate
County Pool
Mutual Funds
Treasury Obligations
TOlal

Fair
Value
$15,911,544
586,283
7,437,182
21,543,940
7,829,515
38,952,347
$92,260,81 1
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12 Months
or Less
$15,911,544
586,283
7A37,182
21,543,940
7,829,515
38,952,347
$92,260,81 1

13 - 24
$

25 - 60
Months
$

More Than
60 Months
$

$

$

$

Months
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June 30, 2008

Investment Type
CertificCltes of Deposits
Money Market
Corporate-Fixed Rate
County Pool
Mutual funds
Treasury Obi igat ions
Held by Trustee-Investment Contracts
Totul

Fair
Value
$11,085,309
701.758
2,906,244
10.149,875
934.983
19,084,970
32.448.249
$77,51I.3R8

12 Months
or Less
$11,085.309
701.758
2,906,244
10,349,875
934,983
19,084,970

13 - 24
Months
$

25 - 60
Months
$

More Than
60 Months
$

$45,063.139

$

$

32,448.249
$32.448.249

Credit Risk

Credit risk is the risk that an issuer of an investment wi II not ful Ii II its obligation to the holder of the investment.
'fhis is measured by the assignment of a rating by () nationally recognized statistical rating organization.
Presented below is the minimum rating required by the California Government Code, the District's investment
policy, or debt agreements, and the aClllal rating as of the year-end for each investment type.
June 30, 2009

Investment Type
Ccrti ficales of Deposits
Money Market
Corporate-Fi xed Rate
County Pool
Mutual Funds
Treasury Obligations
TOlal

Fair
Value
$ 15,91 1,544
586.283
7,437.182
21,543,940
7,829,515
38,952,347
$ 92.260,811

Minimum
Lesal Ratin~
NJA

Fair
Value
$ I 1,085,309
701,758
2,906,244
10,349,875
934,983
19,084,970

Minimum
Legal RatinB

32,448,249
$ 77,511,388

N/A

AM
$

NJA
NJA
NJA
NJA
NJA
$

Ratins as of Year End
Aa
Unrated
$
$ 15.911.544
586,283
7,437.182
21,543,940
7,829,515
38.952,347
$
$ 92.260,811

June 30,2008

Investment Type
Certificates of Deposits
Money Market
Corporate-fixed Rate
County Pool
Mutual Funds
Treasury Obligations
Held by Trustee-I nvestmen(
Contracts
Total

N/A
NJA
NJA
NJA
N/A
N/A

Ratin8 as of Year End
AAA
Aa
Unrated
$
$
$ 11,085,309
701,758
2,906,244
10,349,875
934,983
19,084,970
32,448.249
$
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N/A - Not applicable
Concentration of Credit Risk

The investment policy of the District contains no limitat ions on the amount that can be invested in anyone issuer
beyond the stipulated by the Cali fornia (iovemmenl code . Investmcnts in anyone issuer th<lt represent
five percent or more of the total investments are as follows:
June 30, 2009

Reponed
Issuer

Morgan Stanley
Educational Employees Credit
Union
Deutsche Bank

Investment Type
Certificates of Deposit and Corporate Fixed Rate Notes
Certificates of Deposit
Mutual Funds

Total

Amollnt
$ 12,039,218
8,299,981
7.807,054
$ 20,339.199

.June 30,2008

Issuer

Morgan Stanley

Investment Type
I nvestment contract
Money markets. mutuAl funds. corporate notes, U.S.
Treasury Obligations, and Certificates of Deposit

Merrill Lynch

Money markets. mutual funds. corporate notes, U.S.
Treasury Oblig(llions, and Certificates of Deposit

MBIA tnc.

Total

Reported
Amount
$ 32.448 .249
10,256,147
10,443,578
$ 53.147,974

Custodial Credit Risk - Deposits
This is the risk thai in the event of a bank fai lure, the District's deposits may not be returned to it. The District
does not have a policy for custodial credit risl-.: . As of JUlle 30.2009 and 2008, the District's bank balance of
$1,712.781 and $2.5) 9,970. respectively, W(lS exposed to custodial credit risk because it was ulli nsured find
collateralized with securities held by the pledging financial institution's Inlst department or agent, but not in the
name of the District.
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Custodial Credit Risk - Investments

This is the risk that. in the event of the failure of the counterparty, the District will not be able to recover thc vallie
of il') investment!. or collnteral securities that are in possession of an outside party . For June 30. 2009, of the
investment in mUlual funds, corporate notes, and certificates of deposit of$31 ,764.524, the District has a custodial
credit risk becau~e the related securities are uninsured. unregistered, and held by the brokerage firm which is also
the counterparty for these securities . For June 30, 2008. of the investment in mutual funds, corporate notes, and
Investment Contracts of$48.076,543, the District has a custodial credit risk exposure because the related
securities are uninsured, unregistered, and held by the brokerage firm which is also the couolerparty for these
securities . The District does not have a policy limiting the amount of securities that can be held by counlerpal1ies.

NOTE 4 -ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLES
Receivables at June 30, 2009 and 2008, consisted of intergovemmental grants, emitlements, interest, and other
local sources .
June 30, 2009
Federal Government
Categorical aid

$

State Governmellt
A PPol1ionment

1,976,523

June 30, 200g
$

4,163,389

Categorical aid
Other slate sources
Local Sources
Categorical aid
Interest
Taxes
Other local sources
TOlal

1,250,572
1,521 ,821
57l,755

896,606

2,724,726

$

150, 106
197,101
10,207.916

$

9,051
65 ,589
330,328
654,077
5,223,749

$

548,363

$

305,227

99,465

Student receivables

R20,556

Djscretely Presented Component Unit
The Foundation's accounts receivable consis1 primarily of short-term donations. In the opinion of management,
all amounts have been deemed to be fully collectable.
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NOTE 5 - PREPAID EXPENDITURES

Prep<tid expenditures at June :10. 2009. consisted of the following:
June 30. 2009
$
2,376
858,014
$
860,390

Travel and conferences
Debt issuance costs (25 y~ar nnlortizmion)
Total

June 30, 2008
$
14.212
$

14 ,212

NOTE 6 - CAP/IrU ASSETS

Capital asset activity for the fiscal year ended Jllne 30. 2009, was as follows :
Balance
Beginning
of Year

June 30, 2009

Capital Assets Not Being Depreciated
Land
Construction in progress
Total Capital Assets Not Being
Depreciated
Capital Assets Being Depreciated
Land improvements
Buildings and improvements
Furniture and equipment
Total Capital Assets Being
Depreciated
Total Capital Assets

$ 5,052.940
5.806,236

Additions
$

124 ,952
4,195 .562

Deduct ions

Balance
End
of Year

133 ,118

$ 5. 177,892
9,868,580

133,218

15,046,472

$

10,859,176

4,320,514

13,254,080
62,322.871
2.873 ,752

79,765
274,381
366,051

13.333 ,845
62,597,25 2
3,239,803

78.450.703
89,309.879

720, 197
5.040,711

79. 170,900
94.217,372

] ,150.118
18,408,692
2,123,458
23,682,268

562,046
1,921,761
186.]66
2,670, 173

$ 65,627 .611

$ 2,3 70,538

133.218

Le ~s

Accumulared Depreciation
Land improvemenl.s
Buildings and improvements
Furniture and equipment
Total Accumulated Depreciarion

Net Capital Asscs!s

Depreciation expense for the year was $2,670, 173 .
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3,712,164
20.3 30,453
2,309,824
26.352.441
$

133,218

$ 67,864,931
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j

Capilal asset activity for 1he fiscal year ended June 30,2008, was as follows:
Ba lance
Beginning
of Year

Valuation
Adjustments!
Additions

Valuation
Adj ustmelllsJ
Deductions

$ 1,701.,707

$ 3,35) ,233
2,148,495

$

3,657,74J
5,359,448

5,499.728

10.859.176

11,857,403
58,040,583
9.01R,961

1,396,677
4,282,288
172.227

6,317,436

J 3,254.080
62,322,87 )
2.873,752

78,916,947
84.276.395

5,851.192
) 1,350.920

6,3) 7,436
6,3) 7,436

78,450,703
89.309.879

96,009
5,796,232
5,892,241

3,150,118
18,408,692
2,123,458
23,682,268

425.195

$ 65,627,61 I

JUDe 30, 2008

Capital AsselS N01 Being DepreeiClted
Land
Construction in progress
Total Capita) Assets Not Bdng
Depreciated
Capital Assets Being Depreciated
LlInd improvements
Buildings and improvements
Furniture and equipment
Total Capital Assets Being
Deprecicllcd
Toral Capital Assets
Less Accumulated Depreciation
Lewd improvements
Bllildings and improvements
Fumiture and equipment
Total Accumulated Depreciation
Net Capital Assests

3,246,127
10,526,789
7.919.690
21,692.606
$ 62,583,789

$ 5,052,940

5,806.236

7,R8] ,903

7.881,903
$ 3,469,017

Balance
End
of Year

$

Depreciation expense for (he year was $1,989,662.

NOTE 7 - ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
Accounts payable at June 30. 2009 and 2008, consisted of the following:
June 30, 2009
$ 4,001,918
).446,13 )
$
5,448,049

Vendor invoices
Salaries and wages payable
Total
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June 30. 2008
$
1,529,499
1,720.007
$
3,249,506
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NOTE 8 - DEFERRED REVENUE

Deferred revenue at June 30. 2009 and 2008, con isted of the following :
June 30, 2009
47,371
I, ) 87,012

federal linancial assistance
Stale categorical aid
Other slate
Enrollment fees
Other local
Total

$

61,647

$

1,304,033
149,690
2,749,753

June 30, 2008
$
19.159
804,211
13,977
1.049,499
274,852
$
2,161,698

NOTE 9 -INTER FUND TRANSACTIONS
Ioterfund Receivables and Payable (Due TolDue From)

Balances owing between funds al year-end were for $3,125,881. Interfund balances at June 30.2009 and 2008,
have been eliminated in the consolidation process.
Interfund Operating Transfers

OperaLing transfers between funds oj" the District are lIsed to (1) move revenues from the fund (hal stat lite or
budget requires to collect them ro the fund that statute or budgel requires 10 ~.xpelld them. (2) move receipts
reSlricted to debt service from the funds collecting the receipts 10 the debt service fund as debt service payments
become due, and (3) use restricted revenues collected in the General Fund to linance va rious programs accounted
for in other funds in accordance with budgetary authorizations. Operating transfers between funds of the District
have been eliminated in the consolidation process.
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NOTE 10 - LONG-TERM OBLIGATIONS
Summary for June 30, 2009

The changes in the District's long-termobligaliolls during the year consisted of the following:
Balance
Beginning
of Year

Additions

J)educt ion'

13alancc
End
of Year

Currellt
Ponion

Bond~

and Noles Payahle:
(jeneral obligation bonds- Series i\ am! R
General obligation bonds 2008 (North<:rn)
Cum: nt interest
Capital appreciat ion
Bond premium (25 year amortization)
Gencml obligation bonds 2009 (Coalinga)
Current interest
Capital appreciation
Bond premium (25 ye,lf amort i~. ation)
Gen..:ral obligation bonds 2009 (LeITIoore)
Current intercst
Cap ital appreciation
Bond premi um (25 year amort ization)
Cenificale ' ofp~rt ici pati on
Capilalleases
Day care ccnlcr loan
CDE-Child Care Revolving l,(Jan
Tutal Long-Term Obi igat io ns

$ 16,650,000

65.150,000
2.457 .260
651.770
234.000
$ 85.143,030

S

$

3ll5,OOO

S 16.265.000

$

400.000

2,745.000
1.161.364
365.354

2.745.000
1.161.3M
365.354

18S,000
14,614

2.380.000
642.874
J 17,771

2.3 80.000
(,42 ,874
317.771

125.000
12.711

4.955.000
1.090.IM
442.659
70.200.000

4.95S.000
1,090.184
44 2,659
70,200,000
1,879.005
6t10,490
1S2,OQO
$ 103.266.701

21.7611

'i 84.121.970

65.150.000
600.019
11,180
52.000
$ 66. I 98 ,299

J70,OOQ
17,7()6
636,763
11 ,856
52,000
$1,825.650

Description of Debt

Payments on the Ccrtilicalcs of Parlicipa(ion are paid by the COP Debl Service Fund. Payments on the general
obligation bonds are made by the Bond Interest and Redemption Fund with local properly tax revenues. The
accrued vacation will be paid by the fund for which the employee worked. The Day Care Center loans are paid by
Ihe Child Developmenl Flllld and the capilalleases are paid by the General and Special Revenue rund.
The Districi has utilized capital leases purchase <1greements to purchase land, buildings, and equipment. The
current !ease purcha~e agreements in the amount of $1,879,005 will be paid throllgh the General and the Other
Special Revenue Funds.
Bonded Debt

On March 3, 1999, the District issued $4,000,000 in geneTilI obligation bonds. Series A. Interest on the
$4,000,000 bonds issued March J, 1999, accrues from March 3, 1999, and is payable semi-annually on February 1
and A ugusl 1 of each year commencing February I, 2000. The bonds have maturil ies beginni ng February I, 2000
through August I. 2029, and have yields ranging from 3.0 percenl to 5.048 percent.
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On January 26, 2000, the District issued $15.000,000 in general obligation bonds, Series B. Interest on the
$15,000,000 bonds is payable semi-annually, on February I and August I of each year, commencing
r ebruary I. 2001. 'l'hc bonds have maturities beginning February l, 200 I through August I, 2030. and have
yields ranging from 4.2 percent to 6.0 percent.
The bonds. Series A and B. were issued to finance the constnJctioll of a new campus and for the aherarions and
additions to existing classrooms and other school facilities.
On October 28,2008, the District issued $3,839,677 in general obligalion bonds . Interest on the $3,839,677
bonds is payable semi-annually on Februal)' I and August 1 of each year commencing February L 2009. The
bonds have maturitit:'s beginning February I, 2009 through August 1.2033. and have yields ranging from
3.41 percent to 4.95 percent.
On February 24, 2009. (he DislTict issued $2,998.815 in genera) obligation bonds. IntereSI on [he $2.998,815
bonds is p~yable semi-annually, on february I and August I oreach year, commencing August 1,2009. The
bonds have maturities beginning A ugust I, 2009 through A ugllst I, 2033 a.nd h,lVe yie Ids ranging from
2.62 percelll 10 5.08 percent.
On March 3, 2009, the District issued $5,999,837 in general obli gation bonds. Interest on the $5,999,837 bonds is
payable annually, on August I of each year, commencing AugLtst 1,20) O. The bonds have maturities beginning
Augus\ 1,20 I 0 through August 1,2033 and have yields ranging from 2.62 percent to 5.42 percent.
The bonds were issued for the school fad lilies improvement.
The District is empowered and obligated to cause to be levied ad valorem [axes, for thc payment of interest on,
and principal and !\ccreted value of the Series A and B bonds, upon all proper£)' subject to taxation by the District
(except certain personal property which is taxable atlimitec1 rates) without limitation of rate or amount.
The outstanding general obligation bonded debt is as follows:

Issue
Dale
03/03/99

01/26/00
! 0/28/08
02/24/00
03/03/09

Maturity

Illterest

Date
08/0 I /29
08 10 1/30
08 /0 1/33
08/ 0 I/33
08/01 /33

Rate
3.0-5.048%
4.2-6.000%
3.4 t -4.950%
2.62-5 .08%
2.62-5.42%

Total

Original

Issue

S 4.000,000
15,000.000
3.839,677
2,998.815
5,999,837

Bonds
Outstanding
Julz: I. 2008
$ 3,375,000
13,275,000

Accreled!

Issued
$

$

Redeemed
00,000
295 ,000

3,~06,J64

$ 16,650,000

36

3.022,874
6,045.184
$ 12,974.422

S

385,000

Bonds
Outstanding
JUlie 30, 2009
$ 3,285,000
12,980.000
3,906,364
3.022,874
6.045~ 184
$ 29.239,422
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Debl Service Requirements

10

Maturity

1999 Issue - General Obligation Boods - Series A

Fiscal Year

Princi~al

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015-2019
2020-2024
2025-2029
2030
Total

90,000
95,000
100,000
105,000
110.000
655,000
830,000
1,055,000
245,000
$ 3,285,000
$

Interest to
ivtaturiti
$

$

155,465
151,718
147,670
143,3 J3
J 38.635
608,013
430,350
198,625
6,125
1,979,914

$

$

Total
245,465
246,718
247,670
248,313
248,635
1,263.013
1.260.350
1,253,625
251.125
5,264 ,914

2000 Issue - General Obligation Bonds - Series B

Fiscal Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015-2019
2020-2024
2025-2029
2030-2031
Total

Princi~al

Interest to
Maturil\'

310,000
325,000
345,000
360,000
375 ,000
2.250,000
3.010,000
4,025,000
1.980,000
$ 12,980,000

749,650
733,694
716,604
698,270
678,789
3,042.215
2,273,733
1,226,250
120,601
$ 10.239,806

$

37

$

Total
$ 1,059,650
1,058.694
1,061,604
1,058,270
1,053,789
5,292.215
5,283.733
5,251,250
2.100,601
$ 23,219,806
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2008 Nortbern Series A, Current Interest General Obligation Bonds

Fiscal Year
2010
201 I
2012
2013
2014
2015-2019
2020-2024
2025-2028
Subtotal

PrinciEal
$

130,000
955,000
1,660,000
$ 2,745,000

Interesl to
Maturi!l
$
115,066
159,938
159,938
159,938
159,938
799,686
675,525
319.800
$ 2,549,829

$

$

Total
115,066
159,938
159,938
159,938
159,938
929,686
1,630,525
1,979,800
5,294,829

2008 Northern Series A, Capital Appreciation General Obligation Bonds
Year Ending
June 30,
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
Total

Value al
Ma(urit~,

$

185,000
75,000
70,000
80,000
85,000
100,000
105,000
120,000
442,734
462,237
482,439
498,651
520,000
$ 3,226,061

38

Accreted
Obligation
$
166,204
60,540
50.764
52,128
49,759
52,600
49,623
50,952
130,854
128,538
126,222
122.748
120,432
$ 1,161,364

Interest to
Accrete
$
18,796
14,460
19,236
27,872
35,241
47,400
55,377
69,048
3 11,880
333,699
356.217
375,903
399,568
$ 2,064,697
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2009 Coalinga Series A, Current Interest General Obligation Bonds
Illterest to
Fiscal YeClr
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015-2019
2020-2024
2025-2029
2030-2033
SlIbtotal

Princi!2aJ

Maturit~

420,000
760,000
1,200,000
$ 2,380,000

J 15,593
132,950
J 32,950
J 32,950
132,950
664.750
623,856
456.631
176,500
$ 2,569,130

$

$

Total
$
115,593
132,950
132,950
132.950
132,950
664.750
1.043,856
1.216.631
1,376,500
$ 4.949,130

2009 Coalinga Series A. Capital Appreciation General Obligation Bonds
Value at

Year Ending
June 30,
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
Total

Matllrit~

$

$

39

125,000
135,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100.000
100.000
100,000
1,060,000

Accreled
Oblisation
$
112,725
109,809
73.360
66 , 160
59,660
53,800
48.520
43.760
39.480
35,600
$
642,874

IntereSI to
Accrete
$
12,275
25,191
26,640
33,840
40,340
46,200
51,480
56,240
60,520
64,400
$
417,126
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2009 Lemoore Series A, Current Interest General Obligation Bonds

Fiscal Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015-2019
2020-2024
2025-2029
2030-2033
Subtotal

Prine iE!al
$

705,000
1.675,000
2,575.000
$ 4,955.000

Interest to
Maturirv
$
98,100
267,546
267,546
267,546
267,546
J .337,730
1,307,807
1,014,630
453,881
$ 5,282.332

Total
98 . 100
267,546
267,546
267,546
267,546
1,337.730
2,012,807
2.689,630
3,028.881
$ 10.237,332
$

2009 Lemoore Series A, Capihll Appreciation General Obligation Bonds

Year Ending
June 30,
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
Total

Value-at
Ma(urity
$
370,000
130,000
125,000
135.000
145,000
155,000
165,000
175.000
185,000
195,000
205,000
$ 1,985,000

40

Accreted
Obli~atjon

$

$

329,448
103,090
88,275
84.888
81,200
77,283
73.260
69,195
65,IS7
61,152
57,236
1,090,184

Interest 10
Accre(e
40.552
2n,910
36.725
50,112
63,800
77,717
91,740
105,805
119,843
133,848
147,764
$
894,816

$
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Certificates of Pa rticipation
In July 2008. the West Hills Community College District Financing Corporation issued certificaTes of
participation in the amount of$70,200,000 with varying inlerest rates. At June 30, 2009, the principal balance
outstanding was $70.200,000. The interest rate as of June 30, 2009, was 0.26 percent and is based on the (luction
rate at the time of sale.
Year Ending
JUlie 30.

Principal

$

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015-2019
2020-2024
2025-2029
2030-2034
Total

7.000,000
15.300.000
20.700.000
27.200,000
$ 70.200.000

Total
$ 1,053,000
1,053,000
1,053 ,000
1,053.000
1,053,000
12,112,000
19,494.750
23.550.750
28,260.500
$ 88,683.000

interest
$ 1,053,000
1,053,000
1,053,000
1,053,000
1,053,000
5,112,000
4, \94,750
2,850,750
1,060,500
$ 18.483.000

Capital Leases
The District's liability on lease agreements with options to purchase are summarized below:
Balance, July I, 2008
Additions
Payments
Balance. June 30, 2009

$

$

2,457,260
21.764
600,019
1,879,005

The capital leases have minimum lease payments a.~ follows:
Year Ending
June 30,
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Total
Less: Amount Representing I nteres[
Present Value of Minimum Lease Payments

Lease
Pa~'menl

$

$

41

760,712
441,447
283,844
287,317
285,248
287,636
2,346,204
467,199
},879,005
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Day Care Center

Lo~n

On December 17, 2004, the DistricT entered into a loan agreement wilh the Low I ncome Housing fund. a
Clllifornin non-profil corporation {'o r a lotnlla<1n amounl of$677,OOO , The loan was llsed to expand and
rehabililale Ihe Child Developmenl Center operaled by Ihe Dislrict. The current 10Fln agreemenl is for a five-year
period \vith required debt paymellls calculated on a 30-year amortization schedule, A ncr the five-yeClr term has
expired, an estimated principal balance of$625.576 will remain for the District to pay-off or refinance. The
required annual payments are renected below with the outsLanding loan balance FIt June 30, 2009, totaling
$14,915.
Required Annual Paymenrs:
Year Ending
June 30,
2010
2011
Total

Princi~al

$

11,856

$

3.059
14,915

Interest
$

31 :755

$

$

7,845
39,600

$

Total
43,611
10,904
54,515

btimated Principal Balance Outstanding:
Year Ending
June 30,

2010

$

201\

Principal
628,634
625,576

CDE Re,,"olving Loan

The District entered into four separate illLereSI-free facilities loans with the Califomia Department of Education
Cor child care racilitie~; two facilities althe Firebaugh campus and two at the Lemoore campu~ . The loans were
each for $130.000 and ttrc to be repaid over a ten year period interest free.
The rcnlaining lease payments are as follows:

LeClse

Year Ending
June 30,

Pa~ment

2010

$

2011

2012
2013
Total

$

42

52,000
52,000
52,000
26,000
182,000
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Other Postemploymcnt Benefit Obligation
The District implemented GASB Statement No. 45, Accolll1ting alld Financial Reporting by Employers/or
PosfenJployml!flt Bel/efits Orher than Pensions, during the year ended June 30.2009. The Dislrict contributed
] 00 percent of Ihe required "pay flS you go" portion of$] 09, 133 and has also contributed funds with it vallie as of
June 30, 2009, totaling $400,000 towards the future obligations of the District. The net amount of the Trust's
investment relUms'losses and the cumulative balance of the ARC has left a Net Plan Asset totaling $863,351 as of
June 30, 200t). Sce Note II for additional information regarding the OPEB obligation and the poslemployment
benefit plan.

Summary for June 30, 2008
The changes in the District's long-term obligations during the year consisted of the following:
Balance
Beginning
of Year
Bonds Clnd Noles Payable
General obligation bonds
Certificates of participation
Capital leases
Day care cenler IO(ln
CDE-Child Cn.re Revolving Loan
Total Long-Ternl Obligations
Compensated absences-net

Balance
End

S 17,0 I 0,000

Additions

Deductions

of Year

S

S 360,000

$ 16,650,000
65,1 SO,OOO
2,457,260
651,770
234,000
$85,143,030

65, 150,000
2,540,478
662,500
286,000
$ 85,648,978

$ 500,000

5)

583,218
10,730
52.000
1,005.948

$

$ 948,629

$

722.843

500,000

722,843

S

Current
Portion
S 385,000
600,020
I J ,279
52,000
S 1,048,299

948,629

Description of Debt
Pilyments on the Certificiltes of Participation are paid by the COP Debt Service Fund. Paynlents on the general
obligation bonds are made by rhe bond interest and redemption fund with local property lax revenues. The
accrued vacation will be paid by the rund for which the employee worked. The Day Care Center loans arc paid by
the Child Developmelll Fund alld the capital leases are paid by the General and Special Revenue Fund.
Bonded Debt
On March 3, 1999, the District issued $4,000,000 in general obligation bonds, Series A. Interest on the
$4 ,000,000 bonds issued March 3, 1999, accrues from March 3, 1999, and is payable semi-annually on February I
and August I of each year commencing February I, 2000. The bonds have maturities beginning February 1,2000
through August I, 2029, and have) ields ranging from 3.0 percellt to 5.048 percent.
On January 26, 2000, the District is~ued $15,000,000 in general obligation bonds, Series B. Interest on the
$15,000,000 bonds is payable semi-annually, on February I and August I of each year, commencing
February I, 200 I. The bonds have malUrities beginlling February 1,200 J through August 1,2030. and have
yields ranging from 4.2 percent to 6.0 percent.
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The bonds. Series A and 8, were issued to fillance the construction of a new campus and for the alterations and
additions to existing classrooms and olher school facilities.
The District is empowered and obligated fO caus~ to be levied ad valorem Taxes, for the paymenl of interest on,
and principal and accreted vallie of the Series A and B bonds, upon all property subject to taxa(ion by the District
(except certain personal properly which is taxable at limited rates) without limitation ofrale or amount.
The outstanding general obligation bonded debt is as follows:

Issue
Date
03/03/99

Malllrity
Date
08/01/29
0810 I 130

01/26/00

Inleresl
Rate
3.0-5.048%
4.2-6.000%

Bonds
Outstanding
Jul~' I. 2008
$ 3,460,000
13.550,000
$ 17,0 I 0.000

Original
Issue
$ 4,000,000
15.000,000

Total

Redeemed
$
85,000
275,000
$
360,000

Bonds
Outsland ing
June 30,2009
$ 3,375,000
13.275,000
$ 16.650.000

Debt Service Requirements to Mal1lrity
General Obligation Bonds - Series A

Int'erest to
Fiscal Year
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014-2018
2019-2023
2024-2028
2029-2030
TOlal

Princi~al

$

$

44

90,000
90,000
95,000
100,000
105.000
620,000
795,000
1,000,000
480,000
3,375.000

Maturil~'

$

159,065
155,465
151,718
147,670
143,313
637,570
470,018
249,910
24,250
$ 2,138,979

$

$

Total
249,065
245.465
246,718
247,670
248,313
1.257,570
1,265,018
1,249,910
504.250
5,513,979
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General Obligation Bonds - Series B

Princj~al

Fiscal Year
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014-2018
20) 9-2023
2024-2028
2029-203 I
Toral

295,000
310,000
325,000
345,000
360,000
2,120,000
2,840,000
3,795,000
2,885,000
$ ) 3,275,000
$

I nterest to
Maturi!2'
$
765,513
749,650
733,694
716,604
698,270
3,165,869
2.448.319
\ ,460.850
266,551
$ 11.005.320

Total
1,060,513
1,059,650
1.058,694
1,061.604
1.058.270
5,285,869
5,288,319
5,255,850
3,15\,551
$ 24,280,320
$

Certificates of Participation, No. ]
In August 2002, the West Hills Community College District Financing Corporation issued certificates of
participation in the amount of $27 ,950.000 with vflrying interes\ rates. At June 30, 2009, the principal balance
oLlfstanding was $27,950.000. The interest rate as of June 30. 2008, was 4.79 percent.
YeOlr Ending
June 30,
2009
2010
201)
2012
2013
2014-2018
2019-2023
2024-2028
2029-2033
Total
Certificate

Princi~al

$

400,000
500,000
650,000
5,125,000
6,250,000
6,875,000
8.150,000
$ 27,950,000

In(ere~1
489.125
489,125
485,625
477,750
467,687
2,IOJ,094
1,592,500
1,018,282
37 ),874
$ 7,493,062
$

Total
489.125
489.125
885,625
977,750
1,117,687
7,226.094
7,842,500
7,893,282
8,521 z874
$ 35,443,062
$

or Pa rticipation, No.2

In July 2003, {he West Hills Communiry College District Financing Corporation issued cerrificales of
participation in the amount of$37,200,000 with varying interest rates . At June 30. 2009, the principal balcmce
outstanding was $37.200,000. The interest rate as of June 30, 2008, was 4.34 percent and is based on the auction
rate at {he lime of sale.
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Principal Amount
of CCI1 i ticates
$
'.280,000
I JOO.OOO
1,330.000
1.350.000
1,380.000
7,330.000
8.090.000
8,940,000
6,200,000
$
37,200,000

Year Ending

JlIne 30.
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017-2021
2022-2026
2027-2031
2032-2034
Total
Capital Leases
The District's liability on lease

agreemenl'~

with options to purchase are summarized below:

Balance, July I, 2007
Additions
Payments
Bali\1)Ce, June 30, 2008

2,540,478
500,000
583 1218
$ 2,457,260

$

The capital leases have minimum lease payments as follows :

Lease

Year Ending
June 30,
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014-20J5
Total
Less: Amount Representing Interest
Present Value of Minimum Lease Payments

Pa~ment
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$

748,504

$

748,248
428,983
283,845
287,317
572,883
3,069.780
612,520
2,457,260
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Day Care Center Loan
On December 17,2004. the District entered into a loan agreement with the Low Income I-lousing Fund, a
Cal i fomia non-profit corporation for a total loan amount of $677.000. The loan was llsed to expand and
rehabilitate the Child Development Center operated by the District. The current loan agreement is for a five-year
period with requi red debt payments calculated 011 a 30-year amortization schedule. A fler the five-year tenn has
expired, an estimated principal balance 0[$625,576 will remain for the District 10 pay-off or refinance. The
required annual payments are renected below with the outstanding loan ba lance a[ June 30, 2008, totaling
$26,194.
Required Annual Payments:
Year Ending

June JO,

Princi~al

2009
2010
20 II
Total

$

11,279

$

11,856
3,059
26,194

J ntercst

$

$

32,332
31,755
7,845
71,932

$

Total
43,611
43.611
10.904
98.126

5;

Principal
640,490

$

Estimated Principal Balance Outstanding:
Year Endi.ng
June 30,
2009
2010
2011

628,634
625,576

CDE Revolving Loan
The District entered into four separate facilities loans with the California Department of Education for child care
facilities; two racilities at the FirebClugh campus and two at the Lemoore campus. The loans were each for
$130,000 and arc to be repaid over II 10 year period interest free.
The remaining lease payments arc as follows:
Year Ending
June 30,
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
Total

Lease
Pa~ment
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$

52,000

$

52,000
52,000
52,000
26,000
234,000
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NOTE 1) - POSTEMPLOYM£NT HEALTH CARE PLAN AND OTHER POST£MPLOYMENT BENEFIT
(OPEB) OBUGA TJON

The District provides postemploymcnt health care benefits for retired employees in accord,lnce with negotiated
contracts with the various bargaining units of the District.
Plan Description

The Plan (Ihe Plan) is a single-employer defined henefit healthctlfc plan administered by West Hills Community
College District. The Plan provides medical and dental insurance benefits to eligible retirees and their pouses.
Membership of the Plan consists of 3 I rerirees and beneficiaries currently receiving benefits and 309 active plan
members.
Funding Policy

The contribution requirements of plan members and the District are established and may be amended by the
District and the District's bargaining units. The required contribution is based on projected pay-as-you-go
financing requirements with an additiol1111 amount to prefund benefils (lS determined annually through agreements
hetween the District and the barga ining units. for fiscal year 2008-2009, the District contributed 100 percenl of
the required "pay as you go" portion of $1 09, 133 and has also contributed funds with a value as of June 30. 2009.
totaling $400,000 towards the future obligations orthe District. The annual required contribution (ARC) for the
District as of July 1,2008, \Va'> $417,554. The net amount of the Trust's investment relmns/losses and the
cumulative balance of the A RC has left a Nel Plan Asset totaling $863.351 as of June 30, 2009 .
Annual OPEB Cost and Net OPEB Obligation
The District's annual OPEB cost (expense) is calculated based on the annual required contribution of the employer
(ARC). an amount actuarially determined ill a(;cordance with the payments ofGASB Statement No. 45. The
A RC represents a level of funding that, if paid on an ongoing basis, is projected to cover nom1al COSI each year
and amortize any unfunded actuarial accrued liabilities (UAAL) (or funding COSIS) over a period not to exceed
30 years. The following table shows the components of the District's annllal OPEB cost for fhe year, the amount
actually contributed [0 the Plan, and changes in the District's net OPEB obligation to the Plan:

funding Status and Funding Progress

Actuarial valuation of an ongoing plan involves estimates of the value of reported amounts and assumrtions about
the probabil ily of occurrence of events far into the future. Examples include assum pt iOlls about future
employment, mortality, and the healthcare cost trend. Amounts determined regarding the funded status of the
Plan and the annual required contribution of the employer are subject to continual revision as actual results are
compared with past expectations and new es timates are made about the future. The schedule of fi.U1ding progress.
presented as required supplementary information, follows the notes to the financial statements and presents multiyear trend infonnation about whether the actuarial vaillt' of Plan assetS is increasing or decreasing over time
relative to the actuarial accrued Iiabil i[ies for benefits. Since this is the fi rs! year of implementation, only the
current year information is presented.
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Actuarial Methods and Assumptions
Projections of benefi ts for financial reporting purposes are based on the substantive Plan (the Plan as understood
by the employer and the Plan members) and include the types of benefits provided at the time of each valuation
and (he historical pattern of sharing of benefit coSts between the employer and the Plan members to thaI point.
The actuarial methods and assum ptions used include techniques that are designed to reduce the effects of shortterm volatili!y in actuarial accrued liabilities and the actuarial values of assets, consistent \-\-'ith the long-Ierm
perspective or the calculations.
III the Janual)l 13,2009, actu<lrial vClluation, the entry age norm?1 method WClS used. The actuarial assumptions
included a 7. 1 percent investment rate of return (net of administrative expenses), based on the Plan being funded
in an irrevocable employee benefit trust fund invested in <llong-term fixed income portfolio. Healthcare cost
trend rateS was 4.0 percent. The cost trend rate lIsed for the Dental and Vision Programs was 4.0 percent. The
UAAL is being amortized at a level dollar method. The remaining amortization period at January 13,2009, was
30 years . The actuarial v(llLlc of assets was not determined in this actuarial vaillation.

NOTE J2-RISK MANAGEMENT
Joinl Powers Authority rusk Pools
During fiscal year endillg June 30, 2009, the District contracted with the VCilley Insurance Program Joint Powers
Authority for property and liability insurance coverage. SeUled claims have not exceeded this commercial
coverage in any of the past three years . There has not been a signi fieant reduction in covemge from the prior
year .
Workers' Compensation
For fiscal year 2009. the District participated in the Valley Insurance Program Joint Powers Authority (JPA), an
insurance purchas ing pool. The intent of the JPA is to achieve the benefit of CI reduced premium for the Districr
by virtue of its grouping Elnd representation with other panicipants in the JPA. The workers' compensation
experience of the participating districts is calculated as one experience , and a common premium rate is applied to
all districts in the JPA. Each participant pays its workers' compensation premium based on its individual rate .
Total sCivings?ore then calculated and each participant's individual performance is compared to the overall saving.
A panicipant will then either receive money from or be required to contribute to the "cquiry-pooling fund." This
"equity pooling" arrangement insures that each participant shares equally in (he overall performance of the lPA .
Part icipation in the JPA is lim ited \0 community college districts (hal can meet the JPA's selection criteria.

NOTE 13 - EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT SYSTEMS
Qualified employees are covered under multiple-employer retirement plans maintained by agencies of the State of
California . Certificated employees arc members of the California State Teachers' Retirement Syslem (CaISTRS)
and classified employees are members of the California Public Employees' Retirement System (CaIPERS).
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CalSTRS
Plan Description
The District contributes 10 CalSTRS, CI cost-sharing mulriple-employer public employee retirement system
defincd benefit pension plan administered by CaISTRS. The plan provides retirement and disability hencfits.
annual cost-or-living adjustments, and survivor benefits to beneficiaries. Benefit provisions are established by
State statutes, as legislatively amended, within (he State Teachers' Retirement Law. CalSTRS issues it separate
comprehensive annual financial report Ihat includes financial statements and required supplementary information.
Copies of the CalSTRS aI\I1ual financial report may be obtained rrom CalSTRS, 7919 Folsom I3lvd., Sacramento.
CA 95826 .

FundiDg Policy
Active members are required to contribute 8.0 percent of their salary while the District is required to contribute an
aCluarially determined rate. The acmarial methods and assumptions used for detennining the rate are those
adopted by the CalSTRS Teachers' Retirement Board. The required employer contribution rate for fiscal year
2008-2009 was 8.25 percent of annual payroll. The contribution requirements of Ihe plan mem bers are
cS"lablished by State statute. The District's total conrributions to CalSTRS for the fiscal years ended
June 30, 2009, 2008, and 2007. were $1.084,330 , $1,023,632, and $897,305, respectively. and equal 100 percent
of the required contributions for each year.
CalPERS

Plan Description
The District contributes to the School Employer Pool under CalPERS a CosH)harin~ multiple-employer public
employee retirement system defined benefit pension plan administered by CaIPERS. The plan provides
retiremellt and disability benetits, annual cost-of-living adjustments, and survivor benefits to plan members and
beneficiaries. l3enefit provisions are established by Stale slarutes, as legislatively amended, within the Public
Employees' Retirement Laws. CalPERS issues a separate comprehensive annual financial report that includes
financial statements and required supplementary information. Copies of the CaIPERS' annual financial report
may be obtained from the CalPERS Executive Oflice. 400 P Street. Sacramento, CA 95811.
Funding POlicy

Active plan members are required to contribute seven percent of their salary and the District is required to
contribute an actuarially dctennined ratc. The actuarialmcthods and assumptions used for delennining the rate
are those adopted by the CalPERS Board of Administration. The District's contribution rate to CalPERS for fiscal
year 2008-2009 was 9.428 percent of covered payroll. The District's contributions to CalPERS for fiscal years
ending June 30, 2009. 2008, and 2007. were $1,132.472, $978,464. and $794,268, respectively, and equaled
100 percent of the required contributions for each year.
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On-Behalf Payments

The State of Cali fornia makes contri but ions to CalSTRS on behal r of the District. These payments consist of
State General Fund contributions to CalSTRS which amounted to $593,687, $560,454, and $491,288 for the years
ending June 30, 2009, 2008, and 2007, respectively, (4.517 percent) of salaries subject to CaISTRS. These
amounts have been reflected in the basic financial statements as a component of f\onoperatillg revenue and
employee benefit expen~c.

APPLE
Plan Description

The District contributes to the APPLE plan for employees not covered under CalPERS or CnlSTRS plans. The
plan provides benefits in a Illm p sum distribution of the employees' vested b"lance <IS of thei r retirement date.
Funding Poliey

Act ive plan members and the District are each reC! uired to contribute 3.75 percent of an individual's salary 10 Ihe
plan, for a 10lal of 7.5 percent of an individual's salary. Indiv iduals enrolled in the plan are 100 percent vested in
the contributions made to it. The District's contribution to the plan for the fiscal yeCH ending June 30,2009, was
$94,990.

NOTE /4 - COlvJMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES
Grants

The District receives financial a~islance from Federal and Slate agencies in the forlll of grants. The disbursement
of funds received under these programs generally requires compliance with terms and conditions specified in the
grant agreements and are subject to audit by the grantor agencies. Any disallowed claims resulting from such
audits could become a liability of the District . However, in the opinion of management, any slich disallowed
claims will not have a material adverse effect on the overall financial position ofthl.: District at June 30,2009.
Litigation

The District is involved in various litigation arising from the normal course ofbLlsiness. In (he opinion of
management and legal counsel, the disposition of all litigation pending is nO! expected to have a material adverse
effect 011 the overall financial position of the District at June 30, 2009.
Operating Leases

The District has entered into a ten-year operating lease for a building in the City of Firebaugh for education and
rdated purposes. The District is obligated to pay $41,174 per year for a ten-year period or a total of $411 ,740.
After the ten-year period, the lease would then be renewable on a yearly basis. If the agreement is tenninalcd
prior [0 the ten-year term, then the renl is prorated 10 the dale of term illation.
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Construction Commitments
As of June 30. 2009. the Disrrict had the following commitments with respect to the unfinished capital projects :

Ca~ital Projects
WHC Residence Hall, Phase)
WI-IC CDC Relocatables
WHC Switch Replacement Project
NDC Interior Remodel, Phase I
NDC Site Electrical
NDe Restroom Remodel
NDC HVAC, Phase I
NDC Switch Replacement Project
WHL Switch Replacement Project
WHL Multi-Use Sports Facility
Tamarack CDC Site ImprovemenL<;
WHC Well ness Cenler
WHC Ag Science Facilities/Allen Farm
Total

Remaining
Construction
Commitment
$
192.996
500,000
222 ,673
25.000
2,000
249.813
44,661
)) 1,718
188,099
23.636,000
10,675
6.610,625
2,362,370
$ 34,156,630

Expected
Date of
Completion
December J. 2009
December I, 200<)
January ). 20 I
January I. 20 I0
January I, 20) 0
January I, 20 I 0
Jan uar), I, 20 I0
January J, 20 10
January I, 20 I0
August 1,2010
January I, 20) 0
June 30, 20 10
December I, 20 I 0

°

The projects are funded through a combinat ion or general obligation bonds. certificates of participation, and
capital project apportionments from the California State System's Office.

NOTE 15 - PART]ClPA TJON IN PUBLIC ENTITY RJSK POOLS AND JOINT POWERS AUTHORiTIES

The District is a member orthe Central Valley Schools Health and Welfare Tnlsls (CVSHWT), the Self Insured
Schools of Cali fornia (SISC), and the Valley Insurance Program (VIP) Joint Powers Authorities (.IPAs). The
District pays annual premiums for its property liability, health, and worker's compensation coverage . The
relationship between the Districr and the J PAs is stich that it is not a component unit of the DislTict for financial
reporting purposes.
The JPAs have budgeting and financial reporting requiremenrs independent of member units and their financial
statements are not presented in these financial statements; however, transactions between the JPAs and the
District are included in these statements . Audited financial statements are available from the respective entities.
The District's share of year-end assets, liabilities, or fund equity has not been calculated .
During the year cnded June 30, 2009, the District made payments of$I,232,212, $2,92),159, and $719,612 to
CVSHWT, SISC, and VIP, respectively for health. worker's compensation, and property liability coverage.
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NOTE 16 - TAX AND REVENUE ANTICIPATION NOTES
At July 1,2008. the District had outstanding Tax and Revenue Anticipation Notes in the amount of$2.275.000,
which matured on July 6.2008. On July 6.2008, the District issued $1,100.000 Tax and Revenue Anticipation
Notes bearing interest at 1.65 percent. The notes were issued to supplement c<lsh flows. Interest and principal
were due and payable 011 July 6, 2009, By June 30, 2009, the District had placed 100 percent of principal and
interest in an irrevocable trust for the sole purpose of satisfying the notes. The District was not required to make
any additional payments on (he notes. As the District has in substance defeased the debt, the tax anticipation
notes of $1,100,000 and related ac(;ru~d interest and cash hele1 intrust are not included in these financial
statements.

20085.39% TRANS
20091.65% TRANS
Total

Outstanding
Beginning
of Year
$
2,275.000

$

2,275,000

$

$

Additions
1,100,000
1,100.000

Outstanding
End oj""Ve(lr

Deletions
$
2,275,000

$

$

$

2,275,000

1,100,000
1,100,000

NOTE 17-SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
The District issued $4,498,812 of General Obligation i:3ond Anticipation Notes dated July 9, 2009. The notes
mature on August 1,2012, and yield 3.87 - 4.60 percent interest. The notes were sold to supplement cash flow.
Repayment requirements are {hat the principal ,md interest be deposited with the Fiscal Agent by July 9. 20 I O.
The District issued $3,895,000 of Tax and Revenue Anticipation Notes daled July 6, 2009. The notes mature on
July 1. 20 I D, and yield 0.6 percent interest. The notes were sold to supplement cash flow. Repayment

requirements are that a percentage of principal and interest be deposited v.'irh the County Treasurer each monfh
beginning July 6, 2009. unlil 100 percent of principal and interest due in on account by July I, 20 10.
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WEST HlLLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRJCT
SCHEDULE OF OTHER POSTEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS (OPES)
FUNDING PROGRESS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2009
Schedule of Funding Progress
Actuarial
Accrued
Lillbility

Dale

UAAL

(AAL) -

AAL

Value

Entry Age

(UAAL)

Funded Ratio

of Assets (a)

t'\ormal Method (11)

(b - a)

S 1.452.530

Actuarial
Vlllualion

11/1/08

Unfundeu

$

1.171.772

S

2.624 ,302
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IIS:l

Percentage 0 f
Covered

Coverrd Payroll

(a I lJ)

Payroll (c)

(fb-al/c)

45%

S 29,446.414

4.93%

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORi\fATION
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WEST lllLLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
DISTRICT ORGANIZATION
ruNE 30,2009
The West Hills Community College District was established in September 1932. The West Hills Community
College District provides postsecondary education !O the students of Coali nga-H uron Uni fied School District,
Lemoore Union High School District, Riverdale Joint Unified School Dis1rict, Golden Plains Unified School
District, Firebaugh-Las Deltas Unified School Distric1. Reef-Sunset Unified School District. and Mendola Unilied
School District. The West Hills Community College District maintains a District Office, a Coaling.a ColleflC. a
Lemoore College. the North District Center in Firebaugh. and a center at NAS Lemoore. There were no changes
in the boundaries of the DisrriCl during the fiscal year.

TRUSTEES
MEMBER

OFFICE

TERM EXPIRES

Mark McKean

President

November 20 I I

Bill Henry

Vice President

November 20 I I

Nina Oxborrow

Clerk

November 200')

Jaek Minnile

Member

November 2009

J.L. Levinson

Member

November 2009

Edna ivans

Member

November 20 I I

Steve Cantu

Member

November 20 I I

ADMINISTRATION

Dr. Frank P. Gomick

Chancellor

Mr. Ken Stoppenbrink

Vice Chancellor, Business Services

Mr. Don Warkcnlin

President., West Hills College Lemoore

Dr. Willard Lewallen

Pres ide nt, West H ills College Coalinga

Ms. Susan Whitener
Nlr. Dave Bolt

Dean or Learning Resources/Web Services
Vice President of Educational Services, West Hills College Lemoore

Ms. Ji II Stearns
Ms. Stephanie Atkinson-Alston

Dean of Student Leaming, West Hills College Coalinga
Dean of Educational Services, West H ills College Lemoore

Mr. Carlos Diniz
Dr. Marlon Hall
Ms. Raquel Rodriquez

Dean of Student Learning. West Hills College Coalinga
Associate Dean of Educational Services, West Hills College Lemoore
Associare Dean of Student Learning, West Hills College Coalinga

Sec accompanying note to supplementary information.
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WEST HlLLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
SCHEDULE OF EXPENDITURES OF FEDERAL A\\lARDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30,2009
Federal
CFDA
Number

Federal Grantor/Pass- Through
Granlor/Program or Cluster Tille
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Camp
Srudellt Financial Assistance Cluster:
Academic Competitive Grant
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grams
Federal Workstudy
TANF 50% Federal/Calworks
Federal Family Education Loans
Peli Grant
Subtotal - Student Financial Assistance Cluster
TRIO Cluster:
Upward Bound
Upward Bound - Math! Science
Student Support Services/One Step Beyond
Subtotal- TRIO Cluster
Vocational Education Act :
VA TEA - Leadership
VATEA Tech . Prep.
VATEAIB
Subtotal - V A TEA Programs
Tit Ie I V - 2 I st Century Learning Centers
Title V
Act I
Actll
Program Administration
Subtotal - Title V Programs
Subtotal - U.S. Department of Education
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Slimmer Food Service Pro~ril))l
Rural Development

Child Care Food Services
Subtotal- U.S. Depanment Agriculture
U.S.DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERvrCES
Passed through Cal i fomia Department of Health Care Services:
Medi-Cal Billing Option
Subtotal - U.S Depanment of Health and
'·hllnan Services
U.S.DEPARTMENT OF JUST1CE
ARRA: Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance
Subtotal U.S. Department of Justice

or

See accompanying note

10

supplementary infonnation.
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84.149A

Program Entitlements
Current
Year
S

417.018

84.375A
84 .007
84.033
84.033
84.032
84.063

37,273
107,459
265,408
235,250
1,855,924
6,787,459
9,288,773

84.047A
84.047M
84.042A

774,734
750.000
339,871
1,864,605

84.048
84.048
84.048
84.287

138,000
162,810
327,003
627,813
157,898

84 .031 S
84.031 S
84.031 S

585.334
394,065
383,748
\,363,147
13,719,254

10.559
10.769
10.558

1,268
85,000
367,379
453,647

93.778

150,000
150,000

16.804

2,880
2,880

Pro~ram

Program Entitlements
Total
Prior
Year
Entitlement

S

4 15,916

S

832,934

Cash
Received
$

439,613

Accounts
Receivable
7,148

$

446,761

492.662
528 ,504
339,871
1,361,037

93,915
110,796

44,085
162,810
327,003
533,898
47. 102

138,000
162,810
327,003
627 ,813
157.898

138,000
162,810
327,003
627.813
157.898

902,145
644,569
554.389
2,101,103
23,484,)05

525,678
245,745
338,921
1,110,344
12.018,699

59.656
148,320
44,827
252,803
1,226.730

585.334
394,065
383,748
1.363,147
13,231,605

585,334
394,065
383,748
1,363,147
13,231,605

311,773
85,000
367.379
764 .152

1,268
312,811
314,079

1,268
85,000
367.379
453 ,647

1.268
85,000
367,379
453,647

150,000

150,000

150,000

150.000

150,000

150,000

150,000

150,000

1,649
1,649

1,649
1,649

451.152
458,241
333.320
1,242,713

100,000
153,296
266,191
5) 9.487

n8,000
316,106
593,194
1,147.300
157.898

93,915

316,811
250,504
170,641
737,956
9,137.038
310,505

3)0,505

S

492.662
528,504
339,871
1,361,037

1,287,101
1,293.119
339.871
3,205,<)20

1,341.315

446,761

41.510
70.263
6,551
118,.124

236,451
267.455

512,367
543 . 119

$

$

Total
Program
Expenditures

23,449
107,459
265,408
235,250
1.855,924
6,787,459
9,274,949

29,473
84,255
265,408
235,250
1,855,924
6,551,008
9,021 ,318

5,322,525
5,602.877

Total
Revenue

23,449
107,459
265,408
235,250
1.855,924
6.787,459
9.274,949

7,800
23,204

37,273
107,459
392,731
388,279
1,855,924
12,109,984
14.891.650

127,323
153,029

Revenues
Deferred
Revenue

85,000
54,568
139,568

2,880
2,880

1,649
1.649
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13.824

13,824

13,824

\VEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRlCT
SCHEDULE OF EXPENDITURES OF FEDERAL AWARDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED ,JUNE 30, 2009

Federal G rant or/Pass-Through
Grantor/Pro~ram or Cluster Title
U.S . DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Community Based JTG
Workforce Investment Act - LVN/RN Bridge
WIA Cluster:
Workforce Investment Act - Caregiver Training
Workforce Investment Act
ARRA: Workforce Investment Act - Adul! Progrdm
ARRA: Workforce Investment Act - Dislocated Worker
Workforce Investment Act - Veterans Employment Ass!.
Yenr Round Youth ProgrClnl
ARRA: Summer Youth Program
Subtotal - TRIO Cluster
Subtotal U.S. Department of Labor
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Safe. ACCOlU1tllb1e. and Efficient Transportation Equity
Act: A Legacy for Users
SubtotallJ .S. Department of Transportation
U.S.DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING ANLJ URBAN DEVELOPMENT
Hi5panic Serving Institution Excessing Community
Community Development Block Grant
Subtotal U.S. Dcpanmcnt of I-lousing and Urban
Development
Total Federal Programs

See accompanying note to supplementary infom1alion.
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federal
CFDA
Number
17.269
17.261

Pro~ram

Entitlements
CutTent
Year

S

294,37]
8. 158

17.259
17.260
17.260
17.260
17.258
17.259
17 .259

308 ,530
903,972
480
130
155,847
437,655
91,740
1,898,354
2,200,883

20.235

80,640
80.040

14.514
14.239

15.291
30,060

$

45,351
16,652.655

Pro~ram

Prior
Year

S

358,587

868.(i40

1,048.640
1,407,227

73.073

73,073

S 10.927.843

S

652,958
8,158

Total

Prosram Revenues

Elltillements
Total
Entitlement

Cash

Received
$

218.357
8.)58

308,530
1,772,612
480
130
155,847
437.655
91,740
2,946.994
3,608,110

125,634
375,656
5.670
1,627 ,432
1.853,947

80,640
80,640

80,640
80,640

88,364
30,060

15,291
30,060

118.424
S 28,208,3 II

$ 14,462,716

ACC{lW1tS
Receivable

S

76,014

Deferred
Revenue

S

8.802

Toral
Revenue
$

308.530

308,530
811 ,942

285,569
8,158

101,540
480
130
30.213
61.999
86.070
280.432
356,446

120

9.375
18,177

15,370

45.351

15,370
$ 1,724,393
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$ 47.371

$

S

285.569
8.158

480
)30
155 .727
437.655
91,740
1.898.489
2,192,216

308,530
904,227
480
130
155.727
437,655
9 I ,740
1.898,489
2,192,216

80,640
80,640

80,640
80,640

15,291
14,690

15,291
14,690

29.981
16.139.738

29,981
S J 6, 139,738

904 ,227

9.255

Program
Expend ituJ'es

\VEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
SCHEDULE OF EXPENDITURES OF STATE AWARDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2009

Current
Year

Program

STArt:
After School-Avenal
After School-Lemoore
BFAP - Financial Aid Administration
Basic Skills/ Immigrant Edu . Supplement
Cal Works
CARE Grant
Career Development
Career Technical Educat ion Initiative
Career Technology-Educational Equipment
Child Care-State Preschool
Child Care-Pood
Child CMc-Materi<l1 and Supplies
Disability SLlppOr( Prol:,'l'ams and Services
Pre-Kindergal1t'n &. Family Literacy
EC E Consortium Grant
Extended Opportunity Program and Service
first Five
Children Services Network
Prop 10· Fresno County
Prop 10 - Aven<ll
Prop 10 - San JOll'lll in
K-Camp
Instructional Materials
I.R.D.C. Agribusiness
Lottery
Unrestricted

$

Matricul<llion
Starr Diversity
Scheduled Maintenance and Repair
Teacher Prep Pipeline
Telecommunications Infrastructure
Responsive Incumbent Workers
CCCCOfNursing Educatioll
CCCCO/CAHSEE
Strengthening Career Tech Ed. Programs
Career Academy Grant : Coalinga
Career Academy Grant: Lemoore
Transfer Articulation Grant
Cal Grants
SPACE/CCCCO: rCWE
Middle College High
Total State Programs

10

$

supplementa.ry information.
60

Total
Entitlement
$

527,850
809,264
578.895
962,747
1,147,5) I
448,365
148,511
50,000
193.827
7,441,603
20,629
11,007
1.440.048
432,463
22.500
1.541, II 0

27,955
98,408
135,000
270.875
18,880
100,000
433.932

27,955
98,408
135,000
270,875
IR,880
100,000
433 ,932

602.809
14.244
455,497
10,636
100,000
450,000
72,072

602,809
14,244
924,442
21,337
275,000
1.080,OR2
145,466
306,898
392, 115
66,000
500000
366.750
380,514
15,000
674,394
100,000
258,615
$ 23,015,046

233,424

$

263,925
461,504
288.698
426.493
865.691
225,842
137,548
43,827
5,335,897
20:629
5.464
737,884
163.642
10.000
734,267

5.543
702 . 164
268.821
12.500
806.843

Rc~tricted

See accompanying note

263,925
347,760
290,197
536,254
281,820
222,523
10.963
50,000
150.000
2, I 05,706

Prop,Tam Entitl ements
Prior
Year

250,000
166,750
180.514
5,000
630,152
50,000
121,846
10,483,013

$

468.945
10,701
175.000
630,082
73.394
306,898
158,691
66.000
250,000
200,000
200.000
10,000
44,242
50,000
136,769
12,532,033

Cash
Received

$

197.945
344,990
290,196
432,785
323.369
231,640
10,963
50,000
193.827
3.)30,718
28.361
4,015

Program Revenues
Accoun'ts
Defened
Receivable
Revenue

$

65,981
2,770

$

12,250

T01al
Revenue

$

21,848
246,846

103,469

60,765
66,207

10,963

18,812

31,188
150,851

$

251,676
347,760
268.348
289,408
262.604
165,433
10,963
18.8) 2

42,976

42.976

3,490.531

12.500

2.358
807
1,544

3.490,531
24,684
5,543
700,844
268,014
10,956

811,400

65,518

936,503

10.956
745.882

27,955
98,408
115.999

98.408
115.999

221.242

221.242

100,000

18,880
100.000

100.000

433.932

433.932

433.932

602.809
14,244
405,963
10,636

602.809

65,379

225,192

3,677

702.802

1,528
400

265 .288

3,533

27,955

88,953

9,455

114,298
201,494
18,880

1,701
19,748

602.809
3,171
500,651
10,636
100,000
337,797
134.169

72,720
1,200

61,647

95,888

45,173

36,295
215,795

270.764
392,115

26,400
143,601

$

251,676
347,760
268,348
289,408
262,604
165,433

Total
Program
Expend i tu res

18,590

24,684
5,543

700,844
268,014

27.955

18,880

14.244

405 ,963
10,636

100.000
382.970

100,000
382,970

97,874
54,969
392,115
7,810

97,874
54,969
392,115
143.601

7,8)0

61.687

93,488

143,601
155,175

103,566
5,000
630,152

88,298

191,864

630,152

15,885

5,000
630,152
15,885

7,708
11,546,537

114.138

121,846

121 ,846

11.444,385

$ I) ,253,764

$ 864,680

$

1,157,453

$

60

155.175
191.864
5.000
15,885

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRlCT
SCHEDULE OF WORKLOAD MEASURES FOR STATE
GENERALAPPORTIONMENT-ANNUAL(ACTUAL) ATTENDANCE
AS OF JUNE 30, 2009
Reponed

Data

Audit
Adj ustments

Audited
Data

CATEGORIES
A. Summer Interscssion - 2008 Only
I . Non<:redit
2. Credit

B. Summer lntersession - 2009
1. Noncredit

54.07
394 .76

54.07
394.76

8.58

8.58

3.384.15
1,308.30

3.384 . 15
1.308.30

438 .06
62 .84

438.06
62.84

80.50
3.87

!l0.50
3.87

5,735.13

5,735.13

359.58
278.27
637 .85

359 .58
278.27
637.85

824 . 14

824.14

C. Primary Terms
I. Censlls Procedure Courses
(a) \I./eekly Census Contact Hours
(b) Daily Census Contacl Hours
2. Actual Hours of Attendance Procedure Courses

(a) Noncredit
(b) Credit

3. Independenl Sludy/Work Experience
(a) Weekly Censlis Contacl Hou~
(b) Daily Census Contact J-Iours
(c) Noncredit Independent Study/Distance
Educlltion Courses

D. Total FTES
E. Basic SkilJs courses and Immigrant Education (FTES)
I. Noncredit
2. Credit

F.

FTES Generated in Leased Space

See accompanying nOlC 10 supplcmemary information.
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
RECONCILIATION OF ANNUAL FINANCIAL AND BUDGET REPORT (CCFS-311)
WITH FUND FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2009
Summarized belO\v are the fund balance reconciliations beTWeen the Annual Financial and Budget Repon
(CCFS-311) and the fund financial stalements.

Fund

Bond Interest
and Redemption
Fund

$} ,334,983

$ 4,504,550

GASB 45
Trust

FUND BALANCE
Balance, June 30, 2009, (CCFS-3 I I)
Adjustment in:
Investment
Balance, July I, 2009
Audited Financial Sralcmcnt

(163,211)
$1,171,772

See accompanying nore to supplementary information.
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COP
Debt Service
Fund
$

p6.344~

$ 4,428,206

$

8.075,318

COP
CapitalOullay
fund
$

21,967

59,312,623

8,097,285

$ 59,312,623

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRlCT
NOTES TO SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
J-UNE 30, 2009
NOTE 1 - PURPOSE OF SCHEDULES
DistriclOrganizalion
This schedule provides information aboulthe District's governing board members ilnd administration members.
Schedule of Expendilures of Federal Awards
The accompanying schedule of expenditures of Federal awards includes the Federal grant activiry of the District
and is presented on the modified accrual basis ofaccounting. The information in this schedule is presented in
accordance with the requirements of the United Stales Oflice of Management and Budget Circular A-133 , Audits
0rStates, LOI.:al Co.'e/"l7ment.f . und A'ol7-Profil Organizations . Therefore, some amounts presented in this
schedule may differ from amounts presented in, or used in the preparation of, the financial statements.
Sch~dule

of Expenditures of Stale Awards

The accom panying schedule of expend ilurcs of State aWLIrds includes the State grant act ivily of the District and is
presented on the modified accrual basis of accounting. Therefore. some amounts presentcd in this schcdule may
differ from amoLlnts presented in, or used in The preparation of, the financial statement!>. The information in this
schedule is presented to comply WiTh reponing requirements of the California St<He System's Oflice .
Schedule ofWorl<lolld Measures for State General Apportionment - Annual (Actual) Attendance
Full-Time Equivalent Students (FTES) is a measurement of the number of pupils artending classes of the District.
The purpose or attendance accounting from a fiscal standpoint is 10 provide the basis on which apportionments of
State funds, including restricted categorical fl1nding. are made to community college districts. This schedule
provides informal ion regarding the annual attendance measurements of sludents throughout the District.
Reconciliation of Annual Financial and Budget Reporl (CCFS-31 1) with Fund Financial Slalements

This schedule provides the information necessary (0 reconcile the fund balance of all funds reported
CCFS-311 to the District's internal fund financial statements.
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Certified Public Accouo lanlS

REPORT ON INTERNAL CONTROL OVER FINANCIAL REPORTING
AND ON COMPLlAI~CE AND OTHER MATTERS BASED ON AN
AUDIT OF FTNAI~CIAL STATEMENTS PERFORMED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH GO VERNMENT A UD1Tl NG STANDARDS

Board of Trustees
West Hills Community College District
COlllinga. California
We have audited the financial statements of the business-type activities of West Hills Community College District
(the District) for the ye.:1.(S ended June 30, 2009 and 2008, and have issued our report thereon dated
February 9, 2010. We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepte<.l in the
United States of America aod the standard!> applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing
Standards. issued by the Comptroller Genera! of the United States.

Internal Control Over Financial Reporting

In planning and performing our audits, we considered West Hills Community College District's intemal control
over financial reporting as a basis for designing our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our
opinions on the financial statements, but not for tbe purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of West
Hills Community College District's internal control over financial reporting. Accordingly, we do not express an
opinion on the effectiveness ofWes1 Hills Comrounily College District's intemal control over financial reporting.
A control deficiency exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow management or employees, in
the nonnal course of perfomUng their assigned functions, to prevent or detect misstatements on a timely basis. A
significant deficiency is a control deficiency. or combination of control deficiencies, that adversely affects the
District's ability to initiate, authorize, record, process, or report financial daL-1 reliably in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles such that there is more than It remole likelihood that a misstatement of
the District's financial statements that is more than inconsequenlial will not be prevented or detected by the
District'S internal control.
A material weakness is a significant deficiency, or combination of signjficant deficiencies, that results in more
than a remote likelibood that a material misstatement of the financial statements will not be prevented or detected
by the District's intemal control.
Our consideration of intemal control over financial reporting was for the limited purpose described in the first
paragraph of this section and would not necessarily identify all deficiencies in intemal control that might be
signi fieant deficiencies or material weaknesses . We did not identify any deficiencies in internal control over
flnanciaJ reporting that we consider to be material weaknesses, as defined above.
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Compliance and Other Matters
As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether West J-I ills Community College Distric['s financial
statemenls arc free of material misstatement, we performed tests of its compliance wirh certain provisions of laws.
regulations. contracts, (Inci grant agreements. noncompliance with \...-ruch could have a direct and material effect on
the determination of financial statement amounts. However, providing an opinion on compliance with those
provisions was not an objective of OLlr audits and, accordingly, we do not express such all opinion . The results of
our tesls di sclosed no iIls[anees of noncompliance or other mat1ers rhat are required 10 be reported under
GovernlJlent A udifing Standords .
We noted certain matters that we reported to management of West Hills Community College District in a separate
letter dated Febrllary 9. 20 10.
This report is intended solely for the infotmation and use of the Board ofTrus('ees, District Management, the
California Communiry Colleges System's Office, and the District's Federal and Stare awarding agen~ies and is not
intended to be and should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties,

Fresno, Californin
February 9, 20) 0
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REPORT ON COMPLIANCE WITH REQUlREMENTS APPLICABLE TO
EACH MAJOR PROGRAM AND ON INTERNAL CONTROL OVER
COMPLIANCE ll'l ACCORDANCE WITH OMB C1RCULAR A-l33

Board of Trustees
Wcst Hills Conununity College District
Coalinga. California
CompUance
We have audited Ihe compliance of West Hills Community College DisLrict (the District) with the types of
compliance requirements described in the U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-l33
Complinnce Supplement that are applicable to each of ils major Federal programs for the year ended
June 30, 2009. West Hills Community College District's major Federal programs are identified in the summary of
auditors' results section of the accompanying schedule of findings and questioned costs. Compliance with lhe
requirements of laws, regulalions, conlracts, and grants applicable to each of its major Federal programs is the
responi>ihilily of Wcst Hills Community College District's management. Our responsibility is to express an
opinion on West Hi.tls Community College District's compliance based on our audit.
We conducted our audit of compliance in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United
States of America; the standards applicable to financial audits contained il\ Government Auditing Stalldards.
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States; and OMS Circular A-I3 3, Audits ojStates, Local
Governments, and NOll-Profit Organiullions. Those standards and OMB Circular A-I33 require that we plan and
perfonn the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether noncompliance with the types of compliance
requirements referred to above that could have a direct and material effect on a major Federal program occurred.
An audit includes examining, on a test basis. evidence about West Hills Community College District'S compliance
with those requirements and perfonning such other procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion. Our audit does not provide a legal
detennination of West Hills Community College District's compliance with those requirements.
In our opinion, West Hills Conununily College District complied, in all material respects, with the requirements
referred to above that are applicable to each of its major Federal programs for the year ended June 30, 2009.

1nternal Control Over Complilmce

The management of West Hills Communily College District is responsible for establishing and maintaining
effective internal control over compliance with the requirements of laws, regulations, contracts, and grants
applicable to Federal programs. In planning and perfonning our audit, we considered West Hills Community
College District's internal control over compliance with the requirements that could have a direct and material
effect on a maj or Federal program in order to detennine our auditing procedures for the pU'l'0se of expressing our
opinion on compliance, but no! for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of internal conLIol
over compliance. Accordingly, we do not express an opinion on the effectiveness of West Hills Community
College District's internal control over compliance.
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A control deficiency in a di srricr's internal control over comp liance exists when the design or operation of a
control docs not allow manClgcment or employees, in rhe norillal course of performing their assigned functions, to
prevent or detect noncompliance with a type of compliance requirement ora f ederal program on a timely bClsis.
A signijicofl l deficiency is u control defic iency , or combination of control defi ciencies. thaI adversely affects the
Dislrict's ability to administer a Feoeral program such Ihal there is more than a remole likelihood that
noncompli;lJ1ce with a type of compliance requirement of a Federal program that is more than inconsequential \Viii
not be pre\'ented or de(eCled by the District's internal control.
A material weakness is a significant deficiency, or combination of significant deficiencies, that resulrs in more
than a remote likelihood that a materi al noncompliance with a type of compliance requirement of a Feder"l
program will not be prevented or detected by the District's internal control.
Our consideration of internal control over compliance was for the lim ited purpose dcscri bed in the first paragraph
of th is sect iOIl and would not necessari Iy identify all deficiencies ill internal conlrol IhM m ighl be signi ficant
denciencies or material weak nesses. We did not identify any deficiencies in internal control over compliance that
\Ve consider to be materinl weaknesses, as defined above.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of the Board of Trustees. District Management, the
California Community Colleges System 's Office, and Ihe District's Federal and State awarding agenci es and is not
illtended to be and should not be llsed by anyone other (han these specified panies.

Fresno, California
February 9, 2010
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REPORT ON STATE COMPLIANCE

Board ofTrustee.s
West Hills Community College DisLrict
Coalinga, Ca.li fornia
We have audited the compliance of West Hills Community College District (I he District) with the types of
compliance requirements described in Section 400 of the Cali fomia State System's Office's.CaliJornia Community
College Dis/rict Audit Manllal (CDAM) that are applicable 10 community col leges in the Slate of Cal i fornia. The
speci fic requirements are described below .
We conducted our audit of compliance in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United
Slates of America and the standards for financial and compliance oudits conlained in Governmen/ Allditing
Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States of America and. accordingly. included such
tests of the accounting records and sllch other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the
circumstances. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether noncompliance with the types of compliance requirements with Slate laws and regulations have occurred.
An audit includes examining, on a lest basis, evidence about West Hills Community College District'S compliance
with those requirements and performing such other procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion. Our audit does nol provide a legal
determination of West Hills Community College District's compliance with those requirements.

General Directive
Section 424: MIS Implementation - State General Apportionment Funding System
Administration

Section 435: Open Enrollment
Section 437: Student Fees - Instructional Materials and Health Fees

Apportionments
Section 423:
Section 425:
Section 427 :
Section 432:
Section 426 :

Apportionment of Instructional Service Agreements/Contracts
Residency Determination for Credit Courses
Concurrent Btu'oilmenl ofK-12 Students in Community College Credit COun>es
Enrollment Fee
Students Actively Enrolled
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Fiscal Operations
Section 421: Salaries of Classroom Instructors (50% Law)
Section 431: Gann Limit Calculation
Student Services
Section 428: Use of Matriculation Funds
Section 433: Cal WORKs - Use of State and Federal T ANF Funding
Facilities
Sect ion 434: Scheduled Mai ntenance Program

In our opinion, West Hills Community College District complied, in all malerial respects, with the
aforementioned requirements for the year ended June 30,2009.
This reporr is intended solely for the information of the Board of Truslees, District Man agem ent, the California
Community Colleges System's Office, the California Department of Finance, and the California Deparnnent of
Education. and is not intended to be and should not be used by anyone other than these specified p<lrties.

Fresno. Califomia
February 9. 2010
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SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
SUMMARY OF AUDITORS' RESULTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2009
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Type of auditors' repon issued:
lmernal control over fi nancial reporti ng:
Mllterial weaknesses identi fled?
Significant deficiencies identified not considered to be material weaknesses?
Noncompliance material to financial statements noted?
FEDERAL AWARDS
Internal control over major programs:
Material weaknesses identified?
Signi fieam deficiencies identi tied not considered to be material weaknesses?
Type of auditors' report issued on compliance for major programs:
Any audit findings disclosed that are required to be rcponed in accordance with
Circular A-133, Section .51 O(a)
ldentitlcalion of major programs:

CFDA Numbcr.\
84.007,84.032.84.033,
84.375A. and 84.063
84.042 and 84.047
84.031
84.048

84.149A
17.258. 17.259, and 17.260

Unqualified
No
None reported
No

No
None reported
Ungual i fied
No

Name of Federal Program or Cluster
Student Financial Aid Cluster
TRIO Cluster
Higher Education-Pro,iect Grant
Vocational Education
Camp-Project Grant
WIA Cluster

Dollar threshold used to distinguish between Type A and Type B programs:
Auditee qualified as low-risk audite.:?
STATE AWARDS
Internal control over State programs:
Material weaknesses identi fied?
Significant deficiencies identified not considered to be material weaknesses?
Type of auditors' report isslled on compliance for State programs:
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$

428514
Yes

No
NOlie reported
Unguali fled

\VEST HILLS COM.MUNITY COLLEGE DISTRlCT
FINANCIAL STATEMENT FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30,2009
None noted .
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
FEDERAL A'VARDS FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2009
None nOled .
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
STATE AWARDS FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2009
None noted.
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT

SUMMARY SCHEDULE OF PRIOR AUDIT FINDINGS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30,2009
There were no aud it findings reported in rhe prior year's schedules of Financial Statement Findings, Federal
Award Findings and Questioned Costs, or State Award Findings and Questioned Costs.
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Board of Trustees
West Hills Community College District
Coalinga, Califomia

In planning and performing our audit of tile financial statements of West Hills Community College District for the
year ended June 30. 2009, we considered its internal control structure in order to determine our aucliting
procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the financial statements and not to provide assurance on
the internal control structure.
However. during our audit we noted matters that are opportunities for strengthening internal controls and
operating efficiency. The following items represent conditiol15 noted by our audit that we consider important
enough to bring to your attention. This letter does not affect our report dated February 9, 2010. on the financial
statements of West Hills Community College District.

DISTRJCT OFFICE
Cash Rece;pls
Fioding
During our testing of the Cash Receipts procedures for the District's Combination Cash Account, we noted that
not all checks are receipted or logged right away. Hand carried checks do not get receipted or logged right away;
therefore. we were unable to reconcile the selected deposits back to the log.
Recom mends tion

In order to improve controls over monies received at the District Offtce. all monies should be logged or receipted
immediately. In addition, tlus log should be used as a tool to ensure that all funds received have been deposited.
Findiog
During our testing of the District's bank reconciliations we noted thaI there is no evidence of independent review.
Specifically, we noted that the review was missing for the Payroll Clearing, FaJcon Express, Flex America, and
Perkins accounts.
Recommendation
The reviewer of Ihe bank. reconciliations should sign off on all bank reconciliations as evidence that the review
has been performed.
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Board of Trustees
West Hills Community College District
February 9, 20 I a

Revolving Cas"
Finding
During our testing of tile Revolving fund we noted that the imprest reconciliation is performed, however, a hard
copy is not kept on file. The District's Revolving fUJld is included in the Local Combined Cash bank account
with an imprest balance ofSSO.OOO.
Recommendation
The District should prepare and keep the imprest balance account reconciliation on rile. When the Local

Combined Cash Account is cleared, if the revolving fund needs to be reimbursed the District does not clear alit
the full amount to the county treasury, some funds are len to 'reimburse' the revolvi ng fund. A reconciliation of
the impres[ balance should be prepared each time the District performs the clearing of the accollnt; thus ensuring
that all checks written from the account have been re imbursed and expensed appropriately in the District's funds.
District Fees Accou/1t
Finding

During our [esring of the District Fees account we nored that the checks out of this account clear \virh only one

signatu reo
Recommendation

To properly safeguard cash. two approval signatures should be required on all checks issued.

FARM
Cash Disbursements
Finding

We noted that three out of len purchase orders were dated after the date all the invoice. This would indicate thm
ilems arc being purchased prior to their approval.
Recom mendation

The site should review rhe cash disbursement procedures ourlined in the District's purchasing policy. 111 order to
provide proper controls over spending, the site should take the necessary steps to ensure that expenditures are
approved through the purchasing process prior to the item being purchased.
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Board of Trustees
Wesl Hills Community College District
February 9, 20 I 0

ASSOClA TED STUDENT BODY
Revenue Polenlials
Finding

Revenue potential fonns 8rc not used to doclIment and control fundr8ising activities as they occur. These forms
supply on element of internal conn-ol without which it is difficult to dctem1ine the success of a fllndraiser and to
I rack money as it is spent <lnd received.
Recommendation
As the revenue potential form is a vital inlernal conlrollOol, il ~hould bc used to documcnt revenues.
expend itures. potential revenue and actual revenue. This 8110ws an analysis of the fundr<liser to be conducted,
indicating 10 the staff the success or failure of the completed project. The revenue potential also indicates weak
control areas in the (undruising procedures at the site, including lost or stolen merchandise. problems with
collecting all moneys due and so forth . The revenue pOlential fonn llscd at the site should contain four major
elements. These arc:
• Potentiallncol1lc-This lists the selling price of the item Illultiplied by the number of items purchased to
compute the total income that should be deposited from this fundraiser if all the items were sold and all the
money was turned in. This element should also be utilized to track the cost o(the items, check numbers used
to purchase the items, and the purchase dates. This purchasing informmion is a good reference source ler
future sales and also tracks to cost so that profits can be detelmineci.
• ReceiptslFundraiser Deposits-This records all depOsits turned in \-\thich lire frolll funds generated from the
sale. The receipt number issued 10 the advisor, date, and deposit amount should be logged . This is necessary
[0 be able TO recap Ihe deposits of the sale and to trace Ihese deposits to Ihe appropriate accounts at the end of
the sale to the Clppropriate accounts to ensure that all postings were correc\.
• Analysis-This section is used to compare the potenti al income as calculated in the potential income seclion to
the actual funds raised as calculated in the ReceiptsfFundraiser Deposils section. The di rference between
these two UIllOUlllS should be documented explained . The explanation CClO cOllsist of merchandise 110t sold,
merchandise lost or destroyed, or funds lost or stolen .
• Recap-This section figures the net profit of tile sale. Further fundraisers oflhis type can be planned or
canceled depending on the information calculated in this section.

Cas" Receipts
Finding
While testing the cash receipts system. we discovered that cashiers are not using pre-numbered receipts 10
document when money is being turned in, how milch money, and by which students. Without [his supponing
documentation we cannot determine the deposit's intactness or if the cashiers are forwarding money (0 the ASB
bookkeeper in a timely manner. Since there are no receipts att(lchcd to the monies (umed in, the bookkeeper
cannol reconcile the money back to any documeni(ltion to determine the accuracy of the cash count sheet and the
actual money Turned in.
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Board of Trustees
West Hills Community College District
February 9, 20 I 0

Recommendation
Pre--numbered receipts should be issued for all cash collections hy teacher. advisors and the sile bookkeeper,
\vhieh would include a srecific description orthe source orthe funds. A carbon of the receipts issued by the
teachers and advisors should bc forwarded with (he cash to the bookkeeper as documentation that all monies
collected have been turned in. The receipts issued to teachers and advisors from the bookkeeper should be totaled
and reconciled 10 the current bank deposit. A system to mark the last receipt which corresponds to a deposit mUSI
be stal1ed in order to know which receipts are related to the current bank deposit .

We will review the status of the CUlTent year comments during our next audit engagement.

Fresno, California
February 9, 2010
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West Hills Community College Foundation
Calendar of events
Fun Excursions
Please join us on the following lectures, bus trips to theatre performances,
shopping, events, museums, etc. Ride in comfort on a luxury bus.

Rese ve

0

sea now!!..

Saturday
Sept. 22, 2007

West Hills Community College celebrating the 75 th
anniversary invites you to an evening with
Author, Victor Davis Hanson,
Topic: "Our Valley and Our Western Heritage"
West Hills College Lemoore conference center, 5:30-8:00 p.m.
Tickets: $125 per person or $200 two or more

Saturday
Oct. 20, 2007

Los Angeles - Shopping @ LA Fashion District
(previously called the Garment District)

No host lunch and dinner
Leave 8:00 a.m. Harris Ranch,
Return Harris Ranch approx. 9:00 p.m.
$65 per person
Reservations must be made by September 20, 2007.

Saturday

Dec. 1,2007
CHANGE OF DATE

Thursday

Jan. 24, 2008

San Simeon - Hearst Castle Christmas Tour
No host lunch prior to tour in San Simeon
Leave 9:00 a.m . Harris Ranch,
Return Harris Ranch approx. 6:30 p.m.
$80 per person
Reservations must be made by October 29, 2007
See the elephant seals in Piedras Blancas, visit Cambria,
and the bus will stop at a few wineries for a tasting
No host lunch in Ca mbria
Leave 10:00 a.m. Harris Ranch,
Return Harris Ranch approx. 6:00 p.m.
$55 per person
Reservations must be made by December 21, 2007

Sign ups must be placed and paid for one month in advance or the trip will be cancelled.
Call Cheryl @ 559-934-2129 for more information or to reserve your seat on the bus or
sign up online at: http://foundation.westhillscollege.com, click on Calendar of Events.
Seats are limited, first come, first serve.

13et on ~lucafion
Casino Nijht 2.0(0
Friday, March 19, 2010

ro-J

6:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.

At the West Hills College, 555 College Avenue, Lemoore

Join your friends and neighbors for an evening of fun!
Table games including: Blackjack, Texas Hold Em; Poker, Roulette, and Craps

Prize Drawings

"'-I

FREE Hors d'Oeuvres

"'-I

No Host Bar

TICKETS: $30.00 per person
(No-one under 21 years old allowed)

Contact: Tina Souza, (559) 934-2129, tinasouza@whccd.edu

All proceeds go toward scholarships
for the 5C Experience and the WHCL
T.E.A.M. Teach Program.
Presented by:
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This professional services agreement ("Agreement") is made and entered into effect on
,2010 by and
between the West Hills College Foundation ("Foundation") and
("Professional") with respect to the
following recitals:
A. Government Code Section 53060 authorizes the employment of persons to perform special services as
independent contractors;
B. The public interest, convenience, necessity, and general welfare will be served by this Agreement.
NOW, THEREFORE, Professional and Foundation agree as follows :
1. Professional Services. Professional shall furnish to Foundation the following services:

Professional may determine the method, details, and means of performing the services. The Foundation
shall not have the right to, and shall not, control the manner or determine the method by which
Professional accomplishes these services.
2. Term. The professional services described in Paragraph 1 shall commence on" 2010 and end on, " 2010
unless terminated pursuant to Paragraph 6.
3. Payment. In consideration of the services to be rendered by Professional, Foundation agrees to pay
per hour for
hours for a total of $
payable as follows :
Professional the sum of $
4. Independent Contractor Status. Professional, and any and all agents and employees of Professional,
shall perform this Agreement in their independent capacity and not as officers, employees, or agents of
the Foundation. Both parties acknowledge that professional is not an employee for state or federal tax
purposes. Professional shall retain the right to perform services for others during the term of this
Agreement.
5. Indemnity. Professional shall indemnify and hold harmless and agree the defend the Foundation and its
trustees, officers, employees and volunteers from and against all claims, damages, losses and expenses
including attorney fees arising out of the performance of the work described herein, caused in whole or
in part by any negligent act or omission of the professional, any subcontractor, or anyone directly or
indirectly employed by any of them or anyone for whose acts of them may be liable, except where
caused by the active negligence, sole negligence, or willful misconduct of the Foundation.
6. Termination of Agreement. Foundation may terminate this Agreement at any time for any reason upon
written notice to Professiona1. In the event of early termination, Professional shall be paid for
satisfactory work performed to the date of termination. The Foundation may then proceed with the work
in any manner the Foundation deems proper.

Professional Services Agreement
Rev. 3/2010
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7. Assignment. This Agreement is personal and shall not be assigned by Professional either in whole or in
part. Any such purported assignment shall void this Agreement.
8. Worker's Compensation Insurance. Professional agrees to provide all necessary Worker's Compensation
Insurance for Professional's employees, if any, at Professional's own cost and expense.
9. Taxes. Professional agrees that Professional has no entitlement to any future work from the Foundation
or to any employment or fringe benefits from the Foundation. Payments to the professional pursuant to
this Agreement will be reported to federal and state taxing authorities as required. Foundation will not
withhold any money from compensation payable to Professional. In particular, Foundation will not
withhold FICA (social security), state or federal unemployment insurance contributions, and/or state or
federal income tax, or disability insurance. Professional is independently responsible for the payment of
all applicable taxes.
10. Notices. All payments and any notices or communications under this Agreement shall be in writing and
shall be deemed to be duly given if served personally on the party to whom notice is directed or shall be
deemed served forty-eight (48) hours after the same has been deposited in the United States mail,
certified or registered, return receipt requested, postage prepaid, and addressed in the case of:
Professional:
Address:
City, State, Zip:
District:
Representative:
Address:
City, State, Zip:

West Hills College Foundation
Executive Director
9800 Cody Street
Coalinga, CA 93210

11. No Entitlement. Professional agrees that he or she has no entitlement to any future contracts or work
from the Foundation or to any employment or fringe benefits from the Foundation.
12. Board Approval. The parties agree that the effectiveness of this Agreement may be contingent upon
approval by the Foundation's Governing Board.
13. Governing Law and Venue. This Agreement and the rights and obligations ofthe parties shall be
construed and enforced in accordance with the laws of the State of California. The parties also agree
that in the event of litigation venue shall only lie with the appropriate state court or federal court located
in Fresno County.
14. Binding Effect. This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and shall be binding upon the Professional
and the District and their respective heirs, executors, administrators, or successors.
15. Severability. If any provision of this Agreement shall be held invalid or unenforceable by a court of
competent jurisdiction, such holding shall not invalidate or render unenforceable any other provisions of
this Agreement.
16. Amendment. The term of this Agreement shall not be amended in any manner whatsoever except by
written agreement signed by the parties.
Professional Services Agreement
Rev. 312010
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17. Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement and understanding between the
parties. There are no understandings, agreements, representations, or warranties, expressed or implied,
not specified in this Agreement.
18. Licenses. Professional represents that Professional and all agents or employees of professional are
properly licensed by the State of California to perform all of the services which Professional has agreed
to render pursuant to this Agreement.
19. Compliance with Law. Professional agrees to perform the services contemplated by the Agreement in a
professional and a competent manner and in compliance with all state or federal laws or regulations
governing the services to be rendered pursuant to this Agreement.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement has been executed by the parties on the date and year first-above
written.
Foundation:

Professional:

By:

By:

Printed Name:

Printed Name:

Date:

Date:

Professional Services Agreement
Rev . 3/2010
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Board Policy 3517
Incident Reporting
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Reference:

Title 20, Code ofl'ederal fugulations (CPR) Sections 667-505 and 667.630

The Chancellor shall establish administrative procedures for the reporting of incidents including, but
not limited to, criminal fraud, criminal abuse, or other criminal activity and noncriminal complaints
such as waste of funds, mismanagement and dangers to public health and safety.

See Administrative Procedure 3517

Board approval date: 1/24/06
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Administrative Procedure 3517
Incident Reporting
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Reference:

Title 20, Code ofrederal Regulations (CPR) Sections 667-505 and 667.630

~_-.J

GeneraL District-Wide Incident Reporting
Employees shall report allegations of fraud, abuse, workplace hazards, criminal activity and noncriminal complaints such as waste, mismanagement of funds, and dangers to public health and safety
anonymously by submitting a Report of Unsafe Conditions/Hazard Form (Appendix C) utilizing
one of the following methods :
• Submit report to the West Hills Community College District Risk Management Committee;
the College Safety Committee; or the College Director of Maintenance and Operations; OR
• Contact CalOSHA by phone at 559-445-5302; by fax at 559-445-5786; or online at
www.dir.ca .gov/DOSH/Complaint.htm
The Vice Chancellor of Business Services or Risk Management Committee shall investigate all such
reports in a prompt, thorough and confidential manner.
Workforce Investment Act ('VIA) Incident Reporting
Employees of an agency receiving WIA funds shall report allegations of WIA-related fraud, abuse
and other criminal activity (see App endix A, Glossary of Terms) anonymously by contacting the
Office of Inspector General (OIG) as follows:
• Contact OIG by phone at 1-800-347-3756; by fax at 202-693-5210; or online at:
\V\vw.oig.dol.gov Ihotnet1.htm; OR
• Submit an Incident Report (Appendix B) to both:
Office of Inspector General
United States Department of Labor
200 Constitution Avenue, N.W., Room S-5506
Washington, DC 20210
Attention: Compliance Resolution Unit
Compliance Review Division, MIC 22M
Employment Development Department
PO Box 826880
Sacramento, CA 94280-0001
The Vice Chancellor of Business Services shall submit a written Incident Report Form (Appendix B)
within one workday of detection or discovery of an allegation to the Office ofInspector General
with a copy mailed to the EDD Compliance Review Division. The Vice Chancellor's report must
include a statement of all facts known at the time as well as any es tim a ted or known loss of \VIA
funds and must include any immediate action taken or planned.
Board approval date: 1/24/06
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APPENDIX A
Glossary of Terms
The federal definitions that follow are provided for use as a guide in the identification of
fraud, abuse, and other criminal activity. Since the definitions cannot address every
possible activity, questions as to whether an activity is reportable under this policy
should be referred to your assigned Workforce Investment Division Regional Advisor for
clarification and· guidance.
Fraud is any deceitful act or omission, or willful device used with the intent to obtain
some unjust advantage for one party, or to cause an inconvenience or loss to another
party. Types of fraud include embezzlement, forgery, theft, solicitation and receipt of
bribes (kickbacks), and falsification of records and claims regarding trainees (e.g.,
knowingly enrolling ineligible participants). Criminal fraud is a type of larceny and is
punishable under both federal and California law as a felony. Civil fraud is subject to
tort actions under civil laws.
Misapplication of Funds is defined as any use of funds, assets, or property not
authorized or provided for in the grant or contract. This category includes, but is not
limited to, nepotism, political patronage, use of participants for political activity,
intentional services to ineligible enrollees, conflict of interest, failure to report income
derived from federal funds, violation of contract provisions, maintenance of effort
violations, and the use of the Workforce Investment Act (WIA) funds for other than WIA
purposes.
Gross Mismanagement is defined as actions, or situations arising out of management
ineptitude or oversight, which lead to a major violation of contract provisions and/or
which severely, hamper accomplishment of program goals. These include situations
which lead to waste of government resources and put into serious jeopardy future
support for a particular project. This category includes, but is not limited to, unauditable
records, unsupported costs, highly inaccurate fiscal and/or program reports, payroll
discrepancies, payroll deductions not paid to the Internal Revenue Service or the State
of California, and the lack of internal control procedures.
Employee/Participant Misconduct should be considered as actions occurring during
or outside work hours, that reflect negatively on the program or its purpose, and may
include, but are not limited to, conflict of interest involving outside employment,
business and professional activities, and the receipt or giving of gifts, fees,
entertainment, and favors; misuse of federal property; misuse of official information; and
other activities that might adversely affect the confidence of the public regarding the
integrity of government.
Standard of Conduct Violations are violations of terms and conditions stipulated in
the subgrant agreement. The relevant stipulations in the subgrant agreement are
General Assurances, employment of Former State Employees, Conducting Business
Involving Relatives, Conducting Business Involving Close Personal Friends and
Associates, Avoidance of Conflict of Economic Interest, and Maintenance of Effort.

APPENDIXB
INCIDENT REPORT
(Include all facts known at the time and estimated or known loss of WIA funds)
1. Type of report (check one)
2. Type of incident (check one)

D
D
D
D

Initial
Supplemental
Final
Other (specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D
D
D

Conduct violation
Criminal violation
Program violation

3. Allegation against (check one)

D
D
D

Contractor
Program Participant
Other (specify - give name and position of employee(s), list telephone number,
Social Security Account number, if applicable, and other identifying data}

4. Location of incident (give complete name(s) and address(es} of organization(s) involved)

5. Date and time of incident/discovery
6. Source of complaint (check one)

D
D
D

Audit
D Contractor
D Program Participant
D Public
Investigative Law Enforcement Agency (specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Other (specify - give name and telephone number so additional information can
be obtained) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

7. Contact with law enforcement agencies (specify name(s), agency contacted and results)

8. Persons who can provide additional information (include name, position or job title,
employment, local address and telephone number)

9. Details of incident (describe the incident)

APPENDIXC
Injury & Illness Prevention Program

REPORT OF UNSAFE CONDITION OR HAZARD
Department:
Name: (optional) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
. Title:

I

Job:

----------

I. Unsafe Condition or Hazard
Location of Hazard:
Building:

Floo!

Room:

Date and time the condition or hazard was observed:

Description of unsafe condition or hazard:

What changes would you recommend to correct the condition or hazard?

Employee Signature: (optional)
Date:
"."

II. ManagementlSafQtyCpmmittf;JeJnvesiigation
Name of person investigating unsafe condition or hazard:
Results of investigation (What was found? Was condition unsafe or a hazard?): (Attach
additional sheets if necessary.)

Proposed action to be taken to correct hazard or unsafe condition: (Complete and attach a
Hazard Correction Report, IIPP Form 4)

Signature of Investigating Party:
Date:
IIPP - Form 1
Rev. 4-05

Completed copies of this form should be routed to the appropriate supervisor and department
Safety Committee, and must be maintained in department files for at least one year.
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Administrative Procedure 2510
Participation in Local Decision Making

COMMUNITY
COLLI:(j[

'--_ _ _-=_DISTR leT

Reference:

Education Code Section 70902(b)(1); Title 5, Sections 53200 et seq; 51023.5; 51023.7
Accreditation Standard IVA. 2; IVA.5

The Board directs the Chancellor to develop operating procedures to facilitate the process of the
work of the District Leadership Council (DLC), the College Consultation Council (CCC) at West
Hills College Coalinga and the Planning and Governance Council (pGC) at West Hills College
Lemoore. The procedures shall recognize the following relationships among the participating
groups:
1. The Board - The Board retains all powers implied or granted by the law. The members of the
Governing Board, as elected officials, recognize their accountability to the electorate with the
District and their responsibility under law to make policy decisions affecting the District.
2.

Faculty
a.

West Hills College Faculty Association
1. The West Hills College Faculty Association shall be provided opportunities to
participate in the formulation and development of District policies and
procedures which the Board determines, in consultation with faculty, has or will
have a significant effect on faculty.
2.

Except in unforeseeable or emergency situations, the Board shall not take action
on matters significantly affecting faculty until it has provided faculty an
opportunity to participate in the formulation and development of those matters
through appropriate structures and procedures as determined by the Board.

b. The Academic Senate
The Academic Senate shall have two (2) representatives on the DLC (the Academic
Senate President from each college). However, the Board recognizes that the Academic
Senate has a special role with the Board when adopting policies and procedures on
academic and professional matters. This relationship provides for the Board of Trustees
or their representative to consult collegially and to rely primarily on the advice and
judgment of the Academic Senate.
1. The curriculum matters for which the Board shall rely primarily upon the
Academic Senate include the following:
a. Curriculum development;
b. Establishing prerequisites and placement of courses within disciplines;
c. Standards or policies regarding student preparation and success;
d. Degree and certificate requirements;
e. Grading policies.
Page 1 of 3
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In keeping with the spirit and intent of the Board and the concept of sharing the
governance of the college, the Academic Senate shall provide, as an information item to
the DLC, any action taken by the Senate on the above listed curriculum matters. Once
reviewed by the DLC, the policy shall be sent to the Chancellor to be placed on the
Board's next meeting agenda.
The recommendations of the Academic Senate will normally be accepted. The Board of
Trustees may refuse to adopt the recommendations of the Academic Senate on these
matters only in exceptional circumstances or for compelling reasons. If a
recommendation is not accepted, the Board, through its designee, shall promptly
communicate its reasons for rejection of the recommendation in writing to the Academic
Senate. The Board shall also provide the Academic Senate the opportunity to respond in
writing prior to final action by the Board.
2. In all other academic and professional matters, the DLC shall be the forum
where the Academic Senate has mutually agreed to meet with the appropriate
"'(
administrators and constituent groups, when appropriate, to formulate I
recommendations, review policy, and provide the mechanism for shared, f.I-e:;: "tl",,-I.t:V1 G 1'7
governance.
(jl(/f.' t, C,14- / It:'

1(;

The other matters that shall be considered by the DLC are defined as follows:
a. Educational program development;
b. Faculty roles and involvement in accreditation processes including self
study and annual reports;
c. Establishing policies for faculty professional development;
d. Process for program review;
e. Processes for institutional planning and budget development;
f. Hiring policies, procedures, and criteria for contract faculty and
administration;
g. District and college governance structures as related to faculty roles;
h. Other academic and professional matters as mutually agreed upon
between the Governing Board and the Academic Senates.
In all non-academic and professional matters, the Board shall retain its traditional
authority as prescribed by law.
3. Staff
a. Staff shall be defined as classified employees who are eligible to be members of the
bargaining unit represented by CSEA.
b. Staff shall be provided opportunities to participate in the formulation and development
of District policies and procedures which the Board determines, in consultation with
Staff, has or will have a significant effect on Staff.
c. Except in unforeseeable or emergency situations, the Board shall not take action on
matters significantly affecting Staff until is has provided Staff an opportunity to
Page 20f3
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participate in the formulation and development of those matters through appropriate
structures and procedures as determined by the Board.
4. Students
a. Students shall have the opportunity to participate in the formulation and development of
District policies which will have a significant effect on students, including the
opportunity to participate in joindy developing recommendations to the Board as
enumerated in Tide V.
b. Except in unforeseeable or emergency situations, the Board shall not take action on
matters significandy affecting students until it has provided students an opportunity to
participate in the formulation and development of those matters through appropriate
structures and procedures as determined by the Board.
c.

The Board shall give reasonable consideration to any written recommendations or
positions developed by students regarding District policies and procedures pertaining to
the hiring and evaluation of faculty, administration, and staff.

5. Administration
a.

Administration shall be provided opportunities to participate in the formulation and
development of District policies and procedures which the Board determines, in
consultation with Administration, has or will have a significant effect on
Administration.

b.

Except in unforeseeable or emergency situations, the Board shall not take action on
matters significandy affecting Administration until it has provided Administration an
opportunity to participate in the formulation and development of those matters
through appropriate structures and procedures as determined by the Board.

6. Rights and Re§ponsibilities - Nothing in this policy shall be construed to impinge on the rights
and responsibilities of the Governing Board, the Chancellor and administration, or on the rights
of faculty, staff, or students, not to detract from any negotiations or negotiated agreement
between collective bargaining agents and the Board of Trustees as to how they will consult,
collaborate, share, or delegate among themselves the responsibilities that are or may be delegated
to the Academic Senate or to staff by this policy.
7. Status ofDLC - The DLC shall only have the powers and duties set forth in these policies and
procedures or applicable law and regulations. The DLC shall not be a legally constituted entity.

Board approval date: 8/28/01
Revised procedure approval date: 5/21/02
Revised procedure approval date: 1/24/06
Revised procedure approval date: 6/26/07
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Reference:

Education Code Section 70902(b)(7);
Title 5, Sedions 53200 et seq., (Academic S enate); 51023.5 (Staff); 51023.7 (Students)
Accreditation Standard IVA.2; IVA.5

The Board is the ultimate decision-maker in those areas assigned to it by state and federal laws and
regulations . In executing that responsibility, the Board is committed to its obligation to ensure that
appropriate members of the District participate in developing recommended policies for board
action and administrative procedures for the Chancellor's action under which the District is
governed and administered.
It is the intent of the Board of Trustees to have a governance process for the District which
provides opportunities for students, faculty, and staff to participate in the governance of the college.
At the district level, the vehicle which shall be used to carry out the Board's intent is the District
Leadership Council (DLC). At the college level, the vehicle which shall be used to carry out the
Board's intent is the College Consultation Council (CCC) at West Hills College Coalinga and the
Planning and Governance Council (pGC) at West Hills College Lemoore.
The DLC will meet a minimum of six (6) times each academic year. Meetings will be conducted
during the summer months only as necessary. The Chancellor's Office is responsible for the
meeting schedule. Meeting locations v.,jJJ rotate among the District Office, West Hills College
Coalinga and West Hills College Lemoore. The DLC shall consist of the following membership:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chancellor
Vice Chancellor of Business Services
Director of Human Resources
Director of District Enrollment Services
Director of Marketing
President, West Hills College Coalinga
President, Wiest Hills College Lemoore
Academic Senate President, \'\iest Hills College Coalinga
Academic Senate President, \\1est Hills College Lemoore
CTA Representative
CSEA Representative
Student Representatives (as determined by the College Presidents)

The CCC at West Hills College Coalinga shall consist of the following membership:
•
•
•
•
•

College President
Academic Senate President or designee
Chair or Co-Chair from Instructional Services Council
Chair or Co-Chair from Student Services Council
Chair or Co-Chair from Facilities Development Council
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Chair or Co-Chair from Learning Resources Council
Associate Dean of Student Learning
Classified Staff (3)
Faculty (3 - including one counselor)
Students (2)
Athletic Director

The PGC at West Hills College Lemoore shall consist of the following membership:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

College President
Curriculum Committee Chair
CTA / Faculty Representative (2)
CSEA/ Classified Representative (2)
Librarian
Counselor/ Advisor
Vice President of Educational Services
Associate Dean of Educational Services , Evening College
Dean of Students
Director of Maintenance & Operations / Auxiliary Services
Academic Senate President
Student Government Association Representative (2)
Dean of Learning Resources

Each of the following shall participate as required by law in the decision-making processes of the
District:
Academic Senate (Title 5, Sections 53200-53206.)
The Board or its designees will consult collegially with the Academic Senate, as duly constituted \\lith
respect to academic and professional matters, as defined by law. Procedures to implement this
section are developed collegially with the Academic Senate.
Staff (Title 5, Section 51023.5.)
Classified staff shall be provided with opportunities to participate in the formulation and
development of district policies and procedures that have a significant effect on staff. The opinions
and recommendations of CSEA will be given every reasonable consideration.
Students (Title 5, Section 51023.7.)
The Associated Students shall be given an opportunity to participate effectively in the formulation
and development of district policies and procedures that have a significant effect on students, as
defined by law. The recommendations and positions of the Associated Students will be given every
reasonable consideration. The selection of student representatives to serve on district committees or
task forces shall be made after consultation with the Associated Students.
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Issues

Solutions
CLASS SCHEDULE

We want classes closer together
Classes offered only the evening need to have an
• online option.
We need more classes to be available (ie, Only one
Math 15 is in the spring.)
Core courses required to graduate
Need better computer support during registration
time.
Give registration separation
We need longer class meetings. (2 days/wk for 2
hours vs. 4 days for 1 hour.)
People who plan the classes (counselors) be
honest about the class availability. Might need to
go to COS.
Don't have schedule teachers can't attend.
• lots of idle time between classes.
I

Give a stray place - Not the lout library

Having one class in the morning, afternoon and
evening for popular/transfer classes.

Have different days and or options for different
levels. (ie. Grades, # of credits, kinds for degrees.)

BE honest! - Either you offer it or you don't.

(ie. Archery class never goes full time because of
soccer team conflict .
Give us activities -volleyball court, hoops, tracks to
walk.
-somewhere with no group time
- open up the conference room 253 with
volunteers to monitor

Multiple classes for same class
Bring tacintile classes to campus

i

People with no priority registration hang to crash
all classes
CLASS SCHEDULE

People who don't show up to first day Get
Dropped

later class for day job people

Have teacher for night classes (midnight 24hrs)

label classes more appropriately for web
enhanced classes
Bring alchemy classes or more classes regarding
! sciences (cosmic sciences)
More teachers should use blackboard for feedback
Teacher that are web enhanced should travel to
I each class for equal time lemoore/Coalinga
When students what to acquire a certificate and
only a certificate schedule classes consecutively for
quickness of attaining certificate
Offer classes on weekends

WILDCARD

Title as such make clear on the meaning of web
enhanced

Have teachers log on once a week

Professors should have the same expectations of
students as themselves. No foul language, No
disrespect, EMT class specifically, Need afterhours
cafeteria
Safety issues - ATM is in a remote location, need
more light at night
Disruptions/distractions in DSPS Lab

Students should be able to file a grievance and
have it taken seriously by administration, the same
as out in the workplace. Have food and drink
options available for night class students

Alonzo Washington

E-mail

Alexander Balderaz

alexanderbalderaz@whccd.net

Belinda Fullmer

belindafullmer@whccd.net

Kevin Forzetting

KnForzetting@~ahoo.com

Shannon Dickens

Sweetsha~

arw921@~ahoo.com

cutie@hotmail.com

INSTRUCnONAL

Tutoring - not enough time, lack oftutoring =drop
outs
Offered class/unoffered prolonged attendance

Tutoring round the clock, more availability, more
time for tutoring
Make available more classes to receive certificate

Instructor moving too fast even with students
falling behind
Students enrolled on certificate programs,
informed still need to obtain AA degree and preqs
Text books too costly

Instructors should slow down to help students
catch up
Staff needs to inform students exactly of what is
needed to move forward
Monitor price mark ups

Need "computer tutors"
Teachers assign/ protocol
Offer dance class
elizabethirogers@~ahoo.com

Elizabeth Rogers

E-mail

Lisa Airoso-Shier

safirenite@live .com

Tamara Amey

Lad~Magic38@aol . com

Dellora Wesson

dellorawesson@whccd.edu

Melva Weikle

MelvaWeikle@~ahoo.com

Fatima Bailey

fatima ba ile~@whccd . net

Condescending teachers and/or instructors
False advertisements concerning certificate
completion
Should federal laws, verbal contracts be enforced
between instructor and student? i.e.) "if you don't
come to class you will (might) be dropped"

Student involvement, socialist, ideologies should
be implemented
Teachers should adhere to their syllabus, specify
exactly the requirements rather than hit at or
communicate something differently

WILDCARD

We need "good" tutors
Note: good is relative
How could we set up strict definition for tutors to

Each subject department i.e.) English, math should
set up guidelines that make up a tutor

follow
I~ a teasl::teF

SF FAeFABeF sf st

We have to work around tutors availability

There should be tutors here all the time

Some people weren't even aware we had tutors

Tutors need to be more involved

Need more tutors

Teachers and tutors should work together so
they're on the same page
Teachers need to be more passionate

i

Teachers don't really teach they just read off slides

•
•
•

•

Teachers and tutors don't really care
about us and our success
Teachers should get to know us a little
better
There should be a stronger bond between
students and teachers
We should have more than one teacher
for each topic (more than one geography
teacher)

•

We should have more foreign language
classes available

•

We should have a school nurse or
psychiatrist available to help us
More classes are more teachers

•
•

More times available for classes (not just
available from 7-10pm)

•
•

More morning/midday classes available

•
Class schedule
- Budget cuts
- We need our class back
English lab
Computer lab
Career center computers

Snack bar and bookstore should be open
later
More vending machines

Offer more daily

We want one or both sides of campus
Students don't want to be walking back and forth
to far
It should be accessible to everyone. All students
can utilize the computers in them

WILDCARD
• lighting on campus
Campus transportation
Health care on campus
-there is pregnant women on campus
ClASS SCHEDULES

More light on campus and parking lot
We need more than on student trolley pick up
maybe 2
Doctor(s) on campus

Not enough seats available

Increase # of waitlist positions, offer more classes

Got dropped from a class before being allowed to
attend
late teachers
Timing of classes

Registration process need to be more efficient
Time we wait for them to 5-10 min

Registration priority
Some students have to crash every class due to no

Offer classes at more frequent intervals to try to
avoid big gaps of time
Help students without priority get into classes
offer more classes at various times of day

!

•

I

priority
Class schedule, required classes, general education
classes, classes are too fa r a pa rt

Wait list
Priority registration

More options
Schedule to far apart offer class more frequently
We need more art classes
Offer more general education day classes on
Fridays
Example : morning block for people who work full
time 9-5 schedule
We don't like that the wait list only has 5 slots

Ruby Arrayo

People who are closest to graduation should have
#1 priority and then EOPS and so on
E-mail rub~arra~o@whccd . net

Maria Andrade

Mariaandrade5@whccd.net

Natalie Ortega

natalieortega@whccd.net

Kelsey LaTraille

ke Ise~1 atra i lie @whccd.net

Latasha Milteu

Latashahevi@whccd .net

L1uvia Martinez

Iluviamartinez@whccd .net

Diana Lopez

dianaloQez@whccd.net
Student Needs

Student sports center and the uses

Free printing

Cardio section, relaxation place, temporary are for
people to relax, other accommodations,
fundraising facility
Allow free printing of pages for classes

More things to involve students in (during breaks)

Create activities, volleyball, intramural sports

Library should not close early

Open during regular hours

Longer lap top times

Availability

Scan ids instead of taking them in library

Brenda Rivera

New food places, healthier food, have food places
in campus, food franchise
E-mail riverabrenda50@~ahoo . com

Danielle Van Baren

daniellevanbaren@hotmai l.com

Nathan Fullmer

nathanfullmer@whccd .edu

More classes

Budget for more classes

Respect for everyone

Encourage a respectful environment

Loud library (Coalinga) sports teams

Discipline by teachers/coaches

Take college seriously

Consequences for violators

Need for an enforcer

Someone on the library floor looking for problem
people
Need for qualified services

More food selection

Tutorial services Coalinga and Lemoore

WILDCARD
need a photography program

Implement a program

No music programs

Music appreciation cl ub

More active classes as electives

Different choices for electives

More classes at different times

Improve classes for students

Very little student clubs and activities

Publicity to come together

Sanitize library keyboards (Coalinga)

Janitors need to work harder

Designate smoking areas = trash everyone

Smoking in certain areas

A larger DSPS lab need more computers and
people to help
More parking on campus
Needs security on campus
Needs cameras or night escorts on parking lots
More lighting on the parking lots
There's no lights on security polls

Needs maintenance?

No one is letting students know when they can or
how they can get a refund for classes. No emails
The students don't get dropped by teachers get
and F grade
The school books are too expensive

Hold a conference and educate students. Don't
just send out emails. Put it on the syllabus
Make sure the teachers follow through when they
say a student is dropped
A discount or cheaper books

Books aren't always used in class

Make sure books are used

Bookstore is way too expensive

Cheaper items in bookstore

Need improvements to be made before students
actually leave

STUDENT NEEDS
Events for the MUSC
Student life
Vendors on campus
Activities
Events for the MUSC?

Rally's

Do!

Could use for P.E.
Use for dance class
Use for graduation
Open to the Artist for performance and money
will go to the school
For students
8am- lOpm open for students

Sports banquets
Don'ts!
Doesn't get trashed
Lower the cost!
We are college student we are broke!
More varieties
like "sandweches"
Bring subway "back
Veggie variety
Coffee shop
More vendies around canpuss
Fix the machines
A way to get your money back
Student life?

More classes!

When priorty registration opens classes should
only be able to be filled half ways and keep the
othe half for non-priority registers.
More training work programs

More classe that are required for transferble
reasons. Art, soc, music, nut, social work
More than just one transfer counselor
More chairs in the class
Library open later hours
Lower the priority unit registration.
Soda machines never work

Should have a LVN Program.

Outside food eating area.

Offer every class that the school offers every
semester.
Student dorms!!

More table benches outside classrooms
More tues & thurs classes
More I hour an 20 min classes
Coalinga parking area is wrecked. Students need to
park on the resident area. So its dark for the late
students. Get parking fix for Coalinga
Coalinga needs way more classes.
More school programs

•

CAN class in coalinga needs some wor on
equipment
Video conference in Coalinga sucks.
Certain subjects for classes so walls could have
inspiration on them.

WILD CARD!

Classes being too full
More tranferable classes
Should accept debit cards
Atternative paying methods
Football team in Ie moor
Track
Only one art 42 class
Better lighting at night
Nurse station
Online supplement for the catalog
More support
Sprinklers at night when classes are not on.
Ashley Ayala

ashelyaya la @whccd.edu

Angelica Torres

angelicatorresl@whccd.edu

Darius Thompson

dariusthom(;1son@whccd.edu

Raul Salgado

raulsalgado@whccd.edu

Luis Sanchez

Luissa nchezl@whccd .edu

Jessica Andrade

jessicaandrade@whccd.edu

WILD CARD

Favorite/unique thing :
-Jets flying over
-free parking
I\lot enough spaces
Far parking
-more night lighting

-friendly students
-helpful students
-good student body

-more sports events
-advertising

-Clubs not advertised/ better informed
-good instructors
-printing restrictions
-limited
-school printing is sametimes
Students only access

-facilities
-clean well maintained

-more exits in the library
-"majors" be discussed with other people in your
major

Counseling / Advising/Categorical

Counselors aren't helpful
They just tell us to crash classes

Counselors should be required to meet with each
student
l\leed more counselors

Counselors don't really care about us

Counselors should be assigned to students by last
name
Counselors should be more like tiffany

Counselors play favorites with athletic students

We need more electives and majors

p.e. is stupid and shouldn't be required

We need more people in the office like Rosie

People in office rude

Different counselors for different majors

People in office are unprofessional

We should offer dancing classes for p.e.

We feel intimidated when we walk in the office

We should have more clubs and programs

People in office act like its such a incveinience to
help us
We have to figure out our classes and issues on
our own
We need more art classes!

We need more hands on classes

Jenna Melvin

jennamelvin@whccd .edu

Samantha Pepin

Samantha-nicole@sbcglobal .com

Angela Navarro

Angela nava rrol@whccd .edu

Jose A. Cardenas

Joseantonio

Josue Melgoza Pimentel

Josuemelgoza17@univision.com

Financial aid lady is mean

More classes for our majors
More support from our counselors

cardenas@~ahoo.com

Luzma Lopez Moreno

luzmalol2ezmoreno@whccd.edu

Briana Pimentel

brianal2imintel@Jyahoo.com

Counseling & Advising

Financial aid counselor rocks! (one with curly hair)
Having to make a schedule to see a counselor is
annoying
They should be more coordinated.
They should tell everyone about student ed plans
when we first start at school
Should be more friendly and professional.
People in the front office should not make you feel
like an idiot
Need more well informed professional counselors.
A front desk woman is very polite and helpful.
We like the waiting area with the tables in the
front office
Make walk-in meetings with counselors more
available
Appointments more flexible with student class
schedule, especially after 3p .m.

Counseling office

Scared by the people
Asking "dumb" questions
Long wait
Timed between classes appointments
More staff
Misleading information
Rose*- helpful

Advisory

Helpful
More guidance
Students more helpful than staff
More variety of classes
-offer more classes
Rather than have student s transfer

Counselors

Not returning phone calls
Not answering phone

Not much info offered for career
More student involved
Not much positive thought about front office

WILDCARD

Councilers tell you different things

._me information to
::'LUUt::IIL::'.

Only 3 hours a week for tutoring

Not enough tutors

+t:Jte.Fs

Lights/ security

Snack bar
Phone use
Transportation

Counselors say different things to each other

Toutoring should be more than 3 hours a week
and they should be able to work around our
schedule
Get more tutors!!
Tutors need to know how the teacher teachs so
that there is no confusion with the student being
tutored.
There should be more lights in the parking lot
especially at night so that we can see if we are
being followed and see where we are going there
should also be security so that we can feel more
safe etc.
There should be more vending machines since the
snack bar closes so early plus it is really expensive
There should be more pay phone s for students
who forget cell phones
There should transportation for students either to
or from school besides the bus since it doesn't run
after a certain time
Need to remind people of prerequsits so that we
know what! if we can get into that class
Slow it down more time for students so we didn't
feel pressured

We feel rushed, pressured
. Another section for financial aid
EOPS gives money at the beginning of semester

We get the money too late

Registration staff it too mean

Be friendlier, nicer...

Tutoring people who have good grade don't
qualify for tutoring
Work study if you are not hired they don't let you
know
SSS is not funded

Allow the students to get tutored, hire more
tutors
They should send an email thanking you for your
time
Bring it back fund the program

Students need more books

A program that lends books to students

You qualify for one program but not the rest

Student should qualify for all programs

Lack of scholarship info.

Provide more info. Instructors should hand out
flyers

Financial Aid
Lines are too long
EOPS
Takes too long to talk to them there are
only two people
Not very avail.
Nursing counselor
Not very available
Need more information on universities,
transferring
Feeling rushed in appt.
Don't have enough availability for students
Scholarships

Need more financial aid people help new students
more anounce what's going on!
Need more people

Get another person to take over when she is gone
Preps from other schools come, field trips to other
schools.
Longer appointments counselors for walk-ins
Provide more info. On scholarships

Resources are not known

Need to advertise resources better and more
often.

Libra ry staff

Good

Administration office

Need to more nice to people

WILD CARD

Parking lot

More space

Student center

Hurry up and build it

Nurse statio n

Get a nurse on cite

Assigned parking

There is no assigned parking so administration
staff should not assign them a parking space
Update catalog confusing students annually
catalogs

Update catalog

English Lab
They close for an hour
Attendants in admin. Office
More food bars across campus or on campus
restaurant (subway & quizno's)
Better healthy options
Free printing to retranslated
Certain employee can be rude
Outrageous prices at bookstore for school
supplies

They should have someone stay to keep the lab
open.

Student employee's need to act more
professionals
Not enough computers for all students that want
to do their school work.
Printing monitoring

Have a plays for charter students and students
that need to kill time, should have a place to
"chill" or "hangout."
Should have a library employee to check what and
what amount of work is being printed out.
robinson05@~ahoo.com

Rebecca Gist-Robinson

rebecca

Alexandra Oregel

Aoregel9@gmail.com

Monica Avila

short

Venessa Ferrer

venessaferrer@whccd.net

Tishana Evens

Tishana2@~ahoo.com

gurI1414@~ahoo.com

FACILITIES
Question 1
Rude administrative office
Good book store and library service
The "lab top zone" in library disagree
Free print outs - allowance limited
Get an "okay" before allowed to print

School related only
Permission
Conservative printing
Monitored
Allowance/limited
Treated like an adult?

Free parking - grateful
Proper manners/behavior
Career center

Not as useful
Not available for everyone

Counselors

Good education plans
Eva good counselor

Snack prices

Reasonable
Soda machines
Broke
- Sold out
Takes your money

Fresh fruit vending machines
Restaurant/fast food on campus

Subway/quiznos
Helpful to students and faculty

Question #1 Facilities
The bathrooms are dirty sometimes
Lots of trash in the drawers in chem. Lab, things
misplaced
i We need a student union, food court, are for
meeting and activities
Need offices for clubs
Recycle bins for paper
Football team © track team
Outdoor recreational area Le.) basketball
volleyball, etc
i Theater/auditorium
I

Better food, healthier variety, salad bar
Add multimedia class/drama/music/choir
Sports rally activities
Certain times when No youngsters are on campus
Facilities that relate to certain majors
Encourage student to develop clubs
Programs for community involvement/charitable
activities
• More approachable administration
• Engineering/technology building
Facilities 2 ronnd
Topic

Suggestions

Parking - to dark not enough light in parking lot at

Not enough disabled parking
More lights
Maybe use the field to build parking lot/change for
parking
Daily announcements electronic display boards

• night

Being informed about facility functions

Campus maps

More of them
Training on them
Expand/offer to old kids and flexibility
May replace with hand dryers, automated
dispensers don't always work
We need more accurate maps on campus

Classrooms

Too small to accommodate class size

Computers

Bathrooms (mens) and towels

I

Classrooms
Some students sit in chairs without desk or table
top
More classrooms/portables hang out practice
rd
Facility/Wild Card 3 round

For musicians, arts too

Another snack bar
Really need music club to learn to play instruments
Drama room for acting
.More parking space
Assigned parking
More fun things to do on campus
More involved staff
Bigger catalog
More lights on campus at night
Lighting in parking
Parking security
Food on campus

Manmohan Singh

More lighting
Cameras at parking lot
More vending machines
Healthier food
More actual food not just snack
More than one snack bar
Assessable for night students
Snack bar open later
Rolling chairs
Video conference
Better equipment
manmohansingh@whccd .net

Ruchia Kaur

ruchiadhliwal@yahoo .com

Mirian Lopez

Dreamgirl mimis@yahoo.com

Janessa Guerrero

janessaguerrero@whccd .net

Janette Ospital

janetteos~ital@whccd . net

Maleny Rodriguez

magdalenarodriguez@whccd .net

Richard Reyes

richard reyes@whccd .net

-

Equipment in classrooms

Facilities
Vending machines

Have more, work properly, make more accessible
snack bars
- More
Healthier food
- Longer hours (night students)

-

Snack bars
Parking at night

Lighting

Gym

Not safe (dark, scary)
Low security at night (1 guard on duty)
Gym equip. =not working

Conference center

Beams =in the way not open enough

Classrooms

Showers

Need to have less students or need bigger
classrooms
Need to be cleaned out regularly
- They are always dirty
Not enough
More in parking lot
More visible, especially at night
Put one in bookstore or library? Put them next to
bookstore, snack bars etc. so people can use them
Need them near P.E. classes

Trolley

For everyone possibly w/a charge

Need shade
Additional snack bar

Sell water when it's hot
Canopies
On the 200 builders

I

library

Lower the noise level (student center)

I

Fitness labs

Need to be fixed

Fountain drinks
Emergency boxes

MoreATM's

I ::~~nd back side of the library and around 700

lighting around campus
Stop lights

Iding
On Bush street and 41 intersection

Study hall

Area where students are seriously studying

Sprinklers

Turn on during non academic hours i.e. 2:00am

INSTRUCTION
We want more enthusiastic teachers
We want Harris fired!
They should offer grades on blackboard for all
classes
Teacher needs to put lectures online for all
classes
We want smart boards
More hands-on projects to help
Students learn more
They need to make it a priority to warn
pregnant students of fumes in art classes
WILD CARD
Cleaner bathrooms

More teachers like Vera Kennedy

A napping area!
Big recreational area that lasts 24/7
They should have the Kart bus come to
campus later in the evening not till 9pm
They should have carts to transport anyone
around campus
More music classes/clubs
Teach music, music tutors
Possible credits for students teaching music
Math instructors, all instructors
Robotic clubs

Extra credit
Clubs

Need to be more precise in instruction. Hire
socialist instructors in class. More tutors
Competitive competitions college vs. college
best bots
More functioning
More extra credit clubs meetings

Bethany Tetrault

More clubs, more info . On clubs more
activities more advertising
Bethanvtetrault@whccd.net

Jocelyn Rodriguez

l1achaccoluv@yahoo.com

Amber Smith

Ambersmith2@whccd.net

Brittany Burkhart

mizzbrittz@hotmail.com

Tieneace Anderson

tieneanceanderson@whccd.net

Angel Isidoro

angelisidoro@whccd .net

Political science teacher is boring and needs
more energy.
Business teacher goes on tangents

Coffee and imagination more interaction w/
students
Keep to the curriculum

Teachers should post PowerPoint and lectures
Teachers need to use smaller tests

Or more study time

I have a hard time taking notes in class when
the teacher is talking and its not the same
thing on the bored
Teachers need to be more available to
students. Better office hours
There should be acceptions to online classes
when internet is dropped
Library closes to soon

More info on powerpoints and keep to
curriculum

Need longer hours in snack bar

Open later hours everyday

Need credit debit machine in snack bar
Need healthy food I snack bar

Less greasey food

Lower prices in snack bar
Soda vending machines suck and steal my
money
Make vending room in conference center into
another snack bar
Actual music lessons wanted

Regular maintenance

Instructor to start music club?

We want a drama or theater department.
To many high school kids on campus

Need a separate area for classes

Leo Moran

leomoran@whccd.net

Fabicla Reyes

Fabiclareyes29@yahoo.com

Guadalupe Mosgueda

LUl2ita mosgueda@yahoo.com

Miguel Gonzalez

Miguelgonzalez1990@gmail .com

Thomas downs

Tjdowns88@yahoo.com

Jolio aldmbuld

neosxt@hotmail.com

Michel Maritza

babyangeIOO1_2005@yahoo.com

Maria E. Gonzalez DeRios

mariagonzalezderios@whccd.edu
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Planning and Governance Council Meetings
2009-2010
Meeting Time: 2:00 p. m.
Location: Conference Center 256
First and third Wednesday of each month (only one meeting in December and January).
First Wednesday
SeQtember 2
October 7
November 4
December 2
Holiday Break - no meeting
February 3
March 3
April 7
May 5

Third Wednesday
September 16
October 21
November 18
FinalS week - nO 'meeting
January 20
February 17
March 17
April 21
May 19

Planning and Governance Council Membership
David Babb, Student Learning Outcomes Chair
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services
America Bryant, CSEA/Classified Representative
Stephanie Droker, Academic Senate President
Marty Ennes, CTAlFaculty Representative
Marlon Hall, Associate Dean of Educational Services, Evening College
Jose Lopez, Dean of Students
Keith Brock, CSEA/Classified Representative
John Bernal, Interim Director of Facilities & Auxiliary Services
Ron Oxford, Librarian
Rene Sanchez, Curriculum Committee Chair
Angela Tos, CTAlFacuity Representative
Don Warkentin, President
Linda Amaya-Guenon, Counselor/Advisor
Angel Isidoro, Student Government Association Representative
The primary responsibilities of representatives are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Prepare for and attend meetings
Participate in discussions
Communicate with individual constituencies
Contribute to informed decision-making

If a council/committee member needs to miss a meeting due to unavoidable
circumstances, he/she must notify the council committee chair prior to the meeting. The
member should arrange for a substitute to attend the meeting whenever possible.
If a council/committee member misses two consecutive meetings, even when a substitute
attends the meeting, the council/committee chairperson will send a written notice
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explaining that the member will be replaced should a third consecutive meeting be
missed.
Recommendation and Operating Process
Each council/committee shall attempt to achieve consensus. When consensus cannot be
reached, a simple majority of members shall determine the recommendation. Each
council/committee chair is responsible for communicating recommendations through the
appropriate administrative and/or governance structure.
All representatives are
responsible for keeping their respective constituencies informed of the proceedings and
recommendations.
The process for presenting items first for information, then for action at a subsequent
meeting shall be followed, allowing for sufficient time for discussion. Allowance will be
made for suspending this process when deemed appropriate by a majority.
Minutes shall be taken at each meeting, and agendas and minutes shall be posted on the
college website.
7/30109
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Institutional Narrative
The history of West Hills College Lemoore (WHCL) begins in 1962, when
Lemoore High School District residents voted to annex to the College District. In
1979 the district purchased land in the City of Lemoore, and in 1981 a classroom
building and an office were erected. The campus operated in portable buildings
on five acres in the City of Lemoore, as well as in leased space in Lemoore K-12
schools and in classrooms located on the Lemoore Naval Air Station. This site
was named the Kings County Center. The Center served its community well for
more than twenty years.

Unique Public-Private Partnerships
In response to the growing enrollment and the enthusiasm of Lemoore area
residents to build their own campus, the district supported a plan to build a new
campus in Lemoore. Residents of the West Hills Community College District
approved a $19 million West Hills College bond Measure G which was partially
used to construct a new Lemoore campus. In Kings County, the measure was
approved by 70% of the votes. This bond measure, coupled with bond monies
from Proposition 1A which passed statewide, allowed the college to move on a
dream that has been in the making for over 30 years. On September 26, 2000
the Board of Trustees signed and accepted a "Revised and Restated Agreement of
Donation of Land" from Robert and Mardell Pedersen, and Lionel and Lola
Semas for a new campus. This revised agreement described the donation in four
phases and exceed 100 acres. West Hills College Lemoore opened its doors to
students on January 14, 2002. The second phase of construction was approved
and began in the winter of 2004. When fully completed, West Hills College
Lemoore will have capacity for over 6,000 students.
Small class sizes and the latest in science and technology facilities are features of
West Hills College Lemoore. The brand-new, state-of-the-art West Hills College
Lemoore campus - a project with its first phase completed cost approximately $1
million less than budgeted - features the largest and most technologically
advanced library in Kings County, 18 classrooms, computer labs, three science
Collaboratories (an award winning concept that is being replicated at other
colleges). Associate degrees and/or certificate programs are offered in almost 30
areas from Administration of Justice to trade, technology and industry. At
present, students pursuing the law enforcement option of the Administration of
Justice degree may earn the degree entirely online. Corrections students must
currently take one course in a classroom, but may take all other coursework
online. Beginning Fall 2004, students were able to earn a bachelor's degree
through California State University, Fresno while attending classes at the
Lemoore site or through online courses.

Responsive to Community Interests
From the beginning WHC Lemoore has recognized the importance of responding
to the community. Not only do such programs meet the employer needs of the
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area, but they also offer work training opportunities to students who are the
hardest to employ, many of whom struggle with the English language.
The Central Valley is home to a number of gaming casinos operated by local
Native American tribes; one of these casinos is located approximately four miles
from the campus. To meet the needs of this business, the college has developed a
Hotel, Restaurant and Casino Management program. Over 1,900 students have
taken coursework in this program since 2000.
Through a partnership "vith the Kings County Department of Health, high-risk
WHC Lemoore students took coursework designed to teach them skills in food
preparation and menu development for people with diabetes. Meals were taken
by Kings County Department of Health to the homes of people with diabetes.
In addition, the college is responsive to the needs of Naval Air Station Lemoore.
With a base resident population of 7,640 active and retired military personnel
and dependents, the college is a valued source of education for the base. The
college maintains an office and classrooms on the base, but most base students
also come to the college campus. The needs of these personnel are varied,
ranging from newly enlisted servicemen who may have little education and are in
need of basic classes, to highly educated military personnel and dependents.
WHC Lemoore seeks to offer courses to meet the spectrum of requirements, and
works closely with base officials to select and design these courses.

Thinking Globally
Naval Air Station Lemoore is located about five miles from the WHC Lemoore
campus. While many military bases have been closed or downsized in the past
decade, NASL has grown and is expected to continue to grow. In addition to its
positive economic impact on the community and the college, the presence of the
base provides the area with a global perspective. The base has an active
partnership with its personnel participating in a variety of college activities,
including advisory committees, special ceremonies, and serving as a resource for
programs related to military activities.
The range of experience and education offered by military personnel who
participate in WHC Lemoore classes and activities is a significant resource to
college faculty and staff. Some military personnel lack basic education, and the
college is able to provide them with classes that increase their ability to succeed
in the military. In addition, many highly educated, world-traveled military
personnel seek coursework to enhance their education. The college seeks to
respond to this need through NASL participation in college advisory committees
and through regular meetings with base administrators. Faculty and staff at the
college have noted that the presence of these knowledgeable students in their
classes adds significantly to the teaching and learning experience for both
students and teachers. For valley students, many of whom may have limited
travel experience, the global perspective brought by NASL is invaluable.
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President's Message
West Hills College Lemoore received its initial accreditation in June 2006 to
become the newest community college in the State of California, and the only full
The governance structure and
service accredited college in Kings County.
practices are outlined in this Planning and Governance Manual in concurrence
with the Strategic Master Plan (SMP) which serves as the roadmap to guide the
college in meeting its goals and evaluating its programs and services. During the
spring 2007 semester, a broadly represented group of faculty, staff, students, and
administration met to review and revise the college's Strategic Master Plan to
better identify and address the needs of the community we serve.
A revised mission statement appropriately identifies who our students are and
signifies a commitment to student learning outcomes utilizing innovation, goal
orientated strategies, and community partnerships to provide excellent learning
opportunities. We have identified institutional outcomes that will prepare our
students with the skills and experiences needed to succeed in the world of work
or transfer to an institution of higher learning.
Through a process of regular evaluation and review, we will be able to constantly
update and revise programs or develop new programs to meet current demand.
Our faculty will be equipped with the latest technology and means of delivery to
provide high quality instructional experiences to our students. Faculty will have
access to the latest training opportunities to further enhance their curriculum
and course delivery modalities.
Our students will have at their disposal high quality support services to assist
them with obtaining their educational goals. Support opportunities will be
available 24/7 through online technology in order to serve students on campus or
located in distant locations.
It is our goal to be able to provide the highest quality services to our constituents.

Sincerely,

Don Warkentin, President
West Hills College Lemoore
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Mission, Vision, Goals and Institutional Outcomes
~nStatement

West Hills College Lemoore enriches the lives of our students and the community
we serve by being dedicated to quality educational learning opportunities and
partnerships. The college provides a positive environment that is committed to
student learning and empowering students to achieve their educational goals.

VISion Statement
Learning Through Excellence and Innovation

Goals and Institutional Outcomes
Goal1 - WHCL is committed to provide quality education to students
and the community.
Measurements (Institutional Outcomes):
1. Community Participation Rates
2. High School Graduates Participation Rates
3. Overall Success Rates
4. Overall Retention Rates
5. Persistence Rates (continuous enrollment)
6. Student Learning Outcomes Implementation and assessment.
Goal2 - WHCL is committed to empower students to achieve their
educational goals.
Measurements (Institutional Outcomes):
1. Basic skills math successful course completion & retention
2. Basic skills ESL successful course completion & retention
3. Basic skills English successful course completion & retention
4. Vocational courses successful course completion & retention
5. Degree and certificate completion
6. Transfers to four year institutions
Goal3 - WHCL will effectively maintain and increase its resources
and productivity.
Measurements (Institutional Outcomes):
1. Monitor Student Headcount
2. Meet Full-Time Equivalent Students (FTES) Goals
3. Successful Grant Acquisitions
4. Increase Revenue Generated by Outside Capitol Campaign Activities
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Governance Structure
Introduction
The West Hills College Lemoore governance structure and process is designed to
be inclusive and collaborative. It involves faculty, staff, students, community
members and administrators in the planning and operation of the college. The
governance structure and practices were developed collaboratively and support
the participatory approach to decision-making. The Board of Trustees is the final
authority for governance at West Hills College Lemoore, and delegates authority
to the District Chancellor who in turn delegates authority to the College
President.
The President then solicits and receives input through the
participatory governance decision-making process.

Organization
The Planning and Governance Council (PGC), as the principal participatory
governance body of the College, creates the processes for recommending College
policies and governance committee structures (see Addendum A, AP 2410). The
PGC reviews and approves actions, recommendations, and requests of
committees, planning groups, and task forces. The PGC amends and guides the
planning processes and recommends policies and procedures to respond to the
changing needs of the student population and the internal and external
environments. The PGC develops, implements, evaluates continuously and
revises, if necessary, the College's plans and initiatives, both long-term and shortterm.
The Strategic Master Plan outlines the tasks and actions to be accomplished
during the upcoming year. The PGC reviews Strategic Master Plan and evaluates
progress toward achieving the college goals. Each governance committee is
responsible for achieving the tasks and actions as outlined for each committee
within its goals, roles, and products. The governance committees report directly
to the PGC, and each has a representative on the PGC. The College President
serves as the chair of the PGC. All governance committee representatives on the
PGC report progress on their assigned goal, objectives, and activities at the PGC
meetings.

Review Cycle: Mission/Vision, Goals, and Institutional
Outcomes
WHC Lemoore's mission/vision, goals and institutional outcomes shall be
reviewed by the Strategic Planning Committee each fall semester.
Recommendations will be forwarded to the respective governance groups and
returned to the PGC for recommended revision/s and/or adoption.
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Representation
The governance structure provides for representation from five recognized
constituencies at West Hills College Lemoore: Students, Academic Senate,
Faculty Association (CTA) , Classified Staff (CSEA), and administrators.
However, governance meetings are public. In addition, to
representation afforded to individuals through constituencies, other
individuals and groups may be heard in any governance meeting by
requesting and receiving permission from the chair to participate
and/or have items added to the agenda.
Appointments from the constituencies, when not specified by position, are made
by the following:
•
•
•
•
•

SGA - students
Academic Senate - faculty
CTA - faculty
CSEA - classified staff
President - administrators

The constituent appointees serve the length of term designated by the
constituency group and/or the President.

Responsibilities of Representatives
The primary responsibilities of representatives are as follows:
•
•
•

Prepare for and attend meetings
Communicate with individual constituencies. All representatives are
responsible for keeping their respective constituencies
informed of the proceedings and recommendations.
Contribute to informed decision-making

Recommendation and Operating Process
Each council/committee shall attempt to achieve consensus. When consensus
cannot be reached, a majority of members shall determine the recommendation.
Each council/committee chair is responsible for communicating
recommendations through the appropriate administrative and/or
governance structure. The process for presenting items first for information,
then for action at a subsequent meeting shall be followed. The PGC will have
60 days in which to complete the review and approval process of
board policies and administrative procedures at the college level and
submit final comments, recommendations or actions taken with
regard to the policy/procedure to the Chancellor's Office (AP 2410).
Allowance will be made for suspending this process when deemed appropriate by
a majority. Agendas and minutes for each standing committee shall be
posted on the college website.
11

Definition of Governance Structures
Council: A group of constituency representatives designated or selected to act in
an advisory capacity that meets on a regular basis. The charge of a council entails
college-wide issues and is the designated governance group.
Standing Committee: A permanent committee of constituency representatives
intended to consider all matters pertaining to a designated subject that meets on
a regular basis. A standing committee is part of the governance structure and
reports to a Council.
Permanent Sub-Committee:
A permanent sub group of a standing
committee designated to consider specific subjects in detail for recommendations
back to the standing committee. The chair must be a member of the committee
to which it reports. Other members need not be members of the committee to
which it reports.
Ad Hoc Committee: A committee created by a councilor standing committee
to address and made recommendations on a particular subject as needed and
meets until a task is completed. The members need not be from a councilor
standing committee.
Task Force: A constituency-represented group created to address a special
college-wide subject/issue and meets until the subject/issue is resolved.

12

West Hills College Lemoore

Governance Process
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COUNCIL/COMMITTEES
The following college wide committees have operational responsibility for the
implementation of the Institutional Student Outcomes:

Planning and Governance Council
Role: The PGC represents all constituent groups of WHCL, develops and
implements the WHCL Strategic Master Plan, develops or revises and approves
governance policies and communicates with the respective groups. The strategic
planning process guides budget priorities. Recommendations made by the PGC
reflect the values and support the mission of the College and are in the best
interest of improving student success and serving the community. The PGC, as
the recognized participatory governance body of the College, creates the
processes for recommending College policies and governance committee
structures.
The PGC amends and guides the planning processes and
recommends policies and procedures to respond to the changing needs of the
student population and the internal external environments. The PGC develops,
implements, evaluates continuously and revises, if necessary, the College plans
and initiatives, both long-term and short-term. A three-year planning cycle is
used to implement the Master Plan. The PGC has oversight of college standing
committees and receives and monitors reports. Communication with individual
constituencies and participation in the Council meetings are primary
responsibilities of the PGC members.
Products: WHCL's Strategic Master Plan, annual evaluation of the institutional
outcomes, annual progress report, policies and procedures recommendations.
Diversity Statement: The PGC will review all new committee structures,
policies, or procedures for the diversity statements, holding the "requesting"
individual or group accountable for including the consideration of appropriate
diversity issues into their processes.
PGC Membership (Approved: 10/17/07)
(1) College President - Chairperson
(2) CTA Faculty
(1) Academic Senate President
(1) Curriculum Committee Chair
(1) Student Learning Outcomes Coordinator (Academic Senate seat)
(1) Librarian/Technology Committee Chair
(2) CSEA
(1) Student Government Association
(1) Vice President of Educational Services
(1) Dean of Student Services
(1) Associate Dean of Educational Services
(1) Director of Maintenance & Operations and Auxiliary Services
(1) Counselor/Advisor - (added 10/17/07 per recommendation from CSEA)
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Reporting Relationship:
Reports to the District Leadership Council,
Chancellor, and Board of Trustees. Meeting Schedule: Twice per month; first
and third Wednesday.

Academic/Faculty Senate
Goal: The Academic Senate represents the faculty through consultative and
collegial processes and, by such means, makes recommendations to the
governing board and/or to its agents or designees. The Academic Senate has
primary responsibility for making recommendations in the areas of academic and
professional matters, including but not limited to curriculum, academic
standards, hiring policies, procedures, and criteria for contract faculty and
administration; and is to comment upon and review policies proposed by the
Board of Governors of the Community Colleges of California. With respect to
these recommendations, the governing board and/or its agents or designees
either relies primarily upon the advice or judgment of the academic senate, or
otherwise enters into written mutual agreements with the academic senate in
accordance with board policies delegating authority and responsibility to the
academic senate. The Academic Senate shall engage in joint agreements with the
district and participate in the design and implementation of participatory
governance of the college in accordance with the Education Code, and Title 5, and
any college policies related to the role of the Academic Senate in participatory
governance.
Role: The Senate's primary function, as the representative of the faculty, is to
make recommendations to the Administration and the Board of Trustees on
policy development and implementation in matters concerning:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Curriculum, including establishing prerequisites and placing courses within
disciplines
Degree and certificate requirements
Grading policies
Educational program development
Standards or policies regarding student preparation and success
Districts and college governance structures, as related to faculty roles
Faculty roles and involvement in accreditation process; including self-study
and annual reports
Policies for faculty professional development activities
Process for program review
Process for institutional planning and budget development
Other academic and professional matters as are mutually agreed upon
between the governing board and the Academic Senate.
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Budget Allocation Committee
Goal: To build and foster a strong commitment to the use and development of
community, technology, education, and funding in order to effectively increase
the resources and productivity at West Hills College Lemoore.
Role: The WHCL Budget Allocation Committee has the responsibility of
soliciting budget proposals from its staff for the purposes of conducting business.
Area Budget Sub-Committees from: 1) Arts and Sciences 2) Occupational
Education 3) Student Services and 4) Maintenance and Operations will provide
input to the Budget Allocation Committee. Once received, the Budget Allocation
Committee will prioritize these requests based on their impact on student success
and the college's mission and vision statements.
The college's budget
recommendations and priorities will be sent to the Planning and Governance
Council.
Products: Prioritized list of budget recommendations to be sent to the Planning
and Governance Council.
Diversity Statement: WHCL is committed to the appropriation of resources
that includes thoughtful consideration of the special needs of its diverse students,
faculty, staff, and community populations. It is expected that the Budget
Allocation Committee will actively implement diversity issues into their budget
processes. When forwarding action and/or information items to the PGC, the
Budget Allocation Committee will identify the items addressed in each item.
Membership: (Chairperson to be elected by the committee membership)
•
2 - Administrators
•
2 - CTA/Faculty Representatives
•
2 - CSEA/Classified Representatives
•
1 - SGA Representative
Reporting Relationship: Planning and Governance Council
Meeting Schedule: Every two weeks beginning in January and continuing
until April.
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Facilities, Safety and Auxiliary Services Committee
Goal: To support the mission of the college by maintaining the appearance,
functionality, accessibility, safety, technology, and cleanliness of current and
future facilities conducive to a quality educational environment.
Role: The FSAC, representing all constituent groups of WHCL, develops,
monitors, and has implementation oversight of the Facilities Master Plan, Site
Safety, and Emergency Preparedness Plan. The FSAC evaluates and recommends
revision of plans and standards and communicates with the respective groups
involved. The aforementioned planning process guides budget priorities.
Recommendations made by the FSAC reflect the values and support the mission
of the College and are in the best interest of improving student success and
serving the community.
The FSAC develops, implements, evaluates
continuously, and revises if necessary, the FSAC plans and initiatives, both longterm and short-term. A three-year planning cycle is used to implement all FSAC
plans. The individual constituencies and participation in the committee meetings
are primary responsibilities of the FSAC members.
Products: Facilities Master Plan, Site Safety, Emergency Preparedness Plan
Diversity Statement: The Facilities, Safety and Auxiliary Services Committee
will address diversity into all planning and implementation processes as
appropriate. Diversity issues will include but are not limited to access, use,
learning experience, and indoor/outdoor environment. When forwarding action
and/ or information items to the Planning and Governance Council. The
Facilities and Safety Committee will identify the diversity items addressed in each
item.
Membership: (Chairperson to be elected by the committee membership)
•
1 - Director of Facilities Services
•
1 - Media Services Representative
•
1 - DSPS Representative
•
1 - ITS Representative
•
1 - SGA Representative
•
1 - CTA/Faculty Representative
•
1 - CSEA/Classified Representative
•
1 - Administrative Representative
Reporting Relationship: Planning Governance Council
Meeting Schedule: Monthly/first Friday of the month
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Technology Committee
Goal: To support the mission of the college by maintaining technology conducive to a
quality educational environment.
Role: · The technology committee has the responsibility of assessing IT related policies,
procedures, and planning, as they relate to WHC Lemoore. The central focus is the
intersection of instruction, administrative support and technology in regards to students
and their ability to meet their educational goals. WHCL has a student-centered
environment that relies heavily on technology and the committee's objective will be
increasing communication among the various constituencies in order to meet this goal.
Open communication, collaboration and feedback related to technology needs and
availability will be a key function. The committee will be representative of all campus
constituencies and align to the Mission and Vision statements of the College.
Products: Technology plan (annually) in coordination "vith the Budget Allocation
Committee.
Diversity Statement: The Technology Committee will actively address issues of
diversity in the workplace including but not limited to: access, gender, age, culture, race,
religion, experience and education.
Chair: Recommended by the President
Reporting Relationship: Reports to the Planning and Governance Council
Membership:
Librarian -1
M&O-1
Student Services Assistant/Office Manager Counselor/Advisor - 1
Faculty - 2
Student - 1
Media Technician - 1
DSPS Assistive Technology Specialist - 1

1

Meeting Schedule: Every two weeks initially, and then upon committee consensus
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Institutional Effectiveness and Program Review Committee
Goal: To provide positive and energetic teaching and learning environments to further

our commitment to student-centered, outcome based education using relevant goals,
innovations, strategies, and partnerships.

Role: The Institutional Effectiveness and Program Review Committee (IEPRC) monitors
Program Review process Representation on this committee is from all constituency
groups of WHC Lemoore.
Products: Program Review and accreditation reports
Diversity Statement: It is expected that the Institutional Effectiveness and Program
Review Committee will actively incorporate all facets of diversity in the systematic
evaluation and planning processes. When forwarding action and/or information items to
the Planning and Governance Council, the Institutional Effectiveness and Program
Review Committee will identify the diversity items addressed in each item.
Membership:
• Vice President of Educational Services - Chairperson
•
1 - Dean of Educational Services
•
2 - CTA/Faculty Representative
•
2 - CSEA/Classified Representative
•
1 - SGA Representative
•
1 - Accreditation Liaison
•
1 - Student Services Representative
•
1 - Director of Admissions/Records (Ad Hoc)
Reporting Relationship: Planning and Governance Council
Meeting Schedule: Monthly with more frequent meetings as needed
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Employee Development and Success Committee
Goal:
West Hills College Lemoore recognizes the importance of institutional
development. To this end, Institutional Development will act as a catalyst to support and
enhance the other four goals.
Role: The Employee Development and Success Committee (EDSC) will develop,
implement, and monitor issues and activities related to helping all WHCL employees
maximize their success in the workplace. Areas of responsibility include professional
development activities, training needs, employee recognition activities, and employee
social activities and celebrations. The EDSC will survey college employees bi-annually for
training and professional development needs resulting in an annual schedule of
programs and events. The EDSC will plan and implement these programs and events in
collaboration with the Academic Senate, CSEA, and college administration. The EDSC
will plan and coordinate various college employee social activities, including end-of-year
celebration of programs and events and prepare an annual report.
Products: Annual professional development plan; employee notification of programs
and events; evaluation of programs and events; annual plan.
Diversity Statement: The EDSC will actively address issues of diversity in the
workplace including but not limited to: access, gender, age, culture, race, religion,
experience and education.
Membership: (Chairperson to be elected by committee membership)
• 3 - CSEA/Classified Representatives
•
1 - SGA Representative
• 3 - CTA/Faculty Representatives (one from Educational Services)
• 3 - Student Services Representatives
•
1 - Associate Dean of Educational Services, Evening College
Reporting Relationship: Planning and Governance Council
Meeting Schedule: First and third Thursdays of every month August to May
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Student Success Committee
Goal: Student success is our success. It is our belief that every student be treated with
dignity and respect in their quest for a premiere educational experience at WHCL.
Role: The Student Success Committee (SSC) represents all constituent groups and
programs on the Lemoore campus. It maintains Student Services operations, develops,
monitors, and implements the Matriculation Plan, the Student Equity Plan, the Transfer
Plan, Student Handbook, and categorically funded programs. In addition, the SSC
provides oversight to the articulation process, scholarship development, financial aid
services, graduation activities and awards ceremonies. The SSC guides the planning
process and recommends policies and procedure changes to all the pertinent groups and
to the Planning and Governance Council. Programs and departments represented by the
SSC will evaluate the effectiveness of their services through the program review process.
Recommendations made by the SSC reflect the values and support the mission of the
College and promote student success.
Products: Matriculation Plan, Student Equity Plan, Student Handbook, Transfer Plan,
Institutional Outcomes for Student Services, Diversity Plan, Articulation submittals,
annual categorical program reports, institutional research explaining retention,
persistence and success.
Diversity Statement: We promote the exploration and celebration of differences and
uniqueness in people, languages, and cultures. The Student Success Committee will
actively address student diversity at every level of service including but not limited to
enrollment trends, outreach, registration/enrollment access, advising, retention, and
student clubs and associations. When forwarding action and/or information items to the
Planning and Governance Council, the Student Success Committee will identify the
diversity items addressed in each item.
Membership:
•
1 - Dean of Student Services - Chair
•
1 - CTA/Faculty Representative
•
1 - CSEA/Classified Representative
•
1 - Counselor
•
1 - Director of Student Support Services
•
1 - Director/Coordinator of EOPS
•
1 - Director of ETS & Upward Bound Math & Science
•
1 - Associate Dean of Evening College
•
1 - Financial Aid Coordinator
•
1 - Information Technology Representative
•
1 - Office Manager
•
2 - Student Government Association Representatives

Reporting Relationship: Planning and Governance Council
Meeting Schedule: Monthly/fourth Monday 2:30 pm - 4:00 pm
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Student Learning Outcomes Committee
Goal:
Role: The purpose of the Student Learning Outcomes Committee is to coordinate the
various efforts on the West Hills College-Lemoore campus to create, implement, assess,
and implement student learning on our campus. The SLOC will facilitate discussion
among the various interested parties including, but not limited to:
faculty,
administration, and support staff regarding student learning.
Products: WASC Student Learning Outcomes reports, support and training to faculty
and staff in creating, implementing, assessing, and evaluating results of student learning.
Diversity Statement: Ethnic and gender diversity will be taken into account when
organizing the SLOC and creating, implementing, assessing, and evaluating student
learning outcomes.
Chair: Faculty Student Learning Outcomes Coordinator
Reporting Relationship: College Administration
Membership:
• Student Learning Outcomes Coordinator-faculty-Chair (1)
• Student Learning Outcomes Coordinator-non-teaching faculty-CoChair/Vice-Chair (1)
• Six faculty from the following learning areas as chosen by the Academic
Senate: Arts and Letters (1) , CIS/Business/CTE (1), Math/Science/PE (1),
Health and Well ness (1), Social Science (1), Counseling (1)
• Staff members to represent support programs (4)
• SGA Representative (1)
• Instructional Administrator (1)
• Non Instructional Administrator (1)
Meeting Schedule: To be determined
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Procedure and Determination in Hiring Faculty
West Hills College Lemoore recognizes that the hiring of faculty must be a deliberate and
thoughtful process. Further, the process must include the input from constituency
groups and instructional administrators alike based upon a combination of empirical and
quantitative information.
West Hills Community College Board of Trustees has approved Board Procedure 7210
(Employment of Academic Employees). Within this procedure are guidelines to be used
in the identification and filling of faculty positions:
The faculty/Academic Senate, in conjunction with the appropriate
Dean/administrator, shall submit staffing needs each year in early fall and provide
supporting data for their requests to the Chief Instructional Officer (CIO) or
designee.
2. The CIO shall confer with the College President who will determine staffing
priorities.
3. The staffing priorities determined by the College President will be forwarded to
the Chancellor.
4. The Chancellor will make final staffing decisions and will recommend the
positions to be filled to the Board of Trustees.
1.

Execution of these procedures at West Hills College Lemoore must conform to the
committee structure existing on the campus as well as the timelines necessary for full
implementation. Specifically, the College will employ the following procedure to
determine faculty staffing needs:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

Submitted instructional program reviews also provide the opportunity for faculty
members to identify staffing needs within their department. It is incumbent of the
department to provide significant justification for the new position(s) within the
program review document. The timeframe for submission of program reviews is
late fall term.
If a program is not undergoing the periodic and regular program review, an
individual faculty department member will provide full time faculty requests into
their yearly budget request (Form Group 2 of the Budget Development Process
Booklet). This is to occur during the beginning ofthe spring semester.
The Chief Instructional Officer (CIO) will compile all new faculty requests from a
combination of program reviews and budget request forms. The CIO will provide
the Academic Senate with this list for the purpose of priority ranking. This will
occur no later than the end of the spring semester.
The Academic Senate will review all proposed new positions, as well as the
unfulfilled requests from previous years, and will submit to the CIO a prioritized
list of potential new faculty positions along with supporting data no later than the
middle of the fall semester.
The CIO will consult with the other instructional administrators to determine a
list of possible new faculty positions. A prioritized list will be prepared along with
supporting information no later than the middle of the fall semester.
The CIO will present to the College President the prioritized lists prepared by both
the Academic Senate and the instructional administrators. The President will
determine the faculty staffing priorities and forwarded to the District Chancellor.
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The District Office, and specifically the Department of Human Resources, will
begin the advertisement of the position as soon as the College President has
finalized his list and budget provisions have been secured.
7. In the event that it is determined that the budget cannot support new faculty
positions or that the positions are unneeded at this time, the prioritize list will be
maintained by the President's Office for potential implementation at a later date.

Procedure and Determination in Hiring Support Staff
West Hills College Lemoore recognizes that the hiring of support staff must be a
deliberate and thoughtful process. Further, the process must include the input from
constituency groups, supervisors and administrators alike based upon a combination of
empirical and quantitative information.
West Hills Community College Board of Trustees has approved Board Policy 7230 and
Administrative Procedure (Hiring Procedure and Guidelines for Classified Staff). Within
this procedure are guidelines to be used in the identification and filling of faculty
positions:
The Area Supervisor, in conjunction with the appropriate dean/administrator, shall
submit staffing needs each year in early fall and provide supporting data for their
requests to the College President or designee.
2. The Area Supervisor/Dean shall confer with the College President who will determine
staffing priorities.
3. The staffing priorities determined by the College President will be forwarded to the
Chancellor.
4. The Chancellor will make final staffing decisions and will recommend the positions to
be filled to the Board of Trustees.
1.

Execution of these procedures at West Hills College Lemoore must conform to the
committee structure existing on the campus as well as the timelines necessary for full
implementation. Specifically, the College will employ the following procedure to
determine staffing needs:
Submitted appropriate program reviews provide the opportunity for supervisors
to identify staffing needs within their department or program. It is incumbent of
the department/program to provide significant justification for the new
position(s) within the program review document. The timeframe for submission
of program reviews is late fall term.
2. If a program is not undergoing the periodic and regular program review, an
individual supervisor will provide full time staffing requests into their yearly
budget request (Form Group 2 of the Budget Development Process Booklet). This
is to occur during the beginning of the spring semester.
3. The Area Administrator will compile all new staff requests from a combination of
program reviews and budget request forms. The Area Administrator will provide
the College President with this list for the purpose of priority ranking. This will
occur no later than the end ofthe spring semester.
4. The College President will consult with the other administrators to determine a
list of possible new staff positions. A prioritized list will be prepared along with
supporting information no later than the middle ofthe fall semester.
1.
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5.

6.

The College President will determine the staffing priorities and forwarded to the
District Chancellor. The District Office, and specifically the Department of
Human Resources, will begin the advertisement of the position as soon as the
College President has finalized his list and budget provisions have been secured.
In the event that it is determined that the budget cannot support new staff
positions or that the positions are unneeded at this time, the prioritize list will be
maintained by the President's Office for potential implementation at a later date.
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Reference:

Administrative Procedure
Policy and Administrative
Procedure

2410

Education Code Section 70902

Board Policies and Administrative Procedures are regularly reviewed by the
Chancellor's Office. The Chancellor makes recommendations to the Board of
Trustees concerning revisions to existing policies and procedures or the
development of new policies and procedures to ensure that they are current and
comply with state ~md federal laws.
Any employee, student, or member of the public may initiate a reVIew or
development of any policy or procedure by submitting a request or
recommendation in writing to the Chancellor's Office.
Review and Approval Process
Upon receipt ofthe request or recommendation, the Chancellor's Office may refer
to the Community College League's Policy and Procedure Service for
recommended or legally advised language. The Chancellor's Office may also use
the Policy and Procedure listserv to query other districts for related Board
Policies or Administrative Procedures. In some instances, the Chancellor's Office
may request that legal counsel review the policy or procedure language. Other
employees with expertise in specific areas governed by a Board Policy or
Administrative Procedure may also be consulted during the review process.
After initial review by the Chancellor's Office, the policy and/or procedure will be
routed to the supervisor, manager or Dean of the appropriate department, if
applicable, for review (i.e. Student Services, Human Resources, Business Office,
etc.). Following the applicable review, the policy and/or procedure will be routed
as follows:
Policy and/or procedure to be reviewed and discussed by the Chancellor's
Executive Cabinet.

1.

After review by the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet, the policy and/or
procedure will be sent to the College Consultation Council (CCC) at West Hills
College Coalinga and the Planning and Governance Council (PGC) at West Hills
College Lemoore (through the College Presidents) for review and approval, if
applicable. Simultaneously, the policy and/or procedure will be sent to the
Academic Senate Presidents and the Faculty Association President as a courtesy.
2.

3. Review and approval by the Academic Senate Presidents will be requested
only if the policy and/or procedure deal(s) with academic and professional
matters. Review and approval by the Faculty Association President will only be
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requested if the policy and/or procedure has or will have a significant effect on
faculty.
4. After review by the CCC and the PGC, any comments, recommendations or
actions taken with regard to the policy and/or procedure shall be sent to the
Chancellor's Office by the College Presidents. In the case of review and approval
by the Academic Senate Presidents or Faculty Association President, any
comments, recommendations or actions taken with regard to the policy and/or
procedure shall be sent to the Chancellor's Office by the individuals serving in
those capacities. As a courtesy, the comments, recommendations or actions
taken should also be sent to the College Presidents.
5. The Chancellor's Office will take the policy and/or procedure to the District
Leadership Council (DLC) for review and approval.
6. After DLC review, and upon final review by the Chancellor, the policy and/or
procedure will be placed on the Board of Trustees agenda for a first reading, with
consideration to follow at a subsequent meeting.
Submission of Policies and Procedures for Review
When submitted to the CCC, PGC, the Academic Senate Presidents, the Faculty
Association President, and the DLC, the policy and/or procedure shall be
accompanied by a routing form which will include the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policy/Procedure Number
Policy/Procedure Name
Indication of new or revised policy/procedure
Initiator of proposed new or revised policy/procedure
Purpose for new or revised policy/procedure
Anticipated timeline for review and approval process

New policies and procedures will be submitted to the appropriate groups as a
"clean" copy.
Revised policies and procedures will be submitted to the appropriate groups
using the following editing marks:
•
•

Deleted text to be shown in
Added text to be shown in bold print

Nonsubstantive ("clean up" or "housekeeping") reVISIons to policies and
procedures (i.e. names, title changes, addition or deletion of references) that do
not change the intent or meaning of the policy or procedure may be
recommended by the Chancellor to the Board of Trustees for review and
consideration without being routed through the review and approval process.
However, the revised policies and procedures will be sent to the CCC, PGC, the
Academic Senate Presidents, the Faculty Association President and the DLC as a
courtesy.
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Policies and procedures dealing strictly with the Board of Trustees may be
recommended by the Chancellor to the Board of Trustees for review and
consideration without being routed through the review and approval process.
However, the revised policies and procedures will be sent to the CCC, PGC, the
Academic Senate Presidents fH'ld, the Faculty Association President and the DLC
as a courtesy. New or revised procedures that outline an existing process may be
recommended by the Chancellor to the Board of Trustees for review and
consideration without being routed through the review and approval process.
However, the revised policies and procedures will be sent to the CCC, PGC, the
Academic Senate Presidents, the Faculty Association President and the DLC as a
courtesy.
Timeline
In most instances, policy and procedure review and approval will be based on a
two-month cycle at the college level. Once the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet
agrees to move new or revised policies and/or procedures forward to the CCC,
PGC, the Academic Senate Presidents and the Faculty Association President, the
review and approval process timeline officially begins. The groups will have 60
days in which to complete the review and approval process at the college level
and submit final comments, recommendations or actions taken with regard to the
policy and/or procedure to the Chancellor's Office.
At the completion of the 60 days (or sooner if the appropriate groups have
completed their review and approval process), the policy and/or procedure will
be placed on the DLC agenda for review and approval if applicable. Following
DLC review, the policy and/or procedure will be placed on the Board of Trustees
agenda for a first reading, with consideration to follow at a subsequent meeting.
The Board of Trustees will be provided with the Chancellor's final
recommendation, along with the completed routing form which will include the
comments, recommendations and actions taken by the appropriate groups.
The timeline may be shorted due to various circumstances including, but not
limited to, changes in law or urgent need. However, the Chancellor's Office shall
notify all applicable groups of the shortened timeline.
After approval by the Board of Trustees, policies and procedures will be posted to
the District's website. The College Presidents and Academic Senate Presidents
will also be notified as to the status of the proposed or revised policies and
procedures.
Board approval date: 3/7/06
Revised policy approval date: 6/26/07
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Student Strategic Planning/Student Town Hall Meeting
2009-2012
February 27, 2009

CLASS
SCHEDULE
(Teaching,
Programs,
Offerings)

SOLUTIONS

Student Concern

Topic

•
•
•

50 minute
classes
Instructional time
Time between
classes too
quick

•

•

Page 11
3/3/2010

Choices
• 2 day a week
classes (MW)
(T TH)
• Longer classes on
Friday,
possibly
Saturday
Consider Courses
courses
• Select
that fit well
into 50 minute
Consult
instructors
•

PLANS FOR
IMPROVEMENT
Evaluate '09-10
schedule to determine
the feasibility of class
changes(l.e. which ones
would be most
appropriate for a change
and the impact on facility
use
Foll ow up: Student
Success Committee and
Facilities Comm .

Standard
Alignment

Standard I: Mission and
Effectiveness
n A-Mission
u B-Institutional
Effectiveness
Standard
II:
Student
Learning Programs and
Services
A-Instructional
IJ
Programs
[]
B-Student
Support
C-Library
And
0
Learning
Standard III: Resources
0
A-Human
B-Physical
0
C-Technology
0
D-Financial
U
Standard IV- Leadership
and Governance
[l
A-Decision
Making
U
B-Board and
Administration

Outcome

Completed
tasks or In
Progress

Student Strategic Planning/Student Town Hall Meeting
2009-2012
February 27,2009
CLASS
SCHEDULE
(Teaching,
Programs,
Offerings)

•

Inconsistent
course offerings
and lack of
classes

•
•
•

-
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Meet with
counselor to map
out plan ( Ed Plan)
Print 2 year
schedule
More classes
• Every
semester
• Various times
(am , pm)
• Communicate
your needs

Need to know where
gaps are in the schedule
Simple as: A group of
students expressing
their wants/needs
Follow up: Student
Success Committee and
Front Office Staff

Standard I: Mission and
Effectiveness
A-Mission
0
0
B-Institutional
Effectiveness
Standard
II:
Student
Learning Programs and
Services
A-Instructional
0
Programs
B-Student
0
Support
C-Library
And
IJ
Learning
Standard III: Resources
A-Human
0
B-Physical
0
C-Technology
0
D-Financial
0
Standard IV- Leadership
and Governance
A-Decision
0
Making
B-Board and
Administration

Student Strategic Planning/Student Town Hall Meeting
2009-2012
February 27, 2009
CLASS
SCHEDULE
(Teaching,
Programs,
Offerings)

-
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•

Variety of
course options
• Art
• Music performance
• Dance
• RadioWHCL
• Mechanics
• Woodshop
• Journalism
• Campus Life

Ways to communicate:
• Club Rush
• Survey for
interests (e-mail,
signage, electronic
bulletin board on
Bush/College
• Bookstore/Cafeteri
a
• Suggestions Box
• Student Activities
• Curriculum
Committee forum
with students
• Experimental
courses

Class schedule if printed
by Marketing

Follow up: Student
Success Comm ittee and
Front Office Staff

Standard I: Mission and
Effectiveness
A-Mission
0
B-Institutional
0
Effectiveness
Standard
II:
Student
Learning Programs and
Services
A-Instructional
0
Programs
[J
B-Student
Support
[]
And
C-Library
Learning
Standard III: Resources
[]
A-Human
[]
B-Physical
[]
C-Technology
[]
D-Financial
Standard IV- Leadership
and Governance
[]
A-Decision
Making
B-Board and
Administration

I

I

I

Student Strategic Planning/Student Town Hall Meeting
2009-2012
February 27, 2009
INSTRUCTI
ON
(Teaching,
Programs,
Offerings)

•

•

Lack of vocational
education
programs

•

L-
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Offer variety of
vocational
education
programs
• Health/Medica
I
• Vet Tech
• Ag/Welding
• Community
Education
Advertise
programs offered
in a more
effective way

Follow up: Student
Success Comm ittee and
Front Office Staff

Standard I: Mission and
Effectiveness
[J
A-Mission
I]
B-Institutional
Effectiveness
Standard
II:
Student
Learning Programs and
Services
A-Instructional
0
Programs
0
B-Student
Support
n C-Library And
Learning
Standard III: Resources
A-Human
0
B-Physical
0
D
C-Technology
o
D-Financlal
Standard IV- Leadership
and Governance
A-Decision
U
Making
B-Board and
Administration

I

Student Strategic Planning/Student Town Hall Meeting
2009-2012
February 27, 2009
INSTRUCTI
ON
(Teaching,
Programs,
Offerings)

•
•

Lack of
communication to
students
regarding
advisory/prerequi
sites for classes
(and other
programs)

•

•

-
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Put advisory note
on the online class
schedule/catalog
Create monthly
study
communication
flyers/pamphlets
Create central
bulletin
board/informationa
I kiosk

-

Follow up: Student
Success Committee and
Front Office Staff

Standard I: Mission and
Effectiveness
0
A-Mission
0
B-Institutional
Effectiveness
Standard
II :
Student
Learning Programs and
Services
n A-I nstructional
Programs
[J
B-Student
Support
C-Library
And
Ll
Learning
Standard III : Resources
[l
A-Human
n B-Physical
,j
C-Technology
[1
D-Financial
Standard IV- Leadership
and Governance
A-Decision
0
Making
B-Board and
Administration

Student Strategic Planning/Student Town Hall Meeting
2009-2012
February 27, 2009
INSTRUCTI
ON
(Teaching,
Programs,
Offerings)
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•

More variety of
types of tutoring
available

•
•

Fully staffed math
lab
Structured study
groups for classes
by discipline via
tutoring center

Peer tutors (one on one)
Discussion group
Students for students
Follow up: Student
Success Committee and
Front Office Staff

Standard I: Mission and
Effectiveness
A-Mission
0
B-Institutional
0
Effectiveness
Standard
II:
Student
Learning Programs and
Services
A-I nstructional
0
Programs
B-Student
0
Support
[J
C-Library
And
Learning
Standard III: Resources
f]
A-Human
B-Physical
0
0
C-Technology
[J
D-Financial
Standard IV- Leadership
and Governance
A-Decision
0
Making
B-Board and
Administration

Student Strategic Planning/Student Town Hall Meeting
2009-2012
February 27,2009
FINANCIAL
AID

•

Information on
financial aid
services and
available
programs is
needed

•

•

•
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More assistance;
class on financial
aid, workshops,
one-on-one with
counselor (more
appointments and
longer
appointments)
information center
and/or online
orientation
Student profile
information on-line
to include
information on
applications that
could be uploaded
with details on
programs,
services, and
scholarships
More detailed
information on
scholarships

Individual student
qualifications
On scholarship page
there is no information
If does not apply to the
students they don't want
to know about it
Follow up: Student
Success Committee with
the financial aid
department

Standard I: Mission and
Effectiveness
A-Mission
0
B-Institutional
0
Effectiveness
Standard
II:
Student
Learning Programs and
Services
u A-Instructional
Programs
B-Student
0
Support
0
C-Library
And
Learning
Standard III: Resources
[]
A-Human
0
B-Physical
[]
C-Technology
D-Financial
0
Standard IV- Leadership
and Governance
A-Decision
0
Making
B-Board and
Administration

Student Strategic Planning/Student Town Hall Meeting
2009-2012
February 27, 2009
FINANCIAL
AID

•

Checks not
available week
one - delays with
money

•

•

•
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All available
financial aid
dollars should be
distributed when it
comes in
Book vouchers for
all financial aid
students and
possibly line of
credit while
waiting for checks
Direct deposit
option

Follow up: Student
Success Committee with
the financial aid
department

Standard I: Mission and
Effectiveness
A-Mission
U
B-Institutional
Ll
Effectiveness
Standard
II :
Student
Learning Programs and
Services
u A-Instructional
Programs
n B-Student
Support
n C-library And
Learning
Standard III: Resources
u A-Human
B-Physical
0
C-Technology
0
D-Financial
0
Standard IV- Leadership
and Governance
[J
A-Decision
Making
B-Board and
Administration

Student Strategic Planning/Student Town Hall Meeting
2009-2012
February 27, 2009

FINANCIA
LAID

•

More
information on
grants,
scholarships,
services,
deadlines,
options for
those younger
than 25 and on
their own,
eligibility limits
and timelines
Coordination
between
academic
programs (i.e.
nursing)
financial aid,
workforces,
county, etc. to
avoid check
delays
Long lines with
check
distribution

•

•

-
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Information
tables in
courtyard twice
per year
E-mail reminders
and e-mails with
information
Information in
Screamin Eagle
Banner on Web
Page
Pamphlets, fact
sheets, as well
as internet links
Checks: break
into small groups
on distribution
dates, more
staff, direct
deposits

More streamline
approach
In nursing there are
issues between
counties, Coalinga
This has caused
delays in receiving f.a.
A-F in one room, G-Z

Follow up: Student
Success Committee
with the financial aid
department

Standard I: Mission and
Effectiveness
A-Mission
U
B-1 nstitutional
LJ
Effectiveness
Standard
II:
Student
Learning Programs and
Services
0
A-Instructional
Programs
n B-Student
Support
C-Library
And
0
Learning
Standard III: Resources
A-Human
0
B-Physical
rJ
C-Technology
U
D-Financial
0
Standard IV- Leadership
and Governance
A-Decision
0
Making
B-Board and
Administration

Student Strategic Planning/Student Town Hall Meeting
2009-2012
February 27 , 2009

FACILITIE

5

•
•
•

•
•

•

Snack BarHealthy Choices
Lack of Gym
facilities on
campus - need
info
Entrance to
campus - very
chaotic (Bush
street) 3 schools
one entrance
More parking
High school
students too
loud in libraryusing for
gathering & not
studying, staff
not aggressively
addressing
problem
Improper use of
computers

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
-
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Fruit, salad, less
fried
New sports
complex
Put info about
current gym into
school paper or
on web
As campus
grows - access
needs to be
improved, a.
light b. 3 lanes
(2 turning , 1
thoroughfare)
Separate spaces
for motorcycles
- more spaces
Parking rules
need to be
enforced
Separate place
for high school
students
Use study rooms
for high school
Separate space
in the library
Card access for
computer access

City is currently doing
a traffic study, plans
are underway

Follow up: Facilities,
Safety and Auxiliary
and the Technology
Committee where
relevant

Standard I: Mission and
Effectiveness
A-Mission
0
B-1 nstitutional
0
Effectiveness
Standard
II:
Student
Learning Programs and
Services
0
A-Instructional
Programs
n B-Student
Support
C-Library
0
And
Learning
Standard III: Resources
n .A-Human
n B-Physical
C-Technology
U
D-Financial
0
Standard IV- Leadership
and Governance
A-Decision
0
Making
B-Board and
Administration
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FACILITIE

S

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
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More DSPS
shuttles
(evening)
WIFI hot spots
all over campus
More security
during the day
i.e. guards
Parking
violations
Impact of
growing campus
and access to
public
transportation
Charter High
School needs
more
supervision
On campus
housing
More gym
classes

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Add more
shuttles
Wireless access
campus-wide
More security
guards
More aggressive
enforcement and
issuance of
parking citations
Check with
KART
More security for
charter school
Build on campu$
housing
More gym
classes - talk to
Curriculum
Committee

Health and PE is
currently proposing
new curriculum to
align with new
upcoming facilities

Follow up: Facilities,
Safety and Auxiliary
and the Technology
Committee where
relevant

Standard I: Mission and
Effectiveness
[j
A-Mission
B-Institutional
U
Effectiveness
Standard
II:
Student
Learning Programs and
Services
0
A-Instructional
Programs
n B-Student
Support
n C-Library And
Learning
Standard III: Resources
0
A-Human
B-Physical
0
C-Technology
LJ
D-Financial
0
Standard IV- Leadership
and Governance
A-Decision
0
Making
B-Board and
Administration

Student Strategic Planning/Student Town Hall Meeting
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FACILITIE
S

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•

Snack bar size
Eating locations
Locker facilities
Snack bar prices
too high
Location of fire
extinguishers,
too close to
door for
wheelchairs
Performing arts
center
Grates around
trees at the
library for
wheelchairs
More sports
(swimming,
baseball, track)
Place for dance
clubs to practice
Students
involved in
planning new
buildings
Student center
lounge
Class rings and
other graduation
memorabilia
Better night
lighting at
exterior tables
No sidewalk on
Bush Street
Information
about facilities
and snack bar

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

New student
center
More available in
student center
Sports complex
will fix locker
problem
Snack bar
choices less
expensive
Allen will check
locations of fire
extinguishers
New building
approved for
performing arts
center
Examine current
grates
Completion of
sports complex
Check
availability of
classrooms for
the dance teams
ADA requires
elevators and
etc. to be
installed
Add students to
current facilities
committee
Class rings (talk
to dean of
students)
Talk to the city
about sidewalks
on Bush street
. .,

_

_

.•

" __

,. _

. • . • __

L"

_

. _

Follow up: Facilities,
Safety and Auxiliary
and the Technology
Comm ittee where
relevant

Standard I: Mission and
Effectiveness
A-Mission
0
B-Institutional
0
Effectiveness
Standard
II:
Student
Learning Programs and
Services
IJ
A-Instructional
Programs
B-Student
11
Support
C-Library
And
0
Learning
Standard III: Resources
[l
A-Human
[l
B-Physical
C-Technology
0
D-Financial
0
Standard IV- Leadership
and Governance
A-Decision
0
Making
B-Board and
Administration

Student Strategic Planning/Student Town Hall Meeting
2009-2012
February 27, 2009
COUNSE
L1NG/ADV
ISING
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•

Recommended
to take classes
that were not
needed for
transfer
college/major
via
counseling/advi
sing sessions

•

Documented
training so that
ALL
advisors/counsel
ors are on the
same page.
Communication
between
instructors and
counseling/ad vis
ing staff

Follow-Up: Student
Success Comm ittee
and the
Counselor/Advisor
Group

Standard I: Mission and
Effectiveness
A-Mission
0
B-Institutional
0
Effectiveness
Student
Standard
II:
Learning Programs and
Services
n A-I nstructional
Programs
0
B-Student
Support
C-Library
And
0
Learning
Standard III: Resources
n A-Human
n B-Physical
C-Technology
0
D-Financial
0
Standard IV- Leadership
and Governance
n A-Decision
Making
B-Board and
Administration

Student Strategic Planning/Student Town Hall Meeting
2009-2012
February 27, 2009
COUNSE
L1NG/ADV
ISING
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•

Counselors/advi
sors should
show concern
regardless if the
student is new
or returning.
Don't assume
that they know
what you are
talking about.

•

Counselors/advi
sors can utilize
peer mentors to
bridge gaps for
new students

Acronym usage, how
about a dictionary of
acronyms i.e. DSPS,
EOPS, CARE, SSS .
TEAM Teach . . .

Follow-up: Student
Success Comm ittee
and the
Counselor/Advisor
Group

Standard I: Mission and
Effectiveness
[]
A-Mission
n B-Institutional
Effectiveness
Standard
II :
Student
Learning Programs and
Services
n A-Instructional
Programs
B-Student
0
Support
0
C-Library
And
Learn ing
Standard III: Resources
A-Human
0
B-Physical
0
[J
C-Technology
n D-Financial
Standard IV- Leadership
and Governance
[]
A-Decision
Making
B-Board and
Administration

Student Strategic Planning/Student Town Hall Meeting
2009-2012
February 27, 2009

COUNSE
LlNG/ADV
ISING

l

•

Students being
unaware of
counseling/advi
sing services on
campus

•
•

Advertise from
students
viewpoint
Informational
booths in the
high traffic areas
(all day) during
the first week of
school

Follow-up: Student
Success Committee
and the
Counselor/Advisor
Group

Standard I: Mission and
Effectiveness
o A-Mission
.
B-Institutional
0
Effectiveness
I
Standard
II:
Student
Learning Programs and I
Services
[J
A-Instructional
Programs
I
n B-Student
Support
n C-Library And I
Learning
I
Standard III: Resources
0
A-Human
0
B-Physical
I
0
C-Technology
o D-Financial
I
Standard IV- Leadership
and Governance
A-Decision
0
Making
I
B-Board and
Administration

I

-
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Student Strategic Planning/Student Town Hall Meeting
2009-2012
February 27, 2009

STUDENT
SERVICE

•

S
CATEGO
RICAL
PROGRA
MS

-
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Reminders of
what services
are available,
Reiterate
available help

•
•
•
•

Text messaging
Club Rush/Booth
set-up
Ambassadors
More frequent
town halls

Follow-up: Student
Success Committee &
Categorical Programs

Standard I: Mission andEffectiveness
A-Mission
0
B-Institutional
0
I
Effectiveness
Standard
II:
Student
Learning Programs and
Services
A-Instructional
0
Programs
0
B-Student
I
Support
[I
C-Library
And
Learning
Standard III: Resources
A-Human
U
B-Physical
U
[]
C-Technology
D-Financial
U
Standard IV- Leadership
and Governance
A-Decision
I
0
Making
B-Board and
Administration
I

Student Strategic Planning/Student Town Hall Meeting
2009-2012
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STUDENT
SERVICE

S
CATEGO
RICAL
PROGRA
MS
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•

Awareness of
services and
programs

•
•
•

Shuttle Usage
availability
Rush week
information
distribution
Kiosk/Weekly
announcements

Follow-up: Student
Success Committee &
Categorical Programs

Standard I: Mission and
Effectiveness
A-Mission
0
B-Institutional
0
Effectiveness
II:
Student
Standard
Learning Programs and
Services
u A-Instructional
Programs
B-Student
0
Support
n C-Library And
Learning
Standard III: Resources
A-Human
U
B-Physical
U
C-Technology
0
o D-Financial
Standard IV- Leadership
and Governance
A-Decision
U
Making
B-Board and
Administration

I

I

I

Student Strategic Planning/Student Town Hall Meeting
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STUDENT
SERVICE

S

No one showed up for
Breakout III

CATEGO
RICAL
PROGRA
MS

-
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Follow-up: Student
Success Committee &
Categorical Programs

Standard I: Mission and
Effectiveness
A-Mission
0
B-Institutional
0
Effectiveness
Standard
II:
Student
Learning Programs and
Services
A-Instructional
0
Programs
U
B-Student
Support
C-Library
And
0
Learning
Standard III: Resources
A-Human
0
B-Physical
U
[l
C-Technology
D-Financial
0
Standard IV- Leadership
and Governance
A-Decision
0
Making
B-Board and
Administration

Student Strategic Planning/Student Town Hall Meeting
2009-2012
February 27,2009

REGISTR
ATION/C
USTOME
R
SERVICE
S/RECOR
OS

•
•
•
•

Portal
Login
Customer
Services
Front counter

•

•

•
•
•

=

.net to .edu
conisistency
Promoting help
desk
Extending
hours for help
desk (ext.2002)
Video's (how
to)
Portal Education
( i.e. face to face
workshops)

Same extension for
login
New student
orientation gives
acronym breakout
Follow-up: Student
Success Committee
and Front Office Staff

-
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-

-

-

Standard I: Mission and
Effectiveness
II
A-Mission
[1
B-Institutional
Effectiveness
Standard
II:
Student
Learning Programs and
Services
A-Instructional
0
Programs
B-Student
LJ
Support
C-Library
And
0
Learning
Standard III: Resources
A-Human
0
u B-Physical
n C-Technology
D-Financial
0
Standard IV- Leadership
and Governance
A-Decision
U
Making
B-Board and
Administration
-

-

-

-
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REGISTR
ATION/C
USTOME
R
SERVICE
S/RECOR

•

•
Customer
Service

•

OS

•
•
•
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Smiles - positive
attitudes,
acknowledgeme
nt at arrival
Reorganization
at front counter
line configuration
information at
the doorredirect at door
(greeter)
All forms, better
signage and
accessibility
Customer
service training
No pointing to
forms location

Students are our
business
No smiles, bring to
their attention
Everyone is
responsible for
customer service
Follow-up: Student
Success Committee
and Front Office Staff

Standard I: Mission and
Effectiveness
A-Mission
U
B-Institutional
LJ
Effectiveness
Standard
II:
Student
Learning Programs and
Services
A-Instructional
LI
Programs
LJ
B-Student
Support
C-Library
And
IJ
Learning
Standard III: Resources
A-Human
0
B-Physical
0
C-Technology
El
IJ
D-Financial
Standard IV- Leadership
and Governance
A-Decision
Ll
Making
B-Board and
Administration
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REGISTR
ATION/C
USTOME
R
SERVICE
S/RECOR
OS

•

Inaccurate
information
- Lack of
information
for students

•
•

•
•

•
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Facts sheets at
counter with
factual
information
First week of
school student
ambassadors to
assist incoming
students
Ask me shirts,
and let me help
you find it
Help desk
instant
messaging
Tour for new
students

Maps are wrong, need
correction
Librarian gives
wonderful tours
Follow-up: Student
Success Committee
and Front Office Staff

Standard I: Mission and
Effectiveness
A-Mission
0
B-Institutional
0
Effectiveness
Standard
II:
Student
Learning Programs and
Services
0
A-Instructional
Programs
B-Student
D
Support
C-Library
And
0
Learning
Standard III: Resources
A-Human
lJ
B-Physical
lJ
n C-Technology
D-Financial
0
Standard IV- Leadership
and Governance
A-Decision
II
Making
B-Board and
Administration

Administrative Procedure 2410
Policy and Administrative Procedure
review and consideration without being routed through the review and approval process. However,
the proposed or revised policies and procedures will be sent to the CPC, PGC, the Academic Senate
Presidents, the Faculty Association President and the DLC as a courtesy.
New or revised procedures that outline an existing process may be presented by the Chancellor to
the Board of Trustees for review without being routed through the review and approval process.
However, the revised policies and procedures will be sent to the CPC, PGC, the j\cademic Senate
Presidents, the Faculty Association President and the DLC as a courtesy.
Timeline
In most instances, policy and procedure review and approval will be based on a two-month cycle at
the college level. Once the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet agrees to move new or revised policies
and/ or procedures forward to the CPC, PGC, the Academic Senate Presidents and the Faculty
Association President, the review and approval process timeline officially begins. The groups will
have 60 days in which to complete the review and approval process at the college level and submit
final comments, recommendations or actions taken with regard to the policy and/ or procedure to
the Chancellor's Office.
At the completion of the 60 days (or sooner if the appropriate groups have completed their review
and approval process), the policy and/ or procedure will be placed on the DLC agenda for final
review and approval if applicable. Following DLC final review, will be placed on the Board of
Trustees agenda for a first reading, with consideration to follow at a subsequent meeting. The
Board of Trustees will be provided with the Chancellor's final recommendation, along with the
completed routing form which will include the comments, recommendations and actions taken by
the appropriate groups. Procedures will be presented to the Board of Trustees for review and
information only, unless the procedure is to be included in Chapter 2 (Board of Trustees section) of
the district's policies and procedures. If the procedure is to be included in Chapter 2, it will be
placed on the Board of Trustees agenda for a first reading, with consideration to follow at a
subsequent meeting.
The t1meline may be shorted due to various circumstances including, but not limited to, changes in
law or urgent need. However, the Chancellor's Office shall notify all applicable groups of the
shortened timeline.
After review and/or approval by the Board of Trustees, policies and procedures will be posted to
the District's website. The College Presidents, Academic Senate Presidents, and Faculty Association
President will also be notified as to the status of the proposed or revised policies and procedures.

Board approval date: 3/7/06
Revised procedure approval date: 6/26/07
Revised procedure approval date: 10/26/10
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Administrative Procedure 2410
Policy and Administrative Procedure
5. In the case of review and approval by the Academic Senate Presidents or Faculty Association
President, any comments, recommendations or actions taken with regard to the policy
and/ or procedure shall be sent to the Chancellor's Office by the individuals serving in those
capacities. As a courtesy, the comments, recommendations or actions taken should also be
sent to the College Presidents.
6. The Chancellor's Office will take the policy and/ or procedure to the District Leadership
Council (DLC) for review and approval.
7. After DLC review, and upon final review by the Chancellor, policies will be placed on the
Board of Trustees agenda for a first reading, with consideration to follow at a subsequent
meeting. Procedures will be presented to the Board of Trustees for review and information
only, unless the procedure is to be included in Chapter 2 (Board of Trustees section) of the
dis trict's policies and procedures. If the procedure is to be included in Chapter 2, it will be
placed on the Board of Trustees agenda for a first reading, with consideration to follow at a
subsequent meeting.
Submission of Policies and Procedures for Review
When submitted to the CPC, PGC, the Academic Senate Presidents, the Faculty Association
President, and the DLC, the policy and/ or procedure shall be accompanied by a routing form which
will include the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policy/ Procedure Number
Policy /Procedure Name
Indication of new or revised policy/procedure
Initiator of proposed new or revised policy/procedure
Purpose for new or revised policy/ procedure
Anticipated timeline for review and approval process

New policies and procedures will be submitted to the appropriate groups as a "clean" copy.
Revised policies and procedures will be submitted to the appropriate groups using the following
editing marks:
•
•

Deleted text to be shown in :m'iketht'Ough prifl:t
Added text to be shown in bold print

Nonsubstantive ("clean up" or "housekeeping") revisions to policies and procedures (i.e. names; title
changes; addition or deletion of references) that do not change the intent or meaning of the policy
or procedure may be recommended by the Chancellor to the Board of Trustees for review and/ or
consideration without being routed through the review and approval process. However, the revised
policies and procedures will be sent to the CPC, PGC, the Academic Senate Presidents, the Faculty
Association President and the DLC as a courtesy.
Policies and procedures dealing strictly with the Board of Trustees (Chapter 2 of the district's
policies and procedures) may be recommended by the Chancellor to the Board of Trustees for
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Student Government Association

Meeting Minutes
October 28 th, 2010
1.

Call to order:
Ryan Cardoza called to order the regular meeting of the Student Government Association at
10:05 am on October 28 th 2010 in room 233.
Officers Present:
Ron Oxford: Advisor
Ryan Cardoza: President
Maleny Rodriguez: Vice President
Devin Scott: Sergeant at arms
Kelsey La Traille: Activity Coordinator
Brittany Burkhart: Treasurer
Richard De Los Santos: Interim Public Relations Officer
Columbus Hasberry: Mascot
Danielle Van Baren: Freshman Class Representative
Adrian Dotimas: Sophomore Class Representative
Angelica Wilson: Historian
Members and others Present:
Matthew Warren
Derek Sanchez
Cecilia Campos

2.

Minutes Approval:
Richard De Los Santos motions to approve minutes from meetings September 30th , October
th

14

,

and October 21st at the same time, Angelica Wilson seconds. Ryan Cardoza wants to make

changes on the minutes from September 30th to show that the minutes were submitted by
Victoria Hotchkiss. Motion passes unanimously.
3.

Reports:
Comment Boxes: Richard De Los Santos explains that more time is needed to properly compile
his report.

4.

Action Items:
Angelica Wilson moves to add an additional action item to make Brittany Burkhart secretary for
either semester,or year, or interim, Richard De Los Santos seconds motion. Devin Scott
comments that it should be an interim position only. Motion is called an emergency action item
today and put to a vote. Motion passes unanimously

5.

Discussion Items:
Ryan Cardoza shows us team page on portal and pOints out comment box subsection and talks
about the (issue tracking system' if it is successful it will be opened up to the public. Kelsey La
Traille asks if it is made open to the public and an issue is out of our hands, how do we handle

that situation. Ryan Cardoza replies that the comments would only be shown if they are
approved and are given a pending status.
Discussion about goals map from last meeting: Richard De Los Santos suggests that we take it
one goal at a time. Kelsey La Traille suggests we go for community activities first. Ryan Cardoza
asks that everyone be in charge of one goal on a separate worksheet at another pOint in time.
Discussion follows about what constitutes community activity. Derek Sanchez suggests that the
goal description be to be more active in the community with SGA involvement and to better the
community around us. There is talk about how to handle the goals, whether to have one big
goal bi-monthly with smaller community activities interspersed. Maleny Rodriguez suggests a
big once yearly event such as the 'day of caring' from United Way. Richard De Los Santos
suggests subcommittees for each goal. Devin Scott suggests that instead of creating events we
volunteer at existing ones as a group. Ryan Cardoza brings up adding pre-planned community
events to our goals map and worksheet for community activities. Ryan Cardoza then talks about
the importance of the activities coordinator having the resources that he/she needs to plan the
events.
Next item on goal map is supporting students. Derek Sanchez volunteers to take lead on this
topic. Richard De Los Santos talks about importance of assisting students with their wants and
needs and suggests adding that as the goal description. Maleny Rodriguez asks if we want a
target date for this item, or to just have it ongoing. Ryan Cardoza suggests we have checkpoints
because we do have to be able to measure our progress. Richard De Los Santos suggests
utilizing verbal surveys to create a list of questions, and Maleny Rodriguez talks about just
letting students know about upcoming events verbally and asking about their questions or
concerns. Ryan Cardoza suggests we move outreach to go under support students. Devin Scott
discusses having a 1 month goal to better our student outreach. Kelsey La Traille talks about
how supporting students has the most falling under it and that it basically defines SGA, there is
agreement and discussion follows on how to handle this goal. Ryan Cardoza asks for just one
idea on how to reach the student support goal, Richard De Los Santos suggests outreach as the
major component. Maleny Rodriguez suggests putting 'educate ourselves' under this goal so
that SGA members will be knowledgeable enough to address student concerns and understand
their responsibilities, as well as sitting on committees. Ron Oxford pOints out the importance of
at least knowing who you can direct particular student concerns to. Overall goal discussion
follows, to have happy students, or a more specific goal. Kelsey La Traille suggests a student
survey. Ryan Cardoza brings up self surveys as well. Maleny Rodriguez makes the point that an
increase in student involvement is a good indicator of reaching our goals. Adrian Dotimas says
that increasing our numbers could also be a good indicator. Ryan Cardoza and Richard De Los
Santos discuss periodic self assessments. Richard De Los Santos also brings up sub-committees
for this goal. Ryan Cardoza asks for everyone to look into their job duties to see how we can
help with this goal through our job duties.
Ryan Cardoza mentions breaking up the rest of the goals and to do it on our own time and bring
what we came up with to the next meeting. Maleny Rodriguez asks for 'outreach', Richard De
Los Santos wants 'campus activities', Ryan Cardoza wants 'team building', Angelica Wilson

wants tsga/icc guide', Maleny Rodriguez wants 'club support' as well, Brittany Burkhart will take
tcommittees'.
6. Meeting Adjourned at 10:54 am
7. Minutes Submitted by Brittany Burkhart

ICC Minutes 10/21/10
Called to order at 11:14am by Ryan Cardoza.
•

Discussion:
Bulletin boards duty that was taken on by the Veterans Student Club Association was
called into question because of non-action on their part to date; clarification was
needed for usage of the bulletin boards. Clayton stated that the boards were solely for
ICC purposes (I.E. club updates etc.). Veterans Student Club Association was unavailable
to comment at the time. There was discussion of opening the job to other clubs when
the Veterans Student Club Association and SIFE arrived.

•

New event updates:
-AGS: film appreciation night. AGS also called for volunteers to help with concessions
and set building and design for the carnival. Volunteers should go to the conference
th
room from 1-5pm to help out. The Halloween event will take place on October 30 from

6-10pm. Clayton discussed the kind of games to go along with SIFE's Haunted House.
AGS regional conference will be on the 5th, all attendees must pay $55 for the
opportunity to take part in workshops and activities, anyone is welcome to go.
-Veterans Student Club Association: No upcoming events on the calendar other than the
combined Halloween event with SIFE and AGS. This event is open to all clubs to
participate in.
-Nursing Club: IHOP flyer event to earn a percentage back from all flyers brought in to
IHOP on a particular day TBA.
-SIFE: Art and poetry event on November

17th

with SPLAAT from ll-1pm including a

bake sale. -rhis is a free event and other clubs are welcome to participate. Most events
are almost over for the year with the exception of the canned food drive in the library,
admin bUilding, DSPS office, and snack bar.
•

More discussion items:
-Dr. Oxford asked about the success of the meet the candidate's forum, SIFE replied that
about 150 people were in attendance. Ryan commented on how fast this event was
pulled together with the 14 candidates.
-Vera Kennedy asked about sign ups for students to show their art at SPLAAT and SIFFE's
art event, SPLAAT replies to contact the club advisor or president to sign up for art but
mentions that the majority of the art will be solicited), or to contact SIFE regarding
poetry or dance signups. Vera mentions need for signups to filter out some material.
-AGS is still accepting donations for their prize drawing which will take place November
st

1 at noon in the quad. Clayton talked about the different prizes that your donations
could win including a computer, football game tickets, and movie tickets. More prize
drawings will follow if this one is successful. AGS will also be selling candy for a dollar

,

,

each to help fund their trip to the state convention in the spring.
-Veterans Student Club Association will be having a popcorn fundraiser (3 bags for $10).
There will also be a veteran's luncheon on November 9th from 11:30-lpm, must call 9253312 to RSVP. This event is held every year to honor veteran's day.
-SIFE will be holding a business etiquette luncheon on October 28

th

,

see career center

for signup sheet.
-SPLAAT will have a day ofthe dead shrine done by October 22

nd

,

it will be 7'x6' and

installed -in the library. This is an interactive piece, people may add on to the shrine
th

which will be actually installed on Monday October 25 through November 5th • There is
a call for participation from other clubs. A plaque will tell about the traditions of th is
holiday and encourage student participation. There is a promenade planned, however
the details will not be disclosed as it is a surprise event. There is also a facilities request
for a bake sale on November 1st •
-AGS student town hall will take place this Friday with 10 seats still available. It will be
from 11-1 and not 10 as it is written in the agenda. Food will be provided and Susan
commented that students in attendance will receive planners.
-SGA/ICC ad hoc committee to talk about structure and guidelines at first meeting. More
information to be added later and must be approved by SGA/ICC/PGC. Student
participation is extremely important to help guide future years. This meeting is open to
everyone as the rules made will affect everyone.
-Culinary Club: tickets will be on sale to win a thanksgiving dinner to be picked up
th
Thanksgiving Day. Also, on October 30 there will be a chili cook-off with the club

advisor and 4 others to attend; if they win the prize is a used car. Discussion followed on
what to do with the car if won. There will be a Bistro coming up, although this is from
th

the culinary class, and not the club. The outdoor restaurant will be open November 8
and 10th • SPLAAT asks about the price per ticket ofthe thanksgiving dinner, Culinary
Club responds that the tickets will be $5 each with the drawing on November 23
st

sales will begin November 1

rd

•

ticket

•

-Susan asked about whether the school will have a parade or a float, Vera replied that it
must use the theme of the school. Ryan asked about any lead-takers for an ad hoc
committee, Vera replied that AGS would take lead and welcome all other club
participation. This will be added to the next agenda.
-Nurse's club left for another meeting
-Veterans Student Club Association has no information to give regarding the planned
information booth/signage. Susan said that a booth might not be feasible after talking to
the campus architect. Ryan talked about attempts made last year and said that the
structure must be moveable, temporary, and aesthetically pleasing. SPLAAT brought up
the inefficiencies in design and planning. Dr. Oxford called for student representation to

,

.

go to Addington about what students want rather than small groups of people. Ryan
agrees to look into the situation. Dean Lopez brought up the Miramar campus and how
they have information signs of the type that our school has been unable to erect, he
agreed to take a photo ofthe signs to PGS to try to implement at our school. Ryan also
asked the veterans to look into it. Vera brought up that before making a presentation on
the need for these signs, a proposal should be put together. Ryan asked the veterans if
they could implement these signs if given the amount of money required, Susan asked if
it would have to go before PGc. Vera said that specifications would be needed before
any formal proposal could be made to PGc. The Veterans club will try to have the specs
ready by the next meeting.
-Ryan brought up upcoming committee meeting dates and called for clubs/students to
sit in, Vera asked for an emailed copy of the schedule to pass on to her students.
Student representatives to these committees will report back to ICC with relevant
information.
-Clayton brought up making a template to grade the success of club events. This will
show what does and doesn't work so that other clubs won't have the same issues over
and over.
-Dr. Oxford talked about the art display currently for sale in the administration building.
•

Meeting adjourned at 12pm

•

Minutes submitted by Brittany Burkhart

•

West Hills College Lemoore
Planning and Governance Council
Wednesday - February 3, 2010, 2:00 p.m.
Conference Center, Rm. 256

AGENDA
Call to Order
Roll Call
Approval of minutes
• January 20, 2010
Action Items:
There are no action items at this time.
Information/Discussion Items
1.

Child Development Program Review

Pat Kraft-Chapman

2.

Student Town Hall Matrix Update

Jose Lopez

3. Program Review Summary Form

Dave Bolt

4. Student Government Association
• ASB/SGA Student Body Card monies

Angel Isidoro

5. Curriculum Committee Report

Stephanie Droker /Dave Bolt

6. Academic Senate Report

Stephanie Droker

7. Accreditation

Dave Bolt

9. Report from Committee Representative
a) Student Learning Outcomes Committee
b) Institutional Effectiveness and Program Review Committee
c) Budget Allocation Committee
d) Employee Success and Development Committee
e) Student Success Committee
f) Facilities, Safety and Auxiliary Services Committee
g) Technology Committee

David Babb
Dave Bolt
Dave Bolt
Marlon Hall
Sylvia Dorsey- Robinson
John Bernal
Ron Oxford

10. Strategic Planning Grid (11/13/09)

Stephanie Droker

11. Graduation Committee

Jose Lopez

12.

Other

13. Agenda items for next meeting

14 Adjournment

West Hills College Lemoore
Planning and Governance Council
Wednesday - February 3, 2010, 2:00 p.m.
Conference Center, Rm. 256

MINUTES
Members Present:
David Babb, Student Learning Outcomes Chair
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services
America Bryant, CSEA/Classified Representative
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Vice President of Student Services
Stephanie Droker, Academic Senate President
Marty Ennes, CTA/Faculty Representative
Marlon Hall, Associate Dean of Educational Services, Evening College
Jose Lopez, Dean of Students
Ron Oxford, Librarian
John Ieronimo for John Bernal, Director of Facilities & Auxiliary Services
Angela Tos, CTA/Faculty Representative
Don Warkentin, President
Angel Isidoro, Student Government Association Representative
Members Absent:
Linda Amaya-Guenon, Counselor/Advisor
Keith Brock, CSEA/Classified Representative
John Bernal, Director of Facilities & Auxiliary Services
Rene Sanchez, Curriculum Committee Chair
Others Present:
Pat Kraft-Chapman
Call to Order
Mr. Warkentin called the meeting to order at 2:00 p.m.
Roll Call
A silent roll call was taken and a quorum was present.
Approval of minutes
The minutes of the January 20,2010 meeting were approved with corrections on a
motion by Marty Ennes; it was seconded by Ron Oxford, all in favor with one
abstention, (Angela Tos) motion passed.
Action Items:
There were no action items at this time.
Information/Discussion Items
Child Development Program Review
Pat Kraft Chapman, the originator of the Child Development Program Review was in
attendance to answer potential questions or concerns about the Review. Pat reported
that this program is short on staff; the classes are filled to capacity which has resulted in
1.

1
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student complaints and the loss of some students to COS. Pat stated that she had always
identified the need for a new full-time instructor, and if not full-time, at least an adjunct
faculty. Mr. Warkentin reported that he had asked Dave Bolt, chair of the Budget
Allocation Committee, to maintain a prioritized list of needed faculty when hiring is
again a consideration. Mr. Warkentin asked if there were any questions for Pat. There
were no questions.
2. Student Town Hall Matrix Update
Jose Lopez distributed the updated matrix which originated from the student town hall
meeting on 2/27/2009. Overlapping classes, lack of classes, kiosks to display
information are some of the concerns. Currently the catalog is being revised and
reviewed, along with the student handbook. Jose is looking at the possibility of a video
monitor to display announcements and to be housed in one of the display cases. This
would be an alternative to a kiosk. Marty Ennes suggested a monitor be placed in the
room where the beverage machines are located. The next student town hall forum is
scheduled on March 19th to again address the issues in this matrix, as well any new
concerns. It will be held in the morning, followed by a second Student Leadership
Conference in the afternoon. The matrix will be reviewed again at the Student
Leadership event. Jose has invited David Bautista, speaker and author, to speak at the
Student Leadership Conference. Marty reported that at her learning area meeting
discussion transpired about tutoring. The issue was the tutoring course which teaches
general tutoring. An additional workshop to model one on one tutoring practices is
needed. Several instructors are putting materials together on how to tutor one on one.
America Bryant, in reference to the financial aid concern, stated that they offer on
campus workshops to help students complete the application on line. Also a concern
was information about student awards. This information is now posted on the portal
and on the financial aid web page. Accessibility was also a concerti with regard to longer
appointments needed with a counselor. There is not a financial aid counselor; however,
they have an open door policy and no appointments are required for assistance.
Financial aid checks are now available on week one to those students with complete
paperwork. Book vouchers are available on a case by case basis due to the accounting
process necessary to manage them. Less than a dozen book vouchers are given out to
students. Angela Tos asked at what point in the process students are notified that they
are disqualified for financial aid. America reported that they run a SAC calculation.
Angela commented that every semester it tends to fall that students are coming out of
the woodwork with financial aid appeals during the first two weeks of school and the
timing from her perspective is really bad. Angela wants to make sure student needs are
met. Jose stated that along with the financial aid check and notification given that all
checks will be mailed in the fall. Additional concerns of students had to do with the food
offered in the snack bar and Wi-Fi concerns. The snack bar manager has stated that it is
too costly to make changes. Mr. Warkentin stated that we will be going to bid for the
student center in the late spring of next year and food service is being considered for the
student center. Parking lots will be added and will bend around southward along with
this project. Regarding the safety concerns, diligent records will be kept and a safety
booklet is being developed to be given to students in the fall. Wi-Fi installations will be
placed in strategic areas (hot spots). Students also want more KART access. Jose stated
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that a meeting with the KART supervisor had been requested with no response. Mr.
Warkentin commented that he will contact the county supervisor if necessary. The
ramps leading up to the library were mentioned as when it rains they become slippery.
Students have suggested that grading be done on the cement in this area. Students have
asked about having class rings and memorabilia for purchase and they are working to
develop an insignia. The lighting around campus has been corrected. It is run by
computer which has to be programmed. Students would like to have sidewalks along
Bush Avenue, but this is something we cannot control as it is private property owned by
developers. It win eventually happen. Additionally, students have concerns with
counseling and advising errors. These concerns are to be addressed by the learning
areas. A student handbook will come out this summer and provide explanation of all the
acronyms used. The SARS system is working great and will help students with
scheduling and tracking. The next project will be e-SARS. Angela asked Ron Oxford to
e-mail her regarding the tutoring component for SARS. A group location needs to be
created. Jose mentioned that a student satisfaction survey will be taken regarding the
portal and customer service. The Student Government Association is planning a club
rush. A new club has been developed; Alpha Gamma Sigma, it has 64 members and is
led by sociology instructor, Vera Kennedy. Also a Culinary Club has been established.
This matrix refers back to the Student Town Hall Forum on 2/27/2009. Mr. Warkentin
would like it to be identified separately for historical purposes and to show that this has
been an on-going effort as more of these are held. He believes these type of activities are
an excellent representation of evidence toward institutional effectiveness and
improvement. Showing that our student body is becoming more active (Le. student
clubs) and their involvement increasing should be included in the accreditation self
study, Standard 2.

3. Program Review Summary Form
Dave Bolt stated that it was brought up at the last PGC meeting that the summary sheet
we discussed in the fall had not been included in the recent program reviews. He asked
if there were other thoughts about this summary sheet and if all three sheets were
necessary. David Babb commented that he understood this was to be a one page quick
summary. Mr. Warkentin asked for consensus on a one page summary sheet, with the
consensus result being to use only the front one page summary sheet. Marty Ennes
questioned if the form could be e-mailed to those in the process of completing their
program reviews. Dave suggested that the form be used on an experimentalfpilot basis
for the remainder of the semester. There are six more program reviews in progress.
4. Student Government Association (SGA)
• ASB/SGA Student Body Card monies
Angel reported that SGA has completed revision of their constitution and voted on it.
It now needs to be sent to Dean Lopez.
Haiti Relief Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson reported that $530 has been received from the
culinary program. Dave Bolt questioned if an individual's contribution would be tax
deductible. This will be funneled through the Foundation and will be tax deductible.
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Marty Ennes suggested getting information out to faculty and staff regarding their
contributions being tax deductible.
The Student Government Association is providing face painting at the Pizza Festival on
April 15 - 17. There will be a circus and carnival set up in parking lot east of the library.
The parking lots will need to be blocked off on Friday through Sunday for this event.
David Babb suggested signage be placed to inform faculty. Angel asked about the
findings concerning the ASB/SGA student body cards. Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson reported
that the athletes are charged $7.50 per semester and it is put into an account by the
district's director of accounting. The collection of these monies is a result of NC2A
athletic requirements. The regulations are still needed in printed form. The monies are
to eventually be accessible to students provided the proper process is followed. Tammy
Weatherman, Director of Accounting, is planning to work with the colleges to put the
necessary mechanisms in place. America Bryant commented that she understands that
students can get a $100 loan from this account, and t it is paid back to this account.
Student body fees can be charged if the association is chartered and they vote to charge
a student body fee. Sylvia believes that this process needs more work and investigation.
Ron Oxford stated that he has an issue concerning the various identification cards used
by students. The library has three full-time employees and one employee spends a vast
majority of her time dealing with sixteen different types of student identification cards.
Ron feels this should not be a library function. He stated that it is a cumbersome
process and seems inappropriate for this to be exclusively handled in the library. Mr.
Warkentin responded that there are future plans to expand the 100 building and these
types of services will be addressed in the new locations therein: i.e. business office,
admissions and records, etc.).

5. Curriculum Committee Report
Stephanie Droker reported that they have not had a Curriculum Committee meeting as
there are technical issues. There are problems with the portal and Blackboard.
6. Academic Senate Report
Stephanie Droker reported that the Academic Senate met last Monday and they are
working on tenure resolutions to be voted on at the next Monday's meeting. Tenure
recommendations will be given to President Warkentin thereafter. There is four faculty
being considered for tenure.
7. Accreditation
Dave Bolt reported that they are reviewing each standard one standard at a time in the
President's Executive Cabinet meetings. They are currently reviewing Standard 2 D.
Standard 3 has been given to the v.rriter; 3B will be done any day now, and 3C will be
done by the end of next week. They are also discussing a potential substantive change
report as 50% of our degrees can now be completed in an online format.
8. Report from Committee Representative
a) Student Learning Outcomes Committee (SLOC)
David Babb reported that the SLOC will have their first meeting on Monday.
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b) Institutional Effectiveness and Program Review Committee (IEPRC)
Dave Bolt reported that the IEPRC has received a number of program reviews and they
are going through the process. They are also going to review the program review booklet
for accuracy and they intend to make a distinct difference between the instructional and
non instructional program review booklets. Mr. Warkentin interjected that WASC does
not care how we conduct program reviews, just that we are doing program reviews.
c) Budget Allocation Committee (BAC)
Dave Bolt reported that the BAC met yesterday and they have over $36, 000 of lottery
money to spend which is a carryover from last year. They are looking at budget requests
from the area committees. Strategies to fully expend the funds will need to be
discussed. They have some confusion about the budget process. There is the proposed
tentative budget, the lottery monies, and new request items. They are going to look at
the different activities and make this concern a discussion item at their meetings.
d) Employee Development and Success Committee (EDSC)
Marlon Hall reported that EDSC will meet today. They are involved with the classified
staff development day on 2/12 and the lunch speaker is a member of the EDSC. Cathy
Barabe has offered to give a workshop on grant writing and she would like to see
participation by faculty. EEO and sexual harassment training are to be coordinated as
further training opportunities.
e) Student Success Committee (SSC)
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson reported that SSC has a meeting on Monday.
f) Facilities, Safety and Auxiliary Services Committee (FSSC)
John Ieronimo was in attendance on behalf of John Bernal. He reported that they had
met with the landscape architect regarding the new Multi-use Sports Complex. He
landscape architect had let them know the proposed changes of plants on campus.
There will be more Chinese Pistachio trees with no more oleanders. He also provided
ideas for the salt problem, i.e. additives. He additionally talked about the need for
leaching the soil for the betterment of the plants. They spoke about the existing pump
and a new pump for new buildings. Mr. Warkentin reported that a meeting was held
with the architect and they have spoken to a professional promoter concerning the
Multi-use Sports Complex. The construction is moving along on schedule. The building
will allow for 3,000 persons.

g) Technology Committee (TC)
Ron Oxford reported that the TC has not met. They are still working on the meeting
schedule. They have done work on the portal and they are also working to expand
communication. There will be links to the various team sites at the district level. The
leader's team for technology is being driven from the district and there are eight team
members. Ron does not think the teams are meeting as yet. The communication is still
not there.

51
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10. Strategic Planning Grid (11/13/09)
Stephanie Droker reported that she has finalized the grid and has sent it to Sylvia
Dorsey-Robinson. Sylvia reported that she, Ron Oxford, and Marlon Hall had met to
assign the various concerns to the appropriate governance teams. Sylvia briefly
reviewed the grid. Marty questioned why plagiarism was assigned to the Planning and
Governance Council (PGC). Sylvia responded that they had looked at the definition of
each committee in an attempt to make assignments. She stated that assignments can
still be changed. Stephanie Droker pointed out that student concerns should be changed
to concerns at this point as the session had other participants, not only students. She
also pointed out that pages 12 and 13 should not be included in this particular version of
the grid.
Mr. Warkentin commented that this type of information represents
institutional effectiveness and is a strong source of evidence for two of our self study
standards. Sylvia will make corrections to the grid and send it for inclusion on the PGC
agenda for approval at the next meeting. There is concern about new employee
orientation for staff and administration. They were not sure where to assign this.
11. Graduation Committee
Jose Lopez reported that graduation will be held on Thursday, May 27 at the same
location and at the same time. There is still no speaker identified and he would like
suggestions. He presented another version of the insignia. Mr. Warkentin will check
with the chancellor's office to see if Board of Trustee approval is needed for an insignia.
Marty Ennes commented that she likes this one much better. Tasks are being assigned
to Graduation Committee members. Mr. Warkentin would like any special graduation
stories to be sent to him for his graduation speech, i.e. father/daughter graduates, etc.
12.0ther
Jose Lopez reported that an activity to raise money for scholarships is being coordinated
and it is entitled "Cooking for Scholars." Three chefs, including our own culinary
instructor, Christian Raia, "vill have a cook-off later this spring. The cost is to be $25 per
plate.

Marty Ennes reported that once again there are problems with the bookstore ordering
the wrong books; not enough books, multiple copies, books not ordered, and the
bookstore seems to not be receptive to getting this figured out. Faculty and students are
very frustrated. The book form sent by Amber Avitia, Educational Services Secretary,
for a 48 hr. delivery was not helpful. It did not work. Mr. Warkentin asked Marty to
gather a list of concerns and he will forward these to Vice Chancellor Stoppenbrink and
ask him to deal with it. A secret shopper was sent to the bookstore recently and a
positive report was received, although they were not purchasing books.
Mr. Warkentin announced that there is a Board of Trustee retreat on Friday, February
5th .
13. Agenda items for next meeting
• Child Development Program Review

..

l

•

•

Planning and Governance Minutes
•
•

12/3/2010

Strategic Planning Grid from 11/13/2009 (To make sure the right
committees are assigned.)
Other completed program reviews

14. Adjournment
The meeting was adjourned at 3:20 p.m.
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Reference:

Education Code Section 10902; Accreditation Standard IVB.I.b and e

The Board may adopt such policies as are authorized by law or determined by the Board to be
necessary for the efficient operation of the District. Board policies are intended to be statements of
intent by the Board on a specific issue within its subject matter jurisdiction.
The policies have been written to be consistent with provisions of law, but do not encompass all
laws relating to district activities. All district employees are expected to know of and observe all
provisions of law pertinent to their job responsibilities.
Policies of the Board may be adopted, revised, added to or amended at any regular board meeting by
a majority vote. Proposed changes or additions shall be introduced not less than one regular
meeting prior to the meeting at which action is recommended.
Administrative procedures are to be issued by the Chancellor as statements of method to be used in
implementing Board Policy. Such administrative procedures shall be consistent with the intent of
Board Policy. Administrative procedures may be revised as deemed necessary by the Chancellor.
The Chancellor shall, annually, provide each member of the Board with copies of the policies and
administrative procedures or any revisions since the last time they were provided. The Board
reserves the right to direct revisions of the administrative procedures should they, in the Board's
judgment, be inconsistent with the Board's own policies.
All policies and administrative procedures shall be readily available through the Chancellor's Office
and/ or the District website.

Board approval date: 9/23/03
Revisions approved by the Board: 3/7/06
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Reference:

Education Code Section 70902

Board Policies and Administrative Procedures are regularly reviewed by the Chancellor's Office.
The Chancellor makes recommendations to the Board of Trustees concerning revisions to existing
policies and procedures or the development of new policies and procedures to ensure that they are
current and comply with state and federal laws.
Any employee, student, or member of the public may initiate a review or development of any policy
or procedure by submitting a request or recommendation in writing to the Chancellor's Office.
Review and Approval Process
Upon receipt of the request or recommendation, the Chancellor's Office may refer to the
Community College League's Policy and Procedure Service for recommended or legally advised
language. The Chancellor's Office may also use the Policy and Procedure listserv to query other
districts for related Board Policies or Administrative Procedures. In some instances, the
Chancellor's Office may request that legal counsel review the policy or procedure language. Other
employees ,vith expertise in specific areas governed by a Board Policy or Administrative Procedure
may also be consulted during the review process.
After initial review by the Chancellor's Office, the policy and/ or procedure will be routed to the
supervisor, manager or Dean of the appropriate department, if applicable, for review (i.e. Student
Services, Human Resources, Business Office, etc.). Following the applicable review, the policy
and/ or procedure will be routed as follows:
1. Policy and/ or procedure to be reviewed and discussed by the Chancellor's Executive
Cabinet.
2. After review by the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet, the policy and / or procedure will be sent
to the College Planning Council (CPC) at West Hills College Coalinga and the Planning and
Governance Council (pGC) at West Hills College Lemoore (through the College Presidents)
for review and approval, if applicable. Simultaneously, the policy and/ or procedure will be
se nt to the Academic Senate Presidents and the Faculty Association President as a courtesy.
3. Review and approval by the Academic Senate Presidents will be requested only if the policy
and/ or procedure deal (s) \vith academic and professional matters. Review and approval by
the Faculty Association President will only be requested if the policy and/ or procedure has
or will have a significant effect on faculty.
4. After review by the CPC and the PGC, any comments, recommendations or actions taken
with regard to the policy and/ or procedure shall be sent to the Chancellor's Office by the
College Presidents.
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District Leadership Council
November 2,2010
MINUTES
Members present:
Pedro Avila, Vice Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Management
Anita Bart, Academic Senate President, West Hills College Coalinga
Marty Ennes, CTA Representative
Carole Goldsmith, Vice Chancellor of Educational Services and Workforce Development
Frank Gornick, Chancellor
Jill Stearns, Vice President of Educational Services, West Hills College Coalinga
(for Willard Lewallen, President, West Hills College Coalinga)
Kurt Sterling, Academic Senate President, West Hills College Lemoore
Ken Stoppenbrink, Vice Chancellor of Business Services
Don Warkentin, President, West Hills College Lemoore
Others present:
Donna Isaac, Executive Assistant
Members absent:
John leronimo, CSEA President

Update and Progress on Accreditation
Frank Gornick briefly commented on the Leadership Retreat held on Friday, October 29
and the presentation by Norval Wellsfry with regard to the colleges' accreditation self
studies.
Don Warkentin stated that it was interesting to have a Commissioner from the
Accrediting Commission make comments about the self studies. He stated that he
thinks there is a disconnect between the training that is provided to colleges and what
the Commissioners are looking for when they read the reports. Don reported that he
has Norv's annotated comments and has shared them with his staff and they will now
be reviewing the report in their specific areas of expertise. The self study will be ready
for a first reading by the Board of Trustees in December, with approval to follow in
January. Don explained that one of the areas of the self study for West Hills College
Lemoore that needs attention is to emphasize the importance of the self evaluation
piece.
Jill Stearns reported that she and Sarah Shepard will be meeting later in the week to
determine how to reevaluate the work that has been done on the self study. West Hills
College Coalinga was hoping to be able to have the final bound document for the Board
of Trustees at their January meeting.
Discussion took place concerning the evidence that will be linked to the self study. It
was agreed that a CD of the documentation will be an easy way to handle this.
Don initiated discussion on the need for a code of ethics for employees. He stated that
this needs to be in place prior to the visit. Frank stated that this policy can be added to
the Policy and Procedure Review Schedule.

District Leadership Council
October 5,2010'
Page 2
SB 1440 Implementation
Anita Bart reported that a webinar is being held on Wednesday, November 3 for the
Academic Senate. Frank stated that the webinar should provide good information for
faculty, counselors and advisors. Kurt Sterling discussed information on the course
identification program (C-ID). He stated that agriculture and communication courses
are done and sociology has been finalized.
Board Policies and Administrative Procedures
The following Board Policies and Administrative Procedures were reviewed by the
group:
•

BP 4030, Academic Freedom - Kurt reported that he sent out a request to Academic
Senate Presidents asking for examples of updated policies and the faculty are
actively working on this. Marty Ennes stated that the language in the current policy
is out of date. Frank stated that a first reading of the policy by the Board of Trustees
is scheduled for December 7,2010. Consideration is scheduled for January 18,
2011.

•

AP 4045, College Library Fines - The group agreed to the proposed changes.
Frank stated that the procedure is currently under review by the various college
groups.

•

BP & AP 4110, Honorary Degrees - The group agreed to the proposed new policy
and procedure. Frank reported that the policy and procedure are currently under
review by the various college groups. A first reading by the Board of Trustees is
scheduled for January 18, 2011. Consideration is scheduled for February 15, 2011.

District Mission and Vision Statement
Frank explained that the district mission and vision statements are in the process of
being reviewed. The goals will also need to be updated. Pedro Avila reported that he
and Carole Goldsmith will be working on the new goals that were determined as a result
of the Strategic Planning Retreat and should have them ready before the end of the
year.
Marty requested that the draft revision be sent electronically.
Other Business
Completion by Design - Frank reported that staff are working with a consultant and are
in the process of pulling together the application for the Gates Foundation grant. West
Hills will serve as the lead agency and several other colleges will join us. He explained
that we are going to try to do things based on research including first generation, low
income and underserved populations.

District Leadership Council
October 5,2010
Page 3
Frank reported that a One Year Schedule Task Force is being formed and he will keep
the group updated on their progress.
The next meeting of the District Leadership Council is scheduled for Monday, December
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Introduction
West Hills College Lemoore (WHCL) opened its doors in January 2002 with initial facilities that
included a library/learning resource center, academic learning center, and administrative/student
services building. In 2005, the college added phase two facilities which included additional
classrooms, vocational laboratories, and a child development center.
WHCL received its initial accreditation in June 2006 making it the only full service accredited
college in Kings County. In November, 2008, the voters approved Measure E in the amount of
$3 I million which is being used as matching funds to construct phase three facilities. These
projects include a multiuse sports complex, additional field sports, an additional academic center,
a performing arts center, and additional administrative offices. Phase three construction began in
October 2009 with the ground breaking of the multiuse sports complex.
The College's Strategic Plan serves as the roadmap to guide the development of the college's
Educational Master Plan, Facilities Master Plan, the Technology Master Plan, and the Distance
Education Master Plan. Combined these plans assist the college in meeting its goals and
evaluating its programs and services.
Each year, a broadly represented group of faculty, staff, students, community members and
administration meet to review and revise the College's Strategic Plan to better identify and
address the needs of the community we serve.
WHCL's mission statement appropriately identifies who our students are and signifies a
commitment to student learning outcomes utilizing innovation, goal orientated strategies, and
community partnerships to provide excellent learning opportunities. We have identified
institutional outcomes that will ensure that our students are prepared with the skills and
experiences needed to succeed in the world of work or to transfer to four year institutions of
higher learning.
These outcomes and their methods of assessments (including data,
interpretations, and strategies for improvement) are detailed in this document (see the WHCL
Institutional Outcome Short Form, pp. 21 - 24).
Through a process of regular evaluation and review, we will be able to constantly update and
revise programs or develop new programs to meet current demand. Our faculty will be provided
with the latest technology and means of delivery to provide high quality instructional
experiences to our students. FacuIty will have access to the latest training opportunities to
further enhance their curriculum and course delivery modalities. Our administrators will have
the tools and information available to make effective and reliable decisions that are based on
sound leadership practices. Together, all of these efforts will provide our students with high
quality learning and success toward their individual goals.
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Executive Summary
From the beginning WHCL has recognized the importance of responding to the community.
Through advisory committees meetings and meetings with public sector representatives, private
industry, and neighboring institutions of higher learning, the college has developed programs and
services that are proactively addressing community educational and workforce requirements.
Not only do such programs meet the employer needs of the area, but they also offer work
training opportunities to students who are underrepresented, many of whom struggle
academically.
WHCL's collaborating partners are vital to our students' success. WHCL has on-gomg
partnerships with the local hospitals, workforce investments boards (WIBS), county
administrative offices, local feeder high schools, four year universities, as well as many industry
representatives.
The development of recent educational programs such as the associate degree in nursmg,
culinary arts certificates, maintenance mechanic certificate, health and human services
certificates, and the associate ' s degree in web development are shining examples of WHCL's
commitment to collaboration, developing career pathways, and exceeding our local community's
workforce development needs.
WHCL's commitment to the community is strengthened by supporting various programs and
services on and off campus. These programs and services include a grant funded by Kings
County to offer GED Preparation Classes to assist adults who have not yet graduated from high
school , local business events like the Chamber of Commerce Pizza Festival to increase local
business visibility, upper division and post baccalaureate courses from Fresno Pacific University
and CSU Fresno, and community education courses that provide learning enrichment for our
neighboring citizens.
In addition, the college is responsive to the needs of Naval Air Station Lemoore. With a base
resident population of approximately 7,000 active military personnel and dependents, the college
is a valued source of education for the base. The college maintains an office and classrooms on
the base, but most base students also come to the college campus. The needs of these personnel
are varied, ranging from newly enlisted servicemen who may have little education and are in
need of basic classes, to highly educated military personnel and dependents. WHCL seeks to
offer courses to meet the spectrum of requirements, and works closely with base officials to
select and design these courses.
WHCL faculty, staff, and administrators also know that education does not only occur within the
classroom. In order to enhance the learning opportunities of the community we serve, WHCL
provides outreach services and brings local events to broaden social awareness of diverse socioeconomic issues. Previous events have included nationally recognized authors, cultural
celebrations, visiting delegates from other nations, and political activists.
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Strategic Planning Process
As a result of the West Hills Community College District's strategic planning process, West
Hills College Lemoore has developed its own strategic plan to align with the district's mission,
vision, and strategic goals.
The strategic planning process begins each fall semester with the identification of administrators,
faculty, staff, students, and community members who will make up the Strategic Planning
Committee. The purpose of this committee is to evaluate, revise, and improve the college's
strategic plan. Although this plan is a long tenn commitment to the college's mission and vision,
annual review is required to keep our institution focused on current trends and changes that
affect our students' total development. This annual review ensures accuracy, relevancy, and
alignment with the district's overall mission. The college's perfonnance indicators are assessed
annually to ensure adherence to the college's mission and vision statements.
Planning meetings consist of infonnation gathering sessions which include an internal and
external scan. The internal scan includes discussion of student demographics (current and
anticipated), student success indicators, college needs and challenges, and an assessment of our
successes and our opportunities for growth. The external scan includes discussion of population
trends, economic growth, job training needs, impact of the Lemoore Naval Air Station, and other
external factors that will affect the college.
The success of the strategic planning process is dependent upon the college's shared governance
system. Responses from the strategic planning sessions are tracked and mapped to specific
committee or department personnel for implementation. Timelines are detennined and a
communication network has been developed to infonn the college shareholders of these
outcomes.
The Strategic Planning Committee (its participating students, faculty, staff, administrators, and
community members) are to be commended for their commitment to our college and for their
Successful
collaborative effOlis in support of our comprehensive planning process.
implementation of the college strategic plan and its evaluation will require the ongoing
participation of the shared governance process (councils/committees, college students, faculty
and staff, and the community) as we work together to achieve our mission, vision, and goals.
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MissionNision and Institutional Outcomes

Mission Statement
West Hills College Lemoore enriches the lives of our students and the community we serve by being
dedicated to quality educational learning opportunities and partnerships. The college provides a positive
environment that is committed to student learning and empowering students to achieve their educational
goals.

VISion Statement
Learning Through Excellence and Innovation.
**************************************************************************
Institutional Outcome 1 - WHCL is committed to provide quality education to students and the
community.
Measurements:
1. Community Participation Rates
2. High School Graduates Participation Rates
3. Overall Success Rates
4. Overall Retention Rates
5. Persistence Rates (continuous enrollment)
6. Student Learning Outcomes Implementation and assessment
Institutional Outcome 2 - WHCL is committed to empower students to achieve their educational goals.
Measurements:
1. Basic skills math successful course completion & retention
2. Basic skills ESL successful course completion & retention
3. Basic skills English successful course completion & retention
4. Vocational courses successful course completion & retention
5. Degree and certificate completion
6. Transfers to four year institutions
Institutional Outcome 3 - WHCL will effectively maintain and increase its resources and productivity.
Measurements:
I. Monitor Student Headcount
2. Meet Full-Time Equivalent Students (FTES) Goals
3. Successful Grant Acquisitions
4. Increase Revenue Generated by Outside Capitol Campaign Activities
Institutional Outcome 4 - WHCL will identify and disaggregate its student population groups.
Meas urements:
I . Monitor student demographics (age, ethnicity, gender, socio-economic status)
2. Identify special populations as determined by categorical programs
3. Monitor veterans and dependents
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Guiding Principles
West Hills College Lemoore is student-centered and is dedicated to providing high quality learning
opportunities. We are guided by our core values:

Access:

Ensure accessibility to all our programs and services.

Collaboration:

Emphasize efforts to understand and meet community needs and garner
community support. Support collaborative decision-making processes.

Community:

Develop and foster a sense of community within the college.

Diversity:

Respect and embrace
environments.

Excellence:

Provide high quality learning, teaching, and service opportunities.

Innovation:

Support innovation and technology to enhance learning environments,
services, and communication.

Integrity:

Advocate and demonstrate honesty, truthjitlness, equity, and ethics.

Mutual Respect:

Promote an environment of open communication.
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diversity

in

our programs

and learning

Themes
There are several "themes" woven into each of the Institutional Outcomes and their respective
success indicators.

Institutional Commitments to provide high quality educational programs and services consistent
with the institutional and college mission by focusing on student learning;
Evaluation, Planning, and Improvement is an ongoing process that includes goal setting;
distribution of funding, facilities and staffing; implementation, and reevaluation;
Student Learning Outcomes demonstrates the college' s effectiveness to produce and support
student learning by developing student learning outcomes at the course, program, celiificate, and
degree level;
Organization is demonstrated by having adequate staff, resources and a shared governance
decision-making process to identify and make public: student learning outcomes, to evaluate
the effectiveness of programs in producing those outcomes, and to make improvements;
Dialogue is open and honest participation in the college's process of self-reflection based on
reliable information about the college's programs and services and evidence on how well the
institution is meeting student needs;
Institutional Integrity is demonstrated by concern with honesty, truthfulness, and the manner in
which the college represents itself to all communities, internal and external.
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Data Analysis
Strategic Planning provides an opportunity to evaluate the demographics and characteristics of
our students and their educational goals. We use this data (perfonnance indicators) to discern
patterns and trends. This infonnation also provides different modalities of assessment to ensure
that we are achieving our institutional outcomes.
WHCL's perfonnance indicators are mapped back to our mISSIOn statement and institutional
outcomes. Data is collected annually to address and measure each institutional outcome.

Institutional Outcome 1 - WHCL is committed to provide quality education to students and tlte
community. Providing quality education is the mission of West Hills College Lemoore. In order
to evaluate our perfonnance for this institutional outcome, data is collected from different
sources and used as key measurements to detennine the college's level of achievement.
Measurements include : Community Participation Rates, High School Graduates Participation
Rates, Overall Success Rates, Overall Retention Rates, Persistence Rates (continuous
enrollment), and Student Learning Outcomes Implementation and Assessment.
For the 2008 - 2009 academic year, it was noted that Avenal and Kettlemen City have the lowest
population participation rates (l.a). These two cities are located farthest from the WHCL
campus. This data supports the idea that a campus center is needed in A venal. Strategy: Funds
from the recent bond measure have been allocated to develop a center (to provide classes and
support programs) in Avenal.
Another trend to note concerns retention rates (I.c). Retention rates have been on a declining
trend for the past four years. Retention has a direct impact on student success rates; therefore,
success rates have declined at almost the same rate as retention. Online retention rates are about
5 percentage points below face-to-face retention rates. Strategy: This issue was discussed at the
Distance Education Strategic Planning retreat and has become a top priority for the Distance
Education program.
Student Learning Outcomes (SLO) Assessment (I.d) continues to drive the college' s curricula
evaluation review process. SLO have been written for all college courses, and faculty and staff
have persisted to develop and assess outcomes for programs and services. Strategy: Continue
SLO development and assessment to ensure curricula and support services are evaluated
consistently and accurately.

Institutional Outcome 2 - WHCL is committed to empower students to acltieve their
educational goals. Empowering students is the mission of West Hills College Lemoore.
Institutional outcome measurements are: Basic Skills Math Successful Course Completion and
Retention Rates, Basic Skills English as a Second Language (ESL) Successful Course
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Completion and Retention Rates, Basic Skills English Successful Course Completion and
Retention Rates, Vocational Courses Successful Course Completion and Retention Rates (areas
of study include: Administration of Justice, Business, Computer Information Systems, Culinary,
Child Development, Health Sciences, Nursing, and Social Work) , and Degree and Certificate
Completion Rates, and Transfers Rates to Four Year Institutions. (Rather than this, I think vie
should simply enumerate what we are counting as vocational courses. This could be done in a
parenthetical statement after "Vocational Courses. ")
For this institutional outcome, it is noted that Basic Skills English Success Rates are comparable
to the statewide average. In addition, English as a Second Language (ESL) and Math success
rates are well above the state wide average. It should be noted that about 50% of first-term
students are placing into basic skills English and Math. Due to staffing and enrollment issues,
the English as a Second Language (ESL) classes were discontinued aAs of the Spring 2009
semester., English as a gecond Language (EgL) classes have been discontinued. Data supports
the need for ESL classes to be reintroduced into the course schedule in order for WHCL to
maintain its commitment to ESL students. WHCL' s commitment to students 'Nho meet basic
skills academic levels is commendable. WHCL has instituted other support systems to support
basic skills. For example, WHCL' s English lab, (a tutoring lab to support basic skills programs
in this discipline) assists students to achieve their academic goals.
Data supports the idea that WHCL's English Lab has helped students develop foundational skills
in order for them to awelexcel above basic skill capabilities. (a tutoring lab to support basic
skills programs in this discipline) assists students to achieve their academic goals.
Vocational Courses Success and Retention Rates (2.b) continue to be below our peer group
benchmark average. For the past three years, our vocational success rates have been one of the
lowest in the state. It has become apparent that the nature of this classroom format (open entry
lab) for the Business and Computer Science courses have consistently made it difficult to
manage student attendance. Faculty became aware of this challenge and worked with
administration to reformat these classes. generated low success rates. Data supports the idea that
an open entry classroom lab must be adjusted to a more traditional classroom format in order to
promote student success. Strategy: Change Business and Computer Science courses from open
entry lab format to traditional classroom format.

Institutional Outcome 3 - WHCL will effectively maintain and increase its resources and
productivity. Measurements for this institutional outcome are: Monitor Student Headcount,
Meet Full-Time Equivalent Students (FTES) Goals, Successful Grant Acquisitions, and Increase
Revenue Generated by Outside Capitol Campaign Activities.
WHCL (and the district as a whole) has steadily increased student head count and full time
equivalency rates (FTES). In fact, with the current state budget issues, the California
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Community College Chancellor's Office (system office), has decreased WHCL',s FTES
generation quota in order to meet the state budget cuts. These cuts are in spite of the increasing
student enrollment that all California Community Colleges are facing.
WHCL has also been very successful with increasing access to soft money funding through
grants and in-kind services. In the 2008 2009 academic year alone, WHCL received nearly $5
million in soft money funding. Strategy: Continue to work with the district's grant and
marketing departments to capitalize on additional grant acquisitions and in kind service
donations to augment district budget cuts where possible.
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Institutional Outcome1 - WHCL is committed to provide quality education
to students and the community_
1 .a - p opu IafIon P a rf·
IClpa f IOn Ra t es bIy c·t
Ity
04-05
baseline

05·06

06-07

07·08***

08-09

09-10

NA

NA

8.5%

8.7%

8.9

TBD

Kettleman City

3. 8%

4.6%

3.1%

2.5%

3.2%

TSD

Hanford

5.2%

6.0%

5.9%

4.4%

4.8%

TSD

Riverdale

6.6%

7.2%

5.8%

4.8%

5.8%

TSD

Armona

NA

NA

6.2%

5.2%

5.5%

TSD

Stratford

7.2%

9.5%

6.5%

6.1%

6.3%

TSD

Avenal*

6.1%

6.7%

6.7%

3.8%

4.1%

TSD

Laton

9.5%

8.9%

6.8%

5.7%

6.6%

TSD

Lemoore

14.3%

14.8%

14%

10%

10.9%

TSD

Overall

NA

NA

8%

5.8

6.4%

TSD

Review Date

NA

NA

Fall 2007

Fall 2008

Fall 2009

Fall 2010

CITIES

ARCC Benchmark :
CCC Overall

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

Educational
Master Plan
Student Success
Committee

Source: US Census (2000) ; WHCCD Data Warehouse; *ARCC report Focus on Results: Accountability Reporting for the Californ ia
Community Colleges; CA Department of Finance
*Inmate population was removed
Note: Population participation rate is determined by unduplicated annual student headcount from each city divided by total population of city.
** Data will be provided in next .year's ARCC report
***City population data was updated with 2008 projections from CA Department of Finance
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INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN(S)

Student Equity
Plan
Transfer Plan

1.b - High School Graduates Participation Rates
HIGH
SCHOOLS
Benchmark:
CCC Overall

2007 HS
Graduates

2007
Fall
Enrolled

2007
Target

Target @
30%
Enrollment

+/-

30% Participation Rate

2008 HS
Graduates

2008
Fall
Enrolled

2008
Target

Target @
30%
Enrollment

RESPONSIBLE

INSTITUTIONAl

COMMITTEE

PLAN(S)

+/-

30% Participation Rate

Hanford High

294

56

88

-32

308

37

High

76
40

23
12
91
107
29
350

-5
-6
+3
+46
+9
+15

124
41
344
375
65
1,257
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Laton High

West

-55

Riverdale

Avenal High

96

18
6
94
153
38

WHCL Total

1,167

365

Hanford High

303

Lemoore High

358

Review Date

Fall 2008

3
57
86
25
219

12
103
113
20
377

-26
-9
-46
-27
6
-158

Student
Success
Committee

Fall 2009

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse; California Postsecondary Education Commission (CPEC)
Note: High school participation rates reflect the percentage of high school graduates attending WHCCD in the fall semester following their high
school graduation.
- Update in progress
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Educational
Master Plan
Diversity Plan
Student Equity
Plan

i.c - Overall Student Success, Retention, and Persistence Rates
04-05
baseline

05-06

06-07

07-08

08-09

09-10

Benchmark: CA
Statewide Average

67.8%

67.3%

67.6%

67%

67.9%

TBD

Annual Success Rate

65.5%

65.3%

62.6%

61.2

62.5

TBD

SUCCESS

+/- Benchmark

-2.3% pts.

-2% pts.

Review Date

-5% pts.

-5.8% pts.

-5.4 pts

TBD

Fall 2007

Summer
2008

Fall 2009

Fall 2010

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

Student Success
Committee

Educational
Master Plan

Student Learning
Committee

Success rate IS defined as percent of students retained to the end of the tenn (or end of the course) with a final course grade of A. B. C. or

CR.

04-05
baseline

05-06

06-07

07-08

08-09

09-10

Benchmark: CA
Statewide Average

83.7%

83.7%

83.7%

83.3

84.1

TBD

Annual Retention
Rate

80.5%

79.88%

78.6%

77.1

78.3

TBD

Student Success
Committee
Student Learning
Committee

RETENTION

+/. Benchmark

-3.2% pts.

-3.8% pts.

Review Date

-5.1% pts.

-6.2% pts.

-5.8% pts

TBD

Summer
2007

Summer
2008

Summer
2009

Summer
2010

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

Educational
Master Plan

Retention IS defined as the percent of students retained from census date to the end of tenn .

. ...

.....

PERSISTENCE
ARCC Benchmark:
Average from Group
Persistence Rate
+/- Benchmark
Review Date

Fall 2004 to
Fall 2005

Fall 2005 to
Fall 2006

Fall 2006 to
Fall 2007

Fall 2007 to
Fall 2008

NA

66.6%

67.6

66.5

59.3%*

61.9%*

68.2

61.4

Not
Comparable

Not
Comparable

+1.6

Fall 2007

Fall 2008

Fall 2008 to
Fall 2009

Fall 2009 to
Fall 2010

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

TBD
TBD

-5.1

TBD

TBD
TBD

Student Success
Committee
Student Learning
Committee

Spring 2010 Spring 2011 Spring 2012

..

Note. Persistence if defined as the percentage of cohort of first-bme students With minimum of SIX units earned In their first faU tenn at WHCL
who return and enrolled in the subsequent faU term anywhere in the WHCCD system or transferred to another institution.
- Update in progress

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse; ARCC Report
* Does not exclude students who transferred to four year institutions.
** Data will be provided in next year's ARCC report
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Educational
Master Plan

1.d - Student Learning Outcomes - Implementation, Assessment, Analysis, and
Modifications.
Instructional SLOs •
Course Level
Defined Expected SLOs

06-07

07-08

54%

98%

Defined Assessment

98%

Conducted Assessment

8%

Analyzed Results

0%

5%

Implementation of
modifications

0%

2%

06·07

07-08

Defined Expected SLOs

0%

9%

Defined Assessment

0%

9%

Instructional SLOs·
Program Level

Mapping to course level

0%

9%

Assessment

0%

9%

Analyzed Results

0%

0%

Implementation of
modifications

0%

0%

Student Support
Services SLOs •
Program Level

06·07

07·08

Implementation

?

100%

Mapping to course level

?

65%

Defined Assessment

?

100%

Assessed

?

47%

Analyzed Results

?

47%

Implementation of
modifications

?

0%

Fall 2007

Fall 2008

Review Date

08-09

09·10

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN(S)

Student Learning
Committee
Academic Senate

08-09

09·10

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN(S)

Student Learning
Committee

08-09

09·10

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

Student Success
Committee
Employee Development
and Success Committee

Fall 2009

Fall 2010

Source. SLO Committee, WASC Annual Report Update on Student Learning Outcomes 2007; 2008
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INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN(S)

Institutional Outcome 2 - WHCL is committed to empower students to
achieve their educational goals.
2.a - Basic Skills English, ESL, and Math Success & Retention
ENGLISH

04-05
baseline

Benchmark: CA Statewide Average
Annual Success Rate

Retention (Monitor)

60%
81%

05-06

06-07

07-08

08-09

09-10

NA

NA

59.3%

TBD

TBD

57%

56%

58%

63%

TBD

76%

79%

82%

Tao

Fall 2007

Fall 2008

Fall 2009

Fall 2010

05-06

06-07

07-08

08-09

09-10

NA

NA

70.6%

TBD

TBD

76.7%

85%

67%

78%

TBD

79.3

Review Date

ESL

04-05
baseline

Benchmark: CA Statewide Average
Annual Success Rate

Retention (Monitor)

59%
87%

98%

98%

96%

TaO

Fall 2007

Fall 2008

Fall 2009

Fall 2010

05-06

06-07

07-08

08-09

09-10

NA

NA

52%

TBD

TBD

58%

65%

63%

63%

TBD

93.3%

Review Date

MATH

04-05
baseline

Benchmark: CA Statewide Average
Annual Success Rate

Retention (Monitor)

60%
71%

79%

Review Date

82%

81%

81%

Tao

Fall 2007

Fall 2008

Fall 2009

Fall 2010

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

Basic Skills Initiative
Committee

ARCC
BSI Report

Student Learning
Committee

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

Basic Skills Initiative
Committee

ARCC
BSI Report

Student Learning
Committee

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

Basic Skills Initiative
Committee

ARCC
BSI Report

Student Learning
Committee

Note: In order to align success rates with the ARCC benchmark, grades from high school students enrolled in basic skills courses were
removed.
** Data will be provided by next year's ARCC report

Success rate is defined as percent of students retained to the end of the term (or end of the course) with a final course grade of A , B, C, or
CR.
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Educational
Master Plan

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse; ARCC Report; Statewide Basic Skills Report

Retention is defined as the percent of students retained from census date to the end of the term.

Educational
Master Plan

Educational
Master Plan

2.b - Vocational Courses Success & Retention
04-05
baseline

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

TBD

Student Success
Committee

ARCC

80%

TBD

Student Learning
Committee

Spring 2010

Spring
2011

05-06

06-07

07-08

08-09

09-10

ARCC Benchmark: Group 02
Average

75.7%

74.9%

74.5%

74%

TBD

Annual Success Rates

66.5%

68.2%

67%

66.1%

66.3

Retention (monitor)

80.6%

80.6%

79.8

78.7

Fall 2007

Fall 2008

VOCATIONAL

Review Date

Fall 2007

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse

** Data will be provided by next year's ARCC report
- Update in progress

I Icat es CompIefIon
2 .c - Degrees an d Cerffi
Degrees & Certificates
Conferred

06-07
Baseline

07-08

08-09

09-10

M

322

298

279

TBD

AS

27

49

49

TBD

Certificate

24

34

19

TBD

Total (monitor)
Review Date

373

381

347

TBD

Fall 2007

Fall 2008

Fall 2009

Fall 2010

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

Student Success
Committee
Student Learning
Committee

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

Educational
Master Plan

Source: CA Community College Chancellor's Office Data Mart
- Update in progress

Success rate is defined as percent of students retained to the end of the term (or end of the course) with a final course grade of A, B, C. or

CR.
Retention is defined as the percent of students retained from census date to the end of term.
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Educ;ational
Master Plan

2.d - Transfers to four year institutions
06-07
Baseline

07-08

08-09

09-10

Instate Public

94

101

126

TBD

Out of State Public

12

24

10

TBD

In-State Private

37

57

62

TBD

Student Success
Committee
Student Learning
Committee

Transfers

Out-of-State Private

19

22

29

TBD

Total (monitor)

162

204

227

TBD

Fall 2007

Fall 2008

Spring 2010

Fall 2010

Review Date

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

Educational
Master Plan

Source: National Student Clearing House

2.e Community College Survey of Student Engagement Results

Area of Measurement

WHC
Lemoore

2007
Results

Active and Collaborative
Learning
Student Effort
Academic Challenge
Student-Faculty Interaction
Support for Learners

57 .5

*Points
above or
belowCCSSE
comparison
group

WHC
Lemoore

2008
Results

53.4

+7.5

*Points above
or below CCSSE
comparison
group

+5.8

51 .6

+ 1.6

54.3

+4.3

51.1

+ 1.1

55.3

+5.3

51.4

+1.4

54.7

+4 .7

55

+5

19

2010

2011

+3.4

55.8

·Comparison group is based on average CesSE group score of 585 participating colleges.

2009

Review
Findings
and Identify
areasfor
intervention

Implement
Interventions

Administer
CCSSE
Survey &
Compare
Results to
Previous
Years

Institutional Outcome 3 - WHeL will effectively maintain and increase its
resources and productivity_
3.a - Monitor Student Headcount
Unduplicated
Headcount by
Semester

04-05
baseline

05-06

06-07

07-08

08-09

09-10

Summer

1,728

1,705

2,032

2,211

2,504

TBD

Fall

3,519

3,490

3,850

4,148

4,421

TBD

Spring

3,490

3,864

4,108

4,406

4,803

TBD

Total Unduplicated

*5,512

*5,817

*6,474

*7,092

*7,617

TBD

Fall 2007

Summer
2008

Summer
2009

Summer
2010

Review Date

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

Student Success
Committee

Educational
Master Plan

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
* Unduplicated student headcount for ali three semesters combined (summer, fall , spring).
- Update in progress

3.b - Meet Full-Time Equivalent Students (FTES) Goals
FTES Goa I5 b,y Semes t er
FA2008

Lemoore

SP2009

FA2009

SU2009
26% Section
Reduction

12% Section
Reduction

Goal

1,265

1,258

Actual

1,410

1,471

464

1,409

+213

NA

NA

Difference
+145
..
Reviewed on a regular basIs by the president and administrators
FTES = (Enrollment * Contact Hours)/525

SP2010
39% Section
Reduction
993
Estimate

NA

3.c - Successful Grant Acquisitions
GRANTS

05-06
baseline

06-07

07-08

08-09

09-10

13

14

16

23

TBD

$2,250 ,753

$2,450,652

$3,359,617

4,975 ,300

TBD

Fall 2007

Fall 2008

Fall 2009

Fall 2010

Number of WHCL
Active Grants
Total Amount
(Monitor)
Review Date
Source: WHCCD Grants Office
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RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

Budget Committee

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

.

3 d - Increase Revenue Generate dbty Outside Capitol Campaign Activities
Events

04-05

06-07

05-06

08-09

07-08

Athletic Boosters Dinner/Auction

9,000

0

-6,679

3,263

0

Athletic Booster Membership

3,200

1,150

902

6,522

0

Progressive Dinner

2,500

0

0

0

0

NA

NA

NA

NA

$6,500

6,800

4,500

1,972

0

0

800

30

1,490

0

0

4,500

10,250

10,000

23,666

$28,000

36,794

122,000

464,838

502,988

$34,807

Soccer Program

NA

NA

NA

NA

$3,456

Nursing

NA

NA

NA

NA

1,146

Child Development Center

NA

NA

NA

NA

$3,292

3,500

0

0

0

0

$67,094

$137,930

$472,523

$536,439

$77,201

Athletic Other
Concerts
Migrant Parent Dinner
5c Summer Camp
Medical Administrative Activity (MAA)

Other (Book signing, special events ... )

Total
Source: WHCCD Foundation
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West Hills College Lemoore
Institutional Outcomes
Originator(s): Stephanie Droker - Faculty/Strategic Planning
Committee
Date: 8/18/10
I. Expected Outcomes Defined
10 1: WHCL is committed to provide quality education to students and the

community.

10 2: WHCL is committed to empower students to achieve their educational

goals.

103= WHCL will effectively maintain and increase its resources and productivity.

104: WHCL will identify and disaggregate its student population groups.

22

II. Mapping Institutional Outcomes to the College Mission Statement
West Hills College Lemoore enriches the lives of our students and the community
we serve by being dedicated to quality educational learning opportunities and
partnerships. The college provides a positive environment that is committed to
student learning and empowering students to achieve their educational goals.

Institutional Outcome 1: WHCL is committed to provide quality education
to students and the community. Mapping: "quality educational learning
opportunities...
Institutional Outcome 2: WHCL is committed to empower students to
achieve their educational goals. Mapping: "empowering students to achieve
their educational goals."
Institutional Outcome 3: WHCL will effectively maintain and increase its
resources and productivity. Mapping: "The college provides a positive
environment that is committed to student learning." The college must
effectively maintain and increase its resources and productivity in order to meet
our mission and goals.
Institutional Outcome 4: WHCL will identify and disaggregate its student
population groups. Mapping: "West Hills College Lemoore enriches the lives of
our students and the community we serve." The college must identify all of our
student groups in order to facilitate inclusion and determine the best possible
strategies for educational and support service deliverance.

23

III. Defining Assessment of Institutional Outcomes
Identify appropriate assessment methodologies/or the outcomes, including summative
assessments where appropriate.

101
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Community Participation Rates
High School Graduates Participation Rates
Overall Success Rates
Overall Retention Rates
Persistence Rates (continuous enrollment)
Student Learning Outcomes Implementation and assessment.

102
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Basic skills math successful course completion & retention
Basic skills ESL successful course completion & retention
Basic skills English successful course completion & retention
Vocational courses successful course completion & retention
Degree and certificate completion
Transfers to four year institutions

103
1.
2.

3.
4.

Monitor Student Headcount
Meet Full-Time Equivalent Students (FTES) Goals
Successful Grant Acquisitions
Increase Revenue Generated by Outside Capitol Campaign Activities

104
1.

2.

3.

Monitor student demographics (age, ethnicity, gender, socio-economic
status)
Identify special populations as determined by categorical programs
Monitor veterans and dependents

24

4.) IV. Assessing Institutional Outcomes, Planning, and Improvements
Assessments for all institutional outcomes are reviewed annually by the Strategic
Planning Committee. Assessment data, results, interpretations, and resulting
modifications are located within the Strategic Planning Manual.
Additionally, the college mission and vision statements (the originating document in
which these institutional outcomes are derived), are reviewed annually by the Strategic
Planning Committee. Suggestions for modifications of these statements are then
forwarded to the Planning and Governance Council (which seeks input from all college
constituencies) for approval, and if so moved, forwarded to the Board of Trustees for
approval and implementation.
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Strategic Planning Committee Membership
2010 - 2011
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DearCommunity Member,
The noted 21st century American philosopher,
Yogi Berra, once said, "If you don't know where
you are going, you will wind up somewhere else."
Organizations, including colleges, are a lot like people.
When time isn't takento develop a strategic direction of
service we tend to lose focus and become satisfied with
being "close enough" to our mission.

In prior years, our strategic planning has been laser
focused on facilities, access, technology, personnel,
diversity, marketing and finances. Those plans were
developed for one college, which had fallen on hard
times, and two centers that were in need of attention. Our District now serves two
thriving colleges, Coalinga and Lemoore, and two successful centers, the North
District Center in Firebaugh and Naval Air Station, Lemoore. The District also
maintains a robust online program to serve students anywhere in the world. The
need to evolv~and serve our communities is compelling, -and a strategic plan will
help provide the direction and focus needed for our employees and students.
To that end, our latest effort in strategic planning for the District took place thi~ past
year. It was important to all of us because it was the first plan that was developed
as a two-college district. Devoting this time and energy ta planning not oniy
assists us with information sharing and communication, but also is consistent with
recommendations of the Accrediting Commission for Community and
Junior Colleges.
What is presented in the pages of this Strategic Plan is our best effort to provide
clear direction for our employees and the citizens of this District. It is a living
document that will change as we receive annual input from a variety of individuals
and groups in our service area.
Very truly yours,

Frank Gornick, Chancellor
West Hills Community College District

A Strategic Planning Retreat was held at Harris Ranch on September 8 and 9,2005. Participants representi~
a broad cross section of employees, students, and members of the Board of Trustees collaborated to begin
the process leading to this Strategic Plan. The District is immensely grateful to these individuals who have
volunteered to assist with this important plan. Their work will continue as we implement and refine our plan in
the coming years. Retreat participants are as fonows:
Francess Andrade, Classified Staff, West Hills College Lemoore
Stephanie Atkinson-Alston, Associate Dean of Educational Services, West Hills College Lemoore
Pedro Avila, Director .of Institutional Effectiveness, Planning and Web Services
Keven Backman, Director of Human Resources
Angela Barginear, StudentlSIFE President, West Hills College Lemoore
Anita Bart, Faculty, West Hills College Coalinga
Cheryl Bass, Classified Staff, District Office
Dave Bolt, Dean of Educational Services, West Hills College Lemoore
Susie Briones, Classified Staff, West Hills College Lemoore
Becky Cantu, Classified Staff, District Office
Kim Castagna, Faculty, West Hills College Lemoore
J ana Cox, Interim Director of Financial Aid
Carlos Diniz, Interim Dean of Student Learning, West Hills College Coalinga
Darlene Georgatos, Director of Enrollment Services
Bob Gibson, Faculty, West Hills College Lemoore
Carole Goldsmith, Director of Regional Strategic Planning for Health Careers
Frank Gornick, Chancellor
Veronica Grijalva, Classified Staff; West Hills College Lemoore
Marlon Hall, Interim Associate Dean of Educational Services, West Hills College Lemoore
Donna Isaac, Executive Assistant, District Office
Edna Ivans, Board of Trustees
Jessica Jimenez, Classified Staff, West Hills College Coalinga
Susan Kincade, Dean of Learning Resources
Michelle Kozlowski, Director of Information Technology Services
Jeff Levinson, Board of Trustees
Jose Lopez, Dean of Students, West Hins College Lemoore
Idelle Mahrt, Classified Staff, West Hills College Coalinga
Mark McKean, Board of Trustees President
Nina Oxborrow,.Board of Trustees
Larry Rathbun, Associate Dean of Student Learning, West Hills College Coalinga
David Rengh, Faculty, West Hills College Lemoore
Patrick Reynoso, Classified Staff, West Hills Coliege Coalinga
,Jill Stearns, Interim Associate Dean of Student Learnini. West HWs College Coalinga ...
Ken Stoppenbrink, Vice Chancellor of Business Services
Anthony Tricoli, President, West Hills College Coalinga
Jeff Vaughn, Faculty, West Hills College Coalinga
Claudia Walthing, StudentlSGA Business Manager, West Hills College Lemoore
Don Warkentin, President, West Hills College Lemoore
Tammy Weatherman, Director of Fiscal Services

West Hills Community College District has been servirrg
t.l}e educational needs of the San Joaquin Valley's
west side for over seven decades. We encompass a
3,464 square mile region that includes portions of five
surrounding counties: Fresno, Kings, Madera, Monterey
and San Benito.
The District began
in 1932 with the
establishment of a
college for the Coalinga
Union High School
District. On October
3, 1932, Coalinga
Extension Center of
Fresno State College
officially opened
its doors to higher
education. In September
1941, Coalinga Junior
College became an independent unit under the direction of the Governing Board
of the Coalinga Union High School District. In 1956, the current campus at the
north end of Coalinga on Cherry Lane opened to students.
In 1962, residents of the Lemoore, Riverdale and Tranquillity High School
Districts voted to become part of West Hills Community College District. To
meet the needs of students in these areas, West Hills College built the North
District Center in the city of Firebaugh in 1971, and served students in the
Lemoore area from 1962 to 1979 primarily at Naval Air Station, Lemoore
and Lemoore High School. In 1979, the District purchased land in the city of
Lemoore, and a classroom building and office were erected in 1981. In 1991
the California Postsecondary Education Commission established the Kings
County Center as the official Higher Education Center for Kings County. The
Commission stated that the service area of the center was to include the cities
of Laton, Armona and Hanford. This was significant for the District because
California was now willing to use state funds to assist WHCCD with the
construction of permanent facilities in Kings County.
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West mlls~Community College District Service Area
In 2000, West Hills Community
College District alumni Robert and
Mardell Pedersen, and Mardell's
parents, Lola and Lionel Semas,
donated 107 acres of land for a new
campus just west of Highway 41
at Bush Street. Construction began
on what would become California's
first new community college built
in the 21 st century. In 2001, the
Board of Governors granted the
campus "college" status and West
Hills College Lemoore welcomed
students for the first time on
January 14,2002. The College still
maintains an office and classrooms
at Naval Air Station, Lemoore.

National-and State Recognition
West Hills Community College District has been nationally
recognized for its work. In 2002, the MetLife Foundation
named West Hills as the nation's small community college
that best serves the needs of a diverse student population and
helps move people into "livable wage" jobs. More recently,
West Hills was recognized nationally by Campus Compact for
serving as a model of student civic engagement.
West Hills has designation as an Hispanic Serving Institution
and in 2004 was recognized by the California State Community
College Chancellor's Office for having increased the diversity
of its administrative staff by the most of any community
college during the previous ten years.
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West Hills Community College District is a
"minority-majority area," a service area in which
a minority ethnic group is the numerical majority,
with Hispanics being the largest group. With
over 12,000 students enrolled in the 2004-2005
academic year, WHCCD's student population is
45-:2% Hispanic,
38% White, 7.1 %
African American,
7.7% Asian, 0.7%
Pacific Islander
and 1.3% Native American. The average student age is 27. Seventy percent
of WHCCD students are first generation college students. Based on financial
need, 44% of all students who attended WHCCD in the 2004-2005 academic
year received enrollment fee waivers.

UWe are
very
proud of
the story
told by
these
numbers."

Servil:e Area & WHCCD StuOOnt DtmOgfBphlcs

a WHCCO SMeot t}al1l109raphJcs

a

Ser.iQe ~ OenlQSrlI;;hiCS

'~f'~,~,,_~;';"'f.,... ...t:~}II'~~~JI'I! ~~ t>:V,;L"c,·":f~,f"7/t!llil4',~C~ \"..,.t'I.~;

1(l.C%

Source:

us Census (2000); WHCCD Data Warehouse
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60.0%

Approximately 29% of graduates from our service area high
schools enroll at West Hills Community College District;
these graduates make up 74% of our freshmen student
population. It is also significant that 76 out of 1,000 adult
residents in the District attended WHCCD during the
2004-2005 academic year.
Since 200 1, the number of degrees and certificates awarded
byWHCCD has increased by 37.5%. In 2005, WHCCD
awarded 543 degrees and certificates. In addition, the number
of transfers to four-year institutions (DC and CSU) has
increased by 53.2%. In 2005 WHCCD transferred.a total of
170 students to Califomiafour-year public institutions.

Weare
committed to
the success of
our students.

The District continues to
experience significant growth:
during the past six academic
years (1999-2000 to 2004-2005)
the student headcount has grown
by 10".7% and the number of full
time equivalent students (FfES)
has grown oy 37%.
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History of Strategic Planning
Although West Hills Community College District has conducted several
planning efforts to provide a foundation for the succes"S we now enjoy,
this document is our first comprehensive Strategic Plan. In addition, both
colleges have developed strategic plans. For each of these previous efforts,
students, faculty, classified staff, administrative staff and members of the
. Board of Trustees have enthusiastically contributed-to the process.
In 1995 the District developed its first Facilities Plan that analyzed
possibilities for room utilization in Coalinga and expansion in Lemoore
and Firebaugh. It also set the direction for the renovation of the Coalinga
campus, and the expansion of the Lemoore location, which ultimately led
to our firstbond, Measure G, passing in 1998.
Knowing that we wanted to be a leader in technology for our faculty and
students, we developed a five-year Strategic Plan for Technology, which
is the foundation for what we have and what we will achieve in the future.
This led to strategic partnerships with Cisco Systems, HewlettPackard,
California State University, Fresno and Datatel; these partnerships have
enabled WHCCD to become more creative in teaching and providing
services to students.
The District's Farm of the Future emerged as a result of a focused
planning project. The strategic planning effort resulted in a donation of
land for a new location for the college farm from Mrs. Dorothy Allen and
her family.
The District followed a Strategic Plan-for Child Development Centers to
place a nationally accredited child care facility in each of the service area
communities. This met two long-term goals: providing access to West Hills
College for families with young children while improving the college-going
culture in area communities., and assisting with economic development in
the communities we serve.
The District's Millennium Report, the result of planning in 1999 and
follow-up in 2000, focused on strategic goals regarding communication,
personnel, access for our students, technology and facilities.

8

During the mid to late 1990s, strategic planning for marketing was
undertaken . Action was taken to create positive brand awareness
for West Hills College and to build community awareness about
the opportunities offered by the college. A complete Marketing
Plan was developed that incorporated television, radio and print
advertising as well as editorial placement of stories in local, state
and national publications.

This process
must be viewed
as one of
continuous
analysis and
refinement.

On a continuous basis, the grants office strategizes with college
leadership to identify grant opportunities that provide access to
higher education for local residents. The grants are usually focused
on the teaching/learning process and technology.
As the District approached its 75th year, a new process for planning
was developed. The plan established a map for the District that both
delineated functions and ensured integration of its colleges and
centers. Specifically, the purpose of this planning was to:

• Clarify roles and challenges of the colleges and the District

• Take steps toward satisfying accreditation requirements
• Establish accountability measures

• Ensure that college and District goals are in harmony
• Build trust
With this direction, the District sponsored a Strategic Planning Retreat on September 8 and 9, 2005.
The retreat was led by the Eaton Cummings Group. Retreat participants are hsted at the beginning of
this plan.
The strategic planning process encompasses a wide spectrum of District "key stakeholders." The
process must be viewed as one of continuous analysis and refinement. Goals and objectives that have
been developed as a result of this process will be assessed on an annual basis by the District Strategic
Planning Committee.
1. Evaluate
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Before developing goals and objectives, six key factors that
will potentially influence.the future success of West Hills
Community College District were identified.
•

Demographic Changes
Helping trends include increase in numbers of young
students, changes in socioeconomic levels, and skill
leyels of students.

•

Economy
Helping trends include Naval Air Station, Lemoore students, international
students, allied health programs, the housing boom, and the population
growth related to the expansion of local prisons and hospitals.

•

Government and Legislative
Helping trends include the No Child Left Behind legislation, new GI bill
and Veteran's benefits. AB 540 (which allows resident immigrant children
to pay in-state college tuition), and the ongoing commitment to providing
higher education at a low cost per unit.

•

Technology
Helping trends include wireless access, free open source arrangements,
general reduction in costs for technology, and new applications of
technology for teaching. At West Hills Community College, we are using
technology to make education available anytime, anywhere.

•

Competition
Helping trends include the District's reputation for its advanced
technology, supportive and friendly staff. and the positive influence on
programs and services exerted by competition.

•

Customers and Markets
Helping trends include the lower cost of community college education,
the increasing demand for vocational training, and the District's many
services and programs for single parents. In addition to serving
community members who wish to improve their job skills. WHCCD
serves as a low-cost entry point for those wishing to pursue
higher education.
10

The WHCCD Mission and
Vision are a reflection
of an analysis of internal
and external trends, the
District's history and the
needs of its constituents.
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Growing from 3,422 full time equivalent students (FIES) in 1999-2000 to
4,704 FTES in the 2004-2005 school year, West Hills CommUllity College·
District's number of FTES has increased by 37%. The District's number of
students enrolled (student headcount) has also increased. Between the
1999-2000 and 2004-2005 school years, WHCCD student enrollment
increased by 10.7%. It is projected that with continued support from the
State of California, West Hills Community College District will continue to
maximize the number of FTES through increased or optimized curriculum
offerings, programs and services. An aggressive marketing campaign is
planned. We will use multiple media formats such as printed materials in
Sparush and English, newspaper, radio, television, direct mail and e-mail.

WHCCO Enrollment and FTES Growth Trends
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West Hills Community College District is deeply committed to the success
of its students and communities. The District recognizes its role within the
community and its responsibility to each student. To share its commitmeni
with District students and communities, West Hills Community College
District has produced several publications that provide readers with an inside
look at the colleges of West Hills through personal accounts of students and
staff. Stories focus on studentlteacher and studentiprogram relationships,
and the personal impact on the lives of our students and their families. Our
"stories" have evoked significant interest about WHCCD and its services
and programs. The WHCCD marketing department will continue to
enhance these and other publications with stories featuring faculty, students,
improvements to the colleges, and new services or programs to entice
community interest and support.

DIAL.GUE ~~~

I

Current publications include the Dialogue, a quarterly published newsletter
for the District and the community, the West Hills Community College
District Annual Report, and numerous press releases and photos that are
distributed to media outlets in the region.
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Creating greater access to our colleges is at the core of our mission. Meeting
or exceeding this goal allows WHCCD to demonstrate its effectiveness in
creating access for service area citizens. During the 2004-2005 school year,
West Hills~Community College District exceeded_the California Community
College system participation rates in four of its service area cities. In some
cases, WHCCD significantly exceeded the California participation rates.
Service area cities of Lemoore and~Cantua Creek exceeded the statewide
participation rates.
To produce similar participation rates in remaining service area cities,
WHCCD will develop a plan that involves course offerings, marketing,
outreach, and recruitment activities designed to enhance participation rates
in the following-area cities: Laton, Tranquillity, Stratford, Riverdale, Avenal,
Hanford, San Joaquin, Mendota, Huron and Kettleman City.
Adult Population Participation Rates Per 1,000 by City
A~demic Year 04-0$
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Student transfer rates continue to increase, as have the number of students receiving degrees and certificates.
with District core values and our commitment to individual student success, we will strive to
increase the number of students transferring to four-year institutions, the number of students receiving degrees
and certificates, and overall student success rates.
In~ccordance
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Since the 2001-2002 school year, the number of
student transfers from West Hills Community College
District to California State Universities ~CSU) and
Universities of California (UC) have increased by 35%.
Student transfers to DC institutions have consistently
been low due to the distance between WHCCD and
UC campuses. However, the District expects the
number of CSU and UC transfers to increase with the
implementation of revised outreach efforts and the
opening of the new UC Merced campus. Transfer rates
do not include students-transferring to private colleges
and universities.

06-07

AeademlcV••,

Transfer Rates by Three-Year Cohorts
Source: CPEC Transfer Pathways
.. Note: Growth targets are based on average of past years' perfonnance.
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As shown in the table to the right, West Hills
Community College District's transfer rates have
increased by 3% since the 1998-2001 cohort. We
will continue our efforts to increase and maintain
rates above the California Community College
system statewide average.
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cohorts is three years.
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WHCCD Overall Success Rates-

West Hills Community
College District student
success rates are below the
68% Ca1ifomia Community
College statewide average.
With increased efforts toward
this objective, the District will
aim at increasing-.:.the overa1l
student success rate by 1.22%
in 2005-2006. Success rates
indicate the percent of course
enrollments with a grade of A,
B, C or CR.
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WHCCD is
committed
to our core
values and
individual
student
success.
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WHCCD ~ll increase~ the number of "Uj~'Trl"

Total Degrees and CertificatesAwarded

0

During the 2001-2002 school
year, West Hills Community
College awarded 351 degrees
and certificates. That number
rose to 543 during the
2004-2005 schoai year.
Foc:used efforts by the colleges
are projected to increase
the number of degrees and
certificates awarded to
graduating students by an
additional 2.8% in 2005-2006.
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Degree.A Certificate Completion Rates by Freshmen Cohorts
-e-WHCCD Completion Rates

-e- cee Statewide Completion Rates
40%

Since the 1998-2001 cohort,
West Hills Community College
District's completion rates have
increased by 7%. Efforts will
be made to continue the upward
trend of these rates with the goal
of maintaining them above the
California Community College
system statewide average,
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Note: Cohort based on a group of first time freshmen who are enrolled full-time in a fall term and are seeking
transfers. The tracking period of the cohorts is three years.
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The goal of West Hills Community College District is to be first in the
minds of students as they consider their college options. We strive to meet
or exceed the California Community College statewide percentage (34%)
of high school graduates attending community colleges. We currently
exceed that percentage in some area high schools. Our goal is to exceed
that percentage in all of our area high schools.

Percent of Service Area 2004 High Sshool Graduates
Enrolled at WHCCD During Fall 2004
CCC "Statewide
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Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse; California Community College Chancellor's Office
Note: High school participation rates reflect the percentage of 2003·2004 high school graduates attending
WHCCD in fall 2004.
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This Strategic Plan represents our commitment
to continuous improvement as we strive to meet
the ever changing needs of our students and
communities. Above all, the District maintains
its commitment to our students, staff, faculty,
Board members, community members-and
stakeholders. This plan represents evidence of
that commitment, and the means for us to hold
ourselves accountable.
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Board rn
comrTlunity
stakeholders.

Our Strategic Plan must be seen as a "living
document" to be revisited and modified as
we progress toward our goals. To ensure
that our plan evolves to meet the goals and
mission of the District, the Boar{} of Trustees
developed Administrative Procedure 3230. This
procedure requires a District Strategic Planning
Committee to meet a minimum of three times
each academic year, and calls for· representation
from our Board of Trustees, District office staff, college and center staff, the Academic Senates, CTA,
CSEA,. students, and community and business members.

West Hills Community College District is committed to serving our community and provioing access to
higher education to all residents at a reasonable cost. We are proud of our 75-year history and we look
forward to a bright future for all that we serve. This Strategic Plan will help us chart the course toward
that success.
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WEST HILLS COMMU-NITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga, CA 9321 0
1.800.266.1114
WEST HILLS COLLEGE COALINGA
300 Cherry Lane
Coalinga, CA 93210
559.934.2000
NORTH DISTRICT CENTER, FIREBAUGH
1511 Ninth Street
Firebaugh, CA 93622
559.659.1473
WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
555 College Avenue
Lemoore, CA 93245
559.925.3000
NAVAL AIR STATION, LEMOORE
824 Hancock Circle
NAS Lemoore, CA 93246
559.925.3350

www.westhi11scollege.com
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Once you go here, you can go anywhere" 'I'M

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES
The Eighth Annual President's
Scholars Dinner was held on November 4th at 6:00 p.m. in the conference
center. Over 100 were in attendance including CSF high school seniors and
their parents, WHCL staff and one
board member. Brian Abela and Jameson Birrell made presentations about
their instructional programs and current
President's Scholar, Maresha Grinage,
from Kings Christian, spoke to the group
about the value of the scholarship.
Counselors Mike Rodriquez and Angela
Tos discussed WHCL's transfer services
and the president's scholar's application
process.
A President's Forum was held on November 4th in the conference center at 12
noon to 1:00 p.m. Approximately sixty
staff members attended to hear Mr.
Warkentin give updates on accreditation, budget, Golden Eagle Arena, program review, and program and course
level SLO status. Lunch was provided.
College and district administrators have
been busy putting the final touches on
the self- study document. Comments
from Norval Wellsfry, a former WASC
commissioner, during the district's leadership retreat, provided additional insight and WHCL went back to work to
provide minor revisions and final additions for its self study document. These
revisions are now complete and the document is at the district duplicating office
for printing.
On Tuesday, November 9 th the college
held its fifth annual Veteran's Appreciation Luncheon. At today's lun-

cheon WHCL veteran students and veterans from the surrounding communities were recognized for their service
and given applause of appreciation. Our
veterans and their supporters were
treated to a great lunch catered by Cal
Clement and our veteran's clubs gave a
short demonstration on military marching moves. President Don Warkentin
gave a short presentation on his military
experiences and thanked those in attendance, especially members of the Order
of the Purple Heart. Thanks to Susie
Aceron and Jose Lopez for organizing
today's event.

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
WHCL student Nathanial Isaacson
shared his Washington D.C~ experience with fellow students during a
workshop on November 3. Nathanial
was selected to attend a four day tour of
Washington D.C. as a result of WHCL
receiving a USDA grant in 2009. Nathanial, as an ambassador of the district,
did an excellent job and should be commended.
An advisory committee meeting in sup-

port of the USDA grant was held on
November 12th. Representatives from
local industry dealing with quality control and biotechnology were invited.
Staff members presented information
concerning curriculum and the goals of
the grant as it pertains to the students
and community of Lemoore.
The completion of program reviews
continues to be an annual emphasis.
Generally, program reviews are completed in four-year cycles (except for vocation programs that are on a two-year

"The onlyfull service accredited college in Kings County."
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cycle). This year, over ten program reviews are expected to be completed. The
due date for this year is December 1st.
The college has an on-going review of its
internal processes and committees.
When modifications or changes are
needed, the shared governance
process is utilized. For example, the
current budget allocation process at the
Lemoore Campus has not been changed
since 2004 and is currently under revision to reflect changes in the organization of the instructional staff and to encourage more leadership for all constituency groups. Eventually, the revised
budget allocation process will be approved by the primary shared governance committee, the Planning and Governance Council.
,

The college is divided into six certificated staff learning areas-Social
Science, Math and Science, Career
Technical Education, Health and Wellness, Arts and Letters, and Counseling
Faculty. Each of these groups meets no
less than once per month. Primary topics of discussion center on student learning outcomes, curriculum related issues,
academic senate reports, and other various timely topics. Each meeting is led
by a member of the administrative team.

OUTREACH
Advising Specialist Eva Jimenez administered the placement test to Riverdale High seniors on November 1st.
Advising Specialists Teresa Quilici and
Susie Briones provided a presentation
and assisted with admissions applications for Jamison High students on
November 1st .
Advising Specialist Jan Young provided
a college presentation to active duty personnel at the NAS Lemoore on November 1st and 15th .
Advising Specialists Eva Jimenez and
Jan Young will meet with students at
Hanford West on November 19 th •
Senior Presentations on November
19 th •
Advising Specialist Teresa Quilici will
attend the Corcoran High School
Junior Ethics Seminar on November
19th •

""ill

Eva Jimenez and Jan Young
administer the placement test to seniors at
Corcoran High on November 23 rd .
They will return on November 30 th to
review the placement test scores and
provide orientation packets.

Dave Bolt attended the Chief Instructional Officers Fall Conference.
Advising Specialists Teresa Quilici and
While there, Dave gave two presentaSusie Briones will give a presentation to
tions to his peers, one on his role in acfreshman and seniors at Laton High
creditation and one on integrated planon November 2nd.
ning and institutional effectiveness.
Dave co-presented with Dr. Barbara BeAdvising Specialists Eva Jimenez and
no president of the Western Association
Jan Young will meet with seniors at Caof 'Schools and Colleges (the accrediting
ruthers High on November 9 th .
body), Jane Patton, president of the
state Academic Senate, and Dr. Joan
Smith, interim chancellor of the Yosemite Community College District.
"The only full-service accredited college in Kings County. "
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT
The Employee Development and Success Committee has coordinated student learning outcomes trainings
to be held on November 9th at 12:00
noon to 1:00 p.m. and on one December
9 th at 4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Kings County Human Service Agency
has given WHC Lemoore sixty cards
representing Kings County foster
children. The cards include information about the child for Christmas gift
purchasing. Employees and students are
choosing cards and will provide a gift for
their chosen child. Anyone who would
like can pick up the card. To date, there
are only 20 cards remaining.

STUDENT SERVICES
The Student Town Hall meeting held
on October 22nd brought over 90 West
Hills students that included a small contingent from West Hills College Coalinga. The conversation was lively and
fruitful. The student-driven event collected student feedback in areas such as:
class schedule, student needs, financial
aid, facilities and instruction. Hand
written note pages from each table at the
event are transcribed and are being added to the Student Town Hall matrix
which is available on the West Hills Portal. New issues at this town hall will be
assigned to the appropriate governance
committee for action as appropriate.
A Business Etiquette Luncheon was
held on October 28 th at 11:30 a.m. in the
conference center. Approximately 50
students participated in the hour long
presentation on proper business etiquette along with a full course dinner
presentation. There were 5 panelists
"The only full-service accre(
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(Susie P. Aceron, Academic Advisor;
Jennifer Solis, Vice President of Fast
Credit Union; Edna Ivans, WHCCD
Board of Trustees; Angela Tos, WHCL
Counselor; Dr. Marlon Hall, Associate
Dean of Educational Services) available
for the Q & A session. The Career Center
sponsored the workshop and Angela
Barginear coordinated the event. The
event was free to WHCL students. Students and staff enjoyed the event and
the wonderful food prepared by the Culinary Department.
A Strategic Planning Meeting will be
held on December 1st from 11:00 a.m. to
1:30 p.m. Local high school principals
have been invited to join the WHCL
Strategic Planning Committee to discuss
ways WHCL can assist them in helping
their students reach their educational
goals. Lunch ,,,,ill be provided.

ATHLETICS
The Golden Eagle Wrestling Team
competed in a dual meet at Fresno City
College on Wednesday, November 3 rd •
They were victorious over Chabot College by a team score of 27-20, but lost a
hard fought match to Fresno by a score
of 37-3. Fresno City is currently ranked
# 1 in the state. They will be competing
for the Western States Conference
championship next Saturday, November
12th in Bakersfield. Other teams in the
conference besides Bakersfield include
Cuesta, LA Valley College, and Victor
Valley.
Janis Geddes and Tammy Alaniz from
our women's golf team have qualified
for the Northern California Championships on Monday, November 8 th and
Tuesday, November 9th at Fig Garden
Golf course. Congratulations Tammy
and Janis. Also Yesey Alba from our
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men's cross country team has qualified
for the state cross country championships on Saturday, November 20th at
Woodward Park in Fresno. Congratulations Vesey. Finally our men's soccer
team was victorious over COS on Friday,
November 5th by a score of 2-0; however our women lost to Fresno City on our
home field 4-0.
Athletic Director Bob Clement recently
attended the statewide meeting for the
Commission on Athletics (COA).
He reports that the COA is still looking
at athletic conference realignment and
student athlete success and retention
rates. Vice President Dave Bolt chairs
the Academic and Athletic Standards
Review Committee which is piloting a

program which ensures all student athletes have completed educational plans.
The consensus is that athletes that complete an educational plan are more likely
to transfer to four-year institutions.

Upcoming Events
25 th Annual WHCL Staff
Thanksgiving Luncheon
November 23,2010
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Conference Center
Strategic Planning Mtg.
December 1, 2010
11:00 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
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President's Message
West Hills College Lemoore, one of California's newest community
colleges, is well prepared to meet the educational needs of the twentyfirst century. Our Educational Master Plan will demonstrate that we are
on the cutting edge and have the capacity to adapt to new and emerging
educational technologies to serve a wide variety of student needs.
Our facilities, instructional programs, support services, and technology
are state of the art and will allow us to keep pace in an ever-changing
environment. As you read through our Educational Master Plan, you will
see how we value our demographic and student data in the decision
making processes. We also utilize information from our area employers
in job forecasting and training needs. Information is vital to keeping our
offerings current and providing the support mechanisms and resources
to ensure our students are the best educated and prepared to reach their
educational goals.
The development of a comprehensive educational master plan requires
many hours of planning, discussions, meetings, and research involving all constituents throughout the college
and also district office personnel. A plan of this nature not only informs us about who we are, but where we
will be heading for the next several years. Our plan will serve as a foundation, but it also will be a template
for many future updates as the college continues to grow and serve the communities of the south valley.
We hope you will find this document to be both informative and also a guide to our continued growth and
expansion of the campus. You will continue to see new facilities emerge and new programs come online,
adhering to our processes outlined in our Educational Master Plan.
I look forward with great anticipation to the next several years with West Hills College Lemoore.

Don Warkentin
President
West Hills College Lemoore
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Intent of the Educational Master Plan
The West Hills College Lemoore Educational Master Plan (EMP) provides a reference point and framework
for the future ofthe college. It includes a thorough data review ofthe recent past and present of the college's
overall instructional program. While maintaining the integrity of the college's vision, mission and strategic
goals, the EMP draws a blueprint for implementing emerging educational objectives.
More specifically, the EMP focuses on the service area, students, staff, and programs of West Hills College
Lemoore. Matriculation rates from regional high schools provide a basis for enrollment projections. An
analysis of economic trends in the area and a review of emerging labor market information inform the
consideration of new programs. An examination of instructional programs and disciplines along with student
performance assess current effectiveness and point the way for change.
Utilizing this quantitative and qualitative data, key findings have been identified to inform the process for
rational planning to occur in a culture of evidence and history. Unanticipated events, emerging issues in the
region, and changing demographics in the service area demand that the Educational Master Plan be treated as
a living, fluid document that will guide decis ions regarding the educational programs of the college.
The EMP is conceived to exist in a cycle of six years. The current iteration comes at the midpoint of the
college's accreditation cycle -- following the submittal of the college's Midterm Focused Report to the
Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges. That midterm report was a summary of the
college's institutional actions and progress made in response to the prior recommendations of the Accrediting
Commission. West Hills College Lemoore is in the process of implementing actions and plans described in the
report.
The Educational Master Plan for West Hills College Lemoore is directed by the college's strategic plan and the
strategic plan of West Hills Community College District. Both of these plans are cited in the EMP as they
provide the overarching direction and core values that guide the college.
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This Educational Master Plan of West Hills College Lemoore is being constructed at a particularly important
juncture in our history as a college. WHC Lemoore received initial accreditation from the Accrediting
Commission for Community and Junior Colleges of the Western Association of Schools and Colleges in June
2006. As one of the newest colleges in the California community college system, we are poised to realize our
vision as a premiere, interactive learner-centered college.
Our Educational Master Plan gives direction to the planning processes of the college by providing a
clear snapshot of our educational programs. It provides a thorough examination of internal and external
trends. It serves as a primary resource for the development and update of other college plans. And it helps to
identify our strengths, limitations, and capabilities -- and offer possibilities for the future.
The framework of this plan provides for an Educational Master Plan that is fluid and vital so we can respond
to the community we serve.

COLLEGE STRATEGIC PLAN

EDUCATIONAL MASTER PLAN
• College Background
• Profile of Students and Employees
• College and Program Trends and
Forecasts

• Profile of Service Area
• Trends and Forecasts
• Labor Market Information
• Regional Occupations
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Section I: College Background
COLLEGE HISTORY

The establishment of a college for the Coalinga Union High School District was proposed in the spring of 1932.
The official beginning of the Coalinga Extension Center of Fresno State College dates from October 3, 1932. In
September 1941, Coalinga junior College became an independent unit under the direction of the Governing
Board of the Coalinga Union High School District. Construction ofa new campus on Cherry Lane near the
northern limit of the City of Coalinga was begun on October 3, 1955, and the buildings were occupied on
September 13, 1956.
In November of 1961, the voters of Coalinga Union High School District approved the formation of a separate
junior college district, and in june of 1962, the voters of Lemoore High School District voted to annex to the
college district, as did voters of Riverdale and Tranquillity High School Districts in December of 1962.
Effective july 1, 1969, the official name of the college was changed to West Hills College in keeping with the
nature of the expanded district
In order to effectively serve the college district, West Hills College built the North District Center in the city of
Firebaugh in 1971. In 1979, the District purchased land in the City of Lemoore, and in 1981, a classroom
building and an office were erected. This was the Kings County Center until January 2002. On September 26,
2000, the Board of Trustees signed and accepted the "Agreement of Donation of Land for the West Hills
College Lemoore" a generous donation from Robert and Mardell Pedersen and Lionel and Lola Simas.
Opening its doors to students on January 14, 2002, West Hills College Lemoore featured 18 classrooms, a
state-of-the-art science wing called a Collaboratory, the largest and most technologically advanced library in
Kings County, a multipurpose conference center, a full-service student services and administration building,
as well as an outdoor amphitheater for students and community members.
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Section II: Profile of Students. Employees. and Service Area
--------- - - - - - - -- ------------------------This internal scan of West Hills College Lemoore is an opportunity to assess, over academic years, the
demographics and characteristics of our students and their educational goals. We use this data to discern
patterns and trends and review our institutional educational plans to best serve our students.
WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE, OVERALL STUDENT DEMOGRAPHICS

During the 2007-08 academic year, West Hills College Lemoore, including the students on its campus on
College Avenue, at the Naval Air Station, and students enrolled in online classes, totaled 7,091 unduplicated
students, a 9.62% increase in students served from the previous academic year. The growth in student
population at West Hills College Lemoore is expected to continue on its upward trend.
Unduplicated Student Headcount

I Year -

- -

-

-- Count

-

2003-04
2004-05

•

The last four years show a pattern of steady growth.

ETHNICITY

~A.i~~ "-

•
•

07-08

n

%

The proportion of enrollment for most ethnic populations remains fairly stable.
Among Hispanic students there has been a SOlo increase over the time shown while white student
enrollment has decreased by approximately 10%.
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GENDER

Female
I"M~~"

I:"~~::own/DTS
!-,~."-""~'"

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• Overall distribution ofmalejfemale students is stable over the six years observed.

%
25.62

-19

5,512

100

1

0.02

5,817

100

6,469

100

2194

30.94

1089

15.36

1651

23.28

334

4.71

6

0.08

7,091

100

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• Overall distribution of age is stable over the six years observed.

Summary of Overa)) Student Characteristics:
Students at WHCL are increasingly Hispanic and decreasingly white. Gender distribution has remained
relatively consistent over the six years observed at about 62% female and 38% male. The distribution of age
is also relatively stable with over 55% of students in '07-'08 24 years or under, and 38% 25-49 years oldfairly consistent with the ages of students during the five years prior.
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Note: In the following section, the 2002·2008 data for the individual college entities·· Lemoore campus,
Naval Air Station Lemoore (NASL), and online classes·· is broken out into separate sections. This separation
provides a comparison of student demographics among the three different entities.
WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE CAMPUS, 2002·2008 DEMOGRAPHICS

2006·07
2007·08

•

L"_" __~, ""~m""

I White

The student headcount at WHC Lemoore campus has been increasing over the past four years.

__

~~,

._,, __ ,

I Unknown/DTS""Total

•
•
•

The student ethnicity ofWHC Lemoore campus is primarily Hispanic and white, with a growing
African American population.
The Hispanic student population has been steadily increasing.
White student population by numbers has remained relatively constant, although the % of white
students at the college has decreased.
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I STUDENT · -

.

GENDER

!Fe~~le -

--

2 0-03-04 - [

2004:05

2005-06

2006-07 _+-_-_
2_0 0..,7_-_0 8----0

n

n

n

n J

n

% +

%

%

I 2,971

%

n

%

61.95

3,254

62.71

2,518 ' 62.75

36.73

1,495 fi 7:25 [ ',623 " 36,11 1-'~li-, 38.35 I 1,B10 37.74 1,984 ' 37.60 ,

-.

24

1 4,293

, 0.56
,

.-

2,869

63.84 ,-2,903

_ 0 _ r' 0.00 ' 4A2

100

1 0.04

4,01~1 100 C9~

'. 100

61.48

1a.?

I _8

7

1_

15

1

-l= o~: ~

.rl

c_

100__ ~,796 ~ _ 100

4,722

61.68 ,

0~~2~

I!

38

10~

5,276

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• The gender makeup of the students at the WHC Lemoore campus has been primarily female and
stable over the past six years. This mirrors the pattern of overall enrollment.
-----~r------

2003-04
n

%
I

-19

r

I

1,199

27.93

20: 24

_=~I-i,1~91. 25.83

25-29

529 ; 12.32

l ~-49
150+

---

__ _

J

1,577

Male
t-::-: ---, Unknown/DTS
Total

%

-

, 2,692

I

r'~-

2002-03

1,1-79 1

~~.46·

-

n

%

%

-::-::-:-1 -

1,026

25.57

1,235

, 1,237-

30.82

i,36 4J

30.35

608

13.53

l

~ 13.90

982

2005-06

2004-05

2 4.47 1 1,027

; 27~ 1 6'~B~'--P23 ~is9

1

27.48

22.85

576

n

2006-07

-t - - %

n

1,321

27.98

1,258

639

13.53

-

I

-1~~ 30!

%

i

%

31.98 - 1,57-7

~
l 29.8~

14.05

I

752

14.25

1 .078TzZ.48

I

1,157

21.93

5 - 1,534-

1'1 ~23.38

n

~I 1,494
~
~
26.23
I 28.32

674

I

22~f'74 __ 249 tS:19~'290 ' 5,50

,l:~;:n~T'- " f4'~3~l:,~;-'"4'~3~'~;~ P.4~4 I ;i:,:4,:'21~:: ' 4,:;t:~ :S';76J ::~
Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• The majority of the students at the WHC Lemoore campus are 24 years old and younger.
• The age distribution of students at the WHC Lemoore campus has been fairly consistent over the
years observed, similar to the overall pattern of enrollment.

Summary ofWHC Lemoore Campus Student Demographics:
The demographics of the 5,276 students at the WHC Lemoore campus are generally reflective of the overall
college. 42% of students are Hispanic, 34% are white - with a trend reflecting a diminishing number of white
students during the six years observed. 62% are female and 57% of the student population in '07-'08 are 24
years or younger. 22% of students on campus are 30-49 years of age. Head count of students on campus has
increased during the last four years.
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NAVAL AIR STATION (NASL)

2002-2008 DEMOGRAPHICS

!Unduplicated Student Headcount
Ye~~-~-----r-~»c;~ilt

HOO'2:_COI'i3--"ar-:;~1""~Nr-::;;~'~""""'~

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• There has been a steady decline in the student headcount at the Naval Air Station Lemoore (NASL),
with an increase only in the past academic year of 40 more students than in 2006-07
• By contrast, the Main Campus grew by nearly 500 students in the same time frame.

STUDENT
ETHNIOTY

2002·03

2003·04

n

n

%

8

1.73

37

8.01

10

2.42

2005·06
n

%

n

%

5

1.94

10

6.17

.,.-,...

-.-~~

,",_.,

Total

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• The student ethnicity ofNASL is primarily Hispanic, white, and increasingly African American.
• The Hispanic student population decreased from 140 students in '02-'03 to 53 students in '07-'08.
• The white student population has decreased from 219 students in '02·'03 to 44 students in '07·'08.
• The African American student population has decreased from 37 students in '02-'03 to 21 students in
'07-'08.
STUDENT
GENDER

2006·07

257
202
3

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
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•

The gender makeup of the students at NASL continues to be primarily female.

STUDENT
AGE

•

Age distribution remains older than Main Campus.

Summary of Naval Air Station Lemoore (NASL) Student Demographics

The number of students taking classes at NASL has declined from 462 students in '02-'03 to 143 in '07-'08. The ethnicity
of students varies from the main campus, with a larger percentage of white and African American students making up the
composition of students taking classes at NASL. More females than males take classes on site, and the age distribution of
students is older than that on the Main Campus.
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ONLINE INSTRUCTION

2002-2008 DEMOGRAPHICS

WHC Lemoore Unduplicated Online Enrollment
Year

2007-08

WHCLOnline
Enrollment

% Change

*Enrolled in Online &
Face-to-Face

2,068

24.5

1,368

1,792

-13.3

1,246

69.5%

1,948

8.7

1,332

68.4%

2,142

10.0

1,368

63.9%

3,019

40.9

1,695

56.5%

3,161

4.7

1,702

53.9%

·Students enrolled at any WHCCD face-to-face location
Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• Over the last five years observed, there is a consistent downward trend in the percentage of students
concurrently enrolled in online and face-to-face classes. During the same period, there is a consistent
upward trend of the numbers of students enrolled in online classes.
• The ratio between students enrolled in online classes versus students enrolled concurrently in online
and face to face classes has widened over the last five years, with more students enrolled solely
online.
• The number of students taking classes online solely or concurrently has grown in total number,
reflective of the growth at the college and the accessibility of the online delivery system.

As a point of comparison the following table shows the online and face-to-face enrollment in the entire West Hills
Community College District
Online Enrollment
*Enrolled in Online
& Face-to-Fac

% Concurrently
Enrolled

1,368

66.2%

1,792

1,246

69.5%

2,557

1,729

67.6%

2,979

1,878

63.0%

3,998

2,258

56.5%

4,497

2,312

51.4%

-.-~,---.,-

200

·Students enrolled at any WHCCD face-to-face location
Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• In '02-'03, 700 students were solely enrolled in online courses in the district. By '07-'08, the number
of students who were only enrolled in online courses had grown to 2,185.
• There is a consistent downward trend during the last five years observed in the percentage of
students who are concurrently enrolled in online and face-to-face classes. There is a consistent
upward trend during the same period of students who are enrolled online.
• Total number of all students taking online classes solely or concurrently has grown in number
reflective of the growth at the district and the accessibility of the online delivery system.
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The table below shows the city of residence for online only students at WHCCD.

!CitY

_-_-___-_-_lI--2_00-2-03

~eArea Cities

57.9%

0iutsid~se~ic~ Are:

---1---t-

--1

8!% _

3.9%_
Visalia
"- - Clovis _ _ . __ ...______
+-_2_.9%
Tulare
2.0%

--

Other Cities Outside Service Area
Total Headcount

: 2004:0-5

59.9%

-

___

___ Fr_e_s?o

.'

1200-3-04

T
-1

t

61.6%

---r-

_8. 1 oio

~::u
~

-r

2.0%

_+

24.7%

70_0_-,1__ 546

I

55.2%

55.1%

58.4%

12.5~0

-J_ 1_2_.4_O;(_0

13.0%

~.

~

+-

2.5%

j-'

~%

-.:.7% _
0.7%

'

2007-08

2005-06

~% _

- --- -

24.6%

_8~~0--

- 2006-07

I

1.2%

_._.-24.3%

-

-

25.3%

----L- 828_

1,101

0

4._
_
4_
Yo_

3.3%
1.7%

I

4.4%

i - 2.7% _J
1.4%
20.1%

23.0%

2,185
_
_ --.J.

1,740

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
•
Online classes offered by WHCCD primarily serve the cities of the district, although 40% of students
come from outside the service area.
• Outside of the service area, students in Fresno are the highest users of online classes and services,
and this has increased during the six years observed.
The following three tables - Ethnicity, Gender, and Age - show demographic data for online students at WHCL
specifically.
STUDENT -----,- - 2002 =-0 3
ETHNICITY
n
%

I Asian

-

---

41

r~~c-;n-~~r~c~n _1-2 20
~

Filipino

h

67

-

50

5.80

98

5.4~ i24 -1- 6.37

3.24 I

55

+

3.07

52

2.67

35.380 I 712

36.55

20_-4 1.1 2

r

2006-07

2005-06

2007-08

I

1.98

-t_:? __ l~il.l
t

2004-05

!

% I n
%
2~7-9i ~2.77

n

673 1 32:54 I 634

Hispanic
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Source : WHCCD Data Warehouse
• In '07-'08 the largest percentage of online students was white - but during the six years observed,
this percentage is steadily declining.
•
Hispanic online enrollment has been constant, consisting of approximately 35-36 percent over six
years; on the Main Campus, Hispanic students make up 39% of the student body.
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• The majority of the online students are female at 65 percent
•
Percentage of female online enrollment is slightly higher than overall percentage of females enrolled.
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•
In 2007-08, 57 percent of online students were below the age of 24 years old
• The online student age distribution has remained con stant since 200 3 which is consistent with
overall college pattern.

Summary of Online Student Demographics
There is significant growth in the district and at the college among students who only take online classes. In
'02-'03,66% of the district's students who took online classes were also enrolled in classes on a campus or at
a center. By '07-'08, throughout the district the percentage of students who were enrolled concurrently had
dropped to 51.4%. At Lemoore, the same trend is reflected - by '07-'08,53 .9% of students were enrolled
concurrently, dropping from the 66% concurrent students in '02-'03.
Online students are 39% white and 36% Hispanic which differs from main campus students in which the
ethnic predominance is reversed. Age and gender of students parallel those of the main campus, being
predominantly young and female. The majority of online students come from our service area.
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STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS - FALL 2007

rr,,'n<:t,>r to

a 4-year institution.

requirements.

Source: WHCCD Admission Application; Data
• The highest percentage of students identify as their goal the desire to obtain an associate degree and
transfer to a four year institution.
• 40% of students identify transfer to a four year institution as their educational goal.
Admission Survey
As part of the admissions application, students are requested to participate in a supplemental survey. This
survey identifies family income levels, as well as level of education attained by the parents. It provides a more
in depth look into the student's characteristics and provides information for future planning.

Highest Education Level flu:anleo

2007

Below College 01'
Degree

Source: WHCCD 2007-2008 admission application supplemental survey
Survey participation rate: 42%; Margin of error: 1.3%
• 67% of WHC Lemoore students are first-generation students.
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Family Income Levels, Fa112007

Over $60,000
17%

0-$10,000
11%

$10,001-$18,000
18%
$40,001-$60,000
16%

$25,001-$40,000
22%

16%

Source: WHCCD 2007-2008 admission application supplemental survey
Survey participation rate: 40%; Margin of error: 1.4%
• 45% of students have family income of $25,000 or less
• According to the US Census Bureau, the median household income for the State of California is
$56,645 and nationally is $48,451.
Hours Worked Per Week
WHeL - Number of Hours Students Work Per Week

5%

6-10 hours
9%

Source: Community College Survey of Student Engagement
+j- 5% margin of error
• 76% of students work while attending college.
• 51 % of students work over 20 hours a week.

1.1
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2.S
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T

-
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-----+
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__=t

I.

0.6
0.4
0.4

-

0.4
0.4

-

•

1

5.5
100%

Source: WHCCD Admission Application; Data Warehouse
• 7% of students indicate Fresno and Coalinga as their cities of residence. These may be online
students or students coming to the college for a particular program.
Summary of Student Characteristics
40 % of studen ts express a goa) of transferring to a four year institution. 67% of students do not have a
parent who attended college. 45% of students have a family income of$25,OOO or less and in '07-'OS this
compares to a median household income in California of $56,645. Over 50% of students work more than 20
hours a week. 66 % of our s tudents identify Lemoore and Hanford as their cities of residence.
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FULL-TIME EMPLOYEE CHARACTERISTICS

The following tables describe employee characteristics by job classifications.

•

44% of administrators are 55 years or older.

•

N is too small to warrant generalization

Total

•

«_<L ..«_____<___ w<,_w_..L_~_",';"_~___~

27% of faculty is 55 and older, 72% is below 55 years. Ethnicity is not reflective of service area.

Classified

Total

•

93% of classified staff is 54 years and below, predominantly Hispanic and female.
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Summary
An overall scan of employee age, ethnicity, and gender reveals :
•
•
•
•

There is a high probability of significant retirement in the next 10 years in the administrative ranks.
Faculty is relatively young, although 27% are 55 and above.
Faculty ethnicity does not reflect that of region.
Classified staff is predominantly young, female, and Hispanic.
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT REGIONAL AREA

A regional scan was performed by Economic Modeling Specialists, Inc. on ten counties that are a part of and
surround the West Hills Community College District These ten counties include: Fresno, Kern, Kings, Madera,
Mariposa, Merced, San Benito, San Joaquin, Stanislaus, and Tulare. The region covered was identified by the
district as the region where students are most likely to obtain jobs and establish residency. A scan of the ten
counties revealed:
•
•
•
•
•

Total regional attainment of a college degree is below average compared to the state and the nation
(See Regional Educational Level, Age 25+ below)
The educational attainment of individual ethnic groups of the region is below average compared to
the state and nation (See RacejEthnicity below)
By 2012, the age group of 30 to 34 year oids is expected to experience the highest growth
Racialjethnic groups with the highest expected growth are Hispanics
Total population is expected to change ten percent, double the expected change of the State (5
percent)

Age 25+
i Less than 9 th Grade

9 th Grade to 12th Grade

Associate's Degree
Degree
. . n l l l I "... .,

Degree and Higher

"-'---

Source: EMSl, September 2007

""""~~~,--~

,,,.,,,,,,,,,,",,,,,,,~,»»,~,~--,,,,,~/,",

% Difference in College

Attainment from State
i

White, Non-Hispanic

,""'--'.".'---~-~

", " - -.."-"",,,,,,,,,,-

% Difference in College
Attainment from Nation

-14.5
-3.7

-8.0

-2.8
-10.0

-7.3
-~--,

-.06
-1.4
-15.0·'.,.----.,

-2.0
-7.0

Source: EMSI, September 2007
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT SERVICE AREA

The West Hills Community College District was first started in 1932 as a college for the Coalinga Union High
School District. It now has a total area of 3,464 square miles and includes portions of five counties: Fresno,
Kings, Madera, Monterey and San Benito. The West Hills College Coalinga campus on Cherry Lane in Coalinga
opened in 1956 and in 1971, the North District Center was established in Firebaugh, in the most northern
part of the district. In 1962 Lemoore High School District residents voted to annex to the college dis trict
From 1962 to 1979 classes were offered primarily at the Lemoore Naval Air station and Lemoore High
School. The facility was called The Kings County Center in 1981 when it operated in portable buildings on
five acres in the city of Lemoore. In 1998, approved by 70% of the voters in Kings County, a $19 million bond
was passed for the new construction of the Lemoore campus. The construction was completed in 2002. WHC
Lemoore became fully accredited as a college in West Hills Community College District in 2006.

West Hills Community College District Map

Y",.£"""~" Co"~', Fi"""".h

M~~I
TranquiUi
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WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE SERVICE AREA

While the West Hills Community College District is comprised of parts of five counties, the service area for
West Hills College Lemoore primarily includes ten cities-- Armona, Avenal, Hanford, Helm, Kettleman City,
Laton, Lemoore, Stratford, Five Points, and Riverdale.
The West Hills College Lemoore service area is relatively young, with 34 percent of its population between
20-39 years old. The ethnic demographies reveal that 49 percent of the population is Hispanic and 39 percent
is white, with considerably lower percentages for all other ethnicities.

I Age

WHCL Service Area
(10 Cities in 5 Counties)
2008 Population
% of Population
---- 12,541
9%

Under 5 years

I

5 to 9 years
10 to 14 years

WHCCD Regional Area
(10 Counties)
2007 Population
% of Population
- 337,083
9 %

f-'

8%
7%

15 to 19 years
r 2O'to 24 yea; s
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8%
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9%
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- 26f
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1%
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~
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-
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334,459

5%

3,361

t---

"-~

.- -

----If--

-,

314,059

I

8%

7,079
5,471 __

55 to 59 years

f

-

----~-

1-

29~,4~

10,441
10,197

1%

53,143

_

...

...

1%

"- _ 3, 940, 97~__] _ - _-._._ _

Source : EMS!, September 2007
• The age distribution of the WHCL Service Area is consistent with the District's Regional Area.
Race/Ethnicity

WHCL Service Area
(10 Cities in 5 Counties)
2008 Population
% of Population

Hispanic

66,972

49.2%

White

53,681

Black or African American
Asian
Two or ni'o-;'e races --------+--

6,607
4,817

---4.9%

----._---

I

I American Indian or Alaska Nativ;-- , Native 'H;;w aiian a-nd other-Pacific '
Islander
~= ~,= -==-' "'
Total

I

t

=r

39.4%

---r-- - -3.5%

2,673

2.0%

1,229

0.9%
0.2%

240

~_- i~6,219 ~-J. _ .. _=-_---

r

WHCCD Regional Area
(10 Counties)
2007 Population ~ % of Population
.. 1,589,0'76- - I - 4 00';;;;- " - j

- ---;-:772,19:'. 187,650
-

---

3~344

'-'= 3 ,940,970

45%
5%
- 1%

--

..

,
--t

00/':....,
2%

=

Source: EMS!, September 2007
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•

The race/ethnic distribution of the WHCL Service Area is more Hispanic and less white than the
District's Regional Area.

Total

Source: EMS I, September 2007
PROJECTED HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES FOR THE SERVICE AREA
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1,800
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1,600
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Source: California Department of Education
• The number of projected high school graduates for area remains static for the next seven years

of Students in District Area High Schools, 2006-07
~Fiiipin~~'r'-Hisi)anic

Africall~r White
. Amer. I

r

0.2%

Source: California Department of Education
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•

Ethnicity of high school students in the service area differs from college student ethnicity

•

25.2% of [feeder] high school students are white, 36% ofWHCL students are white.

•

64% of [feeder] high school students are Hispanic, the college's student population is 38% Hispanic.
CCCCO asserts that by 2011 Latinos are projected to be the state's largest ethnic group, the majority
population in public schools by 2013 and the overall majority by 2040.

•

Projected Ethnicity of District Feeder High Schools - Class of2015
100%

Unknown

90%
White
36.0%

80%

White
20.8%

White
25.2%

White

70%
'#.

?:

60%
• Hispanic

'u

50%

...

40%

'c

• African-American

..r:.
w

30%

Hispanic
70.0%

Hispanic
64.2%

Hispanic
55.4%

• Filipino
• Pacific Islander

20%
• Asian

10%

• Native American

0%
1998-1999

2014-2015

2006-2007
High School Senior Year

Source: CA Department of Education
Based on 6 th grade enrollments for service area schools.

Assessment:
•

The projected ethnicity of students from district feeder high schools shows a growing Hispanic
student population and a declining white student population.

Enrolled

~

Lemoore High School

~~ Hanford ~ ig~

_ _

__

L3J

Unkn~wn/Decline t~ Stat:.

L 45

Hanford West High

r
6

767

ofWHCi
Student
Enrollment
18.5%

590

14.2%

%

13.7%

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-+-__
56_9_

-8.6%- ---j

356
-

- -

-----l

Coalinga High School

144

Avenal High School

109

3.5%
2.6%

92

2.2%

t 7 _ [Riverdale High SChO-;~

______________________~r_
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: 8

9

Corcoran High School
, Out of State High School

Ito

-r

- 78 -

I

1,377

All Other
1

Total - -

64

4,146

r

--1'9% --~

-1

33.2%

+--

1.5%

-=10 0.00/;;-""

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
Test Scores for Selected Schools
The California Standards Tests (CST) is administered to students in California Public Schools in
English/Language Arts, mathematics, science, and history/social science. They are also referred to as the
STAR tests. CST scores are used in calculating each school's Academic Performance Index (API). The test is
administered in the 11th grade. The data below regarding students in our feeder high schools reveals the
majority of feeder high schools exhibit a low percentage of students at the proficient or advanced level in
English and math.
Note: The California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE) is a completely different test. It can be taken by
students at any time during their high school career. While the CAHSEE is required for high school
graduation, students can pass the test with 8th grade math skills and 9th grade writing and language skills.
CST English/Language Arts (2007)
Percent Proficient or Advanced

CST Summative High School Math
(Grade 9-11) (2007)
Percent Proficient or Advanced

24%
28%

0%
34%

26%

61%

I Avenal High School*

-- -- - --- ..
l-~ oalinga
Hig~School*

-+---------- - - -

Corcoran High School
Hanford High West
Han- C
-o-rd- Highsch-:-o:-:o_I*_'_ _
Laton High School**
_._-- _ . Lemoore High School*

-

-- --Riverdale High Scho~

±". = =
- -.

33%
31%
35%

-----

.

-

28%

_

_ _

- 34%
--

Source: California Department of Education
•
Many 11 th graders from the high schools in the service area do not test at a proficient level or higher
in English.
However Corcorran High and Riverdale High school have exceedingly high proficiency scores in
•
math.
• Schools with 0 percent proficient or advanced CST Summative High School Math may be due to nontesting conditions.
Summary
The feeder high schools of Lemoore and Hanford send the college more students than other high schools in
the area. The Hispanic student population at the college is significantly smaller than their numbers in our
feeder schools. Students test at a low level of proficiency with two startling exceptions in math - Corcoran
High and Riverdale High. The projected number of high school graduates is static for the next 7 years.
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Section III: Educational Programs Trends and Forecasts
INTRODUCTION

This data provides us with an ability to examine our students' success in a quantitative manner. It allows us to
measure the strategies we have employed against general key performance indicators. From this we
ascertain key findings and develop strategies to meet our goals.
DEFINITION OF TERMS

Duplicated Enrollment
This is the number of actual enrollments in any given
class or program. Under this definition, a student
enrolled in multiple courses is counted multiple times at
the program, campus, or institutional level.

WSCH per FTEF
This calculation, sometimes called 'productivity: is the
number of weekly student contact hours (WSCH) per
Full Time Equivalent Faculty (FTEF). Some colleges
establish a target number to ensure fiscal viability.

Unduplicated Enrollment, (Headcount)
This is the number of actual students. One student,
taking five classes, is counted as one student. If there
are 20 students in a program in which all students are
enrolled in five classes, there are 100 duplicated
enrollments, but a 20 student headcount.

The college community is made up of departments and
programs with a wide variety of needs. Some
diSCiplines have mandates from external sources that
keep class size low. A college supports this diversity of
discipline needs and strives for general support and
cooperation to best serve students in meeting their
educational needs while understanding the fiscal
pressures of the institution. That is the purpose of
understanding this formula.

Full Time Equivalent Student (FTES)
A full time equivalent student is one student taking 15
hours of instruction per week for two semesters of 17.5
weeks. While most of our students do not necessarily
enroll in 15 hours of instruction per week. we calculate
aggregated student attendance in this manner for both
funding purposes as well as a measure for the college of
how many full time equivalent students are
participating in any given class or program. or are
enrolled at the college.
Weekly Student Contact Hours (WSCH)
This is a measure of the number of students enrolled in
a course multiplied by the number of hours the course
meets per week. If a class meets for three hours a week
and has 30 students enrolled, the WSCH is 90.
Full Time Equivalent Faculty (FTEF)
One full time faculty member teaching the equivalent of
a full load of classes equals 1.0 FTEF. Most often FTEF
is aggregated to provide the college with a measure of
the number of faculty teaching. The loads of adjunct
faculty and full time faculty are summed to provide an
aggregate number for the program or college.
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Environmental Scan
An environmental scan considers present and future
factors that can influence the direction and goals of an
organization. Environmental scans include both
external elements (e.g., service area demographics, state
requirements, industry demands. marketing trends, etc)
and internal elements (e.g., infrastructure, personnel.
programs, abilities, etc). These are evaluated in terms of
their potential impact on the organization and its ability
to meet its present and future strategic goals.
Course Retention Rate
This is a measure of the number/percent of students
who remain in the course after the census date until the
end of the term.
Course Success Rate
This is a measure of the number/percent of students
who earn a grade of A, B, C, or CR in the class. Course
grades of NC, D, F, I or Ware considered to be
unsuccessful.
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AVERAGE COURSE SUCCESS, COURSE RETENTION, AND WSCH PER FTEF

Retention Rates
-.-CA

Lemoore Average

CC Average

I

I
83.7%

83.5%

~i-

79.7%

2003-2004

I

83.3%

",111'111:

80.2%

--~-,--

83.9%

83.7%

"---"'--

2004-2005

-,...,.,..

_-

2005-2006

""'",
'"III.'

."'""
78.6%

79.8%

77.1%

I

2006-2007

I

2007-2008

L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

Success Rates
-.-CA

Average WSCH
perFTEF

CC Average"""'" Lemoore Average

441

68.4%

67.9%

67.4%
65.3%

2003-2004

2004-2005

2005-2006

67.6%

67.0%

62.6%
2006-2007
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2002-2007
2007-2008

Note: College average does not
include NC courses.
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Retention by Location
-+- Lemoore Campus
100.00%

81.13%
C'

81.45%

.....

I

Lemoore Online
80.79%

75.08%

75.96%

75.02%

80.46%

....

78.54%

74.42%

73.41%

-

..:!:

.I.,

75.00%

I

50.00%
25.00%
2003- 2004 2004- 2005

2005- 2006 2006- 2007

2007- 2008

Success by Location
-+- Lemoore Campus

Lemoore Online

100.00%
75.00%
50.00%

I

I

66.68%

67.02%

~

....

57.01 %

58.20%

.....

67.21 %
.....
I

65.51 %

....

63.55%

-'!:

l'

58.27%

55.93%

55.05%

2005- 2006

2006- 2007

2007- 2008

,

....

25.00%
2003- 2004 2004- 2005

Notes:
In 2003-2004, the college responded to the statewide budget crisis and reduced the number of sections it
offered. This drop in enrollment is seen significantly in some departments. It should be noted that some
departments responded to the cutback in sections by enrolling larger number of students in their classes (see
Basic Skills Math) . This significantly increased their productivity ratio or WSCH per FTE.
Prior to 2004-2005, online instruction was offered by WHC Lemoore. Coalinga students enrolled in online
courses but head count was attributed to WHC Lemoore.
The information included in the program sections is based on submitted program reviews. The college has a
developed program review process that is still being refined, but one in which a template and process are in
place. Any editing was done for clarity and brevity and was not intended to change the intent of the review or
plans of the program. Items under the heading "Program Plans" were derived from the program reviews.
Items under the heading "Challenges and Opportunities" are not from the program reviews but have been
selectively added to suggest strategic options for programs.
If a program does not offer a degree, the listing under Degrees Awarded is stated as "N/ A." If a program offers
a degree but none were awarded, the listing under Degrees Awarded is stated as "0."
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS

Administration of Justice

Discipline Area

Description:
The AO) program offers the student a variety of
educational and career pathways. The student
may elect to enroll in a program leading to an
Associate Degree with the emphasis on the Law
Enforcement Option or the Corrections Option.
Both provide a path to a four year institution.
Presently, CSU Fresno offers classes on the
Lemoore campus for those seeking a
Baccalaureate Degree in Criminology.

FTES
126.90
95.25

89 .42

83.3 8

85.40

Assessment
•
20032004

20022003

-,

r

02-03 I 03-04
Duplicated I 976
Enrollment I

I 6.75

FTEF

-

I 412

WSCHper
FTEF

20052006

20042005

I

04-05

05-06

853

925

889

4.56

5.14

5.95

I

507

533

84%

419

•
•

06-07

1 1'2~9

•

8.35

•

I

.........

-443---

Program Plans:
•

1

.....

87%

85 %

83 %

80 il;{0

66%

61%

-

69%

20032004

20022003

I

--69%

61%

•

Retention

-+- Success

I
I

20062007

20052006

20042005

•

-...

•

20062007

05-0"1 06-0 7~

LS:cti~ns _

: 40 _

28

33

I ~/oOnline
of

I

60%

1 3_7%

Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

I

40%

I

Continue to update all curriculum and
create six new courses.
Develop more short term and online
courses so employed individuals can
quickly update their skills or obtain job
ready skills.
Include learning activities with specific
learning outcomes in all curricula.
Market the program at high school job
fairs and utilize AO) students as
ambassadors.

From Program Review 2004 and 2006

1"2: 03 I 03-04 ' 04-05
29

FTES growth in 20062007corresponds to increase in
number of sections offered
Online enrollment decreased over
years observed
Increase in numbers of degrees
awarded
Retention rate is stable and above
college average
Success rate is at college average

I 4~

32%

38%

28

30 -1

I

I

15 - I 29 -

__ _

1__

...1-_ _-1-_ _-1
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Art

Discipline Area

Description:

FTES

The Art program provides classes which meet
the General Education requirement and course
work that prepares art students for transfer.
Classes also serve as enrichment experiences
for many students. Students from diverse
backgrounds work in an environment that
affords a common, visual language.

87.13

79.60
71.10
55.17

49.67

Assessment
•
•
20042005

20022003

20032004

--

oi-03 i 03-~4

I

Duplicated I 379
Enrollment I
FTEF

, 7.44

I 399

20052006

f

-

I 5.98
I 269

--

195

20062007

1

04-05

0 5-06 : 06- 07

536

567

- -

4.70

-

-

I 4.80

"1'

-

441 ~4~4

1

•
•

594
I

5.99

-

-+-1-_1_4~

•

Program Plans:
•

-+- Success

85%

77%

Retention

•

89%

88%

85%

81%

86%

82%

75 %

71%

20042005

20052006

20062007

High growth in FTES in years observed
Number of sections offered in Art
declined after the 2004-2005 academic
year, but FTES has continued to
increase, as has the WSCH per FTEF.
Online courses begin in '06-'07, note
FTES increase in that year
Retention rate is fairly stable and
exceeds college average
Success rate is strong, fairly stable, and
exceeds college average

•

Curricula is being developed for
several computer generated Arts
courses, including Photoshop,
Illustrator, and others
Art 15A Painting is being revised to
articulate transferability to Fresno
State University
Student learning outcomes will be
addressed

From Program Review of October 2006
20022003

20032004

Challenges and Opportunities
•

[

Se,.on~
%of

Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
I Awarded

I

02="03 1 03-04

05-~'6-07

04-05

1

59

0.0%

74

, 111
~

0.0%

1 0.0%

96

1

0 .0 %

High enrollment, strong retention and
success rates suggest opportunities for
further growth, for example, expanded
online offerings.

1 7~
7.4%

--I-

1

I0

_~-L. _

1

1

_I
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Biology

Discipline Area

Description:
The main courses offered by the Biology
department include general biology, human
anatomy, human physiology, and microbiology.
These primarily serve as prerequisites for
students going into teaching or the allied health
professions. The department offers majorslevel biology courses as well as courses for non
science majors to fulfill the life science general
education requirement.

FTES
283.43

277.70

245.97
184.27
142.33

-~----~'

20022003

.

- - "

20032004

r, ----I Dupiicated

I

20052006

20042005

02-03

I

782

03 ~ 04

I

991

I

04-05 I 05-06 1 '06-07
1301

Enrollment

FTEF - -

WSCH per

I 1,460 ,

1496

I

I

I

iD.36:
I 401

r FTEF-

20062007

12.3 2 11 6.37
436

117-:9~0

I 438 - 460

445

Retention

-+- Success
75%

83%

79%

79%

78%

20022003

20032004

20042005

20052006

20062007

02-03

I 03~O4

Sections

68

I 80

%of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

14.6%

I 17.0%

_ _ _ __

--l--

v.

-

JI

-

-

~' -

..

I

Assessment
•
FTES in years observed is increasing
Percentage of online enrollment
•
fluctuates, highest 2006-2007
•
WSCH per FTEF has fluctuated but
remained productive
•
Success rate is stable and at the college
average
•
Retention rate is stable and at the
college average
•
Degree and certificates awarded are
minimal because courses primarily
serve as requirements for the allied
health programs
Program Plans:
•
Schedule biology major preparation
courses once a year and work on
maintaining transferability.
•
Continue to add new transferable
courses for the non biology major
•
Offer field trips and out of classroom
experience in Biology

From Program Review 2007

- ~ . - --

04-05

05-06

06-07

106
1 11.8%

0
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Business Administration

Discipline Area

Description:
Business Administration is an integral part of
the CIS, Business, and HRCM service area. The
curriculum is intended for those interested in
transferring to a four year college or university
to earn a baccalaureate degree.

FTES
121.34

20022003

20042005

20032004

20052006

Assessment
• FTES increase in'03-'04 academic year
with decline following
• WSCH per FTEF has been erratic
• Success rates below college average
• High number of degrees awarded
• Retention rate rising and matches
college average in '06-'07

20062007

Program Plans:
• Work toward providing students with
placement services
• Follow up on recently submitted
certificate options
• Follow up on faculty development,
particularly in regards to SLOs
• Address diversity of staff

Enrollment
FTEF

WSCHper
FTEF

From Program Review May 2007

-+-Success
67%

I

67%

70%

~_••''',"''k' "'
•

•

Retention
74%

"NL

-41
•

7:;0

I
i

•

Challenges and Opportunities
• Develop strategies to increase success
rate
!

i

i

•

49_~

,--_4_80_!.1J_-,--_4_8_0A_0--,__
20022003
f"''''''''---''''''- -

i

20032004
'~"'"T"~""

20042005

"""" ,,'

: 02-03 I 03-04

20052006

04-05

94

85

0.0%

7.5%

5.8%

29

32

20062007

05-06

06-07

80

89

10.8%

19.8%

48
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Discipline Area

Chemistry
Description:

FTES
3B.17
26.90

26.BO
20.10
16.13

l

The chemistry department provides the initial
training in chemistry for a broad range of careers
and focuses as well on chemical education for the
public sector. The careers include the traditional
sciences, engineering, pre-professional, allied
health professions, agriculture, forestry, and the
many emerging cross-disciplinary or
interdisciplinary programs such as oceanography,
aqua-culture, environmental health, and
atmospheric science.

Assessment

20022003

20032004

20042005

20052006

20062007

•
•

•
•

FTES shows steady increase then drops
in 2006-2007
WSCH per FTEF has been stable over the
five year observed but is below the
college average
Success rate is unstable and below
college average
Retention is unstable and below college
average

Program Plans:
•

•

•
•

•

•

r:e<ti.~,
~'%Of

•

, Online
~ Enrollment
Degrees/

I

•

Certificates

~ A~arde~

I

Shift the design of the Chern 2A/ B
sequence for allied health students to
include more directly related allied
health applications.
Maintain and extend recently acquired
modern analytical instrumentation and
add additional software licensing for
sim ulations
Expand and integrate the "Collaboratory"
computerized lab platform
Stabilize current enrollment to establish
offering patterns that allow completion
of an AS degree in chemistry.
Increase student retention in all
offerings
Initiate T1link capability so students can
download data from their graphing
calculators into the "Collaboratory"
platform to bridge their math skills to
practical applications.
Extend software licenSing to provide
students with take home versions of
software used in class
Develop initial course offerings at the
NDC site, complete with labs.

Challenges and Opportunities
From Program Review February 2004

Educational Master Plan, 200B I West Hills College Lemoore
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•

Develop strategies to increase retention
and success rates
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Child Development

Discipline Area

. --------,

FTES
61.58

61.27

60.23
56.31
52.70

20022003

20032004

I

-I

.

714

!

FTEF

T 4.04

rwscHPer

407

I 766

I 572

502

05-06

4.29

476

I

660

.1 4.85

410

..!T.!~

J.

Retention

83%

83%

.:..:.

' ..

!
I

82%
%

~

73%

72%

72%

80%

.+

L

~

72%

65%

I
20032004

2002·
2003

20042005

20052006

Assessment
•
Growth in FTES in years observed
•
Number of sections offered in Child
Development is steady
•
Retention is steady and slightly higher
than college average
•
Success rate dropped in '06-'07 but is
higher than the college average

368
-~---

-+- Success
81%

06-07

680

:- 3.0('- -1 3.77 I

2006·
2007

20052006

02-03 - 03-04T 04:05

Duplicated
Enrollment

_--

20042005

Description:
The Child Development program offers a
comprehensive background in the field of child
growth and development. Students are offered
information and skills for potential
employment in federal, state, non-profit, or
privately owned early childhood educational
programs or schools. Courses help students
qualify for a Child Development Certificate and
partially qualify the student for a Child
Development Permit from the State of
California, Commission for Teacher Preparation
and Licensing.

20062007

Se"~on' ~I :~-:-t::-04

Program Plans:
•
Student learning outcomes and their
measurement are being addressed
with adjunct faculty.
•
Update of 2+2 agreement with Hanford
High and the Naval Base child care
program for module credit transfer to
specific courses.
•
Create a math and possibly music and
science courses for young children
•
Potentially offer online classes
•
Explore ways to gather information on
where our students are employed

From Program Review October 2007 and college
catalog

-

% of

0.0%

0.0%

Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded
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Communications

Discipline Area

Description:
Provides the College with speech
communication courses that parallel lower
division classes at four year colleges and
universities. Speech 1 is required within Area A
of designated transfer courses. Speech 51 is an
applied communications course emphasizing
communication in the work place.

FTES
50.90
40.90

46.50

44.00

38.60

Assessment
•
20022003

Duplicated
Enrollment
FTEF

I

20052006

20042005

20032004

I 05-06 I 06-07 '

407

, 386

1 465
.

3.00

~ 3-:00

509
j

-+- Success

69%

•

02-03 ~ 03-04 -0'4=-0 5

~I

~SE~~ p~ -+-398 L375 1371 79%

20062007

I

440

I

4.401 4. 2()-

1

I 30~ .-_

308

" Retention

83%

85%

77%

77%

•

Program Plans:
•
Develop a course in organizational
communications
•
Develop a course in voice and diction
•
Revise and update Speech 5,
Interpersonal Communications
•
Explore distance learning options

From Program Review 2004

87%

Challenges and Opportunities
71%

•
20032004

20022003

[seoti~n'_

15

I %of

0.0%

Online

l Enro}lment
I

I

Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

20042005

02-03 \ 03-04

I

20052006

20

I 0.0%

I

2k1

I 22

o,oo;To~

0:%J

--

N/A

I

Develop strategies to improve
productivity

20062007

I 04-0S fOS:06- 06-07

15

j_.

Retention rate is higher than college
average
Success rate is generally10% higher
than college average
WSCH/per FTEF decreased in the last
two years

N/A

N/A

N/A

I
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Computer Information Systems

Discipline Area

Description:
The Computer Information Systems program
teaches concepts, procedures, and terminology,
as well as the skills and applications necessary
to operate computers and network systems.

FTES
174.58

20022003

20032004

20052006

20042005

Assessment
• FTES in years observed is declining
significantly
• WSCH per FTEF has fluctuated, but
remains at a productive level
• Success stable and improved in 20062007 when it exceeded the college
average
• Retention rate is stable but slightly
below the college average

20062007

05-06

06-07

858
5.74
465

WSCHper

591

FTEF

-------.......-Success

Retention

80%

62%

_ _ . _ _ _ _J -_ _ _ _ .

20022003

20032004

20042005

0
62% 'I 67%
I,

I

____

20052006

~

~

~

____

63%

II

i

1

62%

I

I

I

I

20062007

I"""""'~'"
~~.~~~ --'~~:'~--~~.""---~"~---+'-'''''''''''~''-'''~-----4
% of
I Online

~~I!!:'?!!!!!!.!!!.+"...~__,-+.

I Degrees/

I Certificates

Program Plans:
• Maintain and revise CIS Open
Entry jOpen Exit entry level courses to
provide students with marketable job
skills specifically geared toward the
needs of reentry, traditional, and
lifelong learning students. The
department is in the process of
changing its core curriculum from
Office 2000 to Office 2007.
• Maintain and revise Comp-TIA (A+),
WOW Web Development and
reestablish the MOU certification
programs.
• Continue the ongoing development of
the Web Developer Certification
program to include a Cyber Forensic,
and Project Management components
with current, emerging web
technologies.
• Infusion of information technology
components into established curricula,
such as Administration of Justice,
Math, Geography, etc.
• Revise curricula to implement in
conjunction with the OE Department,
the MOU certification program.
• Develop, maintain, and revise Internetbased courses
• Establish a full CIS AA degree online.

'

I

L",,~~ard!:d.,_~L_,

From Program Review November 2007

Challenges and Opportunities
Develop strategies to raise retention rate
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Discipline Area

Culinary Arts

Waiting for Approval from CA Community College
Chancellor's Office

Description:
The Culinary Arts department has developed a
full range of curricula which is available to
students. Certifications from this program
exist in the areas of ServSafe, Deli Cook and
Baker certification, Baker Certification,
Bartending Certification, Dining Roof Staff
Certification, and Chef Apprentice Certification.
Courses provide a knowledge base that allows
students to more easily obtain entry level or
higher positions in this field.
Assessment
No data available
Program Plans:
• Additional curricula will be developed
including Commercial Food prep as the
prerequisite to most courses.
• The program will seek American
Culinary Federation accreditations
• More community outreach
• Develop a job placement program

From Program Review September 2006
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Engineering

Discipline Area

Description:

FTES
0.30

A new Engineering Program was launched Fall
2008.

Assessment
TBA

Program Plans:
TBA

20022003

20032004

20042005

20052006

20062007

............ Success

•

33%

20042005

20032004

20052006

20062007

;

I Degrees/

N/Ar~NT

N/A

+

A

L~~~~~~.1_""~~~l __",""J ...... ""L".~~
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Geography

Discipline Area

Description:
The Geography department offers a wide
variety of introductory classes including
Cultural Geography and Physical Geography.
Cultural Geography introduces students to the
spatial and diverse cultural milieu that is the
basis for the Social Sciences and Humanities.
Physical Geography focuses on the spatial
relations of the various physical and earth
sciences.

FTES
84.83

20022003

20032004

20042005

Assessment
• Growth in FTES
• Number of sections offered in
Geography has increased
• Retention is steady and exceeds
college average
• Success rate was steady but fell below
college average in 2006·2007
•
There is an observed increase in % of
online enrollment that same year

20052006

Duplicated
Enrollment
4.45
483

.......-Success

..... Retention

85%

84%

86%

66%

67%

67%

89%

83%

Program Plans:
• Continue to build on the base courses
• Bring electronic learning into the
program, using more computers in lab
and lecture
• Insure course articulation for all types
of teaching techniques
• Promote collaboration in lab settings
• Add to the online course offerings
From Program Review 1998·99

20022003

20032004

20042005

20052006

20062007

L....._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ _ _---l

Challenges and Opportunities
• Consider strategies to address lower
success rates that began in '06-'07
• Develop strategies for a degree
program

25
23%
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Discipline Area

Geology
Description:
Program review needed.

FTES
33.00

20032004

20042005

20062007

20052006

Assessment
•
High growth in FTES in years observed
with a large percentage of online
enrollment
• From 2004-2005 to 2005-2006
% of online enrollment almost doubled
During the same timeframe, success
and retention tended to decrease
• Large increase in FTES in '06-'07and
the WSCH per FTEF decreases
• Success rate is strong and consistently
higher than college average
• Retention rate is steady and exceeds
college average
Program Plans:
TBA

......-Success
92%

91%

20032004

20042005

Retention

20052006

o2-o3T03-04To4~05
!

4

6

0%

36%

i

20062007

U5-Ub
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Discipline Area

Health Science (General)
Description:
Program review needed.

FTES

20022003

20032004

20042005

260.80

266.50

20052006

20062007

Assessment
• FTES in years observed is increasing
• Increase in online courses in years
observed
• WSCH per FTEF has remained steady
• Success rate steady and near the
college average
• Retention rate is steady but slightly
below the college average
• The number of degrees awarded is
substantial
Program Plans:
TBA

02-03

03·04

592

755

7.60

8.93

395

443

Challenges and Opportunities
• Develop strategies to increase
retention rate

,•...""", Retention

61%

20022003

of

I

81%

77%

69%

62%

20032004

20042005

75%

20052006

20062007

! 0.0%

"
!_~.~llm!nt..,..
.
Degrees/ i
Certificates
! Awarded
i

75%

Online

r

20
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Discipline Area

Health Science (Pre Professional)
Description:
Program review needed.

FTES
18.63

Assessment
•
•
•
•

FTES in years observed is increasing
WSCH per FTEF has been erratic and
low
Success rate unstable but above
college average in '06-'07
Retention rate is unstable and below
college average

Program Plans:
20022003

20032004

20042005

20052006

20062007

TBA

Challenges and Opportunities
•

45%

20022003

i

Develop strategies to increase
retention rate

53%

20032004

20042005

20052006

20062007

Online

IEnr~~.~m~e_n_t~~__,____~_~__

I Degrees/

I Certificates
12ar,!!,,!!_ .. ,________. . . . __;__ .,"' """"""""""'_,_.,_"___"_,,.,-J.~,,""""'''''''''''''''''_'''_''''_ _----1
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Discipline Area

Hotel, Restaurant and Casino Management (HRCM)

FTES
75.93

75.20

20022003

20032004

20042005

Assessment
• FTES in years observed is increasing
• WSCH per FTEF has been erratic, but
productive
rate high in 2005-2006 and
Success
•
exceeds college average
• Retention rate high and steady and
exceeds college average

20052006

04-0

380

Program Plans:
• Sequence course work to articulate
with 4 year institutions
• Achieve accreditation for the program
• Build new course curricula
• Modify current courses as needed to
improve student learning outcomes

449

3.S9
444

474

85%

l

69%

65%

20022003

20032004

76%

75%

20042005

, Sec

7

~

From Program Review April 2008

Challenges and Opportunities
• Develop strategies to increase degrees
awarded

20062007

20052006

29

Description:
This is a program to certify students to work in
the fields of hotel, restaurant, and casino
management. All courses offered promote
practical job skills and have resulted in
students receiving certificates in Dining Room
Management, Pastry and Bakery Arts, and
Beverage Management.

37

44

%of

Online

I EnroUment

r"

Degrees/--~

1

o

Certificates
,' •.,Awarded
... __ ., ..

.:;;c;..;;;='~'_""~"""~""M",_~,J~,,~_·
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Discipline Area

Humanities
FTES
90.70

20022003

20032004

20042005

20052006

20062007

DUp
Enrollment
FTEF

WSCHper

20042005

20052006

Program Plans:
• Begin a Native American course
• Begin a cross cultural course
• Put Women's Studies under the Ethnic
Studies program
• Participate in recruitment events at
high schools in our service area

Challenges and Opportunities
• Review variances in success rates and
seek to increase

Retention

20032004

Assessment
• High growth in FTES in years observed
• Large percentage of online enrollment
• Online enrollment more than doubled
from 2005-2006 to 2006-2007
• Success rate is unstable, fell below
col1ege average by 8% in '06-'07
• Retention rate is stable

From Program Review November 2006

FTEF ~_l--_,,",_I,,,,,~_,,,,';',_,,,,

20022003

Description:
This program serves students seeking M
degrees in Humanities and Social Sciences. It is
an interdisciplinary program.

20062007

Educational Master Plan, 20081 West Hills College Lemoore
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Discipline Area
02-03

Liberal Studies/Liberal Arts
05-06

06-07

i

IM---+--'-"'"""+"''''''''-'''~'''''''''"l--.'~'~''''''i---.-t--%_-,,·,!
Degrees/
I Certificates
L"~"ward.~.d~,,,~,,,,,-,,~,,

Description:
The program is currently under review and
modification.
Assessment:
No Data Available
Program Plan:
TBA

Educational Master Plan, 20081 West Hills College Lemoore
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Discipline Area

Mathematics
Description:
The Math program consists of a full spectrum
of courses ranging from developmental to
advanced level mathematics. Courses are
designed to satisfy the certificate, associate
degree, and transfer level needs for both the
technical and non-technical student.

FTES
290 .20
274.13

274.40

261.23

257.85

20022003

20032004

t Duplicated

I

20042005

02-03

03: 04

1,825

L801

20062007

20052006

I 04-0'1

1~81 1 1~19

15.48

1 16.16

17.98
471

I 74%
I

...

62%

77%

I,

20.24 , 19.53

- --+I

!

I 410

395

I
I

63 %

From Program Review September 2004

74%

73%
~.

62%

-.-l

Retention

-+- Success
7 Vo

Program Plans:
•
Add student learning outcomes to all
course outlines
•
Increase number of Math 64 sections
•
Establish an effective assessment test
that accurately places students in Math
101,61,63 or Math 15.
•
Create an assessment policy for online
classes

L908

- _

-

I

'0 6-~

0'-06

Enrollment
FTEF

Assessment
•
FTES increased until '05-'06
•
Significant increase in sections during
the years observed
•
WSCH per FTEF has decreased overall
• Success rate is decreasing and is below
the college average
•
Retention is relatively stable but below
college ave rage

,..

....

55%

57%

Challenges and Opportunities
•
Develop strategies to increase success
and retention rates

)
20022003

I'::ct~~s
, % of

Online
I Enrollment
-D-e-g r-ee-s-/ -

I Certificates

20032004

I

58
26.80/0

I

55 ,.
19.4%

-r 2-

20062007

20052006

20042005

62
16.4%

74

20.2%

78
29.2%

4

i
.

I

Awarded
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Discipline Area

Nursing
Description:
A new Nursing Program was launched Fall

2008.
Assessment
No Data Available
Program Plans:
TBA

Educational Master Plan, 20081 West Hills College Lemoore
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Office Management and Technology

Discipline Area

Description:
The Office Management and Technologies
program offers a variety of options that guide
students toward successful employment in
business and government. The certificate
programs include an Office Management and
Technology Certificate, a Clerk Typist
Certificate, and a SecretaryfWord Processing
Certificate. Completion of the Certificate
program and the general education and District
requirements qualifies students for an
associate degree.

FTES
65.22

64.04

20022003

20032004

20022003

20032004

20042005

20052006

20062007

67%

70%

73%

20042005

20052006

20062007

Assessment
• FTES in years observed is decreasing
• Percentage of online courses is steadily
increasing
• WSCH per FTEF has been erratic, but
generally productive
• Success rate well below the college
average
• Retention is im proved but below the
college average
Program Plans:
• Increase business community
involvement in the design of classes
and certificates/degrees
• Improve the business community's
perception of the college's
certificates/degrees
• Develop a path for students' transition
from education to employment
• Investigate cross discipline course
offerings to enhance employability
• Integrate certificates and degrees to
articulate a path to four year
institutions
• Improve student access with
convenient course designs
• Develop more short term and online
courses so employed individuals can
quickly update their skills or the
unemployed can obtain job ready skills

From Program Review January 2004
Challenges and Opportunities
• Develop strategies to raise retention
and success rates

Educational Master Plan, Z008 I West Hills College Lemoore
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Physical Education

Discipline Area

Description:
The Physical Education curriculum is designed
to provide the opportunity to achieve an
associate degree in the student's area of
specialization.

FTES
162.69
128.69

118.68
105.22

Assessment
•
FTES in years observed is increasing
• WSCH per FTEF had been steady, but
decreased in 2006-2007 and is below
the college average
•
Success rate is stable and slightly
above college average
•
Retention has slightly declined but at
college average

83.38

2002200 3

20042005

200 32004

20062007

20052006

r
Duplicated 1,158
_Enrolh~ent J _
FTEF
7.94
WSCH per
FTEF

386

1,136

1,244

5.67

8.18

8.83

423- - \

81 0;(0

...

I

72%

425

1,735

- --12.37
I

383

From Program Review March 2007 and Catalog
Description

1._

- . - Success
84%

..

-

879

' 4-29

Program Plans:
•
Increase course offerings
• Standardize tests between instructors
to be more consistent in grading
•
Develop and revise the degree

I

66%

Challenges and Opportunities:

Retention

800;(0

78%

I

":' -t
65% I

:;;;.

.....

68%

7 80Yo

•

--""

•

67 %

Develop strategies to increase
productivity of classes
Develop strategies to increase degrees
awarded

I

I

I
20032004

20022003

20042005

20052006

20062007

, 02-03 ~ 04-05 I 05-06 106-07-1
Sections

98

0.0%

%of

Online

l ~nrolJment

t Degrees/

,

I.

I Certificates
l

Award ~ _'

J

58

0.0%

68
I

0.0%

78

106

-193%
2.7 %

:

N
N
_j_A-_-1
_N
_ /_A_-_-I-l.-_·I_A_
- _iL-N
_./_A_"-I!
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Physics

Discipline Area

Description:
Program review needed

FTES

20032004

20022003

6.20

6.20

20042005

20052006

20062007

80%

77%

20042005

20052006

97%

20022003

20032004

Assessment
• Sections increasing
• FTES increasing
• Success & retention high in 2006-2007
and both exceed the college averages that
year
• WSCH per FTEF is low relative to other
programs on campus
Program Plans:
TBA

1

20062007

' - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--1

02-03

NA

%of

Online
._Enrollmen!_I__
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded
.

I

NA
N/A
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Psychology

Discipline Area

Description:

FTES
86.10

79.70

77.50

77.40

The Psychology Associate Degree program is
designed to provide entry-level skills and
knowledge for the student transferring to a
four year institution with a major in
psychology. The psychology major prepares
students for programs with emphasis in
psychology, counseling, child development,
educational psychology, education, social work,
sociology, human services, and nurSing.

68.70

Assessment

co

20022003

20042005

20032004

1--

02-03 I 03-04

I Enrollment
Duplicated
-FTEF

I 04-05

I 805

859

I

t--

683

--

--1--

r

05-06

I

•

06:0'1

1 775

797

5.40

6.00

4.20

491 - 1 477 -

496

•

20062007

,
-_._-

4.60

I 5.06

WSCHper
FTEF

20052006

•
•
•

I, 419-

I

•

- 387
I

.-

--

No [overall] growth in FTES in years
observed
FTES dipped in 2004-2005 and
increased by 2006-2007
Large percentage of online enrollment
Substantial number of degrees
awarded.
Success rate is relatively stable and at
the college average
Retention rate has been stable then
declined and in '06-'07 fell 14% below
the college average

Program Plans:

80 01!0

I

I

-f

84%

I

80%o

r
I

62%

I

-

80%0
65%

- . ""!

68%

I

62%

•
•

Retention

-+- Success

,

67%

20022003

l:eotio.,

20032004

20042005

02-03

T03-04 -

%of

46.0%

r-J

---

I

I

I

-

6

•

I
20052006

04-05

20062007

From Program Review February 2004 and
College Catalog

oS.06T 06-07 l

Challenges and Opportunities
•

I

23

I Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

•

65%

27
30
- I ~1 _
28.0% 31.0% I 36.8% ' 48.6%

27

•

I

I

I

I

14

13

Develop hybrid Psychology courses
Revise curriculum to ensure currency
with statewide curricular trends
Develop student learning outcomes for
Psych 1
Expand Learning Community course
offerings
Expand offerings of hybrid Psych
courses

Develop strategies to address recent
retention rate decrease

I

18

1-
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Social Science

Discipline Area

Description:
The Social Science Associate Degree program is
designed to provide the transfer social science
major the opportunity to achieve an associate
degree with specialization of the student's
choice. The major is made up of 24 units in the
fields of Economics, Geography, History,
Political Science, Psychology, and Sociology.

FTES
262.40
230.90

228.20

236.00
206.30

20022003

20032004

;--Duplicated
Enrollment
FTEF

r

20042005

20052006

20062007

02-03

03-04

04-05 1 Os:06j06-07

2,298

2,281

2,061

11.80

12>
°4 '4.80 I

-

14.00

t

2,623

2,359

16.80

I

WSCH per-

l FTEF

I

48 i-

564

1,__

~ Success

-

501

465

--

---'-

82%

83%

82%

65%

66%

68 %

68%

20022003

20032004

20042005

20052006

t Section~

r 03-04

70

59

-----49 .

456

J

Retention

82%

02-03

Assessment
•
Slight growth in FTES in years
observed
•
FTES dropped in 2004-2005 and has
been steadily increasing
•
Large percentage of online enrollment
•
Retention rate is stable and higher
than the college average
•
Success rate is stable and higher than
the college average

81%

Program Plans:
•
Bring Social Science 32A and B into the
history department
•
Develop a cultural/ethnic studies
program
•
Develop courses such as Native
American and Asian Pacific Islander
history, with potential to expand into
family and gender studies

From program review September 2004 and
college catalog

20062007

04-05~ 05-06106-07 I
60

74 ·

%of
8 % 47.6% I 41.6%
1
Online
Enrollment
. -- - - - - . I - 4
Degrees/
3
Certificates I
Awarded
_ _ _'____ 1 - - - .

I 84

---+- _

J

44.0% I 51.4%

j
I

-~--'1.

I

8

12

I
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Teaching Assistant (Education Assistant)

Discipline Area

Description:

FTES

11.47

10.87

10.63

The Education/Education Assistant (EDUC/EA)
program provides courses and experiences for
prospective teachers . The program awards a
certificate as a Teaching Assis tant. It is a
program that has been actively involved in
partnerships with Upward Bound Math and
Science, Educational Talent Search, University
Charter School, and Middle College High School.
The teacher preparation effort is now called
T.E.A.M. Teach and comes out ofthe
Education/Education Assistant program .

20042005

20052006

20062007

Assessment

18.57

17.25

..
20032004

20022003

OZ-03:()3-04

Duplicated
Enrollment

250

246

I

1.86

FTEF

WSCH per

~-

I

04-05

i 05-06 , 06-071

•

190

I 156

•

142

271

Program Plans:
' 299

•

-+- Success
82%

67%

I
20022003

+

20042005

20032004

82%

78 %

63%
L
.,.

71%

•

Retention

76%

I

.....

I

-

•

"&

71%

I

20052006

•
•

20062007
•

---~
Sections

n
~f

%
-Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

Number of FTES as well as sections
offered in Teaching Assistant declined
over past five academic years
Retention and success rates are above
college average
WSCH per FTEF is below college
average.

1.81

--

FTEF

86%

•

02:0,

P3~O'

18

;74.8

0/;

14

I 419

/0

I O'~Os1 05~06 T06~O]

•

11

11

12

59.5%

46.8% t 38.0%

Identify a counselor who will work
specifically with T.E.A.M Teach
students
Write student learning outcomes for
all remaining EDUC/EA courses
Review and revise education assistant
certificate to meet current needs of
workplace and students
Implement s tudent learning outcome
evaluation cycle in EDUC 1
Write curriculum for CBEST prep
classes to offer as nontransferable one
unit courses in test preparation,
reading, writing, and math
Develop s tronger articulation
agreements at local high schools
Develop strong student learning
outcome assessment cycles for EDUC 1
and EDUC 5 that include adjunct
faculty

I

1

o

From Program Review March 2007
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Challenges and Opportunities
•

Develop strategies to increase
enrollment, retention, and success
rates, and increase productivity

52 I P age

BASIC SKILLS

Basic Skills are the foundation for student success. Sometimes called developmental education or precollegiate skills, they are needed by many students entering all segments of higher education in order to be
successful in college coursework. The statewide course success rate at community colleges in Basic Skills is
60.5%, about 10 % lower than that for other courses.
At Lemoore, students in Basic Skills classes are successful at a rate close to or above the statewide average. All
Basic Skills classes have grown in enrollment over the six years represented below.
Basic Skills Math

FTES
79.83

20022003

20032004

20042005

20052006

20062007

20072008

20022003

--.-Success ......" Retention
82%

81%

65%

63%

20062007

20072008

20032004

20042005

20052006

_~SC!!P.f:!!TEF

•

•

Math Basic Skills classes have increased both in sections and enrollment Students are more
successful than the statewide average of 52%. (Source: Board of Governor's Report on System's Basic
Skills)
The program has high productivity and strong retention

Basic Skills English

FTES

20022003

20032004

20042005

20052006

--.-Success

20062007

20072008

Educational Master Plan, 20081 West Hills College Lemoore
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20022003

20032004

20042005

Retention
79%

76%

79%

57%

56%

58%

20052006

20062007

20072008
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~-

---- -- -I 2002-03-

Section~

t£u~I~"'ted ~~lImenC f

2 0-03-04-'-2004-:-0-5- -200S~06 ' 2006-07 1 2007-08

_35_ _ _

36~_

. ~ ~2 --l_ 1~_ 22 _ ~

J 4OlT_4~ 1

-

35~

.

-

J

3_1 _

3~5 - "

648

FTEF _ _ _
__2 ..1 _1 _1 ~~ 6.16
~ 4 1 2:.~ -1 2 :!..3_
WSCH p~r~1.:E~
'
~ 5_ _ ! 1~ _ ' - 328 _
~8 _I
].!..5 .. _
366
J
•
English Basic Skills classes are building back from '02- '03. Note that with fewer sections in '07-08
they have significantly surpassed the number of enrollments they had in '02-'03 with more sections,
a sign of a productive efficient program -- particularly considering that the success and retention of

their students have remained steady.
Success rates are generally comparable to statewide average of 59.3%. (Source: Board of Governor's
Report on System's Basic Skills].

•

English as a Second Language (ESL)
Retention

-+- Success

FTES
9.50

6.30

6.83

6.67

6.50
5.00

67%

59% I

2002·
2003

2003·
2004

2004·
2005

20052006

20062007

20072008

"1--- - - --- - r 2002-0:iT zO()3-04
Sections
Duplicated Enrollment

-------

FTEF
f" WSCH per FTEF

-

6
39

1.27

1.40

1.12

... 145

142

169

-t

6

2004-05

41

>-

15
52

20022003

i

20032004

2005-06

I

6
30
0.56
259

20042005

2005·
2006

20062007

20072008

200-6-07 I 2 007-08 1
6

7

-4 ~
0.85

66
0.67

229

411

•

Notable drop in sections after '02-03, but enrollments now surpass the enrollment when the
program had double the number of sections.

•

No ESL courses scheduled during the day were offered between 2002-03 to 2007-08

•

Success rates are mostly above statewide average of 70.6%. (Source: Board of Governor's Report on
System's Basic Skills)
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Basic Skills Placement
Students who enroll in courses that are appropriate for their preparation levels are much more likely to
succeed in college. The assessment process should provide information and support to students so they can
make appropriate educational choices. Below are charts that reveal the number of first term students who
were assessed and placed into Basic Skills classes in English and math. The ESL program does not have a
formal assessment mechanism.
WHC Lemoore Campus
First-Term
Students

Assessed

Z004-Z005

1,534

575

37.5%

927

54.5%

Year

L

Placed into Basic Skills

Z005-Z00~+

1,702

Z006-Z007

1.613

ZO'i17-=-z oos'-1

l,S43

-

_

•
•
•

0/0

~

79S

.1

j

49.5%
-46.6%

--

1

S59

English

%of
Assessed

Math

%of
Assessed

203

35%

223

39%

38%

413

45%

40%

355

48%

437

Assessed

I

411

--

44%
51%

In the four years observed, an average of 47 percent first term students at the WHC Lemoore campus
were assessed for course placement
Of the numbers assessed, an average of 48 percent of students were placed into Basic Skills English
Approximately 45 percent of students assessed were placed in Basic Skills Math, with the greatest
percentage (51 %) in the 2007 -08 academic year

NASLCampus
Year
I

1

Placed into Basic Skills
First-Term
Students

Assessed

40

16

ZO'04-Z005

rZ005-Z006
r 2006-2007

25

14

22

11

f

%

.I ~ssesse_d

- _

400%

56.0~o~

50.0%

I

%of
Assessed

Math

13%

4

,
3

I

%of
. I Assesse~
25%
"

3

21%

9

27%

3

27%

0%

1

20%

I

64%

oj.

\zOO7-Z008

•

19

5

26.3%

0

A declining num ber of students are being assessed at NASL.

,-

: Online Campus
Year
•_ _

Placed into Basic Skills

First-Term Assessed I
%
.. ~tud~~ __
Assessed
2 4
L:004-Z005 .l
519
3°8 2
1_ 39.~~
2005-Z006
695
t
1 55.0%

l

t

•

%of
Assessed

I

1--

23

Math

11%
.-.

4S

54

14%

118

48

10%

119

80

26%

125

J _---- i

~::;:~::~ .~,B6; · ~:: ~~::~
•
•

I

%of
Assessed

The percentage of students assessed for the online campus has been declining over three years
An average of 15 percent of students assessed for the online campus were placed into Basic Skills
English
An average of 30 percent of students assessed for the online campus were placed into Basic Skills
Math
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Top TEN INSTRUCTIONAL DISCIPLINES BY FTES,

l 20il3.2004
Program

FTES

~~ ial Science

I

----Biology

184

Health.S.cience
(Ge_~~aIL __
Social Science

ealth SCience
136
(Gene,.:;ra:::IL) -----+--130
Computer
-'.r.lformatlOn Systems '
121
Business

~
I

I

AO]

-

Math

228

Biology

l

83

AO]

Psychology

77

Geography

l~eograPh~

...L 72

Program

I

28 3

Biology

274

Math

261 1

H"ealth Science
(General) _ _
Social Science

-

i

-----I-

290

Biology -

246

Math

218

Health Science
(General)..
Social Science

206

I

236

FTES 1

278

:~
163

-

127

Sy
",
!..;s:.::;
te::..:m
.::.s~+-_ __

1 Computer

106

____ l 79

I

89

8usiness

103

AO]

85

Humanities

91

8S :-Computer
_____ L.
_ I II]formati()E..?ystems

-I Geography

-1.-_ 71

Art

95

Inf£:r.n~ilon..?ystems

I

8~.

Art _

1A~t

89
87

Math, Biology and Health Science are among the three largest FTES generators in the past four years
observed. Social Science has remained in the top five.
The top ten programs have remained consistent during this time.

AVERAGE WSCH PER FTEF,

2002-2007

Program

Average

Office Management
Social Science

I

~_F_T_E_s-+_p._r_o:--gram ~TES

Educa-t-io-n--l-1-1-9-~PhYSiCal Education -'~YSiCal Education Computer
116- 1 Business
1-106 - AO]

Physical Education

•

200 6-2007

Physical

Information
8usiness

83

•

2005-2006

Program

261

Math

l- .. _

r

2003-2007

2004-2005

-------

Geogr~~. _ _ _.

.--

Geology

510

Child Development

493

HRCM

477

Busin_e_s_s ______

472

Physical Education

~computer Information Syst:..~s-_l 470
~
_4~ _

~:hology

_

Math

I' ~~mani~ies ---

rc~LLEGE ~V~~f~GE. ~~02·0?

Program

I

Art

433
-----------~~------~
427

- ----

t

454

Communicatio;;-

447

Teaching Assistant

-W- ~ Science c.::r:-~~f.:s~o~l)

_._

t_~4 1

~"lthSd,""(G,""'I)_ ---1_':38
Biology
~ - - - - ------

--L-~~y~s

t

409

--

Chemistry

_

420

--L ~~gin",,~g:--- - -- -__ --

363

1

327

306
268
192

134

r_'

4_4_-t

436 1
._-

*New Engineering program started in fall 2008
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1

AVERAGE SUCCESS

2002-2007

Program

Success

Art
Geology

78%
77%

r Physics
'r HRCM
- -

-

.. -

-

Communications

! 1%

Assistant

69%
__

68%

~t

lsocialScience

I

___

SCien~ e

(G:.neral)

__

63%

Math

60%

~alth Science (Pre-Professional) _

-57%

-=l :::

-=.1

I DfficeMa;~g~ent

~gineering _ _ __

5 0%
33%

-- ----

~~

Geogr~phy-

---

Physics

88%
86%
-

85%
85%

84%

-1--I

Child Development
Communications

---+I

Sci~--------'---r

rTeachingAssista~

84%

. _ _ _ . ~ 82%
82%

Humanities

___

_

hYSiCal
Biology

=+i

82%
82%
81%

Educati~n

-1-

- - l -Rete.rtion
-

-

_C D L L EG E AVE_RA~E,2 0 ~2 -0 7

__

--t

1=He~th~cience fGen_e_ra_I)________~~_

tt-_ :I!~~n.:ering
:;:'~:":g'm'"t _~=~
_ _
Health Science (Pre-Professional)

~~mist~ -=--=

I

78%

Computer Inform-a t-ion- Systems

I

80% 79%
79%

Psychology

-----

- STATEWIDE AVERAGE, 2 00 3-08
AD)

1Program

90%

t

r 'gy

•

65%
65%
64 010-

--~- -

~~:~:::'Y

Ret~nti-;;-n"'" -

I HRC~ _

•

Health

_-I

2002-2007

Program

•

-

Success

Students are least successful in Business, Chemistry, and Office Management over a 5 year span.
Business and Chemistry also fall below the college average in WSCH/FTEF; Office Management has
the highest WSCH/FTEF at the college.
Students are most successful in Art, Geology, HRCM, and Physics.

AVERAGE RETENTION,

I-Social

==1

Humanities
Psychology
Bio logy

_

65%

•

I

r-+

_66%

; AD)

•

_. - ---- I

71 %

---

::::;~:~::"''';'" ==-+:::

Art

i

- 77%

STAT EWlDEAVERAGE, 2003- 08 - -

---

-+-'I

-

Program

75%

Child Development

l T~ching

-

I

- -

1
"-j

77 70: 0
6

'

00

: :/;.1I
67%
66 0

I

61%

Student retention is highest in programs that also reflect a high success rate - H RCM, Geology, Art,
and Physics.
Student retention is lowest in programs that reflect a lower success rate - Business, Office
Management, Health Science, and Chemistry.
The California Community Colleges System Strategic Plan of January 2006 notes that efforts are
needed to improve semester to semester persistence, especially into the second year of college study.
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DEGREES AND CERTIFICATES

From Fan 2003 to Fall 2007, West Hills College Lemoore conferred a total of 1,276 degrees and certificates in
various disciplines. Over 50 percent of these were Associate of Arts in Liberal Arts. The Liberal Arts Program
has been renamed Liberal Studies and is currently under review and modification.
The total number of degrees and certificates conferred by West Hills College Lemoore has been steadily
increasing over the past four years.

Total Number of Degrees & Certificates
390

*2003-2004

2004-2005

2005-2006

2006-2007

Top 20 Programs by Total Number of Degree/Certificate Conferred. 2003-2007

-Corrections Optio
4
Systems· AS

1

2

. Ad;j-;;iSt;ation of Justice -

La; Enforcement - AS

Development Admin. - Certificate
Retail Business Management - Certificate
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TRANSFERS TO FOUR YEAR INSTITUTIONS

WHeL Student Transfers to Four Year Institutions
300
240

250
200

170

163

150

134

127

129

100
50

o
Bin State Public

20

II

Out of State Public

14

22

26

III

In State Private

51

76

86

12

10

15

97

127

163

---Data Source: National Student Clearing House; WHCCD Data Warehouse
Definition: The annual numbers of transfers to four-year institutions were determined by students who
completed at least 12 units in the WHCCD system and stopped attending WHCCD prior to transferring to a
four year institution.
Assessment:
•
•
•

In '07,92 students transferred to public four year institutions; 148 students transferred to private
four year institutions.
In the six years observed, more students transferred to California private institutions each year than
transferred to California public institutions.
The number of students transferring continues to increase with the most significant gains occurring
at California private four year institutions.
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.----- -

- - ----- --

-- _._--_-. .-- . _. ,_.

-- -

- - -

'". '- - '

---

WHC Online Student Transfers to Four Year Institutions
70 i

I

60

58

50

III
1-0

~

37

40

III

I:

30

C':I

1-0

22

20

E-

20
10

6
4
1 ., 1 0

10

t-- In St~te P~iv~te

~-

I- Out of State Private i
Total

I

-

4

~3 3 ~ I

~ I

,

2004

2005

1

1

10

14

I

3

I

.

4
- 1

- -

-

3

-- -

I

2

0

!

0

I

6

,

6

,

4

.-.-

I

~

- --- -

,
---"..-

2006

-

2007

14

11

22
16

-

3

13

2

2

2

22

37

20

6

L....

11

4
,

r

r '2

2003

16

14

1111 13

2002
I- In State Public

-

[1 4

'L

..!:.

0

I
I Out of State Public I

6

1 32 0

22

14

,

-

6

58

Data Source: NatIonal Student Cleanng House; WHCCD Data Warehouse
Definition: Based on WHCCD students who completed at least 12 units primarily online from a combination
of online courses from WHCC and WHCL and stopped attending WHCCD prior to transferring to a four year
institution.
Assessment:
•
•

The number of online transfers has significantly increased over the six years observed.
Significant gains have been made in the number of students trans ferring to out of state public
institutions.

WHCCD Total Student Transfers to Four Year Institutions
419

450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
SO
0

...C1I

-...
VI

VI

t:

ra

~

138
70

;3
1

2320
__
I

_ In State Public

284

281

r

231

218

.

I

146

130
2530 33
r-

5243 40

100.0

2002

2003

I

r-

131
4032

28

rt

'-i

198
134
7051

r ~I

r
99

72
SO

2004

2005

2006

2007

23

25

52

40

70

99

Out of State Public

20

30

43

32

51

72

In State Private

70

130

146

131

134

198

29

SO

284

419

• Out of State Private

25

33

40

28

• Total

138

218

281

231

Data Source : National Student Clearing House; WHCCD Data Warehouse
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WHC Lemoore Top 20 Transfer Four-Year Institutions, 2002-2007
e of Institution
Number

1~m""""""""""""""""~"""""""-"

381

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY - CHICO

"" __

i 10

-SACRAMENTO
~~~,,~~~~_

_~m~~~~

__

~_

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA·DAVIS

~r~~;~~;;_;~;;;;~:~~:VO~~~~C:E CAMPUS
1-~13 I SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY

t"'<-

i 14~AN FRANCISCO STATE UNIVERSITY
",m

---~--.~-

.."""'-.-""

"""""~~-,,-

CALIFORNIA
STATE UNIVERSITY
I~ 16 CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY "-"<"F""U--L~L'~E-R"T:"O·<N""<""<-'"-<-~"""" """+"""~~
!.< ....
<••----<.''..<~~,,<.<.'"<.<'''.'''''''.'"'''.--""",,,,,,. __ <._w,,,,, ",~,,,,,,,~-,,,""',,, ••<
..<., <..~
.!~.~~IV~~~~.~~""OF CAL IFORNIA·BERKELEY
18 i CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY· MONTEREY BAY
6

I

-t. ' .

l« .. ~

.~-

....<~-,,~.«<".

L. ~~.J~l\1BRY-RIDD~~_~ERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY - DAYTONA
L.~.~
:

I.?LD DOMINION UNIVERSITY

6
6

er Four Year Institutions
931

Data Source: National Student Clearing House; WHCCD Data Warehouse
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TRANSFERS TO Two YEAR INSTITUTIONS
.

-~

-

-

---

--

~

---

--

--

-

.- -

-

--

--

-

WHeL Student Transfers to Two Year Institutions
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

<Il

I..

~

<Il

c

~

I..

E-

• In State Public

147
126

l-I

76
63
35

l I16 4
I

i

"

1 3__

~

24

'~ 1

60

43

0

fl;3 1

2002

2003

2004

16

24

43

I

~1

~1

2

2005
60

I
I

4

-- r -

13

• Out of State Private '

3

0

1

• Total

24

35

63

76

I

- -.

1

16

1
2

• In State Private

1

10

3

..

-

!

I

I~1 0
2007

126

117

20

22

1

1

--- r..---.

i

0

2006
-

'--

Out of State Public

140
117

0

0

147

140

Data Source : National Student Cleanng House; WHCCD Data Warehouse
Totals includes In State Public, Out of State Public, In State Private and Out of State Private Two Year
institutions.
Definitions
•

Lemoore Total: The annual number of transfers to two-year institutions was determined by
students who completed at least 12 units in the WHCCD system and stopped attending WHCCD prior
to transferring to a two year institution.

Assessment
•
•

The number of students transferring to two year institutions has increased over the six years
observed.
Exit interviews could reveal reasons for these transfers that will assist the college in educational
planning.
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WHC Lemoore Top 20 Transfer Two-Year Institutions, 2002-2007
"~ _

_ " - ' ' ' ' ' _ ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' _ ' ' ' ' ' ' _ ' _ ' __ '''W''''W'''''
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_ _"
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__
-"
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Section IV: Student Services
Student services are an important and integral function at West Hills College Lemoore. The college develops
and offers a wide scope of support services that are dedicated to supplementing and complementing
instructional programs and providing educational and cultural resources to students, faculty, and the
community.
For the purposes of this Educational Master Plan, the student services included are those dealing with the
Department of Learning Resources, Financial Aid, the Matriculation process and the following categorical
programs: CalWorks, CARE, DSP&S, and EOPS.
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Department of Learning Resources
Description: The Department of Learning Resources is responsible for supporting the colleges in their

teaching/learning and service process through the development and administration of an academic online
and video conference program that provides faculty training, help desk support, and videoconference
technology installation and support.

2002-2006 Online FTES & Unduplicated Headcount by College
1200

3500
3000

1000

2500

~

800

L

2000

600
1500
400

1000

200

500

o

0
2002-2003

2003-2004

_

2004-2005

Lemoore

2005-2006

Coalinga

2006-2007

FTES

Note: Prior to 2003-2004, all online courses were offered by WHCL
•

There is significant growth in the online FTES and headcount at each campus.

--------

Video Conferenced Courses
• Lemoore

Coalinga

Firebaugh

18

13
11

1313

12

10

Fall 2003

•

17

Spring 2004

Fall 2004

Spring 2005

Fall 2005

Spring 2006

The number of video conference courses offered at Lemoore has been decreasing
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Online Offerings
.. i

Online Disciplines

Online Class Sections
146

134
105
81
67

58
47
36

Fall 2003

•

Spring
200 4

Fall 2004

Spring
2005

Fall 2005

Spring
2006

Fall 2006

Spring
2007

While the number of disciplines available online has remained steady, the number of sections has
increased significantly.

Department Plans:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide online students with active, hands-on, concrete experiences through technological media
through collaboration of Learning Resources online staff and online instructors
Develop and implement Student Technology and Online Readiness Self Assessment Tools
Increase student technology literacy and independence through enhanced online orientations,
student-friendly sites, and online training in courses
Research and work with CENIC on all aspects of captioning for video conference courses
Research and present to faculty new classroom mediated technologies
Provide consultation and research services to the college academic communities.

From Program Review of Spring 2007
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Matriculation
Description: The matriculation Process at WHC Lemoore provides an admission process, an orientation to
college programs, services, and procedures; pre-enrollment assessment and counseling for course selection, a
suitable curriculum, and a continuous follow up on student progress with referral to support services.

Students Served, 2006-07
% of 6,469 Total
926

424
221

205
75

3%

1%

EOPS (NonCARE)

CARE

, 3%

7% '-

DSP&S

~

CalWORKs

Orientation Services

14%

*Matric

• Assessment Services, Placement
Assessment Services, Other

21%

23%

22%

19%
12%
8%

2%
% of % of EOPS % of CARE
Students

% of
DSP&S

% of
CalWORKs

AdvisementjCouseling

% of
DSP&S

% of
CalWORKs

Academic Follow Up Services

73%

% of % ofEOPS% of CARE
Students

% of % ofEOPS% of CARE
Students

31%

% of
DSP&S

% of
CalWORKs

% of % ofEOPS% of CARE
Students

% of
DSP&S

% of
CalWORKs

* Matriculation is based on students receiving assessment and counseling or orientation services,
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Extended Opportunity Program and Services (EOPS)

Description: The EOPS program and services is a state funded program that provides supplemental support
services to students with financial and educational needs. Eligibility is determined by income level and
demonstration of need.

I

------.

2006-07

EOPS (Non-CARE)

, Enr~iled in CREDIT
.- - - -

221

Credit FTES

1--

.

Enrolled in NONCREDIT
Noncredit FTES

-

%ofEOPS

% of All (6,469)

100%

4%

---

216

100%

8%

18

8.1%

5%

0

0%

0%

Age, 2006-07

Ethnicity, 2006-07
Native
Ages 50+

4%

Ages

25-29
12%
Ages 20-

Unknown
/DTS

24
39%

2%

1%

•
•

1%

The primary age group served by EOPS is students 20 to 24 years of age
The majority of the students are Hispanic
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Cooperative Agencies Resources for Education (CARE)
Description: The CARE Program is a cooperative effort between Kings County Human Services System, the
Employment Development Department, and the college's EOPS program. The focus of the program is to assist
single parents on AFDC via supplemental grants and workshops that will provide them support for their
academic success and retention.
%

1%
3%

2%

Age, 2006-07

•
•

Ethnicity,2006-07

The majority of students in CARE are below 30 years of age
The ethnic composition of CARE students varies from the college ethnic composition: CARE: 52%
Hispanic, college: 39% Hispanic, CARE: 25% white, college: 36% white, CARE: 16% African
American, college 7% African American
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Disabled Students Programs and Services (DSPS)
Description: The DSPS program provides equal access to education for disabled persons. The college's office
provides services to students with physical, learning, and psychological disabilities with a large range of
support services.
DSP&S

2006-07

% of All (6,469)

..

Enrolled in CREDIT

234

55%

4%

Credit FTES

154

32%

6%

l_
I

% of DSP&S

_

~nrolledi

----215

n NONCREDIT

51%

-

327

------~--

Age, 2006-07

--- ~

60%

-- 68% - ------~ .- -

. Noncredit FTES

-

-

_.

95%

----

Ethnicity,2006-07
Other
Native 2%
American
1%

Ages 50 +

13%

White
42%

Ages 2024
28%

Unknown
/DTS
3%

14%

Filipino
2%

•
•

Asian
1%

The largest percentage of any age group in the DSPS program is 30 to 49 years
The ethnic composition in DSPS varies from the college: DSPS: 42% white, college: 36% white;
DSPS: 36% Hispanic, college: 39% Hispanic; DSPS: 13% African American, college: 7% African
American
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Cal WORKs

t-_
*

Description: The Cal WORKs program is a state funded program to assist families who have received state
aid. It provides an opportunity to return to college and receive education and training to become employable.
2006-07
I

Enrolled in CREDIT

t Cr:dit FTES-- -

_ _

Cal-WORKs

% of Cal WORKs

201

98%

--

144

100%
9%

0.70

0%

5% ___ J .
0%
.. 1

-

Age, 2006-07

Ethnicity,2006-07

Ages 50
+

1%

Ages 2S-

3%

--+--- --5%- ---

----

19

Enrolled in NONCREDIT
Noncredit FTES

_ _-+__

% of All (6'469)J '

Native
American
2%

White
29%

Unknown
lOTS
3%

Ages<20

29
23%

7%

Ages 2024
43%

•
•

50% of Cal Works students are 24 years of age or below and 50% are 25 to 49
The ethnic composition varies from the overall college: Cal Works: 48% Hispanic, college 39%,
Cal Works: 29% white, college: 36% white, Cal Works: 14% African American, college: 7%
African American
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Financial Aid
Description: This department assists students through the various financial aid programs
administered by the college. Financial aid is funding provided by federal and state governments and
institutional sources to help students with their educational expenses. The funding is made up of
grants, scholarships, and loans. Loans have several repayment options.

-

WHC Lemoore

---

Enrolled

5,468
2003-2004 _

~ --vi~ _.

1-2004-2005

5,512

2005-2006

5,817

2,361

6,469

2,583

•
•

-

36%
~~ _ _

+ - =2,153 _

- ~--

7,091 __

:;!a _~

1,692

._ 5,010 - -

r 2006-£007
-L2~!-200~ _

% of Students
Receiving Financial

Received
Financial Aid

---1.

_

~1%
~

2,~~: . ,

_~,

I

40%
. . -38%_

The number of students receiving financial aid has increased over the six years observed.
The percentage of students receiving financial aid has decreased while the student population has
grown.

WHCCD Enrollment of Students Receiving Financial Aid Awards

I

Academic Ye;~ Students A~;rded
I Financial Aid
2002-2003
3,494

t-=-

2003-2 004-

,--

2004-2005
2005-2006

.

_

2006-2007

-

-.

2007-20~ 8

I Enrolled at
2,563

3,500

- 2,720 " .. _ - -

I

4,614
_

_

_

r

4'0~_=-_-=-3'1X=
6
4,371

4, ~48

3,359
3,645

I

i

% Enrolled

WHCCD

__

73.4%

-77.70/0
- 78.5%

I

76.8% 1
79.0%

- -80.5%
3,903 1

Source: Da tatel; WHCCD Data Warehouse

•
•

The number of students receiving financial aid awards has increased over the six years observed.
The percentage of students who were awarded financial aid and enrolled at WHCCD has increased
during six years observed.
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% of Students Receiving

2007-2008
Financial Aid Awards by
Ethnicity

Financial Aid
2007-2008

1

2006-2007
2005-2006

African-

38%
40%
; """;'';;''\ :,,1 M,'r:....

.',~:,'

2004-2005

Filipino
2.6%

41 %
39%

2003-2004

36%
Other

2002-2003

31%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - 2007-2008
Financial Aid Awards by Age

2007·2008
Financial Aid Awards by Gender

Ages 50+
2%
Male

32%

Female
Ages 25"

29
19%

•
•

Ages 2024

68%

35% .

The gender of students receiving financial aid differs from student population which is 61.94%
female, 37.37% male.
The age of students receiving financial aid differs slightly from the student population: 25.62% are
under 19; 30.94% are 20-24; 15.36% are 25-29; 23.28% are 30-49.
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Section V: Labor Market Information
INTRODUCTION

The college is committed to providing students with relevant education and training for career technical and
professional programs. Consequently, we examine labor market information for this region and compare it to
the programs we offer. We use this information to plan for the development of new programs.
ECONOMY OF THE SAN JOAQUIN REGION, OVERVIEW

The Educational Master Plan for West Hills College Lemoore primarily utilizes our district service area that
encompasses parts of five counties (Fresno, Kings, Madera, Monterey, San Benito) for demographic data.
However, for the economic and labor market section we have also included the counties of Tulare, Kern,
Merced, Stanislaus and San Joaquin. The reason for this is the impact of the larger geographical region's
economy on college planning for the West Hills Community College District. Employment options for our
students also take into consideration a greater area than the college district.
Among the ten counties under consideration by West Hills Community College District for its Educational
Master Plan, six are among the top ten counties in the state in the value of their agricultural production :
Fresno, Tulare, Kern, Merced, Stanislaus and San Joaquin. Of the ten counties drawing students to the West
Hills colleges, only Mariposa County, with nearly half of its land on Federal lands, has an economy not based
on agriculture.
While farming and agriculture define the region to a great extent, the counties of the San Joaquin Valley differ
considerably in their economic make-ups. Madera and Tulare County have about three times the proportion
of employment in agriculture as San Joaquin and Stanislaus. The others fall in between. Likewise,
manufacturing is a more prominent part of the employment picture in Merced and Stanislaus counties than in
other counties and government is a larger sector of employment in Kings County than in the others. This
suggests that educational planners need to consider the diverse employment options in the region as well as
the large distances in the rural landscape.

Population Growth
The population of the region is expected to grow approximately ten percent between 2007 and 2012,
compared to the state's projected growth of five percent during the same period. The greatest growth will
occur among adults aged 30 to 34 years and children under ten years of age (106,284). (Source: Regional Scan
and Program Demand Report, 2007) This growth will have an impact on the need for job training and retraining and for education of children, and related services.

Income Levels and Unemployment
Per capita personal income varies in the San Joaquin Valley counties, but is below the state average in each.
For comparison, the average per capita personal income in California for 2006 was $39,626. Among the ten
counties of the San Joaquin region, Fresno had the highest per capita income, $27,081; Kings had the lowest at
$22,771. (Source: Table CA1-3, Regional Economic Accounts, Bureau of Economic Analysis, April 2008)
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A recent survey of student applications for admission to West Hill College Lemoore and West Hills College
Coalinga shows 45 and 48 percent of applicants, respectively, have family incomes of $25,000 or less. (Source:
WHCCD 2007-2008 admission application supplemental survey) The lower than average incomes in the
region are consistent with agricultural regions across the country.
Unemployment also reflects the agricultural economic base of the region. Unemployment tends to be higher
in the San Joaquin Valley region than the state average. The seasonality of agriculture and the relatively low
wage scale account for some of the disparity between this region and other parts of the state. Counties in the
San Joaquin Valley also have higher than average poverty rates.

Employment
The top industry sectors in the region, those with over 100,000 jobs, were government, agriculture (including
forestry, fishing and hunting), retail trade, health and social assistance, manufacturing, construction, and
accommodation and food services in 2007. Construction ranked at the top in earnings per worker ($54,440)
and accommodation and food services ranked last in the group ($16,554). The greatest growth among all
industry sectors by 2012 is projected to be in health care and social assistance. (Source: Chart of Industry
Sectors, Region and State, 2007-2012).
Those occupations requiring training and/or education and showing the most growth across all industries in
the region in 2007 include:

•
•
•
•

Registered nurses
First-line supervisors/managers of retail
sales workers
Elementary school teachers, except
special education
Business operation specialists

•
•
•
•
•
•

Truck drivers, heavy and tractor-trailer
Medical assistants
Customer service representatives
Accountants and auditors
Nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants
Carpenters

(Source: EMS I Top-Ranked Occupations by Total Growth, 2007-2012. Note: The list above includes the top ten
occupations, all with over 17,000 employees.)
At the time of the Regional Scan and Program Demand Report, West Hills Community College District offered
curriculum directly related to six of the twelve high-demand occupations.
Planning for future educational programs and services at the college will take into account the agricultural
character of the region, the needs of its growing population for general education and workforce training, and
the need to keep pace with demands of the economy.
REGIONAL REPORT

The following information was obtained from the Regional Scan & Program Demand Report prepared for
West Hills Community College District by Economic Modeling Specialist Inc.
The Regional Scan included data from ten counties: Fresno, Kern, Kings, Madera, Mariposa, Merced, San
Benito, San Joaquin, Stanislaus, and Tulare. The industry and occupation employment numbers are based on
numerous published sources from the federal Bureaus of Labor Statistics, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
Bureau of the Census, and the National Center for Education Statistics. These ten counties span a region
where the West Hills Community College District students are likely to seek work.
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Occupation Demand and Program Enrollment Comparison

This section compares regional occupations with the most annual openings to the college's current
enrollment by program, with the goal of indicating where the college might look to increase its capacity. The
occupations are taken directly from the "Top-Ranked Occupations by New + Replacement jobs" table.
"Related programs" associated with occupations are identified using a crosswalk developed by the U.S.
Department of Education with some customization by EMS!. College enrollment numbers by Classification of
Instructional Programs (Cl P) code are provided by West Hills Community College District.
Note that many occupations have multiple related programs and vice versa, so students enrolled in a program
may be included in more than one row in the table above. "Average annual openings" is total new and
replacement jobs divided by the number of years in the given timeframe.
-

007-2012 Avg~ ian Hourlyl
Annual
Earnings

2

__________

I ----

I

~_..' _

_
__
Elementary School Teacher, Except Special Education

1,715

$34.79

W
_ Related
HCCD' All
Programs
36

1,426

$26.07

225

Truck Drivers, Heavy and Tractor-Trailer

1,047

~gistered N~ _

~

Openings

--1

-A-nn
- u- a-IEnrollment at

$17.08

60

~~~ ness

$27.01

107

~

945
Operation Specialis:-, All Other
First-line Supervisors/Managers of Retail Sales ofWork..,e_rs......._ _ 848

$15.29

Medical Assistants (Psychiatric Technicians)
Customer Service Representatives

$12.28

-

~-

Carpenters

f-- -

- --- - - - -

-~------

- --

Nursing Aides, Orderlies and Attendants

I

735

- 107

J
~

----j

735
649
646

Maintenance and Repair Workers, General

t Secondary School Teachers~xc--;pt Speci;J'and Vocationai
Education

Executive Secretaries and Administrative Assistants
Automotive Service Technicians and Mechanics

I Preschool-Teachers,
Special Education
_. - -Except
-------- -

First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Food Preparation and
_ _. __
-- ------t
1
Team
- Assemblers
___ _

' ServingWorker~ _

490

$17.73

461

$17.66

50

454

$12.08

225

428

$11.20

27

409

--.--

107

$11.36

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists Inc. (9/2007).
Enrollment totals are based on programs that might lead students into the occupation of demand.
Co lor Key:

§

Occupations with
Occupati ons with
Occupatio ns with
Occup a tions with

programs or training available at WHCL and WHCC are hig hlighted yellow.
programs or training available at WHCC are highlighted green.
programs or training available at WHCL are highli ghted blue.
programs o r tra ining IlQJ; available at WHCCD .
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Highest-Growth Regional Industries, 2007-2012

These industries are projected to add the most total jobs in the ten county region. The Earning Per Worker
(EPW) is an average of occupations throughout all industries in 2006.

200~

Description
Local Government

'

202,525

f

2012 JobsT

% Change

Ch-;;ng;-

r-z006
EPW

I 214,695

12,170

36,277

8,135

I

6%

-r_
1

29%
28%_

$54,8 ~

!---

Child Day Care Services

! Te~p~r-ary-H-elpse-rv-ices_ ~

General Medic~l ~nd Surgical

I Department Stores

-=. _-_-

H..:>s~ta~

Offices of Physicians

r~upportActivities f~;:-crop!roducti-;;n
Limited Service Eating Places
Other Activities Related to Real Estate
Accounting and Bookkeeping Services
I St~t~·G~ve;. ~~ent -- -- Offices of Dentists

I Fuil-Servi-;;e Res: aurants

-

28,142
27-:479--

- - - - __3_5_
,68~ _'
29,990 I

_

_ _ _=~

J..

+

~5'111 _-+- -C6~i'
_40_,_40_1_
_4_,_7~
4,436

13%
15%

$65,179

34,426
29,559

T - 4,033

16%

$79.186

3%

$22,301

6%

$13,499

25,526

T

116,491

13,438

119,796 r
52,693
I
13,688
- 1-5,746- t

32,770

f- !4,860

49,920
11,134

----~-

-- -------.-10,144
t- 35,493
. - - ..

--

3,305
2,773
2,554
2,308 -

__17% +
6%

11,980

1,836

- -18°k

37,224

1,731

50;

1,646

27%

1.572
- ,
1,452

23%
27%
i4% -

-

---

1,423
1,389

..

1,338
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1.329

$21,238

-

23%

2,090

..

-

-----Source: Economic Modeling Specialists lnc. (9/2007)

$13,429
$20,607

-

-

-

•

--

$31,819

$31.442
$61,388

I $45~5 06

T $i6.466$32,259

.t _$25,~i9 J
'

I

$40,678
$56,082

----

6%
$30,975
ii% - ~44,9 io - I

1 7%

$24:96"1 1
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Top 25 Critical Occupations in High Growth Industries

The following table shows the top 30 highest growth occupations (in top 10 industries) from 2007-2012.
They provide a business oriented view of the most in-demand jobs over that timeframe, and the demanddriven college will seek to align its offerings accordingly. Many jobs found here, especially with an education
level of "short-term" or "moderate-term-on the job training" (ST OJT or MT OIT) are likely to be good
candidates for industry oriented continuing education programs. * (other abbreviations are decoded below)

--

-_

-Child day care services ...
Support activities for crop

I

~ e!EE.~ctio_n_ _

cal Govern:en~

L

Department stores
General medical and surgical
hosElt~~
_..
_
Offices of physicians
Limited-service eating places

I

,

----

Occupation

Industry

-

Job Growth
(In
Industry)

I

Child care workers
---'--Farmworkers and laborers, crop, nursery, and
___
I greenho ~
Elementary school teachers, except special
education
, Retail salespersons
---Registered nurses

----

--

t

----

l_

I

._

-- ---Source: Economic Modeling Specialists Inc. (9/2007)

-'1

--_--~-

L-::Registered nurses
•...£ffice clerks, general
I Po~ ic..: and sheriffs patr'?!..o_
ffi_,c_e_rs_ __
Teachers and instructors, all other

+

ST 0lT
ST 0JT

$9.29
$34.79
-

_

ST 0JT
Associate's

----

------j

$12 .28
$7.96

MTO]T
STOjT

J

990
858
788

$74.93
----$25.08

--1-f1

786

$30.99

750
720
717

- $12 .34
$10.12
$29.03

68 9- - 1 - $ii08
667

-

650
61,9
565
530
488
471
454
402
367

Prof. DCj
,
PSAward

-I

_j

Exp. In
Field
'
ST OjT ~
ST OjT
Bachelor's

I

~ - PS Aw-;'d

$7.74

ST OjT

-,

---

$27.~ _ _N/~ _
~.64
S!.,OjT ~
$10.21
) ST OjT
$28.77
Bach-;I-;;~'s 1

-l-

$12.47

BaChe);' ~

$34-:-79 Associate's
$11.65
S T
$29.57
LT OjT
----$19.95
Bachelor's

oiT_l

'Education level abbreviations;
ST OfT, Short-term on-the-job training; MT OJT; Moderate-term on-the-job training; LT OJT; Longterm on-the-job training; Exp. in field ;
Work experience in a related field; PS Award; Postsecondary award; Associate's; Associate's degree; Bachelor's; Bachelo r's degree; DG
+ Exp .; Degree plus work experience; Master's; Mas ter's degree; Doctoral; Doctoral degree; Prof. DG; First professional degree
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---1

-$24.85
- -- -Bachelor's
-

~--

---- ---

..Temporary help services
Local Government
Local Government

2,117

1,060
1,039

I

I Offices ~ physic~a~

T

2,001
1.748

-------

---

_.

_ $8.~9_
$7.72

6,.?34
2,924

Average
Education
:

---i-- - - -

Medical assistants
Combined food preparation and serving workers,
in_c1ud!Eg fast food
Accountants and auditors

-

Median
Hourly
Wage (All
Industries)

---+ .-~26.0~ +' B~c~elor's

Accounting and bookkeeping
services
- - -_ ...- - -.
~ Of~es o~ physi ~
.
Physicians and surgeons
Other activities related to real , Real estate sales agents
estate
Other activities related to real Real estate brokers
estate
Local Government
L,2.eacher assistants
I!e~p~rary h; lp se~ces .. I Laborer~and freig~t sto,:.k, & material movers: hand
Local Government
Secondary school teachers, except special and
vocational education
Child day care services
Preschool teachers, except special education
.. .
I Limited-service eating places I-_~ooks, fa:.t fo~~ __ _
Local Government
Postsecondary teachers
1"'---I Department stores
Cashiers, except gaming
_ Department stores
Stock clerks and order fillers
Local Government
Middle school teachers, except special and
vocational
education
,.
. .. ,= ""-'----,-Other activities related to real Property, real estate, and community association
es_tate
_
I m_
an_age_rs _
_ ___
'

--

I
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Major Occupation Groups, Region and State, 2007-2012

The following table summarizes regional occupations by major group, sorted by total 2007 jobs. On average,
the median earnings in the region are below State median earnings.
-

Description

REGION

%
Change

Jobs

-t

f Office and ad~inistrative supp~rt

=~~s

'~'d "'''P'''';

t

-

, -" Ie<
Transportation and material moving
occupations

I

Re.p!.
Jobs

---r---

Median
Earning

State
2007

i

218,367

23':'31

134,629

142,930

3%

126,788

~

,~1%-:-t.:=23T ;S":':J ,2,838,820

I

6%

T

20,424

T

$13.11

1,239,652

12,474 - '$29.23

11.628,200

J

9%

St; ; - - I
2012
Median
Earnings

3,190~115 1--$1s:is l

3.lo9;'45

I

136,0~ 4% -

131,242

I Education, training, and library · - - - ' 116,361

3'5,159 1 $13,94

STATE- - - - - . . . . ,

r
1

I

T 248,688- I
I

241,667

,

rManagement-~cZup;ti;;;:;s -

--

,
~

3,04 7,879
l,299,665

$13.07

~ 1'745'17~
-

$38.83

18,839 1 -$22.841 1,107,877 ',I 1,214,480

$22.82

27,504

$8.74

occupations
Food preparation -and
1 occupations

se~g related-

109,731- r116,539

_

__

_ .

6%

---,

_Construction and extraction occupation~ ~ 07'13 ~ 1 112,507
Production

~u~ations

_

I~i~~;:~~,:;':::':::'::'"

97,379

~3,520

72,832

79,585

13,132

6%

1---=--:4: ?

74,8861 14%
1
65,3"3'2t 69,079
- 6%

Installation, m;;-~e, and repair
occupa tions

~~nds

Buildingand
cleaning and maintenance occupations

62,779

T

Arts, deSign, entertainment, sports, and
media occupations
Healthcare support occupations
--

t-

~'06

---,

$19.10

L

1,122,501 I 1,166,693 ,

$13~1- -1:106,7~ r~122,699

t

$20.56
$':'3.0.4

Community and social services
occupations

scienc~ -

f Military occupations

_

10,361

$9.25

1,- $35.92-1

, 12,33_4
9,875

t

733,217

I

9,i16 -.

I

$9.75

775'205~1
I +1$~
OJ',->,~ 1.1L

'

$18.44 '

665,549

$10.32

816,748

I

772,088

706,644

I

B53,872

1

$19.24

r

1

$10.21

11%

t

3:894"'"

$17.66

830,415-1

916,115

• - "$19.80 ·

38,188

44,344

16%

1

8,427

$11.55

391,113

444,565

29,250

31,133

6%

,

6,241-

L $21.2~

+ $12.50-

I

3 1,'28 -: " 3% -;

',021

I-

4,327

t-iii14

367,534 '391,109

16,316

3,590

-6%

n ,156 -

-', 16,953

18,333

-

=~ U,03z

12,275

----uoio-

I

t

8% - - 2,447

$20.79

$30.90 - 1 511,992
$2 4.76" J. 220,882
Z7.34 +-245,888

I

577,823
208,382

!
I

''':54
$35.21

$24."611

I 262"08~ -,,9.i9I,

1,2~ 1_ $!~. 88.J i 9~0-::,2-::3""2-r1--:::2~07_,9_7_3 ~4_5_.3_4_1

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists Inc. (9/2007J
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261:462

ILl

15%-

i

242,79ii

20,425
---

"if464

I

42S1s3i3411 -

J-i3,3~
312% +
r
_1_
$18.93

t

,

405,122

20,839

17,~

1 Life,physical,and so~iaTscten~e
occupations

1%

'

46,435

41,833

tA"hi~'="'i",~oi "'''P''''"' 1 27'''' 1

• Legal occupations

5%

9%

65'72~
,

Healthcare practitioners and technical
occupations

Computer and ~~th-;matical
occupatIOns

1 1,3 53,628' ,- 1,445,569 --\

,__1::~l' ~; i ~:~ ~;~::i t ',::,' ,';;':::' 1':'::::' -~::: i

' Personal care and service occupations

Prot;.;ive service occupations

$8.58

_ _ ----J
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Top-Ranked Occupations by New + Repl. Jobs, 2007-2012

The following chart exhibits the top ranked occupations by new and replacement jobs from 2007 to 2012 .
The occupations have been filtered by average education level to include only those between "Moderate-term
on-the-job training" and "Bachelor's degree" inclusive.
~-

1

---

2007
Jobs

Description

I

I

2012
Jobs

T New+
I RepJ.

Median
Earnings

r

Education
Level

l

Jobs
$34.79
8,576
Associate's
_
21,893
25,4.±6
- 29,446 , 7,129
27,226
Bachelor's
Elementary School Teacher, ~xcept Special Education
$26.07
Truck Drivers, Heavy and Tractor-Trailer
27,383
29,146
$17.08
5,235
MTO)T
17,164
$27.01
Business Operation Specialists, All Other
15,263
Bachelor's
4,7~ 4
. 2S,857
t- First li~-Super~;ors/Ma~ag~~s or-Retail Sal~ o-f--t - 26,522
4,239
$15.29
Exp. In Field
I- __ ._
Workers
M
l:.9JT IM~dical Assistal!.ts ___ .. 7,07~ j ,692 · 4 3,674
$12 .28
3,674
$14.23 '- _ ~TOJT_
Customer Ser-:ice Represe~tati yes
_ _~12'964 , 14~470
~ arp~_~ers _ _
_
___ _ . _
1063U- ~,8~~ ~24_5 _ 0 20 ~ .__ . LTOjT
3,231
$10.72
PS Award
~ !:!.~ ing3~des, Orde-!:!ies and Attendan! s_ .
11,429 I 12,735
_ MTOJI.. __
$16.40
Jv1aln~~ance and Repair Workers, General __- , ,13,460 I 14;502 1 3,210
Secondary School Teachers, Except Special and
11,522 T 12,265 I 3,064
$29.03
Bachelor's
Vocational Education
--.-$24.85
A£countants and_Auditor~
.
11,59j
12,994
3,069...
~ac~ elor's
~
2,923 _
Bookkeeping, Accounting and Auditing Clerks
22,782
23,207
MTOJT_ _ I
$14.83
- .
~ F irst-Li;;Supe ~visor;; Ma;;g~s-~ f Offi~-and
15,631 11 6,367
2,905
$20.61
Exp. In Field I
~ Administrative Support Workers
S ales Representatives, Wholes~le and Manufa~turing~
12,070-·t 12,872 I 2,824
$24.34
MTOJT
1
Except Technical and Scientific Products
.ofDe~tal Assistants - ---. . - - -- --- 4,832- I 5,863
MTO jT
2,535 _
$13.40
--- --I
12,7~
13,277
. Exe'~;tive Secretaries and Administrative Assi; tan-ts_
2,448
$17.73 + _ MTOJT _
, Automotive Service ,!, ~hnician s and_Mechanics _
82.5§ I 9,155
~,307
$1 ~:~?
PSAward
I=f'eschool T.eachers, ExceEtSpecial~ du.£.ation _
5,685
6,632 _
2,? 69
$12.08
PS Award
.. - - 9,161
9,737
First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Food
2,139
$11.20
Exp. In Field
L Preparatio~ ~nd Serving Workers
_ _ _ _ __
Registe! e~ Nurses

r

r

1

-1

I --

+

I

r

±_

I

i

I

t-

t- -

-t

---

-1

Source: Economic Modeling SpeCialists Inc. (9/2007)
Based on programs offered by WHCCD that might lead students into the occupation of demand.
Colo r Key:

~

Occupa ti on s
Occup ations
Occupatio ns
Occupa ti ons

wi th
with
with
with

progra ms or traini ng available a t WHCL and WHCC are highlighted ye llow.
programs or training available at WHCC are highlighted gree n.
program s o r training available a t WHCL are highlighted blue.
program s or training UQJ; availabl e at WHCCD.
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2007 FRESNO COUNTY EMPLOYMENT STUDY

In 2007 the Fresno County Workforce Investment Board conducted a survey of Fresno County employers to
collect data relevant to guide the county's potential and job growth and employment trends. A total of 1,004
surveys were completed. They included small, medium, and large employers from seven sectors.
Below is a summary of the findings. The original data set was sorted to include only thos e occupations with
20 or more Projected Positions in Year 1. Occupations with no employers requiring High School Diplomas or
Certification were then removed. The top 2S occupations remaining are listed below sorted by the Projected
Positions in Year 3.
Salaries reported are based on the employers in the Fresno County region.

IO""p.ti,.

,
-

Truck Drivers, Hea vy and Tractorl ~~ Clerks, General

__ _
Automotive Specialty Technicians

-- - - -

Maintenance and Repair Workers,
General
Freight, Stock, and Material Movers,

Physicians and Surgeons, All Other

3946

33%

266

456

- 0 8 - - I - - 256

--

-

53%

i

0%
-

- - 3 6%

~I

10%

Salary
Estimate
(High)

$0.00

$11.50

_$8.54 _

- $O-:OO-- ~ $24.98

--~~-$-1-4.69

-+___l °A_o_ _~

125
129

Salary
Estimate
(Mid)

$17.70

60%

18%

170

-+

$i7~1

---l--- - - -+ - -- ---l
$12.27
~4.~
I
$12.38
$15.19

I

50%

,

81

$15.33

30%

1 -158 - - \ - 89

17%
158

72%

't :- ~~ -:: _.--+-1--~-4-r -9

T

7 - 1 - -1 45

- - 62%

34%

2%

1------- -

54%

17%

-

-

~

-- - 1 - -6%___

47%

59

I Automotive Body and Related Repairers
Fi~;~ag;;;-

1662

Certification G
lary
Required
Estimate
(Low)

$20.80

--=-:--+---..,.--+-___--~I_----__iI_---_4-_,_--_+----_1

H~ _ _ _,--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ '

Cashiers

HighSchool
Diploma
Required

---+--

Heating, Air Conditioning, &
Refrigeration Mechanics & Installers
Electricians

Truck Drivers, Light or Delivery
Services _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Projected
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(Yr.3)

r

-I-

~r_____

Operati;:;-gE ngin-;;;; andOth; r
Construction E uipment Operators
Parts Salespersons
Cle-;n er; ;fVehicles a~d Equlpm; nt
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Positions
(Yr.1)

,

'!!

63 _

±-~-::
_ ~

29

117

10~

0%

50%

$15.30

$19.20

$27.15

$13.63

$0.00

$17.83

$15.35
$15.00-t-

$16._47
$16.83

$8.82
$8.23

$12.00

$0.00

---l-----4-------- ~ ___ I--

=

26%

44%

$11.40

_1--_0%
0%

_~ _$8.01
_
$23 .44

88

63% _ I - _ 4% __
~_ _ L- ~ __

$18.00

$16.75
$9.15 I
- $2-4-.4-7 -1

$21.40
$11.83

rn.49

_ $0.00~$52.00

Source: Fresno County Workforce Investment Board
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Section VI: Key Findings and Strategies
-------.---""---~-"'-------------

STRENGTHS OF WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE

West Hills College Lemoore's fully accredited college status that was granted by the Accrediting Commission
for Community and Junior Colleges in 2006 was well deserved. The campus features the largest and most
technologically advanced library in Kings County, IS lecture classrooms, computer labs, and three science
collaboratories. Working in this state of the art facility contributes to the high morale and 'can do' attitude of
the faculty and staff. In the accreditation self study the college describes itself as having a "healthy
governance environment."
The partnerships that have been developed with other educational segments have been significant and
positive. The partnership with University Charter School on the Lemoore campus brings in 5th through Sth
grade students who are seeking a non-traditional educational setting. The Lemoore High School Middle
College program is exemplary and continues to increase in scope and size. The alliance with Cal State
University, Fresno, which allows students to earn a bachelors degree while attending classes at the Lemoore
site, is a partnership that every community college in the state should have. A program with Americorps has
provided tutors. In 200S, a nursing program that had been the result of a partnership with Fresno City
College will break out as a stand alone nursing program. The teacher preparation program T.E.A.M. Teach
addresses the need for well prepared educators in our communities.
The college has responded well to the demands of business and industry. The region's emerging hotel,
restaurant, and Casino management industry resulted in the development of a program to train managers in
these areas. A new engineering program was started in fall 2008.
Naval Air Station Lemoore, located five miles from the Lemoore campus has a rich and enduring presence
with the college. Faculty and staff have noted that the presence of students from NASL has enriched their
classes and the college community because of a global knowledge base and experiences. Its proximity to the
Lemoore campus influences the college and provides a unique perspective not available to many community
colleges.
Student Services: New leadership in the student services area has resulted in innovative and effective
approaches to serving students. An example of this is X-treme Registration that provides students with a
unique college event and services to register at the last possible moment. Another example is bilingual
orientation that was scheduled to be in place in 2007 and online orientation planned for implementation by
spring 'OS.
Instructional Services: A consensus was reached on the definition of an instructional program that has
facilitated the implementation of the program review process. There has been a concerted amount of effort in
working toward a college wide completion of student learning outcomes for each course, projected to be in
place by the end of 200S.
The college's continued focus on improving and refining all aspects of the curriculum development process
will be important to the creation of classes, programs, and services that will lead the way to an educated work
force in this region. Its state of the art technology and physical plant, the growth in the area surrounding the
college, and its vital faculty and staff are hallmarks of West Hills College Lemoore.
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KEy FINDINGS & STRATEGIES FOR WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
COLLEGE WIDE: MULTIPLE DELIVERY SYSTEMS - ONLINE, VIDEO CONFERENCE, WEB BASED

Key Findings
The West Hills Community College District service
area spans a wide swath of the San Joaquin Valley
and encompasses five counties in mostly rural
environments. The area is large and the need for
educational access to the population is great
Students facing time and geographical barriers to
education must have their needs met through the
access provided by online courses and programs
and video conference courses.
Online enrollments across the district continue to
grow. The majority of the students who are
enrolling in online classes are from our service
area, although approximately 40% are from
outside the service area. The success and
retention rates for students in online classes
throughout the district is below classroom rates,
but remains fairly consistent for Lemoore
students at 55% success rate and 73% retention.
At WHC Lemoore during the '07-'08 academic
year, there were 3,155 un duplicated students
enrolled in online classes. On the campus at
Lemoore there are 5,276 students enrolled.
With high school graduation rates projected to be
static for the next 7 years, increased offerings of
classes and programs in multiple delivery
systems, will be a major factor for growth at the
college.

Strategies to address key findings:

•

•

•
•
•
•

•

The findings and strategies address goals from:
•

•
•

Educational Master Plan, 20081 West Hills College Lemoore
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More development of multiple delivery
methods for classes and programs
throughout the curriculum, including
online, video conference, web based
classes, hybrid classes and traditional
classes utilizing new formats.
Development of an array of Basic Skills
classes in multiple delivery methods to
provide access for students in need of pre
collegiate work
More development of degrees and
certificates that can be earned online.
Increase student services and support for
online students
Research on staffing levels needed to
support growth and development of
online and video conference classes
Close attention to the technological
resources and facilities needed to
maintain and increase online and video
conference classes.
Develop and market programs targeting
non-traditional students.

District strategic plan:#l Achieve growth
targets, #4 improve transfer, completion
and graduation rates
College guiding principle: Access
State strategic plan: College awareness
and access
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COLLEGE WIDE: NAVALAIRSTATION
Key Findings

The enrollment at the Naval Air Station (NASL)
has been in a steep decline for the last five years,
with a slight uptick in 2007-2008.
Among the factors that may have contributed to
the decline are the opening of the new Lemoore
campus which has attracted military students to
enroll on campus, changes to military tuition
assistance, deployment during the Iraq war, and
the increased availability of online courses.
Students at NASL have preferred evening courses.
Some student characteristics are notably different
from other entities - students are older, and there
are generally more white students and fewer
Hispanics.
In 2007-2008, the Naval Air Station center had
143 students, down from a high of 462 in 20022003.
The importance of Lemoore Naval Air Station to
the college and the region cannot be
underestimated. The Naval Air Station is a unique
resource with a stable population that has
educational needs.
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Strategies to address Key Findings:

•

•

•
•

•
•

Formation of a widely representative
advisory committee to discuss the issues
of enrollment at NASL.
Discussions with leadership at NASL in
regards to their concerns, forecasted
changes and/or program development,
resource sharing
Involvement of campus leadership for
ideas, concerns
Brainstorm ideas in regards to adult
learners, under skilled workers,
retraining and reentry training
Offer alternative scheduling, short term
curricular modes, weekend classes
Consider new joint use ideas, non credit,
and focused programs with cohorts

Addresses Goals From:

•
•
•

District Strategic Plan:# 3 Community
participation rates
College Guiding Principle: Collaboration,
community
State Strategic Plan: Goal: A#3 Innovative
programs and outreach
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COLLEGE WIDE: COORDINATION OF PROGRAM AND COURSE DEVELOPMENT

Key Findings

•

There has been coordination between WHC
Lemoore and WHC Coalinga in the development
and offering of courses and programs.
A number of factors make coordination in coming
years even more complex. Among them are the
substantial and growing offerings online and the
fully accredited status of the college.

•

In the data regarding students' identification of
city of residence, a significant percentage of
students come from cities such as Fresno,
Coalinga, Visalia, and Avenal. While some of these
residents may only be enrolled in online classes,
we can also infer that these students may be
willing to take classes some distance from their
homes because of the desirability of a specific
program.

•

The alignment of courses and programs within the
college district and with all segments of education
are essential to student access and success.
Coordination would allow the college to maximize
the development of courses and programs unique
to its community, area, and facilities - and provide
students with more choices and venues. These
are essential to student access and success.

Strategies to address key finding:

Educational Master Plan, 20081 West Hills College Lemoore
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•

Continue to coordinate the development
of courses and programs with WHC
Coalinga to ensure comprehensive
offerings to all students in the service
area.
Interface Lemoore's Student Learning
Committee with Coalinga's Instructional
Services Council on a regular basis to
discuss and make recommendations for
approval of new courses and programs.
Consider the formation of a district
committee for review, coordination, and
recommendation for approval of courses
and programs.
Develop a process to ensure colleges
adhere to the Rule of 5 in which course
number, title, prefix. units, and
transferability are coordinated and
discussion and coordination take place
that ensure students have a seamless
experience in their access to curriculum
atWHCCD.

Addresses goals from:
•

•
•

District Strategic Plan:#4 Improve
transfer, completion, and graduation
rates
College Guiding Principle: Access
State Strategic Plan: #1 College
awareness and access
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COLLEGE WIDE: ADDRESS THE CHANGING DEMOGRAPHICS
Key Findings:
An analysis of the demographic data for WHC
Lemoore reveals that students in the age group of
30-49 have increased slightly at the college from
1,566 in '02-'03 to 1,651 in '07-'08. On the
Lemoore campus, this group has dropped slightly
from 1,179 to 1,157 during this time frame . But
the number of online students in this age group
has risen from 629 in '02-'03 to 750 in '07-'08.
The Regional Scan and Program Demand Report
from Economic Modeling Specialist Inc. (EMSI)
projects that the greatest growth in our region will
occur among adults aged 30 to 34 years and
children under 10 years of age during the period
of'07-'12.

family and to potentially retrain . At WHC
Lemoore 30-49 year olds are a larger proportion
of the student population than those 25-29.
With the projected service area high school
graduates remaining static into 2015, the college
needs to focus on the demographic that may offer
the most growth and also have a growing
educational need in this region - students,
primarily women, in the 30-49 year old age group.

Strategies to address key finding:
•

•
The female student population at WHC Lemoore
continues to be significantly greater than the male
population reflecting a state and national trend.
In '07-'08 females comprised 62% of the student
body.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that for the
first time since the modern women's movement
came to life, an economic recovery has come and
gone, and the percentage of women at work has
fallen, not risen. A congressional study released
on July 23, 2008, offers the explanation that
women are dropping out of the workforce for
awhile as jobs and wages shrink, to return to the
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•

Consider workforce programs that would
attract students who are seeking
retraining for the next stage of their work
life.
Query students in this age group about
their needs - scheduling of classes,
academic support, child care, programs
that they seek, etc.
Target marketing to this group of
potential students in the community

Addresses goals from:
•

•
•

District strategic plan: #1 Achieve growth
targets, #4 Improve transfer, completion,
and graduation rates
College Guiding Principle : Access,
Diversity
State Strategic Plan : College awareness
and readiness
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS: BASIC SKILLS

Key Findings
Levels of proficiency in English/Language Arts
and Mathematics of students at the 11 th grade
level in feeder high schools to WHC Lemoore are
low. This implies a potential need for more Basic
Skills sections available to first term students
matriculating to the college.

Strategies to address key findings:
•
•

•

Of first term students who were assessed, 48%
assessed into Basic Skills English and 51 %
assessed into Basic Skills Math.
Data from the California Community College
Chancellor's Office reports that when students do
not receive the Basic Skills education they need,
less than 10 % will survive the college experience.
Successful participation at the college level is
dependent on preparation math and English skills.
According to the CCCCO, more than half of
entering community college students require
some Basic Skills education due in part to the fact
that K-12 curriculum and assessments do not
always adequately prepare students for college
level work.

•

•

•
•

Offer more sections of Basic Skills Classes
in English, ESL, and math
Consider a college wide committee to
address Basic Skills and preparedness for
college level curricula
Work to ensure that al\ general education
and vocational courses include specific
activities designed to reinforce key
reading, writing, speaking, and
computational competencies
Offer alternative pathways to Basic Skills
preparation - e.g., intensive short-term
courses, open skill building tutorials, etc.
Focus professional development on
student success, providing faculty with
incentives to integrate the development
of essential academic skills in their
students
Track students success from Basic Skills
through college level curriculum
Seek innovative ways to offer and deliver
Basic Skills classes.

Addresses goals from:
Students at Lemoore are generally successful in
Basic Skills classes. In math and English the
college has continued to increase sections after
the reduction in '03-04, showing programs
committed to Basic Skills offerings. Math and ESL
have high productivity levels, and the success rate
in both programs is above the college average.
English, math, and ESL Basic Skills classes all have
high retention rates.
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•
•
•

District Strategic Plan: #4 Improve
transfer, completion, graduation rates
College guiding principle: Access
State Strategic Plan: Goal B, Student
success and readiness, Basic Skills as the
foundation for student success
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS: ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

Key Findings
Even with a significant reduction in ESL class
sections that occurred after '02-'03 and little
growth in additional sections following that, the
enrollment has remained high. In '07 -08, there are
more enrollments in the 7 sections offered than
the 15 sections in '02-03.
The retention rates are high in classes with
success rates of 67% slightly below the statewide
average of70.6%.
The college does not offer college-level ESL
classes. ESL offerings have had limited scheduling,
primarily offered in the evening. although
expansion into day time slots occurred in fall '08.
Latinos are projected to become the State's largest
ethnic group by 2011 and the majority population
in public schools by 2013. The college's
predominantly Hispanic student body, which is
also reflected in the region, strongly suggests that
a fully developed ESL program that leads to
success in college level transfer classes and
programs is essential.
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Data from the Public Policy Institute of California
notes that the educational attainment of Latinos
falls short of residents overall and short of what
the economy will demand by 2015.

Strategies to address Key Findings:
•
•
•

•

Develop a full curriculum ofESL courses
that lead to college level offerings
Develop an assessment and placement
system for ESL students
Offer more sections of Basic Skills classes
in ESL in multiple delivery methods and
time slots throughout the schedule
Track ESL students into college level
classes

Addresses goals from:
•
•
•

District Strategic Plan:#4Improve
transfer, completion and graduation
College guiding principles: Access,
Diversity
State Strategic Plan: Goal B, Basic Skills as
the foundation for student success
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS: THE ARTS

key Findings
Art classes at Lemoore are among the highest in
retention and success rates, and FTES at the
college.
The location of Lemoore and the resources it
provides the community suggests that it will
develop as a cultural center in the community.
A recent community survey revealed that
approximately 65% of respondents indicated that
they would be somewhat-to-much-more-Iikely to
vote for a local higher education bon if funds were
used to construct a performing arts center for
college and community use.

Strategies to address key findings:
•
•

Develop a program in the arts and
performing arts
Develop an advisory committee from the
community to determine interests and
needs

Addresses goals from:
•
•
•

District Strategic Plan: #3 Increase
community participation
College guiding principles: Community,
Excellence
State Strategic Plan : #1 College
awareness and access

Music programs exist in the community and at
selected high schools.
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS: LOWER DIVISION TRANSFER CURRICULUM

Key Findings
On the admission application 39% of West Hills
College Lemoore students state that their primary
goal is to transfer to a 4 year institution.
The geographic distances inherent in West Hills
Community College District make access to
educational opportunities challenging. The
college's partnership with CSU Fresno and Fresno
Pacific University are Significant as students
interested in going on to a baccalaureate degree
can do so by completing requirements on the
Lemoore campus. Access to a wide array of
lower division transfer curriculum, articulation
agreements and transfer agreements facilitate a
student's continued educational pursuits.
The community survey revealed a priority interest
in university classes. Close to 90% of respondents
indicated that they would be somewhat-to-muchmore-likely to vote for the bond if funds were
used to construct a university center where
university classes would be offered to complete
advanced college degrees.
Graduating seniors from public high schools in
this region are 7 per cent less likely to attend a
community college and 4 per cent are less likely to
attend a UC than graduating seniors statewide.
Lemoore student transfers to four year
institutions continue to grow, with CSU Fresno
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being a main transfer site. Notably, an increasing
number ofWHCCD online students are
transferring. With the opening of the UC Merced
campus, more articulation and transfer
agreements for Lemoore students should be
forged. In addition, many students from Lemoore
transfer to in state private colleges and
universities - in fact, more students go on to
private institutions than matriculate to public
institutions.

Strategies to address Key Findings:
•

•
•
•

Increase the development oflower division
transfer classes that fulfill IGETC
requirements
Align student learning outcomes in critical
course sequences
Discuss and coordinate with like diScipline
areas across the district
Meet regularly to align curriculum with high
school partners and 4 year partners, including
both public and private institutions.

Addresses goals from:
•
•
•

District Strategic Plan:#4 Improve
transfer, completion, graduation rates
College Guiding Principles: Excellence
State Strategic Plan: Goal B, #4
Intersegmental transfer
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS: ECONOMIC TRENDS and WHC LEMOORE PROGRAMS

Key Findings
In a scan ofthe economic forecasts and the
projected labor market for the region against the
backdrop of existing instructional programs at the
college, a number of occupations in a handful of
areas continue to surface.
Examples of these areas are: medically related
health careers, management/supervision in the
areas of retail and government, teacher education,
and child care workers.
At Lemoore, the child development program is
particularly well developed with its certificates
and degrees. The program is layered with many
options. Agreements with Hanford High and the
NASL child care programs are creative. Online
classes are being considered. The
Education/Education Assistant program has been
actively involved in partnerships with the
University Charter School and highly successful
Middle College High School, but appears to be
shrinking. These programs can play an important
role in the economic development of the region
placing their graduates in the growing field of
education and child care.

In environmental scans of any region, projects or
areas surface that haven't yet made the radar
screens oflabor market surveys. One such project
is the Quay Valley Ranch, a proposed planned
community consisting of about 12,000 acres in
unincorporated Kings County. It is planned to be a
new, sustainable, solar-powered model town of
about 150,000 people. The potential for
partnership, the development of programs in
sustainable energy, the need for education, jobs,
and services is large. The college must playa role.

Strategies to Address Key Findings:
•

•

•

WHC Lemoore is well positioned to provide timely
education and job training in health related fields.
The new nursing program started in fall '08 and
other programs are being explored.
•
The college has been proactive in partnering with
the Health and Human Services Department of
Kings County, which is with the college to provide
workforce training programs for the Cal Works
population in fields such as office technology.
The importance of the Naval Air Station to the
college is obvious. Declining enrollment at NASL
requires a fresh look at possibilities in terms of
workforce training. Discussions with the NASL,
college faculty and staff, environmental scans, and
labor market projections should provide a
foundation for the decision-making process.

WHC Lemoore has already forged many
strategies to respond to labor market needs.
But the process to find ways to collaborate
with local, regional, and state partners takes
constant attention & effort
Monitoring economic trends and
corresponding program development and
expansion must continue. Employee
demographics suggest that Significant
administrative and faculty retirements may
occur in the next ten years. Staffing decisions
must be considered.
Program review and coordination at the
college and district level may reveal areas of
collaboration or unique pursuit because of
geography, program interest or expertise, or
facilities.
Work force training is as important as the
preparation of students in the Basic Skills.
Contextualization - the concept that students
learn essential skills best in practical,
experiential contexts is ideal in that
environment Links with Basic Skills and work
force training can be employed in programs at
a college like Lemoore, where collegiality and
communication are stated values.
Addresses goals from:
District Strategic Plan: #4 Improve transfer,
completion, graduation rates
College guiding prindples: Excellence, Collaboration
•
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State strategic plan: Goal C Partnerships for
economic and workforce development
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STUDENT SERVICES: ASSESSMENT PLACEMENT SERVICES

Key Findings
18.S% of all students at Lemoore have received
assessment placement services in '06-'07; 49.5%
of first-term students were assessed that year.
In '07-0S, 46% of first-term students were
assessed and 4S% of them placed into Basic Skills
English and 51 % placed into Basic Skills math.

•

•

District wide, about 14% of students who did not
receive assessment had educational goals that
required assessment in order to succeed at the
college level.
A small percentage of 11 th grade students at
feeder high schools to WHC Lemoore test as
proficient or advanced in English or math.
Assessment and placement are a foundation for
college success and students most at risk are those
who have not been assessed

Strategies to address Key Findings:
•

assessment placement services to provide
them with information to access classes
that will prepare them to succeed
academically.
Work across the curriculum to insure that
classes that will help students succeed
academically are available to them.
Students in categorical programs
compose about 63% of Basic Skills
English enrollment Develop
collaboration between categorical
programs and Basic Skills English faculty
to improve success rates

Addresses goals from:
•
•
•

District Strategic Plan:#4Improve
transfer, completion, graduation rates
College Guiding Principles: Access,
Excellence
State Strategic Plan: Goal B, Student
success and readiness, Assessment and
placement

Develop programs to ensure that the
majority of incoming students receive

Educational Master Plan, 2008 1West Hills College Lemoore
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STUDENT SERVICES: MULTIPLE DELIVERY SYSTEMS FOR STUDENT SERVICES

Key Findings
The remarkable growth in students taking online
classes necessitates a rethinking throughout the
college about new ways to support their learning
and success.

of 55% and a retention rate of 73%. On campus
students had a success rate of 63% and a
retention rate of 7S%.

Strategies to address Key Findings
•

The college has an unduplicated head count of
online students that is equal to 49% of on-campus
students. There were 3,161 online students in the
'07-'OS school year. The projected development
and growth of multiple delivery systems for
classes will necessitate new strategies for student
services.
With relatively new leadership in student services
at Lemoore, new perspectives and ideas are being
implemented. The goal to provide online and
bilingual orientation, counseling, testing and
guidance service to new and continuing students
is being implemented. (Institutional self study
report, '06)
Although 49% of first term students received
assessment placement, lS% of all students used
assessment placement services in '06-'07, with
only S% of the college's students using follow up
academic services.
The success and retention rates for students
taking classes online are below the rates of
students taking classes on campus. Online
students in '07 -'OS had a success rate at Lemoore
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•

•

•

Develop a means to provide more
students with matriculation services, with
a focus on students who are enrolled in
online and video conference classes
Develop methods to more effectively
assess the student preparedness levels of
online students
Develop a student services strategic plan
with multiple delivery systems as a main
theme. Because of the existing initiative to
start online and bilingual services, the
college may already be developing a
model program to be replicated.
Consider the efficacy of joint online
student services with WH C Coalinga so
students at either college would have
seamless, well supported services
available in an expansive time frame.

Addresses goals from:
•
•
•

District Strategic Plan: Goal #4 [mprove
transfer, completion, graduation rates
College Guiding Principles: Access,
Innovation
State Strategic Plan: Goal B, Student
Success and Readiness
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West Hills Community College District:
Strategic Plan for Information Technology

1.

Executive Summary

The West Hills Community College District recently completed a strategic planning process for
information technology. The results of that process include substantial insight into the
District's current circumstances and prospects for moving forward .
First, though, it should be pOinted out that the District is already maktng considerable progress
in many areas. For example, significant advances have been made with respect to distance
learning, instructional teChnology, and online services for students and faculty.
Generally, the strategic planning process was based upon the following :
•

Assessment (e.g., surveys, interviews, focus group discussions) in order to gain insight
and create awareness

•

Consideration of opportunities for improvement within key areas, including the following:
o

Administrative Information Technology Systems and Applications
Information Technology Infrastructure

o

Information Technology Services

o

Information Technology Leadership and Management

o

Instructional Technology

This planning document includes a consideration of specifiC opportunities for improvement.
There is pragmatic information about potential action items within each of the above key
areas.
The District's ability to pursue opportunities for Improvement will be enhanced if there is an
annual review of various efforts. The goal Is to measure how well the institution is performing
in numerous areas. Regular assessments of the District's circumstances will help reinforce
everyone's understanding of expectations, commitments, accountabilities, priorities, etc .
The District deserves congratulations on its decision to complete a strategic planning process
for information technology. The District took the initiative to ask questions about how to
improve itself. As a result, it has substantial opportunities to enhance its vitality with respect
to teaching, learning, service, operations, and sense of purpose.
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2.

Introduction and Purpose

Increasingly, information technology is a pervasive and integral part of our lives. It is
becoming rather difficult to think of situations in which sophisticated systems do not have
profound Implications. Extraordinary technological advancements have been made in recent
years in a number of areas, including the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Education
Communications
Business and commerce
Entertainment
Health care
Government

Within higher education, Google is used for research, iPods are commonplace, e-mail is a
communications method of choice, and blogs are ordinary places for people to share their
lives . Going forward, it is logical to assume that there will be increasingly widespread use of
Information technology .
How should the West Hills Community College District plan for the future? How will it address
the following kinds of questions?
•

What is the most appropriate way to leverage information technology to serve the
mission of the Distnct and its colleges?

•

From an information technology standpoint, what must be done to support the District's
Strategic Plan for 2006 - 20l0?

•

Are there particular opportunities for improving teaching, learning, and service?

•

How can information technology help enable streamlined administrative services for
students, faculty, alumni, staff, administrators, and others?

•

Does the District have specific technology-related issues that require prompt
remediation?

•

Is there a particular roadmap that makes sense for the District? What practical steps
shou Id be taken J

•
•

What obstacles and risks need to be anticipated and/or overcome?
What are the most appropriate investments to be made with respect to Information
technology?

It is hard to overstate the Importance of the above questions; a great deal is at stake.
Information technology is widespread, foundational, increasingly complex, and costly . And,
many systems and services are directly tied to the work of the District.

In addition to the practical aspects of information technology, there are important
philosophical issues that need attention. For example, the advanced use of information
technology is increasingly seen as an indicator of an institution's vitality and sense of
progress.
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Going further, there are democratic and egalitanan Issues to consider. For example, the
District must ensure that people have access to information technology that enhances their
ability to teach, learn, interact, and serve others. We must enable everyone in the District to
leverage information technology in highly beneficial ways.
Colleges and universities sometimes have rather dissimilar strategic plans for information
technology. There can be substantial differences with respect to mission, priorities, resources,
organizational structure, etc. Although this document recognizes best practices from other
institutions, this strategic plan for information technology focuses on the unique circumstances
of the West Hills Community College District.
Although the District has already realized substantial success in many areas, the basic premise
of this strategic plan is that the District wants to enhance its ability to achieve certain critical
outcomes. Examples of such important resu Its can include the following:
•
•

Improved teaching and learning
Strong support for marketing/admissions programs

•
•

Increased enrollment retention
Increased productivity of students, faculty, and staff -- especially through the use of
information technology

•

Maximizing the District's return on the investments that are made in information
technology

•

Continued recruiting of talented faculty, staff, and administrators

•

Streamlined administrative services (e.g., registration, financial aid)

Fundamentally, information technology helps enable certain results. It Is meant to be
supportive, not directive. It serves the needs of the District, not vice-versa.
This strategic plan for information technology describes numerous efforts that the institution
can pursue over the next five years. The focus is on helping the District move forward in
important ways.
This document is comprised of several sections. First, there Is a profile of the District to help
establish a context. Next, is a list of assumptions that were part of the planning process.
Third, are the results of various assessment efforts (e.g., focus group discussions, surveys
that were completed by students, faculty, staff, and administrators). The assessment
information is meant to provide insight into the District's existing circumstances, create
awareness, and enable planning for future work .
And, finally, there is a consideration of the District's opportunities for Improvement. SpeCific
information is given on how the District might enhance its efforts.
The District deserves substantial commendation for its investment in a strategic planning
process. Being thoughtful about the development of information technology will result In
significant benefits to students, faculty, staff, administrators, and others.

s

3.

Understanding the West Hills Community College District

The development of a strategic plan for information technology is at least partly rooted in an
understanding of existing circumstances. Characterizing the District's current situation helps
enable a sensible roadmap for the future.
a.

Profile of the District

The West Hills Community College District began operations in 1932. Presently, its service
area is a 3,464 square mile region that Includes portions of five surrounding counties. Below,
are some noteworthy statistics.
•

Major Service Locations : West Hills Community College District Office, West Hills
College Coalinga, West Hills College Lemoore, North District Center, Naval Air Station
Lemoore.

•
•

District Enrollment in 2006 - 2007 : Headcount = 10,800; Budgeted FTES = 4,950.
Total Degrees/Certificates Awarded in 2006 - 2007: 587 .

•

District budget for FY 2006 - 2007: $32 .9M.
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b.

e-Learning Strategic Plan

The District completed its e-Learning Strategic Plan in 2002. A considerable number of
accomplishments resulted from the planning process and resulting initiatives. Clea rly, much
of the District's growth (e.g., enrollment gains, enhanced services to students/faculty/staff)
can be attributed to the effective development of supportive Information technology.
Specifically, the e-Learning StrategIc Plan called upon the District to address the following
goals. In turn, each goal involved a number of strategies, objectives, and tasks.
•

Implementation of a fully functional web site.

•

Creation of partnerships to help ensure that e-Iearning programs/services meet the
needs of the community .

•
•

Creation of a user-friendly call center for technical assistance.
Provision of faculty development opportunities with respect to e-Jearning.

•

Creation of goodwill among campuses.

•

Development of a well -trained workforce within the District.

•

Empowerment of students to make wise e-Iearning decisions.

•
•

Provision of academic and technological support to enhance student learning.
Implementation of appropriate management practices to support e-Iearning.
Provision of necessary hardware, software, and infrastructure for students, faculty, staff,
and others.

•

Provision of fully accessible, interactive, online library services .

This plan assumes that the District has substantially fulfilled the above goals . Now, going
forward, there Is a desire to build upon the success. Increasingly, there are strong
expectations for enhanced services that support the work of students, faculty, staff, and the
community.
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c.

District Strategic Plan

Certa inly, the use of information technology should support the overall mission of the District.
Although ensuring the success of various systems, applications, services, etc., is worthwhile,
the real goal is to leverage information technology to achieve specific strategiC outcomes .
Going forward, it is important to enable the District to address the goals within its StrategIc
Plan for 2006 - 2010, including the following:
•

Achieve or exceed funded growth targets

•

Focus marketing efforts on District-wide "stories"

•

Annually increase community participation rates

•

Annually improve transfer, completion, and graduation rates

•

Become the preferred choice of students through ongoing and active recruitment
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d.

Current Enterprise Systems and Applications

Below, is a list of the District's primary enterprise systems and applications .

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Datatel Colleague Student
Datatel Colleague Finance
Datatel Colleague Human Resources
Datatel Colleague Financial Aid
MS Exchange (e - mail)
IMail (e-mail)
Blackboard
SIRSI library Automation
Hershey Imaging
SARS
MS Office

Presently, the District Intends to implement the RI8 version of Datatel Colleague in December
2007. And, eventually, the system will be migrated to a MS SQL Server database (from
UniData) .
Additionally, the DistrIct has announced plans for the Implementation of several enterprise
applications in 2008, including the following :
Datatel Colleague Payroll (as opposed to the use of the County 's payroll process ing
system)
•

Datatel Colleague ActiveCampus Portal

•

Datatel Colleague ActlveAdmissions

•

Datatel Colleague Advancement

And, frnally, in addition to commercially available products, the District may consider Open
Source applications when it implements solutions for particular purposes . Likewise, the
District will consider the pros/cons of in-house solutions vs. outsourced services/applications.
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Current Information Technology Services
The District's information technology services entail several major types of support, including
the following :
•

Infrastructure and maintenance, Including the following :
c
o

o
•

Mission-critical business applications, inc.ludlng the following :
o

Datatel Colleague, Blac.kboard, etc.

o

e-mail
SIRSI

o

•

Voice, video, and data networks
Central computing servers and other data center systems
Approval and purchase of all computers and peripheral hardware .

Information management, including the following:
(")
o

Data management
Data warehousing

o

Administration of web servers

•
•
•

Web services
Emergency Notification System
Help Desk services, including assistance with Blackboard, e-mail, My West Hills,
resetting passwords, etc.

•

Learning Resources assistance, including help for faculty who use Blackboard

•

End user technical services, including maintenance, repairs, installations, upgrades, etc.

Presently, the District's support services are managed and delivered in a matrixed manner.
That is, a number of overlapping organizations/individuals assist users in a variety of ways .
There is nothing wrong with such an arrangement, but It is always important for students,
faeu Ity, staff, et aI., to know how to obtain help in a prompt, structured manner. Otherwise,
there is a risk that ad hoc or uncoordinated services will result in duplicative efforts, conflicting
activities, and/or breakdowns in assistance.
Generally, users to take the path of least resistance with they need help. That is, they will opt
for the services that can be delivered most promptly and effectively -- regardless of
institution's policies, procedures, organizational structure, etc. It is important for the District
to recognize the nature of user behavior and ensure a coordinated approach to service
requests .
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e.

Current Information Technology Infrastructure

The District's primary data center includes Hewlett-Packard blade servers and a 5 T8 storage
area network (SAN). The platforms enable considerable consolidation and scalability. That is,
the systems are within a limited number of frames, and there is room for growth. The data
center also includes virtual and physical tape libraries for backup purposes.
The District has a CISCO AVID system that enables VOice, video, and data services over the
Wide area network (WAN). Currently, the network supports nine separate sites with a Tl
circuits (or multiple Tl circuits). All locations are interconnected by Cisco 3662 routers that
include failover capabilities. A OS3 circuit provides connectivity between the Coalinga campus
and the Lemoore campus .
Both the Coalinga and Lemoore campuses have DS3 connections to the Internet. The local
area networks (LANs) provide 100 MB service to the desktop. And the switching equipment
enables redundant gigabit fiber connections among buildings . A Cisco Enterprise PIX 525 is
used as a firewall and VPN concentrator .
Presently, the District sees Its current network Infrastructure as nearing (or exceeding) the
end of its useful life. Bond money is being sought for the replacement of switches, routers,
and other components. Additionally, the District desires a VoIP solution across its network.
There are concerns about whether telecommunications carriers are providing sufficient
bandwidth to the District. There are lobbying efforts within the State (e.g., "The Last Mile") to
ensure appropriate service to rural communities like Coalinga, Lemoore, etc.
The District has standards for desktops, laptops, and productivity software, but the
configurations are not fixed because of the dynamic nature of the information technOlogy
industry . All full-time faculty and many adjunct faculty are issued laptops.
In general, the District has a four-year replacement cycle for desktops and laptops. However,
the funding for new hardware/software is budgeted by the colleges (not the District). The
Information Technology Services Department generates fixed asset aging reports so that there
is clear information about the systems that require replacement. The District's goal is to
"ladder" the replacement cycle so that roughly 25% of the systems are replaced each year
(over a four-year period).
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f.

Current Organizational Structure

In many ways, the District's organizational structure Involves a matrix of functions, roles,
staff, responsibilities. etc. Some efforts are handled by the District's Information Technology
Services Department; other efforts are handled by other District departments (e .g., Learning
Resources) or campus-based staff. Additionally, the District has advisory committees to help
define many of its efforts.
In a number of cases (e .g ., web services, technical support, video conferencing, instructional
technology), the District works across several organizational boundaries to accomplish its
objectives. Presently, it is not clear how some of the efforts are kept in alignment when crossorganizational responsibilities arise.
The Information Technology Services Department is a relatively flat organization, with all staff
reporting to the Director. In turn, the Director reports to the Chancellor. The classified staff
includes programmer analysts, technicians, data center personnel, et aI., who are crosstrained to some extent. All of the employees visit the campuses on a regular basis to provide
a variety of services.
A number of information technology operations occur outside the Information Technology
Services Department. For example, the Learning Resources organization is responsible for
video conferencing, distance learning, faculty/student use of Blackboard, certain Help Desk
functions, etc.
In terms of committee structure, the District's efforts are guided by the WHCIST (West Hills
Customer Information Support Team) and the TAT (Technology Advisory Team). The
membership for both groups includes key stakeholders from the District and the colleges.
WHCIST's primary (but not exclusive) focus is On the enhanced use of enterprise technology
(and especially Datatel Colleague). TATs responsibilities center around the currency of the
information technology that supports students and instructional programs.
There appears to be some uncertainty about the purposes and activities that are addressed by
WHCIST and TAT. It is not clear, for example, that the groups are identifying opportunities,
setting priorities, recommending resource allocations, reviewing the status of various projects,
etc. The seeming uncertainties about WHCIST and TAT might have prompted Lemoore
College's apparent efforts to create its own technology committee.
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4.

Planning Assumptions

A number of assumptions are associated with the District's planning process, including the
following:
Although it Is certainly important to ensure the success of information technology in all
respects, the District wants Its strategic plan to have a District-level perspective. As
appropriate, there may be planning opportunities at the campus level that are outside
the scope of this document .
The e-Learning Strategic Plan established clear goals and objectives with respect to
instructional technology, and the District should continue its efforts to improve all
aspects of teaching and learning. Now, though, the District desires a strategic plan that
includes consideration of administrative systems and operations.
•

Strategic planning is a continuous process . The District will make ongoing efforts to
assess its efforts, identify opportunities for improvement, and move forward.

•

In many respects, the District is large, diverse, and widespread. As SUCh, it is not easy
to ensure that the planning process touched all those who might have significant inSight .
So, again, it is important for the District to ensure ongoing efforts to assess its
circumstances .
The planning process uncovered a substantial number of potential projects and
initiatives . Some of them (e.g., implementing Datatel Colleague Advancement,
implementing an ActiveCampus portal) require very significant investments of time,
money, staff, expertise, etc. So, there Is an implicit assumption that the District either
has all of the necessary resources (including that which is required for ongoing
maintenance), or the District has a strategy for prioritizing Its projects and Initiatives _.
so that it can live within Its existing budget .

•

The planning process assumed that new advisory committees will be created . And, one
of the first responsibilities of such groups will be to review the District's opportunities for
improvement -- with an eye toward funding, prioritization, timing, executive
sponsorship, etc .
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5.

Presentation of Assessment Data

A considerable amount of qualitative and quantitative assessment data was collected with
respect to the District's existing circumstances. The most significant information was obtained
as a result of the following:
•

Interviews and focus group discussions
Surveys of students, faculty, staff, and administrators

a.

Interviews and Focus Group Discussions

Several meetings were held with individuals and groups in order to gain insight into the
District's perspectives, concerns, suggestions, issues, etc. Below, are representative
comments that resulted from the discussions.
•

The District has made considerable progress over the last few years. Information
technology has been a key factor with respect to enrollment growth, service to students,
teaching and learning, and administrative operations.

•

The District should continue its innovative use of Information technology to support
teaching and learning.

•

The Datatel Colleague system was Implemented in a rather hurried manner. As a result,
some functionality might not be used to Its full potential. Likewise, there are training
issues that need attention.

•

A number of the District's business processes (e.g., registration, tuition/fee payment,
purchasing) might need to be analyzed, re-englneered, and optimized.
The District wants to eliminate (or at least minimize) a number of organizational and
technological silos.

•
•

It is important for the District to have a fully secure and reliable infrastructure (e.g.,
network, data center) that is available 24x7x36S.

•

There are opportunities for improvement with respect to infrastructure services (e.g.,
wireless access, telephony, video conferencing, hardware/software life cycle
management, e-mail).

•

There is a need for better integration among the District's enterprise systems and
applications.

•

As much as possible, all applications should be available in self-service mode -- and
through a portal that enables "single sign-on ."

•

The District might benefit from the implementation of enhanced point solutions for
imaging, workAow, data mining, web content management, ID cards, etc.

•

From a management perspective, there are opportunities for improvement with respect
to budgeting, governance, policies/procedures, communication, planning, etc.
From a services perspective, there are opportunities for improvement with respect to
training, Help Desk operations, etc.

•
•

From an instructional technology perspective, there are opportunities for improvement
with respect to online applications (e.g., Blackboard), faculty development, classroom
eqUipment, library automation, etc.
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•

•

In relative terms, the District appears to be planning some rather aggressive
development projects In 2008 (e.g., ActiveCampus portal, ActiveAdmissions, Datatel
Colleague Payroll, Datatel Colleague Advancement). It is not universally clear, though,
that the District has sufficient resources (e.g., financial, human, infrastructure) to
implement such systems. Going further, it is not clear that the long-term total cost of
ownership has been determined.
In terms of organizational structure, there Is occasional uncertainty about who is
responsible for various information technology functions. Going forward, it is important
to ensure that information technology functions are allocated among groups/individuals
in a relatively holistic, unfractured manner.

lS

b.

Survey Results

Students, faculty, staff, and administrators were asked to complete surveys in order to gain
additional insight into the District's existing circumstances and potential opportunities for
im provement. The surveys asked respondents to provide the followi n9 :
•

Numerical ratings with respect to specific areas of performance

•

Responses to open-ended questions about general performance

[n terms of numerical ratings, participants were asked to respond to each survey item
according to the following scheme :
NA -= Not Applicable or No Opinion
1 = Strongly Disagree
2 = Disagree
3 = Mildly Disagree
4 = Neutral
5 == Mildly Agree
6 -= Agree
7 = Strongly Agree

The tables on the following pages present the mean ratings from the two survey groups . The
first survey group includes students . The second survey group includes faculty, staf( and
admi nistrators .
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Mean
Rating

Item

1.

I consider myself to be a skilled computer user.

5.63

2.

The College/District ensures that all computers are kept in good repair
and have current software.

5.72

3.

The College/District provides helpfu l t echnical assistance whenever I
have a computer problem .

5.51

4.

The College/District offers effective computer training so that I know
how to use various systems/applications.

5.38

5.

The College/District does a good job of equ ipping labs and classrooms
with supportive information technology.

5 .73

6.

More online courses should be offered .

5.84

7.

I prefer online courses to traditional cla ssroom instruction .

4.84

8.

I communicate with my instructor(s) via e-ma il.

5.91

9.'

Considerable assistance is available to students who need help with
instructional technology.

5.24

10.

The College/District web site Is easy to use and provides helpful
information.

6.02

11 .

I use the College/District web site to register for classes, view grades,
etc.

6.62

12.

The College/District provides robust and reliable access to the
Internet.

6.06

13.

The College/District provides pervasive wireless network access .

5.19

14 .

I am pleased with the functional ity of the e-mail system that the
College/District makes available to students.

6 .00

15.

I am confident about the security of personal information on the
College/District com puter systems .

5.77

16.

Aside from the College/District information technology systems, it is
relatively easy to complete the business processes related to
adm 'lssions , registration, payment of tuition, etc.

5 .98

The College/District is ahead of other institutions with respect to the
use of information technology to support students, faculty, staff, and
administrators .

5 .26

The College/District consistently finds ways to use information
technology to enhance services to students, faculty, staff, and
adm 'm istrators.

5.58

17.

18.
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Mean
Rating

Item
1.

I consider myself to be a ski lled computer user.

5.85

2.

The College/District ensures that all computers are kept in good repair
and have current software.

5.97

3.

The College/District provides helpful technical assistance whenever I
have a computer problem.

6.27

4.

The College/District offers effective computer training so that I know
how to use various systems/applications.

4.79

5.

The College/District does a good job of equipping labs and classrooms
with supportive information technology.

5.93

6.

More online courses should be offered.

4 .59

7.

I prefer online courses to traditional classroom Instruction.

3.76

8.

I communicate with students via e-mail.

5.92

9.

Considerable assistance is available to students who need help with
instructional technology.

5.26

10.

The College/District web site is easy to use and provides helpful
information .

5.52

11.

I use the College/District web site to register for classes, view grades,
etc.

5.92

12 .

The College/District provides robust and reliable access to the
Internet.

6.27

13.

The College/District provides pervasive wireless network access.

4.87

14.

The College/District provides robust and reliable telephone services
and voice mail.

6.08

15 .

I am confident about the security of personal information on the
College/District computer systems.

5.64

16.

I am pleased with the functionality of the College/District e-mail
system.

6.15

17 .

I am pleased with the functionality of the Datatel Student System .

4 .87

18.

I am pleased with the functionality of the Datatel Finance System .

4.67
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Item
19.

I am pleased with the functionality of the Datatel Human Resource
Management System.

4.45

20.

I can access a variety of online management Information (e .g .,
budgets, enrollment) with relative ease .

5 .02

2l.

Our business processes (e .g., registration, purchasing) are aligned
with the Oatatel Colleague software and enable streamlined
processes.

4.72

22.

I always know how to contact the IT department when I have a
request.

6 .15

23 .

The IT department has a clear sense of direction, and is responsive to
Institutional needs.

5.80

24 .

There are appropriate advisory groups in place to assist with
information technology issues and planning .

4.85

25.

Although the College/District does not have extraordinary fin an cial
resources, it is doing a good job of budgeting funds to support
information technology needs.

5.53

The College is ahead of other institutions with respect to the use of
information technology to su pport students, faculty, staff, and
adm inistrators .

5.41

The College consistently finds ways to use informatjon technology to
enhance services to students, facu lty, staff, and ad ministrators.

5.61

26.

27.
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Most of the survey items can be tied to major areas of interest, including the following (in no
pa rticular order):
•
•

Administrative Information Technology Systems and Applications (e.g., Datatel
Colleague)
Information Technology Infrastructure (e.g., networks, telephony)

•
•

Information Technology Services (e.g., training, repairs)
Information Technology Leadership and Management (e.g., vision, strategy,
organizational structure, governance, operational excellence)

•

Instructional Technology (e.g., classroom systems, online courses)

Basically, one purpose of the survey is to gauge the District's performance In such major
areas . That is, we want a quantitative measure of how well important responsibilities are
being handled.
Other survey items, though, were not tied to a major area . For example, "J prefer online
courses to traditional classroom instruction" is not evaluative. Instead, it reflects a desire to
understand certain aspects of the District's circumstances.
The following table presents the mean ratings from the two survey groups with respect to the
five major areas.
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Administrative Information Technology Systems and Applications

6.09

5.39

Information Technology Infrastructure

5.78

5.74

I nformation Technology Services

5.50

5.72

I nformation Technology Leadership and Management

5.61

5.39

I nstructional Technology

5 .51

5.09
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Below, in graphical form, is a presentation of the mean ratings from the first survey group .

Student Survey Results

o

Administrative Information Technology Systems and Applications
Instructional Infrastructure

o

Information Technology Services
Information Technology Leadership and Management

•

Instructional Technology
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Below, in graphical form, is a presentation of the mean ratings from the second survey group,

Faculty /Staff / Administrator Survey Results

Administrative Information Technology Systems and Applications
I nstructional Infrastructure
Information Technology Services
Information Technology Leadership and Management
•

Instructional Technology
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In addition to the quantitative data that was obtained, both survey groups were asked to
respond to two open-ended questions :
•

With respect to information technology, what are the District's three most significant
opportunities fo r Improvement?
What additional comments would you like to share about information technology
systems and services?

•

Below, is a table with representative responses to the Question about opportunities for
improvement. It should be noted that some of the responses were given by many of the
survey partici pa nts.

.,
Representative Student Responses
•

More online classes are needed .

•

Using Blackboard is very difficult.

•

Wireless access should be available everywhere.

•

Up-to-date software is needed on all computers.
It is very difficult to navigate through various web sites ,

•
•

The e-mail system is difficult to use .
None of the systems (e-mail, Blackboard) should have any downtime.

•

More technical assistance and training

•

Students need access to low-cost laptops .

IS

needed.

Representative Faculty I StaffI Administrator Responses
•
•

More technical assistance and training services are needed .
I would like a greater sense of IT customer service.

•

The Datatel Colleague system does not meet my needs.

•

Wireless access should be available everywhere.

•

It is difficult to use Blackboard,

•
•

We need better remote access to systems.
The e-mail system is problematic (e,g., spam, minimal storage capacity).

•
•

We need to streamline our operations; more tasks/processes should be automated.
Our web sites are clunky and not easy to navigate.

•

More online classes are needed .

•
•

Our computers need to be updated on an ongoing basis.
We need to improve our management practices (e .g., clarify the nature of District
responsibilities vs. campus responsibilities) .
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Below, is a table with representative responses to the question about additional comments. It
should be noted that some of the responses were given by many of the survey participants .

. ..
Representative Student Responses
•

I think you guys are doing a great job.

•
•

I would like a student portal.
More online classes are needed. I work 50+ hours per week, and need access to such
instruction.

•

I like online classes but do not want to lose any interaction with my instructors.

•

Instructors need to be well-versed in how to handle online instruction.

•

Some of the systems (e.g., e-mail, Blackboard) are difficult to use . In fact, Blackboard
sometimes doesn't work at all when I try to take an online test .

•

Some of the self-service functions (e.g., viewing my class schedule) are rather clunky.

•

I am new at this and have never used a computer.

•

I am so proud to be here. Everyone is so helpful and nice .

Representative Faculty IStaff I Administrator Responses
•

I believe that our IT department does an excellent job.

•

The IT staff is responsive to any issues that arise, but there is always room for
improvement.

•

There are a number of problems with Datatel Colleague functionality (e.g., prerequisites, purchase requisitions).

•

Wireless access should be available everywhere.

•

Computers are "locked" down too tightly; users should be able to manage their systems
to some extent.

•

Our web sites are too confusing and difficult to navigate .

•

Classrooms should be equipped with computers (so that faculty do not have to bring
laptops with them).

•

More technical staff (e .g., programmers) are needed .

•
•

More training is needed .
It is very important for our information technology plan to ensure attention on Section
508 compliance.
More online classes are needed, but online classes are not for everyone.

•
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6.

Discussion of Assessment Data

There are a number of observations about the assessment data that deserve attention,
i nclud ing the following:
•

In relative terms (compared with other colleges/universities), the mean ratings from the
student survey are quite high. Many of the values are greater than 6.00.

•

In relative terms (compared with other colleges/universities), the mean ratings from the
faculty/staff/administrator survey are close to normal.
Generally speaking, a mean rating below 5.00 indicates need for improvement. In the
case of the faculty/staff/administrator survey, 9 out of 27 survey items had mean
ratings below 5.00.

•

•

Overall, when the mean ratings are grouped into major areas, the data shows that the
District is performing reasonably well.

•

In terms of specific survey items, the following mean ratings are noteworthy:
Students:
o
o

"I prefer online cou rses to traditlona I classroom instruction." Mean rating = 4.84.
"I use the College/District web site to reg ister for classes, view grades, etc." Mean
rating = 6.62.

Faculty/Staff/Adm inistrators:
c
o

c

•

"I prefer online courses to traditional classroom instruction." Mean rating = 3.76.
"The College/District provides helpful technical assistance whenever I have a
computer problem." Mean rating = 6.27.
"I am pleased with the functionality of the Datatel Colleague Student System."
Mean rating = 4.87.

There is qualitative and quantitative data that suggests opportunities for improvement in
several areas, including the following (in no particular order):
o

Providing pervasive wireless network access.

o

Enhancing the breadth and quality of online instruction.

o

Improving the delivery of Blackboard services.

o

Enhancing training programs for students, faculty, staff, and administrators,
especially since some of them are new to the use of computers.

o

Resolving Issues with respect to Datatel Colleague functionality.

oRe-engineering business processes (e. g., tuition/fee payment, purchasing).
o
Resolving Issues with respect to e-mail services.
o

EnhanCing the integration of enterprise applications.

o

Implementing a portal, simplifying the navigation that is required on various web
sites, and enabling single sign-on capabilities.

o

With respect to information technology, enhanclng the District's approach to
management, governance, budgeting, organizational structure, and staffing.
Improving the District's information technology infrastructure (e.g., telephony,
networking, enterprise servers, disaster recovery, security, life cycle
hardware/software replacement, 24x7x365 access).

o
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•

It appears that students and faculty are In favor of more online instruction -- but only
if it is handled in the proper manner. In particular, no one wants to sacrifice the
Interpersonal connection between student and instructor.

•

The District might benefit from the implementation of enhanced point solutions for
imaging, workflow, data mining, web content management, 1D cards, etc .

•

The District's unrestricted budget for FY 2006 - 2007 was approximately $33M . It is not
universally clear, though, how much of that was spent on mformation technology (e .g .,
hardware, software, salaries, maintenance). It is important for the District to implement
management strategies that ensure an understanding of how funding is allocated.
Additionally, such strategies should include prioritization efforts, cost/benefit a na lyses,
etc.

•

The District should measure the percentage of its unrestricted budget that is spent on
information technology and compare/contrast such a metric with peer institutions. On
average, across the nation, the percentage ranges from 5% - 7%.

•

It seems that the four-year replacement cycle for hardware/software is managed at the
campus or even departmental level. As a result, there is a risk of inconsistent handling
of life cycle tasks . Some Items might be replaced too soon; others might not be
replaced until after the life expectancy is complete.

•

There is some uncertainty about the purpose and work of the District's committee
structure (i .e ., WHCIST, TAT).

•

The District seems to have very aggressive plans for the implementation of new
enterprise systems in 2008, including ActiveCampus, ActiveAdmissions, Datatel
Colleague Payroll, and Datatel Colleague Advancement. It is very, very important for
the District to understand the implications of such development work and ensure that all
efforts are manageable (e.g ., realistic scope, affordability, return on investment) .

•

There are questions about the costs/benefits associated with implementing in-house
systems .
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7.

Opportunities for Improvement

In general, pursuing opportunities for improvement involves the alignment and optimization of
several variables. In particular, the District's strategic focus should be on Tools, People,
Processes, and Organizational Context.
"Tools" refer to information technology systems/applications. So, for example, it is important
for Datatel Colleague, Blackboard, and other systems to meet the functional and operational
needs of students, faculty, staff, and administrators .
The "People" component includes a consideration of leadership, organizational structure,
staffing, individual talents, accountabilities, etc. Obviously, tools are not very worthwhile
unless there are people who can use them .
"Processes" refer to the tasks that comprise certain work routines . For example, the
registration process, from beginning to end, includes many steps. The challenge is to ensure
that all such steps reflect a stream lined effort. It is unrealistic to think that any information
technology system can overcome a deficient business process. And, it is not advisable to
compensate for difficulties by allocating more human resources (e.g., people).
"Organizational Context" is an important variable. It includes the institution's mission, culture,
priorities, sense of community, style, etc. It serves as the framework for Tools, People, and
Processes. Although an Information technology system might work well at one institution, it
might be a poor fit at another college/university because of different organizational contexts .
As depicted in the following diagram, the pursuit of opportunities for improvement is really a
challenge of bringing a number of pieces together In the most complementary, synergistic
fashion .

Organizational Context
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The District should consider a number of opportunities for improvement. And, ideally, each
such effort will be tied to a nu mber of principles, includ ing the followi ng:
•

A focus on the u Iti mate outcomes that are desi red (e . g., enhancement of teachi ng and
learning, enrollment growth, operational excellence, substantial return on Investment).

•
•
•

Consistency among Tools, People, Processes, and Organizational Context.
Specific dellverables, timelines, and accountabilities .
Appropriate allocation of necessary resources -- financial or otherwise.
Conspicuous executive sponsorship.
Continuous assessment of all efforts to help ensure appropriate outcomes.

•
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The next several pages list a number of potential opportunities for improvement for the
District. Although the opportunities are grouped into five major areas, they are certainly not
mutually exclusive. They should be seen as interrelated efforts.

•

Consider the implementation of advanced portal technology that enhances access to
systems, improves integration among enterprise applications, simplifies navigation,
etc. Additionally, such an interface should entail personalized channels and a single
pOint of entry to all appropriate applications/services.

•

Document perceived gaps in Datatel Colleague functionality. ConSider alternative
strategies for resolving such gaps, Including the following :
o

User training.

o

Implementation of functionality that is not yet in production.

o

Functional consulting .

o

Business process analysis.

o
o

Implementation of best practices from other institutions.
System customization .

o

Implementation of ancillary software products.

•

Analyze, and implement as appropriate, online education plans.

•

Analyze, and implement as appropriate, Datatel Colleague functionality relating to
online purchasing, fixed asset management, and budget development.

•

Analyze, and Implement as appropriate, human resource management tools for
recruiting, applicant tracking , and time reporting.

•

Resolve concerns about e-mail services, including the following:
o
o

Storage capacity.
Spam.

o

Remote access.

•

Identify a limited number of business processes that require analysis and reengineering. Pursue transformational opportunities that enable extraordinary
improvements (and not just marginal gains) in services for students, faculty, staff,
a nd ad ministrators .

•

Identify the need to Implement a number of enhanced point solutions (e .g ., Imaging,
data mining, workflow, web content management, bookstore applications, "One Card"
system)

•

Determine what enhancements, if any, are needed with respect to integrated library
systems and applications .

•

Assess the presence of any departmental "shadow systems" and determine whether
the functionality should reside in an enterprise application.

continued on the next page
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•

Create a written technical support plan for each system . Such plans should
communicate clear messages about how the systems are maintained and who should
be contacted in the event of a problem.

•

Inventory all systems and ensure that each system is tied to a technology refresh
(i.e., replacement) program .

•

Conduct an assessment of the DistrIct's enterprise architecture. Document
authoritative systems, Interfaces, integration paints, security/authentication schemes,
databases, etc. Map the entire enterprise, resolve issues that become apparent, and
ensure that future systems/applications can be supported by the architecture.

•

Determine what must be done to ensure that the District's systems are compliant with
Section 508 rules and regulations -- and that those with disabilities have appropriate
access .

•

Assess all of the implications (e.g., costs, benefits, required technical support, longterm maintenance, infrastructure issues, business processes) associated with the
District's tentative development projects for 2008 (i.e ., ActiveCampus,
ActiveAdm issions, Datatel Colleague Payroll, Datatel Colleague Advancement).
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•
•

Implement pervasive wireless network access.
Conduct a security audit that enables Insight into potential threats. Such an audit
should entail a comprehensive assessment of risk in all forms, including the following:
o
o

Facilities.
Data writes (e.g ., encryption).

o

Database (e.g., ODBC connections) .

:)

Application (e .g., usernames, passwords).

o

Network (e .g., SSL transport).

o

Business processes .
System administration and operations.

o

o

Data archival.
Client data (e.g ., laptops).

o

Data custodians.

o

c

Administrative policies.

o

Other.

Ensure 24/7/365 access to all enterprise applications .
•
•

Implement and rehearse disaster recovery plans.
Implement and rehearse business continu ity plans.

•

On a regular basis, ensure that all necessary filters and other defenses are In place
with respect to viruses, spam, etc .

•

Assess the feasibility of enabling students, faculty, staff, and administrators greater
access to low-cost personal hardware/software - - perhaps through the bookstore.

•
•

Consider the need for enhanced emergency broadcast systems.
Assess the need for enhanced, scalable video conferencing services.

•

To the extent possible, ensure greater continuity and stability with respect to
desktop/laptop standards.

•

Consider centralizing the life cycle replacement program (and associated budgets) for
desktops/I aptops.
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•

•

Survey peer institutions and determine the ratio of technical support person to client
devices (e.g., printers, desktops, laptops) . Establish an appropriate ratio at the West
Hills Community College District .
Implement a structured curriculum of training programs/classes. Create a "College
within a College" that offers both traditional and online instruction in Datatel
Colleague, e-mail, word processing, etc . Such coursework is also an opportunity to
provide documentation, share information about policies/procedures, etc.

•

Ensure the development (and ongoing maintenance) of system-level documentation.

•

Assist users with the development of functional documentation. Ensure that new
employees are able to read such documentation and quickly assimilate their duties.

•

Establish business processes that enable "First Day Services ." That is, when a new
employee arrives for his/her first day, there should be a computer, default username
and password, e-mail account, system documentation, information about training
classes, telephone, Help Desk contact information, etc.

•

Likewise, establish business processes for "last Day Services." That is, ensure that
services are terminated (or perhaps continued) upon an employee's departure.

•

On a regular baSiS, synthesize data on Help Desk calls, response times, satisfaction
rating, etc. Establish benchmarks for service and report the results to the District's
advisory committees .

•

If necessary, assess the need for Help Desk management software .

•

Ensure that any technical resources (support staff) who currently reside within user
departments/organizations operate in conjunction with the District's Information
Technology Services Department.

•

Ensure the Identification and cultivation of "power users" within various
departments/organizatIons who can help ensure the success of their systems .

•

Develop a "Succession Plan" that enables the District to continue operations in the
event that a key employee is not available (e .g., illness, sudden retirement) -especially for employees who are responsible for Datatel Colleague.

•

Create a written technical support plan for various systems -- especially those that
are used within classrooms, labs, and other instructional areas. Such plans should
communicate clear messages about how systems are maintained and who should be
contacted in the event of a problem.

•

Inventory all systems and ensure that each system is tied to a technology refresh
(i.e., replacement) program.

•

Regularly update and articulate standards for user hardware/software .

•

To the extent possible, centralize the procurement of hardware/software/supplies In
order to manage standards, obtain volume pricing, and maintain a supply of
parts/equipment so that repairs/replacements can be handled quickly.

•

Consider hiring additional work study students to provide an expanded measure of
user support .

continued on the next page
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•

Within its committee structure, resolve concerns about the extent to which
desktop/laptop configurations are managed by users.

•

Enhance the ability of users to obtain online support services (e.g., FAQs).
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Information Technology Leadership and Management
•

Consider an information technology com mittee structu re that includes the following:
o

Executive Committee: Overall responsibility for the success of information
technology within the District. Ordinarily, such a g roup includes key stakeholders
and other individuals as appropriate . Usually, the Executive Committee is chaired
by the Chancellor. And, frequently, the membership of the group Is equivalent to
a District's existing executive management organization .

o

Instructional Technology Advisory Committee: Responsible to the Executive
Committee, with a focus on the use of information technology to improve
teaching, learning, and research .
Administrative Technology Advisory Committee: Responsible to the Executive
Committee, with a focus on the use of information technology to improve the use
of systems (e.g., Datatel Colleague) that support the institution's business
functions.
Technical Advisory Committee: Responsible to the Executive Committee, with a
focus on the technical aspects of the institution's informatIon technology (e.g.,
networking, hardware/software standards, telephony, support services).

o

o

Ensure the identification of executive sponsors for Important initiatives in order to
resolve issues that might be problematic.
•

Cultivate a project management function within the Information Technology Services
Department . The goal (sometimes the work of a Single, current employee) is to help
drive the practical aspects of various efforts (e.g., project tasks, budgeting, resource
management, training).

•

Consider applying project management techniques to all information technology
operations (not just major initiatives). That is, a substantial number of ordinary
efforts (e.g., day-to-day user support, routine programming, network operations) can
be driven with project management practices (e.g., timelines, specification of desired
outcomes, monitoring of accountabilities) . Applying such techniques In an appropriate
manner can provide the District with a clear and thoughtful structure for completing
its work . There will be increased certainty about results, how they are achieved, and
what must be done to correct any difficulties.
]n terms of caution, an appropriate balance must be developed with respect to project
management. That Is, some institutions have been too zealous In their approach;
they've Invested more In the management of projects than actual work activities.

•

•

With respect to information technology, conduct regular assessments (at least
annually) of the District's progress . Develop benchmarks and measure the District's
periormance against such standards. For example, metrics can be developed for
customer service satisfaction, network uptime, etc.
Address seeming uncertainty about how certain functions (e.g., web services) will be
handled by different organizations/individuals. Assess the District's need for relatively
holistic and seamless approaches to all operations .

continued on the next page
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Information Technology Leadership and Management
•

Within its committee structure, develop relevant policies and procedures (e .g .,
Acceptable Use).

•

Implementation a variety of communications techniques to help ensure District-wide
insight into important topics and issues . Such communications can include
newsletters, regular Board reports, publication of committee meeting
agendas/minutes, etc.

continued on the next page
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Information Technology Leadership and Management (continued)
•

From a functional standpoint, consider an organizational structure that resembles the
following diagram. As necessary, build links with campus-based programs and staff.
It should be noted that the functional diagram is not indicative of staffing
requirements . So, for example, some functions might be handled by the same person.
And, some functions might be fulfilled by multiple people.
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Instructional Technology
•

Review the District's e-Learning Strategic Plan and ensure that all goals and objectives
are met.

•

Resolve concerns about the use of Blackboard; ensure that the system is reliable,
properly configured, and totally functional.

•

Seek opportunities to enhance the use of Blackboard . In particular, at a minimum,
find ways of making all Instructional materials (e .g ., syllabi, reading lists, notes,
assignments, reference documents) available online .

•

Establish an ongoing mini-grant program that provides resources to faculty who want
to pursue speCific instructional technology initiatives . Such a program should focus on
innovation in teaChing and learning -- with specific deliverables. Additionally, the
program should be available to faculty across all academic programs.

•

Consider incorporating the outcomes of mini-grant programs into development
programs for all faculty/staff/administrators. For example, the best practices that are
learned can be shared at professional conferences. As another example, regular
District-level symposia can be held to help others understand new instructional
systems, techniques, and tools.
Consider using the mini-grant program to pursue new opportunities in distance
learning -- especially those efforts that ensure a strong connection between student
and instructor.

•

•

Establish an Instructional Technology Advisory Committee that helps drive the success
of instructional technology .

•

Create a conspicuous " Center for Instructional Technology" that helps extend the
District's use of supportive information technology and innovative teaching/learning
strategies .

•
•

Seek widespread Implementation of faculty web pages.
Inventory all physical spaces (e .g., classrooms, libraries, offices, labs) to ensure
appropriate access to instructional technology (e .g ., wireless connectivity, printing,
general access computers) .

•

Define a clear technical support plan that addresses policies, procedures,
documentation, tra ining, organizational structure, etc . Above all else, ensure a
District-wide understanding of what must be supported, how it will be supported, and
who will support it. Consider reorganizing the technical staff around the functions that
must be fulfilled.

•

Determine how funding for Instructional technology should be handled across various
groups/departments . Ensure a measure of support for those who have had
insufficient resou rces in the past.

•

Develop a life cycle funding plan for the replacement of hardware/software that
becomes obsolete.

•

Consider developing "Communities of Scholars" -- virtual forums for students,
faculty, and others who want to discuss topics, issues, etc.

continued on the next page
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Instructional Technology (continued)

•

Determine what must be done to ensure that the District's systems are compliant with
Section 508 rules and regulations -- and that those with disabilities have appropriate
access.

•

Assess the need for additional library automation services across the entire District.
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11.

Introductiol1

The West Hills Community College District Distance Education has grown
dramatically in numbers of individual students, FTEs and in the range of courses,
programs and services offered. Rather than continuing to adapt to growth as it
emerges, the West Hills Community College District is taking steps to analyze,
anticipate, and manage the evolution of WHCCD-Distance Education to ensure the
maximum benefit to students! the regional community! and the most beneficial
return on investment.
In order to ensure broad-based campus involvement in shaping the future for
WHCCD-Distance Education (WHCCD-DE), the District participated in accelerated
strategic planning to determine a consensus position regarding the Mission, Vision
and a list of strategic next steps for WHCCD-DE. The summary report that follows
represents the work of a representative group of stakeholders including students,
full-time and part-time faculty, the District Chancellor, College Presidents! staff,
and administrators meeting over a day and a half. The Eaton Cummings Group
served as facilitators.
This report summarizes future expectations for WHCCD-DE, a review of Distance
Education's strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats as well as
recommendations regarding next steps. The material is presented with minimal
editing in order to preserve the integrity of participant discussions and decisions.
During the planning workshop no effort was made to fully confirm facts or
evidence presented. As appropriate, recommendations from this planning meeting
should be further vetted in light of relevant data and market research. In addition,
in order to align ourselves with the language adopted by the recent passage of the
Higher Education Opportunity Act in August 2008, all current and future references
to Distance Learning are moving to Distance Education.
The results of the session should be further refined following a comment period
involving workshop participants and others essential to the future success of the
Distance Education Program. In the context of this planning workshop, Distance
Education was generally considered to include web-based instruction and
videoconferencing. Discussions during the workshop made clear that other
delivery systems might also be developed and incorporated within WHCCD-DE.
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1.1. Goals - WHCCD-DE Planging Workshop
"

,'.".

'..

..

•

Engage representatives of relevant stakeholder groups in a
facilitated dialogue deSigned to enhance the future promise and
prospects of Distance Education at WHCCD

•

Give each participant an opportunity to benefit from the full range of
experience and expertise of those present

•

Review the implied mission and values of WHCCD-DE and establish
three to five year expectations for WHCCD-DE that can be expressed
in a vision statement

•

Establish a priority list of next steps focusing on high yield strategies
likely to move WHCCD-DE forward toward the realization of the
WHCCD-DE vision

•••

1.2. Agenda - WHCCD-DEPI"l1ning Workshop
.....

,

.,

.

Agenda-Day 1
Introductory remarks - Chancellor Gornick
Planning overview - Strategic and Operational Planning
Opening exercise - "rhe "Online Experience"
Setting the stage - WHCCD-DE Enrollment Data (See Attachment
B)
• WHCCD-DE Mission
• WHCCD-DE Values
• Trends likely to influence the future success of WHCCD-DE

•
•
•
•

Agenda-Day 2
•
•
•
•
•

SWOT Analysis
Vision for WHCCD-DE
Vision in Action - Strategic Initiatives
Next steps
Closing remarks

WHCCD-DL
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•

Participants in the WHCCD-DE planning workshop:
o Form the planning team (See Attachment A for a List of Planning
Workshop Participants);
o Are considered WHCCD-DE experts;
o Are sensitive to the WHCCD-DE role in meeting student and
community needs; and
o Provide the content and perspective that helps to identify and shape
strategies for consideration.

•

Participant opinions were solicited prior to the planning session using a
confidential SWOT analysis
Consultant/facilitators manage the process
The process encourages and benefits from different points of view
The process is driven by a sequence of focused, interactive discussions
with frequent prioritization of participant input
Planning results are always considered a work in progress
Next steps in refining the WHCCD-DE Plan will require further vetting and
analysis by WHCCD-DE staff.

•
•
•
•
•

1.5. Frequent Reconifiguri:ttion of Working Task.Grpups

Working task groups were reconfigured at intervals throughout the planning
session to give each participant an opportunity to benefit from the full range of
participant experience and expertise. The reconfiguring relied on a variety of
web-based application terms and associated phrases to familiarize participants
with web jargon and social messaging/bookmarking utilities such as RSS,
Twitter and Delicious.
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1;.1.

WHCCD-DE MlsSlonS!:atement
ll

Participants, functioning in working groups, developed "raw material for the
WHCCD-DE Mission Statement. It was determined that the most appropriate
starting point for the WHCCD-DE Mission Statement was the District Mission
Statement. The statement that follows in bold reflects the emphasis and
structure of the District Mission.

West Hills Community College District Mission
The mission of the West Hills Community College District is enhancing student
learning and enriching the lives of the populations we serve by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensuring the vitality of its institutions;
Encouraging the vision of strong leaders able to see and interpret the
present and future needs of students and communities;
Supporting the colleges in the provision of world class learning
environments;
Providing for appropriate allocation and management of human, fiscal,
and capital resources;
Acting as a catalyst for collaboration with outside organizations and
agencies; and
Sharing the story by marketing a positive image.

West Hills Community College District
Distance Education Mission
The mission of Distance Education at West Hills Community College
District is to enhance student learning and enrich the lives of the
populations we serve by:
• Delivering world-class distance education courses, programs, and
student services,
• Providing any time, anywhere access,
• Connecting communities of learners locally and globally,
• Using the latest technology and flexible formats, and
• Helping students to achieve their career and personal goals.

WHCCD-DL
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[ 2.2. WHCCD~DE ValLies Stit.tement
Values inherent in WHCCD-DE play an important role in guiding program and
service development and prioritization. Participants developed the following list
of values considered important to WHCCD-DFs emerging role and brand
identification.

West Hills Community College District
Distance Education Values
Our commitment to the WHCCD Distance Education Mission will be
guided and informed by the following values:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Student success,
Reducing barriers to education (access),
Exceptional support services for learners and teachers,
Currency of technology and curriculum with relevance to student and
community needs,
Creativity and innovation in teaching, learning strategies, and service
delivery,
Quality in all that we do, initiating and demonstrating best practices,
Diversity in populations, programming, and ideas,
Information literacy,
Civic and social responsibility,
DiSciplined inquiry and critical thinking,
Integrity in relationships and programs, and
Respect for and responsibility to self and others.

2.3. Trends likely toinfh.lence the future success ofWHCCD"'DE

Trends
Participants initially identified both "helping" and "hurting" trends likely to
influence the future success of WDCCD-DE. Following working group
discussions and presentation to the entire group, participants prioritized the
trends considered most influential using a multi-voting process. The seven
trends that emerged as most likely to be influential are as follows:

WHCCD-DL
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Category: Competition
Hurting Trend
o Designated distance education support staff-likelihood that competition
has invested more in designated support staff. In order to counter
competition's edge WHCCD may need to increase investment in these
critical support positions. (14 votes)
Category: Technology
Hurting Trend
o Competitors are using more advanced technology and/ at the same time,
changes in technology are occurring rapidly. Need to provide ongoing
training of WHCCD staff and faculty due to these changes-WHCCD
challenge to find operational resources for this; failure to do so may
compromise WHCCD competitiveness in the marketplace. (13 votes)
Category: Government/Legislative/Regulatory
Hurting Trend
o Uncertainty of resources/ particularly operational funds/ provided by the
public sector. (8 votes)
Category: Technology
Helping Trend
o Increasing access to/pervasiveness of technology and the consequent
increase in access to information; more people with more technology =
more information and familiarity. (9 votes)
o

Rapid change in both technology and software applications. Because of its
successful bond measures WHCCD has the capacity to maintain currency
and the market may move in the direction of internet provision of
textbooks and other learning resources. (9 votes)

Category: Markets and Customers
Helping Trend
o Basic skills-there appears to be growing market potential. WHCCD might
identify ways to capitalize on this market. (8 votes)
Category: Government/ Leg islative/ Reg u latory
Helping Trend
o Increasing emphasis on quality assurance in both legislative requirements
and the activities of accrediting bodies. WHCCD has demonstrated the
capacity to successfully navigate accreditation requirements and other
statutory mandates. (4 votes)

WHCCD-DL
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2.4. SWOTS - Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats

Participants engaged in a SWOT Analysis as part of a pre-work assignment prior to
the planning workshop. Confidential assessments of WHCCD-DE strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats were submitted to and summarized by the
consultant/facilitators and presented, without attribution, during the planning session.
(See Attachment C for the Summary SWOT Analysis-numbers following individual
items in the lists below refer to the numbered items in Attachment C).
Working in teams, participants were asked to identify the most
influential/significant strengths, weaknesses (interpreted as "areas for
improvement"), opportunities and threats facing WHCCD-DE. The results from
each working team were presented to the full group and, following discussion,
reduced to those items considered most likely to have the greatest influence on
the future success of the Distance Education Program at WHCCD. The
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats likely to be most influential in
determining the future success of WHCCD-DE are:

2.4.1.
•
•
•
•
•

Opportunity/own schedule/flexibility/diversity of curriculum and population
(1)
Complete degrees with transferable credit (37)
World class support for students and faculty (8)
Innovation encouraged (10)
Early adopters of Distance Education (11)

2.4.2.
•
•
•
•

Strengths

Weaknesses - areas that could be improved

Training for students and faculty (6, 7, 13, 19, 22, 30, 33, 36)
Support for students and faculty (1, 2, 9,10, 12, 17, 21, 34, 39)
Service for students and faculty (3, 4, 8, 11,16,18, 24, 25, 26, 28, 32,
40, 41, 42)
Articulation with CSU Fresno

2.4.3.

Opportunities

• Training culture for all staff (14, 9, 11, 29, 28)
• Innovative library access (19, 10, 18, 30)
• Awesome student support (2, 6, 13, 24, 21, 19, 23)
• Programming
o New degree programs on line (22)
CCD-DL
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o Foreign language courses (23)
Basic English skills courses (24)

o

2.4.4.
•
•
•
•
•
•

12.5.

Threats

Quality (5, 6, 8, 9, 13, 14, 15, 18, 20, 21, 24, 26, 28, 29)
Competition (3, 7, 17, 23, 25, 27)
Academic integrity (1,12,16, 22)
Operational issues (2, 4,10,11)
Lack of course variety (20)
Ignoring client's needs (29)

WHCCD-DE Vision statement

I

Following discussion, the work teams presented commentary and offered
recommendations regarding the WHCCD-DE Vision Statement. The vision
statement is inspirational in nature-it is also heroic, motivating, distinctive,
and should cause the organization to stretch to achieve it.

WHCCD Distance Education Vision 2012
WHCCD is the preferred choice for distance education. Your
computer is your campus, a portal to a complete virtual college
experience. Achieve your educational dreams-only a click away.
Anyone. Anytime. Anywhere.

2.6~ WHCCD-.DE VisiPllinAction<-;'Characteristics to AspJre to"
In order to give meaning to the Vision 2012, participants discussed and
prioritized the following characteristics that WHCCD-DE should aspire to
achieve. It is emphasized that these characteristics are those to be aspired to
- a more complete list of strategies and operational plans, resources required,
metrics to evaluate progress/accomplishment, individuals responsible and time
lines will need to be identified and prioritized.

WHCCD-DL
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Vision in Action
1. 24/7 Service and Support for Everything-beyond Pacific time,
nights, weekends and holidays (24 votes)
2. Student Success Rate (retention and graduation) Mirrors or Exceeds
FTF Success Rate (23 votes)
3. Students' Entire College Experience is Virtual, e.g. WHCCD eCollege
(19 votes)
.
4. Expanded Portfolio of Academic Courses and Programs and More
Basic Skills-relevant courses (10 votes)

WHCCD-DL
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[3. Next Steps
Next Steps Identified Through Whole-Group Discussion
Process Next Steps
• Communicate results of this planning workshop broadly-what did we
accomplish? What will happen next and in what time frame? Who will be
involved?
• Create strategic planning team website-digital suggestion box and/or
blog for next steps in developing the strategic plan
• Do next level of planning to operationalize strategic goals
Possible Strategic/Operational Goals and Strategies
• Bring focus to DE marketing efforts
• Training-develop a plan that moves WHCCD-DE closer to 24/7, the
complete virtual experience with student support and best practices
• Assess student services now available and identify gaps
• Assess retention challenges and determine strategic steps that will
optimize retention (i.e. finding the most effective faculty); mine existing
data to help with this analysis
• Consider system impact vis-a-vis momentum desired-how will chosen
actions affect students, infrastructure, budgets, etc.
• Identify what tools for success need to be imbedded in distance education
window
• Host focus group(s) with students-what do they need to have
upon entry to be successful in DE?
• Identify next steps in expanding courses, programs to meet student
needs:
• Which programs are needed?
• In what priority order?
• With whom do we need to communicate and/or partner?
Strategic Planning Review Cycle
• The WHCCD Distance Education Strategic Planning process will be
reviewed every three (3) years for
• Relevance and Update of the Mission Statement
• Relevance and Update of the Values Statement
• Relevance and Update of the Vision 2012
• Achievement and Update of the Vision in Action; and
• SWOT Analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats)

WHCCD-DL
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14.

Linkages

Strategic Planning:
It is important that the strategic planning process at West Hills Community College
District is integrally linked so that no one process is a silo unto itself. The Distance
Education StrategiC Plan has clear linkages to the West Hills Community College
District Strategic Plan as well as the college's Educational Master Plans.
At the District level, distance education has contributed significantly to:
• Strategic Goal 1: West Hills Community College District will annually
achieve or exceed funded growth targets. The online program at West Hills
has grown from student enrollments of 2,068 in 2002-03 district-wide to
enrollments over 4,900 in 2008-09 funding one-quarter of the FTES for each
of the colleges in the district.
•

Strategic Goal 4.2 states, WHCCD will maintain overall student completion
(success) rates above the California Community College statewide average,
placing emphasis on vocational, basic skills, ESL, online success and
improvement rates. While online courses conSistently dip below face-to-face
averages for success and retention, online courses at West Hills are on par
with community college statewide averages for online courses.
District StrategiC Goal 4.2 was specifically identified by the participants in
this Distance Education Strategic Plan in a number of areas including, a Key
Value: Student Success; a Vision in Action: Student Success Rate (retention
and graduation) Mirrors or Exceeds Face-to-Face Success Rate; and Next
Steps: Identify what tools for success need to be imbedded in distance
education window.

Distance Education is driven by the colleges and coordinated at the district level.
Both West Hills College Coalinga and West Hills College Lemoore have a
relationship with the online courses and programs that is more than FTE
generation. Institutional Research shows that 52% of the online students at each
campus are also taking face-to-face courses in order to complete their educational
goals. The locally-based online students are accessing computer labs, library
services, academic counseling and advising, as well as a host of other student
services needs.
The distance education strategiC planning process feeds into the college's
educational master plans at a number of levels. WHCL's Vision is Learning
Through Excellence and Innovation and distance education is one aspect of that
innovation. In addition, WHCL has many Guiding Principles including:
CCO-OL
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Access: Ensure Accessibility to all our programs and services;
o Innovation: Support innovation and technology to enhance learning
environments, services, and communication.

o

Distance Education contributes to these Guiding Principles through the
implementation of asynchronous learning environments that allow students to
complete their educational goals independent of time or geographical boundaries.
Distance Education has continuously sought to improve help desk and faculty
training services in order to meet the learning environment needs of students.
At WHCC, Distance Education supports their College Mission: To commit collegewide staff and resources to the student learning process. To provide educational,
cultural, and economic development opportunities to our current and future
students and the local and global communities that we serve. Again, Distance
Education clearly meets the needs of supporting global communities by providing
asynchronous learning environments to students independent of time and
geographical boundaries. Distance Education also supports the WHCC College
Goal 3: We will demonstrate academic quality, leadership, engagement,
innovation, and creative thought. Distance Education is one avenue that provides
the colleges with "student engagement, innovation, and creative thought" through
the ongoing use of new technologies, active faculty engagement in social media
and learning, and the use of the online classroom as a tool for creativity and
learning.
Student Learning Outcomes:
Distance Education at West Hills Community College District has clearly grown in
terms of enrollment and FrEs. Student learning in online courses and programs is
of the utmost importance to our college community: To that end, both the WHCCD
Strategic Plan and this Distance Education Strategic Plan specifically address and
report on the success rates of online students. The WHCCD Distance Education
Vision in Action 2 states: Student Success Rate (retention and graduation)
Mirrors or Exceeds FTF Success Rate.
Meeting student learning needs is a priority. This is exhibited by the inclusion of
the following WHCCD Distance Education values:
• Student success
• Reducing barriers to education (access), and
• Exceptional support services for learners and teachers.
WHCCD Distance Education continues to support the student learning outcomes of
the district and colleges through a commitment to excellence in the online
teaching/learning process.
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WHCCD Distance Education is at an important juncture where the program is
under review and in an organizational planning process to determine next steps for
improvement and educational program process as well as support to the colleges
and students it serves. Planning the future for Distance Education will center on
the ability to provide parallel opportunities for online academic and student
services in a comprehensive virtual college site model.
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o Attachments
Attachment A-- Names of Planning Workshop Participants
West Hills Community College District
Distance. Education Program
Avila, Pedro, Director of Institutional Effectiveness, District Office
Babb, David, Instructor /Biology, WHC Lemoore
Blair-Hauki, Cindy, Instructor /CIS, WHC Coalinga
Butts, Lisa, Adjunct Instructor /Music, District Online
Craft, Bill, Consultant,
Diniz, Carlos, Dean of Student Learning, WHC Coalinga
Dorsey-Robinson, Sylvia, Associate Dean/Categorical Programs, WHC Lemoore
Freeman, Charles, Director of Nursing, WHC Lemoore
Georgatos, Darlene, Registrar, District Office
Gibson, Bob, Instructor /Math, WHC Lemoore
Gornick, Frank, Chancellor, District Office
Gudgel, Garrett, Student, WHC Lemoore/Online
Guy, Kathleen, Consultant,
Hall, Marlon, Associate Dean Educational Services, WHC Lemoore
Marcel Hetu, Director, North District Center Firebaugh
Kennedy, Vera, Instructor /Sociology, WHC Lemoore/Coalinga
Kerns, Valerie, Student Services Assistant, WHC Lemoore
Kozlowski, Michelle, Director of ITS, District Office
Leonard, Anne, Adjunct Instructor /Economics, District Online
Lewallen, Willard, President, WHC Coalinga
Lopez, Jose, CSSO, WHC Lemoore
Lozano, Diana, Student, WHC Lemoore/Online
Magnuson, Matt, Librarian, WHC Coalinga
McGlothlin, Sandy, Counselor, WHC Coalinga
Oxford, Ron, Librarian, WHC Lemoore
Sanchez, Rene, Instructor /History, WHC Lemoore
Shepard, Sarah, Instructor /Business, WHC Coalinga
Sowden, Ken, Instructor /Math, WHC Coalinga
Tippins, Kira, Financial Aid Assistant, WHC Coalinga
Trezza, Kathy, Adjunct Instructor /IS, WHC Lemoore/Coalinga
Warkentin, Don, President, WHC Lemoore
Whitener, Susan, Dean of Learning Resources & Web Services, District Office
Wilds, Kevin, Instructor /Political Science, WHC Lemoore/Coalinga
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Attachment B - WHCCD-DE Institutional Research Data and Related
Information

WHCCD Online Enrollment and Student Performance
Prepared by WHCCD Office of Institutional Effectiveness & Planning
September 1, 2009

WHCCD ONUNE SECTIONS, UNDUPUCATED STUDENT HEADCOUNT, AND FTES
Sections

% Change

Student
Headcount

% Change

FTES

% Change

118

Baseline

2,068

Baseline

461

Baseline

03-04

98

-16.9%

1,792

-13.3%

399

-13.4%

04-05

165

68.4%

2,559

42.8%

558

39.8%

05-06

248

50.3%

2,982

16.5%

886

58.7%

Year
02-03

06-07

369

48.8%

4,032

35.2%

1,167

31.8%

07-08

404

9.5%

4,503

11.7%

1,275

9.3%

08-09

383

-5.2%

4,964

10.2%

1,391

9.1%

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse

During the past seven years, the number of online sections, unduplicated enrollment, and FTES
increased by 324%, 240%, and 301%, respectively. Enrollment and FTE decline during 2003-2004
reflect budget cuts, tuition increase, and reduction in course offerings for that year.
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WHCCD Online Enrollment
60%

by Ethnicity

50%
40%

I....

1-1'-

30%
20%
10%
0%

Irm--- l

~

~ r..

African
American

Asian

CJ2001-2002

6%

2%

4%

29 %

. 2002-2003

6%

2%

3%

33%

Filipino

Other

Pacifi c
Islander

White

Unknown

1%

0%

0%

55 %

2%

1%

1%

1%

50%

4%

Native
Hispanic
American

D2002-2004

5%

3%

3%

35 %

1%

1%

1%

47 %

4%

CJ2004-2005

6%

3%

3%

37 %

1%

1%

1%

43%

5%

- 2005-2 006

7%

4%

3%

39 %

1%

1%

1%

40%

5%

- 2006-2007

7%

4%

3%

38 %

1%

1%

1%

40 %

6%

I~ 2007 -200 8

7%

5%

3%

40 %

1%

1%

1%

38%

6%

- 2008-2009

7%

5%

3%

39 %

1%

1%

1%

36%

7%

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse

During the last eight years, the proportion of Hispanic and White students enrolled in online courses
has changed. Hispanic enrollment in online courses has increased by approximately 10%. During 20082009, approximately 39% of online students were Hispanic and 36% White. These percentages are
closer to the overall WHCCD enrollment of Hispanic (46%) and White (33%) students.
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WHCCD Online Enrollment by Gender
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50 .0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%

Female

Male
39.1%

35.3%

Source : WHCCD Data Warehouse

Approximately 66% of online students are female compared to 60% of all WHCCD students . Female
enrollment in online courses is slightly higher than the overall WHCCD enrollment.
WHCCD Online Success and Retention Rates

Sou rce: WHCCD Dat a Wareho use; CCCCO Data Mart
Suc cess = (A+B+C+CR)j(A+B+C+D+F+CR+NC+W+I)
Retentio n = (A+B+C+D+F+CR+NC+I)j( A+B+C+D+F+CR+NC+W+I)

Note: The above success and retention rate formulas are provided by the CA Community College Chancellor's office
(CCCCO). The grade of "wn is earned by students withdrawing from class and is used to measure retention rates. The
CCCCO considers students who withdraw from a course as not being successful, therefore, includes grades of "wn into the
denominator of the success rate formula. These formu las are used for state reporting and when comparing ourselves
against other institutions.

During the past seven years, online retention and success rates have had a slight and steady decline.
WHCCD Online success rates remain similar to the CA community college overall average of "Internet
Asynchronous Instruction" of approximately 56%.
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WHCCD 2006 through 2009 Course Retention and Pass Rate Comparison (Online vs. Face-to-Face)
Retention = (A+B+C+O+F+CR+NC+I)/( A+B+C+O+F+CR+NC+W+I)
Pass Rate = (A+B+C+CR)/( A+B+C+O+F+CR+NC+I)
Note: The tables below compare online and face-to-face course retention and pass rates based on chi square test (p<=.05).
The "Pass Rate" formula does not include grades of "w" in the denominator and serves as a comparison of successful
grades between online and face-to-face courses

Course

Online
Enrollment

Face-toFace
Enrollment

%
Online
Retained

% Faceto-Face
Retained

Difference

% Online
Pass Rate
(A+B+C+CR)

% Face-toFace
Pass Rate
(A+B+C+CR)

Difference

Online Retention and Success Rate is Higher than Face-to-Face
CIS-34

292

1,347

79%

71%

9%

90%

76%

14%

B10-32

344

2,894

85%

70%

15%

89%

76%

13%

1,166

2,452

81%

78%

3%

86%

76%

10%

140

399

77%

54%

23%

69%

65%

4%

MATH-101
CIS-21

Online Retention Rate is Higher and Success Rate is Equivalent to Face-to-Face
BUS-24

204

445

91%

80%

11%

77%

75%

2%

HIST-4B

1,075

699

85%

78%

7%

80%

79%

1%

-1%

75%

64%

10%
5%

Online Retention Rate is Equivalent and Success Rate is Higher than Face-to-Face
MATH-87

941

1,407

72%

73%

Online Retention and Success Rate is Equivalent to Face-to-Face
AOJ-29

258

258

82%

79%

2%

74%

69%

PSYCH-5

231

161

77%

83%

-6%

81%

78%

4%

85%

82%

3%
2%

128

223

74%

79%

-5%

88

243

81%

-1%

2,242

71%

3%

89%
74%

87%

1,323

80%
74%

72%

2%

AOJ-3

256

554

83%

86%

-2%

76%

74%

PHIL-1

428

77%

78%

-1%

83

77%

68%

9%

78%
69%

79%

BUS-67

851
718

2%
-1%

70%

-1%

103

483

79%

81%

-3%

77%

79%

CO-22
CIS-19B
NUT-1

73

1,332

66%

69%

-3%

71%

75%

-3%
-4%

PHIL-2

276

659

79%

76%

75%

80%

-4%

AOJ-12

600

641

80%

83%

2%
-4%

76%

-5%

AOJ-24

258

385

83%

88%

-5%

79%

80%
84%

CO-14A

78

151

76%

74%

1%

76%

82%

-6%

CO-18
MATH-15

-5%

Online Retention is Equivalent and Success Rate is Lower than Face-to-Face
MUS-42
AOJ-20

2,263
504

1,516
668

80%
84%

-2%

81%

86%

-5%

86%

-2%

71%
76%

78%

-6%

-1%

83%

-7%

1,290

791
867

80%

82%
79%

2%

70%

78%

-8%

ART-42

753

1,999

80%

80%

0%

73%

82%

-9%

BUS-13B

212

1,145

64%

64%

-1%

72%

81%

-9%

AOJ-lO

426

666

81%

84%

-3%

67%

79%

-12%

AOJ-32

81

342

83%

77%

6%

63%

77%

-14%

CO-21

110

264

79%

79%

0%

68%

82%

-14%

-8%

76%

68%

8%

HIST-4A
AOJ-1

1,249

81%

82%

Online Retention is Lower and Success Rate is Higher than Face to Face
AOJ-4
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WHCCD 2006 through 2009 Course Retention and Pass Rate Comparison Continued

Course

Online
Enrollment

Face-toFace
Enrollment

%
Online
Retained

% Faceto-Face
Retained

Difference

% Online
Pass Rate
(A+B+C+CR)

% Face-toFace
Pass Rate
(A+B+C+CR)

Difference

Online Retention is Lower and Success Rate is Equivalent to Face-to-Face
POLSCI-1
AOJ-16
GEOL-1

3,399

4,864

337

689

76%
73%

82%
81%

-6%
-8%

85%

809

516

80%

88%

-9%

83%

66%
74%

74%

-9%

71%

85%
70%

83%

-9%

80%

76%

70%

75%

4%
-6%

77%
69%

79%
73%

-2%
-4%

BUS-80A

122

1912

PSYCH-2

690

841

BUS-13A

309
426

1,609

PSYCH-4
BUS-20

1,092

287
1,014

58%
71%

68%
82%

-10%
-11%

71%

82%

-11%

75%

76%
80%

-1%
5%
-2%
1%

BUS-29

145

132

75%

86%

-11%

76%

75%

2%

SOC-3

814

915

74%

85%

-11%

75%

80%

-5%

MATH-lOA

353

313

76%

88%

731

74%

86%

80%

89%
84%

-4%

281

-12%
-12%

85%

BUS-18
PSYCH-3

737

84%

82%

2%

77
334

76%
70%

89%

AOJ-7
MATH-63

786
524
4,767

74%

58%

86%
77%

7%
-5%

HIST-44

145

319

51%

80%

-29%

69%
77%

67%
74%
77%

0%

87%

-29%

71%

75%

-4%

GEOG-3

1,041

2,070

58%

-13%
-16%
-19%

-4%

Online Retention and Success Rates are Lower than Face-to-Face
BIO-lO

1,791

4,170

70%

79%

-9%

74%

77%

-3%

ENG-1A

2,120

7,229

71%

78%

-7%

74%

78%

HE-35

3,617

8,171

77%

82%

-5%

73%

77%

-4%
-5%

71%

76%

-5%
-6%

HIST-17B

1,628

2,284

73%

85%

-12%

SOC-2

828

71%

86%

-15%

84%

HIST-17A

1,497
2,036

3,055

74%

83%

-9%

71%

90%
78%

MATH-25

1,608

2,996

63%

71%

-8%

69%

75%

-6%
-7%

B10-35
PHYSCI-1

1,056

2,030

72%

84%

-11%

79%

87%

-7%

725

53%

86%

-32%

74%

82%

-9%

73%

85%

-11%

79%

87%

-9%

83%
76%

89%
89%

-7%

73%
78%

82%
88%

-9%
-9%

CIS-7

445

553
3542

AOJ-22
SOC-1

424

449

1,768
1,730

1,707

HUM-1

2,725

76%

83%

70%

80%

-10%

74%

79%

-18%

71%

89%
82%

-10%

69%

82%
87%

-7%

1,970

1,758
3,401

1,164

1,015

77%

87%

-10%

74%

85%

-11%

1,772
784

1,410

74%

87%
82%

-13%
-7%

74%

86%
77%

-12%

80%
83%

-18%

71%

90%

-11%
-12%

70%
77%

83%

-10%

59%

ENG-1B
PSYCH-1

1,557

ECON-1B
ECON-1A
IS-1

-13%
-7%

2,358

75%

HIST-20
IS-2

371

285

61%

746

MATH-lOB

116

221
70

72%
78%

PE-40

264

169

73%

65%

84%
86%
94%
77%

61%
89%
-19%
188
75%
94%
AOJ-5
220
Note - In order to maintain statistical power, only courses with sample size larger than 70 students were compared.
There are a few online courses that do not have a face-to-face comparison.
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-11%

-13%
-14%
-16%
-17%
-18%
-28%

WHCCD Online Enrollment of Students by Service Area
• Service Area

16.83%

200-'1 -1 005

70.83%

1005-1006

.. Out-Df-Service Area

n .V %

70.2%

1006 -1007

69.7%

1007-1008

2008-2009

-

During the past three years, approximately 70% of students enrolled in online courses live within the WHCCD service
area. The majority of out-of-service area students are from nearby cities such as Fresno, Visalia, and Clovis.

WHCCD Fall 2008 Online Participation Rates by Service Area Cities

City
Tranquillity
Kettleman City
Hanford
Avenal
Lemoore
Coalinga
Mendota
Riverdale
Laton
Huron
San Joaquin
Firebaugh
Armona
Five Points

WHCCD Overall
Student Headcount
14
31
1491
219
1629

Number of Students
Enrolled in Online
Courses

Percent of Students
Enrolled Online
(Participation)

9
14
557

64%
45%
37%
37%

22

81
592
297
56
30
16
42
6

326
148
20
57
46

88
38
5
10
8

908
177
101
57
152

36%
33%
32%
30%
28%
28%
27%
27%
26%
25%
18%
17%

Stratford
Cantua Creek
Total
1849
5398
The cities of Lemoore, Hanford, Coalinga, and Firebaugh had the highest number of students enrolled in online
courses. The cities of Tranquillity and Kettleman City, based on the overall WHCCD student headcount, had the
highest percentage of students who participated in online courses. It is important to note that the cities of
Tranquillity and Kettleman City have the farthest proximity to any of the WHCCD campuses .
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Attachment C - SWOT Analysis: Pre-work Summary Distributed at
Planning Workshop
West Hills Community College District
*Distance Learning Program
SWOT Analysis

STRENGTHS - What does the WHCCD Distance Learning program do well?
1.

Provide opportunity to attend college to students that live far away from the
college or whose jobs are not flexible to attend face-to-face classes (7)

2.

Students can login at any time

3.

The ability to e-mail instructors and receive feedback

4.

Opportunities to attend college during tough economic times (e.g. gas
prices, transportation issues)

5.

Transferable credits (2)

6.

To develop and expand degree offerings online and reach more students

7.

Hybrid methodology allows expansion of curriculum while maintaining quality
and integrity

8.

The technical assistance provided to faculty by well trained staff that assist
with the online curriculum development and related resources (4)

9.

The student help desk (3)

10.

Willingness of administration to try new alternatives

11.

Diversity, quantity of online curriculum delivered to a diverse population (4)

12.

Advertising and instructor support for full-time faculty

13.

Bringing in students from around the country and the world

*prior to release of this document Distance Education at WHCCD was Distance Learning
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14.

Giving students at four year institutions the chance to take required lower
division courses at WHCCD

15.

Support through ITS

16.

USing industry standard CMS - Blackboard - rather than others or even
homegrown variety

17.

Good teachers

18.

Well supported administratively

19.

Input from various constituencies

20.

Appropriate technology

21.

Market for new students

22.

Ability to meet more student scheduling needs

23.

Organization! Program is easy to navigate and helps tremendously when the
instructors organize their classes in a way that you know what to expect
each week.

24.

Flexibility for students to work on their own schedule when they have free
time outside of their normal workday or schedule.

25.

Students can communicate with instructors and classmates without traveling
to distant locations where classes are offered face to face

26.

Deliver online courses and complete degree options

27.

Online application

28.

Online registration

29.

Online payment

30.

Presence in online market

31.

Compensation for faculty

DL
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32.

Robust DL program. We were fortunate to start early in the process and we
have enjoyed great success.

33.

Enrollment growth. If it were not for our DL program we would be
significantly smaller than we are right now. (2)

34.

Good leadership at the faculty and administrative level. We are focused on
the learner and we have a good variety of courses.

35.

Market for new students

36.

Support services are almost equivalent to those an on-campus student can
receive

37.

Complete degrees/certificate programs offered on-line

WHCCD-DL
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WEAKNESSES - What does the WHCCD Distance Learning program need to
improve upon?

1.

Concerns from students when tests do not go as planned such as "timed
out" issues.

2.

Blackboard issues-technical issues when Blackboard does not log in, when
classes that are registered for do not come up on Blackboard-it needs to be
updated and improved or go to another system; glitches in the system (5)

3.

Online is not for everyone. The administration needs to keep that in mind.
There is a perception by some that administration wants to put everything
online.

4.

Retention and success rates need to be improved

5.

CSU is not on board yet, fear that classes will not transfer, thus placing
students at risk of having to repeat courses at the CSU.

6.

Need better training opportunities for adjuncts and a better selection process
for adjuncts who teach DL courses; I am not convinced that they are going
through proper hiring procedures including equivalency (2)

7.

More faculty need to take advantage of the technical staff's expertise.

8.

Lacks live classroom interaction and dynamics

9.

Student need for instructor assistance is not instantaneous; slow reply to
student e-mails from instructors (2)

10.

Adjunct faculty support: sometimes support personnel are rude or just don't
answer e-mails/questions.

11.

Scheduling: We have a two-year schedule set up which includes on-line and
traditional classes. This is not considered and has been hurting traditional
enrollment for the last several years

12.

Large classes

13.

Insufficient training on new methodology and technology

14.

Some classes should not be taught online. Seems to be a push towards
more classes online and sometimes critical evaluation of the appropriateness
of the media for the particular course is skipped.

CCD-DL
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15.

Course listings in the catalog are limited by the way Datatel can display data

16.

Lack of use of library resources by online students and instructors

17.

Many students lack basic skills to successfully complete online courses

18.

DL staff and students need more and easier-to-find information on disability
access (section 508)

19.

Student input:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Don't learn anything from open book exams
Some subjects don't fit well online; some are too easy and boring
Teacher and class organization sometimes confusing.
No substance to learning in course compass
Instructors don't often give timely responses

20.

Not enough student input

21.

Help Desk overwhelmed at peak times (2)

22.

Some untrained online instructors

23.

Lack of student accountability when taking tests online

24.

Not enough research services and resources available online
a.
b.
c.

Amount of research databases and eBooks not equivalent to on-site
collections
No information literacy component embedded in DL
Library resource navigation

25.

Support services and personnel are usually campus based and not aligned to
overall mission of District based DL

26.

Tutoring in online environment is inefficient

27.

Culture - while students may view DL as seamless, from some staff
perspectives DL is separate entity and not truly a part of each campus
culture.

28.

ADA compliance - Need more clear and thorough information about ADA
compliance for students and faculty to access.

WHCCD-DL
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29.

Lack of comprehensive learning. Many students want to pass their classes
and do as little work as possible. Some instructors make this very easy. I
know it is the student's responsibility to take initiative and make college
count, but college shouldn't be as easy as some instructors make it.

30.

Some students who register for this type of learning plan don't understand
what is expected of them such as computer program abilities, computer
access, meeting scheduled deadlines, and understanding the class operation.

31.

Connection for online students

32.

Online advising/counseling

33.

There were a couple of classes I took online at WHC that were not very
organized and used several websites on top of Blackboard. It made the class
difficult to understand, let alone keep up with.

34.

Online faculty community

35.

We have aroused our competition, they are wondering why they are losing
enrollment and they are realizing that it is to our e-Iearning program.

36.

Some reluctance by faculty and administration to accept this new modality
of instruction; sticking with tradition.

37.

Lack of marketing to expand the program

38.

Need the District to view this as an opportunity to develop a \\ Virtual West
Hills"

39.

Not enough student support.

40.

Slow turn around in grades from instructors

41.

Not a clear idea of the correct textbook to purchase

42.

Most classes follow a rigid time line within the semester. I think some
classes should be very flexible as long as all work and tests are completed
within the semester time frame. This gives the student the choice to choose
which format will work best for them.

L
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OPPORTUNITIES - What are the greatest opportunities available to enhance the
future of Distance Learning at West Hills?
1.

All distance education courses should have "ability requirements" stated up
front so students can be tested before enrolling in those courses

2.

Concierge or other individual to whom online student is assigned as their
"go-to" resource

3.

Flexibility with course scheduling will be a key competitive advantage for the
future

4.

Expand degrees online (4), in particular CIS and Business

5.

Market online offerings to local high schools

6.

Develop the student services aspect

7.

Update the technology

8.

WHC has great labs so that students who do not own computers can still
take advantage of on-line classes

9.

There are many types of training available for on-line instructors

10.

Hire a systems librarian to enhance library resources, work with online
instructors and students to strengthen information literacy skills; this may
improve retention

11.

Opportunity to bridge "digital divide" that still exists in the demographic that
we serve

12.

Hire instructors from larger pool than available locally

13.

Online counseling and support for students

14.

Ability to use cutting edge technology for student learning and to fully train
and inform online faculty

15.

Seek student input via surveys or focus groups

16.
17.

Incoming students are digitally savvy
Library Resources:

WHCCD-DL
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a. Create a state-of-the-art virtual library; online collection development
policy needs to mirror what is done in traditional library collection
development
b. Participation in online curriculum development process to ensure
proper library resources available.
c. Direct human access (this is huge for online learning and entails
utilizing Library 2.0 methods of social networking). Need to install
instant messaging such as MEEBO so that online students and faculty
can see when librarians are available for research questions and gain
instant feedback.
d. Pathfinders, tutorials, online workshops, etc. to instruct students and
faculty on proper usage of available research databases and internet
searching techniques.
e. Embedding links to library search boxes via iGoogle or something
similar directly into Blackboard classes will give more direct library
access.
f. Lifelong learning skills in information literacy (ability to seek, evaluate,
and disseminate information) need to either be ingrained throughout
the curriculum
g. Specialized staffing - Drawing from campus library staff and budgets
will strain resources and hamper innovation due to workloads.
18.

Offering live/archived Classes. For students at CSU Chico some classes are
completely online like those at WHC, some are recorded and available either
live or from archives. You can type on the chat board and interact with the
instructor while you're watching. It is easier to understand difficult concepts
when the instructor talks you through them. It's not something you usually
get being an online student.

19.

Many publishers now provide online textbook content and course materials
at a substantial discount over published textbooks. We should find a way to
provide every student with a wireless capable laptop computer that can
access the internet in every classroom. Students could end up with a
computer and a paperless/bookless opportunity to get their education, at
less cost than traditional textbooks for 60 or so units of college.

20.

Simplification of maintaining course records and transferring these records
to an Excel format for submission of grades and recording of SLO
effectiveness

21.

Students have the confidence to determine for themselves if online learning
is a good fit with their needs/skill set

22.

New degree programs designed with online option in place
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23.

Development of foreign language online courses

24.

Development of basic skills English online courses

25.

Development of non-transfer level courses

26.

Market to U.S. Navy and their dependents

27.

We have an enlightened administration and board

28.

We have an innovative faculty, both full and part-time

29.

Technology is available that can allow our distance learning classes and
services to be better than what is available on our campuses. Those same
technologies also need to be incorporated into face-to-face instruction to
provide rich learning environments.

30.

The computer labs should extend hours to evenings and weekends
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THREATS - What are the greatest threats to the future of Distance Learning at
West Hills?

1.

Students allowing other people to do their work for them; plagiarism; lack of
controls for this (5)

2.

Always the threat of hackers

3.

Other colleges getting on the train

4.

Not improving the delivery system

5.

Not hiring faculty who are current

6.

In the competition to expand, the quality of the faculty pool will dwindle.

7.

Older students may be left behind

8.

Class size makes it impossible to run identical traditional/on-line class
structure

9.

On-line students are not getting the same instructor support/feedback (2)

10.

Computer lab availability

11.

Blackboard is not a stable class management system

12.

Academic integrity

13.

Becoming stagnant-not bringing new curriculum into DL; WHC has a lot of
potential for an even better distance learning program. I think adding
courses and degree programs would bring in a whole new group of students
(3)

14.

Growing too quickly with a limited staff.

15.

Not integrating library resources into the online learning environment.

16.

Articulation - how 4-year schools will accept rigor of online courses; CSU
Fresno and like-minded institutions that do not value distance education (2)

17.

Competition such as National, University of Phoenix, etc; everyone is
jumping on the distance learning bandwagon. As somewhat early adopters,
we had an advantage. Now to compete, our courses must become unique
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and stand out from the crowd (better content, more flexibility, more
interesting/exciting/innovative presentation of content) (3)
18.

Disjointed or unconnected pedagogy among online instructors

19.

No feeling of "place"

20.

Lack of course variety. WHC does not offer some needed courses so students
search other community colleges to find one.

21.

Possible outsourcing of distance learning activities is perceived by some
union members as a possible threat.

22.

Laboratory activities in DL is questioned by some 4-year institutions

23.

ACCJC and Department of Education

24.

Quality--any poorly designed or executed online course

25.

Expanding internal processes limiting our ability to be responsive to
emerging opportunities

26.

That the traditionalists will win the day and we will become a shadow of
ourselves; faculty resistance to online education or reactive to external
pressure (2)

27.

State budget constraints

28.

Political correctness or our unwillingness to change for the benefit of student
learning.

29.

Ignoring our clients' needs
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1993-94, 1994-1995, 1995-1996
I. Faculty and Staff Diversity Plan: Statement of Purpose

The West Hills Community College District is committed to the
concept and principles of affirmative action in providing equal
opportunity in education and employment for all persons and to
prohibit discrimination based on race l sex color l religion l agel
national origin, disabilitYI marital status, Vietnam-era veteran
status or sexual orientation.
This commitment applies to every
aspect of education and personnel policies and practices in
employment, development, advancement and treatment of employees
students and the general public.
i

I

I

I

The West Hills Community College District believes that in order
to effectively address and comply with federal and state mandates
and guidelines on affirmative action, the Board of Trustees,
administration, faculty, and classified staff must recognize that
faculty and staff diversity is a shared responsibility and must be
held accountable for application and enforcement of the plan
within their area of authority. This also applies to all regional
areas of the West Hills Community College District which consists
of the Coalinga Campus Kings County Center at Lemoore, the Naval
Air Station Lemoore Of ce, and the North District Center.
It is
through our combined efforts that the West Hills Community College
District will
achieve fairness and equity consistent with
established affirmative action goals and objectives.
I

The West Hills Community College District will continue to make
faculty
and
staff
diversity
efforts
to
ensure
that
the
recruitment,
screening
selection,
hiring,
and
promotional
processes are in accordance with principles of equal opportunity.
In addition to employment, this plan shall also address the
treatment of students on campuses and centers in accordance with
district-wide affirmative action efforts.
l

II. Faculty and Staff Diversity Plan: General Description

A.

RATIONALE AND INTENT

It is the obligation of the West Hills Community College District
to
promote
understanding
and
appreciat ion
of
the
diverse
population within the community it serves as well as within its
sphere of influence.
It is educationally sound for all students attending the college
and its centers within the District to have available positive
images provided by individuals from historically underrepresented
groups
and
to
observe
that
such
individuals
can
assume
responsibilities and diverse roles in our society.
By the adoption of this faculty and staff diversity plan, members
of the Board of Trustees of the West Hills Communi ty College
District reaffirm their commitment to equal opportunities in
employment and education.
Therefore, the pol icies which govern
this facul ty and staff di versi ty plan are designed to promote
recruitment,
employment, and promotion of persons by giving
consideration to race, color, religion, national origin, sex, age,
disability, Vietnam-era veterans status, or sexual orientation.
The concept of affirmative action is one of applying good faith
efforts to provide equal occupational and educational opportunity.
This concept is an extension of procedures which West Hills
Community College District has followed for some time. The intent
is to assure equal employment and educational opportunities for
all, but consideration is given to race, color, religion, national
origin, sex, age, disability, Vietnam-era veteran status, or
sexual
orientation,
through
the
process
of
education,
dissemination of information, and the modification of existing
practices.
In many instances, employment opportuni ties in our
society have not been as available to minorities and women as they
have been to other citizens.
Affirmative action, therefore, is
both a legal and moral responsibility for all employers.
For
purposes of clarification, the term "affirmative action" can best
be understood in relation to equal opportunity. Equal opportunity
is a condition, and affirmative action includes all the various
methods through which equal employment opportunity for all is made
More specifically, the intention of the affirmative
a reality.
action program at West Hills Community College District is to
ensure that persons from underrepresented groups are incorporated
into the service of the District in all job categories and all job
levels without diminishing work quality.
In keeping with the law,
the program affirms that efforts to bring about a better ethnic
and sexual balance among employees shall not come into conflict
with the concept of equal opportunity for all, that is, steps to
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increase opportunities for some must not result in discrimination
against others.
B.

DEFINITIONS

(Reference:

Title 5 California Administrative Code Section 53001)

(a) Affirmative Action Employment Programs.
"Affirmative action
employment programs" means all the various methods by which equal
employment opportunity and proportionate representation is to be
achieved for qualified members of historically underrepresented
groups.
(b) Faculty and Staff Diversity Plan.
A "faculty and staff
diversity plan" is a written document in which a district s work
force
is
analyzed
and
specific
result-oriented
plans
and
procedures
for
achieving
equal
employment
opportunity
and
proportionate representation of qualified members of historically
underrepresented groups are set forth.
I

(c) Business Necessity.
"Business necessity" means circumstances
which justify an exception to the requirements of Section 53021
because compliance with that section would result in substantial
additional financial cost to the district or pose a significant
threat to human life or safety.
Business necessity requires
greater financial cost than does mere business convenience.
Business necessity does not exist where there is an alternative
that will serve business needs equally well.
(d) Equal Employment Opportunity.
"Equal employment opportunity"
means that all qualified individuals have a full and fair
opportunity to compete for hiring and promotion and to enjoy the
benefits of employment with the district.
(e) Ethnic Minorities.
"Ethnic minorities" means American Indians
or Alaskan natives, Asians or Pacific Islanders, Blacks, and
Hispanics.
A person shall be included in the group with which he
or she identifies as his or her group, but may be counted in only
one ethnic group.
These groups shall be more specifically defined
by the chancellor consistent with state and federal law.
(f ) Goals and Timetables.
Goals and timetables" means proj ected
new levels of employment of historically underrepresented groups
to be worked toward on a specific schedule , given the expected
turnover in the work force and the availability of persons who are
qualified to perform a particular job through appropriate training
or experience or who will become so qualified within a reasonable
length of time. Goals are not "quotas" or rigid proportions.
II
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(g) Person with a Disability.
IIPerson with a disabilityll means
any person who (1) has a physical or mental impairment which
substantially limits one or more
such person I s major life
activities! (2) has a record of such an impairment! or (3) is
regarded as having such an impairment. A person with a disability
is "substantially limited" if he or she is likely to experience
difficulty in securing, retaining, or advancing in employment
because of such an impairment.
(h)
Historically
Underrepresented
Group.
IIHistorically
underrepresented group II means any group for which the percentage
of persons from that group in the applicable work force is not,
and has historically been, significantly lower than the percentage
that members of that group represent in the pool of persons who
are determined by the Chancellor to be available and qualified to
perform the work in question.
The Board of Governors has
determined that, on a statewide basis! ethnic minorities, women,
and persons with disabilities are historically underrepresented
groups.
(i) Reasonable Accommodation.
IIReasonable accommodation ll means
the efforts made on the part of the employer to remove artificial
or real barriers which prevent or limit the employment and upward
mobility of persons with disabilities.
(j) Proportionate Representation.
IIProportionate representation"
means that the percentage of persons from a
historically
underrepresented group in the applicable work force is at least
equal to the percentage that members
that group represent in
the pool of persons who are determined by the Chancellor to be
available and qualified to perform the work in question.

II In-housell
or
(k)
In-house or
Promotional
Only Hiring.
IIpromotional only II hiring means that only existing district
employees are allowed to apply for a position.
(1) Screening or Selection Procedures.
IIScreening or selection
procedures II means any measure,
combination of measures,
or
procedure used as a basis for any employment decision.
Select
procedures include the full range of assessment techniques,
including but not limited to, traditional paper and pencil tests,
performance tests, and physical, educational, and work experience
requirements! interviews/ and review of application forms.

(m) Adverse or Disparate Impact.
IIAdverse impact II or ndisparate
impact" means that a statistical measure (such as those outlined
in
the
Equal
Employment
Opportunity
Commission IS
II Uniform
Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures II ) is applied to the
effects
of
a
selection
procedure,
and
demonstrates
a
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disproportionate
negative
impact
on
a
underrepresented group as defined in subsection (h).
C.

WEST HILLS
POLICY

1.

Commitment.

COMMUNITY

COLLEGE

DISTRICT

historically

AFFIRMATIVE

ACTION

The West Hills Community College District Board
commits
itself
to
nondiscrimination
and
affirmative action.
a.

Nondiscrimination.
(1)
No person shall be denied an educational t
employment
or
related
benefit
because
of
the
individual 's
race t
color t
religion t
sex t
national
origin t
aget
marital
status t
disabilitYt
sexual
orientation t or Vietnam-era veteran status.
(2)
Nondiscrimination requires the elimination of
discriminatory practices and conditions that may exist t
whether intentional or inadvertent.
(3)
This District shall monitor continuously and
evaluate
at
specified times
all
educational
and
employment policies t procedures t and practices and
shall take action to correct those that may unlawfully
discriminate.
Employment policies t procedures t and
practices shall be consistent with the approved faculty
and staff diversity plan.

b.

Affirmative Action.

(Reference:
87100.

Education Code Sections 87100-87107)

Legislative findings t declarations and intent

liThe Legislature finds and declares that:
(a)
GenerallYt
California Community Colleges employ a
disproportionately low number of racial and ethnic minority
classified
and
certificated
employees
and
a
disproportionately low number of women and members of racial
and ethnic minorities in administrative positions.
(b)
It is educationally sound for the minority student
attending a racially impacted school to have available the
positive
impact
provided
by
minority
classified
and
certificated employees.
It is likewise educationally sound
for the student from the majority group to have positive
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experiences with minority people which can be provided, in
part,
by
having
minority
classified
and
certificated
employees at schools where enrollment is largely made up of
majority group students.
It is also educationally important
for student to observe that females , as well as males can
assume responsible and diverse roles in society.
(c)
Past employment practices created artificial barriers
and past efforts to promote additional action in the
promotion
of
women
and
recruitment,
employment,
and
minorities have not resulted in a substant ial increase in
employment opportunities for such persons.
(d)
Lessons concerning democratic principles and the
richness which racial diversity brings to our national
heritage can be best taught by the presence of staff of mixed
races and ethnic groups working toward a common goal.
It is the intent of the Legislature to establish and maintain
a policy of equal opportunity in employment for all persons
and to prohibit discrimination based on race, sex, color,
religion, age, handicap, ancestry, or national origin in
every aspect of personnel policy and practice in employment,
development, advancement, and treatment of persons employed
in the public school system, and to promote the total
realization of
equal
employment
opportunity through a
continuing Affirmative Action Program.
The Legislature
recogni zes that it is not enough to proclaim that public
employers do not discriminate in employment but that effort
must also be made to build a community in which opportunity
is equalized.
It is the intent of the Legislature to require
educational agencies to adopt and implement plans for
increasing the numbers of women and minority persons at all
levels of responsibility."
87101.

Definitions

For the purposes of this article:
(a) "Affirmative action employment program" means planned
activities designed to seek, hire, and promote persons who
are underrepresented in the work force compared to their
number In the population, including handicapped persons,
women, and persons of minority racial and ethnic backgrounds.
It is a conscious, deliberate step taken by a hiring
authority to assure equal employment opportunity for all
staff, both certificated and classified.
These programs
require the employer to make additional efforts to recruit,
employ, and promote members of groups formerly excluded at
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the various levels of responsibility who meet statewide
minimum qualifications, if any, and who, relative to local
qualifications, are qualified or may become qualified through
appropriate
training or experience within a reasonable
length of time.
The programs should be designed to remedy
the exclusion, whatever its cause.
Affirmative action
requires imaginative, energetic, and sustained action by each
employer
to
devise
recruiting,
training,
and
career
advancement opportunities which will result in an equitable
representation of women and minorities in relation to all
employees of the employer.
(b) "Goals and timetables II means projected new levels of
employment of women and minority racial and ethnic groups to
be attained on an annual schedule, given the expected
turnover in the work force and the availability of persons
who are,
relative to local qualifications beyond the
statewide minimum qualifications, qualified, or may become
qualified through appropriate training or experience within a
reasonable length of time.
Goals are not quotas or rigid
proportions.
They should relate both to the qualitative and
quantitative needs of the employer.
(c)
!I Public
education agency!! means the office of the
chancellor and the governing board of each community college
district in
ifornia.
87102.
Compliance
Produced

affirmation;

Record

of

Success

to

be

The governing board of each community college district shall
periodically submit to the Board of Governors of the
California Community Colleges an affirmation
compliance
with the provisions of this article.
The affirmative action
employment program shall have goals that ensure participation
in, and commitment to, the program by district personnel, and
timetables, for its implementation.
The affirmative action
plan shall include steps that the district will take in
meeting and improving hiring goals for both full-time faculty
and part-time faculty pursuant to Section 87482.6, and the
development of the plan shall be a condition
receipt of
allowances to that section.
The governing board of each community college district shall
be held accountable pursuant to this art
and other
applicable provisions of law for the success or failure of
its affirmative action employment program.
The plans shall
be a public record within the meaning of the California
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Public Records Act [Chapter 3.5 (commencing with Section
6250) of Division 7 of Title 1 of the Government Code] .
(b) The governing board of each community college district
shall publish and distribute a record of the success rate of
measurable
progress,
with
respect
to
its
goals
and
timetables,
in hiring employees through its affirmative
action employment program.
This publication shall be a
public record within the meaning of the California Public
Records Act, and shall include data and information specified
by the board of governors.
87103.

Assistance

The Office of the Chancellor of the California Community
Colleges
shall
render
assistance
in
developing
and
implementing
affirmative
action
employment
programs
to
community college districts under its jurisdiction.
87104.

Requirements for use of funds

The Board of Governors of the California Community Colleges,
out of funds appropriated for such purposes,
(1) shall
provide assistance to local community colleges in adopting
and maintaining high quality affirmative action programs; (2)
report to the Legislature regarding the number of districts
which have adopted and are maintaining affirmative action
programs, including the effectiveness of such programs in
meeting the
intent of this article;
(3)
develop and
disseminate to public community college district guidelines
to assist such agencies into developing and implementing
affirmative
action employment
programs;
and
(4)
shall
establish
a
technical
assistance
team
to
review
the
affirmative action plan of each community college district
which fails to make measurable progress in meeting the goals
and timetables of its adopted plan. The technical assistance
team shall recommend appropriate actions to assure reasonable
progress in improving success rate.
The board of governors
shall
prescribe
those
conditions
necessary
to
assure
reasonable progress and otherwise meet the legal requirements
of affirmative action.
The conditions may include the
withholding of allowances made pursuant to Sections 87482.6
and 87107.
(b) The board of governors shall establish, by July 1, 1989,
within the chancellor s office or through other means as
deemed necessary,
a
maj or service
function
to assist
community college districts in identifying, locating, and
recruiting qualified members of underrepresented groups, and
I
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in establishing and maintaining effective affirmative action
hiring procedures.
(c) The board of governors shall, by March 15, 1989, develop
and adopt a systemwide plan for strengthening faculty and
staff affirmative action policies and programs in the
California Community Colleges.
87105.

Rules and Regulations

The Board of Governors of the California Community Colleges
shall adopt all necessary rules and regulations to carry out
the intent of this article.
87106.

Federal law

Any activit
undertaken pursuant to this article shall be
subject to provisions of Title VII of the Federal Civil
Rights Act of 1964, and amendments thereto.
87107.
Faculty and Staff Diversity Fund Establishment and
Use of Money
(a) There is hereby created in the State Treasury a fund
which shall be known as the Faculty and Staff Diversity Fund.
The money in the fund shall be available to the board of
governors upon appropriation by the Legislature for the
purpose of enabling the California Community Colleges as a
system to address the goal that by the year 2005 the syst~m's
work force will reflect proportionately the adult population
of the state.
For the purpose of administering this fund,
the board of governors shall develop and apply availability
data
and
factors
for measuring district
progress
contributing to this goal for the system.
Also for the
purpose of administering this fund, it is the intent of the
Legislature that the board of governors take the steps which
are necessary to reach the goal that by fiscal year 1992-93,
30 percent of all new hires in the California Community
Colleges as a system will be ethnic minorities.
(b) By December 1, 1993, the board of governors shall report
upon and assess the extent to which the California Community
colleges as a system have met or begun to meet the goals
specified in this section.
The report shall include
conclusions regarding any necessary revisions to these goals.
Unless provided otherwise by the Legislature by statute, the
board of governors may, on or after September 30, 1994, adopt
regulations to revise these goals.
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{c) The board of governors shall utilize up to 25 percent of
the fund to do all of the following:
(1) Reimburse districts for the costs of publishing,
distributing, and reporting affirmative action success
rates as provided in Section 87102.
(2) Reimburse district for the cost
updating affirmative action plans.

of

preparing and

(3) Carry out the assistance, service, monitoring,
compliance functions specified in Section 87104.

and

(d)
The remainder of the fund shall be allocated to
districts, in accordance with regulations of the board of
governors, to provide for extended outreach and recruitment
of underrepresented groups, for incentives to hire members of
underrepresented groups, for in-service training, and for
other related staff diversity programs.
(e) It is the intent of the Legislature that the board of
governors in administering this fund, shall, pursuant to the
provisions of this article, give funding priority and shall
afford flexibility and discretion in the use of these funds
to districts which have made or are making reasonable
progress in contribution to the achievement of the goals of
this fund.
D.

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF AFFIRMATIVE ACTION OFFICER

The West Hills Community College District will have an Affirmative
Action Officer responsible for the district.
The Affirmative
Action Officer of the District is responsible for the overall
implementation of the Faculty and Staff Diversity Plan and shall
work in conjunction with the Faculty and Staff Diversity Advisory
Committee and the Superintendent/President or designee of the West
Hills Community College District to carry out the goals and
objectives of the program.
The
Affirmative
Action
Officer
is
responsible
to
the
Superintendent/President of the West Hills Community College
District and shall administer and coordinate the Affirmative
Action Program.
Responsibilities may include, but not necessarily
be limited to the following:
1.

Develop and disseminate the Faculty and Staff Diversity plan
statements and programs.

2.

Identify affirmative action problem areas.
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3.

Assist management and supervisory personnel
solutions to
firmative action problems.

4.

Design and implement an audit and reporting system that will:
of

the

in arriving at

a.

Measure
effectiveness
Action
Programs.

District

Affirmative

b.

Indicate need for remedial action.

c.

Develop goals and objectives based on recommendations
from administration, faculty, and classified staff,
and the Faculty and Staff Diversity Advisory Committee.

d.

Determine the degree to which goals and objectives have
been attained.

e.

Assure that the District is in compliance with federal
and state guidelines, executive orders, etc.

5.

Serve as liaison to minority organizations, community action
groups, disabled and women I S organizations concerned with
employment opportunities and Affirmative Action.

6.

Keep current on all federal, state, and local laws concerned
with affirmative action and keep the Superintendent/President
or designee, Advisory Committee, and district personnel
informed of the latest developments in affirmative action.

7.

Develop,
implement,
and
audit
methods
of
effective
recruitment,
screening
and
interviewing,
review
job
descriptions, selection, training, retraining, transfer and
promotion practices, and evaluation of employees to comply
with equal employment laws.

8.

Review the qualifications of all employees to ensure that
minorities, women, and other affected classes are given full
opportunities for trans
and promotions.

9.

Conduct regular discussions with administrators, managers,
supervisors, faculty, and classified staff to ascertain that
the District Affirmative Action Program is being followed.

10.

Prepare an annual written report to the Board of Trustees and
college staff to be presented at a regularly scheduled
meeting. The report shall include but not be limited to:
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a.

progress towards goals and timetables

b.

problems identified and solutions carried out

c.

current problem areas

11.

Serve as Chairperson
Advisory Committee.

of

the

Faculty

and

12.

Conduct active personnel recruitment efforts with county
board
organizations,
private
industry,
professional
organization,
colleges, universities, and other identified
recruitment target areas.

13.

Make periodic reports to the Chancellor s Office,
federal compliance agencies as necessary.

14.

Keep current on equal employment opportunity developments and
inform administration how any changes of emphasis might
affect district hiring practices.

15.

Maintain a District Faculty and Staff Diversity Advisory
Committee,
as
outlined
and
directed
by
the
Superintendent/President and Board of Trustees, consisting of
diversified representation.

16.

Update all recruitment and selection processes (recruitment,
interviews, job description, transfer and promotion practices
etc.) eliminating any artificial barriers and non-job-related
selection procedures.

17.

Affirmative Action Officer or designee
selection
committee
meetings,
paper
interviews.

I

Staff

Diversity

state and

shall attend
screenings,

all
and

III. FACULTY AND STAFF DIVERSITY PLAN: PROCEDURES FOR
IMPLEMENTATION

A.

RESPONSIBILITY

(Reference: Title 5 California Administrative Code Sections 5302053024)
53020.

Responsibility; Delegation of Authority; Complaints

(a) The governing board of each community college district is
ultimately
responsible
for
proper
implementation
of
this
Subchapter at all levels of district and college operation and for
making measurable progress toward the goals established in the
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district's faculty and staff diversity plan. In carrying out this
responsibility, the governing board, upon the recommendation of
the chief executive
ficer, shall ensure that an affirmative
action
officer
is
designated
to
oversee
the
day-to-day
implementation of the requirements set forth in this Subchapter.
(b) The administrative structure created by any delegation of
authority to the affirmative action of
or others shall be
described in the district's faculty and staff diversity plan
submitted pursuant to Section 53003 and shall be designed in such
a manner so as to ensure prompt and ef
i ve implementation of
the requirements of this Subchapter.
The plan shall
so
designate a single of cer, who may be the affirmative action
officer, who shall be given authority and responsibility for
receiving complaints filed pursuant to Section 53026, for ensuring
that such complaints are promptly and impartially investigated,
and ensuring that selection procedures and the applicant pool are
properly monitored as required by Sections 53023 and 53024.
(c) Any organization or individual, whether or not an employee of
the district, who acts on behalf of the governing board with
regard to the recruitment and screening
personnel is an agent
of the district and is subject to all of the requirements of this
Subchapter.
B.

RECRUITMENT

(Reference:
53021 )
53021.

Title

5,

California

Administrative

Code

Section

Recruitment

(a)

Community colI
districts shall undertake a program of
fiable affirmative action recruitment of qualified members of
historically underrepresented groups in all job categories and
classifications,
including,
but
not
limited
to,
faculty,
classified employees, categorically funded positions, the chief
executive
officer
and
all.
other
executive/administrative/managerial positions.
(b)
to

UIn house or promotional only" recruitment shall not be used
11 any new opening except when:
(1)

The pool
eligible dist
employees has achieved
proportionate representation and the district has an
upward mobility program which is included
the
faculty and staff diversity plan approved by the
Chancellor;
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(2 )

The position is being filled on an interim basis (not
to exceed one year)
to allow for full
and open
recruitment; or

(3)

Justified by "business necessity" as defined in Section
53001 (c)

(c) I f a district bel ieves j ustif ication exists for use of the
"business necessity" exception, it shall so notify the Faculty and
Staff Diversity Advisory Committee established pursuant to Section
53005 and the Chancellor at least ten (10) working days prior to
offering the position to a candidate.
(d)
Even where in-house or promotional only recruitment is
permitted pursuant to subsection (b), all qualified district
employees shall be afforded the opportunity to apply.
(e) For purposes of this section,
when:

a

new opening is not created

(1) There is a reorganization or series of transfers that
does not result in a net increase in the number of employees;
(2) A position which is currently occupied by an incumbent
and
is
upgraded,
reclassified,
or
renamed
without
significantly altering the duties being performed by the
individual;
(3) The faculty in a division or department elect one faculty
member to serve as a chairperson for a prescribed 1 imi ted
term; or
(4) The position is filled by a temporary appointment using
recruitment procedures authorized by other provisions of law.
C.

HIRING PROCEDURES

The West Hills Community College District Superintendent/
President and College Council, in conjunction with the Director of
Personnel Services and/or the Affirmative Action Officer have
developed specific "Hiring Procedures" which are to be followed
for all permanent full-time and part-time positions.
These
procedures are included as appendices to this plan.
D.

JOB ANNOUNCEMENTS

(Reference:
53022.

Title 5 California Administrative Code Section 53022)

Job Announcements and Required Qualifications
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Job Announcements shall state clearly job specifications setting
forth the knowledge, skills, and abilities necessary to job
performance.
For faculty and administrative positions, job
requirements shall include a sensitivity to and understanding of
the diverse academic, socioeconomic, cultural, disability and
ethnic
backgrounds
of
community
college
students.
Job
specifications,
including
any
IIdesired ll
or
"required"
quali cations beyond the state minimum qualifications (set forth
in Subchapter 4, commencing with Section 53400 of this Chapter)
which the district wishes to utilize, shall be reviewed before the
position is announced, to ensure conformity with the requirements
of this Subchapter and state and federal nondiscrimination laws.
E.

APPLICANT POOL

(Reference: Title 5 California Administrative Code Section 53023)
53023. Applicant Pool
(a) All applicants shall be given an opportunity to identify
themselves as being a member of a historically underrepresented
group when their application is submitted. This information shall
be kept confidential and shall be used only in research,
validation,
monitoring,
evaluating the effectiveness of the
di
ct' s affirmative action employment program, or any other
purpose specifically authorized in this Subchapter, or by any
applicable statute or regulation.
(b) After the application deadline has passed, applications shall
be
screened
to
determine
which
candidates
satisfy
job
specifications set forth in the job announcement.
Before the
selection process begins,
the composition
the qualified
applicant pool shall be analyzed to ensure that the goals
established in the district's faculty and staff diversity plan may
be furthered and that members of historically underrepresented
groups are not adversely impacted.
If this is not the case, the
chief executive officer or
s or her designee shall take
effective steps to address the adverse impact before the selection
process is begun. Such steps may include, but are not limited to:
(1) the deadline is extended and additional
focused
on
historically
underrepresented
undertakeni

recruitment
groups
is

(2) applicants from historically underrepresented groups who
were initially screened out because they failed to meet
locally established "desirable or preferred" qualifications
beyond the state minimum qualifications are included in the
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applicant pool where such applicants may be expected to meet
these additional qualifications through appropriate training
or experience within a reasonable length of time.
(3 ) locally established qualifications beyond state minimum
qualifications are modified or removed and the application
deadline is extended.
(c) If adverse impact persists after taking steps required under
subdivision (b), the selection process may proceed only if:
(1) the job announcement does not require
beyond the statewide minimum qualifications;

qualifications

(2) locally established qualifications beyond state minimum
qualifications, if any, are shown to be job related and
consistent with business necessity through a process meeting
the requirements of federal law; or
(3) the particular requirements beyond statewide minimum
qualifications which are used in the job announcement are
among those which the Board of Governors has found to be jobrelated and consistent with business necessity throughout the
community college system.
F.

SCREENING

(Reference:
53024.

Title 5 California Administrative Code Section 53024)

Screening or Selection Procedures

(a) All screening or selection techniques, including the procedure
for developing interview questions, and the selection process as a
whole, shall be:
(1) provided to the Chancellor upon request;
(2) designed to ensure that for faculty and administrative
posi tions, consideration is given to the extent to which
applicants have a sensitivity to and understanding of the
diverse academic, socioeconomic, cultural, disability, and
ethnic backgrounds of community college students;
(3) based solely on job-related criteria, provided that, when
a particular candidate who meets the minimum qualifications
for
the
job
is
also
a
member
of
a
historically
underrepresented group, this membership may be taken into
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account as one factor in the final selection process where
this would further achievement of the goals set forth in the
district1s faculty and staff diversity plan; and
(4) designed and monitored to ensure that they do not have an
adverse impact on members of historically underrepresented
groups.
(b) If monitoring pursuant to subsection (a) (4) reveals that any
selection technique or procedure has adversely impacted any
historically underrepresented group, the chief executive officer
or his/her des
shall suspend the selection process, and
timely and ef
steps shall be taken to remedy the problem
before the selection process resumes.
The affirmat
action
officer,
or other official charged with respons
lity for
monitoring
selection procedures,
may
assist
the
screening
committee by discussing the overall composition of the applicant
pool and the screening criteria or procedures which have produced
an adverse impact, provided that confidential information about
individual candidates is not disclosed.
Where necessary, the
position may be re-opened at any time and a new selection process
initiated in a way designed to avoid adverse impact.
(c) A district may not designate or set aside particular positions
to be filled by members of any group defined in terms of race,
ethnicity, gender, age, disability, or any other characteristic
which would result in discriminatory treatment prohibited by state
or federal law.
Nor maya district apply goals set forth in the
district I s faculty and staff diversity plan in a
manner
which has the purpose or effect of so discriminating.
(d) Seniority or length of service may be taken into consideration
only to the extent it is job related, is not the sole
terion,
and is included in the job announcement consistent with the
requirements
Section 53022.
(e) Selection testing for employees shall follow procedures as
outlined in Equal Employment Opportunity Commissions I s IIUniform
Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures. II
(f) Selection committees shall include members
underrepresented groups whenever possible.

of

historically

(g) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Division, the
governing board or its designee shall have the authority to make
all final hiring decisions based upon careful review of the
candidate or candidates recommended by a screening committee.
This includes the right to reject all candidates and order further
review by the screening committee or reopening of the position
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where necessary to further achievement of the goals established in
the faculty and staff diversity plan. However, consistent failure
to select qualified candidates from historically underrepresented
groups
who
are
recommended
by
screening
committees
shall
constitute a violation of Section 51010 of this Division.
G.

PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES

(Reference:
53025.

Title 5 California Administrative Code Section 53025)

Persons with Disabilities

(a) By July 1, 1992, each community college district shall
establish goals and timetables for hiring and promotion of persons
with disabilities, provided that data on the availability of
persons with disabilities who are qualified for employment by
community colleges is furnished by the Chancellor.
(b) For academic year 1992-93, and each year thereafter, districts
shall monitor for adverse impact on persons with disabilities
consistent with the requirements of Sections 53004, 53023, and
53024 and shall report on the number of persons with disabilities
who are employed by the district pursuant to Section 53004.
(c) Community college districts shall ensure that applicants and
employees with disabilities receive reasonable accommodations
consistent with the requirements of Government Code Sections 11135
et seq., and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
Such
accommodations may include, but are not limited to, job site
modifications, job restructuring, flexible scheduling, adaptive
equipment, and auxiliary aids such as readers, interpreters, and
notetakers.
Such accommodations may be paid for with the faculty
and staff
diversity
funds
provided pursuant
to Article
3
(commencing with Section 53030) of this Subchapter.
H.

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION COMMITMENT

1.
All employment practices, including selection, assignment,
promotion, transfer, demotion, or termination decisions, shall be
based on job-related factors which include qualifications and
capabili ties.
Seniori ty shall be considered as required by law.
The goals of the Affirmative Action Program shall also be designed
to meet the special needs and aspirations of protected groups,
students and the community in counseling, bilingual/multicultural
education, and school-staff mobility.
Bilingual/multicultural
education may also include multilingual.
2.
To effectuate its affirmative action commitment, the West
Hills Communi ty College District shall seek to hire and retain
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employees whose backgrounds and abilities add to the cultural
diversity of the institution, and who can act as positive role
models.

I.

eliminate

any

unlawful

a.

Review
procedures
to
discriminatory practices.

b.

Display State Department of Fair Employment and Housing
and Equal Employment Opportunity Commission posters
where applicants and interviewers are likely to see
them.

c.

Eliminate sex-stereotyped job titles.

d.

Whenever possible, assign persons with bilingual skills
to provide service to non-English-speaking persons or
limited-English-speaking ability persons.

e.

In a reduction in force situation, examine programmatic
needs
in
a
very
comprehensive
manner
to
ensure
protected group members are retained In employment
whenever possible.

AGENTS
[Reference:
53020

Title

5

California Administrative Code

Section

(c)]

See Page 11 of this document.
J.

PERSONNEL POLICIES

Personnel
policies
guidelines.
1.

comply

with

equal

opportunity

laws

and

Salary and Benefit Plan.
a.

Fixed salary schedules for administrative
positions are based on responsibilities,
and education.

b.

Fixed salary schedules for classified and temporary
hourly staff are based on an analysis of similarities
of
job responsibilities and requirements
including
experience and education.

c.

Salary policies are made available to all employees and
prospective applicants for employment.
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and faculty
experience,

d.
2.

3.

District-provided fringe benefit plans do not operate
to discriminate based on sex.

Leave Policies
a.

The granting of leaves, including paid or unpaid leave
for educational or professional purposes,
illness,
disability,
vacation,
and
personal
necessity
is
nondiscriminatory.

b.

Women employees, regardless of marital status, are
eligible for district approved disability benefits
during the period of time they are physically disabled
and unable to work as a resul t of pregnancy.
A
physical
disability arising out
of
pregnancy
is
considered to be and is treated the same as any other
disability under those benefits and policies provided
by the District which may include accrued sick leave
pay, vacation, and substituted difference pay.
Any
other leave time requested associated with pregnancy or
childbirth is treated under Subsection 2 c below.

c.

The District may grant both men and women employees, in
addition to other leaves provided by policy, personal
leaves of absence without pay for reasonable periods
for child caring and/or preparation of childbirth.
Requests for personal leaves of absence specify the
length of the leave, giving a definite date of return
to work.
For certificated teaching staff where the
need for a personal leave of absence without pay may be
anticipated in advance, leaves are granted recognizing
the employee's needs, yet maintaining the continuity
and continuation of the courses being taught.

Policy on Employment of Relatives

The policy on employment of relatives does not oper~te to violate
the intent of the Plan which provides that affirmative action be
taken to recruit and place minority persons.
Similarly, the
policy is not applied unilaterally to deny employment to persons
of one sex.
Where a practice of providing for employment of
relatives has operated to exclude people based on race, such
practices are contrary to the intent of the law.
Policies or
practices which prohibit or have an adverse impact upon one sex or
the other are in violation of the law.
The Board policy
concerning the employment of relatives allows for employment of
members of the same family but prohibits such employment when the
Superintendent/President
or
designee
determines
that
such
employment would result in a potential conflict of interest in the
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performance of job duties and responsibilities.
Community College District Board Policy.
K.

See West Hills

SPECIAL STAFF TRAINING AND PARTICIPATION

Education and training playa vital role in affirmative action.
1.
Staff Training
Equal opportunity is a fundamental and
continuing staff responsibility.
Since it is the knowledge,
attitude, motivation, and personal involvement of the staff that
will ensure success of the Faculty and Staff Diversity Plan,
education and orientation of staff are provided for a part of the
plan.

2.

a.

Regular Meetings
On at least an annual basis, Faculty
and Staff Diversity Plan progress is reviewed during
meetings
of
the
Board
of
Trustees,
faculty,
administrative and classified staff, and students . To
the fullest extent possible, staf f and board members
are
responsible
for
the
development
of
equal
opportunity goals, objectives,
and programs through
discussion and planning in such meetings.

b.

Training Seminars and Meetings
Attendance by staff at
seminars and training workshops designed to improve
understanding
of
equal
opportunity
policy
and
affirmative action is encouraged.
West Hills Community
College District Facul ty and Staff Di versi ty Advisory
Committee will provide those involved with screening
and selection processes training in equal opportunity
and affirmative action guidelines on a regular basis.

Upward
Mobility
Employees

Program

Training

and

Development

of

Operation of the West Hills Community College District will use
those
training programs which provide
the
most
meaningful
opportunities for preparation of employment and advancement.
a.

Preparation for Entry-Level Classified and Certificated
positions:
(1 )
Special hiring programs in entry-level positions
where future, regular employment opportunities may be
anticipated are undertaken.
(2)
Through vacation replacement, seasonal employment
and leaves of absence individuals are provided with
opportunities to gain practical experience qualifying
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for future, regular positions.
b.

Preparation for Advancement/Promotion for Classified
and Certificated positions.
(1 )
Preparation
for
advancement
into
specialized,
technical, professional and management positions is
encouraged.
(2) Abilities and experience necessary for promotions
to management,
supervisory, professional, technical,
clerical,
semi-skilled
and
skilled
positions
are
developed by on-the- job-training, vacation relief and
special assigned work projects.

c.

Preparation for Faculty positions
(1 )
Higher degree-granting institutions seeking to
provide their graduates with internship and other
educationally-related experiences are encouraged to
utilize the District as a possible resource.
(2)
Opportunities are given to staff to participate in
conferences, professional meetings and committees to
gain
experience,
knowledge
and
skills
wherever
possible.

d.

Supplemental Education
Participation in educational and training programs
encourage and made known to employees.

e.

L.

is

Professional Associations
Employees are encouraged to participate in professional
organizations where such participation will contribute
to their advancement and competency.

COMMUNITY AFFAIRS

The District will maintain an active program of community
invol vement and support.
The District will provide for active
participation in community affairs and will maintain positive and
cooperat i ve relat ions wi th underrepresented groups and communi ty
organizations covered under its Faculty and Staff Diversity Plan.
Being small in enrollment, but large in rural areas, West Hills
Community College District must seek out the few community
organizations that do exist.
M.

STUDENT
RECRUITMENT,
PROGRAMS

PLACEMENT,

RETENTION

SERVICES

AND

All student support services are operated in compliance with the
District's equal opportunity and affirmative action policies.
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1.

Recruitment and Retention

Student outreach programs are developed to recrui t disadvantaged
and underrepresented
students.
In
considering
recruitment
techniques and formulating programs , affirmative action efforts
are included.
a.
Special programs such as extended opportunity programs
and services,
disabled student programs,
re-entry,
single parent,
career placement,
and disadvantaged
vocational student programs are all programs which are
intended to improve equal opportuni ty and are part of
our Affirmative Action Program.
b.

2.

Emphasis is placed on ensuring that disadvantaged and
underrepresented students learn of and are encouraged
to undertake educational programs which they might not
have undertaken in the past.
Emphasis is placed on
assisting women students to become aware of and involve
in educational programs leading to occupations other
than those t~aditionally available to women.

Service to Students

Student services such as counseling, financial aid, the Learning
Resource Center, placement services, and tutoring are or will be
made available to all students.
Priority is given as necessary to
disadvantaged students enabling them to complete their educational
programs in the District.
For example, West Hills Community
College District allows for priority registration to DSPS and EOPS
students.
3.

Awareness Programs

Social and cultural awareness programs are offered throughout the
year to promote district-wide understanding and support the
efforts of minority groups and women.
West Hills Community
College District will continue to offer workshops, guest speakers,
teleconferences, and video tapes on social and cultural awareness
programs.
4.

Curriculum

Curriculum in the West Hills Community College District includes
courses on pol i tical, social, economic, historical and cuI tural
backgrounds of minori ty groups and women.
A list of courses
which pertain exactly to minority groups and women is as follows:
Social Science 32A-Cultural History of the Chicano
Social Science 32B-Cultural History of Black Americans
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Social Science 32C-Women's Studies
History 32A-Cultural History of the Chicano
History 32B-Cultural History of Black Americans
Social Service ll-Understanding the Disadvantaged Client
Social Service 12-Cultural Factors in Employment Counseling
In addition to these courses that pertain exclusively in these
areas, numerous other courses present maj or section or modules
regarding
social,
economic,
historical,
and/or
cultural
backgrounds of minority groups and women. A list of these courses
is as follows:
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business
5.

18-Business Law
20-Introduction to Business
29-Techniques of Management
32-Small Business Management
34-Marketing
35-Personnel Management
37-Human Relations in Business

Scholarship Programs

Scholarship programs controlled by the District comply with the
equal opportunity policy.
Additional scholarships are to be
sought to provide financial assistance to disadvantaged students.
6.

Student Programs

Student operated and controlled programs,
publications,
activities are covered under the equal opportunity policy.
7.

and

Cooperative Career Education

A cooperative Career Education Program encourages students to gain
practical work experience as part of their college curriculum.
West Hills Community College District will continue to conduct
CWEE courses.
N.

DISTRICT FACILITIES, ACTIVITIES AND PROGRAMS

The District prohibits any practice which tends to segregate
employees or students based upon race, age, sex, ethnicity,
disabili ty, sexual orientation, or Vietnam-era veteran as might
arise in the planning or use of District facilities, activities,
and committees.
The District openly encourages all employees and
students to participate fully in the affairs and activities of the
District.
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Where the District identifies problems that tend to segregate or
inhibi t full employment and educational opportuni ties, solutions
to such problems are to be sought by the Faculty and Staff
Diversity Advisory Committee.
O.

PURCHASING POLICY

It is the policy of the District to ensure the minority owned
and/or operated businesses have an equal opportunity to do
business with the District.
Additionally, the District seeks to
do business with vendors complying with equal opportunity laws and
guidelines.
P.

DISABLED

1.
The District shall make reasonable accommodation for
disabled applicant or employee.
(Title 5, Regulations of
California Administrative Code, Section 53025)

the
the

2. Disabled (formerly referred to as handicapped) person(s) means
any person who (a) has a physical or mental impairment which
substantially limits one or more major life activities, (b) has a
record of such an impairment, or (c) is regarded as having such an
impairment.
Reasonable accommodation is defined as efforts made
on the part of the employer to remove artificial or real barriers,
which prevent or limit the employment and upward mobility of
disabled persons.
Accommodations may include but are not limited
to the provision or modification of equipment and assistive
devices, modified work schedules, and job restructuring as well as
job site modification.
3.

(Reference:
59306)
59306.

Title 5 California Administrative Code Section

Visitor Parking for Persons with Disabilities

(a) Each community college district shall, consistent with
the requirements of Education Code Sections 66260 and
67311.5, provide visitor parking at each of its colleges or
centers at no charge to persons with disabil it ies or those
providing transportation for such persons.
(b) For purposes of this section,
are those who:

"persons with disabilities"

(1) qualify as disabled persons
22511.5 of the Vehicle Codei or
(2)

pursuant

to

Section

if they were students, would be entitled to special
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parking provided to students with disabilities pursuant
to Subchapter 1
(commending with Section 56000) of
Chapter 7 of this Division.
(c) Parking at no charge shall be available to persons with
disabilities
who
are
visitors,
and
those
providing
transportation to such persons, in those parking facilities
which
are
most
accessible
to
administrative
offices,
libraries, and other facilities which the district finds are
most used by visitors.
(d) Each community college district shall post in conspicuous
places notice that parking is available without charge to
persons
with
disabilities
who
are
visitors
and
those
providing transportation for such persons.
(e) When parking provided pursuant to this section is located
in an area where access is controlled by a mechanical gate,
the district shall ensure that accommodations are made for
persons with disabilities who are unable to operate the gate
controls.
Accommodations may be provided by an attendant
assigned to assist in operation of the gate or by any other
effective means deemed appropriate by the district.
(f) Parking fees collected pursuant to Education Code Section
72247 shall be used to offset any costs resulting from
compliance with the requirements of this section.
4.
The West Hills Community College District requests candidates
to indicate on the job application if they need accommodation for
the disabled in the job interview.
5.
The West Hills Community College District DSPS Program plans
to obtain grant money with possible matching funds by the District
to make the facilities more accessible to the disabled.
Q.

SEXUAL HARASSMENT

(Reference: Title 5 California Administrative Code Section 59307)
59307.

Sexual Harassment and Sex Discrimination

The governing board of each community college district shall
ensure that all persons, regardless of their sex, are afforded
equal
rights
and opportunities
in programs
and activities
conducted by colleges in the district.
The district shall comply
with all requirements of Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 200)
of Division 1 of Title 1 of the Education Code, which is commonly
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referred to as the Sex Equity in Education Act.
Complaints
alleging sexual harassment or discrimination on the basis of
gender prohibited by that Act shall be filed and investigated
pursuant to the procedures set for in this subchapter.
Also, refer to West Hills Community College District Board Policy
on sexual harassment.
R.

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION OFFICER

The
Superintendent/President
is
responsible
for
ensuring
affirmati ve action and equal employment opportuni ty.
He/She may
designate
an
Affirmative
Action
Officer
who
will
oversee
recruitment, selection, and interviewing in an effort to improve
representation of ethnic minority groups, women, and the disabled.
Also
refer
to
Page
9 of
this
document
responsibilities of Affirmative Action Officer.
S.

for

duties

and

DISSEMINATION

1.
Internal. The Faculty and Staff Diversity Plan shall require
that all District employees be apprised of the equal employment
opportunity/affirmative action policy.
2.
External.
The Faculty and Staff Diversity Plan shall require
that a written notice be provided at least annually to various
community organizations concerning the District's Affirmative
Action Policy and to solicit their assistance in recruiting ethnic
minority, female, disabled, and Vietnam-era veteran candidates.
3.

General
(a)
The principles of the District's Faculty and Staff
Diversity plan should be disseminated to all work units.
(1 )
A letter
from
the
Superintendent/President
reaffirming the District's commitment to affirmative
action shall be sent to all employees at the beginning
of each school year.

(b)
Meetings with administrators and other supervisory
personnel to explain the intent of the Plan and individual
responsibility for its implementation shall be conducted by
the Affirmative Action Officer.
(c)
Meetings shall be held with officials of all employee
organizations,
informing them of the Faculty and Staff
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Diversity Plan and enlisting their cooperation.
(d)
An af
rmati ve action statement and federal and state
EEO posters shall be posted in the administration buildings
and instructional offices and student support services areas.
(e) A list of recruiting sources, agencies, and professional
organizations shall be maintained and enhanced as a basic aid
in the recruitment of minority groups, women, and other
affected classes.
(f)
The Faculty and Staff Diversity Plan shall be
distributed to various agencies, including employment sources
and commerc
establishments, and specifically to those with
which the Di
ct conducts business.
(g)
Annual
Faculty and
of Trustees.

reports assessing the progress made under the
f Diversity Plan
I be given to the Board

(h)
Additional procedures of dissemination, as appropriate,
shall be developed by the Affirmative Action Officer in
association with the Faculty and Staff Diversity Advisory
Committee.
(i)
Reports shall be submitted to the Chancellor's Of
as appropriate.
(j)
Equal opportunity posters shall be posted on bul
in
boards regularly viewed by students, employees and applicants
for employment.

(k)
District
publications
shall
include
statements
concerning the equal opportunity and affirmative action
policies.
Employees and students featured in District
publications shall include both underrepresented persons and
women.
T.

COMPLAINT PROCEDURES

(Reference: Title 5 California Administrative Code Section 53026)
53026.

Complaints

Each community college district shall establish a process
permitting any person to file a complaint alleging that the
requirements of this Subchapter have been violated. A copy of the
complaint shall immediately be forwarded to the Chancellor who may
require that the dist ct provide a written investigative report
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within
ninety
(90)
days.
Compl
s
which
also
allege
discrimination prohibited by Government Code Sections 11135 et
seq. shall be processed according to the procedures set forth in
Subchapter 4 (commencing with Sections 59300) of Chapter 10 of
this Division.
employee, applicant for employment, or student of the West
Hills Community College District may
a complaint with the
District
Affirmative
Action
Officer
based
on
alleged
discrimination because of race, color,
igion, sex, national
origin, age, marital status, disability or Vietnam-era veteran
status which meets the following requirements (Reference: Title 5
California Administrative Code Sections 59328-59342) :

An

59328.

Complaint

(a) An investigation of alleged unlawful discrimination prohibited
by this Subchapter will be initiated by filing a complaint which
meets the following requirements:
(1) The complaint shall be filed by one who alleges that he
or she has personally suffered unlawful discrimination or by
one who has learned of such unlawful discrimination in his or
her official capacity.
(2) The complaint shall be filed with the Chancellor of the
California Community Colleges or with the officer designated
pursuant to Section 59324 by the appropriate community
college district.
(3) The complaint
Chancellor.

shall

be

in

a

form

prescribed by

the

(4) The complaint shall be filed within one year of the date
of the alleged unlawful discriminat
or within one year of
the date on which the complainant knew or should have known
of
the
facts
underlying
the
legation
of
unlawful
discrimination.
(b) Districts shall establish procedures for attempting to resolve
site
charges of unlawful discrimination which shall be a
to filing a complaint pursuant to this chapter.
Such procedures
shall be, limited to thirty (30) days.
59329.

Complaints Filed with Chancellor

Upon receiving a complaint filed pursuant to Section 59328, the
Chancellor will immediately forward a copy of the complaint to the
appropriate community college district responsible officer who
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shall
respond pursuant
to Section 59322
investigation required by Section 59334.
59330.

or

initiate

the

Notice to Chancellor

Immediately upon receiving a complaint filed in accordance with
Section 59328 the district shall notify the Chancellor of the
complaint in a form and manner determined by the Chancellor.
59332.

Defective Complaint

When a district receives a complaint which it finds does not meet
the requirements of Section 59328 that district shall immediately
notify the complainant that the complaint does not meet the
requirements
of
Section 59328
and shall
specify in what
requirement the complaint is defective.
59334.

District Investigation

Upon receiving a complaint which is properly filed in accordance
with Section 59328, the district will commence an impartial factfinding investigation of that complaint and notify the complainant
and Chancellor that it is doing so.
The results
the
investigation shall be set forth in written report which shall
include at least all of the following:
(a)
a description
complaint;

of

the

circumstances

giving

(b)
a summary of the testimony provided
including the complainant and any witnesses
complainant in the complaint;

rise

to

the

by each witness,
identified by the

(c)
an analysis of any relevant data or other evidence collected
during the course of the investigation;
(d)
a specific finding as to whether discrimination did or did
not occur with respect to each allegation in the complaint; and
(e)

any other information deemed appropriate by the district.

59336.

Administrative Determination

Within ninety (90) days of receiving a complaint, the district
shall complete its investigation and forward all of the
lowing
to the complainant:
(a)
a copy or summary of
pursuant to Section 59334;

the
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investigative

report

required

(b)

a written notice setting forth:
(1) the determination of the chief executive officer or
his/her designee as to whether discrimination did or did not
occur with respect to each
legation in the complaint;
(2) a description of actions taken, if any,
similar problems from occurring in the future';

to

prevent

(3) the proposed resolution of the complaint; and
(4)
the complainant's right to appeal to the district
governing board and the Chancellor pursuant to Section 59338.
59338.

Final District Decision; Appeals

(a) If the complainant is not satisfied with the results of the
administrative determination pursuant to Section 59336,
the
complainant may, within fifteen (15) days, submit a written appeal
to the district governing board. The governing board shall review
the
original
complaint,
the
investigative
report,
the
administrative determination, and the appeal and issue a final
district decision in the matter within forty-five (45) days after
receiving the appeal.
A copy of the final district decision
rendered by the governing board shall be forwarded to the
complainant and to the Chancellor.
The complainant shall also be
notified of his or her right to appeal this decision pursuant to
this section.
If the governing board does not act within fortyfive (45) days the administrative determination shall be deemed
approved and shall become the final district decision in the
matter.
(b) In any case not involving employment discrimination, the
complainant shall have the right to file a written appeal with the
chancellor within thirty (30) days after the governing board
issues the final district decision or permits the administrative
determination to become final pursuant to subsection (a).
Such
appeals shall be processed pursuant to the provisions of Article 4
(commencing with Section 59350) of this subchapter.
(c)
In any case
involving employment
discrimination,
the
complainant may, at any time before or after the final district
decision is rendered, file a complaint with the Department of Fair
Employment and Housing.
In addition,
in such cases,
the
complainant may file a petition for review with the Chancellor
within thirty (30) days after the governing board issues the final
district decision or permits the administrative determination to
become final pursuant to subsection (a).
The Chancellor shall
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have discretion to accept or reject any such petition for review
in employment discrimination cases.
If the Chancellor agrees to
accept the case, he/she may:
(1) attempt to
Section 59354;

informally

resolve

the

matter

pursuant

to

(2) where applicable, treat the complaint as an allegation
that the district has violated the provisions of Subchapter 1
(commencing with Section 53000 ) of Chapter 4 of this
Division; or
(3)
take
any
Chancellor.
59340.

other

action

deemed

appropriate

by

the

Forward to Chancellor

Within 150 days of receiving a complaint,
forward the following to the Chancellor:

the

district

will

(a ) the original complaint;
(b) the report required pursuant to Section 59334 describing of
the nature and extent of the investigation conducted by the
district;
(c ) a copy of the
Section 59336(b)

notice

sent

to

the

complainant

pursuant

to

(d ) a copy of the final district decision rendered by the
governing board or a statement indicating the date on which the
administrative determination became final pursuant to Section
59338 (a) ;
(e) a copy of the notice to the complainant required pursuant to
Section 59338(a); and
(f)

such other information as the Chancellor may require.

59342.

Extensions; Failure to Comply

(a) If a district, for reasons beyond its control, is unable to
comply with the 150-day deadline specified in Section 59340 for
submission of materials to the Chancellor, the district may file a
written request that the Chancellor grant an extension of the
deadline.
The request shall be submitted no later than ten (10)
days prior to the expiration of the deadline established pursuant
to Section 59340 and shall set the reasons for the request and the
date by which the district expects to be able to submit the
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required materials.
(b) A copy of the request for an extension shall <be sent to the
complainant who may file written objections with the Chancellor
within five (5) days of receipt.
(c) The Chancellor may grant the request unless delay would be
prejudicial to the complainant.
(d) If a district fails to comply with the requirements of Section
59340 by the required deadline, including any extension granted
pursuant to this section, the Chancellor may proceed to review the
case as provided in Article 4 (commencing with Section 59350) of
the Subchapter based on the original complaint and any other
relevant information then available.
U.

GOALS AND TIMETABLES

On April 27, 1992, the Board of Governors adopted amendments to
Ti tIe 5 , Division IV of the California Administrative Code to
require each community college district to develop and adopt a
district-wide written affirmative action and equal opportunity
plan. Such plans and revisions are subject to review and approval
by the State Chancellor.
Section 53003 of the <regulations
requires that each community college district shall I!revise its
affirmative action goals and timetables every three years ... 11 and
submit them to the State Chancellor for approval.
The Superintendent/President of West Hills Community College
District in consultation with the Affirmative Action Officer,
appropriate
campus
administrators,
faculty
and
staff,
has
determined the goals for the District for the three-year period
1993 -1994
1994 -1995
and
1995 -1996
as
specified
by
the
Chancellor I s Office
California Community Colleges
Affirmative
Action Unit.
I

I

I

1.

I

Background

The following conditions
Force
on Availability)
availability data:

(based on recommendations of the Task
apply
to
the
derivations
of
the

(a)
I!Professional 1i positions are assumed to be recruited on
a statewide basis.
(b)
IINon-professional li positions are assumed to be drawn
from the population within a 30-mile radius of the primary
work site.
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This is a departure from the 1983 Task Force recommendation
to use the Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) or
county data for these positions.
The 30-mile radius assumes
a "reasonable" commuting distance for recruitment purposes.
(c)
All categories are calculated
eligibility factor of
individuals
skills."
This approach
decisions.

conforms

to

numerous

based on the single
possessing
"requisite
u.S.

(d) A procedure for calculating "grouped"
use by small colleges is provided.

Supreme

Court

faculty data for

The suggested method for combining "subparts of the whole" is
to use a weighted average, since it results in availability
numbers
that
reflect
the
general
facul ty
and
staff
configuration.
(e) Occupational categories used to estimate availability for
classified positions have been increased to include those
which encompass comparable to typical college jobs.
(f) "Career Education" Faculty requisite skills reflect the
wi th
minimum
educational
requirements
associated
qualifications.
Al though Census data do not provide for a perfect match of
occupation and the AA degree level, there is a sufficiently
consi stent stat ist ical relat ionship to permi test imation of
the proportion of AA degree holders in this category.
(g) Since the State Department of Rehabilitation has not been
able
to provide
alternative
information
to
date,
the
estimates provided here of persons in the labor force with
disabilities
are
the best
currently available.
Each
district's overall goals is based on statewide census data of
disabled persons in the labor force adjusted for 30-mile
composition
of
the
district's
faculty,
educational
administrators and classified staff.
2.

Why goals and timetables?

Every endeavor has a measure of progress and completion.
Goals
and Timetables serve this purpose for di versi ty programs.
The
concept was developed in federal regulation and adapted by the
Chancellor's Office for use by the system.
The original purpose
still holds:
the measure of progress and completion toward the
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overriding goal of having a
community work force
that is
proportional to the qualified labor force.
Please note that goals
are not quotas.
A goal is a target we would like to reach because
the goal makes sense.
With good-faith effort, goals usually will
be reached.
Other circumstances affecting
the choices of
applicants may intrude on our ability to reach a particular goal.
3.

For whom are goals set?

Goals are set for members of "historically underrepresented"
groups that have been identified as having been discriminated
against because of group membership in the past.
For community
colleges,
this group includes American Indian/Alaskan Native,
Asian/Pacific Islander, Black, Hispanic, Women, and Persons with a
Disability.
4.

How are goals set?

For each of the groups, an "availability" measure is calculated
primarily based on those in the relevant occupational category who
possess the requisite skills to perform the duties of the
occupation.
Since professional
occupations
(administrators,
instructors, counselors, librarians, etc) have a wider supply
market
than
non-professional
occupations
(clerical,
service/maintenance,
technical/paraprofessional,
and
skilled
trades workers), the relevant markets for the two are not the
same.
The former are expected to be recrui ted on a statewide
basis, while the latter are recruited in a more local labor market
within 30 miles of the work site.
The existing work force of the
district and/or college is compared to the availability in the
relevant labor force market for each job category.
Where there is
a shortfall in the college's work force, a goal is possible if
there is expected turnover in that category during the goal
setting period.
Whether or not there is a goal to be set up to
the district,based on its good-faith effort to achieve a balanced
and diverse work force.
5.
Constraints
in Affirmative Action Goal
Setting.
The
Superintendent/President of the West Hills Community College
District believes and recommends that the District be proactive in
carrying out the provisions of its adopted Faculty and Staff
Diversity Plan.
While the adoption of these affirmative action
goals and timetables represent a commitment to fulfill the goals
leading
toward
a
diverse
organization,
the
Superintendent/President has identified the following constraints
in achieving these goals:
a.

The

employment
dependent

capability of the District is largely
on the fiscal
status and budgetary
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considerations of the District.

V.

b.

The changing needs of the total district program has a
direct
effect
on
the
employment
program of
the
District.

c.

A number of positions in the District are singular
position, i. e., the particular classification has only
one position.
These positions typically experience low
turnover.
The incumbents tend to be career oriented in
these specialized areas.
Such specialized positions do
not lend themselves well to the affirmative action goal
setting process.

d.

Although
West
Hills
Community
College
District
recruitment sources include protected group entities,
the recrui tment program does not always resul t in a
sufficient number of applications from protected group
members.
The plan is for the Affirmative Action
Officer to review possible corrective action, such as
to re-open positions at least once or increase the
recruitment efforts, if this situation exists.
The
Affirmative
Action
Officer
will
report
possible
corrective action to the Superintendent/President for
the final decision.

DISTRICT FACULTY AND STAFF DIVERSITY ADVISORY COMMITTEE

The West Hills Community College District Faculty and Staff
Diversity Plan hereby establishes the District Faculty and Staff
Diversity Advisory Committee to act in an advisory capacity to the
Affirmative Action Officer and assist the District to achieve
understanding and support of affirmative action/equal employment
opportunity policies and programs.
The Committee shall assist in
developing the District Faculty and Staff Diversity Advisory Plan
in conformi ty with the state and federal statutes, regulations,
and guidelines and monitor its progress. The membership of the
Faculty and Staff Diversity Advisory Committee will include
representatives of the protected groups (ethnic minorities, women,
disabled,
age,
and Vietnam-era veterans)
whenever possible
(Reference:
Title 5 California Administrative Code,
Section
53005) .
1.

Committee Functions.
The Faculty and Staff Diversity
Advisory Committee shall hold a minimum of two meetings per
fiscal year, with additional meeting if needed, to review
affirmative action goals,
policies,
progress,
and when
appropriate
make
recommendations
to
the
Superintendent/President
through
the
Affirmative
Action
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Officer to effectuate a more meaningful
Diversity Program.
The Committee will
following areas:

be

particularly

Faculty and Staff

concerned

with

the

a.

The
adequacy
of
projected
goals
and
the
effectiveness of the Faculty and Staff Diversity
Program.

b.

The review of reports prepared by the Affirmative
Action Officer regarding the District1s hiring
progress.
The
Committee
should
suggest
appropriate
actions
and/or
recommend
policy
changes as necessary.

c.

The accountability for affirmative action progress
at all levels.
The Faculty and Staff Diversity
Advisory Committee should be given the opportunity
to comment and make recommendations.

d.

The evaluation of whether or not
there is
sufficient information distributed to employees
clarifying misconceptions regarding affirmative
action goals! responsibilities and progress to
date by the District.

e.

Recruitment efforts.

f.

The advisement of administration regarding special
training needs related to affirmative action. The
Committee
should
assist
in
planning
and
implementing training programs to meet those
needs.

g.

The Faculty and Staff Diversity Advisory Committee
should:
1.

solicit
advice
from
the
DSPS·
Director/Counselor
regarding
District
services to disabled persons.

2.

review employment
disabled;

3.

assist in reviewing other written District
rules! policies! practices! and procedures
affecting the disabled; and
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pol icies

regarding

the

4.

2.

suggest revisions of those rules, policies,
practices,
and
procedures
which
may
potentially be a cause for complaints of
discrimination by disabled persons.

h.

Faculty and Staff Diversity Advisory Committee
members will be encouraged to participate in the
Facul ty and Staff Di versi ty Program In the West
Hills
Community
College
District.
Committee
members
may
serve
as
the
designee
of
the
Affirmative Action Officer to serve on selection
commi t tees,
paper
screenings,
interviews,
and
recruitment teams.

i.

The Faculty and Staff Diversity Advisory Committee
will also have subcommittees as needed to oversee
matters such as Gender Equity, Sexual Harassment,
American with Disabilities Act.
The chair of
these subcommittee will be elected at the time of
formation of the subcommittee and for purposes of
the subcommittee business will
report to the
Affirmative Action Officer.
The
results
of
subcommittee business will be reported to the
Faculty and Staff Diversity Advisory Committee
before action is taken.

j .

District employees who are committee members shall
be permitted to participate in affirmative action
committee
activities
on
District
time
upon
approval by the Affirmative Action Officer or
appropriate administrator.

Composition and Terms of Office

Composition of the Faculty and Staff Diversity Advisory Committee
will consist of:
**

Affirmative Action Officer

**

Representative from administration

**

Representative from faculty

**

Representative from classified

**

Representative
Director/Counselor

**

Representative

Gender

from
from
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Equity
classified

management/confidential

**

Representative from classified superv isors

**

Student representative

**

Disabled
Students
Director/Counselor

**

Representative from the community

Program

and

Services

There will be a representative from the Kings County
Center at
Lemoore who may be one of
the above
representatives.
The
representatives
from
the
community will be from memberships that are truly
representative of racial and ethnic minority groups,
women, and the disabled.
Appointments will be for one (1) year terms.
3.

4.

Procedures for the selection of members
a.

The
Affirmative
Action
Officer,
Gender
Equity
Director / Counselor, and Disabled Students Program and
Services Director/Counselor are appointed by the nature
of their position.

b.

The representatives from administration and classified
management/confidential
will
be
appointed
by
the
Superintendent/President.

c.

The
representatives
from
classified,
classified
supervisors and faculty will be appointed by their
respect i ve union organi zations (CSEA, IUOE, and CTA);
or for faculty only, they may be appointed by the
Academic Senate.

d.

The
student
and communi t y
selected by the Facul ty and
Committee.

representative
will
be
Staf f Di versi ty Advisory

Orientation of New Members

The Affirmative Action Officer shall provide all new committee
members with an orientation that includes the following;
a.

Copy of the District Faculty and Staff Diversity Plan.
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W.

b.

The annual work force data which details the ethnic and
sex
representation
of
employees
by
occupational
categories and departmental grouping.

c.

A copy of the District rules,
manual as it becomes available.

d.

Other data, reports, policies, documents which would
assist the committee's knowledge of faculty and staff
diversity.

polices

and procedures

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PUBLICITY

The West Hills Community College District will provide public
information with special attention given to publicity, advertising
and promotion both on and off campus for programs and activities
which highlight cultural diversity and illustrate the unique
contributions made by minority groups and women.

x.

FACULTY AND STAFF DIVERSITY PLAN REVISION
The District shall revise its affirmative action goals and
timetables as required in Title 5 California Administrative Code
Section 53003.
Y.

CORRECTIVE ACTION

1.

Regulation
The Faculty and Staff Diversity Plan shall require that when
imbalances exist in the various job categories of the
district work force, district practices and policies must be
examined to determine the factors contributing to the
imbalance.
Employment practices within the personnel system
which constitute barriers to equal opportunity shall be
identified and corrective action designed to eliminate the
barriers.

2.

Guideline
Condi tions which should have careful review and most often
necessitate corrective action include the following:
a.

Lateral or vertical movement of historically underrepresented groups or women employees occurs at a
lesser rate than that of other employees in all job
classifications and titles.

b.

Termination rate for minorities and
than that of non-minorities and men.
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women

is

higher

c.

Application forms, tests, interviews, and other related
preemployment material are not
in compliance with
local, state, federal regulations, executive orders, or
guidelines.

d.

Entrance qualifications are not consistent with actual
functions and duties required of the position.

e.

Sex
designation
is
used
when
not
occupational requirement for the job.

f.

Minorities
and
women
represented
in
staff
improvement programs.

g.

Recruitment
efforts
do
not
yield
a
sufficiently
representative
group
of
applicants
to
indicate
historically under-represented groups,
the disabled,
and Vietnam-era veterans are being reached for jobs at
all levels.

h.

There lS evidence
adverse acts.

of

bonafide

a

are
absent
from
or
or
other
training

harassment,

coercion,

or

undercareer

other
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Trustees

President

Administrators

Business Services

Institutiorull
Effictivenessl
Enrollment
Management

Educational
Services/Workjorce
Development

Associate Vice
Chancellor!
Educational
Planning

D,:
President, WHC
Coalinga

Lemoore

Mission

Vision

The mission of West Hills Community College District is enhancing student learning and enriching the lives of the populations we serve by:

West Hills Community College District, a trusted steward,
actively engages, encourages, enriches and empowers students, faculty, staff and the communities it serves to reach
their full potential (academically, socially and economically)
as evidenced by:

• Ensuring the vitality of its institutions;
• Encouraging the vision of strong leaders able to see and
interpret the present and future needs of students and
communities;
• Supporting the colleges in the provision of world class learning
environments;
• Providing for appropriate allocation and management of
human, fiscal and capital resources;
• Acting as a catalyst for collaboration with outside
organizations and agencies; and
• Sharing the story by marketing a positive image.

• Its status as the preferred choice of students, and the
employer of choice for faculty and staff;
• The highest percentage of students completing courses;
Its recognized excellence; and
• The generally ascribed accolade, "heartbeat of the
community."

2009 Annual Re-port
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District Timeline 2008-2009
Jan.
• WHCC bid
approval for $10
million for weJlness
center
• Xtreme
Registration at
WHCL
• West Hills'
enrollment up 20%
since previous year

• Construction starts on the WHCC gym and wellness complex

Feb.
• West Hills Chancellor Frank Gornick honored at state level

Mar.
• Bridge Out ofpoverty conference with
guest speaker Ruby Payne
• Valley Fever Forum at WHCC

April

Sept.

• Phyllis Roberts donates
$25,000 for scholarship
endowment.

• Noted Author
Gary Soto speaks
atWHCL
• WHCL trike-a-

May
• Vince Motte donates
$12,593 ro help fund a
new weather station for
Coalinga

Oct.
• WHCC 12th
Annual Athletic
Hall of Fame
• UC Merced
Chancellor SungMo "Steve" Kang
visits WHCC
• Third Annual
WHCL Veterans
Appreciation
Luncheon

• WHCC and WHCL
awarded more than 700
degrees and certificates

Nov.
• School facilities improvement districts approved by local
voters providing $11.6 million for WHCC and $31 million
for WHCL. Firebaugh passed its bond measure June of 2008.

Dec.
• West Hills College wins $792,920 grant to serve veterans

• Sandy Cavins, the district's
longest-term employee,
retires after 40 years

4 ((. West Hills Community College Distl'ict

West Hills College Coalinga
Mission Statement

Vision Statement

To commit college-wide staff and
resources (0 the srudem learning process .
To provide educational, culrural, and
economic developmem opporwnities
(0 our current and furure swdents
and the local and global communities
that we serve.

West Hills College Coalinga srrives (0
become a premiere imeracrive learner-cemered
community college recognized for its
conuibution (0 the educational, social,
culrural, and economic vitality of the region
and the state.

Achieving goals despite economic challenges
The economic challenges of these past few years have not deterred us from achieving our mission. Despite significam budget reductions, our enrollmenr for 2008-09 was 13 percem higher compared (0 2007-08. This is directly anributable (0 our talemed faculry
and staff who have found ways (0 be more efficiem and productive with fewer resources (Q ensure srudem access and success.
In June 2008, citizens in the non hem pan of the disrrict passed Measure Q, an $11.8 million
general obligation bond measure. In November 2008, citizens in the Coalinga-Huron area passed
Measure C, an $11 .6 general obligation bond measure. These bond measures will provide resources
for facilities improvemems that will impact CUffem and furure generations.
General obligation bond funds have already made a difference. Significanr improvemems have been
completed at the Nonh Disrrict Cemer in Firebaugh. A facilities planning team has been working
with campus architecrs (0 design a new building (0 replace the existing campus cemer.
Major improvemenrs have also been completed on the Coalinga campus. The men's residence hall
(Gordon Hall) received a face/ift. Two new re/ocatable buildings were added (Q the child developmem cemer. Bond funds have been used (0 assist with the well ness cemer project (gym renovation
and additional 10,000 sf building) and the ag science facility. The wellness center is scheduled for
occupancy in the fall 201 O.
Providing access (Q high quality education opportunities for all residems
in our service area cominues (0 be the foclls of our overall mission. In
2010-11 we will open learning/outreach cemers in several of the smaller
communities within our service area.

L-...-:==-_ --=='-"'_...-::...-._ --=:........_ _-=-~:...-....:....-_ _
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Improvemems (0 instiwtional effectiveness processes have taken cemer
stage. We are now utilizing measllrable outcomes on a regular basis (0
guide planning and resource allocation decisions. Results from the assessmem of performance indica(Ors, program review, and other evaluative
processes are being used to make improvemems (0 swdem learning. The
results of some of these assessmems can be found at http://www.westhillscollege.com/coalinga/about/governance_planning/college_consultation/index.asp.

Our vision of becoming "a premiere imeractive learner-centered community college"
continues (Q guide our efforts in making a difference in the lives of our studems and in
comributing (0 the vitality of the communities we serve.

Willard Lewallen
President, West Hills College Coalinga

Grants:

President's Scholars:

Successful Transfer:

Total gram funding in 2008-09 exceeded
$5 million for WHCe.

A (Otal of 22 studems received Presidem's
Scholars scholarships for 2008-09 . This
scholarship covers enrollmem fees and
provides a book allowance each term.

The number of srudems uansferring to
four-year instirutions in 2008 increased
by 58% from 2007.

2009 Annual Report
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West Hills College Lemoore
Mission

Vision

West Hills College Lemoore enriches the lives of our students and
the community we serve by being dedicated to quality educational
learning opportunities and partnerships. The college provides a
positive envitonment that is committed to student learning and
empowering students to achieve their educational goals .

Learning Through Excellence and Innovation

WHeL planning for the future with new programs, facilities
The academic years 2008-09 and 2009-10 will have seen extraordinary cuts to community colleges as the result of the state's recent
economic downturn. West Hills College Lemoore will have reduced its operating budget by
over $2.2 million while at the same time maintaining its priority and focus on students.
Course offerings were reduced yet we were able to maintain our comm itment to general education, basic skills, workforce development , and degree level courses.
With all the reductions to the general fund, WHC Lemoore still celebrated its groundbreaking for the new $24 million multi-use sports complex that
three of the
master plan. It is scheduled to open in March 2011.
Our Allied Health ptogram has been able to
withstand budget reductions and will expand its
offerings with new courses. Highly skilled technical ptogram training will remain a strong demand
throughout the state and West Hills is positioned to
provide training.
Our newly developed Engineering Scholars Program
provides financial support to more students by providing full tuition and books to qualified students.
WHCL will playa key role in preparing students for
great career opportunities.
All this is just a small list of the many ways West
Hills is a leader in providing quality educational opportunities for the communities that
we serve . Even in times of great difficulty, with hard work and teamwork, great things can
still happen. West
Hills College Lemoore will continue
to be a leader in
assisting the state to
recover from its economic downturn.

Don Warkentin
President, West Hills College Lemoore

Grants:

President's Scholars:

Successful Transfer:

Total grant funding in 2008-09 exceeded
$3 million for WHCL.

A total of 48 students received President's
Scholars scholarships for 2008-09. This
scholarship covers enrollment fees and
provides a book allowance each term.

The number of students transferring to
four-year institutions in 2008 increased
by ??% from 2007.
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Foundation helps students
The students at West Hills College are our future. Helping them realize their dreams
of a college education will positively impact our communities and enhance the quality
of life we appreciate now and in the years ahead.

As a proud member of the foundation board of directors, I've been privileged to work
with a dedicated team of individuals who support the
students of West Hills through their time, energy, leadership and philanthropy. Our foundation board consists of
community members, civic leaders, businesswomen and
men and agriculturalists from across our service area who
value education and want to expand the higher educational opportunities for our children and local residents.
Special thanks go to three individuals who made substantial gifts to the foundation during 2009. Phyllis Roberts
donated $25,000 for an endowed scholarship at WHCe.
Vince Motte contributed $12.500 to help fund a new weather station
' - - - - - - - - ---- at the WHCC Farm of the Future. George Ollikkala donated a substantial art collection to libraries throughout the district. We thank them and the many others who
conrributed to help our students realize their dream of a college education .
Ernest "Ernie" Drewry
President, WHCC Foundation

Board Members
Ernie Drewry, President, Community Director
Leonard Falter, Chief Financial Director, Community Director
Don Forth, Vice President, Community Director
Brad Gleason, Community Director
Sharon GorMn, Community Director
Frank Gornick, Ph.D., Chancellor
Edna Ivans, R. Ph., Ti'ustee Director
Sheilah Kreyenhagen, Community Director
Willard Lewallen, Ph.D., Staff Director
Laura Mendes Moore, Community Director
Nancy Oliveira, Community Director
Nina Oxborrow, Trustee Director
Bill Pucheu, Community Director
Oscar Sablan, M.D., Community Director
Marc Scott, CPA, Community Director
Ann Stone, Secretaly, Community Director
Ken Stoppenbrink, Chief Financial Officer
Don Warkentin, Staff Director

D,: Rick Post
Interim Executive Director

Foundation Mission
The West Hills Community College Foundation enthusiastically
engages residents, corporations, foundations and communities
of the San Joaquin Valley in financial support and advocacy for
the West Hills Community College District. We are entrepreneurial partners with the colleges as we plan and implement
programs to build relationships and raise funds.

The Foundation Vision

The Foundation- Guiding Principles

Our vision is
for:

The West Hills Community College Foundation applies the
following guiding principles in its conduct of business:

to

be a dynamic, legacy organization recognized

• The Foundation's $5 million endowment (by 2008),
• 140 new scholarship funds,
• Establishment of a successful "new alumni" fundraising
program,
• An effective and engaged board,
• Significant contributions to the "K-16 Dream" (creating a
college-going culture among K-12 students) and,
• Sponsorship of cultural, educational and economic
development programs.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advocate for education and its ability to change lives,
Practice responsible stewardship,
Maintain respect for others,
Conduct business in an open and transparent manner,
SuppOrt diversity and inclusiveness,
Demonstrate reliability and accountability, and
ExemplifY a commitment to serve students and the
community.
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WEST HILLS ADJUSTS TO STATE BUDGET PROBLEMS BY CUTTING COSTS
While there appears to be no good news on the state
budget front, West Hills Community College Disrrict
employees are managing to do more with less to keep
the district's budget balanced.
In a recen t budget update to employees, Chancellor Frank Gornick said, "To date, the response to our
financial crisis has been terrific. Evetyone has felt the
effect of furl oughs, ye t everyone has gone beyond that
with grea t spi rit.
"The faculty have been fantastic in their respo llse
by acce pting more students into classes where the re
literally are no more seats," he continued, "and the

maintenance and operations departments have done
mo re with less, yet our colleges continue to look great.
Our administrators have accepted
new responSibilities without compensation and ~,hey continue to do
more with less.
For twO yea rs, budget leaders at
WHCCD have planned for the
state's budget meltdown and have
taken ac tio n to keep the West
H ills budget balanced wi th the
least possible impact to students. This yea r promises

more of the same, Gornick said, and it co uld be the
worst yet in terms of budget reductions.
The college district's budget is about
$60 million a year with JUSt under half
of that coming in the form of restricted
funds for specific programs. The remaining $32 million general fund budget has
absorbed most of the $2.8 million cut
during the 2008-2009 yea r with an additional $3.6 million being cut this year.
Ken Stoppenbrink, vice chancellor of
business services for Wes t Hills, first implemented a
see Budget page 4

WHC PLANNING AND BUILDING FOR FUTURE GROWTH
Construct ion (cap ital) and general fund budgets are
entirely separate for California community colleges .
Construction planning is years in the process and
work that begins today may have starred as long as 10
years ago.
The greatest hockey player of all time, Wayne
Gre[1.ky, summed up construction plans at West Hill s
Community College District when he said, "I ska te
to w~~re the puck is goi ng to be, not where it has
bee n.
WHCCD Trustee Edna Iva ns used that quote during a recent board meeting to explain why trustees
have continued to move forward wirh constructio n
plans despite cutbacks in th e district's general fund
budget.
More than $100 million in projects are planned in
the district during the next eight years.
Ivans , who has served on the WHCCD board since
1967, h as seen ups and downs in the district's budget
a number of tim es . As one of California's longest
serving trusrees, the se mi-retired pharmacist remains
committed to seeing that students on the west side
of the San Joaquin Valley ha ve the fac ilities and
technology needed to prepare them for tomorrow's
workplace.
"We're wo rking a t the local level to continue to
provide open access to higher education for our
stud ents," Chancellor Fran k Gornick sa id . "This is

espec ially important during difficu lt economic times
have been formed in each of the districts. Those comwhen our residents tutn to community colleges for
mittees will be responsible for monitoring expenses
job ttaining or to update their skills. "Many students
covered by the bond measu res .
who formerly had planned to go straight to a fourAs a result of the local higher education bond meayear college are enrolling with us since the University
sures and a number of o ther actio ns taken by the
of California and California State Universities are
See Growth page 3
limiting enrollment," he
continued.
Voters shared tha t
sen timent during elections last yea r that overwhelmingly supported
continued growth and
development in the
diStriCt. Today, the
res ults of that vote are
construction that is
underway at West Hills
College Coalinga, West
Hills College Lemoore
an d North DiStrict Center, Fiteba ugh.
School facilities
improvement districts
we re formed in each of
the three areas served by
Natalie C"illm, Baylee Gonzales and Crecia Bernal are " "dents at the
WHCCD and citizens'
West Hills College Coalinga child development tenter. By the time they
oversight committees
reach college. new focilities should be available to serve their needs.
'ONPROfIT ORG.
US POSTAGE
PAID
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News from West Hills Community College District

• .,.
• why EECU has become the Central Valley's leader in
auto loans·. Because we go beyond low rates with the most complete, one-stop auto
buying help. At myeecu.org you can get pre-approved for a loan, explore payment
options, find out about green car loan discounts, access Kelley Blue Book pricing
information, get a CARt=AX vehicle history report and an online auto insurance
quote, plus much more.
It's easy to join online and start enjoying all
the savings, products, and services you'd expect from a stable, well-run
financial institution. Membership is open to just about anyone: school
employees, students, members of school organizations, and family members.
•
our personal service and auto loan expertise. Call us or
visit myE:E:CU.org today.

Educational Employees Credit Union

-

-53 -EECU
myEECU.org
'""'"

·Source: (;:xperian May 2009 Auto Count Report for Fresno.

Kings, Madera, Merced Tulare counties. We reserve
the right to correct printing errors.
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WEST HILLS RECOGNIZED AS "GREAT COLLEGE TO WORK FOR"
The Chronicle of Higher Education, which is the
dedicated to
number one source of news, informahelping coltion and jobs for college and university
leges follow
faculty members and administrators,
through and
according to a release issued by Jeffrey J.
capitalize on
Selingo, itS editor.
feedback from
The Chronicle publishes a daily Web
employees and
site, a weekly newspaper, a weekly
"/ am so proud of the growth
magazine of ideas
West Hi[1s College, North
plus newsletters
District Center ,Firebaugh, has
and events. The
experienced since 1985. / have
been part ofa winning team. It
newspaper has a
has been a joy watchingyoung
weekly print readstttdents become Hlccessjul;
ership of 350,000
building their academic
and Web traffic of
follndation near home and
more than 14 milbecome community leatkrs. /ts
lion pages a month a great institt/tion to work for.
All three reAect the attitude
at chronicle.com.
of West Hills Com munity
/ love m'y job, we'rejust like
The results were
fomily. '
College District emp loyees
Fred Vasquez
based on a survey conducted
benchmark data from peers to drive
who recently participated in a nationwide survey
-Rosematy Burciaga,
by ModernThink LLC, which
meaningful change at their intuitions.
office manager at North
with the results garnering national recognition for
Selingo said is a team of orgaThe program recognizes community
District Center
WHCCD as a "G reat College to Work For."
nizational development expertS
see College page 4
The award was announced by and profiled ill

Fred Vasquez is really impressed with the services West
Hills College Lemoore offers for
disabled students.
Rosemary Burciaga enjoys
watching young students at
North District Center, Firebaugh, as they build an academic foundation and move on
to become community leatkrs.
Mark Gritton is proud of
the hands-on approach that
provides first generation college
student.< at ~st Hill; College
Coalinga the attention and
skills they need to be successfol
in lift.

Growth
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cont. from page J

district during the past few years, a number of
major construction projects arc underway. They
include:

WHCC wellness center and
gymnasium renovation
Over $10 million in construction is underway
on the campus of West Hills College Coalinga.
The largest project is u[ldating the
gymnasium, which was built in
1960, and building a new 10,000
square foot we!lness center. In
addition to completel y renovating
the gym and locker rooms, the old
weight room will become a dance
studio and a new weight room is
being built. Facilities for the athletic trainer and offices for coaches

and inslfuctors are included in the project.
Cobb said that several major campus infrastructure improvements are being done with the
project including a major e1eclfical upgrade that
will allow power for kilns in the art studio, energy
management and video security systems and an
irrigation system. Contractor on the ptoject,
which is expected to take another year, is Wysong

Conslfuction.
A live webcam is avai lable for those who are interested in watching conslfuction on the project.
It is at: http://webcam .w hccd. edu/home.html.
Growth cont. page 3

Adminisrrators and board membm tour the
gymnasium while r"novations

(IT(

underway

WeI/n ess center tinder com&n,c:ion

@
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Budget from page I
spending freeze in Oct. of 2007 that eliminated
the purchase of all but critical items, The sallie
held flue during the last school year with another
spending freeze early in the school year. This
year's freeze came on Sept. 30.
"This means our di>uict employees have to
take a hard look at their budgets early in the year
and plan well for expenses they will incu r," Stoppen brink said.
"We've been able to address the budget cuts
so far without layoffs or reductions in benefits,"
he added, "but if things continue as we expect,
that may not hold true for the future . We may be
forced to look at redu cing benefits and we may
have to look ar Staff reductions,"
"Our board of uustees require us to live within
our budget," he"added, "plus maim.in a five
percent reserve.
In addition ro the spending freeze, Stoppenbrink said rhat the district has taken a close look
at:

Class Scheduling
To maximize opportunities to register fot a
convenient class schedule, students are encouraged to register early and pay their fees on rime
since the n umber of secrions of each class offered
may be limited.
Students with 45 units or more are being
granted priority registration permission , which
should help them accomplish enrollment in the
classes they need to grad uate on time.

Furloughs
Employees at West Hills have accepted furloughs to help cur COSts. Administrators throughour the district have accepted a rwo-daya month
furlough that amounts to a 10 percem cut in
pay. California Teachers Association (the faculty
group) and CSEA members have accepted the
equivalent of one-d ay a month furloughs that
mean their pay is down five percent .
Unlike some colleges and universities that have
been shut down entirely for a furlough day, West
Hills has chosen to stagger furlough days to keep
the doors open and studem services available.
The furloughs were done instead of layoffs,
Stoppenbri nk said. Layoffs neate chaos since
an employee who is laio off may have bumping
rights to a·different position and that person
then has bumping rights. In effect, a domino
effect is created with a number of workers being
displaced.

westhillscollege.com

Early retirements
The districr offered an early retirement plan
that is expected to save $l.1 miJiion per year. Ten
people opted for
the plan including the district's
longest serving
full-time faculty
member, Eric
Christenson,
who had taught
science for the
district since

1975.
Those positions and other
positions that
were lost through
attrition will nOt
be filled, StopEric Christenson
pen brink said, in
hopes of avoiding layoffs as the district seeks to
cut an additional $1.9 million from the 20102011 budget.

Reorganization
Succession planning is a key component in
successful organizations and West Hills Community College District flustees have been considering the issue for the past couple of years. As a
resulr of that planning, rwo new vice chancellor
positions have been created and rwO key directors
from the district have been named to the positions (wirh no pay increases).
Chancellor Frank Gornick said the goal of the
reorganization, in addition to dealing with succession planning, is to provide greater service and
efficiency to the colleges while conforming to the
economic realities of our current budget situation . The plan requires less than $9,000 a year in
budget funds.
Dr. Carole Goldsmith, who had led the district's vocational rraining programs, became vice
chancellor of educational services and workforce
development.
Pedro Avila , who first served as the district's
webmaster and most recently as its institutional
researcher, was named vice chancel.lor of institutional effectiveness and emollment management.
Susan Whirener, who was dean of learning
resources and web services) was named associate
vice chancellor of educational planning.
Jana Cox, who has served most recen tly as the

district's human resourCeS director, will take over
as the director of financial aid for West Hil.ls
College Lemoore. Her position in HR will not
be filled and the responsibilities associated with it
will be assumed by Stoppenbrink.
Dolores Smith, who was previously director
of financial aid, will move to West Hills College
Coalinga in the same role.
Jill Stearns, formerly a dean at WHCC, will
become the vice president of educational services
at WHCe. She was previously dean of student
learning.

At West Hills College Lemoore, Sylvia DorseyRobinson was promoted to vice president of
student services. She was previously an associate
dean, tf.

Colleges

coni, from page 3

colleges based
on emoUmen[ size in

15 categories.
Wesr Hills was
recognized in
four of those
categories in·

cluding overall
satisfaction
with benefits,
compensation
and benefits,
health insurance and
vacation/paid
time off.
"This
recognition

is especially
important,"

WHCCD Chancellor Frank Gornick said, "as we
fulfill our vision of being 'the employer of choice
for faculty and staff. '"
"This recognition will allow us to conrinue to
attract highly qualified faculty and staff members,"
Gornick said. "In

OUf

mission statement, we strive

provide our students with a 'world class learning
environment.' The Chronicle of Higher Education
is greatly respected and their recognition will serve
us well." /(.
to
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WHCC residence hall renovation

WHec agriculture science

This summer, the WHCC men's residence halls
underwem a major renovation with new paint,
Rooring, furniture for the rooms, new windows
and screens. Plans are underway to renovate the
bathrooms and common areas and the women's
residence halls in the future.
\XfHCC is one of about a dozen community colleges in the state with residence halls. That housing
makes possible the international students program
that draws over 100 students a year ro Coalinga
from throughout the world and also provides housing for students participating in the college athletic
programs.
Edna L. Ivans Hall, the women's residence, has
space for 56 students and Vernon Gordon Hall,
which houses men, has 120 spaces.
Total cost of the renovations ro both residence
halls will be $2.3 million.

When Dorothy Allen and her family donared
230 acres to West Hills College Coalinga in
2001, the stage was set for the creation of the
Farm of the Future, which has become a model
for precision agriculrure education and collegel
industry partnerships. The college farm had
previously been located close to the city center
in Coalinga and faced challenges of urban encroachment. The new farm is 2.5 miles north of
the college campus at Highway 198/33 and Gale
Aven ue on land that has been used for agricul(ure.

One of the first steps in the master plan is a
$12.4 million project that will go to bid in January with construction anticipated to start in the
spring. It will provide much of the infrastructure
for the farm including water, wastewater and
electrical systems, roads and shop buildings.
It will also include the outdoor arena, which
will have a 34,789 square foot arena Roor surrounded by 2,026 seats and 66,585 square feet
of suppOrt facilities. Plans call for the arena to be
lighted for nighttime use and to have over 500
parking spaces for cars and trucks with trailers
and recreational vehicles.

••

For the past two years, the col- r....-.;:::::;:~~;;;;:::::::;.;)i~III
lege has been engaged in a master planning effort that includes
a master environmental impact
report. A draft of that document
is now complete and available
for viewing on the college website : westhillscollege.com, search
Farm of the Future EIR.
l ·he master plan includes classrooms, shops, offices, labs, farm
equipment buildings, maintenance buildings, rodeo facilities,
parking and a large area reserved
for row crops, pasture and animal facilities. Long-term plans
include an indoor pavilion.

WHCC child development center expansion -:::~:::==~~;West Hills Community College District operates child development centers in Coalinga, Avenal,
Lemoore, Firebaugh and San Joaquin. Plans are underway ro open centers in additional communities.
In Coalinga, the centers include the Helen M.
Cowell Child Development Cenrer on the campus
of West Hills College Coalinga and the Coalinga

Srate Preschool, which
recen dy moved ro the
campus after occupying facilities owned
by the k-12 school
district in tOwn. Total
cost of the project,

North District Center, Firebaugh
West Hills College Coalinga's North District
Center in Firebaugh is undergoing srop-gap
renovations to its current facility-a 50 year old
bowling alley, while planning is undetway for
a new building that will serve th e north end of
West Hills Communiry College District.
A college facilities commi"ee has been meeting, along with the school facilities improvement district citizen's advisory committee, and
th ere has been near-unanimous support for
constructing a new building that will house
WHC classes and a new county library in
Firebaugh.
At the earliest, that project would see consrrucrion in nvc years, so in the mean time
renovations at NDC include carpet, paint,
new restroom facilities, new heating and air
conditioning systems and outdoot and interior
lighting.
·The almost 500 students who attend classes
at the center are currendy using portable
restrooms that will be replaced with new
Americans With Disabilities Act compliant
restrooms.

Next on the list for NDC will be community
field sportS Facilities that will be built in conjunction with a city park.
Total COSt of the current projects is $3.9 million.

__- __---~~:---.-

which included rwo new portable buildings, and
refinancing debt on existing structures was $1
million.

Learning centers offer
opportunity for San Joaquin,
Huron, Mendota, Tranquillity,
Riverdale and Avenal

Transportation ro classes is an issue for many current and potential WHCCD students. In response,
learnin" centets are being planned in communities
nr--~::t::U:=Ti;;;::-::J::;]IClE;;;:~T:71i"'L::=-P~~~~b,.
throt)ghout the district. The centers.wilI-be centrally located in
each communiry and will feature
one or rwo classrooms with technology rhat will allow students to
work near their homes and also
be connected with classrooms at
WHeC, WHCL or NOC.
The first of these centers, in
the
. of San Joaquin, is being
in cooperation with city
officials. Centers arc also planned
in the communities of Mendota,
Tranquilliry, Avenal and Riverdale.
About $400,000 is being bud:IiI..._____________..;...;;Ol;III:OOI"""'==_ geted fot eath facility.
cont. on page 6
Firebaugh Cjriz~n Oucrsighr Committee
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Future plans for [he college, which served more
than 3,000 students at the end of last semester, call
for construction of a srudent cenrer, a library expansion, two-srory classroom buildings and a field
sports complex.
The college sits on 107 acres of land that was
donated ro \'(!HCCD by Mardell and Bob Pedersen
and her parellts, Lola and Lionel Semas. The Pedersens met while they were both studenrs at West
Hills College Coalinga in the 1950s.
More than 12,000 s[udems are expected to atrend
WHCL when it is fully-built out in 2020.1f

At West Hills College Lemoore, construction
started in Sept. on a $20 million multi-use sports
complex and infrastructure improvements thar will
include toads on the south side of the campus. The
project is expecred to take 18 months to complete.
EM] Construction is the general contractor.

The project will include a 55,000 square-foot,
two-story arena with 2,200 seats in a theatre style
arrangement. An additionaJ
1,000 seats can be added to
the floor for large gatherings. It is about twice the
size of the current college
library.
This project is the third
major phase of conStruction for the campus, which
opened in January of 2002,
with the library, administration building and a
classroom building. Later
construction included additional classroom buildings
and a child development
centet.

Womeni socct'( coach Rodney RtlgJdaJe and wrestling coach

Kent Olsen at ,pow compux ground breaking ceremony

Dignitaries gather for 'por" complex grtnmdbreaking

westhillscollege.com
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WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
Offering Degrees and Certificates in:
Adminisuation of Ju stice
Law Enforcement
Corrcction:tl Science
An

Administrative Ce n.

H,llrh Sci,nce (Pre-Professional)

Early Intervention Cere. Progra.m Hotel, Rcstauram and Casino Mgmt
Communicadon
Cam pUler Information Systems

Casino Skill,

Biology

Web Graphics and Design

Hotd Skills

Busi ness

Marketing and Scripting

Hotd Managt:mt:nr
Resrauram Skjlls

Bookkeeping
Business Management
Retail Busines$ Managemenr
Business AdminisLIaljon
Child Development
Child D("Vclopm~m PermiT Prep.
Assislant Teacher
Associa te T,-acner
Teacher

Dynamic Website Technology
Web Database Technology
Servers, Nerworking & Admin.
Web Security
Web Business Management
Engineering
GcogrJphy
Geology
HClI(h Sckncc (General)

Casino Management

Marhematics
Nursi ng
LVN to AS

D~grcl.: . Nursing
AS Degree· Nursing

Non-degree LVN to RN
Ollice Technologies
MS Wo,d b pe rt Certificate
MS Excel Expert

ReHauum Manage:mem

Humanities

Liberal Arts - Arca of Emphasis
Arts and Humanities
Communication
Elementa.ry Teacher Preparat ion
Math and Scicnce
Social Science

General Office Data Emry
Administra rive Assistant
Judicial Assista nt Court Clerk
Physical Education

Physics
Psychology

Sports Programs:
Nren's and Womens Soccer

Wrestling
Men's and Women's Go lf
l'vlen's and Women's Cross
Country

Social Science'
Sterile Processing

WEST HILLS COLLEGE COALINGA
Offering Degrees and Certificates in:
Administration of Justice - Law
Enforc(::ment
Adminisrration of Justice
- Corrections
Agricultural Maintenance

Child Development - Administration
Child Development Early - Care and

Mechanic
Agriculture Science Technology
Agriculture Scierrce Technology
- Pr«ision Ag
An
Biology

Child Development - Family Day Care
Child Support Services

Business Administration
Business Bookkeeping
Busi ness Managemen r
Rcuil Business Management

Education

Child Development - Earl}'
Intervention Assistant

Commllnicadons

Computa Information Systems
Educational Aide - Elementary
Educational Aide - Secondary
Geography
Geology
Health Science
Heavy Equipmenr Operation

Hospital Peace Officer
Humanities

Kinesiology
liberal Arts - Area of Emphasis
English and Communication
Math and Science
Arrs and Humaniries

Office Technolog), - Secretar),lWord
Social and Behavioral Sciences
Processing
Liberal Srudies - Emphasis in
Performing Am
Elementary Educarion
Technical The.arer Prod\lcTion
Mathematics
Nurse Assistant
Office Management and

Technology
Office Technology - Clerk Typist

Television Producrion
Psychiat ric Technician

Psychology
Social Work
Social Science

Sports Programs:
Football
Men's Basketball
Men's Baseball
Women's Volleyball
Women's Softball
Coed Rodeo

WHC COALINGA STUDENT WINS STATEWIDE PHOTO CONTEST
Belk. was rhree when rhe photo
was raken lare one night while
Maria was srudying, Maria is the
mother of three children-all
under age five.
Pedro, who left the N,,'Y after
five ycars in aviation administration, scarting raking business
classes at Wesr Hills bur has
swirched to liberal arts wirh an
interest in psychology. Originally from TelCas. he lives wirh .
Maria and her children. He
helps care for the children. who
also rake advantage of the child
development cemer at Wesr
Hills College umoore.
The phoro was shot with an
eight megapixel Canon Rebel.
In addition to the $500 grand
prize in rhe conteS[, Pedro won
- - _.. an Adobe Creative Suite Design
Premium package. courtesy of Adobe. II'-

Pedro Trevino likes taking pictures that sti r emotions and send
a message. JUSt such a picture won
the West Hills Co llege Coalinga
student first place in a statewide
photo conteSt sponsored by the
Foundation for Cal ifornia Community Colleges.
In his image of a si ngle mother
with a child in her lap balancing
home and school, Pedro reAects rhe
challenges many commu nity college students face.
"This is truly inspirational to see
that a Single mother can experience drastic change and achieve her
goals so that she may set a positive
example and provide for her children in the future," he said.
The young single mother in
the picture is his sister, Maria G.
Trevino, who is a student at West
Hills College Lemoore. Her daughter, Yazmi n

@
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Sports
red=Coalinga Events
blue = Lemoore Events
Even t

P lace

D ate

Football vs. Sierra
..... .. .. Rocklin ... ................. Oct. 24
\Y.i soccer vs. Shasra
.. Modesto . .... ............. Oct. 24
Wrestl ing NS All Silt, ... .. .... Mont<r<)
... Oa.24
..... Oa .27
~I soccer YS. American Rive r..Sacram enro ..
\VI golfCa ,iad3..
.... Redwood . ... ........... ... Oct. 27
Volleyball vs. Reedle)' ... ........ Coalinga ................. Oct. 28
W golf COS
............. Visalia.. ..... .......... Oct . 29
Wrwling vs. Lassen .... ........ Lemoore
.... Oct. 30
Volleyball vs. FCC
.. ....... Fresno . .... ... .. .. .... ..... Oct. 30
W ~occer vs. Las Posius ........ Lemoore...
.... ... .. Ocr. 30
tomball n. Reedly ....... .... .... Coalinga.
Oct. 3 I
Homecoming .. ........ .. .......... Coalinga .
. .. ... Oct. 3 I
Wrestling Meathead 1m it ... .. . Cuesta ...
.. ... Ocr. 31
X-Country ConE Ch.,mp ..... . Fresno... ....
. Oct. 31
.. .... ... Nov. 3
"1 soccer vs. Coosumnc:s ...... Lcmoorc.
.. ...... ~lade ra ...
.. ..... Nov. 3
W golf Fresno .. .
Volleyball vs. Columbia .. .. ... Coalinga ............... .. Nov. 4
....... Nov. 4
\X1restling vs. Fresno .. .. . ....... ,. f resn.o ..
\X' soccer vs. Fresn o ........... . Fres no
...... Nov. 6
Volleyball vs. Porterville .. .. .... Coalinga....
. .. .... .. Nov. 6
i\ 1soccer vs. COS .......... .. ... Lemoore .. .
.. .. .. ... . Nov. 6
Bask«ball Cuesta Tournament ..
.. ... .... . Nov. 6-8
X-Country 1\or-Cal Champ .. Bdmonr.
... Nov. 7
Wrescling W<St ConE Champ. Bakers .. .. ................. Nov. 7
Football vs. COS ..
.. . . .. Visalia ... .. .. ............ .... Nov. 7
\XI golf Nor-Cal ..
.. Butte CC ..
. Nov. 9-10
....... Nm·. 10
W soccer vs. Taft ...
. .. Lemoore
.. No\'. 1 I
Volleyball vs. Taft ..
. .. Taft ..
W soccer vs. COS .. .. . ...... Lemoore .. .... .. ...... . No\'.1 3
.. ..... .. Nov. 13
Volleyball vs. Merced ... .. ....... Coalinga:.
l\ { soccer vs. h esno ............... Fresno .... , ...... ... .. ..... No,', 13

Football vs. Delta ... .... ..

.. .Coalinga.. ....

.. .. 1\ov. 14

Event

~
~

Events of Interest to the
Community
Event

P lace

D ate

Wrestling B st of the \,'est .... Medford ...
.. .. .... Nov. 14
W golt Sme Champ.. .. ......... Hanford ........... Nov. 16-17
.. .. . Nov.1 8
Volle)'ball \·s. COS .......... .. .... Visalia .. .
.. ...... Nov. 19
Baskerball \'5. Munrercy Pt:n . MUlHcrey ".
... Nov. 21
soccer playoffs 1st Round .... TBA .. ....
W soccer playo!E 1st Round .. 113A ...
.. ..... Nov. 21
Wresding Soud" vest Duals .. . Coos Bay .
.. ...... Nov. 21
X-Country Scate Champ .. ... Fresno
............. Nov. 2 I
M SOW" pbyoffs 2nd Round .: lllA..
. .... .. Nov. 24
\X' soccer playoff, 2nd Round .. .TBA.. .....
NO\'.24
Bashtball vs. Santa Rosa .... . Santa Rosa ..
... Nov. 28
M soccer " layoAs 3rd Rou nd .. .TBA ..
.. ............ Nov. 28
.. ........... Nov. 28
W soccer playolh 3rd Round.... -lllA.
Basketball American River Toum .. .. .. .. .......... .. .... .. Drc. 3-4
M soccer FinaJ Four ......... Sacramento.... ...... . Dt'c. 4-6
W soccer State b nals ......... Sacr:lJ11<n to..
..Dec. 4-6
Wrestling Southern Reg ... .... .. . VVe.
..... Dec. 5
Basketball Qui nn Henry Toum ..
.. ............ Dec. 11-13
Wrestling SrJ(C Ch.unp ........... Chabm
..... Dec. 11-12
Fall Atb. Sports Banquet ... Conf. Rm . 253 ............. Dec. 14
Basketball vs. Modesto . ..... .. l>lodesto .. ...... .. .... .. ... Dec. 15
Basketball San Diego Mesa Toum .
.. ..... Dec. 28-30
Basketball \"S . West Valley ..... Saratoga .. ......... .. ...... Jan. 02
Bask«ball "s. Columbia .. .. .. . Sonora ... .. ............... J,1O. 06
Basketball vs. FCC .. .. . ......... Co.ling.
.. .. Jan. 09
Basketball vs. Portervillc .. .. .. .Coalinga ......... .... .. .. ... Jan. 16
Basketball vs. Reedley .. .. .... .. Reedle)'
...... .. Jan. 20
Basketball vs. COS . .. . .. . . Coalinga ...... .. .. .. ... .. .. Jan 23
B"kcrball vs. Merc<d
.. .i'dereed .. .
.. ...... Jan. 27
B:ukerball vs. Columbia .. . .. .Coalinga .. ... .. ......... Jan. 30
B",k«ball vs . FCC ... ............ F«Sllo ............ .. .......... Feb. 3
Basketball vs. Porterville .... .. Porterville ................... Feb. 10
Basketball vs. Reedley .. .... .. .. Coalinga.. . .
... Feb. 13
Basketball vs. COS ..
. ..... .. Visalia...
.. .. .. ... Feb. 17

,"I

B",ketball vs. Merced .. .. .. ... Coalinga..

..... .. Feb. 20

WEST HILLS COLLEGE COALI NGA

WES T
~~~ HI LLS
C O MM U N I TY
CO L LEG E
L -_ _ _ _~. D I STR IC T

westhillscollege.com

300 Cherry Lane
Coalinga, CA 93210
559-934-2000
NORTH DISTRICT CENTER, FIREBAUGH

1511 Ninth Street
Firebaugh, CA 93622
559-659-1473
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P lace

Date

Ann ual Haunted House ... Rm. 253/256
.. Oct. 30-3 I
Athletic Hall of Fame ............ Coalinga .. .. .. ........ .. ... Ocr. 31
Ki ngs Co. Academic Dccacllaloll Rm. 253/256 . . Jan. 29-30
Ki ngs Co. Academic Dewhalon Rm. 253/256 .. .. .. Feb. 5-6
Career fl ir ..
.. ................. .Apr. 22
Cinco de :-'\a)'o ...
..Coalinga ........ .. ........ ... Mav 5

Library Computer Labs
Community Access
must havr: picture 1D
Coalinga..
Lemoore

..... M-Th .... ..........7:30a-8:00p
f .. ... ......... .....7:30J-4:00p
.................. .... M-TIl..
... .7:30a-8:00p
F .................. 7:30a-4:00p

Fine Arts
Event

P lace

Date

.. .... Coalinga .. .. .. ... .. . i\\arch 2010
........ COJli nga..
.. ... .. TBA

"Annie" ."
Spring An Show ..

Instuctional Calendar
2009 Fall Semester
D ate

Event

November 13 .' .. .......... Last Day to Withdraw with a \VI
November 1I
....... Vereran's Day Observed, No Classes
November 26-27 .
.. Thanksgiving, No Classes
Decemberl4-18 ....
.................... .. .. . Finals Week
December 18.
....... ........ End of Fall Semester

2010 Spring Semester
January 14 .
.. .. ........... Faculty Flex Day, No Classes
January 15 .
.. ................. . Dury Day No Classes
January 18 .
.. ... Martin Luther King Day, No Classes
January 19 .
..Instruction Begins
February 12 .
. .... Lincoln's Day Observed, No Classes
February 15 . ...... .. Washington's Day Observed, No Classes
March 19 .
.. ...... ..... usr Day to Perition to Graduate
March 22 .
. . ................. Second 9 week Classes Begin
Ma rch 29-Apri1 2 .
... Spring Recess
April 23 .
.. .... usr Day toWithdraw with a W
May 24-28 .
....................... Finals Week
May 27..

.. Lemoore Com mencemelH

May 28.
May 28 .
May 29..

.. ....................... Coalinga Commencement
.. ............... End of Spring SemeSter
.. ... Pinning Ceremony RN Program

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE

555 College Avenue
Lemoore, CA 93245
559-925 -3000
NAVAL AIR STATION LEMOORE

824 H ancock Circle
NAS Lemoore, CA 93246
559-925-3350

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
Board of Trustees
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga, CA 93210
(559) 934-2100

WEST
HILLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
DISTRICT

AGENDA OF THE MEETING OF THE GOVERNING BOARD
ANNUAL BOARD RETREAT

Friday - February 5, 2010
Location:

Harris Ranch - North Ballroom
Interstate 5 & Highway 198 - Coalinga, California 93210

Time:

8:30 a.m.

NO ACTION WILL BE TAKEN AT THIS MEETING
I.

Open Session / Call to Order
•
•

II.

Introduction of Guests
Public Comments
This time has been reseroed for the public to comment on agenda items. If an
individual wishes to address the Board of Trustees, he/she should state his/her name
and occupation/ affiliation and proceed with comments at the podium.

Information/Discussion Items
8:30 - 9:00 a.m.

~

Welcome and Introductions

9:00 - 10:00 a.m.

~

Accreditation Expectations - Dr. Barbara Beno, President,
Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior
Colleges (ACCJC)
• Best Practices
• Involvement and Responsibilities of the Board of
Trustees

10:15 -11:15 a.m.

~

WHCCD Accountability and Performance Measures
• District Strategic Planning - Score Card
• Accountability Report for Community Colleges
(ARCC)
• College Strategic Planning
o College Performance Indicators
• ARCC/Score Card
• CCSSE/ExitSurvey

West Hills Community College District
Board of Trustees - Agenda

February 5 & 6, 2010
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Program Review/Student Learning
Outcomes (SLOs)
o Strategic Planning Process/Committees
• Example of Data Driven Decision
Making
Accreditation Progress Update
•

•
11:15 -12:00 noon

)- New Web-Based Tools to Improve Student Success
• Website Visits
• Online Orientation
• e-Brochure
• Degree Audit

12:00 noon

Lunch Break

12:45 - 1:15 p.m.

)- Workforce Development
• WIT Report
• Workforce Investment & ARRA Projects
• Department of Labor
• Grants Overview

1:15 -1:45 p.m.

)- Educational Services
• Curriculum Process
• WICHE
• Technology Project

1:45 - 2:45 p.m.

)- Facilities Plans and Projects - Mr. Kevin Cobb, District
Architect, AP Architects
• Current Projects
• Proposed Projects
• Financing
)- Student Housing
• Independent Living Program
)- Athletics and Out of State Athletes

3:00 - 3:45 p.m.

)- Budget Presentation - Ken Stoppenbrink, Vice Chancellor
of Business Services
• Budget Update
• Financial Controls
• Transfers
• COP Projections

West Hills Community College District
Board of Trustees - Agenda

•
)i;>

3:45 - 4:00 p.m.
III.

February 5 & 6, 2010
Page 3

SFID Recommendations

Efficiency Report

Meeting Wrap Up

Adjournment
4:00 p.m.
At this time the Board of Trustees will adjourn the retreat for the day. The retreat
will reconvene at 8:30 a.m. on Saturday, February 6, 2010 at Harris Ranch in the
Belmont Conference Room.
6:00 p.m.
Board of Trustees Dinner and Presentation Video (West Hills Follies)

Saturday - February 6, 2010
8:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Harris Ranch, Golden Gate Conference Room - Coalinga, California
I.

Open Session / Call to Order
1. Review of Board of Trustees Handbook
2. Board of Trustees Self Evaluation
• Review results
• Ethics discussion

II.

Closed Session
•
•

•

Public Employee Discipline/Dismissal/Release (as per Government Code
Section 54957)
Discussion of Land Acquisition/Disposition of Property (as per
Government Code Section 54956.8). Property: Coalinga, California;
Firebaugh, California; Lemoore, California
Conference with Labor Negotiator (as per Government Code Section
54957.6). Agency negotiator: Chancellor; Vice Chancellor of Business
Services; Director of Human Resources. Employee organization: CSEA;
CTA. Unrepresented employees: Administrative; Management;
Confidential.

West Hills Community College District
Board of Trustees - Agenda
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Public Employment (as per Government Code Section 54957). Title:
Chancellor

Adjournment
11:30 a.m.

At this time the Board of Trustees will adjourn the retreat.

SURVEY RESULTS SUMMARY

1

.

Survey Response Rate
• Web survey was e-mailed to all full-time employees (338) on
Monday, January 23, 2006. Survey has been opened for 12 days.
• Mapping survey conducted in 2003 received a 26% participation
rate.
• Current survey has received a 40%(134 employees) participation
rate. (5.53% margin of error with a 90% confidence level).
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1

Mapping Presentation
•
2. How would you rat. the 'Function Mapping" presentation given by Chancellor Dr. Gornick, President Dr.
Tricon, and President Don War1centin7

3

.

Location of Function

(centralized vs. decentralized)

Most areas received proper identification by at least 80% of
employees.
Areas not properly identified by at least 20% of employees.
Facilities Planning (79%)
Prioritizing. allocation. and placement of staff at appropriate location
(60%)
, Online Instruction/Services (75%)
" Help Desk (76%)
Video Conferencing (70%)
Program Development (79%)
VTEA(61%)
Workforce/Economic Development (78%)

4

2

.

Evaluation of Functions - Summary
Four options
~

~

•

Works Well
Works Adequately
Does Not WOrk Well
Don't Know

Preliminary Results Summary
Majority of respondents indicated that 41 out of the 44 areas of responsibility
work well.
Majority of respondents indicated that 1 out of the 44 areas of responsibility
works adequately.
None of the functions received a majority response of not working well.

©

Majority of respondents indicated not knowing how 2 out of the 44 areas of
responsibility perform.
5

.

Function Performance Unknown to Employees

Twenty-five percent or more indicated not knowing how the
following areas perform.
--.,
Residence Halls (31%)
Child Development Centers (28%)
Community Education (31%)
Foundation (25%)
Research (25%)
Student Learning Outcomes (28%)
Vocational Programs (28%)
VTEA(37%)
Work Force/Economic Development (40%)

6

3

.

Next Steps
• Share survey results with all employees
- Monthly newsletter.
• Address areas that need improvements
or clarification.
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Employee Responses by Primary Function
1. Primary Function
Response Response
Percent
Total

Certificated Faculty

18.5%

10

44.4%

24

37%

20

0%

0

(filtered out)

I

74

(skipped this question)

I

1

Participation in Shared Governance
2. Are you a member of any of the following groups involved in shared governance? (Check all that apply)
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I

'
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•.

E7

;

.)

•...

...•...
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Response Response
Total
Pel"Cent
11.6%

:5

18.6%

8

4.7%

2

23.3%

10

32.6%

14

30.2%

13

7%

3

11.6%

5

18.6%

8

Facilities, Safety, & Technology
Committee

14%

6

Student Learning Committee

14%

6

Student Success Committee

23.3%

10

18.6%

8

Academic Senate

I

Curriculum Committee
Student GOIJernment Association
(SGA)
California Teachers Association
(CTA)

•

Califonlia School Employees
Association (CSEA)
Planning and GOIJernance Council
(PGC)
District Council on Student
Learning (DCSL)
Budget Allocation Committee
Employee Success & DeIJelopment
Committee

District Strategic Planning
Committee
,
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Employee Evaluation of Shared Governance
3. The WHCL Shared Governance Process
,
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Average

Drives: institutional planning

17% (9)

49% (26)

17% (9)

6% (3)

0% (0)

11% (6)

2.13

Has dear and easy to follow
procedures:

6% (3)

46% (24)

27% (14)

~%~

0% (0)

10% (5)

2.49

Provides: an environment that
encourages honesty

13% (7)

58% (30)

15% (8)

4% (2)

0% (0)

10% (5)

2.11

Provides an en ... ironment that
values different opinions:

12% (6)

54% (28)

21% (11)

4% (2)

0% (0)

10% (5)

2.19

All shared governance committees:
have clear goals and objectives

2% (1)

46% (24)

25% (13)

8% (4)

0% (0)

19% (10)

2.48

Reports recommendations and
actions to appropriate committees
within the system in a timely
manner

4% (2)

54% (28)

17% (9)

8% (4)

0% (0)

17% (9)

2.35

Follows set procedures and rules:

12% (6)

48% (25)

21% (11)

6% (3)

0% (0)

13% (7)

2.24

Follows agendas: and disseminates:
minutes regularly ... ia the web or
public folders:

6% (3)

42% (22)

23% (12)

~%~

0% (0)

13% (7)

2.56

Administrators ha ... e a defined role
in the shared governance process

13% (7)

60% (31)

15% (8)

2% (1)

0% (0)

10% (5)

2.06

Twelve percent of respondents indicated that the shared governance process does not have clear
and easy to follow procedures. Fifteen percent disagreed with the process use of agendas and
dissemination of minutes via the web or public folders.

Employee Evaluation of Shared Governance (Continued)
Student government (SGA) has a
defined role in the shared
governance process

12% (6)

50% (26)

12% (6)

8% (4)

0% (0)

19% (10)

2.19

Faculty senate has a defined role
in the shared governance process

23% (12)

58% (30)

10% (5)

2% (1)

0% (0)

8% (4)

1.90

CTA has a defined role in the
shared governance process

17% (9)

54% (28)

15% (8)

0% (0)

0% (0)

13% (7)

1.98

CSEA has a defined role in the
shared governance process

12% (6)

48% (24)

20% (10)

0% (0)

0% (0)

20% (10)

2.10

10% (5) .

61% (31)

16% (8)

2% (1)

2% (1)

10% (5)

2.17

8% (4)

41% (21)

18% (9)

~%:

4% (2)

10% (5)

2.67

16% (8)

39% (20)

18% (9)

S

2% (1)

10% (5)

2.43

6% (3)

39% (20)

33% (17)

0% (0)

18% (9)

2.43

--------

The shared governance process
supports the quality, integrity and
effectiveness of student learning
programs and services
Members of your organization
understand how the shared
governance process works
Members of your organization are
kept informed about the work and
the accomplishments of the shared
governance process
Members of your organization are
satisfied with the ideas and
recommendations provided to the
college by the different shared
governance committees
".

.'

(;»

4% (2)
,
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(filtered out)
(skipped this question)

67
9

Twenty percent of respondents indicated that the members of their organization do not understand how the
shared governance process works. Sixteen percent of respondents indicated that the members of their
organization are not kept informed about the work and accomplishments of the shared governance process.

Are there areas of the shared governance process that can
be made more productive or effective? Explain
1. To make more easily available the minutes or at least ideas and plans available for all to view so we
can comment, question, offer suggestions of the issues at hand.

2. I am personally not very familiar with "shared governance" under the new administration. I know
that, under the old administration, shared governance existed only because it had to on paper and
no one's opinions really mattered except the administration's. It seems to have improved, or at
least the communication between it and those not attending the meetings, has improved.

3. Academic Senate in Coalinga does not post any information to the College web site. Curriculum
Committees do not post any information to the College web sites.

.

4. Student participation is badly needed on all share governance committees.
5. I participate on one committee that does not post minutes or seem to have clear direction. I would
like to see better accountability that this occur. I often feel that important information is not
disseminated clearly at this committee nor are expectations or deadlines explicitly or clearly
explained. As a result of my frustration, I have not attended as regularly as I should (shame on
me.)

6. While this is likely true for every large organization, shared governance process can be more
productive if the individuals involved were to learn their duties and become better at the principle
of 'return and report'.
7. NO
8. Too elitist and not transparent enough.
9. Follow the guidelines and procedures that are in place, stick to defined roles, and put students first.
Note: Comments as stated by survey respondents

Employee Evaluation of Board Policies
5. Board policy and administrative procedure 2431 - Delineation of
Chancellor

to College Presidents and District

Board policy and administratille
procedure 2431 clarify the roles
and responsibilities of the
chancellor and college president in
the decision making process.

6% (3)

30% (15)

.1·". ·.·.; :...... : .

.~.!.strong.
Ivdi.310 4:~'';.:$';: ""< '.'::\I'··;;::;~.':I Response
'. .. ,!~ ..\1""',' ."No<Oplnion;,.
.

"\!~eUb-ai'

:.

"."i"iF'.·

Disagree;

.': '.,: ",. '.:

Average

:f:; ::.

23% (12)

19% (10)

12% (6)

12% (6)

2.98

24% (12)

0% (0)

2% (1)

38% (19)

2.39

(filtered out)

I

68

(skipped this question)

I
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6. Board policy 6225 - Resource Allocation

:;;~:~t;:~gli

:-\,< , "

':"., Agree.

I am familiar with this board policy.
The resource allocation policy
clearly defines the process for
distributing fiscal resources among
the college campuses and district
office.
The resource allocation policy is
fair and reasonable.

12% (6)

.!

I

":A.g~~~:

2.93

25% (13)

I

6% (3)

22% (11)

30% (15)

0%

2% (1)

2.50

I

6% (3)

29% (14)

29% (14)

2% (1)

0% (0)

2.41
52

(filtered out)

I

67

(skipped this question)

I

10

Employee Evaluation of Board Policies (continued)

.

7. Board policy 3250 - District Strategic Planning

..... ," 'f J,;.:/}, \";\;+;~i~~~:1 Respons:

~=~~~~ y;~C)}\gPr~;,,,,,·,,;,

Averag

%),

I am familiar with this board policy.

I

6% (3)

44% (22)

16% (8)

14% (7)

10% (5)

10% (5)

2~76

The district strategic planning
process acknowledges membership
and input from the colleges.

I

6% (3)

45% (22)

22% (11)

0% (0)

0% (0)

27% (13)

2.22

I

4% (2)

47% (23)

22% (11)

0% (0)

0% (0)

27% (13)

2.25

The district strategic planning
process serl/es as a guide for
strategic planning at the college
lel/el.

I

(filtered out)

I

68

(skipped this question)

I

11

8. Board policy 2510 - Participation in local decision making through the District Council on Student Learning.
.
'.' Response
l\t~o!iOpiniQNII Average
3.01

The District Council on Student
Learning serl/es as an effectil/e
communication channel among the
colleges and the district office to
clarify decisions made regarding
programming, staffing, and
resources at the college lel/el.

6% (3)

22% (11)

33% (16)

0% (0)

0% (0)

2.43

39% (19)

(filtered out)

I

68

(skipped this question)

I
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Do you have any comments regarding the policies
mentioned above?
1. I am not familiar with this policies as described (perhaps a link to the description
would be helpful)
2. James, I am a new faculty member and do not have a clear understanding of what
Shared Governance means. So, I am unable to answer these questions. I am
working to find out how this applies to the college and myself. Sorry, Lataria
3. Don't know what happens with DCSL
4.

I am going to have to research them further. I have worked under the assumption that
they drive the business and models of PGC and DCSL, but will now go back and
verify this.

5.

I know that the BP are public information on the website. I have actually looked up BP
6225 and 3250. To be perfectly honest, I do not understand BP 6225 and I have not
taken the time to familiarize myself with BP 2510.

6.

Not real familiar with some of the policies. Explanation helped some.

7. NO
8. How can we be advised of the policies mentioned and how the Governance
committee makes their decisions and considerations?
Note: Comments as stated by survey respondents

Student Responses
1. Primary Function
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Total

Administrator

0%

0

Certificated Faculty

0%

0

Classified Staff

0%

0

100%

SbJdent
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Student Responses
that apply)

2. Are you a member of any of the following groups involved in shared governance? (Check
,

","

,(,
,

,:

:;

,

',',

,,~

::'

,i"0;.$;,,'

"

" 'y'":,,

,

:;,

':'

Response Response
Total
Percent
28.6%

2

28.6%

2

85.7%

6

14.3%

1

0%

0

14.3%

1

District Council on Student
Learning (DCSL)

28.6%

2

Budget Allocation Committee

28.6%

2

0%

0

28.6%

2

Student Learning Committee

0%

0

Student Success Committee

28.6%

2

0%

0

Academic Senate
Curriculum Committee

1--

Student GovelTlment Association
(SGA)
California Teachers Association
(CTA)

I

California School Emplo'l'ees
Association (CSEA)
Planning and Go .... ernance Council
(PGC)

III

Emplo'l'ee Success & De .... elopment
Committee
Facilities, Safety, & Technology
Committee

District Strategic Planning
Committee
,

'"

"

,

;',,',

.

"
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(filtered out)

44

(skipped this question)
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Student Evaluation of Shared Governance
3. The WHCL Shared Governance Process
,

'

,.

S~P91,Y~1
'Ag~e;C

Agree

Ne..ltr:"1.
,",.f' ,l"'v""'"

Disagree

s~.P.g~~;.... ·.
Disag~e~

'~'N~c,OP,il)iJ~;

Response
Avel"age

,-

'

:

"",

Drives institutional planning

6% (4)

18% (12)

28% (18)

0% (0)

0% (0)

48% (31)

2.41

Has clear and easy to follow
procedures

8% (5)

30% (20)

18% (12)

0% CO)

0% (0)

44% (29)

2.19

Provides an environment that
encourages honesty

12% (8)

23% (15)

19% (12)

0% (0)

0% (0)

45% (29)

2.11

Provides an environment that
values different opinions

14% (9)

30% (20)

12% (8)

0% (0)

0% (0)

44% (29)

1.97

All shared governance committees
have clear goals and objectives

11% (7)

20% (13)

18% (12)

2% (1)

0% (0)

49% (32)

2.21

Reports recommendations and
actions to appropriate committees
within the system in a timely
manner

9% (6)

29% (19)

14% (9)

0% (0)

0% (0)

48% (32)

2.09

11% (7)

26% (17)

17% (11)

0% (0)

0% (0)

47% (31)

2.11

Follows agendas and disseminates
minutes regularly via the web or
public folders

9% (6)

23% (15)

20% (13)

0% (0)

0% (0)

48% (32)

2.21

Administrators have a defined role
in the shared governance process

12% (8)

17% (11)

23% (15)

0% (0)

0% (0)

48% (32)

2.21

6% (4)

18% (12)

24% (16)

0% (0)

3% (2)

48% (32)

2.53

Follows set procedures and rules

Student government (SGA) has a
defined role in the shared
governance process

Student Evaluation of Shared Governance (continued)
"'

,

Faculty senate has a defined role
in the shared go .... ernance process

5% (3)

24% (16)

24% (16)

0% (0)

0% (0)

47% (31)

2.37

eTA has a defined role in the
shared go .... ernance process

5% (3)

20% (13)

24% (16)

0% (0)

0% (0)

52% (34)

2.41

CSEA has a defined role in the
shared go .... ernance process

3% (2)

21% (14)

24% (16)

0% (0)

0% (0)

52% (34)

2.44

The shared go .... ernance process
supports the qualitYI integrity and
effectil.. eness of student learning
programs and ser .... kes

5% (3)

24% (16)

21% (14)

0% (0)

0% (0)

50% (33)

2.33

Members of your organization
understand how the shared
gOl.'ernance process works

5% (3)

20% (13)

18% (12)

6% (4)

0% (0)

52% (34)

2.53

Members of your organization are
kept informed about the work and
the accomplishments of the shared
go .... ernance process

6% (4)

23% (15)

15% (10)

0% (0)

3% (2)

53% (35)

2.39

Members of your organization are
satisfied with the ideas and
recommendations pro .... ided to the
college by the different shared
gOl.'ernance committees

6% (4)

21% (14)

20% (13)

3% (2)

0% (0)

50% (33)

2.39
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9
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Are there areas of the shared governance process that can
be made more productive or effective? Explain
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

13.
14.
15.
16.

more student participation and involvement would be a plus.
no
n/a
Student Government is new in the sense of its role in leading the students but has done its part to getting
on track. It is satisfied with the effort that the various boards and committees go through in seeking the
students' opinions.
N/A
honestly i know nothing of the governance process that why i put no opinion.
I'm personally part of an organization under SGA. I personally think things aren't communicated as much
as they should be just in the clubs itself. As for other committees and organizations on campus, other
then small student organizations, I don't feel fully informed.
THANK YOU FOR THE SURVEY
none.
It just needs to more specific I need to understand the process more better.
Yes, actually posting meeting times and places as I have never heard of any of this and have no clue as
to how decisions are made at WHCL. It is difficult to comment on anything when I know nothing of the
organizations. I am guessing that unless one has a strong personal Interest and seeks out these
organizations, they will be left in the dark.
NONE
What is the shared governance process???
I have never been involved in the shared governance process. So I really have no opinion on it at all.
We need communication at West Hills. There seem to be a failure to communicate with students. Faculty
really don't communicate with each other. The Student need a student area were they could share idea's.
SGA is growing and will make sure that shared governance is working effectively and appropriately. It will
prove that it has been thus far in weeks to come.

Note: Comments as stated by survey respondents

Student Evaluation of Board Policies
5. Board policy and administrative procedure 2431 - Delineation of Authority to College Presidents and District Chancellor

. .', 'I' .,.;

~'I Response

. Stro,r,!g~y~ ... :,;,,:; 4;"~!O.:Rp"i!;'~~rr<" ' Average
"k.

'Dis.ag-:ee'F.",,'~. ,.,\; ..• " " "

I am familiar with this board policy.
Board policy and administrative
procedure 2431 clarify the roles
and responsibilities of the
chancellor and college president in
the decision making process.

1% (1)

9% (6)

19% (13)

2%

13% (8)

23%

15% (10)

22% (15)

33% (22)

3.11

7% (4)

0% (0)

56% (34)

2.18

(filtered out)

I

53

(skipped this question)

I
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6. Board policy 6225 - Resource Allocation
. QiSiilgree.

:. 2;Strongly.~'

.;~;,\\Qiiag~e;":,

I am familiar with this board policy.

I

2% (1)

8% (5)

17% (11)

14% (9)

The resource allocation policy
dearly defines the process for
distributing fiscal resources among
the college campuses and district
office.

I

2% (1)

9% (6)

23% (15)

3% (2)

0%

I

2% (1)

5% (3)

27% (17)

3% (2)

0% (0)

The resource allocation policy is
fair and reasonable.

20% (13)

~/,'"c,~"r'4("

62% (40)

2.15

63% (39)

2.81
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(filtered out)
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(skipped this question)
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Student Evaluation of Board Policies (continued)
7. Board policy 3250 - District Strategic Planning
Response
Average
I am familiar with this board policy.

0% (0)

12% (8)

18% (12)

12% (8)

22% (15)

36% (24)

3.70

The district strategic planning
process acknowledges membership
and input from the colleges.

2% (1)

12% (8)

23% (15)

5% (3)

2% (1)

57% (37)

2.82

The district strategic planning
process serves as a guide for
strategic planning at the college
level •

2% (1)

11% (7)

26% (17)

5% (3)

2% (1)

55% (36)

2.86
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(skipped this question)

8. Board policy 2510 - Participation in local decision making through the District Council on Student Learning.
~ "<. ',~:: ':~;:'C,7 ,'. ,', '!+":/ ,.,\::f,>:),'" : ,L'

·~.tron,gIYi,Ag~e·

Response
Average

I am familiar with this board policy.

3% (2)

3.50

The District Council on Student
l.earning serves as an effective
communication channel among the
colleges and the district office to
clarify decisions made regarding
programming, staffing, and
resources at the college level.

3% (2)

8% (5)

33% (22)

3% (2)

0% (0)

2.77

53% (35)

(filtered out)

I

52:

(skipped this question)

I
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Do you have any comments regarding the policies
mentioned above?
1.

more involvement and participation from the students may prove to be very helpful.

2.

no

3.

no

4.

where do i find all this information at?

5.

I answered neutral because I am very unfamiliar with them and have not been presented with them
at all ...

6.

Sorry I'm not involved in these areas to be qualified to comment on them. I think that WHC is an
excellent institution with an outstanding staff.

7.

none.

8.

I know nothing of them, never heard of them.

9.

NONE

10. Again, I have no idea what the Board Policies are.
11. I have no clue as to whatthis survey is about. I would have answered the questions if I knew what
the survey was. That is why my answers are blank.
12. West Hills has come along way and still growing. I thank God for West Hill, it is a wonderful college
with excellent teachers. Keep up the Good work West Hills. We have the best President for our
college. I just hope the student's get some place we could socialize, or talk. Brenda Dodd
Note: Comments as stated by survey respondents

Primary Work Location

West Hills College Lemoore
NAS Lemoore

Total Responses

WHCCD Office of Institutional Effectiveness

Response
Count

Response
Percent

110

95.7%

5

4.30/0

115

100.00/0

May 2010

Responses By Primary Function
Response
Count

Response
Percent

Certificated Faculty

57

Classified Staff

45

49.60/0
39.1 %

Administration

11

9.60/0

Classified Management

2

1.7%

115

100.0%

Total Responses

WHCCD Office of Institutional Effectiveness

May 2010

Unless otherwise noted, all of the multiple choice questions in the
survey were weighted using the scale below:

Strongly Agree
Ag~e

Neutral
Disagree.
Strongly Disagree

WHCCD Office of Institutional Effectiveness

=5
=4
=3

=2

=1

May 2010

5 = Strongly Agree
4 = Agree
3 = Neutral
2 :::: Disagree
1 = Strongly Disagree

Overall
Rating

Total
Responses

The college President gives effective leadership in defining and achieving
Is for the col

4.27

111

West Hills College, in keeping with its mission, supports a campus climate that
promotes acceptance and cohesiveness within the community of staff from
diverse social and cultural oriain. aae, education. and disabilities.

4.17

111

The administration provides effective leadership and encouragement to the
staff for the imorovement of institutional aoals and educational achievement.

4.05

112

Please respond to each statement below:

WHCCD Office of Institutional Effectiveness

May 2010

5 = Strongly Agree

4 = Agree
3 = Neutral
2 = Disagree
1 = Strongly Disagree

Please respond to each statement below:

The college's certificate programs produce students who demonstrate technical
and professional competencies that lead to emplovment opportunities.

WHCCD Office of Institutional Effectiveness

Overall
Rating

Total
Responses

4.04

111

May 2010

5 = Strongly Agree
4 = Agree
3 = Neutral
2 = Disagree
1 = Strongly Disagree

Overall
Rating

Total
Responses

The college identifies Student Learning Outcomes for courses, programs,
certificates, and degrees, assesses student learning outcomes, and uses
assessment result to make improvements.

4.17

112

West Hills College has identified student support services necessary for
successful completion of currentlv offered

4.05

110

Current research and statistics are provided in the program review process
allowing faculty, staff, and administrators to make informed decisions about
evaluation and planni

3.96

112

Courses in the major are offered in sufficient number and sequence to allow
students to meet degree requirements in a reasonable amount of time.

3.51

111

Please respond to each statement below:

WHCCD Office of Institutional Effectiveness

May 2010

5 = Strongly Agree
4 = Agree
3 = Neutral
2 = Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

Overall
Rating

Total
Responses

The college information systems effectively support institutional research and
evaluation.

4.02

108

This institution has a planning process that influences the allocation of financial and
human services.

3.90

108

The budget plan provides for appropriate updating of technologies to support the
colleae's mission.

3.76

107

The counseling program resources are sufficient iil staffing to support its programs and
services at the colleae's current enrollment level.

3.45

108

The college has sufficient faculty who are qualified to support its programs and
services at the college's current enrollment level.

3.38

108

Please respond to each statement below:

WHCCD Office of Institutional Effectiveness

May 2010

Please respond to each statement below:

5 = Strongly Agree
4 = Agree
3 = Neutral
2 = Disagree
1 = Strongly Disagree

Total

There is sufficient access to computers/technological resources for employees
to comDlete assianed duties.

4.09

108

Physical resources are sufficient in number and provide safe, healthy, and
nri'.:ltal\l utilized workina environments.

4.02

108

Personal evaluation teams focus on the creation of a meaningful and positive
envi ron ment.

3.99

108

3.83

108

3.76

108

Personnel policies are clearly written and updated on a regular basis.
Employees have opportunities for professional growth through conference and
works hOD attendance.

WHCCD Office of Institutional Effectiveness

May 2010
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Please respond to each statement below:

Overall

JIII~.ftudbA . ;~t~l[ai~.:~~quaJ~. a¢ces$i·~i·{Jtimedia:telim~f~rs.

Total
Responses
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The institution provides adequate access to top level Administrators (i.e. President, CIO, Deans,
etc.

4.29

107

The instruction and support staff maintain a central role in curriculum planning, development of
student learnina outcomes, and evaluation.

4.18

108

The curriculum committee accurately supports the development and inclusion of new general
education courses.

4.11

108

The Board of Trustees provides clear direction and guidance to ensure the financial soundness of
West Hills Col

4.03

108

The college informs all interested parties as to the degree of success and effectiveness of
Ianni

3.91

108

The administration supports a decision-making process that involves people who will be affected
by the decision.

3.69

108

WHCCD Office of Institutional Effectiveness

May 2010
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Board Policy 2431
Delineation of Authority to District Chancellor
and College Presidents
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An essential element in the relationship between the Chancellor and Presidents is a mutual
understanding of their roles and responsibilities. The job descriptions of the District Chancellor and
College President clarify and delineate the role of each in the process of decision making which
directly affects college operations.
District Chancellor
As Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the district, the Chancellor is responsible to the Governing
Board for the administration of the district in accordance ,vith the provisions of the California
Education Code and the policies of the district.
The Chancellor's powers and duties shall be initiatory and executory. The Chancellor shall act both
as a professional advisor to the Board in the formulation of policies for governing the district and as
chief executor of the policies adopted by the Board. All powers and duties delegated to the
Chancellor are to be executed in accordance with the policies adopted by the Board, and all acts
performed by the Chancellor which are classed in law as discretionary are subject to review and to
final approval by the Board unless the Board specifically authorizes such acts to be executed in a
particular manner.
College Presidents
Authority flows from the Governing Board through the Chancellor to the College Presidents. Each
College President is responsible for carrying out the district policies. Each College President's
administrative organization shall be the established authority on campus. The College President is
the final authority at the college level.

Board approval date: 11/15/05
Revision s approved by the Board: 2/ 21/06
Reviewed by the Board: 5/ 15 /07
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The district is represented by the Chancellor and each college is represented by a President.
Working in partnership with the colleges and District governance processes, the Chancellor and the
Presidents define policy standards for college operation which are recommended to the Board by
the Chancellor for adoption.
It is the role and responsibility of the President to provide leadership of campus level discussion and
the shared governance process. The President leads decision making at the college level which
directly affects the operation of the college. It is the responsibility of the President to establish and
maintain a climate which encourages open discus sion and communication across all levels on the
campus. It is further the responsibility of the President to promptly communicate college and
District decisions to all staff.

Board approval date: 2/21/06
Revisions approved by the Board: 5/15/07
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Reference:

Accreditation Standard IVB. 1;;- Title V, S edions 53000 et seq.

Chancellor Full Time Vacancy
In the case of a full time Chancellor vacancy, the Board shall establish a search process to fill the
vacancy. The process shall be fair and open and comply with relevant regulations. Specifically, the
search process will include open recruitment that is at least statewide, will at a minimum include
seeking qualified applicants in the California Community Colleges Equal Employment Opportunity
Registry, and will include posting job announcements with the California Community Colleges
Equal Employment Opportunity Registry.

Board approval date: 11 / 18/03
Revised: 2/17/09
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Delegation of Authority to Chancellor
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Reference:

Edllcation Code Sections 70902(d), 72400,. Accreditation Standard IVB.l:/> IVB.2

The Board delegates to the Chancellor the executive responsibility for administering the policies
adopted by the Board and executing all decisions of the Board requiring administra tive action.
he Chancellor may delegate any powers and duties entrusted to him or her by the Board, including
the administration of colleges and centers, but will be specifically responsible to the Board for the
execution of such delegated powers and duties.
The Chancellor is empowered to reaso nably interpret board policy. In situations where there is no
board policy direction, the Chancellor shall have the power to act, but such decisions shall be subject
to review by the Board. It is the duty of the Chancellor to inform the Board of such action and to
recommend written board policy if one is required.
The Chancellor is expected to perform the duties contained in the Chancellor's job description and
fulfill other responsibilities as may be determined in annual goal-setting or evaluation sessions. The
job description and goals and objectives for performance shall be developed by the Board in
consultation with the Chancellor.
The Chancellor shall ensure that all relevant laws and regulations are complied with, and that
required reports are submitted in a timely fashion.
The Chancellor shall make available any information or give any report reque sted by the Board as a
whole. Individual trustee requests for information shall be met if, in the opinion of the Chancellor
after consultation with the Board President, they are not unduly burdensome or disruptive to
District operations. Information provided to any trustee shall be provided to all trustees.
The Chancellor shall act as the professional advisor to the Board in policy formation.

Board approval date: 11/18/03
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Reference:

Edt/cation Code Section 70902(d); 72400; Title 5 Section 53021

Chancellor Selection Process
The Board may appoint a search consultant firm to assist the recruitment selection process. The
Board should be involved in the search process at every step. The major events that require Board
action/involvement include: initial planning meeting (Board members and advisers); review and
adopt brochure; review and approve criteria for screening committee; determine which candidates to
interview; conduct initial and final interviews; and select the Chancellor.
Suggested Responsibilities of the Board

•
•
•
•

AJl Board members should be present at all meetings regarding the selection.
At least one or two members of the Board spend one or more days in the community of the
prospective candidate(s) to obtain satisfactory assurance of the candidate's acceptability.
Conduct interviews and other business related to the search in progress.
Legal counsel to develop or view any agreement between the Board and the prospective
Chancellor.

Suggested Responsibilities of a Consultant or Adviser
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Serve as facilitator and advise the Board throughout each step of the process
Obtain input from community, staff, and Board members
Prepare and distribute the brochure/ application (with Board approval)
Advertise and publicize the vacancy, and recruit candidates
Maintain all applicant ftles
Communicate with applicants regarding process and status of their ftle s
Advise and assist the paper screening committee (through extensive reference checks) in the
evaluation and validation of candidates in preparation for presentation to the Board of
Education
Assist the Board with contract clauses for negotiating an initial contract with the Chancellor.

Developing Selection Criteria
Community and staff members' involvement shall be considered in the establishment of a leadership
profile for the new Chancellor. The following methods represent a non-exhaustive approach which
may be utilized to obtain input from others regarding what they believe it would take for the new
Chancellor to be a "fit" in their college community.
•
•
•

Individual interview appointments
Meetings with representative groups
Community forums

Page 1 of 2
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Chancellor Selection
Processes Used to Involve Various Segments of the College Community
The Board, the community, and the staff will be consulted to participate in the development of
criteria for the selection of the new Chancellor.
Resources Used for Recruiting Candidates
Networks across the state and the nation, requesting assistance in recruiting qualified candidates for
the Chancellor position may be used.
Advertising and Search Resources to Utilize in This Search
Advertisements are placed in several publications, including electronic, throughout California and
nationwide, depending on the desires of the Board.
Processes Used for Paper Screening, Interviewing, Verification of Education and Experience, and
Reference Checking/Site Visitation
The Board shall select individuals to serve as paper screeners. It is important that they meet with
the Board to discuss first-hand the qualities it is seeking. They will establish a matrix of these criteria
for inter-rater reliability and to ensure each screener is looking for and reporting back infonnation
consistently. Each screener will rate each application independently.
The screeners will verify education and experience, and will conduct extensive reference checks.
They will also speak to each candidate on whom they condu<;t reference checks to make sure the
candidate knows the screener will be checking with references other than those listed in the
applications materials.
The screeners and the advisers will review the ratings to detennine those top candidates who most
closely fit the leadership profile. This infonnation will be presented to the Board in closed session,
at a special meeting. The Board will have had time to previously preview each applicant before the
screening committee presents its recommendations. The Board may ask questions about any of the
candidates, and is not limited to those candidates the screening committee presents. At the
conclusion of the presentation of infonnation from the screening committee, the Board will select
the candidates for the initial interviews.
Once the Board has chosen candidates to interview, the advisers will schedule the interviews and be
present on-site to facilitate the interview process. The Board shall develop interview questions, and
will discuss some of the other options to exercise in addition to the interview, if so desired.
A second-level interview with finalists, conducted by the Board is recommended as well as a visit to
the community and site of the top candidate.
The Board shall select the candidate it deems is in the best interests of the College District.

Board approval date: 2/17/09
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Reference:

Accreditation Standard IV-B. 1j; Title V, Sections 53000 et seq.

Chancellor Full Time Vacancy
In the case of a full time Chancellor vacancy, the Board shall establish a search process to fill the
vacancy. The process shall be fair and open and comply with relevant regulations. Specifically, the
search process will include open recruitment that is at least statewide, will at a minimum include
seeking qualified applicants in the California Community Colleges Equal Employment Opportunity
Registry, and will include posting job announcements with the California Community Colleges
Equal Employment Opportunity Registry.

Board approval date: 11/18/03
Revised: 2/17/09
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Reference:

Education Code Section 70902(d); 72400; Title 5 Section 53021

Chancellor Selection Process
The Board may appoint a search consultant fum to assist the recruitment selection process. The
Board should be involved in the search process at every step. The major events that require Board
action/involvement include: initial planning meeting (Board members and advisers); review and
adopt brochure; review and approve criteria for screening committee; determine which candidates to
interview; conduct initial and final interviews; and select the Chancellor.
Suggested Responsibilities of the Board
•
•
•
•

All Board members should be present at all meetings regarding the selection.
At least one or two members of the Board spend one or more days in the community of the
prospective candidate(s) to obtain satisfactory assurance of the candidate's acceptability.
Conduct interviews and other business related to the search in progress.
Legal counsel to develop or view any agreement between the Board and the prospective
Chancellor.

Suggested Responsibilities of a Consultant or Adviser
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Serve as facilitator and advise the Board throughout each step of the process
Obtain input from community, staff, and Board members
Prepare and distribute the brochure/application (with Board approval)
Advertise and publicize the vacancy, and recruit candidates
Maintain all applicant flles
Communicate with applicants regarding process and status of their flles
Advise and assist the paper screening committee (through extensive reference checks) in the
evaluation and validation of candidates in preparation for presentation to the Board of
Education
Assist the Board with contract clauses for negotiating an initial contract with the Chancellor.

Developing Selection Criteria
Community and staff members' involvement shall be considered in the establishment of a leadership
proflle for the new Chancellor. The following methods represent a non-exhaustive approach which
may be utilized to obtain input from others regarding what they believe it would take for the new
Chancellor to be a "fit" in their college community.
•
•
•

Individual interview appointments
Meetings with representative groups
Community forums
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Administrative Procedure 2433
Chancellor Selection
Processes Used to Involve Various Segments of the College Community
The Board, the community, and the staff will be consulted to participate in the development of
criteria for the selection of the new Chancellor.
Resources Used for Recruiting Candidates
Networks across the state and the nation, requesting assistance in recruiting qualified candidates for
the Chancellor position may be used.
Advertising and Search Resources to Utilize in This Search
Advertisements are placed in several publications, including electronic, throughout California and
nationwide, depending on the desires of the Board.
Processes Used for Paper Screening. Interviewing. Verification of Education and Experience. and
Reference Checking/Site Visitation
The Board shall select individuals to serve as paper screeners. It is important that they meet with
the Board to discuss first-hand the qualities it is seeking. They will establish a matrix of these criteria
for inter-rater reliability and to ensure each screener is looking for and reporting back information
consistently. Each screener will rate each application independently.
The screeners will verify education and experience, and will conduct extensive reference checks.
They will also speak to each candidate on whom they conduct reference checks to make sure the
candidate knows the screener will be checking with references other than those listed in the
applications materials.
The screeners and the advisers will review the ratings to determine those top candidates who most
closely fit the leadership profile. This information will be presented to the Board in dosed session,
at a special meeting. The Board will have had time to previously preview each applicant before the
screening committee presents its recommendations. The Board may ask questions about any of the
candidates, and is not limited to those candidates the screening committee presents. At the
conclusion of the presentation of information from the screening committee, the Board will select
the candidates for the initial interviews.
Once the Board has chosen candidates to interview, the advisers will schedule the interviews and be
present on-site to facilitate the interview process. The Board shall develop interview questions, and
will discuss some of the other options to exercise in addition to the interview, if so desired.
A second-level interview with finalists, conducted by the Board is recommended as well as a visit to
the community and site of the top candidate.
The Board shall select the candidate it deems is in the best interests of the College District.

Board approval date: 2/17/09
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Acmditation Standard IVB.l.a, e, and h

Reference:

The Board maintains high standards of ethical conduct for its members. Members of the board are
responsible to the following code of ethics:
"I pledge my best efforts as a trustee of the West Hills Community College District to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

evidence good citizenship in community and state affairs;
refrain from making any decisions or commitments concerning community college
governance, except in Board meetings or when designated by the Board to do so;
avoid situations leading to conflicts of interest;
bring credit to the district through personal effort, either directly or indirectly, in
business, social, professional and personal relationships;
make decisions which are responsive to the geographic distribution and social,
ethnic, economic, and minority make-up of the community;
make decisions which give priority to the students;
keep informed on matters pertaining to the community college movement;
fulfill the responsibilities of my commission without regard to prejudice or
partisanship."

Board approval date: 11/18/03
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Reference:

Accreditation Standard IV.B.1.a, e, and h

The Board maintains high standards of ethical conduct for its members. Members of the board are
responsible to the following code of ethics:
"I pledge my best efforts as a trustee of the West Hills Community College District to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

evidence good citizenship in community and state affairs;
refrain from making any decisions or commitments concerning community college
governance, except in Board meetings or when designated by the Board to do so;
avoid situations leading to conflicts of interest;
bring credit to the district through personal effort, either directly or indirectly, in
business, social, professional and personal relationships;
make decisions which are responsive to the geographic distribution and social,
ethnic, economic, and minority make-up of the community;
make decisions which give priority to the students;
keep informed on matters pertaining to the community college movement;
fulfill the responsibilities of my commission without regard to prejudice or
partisanship. "

Board approval date: 11/18/03
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Accreditation Standard IVB.I.a, e, and h
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The Board of Trustees shall periodically review the Code of Ethics/Standards of Practice policy to
be sure it continues to be an effective guide for Board behavior. The Board shall foster awareness
of ethical expectation by:
•
•
•
•

Ensuring that all trustees are aware of the Board's ethical expectation by providing the policy
to all trustees and having it available at Board meetings.
Including a review of the Code of Ethics when orienting new trustees.
Using the standards in the Code of Ethics as criteria in the Board self-evaluation process.
Identifying consequences for violations of the code of ethics.

Types of Violations
There are three major categories of laws that address ethical behavior by public officials:
•
•

•

Financial Interests - Conflicts of interest laws prohibit trustees from financially benefiting
from Board decisions, or acting on matters that benefit family members.
.
Fair and Open Decision-Making - California's open and public meetings laws (the Brown
Act) require that the public's business be done in public. Examples of violations include
making decisions in private or that should be made in public meetings, discussing items that
have not been noticed to the public, and violating provisions that closed session information
shall be kept confidential.
Use of Public Funds - It is felony to misuse public funds. Examples include claiming
expenses that were not incurred and using college resources for personal or political
purposes.

Violating the Board's Code of Ethics
In some cases, behaviors may violate the Board's code of ethics or standards of practice, but do not
violate the law. Examples of violations include:
•
•
•
•

Attacking other trustees or the Board President in public
Publicly advocating against Board decisions after they are made
Sabotaging the work of the Board
Ongoing and substantial attempts by trustees to administer, rather than govern the district,
which violates the separation of CEO and Board roles.
o Ignoring the local decision-making process and communication protocols by
working directly with staff members
o Telling college staff whom they should hire
o Attempting to direct the day-to-day duties of staff members
Page 1 of2
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Code of Ethics/Standards of Practice
•

Advocating a single interest instead of the common public good
o Ignoring the broad range of public needs in community college education
o Appearing to be agents of a union, a specific community group, or a business interest

Actual or perceived violations of the law must be dealt with expeditiously and legal advice should be
sought. A study session or workshop may be appropriate for the entire Board if it appears that
trustees may be unaware of the law.
Consequences of Violations
The Chancellor and Board President are authorized to consult with legal counsel when they become
aware of or are informed about actual or perceived violations of pertinent laws and regulations
including, but not limited to, conflict of interest, open and public meetings, confidentiality of closed
session information, and use of public resources. Violations oflaw may be referred to the District
Attorney or Attorney General as provided for in law.
Violations of the Board's code of ethics policy will be addressed by the Board President who will
fust discuss the violation with the trustee to reach a resolution. If resolution is not achieved and
further action is deemed necessary, the Board President may appoint an ad hoc committee to
examine the matter and recommend further courses of action to the Board. Sanctions will be
determined by the Board officers [or committee] and may include a recommendation to the Board
to censure of the trustee. If the Board President is perceived to have violated the code, the Vice
President of the Board is authorized to pursue resolution.

Board approval date: 1/24/06
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Reference: Government Code Sections 1090, et seq.; 1126; 87200, et seq.;
Title 2, Sections 18730 et seq.
Board members shall not be financially interested in any contract made by the Board of Trustees or
in any contract they make or participate in making in their capacity as Board members.
A Board member shall not engage in any employment or activity that is inconsistent with,
incompatible with, in conflict with or inimical to his or her duties as an officer of the District. A
Board member shall not simultaneously hold two public offices that are incompatible.
Upon leaving the Board, former members shall not, for a period of one year, act as an attorney,
agent or otherwise represent for compensation others appearing before the board.
The Chancellor shall establish administrative procedures to provide for disclosure of assets of
income of Board members who may be affected by their official actions, and prevent members from
making or participating in the making of Board decisions which may foreseeably have a material
effect on their financial interest.
Board members shall flle statements of economic interest with the filing officer identified by the
administrative procedures.
Compliance with conflict of interest rules requires forethought and careful attention. Board
members are encouraged to seek counsel from the District's legal advisor in every case where any
question arises.

See Administrative Procedure 2710

Board approval date: 7/24/07
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West Hills College Lenloore
Mission Statement
West Hills College Lemoore enriches the lives of our students and the community we
serve by being dedicated to quality educational learning opportunities and
partnerships. The college proVides a positive environment that is committed to student
learning and empowering students to achieve their educational goals.

Vision Statement
Learning through excellence and innovation
**************************************************************************

Goals
Goal 1 - WHCL is committed to provide quality education to students and
the community.
Measurements (Institutional Outcomes):
1. Community Participation Rates
2. High School Graduates Participation Rates
3. Overall Success Rates
4. Overall Retention Rates
5. Persistence Rates (continuous enrollment)
6. Student Learning Outcomes Implementation and assessment.

Goal2 - WHCL is committed to empower students to achieve their
educational goals.
Measurements (Institutional Outcomes):
1. Basic skills math successful course completion & retention
2. Basic skills ESL successful course completion & retention
3. Basic skills English successful course completion & retention
4. Vocational courses successful course completion & retention
5. Degree and certificate completion
6. Transfers to four year institutions
Goal 3 - WHCL will effectively maintain and increase its resources and
productivity .
Measurements (Institutional Outcomes):
1. Monitor Student Headcount
2. Meet Full-Time Equivalent Students (FTES) Goals
3. Successful Grant Acquisitions
4. Increase Revenue Generated by Outside Capital Campaign Activities
Revised: 1/11/07 - Flex Day think tank session
Revised: 2/15/07 - Ad Hoc Committee mtg.
Approved: 3/21/07 - PGC
Approved: 7/24/07 - BOT
Reviewed by SPC: 5/2/08
Corrections: 5/08
Reviewed: 2/19/2010 SPC mtg.
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Mission and Vision

Mission
The mission of the West Hills Community College District is enhancing student learning and enriching the lives of the
populations we serve by:
• Ensuring the vitality of its institutions;
• Encouraging the vision of strong leaders able to see and interpret the present and future needs of students and
communities;
• Supporting the colleges in the provision of world class learning environments;
• Providing for appropriate allocation and management of human, fiscal and capital resources;
• Acting as a catalyst for collaboration with outside organizations and agencies; and
• Sharing the story by marketing a positive image.

Vision
West Hills Community College District, a trusted steward, actively engages, encourages, enriches and empowers
students, faculty, staff and the communities it serves to reach their full potential (academically! socially and
economically) as evidenced by:
•
•
•
•

Its status as the preferred choice of students! and the employer of choice for faculty and staff;
The highest percentage of students completing courses;
Its recognized excellence; and
The generally ascribed accolade, "heartbeat of the community."

Goals
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Achieve or Exceed Funded FTES growth targets
Will focus marketing efforts on district-wide stories.
Will annually increase community participation rates.
Will annually improve completion, graduation, and transfer rates.
Will become the preferred choice of students through ongoing and active recruitment.
>WHCCD 2008 Score Card

Locations: District I Coalinga I NDC. Firebaugh I Lemoore I Online
West Hills Community College District - 9900 Cody St. - Coalinga! CA 93210 - 1.800.266.1114
©2007 West Hills Community College District
Accessibility I Compliance Statement I Site Disclaimer I Contact Us I Help Desk

http://www.westhillscollege.comldistrictlaboutlmission_vision. asp
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Board Policy 4020
Program, Curriculum,
and Course Development
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Reference:

Edumtion Code Section 70901 (b), 70902(b); 78016
Title 5, Section 51000, 51022(a), 55130,55150

The programs and curricula of the District shall be of high quality, relevant to community and
student needs, and evaluated regularly to ensure quality and currency. To that end, the Chancellor
shall establish procedures for the development and review of all curricular offerings, including their
establishment, modification or discontinuance.
Furthermore, these procedures shall include:
• appropriate involvement of the faculty and Academic Senate in all processes;
• regular review and justification of programs and course descriptions;
• opportunities for training for persons involved in aspects of curriculum development.
All new courses, programs and program deletions shall be recommended by the Curriculum
Committee to the Chief Instructional Officer who shall make the recommendation to the College
President. The College President shall then submit a recommendation(s) to the Chancellor for
consideration by the Board of Trustees.
All new programs shall be submitted to the Office of the Chancellor for the California Community
Colleges for approval as required.
Individual degree-applicable credit courses offered as part of a permitted educational program shall
be approved by the Board . Non degree-applicable credit and degree-applicable courses that are not
part of an existing approved program must satisfy the conditions authorized by Title V regulations
and shall be approved by the Board.

Board approval date: 8/28/01
Revised: 3/10/08
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ARCC 2010 Report: College Level Indicators

DRAFT

West Hills College Lemoore
West Hills Community College District

College Performance Indicators

Student Progress and Achievement: Degree/CertificatejTransfer
Table 1.1:
Student Progress and
A(hievement Rate

Percentage of first·time students who showed intent to complete and who achieved any of the
following outcomes within six years: Transferred to a four-year college; or earned an AA/ASi
or earned a Certificate (18 units or morel; or achieved "Transfer Directed" status; or achieved
"Transfer Prepored" status. (See explanation in Appendix 8.1
2001·2002
to 2006·2007
Student Progress
lind Achievement Rate

Table 1.la:
Percent of Students Who
Earned at Least 30 Units

%

%

2003·2004
to 2008·2009

%

Pertentage of first-time students who showed intent to complete nnd who earned ot lenst 30
units while in the California Community College System. (See explanation in Appendix D.I
2001·2002
to 2006·2007
Percent of Students Who
Earned at Least 30 Units

Table 1.2:
Persistence Rate

2002·2003
to 2007·2008

%

2002·2003
to 2007·2008

%

2003·2004
to 2008·2009

%

Percentage of first·time students with a minimum of six units earned in a Fall term and who
returned and enrolled in the subsequent Foil term anywhere in the system. (See explanation in
Appendix D.)
Fall 2005 to
Fali2006
Persistence Rate

%

Chancellor.'s Office
California Community Colleges
1102 Q Street Sacramento, California 95811-6539

Fall 2006 to
Fall 2007
68.?%

Fali2007 to
Fall 2008

61.4%
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DRAFT'

West Hills College Lemoore
West Hills Community College District

College Performance Indicators
Student Progress and Achievement: Vocational/Occupational/Workforce Development
Table 1.3:
Annual Successful (ourse
(ompletion Rate for
(redit Vocational (ourses

See explanation in Appendix B.
2006·2007

2007-2008

2008·2009

67.001.

66.1 %

66.3%

2006·2007

2007·2008

2008·2009

61.6%

64.(Il/O

63.5%

Annual Successful Course
Completion Rate for
Vocational Courses

Pre-Collegiate Improvement: Basic Skills, ESL, and Enhanced Noncredit
Table 1.4:
Annual Successful (ourse
Completion Role for
(redit Basic Skills (ourses

See explanation in Appendix B.

Annual Successful Course
Completion Rate for
Basic Skills Courses

Table 1.S:
Improvement Rates for ESl
and Credit Basic Skills (ourses

Table 1.6:
(oreer Development and
(ollege Preparation ((DCP)
Progress and Achievement Rate

,

See explanation in Appendix B.
2004·2005 to
2006·2007

2005·2006 to
2007·2008

ESL Improvement Rate

.%

.%

20,0%

Basic Skills Improvement Rate

.%

.%

50.3%

2006·2007 to
2008·2009

See explanation in Appendix B.
2004·2005 to
2006·2007
CDCP Progress and Achievement
Rate

Chancellor's Office
California Community Colleges
1102 Q Street Sacramento, California 95811·6539

.%

2005·2006 to
2007·2008

2006·2007 to
2008·2009

.%

.%
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DRAFT

West Hills College Lemoore
West Hills Community College District

College Profile

Table 1.7:
Annual Unduplicated Headcount and
Full·Time Equivalent Students (FTES)

2006·2001

2001·2008

2008·2009

Annual Unduplicated HeadcDunt

6,417

6,914

7,372

Full·Time Equivalent Students (FTES)*

2,914

2,953

3,171

Source: The annual unduplicaled headcount dolo are produced by the Chancellor's Ollice, Managemenl
Informalion System. The FIES dolo are produced from Ihe Chancellor's Office, fisml Services 320 Report.
oms data for 2006·2007 and 2007·2008 are based on the fTES recalculation. fTES dala for 2008-2009 are based on Ihe
FIB annual dolo. The 2008·2009 recalculalion dolo were nol available ollhe lime of Ihis report.

Table 1.8:
Age of Students ot Enrollment

2006·2001

2001·2008

2008·2009

19 Dr less

26.8%

27.9%

28.4%

20·24

30.9%

30.20/0

30.1 %

25·49

38.1 %

37.6%

37.5%

Over 49

4.J%

4.3%

4.0%

Unknown

0.0%

0.10/0

0.0%

Source: Chancellor's Office, Managemenllnformalion System

Table 1.9:
Gender of Students

2006·2001

2001·2008

2008·2009

Female

61.9%

61.9%

61.0%

Male

37.1%

37.4%

37.9%

1.1%

0.7%

1.1%

Unknown

Source: Chancellor's Office, Managemenllnlormalion System

Chancellor's Office
California Community Colleges
1102 Q Street Sacramento, California 95811-6539 www.cccco.edu
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DRAFT

West Hills College Lemoore
West Hills Community College District

College Profile

Table 1.10:
Ethnidty of Students

2006·2007

2007-2008

African American

6.5%

7.8%

7.4%

American Indian/Alaskan Native

1.2%

1.2%

1.1%

Asian

5.7%

4.7%

3.8%

Filipino

3.7%

3.9%

3.8°1&

Hispanic

38.2%

39.4%

40.2%

Pacific Islander

0.4%

0.4%

0.6%

Unknown/Non.Respondent

6.8%

6.5%

8.1%

37.60/0

36.1%

35.0%

White Non-Hispanic

2008·2009

Source: Chancellor's Office, Managemenllnformalion Syslem

Chancellor's Office
California Community Colleges
1102 Q Street Sacramento, California 95811-6539 www.cccco.eciu
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DRAFT

West Hills College Lemoore
West Hills Community College District

College Peer Grouping

Table 1.11: Peer Grouping
Indicator
A

Student Progress and Achievement Rate

B

Percent of Students Who Earned at Least
30 Units

(

Persistence Role

Il

Annual Successful Course Completion Rate
for (redit Vocational Courses

E

Annual Successful Course Completion Rale
for (red it Bosic Skills (ourses

F

Improvement Rate for Credit Basic Skills
(ourses

G

Improvement Rote for (redit ESL Courses

..

College's
Rate

Peer Group
Average

66.3

14.0

Peer Group
Low

66.3

Peer Group
High

Peer
Group

77.5

OJ

Nole: Pleose refer 10 Appendices Aand Bfor more informotian on these roles. The technical details of the peer grouping pl'lIcess ore available in Appendix D.

Chancellor's Office
California Community Colleges
1102 Q Street Sacramento, California 95811-6539 www.cccco.edu
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Reference: Education Code Section 70902(b)(5),· Title 5,58300 et seq.
Each year, the Vice Chancellor of Business Services shall present to the Board a budget prepared in
accordance with Title 5 and the California Community Colleges Budget and Accounting Manual.
The schedule for presentation and review of budget proposals shall comply with state laws and
regulations, and provide adequate time for Board study.
Utilizing the budget process for resource allocation, along with the budget preparation process, the
colleges shall submit an annual budget to the Vice Chancellor of Business Services. Each college
shall develop a budget based on its college procedures and college governance process.
Budget development shall meet the following criteria:
•

The annual budget shall support the master and educational plans (including the facilities,
technology and strategic plans)of the District and colleges.

•

Assumptions upon which the budget is based are presented to the Board for review.

•

Due dates for budget development are identified in the budget preparation procedure
(f\dministrative Procedure 6200) which includes dates for presentation of the tentative
budget, required public hearing(s), Board study session(s), and approval of the final budget.
At the public hearings, interested persons may appear and address the Board regarding the
proposed budget or any item in the proposed budget.

•

Unrestricted general reserves shall be at least/greater than 5%. (California Community
Colleges System Office Memorandum of October 25, 2005)

•

Changes in the assumptions upon which the budget was based shall be reported to the
Board in a timely manner.

•

Budget projections address long term goals and commitments.

See Administrative Procedure 6200

Board approval date: 11/17 / 09
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
Board of Trustees
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga, CA 93210
(559) 934-2100

MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE GOVERNING BOARD
September 28, 2010

ICALL TO ORDER/ OPEN SESSIONI
President McKean called the meeting of the Board of Trustees to order at 1:00 p.m.
Board members present:
Mark McKean, President
Bill Henry, Vice President
Nina Oxborrow, Clerk
Jeff Levinson
Edna Ivans
Jack MiJmite
Steve Cantu
Ryan Cardoza, Student Trustee
Administrators present:
Frank Gornick, Chancellor
Ken Stoppenbrink, V ice Chancellor of Business Services
Pedro Avila, Vice Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Management
Carole Goldsmith, Vice Chancellor of Educational Services and Workforce Development
Willard Lewallen, President, West Hills College Coalinga
Don Warkentin, President, West Hills College Lemoore
Frances Squire, Executive Director of West Hills Community College Foundation
Jill Stearns, Vice President of Educational Services, West Hills College Coalinga
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services, West Hills College Lemoore
Jana Cox, Director of Financial Aid
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Vice President of Student Services
Bob Clement, Director of Athletics, Health and PhYSical Education, West Hills College Lemoore

Marcel Hetu, Director of North District Center, Firebaugh
Marlon Hall, Associate Dean of Educational Services, West Hills College Lemoore
Susan Whitener, Associate Vice Chancellor of Educational Planning
Richard Larson, Director of Farm of the Future, West Hills College Coalinga
Jose Lopez, Dean of Students, West Hills College Lemoore

West Hills Community College District
Board of Trustees - Minutes

September 28, 2010
Page 2

Introduction of Guests
Ms. Frances Squire reported that the students from Ms. Vera Kelmedy's sociology class
are in attendance; as well as students from Ms. Marty Elmes' communications class.
She also introduced the following guests: Captain James Knapp, Commanding Officer
at NAS Lemoore, and Mr. Roman Benitez, Community Plans & Liaison Officer at NAS
Lemoore.
Public Comments
There were no public comments made at this time.

~EPORTS FROM ORGANIZATIONS / COLLEGES / DISTRICT OFFICEI
Academic Senate Report - Mr. Kurt Sterling, Academic Senate President for West Hills
College Lemoore, thanked the Board of Trustees for being at West Hills College
Lemoore. He reported that the Senate has been meeting and all committee seats have
been filled. He will be attending the Central Valley Higher Education Consortium
(CVHEC) conference in Yosemite in October. Mr. Sterling reported that the Senate is
currently reviewing all of the policies and procedures that have been sent to them and
will soon be providing input.
In the absence of Ms. Anita Bart, Academic Senate President for West Hills College
Coalinga, Ms. Cindy Hauki reported that all committee assignments have been made
and approved and the academic freedom policy has been sent to all faculty for review.
WHCFA Report- Ms. Marty Elmes, WHCFA President, reported that the faculty
association has been busy. A meeting was held last week with Mr. Ken Stoppenbrink
and Ms. Tammy Weatherman concerning ongoing issues with regard to payroll. They
hope for resolution soon. Ms. Elmes reported that the faculty association was also able
to work with district administration on replacing the information in evaluations as a
result of the grievance filed. They will continue negotiating the grievance. Ms. Ennes
reported that the faculty association was fortunate to be able to bring Ms. Mary Ann
Reynolds and Mr. Alan Frey to the campuses earlier this month for grievance training.
The training was extremely productive. Ms. Ennes reported that she, Ms. Jacqui
Shehorn, and Ms. Tiffani McGee will be attending the upcoming CCA conference in
Burlingame. She also briefly commented on student involvement at the recent forensics
tournament at West Hills College Lemoore.
CSEA Report - Mr. John Ieronimo, CSEA President, reported that CSEA has a meeting
scheduled for October 6. They are also in the process of negotiations.
Student Trustee Report - Mr. Ryan Cardoza, Student Trustee, reported on campus
activities at West Hills College Coalinga including the purchase of a mascot by the

West Hills Community College District
Board of Trustees - Minutes
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President's Office for homecoming week and basketball games; blood drive; spirit
week; ASB goals retreat; creating more clubs and increasing student participation on the
campus. At West Hills College Lemoore, activities include a recent successful club
rush; car wash; and a student town hall to be facilitated by AGS.
West Hills College Coalinga and North District Center, Firebaugh - Dr. Willard
Lewallen, President, thanked Student Trustee Cardoza for supporting the North District
Center and attending the recent recognition event. Dr. Lewallen commented on the
recent ASB planning retreat and stated that the main goal was for the students to
develop some goals. He passed around thank you notes and student information for
the Board to review. Dr. Lewallen also displayed the resolution received by the North
District Center, Firebaugh in honor of their recent recognition as one of America' s Top
50 Best Community Colleges.
West Hills College Lemoore - Mr. Don Warkentin, President, thanked the Board of
Trustees for meeting at West Hills College Lemoore. He reported that a tour of the
Multi Use Sports Complex was provided to Board members earlier in the day and the
facility should be up and running in March.
Mr. Warkentin introduced Ms. Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Vice President of Student
Services. Ms. Dorsey-Robinson provided a presentation on student services at West
Hills College Lemoore. She discussed the mission of student services and outlined the
tasks that have been identified and the accomplishments and progress to date.
Chancellor's Report - Dr. Frank Gornick, Chancellor, thanked Mr. Warkentin and the
West Hills College Lemoore staff for hosting the Board of Trustees at their campus. Dr.
Gornick discussed the district's strategic plan and ideas with regard to high school
student outreach. He stated that this matter will continue to be an important topic and
will be an ongoing process.
Closing the Gap Project Update - Dr. Gornick reported that he has secured the services
of Ms. Elaine Cash as a consultant to work with our staff and high school district staff to
address the issues of outreach. Ms. Cash is a retired superintendent from Riverdale
Unified School District. This is a project that is moving along and updates will continue
to be provided to the Board.
Related to this topic is the CVHEC planning summit scheduled to be held in October.
The planning summit is predicated on recent legislation passed and signed
unanimously by the Senate and Assembly (Padilla SB 1440) which guarantees
community college students, with 60 units as a core, junior standing at a university. He
stated that there is much excitement about this activity and he looks forward to
continuing to provide updates.

West Hills Community College District
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Dr. Gornick reported that he and Mr. Pedro Avila recently conducted a workshop on
integrated planning for the State Center Community College District. It was well
received and it is gratifying to step back and take a look at where we are. It is
encouraging to see how much progress we have made as a district.
Dr. Gornick reported that he recently attended the Datatel Fall Executive Forum with
Trustee Henry and Mr. Avila. He stated that it is nice to see what we can get out of the
product for our staff and students. He also recently attended a meeting with DeVry
which was beneficial. They are excited that we have the infrastructure for distance
education and we are looking forward to the possibilities of partnering with them.
Athletics Philosophy and Program Review - Dr. Gornick asked Mr. A vila to address the
issue of program review as it relates to athletics. Mr. Avila stated that he wants to
conduct a program review for every sport and thinks it would be best to take a look at
each program and each sport individually. Dr. Gornick stated that this would be
consistent with other program reviews that take place. Trustee Levinson stated that the
bottom line is accountability. President McKean questioned if there is a way we could
get data from other community colleges for comparison or benchmark purposes. Dr.
Gornick stated that we will look at success rates and transfer rates. Discussion took
place concerning performance and participation.
SFID Series B Analysis - Dr. Gornick asked Mr. Ken Stoppenbrink to provide a report
on the SFID Series B bonds. With regard to SFID 1 (Northern Area), Mr. Stoppenbrink
reported that we issued $3.84 million in 2009. The assessed value growth was 7.91 %
during 2009-2010. With regard to SFID 2 (Coalinga Area), we issued $2.99 million in
2009. The assessed value declined during 2009-2010. We currently have an outstanding
BAN (Bond Anticipation Note) of $4.5 million which is due and payable in 2012. With
regard to SFID 3 (Lemoore Area), we issued $5.99 million in 2009. The assessed value
growth was 4.16% during 2009-2010. Mr. Stoppenbrink summarized the
recommendations as follows: SFID 1 - Hold until the state bonds pass to fund the new
facility; SFID 2 - Spend BAN funds and issue bond in 2012 to pay back the BAN; SFID 3
- Issue Series B for $9.3 or $14.1 million. The timeline would include a resolution for
consideration at the November 2010 Board meeting. The S & P rating presentation
would occur in January 2011. The pricing of the bonds would occur in February 2011
and close in March 2011 . The sale costs and results would be disclosed at the April 2011
Board meeting. Further brief discussion took place regarding bonds.
ICONSENT AGENDA]

The following consent agenda items were approved on a motion by Trustee Ivans,
seconded by Trustee Minnite, and carried unanimously:
CA-12

Minutes - The minutes of the August 24,2010 Board of Trustees meeting
were approved as submitted.

West Hills Community College District
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CA-13

Warrants - The warrants were approved as submitted.

CA-14

Personnel Transactions - The list of personnel transactions was approved
as submitted.

iCHANCELLOR'S OFFICEi
CO-8

Presentation by Lemoore Naval Air Station - Dr. Gornick introduced
Captain James Knapp, Commanding Officer at NAS Lemoore, and Mr.
Roman Benitez, Community Plans & Liaison Officer at NAS Lemoore.
Captain Knapp provided an overview of the Lemoore Naval Air Station
including its vision and mission statements, size, and flight operations.
He also discussed the economic impact assessment and its impact on
Kings and Fresno Counties.
Captain Knapp commented on encroachment which is primarily any nonNavy action planned or executed which inhibits, curtails, or possesses the
potential to impede the performance of Navy activities. The concerns
with regard to encroachments include population growth and unmanaged
urban sprawl.
Captain Knapp provided information on the Joint Land Use Study (JLUS),
stating that it is funded by the Department of Defense, Office of Economic
Adjustment. It has two objectives: 1) To encourage collaborative planning
between military installations and local jurisdictions so that future
community land uses and the operational missions of the installation are
compatible; and 2) To develop strategies for reducing the impact of
existing community and military activities on each other. The partners in
the JLUS are Kings County, Fresno County, the City of Lemoore, and NAS
Lemoore. The contract is administered by the Kings County Association
of Governments and input is received from stakeholders and working
groups. At the end of the study, the stakeholders will acquire ownership
of the study and adopt/implement recommendations. Funding is
available through the Office of Economic Adjustments to assist in
implementing the recommendations.
With regard to AICUZ (the Air Installation Compatible Use Zone
program), Captain Knapp explained that it is an active local command
effort to work with local, state, regional, other federal agencies, and
community leaders to encourage compatible development of land
adjacent to military airfields. The AICUZ program recommends land uses
that will be compatible with noise levels, accident potential and
obstruction clearance criteria associated with military airfield operations.
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The objectives are to recommend compatible land use development and
zoning; protect operational capability and the Navy's capital investment;
protect public health and safety; and minimize noise and safety impacts.
Captain Knapp reported that NAS Lemoore is seeking partners to enact
Readiness and Environmental Protection Initiative (REPI) conservation
measures.
Dr. Gornick commented on the planning for the West Hills College
Lemoore campus and the relationship and discussions with NAS
Lemoore. Discussion took place regarding growth and flight patterns.
Captain Knapp referred to the Joint Land Use Study.
CO-9

Resolution - Child Care - The following resolution in the matter of child
care was adopted on a motion by Trustee Minnite, seconded by Trustee
Oxborrow, and carried unanimously:
•

CO-IO

Board Policies and Administrative Procedures - The following Board
Policies and Administrative Procedures were approved on a motion by
Trustee Minnite, seconded by Trustee Ivans, and carried unanimously:
•
•
•
•
•

CO-ll

Infant Toddler Resource Grant No . CCAP-0013-6213-00-0

Board Policy and Administrative Procedure 6550, Disposal of
Property
Board Policy and Administrative Procedure 5800, Prevention of
Identity Theft in Student Financial Transactions
Board Policy and Administrative Procedure 5850, Missing Student
Notification
Board Policy 6818, Ergonomics Program
Board Policy and Administrative Procedure 3900, Speech: Time,
Place and Manner

Board Policies and Administrative Procedures - The following Board
Policies and Administrative Procedures were presented for a first reading.
Approval will be requested at a later date.
•
•
•

Board Policy and Administrative Procedure 6700, Facilities Use
Board Policy 6230, Energy and Sustainability
Administrative Procedure 2410, Policy and Administrative
Procedure

West Hills Community College District
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iF ISCAL SERVICESi
FS-13

Fiscal Services Report - Mr. Ken Stoppenbrink, Vice Chancellor of
Business Services, provided the fiscal services report. He stated that we
are 16.7% through the fiscal year. General fund revenues are at 14.8% and
general fund expenditures are at 13.1 %.

FS-14

2012-2016 Five Year Construction Plan - Mr. Kevin Cobb, district
architect, provided a presentation on the five year construction plan. He
explained that there are three projects at West Hills College Coalinga that
are not yet funded. Those projects include Initial Buildings
Modernization, Phase 2; SAM Modernization; and Health Careers Facility.
At West Hills College Lemoore, the projects not yet funded include Field
Sports; Instructional Center Phase 1; and Institutional Support Services.
The North District Center, Firebaugh Center Expansion project is also not
currently funded. Dr. Gornick discussed the possibility of having projects
re-scored which would assist us with the funding for these projects.
The 2012-2016 Five Year Construction Plan for the West Hills Community
College District was approved on a motion by Trustee Minnite, seconded
by Trustee Levinson, and carried unanimously.

FS-IS

Final Project Proposals (FPPs) - The following Final Project Proposals
(FPPs) were approved on a motion by Trustee Levinson, seconded by
Trustee Minnite, and carried unanimously:
•
•

North District Center, Firebaugh - Center Expansion
West Hills College Lemoore - Institutional Supportive Services, Phase
1

•
•
•
FS-16

West Hills College Lemoore - Instructional Center
West Hills College Coalinga - Health Careers
West Hills College Coalinga - SAM Modernization

Initial Project Proposals (IPPs) - The following Initial Project Proposals
(IPPs) were approved on a motion by Trustee Ivans, seconded by Trustee
Levinson, and carried unanimously.

iP ERSONNEL SERVICESi
PS-4

Resolution - The resolution in the matter of placement of a classified
employee on a 39-month re-employment list was adopted on a motion by
Trustee Cantu, seconded by Trustee Levinson, and carried unanimously:
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[BOARD REPORTS / COMMENTS / REQUESTS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS[
Trustee Cantu had nothing to report at this time.
Trustee Minnite thanked Mr. Warkentin for hosting the meeting at his campus and
thanked everyone for the great reports. Trustee Minnite thanked everyone for coming
to the recognition event at the North District Center, Firebaugh and stated that it is a
special place. It was a great feeling to be a part of history and it could not have
happened without the support of the staff, students and Board of Trustees.
Trustee Ivans thanked Mr. Warkentin for hosting the Board meeting and providing a
tour of the Multi Use Sports Complex.
Trustee Heruy commented on the Datatel conference he recently attended in Chicago.
He stated that it was quite interesting to see what they do for us.
Trustee Oxborrow stated that it is good to be at West Hills College Lemoore and see
progress on the Multi Use Sports Complex. She expressed her congratulations to the
North District Center, Firebaugh for their recognition and thanked everyone for their
presentations.
Trustee Levinson stated that he looks forward to hearing future reports from Mr. Avila
on athletics.
President McKean expressed his apologies for not being able to attend the recognition
event at the North District Center. He stated that he looks forward to further
discussions on athletics.
President McKean announced that the next meeting of the Board of Trustees is
scheduled for October 26, 2010.

[C LOSED SESSION[
The meeting was adjourned to closed session at 3:30 p.m.
•
•

•

Public Employee Discipline/Dismissal/Release (as per Government Code Section
54957)
Discussion of Land Acquisition/Disposition of Property (as per Government Code
Section 54956.8). Property: Coalinga, California; Firebaugh, California; Lemoore,
California
Conference with Legal Counsel- Anticipated Litigation: Significant exposure to
litigation pursuant to subdivision (b) of Government Code Section 54956.9. Two (2)
potential cases pursuant to subdivision (b)(3)(C) of Section 54956.9, and Section
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54957.5, the District's receipt of a claim pursuant to the Tort Claims Act is available
for public inspection

[RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSIONj
The meeting was reconvened to open session at 4:02 p.m.
President McKean announced that the Governing Board considered a tort claim filed by
Dr. Terrel Jeffery on or about August 12,2010 and, upon the Board's review, has taken
action in closed session authorizing the Chancellor to issue a Notice of Lateness and
Notice of Rejection pursuant to Government Code section 911.3 and 912.6 and take any
other steps necessary to effectuate the rejection of this claim. The vote was:
Ayes:
Noes:
Absent:
Abstentions:

7
0
0
0

Additionally, the Governing Board considered a claim filed by Ms. Donna Gates on or
about September 23,2010 and, upon the Board's review, has taken action in closed
session to reject the claim and submit it to Keenan and Associates, the district's SWAC
Administrators, for resolution. The vote was:
Ayes:
Noes:
Absent:
Abstentions:

7
0
0
0

!ADJOURNMEN1j
There being no further business before the Board of Trustees, the meeting was
adjourned at 4:04 p.m.

Nina Oxborrow
Clerk of the Board of Trustees

/di

Personnel Transactions
1.

New Hires

Name
Alexander, Adriana

Armenta , Melissa
Berlanga, Nathalia
Blankenship , Corie
Cruz, Perla
Davis , Desiree
Gonzales , Heriberto

Inman , April
Leyva, Sylvia

Llamas , Cristal
Montoya, Alejandro
Morales, Richard
Moreno, Isela

Ringo , Kristina
Rob inson , Daisy
Smith , Danielle
Solario, Marissa
Stewart, Hollie
Toby, Thom as

Title & Location
After School Prog . Activity Specialist
West Hills College Lemoore
Child Development Center Assistant
West Hills College Coalinga
After School Prog . Activity Specialist
West Hills College Lemoore
Child Development Center Assistant
West Hills College Coalinga
Child Development Center Assistant
West Hills College Coalinga
Child Development Center Assistant
West Hills College Coalinga
Student Services Assistant
West Hills College Coalinga
(Placement at Huron)
After School Prog. Activity Specialist
West Hills College Lemoore
Student Services Assistant
West Hills College Coalinga
(Placement at Mendota)
After School Prog. Activity Specialist
West Hills College Lemoore
After School Prog . Activity Specialist
West Hills College Lemoore
Child Development Center Assistant
San Joaquin Child Dev. Center
Student Services Assistant
West Hills College Coalinga
(Placement at Avenal)
After School Prog . Activity Specialist
West Hills College Lemoore
Child Dev. Center Associate Teacher
West Hills College Coalinga
Child Development Center Assistant
West Hills College Coalinga
Child Development Center Assistant
West Hills Colleg e Coalinga
Child Development Center Assistant
West Hills College Coalinga
Student Services Assistant
West Hills College Coalinga
(placement at Coalinga)

Schedule
19 hrs/wk
11 mo/yr
19 hrs/wk
9 mo/yr
19 hrs/wk
11 mo/yr
19 hrs/wk
9 mo/yr
19 hrs/wk
9 mo/yr
19 hrs/wk
12 mo/yr
19 hrs/wk
12 mo/yr

Salary
Placement
Range 32
Step A
Range 23
Step A
Range 32
Step A
Range 23
Step A
Range 23
Step A
Range 23
Step A
Range 36
Step B

Funding
Grant

Effective
Date
10/11 /10

Additional Information
New position

Grant

9/1/10

Replacement for Daniel Gambin

Grant

10/11/10

New position

Grant

9/1/10

Replacement for Maria Maldonado

Grant

9/1/10

Replacement for Sandra Nevarez

Grant

9/1/10

Grant

9/7/10

Replacement for Bethany
Humphries
New position

19
11
19
12

Range 32
Step A
Range 36
Step A

Grant

10/11/10

New position

Grant

917110

New position

19 hrs/wk
11 mo/yr
19 hrs/wk
11 mo/yr
19 hrs/wk
12 mo/yr
19 hrs/wk
12 mo/yr

Range
Step A
Range
Step A
Range
Step A
Range
Step A

32

Grant

917110

New position

32

Grant

10/11/10

New position

23

Grant

10/1/10

Replacement for Lupe Torrez

36

Grant

9/7/10

New position

19 hrs/wk
11 mo/yr
19 hrs/wk
9 mo/yr
19 hrs/wk
12 mo/yr
19 hrs/wk
12 mo/yr
19 hrs/wk
9 mo/yr
19 hrs/wk
12 mo/yr

Range 32
Step A
Range 30
Step A
Range 23
Step A
Rage 23
Step A
Range 23
Step A
Range 36
Step A

Grant

10/11 /10

New position

Grant

9/1/10

Replacement for Monica Martinez

Grant

9/1 /10

Replacement for Karen Blanks

Grant

9/1/10

Replacement for Margoth Toledo

Grant

9/1/10

Replacement for Martha Sauceda

Grant

9/7/10

New position

hrs/wk
mo/yr
hrs/wk
mo/yr ,.

I
I

---

Name
Viramontez, Grace
Wynne-Velazquez,
April
Yang, Tong

2

T

Stewart, Hollie

-"-".:::1-- . . . • • -

Name
Bravo, Gabriela

Pelletier, Vanessa

Ramsey, Miranda

Wiseman, Suellen

4.

Schedule
40 hrs/wk
12 mo/yr
19 hrs/wk
12 mo/yr
19 hrs/wk
12 mo/yr

Title & Location
Child Development Center Assistant
San Joaquin Child Dev. Center
Child Development Center Assistant
We~t Hills_CC>I!e@ Coalinga

Schedule
40 hrs/wk

Salary
Placement
Range 40
Step A
Range 30
Step A
Range 36
Step B

Funding
District

Effective
Date
10/4/10

Additional Information
Replacement for Hang Phan

Grant

10111/10

Replacement for Aracely Navarro

Grant

9/7/10

New position

H'.. - -

Name
Guerra, Christy

_.

Title & Location
Food Service Cook
West Hills College Coalinga
Child Dev. Center Associate Teacher
West Hills College Lemoore
Student Services Assistant
West Hills College Coalinga
(Placement at San Joaquin)

40 hrs/wk

Salary
Placement
Range 23
Step A
Range 23
Step A

Funding
Grant
Grant

Effective
Date
9/20/1012/31/10
9/29/1012/31/10

Additional Information

-

Valdeabella, Mina

-

. .:::1 ••••• - •• -

Current Assignment
Child Development Center Assistant
West Hills College Coalinga
19 hrs/wk; 12 mo/yr
Range 23, Step A
Child Development Center Teacher
West Hills College Coalinga
19 hrs/wk; 9 mo/yr
Child Dev. Center Associate Teacher
West Hills College Coalinga
Range 30, Step A
Accounting Services Technician I
District Office
19 hrs/wk; 12mo/yr

Change
Child Dev. Center Associate Teacher
West Hills College Coalinga
19h rs/wk; 12 mo/yr
Range 30, Step A
Child Development Center Teacher
San Joaquin Child Dev. Center
40 hrs/wk; 12 mo/yr
Child Dev. Center Teacher
West Hills College Coalinga
Range 40, Step A
Accounting Services Technician I
District Office
16 hrs/mo; 12 mo/yr

-Effective
Date
9/1/10

Additional Information
Replacement for Karen Blanks

917110

Replacement for Veronica Lopez

10/1/10

8/27/10

Leave of Absence

Name
Terra, Laura

--

Title & Location
Child Development Center Teacher
West Hills Colleqe Coalinqa
Family Resource Coordinator
Child Development Centers (Districtwide)

Effective
Date
10/12/10 11/2/10
11/14/101/10/11

Additional Information
FMLA Request

I

I
I

FMLA Request

I

I

I

Accounting Services Technician III
District Office
~~~~~--------~
Medina, Mayra
After School Program Activity Specialist
8/5/10
West Hills Colle e Lemoore
----~--~~--~.
Reynaga, Mary Helen
Child Development Center Teacher
8/30/10
San Joaquin Child DeveloDment Center
Stewart, Hollie
Child Development Center Assistant
I 9/10/10
1-=-,--,---..,.-----:------1 West Hills College Coalinga
Toledo, Margoth
Child Development Center Associate Teacher I 8/20/10
West Hills Coneqe Coalinaa
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
Board of Trustees
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga, CA 93210
(559) 934-2100

MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE GOVERNING BOARD
July 27, 2010

tALL TO ORDER/ OPEN SESSION!
President McKean called the meeting of the Board of Trustees to order at 3:11 p.m.
Board members present:
Mark McKean, President
Bill Henry, Vice President
Nina Oxborrow, Clerk
Jeff Levinson
Edna Ivans
Jack Minnite
Steve Cantu
Ryan Cardoza, Student Trustee
Administrators present:
Frank Gornick, Chancellor
Ken Stoppenbrink, Vice Chancellor of Business Services
Pedro A vila, Vice Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Management
Carole Goldsmith, Vice Chancellor of Educational Services and Workforce Development
Willard Lewallen, President, West Hills College Coalinga
Don Warkentin, President, West Hills College Lemoore
Frances Squire, Executive Director of West Hills Community College Foundation
Jill Stearns, Vice President of Educational Services, West Hills College Coalinga
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Vice President of Student Services, West Hills College Lemoore
David Reynolds, Associate Dean of Student Services, West Hills College Coalinga
Richard Larson, Director of Farm of the Future, West Hills College Coalinga
Bob Clement, Director of Athletics, West Hills College Lemoore
Mark Gritton, Director of Athletics, West Hills College Coalinga
Introduction of Guests
There were no guests introduced at this time.
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Public Comments
There were no public comments made at this time.
!REPORTS FROM ORGANIZATIONS / COLLEGES / DISTRICT OFFICij
Academic Senate Report - Ms. Anita Bart, Academic Senate President for West Hills
College Coalinga, was not present to report at this time.

Mr. Kurt Sterling, Academic Senate President for West Hills College Lemoore, was not
present to report at this time.
WHCF A Report - Ms. Marty Ennes, WHCF A President, was not present to report at
this time.
CSEA Report - Mr. John Ieronimo, CSEA President, was not present to report at this
time.
West Hills College Coalinga and North District Center, Firebaugh - Dr. Willard
Lewallen, President, passed around recent thank you notes and letters his office has
received. He also discussed various activities and events being held in conjunction with
the groups that have been visiting the campus. Dr. Lewallen announced that the
rededication event for the gymnasium is planned for October 16. He also discussed an
upcoming visit by Mr. Francesco Attesti, an Italian pianist of international acclaim. He
will be making a performance on October 11 at the West Hills College Coalinga Theatre.
This will be a fundraiser which will be co-sponsored with the Rotary Club of Coalinga.
West Hills College Lemoore - Mr. Don Warkentin, President, introduced Mr. Ryan
Cardoza, new SGA President for West Hills College Lemoore and Student Trustee for
the District. Mr. Cardoza commented on events that will be held at West Hills College
Lemoore. Welcome Week is scheduled for the first week of school and a Club Rush
Day will be held a couple of weeks later. West Hills College Lemoore currently has six
active clubs. SGA's main goal this year is to create more student participation on
campus. President McKean questioned new clubs on campus. Mr. Cardoza responded
that they are not planning to create more, but will assist students in doing so if there is
interest. There is currently a diverse group of clubs already on campus.
Mr. Warkentin provided an update on accreditation, stating that he is working on
reading the draft of the self study. He thanked the chairs of the accreditation standards:
Mr. Bob Gement, Standard 1; Dr. Marlon Hall, Standard 2; Ms. Sylvia DorseyRobinson, Standard 3; and Mr. Jose Lopez, Standard 4. Mr. Warkentin discussed a
recent visit to Santa Rosa Rancheria for cultural and diversity training. He explained
that the decisions of the tribe are all based on consensus, which is why it sometimes
takes a greater amount of time for them to respond to us. Mr. Warkentin reported that
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the Golden Eagle Arena is about 50% complete and is close to being on schedule. The
opening is anticipated for early spring.
Chancellor's Report - Dr. Frank Gornick, Chancellor, commented on the groups who
have been visiting at the Coalinga campus and stated that Mr. Blong Xiong, Fresno City
Council Member, visited the campus when the Hmong students were here. Dr. Gornick
reported on the recent Chancellor's Executive Cabinet meeting at which Ms. Tammy
Ketelhut attended. Ms. Ketelhut is from Paramount Farming and attended the meeting
to discuss their mentorship program. Brief discussion took place regarding the
program and the possibilities for the district.
Dr. Carole Goldsmith reported to the Board of Trustees that Mr. David Castillo,
Director of Westside Institute of Technology (WIT), has recently spent several weeks in
the hospital. He is now home and is expected to make a full recovery. Dr. Goldsmith
provided information on grants that were recently awarded, including the u.s.
Department of Transportation (Trucking); Teacher Preparation Grant at West Hills
College Lemoore; and Employment Development Department Veterans Grant VEAP.
Dr. Goldsmith reported that staff are also in the process of submitting several grants,
including U.S. Department of Education, Title III, Transitioning Students with
Intellectual Disabilities; U.S. Department of Education, Title V Centers for Excellence,
Veterans; and U.S. Department of Education, Title III, Strengthening Native American
Student Retention. We hope to hear more about pending grant awards in the next 30-60
days.
Dr. Gornick thanked Trustees Oxborrow and Ivans for their attendance at the recent
Strategic Planning Retreat workshops. Mr. Pedro Avila reported that a total of 85
individuals participated in the retreat including staff, students, board members,
community members, and representatives from agencies. The retreat was broken down
into three sections: Student Success, High School Outreach, and Workforce
Development. Mr. Avila shared a video of the retreat and thanked Mr. Dennis Gallegos
for his work on the video. He reported that we will be receiving a summary of the
retreat from the consultants (Eaton Cummings Group) who conducted the workshops,
and the results will be shared with the Board at a later date.
ICONSENT AGENDA!

The following consent agenda items were approved on a motion by Trustee Minnite,
seconded by Trustee Ivans, and carried unanimously:
CA-l

Minutes - The minutes of the June 22, 2010 Board of Trustees meeting
were approved as submitted.

CA-2

Warrants - The warrants were approved as submitted.
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CA-3

District Appropriations Limit (Gann Limit) - The District Appropriations
Limit (Gann Limit) for 2010-2011 was approved as submitted.

CA-4

Quarterly Financial Status Report - The Quarterly Financial Status Report,
311Q for the quarter ending June 30, 2010 was approved as submitted.

CA-S

Surplus Property - The list of property was declared as surphis.

CA-6

Personnel Transactions - The list of personnel transactions were approved
as submitted.

lCHANCELLOR'S OFFICEl
CO-l

Resolutions - Child Care - The following resolutions in the matter of child
care were adopted on a motion by Trustee Levinson, seconded by Trustee
Minnite, and carried unanimously:
•
•

CO-2

State Preschool Program No. CSPP 0094-6213-00-0
Children and Families Commission of Fresno County (First 5)
Contract No. 2011CP6111

Board Policies and Administrative Procedures - The following Board
Policies and Administrative Procedures were approved on a motion by
Trustee Minnite, seconded by Trustee Ivans, and carried unanimously:
•
•
•
•
•

Administrative Procedure 5055, Enrollment Priorities
Board Policy and Administrative Procedure 5070, Attendance
Board Policy 5500, Standards of Student Conduct
Board Policy and Administrative Procedure 5520, Student
Discipline
Administrative Procedure 5530, Student Rights and Grievances

Trustee Minnite commented on the routing forms provided with the
policies and procedures and questioned why there are no comments from
the West Hills College Coalinga Academic Senate. Discussion took place
and it was stated that the Senate is participating in the review of the
policies and procedures; however, there is a breakdown in their comments
being sent to the Chancellor's Office for inclusion on the routing forms.
Dr. Lewallen stated that he will follow up on this matter and assured the
Board that the Senate is participating in the review process.
CO-3

Athletics Report - Mr. Warkentin and Dr. Lewallen introduced their
athletic department staff and provided a presentation on the athletics
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program at their respective colleges. The proposed athletic department
philosophies were shared and the Presidents summarized the number of
student athletes by sport and term over the past five years. Program
details were discussed including out of state students, money owed by
student athletes, loan default rates, FTES, operational and instructional
costs, and enrollment revenue generated. Student progress was
summarized and retention rate, success rate, graduation rate and transfer
rate for athletes and non-athletes were discussed. Dr. Lewallen provided
comments on Title IX and the Three Prong Test, and myths vs. facts. The
Presidents discussed future participation interest and the surveys that
were conducted at each college. Brief discussion took place regarding the
information collected. Cost containment and fundraising for each college
was shared with the Board. With regard to the future of athletics, Dr.
Lewallen and Mr. Warkentin provided information on the plans that are
being discussed and reviewed for possible implementation. Student
athlete and team success stories were summarized for the Board. Dr.
Lewallen discussed internal and external program review of the athletics
program. The Central Valley Conference Athletic Program Review
(external) was held in April 2010 for West Hills College Coalinga, and is
scheduled for Spring 2012 for West Hills College Lemoore. The Athletic
Department Program Review (internal) for West Hills College Coalinga
occurred in Spring 2007, and Fall 2008 for West Hills College Lemoore.
Dr. Lewallen commented on the recommendation received with regard to
a district policy on athletic recruiting. He explained that we will continue
to comply with CCCAA bylaws for recruitment of student athletes and .
will establish a philosophy for recruitment of student athletes that
addresses our district approach. Mr. Warkentin briefly commented on
state, regional and conference issues.
Trustee Levinson stated that he would like to have this item back on the
agenda next month for further discussion. Trustee Ivans stated that
everyone can appreciate how important the coaches are. Trustee Cantu
stated that it is good to have a starting point for further discussion and
thinks we can move forward to the next step. Dr. Lewallen explained that
the purpose of the report was to give an overview of the program. Dr.
Gornick encouraged the Board to continue reading the materials and
welcomed the opportunity for further discussion at the next meeting. He
stated that it is a significant topic for discussion. Trustee Oxborrow
questioned how often the Central Valley Conference review takes place.
Dr. Lewallen responded that it occurs every six years. Mr. Warkentin
stated that the internal review occurs every four years. President McKean
questioned where we are going with this topic and what the Board wants
to see happen at the next meeting. Trustee Levinson stated that he
anticipates further discussion and to see some resolution to some of the
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areas. Trustee Henry stated that he would also like to have further
discussion to determine where we want to go with the athletics program.
Trustee Minnite commended everyone for the work done on the report
and stated that the results of the review will be positive for all of us. Mr.
Warkentin thanked all of the staff who assisted in the preparation of the
report. President McKean stated that a good sports program brings a
tremendous amount of energy and enthusiasm to a campus and helps
with student success and retention. We need to take a look at how each
program affects the campus. Trustee Henry agreed with President
McKean's comments. Dr. Gornick summarized the conversation, stating
that further discussion will revolve around developing a statement about
athletics for the colleges. Trustee Levinson stated that he wants to
continue reviewing the materials received and have the opportunity to
think about the information before having a discussion at the next
meeting. Student Trustee Cardoza commented that he agrees with the
idea to develop Board policies with regard to this topic. Brief comments
were made concerning the Civic Center Act and the use of the new
facili ties.
IFISCAL SERVICESI

FS-l

Fiscal Services Report - Mr. Ken Stoppenbrink, Vice Chancellor of
Business Services, provided the fiscal services report. He stated that we
are 100% through the fiscal year. General fund revenues are at 99.6% and
general fund expenditures are at 82.1 %.
Mr. Stoppenbrink also provided a quarterly summary of the enterprise
fund revenues and expenses for the cafeteria, farm, child development
centers, residence halls, and international student program.
Mr. Stoppenbrink briefly discussed the current reimbursement rate of the
state and reported that we have sufficient cash flow .

FS-2

Chancellor's Office Tax Offset Program (COTOP) - On a motion by
Trustee Cantu, seconded by Trustee Minnite, and carried unanimously,
the Board of Trustees approved the district's participation in the
Chancellor's Office Tax Offset Program (COTOP) for 2011.

FS-3

Contract Award - Trustee Oxborrow commented that the bid is very low
and urged staff to make sure that the contractor is paying prevailing
wage.
On a motion by Trustee Levinson, seconded by Trustee Ivans, and carried
unanimously, the contract for the North District Center parking expansion
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project was awarded to Seal Rite Paving & Grading for a total amount of
$239,306.45 which includes base bid and alternate #1.
FS-4

Resolution - Intention to Convey Real Property - Mr. Stoppenbrink stated
that this is the first of six properties that we hope to acquire in Firebaugh.
The resolution in the matter of intention to convey real property was
adopted on a motion by Trustee Minnite, seconded by Trustee Levinson,
and carried unanimously.

!PERSONNEL SERVICESI
PS-l

Faculty Contracts - On a motion by Trustee Minnite, seconded by Trustee
Oxborrow, and carried unanimously, the third-year contracts for the
following faculty members transferring from temporary employment
contracts to regular employment contracts were approved:
•
•

PS-2

Stephanie Droker
Michael Rodriguez

Part Time Faculty Salary Schedule - The changes to the part time faculty
salary schedule were approved on a motion by Trustee Minnite, seconded
by Trustee Oxborrow, and carried unanimously.

~OARD REPORTS / COMMENTS / REQUESTS AND ANNOUNCEMENTSI

Trustee Cantu stated that he has no further comments at this time.
Trustee Minnite welcomed Student Trustee Cardoza. He thanked Dr. Goldsmith for the
information she provided on awarded and pending grants and thanked the Presidents
for the athletics report.
Trustee Ivans stated that she appreciates the information provided on athletics and
commented that the program is a big part of our colleges. She stated that she is happy
to see the positive financial reports. Trustee Ivans expressed her appreciation for being
able to attend the Strategic Planning Retreat and stated that she has heard many
positive comments.
Trustee Henry echoed the comments made by his fellow Board members and thanked
everyone for their good work.
Trustee Oxborrow stated that she enjoyed the Strategic Planning Retreat and that it was
good to see the various individuals from the different agencies who were willing to
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participate. She expressed her appreciation to Dr. Goldsmith and Mr. Avila for their
work at the retreat.
Trustee Levinson expressed his thanks to everyone for their work on the athletic report.
President McKean announced that the next meeting of the Board of Trustees is
scheduled for August 24,2010.
!CLOSED SESSION!
The meeting was adjourned to closed session at 5:31 p.m.
•
•

•

Public Employee Discipline/Dismissal/Release (as per Government Code Section
54957)
Discussion of Land Acquisition/Disposition of Property (as per Government Code
Section 54956.8). Property: Coalinga, California; Firebaugh, California; Lemoore,
California
Conference with Legal Counsel- Anticipated Litigation: Significant exposure to
litigation (as per Government Code Section 54956.9). 1 case

IADJOURNMENl1
There being no further business before the Board of Trustees, the meeting was
adjourned at 5:45 p.m.

Nina Oxborrow
Clerk of the Board of Trustees

/di

Personnel Transactions
1.

New Hires
Title & Location
After School Program Activity Spec.
West Hills College Lemoore
After School Program Activity Spec.
West Hills College Lemoore
After School Program Activity Spec.
West Hills College Lemoore
After School Program Activity Spec.
West Hills College Lemoore
After School Program Activity Spec.
West Hills College Lemoore
After School Program Activity Spec.
West Hills College Lemoore
After School Program Activity Spec.
West Hills College Lemoore
After School Program Activity Spec.
West Hills College Lemoore
Security Guard
West Hills College Coalinga
After School Program Activity Spec.
West Hills College Lemoore
After School Program Activity Spec.
West Hills College Lemoore
After School Program Activity Spec.
West Hills College Lemoore
Financial Aid Assistant I
West Hills College Lemoore
After School Program Activity Spec.
West Hills College Lemoore
Accounting Services Supervisor
District Office
Accounting Services Technician I
District Office

Name
Avila, Leticia
Borges, Lauren
Chapel, Faviola
Coronado, Ashley
Covarrubias, Kayla
Cruz, Elizabeth
Hernandez, Michael
Llamas, Jacqueline
Macias, Sara
Medina, Mayra
Ochoa, Liliana
Sanchez, Edgar
Stone, Amanda
Taylor, Janessa
Trevino, Thelma
Wiseman, Suellen

2

T

Name
Anfuso, Amy
Blankenship, Cori
Smith, Danielle

Schedule
19 hrs/wk
11 molyr
19 hrs/wk
11 mo/yr
40 hrs/wk
11 molyr
19 hrs/wk
11 mo/yr
19 hrslwk
11 molyr
19 hrs/wk
11 molyr
19 hrslwk
11 mo/yr
19 hrs/wk
11 moly!
19 hrs/wk
12 moly!

19 hrs/wk
11 molyr
19 hrs/wk
11 mo/yr
40 hrs/wk
11 mo/yr
40 hrs/wk
12 molyr

19 hrslwk
. 11 mo/yr
40 hrslwk
12 molyr

19 hrslwk
12 molyr

Salary
Placement
Range 32
Step A
Range 32
Step B
Range 32
Step A
Range 32
Step A
Range 32
Step A
Range 32
Step B
Range 32
Step A
Range 32
Step A
Range 32
Step A
Range 32
Step A
Range 32
Step A
Range 32
Step B
Range 33
Step A
Range 32
Step A
Range 28
Step 3
Range 49
Step A

Effective
Date

Funding
Grant

8/2/10

Additional Information
New position

Grant

8/2/10

New position

Grant

6/21/10

New position

Grant

6/21/10

New position

Grant

8/2/10

New position

Grant

6/21/10

New position

Grant

8/2/10

New position

Grant

6/21/10

New position

District

7/1/10

Replacement for Robert Holiman

Grant

6/21/10

New position

Grant

6/21/10

New position

Grant

8/2/10

New position

Grant

7/1/10

Replacement for Rebecca Riddle

Grant

8/2/10

New position

District

7/1/10

Replacement for Sandy Cavins

Grant

7/12/10

New position

H·.. Title & Location
Employment Readiness SpeCialist
Coalinga One Stop Office
Child Development Center Assistant
West Hills College Coalinga
Child Development Center Assistant
West Hills College Coalinga

Schedule
19-40 hrs/wl<

19 hrs/wk
40 hrs/wk

Salary
Placement
Range 57
Step A
Range 23
Step A
Range 23
Step A

Funding
Grant
Grant
Grant

Effective
Date
7/28/10 12/31/10
7/28/10 12/31/10
8/1/1012/31/10

Additional Information
Temporary employee during
recruitment

2

-

-~--

_._---

.

-----

Name
S Diorio, Marissa

T, :mazas, Juditt
--_.-

~---.-

R .

3

Name
Camacho, Lourdes
Echeveste, Esequiel
~

..

Neves, Rebecca
Pimentel, Veronica

...

_.- ------ --- -----

Title & Location
Child Development Center Assistant
W~st Hills College Coalinga
Employment Readiness Specialist
~lil1ga
One Stop Office
-

I R .,

I Rei

Schedule
40 hrs/wk
19-40 hrs/wk

Salary
Placement
Range 23
Step A
Range 57
~t~pA

Durina Probation I T,

Title & Location
Child Development Center Teacher
San J()aquin Child Development Center
Security Guard
West Hills College Lemoore
Physics and Engineering Instructor
Westl-lills College Lemoore
Child Development Center Teacher
W~st Hills College Coalinga

Effective
Date
6/30/10
7/15/10
5/28/10
6/30/10

FUrltti~

Grant
Grant
L.

Effective
Date
Additional Information
7/28/10 12/31/10
7/28/10 Temporary employee during
12/31110_ ,---r~cruitment
--_.-

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
BOARD POLICY AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE
ROUTING FORM
Review and approval by the various college/ disu1.ct governance groups is requested:
Policy /Procedure #:
Policy /Procedure Name:

D

New

IZI

No

D

Academic Freedom

Revised

IZI

Reviewing Group
Chancellor's Executive Cabinet

Replaces existing policy/procedure:

Date
9115110

313

Chancellor's Executive Cabinet
References and numbering need to be updated
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Academic Freedom

WEST
HILLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
'--_ _ _-==D 1ST RIC T
"",,'IC.""-.J

Reference:

Educt/tiM Cede Sectien 87704; Title 5, Section 51023; Accreditation Standard 2.2

The Board believes that academic freedom is an essential right arising from the nature and function
of education. The aims and objectives of the West Hills Community College District point to the
unreserved and unqualified obligation of the instructor to prnsue his/her subject and the program
area surrounding it in a manner consistent with standards of scholarly objectivity as defined by
academic tradition and practice.
The West Hills Community College District holds that academic freedom involves inherently tl1e
following rights and responsibilities:
1.

The right to explore to the lllnit of competence and training, the assigned teaching area and
its references.

2. The responsibility within the teaching area to weigh studiously serious intellectual
differences, when applicable, which rise from historical context and perspective.
3. The right to present the democratic process with its freedoms, rights, and safeguards as the
sole way in \vhich the academic community and nation can exist and establish the means for
progress and the greater fulfillment of man.
4. The responsibility in solving problems to appeal only to those criteria sanctioned historically
by reason as confirmed th.rough objective discussion.
5. The right to survey, probe, and question the condition of man within the guidelines of
accepted research techniques and intelligent discussion.
6. The responsibility of avoiding the intellectual error of assuming absolute answers for
complex problems and presenting these answers as unquestionable truth.
7. The responsibility to introduce within the assigned teaching areas, controversial concepts,
issues and systems, subjecting these ideas to the test of objective reasoning.
8.

The responsibility of recognizing, respecting, and discussing fairly those areas of human
activity not amenable as such to the scientific method.

9.

The tight to create unhampered and clear intellectual atmosphere, maintained, encouraged,
and supported by staff, administration and trustees.

10. The responsibility of avoiding any teaching method, which relies on rigid aurhority or
i.mplied infallibility.

11. The responsibility in challenging students, notwithstanding their ability or program, to
develop a spirit of inquiry regarding all academic areas and to seek logical answers.
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The West Hills Community College District considers academic freedom defmed by its attendant
rights and responsibilities as a '\--.Ital, primary force in the achievement of the aims and objectives of
the institution.

Board approval date: 6/16/98
Revised policy approval date: (Not yet approved)
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210

POLICY

WEST HILLS COl\1MUNITY COLLEGE

ADMINISTRA TION

EVALUATION OF SUPERINTENDENT
The board believes it is essential that it evaluate the SuperintendentiPresident's
perfonnance periodically in order to assist both the board and the Superintendent!
President in the proper discharge of their responsibilities and to enable the Board to
provide the District with the best possible leadership.
The Board shall, periodically evaluate the perfonnance of the Superintendent!
President. Such evaluation shall include an assessment of both the Superintendent!
President's strengths and weaknesses, the working relationship between the Board
and the SuperintendentiPresident, the SuperintendentiPresident' s relationship to
staff, students and community and the progress of the District toward goals of this
Board and the Board's own effectiveness in providing direction to the
SuperintendentiPresident.
The Board and the SuperintendentiPresident jointly shall at the outset of each
evaluation determine the method by which the evaluation shall be conducted. Such
method may include the SuperintendentiPresident's own self-analysis and the active
participation of each Board member.

Board approval date: _ _ __
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214

POLICY

WEST HILLS COMMUN1TY COLLEGE

AD MINISTRATION

CONFIDENTIAL AND MANAGEMENT EVALUATION
214 A

Evaluation of Confidential and Management employees has as its
primary purpose recognition and improvement of job performance as it
relates to the mission of the District. This process is viewed as
continuous and shall include, to the extent possible and where
appropriate, input by faculty and peers.

214 B

A written evaiuation report shall be completed annually for each
confidential and management employee. See Appendix A of this
Board Policy for the Report of ConfidentiallManagement Evaluation
form. The annual evaluation report shall present a total impression of
the employee's technical and human relations competencies and shall
include the following:
a.

A written self assessment, which shall include
accomplishments for the current year and goals for the
commgyear;

b.

A current job description; and

c.

A written evaluation from the immediate supervisor.

214 C

The annual evaluation process shall include one or more of the
following: results of surveys and interviews of students, faculty, peers,
community members, or others, as well as commendations, and any
other procedures as agreed upon by the employee and hislher
supervISOr.

214 D

At least once every three years, and before step increases at level 5, 6,
or 7 of the Administrative Salary Schedule, faculty input shall be
included in the evaluation of confidential and management staff whose
assignment involves regular interaction with faculty. Faculty selected
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POLICY

\VEST HILLS CO:tvfivfUNITY COLLEGE
Confidential and Management Evaluation

ADMlNISTRA TION

to participate in the process shall be selected from a list submitted by
the President of the Academic Senate and who regularly interact with
the administrator being evaluated . The supervising administrator shall
inform the Academic Senate President regarding faculty selected to .
participate in this evaluation prior to the beginning of the process.
214 E

The evaluation process shall be jointly designed as outlined in sections
214 C and 214 D by the employee and supervisor based upon
observation of the employee's work in hislher assigned position.

214 F

The supervisor shall provide a copy of, review, and discuss the annual
report with the employee.

214 G

The evaluation is to be completed and submitted to the Superintendent!
President by July 1 of each year.

214 H

The employee's evaluation shall be compiled and written by the
immediate supervisor and requires the approval of the supervising dean
and the S uperintendentlPresident.

214 I

The SuperintendentlPresident may initiate a..11 employee evaluation at
any time. The scope and process for this evaluation shall be
determined by the SuperintendentlPresident.

Board approval date: 6/28/94
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APPENDIX A

o
o
o

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE
300 Cherry Lane
Coalinga, CA 93210
Educational Administrator
Administrator
Confidential

o
o
o

Coalinga Campus
Lemoore Center
North District Center

REPORT OF CONFIDENTIAUMANAGEMENT STAFF EVALUATION

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date

Name of Staff Member

Job Title

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Evaluation Components (please attach):
ANNUAL
[] Self Assessment Including Goals
and Accomplishments
0 Job Description
0 Other

THIRD YEAR

0
0
0
0

Self Assessment Including Goals
and Accomplishments
Job Description
Faculty Input
Other

===================================================================
Written Evaluation:

Supervising Administrator's Signature

Date

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Comments:

SuperintendenUPresident

Date

===================================================================
Staff Member: I certify that this report has been discussed with me and that I am aware it will be placed
in my official personnel file. I understand that my signature does not necessarily indicate agreement. I
also understand that I have ten (10) working days to respond in writing to any derogatory material in this
report and that my response will be attached to this report.

Staff Member's Signature

Date

POLICY AND PROCEDURE REVIEW SCHEDULE
2007-2008

BP/AP
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Number

Chancellor's
Executive
Cabinet
Review

College
Groups
Review

District
Leadership
Council
Review

Board of
Trustees
First
Reading

Board of
Trustees
Approval

BP&AP

2710

Conflict of Interest

7/16/07

N/A

N/A

7/24/07

7/24/07

BP

2730

Board Member Health Benefits

8/21/07

N/A

N/A

8/28/07

8/28/07

BP&AP

7135

Employee Scholars Program

8/21/07

N/A

N/A

8/28/07

9/25/07

BP

3430

Prohibition of Harassment

9/17/07

10/2/07

12/10/07

1/22/08

AP

3435

Discrimination and Harassment Investigations

9/17/07

12/4/07

12/10/07

1/22/08

AP

3430

Prohibition of Harassment

9/17/07

12/4/07

12/10/07

1/22/08

BP &AP

4020

Program and Curriculum Development

9/17/07

12/4/07

12/10/07

1/22/08

AP

7211

11/14/07

12/4/07

12/10/07

1/22/08

BP

713

Faculty Service Areas, Minimum Qualifications and
Equivalencies
Acceptable Use of Electronic Resources

1/8/08

1/22/08

2/19/08

Network Logon Password

10/15/07

9/18/07 12/3/07
9/18/07 12/3/07
9/18/07 12/3/07
9/18/07 12/3/07
9/18107 12/3/07
10/16/07 1/7/08
10/16/07 1/7/08
11/15/07 2/4/08
11/15/07 2/4/08
11/15/07 2/4/08
11/15/072/4/08
12/18/07 3/3/08
12/18/07 3/3/08

1/8/08

1/22/08

2/19/08

2/5/08

2/19/08

3/10/08

2/5/08

2/19/08

3/10/08

2/5/08

2/19/08

3/10/08

2/5/08

2/19/08

3/10/08

3/4/08

3/10/08

4/22/08

3/4/08

3/10/08

4/22/08

AP

10/15/07

BP&AP

2105

Election of Student Members

11/14/07

BP&AP

5032

Student Health Fee

11/14/07

BP&AP

5200

Student Health Services

11/14/07

Student Field Trips

11/14/07

Temporary and Substitute Faculty Screening

12/17/07

Hiring Procedures and Guidelines for Classified

12/17/07

BP&AP
BP&AP

7212

AP

7230
- -

~aff

-_.-

- -

,-----

--

-------

BP/AP

BP&AP

Title

Number

7232

Chancellor's
Executive
Cabinet
Review

12/17/07

Conflict of Interest Code

TBD

12/18/07 3/3/08
1/15/08 3/31108
1/15/08 3/31108
1/15/08 3/31/08
2/12/08 5/4108
2/12/08 5/4108
2/12/08 5/4108
2/12/08 5/4108
N/A

Protection of Electronic Resources

TBD

TBD

Classification Review

-----

BP

2435

-------

BP

7105

BP&AP

7150

---

College
Groups
Review

Evaluation of Chancellor

1/14/08

Statement of Ethics

1114/08

-----

Evaluation of Employees

1/14/08

TO BE DETERMINED

2/11/08

TO BE DETERMINED

2/11/08

TO BE DETERMINED

2/11/08

TO BE DETERMINED

2/11/08

-----

-------

-------

c-----

---

AP

2712

BP

714

-------

--

----------

District
Leadership
Council
Review

Board of
Trustees
First
Reading

314/08

3/10/08

4/22/08

4/1108

4/22/08

5/20/08

4/1108

4/22/08

5/20/08

4/1108

4/22/08

5/20/08

5/6108

5/20/08

6/24/08

5/6108

5/20/08

6/24/08

5/6108

5/20/08

6/24/08

5/6108

5/20/08

6/24/08

---

Board of
Trustees
Approval

-----

---I

r-----------

------

N/A

TBD-

TBD

TBD

--

----

TBD
I

-----

-------

Note: Schedule subject to change as necessary

7/16/07

I

TBD

POLICY AND PROCEDURE REVIEW SCHEDULE
2008-2009

BPJAP

Title

Number

Chancellor's
Executive
Cabinet
Review

tnstiiCt-

-------

College
Groups
Review

Leadership
Council
Review

Board of
Trustees
First
Reading

Board of
Trustees
Approval

BP*

5050

Matricu lation

10/15/08

10/16/08 12116/08

116/09

1/20109

2/17109

BP* & AP*

4225

Course Repetition

10/15/08

10/16/08 12/16/08

116/09

1/20109

2/17/09

AP*

5075

Course Adds and Drops

10/15/08

10/16/08 12/16/08

116/09

1/20109

2/17/09

AP*

4227

Repeatable Courses
(AP 4228 and 4229 were combined with this procedure)

10/15/08

10/16/08 12/16/08

116/09

1/20109

2/17/09

AP*

4228

Course Repetition - Significant Lapse of Time

10/15/08

10/16/08 12/16/08

116/09

1/20109

2/17/09

AP*

4229- Course Repetition - Variable Units

10/15/08

10/16/08 12/16/08

116/09

1/20109

2filljg -

BP* & AP*

4231

Grade Changes

10/15/08

10/16/08 12116/08

116/09

1120109

2/17/09

BP&AP

4100

Graduation Requirements for Degrees and Certificates
(Currently BP 511, Degree Requirements)

10/15/08

10/16/08 12/16/08

116/09

1/20109

2/17/09

~~~~:

~

~~-~~

---------

~~-~~

:~=---

-----

BP&AP

4300

Field Trips and Excursions
(Currently BP 110, Field Trips)

1218/08

1219/08 2/9109

313109

3/9/09

4/21/09

BP&AP

2435

Evaluation of Chancellor
(Currently BP 210, Evaluation of Superintendent)

1/14/09

N/A

N/A

2/17/09

3/9109

BP* & AP*

2735

Board Member Travel

1/14/09

N/A

N/A

2117109

3/9/09-

BP&AP

4223

Attendance
(Currently BP 514, Attendance)

11/12/08

11/13/08 1/13/09

213/09

2117/09

3/9/09

----_.-

J

~--~

BP/AP

Title

Number

Chancellor's
Executive
Cabinet
Review
~~~~~~

~~~-

----

College
Groups
Review

District
Leadership
Council
Review

Board of
Trustees
First
Reading

Board of
Trustees
Approval

11/12/08

11/13/08 1/13/09

213/09

2/17/09

3/9109

Drug Free Environment and Drug Prevention
(Currently BP 810, Drug Free Workplace/Campus)
. - (Send to legal counsel for further review)
4106
Nursing Programs
(Need Carole Goldsmith's input before proceeding)

12/8/08

12/9/08 2/9/09

313109
5/5/09

3/9/09
5/19/09

4/21/09
6/23/09

1218108

1219/08 219/09

313/09

319/09

4121/09

AP*

7212

Temporary and Substitute Faculty Screening

1/14/09

1/15/09 3/15/09

3/31/09

4/21/09

5/19/09

BP&AP

3517

Incident Reporting

2/11/09

2/12/09 4/12/09

5/5109

5/19/09

6/23/09

2/11/09

2/12/09 4/12/09

5/5109

5/19/09

6/23/09

BP* &AP*

2105

BP & AP*

3550

I-~

~-~

~

BP* & AP*
I-~

Election of Student Members
(Needs further research)

~-~

~~~

~-

AP*

~-~

-

7337

Fingerprinting

----

----

~-~

~-~

* Denotes New Policy and/or Procedure
Note: Schedule subject to change as necessary

9/10/08

.

POLICY AND PROCEDURE REVIEW SCHEDULE

2009·2010
-----------

BP/AP

Title

Number

BP &AP'"

6200

AP

2712

AP

6225

BP&AP

4260

BP &AP'"

5070

...

Chancellor's
Executive
Cabinet
Review

Budget Preparation
(Currentlv BP 602, BudQet Preparation)
Conflict of Interest Code
(Currently Bylaws, Article VII, Conflict of Interest Code)
Resource Allocation

8/12/09

Prerequisites and Corequisites
(Currently BP & AP 525, Prerequisites, Corequisites,
Advisories, and Limitations on Enrollment)
Attendance
(Currently BP 514, Attendance)
Energy and Sustainability

9/15/09

9/15/09

8/12/09
9/15109

9/15109

BP'" &AP'"

4050

Articulation

9/15109

BP &AP'"

5040

11/10109

BP&AP

5010

AP'"

5011

BP'" & AP*

5800

Student Records, Directory Information and Privacy
(CurrentlyBP 513, Student Records)
Admissions and Concurrent Enrollment
(C\jrrentlv BP 503, Student Admissions)
Admission and Concurrent Enrollment of High School
and Other Young Students
Prevention of Identity Theft in Student Financial
Transactions
Catalog Rights

...

11/10109
11/10109
11/10/09

11/10109
12/9/09

2105

Student Discipline
(Currentlv BP 520, Student Discipline)
Student Rights and Grievance
(Currently BP & AP 523, Student Grievance)
Election of Student Members

BP

4045

College Library Fines

12/9/09

BP'" & AP*

4106

Nursing Programs

12/9/09

BP

7215

Faculty, Counselor and Librarian Responsibilities

1/13/10

AP*

5520

AP

5530

BP'" & AP'"

12/9/09

12/9/09

District
Leadership
Council
Review

Board of
Trustees
First
Reading

Board of
Trustees
Approval

8/13/09 10/13/09
N/A

10/6/09

10127/09

11/17/09

N/A

9/22/09

10/27/09

9/16/09 11/16/09
9/16/09 11/16/09

11/3/09

11/17/09

12/8109

11/3/09

11/17/09

12/8109

11/3/09

11/17/09

12/8109····-

11/3/09

11/17/09

12/8109

11/3/09

11/17/09

12/8109

212110

2/16110

3/8110

212/10

2/16/10

3/8110

212/10

2/16/10

3/8/10

2/2/10

2/16/10

3/8110

2/2/10

2116/10

3/8/10

3/2/10

3/8/10

4/20/10

312/10

318/10

4120/10

1/5110

1/19/10

2/5110

312110

3/8/10

4/20/10

312/10

3/8/10

4/20/10

4/6110

4120/10

5/18/10

College
Groups
Review

9/16/09 11/16/09
9/16/09 11/16/09
9/16/09 11/16/09
11/11/09 1/11/10
11/11/09 1/11/10
11/11/09 1/11/10
11/11/09 1/11/10
11/11/09 1/11/10
12/10109 2110/09
12/10/09 2110/09
N/A
12/10109 2/10109
12/10109 2/10/09
1/14/10 3/14/10

--------

I
I

-

..

---

BP/AP
--

AP
--

Title

Number
---

---

7341
------

-----

AP*

7212

AP

7230

BP&AP*

3550

Chancellor's
Executive
Cabinet
Review

Sabbaticals
(Currently BP & AP 322, Sabbatical Leave)
Temporary and Substitute F<;iculty Screening

1/13/10

Hiring Procedures and Guidelines for Classified Staff
(Currently AP 402, Hiring Procedures and Guidelines for
Classified Staff)
Drug Free Environment and Drug Prevention
(Currently BP 810, Drug Free Workplace/Campus)
Fingerprinting

1/13/10

College
Groups
Review

1/14/103/14/10
1/14/10 3/14/10
1/14/10 3/14/10

1/13/10

2/10/10

BP* &AP*

3517

Incident Reporting

2/10/10

BP &AP*

6550

3/10/10

BP&AP

2435

Disposal of Property
(Currently BP 704, Sale of District Personal Property)
Evaluation of Chancellor
(Currently BP 210, Evaluation of Superintendent)
Board Member Travel

2/11/10 4/11/10
2/11/10 4/11/10
2111110 4/11/10
N/A

3/10/10

N/A

1------

AP*

7337

2/10/10

-----

-----

BP* &AP*

------

2735

'---

* Denotes New Policy andlor Procedure
Note: Schedule subject to change as necessary

8/19/09

3/10/10

N/A
---

----

District
Leadership
Council
Review

Board of
Trustees
First
Reading

Board of
Trustees
Approval

4/6110

4/20/10

5/18/10

4/6110

4/20/10

5/18/10

4/6110

4/20/10

5/18/10

4/6110

4/20/10

5/18/10

4/6110

4/20/10

5/18/10

4/6/10

4/20/10

5/18/10

5/4110

5/18/10

6/22/10

5/4110

5/18/10

6/22/10

5/4110

5/18/10

6/22/10

Board Policy 2740
Board Education

Reference: Accreditation Standard IV.B.1.f
The Board is committed to its ongoing development as a board and to a trustee education program
that includes new trustee orientation.
To that end, the Board will engage in study sessions, provide access to reading materials, and
support conference attendance and other activities that foster trustee education as appropriate.
The adopted meeting schedule of the Board of Trustees will include retreats and study sessions.
Board retreats and study sessions will cover topics including, but not limited to, facilities, budget,
and strategic planning.
Reading materials provided to Board members will include a Board of Trustees handbook. Board
members will also be provided with meeting minutes of college and district governance groups
including, but not limited to:
•
•
•
•

Chancellor’s Executive Cabinet
Chancellor’s Cabinet
West Hills College Coalinga College Consultation Council
West Hills College Lemoore Planning and Governance Council

Board approval date: 11/18/03
Revised policy approval date: 6/26/07
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Section 1:

West Hills Community College District

History of the District
The establishment of a college for the Coalinga Union High School District was proposed
in the spring of 1932. The official beginning of the Coalinga Extension Center of Fresno
State College dates from October 3, 1932. In September 1941, Coalinga Junior College
became an independent unit under the direction of the Governing Board of the Coalinga
Union High School District. Construction of a new campus on Cherry Lane near the
northern limit of the City of Coalinga was begun on October 3, 1955, and the buildings
were occupied on September 13, 1956.
In November of 1961, the voters of the Coalinga Union High School District approved the
formation of a separate junior college district, and in June of 1962, the voters of Lemoore
High School District voted to annex to the college district, as did voters of Riverdale and
Tranquillity High School Districts in December of 1962. Effective July 1, 1969, the official
name of the college was changed to West Hills College in keeping with the nature of the
expanded district.
In order to effectively serve the college district, West Hills College built the North District
Center in the city' of Firebaugh in 1971. In 1979 the district purchased land in the City of
Lemoore, and in 1981 a classroom building and an office were erected. This was the
Kings County Center until January 2002. On September 26, 2000, the Board of Trustees
signed and accepted the "Agreement of Donation of Land for West Hills College
Lemoore" - a generous donation from Robert and Mardell Pedersen and Lionel and Lola
Semas.
Opening its doors to students on January 14, 2002, West Hills College Lemoore features
18 classrooms, a state-of-the-art science wing called a Collaboratory, the largest and
most technologically advanced library in Kings County, a multipurpose center, a fullservice student services and administration building, as well as an outdoor amphitheater
for students and community members.

Areas Served
The West Hills Community College District consists of the following colleges and
education centers:
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•
•
•
•

West Hills College Coalinga
West Hills College Lemoore
North District Center, Firebaugh
Naval Air Station, Lemoore

The district covers parts of five counties including Fresno, Kings, Madera, Monterey and
San Benito. High school districts within the service area include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coalinga-Huron Unified School District
Firebaugh-Las Deltas Unified School District
Golden Plains Unified School District
Laton Joint Unified School District
Lemoore Union High School District
Mendota Unified School District
Reef-Sunset Unified School District
Riverdale Joint Unified School District
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Student and Employee Demographics
Students
Enrollment by Ethnicity
Native

Filipino
Dedined 3%
to State
5%

Enrollment by Gender

Pacific
Islander

Male
40%

Hispanic
42%

Female
60%

Enrollment by Location

Enrollment by Age
50+
5%

LNAS, 1%

19 or less
28%

30-49
23%

Online,
18%

25-29
13%

Coalinga,
21%
31%
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Employees
The West Hills Community College District employs more than 350 people in full time and
part time positions.
Ethnicity
2006-2007

Gender
2006-2007
II Caucasian
• Hispanic
OAfrican American
o Asian
• American Indian
II Undedared

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Board of Trustees/District Organizational Chart

I - - - - .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. I - .. - .. .. .. - .. .. -- .. .. .. .. .. .. .. I

Chancellor

Vice Chancellor of
Business Services
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President
West Hills College
Coalinga

President
West Hills College
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Mission and Vision Statements
Mission
The mission of the West Hills Community College District is enhancing student learning
and enriching the lives of the populations we serve by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensuring the vitality of its institutions;
Encouraging the vision of strong leaders able to see and interpret the present and
future needs of students and communities;
Supporting the colleges in the provision of world class learning environments;
Providing for appropriate allocation and management of human, fiscal and capital
resources;
Acting as a catalyst for collaboration with outside organizations and agencies; and
Sharing the story by marketing a positive image.

West Hills Community College District, a trusted steward, actively engages, encourages,
enriches and empowers students, faculty, staff and the communities it serves to reach
their full potential (academically, socially and economically) as evidenced by:
•
•
•
•

Its status as the preferred choice of students, and the employer of choice for
faculty and staff;
The highest percentage of students completing courses;
Its recognized excellence; and
The generally ascribed accolade, "heartbeat of the community."

Access and Fees
Current tuition rates for in-state residents are $20 per unit. The non-resident tuition fee
is $173 per semester unit, which is the statewide average. The tuition fee for students
living outside of the country (foreign students) is $180.63 per semester unit ($173 nonresident fee plus $7.63 capital outlay fee).
For 2008-2009, non-resident tuition rates are $181 per semester unit, which is the
statewide average. The tuition fee for students living outside of the country (foreign
students) is $189.98 per semester unit ($181 non-resident fee plus $8.98 capital outlay
fee).
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Section 2:

The Governing Board

Trustee Areas
Board members must reside in and be registered to vote in the trustee area he or she
seeks to represent. Trustee areas are as follows:

Area
Area 1 - Coalinga

District( s)
Coalinga-Huron Unified School
District

High School(s)
Coalinga High School

Area 2 - Firebaugh

Firebaugh-Las Deltas Unified School
District

Firebaugh High School

Mendota Unified School District

Mendota High School

Reef-Sunset Unified School District

Avenal High School

Lemoore Union High School District

Lemoore High School

Area 5 - Riverdale

Riverdale Joint Unified School District

Riverdale High School

Area 6 - Tranquillity

Golden Plains Unified School District

Tranquillity High School

Area 3 - Avenal
Area 4 - Lemoore
I (2 Board members)

Elections/ Appointments to the Board of Trustees
The Board of Trustees consists of seven (7) members elected by the qualified voters of
the district. Trustees are elected at large, by area in odd-numbered years. The term of
office for each trustee is four (4) years. Elections are held every two years. Terms of
trustees are staggered, with 3 trustees being elected one odd year and 4 trustees being
elected the next odd year.
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Area

Area
Area
Area
Area

1234-

Coalinga
Firebaugh
Avenal
Lemoore (2 Board members)

Area 5 - Riverdale
Area 6 - Tranquillity

December
December
December
December
December
December
December

Current Term
2005 - December 2009
2005 - December 2009
2007 - December 2011
2007 - December 2011
2005 - December 2009
2007 - December 2011
2007 - December 2011

History of the Board of Trustees

The following individuals have served as Board Members for the Wf;st Hills Community
College District since its beginning:
R.E. Richards
FJ. McCollum
T.H. Robinson
E.M. Hanst
Robert Brown Dunsmuir
H.V. Dodd
F.V. Falenzer
P.F. Jensen
W.e. Wallace
H.H. Dievendorff
Waldo W. Weeth
W.D. Gonthier
MJ. Alenn
C.L. Kaiser
R.W. Munyon
Thomas B. Byrnes
J. Thomas Carr
Margaret Wilson
Robert Bauer
James McDowell
Roy Curnow
Frank King
Ted Riehl
Stanley Cornelius
Oscar Cook
Ernest Rabanus
AI lV1acIsaac
Glenn Hamilton
Harold Weeth

1931 - 1935
1931 - 1936
1931- 1937
1932 - 1942
1932 -1947
1935 - 1938
1935 - 1945
1937 - 1943
1938 -1941
1940 - 1949
1941 - 1952
1942 - 1944
1944 -1952
1945 -1949
1947 - 1948
1948 - 1951
1949 - 1952
1949 - 1952
1951- 1952
1951- 1954
1952 -1954
1952 - 1954
1952 - 1954
1952 - 1959
1954 - 1956
1954 - 1958
1954 - 1961
1954 - 1963
1958 - 1962
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E.H. Bradley
Ralph P. Neate
Chip Pointdexter
M.E. Dollahite
William Deal
Elizabeth Lyles
H.M. Atkinson
Tony Mendes
Bob Wood
Jack Jones
Edna Ivans
Gerald Whitmore
Glenn Allyn Gramps
Lloyd McKean
Albert Vance
Don Schramm
Vernon Gordon
Jerry Oliver
Robert Arp
Jeff Levinson
Ed Maddox
Bill Henry
Mark McKean
Jeff Crivelli
Keith Scrivner
Fred Alcorta
Steve Cantu
Jack Minnite
Nina Oxborrow

1958 - 1963
1958 - 1985
1959 - 1960
1961- 1965
1963 - 1967
1963 - 1967
1963 - 1971
1963 - 1971
1965 - 1992
1967 - 1979
1967 - Present
1968 - 1981
1971- 1987
1971- 1987
1973 - 1979
1979 -1981
1981-1994
1981 -1985
1985 - 1993
1985 - Present
1987 - 1991
1987 - Present
1991 - Present
1992 - 1996
1993 -1997
1994 - 1996
1996 - Present
1996 - Present
1997 - Present
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Section 2:

The Governing Board

Responsibilities

Board Members
Trustee Responsibilities
Most trustees seek the position as a
member of the Board because they have a
sincere desire to provide an important
public service and to give back to the
community. They believe in the community
college mission and wish to play a role in
making sure that citizens have access to
high quality education.
They make a
difference by their service on the Governing
Board.
The job is demanding and time-consuming.
It requires sophisticated interpersonal skills,
as well as the abilities to digest complex
information and balance multiple interests.
However, the rewards are great and the
results are important for society.

.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.

.:.

.:.

Honor the "team" nature of the
Board.
Allocate time to prepare, study for
and attend meetings.
Participate in trustee development
opportunities.
Actively support the colleges, CEO
and staff.
Serve as an advocate and liaison
between the colleges and the
community.
Ensure that all district business is
channeled through the CEO for
recommendations to the Board.
Have a positive, visionary mindset
in approaching Board business.

Trusteeship is not an individual act. It is expressed by being a valuable member of a
team of people who, together, comprise the legal unit that governs the District. Trustees
work together to be a cohesive unit. Trustees have no authority outside of a Board
meeting.
Communication among Board members is encouraged. Board members should expect to
hear from their fellow Board members and the Board president by telephone on a regular
basis.
The Board's role is significantly different than the roles of the Chancellor and others
employed at the college. The Board does not do the work of the institution, but ensures
that it is done. The most important Board responsibility is to make good policy, which
then provides guidance for college staff.
The Board approves policy that is
recommended by the Chancellor.
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One of the most essential factors for successful governance is a good Board/Chancellor
relationship. The Chancellor is the primary agent of the Board and is the single most
influential person in creating an outstanding institution. Selection, evaluation and
support for the Chancellor are among the Board's most important responsibilities.
Student Trustee
The Board of Trustees includes one (1) non-voting student member. The term of office
is for one year, commencing June 1. The student trustee is seated with the Board and is
entitled to participate in discussion of issues and receive materials presented to members
of the Board. Responsibilities of the student trustee include becoming educated about
Board and district issues by attending meetings, carefully reading Board agendas and
important district materials such as the most recent accreditation report and planning
documents; periodically meeting with the College President and/or Chancellor, and
studying the role and responsibilities of being a member of the Board.

Board Effectiveness
Effective boards ensure that trustees are educated about the institution and their roles.
Effective boards also nurture the cohesiveness of the Board as a group. They
understand and recognize the need to develop and maintain healthy relationships among
key constituencies. They analyze problems and situations using diverse values and
contributions from many different groups.

Board Self Evaluation
The Board of Trustees is committed to assessing its own performance as a Board in order
to identify its strengths and areas in which it may improve its functioning. While the
Board of Trustees sees its role of assessing its performance as ongoing, it sets aside time
at its annual retreat to conduct a self evaluation among its members (Board Policy and
Administrative Procedure 2745, Board Self Evaluation)

Conflicts of Interest
Board members shall not be finanCially interested in any contract made by the Board of
Trustees or in any contract they make or partiCipate in making in their capacity as Board
members.
A Board member shall not engage in any employment or activity that is inconsistent with,
incompatible with, in conflict with or inimical to his or her duties as an officer of the
District. A Board member shall not simultaneously hold two public offices that are
incompatible.
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Upon leaving the Board, former members shall not, for a period of one year, act as an
attorney, agent or otherwise represent for compensation others appearing before the
Board.
The Chancellor shall establish administrative procedures to provide for disclosure of
assets of income of Board members who may be affected by their official actions, and
prevent members from making or participating in the making of Board decisions which
may foreseeably have a material effect on their financial interest.
Board members shall file statements of economic interest with the filing officer identified
by the administrative procedures.
Compliance with conflict of interest rules requires forethought and careful attention.
Board members are encouraged to seek counsel from the District's legal advisor in every
case where any question arises. (Board Policy 2710)
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Section 2:

The Governing Board

Composition of the Board of Trustees
The Board of Trustees is composed of seven (7) members elected by the qualified voters
of the district. Members are elected at large by trustee area. The Board of Trustees also
includes one (1) non-voting student member.

Annual Organizational Meeting
Board members terms begin on the first Friday of December in accordance with
Education Code Section 72027(b). The annual organizational meeting of the Board of
Trustees is held within a is-day period commencing on the day a new member's term
begins.
The purpose of the annual organizational meeting is to elect a President, Vice President
and Clerk of the Boa rd.

Compensation and Benefits
Board members are compensated in the amount of $240 per month for attendance at
Board meetings and travel to such Board meetings (Board Policy 2725).
Members of the Board of Trustees shall be permitted to participate in the district's health
benefits program at the same level as provided to current administrative employees
(Board Policy 2730; Government Code Section 53201).
Former members of the Board of Trustees may continue to participate in the district's
health benefits program at the same level as provided to current administrative retirees,
provided the following criteria are met:
•
•
•
•

The Board member participated in the district's health benefits program during
his/her years of service
The Board member served in office after January 1, 1981
The former Board member began their tem of office prior to January 1, 1995
The total service at the time the Board member leaves the Board is not less than
12 years
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All other former Board members first elected to a term of office that began on or after
January 1, 1995 may only continue to participate in the District's health benefits program
on a self-pay basis.
Board members who elect to participate in the district's health benefits program may
choose their level of participation by selecting the appropriate health benefits plan.
Options may vary each year. Board members are given an option to prepay their
premium amount in full or to have the premium deducted from their stipend check each
month.
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Section 2:

The Governing Board

Annual Schedule

Board of Trustees meetings are normally held on the fourth Tuesday of each month at
3:00 p.m. Exceptions occur due to holidays, organizational meeting restrictions, study
sessions, etc. Meetings are normally held at the District Office Board Room. At least
once each year the Board of Trustees travels to the college campuses for a meeting at
each location. Occasionally the Board of Trustees will meet via conference call to
conduct matters of business that may arise between monthly meetings. These meetings
are scheduled according to Board member availability and are posted in accordance with
the Brown Act, as are all other meetings of the Board of Trustees.
•

Organizational Meeting - The annual organizational meeting is held in December
each year. The date selected must fall within a 1S-day period commencing on the
day a new member's term begins, and in non-election years, during the same 1Sday period. Board member terms begin on the first Friday of December in
accordance with Education Code Section 72027(b).

•

Board Retreat - The annual Board Retreat is held in late January or early February
each year. At this annual retreat, Board members discuss issues of importance
including their own self evaluation, the direction of the district, facilities plans, etc.
No action is taken at the retreat.

•

Study Sessions - Board study sessions are held in the fall and spring of each year
and focus on current issues and plans.

Agenda Prepa ration

The agenda is prepared by the Chancellor's Office and is posted in the District Office and
on the district's website at least 72 hours prior to the meeting. Agenda packets are
mailed to Board members the week prior to the meeting.
Meeting Protocol

The Board of Trustees follows a standard agenda format for conducting its business.
Meetings are conducted using Robert's Rules of Order and meetings are held in
accordance with the Ralph M. Brown Act.
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Board members are discouraged from engaging in one-on-one dialogues with members
of the audience. Rather, dialogue should occur with speakers at the podium.
A usual meeting day consists of the Board of Trustees, acting as the Financing
Corporation Board, holding the Financing Corporation meeting.
The Financing
Corporation meets to review, discuss and consider matters and activity relating to the
district's Certificates of Participation.
Immediately following the Financing Corporation, the Board of Trustees convenes its
regular business at a meeting of the Board of Trustees. The agenda format is as follows:
I. Call to Order/Open Session
a. Introduction of Guests
b. Public Comments
II. Reports
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

from Organizations/Colleges/District Office
Academic Senate Report
WHCFA Report
CSEA Report
ASB Report
West Hills College Coalinga and North District Center, Firebaugh
West Hills College Lemoore
Chancellor's Report

III. Consent Agenda
IV. Chancellor's Office Items for Review/Consideration
V. Fiscal Services Items for Review/Consideration
VI. Personnel Services Items for Review/Consideration
VII. Board Reports/Comments/Requests and Announcements
a. Board Reports
b. Announcement of next Board meeting
VIII. Closed Session
IX. Adjournment
The President of the Board calls the meeting of the Board of Trustees to order. Guests
are introduced and opportunity is given for public comments. The time for public
comments is reserved for the public to comment on non-agenda items. If an individual
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wishes to address the Board of Trustees, he/she is requested to state his/her name and
occupation/ affiliation and proceed with comments at the podium.
Reports are heard from the various college and district groups at each regular meeting of
the Board of Trustees. Reports are sometimes accompanied by written material which is
distributed to the Board and members of the audience.
The consent agenda contains items of a routine nature or items for which no Board
discussion is anticipated and for which the Chancellor recommends approval. Consent
agenda items are enacted by one motion. There is no separate discussion of items
unless a Board member or citizen so requests, in which event the item(s) will be
considered following approval of the consent agenda
Chancellor's Office items may include various reports, Board policies and administrative
procedures, resolutions and other matters related to the district in general.
Fiscal Services items may include budget status reports, bid awards, change orders,
notices of completion, and other matters related to the fiscal services of the district.
Personnel Services items may include job descriptions, job positions, personnel
resolutions (Le. layoff), salary schedules, and other matters related to the personnel
services of the district.
The regular business of the Board of Trustees is held during open session, which is open
to the public. At the conclusion of the open session portion of the meeting, Board
members are given the opportunity to provide comments or to make requests or
announcements.
Following the Board reports, the Board adjourns to closed session to conduct the
business of the district that is closed to the public as identified in the Ralph M. Brown
Act, Government Code Sections 54950 - 54962.
Closed session topics include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

License/Permit Determination
Conference with Real Property Negotiator
Conference with Legal Counsel - Existing Litigation
Conference with Legal Counsel- AntiCipated Litigation
Liability Claims
Threat to Public Services or Facilities
Public Employee Appointment
Public Employment
Public Employee Performance Evaluation
Public Employee Discipline/Dismissal/Release
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•
•
•
•

Conference with Labor Negotiator
Case Review/Planning
Report Involving Trade Secret
Hearings
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Section 2:

The Governing Board

Becoming an Officer of the Board

Board members desiring to become an officer of the Board should communicate this with
the Board President and/or the Chancellor who will, in turn, communicate the information
back to the Board as a whole. Following is a historical account of the Board Presidency:
2004 2000 1993 1991 1990 1989 1987 1984 1982 1979 1977 1974 1973 1972 1971 1970 1969 1968 1967 1966 1965 1963 -

Present
2004
2000
1993
1991
1990
1989
1987
1984
1982
1979
1977
1974
1973
1972
1971
1970
1969
1968
1967
1966
1965

Mark McKean
Jeff Levinson
Mark McKean
Bill Henry
Robert Arp
Jeff Levinson
Edna Ivans
Vernon Gordon
Bob E. Wood
Ralph Neate Sr.
Jack Jones
Edna Ivans
L.E. McKean, Jr.
Allyn Gramps
Bob E. Wood
Jerry Whitmore
Jack Jones
Bob E. Wood
Tony Mendes
Bill Deal
Herb Atkinson
Ralph Neate Sr.

Prior to 1963, the Board of Trustees served as a joint Board with the Coalinga Unified
School District.
The Board does not have an official system of rotation of officers; it elects the officers
each year from among all its members.
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Responsibilities of the Board President
The role of the Board President is very important to the effectiveness of the Board, the
Board/CEO relationship, and the institution. The Board President is the leader of the
Board and the facilitator of Board meetings. Specific areas of responsibility include the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preside over all meetings of the Board
Call emergency and special meetings of the Board as required by law
Consult with the Chancellor on Board meeting agendas
Communicate with individual Board members about their responsibilities
Participate in the orientation process for new Board members
Assure Board compliance with policies on Board education, self-evaluation and
CEO evaluation
Represent the Board at official events or ensure Board representation

The Board President is encouraged to keep in contact with the members of the Board on
a monthly basis, prior to each meeting.

Responsibilities of the Vice President
The responsibilities of the Vice President of the Board include the following:
•
•

Serve as President of the Board when the President is not present at a meeting of
the Board
Carry out such responsibilities as the President may assign to him/her from time to
time

Responsibilities of the Clerk of the Board
The responsibilities of the Clerk of the Board include the following:
•
•

Sign the minutes of all regular and special meetings approved by the Board
Sign any documents that would otherwise require the signature of the President of
the Board
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Section 2:

The Governing Board

Responsibilities of the Board
The Board of Trustees holds the colleges in
trust on behalf of the communities they serve
and represents the general public's interests.
The Board acts as a bridge and buffer
between the community and the college. Its
role may also include fundraising, public
relations and political advocacy. Trustees are
powerful spokespersons for their colleges.
Trustees represent the college to the
community.

Board Responsibilities
.:.

.:.

.:.

Who is the community?

.:.

The community served by the Board of
Trustees includes:

.:.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Students
The General Public
Electorate
Diverse Communities
Taxpayers
The State
Business and Industry
Local and Regional Agencies
Other Educational Institutions

.:.

Represent the public and
communities served by the
college.
Create strategies to ensure strong
bridges between the Board and
community groups.
Become knowledgeable about the
diverse needs and interests in the
community .
Be willing to buffer the college
from undue influence in order to
ensure academic freedom.
Advocate for the college in the
community and to government.
Support the West Hills Community
College Foundation and be willing
to engage in fundraising.

Public relations
Trustees are responsible for enhancing the public image of the colleges. Trustees
promote the mission, goals and programs of the institution and focus on guiding the
district in problem-solving. They control rumors and respond to questions from the
media. To be effective, trustees must be educated about the institution. There must be
constant communication and close cooperation between the CEO and the Board. The
Board has legal power only as a unit. Trustees have no authority as individuals. A Board
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member's public comments should represent Board decisions and policies, even if the
individual trustee did not vote for a Board decision.
Advocacy and Fundraising

The West Hills Community College Foundation was founded in 1983 and is the taxexempt SOl(c)(3) subsidiary authorized to develop, receive, manage and disburse gifts
and grants for all not-for-profit entities of the West Hills Community College Foundation.
These gifts and grants support educational programs.
Two Board members are also appointed to serve as members of the West Hills
Community College Foundation.
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Section 3:

Characteristics of an Effective Board

Board of Trustees Code of Ethics

The Board maintains high standards of ethical conduct for its members. Members of the
Board are responsible to the following code of ethics:

''I pledge my best efforts as a trustee of the West Hills Community College District to
evidence good citizenship in community and state affairs; refrain from making any
decision or commitments concerning community college governance, except in Board
meetings or when designated by the Board to do so; avoid situations leading to conflicts
of interest; bring credit to the District through personal effort, either directly or indirectly,
in business, social professional and personal relationships; make decisions which are
responsive to the geographic distribution and social ethnic, economic, and minority
make-up of the community; make decisions which give priority to the students; keep
informed on matters pertaining to the community college movement; fulfill the
responsibilities of my commission without regard to prejudice or partisanship." (Board
Policy 2715)
Trustee Conduct

Trustees are expected to remain courteous and open-minded, treating others with
honesty, decency and respect. Trustees should avoid bitter arguments and use
courteous, non-inflammatory language at Board meetings. Consideration for others
means speaking well of others in public.
Legal Responsibilities

State law requires that public boards do their work in public. This law is known as the
Ralph M. Brown Act (Government Code Sections 54950 - 54962). The intent of the law
is that the actions of the Board be taken openly and that their deliberations be conducted
openly.
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Section 3:

Characteristics of an Effective Board

Purpose
The Board of Trustees is committed to assessing its own performance as a Board in order
to identify its strengths and areas in which it may improve its functioning.

Criteria for Evaluation
The criteria for the Board of Trustees self evaluation are based on the responsibilities of
the Board. Those responsibilities are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Represent the public and communities served by the college.
Create strategies to ensure strong bridges between the Board and community
groups.
Become knowledgeable about the diverse needs and interests in the community.
Be willing to buffer the college from undue influence in order to ensure academic
freedom.
Advocate for the college in the community and to government.
Support the West Hills Community College Foundation and be willing to engage in
fundraising.

Evaluation Process and Tools
While the Board of Trustees sees its role of assessing its performance as ongoing, it sets
aside time at its annual retreat to conduct a self evaluation among its members.
The purpose of the Board self evaluation is to identify those areas of Board functions
which are working well and those which may need improvement. The Board self
evaluation speaks to the Board as a whole, not to individual trustees. It is the evaluation
process of the overall effectiveness of the Board as a decision-making group.
The following process will be used:
•

A self-evaluation form (Administrative Procedure 2745, Appendix A) will be
distributed to all Board members annually.
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•

The completed self-evaluation forms shall be submitted to the Chancellor's Office
at least one week prior to the regularly scheduled Board Retreat or Board Study
Session at which the self evaluation will be discussed.

•

The self-evaluation results shall be included as an agenda item for review at a
regularly scheduled Board Retreat or Board Study Session.

•

The Board of Trustees will develop a remediation plan during a future Board
Retreat or Board Study Session within one year from the date of the initial
approval of this administrative procedure.

Reference: Board Policy and Administrative Procedure 2745; Accreditation Standard
IV.B.1.e & g
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Section 3:

Characteristics of an Effective Board

Board of Trustees Orientation
The Board of Trustees is committed to its ongoing development as a Board and to a
trustee education program that includes new trustee orientation. The Board engages in
study sessions and is provided access to reading materials, conferences and other
activities that foster trustee education.

Conferences and Workshops
Board members are encouraged to attend conferences and workshops relative to the
interests of the district.
Conference arrangements (including registration, hotel accommodations, travel, etc.) can
be made by the Chancellor's office. Reasonable and necessary expenses for Board
member attendance at conferences and workshops are paid for by the District.
Conferences include:
•
•
•

AACC (American Association of Community Colleges) Annual Convention
CCLC (Community College League of California) Annual Trustees Conference
ACCT (Association of Community College Trustees) Conference

Reading
Board members receive and are encouraged to read the following publications:
•
•
•

Community College Journal
Community College Times
Community College League Newsletter

. The California Education Code and Government Code can be found at:
http://www.leginfo.ca.gov
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Section 3:

Characteristics of an Effective Board

Steps for Decision-Making
Trustees are responsible to be prepared for Board meetings so that they are able to
make well-informed decisions. Responsibilities include:
•
•
•
•
•

Devoting time, thought and study to agenda items and proposed actions;
Fostering a spirit of harmony and cooperation that honors differences of opinion;
Basing personal decisions upon available facts in each situation;
Voting honest convictions in every case; and
Abiding by and upholding the Board decision.

Trustees are to keep an open mind to others' points of view. Once the decision is made,
all trustees support the decision of the Board.
Decision-Making Criteria and Ouestions
Some questions to ask in studying agenda items and making decisions are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do I thoroughly understand the issue?
What problem is it addressing? Is it the "real" problem?
Is a decision really required at the Board level? Or, is the item more appropriately
an administrative matter? To whom should it be delegated?
Is the decision able to be made through existing Board policies and guidelines?
What guidance do the mission, goals, and values of the institution provide?
Does a proposal address the overall interests of the college, or is it limited to
special interest needs?
Is the proposed action legal and ethical?
What will it cost in time and money? Is it within the budget?
What evidence or data have been gathered related to the proposal?
What are the advantages and disadvantages of the proposal?
What will be the short and long-range impact on the college?
What other information is needed? Who can provide it?
How will the decision be evaluated? What feedback does the Board need?
When?
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At Board Meetings
The manner in which trustees discuss and explore various issues at Board meetings sets
a tone for the entire District. Both the public and the staff are interested in the values,
Thoughtful, respectful
thoughts, contribution and decisions of Board members.
discussions, particularly when there are diverse views, reflect well on the Board and the
entire District. Guidelines for participation in Board meeting discussions are:
1. Follow rules of order, usually adapted from Roberts Ru/esor similar references.
2. Actively and thoughtfully participate.
3. During meetings, interact with other members of the Board, but not with the
public or press.
4. Ask questions to get facts related to the discussion.
5. State inquiries in non-hostile language.
6. Actively listen to others; listen to what is said as well as what is not said.
7. Respect others' views.
8. Consider issues, not personalities.
9. Clarify the pros and cons of all alternatives.
10. Advocate for a position based on thorough study and after listening to all sides.
11. Help the chair by ceasing debate when all sides of a question have been explored.
12. Seek to table or postpone an item if there is not sufficient information or to avoid
making a decision under stress.
13. Abstain from voting when there is a conflict of interest. Don't abstain just to avoid
offending a fellow Board member or member of the public.
After the Board meeting, all Board members must:
• ·Accept and support the decision no matter how they voted;
• Convey their support for the decision to others;
• Follow up on expected action; and
• Monitor and review the decision regularly.

Managing Conflict
The Board of Trustees maintains a Board policy related to .meeting decorum (Education
Code Section 72121.5; Government Code Section S49S4.3(b)). The following will be
ruled out of order by the presiding officer:
•
•
•

Remarks or discussion in public meetings on charges or complaints which the
Board has scheduled to consider in closed session.
Offensive language.
Physical violence and/or threats of physical violence directed towards any person
or property.
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In the event that any meeting is willfully interrupted by the actions of one or more
persons so as to render the orderly conduct of the meeting unfeasible, the person(s) may
be removed from the meeting room.
Before removal, a warning and a request that the person(s) curtail the disruptive activity
will be made by the President of the Board. If the behavior continues, the person(s) may
be removed by a vote of the Board, based on a finding that the person is violating this
policy, and that such activity is intentional and has substantially impaired the conduct of
the meeting.
If order cannot be restored, the Board may order the meeting room cleared and may
continue in session. The Board shall only consider matters appearing on the agenda.
Representatives of the press or other news media, except those participating in the
disturbance, shall be allowed to attend any session held pursuant to this rule.
Involving Others in Decisions

There are different levels of decision-making that progressively involve more and more
people within the district. The Board is the ultimate decision-maker in those areas
assigned to it by state and federal laws and regulations.
With regard to personnel deCisions, there are two areas of potential liability for trustees:
conflicts of interest and the importance of maintaining confidentiality. The Political
Reform Act prohibits public officials from acting on decisions in which they have a
personal interest. Maintaining confidentiality is extremely important. Publicly talking
about personnel decisions or closed session discussions opens up the possibility of
lawsuits and other legal actions against individual trustees.
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Section 4:

Policy, Planning and Monitoring

Board Responsibilities
The Board of Trustees governs through the policies they make. After policies have been
developed and discussed in accordance with the district protocol, the Board of Trustees
sets the policy and the administration carries it out.

Policy Process
Board Policies and Administrative Procedures are regularly reviewed by the Chancellor's
Office. The Chancellor makes recommendations to the Board of Trustees concerning
revisions to existing policies and procedures or the development of new policies and
procedures to ensure that they are current and comply with state and federal laws.
Any employee, student, or member of the public may initiate a review or development of
any policy or procedure by submitting a request or recommendation in writing to the
Chancellor's Office.
(Board Policy and Administrative Procedure 2410, Policy and
Administrative Procedure).
Review and Approval Process
Upon receipt of the request or recommendation, the Chancellor's Office may refer to the
Community College League's Policy and Procedure Service for recommended or legally
advised language. The Chancellor's Office may also use the Policy and Procedure listserv
to query other districts for related Board Policies or Administrative Procedures. In some
instances, the Chancellor's Office may request that legal counsel review the policy or
procedure language. Other employees with expertise in speCific areas governed by a
Board Policy or Administrative Procedure may also be consulted during the review
process.
After initial review by the Chancellor's Office, the policy and/or procedure will be routed
to the supervisor, manager or Dean of the appropriate department, if applicable, for
review (i.e. Student Services, Human Resources, Business Office, etc.). Following the
applicable review, the policy and/or procedure will be routed as follows:

1. Policy and/or procedure to be reviewed and discussed by the Chancellor'S
Executive Cabinet.
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2. After review by the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet, the policy and/or procedure
will be sent to the colleges (through the College Presidents) for review and
approval, if applicable. Simultaneously, the policy and/or procedure will be sent to
the Academic Senate Presidents and the Faculty Association President as a
courtesy.
3. Review and approval by the Academic Senate Presidents will be requested only if
the policy and/or procedure deal(s) with academic and professional matters.
Review and approval by the Faculty Association President will only be requested if
the policy and/or procedure has or will have a significant effect on faculty.
4. After review by the colleges, any comments, recommendations or actions taken
with regard to the policy and/or procedure shall be sent to the Chancellor's Office
by the College Presidents.
5. In the case of review and approval by the Academic Senate Presidents or Faculty
Association President, any comments, recommendations or actions taken with
regard to the policy and/or procedure shall be sent to the Chancellor's Office by
the individuals serving in those capacities. As a courtesy, the comments,
recommendations or actions taken should also be sent to the College Presidents.
6. The Chancellor's Office will take the policy and/or procedure to the District
Leadership Council (DLC) for review and approval.
7. After DLC review, and upon final review by the Chancellor, the policy and/or
procedure will be placed on the Board of Trustees agenda for a first reading, with
consideration to follow at a subsequent meeting.
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Submission of Policies and Procedures for Review
When submitted to the various college groups, the policy and/or procedure shall be
accompanied by a routing form which will include the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policy/Procedure Number
Policy/Procedure Name
Indication of new or revised policy/procedure
Initiator of proposed new or revised policy/procedure
Purpose for new or revised policy/procedure
Anticipated timeline for review and approval process

I\lew policies and procedures will be submitted to the appropriate groups as a "clean"
copy.
Revised policies and procedures will be submitted to the appropriate groups using the
following editing marks:
•
•

Deleted text to be shown in strikethrough print
Added text to be shown in bold p~rint

Nonsubstantive ("clean Up" or "housekeeping') revisions to policies and procedures (Le.
names, title changes, addition or deletion of references) that do not change the intent or
meaning of the policy or procedure may be recommended by the Chancellor to the Board
of Trustees for review and consideration without being routed through the review and
approval process. However, the revised policies and procedures will be sent to the
colleges, the Academic Senate Presidents and the Faculty Association President as a
courtesy.
Policies and procedures dealing strictly with the Board of Trustees may be recommended
by the Chancellor to the Board of Trustees for review and consideration without being
routed through the review and approval process. However, the revised policies and
procedures will be sent to the colleges, the Academic Senate Presidents and the Faculty
Association President as a courtesy.
New or revised procedures that outline an existing process may be recommended by the
Chancellor to the Board of Trustees for review and consideration without being routed
through the review and approval process. However, the revised policies and procedures
will be sent to the colleges, the Academic Senate Presidents and the Faculty Association
President as a courtesy.
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Timeline
In most instances, policy and procedure review and approval will be based on a twomonth cycle at the college level. Once the Chancellor's Office submits the policy and/or
procedure to the colleges, the Academic Senate Presidents and the Faculty Association
PreSident, the review and approval process officially begins. The groups will have 60
days in which to complete the review and approval process at the college level and
submit final comments, recommendations or actions taken with regard to the policy
and/or procedure to the Chancellor's Office.
At the completion of the 60 days (or sooner if the appropriate groups have completed
their review and approval process), the policy and/or procedure will be placed on the
DLC agenda for review and approval if applicable. Following DLC review, the policy
and/or procedure will be placed on the Board of Trustees agenda for a first reading, with
consideration to follow at a subsequent meeting. The Board of Trustees will be provided
with the Chancellor's final recommendation, along with the completed routing form which
will include the comments, recommendations and actions taken by the appropriate
groups.
The timeline may be shorted due to various circumstances including, .but not limited to,
changes in law or urgent need. However, the Chancellor's Office shall notify all
applicable groups of the shortened timeline.
After approval by the Board of Trustees, policies and procedures will be posted to the
District's website. The College Presidents and Academic Senate Presidents will also be
notified as to the status of the proposed or revised policies and procedures and provided
with a final, "clean" copy.

Policy Manual
Hard copies of all poliCies and procedures are located in the Chancellor's Office.
Additionally, policies and procedures are posted on the district's website at the following
address:
http://www.westhillscollege.com/districtlaboutlboard trustees!policies!index.asp

Implementation and Evaluation
After new or revised poliCies and/or procedures are adopted, the Chancellor and staff
members are responsible for carrying them out. Policies and procedures are reviewed on
an ongoing basis to ensure that they comply with state and federal laws.
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Section 4:

Policy! Planning and Monitoring

Board Responsibilities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Foster an institutional climate conducive to ongoing planning and evaluation.
Establish the institutional direction by adopting policies that define the vision!
mission, and "ends."
Represent broad-based community interests in setting the policy direction.
Be aware of societal! demographic, economic! and technological changes
influencing the college.
Monitor institutional progress toward the ends and goals.
Review and discuss the evidence demonstrating the district's effectiveness in
reaching its goals.
Review and discuss the evidence demonstrating the colleges' effectiveness in
reaching their goals.

Strategic Planning Process
The Chancellor and the College Presidents shall ensure that the district has and
implements a broad-based comprehensive, systematic and integrated system of planning
that involves appropriate segments of the college community and is supported by
institutional research.
The planning system shall include plans required by law including, but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

College master plans
Facilities plan
Faculty and staff diversity plan
Student equity plan
Matriculation
Transfer Center
Cooperative Work Experience
EOPS and DSPS

The planning system shall also include plans not required by law including, but not
limited to:
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•
•
•

Technology Strategic Plan
Human Resources Plan
District Strategic Plan

The Chancellor shall submit those plans to the Board for which Board approval is
required by Title 5.
The District Strategic Plan will be developed by a broad representation of Board
members, district staff, college and center staff, the Academic Senates, CTA, CSEA,
students, and community and business members. The district's executive team,
comprised of the Chancellor, Vice Chancellor of Business Services, and the College
Presidents, will have overall responsibility for implementation of the District Strategic Plan
and will develop methods for achieving the strategiC directions within their respective
organizations and units. In this way, plan implementation will be integrated into the
ongoing planning and consultation process of each college, site and unit within the
district. The implementation process will be integrated into the district's annual planning
processes.
Each college will develop an Educational Master Plan that is in compliance with the plans
articulated by the District Educational Master Plan.
The Chancellor shall inform the Board about the status of planning and the various plans.
The Chancellor shall ensure the Board has an opportunity to assist in developing the
general institutional mission and goals for the comprehensive plans. (Board Policy 3250,
District StrategiC Planning).
1. Evaluate
•

•
•
•

•
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Indicators of Effectiveness
The District has established five goals for institutional effectiveness:
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Accreditation and Student Learning Outcomes

Institutional effectiveness is directly related to student learning. The colleges have
developed Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) for nearly 100% of their courses. The
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SLOs will be used to measure student achievement and the analysis of the SLOs will
guide institutional improvement efforts.

State and National Accountability
The West Hills Community College District is required to have a comprehensive
management information and accountability system and the district reports data to the
state Chancellor's Office (Systems Office). Some of the data that the district collects and
reports are:
•

•

•
•
•

Student characteristics: Community participation rates; high school graduates
participation; financial aid participation; categorical programs participation; basic
skills and ESL enrollment
Student course activity and outcomes: Persistence in courses, programs and the
college; completion of degrees and certificates; completion by field of study;
transfer, job placement
Course inventory
Staff composition and workload, e.g. staff diversity, faculty assignments
Fiscal activity, including budget and expenditure levels

In addition, the district collects and reports applicable data for the following agencies:
•
•
•

WASC (Western Association of Schools and Colleges)
IPEDS (Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System)
ARCC (Accountability Reporting for the Community Colleges)
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Section 4:

PoliCYI Planning and Monitoring

What is Accreditation?

The West Hills Community College District is accredited by the Accrediting Commission
for Community and Junior Colleges (ACOC) of the Western Association of Schools and
Colleges (WASC). Accreditation is a voluntaryl nongovernmental process involving
institutional self-study and professional peer review. Accreditation provides two essential
services: quality assurance to the public and other institutions, and institutional
improvement through a peer review process.
Accreditation is a continuing process l the heart of which lies in periodic self-appraisal by
an institution. In preparation for each accreditation visit, the district prepares an
extensive report with primary emphasis on self-analysis and evaluation. Preparing the
report usually involves representatives from all employee groups and areas of the
college. The report and other materials are sent to an evaluation team, which visits the
college, meets with groups and individualsl validates the self-study report, and reviews
the college's responses to the previous report.
The comprehensive self-study and evaluation are conducted at least every six years.
Ongoing evaluation and planning enables the district and colleges to integrate self-study
processes into regular review processes of the institution; however, the self-study and
planning for the accreditation report generally begin two years prior to the scheduled
accreditation visit.
Between scheduled visits, the district and colleges address their own and previous
visiting team recommendations and submits periodic reports. The effectiveness of selfregulatory accreditation depends upon the institution's acceptance of specific
responsibilities, including complying with all of the standards and abiding by the
Commission's policies, procedures, and decisions.
Accreditation Standards

Accreditation standards adopted in 2002 reflect the Commission's belief that accredited
institutions must have to foster learning in their students as their primary purpose.
Therefore, the standards require institutions to ensure that resources and processes
support student learning, continually assess that learning and pursue institutional
excellence. The self-study that is done to maintain accreditation must include a college-
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wide dialogue on the institution's effectiveness. The standards are designed to facilitate
the dialogue.
The standards are presented in four parts:
•

Standard I'- Institutional Mission and Effectiveness
Addresses the institutional mission, which provides the impetus for achieving
student learning and other college goals. Institutions must provide the means for
students to learn, assess how well learning is occurring, and improve that learning
through ongoing, systematic, and integrated planning.

•

Standard II - Student Learning Programs and Services
Includes criteria for instructional programs, student support services, and library
and learning support services, which assure the quality and improvement of all
programs and services as they promote and foster student learning.

•

Standard III - Resources
Addresses the human, physical, technological, and financial resources required to
achieve the purposes of the college.

•

Standard IV - Leadership and Governance
Tackles issues related to and includes the organization and roles of the Board and
CEOs, decision-making processes, and organization of multi-college districts.

Board Role in Accreditation
Accreditation requires that the Board of Trustees is informed about and involved in the
accreditation process. At the time the self-study report is submitted, the Board President
signs the self-study document, which attests to the accuracy of the report in reflecting
the nature and substance of the institution. The Board of Trustees, as the Governing
Board of the district, will review the final report of the evaluation team, and is ultimately
responsible for ensuring that the college responds to the issues raised in the self-study,
the recommendations of the evaluation team, and the decisions of the Commission. The
Board may also assume leadership in ensuring that the self-study report and subsequent
recommendations become an integral part of the institutional planning process.
Accreditation is achieved by colleges, not districts. The Board of Trustees should work
closely with each of the colleges to achieve consistency in their participation.
The Board and CEO should have a strategy to address Standard IV.B, Board and
Administrative Organization, at the beginning of the accreditation self-study process.
The strategy should be coordinated with the efforts of the college steering committee for
the accreditation process. It may include:
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•
•
•

assessing the status of Board policies related to the standard and updating policies
if necessary;
identifying the strategies used by the Board to meet the standards, describing the
results of those strategies, and developing new strategies if necessary;
contributing to and reviewing drafts of the report for the self-study.

The Board of Trustees is encouraged to devote significant time and thought to their
responses to the standards. It is important that all Board members be significantly
involved in the discussion.
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Section 5:

The Board and the Chief Executive Officer (CEO)

Board Responsibilities
.:. Appoint a CEO who can meet the
district's needs and is trusted by the
board.
.) Establish appropriate lines of
authority and delegation
.:. Define clear expectations for
performance
.:. Provide a mutual beneficial contract
.:. Support the CEO's authority
.:. Maintain open communication
.:. Base the relationship on mutual
respect and trust
.:. Conduct regular evaluations

The Board/CEO Partnership
The Board delegates to the Chancellor the
executive responsibility for administering the
policies adopted by the Board and executing
all decision of the Board. requiring
administrative action .

Appointing/Hiring a CEO
The Board establishes a search process to
fill the vacancy left by a departing
Chancellor. The process is to be fair and
open and comply with relevant regulations .

CEO Evaluation
Timeline
March - April

Evaluation forms for Chancellor sent to Board members for
completion prior to April Board meeting

Late April

Completed evaluation forms/scores compiled by Clerk of the Board
and given to Executive Assistant to the Chancellor/Board of Trustees.
Executive Assistant types final evaluation from compiled scores

May

June

Final evaluation distributed to Board members prior to regular Board
meeting
Chancellor's evaluation takes place during closed session of regular
Board meeting
Chancellor's contract is taken to the Board of Trustees for approval
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CEO Contract and Compensation

The Chancellor's contract is approved by the Board of Trustees in June of each fiscal
year. 'The contract length and compensation are determined and agreed upon by the
Board of Trustees and the Chancellor.
Communication

Communication between the Board of Trustees and the Chancellor is ongoing. The
Board is provided with an update letter from the Chancellor each month, which is often
accompanied by a brief newsletter which includes information about recent and
upcoming events and activities and information relevant to Board members. The
Chancellor speaks by phone and visits with Board members as necessary each month.
Email is also used as a form of communication with Board members
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Section 6:

Human Resources

Laws and Regulations
The Board of Trustees plays an important role in ensuring the quality of the employees,
the effective use of college resources for personnel, and an environment that supports
excellence.
State and federal laws and regulations heavily regulate human resources policies,
practices and negotiations in public institutions. Board responsibilities include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Requiring that the district adhere to federal and state laws and regulations
Maintaining an excellent CEO/Board relationship
Setting policy standards that ensure fair and equitable employment practices,
personnel procedures, and contract negotiations
Supporting internal lines of authority - avoiding dealing directly with individual
staff members
Acknowledging and supporting staff achievements and professional development
programs
Fostering an environment that promotes quality, caring and dedication to high
moral and ethical standards

Collective Bargaining (CSEA; CTA)
There are two unions in the West Hills Community College District:
•

CSEA (Classified Employees) - California School Employees Association, Chapter

•

429
CTA (Certificated Employees) - West Hills College Faculty Association/California
Teachers Association/National Educators Association

The collective bargaining process is conducted by the Chancellor, Vice Chancellor of
Business Services, Director of Human Resources, and the district's attorney.
The current collective bargaining agreement for each union is located on the district's
website as follows:
http://www.westhillscollege.com/district/human resources/contracts/index.asp
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Personnel Matters/Trustee Liability
There are two areas of potential liability for trustees related to personnel: conflicts of
interest and the importance of maintaining confidentiality. The Political Reform Act
prohibits public officials from acting on decisions in which they have a personal interest.
Maintaining confidentiality is extremely important. Publicly talking about personnel
decisions or closed session discussions opens up the possibility of lawsuits and other
legal actions against individual trustees.
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Section 6:

Human Resources

Partici patory Governance
The Board is the ultimate decision-maker in those areas assigned to it by state and
federal laws and regulations. In executing that responsibility, the Board is committed to
its obligation to ensure that appropriate members of the District participate in developing
recommended policies for Board action and administrative procedures for the
Chancellor's action under which the District is governed and administered.
It is the intent of the Board of Trustees to have a governance process for the District
which provides opportunities for students, faculty, and staff to participate in the
governance of the college. The vehicle which shall be used to carry out the Board's
intent is the District Leadership Council (DLC).
The DLC shall consist of the following membership:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chancellor
Vice Chancellor of Business Services
Director of Human Resources
Director of District Enrollment Services
Director of Marketing
President, West Hills College Coalinga
President, West Hills College Lemoore
Academic Senate President, West Hills College Coalinga
Academic Senate President, West Hills College Lemoore
CTA Representative
CSEA Representative
Student Representatives (as determined by the College Presidents)

At the college level, the vehicle which shall be used to carry out the Board's intent is the
College Consultation Council (CCC) at West Hills College Coalinga and the Planning and
Governance Council (PGC) at West Hills College Lemoore.
The CCC at West Hills College Coalinga shall consist of the following membership:
•
•

College President
Academic Senate President or designee
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chair or Co-Chair from Instructional Services Council
Chair or Co-Chair from Student Services Council
Chair or Co-Chair from Facilities Development Council
Chair or Co-Chair from Learning Resources Council
Associate Dean of Student Learning
Classified Staff (3)
Faculty (3 - including one counselor)
Students (2)
Athletic Director

The PGC at West Hills College Lemoore shall consist of the following membership:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

College President
Curriculum Committee Chair
CTA/Faculty Representative (2)
CSEA/Classified Representative (2)
Librarian
Counselor/Advisor
Vice President of Educational Services
Associate Dean of Educational Services, Evening College
Dean of Students
Director of Maintenance & Operations/Auxiliary Services
Academic Senate President
Student Government Association Representative (2)
Dean of Learning Resources

Each of the following shall partiCipate as required by law in the decision-making
processes of the District:
Academic Senate
The Board or its designees will consult collegially with the Academic Senate, as duly
constituted with respect to academic and professional matters, as defined by law.
Procedures to implement this section are developed collegially with the Academic Senate.
Staff
Classified staff shall be provided with opportunities to participate in the formulation and
development of district policies and procedures that have a Significant effect on staff.
The opinions and recommendations of CSEA will be given every reasonable
consideration.
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Students
The Associated Students shall be given an opportunity to participate effectively in the
formulation and development of district policies and procedures that have a significant
effect on students, as defined by law. The recommendations and positions of the
Associated Students will be given every reasonable consideration. The selection of
student representatives to serve on district committees or task forces shall be made after
consultation with the Associated Students.
Except for unforeseeable emergency situations, the Board shall not take any action on
matters subject to this policy until the appropriate constituent group or groups have been
provided the opportunity to participate.
Nothing in this policy will be construed to interfere with the formation or administration
of employee organizations or with the exercise of rights guaranteed under the
Educational Employment Relations Act, Government Code Sections 3540, et seq.
Benefits and Challenges
The value of participator decision-making is in its inclusive nature. When inclusive
processes are used, there is a greater understanding and acceptance of decision, a
greater commitment to their implementation, and an understanding of and commitment
to the goals and objectives of the organization. Participatory decision-making promotes
trust, cooperation, a team identity, and coordination of efforts.
Participation in decision-making also has its challenges. Those involved in the decision
must do their homework. Participation requires time away from the other duties of the
job. Decisions take longer; therefore, the processes for gathering comments and making
recommendations must take into account longer decision-making cycles.
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Section 7:

Fiscal Responsibilities

Sources of Revenue
The district obtains the bulk of their resources from the state. The state's appropriation
is based on three major sources: state monies, local property taxes and student fees. In
addition, funds from the federal government support specific programs in the colleges.

State Appropriations Process
Building the state budget is at least a yearlong process involving local entities, state
agencies, the Legislature and the Governor. Each fall, proposals for changes in the state
budget for the following fiscal year are submitted to the Department of Finance (DOF) by
every state agency, including the System Office of the California Community Colleges.
The DOF makes recommendations to the Governor in December, who also meets with
agency heads, including the Chancellor of the Community Colleges.
•

•
•
•

By January 10 the Governor presents a proposed state budget to the Legislature.
Throughout the spring, the Assembly and Senate hold hearings on the Governor's
budget proposal and develop their own budget proposals.
In May, the Governor releases a revised budget proposal known as the May
Revise.
June 15 is the constitutional deadline for the Legislature to submit its proposed
budget to the Governor.
June 30 is the target date for the Governor to sign the budget.

Throughout the state appropriations process, local district budgeting is based on
educated projections of what the final budget will be.
•

Once the state budget is approved, the Board of Governors (BOG) and System
Office are responsible for allocating the state appropriation for community colleges
to the districts.
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District Allocation Model
Philosophy
All the communities within the district have made significant contributions to the welfare
of our colleges and centers. In recognition of the contributions and confidence in the
actions of the West Hills Community College District, the Board of Trustees has
determined that it will maintain a district office, viable and comprehensive colleges in the
cities of Coalinga and Lemoore with current educational centers in Firebaugh and the
Lemoore Naval Air Station. The Board believes that because of our geographic location
and distribution of our cities, the ability to maintain access to higher education
opportunities is essential for our communities and citizens to grow and prosper. In
keeping with this overall philosophy, the Board has implemented the following principles
to maintain access to higher education:
•
•
•

The district shall maintain standards of design, construction and reconstruction of
new facilities which will be followed and applied at all locations.
The district shall maintain standards in the use and application of technology at all
locations.
The district shall develop long term plans in education, construction and fiscal
resources.

The purpose of the resource allocation procedure is to provide an understandable, clear
methodology to the practice of allocating resources to the cost centers of the district and
to realize the Board's objective in extending the educational opportunity to all citizens of .
the district. This procedure, along with the budget definitions, provides the necessary
information for the development of comprehensive· budgets for the district and individual
college operations.

If at any time there are circumstances beyond the control of the district, such as a major
earthquake or other events that disrupt the operations of the district, these
circumstances may dictate a different course of action than those outlined in this
procedure.
Allocation Fundamentals (Distribution of Fiscal and Human Resources)

1. Each college receives a base allocation:
a. Based on prior year expenditures
b. Based on the college's ability to achieve their FTE goal
c. Based on the state's ability to fund growth
2. The percentage of growth achieved by each college at the end of a fiscal year will·be
a determining factor in the amount of resources realized by each college. Retention
may also be a factor in the amount of resources realized by each college.
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3. Resources will be allocated to maintain the viability and comprehensiveness of both
colleges and their educational centers.
4. Resources will be allocated to colleges for the purpose of prioritizing and planning the
human resources, support programs and academic programs desired by the colleges
which are determined by the internal planning processes at the college level.
5. The District Office receives a base allocation:
a. Based on prior year expenditures
b. Based on the budget development process and program review
c. Based on the state's ability to fund growth
Cost Centers
The cost centers of the district will be the colleges and the District Office.
Approval Process
1. Prior to the planning and budget cycle for each college, the district Business Office
will provide each College President with the prior "base year allocation and
expenditures" and the projected "base year allocations". The budget assumption
used for the "projected year" shall be the same as the state chancellor's office. The
budgets for the cost centers will be allocated using a "base year" allocation. The
"base year" allocation is based upon the prior year's actual expenditures.
2. Upon approval of the tentative district budget for the upcoming fiscal year, an
appendix to the budget will be provided to illustrate the estimated actual budgets of
the cost centers.
3. Distribution of Income
a. Prior to any distribution, the reserve must be taken into account which requires
the district to set aside 5% of new revenues in order to avoid being placed on
the State Chancellor's watch list;
b. Any increases in the mandated expenses such as utilities, bad debt, step
increases, insurance or other costs will be funded;
c. After items a and b are accounted for, the remaining growth dollars will be
allocated to each college based upon the percentage of growth dollars each
college provided to the overall district funded growth. (Example: If the
growth is 8% total for the District and 2% is from Coalinga and 6% is from
Lemoore, then 25% of the new money will be allocated to Coalinga and 75%
will be allocated to Lemoore.) In accordance with Education Code Section
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84362,50% of growth dollars expended at each college shall be expended for
instructional purposes.
d. As a part of the distribution of resources, there must be consideration given to
the resources required to support the district office functions. These
considerations would include, but not be limited to, resources received for
scheduled maintenance, equipment or other restricted funds that serve to
increase services throughout the district. The district office reserves the right
to allocate resources from restricted areas to maximize their effect on the
ability to serve students. These expenditures will be tied to a district
scheduled maintenance plan, as well as any facilities plans in order to obtain
maximization of the limited resources. Areas identified in subsection d will
exclude general fund restricted programs such as EOPS/DSPS. Decisions on
how these resources are allocated will be finalized by the Chancellor's
Executive Cabinet.
4. Distribution of Staff
a. In the matter of full time faculty, Title V Section 51025 provides the target
number for the district to achieve.
b. Ideally, this process will conclude prior to the start of the spring semester to
allow for immediate advertising in January to begin the process of employing
faculty.
c. The Chancellor will require that the College Presidents meet and confer on
their respective lists to determine similar positions or shared positions being
sought by both colleges.
d. The reconciled list will then be forwarded to the Human Resources department
for immediate distribution.
e. The College President is responsible for disseminating the decisions made on
distribution of staff to their respective colleges using regular and appropriate
means of communicating the process and results of the decisions made.
f. This process shall also be used in the recommendation of new and
replacement classified, management and administrative staff.
The allocation model is reviewed annually.

Other Funding Sources
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bonds
Foundations and Fundraising
Asset Management
Grants
Partnerships
Certificates of Participation (COPs)
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Section 7:

Fiscal Responsibilities

Budget Development Process
The colleges begin planning for the next fiscal year in
January. Various departments and groups are engaged
in reviewing programs and needs, planning, and
establishing assumptions and criteria for the next year's
budget.
Board Review and Approval

Board Responsibilities

1. Establish policy criteria to
guide the budgeting
process
2. Set general priorities for
the budget early in the
process
3. Study and understand
budget proposals
4. Adopt budgets after
assessing proposals
against policy criteria
and priorities.

The Board adopts the tentative budget no later than
June 15 prior to the beginning of the fiscal year. The
purpose of the tentative budget is to provide the
District with an operating plan for the next few months.
The District is required to have a final, Board-approved
budget on or before September 15 for the fiscal year. The final budget takes into
account the official state budget and allocations as well as the actual ending balance
from the previous fiscal year.
Understanding Budget Status Reports
Budget Status Reports are presented to the Board of Trustees each month at the Board
meeting. The report is presented by the Vice Chancellor of Business Services and
includes the current budget standing of the District's revenues and expenses for general
and categorical fund budgets.
Annual Audit
An external audit of the district's funds is conducted each year in accordance with
requirements of the California State Chancellor's Office, Governmental Audit Standards
and generally accepted auditing standards. The audit report is presented to the Board of
Trustees in January of each year and consists of three basic financial statements that
provide information on the District's activities as a whole:
•
•

Statement of Net Assets
Statement of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net Assets
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•

Statement of Cash Flows

The focus of the Statement of Net Assets is designed to be similar to bottom line results
for the District. It combines and consolidates current financial resources with capital
assets and long-term obligations.
The Statement of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net Assets focuses on the costs
of the District's operational activities which are supported mainly by property taxes and
by State and other revenues.
The Statement of Cash Flows provides an analysis of the sources and uses of cash within
the operations of the District.

Reserve
The minimum prudent unrestricted general fund balance is 5 percent (5%). This
minimum prudent level is considered necessary to ease cash flow problems, to deal with
unexpected cost increases, and other fiscal uncertainties. If the district falls below this
minimum prudent level, further review will be performed to determine if any fiscal
problems exist.

Warrants
The Board of Trustees is presented with a list of warrants each month at the Board
meeting. The warrants are the expenses that have been paid by the District for the
month.
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Section 8:

Resources

District Web Site
The district maintains its own website at http://www.westhillscollege.com.

Dialogue
The Dialogue newsletter is published six times each year by the district's marketing
department. It contains stories and articles related to the district, its communities,
students and employees,

Community College League Publications
The following is a list of publications from the Community College League of California
that are a resource for Trustees:
•
•
•

Community College Journal
Community College Times
Introduction to Fiscal Responsibilities

Frequently Used Acronyms and Terms
AACC
ACCT
ACOC
ARCC
BOG
CCC
CCCCO
CCFC
CCLC
COPs
CPEC
CSEA
CTA
DLC
DOF

American Association of Community Colleges
Association of Community College Trustees
Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges
Accountability Reporting for the Community Colleges
Board of Governors
College Consultation Council
California Community Colleges Chancellor's Office
Community College Facilities Coalition
Community College League of California
Certificates of Participation
California Postsecondary Education Commission
Classified School Employees Association
California Teachers Association
District Leadership Council
Department of Finance
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FfE
IPEDS
NILD
PGC
WASC

Full Time Equivalent
Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System
National Institute for Leadership Development
Planning and Governance Council
Western Association of Schools and Colleges

Handbook References

Information contained in this handbook has been compiled from the following resources:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community College League of California Trustee Handbook! 2007
West Hills Community College District Board Policies and Administrative
Procedures
West Hills Community College District 2005-2007 Annual Report to the Community
& Strategic Plan Update
West Hills Community College District Website
Community College League of California Introduction to Fiscal Responsibilities - A
Resource for Community College Trustees
Memorandum from Fred Harris, Assistance Vice Chancellor, System Office dated
October 25, 2005

The Board of Trustees handbook will be reviewed annually as information is subject to
change throughout the year.
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Board Policy 3200
Accreditation
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Aa'Teditation Eligibility Requirement 20, Standard IVB.l.i

The Chancellor shall ensure the District complies with the accreditation process and standards of
the Accrediting Commission of Conununity and Junior Colleges and of other District programs that
seek special accreditation.
The Chancellor shall keep the Board informed of approved accrediting organizations and the status
of accreditations.
The Chancellor shall ensure that the Board is involved in any accreditation process in which Board
participation is required.
The Chancellor shall provide the Board with a sununary of any accreditation report and any actions
taken or to be taken in response to reconunendations in an accreditation report.

Board approval date: 11/18/03
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Board Policy 2100
Board Elections
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Education Code Sections 5000 et seq.

The term of office of each trustee shall be four (4) years, commencing at the organizational meeting
in December, following the November election. Elections shall be held every two years, in odd
numbered years. Terms of trustees are staggered so that, as nearly as practical, one half of the
trustees shall be elected at each trustee election.
The election of a board member residing in and registered to vote in the trustee area he or she seeks
to represent shall be by the registered voters of the entire community college district. Trustee areas
are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Area
Area
Area
Area
Area
Area

123456-

Coalinga
Firebaugh
Avenal
Lemoore (2 Board members)
Riverdale
Tranquillity

The Chancellor shall submit recommendations to the Board regarding adjustments to be made to
the boundaries of each trustee area, if any adjustment is necessary, after each decennial federal
census. The Chancellor shall submit the recommendation in time for the Board to act as required by
law.

Board approval date: 5/20/ 03
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Administrative Procedure 2745
Board Self-Evaluation
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Reference: Accreditation Standard IVB. 1.e & g
The purpose of the Board self-evaluation is to identify those areas of Board functions which are
working well and those which may need improvement. The Board self-evaluation speaks to the
Board as a whole, not to individual trustees. It is the evaluation process of the overall effectiveness
of the Board as a decision-making group.
The following process will be used:
•

A self-evaluation form (Appendix A) will be distributed to all Board members annually.

•

The completed self-evaluation forms shall be submitted to th e Chancellor's Office at least
one week prior to the regularly scheduled Board Retreat or Board Study Session at which the
self evaluation will be discussed.

•

The self-evaluation results shall be included as an agenda item for review at a regularly
scheduled Board Retreat or Board Study Session.

•

The Board of Trustees will develop a remediation plan during a future Board Retreat or
Board Study Session \vithin one year from the date of the initial approval of this
administrative procedure.

Board approval date: 2/21/06
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APPENDIX A
West Hills Community College District
Board of Trustees
Self-Evaluation

Rating Scale

4

Excellent

3

Acceptable

Question
L

Board meetings are conducted in a
manner that the purposes are achieved
effectively and efficiently.

2.

Board members are punctual to and
attend all meetings to conclusion.

2 = Need Improvement
Yes/No

Rating

3. The Board reviews agenda materials
and is prepared for Board meeting.

4. Board members respect the opinions of
one another.

5.

Discussions are structured so that all
members have an opportunity to
contribute to the decision.

6. Board members have adequate
information upon which to base
decisions.
The Board reaches decisions on the
basis of study of all available
background data and consideration of
the recommendation of the chancellor.
8. New Board members, including
student trustees, receive an orientation
to rules and responsibilities and
District mission and policies.
9. Board members are knowledgeable
about community college and state
related issues.

7.

10. The Board acts as an advocate for
community colleges.

11. Board members participate actively in
community affairs.

A-I

1 = Unsatisfactory

o

Unknown

Comments / Suggestions

Question

Yes / No

Rating

12. Board members are available to
District employees for comments and
suggestions.
13. The Board keeps the Chancellor
informed of community contacts.

14. The Board shows its support for the
District tllrough members attending
various events.
15 . The Board is sensitive to the concerns
of students and employees while
maintaining impartiality.
16. The Board is knowledgeable about the
District's hi story, values, strengths and
weaknesses .

17. Members of the Board reflect Board
policy in individual answers to public
questions and in public statements.
18 . The Board reflects the interests of the
District.

19. The Board has processes in place for
appropriately involving the community
in relevant decisions.
20 . The Board helps promote the image of
the District in the community.

21. The Board agendas focus on policy
issues that relate to Board
responsibilities.
22. The Board conducts its meetings in
compliance with state laws including
the Brown Act.
23. Agendas include legislative and state
policy issues that will impact the
Di strict.
24. The Board understands the collective
bargaining process and its role in that
process.
25 . Board meetings include some
education or information time.

A-2

Comments / Suggestions

Question

Yes / No

Rating

26. The Board is involved in and
understands the budget process.

27. Board meetings provide adequate time

for discussion.

28 . The Board gives adequate attention to
the mission and goals of the District.

29. The Board gives adequate attention to
future planning.

30. The Board has a procedure for annual
evaluations of the Chancellor.

31. The Board provides appropriate
commendations for District
employees .
32. The Board demonstrates a good
understanding of collegial consultation
and related processes.
33 . In general, what rating does the Board
as a whole deserve?

Not
applicable

A-3

Comments / Suggestions

Board Policy 2745
Board Self-Evaluation
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Reference: Accreditation Standard IV.B.1.e & g
The Board of Trustees is committed to assessing its own performance as a board in order to identify
its strengths and areas in which it may improve its functioning.
\\!hile the Board of Trustees sees its role of assessing its performance as ongoing, it sets aside time at
its annual retreat to conduct a self evaluation among its members.

Board approval date: 4/27/04
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
Board of Trustees
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga, CA 93210
(559) 934-2100

MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE GOVERNING BOARD
February 16, 2010

iC ALL TO ORDER/ OPEN SESSIONI
President McKean called the meeting of the Board of Trustees to order at 3:26 p.m.
Board members present:
Mark McKean, President
Bill Henry, Vice President
Nina Oxborrow, Clerk
Jeff Levinson
Edna Ivans
Jack Minnite
Steve Cantu
Yohan Maeda, Student Trustee
Administrators present:
Frank Gornick, Chancellor
Ken Stoppenbrink, Vice Chancellor of Business Services
Pedro Avila, Vice Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness and Emollment Management
Carole Goldsmith, Vice Chancellor of Educational Services and Workforce Development
Willard Lewallen, President, West Hills College Coalinga
Don Warkentin, President, West Hills College Lemoore
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Vice President of Educational Services, West Hills College Lemoore
Jill Stearns, Vice President of Educational Services, West Hills College Coalinga
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services, West Hills College Lemoore
David Reynolds, Associate Dean of Student Learning, West Hills College Coalinga
Frances Squire, Director of Marketing
Tammy Weatherman, Director of Fiscal Services
Richard Larson, Director of Farm of the Future, West Hills College Coalinga
Jana Cox, Director of Financial Aid.
Introduction of Guests

There were no guests introduced at this time.
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Public Comments
There were no public comments made at this time.
!REPORTS FROM ORGANIZATIONS / COLLEGES / DISTRICT OFFICEI
Academic Senate Report - Ms. Anita Bart, Academic Senate President for West Hills
College Coalinga, apologized for missing the last meeting. She thanked the Board for
approving Ms. Melissa Delaney for tenure. Ms. Bart reported that the Senate is working
on the restructuring of committees, the college budget process, and the first draft
document for degree level program SLOs (Student Learning Outcomes).
Ms. Stephanie Droker, Academic Senate President for West Hills College Lemoore,
reported that the Senate is working on tenure resolutions. They have forwarded four
names for tenure. The Senate will soon be voting in a new president and they have had
a lot of discussion on the proposed District Education Coordinating Council (DECC)
and will continue to have dialogue. They want to have stronger communication
between the colleges.
WHCFA Report - Ms. Marty Ennes, WHCFA President, reported that the Faculty
Association is busy as usual. A meeting is scheduled with the district for next week to
set the calendar for 2012 through 2014. The first general meeting of the semester will
also be held next week. Ms. Ennes reported that Matt Magnuson, West Hills College
Coalinga librarian, recently graduated from the CCA Building Strong Locals Academy
at the CCA \tVinter Conference.
She stated that the faculty enjoyed spending the day at the Board Retreat and hearing
Barbara Beno's comments. As we watch the nation and the state grapple with this
economic crisis, it is important to remember that each and every one of us is in crisis as
well. Many of Barbara Beno's statements were reassuring and a good reminder of our
mission: to enhance student learning. Ms. Ennes stated that she walked away reminded
of how essential it is that, to quote Dr. Beno, "Everything goes back to educational
excellence" and that "priorities should be based on how to enhance (or improve)
studen t learning". This is something tha t facul ty struggle daily to achieve. While some
may believe that "those who can't do, teach," the reality is that a large number of
teachers enter education because of their passion for their subject areas. They are
driven to share this passion and knowledge with others in order to make the world a
better place. For without education, a true democracy is impossible. Most of the faculty
were drawn to the West Hills Community College District because of the supportive
environment and the freedom to develop their programs. Like the students, they
appreciated the small class sizes and the opportunity to work one-on-one with students,
because it is in those interactions tha t true difference is achieved.
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"The new normal" means less freedom, less support, and almost no one-on-one time
with students. Our students are not getting everything we could give them. They may
not know that they're being cheated, but we know. We know that there is a better way
because we have lived and worked it for decades. Standing in the classroom used to be
the time faculty could take a deep breath and remember why they work here. But "the
new normal" also means those deep breaths are few and far between. The classroom,
once a place of reprieve and nourishment, is now one more thing to manage.
In 2001, before we had even acquired the land to build West Hills College Lemoore, we
had 87 full-time faculty, just over 7,000 students in unduplicated headcount, and
roughly 4,000 FTES. Today we have the same number of full-time faculty, over 10,000
students, and well over 5,000 FTES. We have lost the majority of our part-time faculty,
and all of those "other duties as assigned" have doubled. Because we are now two
colleges rather than one, we must duplicate everything: two Academic Senates, two
curriculum committees, program reviews for each college, and two self-studies rather
than one, to name just a few. We now must also write, assess, and evaluate student
learning outcomes. Faculty surely are doing more with less - in essence, 50% less.
We must do something now before we lose sight of what made this institution great
and before we are stretched any thinner. Faculty need support, they need control over
the classroom, and they need to be listened to when it comes to class capacity and
scheduling decisions. Faculty need to see your commitment and a plan for how we are
going to get back to being an institution that truly is in the business of enhancing and
improving student learning.
President McKean questioned Ms. Ennes' comment about faculty control over the
classroom. Ms. Ennes discussed enrollment and classes not being in the schedule, along
with the class size and when the class is offered (fall versus spring). Trustee Oxborrow
questioned the comment concerning program reviews for each college. Ms. Ennes
stated that it is part of accreditation and has to be done for each college. Trustee
Minnite questioned SLOs, stating that his understanding is that we have to continue
with a second round. Ms. Ennes responded that the first round involved writing the
SLOs and the next round is the assessment. Each college has its own assessment
calendar. After being assessed, the SLOs must be evaluated and then re-assessed. It is
an ongoing process and is part of accreditation.
CSEA Report - Mr. John Ieronimo, CSEA President, was not present to report at this
time.
Student Trustee Report - Mr. Yo han Maeda, Student Trustee, stated that he wanted to
share some pictures of student activities with the Board of Trustees. Due to a technical
error, the pictures were not able to be projected.
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West Hills College Coalinga and North District Center, Firebaugh - Dr. Willard
Lewallen, President, passed around photos of new signs at the North District Center,
Firebaugh. He also shared letters from students thanking us for what we have done for
them. Dr. Lewallen provided an update on the accident involving four West Hills
College Coalinga students, stating that they all sustained injuries and are recuperating.
West Hills College Lemoore - Mr. Don Warkentin, President, commented on recent
activities at West Hills College Lemoore. He stated that the campus was recently host
to the California League of Cities area dinner meeting and commented on the staff
development day for classified staff and the upcoming Gospel and Gumbo event. Mr.
Warkentin reported that he attended a contractor's meeting this morning. The Multi
Use Sports Complex is 16% complete. He reported that we now have a new project
superintendent through EMJ Construction and things are moving quickly. He thanked
the Board of Trustees for supporting the Lemoore Kiwanis/WHC Lemoore Valentine
Dinner. Mr. Warkentin reported that his college is busy with the accreditation process
and they need to their mission statement back to the Board. They will be reviewing
performance indicators and making sure that they match up with the mission
statement. In closing, Mr. Warkentin commented on the Wine and Wellness event
coming up in March. The event is a fundraiser for the nursing program as they are
raising money for their pinning ceremony.
Chancellor's Report - Dr. Frank Gornick, Chancellor, thanked the Board of Trustees and
all of the staff who were in attendance for the time spent at the Board Retreat. He stated
that Dr. Barbara Beno was very pleased to see what we are doing in terms of the
accreditation process. He stated that the Accrediting Commission will be holding their
annual planning retreat March 17-19 and they will be discussing the scheduling of
colleges and timing for the accreditation cycle.
Dr. Gornick commented on the great staff development day recently held with
classified staff, stating that it was well attended and the participants learned a lot. He
thanked Ken and his staff for arranging the details for the day. He stated that the 2011
staff development day will be held at West Hills College Coalinga.
The CVHEC Coordinating Council recently met with members of the Legislative
Analyst's Office at CSU Stanislaus. They discussed issues faced in higher education.
Discussion also took place regarding California's Master Plan, if it has served us well,
and what it is doing for us now. The conclusion is that there is a need for greater
coordination among the segments of higher education. The biggest complaint is the
difficulty of transferring among the segments. Good discussion occurred at the meeting
and the group is looking at ways in which to approach the legislature about setting up
the system in a different way.
With regard to the Board of Trustees Retreat, Dr. Gornick stated that there are a few
items that the Board will be reviewing and discussing over the next couple of months.
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Those items include Robert's Rules of Order; the Board of Trustees self evaluation to be
discussed in more detail; code of ethics training; and the review of the Board of Trustees
handbook. At their retreat, the Board discussed athletics. The College Presidents and
the Vice Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness and Emollment Management were
assigned to prepare a report for the Board to review and discuss at their June meeting.
The Board requested factual information about the athletic programs. Dr. Gornick
stated that the end result will be a philosophical statement about athletics.
Dr. Gornick stated that the Board of Trustees must participate in ICS (Incident
Command System) training. This is a two hour training session for elected officials. He
asked that the Board members begin thinking about the possibility of having another
study session to cover this item, along with the remaining items from the Board Retreat.
IC ONSENT AGENDA!
Trustee Ivans asked for clarification on the third bullet of the Assistant Coach 1 job
description. Dr. Lewallen stated that the second occurrence of the word "coach" is
being used as a verb.
The following consent agenda items were approved on a motion by Trustee Ivans,
seconded by Trustee Minnite, and carried unanimously:
CA-35

Minutes - The minutes of the January 19, 2010 Board of Trustees meeting
were approved as submitted.

CA-36

Warrants - The warrants were approved as submitted.

CA-37

Adult Student Temporary Salary Schedule - The changes to the adult
student temporary salary schedule were approved as submitted.

CA-38

Personnel Transactions - The list of personnel transactions were approved
as submitted.

ICHANCELLOR'S OFFICEI
CO-20

Resolution - Child Care Services - The resolution certifying approval for
the instructional materials grant no. CIMS-9110-10-6213-00-0 in the
amount of $1,781.00 for the 2009-2010 fiscal year was adopted on a motion
by Trustee Levinson, seconded by Trustee Oxborrow, and carried
unanimously.

IFISCAL SERVICESI
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Fiscal Services Report - Mr. Ken Stoppenbrink, Vice Chancellor of
Business Services, provided the fiscal services report. He stated that we
are 58.4% through the fiscal year. General fund revenues are at 62.6% and
general fund expenditures are at 57.2%.
Trustee Minnite questioned if we are in better shape to date for the
remainder of the fiscal year or if we will face the same problems as last
year. Mr. Stoppenbrink responded that we are still in the same situation
with regard to deferred apportionment; however, with the measures we
have taken to cut expenditures and freeze spending, he stated that he
believes we will be okay with our cash flow. This is being monitored on a
monthly basis. Mr. Stoppenbrink stated that we have a BAN in place, but
hope not to have to use it. Dr. Gornick commented on things that can
affect us, including midyear reductions; projects that are moving forward
that are bond funded; and allocations that come from the Public Works
Board. He also commented on the state's credit rating. Discussion took
place regarding FTE, stating that we have more than we need even with
cuts to classes. We are becoming more efficient.
Mr. Kevin Cobb, district architect, distributed a revised spreadsheet on the
facilities projects, stating that the numbers on this corrected documents
more accurately reflect the information. The spreadsheet was corrected
following the errors pointed out at the Board Retreat.

FS-31

Resolution - TRANs - The resolution in the matter of the district's
participation in the 2010-2011 Piper Jaffray California Cash Reserve
Program (Tax and Revenue Anticipation Notes - TRANs) was adopted on
a motion by Trustee Minnite, seconded by Trustee Cantu, and carried
unanimously. The resolution will allow, but does not obligate, the District
to utilize the TRANs program. It is a means of interim cash flow financing
only.

FS-32

Audit Report - Mr. Stoppenbrink introduced Mr. Bill Williams, auditor.
Mr. Williams reported that there are no major changes to the audit report
format. GASB was implemented this year and a portion of that liability is
being recorded each year as long term liability. It is offset by expenditures
paid out for retirees and how much is in the trust. There were no noted
findings in the audit and the district is in good financial condition. Mr.
Williams stated that the district has a good business office, Vice
Chancellor of Business Services, and Chancellor. They are all doing an
outstanding job.
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Trustee Ivans questioned the recommendations. Mr. Stoppenbrink stated
that the process has already been started. Some of the recommendations
will tie back to the Foundation because of the fund raising activities.
Dr. Gornick commented on the discussion held at the Board Retreat about
the efforts going into reducing transfers. He stated that the College
Presidents are doing a great job. We are focusing on the technology that is
available to us and are looking at all of these areas. Student debt has been
discussed and staff are looking at processes. Good suggestions are
coming out of the meetings that have been held to tighten the controls.
Trustee Oxborrow questioned the finding on page 2 of the letter to the
Board of Trustees with regard to the farm. It was noted by the auditors
that three out of 10 purchase orders were dated after the date on the
invoice. Mr. Stoppenbrink commented on the district's procedure with
confirming purchase orders. He stated that the procedure is to have a
purchase order in place prior to the purchase. Memos have been sent to
the offenders letting them know that they are liable for the purchase
amount if a purchase order is not in place. Letters have also been sent to
the vendors letting them know that they will not be paid by the district if
there is no purchase order for the purchase. Mr. Stoppenbrink stated that
the situation is getting better but there is still room for improvement.
Trustee Oxborrow stated that we can' t afford to have items ordered that
we cannot afford. There needs to be accountability. Dr. Gornick
commented on the use of open purchase orders and how this helps with
the purchase process. Trustee Henry questioned how other institutions
control this issue. Mr. Williams stated that this is a common problem and
he commented on the possibility of utilizing internal audits or spot checks.
Trustee Levinson JL questioned the finding on page 1 which refers to
Falcon Express. It was stated that this is the district' s credit card process.
Trustee Oxborrow questioned page 30 and the statement that the district
does not have a policy for custodial credit risk. Mr. Williams stated that
this is a guideline that restricts the amount that can be invested in anyone
account. Brief discussion took place.
The 2008-2009 audit report was approved on a motion by Trustee Minnite,
seconded by Trustee Cantu, and carried unanimously.
!BOARD REPORTS / COMMENTS / REQUESTS AND ANNOUNCEMENTSI

Trustee Cantu thanked everyone for their great accomplishments.
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Trustee Minnite expressed his thanks for the good news on the district's financial status.
He stated that the Board Retreat was a positive and enriching experience and he
thanked everyone who attended.
Trustee Ivans expressed her thanks for the good financial reports. She also thanked the
grants office for the wonderful accomplishment on grants.
Trustee Henry commented on the Board Retreat and thanked everyone for their
attendance. He stated that he was very impressed with Dr. Beno's statements with
regard to the district. He thanked the staff for their hard work.
Trustee Oxborrow echoed the comments made by her fellow board members and stated
that we have to keep doing a lot more with a lot less. She stated that it can be stressful,
but hopefully things will turn around. Trustee Oxborrow expressed her appreciation
for the work everyone is doing.
Trustee Levinson stated that he truly enjoyed the reh·eat and thought it was very
enlightening. He stated that Dr. Carole Goldsmith's presentations were on the mark.
Trustee Levinson commented on Ms. Ennes' comments, providing his perspective on
compensation. He stated that we truly do care about our staff, faculty and management
and he understands the concerns of the faculty. We have no idea where we are going to
be because of the state, but we have a duty to our students and we do not want to turn
them away. Trustee Levinson stated that the Board does not have a solution but will
keep trying.
President McKean stated that we want to provide as many students as we can with a
quality education.
President McKean announced that the next meeting of the Board of Trustees is
scheduled for Monday, March 8, 2010.
ICLOSED SESSIONI

The meeting was adjourned to closed session at 4:50 p.m.
•
•

•

Public Employee Discipline/Dismissal/Release (as per Goverrunent Code Section
54957)
Discussion of Land Acquisition/Disposition of Property (as per Goverrunent Code
Section 54956.8). Property: Coalinga, California; Firebaugh, California; Lemoore,
California
Conference with Labor Negotiator (as per Goverrunent Code Section 54957.6).
Agency negotiator: Chancellor; Vice Chancellor of Business Services; Director of
Human Resources. Employee organization: CSEA; CTA. Unrepresented
employees: Administrative; Management; Confidential.
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Public Employment (as per Government code Section 54957). Title: Chancellor

!ADJOURNMEN1j
There being no further business before the Board of Trustees, the meeting was
adjourned at 5:26 p.m.

Nina Oxborrow
Clerk of the Board of Trustees

/di

Personnel Transactions
T _......

1

_... _-

H"
......

_Title & Location
Child Dev. Center Associate Teacher
Avenal State Preschool -----------------Child Development Center Assistant
Avenal Child Development Center
Child Development Center Assistant
San Joaquin Child Dev. Center
Child Dev. Center Associate Teacher
Avenal State Preschool
Child Development Center Assistant
West Hills College Coalinga

Name
Araiza, Jessica

Schedule
40 hrs/wk

--------------------------------

Hernandez, Yazmin
Magana, Marisol
Nava, Sarina
Villa, Jennifer

-

----- -

-

Name
Andrade, Frances

Gonzales, Anna

3-

R,

.

Name
Alcala, Anthony

-c----------------

-------------

Blanco, Melissa
Keck, Shane
Mahon, Marguerite

A- .

-.~~...,

--

- - -

-

!

40 hrs/wk
40 hrs/wk
40 hrs/wk

Fundi!lg
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant

Ste~

Effective
Date
3/9/10 6/30/10
2/17/10 6/30/10
319/10 6130/10
3/9/10 6/30/10
2/17/106/30/10

Additional Information

•

I

--

Current Assignment
Library Technician
West Hills College Lemoore
Range 40, Step G
Child Development Center Teacher
North District Center, Firebaugh
Range 40, Step E

I Ref

40 hrslwk

Salary
Placement
Range 30
Step A
Range 23
Step A
Range 23
Step A
Range 30
Step A
Rage 23

ts I Rei

Change
Library Specialist
West Hills College Lemoore
Range 42, Step G
Child Dev. Center Site Supervisor
North District Center, Firebaugh
Range 17, Step 1

Durina Probation I T

-

---

Effective
Date
2/5/10

Title & Location
After School Program Site Coordinator
Avenal
Child Development Center Assistant
1/12/10
San Joaquin Child Development Cent~!_
Equipment Coordinator
1/29/10
West Hills College Coalinga
Child Development Center Assistant
1/15/10
West Hills College Lemoore

Effective
Date
1/1/10

2/8/10

Additional Information

Replacement for Olivia Ibanez
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
Board of Trustees
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga, CA 93210
(559) 934-2100

MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE GOVERNING BOARD

March 8, 2010

ICALL TO ORDER/ OPEN SESSIONI
President McKean called the meeting of the Board of Trustees to order at 10:02 a.m. and
led the Board members and audience in the flag salute.
Board members present:
Mark McKean, President
Bill Henry, Vice President
Nina Oxborrow, Clerk
Jeff Levinson
Edna Ivans
Jack Minnite
Steve Cantu
Yohan Maeda, Student Trustee
Administrators present:
Frank Gornick, Chancellor
Ken Stoppenbrink, Vice Chancellor of Business Services
Pedro Avila, Vice Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Management
Carole Goldsmith, Vice Chancellor of Educational Services and Workforce Development
Willard Lewallen, President, \Vest Hills College Coalinga
Don Warkentin, President, West Hills College Lemoore
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Vice President of Educational Services, West Hills College Lemoore
Jill Stearns, Vice President of Educational Services, West Hills College Coalinga
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services, West Hills College Lemoore
David Reynolds, Associate Dean of Student Learning, West Hills College Coalinga
Frances Squire, Director of Marketing
Richard Larson, Director of Farm of the Future, West Hills College Coalinga
Jana Cox, Director of Financial Aid

Introduction of Guests
Ms. Frances Squire, Director of Marketing, introduced Mr. Kevin Cobb, District
Architect.
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Public Comments
There were no public comments made at this time.
ICLOSED SESSIONI
The meeting was adjourned to closed session at 10:03 a.m.
•

Conference with Labor Negotiator (as per Government Code Section 54957.6).
Agency negotiator: Chancellor; Vice Chancellor of Business Services; Director of
Human Resources. Employee organization: CSEA; CTA. Unrepresented
employees: Administrative; Management; Confidential.

~ECONVENE TO OPEN SESSIONI
The meeting was reconvened to open session at 11:03 a.m.
President McKean announced that during closed session, the Board of Trustees directed
the Chancellor to make the appropriate notifications to employees regarding the status
of their grant funded positions.
!REPORTS FROM ORGANIZATIONS / COLLEGES / DISTRICT OFFICij
Academic Senate Report - Ms. Anita Bart, Academic Senate President for West Hills
College Coalinga, reported that the Senate is working on curriculum forms to make
them more user friendly. They have also worked on the college level budget process
and are working on tenure recommendations, policies and procedures.
Ms. Stephanie Droker, Academic Senate President for West Hills College Lemoore,
reported that they are also in the middle of tenure recommendations, policies and
procedures. She commented on the recent Wine and Wellness fundraiser and expressed
her appreciation and congratulations to the culinary and nursing department faculty.
WHCFA Report- Ms. Marty Ennes, WHCFA President, commented on the upcoming
March 15 deadline and the concerns of the faculty. She stated that everyone is working
hard to corne up with ideas and make sacrifices. She expressed her appreciation of the
College Presidents to corne up with ideas. Ms. Ennes commented on the resolution
with regard to the reduction of academic positions, stating that the effects will have to
be negotiated. She stated that it is sometimes easy to forget the people behind the
positions. We see figures and dollar amounts, but not the people and the things that
they do. Ms. Ennes commented on the work of Mike Rodriguez, Stephanie Droker,
Tammy Larson, Tiffany McGee, Rupinder Rai, Kim Sheffield, Leisa Wyman, and
Raymond Rawn.
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CSEA Report - Mr. John Ieronimo, CSEA President, was not present to report at this
time.
Student Trustee Report - Mr. Yo han Maeda, Student Trustee, stated that he does not
have a report at this time.
West Hills College Coalinga and North District Center, Firebaugh - Dr. Willard
Lewallen, President, reported on recent and upcoming events. He recognized Mr.
Merlin Welch for his exemplary performance, stating that he was recently recognized as
Contractor of the Year by LICA. LICA is a notional organization that has recognized
Mr. Welch for his leadership in the organization.
West Hills College Lemoore - Mr. Don Warkentin, President, commented on the recent
Wine and Wellness event which gave West Hills College Lemoore an opportunity to
showcase its nursing and culinary programs. Mr. Warkentin thanked Ms. Sylvia
Dorsey-Robinson, Dr. Marlon Hall, and Ms. Angela Barginear for their work on the
recent Gospel and Gumbo event. He reported that the staff are busy working on
accreditation. He will soon be bringing the college mission statement and performance
indicators to the Board at an upcoming meeting. This is part of the accreditation
process. The contractors on the multi use sports complex project are scheduled to pour
the concrete slab this week.
Chancellor's Report - Dr. Frank Gornick, Chancellor, reported that he and other staff
visited the Cisco headquarters in San Jose in February. They saw some of the latest and
greatest technology and had an interesting visit. Dr. Gornick reported that a barbecue
lunch will be held at noon on Friday at the district office to recognize Dr. Rick Post,
whose last day with the West Hills Community College Foundation will be March 17.
Dr. Gornick thanked Dr. Post for his work on the Wine and Wellness event.
Dr. Post distributed and discussed the quarterly report on recent Foundation activities
including new members; upcoming golf tournament; the Wine and Wellness event;
donations for the first quarter; member pledges; gift acceptance policy; amendments to
the bylaws; IRS regulations; and new policies and procedures.
Dr. Gornick reviewed the Board of Trustees self evaluation results and trustees made
several comments on the results, highlighting areas which they think they do a good
job, and discussing areas where improvement is needed. Trustee Hemy stated that the
Board needs to follow Robert's Rules of Order. Trustee Oxborrow stated that she
would like to have more information prior to the meeting and suggested having the
PowerPoint presentations in advance. She stated that it is hard to make a decision
when they don't have all the information. Trustee Ivans questioned if the Board is
supposed to be more available for questions, or if they should be deferred to staff.
President McKean posed this question to the audience. Ms. Ennes stated that the
annual Board Retreat was an excellent way of making connections with Board
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members. Trustee Cantu commented on attending college and district events and
stated that the distance sometimes makes it difficult to participate in all of the events.
Mr. Warkentin stated that the Board's self evaluation results are good information for
Accreditation Standard IV.B.
Dr. Gornick provided a presentation on Robert's Rules of Order. Trustee Cantu
questioned amending an existing motion and the process to override the initial motion.
The information is contained in the presentation which will be provided to the Board of
Trus~esasahandout

IC ONSENT AGENDA!
The following consent agenda items were approved on a motion by Trustee Ivans,
seconded by Trustee Minnite, and carried unanimously:
CA-39

Minutes - The minutes of the February 5 & 6, 2010 and February 16, 2010
Board of Trustees meetings were approved as submitted.

CA-40

Warrants - The warrants were approved as submitted.

CA-41

Out of State Travel- The following request for out of state travel was
approved as submitted:
•

CA-42

Approximately 15 agriculture students to travel to the following
locations during the March 26 - April 3, 2010 spring break:
• Klamath Falls, Oregon
• Wells, Nevada
• Salt Lake City, Utah
• Laramie, Wyoming
• Fort Collins, Colorado
• Grand Junction, Colorado
• Las Vegas, Nevada (Hoover Dam)

Personnel Transactions - The list of personnel transactions were approved
as submitted.

ICHANCELLOR'S OFFICij
CO-21

Curriculum Committee Action Report - West Hills College Lemoore - The
curriculum committee action report for West Hills College Lemoore was
approved on a motion by Trustee Minnite, seconded by Trustee Cantu,
and carried unanimously.
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Nomination - CCC Classified Employee of the Year - The nomination of
Mark Millett for the California Community Colleges Classified Employee
of the Year Award was approved on a motion by Trustee Oxborrow,
seconded by Trustee Minnite, and carried unanimously.

~ISCAL SERVICESI
FS-33

Fiscal Services Report - Mr. Ken Stoppenbrink, Vice Chancellor of
Business Services, provided the fiscal services report. He stated that we
are 66.7% through the fiscal year. General fund revenues are at 66.1 % and
general fund expenditures are at 48.2%.
Jack Minnite questioned the expenses for the North District Center, stating
that they always seem to be lor 2% above the others. He also questioned
transfers out. Mr. Stoppenbrink stated that he would have to get the
detailed information on the inquiry with regard to North District Center
expenses and provide it at a later time. With regard to the transfers, Mr.
Stoppenbrink explained the annual expenditure for the COP Audit. He
stated that the calculations were based on the SFIDs but he will have to do
some additional research for the specific information.

FS-34

Midyear Budget Adjustments - Mr. Stoppenbrink explained that the Pl
adjustments just carne out about two weeks ago. He explained the
differences in the ending balance and provided a brief presentation on the
midyear budget adjustments.
The midyear budget adjustments were approved on a motion by Trustee
Levinson, seconded by Trustee Cantu, and carried unanimously.

FS-35

Facilities Update Report - Mr. Stoppenbrink commented on the surprise
visit by the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District. The
following items were cited: above ground gas tank at the district office;
boiler at West Hills College Coalinga; dust control plan at construction site
at West Hills College Lemoore; and commercial emissions at West Hills
College Lemoore. We do not know what the cost of the violations will be;
however, the fine will be in the range of $1,500 - $5,000. Trustee
Oxborrow requested that a follow up report be provided at a later date.
Mr. Kevin Cobb addressed the facilities projects in the district. With
regard to the ag science project, Mr. Cobb explained the memo that will be
necessary in order to proceed to the next phase. Discussion took place
regarding the PMI funding issue of December, 2008 and a disclaimer that
is needed stating that the district is financially prepared to cover the cost.
The state will reimburse the district at a later date. The deadline to award
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this project is June. Dr. Gornick stated that at this time the Board is being
alerted of the state's new conditions because of the poor bond
performance.
It was stated that the Lemoore Redevelopment Agency (RDA)
contribution for the multi use sports complex project is not going to
materialize. We have a couple of options. The recommendation is to
continue looking for other funding sources. We are currently taking the
position that we will find a way of funding the portion of the funds
anticipated from the RDA. In the meantime, we will need to earmark
future SFID dollars. Dr. Gornick stated that we are aggressively looking
at other sources to backfill the $3.2 million by way of naming
opportunities. We are currently waiting for a response. Trustee Henry
commented that one of the members of the city council suggested that
instead of asking the RDA to participate with $3.2 million, we instead ask
to borrow the money from the RDA. They may be in a position to lend. It
was stated that it would be strictly a loan and no other conditions would
apply.

FS-36

Notice of Completion - The notice of completion for the West Hills
College Coalinga ag science facility irrigation project was approved on a
motion by Trustee Cantu, seconded by Trustee Levinson, and carried
unanimously.

FS-37

Escrow Agreement - The escrow agreement for security deposit in lieu of
retention for the West Hills College Lemoore Multi Use Sports Complex
was approved on a motion by Trustee Levinson, seconded by Trustee
Minnite, and carried unanimously.

IPERSONNEL SERVICESI
PS-6

Resolution - Layoff and! or Reduction of Academic Positions - The
resolution in the matter of layoff and/ or reduction of academic positions
was adopted on a motion by Trustee Levinson, seconded by Trustee
Ivans, and carried unanimously .

IBOARD REPORTS / COMMENTS / REQUESTS AND ANNOUNCEMENTSI
Trustee Cantu expressed his congratulations to Mr. Welch. He expressed his regrets for
having to reduce the conh'acts of the faculty and stated that hopefully things will
change in the near future.
Trustee Minnite expressed his thanks to everyone. He stated that we all play an
important part in the success and accomplishments of the district. He appreciates the
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sacrifices everyone has made. He stated that we have a team that is impenetrable and
we will continue to be successful.
Trustee Ivans thanked everyone for their reports and stated that good publicity has
been received on the accomplishments of our people. She stated that she hope not to
have to layoff any employees. Trustee Ivans thanks Dr. Post for his work with the
Foundation.
Trustee Henry thanked those who participated for supporting the Wine and Wellness
event. He stated that it was nice to see a large level of participation by the community.
He also thanked Dr. Post for his work and expressed his congratulations to Mr. Welch.
Mr. Henry stated that the staff has shown extraordinary efforts during these hard
financial times and he expressed his thanks to everyone.
Trustee Oxborrow expressed her thanks to everyone, stating that it is not easy. We are
doing the best we can with the information, abilities, and constraints that we have. She
stated that she appreciates everyone and it is nice to hear accolades about the staff.
Trustee Oxborow expressed her congratulations to Mr. Welch and her thanks to Dr.
Post.
Trustee Levinson echoed the comments made by his fellow Board members. He wished
Dr. Post good luck and thanked Ms. Ennes for putting a personal face on the employees.
President McKean expressed his thanks to Ms. Ennes for her comments and stated that
he feels the Board has always done everything within their power before effecting a
layoff. He stated that we have to secure the financial well being of the institution above
all else and the Board will continue to do everything possible to keep staff intact.
President McKean announced that the next meeting of the Board of Trustees is
scheduled for Tuesday, April 20, 2010.
ICLOSED SESSION!

The meeting was adjourned to closed session at 12:53 p.m.
•
•

•
•

Public Employee Discipline/Dismissal/Release (as per Government Code Section
54957)
Discussion of Land Acquisition/Disposition of Property (as per Government Code
Section 54956.8). Property: Coalinga, California; Firebaugh, California; Lemoore,
California
Conference with Legal Counsel- Anticipated Litigation (as per Government Code
Section 54956.9). 1 potential case.
Public Employment (as per Government code Section 54957). Title: Chancellor
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!RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSION!

The meeting was reconvened to open session at 1:57 p.m.
IADJOURNMEN1j

President McKean announced that during closed session, on a motion by Trustee Ivans,
seconded by Trustee Levinson, and carried unanimously, the Board of Trustees ratified
the rejection of a claim for damages.
He also announced that the Chancellor's contract was approved on a motion by Trustee
Henry, seconded by Trustee Ivans, and carried unanimously.
There being no further business before the Board of Trustees, the meeting was
adjourned at 1:58 p.m.

Nina Oxborrow
Clerk of the Board of Trustees

/di

Personnel Transactions
--

---

H·---

Title & Location
Child Development Center Assistant
Avenal State Preschool
Child Development Center Assistant
West Hills College Coalinga

Name
Garcia, Margarita
Morris, Destiny

Ch Name
Gambin, Daniel

Haggard, Trista

3.

. A

Salary
Placement
Range 23
Step A
Range 23
Step A

Schedule
40 hrs/wk
40 hrs/wk

Funding
Grant
Grant

Effective
Date
3/9/106/30/10
2/17/106/30/10

t
Current Assignment
Child Development Center Assistant
West Hills College Coalinga
19 hrs/week
Ranqe 23, Step A
Advising Specialist
West Hills College Coalinga
Grant Funded Position

Change
Custodian , Child Development Center
West Hills College Coalinga
40 hrs/week
Ranqe 35, Step A
Advising Specialist
West Hills College Coalinga
District/Grant Funded Position

Effective
Date
2/23/10 3/12/10

Additional Information
Substitute for Rosa Garcia while out on
leave

3/1/10

Replacement for Bobbi Boettiger

Leave of Absence

Name
Silvestre, Anna

-

-

Title & Location
Program Development Assistant
West Hills College Lemoore

Silva, Lydia

Effective
Date
4/6/10 6/28/10
-

-

Name
Naeher, Tanner

Additional Information

Title & Location
Web Administrator
West Hills Community College District
Financial Aid Assistant
North District Center, Firebaugh

-

-

Effective
Date
3/1/10
2/28/10

Additional Information
FMLA Request
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Reference:

Accreditation Standard IVB.l.a, e, and h

The Board of Trustees shall periodically review the Code of Ethics/Standards of Practice policy to
be sure it continues to be an effective guide for Board behavior. The Board shall foster awareness
of ethical expectation by:
•
•
•
•

Ensuring that all trustees are aware of the Board's ethical expectation by providing the policy
to all trustees and having it available at Board meetings.
Including a review of the Code of Ethics when orienting new trustees.
Using the standards in the Code of Ethics as criteria in the Board self-evaluation process.
Identifying consequences for violations of the code of ethics.

Types of Violations
There are three major categories of laws that address ethical behavior by public officials:
•
•

•

Financial Interests - Conflicts of interest laws prohibit trustees from financially benefiting
from Board decisions, or acting on matters that benefit family members.
Fair and Open Decision-Making - California's open and public meetings laws (the Brown
Act) require that the public's business be done in public. Examples of violations include
making decisions in private or that should be made in public meetings, discussing items that
have not been noticed to the public, and violating provisions that closed session information
shall be kept confidential.
Use of Public Funds - It is felony to misuse public funds. Examples include claiming
expenses that were not incurred and using college resources for personal or political
purposes.

Violating the Board's Code of Ethics
In some cases, behaviors may violate the Board's code of ethics or standards of practice, but do not
violate the law. Examples of violations include:
•
•
•
•

Attacking other trustees or the Board President in public
Publicly advocating against Board decisions after they are made
Sabotaging the work of the Board
Ongoing and substantial attempts by trustees to administer, rather than govern the district,
which violates the separation of CEO and Board roles.
o Ignoring the local decision-making process and communication protocols by
working directly with staff members
o Telling college staff whom they should hire
o Attempting to direct the day-to-day duties of staff members
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Code of Ethics/Standards of Practice
•

Advocating a single interest instead of the common public good
o Ignoring the broad range of public needs in community college education
o Appearing to be agents of a union, a specific community group, or a business interest

Actual or perceived violations of the law must be dealt with expeditiously and legal advice should be
sought. A study session or workshop may be appropriate for the entire Board if it appears that
trustees may be unaware of the law.
Consequences 0 f Violations
The Chancellor and Board President are authorized to consult with legal counsel when they become
aware of or are informed about actual or perceived violations of pertinent laws and regulations
including, but not limited to, conflict of interest, open and public meetings, confidentiality of closed
session information, and use of public resources. Violations of law may be referred to the District
Attorney or Attorney General as provided for in law.
Violations of the Board's code of ethics policy will be addressed by the Board President who will
first discuss the violation with the trustee to reach a resolution. If resolution is not achieved and
further action is deemed necessary, the Board President may appoint an ad hoc committee to
examine the matter and recommend further courses of action to the Board. Sanctions ,vill be
determined by the Board officers [or committee] and may include a recommendation to the Board
to censure of the trustee. If the Board President is perceived to have violated the code, the Vice
President of the Board is authorized to pursue resolution.

Board approval date: 1/24/06
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
Board of Trustees
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga, CA 93210
(559) 934-2100

MINUTES OF THE STUDY SESSION OF THE GOVERNING BOARD
April 20, 2010

ICALL TO ORDER/ OPEN SESSIONI
Vice President Henry called the study session of the Board of Trustees to order at 10:03
a.m. and led the Board members and audience in the flag salute.
Board members present:
Mark McKean, President
Bill Henry, Vice President
Nina Oxborrow, Clerk
Edna Ivans
Jack Minni te
Steve Cantu

Board members absent:
Jeff Levinson
Yohan Maeda, Student Trustee

Administrators present:
Frank Gornick, Chancellor
Ken Stoppenbrink, Vice Chancellor of Business Services
Willard Lewallen, President, West Hills College Coalinga
Don Warkentin, President, West Hills College Lemoore
Frances Squire, Executive Director of West Hills Community College Foundation
Susan Whitener, Associate Vice Chancellor of Educational Planning
Pedro Avila, Vice Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness and Enrollment Management
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Vice President of Educational Services, West Hills College Lemoore
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services, West Hills College Lemoore
Introduction of Guests
Ms. Frances Squire introduced the following guests: Mr. Brandon Broussard and Mr.
Arakel Arisian from Yamabe and Horn Engineering, Inc.
Public Comments
There were no public comments made at this time.
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IS TUDY SESSIONI

Mendota WIT Center Partnership - Dr. Frank Gornick commented on recent
conversations with Mendota landowners regarding the location of the Westside Institte
of Technology (WIT). He commented on looking at future growth and where we might
want to locate. Mr. Arakel Arisian and Mr. Brandon Broussard are present at the
meeting to provide the Board of Trustees with an update. Mr. Arisian stated that he
and Mr. Broussard are present on behalf of the Coelho family. Dr. Gornick stated that
this is a study session and the Board will just be hearing the presentation. Mr. Arisian
stated that the project they are working on is south of Mendota High School. They are
working with approximately 640 acres. The property represents a good portion of the
growth of the city and could be a potential new home for the "VIT. The proposed site
for the WIT is 15 acres. Discussion took place regarding Highway 180 and water.
Trustee Minnite questioned the economic stimulus for the project and stated that he
would like to see the WIT more prominent in the placement on the property because of
the work they are doing. Mr. Arisian stated that they can definitely look at that. Dr.
Gornick again reiterated that he just wanted the Board to have an update on the
progress being made. He stated that this project would be a great location for a
permanent facility for the WIT and we only want 15 acres. He stated that we can
provide truck driving training there but we do not want more land for which we have
to take care. He stated that having a place we can get people to would be great.
Trustee Ivans arrived during this presentation.
Facilities Update - At this time Mr. Kevin Cobb, district architect, provided a
presentation on facilities for the Board of Trustees.
•

Bid for Farm of the Future - Mr. Cobb explained that the project is scheduled to go
out to bid in April, with bids being opened in May. Construction would begin in
August and would be a 16 month duration including the farm lab building. Mr.
Cobb explained the disclaimer memo being required by the Deparhnent of Finance.
He discussed the cash flow demands if there were to be a delay in reimbursements.
Trustee Minnite questioned if we would qualify for a state loan. Mr. Ken
Stoppenbrink stated that we would need to go through the application and approval
process. He stated that he would recommend a ten year note. Trustee Henry
questioned if we could use a similar disclaimer when we go out to bid. Mr. Cobb
stated that legal counsel for another district has reviewed this issue and does not
think it would be appropriate. Discussion took place regarding cash flow being
taken care of by Bond Anticipation Notes (BANs).

•

Solar Field - Mr. Cobb commented on new regulations being delayed until 2011.
PG&E is supporting the November legislation in order to relieve their commitment
to renewal goals. Mr. Cobb explained the opportunity to negotiate directly with
PG&E to obtain incentives and criteria prior to regulations.
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•

District Office - With regard to the new district office, Mr. Cobb explained that staff
are currently involved with the design process and he is meeting with stakeholders
in each department. The building will be approximately 26,000 square feet and will
include growth space. The project could be funded with a solar finance package and
energy savings.

•

North District Center Facility Plans - EIR public meeting for the North District
Center have been completed and we are awaiting comments. Mr. Cobb reported
that the parking expansion will begin over the summer.

•

West Hills College Coalinga Wellness Center - Mr. Cobb reported that the West
Hills College Coalinga Wellness Center is scheduled for full occupancy in August.
The infrastructure work is 75% complete.

•

Coalinga Sports Park - Mr. Cobb explained the partnership with the City of
Coalinga for a soccer park. The process will be managed by the City of Coalinga as
lead agency. The project is planned to go out to bid this summer. The main
connections for the infrash·ucture for the storm drainage system were installed
during the site work for the Wellness Center.

•

West Hills College Lemoore Multi Use Sports Complex - Construction continues on
the Multi Use Sports Complex. Mr. Cobb reported that steel construction is in
progress and the facility is scheduled for full occupancy in March 2011.

Code of Ethics/Standards of Practice Review - Dr. Gornick explained that it is time for
the Board of Trustees to have ethics training again. He explained that there are
numerous options for training including online, training by dish·ict legal counsel, or
using an outside agency. The Board members agreed that they would prefer to have
the training conducted face to face and will schedule an additional meeting for the
purposes of conducting the training.
\ADJOURNMENIj

There being no further items for discussion, the study session was adjourned at 11:41
a.m.

Nina Oxborrow
Clerk of the Board of Trustees

/di

President's Intercommunication Team
September 9,2010 -10:00 - 11:00 a.m.
WHCL Conference Rm. 124
Coalinga, District Office Bd. Rm.
MINUTES
Members Present:
Don Warkentin, President
Marlon Hall, Associate Dean of Educational Services, Evening College
Susan Whitener, Associate Vice Chancellor of Educational Planning
Cathy Barabe, Director of Grants (by phone)
Ken Stoppenbrink, Vice Chancellor of Administrative Services (by phone)
Bob Clement, Athletic Director
John Bernal, Director of Maintenance & Operations
Frances Squire, WHCCD Foundation Executive Director, Director of Marketing
Members Absent:
Pedro Avila, Vice Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness & Enrollment Services
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services
Jana Cox, WHCL Financial Aid Director
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Vice President of Student Services
Kurt Sterling, Academic Senate President
Charles Freeman, Director of Nursing
Carole Goldsmith, Vice Chancellor of Educational Services and Workforce Development
Michelle Kozlowski, Director of ITS
. Jose Lopez, Dean of Student Services
Jody Ruble, Director ETSjUBj Americorp
John Ieronimo, CSEA President Representative
Ryan Cardoza, Student Representative

Mr. Warkentin called the meeting to order at

10:13

a.m.

Accreditation Update
Mr. Warkentin reported that the WHCL accreditation visit will be March 7 - 10. 2011.
The team members Y\rill arrive on Sunday and make a visit to the District Office on
Monday morning. Both WHCC and WHCL will be visited. WHCC's team chair will be
the president from the Ventura College District. WHCL's team chair will be Rosa
Carlson, president of Porterville College. The WHCC team will stay at Harris Ranch and
the WHCL team will stay at the Tachi Hotel. A month prior to the visit the team chairs
and their assistants will meet with the Colleges and District Office. One aspect the team
will look at is how we communicate with our District Office staff. Mr. Warkentin
reiterated that this committee, President's Intercommunication Team (PIT), conducts
monthly meetings to dialogue with the District Offices. He reviewed the PIT mission
statement and its membership.
1.0
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The WHCL self study draft has been sent out and we are awaiting feedback from the
district office staff. The WHCL Planning and Governance Council (PGC) will take action
on the self study in October with Board of Trustees action to follow in
October/November. The Study will need to be mailed out to the team in January.
Evidence documents will be scanned and accessible via links through the website. The
WHCL team room will be in the conference center room 256. It will be partitioned off
for individual meetings and opened up for the larger meetings.
Susan announced that she will be participating on an accrediting team in Oxnard and
she had just returned from training. A few of the issues WASC has concern with are:
Resource allocation (whether it is integrated into resource planning) also, whether
colleges have a plan in place for reimbursement to reserves. SLO will not be a sanction;
however, proficiency is expected by 2012; continuous quality improvement is the next
level. Non proficiency by 2012 will be a recommendation . Mr. Warkentin added that
recommendations may bring a follow up visit which he intends to avoid. Susan will
send a bulleted list of her observations from the training. Additionally, she reported
that she learned that the data we present should also be analyzed. Another issue
concerns international students and if colleges are meeting their special needs. The data
about incoming students should include international students. The international
program at WHCCD generates about the equivalent of 200 FfES per year. WASC wants
to see that SLO for online programs are managed the same as face to face and that
success, retention, and persistence rates are comparative to face to face student
achievement. Student achievement relates to certificates, degrees, and SLO (what they
walk away with in their head).
Mr. Warkentin announced that he is chairing an accreditation team to Evergreen Valley
College and Jose Lopez is on a team at Miramar College in San Diego in October. After
all have participated on teams they will convene for dialogue.
Budget Update
Ken Stoppenbrink stated that the District budget for 2010-2011 was approved in August
despite the fact the state does not have a budget. Communication from the State
Chancellor's Office is that there is a budget eminent. Apportionment has not been
received and currently we are using reserves which should take us to October. The state
is paying IOU's with the challenge being how long the banks will honor the IOU'S. Ken
does not expect an approved budget soon. All districts will be in the same situation.
Mr. Warkentin reported that he had spoken with EECU Manager, Lisa Franks, and
EECU is preparing to provide interest free payroll loans. The loans would also be
available to elementary and high schools in the valley. Frances inteIjected that there is
speculation that a budget will be approved after the November elections are over. Ken
stated that there are monies in capital outlay projects that could be pulled to put in the
general fund if necessary. Frances will contact Lisa Franks to question the details. Bob
asked if there would be concern with the bond monies and the continuance of
construction. Ken does not see any delays in construction. Bob asked if budgets would
be frozen. Ken responded that the same procedure as in past will likely be in place
which would freeze budgets before the end of the fiscal year. He reiterated that the state
is holding $6 million a year out of our apportionment and will pay it next fiscal year.
2.0
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This is why a freeze has to be put on our spending. Mr. Warkentin stated that he had
been informed that we will not receive MM checks until the state budget passes even
though MM is federal monies. Ken reported that WHCCD is in excellent shape. The
normal budget planning process will continue in the spring.
Ken questioned if in WHCL'S perspective on budget if there is a flow or are there areas
that need to improve. Mr. Warkentin replied that aside from no budget in the last few
years, an area to strengthen is the need for a formal response mechanism from the
district to acknowledge prioritized budget requests. Currently, when Anne Jorgens
reports lottery dollars have been received, the Budget Allocation Committee revisits the
priority lists. There needs to be a response form. As new monies become available we
need a communication piece. Ken responded in agreement and recommends this be
further discussed at the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet as it is needed district-wide.
Cathy stated that she would like to see priority 3 lists to know what has been requested.
3.0 Program Review Schedule
Mr. Warkentin reviewed the District Office program review schedule. If there are
reviews not showing that have been completed, please let he or Dave Bolt know.
4.0 New Grants Program
Cathy Barabe reported that she had informed Mr. Warkentin about CTE equipment
monies available. Additionally, she has found monies for two child development classes
for spring and fall. She has talked to Dave Bolt about adding science classes for spring
as there is funding for online and/or face to face classes. She is working with the Avenal
school districts regarding the educational center and she needs feedback on signage, i.e.
WHC Center at Avenal, WHC Avenal Learning Center. There will be staff stationed at
the outreach sites. It is expected that the students will be nontraditional. Susan asked
about the Title V grant approval. Cathy responded that she had not heard. The Student
Services Grant will not be received.
5.0 FfES Update
In the absence of Mr. Avila, no report was given.

6.0 Other
Frances Squire made event announcements as follows:

•

Washington Monthly magazine has named NDC the 34th best college in America
based on SICEE survey rates. There will be a celebration on 9/23 at 5:00 p.m. in
Firebaugh.

•

On October 10th Karl Rove will be speaking at WHCC. This will be announced on
KMJ. Rove's visit will be advertised in Paso Robles also. Tickets are $30 in
advance. Doors open at 5:00 p.m. with Rove to speak at 6:15 p.m. Seating will be
on a first come, first served basis.

•

On October 11th there will be an pianist/organist concert at WHCC.

_
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•

On October 16th is the Hall of Fame dinner at WHCC. A dedication of the gym
will also be held that day.

•

Veteran Student Club Association will hold a 9/11 event today (9/9/2010) with
lunch provided and Dr: Marlon Hall will be the keynote speaker.

The next meeting is scheduled on October 14, 2010.

W EST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
Institutional Effectiveness Planning Calendar
ITEM
Update Planning & Governance Manual

DATE

Summer

RESPONSIBILITY
President's Office

Strategic Planning Committee Retreat/Strategic
Plan (Mission/Vision Statement)
Review Accreditation Timeline

Strategic Planning Committee

Strategic Planning Committee

December

Strategic Planning Committee Retreat/Strategic
Plan (Guiding Principles, Themes)
Approve Program Review Plans

February

Student Strategic Planning Retreat

February

Strategic Planning Committee Retreat/Strategic
Plan (Performance Indicators, ARCC Report)
WASC Annual Report

September
September
December

March

PGC

PGC
Student Services
Strategic Planning Committee
PGC

May

College Operations
Budget Changes
Strategic Planning Committee Retreat
(End of year wrap up, Evaluation of planning
process, review of SP Manual)

May

Approved Budget Priority/Staff Requests

PGC

May

Review PGC Committee Membership

PGC

Biannually

Evaluation of Shared Governance Process

PGC

Monthly

Board Policies and Administrative Procedures

PGC

Biannually

Review Educational Master Plan

Annually

Review of Technology Strategic Plan /Strategic
Plan

March

Updated:

2/2/2010

PGC

PGC
Strategic Planning Committee

PGC, Committees
PGC

Sending on behalf of President Warkentin:
October 22,
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It was my pleasure to welcome students who were participating in our fomth Student

Town Hall meeting today. We had almost 80 students, many from Vera Kennedy's
classes and AGS members, eager to provide their input into how we can make West Hills
Lemoore a better college for our students. Students are our first priority and any input
we can receive from students concerning our schedule of courses, facilities, programs,
activities, accommodations, and services will only provide great feedback as we continue
planning for improvement. We have developed a very active student body this year and
our goal is to keep the momentum going. Thanks to .Jody and Vera for their leadership
for this event. We look forward to seeing the results and suggestions.

•

Candidates Night - Many thanks to Angela Barginear, Joy Jones, Brian Kron
and our SIFE team for their hard work in organizing a great candidate's night last
Wednesday. We had the two candidates for state Senate District 16 and one
candidate for Assembly District 20 along with city council candidates for Hanford
seats and Lemoore seats. All in all it was a great event and showcased our
campus to many who have never visited. We had a packed house with many
community folks in attendance as well as 98 students. Also a special thanks to
Stephanie Droker for arranging for county Assessor Ken Baird for serving as the
moderator.

•

Staff Development - Also on Wednesday, Marlon and our Employee Success
and Staff Development Committee arranged motivational speaker Marc Jones to
speak to us about contributing positively to the organization. His basic message
centered on creating a strong foundation (stake) that will allow all to grow
individually and grow the college. If we have a strong foundation we can grow
"vines" that will create other strong programs. Marlon reports that the
conference center was full of faculty, staff, and students along with community
visitors and folks from our Coalinga campus. Thanks to all for a great staff
development committee.

•

Are You Smarter Than a Fifth Grader - Our Team T.E.A.C.H. folks held a

very interesting event last Tuesday whereby members were able to test their
knowledge vvith fifth graders from our University Charter School. James said it
was a blast. This is a great way to demonstrate the partnership we have ",rith our
charter folks and provide a fun way for learning. You need to check out the Team
T.E.A.C.H. website and scroll do\,\,l1 to the "Are You Smarter Than a Fifth Grader
"link and take the test. I \vas afraid I'd flunk so maybe next \,veek I'll try the
exam.

•

Learning Community Learns Archery Techniques - Jacqui and Neomi's
Learning Community class solicited the aid of Rodney Ragsdale and his archery
class to give them an archery lesson. The Learning Community class is reading
the book "Hunger Games" and the main character is an expert 'with the bow and
arrow. Having a lesson in archery provided better insight for the class to
understand the character and the skill involved in archery. Rodney also recruited
students for his archery class thi.s spring. This was a great way to expand a lesson
into real life activities.

• Accreditation Sylvia, Jose, and I recently returned from our accreditation
team visits and we ""ill be discussing great ideas as we prepare for our visit this
spring. Jose went to Miramar College in San Diego and Sylvia and I traveled to
Evergreen College in San Jose. We all feel we are making great progress as we
compare ourselves to others, but we must continue the process.
• Athletics
Congratulations to lady golfer Tammie Alaniz for shooting her
personal best of 84 in Tuesday's conference match at Fig Garden Golf Course in
Fresno. Tammie led the team to a third place finish ahead of Reedley and COS.
Fresno and Canada College are leading the conference thus far. Our men's soccer
team is tied for first place ,vith Fresno City after their 0-0 tie last Friday.
Have a great weekend!
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Introduction
West Hills College Lemoore (WHCL) opened its doors in January 2002 with initial facilities that
included a library/learning resource center, academic learning center, and administrative/student
services building. In 2005, the college added phase two facilities which included additional
classrooms, vocational laboratories, and a child development center.
WHCL received its initial accreditation in June 2006 making it the only full service accredited
college in Kings County. In November, 2008, the voters approved Measure E in the amount of
$31 million which is being used as matching fund s to construct phase three facilities. These
projects include a multiuse sports complex, additional field sports, an additional academic center,
a perfonning arts center, and additional administrative offices. Phase three construction began in
October 2009 with the ground breaking of the multiuse sports complex.
The College' s Strategic Plan serves as the roadmap to guide the development of the college's
Educational Master Plan, Facilities Master Plan, the Technology Master Plan, and the Distance
Education Master Plan. Combined these plans assist the college in meeting its goals and
evaluating its programs and services.
Each year, a broadly represented group of faculty, staff, students, community members and
administration meet to review and revise the College's Strategic Plan to better identify and
address the needs of the community we serve.
WHCL's mission statement appropriately identifies who our students are and signifies a
commitment to student learning outcomes utilizing innovation, goal orientated strategies, and
community partnerships to provide excellent learning opportunities. We have identified
institutional outcomes that will prepare our students with the skills and experiences needed to
succeed in the world of work or to transfer to four year institutions of higher learning.
Through a process of regular evaluation and review, we will be able to constantly update and
revise programs or develop new programs to meet current demand. Our faculty will be equipped
with the latest technology and means of delivery to provide high quality instructional
experiences to our students. Faculty will have access to the latest training opportunities to
fUlther enhance their curriculum and course delivery modalities.
Our students will have at their disposal high quality support services to assist them with
obtaining their educational goals.
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Executive Summary
From the beginning WHCL has recognized the impOliance of responding to the community.
Through advisory committees meetings and meetings with public sector representatives, private
industry, and neighboring institutions of higher learning, the college has developed programs and
services that are proactively addressing community educational and workforce requirements.
Not only do such programs meet the employer needs of the area, but they also offer work
training opportunities to students who are underrepresented, many of whom struggle .
academically.
WHCL's collaborating pminers are vital to our students' success. WHCL has on-going
partnerships with the local hospitals, workforce investments boards (WIBS), county
administrative offices, local feeder high schools, four year universities, as well as many industry
representatives.
The development of recent educational programs such as the associate degree in nursing,
culinary arts certificates, maintenance mechanic certificate, health and human services
certificates, and the associate's degree in web development are shining examples of WHCL's
commitment to collaboration, developing career pathways, and exceeding our local community's
workforce development needs.
WHCL's commitment to the community is strengthened by suppoliing various programs and
services on and off campus. These programs and services include a grant funded by Kings
County to offer OED Preparation Classes to assist adults who have not yet graduated from high
school, local business events like the Chamber of Commerce Pizza Festival to increase local
business visibility, upper division and post baccalaureate courses from Fresno Pacific University
and CSU Fresno, and community education courses that provide learning enrichment for our
neighboring citizens.
In addition, the college is responsive to the needs of Naval Air Station Lemoore. With a base
resident population of approximately 7,000 active military personnel and dependents, the college
is a valued source of education for the base. The college maintains an office and classrooms on
the base, but most base students also come to the college campus. The needs of these personnel
are varied, ranging from newly enlisted servicemen who may have little education and are in
need of basic classes, to highly educated military personnel and dependents. WHCL seeks to
offer courses to meet the spectrum of requirements, and works closely with base officials to
select and design these courses.
WHCL faculty, staff, and administrators also know that education does not only occur within the
classroom. In order to enhance the learning opportunities of the community we serve, WHCL
provides outreach services and brings local events to broaden social awareness of diverse socioeconomic issues. Previous events have included nationally recognized authors, cultural
celebrations, visiting delegates from other nations, and political activists.
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Strategic Planning Process
As a result of the West Hills Community College District's strategic planning process, West
Hills College Lemoore has developed its own strategic plan to align with the district's mission,
vision, and strategic goals.
The strategic planning process begins each fall semester with the identification of administrators,
faculty, staff, students, and community members who will make up the Strategic Planning
Committee. The purpose of this committee is to evaluate, revise, and improve the college's
strategic plan. Although this plan is a long term commitment to the college's mission and vision,
annual review is required to keep our institution focused on current trends and changes that
affect our students' total development. This annual review ensures accuracy, relevancy, and
alignment with the district's overall mission. The college's perfOlmance indicators are assessed
annually to ensure adherence to the college's mission and vision statements.
Planning meetings consist of information gathering sessions which include an internal and
external scan. The intemal scan includes discussion of student demographics (current and
anticipated), student success indicators, college needs and challenges, and an assessment of our
successes and our opportunities for growth. The external scan includes discussion of population
trends, economic growth, job training needs , impact of the Lemoore Naval Air Station, and other
external factors that will affect the college.
The success of the strategic planning process is dependent upon the college's shared governance
system. Responses from the strategic planning sessions are tracked and mapped to specific
committee or depaliment personnel for implementation. Timelines are detelmined and a
communication network has been developed to infonn the college shareholders of these
outcomes.
The Strategic Planning Committee (its participating students, faculty, staff, administrators, and
community members) are to be commended for their commitment to our college and for their
Successful
collaborative efforts in suppOli of our comprehensive planning process.
implementation of the college strategic plan and its evaluation will require the ongoing
paliicipation of the shared governance process (councils/committees, college students, faculty
and staff, and the community) as we work together to achieve our mission, vision, and goals.
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MissionNision and Institutional Outcomes

Mission Statement
West Hills College Lemoore enriches the lives of our students and the community we serve by
being dedicated to quality educational learning oppOliunities and pminerships. The college
provides a positive environment that is committed to student learning and empowering students
to achieve their educational goals .

VISion Statement
Leaning Through Excellence and Innovation.

**************************************************************************
Institutional Outcome 1 - WHCL is committed to provide quality education to students and
the community.
Measurements:
1. Community Participation Rates
2. High School Graduates Participation Rates
3. Overall Success Rates
4. Overall Retention Rates
5. Persistence Rates (continuous enrollment)
6. Student Learning Outcomes Implementation and assessment

Institutional Outcome 2 - WHCL is committed to empower students to achieve their
educational goals.
Measurements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Basic skills math successful course completion & retention
Basic skills ESL successful course completion & retention
Basic skills English successful course completion & retention
Vocational courses successful course completion & retention
Degree and celiificate completion
Transfers to four year institutions

Institutional Outcome 3 - WHCL will 2.ffectively maintain and increase its resources and
productivity.
Measurements:
1. Monitor Student Headcount
2. Meet Full-Time Equivalent Students (FTES) Goals
3. Successful Grant Acquisitions
4. Increase Revenue Generated by Outside Capitol Campaign Activities
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Guiding Principles
West Hills College Lemoore is student-centered and is dedicated to providing high quality learning
opportunjties. We are guided by our core values:

Access:

Ensure accessibility to all our programs and services.

Collaboration:

Emphasize efforts to understand and meet community needs and garner
community support. Support collaborative decision-making processes.

Community:

Develop andfoster a sense of community within the college.

Diversity:

Respect and embrace
environments.

Excellence:

Provide high quality learning, teaching, and service opportunities.

Innovation:

Support innovation and technology to enhance learning environments,
services, and communication.

Integrity:

Advocate and demonstrate honesty, truthfulness, equity, and ethics.

A1utual Respect:

Promote an environment of open communication.

7

diversity

in

our programs

and learning

Themes
There are several "themes" woven into each of the Institutional Outcomes and their respective
success indicators.

Institutional Commitments to provide high quality educational programs and services consistent
with the institutional and college mission by focusing on student learning;
Evaluation, Planning, and Improvement is an ongoing process that includes goal setting; .
distribution of funding, facilities and staffing; implementation, and reevaluation;
Student Learning Outcomes demonstrates the college' s effectiveness to produce and support
student learning by developing student learning outcomes at the course, program, certificate, and
degree level;
Organization is demonstrated by having adequate staff, resources and a shared governance
decision-making process to identify and make pUblic: student learning outcomes, to evaluate
the effectiveness of programs in producing those outcomes, and to make improvements;
Dialogue is open and honest participation in the college's process of self-reflection based on
reliable information about the college's programs and services and evidence on how well the
institution is meeting student needs;
Institutional Integrity is demonstrated by concern with honesty, truthfulness, and the manner in
which the college represents itself to all communities, internal and external.
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Data Analysis
Strategic Planning provides an opportunity to evaluate the demographics and characteristics of
our students and their educational goals. We use this data (performance indicators) to discern
patterns and trends. This information also provides different modalities of assessment to ensure
that we are achieving our institutional outcomes.
WHCL's performance indicators are mapped back to our mission statement and institutional
outcomes. Data is collected annually to address and measure each institutional outcome.

Institutional Outcome 1 - WHCL is committed to provide quality education to students and the
community. Providing quality education is the mission of West Hills College Lemoore. In order
to evaluate our performance for this institutional outcome, data is collected from different
sources and used as key measurements to determine the college's level of achievement.
Measurements include: Community Participation Rates, High School Graduates Participation
Rates, Overall Success Rates, Overall Retention Rates, Persistence Rates (continuous
ern-ollment), and Student Learning Outcomes Implementation and Assessment.
For the 2008 - 2009 academic year, it was noted that Avenal and Kettlemen City have the lowest
population participation rates (l.a). These two cities are located farthest from the WHCL
campus. This data supports the idea that a campus center is needed in A venal. Strategy: Funds
from the recent bond measure have been allocated to develop a center (to provide classes and
support programs) in Avenal.
Another trend to note concerns retention rates (I.c). Retention rates have been on a declining
trend for the past four years. Retention has a direct impact on student success rates; therefore,
success rates have declined at almost the same rate as retention. Online retention rates are about
5 percentage points below face-to-face retention rates. Strategy: This issue was discussed at the
Di stance Education Strategic Planning retreat and has become a top priority for the Distance
Education program.
Student Learning Outcomes (SLO) Assessment (l.d) continues to drive the college's curricula
evaluation review process. SLO have been wTitten for all college courses, and faculty and staff
have persisted to develop and assess outcomes for programs and services. Strategy: Continue
SLO development and assessment to ensure curricula and support services are evaluated
consistently and accurately.

Institutional Outcome 2 - WHCL is committed to empower students to achieve their
educational gOlds. Empowering students is the mission of West Hills College Lemoore.
Institutional outcome measurements are: Basic Skills Math Successful Course Completion and
Retention Rates, Basic Skills English as a Second Language (ESL) Successful Course
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Completion and Retention Rates, Basic Skills English Successful Course Completion and
Retention Rates, Vocational Courses Successful Course Completion and Retention Rates, and
Degree and Certificate Completion Rates, and Transfers Rates to Four Year Institutions.
For this institutional outcome, it is noted that Basic Skills English Success Rates are comparable
to the statewide average. In addition, English as a Second Language (ESL) and Math success
rates are well above the state wide average. It should be noted that about 50% of first-telm
students are placing into basic skills English and Math. WHCL's commitment to students who
meet basic skills academic levels is commendable. Data supports the idea that WHCL's English
Lab (a tutoring lab to support basic skills programs in this discipline) assists students to achieve
their academic goals.
Vocational Courses Success and Retention Rates (2.b) continue to be below our peer group
benclunark average. For the past three years, our vocational success rates have been one of the
lowest in the state. It has become apparent that the classroom format (open entry lab) for the
Business and Computer Science courses have consistently generated low success rates. Data
supports the idea that an open entry classroom lab must be adjusted to a more traditional
classroom format in order to promote student success. Strategy: Change Business and Computer
Science courses from open entry lab format to traditional classroom format.

Institutional Outcome 3 - WHCL will effectively maintain and increase its resources and
productivity. Measurements for this institutional outcome are: Monitor Student Headcount,
Meet Full-Time Equivalent Students (FTES) Goals, Successful Grant Acquisitions, and Increase
Revenue Generated by Outside Capitol Campaign Activities.
WHCL (and the district as a whole) has steadily increased student head count and full time
equivalency rates (FTES). In fact, with the current state budget issues, the California
Community College Chancellor's Office (system office), has decreased WHCL's FTES
generation quota in order to meet the state budget cuts. These cuts are in spite of the increasing
student enrollment that all Califomia Community Colleges are facing.
WHCL has also been very successful with increasing access to soft money funding through
grants and in-kind services. In the 2008 - 2009 academic year alone, WHCL received nearly $5
million in soft money funding. Strategy: Continue to work with the district's grant and
marketing departments to capitalize on additional grant acquisitions and in kind service
donations to augment district budget cuts where possible.
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Goal 1 - WHeL is committed to provide quality education to students and
the community.
1.a - Population Participation Rates by City
04-05
baseline

05-06

06-07

07-0B'"

OB-09

09-10

NA

NA

B.5%

B.7%

B.9

TBD

Kettleman City

3.8%

4.6%

3.1 %

2.5%

3.2%

TSD

Hanford

5.2%

6.0%

5.9%

4.4%

4.8%

TSD

Riverdale

6.6%

7.2%

5.8%

4.8%

5.8%

TSD

Armona

NA

NA

6.2%

5.2%

5.5%

TBD

Stratford

7.2%

9.5%

6.5%

6.1 %

6. 3%

TSD

Avenal'

6.1%

6.7 %

6.7%

3.8%

4.1%

TSD

Laton

9.5%

8.9%

6.8%

5.7%

6.6%

TBD

Lemoore

14.3%

14.8%

14%

10%

10.9%

TSD

Overall

NA

NA

8%

5.8

6.4%

TBD

Review Date

NA

NA

Fall 2007

Fall 200B

Fall 2009

Fall 2010

CITIES

ARCC Benchmark:
CCC Overall

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

Educational
Master Plan
Student Success
Committee

Source: US Census (2000); WHCCD Data Warehouse; 'ARCC report Focus on Results: Accountability Reporting for the California
Community Colleges; CA Department of Finance
'Inmate populati on was removed
Note : Population participation rate is determined by unduplicated annual student headcount from each city di vided by total population of city.
,. Data will be provided in next year's ARCC report
'**City population data was updated with 2008 projections from CA Department of Finance
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INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN(S)

Student Equity
Plan
Transfer Plan

1.10 - High School
HIGH
SCHOOLS
Benchmark:
CCC Overall
Hanford High
West

2007 HS
Graduates

Gradua~es
2007
Fall
Enrolled

Partici pation Rates

2007
Target

Target @
30%
Enrollment

2008
Fall
Enrolled

2008
Target

Target @
30%
Enrollment

294

56

88

-32

308

37

92

-55

Riverdale
High

76
40

23
12
91
107
29
350

-5
-6
+3
+46
+9
+15

124
41
344
375
65
1,257

11

Laton High

37
12
103
113
20
377

-26
-9
-46
-27
6
-158

Avenal High

96

18
6
94
153
38

WHCL Total

1,167

365

Hanford High

303

Lemoore High

358

Review Dat e

Fall 2008

3
57
86
25
219

RESPONSIBLE

INSTITUTIONAl

COMMITIEE

PLAN(S)

Student
Success
Committee

Educatio nal
Master Plan
Diversity Plan
Student Equity
Pla n

+/-

30% Participation Rate

+/-

30% Participation Rate

2008 HS
Graduates

Fall 2009

Source : WHCCD Data Warehouse; California Postsecondary Edu catio n Commission (CPEC)
Note: High school participation rates reflect the percentage of high school graduates attending WHCCD in the fall semester following their high
school graduation.
- Update in progress

1.c - Overall Student Success, Retention, and Persistence Rates
04-05
baseline

05-06

06-07

07-08

08-09

09-10

Benchmark: CA
Statewide Average

67.8%

67.3%

67.6%

67%

67.9%

TBD

Annual Success Rate

65.5%

65.3%

62.6%

61.2

62.5

TBD

SUCCESS

+/- Benchmark

-2.3% pts.

-2% pts.

Review Date

-5% pts.

-5.8% pts.

-5.4 pts

TBD

Fall 2007

Summer
2008

Fall 2009

Fall 2010

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

Student Success
Committee

Educational
Master Plan

Student Learning
Committee

Success rate IS defmed as percent of students retained to the end of the term (or end of the course) with a final course grade of A, B, C, or

CR.

04-05
baseline

05-06

06-07

07-08

08-09

09-10

Benchmark: CA
Statewide Average

83.7%

83.7%

83.7%

83.3

84.1

TBD

Annual Retention
Rate

80.5%

79.88%

78.6%

77.1

78.3

TBD

RETENTION

+/- Benchmark

-3.2% pts.

-3.8% pts.

Review Date

-5.1% pts.

-6.2% pts.

-5.8% pts

TBD

Summer
2007

Summer
2008

Summer
2009

Summer
2010

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

Student Success
Committee

Educational
Master Plan

Student Learning
Committee

RetentIOn IS defined as the percent of students retained from census date to the end of term.

PERSISTENCE
ARCC Benchmark:
Average from Group
Persistence Rate
+/- Benchmark
Review Date

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

Fall 2004 to
Fall 2005

Fall 2005 to
Fall 2006

Fall 2006 to
Fall 2007

Fall 2007 to
Fall 2008

Fall 2008 to
Fall 2009

Fall 2009 to
Fall 2010

NA

66.6%

67.6

66.5

TBD

TBD

59.3%"

61.9%"

68.2

61.4

TBD

TBD

Student Success
Committee

Not
Comparable

Not
Comparable

+1.6

TBD

Student Learning
Committee

Fall 2007

Fall 2008

-5.1

TBD

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

Spring 2010 Spring 2011 Spring 2012

..

Note: Persistence If defined as the percentage of cohort of first-llme students with minimum of SIX units earned m their first fall term at WHCL
who return and enrolled in the subsequent fall term anywhere in the WHCCD system or transferred to another institution.
- Update in progress

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse; ARCC Report
" Does not exclude students who transferred to four year institutions.
"" Data will be provided in next year's ARCC report
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Educational
Master Plan

1.d - Student learning Outcomes - Implementation , Assessment, Analysis , and
Modifications .
Instructional SLOs Course Level

06-07

07-08

Defined Expected SLOs

54%

98%

Defined Assessment

98%

Conducted Assessment

8%

Analyzed Results

0%

5%

Implementat ion of
modifications

0%

2%

06-07

07-08

Defined Expected SLOs

0%

9%

Defined Assessment

0%

9%

Mapping to course level

0%

9%

Assessment

0%

9%

Analyzed Results

0%

0%

Implementation of
modifications

0%

0%

Student Support
Services SLOs Program Level

06-07

07-08

Implementation

?

100%

Mapping to course level

?

65%

Defined Assessment

?

100%

Assessed

?

47%

Analyzed Results

?

47%

Implementation of
modifications

?

0%

Fall 2007

Fall 2008

Instructional SLOsProgram Level

Review Date

08-09

09-10

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITIEE

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN(S)

Student Learning
Committee
Academic Senate

08-09

09-10

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN(S)

Student Learning
Committee

08 -09

09-10

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

Student Success
Committee
Emplo yee Development
and Success Committee

Fall 2009

Fall 2010

Source: SLO Committee; WASC Annual Report Update on StUdent Learning Outcomes 2007, 2008

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN(S)

Goal 2 - WHCL is committed to empower students to achieve their
educational goals.
2.a - Basic Skills English, ESL, and Math Success & Retention
ENGLISH

04-05
baseline

Benchmark : CA Statewide Average
Annual Success Rate
Retention (Monitor)

60%
81%

05-06

06-07

07-08

08-09

09-10

NA

NA

59.3%

TBD

TBD

57%

56%

58%

63%

TBD

76%

79%

82%

TBo

Fall 2007

Fall 2008

Fall 2009

Fall 2010

05-06

06·07

07-08

08-09

09-10

NA

NA

70 .6%

TBD

TBD

76.7%

85%

67%

78%

TBD

79.3

Review Date

ESL

04-05
baseline

Benchmark : CA Statewide Average
Annual Success Rate
Retention (Monitor)

59%
87%

98%

98%

96%

TBo

Fall 2007

Fall 2008

Fall 2009

Fall 2010

05-06

06·07

07-08

08-09

09-10

NA

NA

52%

TBD

TBD

58%

65%

63%

63%

TBD

93.3%

Review Date

MATH

04-05
baseline

Benchmark: CA Statewide Average
Annual Success Rate
Retention (Monitor)

60%
71 %

79%

Review Date

82%

81%

Fall 2007

Fall 2008

81%

TBo

Fall 2009

Fall 2010

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

Basic Skills Initiative
Committee

ARCC
BSI Report

Student Learning
Committee

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

Basic Ski lls Initiative
Committee

ARCC
BSI Report

Student Learning
Committee

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

Basic Skills Initiative
Committee

ARCC
BSI Report

Student Learning
Committee

Note: In order to align success rates with the ARCC benchmark , grades from high school students enrolled in basic skills courses were
removed .
** Data will be provided by next year's ARCC report
Success rate is defined as percent of students retained to the end of the term (or end of the course) with a final course grade of A, B, C, or

Retention is defined as the percent of students retained from census date to the end of the term.
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Educational
Master Plan

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse; ARCC Report; Statewide Basic Skills Report

CR.

Educational
Master Plan

Educational
Master Plan

2.b - Vocational Courses Success & Retention
VOCATIONAL

04-05
baseline

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

TBD

Student Success
Committee

ARCC

80%

TBD

Student Learning
Committee

Spring 2010

Spring
2011

05-06

06-07

07-08

08-09

09-10

ARCC Benchmark: Group D2
Average

75.7%

74.9%

74.5%

74%

TBD

Annual Success Rates

66.5%

68.2%

67%

66.1%

66.3

Retention (monitor)

80.6%

80.6%

79.8

78.7

Fall 2007

Fall 2008

Review Date

Fall 2007

Source. WHCCD Data Warehouse
** Data will be provided by next year's ARCC report

- Update in progress

2.c - Degrees and Certificates Completion
Degrees 8, Certificates
Conferred

06-07
Baseline

07-08

08-09

09-10

AA

322

298

279

TBD

AS

27

49

49

TBD

Certificate

24

34

19

TBD

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

Student Success
Committee
Student Learning
Committee

Total (monitor)
Review Date

373

381

347

TBD

Fall 2007

Fall 2008

Fall 2009

Fall 2010

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

Educational
Master Plan

Source: CA Community College Chancellor'S Office Data Mart
- Update in progress

Success rate is defined as percent of students retained to the end of the term (or end of the course) with a final course grade of A, B, C, or
CR.
Retention is defined as the percent of students retained from census date to the end of term.

Educational
Master Plan

2.d - Transfers to four year institutions
06-07
Baseline

07-08

08-09

09-10

Instate Public

94

101

126

TBD

Out of State Public

12

24

10

TBD

In-State Private

37

57

62

TBD

Student Success
Committee
Student Learning
Committee

Transfers

Out-of-State Private

19

22

29

TBD

Total (monitor)

162

204

227

TBD

Fall 2007

Fall 2008

Spring 2010

Fall 2010

Review Date

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

Edu cational
Master Plan

Source: National Student Clearing House

2.e Community College Survey of Student Engagement Res ults

Area of Measurement

WHC
Lemoore

2007
Results

Active and Collaborative
Lea rn ing
Student Effort
Academic Challenge
Student-Faculty Interaction
Support for Learners

57.5

*Points
above or
below CCSSE
comparison
group

WHC
Lemoore

2008
Results

+7.5

53.4

*Points above
or below CCSSE
comparison
group

+5.8

51 .6

+ 1.6

54.3

+4.3

51 .1

+ 1.1

55.3

+5.3

51.4

+1.4

54.7

+4.7

55

+5

17

2010

2011

+3.4

55 .8

'C omparlson group is based on average CCSSE group sco re of 585 participating colleges.

2009

Review
Findings
and Identify
areas for
intervention

Implement
Interventions

Administer
CCSSE
Survey &
Compare
Results to
Previous
Years

Goal 3 - WHCL will effectively maintain and increase its resources and
productivity_
3.a - Monitor Student Headcount
Unduplicated
Headcountby
Semester

04-05
baseline

05-06

06-07

07-08

08-09

09-10

Summer

1,728

1,705

2,032

2,211

2,504

TBD

Fall

3,519

3,490

3,850

4,148

4,421

TBD

Spring

3,490

3,864

4,108

4,406

4,803

TBD

Total Unduplicated

*5,512

*5,817

*6,474

*7,092

*7,617

TBD

Fall 2007

Summer
2008

Summer
2009

Summer
2010

Review Date

RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

Student Success
Committee

Educational
Master Plan

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• Unduplicated student headcount for all three semesters combined (summer, fall, spring) .
- Update in progress

3.b - Meet Full-Time Eq uivalent Students (FTES) Goa ls
FTES Goals by Semester
FA2008

Lemoore

SP2009

FA2009

SU2009

12% Section
Reduction

26% Section
Reduction

Goal

1,265

1,258

Actual

1,410

1,471

464

1,409

+213

NA

NA

Difference
+145
..
Reviewed on a regular basIs by the presid ent and administrators
FTES = (Enrollment' Contact Hours)/525

SP2010
39% Section
Red uction
993
Estimate

NA

3.c - Successful Grant Acquisitions
GRANTS

05-06
baseline

06·07

07·08

08-09

09-10

13

14

16

23

TBD

$2,250,753

$2,450 ,652

$3,359,617

4,975 ,300

TBD

Fall 2007

Fall 2008

Fall 2009

Fall 2010

N umber of WHCL
Active Grants
Total Amount
(Monitor)
Review Date
Source: WHCCD Grants Office
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RESPONSIBLE
COMMITTEE

Budget Committee

INSTITUTIONAL
PLAN

3.d - increase Revenue Generated by Outside Capitol Campaign Activities
Events

04-05

05-06

06-07

08-09

07-08

Athletic Boosters Dinner/Auction

9,000

0

-6,679

3,263

0

Athletic Booster Membership

3,200

1,150

902

6,522

0

Progressive Dinner

2,500

0

0

0

0

NA

NA

NA

NA

$6,500

6,800

4,500

1,972

0

0

800

30

1,490

0

0

4,500

10,250

10,000

23,666

$28,000

36,794

122,000

464,838

502,988

$34,807

Soccer Progra m

NA

NA

NA

NA

$3,456

Nursing

NA

NA

NA

NA

1,146

Child Development Center

NA

NA

NA

NA

$3,292

3,500

0

0

0

0

$67,094

$137,930

$472,523

$536,439

$77,201

Athletic Other
Concerts
M igrant Parent Dinner
5c Summer Camp
Medical Administrative Activity (MAA)

Oth er (Boo k signi ng, special events ... )
Tot al
Source: WHCCD Foundation

Strategic Planning Committee Membership
2009-2010
Linda Amaya-Guenon
Frances Andrade
David Babb
Jameson Birrell
Dave Bolt
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson
Stephanie Droker
Charles Freeman
Garrett Gudgel
Marlon Hall
Robeli Hall
Angel Isidoro
Myeisha Johnson
Tammy Larson
Jose Lopez
Tiffani McGee
Jose Murrieta
Dave Neer
James Preston
Christian Raia
Rebecca Riddle
Joel Rogers
Joel Ruble
Rene Sanchez
Kimberly Sheffield
Alma Silvestre
Kurt Sterling
Elva Torres
Don Warkentin

EOPS Counselor
Library Teclmician
Biology Instructor
Math Instructor
Vice President of Educational Services
Vice President of Student Services
Instructor CWEE/Political Science
Director of Nursing
Student Representative
Associate Dean of Evening College
Instructor Geography
SGA President
SGA Vice President
Instructor Basic Skills
Dean of Students
Student SuppOli Services Counselor
Advising Specialist
Instructor/Golf Coach
Instructor!TEAM Teach Director
Culinary Instructor
Student/Financial Aid Assistant
Instructor/Biology/HealthiKinesiology
Director of Categorical Programs
History Instructor! Curriculum Committee
Instructor/Basic Skills English
Office Manager Student Services
Instructor/Biology
EOPS Secretary
President
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President's Message

-----,._---West Hills College Lemoore, one of California's newest community
colleges, is well prepared to meet the educational needs of the twentyfirst century. Our Educational Master Plan will demonstrate that we are
on the cutting edge and have the capacity to adapt to new and emerging
educational technologies to serve a wide variety of student needs.
Our facilities, instructional programs, support services, and technology
are state of the art and will allow us to keep pace in an ever-changing
environment. As you read through our Educational Master Plan, you will
see how we value our demographic and student data in the decision
making processes. We also utilize information from our area employers
in job forecasting and training needs. Information is vital to keeping our
offerings currentlmd providing the support mechanisms and resources
to ensure our students are the best educated and prepared to reach their
educational goals.
The development of a comprehensive educational master plan requires
many hours of planning, discussions, meetings, and research involving all constituents throughout the college
and also district office personnel. A plan ofthis nature not only informs us about who we are, but where we
will be heading for the next several years. Our plan will serve as a foundation, but it also will be a template
for many future updates as the college continues to grow and serve the communities of the south valley.
We hope you will find this document to be both informative and also a guide to our continued growth and
expansion of the campus. You will continue to see new facilities emerge and new programs come online,
adhering to our processes outlined in our Educational Master Plan.
I look forward with great anticipation to the next several years with West Hills College Lemoore.

Don Warkentin
President
West Hills College Lemoore
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Intent of the Educational Master Plan
The West Hills College Lemoore Educational Master Plan (EMP) provides a reference point and framework
for the future of the college. It includes a thorough data review of the recent past and present of the college's
overall instructional program. While maintaining the integrity of the college's vision, mission and strategic
goals, the EMP draws a blueprint for implementing emerging educational objectives.
More specifically, the EMP focuses on the service area, students, staff, and programs of West Hills College
Lemoore. Matriculation rates from regional high schools provide a basis for enrollment projections. An
analysis of economic trends in the area and a review of emerging labor market information inform the
consideration of new programs. An examination of instructional programs and disciplines along with student
performance assess current effectiveness and point the way for change.
Utilizing this quantitative and qualitative data, key findings have been identified to inform the process for
rational planning to occur in a culture of evidence and history. Unanticipated events, emerging issues in the
region, and changing demographics in the service area demand that the Educational Master Plan be treated as
a living, fluid document that will guide decisions regarding the educational programs of the college.
The EMP is conceived to exist in a cycle of six years. The current iteration comes at the midpoint of the
college's accreditation cycle -- following the submittal of the college's Midterm Focused Report to the
Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges. That midterm report was a summary of the
college's institutional actions and progress made in response to the prior recommendations of the Accrediting
Commission. West Hills College Lemoore is in the process of implementing actions and plans described in the
report.
The Educational Master Plan for West Hills College Lemoore is directed by the college's strategic plan and the
strategic plan of West Hills Community College District. Both of these plans are cited in the EMP as they
provide the overarching direction and core values that guide the college.
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Master Plan Framework
This Educational Master Plan of West Hills College Lemoore is being constructed at a particularly important
juncture in our history as a college. WHC Lemoore received initial accreditation from the Accrediting
Commission for Community and Junior Colleges of the Western Association of Schools and Colleges in June
2006. As one of the newest colleges in the California community college system, we are poised to realize our
vision as a premiere, interactive learner-centered college.
Our Educational Master Plan gives direction to the planning processes of the college by providing a
clear snapshot of our educational programs. It provides a thorough examination of internal and external
trends. It serves as a primary resource for the development and update of other college plans. And it helps to
identify our strengths, limitations, and capabilities -- and offer possibilities for the future.
The framework of this plan provides for an Educational Master Plan that is fluid and vital so we can respond
to the community we serve.

COLLEGE STRATEGIC PLAN

EDUCATIONAL MASTER PLAN
• College Background
• Profile of Students and Employees
• College and Program Trends and
Forecasts

• Profile of Service Area
• Trends and Forecasts
• Labor Market Informat ion
• Regional Occupations
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Revie,v

Curri culum
Review

Ass~ssm ent
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One-Time Budget
Allocations
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Section I: College Background

--" ---_.- . - - COLLEGE HISTORY

The establishment of a college for the Coalinga Union High School District was proposed in the spring of 1932.
The official beginning of the Coalinga Extension Center of Fresno State College dates from October 3, 1932. In
September 1941, Coalinga junior College became an independent unit under the direction of the Governing
Board of the Coalinga Union High School District Construction of a new campus on Cherry Lane near the
northern limit of the City of Coalinga was begun on October 3, 1955, and the buildings were occupied on
September 13, 1956.
In November of 1961, the voters of Coalinga Union High School District approved the formation of a separate
junior college district, and in June of 1962, the voters of Lemoore High School District voted to annex to the
college district, as did voters of Riverdale and Tranquillity High School Districts in December of 1962.
Effective july 1, 1969, the official name of the college was changed to West Hills College in keeping with the
nature of the expanded district.
In order to effectively serve the college district, West Hills College built the North District Center in the city of
Firebaugh in 1971. In 1979, the District purchased land in the City of Lemoore, and in 1981, a classroom
building and an office were erected. This was the Kings County Center until january 2002. On September 26,
2000, the Board of Trustees signed and accepted the "Agreement of Donation of Land for the West Hills
College Lemoore" a generous donation from Robert and Mardell Pedersen and Lionel and Lola Simas.
Opening its doors to students on January 14, 2002, West Hills College Lemoore featured 18 classrooms, a
state-of-the-art science wing called a Collaboratory, the largest and most technologically advanced library in
Kings County, a mUltipurpose conference center, a full-service student services and administration building,
as well as an outdoor amphitheater for students and community members.
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Section II: Profi1e of Students, Employees, and Service Area
- - -- -"- - --_ ..- -- _.- ------- -'- ------ ._- _._---_._---This internal scan of West Hills College Lemoore is an opportunity to assess, over academic years, the
demographics and characteristics of our students and their educational goals. We use this data to discern
patterns and trends and review our institutional educational plans to best serve our students.
WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE, OVERALL STUDENT DEMOGRAPHICS

During the 2007-08 academic year, West Hills College Lemoore, including the students on its campus on
College Avenue, at the Naval Air Station, and students enrolled in online classes, totaled 7,091 unduplicated
students, a 9.62% increase in students served from the previous academic year. The growth in student
population at West Hills College Lemoore is expected to continue on its upward trend.
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• The last four years show a pattern of steady growth.
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• The proportion of enrollment for most ethnic populations remains fairly stable.
•
Among Hispanic students there has been a 5% increase over the time shown while white student
enrollment has decreased by approximately 10%.
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• Overall distribution of male/female students is stable over the six years observed.

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• Overall distribution of age is stable over the six years observed.

Summary of Overall Studeut Characteristics:
Students at WHCL are increasingly Hispanic and decreasingly white. Gender distribution has remained
relatively consistent over the six years observed at about 62% female and 38% male. The distribution of age
is also relatively stable with over 55% of students in '07-'08 24 years or under, and 38% 25-49 years oldfairly consistent with the ages of students during the five years prior.
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Note: In the following section, the 2002-2008 data for the individual college entities -- Lemoore campus,
Naval Air Station Lemoore (NASL), and online classes -- is broken out into separate sections. This separation
provides a comparison of student demographics among the three different entities.
WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE CAMPUS, 2002-2008 DEMOGRAPHICS
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Year

Count
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Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• The student headcount at WH C Lemoore campus has been increasing over the past four years.
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Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• The student ethnicity ofWHC Lemoore campus is primarily Hispanic and white, with a growing
African American population.
• The Hispanic student population has been steadily increasing.
• White student population by numbers has remained relatively constant, although the % of white
students at the college has decreased.
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• The gender makeup of the students at the WHC Lemoore campus has been primarily female and
stable over the past six years. This mirrors the pattern of overall enrollment.
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•
Th e majority of the students at the WHC Lemoore campus are 24 years old and younger.
• The age distribution of students at the WHC Lemoore campus has been fairly consistent over the
years observed, similar to the overall pattern of enrollment.
Summary ofWHC Lemoore Campus Student Demographics:
The demographics ofthe 5,276 students at the WHC Lemoore campus are generally refle ctive of the overall
college. 42% of students are Hispanic, 34% are white - with a trend reflecting a diminishing number of white
students during the six years observed. 62% are female and 57% of the student population in '07-'08 are 24
years or younger. 22% of students on campus are 30-49 years of age. Head count of students on cam pus has
increased during the last four years.
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NAVAL AIR STATION (NASL)

2002-2008 DEMOGRAPHICS

Unduplicated Student Headcount
Year

Count

% Change
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• There has been a steady decline in the student head count at the Naval Air Station Lemoore (NASL),
with an increase only in the past academic year of 40 more students than in 2006-07
•
By contrast, the Main Campus grew by nearly 500 students in the same time frame.
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The student ethnicity of NASL is primarily Hispanic, white, and increasingly African American.
The Hispanic student population decreased from 140 students in '02-'03 to 53 students in '07-'08.
The white student population has decreased from 219 students in '02-'03 to 44 students in '07-'08.
The African American student population has decreased from 37 students in '02-'03 to 21 students in
'07-'08.

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
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•

The gender makeup of the students at NASL continues to be primarily female.
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• Age distribution remains older than Main Campus.

Summary of Naval Air Station Lemoore (NASL) Student Demographics
The number of students taking classes at NASL has declined from 462 students in '02-'03 to 143 in '07-'08. The ethnicity
of students varies from the main campus, with a larger percentage of white and African American students making up the
composition of students taking classes at NASL. More females than males take classes on site, and the age distribution of
students is older than that on the Main Campus.
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ONLINE INSTRUCTION 2002-2008 DEMOGRAPHICS

WHC Lemoore Un duplicated Online Enrollment
I
*Enrolled in Online &
Year
% Change
WHCLOnline
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*Students enrolled at any WHCCD face-to-face location
Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• Over the last five years observed, there is a consistent downward trend in the percentage of students
concurrently enrolled in online and face-to-face classes. During the same period, there is a consistent
upward trend of the numbers of students enrolled in online classes.
• The ratio between students enrolled in online classes versus students enrolled concurrently in online
and face to face classes has widened over the last five years, with more students enrolled solely
online.
• The number of students taking classes online solely or concurrently has grown in total number,
reflective of the growth at the college and the accessibility of the online delivery system.

As a point ofcomparison the following table shows the online and face-to-face enrollment in the entire West Hills
Community College District

Online

%

& Face-to-Face

Enrolled

1,792

1,246

69.5%

2,557

1,729

67.6%

2,979

1,878

63.0%

3,998

2,258

56.5%

4,497

2,312

51.4%

Enrollment
2,068

*Students enrolled at any WHCCD face-to-face location
Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
• In '02-'03, 700 students were solely enrolled in online courses in the district By '07-'08, the number
of students who were only enrolled in online courses had grown to 2,185.
• There is a consistent downward trend during the last five years observed in the percentage of
students who are concurrently enrolled in online and face-to-face classes. There is a consistent
upward trend during the same period of students who are enrolled online.
• Total number of all students taking online classes solely or concurrently has grown in number
reflective of the growth at the district and the accessibility of the online delivery system.
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The table below shows the city of residence for online only students at WHCCD.
City
Service Area Cities
Outside Service Area
Fresno
Visalia

-

-- - ----rI

2002-03

___ 0_,·_-

--- -

Clovis

__

2005-06

__ ~~~!~___
8.9%
3.9%

-----

8.1 %
- --3.1% -

--=- --= _-I_~

Tulare
1
Other Cities Outside Se~ice Ar~ __

5~'-~O/~ f_61.6~~__ I_ ~.~o~

-- : 2%

T

I

8.6%
2 .2%

-I

3::!!.0

___ _

12.5%
2.5% -

1 ~~ -

12.4%
- 4.4% - -

13.0%
4.4%

- 3,3% -+---2-.7-%----1

2.O % T 0'70;(£ 1 1.2%
24:70
24.3 0/,=2~.3%

I
700
546
I ___________
828
1,101 _
-----1__________
.l....

Total Headcount ______
'-________

58.4%

__
55! %

X--r

2.0%
24.6% _

2007-08

2006-07

1.7%

1.4%

23.0%

-E'
= ':0.1%

1,740

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse

2,185

-

--

•

Online classes offered by WHCCD primarily serve the cities of the district, although 40% of students
come from outside the service area.

•

Outside of the service area, students in Fresno are the highest users of online classes and services,
and this has increased during the six years observed.

f
[2;9,"

The following three tables - Ethnicity, Gender, and Age - show demographic data for online students at WHCL
specifically.

~~~~~~y -

-1

2002[ -03 -- r-Z 003-04 -

~si_a~
'1 :' 1~8 ~ ;0
;;7.;;::Am"k.. ':,0 :~: I :~
__ ,

~span~

! __

-

Native American

I

:~;'''<~~d'' .

I White . _ _

=

l ~n2<~o~~~~!S
l ~tal

673
23

::
! ,Q32
_____ 8~ _

32.54 1 6: 4

1 1.11

f

1 ':::

I

20

200' .05

'!

i OO5- 06

2 006·. n -

::;

;6 3~5 1~3
I ',4,4 ::: .:::.

35.38 1- 712___

3~55 ~

1.12

1.28

L 32 1 1.49

:4 '

t '5~ '

r l. : : ;

25

:~ t !:~

2~' i

1

756_

I 35.29

1,095
37

j

200 7-08

i~l j 1~8 '4~5

i::: 129'; 1I ;::
I 36.27

I

1.23

1,155 J 36.54

1- 1.20

38

.
'
;
jl ::~ j::-I ::: ' :~ I ~i: t.::
~49.9-0 I 8:"J~99
44.2~ I ~:5-1 4~7i i~'o J
8 61

. 4.0_6

___ 7_~

_1 ~~96_

--]2,0681:0~ Ii:~2- 1 :?o

_9~

,_4.?2

1~~J ~.09 ___

1_ _

r ,94! LYJO I! 14ZJ

If

~-::~

'4'07 f : ,25. ' 3 9.61 '
163 _I 5~~__ 1~__5 __ 1 __ 6.17__

I

io_~ T~,oi <} _1_ l~-J 3.1~_1 ~~o

Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
•

In '07-'08 the largest percentage of online students was white - but during the six years observed,
this percentage is steadily declining.

•

Hispanic online enrollment has been constant, consisting of approximately 35-36 percent over six
years; on the Main Campus, Hispanic students make up 39% of the student body.
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_

~~~~~~ -

200: .03

f

n

%

t

2003·04

I

n

!'m"' -=-:-~ 1::12 1 ~344 ti210
Male
___747 ~._~ 582
Unknown/DTS
9 L0.44
0

I

2004·05

%

n

67.52
32.48

1,263
684

0.00

1

%

n

.~4'84 ti4~
35.11
0.05

l
% 1 n

2005·06

66.85

2006·07

1 1~~~~

7~ 33.05 1 1,043
2

0.09

I

7

%
65=
34.55
0.23

· 2007·08 -

1

%

1

n

~5i
1089
15

65.07

i

34.4~
0.47

T~I ~~~--==~~=~r2:068 Li~! 1 1.7921~1~~O~[!'~1- ~~o -I T1~2r~~o-p,~~-[ ~1_00 I3'!~1l.~100 Source: WHCCD Data Warehouse
•
The majority of the online students are female at 65 percent.
•
Percentage of female online enrollment is slightly higher than overall percentage of females enrolled.
STUDENT

AGE

•
•

In 2007·08, 57 percent of online students were below the age of 24 years old
The online student age distribution has remained constant since 2003 which is consistent with
overall college pattern.

Summary of Online Student Demographics
There is significant growth in the district and at the college among students who only take online classes. In
'02·'03,66% of the district's students who took online classes were also enrolled in classes on a campus or at
a center. By '07-'08, throughout the district the percentage of students who were enrolled concurrently had
dropped to 51.4%. At Lemoore, the same trend is reflected - by '07-'08, 53.9% of students were enrolled
concurrently, dropping from the 66% concurrent students in '02-'03.
Online students are 39% w hite and 36% Hispanic which differs from main campus students in which the
ethnic predominance is reversed. Age and gender of students paraJleJ those of the main campus, being
predominantly young and female. The majority of online students come from our service area.
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STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS - FALL 2007

Obtain an associate degree and transfer to a 4-year institution.
Undecided on goal.

1,325

31.96

676

16.30

t-:::"7""'-----=:--::---"-'-~----'--'-"-'----"-------'-------~--------,-,-,---~-,----+----_,-.-"--+--.---

nkIlOv,'n/JJeclinE!d to State

581

14.01

Obtain a two year associate's

341

8.22

1--:--::-----------------,----------"-----'''------,----------",+-,-----+-----"7.02
5.16
Prepare for a new career (acquire job skills).

3.76
3.21
96

2.32

68

1.64

63
rM;~t;~~~rtrn~~~;fu~;~~~fu~fu;-~~;~~---'-----------'--'-'--- ---'----'---'1-~5~7~-

..

54

requirements.

Total

1.52

-13-71.30

53

1.28

37

0.89

1

0.02

4,146

100

Source: WHCCD Admission Application; Data Warehouse
• The highest percentage of students identifY as their goal the desire to obtain an associate degree and
transfer to a four year institution.
• 40% of students identifY transfer to a four year institution as their educational goal.
Admission Survey
As part of the admissions application, students are requested to participate in a supplemental survey. This
survey identifies family income levels, as well as level of education attained by the parents. It provides a more
in depth look into the student's characteristics and provides information for future planning.
-,---..-~---p~--~-~,----,--~"""'"--------~---.~~,~"'-,--~---" ~.--~~~,-

Highest Education Level Attained by Mother or Father, Fall 2007

%

Below College or University

67

College

33

. C...

~. ~'~r

Degree

Source: WHCCD 2007-2008 admission application supplemental survey
Survey participation rate: 42%; Margin of error: 1.3%
• 67% ofWHC Lemoore students are first-generation students.
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Family Income Levels, Fall 2007
0-$10,000

Over $60,000

11%

17%

$10,001-$18,000
18%

$40,001-$60,000
16%

$18,001-$25,000
16%
Source: WHCCD 2007-2008 admission application supplemental survey
Survey participation rate: 40%; Margin of error: 1.4%
• 45% of students have family income of $25,000 or less
• According to the US Census Bureau, the median household income for the State of California is
$56,645 and nationally is $48,451.

Hours Worked Per Week

WHeL - Number of Hours Students Work Per Week

5%
6-10 hours
9%

hours

35%

Source: Community College Survey of Student Engagement
+/- 5% margin of error
• 76% of students work while attending college.
• 51 % of students work over 20 hours a week
2007

4.5
3.2

Tulare
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I A~m~na

I Corcoran
I Visalia

Avenal
Riverdale

2.8

I Car-uthe~s .

0.6

2.5

I K;ttle~an CitY

0.4

2.4

Mendota

2.1
Madera
------- +---------

Huron

1.8

Selma

1.6

All Others

0.4

0.4

=-=~~~~~-1"- OA-=
_
5.5

:~:,;;'~'~ .~ -~ ~~.~~ ~··"~r .;ih ~TAPpii~~n,,-~-= ~. _ - -l~iO~; j
Source: WHCCD Admission Application; Data Warehouse
• 7% of students indicate Fresno and Coalinga as their cities of residence. These may be online
students or students coming to the college for a particular program.

Summary of Student Characteristics
40% of students express a goal of transferring to a four year institution. 67% of students do not have a
parent who attended college. 45 % of students have a family income of $2 5,000 or less and in '07-'08 this
compares to a median household income in California of $56,645. Over 50% of students work more than 20
hours a week. 66% of our students identify Lemoore and Hanford as their cities of residence.
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FULL-TIME EMPLOYEE CHARACTERISTICS

The following tables describe employee characteristics by job classifications.

Administration
n

Age

Ethnicity

%

%

n

Total

Classified Management
Age

n

%

35·54
65+

4
1

80.0%
~2D.O%

Total

L-

•

_

~---.

5

100.0%

I

-~~

100.0%

Eth~kitY~-~IIi."· -~~-%

fAfrican-American
1
20.0%
IWhit;~-~-~
4
80.0%
['
.•~~.-~.-~- ~--.~ ....
Total
! 5 I 100.0%

_. __ ~._.~_J. _ _ •

9

Female

--

__~_ ..~. ____.._~,--~L~~~._~•.L_ _

.. ~.L_•••. _ ..•..... 1

N is too small to warrant generalization

Faculty
Age

n

%

Ethnicity

25·34

9

19.1%

46.8%

35·54

25

53.2%

53.2%

%

~-.-~

55·59

4

8.5%

6

10.60/0

1

8.5%

1

100.0%

100.0%

•

27% of faculty is 55 and older, 72% is below 55 years. Ethnicity is not reflective of service area.

Classified

35·54
55·59

-60·64
-Total

•

n

"~-1

n

%

1

2.2%

2.2%

73.3%

18

40.0%

2.2%

26.7%

23

51.1%

60.0%

1

2.2%

00.0%

45

100.0%

2

%

Total

45

35.6%

.~-

93% of classified staff is 54 years and below, predominantly Hispanic and female.
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Summary
An overall scan of employee age, ethnicity, and gender reveals:
•
•
•
•

There is a high probability of significant retirement in the next 10 years in the administrative ranks.
Faculty is relatively young, although 27% are SS and above.
Faculty ethnicity does not reflect that of region.
Classified staff is predominantly young, female, and Hispanic.
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT REGIONAL AREA

A regional scan was performed by Economic Modeling Specialists, [nco on ten counties that are a part of and
surround the West Hills Community College District. These ten countiesinclude: Fresno, Kern, Kings, Madera,
Mariposa, Merced, San Benito, San Joaquin, Stanislaus, arid Tulare. The region covered was identified by the
district as the region where students are most likely to obtain jobs and establish residency. A scan of the ten
counties revealed :
•
•
•
•
•

Total regional attainment of a college degree is below average compared to the state and the nation
(See Regional Educational Level, Age 25+ below)
The educational attainment of individual ethnic groups of the region is below average compared to
the state and nation (See Race/Ethnicity below)
By 2012, the age group of 30 to 34 year olds is expected to experience the highest growth
Racial/ethnic groups with the highest expected growth are Hispanics
Total population is expected to change ten percent, double the expected change of the State (5
percent)

-

------~=

[ Less than 9 th Grade
---

th

2007TOiai ~

R egiOn; 1 Education Level,
Age 25+

327,883

14.0

---

-- -

---

291,573

9 th Grade to 12th Grade

l-+--

High School Diploma
Some College

--

Associate's Degree

------ - -,
591,750
--- -569,142

Graduate Degree and Higher
_. '-

126,555

----

12.5

-25.3

- -

24.3

160,07 3

-------272,916
-----

----Bachelor's Degree

---% of State

ofR.g;;,~

6.8
11.7

f=-

5.4

-

~+

9.8

5.5

9.5

9.0

20.0

28.7

23.2

f -- ~

6.9
19.6

--

-- - -% of Nation

11.0

22.1

-

6.5

-,

- ------18.0
- --l ___ 10.3 _

Source: EMS!, September'2007
-

--

% Difference in College
Attainment from State

Race/Ethnicity
White, Non-Hispanic

-14.5

Hispanic
--White
.--- •.- - -" - - ----

-3.7

- - _.. -,--

Non-White Hispanic

-2.8

Black or African American

-10.0

American Indian or Alaska Native

-5.8

;:~:e Ha_waii:~ ~~t~e~ -~a~ifi_c~~l~~er

-15.7

Two or
__
_ more
_ _ races_ _

-12.4

i

_

I
_ _ _ _---1-

I

-

-

-7.5

t--

--8.0

I
r

-7.3

1

-1.4

~

-.06

I

lI

-3.0
-

-

-.-

r
I

L

--

-

-15.0
-2.0
-7.0

Source : EMS!, September 2007
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT SERVICE AREA

The West Hills Community College District was first started in 1932 as a college for the Coalinga Union High
School District. It now has a total area of 3,464 square miles and includes portions of five counties: Fresno,
Kings, Madera, Monterey and San Benito. The West Hills College Coalinga campus on Cherry Lane in Coalinga
opened in 1956 and in 1971, the North District Center was established in Firebaugh, in the most northern
part of the district In 1962 Lemoore High School District residents voted to annex to the college district.
From 1962 to 1979 classes were offered primarily at the Lemoore Naval Air station and Lemoore High
School. The facility was called The Kings County Center in 1981 when it operated in portable buildings on
five acres in the city of Lemoore. In 1998, approved by 70% of the voters in Kings County, a $19 million bond
was passed for the new construction of the Lemoore campus. The construction was completed in 2002. WHC
Lemoore became fully accredited as a college in West Hills Community College District in 2006.

West Hills Community College District Map

Pacific
Ocean

1-80

lake
Tahoe
Novod.

"1( NOrth~District
Center, Firebaugh

•KlOEJS Canyon
Sequoia

FirWaugb

National Pilr1c:

Mendo

TranqwUi
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WEST Hlu.s COLLEGE LEMOORE SERVICE AREA

While the West Hills Community College District is comprised of parts of five counties, the service area for
West Hills College Lemoore primarily includes ten cities-- Armona, Avenal, Hanford, Helm, Kettleman City,
Laton, Lemoore, Stratford, Five Points, and Riverdale.
The West Hills College Lemoore service area is relatively young. with 34 percent of its population between
20-39 years old. The ethnic demographics reveal that 49 percent of the population is Hispanic and 39 percent
is white, with conSiderably lower percentages for all other ethnicities.

~---

Age

WHCL Service Area
(10 Cities in 5 Counties)
2008 Population
% of Population
12,541
9%
10,441
8%
.10,197
7%
.
---~r10,746
8%
11,950
9%
10%
13.065
11,166
8%
7%
10.110
7%
9.383
8,683
6%
7,079
5%
5,471
4%
4,227
3%
3,361
2%

~----~

Under 5 years
5to 9 years
10 to 14 years
15 to 19 years
20 to 24 years
25 to 29 years
30 to 34 years
35 to 39 years
40 to 44 years
45 to 49 years

-'-~

_ _, _ _ _ _ w __ '¥_~

"

~'"~--~~

___ ~ _ _ _~_, __ ~ ___ ~ _____ ,__ ~~~ __ ,~

r

50 to 54 years
55 to 59 years
60 to 64 years
65 to 69 years
70 to 74 years
75 to 79 years
80 to 84 years
85 years and over

2.696
2.089
1.497
1,518

~-,-

"

228.674
188,076
147,057
108,816
86,553
71,602
55,147

2%
2%
1%
1%

6%
5%
4%
3%
2%
2%
1%
1%

53.143

1

136,219

Total

WHCCD
Area
(10 Counties)
% ofPnnlll:otinn
2007 Population
,------9% ..
337,083
293,468
7%
314,059
8%
334,459
8%
---322,009
8%
338,361
9%
-,
275,845
7%
263,290
7%
262,290
7%
261,039
7%

3,940,970

Source: EMSI, September 2007
• The age distribution of the WH CL Service Area is consistent with the District's Regional Area.

6,607
4,817
2,673
Native

1.229
240
136,219

2.0%

263.639
8,143

0.2%

45%
5%
1%
7%
0%
2%

3,940,970

Source: EMSI, September 2007
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"
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•

The race/ethnic distribution ofthe WHCL Service Area is more Hispanic and less white than the
District's Regional Area.

Gender, WHCL Service Area (10 Cities)
Females
Males

2008 Population

% of Population

63,172
73,046

46%
54%

---

Total

136,219

Source: EMSI, September 2007
PROJECTED HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES FOR THE SERVICE AREA

- -..- -..- - . - - . - - - . - - -..- -..- - . - - . - -..- - . - -..- - - - . - -..

- -..- - -

..- - . - -..

WHCCD Pr jected Service Area High School Graduate5

2,800

In

~~

2,600

!l
C!I

::I

'"~

~

2,400

'0CI

2,200

(I)

2,000

.=

...

.=

2,241

2,210
2,134

.A

.,.-

2,228

....

2,137

2,276

....

2,218

2,180

~

......

y

'V"

~

::

1,800

-

1,600
'07/08

'08/09

'09/10

'11/12

'10/11

'12/13

'13/14

'14/15

Source: California Department of Education
• The number of projected high school graduates for area remains static for the next seven years
Ethnicity of Students in District Area High Schools, 2006-07
School

'--'"N;tive

!~Asill~'''-

Amer.

Pacific
Islander

Filipino

0

57

0

Hi~;mTclAfrican~'~ White '~I'-MiiitlT '!I"~' Total '~'j
Amer.
No
Enrolled
Resp.
5
24
O·
627
3
137
5
618

~

rAA,V;;;e;;;na;'lifHiitig;i;h~-TcvIT~111-..Jo~:-"
Caruthers High

-I
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•

Ethnicity of high school students in the service area differs from college student ethnicity

•

25.2% of [feeder] high school students are white, 36% ofWHCL students are white.

•

64% of [feeder] high school students are Hispanic, the college's student population is 38% Hispanic.

•

CCCCO asserts that by 2011 Latinos are projected to be the state's largest ethnic group, the majority
population in public schools by 2013 and the overall majority by 2040.

Projected Ethnicity of District Feeder High Schools - Class of 2015
100%

Unknown

90%

White

White
80%

.1%

70%

"*-

60%

'u

50%

White

25.2%

36.0%

• African-American
Hispanic

~

r:::

.r:::

....

UJ

40%

Hispanic

Hispanic
Hispanic

30%

• Filipino

70.0%

64.2%

Pacific Islander

55.4%

20%

• Asian

10%

• Native American

0%
1998-1999

2014-2015

2006-2007
High School Senior Year

Source: CA Department of Education
Based on 6 th grade enrollments for service area schools.

Assessment:
•

r---

The projected ethnicity of students from district feeder high schools shows a growing Hispanic
student population and a declining white student population.

--- - ----- -----

-Enr~jj;d

Top 10 Feeder High Schools - Fall 2007

~_ h_:m_n~_:r_de H~~g: :c~O~~
3

~

i

5
6

Avenal High School

_7

__

_______ 4

___

--

-

.---
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569

-

356

i

13.7%

-

8.6%

1-

3.5%

144

-

109

-

92

j

18.5%14.2%

-

-~-

L River~al ~ Hi~h Scho~ 1

Student
Enrollment

767
590

Unknown/Decline to State

I H-;;; f~-;d West High
Tl Coa_li~ga High Sc~~ol

4

--------------------~

l %OfWHCi

I

2.6%
2.2%
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Test Scores for Selected Schools
The California Standards Tests (CST) is administered to students in California Public Schools in
English/Language Arts, mathematics, science, and history/s ocial science. They are also referred to as the
STAR tests. CST scores are used in calculating each school's Academic Performance Index (API). The test is
administered in the 11th grade. The data below regarding students in our feeder high s chools reveals the
majority of feeder high schools exhibit a low percentage of students at the proficient or advanced level in
English and math.
Note: The California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE) is a completely different test. It can be taken by
students at any time during their high school career. While the CAHSEE is required for high school
graduation, students can pass the test with 8th grade math skills and 9th grade writing and language skills.
High School

~von'l
mgh
S<hool'
- - ------

.,--_._--- -

CST English/Language Arts (2007)
Percent Proficient or Advanced

24%
t
- - - ------- Coalinga High School*
28%
-- _.
.. - -- - - - Corcoran High School
26%
-- - - - Hanford High West
28%
- --,Hanford High School-; 33%
\ - - - - _.
-'31%
j Laton High Schoo~** _. __
----r- - 35%
b emoore High School*
Riverdale High School
34%
- ---- ---- --.----.
Source: California Department of Education
- . ---~

r

-f

I.

L

•
•
•

---- - -

--:-7"'-.-:--~..,

CST Summative High School Math
(Grade 9-11) (2007)
Percent Proficient or Advanced
0%

-34%
61%
32%
15%
0%
- 30%
75%

-i

-

~j-

Many 11 th graders from the high schools in the service area do not tes t at a proficient level or higher
in English.
However Corcorran High and Riverdale High school have exceedingly high proficiency scores in
math.
Schools with 0 percent proficient or advanced CST Summative High School Math may be due to nontesting conditions.

Summary
The feeder high schools of Lemoore and Hanford send the college more students than other high schools in
the area. The Hispanic student population at the college is significantly smaller than their numbers in our
feeder schools. Students tes t at a low level of proficiency with two startling exceptions in math - Corcoran
High and Riverdale High. The projected number of high school graduates is static for the next 7 years.
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Section III : Educational Programs Trends and Forecasts
INTRODUCTION

This data provides us with an ability to examine our students' success in a quantitative manner. It allows us to
measure the strategies we have employed against general key performance indicators. From this we
ascertain key findings and develop strategies to meet our goals.
DEFINITION OF TERMS

Duplicated Enrollment
This is the number of actual enrollments in any given
class or program. Under this definition, a student
enrolled in multiple courses is counted multiple times at
the program, campus, or institutional level.

WSCH per FTEF
This calculation, sometimes called 'productivity: is the
number of weekly student contact hours (WSCH) per
Full Time Equivalent Faculty (FTEF). Some colleges
establish a target number to ensure fiscal viability.

Unduplicated Enrollment, (Headcount)
This is the number of actual students. One student,
taking five classes, is counted as one student If there
are 20 students in a program in which all students are
enrolled in five classes, there are 100 dupli cated
enrollments, but a 20 student beadcount.

The college community is made up of departments and
programs with a wide variety of needs. Some
disciplines have mandates from external sources that
keep class size low. A college supports this diversity of
discipline needs and strives for general support and
cooperation to best serve students in meeting their
educational needs while understanding the fiscal
pressures of the institution. That is the purpose of
understanding this formula.

Full Time Equivalent Student (FTES)
A full time equivalent student is one student taking 15
hours of instruction per week for two semesters of 17.5
weeks. While most of our students do not necessarily
enroll in 15 hours of instruction per week, we calculate
aggregated student attendance in this manner for both
funding purposes as well as a measure for the college of
how many full time equivalent students are
participating in any given class or program, or are
enrolled at the college.
Weekly Student Contact Hours (WSCH)
This is a measure of the number of students enrolled in
a course multiplied by the number of hours the course
meets per week. If a class meets for three hours a week
and has 30 students enrolled, the WSCH is 90.
FuJI Time Equivalent Faculty (FTEF)
One full time faculty member teaching the equivalent of
a full load of classes equals 1.0 FTEF. Most often FTEF
is aggregated to provide the college with a measure of
the number of faculty teaching. The loads of adjunct
faculty and full time faculty are summed to provide an
aggregate number for the program or college.
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Environmental Scan
An environmental scan considers present and future
factors that can influence the direction and goals of an
organization. Environmental scans include both
external elements (e.g., service area demographics, state
requirements, industry demands, marketing trends, etc)
and internal elements (e.g., infrastructure, personnel,
programs, abilities, etc). These are evaluated in terms of
their potential impact on the organization and its ability
to meet its present and future strategic goals.
Course Retention Rate
This is a measure of the number/percent of students
who remain in the course after the census date until the
end of the term.
Course Success Rate
This is a measure of the number/percent of students
who earn a grade of A, B, C, or CR in the class. Course
grades of NC, D, F, I or Ware considered to be
unsuccessful.
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AVERAGE COURSE SUCCESS, COURSE RETENTION, AND WSCH PER FTEF

- - - -.... - - - - - - - - -

... -------~-.....

Retention Rates
-+-CA CC Average

83.7%

8 3.5%
....

......

Woo

79.7%

80.2%

-a-LemooreAverage

83.9%

83.7%

83.3%

.Ao.

"'"

79.8%

78.6%

77.1%

2005-2006

2006-2007

2007-2008

.. ' - - - - - - -

2003-2004

2004-2005

- - _ ...._ - - - - - _ ...._ - _..... _ - -

Average WSCH
perFTEF

Success Rates

-+- CA CC Average

...... Lemoore Average

441

68.4%

67.9%

...

-

64.4%

67.4%

67.6%

65.3%

'"'
""

-m

62.6%

61.2%

2006-2007

2007-2008

67.0%
~

65.3%

I

2003-2004

2004-2005

2005-2006
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2002-2007
Note: College average does not
include NC courses.
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Retention by Location
-t- Lemoore Campus

100.00%

-II- Lemoore Online

81.13%

81.45%

80.79%

80.46%

78.54%

75.08%

75.02%

75.96%

74.42%

73.41%

75.00%
50.00%
25.00%
2003- 2004 2004- 2005 2005- 2006 2006- 2007 2007- 2008

Success by Location
-t- Lemoore Campus

,,~. . Lemoore

Online

100.00%
75.00%
50.00%
25.00%

1

66.68%

I

57.01%

67.02%

67.21%

-

....

63.55%

-

...

65.51%

;z,

58.27%

--

55.93%

-

A.

~

58.20%

..~

55.05%

i

2003- 2004 2004- 2005 2005- 2006 2006- 2007 2007- 2008

Notes:
In 2003-2004, the college responded to the statewide budget crisis and reduced the number of sections it
offered. This drop in enrollment is seen significantly in some departments. It should be noted that some
departments responded to the cutback in sections by enrolling larger number of students in their classes (see
Basic Skills Math). This significantly increased their productivity ratio or WSCH per FTE.

Prior to 2004-2005, online instruction was offered by WHC Lemoore. Coalinga students enrolled in online
courses but headcount was attributed to WHC Lemoore.
The information induded in the program sections is based on submitted program reviews. The college has a
developed program review process that is still being refined, but one in which a template and process are in
place. Any editing was done for clarity and brevity and was not intended to change the intent of the review or
plans of the program. Items under the heading "Program Plans" were derived from the program reviews.
Items under the heading "Challenges and Opportunities" are not from the program reviews but have been
selectively added to suggest strategic options for programs.
If a program does not offer a degree, the listing under Degrees Awarded is stated as "N/A." If a program offers
a degree but none were awarded, the listing under Degrees Awarded is stated as "0."
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS

Discipline Area

Administration of Justice
Description:

FTES
126.90

20022003

Duplicated
Enrollment
FTEF
per

20032004

2004- .
2005

20052006

20062007

02-03 f 03-04

04-05

05-06

06-07

976

925

889

1,299

853

6.75
412

- t - Success

~-~ Retention

85%

83%

sm

,w--

-

80%

...

-

69%

69%

66%

61%

20022003

20032004

20042005

20052006

20062007

84%

87%
..

lIIIIif'

61%

-~---

Sections
%of

02-03
40

r

60%

04-05

05-06 06-07l

28

29

33

46

37%

40%

32%

38%

28

30

03-04i

--..,.-

Online
Enrollment __~~.~
Degrees/
15
29
Certificates
~~arde~ .. L._.__.__ ~~~ •.••.• ,_
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The AOJ program offers the student a variety of
educational and career pathways. The student
may elect to enroll in a program leading to an
Associate Degree with the emphasis on the Law
Enforcement Option or the Corrections Option.
Both provide a path to a four year institution.
Presently, CSU Fresno offers classes on the
Lemoore campus for those seeking a
Baccalaureate Degree in Criminology.

Assessment
• FTES growth in 20062007correspondstoincreasein
number of sections offered
• Online enrollment decreased over
years observed
• Increase in numbers of degrees
awarded
• Retention rate is stable and above
college average
• Success rate is at college average
Program Plans:
• Continue to update all curriculum and
create six new courses.
• Develop more short term and online
courses so employed individuals can
quickly update their skills or obtain job
ready skills.
• Include learning activities with specific
learning outcomes in all curricula.
• Market the program at high school job
fairs and utilize ADJ students as
ambassadors.
From Program Review 2004 and 2006
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Discipline Area

Art

Description:
The Art program provides classes which meet
the General Education requirement and course
work that prepares art students for transfer.
Classes also serve as enrichment experiences
for many students. Students from diverse
backgrounds work in an environment that
affords a common. visual language.

FTES
87.13

20022003
-'--~~'

20032004

20042005

20052006

Assessment
• High growth in FTES in years observed
• Number of sections offered in Art
declined after the 2004-2005 academic
year, but FTES has continued to
increase, as has the WSCH per FTEF.
• Online courses begin in '06·'07, note
FTES increase in that year
• Retention rate is fairly stable and
exceeds college average
• Success rate is strong. fairly stable, and
exceeds college average

20062007

02-03

Duplicated 379
Enrollment
- - " ' " 7.44
FTEF
WSCHper
FTEF

195

Program Plans:
• Curricula is being developed for
several computer generated Arts
courses, including Photoshop.
Illustrator, and others
• Art 15A Painting is being revised to
articulate transferability to Fresno
State University
• Student learning outcomes will be
addressed

---~~-

-+- Success
85%

......
77%

-

-~- Retention

..

89%

88%

-

85%

-

81%0

86%

82%

75%

71%

20042005

20052006

20062007

.,..

From Proyram Review of October 2006
20022003

20032004

02-03

Sections

59

-'05.:06-0&:O~
96

73

Challenges and Opportunities
• High enrollment. strong retention and
success rates suggest opportunities for
further growth, for example, expanded
online offerings.

'

%

0.0%
7.4%
Online
Enrollment
t-=:.:~==.::..t-" '--t----'~""t_"-"--t_--""~-t---Degrees/
1
1
Certificates
l Awarded
I
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Biology

Discipline Area

Description:
The main courses offered by the Biology
department include general biology, human
anatomy, human physiology, and microbiology.
These primarily serve as prerequisites for
students going into teaching or the allied health
professions. The department offers majorslevel biology courses as well as courses for non
science majors to fulfill the life science general
education requirement.

FTES
283.43

277.70

Assessment
20022003

20042005

20032004

DupJicated
EnrolJment
---"~

FTEF

per

20052006

04-05

•
•

20062007

06-07

•

02-03

03-04

782

991

•

10.36

12.32

•

401

436

-.-Success

05-06

•

Program Plans:

Retention

•

75%

83%

79%

62%

66%

63%

64%

65%

20022003

20032004

20042005

20052006

20062007

•

,-----"--I

02-03 03-04.l'04-OSrOS-06 I

i__

68

%.r

14.6%

OnUne
EnrolJment

Degrees/

•

-~---

Sections

80

,_
I

17.0%

~~_~

0

~::r~~~e1~~_,_ ~

! 106

126

\11.8%1'4.4%
____,L~ ____
I1

I1

FTES in years observed is increasing
Percentage of online enrollment
fluctuates, highest 2006-2007
WSCH per FTEF has fluctuated but
remained productive
Success rate is stable and at the college
average
Retention rate is stable and at the
college average
Degree and certificates awarded are
minimal because courses primarily
serve as requirements for the allied
health programs

06

Schedule biology major preparation
courses once a year and work on
maintaining transferability.
Continue to add new transferable
courses for the non biology major
Offer field trips and out of classroom
experience in Biology

From Program Review 2007

-O'-

132
27.1%
1

,,_J ,~_,_ l_~_~,----~_ ~
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Business Administration

Discipline Area

Description:
Business Administration is an integral part of
the CIS, Business, and HRCM service area. The
curriculum is intended for those interested in
transferring to a four year college or university
to earn a baccalaureate degree.

FTES
121.34

20022003

20032004

2004200S

200S2006

Assessment
• FTES increase in'03·'04 academic year
with decline following
• WSCH per FTEF has been erratic
• Success rates below college average
• High number of degrees awarded
• Retention rate rising and matches
college average in '06-'07

20062007
'

......'~-~-~'--,

02-03

03-04

04-05

05-06

06-07

Duplicated
Enrollment
FTEF

1.101

1.212

1,075

992

I 1,008

10.80

7.69

5.76

7.75

7.13

WSCHper

282

460

537

399

419

!TI~F.

Program Plans:
• Work toward providing students with
placement services
• Follow up on recently submitted
certificate options
• Follow up on faculty development,
particularly in regards to SLOs
• Address diversity of staff

From Program Review May 2007

67%

"'"

-

70%
""

48%

48%

49%

67%

-....

I

I

74%

Challenges and Opportunities
• Develop strategies to increase success
rate

-

~

,em

54%

55%

20052006

20062007

i
2002·
2003
.,,~

..

20032004

2004200S

,,-.

02-03

03·04

04-05

05-06

06.~

Sections

94

85

84

80

89

%of
Online
Enrollment
Degreesj
Certificates
Awarded

0.0%

7.5%

5.8%

10.8%

19.8%

29

32

37

48

I
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Discipline Area

Chemistry
Description:

FTES

The chemistry departmen t provides the initial
training in chemistry for a broad range of careers
and focuses as well on chemical education for the
public sector. The careers include the traditional
sciences, engineering, pre-professional, allied
health professions, agriculture, forestry, and the
many emerging cross-disciplinary or
interdisciplinary programs such as oceanography,
aqua-culture, environmental health. and
atmospheric science.

38.17

Assessment
20022003

20032004

20042005

20052006

20062007

•
•

•
•

FTES shows steady increase then drops
in 2006-2007
WSCH per FTEF has been stable over the
five year observed but is below the
college average
Success rate is unstable and below
college average
Retention is unstable and below college
average

Program Plans:
•

........-Success

Retention

•

70%

•
42%

20022003

48%

44%

•
20032004

20042005

20052006

20062007

•
•

•

•

Shift the design of the Chern 2A/B
sequence for allied health students to
include more directly related allied
health applications.
Maintain and extend recently acquired
modern analytical instrumentation and
add additional software licensing for
simulations
Expand and integrate the "Collaboratory"
computerized lab platform
Stabilize current enrollment to establish
offering patterns that allow completion
of an AS degree in chemistry.
Increase student retention in all
offerings
Initiate T1link capability so students can
download data from their graphing
calculators into the "Collaboratory"
platform to bridge their math skills to
practical applications.
Extend software licensing to provide
students with take home versions of
software used in class
Develop initial course offerings at the
NDC site, complete with labs.

Challenges and Opportunities
From Program Review February 2004
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•

Develop strategies to increase retention
and success rates
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Discipline Area

Child Development
Description:

FTES
61.58

20022003

20032004

20042005

20062007

20052006

Duplicated
Enrollment

FTEF

The Child Development program offers a
comprehensive background in the field of child
growth and development. Students are offered
information and skills for potential
employment in federal, state, non-profit, or
privately owned early childhood educational
programs or schools. Courses help students
qualify for a Child Development Certificate and
partially qualify the student for a Child
Development Permit from the State of
California, Commission for Teacher Preparation
and Licensing.

Assessment
• Growth in FTES in years observed
• Number of sections offered in Child
Development is steady
• Retention is steady and slightly higher
than college average
• Success rate dropped in '06-'07 but is
higher than the college average

WSCHper

FTEF
-+- Success

-i'lI'~

Retention

---

83%

83%

ar

"'"
T

""
w:'

73%

72%

72%

72%

20022003

20032004

20042005

20052006

~

82%

80%

.......

65%

-

20062007

[~:~~--~-T02-o3r03-o4-r04~o5-os.06

. 06-07'

Sectio;;-~'r3i' +23'*-+28~'-+-3-1-~3-3---I
o/;~r----io:O%-

Online
!
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

0.0%

0.0%

Program Plans:
• Student learning outcomes and their
measurement are being addressed
with adjunct faculty.
• Update of 2+2 agreement with Hanford
High and the Naval Base child care
program for module credit transfer to
specific courses.
• Create a math and possibly music and
science courses for young children
• Potentially offer online classes
• Explore ways to gather information on
where our students are employed
From Program Review October 2007 and college
catalog

0.0%

1------t-----.-i.~--~I---~4-~--1

t
I 19
2
!
I
L_--'--__~.1-._~

0

_ _ .....

~_ _...._ _ _ _'
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Discipline Area

Communications
Description:

FTES

Provides the College with speech
communication courses that parallel lower
division classes at four year colleges and
universities. Speech 1 is required within Area A
of designated transfer courses. Speech 51 is an
applied communications course emphasizing
communication in the work place.

50.90

Assessment
•
20022003

20032004

20042005

20062007

20052006

•
•

Duplicated
Enrollment
FrEF

02-03

03-04

04-05

05-06

06-07'

407

386

509

465

440

3.00

3.00

4.00

4.40

4.20

398

375

~O6

306

Program Plans:
•

I-.FrEF
WSCHper

··371~

•
•
•

......- Success
79%

....

o
20022003

I

63%

77%

-l1li- Retention

-

85%

67%

77%

79%

From Program Review 2004

......

Challenges and Opportunities

71%

i

20042005

20052006

Develop a course in organizational
communications
Develop a course in voice and diction
Revise and update Speech 5,
Interpersonal Communications
Explore distance learning options

82%

•

20032004

Retention rate is higher than college
average
Success rate is generally10% higher
than college average
WSCH/per FTEF decreased in the last
two years

Develop strategies to improve
productivity

20062007
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Discipline Area

Computer Information Systems
Description:
The Computer Information Systems program
teaches concepts, procedures, and terminology,
as well as the skills and applications necessary
to operate computers and network systems.

FTES
174.58

Assessment
•
•
•
20022003

20042005

20032004

20052006

20062007

•

FTES in years observed is declining
sign mcan tly
WSCH per FTEF has fluctuated, but
remains at a productive level
Success stable and improved in 20062007 when it exceeded the college
average
Retention rate is stable but slightly
below the college average

Program Plans:

---------~----~----~----~----~----~
Duplicated 1,237 996 ! 858
711
671
Enrollment
FTEF

'

11~6~17.:49~15:7~·~r77..55:2r--j66,.20
368

421

•

-+- Success ......- Retention
80%0

-

!IlL
T

•

78%

--

I

- - -

76%

76%

76%

~

":'"

::Jl.

62%

63%

62%

62%

67%

20022003

20032004

20042005

20052006

20062007

02-03

03-04

04-05

05-06

06-07

78

61

60

61

64

38.5%

29.1%

21,7%

28.0%

13

10

10

•

•

•

•
•

Maintain and revise CIS Open
Entry IOpen Exit entry level courses to
provide students with marketable job
skills specifically geared toward the
needs of reentry, traditional, and
lifelong learning students. The
department is in the process of
changing its core curriculum from
Office 2000 to Office 2007.
Maintain and revise Comp-TIA (A+),
WOW Web Development and
reestablish the MOU certification
programs.
Continue the ongoing development of
the Web Developer Certification
program to include a Cyber Forensic,
and Project Management components
with current, emerging web
technologies.
Infusion of information technology
components into established curricula,
such as Administration of Justice,
Math, Geography, etc.
Revise curricula to implement in
conjunction with the OE Department.
the MOU certification program.
Develop, maintain, and revise Internetbased courses
Establish a full CIS AA degree online.

From Program Review November 2007
Challenges and Opportunities
Develop strategies to raise retention rate
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Discipline Area

Culinary Arts

Waiting for Approval from CA Community College
Chancellor's Office

Description:
The Culinary Arts department has developed a
full range of curricula which is available to
students. Certifications from this program
exist in the areas of ServSafe. Deli Cook and
Baker certification. Baker Certification,
Bartending Certification, Dining Roof Staff
Certification, and Chef Apprentice Certification.
Courses provide a knowledge base that allows
students to more easily obtain entry level or
higher positions in this field.
Assessment
No data available
Program Plans:
• Additional curricula will be developed
including Commercial Food prep as the
prerequisite to most courses.
• The program will seek American
Culinary Federation accreditations
• More community outreach
• Develop a job placement program

From Program Review September 2006
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Discipline Area

Engineering
Description:
A new Engineering Program was launched Fall
2008.

FTES
0.30

Assessment
TBA

Program Plans:
TBA

20022003

--~-.-.~--

20032004

20052006

20062007

'ii6-07'

'02-031°3-04 '04:05 05'-06

Duplicated N/A
Enrollment
r.-..------.
FTEF
N/A
-_.

WSCHper
FTEF

20042005

N/A
N/A
.~

N/A

...

N/A

N/A

3

N/A

N/A

0.20

N/A

N/A

44

""''''

N/A

--to- Success

~,·~_<h_.~

<

.•,a~._ Retention
67%
~

•

33%

20022003

20032004

[--··-----T---_ _ .... ,
02-03
Sections
%of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
, Awarded

---..-----

N/A
N/A

20042005

20052006

03-04

04-05

05-06

06-07

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

--"N/A

N/A

1

N/A

N/A

N/A

-,~-"

N/A

20062007

-----

0.0%

N/A
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Discipline Area

Geography
Description:

FTES

The Geography department offers a wide
variety of introductory classes including
Cultural Geography and Physical Geography.
Cultural Geography introduces students to the
spatial and diverse cultural milieu that is the
basis for the Social Sciences and Humanities.
Physical Geography focuses on the spatial
relations of the various physical and earth
sciences.

84.83

20022003

20032004

r----~-"--·"02_03

03-04 04-05

Duplicated 576
569
Enrollment
"---"
FTEF
4.45
4.05
WSCHper
FTEF

483

20052006

20042005

521

20062007

I 05-06-'-06-0'1

607

640

639

4.80

5.48

6.10

491

451

398

Program Plans:
• Continue to build on the base courses
• Bring electronic learning into the
program, using more computers in lab
and lecture
• Insure course articulation for all types
of teaching techniques
• Promote collaboration in lab settings
• Add to the online course offerings

~,--

--.- Success
85%

---

84%

66%

67%

20022003

0/0 of

Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

- - -1'--+

89%

83%

......

20032004

72%

67%

20042005

60%

03-04

25

2",

'"

23%

22%

17%

15%

26%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

04-05

From Program Review 1998-99

Challenges and Opportunities
• Consider strategies to address lower
success rates that began in '06-'07
• Develop strategies for a degree
program

20062007

20052006

02-03

r-"~~-

Sections

-'iii-' Retention

86%

Assessment
• Growth in FTES
• Number of sections offered in
Geography has increased
• Retention is steady and exceeds
college average
• Success rate was steady but fell below
college average in 2006-2007
•
There is an observed increase in % of
online enrollment that same year

05-06]06-07

--
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Discipline Area

Geology
Description:

FTES

Program review needed.
33.00

Assessment
•

•

•
20052006

2002200320042005
2003
2004
- - - - _.. _ - - -

-----r02-03T 03·04

...

Duplicated

~ .. ,
f

N/A

1-""

I 52

N/A

05·06

06-07

99

123

165

I

i 0.7

1.40

2.45

513

393

-+-Success - . - Retention
92%
91%

77%

20032004

20042005

S7%

70%

76%

20052006

2006·
2007

[~.-,.-.---.- 02·03

03·04

04·05 ~05-06T

~se~~~ns

4

6

S

0%

36%

60%

N/A

N/A

NiA

N/A
N/A

%of

I Enrollment
Online
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

Program Plans:
TBA

I

....FT_E_F_____ ___ .~.~_L._., ..-~.~~~~.

20022003

•
•

04·05

WSCHper- "N/A--143 :~~~~O~~
FTEF

20062007

High growth in FTES in years observed
with a large percentage of online
enrollment
From 2004·2005 to 2005·2006
% of online enrollment almost doubled
During the same timeframe, success
and retention tended to decrease
Large increase in FTES in '06-'07and
the WSCH per FTEF decreases
Success rate is strong and consistently
higher than college average
Retention rate is steady and exceeds
college average

.

1
~
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Discipline Area

Health Science (General)
Description:
Program review needed.

FTES

20022003

20032004

20042005

260.80

266.50

20052006

20062007

Assessment
• FTES in years observed is increasing
• Increase in online courses in years
observed
• WSCH per FTEF has remained steady
• Success rate steady and near the
college average
• Retention rate is steady but slightly
below the college average
• The number of degrees awarded is
substantial
Program Plans:
TBA

~~~.--

02-03

03-04-r04~05- 05-06

06-07

592

755

1,457

1,547

FTEF

7.60

8.93

16.80

WSCHper
FTEF

395

443

453

~PH~~

1,218

Enrollmen~

.-:
.....
61%

20022003

-----

81%

77%

.J!ii!L

.:i:

69%

20032004

02-03

62%

445

Retention

.....-Success
71%

Challenges and Opportunities
• Develop strategies to increase
retention rate

-

I

75%

75%

~~

I

"!"

-.

:

20042005

62%

62%

20052006

20062007

03-04

04-05

-~--

05-06

06-07

Sections

42

52

81

105

113

%of
Online
Enrollment
Degreesl
Certificates
Awarded .,

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

4.6%

31.0%

21

26

31

20
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Discipline Area

Health Science (Pre Professional)
Description:
Program review needed.

FTES
18.63

20022003

20032004

20042005

20052006

04-05

.....-Success

20062007

05-06

65%

20022003

20032004

20042005

03·04

Sections

6

5

%

0.0%

0.0%

Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

Challenges and Opportunities
• Develop strategies to increase
retention rate

72%

54%

53%

02·03

Program Plans:
TBA

Retention

79%

45%

06-07

Assessment
• FTES in years observed is increasing
• WSCH per FTEF has been erratic and
low
• Success rate unstable but above
college average in '06·'07
• Retention rate is unstable and below
college average

20052006

04-05

20062007

05·06

06·07

N/A
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Discipline Area

Hotel, Restaurant and Casino Management (HRCM)
Description:

FTES
75.93

75.20

20022003

20032004

02·03

Duplicated
Enrollment
FTEF

101

WSCHper
FTEF

404

92%

20052006

20042005

03-04

04-05

This is a program to certify students to work in
the fields of hotel, restaurant, and casino
management. All courses offered promote
practical job skills and have resulted in
students receiving certificates in Dining Room
Management, Pastry and Bakery Arts, and
Beverage Management.

Assessment
• FTES in years observed is increasing
• WSCH per FTEF has been erratic. but
productive
• Success rate high in 2005-2006 and
exceeds college average
• Retention rate high and steady and
exceeds college average

20062007

05·06

06-07

Program Plans:
• Sequence course work to articulate
with 4 year institutions
• Achieve accreditation for the program
• Butld new course curricula
• Modify current courses as needed to
improve student learning outcomes

0.85

Retention
95%

........... Success
92%
88%

From Program Review April 2008

85%

Challenges and Opportunities
• Develop strategies to increase degrees
awarded

69%

20022003

%of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates

20032004

20052006

2004·
2005

1

0

20062007

05·06

06-07

37

44

0%

0%

0

1
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Discipline Area

Humanities
Description:
This program serves students seeking AA
degrees in Humanities and Social Sciences. It is
an interdisciplinary program.

FTES
90.70

20022003

20032004

20042005

20052006

I

02-03 ~ 03-04 04-05

Duplicated

l·nron~
FTEF
WSCHper
FTEF

20062007

05-06

06-0;-

413

508

647

906

2.20

2.40

3.20

4.40

6.40

426

502

463

429

413

321
1
"'

........- Success

84%

20032004

From Program Review November 2006

81%

68%

67%

Program Plans:
• Begin a Native American course
• Begin a cross cultural course
• Put Women's Studies under the Ethnic
Studies program
• Participate in recruitment events at
high schools in our service area

Challenges and Opportunities
• Review variances in success rates and
seek to increase

Retention

86%

20022003

Assessment
• High growth in FTES in years observed
• Large percentage of online enrollment
• Online enrollment more than doubled
from 2005-2006 to 2006-2007
• Success rate is unstable, fell below
college average by 8% in '06-'07
• Retention rate is stable

56%

20042005

20052006

20062007

02-03

03-04 ~(i4-0!;T 05-06- 06-071

11

12

w_,_,,~

Sections
~.---

11.6%
%of
0.0%
Online
Enrollment
..- ~
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

16

22

8.3%

25.7%

0

1

;1
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Discipline Area

Liberal Studies/liberal Arts

r-~~-

02-03

Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

03-04137

04-05
158

-"',--~-

05-06
189

06-07

Description:

212

The program is currently under review and
modification.

Assessment:
No Data Available

Program Plan:
TBA

Educational Master Plan, 20081 West Hills College Lemoore
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Discipline Area

Mathematics
Description:
The Math program consists of a full spectrum
of courses ranging from developmental to
advanced level mathematics. Courses are
designed to satisty the certificate, associate
degree, and transfer level needs for both the
technical and non-technical student.

FTES
290.20

20022003

20032004

20042005

20052006

20062007

r--------·· - - - - - - - - - -

......-Success

".....~. Retention

Assessment
• FTES increased until '05-'06
• Significant increase in sections during
the years observed
• WSCH per FTEF has decreased overall
• Success rate is decreasing and is below
the college average
• Retention is relatively stable but below
college average
Program Plans:
• Add student learning outcomes to all
course outlines
• Increase number of Math 64 sections
• Establish an effective assessment test
that accurately places students in Math
101,61,63 or Math 15.
• Create an assessment policy for online
classes
.

74%

From Program Review September 2004

62%

62%

Challenges and Opportunities
• Develop strategies to increase success
and retention rates

20022003

20032004

79%

20042005

20052006

20062007
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Discipline Area

Nursing
Description:
A new Nursing Program was launched Fall
2008.

Assessment
No Data Available
Program Plans:
TBA

Educational Master Plan, 20081 West Hills College Lemoore
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Discipline Area

Office Management and Technology
Description:
The Office Management and Technologies
program offers a variety of options that guide
students toward successful employment in
business and government The certificate
programs include an Office Management and
Technology Certificate, a Clerk Typist
Certificate, and a Secretary/Word Processing
Certificate. Completion ofthe Certificate
program and the general education and District
requirements qualifies students for an
associate degree.

FTES
65.22

64.04

20022003

20032004

Duplicated
Enrollment

20042005

655

20052006

545

20062007

05-06

06-07

520

499

--+-~~-+-.--.--

FTEF

3.26

WSCHper

FTEF

-+- Success

~...,.

Retention
73%

- -- - -

68%

70%

67%

67%
_.

50%

46%

""

51%

49%

20042005

20052006

20062007

I

~

I

~

51%

~

I
20022003

20032004

·02.03~:0

06·07

Sections
%of
1 7.0 %
Online
I
Enrollment
Degrees/
N/A
Certificates
Awarded

2

44

14.1%

11.4%

20.6%

31.3%

6

3

3

3
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Assessment
• FTES in years observed is decreasing
• Percentage of onlfne courses is steadily
increasing
WSCH
per FTEF has been erratic, but
•
generally productive
• Success rate well below the college
average
• Retention is improved but below the
college average
Program Plans:
• Increase business community
involvement in the design of classes
and certificates/degrees
• Improve the business community's
perception of the college's
certificates / degrees
• Develop a path for students' transition
from education to employment
• Investigate cross discipline course
offerings to enhance employability
• Integrate certificates and degrees to
articulate a path to four year
institutions
• Improve student access with
convenient course designs
• Develop more short term and online
courses so employed individuals can
quickly update their skills or the
unemployed can obtain job ready skills

From Program Review January 2004
Challenges and Opportunities
• Develop strategies to raise retention
and success rates

471 P age

Discipline Area

Physical Education
Description:

FTES

The Physical Education curriculum is designed
to provide the opportunity to achieve an
associate degree in the student's area of
specialization.

162.69

r-128.69

-

118.68

105.22

Assessment

83.38

-

•
•

•
20022003

20042005

20032004

02-03 F

_

!;~lImen~ 7~~j
WSCH per

• 386

I

FTEF

1

5.67 429

..-.

I

810/<0

423

_.

1,244

73

8.83

12. 37

425

_J

38_3 _

I

i"

78%

~

I

65%

67%

2002·
2003

20032004

20042005

20052006

20062007

J 98

•

Increase course offerings
Standardize tests between instructors
to be more consistent in grading
Develop and revise the degree

From Program Review March 2007 and Catalog
Description

•

68%

%of
0.0%
Online
Enrollment
----- Degrees/
Certificates I
c..Awarded .J

•
•

•

78%

I

66%

Sections

Program Plans :

Challenges and Opportunities:

72%

I02-03

l
l
1

Retention

80%

I

1,136

~~.~~
,

-+- Success
0

•

04 1 04-05 05-06 01,6-: 0S7

f879

I,

20062007

r

-- --- r

DUPlicated~ 1,158

20052006

FTES in years observed is increasing
WSCH per FTEF had been steady, but
decreased in 2006-2007 and is below
the college average
Success rate is stable and slightly
above college average
Retention has slightly declined but at
college average

Develop strategies to increase
productivity of classes
Develop strategies to increase degrees
awarded

03-04 r04~05' 05--o~ 06-071
58

II 68

0.0%

I

-

I _I N/A

N/A

1_

0.0%

78

'_

_

106

__

2.7%

19.3%

N/A

N/A
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Discipline Area

Physics
Description:

FTES

Program review needed
6.20

6.20

Assessment

•
•
•
•
20022003

I

20032004

20042005

02-03

1·03-04"
;

DupJi
Enrollment
FTEF

NA

WSCHper
FTEF

NA

NA

20052006

20062007

04·05

05·06

06·07

15

31

31

Sections increasing
FTES increasing
Success & retention high in 2006-2007
and both exceed the college averages that
year
WSCH per FTEF is low relative to other
programs on campus

Program Plans:
TBA

NA

Retention

-+-Success

97%
80%

77%

67%

71%
-.l

2002·
2003

20032004

20042005
~-

Sections
~---.

%of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

20052006

20062007

~.--

02·03

03·04

04·05

05·06

06·07

NA
NA

NA
NA

4

6

10

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

N/A

N/A

NjA

NTj;:-~-
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Discipline Area

Psychology

--------~---~-------

FTES

20022003

20032004

20042005

20052006

20062007

--~

Duplicated
Enrollment
FTEF

859

WSCHper
FTEF

496

-

5.06

--.-,,~

-+- Success

-

-!!iiI-- Retention

800A0

-

84%

,.."

""""""

62%

62%

68%

67%

65%

20022003

20032004

20042005

20052006

20062007

80%

Description:
The Psychology Associate Degree program is
designed to provide entry-level skills and
knowledge for the student transferring to a
four year institution with a major in
psychology. The psychology major prepares
students for programs with emphasis in
psychology, counseling, child development,
educational psychology, education, social work.
sociology, human services, and nursing.

80%
-",.

65%

-

Assessment
• No [overall] growth in FTES in years
observed
• FTES dipped in 2004-2005 and
increased by 2006-2007
• Large percentage of online enrollment
• Substantial number of degrees
awarded.
• Success rate is relatively stable and at
the college average
• Retention rate has been stable then
declined and in '06-'07 fell 14% below
the college average
Program Plans:
• Develop hybrid Psychology courses
• Revise curriculum to ensure currency
with statewide curricular trends
• Develop student learning outcomes for
Psych 1
• Expand Learning Community course
offerings
• Expand offerings of hybrid Psych
courses
From Program Review February 2004 and
Col/ege Catalog

Challenges and Opportunities
• Develop strategies to address recent
retention rate decrease

Educational Master Plan, 20081 West Hills College Lemoore
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Discipline Area

Social Science
Description:

FTES
262.40

20022003

20032004

--r
"'.lImen~

14.00

WSCH per

481
....J~_

l FTEF

20062007

20052006

I 03-04"1 04-05

;:-r;;:--05-06 ! 06-07

! 2,281

2,061

2,359

2,623

11.80

12.00

14.80

564

501

465

·16:80
--_.-

1

02-03

Duplk.te. ~2"
FTEF

20042005

82%

82%

83%

65%

66%

68%

20022003

20032004

20042005

Assessment
• Slight growth in FTES in years
observed
• FTES dropped in 2004-2005 and has
been steadily increasing
• Large percentage of online enrollment
• Retention rate is stable and higher
than the college average
• Success rate is stable and higher than
the college average

81 %

Program Plans:
• Bring Social Science 32A and B into the
history department
• Develop a cultural/ethnic studies
program
• Develop courses such as Native
American and Asian Pacific Islander
history, with potential to expand into
family and gender studies

68%

64%

From program review September 2004 and
college catalog

20052006

20062007

456

_~_-L

-4i- Success

The Social Science Associate Degree program is
designed to provide the transfer social science
major the opportunity to achieve an associate
degree with specialization of the student's
choice. The major is made up of 24 units in the
fields of Economics, Geography, History,
Political Science, Psychology, and Sociology.

Retention

-----~-

s
%of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
Certificates
Awarded

70
I

I

3

4

8

12
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Discipline Area

Teaching Assistant (Education Assistant)
Description:
The Education/Education Assistant (EDUC/EA)
program provides courses and experiences for
prospective teachers. The program awards a
certificate as a Teaching Assistant. It is a
program that has been actively involved in
partnerships with Upward Bound Math and
Science, Educational Talent Search, University
Charter School, and Middle College High SchooL
The teacher preparation effort is now called
T.E.A.M. Teach and comes out of the
Education/Education Assistant program.

FTES
18.57

20022003

20032004

20042005

FTEF
WSCHper
FTEF

271

299

___ Success

86%

II-'A ~.~

....

82%0
.$4

I

"~I.li--

76%

67%

63%

20022003

20032004

20042005

05-06

06-07

156

142

1.25

1.27

253

245

Retention

I

II!"
,.

71%

20062007

20052006

78%

82%

-

~-

71%

71%

20052006

20062007

7

Sections
%of
Online
Enrollment
Degrees/
1
o
o
Certificates
Awa~r_d_e_d~ __.L-..o._ _._.••L _...__ .._.l-. ... __~• ..L._. _ _ _ ~.-I-...~_. _ _ J
From Program Review March 2007
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Assessment
• Number of FTES as well as sections
offered in Teaching Assistant declined
over past five academic years
• Retention and success rates are above
college average
• WSCH per FTEF is below college
average.
Program Plans:
• Identify a counselor who will work
specifically with T.E.A.M Teach
students
• Wri~e student learning outcomes for
all remaining EDUC/EA courses
• Review and revise education assistant
certificate to meet current needs of
workplace and students
• Implement student learning outcome
evaluation cycle in EDUC 1
• Write curriculum for CBEST prep
classes to offer as nontransferable one
unit courses in test preparation,
reading, writing, and math
• Develop stronger articulation
agreements at local high schools
• Develop strong student learning
outcome assessment cycles for EDUC 1
and EDUC 5 that include adjunct
faculty
Challenges and Opportunities
• Develop strategies to increase
enrollment, retention, and success
rates, and increase productivity

521 P age

BASIC SKILLS

Basic Skills are the foundation for student success. Sometimes called developmental education or precollegiate skills, they are needed by many students entering all segments of higher education in order to be
successful in college coursework. The statewide course success rate at community colleges in Basic Skills is
60.5%, about 10 % lower than that for other courses.
At Lemoore, students in Basic Skills classes are successful at a rate close to or above the statewide average. All
Basic Skills classes have grown in enrollment over the six years represented below.
Basic Skills Math
-+- Success

FTES

.-e- Retention
82%

81%

65%

630/0

20062007

20072008

79%

79.83
53.50
530/0

20022003

20032004

20042005

20052006

20062007

20072008

20022003

20032004

60%

58%

20042005

20052006

_WSCH per FTEF.
• Math Basic Skills classes have increased both in sections and enrollment. Students are more
successful than the statewide average of52%. (Source: Board of Governor's Report on System's Basic
Skills)
• The program has high productivity and strong retention

Basic Skills English
FTES
89.40

-+-Success

...... Retention

810/0

79% . 760/0

79%

60%

57%

56%

58%

20042005

20052006

20062007

20072008

78%

500/0

20022003

20032004

20042005

20052006

20062007

20072008
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20022003

20032004

t
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-..,----2003-04 2004-0
5-06 2006-07 2007-08
22
31
Sections
5
19
22
• Duplicated Enrollment
360
401
416
648
350
385
FTEF
7.13
7.71
4.76
6.16
5.93
5.34
366
225
410
328
318
315
• English Basic Skills classes are building back from '02- '03. Note that with fewer sections in '07-08
they have significantly surpassed the number of enrollments they had in '02-'03 with more sections,
a sign of a productive efficient program -- particularly considering that the success and retention of
their students have remained steady.
• Success rates are generally comparable to statewide average of 59.3%. (Source: Board of Governor's
Report on System's Basic Skills).
---~""'~,

English as a Second Language [ESL)
-+-Success

FTES

9.50

~- Retention

100%

98%

67%

59%

20022003

20032004

20042005

20052006

io02-03

20062007

20072008

1- 2003-04

20022003

20032004

20042005

98%

20052006

20062007

20072008

-----,.

2005-06 2006-07 2007-08
6
Sections
7
6
15
n
.II;'.
.11 •
52
30
40
41
66
39
-,- ,---,.
0.85
0.67
FTIF
1.27 I 1.40
1.12
0.56
WSCH per FTEF
145
259
229
411
142
169
• Notable drop in sections after '02-03, but enrollments now surpass the enrollment when the
program had double the number of sections.
• No ESL courses scheduled during the day were offered between 2002-03 to 2007-08
•
Success rates are mostly above statewide average of 70.6%. (Source: Board of Governor's Report on
System's Basic Skills)
2004·05

...

"
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Basic Skills Placement
Students who enroll in courses that are appropriate for their preparation levels are much more likely to
succeed in college. The assessment process should provide information and support to students so they can
make appropriate educational choices. Below are charts that reveal the number of first term students who
were assessed and placed into Basic Skills classes in English and math. The ESL program does not have a
formal assessment mechanism.
Placed into Basic Skills
%of
Assessed

Math

%of
' Assessed

2004-2005

203

35%

223

39%

2005-2006

349

38%

413

45%

317

40%

355

44%

411

48%

437

51%

--~-<~

•
•
•

In the four years observed, an average of 47 percent first term students at the WHC Lemoore campus
were assessed for course placement
Of the numbers assessed, an average of 48 percent of students were placed into Basic Skills English
Approximately 45 percent of students assessed were placed in Basic Skills Math, with the greatest
percentage (51 %) in the 2007-08 academic year

NASLCampus
Year

0/0
Assessed

English

--~~,

2004-2005

40

16

40.0%

2

2005-2006

25

14

56.0%

3

2006-2007

22

11

64%
27%

--"---,-~-~

-"~----~",.-.-

2007-2008

•

19

5

26.

1

A declining number of students are being assessed at NASL.

Online Campus
Year

~4:-2005 ~
, 2005·2006
i

r-~--~--

r;::~;;~,
•
•
•

20%

Placed into Basic Skills

First-Term
Students

%

519

204

695

382

988

459

English

%of
As

Math
48

24%

119

26%

---~-,

1162

313

125

40%

The percentage of students assessed for the online campus has been declining over three years
An average of 15 percent of students assessed for the online campus were placed into Basic Skills
English
An average of 30 percent of students assessed for the online campus were placed into Basic Skills
Math
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Top TEN INSTRUCTIONAL DISCIPLINES BY FTES, 2003-2007
--'-'~~-"-r-------~-~~~------~-------'-'---"-

2004-2005

2003-2004
Program

Program

FTES

261

Math

>-

Math
--~--~------>

228

Social Science

Biology

184

Biology

~

>-

77

-

•

Math

218

Health Science
(General)
Social Science

.~--.--

283

.. -----

274

---~-.~--,---~~----,

2006-2007
Program

FTES

- - -278-

Biology
r - - - - - - - - - - 1--,--->274
Math

267

236

Health Science
(General)
Social Science

129

Physical Education

163

Business

106

AD)

127

95

Business

89

Computer
Information Systems
AD)

as

79

Geography

Hom,"iti..
Computer
Information Systems
Art

106

--~->-

261

Physical Education

116

_ >____

.~_~h

__

H.",_·~

__

~

262

------>----- _._N___
103

~I

---::~-r_::___----->- ~--

85

89

- - - 80
>87
>_______________ >__J
Math, Biology and Health Science are among the three largest FTES generators in the past four years
observed. Social Science has remained in the top five.
The top ten programs have remained consistent during this time.
Art

72

_~

•

Biology

246

119

f;~:PhY

FTES

--

290

206

AD)
83
---.-.l------~--,-

Psychology

-Geography

r-

Health Science
(General)
Social Science

Health Science
136
(General)
130
Physical Education
Computer
Information Systems . r------ c-------------Business
121
Computer
Information Systems
AD)
83
Business
Physical Education

Program

FTES
»

-----

_ _ _ _ _ _ • _ _ ~'r __ ,._

2005-2006

_ _ _. L -_ _

AVERAGE WSCH PER FTEF,

2002-2007

--->-----,-------

Program

1 Program

Average

Office Management
-.~-~~~~-~-----

Social Science
-~----,.,-~--

>---'-->

--

510

>--

Average

Child Development

433
r----~

493
----"-~~~

Geography

-

Art

71

> __

HRCM

---- ------>-----------»-----

477

Business

472

Physical Education

470

Art

-

427
.. -~--

--~------->--

Geology
,--~----~-----

------

Computer Information Systems

------------>-----,,--AO!
>--»»---~-~--

~~<-.

--,-----,

463
~---~-

Psychology

-,

454

Chemistry

409

32'

Communications

-----~~-.~--~------=~-

Math

------.----------------

-------

Humanities

--

447
447

-~---~-----~~---~~-

Teaching Assistant

---

Health Science (Pre-Professional)

COLLEGE AVERAGE, 2002-07

441

Physics

Health Science (General)

438

Engineering·

Biology

436

--------------------------- ->- r>

268

-~--~--

134

.,--~----

*New Engineering program started in fall 2008
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AVERAGE SUCCESS 2002-2007

Program

Success

Program

Art

Humanities

Geology

Psychology

Success

Physics

2003·08

Engineering

•

•

33%

Students are least successful in Business, Chemistry, and Office Management over a 5 year span.
Business and Chemistry also fall below the college average in WSCH/FfEF; Office Management has
the highest WSCH/FTEF at the college.
Students are most successful in Art, Geology, HRCM, and Physics.

AVERAGE RETENTION, 2002-2007

79%
79%
78%
77%
AVERAGE,2003-08

76%
75%

66%
61%

•
•
•

Student retention is highest in programs that also reflect a high success rate - HRCM, Geology, Art,
and Physics.
Student retention is lowest in programs that reflect a lower success rate - Business, Office
Management, Health Science, and Chemistry.
The California Community Colleges System Strategic Plan of January 2006 notes that efforts are
needed to improve semester to semester persistence, especially into the second year of college study.
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DEGREES AND CERTIFICATES

From Fail 2003 to Fail 2007, West Hills College Lemoore conferred a total of 1,276 degrees and certificates in
various disciplines. Over 50 percent of these were Associate of Arts in Liberal Arts. The Liberal Arts Program
has been renamed Liberal Studies and is currently under review and modification.
The total number of degrees and certificates conferred by West Hills College Lemoore has been steadily
increasing over the past four years.

Total Number of Degrees & Certificates
390

*2003-2004

2004-2005

2005-2006

2006-2007

Top 20 Programs by Total Number of Degree/Certificate Conferred, 2003-2007
"'--,--~~-,------

Program Title

2003-04*
137

Liberal Arts· AA
Business Administration - AA

of Justice • Law Enfor

158

,------

19

Health Science - General- AS
nUJlJlJlI:>Ua"UII

?nn,Lnt:

Psychology - AA

29

25

0

19

6

18

16

5

14

13

18

Child Development - AA

0

Health Science - General - AA

1

9

.--'
I-~---

106
64-~--

63
50
"~~

17

10
,-~, ~~----,

f.----

696
i--~~-----

33

23

.e_

Total

2006·07
212
--,-,-~--

25

20
-AA

2005-06
189

31
8 '--f"

,

----------1

'----

,-,",

36

33

,-. r-~-27

Social Science -- AA

3

Computer Information Systems· AA

8

4

9

6

27

Arlmirlistration o{Justice ·Corrections Option - AA

2

7

9

2

20

n

·AA

2

2

4

4

12

. lnfurmation Systems· AS

5

2

1

4

12

Child Development - Certificate

0

2

3

6

11

De

2

2

2

5

11

~

-'''''6 llupriamentaJ ·l.ertUlcate

.~-

~---

2

4

2

Office Management & Tech. - AA

2

3

2

1

8

Arl

ra'

0

3

2

2

7

Business Management -- Certificate

3

2

0

2

7

Child Development Admin. - Certifi..:aLc

4

1

0

2

7

Retail Business Management - Certificate

1

1

0

4

6

I

of Justice - Law Enforcement - AS

".--

"
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TRANSFERS TO FOUR YEAR INSTITUTIONS

WHeL Student Transfers to Four Year Institutions
300
240

250
200

III

J..

III

=
E

150

134

127
97

100

E-

170

163

,f:l
76

86

88

129
84

50
2007
59
14

22

26

51

76

86

33
84

129

• Out of State

12

10

15

10

19

IiliTotal

97

127

163

170

240

Data Source: National Student Clearing House; WHCCD Data Warehouse
Definition: The annual numbers of transfers to four-year institutions were determined by students who
completed at least 12 units in the WHCCD system and stopped attending WHCCD prior to transferring to a
four year institution.
Assessment:
•
•
•

In '07, 92 students transferred to public four year institutions; 148 students transferred to private
four year institutions.
In the six years observed, more students transferred to California private institutions each year than
transferred to California public institutions.
The number of students transferring continues to increase with the most significant gains occurring
at California private four year institutions.
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-

~-----

-'-'

WHC Online Student Transfers to Four Year Institutions
70
58

60
50

til

l-o

~

37

40

til

C

cu
l-o
Eo-

I-

30
14
10

10

1 4 1 0
,1

0
. In State Public

Out of State Public
.J

In State Private

• Out of State Private
Total

6

6

1 3 =. 0

J

J

1 442
"I".......

22

22

20

20

033~

16

14

1111 13

~-' 1.:1

8 1;,
L

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

1
4

1

10

14

11

14

3

4

3

11

-

22
,-- - ~

1

2

4

3

13

16

0

0

2

2

2

6

6

6

20

22

37

58

Data Source: National Student Cleanng House; WHCCD Data Warehouse
Definition: Based on WHCCD students who completed at least 12 units primarily online from a combination
of online courses from WHCC and WHCL and stopped attending WHCCD prior to transferring to a four year
institution.
Assessment:
•
•

The number of online transfers has significantly increased over the six years observed.
Significant gains have been made in the number of students transferring to out of state public
institutions.

WHCCD Total Student Transfers to Four Year Institutions
450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50

...
VI

Q)

'+VI

c:

~

I-

a

419
284

281
231

218
138

:!~l

146

130

1 2530

e

70

.. .J

"C!,

r 43 ~.

52

198
134

131
4032 28

~- ~

7051

~

99

~II 172

Y

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

23

25

52

40

70

99

Out of State Public

20

30

43

32

51

72

In State Private

70

130

146

131

134

198

• In State Public

• Out of State Private
,c Total

-

25

33

40

28

29

50

138

218

281

231

284

419

Data Source: National Student Clearing House; WHCCD Data Warehouse
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WHC Lemoore Top 20 Transfer___
Four-Year
Institutions,
2002-2007
__,u _ _
_ _ _ ,_'
__
Number
Name of Institution
«c~c~~'

1

-- 2

~~~

'~'

381

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY· FRESNO
CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY -AC 1

....-'._,«. r-

r-:--'-~------'--'--'."-'--«'.~-'.'-.--«--.'-'-'.-

'~3 FRESNO PACIFIC UNIVERSITY

4

5

UNIVERSITY OF PHOENIX

COLUMBIA COLLEGE-EV SESSION

----"'"-...

6 c CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY-ORANGE
__
7 CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY· CHICO

.-~-~-

-.----«-~-,'~,~~-,,-~,""""'~

8

~i

NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

,
I.

i

---

~~~--,

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY· SACRAMENTO
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA·DAVIS

.

~.

.

--~,

..

_~~

_____

~"--~_"~_"~#~~

___

"~'_~'_'

_____

~~M

7.6%

58

6.2%

54

5.8%

40

4.3%

34

3.7%

12~
10
I 1.~%
12

~~-~~ ---.-~~

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND - UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

10
__

40.9%

71

10
~~--,--

%

1.1%
1.1%

~~_

12 EMBRY-RIDDLE AERONAUTICAL UNIV.-WORLDWIDE CAMPUS
13 SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY
14 SAN FRANCISCO STATE UNIVERSITY
....
15 CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
16 CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY - FULLERTON

9

1.0%

9

'1::0%-

8

0.9%

7

0.8%

7

0.8%

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA-BERKELEY

7

0.8%

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY - MONTEREY BAY

6

0.6%

EMBRY-RIDDLE AERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY - DAYTONA
OLD DOMINION UNIVERSITY

6

0.6%

6

0.6%

Other Four Year Institutions

174

18.7%

Total

931

~------~---~~--.--~ ~-----~~,--<,-"-,----",,~

-------~-

~-~>--"

!

-~----.

.-.-----~------~~-~,-~----*--~--~~~"

17
1-----

19
20

Data Source: National Student Cleanng House; WHCCD Data Warehouse
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TRANSFERS TO Two YEAR INSTITUTIONS

---------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- ----- -------- -

-

WHeL Student Transfers to Two Year Institutions
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

...
til

~

til

C

...

CIS

f-o

147
126

140
117

76
63

16

:-1.

24
4

1 3)

35

24

r~ l 0 1

60

43

L~3

,3

1

11..J 1 2

L5~
1 0

1_.

22
~.p

0

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

16

24

43

60

126

117

4

10

16

13

20

22

• [n State Private

1

1

3

1

1

1

• Out of State Private

3

0

1

2

0

0

76

147

140

• [n State Public
Out of State Public

• Total

24

35

63

Data Source: National Student Clearing House; WHCCD Data Warehouse
Totals includes [n State Public, Out of State Public, [n State Private and Out of State Private Two Year
institutions.

--

Definitions
•

Lemoore Total: The annual number of transfers to two-year institutions was determined by
students who completed at least 12 units in the WHCCD system a nd s topped attending WHCCD prior
to transferring to a two year institution.

Assessment
•

The number of students transferring to two year institutions has increased over the six years
obser ved.

•

Exit interviews could reveal reasons for these transfers that will assist the college in educational
planning.
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%

2

27.6%
18.8%

FRESNO CITY COLLEGE

3 REEDLEY
4 CUESTA COLLEGE
5 BAKERSFIELD COLLEGE
6 SAN DIEGO CITY COLLEGE ~'--~=-~=='-=~
SOUTHWESTERN
FULLERTON COLLEGE
GROSSMONT COLLEGE

3.5%

.

1.4%

'~~~'1-.·~_~-··..~·~7'-_.~·=·-._.+--_1.4%.1
1.4%
1.2%
1.2%

.~'.--.'--~---~---'''-----'+''-'~-'-''-''j--~-

1.0%

~--

11

~

COASTLINE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

5

!.O%

PENSACOLA l!!}lIOR COLLEGE_.________ .~ _____..___~..... __ •

5

1.0%

'~1243-'~;~:c:E~I~-~~-EI:~~~~I~;;1~WS~IOS C:~_I~T__~_.q~=-:~=-~-l':=.~~=~_~_-~'~'~4r_~;~_
15

SAN DIEGO MESA COLLEGE

16

TIDEWATER COMMUNITY COLLEGE

··~-~---~-·--·-·---~r-~·-:::----·+-::;.;:..~

17

r18

19
20

4

4
4

485
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Section IV: Student Services

------------Student services are an important and integral function at West Hills College Lemoore. The college develops
and offers a wide scope of support services that are dedicated to supplementing and complementing
instructional programs and providing educational and cultural resources to students, faculty, and the
community.
For the purposes of this Educational Master Plan, the student services included are those dealing with the
Department of Learning Resources, Financial Aid, the Matriculation process and the following categorical
programs: CalWorks, CARE, DSP&S, and EOPS.
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Department of Learning Resources
Description: The Department of Learning Resources is responsible for supporting the colleges in their
teaching/learning and service process through the development and administration of an academic online
and video conference program that provides faculty training, help desk support, and videoconference
technology installation and support.

2002-2006 Online FTES & UndupIicated Headcount by College
· 1101

3500

1200

3000

1000

2500

800

2000
600
1500
400

1000

200

500

o

o
2002-2003

2003-2004

_

2004-2005

Lemoore

2005-2006

Coalinga

2006-2007

-'.- FTES

Note: Prior to 2003-2004, all online courses were offered by WHCL
•

There is significant growth in the online FTES and headcount at each campus.

- - - - --_.-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ .
.,

-----,

Video Conferenced Courses
!;iI

Lemoore

Coalinga

Firebaugh
18

13
11

1313

12

10

10

8

8 8

8

5

Fall 2003

•

Spring 2004

17

Fall 2004

5

Spring 2005

9

4

Fall 2005

4

Spring 2006

The number of video conference courses offered at Lemoore has been decreasing
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-----------

---------------------Online Offerings

Online Disciplines

Online Class Sections
146

134
105

Fall 2003

•

Spring
2004

Fall 2004

Spring
2005

Fall 2005

Spring
2006

Fall 2006

Spring
2007

While the number of disciplines available online has remained steady, the number of sections has
increased significantly.

Department Plans:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide online students with active, hands-on, concrete experiences through technological media
through collaboration of Learning Resources online staff and online instructors
Develop and implement Student Technology and Online Readiness Self Assessment Tools
Increase student technology literacy and independence through enhanced online orientations,
student-friendly sites, and online training in courses
Research and work with CENIC on all aspects of captioning for video conference courses
Research and present to faculty new classroom mediated technologies
Provide consultation and research services to the college academic communities.

From Program Review of Spring 2007
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Matriculation
Description: The matriculation Process at WHC Lemoore provides an admission process, an orientation to
college programs, services, and procedures; pre-enrollment assessment and counseling for course selection, a
suitable curriculum, and a continuous follow up on student progress with referral to support services.

Students Served, 2006-07
% of 6,469 Total
926

424

EOPS (NonCARE)

CARE

DSP&S

CalWORKs

Orientation Services

*Matric

II Assessment Services,

21%

19%

I

Assessment Services, Other
23%
22%

12%

8%

kL
% of % ofEOPS % of CARE
Students

% of
% of
DSP&S CalWORKs

Advisement/Couseling
73%

% of % ofEOPS% of CARE
Students

Placement

%of %ofEOPS%ofCARE
Students

%of
%of
DSP&S CalWORKs

Academic Follow Up Services
31%

% of
% of
DSP&S CalWORKs

%of %ofEOPS%ofCARE
Students

%of
%of
DSP&S CalWORKs

" Matriculation is based on students receiving assessment and counseling or orientation services.
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Extended Opportunity Program and Services (EOPS)
Description: The EOPS program and services is a state funded program that provides supplemental support
services to students with financial and educational needs. Eligibility is determined by income level and
demonstration of need.
~--

2006-07
Enrolled in CREDIT

100%

216
~_<7._,",-_~"

in NONCREDIT

___

-

100%
~

% of All (6,469]

% of EOPS

221

CreditFTES
~~ .. .:;!! ... ~

."--~--~-

EOPS (Non-CARE]

4%
80Ai

--

__

18

5%

8.1%
~,

0

NOnCrem[ FTES

Age, 2006-07

0%

0%

Ethnicity, 2006-07
Native

Unknown
/DTS
2%

•
•

The primary age group served by EOPS is students 20 to 24 years of age
The majority of the students are Hispanic
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Cooperative Agencies Resources for Education (CARE)
Description: The CARE Program is a cooperative effort between Kings County Human Services System, the
Employment Development Department, and the college's EOPS program. The focus of the program is to assist
single parents on AFDC via supplemental grants and workshops that will provide them support for their
academic success and retention.
CARE

% of All (6,469)

%

75

100%

1%

75

100%

1%

tE;nroIieifiiiNoINcREiOIT;-----1~'w'»-~"--:6-::6----'~--+-'------..,1-ccO~OO~Vo-------+--~~-30-Ml-----

6

Age, 2006-07

•
•

8%

Ethnicity,2006-07

The majority of students in CARE are below 30 years of age
The ethnic composition of CARE students varies from the college ethnic composition: CARE: 52%
Hispanic, college: 39% Hispanic, CARE: 25% white, college: 36% white, CARE: 16% African
American, college 7% African American
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Disabled Students Programs and Services (DSPS)
Description: The DSPS progra m provides equal access to education for disabled persons. The college's office
provides services to students with physical, learning, and psychological disabilities with a large range of
support services.
-----:-DSP&S

2006-07

----------.-----~~--~---

234

Enrolled in CREDIT
Credit FTES

154

Enrolled in NONCREDIT

215

Noncredit FTES

327

% of DSP&S

% of All (6,469)

55%

4%

.--------1--32%

6%

51%

60%

-

68%

- - --

------'---

95%

Ethnicity,2006·07

Age, 2006-07
Other
Native 2%
American
1%

White

42%

wn

Filipino

2%
•
•

Asian
1%

The largest percentage of any age group in the DSPS program is 30 to 49 years
The ethnic composition in DSPS varies from the college: DSPS: 42 % white, college: 36% white;
DSPS: 36% Hispanic, college: 39% Hispanic; DSPS: 13% African American, college: 7% African
American
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Cal WORKs
Description: The Cal WORKs program is a state funded program to assist families who have received state
aid. It provides an opportunity to return to college and receive education and training to become employable.
1"""-

Cal WORKs

% of Cal WORKs

% of All (6,469)

Enrolled in CREDIT

201

98%

3%

CreditFTES

144

100%

5%

Enrolled in NONCREDIT

19

9%

5%

0.70

0%

0%

2006-07

Noncredit FTES

Ethnicity, 2006-07

Age, 2006-07

Native

•
•

,-

Unknown
lOTS
3%

50% of Cal Works students are 24 years of age or below and 50% are 25 to 49
The ethnic composition varies from the overall college: Cal Works: 48% Hispanic, college 39%,
Cal Works: 29% white, college: 36% white, Cal Works: 14% African American, college: 7%
African American
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Financial Aid
Description: This department assists students through the various financial aid programs
administered by the college. Financial aid is funding provided by federal and state governments and
institutional sources to help students with their educational expenses. The funding is made up of
grants, scholarships, and loans. Loans have several repayment options.

l

Received
I - % of Students
Financial Aid
Receiving Financial
Aid
2002·2003
5,468
1,692
31%
,~ ..~-~-~.--~--~.~~."~.~----,~- •. -~~~.----.--------2003·2004
5,Q10
1,828
36%

WHCLemoore

Enrolled

-

1

----------·~-----·--~------I·----------·--+·-··~---·~~·~--~

2004·2005

5,512

2,153

39%

2005·2006

5,817

2,36(~r'

41% - - - -

2006-2007

6,469

2,583

40%

2007·2008

7,091

2,721

38%

•
•

The number of students receiving financial aid has increased over the six years observed.
The percentage of students receiving financial aid has decreased while the student population has
grown.

WHCCD Enrollment of Students Receiving Financial Aid Awards
.-~~----.~

Academic Year

-.------.-.-~----.

2002·2003

Students Awarded
Financial Aid
3,494

2003·2004

3,500

2004·2005

4,007

•
•

"-------.- ..
Enrolled at
WHCCD

...

--~

--.-'--~----'---,

Enrolled

The number of students receiving financial aid awards has increased over the six years observed.
The percentage of students who were awarded financial aid and enrolled at WHCCD has increased
during six years observed.
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2007·2008
Financial Aid Awards by
Ethnicity

% of Students Receiving

Financial Aid
2007·2008

African·

38%

2006·2007

40%

2005·2006

41%

2004·2005

Filipino
2.6%

39%

2003·2004

36%

2002·2003

31%

Other

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

2007·2008
Financial Aid Awards by Age

2007-2008
Financial Aid Awards by Gender

Ages 50+
2%

•
•

The gender of students receiving financial aid differs from student population which is 61.94%
female, 37.37% male.
The age of students receiving financial aid differs slightly from the student population: 25.62% are
under 19; 30.94% are 20-24; 15.36% are 25-29; 23.28% are 30-49.
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Section V: Labor Market Information
INTRODUCTION

The college is committed to providing students with relevant education and training for career technical and
professional programs. Consequently, we examine labor market information for this region and compare it to
the programs we offer. We use this information to plan for the development of new programs.
ECONOMY OF THE SAN JOAQUIN REGION, OVERVIEW

The Educational Master Plan for West Hills College Lemoore primarily utilizes our district service area that
encompasses parts offive counties (Fresno, Kings, Madera, Monterey, San Benito) for demographic data.
However, for the economic and labor market section we have also included the counties of Tulare, Kern,
Merced, Stanislaus and San joaquin. The reason for this is the impact of the larger geographical region's
economy on college planning for the West Hills Community College District. Employment options for our
students also take into consideration a greater area than the college district.
Among the ten counties under consideration by West Hills Community College District for its Educational
Master Plan, six are among the top ten counties in the state in the value of their agricultural production:
Fresno, Tulare, Kern, Merced, Stanislaus and San Joaquin. Of the ten counties drawing students to the West
Hills colleges, only Mariposa County, with nearly half of its land on Federal lands, has an economy not based
on agriculture.
While farming and agriculture define the region to a great extent, the counties of the San joaquin Valley differ
considerably in their economic make-ups. Madera and Tulare County have about three times the proportion
of employment in agriculture as San joaquin and Stanislaus. The others fall in between. Likewise,
manufacturing is a more prominent part of the employment picture in Merced and Stanislaus counties than in
other counties and government is a larger sector of employment in Kings County than in the others. This
suggests that educational planners need to consider the diverse employment options in the region as well as
the large distances in the rural landscape.
Population Growth
The population of the region is expected to grow approximately ten percent between 2007 and 2012,
compared to the state's projected growth of five percent during the same period. The greatest growth will
occur among adults aged 30 to 34 years and children under ten years of age (106,284). (Source: Regional Scan
and Program Demand Report, 2007) This growth will have an impact on the need for job training and retraining and for education of children, and related services.
Income Levels and Unemployment
Per capita personal income varies in the San joaquin Valley counties, but is below the state average in each.
For comparison, the average per capita personal income in California for 2006 was $39,626. Among the ten
counties of the San joaquin region, Fresno had the highest per capita income, $27,081; Kings had the lowest at
$22,771. (Source: Table CA 1-3, Regional Economic Accounts, Bureau of Economic Analysis, April 2008)
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A recent survey of student applications for admission to West Hill College Lemoore and West Hills College
Coalinga shows 45 and 48 percent of applicants, respectively, have family incomes of $25,000 or less. (Source:
WHCCD 2007-2008 admission application supplemental survey) The lower than average incomes in the
region are consistent with agricultural regions across the country.
Unemployment also reflects the agricultural economic base of the region. Unemployment tends to be higher
in the San Joaquin Valley region than the state average. The seasonality of agriculture and the relatively low
wage scale account for some of the disparity between this region and other parts of the state. Counties in the
San Joaquin Valley also have higher than average poverty rates.
Employment
The top industry sectors in the region, those with over 100,000 jobs, were government, agriculture (including
forestry, fishing and hunting), retail trade, health and social assistance, manufacturing, construction, and
accommodation and food services in 2007. Construction ranked at the top in earnings per worker ($54,440)
and accommodation and food services ranked last in the group ($16,554). The greatest growth among all
industry sectors by 2012 is projected to be in health care and social assistance. (Source: Chart of Industry
Sectors, Region and State, 2007-2012).
Those occupations requiring training and/or education and showing the most growth across all industries in
the region in 2007 include:

•
•

•
•

Registered nurses
First-line supervisors/managers of retail
sales workers
Elementary school teachers, except
special education
Business operation specialists

•

•
•

•
•
•

Truck drivers, heavy and tractor-trailer
Medical assistants
Customer service representatives
Accountants and auditors
Nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants
Carpenters

(Source: EMS! Top-Ranked Occupations by Total Growth, 2007-2012. Note: The list above includes the top ten

occupations, all with over 17,000 employees.)
At the time of the Reoionai Scan and Prooram Demand Report, West Hills Community College District offered
curriculum directly related to six of the twelve high-demand occupations.
Planning for future educational programs and services at the college will take into account the agricultural
character of the region, the needs of its growing population for general education and workforce training, and
the need to keep pace with demands of the economy.
REGIONAL REPORT

The following information was obtained from the Regional Scan & Program Demand Report prepared for
West Hills Community College District by Economic Modeling Specialist Inc.
The Regional Scan included data from ten counties: Fresno, Kern, Kings, Madera, Mariposa, Merced, San
Benito, San Joaquin, Stanislaus, and Tulare. The industry and occupation employment numbers are based on
numerous published sources from the federal Bureaus of Labor Statistics, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
Bureau of the Census, and the National Center for Education Statistics. These ten counties span a region
where the West Hills Community College District students are likely to seek work.
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Occupation Demand and Program Enrollment Comparison
This section compares regional occupations with the most annual openings to the college's current
enrollment by program, with the goal of indicating where the college might look to increase its capacity. The
occupations are taken directly from the "Top-Ranked Occupations by New + Replacement Jobs" table.
"Related programs" associated with occupations are identified using a crosswalk developed by the u.s.
Department of Education with some customization by EMS!. College enrollment numbers by Classification of
Instructional Programs (CIP) code are provided by West Hills Community College District.
Note that many occupations have multiple related programs and vice versa, so students enrolled in a program
may be included in more than one row in the table above. "Average annual openings" is total new and
replacement jobs divided by the number of years in the given timeframe.
Description

2007-2012 Avg.
Annual
Openings

Median Hourly
Earnings

Annual
Enrollment at
WHCCD,All
Related

$24.S5

50

$14.S3
$20.61

96

$24.34

107

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists Inc. (9/2007).
Enrollment totals are based on programs that might lead students into the occupation of demand.
Color Key:
Occupations with programs or training available at WHCL and WHCC are highlighted yellow.
Occupations with programs or training available at WHCC are highlighted green.
Occupations with programs or training available at WHCL are highlighted blue.
Occupations with programs or training llil.t available at WHCCD.

~
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Highest-Growth Regional Industries, 2007-2012

These industries are projected to add the most total jobs in the ten county region. The Earning Per Worker
(EPW) is an average of occupations throughout all industries in 2006.
---~~,

2007
Local Government
Child Day Care Services
------~~'"-~"-~-~""'-~~

202,525
28,142
27,479
35.685
29,990

Elderly

Home Centers

"*

"~----

10,129
22,651
11,125
7,913

2012 Jobs

Change

% Change

214,695

12,170
8,135
7,632

6%
29%
28%
13%
15%
16%

----,-

36.277
35,111
40,401
34,426

4.716
4,436

7.756
8.344
6,837
11,552
24,040
12,463

1.389
1,338

9,242

1.329

2006
EPW
$54,832
$13.429
$20,607
~--,-

$65.179
$21,238
$79,186
$22,301

1.452
1,423

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists Inc. (9/2007)
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Top 25 Critical Occupations in High Growth Industries
The following table shows the top 30 highest growth occupations (in top 10 industries) from 2007-2012.
They provide a business oriented view of the most in-demand jobs over that timeframe, and the demanddriven college will seek to align its offerings accordingly. Many jobs found here, especially with an education
level of "short-term" or "moderate-term-on the job training" (ST OIT or MT OIT) are likely to be good
candidates for industry oriented continuing education programs. * (other abbreviations are decoded below)
I

Industry

Occupation

Child
care services
Support activities
crop
roduction
Local Government

Child care workers
Farmworkers and laborers, crop, nursery, and

Accounting
services___
__
Offices of physicians
~,~

Bachelor's
~_<_~~_,+

__

~

___________

PhYSicians

c _ _ _~~,, _ _~~

-<~-~-~-+--"-------+-~----+--<~---i

surgeons

IcOitthhe~r:-;a~c~tiivviiittie;s;n;r~t;d't~'~;;;llnteal estate sales agents
I estate brokers

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists Inc. (9/2007)
"Education level abbreviations:
ST OJT: Short-term on-the·job training; MT OJT: Moderate-term on-the-job training; LT OJT: Longterm on-the-job training; Exp.ln Held:
Work experience in a related field; PS Award: Postsecondary award; Associate's: Associate's degree; Bachelor's: Bachelor's degree; DG
+ Exp.: Degree plus work experience; Master's: Master's degree; Doctoral: Doctoral degree; Prof, DG: First professional degree
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Major Occupation Groups, Region and State, 2007-2012
The following table summarizes regional occupations by major group, sorted by total 2007 jobs. On average,
the median earnings in the region are below State median earnings.

Rep!.
Jobs
Office and administrati~~upport"
occupations
occupations
r-----------~-

Transportation and material moving
occupations

3%
7%
6%
4%

Median
Earning

,,,,,1

- $15.63

State
2007

State
2012
~---

3•,09•445 3.190,115

l 2,838.820-

$13.11

--[1.239,652

$29.23

1.628,200

-----~---'~-

State
Median
Earnings
$15.18

$17.60
'$i3.07
1,745,178

$38.83

$9.75
$37.12

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists Inc. (9/2007)
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Top-Ranked Occupations by New + RepJ. Jobs, 2007-2012

The following chart exhibits the top ranked occupations by new and replacement jobs from 2007 to 2012.
The occupations have been filtered by average education level to include only those between "Moderate-term
on-the-job training" and "Bachelor's degree" inclusive.
Description

First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Food
Preparation and Serving Workers

2007
Jobs

2012
Jobs

New +

Repl.

Median
Earnings

9,161

Education
Level

Exp. In Field

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists Inc. (9/2007)
Based on programs offered by WHCCD that might lead students into the occupation of demand.
Color Key:
Occupations with programs or training available at WHCL and WHCC are highlighted yellow.
lIB Occupations with programs or training available at WHCC are highlighted green.
Occupations with programs or training available at WHCL are highlighted blue.
Occupations with programs or training!lQJ; available at WHCCD.

~
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2007 FRESNO COUNTY EMPLOYMENT STUDY

In 2007 the Fresno County Workforce Investment Board conducted a survey of Fresno County employers to
collect data relevant to guide the county's potential and job growth and employment trends. A total of 1,004
surveys were completed. They included small, medium, and large employers from seven sectors.
Below is a summary of the findings. The original data set was sorted to include only those occupations with
20 or more Projected Positions in Year 1. Occupations with no employers requiring High School Diplomas or
Certification were then removed. The top 2S occupations remaining are listed below sorted by the Projected
Positions in Year 3.
Salaries reported are based on the employers in the Fresno County region.
Occupation

Projected
Positions
(Yr. 1)

High School
Diploma
Required

Projected
Positions
(Yr.3)

..

Production Laborers
1662
3946
33%
. Sales Representatives,' . - - - -..•.~j ···-2-6-6~~·- "'-45-6-~'-+--5-3-%--""

Certification
Required

Salary
Estimate
(Low)

Salary
Estimate
(Mid)

Salary
Estimate
(High)

0%
$8.54
$0.00
$11.50
-'--10-0/1-0'-- ·~$-1-7.-70 _. $0.00 '--$z~

. . ,I

~~;~U;~~~~~~

1"'379-"-' ····"41S··..· "-s6%--- ---Sw;-..·" ..··$23.3S'·· "'$2939'" ···$3'3:74.. ··
Psychiatric Technicians
386
--386-- c......1o~0%
.." $12.00' -$14:00"''''$16.00~;rlZe~"7nd~~A~i~~Id=~~ 235-·~=::._ 374'__ ,-. 33%
0% "..--$7-.7-5"$9.00
.. $10.00
Licensed Practical and Licensed

I

Vocational Nurses

~

281

320

-·"':9:"":2":'%:---t··---:8:::'"4:-:0/I-:o··.. ·_-t--·-$:-1:-:5:-":.3:":5=----+--:$:-:1-=8.-=9-=6-" _. $22.69 --

~FCa~r~m{mw:;o~r:k~Pe r s :gralVlnad':LmaTb:o:-r:enrisc,:cnr'-oS~p;,;~:~f~1-:93~: : : i2 ~8:0-'~ '==r~~~. =~:~~~~~-,==~~~,' ~~::~: ~~ --!!:'"
4%
Nursery, and Greenhouse

-'------' ._..l_~.___ -

.--.

~~~~tivers, ~.~~~~~~T:a~t~:._.
Office Clerks, General

••

JI _._.~~~.__ . . _.~5~

• • • • • •_

•• _

..

" _ " , , ,_ _

i

Automotive Specialty Technicians

---~ ..--

-- ..------f--.------ ..

,,

••

~

129

_ _

. ._

._-- -

~~,,_ ... r' __ 60% . _ .... ~~:_ ....~~~~~_ ..-~~.:-0--11

_____
236
59%

125

•

"'-'

...- 0%···----"$13':23- -'-$0.00'-"-$11.33 .--

1%

$10.18

• • • • _ _ _. _• •_ _ _. " " 0

222

20%

$12.27

$14.17

_ _ _ _ _ _ •_ _ _ . ._ ' - . _ _ _

18%

·HeatiniAirCOnditiOning.&··tl···-·170"-f-~-207"---2S% ..~ ----SO%..·-·--

$8.62

$12.38

$1D.43

$15331-'$20.80

Refrigeration Mechanics & Instaners
Electricians

30%

$15.30

17%

$13.63
$8.82

168 ~

76%

158

61 %

158

72%

2%

Truck Drivers, Light or Delivery ..- - - ---'-5-4--1-'- - 120

34%

17%

+--

81

--c--------.-------......- .. - ...- . ----.
Operating Engineers and Other
Construction Equipment Operators
Parts Salespersons

158
89

-Cl-e-an-e-rs'-of-V-e-hi-d-es-a-;;-d-Ecj"~ip-~~nt - - - --"-9-7--

Services
Maintenance and Repair Workers,

f - - - - - . - .... - _.... _.-...

1--'145--- '-'-62%'-'- ..·--54'%--_·· ..-$8.23--·

117

-=

50% . -

0%

~~tive Body and Related Repairer~.. ! .~~'73 --._ "'" ~_5__
26% -'-~r'
Cashiers
- -...
,L.___ ..~L_._ ._......lE.__ _ . 86% ..... _. __
Financial Managers

.
t

------.f.

Physicians and Surgeons, An Other

0%.__. _.
0%

95

87%

..__....i!.__

89

63% .-.-r--.~_.

88

90%

. -----_.-f---..

Electronics Engineering Technicians..

44%

59

--..L___,~,_,--"

$19.20

$27:15---

.-~------.-

----.~.-.~-.-.,

$0.00

$17.83

$15.35
$16.47
-'$-15-.00-' --$1-6.83'--

$11.47

$13.41

$12.00

$0.00 --

_~--=

f - - - - - - --!--.

._

$18.00

~16. 75 --t~~-'

$8.01 ___. $9.15 __
$23.44
$24.47
$20.67

.$23.00

.. _" __ 90% __... "-_. $28.00

$0.00

$11.83_
$32.49

T---$24.87
1

$52.00

Source: Fresno County Workforce Investment Board
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--~"-.0-7--+-''''''''''$0-.-00--· '--$"-16-.3-2-'-

_____ . _~__.--+-__.........,-:-::__+_"""-:::-:-:-_ r '
1
57
119
47% -_. -"6%"

~;;;~~ Stock, -;nd Mat;rial Move-;:;'-- -r'---59"

Hand

. - - - -...-.-- - - - - -

•

$15.19
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Section VI: Key Findings and Strategies
STRENGTHS OF WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE

West Hills College Lemoore's fully accredited college status that was granted by the Accrediting Commission
for Community and Junior Colleges in 2006 was well deserved. The campus features the largest and most
technologically advanced library in Kings County, 1B lecture classrooms, computer labs, and three science
collaboratories. Working in this state of the art facility contributes to the high morale and 'can do' attitude of
the faculty and staff. In the accreditation self study the college describes itself as having a "healthy
governance environment"
The partnerships that have been developed with other educational segments have been significant and
positive. The partnership with University Charter School on the Lemoore campus brings in 5 th through Bth
grade students who are seeking a non-traditional educational setting. The Lemoore High School Middle
College program is exemplary and continues to increase in scope and size. The alliance with Cal State
University, Fresno, which allows students to earn a bachelor's degree while attending classes at the Lemoore
site, is a partnership that every community college in the state should have. A program with Americorps has
provided tutors. In 200B, a nursing program that had been the result of a partnership with Fresno City
College will break out as a stand alone nursing program. The teacher preparation program T.E.A.M. Teach
addresses the need for well prepared educators in our communities.
The college has responded well to the demands of business and industry. The region's emerging hotel,
restaurant, and Casino management industry resulted in the development of a program to train managers in
these areas. A new engineering program was started in fall 200B.
Naval Air Station Lemoore, located five miles from the Lemoore campus has a rich and enduring presence
with the college. Faculty and staff have noted that the presence of students from NASL has enriched their
classes and the college community because of a global knowledge base and experiences. Its proximity to the
Lemoore campus influences the college and provides a unique perspective not available to many community
colleges.
Student Services: New leadership in the student services area has resulted in innovative and effective
approaches to serving students. An example of this is X-treme Registration that provides students with a
unique college event and services to register at the last possible moment. Another example is bilingual
orientation that was scheduled to be in place in 2007 and online orientation planned for implementation by
spring 'OB.
Instructional Services: A consensus was reached on the definition of an instructional program that has
facilitated the implementation of the program review process. There has been a concerted amount of effort in
working toward a college wide completion of student learning outcomes for each course, projected to be in
place by the end of 200B.
The college's continued focus on improving and refining all aspects of the curriculum development process
will be important to the creation of classes, programs, and services that will lead the way to an educated work
force in this region. Its state of the art technology and physical plant, the growth in the area surrounding the
college, and its vital faculty and staff are hallmarks of West Hills College Lemoore.
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KEY FINDINGS & STRATEGIES FOR WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
COLLEGE WIDE: MULTIPLE DELIVERY SYSTEMS - ONLINE, VIDEO CONFERENCE, WEB BASED
Key Findings

The West Hills Community College District service
area spans a wide swath of the San Joaquin Valley
and encompasses five counties in mostly rural
environments. The area is large and the need for
educational access to the population is great
Students facing time and geographical barriers to
education must have their needs met through the
access provided by online courses and programs
and video conference courses.
Online enrollments across the district continue to
grow. The majority of the students who are
enrolling in online classes are from our service
area, although approximately 40% are from
outside the service area. The success and
retention rates for students in online classes
throughout the district is below classroom rates,
but remains fairly consistent for Lemoore
students at 55% success rate and 73% retention.
At WHC Lemoore during the '07-'08 academic
year, there were 3,155 unduplicated students
enrolled in online classes. On the campus at
Lemoore there are 5,276 students enrolled.
With high school graduation rates projected to be
static for the next 7 years, increased offerings of
classes and programs in multiple delivery
systems, will be a major factor for growth at the
college.

Strategies to address key findings:

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

The findings and strategies address goals from:
•

•
•
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More development of multiple delivery
methods for classes and programs
throughout the curriculum, including
online, video conference, web based
classes, hybrid classes and traditional
classes utilizing new formats.
Development of an array of Basic Skills
classes in multiple delivery methods to
provide access for students in need of pre
collegiate work.
More development of degrees and
certificates that can be earned online.
Increase student services and support for
online students
Research on staffing levels needed to
support growth and development of
online and video conference classes
Close attention to the technological
resources and facilities needed to
maintain and increase online and video
conference classes.
Develop and market programs targeting
non-traditional students.

District strategic plan:#l Achieve growth
targets, #4 improve transfer, completion
and graduation rates
College guiding principle: Access
State strategic plan: College awareness
and access
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COLLEGE WIDE: NAVAL AIR STATION
Key Findings

The enrollment at the Naval Air Station (NASL)
has been in a steep decline for the last five years,
with a slight uptick in 2007-2008.
Among the factors that may have contributed to
the decline are the opening of the new Lemoore
campus which has attracted military students to
enroll on campus, changes to military tuition
assistance, deployment during the Iraq war, and
the increased availability of online courses.
Students at NASL have preferred evening courses.
Some student characteristics are notably different
from other entities - students are older, and there
are generally more white students and fewer
Hispanics.
In 2007-2008, the Naval Air Station center had
143 students, down from a high of 462 in 20022003.
The importance of Lemoore Naval Air Station to
the college and the region cannot be
underestimated. The Naval Air Station is a unique
resource with a stable population that has
educational needs.
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Strategies to address Key Findings:

•

•

•
•

•
•

Formation of a widely representative
advisory committee to discuss the issues
of enrollment at NASL.
Discussions with leadership at NASL in
regards to their concerns, forecasted
changes and/or program development,
resource sharing
Involvement of campus leadership for
ideas, concerns
Brainstorm ideas in regards to adult
learners, under skilled workers,
retraining and reentry training
Offer alternative scheduling, short term
curricular modes, weekend classes
Consider new joint use ideas, non credit,
and focused programs with cohorts

Addresses Goals From:

•
•
•

District Strategic Plan:# 3 Community
participation rates
College Guiding Principle: Collaboration,
community
State Strategic Plan: Goal: A#3 Innovative
programs and outreach
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COLLEGE WIDE: COORDINATION OF PROGRAM AND COURSE DEVELOPMENT

Key Findings

•

There has been coordination between WHC
Lemoore and WHC Coalinga in the development
and offering of courses and programs.
A number of factors make coordination in coming
years even more complex. Among them are the
substantial and growing offerings online and the
fully accredited status of the college.
In the data regarding students' identification of
city of residence, a significant percentage of
students come from cities such as Fresno,
Coalinga, Visalia, and Avenal. While some of these
residents may only be enrolled in online classes,
we can also infer that these students may be
willing to take classes some distance from their
homes because of the desirability of a specific
program.
The alignment of courses and programs within the
college district and with all segments of education
are essential to student access and success.
Coordination would allow the college to maximize
the development of courses and programs unique
to its community, area, and facilities - and provide
students with more choices and venues. These
are essential to student access and success.

Strategies to address key finding:
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•

•

•

Continue to coordinate the development
of courses and programs with WHC
Coalinga to ensure comprehensive
offerings to all students in the service
area.
Interface Lemoore's Student Learning
Committee with Coalinga's Instructional
Services Council on a regular basis to
discuss and make recommendations for
approval of new courses and programs.
Consider the formation of a district
committee for review, coordination, and
recommendation for approval of courses
and programs.
Develop a process to ensure colleges
adhere to the Rule of 5 in which course
number, title, prefix, units, and
transferability are coordinated and
discussion and coordination take place
that ensure students have a seamless
experience in their access to curriculum
atWHCCD.

Addresses goals from:
•

District Strategic Plan:#4 Improve
transfer, completion, and graduation
rates

•
•

College Guiding Principle: Access
State Strategic Plan: #1 College
awareness and access
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COLLEGE WIDE: ADDRESS THE CHANGING DEMOGRAPHICS

Key Findings:
An analysis of the demographic data for WHC
Lemoore reveals that students in the age group of
30-49 have increased slightly at the college from
1,566 in '02-'03 to 1,651 in '07-'08. On the
Lemoore campus, this group has dropped slightly
from 1,179 to 1,157 during this time frame. But
the number of online students in this age group
has risen from 629 in '02-' 03 to 750 in '07-'08.
The Regional Scan and Program Demand Report
from Economic Modeling Specialist Inc. (EMSI)
projects that the greatest growth in our region will
occur among adults aged 30 to 34 years and
children uoder 10 years of age during the period
of'07-'12.

family and to potentially retrain. At WHC
Lemoore 30-49 year olds are a larger proportion
of the student population than those 25-29.
With the projected service area high school
graduates remaining static into 2015, the college
needs to focus on the demographic that may offer
the most growth and also have a growing
educational need in this region - students,
primarily women, in the 30-49 year old age group.

Strategies to address key finding:
•

•
The female student population at WHC Lemoore
continues to be significantly greater than the male
population reflecting a state and national trend.
In '07-'08 females comprised 62 % of the student
body.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that for the
first time since the modern women's movement
came to life, an economic recovery has come and
gone, and the percentage of women at work has
fallen, not risen. A congressional study released
on July 23, 2008, offers the explanation that
women are dropping out of the workforce for
awhile as jobs and wages shrink, to return to the

Education al Master Plan, 20081 West Hills College Lemoore
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•

Consider workforce programs that would
attract students who are seeking
retraining for the next stage of their work
life.
Query students in this age group about
their needs - scheduling of classes,
academic support, child care, programs
that they seek, etc.
Target marketing to this group of
potential students in the community

Addresses goals from:
•

•
•

District strategic plan: #1 Achieve growth
targets, #4 Improve transfer, completion,
and graduation rates
College Guiding Principle: Access,
Diversity
State Strategic Plan: College awareness
and readiness
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS: BASIC SKILLS

Key Findings
Levels of proficiency in English/Language Arts
and Mathematics of students at the 11 th grade
level in feeder high schools to WHC Lemoore are
low. This implies a potential need for more Basic
Skills sections available to first term students
matriculating to the college.

Strategies to address key findings:

•
•
•

Of first term students who were assessed, 48%
assessed into Basic Skills English and 51 %
assessed into Basic Skills Math.
Data from the California Community College
Chancellor's Office reports that when students do
not receive the Basic Skills education they need,
less than 10 % will survive the college experience.
Successful participation at the college level is
dependent on preparation math and English skills.
According to the-CCCCO, more than half of
entering community college students require
some Basic Skills education due in part to the fact
that K-12 curriculum and assessments do not
always adequately prepare students for college
level work.

•
•

•
•

Offer more sections of Basic Skills Classes
in English, ESL, and math
Consider a college wide committee to
address Basic Skills and preparedness for
college level curricula
Work to ensure that all general education
and vocational courses include specific
activities designed to reinforce key
reading, writing, speaking, and
computational competencies
Offer alternative pathways to Basic Skills
preparation - e.g., intensive short-term
courses, open skill building tutorials, etc.
Focus profeSSional development on
student success, providing faculty with
incentives to integrate the development
of essential academic skills in their
students
Track students success from Basic Skills
through college level curriculum
Seek innovative ways to offer and deliver
Basic Skills classes.

Addresses goals from:
Students at Lemoore are generally successful in
Basic Skills classes. In math and English the
college has continued to increase sections after
the reduction in '03-04, showing programs
committed to Basic Skills offerings. Math and ESL
have high productivity levels, and the success rate
in both programs is above the college average.
English, math, and ESL Basic Skills classes all have
high retention rates.

Educational Master Plan, 20081 West Hills College Lemoore
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•
•
•

District Strategic Plan: #4 Improve
transfer, completion, graduation rates
College guiding principle: Access
State Strategic Plan: Goal B, Student
success and readiness, Basic Skills as the
foundation for student success
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS: ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

Key Findings
Even with a significant reduction in ESL class
sections that occurred after '02-'03 and little
growth in additional sections following that, the
enrollment has remained high. In '07-08, there are
more enrollments in the 7 sections offered than
the 15 sections in '02-03.
The retention rates are high in classes with
success rates of 67% slightly below the statewide
average of 70.6%.
The college does not offer college-level ESL
classes. ESL offerings have had limited scheduling.
primarily offered in the evening, although
expansion into day time slots occurred in fall '08.
Latinos are projected to become the State's largest
ethnic group by 2011 and the majority population
in public schools by 2013. The college's
predominantly Hispanic student body, which is
also reflected in the region, strongly suggests that
a fully developed ESL program that leads to
success in college level transfer classes and
programs is essential.

Educational Master Plan, 20081 West Hills College Lemoore
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Data from the Public Policy Institute of California
notes that the educational attainment of Latinos
falls short of residents overall and short of what
the economy will demand by 2015.

Strategies to address Key Findings:
•
•
•

•

Develop a full curriculum ofESL courses
that lead to college level offerings
Develop an assessment and placement
system for ESL students
Offer more sections of Basic Skills classes
in ESL in multiple delivery methods and
time slots throughout the schedule
Track ESL students into college level
classes

Addresses goals from:
•
•
•

District Strategic Plan:#4Improve
transfer, completion and graduation
College guiding principles: Access,
Diversity
State Strategic Plan: Goal B, Basic Skills as
the foundation for student success
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS: THE ARTS

Key Findings
Art classes at Lemoore are among the highest in
retention and success rates, and FTES at the
college.

The location of Lemoore and the resources it
provides the community suggests that it will
develop as a cultural center in the community.
A recent community survey revealed that
approximately 65% of respondents indicated that
they would be somewhat-to-much-more-likely to
vote for a local higher education bon if funds were
used to construct a performing arts center for
college and community use.

Strategies to address key findings:
•
•

Develop a program in the arts and
performing arts
Develop an advisory committee from the
community to determine interests and
needs

Addresses goals from:
•
•
•

District Strategic Plan: #3 Increase
community participation
College guiding principles: Community,
Excellence
State Strategic Plan: #1 College
awareness and access

Music programs exist in the community and at
selected high schools.

Educational Master Plan, 20081 West Hills College Lemoore
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS: LOWER DIVISION TRANSFER CURRICULUM

Key Findings
On the admission application 39% of West Hills
College Lemoore students state that their primary
goal is to transfer to a 4 year institution.
The geographic distances inherent in West Hills
Community College District make access to
educational opportunities challenging. The
college's partnership with CSU Fresno and Fresno
Pacific University are significant as students
interested in going on to a baccalaureate degree
can do so by completing requirements on the
Lemoore campus. Access to a wide array of
lower division transfer curriculum, articulation
agreements and transfer agreements facilitate a
student's continued educational pursuits.
The community survey revealed a priority interest
in university classes. Close to 90% of respondents
indicated that they would be somewhat-to-muchmore-likely to vote for the bond if funds were
used to construct a university center where
university classes would be offered to complete
advanced college degrees.
Graduating seniors from public high schools in
this region are 7 per cent less likely to attend a
community college and 4 per cent are less likely to
attend a UC than graduating seniors statewide.
Lemoore student transfers to four year
institutions continue to grow, with CSU Fresno

Educational Master Plan, 20081 West Hills College Lemoore
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being a main transfer site. Notably, an increasing
number ofWHCCD online students are
transferring. With the opening of the UC Merced
campus, more articulation and transfer
agreements for Lemoore students should be
forged. In addition, many students from Lemoore
transfer to in state private colleges and
universities - in fact, more students go on to'
private institutions than matriculate to public
institutions.

Strategies to address Key Findings:
•

•
•
•

Increase the development oflower division
transfer classes that fulfill IGETC
requirements
Align student learning outcomes in critical
course sequences
Discuss and coordinate with like discipline
areas across the district
Meet regularly to align curriculum with high
school partners and 4 year partners, including
both public and private institutions.

Addresses goals from:
•
•
•

District Strategic Plan:#4 Improve
transfer, completion, graduation rates
College Guiding Principles: Excellence
State Strategic Plan: Goal B, #4
Intersegmental transfer
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS: ECONOMIC TRENDS and WHC LEMOORE PROGRAMS

Key Findings
In a scan of the economic forecasts and the
projected labor market for the region against the
backdrop of existing instructional programs at the
college, a number of occupations in a handful of
areas continue to surface.
Examples of these areas are: medically related
health careers, management/supervision in the
areas of retail and government, teacher education,
and child care workers.
At Lemoore, the child development program is
particularly well developed with its certificates
and degrees. The program is layered with many
options. Agreements with Hanford High and the
NASL child care programs are creative. Online
classes are being considered. The
Education/Education Assistant program has been
actively involved in partnerships with the
University Charter School and highly successful
Middle College High School, but appears to be
shrinking. These programs can play an important
role in the economic development ofthe region
placing their graduates in the growing field of
education and child care.

In environmental scans of any region, projects or
areas surface that haven't yet made the radar
screens of labor market surveys. One such project
is the Quay Valley Ranch, a proposed planned
community consisting of about 12,000 acres in
unincorporated Kings County. It is planned to be a
new, sustainable, solar-powered model town of
about 150,000 people. The potential for
partnership, the development of programs in
sustainable energy, the need for education, jobs,
and services is large. The college must playa role.

Strategies to Address Key Findings:
•

WHC Lemoore has already forged many
strategies to respond to labor market needs.
But the process to find ways to collaborate
with local, regional, and state partners takes
constant attention & effort.

•

Monitoring economic trends and
corresponding program development and
expansion must continue. Employee
demographics suggest that significant
administrative and faculty retirements may
occur in the next ten years. Staffing decisions
must be considered.
Program review and coordination at the
college and district level may reveal areas of
collaboration or unique pursuit because of
geography, program interest or expertise, or
facilities.
Work force training is as important as the
preparation of students in the Basic Skills.
Contextualization - the concept that students
learn essential skills best in practical,
experiential contexts is ideal in that
environment. Links with Basic Skills and work
force training can be employed in programs at
a college like Lemoore, where collegiality and
communication are stated values.

•

WHC Lemoore is well positioned to provide timely
education and job training in health related fields.
The new nursing program started in faJ! '08 and
other programs are being explored.
•
The college has been proactive in partnering with
the Health and Human Services Department of
Kings County, which is with the college to provide
workforce training programs for the CalWorks
population in fields such as office technology.
The importance of the Naval Air Station to the
college is obvious. Declining enrollment at NASL
requires a fresh look at possibilities in terms of
workforce training. Discussions with the NASL,
college faculty and staff, environmental scans, and
labor market projections should provide a
foundation for the decision-making process.

Addresses goals from:
Di strict Strategic Plan: #4 Improve transfer,
completion, graduation rates
College guiding principles: Excellence. Collaboration
•

Educational Master Plan, 20081 West Hills College Lemoore
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State strategic plan: Goal C Partnerships for
economic and workforce development
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STUDENT SERVICES: ASSESSMENT PLACEMENT SERVICES

Key Findings
18.8% of all students at Lemoore have received
assessment placement services in '06-'07; 49.5%
of first-term students were assessed that year.
In '07-08, 46% of first-term students were
assessed and 48% of them placed into Basic Skills
English and 51 % placed into Basic Skills math.

•

•

District wide, about 14% of students who did not
receive assessment had educational goals that
required assessment in order to succeed at the
college level.
A small percentage of 11 th grade students at
feeder high schools to WHC Lemoore test as
proficient or advanced in English or math.
Assessment and placement are a foundation for
college success and students most at risk are those
who have not been assessed.

Strategies to address Key Findings:
•

assessment placement services to provide
them with information to access classes
that will prepare them to succeed
academically.
Work across the curriculum to insure that
classes that will help students succeed
academically are available to them.
Students in categorical programs
compose about 63% of Basic Skills
English enrollment Develop
collaboration between categorical
programs and Basic Skills English faculty
to improve success rates

Addresses goals from:
•
•
•

District Strategic Plan:#4 Improve
transfer, completion, graduation rates
College Guiding Principles: Access,
Excellence
State Strategic Plan: Goal B, Student
success and readiness, Assessment and
placement

Develop programs to ensure that the
majority of incoming students receive

Educational Master Plan, 20081 West Hills College Lemoore
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STUDENT SERVICES: MULTIPLE DELIVERY SYSTEMS FOR STUDENT SERVICES

Key Findings
The remarkable growth in students taking online
classes necessitates a rethinking throughout the
college about new ways to support their learning
and success.

of 55% and a retention rate of 73 %. On campus
students had a success rate of 63 % and a
retention rate of 7S%.

Strategies to address Key Findings
•

The college has an unduplicated head count of
online students that is equal to 49 % of on-campus
students. There were 3,161 online students in the
'07 -'OS school year. The projected development
and growth of multiple delivery systems for
classes will necessitate new strategies for student
services.
With relatively new leadership in student services
at Lemoore, new perspectives and ideas are being
implemented. The goal to provide online and
bilingual orientation, counseling, testing and
guidance service to new and continuing students
is being implemented. (In stitutional self study
report, ' 06)
Although 49% of first term students received
assessment placement, lS % of all students used
assessment placement services in '06-'07, with
only S% of the college's students using follow up
academic services.
The success and retention rates for students
taking classes online are below the rates of
students taking classes on campus. Online
students in '07-'O S had a success rate at Lemoore

Edu cational Master Pian, 20081 West Hills College Lemoore
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•

•

•

Develop a means to provide more
students with matriculation services, with
a focus on students who are enrolled in
online and video conference classes
Develop methods to more effectively
assess the student preparedness levels of
online students
Develop a student services strategic plan
with multiple delivery systems as a main
theme. Because of the existing initiative to
start online and bilingual services, the
college may already be developing a
model program to be replicated.
Consider the efficacy of joint online
student services with WHC Coalinga so
students at either college would have
seamless, well supported services
available in an expansive time frame.

Addresses goals from:
•
•
•

District Strategic Plan: Goal #4 Improve
transfer, completion, graduation rates
College Guiding Principles: Access,
Innovation
State Strategic Plan: Goal B, Student
Success and Readiness
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WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
President's Executive Cabinet (PEC)

May 20, 2010 - 1:00 p.m.
Conf. Rm. 124
AGENDA
1. Graduation Update

2. Accreditation Update
3. Summer One Year Schedule Task Force
4. Bookstore Mgr. Involvement in Campus Meetings
5. Goals and Evaluations
6. Timecard Issues
7. PAN Forms
8. Facilities Use Procedures
9. Shared Governance Survey
lO.Other

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
President's Executive Cabinet (PEC)
May 20, 2010 - 1:00 p.m.
Conf. Rm. 124
MINUTES
Members Present: Don Warkentin, Bob Clement, Jose Lopez, Marlon Hall,
Dave Bolt, Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Jody Ruble, Charles Freeman
1. Graduation Update
Jose reported that the program had errors and had already been printed. He
would like to add a graduation page to the website. Graduation begins at 6:30
p.m. with the line up to begin at 6:00 p.m. Rehearsal is at 8:30 a.m. on May
2th. An insert for the honorary degree is being proofread. Sylvia has spoken
with Maria regarding the honorary degree. There will be a VIP section up
front. The vice chancellors will walk with the faculty. The police department
has been called to help with parking. We will have our own state flags. Water
and roses will be sold by SIFE. AGS will sell t-shirts.
2. Accreditation Update
Jose will participate on an accreditation team to Miramar. Training will be in
Oakland onl0/19/2010.
3. Summer One Year Schedule Task Force
The chancellor would like to develop a one year schedule with students able to
register for both semesters. A summer task force will meet.
A
recommendation for faculty to attend the task force meeting has been made
by the Academic Senate. Dr. Hall and Dave Bolt will be on the task force. This
will occur late June or July to develop the parameters. It will be implemented
in January. Class additions can be made. The goal is to implement this one
year schedule for spring, summer and fall of 2011. The registration dates
would remain the same.
4. Bookstore Mgr.lnvolvement in Campus Meetings
There are concerns by faculty with issues concerning the bookstore. Don
would like learning areas to invite the bookstore manager to attend their

meetings. We need to support the bookstore and purchase from them. Follett
is a nationwide bookstore. Since Follett is on our campus we need to take
advantage of apparel orders, etc. (outreach supplies, shirts, hats). Involve the
Phil will activate the
bookstore manager, Phil. They can order in bulk.
advisory committee in the fall and involve college staff.
5. Goals and Evaluations
Don needs evaluations (goals and self assessments) sent to him as soon as
possible. The deadline for these to be submitted to the chancellor is June 30th •
The 360 Franklin Covey is not to be the total evaluation. This is just a small
piece. The chancellor plans to have more training, however, you can use
recommendations if you choose. This is based upon last year's goals.
6. Timecard Issues
Some classified staff has not been turning in timecards. They must turn in
timecards. A list has gone out from the vice chancellor. If staff is required to
complete timecards and they do not comply, it can become a disciplinary
issue.
7. PAN Forms
This refers to temporary faculty whose grants are ending. The district is going
to absorb these faculty members. Also, there are classified grant staff we are
trying to pick up. Prepare PAN forms for certificated and classified staff whose
grants are ending and that we intend to absorb. i.e., staff will need budget
numbers from the instructional, general fund and/or categorical budgets for a
total of %100. If there are grant monies possible then use as much grants
where possible and the remainder will have to be charged to the district. The
direction is to start a PAN with the appropriate budget and turn them in by the
next Executive Cabinet meeting in two weeks. Sylvia stated that she had not
included the 12% increase in benefits in her last spreadsheet. Don responded
that the overage will need be charged to the district budget. At the bottom of
the spreadsheet show the totals for the general fund and for the categorical
funds. Layoff letters have gone out to some as of last week. Tenure concerns
will be determined by the board. Don encouraged those who may have 194
day employees to refer to the recent list sent from HR.

8. Facilities Use Procedures
The Pizza Festival brought great marketing, but also two lawsuits. One is from
a parent whose child fell off the mechanical bull and broke his arm and the
other was from one of the vendors who stepped in a hole and broke her leg. It
is imperative that facilities use forms be submitted along with an insurance
certificate naming WHCL as additional insured before any event. If WHCL is a
co-sponsor of an event and hosting the conference, then no certificate
needed. If one is unclear what constitutes sponsorship they are to call Anne
Jorgens at the district office.
9. Shared Governance Survey
Due to accreditation we have to evaluate ourselves. A survey will go out to all
staff and SGA members.
lO.Other
Personnel concerns.
Evening coverage will be needed for summer. Administrators will need to
choose a week for coverage and plan to stay until 8:00 p.m. This allows
experience in the evening. Swapping nights/weeks is ok.
•
•
•

Get your vacation schedules to Glenda. Coverage is needed for summer.
Furloughs - No furloughs beginning July 1, no COLA, step increases will
return.
Award Ceremonies are being conducted at the high schools and
administrators are attending the high school ceremonies.

President's Executive Cabinet
Thursday, October 7, 2010 - 2:00 p.m.
Conference Rm. 124
AGENDA
1.0

Accreditation Update

Don/Dave·

2.0

Student Learning Outcomes
a) SLO Implementation Plan

Don/Dave

3.0

Portal Sites

Don, et al

4.0

Spring Schedule

Don

5.0

Bookstore Committee

Dave

6.0

WHCL Organizational Chart

Dave

7.0

Program Review

Dave

8.0

Graduation

Jose

9.0

Scholarships

Jose

10.0

Waitlist

Jose

11.0

Student Town Hall

Jose

12.0

Other

Next Meeting: September 23, 2010 -

1

2:00

p.m.

President's Executive Cabinet
Thursday, August 26, 2010 - 2:00 p.m.
Conference Rm. 124
MINUTES
Present: Don Warkentin, Dave Bolt, Charles Freeman, Jose Lopez, Joel
Ruble, Jose Lopez, Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Bob Clement
Accreditation Update
Dave Bolt reported that today was the deadline for the District Office to return their self
study changes. Dave and Jose incorporated the changes to Standard Four. The month
of September will be used to consider the changes from the District Office and then it
will be sent to the constituency groups and posted on the web site. Mr. Warkentin
would like a hard copy for PGC next week. Standard Three members are working on
their part. PGC will have a first reading in October and it will be an action item on the
October 20 agenda. Thereafter it will be sent to the printer for final copies. The Board
of Trustees will receive it in January for a first reading. Pedro has a tremendously large
role as he is to write a chapter and provide other needed documentation. Mr. Warkentin
cautioned that we need to verify documentation for references. Dave will check the
references for consistency. We now have a scanner. Dave will visit the District Office to
speak with Duplicating, to review the photos, tabs, and cover photo. Dave stated that he
is comfortable with the progress. There will be a picture of the 200 bldg. on the front.
Physical documents are needed and will need to be named the same as in the self study.
1.0

Student Learning Outcomes
a) SLO Implementation Plan
Mr. Warkentin reviewed the plan beginning with year 2008-2009. We are supposed to
be in the second year of our assessment cycle. Last week review was made as to where
we were with course level and program level SLO. The CTE area needs help. There
needs to be a way found to encourage individuals to get SLO completed. SLO are
included as part of the faculty responsibility. We have until the end of fall to get these
done. There are also program areas that have not assessed the SLO. Data from course
level SLO can be used toward program level SLO.
2.0

3.0 Portal Sites
Mr. Warkentin would like for areas to look at portal sites to make sure they are up to
date. The visiting team will want to see the minutes of the Student Services meetings,
for example, on their team site. Dave reported that we do not have a web master and we
have been told that the portal site/web site is going to be redesigned. It has been
difficult to get District Office help. Sylvia stated that the portal needs to be cleaned up,
August 26,2010
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and the external web sites are incorrect. Mr. Warkentin suggested this concern be
discussed at WHCIST and at DLC. Felicia Torrez has been designated to work on the
web page and she has not come over to get with staff here in Lemoore to work on this.
This will be on the PIT meeting agenda.
4.0 Spring Schedule
Mr. Warkentin stated that there are some dollars left over in order to have a larger
spring schedule than last spring. If there are classes that you would like back in the
schedule then let Dave know. Service learning can be considered as long as it does not
have to go through curriculum. We still have $700,000 left which should allow for a
fairly good size spring.

Mr. Warkentin reviewed the enrollment report.
District Office by September 9th.

The spring schedule

IS

due to the

5.0 Bookstore Committee
Dave reported issues with the bookstore and they are going to bring back a Bookstore
Ad Hoc Committee. The bookstore manager, Phil, would like to have an English and a
Nursing faculty member present and a few others. Phil would like this to be an
opportunity to hear concerns face to face rather than through e-mails. If there are
faculty representatives interested they will meet once every three weeks or so and in the
middle of the semester more frequently. Concern: Faculty e-mailed the bookstore in
June to order a book for the first week of class in August ... too little notice.
6.0 WHCL Organizational Chart
Dave stated that a current organizational chart would be needed for the self study.
7.0 Program Review
Dave has reformatted the program review schedule and added color coding for a clear
view as to timeframes for program reviews. He obtained the most recent program
reviews completed based on all records. There is a program review party next Friday at
1O:00a.m. Faculty members have responded to attend. Mr. Warkentin would like this
schedule on the PIT agenda for discussion. Non instructional programs are up to date
and instructional programs are on track.
8.0 Graduation
Jose reported that this year he is doing things differently in that he will hold monthly
meetings to prepare for graduation. He has submitted a facilities request to reserve the
Golden Eagle Arena for graduation on May 26, 2011. Dr. Cliffton Harris will participate
on the graduation committee as one of the faculty representatives. Jose would like to
entertain ideas, i.e. crest for announcements, fanfare, how to set up staging/audio, etc.
August26,2010
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Mr. Warkentin recommended Dennis Gallegos as a good resource. Plans to air the
ceremony over the internet will be discussed and a video to show prior to students
marching in of past graduations and highlights over the year. Bob commented that
tickets could be issued to students to limit attendees and perhaps detour disruptive
children's from attendance.

Scholarships
Jose will hold monthly meetings for scholarships on the first Friday of each month. He
would like to streamline the process. Mr. Warkentin cautioned to verify that
scholarships are active from year to year.
9.0

Waitlist
Jose Lopez reported that there have been many comments regarding the waitlists and
the front counter staff is caught in the middle. There are instructors that did not drop
students. Some of the instructors seem to be doing their own thing. Specific concern:
i.e. instructor with huge roster who does not drop, and adds on to the waitlist. Sylvia
suggested that definitive timelines are needed. Something else to evaluate is how many
more seats were added.
10.0

Dave recommends a meeting with Pedro and Keith to discuss the things that went right
and/or wrong with the waitlist. Perhaps deadlines could be determined for drops and
adds. Dave reported that in general the faculty were happy with the waitlist. There is
room for improvement.

Student Town Hall
Jose stated that there will definitely be a student town hall in the fall and he asked if
there should be a particular focus. There have been a couple of students that have
WIFII concerns. Mr. Warkentin recommended a review ofthe results from the previous
student town hall and informing the students of the upcoming accreditation. Mr.
Warkentin would like to solicit from students what type of events they would like to see
in the Arena (events they would pay to see and events to be offered for no charge). Jose
reported that Ryan Cardoza, SGA president, is going to create a survey to students.
11.0

Other
Mr. Warkentin reported that Rebecca Neves had submitted her resignation as our
Physics and Engineering instructor. Cathy Barabe has found a grant to pay for part of
Christian Raia's salary and it will free up some funds. They have received permission to
advertise for the Physics/Engineering instructor position. A brochure will be developed
and the search will be upgraded. This position will have grant-writing responsibilities,
articulation agreements, and will be asked to go to high schools to give presentations.
This will be a tenure track position and in place by January.
12.0
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Mr. Warkentin commented that Athletics was again a topic at the board meeting. They
would like more information on philosophy statements, retention, persistence, transfer
rates, etc.
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Budget Allocation Committee
West Hills College Lemoore
October 25, 2010
2pm-3pm
Rm124

Members present: Tammy L., Fidela B., Elva T., Sylvia D., Dave B.
1.

Role
The role of the committee was emphasized to the committee members
present as per the Planning and Governance Manual.

2.

Membership
Tammy L. replaces Joel on the committee as afaculty representative.
Sylvia D. replaces Jose as an administrator.

3. Restricted Fund Expenditures FY 09-10
As requested at the last meeting the purchases of lottery funds from 0910 was given to the committee.
J

4. Restricted Funds FY 10-11
Dave reported that as of October 20, there was $37,739.60 of lottery
funds to be expended this year. Fidela asked ifwe would be able to rollover unused money but Dave could not confirm this as truefor this year.
5. Budget Development Process
A. Current
The current Budget Development Process is in dire need of revising.
The current process does not parallel the instructional learning areas,
for example, so it is difficult to ensure proper communication. Sylvia
mentioned that what we might want to call it is the "Budget Allocation
Process."
B. Updating
The process of updating the Budget Development Process was
incompletely done last year by the Budget Allocation Committee.
Dave expressed his goal of completing the revision this year so that it
could be approved by the Planning and Governance Council by the
end of the school year. Tammy thought that it would be nice if we
could have it completed by the time the accreditation visitation team
arrived.
6. ABC Roll Out
Dave would like to begin having the ABCs meet. Jt is important to have
all of the members of the ABCs identified so the constituency leaders will
be contacted-John Jeronimo, Kurt Sterling, and Ryan Cardoza. Once all
committee members have been named, Dave will meet with each of the

ABCs leaders to layout the expectations, timelines, etc. Dave will invited
members of the BAC, but they are not expected to attend.
7. Other
8. Next Meeting-November 15 at 2pm

Program Review, Planning and Evaluation

West Hills College Lemoore
Mission: West Hills Col/ege Lemoore enriches the lives of our students and the community we serve by being dedicated to quality educational
learning opportunities and partnerships. The college provides a positive environment that is committed to student learning and empowering students
to achieve their educational goals.

Assessment Grid

Program:
I Contact Person/ext.: Michael McDowelllx3745
Mission: The mission of the Art Department at West Hills College
Lemoore is to enhance student learning and to enrich the lives of the
populations we serve by stimulating cultural understanding through
the visual arts. Critical thinking skills and the ability to access
personal creativity are also developed through various art courses
offered. The department strives to offer courses that stimulate
student interest and encourages strong student success and retention
rates. Two associate degrees, Studio Art and Art History, are offered,
which allow students to pursue specialized interests.

Submission Date: April2009
Program Goalsl
I
ObJect!ves
At least 3 short-term and
up to 2 long-term goals.
Instruction: At least three
of your goals must be
program specific studentlearning outcome oriented.
1. Obtain the necessary
m

I Midterm Report Date (2 years from submissionll year CTE):

Program ActivitieslActions

Necessary Resources
(Including Funding)
The specific activities you
Any additional
will implement to
resources you will need
accomplish the goals (e.g.
to accomplish the
implement a new course) and activity. Please be
intended outcomes.
specific and realistic.
1. Seek funding.

I 1. Uncertain; this

Outcomes
Means of
Assessment/Criteria
for Success including
time line (Measurable)

I I. Whentl1e projector I 1. Obtaintl1e nec~~ll.l'Y

equipment to solve the
problem with the Data
Projector in the Art Lab
(Room 831)

depends on the cost of
the necessary lens

works properly it will
be evident that success
has been achieved.

equipment to solve the
problem with the Data
Projector in the Art Lab
(Room 831)

2. Obtain a whiteboard for
the Art Lab.

2. Will speak to Facilities
Director, Vince Montoya, to
locate a solution. Will seek
funding, if necessary.

2. Uncertain.

2. When the
whiteboard is installed
and in use it will be
evident that success
has been achieved.

2. Obtain a whiteboard for
the Art Lab.

3. Obtain a remote control
device to allow computer
data to be advanced from
the front of the Art Lab
classroom.

3. Seek funding.

3. Uncertain; this
depends on the cost of
the device

3. When the capability
to advance projected
computer data is
possible it will be
apparent that success
has been achieved.

3. Obtain a remote control
device to allow computer
data to be advanced from
the front of the Art Lab
classroom.

4. Obtain a microphone to
allow for better auditory
instruction in the Art Lab.

4. Seek funding.

4. Uncertain; this
depends on the cost of
the device

4. When better
communication is
possible it will be
apparent that success
has been achieved.

4. Obtain a microphone to
allow for better auditory
instruction in the Art Lab.

5. Develop Student
Learning Outcomes for all
department courses.

5. Will address this for each
Department course.

5. None

6. Develop curricula for
computer Art courses.

6. Will complete New
Course Packet for specific
courses.

6. None

5. When at least one
SLO has been written
for each Department
course success will be
apparent, by
November 2007.
6. This is currently in
process and will be
submitted this

5. Develop Student
Learning Outcomes for all
department courses.

6. Develop curricula for
computer Art courses.

semester or next.
7. Obtain necessary
software for computer Art
instruction.

7. Seek funding.

7. Two specific
software programs
need to be purchased:
Adobe Creative Suite
(approximately $5200),
& Maxon Cinema 4D
XL Studio
(approximately $5400)

7. When Photoshop,
Digital Illustration &
Digital Animation are
offered as courses; this
depends on funding
for necessary
software.

7. Obtain necessary
software for computer Art
instruction.

8. Obtain necessary
facilities and equipment to
allow instruction of
Ceramics courses.

8. Will solicit funding and
facilities consideration.

8. Unknown; may
depend on construction
costs ...

8. This is likely to
entail the inclusion in
facilities
considerations for
future construction.

8. Obtain necessary
facilities and equipment to
allow instruction of
Ceramics courses.

9. Solidify and expand
SLO's.

9. Will seek input & insight
from other relevant faculty.

9. None

9. This will occur over
the next several years.

9. Solidify and expand
SLO's.

Program Review, Plannin2 and Evaluation

West Hills College Lemoore
Proe;ram Review, Planning and Evaluation

Assessment Planning Logic Model
Midterm Report
-------

Date:

Program:

Findings

-----------

What are the actual quantifiable outcomes
compared to those listed in column four of
the Assessment Grid?
1. Lens has been purchased and
installed.

Analysis

-----------

Your interpretation of the results (why the
activities were not successful in achieving
the goal)
1. Projector works satisfactorily, though
there is a dark halo at the lower
comers, which does not allow for
completely clear projection.

Actions
Based on the Findings and Analysis, what is
the next step(s) to program improvement?
1. None necessary, though an entirely
new projector with proper lens would
be welcome.

2. Whiteboard has been purchased and
installed.

2. Whiteboard is in use.

2. None necessary.

3. I purchased this with personal funds
for personal use.

3. Problem has been solved on a
personal level.

3. Will continue to seek funding for
clicker to be used by other faculty.

4. Microphone has been purchased and
in set up for use.

4. Microphone is in use.

4. None necessary.

S. SLO's have been written for all

S. SLO's are in place and being

S. SLO's will continue to be assessed,

current Art courses and for both Art
degrees.

assessed and interpreted each
semester.

evaluated, updated, added to, and rewritten as necessary.

6. Art 20A, Introduction to Digital
Design, has been written and
approved.

6. There are two more computer art
courses that will be proposed in the
future.

6. Research and development of
curricula for Illustrator and
Animation courses.

7. Photoshop and Illustrator software
has been purchased and installed on
computers in room 273.

7. Software is still needed to the
proposed computer animation class,
Maxon Cinema 4 D XL Studio

7. Recommend the purchase of this
software.
-----------

----

(approximately $5400).
8. One electric kiln, of two needed, has
been purchased.

8. Further funding will be necessary to
complete this goal.

8. Facilities considerations must be
addressed, and much more equipment
must be funded and purchased.

9. SLO's have been written for all
current Art courses and for both Art
degrees.

9. SLO's are in place and being
assessed and interpreted each
semester.

9. SLO' s will continue to be assessed,
evaluated, updated, added to, and rewritten, if necessary. Will continue to
seek input & insight from other
relevant faculty.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM REVIEW
West Hills College Lemoore

1. General Information
A. Instructional Program: Nursing
B. List of Full Time Program Faculty and Staff:
a. Marleen Smart RN, MS, BSN
b. Cynthia Dolata RN, Be. MSN
c. Charles Freeman RN MSN, Director of Nursing and Health
Careers
d. Donna Jimenez, Senior Secretary
II. Program Overview
A. State the program mission. The mission statement should include the purpose
of the program, the ideals the program strives to attain, and who the program
serves. The program mission must align with the college's mission and goals.
(200 word limit)
The mission of the ADN Program at West Hills College Lemoore is to prepare
students .to meet the requirements for licensure as entry-level Registered Nurses
in California. These graduates will provide care across the health~illness
continuum to a culturally diverse population in a variety of healthcare settings.
The program will utilize Business and Professions Code and Title 16 Code of
Regulations of the California Nurse Practice Act to organize the competencies
that will take into consideration the individual differences of students, including
their cultural and ethnic background, learning styles, goals, and support
systems. Consistent with the mission of West Hills College Lemoore, the
Nursing Program shall provide a positive learning environment which is
committed to student learning outcomes and success using relevant goals,
innovations, strategies, and partnerships.

B. List any recommendations from the most recent college/programJdepartment
accreditation and/or previous review. (250 words or less)
In May 2010, BRN consultants reviewed the ADN program. They found that the
program was meeting the needs of the students that were enrolled.
Recommendations included improving clerical support, as well as increasing
the number offull-time faculty, to offer the students a more diversified learning
experience.
e. Identify all personnel, including the number of certificated, classified professionals
and volunteers.

Employee Classification:
Certificated 11
Classified Professional 1
Student Workers 0.5
Rev. 4110
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Diversity (Race/Ethnicity)
X Native Am. 1Alaskan Nat.
X Asian!Pacific Islander
X Hispanic
X Mixed

X African!African-AmericanlNon-Hispanic
X CaucasianlNon-Hispanic
Filipi no

o

III. Qualitative and Quantitative Data Review
A. Attach dashboard statistics here.
i

WHCL Nursing (ADN)
Sections

• Duplicated Enrollment

2009-2010
45
759

% of Online Change

NA

% of Enrollment Online

0%

Duplicated Enrollment: This is the number of actual enrollments in any given class or program. Under
this definition, a student enrolled in multiple courses is' counted multiple times at the program, campus,
or institutional/evel.

LVN to RN Bridge

2009-2010

Sections

31

Duplicated Enrollment

517

% of Online Change

NA

% of Enrollment Online

0%

o

Student Retention RateslStudent Success Rates

WHCL Nursing (ADN)

2009·2010

Success Rate

99%

Retention Rate

99%

LVN to RN Bridge

2009-2010

I

Success Rate

99%

i

Retention Rate

100%

I

Course Success Rate: This is a measure of the number/percent of students who earn a grade of A, 8, C,
or CR in the class. Course grades of NC, D, F, lor Ware considered to be unsuccessful.
Course Retention Rate: This is a measure of the number/percent of students who remain in the course
after the census date until the end of the term.
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D WSCH/FTEF

WHCL Nursing (ADN)
perFTEF

i

LVN to RN Bridge
WSCH per FTEF

% Change
Weekly student contact hours (WSCH)

2009-2010
141
NA
2009-2010
170
NA

=Course enrollment multiplied by weekly course hours

Full-Time Equivalent Faculty (FTEF) = Sum of loads for all faculty
WSCH per FTEF: This calculation, sometimes called 'productivity: is the number of weekly student contact hours (WSCH) per Full
Time Equivalent Faculty (FTEF). Some colleges establish a target number to ensure fiscal viability.

D Number of Students Earning Degrees (if applicable)

WHCL Nursing (ADN)
Total Degrees
% of Change

LVN to RN Bridge
Total Degrees

% of Change

2009-2010
20
NA
2009-2010
14
NA

D Student Demographics
WHCL NURSING (ADN) STUDENT
ETHNICITV

09-10
ETHNICITV
African American
Asian
Filipino
Hispanic
Native American
Other
Pacific Islander
White
Unknown/DTS

%

3.6
4.8
7.1
28.6
3.6
0.0
0.0
46.4
6.0

Source: WHCCD data warehouse
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WHCl NURSING {ADN} STUDENT
GENDER

09-10
GENDER

%
81.0
19.0
0.0

Female
Male
Unknown/DTS
Source: WHCCD data warehouse

WHCl NURSING {ADN} STUDENT AGE

CATEGORY

09-10
AGE

%

-19
20-24
25-29
30-49
50+

0.0
22.6
29.8
39.3
8.3

Unknown/DTS

0.0

Total

100.0

Source: WHCCD data warehouse

o

Grade Distribution

WHCL NURSING
(ADN)
2009-2010

WHCL LVN to RN
Bridge Program
2009·2010

A
63%

I

B
31%

I

C
5%

I

0

I

1%

F

0%

I CR I NC I PiN I
0%

0%

0%

0%

I

IW

liP

1%

0%

0%

IP

A
68%

26%

6%

1%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

NCLEX Pass Rate: 12 of 13 LVN to RN students that have taken the NCLEX have
passed the NCLEX exam (92.3%). There is 2 more LVN to RN graduates to take the
exam in the future. In the traditional RN graduates, 15 of 17 students have passed
(88%) NCLEX. There are 2 other students that are still to take the NCLEX exam.
The cumulative pass rate for all students is 90%, well above the 76% statewide.

B. Using the data provided, address any significant trends/challenges/opportunities
identified which relate to your specific program. (250 words or less)

A few challenges that have been identified include having students take the NCLEX
exam within the first 3 months post program completion, to assist in improved success
on NCLEX. The students that had difficulty during the nursing program, having been
Rev. 4110
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on probation during at least one nursing course, were the students that did not pass the
NCLEX exam on their first attempt. There was significant diversity in the class in terms
of age, prior healthcare experience, which could also have an impact on student
success.
Students are provided with information prior to beginning the program, at orientation,
regarding the various requirements, commitment to learning, as well as the intensity of
the program. Some students have left the program related to family and personal
reasons, once they experienced the classes and amount of learning that occurs in a
short period of time. Most classes are 9 weeks in length, which requires students to
maintain a certain degree ofrigor in learning the material. For some students, this is
not the "typical" college class that they have taken before.
The faculty of the program demonstrates significant commitment to student success.
They remain available to students, staying over tutoring to ensure success, helping
students learn the material that they need to be successful. They coordinate an open
skills laboratory, so that students can remediate as well as practice clinical skills. They
offer after class tutoring and remediation. If students are not being successful in a
lecture class, they provide students with that information, and develop a remediation
plan with the student to assist them in being successful.
C. Attach any other data maintained by your program or at the division level: (e.g.
budget information regarding costs per program on personnel, equipment, supplies,
delivery of services).

Nursin2 and Health Careers Bud2et Information.
Personnel total costs

784,831

Instructional supplies
Other supplies
Mileage
Travel
Contract services
CopierlDuplication
Equipment
Student services

24,677
2,391
1,500
2,705
13,766
2,840
19,700
12,000

Expenses

79,578

Total Payroll & Expenses
Indirect costs

$864,409
$35,362

D. What resources are required to maintain the program, and what additional resources
are necessary to improve or expand it?
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Appropriate staff support to maintain the success and function of the
department is needed to improve and expand the program. There is a need for
increasing the number offull-time Nursingfaculty that can teach lecture classes, as
well as having consistent clerical support. There have been other Allied Health
programs added to the department, which places a burden on staff. Details need to be
attended to, as well as having a system to attend to the various functions and
documents that need to be filed with the Department of Public Health (for the CNA
program), as well as with the BRN (for the ADN program).
The number ofstudents being served by the Health Careers office has increased
over the last 3 years, with the addition of the CNA, Medical Assisting, EMT, EKG,
EEG,and Sterile Processing programs to the Health Careers Department. Many
students make daily inquiries through the department in regards to the various
programs that are offered on the Lemoore campus. There needs to be consistent
clerical support to attend to the details that are required for each of the programs that
are run through the department.
In terms of nursing faculty, there are 2full time faculty members, 1 part-time
simulation coordinator/lecturer, and 1 part-time lecturer for Psychiatric Nursing, as
well as approximately 11 adjunct clinical faculty. The BRN has recommended hiring
another full-time nursingfaculty to assist with lecture & clinical teaching. Having
another faculty can assist in providing diversified instruction to the students.
IV. Professional Development
A. What professional development activities have faculty participated in? Have any of
these professional development activities been technology related? Please specify.
Eachfaculty member needs to maintain Professional Development Continuing
Education Units (CEU's) to maintain licensure in the Nursing profession (30 CEUs
every 2 years). A basic educational requirement is CPRfor each faculty member,
every 2 years. Faculty has also attended Blackboard training on campus to
facilitate use of Blackboard for their classes. The nursing classes are webenhanced.
Leslie Catron has attended "Magic in Teaching", as well as other technology
related programs that will be seen on her professional development resume. She is
also presenting at a conference in the October 2010. Marleen Smart, Charles
Freeman, Judy Terrazas, and Cynthia Dolata attended an in-service in Alameda on
3G Sim Man, which is the technology used for simulation of clinical scenarios.
Cynthia Dolata, Sherry Barragan, and Marleen Smart have attended a conference
on Skin Care that is provided by Hospital Council of Northern and Central
California. This program is also attended by 24 first semester students with faculty
supervision, to incorporate the concepts from the Fundamentals in Nursing course
in a professional conference. Students are exposed to what a professional nursing
conference is, and what they will need to do once they are licensed as Registered
Nurses.
A list of each staffmembers CEU's that have been completed will be attached to
thisform.
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Professional Development for Marleen Smart RN BSN, MS
Since July 1, 2007:
Review of Psychiatric Emergencies 10 hours
Methamphetamine Abuse 5 hours
1st Annual simulation conference 5 hours
Magic in Teaching 6.5 hours
Transforming care through Role Based Practice 8 hours
Educare skin conference 8 hours
Understanding Acute Pancreatitis 2 hours
Assessing Older Adults 2.5 hours
Promoting Palliative Care in the Acute Care Setting 16 hours.

Professional Development for Emily Kroytz RN

Hrs

Date

Class

9/09
10/09
3/09
3/09
9/09
9/09
3/10
7/10

Sepsis
3
DNAR
1
Bridge
2
ACLS
8
Departure planning 1
Pain Management 1
Leadership
1
Preceptor Training 7

Professional Development for Charles Freeman RN, MSN
Statewide Conference: Planting the Seeds of Change; March 4-5/2010; 8.5 hrs
Navigating Our Future- A Journey for Success; 3/20/2009; 5.5 hrs
Men In Nursing: Tools for Success; April 23-24/2009; 7.5 hrs
"Over the Rainbow .... And Ready for Change"; February 12-13/2009; 8.0 hrs
Times are Changing: A Paradigm Shift: 2009 COADNI CACN Dean's & Directors
Conference; 9.5 hrs

Continuing Education for Allen Henning RN
"Data Sanity" Introduction to Good, Basic Measurement Skills; June 3, 2010; Contact Hours:
1.0
Assessment and Management of Pain in the End of Life; April 27, 2010; Contact Hours: 2.0
Pediatric Diabetes Management Utilizing a Multi-Discipline Team Approach; February 26,
2010; Contact Hours; 8.1
Teaching in Nursing: Not the Same Old Any More; August 14,2009; Contact Hours: 5.0
Diabetes Care and Patient Education; July 20,2009; Contact Hours: 15.0
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Focused Pediatric Resuscitation Certification; May 27,2009; Contact Hours: 9.0
Sepsis: Diagnosis and Management; May 6, 2009; Contact Hours: 3.0
Powerful Precepting Workshop

Pilot Class; March 27,2009; Contact Hours: 8.4

Herbal Medications: An Evidence-Based Review; March 26, 2009; Contact Hours: 10.0
Fostering Synergy: Development of Evidence-Based Guidelines and Critical Care Nurses
Knowledge of Enteral Feedings; February 18,2009; Contact Hours: 1.0
Methamphetamine Abuse and Dependence; February 16,2009; Contact Hours: 5.0
Spread Your Wings: RNs Have What It Takes to be Effective Leaders; February 7, 2009;
Contact Hours: 1.0
Transforming Care through Role-Based Practice; December 5, 2008; Contact Hours: 8.0
Calcium Imbalances; July 17, 2008; Contact Hours: 1.0
A Perfect Match: Preventing Blood Incompatibility Errors; July 17, 2008; Contact Hours: 1.0
Type 2 Diabetes in Youth: A Growing Concern; May 11, 2008; Contact Hours: 5.0
Autism Spectrum Disorders; May 3, 2008; Contact Hours: 5.0
Metabolic Syndrome: Growing Epidemic; February 24,2008; Contact Hours: 5.0
PALS Renewal Course; February 11,2008; Contact Hours: 8.0
Literature Search Is Easy; December 12,2007; Contact Hours: 1.2
Principles of Pediatric Neuro-Intensive Care; July 24,2007; Contact Hours: 4.5
Evidenced Based Practice; May 18,2007; Contact Hours: 1.0
Alzheimer's Disease; May 9,2007; Contact Hours: 15.0
Pediatric Asthma Management; May 7,2007; Contact Hours: 1.0

Leslie Catron, M.A.ED., BSN, RN, FAHCEP
Nursing Faculty and Simulation Coordinator
West Hills College, Lemoore
Professional Development - 2007-2010
Graduated with Master of Arts in Education, Curriculum and Teaching - May 2009
Fresno Pacific University, Fresno, CA; 36 units
Graduated with Bachelor in Nursing - July 2007; University of Dundee, Scotland, UK200 hours course work
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Appointed as Fellow to the Academy of Health Care Education Professionals-September 2008

Program & Contact Bonrs:
National Nursing Staff Development Organization Conference - July 7-11, 2010
13.25 hrs; "Leading, Developing and Coaching Staff Excellence" - San Diego, CA
California Institute for Nursing & Health Care Levell Simulation Training - June 5, 2010
6.75 hrs; Cal State University, Fullerton, CA
"The Bells and Whistles of Power Point Presentations" - May 18,201; 1.5 hrs
Adventist Health Central Valley Network, Hanford, CA
Sun Simulation User Network - April 30, 2010; 6 hrs; Salinas Valley Memorial Hospital,
Salinas, CA
Society for Simulation in Healthcare International Meeting on Simulation in Healthcare
20 hrs; January 23-27,2010, Phoenix, AZ
"Finding Your 'Sim' Roots in the Central Valley - Simulation Conference - Nov. 20, 2009
5 hrs - Community Medical Centers, Fresno, CA
California Institute for Nursing & Health Care Magic In Teaching Summit
12 hrs- Burlingame,CA

Nov.2-3,2009

Emerging Technologies in Nurse Education - June 26-27, 2009; 25.6 hrs - Contemporary
Forums, La Jolla, CA
"World Health Organization Issues Guidelines on Hand Hygiene in Healthcare" - May 17,
2009; 0.25 hrs- Medscape
National Nursing Staff Development Organization Staff Development Prep Course
16 hrs- September 4-5,2008, Van Nuys, CA
"Transforming Care Through Role-Based Practice" October, 2008
8 hrs- Hospital Council of Northern & Central California, Modesto, CA
California Institute for Nursing & Health Care Annual Clinical Simulation Conference
6.8 hrs- November 14,2008, Burlingame, CA
California institute for Nursing & Health Care Magic in Teaching - November 13, 2008
7.8 hrs- Burlingame, CA
Laerdal Introduction to Simulation Training - October 29-30, 2008
16 hrs- Gainsville, TX
Simulation User Network Conference - October 2, 2008, San Diego, CA
Health Care Education Association Conference September 16-19,2008; 10.75 hrs-"Building
Communities through Communication" Phoenix, AZ
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National Nursing Staff Development Organization Conference - July 9-13 , 2008; 10.7 hrs" Land of 10,000 Lakes and 10,000 Ideas: Staff Development at Its Best; Minneapolis, MN
School of Confl ict Management and Medication Training - June, 2008
30 hrs- Center for Peacemaking and Conflict Studies, Fresno Pacific University
Radiation Safety - Children's Hospital- August, 25,2008
Behavioral Management Restraints- Children's Hospital- August, 25, 2008
Care Management Restraints - Children's Hospital - August 25, 2008
MRI Safety - Children's Hospital- August 25,2008
Teleconference - "Bridging The Preparation Practice Gap" - Chi ldren' s Hospital - Ju Iy 30,
2008
Blood Administration - Children's Hospital- April 22, 2008
Teleconference - "Introducing the Nursing Engagement Survey" - April 16, 2008
Protect Health Information - Children ' s Hospital - April 4, 2008
Teleconference - "The Nurse Manager's Problem-Solving Toolkit" - Children's HospitalApril 3, 2008
Teleconference - "The Iterative Metric Selection Tool Workshop" - Children ' s HospitalMarch 20, 2008
Board of Registered Nursing Conference - Chi Idren's Hospital - "What's in Your Education
Galaxy?" - March 7, 2008
Nursing Leadership Academy Workshop - Children ' s Hospital- " Instilling Accountability at
the Front Line" - Feb. 20, 2007
Educator Development - Children's Hospital- "Monitoring & Evaluation - December 14,
2007
Nursing Leadership Academy Workshop - Children's Hospital- "Data Driven Department
Leadership" - December 6, 2007
CHEX Webcast - Children's Hospital- "Introduction to Simulation Labs into Pediatric
Hospitals" - November 15,2007

Continuing Education
Cynthia Dolata RN, BC. MSN
National Medical-Surgical Nursing Certification maintained through ANCC
rd

(1) A WHONN Perinatal Nursing: 3 Edition 7/23/2010; 50 Contact Hours

(2) Pain Assessment & Non-pharmacologic Intervention for Pain Management 611511 0; 1.0
contact hr

(3) Prevention of Medical Errors; 6115/2010; 1.0 contact hours
(4) Infection Control: New York State Mandatory Training; 5115 /2010 ; 3.4 contact hours
(5) St. Agnes Medical Center Grand Rounds lecture: Organ Donation Discussion 4/2811 0 1.0
contact hr

(6) Acute Kidney Injury- Primary Care Perspective; 4114/2010; 1.0 contact hI'S
(7) Gathering " Pearls" of Knowledge for Assessing Older Adults; 3/29/2010; 2.5 contact
hours
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(8) 2010 Vocational Education Leadership Institute {3111- 3/13/20 I O}; 13.5 contact hrs
(9) Educare: A Wound & Skin Care Management Program; 9/7/2010, 9/15/2009, 11118/08;
8.0 contact hours each time attended
(10) American Heart Association Advanced Cardiac Life Support Provider; 10/23 &
10/30/2009; 14 contact hours
(11) "Finding Your 'Sim' Roots in the Central Valley

Simulation Conference

11120/09

5.0 contact hrs
(12) Transforming Care through Role-Based Practice; 9/5/2008; 8.0 contact hours
(13) Grand Rounds: Management of Rheumatoid Arthritis; 611112008; 1.0 contact hrs
(14) Geriatric Nursing Principles; 5/3112008; 30.0 contact hours
(15) NCCN Breast Cancer Guidelines Update; 5/2012008; 0.7 contact hrs
(16) "It's All About Communicating"; 12/1112007; 3.0 contact hours
(17) Charting Your Way Out of Court: What You Need to Know"; 911112007; 1.5 contact
hours
(18) Mitral Valve Repair; 8/812007 ; 1.0 contact hours
(19) Valley Health Conference; 4120/2007; 7.0 contact hours
(20) Back to Basics: Getting there with Science (AACN) 10/19/06 1.5 hrs
(21) Depression & Anxiety throughout the Life Cycle (SAMC) 1114/06; 4.0 hrs
(21) Inflammatory Breast Cancer (SAMC) 11/8/06; 1.0 hr

B. Relate how the professional development activities have improved student learning
outcome attainment.
The faculty has had the opportunity to attend a variety of clinical and
educational programs, which they can utilize the materiallinformation in their
classes that they teach. This assists them in maintaining currency in the material
that is presented, as in Nursing, information changes frequently, as does
regulations by governing bodies. The faculty has the duty to prepare entry-level
practitioners that can function in a saft and competent manner in the clinical
practice environment. The faculty has to prepare the graduates of the nursing
program to successfully attain licensure, while teaching the variety of clinical skills
that are part of the practice ofnursing. Students need to demonstrate proficiency in
proftssional behaviors to achieve an entry-level nursing role.
Students have also had the opportunity to attend professional programs as
part of their education. Each year, in NURS 1, the students are invited by the
Hospital Councils ofNorthern and Central California to attend the "Educare Skin
Conference" that is held locally in the fall. .ifstudents are unable to attend, they are
offered an alternative assignment. Also, students have had the opportunity to attend
proftssional education programs at Saint Agnes Medical Center (SAMC) during
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their NURS 10L clinical rotation at SAMe. The topics included Organ Donation
and Renal Failure, both topics that are studied in the NURS 10 curriculum.
Students have also had the opportunity to use the "clicker" system to answer
questions during class. This provides them with the opportunity to obtain immediate
feedback to questions that are posed by faculty during class.

C. Describe the program's plans for staff development over the next four years.
Staff will continue to maintain their own professional licensure and
development annually. There are conferences that are available that the faculty
would like to attend, as funding allows. The conferences that they would like to
attend include: (1) Medical-Surgical Nursing conference on a variety of topics.
This conference is usually offered with a wide range of topics, which would
assist in enhancing their lectures to the students; (2) "Boot Camp for Nurse
Educators" - this is a program that is held annually in New Mexico. The course
provides materials and information on preparing students for NCLEX exams,
student evaluation of learning, as well as other topics. (3) Simulation
conferences- there are a variety of conferences that are available for faculty to
attend on latest uses ofsimulation in learning.

V. Curriculum and Student Learning Outcomes
A. List your Instructional Program~Level Student Learning Outcomes.
1. L VN to RN Program Outcomes
a. The attrition rate for admitted studentsfrom admission to completion
will be less than 5%.
b. The NCLEX pass rate will be 85% or better.
c. Graduates will function as competent entry level nurses.

2. ADN Program Outcomes (Traditional Students)
a. The attrition rate for admitted students from admission to completion
will be less than 5%.
b. The NCLEX pass rate will be 85% or better.
c. Graduates will function as competent entry level nurses.
1. Have any Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes been changed
from the completion of the previous program review? What are the changes?
Attach documentation.
This will be the first time to evaluate the Program's Student Learning Outcomes
for the Nursingprogram in 2010. Currently, in reviewing each of the above
outcomes, we have been able to meet the NCLEX pass rate >85% for both
groups of students. This past spring, the difficulty level of the NCLEX exam was
increased. It is important to note that the pass rate has exceeded the SLO
established before the Nursing program was initiated. We will continue to
monitor the pass rate, and may need to modifY the SLo.
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Many students have been able to obtain entry level RN positions in a variety of
health care settings.
The established goal for learning outcome was to measure attrition in the
various programs. State wide the attrition rate for a nursing program is 26%.
The West Hills College established a very ambitious 5% attrition as a measure of
academic success. The first graduating class ofnursing student had a J6.6% rate
ofattrition. The L VN to RN Bridge students lost 2 students (16%) for academic
reasons and no students transforred out for personal reasons. There were J2
students enrolled in the Bridge program. The traditional nursing students had 2
students (8%) dropped or transfer from the program for non academic reasons.
2 students (8%) received non-passing grades and dropped from the program in
the first year of the program. While the overall attrition rate was J 6.6%, when
the students that dropped from the program for academic reasons, the attrition
rate was J J %. The stated goal of5% attrition was not achieved; however the
J J% attrition rate of the WHCL ADN Program is only 42% of the State and
National attrition rates.
The second group of Traditional nursing students was admitted into the nursing
program using specific selection criteria and not a lottery process. The result
was that only J student (4%) droppedfor personal reasons and J student (4%)
dropped for academic reasons. This was for the students in the first year of the
program. Barring any further attrition for academic reason, we may achieve our
attrition goal.
We expect that we will need to change the estimated percentage ofattrition, as
students may enter the program, not recognizing the level ofdedication and
difficulty that is expected to complete the program. Students may find that the
profession does not meet their expectations, and therefore leave the program.
Nursing is a complex and demanding profossion.

2. Describe the assessment used to improve student learning. Cite a specific
example.
Assessment tools include: student evaluations of courses, AT! course exit exams,
and A T! NCLEX readiness programs. At the beginning of the program, students
are provided with A T! course materials, books, and CD's to assist with their
learning. Faculty include the ATI materials as part of the student learning
.expectations, as well as having the students take the ATI content specific course
exams at the end ofeach course. The exams count in the current course the
student is in, so this provides faculty with a further evaluation measure. This has
given the faculty a measure ofstudent success, especially on the ATI
comprehensive exam. The comprehensive exam is given at the end of the last
semester ofthe nursing program, when the students have had all of the
coursework. It is useful for faculty, as well as the students, to identifY any areas
in the program that may need improvement for future students. The students that
have taken the exam are also afforded the opportunity to review areas that they
may have had difficulty in, and remediate the material prior to taking their
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NCLEX exams. The AT! exit exam is structured similar to the NCLEX exam that
they take post-program completion Students take the exams on a computer, with
faculty supervision, which again is similar to the method that is used when they
take NCLEX, which is also a computer-based exam.

B. Explain how Instructional Program-Level Student Learning Outcomes are used to
measure quality and success of this department/service area.
The Program level SLO 's are used to identifY if the courses that are taught need
further revision The pass rate on the NCLEX exam has been identified as a specific
measure to not. It gives a measure regarding if the material taught has assisted the
graduates of the program be successful and complete licensure requirements. Also,
students that have become licensed have accepted positions in a variety of
healthcare facilities throughout the Central Valley. Students have been hired at
Kaweah Delta, Adventist Health- Hanford, Saint Agnes Medical Center, and a
number of Golden Living Center facilities. Some graduates have not been able to
obtain an entry level nursing position, primarily related to the current economic
climate in the valley. Some graduates are considering lookingfor positions in other
areas of the state and country.
C. Review course outlines and prerequisites. List all courses that apply to this
program requiring a five-year course outline review.
Prerequisites: Microbiology, Anatomy, Physiology, English lA
Corequisites: General Chemistry, Math 63 (or higher), Communications I,
Nutrition, Psychology, Intro to Sociology.

First year, Fall semester:
NURS 1 Foundations of Nursing
NURS 1L Foundations of Nursing, clinical
NURS 2 Medical-Surgical Nursing I
NURS 2L Medical-Surgical Nursing I, clinical
NURS 3 Pharmacology
NURS 101 Tutorial, Learning Lab
First year, Spring semester:
NURS 4 Medical-Surgical Nursing II
NURS 4L Medical-Surgical Nursing II, clinical
NURS 5 Obstetrics-Maternity Nursing
NURS 5L Obstetrics-Maternity Nursing, clinical
NURS 6 Advanced Pharmacology
NURS 101 Tutorial, Learning Lab
Second year, Fall semester
NURS 7 Medical-Surgical Nursing III
NURS 7L Medical-Surgical Nursing, clinical
NURS 8 Psychiatric Nursing
NURS 8L Psychiatric Nursing, Clinical
NURS 9 Pediatric Nursing
NURS 9L Pediatric Nursing, Clinical
NURS 101 Tutorial, Learning Lab
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Second year, Spring semester
NURS 10 Medical-Surgical Nursing IV, Advanced Medical Surgical Nursing
NURS 1OL Medical-Surgical Nursing IV, clinical
NURS 11 Gerontology-Community Nursing
NURS 11 L Gerontology-Community Nursing, Clinical
NURS 13 Leadershi p
NURS 101 Tutorial, Learning Lab
Throughout the program after the first year, first semester: Extemships- Work
Study elective
1. Describe the curriculum changes anticipated in the next two years. (These
changes would include major course revisions, deletions, new courses, revised or
new options within a program, or a proposed new program).
In the first semester, the students take NURS 1 & NURS 1L, which is
Foundations of Nursing. This is an important class that the students use as the
foundation for their nursing career. They have many concepts, such as
professionalism, communication as well as other core concepts that are
included in the theory component of the class. NURS 1L is the clinical
component, where the students learn how to perform professional skills. More
hours are needed in the clinical portion, in order to effectively instruct the
students in the skills that serve as the foundation of their clinical nursing
practice.
We would also like to look at making NURS 101 a progressive class in each
semester: (First semester: NURS 101, second semester: NURS 102, etc.) We will
need to make a curriculum change to accomplish this. The class would be used
as a tutorial in the first semester, then in the second throughfourth semesters,
develop more correlation to what the lecture classes are, incorporating more
practical and technical experiences. The course would increase in intensity as
each semester progresses. We would like to use clickers, preparing the student to
take the NCLEX exams. This would involve a curriculum change.
In NURS 10L, the students need to fulfill 243 clinical hours. This creates a
significant burden on the students, as there are many hours that they need to
complete in the clinical facility and community, along with their theoretical
classes. We would like to assess if the number of hours can be reducedfor this
course. It would require a major curriculum change, as well as approval by the
BRN.
NURS 11 L: We would like to decrease the number of clinical hours, hence we
would need to make a curriculum change.
Any nursing course changes would need to not only have a college curriculum
change, but also a BRN change.
D. To what extent is technology being used in the program?
Clickers are used by faculty in their lectures and during the tutorial classes to
evaluate student learning during instruction. The program has also invested in
simulation, to assist students in learning clinical scenarios and how to manage
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patients. This is especially effective in demonstrating clinical scenarios that they
may not encounter on their clinical rotation. Critical thinking is also fostered with
simulation, as the students need to identify how to manage a situation, and can
receive feedback as to how they did, if they were in sequence with the treatment
plan, and coordinate the care that would be required for a "real" patient. The
program has also received a "Mobile Sim Van" from the US Navy, Lemoore. This
will allow the nursing program to utilize and partner with community resources for
training. The nursing program was invited to participate in a community disaster
training event in May 2010, with plans for future involvement.
E. How does the program ensure that the current curriculum is adequately meeting the
needs of the students?
Currently, the courses that are taught include didactic as well as practical
learning that the students need to complete their professional training. The
program is based on a "Model Curriculum)) that was recommended by the State of
CA BRN The measure of the program and students success is through successful
completion of the NCLEX exam, achieving licensure as a Registered Nurse in the
State of California. If the BRN identifies that further educational material is
required, the program will adapt their recommendations.
VI. Career Technical Education Only
A. Does your program result in providing licensing or certification to its program
graduates which will enhance opportunities for employment? If yes, list.

Graduates of the ADN and LVN to RN Bridge program are afforded the opportunity
to sit for the NCLEX licensing exam after graduation. Students that pass the
NCLEX exam receive professional licensure as a Registered Nurse in the state that
they take their exam in. The program does not provide licensure or certificationfor
entry level nursing practice.

B. Discuss the opportunities available to students who plan to transfer to an institution
of higher learning.
West Hills College ADN program is a member of a collaborative effort that include
3 ADN nursing programs and 7 colleges and universities whose goal is to achieve
an efficient articulation process from ADN to BSN and MSN The department has
evaluated the curriculum to establish course equivalencies that are consistent with
other area colleges and universities that are in the coalition. The nursing students
were offered the opportunity to attend a presentation by the colleges and
universities to inform the students of the upgrade process. The names and contact
information of the students that were interested in upgrading to BSN and/or MSN
were collected. The names of the students were forwarded to the school of interest
and to that school's nursing counselor. The objective is that the student would
ideally finish the educational upgrading process in three semesters following the
completion of the ADN The collaborative is developing a web site that will allow
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students to access and obtain information that will help them in their articulation
efforts. The web site is still in its construction phase; however the prototype is
available for viewing. The web site address is:
http://www.twoandtransfer.orgltestsite/index.html .

C. Discuss the effectiveness of your program in terms of:
1. Entry-level job placement as a result of training.
Initially, students can practice as a graduate nurse via a permit through the
BRN, until they take their initial NCLEX exam. Students are able to enter into
nursing practice as an entry-level professional in a variety of health- related
settings, once they have received their RN licensure.
During their educational experience here at WHCL, the students also have the
opportunity to take NURS I5..¥, which allows them the chance to participate in
. an externship in a local healthcare organization. This encourages the student to
develop professional behaviors and skills, and align themselves with an
organization for post-graduation employment. Students will be more likely to be
hired by employers that they have already externed for, as the amount of
orientation required will be less, since the new graduate will be familiar with
the organization. It creates a more seamless process and transition for both the
new graduate nurse, as well as the organization. Both the graduate and
organization will be aware of each other's expectations, shortening the
"honeymoon" phase for both.
2. Effectiveness of continuing education to meet the need for advanced training
and/or training in emerging technologies.
The faculty attended a variety of learning opportunities to maintain currency in
their knowledge. The faculty members CE is outlined in part IV A of the
program review.
The many educational offerings that the faculty has attended has provided the
program with significant diversity that assists in students' success.
CPR: This is a class that is provided by EMT faculty to incoming ADN students,
as well as CNA & MA students.
3. State any other measures used to determine the success of this program (e.g.
satisfaction surveys, employer surveys or advisory committee feedback).

The Nursing Program has had several advisory committee meetings with local
healthcare organizations, to identify specific needs offuture employers in terms
of employing the program's graduates. Their information and feedback has
been important in molding the program, so that the students are competitive in
the job market.
Nursingfaculty also receivefeedbackfrom mentors in the clinicalfacility, as
well asfrom the administration of the healthcarefacilities where the students
have their clinical experience. They have been impressed with our students'
abilities and the program's rigor in training and education of our student
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nurses. The program's faculty continues to maintain positive relationships with
the various organizations.
The students had a Wine and Wellness event in March 2010, to raise funds for
their pinning ceremony. During the event, the students were present and able to
mingle with attendees, which were members ofthe college, the various
healthcare organizations where they attend clinical. They also did a simulation
presentation during the event, which allowed the attendees to see what
simulation was and how it can be effective in the student's education. This
stimulated further discussion with a variety of organizations, including
partnering with the US Navy, Lemoorefor their disaster drill in May 2010.
The simulation staff (Leslie Catron and Thomas Johnson)has been asked to
present at this years simulation conference in October 2010. They will share
their experiences in regards to developing simulation in a new nursing
program.
4. Comment on how the success rate compares to the success rate of the same
program at other colleges in the region. (250 words or less)
The NCLEX exam is used to license graduates into the nursing profession,
determining that they are minimally competent entry-level practitioners. The
NCLEX pass rates are used as a measure ofsuccess of the program. For the
2009-2010 academic year, WHCL ADN program was officially at 100% pass
rate (2 students took NCLEX and passed for the period measured through June
2010.
Comparison with other local RNprograms: CSUF: 90.83%; COS: 89.03%;
FCC: 77.92%'
D. What would be the preferred sequence of courses to be taken to achieve your
programs goal of a degree or certificate?
Currently, the courses are sequenced in the order needed to achieve the level of
learning needed to progress into the profession.
Prerequisites: Microbiology, Anatomy, Physiology, English lA
Corequisites: General Chemistry, Math 63 (or higher), Communications I,
Nutrition, Psychology, Intro to Sociology.
First year, Fall semester:
NURS 1 Foundations of Nursing
NURS lL Foundations of Nursing, clinical
NURS 2 Medical-Surgical Nursing I
NURS 2L Medical-Surgical Nursing I, clinical
NURS 3 Pharmacology
NURS I 01 Tutorial, Learning Lab
First year, Spring semester:
NURS 4 Medical-Surgical Nursing II
NURS 4L Medical-Surgical Nursing II, clinical
NURS 5 Obstetrics-Maternity Nursing
NURS 5L Obstetrics-Maternity Nursing, clinical
NURS 6 Advanced Pharmacology
NURS 101 Tutorial, Learning Lab
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Second year, Fall semester:
NURS 7 Medical-Surgical Nursing III
NURS 7L Medical-Surgical Nursing, clinical
NURS 8 Psychiatric Nursing
NURS 8L Psychiatric Nursing, Clinical
NURS 9 Pediatric Nursing
NURS 9L Pediatric Nursing, Clinical
NURS 101 Tutorial, Learning Lab
Second year, Spring semester:
NURS 10 Medical-Surgical Nursing IV, Advanced Medical Surgical Nursing
NURS lOL Medical-Surgical Nursing IV, clinical
NURS 11 Gerontology-Community Nursing
NURS 11 L Gerontology-Community Nursing, Clinical
NURS 13 Leadership
NURS 101 Tutorial, Learning Lab
Throughout the program after the first year, first semester: Extemships- Work
Study elective.
E. How does the program ensure that the current curriculum is adequately meeting
the needs of students?
The curriculum is directed by the BRN, to assure student success in the
profession. Student success within the individual courses is reviewed The
distribution of the student's grades is also reviewed Student progress is
monitored monthly by each faculty member with case notes kept. Students that
are having difficulty in courses are placed on probation and the faculty member
intervenes with tutoring and use of accessory teaching tools.
AT! course exit exams are also used, to identify if the students have been able to
meet the course objectives and content mastery. These exams are administered
at the end of each of the nursing courses. The exams are nationally
standardized, allowing the program to compare how the individual nursing
cohort compares with similar nursing programs throughout the nation. Student
success with the exit exam has exhibited a high correlation with success on the
NCLEX-RN exam.
Student course evaluations are also reviewed, with course revisions made from
the feedback received
Our first cohort graduated in May 2010; the pass ratefor the LVN to RN cohort
was 92.3%; the student pass rate for the entire cohort is currently 87% (27/31).
F. Excluding curriculum validation, discuss community involvement in the program.
A variety of clinical sites are utilizedfor the students to train in, beginning in
skilled nursingfacilities, acute care hospitals, schools, home health agencies,
cancer centers and public health agencies. This provides the students with
experiences that assist in their professional development, as well as the
opportunity to network with potential employers.
The program has also developed a partnership with the US Navy, Lemoore
base. A mobile simulation van has been provided, so that simulation can be
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shared with the base. Students from the nursing program have been participants
in the disaster drill in Hanford in May 2010, with plans for future
collaboration.
G. List any special accreditations, external regulations, or advisory committees that
have oversight to your program.
The California Board of Nursing
WASC
H. List any special regulations, space requirements, staff training, etc . required by your
program.
All nursingfaculty need to maintain licensure, continuing education
requirements jor licensure, as well as CPR and other clinical certifications.
The nursing skills lab is used to teach and practice clinical nursing skills. The
simulation lab is also used to practice the nursing skills, along with the
analysis, synthesis, and application of nursing concepts. The lab needs to be
maintained at specified standards to "house" the high fidelity simulation
manikins that are used for the students training.
Medical equipment needs to be available to assist the students in their training
as well. Having enough supplies, as well as a secure space to keep it is
necessary.
Simulation training was completed through Laerdal and Guamard for faculty.
Blackboard trainingfor faculty for web-enhanced classes.

1.

List any program initiatives to meet the needs of social-economically diverse
students, and/or those with non-traditional requirements (e.g., physical,
mental disabilities, re-entry, gender, etc.).
1. Students that have any disabilities are accommodated to assist them be
successful. Students are encouraged to meet with the DSPS counselor
for evaluation, so that faculty is aware of any specific needs that require
accommodations.
2. Workforce: students are evaluated to identify if they qualify for
workforce funding.
3. Students are also provided with information regarding scholarships that
they can apply for, to assist them with meeting funding needs for the
nursing program.
4. Students (male andfemale) were given the opportunity to attend a "Men
in Nursing" conference in 2009. The students were exposed to issues
that men in nursing face and options for addressing these issues. The
students were introduced to different styles of nursing and caring, which
impacts communication styles as well.
5. Students that have difficulty with basic skills to Tammy Larsonfor
remediation with WIN solutions. This is an online self-paced learning
program that helps students progress at their own pace in all the basic
skills areas. For example, students can develop their math skills using a
health careers backdrop with the computer program. Testing is used to
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measure the students' progress and to determine their levels of
achievement.
6. AT! tutorial programs are used to remediate students that have
weaknesses in their basic skills and are unable to pass the entrance
exam (TEAS test). Students must be able to obtain a 67% score in order
to qualify for admission into the nursing program.
J. Discuss the program's use of external funding, including grants, if applicable .

External funding has been provided from a State Chancellor's Nursing Expansion
grant 10-116. This grant provides over $237, 000 per year for 2 years. This grant is
designed to ensure that the program admits 24 traditional and 12 LVN to RN Bridge
student every year. The program has entered into an agreement with Kaiser's
Employee Joint Education Fund to provide educationfor 2 of their LVN's wishing to
articulate to a RN status. The fund has provided $37,400 dollars for the students'
education. There has been $10, 000 has allocated through VTEA funding for tutorial
services for the students. The department has recently been awarded a Department of
Labor Grant, which is a 3 year, $900, 000 grant. It is a partnership with the State
Center Community College District.
VII. Summary and Recommendations
A. Based on analysis of the information provided in Sections I through VI above,
describe the program's strengths, areas that need improvement, and strategies and
actions to make those improvements.

1. Program strengths:
Student success has been at least 85% in the program, including graduation
from the nursing program, as well as passing the NCLEX exam for licensure as
a Registered Nurse. Faculty commitment to the students is significant- they have
given their time and effort to assist the students in being successful in the
nursing program and courses that are taught.
The partnerships that have been developed with the various healthcare facilities
have been a definite strength. The students are provided with diverse
environments to learning. Facilities have been welcoming to the students,
aSSisting with their professional growth.
The program has been designated as a training facility by Gaumardfor
simulation. This is providing the program with the opportunity to partner with
other facilities and programs, such as Adventist Health ; surrounding school
districts, such as Laton, Lemoore, and Hanford; the US Navy, Lemoore and the
Lorna Linda Medical training program.
2. Areas that need improvement:

We have outgrown our physical facilities on campus. We need more classrooms,
a dedicated simulation lab, storage, as well as offices for the faculty and
administrative staff.
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There is 1 office for the 3 faculty that teach in the program. They share the
space currently. This makes it difficult to meet with students individually to
provide confidential discussions when needing to assist students to be successfol
or to provide evaluations. We also need to have a dedicated washer and dryer,
as many linens are used by not only the nursing program, but the CNA and MA
programs that shares the skills lab. Currently, the nursing faculty have taken
turns in taking the linens home- washing, drying, and folding them for the
students to use. The staff needs a dedicated locked storage area for all of the
supplies that each of the programs uses. Since the supplies are ofa medical
nature, we need a space that is secure and can only be accessed by the faculty.
A dedicated high fidelity simulation lab also needs to be developed, as many
programs need to have access and use offacility.
Also expanding the number offull-time faculty available for the nursing
program would be a benefit to both the staff and students. Having consistent
administrative staff is also needed, to assist with all of the programs that are
now part of the Health Careers department. It is difficult to manage the number
of inquiries that come through the office for the other programs that are
managed through the single office. Phone calls need to be handled in a timely
manner, as well as having administrative support to ensure that all records are
processed correctly for all students that access the department's office. Because
the programs are funded by grants, the program needs to have a dedicated
administrative assistant that has been trained to maintain the necessary
documentation and reports that need to be generated.

3. Strategies and actions for program enhancement and improvement:
The depressed economic conditions that our community is enduring have
impacted the Health Care Industry.
Plans to increase nursing graduates marketability:
1) Provide education in basic cardiac arrthymias, ACLS, PALS.
2) Increase participation in electronic simulation to increase the student's
critical thinking. This is important because the NCLEX exam is at the level
of analysis and application of the knowledge that they have learned in the
program, which requires students to reason through information provided.
3) Development of a scholarship program.
B. Attach your Program Planning and Evaluation Assessment Grid. Follow the
directions provided and thoroughly complete the form. You should have not more
than five short term goals, of which at least three are student learning outcome
goals.
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President's Executive Cabinet
December 10, 2009
2:00 p.m. - Conf. Rm. 124
AGENDA

1.

Budget Update

Don

2.

Spring Schedule

Dave, et al

3·

Winter Vacations

Don

12/21/2009-1/1/2010

4· Evening Coverage for Spring

Don

5· Standard III

Sylvia

6. Other

Next Meeting: January 13,2010

President's Executive Cabinet
November 9, 2009
1:30 p.m. - Conf. Rrn. 124
MINUfES

Present:
Don Warkentin, President
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services
Bob Clement, Athletic Director
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Vice President of Student Services
Marlon Hall, Associate Dean of Educational Services
Charles Freeman, Director of Nursing
Jana Cox, Director of Financial Aid
Jose Lopez, Dean of Students
Jody Ruble, Director of Categorical Programs
Pedro Avila, Vice Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness
Ron Oxford, Librarian
1.

Program Review Overall Progress

Don explained that he wants to encourage a final push to complete program reviews and
SLOs for continued institutional effectiveness. He reported that Chancellor Gornick had
attended a training in Sacramento and learned the need for colleges to prove that they
are in continuous quality improvement stage, if not, the Accrediting Commission could
very likely make a recommendation in this regard to include an additional visit. Don
reported that for this reason he had invited Pedro, Stephanie, Ron and David to this
meeting to find out where we currently are. The first draft of the self study is soon due.
All of the President's Executive Cabinet meetings will focus on these things. Sylvia
questioned the mechanism for creating the artifacts for program review in order to have
a seamless flow. The closer we get to our accreditation visit the more important this will
be. Mr. Warkentin stated that all have been involved with program review for a long
time; what we have not done is implement program reviews. This is the hard part,
specifically with the lack of budget. Pedro commented that the action for program
review is related to budget, but we can't use this as an excuse. We have to use the results
of program review toward improvements. Dave stated that components of program
review can be facilities. Don questioned if improvements can be documented as to what
was identified and those that were made. Jody responded that improvements were
made in his areas as they are working at doing things better, transfers, etc. Don believes
what would help for our evidence is to have folders with samples of program review
documents along with the documented improvements. He gave an example of the
recent reorganization which has brought about improvements. In some cases a program
review has resulted in new courses and also the move of the DSPS lab. The string is
going back to make sure and bring forward that the DSPS lab was moved with evidence
documented showing it was due to growth, the need for increased staff and hours which
were added. This documentation should be in the midterm report. Pedro, playing
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devil's advocate, stated that he had pulled out some program reviews and their action
plans and some show that the action had occurred, and some show no action. Don
responded that the Budget Allocation Committee (BAC) ranks priorities for personnel
and equipment. Sylvia stated that at Sacramento City College, in her role as an
accrediting team member, she observed that they listed all of their program goals in a
master list; it lifted requests resulting from program reviews onto a master list along
with the fiscal impact. It was listed by each program review and the outcomes and what
they related to, i.e. budget, facilities, courses, etc. Dave voiced that this was the intent of
the program review summary sheet. The requests coming from program review should
come from the originator of the program review. Ron explained that this was the idea
for the Eagles Nest portal team site; to house needed information in one location. Don
asked if Sacramento City was well along with their program reviews. Sylvia responded
that they had on-line training for their staff. Stephanie commented that program review
parties are held at WHCL to help new managers begin the process. Don stated that
some type of attention to program review will occur for managers every two years. He
recalled when new staff once received an on-going orientation throughout the semester.
Ron will demonstrate the Eagles Nest portal team site when it is completed. Don stated
that we need to get to sustainable quality improvement and demonstrate that we are
closing the cycle.
Course level SLO Progress
a. Identification of SLOs
b. Assessment tool
c. Assessments
d. Improvements
David Babb was in attendance to address agenda items 2, a-d. He distributed a
tracking spreadsheet showing the course level SLOs, active courses, non-active courses,
GE courses, courses with SLOs defined (100%), SLOs assessed, results analyzed, and
how many courses have used the results to improve learning. The learning area
representatives came up with a schedule last semester. The area reps and he keep an
eye on getting things done and remind faculty to make sure courses are getting assessed.
Basically this chart shows the six learning areas. David uses this spreadsheet for his
annual report. 28% of active courses have been assessed. Once data is received further
implementation is required. This year's WASC report had different questions. WASC
simply asks for how many courses have been assessed. Don asked if for the courses
currently offered this fall, spring and summer and the following fall, could they have
David believes we will only be able to achieve 60% completion but there are many
courses on the books that we don't offer. Each learning areas has to decide to make
courses active. If an active course is in the catalog then it has to be tracked. Most of
these classes fall under CTE, and the CTE department has done the fewest assessments.
This is a massive area when it comes to courses and programs and an area that needs
reps. Pedro stated that the team will be looking at completion of SLOs by 2012. It is not
impossible, but there are; for example, 5 psychology classes taught by adjunct. These
classes were not put on the assessment schedule. There are big chucks in learning areas
that are being done by adjunct faculty. If the schedule extends to 2010 and we are at the
end of 2009 at 28%, and have been working on these since 2008, is it likely we will be
where we need to be? David believes we will be at 34% by the end of this semester. The
2.
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topic of SLO progress needs to be on each learning area meeting agenda. Health and
Wellness took their schedule to 2013. It's not just the assessments; it is additionally
analyzing the results and making improvements. Don would like David to return to this
meeting in early spring to provide another update.
3. Program Level SLO Progress
a. Identification of SLOs
b. Assessment tool
c. Assessments
d. Improvements
David spoke about overall totals of programs. He can't get an accurate count on the
number of instructional programs we have with our definition. He has been working
with Dave to get a handle on what to call a program for tracking purposes. He came up
with certificates and degrees and they are now doing program review for every
certificate. He needs to know what to put on his list so he can motivate people.
Program SLOs are a part of program review and there seems to be disconnection. In
Child Development there are many degrees and certificates. Pat Kraft-Chapman only
does two of these; also Matriculation is another review for seven different programs.
Does each seven have different SLOs? Child Development has one degree and several
certificates. She does a program review for the certificate options. Pat plans to create
SLOs to be bundled. Don expressed concern about how programs are being defined
with regard to Child Development having seven program reviews. Brian Kron prefers to
do program reviews for each certificate option. If there is a series of certificate options
within a program, it seems only one review should be necessary. The data is pulled for
each certificate and the students are overlapped. Pedro feels that these need not be
separated. WASC will not question our program definition. Stephanie thinks we can do
what we choose to do as far as WASC is concerned. Where can we be in six months on
the instructional side? David believes by the end of next semester we can be 1/3
complete with the programs. At the end of this academic year SLOS will have been
written and 33% assessed. We have to been 100% identified and the assessment tool
identified. With proficiency levels we do not have to have everything assessed, but
defined, with assessments in place.
4. InstitutionalLevelSLOs
a. Identification
b. Assessment tools
c. Assessments
d. Improvements
The Library and Tutoring SLOS are still to be completed and Ron is working with Debra
Christy, snack bar manager, on the snack bar SLOs. Ron figures it will be assessed by
their program reviews and updates. These will also be mapped. Ron believes all these
areas will have assessments this year. Matriculation and its areas are done. Program
reviews are being sent to the SLO Committee first for review. How will we assess our
SLOs? SLO's will likely be assessed by collecting a survey of student engagement. Ron
is confident that the first three columns will be at a 100% soon. Sylvia would like "not
applicable" put in the fourth column. Ron will return in the early spring to report to this
group. In theory we are shooting for mapping from any course and to trace SLOs back.
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For clarification, on the rubric they don't use institutional level; rather they have course
and degree level. Pedro hopes both colleges can call them the same. Stephanie asked if
we are talking about an AA versus an AS. We defined a degree as a program. Nowhere
on the rubric do they mention institutional SLOs. Don commented that by getting a
degree the outcomes could be what they have learned after they leave. These are in the
general ed SLOs. Could we map job skills back and/or information competency? The
goals are based on student progress and outcome data, not necessarily learning
outcomes. David stated that program level only looks at the core courses not the general
ed courses. Think of the goals as performance indicators for the institution. One
approach is to identify programs that align with institutional SLOs; you bring up the
information and use this data to support this SLO. Another approach is an exit test for
graduates to find out if they are walking away with what they should have accomplished.
The mission statement and syllabus need to be considered. Looking at this from a broad
sense we are trying to connect the dots to all areas, i.e. Student Services and M & O.
David stated that this campus started with course level SLOs and other schools started
with program level. How do we measure quality environment? Environment has to do
with the Student Services side. We need to tie to the mission statement. Pedro reported
that at American River College they took a survey and aligned the questions to their
SLOs. It is a good idea, but not for all programs or courses. David has every course level
SLO mapped to general ed. Some general ed courses are in a program. The rubric does
not state AA and/or AS. Pedro believes that both degrees were combined. David stated
that we are looking at program level and degree level. What are we expecting them to
walk away with? Expectations for the degree will be on the next agenda. WASC is not
clear about the definitions. They do not give a clear answer and they leave it subjective.
Don asked the consensus on this. Will we bundle our program and general ed courses
together and call it programs including general ed? Pedro suggested to put the groups
together.
5. Next Steps

I
6. Standard I Accreditation Review
Bob Clement, co-chairs
Bob has tri-chairs and has ten committee members. Don's intent is to go through the
standard as a group. We can give something to our writer. Standard lA-I is the mission;
Ib is institution effectiveness and planning. Pedro recommends referencing the guide.
Sylvia as a newbie needed a chart. Dave stated the one of the goals was to produce a
200 page document. We need to be concerned that we answer the questions thoroughly.
The guide provides an overview. This time we will have 300-600 pages. The teams are
broken up into standards and focus on their standard. We must be thorough and
specific to make sure we walk away with the minimum of recommendations. The bullets
each need to be considered in our write ups. Program review, dialogue and
Communication are part of the answers to the question. The committees should write
an introduction to each standard. All four standards ask the same questions there is
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some redundancy. Pedro is aware of a college who wrote their document as a story from
the beginning to the end. He recommends that the committees go back and reference
the guide. Don stated that suggestions to the subcommittees be made for additional
items. Pedro submitted an eight page document on standard I and none has been
included. Sylvia's stated that Standard III is ready for review. Jody asked how the
district portion is intended to be incorporated. The intent was for centralized services to
have input into this process. District strategic planning and WHCIST needs to be
mentioned. Standard III will begin to be reviewed at the next meeting. The summary
narrative is the introduction. Don wants an overall introduction for 2.a, 2.b., and 2.C.
We are doing all the work for the writer, and the writer has to make sense of it all. The
ghost writer has some working knowledge of how the college operates and will take the
templates and mesh them into one document. As soon as the draft is available the
person one wrote the template needs to make sure their intent is included. Ultimately
the final decision as to what will be included in the document falls to the president. ON
the planning agenda sections should be kept these to a minimum.
Make them
attainable and make sure they are identified with a weakness. Pedro stated it you
identify a weakness and a planning agenda is written; make sure it is attainable and
realistic. An introduction should be written for each sub standard. For process
mapping, we will go with our functions and services. As a recommendation two visits
ago the team identified confusion from employees regarding where some services were
provided. So we conducted a mapping service which lists all the functions and services
at the district. This gives the employee the option to select where the function lies and
how often they interact with these functions. A survey will go out to staff. Some
functions have changed. Some colleges do it by standard. The order of review is as
follows: Standard 3 - 2 - 4 - 1.
7. Other
Christmas Holiday Reception: It was originally intended to be a community event with
staff invited from the district office. There will not be a President's Holiday Reception
this year.

The next meeting is scheduled on Monday, 11/23.

President's Intercommunication Team (PIT)
February 17,2010 -10:00 - 11:00 a.m.
WHCL Conference Rm. 124/District Office Bd. Rm.
AGENDA

1.0

District Education Coordinating Council

Stephanie Droker

2.0 Accreditation

Don Warkentin

3.0 Budget

Don Warkentin

4.0 Classroom Technology Standards

Susan Whitener

5.0 Other
Next Mtg. : March 15, 2010

President's Intercommunication Team
September 9,2010 -10:00 - 11:00 a.m.
WHCL Conference Rrn. 124
Coalinga, District Office Bd. Rrn.
MINUfES
Members Present:
Don Warkentin, President
Marlon Hall, Associate Dean of Educational Services, Evening College
Susan Whitener, Associate Vice Chancellor of Educational Planning
Cathy Barabe, Director of Grants (by phone)
Ken Stoppenbrink, Vice Chancellor of Administrative Services (by phone)
Bob Clement, Athletic Director
John Bernal, Director of Maintenance & Operations
Frances Squire, WHCCD Foundation Executive Director, Director of Marketing
Members Absent:
Pedro Avila, Vice Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness & Enrollment Services
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services
Jana Cox, WHCL Financial Aid Director
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Vice President of Student Services
Kurt Sterling, Academic Senate President
Charles Freeman, Director of Nursing
Carole Goldsmith, Vice Chancellor of Educational Services and Workforce Development
Michelle Kozlowski, Director of ITS
Jose Lopez, Dean of Student Services
Jody Ruble, Director ETS/UB/Arnericorp
John Ieronimo, CSEA President Representative
Ryan Cardoza, Student Representative
Mr. Warkentin called the meeting to order at 10:13 a.m.

Accreditation Update
Mr. Warkentin reported that the WHCL accreditation visit will be March 7 - 10. 2011.
The team members will arrive on Sunday and make a visit to the District Office on
Monday morning. Both WHCC and WHCL will be visited. WHCC's team chair will be
the president from the Ventura College District. WHCL's team chair will be Rosa
Carlson, president of Porterville College. The WHCC team will stay at Harris Ranch and
the WHCL team will stay at the Tachi Hotel. A month prior to the visit the team chairs
and their assistants will meet with the Colleges and District Office. One aspect the team
will look at is how we communicate with our District Office staff. Mr. Warkentin
reiterated that this committee, President's Intercommunication Team (PIT), conducts
monthly meetings to dialogue with the District Offices. He reviewed the PIT mission
statement and its membership.
1.0

_
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The WHCL self study draft has been sent out and we are awaiting feedback from the
district office staff. The WHCL Planning and Governance Council (PGC) will take action
on the self study in October with Board of Trustees action to follm-v in
October/November. The Study will need to be mailed out to the team in January.
Evidence documents will be scanned and accessible via links through the website. The
WHCL team room will be in the conference center room 256. It will be partitioned off
for individual meetings and opened up for the larger meetings.
Susan announced that she will be participating on an accrediting team in Oxnard and
she had just returned from training. A few of the issues WASC has concern with are:
Resource allocation (whether it is integrated into resource planning) also, whether
colleges have a plan in place for reimbursement to reserves. SLO will not be a sanction;
however, proficiency is expected by 2012; continuous quality improvement is the next
level. Non proficiency by 2012 will be a recommendation. Mr. Warkentin added that
recommendations may bring a follow up visit which he intends to avoid. Susan ",rill
send a bulleted list of her observations from the training. Additionally, she reported
that she learned that the data we present should also be analyzed. Another issue
concerns international students and if colleges are meeting their special needs. The data
about incoming students should include international students. The international
program at WHCCD generates about the equivalent of 200 FTES per year. WASC wants
to see that SLO for online programs are managed the same as face to face and that
success, retention, and persistence rates are comparative to face to face student
achievement. Student achievement relates to certificates, degrees, and SLO (what they
walk away with in their head).
Mr. Warkentin announced that he is chairing an accreditation team to Evergreen Valley
College and Jose Lopez is on a team at Miramar College in San Diego in October. After
all have participated on teams they will convene for dialogue.

Budget Update
Ken Stoppenbrink stated that the District budget for 2010-2011 was approved in August
despite the fact the state does not have a budget. Communication from the State
Chancellor's Office is that there is a budget eminent. Apportionment has not been
received and currently we are using reserves which should take us to October. The state
is paying IOU's with the challenge being how long the banks will honor the IOU'S. Ken
does not expect an approved budget soon. All districts will be in the same situation.
Mr. Warkentin reported that he had spoken with EECU Manager, Lisa Franks, and
EECU is preparing to provide interest free payroll loans. The loans would also be
available to elementary and high schools in the valley. Frances interjected that there is
speculation that a budget will be approved after the November elections are over. Ken
stated that there are monies in capital outlay projects that could be pulled to put in the
general fund if necessary. Frances will contact Lisa Franks to question the details. Bob
asked if there would be concern with the bond monies and the continuance of
construction. Ken does not see any delays in construction. Bob asked if budgets would
be frozen. Ken responded that the same procedure as in past will likely be in place
which would freeze budgets before the end of the fiscal year. He reiterated that the state
is holding $6 million a year out of our apportionment and will pay it next fiscal year.
2.0
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This is why a freeze has to be put on our spending. Mr. Warkentin stated that he had
been informed that we will not receive MAA checks until the state budget passes even
though MAA is federal monies. Ken reported that WHCCD is in excellent shape. The
normal budget planning process will continue in the spring.
Ken questioned if in WHCL'S perspective on budget if there is a flow or are there areas
that need to improve. Mr. Warkentin replied that aside from no budget in the last few
years, an area to strengthen is the need for a formal response mechanism from the
district to acknowledge prioritized budget requests. Currently, when Anne Jorgens
reports lottery dollars have been received, the Budget Allocation Committee revisits the
priority lists. There needs to be a response form. As new monies become available we
need a communication piece. Ken responded in agreement and recommends this be
further discussed at the Chancellor's Executive Cabinet as it is needed district-wide.
Cathy stated that she would like to see priority 3 lists to know what has been requested.
3.0 Program Review Schedule
Mr. Warkentin reviewed the District Office program review schedule. If there are
reviews not showing that have been completed, please let he or Dave Bolt know.
4.0 New Grants Program
Cathy Barabe reported that she had informed Mr. Warkentin about CTE equipment
monies available. Additionally, she has found monies for two child development classes
for spring and fall. She has talked to Dave Bolt about adding science classes for spring
as there is funding for online and/or face to face classes. She is working with the Avenal
school districts regarding the educational center and she needs feedback on signage, i.e.
WHC Center at Avenal, WHC Avenal Learning Center. There will be staff stationed at
the outreach sites. It is expected that the students will be nontraditional. Susan asked
about the Title V grant approval. Cathy responded that she had not heard. The Student
Services Grant will not be received.
5.0 FfES Update

In the absence of Mr. Avila, no report was given.
6.0 Other
Frances Squire made event announcements as follows:

• Washington Monthly magazine has named NDC the 34th best college in America
based on SICEE survey rates. There will be a celebration on 9/23 at 5:00 p.m. in
Firebaugh.
•

On October 10th Karl Rove will be speaking at WHCC. This will be announced on
KMJ. Rove's visit will be advertised in Paso Robles also. Tickets are $30 in
advance. Doors open at 5:00 p.m. with Rove to speak at 6:15 p.m. Seating will be
on a first come, first served basis.

•

On October 11th there will be an pianist/organist concert at WHCC.

_
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•

On October 16th is the Hall of Fame dinner at WHCC. A dedication of the gym
will also be held that day.

•

Veteran Student Club Association will hold a 9/11 event today (9/9/2010) with
lunch provided and Dr. Marlon Hall will be the keynote speaker.

The next meeting is scheduled on October 14, 2010.
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Friday, August 13, 2010
Duty Day
West Hills College Coalinga
8:30 - 9:00

Full Breakfast

9:00 - 9: 10

Welcome & Introductions

WHCC Cafeteria

President Willard Lewallen
Theater

9: 10 - 10: 10

State of the District

Chancellor Frank Gornick
Theater

10: 10 - 10:20 Break

Chess Board Quad

10:20 - 12:00 West HillsThe Next Ten Years

10:20 - 12:00 Tours of Wellness Center
(Every 10 minutes)

12:00 - 1:00

Theater

Mark Gritton
Chess Board Quad

Lunch (provided)

AFTERNOON SESSIONS
West Hills College Lemoore
1: 00 - 2: 00
President's Update

WHCC Cafeteria

President Don Warkentin
Library/Learning Resource Center

2:00 - 2:15

Snack Break

2:15 - 4:00

Learning Area Meetings/
Accreditation Self Study

West Hills College Coalinga
1: 00 - 1: 30
President's Update

SAM A/B

O. Bolt / M. Hall
Library/Learning Resource Center

President Willard Lewallen
WHCC Cafeteria

1:30 - 2:00

CPC Meeting
Cafeteria
Instructional Area Meetings 6 classrooms TBo

2:00 - 2:15

Snack Break

SAM A/B

2:15 - 4:00

Instructional Update

J. Stearns / R. Rodriguez
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FLEX DAY
Thursday, August 1 2 , 2010

Conference Center
8:30-9:00 a.m.

Continental Breakfast

Christi an Raia

9:00-9:30

Welcome Back & Kick-off

Kurt Sterl ing,

9:30-10:00

Perkins Update

Carole Go ldsmith

10:00-10:30

SLOs ... "the back-end" ... .

David Babb

10:30-11:00

Blackboard 9.1

Le nore Simonson

11:15-11:30

Break

11:15 -12:00

Break Out Session (Please Choose One)
"Social Networking and Education"
"ADA compliance in online classes"
"Infection control and hand-washing"

12:00-1:30pm

David Babb, Ro om 2 78
David M . Ren gh, Room 236
Marlee n Smart, Room 235

Lunch - WHCFA Meeting
or On Your Own

M arty Enn is, Room 239

1:30- 2:15

englb4u

N. Danie ls, S. Droker, J. She horn

2:15 - 3:00

Learning Area Connect
Comm ittee Representatives , SLOs
& Other

3:00-4:00pm

Office Time

Conference Center

California Community Colleges
ANNUAL FINANCIAL AND BUDGET REPORT
(Financial Report for Fiscal Year 2009-2010)
(Budget Report for Fiscal Year 2010-2011)
DIstrict:

DIWIct Code:

WEST HillS

580

This is to certify that the Annual Financial and Budget Report has been prepared and the budget adopted
in accordance with the Csllfomia Code of Regulaoons. beginning with Section .58300. Further, to the
best of my
e. the data
. ed in this report are cooect.

Date

Date

Contact: Ken Stoppenbrlnk

(559) 934-2160

In accordance with the California Code of Regulations, Section 58305(d) a copy of this report
is due to the Chancellor's Office on or before October 15,2010. Please submit the report to:
Chancellor's Office
California Community Colleges
Fiscal Services Unit
1102 Q Street, Suite 300
Sacramento. CA 95814-6511
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The Current Expense of Education
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S11 GENERAL FUND - UNRESTRICTED SUBFUND

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

District 10: 580

Budget Year: 2010-2011

For Actual Year: 2009·2010

.. • .

Name: WEST HILLS

Activity (ECSA)

Activity (ECSB)

ECS 84362 A

ECS 84362 B

_--_........_-_.

.

Object

Instructional Salary Cost

Code

AC 0100-5900 & AC 6110

Academic Salaries

- .._ - -

- _._

..

Activity (ECSX)
..

Total CEE

_.

-

__

Excluded
.

- -

,..

.'

------_.

.

Activities

AC 0100 - 6799

AC 6800 - 7390

.---_ ._. .
Total

Instructional Salaries
Contract or Regular

..

..

Other
.. .

"

',

.•..

-"

-- .. - ..

..

.

Total Instructional Salaries

.

.

-

1100

.

."-

...

5.451 .048
......

1300

-_.... --- .

5,451 ,048
'

.

. ............. - .._-_...

2,191 .072

2.191 .072

7,642.120

7.642,120

,"

.

....

5,451.048
"

.

. ..

-, '-

"

.

..

2,191,072

.'

0

7,642,120

639.721
. ...... --

2.667 ,250

52,946

181 .381

Non-lnstructlonal Salaries
Contract or Regular

..

.. - ,"".- .

Other

"

..-..... , ...
.

Total Non-Instructional Salaries

_-

--....

-

..

..-.~

... .

1200
~.~.

..

'

. ". -

1400

Total Academic Salaries

,-

.. .....,. -. ---"..

-.. -

.... -. . - - ". .--.

2,027,529

. .. _.-- ---- . . _--

..

-- .....

128.435

... -.

0

2.155,964

692,667

2.848,631

7,642.120

9,798.084

692 .667

10.490.751

Classified Salaries
Non-Instructional Salaries
Regular Status

2100

3,907,836

411.141

4,318.977

Other

2300

221,441

37.296

256.737

4,129,277

448,437

4,577,714

18,310

255,588

Tolal Non-lnstructlonal Salaries

0

Instructional Aides
Regular Status
Other

2200

83,014

83,014

2400

224,404

237,278

83,014

Total Instructional Aides

307.418

320,292

18.310

338,602

Total Classified Salaries

307,418

4,449,569

466,747

4,916,316

1,824,053

4,211,436

295,593

4,507,029

344,458

109,113

453,571

533,282

2,836,022

Employee Benefits

3000

Supplies and Materials

4000

Other Operating Expenses

5000

Equipment Replacement

6420

Total Expenditures Prior to Exclusions

374,534

2,302 .740

0
10,148,125

21 ,106,287
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SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
For Actual Year: 2009-2010

District iD: 580

Budget Year: 2010-2011

Name: WEST HILLS

Activity (ECSA)

Activity (ECSB)

ECS 84362 A
ObJect
Exclusions

Code

-

----- --

---

-

Activity (ECSX)
Excluded

ECS 84362 B

--

-

-- --

Instructional Salary Cost

I

AC 0100-5900 & AC 6110

---

-

- -- -

Total CEE

- -- - - --

-- - -

Activities

AC 0100 - 6799

-

--- - --- ---- --- --

--- ----

AC 6800 - 7390

Tolal

Activities to Exclude
Instructional Staff-Retlrees' Benellts and Retirement Incentives

5900

Student Health Services Above Amount Collected

6441

- -

Student Transportation
Noninstruc1ional Staff-Retirees' Benefits and Retirement Incentives

88,252

88,252

88,252
0

6491

73,648

73.648

-

6740

107.355

5060

216.806

-

--

--

_. ..

_---

-

107,355

Objects to Exclude
Rents and Leases

24.191

240,997

Lottery Expenditures
Academic Salaries

1000

Classified Salaries

2000

o
a

Employee Benefits

3000

o

Supplies and Materials

4000

Software

4100

288

288

Books, Magazines, & Periodicals

4200

4.717

4,717

Instructional Supplies & Materials

4300

5.149

5.149

Noninstructional. Supplies & Materials

4400

273.992

273,992

Total Supplies and Materials
Other Operating Expenses and Services

284,146

0

5000

313,151
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SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

District ID: 580

Budget Year: 2010-2011

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

Name: WEST HILLS

Activity (ECSA)

Activity (ECSB)

ECS 84362 A

ECS 84362 B

Excluded

Object

Instructional Salary Coat

Total CEE

Activities

Code

AC 0100-5900 & AC 6110

AC 0100 - 6799

AC

Total

6000

Capital Outlay

.-

Library Books

6300

Equipment

6400

Equipment - Additional

6410

Equipment - Replacement

6420

Total Equipment
Total Capital OuUay

o
o
o
o

o
o

88,252

1,083,358

10,059,873

20,022,929

7000

Other Outgo

of CEE (Instructional Salary Cost Total CEE)

100.00%
10,011,464

Deficiency from lecond

20,022,929

2,073,211

22,096,140

21,106,287

2,097,402

23,203,689

78,547

3,527

82,074

0

0

2,100,929

23,285,763

General

6000
Replacement (Back
Unrestricted General Fund Expenditurel

6420
21,184,834
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CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COllEGES

Governmental Funds Group

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET

10

General Fund -

Combined

(Total Unrestricted and Restricted)
Name: WEST HILLS

District 10: 580

For Year Ended June 30, 2010

Description

11

12

CA

General Fund

General Fund

(Object)

Unrestricted

Restricted

I

10

I

General Fund
COMBINED

ASSETS
9100

Cash, Investments, and Receivables
Cash:

- . ..

-- --

Awaiting Deposil and in Banks
-- -

In County Treasury

.... ..
"

•

,

•• • •

874,342

9112

3,048,714
. .. .. ". -.

~

... .

-.

, .

'V

Revolving Cash Accounts
-- " , Investments (at cost)

- -. .. -' .. .-

~.-

--

... -- .- -.. ..' - --- "-

1,114
.. . - .. -

--

... .. .. ..

9120

,",'

.. . "

---

- -_ .. _ --,-.-

9130

5,585,977

2,931,445

1,952,735

32,692
.

. -. "'

9140

--

Inventories, Siores, and Prepaid Items
-Inventories and Stores
-

Prepaid Items

9200
' "

9210

--

. .. .. ..

.

-- ",

-.
....

--

.-

.

-

11,462,882

8,517,422

-

1,985,427

" -

-. .

12,254

12,254
14,532,042
-

-

9500
9510

..... . ,_ .. . . ' •. '1,037,540

9520

511,462

."

Accounts Payable

"

. -,- .

-

Accrued Salaries and Wages Payable
,- "

- - ",

..

-

-

.. ,.-

9530

.

- . . - ..
_

Due to Other Funds

9540

Temporary loans

9550

.....

. --

, . ' <'

•• • •

Current Portion or Long-Term Debt

9560

Dererred Revenues

9570

TOTAL LIABILITIES

-

291,545

-

.....

.

-

--

_.

- -

Compensated Absences Payable Current

--

•. -

_.
_.

--

.-

--

. ...

-,--- .. _ "

- -- --

275,941
-

..

-

- .

3,815,582

.

-

-.-,
-

.. .. . .

-_.
-

.. . ,

-

-

.

-1,313,481

.

1,389,339
-.
.. - -- .

0

-. -

LlABILmES
--

0
-

3,069,160

9220

Current Liabilities and Dererred Revenue

1,114

--

.. ..,

- -

- ..

TOTAL ASSETS

"

--

-~ -.

-- -

--

Due from Other Funds

967,111
3,048,714
..
--- 0

~-

--

. .

92,769

-'

Accounts Receivable

-

-

--- -- - "._-_.

9111

9113
. _' "
- .. 9114

Cash With Fiscal Agents
•

-

_ .-.

-- -

--,

.

511 ,462

..

.-

-

291,545
...

-

-

.. -

5,204,921
-

. ...

-

.-

0

--

0

..

1,581 ,622

1,403,880

2,985,502

7,237,751

3,069,160

10,306,911
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CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Governmental Funds Group

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET

10

General Fund -

Combined

(Total Unrestricted and Restricted)
Name: WEST HILLS

District ID: 580

For Year Ended June 30, 2010

Description
FUND EQUITY
.
Fund Balance Reserved

.,

~

NonCash Assets

12

10

CA

General Fund

General Fund

General Fund

(Object)

Unrestricted

Restricted

COMBINED

--

..

-

I

11

9710
.

Amonts Restricted by Law for Specific Purposes
_.. - .
Reserve for Encumbrances Credit

_.

-

.. . - -

9711

9713

I
..

0

..

0

..
.

I

0

..

9714

Reserve for Encumbrances Debit

...

0

9712

..

---

. ....

~

~

..

-

. .

~.

0
~

9715

Reserve for Debt Services

0

Total Reserved Fund Balance

0

0

0

9750

Designated Fund Balance
Commitments by Contract or Other Legal Obligation

9751

Self Insurance Programs
-.. ....
Payments Resulting from Court Orders

9752
..

"

'-

9753

Specific Future Purposes

9754
. .

-_.-

Uncommltted(Unrestrlcted) Fund Balance
TOTAL FUND EQUITY
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY

~

~

.

0
.-

0

- -.

..

--

Total Designated Fund Balance

0

...

0
.~

0
..

',

,- ,

0

0

F_ , 'J

9790

4.225,131

4,225,131

4,225,131

0

4,225,131

11,462,882

3,069,160

14,532,042
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20

o.bt ServIce Funds:

21

Bond In.,..t and RedemptJon Fund

22

Revenue Bond Intef'etlt and Redemption Fund

COMBINED BALANCE SHeET

2t

Other Debt Service Fund

For Y_ Ended June 30. 2010

DIstrict 10: 580

DeScription

Name: WEST HILLS

21

22

Bond Interetlt

Revenue Bond

CA

Met

Inte....tand

(Object)

Redempllon Fund

2t
Other Debt

Redemption Fund

Service Fund

S
9100

Cash, Investments. and Receivables
Cash:

. -". __" .. _ '. . .
.~c

Awaiting Deposit and in Banks
...
'-.--. - -.,,, ,-In County Treasury

9111

.-.-.

... ,

... .....

,,'

,.

.. ..
~

~

,-.

-

Cash With Fiscal Agents

'>T,

9120

Accounts Receivable

9130

"¥

8,143.186

c'_

~_.

Due from Other Foods

9140

TOTAL ASSETS
LlABlL.mES
.'

Accounts Payable
-....

-

"'''"

'~."

9510

....

~.-.,

Acaued Salarie8 and Wages Payable
."

. '.• ----."* ......

-

.... ..... ..
~

o

o

o

........... '' -'-'.- ,.

9530

9540
_... '" .-,

9550

CumInt PortIon of Long-Tenn Debt

9560

Deferred Revenues

9570

TOTAL UABILmES

-

--~.~'''.'''

Due to Other Funds
...
~

9.662,226

9520

Compensated Absences Payable Current
Temporary Loans

o

9500

....

".

3,210,816
...

,

CumJI'lt Uabililles and Deferred Revenue
,

1,519,040

9113

........

Investmenls (at cost)
.....

3.210,816

9112
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Governmental Funds Group

Annual Financial and Budget Report

20

Debt Service Funds:

21

Bond Interest and Redemption Fund

22

Revenue Bond Interest and Redemption Fund

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET

29

Other Debt Service Fund

For Year Ended June 30, 2010

District ID: 580

I

CA
Description

..

.... .

21

22

Bond Interest

Revenue Bond

Redemption Fund

.•.

.... .

-

~ --

..

9713
9714

.' .'- '

w

...

,

..

-

0
~ --

-

--

--

9753
9754

. .,"

..

,

..

.

-

9,662,226

,

..

..

"._- -... . . .. ..

.

-

,

..

., .

0

Total DeSignated Fund Balance

- - "
Uncommitled(Unrestricted) Fund Balance

9,662,226
.... . .

3,210,816

9752

.. . . .

..... -

-- --

',0"

9750

Self Insurance Programs

Specific Future Purposes

.. .

.,

9751

. . . ...

-

9715

Commitments by Contract or Other Legal Obligation

-

-

. . .

..

3,210,816

Total Reserved Fund Balance

Payments Resulting from Court Orders

Service Fund

."

. .• .

-

Designated Fund Balance

-.

9712
_.

Reserve for Encumbrances Credit

Reserve for Debt Services

- ..

'

-.,

Reserve for Encumbrances Debit

... _..

.

. - _.-... -.

"

.

Redemption Fund

9711

NonCash Assets
_. .- .. _.' - . _.
Amonts Restricted by Law for SpecifiC Purposes

Other Debt

_. . ..

..

. ...

'

I

Interest and

29

-.

'

9710

Fund Balance Reserved

I

and

(Object)

FUND eQUITY

Name: WeST HILLS

....

-- -, " -' •..

.'

0
,

9790

. . --

.-

,_.

-

' .,

0

TOTAL FUND EQUITY

3,210,816

0

9,662,226

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY

3,210,816

0

9,662,226
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COMBINED BALANCE SHEET

Special Revenue Funds:

31

Bookstore Fund

34

Fann Operation Fund

32

Cafeteria Fund

35

Revenue Bond Project Fund

33

Child Development Fund

39

Other Special Revenue Fund

Name: WEST HILLS

District ID: 580

For Year Ended June 30, 2010

32

33

34

35

39

Farm Operation

Revenue Bond

Other Special

Cafeteria Fund

Child
Development
Fund

Fund

Project Fund

Revenue Fund

31
CA
Bookstore Fund

(Object)

Description
ASSETS

9100

Cash, Investments, and Receivables
Cash:

..

-

..

Awaiting Deposit and in Banks
.

In County Treasury

.... _..

-.

.... .. .-

9112
9113

- " '-

.

.'-"

Due from Other Funds

..

.-

Inventories, Stores, and Prepaid Items
..

...,-.' "

.. • ..

"

..

..-

_.... ..........

....•.
,,- .

9130

--.-

-.-. -..• . - .-

. _. -..

. .. . .

..

9520

-

-,,- ,..

~

- ..

"

...

11,380

_.

133,778

-..

-~

--

.. .

-

- "-."

.. ..

. .. .. .. .

441,713

..

-.

..
--

.. --

.- "

. _.

''

'-.

.-

. - .. . -- . . . ... __

3
..

'

- '- '

.

..

456,517

56,184
- .-

-

12,713

109,375
' .- ..

..

.' ...

-- 12,716

-.

..

, " ,

--

..-.' .

...

..

--

.

"

(507)
117,752

.'

...

.-

.

~ --

,-

... .
"

,'

.

. .... .

91,879

0

-..

..

- -- _. 28,927
.

.

.-

.. .

15,302

..

-.

..
.

5,727

6,046

347,142
. .

__

. ..... .- _ .r_· · · · ,'

.-

.. ..

..

..-

45,378

... ...

-

~-

94,765

...

,

..
263
149,938

-

.

....

--

117,691

....

..

(177)

- .- ..

-.-

75,064

...
- .. ..

32,983

..

_. 7,317
.... ,

9570

'

.

-

-. , .

9560

. ..

..

."

8,583

.

- .'

" '_

~

-.. - .

~"

..

9550
. .

..

.... -

149,938

. -' -

.

Temporary Loans

TOTAL LIABILITIES

'

9540

Current Portion of long-Term Debt
-- .
Deferred Revenues

.. ...-

446

. ...

'- .

". -

-' -'
500

9530

Compensated Absences Payable Current
Due to Other Funds

~

..

.....

9510

. -- ....

-

32,286
..

9500

Accrued Salaries and Wages Payable
-.-, .

," '

...

-..

Accounts Payable

.-

.

...

9210
-9220

.- -

'

,

.

.

Current Liabilities and Deferred Revenue

.. "

- --

312,894

LIABILITIES

"

. ...

... ..

TOTAL ASSETS

"

,-

-~.

Prepaid Items

. .. -

. .-

_.

'.'

8,287
"

9200

Inventories and Stores

.-.-

, .

8,232

.. .. .. - --.

9140

. "' -

-

6,017

.

.

..

9120

"-_ ..

..

. ., " - "

..

...

.. ..

_.

. _..

Accounts Receivable

-

_- -

-. .. - .

_ -

--

.

.

9114

- --.-._ . -. ..

...

Investments (at cost)

.. -

-

' "

4,780

280,608
. _.._.

..

'

~

--

---

.... ..

-.

......

" .

9111

Cash With Fiscal Agents
. ._
- .- . ......... ...
Revolving Cash Accounts
. " ... ....

-

.. ..- .

448,527

34,654
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-

..•

.

1,578

0

117,691
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30
31

Bookstore Fund

34

32

Cafeteria Fund

35

Revenue Bond Project Fund

39

Other Special Revenue Fund

33

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET

Special Revenue Funds:

Child Development Fund

Name: WEST HILLS

District ID: 580

For Year Ended June 30. 2010

Farm Operation Fund

31

~~., --

- ~

. -

.. ..
,

~

Bookstore Fund

(Object)

Description
FUND EQUITY
... . --_.-... . . . . Fund Balance Reserved

. ......

- . -- - -~ - ~

, - ..

.

.

NonCash Assets

Cafeteria Fund

. . - ........ . -- . . . .-

-_. -, -,.-_. ,-

.' .-._'-" ' - ......

'

9710
..,
9711

..

~

-----

33

34

35

39

Child
Development
Fund

Farm OperaUon

Revenue Bond

Other Special

Fund

Project Fund

Revenue Fund

32

CA

.."

. .

.-

... ..

.

.. ......

...

,

. .. . , . - . - .
..--._.'.

-.,,-- ~.-

-

.

.. . .. -

-

- -- - ~ -

.. .

.. "

".-

-

. ... . .

-,

. . ..

~

- ..

-.-. .....

_."- ..

..

..
.

..

9714

. ...

,

.. -...

"

9713

Reserve for Encumbrances Debit

.

.

---

.-

.

'-' "

-.

.

-

... .. .

'.~-

'

..

--

."

.. .

..

... .. . .

'

-.

9715

Reserve for Debt Services

0

Total Reserved Fund Balance
" -, "

.. . ... . -

9712

-

Amonts Restricted by Law for Specific Purposes
.. .. - ..... . '., . . , " , .. - ..
Reserve for Encumbrances Credit

Designated Fund Balance

.

0

- . ---,.

9751

Commitments by Contract or Other Legal Obligation

. ...

-

Self Insurance Programs
--

.

Payments Resulting from Court Orders
Specific Future Purposes
...
.Total Designated Fund Balance
'-' ",

- . . -" '- " - . .
Uncommitted(Unrestricted) Fund Balance

0

0

0

0

9750

-.

...

9752
. . - . '--".
9753

-. -, .. ..

-. ~ .-

- .~

..

.

. ..

300.176

..

--

-- .
. ... - -

0

-

....

.

_.
-. - ..

_ .--

0

.

.

- ..

9754
. .•..
9790

' "'

.. .

...

..

_. - _.

.-

.-~

.-

_." - .. .

.

...

- ..

. .. ...

~

0

0

7,990

57.225

0

0

TOTAL FUND EQUITY

300.178

0

7.990

57.225

0

0

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY

312.894

149.938

456.517

91.879

0

117.691
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40

Capital Projects Funds:

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET

41

Capital Outlay Projects Fund

42

Revenue Bond Construction Fund

District ID: 580

For Year Ended June 30.2010

Description

Name: WEST HILLS
41

42

CA

Capital Outlay

Revenue Bond

(Object)

Projects Fund

Construction Fund

ASSETS
9100

Cash. Investments, and Receivables
Cash:

9111

Awaiting Deposit and In Banks
In County Treasury
~

.. . .. ...
~

9112

_.

Cash With Fiscal Agents

9113

Revolving Cash Accounts

9114

8,867,231

Investments (at cost)

9120

Accounts Receivable

9130

4.431,225

Due from Other Funds

9140

5,621,184

Inventories, Stores, and Prepaid Items

9200

Inventories and Stores

9210

Prepaid Items

9220

TOTAL ASSETS

10,254,650

61,658,171
10,426

18,919,640

71,923,247

2,096,834

2,338.633

LIABILITIES
.

Current LiabiliUes and Deferred Revenue

..

9500

Accounts Payable

9510

Accrued Salaries and Wages Payable

9520

Compensated Absences Payable Current

9530

Due to Other Funds

9540

Temporary Loans

9550

Current Portion of Long-Term Debt

9560

Deferred Revenues

9570

TOTAL LIABILITIES

4,057

2,100,891

2,338,633
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40

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET

Capital Projects Funds:
41

Capital Outlay Projects Fund

42

Revenue Bond Construction Fund
Name: WEST HILLS

District ID: 580

For Year Ended June 30.2010

41

Description
FUND EQUITY
.

-,

. ~

.

..

Fund Balance Reserved
d_._

.-

-

. .

-..

,

CA

Capital Outlay

(Object)

Projects Fund

..

.

9710

...

.- ....• .

...

,

-,

'

.

-- .. - -- .

'. ,

,

I

Construction Fund

.

..

,

.

Reserve for Encumbrances Credit
. ... _,- . .. - ..

".

-

..

..

---- .

--_. .

-.. . . . .

...

".

9712

Amonts Restricted by Law for Specific Purposes
-.

Revenue Bond

~,

.. .-

..

.-.

,

-

,.

.

,

,

'

"

.

. . - .....

. ... • .

-.

,- -

9711

NonCash Assets
...

42

"

"

'

......

,

'"

9714

Reserve for Encumbrances Debit

.

, '.

-

9715

Reserve for Debt Services
Total Reserved Fund Balance
Designated Fund Balance

-

9713
,

0
.. ..

9750

- . .. -- ...... .

.

Commitments by Conlract or Other Legal Obligation

9751

Self Insurance Programs

9752

Payments Resulting from Court Orders

9753

Specific Future Purposes

9754
' ,p,

.

,-

..

--

Total Designated Fund Balance

-"

.. ..

.

0

._.... .... .

'

16.818.749

. . .... _.

._,

~,

.

".

-

~

.

-_ ... .. - . .

-

~

.

.

69.584.614

....

..
. . ..

."

... .

'---"

'.

.

'

.-. . .. .,....- ...

~.

',,-,

16.818.749

69,584,614

TOTAL FUND EQUITY

16,818,749

69,584,614

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY

18,919,640

71.923.247

. "'"

Uncommltled(Unrestncted) Fund Balance

"

. .

9790
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50

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET

Enterprise Funds:

51

Bookstore Fund

53

Farm Operations Fund

52

Cafeteria Fund

59

Other Enterprise Fund

For Year Ended June 30, 2010

Name: WEST HILLS

District ID: 580

51

Description

CA

Bookstore

(Object)

Fund

I

53

59

Farm

Other

Cafeteria

Operations

Enterprise

Fund

Fund

Fund

52

ASSETS
9100

Cash, Investments. and Receivables
Cash:

."

. ... .

9111

Awaiting Deposit and In Banks
In Cou nty Treasury

9112

Cash With Fiscal Agents

9113

Revolving Cash Accounts

9114

. . ....

Investments (at cost)

9120

Accounts Receivable

9130

Due from Other Funds

9140

Inventories. Stores. and Prepaid Items

9200

.....

Inventories and Stores

9210

Prepaid Items

9220
9300

Fixed Assets

9310

Sites

9320

Site Improvements
Accumulated Depreciation Site Improvements

.

9321

...

_... ..... ' .

9330

Buildings

o

Accumulated Depreciation Buildings

... .

Library Books

9340

Equipment

9350

Accumulated Depreciation Equipment
Work in Progress

Total Filled Assets
TOTAL ASSETS

·

..

- . .-

.. . .

9331

9351
9360
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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COMBINED BALANCE SHEET

Enterprise Funds:

51

Bookstore Fund

53

Farm Operations Fund

52

Cafeteria Fund

59

Other Enterprise Fund

For Year Ended June 30. 2010

Description

District 10: 580

Name: WEST HILLS

51

52

53
Farm

Other

CA

Bookstore

Cafeteria

Operations

Enterprise

(Object)

Fund

Fund

Fund

Fund

59

LIABILITIES
Current liabilities and Deferred Revenue

9500

Accounts Payable

9510

Accrued Salaries and Wages Payable

9520

Compensated Absences Payable Current

9530

Due to Other Funds

9540

Temporary loans

9550

Current Portion of Long-Term Debt

9560

Deferred Revenues

9570
. , _h · ·y·· . · · _

Totel Current Liabilities and Deferred Revenue
Long-Tenn Liabilities
Bonds Payable

9610

Revenue Bonds Payable

9620

Certificates of Participation

9630

lease Purchase of Capital lease

9640

Compensated Absences long Tenn

9650

Post-Employment Benefits long Tenn

9660

Other Long-Tenn liabilities

9670

Total Long-Tenn Liabilities
TOTAL LIABILITIES

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

9600

968
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Proprietary Funds Group

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

50

Annual Financial and Budget Report

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET

Enterprise Funds:

51

Bookstore Fund

53

Farm Operations Fund

52

Cafeteria Fund

59

Other Enterprise Fund

For Year Ended June 30. 2010

Description

Name: WEST HILLS

District ID: 580
51

52

53
Farm

Other

CA

Bookstore

Cafeteria

Operations

Enterprise

(Object)

Fund

Fund

Fund

Fund

59

FUND EQUITY
Fund Balance Reserved

9710

NonCash Assets

9711

Amonts Reslr1cted by Law for Specific Purposes

9712

Reserve for Encumbrances Credit

9713

. .,

I ·

Reserve for Encumbrances Debit

9714

Reserve for Debt Services

9715

Total Reserved Fund Balance
Designated Fund Balance
Commitments by Contract or Other legal Obligation

9751

Self Insurance Programs

9752

Payments Resulting from Court Orders

9753

Specific Future Purposes

9754

Total Designated Fund Balance
Uncommitted(Unrestricted) Fund Balance
Other Equity

o

o

o

o

0

0

0

0

9750

9790
9800

Contributed Capital

9810

Retained Eamings

9850

Inveslment in General Fixed Assets

9890

.. -

-.. '- -'. '- "

, --

--- .' "._'-

-

. .-

-

..

-'-'--

TOTAL FUND EQUITY

0

0

0

0

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY

0

0

0

0
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Proprietary Fundll Group

Annual Financial and Budget Report

60

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET

Internal Service Fundll:

61

Self-Insurance Fund

69

Other Internal Service Fund

District ID: 580

For Year Ended June 30, 2010

Name: WEST HILLS
61

69

CA
Description

(Object)

Other Internal Service
Self-Insurance Fund

Fund

ASSETS
9100

Cash, Investments, and Receivables
Cash:
Awaiting Deposit and in Banks

9111

In County Treasury

9112

Cash With Fiscal Agents

9113

Revolving Cash Accounts

9114

Investments (at cost)

9120

Accounts Receivable

9130

Due from Other Funds

9140

Student Loans Receivable

9150

inventories, Stores, and Prepaid Items

9200
9210

Inventories and Stores

9220

Prepaid Items

9300

Fixed Assets
Sites

9310

Site Improvements

9320
9321

Accumulated Depreciation Site Improvements

9330

Buildings

9331

Accumulated Depreciation Buildings

9340

Library Books
Equipment
Accumulated Depreciation Equipment
Work in Progress
Totsl Fixed ASllets
TOTAL ASSETS

.......

9350
9351
9360

o
o

o

o
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CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Proprietary Funds Group

Annual Financial and Budget Report

60

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET

Internal Service Funds:

61

Self-Insurance Fund

69

Other Internal Service Fund

DistrictlD: 580

For Year Ended June 30, 2010

Name: WEST HILLS

61

69

CA
Description

(Object)

Other Internal Service
Self·lnsurance Fund

Fund

LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities and Deferred Revenue

9500

Accounts Payable

9510

Accrued Salaries and Wages Payable

9520

Compensated Absences Payable Current

9530

Due to Other Funds

9540

Temporary Loans

9550

Current Portion of Long-Term Debt

9560

Deferred Revenues

9570

Total Current Liabilities and Deferred Revenue

9600

Long-Term Liabilities
Bonds Payable

9610

Revenue Bonds Payable

9620

Certificates of Participation

9630

Lease Purchase of Capital Lease

9640

Compensated Absences Long Term

9650

.

~.

••

~

. • R ·'

• . •.

_

~

•• _ _ _ •••

o

o
o

o
o

• . .. _

Post-Employment Benefits Long Term

9660

Other Long-Term Liabilities

9670

Total Long-Term Liabilities
TOTAL LIABILITIES

o

------~--. --+- -- .---.~---

968
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Proprietary Funds Group

Annual Financial and Budget Report

60

Internal Service Funds:

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET

61

Self-Insurance Fund

69

O1her Internal Service Fund

District 10: 580

For Year Ended June 30. 2010

Name: WEST HILLS

61

69

CA
(Object)

Description

Other Internal Service
Self-Insurance Fund

Fund

FUND EQUITY
Fund Balance Reserved

9710

NonCash Assets

9711

Amonts Restricted by Law for Specific Purposes

9712

Reserve for Encumbrances Credit

9713

Reserve for Encumbrances Debit

9714

Reserve for Debt Services

9715

Total Reserved Fund Balance

Designated Fund Balance

.. ...

9751

Self Insurance Programs

9752

Payments Resulting from Court Orders

9753

Specific Future Purposes

9754

Total Designated Fund Balance
Uncommitted(Unrestricted) Fund Balance

9790

Other Equity

9800

Contributed Capital

9810

Retained Earnings

9850

Investment in General Fixed Assets

9890

TOTAL FUND EQUITY

- ....

o

o

o

o

o
o

o
o

9750

Commitments by Contract or Other Legal Obligation

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY

..
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70

Trust Funds

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET
Name: WEST HILLS

District 10: 580

For Year Ended June 30, 2010

I
I

71
Associated

Description

CA

Students

(Object)

Trust Fund

72

73

74

75

Student

Student Body

Student

Scholarship

76

Representation

Center Fee

Financial Aid

and Loan

Investment

Compensation

Other

Fee Trust Fund

Trust Fund

Trust Fund

Trust Fund

Trust Fund

Trust Fund

Trust Fund

79

77

Deferred

ASSETS

9100

Cash, Investments, and Receivables
Cash:

19,396

Awaiting Deposit and In Banks

9111

In County Treasury

9112

.....

-.

152,558

11,147

27,596

1,475,006

35,886

19,809

400,000

190

9113

Cash With Fiscal Agents
- ._. ...,.-.Revolving Cash Accounts
,"

9114
9120

Investments (at cost)

-.. ,.-

-.

876

170
380,293
32,073

, -"-

Accounts Receivable

9130

1,043

Due from Other Funds

9140

17,565

Student Loans Receivable

9150

Inventories, Stores, and Prepaid Items

9200

.-

..

'. -

.. ..

9210

Inventories and Stores

. ....,9220
..•.. _.

Prepaid /tems

,

9300

Fixed Assets

9310

Sites

9320

Site Improvements
.
- ... -- .. . .. .
Accumulated DepreCiation Site Improvements
-.-..... ....
Buildings

-

,-

-

-

Accumulated Depreciation Buildings
.

9321

~--

_.

9330
9331

. . ..

~

,·w_

· _ . _· ·

Library Books

9340

Equipment

9350

Accumulated DepreCiation Equipment
Work in Progress
Total Fixed Assets
TOTAL ASSETS

... ..

~

-

--

__ · , ,, -

. "

..

9351
9360

. -_." . ........ .

----

.

- - --" -

"~""

. --

- -'~.-

._-.

-- p'--

.. .~

.. - "

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

38,880

0

0

565,094

58,552

1,875,006

0

36,076
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Fiduciary Funds Group

Annual Financial and Budget Report

70

Trust Funds

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET
For Year Ended June 30, 2010

Name: WEST HillS

District 10: 580

71

Description

72

73

74

75

76

77

79

Associated

Student

Student Body

Student

Scholarship

CA

Students

Representation

Centar Fee

Financial Aid

and Loan

Investment

Compensation

Deferred
Other

(Object)

Trust Fund

Fee Trust Fund

Trust Fund

Trust Fund

Tru5t Fund

Trust Fund

Trust Fund

Trust Fund

LIABILITIES
Current liabilities and Deferred Revenue

9500

Accounts Payable

9510

Accrued Salaries and Wages Payable

9520

Compensated Absences Payable Current

9530

Due to Other Funds

9540

Temporary loans

9550

Current Portion of long-Term Debt

9560

Deferred Revenues

9570

Total Current liabilities and Deferred Revenue
long-Term liabilities

207,383

13,322

280,914

62,910

15
13,409

o

o

551,207

o

o

o

o

o

o
o

o
o

o
551,207

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

9600

Bonds Payable

9610

Revenue Bonds Payable

9620

Certificates of Participation

9630

Lease Purchase of Capital Lease

9640

Compensated Absences Long Term

9650

Post-Employment Benefils Long Term

9660

Other Long-Term liabilities

9670

Total Long-Term Liabilities
TOTAL LIABILITIES

72

968

13,409
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70

Trust Funds

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET
Name: WEST HILLS

District 10: 580

For Year Ended June 30. 2010

I I

Associated

Student

73
Student Body

CA

Students

Representation

Center Fee

(Object)

Trust Fund

Fee Trust Fund

Trust Fund

I

Description

72

71

I
I

74

75
Scholarship
and Loan

Investment

Compensation

Other

Trust Fund

Trust Fund

Trust Fund

Trust Fund

Trust Fund

Deferred

.

"

,

--

.

..

-- ...

Amonts Restricted by Law tor Specific Purposes

9712

Reserve for Encumbrances Credit

9713

....

'

...

..

...

- ... ,

..

,

.. ".

..'

..

.. ,

"'

0

0

Total Reserved Fund Balance

9750

DeSignated Fund Balance

0
..

'.

9752
'

....

'

.".

.

..

'-"

.

..

M

..

,-."

9754

Specific Future Purposes

0

Uncommitted(Unrestricled) Fund Balance

9790
9800

.. '

.

.,

0

. . ,"

0

..

25,471
,

,

9810
.

,

.

--- ... .. .
-~

0

58,552

1,875,006

154,751

36,076

..

..

..

..~

.

.
...

.

0

"

..

"

. .....

..

'

58.552

1,875,006

154,751

36,076

13,887
"

.

,

9850

Retained Earnings

0

.....

Total Designated Fund Balance

Other Equity

0

"

"

. ..

.

0

..

"

9753

Payments Resulting trom Court Orders

Investment In General Fixed Assets

..

,

9751

... . .. .

... ,

0

..

..

--,

Commitments by Contract or Other Legal
Obligation

Contributed Capital

..

-- -.'

9715

Reserve for Debt Services

Self Insurance Programs

..

. - ... .

9714

... -.

...

... ,

,-

'

. - ."

Reserve for Encumbrances Debit

.

..

"

9711

.

79

Student

9710

NonCash Assets

77

Financial Aid

FUND EQUITY
Fund Balance Reserved

76

.~

..

.... ...

..

. ..

.

,

9890

TOTAL FUND EQUITY

25,471

0

0

13,887

58,552

1,875,006

154,751

36,076

TOTAL UABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY

38,880

0

0

565,094

58,552

1,875,006

154,751

36,076
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SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
District 10: 580

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

Name: WEST HILLS

Object

Fund 512
Restricted

~ Actual- -

Code

Description

Fund 511
Unrestricted

Actual

Fund 510 Total
General Fund

- - _... Actlial "

8100

Federal Revenues

o

8110

Forest Revenues
-'

.,

~~

8120

Higher Education Act

.--"

._.. - -

Workforce Investment Act

8130

Temporary Assistance (or Needy Families (TANF)

8140

_.

8150

Veterans Education

8160

-,

.. .. ...
. .'

_. -.-,

Total Federal Revnues

3,634,003

1,951,841

1,951,841

"

..-

262,363

,

8170

Vocational and Technical Education Act (VATEA)
Other Federal Revenues

3,617,003

262,363

..

Student Financial Aid
...

17,000

-

' , '.-,

'

.

-

2,238

o
2,238

905,179

905,179

8190

12,262

2,960,801

2,973,063

8100

31,500

9,697,187

9,728,687

,

'

..

8600

State Revenues
"

o
o

8610

General Apportionments
...... ,... .
._.'
-. .- - ... _Apprenticeship Apportionment
~.

8611

State General Apportionment

8612

25,366,103

25,366,103

Other General Apportio~ment

8613

141,020

141 ,020

8620

General Categorical Programs

8621

Child Development
Extended Opportunity Programs and Services(EOPS)
_. .. .
.... .
Disabled Students Programs and Services(DSPS)

~.

-- -

Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF)

'.

-.. .

8622
8623
8624

. .. .. .

California Work Opportunity and Responsibility to Kids (CaIWORKs)

8625

Telecommunications and Technology Infrasturcture Program (TTIP)

8626

Other General Categorical Programs

8627
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Annual Financial and Budget Report
5UPPLEMENTALDATA
District ID: 580

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

Name: WEST HILLS
Fund 511
Unrestricted

Object

Relmburseable Categorical Programs

Actual

.- -

. --

Fund S10 Total

Restricted
..

__..

-- --

-.

..

Actual

General Fund
._

---

_.

-- .-

Actual

8650

..

Instructional Inprovement Grant
- - - - ."- ." .'.Other Reimburseable Categorical Programs

8651

. ..

0

8652

2,238,679

2,238,679

8670

State Tax Subventions
Homeowners' Property Tax Refief

-

nmber Yield Tax

..

.. .

..

Other State Tax Subventions

.

..

8671
.

8673
8680

State Lottery Proceeds

8681

.

__.

- -.

...
. ..

. ..
"

..

51,590

." ~

0

-. -

22

22

660,845

105,527
766,372
.. -.. --- .- ..... - _ . -.. - .. . .
0
. ..
0

8685
...
8686

-

Other State Non-Tax Revnues
... . .

51,590

- "

State Mandated Costs

Other State Revenues

..

...

8672

State Non-Tax Revenues

Total State Revenues

--_. . .-

Code

Description

Fund S12

8690

307

8600

26,219,887

-'

-

-- ~

'

301
4,556,516

30,776,403
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SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
District ID: 580

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

Name: WEST HILLS

Description

Fund 511

Fund 512

Fund S10 Total

Object

Unrestricted

Restricted

General Fund

Code

Actual

Actual

Actual

Local Revenues

8800

. Property Taxes

8810

-....... -..

3.889,975

Tax Allocation. Secured Roll

... .. . __ .

3.889,975

16,879

16,879

168,961

168,961

Tax Allocation. Supplemental Roll
Tax Allocation . Unsecured Roll

-"

Prior Years Taxes

8816

56.174

56 ,174

Education Revenues Augmentation Fund (ERAF)

8817

(839.100)

(839.100)

"

Redevelopment Agency Funds
..
Contributions. Gifts . Grants. and Endowments
' ~"

""-"'- '

8818
..... ." 8820

19,552

"

... -

.. - _.--- - ... .

-

19.552

. .-.. .... .

.', "

-

200.588

-'-

..... . .

200.588

8830

Contract Services
Contract Instructional Servtces

8831

Other Contranct Services

8832

567,815

567.815
......- ......
0

Sales and Commissions

8840

4.174

4,174

Rentals and Leases

8850

179.617

179.617

Interest and Investment Income

8860

Student Fees and Charges

8870

Community Services Classes

8872

Dormitory

8873

Enrollment

8874

.
.
. ......
Field Trips and Use of Nondistrict Facilities

.-. -•.. - .-

93.801

- ........ - .. ....

93.801

.. .

0
0
973.840

973.840
,

8875

-- - ---_ .. _

.,

0

.. ....

8876

Health Services
-

0

--., .•.

8877

"

5.500

5.500

Insurance

8878

Student Records

8879

18.919

18.919

Nonresident Tuition

8880

311.943

311.943

0

... -,-

~

Parking Services and Public Transportation

8881

Other Student Fees and Charges

8885

673.175
_.

8890

120.384

8800

6.261 .609

200.588

6,462.197

32.512,996

14.454,291

46.967,287

Other Local Revenues

Total Loc~I 'Revenues
lotal Revenues

0

.. .

.

,"

673,175
....
... 120.384
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SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
District ID: 580

For Actual Year: 2009.2010

Name: WEST HILLS
Fund S11
Object
Code

Description

Proceeds of Long-Term Debt
Incoming Transfers - (8981/898218983)
Total Other FinancIng Sources
Total Revenues and Other FInancing Sources

-

Actual

---

.

-

Fund 510 Total

Restricted

General Fund
--- Actual- -- - '_ .Actual

8900

Other Financing Sources

Pr~ceeds of Geri~rl:il Flx~ Assets

Fund S12

Unrestrlc1ed

.

-'

-

8910

- --

2,420

2,420

8940
898#
8900

0
7,218

401,455

408,673

9,638

401,455

411 ,093

32,522,634

14,855,746

47,378,380
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S10 General Fund - Combined

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

(Total Unrestrlcted and Restricted)
District 10: 580

Budget Year: 2010-2011

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

Operating

Capital

Other

Non

Expenses

Outlay

Outgo

Instructional

(4000 - 5000)

(6000)

(7000)

Salaries and Benefits
Activity
Instructional

Code

Activity Classification

0100

Agriculture and Natual Resources

~rchitecture and Environmental D~sign

58,554

25,221
..

- -

0300

.--

0400

628,585

0500

263,164

0600

6,286

0700

396,020

Education

0800

1,045,573

Engineering and Related Industrial Technology

0900

-.

'c"

Computer and Information Science
.. . .

,

-- -

..

-

.-

...

.. .. - --',- _.- .-.

~

863,875
347,195

-

' "

-~~ ~ .' ~

131,082
-. ..
13,894

6,286

-.-.-

~

. ..

63,726
.. , .
16,466

._.,- --- ,

86,151

' "

471,929
.... .

" ."

.. .

485,074

135,677

. .....

,

.. -- -

.

--

,

1,279,272

"'''. -

"

1000

272,725

1100

42,758

1200

1,301 ,627

387,976

527,086

6,280

-

.

~

.

-- " - - -

-, _.

2,683

1,610

. -- ... ..

,.

---

.

..... ..

11,123
-_..

. . ... -

-

-

---

182

-

. ... .•

Consumer Education And Home Economics

1300

--

1400

Humanities(Letters)

1500

- -

1700 ·-

Military Studies

1800

Physical Sciences

1900

-_.

--, ..

---

"

",

.--_. "

2000

.... ..
-

-

... -..

.... . .... , .

_-

-.

.'-. ,

..

' r'"

--

-~

• • O<' • •

,

... .-.

. ---."..

- --

,

2200

762.249

~

,

-

---

4900

Instruc Staff-Retirees' Bnlts & Retire Incents

5900

..'

..•.

. _7,453

......

'-_.

-

~

-- .-

-- . __ ..

584,172

.. , . , ..

-

_.... .

-. -

9,840

-- ..

'- '~."

-

814,991
-- . .. .-. .. ...
88,252

.

_..

--~

4,926
- .. _..
1,270

..,- .

.. . -- ..

-...-.- .-. _ .

11,766

68.797

920

13,709

. ., .

-.

.... ..... .
'

Total Expenditures for GF Activities·

-

2,263,313

.

-

....

.. ,. -,
'

0
. ....

~

~

-

1,423,369
--

-.

0
- "'"

. .-

_. .. . ".

.

.- .

-

1.047.080
0

243,244
.. . . ...
130,305
409,761

3000

-- - -

.

439

--

1,037,240

2100

Interdisciplinary Studies

Sub-Tolallnstructlonal Actlvltes

. ..

50,806

677
..

~

--

.-

312,108

323,991
-

. . - .. .

..

248,847

.. •....

.-

., ." .

-- - _.

'

...

131,575
"

490,324
3.233

_ .. ..

-

Commercial Services

~

12,547

.. .

_.~

Public Affairs and Services
Social Sciences

.'-

1600

Mathematics

Psychology

.... ......

1,415,477
..

--

Library Science

561,163
...

law
..

'_ ._._.

288,141
42,940

.. -"

Health

.

830,782

- -

' .'

.

Foreign language

3,715

702

12,183

... ".-,--_ ..

"

80,316
.,"

0

---

0

24,400

...

426,865

.-

.

210,188
"

196,137
..

Fine and Applied Arts

Total

i

0200

Biological Sciences

Communications

44,481

298,609

.. .

Environmental Sciences and TechnOlogies

Business and Management

Name: WEST HILLS

-

-.
. -- ........

780,111
0

34,356

--

_.

1,485,446
88,252

9,880,089

1.202,133

1,713,824

303.728

10.636.524

19.063.657

6,649.157

915,866

-Total Expenditures for GF Actlvities above Is the grand total of Instructional and Non-Instructional acllvltles.
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13.099,774
7,848,605

45,113,809
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510 General Fund - Combined

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

(Total Unrestricted and Restricted)
District ID: 580

Budgel Year: 2010-2011

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

Capital

Other

Non

Expenses

Outlay

Outgo

Instructional

(4000 - 5000)

(6000)

(7000)

Activity
Instructional

Code

Instructional Administration and Governance

6000

Academic Administration

6010

..

-

-

,'

-

.. -

.. . -

-_ .

"

-

. . . - ,._..... . ,-- ."
..
988,267
96,495

. - -_ .

.-.-

6020

Course and Curriculum Development

'

"

.-

-- ..

----

-,

-

'.- . '

.

81,955

'

~

..

. ---- ~

. ....

-~

. . . .. .

. ... - ..

-.

.

...

55,415
. ..

. .

.

1,090,473

...... .

..

-

. .. - _..

-- . ,-.-. _5,711
...-

.-

.~

1,289

54,126

6030

Aca"demlc I Faculty Senate

~ ., -

.•.... '.- _.

.

.

~

..

... . .

Total

Operating

Salaries and Benefits

Activity Classification

Name: WEST HILLS

..

...

"

..

'

83,706

1,751

. .... .

6090

Other Instructional Administration & Governance

0

Total Instructional Admin. & Governance

1,124,348

0
6100

Instructional Support Services
... .

.-

- -.

.. ,

. ...... .

6110

Learning Center

..

.._-

. ..

. ..

6120

-- .., .,.,. ..... .. .' _.... _.._.. -_ .

..

_..

. -.

~

143,146

..... ,.

.

43,984
.' ,',- ,-,
.' -102,263

--

...

'.'.

6130

..

. .. . . ... -. -.

" .-

. ~"

660,929

508,336

....

Media

.....

806,640

...

Library

.-

,""

724,096

5,711

99,535

362,858

,.

. .,

. . , ..

27.573
.. .

0

- '--,-.' "" ,.-.. -

.... ---

.--

---

--'

..

.

.

-

- _.

_._. ..

-, '

2,334,811
.-

..-

-

. -.

579,893
..

,-,,"

1,229,594

.. .

474,676

9,555
.. .

Museums and Gal/aries

6140

Academic Information Systems and Technology

6150

0
11,409

74,927

..

86,336
..

.' .,

6190

Other Instructional Support Services
.. .. . ..
- .. -.
.
Total Instructional Support Services

.

."

0

..

'- .

724,096

1,677,834

818,585

112,972

11,843

6200

Admissions and Records

..

-

Student Counseling and Guidance

6300

Counseling and Guidance

6310

255,201

3,475,716

0

124,815

-

".

..

6320

Matriculation and Student Assessment

..

. ..

..

-

609,520
.

Transfer Programs

6330

Career Guidance

6340

9,433

399,138

.... . .

"

.

.- .

,

~

.

-. .- ...

.. ..

- ... ..

Other Student Counseling and Guidance
. -.
. - ,- ....... .. .
-.--.. _"- . . ..
Total Student CouseUng and Guidance
.~

6390

. ." . '

54,209
..

..• - '

129,224
- .- _.._-"
190

. .. ...,.

.. . .- ..

.. .. . ,.

"'

.. _" .. ..-

' -~ ' "

- .

..

-.- .

--

'"

2,746
.

. .....

-

",

741,490

-

.

.

...

..

.-

54,399
11,728

348
,

..

""

77,051

-.

408,571

". -_. , ..

,

-

,

..

89,127
..

0

.. -... - -- - - _.,

0

1,139,918

14,474

139,195
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0

1,293,587
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S10 General Fund - Combined

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

(Total Unrestricted and Restricted)

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

District 10: 580

Budget Year: 2010-2011

Salaries and Benefits
Activity
Activity Classification

Code

Instructional

Name: WEST HILLS

Operating

Capital

Other

Non

Expenses

Outlay

Outgo

Instructional

(4000 .5000)

(6000)

(7000)

Total

Other Student Services

6400

Cal Work Opp'(,rtunity and ResPonsibility to·Kids •

6410

Ol~bled Student Programs and Ser,;ices (OSPS)

6420

761,064

22,673

3,726

125

787,588

Extended Opportunity Programs and Services (EOPS)

6430

896,124

14,500

5,881

241,391

1,157,896

Health Services

6440

Student Personnel Administration

6450

3.417,102

472,195

Financial Aid Administration

6460

736,474

45,916

782,390

Job Placement Services

6470

155,133

36,213

191,346

Veterans Services

6480

335,363

58,365

393,728

Miscellaneous Student Services

6490

327,440

499,347

1,250

6,628,700

1,149,209

13,977

6510

232,845

157,432

2,196

Custodiai Services

6530

547,063

(43,814)

503,249

Grounds Maintenance and Repairs

6550

253,137

(11,219)

241,918

Utilities

6570

998,129

998,129

Other Operations and Maintenance of Plant

6590

Total Other Student Services
. ()peration ,and maintenance of Piant
. .•...
-..
1J3ullding Maintenance and Repairs

o

0

3,120

3,892.417

828,037
241,516

8,033,402

6500

Total Operation and Maintenance of Plant

6500

Planning. PoJicymaking and Coordinations

6600

•

o

392,473

o
o

1,033,045

1,100,528

2,196

1,648,749

218,214

15,085

California Work Opportunity and Responsibility to Kids (CaiWORKs).
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o

2,135,769
1,882,048
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S10 General Fund· Combined

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

(Total Unrestricted and Restricted)

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

District ID: 580

Budget Year: 2010-2011
Salaries and Benefits
Activity

Activity Classlflcatlon
General Instltutional Support Services

Code

Instructional

Operating

Capital

Other

Non

Expens86

Outlay

Outgo

Instructional

(4000 • 5000)

(6000)

(7000)

6700
...

.. 194,300

~

Community Relations
Fiscal Operations
Human Resourses Management
Nonlnstruct Staff Retirees' Benefits & Retirement·

Name: WEST HILLS

6710

' , _ .. " .-." -39,175

..

..

- ,~

6720

498,543

- . -.
-(277 ,038)

6730

166,872

19,175

6740

107,354

-

..

-

Total

. ... . ..

.- ... ....

233,475

-.-.

.' .
1,034

. .. .

222,539
186,047

--

----

107,354
..
25,113

' "

Staff Development
Staff Diversity
Logistical Services

6750

25,113

- 6760

.
5,584

--

..

.,,' -

45.448

6770

."

~~"

.. . .

...

6780

Other General Institutional Support Services

6790

[rota I General Institutional Support Services

6700

Community Services & Economic Development

6800

788,875

37,834

0

1,826,505

183,564

o

38,868

.

2,048,937

--

6810

Community Service Classes

6820

Community Use of Facilities

6830

Economic Development

6840

oiher Community Services' & Eco~omic Developmeni' 6880

•

1,220,066
0

0

'-

Total Community Services

5,584
-48,759

.

- .--'

393,357

. . . ..

Community Recreation

", -

3.311

-- .

Management Information Systems

..

6800

--

.

.
0

10,325

..

1,058,184
. ..
187,987

.....

0

1,256,496

..

15,876

872

27 ,073

499,226

262,227

1,819,837

17,578

3,027

208,592

532,680

266,126

NOninstructlOnal Staff Retirees Benefits & Retirement IncenUves.
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2,055,302
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510 General Fund - Combined

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

(Total Unrestricted and Restricted)
~istrict

Budget Year: 2010-2011

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

10: 580

Salaries and Benefits

Operating

Capital

Other

Non

Expenses

Outlay

Outgo

Instructional

(4000 - 5000)

(6000)

(7000)

Activity
Instructional

Code

Activity Classification
Ancillary Services

6900
.. .

"

Bookstore

. ',

..

- ...

.

.... .

-. '

...... . .

. .

.

.... .

6910
....

_.- .-

Child Development Centers
.

Farm Operations

_-

.

..

,-'-. .

~

.

-

_127,310

-_.-.'--_ ...

.,

..

44,054

6920

Name: WEST HILLS

.

Food Services

..

. .

.

•.. ..... . .

..

..
12,169

6950

Student Housing

..

696,801
..

-

"

.. -

. . -. .

102,037

' ,

......

.'

.. -

.

!Auxiliary Operations

7000

Contract Education

7010

10,313

76,251

..

'"

1,169,108
". ,

12,169

845,759

...

. ...

10.313
".

• __ w

.-'

.

657,600

0

--

--

0

... . .

..

..

--

0

20,170

-- .

-'-

. .

1,515,528

20,170

....

--

7090
7000

0

.- ... -....
30,509

--

..

6900

_.

.... .

6990

Tolal Ancillary Services

'.

472,307

.. ...

6970

Other Ancillary Services

Tolal Auxiliary Operations

,-

64,082

6960
..

..

57,983

. ...

O1her Auxiliary Operations

_.

'- --.

-- .. --

-_ .

_.

.

30,509

-

Student and Co-Curricular Activities

.

127,310
. ..

.

6940

Parking

.

.. .

6930
..

.

--

Tolal

.

0
20,170

0

0

0
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0

20,170
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S10 General Fund· Combined

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

(Total Unrestricted and Restricted)
District ID: 580

Budget Year: 2010-2011

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

Salaries and Benefits

TI

Activity

Physical Property and Related Acquisitions

7100

Long-Term Debt and Other Financing
..
... '4'_
.. ..•... .-.-- ..
Long_Term Debt

7200

. . . .. .- '

.. .

.

other

Non

Expenses

Outlay

Outgo

Instructional

(4000 • 5000)

(6000)

(7000)

.

-.

. . ._- -

..

-

..

_. -

18,161

.......

"

.-..

~- --- "

"

Total

500

~ .-

..

~"

"

585,859

-.
608,747

608,747

7220

Other Financing
'

Capital

7210

"'.
.

Operating

567,198

..

. ...

Tax revenue Anticipation Notes

. ....

Instructional

Code

Activity Classification

Name: WEST HILLS

....

' , -

-,

-

- '.-

..
7290

--

.. ... . .. ..

0
'

-- .

.

6,219

.-

6,219

..., ......

Totallong·Tenn Debt and Other Financing

7200

Transfers, Student Aid and Other Outgo

0

0

6,219

0

608,747

614,966

6,370,628

7300
..

..

Transfers

7310

6,370,628

Student Aid

7320

448,698

..

446,698

..

Other Outgo

7330

0

.. .... ... Total Transfers, Student Aid and Other Outgo

Sub·Total Non·lnstructional Actlvltes

7300

0

0

0

0

6,817,326

756,435

17,861 ,524

4,935,333

612,138

7,848,805
..

~- - ---.-- . - . - ~' --- --

Total Expenditures General Fund: activities·
•

Total Expenditures for the Generai Fund:

10,636,524

19,063,657

6,649,157

915,666

..
instructional ActiVities and Non-Instructional Activities .
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7,848,605

6,817,326

32,014,035

-

--.-.......
,

45,113,809

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Budget Year: 2010·2011

Gann Appropriations Limit

GANN Report

DISTRICT NAME: WEST HILLS

I.

2010-2011 Appropriations Limit:

A.

2009-2010 Appropriations Limit:

B.

2010-2011 Price Factor:

C.

Population factor:

$42.962,924
0.9746

1. 2008-2009 Second Period Actual FTES

5.360.00

2. 2009-2010 Second Period Actual FTES

5.280.00

3. 2009-2010 Population change faclor (C2IC1)
D.

2009-2010 Limit adjusted. by inflation and population factors (A • B· C.3)

E.

Adjustments to

0.9851
$41 .247 ,778

i~creas.e H~it

1. Transfers in of flnanclal responsibility

$0

2. Temporary voler approved increeses

0
0

3. Total adjustments· increase

$41,247.778

Sub-Tolal (D + E.3)
F.

Adjustments to decrease limit:
$0

1. Transfers oul of ftnancial responsibility

0

2. Lapses of voter approved increases

0

3. Total adjustments· decrease
G.

II.

$41.247.778
. ..

2010·2011 Appropriations limit (D + E.3 - F.3)

2010-2011 Appropriations Subject 10 Limit:
A.

State Aid (General Apportionment, Apprenticeship Allowance, Basic Skills, and Partnership for Excellence)

B.

State Subventions (Home Owners Property Tax Relief, Timber Yield tax, etc.)

C.

Local Property taxes

24.875.650
51.340
2,973.671

D.

Estimated excess Debt Service taxes

0

E.

Estimated Parcel taxes, Square Foot taxes, etc.

0

F.
G.

Interest on proceeds of taxes
- . ' - _. ' - .'._....... .
Local appropriations from taxes for unreimbursed State, court, and federal mandates

H.

2010·2011 Appropriallons Subject to Limit

13.126
0
$27.913.787
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580 WEST HILLS

REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA
Budget Year: 2010-2011

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

General Fund

Object

Fund: 11

Fund: 12

Code

UNRESTRICTED SUBFUND

RESTRICTED SUBFUND

-.. -

Budget

Actual

Oescrlptlon

Fund: 10

Actual

TOTAL

Budget

Actual

Budget

REVENUES:

Federal.. Revenues
..
- '. '

,

State Revenues
.,

Local Revenues
-.-- .. _. .. .... '.
Total Revenues

-

.- .•......

EXPENDITURES:

...

~".

, -

'-"

--. -

.. ....

-'

.

~

.

.

.

Academic Salaries
-- ... .... ' ,-. , .
Classified Salaries

.

,

'

.-._.

--

- ..

.. .

...

26,219,887
6,261,609

25,988,099
... _....•. ,
5,272,710

32,512,996

31,264,059

10,490,751
- - - -•.... .
4,916,317

12,523,038

--

. ,. , .

""

..

.. ...

-- -.-

-,

"

. .. .

.

.-

,' _

~..

.'

9,697,187

.....

-.

--

--

'

..

~~-.- "

4,556,516
...... -._200,588

~-~~

.
,_

..

-

'

14,454,291

8,836,536
, -,
'.- .
3,238,434

9,728,667

-.-

- '-

6,839,786

.. -

30,776,403
6,462,197

29,226,533
. ..
5,272,710

12,074,970

46,967,267

43,339,029

2,409,678
. . .. . . . ....
4,369,538

13,221,283

-

.

--.

,

...

~ --

. -- .'-"

'

'

-

1000

'.
'

3,250

8800

"".

-.

31,500

6100
.- .. ,,-,--8600

--

.-

2000

.,

'

--"-

.. -_.

_

--~-

.. --

_. , ... .

.... .

. ..

.

'

2,730,532
- -.~

..

_n _ ....

~

."

. ...... " .

4,992,202
. --

~

'.'

-

.

-.-

-"

. -,

~

9,908,519

- 14,932,716
9,553,957

, -,- .

.

"

4000

453,570

5,915,450
..
597,010

Other Operating Expenses and Services

5000

2,836,022

5,841,574

5,417,039

8,114,029
. '-,1,317,576
..
7,784,755

Capital Outlay

6000

82,074

249,718

833,792

423,522

915,866

673,240

23,285,763

30,311,209

13,979,441

12,065,064

37,265,204

42,376,273

9,227,233

952,850

474,850

9,906

9,702,083

962,756

3000

Employee Benefits
.. ......

Supplies and Materials

4,507,029

.

5,184,419

".
.

,- ,

. . _....

~

.. .

.- -

-"

.

'

.

--

2,063,350
778,548

720,566

1,232,118

2,581,017

1,943,181

--- .

_ -.. ...
....

2,198,579

6,570,379
.

---

.

'

,

'

..

"

' "

Total Expenditures
Excess I(Deficlency) of Revenues over Expenditures
Other Financing Sources

8900

9,638

Other Outgo

7000

6,972,300

2,309,767

876',305

2,264,571

(1,356,917)

0

1,960,560

4,225,131

Net Increase/(Decrease) In Fund Balance

401,455

411,093

0

525,125

7,848,605

2,834,892

(515,219)

2,264,571

(1,872,136)

0

1,960,560

4,225,131

BEGINNING FUND BALANCE:
Net Beginning Balance, July 1

9010

Prior Years Adustments

9020

Adjusted Beginning Balance

9030

Ending Fund Balance, June 30

- -

0
1,960,560
4,225,131

0
2,868,214

0
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1,960,560
(515,219)

4,225,131

2,352,995

'
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Debt service Funds
580 WEST HILLS

REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA

DEBT SERVICE FUNDS

Budget Year: 2010-2011

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

!

Fund: 21

Fund: 22

BOND INTEREST AND

REVENUE BOND INTEREST

REDEMPTION FUND

AND REDEMPTION FUND

Object Code

I
_

..

_-,

Budget

Actual

Description

Fund: 29

Actual

OTHER DEBT SERVICE FUND

Budget

Actual

Budget

REVENUES:

Federal
Revenues
,0,.. --

8100

State Revenues

8600
. .
8800

~

.... ..

...

.

..

-._ .

....
."
121,952

8900

. ..

..

. .. .. ......

0
.

.

. .. .

-' - .

1,822 ,783

122,001

Total Revenues
Other Financing Sources

.

49

'

Local Revenues

.

.

~.

0
,"

0

1,822,783

.'

8981

Interlund Transfers In

0

256,951
. ,¥ "

Other Incoming Transfers
. . . .-

..

Total Other Financing Sources

8983

-

0

..

.. - .. -

7100

..

7110

7300 & 7400

256,951

.

-~-

, .

..

598,832
223,593
.. ".

. - , .. -

.... .

..

..•

0

..

"

- ". _. ..

7120

Debt Interest and Other Service Charges
Transfers Outgoing

. , . ...

.'

...

".

-

.

. . ...

7900

Reserve for Contingencies

7000

Total Other Outgo

8900 & 7000

Net Other Financing Sources I (Other Outgo)
Net IncreaselDecrease In Fund Balance

Ending Fund Balance, June 30

-

. .
1,492,078

0

. ..

..

-

Debt Reductlon

BEGINNING FUND BALANCE:
. -- .....• _. .
Net Beginning Balance, July 1
......... .... .. . -.---...
Prior Years Adustments
... _... . _ .
.. .
""
"
Adjusted Beginning Balance

0

7000

Other Outgo
Debt Retirement (Long Term Debt)

0

. ..

.

_."

. ---- .- -.- .
9010
..

. -.,

-

_ ..

•• #> •

9020
9030

..,-

1,492,Q78

0

0

0

822,425

0

(1 ,492,Q78)

0

0

0

(565,474)

0

(1 ,370 ,077)

0

0

0

1,257,309

0

...... -.. -- ---"-_... -....-...

. ..

- .. ..

4,504 ,550
.. ... " .
76,343

. .

. -.- - .

~

~

-.... ,--_.' .. . ..
3,210,816
. .... ..
.
_

..

-

.~

-,- .•..-

".,

.. -..-..

._.- . -.- ._--- .

---.

0
~ . - . "".

. . ..

-

'-'

.

. . .- ..
8.075,318

.. . .

-

-.-. - . .
9,662,226
.. ... ..

. ..

329.599

4.580,893
3,210,816

_..- --".
.....

0
3,210,816

0
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Special Revenue Funds - Part 1
580 WEST HILLS

REVENUES. EXPENDITURES. AND FUND BALANCE DATA

Special Revenue Funds

Budget Year: 2010-2011

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

Object

FUND: 31

FUND 32

FUND 33

Code

BOOKSTORE FUND

CAFETERIA FUND

CHILD DEVELOPMENT FUND

Budget

Actual

Description

Actual

Budget

Actual

Budget

REVENUES:

Federal Revenues

... ... -

State Revenues
.

,"

'

.

.

Local Revenues

-

.

-_ .._-

~.

.... - .

_.,

."

"

. ...

",

.... .

... .......
"

~

"

.....

"

..

8600

.... -..

-. -' .- ..... --

rrolal lri~onie .

8100

- ..-..- .,. -_.

..- . .. _. - .

.

.

~

"-

.

..,

..

8800
,

-

.

... .

-

380,794

.,

----_.. ---- .... - ._ . ....- ......
--- ,____ ._._____ ___n_. - - --------_ . "--_._ -4,331,358
_. " -. ... - ..
- -, -- _ .- . .......-. . ",-_._- --- ._--_..... -- ...........- .- -....--. --- ..... ----

.--.. -.-.- ...

.. - _. ..... ..

....

-

~ -

,"

~

.

"'

.

-.

"--',

,, --- ~ -

594,537

-"- .'. _.. -

0

0

144,036

594,537

0

4,856,188

0

Expenditures
Academic Salaries

1000

Classified Salaries

2000

,

....

"

. -,.

"

4000

Other Operating Expenses and Services

5000

n

"

•

..

•

-~ - '

.

....

" ',

,-

.. .

.

-

,", _..

.. . . ...

p ••

99,816

.

."

--

3,101,182
..

",

,

~

' ''''

.

. .

.-, -

1.113.156

...

..

Supplies and Materials

.......

268,051

..

..

3000

Employee Benefits

_. - ....

365.958

270,463

111,571

1.014.486

..

'-

. . . ...

. .. ...

(561)

..

..

6000

Capital Outlay

83,728

~Olal ExpendItures
Excess I(Deficlency) of Revenues over Expenditures
Other Financing Sources

8900

Other Outgo

7000

(561)

0

845,396

0

5.583,015

0

561

0

(250.859)

0

(726,827)

0

250,859

796.793
62.903

Net IncreaseJ(Decrease) In Fund Balance

0

561

0

0

7.063

0

0

927

7,990

Beglnlng Fund Balance:
9010

Net Beginning Balance. July 1

9020

Prior Years Adustments
, ...

. .

~

Adjusted Beginning Balance
Ending Fund Balance, June 30

,

.

. . ..

"

. ' "

. . ..

..

300,178

299.617

--

--

"

'

-"

. . ... ,

........"

...

.. ..-

"-- .. _-.---_ .

""

..... --,. . '

. ..

- -..-. ... _...

_...
9030

299.617
300,178

0
300,178

0
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Special Revenue Fund. - Part 2

580 WEST HILLS

REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA

Special Revenue Funds

Budget Year: 2010-2011

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

Object

FUND: 34

FUND 35

FUND 39

Code

FARM OPERATION FUND

REVENUE BOND PROJECT FUND

OTHER SPECIAL REVENUE FUND

Budget

Actual

Description

Actual

Budget

Actual

Budget

REVENUES:

8100

Federal Revenues

. ..... _.,..

---,-_..

. .,

State Revenues

8600

Local Revenues

8800

•

.... ..

...

•

.

.- , -

• r

39,702

-.- -- ....

..-.-

_,

.. .. -

--.~

..--,.

- _.

," .,

..

....

.-

__ . . _--

.,

.. '"

..

.

, _r . , _

.-,.. .. ' -_.

'

--..

~-.

_-.

-

..... -

. _ '0' _'

.. . . . .. .. .

303,22 1

..

"

... . _,

--

.- ...

..

39,702

Total Income

0

0

0

303,221

0

Expenditures

84,613

1000

Academic Salaries
.. ..

.....

"

.

--

' ., .-

Classified Salaries

.'

.

r

2000

..
..

... ..

. .

.. ,. r

....

.

4000

Other Operating Expenses and Services

5000

Capital Outlay

..

.

-

,

..

..

-- . . . ..

.

"

'

..

..

...

. ..

.

8,362

...

..

.-

160,440

171,288
...

-- - -.. . .

, -,

..

..

'

.

..

...

.

33,956

6000

,.

100,128

51 ,996
'.

.

'

..

..

'"

..

168,390

41,500
-.. . - ,

..

Supplies and Materials

.... ..

,

•

98,088

3000

Employee Benefits

••

,- ,

..

..

Total Expenditures
Excess I(Deficlency) of Revenue. over Expenditures
Other Financing Sources

8900

Other Outgo

7000

470,593

0

0

0

448,168

0

(430,891)

0

0

0

(144 ,947)

0

308,618

256,741
111 ,794
0

0

(122,273)

Net Increase/(Decrease) in Fund Balance

0

0

0

B8glnlng Fund Balance:

9010

Net Beginning Balance, July 1

'.

Prior Years Adustments
. ..

..

Adjusted Beginning Balance
Ending Fund Balance, June 30

.. ..

.. .

,-_ ..

._.... ...... .

",

.. ..... .. .

...

. .

_._. . . . ..

9020

".".

~- '

"

179,498
57,225
. .. - -. -.-.- - . .-.-.. --....... - .. . -.-..

__

'- -' -'-'~ -

..

0

-

.- , .. -.- ..

_._._-_...... --- - - .. .. -- ... _- _._--- _.__ ....

_

•.. ..- ..

0

"

... - .

- - -_..

....

9030

179,498
57,225

0
57,225

0
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REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA

Capital Projects Funds

Budget Year: 2010-2011

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

Object

FUND: 41

FUND42

Code

CAP ITAL QUTLA Y PROJECTS FUND

REVENUE BOND CONSTRUCTION FUND

Actual

Description

Budget

Actual

Budget

REVENUES:
8100

Federal Revenues
. --

. _ ..

.. . .-.

..

..

.

.

..

.. .. .

...

" . _-

..

.'

.

..

.. .

. . ..

.... ..

.

231 ,593

8800

Local Revenues

...

.. . .

11,649,419

8600

State Revenues

.-

"

--

..

.

~---

--

-~ -

11,881,012

Total Income

"

..

. .. .

_--

_... .-.- --.--

..

.. _-. -

-.- .

..

-,- ..-- .. "-. ' -

.2,589,339

0

• __ •

_ _

_

'

._--- .- ...

__ r
"

'

..

.

. . -.,.- . ,.--.

.

2,589,339

.

0

Expenditures
1000

Academic Salaries
..

..

."

.

. ..

•

•

'

-_ .. -

. ...

" 0

2000

Classified Salaries
.

.. .

'

.

.. .

.. ..

. .

.

,.

--

"

.. -

......•. ... . .

..

.- - . " _..

- ,.,-

. .

"

3000

Employee Benefits

.. .

' .

..

..

" '-_ .-

-.' . .

4000

Supplies and Materials

.

.. . .

.. ... .

.

....

. ..

.- . . ---

..

.. . .. . . .

. .

"

..

. ..

"-~'

.

...

...

214,800
"

.".

. .

-..

,

. ....

14,624,883

6000

Capital OuUay

- . ..

6,621
234,880

5000

Other Operating Expenses and Services

. . . ..

..

..

.-

Total Expenditures

14,866,384

0

214,800

0

Excess /(Deficiency) of Revenues over Expenditures

(2,985,372)

0

2,374,539

0

Other Financing Sources

8900

12,149,004

4,970,563

Other Outgo

7000

634,864

8,803,955

Net Increase/(Decrease) In Fund Balance

0

8,528,768

(1 ,458,853)

0

Beglnlng Fund Balance:
9010

Net Beginning Balance, July 1

8,289,981
..

.

-, .

. ...•

. ..

"

...

16,818,749
..

"

-.

..

. ....

_"

_.-

___ A

9020

Prior Years Adustmenls

11,730,844

-

~

-

,-

...

.- . .

-

..

69,584,614
...

59,312,623

.. .

Adjusted Beginning Balance
Ending Fund Balance, June 30

9030

8,289,981
16,818,749

71,043,467
16,818,749
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Enterprise Funda Group - Part 1
580 WEST HILLS

REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA
Budget Year: 2010·2011

For Actual Year. 2009·2010

Enterprise Funds

Object

FUND: 51

FUND 52

FUND 53

Code

BOOKSTORE FUND

CAFETERIA FUND

FARM OPERATIONS

Actual

Description

Budget

Actual

Budget

Actual

Budget

REVENUES:

_--

..

. - ......

.

...... .. .

8800

Local Revenues
.-. .

..

..

- -. -- .

... . .. .. .

.

.

'

.'

' -'

__. ........ . ..

_..-_.

8900

Other Financing Sources
.. ".

Total Income

- -.~.

--

......

.

.-~~ -- --

_. .--- .

.. . ... .. ."--- - ... - .. -

..... . ... ... ....

..

. . ..

.

".

-. _.---. .... _. __ . -....

- ---'"

-..

~

"

..

..

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5890

Cost of Salea
Gross Profit or loss
Expenditures

1000

Academic Salaries

..

... .

.

.

"

Classllied Salaries

2000

Employee Benefits

3000

..

...

..

...

", "

.

..-.

..

.

..

..

...

,-

"

...

..

.

..

4000

Supplies and Materiels
.. '

Other Operating Expenses and Services

.....

....•

..

.

..

. ..

.

..

.~

.

...

,-

..

.. .

...

..

...

. ....

...

6000

Capital Outlay

.

5000

..
Total Expenditures

0

0

0

0

0

0

Net Profit or Loss

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7000

Other Outgo
Net Increase/(Decrease) in Fund Balance
Beginlng Fund Balance:

9010

Net Beginning Balance, July 1

_..

.

.. .

Prior Years Adustments

9020

Adjusted Beginning Balance

9030

Ending Fund Balance. June 30

0
...

..

..

. ... . ...

0
0

.. . --_ ..

,

..

_ ...

-

0
.

..

..

0
0

0
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580 WEST HILLS

REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA

2010·2011

Budget Year:

For Actual Year: 2009·2010

Enterprise Funds

Object

FUND: 59

Code

OTHER ENTERPRISE FUND

REVENUES:

~

~

.. -

8800

Local Revenues
... ..
... .

.....

,, ~

Budget

Actual

Description

- "-'--

Other Financing Sources

..

.

~

..-

.. .....

.'

8900

'

......-. .-

.....

..

-..

..

..

..

.

-

.

.. _. . .
.

.. . . ....

.

~

. .. ,-_.
'

- .. . ... - . .

. _......

~

~' -

.

-. ..

, '-'

.. .-.. - .. "'-.-. ''',-

.. ..

Total Income

0

0

0

0

5890

Cost of Sales
Gross Profit or Loss
Expenditures

1000

Academic Salaries

.'

Classifled Salaries
..

- -..

. ..

. ..

~

2000
. ..

..

.

.. -

3000

Employee Benefits
"."

-

.-

-.- .

.. .

. .•.

-".

Other Ope~atlng ' Expenses and Se'rVlces

5000

Capital Outlay

6000

..

~

-, -

. .,

-.

,

...

"

'

.

4000

--.

... .. .. .

"

. ..

Supplies and Materlais

. '-

.

..

..

.

-.- .

.. ..

.

~.

..
..

Total Expenditures

0

0

Net Profit or Loss

0

0

0

0

..

-"

." . -

.~.

,..

.

-"

.

..

..

.

.

7000

Other Outgo
Net Increase/(Decrease) in Fund Balance
8eglnlng Fund Balance:

9010

Net Beginning Balance, July 1
. ..

-

..... .-..

'

......- .. - ..

Prior Year3 Adustments

9020

Adjusted Beginning Balance

9030

EndIng Fund Balance, June 30

- .......

~

. ~

. ...

. ... .

.-,-,

..

0
...

."

...

... . .

'

..

0
0

0
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Enterprise Funds Group

580 WEST HillS

REVENUES. EXPENDITURES. AND FUND BALANCE DATA

2010-2011

Budget Year:

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

Internal Service Funds

Object

FUND: 61

FUND 69

Code

SELF~NSURANCEFUND

OTHER INTERNAL SERVICES FUND

Actual

Description

Budget

Actual

REVENUES:
,-_ . "

-

.. ..

8800

Local Revenues

.. ..

.. .

"

_.

~

•

.. .. .

8900

Other Financing Sources

0

1T0talincome

.-

.--- ..

".

.. .. __ ..

• 4 •

Budget

-

....

.

... ....• ,

0

-

. .... ..

"

...

...

"

0

...

". "

.. - -

..

-

-

0

Expenditures
Academic Salaries

1000

Classified Salaries

2000

..

.... .

..

... .

..

..

,

.. .

. ..

.

.

.

..

. -.

3000

Employee Benefits
.. .

...

. .....

-- " .

--- .

..

. -. .. -

...

. . ..... •

4000

Supplies and Materials
. ..

Other Operating Expenses and Services
...

.-

SOOO

.. - . .. ,

-. .....

,~-

.......

.

.

~.

.-

_.

. ..

..

6000

Capital Outlay

.-.-

.~

- .- '

.

.

..

Total Expenditures

0

0

0

0

Net Profit or Loss

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.

..

..

~

.

. . .... .

7000

Other Outgo
Net Increase/(Decrease) in Fund Balance
Begining Fund Balance:

9010

Net Beginning Balance. July 1

..

-.-

-.

Prior Years Adustments

9020

Adjusted Beginning Balance

9030

Ending Fund Balance. June 30

0
. ...

...

0

0

0
. .. .. . .

'

..

-

-_ ..

.. .

0
0

0
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580 WEST HILLS

REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA
Budget Year: 2010-2011

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

Fiduciary Funds Group

Object

FUND: 71

FUND 72

FUND 73

Code

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS TRUST FUND

REPRESENTATION FEE TRUST
FUND

BODY CENTER FEE TRUST FUND

Budget

Actual

Description

Actual

Budget

Actual

Budget

REVENUES:

8100

Federal Revenues
-

_ ...

.-.

,.-

_. .

-, ... -'-

. - . . .. - .

8600

State Revenues
, .

...

..

"

..

.... .

.

, '-

..

•• _. ,

--

y..- . . .

..

'- ' ,

.

,-

,

. ..

,,~

..

-

5,718

8800

Local Revenues
.

5,718

Total Income

0

0

0

0

0

Expenditures
Academic Salaries

1000

Classified Salaries

2000

Employee Benefits

3000

.
..

.

~

.

,

...

-

..

..

.

.. .

.. _-

...

. " .-

Supplies and Materials
. ...

4000

317

5000

3,067

-- .
.

.. . ..

Other Operating Expenses and Services
..

Capital Outlay

. ... ..
'

.. .. ..

. ..

-,_ . .

6000

-.

--

"-

.

','

..... . .

.~

--

..

.

. ..

"',

T~tal Expenditures

3,384

0

0

0

0

0

Excess I(Deflclency) of Revenues over Expenditures

2,334

0

0

0

0

0

2,184

0

0

0

0

0

23,287

25,471

Other Financing Sources

8900

Other Outgo

7000

Net Increase/(Decrease) in Fund Balance

150

Beglning Fund Balance:
Net Beginning Balance, July 1

9010

Prior Years Adustments

9020

Adjusted Beginning Baiance

9030

Ending Fund Balance, June 30

23,287
25,471

0

0
25,471

0
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580 WEST HILLS

REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA
Budget Year:

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

Fiduciary Funds Group

2010-2011
Object

FUND: 74

FUND 75

FUND 78

Code

FINANCIAL AID TRUST FUND

SCHOLARSHIP & LOAN TRUST
FUND
Actual
Budget

INVESTMENT TRUST FUND

Actual

Description

Budget

Actual

Budget

REVENUES:

Federal Revenues

6100

9.693.715

State Revenues

6600

633.329

6600

1,940,152

.

-

'

.... .

.. . .

. ..

"

-- -,

local Revenues

173.705

203,233

...

12.467,196

Totellncome

0

173.705

0

203,233

0

Expenditures
1000
..
2000

Academic Salaries
. ..

Classified Salaries

..

..
.... _

Employee Benefits

3000

Supplies and Materials

4000

Other Operating Expenses and Services

5000

Capital Outlay

6000

...

.

..

_." .

. ...

.

. ..

..

'

. ...

21,377

",

. ...,

..

..
".

(69)

..
"'

'"

Total Expenditures
Exce•• /(Deficiency) of Revenues over Expenditures

21,377

0

(69)

0

0

0

12,445,619

0

173,794

0

203,233

0

Other Financing Sources

6900

161,657

Other Outgo

7000

12,606.260

Net Increase/(Oecrease) In Fund Balance

500.000
171.976
0

1,416

1.616

0

703,233

0

56,734
. .. ..

56,552

1,334,963

1,675,005

Beglning Fund Balance:
9010

Net Beginning Balance. July 1
.-

Prior Years Adustments
..
Adjusted Beginning Balance

EndIng Fund Balance, June 30

.

12.471
.... ..

9020

-- . .-....

'.

.

..

13.667
.. ._. - .-

.

...

(163,211)

.

9030

12,471
13.867

56,734
13,667

56,552
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Fiduciary Funds Group - Part 3
580 WEST HILLS

REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA

Fiduciary Funds Group

Budget Year: 2010-2011

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

Object

FUND: 71

FUND 79

Code

DEFERRED COMPENSATION TRUST FUND

OTHER TRUST FUNDS

Budget

Actual

Description

Actual

Budget

REVENUES:
8100

Federal Revenues

...

..

..

... ..

. .... . .

. ... ... .. . - ....

., ... , - .

..

..

,"

- - _.

.. . .

- ... .

-~-

~--.-.

.. -

.

8800

Local Revenues
' .

.- . . .

...... - . ...

..,

- .....

8600

state Revenues
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Total Income

11,859

0

Expenditures
1000

Academic Salaries
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2000

Classified Salaries
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Supplies and Materials
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Other Operating Expenses and Services
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7,261
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Total expenditures

0

0

7,261

0

Excess I(Deficlency) of Revenues over Expenditures

0

0

4,598

0

0

0

4,598

0

154,751

31,478

Other Financing Sources

8900

Other Outgo

7000

Net Increase/(Decrease) In Fund Balance
Beglnlng Fund Balance:
Net Beginning Balance, July 1

9010

Prior Years Adustments

9020

112,156
.
42,595

Adjusted Beginning Balance

9030

154,751

Ending Fund Balance, June 30

154,751

"."

.

36,076
..

.'

31,478
154,751
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36,076

36,076

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Int8rfund Transfar Raport

Annual Financial and Budget Report
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
For Actual Vear:

District ID: 580

2009.2010

Name: WEST HILLS

Fund

Fund
Fund Name

Number In

Number Out

Amount
Fund Name

Transferred

12

RESTRICTED SUBFUND

11

UNRESTRICTED SUB FUND

372,821

32

CAFETERIA FUND

11

UNRESTRICTED SUBFUND

250,859

33

CHILD DEVELOPMENT FUND

11

UNRESTRICTED SUB FUND

796,793

34

FARM OPERATION FUND

11

UNRESTRICTED SUBFUND

308,618

39

OTHER SPECIAL REVENUE FUND

11

UNRESTRICTED SUBFUND

256,741

41

CAPITAL OUTLAY PROJECTS FUND

11

UNRESTRICTED SUBFUND

3,350,000

42

REVENUE BOND CONSTRUCTION FUND

11

UNRESTRICTED SUBFUND

88,708

74

STUDENT FINANCIAL AID TRUST FUND

11

UNRESTRICTED SUBFUND

50,000

76

INVESTMENT TRUST FUND

11

UNRESTRICTED SUBFUND

500,000

11

UNRESTRICTED SUB FUND

12

RESTRICTED SUBFUND

7,218

74

STUDENT FINANCIAL AID TRUST FUND

12

RESTRICTED SUBFUND

111,857

29

OTHER DEBT SERVICE FUND

42

REVENUE BOND CONSTRUCTION FUND

256,951

41

CAPITAL OUTLAV PROJECTS FUND

42

REVENUE BOND CONSTRUCTION FUND

8,547,004

12

RESTRICTED SUBFUND

74

STUDENT FINANCIAL AID TRUST FUND
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28,634

Receipt and Expenditures of Lottery Proceeds

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Lottery Actual Report

Annual Financial and Budget Report

l10 GENERAL FUND

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
For Actual Year: 2009-2010

District 10: 580

Budget Year. 2010-2011

Name: WEST HillS

9010
53.639

9020

State lottery Proceeds:

9030

o

8681

660.845

Instructional & Institutional

Materials

Unrestricted

Academic Salaries

Propostition 20

Instructional

Support

Support

Activities

Activities

Activities

Total

Instructional

(AC 0100-5900)

(AC 6000-6700)

(AC 6800-7390)

Unrestricted

(AC 0100-4900)

o
o
o

1000

.. - " - '

Classified Salaries

2000

Employee Benefits

3000

Supplies & Matelials

4000

r

_~

_

Total

".

Software

4100

288

6.402

Books. Magazines. & Periodicals

4200

4.717

4.717

Instructional Supplies & Materials

4300

Noninstructional Supplies & Mtris

4400

157,702

Total Supplies and Materials
Other OperaUng Expenses and Services
Capital Outlay

5000
6000

library Books

6300

Equipment

6400

Equipment - Additional

o

6410

Equipment - Replacement

Total Capital Outlay
Other Outgo

7000
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Receipt and Expenditures of Lottery Proceeds

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Lottery Budget Report

Annual Financial and Budget Report

L 10 GENERAL FUND

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
For Actual Year: 2009-2010

District ID: 580

Budget Year. 2010-2011

Name: WEST HILLS

. ......... _.... _....

9010
... - ._-9020
jAOljUSI90

Beginning Balance

.

- ---...

--~,-

__..

_.'

~·

4 .

_~

~

- -.

,-

.

53,639

~

-'

-

. ..

---~.

. . ..

- -..--- .. ------- -_._--

-.-.

53,639

9030

Fiscal Year Data
State Lottery Proceeds:

580,382

8681

53,049
Instructional

Instructional & Institutional

Materials

Unrestricted

Academic Salaries

1000

Classified Salaries

2000

Employee Benefits

3000

Supplies & Materials

4000

Software
.
..
Books. Magazines, & Periodicals

4100

Instructional Supplies & Materials

4300

Noninstructionai Supplies & Mtris

4400

Propostltlon 20

Instructional

Support

Support

Activities

Activities

Activities

Total

Instructional

(AC 0100-5900)

(AC 6000-6700)

(AC 6800-7390)

Unrestricted

(AC 0100-4900)

4200

Total Supplies and Materials
Other

Expenses and Services

Capital Outlay

5000
6000

Library Books

6300

Equipment

6400

Equipment - Additional

6410

Equipment - Replacement

7000
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Total

Central Valley Degree Completion Summit
Steering Committee
Meeting Agenda

Monday, August 3D, 2010
9:00 a.m. -11:30 a.m.

Fresno State
Henry Madden Library - Haak Center Boardroom - Suite 4115

Campus Map and Parking Information Attached
Call-in Number: 1-888-867-7084, Participant Code: 874940
Committee Members
Frank Gornick, Chancellor, West Hills CC District - Committee Chairman; Cheri Cruz, DeVry University; Benjamin Duran,
Superintendent/President, Merced College; Barbara Hioco, President, Reedley College; Bernell Hirning, Regional Dean,
National University; Michele Lahti, Director, Central Valley Higher Education Consortium; Bill Scroggins,
Superintendent/President, College of the Sequoias; Penny Shafer, Regional Director, Alliant International University;
Jeanie Smith, Summit Coordinator; and John Welty, President, california State University, Fresno

Guests: Bill Craft, Eaton Cummings Group; Kathleen Guy, Eaton Cummings Group; Katie Tremper, College Access
Foundation

9:00 a.m.
Reception

All

9:30 a.m.

Frank Gornick

Call to Order & Welcome

1. liberal Studies Articulation Assessment

Bill Scroggins

2.

Determining and Establishing Benchmarks

Bill Scroggins

3.

Pre-Summit Questionnaire

Eaton Cummings

4.

Intent to Participate/Guest Speaker Invitations

Ben Duran

5. Draft Program Review and Discussion

Staff/Eaton Cummings

6.

Frank Gornick/Staff

Updates

i. Reservation Information
ii. Budget/Sponsorships
iii. Speakers, Presenters and Guests
7.

Upcoming Meetings

All

Central Valley Degree Completion Summit
Steering Committee
August 9, 2010 - Meeting Highlights

Hosted by Alliant International University - Thanks so much Penny Schafer!
Attendees
Frank Gornick, Chancellor, West Hills CC District - Committee Chairman ; Cheri Cruz, DeVry University (call in);
Benjamin Duran, Superintendent/President, Merced College; Bernell Himing, Regional Dean, National University; Mich ele
Lahti , Director, Central Valley Higher Education Consortium ; Bill Scroggins, Superintendent/President, College of the
Sequoias; Penny Schafer, Regiona l Director, Alliant International University; Jeanie Smith, Summit Coordinator, John
Welty, President, California State University, Fresno.

Guest(s):

Katie Tremper, College Access Foundation

The Central Valley Degree Completion Initiative addresses a growing national need to redesign articu lation
agreements to improve degree completion rates and reduce costs of degree attainment.
Summit Vision Statement
To create aframework to address the challenges of regional articulation and develop a work plan that is
voluntary and faculty driven.

STEM Articulation and Alignment Profile Review & Discussion
• Data on regional articulation in STEM revealed three issues:

•
•
•
•
•

I. Variation among institutions on what constitutes lower division major articulation
2. Lack of uniform commitment to articulation among institutions
3. Unavailability of required courses
Liberal Studies majors will be considered for first-phase inclusion following review of the
alignment data.
Benchmarks on the number of students in STEM and Liberal Studies majors need to be
established.
Motivations for institutions/faculty to participate include pending legislation (SB 1440), student
preparation, and release time to maintain and sustain a collaborative model.
The Summit is not a STEM initiative but rather the platform to develop a regional articulation
model that will be applied first to STEM majors .
The initiative is organized around the theory that improving degree completion and reducing the
costs of degree attainment are viable economic recovery strategies.

Eaton Cummings Group
• Bill Craft and Kathleen Guy presented their initial outline of the components for a successful
Summit outcome. Important goals of the Summit include:
o Co-creating a shared vision for articulation
o Creating a work plan that can be replicated to other majors
o Identifying and establishing benchmarks
o Determining a mechanism and process to convene post work
o Developing a Summit Findings Report that can be shared with funding organizations and
policy makers .

Eaton Cummings Group (continued)
• Items still to be discussed among committee and facilitators include:
o Finalizing agenda framework
o Determining the number of facilitators for work groups
o Identifying persons to (I) spearhead implementation (2) monitor benchmarks, milestones
and outcomes (3) lead communications responsibility.
• Pre work for Summit attendees will include a survey that the facilitators will draft and refine with
the committee. The survey will reference the literature and contain questions that relate to issues
surrounding articulation .
Summit Invitational Letter
1
• To be sent out to all members the week of August 9
Summit Itinerary
2
• Attached
Updates
Budget and Sponsorships
• Estimated cost of the Summit, based on 60 attendees, is $$,$$$, which accounts for each attendee
covering their own costs of lodging ($1 59/night).
• Sponsorships to date total $39,500 and include:
o West Hills Community College District ($5,000)
o
Merced College ($3,000, plus program design in-kind support)
o
DeVry University ($3,500)
o Alliant International University ($3,000)
o AT&T ($10,000)
o Educational Employees Credit Union ($ I 5,000)
• Sponsorships will continue to be proposed to members, foundations and corporations to cover
Summit expenses. Any carryover funds will support post work, implementation and replication
efforts.

Speakers & Presenters
•
•

Ben Duran has invited California Community College Chancellor Jack Scott and Senator Alex
Padilla, author of SB 1440
3
Cheri Cruz will identify additional speaking prospects

lh

ActionlFollow Up for August 30 Meeting
• Compile articulation data on Liberal Studies - President Scroggins
• Develop questions for Survey Monkey - Eaton Cummings Group
• Coordinate with Pedro Avila at WHCC on Survey Monkey Requirements - Staff
• Confirm attendees by Friday, August 27 - Staff.
• Meet with Merced College Graphic Designer on Program Concept - Staff
4
• Contact additional sponsors, such as Paramount, Chukchansi, and EECU - Chancellor Gornick
• Explore ways to use CVHEC Web site for communications purposes - Staff
• Add the Bologna Convention to Literature Review - Eaton Cummings Group
• Schedule weekly conference calls with Eaton Cummings Group - Staff
NEXT MEETING

Monday, August 30, 2010, 9:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m., CSU Fresno - Agenda to follow

1 The Summit Invitation Letter, Degree Completion Abstract , and Intent to Participate form where sent electronically from
President Duran's on Wednesday, August 11, 2010 to all CVHEC members.

Reflects changes discussed at the August 9 Steering Committee meeting.
Cheri Cruz as confirmed the attendance of Wendy Ramage Hawking, Executive Director, Intel Foundation as a
presenter
4 Chancellor Gornick contacted EECU and they committed to $15,000 on 8/13/2010

2

3

MINUTES
Meeting of the Lemoore District Chamber of Commerce Board of Directors
Tuesday, September 21,2010,2010 at 7:00 a.m. at the Chamber Office
PRESENT WERE: CHAIRMAN Rick Rossiter; CHAIRMAN-ELECT Michael Patterson; CFO Ron Walker;
DIRECTORS: JeffBriltz, Jeff Garcia, Paul Santiago, Mary Hornsby, Don Warkentin, Debbie Gullord, Aracely
Salas, Skip Nugent and CEO Maureen Azevedo
ABSENT WERE: VICE CHAIRMAN Rick Rayburn; DIRECTORS: Melinda Larson, John Miller and Diana
Peck
Called to Order: 7:00 a.m.
ACTION ITEMS:
Minutes - August 17, 2010: Motion by Mary Hornsby, Second by Michael Patterson, unanimously approved.
Financial Reports - August 2010: Motion by Jeff Garcia, Second by Skip Nugent, unanimously approved.
DISCUSSION/ACTION ITEMS:
RDA and Lemoore Chamber 5yr Agreement - Subcommittee was formed, who would meet to discuss, make
changes and recommendations on this Contract!Agreement. The Board Members in attendance, unanimously
agreed to accept whatever changes and recommendations this subcommittee made, with regards
to the ChamberlRDA 5yr Agreement. Furthermore, it would not be necessary to present the ChamberlRDA 5yr
Agreement for approval to the entire Chamber Board again. The subcommittee consists of, Rick Rossiter,
Michael Patterson, and Jeff Garcia. (At a later date, John Miller became involved in this subcommittee).
2011 Goal Setting Session - October 23, 2010 @ Tachi Palace Hotel: A subcommittee was formed to review
the "2010 Goals", determine what, if any of these Goals had been met. With that information, it would help us
in preparing for the "2011 Goal Setting". This committee was comprised of, Jeff Garcia, Michael Patterson,
John Miller and Rick Rossiter.
Car Show - October 2 nd - Due to a lack of time, as well as not having a "Car Show Committee" in place, it was
decided to cancel the Car Show this year. Additionally, Ron Walker acknowledged the City of Lindsey was
having a Car Show on the same day. Suggestions made to possibly incorporate a CAR and BIKE Show together.
It was mentioned, the Car Show applicants felt insulted by having their cars judged by just any random person
pulled out ofthe audience. Judges need to know Cars. Perhaps we could find "Celebrity Judges", i.e. Race Car
Drivers, Kyle Evans, Billingsley Tire, Past Car Club Presidents, etc. "No Car Show" was better than doing a
"Bad Car Show". Cancel Car Show: Motion by Jeff Garcia, Second by Skip Nugent, unanimously approved.
Mary Hornsby asked if another time of year might make a difference in the car show. Skip Nugent felt by
getting car enthusiast back on the committee is what would be needed. This event would also require Board
Member involvement along with a strong Committee being in place.
Upcoming Events: Discussed Holiday Stroll, Tree Raising and Christmas Parade.

Update Items:
Status of Rental Properties:
212 West "D" Street - Had a possible tenant, who wanted a significant reduction in rent, in exchange for
labor to remove and rebuild the garage in the back. However, upon further investigation it was certain
we would not want them building anything for us, nor would we want them as a tenant.
Other Business: Joe Simonson addressed the Board concerning his recent rental experience in renting the
Freight Room. He was upset because he did not receive a full refund of his Security Deposit, as he was only
given Y2 of his deposit back. He complained that he was not given a key to the padlock on the South facing
sliding hall door. Additionally, the men's bathroom immediately ran out of paper towels and toilet paper,
indicating they had not been refilled prior to his arrival. He said when he previously rented the Freight Room, he
said the supply cabinet in the hall was always unlocked. This time it was locked, so he didn't have access to the
broom and mop, etc. and that is why he didn't clean the floors, etc.
The Board recommended we have cleaning tools available for the renters. Items to include, wet mop, bucket,
dust mop, broom, dustpan and toilet brush.
It was also suggested, Joe Simonson's refund should be recalculated, and all or a portion to be refunded.

Meeting adjourned @ 8:35 a.m.
Respectfully Submitted,

Maureen Azevedo,
Chief Executive Officer

West Hills College Lemoore
The institution takes the following steps to contact students and
request overpayments:
1. A hold is placed, preventing registration and release of
student records.
2.

Three wtitten requests for repayment are mailed to the
student.

3.

The overpayment is submitted for state tax offset.

4.

The overpayment may be referred to the Department of
Education for collection.

Scholarships
West Hills College Lemoore offers a variety of local and institutional scholarships and maintains applications for outside scholarships. Awards are made on the basis of scholastic achievement,
selected major, citizenship, leadership, and/ or need. Scholarships
are offered through the generosity of citizens and civic groups in
the West Hills Community College District and surrouhding
area. Criteria vary with each scholarship. Brochures and applications for the following academic year are available each spring
from the Financial Aid Office.
Institutional and local scholarship applications may be obtained
from any of the West Hills College District locations: Lemoore,
Coalinga, Firebaugh, and NASL. Applications for outside scholarships may also be obtained by contacting any counselor.
West Hills College Lemoore scholarship applications must be
received by the April 15th deadline and must be legible and complete to be considered.
Scholarships administered by West Hills College Lemoore
include:

Addington Partnership
Full time, university or vocational, entering freshman, continuing or transfer GPA 3.0. Two $500 scholarships.

Alpha Gamma Sigma Honor SOciety
The AGS scholarship is in recognition of community service
and academic excellence. This scholarship is awarded to a student who is at least a half-time continuing student at West Hills
College with at least a 3.0 grade point average, as well as a continuing member of Alpha Gamma Sigma. This is not awarded
every year.

ASB Scholarship
The associated student body of West Hills College Lemoore
gives a scholarship to continuing and transferring students.

Chevron Scholarship
The Chevron Corporation scholarship is given to a transferring
student and continuing student. Student must have at least a 2.5
grade point average and major in math and engineering.

Educational Employees Credit Union
This grant is for EECU members who are pursuing a post-high
school education at a community college, university/college, vo-
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•

cational/ technical school, or advanced professional training in the
United States. Fifty $1,000 grants are awarded each year. Applicants must be EECU members in good standing and a member
of EECU at least six months before the close of the application
period (generally October 1-mid-December). Additional requirements apply. Application and further information available
online at www.eecufresno.org or by calling 559-437-7700.

Engineering Scholars Program
The West Hills College Lemoore Engineering Scholars Program
is a twO year program designed to prepare engineering students
for transfer to a four year university as a junior. The Engineering
Scholars Program provides incoming freshmen with free tuition
(up to 70 units), and a book voucher each semester (for up to
70 units). To see the qualifications for the scholarship and to
download an application, please check the West Hills College
Lemoore website.

General Foundation
This book voucher scholarship is awarded to students with a 25
GPA and taking 12 units.

James V. Yount
James Yount was a retired Navy veteran and civil service employee at Lemoore Naval Air Station. In his spare time Jim tutored
students at West Hills College Lemoore in math and science.
Because of his many hours devoted to Lemoore students, many
were able to meet their educational goals. In his memory, Jim's
wife Sandra Yount has offered a scholarship available to a person
who is retired Navy or Navy background and intends to pursue
a math and science oriented degree.

Kings County 2020
Business and government leaders in Kings County have joined
together to promote awareness to critical needs in the areas of
water resources, pollution control, environmental protection,
population growth and protection of valuable farmland. As a
result of their efforts four scholarships are available to continuing and transferring students attending the West Hills College
Lemoore campus.

Lemoore Kiwanis Club
The Lemoore Kiwanis Club provides a scholarship to a graduating Lemoore High School senior planning to enroll at West
Hills College.

Lemoore Rotary
The Lemoore Rotary Club provides a scholarship to a graduating Lemoore High School senior intending to enroll at West
Hills College.

Manual Toste Scholarship
Manual Toste was a student at West Hills College majoring in agriculture. This memorial scholarship is given to a full-time West
Hills College student, either a continuing or entering student, majoring in agriculture with at least a 2.0 grade point average.

KINGS COUNTY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MINUTES
TIME:
PLACE:

May 24,2010 - 11 :00 p.m.
Fatte Albert's Pizza Co., Hanford, CA

MEMBERS PRESENT: Toni Baltierra, Harlin Cas ida, Jim Gregory, Larry Hanshew, Janet Long, Helen Lovenburg,
Cam Maloy, John Plourde, Brian Thobum, Robert Tuttrup, Don Warkentin
MEMBERS ABSENT:

Roman Benitez, Marcie Buford, Brent Calvin, Dan Chin, Terrell DeVaney, Randy Dodd, Bill
Fishbough, Riley Jones, Ron Jones, Brett Lew, J T Maldonado, Tony Oliveira, Ron Shanoian,
Colby Wells

LEGAL COUNSEL:

Phil Maroot

GUESTS:

Ron Hoggard, City of Corcoran
Hilary Straus, City of Hanford
Lynda Lahodny, Lemoore Chamber
Sheila Urdesich, EDD

KCEDC/JTO STAFF:

Larry Spikes, County of Kings
Maureen Azevedo, Lemoore Chamber
Greg Gatzka, County of Kings
Cathy Cain, City of Hanford

John Lehn, Neil Williams, Steve Stone and Shirley Alves

1. Call to Order -Chair Janet Long called the meeting to order at 11 :25 p.m. A quorum was present.
2. Self Introductions

Introductions were made.

3. Chairman's Comments - none
4. Public CommentlUnscheduled Appearances - none
5. Approval of Minutes: Motion to approve the Minutes of April 26, 2010: John Plourde; Second: Don Warkentin.
Vote was unanimous.
6. Approval of Budget/Cash Report -- President Lehn presented the Budget/Cash Report. Motion to approve
Budget/Cash Report for January 31 and February 30, 2010: John Plourde; Second: Rob Tutlrup. Vote was
unanimous.
7. Lending Report
A) Lending Activity: The Loan Administration Board did not meet in May. Two potential loans are being
discussed.
B) Loan Portfolio: The portfolio was discussed and is performing well with the exception of the two problem
loans.
8. President's Report
A) Approval ofA udit Agreement wi M Green for FY 10, 11, & 12: Staff recommended to the Board that the
EDC renew its contract with M. Green & Company because of the firm's familiarity with the EDC and their
practice of rotating lead auditors. The Executive Committee recommended that a condition be placed into the
contract that the lead auditor be rotated no less than once every three years. A motion to approve the
contract for audit with M. Green and Company for FY 10, 11, and 12 with a condition in the contract on the
rotation of auditors no less than once every three years and to authorize EDC President/CEO John Lehn to
formalize this agreement: Don Warkentin; Second: Toni Baltierra. Vote was unanimous.

B) Approval of the FY 2011 Budget: Staff presented the FY 2010-2011 Budget in detail. Motion to approve the
FY 2010-2011 Budget as presented: Harlin Casida; Second: John Plourde. Vote was unanimous.

C) Authorization to address Letters ofSupport for "earmark "fundingfor Highway 19811<jh Avenue
Overcrossing Project to federal representatives: Staff presented a recommended letter of support. Motion to
approve the Letters of Support for "earmark" funding for Highway 198119th A venue Overcrossing Project to

federal representatives, and to authorize the EDC president to sign other letters of support for "earmark"
funding if requested by other municipalities: John Plourde; Second: Brian Thoburn. Motion was unanimous.
D) Update on upcoming visits from EDA, USDA, CDBG, and CALED: Staff reported on the June 2nd visits from
the three governmental funding agencies and the statewide economic development organization.
10. Adjourn to Closed Session
A) Pending Litigation [Govt. Code Sec. 54956.9(c)]: David Leon
B) Conference with real property negotiator, John Lehn, [Govt. Code Sec. 54956.8]

Property: APN 018-242-032
Negotiating Parties: Kings County Economic Development Corp. & David Leon
Under Negotiation: Final disposition of subject parcel
11. Re-convene to Open Session: Report action taken in Closed Session
President/CEO John Lehn was authorized to take the necessary action to regain said property
12. Meeting adjourned 12: 10 p.m.

KINGS COUNTY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MINUTES
TIME:
PLACE:

March 29,2010 - 11 :30 p.m.
Pirate Pizza, Corcoran, CA

MEMBERS PRESENT:

Marcie Buford, Harlin Casida, Terrell DeVaney, Randy Dodd, Bill Fishbough, Jim
Gregory, Riley Jones, Janet Long, Helen Lovenburg, Cam Maloy, Ron Shanoian, Robert
Tuttrup, Don Warkentin, Colby Wells

MEMBERS ABSENT:

Toni Baltierra, Roman Benitez, Brent Calvin, Dan Chin, Larry Hanshew, Mary Hornsby,
Ron Jones, Brett Lew, J T Maldonado, Tony Oliveira, Brian Thoburn

DIRECTOR EMERITUS
PRESENT:

Dr. Don Craft

LEGAL COUNSEL:

Phil Maroot

GUESTS:

KCEDC/JTO STAFF:

Larry Spikes, County of Kings
Barbara Malty, City of Hanford
Hilary Straus, City of Hanford

Lynda Lahodney, Lemoore Chamber
John Plourde, City of Lemoore

John Lehn, Jay Salyer, Neil Williams, Steve Stone and Shirley Alves

1. Call to Order -Chair Janet Long called the meeting to order at 12:00 p .m. A quorum was present.

2. Self Introductions - Introductions were made.
3. Chairman's Comments - none
4. Public CommentlUnscheduled Appearances - none
5. Approval of Minutes: Motion to approve the Minutes of February 22,2010 with a minor change stating the City
of Corcoran had applied for, but was not awarded, a grant: Terrell DeVaney; Second: Don Warkentin. Vote was
unanImous.
6. Approval of Budget/Cash Report -- President Lehn presented the Budget/Cash Report. Motion to approve
Budget/Cash Report for October 31, 2009: Cam Maloy; Second: Ron Shanoian. Vote was unanimous.
7. Lending Report
A) Lending Activity: The Loan Administration Board did not meet in March. The loan activity is improving and
more applications are being submitted.
B) Loan Portfolio: The portfolio was discussed and is performing well with the exception of the two problem
loans.

8. President's Report
A) Report: Status oiGenesis Foods property repurchase: Staff reported the owner of Genesis Foods had
intended to build a fruit pie filling production facility in the Kings Industrial Park. Faced with multiple
challenges, the owner has suspended loan payments and is working with staff on the EDC's repurchase
option.
B) Report: Algerian Trade Mission Reception: The Kings County Farm Bureau, Verdegaal Brothers and Del
Monte assisted with funding for the Algerian Trade Mission which was held at West Hills College Lemoore.
EDC staff worked with the trade mission staff to line up meetings with Kings County businesses and
producers.
C) Report: Enterprise Zone CPA training: President Lehn reported on the Enterprise Zone CPA training recently
held. Lila Fedler, from the Franchise Tax Board, who works with enterprise zone issues, was the presenter.
In attendance were 15 bookkeepers and CPA's.

D) Economic Development Activities:
I.

Economic Development update: Staff reported on some of the Central California EDC' s activities
including an upcoming trade mission to Atlanta, Georgia, which President Lehn will be attending.
Businesses looking to locate or expand in the county: Westland Solar Park, a food packaging warehouse,
a German food company, an herbal supplement manufacturer, an insulated roof tile manufacturer, and
renewable energy equipment manufacturer. Also staff is working on the Sun City/Sand Drag solar project
in Avenal, the SolarGen USA project in Avenal, the enXco, Inc. solar project in Corcoran, and the Avenal
Power Center project. Communication Services for the Deaf (CSD) in Lemoore will be closing its doors
in June.

II.

Retention update: Staff reported on the rapid response visits with CSD employees, progress with
enterplise zone and its continuing support for businesses in Kings County.

10. Highlights from Member Organizations
City of Avenal--Harlin Casida: Reported on the renovation of the Avenal movie theatre and the animal control
facility.
Adventist Health--Randy Dodd: Reported the hospital construction is on track.
City of Hanford--Hilwy Straus: Reported on the downtown re-development project, the East side planning study,
and the expansion of Wal-Mart's Pharmaceutical warehouse.
Leprino Foods--Rob Tuttrup: Reported on the job fair with 800 attending and 300 applications distributed.
West Hills College--Don Warkentin: Reported that West Hills College Lemoore was pleased to host the Algerian
Trade Mission.
GWF--Riley Jones: Reported on the Tracey peaker plant expansion approval and its implications for the Hanford
and Henrietta facilities.
City of Corcoran-- Terrell De Vaney: Reported the City is negotiating with property owners on the east side of the
railroad tracks for a commercial development.
City of Lemoore--John Plourde: Gave thanks for the rapid response meetings for CSD employees.
Lemoore Chamber--Lynda Lahodny: Reported on the upcoming Central Valley Pizza Festival at West Hills
College Lemoore in April.
PG&E--Cam Maloy: Reported on the new rate options for bigger businesses and energy efficiency programs.
County of Kings--Larry Spikes: Reported on the Kettleman City water project, the high speed rail and the new
courthouse.
11. Other Items - none
12. Meeting adjourned 12:53 p.m.

KINGS COUNTY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MINUTES
TIME:
PLACE:

February 22, 2010 - 11:30 p.m.
Round Table Pizza, Hanford, CA

MEMBERS PRESENT:

Harlin Casida, Terrell DeVaney, Randy Dodd, Bill Fishbough, Larry Hanshew, Mary
Hornsby, Ron Jones, Helen Lovenburg, J T Maldonado, Cam Maloy, Brian Thoburn,
Robert Tuttrup, Don Warkentin, Colby Wells

MEMBERS ABSENT:

Toni Baltierra, Roman Benitez, Marcie Buford, Brent Calvin, Joaquin Gonzales, Jim
Gregory, Riley Jones, Brett Lew, Janet Long, Tony Oliveira, Ron Shanoian

DIRECTOR EMERITUS
PRESENT:

Dr. Don Craft

LEGAL COUNSEL:

Phil Maroot

GUESTS:

KCEDC/JTO STAFF:

Larry Spikes, County of Kings
Jan Bans, AT&T
Barbara Marty, City of Hanford

Lynda Lahodney, Lemoore Chamber
Judy Holwell, City of Lemoore
Casey Creamer, CA Cotton Ginning &
Growers Association

John Lehn, Jay Salyer, Steve Stone and Shirley Alves

1. Call to Order - Vice-Chair Randy Dodd called the meeting to order at 12:00 p.m. A quorum was present.

2. Status of Greenhouse Gas Legislation--Casey Creamer, CA Cotton Ginning & Growers Association discussed
the implications of Assembly Bill 32, the Greenhouse Gas Legislation, and efforts to postpone its
implementation.
3. Self Introductions - Introductions were made.
4. Chairman's Comments - none
5. Public Comment/Unscheduled Appearances - none
6. Approval of Minutes: Motion to approve the Minutes ofJanuary 25 , 2010: Ron Jones; Second: Harlin Casida.
Vote was unanimous.
7. Approval of Budget/Cash R eport -- President Lehn presented the BudgeUCash Report. Motion to approve
BudgeUCash Report for August 31 & September 30, 2009: Don Warkentin; Second: Ron Jones. Vote was
unammous.
8. Lending Report
A) Lending Activity: The Loan Administration Board met in January and February via phone conference.
B) Loan Portfolio: The portfolio was discussed and is performing well with the exception of the persistent
problem loans.
9. President's Report
A) Presentation & Consideration ofAcceptance of 2008-2009 Audit Report: President Lehn presented a
summary of the FY 2008-2009 Audit report. Motion to accept the FY 2008-2009 Audit as presented: Terrell
DeVaney; Second: Don Warkentin. Vote was unanimous.
B) Approve Letter ofSupport for California's Enterprise Zone Program: President Lehn reported the Legislative
Analyst's Office has recommended that enterprise zones be eliminated to preserve revenue for the State
budget. The Executive Committee recommended that the Board consider sending a letter to several key
legislators and the Governor emphasizing the importance of enterprise zone programs to the financial
wellbeing of Kings County and the State of California. This letter would go out to Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger, Senator Lou Correa, Senator Dean Flores, Assemblyman Danny Gilmore, and

Assemblyman Manuel Perez. Motion to approve the Letter of Support for California's Enterprise Zone
Program: Ron Jones; Second: Bill Fishbough. Vote was unanimous.
C) Update on Economic Development District Designation: President Lehn reported the Federal Economic
Development Administration (EDA) is a significant source of infrastructure funding for municipalities. To
request this funding for multi-county projects within the 8-county region, the CCEDC has been asked by
EDA to organize a federally recognized Economic Development District with a board of directors
. representing the diverse population of the region. The District designation is being pursued.
D) Review of Job Training Office activity: Staffreported on the large number of clients utilizing Job Training
Office services.
E) Economic Development Activities:
I.

Economic Development update: Staff reported on businesses looking to locate or expand in the county: a
farm equipment repair company, three solar power companies, an insulated roof tile company, the A venal
Power Center electrical generation project, the Corcoran District hospital, Carmi Flavor & Fragrances,
and the Adventist Health Plaza.

An Algerian trade mission is coming to the three-county region with 30 business people interested in
agriculture. EDC staff is working with the trade mission staff to line up meetings with Kings County
businesses and producers.
The enterprise zone CD has been updated to include both English and Spanish information.
II.

Retention update: Staff reported on the continuing support for businesses in Kings County and made
visits to the businesses in the new/updated enterprise zone.

Ill.

CCVEDC activity: Staff reported on the plethora of leads over the last month. Broker missions were
conducted in Orange County, San Francisco, dmvntown Los Angeles and Phoenix.

10. Highlights from Member Organizations
Lemoore Chamber--Lynda Lahodny: Reported on the Central Valley Pizza Festival at West Hills College
Lemoore in April.
City of Lemoore--Judy Holwell: Reported on Popeye's Fried Chicken and the 19 01 Ave. interchange.
City of Hanford--Barbara Marty: Reported on Mineral King Minerals.
City of Avenal--Harlin Casida: Reported on the renovation of the Avenal movie theatre and the animal control
facility.
PG&E--Cam Maloy: Reported of the new rate options for bigger businesses, and the energy efficiency program.
City of Corcoran--Larry Hanshew: Reported that the fayade program is complete, a subdivision has been
purchased to provide affordable housing, and grant has been awarded for the soccer field project.
Leprino Foods--Rob Tuttrup: Jobs are still available.
West Hills College--Don Warkentin: Reported West Hills College Lemoore's first nursing graduation will be in
May and invited everyone to the upcoming Wine & Wellness Party, a fundraiser for the nursing program.
AT&T--Jan Bans: Reported on the capital improvement program for line and network upgrades.
The Gas Co.--Colby Wells: Reported on a spike in natural gas prices, but prices should be easing down soon.
County of Kings--Larry Spikes: Reported on the Kettleman City water project and a resolution in opposition to
the City of Sacramento's permit request to increase the sewer effluent released into the Delta.
SCE--Brian Thoburn: Reported on a customer breakfast to be held on March 41\ 7:30-9:00 a.m. featuring a
presentation on SCE projects and programs.
11. Other Items - none
12. Meeting adjourned 1:09 p.m.
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CITIZENS' BOND OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE for
Measure E - School Facilities Improvement District (SFID) No.3, Lemoore Area
MINUTES
December 9, 2009 4:00pm
West Hills College Lemoore - Admin. Conference Rm. 124
Members Present:
Buddy Brooks
Les Brown
Tom Hernandez
Lynda Lahodny
Donna Elliott
Linda Balcazar

Members Absent:
Salli Day

WHCCD Staff:
Don Warkentin, WHCL
President
Ken Stoppenbrink
WHCCD Vice Chancellor
of Business Services
Frances Squire, WHCCD
Marketing Director

Others Present:
Keven Cobb, AP
Architects
Rich Treece, AP
Architects

1. Call to Order/Public Comments
WHCL President Don Warkentin called the meeting to order at 4: 03 p. m. Self introductions
were made by those in attendance. Mr. Warkentin stated that due to the passing of Measure E
at the November 2008 election, the district was obligated to establish an oversight committee
in alignment with the Education Code of the State (Proposition 39). The purpose of the
oversight committee is to provide review and oversight of district expenditures from Measure E
as we begin to construct new facilities. Proposition 39 allows for districts to use 55% voter
approval for passage of bond elections; however, districts are required to select a citizens
oversight committee to ensure we are spending taxpayers' dollars according to the language
on the election ballot. He asked if there were comments, there were no comments.

2. Action Items
A. Election of Officers
Mr. Warkentin explained that a president and vice president would need to be elected. The
president will preside over the meetings and the vice president will preside in the absence of
the president. Mr. Warkentin entertained a motion for president. Lynda Lahodny motioned that
Tom Hernandez be elected president. Tom Hernandez responded that he was not interested to
be president, however, he would consider the vice presidency. Lynda Lahodny retracted her
motion to nominate Tom Hernandez for president. She motioned that Les Brown be nominated
president, it was seconded by Tom Hernandez, all in favor, motion passed. Lynda Lahodny
motioned that Tom Hernandez be nominated for vice president, it was seconded by Les Brown,
all in favor, motion passed. Mr. Warkentin turned the meeting over to newly elected president,
Les Brown.
B. Select Terms of Service
Les Brown made reference to page 4, 5.4, of the bylaws which references term of service. Each
member will serve a (2) two year term beginning December 9, 2009. Two (2) members will
draw lots for services of an initial one (1) year term. A stick lot was taken by Don Warkentin
with the result for (1) one year term committee members as follows: Linda Balcazar, Salli Day
and Donna Elliott. Donna Elliott questioned how Avenal and Riverdale would be represented if
the term of service expired. Don Warkentin responded that a region representative is always
needed and when a region representative's term expires another representative will be chosen.

Citizens' Bond Oversight Committee -12.9.09
C. Set Meeting Calendar
Les Brown stated that this committee will meet once every six months. Buddy Brookes
motioned that the next meeting be held on Wednesday, June 9, 2010 at 4:00 p.m., it was
seconded by Donna Elliott, all in favor, motion passed.
3. Information/Discussion/Presentations
A. Review of Measure E and SFID No.3
Review was made of the School Facilities Improvement District's (SFID) NO.3 general obligation
bond which was a result of Measure E and the areas that it encompasses. Measure E is a
$31,000,000 bond for new educational facilities construction to be paid back over a twenty (20)
year period. The bond includes the cities of Avenal and Riverdale. $1,000,000 will go to
Riverdale and $2,000,000 will go to Avenal, with the remainder to Lemoore.
B. Review Bylaws
An overview was made of the bylaws, specifically the Committee's purposes and duties. Les
Brown called attention to page 2, section 3.5 which specifies what the District has not charged
this Committee to do.
C. Bond Rating/Sale of Bonds - Series A
Ken Stoppenbrink stated that insurance has been purchased on the bond. An A+ rating was
assigned which lowers the cost of borrowing, as well does the great outlook as a stable district.
Ken reported that Series A has been issued in the amount of $6,000,000.
D. Measure E Facility Projects
Kevin Cobb distributed two reports that AP Architects prepares in their office to track projects
for West Hills College Lemoore which included the overall budget and completion recap for
each series. The light blue columns of the spreadsheet represent the budgeted local bond
dollars. The gymnasium funding is not a part of the bond. Les Brown indicated that this was a
misunderstanding by some of the community that a gym was being built but no bond dollars
used. Mr. Warkentin responded that there was a survey taken and the community did not
support using bond dollars for the gymnasium. Mr. Warkentin asked Kevin to explain what the
term "infrastructure" refers to. Kevin explained that infrastructure refers to support for areas
of the college, i.e. parking lots, sidewalks (fire lanes), roads, and chillers. Kevin spoke also
about the California Environment Quality Act (EIR). Kevin stated that the bonds are sold in
chunks. They have taken Avenal and Riverdale's portion of the bond dollars and spilt them up
as the bonds are sold. Mr. Warkentin "reported that he had met with the City of Avenal and
they discussed an educational center in Avenal. The plan is for a partnership. Riverdale has had
preliminary discussion as to what they would like.
E. Annual Audit
Les Brown questioned how this committee could be objective to look at an audit of
construction costs when the auditor is hired by the district. Ken Stoppenbrink responded that
the audit functions have to include all audit information.
4. Announcements
• Next Meeting Date - June 9, 2010 at 4:00 p.m.
5. Committee Member Comments and Requests
Les Brown stated that there was much detail in today's meeting.
Tom Hernandez thanked Mr. Warkentin and Kevin Cobb for the information.
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Donna Elliott questioned whether information could be shared with local clubs. Mr. Warkentin
responded affirmatively.
Frances Squire reported that communication about this Committee would go out twice per year
in a newsletter mailed out to the community. She asked Committee members to join her for a
picture following today's meeting to be included in the newsletter.
6. Adjournment
The meeting was adjourned at 5:05 p.m.
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CCR, Title V Section 51025

Philosophy
All the communities within the district have made significant contributions to the welfare of our
colleges and centers. In recognition of the contributions and confidence in the actions of the West
Hills Community College District, the Board of Trustees has determined that it will maintain a
d.istrict office, viable and comprehensive colleges in the cities of Coalinga and Lemoore with current
educational centers in Firebaugh and the Lemoore Naval A.ir Station. The Board believes that
because of our geographic location and d.istribution of our cities, the ability to maintain access to
higher education opportunities is essential for our communities and citizens to grow and prosper.
In keeping with this overall philosophy, the Board has implemented the following principles to
maintain access to higher education:
•
•
•
•

The district shall maintain standards of design, construction and reconstruction of new
facilities which will be followed and applied at all locations.
The d.istrict shall maintain standards in the use and application of technology at all locations.
The district shall develop long term plans in education, construction and fiscal resources.
The district shall develop energy efficiency and conservation goals

The purpose of the resource allocation procedure is to provide an understandable, clear
methodology to the practice of allocating resources to the cost centers of the d.istrict and to realize
the Board's objective in extending the educational opportunity to all citizens of the distr.ict. This
procedure, along with the budget definitions (see Appendix A), provides the necessary information
for the development of comprehensive budgets for the district and individual college operations.

If at any time there are circumstances beyond the control of the district, such as a major earthquake,
the fiscal condition of the state, or other events that disrupt or minimize the operations of the
district, these circumstances may dictate a different course of action than those outlined in this
procedure.
Allocation Fundamentals (Distribution of Fiscal and Human Resources)
1. The district receives a base allocation from the State Chancellor's Office:
a. Based on prior year FTES (Full Time Equivalent Students)
b. Based on the state's ability to fund growth and COLA (Cost of Living Adjustment)
2.

Each college receives a base allocation:
a. Based on prior year expenditures
b. Based on the college's ability to achieve their FTES goal
c. Based on the state's ability to fund growth and COLA
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3. The percentage of growth achieved by each college at the end of a fiscal year will be a
determining factor in the amount of resources realized by each college. Student retention and
success may also be a factor in the amount of resources realized by each college.
4.

Resources will be allocated to maintain the viability and comprehensiveness of both colleges and
their educational centers.

5.

Resources will be allocated to colleges for the purpose of prioritizing and planning the human
resources, support programs and academic programs desired by the colleges which are
determined by the internal planning processes at the college level.

6. The District Office receives a base allocation based on:
a. Prior year expenditures
b. Budget development
c. Ability to fund growth and COLA
Cost Centers
The cost centers of the district will be the colleges and the District Office.
Approval Process
1.

Prior to the planning and budget cycle for each college, the district Business Office will provide
each College President with the prior "base year allocation and expenditures" and the projected
"base year allocations". The budget assumption used for the " projected year" shall be the same
as the State Chancellor's 0 ffice . The budgets for the cost centers will be allocated using a "base
year" allocation. The "base year" allocation is based upon the prior year's actual expenditures.

2.

Upon approval of the tentative district budget for the upcoming fiscal year, an appendix to the
budget will be provided to illustrate the estimated actual budgets of the cost centers.

3.

Distribution/Reduction of Income
a. Prior to any distribution, the reserve must be taken into account which requires the
district to set aside a minimum of 5% of revenues in order to comply with the California
Community Colleges System Office Memorandum of October 25, 2005;
b. Mandated expenses and increases in the mandated expenses to the district and colleges
such as utilities, bad debt, step increases, insurance or other costs will be funded;
c. After items a and b are accounted for, the remaining growth dollars will be allocated to
each college based upon the percentage of growth dollars each college provided to the
overall district funded growth. (Example: If the growth is 8% total for the District and
2% is from Coalinga and 6% is from Lemoore, then 25% of the new money will be
allocated to Coalinga and 75% will be allocated to Lemoore.) In accordance with
Education Code Section 84362, 50% of growth dollars expended at each college shall be
expended for instructional purposes.
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d.

In the event the state provides a deficit factor to either COLA, growth or FTES which
requires a reduction in the allocation to the colleges, the allocations to the colleges and
District Office will be adjusted accordingly. This would also be applicable to any midyear cuts.
e. In the event the state increases overall funding for the district, the allocations to the
colleges and the district office will be adjusted accordingly.
f. As a part of the distribution of resources, there must be consideration given to the
resources required to support the district office functions. These considerations would
include, but not be limited to, resources received for scheduled maintenance, equipment
or other restricted funds that serve to increase services throughout the district. The
district office reserves the right to allocate resources from restricted areas to maximize
their effect on the ability to serve students. These expenditures will be tied to a district
scheduled maintenance plan, as well as any facilities plans in order to obtain
maximization of the limited resources.
g. Decisions on how these resources are allocated will be finalized by the Chancellor's
Executive Cabinet.
4.

Distribution of Staff
a.

In the matter of full time faculty, Title V Section 51025 provides the faculty obligation
target number for the district to maintain.
b. Ideally, this process will conclude prior to the start of the spring semester to allow for
immediate advertising in January to begin the process of employing faculty.
c. The Chancellor 'will require that the College Presidents meet and confer on their
respective lists to determine similar positions or shared positions being sought by both
colleges.
d. The reconciled list will then be forwarded to the Human Resources department for
immediate distribution.
e. This process shall also be used in the recommendation of new and replacement
classified, management and administrative staff.
f. The College President is responsible for disseminating the decisions made on
distribution of staff to their respective colleges using regular and appropriate means of
communicating the process and results of the decisions made.
g. In the event the district is in a position to freeze hiring or eliminate positions, a list will
be maintained that provides a starting point for hiring once the freeze is lifted. An
historical list of vacant positions will be created and reviewed on a yearly basis and used
in the process.
Review of Procedure
This procedure will be reviewed annually.

Board approval date: 11/15/05
Revised: 5/15/07; 1/19/10
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Other Operating Expenses Categories Definitions
Definitions: Other operating expenses, budget object code number 5000, are identified
by the Budget and Accounting Manual published by the Chancellors Office . The various
categories are as follows :
1. Audit: These expenses involve the cost associated with the districts audit as
identified in Education Code Section 84040(b) .
2. Contract Services : These payments are for those firms that provide internet
access, access , on-line services , and software licensing . The object code also
includes services for an entity such as joint powers agency to administer a selfinsurance fund.
3. Depreciation: These expenses are taken from that asset that is income
producing.
4. Dues and Membership: Expenses related to associations, membership fees, for
the governing board and the employees who are required to join these
associations due to their positions within the district.
5. Election: expenditures for election services provided by the county (Elections
Code Section 10002).
6. Insurance: Expenditures for all forms of fire, casualty or liability insurance for the
district. This would include any costs for appraisals, bonds safeguarding the
district against losses resulting from actions of its employees, and insurance for
students participating in intercollegiate athletics. (Excluded in this category are
those insurance premiums related to employee benefits) .
7. Interest: Interest expenses related to the cost of borrowing to finance the
operations of the district.
8. Legal : Expenditures as assessments for other than capital improvements, bond
issues or other advertisements required by law, judgments, and lawyers' fees .
9. Personal and Consultant Services: Contracts for personal or consultant services
provided by an individual or firm. This would include costs associated with
surveys and appraisals.
10. Postage: Costs for sorting, handling , shipping and postage of mail and
documents.
11. Rents and Leases: Payments for the rent or lease of land, athletic fields,
equipment, and buildings; payments to independent vendors for transportation .
(Lease purchases are excluded and are expensed in object code 6000, Capital
Outlay) .
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12. Repairs and Maintenance: Expenditures for payments to independent vendor for
repairs and maintenance to buildings or equipment, including maintenance
agreements on equipment.
13. Self-Insurance Claims: Expenditures for payments and/or accrued costs for
claims to a self-insured fund. Payments to an insurance joint powers agency are
treated as insurance expense in the General fund or applicable special fund ,
such as a bookstore fund.
14. Travel and Conference: Expenditures for per diem and actual, necessary
expenditures incurred by employees, board members , and other district
representatives for authorized meetings, transportation , mileage allowance ,
meals and lodging.
15. Utilities and Housekeeping: Expenditures for water, fuel , light, power, telephone ,
waste disposal, laundry, dry cleaning and other similar expenses, including
contracts for these services.
16. Other: expenditures for bad debt expense, loan costs, physical examinations,
fingerprinting, damage to personal property, cash variances, advertisements not
required by law and all other operating costs not identifiable within any other
object 5000 category. This would be the area where our advertising for
marketing our educational programs would be charged.
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Other Outgo Definitions

Definitions: Other outgo, budget object code number 7000, is identified by the Budget
and Accounting Manual published by the Chancellors Office. The various categories
are as follows:
1. 7100 : Debt Retirement (Long-Term Debt)
These expenditures include costs for long-term bonds or other
indebtedness for the purpose of purchasing land, constructing or
purchasing buildings, equipping buildings pursuant to Ed Code 15100 or
81901.
2. 7200: Intrafund Transfers-Out
These are transfers within a fund of the district such as transfers from the
general fund unrestricted to a general fund restricted.
3. 7300: Interfund Transfers-Out
These are transfers that are taken from one fund and added to another
fund without an expectation of repayment. An example would be where
there is a required match for scheduled maintenance that is transferred
from the general fund to the capital outlay projects fund .
4. 7400: Other Transfers
These are for extraordinary situations such as transfers from reorganized
or lapsed district to another district, loss on investments or joint ventures,
such as material, prior-year assessments to self-insurance programs,
JPA's or consortiums.
5. 7500: Student Financial Aid
Expenditures for student aid in the form of grants , fellowships,
scholarships, tuition reduction, etc. Payments to students for services
rendered, such as work study that are chargeable to the activity benefited
by the student's work.
6. 7600: Other Student Aid
This category is for amounts paid to/for students for non-cash assistance,
such as bus tickets, auto repairs related to commuting to college classes,
child care vouchers, and bookstore vouchers . These would be for
participants in EOPS, DSPS or other categorical programs.
7. 7900: Reserve for Contingencies
No expenditures are allowed in this category and are for appropriation
only. This would include amounts equal to the portion of the current fiscal
year's appropriation that are not designated for any specific purpose, but
are held in reserve to fund other appropriation items necessary during the
fiscal year.
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CALENDAR FOR BUDGET DEVELOMENT FOR THE
WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
DATE

ITEM

RESPONSIBILITY

Mid January April 10

Distribute Budget Worksheet forms to College President.

Vice Chancellor

College Presidents shall initiate college budget development process.

College Presidents

Vice Chancellor shall distribute forms to district office Department
managers .

Vice Chancellor

Open hearings and meetings will be held at each College and District
Office.

College Presidents
Chancellor

Submit college's proposed budget worksheets and priority lists to the
Vice Chancellor

College Presidents

Submit district office's proposed budget worksheets and priority lists to
Vice Chancellor

Chancellor

Executive Cabinet to review budget submittals.

Executive Cabinet

Vice Chancellor will notify Superintendent of Schools of newspaper
publication, date, location and time of public display of proposed
budget document.

Vice Chancellor

May Board Meeting

Vice Chancellor presents latest tentative budget information to Board
of Trustees.

Vice Chancellor

Ten days prior to
June Board Meeting

Copies of the proposed Tentative budget shall be placed in the District
Office, College Libraries, Centers, and the President's offices for
public view.

Vice Chancellor

June Board Meeting

At the June Board of Trustees meeting, the Board will hold a public
hearing and will review and approve the proposed Tentative budget.

Board of Trustees

Vice Chancellor will forward copy of approved Tentative budget to the
Superintendent of Schools, Fresno County and the Chancellor,
California Community Colleges .

Vice Chancellor

Before July 25'"

All recommendations from Colleges and District to amend Tentative
budget to be submitted to Vice Chancellor.

College Presidents
Chancellor

Ten days before
August Board
Meeting

Copies of the proposed Tentative budget shall be placed in the District
Office, College Libraries , Centers , and the President's offices for
public view.

Vice Chancellor

August Board
Meeting

At the August Board meeting , the Board will hold a public hearing and
will review and approve the proposed Adopted budget.

Board of Trustees

Immediately after
August Board
Meeting

Vice Chancellor will forward copy of approved Adopted budget to the
Superintendent of Schools , Fresno County and the Chancellor,
California Community Colleges.

Vice Chancellor

Second week of April
April 15

In

Before June 30

m
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Califomia Community Colleges
ANNUAL FINANCIAL AND BUDGET REPORT
(Financial Report for Fiscal Year 2009-2010)
(Budget Report for Fiscal Year 201 ()"2011)
DIIlIrIct:

WEST HILLS

District Code:

580

This is to certify that the Annual Ananclal and Budget Report has been prepared and the budget adopted
in accordance with the Califomia Code of Regulations, beginning with Section .58300. Further, to the
best of my f<nowIe9ge, the data con_eel in this report are correct.

r(}-

~-/"O

Date

I' I)

~-

f? ,... /0

Date

Contact: Ken Stoppenbrink

(559) 934-2160

In accordance with the California Code of Regulations, Section 58305{d) a copy of this report
is due to the Chancellor's Office on or before October 15, 2010. Please submit the report to:
ChanceHor's Office
Califomia Community Colleges
Fiscal Services Unit
1102 Q Street, Suite 300
Sacramento, CA 95814-6511
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Analysis of compliance with the 50 Percent Law (ECS 84362)

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

The Current Expense of Education

Annual Financial and Budget Report

S11 GENERAL FUND - UNRESTRICTED SUBFUND

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

District ID: 580

Budget Year. 2010-2011

For Actual Year. 2009-2010

Activity (ECSA)

Activity (ECSB)

ECS 84362 A

ECS 84362 B

- - - -_ . . . _- Academic Salaries

Name: WEST HILLS

-

--

- -- -

--

Activity (ECSX)
.

---

Object

Instructional Salary Cost

Total CEE

Code

AC 0100-5900 & AC 6110

AC 0100 - 6799

--~ - -

--

Excluded
--- - - --Activities

- --

..

_-----

._ ---_ .-_ ..

Total

AC 6800 - 7390

Instructional Salaries
Contract or Regular
... .

'-

- --

Other
-

Total Instructional Salaries

.'

• •

•

•• _

•

-

'-0'

1100

5,451,048

1300

2,191,072

.

. ,-

-

---.

- -

5,451,048

5,451,048

.

-

--

7,642,120

r

•

.

_

2,191,072

2,191,072

7,642,120

0

7,642,120

Non-Instructional Salaries
Contract or Regular
Other

-.

. .... ..

. '

-'

, "--

-. -

Total Non-Instructional Salaries

. - ." ,

"

1200
"-

~

639,721

2,667,250

128,435

52,946

181,381

0

2,155,964

692,667

2,848,631

7,642,120

9,798,084

692,667

10,490,751

2100

3,907,836

411,141

4,318,977

2300

221,441

37,296

258,737

4,129,277

448,437

4,577,714

18,310

255,588

,-

• • • • • •_. _ . _

__ • • u .

- _.

~-

_.

.

.. -

2,027,529

".'--'

_.-.

1400

-"

"-

" .-

. . ... -

-.

Total Academic Salaries
Classified Salaries
Non-Instructional Salaries
Regular Status
Other
Total Non-Instructional Salaries

0

Instructional Aides
Regular Status
Other

2200

83,014

83,014

2400

224,404

237,278

83,014

Total Instructional Aides

307,418

320,292

18,310

338,602

Total Classified Salaries

307,418

4,449,569

466,747

4,916,316

1,824,053

4,211,436

295,593

4,507,029

344,458

109,113

453,571

533,282

2,836,022

Employee Beneflts

3000

Supplies and Materials

4000

Other Operating Expenses

5000

Equipment Replacement

6420

Total Expenditures Prior to Exclusions

374,534

2,302,740

0

10,148,125

21,106,287
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2,097,402

23,203,689
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CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

The Current Expense of Education

Annual Financial and Budget Report

S11 GENERAL FUND - UNRESTRICTED SUBFUND

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
For Actual Year: 20.0.9-20.10.

District ID: 580.

Budget Year: 20. 10-20. 11

Name: WEST HILLS

Activity (ECSA)
ECS 84362 A

Object
Code

Exclusions

~ - --- -- ._. -

..-

-_ .-

Instructional Salary Cost

AC 0100-5900 & AC 6110

Activity (ECSB)

Activity (ECSX)

ECS 84362 B

Excluded

Total CEE

Activities

AC 0100 - 6799

AC 6800 - 7390

Total

'Activities to Exclude
Instructional Staff-Retlrees' Benefits and Retirement Incentives

590.0.

Student Health Services Above Amount Col/ected

6441

Student Transportation
.. " . .,.....
-- .. . -- .Noninstructionel Staff-Retirees' Benefits and Retirement Incentives

6491

',

88.252

88,252

88.252

0.
73.648

73,648

. -.. ----· 1--·_·-_·__·__·_--

~-

6740.

. -,- --

10.7.355

10.7,355

Objects to Exclude
Rents and Leases

5060.

216.80.6

24.191

240..997

Lottery Expenditures
Academic Salaries

10.0.0.

0.

Classified Salaries

20.0.0.

0.

Employee Benefits

30.0.0.

0.

Supplies end Materials

40.0.0.

Software

4100

288

288'

Books. Magazines, & Periodicals

420.0.

4.717

4.717

Instructional Supplies & Materials

430.0.

5.149

5.149

Noninstrvctional. Supplies & Malerials

440.0.

273.992

273,992,

Total Supplies and Materials
Other Operatin9 Expenses and Services

0.1

284.1461

5000.

313.151
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0.

284.146
313.151

Analysis of compliance with the 50 Percent Law (ECS 84362)

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

The Current Expense of Education

Annual Financial and Budget Report

S11 GENERAL FUND· UNRESTRICTED SUBFUND

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
For Actual Year. 2009·2010

District ID: 580

Budget Year. 2010·2011

Name: WEST HILLS

Activity (ECSA)

Activity (ECSB)

ECS 84362 A

ECS 84362 B

Excluded

Object

Instructional Salary Cost

Total CEE

Activities

Code

AC 0100·5900 & AC 6110

AC 0100·6799

AC 6800 • 7390

Capjial ciiJuay .

6000

Li brary Books

6300

Equipment

6400

Equipment· Additional

6410

Equipment· Replacement

6420

Total Equipment

01

Activity

otal

0

o

Total Capital Outlay
7000

Other Outgo

for ECS 84362, 50% Law
of CEE (Instructional Salary Cost f Total CEE)

88.252

1,083,358

10.059,873

20,022.929

50.24%

100.00%
10.011,464

(Remaining) Deficiency from second
ipreceeding Fiscal Vear
IAmounr Required to be Expended for Salaries of Classroom

10.059.873

20.022.929

2.073,211

22.096.140

10.148.125

21.106,287

2.097.402

23.203.689

2.687

78.547

3,527

82.074

o

o

21.184.834

2.100.929

to Unrestricted General Fund Expenditures
Expenditures Prior to Exclusions
6000

Equipment Replacement (Back out)
Unrestricted General Fund Expenditures

6420
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10

General Fund -

Combined

(Total Unrestricted and Restricted)
Name: WEST HILLS

DistricllD: 580

For Year Ended June 30,2010

Description

11

12

CA

General Fund

General Fund

(Object)

Unrestricted

Restricted

10

I
I

I
I

General Fund

I

COMBINED

I

!ASSETS
Cash, Investments, and Receivables

..

.-

Cash:

9100

--

. ..

...

.

-- ., '

,

.... _. . - . -I

..

Awaiting Deposit and in Banks

9111

874,342

In County Treasury

9112

3,048,714

....

- .... .. .

..

Cash With Fiscal Agents

_...•.

... ... .

9114

'~"

-

"

-

. .. .

-, ',-

. .. - . . ..--.'

1,114
,,_.

'. -

Investments (at cost)

..

..

.

.

9120

.

9130

Accounts Receivable

- - ~-

..•

'~~"

.. .. . .. .. . ..

•..

~-

. .. ,.

.

- .- - -','.-

9210
. ....

'.

1, 114

. . -.. .

..

' ."

1

0
8,517, 422 1

..

32,692

1,952,735

1,985,427
.

I

--

., '

- ..

. . .. ..

.
., .

11,462,882

TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES

-~

-.
2,931,445
."

9220

-.

1

- _.', .

0

..-

9200

Inventories and Stores

'

0

..

12,254

12,254

3,069,160

14,532,042i

.. .

9500

Current liabilities and Deferred Revenue

..

. _., ..

'

. -" . . -.... -..
1,037,540

. '1

9510

Accounts Payable
Accrued Salaries and Wages Payable
.. .

~

-,.

' "

- ..

.. .

Due to Other Funds
Temporary Loans
...' .

Current Portion of Long-Term Debt

. ..•

..

9520

511,462

9530

291,545

'

"

.

"-

......

9540

..
..

9550
¥

-• •

-

•

.i " . _...

. ..

....

~

_...

.

-

.

~

..

... --."-

511'~6~1

291,545
1,389,339
..

¥ -_ . '.

1313.J

..

..

3,815,582

9560
9570

275,941

--

-' .,. - .

Compensated Absences Payable Current

TOTAL LIABILITIES

,_ . "

...

..

Prepaid Items

Deferred Revenues

3,048,714

5,585,977

9140

Due from Other Funds
Inventories, Stores, and Prepaid Items

967,111

..

. ....•..

.. .. -

9113

.

Revolving Cash Accounts

..

, '

92,769

-- .

5,204,921

"

- ."

1,581,622

1,403,880

7,237,751

3,069,160

..

.

-

",.

.

-- ~I

2,985,502\
10,306,911
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CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Governmental Funds Group

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET

10

General Fund - Combined

(Total Unrestricted and Restricted)
Name: WEST HILLS

District ID: 580

For Year Ended June 30, 2010

CA
(Object)

Description
FUND EQUITY
.
Fund Balance Reserved

I
I

11

12

10

General Fund

General Fund

General Fund

Unrestricted

Restricted

COMBINED

-. _.

.,."

~

~

9710

.

. .

...

. ----

-

._-

~

-

0

... -

-

-,

NonCash Assets

9711

Arnonts Restricted by Law for Specific Purposes

9712

0

Reserve for Encumbrances Credit

9713

0

Reserve for Encumbrances Debit

9714

0

..•.

:

-

--

~~

. . --

.
-

-,-.

0
~

9715

Reserve for Debt Services

0

0

Total Reserved Fund Balance

0

0

9750

Designated Fund Balance
Commitments by Contract or Other Legal Obligation

9751

"

9752

Self Insurance Programs
-

_.

• I --

".-

Payments Resulting from Court Orders

• •

~

9753

--

0
-

-

-

9754

Total Designated Fund Balance
.

-

-

Uncommitted(Unrestricted} Fund Balance
TOTAL FUND EQUITY
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY

9790

"

.. .

~

.

0

--

--

Specific Future Purposes

~

0
0

--

0

0

4,225,131

0

:.

4,225,131

4,225,131

0

4,225,131

11,462,882

3,069,160

14,532,042
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20

Debt ServIce Funds:

21

Bond Intra,...t and RedMnptIon Fund

22

Revenue Bond I.,.....t and Redemption Fund

COMBINED BALANCE StreET

29

other Debt Service Fund

For Year Ended June 30, 2010

0Istrtct 10: 580

Descrlptlon

Name: WEST HILLS
21

22

Bond Intra,...t

RewnueBond

CA

and

In.....tand

(Object) I

Redemption Fund

29
other Debt

Redemption Fund

8ervfce Fund

ETS
Cash, Investments, and Receivables

9100

Cash:

Awaiting Deposit and in Banks

9111

In County Treasury

9112

••••••••••

Cash WIth Fiscal Agents
.

"

- -

1,519,040

3.210,816

"C""",'_"

.....

"~...

9113

Investments (at cost)

9120

...Accounts Receivable

9130

Due from Other FlI'Ids

9140

8.143.186

~.,

TOTAL ASSETS
LlABIUl1ES
- -

3,210,816

o

9.682,226

o

o

o

-

AceountlI Payable

9500
9510

Accrued Sa1a1'ie8 and Wages Payable
-Compensated Abeences Payable Current

9530

Due to Other Funds

9540

Temporary Loans
CtmInt Portioo of Long-Tenn Debt

9550
9560

Deferred Revenues

9570

Cummt Uabllltles and Deferred Revenue
_0-

.--

-.

TOTAL UABiLmES

9520
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CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Governmental Funds Group

Annual Ananclal and Budget Report

20

Debt Service Funds:

21

Bond Interest and Redemption Fund

22

Revenue Bond Interest and Redemption Fund

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET

29

Other Debt Service Fund

For Year Ended June 30, 2010

District ID: 580

I

CA
(Object)

Description

Name: WEST HILLS
21

22

Bond Interest

Revenue Bond

and

Interest and

Redemption Fund

FUND EQUITY
. . .. .. ...• ' . ..

Fund Balance Reserved
NonCash Assets
..

."

.. .... .
,

..

--

.. .

.

'

Amonts Restricted by Law for Specific Purposes
. -.

.

. ...

...

--- ",

Reserve for Encumbrances Credit

-_9711.. .. ..

..

..

~

~ '

..

.

-

..

--.

--

... ,-

, .,

. ..

9,662,226

.

...

..

.

'.'

-

-

Specific Future Purposes

. ..

...

9753
,"'--

- .... ,

. ..

. .

'

.. .

9,662,226

. ..

. .. .

.. .

9752

Payments Resulting from Court Orders

0

.. - .... . _ .

9751

Self Insurance Programs

...

.

I

9750

Commitments by Conlract or Other Legal Obligation

.. .

-

..... . .....

"

3,210,816

Designated Fund Balance

Tolal DeSignated Fund Balance

. . ..

9715

Total Reserved Fund Balance

~ .

...

Service Fund

..

........ .

9714

Reserve for Debt Services

..

.. .

. ..

9713

..

Other Debt

,

.....

. ......

Reserve for Encumbrances Debit

.

3,210 ,816

9712

I

Redemption Fund

..

~

9710

29

. .

-, '

.

-

... . --

. .

.

. ..

9754

......

Uncommitted(Unresmcted) Fund Balance

.' .-

0

.. .

0

..

"

'"

0

9790

TOTAL FUND EQUITY

3,210,816

0

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY

3,210,816

0

9,662,226
_.

9,662,226
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31
32

34

Fann Operation Fund

Cafeteria Fund

35

Revenue Bond Project Fund

39

Other Special Revenue Fund

Child Development Fund

33

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET

Special Revenue Funds:

Bookstore Fund

Name: WEST HILLS

District ID: 580

For Year Ended June 30, 2010

32

33

34

35

39

Farm Operation

Revenue Bond

Other Special

Cafeteria Fund

Child
Development
Fund

Project Fund

Revenue Fund

31
CA
Bookstore Fund

(Object)

Description

Fund

ASSETS
9100

Cash, Investments, and Receivables
.. . .
."
Awaiting Deposit and in Banks

.... - .
9111

~ .

,~

-

. ....

..

. -...

Cash With Fiscal Agents
-- - - ....•. _.-.......
Revolving Cash Accounts
...
. . - -.. -.', .. ...
Investments (at cost)

_.

..

....

"-,

,'_

' "

.-

.. .. ......

"- -

.. -

-

.. -

r · · .. _

. - .. _.- .

..

.

'

" ."

-

- ..

,.

.- ..

.

,~

Inventories, Stores, and Prepaid Items
• .

-

_,_ • . _

•

• . • , , _ . _. _

_ ._ .

"

'

.

."

,' "

11,380

32,286

-

"

.

- -.. "

..• , ...

--

.- ..

.

-

..

.

'"

,

.

I

--

- . - -..
- . . -.-.-

.

. ,-,

~ -

.

..,

.....

.

.
8,583

--

- --

...

(507)
.. . .
117,752

.. .

--' "

,

75,064
.,

"_ .. ..

.

,

.-' "

-.

.

_.

-- .

, ,

"

. ...

' .

_. .

- ~

,.-

.

,,,

500
312,894

TOTAL ASSETS

_.

~"

441 ,713

9220

. .

..

"

. ..

-

-.

- , ,-

Prepaid Items

UABILITIES

'

" ,' ~

9210

Inventories and Stores

....

....
.

_.
446

.

8,232

.

..

I

133,778

. .

V

-~

.. +

.-

_.

....

- - .. ..

......

·_

9130
. . . ...... . .. . -- .. .
9140
.,- ..• -- ... . . '.
9200
"

Due from Other Funds

6,017
'- ..
8,287
"

9114
..- .
9120

Accounts Receivable

-.-

4,780
. .

280,608
. ...-. -,._ - .. .

, "0"

9113

~

..

. ,

_,

" .'-

9112

In County Treasury

..

-

"

Cash:

. • .... - ..

'

.

456,517

149,938

91,879

117,691

0
, .. .

....

9500

Current liabilities and Deferred Revenue

.'

Accounts Payable
Accrued Salaries and Wages Payable
..

...... ..

.... .

~

'

._

....

A

....

-

Current Portion of Long-Term Debt
_..
Deferred Revenues
TOTAL LIABILITIES

-

.. ... .. - .-....
9530
~

•

Compensated Absences Payable Current
-.
. - ..
Due to Other Funds

.-.- .

Temporary Loans

9510
. .......9520

..

9540

....

32,983

3

56,184
.. .

.

,

..

.

7,317
-- ... -, . -... . . --109,375

12,713

...

"-.

...

9560

.

_._ ..

,

.

.."

,

'--"

'. '

45,378

12,716

347,142
,~

.- ..
.,

"

,

. .

'

-

-.

6,046

..

... .

.. .....

94,765

.'

-

.. - ..

149,938

15,302
., ..

."

..

.

- ,--

..

.. '

263

9570

...

5,727

- ."

9550

28,927
.

. ..

(177)

.,.

... -.
.-

_'".

. .

- -.
1,578

448,527

34,654
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31
32

Cafeteria Fund

33

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET

Special Revenue Funds:

Bookstore Fund

Child Development Fund

31

I

- --

•

_ _ r ••

• .... _ _ _

~

--., ~~

M

~

~

- .-.

-

.. -- ..... -

·

FUND EQUITY
.... .. --... -. .. .. ... ..
Fund Balance Reserved

.

,

NonCash Assets
. , , --, .

- .. ... ...

~

Revenue Bond Project Fund
Other Special Revenue Fund

32

33

34

35

39

Fann Operation

Revenue Bond

Other Special

Cafeteria Fund

Child
Development
Fund

Fund

Project Fund

Revenue Fund

"

...

... - ...

-

'

"

Reserve for Encumbrances Credit

9713

Reserve for Encumbrances Debit

9714

Reserve for Debt Services

9715

. ....

"

.... ...

.

" ,-

..

."

.. .

_. ..
,-

. .. . .. .....

~.

. -.'

'-'

.

~-

.

.'

- . -- .. -

,

... .....

,

.- --_.. .. '-

..
0

Total Reserved Fund Balance
9750

,
.. . .. • • .. .... .
Commitments by Contract or Other Legal Obligation

Payments Resulting from Court Orders

9752
-.- ...9753

SpeCific Future Purposes

9754

..

',-

Total Designated Fund Balance
.... _.---,,- .
Uncommitted(Unrestrlcted) Fund Balance

~

..

...

..-.

. ...

.

.....

,

....

""" .

'_ . 1

_0 "9

.-

"

..

.....

.

'~

.

"

,

..

. .- ..

.

-'~'

0

,

.....

~

,-

. . -..-

.....

- .~

.

.
. -. ,

- ..

'

0

• •.•

. ..

. ..

0

300.178

,

,.

,-,

r

_

~

..

.

_

..

--.

~

'

r'

0

"

-,

..

..

-

. - ._ . .

...

_,-,

.. ,

_","F,

"

0

..,

..

,

0
9790

... ..

0

9751
,

,,- _ .

'

...

"

Self Insurance Programs

.. . ...

-

.......

-

.. --

...... .

..

-,

Designated Fund Balance

I

_ .-- . -... -.... _.• . _--.- .. ....

I

9712

-

... ." .... . ... . . ....... ,.,...
_,

Bookstore Fund

--- .. ----. .
9710
. .,.9711
... _.- ..

Amonts Restricted by Law for Specific Purposes

35
39

CA

(Object)

Description

Fann Operation Fund

Name: WEST HILLS

DistricllD: 580

For Year Ended June 30. 2010

34

. ... -

•

0

0

7.990

57.225

- ,

..

'

"'"

...... ..
0

" ,

'' ',

0

TOTAL FUND EQUITY

300.178

0

7.990

57.225

0

0

TOTAL UABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY

312.894

149.938

456.517

91.879

0

117.691
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CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Governmental Funds Group

Annual FInancial and Budget Report

40

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET
For Year Ended June 30. 2010

Capital Projects Funds:
41

Capital Outlay Projects Fund

42

Revenue Bond Construction Fund

District ID: 580

Name: WEST HILLS

I

41

Description

CA

Capital Outlay

(Object)

Projects Fund

42

I

Revenue Bond
Construction Fund

ASSETS
Cash, Investments, and Receivables

9100

Cash:
Awaiting Deposit and in Banks

9111

In County Treasury

9112

Cash With Fiscal Agents

9113

Revolving Cash Accounts

9114

8,867,231

Investments (at cost)

9120

Accounts Receivable

9130

4,431,225

Due from Other Funds

9140

5,621,184

Inventories, Stores, and Prepaid Items

9200

Inventories and Stores

9210

Prepaid Items

9220

10,254,650

61,658,171
10,426

18,919,640

TOTAL ASSETS

71,923,247

LlABIUTIES
Current liabilities and Deferred Revenue

9500

Accounts Payable

9510

Accrued Salaries and Wages Payable

9520

Compensated Absences Payable Current

9530

2~0!~:83~t__

. ..

2,338.633

. . --"-'-" .
~

Due to Other Funds

9540

Temporary Loans

9550

Current Portion of Long-Term Debt

9560

Deferred Revenues

9570

TOTAL LIABILITIES

4,057

2,100,8911

2,338,633

Page 11

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Governmental Funds Group

Annual Financial and Budget Report

40

Capital Projects Funds:

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET

41

Capital Outlay Projects Fund

42

Revenue Bond Construction Fund

Description
FUND EQUITY
. -. .
Fund Balance Reserved
.

--

.....

-~

-

.

41

42

CA

Capital Outlay

Revenue Bond

(Object)

Projects Fund

Construction Fund

..

... . . -

~-

. .. ,-

Name: WEST HILLS

District ID: 580

For Year Ended June 30, 2010

-

._--.-. _-

9710
._ ,

9711

NonCash Assets
Amonts Restricted by Law for Specific Purposes

9712

Reserve for Encumbrances Credit

9713

........ .

. - ..
'

- ..

Reserve for Encumbrances Debit
..
Reserve for Debt Services

-.

.

.

. - ..

.-

--- -- . --- _.

· ...

-

.. .... -

. - .. '-

~

.

.

"

-.

--- . - --.,- . .

.....

...

- "

-.

·

9714
. __ ....•

"

' .

. .. -- .- . -. -

-,...

,, '

"

.

-

-

. ..

'

. .. .. .

".

.

-

.. -

.

I

.

9715
I

Total Reserved Fund Balance

0

Designated Fund Balance
"

-

H.-

-'

Commitments by Contract or Other Legal Obligation

9750
. .... -

~

9751

-"

.. ..

_.

.' -

.

9752

-

Specific Future Purposes
"

. .-

'

.. -

9754
... -- '

Total Designated Fund Balance
Uncommltted(Unrestricted) Fund Balance

--

-,

_.- .. -. .

--.-

"- ,

. - -,

... -

. .-

..

69,584,614

.---

,

. .

. .. . -

· .

9753

Payments Resulting from Court Orders
. ........

.'

16,818,749
.- . ..

Self Insurance Programs

0'

...
.. . .. - --,
16,818,749
~

......

_

-. '. .

", . '

.. ,-. ' ''- .
.69,584,614
,~

~

9790

TOTAL FUND EQUITY

16,818,749

69,584,614

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY

18,919,640

71 ,923,247
- - -

Page 12

Proprietary Funds Group

CAliFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

50

Annual Financial and Budget Report
51

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET

52

Enterprise Funds:

Bookstore Fund

53

Farm Operations Fund

Cafeteria Fund

59

Other Enterprise Fund

For Year Ended June 30. 2010

Description

Name: WEST HILLS

District ID: 580
51

52

53
Farm

Other

CA

Bookstore

Cafeteria

Operations

Enterprise

(Object)

Fund

Fund

Fund

Fund

59

JASSETS
9100

Cash. Investments. and Receivables
Cash:
Awaiting Deposit and In Banks

9111

In County Treasury

9112

Cash With Fiscal Agents

9113

Revolving Cash Accounts

9114

I"

Accounts Receivable

..

9120

Investments (at cost)

Due from Other Funds

9130
I"

1_ 9140

9200

Inventories. Stores. and Prepaid Items
,'"

I nventories and Stores

9210

Prepaid Items

9220
9300

Fixed Assets
Sites

9310

Site Improvements

9320
9321

Accumulated Depreciation Site Improvements

9330

Buildings
Accumulated DepreciaHon Buildings
Library Books
Equipment
Accumulated Depreciation Equipment
Work in Progress

Total Fixed Assets
TOTAl ASSETS

...

--

+

1-- -. - .... .. .. .

9331
9340
9350
9351
9360

o
o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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Proprietary Funds Group

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

50

Annual Financial and Budget Report

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET

Enterprise Funds:

51

Bookstore Fund

53

Farm Operations Fund

52

Cafeteria Fund

59

Other Enterprise Fund

Name: WEST HILLS

District 10 : 580

For Year Ended June 30. 2010

52

51

Description
LIABILITIES

_....... .

... . -

Accounts Payable

..... - . • ..

Cafeteria

Operations

Enterprise

(Object)

Fund

Fund

Fund

Fund

..... "

.

'

Deferred Revenues

- -, . ,"

~

..

-,--

..

...

"

9530

. -

"

-

. ..

I

.

-

-.

-.

.. .

..

,",

-'- '.

.I

'

-.- -

.,

9560

,.

.. ..•...

-, -

0

-, , '

...

....... .

. ... .

9540
....
9550

,--- -

I

._.

..

---. ..

.

.-.. _
-.-... ...

Current Portion of Long-Term Debt
. .

. .

9520

..

..

Temporary Loans
', -

-

-

.

••

.......... .. ..

Due to Other Funds

.

~

I

' . '._"

Compensated Absences Payable Current

.

v'

~

Accrued Salaries and Wages Payable
" -" ,

Other

Bookstore

9500
... .." . 9510

.. .

. ...

-

59

Farm
CA

._- .. -. _-- - .

...

Current Liabilities and Deferred Revenue

53

.. .

9570
0

Total Current Liabilities and Deferred Revenue

0

0

0

... " ,-

9600

Long-Term liabilities
Bonds Payable

_

9610
..

..

Revenue Bonds Payable

-

.

..

--

9620
'

Compensated Absences Long Term
..

~

.

Post-Employment Benefits Long Term

.. . -

Other Long-Term Liabilities

..-

-.

. .

.. . . .

9640

- .- .

9650
.....

'

. .. . _-

...

. . ... .

. , ..

.

~

9660

. . ..... .

"'. '

9670

.- .

Total Long-Term Liabilities
TOTAL LIABILITIES

.'

9630

Certificates of Participation
Lease Purchase of Capital Lease

. ..

968

..

-_ ...

.._',

.... ..

. ..

. -.

.

......

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

~
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Proprietary Funds Group

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

50

Annual Financial and Budget Report

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET

Enterprise Funds:

51

Bookstoll! Fund

53

Farm Operations Fund

52

Cafeteria Fund

59

Other Enterprise Fund

For Year Ended June 30, 2010

I
Description

Name: WEST HILLS

District 10: 580

51

CA

Bookstore

(Object)

Fund

1

I
I

52

l

I

I

Cafeteria

59

53

Fund

Farm

Other

Operations

Enterprise

Fund

Fund

FUND EQUITY
Fund Balance Reserved

9710

NonCash Assets

9711

Amonts Restricted by Law for Specific Purposes

9712

Reserve for Encumbrances Credit

9713

Reserve for Encumbrances Debit

9714

Reserve for Debt Services

9715

1 ._.

Total Reserved Fund Balance
DeSignated Fund Balance

I

Commitments by Contract or Other Legal Obligation

9751

Self Insurance Programs

9752

Payments Resulting from Court Orders

9753

Specific Future Purposes

9754

Total DeSignated Fund Balance
Uncommitted(Unrestricted) Fund Balance

9790

Other Equity

9800

Contributed Capital

9810

Retained Eamings

9850

Investment in General Fixed Assets

9890

TOTAL FUND EQUITY
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

9750
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CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Proprietary Funds Group

Annual Financial and Budget Report

60

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET

Internal Service Funds:
61

Self-Insurance Fund

69

Other Internal Service Fund

District to: 580

For Year Ended June 30, 2010

Name: WEST HILLS
61

69

Other Internal Service

CA
Description

(Object)

Self-Insurance Fund

Fund

ASSETS
9100

Cash, Investments, and Receivables
Cash:
Awaiting Deposit and in Banks

9111

In County Treasury

9112

Cash With Fiscal Agents

9113

Revolving Cash Accounts

9114

..... ·1·--· .... - .....

Investments (at cost)

9120

Accounts Receivable

9130

Due from Other Funds

9140

Student Loans Receivable

9150
9200

Inventories, Stores, and Prepaid Items
Inventories and Stores

9210

Prepaid Items

9220
9300

Fixed Assets
Sites

9310

Site Improvements

9320
9321

Accumulated Depreciation Site Improvements

9330

Buildings

9331

Accumulated Depreciation Buildings
Library Books

9340

Equipment

9350

Accumulated Depreciation Equipment
Work in Progress

Total Fixed Assets
TOTAL ASSETS

·1

9351
9360

o
o

o
o
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CAUFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Proprietary Funds Group

Annual Financial and Budget Report

60

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET

Internal Service Funds:

61

Self-Insurance Fund

69

Other Internal Service Fund

District ID: 580

For Year Ended June 30, 2010

Name: WEST HILLS

69

61
CA
Description

(Object)

Other Internal Service
Fund

Self-Insurance Fund

LIABILmES
Current Liabilities and Deferred Revenue

9500

Accounts Payable

9510

Accrued Salaries and Wages Payable

9520

Compensated Absences Payable Current

9530

Due to Other Funds

9540

Temporary Loans

9550

Current Portion of Long-Term Debt

9560

Deferred Revenues

9570

0l

Total Current liabilities and Deferred Revenue

---- ..- ..-..-. ~--

Long-Term liabilities

9600

Bonds Payable

9610

Revenue Bonds Payable

9620

Certificates of Participation

9630

Lease Purchase of Capital Lease

9640

Compensated Absences Long Term

9650

Post-Employment Benefits Long Term

9660

Other Long-Term liabilities

9670

Total Long-Term liabilities

TOTAL LlABILmES

968

...----....

--~

0

----~-

o
o

o
o
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CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Proprietary Funds Group

Annual Financial and Budget Report

60

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET

Internal Servlee Funds:

61

Self-lnsuranee Fund

69

Other Internal Serviee Fund

Districl ID: 580

For Year Ended June 30. 2010

Name: WEST HILLS

61

69

CA
Description

(Objeet)

Other Internal Service
Self-Insurance Fund

Fund

FUND EQUITY
Fund Balance Reserved

9710

NonCash Assets

9711

Amonts Restricted by Law for Specific Purposes

9712

Reserve for Encumbrances Credit

9713

Reserve for Encumbrances Debit

9714

Reserve for Debt Services

9715

o

Total Reserved Fund Balance
Designated Fund Balanee
Commitments by Contract or Other Legal Obligation

9751

Self Insurance Programs

9752

Payments Resulting from Court Orders
Specific Future Purposes
Total DeSignated Fund Balance
Uncommitted(Unrestricted) Fund Balance
Other Equity

:~: l
------ J. _.
9790

9810

Retained Earnings

9850

Investment in General Fixed Assets

9890

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY

I

•

-- - ~

- - . _ . .... . _ ,> , •• •.••

- -~L -

0

9800

Contributed Capital

TOTAL FUND EQUITY

o

9750

o
o

o
o
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CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Fiduciary Funds Group

Annual Financial and Budget Report

70

Trust Funds

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET
For Year Ended June 30. 2010

CA
Description

Name: WEST HILLS

District ID: 580

II

l

71
Associated

I

I

Students

73

72

(Object) 1 Trust Fund

74

75

76

77

79

Student

Student Body

Student

Scholarship

Representation

Center Fee

Financial Aid

and Loan

Investment

Compensation

Other

Fee Trust Fund

Trust Fund

Trust Fund

Trust Fund

Trust Fund

Trust Fund

Trust Fund

Deferred

!ASSETS
Cash. Investments. and Receivables

9100

Cash:
Awaiting Deposit and in Banks

9111

In County Treasury

9112

Cash With Fiscal Agents

9113

Revolving Cash Accounts
Investments (at cost)

152,558

19.396

9114
9120

876

170

Accounts Receivable

9130

1,043

380.293

Due from Other Funds

9140

17,565

32.073

Student Loans Receivable

9150

Inventories. Stores, and Prepaid Items

9200

Inventories and Stores

9210

Prepaid Items

9220

Fixed Assets

9300

Sites

9310

Site Improvements

9320

Accumulated Depreciation Site Improvements
Buildings
Accumulated Depreciation Buildings

9350

TOTAL ASSETS

35.886

400.000

190

J

9331
9340

Total Fixed Assets

19.809

1.475.006

9330

Equipment
Accumulated Depreciation EQuiPment

27.5961

9321

Library Books

Work in Pro9ress

11.147

. ! _.9351
9360

o
38,880

o
o

o
o

o
565,094
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o

o

o

o

58,552

1,875.006

o

36.076

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Fiduciary Funds Group

Annual Financial and Budget Report

70

Trust Funds

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET

LIABILITIES

73

74

75

Student Body

Student

Scholarship

Accounts Payable

.. • ...

.

... -.

.

"

Financial Aid

and Loan

Invesbnent

Compensation

Other

(Object)

Trust Fund

Fee Trust Fund

Trust Fund

Trust Fund

Trust Fund

Trust Fund

Trust Fund

Trust Fund

...

9500

..

_ .".

'

9510

-

..

",.-

-.

13,322

9550

Current Portion of Long-Term Debt

9560

Deferred Revenues

9570

--

.. -. . . ,

Total Current Liabilities and Deferred Revenue
...

...

...

--

.. .

13,409
'

Certificates of Participation

9630
9640

. .-.. ..

"

Post-Employment Benefits Long Term
.

-

.. ...

~

... ..

..

.

-

.. .....

..

. .. ,

".

_ • ••

• •

...

," ' _

.. . . - - . ,
-. ,

~ -' "

.--

,-

~

~-

.

0

..

-

.....

'

.. .

- " .-,-

. .

. -'.- ...

...
,"

..

. ..

.... .

9670
~

.

...
. .

" .-

~ .-

0
'

..

--

-. --

...

,"

..

' . ,.-

..

. · _.v

.. -.
.

9660
..

. ...

0

,, -

. ..

~

968

v "

_"

' "

..

.. .

Total Long-Term Liabilities
TOTAL LIABILITIES

w

0

9650

..

Other Long-Term Liabilities

551,207

.....

Compensated Absences Long Term

. .

. ..

..

....
..

- --- .

Lease Purchase of Capital Lease

. . ..

. . ..

" .

0

-. ".,-

9620

. .. .---

-

' . ,.

-

0
. .. . .

. •.....

.. .

.... . "-

.-

. . ..

62,910

9610

. ..

..

280,914

15

.....

Revenue Bonds Payable

" ,-

... .

..

9600

Bonds Payable

I
"

.' .. .. .

....

Long-Term Liabilities

.

..
. .. .

.

............

..

..

.
. . .

207,383

. .

9540

..

. ..

.'

9530

Compensated Absences Payable Current

..

" ,

72

...

'.

.

..

~

9520

Accrued Salaries and Wages Payable

," ,- .,

I

Center Fee

..

Temporary Loans

79

Representation

..

Due to Other Funds

77
Deferred

Students

- _ ..

,"

76

CA

-

.

. .. ..

...... ..

-'

72
Student

, ..

Current Liabilities and Deferred Revenue
'-.

I 71
I Associated

I
I

Description

..-."

Name: WEST HILLS

District ID: 580

For Year Ended June 30,2010

.- .-

" - '

. '

. ...

'"

.. ..

,--

.,. ,-

.

.... ,"

. . ..

~

..

......

.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

13,409

0

0

551,207

0

0

0

0

~
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70

Trust Funds

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET
Name: WEST HILLS

District ID: 580

For Year Ended June 30. 2010

1

I

I Associated

I

74

75

Student

Scholarship

76

77

79

Deferred

Student

Student Body

Students

RepresentaUon

Center Fee

Financial Aid

and Loan

Investment

Compensation

Other

(Object)

Trust Fund

Fee Trust Fund

Trust Fund

Trust Fund

Trust Fund

Trust Fund

Trust Fund

Trust Fund

FUND EQUITY
_

..

Fund Balance Reserved

9710

NonCash Assets
-Amonts Restricted by Law for Specific Purposes

9711
.- -- - ..
9712

Reserve for Encumbrances Credit

9713

-

--

---

.. ..•

-

9714

---

. .. ,.
~

.. -, .....

---

-_ .. .

... ... .

.. -

Reserve for Encumbrances Debit

1

73

CA

I

Description

72

71

..

•

". , ....

-

-

--

---

I

.-

-',.

"

,

9715

Reserve for Debt Services

0

0

Total Reserved Fund Balance
Designated Fund Balance

9750

Commitments by Contract or Other Legal
Obligation

9751

Payments Resulting (rom Court Orders
Specific Future Purposes

9754

,

0

Total Designated Fund Balance
Uncommitted{Unrestricted) Fund Balance

9790

Other Equity

9600

9850

. ," ,

~

.'

~

......

~~

.. .

.

, -

0

0

0

58,552

1.875,006

154,751

36,076

'. ....
~ .

-

"

0

56.552

1.875.006

154,751

36.076,

13,667

- ...

-..

..

.-

0

0

25,471

9810

---

Retained Earnings

0

1

9752
-9753

Self Insurance Programs

Contributed Capital

0

0

~".

-

--

I

.........

,

.

--

-

'

..

9690

Investment in General Fixed Assets
TOTAL FUND EQUITY

25,471

0

0

13.867

58,552

1,875,006

154.751

36.076

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY

36,880

0

0

565,094

58,552

1,675,006

154,751

36.076

-

-

-
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Details of General Fund Revenue

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
Annual Financial and Budget Report
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
District 10: 580

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

Name: WEST HILLS

Object
Code I

Description

Fund 511

Fund 512

Unrestrl cted

Restricted

Actual

Actual

Fund 510 Total
General Fund
-- -'- - -- Actual

8100

Federal Revenues

o

8110

Forest Revenues

_ ~1~-OJ_-

Higher Education Act

17.000

3,617,003

3,634,003

Workforce Investment Act

8130

1.951 .841

1,951 ,841

Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF)

8140

262.363

262.363

Student Financial Aid

8150

Vocational and Technical Education Act (VATEA)

8170

Other Federal Revenues

8190

Total Federal Revnues

8100

2,238

-,

2.238
905,179

905,179

12.262

2.960,801

2,973,063

31.500

9.697.187

9.728.687

8600

State Revenues

o
o

8610

General Apportionments
.• ....

o

-_J -81-60

Veterans Education

,,,' "

Apprenticeship Apportionment

--- 1_

86~1

State General Apportionment

8612

25,366.103

Other General Apportionment

8613

141.020

8620

General Categorical Programs

- I-

-......

25,366,103
141,020

o

Child Development

8621

Extended Opportunity Programs and Servicas(EOPS)

8622

507.877

507.877

Disabled Students Programs and Servlces(DSPS)

8623

471,4541

471,454

Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF)

8624
-,- 8625

197,160

197.160

Teleoommunications and Technology Infrasturcture Program (TTIP)

8626

33.017

33,017

Other General Categorical Programs

8627

1.002.802

1,002.802

California Work

OPportu~itY~nd

Responsibility to Kids (GaIWORKs)

o
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Details of General Fund Revenue

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
Annual Financial and Budget Report

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
District 10: 580

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

Name: WEST HILLS

Object

Instructional inprovementGrant '

...

. ---

'''-ctua-f-

General Fund

.- - - Actuar- .-

8650
0

8652

2,238.679

2.238.679

8670

State Tax Subventions
Homeowners' Property Tax Reflef

8671

TImber Yield Tax

8672

---_ ..

. ..

..

Other State Tax Subventions

51 .590
,"

. -- -

... . . -

8673

State Non-Tax Revenues
State Lottery Proceeds

Actual --

Fund S10 Total

8651

Other Reimburseable Categorical Programs

"- - -".- -.

-.

Fund S12
Restricted

- --

Code

Description
Relmburseable Categorical Programs

Fund S11
Unrestricted

51 .590

.. -

0

.

22

22

8680
.__.. "

8681

. .. . .

State Mandated Costs

-

Other State Non-Tax Revnues

660.845
..

.... .

-

105.527
_.. _.

-... -

766,372
0 "

-

...... _ _ •

•

, __

8685

Total State Revenues

..

8686
8690

307

8600

26.219.887

..

.

0
0

..

Other State Revenues

. . ........

307 '
4.556.516

30.776.403:
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Details of General Fund Revenue

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
Annual Financial and Budget Report
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
District 10: 580

For Actual Year: 2009·2010

Name: WEST HillS

II Object

Fund 511

Fund 512

Unrestricted

Restricted

Description
local Revenues

8800

Property Taxes

8810

- -ActUal

... -.... -.- _.........

8811

Tax Allocation. Secured Roll

General Fund

-- Actu.if

-Actua l

Code

Fund 510 Total

3,889,975

3,889,975

-

Tax Allocation, Supplemental Roll

8812

Tax Allocation, Unsecured Roll

8813

Prior Years Taxes

8816

56.174

Education Revenues Augmentation Fund (ERAF)

8817

(839,100)

(839.100)

19,552

19.552

16,879

16,879

168,961

168,961
56.174

-,

8818

Redevelopment Agency Funds

.... ...

8820

Contributions, Gifts, Grants, and Endowments

_.--.- - .
200,588

Contract Instructional Services

8831

Other Contranct Services

8832

567,815

567,815

4,174

0

Sales and Commissions

8840

4,174

Rentals and leases

8850

179.617

Interest and Investment Income

8860

Student Fees and Charges
Community Services Classes
Dormitory
Enrollment
Field Tripsa~d Use of Nondi~trict-Facilitie~

200,588

8830

-Contract SeNices

.. .

-I

'" -"'

8870

--

"'

.-

,'"

--. -

_..
.. ,-

93,801
- -,-.'-' -. .. .

~

~-

_

179,617

..-- - , ..
-~-

93,801

.

8872
- -- ,- 8873
8874

0
0
973,840

8875

973,840
0

.. ---- --_." ..

-·'·· ~ I · ·- -- · · · ,· ,

Health Services

8876

Instructional Materials Fees and Sales of Materials

8877

Insurance

8878

Student Records

8879

18.919

18,919

Nonresident Tuition

8880

311,943

311,943

Parking Services and Public Transportation

8881

Other Student Fees and Charges

8885

.

1T0tai Local Revenues
ITotal Revenues

_0

- ..

5.500
0

--

0
673.175
--

Other local Revenues

--.~- -

5,500

673,175

--

-- '

8890

120,384

8800

6,261,609

200,588

6,462,197

32,512,996

14,454,291

46,967,287

120.384
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CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Details of General Fund Revenue

Annual Financial and Budget Report
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
District ID: 580

For Actual Year: 2009.2010

Name: WEST HILLS
Fund S11
Object
Code

Description

UnrestrIcted
-

Actual - --

Fund 510 Total

Restricted
-

General Fund
Actual Actual- -- - --

8900

Other Financing Sources

8910

Proceeds of General Fixed Assets
--

Proceeds of Long-Term Debt
-

.

Incoming Transfers - (8981/898218983)
Total Other Financing Sources
Total Revenues and Other Financing Sources
-

Fund S12

-

-

-

- -

----

- 8940

--

....

---

2,420

__.

24'61

. _-

-

--

898#

7,218

401,455

8900

9,638

401,455

411,093

14,855,746

47,378,38~

--

---

32,522,634
--

-

408,673,
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CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Expend by Instructional Activity

Annual Financial and Budget Report

S10 General Fund· Combined

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

(Total Unrestricted and Restricted)
District 10: 580

Budget Year: 2010-2011

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

Operating

Capital

Other

Non

Expenses

Outlay

Outgo

Instructional

(4000 • 5000)

(6000)

(7000)

Salaries and Benefits
Activity
Instructional

Code

Activity Classification
~griculture and Natual Resources

0100

v..rchitectu~e and Environmental Design

0200

Environmental Sciences and Technologies

0300

Biological Sciences

0400

628,585

Business and Management

0500

263,164

Communications

0600

6,286

Computer and Information Science

0700

396,020

Education

0800

1,045,573

Name: WEST HILLS

44,481

298,609

58,554
._

426,865

25,221

.. ...

,

Total

."

0

-

.. .

0
"".

.. -,-_.

210,188

24,400

80,316

3,715

--- . , , . .

0900

Engineering and Related Industrial Technology
Fine and Applied Arts

-

Foreign language

•..

Health

-- .-

1000

272,725
42,758

1200

1,301,627

~

Law
-

..

. ...

-.~

.... ' - _ .. -

1,415,477

.,--

..

2,683

"

1700

Military Studies

1800

Physical Sciences

-- -

..

Psychology
Public Affairs and Services

.-

1900

-...• .

--

-

..

~

..

.- -•....

_ .... ..

,"

~.

130,305
~

.. ..

..... .

4900

Instruc Staff-Retirees' Bnfts & Retire Incents

5900

Total Expenditures for GF Activities·

..

~

.. ,

-"

.~

471,929

. .. .

135,677

"

. .. . .

--

- -

.~

.. -

-

..

-- -

'

-

1,279,272

...

~

830,782

..

. .. __ . . .

11,123

288,141

-- -

- - ---

42,940
12,547

-

-

2,263,313

-- . - ". .

584,172
". -

,~

.. . ,

. .
.

-

,

-,,"

.-." ,
_.

.- .. ..... .

'."_"' ,_'

'

.

..

11,766

0

-

.

. _. -_.

--

1,423,369
..

~

'. '-

...

,, -

9,840

".

1,047,080
, ,-,

--

.-

4,926
"

~

~-

. ~-

-.~

920

13,709
_.......

... ..
814,991

312,108

323,991
- , . ... .

---

... .- '"

-

.

-

..

677

248,847

'-'

1,270
.... .....
68.797

762,249
"

Interdisciplinary Studies

Sub·Totallnstructional Actlvltes

n'

-

409,761
-

3000

.

16,466

7,453
-- -_.. _"

.-

243,244

2200

--

--

6,286

.

0

.. ,

.. ..

Commercial Services

I

2100

Social Sciences

.. , .._.,.

-~

0

2000

....

_

50,806
.... -' ."

~

1,037,240

"r"'

'

- .~

- ..

63,726

561 ,163

---

Mathematics

.

"

. ...
439
--. ,

... . .-. --

~

485,074
. . ..
1,610
.. .. --_ .
182

1600

Library Science

.

...

,-

. ..

-

12,183
86,151

6,280

.

347,195

- ..

.

,"

.

_. .

1400

.-

--

~

863,875

..

-

387,976

527,086
-

-_ .. , ." .....

.

-_.-

1500

Humanities(Lelters)

-

..

1100

1300

~

196,137
~

-

-

131,082
..
13,894

. ,'

Consumer Education And Home EconomiCS
. .. -

--

... _,--- -

. . . ' . -_.

--"

...

702

'

-

. .-

.., '

'.

, -"

. ... . ..

490,324
3,233

-

131,575
.

780,111

.--

0

_.
..

'-

34,356

1,485,446

--

88,252

88,252

9,880,089

1,202,133

1,713,824

303,728

10,636,524

19,063,657

6,649,157

915,866

·Tolal Expenditures for GF Activities above is the grand total of Instructional and Non-Instructional actlvities,
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13,099,774
7,848,605

45,113,809

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Expend by Non-Instructional Activity

Annual Financial and Budget Report

SiD General Fund - Combined

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

(Total Unrestricted and Restricted)

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

District 10: 580

Budget Year: 2010-2011

1 Activity

. Code

Activity Classification

Operating

Capital

Other

Non

Expenses

Outlay

Outgo

Instructional

(4000 - 5000)

(6000)

(7000)

Salaries and Benefits

I

Instructional

Name: WEST HILLS
Total

Instructional Administration and Governance

6000

[Academic Administration

6010

988,2671

96,4951

Course and Curriculum Development

6020

54,1261

1,289

55,415

Academic I Faculty Senate

6030

81,955

1,751

83,706

Other Instructional Administration & Govemance

6090

o

o

iTotai Instructional Admin. & Governance
Instructional Support Services

6100

Leaming Center

6110

library

6120

Media

6130

Museums and Gallaries

6140

rcademiclnformation Systems and.Technolog

y

724,096

99,535

5,711

806,6401

660,929

143,1461

508,336

43,964

27,573

1,124,348

362,858

6150

1,677,834

818,585

112,972

11,843

9,433

6200

Student Counseling and Guidance

6300

!Counseling and Guidance

6310

399,138

Matriculation and Student Assessment

6320

609,5201

129,224

Transfer Programs

6330

54,2091

190

Career Guidance

6340

77,051

348

Other Student Counseling and Guidance

6390

--

1,229,594

2,334,811
579,893
I

74,927

~L

Admissions and Records

~~S~~~c~~~~~ici~~~~

9,555

11,409

724, 096 1

iTotal Instructional Support Services

102,263

o

474,676

o

6190

Other Instructional Support Services

1,090,473

5,711

86,336

o
255,201

o

3,475,716
124,815

J

408,571
2,746

741,490
54,399

11,728

89,127

o

· --- ~1---~------0~1~-----~------~------+------~-------~
1,139,918
139,195
14,474
o
1,293,587
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CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Expend by Non-Instructional Activity

Annual Financial and Budget Report

S10 General Fund - Combined

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

(Total Unrestricted and Restricted)

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

District 10: 580

Budget Year: 2010-2011

Capital

Other

Non

Expenses

Outlay

Outgo

Instructional

(4000 - 5000)

(6000)

(7000)

Salaries and Benefits
Activity
Code

Activity Classification

Instructional

Name: WEST HILLS

Operating

Total

Other Student Services

6400

Cal Work Opportunity and Responsibility to Kids·

6410

Disabled Student Programs and Services (DSPS)

6420

761 .064

22,673

3.726

125

787,588

Extended Opportunity Programs and Services (EOPS)

6430

896,124

14,500

5.881

241,391

1,157.896

Health Services

6440

Student Personnel Administration

6450

3,417,102

Financial Aid Administration

6460

736,474

o

o

..

-~

472,195

3,120

3.892.417

45,916

782.390

.-

Uob Placement Services

6470

155,133

36,213

191.346

Veterans Services

6480

335,363

58.365

393.728

Miscellaneous Student Services

6490

327.440

499,347

1,250

6.628,700

1.149.209

13,977

01

Total Other Student Services

,J3uilding Maintenance and Repairs
Custodial Services
Grounds Maintenance and Repairs

6510

232,845

6530

547.063

6550

253,137

2.1961

8.033,402

392,473
503.249
241.918

. --

-,

998.129

6570

Other Operations and Maintenance of Plant

6590

iTotal Operatlo~ andMalnt~nancllof Plant " , -- -

6500

Planning, Policymaking and Coordinations

6600

•

241.516

6500

_.operation ,and maintenance of Plant

Utilities

828.037

998.129

o
o

1.033.045

1.100.528

2.196

1.648.749

218,214

15.085

California Work Opportunity and Responsibility to Kids (CaIWORKs)_
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o

2.135,769
1.882.048

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Expend by Non-Instructional Activity

Annual Financial and Budget Report

S10 General Fund - Combined

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

(Total Unrestricted and Restricted)
District 10: 580

Budget Year: 2010-2011

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

I

Salaries and Benefits

I

Activity

Activity Classification

Code

General Institutional Support Services
- "

Instructional

Name: WEST HILLS

I

Operating

I

Non

Expenses

Instructional

(4000 - 5000)

Capital

Other

Outlay

Outgo

(6000)

(7000)

6700
-- -.-

.' "

Community Relations

6710

- ~

..

194.300

,-

. .....

-

~

- .-'

- .

.

Fiscal Operations

6720

498,543

(277,038)

Human Resourses Management

6730

166,872

19,175

_. -"

6740

.

_... .
233,475

.

... .

.

..

1,034

222,539
186,047

_.
Nonlnstruct Staff Retirees' Benefits & Retirement·

- ..-.

..

.--

39,175

Total

.

-,. ' ,

.

~

.

107,354

107,354
-

Staff Development

6750
..

. ..

.

--~

..

~ .

6770
6780

Other General Institutional Support Services

6790

irotal General Institutional Support Services

6700

Community Services & Economic Development

6800
'"

Community Recreation

....

- ,-

45.448

.

~,'

.•...

5,584

_.

-..

.

' .

... .

3,311
,

Management Information Systems

.- .

.'

5.584
..

•

_ .

788,875

48,759

,

• •

•••.•

393,357

_

n'

37,834

1,220,066
0

0

. _.

-- . '

1,826,505

183,564

.

''' ,

38.868

. .

....

.. '.

0

2,048,937

.-

~.

6810

0

.
Community Service Classes

6820

Community Use of Facilities

6830

'"

.-

-

-

. .. .

..

.

0
10,325

15.876

872

27,073,

1,058,184

499.226

262.227

1.819.637!

187,987

17,578

3,027

208.592

1,256.496

532.680

266,126

'r'

Economic Development
" .

.

.

6840
.

.

..

"

. __

...-

Other Community Services & Economic Development
Total Community Services

.

25.113

6760

Logistical Services

.

25,113

-.
Staff Diversity

..

..

.. ,

.. ,

6880
6800

, 1

0

0
_ _ I....-

L-

Noninstructional Staff Retirees' Benefits & Retirement Incentives.
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2,055.302
-

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Expend by Non-Instructional Activity

Annual FinancIal and Budget Report

510 General Fund - Combined

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

(Total Unrestricted and Restricted)
District 10: 580

Budget Year: 2010-2011

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

Operating

Capital

Other

Non

Expenses

Outlay

Outgo

Instructional

(4000 - 5000)

(6000)

(7000)

Salaries and Benefits
Activity

Total

1

6900

Ancillary Services

.

Instructional

Code

Activity Classification

Name: WEST HILLS

.

Bookstore

6910

Child Development Centers

6920

. _.

_. -127,310

. . ,- ,

..

-- -- --_.

".

--

Farm Operations

. ".-"

44,054

.. .
._

.. -

... ·

..

-

I "

- '- ' ".--

Food Services

..

-

,. ,

6950

Student and Co-Curricular Activities

6960

12,169

64,082
-

696,801

.. -

.

-

"

'

30, 509

.. ..

.

. 1,169,168!
o

••

10, j13

10,313

6970

--

..",,",

.

6990

Total Ancillary Services

6900

Auxiliary Operations

7000
7010

Contract Education
..

12,169

845,759

657,600

0

0

--

7090

Total Auxiliary Operations

01

20,170
.. ...-

7000

1

1,515,528'

20,170

. ....

Other Auxiliary Operations

1

76,251 '

-

_

01

._- .. ..

472,307
' - ' v'

Other Ancillary Services

,""

--

.. ..

Student Housing

-

. .

30,509

6940

Parking

..

0 "

1

102,037,

6930
-

1

. .

57,983

. ..

,--"

127,310

..

-

--

.. ,

01

I

20,170

0

0

0

---
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0

20,170

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Expend by Non-Instructional Activity

Annual Financial and Budget Report

S10 General Fund - Combined

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

(Total Unrestricted and Restricted)
DistricllD: 580

Budget Year. 2010-2011

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

Salaries and Benefits

I!Activity
Physical Property and Related Acquisitions
Long-Term Debt and Other Financing
-.-... .....
Long_Term Debt
0-.

Instructional

Code

Activity Classification

Name: WEST HILLS

Operating

Capital

Other

Non

Expenses

Outlay

Outgo

Instructional

(4000 - 5000)

(6000)

(7000)

567,198

7100

18,161

7200
___

. ..

... .

. .

.... . ... , . -

"'.--

,.,

~.

~

.. _...

~-. - -

500

. ... _.•.

.".

-

... . ...

"

7210

Tax revenue Anticipation Notes

7220

.. .
Other Financing

.--

'

. .

" .

7200

Transfers, Student Aid and Other Outgo

7300

585,859

.
608,747

...

....

.

608,747
0

..

.. . .

.....

. ."

6,219

7290

Total Long~Term Debt lind Othe~ Fillll~cing "

Total

0

0

'. ' -' .

. ".-

6,219

6,219

0

608,747

614 ,966

-.

Transfers

7310

Student Aid

7320

Other Outgo

7330

6,370,628

6,370,628

..

Total Transfers, Student AidlilldOth~rOutgo

Sub-Total Non-Instructional Actlvitas
~ - -- --.

446,698

6,817,326

j
0

0

0

0

6,817,326

756,435

17,861 ,524

4,935,333

612,138

7,848,605

---.---

ffotal Expenditures General Fund: activities'
•

7300

446,698

...

10,636,524

19,063,657

. .. - .

6,649,157

915,866

Total Expenditures for the General Fund: Instructional Activities and Non-Instructional Activities.
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...

7,848,605

_-_.....

32,014,035

".45,113,809

1

Budget Year: 2010·2011

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

GANN Report

Gann Appropriations Limit
DISTRICT NAME: WEST HILLS

I.

\2010-2011 Appropriations Limit:
$42,962,924

A. 12009-2010 Appropriations Limit:
B.

0.9746

2010-2011 Price Factor:

I

C. I Population factor:
1. 2008-2009 Second Period Actual FTES
2. 2009-2010 Second Period Actual FTES

D.

2009-2010 Limit adjusted. by
inflation
and population
factors (A • B • C.3)
.. .
.. .

E.

Adjustments to increase limit:
'".

•

•

•

~.

.¥ •

5,280.00
0.9851

3. 2009-2010 Population change factor (C2IC1)

•

5,360.00

$41.247,778

•• • •

1. Transfers in of financial responsibility

$0

2. Temporary voter approved increases

o
o

3. Total adjustments - increase

$41,247.778

Sub-Total (D + E.3)
F.

\Adjustments to decrease limit:

..

$0

1. Transfers out of financial responsibility

o

2. Lapses of voter approved increases

o

3. Total adjustments - decrease

$41.247,778

G. 12010-2011 Appropriations limit (D + E.3 - F.3)
II.

\. 2010-2011 Appropriations Subj~ito Limit:
A.
B.

I

State Aid

·' . ... .

... .

.

.

..

(Gene~1 APportionmeni:'~~~entice;hiPAlIOWa~Ce, Ba.sic Sk!~~: a~d Partnership for ~ceilen~) .

24.875,650
51.340

State Subventions (Home Owners Property Tax Relief, Timber Yield tax, etc.)

2,973.671

C. ILocelPropertytaxes
D.
E.

o
o

Estimated excess Debt Service taxes
\Estimated Parcel taxes, Square Foot taxes, etc.

F.

Interest on proceeds of taxes

G.

Local appropriations from taxes for unreimbursed State, court, and federal mandates

13.126

o
$27.913.787

H. 12010-2011 Appropriations Subject to Limit
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General Fund

REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA

580 WEST HILLS

Budget Year: 2010-2011

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

..,.

General Fund

Object

Fund: 11

Fund: 12

Code

UNRESTRICTED SUBFUND

RESTRICTED SUBFUND

Budget

Actual

DescriptIon

Fund: 10

Actual

TOTAL

Budget

Actual

Budget

REVENUES:
8100

Federal
Revenues
. .. .
.. .

.. . ,._ .. . . .. ..

~ ' .'

State Revenues
.

..

Local Revenues
. "'--

--

.." . ' .. . .

.

. ... . ..

.

..

Total Revenues

EXPENDITURES:
. . .. ....
.. . .... - - '
Academic Salaries
....
..
. ., '
. 'Classified Salaries
~

"

"

- '~

"

-..- ...

.

.-

.

,

-

"

.,

.. . - ..

...
Other Operating Expenses and Services
..

. - ."

3.250
..
.
25.988,099
".-

-.

~

.

-

- ..

9,697.187
- -."-

.

-

~.---.- ~

_-

6,261,609

5,272,710

4.556,516
..•.. . ......
200,588

32 ,512.996

31 .264,059

14,454,291

1000

10,490,751

12,523.038

2000

4,916,317
.. ....
.. . - ... - 4,507,029

..

,.

8800

-

..

. . ...-- -,

._ . .

..-

,-.

..

-

, ',

8.836,536
'.- .
3,238,434
- . --.

9,728,687

8.839.786

'-

- "

30.776,403
.. . -'
6,462,197

29.226.533

12.074.970

46,967,287

43,339,029

... ,-. ... -....

2,409,678

4,992,202
._- .
2,063,350

4.369,538
2,198,579

13.221.283
..- . ... . .
9.908.519
. .... .. ....
6.570 ,379

720,566

1.232,118

1,317,576

1,943,181

5,417.039

7,784,755

'

. ~

.

. . -.

-

.~--

.. .

~

. .

-.

5.272.710

.. ..

.

.

.

.-.-

,

..

,

. .

31 .500
. _.... ,., ..-."
26,219,887

..

8600

... ....

Employee Benefits
. .... -.
Supplies and Materials

~ -

- ~.

Capital Outlay

-.

.

.

.

..

-

.. ...

.. -

.

...

..

._.... ..... .
3000

-"
.

453,570
. . . ..
2.836,022

4000

.

.. ... ..

.

5,184,419
5,915,450

-,

........

2,730.532
.

~

597,010

. - . .. - . ...-....
778,548

5,841,574

2.581.017

. . _..

. .. , ..

.

...

~

5000

. . ..

. .. .

'

..

6000

Total Expenditures

- ' . .. -

.. . ".

14.932,716
9,553,957
8,114.029
.

,~.

--

82.074

249.718

833,792

423.522

915.866

673.240

23.285,763

30,311,209

13.979,441

12,065,064

37,265.204

42.376.273

9.227.233

952.850

474.850

9,906

9,702,083

962,756

Excess /(Deflciency) of RevenuH over Expenditures
Other Financing Sources

8900

9,638

Other Outgo

7000

6.972.300

2.309,767

876',305

2,264.571

(1 ,356,917)

0

1.960,560

4.225,131

Net Increase/(Decrease) In Fund Balance

401,455

411.093

0

525,125

7,848,605

2,834,892

(515,219)

2.264,571

(1,872 ,136)

0

1,960,560

4.225,131

BEGINNING FUND BALANCE:
Nel Beginning Baiance. July 1

9010

Prior Years Adustments

9020

Adjusted Beginning Balance

9030

Ending Fund Balance, June 30

-

.

0
1.960.560
4,225.131

0
2,868.214

0

1.960,560
(515.219)

4,225.131
"----
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Debt service Funds
580 WEST HILLS

REVENUES. EXPENDITURES. AND FUND BALANCE DATA

DEBT SERVICE FUNDS

Budget Year: 2010-2011

For Actual Year: 2009·2010

Fund: 21

Fund: 22

BOND INTEREST AND

REVENUE BOND INTEREST

REDEMPTION FUND

AND REDEMPTION FUND

Object Code

1-- "

Description

Actual

Budget

Actual

Fund: 29

OTHER DEBT SERVICE FUND

Budget

Actual

Budget

REVENUES:

Federal.. Revenues
.-

,

8100

.

-,

State Revenues

49

122.001

Olher Financing Sources

. .. . _. .. ..

.

Other Incoming Transfers

-

0

-

Debt Reduction

7110

Debt Interest and Other Service Charges

7120

,.

0

7000
8900 & 7000

Net Inc rene/Decrease In Fund Balance
. .

-."

..

Prior Years Adustments
.....
.. ... . ... . ..
Adjusted Beginning Balance

... -

.

,"

.,

~

.

-,

'

598.832
-

. ,"

0

,.

....

-- "._ "

-

256,951

..

.
.

1,492,078

.

0

.--

....

..

..

'

. ...

,,'

223.593
'-

,".

. .

'

.. ..

_

7900

Net Other Financing Sources / (Other Outgo)

••••

,

.' .

7300 & 7400

Reserve for Contingencies

•••

0

256,951

0

... .

Total Other Outgo

• 0 · •• • •

1,822,783

-,

-0 , -

7100

Debt Retirement (Long Term Debt)

BEGINNING FUND BALANCE:
.........• _.
....., ,... .. -.
Net Beginning Balance, July 1

0

", .

7000

Other Outgo

Transfers Outgoing

... .

.....
1,822,783

8983

. ... -. -

.. . .

. ..

0

."

8981

,

~

0

'.

..

Total Other Financing Sources

,

8900

Interfund Transfers In
,

,

121,952

8800

Total Revenues

..

,.

'

Local Revenues

'

.,

'

8600

-.-.- .

.

, - -," , " . ' -

~.

1,492,Q78

0

0

0

(1,492,Q78)

0

0

(1,370,077)

0

0

... •..... . ..... . -3,210,816

_• ..- _, .• _._ ._. __ .n _,.• ••

4,504,550
' . -"- .... -.. . ,.
76,343

9010
-..... ... ... , .
9020

"

"

,.,

.

-." -....

_.,.

-~

-

.. ..... ..

.. ... ..

-

_

. •. ....•.

.

" ',

~-

822,425

0

0

(565,474)

0

0

1,257,309

0

0

8,075,318

. '.- .

....

.

...

- .-.~~-

..... ,

.'

4,580,893

9030

0

3,210,816
-

-

---

"

"'-'

.

...

-.-.-

. ..

9,662, 226

1

-- I

329,599

. . ..

Ending Fund Balance, June 30

.

.. .- - '"

3,210,816
--

-

0
-

-
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580 WEST HILLS

REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA
Budget Year: 2010-2011

For Actual Year: 2009·2010

Special Revenue Funds

Object

FUND: 31

FUND 32

FUND 33

Code

BOOKSTORE FUND

CAFETERIA FUND

CHILD DEVELOPMENT FUND

Actual

Description

Budget

Actual

Budget

Actual

Budget

REVENUES:
8100

Federal Revenues
'.- ,'.-

State Revenues
... .....-

- ..-..-

....

--

- ... .. -

~ '"

~

_. " _

._

" ' •. " __

•.••

, .,

,_ ' 0 " _"

.

....

....

- -.. _- ..-.-.---- . .. - --

.

. ...

8600

. . ..-. - ._" -.--,- . . -_ .. _.-- -, -

Local Revenues
...

380,794

.... ......

" ',

'

...

.

8800

-

... ..

-

-..-.- ...

-. ... .

..

....

'- ""' - "

...

~ -.- . -

-- - ~-' - ' ---~- .

..

-- - ---_ ....•..

, .

594,537

-

0

0

Total Income

- - - ---..--._,_. ._-_._-------_... .. - --.-. -..- ....... ....... .
4,331,358
"."_ .. _
- --_..
...------ .. ... -_ - _,._---- - - .~

..• ......

". -

. -~- - ~

144,036

594,537

0

4,856,188

0

Expenditures
1000

Academic Salaries
," ,

.

.'

.

.'

. ..

•

0'"

,,_

~

, "

.

...

'

3000

Supplies and Materials

4000

.

. .

-."

'- ,

.. , ..

. ... .

~

.. ..

'-.,

99,816
-.

..

.

· .. .

3,101 ,182

.,

..

Employee Benefits

~.

268,051

2000

Classified Salaries

,

.... . ...

'W._· . •..

.

365,958

270,463

111,571

1,014,486

.. .

.•...

(561)

5000

Other Operating Expenses and Services
.,

,

6000

Capital Outlay

Excess I(Deficfency) of Revenues over Expenditures
8900

Other Outgo

7000

..

-

-..

. ...

..

· .. ,.
.... .. .

83,728

Total Expendftures

Other Financing Sources

· .

1,113,156

(561)

0

845,396

0

5,583.015

0

561

0

(250.859)

0

(726,827)

0,

250,859

I

796,793
62,903

Net Increase/(Decrease) In Fund Balance

0

561

0

0

7.063

0
I

Begfnlng Fund Balance:
9010

Net Beginning Balance, July 1

299,617

..

..

9020

Prior Years Adustments
..

......

. _.

. .-

.

--. . - .

--. '--

0

....... . .
~

"

.. .. .
-

.. --.--. -. ... ... ...... . . .
"

'

'

.... _. -.-.

927
"

......

-

7,990

-

"

299,617

Ending Fund Balance, June 30

300,178
- -

300,178
..

... .

9030

Adjusted Beginning Balance

...

'-

0
300,178

0
--'-
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1Q Special Revenue Funds - Part 2
580 WEST HILLS

REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA

Special Revenue Funds

Budget Year: 2010-2011

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

Object

FUND: 34

FUND 35

FUND 39

Code

FARM OPERATION FUND

REVENUE BOND PROJECT FUND

OTHER SPECIAL REVENUE FUND

Actual

Description

Budget

Actual

Budget

Actual

Budget

REVENUES:
8100

Federal Revenues

. ..

.

.

. .

State Revenues

8600

Local Revenues

8800

.....
.. .- . .

..

,-,

-_.'

...

...

.... . .

. . -.

39,702

_._ ..- .....

~ -

-

..

39,702

Total Income

.....- ........... .,.

.

,-- , '

. . . . . ...... - .. , . '"

~- .--

-

"

.

.. -

-. ..

.'

- . -- .....

.. ..•. ..

"

0

0

' .. .
-~.

"

~ ~

_

. ... ...".- ..

--.

'

,"

"

..
. - . ..•
303,221
-. ,'

0

· _

· . · · · · · · . .......

. .. . .. .

.

0 '.

,-

', .

. •••

........

303,221

G

Expenditures
1000

Academic Salaries
Classified Salaries

'.

.

.

.

..

-

..

..

..

' "

..

"

.

..

.

- .. - _. .
...

. ..

"

.... .

-,

"

- ..

. .

. . ..

...

Excess I(Deficlency) of Revenues over Expenditures

7000

-

. ..

. . .

..

."

"

..

100,128
8,362

'

. .

.

171,288
....

..

-.. -

"

N_' "

'~ .

"

. .. ..

'

.. .

, -

. '

..

..

~

470,593

0

0

0

448,168

0

(430,891 )

0

0

0

(144,947)

0

Total Expenditures

Other Outgo

.

33,956

6000

8900

..

160,440

5000

. ... .. -,_.

Other Financing Sources

.

.

168,390

..

Capital Outlay

.

.

51,996

4000

Other Operating Expenses and Services

. ..

-

..

41,500

3000

Supplies and Materials

.

98,088

2000

Employee Benefits
.. . ..

84,613
. .. .

308,618

256,741
111 ,794

Net Increase/(Decrease) in Fund Balance

0

(122,273)

0

0

0

0

Beglnlng Fund Balance:
9010

Net Beginning Balance, July 1
. . .. ..

Prior Years Adustments
.. -

Adjusted Beginning Balance
Ending Fund Balance, June 30

...

.. .

-

...... ..... ."._.

....... .-- ..... ... - ..

. .. _. .

~

. ...

~

.

179,498
- ,_ .. ....

57,225
• _ • • __ • • • _

n • • •• · _ · · · _

_ •

•

• _ •

9020

. ...

-- -... -

.

......

- - ---- •... --.... -

0

-~ .-

.

- _..

..

.. ... _..

__ ..

0

-~

.' -"'-"

.

-.-.-

. ......

_. - .-. .
~

,

....
9030

179,498
57,225

0
57,225

0

0
0

0
--_.
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!lI. Capital Projects Funds
580 WEST HILLS

REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA

Capital Projects Funds

Budge! Year: 2010-2011

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

Object

FUND: 41

FUND 42

Code

CAPITAL QUTLAY PROJECTS FUND

REVENUE BOND CONSTRUCTION FUND

Actual

Description

Budget

Actual

Budget

REVENUES:

8100

Federal Revenues
.. _, ....

...

-

State Revenues
. .

.~

..

"

--

.. • -.

. .. .

,

-

8600
. .

' ,,"'

"

-.-

.

....

•

_

.

•••

•

••

• 0_' • •

".

.. . . , .. . ... .. .. - --'

231,593

..-

Total Income

• •

"

..... . -

., ... .•

11,649,419

.- -

-

8800

Local Revenues

-

.-

11,881,012

' -0--_. _ • •.•. . __ • __ _ . _ •

".--.-

.... . ..

.

.-- ...

2,589,339

0

.

- .-' ._--.-. , .-.

_

. .-

'-'

.

.... .. . ...... - . . ..- _

."

2,589,339

0

Expenditures

1000

Academic Salaries
. ....

.

.. '.

...

2000

Classified Salaries
.. .

.

, .-

. .

.-

. -

.. .

3000

Employee Benefits

".

Supplies and Materials

... . _-

' "

4000
.

".

."

-.'

'"

"

'- ..

-

..

5000

Capital Outlay

6000
.

-_.

.

. .... .

- -

- ..

. .. . . ....... .. -.

..

-

_.

"'

"'

.. .,..

.

.

234,880
-_.

-

..

6,621

. _.

Other Operating Expenses and Services

..

"

.....

~

.-

.

... .

..

_..

.... .

-,

.

.. '. ,,-

-

-

-

.. ...
-. -

214,80-0 -

~.

. ..
.

.-

'"

14,624,883

..

-

. --

Irotal Expenditures

14,866,384

0

214,800

0

Excess I(Deficlency) of Revenues over Expenditures

(2.985,372)

0

2,374,539

0

Other Financing Sources

8900

12,149,004

4,970,563

Other Outgo

7000

634,864

8,803,955

Net Increase/(Decrease) In Fund Balance

0

8,528,768

(1,458,853)

0

B891nlng Fund Balance:

9010

Net Beginning Balance, July 1

8,289,981
..

. ---

...... -. .. ' .

9020

Prior Years Adustments

16,818,749

.

.

-

.. .. .

-_ .-

-

11,730,844

.. ".
'

'

. .. ...

.-... ".

. .' -

69,584,614
"

.

,"

_

..

59,312,623

• .. .

Adjusted Beginning Balance
Ending Fund Balance, June 30

9030

8,289,981
16,818,749

71 ,043,467
16,818,749

69,584,614
~--
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Enterprise Funds Group - Part 1
580 WEST HillS

REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA

Enterprise Funds

Budget Year: 2010-2011

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

Object

FUND: 51

FUND 52

FUND 53

Code

BOOKSTORE FUND

CAFETERIA FUND

FARM OPERATIONS

Actual

Description

Actual

Budget

Budget

Actual

Budget

REVENUES:
...

._. .

- ...-.---

.......

8800

Local Revenues
W

"

O

'

.. - - -- .
,- •..

... . .-

..

. ' - ' .'.-

' "

.. -,-- .,

. . . -..

8900

Other Financing Sources

__

.

..
,

~----

... -.".- ,--_ .......' - _..

.

. ..- . ."." ,- .- .

-

. " ---_ . . .. - --- -.-_.,.

. .- .

-..

.-

..

-~-

. ..

.. .

jTotallncome

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5890

Cost of Sales
Gross Profit or Loss
Expenditures

I

1000

Academic Salaries
.. . .

..

.- .

..

..

..

. ..

'"

~

.

". ",

.

2000

Classified Salaries
.. .

-

I

..

Employee Benefits

3000

Supplies and Materials

4000

Other Operating Expenses and Services

5000

.. , ..
.....

.

- .-

.. .

. ..

'

...

... .

...

.

6000

Capital Outlay

..
. ..

.

.. .

"

.. .

..

.

".

.

.

'

. .

.

Total Expenditures

0

0

0

0

0

0

Net Profit or Loss

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7000

Other Outgo
Net Increase/(Oecrease) in Fund Balance
Beginlng Fund Balance:

9010

Net Beginning Balance, July 1
-.

9020

Prior Years Adustments

..

.

'"

'"

..

0
.

..

~.

'

,_

....

...

,- .

0

0

.. .

Adjusted Beginning Balance
Ending Fund Balance. June 30

9030

0
0

0

0

0
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EnterprIse Funds Group •• Part 2
580 WEST HILLS

REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA
For Aclual Year. 2009-2010

Enterprise Funds

Budget Year. 2010-2011
Object

FUND: 59

Code

OTHER ENTERPRISE FUND
Budget

Actual

Description
REVENUES:
8800

Local Revenues
~

••• A

·

• • _ • • •'

•

•

"

••••

..

. . . . _ · ··· · 0.·

. ..

.

.

~

_

..... ', ..

..

. .. . . . . .

,.

.. .. . . .

• Or ••

~

.

~

'

"

-

..

.... ... .

.- - "

,"

,

.

. . ..

. -"

. . ~

..

8900

Other Financing Sources

~otallni:~me "

.-

.-_ .

,"-

.' .- -

"

,

. .··· ._r ...
"

-

'

. .....

. .. .....

.. ..

0

0

0

0

5890

Cost of Sales
Gross Profit or Loss
Expenditures

1000

Academic Salaries
.. -..

..

..

- . .....

...

..

,

•

,_

..

o ·

"

." .

. ..

--

2000

Classified Salaries
.-

..

3000

Employee Benefits

-

- -- .

.. . .

,

.

..

_" . -

.- . .

. .--..

,' ,

,.

. . .... . -

4000

Supplies and Materials
Other Operating Expenses and Services

5000

Capital Outlay

6000

. '-_.

'.

.-

......

.

.

,

..

_..

...

~otal Exp.ndltu~es

0

0

Net Profit or Loss

0

0

0

0

.

.. ,

7000

Other Outgo
Net Increase/(Decrease) In Fund Balance
Beglnlng Fund Balance:

9010

Net Beginning Balance, July 1
.

.-

.....

.

- .... .

.. -,-. -,

Prior Years Adustments

9020

Adjusted Beginning Balance

9030

Ending Fund Balance, June 30

0

-

...... . -..........

-

.

_.-.

. .....

"

-

.- .. ..... .

,

..

,

"

.. .....

.r

0
0

0
-
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Enterprise Funds Group
580 WEST HILLS

REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA
Budget Year: 2010-2011

For Actual Year; 2009-2010

Internal Service Funds

Object

FUND: 61

FUND 69

Code

SELF-INSURANCE FUND

OTHER INTERNAL SERVICES FUND

Actual

Description

Budget

Actual

Budget

REVENUES:
- . ,--, ' , ' "

BBOO

Local Revenues
.'

.

"J ,

.. ..

•

..

. ._--

- ,,',-'

.

'--',

... . .

.,.

""

'rc:,talln~ome

0

.".

._--

.

.. .

0

0

.-

-

. .

-

B900

Other Financing Sources

.

..

-.-

0

Expenditures

1000

Academic Salaries
...

2000

Classified Salaries

. .

, '. '

..

.. ..

, . '"

-

. ..

3000

Employee Benefits
..

.

...

"

4000

Supplies and Materials
.. . . --

.. .

Other Operating Expenses and Services

..

-

5000
... .. ... - .-. ..

6000

Capital Outlay

...

- .,

..

.

.

-- ..

.... .. .. .. . ..

...

"

.... . . -. .
~

.._.

.

..

~.

_

. ......

..

..

. .' I

. ...

". ' .

...

. .

. ..

. ...

--, ..

...... .

.

.. . ,

,-

..

Total Expenditures

0

0

0

0

Net Profit or Loss

0

0

a

a

0

0

0

0

7000

Other Outgo
Net Increase/(Decrease) In Fund Balance
Beglnlng Fund Balance:

9010

Net Beginning Balance. July 1
. .

Prior Years Adustments

9020

Adjusted Beginning Balance

9030

Ending Fund Balance, June 30

0
.

..

..

...

0
0

-_., .

0
... -

-

.".

0
0

0
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Fiduciary Funds Group - Part 1
580 WEST HILLS

REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA
Budget Year.

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

Fiduciary Funds Group

2010-2011
Object

FUND: 71

FUND 72

FUND 73

Code

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS TRUST FUND

REPRESENTATION FEE TRUST
FUND
Actual
Budget

BODY CENTER FEE TRUST FUND

Actual

Description

Budget

Actual

Budget

REVENUES:

Federal Revenues

8100

_.

_.

.

......

8600

Stata Revenues
.

-- - .

, ,"

-.

-- - -. . .-. ..- -.-.,.

-

'"' -

.

-' - . .

- .~

.

..

.. .. ..... .

.

.- . .

..
_.

'."

.-

-.

," --

5,718

8800

Local Revenues

--

5,718

Total Income

0

0

0

0

0

Expenditure.
Academic Salaries

1000

Classified Salaries
_.
Employee Benefits

2000

. .....

.. . . , .
.-..

.

~

-

. . ..

. .-

.._- -

317

Other Operating Expenses and Services

5000

3,067

Capital Outlay

6000

-

..

.

-

.. ... ....

"

,"

,

-

..

-..

--

. ...

. .

" .-

--.

' -'"

.. ..

.•....

-

I

- ..

3000
4000

Supplies and Materials

.-

....

... . .

..

_h

....

... .

". ,- ,

..

rr~tal Exp8ndltures

Excess I(Deficiency) of Revenues over Expenditure.
Other Financing Sources

8900

Other Outgo

7000

Net Increase/(Decrease) In Fund Balance

3,384

0

0

0

0

0

2,334

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

150
2,184

Beglning Fund Balance:
9010

Net Beginning Balance, July 1

23,287

25.471

0

_.
Prior Years Adustments

9020

Adjusted Beginning Balance

9030

Ending Fund Balance, June 30

0
..

23,287
25,471

0
25.471

0
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7J1 Fiduciary Funds Group - Part 2
580 WEST HILLS

REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA
Budget Year:

For Actual Year: 2009-2010

Fiduciary Funds Group

2010-2011
Object

FUND: 74

FUND 75

FUND 76

Code

FINANCIAL AID TRUST FUND

SCHOLARSHIP & LOAN TRUST
FUND
Actual
Budget

INVESTMENT TRUST FUND

Budget

Actual

Description

Actual

Budget

REVENUES:

Federal Revenues

8100

9,893,715

State Revenues

8600

633,329

Local Revenues

8800

1,940,152

-

..

. -.•.

- ,

.~

"

-"

173,705
0

12.467,196

Total Income

..

203,233

173,705

0

203,233

0

Expenditures
Academic Salaries

1000

- . - ..

".

~-

Classified Salaries

'

"

..

...

.. -

. .

...

..-

.

2000
.

.

",

Employee Benefits

3000

Supplies and Materials

4000

Other Operating Expenses and Services

5000

Capital Outlay

6000

..

.. . .. .

..

Total Expenditures
Excess I(Deficiency) of Revenues over Expenditures

21,377

.. -

(89)

21,377

0

(89)

0

0

0

12.445,819

0

173,794

0

203,233

0

Other Financing Sources

8900

161,857

Other Outgo

7000

12,606,260

Net Increase/(Decrease) in Fund Balance

. . ". . -

-

500,000
171,976

1.416

0

12.471

13,887

1,818

0

703,233

0

56,734
..

58,552

1,334,983

1,875,005

Beglning Fund Balance:
9010

Net Beginning Balance, July 1

. ..-

9020

Prior Years Adustments
Adjusted Beginning Balance
Ending Fund Balance, June 30

..

--

(163,211 )

..

9030

12,471
13,887

56,734
13,887

58,552
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1,171,772
58,552

1,875,005

1,875,005
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Fiduciary Funds Group - Part 3
580 WEST HILLS

REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND FUND BALANCE DATA
Budget Year:

For Aclual Year: 2009-2010

Fiduciary Funds Group

2010-2011
Object

FUND: 77

FUND 79

Code

DEFERRED COMPENSATION TRUST FUND

OTHER TRUST FUNDS

Budget

Actual

Description

Actual

Budget

REVENUES:
8100

Federal Revenues
..
S'tate Revenues
.

..

_,

•

••

, • •• •

•

'

••••• p "

- -.' . . .... . . _-,

.. .

..

..

..

• ••••• •

..

.

-,

8600
. ....

. " .-'

' .-

.. _. - - -.

"

~-

.. .

- .,

..

.. '-

- ,-_ .... -_..

~

-

p ••• •

-

- -

--~.- -

........

-.~

.--

-

-

. .-

-~

.~-

..

~-

. ,, _.

"

11 ,859

8800

Local Revenues

..

"

,,-

0

Total Income

0

11,859

0

Expenditures
1000

Academic Salaries
" ,-. p- .'

..

.. ,..

- . ..

....

2000

Classified Salaries

-.

' .'- ' - "

.'

- -- ........-

.

-,

... - -

. ". -'"

.. .,.

. -,

.

_.i."

.,..- .-

. _

-

~' ,

3000

Employee Benefits

.. -,

,-_ ..

,

4000

Supplies and Materials
..

- ,

....

' "

Other Operatlng Expenses and Services

5000

Capital Outlay

6000

...

...

..

....

-

',-0.

.

~"

. ..

...

.

-

_• • _ • • , _

.. -

•••

. ,-'"

..

.-

_

...

_.

"._-," -, - .. .--, -

-'-',"

' -.-

-'

-

.

I

- .. •

.- .

...

I

... .. .!

. -, .. ...

. .... .

..

. . _.

.

-. . .

,."

-"

... ,

. ..

_.

7,261

.

.

,

p" '

.... . -

~ -

•••

.....

-..

-..

, ..

·'0 · --

•.

...
Total Expenditures
Excess /(Deflclency) of Revenues over Expenditures
Other Financing Sources

8900

Other Outgo

7000

Net Increase/(Decrease) In Fund Balance

0

0

7,261

0

0

0

4,598

0

0

0

4,598

0

31,478

36,076

Beglnlng Fund Balance:
Net Beginning Balance, July 1

9010

112,156

.

. .

Prior Years Adustments

9020

42,595

Adjusted Beginning Balance

9030

154,751

Ending Fund Balance, June 30

154,751
...

154,751

"

. ..

31,478
154,751
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36,076

36,076

Interfund Tranafer Report

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
Annual Financial and Budget Report
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
District 10: 580

2009-2010

For Actual Year:

Name: WEST HILLS

Fund

Fund
Fund Name

Number In

Number Out

Amount
Fund Name

Tranlferred

12

RESTRICTED SUBFUND

11

UNRESTRICTED SUB FUND

372,821

32

CAFETERIA FUND

11

UNRESTRICTED SUBFUND

250,859

33

CHILD DEVELOPMENT FUND

11

UNRESTRICTED SUB FUND

796,793

34

FARM OPERATION FUND

11

UNRESTRICTED SUBFUND

308,618

39

OTHER SPECIAL REVENUE FUND

11

UNRESTRICTED SUBFUND

256,741

41

CAPITAL OUTlAY PROJECTS FUND

11

UNRESTRICTED SUBFUND

3,350,0001

42

REVENUE BOND CONSTRUCTION FUND

11

UNRESTRICTED SUBFUND

88,7081

74

STUDENT FINANCIAL AID TRUST FUND

11

UNRESTRICTED SUBFUND

50,000

76

INVESTMENT TRUST FUND

11

UNRESTRICTED SUBFUND

500,000

11

UNRESTRICTED SUBFUND

12

RESTRICTED SUBFUND

7,218

74

STUDENT FINANCIAL AID TRUST FUND

12

RESTRICTED SUBFUND

111 ,857

29

OTHER DEBT SERVICE FUND

42

REVENUE BOND CONSTRUCTION FUND

256,951

41

CAPITAL OUTLAY PROJECTS FUND

42

REVENUE BOND CONSTRUCTION FUND

8,547,004

12

RESTRICTED SUBFUND

74

STUDENT FINANCIAL AID TRUST FUND

-

---

-

-
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Receipt and Expenditures of Lottery Proceeds

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Lottery Actual Report

Annual Financial and Budget Report

L 10 GENERAL FUND

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
For Actual Year: 2009-2010

District 10: 580

Budget Year. 2010-2011

Name: WEST HILLS

9010
9020

State Lottery Proceeds:

9030

o

8681

660,845
Instructional
Instructional & Institutional

Materials
Propostition 20

Unrestricted

Academic Salaries

Instructional

Support

Support

Activities

Activities

Activities

Total

Instructional

(AC 0100-5900)

(AC 6000-6700)

(AC 6800-7390)

Unrestricted

(AC 0100-4900)

1000

Classified Salaries

2000

Employee Benefits

3000

Supplies & Materials

4000

Software

4100

288

Books, Magazines, & Periodicals

4200

4,717

Instructional Supplies & Materials

4300

Noninstructlonal Supplies & Mtr1s

4400

Total Supplies and Materials
Other Operating Expenses and Services

5000

Capital Outlay

6000

Library Books

6300

Equipment

6400

Equipment - Additional

313,151

6410

Equipment - Replacement
Total Capital Outlay
Other Outgo

7000
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l10 GENERAL FUND

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
For Actual Year: 2009-2010

District 10: 580

Budget Year: 2010-2011

Name: WEST HillS

9010

53,639

9020
9030

State lottery Proceeds:

53,639'

8681

53,049

Instructional
Instructional & Institutional

Materials

Unrestricted

Propostltlon 20

Instructional

Support

Support

Activities

Activities

Activities

Total

Instructional

(AC 0100-5900)

(AC 6000-6700)

(AC 6800-7390)

Unrestricted

(AC 0100-4900)

Total

o

Academic Salaries

1000

Classified Salaries

2000

o

Employee Benefits

3000

o

Supplies & Materials

4000

Software

4100

Books. Magazlnes. & Periodicals

4200

Instructional Supplies & Materials

4300

Noninstructional Supplies & Mtr1s

4400

o
....... . ---- ... ·.. · .. -1 ······_·_·· .. -

Total Supplies and Materials
Other Operating

5000

Capital Outlay

6000

library Books

6300

Equipment

6400

Equipment - Additional

o

6410

Equipment - Replacement

Total CapItal Outlay
Other Outgo

_... ...... ... .._.. .---.. - ·-- -1
7000
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L'IIDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT

Board of Trustecs
West Hills Cornrnunily Collego Dislrict
Coalinga. California
Wc havc audilcd thc accompanying haslc financial statements of thc hu.,;ncss-Iype activilics of West Hills
Community College District (the Dislrict) us of nnd for the ycsrs ended June 30, 2009 and 20()8. nnd its discretely
prcscntoo component unit Wc.,t Hills Community College District Foundation as li.I<'tl in the Table of Conlenls.
Thcsc basic finnncial statements nre the responsibility of the District's m"u'gcment. Our responsibility i. to
express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits,

FINANCIAL SECTION

We conducted our audits in nccordanee with audiling stnnd.rds generally accCfllcd in thc Unilcd St.tcs of
America And the standnrds applicahle to finuncial J:ludits conl1.linoo in Governmel'll Auditing SWlu/ard,f, iSliucU by
the Comptroller General of the United Slates. Those sUlndsrd. require thnt we ph'" nnd perform the .uditto
obtuin reasonable IIssumncc about whether the finnncial statements arc free of mate'fial misstatement. The
firumcinl stBlements of West lIills Conullunity College District i'oundlltion (the Poundation) were not audited in
accordance with Government Auditing Swntlard.\'. An audit includes cx:,unining, on 8 lest basis, evidence
supporting the nmounts tmd disclosures in the fin:mcial slntcments. An audit also includes assessing the
accounting prinCiples USL'ti ilnd significl:Int estimates nlade by mnnagement. AS well 8S evaluating the ov¢rnll bm;ic
flll"nci.1 statement prc>;entation. We helieve that our AudilS provide a reasonable basis for our opinions.
In our opinion. the basic financial statements referred 10 above prescnt fairly, in alirTIlHcrial respects. the financial
po"ition ofthc business-Iype aclivitles ofWesl Hills Conununity College Dislrict nnd its discre1ely pre«:nted
component unit as of June 30. 2009 and 2008, and the rClip<'Ctivc change'S in financilll position nnd co,h nows. for
the years then endc-d in conformity with occounting principles gCl1emlly accepted in the United States of America.
As discussed in the Notes 10 the l7inllnciol Stntcmcnts, the accomrnnying finnncini stntemcnts rofloci cert<lin
changes required a result of the implementntion of Govcmmental Accounting S~'ndanl< 110ard (GASH)
Statement No. 4S for the yem ended June 30. 2009.

3,

In accordance with Government Audifing Standard.y, we have also issued our report dated February 9, 2010, on
our consideration of the District's internal control over financial reporting nnd on our tests of its compliance with
certain provisions of laws, regulnlions, conlract •. and gront agreements and other mnllcrs. The purp'''c of that
report is to describe the scope of our testing of internal control over linancinl reporting and compliance and the
results oflhatlcsting, and not to provide an opinion on the intcnml control over financial reporting or on
compliance. That report is an integral pon of an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing
Slandards and is important for assessing the results of our Dudit.

Fr~ sn o .

6OS1 r( Fresno Slrter. SullP, 101
IleSNO

a

L.,OUNA HillS

•

CA 937\0 Tet: 559.248.0871 fa-. 559 248 0875 v.,\'nnt(lcpa com

PALO AltO

•

PLEA- S ANTON

•

I"'NCHO CUCAMONOAo

WEST

The requi red supplementary information such as the Management'S Discussion and Ana lysis and Other
Postemployment Bene fit Funding Progress, as listed in the Table o f Coments. is not a required part of the basic
financial statements. but is supplementary infom13rion req uired by the Govemmemal Accou nting Standards
Goard , Thi s supplementary information is the responsibility o f the District's management. We have applied

certain limited procedures, consisting principally of inquiries of manage ment regarding the met hods of
measu rement and presentation of the requ ired su pplementary infonnation. However. we did not aud it the
information and express no opinion.

~~ HILLS
:""W""'.

L -_ _ __

Business Services Department
Ken Stoppenbrink , Vice Chancellor
kenstoppenbrink@westhillscollege,edu

C O MMU N IT Y
COLLE G E
D I ST R I CT

W&61 Hilla CoHeae COalinQ8

We-st Hills. Colleae Lomoore

North.Distrlct Cenle,_EirebBuoh

Naval Air SUI lion. Lemoore

Our audit was conducted for the purpose offonlling opinion s on the financial starcments tha t cOllectively
the District's ba<;ic financia l statements. The supp lementory infom1ation listed in the table of contents,

compri ~e

includi ng the Schedule of Expenditures of red era I Award s, which is required by U.S . Olliee of Management and

Gudgel Ci rcu lar A-I)), Audits o/States. Local Governments. and Non-Profit OrKal1izatiol1s. is presented for
purposes of additional analysis and is not a required part of the basic financial statements. Such information has
becn subjected to the auditing proced ures app lied in the audit of the bas ic fmancial state ments and , in our opinion.
is fairly stated in all material respect's in re latio n to the basic fi nancial statements taken as a whole.

.vcr ~~. u?

V ~-'
• I~ • "
Fresno~

Ca li fo rni a

February 9, 20 I 0

I

MANAGEMENT'S DTSCUSSION AND ANALYSTS

In June 1999, the Government Accoun ting Standards Board (GASB) issued Stalcm cnt No. 34, "Basic

Financial Statements and Management's Discussion and Analysis/or State and Local Governments, which
es tablished a ncw reporting format for annual financial statements ofgovcmmental entities. In Novcmbcr
19 99~ GASB issued Statement No. 35, "Basic Financial Sratemems and Management's Discussion and
Analysis/or Public Colleges and Universities," which appli es these new reporting standards 10 public
colleges and uni versiti es such as the West Hills Community College District (the District). The followi ng
discussion and analysis provides an overview of the District'S financial acti vity. This report presents this
inform ati on in a comparative format. Responsibili ty for the completeness and fairness of this information
rests with thc Di strict.
II

USING THIS ANNUAL REPORT
As required by accounting principles, the annual report consists of three basic financial statements that
provide information on the Dist riers activities as a whole : th e Sratement of Net Asscts; the Statement of
Revenues, Expenses. and Changes in Net Assets; and (he Statement of Cash Flows.
The focus of the Statement of Net Assets is desi gned to be similar to bon-om line res ults for the District.
This statement combine~ and consolidates current financial reso urces (net short-term spendab le reso urces)
with capital assets and long-term obl igatio ns. The Statement of Revenucs, Expenses, and Changes in Net
Assers focuscs on [he costs of the District's operational activities, which are supported mainl y by propcrty
taxes and by State and other revenues. This approach is intended to summarize and simpli fy the user's
anal ys i~ of the cost of vari ous District se rvice~ to ~tudenrs and the public. The Statement of Cash Flows
pro vi des an ana lysis of the so urc es and uses of cash within the operations of the Di strict

9800 Cody Slreel

www.weslhillscollege.com
Coalinga, CA 93210
559.934 .2160
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

Condensed financial inform ation is as follows: (in thousands)

The District's primary fu nd ing sou rce is "StJtc Apportionment as defined by S8 361" recei ved from the
State of Californi a through the State SySlcm's Office. These funds are co mprised of State
appo rti onm en t, local property taxes, and student enrollment fees. The primary basis of this
apportionment is thecaicu lation of Full-Time Eq ui va lent Students (FTES). During the 2008-09 fISc al
year, the District's actual FTES were comprised of 4,972 credit FTES and 486 non-credit FTES for a
total of 5,458 FTES, an increase of 409 FTES (M.I %) from the 2007-08 fi scal year: however the district
was onl y funded for 5,200 FTES. These FTES are generated at the Distri ct's Coalinga and Lemoore
College campuses, as well as va rious satellite locations.
The District ended thc yeJr with an Unrestrictcd General Fund balJllcc of approximJtcl y $ 1.9 million .
The Slate Chancellor'S omcc recommends rescrvc [evds of fi ve pcrc ent of unrestrictcd Ge nera l Fund
expenditures be set aside for economic ulleertainties. The District' met thi s requirement with
approximately 5.4 % in reserves.
The prima ry expcndi ture of the District is for the saJaries and benefits of the Academi c, C lassified, and
Administrative sa laries of District cmployees. These costs increased over (he 2007-08 fi scal year by
approximately $3.0 million. rn addition [0 thc costs for Cu rrent employees' insurance coverage, the
District provides insu rance benefits to retirees meeti ng plan eligi bil ity requirements.

The District bega n several construction and modernization projects throughollt the Dist ri ct. These
projects will be funded through vari olls financial vehicl es. inc luding various maintenance and
constructi on projects funded through the State Chancellor's Office.
The Distri ct provides srudent financial aid to qualifying students of the District in the amount of
ap proxi mately $9.6 million. This aid is provided through gra nts, and loans from the Federal
government, State Chancellor'S Office, and local funding.

NET ASSETS
As of June 30, 2009, 2008, and 2007
June 30,
2009
ASSETS
Cash and investments
Accoun ts receivable

860
67,866
$ 172,309

79,535
5,529
422
IS
65,628
$ 15 1,129

6,856
2,750
1,825
11,431

4,415
2.162
1,048
7,625

102,494
113 ,925
40,738
13, 159
4,487
58,384

92.827
10,756

Inventory

Prcpaid
Ca pital assets. net of deprec iation
Tota l Assets

June 30,
2008

Chansc
$

13,292
5,227
(422)
845
2,238
21,180

June 30,
2007

~c

$

8
62,584
$ 147,342

(270)
1.002
4
7
3,044
3,780

2,441
588
777
3,806

2,768
2,241
840
5,849

1,647
(79)
208
1,776

85,043
92,668

17,451
21,257

85,533
9 1,382

(490 )
1,2 86

42,610
13.802
2.049

( 1,872)
(643)
2,438
(77)

37,839
13,287
4,834
55,960

4,771
5 IS
(2,785)
2,501

79,805
4,527
41 8

LI AB ILIT IES

Current Liab ilities
Accounts payab le and accrued liabilities
Deferred revenue
Long-term liabilites - current portion
Total Current Liabilites
N on-Current Li abil ities
Long-tenn li ab ilites
Total liabilities
NET ASSETS
In vested in capital assets
Restricted fo r expendable purposes
Unrestricted
Total Net Assets

Total Liabili ties and Net Assets

$ 172,309

~
$ 151,129

21,180

$147,342

3,787

Th is sc hedul e has been prepared from 'he Di strict's Statements of Net Assets (page 11 ), whi ch is presented on an
accrual basi s of accounting whereby capital assets are capitalized and depreciated.
The c hanges in the cash positio n are explained in the Statements of Cash Plows (pages 13 and 14).
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Operaling Results for lhe Vear Ended June 30, 2009, 2008, and 2007

Auxiliary revenue consists of food Sen/ice revenues. The bookslOre sold its inventory of books, supplies. and
olher ilems 10 an outside agency 10 operate. Those proceeds are reflected as Ihe bookstore sales for the 2008-09
fi!'cal year. The Food Service operation provides meals to the snldenls and faculty of the college.

Jun e 30,
2009

June 30.
2008

2,583
1, 111
3.694

$ 2.657
2,473
5.130

38,619
25,440
2,670
66,729

35,606
24.466
1,990
62.062

OPERATING REVENUES
Tuition Clnd fees
Auxiliary sa les and charges
TOlal Operating Revenues
OPERATING EXPENSES
Salaries and benefirs
Olher expenses
Depreciation
Total Operating Expenses
NET LOSS ON OPERATIONS
NONOPERATING REVENUES AND
(EXPENSES)
S t~ te apportionments

(63,035)~

25,192
25 ,666
2.265
2.616
3,988
(3,753)
4,602
60,576

Grams and contracts

Propcrty laxes
Slate revenues
lnlerest income
Interest expense
Other non·operaling revenues
Total Nonoperating Revenues
OTHER REVENUES
Stare revenues, capital
Local revenues, capital
Total Ocher Revenues
NET rNCREASE (DECREASE) rN
NET ASSETS

2,351
31
2.382
$

24,915
22,585
2.904
1,985
1,934
(2,953)
7,354
58.724
708
708

(77)~

Difference
$

June 30,
2007

(74) $ 2,457
2,293
(1,362)
(1,436)
24,165
3,013
974
680
4.667
(6,10 3)

277
3.081
(639)
631
2,054
(800)
(2,752)
1,852

Difference
$

200
180
( 19,035)

4,67 1
30,935
22,460
2.006
2,528 ~)
55,923
6.139
(25,174)
~

23,525
19.415
3.160
3,506
2,624
(2,873)
7,249
37, 191

1,390
3,170
(256)
( 1,521 )
(690)
(80)
105
21,533

1,643
31
1,674

791
154
945

(83)
(154)
(23 7)

(2 ,577)

6,378

(3,878)

This schedule has been prepared from the Statemenl of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Net Assets prese nled
on page 12 .

The operating revenue for the Di striCT is specifically defined as revenues from users of the colleges' facilities and
programs. Excluded from the operating revenues arc the components of the primary SO Urce of District funding the State apportionment process. These components include the Stale appOJ1ionment and local properTY ta:-:es. As
these sources of reven ue are from the general popu lation of the State of California. and not from the direct users
of the educational serv ices. they are considered to be nonoperating. As a result. the operating loss of$63 million
is balanced by lhe other funding sources lending to a decrease in the District'S net assets of $77 thousand.

Grant and contract revenues relate to student financial aid, as well as specific Federal and State grants recei ved for
programs serving The sTUdents of the Di~tricL These grant and program revenues are restricted a., 10 the allowable
expenses related 1"0 the program s.
The interest income is primarily the result of cash held at the fre sno County Treasurer. The interest expense
relates to interest payments on the long-term debt which is described in Note 10 of the financial statements.
The District is recording the deprec iation expense related to capital assets. The detai l of the changes in capit31
assets for the year is included in the notes to the financial statements as Note 6.
Slalement o f C.. h Flows for Ihe Vears Ended June 30, 2009, 2008, and 2007

The Statement of Cash Fl ows provides information about cash recei pts and payments during the year. This
statement also assists users in assessing the District's ability to meet iTS obligations as they come due and its need
for e:-:ternnl financing.

CAS H PROYIDEO flY (liSEO TN)
Operaling aceivities
Noncap ilal linanci ng aCliv iti es
Capital fin ancing 'Ielivilies
Invesling aCliv irics
Net Inereuse ill Cash a nd Cash E'llljvalcllls

June 30. 2009

June 30, 2008

(60,6R6)
57,3 16
11 ,844
3,954
12,428

(54,385)
59,690
(7 ,589)
2,0 15
(269)

DilTcrcnee

(6,301)
(2,374)
19,433
1.939
12,697

JUlle 30. 2007

$

(26,464)
34 ,607
(l ,813)
2.540
6.870

~
(2 7,92 1)
25.Cl83

0 .776)
(525)
(7,1]9)

The primary operating receiplS are student tuition and fees and Federal , State, and local grants and contraers. The
primary operating expense of the Disrriet is the payment of salaries and benefit, ( 0 instructional and classified
,Support 'staff, as well as District administrators.
\Vhile Stale appo rt ionment and property taxes arc the primary SOurce of non-capital related revcnue.the new
GASB accounting standards req uire that this source of revenue is shown as nonoperating revenue as it come from
(he general resources of the State and nOt from (he primary users of the colleges' programs and services (sllldcnts).
The District depends upon this funding as the primary source of funds to continue the current level of operati ons.
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FunctionaJ Expenditures

Year ended June 30. 2007:

In accordance with requirements sel forth by the California State System'!; Office, the District repons operating
expenses by object code. Operating expenses by functional classification are as follows :
Year ended June 30, 2009:

Sala ries
Instnlctional activilics
Academic support
Student sen'ice:)
Plant operario ns and maintenance
Jnstnlctional support services
Commllnity services and
economic devcloptncm
A.neillary se rvices and
auxiliary operations
Tru~1 and agency activities
Depreciation expense-un allocated
Total

Supplies
Material and
Other Expe nse s
and Services

Employee
l3cncli LS

Inslrtlclional Clclivil it:s
AcaJcmic .support
Studenl s.crvicrs
Plant opcrariolls anJ maintenance

Other

Outgo
7~ . 344

DCl!rceialion
$

Total

2.614.395
5.7 15.252
8]0.595
3.15 1,324

$3. 153,996
71 1,402
1.913.037
343.857
1, 144.407

97U.292
836.847
2,124 ,390
513.791
1,378.424

10.198.313
293.154
5. 143.757

$ 15.234.504
4.162 ,644
19.950.992
1.981.397
10.817.912

992 .6SI\

250.144

1.028,24 3

8.303

2.279.371\

4.671.317
43 8.97)

1.545.081
109.539

3,383. 500
1.232.601

334.203
1.669.554

~446 ..114

59.171 .463

11,46~.1J97

SI7.725 .62R

9.934. 110
).4 50.667
2.670.173
$70.481 .775

$11,U31,~72

2.670.173

$ 2,670,173

Emplo)'(~c

Instructional aCliviti es
Academic support
Student services
Plam opcnnions and maintcnance
Instnlctional support S('rvices
Comm unity se rvices and
economic dcwtopmcnl
Anci llary serviccs and
aux.iljtlf)' opcralion s
Trust and agency aeti,·ilics
Dcrrcciation expense-unallocated
Total

Other

Sa laries

fkn e- lits

$10.585.327
2,409.461
4.685,38 1
743. 170
2.873.097

$2.719.724
672.097
1,541.224
307.497
1.104.7 17

502.815
872,232
1.475.534
1.233,367
1,981.487

58,465

Tota l
OCj!fCcialion
~,
$

8.35 3.468
11.250
4.871500

3.953.790
16.055 ,607
2.295 .284
10.831\.801

R75. 109

243.079

498.666

27.674

1.644.527

4.643 ,354
501,+4 1

1.573.644
127.722

3,927.517
+4 .453

292.29 1
3 I 0.263

10.436.805
983.87R
1.989,(,62
$ 62.062.686

$27,316.341

10,536.070

$8,28 9.7[)3

9

Supplies
Material :md
Other Expenses
and Services
397.s~S

S2.S35.s15
53 1,080
1.349.1\18
272.716
1.337.994

559.494
1.485 .1 15
1,244.015
1.952.661

Other
OU\f;!:o
59.042
122.505
7.527.977
10.750
4.189.796

Dc~rcc ia(ion

Total
$12.748.~17

4.000.561\

13.(102,2 IJ
2.224.101
10.039.943

Community services nnd
economic dc\'c iormcnl

Ancillary ~rviccs :lIlU
auxiliaf)· operations
Trust nnd agency activities
Oeprt:ciatil>O expc:ns:c-unaIlOC<lleJ
Tolal

486 .235

m .833

380,364

43,275

1.043.708

3,679.425
234.724

1,262.03 I
72.077

3.550.244
54.459

678.805
204.40 1

$23. 140. 161

$7.794.864

9.623.941

$12.836.550

9,170.505
565.66 1
2.527,291
$55.922.8U6

2.527.291
$ 2.527.291

ECONOMIC FACTORS AFFECTING THE FUTURE OF WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE
DISTRICT
The 2009-10 State Budget represenls no increase in funding and in fact a reducrion of FTES from the previous
fiscal year of2 15 down to 4,985, which is abou l $ 1.2 million. There was ze ro increase in COLA and growth.
There willlikcly be no COLA or growth for the 2010-11 fiscal year due to the economic conditio ns in Cali fo rnia.

Year ended June 30, 2008:
Supplie s
Material 11.11(\
Other Expenses
and Serviccs

Inslnlclional suppa" sl:f\"iccs

Salaries
9.45(,.673
2.787.4 88
3.2.19.50]
1\96.(,20
2.559.492

Employe\.:
[knellLS

Out~o

$13.930.910

1.9&9.662
$ 1.989.662

The State continues to face a structural deficit of billions of dollars and it appears that th e comm unity co llege
system will continue to be cha llenged 1"0 re duc e expenditures while the demand for services continues to increase .
The WHCCD is well pOsilioned to handle any negative impacl that may be required.
There are currently no other known facl s, decisions, or conditi ons that wi ll have a sig.ni ficant effect on the
financial position (net assets) or resu lts of ope ration s (revenues, expenses, and changcs in net assets) of the
District. There is currenlly a conce m that the economy contin ues to slow which the District is monitoring and
will take the appropriate aClion necessary to remain fisca lly sound.

CONTACTING THE DISTRICT'S FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
This financial report is designed to provide our ci tizens, ta xpayers, students, and investo rs and creditors
with a general overview of the District's finances an d 10 show the District's accountability fo r the mon ey
it reccivcs. If you ha ve qucstions Jbour this rcpo rt o r nced any additional financial infomlJtion, conwc[
Ken Sloppcnbrink, Vice Chancellor Business Scrviccs, al Wesl Hills Communi\)' Co llege Dislricl, 9800
Cody Streel, Coalinga, California 93210, Or e-Ina il al kcnstoppenbrink@whccd.cdu.
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ST ATEM ENTS OF NET ASSETS
JUNE 30, 2009 AND 2008

STATEMENTS OF REVENUES, EXPENSES, AND CHANGES IN NET ASSETS
FOR THE YEARS ENDE D J UNE 30, 2009 AND 2008
2009

2009_ _ _

2008

20 08

O I'ERATI NG K \;V ENUES

ASS ET S
Current Asse ts
Cash and investments
Accou nts rece ivable
S nl denl loans receivable

3.030.024
10,207,9 16
548.363
860,390

Prepa id expenses - current port ion
Sto res inventories
To ta l C u rrent Assets
No ncurrent Assets

$

14.646,693
88,934.269
863,35 I
15,046,472
79, 170,900
(26.352,44 1)
157.662,55 I
172,309,244

Restricted cas h and cash equiva lents
Net plan assel·GASB 45
Nondepreciable capilal assels
Dep rcc iable ca pilal assc ls

Less: Acc umulated deprecia tion
T otal Noncurrent Assets
TOTAL ASS ETS

5.098,384
5,223,749
305 ,227
14,2 12
421.557
11 ,063. 129
74.437,367

10,859, 176
78.450.703
(23.682, 268)
140,064 ,978
__
I 5_1, 128, 107

Tuitio n and Fees
Less: Scholarship discoun t and allowa nce

2.693 .039

...l..!..!.!!l!
2~

2.798.143
( 140.7821
2.657.361

427,452
665.370
18 .1 28
3,693 ,662

1.758.848
697 , 189
16.56 1
5,129,959

29,446,414
9, 171 ,463
25.44 0,427
2,670, 173
66.728,477

27,3 16,341
8,289.703
24,466 ,981
1.989,662
62.062.687

(63,034,8 15)

(56 ,9 32,728)

14, 106,507
11,253.764
305.442
25. 192.273
2,265, 160
2,616,165
3.987,879
13.753.298)
4,602,284
60,576,176

10,614 ,897
11 .889.2 1 1
81.292
24 .914.670
2,904. 132
1,984,546
1.934.204
(2 .953 . 15 1)
7,355 .0 14
58,72 4 ,8 "

I NCOM E (LOSS) BEFORE OTffER REVENU ES AND EXPENSES
OHl ER REVENUES AND EX PENSES
Slate reven ues, capital
Loca l revenues. capi lal
TOTA L OH1 F:R RF. VF.NUf.S AN n EXPENSES

(2.458,639)

1,792.087

2.350,528
30.989
2.38 1,5 17

708,421

C fl ANGF: I N NET ASSETS
NET ASSETS, BEGINNI NG O f YEAR
NET ASSETS. END OF YEA R

(77.122 )
58.460.687

Net tu itio n and fee s

Auxiliary Sales and Charges
BOOKstore

Ca fet eria

Farm
TOT A L O Pf:RATI NG RE VENUES
O PERATING EXPENSES
Salaries

Employee benefits
Supplies. material s. and other o pera ti ng expenses and se rv ices

Depreciat ion
T OTAL O PERATING EXP ENSES
OPERATING LOSS

LIABILITIES
C urrent L.ia bilities
Accounts payabl e
DefcITed revenue

Amoun ls he ld in custody on behalf or o thers

Long-Ienn liabilities - current port ion
T o tal C urrent Li a bilities
Non eDrre nt Liab ililies
Compensa ted abse nces payab le - nonc urre nt ponion
Long-Iem l liabi lities - noncu rrent port ion
T o ta l No ncurre nl Li a bilities
T OT AL LIABILITIES
NET ASSETS
1nvcsted in capital assets. net of related debt
ReSlric led ror:
Debt serv ice

Postemp!oy ment obligations
Other activi ties
Unrestricted
$

TOTA L N ET ASS ETS

The accompanying noles are an integral pan of these fi nancial statements.
II

5,448,049
2.749,753
1,407,903
1,8"5,650
11 ,43 1,355

3,249,506
2,161 ,698
1, 164 ,557
1,048,299
7,624 ,060

1,053 ,273
101 ,441 ,05 1
102,494,324
11 3,925,679

948,629
84.094,731
85,041,360
92,667,420

40.73 8,230

42.609,85 I

12,678, 179

12.312,097
934 .983
554, 170
2.049.586
58,460,687

480,039
4,487, 11 7
58.383,565

$

NO;o.l·O PEIlATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)

Grants and Conlracts, noncap il al:
Fede ral
Slale
Local

State (\pponiOnmcn ls. nOllcttpirat
Local pro perty taxes. le vied for general purposes

Siale taxes and other revenues
Investme nt income. ncr
fnrercst and other expenses on de bt
Olher non-opcra ling reve nlles
T OT AL NON·O PERATING REV EN UES (EXPENSES)

~

The accompanying notes are an inregra l pan of these fi nanc ial sralemems.
12

708.4 2 1

2.500.508
55,960. 179
58,460.68 7
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STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS - DIRECT METHOD
FOR THE YEARS ENDED JUNE 30, 2009 AND 2008

STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS - DIRECT METHOD, CONTINUED
FOR THE YEARS ENDED JUNE 30,2009 AND 2008
2009

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Tuiti on and fees
Payments to vendors for supplics and services
Auxiliary sales

S

Paymen ts ( 0 or on behal f of employees
Net

C~sh

Flo ..... s From Opt:rating Activities

CASH FLOWS FROM NONCAPITAL FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Slate apportionme nB

Non-capital grall ts and COluraets
Propert}' faxes - nondcbl rclalcd
State (axes a nd other a pportionments
Other non operating
Net Cash Flows From Noneapiral Financing Activities

CASH FLOWS FROM CAPITAL FINANCING ACTrVITlF.S
Purchase of capital assets
Proceeds fr om capi lal deb t
St31t: reven ue, capital projcc is
Loca l revenue, capila! projects

Prine.ipnl pa id on capital debt
Interest and expenses pa id on capi tal debt
Net Cash Flows From

C~pital

Fiottndng Aclivities

CASH FLOWS FROM INVF.STlNG ACTIVITlF.S
'nlcrest recei ved from in v.:slmtnts
Net C~sh Flows From Investing Activities
NET CHANGE fN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
CASII AND CASII EQUIVALENTS, 8EGINNING OF YEAR
CASH ANDCASfI EQUIVALENTS. END Ol'YEAR

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
1)

2,837,246
(25.8 47,2 65)
1, 110,950
P8,787 , I 09)
(60,686, 178)

2008
2,616 ,013
(23. 129.300)
2,472.598
(36,344,384 )
(508 5,073 )

2009

2008

RECONCILIATION OF NET OPERATING LOSS TO NET CAS U FLOWS
FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
O p~rat i ns

Loss

(6.1,03llill

$ (56.932,728)

Adjustment s to Reconci le Operating Loss to NCI Cash Fl ows from
Operating AClivilies:
Deprcc;alion expense

2,670 ,17 3

1,989.662

Changes in Assets and U.,b ili ties:
22.279, 456
24.725,29 3
2.911.409
2,616, 165
4,783,997
57,3 16,320

24,965 , 102
22,912,449
2,700,952
1,984 ,546
7, 127.585
59,690,634

Receivables, nel
Stores inventories
Prepaid expenses

Accounts payab le and accrued liabililies

( 1,005 ,948 )
(2,953,151 )
(7,589,397)

3,954.003
3.954.003

2,0 14.599
2,014,5 99

12.428,542
79.535,751

(269,2 37)
79.804 ,988
79,535 ,751

?T,%4,293

(4,838 ,7 19)
500,000
708,421

(997,850)

42 1,557
(846,178)

(3,647)
(6,681)
1,285, 137

2,198.543

Deferred revenue
Funds held (or olhers

588,05 5
243,346

Talal Adjustments
(4,907.493)
84.321.970
2.350 ,5 28
30,989
(66, 198,299)
0,753.298)
II ,844 ,397

(2.926,85 9)

Net CaSh Flows From Operating Acfhitics

2,348,637
(60,686, 178)

2009
NON CASI·. TRANSACTIONS
On bchalf paymc nts (or benefi ts

S .

The accompanying nores are an integral palt o(thcsc financial statem ents.
14

593,687

(79,11 2)
360,146
2.547,655
$ (54.3 85,07 3)

~
560.4 54
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DISCRETELY PRESENTED COMPONENT UNIT - WEST HILLS
COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT FOUNDATION
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
JUNE 30, 2009 AND DECEMBER 31, 2008

DISCRETELY PRESENTED COMPONENT UNIT - WEST HILLS
COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT fOUNDATION
STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2009 WITH COMPARATIVE TOTALS
fOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2008

ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equiva lents
rnvestmenlS

June 30.

December 31.

2009

2008

Unrestricted
$

Rodeo stock

1,264,631
967, 471
214,903
2,447,005
22.450

Property a nd leasehold improvements - net of acc umul ated
depreciation
Other assets
Total Asscts

173.55 1
500
2,643,506

Accounts rece ivable

Total Current Assets

$

$

1,294.409
778.5 15

188.287
500
2,284,161

203,343
532.860
28,647
26,636
180,577
98.429
9,3 10
163.186
1,242 ,988

Federal reven ue
Memhersh ip fees
Program fees
Program contracts
fu ndraisers
Investment income

Other

LIABILI TIES AND NET ASSETS
LIABILITIES
Accounts payable
Funds held for others
Total Liabil ities
NET ASSETS

Total Reve nue
$

Unrestricted
Tem poraril y restricted

PermanenLiy restricted
Total Net Assets
Total Lia bilities
$

and Net Assets ·

12,795
12,795

2,085,003
388,434
141.655
2,615,092

1.790, 138
343.277
137,95 1
2,27 1,366

$

2,284,161

Scholarsh ip
College Enhancement
Athletic Programs
Educational Programs
Suppon services:
General Ad min istrative
Fundraiscrs
Membcrship
Total Expenses
UNREALI ZED GA IN/(LOSS) ON
INVESTMENTS
TRANS FERS
INCREASEI(DECREASE) IN NET ASSETS
NET ASSETS. 13 EG INN ING OF YEAR
NET ASSETS. END OF YEAR

15

$

4.250
3, 140

35.000

2.131

~839

37, 13 1

259,792
532.860
28,647
26.636
180.577
102.679
14,581
163.186
1,30 8.958

Program se rvices:
42.180
265. 123
85,655
308.325
18G.122
58.648
3,572
949,625
293,363

Increase/(Decrease) in Net Assets

The accompanying notes are an integral part orthese financial statements.

21,449

EXPENSES

14,432
13.982
28.4 14

2,643 ,506

Tota l

CHAN GES TN UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS
REVENUES
Donations and special events

2,072,924
22,450

June 30, 2009
Tem porarily Permanently
Restricted
Restricted

13,861
\ 12.359 )
294,865
1,790,1 38
$2,085 ,003

The accompanying notcs are an integra l part of these financial sta teme nts.
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37,315

79.495
265.123
85.655
308.325

37,315
\8.4 7 6) _ _3_7,131
4,674
48,959
45. 157
343.277
388,434

3,1 73

186. 122
58,648
3,572
986,940
322.018
21,708

13 6 .600 )
$

3,704
137.951
141 ,655

343.726
2.271,366
$2,615,092

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
DISCRETELY PRESENTED COMPONENT UNlT - WEST HILLS
COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT FOUNDA nON
STATEMENT OFCASI-I FLOWS
FOR THE YEARS ENDED JUNE 30, 2009 AND DECEMBER 31, 2008
Jun e 30,
2009
CAS H FLOWS FROM O PERATING ACTJVITIES
Change in net asse ts
Adjustments to Reconcile Change in Nel Assets to Net

Decembe r 31,
2008

Cash Used By Operating Act ivi ties
Depreciation and amort iz,uion
(fncrease)/Decrease in accounts receivable
Increase/( Decrease) in accou nts payabl e
Increase/(Oecrease) in due to other groups

474 ,06~

667,832
29,964
23 ,777
442,960
164,336
60,51 1
1,047
1,864.496

268,538
112 ,7 15
3,626
1,403 ,3 39
461,1 57
( 172, 180)
288,~77

I ,~82,3 8~
2,271,366

Tile accom panying notes are an integral part of these fin ancial statements.
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343,726

288,977

10,403
(2 14,903)
14 ,432

22,104
19,2 11

~

Net Cash Fl ows Provided By O pera tin g Activ ities
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIV ITIES
(Increase)lDecrease in inves tments
(Purchase)/D isposa l of fixed assets
Net Cash Flows Provided/fUsed) By In vestin g Activ iti es
NET DECREASE IN CAS H AND CASH EQU IVA LENTS
CASH AND CAS H EQUIV ALENTS, BEGINNTNG OF YEA R
CASH AND CAS H EQUIV ALENTS, END OF YEAR

132,564
441,263
104,180
340,453

$

December 3 I ,
2008

17

(3,4~5 )

I 54,84,L

326,797

( 188,956)

(778,5 15)

~
( 184,623)
(2~,778)

I ,2~ 4,409
1,264,63 1

$

\778.515)
(451,7 18)
1,746,127
1.294,409

WEST HILLS COMMUNrTY COLLEGE DISTRICT
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 2009

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 2009

NOTE I - ORGANIZATION
The \Vest Hills Community College District (District) is a political subdivision o Cthe State of Ca liforni a and
provides postsecondary education 10 the stlldents of Coali nga-Huron Unified School District, Lemoore Union
Hi gh School District, Riverdale 10int Unifi ed School District, Gold en Plains Unified School District, FirebaughLas Deltas Unified School District, Reef-S unset Unified School DiSiTict. and Mendota Unified School District.
The District mai ntains a Coalinga Campus, a Lemoore Campus, and the North District Center in Firebaugh.
While the District is a political subd iv ision of the State, it is. not a component unit ofrhe S late in accord ance with
the provisions of Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GAS B) Statement No. 14 . The District operates
under a loc ally cleCled seven-member Board of Trustccs form of government and provides higher education in the
County of Fresno. While the District is a political subd ivision of the Slate of Ca li fomi a, it is legally scpa rate and
is independent of other Stare and local governments, and it is not a component unit of the State in accordance with
the provisions of Govern mental Accounting Standards Board (GAS B) Statement No. 39.
A reporting entity is comprised oC the primary government, and other organizations that are includ ed (0 ensure the
financial statements are not mi sle ad ing. The primary government of the District consists of all funds,
depa rtments. boards. and agencies that are not legally separate from the District. For West Hills Com munity
College District, this includes genera l operations. food services, bookstores. and srudent related activities of the
District.
Financial Reporting Entity
The District hal) adopted GASB Statement No. 39. Drlcrmining Whcther Certain Organizations arc CompoflC'nf
Units. This stateme nt amends GASB Statement No. 14, The Financial Reporting Entity. to provide additional
guidance 10 determine whether certain organizations. for which the District is not financially accoumable, shou ld
be reported as component units oased on the nature and sign ificance oCtheir relationship with th e District. The
three com ponents used to del"ermine the presentation are: providing a "direct benetit" ; the "environment and
ability to accesslinfluence reportin g," and the "significance" criterion. As defined by accou nting principles
generally accepted in the United States or America and establi shed by the Governmental Accounting S tandards
Board, the financial repo rting entity consists of the primary government, the District, and the followin g
component unit:
As defined by ge nerally accepted accounting principles established by the GASB. the financial reporting entity
consist of the primary government (Ihe Distri ct), as well as the following component units.
West Hills Communit), College District Foundation
Thc West Hill s Community College Di strict Found ation (the Foundation) is a lcgally seraralc, ta xexcmpt componcnt unit of Ihe District. Thc Foundation acts primarily as a fundraising, organization to
providc grants and sc holarships to stud e-nLe; and support to cmployees. programs. and dcpartmcnts ofthc
District. The ten·member board of the Foundation cons ists of community members. alumni. and other
supporters of th e Foundation. A lthough the District doe s not control the liming or amount of rceei pts
from the Foundati on, thc majority ofrcsourccs, or incomc thereon. that thc Foundation holds and invcsts
are rest ricted to the activities of the District by the donors. Bccause these restricted resources held by the
Foundation can only be used by, or for the benefit of. the Di strict. the Foundation is considered a
component unit of tile District. The Foundation is reported in stparate financ ial stateme nts because of tile
difference in its reporting model. as further described below.
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The Pou ndation is a not-for-rrofil organization under Interna l Revenue Code (IRS) Section 50 I (c)(3) that
rerort s it s financi a l resuits under financial Accounting Standards [Joard (PAS[J) Statements. Most
signili ca nt to the Foundation's operations and reporting model are FASI3 Statement No. 116, Accounting
Jor COl1frdmtions Received and CrJnlrihufions A1ode. and FASB SlatemeOi No. 117. Financial Rel'Orling
jor No/-Far-Profif Organizations . AS such, certain revenue recognition criteria and presentation features
are difle rem from GASB revenue recognition criteria and presentation feature~. No modirication.s have

neen made to the Foundarion's fin ancial infonnation in {he District's financi al reporting entity for these
diffe rences ; however, s ignificant note di !\c losures to the Foundation's finan cial s tate ments have heen
incorporated into Ihe District's notes to th e financial state ments.
Financial statements Cor thc Fou ndation can be obtained from thc Foundation'S Business Officc at
9900 Cod y Street, Coalinga, CA 93210.

NOTE] - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Measuremeot Focns, .B:uis of Accounting, and Financial Statement Presentation
ror finan cia l reportin g purposes, the Dislrici is cons idered a spec ial-purpose gove rnment engaged only in
business-typc activities as defined by Gt\SB Stalements No. 34 and No. 35 as amended by Gt\SB Statements
No. 37, No. 38, and No. 39. This presentation provid es a comprehensive enti ty -wide persp cct ive of the Distr ict's
assets, liabilities, activities, and cash flows and replaces the fund group perspecti ve previously required.
Accordingly. the District' s financial statements have been presented using the economic resourc es measure ment
focus and the accrua l basis ofaccounling. Under the accrual basis, revenues are recognized when earned, and
expenses are recorded when an ob ligation has been incurred. All material intra-agenc)' and intra-fund transacti ons
ha ve bee n eliminated .
Revenues resu ltin g from exchange transactions, in which each parry gives and receives essen tially equal value,
are classified as operating revenues. These transac tions are recorded on the accrual basis when the excha nge
takes place. Available means that th e resources will be co llecled within the curren l fi sca l year or are expected to
be collected soon enough thereafter to be used to pay liabilities of the current fi sca l year.
Nonexchange transactions. in which the District receives value without direclly giving equal value in return.
include SUIte apportionments, property taxes, certain grants, entillcments, and don ations are classified as
nonoperating revenue. Federal and State grants received 1"0 provide direct grants ,"0 students are classified as
nonoperating revenues because the District does nol generally receive any direct benefit from the grants and are
recogn ized in the fiscal year in which all e lig ibility requirements are salisfied. Eligibility requirements may
include time andlor purpose requiremenls. Property lax rev enue is recogni zed in the fiscal year rec eive d. State
apportionment revenu e is earned based lIpon criteria set forth from the Community Colleges System's Office and
includes reporti ng offull·time equivalent studcnt (FTES) attendance. The correspondin g apportionment revenue
is recogni 7.ed in lhe period the FTES are generated.
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Operating expenses are costs incurred to provide instructional services including support costs. auxiliary services.
and deprecialion of capital assets. All other expenses not meeting this definition are reported as nonopera ting.
Expenses are recorded on the accrual basi ~ as they are incurred, when goods are received, or services are

AccounlS Receivable

rendered.
The accounting policie~ of the DistricTconform 10 accounting principles gene rally accepted in the United States of
America (US GAAP) as applicable to colleges and universities, as well as those prescribed by the Community
Colleges Syste m's Office. The District reports are hased on all applicable GASB pronouncements, as well as

applicable FASB pronouncements issued on or before November 30.1989, unless those pronouncements conOict
Or contradict GASB pronouncements. The District has not elected apply FASB pronouncements after that datc.
When applicab le. certain prior year amounrs havc been reclassified to confonn to current ycar presentation. Thc
budgctal)' and financial accounts orrhe District arc maintained in accordance with the Community Colleges
System's Office's Budget and Accounting Manual.
The financial statements are presented in accordance with the reporting model as prescribed in GASB Statement
No . 34, Basic Financial Stafements and kfamJKCmenf's Discussions and Anulysis/or State and Local
Go"Vernmenrs. and GASB Statement No. 35, Basic Financial Statemelfls and Management's Discussions and
Analysis/or Public Col/eges and Universities. as amended by GASB Statements No. 37 and No. 38. The
business-type activities model followed by the Di~trict requires the foll owing components of tile District's
financial Statements:
Management's Discussion and Analysis
Basic Financial Statements for the District as a whole including:
o Statement of Net Assl!ts
o Statement of Revenues. Expenses, and Changes in Net Assers
o Statement of Cash Flows
Notes to the Financial Statements
Cash and Cash Equivalents

The District's cash and cash equivalents are considered to be unrestricted cas.h on hand, demand deposits., and
short.term unrestricted inveslment<; with original maturities of three months. or less from the date of acquisition.
Cash equivalents also include unrestricted cash with county trc asury balances for purposes of the statcment of
cash flows. Restricted cash and cash equivalents represcntcd balances restricted by external sources such as
grants and contracts or specifically restricted for the repayme nt of cap ira I dcbt.
Investments
Investments held at June 30, 2009 and 2008. with original marurities greater than one yea r are stated at fair value.
Fair value is estimated based on quoted market prices at year-end. All investments not required to be reported at
fair va lue are staled at cost or amo rtized cost. Fair values of investm ents in county and St3te invcstment pools are
determined by the program sponsor.
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AccOllOts rec eivable include amounts due from the Federa1, State and lor local governments, or private sources. in
connection with reimbursement of allowable expenditures made pursuant to the District's grants and contracts.
Accounts receivable also consist of tuition and fee charges to students and auxiliary enterprise services provided
to srudents, faculry, and staff, the majority of each residing in the State of California, The District provides for an
allowance for uncollectible accounts as an estimation of amounts that Illay not be rec eived. This allowance is
based upon management's estimates and analysis.
Prepaid Expenses

Prepaid cxpenditures (expenses) rcpresent amounts paid in advance ofrccelving goods or scrvices. Thc District
has the option of reporting an expe nditure in governmental funds for prepaid items either when purchased Or
during the beneJiting period. The District has chosen to report the expenditures when inc urred.
Capital Assets and Depreciation

Capital assets are long-lived assets of the District as a whole and include land. construction-in-progress. buildings.
leasehold impro veme nts, and equipment. The District maintains an initial unit cOSt capitalization threshold of
$5.000. Assets are recorded at historica l cost. or estimated historica l cost, when purchased or constructed. The
Di strict does not possess any infrastructure. Donated capital assets are recorded at estimated fair market value at
the date of donation. Improvements to buildings and land that significantly increase the value or ex tend the useful
life of tile asset are capitalized ; the costs of normal maintenance and repairs that do not add to the value of the
asset or materially extend an asset's life are not. Major outlays for capital improvements are capitalized as
construction-in·progress as the projects are constructed.
Depreciation of capital asse ts is computed and recorded by the straight-line method. Estimated usefu l lives of the
various classes of depreciable eapital assets are as follows: buildings, 25 to 50 years; improvements, 25 to 50
years; equipment. 5 to 10 years; vehicles. 5 to 10 years.
Accrued Liabilities and Long-Term Obtigations

All payables. accrued liabilities, and long-term obligations are reported in the entity-wide finan cia l statements.
Compensaled Absences

Accumulated unpaid employee vacat ion benefits are accrued as a liability as the benefits are earned. The entire
compensated absence liability is reported on the entity.wide financial statem ents. The amounts ha ve been
recorded in (he fund from which the employees, who have accumulated th e leave, are paid. The District also
partici pates in "load-banking" with eligible academic employees whereby the em'ployee may teach exira courses
in one period in exchange for time off in another period.
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S ick leave is accumula ted w it hout limit for eac h employee based upon negotiated contracts. Leave w ith pay is
provided when employees are absent fo r heal th reasons; however. the emp loyees do no t gai n a vested right to
accuOlulat ed sic k leave. Empl oyees are never paid for any sick leave balance a l termination of employment o r
any other lim e. Therefore, the va lue of accumulated sick leave is not recognized as a liability in the Oistrict's
financial stateme nt s. Credit ror unused sick leave is JPplicab le to all ce rtifi cated employees and is dete rm ined by
di vidin g th e num be r of unused sic k days by the n umber of base ~e rvi cc day s required to com plete the last sc hool
year, if emp loyed full time. Sick le ave is accumulated as fo ll ows:

W hen both restrictcd and unrestricted resources are ava il able fo r use, it is the District's practice to use re:;lri cted
reso urccs fi~t and the unrestricted res ources when they are needed.

AdmiDi~tr a tive/C lassified

S'31e Appo rtionments

Certifocated
Members shall accrue twe nty (20) days of sick lea ve with pay for each sc hool year, such leave to be made
avai labl e on the first day or each sc hoo l yea r.

Certain current year apport ionmenrs from th e Sta te arc bascd on financial and sta tistical inform ati on ofthc
prev ious year. Any corrcctions due to th c recalculation of the appo rtionmcnt arc madc in Fcbruary of tin:
subsequent year. When known and meas urab le. these r~ealcu lation s and correc ti ons are accr u ~d il1 the yea r in
wh ic h the FTES are ge nerated.

Manage ment/Confidenti31 Staff
Enti t lcd to twenty-onc (21) days o r sick leavc pcr ycar to be posted at the ratc or 1.75 days pc r month .

Classir.ed
Members shall accrue , on a m on thly basis, twellly-one (2 1) days or s ick leave with pay ro r each sc hool
year. The amount or days posted wi ll be 1.75 days. or ro urtee n ( 14) hou rs per month fo r Full-ti me
employees and shall be prorated for part-time employees.
Defe rred Revenue
Deferred revenue arises when potential reven ue d oes no t meet bot h the "measuroble" and "available" criteria for
recogni ti o n in the current period or when resources are received by the District pri or to (he incurrence of
qualifying expenditu res. In su bsequent periods, when both revenue recognition criteria are mel. o r when the
Dis trict has 8 lega l claim to the resou rces. th e lia bil ilY for de ferred revenue is removed from the combined balance
s heet and revenue is recogn ized. Deferred reven ues include (I) amo unts rece ived for tuition and fees prior to the
end oF the fisca l yea r that are related to the subseque nt fi scal yea r and (2) amou nts received rrom Federal and
S tate g rants received before lhe e li gibili ty requ irements are Illet are recorded as deferred revenue.

Unres tricted: Net assets that are no r subject to externa ll y imposed constraints. Un rest ricted net asse ts may
be designated for speci fi c purposes by actio n of the l30a rd of T rustees o r may o therwise be limited by
contractua l agreemenrs with olltside parties. S ubs tanti ally all unrestricTed net assets are designated for
economic uncertainties.

On-Dehalf Paymenls

GASH Statement No. 24 requi res direc( on-behalf pay ments fo r frin ge benefits and sa laries made by one e nrity to
a third party recipient for the employees for anOT her lega ll y separate e ntity be recognized as revenues and
expendirures by the emp loye r entity. The Srate of Cal iromi a makes direct o n-behalrpayments to the Ca lifo rnia
State Teachers' Retirement Sys tem (Ca ISTRS) and the Calirornia Public F mployees' Reti rement System
(Ca IP ERS) on behalrorall co mmunity colleges in Calirorn ia. The amou nts or on-behalF pay men ts we re
$593.687 ror CaIST RS. No o n behalr contributi ons were made to CaIPERS.
Estimates
The prepa rat ion of the tinancia l stateme nts in co nfo rmi ty with accounting princ ipl es gene rally accepted in the
Un ited Sta tes of America requi res management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the amounts
repor1ed in th e tinancial statements and accompanying notes. Actual res ults may differ from those estimates.

Net Assets

Property Taxes

GASB Statements No. 34 and No. 35 report equity as "Net Assets." Net assets are class ified according to
imposed restrict io ns o r avail abili ty of assets for sat isfaction o f Distric t obligations according to th e rollowing net
asset categories:

Secured property ta.'(es att ac h as an enforceab le li en on property as of Janua ry 1. The County Assessor is
responsible for assessmelll o faJltax able real property. Ta'(es arc paya ble in two inSlallmelllS on Nove mbe r J and
February I and become delinquent o n December 10 and April 10. respective ly. Unsec ured prope rt)' taxes are
paya ble in one installment on o r before August 31. Various counties bill and collec( Ia.'(es on behalf of tile
District. Local property lax rev enues are recorded when rece ived.

(nves ted in Capital Assets, Net of Related Debt : Capital Assets, net or accumu lated depreciation and
outstanding principal balances or debl al1ributable to the acqu isi tion. co nstructi o n, or improvement ofl hose
asset s.
Res trict ed - EJ.:pendable : Net assets whose use by the Di st ric t is su bject to externally imposed constrai nt s
that ca n be rulfill ed by actions of the Distri ct pursuant to those constraints or by the passage of lim e. Net
assets may be rest ri cted for ca pital projects, debt repay ment , and/or educational progra ms.
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The voters o f the District passed vario us General Ob li gat ion Bonds for th e acqu is iti on, construction, and
remode ling o f District capital assets. As a resu lt o f the passage of th e Bond. propcrty taxes are assessed o n the
property w ithi n the Oisrri ct specifically forth e repayment of the debt incurred. The taxes are billed and co llected
as noted above and remitted to the Di strict w he n collected .
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Scholarship Discounts and Allowances

Revenues and expenses are recorded when incurred in accorda nce wi th the acc ru al basis or accounting. Re venues
are reported as increases in the unrestricted ner assets class ification unless use o rthe re lated assets is lim ited by

Student tuition and fee revenue is reponed net of scholarship di scounts and allowances in the Statement o f
Reven ues, Expenditures, and C hanges in Net Assets. Scholarship discounts and a ll owa nces represent the
differenc e between stated cha rges for enroll ment fees and the amount that is paid by stude nt s o r third panies
making payments on the stude nt s' behalf. To the extent that fee waivers and di sco unt s hav e been lI sed to satisfy
lUition an d fee charges. the Distri ct has recorded a scholarsh ip discount and all owa nce.

do nor- im posed res tri ctio ns. Contrillutions. including unco nditional promises to give, are recognized as revenue in
the period received. Conditio nal promises to give are not recognized as re ve nue until the condition s o n whi ch

they de pend are substanti all y met. Contributions fo r in-ki nd gi ft s from outside SOurces are record ed at their fair
market value on the date of the donation.
Expenses are reported as decrease." in unrestricted net assets. Gains an d losses on investments and other assets or
li abi lities are reported as inc reases or decreases in unrestricted net aSsets unl ess their use is restricted by exp licit
donor stipulati on Or by law.

Federal Financial Assistance Programs

Thc Dis trict part ici pates in fedcra lly funded Pe ll Grants. SEOG Grants. Federal Work-Stu dy. and StafTord Loan
programs, as we ll as other programs fu nded by the Federal government. Financial aid to students is cither

In vestme nt s arc reported at fair val lie in accordance with SFAS No. 157.

reported as ope rati ng ex penscs Or sc holarship allowances, w hi ch reduce re venues. The amou nt reported as
ope rating expense represent s the pa n io n of aid that was provided to the st udent in the foml of cash. TIlese

The Foundation is a no t- far-profit organization th at is exempt fro m income taxes under Section SO I (c)(J) o r th e

programs are audited in acco rdance with the Single Audit Ac t Amendments of 1996, and the U.S. O ffice of

Interna l Revenue Code and related California Franchise Tax Codes.

Management and Budget's revi sed Circ ula r A-I ]]. Alldils olSfClles. Local Governments and Non-Profil
Organizations, and the related Compliance Supplement.

Cbanges in Acco untin g Principles

Interfuod Activity

In Jul y 2004, the GASB iss ued Statemen t No. 45. Accollnting and Financ;al Reporting by Employers/or
Poslemploymenl Benefits O /her {han Pensions. This Sta te menl requires loca l governm ental employers who

Imerfund transfe rs and interfu nd receivables and payab les a re e liminated during the consolidation process in Ihe
entity-wide financial statements.

prov ide other postemployment benefits (OPE B) as parl of the total compensation offered to emptoyees to
recogni 7e th e ex pe nse and related liabilities (assets) ill Ihe enti ty-wide financi al Statements of net assets and

ReciassiOcation

expenselexpend itures and relared liabilities (assets), note disclosures. and , ifapplieable, required supplementary
in format ion (RSI) in the finan cial reporls of State and local governmen t employers.

ac ti viti es. This Statement estab lished standards for the measurement. recognition, and display ofOPEB

Cer1ain recla ssificalions we re made to prio r years' prese ntat io ns to conform to Current yea r presenlati on.

This State ment provided for pros pec tive implemenrati on - that is that employer.; set the beginning OPEB
obligation at zero as of the beginn ing of the in itial year. T he Di st rict has implelT1en ted th e pro vision of the

Foundation Presentation
The Wes t Hills Community College Dis tri ct Foundation prese nts its financ ial statem en ts in accordance with
Statement ofFinanciat Accounting Stand ards (S FA S) No. It 7, I;inaneial Staremellts o/Not-/or-Pro}it
Organizations. Under SFAS No. 11 7, th e Foundation is required to report informa tio n regarding its finru,cial
position and activities accord in g to three c lasses o rnet assets: unres tricted net assets. temporaril y restricted net
assets, and pennanently res tricted net assets. As pennitted by th e statement, Ihe Foundat ion does not use fund
accounting.
Perm!lnently Restricted Net Asse rts· Net asse ts s ubj ect to donor-imposed s tipulations that they be
maintained pennanentl y by the roundation. Generally, the donors orthese assets permit the Foundation to
use all Or part or the illco me ea rned on related investments ror general o r specific purposes.

Statement for the fi scal yea r ended June 30, 2009. The Distric t had an ann uat required contribution of$4t 7,554
for the year June 30, 2009. The District contributed 100 percent of the required "pay as you go" portion of
$ 109, 1J3 and has also contributed funds wi th a value as or June 30, 2009, totaling $400,000 towards the future
ob li ga li ons of the District. The net amount of the Trust's in vestm ent returnsllosses and the cumulative balance of

the ARC has le/\ a Net Plan Asset totaling $863 .)5 1 as of June 30. 2009.
In July 2004, GASB issued Stateme nt No. 43. Financial Reporting/or Postemployment Bene}ir Nans O(her rhan
Pension Plan.". The standard s in the Statement apply ror OPE8 trust rund s inclu ded in the financ ial repo n s of
plan sponsors Or employers, as well as the sland-a tone financial repons orOPEB plans or the public employee
retireme nt systems, or other third panies, that ad mini ste r lhem. T hi s Stateme nt also provid es requireme nt s ror

reporting ofOPEB runds by administrators of mult iple-employer OPEB plans whe n lhe fund used to aecumulale
assets and pay benefits or prem iu ms \'.'hen du e is not a trust fun d. The Dist rict has imp lemen ted the provisions of

Tempor;,rily Restricted Net Asse ts · Nel assets subj ect to donor-imposed stipu latio ns that wi ll be met by
actions o f the Foundation and/or the passage of time.

thi s Statement for the fiscat yca r ended Ju ne 30. 2009.

Unres tricted Net Asse ts - Nct assets not su bject to donor-i mposed rcstrictions.
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New Accounting Pronouncements

Investment in County Treasury - The District is cons idered to be an involuntary participant in an external
investment pool as the District is requ ired to deposit all rec eipts and collections of moni es with thei r Counr)'
Treasurer (Education Code Seclion 4100 I). The fair value of the Districl's investment in the pool is reponed in
the accOllnting financial statements at amounts based upon the District's pro-rata share of the fair va lue provided
by the County Treasurer for the entire ponfolio (in relation to the amonized cost of that ponfolio). The balance
available for withdrawal 15 ha!'ed on the accounting record ~ maintai ned by the County Treasurer, which is
recorded on the am ortized cost hasis.

In March 2009, the GASB iss ued Statement No. 54, Fund Balance Reporting and Govermnenta! Fund Type
Classifications . The objectives of th is Statements is to enhance the lIsefulness of fund balance information by
providing clearer fund balance classifications that can be more consistently applied and by clari fy ing the existing
govemmental fund type definirions. This Statement establ ishes fund balance classifications that comprise a
hierarchy based primari ly on the extent to which a govemment is hound to ohserve co nstraints imposed up on the
use of the resources reported in governmenlal runds. The requirements of this Stateme nt are effecti ve for the
financial statements for periods beginning after June 15. 20lO. The Distri ct does nOt anticipate a significant
impact in reporting as a result oflhis Statcment as rund financial infomlation is not repo rted.
In April 2009, the GASB iss Llcd GASB Statement No. 55, The Hierarchy o/Generu/lvAccepled Accountil1"
Principles for Stale ond Local Governments. The objecti ve ofth;s Statement is to incorporate the hiera rchy o f
generally accepted accounting principles (G AAP) for State and local gove rnments into the GASB authoritative
literature. The "GAAP hierarchy" consists of the sources of accounting principles used in the preparation of
financial statements ror State and local govern mental entities that are presented in conformity with GAAP and the
framework for selecting thosc principles. GASB Statement No. 55 is efrective immediately.
In April 2009. the GASB iss ued GASB Statement No. 56, Codification 0/ Accounting and Finunciul Reporting
Guidance Contained in the A1CPA Slafemenf on Alldiling Stondards. The objective of this Statement is 10
incorporate in to the GASB's au thoritat ive literature certain accounting and financi al reporting guidance presen ted
in the AICPA's SlaTements on Auditing Standards. This Stateme nt add resses th ree issues not incl uded in rhe
authoritative literature that establishes accounti ng principles: rel ated party transac ti ons. going concern
considerations. and subsequent evenrs. The presentation or principles used in the preparation of financial
statemems is more appropriatel )' included in acco unting and financial reporting standards rather than auditing
literature. GASB Statement No. 56 is effective imm ediately.
Comp:lrativc Financial [nfonnation
Comparati ve financial infomlation for th e prior year has been prese nted for additional analysis; cerrain amounts
presented in th e prior yea r data may have been reclassified in order to be consistent with the current yea r's
presentation.

Generlll Authorizations
Limitations as they rclate to intcrcst rate risk, credit risk, and concentration or credit risk arc indicatcd in the
schcdulcs below :

Au th orized
Investment Tree
Local Agency Bonds. Notes, Warrants
Registered State Bonds. Notes. Warrants
U.S. Treasury Obligations
U.S. Agency Securities
Banker's Acceptance
Commercial Paper
Negotiable Cen iflcates of Deposit
Repurchas.e Agreements
Reverse Repurchase Agreements
Medium-Tenl1 Corporate Notes
MUlual Funds
Money Market Mutual Funds
Mongage Pass-Through Securities
Cou nty Pooled Investment Funds
Local Agency Investment Fund (LAIF)
Joim Powers Authority Pools

Maximum
Remaining
MatllTi!2:
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
180 da ys
270 days
5 years
I yea r
92 days
5 years
N/A
N/A

5 years
N/A
N/A
N /A

Maximum
Percentage
of Ponfolio
None
None
None
None
40%
25%
30%
None
20% ofhac;e
30%
20%
20%
20%
None
None
None

Maximum
Invesnnent
in One Issuer
None
None
None
None
30%
10%
None
None
None
None
10%
10%
None
None
Nonc
None

NOTE 3 - DEPOSITS AND INVESTMENTS

Summary of Deposits and [nvest ments

Policies and I')racfices

Deposits and investments as of June )0. 2009 and 2008. are classified in the accompanying financial statements as
fo llows:

The District is authorizcd under Calirorn ia Gove rnm ent Code to make direct in vestlTlenrs in local agency bonds.
notes, or warrants within the State; U.S. Treasury instruments; registered State warrants or lreaSuT)' notes;
securities of the U.S. Govern ment. or its ag,encies; bankers acceptances: commercial pape r; ccrti flcmes of deposit
placed wilh commercial banks andlor savings and loan companies; repurchase or reverse repurchase agreements;
medium tenn corporate notes; shares ofbcJ1eficial intcrest issucd by divcrsificd managcmcnt companies.
ccrti ficates orparticipafion , obligations with first priority security: and collaterali7.ed mortgagc obligations.
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2009
$ 91 ,743,080
1.392.985
$ 93,136,065

Govern mental activities
Fiduciary funds
Total Deposits and Investments
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$ 78,258,020
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$ 79,535,751
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Deposi ts and investments as of June 30. 2009 and 2008, consis t of Ihe follow ing:

JUDe 30, 2008

Fair
2009
874 ,861
393
92,260.811
$ 93, 136,065

Cash on hand and in banks
Cash in revolving
In vestm ents
Total Deposits and Investments '

2008
$ 2.023,970
393
77.51 1,388
$ 79,535,751

rnvestm ent Tvee
Certifi cates of Depos its
Money Market
Corporate-Fixed Rate
County Pool

Mutual fund s
Interest Rate Risl<

Interest rate risk is the risk that changes in market interest rates will adversely affect the fair value of an
investment Generally. the longer the maturity of an investment. the greater the sensitivity of its fair value to
changes in market intereST rates. The District manages its exposure to imerest rate risk by in ves ting in the County
Pool and having the Pool purchase a combination of shoner term and longer tenn investments and by timing cash
nows from maturities so that a portion of the portfolio is maturing or com ing close to maturity evenly over tiMe
as necessary 10 provide the cash flow and liquidity needed for operations.
Segmented Time Distribul'ion

Informarion about the sensitivity of the fair va lues of the District's investments to market interest rate Ouctuations
as of June 30, 2009 and 2008, are provided by the fo ll ow ing schedules that show Ihe dist ribution of th e District's

Treasury Obligat ions
Held by T rustee-Investmen t Contrac ts
Total

I nvestment T~ee
Certificates of Depos its
Mon ey Market
Co rpora te-Fi xed Rate
County Poo l
Mutual funds
Treasury Obligations
Tota l

I~

Months

or Less

$15 ,911.544
586,283
7,4 37.182
21,543,940
7.829.5 15
38,952,347
$92,260.81 I

$15.9 11.544
586,283
7,437.182
21 ,543 ,940
7,829,5 I 5
38,952,347
$92.260,81 I

13 - 24
~5 - 60
More T han
Months
Month s
60 Monfhs
- $- - -$- - $ '

Money Ma rkel
Corporate-Fixed Rate
County Pool

Mutual Funds
Obligatio~ s

Total

$

-$--

$45,063,139

.l...-...L...-

32.448,249
$32,448,249

JUDe 30, 2009

Treas ury

~=

13 - 24
25 -60
More Than
Months
Month s
60 Months
- $- - - $ - - $ '

Credit risk is the risk that an issuer of an investment wi ll not fulfill its obligat ion to the holder of the investmenL
Thi s is measured by the assignment of a rating by a nationally recognized statisti cal rating organization .
Presented below is the minimum rating requ ired by the California Government Code, the Disrrict's invesnnent
policy, or debt agreements, and the actual rating as of the year-end for each in vestmen t type.

Investment Type
Certificates of Depos its

Fair
Value

12 Month s
or Less
$11.085,309
701.758
2,906,244
10.349,875
934 .983
19.084.970

Credit Risk

investments by matu rity:
June30,2009

Vallie
$11.085.309
701,758
2,906,244
10.349.875
934,983
19.084.970
32.448,249
$77,5 11 ,388

rair

Minimum

Value
$ 15.9 11 ,544
586.283
7,437. 182
21,543.940
7.829.5 I 5
38,952,347
$ 92.260.811

Lesal Ratins
NtA
NtA
NtA
NtA
NtA
NtA

Ratins as of Year End
AAA
Aa
Unrated
-$-- -$-$ 15.911.544
586.283
7.437,182
21,543,940
7,829.5 IS
38,952,347
$ 92 .~60.8 1 I

~~

JUDe 30, 2008
$

Investment Type
Certificates of Deposits
Money Market
Corporate-Fixed Rate
County Pool
Mutual Fund.

Treasury Obligat ions

Fair
Va lue
$ 11.085.309
70 1.7 58
2,906,244
10,349.875
934,983
19,084.970

Minimum
Lesal Ratins
NtA
NtA
NtA
NtA
NtA
Ntll

Ratin~

as of Year End

AAA
Aa
- $- - - - -

Unrated
$ 11 ,085.309
70 1.758
2,906,244
10 ,349,875
934,98 3
19.084.970

Held by Trus tee-Inve stment

Contract')
Total
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32,448,249
$ 77,S II ,388

NtA
$

29

-$--

32,448,249
$ 77.5 I 1,388
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N/A - Not applicable

Custodial Credit Risk - Investments

Concentration of Credit Ris k

Thi s is the ri sk that, in the event oflhe failure ofrhe counterparty, the District wi ll not be able to rec over the value

The investment policy of the Distri ct contains no limitations on the amount (hat can be invested in anyone issuer
beyond the stipulated by the California Govemment code. Invesl1ncnts in anyone issuer that rep res.ent
five percent or more of the 10tal invegnnents are as follov.'s:
June 30, 2009

Issuer
Morgan Stanley
Educational Employees Credit
Union
Deutsche Bank
Total

Investment Type
Certiticates of Deposit and Corporate Fixed Rate Notes
CertifiCAtes of Deposit
Mutual Funds

Reported
Am ount
$ 12,039.218
8.299.981
7,807.054
$ 20,339, 199

of its investmen ts or collateral securi ties that are in possession o f an outside party. For June 30, 2009>o f the
in vestment in Illlltual fund s, corporate notes, and certificates of depos it of$31 ,764,524, the District has a custodial

credit ri!'k

becau~e

the related securities are uninsured, unregistered, and held by the brokerage firm which is also

the counterparty for these securities. For June 30, 2008, of the invesnnent in mutual funds, corporate notes , and
Investment Contracts of $48,076,543, the District has a custodial credit risk exposu re because the related
securities are uninsured. unregistered, and he ld by the brokerag,e firm which is also the counlerparty for these
securities. The District docs not have a policy limiting the amount of securities that can be he ld by counlerpartics.

NOTE 4 -ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLES
Receivables at June 3D, 2009 and 2008, consisted ofintergovernmenral granls, entitlements, interest, and o ther
local sources.
June 30, 2009

June 30, 2008

Issuer
MBIA Inc.
Mor~an

Stan Icy

Merrill Lynch

Investment Type
Investment contract
Money markets, mutual fund s. corporate notes, U.S.
Treasury Obligations. and Cenincates orDeposit
Money markets, mutual funds. corporale notes, U.S.
Treasury Obligat ions, and Certificates of Deposit

Total

Reponed
Amount
$ 32.448.249
10.256.147
10.443 ,578
53.147,974

Custodial Credit Risk - Deposits
This is the ri sk that in the event o f a bank failure, the District's deposits may not be returned to it. The District
does not have a policy for custodial credit ri sk. As of June 30. 2009 and 2008, the District'S bank balance of
$1,712,78 t and $2,519,970, respectively. wa s exposed to custodial credit risk because it was uninsured and
collateralized with sec urities held by the pledging financial institution's trus t department or agent, but not in the
name of the District.

Federal Government
Categorical aid
State Go ve rnment
Apportionment
Categorical aid
Other sta te sources
Local Sources
Categoricnl aid
Interest
Taxes
Other local sources
Tot a l

$

Student receivables

June 30, 2008

1.976,5 23

820,556

4, 163,389
896,606
2,724,726

1,250,572
1,521,821
571.755
9.051
65,589
330.328
654,077

$

99,465
150, 106
197,101
10.207.916

~223. 749

$

548,363

305,227

Discretery Presented Component Unit
The Foundation'S accounts receivable consist primarily of short-term donations. In the opinion of management,
all amounts have been deem ed to be full y collectable.
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NOTE 5 - PREPAID EXPENDITURES

Capital asse t ac ti vity for the f,scal yea r ended June 30, 2008, was as fo ll ows:

Prepaid expenditures at June 30, 2009, co nsisted of the following:

June 30, 2008
June 30, 2009
$
2,376
858,0 14
$
860,390

Trave l and conferences
Debt issuance costs (25 year amortiz.ati on)
Total

Jun e 30, 2008
$
14 .2 12
14 .2 12

Copital Assets Not Being Depreciated
Lond

Constructi on in progress

Balance
Beginning
of Yea r

Valuation
Adj ustme nts/
Ad dition s

$ 1,701,707
3,657,74 1

$ 3,35 1,233
2,148,495

5,359,448

5,499,72 8

10.859,176

I 1,857,403
58,040,583
9.018.96 1

1,396,677
4,282,288
172.227

13,254.080
62,322,87 1
2,873.752
6,3 17.436 _ _

78,9 16,947
84,276, 395

5,85 1, 192
11 ,350,920

Total Capita l Assets Not Being
Depreciated
Capital Assets Being Depr<ciated

NO TE 6 - CAPlTALASSETS

Land i mprovt!mellts
Buildings and improvements
Fumirure and eq uipmcnt

Capital asset acti vity for the fi scal year ended June 30, 2009, was as follows:
Balance

June 30, 2009

Beginning
Additions

of Yea r
Ca pital Asse ts Not Being Depreciated
Land
Co nst ruction in progress
Total Capillil Assets Not Being
Depreciated
Capiw l Assets Being Depreciated

$ 5,052,940
5,806,236
1 0.859~

Land improvements
Bu ildings and improvements

Fumirure and equipment

$

~

124,952
4,195,562

13 3.2 18

$ 5, 177.892
9,868.580

4.320,514

13 3.2 18

15.046,472

13 ,254.080
62,322,87 1
2,873.752

79.765
274,38 1
366.051

13.333 ,8 45
62.597,252
3.239.803

78,450.703
89.309.879

720. 197
5,040,7 11

79. 170.900
94.2 17.372

3. 150, 11 8
18,408,692
2,123,458
23.682.268

562.046
1,921,761
186.366

Total Ca pital Assets Be in g

Depree iaced
Total Capillil Assets

133 .2 18

Total Co pital Asse ts Be in g
Depreciated
Total Capitol Assets

Balance
End
of Yea r

Valua tion

Oalance

AdJustmentsl

E nd
of Year

Deductions
$

$ 5,052,940
5,806,236

6,31 7,436
6,31 7,436

78.450,703
89,309,879

96.009

L ~s

Accumulated Dl.!preciation
Land improvements
Buildings and improvements
FUnli tl1 re and equipment
To tal Accumulared Depreciation

Net Capital Assesls

3,246,127
10.526,789
7,919,690
21,692.606
$ 62,583.789

7,881,903

~241

3.150, 118
18.408.692
2, 12 3,458
23.682.268

$ 3,469,017

425,195

$ 65,627.6 1 J

7,881,903
5,796.232

Depreciation expense fo r the year was $1,989,662.

NO TE 7 - ACCOUNTS PA YABLE
Less Accumulated Depreciation
Land improvements
Buildings and improvements
Furniture and equipment
Total Accumulated Depreciatio n
Net Capital Assests

$ 65,627,6 11

3.712.164
20.330.453
2.309,824
26.352,44 1

2,670~

$ 2,370,538

$

133 ,218

$ 67.864,931

Accounts payable at June 30,2009 and 2008. co nsisted of the fo llowi ng:
June 30, 2009
$
4,001,918
1,446,131
5,448,049

Vendor invoices
Salaries an d wages payable
Total

Depreciation expense for the year was $2,670, 173 .

J2
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June 30, 2008
$
1,529,499
1,720,007
3,249,506
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NOTE 8 - DEFERRED REVENUE

NOTE 10 - LONG-TERM OBLIGATIONS

Dererred revenue at June 30,2009 and 2008, consisled of the following:

Summary for June 30, 2009
June 30.2009
$
47.371
1, 187.012
61,647
1,304,033
14 9.690
2,749,753

rederal financia.l assistance
State categorical aid
Other statc
Enrollment fees
Other local
Total

June 30, 2008
19, 159
$
804.211
13,977
1,049,499
274.852
2,161,698

The changes in the District's long-term obligat ions during the year consisted of the following:
Balance
ncginning
orvcar
Bonds and NOles Payable :
General obligation honds- Series A and 13

$

Balance

Addi tions

16.650,000

Interfund Receivables and Payable (Due Tomue From)
Balances owing belween funds al yea r-end were for $3, 125.881. Inrerfun d balances al JLme 30. 2009 and 2008,
have bcen eliminated in thc consolidation proccss.

Int"fund Operating Transfers
Operating transfers between funds of the District are used to (\) move revenues from the rund that statute or

budget requires to collecl them to Ihe fund Ihat slatute or budget requires to expend them. (2) move receiplS
rest ricted to debt service from the funds co llecting the re ceipts 10 the debt service fund as debt serv ice payments
become duc, and (3) use restricted revenues collected in the General Fund to finance va rious prog rams accounted
for in other fund s in accordance with budgetary authori:t..ations. Operating transfers between fund s of the Dis trict
have been eliminated in the consolidation process.

3S5.0oo

End

Current

or Year

Portion

16,265.000

S 400.000

Gcncrnl obl iga1ion boands 2008 (Northern I
Current interest
Carita] a['lf'lreCiolion
nond prt:llIium (25 year amOni'l.alion)
Ge neral oblig:uion bonds 2009 (Coalinga)
CUffenl interest

NOTE 9 -INTER FUND TRANSACTIONS

Dt!ductions

Capital apprcciation
Bond prcmium (25 ycar amOrlil..ation)
Gcnt::m l obligation honds 2009 (I..emo()rt')
Currcnl interest
Capital apprccialion
flood premium (25 year amOnii'al ion)
Cerlificales of participation
Capil:lllc::.:«:s
OilY COirc cenler loan
CD£-Chi ld Cnrc Rcvolving Lo:ln
TOlal J.ong-Tenn Obligations

65,150,000
2.457,260
liS 1,770
234,000
$ S5. 141.010

2,745.000
1.161 ,JM
365,354

2.745,000
365,354

IS5,000
14,6 1'

2,380.000
642.874
317,771

2.3S0,000
642.S74
317,771

125.000
12,711

4,955.000
1.090,IS4
442,659
70.200,000
21.764

4.955.000
1,090,184
442,659
70,200.000
1.879.005
640,490
IS2.000

$ 84.32 1.970

1, 16 1)04

$

65,150,000
600.019
II,2RO
52,000
66,1 98.299

10:1,266.701

,70,000
17.706
61(').763

11.1t56
52,000

~

Descriptio. of Debt
Payments on the Certificates of Participation are paid by the COP Debt Service Fund. Payments on the general
obligation bonds are made by the Bond Imerest and Redemption Fund with local property lax revenues. The
acc med vacation will be paid by the fund for which the employee worked. The Day Care Cente r loans are paid by

Ihe Child Development Fund and the capital leases are paid by the General and Special Revenue Fund.
The District has utilized capital leases purchase agreements to purchase land, buildings, and equipment. The

current lease purchase agreements in the amou nt of$1 ,879,005 will be paid Ihrough Ihe General and the Olher
Special Revenue Funds.

Bonded Debt
On March 3. 1999, the Dislrict issued $4,000,000 in general obligalion bonds, Series A. Inlerest on the
$4,000,000 bonds issued March 3, 1999, accrues from March 3, 1999, and is payable semi-annually on February I
and Augu st I orcach yea r commencing February 1,2000. The bonds have malurilies beginning February 1,2000
Ihrough AugUSt 1,2029, and have yields ranging from 3.0 percenllo 5.04H percent.
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On January 26, 2000, the District iss ued $ I 5,000,000 in general obligation bonds, Series Il. Interest on the
$15,000,000 bonds is payable semi-annually, on February I and August I of each year, commencing
February 1,2001. The bonds have maturities beginning February I. 2001 through August 1,2030, and have
yields ranging from 4.2 percent to 6.0 percent.

Debt Service Requirements to Maturity

The bonds, Series A and B. were issued to finance the construction ofa new campus and for the alterations and
additions 10 existing classrooms and other school facilities.

On October 28, 2008, the District issued $3,839,677 in general obligation bonds. Interest on Ihe $3,839,677
bonds is payable semi-annually on February 1 and Augusl 1 of each year commencing February 1,2009. The
bonds ha ve malurilies beginning February 1,2009 through August l , 2033, and have y ields ranging from
3.41 percenl to 4.95 percent.
On February 24, 2009, the Districi issued $2,998,815 in general obligalion bonds. Inlerest on the $2,998,815
bonds is pay.ble semi-annually, on February I and August 1 or each year, commencing Augusl 1,2009. The
bonds have maturities beginning August 1, 200<) lhrough August J, 2033 and have yields ranging from
2.62 percent 10 5.08 percenl.
On March 3, 2009, Ihe Dislrict issued $5,999,837 in general oblig"tion bonds. lmerest on Ihe $5,999,837 bonds is
payable annually, on August 1 of each year. commencing August 1,2010. The bonds have maturities beginning
August I, 2010 Ihrough AuguslI , 2033 and have yields ranging from 2.62 percen t 10 5.42 percent.

The bonds were issut::d for the school facilities impro vement.
The District is empowered and obligated to cause to be levied ad valorem taxes , for the payment of interest on.
and principal and accreted value of [he Series A and B bonds, upon all property ~ lIbject to taxation by the District
(except certain per~o nal property which is taxable at limited rales) without limitation of rate or amount.
The OUTstanding general obligation bonded debt is as follows:

Bonds
Issue

MalllrilY

Interest

Date
03/0)199
01126/00
10128/08
02124/09
03103/09

Datl'
08/01 (29
08/01130
08101133
08/0 II))
08/011)3

Rate

Issue

J"I)' 1,2008

.1 .0-5.048%
4.2-6.000%
3.41-4.950%
2.62-5.08%.
2.62·5.42%

$ 4,000,000
15,000,000
3,839,677
2,998,815
5,999,837

$ ) ,.175 ,000

TOl31

Original

Outslanding

36

Redeemed
$

1) ,275 ,000

$ 16,650,00U

Bonds
OUl$tanding

Accreted!
Issued

3,906,364
3.022,874
6,045,184
$ 12,974,422

90,000
295,000

)85,000

June 30, 2009
) ,285,000
12,980,000
3,906,364
3,022,874
6,045,184
$ 29,2)9,422
$

1999 Issue - Gener"1 Obligation Bonds - Series A

fisc a l Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015-2019
2020-2024
2025-2029
2030
Total

Principal
$
90,000
95,000
100,000
105,000
110,000
655,000
830,000
1,055,000
245,000
3,285,000

Interest to
Maturity
$
155,465
151,718
147,670
143,3 13
138,63 5
608,013
430,350
198,625
6,125
1,979,914

Tolal
245,465
246,7 I 8
247,670
248,3 I 3
248,635
1,263,013
1,260,350
1,253,625
251,125
5,264,914

2000 Issue - General Obligation Ilonds - Sc';.s B
Interest to
Fiscal Yea r
2010
20 II
2012
2013
2014
2015-2019
2020-2024
2025-2029
2030-203 I
Total

Princieal
$
310,000
325 ,000
345,000
360,000
375,000
2,250,000
3,010.000
4,025,000
1.980.000
$ 12,980,000
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Maluri!X
749,650
733,694
716.604
698,270
678.789
3,042,2 I 5
2,273,733
1,226,250
120,601
$ 10,239,806

Tote I
1,059,650
1,058,694
1,061,604
1,058,270
1,053 ,789
5,292,215
5,283.733
5,25 I ,250
2,100,601
$ 23,2 I 9.806
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2008 Northern Series A, Current Interest General Obligation Bonds

2009 Coa linga Series A, Current Intcrest General Obligation Bonds
rnteres t to

Pr inci~ a l

Fiscal Year
20 10
~Oll

2012
2013
201 4
20 15-20 19
2020-2024
2025-2028
Subtotal

130,000
955,000
1,660.000
2,745.000

Matllri ~

115.066
159,93R
159.938
159.93 8
159.938
799,686
675,525
319,800
$ 2,549,829

Interest 10

Total
$
115.066
159,938
159.938
159,938
159,938
929,686
1,630.525
1.979,800
$ 5,294,829

Fisca l Year
201 0

MatlJri!X
115, 593
132,950
132,950
13 2,950
132,950
664,750
623 ,856
456,63 1
176,500
2.569, 130

Princieal

~Oll

2012
2013
2014
20 15-2019
2020-2024
2025-2029

420,000
760,000
1,200,000
$ 2,380,000

20 3 0-~033

Subtotal

Total

""$"115, 59 3
132,950
132,950
132,950
13 2,950
664,750
1,043.856
1,216.631
1,376,500
~1 30

2008 Northern Series A, Ca pital Appreciation Cenera l Obligation Bonds
2009 Coalinga Series A, Capital Appreciation General Obligation Bonds
Yea r Ending
J~
20 10
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
20 16
2017
2029
2030
203 1
2032
2033
Total

Va lue at

Acc reted

Interest to

Maru rit~

Obligation
166.204
60.540
50,764
52,128
49.759
52.600
49,623
50,952
130,854
128,538
126,222
122,748
120.4 32
$ 1, 161.364

Accrete

185.000
75,000
70,000
80.000
85 ,000
100.000
105,000
120,000
442,734
462,237
482.439
498.65 1
520.000
$ 3.226,06 1

$

38

$

18,796
14,460
19,236
27,872
35.24 1
47.400
55,377
69,04 8
311 ,880
333,699
356,2 17
375,903
399.568
$ 2,064.697

Year Endin g
Ju ne 30,
201 0
20 11
201 2
20 13
20 14
2015
2016
20 17
2018
201 9
Total

39

Value at

Accreted

MalUri!.l:
$
125,000
135,000
100,000
100.000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100.000
100,000
$ 1,060.000

Obli~ation

$

112,725
109,809
73 ,360
66, 160
59.660
53 .800
48,520
43 .760
39.480
35,600
642,874

Interest to

$

;\ccrele
12,27 5
25,19 1
26,640
33.840
40.340
46.200
51.480
56.240
60.520
64,400
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2009 Lemoore Series A, Current Interest General Obligation Bonds

Certificates of P'lrticipation
Interest to

~~

Principal

Fiscal Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
20 I 5-2019
2020-2024
2025-2029
203 0-2033

98.100
267,546
267,546
267.546
267,546
1,337,730
1,307.807
1,014,630
453 ,881
5,282,332

705,000
1.675,000
2,575,000
4,95 5,000

Subtotal

$

98.100
267.546
267,546
267,546
267,546
1.337,730
2,012,807

2,68Q,630
3,028,881
$ 10,237,332

2009 u,moore Series A, Capital Appreciation Genera l Obligation nonds
Vallie at

Year Ending

Accreled
Obl isati on

Mawrity

Jl~

370,000
130.000
125 ,000
135,000
145,000
155.000
165.000
175.000
185,000

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

195.000
205,000
1,985,000

Total

$

329,448
103 ,090
88,"75
84,888
81.200
77,283
73,260
69, 195
65,157
6 1,152
57,236
1,090, 184

Int e re~t

to
Accrete
$
40,552
26.910
36,725
50.112
63.800
77,717
91,740
105.805
119,843
133,848
147,764
894,816

In July 2008. the West Hills Community College District Financing Corporation issued cenificales of
par1icipation in the amount of$70.200,000 with varying inlerest rates. At June 30, 2009, the principal balance
ou tstanding was $70,200,000. The interest rate as of June 30, 2009, was 0.26 percent and is based on the auction
rat e at the tim e of sale.

Year Ending
June 30,

Principal
$

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015-2019
2020-2024
2025-2029
2030-2034

7,000,000
15 ,300.000
20, 700.000
27,200,000

$ "iQ.iOO,OOO

Total

1,053.000
1,053,000
1,05 3,000
1,053,000
12, 112.000
19,494.7 50
23,550.750
28,260,500
$ 88.683,000

Capital u,ases
The District's liability o n lease agreements with options to purchase are summarized be low:

Balance, July 1, 2008

$

Additions
Payments

Balance, June 30. 2009

2,45 7,260
21,764
600,019

$ ~005

The capital leases have minimum lease paymentc; as fo1\ov.'s :

Year Ending
June 30.

Lease
Pa~menl

2010

$

760,712

2011

441 ,447

2012

283,844

2013

287.317

2014
2015

28 5.248
287,636
2 ,346,204
467, 199
1,879,005

Total
Less: Amount Representing Interest
Present Value of Minimum Lease Paymcnrs

40

Total
$ 1,053,000

Interest
$ 1,053,000
1,053,000
1,053 ,000
1,053.000
1,053.000
5. 112,000
4 , 194.750
2.850,750
1,060, 500
$ 18,483 ,000

$
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Day C"re Cent er Lo"n

Other Postcmploymcnt Benefit Obligation

On December 17.2004, the District entered into a loan agreement with the Low Income Housing Fund. a
California non-proftt corporation for a tOlalloan amount of$677,000. The loan was lIsed to expand and
rehabjlitate the Child Development Center operated by the District. The current loan agreement is for a five-year
period with required debt payments calculated on a 3D-year amortization schedule. After the fiv~year term ha ~
expired, an estimated principal balance of $625,576 will remain for the District-to pay-off or refinance. The
required annual payments are reflected below with the outs tandjng loan balance at June 30, 200C), tolaling
$14,9 15.

The District implemented GASB Statement No. 45, Accounting and Financial Reporting hy Employer.'ifor
Posfemp/oyment Beneflls Other than Pensions, during the year ended June 30, 2009. The Di slTict contributed
(00 percent of the required "pay as you go" portion of$109,133 and has also conrributed funds with a value as of
June 30, 2009, totaling $400,000 toward, the future obligations of the District. The net amou nt oflhe Trus!"
investment returns/losses and the cumulative balance oft-he ARC has left a Net Plan Asset totaling $863,351 as of
.iune 30, 2009. See Note II for additional information regarding the OPEB obligation and the postemployment
benefit plan.

Required Annual Paymcnts:

Summary for .June 30, 2008

TIle changes in the District's long-term obligations during the year consisted of the following:

Year Ending
June 30,
2010
2011
Total

rrill~

11,856
3,059

i4,9i'5

Interest
$
31,755
7,845
39,600

Total

~611
$

Estimated Principal Balance Outstanding:
Year Ending
June 30,
2010
2011

Balance
Beginning
of Year

10,904
54,S 15

Principal
628,634
625,576

Bonds and Notes Payable
General obligation bonds
Certificates of participation
Capital leases
Day care center loan
CDE-Child Care Revol ving Loan
Total Long-Term Obl igations

Compensated absences-net

CDE Revolving Loan

The Districl entered into four separate interest-free racilities loans with th e California Department of Education
for child care faciliti es; two facilities at the Firebaugh campus and two at the Lemoore campus. The loans were
each for S130,OOO and are to be repaid over a ten year period interest free .
The remaining lease payments are as follows:
Lease
Pa yment
$
52,000
52,000
52,000
26,000
182,000

Year Ending
June 30,
2010
2011
20 12
2013
Total

$ 17,0 I0,000
65,150,000
2,540,478
662,500
286,000
$ 85,648,978

722,843

Additions

Deductions

Balance
End
of Year

Current
Pon.ion

360,000

$ 16,650,000

385,000
600,020
11 ,279
52,000

$ 500,000

583,218
10,730
52,000
$ 1,005,948

65 , 150,000
2,457,260
651,770
234,000
$ 85, 143.030

$ 948,629

$

722,843

948,629

$

500,000

~048,299

Description of Debt

Payments on th e Certificates ofParticipmion are paid by the COP Debt Service Fund. Payments on th e general
oblig3lion bonds are made by the bond interest and redemprion fund with local property tax revenues. The
accrued vacation will be paid by the fund for which the employee worked. The Day Care Center loans are paid by
the Child Development Fund and the capital leases are paid by the Genera l and Special Revenue Fund.
Bonded Debt
On March 3, 1999, the District issued $4,000,000 in general obligation bonds, Series A. Interest on the
$4,000,000 bonds issued March 3, 1999, accrues from March 3,1999, and is paya ble semi-annually on February I
and August I of each year commencing Fcbruary 1,2000. The bonds have maturities beginning February 1,2000
through August 1,2029, and have yields ranging from 3.0 percent to 5.048 perce nt.
On January 26, 2000, the District issued $15 ,000,000 in general obligation bonds, Series B, Interest on the
$15,000,000 bonds is payable semi-annually , on february I and August I of each year, commencing
f.ebruary 1,2001. The bonds have maturities beginning f ebruary I, 2001lhrough August 1,2030. and have
yields ranging from 4.2 percent 10 6.0 percent.
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The bonds, Series A and 13. were iss ued to finance the construction ora new campus and for the aherations and

GcncrOJI Obligation Bonds - Series B

additi o ns to exisling classrooms and other school facilities.

Interest to
The District is empowered and obligated to cause 1"0 be levied ad valorem taxes, for the payment of interest on,

Fiscal Year

PrinciEal

Maturir~

and principal and accreted va lue of the Series A and B bonds, upon all property subject to ra.'(ation by the District
(except certain personal property which i!> taxable at limited rate!» without limitation o f rate or amou nt.

200 9
2010
2011
201 2
2013
2014-20 18
2019-2023
2024-2028
2029-203 1
TOlal

295,000
31 0 ,000
325,000
34 5,000
360,000
2,120,000
2,840,000
3,795,000
2,885,000
$ 13,275,000

765,513
749,650
733,694
716,604
698,270
3, 165,869
2.448 ,3 19
1,460,850
266,551
$ 11 ,005,320

The OUlStanding general ohli ga tion bonded debt is CIS follows:

fssue
Dale

Maturity
Date

03/03/99
01/26/00

08/01/29
08/01130

Interest
Rale
3.0-5.048%
4.2-6.000%

Bonds
Outstanding
Jul~ 1,2008
$ 3,460.000
13.550,000
$ 17,010,000

Original
rssue
$ 4,000,000
15,000.000

TOlal

$

Redeemed
85,000
275,000
360,000

Bonds
Outstanding
JlIne 30, 2009
$ 3,375,000
13 ,275,000
$ 16,650,000

$

TOlal
1.060. 5 13
1,059,6 50
1,058,694
1,061 ,604
1,058.270
5,285,869
5,288,319
5,255, 850
3,15 1, 55 1

g.280,320

Debt Service Requirements to Maturity

Certificates of Participalion, No.1

General Obligation Bonds - Series A

rn August 2002, th e WeSl Hills Community College District Financing Corporation issued ce rtifi cates of
parlicipalion in the amount 0[$27,950,000 wi th v_ryi ng interest rales. AI June 30, 2009, the principal balance
outslanding was $27,950,000. The interesl ral e as o f Jun e 30, 2008, was 4 .79 percen!.

Interest to
M atu rit~

Princi~al

riscal Year
2009
2010
2011
2012
20 13

90,000
90,000
95.000
100.000
10 5,000
620,000
795,000
1,000,000
480,000
$ 3,375,000
$

2014-~018

2019-2023
2024-2028
2029-2030
TOlal

$

159,065
15 5,4 65
151 ,71 8
147,670
143 ,313
637.570
470,018
249,910
24,250
2,138,979

~
$

249,065
245,465
246,718
247,670
248 ,3 13
1,257,570
1,265,018
1,249,9 10
504,250
5,5 13 ,979

Year Ending
June 30,
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014-2018
2019-2023
2024-2028
2029-2033
TOlal

Princi£al
$

400,000
500,000
650.000
5.125,000
6,250,000
6,875,000
8,150,000
$ 27,9 50,000

Interest
489,125
489,125
485,625
477,750
467,687
2,101,094
1,592,500
1,0 18,282
371 ,874
~062

Total
489,125
489. 125
88 5.625
977,750
1,117,687
7,226,094
7,842, 500
7,893,282
8,521,874
$ 35,443,062

Certific;He of Participation, No.2
In July 2003, the \Vest Hills Community College District Financing Corporation issued certificates of
participation in the amount of $37.200.000 with varying interest rates. At June 30. 2009. the principal balance
outstanding was $37,200.000. The interest rate as o f June 30. 2008, was 4.34 percent and is based on the allct ion
rate at the lime of sale.
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Principal Am ount
of Certi ticates
1,280 ,000
1.300.000
1.330,000
1.3 50.000
1,380,000
7.330,000
8.090,000
8,940.000
6.200,000
$
37,200,000

Year End ing
June 30.
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017-202 1
20 22-20 26
2027-2031
2032-203 4

Total

Day C .. rc Center Loan
On December 17. :!004. [he Di stri ct entered into a loan agreement with Ihe Low Incom e Hous ing Fund, a
Ca lifornia non-profit corpora ti on for a total loan amount 0[$677,000. The loa n was lIsed 10 expand and

rehabilitate the Child Development Center operated by the District. The current loan agreement is for a five-year
period w ilh required debt paymenl~ calculated on a 30-year amortization schedul e. After the five-year tenn has
expired, an estimated principal oaranee 0[$625 ,576 will remain for rhe District to pay-ofr or refi nance. The

req uired annllal paym ents are refl eCTed hel ow with the outstanding loan halance at June 30, 2008, totaling
$26,194.

Required Annual Payments:
Year Ending
June 30,

Princi~al

2009
2010
20 II

Capital Leases
The District's liab ility on lease agreements with options to purchase are sum marized below:

$

TOlal
$ 2.540.478
500,000
583,218
2,457,260

Balance, July 1,2007
Additions
Payments
Balance, June 30. 2008
The capital leases have minimum Icase payments as foll ows:

Lease

Year Ending
June 30,

11 ,279
11,856
3.059
26.194

lnterest
32,332
31,755
7.845
71,932

Total
$

$

43.611
43.611
10,904
98,126

Estimated Principal Balance Outs tanding:
Year Ending
June 30,

Principal

2009
2010
201 1

640,490
628.634
625 ,576

Pa~

2009

748,504

2010

748,248

2011
2012

428,983
283,845

2013
2014-2015

TOlal
Less: Amount Representing Interest
Present Value of Minimum Lease Payments

$

287,3 17
572,883
3,069.780
612,520
2,457,260

CDE Revolving Loon
The District en rered into four separate fac ililies loans with the California Department ofEducalion for child care
facilities ; lWO fac ilities at the Firebaugh campus and two at th e Lemoore campus. The loans we re each for
$130.000 and are to be repai d over a 10 year peri od interest free .
The remaining lease payments are as foll ows:
Year Ending
Jun e 30,

Lease
Payment

2009
20 10
201 1
2012
20 13

52,000
52,000
52,000
52,000
26,000
234,000

Total
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NOTE 11 - POSTEMPLOYMENT HEALTH CARE PLAN AND OTHER POSTEMPLOYMENT BENEFIT
(OPEB) OBLIGATION

Actuari'JI Methods and Assumptions

The District provides postemployment health care benefits for retired employees in accordance with negotiated
contracts with the various bargaining units of the District.
Plan Description
The Plan (the Plan) is a single-employer defined benefit healtllcare plan administered by West Hill s Community
College District. The Plan provides medical and denta l insurance benefits to eJigiblc rctirees and their spouses.
Mcmbcrship of the rlan consists of 3 I re[irees and beneficiaries currently receiving benefits and 309 activc plan
membcrs.
Funding Policy
The contribution requirements of pI an members and the Dis trict are established and may be amended by the
District and the District'S bargaining units. The required contribution is based on projeded pay-as-you-go
financing requirements with an additional amount to prefund benefits as detennined annually through agreements
between the District and thc bargaining unit s. For fiscal year 2008-2009, the District contributcd 100 percent of
the required "pa y as you go" portion of $109.133 and has also contributed fund s with a va lue as of Jlme 30. 2009.
totaling $400.000 toward s Ihe furure obligations of rhe District. The annual required contribution (ARC) for the
Distric t as of July I, 2008, was $417.554. The net amount of the Trust's investment rerurnsllosses and Ihe
cumulative balance of the ARC has le ft a Net Plan Asset tota ling $863,351 as of June 30, 2009.
Annual OPEl! Cost and Net OPEB Obligation
The District's annual OPEB cost (expense) is ca lculated based on the annual required contribution of the employer
(ARC). an amount acruarially determined in accordance with the payments ofGASB Statement No. 45. The
ARC re presents a level offunding that, if paid on an ongOing basis. is projected to cover normal cost each year
and amortize any unfunded actuarial accrued liabilities (UAAL) (or f\lnding costs) over a period not to exceed
30 years. The following table shows the components of the District'S annual OPEB cost for the year, the amoum
actually contributed to the Plan, and changes in the Distri ct's net OPEB obligation to the rlan:
Fundiog Status and Funding Progress
Actuarial valuation of an ongoi ng plan involves estimates of tile value of reported amounts and assumptions about
the probability of occurre nce of events far into the future. Examples include assumptions atlout future
employment, mortality, and the healthcare cost trend. Amoums determined rega rding the funded status of the
Plan and the annual req uired contribution of , he employer are suhject to co ntinual revision as actual res ults are
compared with past expectations and new estimates are made about the future. The schedule of funding progress.
presented as required supplementary information, follows the notes to the financial s latement ~ and presents muhiyear trend information about wheTher the actuarial value of rlan assets is increas ing or decreasing Over time
relative to the actuarial accrued liabilities for benefits. Since this is the firsT year of implementalion, only the
current year information is presented.
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Projections of benefits for financial reponing purposes are based on the substantive Plan (the Plan as understood
by the employer and the Plan members) and include the types of benefits prov ided allhe time of each val uation
and the historical pattern of sharing of be nefit costs between the employer and the Plan members to that point
The actuarial methods and a.'surnptions lIsed include techniques that are designed to reduce the effect!' of shortte rm volatilit), in actuarial ac cfllcd liahiliTies and the actuarial values of assets, consistent with the long-term
perspective of the calculations.
In the January 13.2009, actuarial valuation, the entry age nomlal method was used. The actuarial assumptions
included a 7.1 percent invcstillent raTe of rerum (net of administrativc expcnses). based on the rlan being funded
in an irrevocable employee benefit trust fllnd invesTed in a long~ (crm fixcd income portfolio. Healthcarc cost
trend rates wa s 4.0 percent. The cost trend rare used for the Dental and Vision Programs was 4.0 percent. The
UAAL is being amortized at a level doll ar method. The remaining amortization period at January 13, 2009, was
30 years. The actuarial value of ass cis was not determined in thi s actuarial valuation.

NOTE 12 - RISK MANAGEMENT
.Joint Powers Authority Risk Pools
During fiscal year ending June 30, 2009, the District contracred with the Valley In surance Program Joint rowers
AUlhority for property and liability insurance coverage, Settled claim s have not ex ceeded this commercial
coverage in any of the past three years. There has not been a s ignil1canr reduction in coverage from the prior
year.

Workers' Compensation
For fiscal year 2009, the District participated in the Valley Ins urance Program Joint Powers Authority (JPA), an
insurance purchasing pool. The intent of the JPA is to achieve the benefit ofa reduced premium for the Dist rict
by virtue of its g rouping and representation with other participants in th e JrA. The workers' co mpensat ion
experience ofthe participating districts is calculated as one experience, and a common premium rate is app lied to
all districts in the lPA. Each participant pays its worke rs' compensation premium based on its individual rate.
Total savings are then calculated and each participant's individual performance is compared to the overall saving.
A participant will then e ither receive money from or be required to contribute (Q the "equity-pooling fund ." This
"equity poo ling" arrangement insures that each participant shares equally in the overall performance of the JPA.
Participation in the SPA is limited to community college district s that can meet the JPA's selection criteria.

NOTE 13 - EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT SYSTEMS
Qualificd employees arc covercd under multiple-employer rctircment plans maintained by agcncic s orthc Statc of
Califomia. Certificated employecs arc members ofthc California Stalc TCfJchcrs' Rctircment System (C aISTRS)
and classified employccs arc mcmbcrs of the California Public f'mploycc s' Rctircmcnt System (CalPf'RS).
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CalSTRS

On-Behalf Payments

Plan Description
The District contributes to CalSTRS, a cost-sharing multiple-employer public employee retirement system

The State orCali fornia makes co ntributio ns to CalSTRS on behalf of the District. These payments consist of
State Generdl Fund contributions to CalSTRS which amounted to $593,687, $560,4 54. and $4 91,2 88 ror the years
ending Jun e 30, 2009, 2008, and 2007, respectively, (4.5 17 percent) or sa lari es subject to CaISTRS. These

defined benefit pension plan administered by CalSTRS. The plan provides retiremem and disability benetits,
atlnual cost·of-living adjustments, and s urvivor benefits to bene ficiaries, Benefit provisions are established by

amounts ha ve been reflected in th e basic financial statements as a co mponem of nonoperating revenue and
em ployee hen efi t expense.

Stale statutes, as legis /alivel y amended, within the Stare Teachers' Retirement Law. CalSTRS issues a scpa ratc
co mprehensive annual financial report (hat includes financial sratements and required supplementary infonnalion.
Copies orthe CalSTRS annual financial rcport may bc obtaincd from CaISTRS. 7919 Folsom Blvd .. Sacramcnto.
CA 95826.

APPLE
Plan Description
The District contributes to the A PPLE plan for employees not covered under CalPERS or CalSTRS plans. The
pl an provides bene fit s in a Jump sum di stribution of th e employees' vested balance as o f their retirem en t date.

Funding Policy
Active membcrs are required to contTi bute 8.0 percent of their salary whil e the District is required to contribute an
actuarially detemlined rare. The ac tuari al methods and assumptions lIsed for determining the rate are those
adopted by the CalSTRS Teachers' Retirement Board. The required employcr contribution rate for fiscal yea r
2008-2009 was 8.25 percenl ofannllal payro ll. The contribution requirements of the pla n members are
established by State stature. The Di strict's total contributions to CalSTRS for th e fiscal yea rs ended
June 30, 2009, 2008. and 2007, were $1,084,330. $1,023,632. and $897,305 , respect ively, and equal 100 percent
of the required contributi o ns for each year.

Funding Policy
Active plan members and the District are each required to contribute 3.75 percent or an individual's sa lary 1"0 the
plan, for a to wl of7.5 percent of an individual's salary. indi viduals enrolled in the plan are 100 percent vcsted ill
the contributions made to it. The District's contribution to the plan for the fiscal year e nding June 30,2009. was
$9 4.990.

CalPERS
Plan Desc ription

NOTE /4 - COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES

The Distric t contributes to the Schoo l Employer Pool under CalPERS a cost-<haring mu ltiple-employer pu blic
employee retireme nt system defined benefit pension plan administered by CalPERS. The plan provides
rerirement and disability benefits, annual cost-of-living adjustmenrs, and surv ivor benefits 10 plan members and
beneficiaries. Benefit provisions are established by State statutes. as legislati ve ly amended, within the Public
Employees' Retirement Laws. CalPERS issues a separate comp rehens ive annual financ ial report that includes
financial statements and requi red supplementary infonllatioll. Copics of the CaIPERS' annual financial rep on
may be obtained from the CalPERS Executive Omce. 400 P Street. Sacramento. CA 95 8 11 .

Grants
The District receives financial ass istance from Federal and State agencies in the form o f grants. The disbursement
of funds received under these programs generally requires compliance with tenns and conditions specified in I"he
grant agreements and are s ubject to audit by the grantor agencies. Any disallowed claims resuhing from such
audits could become a liability of the District. However, in the opinion of management. any suc h disallowed
claims will not have a material adverse effect on the overa ll financial position of the District at June 30. 2009.

Funding Policy

Litigation

Active plan members are requi red to contribute seven percent of their salary and thc District is req uired to
contribute an acluaria.lly determined rate. The actuarial methods an d as sumpti ons used for determ inin g the rate
are those adopt ed by th e CalPERS Board or Admini st ration. The Dis tric t's co ntribution rate to CalPERS ror fi scal
year 2008-2009 was 9.428 percent of cove red payroll. The District's contributions to CaWERS for fiscal ycars
ending June 30, 2009. 2008. and 2007, were $ 1,1 32,472, $978.46 4, and $794 ,268, respectively. and eq ualed
100 percent of the req uired contributions for each yea r.

The District is involved in vari ous liligat ion arising from the normal co urs e of business. In (he opinion of
manage ment and legal counsel, the disposition of all IiIi ga lion pending is not expected 10 have a malerial adverse
errect on thc overall financial position orthe Distric t "t Ju ne 30, 2009.

Operating uas('s
The District has entered into a ten-year operating lease for a building in the Cit)' of Firebaugh for ed ucat ion and
rclatcd pUfJloscs. The District is obligated to pay $41.174 pcr year for a ten-year period or a total or $41 1.740 .
A frer Ihe tcn-ycClr period, the lease would then be rcn cwab le on a yc arly basis. If the agrcement is tcrminatcd
prior to the ten-year tcnn, then thc rent is prorated to the dalc oftcrmination.
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 2009

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 2009

Construction Commitments

NOTE 16 - TAX AND REVENUE ANTICIPATION NOTES

As of June 30, 200Q, the District had the following, commitments with respect to the unfinished capital projects:

Ca~ital Projects
WHC Res idence Hall, Phase I
WHC CDC Relocatables
WHC Switch Replacement Project
NDC Interior Remodel. Phase I
NDC Site Electrical
NDC Restroom Remodel
NDC HV AC, Phase I
NDC Switch Replacement Project
WHL Switch Replacement Project
WHL Multi-Use Sports Facility
Tamarack CDC Site Improvements
WHC Wellness Center
WHC Ag Science f-ac il ities/A ll en carm
Total

Remaining
Construction
Conunitmcnt
$
192.996
500.000
222,673
25,000
2,000
249.813
44,661
111.718
188.099
23.636,000
10.675
6,6 10,625
2,362.370
$ 34,156,630

Expected
Date of
ComElction
December 1.2009
December 1,2009
Jalluary I. 20 I 0
January I. 20 I 0
January I, 20 I 0
January I , 20 10
January 1,2010
January 1.20 10
January 1.20 10
August I, 20 10
January I. 20 I0
JUlie 30, 20 I0
December I. 20 I 0

I\t July I, 2008, the District had outstanding Tax and Revenue Anticipation Notes in the amount of$2,275 ,OOO,
which matured on Jlily 6, 2008. On July 6, 2008 , the DislTiet issued $1.100,000 Tax and Revenue Anticipation
Notes bearing interest at f .65 percent. The notes were issued to supplement cash flows. Imerest and principal
were due and payable on July 6,2009. By June 30, 2009, the District had placed 100 percent of principa l and
inrerest in an irrevocable trust for Ihe sole purpose of satisfying rhe

nOles.

The District was not required

\0

make

any additional payments on the notes. As the District has in 5ubstance defeased the deht , the tax anticipation
notes of$I .100.000 and rel ated accrued interest and cash held in trust are not included in these financia l
statements.
Outstanding
Beginning
2008 5.39% TRANS
2009 1.65% TRANS
Total

of Year
2,275,000
$

Additions

2,275 ,000

$

1, 100,000
1,100,000

Deletions
$
2,275,000
2,275,000

Outstanding
End orYear

"$
$

1.100,000
1,100,000

NO TE 17 - SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
The Di stric t issued $4,498,812 of Genera l Obligati on (Jond Anticipation Notes dated July 9, 2009. The notes

The projects are funded through a combination ofgt::neral obligation bonds. certificates of participation, and
capital project apportionmt::nts from the California Stalt:: System's Office.

mature on August 1,20 12. and yield 3.87 - 4.60 percent inTerest. The notes were sold to supplement cash flow.
Repayment requirement s are Ihatthe principal and interes t be deposi ted with the Fiscal Agent by July

Q.

2010.

The District issued $3.895.000 of Tax and Revenue Anticipation Notes dated llrly 6, 2009. The notes malure on
July I. 2010. and yield 0.6 percent interest. The notes were sold to supplement cash now. Repayment

NOTE 15 - PARTICIPATION IN PUBLIC ENTITY RISK POOLS AND JOINT POWERS AUTHORITIES

requirements are that a percentage of principal and interest be deposited with the County Treasurer each month
beginning July 6, 2009, until 100 percent of principal and interest due in on account hy July 1,20 10.

The Dislrict is a member of the Centrol Valley Schools Health and Welfare Trusts (CVSH IVT). the Self Insured
Schools of California (SISC), and the Valley Insurance Pro gram (VIP) Joint Powers Authorities (JPA s). The

District pays annual premiums for its property liability, health ~ and worker'~ compensation coverage. The
relation shi p between the District and the JPAs is such that it is not a component unit of th e District for financial
reporti ng purposes.
The JPA s have budgeting, and financial reponing requirements independent of member units and their financial
sta[ements are not presented in these financial statements; however, transact ions bel\.veen the JPAs and the
Di strict are included in these stalements. Audited financ ial statements are available from the respeclive enlities.
The District's share of year-end assets, liahijilies, or fund equity has not been calculated.
During the year ended J une 30, 2009, the District made payments of $1,232.2 12, $2.923. 159, and $719,612 to
CVSH\VT. SISC. and VIP, respectively for health. worker's compensalion, and property liability coverage.
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
SCHEDULE OF OTHER POSTEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS (OPEB)
FUNDING PROGRESS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2009
Sche.dule of Funding Progre.ss

Actuarial
Accrued
A('tu::l.rial

Valuation

D:He
11 / 1/08

Value
of Asse ts
$

(~)

1.171 ,772

Liability

Unfunded

UAAL as a

(AAL)-

AAL

Percentage of

Entry Age
~orm;.ll

(tlAAL)

funded Ratio

Covered

Me.hod (b)

(b- .)

(.1 b)

r.yroll (c)

2,624.302

S 1.452.530

4 5%

$ 29,446.4 14

REQUIRED SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
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Covered Payroll
(jb -

_II c)

4.93%

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
DISTRICT ORGANIZATION
JUNE 30, 2009
The West Hills Community College District was established in September 1932. The West Ililis Community
College District provides postsecondary ed ucarion to the stud ents of Coalinga-Huron Unified School District,
Lemoore Union High School Districf, Riverdale Joint Unified Scho ol District, Golden Plains Unified School
District, Firebaugh~Las Deltas Unified School Distric t, Reef-Sl1nset Unified School District, and Mendota Unified
School District. The West Hills Community Coll ege Dist rict maintains a District Office, a Coalinga College, a
Lemoore College, the North District Center in Firebaugh, and a center at NAS Lemoore. There were 110 changes
in the boundaries of the District during the fiscal ~ea r.
TRUSTEES

SUPPLEMENTARY INFOR.MATION

MEMBER

OFFICE

TERM EXPIRES

Mark McKean

President

November 20 II
November 20 II

Bill Henry

Vice President

Nina OxbofTOW

Cieri<.

Novem ber 2009

Jack Minnite

Member

Nove mber 2009

1.L Levinson

Member

N ovember 2009

Edna Ivans

Member

November 20 II

Steve Cantu

Member

November 201 I

AOMINISTRATION
Dr. frank P. Gornic k

Chancellor

Mr. Ken Stop penbrink

Vice Chancellor, Business Services

Mr. Don \Varkentin

President, West Hills College Le moore

Dr. Willard Lewallen

President, West Hills College Coalinga
Dean of Learning Resources/ \Veb Services

Ms. Susan \Vhitener
Mr. Dave Bolt

Vice Presid ent of Educat iona l Se rvi ces. West Hills College Lemoore
Dean of Student Learning, West Hills College Coalinga

Ms. Jill Stearns
M s. Stephanie Atkinson-Alston

Mr.

Carlo~

Dean of Educational Services, West Hills College Lemoo re
Dean of Stud ent Learning, We" Hill s Co llege Coalingo

Diniz

Dr. Marlon Hall
Ms. Raquel Rodriquez

Associate Dean of Educat ional Services. West Hills College Lemoore
Associare Dean of StLld ent Learning. West Hills College Coalinga

See accompanying note to suppleme nlary inrormation.
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
SCHEDULE OF EXPENDITURES OF FEDERAL A WARDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2009

Federal Grantor/Pass-Through
GrantorfPros;ram Or Cluster Title
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Camp
Student Financial Assistance Cluster:
Academic Competitive Grant
Supplemental Educational 0rportunity Grants

Federal Workstudy
TANF 50% l'ederaVCalworks

Federal Family Education Loans
Pell Grant

Federnl
C FDA

Program Entitlements

Number

Y ear

84 . 149A

417,018

84.375A
84.007
84.033
84.033
84 .032
84 .063

37,273
107.459
265,408
235,250
1,855,924
6,787,4.19
9,288,773

Subtotal - Smdent financial Assistance Cluster

TRIO CluSler:
Upward llound

84 .047A
84.047M
84.042A

Upward Bound - Math / Science
Student Support Servico>/One Step lleyond
Subtotal - TRIO CluSler

Current

774,734
750,000
339,871
1,864,605

Pros ram Entitlements
Prior
Total
Year
Entitlement

415,916

127,323
153,029
5,322,525
5,602,877
512,367
543,119
1,341,315

Pro~ram

Cash
Rece;\'ed

Accounts

Receivable

832,934

439,613

7, 148

37,273
107,459
392,731
388,279
1,855.924
12, 109,984
14,891 ,650

29,473
84 ,255
265,408
235,250
1,855,924
6,551 ,008
9,021,31 ~

7,800
23,204

236,451
267,455

1.287, 101
1,293,119
339,871
3,205 ,920

451,152
458,241
333,320
1,242,713
93,91 5

Revenues
Deferred
Revenue

TOlal
To",1
Revenue

Program
~enditures

446,761

446,761

23 ,449
107,459
265,408
23 5,250
1,855,924
6,787,459
9,274,949

23,449
107.459
265,408
235,2 50
1,855,924
6,787,459
~949

41,5 10
70,263
6,551
118,324

492,662
528,504
339.871
1,361,037

492,662
528,504
339,871
1,361,037

138,000
162,810
327,003
627,813
157,898

138,000
162 .810
327 ,003
627,813
157,898

585,334
394 ,065
383,748
1,363,147
13,231,605

5R5,334
394,065
383,748
1,363,147
13.231,605

1,268
85,000
367,379
453,64 7

1,268
85.000
367,379
453,647

$

13,824

13 ,824

Vocational Education Ac!:

84.048
84.048
84 ,048

VA TEA - Leadership
VATEA Tech. Prep.
VATEA IB
Subtotal - V ATEA Programs
Titl e IV - 21 Sf Cenulry Learning CenTers
Title V
Act I
Act II

84.287
84.03 1S
84.031 S
84 .031 S

Program Administration

Subtotal - Title V Programs
Subtotal - U.S. Department of Educarion

138,000
162,810
327,003
627,813
157,898

100,000
153,296
266,191
519,487

238,000
316,106
593, 194
1.147 ,300
157,898

93,915
110.796

44,085
162,810
327,003
533,898
47,102

5~ 5 ,334

316,811
250,504
170,641
737,956
9,137,038

902,145
644 ,569
554,389
2,101 , 103
2),484, I05

525,67R
245,74 5
338,921
1,110,344
12,018,699

59.656
148,320
44 ,827
252,803
1,226,730

310,505

311 ,773
85,000
367,379
764,152

1,268
312,811
3 14,079

150,000

150,000

150,000

150,000

150,000

150,000

150,000

150.000

150,000

150,000

2,880
2,880

2,880
2,880

1.649
1.649

1.649
1,649

394,065
383,748
1,363,147
13,719,254

13,824

U.S. DF.PARTMENT OF AGRICUL TURF.
Summer Food Service Program
Rural Development

Child Care Food Services
Subtotal - U.S. Depanment of Agriculture
U.S.DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
Passed through C ali fomia Depanmenl of Health Care Services:

10.559
10.769
10.558

93 .778

Medi-Cal Billing Option

1,268
85,000
367,379
453,647

310,505

85.000
54.568
139 ,568

Subtotal - U.S Depanmcnt of Health and

Human Services
U.S.DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
16.804

ARRA : Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance
Subrofal U.S . Department of Justice

1,649
1,649

See accompanying note to supplementary inronnation.
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
SCHEDULE OF EXPENDITURES OF FEDERAL AWARDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2009

Federal Gra ntorlPass-Through
G rantor/ Program or Cluster Titl e

U.S.DEPARTMENT Of LABOR
Communily Based .fTG
Workforce Tnvestmenl ACI- LVN/RN Oridge
WIA Cluster:
Workforce Investment ACI- Caregiver Training
Workforce In vestmcnl Act

ARRA: Workforce Investment Act - Adult Program
ARRA: Workforce Investment ACI - Di slocated Worker

Workrorce Tnvestment ACI- Veterans Employment Assl.
Year Round Youth Program

ARRA: Summer Youth Program
Subtotal- TRIO Cl uster
Subtotal U.s. Dcpal1 ment of Labor
U.S. DEP AR TMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Safe. Accountable, and Efficient Transpot1at ion Equity
Act: A Legacy for Uscr>
Subtotal U.S. Depanment o rTransporral ion
U.S.DF:PARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URRAN DEVFWPMENT
Hispanic Serving lnstihllion Excessing Community
Comm unity Development Glock Grant

Subtotal U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development
Total Federal Progra ms

See accompanying

nole (0

Federa l
CFDA
Number

Prosram EllI'itlcments

17.269
17.26 1

294.371
8,158

17.259
17.260
17.260
17.260
17.258
17 .259
17.259

308,530
903,972
480
130
155.847
43 7,655
91,740
1,898,354
2,200,883

20.235

Prosram Entitlements
Prior
Total
Entitlemenr
Year

Curren!
Year

$

358.587

868.640

1.048,640
1,407,227

80,640
~0,6~

14.514
14 239

15,291
30,060

73,073

45,35 1
16,652,655

73,073
10,927,843

Accounts

Deferred

Total

Program

Receivable

Revenue

Revenue

Expenditures

652,958
8.158

21 8,357
8.158

308,530
1,772,612
480
130
155,847
437 ,655
91,740
2,946,994
3.608, 110

308.530
81 1,94 2

125,634
375,656
5,670
1,627,432
1,853,947

80,640
80,640

80,640
80,640

88,3 64
30,060

15,29 1
30,060

I 18.424

45.35 1
14 ,462,7 16

$ 28,208,3 I I

76,0 14

101.540
480
130
30,2 13
61,999
86,070
280,4 32
356,446

1,724 ,393

supplemenlary inronnalion .
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Total

Projiram Revenues

Cash
Received

59

$

8.802

285,569
8.158

285.569
8, 158

308.530
904,227
480
130
155,727
437,655
91,740
1,898.489
2, 192,21 6

308,530
904,227
480
130
155,727
437,655
91,740
1,898,489
2,192,2 I 6

80,640
80,640

80,640
80.640

15,370

15.291
14,690

15.291
14 ,690

15,370
47,37 I

29.981
16, 139,73 8

29,981
16, I39.738

9.255

120

9.375
18, I 77

WEST HILLS COMMUNIT Y COLLEGE DISTRICT
SCHEDULE OF EXPENDITURES OF STATE AWARDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2009
Pro~ral11 Entitlement s

Pnor
Vear

Current
Yea r

Program

i otal
Enlillement

Cas

Total
Revenue

Total
---program
Expenditures

STAll,
$

After School-Aveoal
Afte r School- Lemoore
BFAP - Financial Aid Administrati on
Basic Skills/ Immigrant Ed u. Supplement
Cal Works
CARE Grant
Career Development
Career Technical Education Initiative
Career Tech nology-Educational Equipment
Chi ld Care-Slalc Preschool
Child Care-Food
Child Care-Malcrial an d Supplies
Di sabi liry Support Programs and Services
Pre-Kindergarten & Family Literacy
ECE Conso rtium Gra nt

263 ,925
347.760
290.197
536.254
28 1,820

n2,523
10,963
50.000
150.000
2.105.706
5,543
702, 164
268.821
12,500
806.843

Extended OpporTUnity Program and Service

First Five
Children Services Net work
Prop 10 - Fresno Counry
Prop 10 - Avenal
Prop 10 - San Joaquin
K-Ca mp
Instructional Materials
I.R.D.C. Agribusiness
LO!1ery
Unrestricted
Res tri cted

Malriculati on
StalT Diversity
Scheduled Maintenance and Repair
Teacher Prep Pipeline
Tclecomn1l1nications Infrastructure
Responsive Incumbent \Vorkers

CCCCOlNlIrsing Educalion
CCCCO/CAHSE E
Strengthening Career Tech Ed. Programs
Career Academy Grant: Coa linga
Career Academy Granl: Lem oor~
T ransfer An iculalion Grant

Ca l Grants
SPACE/CCCCO : rCWE
Middle College High
Total State Programs

.L

$

263 ,<>25
46 1,504
288.698
426,493
865.691
225,842
137.54 8
43 .827
5,335.897
20,629
5,464
737.884
163.642
10,000
734.267

527,R50
809.264
578,895
962,747
1. 147,51 1
448.365
14 8,511
50,000
193.827
7,441.603
20,629
11 ,007
1,440,048
432.463
22.500
1. 541. 110

$

197.945
344.990
290.196
432.785
323.369
231 ,640
10,963
50,000
193.827
3.330.7 18
28.36 1
4,01 5
702,802
265.288
12.500
8 11 .400

27,955
9S,408
135.000
270.875
IR'S80
100.000
433.932

27,955
9S,408
135,000
270.875
18,880
100,000
433,932

27.955
8S.953
114.298
201 .494
18.8S0
100,000
43 3.93 2

602.809
14.244
455.497
10,636
100,000
450.000
72.072

602 .809
14, 244
924 .442
21 .337
275 ,000
1.080,OS2
145 ,466
306.898
392, 11 5
66.000
500,000
366,750
380,5 14
15,000
674.394
100,000
258,615
23.0 15,046

602.809
3. 17 1
500.65 1
10,636
100,000
337.797
134. 169
270,764
392. 115
26,400
143 ,601
61.687
103.566
5.000
630. 152

468.945
10.701
175,000
630,082
73.394
306.898
233 ,424
158,69 1
66,000
250,000
250,000
200,000
166.750
200.000
ISO.5 14
10.000
5,000
44,242
630, 152
50,000
50,000
13 6,769
121.846
IO,483 ,O.1..L _$_ 12,532.033

7,708
11 ,546,537

$

65,981
2.770
103,469

225 ,192
1,528
400
3,533

12,250
21.848
246,846
60,765
66,207
31.188
150.85 1
65.379
3,677
2,358
807
1. 544
65,5 18

9,455
1,70 1
19,748

72.720
1,200

61 ,647
95,888

45, 173
36.295
215 ,795
18.590
93,488
88.298
15,885
114,138
$

864 , 6~

$~7,453

25 1,676
347,760
268.348
289,408
262,604
165,433
10,963
18,812
42,976
3,490.53 1
24,684
5,543
700, 844
268,0 14
10,956
745.882

27,955
98,408
11 5,999
221,242
18,880
100.000
433,932

27,955
98,408
115.999
221 ,242
18,880
100,000
433,932

602,809
14,244
405.963
10,636
100,000
38 2,970
97,874
54,969
392, 115
7,8 10
14 3,60 1
155, 175
19 1,864
5.000
630, 152
15.885
121 ,846

602,809
14,244
405,963
10,636
100,000
382,970
97,874
54,969
392, 11 5
7,810
143,60 1
155, 175
19 1.864
5.000
630, 152
15 ,885
121 ,846
11,253 ,764

~1 .444,385

See accompanying nole 10 supplementary il1Connalion.
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251 ,676
347,760
268.348
289.408
262,604
165,433
10,963
18,812
42,976
3.490. 53 1
24,684
5,543
700,844
268.0 14
10,956
936,503
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT

SCHEDULE OF WORKLOAD MEASURES FOR STATE
GENERAL APPORTIONMENT - ANNUAL (ACTUAL) ATTENDANCE
AS OF JUNE 30, 2009

.RECO NCILIA nON OF ANNUAL FINANCIAL AND BUDGET REPORT (CCFS-31lj
WITH FUND FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2009

Re po rted
Data

Audit
Adjustments

Audit ed
Data

Summari zed below are the rund balance reconcil iations between the Annual Financial and Budget Repon
(CCFS-311) and th e rund fina nci al statements.

CATEGORIES
A. Summ er Intersession - 2008 Only
L Noncredi t
2. Credit

54.07
394.76

54.07
394.76

B. Summer Jntersession - 2009
,. Noncredit

8.58

8.58

FUN D BALANCE
Balance, Ju ne 30, 2009, (CCFS-311)
Adjllstmem in :
Investm ent

GAS B 45
Trust
Fund

Bond Inte rest
and Redemption
fund

$ 1,334,983

$ 4,504,550

(163,21 I)

(76,3 44)

COP
Debt Service
Fund
$

8,075,3 I 8

cor
Capital Outlay

~
$

2 1,967

~6 23

8.097,285

$ 59.3 12,623

[lala nce. July 1. 2009
A udilcd Fin ancial Statement

C. Primary Terms
I. Censlis Procedure COllrses
(a) Weckly Ce nsus Con ta ct Hours
(b) Dail y Census Contact Hours

2. AClUal Hours of Attendance Proced ure Courses
(a) Noncredi t
(b) Cnedit
3. Independent Study/Wo rk Experience
(aJ Weekly Census Contact Ho urs
(b) Daily Census Comac t .Iours
(c) Noncredit Indcpendent StudyiDistancc
Education Co urs.s

D. Total FTES
E. Basic Skills courses and Immigrant Education (ITES)
I . Noncredi t
2. Credit

3.384.15
1,308.30

3,384 . 15
1,308.30

438.06
62.84

438.06
62.84

80.50
3.87

80.50
3.87

5,73 5.13

~735. 1 3

359.58
278.27
637.85

359.58
278 .27
637.85

824. 14

F. FTES Generated in Leased Space

=

$ 1, 17 1,772

824.1 4

See accompanying nOle 10 supplementary inronnan oll.

Sce accompanyi ng note 10 supplementary inrolmalion.
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$ 4,428.206

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
NOTES TO SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMA nON
JUNE 30, 2009
NOTE I - PURPOSE OF SCHEDULES
District Organization
This schedule provides information about the District's governing board members and administration members.

S<hcdule of Expenditures of Federal Awards
The accompanying schedule ofcxpendi£ures of Federal awards includes the Federal grant activity of the Di strict
and is presented on the modi tied accrual basis of accounting. The information in this schedule is presented in
accordance wilh the requirements of the United Stales Office of Management and Budget Circular A-133. Audit.'!
a/States, Locul Governments. and Non-Profit O,.~anizalion!i. ThereFore, some amounts presented in this
schedul~ may differ from amounts presented in, or used in the preparation of, the financial statements.

Schedule of Expenditures of State Awards
The accompanying schedule of expenditures of State awards includes thc State grant activity of the District and is
presented on the modified aecntal basis of accounting. Therefore. some amounts presen ted in this schedule may
differ rrom amounts presented in, or used in the preparation of. tht! financial statements. The informarion in this
schedule is prese nted to comply with reporting requirem ents of the California State System's Office.

Scbedule of Workload Measures for Stat·e Cenera' Apportionment - Annual (Actual) Attendance

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORTS

Full-Time EqUivalent Students (FTES) is a mea surement of the number of pupils anending classes of the District.
The purpose of anendance accounting from a fiscal standpoint is 10 provide the bas is on which apportionments of
State funds, including restr icted categorical fundin g, are made to community college di strict s. This sc hedule
provides infomlation regarding the annual anendance measurements of students throughout the Districl.

Reconciliation of Annual Financial and nudget Report (CCFS-311) with Fund Financial Statements
This sc hedule provides the information necessary to reconcile Ihe fund balance of all funds reponed on the Form
CCfS-311 to the District's internal fund financial statements.
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Vavrinek, Trine, Day &Co., LLP
C~nilleO

VAlUI: Till: OlfffRF.NCE

Public I.ccounlam

REPORT ON INTF.RNAL CONTROL OVER FINANCIAL REPORTING
AND ON COMPLIANCE AND OTHER MATTERS BASED ON AN
AUDIT OF FTNANCIAI_ STATEMENTS PERFORMED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENT A UDITING STANDARDS

Compliance and Other Mailers
As pan o f obtain ing reasonable assurance aboul w hether West Hills Comm unity College Di stri c['s financial
sta tem cnts are free of material missrarement. we performed tests of its compliance wi th certain provisions of laws.
regulation s. co ntracts. and grant agreem enls. non complianc e wit h which could have a direct and malcrial effect on
the determination of financial statem ent amOllnts. However. providing an opinion on compliance with those
prov isions was not an objective of OUr audits and, accordingly. wc do not c~p rc ss such an op inion. Thc rcsults of
ou r Icsts di sclosed no instances of noncompli ancc or othcr mattcrs that arc req uired to be reported under

Go vernment Auditing Standards.
\Ve noted certain maners thar we reported to management of West Hills Community College Di strict in a sepa rate

letter dat ed February 9. 20 I O.
This repon is in tende d solely fo r Ihe informatio n and use of the Board of Trustees. District Management, the
Califo rnia Comm unity Colleges System' s Office, and rhe Di strict's Federal and State awarding agenc ics and is not
intended to be and should nol be used by anyone other than Ihese s pecitied parties.

Board o f T rustces
West Hills Conununity College District
Cooling., California

v~,--c;...;;,..,

We have audited the financial statements of thc business-type activities of West Hills Community College District
(the District) for the years cnded June 30, 2009 and 2008, and ha ve issued o ur report thereon dated
Febmary 9, 2010. We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards g<-nerally accepted in the
United States of America and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing
Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States.

i>cr ~eoi \J.?'

fresno. Ca lifornia
f ebruar)' 9. 20 I0

lolern.1 Control Over Financial Reporting
In planning and performing our audits , we considered West Hills Community College District's internal control
over financial reporting as a basis for designing our auditing procedures for the purpose o f expressing our
opLojons on the financial statements, bU[ nOI for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of WCS[
Hills Community College District's internal control over financial reporting. Accordingly, we do not express an
opinion on the effectiveness of \Vest Hill s Conununity College District's internal control over fmancial reporting.
A control deficiency exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow management or employees. in
the nonnal course of perfomling their assigned functions , fo prevent or detect misstatements on a timely basis. A
significant defici ency is (I control deficiency, or combination of oomroi defieiencies, that adversely affects lhe
District's ability to initiate, authon7--c, record , process, or report financial data rclial>ly in accordancc with
generally accepted accounting principles such that there is more tha n a remote likelihood that a miss/ateme."t of
the District'S financial statements that is more than inconsequcntial wi ll nOI be prevented or detected by the
District's internal control.

A material weakness is a significant deficiency. or combination of significant deficiencies, that results in mo re
than a remote likelihood that a material misstatement of the financial statements will not bc prevented or detected
by the District's internal control.
Our consideration of internal control over financial repol1ing was for the limited purpose described in the first
paragraph of this scction and would not necessarily identify all deficiencies in internal control that might be
significant deficiencies or material weaknesses. \Ve did not identify any deficiencies ill internal control over
financial reporting that we consider to be mater-ial weaknesses. as dcfmed aoovc.
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Vavrinek, Trine, DaV &Co., LLP
C~rl i l i 'O

VALUE THE DlffElUNCf

Public Accounlints

REPORT ON COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO
EACH MAJOR PROGRAM AND ON INTERNAL CONTROl. OVER
COMPLIANCE IN ACCORDANCE WITH OMB CIRCULAR A-133

A control deficienc)' in a dislriel's internal control o ver complia,nce exi sts when the design or operation ofa
control does nOf allow managem ent or employees, in th e normal course of performing the ir assigned function s, to
prevent o r detect noncompliance with a type o f compliance rcquiremcnt of a Federal program on a timely basis.
J\ significant deficiem;y is a comrol deficiency, o r co mbinati on of conl"rol deficicncies, that advcrsely affects the
District'S abi lity to admini ster a Federal program such th at there is more than a remote likelihood that
noncompliance with il type o f compliance requirem ent ofa Federal program that is more than inconseq uential will
not be preve nted or detected by the District's int crna l co ntrol.
A material weakness is a significa nt deficie ncy. o r combinat ion o f significant defi cie nc ies. tha t results in mOre
than a remote likelihood that a material non complictnce wilh a type of compliance requirement ofa Federal
program will not be prevented o r detected by the District's intemal conlrol.
Ou r consideration of internal con lro l over compliance was for the limited purpose de scribed in the first paragraph
Of lhis sec tion and wou ld not necessarily identify all defic iencies in internal control that might be signifi canl
de ficiencie s or material weak nesses. We did no t ide nti fy any deficienci es in inte rnal cOnlrol ove r co mpliance that
we consider to be material weakn esses. as defined above .

Board ofTru.tecs
West Hi\1s Community College District
('<>alinga, California

Compliance
We have audited the complillncc of West Iii lis Community College District (the District) with the types o f
compliance requirements described in the U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-133
Complian"" Supplement that are applicable to each of its major Federal programs for the year ended
June 30, 2009 . West Hills Community College District's major Fedcrnl programs arc identified in thc summary o f
Rud itors' results scction of the accompanying schedule of findings and questioned costs. Compliance with the
requirements of laws. regulations, contracts, and grants applicablc to each of its major Federal progrdffiS is thc
responsibility of West Hills Community Co\1ege District's management. Our responsibility is to express an
opinion on West Hills C.ommlmity College District'S compliance based on our audit.

This repor1 is imended so lel y fo r the information and use of the Goard of Trustees, DislTict Management. the
Calirornia Community Colleges System's Office. and the District's Federal and State awarding agencies alld is not
intended to be and should not be used by anyo ne other than these specified parties.

V~' ~');>cr fic.v i u?
Fresno, California
Feb ruary 9, 2010

We conducted our audit of compliance in accordance with auditing standards gcnerally accepted in the United
States of America; the standards applieable to financial audits contained in Government .1l1diling Standards.
issued by the Comptroller General of thc United States; and OMB Circular A-133, AudiL' o/States, Local
Governments, and Non-Profit Organizafions. Those standards and OMS Circular A-133 require that we plan and
perfonn the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether noncompliance with the types of compliance
requirements referred to above that could have a direct and malerial effect on a mojor Federal program occurred .
An audit inc.ludes examining, on a test basis, evidence about Wcst Hills Community College District's compliancc
with those requirements and performing such other procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
We helieve that our audit provides u reasonable basis for our opinion. Our audit docs not provide a legal
determination of West Hills Community College District's compliance with those requirements.
In our opinion, West Hills Community College District complied, in all m.lIerial respects, with the requirement'
to above that arc applicable to each of its major Federal progrJffiS for the year ended June 30, 2009.

ref~-rred

Internal Control Over Compliance
The management of West Hill. Community College District is responsible for establishing and maintaining
effective illtcmal control over compliance with the requirements of l;:\ws, regulations, contracts, and grants
applicable to Federal progrdnlS. In plaruling and performing our audit, we considered West Hills Community
College District's internal control over compliance with thc requirements that could have a direct and matcrial
effect on a major Federal program in order to detennine our auditing procedures for the purposc of e)(pressing our
opinion on compliance, but not for the porpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of internal control
over compliance. Accordingly, we do not express an opinion on the effectiveness of West Hills C',ommunity
C.ollege District's internal control over compliance.
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Vavrinek, Trine, Day & Co., LLP

VALUE UtE OlfFER E NCE

Certified PutJllc A.ccl)unI31l!S

Fiseal Operations

Section 421: Salaries of Classroom Instructors (50% Law)
Section 431: Gann Limit Calculation
Student Sen'iees

Section 428: Use of Matriculation Funds
Section 433 : CalWORK s -Use ofStatc and Federal TANF Funding

REPORT ON STATE COMPLIANCE

Facilities

Board of Trustces
West Hills Community College District
Coalinga, Califomi.

Section 434: Scheduled Maintenance Program

We have audited the compliance of West Hills Community College District (the District) with the types of
compliance rC'quircmcnts described in Sectinn 400 of the California State System's Office's California Conrmllnlly
College Di.,lriel Audil Manllal (CDAM) that are Applicable to community colleges in the Statc ofCalifomia. The
specific requirements nre described below.
We conducted OUf audit of compliancc in accordance with auditing standurds gcnerally acccpted in thc United
States of America and tho stondarus for financial and compliance audits contained in G(}vernment Auditing
SIQf.dards. issued by the Comptroller Gcn<"" I of thc United States of Americ. and, accordingly, included such
tests ofthe accoWlting records and slich other auditing procedures as we considered neccssmy in Ihe
circwnstances. Those standnrds require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether noncompliance with the types of compliance requirement< with SWe la ws and regttlations have occurred.
An audit includes I!xamining. on 8 tcst basis, evidence about West Hills Commumty College District's compliance

In our opinion, West Hills Community College District complied, in all material re spects, with [he
aforementioned requirements for the year ended June 30, 2009.

This report is intended solely for the information orthe Board of Trustees, District Management, the Caiifomia
Community Colleges System's Omee. the California Department of Finance. and the Caii[omia Depar1ment of
Educalion, and is not intended to be and should not be lIsed by anyone other than these speci fied parties.

v~,---;;...;;...,

J>cr '1i~j k.Lf'

Fresno. Califoll1ia

Feb ruary 9, 2010

with those requirements and pcrform,jng such other procedures at;; we considered necessary in the circumstanccs.
We believe that ollr audit provides a reasonable basis for our opimon. Our audit does not provide n legal
detennination of West Hills Community College District's compliance with those requirements.

General Direeti,'e

S<'Ction 424: MIS implementation - State General Apportionment Funding System
Administration

Section 435: Open Enrollment
Section 437: Student Fec'S - lnstructional Materials and Health Fees
Apportionm<nts
Section 423:
Section 425:
Section 427:
Section 432:
Section 426:

Apportionment of inStructional Service Agreements/Contracts
Residency Determination for Cre<1it Courses
Concurrent Enrollment ofK-i2 Students in Community Colle~e Credit Courses
Enrollment Fe..,
Students Actively Enrolled
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
SUMMARY OF AUDITORS' RESULTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2009
FINANCIAL STATF.Ml':NTS

Type of auditors' repo rl iss ued:
Internal contro l over financial reporting:

Unqualified

Mate ri al weak nesses identified?

No
None reported
No

Signi ticilnt defic iencies identified not considered to be materi al weaknesses?
No ncompliance materia l 10 financial statements noted?
FEDERAL A WARDS
Inte rnal contro l ove r major programs:
Material wea knesses identified?
Sig nifi c.ant deficie nci es identified not co nsidered to be ma(erial weaknesses?

Type of auditors' report issued on compliance for n1iJjor programs:
Any audit findings disc losed that are required to be reponed in al.:cordance with
Circlilar A- 133, Section .5 1O(a)
Identific ati on of major programs:

SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS

CFDA Numbers
84.007.84.032, g4.033 .
84 .375A, and 84.063
84.042 and 84.047
84.031
84.048
R4 . 149A
17.258. 17.259. and 17.260

No
None repon ed
UnquaJified
No

Name of Ferleral Program or Cluster
Student Financial Aid Cluster
TRJO Cluster
Higher Education-Project Grant
Vocational Education
Camp-Project Grant
\VI A Cillster

Dollar threshold uscd to distinguish between Type A and Type H programs:
Auditee qua li fied ns low- ri sk aud itee?

$

428,5 14
Ves

STATE AWAROS
Internal control over State programs:

Materi al weak nesses identified?
Significant deficiencies identified not considered to be ma reri al weaknesses?
Type of auditors' report issued on compliance for State programs :

71
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No
None reponed
Unqualified

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT

FINANCIAL STATEMENT FINDINGS AND RECOMi\1ENDATIONS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2009

FEDERAL AWARDS FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2009

None noled.

None nOled.
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT

STATE AWARDS FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2009

SUMMARY SCHEDULE OF PRIOR AUDIT FINDINGS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30,2009

None noted.

There were no audit fi ndings reported in {he prior year's schedules of financial Statement findings. federal
Award Pindings and Questioned Costs. or Stene Award findings and Questioned Costs.
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DlfrCtUNCF.

Certified Public Accountants

Board ofT rustces
West Hills Community College District
Febmary 9, 20 10

Revnlving Cash
february 9, 20 I0

Finding
During our testing of {he Revolving fund we nored (har the imprest reconc iliation is performed, however, a hard
copy is not kept on fi le. The District' s Revolving fund is included in the Local Combined Cash bank acCOunt

with an imprest balance of $50.000.

Board of Trustc..'S
West Hills Community College District
Coalinga, Califomia

Recommendation

In planning and perfonning ou r audit of the financi.1 statements of West Hills Community Colleg,· District for the
year ended June 30, 2009, we considered its intcmal control st ructure in order to uctemline our Cludlling
procedures for Ih~ purpose of expressing ollr opinion on the fin.uncial statements and not to provide assurance 011

the intemal control structure.

The District should prepare and keep the imprest balance account reconciliation on file. Wllen the Local
Combined Cash Account is cleared, if the revo lvi ng fund needs TO be reimbursed th e District does not clear out
the full amount 10 the county treasury, some funds are left to 'reimburse l the revolving fund. A reconciliation of
the impre st balance should be prepared each time the District perform s th e clearing of the account; thus ensuring
that all checks written from the account have been reimbursed and expensed appropriate ly in the District's funds .

However, during: our audit we noted matters that arc opportuniti es for strengthening internal controls find

operating efficiency. The following items represent conditions noted hy ou r audit that we consider importsnt

District Fees Accr",,,t

enough to bring to yourHttcntion. This letter docs not nffect ollrreport dated February 9,2010, on the financi.1
statements of W<'St Hills Communit y College Dist';c!.

Finding

DISTRICT OFFICE

During our tesring of the District Fees account we noted that the checks out of th is account clear wi lh only one
signature.

Cosh Rocelp/.\"

Reeommend:lfioo

Finding

To properly safeguard cash. cwo approval Signatures shou ld be required on all checks issued.

During ourtesting of the Cash Receipts procedures for the District's Comnination Cash Account, we noted that
not all checks arc receipled o r logged right away. Hand carried checks do not get receipted or logged right away;
therefore, we were unable to roconeile the selected deposits back to the log.

FARM

Cas" Dishursemellts
Recommendation
Finding

In order to improve controls over monies received at the District OfTICC, all monies should 00 logged or receipted
immed iately. In .ddition, this log 5hould be used as a tool to ensure that all funds ruceivcd have been deposited .

We nOTed that three out of ten purchase orders were dated after the date on the invoice. This would indicate that
items are being purchased prior to their approval.

Finding
Recommendation

During our testing of the District's bank reconcil iations we noted that there is no evidence of independent review .
Specifically. we noted tnat the review was missing for the Payroll Clearing. Falcon Express, !'lex America, and
Perkin s al~c()unt s.

Recommend.tlon
The reviewer of the bank reconciliations should sign off on alln.nk reconeiliations.s evidence that the review
has bccn performed.
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The site should review the cash disbursement procedures outlined in the Dis trict 's purchasing pol icy, In order to
provide proper controls over spending, the site should take (he necessary steps to ensure that expenditures are
approved through the purcha sing process prior to fhe item being purchased,

Board of Trustees
West Hills Community College Dislrict
February 9, 2010

Board of Trustees
West Hills Community College District
February 9, 20 I0

ASSOClA TED STUDENT BODY

Recommendation

Revenue Potentials

Pre-numbered receipts should bc issucd for all eash collections by tcacher, advisors and the s ite bookkecper.
which would includc a spccific description of the SOurce of the funds. A ca rbon of the receipt s issued by the
teachers and au vi sors should be fon.vardeu with the cash to the bookkeeper as documentation that all monies
collected have been turned in. The receipts issued to teachers and advisors from the bookkeeper should be totaled
and reco ncil ed to the current bank deposit. A system to mark the laSI receipt which corresponds 10 a deposit mu st
be started in order to know which receipts are related to the current bank deposit.

Finding
Rev enue potential fonns are not used to document and control fundraising activities as they occ ur. These forn15
supply an element of inlemal conlrol without which it is difficult to determine the sllccess of a fundraiser and 1O
track money as it is spent and recei ved.
Recommendation
As the revenue potenlial form is a vital internal control tool , if should be used to document revenues,
expenditures. potential revenue and aCHlal revenue. This allows an analysis of the fundraiser to be conducted.
indicating to the staff the suc cess or failure of the completed project. The revenue potential al so indicates weak
control areas in the fundraising procedures at the site, including lost or sto len merchandise, problems with
collecting all money s due and so forth . The revenue potential form lIsed at the site should contain four major
elemenK These are:
Potential rncome~Thi s li sts the selling price of the it em multiplied by the numberofiLems purchased to
compute the total income that should be deposited from Ihis fund raiser if all the items Were so ld and all the
money was turned in. This elcment should also be utilized to track the cost of the items, check numbers used
to purchase the items, and [he purchase dates. TIlis purchasing infonnation is a good reference So urce for
future sales and also tracks to COSt so thCtt protlts can be determined .
ReceiptslFundraiser Deposits~ This records all deposits turned in which are from fund s generated from the
sa le. The receipt number issued to the advisor~ date, and deposit amount should be logged. This is necessa ry
to be able to recap the deposits of the sale and to trace these deposit s 10 the appropriate accou nts at the end of
Ihe sale to the appropriate accounts to ensure that all postings were correct.
Analysi s-lllis section is used to conlpare the potential income as calculated in Ihe potential income section to
the actual funds raised as calculated in the Receipts/Fundraiser Deposits section. The difference between
these two amounts should be documented explained. The explanation can consist of merchandise not sold,
merchandise los t or destroyed , or funds lost or stolen.
Recap-Thi s section figures the net profit of the sa le. FUr1her fund raisers of this type can be planned or
canceled depending on [he infonnation calculated in this section.

We will review th e status of Ihe Current year comments during our next auuit engagement.

v~,

-;:;...;,..., l>(t
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u?

fresno, Californi a
february 9, 2010

Casll Receipts
Finding

While testing the cash receipts system, we discovercd that cashiers are not using pre-numbere d receipts to
doc ument when money is being turned in, how much money. and by which students. Without this supporting
documentation we cannot determine the deposit' s intactness or if the cashiers are forwarding money to the ASB
bookkeeper in a timely manner. Since there are no receipts attached to the moni es turned in, the bookkeeper
cannot rcconeile Ihc money back [0 any doc umentation to detcrmine the accuracy ofthc cash count shcet and the
actual money turned in .
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION
9900 Cody St.
Coalinga, CA 93210

AGENDA OF THE INVESTMENT AND FINANCE COMMITTEE
January 20, 2010
9:00 a.m.
West Hills Community College District Board Room
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga , CA 93210
Any writings or documents that are public records and are provided to a majority of the Board of
Directors regarding an open session item on this agenda will be made available for public
inspection in the West Hills Community College Foundation office located at 9900 Cody Street,
Coalinga, CA 93210 during normal business hours.

1. Call to Order
• Flag Salute
• Introduction of Guests
• Public Comments
This time has been reserved for the public to comment on non-agenda items. If
an individual wishes to address the Board of Directors, he/she should state
his/her name and occupation/affiliation and proceed with comments.

2. Report
Summary of Investment Portfolio year-to-date- Jim Giordano, Vice President
UBS Financial Services
B. Auditors ' Preliminary report as of June 30, 2009 and December, 2008 - Larry
Corum - VTD

A.

3. Action Items
A. Acknowledgement of meeting notes-October 14, 2009
B. Acknowledgement of meeting notes - November 18, 2009
C. Consideration of Auditors' Preliminary report as of June 30, 2009 and
December, 2008
D. Consideration of Gift Acceptance policy

4. Member Comments and Requests
5. Adjournment

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION
9900 Cody St.
Coalinga, CA 93210

AGENDA OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
January 20, 2010
10 a.m.

West Hills Commun ity College District Office Board Room
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga , CA 93210
Any writings or documents that are public records and are provided to a majority of the
Board of Directors regarding an open session item on this agenda will be made
available for public inspection in the West Hills Community College Foundation office
located at 9900 Cody Street, Coalinga, CA 93210 during normal business hours.
Due to the presence of two members of the West Hills Community College District
Board of Trustees on the Foundation's Board of Directors and the potential presence of
former Foundation Board members who are also elected members of the District's
Board of Trustees, there is the potential for a quorum of Trustee members, however, no
Board of Trustees matters or business will be discussed or acted upon by the Trustees
present at this meeting of the Foundation Board of Directors.

1. Call to Order
• Flag Salute
• Introduction of Guests
• Public Comments
This time has been reserved for the public to comment on non-agenda
items. If an individual wishes to address the Board of Directors, he/she
should state his/her name and occupation/affiliation and proceed with
comments.
2. Interim Executive Director's Report-Dr. Rick Post
A. Recognition of Edna Ivans and Nina Oxborrow
B. Recognition of Trustee Board members: Steve Cantu and Bill Henry
C. President's Scholars Golf Tournament - Donations/Pledges to date
D. Affiliate membership - proposed Bylaws amendment
E. Removal of Community Director -proposed Bylaws amendment
F. Request to Continue Service - proposed Board member term renewal form

1

3. Chancellor's Report-Dr. Frank Gornick
4. Campus ReportsA. Dr. Willard Lewallen-WHC Coalinga
B. Don Warkentin- WHC Lemoore
5. Investment Committee ReportA. Analysis of Investment Portfolio year-to-date-Jim Giordano, Vice President UBS
Financial Services
B. Gift Acceptance Policy - draft
6. Len Falter CFO, Financial Report
A. Balance sheet and Statement of Activities - July1, 2009 through
December 31,2009
B. Auditors' Preliminary report as of June 30, 2009 & December 2008 - Larry Corum
VTD

7. Action Items
A. Approval of Minutes
(1) Special Board meeting October 14, 2009

B. Acknowledgement of adjourned Board meeting notes: November 18, 2009
C. Consideration of Receipt of Sale of sixteen calves- Farm of the Future
D. Consideration of Auditors Preliminary report as of June 30, 2009 and
December 2008
E. Consideration of Gift Acceptance Policy-draft
F. Consideration of Nina Oxborrow-' Community Director member nominee
G. Consideration of Katie Delano-Community Board member nominee
H. Consideration of transfer of 2005 Bulldozer CAT D4C to WHCCD
I. Consideration of transfer of Fire truck to WHCCD
J. Consideration of transfer of Almond- Pistachio trees to WHCCD
K. Consideration of deletion of livestock from list of WHCCF assets
8. Announcements
A. Regular Board meeting on March 17,2010 @ 10:00 a.m .
WHC Lemoore Conference Center, Room 253
B. West Hills Community College Foundation 14th Annual Golf Tournament Monday
May 10,2010

9. Member comments and requests
10. Adjournment
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION
9900 Cody St.
Coalinga, CA 93210

AGENDA OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
March 17, 2010
10 a.m.
West Hills College Lemoore Conference Room #253
555 College Avenue
Lemoore, CA 93245
Any writings or documents that are public records and are provided to a majority of the
Board of Directors regarding an open session item on this agenda will be made
available for public inspection in the West Hills Community College Foundation office
located at 9900 Cody Street, Coalinga, CA 93210 during normal business hours.
Due to the presence of two members of the West Hills Community College District
Board of Trustees on the Foundation's Board of Directors and the potential presence of
former Foundation Board members who are also elected members of the District's
Board of Trustees, there is the potential for a quorum of Trustee members, however, no
Board of Trustees matters or business will be discussed or acted upon by the Trustees
present at this meeting of the Foundation Board of Directors.

1. Call to Order
• Flag Salute
• Introduction of Guests
• Public Comments
This time has been reserved for the public to comment on non-agenda
items. If an individual wishes to address the Board of Directors, he/she
should state his/her name and occupation/affiliation and proceed with
comments.
2. Interim Executive Director's Report-Dr. Rick Post
A. President's Scholars Golf Tournament - Donations/Pledges to date
B. Rationale for new proposed policies and procedures
C. State of the Foundation
3. Chancellor's Report-Dr. Frank Gornick
4. Campus ReportsA. Dr. Willard Lewallen-WHC Coalinga
B. Don Warkentin- WHC Lemoore
1

5. Investment Committee ReportA. Analysis of Investment Portfolio year-to-date-Jim Giordano, Vice President UBS
Financial Services

6.

Len Falter CFO, Financial Report
A. Balance sheet and Statement of Activities - January 31, 2010

7. Action Items
A. Approval of Minutes
(1) Regular meeting: January 20 , 2010
B. Consideration of Gift Acceptance Policy WHCCF 3820
C. Consideration of IRS Form 990 Review Policy WHCCF 990
D. Consideration of Conflict of Interest Policy WHCCF 2710
E. Consideration of Conflict of Interest Procedure WHCCF 2710
F. Consideration of Document Retention Policy WHCCF 3310
G. Consideration of Whistleblower Policy WHCCF 3517
H. Consideration of Executive Compensation Policy WHCCF 7130
I. Consideration of Compensation of Officers, Directors and Key
Employees Policy WHCCF 7130A
J . Accountable Reimbursement Expense Plan WHCCF 6317
K. Consideration of Request to Continue Service memo
L. Consideration of proposed amendments to Bylaws
(1) Art. 3 Section 3.3 (f) Affiliate Directors
(2) Art. 3 Section 3.6 Removal (of Director)

8. Announcements
A. West Hills Community College Foundation 14th Annual Golf Tournament
Monday, May 10, 2010 @ 10:00 a.m. Kings Country Club, Hanford
B. Regular Board meeting May 19, 2010 @ 10:00 a.m.
West Hills Community College District Office - Boardroom

9. Member comments and requests
10. Adjournment
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION
9900 Cody St.
Coalinga, CA 93210

AGENDA OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
May 19, 2010
10 a.m.

Meeting to be held videoconference at these two sites
West Hills College District Office Board Room
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga CA, 93210
West Hills Community College Lemoore Library
Room 433
555 College Avenue
Lemoore, CA 93245

Any writings or documents that are public records and are provided to a majority of the
Board of Directors regarding an open session item on this agenda will be made
available for public inspection in the West Hills Community College Foundation office
located at 9900 Cody Street, Coalinga, CA 93210 during normal business hours.
Due to the presence of two members of the West Hills Community College District
Board of Trustees on the Foundation's Board of Directors and the potential presence of
former Foundation Board members who are also elected members of the District's
Board of Trustees, there is the potential for a quorum of Trustee members, however, no
Board of Trustees matters or business will be discussed or acted upon by the Trustees
present at this meeting of the Foundation Board of Directors.

1. Call to Order
• Flag Salute
• Introduction of Guests
• Public Comments
This time has been reserved for the public to comment on non-agenda items.
If an individual wishes to address the Board of Directors, he/she should state
his/her name and occupation/affiliation and proceed with comments.
2. Executive Director's Report-Frances Squire
A. President's Scholars Golf Tournament Update
B. West Hills Community College Foundation Traffic School
1

3. Chancellor's Report-Dr. Frank Gornick
4. Cam pus ReportsA. Or. Willard Lewallen-WHC Coalinga
(1) Farm of the Future- Kevin Cobb
B. Don Warkentin- WHC Lemoore
5. Investment Committee ReportA. Analysis of Investment Portfolio year-to-date
6.

Len Falter CFO, Financial Report
A. Balance sheet and Statement of Activities - March 31,2010

7. Action Items
A. Approval of Minutes
(1) Meeting January 20, 2010
B. Consideration of Ted Frame. Esq- Community Director member nominee
C. Consideration of the West Hills Community College Foundation Bylaws
8. Announcements
Coalinga
A. Scholarsh ip Ceremony & Brunch May 21,2010 at the WHCC Cafeteria 300
Cherry Lane Coalinga, CA 93210 at 10:00 a.m.
B. Student Recognition Ceremony & Lunch May 26 , 2010 at WHCC Quad 300
Cherry Lane Coalinga, CA 93210 at 12:00
C. North District Center Graduation May 26,2010 at Firebaugh Middle School 1600
th
16 Street Firebaugh , CA 936226 :00 p.m.
D. Heavy Equipment Completion Ceremony May 28,2010 at West Hills
Community College District Office 9900 Cody Street Coalinga, CA 93210 at
10:00 a.m.
E. WHCC Commencement May 28,2010 at Coalinga High School Chuck Garten
Memorial Stadium at 6:30 p.m .
F. Regular Board Meeting June 23,2010 at 10:00 a.m .
West Hills Community College Coalinga

Lemoore
G. T.E.A.M- Teach Event- May 19, 2010 in the evening.
H. NAS Graduation Ceremony- May 27 , 2010 at the East Lawn 555 College
Avenue Lemoore, CA 93245
I. Nursing Pinning Ceremony- May 28 , 2010 .

9. Member comments and requests
10. Adjournment
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION
9900 Cody St.
Coalinga, CA 93210

AGENDA OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
June 23, 2010
10 a.m.

Meeting to be held videoconference at these three sites
West Hills College Coalinga Campus
SAM B
300 Cherry Lane
Coalinga CA, 93210
West Hills Community College Lemoore
Room 124
555 College Avenue
Lemoore, CA 93245
West Hills Community College NDC Firebaugh
Room 33
1151 Ninth Street
Firebaugh , CA 93622

Any writings or documents that are public records and are provided to a majority of the
Board of Directors regarding an open session item on this agenda will be made
available for public inspection in the West Hills Community College Foundation office
located at 9900 Cody Street, Coalinga, CA 93210 during normal business hours.
Due to the presence of two members of the West Hills Community College District
Board of Trustees on the Foundation's Board of Directors and the potential presence of
former Foundation Board members who are also elected members of the District's
Board of Trustees, there is the potential for a quorum of Trustee members, however, no
Board of Trustees matters or business will be discussed or acted upon by the Trustees
present at this meeting of the Foundation Board of Directors.

1. Call to Order
• Flag Salute
• Introduction of Guests
• Public Comments
1

This time has been reserved for the public to comment on non-agenda items.
If an individual wishes to address the Board of Directors, he/she should state
his/her name and occupation/affiliation and proceed with comments.

2. Executive Director's Report - Frances Squire
A. Welcome Ted Frame, Community Director, West Hills Community College
Foundation
B. Nursing program presentation
C. Foundation Board structure
a. Discussion on the number of Board members the Foundation currently holds
b. Committee structure of the Foundation Board
c. Foundation Board training
D. Scholarship awards for 2010-2011
E. Alumni Association / PURL proposal
F. Discussion of possible fundraiser in October
G. Report on Facebook in the Foundation
3. Chancellor's Report - Dr. Frank Gornick
4. Campus Reports
A. Dr. Willard Lewallen-WHC Coalinga
B. Don Warkentin- WHC Lemoore
5. Len Falter CFO, Financial Report
A. Balance sheet and Statement of Activities - April 30, 2010
6. Action Items
A. Approval of Minutes
a. Meeting May 19, 2010
B. Consideration of the West Hills Community College Board meeting schedule 20102011.
7. Announcements
8. Member comments and requests
9. Adjournment
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION
9900 Cody St.
Coalinga, CA 93210

AGENDA OF THE INVESTMENT AND FINANCE COMMITTEE
July 9,2010
2:00 p.m.
Location:

Meeting to be held on site and via conference call
Physical Location: West Hills Community College District Office
Board Room
9800 Cody Street
Coalinga, CA 93210
Conference Call Dial-In Number (888) 886-3951
At the prompt enter the pass code: 165647

Any writings or documents that are public records and are provided to a majority of the Board of
Directors regarding an open session item on this agenda will be made available for public
inspection in the West Hills Community College Foundation office located at 9900 Cody Street,
Coalinga, CA 93210 during normal business hours.

1. Call to Order
• Flag Salute
• Introduction of Guests
• Public Comments
This time has been reserved for the public to comment on non-agenda items. If
an individual wishes to address the Board of Directors, he/she should state
his/her name and occupation/affiliation and proceed with comments

2. Reports
•

Update on UBS finance accounts

3. Action Items
•
•
•

Consideration to approve the West Hills Community Foundation Operating
Budget for the 2010-2011 year.
Consideration to remove Executive Director Barbara Caganich and Interim
Executive Director Dr. Rick Post as signatory on the Union Bank account.
Consideration to add Executive Director Frances Squire as signatory on
the West Hills Community College Foundation Union Bank account.

4. Member Comments and Requests
5. Adjournment

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION
9900 Cody St.
Coalinga, CA 93210

AGENDA OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
July 12, 2010
10 a.m.
Location:

Meeting to be held on site and via conference call
Physical location: West Hills Community College District Office
Board Room
9800 Cody Street
Coalinga, CA 93210
Conference Call Dial-in-Number (888)886-3951
At the prompt enter the pass code: 355104

Any writings or documents that are public records and are provided to a majority of the
Board of Directors regarding an open session item on this agenda will be made
available for public inspection in the West Hills Community College Foundation office
located at 9900 Cody Street, Coalinga, CA 93210 during normal business hours.
Due to the presence of two members of the West Hills Community College District
Board of Trustees on the Foundation's Board of Directors and the potential presence of
former Foundation Board members who are also elected members of the District's
Board of Trustees, there is the potential for a quorum of Trustee members, however, no
Board of Trustees matters or business will be discussed or acted upon by the Trustees
present at this meeting of the Foundation Board of Directors.

1. Call to Order
• Flag Salute
• Introduction of Guests
• Public Comments
This time has been reserved for the public to comment on non-agenda
items. If an individual wishes to address the Board of Directors, he/she
should state his/her name and occupation/affiliation and proceed with
comments.
2. Reports
•

Update on UBS finance accounts

3. Action Items
1

•
•
•

Consideration to approve the West Hills Community Foundation Operating
Budget for the 2010-2011 year.
Consideration to remove Executive Director Barbara Caganich and Interim
Executive Director Dr. Rick Post as signatory on the Union Bank account.
Consideration to add Executive Director Frances Squire as signatory on
the West Hills Community College Foundation Union Bank account

3. Member comments and requests
4. Adjournment
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION
9900 Cody St.
Coalinga, CA 93210

AGENDA OF THE INVESTMENT AND FINANCE COMMITTEE
September 27,2010
9:00 a.m.
West Hills Community College District Office Board Room
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga, CA 93210

Any writings or documents that are public records and are provided to a majority of the Board of
Directors regarding an open session item on this agenda will be made available for public
inspection in the West Hills Community College Foundation office located at 9900 Cody Street,
Coalinga, CA 93210 during normal business hours.

1. Call to Order
• Flag Salute
• Introduction of Guests
• Public Comments
This time has been reserved for the public to comment on non-agenda items. If
an individual wishes to address the Board of Directors, he/she should state
his/her name and occupation/affiliation and proceed with comments

2. Reports
•
•

Update on UBS finance accounts
Jim Giordano, UBS Financial Vice President

3. Action Items
•

Consideration to approve the West Hills Community Foundation Audit
Report 2009-2010.
1. Larry Corum, Manager, Vavrinek, Trine, Day & Co., LLP

4. Member Comments and Requests
5. Adjournment

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION
9900 Cody St.
Coalinga, CA 93210

AGENDA OF THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
September 29, 2010
10 a.m .
West Hills Community College Foundation Board Meeting
Harris Ranch
North Ballroom
1-5 & 198 East
Coalinga , CA 93210
Any writings or documents that are public records and are provided to a majority of the
Board of Directors regarding an open session item on this agenda will be made
available for public inspection in the West Hills Community College Foundation office
located at 9900 Cody Street, Coalinga, CA 93210 during normal business hours.
Due to the presence of two members of the West Hills Community College District
Board of Trustees on the Foundation's Board of Directors and the potential presence of
former Foundation Board members who are also elected members of the District's
Board of Trustees, there is the potential for a quorum of Trustee members, however, no
Board of Trustees matters or business will be discussed or acted upon by the Trustees
present at this meeting of the Foundation Board of Directors.

1. Call to Order
• Flag Salute
• Introduction of Guests
• Public Comments
This time has been reserved for the public to comment on non-agenda
items. If an individual wishes to address the Board of Directors, he/she
should state his/her name and occupation/affiliation and proceed with
comments.
2. Election of 2010-2011 Officers
3. Executive Director's Report-Frances Squire
• Usage of West Hills Community College Foundation Credit Card with College
Presidents
• West Hills Community College Coalinga, Karl Rove, October 10, 2010
• West Hills Community College Athletic Hall of Fame Dinner October 16, 2010 .
• West Hills Community College Wellness Center Dedication November 12,
2010

West Hills Community College Foundation
Agenda of the Annual Meeting of the Board of Directors
Sept 29, 2010-Page 2
•
•
•
•
•

West Hills College Christmas Reception at the Kings Country Club December
4 ,2010 .
West Hills Community College Foundation Golf Tournament May 9, 2011 .
West Hills Community College North District Center recognition in the
Washington Monthly magazine.
National Science Foundation Scholarship
Chevron Commitment to the West Hills Community College

4. Chancellor's Report-Dr. Frank Gornick
5. Campus ReportsA. Dr. Willard Lewallen-WHC Coalinga
1. Ag Science Wellness Center Contract Awarding
A. Mark Wilson $12 million dollar bid for Ag Science Facility.
B . Don Warkentin- WHC Lemoore
1. Golden Eagle Arena Update

6. Committee reportsA. Investment and Finance- Ernie Drewry, Chair
1. Jim Giordano, UBS Financial Vice President

7.

Len Falter CFO, Financial Report

8. Action Items
A. Consideration of the West Hills Community College Foundation audit report
2009-2010.
1. Larry Corum, Manager, Vavrinek, Trine , Day & Co., LLP
B. Consideration of the Foundation support of the West Hills Community College
Distinguished Speakers, and Performers series.

9. Announcements
10. Member comments and requests
A. West Hills Community College Foundation Board Meeting District Office
Board Room on November 17, 2010 , at 10 a.m .

11. Adjournment

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION
9900 Cody St.
Coalinga, CA 93210

AGENDA OF THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
October 1, 2010
10 a.m.

REVISED
Location:

Meeting to be held on site and via conference call
Physical Location: West Hills Community College District Office
Board Room
9800 Cody Street
Coalinga, CA 93210
Conference Call Dial-In Number (888) 886-3951
At the prompt enter the pass code: 614961

Any writings or documents that are public records and are provided to a majority of the
Board of Directors regarding an open session item on this agenda will be made
available for public inspection in the West Hills Community College Foundation office
located at 9900 Cody Street, Coalinga, CA 93210 during normal business hours.
Due to the presence of two members of the West Hills Community College District
Board of Trustees on the Foundation's Board of Directors and the potential presence of
former Foundation Board members who are also elected members of the District's
Board of Trustees, there is the potential for a quorum of Trustee members, however, no
Board of Trustees matters or business will be discussed or acted upon by the Trustees
present at this meeting of the Foundation Board of Directors.

1. Call to Order
• Flag Salute
• Introduction of Guests
• Public Comments
This time has been reserved for the public to comment on non-agenda
items. If an individual wishes to address the Board of Directors, he/she
should state his/her name and occupation/affiliation and proceed with
comments.

1. Action Items
A. Election of Officers

2.

Announcements

3. Member comments and requests
4. Adjournment

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION
9900 Cody St.
Coalinga, CA 93210

AGENDA OF THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
October 12, 2010

9 a.m.

Location:

Meeting to be held on site and via conference call
Physical Location: West Hills Community College Conference Room
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga, CA 93210
Conference Call Dial-In Number (888) 886-3951
At the prompt enter the pass code: 407975

Any writings or documents that are public records and are provided to a majority of the
Board of Directors regarding an open session item on this agenda will be made
available for public inspection in the West Hills Community College Foundation office
located at 9900 Cody Street, Coalinga, CA 93210 during normal business hours.
Due to the presence of two members of the West Hills Community College District
Board of Trustees on the Foundation's Board of Directors and the potential presence of
former Foundation Board members who are also elected members of the District's
Board of Trustees, there is the potential for a quorum of Trustee members, however, no
Board of Trustees matters or business will be discussed or acted upon by the Trustees
present at this meeting of the Foundation Board of Directors.

1. Call to Order
• Flag Salute
• Introduction of Guests
• Public Comments
This time has been reserved for the public to comment on non-agenda
items. If an individual wishes to address the Board of Directors, he/she
should state hislher name and occupation/affiliation and proceed with
comments.

2. Action Items

•
•

Consideration of Election of Officers
Consideration of the resolution authorizing the Executive Director and/or any
officer or agent of the Corporation to enter into any contract or execute and
deliver any instrument in the name of and on behalf of the Corporation . (WHCC
Foundation Bylaws Section 8.1)

3. Announcements
4. Member comments and requests
5. Adjournment

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION
9900 Cody St.
Coalinga, CA 93210

AGENDA OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
November 17,2010
10 a.m.
Meeting to be held by videoconference at these two sites
West Hills Community Coalinga Campus
SAM B
300 Cherry Lane
Coalinga, CA 93210
West Hills College Lemoore
Room 124
555 College Avenue
Lemoore, CA 93245

Any writings or documents that are public records and are provided to a majority of the
Board of Directors regarding an open session item on this agenda will be made
available for public inspection in the West Hills Community College Foundation office
located at 9900 Cody Street, Coalinga, CA 93210 during normal business hours.
Due to the presence of two members of the West Hills Community College District
Board of Trustees on the Foundation's Board of Directors and the potential presence of
former Foundation Board members who are also elected members of the District's
Board of Trustees, there is the potential for a quorum of Trustee members. Hho we ver,
no Board of Trustees matters or business will be discussed or acted upon by the
Trustees present at this meeting of the Foundation Board of Directors.

1. Call to Order
• Flag Salute
• Introduction of Guests
• Public Comments
This time has been reserved for the public to comment on non-agenda items. If an
individual wishes to address the Board of Directors, he/she should state his/her name
and occupation/affiliation and proceed with comments.

1

West Hills Community College Foundation
Agenda of the Regular Meeting of the Board of Directors
November 17,2010 Page-2
Executive Director's Report-Frances Squire
• WHCC grants update
• Update on audit report
• Council for Resource Development conference
• Psychiatric Technician Training Program overview and student demonstration
2. Chancellor's Report-Dr. Frank Gornick
3. Campus Reports•

Dr. Willard Lewallen-WHC Coalinga

•

Don Warkentin-WHC Lemoore

4. Investment Committee Report5. Len Falter CFO, Financial Report
• Balance Sheet as of September 30, 2010
• Statement of Activities through September 30, 2010
6. Action Items
•

Approval of Minutes
1. July 12, 2010
2. September 27,2010
3. Special Board Meeting October 12, 2010

7. Announcements
•
•
•
•
•

West Hills Community College Foundation Holiday Reception, Saturday,
December 4, 2010, from 4-8 p.m. at the Kings Country Club.
West Hills Community College Coalinga Wellness Center dedication,
Wednesday, December 15, 2010. from 3-5 p.m .
West Hills Community College Spring Semester begins January 18, 2011
West Hills College Lemoore , Sarah Palin event May 1,2011.
West Hills Community College Foundation Golf Tournament Monday, May 9,
2011, at Kings Country Club .

8. Members comments and requests
9.

Adjournment
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga, Ca 93210

MINUTES OF THE INVESTMENT COMMITTEE MEETING
WEST IDLLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION INVESTMENT MEETING
10:00 a.m.
May 7,2009
District Office Conference Room
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga, CA 93210

Members present:

Members absent:

Ernest Drewry, President
Nina Oxborrow, Director
Frank Gornick, Director

Marc Scott, CPA, Director

Others present:
Rick Post, Interim Executive Director, West Hills Community College Foundation
Dick Womack, Retired Football Coach, West Hills Community College Coalinga
Mark Gritton, Athletic Director, West Hills Community College Coalinga
Richard Larson, Director of Farm of the Future, West Hills Community College Coalinga
Bruce Hunt, Rodeo Instructor, West Hills Community College Coalinga
Monica Santino, Foundation Secretary

1. Call to Orderl Open Session
President Ernest Drewry called the meeting to order at 10:05 a.m.

•

Introduction of Guests
Those in attendance made self-introductions.

•

Public Comments
There were no public comments on non-agenda items.

2.

Review and consideration of removal of 8% administration fee from constituent
accounts with $10, 000 or less.

Mr. Larson, Director of the Farm of the Future, stated he supports the removal of the 8% from the
club accounts . Mr. Larson also stated that their Pistachio account had $5,600 and since the
account is in the investment fund , it has lost $900.00 in just a few short months. They were
unable to plant trees due to the loss in their account.

Mr. Hunt, Rodeo Instructor, stated that the boosters support the removal of the 8% from the club
accounts.
Mr. Gritton, Athletic Director, stated that fundraising, student giving and instructor giving is
down. They have lost donations in the Athletic department because of the 8% fee.
Rick Post, Interim Executive Director, stated that he understood how the directors, students and
instructors feel. On July 1, 2009, the Foundation will be implementing Datatel and the
Foundation will no longer be writing checks. Since the inception of the 8%, the accounts have
been billed $19,000 . If the accounts were in a Money Market account, the accounts would have
earned 3%. The 8% will continue on accounts over $10,000. With the removal of the 8% fee there
will be an incentive in the future for the clubs, students and faculty to fundraise. The mission of
the foundation should not be to make money off the students or faculty . If the Board removes, the
8% from the club accounts there will be other opportunities to make up the 8%. We at the
foundation care about our students, faculty & instructors and we want this to be a successful
experience.
Director Nina Oxborrow stated that she wanted to know what brought Dr. Gornick to his choice
in March 2008 regarding the 8%.
Staff Director Gornick stated that at the time the 8% fee was implemented it was reasonable.
However, circumstances have changed. The Foundation will be introducing efficiencies that will
reduce the staff time spent on writing checks among other things. Currently the District
financially supports the Foundation by contributing $300,000 for operating expenses, which is
reasonable. When July J, 2009 comes and the Foundation implements Datatel, there will be less
check writing and the accounts will be monitored by the Business office. [t is time to give the
constituents, including students, faculty and clubs a break from the 8% administrative fee.
Director Nina Oxborrow, questioned why the Foundation takes care of the financials for the
various clubs. She would like to change the way the structure is of the accounting for the
Foundation.
President Drewry stated that he feels that people are making issues out of the 8% because their
accounts are losing money at this point.
Staff Director Gornick stated President Warkentin supports removing the 8% and so does his
staff. At the recent Leadership retreat, Interim Director of the Foundation Rick Post gave a report
about the 8% and people were happy about what the Foundation was choosing to do .

President Ernest Drewry called for a motion to approve the recommendation to remove the 8%
administration fee from constituent accounts with $10,000 or less. Moved by Director Nina
Oxborrow, Seconded by Staff Director Frank Gornick, Motion carried unanimously.

3. Review and consideration of transferring small constituent accounts (Jess than $10,000)
from investment fund to money market to other low or no risk account.
Mr. Hunt, Rodeo Instructor, stated that he did not know that his accounts were involved in the
investment until they were affected.
Mr. Gritton, Athletic Director, stated that if the recommendation of transferring accounts passes
things would be a lot easier for everyone.
Interim Director Rick Post stated that President Don Warkentin supports the transfer of small
constituent accounts to a money market or other no risk account. President Warkentin asked Post
to distribute some examples of several accounts to illustrate how certain accounts have suffered
losses since they have been in the investment accounts.
Post stated that if the recommendation were approved, the Foundation would be moving
$205,000 from the UBS investment account to a no risk account, such as a Money Market. Post
further stated that as we move the Foundation forward, we need to expand scholarships and
endowments. There will be an opportunity to have UBS Vice President James Giordano come
back and explain the changes that have been made, the performance of the accounts and how they
will affect the Foundation. We want to move the investment money into a low risk Money Market
account. Post also stated the Foundation he worked for before coming to West Hills covered all
losses any investment accounts realized thus protecting the original amount invested. The
Foundation did not pass the losses or gains on to their constituents because it was able to endow
everything using the Foundation funds available. Post made it clear that if the recommendation is
passed, the smaller West Hills Community College Foundation accounts will not realize any
losses but will also not receive any gains either. Any interest earned on these accounts will
remain with the Foundation to cover any administrative expenses associated with servicing these
accounts, such as processing purchase orders. The minimum investment to open a Money Market
account at UBS is $100,000. This will not be an issue because we have over $200,000 to invest.
Once the recommendation is approved, we will make everything clear to alJ of the constituents
within the District.
Mr. Gritton, Athletic Director asked, "Can we roll small accounts into the investment" .
Staff Director Gornick stated, "If you had $10,000 or more maybe you can do so" .
President Drewry stated , "You are defeating the purpose of today. We can look at our options
another day".
Interim Executive Director Post stated that he had no other comments at this time regarding the
proposed recommendation.
President Ernest Drewry called for a motion to approve the recommendation to transfer small
constituent accounts (less than $ 10,000) from the investment fund to a money market or other low
or no risk account. Moved by Director Nina Oxborrow, Seconded by Staff Director Frank
Gornick. Motion carried unanimously .

4. Investment Committee Reports/Comments/Requests and Announcements
Interim Executive Director Post stated that he enjoys working with the Foundation, students
and faculty . He also stated that he really appreciates all the hard work of the Investment
Committee and their passage of the two recommendations .

5. Adjournment
President Ernest Drewry adjourned the meeting at 10:50 a.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Monica Santino, Foundation Secretary

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga, Ca 93210

MINUTES OF THE INVESTMENT COMMITTEE MEETING
WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION INVESTMENT MEETING
10:00 a.m.
May 7, 2009
District Office Conference Room
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga, CA 93210

Members present:

Members absent:

Ernest Drewry, President
Nina Oxborrow, Director
Frank Gornick, Director

Marc Scott, CPA, Director

Others present:
Rick Post, Interim Executive Director, West Hills Community College Foundation
Dick Womack, Retired Football Coach, West Hills Community College Coalinga
Mark Gritton, Athletic Director, West Hills Community College Coalinga
Richard Larson, Director of Farm of the Future, West Hills Community College Coalinga
Bruce Hunt, Rodeo Instructor, West Hills Community College Coalinga
Monica Santino, Foundation Secretary
1.

Call to Order/ Open Session
President Ernest Drewry called the meeting to order at 10:05 a.m.

•

Introduction of Guests
Those in attendance made self-introductions.

•

Public Comments
There were no public comments on non-agenda items.

2.

Review and consideration of removal of 8% administration fee from constituent
accounts with $10, 000 or less.

Mr. Larson, Director of the Farm of the Future, stated he supports the removal of the 8% from the
club accounts. Mr. Larson also stated that their Pistachio account had $5,600 and since the
account is in the investment fund, it has lost $900.00 in just a few short months. They were
unable to plant trees due to the loss in their account.

Mr. Hunt, Rodeo Instructor, stated that the boosters support the removal of the 8% from the club
accounts.
Mr. Gritton, Athletic Director, stated that fundraising, student giving and instructor giving is
down. They have lost donations in the Athletic department because of the 8% fee.
Rick Post, Interim Executive Director, stated that he understood how the directors, students and
instructors feel. On July 1, 2009, the Foundation will be implementing Datatel and the
Foundation will no longer be writing checks. Since the inception of the 8%, the accounts have
been billed $19,000. If the accounts were in a Money Market account, the accounts would have
earned 3%. The 8% will continue on accounts over $10,000. With the removal of the 8% fee there
will be an incentive in the future for the clubs, students and faculty to fundraise. The mission of
the foundation should not be to make money off the students or faculty. If the Board removes, the
8% from the club accounts there will be other opportunities to make up the 8%. We at the
foundation care about our students, faculty & instructors and we want this to be a successful
experience.
Director Nina Oxborrow stated that she wanted to know what brought Dr. Gornick to his choice
in March 2008 regarding the 8%.
Staff Director Gornick stated that at the time the 8% fee was implemented it was reasonable.
However, circumstances have changed. The Foundation will be introducing efficiencies that will
reduce the staff time spent on writing checks among other things. Currently the District
financially supports the Foundation by contributing $300,000 for operating expenses, which is
reasonable. When July 1,2009 comes and the Foundation implements Datatel, there will be less
check writing and the accounts will be monitored by the Business office. It is time to give the
constituents, including students, faculty and clubs a break from the 8% administrative fee.
Director Nina Oxborrow, questioned why the Foundation takes care of the financials for the
various clubs. She would like to change the way the structure is of the accounting for the
Foundation.
President Drewry stated that he feels that people are making issues out of the 8% because their
accounts are losing money at this point.
Staff Director Gornick stated President Warkentin supports removing the 8% and so does his
staff. At the recent Leadership retreat, Interim Director of the Foundation Rick Post gave a report
about the 8% and people were happy about what the Foundation was choosing to do.

President Ernest Drewry called for a motion to approve the recommendation to remove the 8%
administration fee from constituent accounts with $10,000 or less. Moved by Director Nina
Oxborrow, Seconded by Staff Director Frank Gornick, Motion carried unanimously.

3. Review and consideration of transferring small constituent accounts (less than $10,000)
from investment fund to money market to other low or no risk account.
Mr. Hunt, Rodeo Instructor, stated that he did not know that his accounts were involved in the
investment until they were affected.
Mr. Gritton, Athletic Director, stated that if the recommendation of transferring accounts passes
things would be a lot easier for everyone.
Interim Director Rick Post stated that President Don Warkentin supports the transfer of small
constituent accounts to a money market or other no risk account. President Warkentin asked Post
to distribute some examples of several accounts to illustrate how certain accounts have suffered
losses since they have been in the investment accounts.
Post stated that if the recommendation were approved, the Foundation would be moving
$205,000 from the UBS investment account to a no risk account, such as a Money Market. Post
further stated that as we move the Foundation forward, we need to expand scholarships and
endowments. There will be an opportunity to have UBS Vice President James Giordano come
back and explain the changes that have been made, the performance of the accounts and how they
will affect the Foundation. We want to move the investment money into a low risk Money Market
account. Post also stated the Foundation he worked for before coming to West Hills covered all
losses any investment accounts realized thus protecting the original amount invested. The
Foundation did not pass the losses or gains on to their constituents because it was able to endow
everything using the Foundation funds available. Post made it clear that if the recommendation is
passed, the smaller West Hills Community College Foundation accounts will not realize any
losses but will also not receive any gains either. Any interest earned on these accounts will
remain with the Foundation to cover any administrative expenses associated with servicing these
accounts, such as processing purchase orders. The minimum investment to open a Money Market
account at UBS is $100,000. This will not be an issue because we have over $200,000 to invest.
Once the recommendation is approved, we will make everything clear to all of the constituents
within the District.
Mr. Gritton, Athletic Director asked, "Can we roll small accounts into the investment".
Staff Director Gornick stated, "If you had $10,000 or more maybe you can do so".
President Drewry stated, "You are defeating the purpose of today. We can look at our options
another day".
Interim Executive Director Post stated that he had no other comments at this time regarding the
proposed recommendation.
President Ernest Drewry called for a motion to approve the recommendation to transfer small
constituent accounts (less than $10,000) from the investment fund to a money market or other low
or no risk account. Moved by Director Nina Oxborrow, Seconded by Staff Director Frank
Gornick. Motion carried unanimously.

4. Investment Committee Reports/Comments/Requests and Announcements

Interim Executive Director Post stated that he enjoys working with the Foundation, students
and faculty. He also stated that he really appreciates all the hard work of the Investment
Committee and their passage of the two recommendations.

5. Adjournment
President Ernest Drewry adjourned the meeting at 10:50 a.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Monica Santino, Foundation Secretary

West Hills Community College Foundation
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga, CA 93210
MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
June 17, 2009

This meeting of the Board of Directors of the West Hills Community College Foundation
was held on June 17,2009, at the West Hills Community College District Board Room.
Call to Order

The meeting was called to order by President Ernest Drewry at 10:03 a.m. and a
quorum was established. Len Falter led the Board of Directors and audience in the flag
salute.
Board of Directors Present:
Ernest Drewry, President, Community Director
Len Falter, Community Director
Bertha Felix-Mata, Staff Director
Don Forth, Community Director
Brad Gleason, Community Director
Edna Ivans, Trustee Director
Sheilah Kreyenhagen, Community Director
Nancy Oliveira, Community Director
Nina Oxborrow, Trustee Director
Bill Pucheu, Community Director
Ann Stone, Secretary, Community Director
Ken Stoppenbrink, Chief Financial Officer, Staff Director
Don Warkentin, Staff Director
Board of Directors Absent:
Willard Lewallen, Staff Director
Oscar Sablan, Community Director
Marc Scott, Community Director
Others Present:
Frank Gornick, Chancellor
Rick Post, Interim Executive Director, West Hills Community College Foundation
Elaine Sloan, Administrative Secretary
Kevin Cobb, District Architect, AP Architects
David Reynolds, Associate Dean of Student Services, West Hills College Coalinga
Richard Larson, Director of Farm of the Future, West Hills College Coalinga
Mark Gritton, Director of Athletics, West Hills College Coalinga
Sharon Gordon
Public Comments
Mr. Bill Pucheu read the following letter (typed as written):
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Dear RickAs the Foundation is approaching our June meeting some items are necessary,
in my opinion, to be completed beforehand. As a result of Mr. Zampi's statement that
the Foundation falls under the Ralph M. Brown Act we have a number of items to
accomplish prior the board being able to meet or transact any business. Those items I
feel are as follows:
1. Posting of our meeting agendas - This must be published in the local media
and then posted in easy view of the public at our regular place of meeting.
Perhaps a board resolution is sufficient to accomplish this.
2. Conflict of Interest Code compliance - To my knowledge every public entity
subject to the Ralph M. Brown Act in California must adopt a Conflict of
Interest Code prior to the transaction of any business. Perhaps we could
adopt the West Hills Community College Conflict of Interest Code presently in
use by the Governing Board of the District. Every board of directors that I
presently sit has complied with the Fair Political Practices Commission
requirement.
3. Affirming Board actions taken prior to March 25, 2009 - I need legal advice
on this item. We have purchased real property and spent public funds in the
course of our believed to be legal actions in the course of doing the Business
of the Foundation. How we affirm or ratify our past actions I do not know.
4. California Form 700 (Statement of Economic Interests) - To my knowledge
this filing requirement is necessary of all directors of the Foundation prior to
the conducting of any business. Normally this is an annual filing that is
accomplished on or before April 1st . For the purposes of the Foundation I
have used March 25, 2009 (Assuming Office) because that is the day the
college's counsel (Mr. Zampi) opined that the Foundation falls under the
Ralph M. Brown Act. I hope this is not too great a burden for those needing
to complete this filing.
There are two other items I need to bring to your attention and ask for an explanation.
The first concern is the school audit of the Foundation office. I would like to know
who requested this, who defined the parameters of this audit, who is conducting this
audit, and what is the purpose of this audit. Audits of any public agency's financial
records is solely the responsibility of the Board of Directors is therefore is completely
under their control. As a member of the Board I have not been made aware of any
suspected irregularities. I only learned of this "Audit" from the recent press releases
(March 25, 2009, Fresno Bee) and have unable to respond to questions asked of me by
residents of my local community.
Secondly, I have been made aware that Or. Gornick prepared and sent to the
District Trustees a letter informing them of his resignation from the Foundation Board.
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would request an explanation of this and would request a copy of the letter if it is a
public document.
I regret having to prepare such a long letter with my concerns for you. My
commitment to the West Hills Community College District will remain as strong as it has
been in the past. In my younger years my attendance at Coalinga College had a major
influence on me and helped me find my way in this life. My wish is to insure that the
Foundation is in compliance with the rules and regulations as defined by the various
California laws that govern the Foundation's activities.
Kindest regards,
/s/
William C. Pucheu
Enc: California Form 700

Reports
Executive Director's Report
Dr. Rick Post provided a brief summary of the Ralph M. Brown Act. He stated that he
was happy to report that the notices were properly posted for this Board meeting.
Dr. Post discussed Form 700 Statement of Economic Interests and asked the Board
members to complete and return the forms at their earliest convenience. He also briefly
reviewed the instructions page.
Dr. Post provided a summary of income, expenses and profit for the Foundation Golf
Tournament from 2006 through 2009 . He thanked several Board members for their
commitment to the tournament and also tl1anked the wonderful group of volunteers.
Dr. Post commented on the list of scholarships given to students at West Hills College
Coalinga and West Hills College Lemoore . He stated that the total amount awarded for
Coalinga for 2009-2010 is $27,000 and the total amount awarded for Lemoore for 20092010 is $19,350. Mr. Pucheu questioned the number of Presidential Scholars and Dr.
Post responded that he will find out and get back to him with an answer. Dr. Post
reported that the Osher Foundation has provided a challenge wherein they will provide
a $25 million donation if we will match it. The goal among all California Community
Colleges is to raise $50 million. Our individual goal for the West Hills Community
College Foundation is $217,000. Dr. Post stated that we will be doing what we can in
that area .
Dr. Post discussed the mission, vision and guiding principles statements with the Board.
He suggested that the Board hold a retreat to develop a strategic plan for the
Foundation.
Dr. Post informed the Board that the following individuals have submitted their
resignation from the Foundation Board of Directors:
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•
•
•

Frank Gornick
Bill Gundacker
Stacy Sablan

Investment Committee Report
With regard to the Investment Committee meeting held on May 7,2009, Mr. Ernie
Drewry discussed the removal of the 8% administrative fee from constituent accounts
with $10,000 or less. He asked if anyone had comments. Mr. Mark Gritton stated that
he participated in that meeting and he commented that we lose our volunteers because
of the fee that is being charged . Mr. Richard Larson expressed his agreement and
stated that he is supportive of the changes to the 8% fee.
Ms. Nina Oxborrow initiated discussion concerning the scholarships listed in the
investment account. Dr. Post commented on the investment policy and how it
addresses this matter. He also commented on specific requirements with regard to the
Osher Foundation and Title 5.
Discussion took place regarding the various accounts and activity related to those
accounts. Discussion also took place regarding donations to the Foundation and Dr.
Post explained the process. He also commented on the Datatel Colleague
Advancement software, stating that this new software allows for the accounting to be
handled by the Foundation staff and the business office staff. Mr. Drewry commented
on the recent report from UBS and the gains and losses in the accounts.
College Reports
•

West Hills College Coalinga - In the absence of Dr. Willard Lewallen, President, Mr.
David Reynolds, Associate Dean of Student Services, distributed copies of the
college report and briefly commented on recent and upcoming events and activities.
Mr. Kevin Cobb, District Architect, provided an update on the North District Center,
Firebaugh. He provided a history of the center and commented on the initial
purchase and the Chancellor's office communication. He reported that the project
has been carried on the 5 year construction plan since 1998. Mr. Cobb also
reported that DSA (Department of the State Architect) retrofit testing occurred in
1999-2000 and the project has been pushed back each year. Currently, the
Capacity Load Ratio (CLR) is sufficiently low for a fundable project and Measure Q
funds are available for matching funds. Mr. Cobb explained the planning options
and commented on maintaining the downtown location . Master plan options were
also discussed which include modernization with new space detached,
modernization with new space addition, or an entirely new building which would
replace the existing building. He also discussed Chancellor's Office funding. Mr.
Cobb explained that the project would be funded by capital outlay. The final cost is
unknown until options are determined and the final data input is complete. With
regard to the schedule, Mr. Cobb reported that the Initial Project Proposal (IPP) will
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be submitted in June 2009 and the Final Project Proposal (FPP) will be ready for
submittal in September 2009. The District will need to have titie of the property with
the FPP final submittal.
Mr. Brad Gleason initiated discussion on the process of the sale or transfer of the
Firebaugh property. Dr. Frank Gornick explained the history of acquiring the
property and the issues with the IRS and the property owner.
•

West Hills College Lemoore - Mr. Don Warkentin, President. distributed copies of
his college report and briefly commented on recent and upcoming events and
activities.

Financial Activity
Mr. Ken Stoppenbrink presented the financial activity report for the Foundation
accounts. Discussion took place concerning the negative balance in the lEE account.
Dr. Post explained the previous accounting process used and reported that it has been
changed and there will no longer be a negative amount reflected. Brief discussion took
place concerning the account activity.
Action Items

3.F.

8% Administrative Fee - Dr. Post explained that the reason for the change in the
8% administrative fee procedure is that it would be beneficial for the students.
Ms. Edna Ivans stated that she thinks it is the right thing to do. Additional brief
comments were made in support of the change.
The removal of the 8% administrative fee from constituent accounts with $10.000
or less was approved on a motion by Ms. Edna Ivans, seconded by Mr. Don
Forth. and carried unanimously.

3.A.

Minutes - The minutes of the December 10, 2008 meeting were approved on a
motion by Mr. Bill Pucheu. seconded by Mr. Len Falter, and carried unanimously.

3.B.

Acceptance of Donation - On a motion by Ms. Edna Ivans. seconded by Mr. Bill
Pucheu. and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors accepted the donation
of $25.000 to establish the Phyllis Roberts Endowed Scholarship.

3.C.

Authorization to SelifTradefTransfer - The authorization to seli/tradeltransfer and
receipt of sale for the following property was approved on a motion by Mr. Bill
Pucheu, seconded by Mr. Len Falter, and carried unanimously:
•
•

4 Black Angus Calves
1 Old Canner Cutter
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3.D.

2009-2010 Meeting Schedule - On a motion by Mr. Bill Pucheu, seconded by Mr.
Don Forth, and carried unanimously. the Board of Directors approved the 20092010 meeting schedule which includes a meeting every other month.

3.E.

Statement of Investment Policy - The Statement of Investment Policy was
approved on a motion by Ms. Edna Ivans, seconded by Mr. Ken Stoppenbrink,
and carried unanimously.

3.G.

Kings Country Club Dues - On a motion by Mr. Len Falter, seconded by Ms.
Edna Ivans, and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors approved the
deduction of the Kings Country Club annual golf dues from the Foundation's
operating budget. In addition, the Board agreed to appoint a committee to
discuss the Kings Country Club annual golf dues. The volunteers for the
committee are Mr. Brad Gleason, Mr. Len Falter, Ms. Nina Oxborrow, Ms. Nancy
Oliveria, Dr. Rick Post and Mr. Ernie Drewry.

3.H.

2009-2010 Operating Budget - The 2009-2010 Operating Budget for the West
Hills Community College Foundation was approved on a motion by Ms. Edna
Ivans, seconded by Mr. Bill Pucheu, and carried unanimously.

3.1.

Sale of Firebaugh Property - Mr. Drewry asked for public comments. Hearing
none, he turned the discussion over to Dr. Gornick.
Dr. Gornick commented on the history of the construction and expenses at the
North District Center in Firebaugh, stating that it solidifies the good relationship
that the District has always had with the Foundation. He stated that the
expenses were incurred on the Foundation's behalf and the Foundation was
willing to allow the expenses. The question of transferring title may have come
sooner if the issues with the IRS and Mr. Joseph Uremovic had not occurred
three or four years ago. He commented on the Firebaugh community's support
of a School Facilities Improvement District (SFID) and the funds being available
to expand the center. Dr. Gornick also commented on the recent discussions
with the Fresno County Library and the resources that they have allocated for
Firebaugh area. They are very anxious to work with us in terms of partnering to
combine facilities. It is a much anticipated project for us and they will be a good
partner.
Dr. Gornick stated that from the District's point of view, the District's part of the
bargain is the ongoing support for the Foundation activities. That support has
increased significantly over the years with the employment of a full time Director
and two staff members. The intent is to continue that support. The Board of
Trustees' perspective is that they see the value in maturing the Foundation in
terms of what can occur. The Foundation and the District have come a long way
to the mutual credit of everyone. The overall intent of what the plan was and
what we wanted to do is still intact, is still supported by the Board of Trustees,
and is still supportive in terms of recognition to the Foundation. The transfer of
title, and the District and Foundation agreeing to continue to maintain the
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operation of the Foundation as you see it today, continues to solidify the
commitment that began 15 years ago in terms of what we wanted to do in
Firebaugh.
Ms. Ivans stated that 15 years ago we would give out about $3,500 in
scholarships and thought we were doing a great job. She stated that we have
worked really hard and the increase in the amount of scholarships we are able to
give is amazing ..
Mr. Gleason stated that he doesn't disagree but referred to the balance sheet
which shows a value of $250,000 that has been capitalized . He stated that he
can 't see deeding the property to the District for just one dollar. He stated that
we would be taking it out of the Foundation without receiving some
commensurate amount of money. Mr. Gleason commented that the
Foundation's fund balance for the whole operation is $209,000 and if the property
is to be taken off the books, they would be in a deficit position.
Mr. Gleason expressed his concern that there is not a contractual obligation
between the two entities with regard to the District supporting the salaries of the
staff and expressed that the issue is being forced - for example, a fair trade of
assets. Mr. Drewry stated that his opinion is that the Foundation is providing an
asset to the District and the District is providing employee support for the
Foundation. The Foundation is not getting a tangible dollar amount but the
District is making a commitment over the next five years that they will take care
of the staffing. If it is calculated over five years, the District is incurring more than
$1,200 ,000 in expenses that would have had to be taken care of by the
Foundation.
Mr. Gleason stated that he is used to an escrow, a buy/sale agreement or an
appraisal and what is and isn't tangible. He stated that the Foundation is talking
about deeding the property for a dollar and going from an equity positive to an
equity negative. He stated that there is not an accounting transaction in the
world that is going to allow the Foundation to treat it as an asset with and be able
to quantify a future benefit we are going to receive . He stated that he is not in
favor of just deeding the asset over for nothing while the Foundation has it
capitalized on their books for $250,000. He stated that he will not go along with
that.
Discussion took place concerning the capitalized amount of $250,000. Mr.
Stoppenbrink stated that the $250 ,000 was the money spent by the District for
improvements on the property and was capitalized as such as an asset on the
books . Mr. Gleason stated that to the extent that there was rental income, if the
Foundation is investing in something it is entitled to make a return on that
investment.
Mr. Gleason initiated discussion concerning the why the district did not take on
the property in the first place. Mr. Cobb explained that the Foundation taking
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initial ownership of the property is a mechanism to use for the District to qualify
for a future that would ultimately replace some piece of property. Mr. Gleason
commented that the Foundation is going to create a deficit by taking a loss and
will be giving up a $250,000 item that is on the balance sheet. Mr. Pucheu
questioned if this is an unmanageable issue. Mr. Falter stated that it is for the
benefit of the college, not for the benefit of the Foundation. They are two
separate entities and the Foundation's goal is to support the college with long
term objectives.
Mr. Drewry stated that all the improvements on the property have been paid for
by the District and not the Foundation. He stated that the benefit of the district
owning the property is that they can build a new campus and receive matching
funds from the state to do so. He stated that the Foundation is here to benefit
the college and it doesn't bother him if the District owns the property.
Mr. Pucheu stated that the Foundation has to take action to protect themselves
and that a title search and environmental assessments should be done if
necessary. Mr. Drewry agreed and stated that the transfer of title will not occur
unless the title is clear. Mr. Cobb stated that a title search would occur as a
matter of business practice, but any environmental reviews can be done later in
the project. He stated that the District can take title without any environmental
reviews. Dr. Gornick stated that the District can accept the title with any liabilities
that come with it.
Mr. Pucheu commented on Foundations being separate entities. He stated that
there has been good dialogue over this matter and we are finding that things are
not as different as originally thought in many respects. He commented on the
balance sheet and stated that he is not going to worry about it too much. The
Foundation's emphasis is to support the college and we are going to find a way
to do that.
Dr. Gornick stated that he isn't implying that there would just be a change of title
without a title search and all the things that are stipulated in escrow. Any liability
would be incurred by the District. These are stipulations that would be put into
escrow. The District's point of view is that they have acted in good faith on
behalf of the Foundation. They will continue that in terms of exchange. He
stated that he doesn't see arguing against the transfer. Mr. Gleason stated that
he thinks the money could be put to use for the students.
Dr. Post stated that the exchange for the property is obviously going to have
some form of present consideration and that might be a dollar, but having an
agreement that the District is going to continue to support the Foundation will be
beneficial. He commented on the work of the staff and the implementation of the
Colleague Advancement software that it going to make the office much more
professional and efficient when it comes to communicating with donors, potential
donors, and alumni. He stated that the Foundation could not absorb the
expenses of the Foundation staff and their benefits and continue to exist.
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Dr. Gornick stated that the District is not in a financial position to be able to pay
for the property plus an operating budget. Mr. Gleason initiated discussion
concerning the Foundation carrying a note if the District didn't have the cash.
Ms. Ivans stated that the Foundation did not buy the building, the District did. Mr.
Gleason stated that the Foundation capitalized it as though they owned it and
they have the title. Mr. Pucheu stated that the issue before us is not how the
building was purchased, but how we sell it. Dr. Post stated that the item the
Board of Directors is considering is the sale of the property. He stated that it
could be for a dollar, but there has to be present consideration. Mr. Gleason
questioned if the offer is for a dollar. Dr. Post again stated that it would be
nominal consideration and, in addition, future support of the Foundation. Dr.
Gornick stated that the District had not made an offer, they are just attempting to
state the facts .
Mr. Gleason questioned if a vote is needed today. Dr. Gornick stated that he is
not hearing that the Foundation is against the benefit, but that they are
questioning the details and the transfer. Dr. Forth questioned the ownership of
properties by Foundations on behalf of colleges and stated that he does not
believe this is uncommon in California. Dr. Post responded that it is not unusual.
The Foundation can step in to help the District. He stated that looking back in
retrospect, it made a lot of sense for the Foundation and the District to do what
they did . His experience is that this is a common practice with Foundations and
he does not recommend that the Foundation get into the business of buying and
selling real estate.
Mr. Drewry stated that when the Foundation took on the responsibility of the
North District Center, they did so to help the District. It also helped the
Foundation by providing them with an asset as they basically had nothing back
then. The Foundation did not have the money to purchase the property on their
own, but the District offered to pay the lease if the Foundation would purchase
the property. Now the Foundation has the opportunity to transfer it back to the
District so that they can build a big campus and provide additional services to
students . Mr. Drewry stated that the Foundation should transfer the property to
the District. Dr. Post stated that it would be beneficial to get rid of the insurance
premium on the property. Mr. Drewry reiterated that the District is going to cover
the cost of the expenses with regard to the title search and escrow. Mr. Drewry
stated that he would entertain a motion to transfer the property to the District.
Mr. Pucheu stated that he lives in the Firebaugh area and he would certainly
welcome this idea. He stated that someday the industry is going to come back
and we have to plan for the next 20 to 30 years. He stated that he is grateful to
be here at this moment. Mr. Pucheu made a motion to approve the sale of the
Firebaugh property to the West Hills Community College District. Ms. Ivans
seconded the motion and it carried unanimously.
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Ms. Oxborrow stated that the Foundation and District have been put in this
position because we have operated in some instances as a family . She stated
that she thinks from this point on we need to operate like a business, we need to
be accountable, and we need to do what's right. She stated that we need to
have good accounting, legal opinions and CPA opinions and we need to act like
a business. She stated that this is all she has asked for and it is the reason why
a lot of these issues have come up and may continue to come up. Ms. Oxborrow
stated that we have the opportunity now to go forward and make this the best
Foundation possible. We need to make our District proud of our Foundation. We
have done wonderful things in the past and we just need to do the right thing .
She stated that she expected that everything will be done legally and correctly
and in the future, when this present Board is not here , someone can look at
everything that has been done and know that it was done correctly.
Mr. Drewry stated that the Foundation hasn't done anything illegal and he agrees
with Ms. Oxborrow that things need to be done legally and correctly.
Review and Discussion Items
4.A.

West Hills Community College Foundation Bylaws - Dr. Post announced that a
review of the proposed West Hills Community College Foundation Bylaws will
occur at the next meeting of the Foundation Board of Directors scheduled for July
15,2009.

Announcements and Upcoming Events
Dr. Post announced that a special meeting of the West Hills Community College
Foundation Board of Directors will be held on Wednesday, July 15, 2009 at 10:00 a.m.
at the West Hills Community College District Office Board Room.
The next regular meeting of the West Hills Community College Foundation Board of
Directors meeting will be held on Wednesday, September 16, 2009 at the North District
Center, Firebaugh at 10:00 a.m .
Board of Directors Comments and Requests
Mr. Falter thanked Dr. Post for his work with the Foundation and for getting the Board of
Directors through this transition .
Adjournment
There being no further business before the Board of Directors, the meeting was
adjourned at 12 :56 p.m .

les

West Hills Community College Foundation
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga, CA 93210
MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL MEE"rlNG OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
July 15, 2009

This Special meeting of the Board of Directors of the West Hills Community College
Foundation was held on July 15, 2009, at the West Hills Community College District
Board Room.

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order by President Ernest Drewry at 10:00 a.m. and a
quorum was established. Frank Gornick led the Board of Directors and audience in the
flag salute.
Board of Directors Present:
Ernest Drewry, President, Community Director
Don Forth, Vice President, Community Director
Brad Gleason, Community Director
Edna Ivans, Trustee Director
Nancy Oliveira, Community Director
Nina Oxborrow, Trustee Director
Bill Pucheu, Community Director
Marc Scott, Community Director
Ann Stone, Secretary, Community Director
Willard Lewallen, Staff Director
Don Warkentin, Staff Director
Board of Directors Absent:
Sheilah, Kreyenhagen, Community Director
Leonard Falter, Community Director
Oscar Sablan, Community Director
Ken Stoppenbrink, Chief Financial Officer
Other Present:
Frank Gornick, Chancellor
Rick Post, Interim Executive Director, West Hills Community College Foundation
Monica Santino, Foundation Secretary
Tina Souza, Foundation Secretary
Public Comments
There were no public comments
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Action Items
2.A. Consideration of nominations for new officers for West Hills Community College
Foundation Board of Directors 2009-2010.
Community Director Gleason stated, he would like to withdraw his name from the
Nomination of Officers for Vice President.
Community Director Pucheu stated, he would like to withdraw his name from the
Nomination of Officers for President.
Mr. Marc Scott moved to approve the slate Board officers for 2009-2010 as follows:
Ernie Drewry - President, Don Forth - Vice President, Ann Stone - Secretary and
Leonard Falter - Chief Financial Officer, motion seconded by Dr. Willard Lewallen, and
carried unanimously.
2.B. Consideration of the proposed West Hills Community College Foundation Bylaws
Dr. Post provided some background as to the need for revising the Foundation's bylaws
and stated that in the first meeting of the Board of Directors that he attended at the end
of March, it was apparent that the Foundation Bylaws needed to be revised in order to
be compliant with state law and he took it upon himself to do so. Dr. Post mentioned
that the West Hills Community College Foundation is not unique and that the
Foundation Board falls under the laws of the State of California and the Foundation
Board operates within the organizational structure of the District and under the authority
of it's governing Board. Post also discussed that the West Hills Community College
District provides either direct or in-kind funding for Foundation, including providing office
space, staff, copying, accounting and marketing services, etc. Dr. Post stated that the
proposed bylaws insure that the Foundation is in compliance with state law as well as
providing for the future growth of the Foundation.

Note: Listed below are the proposed Section numbers with corresponding proposed
changes/revisions and discussion, if any.

1.1 Name
The name of this organization is the West Hills Community College Foundation,
hereinafter called Corporation, is an auxiliary of and operates solely pursuant to
the authority provided to it by the West Hills Community College District,
hereinafter called District, which is a political subdivision of the State of California.
Dr. Post discussed with the board that he wanted them to understand that the
Foundation is legitimate and operating as an auxiliary of the District.
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2.1- Objective, Purpose and Activities
The specific purpose of this Corporation is to engage in the solicitation, receipt, and
administration of property and, from time to time, to disburse such property and
the income there from, to, for the benefit of, West Hills College Coalinga, West Hills
College Lemoore, the North District Center in Firebaugh, West Hills College NAS
Lemoore and any other District affiliated learning centers that may exist within the
District for cultural, educational, and community service purposes.
Mr. Gleason stated to the Board that he was under the impression that the
Foundation was not in the real estate business.
Ms. Oxborrow stated that the Board needs to consider guidelines for purchasing
property.
Dr. Post stated that the proper place for this discussion would be in an Investment
committee and that the investment policy should be reviewed.

3.1- Number
This Corporation shall be administered by a Board of Directors consisting of a
minimum of 15 persons and a maximum of 21 persons. At least sixty percent (60%)
of the Board of Directors shall be Community Directors, who shall be elected
pursuant to the procedures outlined in Article 3.3(e). All business of the Corporation
be conducted in accordance with the Ralph M. Brown Act. (Section 54590 et
seq. of the California Government code.)
Discussion followed as to the appropriate minimum and maximum number of Directors.
Mr. Gleason asked about the number of current directors. Dr. Post stated that we
currently have 16 members.
Mr. Pucheu asked "If we fall below the (proposed) minimum number is "the Board
frozen" ? Dr. Post explained that should Board membership fall below the minimum,
there is a provision for immediately filling a vacancy and that given its meeting
schedule, the impact on the Board should be minimal.
Mr. Forth asked if we currently have a quorum problem. Dr. Post answered we do not.
Dr. Post went on to emphasize that the Foundation Board needs to have a good
representation of the communities we serve through a majority of Community Directors
and that Community Directors should reflect the communities they represent. Staff
directors are also important to maintain an open line of communication between the
Foundation and the colleges and staff within the District.
Dr. Post stated that Mr. Forth, Mrs. Stone and Mrs. Kreyenhagen have all indicated that
they have persons interested on serving on the Board.
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3.3b- Designation of Directors and Tenure
The Chancellor of the District and Vice Chancellor of the District shall serve as nonvoting, ex officio members of the Board of Directors.
Dr. Post stated that it is important to maintain a direct line of communication with the
District Chancellor and Vice Chancellor, but that they should be non-voting members of
the Board.
3.3c
The College Presidents shall serve as two (2) of the total number of staff Directors
and shall serve as a director so long as employment is continued with the District.
3.3d
The remaining Staff Directors shall be appointed by the Chancellor of the District
and shall serve until the earlier of: (1) he or she ceases to be employed by the
District; or (2) until the appointment of a successor by the Chancellor. Staff Directors
shall be appointed until the total number of Staff Directors plus Trustee directors
constitutes at least forty percent (40%) of the total number of the Board of Directors.
3.3f
The Executive Director shall direct the daily operations of the Foundation and shall
be a non-voting, ex officio member of the Foundation Board.
Dr. Post stated that we need to clarify that the Executive Director is a non-voting
member of the Board, but give him/her legitimate authority to attend all Board meetings
and any closed sessions of the Board.
3.4- Terms of Office
Each director shall hold office for the term set forth in section 3.3 above or until his or
her death, resignation, disqualification or removal, whichever occurs earlier.
Directors may hold subsequent terms.
Dr. Post discussed with the board that adding the disqualification allows for the removal
of a Director should they have an economic interest with the Foundation.
Mr. Pucheu asked, "Who makes that judgment". Dr. Post responded that the Bylaws
clearly state that no Director shall have an economic interest in the Foundation and the
Foundation Board would determine if an interest exists.
3.6- Removal
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Trustee Directors may be removed by the vote of a majority of the Trustees of the
District. Staff Directors may be removed at the will of the Chancellor of the District.
Community Directors may be removed by a majority vote of the Board of Directors.

3.7- Vacancies
Vacancies on the Board of Directors shall be filled in accord with Section 3.3.
Provided, however, no person may serve as director until qualified in accordance with
the provisions of Section 3.2. As soon as is practicable, but no later than 30 days,
after the death, resignation, disqualification or removal of a Trustee Director, a
meeting of the Board of Trustees of the District or by a nomination, as applicable,
shall by duly called for the appointment of the successor director. Where a Staff
Director has died, resigned, been disqualified or been removed., the Chancellor of the
District shall appointment a successor director.
If any vacancy results in the minimum of the directors falling below fifteen (15), said
vacancy shall be filled within thirty (30) days of the declaration of vacancy.

3.8 through 3.12
Dr. Post commented that there were no changes to these sections at this time.

3.13- Non- Liability of Directors
The directors shall not be personally liable for the debts, liabilities, or other
obligations of the Corporation within the scope of performance of their duties
as director.

3.16- Disqualification and Restriction regarding interested Directors
Notwithstanding any other provision of these Bylaws, no Director nor an Officer of the
Corporation (or their spouses or their relatives by blood or marriage) may engage in
any transaction or business relationship with the Corporation that results in such
person or persons receiving an economic benefit of any kind or nature whatsoever
from the Corporation which does not comply with the law of the State of California.
Any such person as described above shall be deemed an interested Director or
Officer.
An interested Director or Officer, or anyone with an interest as defined above that is
Nominated for membership on the Board of Directors, shall be disqualified and shall
not be eligible to serve on the Board of Directors and their existing position on the
Board of Directors shall be declared vacant by the President of the Board.

4.1- Place of Meetings
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Regular and special meetings shall be held at the principal office of the Corporation
unless otherwise provided by the Executive Director or at such place within the
boundaries of the territory of the District over which the Corporation exercises
jurisdiction subject to the exceptions provided under the Ralph M. Brown Act. Notice of
such meetings shall be given in accordance with the Ralph M. Brown Act(Section 54950
et seq. of the California Government Code.)
If, by reason of 'fire, flood, earthquake , or other emergency, it shall be unsafe to meet in
the place designated, the meetings shall be held for the duration of the emergency at
the place designated by the President of the Board or his or her designee in a notice to
the local media that have requested notice pursuant to Section 54956, by the most rapid
means of communication available at the time.
4.2- Organizational Meeting
The first Board o'f Directors may at any time hold an organizational meeting at which the
Board of Directors shall elect a President, a Vice President, a Secretary and a Chief
Financial Officer and may elect such subordinate officers as they may determine, none
of whom need be a director of the Corporation . Unless provided otherwise in the Articles
of Incorporation of the Corporation or these Bylaws , any number of offices may be held
by the same person except that neither the Secretary nor the Chief Financial Officer
may serve concurrently as the President or Chairman of the Board of Directors. Notice
of such a meeting shall be given in accordance with California law.
4.3- Regular and Annual Meeting
Regular meetings of the Board of Directors shall be held at least bi-monthly on such
date and time and at such location as is established by resolution of the Board of
Directors. Notice of such meetings shall be given in accordance with the Ralph M.
Brown Act. (Section 54950 et seq . of the California Government Code .)
4.4- Special Meetings
Special meetings of the Board of Directors may be called by the Executive Director, the
President, the Vice President, the Secretary, or by any two directors, and such meetings
shall be held at such place within the boundaries of the territory of the District over
which the Corporation exercises jurisdiction subject to the exceptions provided under
the Ralph M. Brown Act. (Section 54590 et seq . of the California Government Code.)
Dr. Post stated that the Foundation Board and its committees cannot just meet
anywhere it chooses because there are designated places that the Foundation Board is
authorized to meet, but the Brown Act also provides exceptions to the requirement that
all meetings take place within the territory over which the Board has jurisdiction.

4.5- Notice of Meetings
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At least seventy-two (72) hours before a regular meeting an agenda shall be posted
containing a brief description of each item of business to be transacted or discussed at
the meeting, including items to be discussed in closed session. For special meetings,
notice must be given twenty-four (24) hours in advance to those who request such
notice.
Dr. Post stated that the agendas are posted on the website, at the meeting locations, at
West Hills College Lemoore, at West Hills College Coalinga, at the West Hills College
District Office and at the West Hills College North District Center.

4.7- Quorum for Meetings
A quorum shall consist of fifty-one (51 %) of the Board of Directors as it is constituted as
of the date of such meeting. Any meeting at which a quorum is initially present may
continue to do business until adjournment notwithstanding the withdrawal of Directors to
leave less than a quorum. Every item acted upon or decision made by a majority of the
Directors present at a meeting duly held at which a quorum is present shall be regarded
as the act of the Board of Directors. No proxy is permitted.
Dr. Posted stated that he deleted everything that was in violation of the Brown Act.

4.9- Adjournment
A majority of the Directors present, whether or not constituting a quorum, may adjourn
any meeting to another time and place. Notice of the time and place for holding an
adjourned meeting shall be in accordance with the Ralph M. Brown Act. (Section 54950
et seq. of the California Government Code).

4.11- Meeting By Telephone, Video or Other Form of Communication
Any Board meeting may be held by conference telephone, video screen communication,
or other communications equipment.
Dr. Post stated that under the Brown Act we are able to have a phone conference as
long as we give 72-hour notice that we are doing so.

5.1- Members
This Corporation shall have no members other than Directors and officers.
Dr. Post stated that we do have members of the West Hills Community College
Foundation Board.
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6.2- Qualifications, Elections, and Term of Office
Each officer shall hold office for one year, or until he or she resigns or is removed or is
otherwise disqualified to serve, or until his or her successor shall be elected and
qualified, whichever occurs first. Officers may serve consecutive terms by approval of a
majority the Board of Directors, however, no officer shall hold the same office for more
than three (3) consecutive terms. Newly elected officers shall assume their
responsibilities immediately following the annual meeting.
Mr. Pucheu stated could you waive these terms of election.
Dr. Post stated yes you could with a new person in their place.
6.3- Removal and Resignation
Any officer may be removed , either with or without cause, by the Board of Directors, at
any time. Any officer may resign at any time by giving written notice to the Board of
Directors or to the President, Executive Director or Secretary of the Corporation . Any
such resignation shall take effect at the date of receipt of such notice or at any later date
specified therein, and, unless otherwise specified therein, the acceptance of such
resignation shall not be necessary to make it effective.
6.4 through 6.8
Dr. Post commented that there were no changes to these sections at this time .
6.9 Duties of Executive Director
Discussion of the duties and responsibilities of the Executive Director resulted in the
recommendation that the last paragraph of this section include a provision that the
Executive Director will be responsible for reporting activities and functioning of the
Foundation to the Board of Trustees.
There was a concurrence of the Board members and Dr. Post revised the section to
read as follows:
"The Executive Director shall served on the Board as a non-voting, ex officio member
and shall be responsible for reporting the activities and functioning of the Foundation
Board to the Board of Trustees."
There was also a request that all members of the Board receive the current job
description of the Executive Director. Dr. Post indicated that he would send out the job
description via email within the week.
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7.1- Compensation
Directors and Officers shall serve without compensation except that any director or
officer may be reimbursed for expenses duly incurred in the performance of their duties
as directors or officers of the Corporation, upon approval of the Board of Directors.
Dr. Post discussed with the Board of Directors that there are approval processes that
you go through to have reimbursements paid back to you .
8.5- Statement of Investment Policy, Objectives and Guidelines
The Investment and Finance Committee will review the statement of investment policy
quarterly and make changes as needed. The investment policy, objectives and
guidelines shall be reviewed by the Board of Directors each year at the annual meeting.

9.1- Conduct of Meetings
All committees, except for Ad Hoc committees, will be noticed and conducted in
accordance with the Ralph M. Brown Act.( Section 54950 et seq. of the California
Government Code.) At least seventy-two (72) hours before a committee meeting,
except Ad Hoc committee meetings, an agenda shall be posted containing a brief
general description of each item of business to be transacted or discussed at the
meeting, including items to be discussed in closed session.
9.2- Executive Committee
The Executive Committee shall consist of the President, Vice President, Chief Financial
Officer, Secretary, Chancellor of the District, Vice Chancellor of the District, the
Executive Director of the Corporation, the Chair of the Resource Development
Committee, the Chair of the Investment/Finance Committee and up to three other
Directors of the Board selected by the Board President and approved by the Board.
Executive Committee members shall be limited to two consecutive one-year terms,
except when such limit would preclude a Board Officer, the Chancellor, Vice Chancellor
or a named Committee Chair from serving on the Executive Committee. The Executive
Committee shall meet regularly throughout the year and serve as an advisory group to
the President and the Board of Directors .
9.3- Investment and Finance Committee
The Investment and Finance Committee shall consist of five members and one
alternate mernber appointed by the Board President. The Investment Committee terms
of office shall be for three years. No member shall serve more than two 3-year terms
without a lapse of at least one year. Any vacancy shall be filled by appointment of the
Board President.
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Mr. Gleason suggested that the CFO should be a member of this committee. There was
a concurrence to this suggestion among the other members of the Board.
Dr. Post stated that he would revise the proposed bylaws to include the CFO as a
required member of the Investment and Finance Committee. The first sentence of
Section 9.3 would read as follows: The Investment and Finance Committee shall consist
of five members, one of whom shall be the Chief Financial Officer of the Board.
9.4- Nominating Committee

The Nominating Committee shall consist of seven Directors, three of whom shall be
nominated by the Board President; and four of whom shall be nominated by the Board
of Directors . All seven members shall be elected by the Board of Directors. The
Directors serving on this committee shall elect a committee chair. The Nominating
Committee terms of office shall be for three years. No Director shall serve more than
two 3-year terms without a lapse of at least one year. Any Nominating Committee seat
becoming vacant due to the 3-year term limits shall be filled by appointment of the
Board President. The current President cannot be a member of the Nominating
Committee.
The Committee will work throughout the year to identify a pool of potential new
Directors for review and consideration. They will present those selected from the pool
as recommendations to the full Board for action when appropriate. At the Board
meeting, the President shall direct the Nominating Committee to prepare a slate of
officers for the coming year. All candidates for office will have declared their intention to
serve, if elected . The slate shall be presented at the Board meeting, and will be voted
on at the annual Board meeting in September.
9.5 -Resource and Development Committee

The Resource Development Committee shall provide leadership, oversight and
guidance to the Foundation's resource development efforts and will consist of no more
than six Director members and one staff development officer. The Development
Committee Chair shall serve a three-year term and be appointed by the Board
President, with the advice of the Foundation's Executive Director. The appointment
shall be approved by the Executive Committee . The Chair may serve no more than two
consecutive terms but may be reappointed as Chair after a one year lapse.
Committee members shall serve no more than two terms of three years without a lapse
of at least one year before reappointment. The Resource Development Committee
shall meet monthly or on an as needed basis. It will report to the Board at the regular
meetings of the Board.
Dr. Post stated we should be involved in planed giving and capital campaigns
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9.6- Standing Committees

Each of these may include persons who are not Directors of the Board .
9.7- Ad Hoc Committees

The Corporation shall have such other committees as may from time-to-time be
designated by resolution of the Board of Directors for the purpose of assistance with
planning and events. The following committees may meet frequently but are considered
Ad Hoc committees : Golf tournament, Planned Giving and Events. Such other
committees may consist of persons who are not also members of the Board (i .e. nondirectors).
10.1 through 14.1

Dr. Post commented that there were no changes to these sections at this time.
Mr. Warkentin suggested that in 5.1 of the Bylaws an Investment Committee could look
into an audit Company for the West Hills Community College Foundation.
Dr. Gornick stated as long as it is consistent with the Brown Act Laws.
Ms. Stone raised the issue of the recent Executive Director issue. Discussion followed
concerning the Foundation Boards authority to make decisions relative to the
employment of staff.
1Vlr. Gleason asked if we would be able to hire our own employees if we raise our own
money. Dr. Post stated that the organizational structure is such that you follow the
money. Currently funds for staff wages and benefits come from the District. The
Foundation should be able to grow and if and when the Foundation has sufficient
resources to pay for the salary and benefits of its staff, the Foundation should be able to
make those decisions.
Mr. Gleason stated that given the fact that the Board cannot employ anyone without the
approval of the Board of Trustees, the term "and employees" should be removed from
Section 3.9 - Duties ((of the Board of Directors) under sub-sections 3.9 (b) and 3.9 (c).
There being concurrence of the members of the Board, Dr. Post stated that he would
make those changes to Section 3.9.
Mr. Pucheu stated that there is nothing in the Bylaws that states how money is being
raised for scholarships.
Dr. Post discussed that we have committees that meet and decide how our money is to
be separated and spent.
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Mr. Gleason asked if it falls on the Foundation if scholarship money is spent incorrectly.
Dr. Post answered that we have scholarship committees that the Foundation sits on that
decide how the scholarships will be awarded.
Dr. Lewallen stated the Foundation does more than just scholarships.
Mr. Gleason stated is the Foundation always under the Board of Trustees and does the
Foundation have to ask for permission from the Board of Trustees to do everything.
Dr. Post stated that he reports to the Board of Trustees regarding what the Foundation
is doing, but he does not ask for permission to do things in the Foundation .
Mr. Gleason discussed how does the Foundation know when the Board of Trustees
approves things. Dr. Post stated if things are not approved the Board of Trusties will let
him know and he would report this to the Board .
Dr. Post stated that he serves under the authority of both the Foundation Board and the
Chancellor. While his immediate supervisor is the Chancellor, the Foundation Board
also evaluates his performance based upon his goals and objectives.
Mr. Pucheu stated that in the Bylaws nothing is stated on what role the Foundation has
in raising funds for functions. Dr. Post stated that the Foundation should receive a report
from the Executive director on funds that are raised in the Foundation.
On a motion by Dr. Lewallen, seconded by Dr. Forth, and carried unanimously, the
Board approved the proposed revised West Hills Community College Foundation Bylaw
including the changes made today as indicated above.
Announcements and Upcoming Events

The next annual meeting of the West Hills Community College Foundation Board of
Directors meeting will be held on Wednesday, September 16, 2009 at the North District
Center, Firebaugh at 10:00 a.m
Board of Directors Comments and Requests

Dr. Post handed out his goals and proposed 2009-2010 Goals and Objectives and
asked for the members of the Board to send their comments or suggestions to him over
the next few weeks. He stated that his current contract with the District expires
September 30, 2009.
Dr. Gornick stated that the District has a one year window to keep an interim executive
director and then the District will conduct a search or can ask for a one year exemption
due to "special circumstances".
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Dr. Post stated that the alumni activities grant currently has $30,000+ set aside for a
Director of Alumni Affairs which is included under the duties of the Executive Director of
the Foundation.

Adjournment
There being no further business before the Board of Directors, the meeting was
adjourned at 12:45 p.m .
/ms

West Hills Community College Foundation
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga, CA 93210
MINUTES OF THE INVESTMENT AND FINANCE COMMITTEE MEETING
AUGUST 20, 2009
This meeting of the Investment and Finance Committee of the West Hills Community
College Foundation was held on August 20,2009, at the West Hills Community College
District Board Room.

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order by President Ernest Drewry at 9:15 a.m. and a quorum
was established. Leonard Falter led the Investment and Finance Committee and
audience in the flag salute.
Investment and Finance Committee Present:
Ernest Drewry, President, Community Director
Leonard Falter, Chief Financial Officer, West Hills Community College Foundation
Nina Oxborrow, Trustee Director
Ken Stoppenbrink, Chief Financial Officer, West Hills Community College District
Don Warkentin, Staff Director
Investment and Finance Committee Absent:
Other Present:
Jim Giordano, Vice President UBS Financial
Rick Post, Interim Executive Director, West Hills Community College Foundation
Monica Santino, Foundation Secretary
Tina Souza, Foundation Secretary
Bill Williams, Auditor, Vavrinek, Trine, Day & Co, LLP
Public Comments
There were no public comments

2. ReportsA. Analysis of Investment Portfolio for quarter ending June 30, 2009 James
Giordano- UBS Financial Services

Mr. Giordano stated that the equities in the Foundation as of August 18 is at 19.87% in
the portfolio. The Foundation's fixed income is at a 47.80% as of August. Giordano
stated that our Club (SS07509) is down 7% and our Main (SS07508) is down 3% year
to date. Giordano also stated that the accounts Main, Westside Educational, Club and
Endowment have taken a 3.19% loss from July 2008 through July 2009. Mr. Giordano
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stated that the quarter looks better than the year to date totals. Mr. Giordano stated that
the Foundation has a 5 year CD and it was open 1 % ago. He stated that the CD rate is
higher than the cash rate. He stated if the CD rate increases to sell CD. Dr. Post asked
if the Foundation was to move funds out of the CD how much would we move. Mr.
Giordano stated that if you transfer $400,000 to balance out the accounts that would be
enough.

3. Action ItemsA. Approval of Minutes of meeting held on May 7,2009.
On a motion by Nina Oxborrow, seconded by Leonard Falter, and carried unanimously,
the Investment and Finance Committee minutes where approved.

B. Consideration of the Preliminary Draft of the Audit report for the years
ending December 31,2008 and 2007, including a presentation by a
presentation from the auditing firm of Vavrinek, Trine, Day & Co., LLP
Mr. Williams stated that the Foundation has been doing well and has accomplished a lot
through a short amount of time. Mr. Williams stated that the total net assets for 2008
were $2,283,661.Dr. Post asked what is the difference between permanently restricted
and temporarily restricted? Mr. Williams stated that permanently restricted you cannot
touch the principal and temporary you can touch the principal such as: scholarships,
agriculture etc. Mr. Gleason stated that the Allen Farm is in the Foundation General
Administration account and asked what would it take to move the money out of that
account? Mr. Williams commented it would take nothing to do so. Mr. Williams also
stated that the cash and equivalent year to end is $1,294,409 and the total expenses for
all programs in the Foundation for 2008 is $1,403,339.

C. Consideration of the Auditor selection process and the auditing of the
Foundation.
Dr. Post stated that an independent audit will cost the Foundation approxiatmately
around $10,000.00, and Currently the District pays for the Foundation's annual audit.
Trustee Oxborrow asked, "Can we change the year on the audit". Mr. William's noted
that changing the year would not be a problem as long as it is stated in the audit report.
On a motion by Len Falter, seconded by Marc Scott, and carried unanimously, the
Investment and Finance Committee approved the current auditor select process and the
Districts auditing of the Foundation.

D. Consideration of the Statement of Investment Policy, Objectives and
Guidelines
Dr. Post advised that the current Investment policy allows the Foundation to acquire
land. Trustee Oxborrow commented that we do not want to be real estate owners, with
the exception of the farm.
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On a motion by Len Falter, seconded by Marc Scott, and carried unanimously, the
Investment and Finance Committee approved the Statement of Investment Policy,
Objectives and Guidelines.

4. Member Comments and Requests
none

5. Adjournment
Meeting Adjournment 10: 10 a.m.

West Hills Community College Foundation
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga, CA 93210
MINUTES OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
AUGUST 20, 2009

This meeting of the Board of Directors of the West Hills Community College Foundation
was held on August 20, 2009, at the West Hills Community College District Board
Room .
1. Call to Order

The meeting was called to order by President Ernest Drewry at 10: 15 a.m. and a
quorum was established . Leonard Falter led the Investment and Finance Committee
and audience in the flag salute.
Board of Directors Present:
Brad Gleason, Community Director
Len Falter, Chief Financial Officer, West Hills Community College Foundation
Willard Lewallen, Staff Director
Don Warkentin, Staff Director
Ernest Drewry, President
Bill Pucheu, Community Director
Nina Oxborrow, Trustee Director
Edna Ivans, Trustee Director
Sheilah Kreyenhagen, Community Director
Don Forth, Vice President
Ken Stoppenbrink, Chief Financial Officer, West Hills Community College District
Marc Scott, Community Director
Board of Directors Absent:
Ann Stone, Secretary
Nancy Oliveira, Community Director
Other Present:
Jim Giordano, Vice President UBS Financial
Rick Post, Interim Executive Director, West Hills Community College Foundation
Frank Gornick, Chancellor
Monica Santino, Foundation Secretary
Tina Souza, Foundation Secretary

Public Comments
Dr. Post introduced Jim Giordano, UBS Financial advisor for the Foundation. He gave a
report on the Foundation's progress:
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Mr. Giordano stated that the equities in the Foundation as of August 18 is at 19.87% in
the portfolio. The Foundation's fixed income is at a 47.80% as of August. Giordano
stated that our Club (SS07509) is down 7% and our Main (SS07508) is down 3% year
to date. Giordano also stated that the accounts Main, Westside Educational, Club and
Endowment have taken a 3.19% loss from July 2008 through July 2009. Mr. Giordano
stated that the quarter looks better than the year to date totals. Mr. Giordano stated that
the Foundation has a 5 year CD and it was open 1 ~ ago. He stated that the CD rate is
higher than the cash rate . He stated if the CD rate increases to sell CD. Dr. Post asked
if the Foundation was to move funds out of the CD how much would we move. Mr.
Giordano stated that if you transfer $400,000 to balance out the accounts that would be
enough.

2. Action Items
A. Consideration of the Contract of Sale of Real Property for Assessors Parcel
Number 008-042-23 located at 1511 9th St. Firebaugh, CA 93622 and Escrow
Instructions.
On a motion by Bill Pucheu and Trustee Edna Ivans, seconded by Marc Scott, and
carried unanimously the Board of Directors approved the Contract of Sale of Real
Property for Assessor's Parcel Number 008-042-23.
3. Board of Directors Comments and Requests
Dr. Post stated that on October 14, 2009 we will be bringing forth at our Board meeting
Sharon Gordon as a Community Director.
Community Director Pucheu commented that his district is having several water district
issues. He also commented that the Foundation has their first Ad Hoc committee up and
running .
Trustee Oxborrow commented that we as a Foundation need to make sure where we
are at as a Foundation. We also need to make that the Foundation has things correct.
Community Director Brad Gleason commented that we need to restore credibility to the
Foundation. Mr. Gleason would also like to know why the Allen Farm account is sitting
in General Administrative Account.
Dr. Frank Gornick commented that West Hills Community College has recently been
awarded "The Chronicles 2009 Great Colleges to Work For". Dr. Gornick also
commented that his colleges will be having furlough days, administrative 24, faculty 12
and classified 12.
4. Adjournment
Adjournment at 10:42 a.m.

West Hills Community College Foundation
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga, CA 93210
MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
SEPTEMBER 16, 2009
10:00 a.m.

This regular meeting of the Board of Directors of the West Hills Community College
Foundation was held on September 16, 2009, at the West Hills Community College
North District Center Firebaugh.

1. Call to Order
Due to a lack of quorum, the meeting was declared an adjourned meeting by President
Ernest Drewry at 10: 15 a.m. President Drewry led the assemblage in the flag salute.
Board of Directors Present:
Willard Lewallen, Staff Director
Don Warkentin, Staff Director
Ernest Drewry, President
Bill Pucheu, Community Director
Edna Ivans, Trustee Director
Sheilah Kreyenhagen, Community Director
Don Forth, Vice President
Ken Stoppenbrink, Chief Financial Officer, West Hills Community College District
Board -of Directors Absent:
Brad Gleason, Community Director
Len Falter, Chief Financial Officer, West Hills Community College Foundation
Ann Stone, Secretary
Nancy Oliveira, Community Director
Nina Oxborrow, Trustee Director
Marc Scott, Community Director
Others Present:
Jim Giordano, Vice President UBS Financial
Dr. Rick Post, Interim Executive Director, West Hills Community College Foundation
Dr. Frank Gornick, Chancellor
Dr. Marcel Hetu, Director of North District Center
Laura Mendes-Moore
Tina Souza, Foundation Secretary
Introduction of Guests
Community Director, Sheilah Kreyenhagen introduced prospective Board member,
Laura Mendes-Moore.
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Public Comments
Dr. Marcel Hetu welcomes the Foundation Board and guests to West Hills Community
College North District Center. Dr. Hetu commented on all the construction and also
stated that NDC held theirfirstASB election and approximately 128 students voted.
They have a great group of young leaders.

2. Election of 2009-2010 Officers
Due to a lack of a quorum at the meeting, no election of officers was held.

3. Interim Executive Director's Report - Dr. Rick Post

A. Council on Resource Development- Fundraising workshop July 19-21, 2009
Dr. Post reported that he and Dr. Gornick had the opportunity in July to attend a
Presidents' fundraising workshop sponsored by the Council on Resource Development
in San Francisco. The focus was the role of the chancellor, presidents, trustees and
board members in foundation fund raising. The Foundation serves as advisors to the
Board and ambassadors to the community. The college governing board authorizes the
creation of the Foundation endorsing financial commitment, cultivation and fund raising
events. The Chancellor and President's identify where there are fund raising needs. Dr.
Post noted that several members of the board are fiscally supportive of the Foundation
and he appreciated Nina and Edna's history with the Foundation board.
B. "Engaging Young Alumni: Strategies that Work Now" Audio Conference August
19,2009
Dr. Post stated that the Foundation staff attended an audio conference on Engaging
Young Alumni. The Foundation staff gathered a lot of useful information and strategies
used to engage students. Tina Souza commented that it begins with educating the
students on the history and traditions at WHCC. Starting with the graduating class of
2010 all graduates will receive a congratulations email from the Foundation. We can
partner with SGA for Welcome Week and Senior Week activities to give the students an
ownership of their class, developing a senior gift campaign, an on-line newsletter with a
link to make donations. Dr. Gornick added that community colleges are young in the
higher education scene. Many individuals are finding it easier to form alumni
organizations. Dr. Post commented that College of the Desert has a strong alumni, they
have regional street fairs that bring in a lot of money by selling parking lot space to
vendors and part of his job description is Director of Alumni Association and with the
new Datatel system, we now have many ways to track and generate information to
donors and students.

C. Donor Bill of Rights - Association of Fundraising Professionals
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Dr. Post stated that many charitable organizations have developed and endorsed a
Donor Bill of Rights, and he is recommending at the Foundation adopt this document.
And feels important aspect of Donor Bill of Rights is IV which may have certain issues
with taking certain gifts. Donors have the right to say where their donation goes.
However, equally important that other needs may arise and the governing board would
have the authority to determine needs if other requirements aren't there. Mr. Pucheu
encourages the District's governing board to review and feels that a Donor Bill of Rights
is absolutely fundamental to build trust in the community.
D. Foundation Board member job description -Council of Resource
Development
Dr. Post noted that this job description was presented at the CRD conference in San
Francisco and added that it's not unreasonable and all board members should do
what's asked. Dr. Post will be requesting the board to adopt the job description.

E. "Class of 2009" Retirement dinner -September 11, 2009
Dr. Post commented that the Foundation just hosted a Class of 2009 retirement dinner
at Tachi Palace. There was a 200+ turnout. Tachi did an outstanding job, very well
done. Dr. Post added that each retiree was given a $250 gift as a token of appreciation
for their service to the students and the District.

4. Chancellor's Report - Dr. Frank Gornick
Dr. Frank Gornick extended a thank you to the Foundation for hosting the retirement
party. This was the first time we have done anything together and it was done very well,
wonderful evening. Dr. Gornick reported to the Foundation Board that they have
extended Rick Post's contract six more months and have applied through the state to
keep him on one more year. Dr. Gornick commented on the budget stating that we are
not out of the woods, we are looking at a decrease in the spring schedule by 30%. The
college Presidents are diligently working on becoming more efficient on the class
schedules and may have a priority registration for those students with 45 units or more
who are looking to graduate.

5. Campus Reports
A. Dr. Willard Lewallen - WHC Coalinga
Dr. Lewallen reported that this summer they cut the schedule by 25% and had more
students enrolled and that trend continues through fall, by next spring they will be at full
capacity. Dr. Lewallen explained that the community is hearing about all the reductions
but still see construction and he has to explain that the funding comes from two different
pots of money. Mrs. Sheilah Kreyenhagen suggested an article explaining the funding
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differences. Dr. Frank Gornick replied that we are working with Frances Squire in
marketing on an article or a flyer "How Are We Surviving the Budget." Mrs. Edna Ivans
added that this will provide an explanation on what's happening at WHCC. Dr. Lewallen
reported that the Wellness Center on the campus was put on hold because of cash flow
with the state, but now are back on track and will complete in the spring of next year.
B. Mr. Don Warkentin - WHC Lemoore
Mr. Warkentin stated that next week will be a day in history because of the ground
breaking of the Multi-Use Sports Complex. Mr. Warkentin commented that this facility
will have stadium-style seating, over 700 invitations were mailed out, and the Culinary
Arts department will be providing lunch. Mr. Warkentin also reported that they were
given a clean bill of health on the audit report concerning MAA funds and that there are
over 100 staff promoting MAA. The auditors were pleased with the structure and will
use WHC as an example to other colleges. Dr. Gornick commented that the Child
Development program greatly benefits from MAA funding and they have an opportunity
to see more people and generate more funds.

6. Committee reports
A. Investment and Finance - Ernie Drewry, Chair
a. Jim Giordano, UBS Financial Vice President
Mr. Giordano stated that the equities in the Foundation as of September 9 are at a
1.51 % positive return. The Foundation's portfolio value and investment returns are
down approximately $136K. Not included in that figure is the $813K and change from
September 1st that was invested in an institutional money market account. Institutional
money market has an increased rate of return and no checks will ever bounce. Mr.
Drewry asked if the money market was better than a CD. Mr. Giordano responded
"Yes" because it has a higher rate. Mr. Giordano recommends to put some back in
investment, but keeping $400K in cash is not a problem because there is volatility in the
market. Dr. Rick Post asked what would be best? Mr. Giordano replied at a minimum
put half into investments. Mr. Giordano also reports that all accounts are doing very
well, they are increasing nicely.

B. Kings CC Golf membership ad hoc committee report
Ernie Drewry, co-chair, stated that it is the committee's recommendation that the
Executive Director of the Foundation should be the person representing the
Foundation's membership. Currently Dr. Gornick is the representative. The committee
found that the Country Club offers a place to do business, have lunch and get
acquainted with potential donors, but it's not only for those who play golf. In the past this
membership has not been abused, when the Foundation first acquired the membership,
Dr. Gornick was the Foundation's Executive Director. The Foundation owns the
membership now, the person to use should be the person who does the friend-raising.
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7. Len Falter, CFO, Financial Report
In Mr. Falter's absence, Dr. Post gave the report.
Dr. Post stated that with the new Datatel accounting system the Foundation is currently
not able to generate a report similar to past reports and apologized for the current
format. We are working with the Business Office to improve the format of our reports.
Dr. Post reviewed the expenditures to date in the Foundation and explained that
through community support the Foundation was able to donate to the Kings Art Center
Guild Gala Fundraiser and through campus support the Foundation was able to make a
donation to the WHCL golf tournament and to Student Government Association at WHC
Lemoore for Welcome Week. Total expenditures were $1,450.

8. Action Items
Due to a lack of a quorum no action was taken on the action items listed on the agenda.
The action items were postponed for consideration at the October 14th special meeting
of the Board.

9. Member comments and requests
None

10. Adjournment
The session ended at 11 :20 a.m.

West Hills Community College Foundation
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga, CA 93210
MINUTES OF THE INVESTMENT AND FINANCE COMMlrrEE MEETING
SEPTEMBER 16, 2009
9:30

a.m.

This meeting of the Investment and Finance Committee of the West Hills Community
College Foundation was held on September 16, 2009, at the West Hills Community
College North District Center Firebaugh.

Call to Order
There was not a quorum of members at the meeting, therefore no action was taken.
Investment and Finance Committee Present:
Ernest Drewry, President, Community Director
Ken Stoppenbrink, Chief Financial Officer, West Hills Community College District
Don Warkentin, Staff Director
Investment and Finance Committee Absent:
Leonard Falter, Chief Financial Officer, West Hills Community College Foundation
Nina Oxborrow, Trustee Director

Other Present:
Jim Giordano, Vice President UBS Financial
Rick Post, Interim Executive Director, West Hills Community College Foundation
Tina Souza, Foundation Secretary
Public Comments
There were no public comments

2.

Reports~

A. Analysis of Investment Portfolio for quarter ending August 31, 2009 James
Giordano~ U BS Financial Services

Mr. Giordano stated that the equities in the Foundation as of September 9 are at a
1.51 % positive return. The Foundation's portfolio value and investment returns are
down approximately $136K. Not included in that figure is the $813K and change from
September 1st that was invested in an institutional money market account. Institutional
money market has an increased rate of return and no checks will ever bounce. Mr.
Drewry asked if the money market was better than a CD. Mr. Giordano responded
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"Yes" because it has a higher rate. Mr. Giordano recommends to put some back in
investment, but keeping $400K in cash is not a problem because there is volatility in the
market. Dr. Rick Post asked what would be best? Mr. Giordano replied at a minimum
put half into investments. Mr. Giordano also reports that all accounts are doing very
well, they are increasing nicely.

3. Action ItemsThere was not a quorum of members at the meeting, therefore no action was taken.

4. Member Comments and Requests
None

5. Adjournment
The session ended at 10:00 a.m.

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION
9900 Cody St.
Coalinga, CA 93210

MINUTES OF THE INVESTMENT AND FINANCE COMMITTEE
October 14, 2009
9:00 a.m.

Call to Order
There was not a quorum of members at the meeting, therefore no action was taken.
Investment and Finance Committee Present:
Ken Stoppenbrink, Chief Financial Officer, West Hills Community College District
Don Warkentin, Staff Director
Investment and Finance Committee Absent:
Ernest Drewry, President, Community Director
Leonard Falter, Chief Financial Officer, West Hills Community College Foundation
Nina Oxborrow, Trustee Director

Other Present:
Larry Corum, Manager/Accountant, Vavrinek, Trine, Day & Co., LLP
Rick Post, Interim Executive Director, West Hills Community College Foundation
Monica Santino, Foundation Secretary
Tina Souza, Foundation Secretary

Public Comments
There were no public comments

Reports
A. Consideration of the Audit report for the years ending December 31, 2008 and
2007 - Vavrinek,Trine, Day & Co., LLP
Larry Corum of Vavrinek, Trine, Day & Co., LLP introduced himself and thanked the
Investment and Finance Committee for the opportunity to report on the Foundation's
December 31,2008 audit report. Mr. Corum reported that the Independent Auditors'
Report (pg. 2) is the entire focal point of the report. Mr. Corum commented that he felt
the financial statements in the report were overall correct. Mr. Corum reported the
Statement of Financial Position (Pg. 4) is broken out into three sections; Current Assets,
Liabilities and Net Assets. Mr. Corum noted the Net Assets are a theory of what the
Foundation would be worth if all assets were liquidated. Mr. Corum reported the
Statement of Activities (Pg. 5) has three areas; Unrestricted, Temporarily Restricted and

Permanently Restricted. Mr. Corum explained Unrestricted funds can be used
anywhere without restrictions, Temporarily Restricted funds for instance scholarship
donations -once the Foundation fulfills the criteria of the scholarship the funds can be
used, Permanently Restricted funds for instance would be an endowment. Mr. Corum
reported the Statement of Cash Flow (Pg. 6) shows the change in net assets and
although there was an increase in account payable, there was less cash out. Don
Warkentin commented that this is positive, Mr. Corum agreed. Mr. Corum reported the
Statement of Functional Expenses (pg. 7) discloses what the Foundation spends money
on; it's a matrix of how funds are spent. The total support services, and total program
services add up for the total year end expenses. Mr. Corum reported on the Schedule
of Expenditures of Federal Awards (pg. 15) that more than $500K was received in
federal awards. Mr. Stoppenbrink asked if there are any restrictions on how MAA
dollars are invested. Mr. Corum responded he is unaware of any specific investment
requirements. Mr. Corum reported the Schedule of Findings and Questioned Costs (pg.
23) states the type of auditor's report issued: Unqualified. Mr. Warkentin remarked that
is a good thing, Mr. Corum agreed. Mr. Corum reported on the Financial Statement
Findings (pg. 24 & 25) and stated the current year deals with the golf membership, an
attorney was attained and the opinion was that personal use of the membership should
be reported on the member's W2, but based on the amount spent on membership the
risk is minimal. Dr. Post commented that this did not jeopardize the status on a nonprofit Foundation and assuming the board approves the change in membership to him,
the membership would then be used for donor cultivation and asked 'Is that considered
personal use. Mr. Corum responded that it would not be personal considering business
purpose for the Foundation. Dr. Post gave a scenario that if he played 4 rounds of golf
in a month, 3 were donor cultivation, the other being personal, would he report pro rata
25% on W2. Mr. Corum responded with "Yes". Mr. Stoppenbrink added to take action
only if the membership is used on a personal basis. Dr. Post commented that the Ad
hoc Committee recommended that the membership be assigned to the Executive
Director with exact reporting of each time used, and with whom. Mr. Corum reported
the other issue deals with the loss of investments and being out of balance which led to
the Foundation accounts showing more funds than they actually had and commented
that this occurred in 2007 and is no longer an issue. Audit Report concluded.

Action ItemsThere was not a quorum of members at the meeting, therefore no action was taken

Member Comments and Requests
None

Adjournment
This session ended at 9:40am

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION
9900 Cody St.
Coalinga, CA 93210

MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
October 14, 2009

This special meeting of the Board of Directors of the West Hills Community College
Foundation was held on October 14,2009, at the West Hills Community College District
Office Board Room.
1. Call to Order
The meeting was called to order by Vice President Dr. Don Forth at 10:07 a.m. Don
Warkentin led the Board of Directors and audience in the flag salute.
Board of Directors Present:
Brad Gleason, Community Director
Willard Lewallen, Staff Director
Don Warkentin, Staff Director
Bill Pucheu, Community Director
Nina Oxborrow, Trustee Director
Sheilah Kreyenhagen, Community Director
Don Forth, Vice President
Ken Stoppenbrink, Chief Financial Officer, West Hills Community College District
Marc Scott, Community Director
Ann Stone, Secretary
Nancy Oliveira, Community Director
Board of Directors Absent:
Len Falter, Chief Financial Officer, West Hills Community College Foundation
Edna Ivans, Trustee Director
Ernest Drewry, President
Other Present:
Larry Corum, Vavrinek, Trine, Day & Co., LLP
Rick Post, Interim Executive Director, West Hills Community College Foundation
Richard Larson, Director, WHCC Farm of the Future
Clint Cowden, Instructor, WHCC Farm of the Future
Joy Cowden, GPS Project Coordinator, WHCC Farm of the Future
Ray Rawn, Instructor, WHCC Farm of the Future
Don Lopez, Director, Fresno City College
Sharon Gordon, Prospective Board Member
Laura Mendes-Moore, Prospective Board Member
Monica Santino, Foundation Secretary
Tina Souza, Foundation Secretary

Introduction of Guests
Dr. Lewallen introduced Don Lopez, Director at Fresno City College. Dr. Lewallen and
Mr. Lopez are involved in a mentoring program through ACCCA for college
administrators who wish to further their career.
Larry Corum, Manager, Accountant, Vavrinek, Trine, Day & Co., LLP
Sharon Gordon, Prospective Board Member
Laura Mendes-Moore, Prospective Board Member
Richard Larson, Director, WHCC Farm of the Future
Clint Cowden, Instructor, WHCC Farm of the Future
Ray Rawn, Instructor, WHCC Farm of the Future

Action Items
Vice President Dr. Don Forth announced that member Marc Scott needed to excuse
himself early and requested a motion to change the order of the agenda items by
moving the Action items ahead of the Reports.
On a motion by Community Director Bill Pacheu, seconded by Trustee Nina Oxborrow,
and carried unanimously the Board of Directors approved the motion.

A. Approval of Minutes
(1) Regular Board meeting June 17, 2009
(2) Special Board meeting July 15, 2009
(3) Special Board meeting August 20,2009
(4) Annual Board meeting September 16, 2009
On a motion by Community Director Bill Pucheu, seconded by Community Director
Sheilah Kreyenhagen, and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors approved the
Minutes of the Regular Board meeting June 17,2009; Special Board Meeting July 15,
2009; Special Board meeting August 20, 2009; Annual Board meeting September 16,
2009.

B. Consideration of Sharon Gordon as a member of the Foundation Board of
Directors. This is a three year term.
On a motion by Staff Director Don Warkentin, seconded by Trustee Director Nina
Oxborrow, and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors approved Sharon Gordon as
a Community Director to the Foundation Board of Directors for a three year term.

C. Consideration of Laura Mendes-Moore as a member of the Foundation
Board of Directors. This is a three year term.
On a motion by Community Director Bill Pucheu, seconded by Community Director
Marc Scott, and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors approved Laura MendesMoore as a Community Director to the Foundation Board of Directors for a three year
term.
The Foundation Board welcomed Sharon Gordon and Laura Mendes-Moore to the
Foundation Board of Directors.

D. Consideration of change in Kings Country Club authorized user.
Dr. Post noted that at the Annual meeting on September 16, 2009, the ad hoc golf
membership committee recommended that the authorized user of the Kings Country
Club membership be the Executive Director of the Foundation and that an accurate
accounting of the use of the membership be made to the Board on a monthly basis.
Golf membership committee co-chair Ann Stone indicated that this was the committee's
recommendation.
On a motion by Trustee Director Nina Oxborrow, seconded by Community Director
Marc Scott, and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors approved the Executive
Director of the Foundation as the person authorized to use the Foundation's Kings
Country Club membership with all rights and privileges pertaining thereto.

E. Consideration of proposed 2009·2010 Statement of Investment Policy,
Objectives and Guidelines.
Dr. Post stated that there the Statement being presented was the same as that which
was presented to the Board and approved at the Board meeting on July 15, 2009.
However, the Board is required under the terms of its bylaws to approve the Statement
at its Annual meeting, but lacking a quorum, the approval of the Statement was moved
to today's meeting.
On a motion by Community Director Bill Pucheu, seconded by Trustee Director Nina
Oxborrow, and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors approved the 2009-2010
Statement of Investment Policy, Objectives and Guidelines.

F. Consideration of Donor Bill of Rights - Assn. of Fundraising Professionals
Dr. Post commented that this is the same Donor Bill of Rights presented at the
September 16, 2009 meeting, but lacking a quorum at that meeting the item was placed
on today's agenda. Dr. Post reported that the Donor Bill of Rights has been developed
by a number of national fundraising organizations and endorsed by all major
consortiums on planned giving. The Donor Bill of Rights is very straight forward and is
basically the "ten commandments of giving" and that it insures it's donors that the
organization is using funds for the purpose for which was given. Dr. Post strongly
recommends approval. Trustee Director Nina Oxborrow asked "where would this be
presented to donors?" Dr. Post answered that it will be sent to past, current and any
new donors. Community Director Bill Pucheu asked "has this been presented to the
Governing Board?" Dr. Post answered that "It is scheduled to be presented by the
Chancellor'S office to the Governing Board during their upcoming study session."
On a motion by Community Director Bill Pucheu, seconded by Secretary Ann Stone,
and carried unanimously the Board of Directors approved the Donor Bill of Rights promulgated by the Association of Fundraising Professionals.

G. Consideration of Foundation Board member job description - CRD
Dr. Post stated that the Foundation Board member job description was developed by
the Council for Resource Development (CRD) and is widely accepted. Dr. Post added
that the Board is free to make its own job description if it chooses to and my add to or
subtract from the job description components. He encouraged approval. Trustee
Director Nina Oxborrow commented that there are two elected officials on the Board, is
there a job description for others. Dr. Post answered "Trustees also have a list of
expectations which has been developed by the CRD."
On a motion by Community Director Brad Gleason, seconded by Community Director
Marc Scott, and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors approved the Foundation
Board member job description.
Following the last Action item, Dr. Post thanked all of the Board Members for being
present at today's meeting.

Public Comments
None

2. Election of 2009-2010 Officers
Dr. Post noted the four nominees approved by the nominating committee earlier this
year: Ernie Drewry - President, Dr. Don Forth - Vice President, Ann Stone - Secretary,
Len Falter - Chief Financial OfficerfTreasurer.
On a motion by Community Director Bill Pucheu, seconded by Staff Director Dr.
Lewallen, and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors approved the 2009-2010
slate of Foundation Officers.

3. Interim Executive Director's Report-Dr. Rick Post
Dr. Post again thanked the Board for moving the action items forward. Dr. Post updated
the Board on President Ernie Drewry's condition and stated that Ernie is doing well
although he is very sore from his quadruple bypass surgery, but in good spirits.
Dr. Post added that a long time donor and friend of the Foundation, Mrs. Phyllis Roberts
was a victim of a home invasion and that he has been working with her the last couple
of weeks on insurance and DMV documents. Dr. Post commented on the recent deaths
of Brian and Dixie Welborn and that they passed away within 30 days of each other. Dr.
Post stated that he has been notified by the Executor of the Welborn Estate that
WHCCF has been named in the will and that details will follow.

4. Chancellor'S Report-Dr. Frank Gornick
Chancellor Gornick was absent due to his serving as Chair and participation on an
accreditation team visit at Sacramento City College. No report was given.

5. Campus ReportsA. Dr. Willard Lewallen-WHC Coalinga
Dr. Lewallen presented the most recent edition of the President's Pen.
B. Don Warkentin- WHC Lemoore
Mr. Warkentin commented that he had good news and badnews: Good news being
that the Multi-Use Sports Complex is under way, bad news is with the budget cuts, they
are looking at reducing the spring schedule by 54% -which is a decrease of about 213
classes. Mr. Warkentin also noted that there will be special registration/processing to
get those students who are close to graduation the classes needed to do so.
Dr. Lewallen commented that WHCC is in the same situation. Mr. Warkentin added that
he still gets questions from the community regarding how can WHCCD be building with
all the budget cuts and he finds himself explaining that the funds come out of two pots
of money, bonds and that building costs do not come from the general funds.
Community Director Nancy Oliveira asked "what priority will be given to those students
close to graduation." Don replied with "those students will have a two week priority
reg istration."

6. Len Falter CFO, Financial Report
A. Expense Report - July 1, 2009 - September 30, 2009
In Mr. Falter's absence, Dr. Post gave the report.
Dr. Post explained when the Foundation changed computer systems we lost the ability
to generate certain reports, but, that the Foundation staff will be trained in Colleague
Finance in November. Dr. Post reviewed the Income/Expense on the unrestricted
budget and reported that after Community Support for Kings Art Gala, and the plaques
from Warner's Stable Graphics the Community support budget has a balance of
$2,951.65. Campus Support was given to the WHCL golf tournament -Tee sponsor, a
donation to the WHCL Student Government Assn., $2,500 in retirement gifts for the ten
2009 retirees and reimbursement for various donor cultivation activities. The Campus
Support budget has a balance of $36,935.32. Dr. Post commented that next month he
will be giving a report on donations, there is still money coming in during these toUgh
economic times and thanked the WHCCD staff and administration for continuing to
support the Employee Philanthropy Program.
B. Auditors' Final Report - December 31, 2008 and 2007
Larry Corum of Vavrinek, Trine, Day & Co., LLP introduced himself and thanked the
Investment and Finance Committee for the opportunity to report on the Foundation's
December 31, 2008 audit report. Mr. Corum reported that the Independent Auditors'
Report (pg. 2) is the entire focal point of the report. Mr. Corum commented that overall
he felt the financial statements in the report were accurate and correct. Mr. Corum
reported the Statement of Financial Position (Pg. 4) is broken out into three sections;
Current Assets, Liabilities and Net Assets. Mr. Corum noted the Net Assets are a
theory of what the Foundation would be worth if all assets were liquidated. Mr. Corum
reported the Statement of Activities (Pg. 5) has three areas; Unrestricted, Temporarily

Restricted and Permanently Restricted. Community Director Brad Gleason requested
Mr. Corum to define Restricted, Unrestricted and Temporarily Restricted. Mr. Corum
explained Unrestricted funds can be used anywhere without restrictions, Temporarily
Restricted funds for instance scholarship donations -once the Foundation fulfills the
criteria of the scholarship the funds can be used, Permanently Restricted funds for
instance would be an endowment. Community Director Brad Gleason stated he was
concerned and asked, "Are the clubs aware that their money is restricted, why wouldn't
it be unrestricted -for instance football." Mr. Corum responded "in football, people
generally donate to football." Dr. Post added that as far as the Foundation is concerned
their money is restricted; it's not in the Foundation's budget. Community Director Brad
Gleason replied that he understood Rick's objective, but if football has money, why
aren't funds unrestricted? Dr. Post commented that once the money comes to our
office to deposit, we only have one account for football, to the Foundation it is restricted
and only football can spend funds. Community Director Brad Gleason asked "Is there a
policy on donations, such as trees, if the trees are on land that the Foundation owns,
how you capitalize?"Mr. Corum responded that generally non-cash donations, such as
trees donated to the Foundation are property of the Foundation. Community Director
Brad Gleason asked "If someone wrote a check for the weather station, would that get
capitalized?" Mr. Corum responded with "Yes." Community Director Brad Gleason
asked" What about the Motte donation?" Dr. Post replied that "The donation was used
for the purpose of the CIMIS Weather Station." Mr. Clint Cowden also responded with
'The weather station itself was purchased by the USDA, the irrigation and other
components were purchased with the Motte donation." Community Director Brad
Gleason requested a written policy of capitalization. Mr. Corum reported the Statement
of Cash Flow (Pg. 6) shows the change in net assets and although there was an
increase in account payable, there was less cash out. Mr. Corum reported the
Statement of Functional Expenses (pg. 7) discloses what the Foundation spends money
on; it's a matrix of how funds are spent. The total support services, and total program
services add up for the total year end expenses. Mr. Corum reported on the Schedule
of Expenditures of Federal Awards (pg. 15) that more than $500K was received in
federal awards. Mr. Corum reported the Schedule of Findings and Questioned Costs
(pg. 23) states the type of auditor's report issued: Unqualified. Mr. Corum reported on
the Financial Statement Findings (pg. 24 & 25) and stated the current year deals with
the gol'f membership, an attorney was attained and the opinion was that personal use of
the membership should be reported on the member's W2, but based on the amount
spent on membership the risk is minimal. Mr. Corum reported the other issue deals with
the loss of investments and being out of balance which led to the Foundation accounts
showing more funds than they actually had and commented that this occurred in 2007
and is no longer an issue. Audit Report concluded. Mr. Corum asked for any
questions. Community Director Brad Gleason asked about the Foundations tax returns.
Mr. Corum responded that the tax returns are publically available for anyone to review.
On a motion by Vice President Dr. Don Forth, seconded by Community Director Brad
Gleason, and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors approved the Auditors' Final
Report - December 31, 2008 and 2007.
Dr. Post commented that this Audit Report will be included with the Districts Final Audit
Report and because of the fiscal year, an audit was performed through June 30, 2009
and requested Mr. Corum and VrD to please have the audit report for this period
prepared by the November Board meeting. Community Director Brad Gleason
commented that the bylaws state 90-120 days, "Is this reasonable for the future?"

Dr. Post responded in the affirmative.

7. Special report - Farm of the Future - Dr. Willard Lewallen
Dr. Lewallen thanked the Foundation Board for allowing the Farm of the Future to
present their program and introduced the staff from the Farm:
Mr. Richard Larson, Instructor Farm of the Future
Mr. Clint Cowden, Instructor Farm of the Future
Mr. Ray Rawn, Instructor Farm of the Future
See attached presentation on the Farm of the Future.

8. Announcements
A. WHC Coalinga Athletic Hall of Fame Celebration - October 31, 2009
Dr. Post reminded the Foundation Board and guests of the upcoming Hall of Fame
Celebration.
B. Regular Board meeting November 18, 200910 a.m. District Boardroom
Dr. Post announced he would appreciate any agenda items for this meeting.

9. Member comments and requests
Community Director Bill Pucheu thanked the Farm of the Future for their presentation.
Community Director Brad Gleason commented that he appreciated the Farm for coming
over and explaining what's going on at the Farm. Trustee Director Nina Oxborrow
noted that the information and communication is good.

10. Adjournment
The meeting was adjourned at 12:20 p.m.

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION
9900 Cody St.
Coalinga, CA 93210

NOTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
November 18,2009

This meeting of the Board of Directors of the West Hills Community College Foundation
was held on November 18, 2009, at the West Hills Community College District Office
Board Room.

1. Call to Order
Due to lack of quorum, the meeting was declared an adjourned session by Vice
President Dr. Don Forth at 10:10am. Mr. Len Falter led the Board of Directors and
audience in the flag salute.
Board of Directors Present:
Sharon Gordon, Community Director
Frank Gornick, Ex Officio Director
Len Falter, Chief Financial Officer, West Hills Community College Foundation
Don Forth, Vice President
Edna Ivans, Trustee Director
Sheilah Kreyenhagen, Community Director
Laura Mendes-Moore, Community Director
Nina Oxborrow, Trustee Director
Bill Pucheu, Community Director
Ken Stoppenbrink, Chief Financial Officer, West Hills Community College District
Board of Directors Absent:
Ernest Drewry, President
Brad Gleason, Community Director
Willard Lewallen, Staff Director
Nancy Oliveira, Community Director
Oscar Sablan, Community Director
Marc Scott, Community Director
Ann Stone, Secretary
Don Warkentin, Staff Director
Other Present:
Jim Giordano, Vice President, UBS Financial
Natasha Hunt, Alcalde Ranch
Bonny Collins, Coalinga Recorder
Ana Leon, CDC Site Supervisor, West Hills Community College
Frances Squire, Director of Marketing, West Hills Community College District
Rick Post, Interim Executive Director, West Hills Community College Foundation
Olga Keough, Foundation Accountant
Tina Souza, Foundation Secretary

Introduction of Guests
Jim Giordano, Vice President, UBS Financial
Natasha Hunt, Alcalde Ranch
Bonny Collins, Coalinga Recorder
Jo Hammond
Ana Leon, CDC Site Supervisor, West Hills Community College
Frances Squire, Director of Marketing, West Hills Community College District
Public Comments
Dr. Post congratulated Mrs. Oxborrow on her recent election to the Board of Trustees.

2. Interim Executive Director's Report-Dr. Rick Post
Dr. Post thanked Dr. Forth for chairing the meeting in President Drewry's absence. Dr.
Post commented on a few activities the foundation is currently involved in: Fundraising
for the WHCL nursing program for their pinning ceremony, students will be selling
tickets to a wine tasting & hors d'oeuvres event to be held in February/March, money
from the ticket sales will assist the pinning ceremony at Hanford Civic Auditorium;
Support to WHCC Men's Basketball by putting together a few auction items for Mr.
Arce's BIG Monday event; Scholarship and Ag Program support from H.M. Newhall
Foundation and Natasha Hunt, last year the foundation received $8K, we have applied
again this year, but have not received a final decision from the Foundation, Dr. Post
thanked Ms. Hunt for her support of the Farm of the Future and WHCC. Dr. Post
commented that he is actively meeting with members of the board and referred to Mrs.
Oxborrow. Mrs. Oxborrow noted that this year she has donated $1K and has
challenged the other board members and trustees to do the same. Dr. Post mentioned
that he has met with six members of the board and thus far has received 100% donor
participation which illustrates the Board's support for students and WHCCD and he
thanked those members who had contributed thus far.
A. Chevron awards - Engineering Scholars Program & Science and Math camps
Adam A. Alvidrez, Policy, Government & Public Affairs Representative
Dr. Post introduced Adam Alvidres of Chevron USA and Ana Leon ofWHCC CDC. Dr.
Post noted that Mr. Alvidres was the first person he met when he first came to Coalinga.
Mr. Alvidres thanked Dr. Post, Dr. Gornick and the board for the opportunity to present
this award. Mr. Alvidres stated that Chevron partners with communities in which they
live and work by investing in education area of science and math and they recognize the
importance to give students a support network to finish their education. Mr. Alvidres
commented that Chevron is proud to help and glad to be a part of the support to
students in the WHC Lemoore Engineering Scholars program and to the WHC Coalinga
Child Development Center's Science/Math camps. Mr. Alvidres presented a check in
the amount of $7,500. Mrs. Leon thanked Mr. Alvidres and Chevron and commented
that last year they were able to serve 20 children through donations, this year they will
be able to serve over 100 children for the Avenal Resource Center Science/Math
camps.

3. Chancellor's Report-Dr. Frank Gornick
Dr. Gornick thanked Mr. Alvidres and Chevron for their generous donation. Dr. Gornick
commented on the significant reduction in the spring course schedule, the current state
budget deficit for this fiscal year which is about $21 billion, and classes are bursting at
the seams, hats off to faculty and staff throughout the District because there is really not
much we can do when the state cuts our budget. Dr. Gornick noted the City of Coalinga
has plans to put a "Welcome" sign at Cherry St, where the old dairy has come down,
which will be a nice amenity. Dr. Gornick stated the city council provided an agreement
to receive acreage for an office location on Phelps, which will be the new location for the
District Office. Dr. Gornick commented they are working with the City of Lemoore on an
agreement regarding the multi-use sports complex in which the city will provide
amenities for the pool and sport field. Dr. Gornick noted that WHCL campus has 2
charter schools: Lemoore Charter High School (9-12 grades) and University Charter
School (5-8 grades), both schools have an increased performance average on API
scores. Dr. Gornick added Dr. Lewallen met with the City of San Joaquin to offer
classes and the Westside Institute of Technology is in partnership with local area
business to fund programs to train employees for solar technicians, they are currently
looking for a facility and Mendota is looking at a multi-use complex. Dr. Gornick noted
that the District has made an offer on the last parcel in Firebaugh and the owners
accepted.

4. Campus Reports

A. Dr. Willard Lewallen-WHC Coalinga
B. Don Warkentin- WHC Lemoore
Due to the absence of the college Presidents, no campus reports were given.

5. Investment Committee Report

A. Summary of Investment Portfolio year-to-date-Jim Giordano, Vice President UBS
Financial Services
Jim Giordano of UBS Financial thanked the Board of Directors for the opportunity to
report on the Foundation year-to-date Summary of Investment Portfolio. Mr. Giordano
reported on the Performance Detail (Pg.2) for all four UBS Foundation accounts:
SS07529 Westside Educational is a smaller account with about 2/3 equity and a return
of about 22%; SS07508 Main has approximately $1,400,000.00 in the account with a
return of about 93/4%; SS07509 Foundation Club is a newer account so there are no
yearly numbers to report, the monies are safe in CD's; SS07515 General Endowment
are purely CD's, CD market is recovering and expect the international rate to increase
over the next year. Mr. Giordano noted that in general the November numbers are
increasing nicely. Dr. Post commented that the newer account is the account that was
established for the smaller club accounts to be moved into so those accounts are
protected from any losses in the market.

6. Len Falter CFO, Financial Report
A. Balance Sheet as of June 30, 2009
Mr. Falter reported that a lot of work has gone into the transition from QuickBooks to
Datatel. Mr. Falter introduced Olga Keough and explained her role in the foundation
and that she has brought the foundation up to date and account balances current.
Welcome Olga.
B. Auditors' Preliminary report- Period ending June 30, 2009.
Mr. Falter noted on the summary of auditors' results (Pg.22) that there were no
compliance issues.

7. Action Items
Due to lack of a quorum, the action items listed on the agenda were not considered.
The action items were postponed for consideration until the January 20, 2009 board
meeting.

8. Announcements
A. Regular Board meeting on January 20, 2010
. Dr. Post announced he would appreciate any agenda items for this meeting.
B. West Hills Community College Foundation 14th Annual Golf Tournament
Monday May 10, 2010

8. Member comments and requests
Dr. Post updated the Board on President Ernie Drewry's condition and stated that Ernie
is doing well; he is healing and plans to return in January.
Dr. Post noted that traditionally the foundation pays for the audit. The auditing firm was
hired by his predecessor. The cost of the audit was $9,700 for the eighteen months
ending June 30, 2009. The district has paid the bill and the Foundation will reimburse
the district.
Dr. Post wished the Board a Happy Thanksgiving.

10. Adjournment
The session ended at 10:47am

WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION

9900 Cody St.
Coalinga, CA 93210
AGENDA OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

January 20,2010

This meeting of the Board of Directors of the West Hills Community College Foundation
was held on January 20, 2010, at the West Hills Community College District Office
Board Room.

1. Call to Order
The meeting was called to order by President Ernie Drewry at 10:15a.m. Len Falter led
the Board of Directors and audience in the flag salute.
Board of Directors Present:
Laura Mendes-Moore, Community Director
Don Forth, Vice President
Bill Henry, Trustee Director
Bill Pucheu, Community Director
Ernie Drewry, President
Ken Stoppenbrink, Chief Financial Officer, West Hills Community College District
Steve Cantu, Trustee Director
Len Falter, Chief Financial Officer, West Hills Community College Foundation
Willard Lewallen, Staff Director
Ann Stone, Secretary
Board of Directors Absent:
Don Warkentin, Staff Director
Brad Gleason, Community Director
Sharon Gordon, Community Director
Sheilah Kreyenhagen, Community Director
Marc Scott, Community Director
Nancy Oliveira, Community Director
Oscar Sablan, Community Director
Others Present:
Katie Delano, Prospective Board Member
Larry Corum, Vavrinek, Trine, Day & Co., LLP
Jim Giordano, Vice President, UBS Financial
Ednalvans
Dave Bolt, Vice President, West Hills College Lemoore
Frances Squire, Director of Marketing, West Hills Community College District
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Olga Keough, Foundation Accountant
Monica Santino, Foundation Secretary
Tina Souza, Foundation Secretary
Rick Post, Interim Executive Director, West Hills Community College Foundation
Introduction of Guests
Katie Delano, Prospective Board Member
Larry Corum, Vavrinek, Trine, Day & Co, LLP
Jim Giordano, Vice President, UBS Financial
Public Comments
There are no public comments.
President Ernie Drewry announced that member Ann Stone needed to excuse herself
early and requested a motion to change the order of the agenda items by moving Action
items F and G ahead of the Reports.
On a motion by Community Director Bill Pacheu, seconded by Trustee Nina Oxborrow,
and carried unanimously the Board of Directors approved the motion.

Action Items
F. Consideration of Nina Oxborrow-Community Director nominee
On a motion by Community Director/Secretary Ann Stone, seconded by Community
Director Dr. Don Forth, and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors approved Nina
Oxborrow as a Community Director to the Foundation Board of Directors. This is a three
year term.
G. Consideration of Katie Delano-Community Board member nominee
On a motion by Community Director/Secretary Ann Stone, seconded by Trustee
Director Bill Henry, and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors approved Katie
Delano as a Community Director to the Foundation Board of Directors. This is a three
year term.
The Foundation Board of Directors welcomes Katie Delano as Community Director.
President Ernie Drewry questioned the disclaimer notice on the agenda. Dr. Post
commented that the disclaimer notice will appear on all future agendas due to having
three Board of Trustee members from the West Hills Community College District Board
of Trustees on the Foundation Board. Dr. Post noted the disclaimer notice basically
states that no Board of Trustee matters or business will be discussed or acted upon by
the Trustees present at the meeting of the Foundation Board of Directors.

2. Interim Executive Director's Report-Dr. Rick Post
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A. Recognition of Edna Ivans and Nina Oxborrow
Dr. Post recognized Mrs. Ivans and thanked her for her many years of services to the
Foundation Board. Mrs. Oxborrow was absent from the meeting. Each lady was
presented with a bouquet of roses and an engraved glass art piece.
B. Recognition of Trustee Board members: Steve Cantu and Bill Henry
Dr. Post recognized and welcomed new Trustee Directors Steve Cantu and Bill Henry to
the Foundation Board. Dr. Post commented that he personally met with both gentlemen
and feels they will be a wonderful addition to the Board.
C. President's Scholars Golf Tournament - Donations/Pledges to date
Dr. Post reported the Foundation golf tournament is moving along nicely, the sponsor
letters were mailed in December. A reminder post card was also recently mailed.
Dr. Post noted that the tournament is five months away and already received 75K in
sponsorships pledges and donations.
Dr. Post commented on the next three items and felt it would be appropriate to get a
consensus of the Board as to whether he should proceed with drafting language for
consideration at the next regularly scheduled meeting of the Board.
D. Affiliate membership - proposed Bylaws amendment
E. Removal of Community Directors -proposed Bylaws amendment
F. Request to Continue Service - proposed Board member term renewal form
Dr. Post stated that an affiliate membership will allow a person to attend or be listed
as a member of the board, this person will not have voting privileges, nor be counted for
purposes of establishing a quorum. Mrs. Mendes-Moore asked if an affiliate
membership is used to assist in friend raiSing? Dr. Post commented in the affirmative
and said that affiliate members could also be corporations. Mr. Henry asked if this is a
common procedure? Dr. Post noted that an affiliate membership is common practice.
Dr. Gornick added that an affiliate membership may be a more comfortable place for
community/corporations, and this allows a way to still keep connected. Dr. Post
commented that an affiliate membership would more than likely go to someone who has
been on and is familiar with the Foundation board.
Dr. Post commented on the Removal of Community Directors and that the Board
should have a mechanism to remove board members and felt this would be an
appropriate common practice to have in the By-laws. Dr. Forth stated the By-laws
already had something. Dr. Post noted that the current By-laws discuss removal, but
not the grounds for removal or how to remove. Ernie Drewry indicated that he felt the
Board should have this, there are members of the Board that he has never seen. Bill
Pucheu asked what would be a reason to remove a Board member other than
absence? Dr. Post commented that a conflict of interest, ethnic issues, etc. would be
reasons for removal.
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Dr. Post commented that a Request to Continue Service is basically are-enlistment
document that would allow a sitting director, whose term is about to expire, to express
interest in continuing to serve on the Board.
There was a consensus that Dr. Post proceed with writing language and he stated that t
he will draft the documents for consideration by the Board at the next meeting.

3. Chancellor's Report-Dr. Frank Gornick
Dr. Gornick reported on the significant reduction in course offerings and that the District
is no longer receiving money for growth, but only money to maintain the District's
current status. Dr. Gornick commented that even with the reduction in course offerings
the colleges hit their enrollment target and will generate more FTE's. He is very
pleased. Dr. Gornick noted that from a financial prospective the District is in a good
position to respond to growth in the future. Dr. Gornick reported on the grants
department and that Cathy Barabe is just shy of $100 million and he is very proud of
Cathy's efforts. Dr. Gornick commented on Dr. Post's replacement as Interim Executive
Director of the Foundation and stated that they may do some in-house juggling or open
it up to outside candidates, he will keep the Board updated.

4. Campus ReportsA. Dr. Willard Lewallen-WHC Coalinga
Dr. Lewallen reported on the mobile welding trailer and the fact that they are negotiating
with two companies on adding the WHCCD logo onto the trailer as an in-kind donation.
The new shop building located on the Farm of the Future is underway and they are
looking for additional equipment to furnish it. Dr. Lewallen noted that there are a large
number of students in the International student program, sixteen new students just
arrived and that there are 14 countries represented on campus. Dr. Gornick
commented that the Foundation handles the International Education Exchange
Consortium billing, there are only five colleges in the consortium, WHCCD is the only
college located in California. Dr. Lewallen reported on the almond and pistachio
orchards and how they are a good source of revenue for the farm. Dr. Lewallen
commented that Kirk Quaid (local businessman and an agronomist) is developing a
schedule of production to ensure the crops are being taken care of properly.
B. Don Warkentin- WHC Lemoore
In Don Warkentin's absence, WHC Lemoore Vice President Dave Bolt gave report.
Mr. Bolt reported that the Health and Fitness center is under construction, the weather
is playing havoc, but the architects are on task. Mr. Bolt noted that Cathy Barabe has
received unofficial word on a national science grant, if WHCL is awarded the grant,
100% will go to student scholarships.

4. Investment Committee Report4

A. Analysis of Investment Portfolio year-to-date-Jim Giordano, Vice President UBS
Financial Services
Mr. Giordano reported that we started the year wI $1.66 million and finished the year
positive at $1.66 million. Asset allocation is approximately 20% cash, 23% equity with
the remaining 48% in fixed income. Mr. Giordano noted that this is a conservative
stance on the portfolio and is broken down over the four UBS accounts.
B. Gift Acceptance Policy - draft
Mr. Drewry stated that there will be no motion to adopt, this is only a review and would
like to see an ad hoc committee formed. Dr. Post noted the Board of Trustees for
WHCCD has a one page gift acceptance policy and that the Foundation does not have
such a policy, and felt that a gift acceptance policy would give guidance and sets
policies and procedures to accept gifts. Dr. Post recommended to the Board President
an ad-hoc committee go through document thoroughly. Dr. Lewallen commented that
he would like to see a document or checklist for someone to put forward a gift. Mr.
Henry commented on a gift that didn't go very well. Dr. Post noted that he will draft a
gift acceptance checklist form for personal property and would welcome any ideas.

6. Len Falter CFO, Financial Report
A. Balance sheet and Statement of Activities - July1, 2009 through
December 31 , 2009
Mr. Falter reported on the Statement of Activities change in net assets. Dr. Post
acknowledged Olga's efforts to bring the Foundation current. Mr. Falter commented
that Datatel is now solid and asked that the Board accept the financial statement. There
were no objections.
B. Auditors' Preliminary report as of June 30, 2009 & December 2008 - Larry Corum

VTD
Mr. Corum reported on the June 30,2009 and December 31,2008 preliminary audit
report and noted the reason for the six month audit was to bring the Foundation current
with the 2009 - 2010 fiscal year, also included in this audit is the reflection of sale of the
NDC property. Mr. Corum commented (Pg. 2) the Independent Auditors' Report and felt
the financial statements in the report were accurate and correct. Mr. Corum reported
the Statement of Financial Position (Pg. 4) and noted the change in Accounts
Receivable. Mr. Stoppenbrink asked if the receivables have always been there? Larry
and Rick both replied that lEE (International Education Exchange) and the WHCCF golf
tournament were both contributors. Mr. Corum reported the Statement of Activities (Pg.
5) shows an increase in net assets. Mr. Corum reported the Statements of Cash Flows
(Pg. 6) shows an increase in AIR which is generally a good thing, but noted that when
AIR increases the cash goes down. Mr. Corum reported the Statements of Functional
Expenses (Pg. 7) is a matrix of the seven categories that the Foundation spends money
on and noted that items of salary are donated 'from the District expenselrevenue to
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Foundation. Mr. Corum reported on the Notes to Financial Statements (Pg. 12) Note 8
and commented that the sale of the Firebaugh property occurred at the beginning of the
2009-2010 fiscal year and will make a big impact next year. Mr. Corum reported on the
Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards. Mr. Corum reported on the Schedule of
Findings and Questioned Costs (Pg. 22) and noted the type of auditors' reports issued
as "unqualified" with no material weakness and no issues of non-compliance. This
concluded his report.

7. Action Items
A. Approval of Minutes
(1) Special Board meeting of October 14, 2009
On a motion by Community Director Bill Pucheu, seconded by Community Director Dr.
Don Forth, and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors approved the Minutes of the
Special Board meeting of October 14, 2009.
B. Acknowledgement of adjourned Board meeting notes: November 18, 2009
On a motion by Community Director Dr. Don Forth, seconded by Community Director
Bill Henry, and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors acknowledged the Notes of
the adjourned Board meeting November 18,2009. No actions were taken at this
meeting.
C. Consideration of Receipt of Sale of sixteen calves- Farm of the Future
On a motion by Community Director Bill Henry, seconded by Community Director Bill
Pucheu, and carried unanimously, the Sale of sixteen calves belonging to the Farm of
the Future was approved.
D. Consideration of Auditors Preliminary report as of June 30, 2009 and
December 2008
On a motion by Vice President Dr. Don Forth, seconded by Community Director Steve
Cantu, and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors approved the Auditors' Final
Report - for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2009 and December 2009.

E. Consideration of Gift Acceptance Policy-draft
Dr. Post commented that this review of the policy is a first reading. The Board will be
asked to review the policy between now and the next regularly scheduled meeting and
take action on the proposed policy at that time.
F. Consideration of Nina Oxborrow- Community Director member nominee
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On a proper motion, the order of this item on the agenda was changed and the item was
considered and approved earlier in the agenda.
G. Consideration of Katie Delano-Community Board member nominee
On a proper motion, the order of this item on the agenda was changed and the item was
considered and approved earlier in the agenda.
H. Consideration of transfer of 2005 Bulldozer CAT D4C to WHCCD
I. Consideration of transfer of Fire truck to WHCCD
J. Consideration of transfer of Almond- Pistachio trees to WHCCD
K. Consideration of deletion of livestock from list of WHCCF assets
Dr. Post commented there were issues raised previously by members of the Board as to
why the Foundation was carrying certain assets on its books that were rightfully District
assets, such as the almond and pistachio trees and after thoroughly researching this
matter it was determined that there was no need to continue this practice. Dr. Post felt
that transferring the assets to the District by formal action of the Board was a cleaner
way to handle assets that were originally'donated to the District. After all, the
Foundation merely served as a conduit to receive each donation on behalf of the
District. Mr. Stoppenbrink asked with respect to the trees, does this mean the revenue
goes to the District? Dr. Post responded with "No, the intent of the gift was that revenue
would go to the Farm of the Future program." Dr. Gornick commented that there has
always been an issue on who owns trees, the agreement between the Farm of the
Future and the District was that income would come into the Foundation to offset the
expenses to maintain, the issue has been how we accounted for it. Mrs. Ivans (in a
Public comment) noted that this is similar to Basketball Fundraiser -the monies come
into the Foundation and gets deposited into their account and it should be the same with
the trees -all monies come to the Foundation.
On a motion by Community Director Steve Cantu, seconded by Vice President Dr. Don
Forth, and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors approved the transfer of all right,
title and interest to the District of the 2005 Caterpillar Dozer, Model D4C, Product
Identification Number 6BS00586, the GMC-Van Pelt Fire truck, Serial Number
63450Y1072 and all almond-pistachio trees located on Farm ofthe Future land and the
removal of the livestock associated with the Farm of the Future and WHCC Rodeo
program from the list of Foundation assets.
Dr. Post thanked the Board of Directors for approving these action items.

8. Announcements
A. Regular Board meeting on March 17,2010 @ 10:00 a.m.
WHC Lemoore Conference Center, Room 253
Dr. Post announced the next Board meeting will be on March 17th at WHCL Conference
Center and being this is Saint Patrick's day, the WHCL culinary arts department will be
serving refreshments.
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B. West Hills Community College Foundation 14th Annual Golf Tournament
Monday, May 10, 2010

9. Member comments and requests
Mr. Pucheu thanked Rick for all his hard work and patience.

10. Adjournment
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 12:10P.
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUNDA"nON
9900 Cody St.
Coalinga, CA 93210

MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
March 17,2010

This meeting of the Board of Directors of the West Hills Community College Foundation
was held on March 17,2010, at the West Hills Community College Lemoore
Conference Room.

1. Call to Order
The meeting was called to order by President Ernie Drewry at 10:20a.m. Katie
Delano led the Board of Directors and audience in the flag salute.
Board of Directors Present:
Willard Lewallen, Staff Director
Don Forth, Vice President
Bill Pucheu, Community Director
Nina Oxborrow, Community Director
Len Falter, Chief Financial Officer, West Hills Community College Foundation
Ernie Drewry, President
Sharon Gordon, Community Director
Ann Stone, Secretary
Don Warkentin, Staff Director
Sheilah Kreyenhagen, Community Director
Laura Mendes-Moore, Community Director
Brad Gleason, Community Director
Bill Henry, Trustee Director
Steve Cantu, Trustee Director
Katie Delano, Community Director
Board of Directors Absent:
Oscar Sablan, Community Director
Marc Scott, Community Director
Ken Stoppenbrink, Chief Financial Officer, West Hills Community College District
Others Present:
Jim Giordano, Vice President, UBS Financial
Ednalvans
Frances Squire, Director of Marketing, West Hills Community College District
Rick Post, Interim Executive Director, West Hills Community College Foundation
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Olga Keough, Foundation Accountant
Monica Santino, Foundation Secretary
Tina Souza, Foundation Secretary
Introduction of Guests:
Ednalvans
Jim Giordano, Vice President, UBS Financial
Frances Squire, Director of Marketing, West Hills Community College District
Public Comments
There are no public comments at this time.

2. Interim Executive Director's Report-Dr. Rick Post

A. President's Scholars Golf Tournament - Donations/Pledges to date
Dr. Post reported the Foundation golf tournament is moving along nicely and Com cast
will be donating echo bags that will be given to each player. Dr. Post thanked Len /
Comcast for their generous donation. Dr. Post noted that the tournament is less than 2
months away and already received over 80K in sponsors.
B. Rationale for new proposed policies and procedures
Dr. Post commented that the proposed Bylaw amendments were suggestions, not
mandated. Dr. Post noted there is a new appendix A in the board packet, which is a
check list for permanent and non-real property, the district policy will be adopted where
employees are concerned.
C. State of the Foundation
Dr. Post reported that the Foundation is now complaint with the Bylaws. Dr. Post stated
the 8% administration fee has been discontinued on smaller accounts and that a
number of assets were transferred to the district. Dr. Post noted that while he has been
Interim Executive Director he has successfully recruited 4 new Foundation board
members, the Foundation has sponsored a toad at Coalinga's Horned Toad Derby, the
Foundation has also participated in a number of campus support activities, as well as
community events. Dr. Post commented that he f~lt it important to be visible in the
community and that the Foundation is now on a positive track.

3. Chancellor's Report-Dr. Frank Gornick
Due to the absence of Dr. Gornick, there was no report given

4. Campus Reports2

A. Dr. Willard Lewallen-WHC Coalinga
Dr. Lewallen presented the most recent edition of the President's Pen. Dr. Lewallen
noted last week the Citizen Oversight Committee met regarding Measure Q for NDC,
the committee will meet quarterly, and last night the Citizen Oversight Committee met
regarding Measure C for Coalinga, the committee was able to tour the dorms and
wellness center. Dr. Lewallen commented that the construction on the Well ness Center
is 65-70% complete. Dr. Lewallen noted that tomorrow at noon a survey will be
conducted on campus staff to gain input on the College's mission, vision and goals.
B. Don Warkentin- WHC Lemoore
Mr. Warkentin presented the most recent edition of the Screamin' Eagle. Mr. Warkentin
commented on campus highlights stating that February was Black History Month and
played host to Gumbo & Gospel night where local church organizations and choir
groups performed and was a very successful event. Mr. Warkentin noted the campus
also hosted Wine & Wellness in which proceeds went to support the WHCL nursing and
culinary program. Mr. Warkentin added the first class of nursing students will be
graduating this fall. Mr. Warkentin commented on the WHCL building project and the
construction process on the "Eagle Arena" is 20% complete. Mr. Warkentin noted that
in Lemoore and District wide grants will be ending, they are reviewing the budget and
working hard to maintain staff and faculty.

5. Investment Committee Report
A. Analysis of Investment Portfolio year-to-date-Jim Giordano, Vice President UBS
Financial Services
Mr. Giordano reported that the market has increased in February and accounts are
relatively conservative. Asset allocation is about 62% fixed income, 25% equity with the
remaining 12% in cash. Mr. Giordano noted the cash is down about 8% from last
month, cash is safe, just not earning much at this time.

6. Len Falter CFO, Financial Report
A. Balance sheet and Statement of Activities - January 31,2010
Mr. Falter reported on the Statement of Activities change in net assets due to the
transfer of fixed assets to the District. Mr. Falter reported on the Balance Sheet
unrestricted net assets is at 1.6M, temporarily restricted net assets is at 350K, and
permanently restricted net assets is at 144K. Dr. Post noted that any scholarship below
the endowment target is not able to pay scholarship, anything above 25K is paying
scholarships. Mr. Warkentin asked, why are we not paying Bill Hooper Scholarship. Dr.
Post replied, "this endowment is actually 30K and it has not reached target. "
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7. Action Items
A. Approval of Minutes
(1) Regular meeting: January 20, 2010
On a motion by Community Director Bill Pucheu, seconded by Vice President,
Community Director Dr. Don Forth, and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors
approved the Minutes of the Regular Board meeting January 20, 2010.
B. Consideration of Gift Acceptance Policy WHCCF 3820
On a motion by Community Director Steve Cantu, seconded by Community Director
Sheilah Kreyenhagen, and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors approved the
Gift Acceptance Policy WHCCF 3820.
Dr. Post explained that he used the same policy # as the District for reference purposes.
Dr. Post noted to delete the very last line on Page 3. Laura Mendes-Moore commented
on Document to Obtain under Insurance Policy (Pg. 14) should be West Hills
Community College Foundation. Dr. Post noted a major change in Appendix A (Pg. 8)
should have checklist for non-real personal property, this is not mandated, just felt
important. Mr.Pucheu asked with respect to the proposed policies, is everything we are
doing going to the governing board for approval? Dr. Post replied with, "Any document
made by the Foundation, the governing board has the right to review." Mr.Gleason
commented this is a good thing to have in place.
On a motion by Community Director Steve Cantu, seconded by Community Director
Sheilah Kreyenhagen, and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors moved to
amend the motion to accept as policy is corrected.
C. Consideration of IRS Form 990 Review Policy WHCCF 990
On a motion by Community Director Bill Pucheu, seconded by Community Director Len
Falter, and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors approved the IRS Form 990
Review Policy WHCCF 990.
D. Consideration of Conflict of Interest Policy WHCCF 2710
On a motion by Community Director Steve Cantu, seconded by Community Director,
Vice President Don Forth and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors approved the
Conflict of Interest Policy WHCCF 2710.
Ms. Mendes-Moore questioned, the conflict of interest policy has procedure in it, why is
there a separate procedure part. Dr. Lewallen commented it's really a statement of
policy. Dr. Post agreed requested to amend motion to change item number to 3, and
change from procedure to compliance.
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On a motion by Community Director Steve Cantu, seconded by Community Director
Laura Mendes-Moore, and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors moved to
amend the motion to accept as policy is corrected.

E. Consideration of Conflict of Interest Procedure WHCCF 2710
On a motion by Community Director Steve Cantu, seconded by Community Director
Laura Mendes-Moore and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors approved the
Conflict of Interest Procedure WHCCF 2710.
F. Consideration of Document Retention Policy WHCCF 3310
On a motion by Community Director Sheilah Kreyenhagen, seconded by Staff Director
Don Warkentin and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors approved the
Document Retention Policy WHCCF 3310.
G. Consideration of Whistle blower Policy WHCCF 3517
On a motion by Staff Director Don Warkentin, seconded by Community Director Sheilah
Kreyenhagen and carried unanimously. the Board of Directors approved the
Whistleblower Policy WHCCF 3517.
H. Consideration of Executive Compensation Policy WHCCF 7130
On a motion by Community Director Bill Pucheu, seconded by Community Director,
Vice President Don Forth and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors approved the
Executive Compensation Policy WHCCF 7130.

I. Consideration of Compensation of Officers, Directors and Key
Employees Policy WHCCF 7130A
On a motion by Community Director Katie Delano, seconded by Community Director
Steve Cantu and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors approved the
Compensation of Officers, Directors and Key Employees Policy WHCCF 7130A.

J. Accountable Reimbursement Expense Plan WHCCF 6317
On a motion by Staff Director Willard Lewallen, seconded by Community Director Bill
Pucheu and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors approved the Accountable
Reimbursement Expense Plan WHCCF 6317.

K. Consideration of Request to Continue Service memo
On a motion by Community Director Katie Delano, seconded by Community Director,
Vice President Don Forth and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors approved the
Request to Continue Services memo.
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Mr. Gleason commented that this is a reasonable policy on what's expected, nice to
have something to follow.

L. Consideration of proposed amendments to Bylaws
(1) Art. 3 Section 3.3 (f) Affiliate Directors
On a motion by Community Director Bill Pucheu, seconded by Community Director,
Vice President Don Forth and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors approved Art.
3 Section 3.3 (f) Affiliate Directors
(2) Art. 3 Section 3.6 Removal (of Director)
On a motion by Community Director Brad Gleason, seconded by Community Director
Bill Pucheu and carried unanimously, the Board of Directors approved Art. 3 Section 3.6
Removal (of Director)

8. Announcements
A. West Hills Community College Foundation 14th Annual Golf Tournament
Monday, May 10, 2010 @ 10:00 a.m. Kings Country Club, Hanford
Mr. Pucheu asked, if we don't golf can we buy a ticket to the dinner. Dr. Post replied
with, "Yes, to anyone who is interested in attending the dinner after the tournament.
B. Regular Board meeting May 19, 2010 @ 10:00 a.m.
West Hills Community College District Office - Boardroom

9. Member comments and requests
Mr. Gleason expressed his gratitude to Dr. Post on all the accomplishments he has
made with the Foundation, very impressed and thanked Dr. Post for a job well done.
Mr. Warkentin commented that Dr. Post had a vision to help the college and district
when he first began, we will miss you. Dr. Lewallen noted that when Dr. Post first came
to the Foundation, there were bridges collapsed, Dr. Post has successfully rebuilt that
trust across the campus level, you will be missed.

10. Adjournment
The meeting was adjourned at 12:10pm.
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WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION
9900 Cody St.
Coalinga, CA 93210

MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
July 12, 2010

This meeting of the Board of Directors of the West Hills Community College Foundation was
held on July 12, 2010, via telephone conference at West Hills Community College Lemoore in
President Don Warkentin's office and at the West Hills Community College District Board Room
with board members calling in from other locations as well.

1. Call to Order
The meeting was called to order by Director Bill Pucheu at 10:XX a.m.
Board of Directors Present:
Sharon Gordon, Community Director
Katie Delano, Community Director
Bill Pucheu, Community Director
Len Falter, Chief Financial Officer, West Hills Community College Foundation
Don Warkentin, Staff Director
Ann Stone, Secretary
Nina Oxborrow, Community Director
Ted Frame, Community
Dr. Frank Gornick
Dr. Willard Lewallen, Staff Director
Marc Scott, Community Director
Ken Stoppenbrink, Chief Financial Officer, West Hills Community College
Board of Directors Absent:
Ernest Drewry, President
Don Forth, Vice President
Steve Cantu, Trustee Director
Brad Gleason, Community Director
Bill Henry, Community Director
Laura Mendes-Moore, Community Director
Oscar Sablan, Community Director

Others Present:
Frances Squire, Foundation Executive Director
Olga Keough, Foundation Accountant
Monica Santino, Foundation Secretary
Public Comments:
none
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2. Executive Director's Report-Frances Squire
A. Update on UBS Finance Report
Ms. Squire noted that the Foundation moved $700,000.00 from Union bank to UBS
Financial two weeks ago. Mrs. Squire stated that after the transfer the disbursement will be
the same as usual. Ms. Squire stated she would like to bring Jim Giordano, UBS Financial
advisor, into our next board meeting to discuss account charges and disbursements.

3. Action Items
•

Consideration to approve the West Hills Community College Foundation Operating
Budget for the 2010-2011 year.

Ms. Squire noted that the beginning balance is estimated at $400,000.00. Mrs. Squire
commented that at our Investment Committee meeting on Friday, July 9, Nina Oxborrow
had questions regarding bank charges, community support, allocations for the chancellor and
presidents and the revenue from the Medi-Cal Administrative Activities 8% fee.
The bank fees are on five different accounts including quarterly fees on the UBS Investment
accounts.
Community support is used throughout the district for events and activities supporting the
colleges on an as requested basis. Mr. Pucheu stated we should use the community support
money in the best way that supports the Foundation and the needs of the colleges.
Mr. Warkentin stated that the president's money is used for events like the open house at
the Lemoore campus. Dr Lewallen also stated the same use for the money.

Mrs. Squire commented that the Medi-Cal amount is based on last year's amount.
On a motion by Community Director Marc Scott, seconded by Community Director Ted Frame,
and carried on the following roll call vote, the Board of Directors approved the Operating Budget
for 2010-2011 year.
Nina Oxborrow
Ted Frame
Katie Delano
Ken Stoppenbrink
Bill Pucheu
Ann Stone
Sharon Gordon
Willard Lewallen
Don Warkentin
Len Falter
Marc Scott

-I
-I
-I
-I
-I
-I
-I
-I
-I
-I
-I
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•

Consideration to remove Executive Barbara Caganich and Interim Executive Director
Dr. Rick Post as signatory on the Union Bank account.

On a motion by Community Director Katie Delano, seconded by Staff Director Willard Lewallen,
and carried on the following roll call vote, the Board of Directors approved the removal of former
Foundation Executive Barbara Caganich and former Interim Executive Director Dr. Rick Post
from the Union Bank signatory.
Nina Oxborrow
Ted Frame
Katie Delano
Ken Stoppenbrink
Bill Pucheu
Ann Stone
Sharon Gordon
Willard Lewallen
Don Warkentin
Len Falter
Marc Scott
•

-I
-I
-I
-I
-I
-I
-I
-I
-I
-I
-I

Consideration to add Executive Director Frances Squire as signatory on the West
Hills Community College Foundation Union Bank account.

On a motion by Staff Director Ken Stoppenbrink, seconded by Community Director Marc Scott,
and carried on the following roll call vote, the Board of Directors approved to add Executive
Director Frances Squire as a signatory on the West Hills Community College Foundation Union
Bank account.
Nina Oxborrow
Ted Frame
Katie Delano
Ken Stoppenbrink
Bill Pucheu
Ann Stone
Sharon Gordon
Willard Lewallen
Don Warkentin
Len Falter
Marc Scott

-I
-I
-I
-I
-I
-I
-I
-I
-I
-I
-I

Mr. Ted Frame commented that he would like to thank Executive Director Frances Squire for all
her hard work.

10. Adjournment
The meeting was adjourned at 10:27am.
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Ruble. Joel
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Barabe, Cathy
Thursday, November 18, 2010 11:47 AM
Ruble, Joel
CalWORKs Audit/Passes with flying colors

From: 8arabe, Cathy

Sent: Wednesday, October 27, 20109:32 AM
To: Dorsey-Robinson, Sylvia; Reynolds, David J.
Cc: Stearns, Jill R.; Lopez, Jose P.; Warkentin, Don; Lewallen, Willard; Santillan, Laura A.
Subject: CalWORKs Audit/Passes with flying colors
Hello Everyone
The district had a CalWORKs audit yesterday and passed file review with no audit exceptions! This is always
excellent news because file review documents that staff are doing their jobs well. Please thank your CalWORKs
staff for their good work!

Cathy Barabe
Director of Grants
West Hills Community College District
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga CA 93210
559934-2147
Fax: 559 934-2818
cathybarabe@whccd.edu

West Hills College Lemoore
President's Executive Cabinet
July 29, 2009 - 8:30 a.m.
Conference Rm. 124
AGENDA
1.

MAA participation

2.

MAA expenditures

3. Low enrollment classes for fall
4. Increase class size for English/Communication classes
5. Other
Next Mtg.: August 11 at 2:00 p.m.

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
Presidents Executive Cabinet
Agenda
Tuesday August 11,2009
2:00pm

1.0

Enrollment/Low Enrolled Classes

Dave

2.0

FT/PT Faculty Staffing

Dave, Deans

3.0

Flex/Duty Day/ Learning Area Meetings

Dave/Susan/ Deans

4.0

Web Enhanced/ Hybrid Clarification

Susan/ Dave/ Don

4.0

Rebecca Brownlee Reduced Load

Don/Dave

5.0

Marty Ennes CTA Grant

Dave/Don

6.0

Furlough Update

Don

7.0

Welcome Week Update

Sylvia

8.0

Accreditation Progress

Dave, et.al.

9.0

Accreditation Team Site

Sylvia

10.0

Counselor Evening Coverage

Jose

11.0

USDA Grant

Dave

12.0

Athletic Update

Bob

13.0

Melinda's Duties and Replacement

Don, Jose, Sylvia

14.0

Retirement Party(s)

Don, et.al.

15.0

Budget Update

Don

16.0

Other

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
Presidents Executive Cabinet
Thursday, August 13, 2009, 10:00 a.m.
Agenda

1.0

Welcome Week Update

Sylvia

2.0

Fall Schedule

Dave/Marlon

3.0

Accreditation Progress

Dave, et.al.

4.0

Accreditation Team Site

Sylvia

5.0

Melinda's Duties and Replacement

Don, Jose, Sylvia

6.0

Budget Update

Don

7.0

Other

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
Presidents Executive Cabinet
Thursday, August 27, 2009, 2:00 p.m.
Agenda

1.0

Portal Site Options

2.0 Budget Cutoffs

/Update

Tom Robb
Dave/Marlon

3·0 Furlough Days

Don

4·0 Accreditation Progress

Dave, et.al.

5·0

Melinda's Duties and Replacement

6.0 Health Services Program Planning
7·0

Retirement Luncheon
• Student Workers
• RSVP's

Don, Jose, Sylvia, Bob
Don
Don

8.0 Groundbreaking

Don

9·0 Reorganization

Don

10.0 Strategic Planning Retreat

Don

11.0 Other

President's Executive Cabinet
September 10, 2009 2:00 p.m.
Canf. Rm. 124
AGENDA

1.

Accreditation Progress

Don Warkentin
Dave Bolt, et al

2.

Program Review Progress

Stephanie A.-Alston

3. SLO Portal Team Site

Ron Oxford

4. Budget Training

Don Warkentin

5. Other

Next Mtg. - September 24,

2009

at 2:00 p.m.

President's Executive Cabinet
September 24, 2009 2:00 p.m.
Conf. Rm. 124
AGENDA
1.

Spring 2010 FTES projection tool

Pedro Avila

2.

WHCL program review team site

Pedro Avila

3. Classified Seniority List

Jana Cox

4. Announcements:
• Budget Training with Guru J orgens
October 12 at 1:30 at 3:30 p.m. (Rm.
• Next PEC Mtg. - October 8 at 2:00 p.m.
• Health Fair - October 22, 2009
5. Other

278)

President's Executive Cabinet
December 10, 2009
2:00 p.m. - Conf. Rm. 124
AGENDA

1.

Budget Update

Don

2.

Spring Schedule

Dave, et al

3·

Winter Vacations

Don

12/21/2009-1/1/2010

4· Evening Coverage for Spring

Don

5· Standard III

Sylvia

6. Other

Next Meeting: January 13, 2010

President's Executive Cabinet
October 13, 2009 2:00 p.m.
Conf. Rm. 124
AGENDA
1.

Accreditation Progress

Don Warkentin , et al

2.

Program Review Process Flowchart

Don Warkentin

3. Spring Schedule

Dave Bolt

4. Standard IV

Jose Lopez

5. Other

• Next Mtg. - October 22, 2009 at 2:00 p.m.
• Crab Feed Tickets - November 7, 2009

President's Executive Cabinet
October 22, 2009 3:30 p.m.
Conf. Rm. 124
. AGENDA
1.

Building A Learning Organization

2.

Other

Dr. Marlon Hall

President's Executive Cabinet
November 9, 2009
1:30 p.m. - Conf. Rm. 124
AGENDA
1.

Program Review Overall Progress

2. Course level SLO Progress

Dave Bolt
Pedro Avila
David Babb

a. Identification of SLOs
b. Assessment tool
c. Assessments
d. Improvements

3· Program Level SLO Progress
a. Identification of SLOs
b. Assessment tool

Ron Oxford
David Babb
Pedro Avila

c. Assessments
d. Improvements

4· Institutional Level SLOs
a. Identification
b. Assessment tools

Dave Bolt
David Babb
Ron Oxford

c. Assessments
d. Improvements

5· Next Steps

All

6. Standard I Accreditation Review

Bob Clement, co-chairs

7· Other

President's Executive Cabinet/Budget Meetimg
May 18, 2009

Present: Cathy Barabe, Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Dave Bolt, Jose Lopez, Don
Warkentin, Bob Clement, Charles Freeman, James Preston

The purpose of this meeting was to continue budget district Mr. Warkentin commented
that the election is May 19. A letter was sent from Dr. Gornick and if the propositions do
not pass we may have further cuts. The governor is proposing 50% cuts on categorical
monies. Dr. Gornick has talked about decreasing the reserve from 5% to 3% if
necessary. WE wil need to use MAA dollars to keep programs going. A budget needs to
be identified for MAA.
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson held a Xtreme Registration meeting and there was discussion
about reducing this event to be held once per year and possibly from 6:00 p.m. - 9:00
p.m. only.
Mr. Warkentin asked for those who manage a MAA account to put together a list of
events held which were funded by MAA and prioritize which events would be most
important to keep.
Charles Freeman recommended that there be some MAA training.

West Hills College Lemoore
President's Executive Cabinet
July 29, 2009 - 8:30 a.m.
Conference Rm. 124
MINUfES
Present: Don Warkentin, Dave Bolt, Jose Lopez, Marlon Hall, Bob Clement, Sylvia
Dorsey-Robinson

Mr. Warkentin reviewed the budget report from the chancellor. He stated if there was
not any movement by August 25, the next board meeting, then it is possible that the
board would impose their will and place the district in a state of emergency. Faculty are
being asked to consider teaching an extra class without pay to save on adjunct faculty
costs. The estimation for one part time class is $3,500 per class.
No summer school for summer 2010 is also being considered as a savings. 700 FTE will
moved forward for this year. Enrollment is up 10% for fall. This current budget crisis is
estimated as a three year concern. Ideas for further savings will be discussed at the
August 28 retreat.
MAA participation
MAA participation was discussed and Mr. Warkentin stated that we have less people
doing Code 4. We cannot force staff to participate, however; staff needs to understand
that no participation will equate to no budget for travel, etc. Staff needs to understand
the benefit of MAA participation which will lend to continued activities. The dollars
earned go back to the areas of participation. MAA week occurs only three times per year
for one week. It's a service we should be providing to students anyway. Several staff
members have been trained as a certified advisor. Discussion ensued as to whether or
not staff realized the events that MAA dollars have sponsored. It takes 1-1 112 years to be
reimbursed.
1.

MAA expenditures
Late last spring it was decided to not hold Extreme Registration this fall 2009 in order to
save approximately $10,000. Jose Lopez stated that he would not be buying any outreach
supplies. It was discussed as to whether we would continue dinners for events, (i.e.
veteran's lunch, counselor's lunch). Mr. Warkentin will approve ten (10) ladies to attend
the Fresno Women's Conference. Marketing expenditures will be cut back. Sylvia
Dorsey-Robinson commented that she believes it necessary to maintain our relationship
vvith the Lemoore Chamber of Commerce for their events. Bob Clement will also cut
expenditures on athletic hats and shirts. The consensus was positive to have a staff
Christmas party. Donations currently made for 2008-2009 will be maintained, as well
expenditures for food for staff events. There will not be a bond Grizzlie's celebration this
year. The monies spent for the Grizzlies will be cut in half and other events will be
coordinated (i.e. Fresno State football, women's conference). A furniture expense will be
incurred this year for an athletic office.
2.

President's Executive Cabinet
July 29,2009
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3. Low enrollment classes for fall
Mr. Warkentin stated that another way to save is to cut out low enrolled classes. Dave
Bolt presented a report showing class enrollments and review was made with discussion
ensumg.
4. Increase class size for English/communication classes
Dr. Hall stated that best practice states 25 students per class. We are at 30 students for
speech and English. The contract reflects nothing about an increase to 40. Dave would
like to raise the maximum to 35 and 40 later if needed. Six sections equal 30 students.
Dave will raise the English classes and notify the counselors.
5.
Other
Bob Clement announced that there would be an athletic orientation on August

20.

Jose Lopez announced that there is a · Battle of the Bands planned on August 20
beginning at 5:00 p.m. The radio station, 104.1, will run ads, approximately 40 per day.
First prize will be free air time. SGA has hired a caterer from Fresno.

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
Presidents Executive Cabinet
Thursday, August 13,2009, 10:00 a.m.
Chair: Don Warkentin

Recorder: Glenda Oliver-Smith
Minutes

Members Present: Don Warkentin, President - Jose Lopez, Dean of Students,
Dave Bolt - Vice President of Educational Services - Bob Clement, Athletic Director
- Stephanie Atkinson-Alston, Dean of Educational Services - Susan Whitener,
Dean of Learning Resources - Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Associate Dean of
Categorical Programs - Marlon Hall, Associate Dean of Educational
Services/Evening College
1.0
Welcome Week Update
Sylvia made a review of the events of the upcoming welcome week. Activities will be
held Tuesday through Thursday.
2.0
Fall Schedule
Class enrollments for fall were reviewed and discussed.

3.0 Accreditation Progress
Dave Bolt reported that the accreditation process is progressing.
4.0 Accreditation Team Site
Sylvia gave a review of the Standard 4 team site through the portal. She is the first to
use this process. A request goes in through the web system. Tanner will set up the team
site and Tom Robb provides the training. Sylvia reviewed the team site to show report
development and how to track the progress thereof. This will be up and running by
Spring 2011 and the process itself becomes a huge form of dialog. Sylvia posted a
discussion to her team showing how discussion of the document can occur.
As
standards are written the evidence can be listed by standard through the portal team
site. Evidence can be monitored by the standard committees and what is needed will be
revealed. It can be set up to view so the accrediting team can see the dialog that has
transpired. Also created can be the responses to the previous accreditation as an
accessible file through the portal. Susan whitener reported that she has a meeting in
two weeks with portal governance.
5.0 Melinda's Duties and Replacement
Mr. Warkentin will have a recommendation next week about what will transpire with
the office manager position. He has been asked to coordinate duties as possible.

6.0 Budget Update
Mr. Warkentin stated that next year the discussion is to have no furloughs although
layoffs may be needed. $600,000 will need to be cut this year district-wide. This will
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mean a $330,000 cut to Lemoore. Faculty did not agree to a four day teaching schedule.
Looking at the fall schedule we have second nine week classes low enrolled. Some we
will need to maintain for those students pursuing engineering scholars, classes like
Math 2A & IE. We may need to figure out an independent study course. We need to
keep basic skills, transfer classes, any kind of fluff classes will have to go. We built a
schedule that centers on these classes. We will have to cut classes out of the spring
schedule. This will affect the full-time and adjunct faculty. Fulltime will have to pick up
part-time classes. Dr. Gornick said if necessary there will be layoffs across the board
district-wide. The state has reduced our ITE target down to 4985 and we won't get
growth dollars on ITE. Before the end of the fall we will know about further reductions.
Carole Goldsmith will take over Darlene's functions at the district office. The district
office will be reorganized. Mr. Warkentin would like a MWF schedule.
Mr. Warkentin reviewed the rules for furloughs as he is aware to date. Classified will be
taking one day per month per full-time employee. It is up to each supervisor to
coordinate and schedule classified furlough days, make sure offices are covered, leave
form must be completed. We are trying to find three days in December to close the
campus. We will close for Easter and Christmas weeks and use furlough days. We are
not sure about summer school next year; a decision will not be made until after census
week.
Furlough days have to be taken during a teaching work day. This will mean 10 days for
most and they will need to coordinate with their administrator and the day they decide
they will need to give their class an out of class assignment. It has to be a day that they
are teaching class. There is not going to be a duty and flex day in January which will put
those at ten days per year down to eight furlough days.
This is a time that allows us to evaluate what we are doing and how we are doing it. This
lends to how we can more efficiently use the technology that we have at our disposal.
After census week we will know more about summer school, on-line courses, etc.
Will there be some parameters of flexibility from WASC? Mr. Warkentin does not see
this although he believes as long as there is a plan in place with wholeness comes back
around. The state is talking about suspending the 75/25 rule and the 50% law. Even
though gender equity is not a concern now all needed is a plan to get it back in place.
Ken Stoppenbrink has stated that if CTA agrees we will be able to make a 5% reserve for
this year. We need to reduce this year to have an ending balance to roll over for next
year including not replacing positions.
Mr. Warkentin reviewed the productivity report prepared by Pedro Avila. He thanked
all for the hard work due to the productivity report. This is based upon the enrollment
that was in the schedule this past Monday and is only a snap shot in time.
7.0 Other
Mr. Warkentin stated that Dr. Gornick has asked why the placement test cannot be
completely on-line. He suggested checking on this immediately.

WEST HILLS COLLEGE LEMOORE
Presidents Executive Cabinet
Thursday, August 27, 2009, 2:00 p.m.
MINUTES

Present:
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services
Marlon Hall, Associate Dean of Educational Services/Evening College
Bob Clement, Athletic Director/Health and Wellness
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Associate Dean of Categorical Programs
Jose Lopez, Dean of Student Services
Stephanie Atkinson-Alston, Dean of Educational Services
Don Warkentin, President
1.0
Portal Site Options
Tom Robb, educational technology specialist, was in attendance and gave a brief
overview of the portal site options. In order to make a request one can go through the
portal or e-mail the dean of distance learning. Discussion transpired regarding the
positive potential of a team portal site for athletics. This is an opportunity to get the
forms/packet that athletes need to be accessible through the portal.

Budget Cutoffs/Update
Mr. Warkentin reported that Vice Chancellor Stoppenbrink had attended a budget
workshop in Sacramento. Things are not good and the federal stimulus dollars are not
going to be what is projected. The categorical memo came out to alert us as to the
dollars the state will provide. There will not be as much categorical monies as projected.
There will be January deductions (revise) and possible layoff notices across the board.
We have many staff on grants and we generate more money than we spend on this
campus. We are most usually in excess of revenue. Jana Cox, HR Director, is doing a
report on Lemoore FT faculty based on the FfE the district generates. If we are in
excess then we may need to look at this. We have hired no general fund faculty. Next
year we may freeze salaries where they are now. Yesterday afternoon after the board
meeting a meeting was held to talk about furloughs.
2.0

3.0 Furlough Days
Mr. Warkentin would like administrators to submit their requested furlough days on the
time off request forms and send them to Glenda for his approval. He stated that an
agreement with CSEA had been reached to close after finals prior to Christmas break.
We are normally closed between Christmas and New Year's. We can use furlough or
vacation days there. Furlough days need to be used as they will not be paid to you.
CSEA is also looking at Veteran's day as a furlough day. There has been no more
discussion about closing for summer. CSEA president, Mark Millet, stated that a 19 hr.
per week employee would still take one furlough day per month. Classified employees
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will need to submit furlough days one day per month if they are a twelve month
employee. Departments should keep a furlough calendar from July - Dec. Spring
semester will wait as we do not yet know. Faculty will take one day per month; a ten
month employee will take ten days, an eleven month employee will take eleven days, a
twelve month employee, twelve days. Two days will be flex and duty days in January
2010. Faculty have to submit a furlough day on a day that they are working. Faculty
have a 175 day contract M-F. If they don't have a class on a particular day they can take
that as a furlough day. Coaches cannot coach their sport on a furlough day and cannot
return after 3:30 p.m. to coach. The assistant coach would then have to cover. The day
cannot be fragmented. Coaches can get around this by leaving furlough days until the
next season/semester. It can't be the same days each month, i. e. Mondays each month.
Dave Bolt has prepared a set of guidelines. When on a furlough day you don't show up.
Forms go to the supervisors for approval. No assignments are to be given to students in
lieu of furlough days. Past flex/duty days can be used for furlough days. Most faculty
will only have to be concerned with eight days. Dave stated that if things come up to let
them know. The rule is to not take more than two days per a month.
4.0 Accreditation Progress
Dave Bolt reported that he has received nothing for the last couple of weeks. Mr.
Warkentin has sent the district's response to the accreditation standard chairs. He
reported a good discussion vvith the Academic Senate President, Stephanie Droker, this
morning. They discussed hybrid classes. As president he has to ensure quality and
integrity is taking place. There are five faculty teaching a face to face class as hybrid
(partly on-line and partly face to face). He has asked for samples of assignments that
these faculty are requiring in lieu of seat time. Some are requesting students to view a
movie with following discussion. One teacher had students write about their summer
vacation. There will most likely be discussion at the retreat regarding this. The
accrediting team will no doubt have concern with hybrid classes during their visit. The
question was asked as how many years back we go as far as documents? Use the most
recent. Be sure to include district office responses into your standard. In 1A there were
no district responses, but loB yes.
5.0 Melinda's Duties and Replacement
Mr. Warkentin announced that Melinda Olson's last day is this Friday, August 28th. Anna
Silvestre will take Melinda's place and Melinda will return to train her. Anna is grant funded
for 70% of her time: TEAM Teach, Upward Bound, and Upward Bound Math & Science.
Anna will maintain her current salary and will be Student Services Office Grants Manager.
She will perform both functions. Mr. Warkentin has requested a list of Melinda's duties.
Bob Clement will write up her athletics duties. Teresa Quilici will work in conjunction with
Anna regarding athletics. Most of the paperwork is done at the beginning of the season.

6.0

Health Services Program Planning
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Mr. Warkentin stated that we need to take some time to discuss how to provide some
healthy family services to our students. Marlon suggested offering flu shots. Sylvia
believes that part of the students lack information, for example, personal information to
keep them healthy, then their families, and where to go for services. She recommends
holding a health fair. Also she recommended looking at how to use portal for a device
toward communication. We last year looked at a software program which was
something interactive through the website. Stephanie A.-Alston recommends tapping
into the Health 35 class and conducting a survey of sorts. Jose Lopez commented that
Health and Well ness 101 is the software program and is very interactive, although, the
IT department was not favorable of the software. Sylvia stated that the Kings County
Health Dept. could be contacted for their assistance. Dave Bolt suggested that free labor
be considered from our nursing students. Mr. Warkentin would like Sylvia to plan a
health screening activity for next semester. Sylvia will call Kings County regarding flu
shots. Dave recommended having our Health Advisory Committee meeting during the
health faire. Kings County Health at one point in time came to campus to provided
counseling once per month.
Retirement Luncheon
Mr. Warkentin would like to hold a luncheon in honor of Melinda Olson, Eric
Christenson, and Etsel Barner. The culinary program will provide the lunch.

7.0

8.0 Groundbreaking
Mr. Warkentin announced the upcoming groundbreaking for the Multi-use Sports
Complex on September 22 beginning at 11:00 a.m. Invitations are soon to be sent out.
A lunch will be prepared and served by the culinary program.
9.0 Reorganization
Mr. Warkentin stated that the reorganization may be discussed tomorrow at the retreat.
Dr. Gornick is reorganizing at the district level and believes we can do more with less.
The colleges will also consider reorganization. The point is that when Stephanie leaves
her responsibilities will be picked up by all administrators. Dr. Hall may be asked to
pick up the CTE area. Dave will pick up program review, math & science, and Bob will
take over Standard 1. The president's office will pick up the accreditation evidence
collection. Depending on what the chancellor says at the retreat tomorrow there may be
other reorganization strategies. There may be district office staff assigned to this
campus. The state chancellor's office has stated that colleges need to downsize. We are
going to lose $2.5 million. More info will be forthcoming regarding organization.
10.0

Strategic Planning Retreat
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Mr. Warkentin announced that the next strategic planning meeting is scheduled for
September 4th beginning at 2:00 p.m. in the conference center room 256. Should any
have agenda items they should submit them to Glenda.
Other
There were no other items of concern at this time.
11.0

President's Executive Cabinet
September 10, 2009 2:00 p.m.
Conf. Rm. 124
MINUTES
Members: Don Warkentin, Dave Bolt, Marlon Hall, Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Jose
Lopez, Stephanie Atkinson-Alston, Bob Clement
Others: Ron Oxford
Accreditation Progress
Mr. Bolt discussed the needs expressed by the ghost writer on the various standards,
specifically; Standard 1, 1.B.6 clarification is needed on SLOs. Also, Standard 1.B.2 is to
be expanded. Meeting minutes are needed from the president's office to use as a
resource toward expansion. Additionally, planning agendas need to be revisited and 1.A
and B need descriptive summaries. The initial self study report recommendations need
to be reviewed. Dr. Hall reported that the Standard II subcommittee will meet to review
their draft on Monday. They have attempted to be critical and to expand their writing at
this point. Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson reported that the Standard III team has met for the
last three days. They are going through each question and answer. She stated that her
goal is to identify key documents as they make review. After the templates are
completed they will be sent to Dave Bolt. Jose Lopez reported that the Standard IV
subcommittee had met two weeks ago and made revisions. They will meet next week.
Dave Bolt asked that changes made to the draft should be made in color. The self study
will need to be done by spring 2010. A supplement can be sent thereafter if necessary.
1.

Program Review Progress
Dean Alston reported that the program review schedule is out. She has scheduled the
first workshop and those programs scheduled to complete their review have agreed to be
at the workshop. Financial Aid has not yet completed a program review but they are
due this year. The chart does not reflect the program review completed by the Office of
the President and Educational Services as yet. It needs to be updated. Program reviews
are completed every four years and are used upon completion to make budget decisions.
2.

3. SLO Portal Team Site
Ron Oxford was invited to the meeting to provide a demonstration of the SLO team site.
Significant progress has been made. Ron stated that he will add the team site for all to
access. Discussion took place regarding outcomes that support student learning, i.e. a
SLO for EOPS might be for students to learn to follow an ed plan in order to achieve
their degree, another might be that students would learn to advocate for needed
resources.
Mr. Warkentin would like learning area administrators to review their
learning area team sites; go through the SLOS, look at courses and methods of
assessment with faculty. Is the assessment on cycle? Mr. Warkentin asked if it is
feasible to get these done in one year. The consensus was affirmative. Dean Alston
reported that two programs in her learning area completed SLOs last year and others
are complete but have not yet entered them on the forms. Upcoming program review
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parties will allow time to cut and paste into the forms. Mr. Warkentin reminded all
that the issue is that WASC will no longer give a grace period for SLOS and assessments.
All must be done by March 2011. Mr. Bolt would like to know which courses don't have
SLOs. He suggests that programs needing attention be put in red as a placeholder.
WASC does not necessarily care about what our SLOs are, just that we have SLOs. Mr.
Warkentin suggested that area administrators invite Ron Oxford or David Babb to their
learning area meeting to work on SLOs.

4. Budget Training
Mr. Warkentin announced that Anne Jorgens has offered to come to campus to provide
budget training for budget managers and others as determined by the manager. The
tentative date for the training is October 12. Glenda will send a confirming e-mail.
5. Other
Sylvia announced the upcoming Health Fair scheduled for October 21 and Eagle
Outreach on October 7-8. Eagle Outreach will bring special education students on
campus from the area high schools. Lunch will be provided for them.
Mr. Warkentin stated that those trained for MAA and not participating; the college will
still have to pay for the training.
Mr. Warkentin announced that he had a meeting with Vice Chancellor Ken
Stoppenbrink on the district reorganization. The college presidents may be given the
directive to reorganize at the college level.
Mr. Warkentin announced that tickets had been purchased for "Evening Under the
Stars" on September 19. Those interested to attend should contact his office.
Mr. Warkentin reminded members ofthe retirement dinner scheduled on Friday,
September 11 at the Tachi Hotel and Casino.
The meeting adjourned at 3:25 p.m.

President's Executive Cabinet
September 24, 2009 2:00 p.m.
Conf. Rm. 124
Minutes
Members Present:
Don Warkentin, President
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services
Stephanie Atkinson-Alston, Dean of Educational Services
Sylvia Dorsey- Robinson, Vice President Student Services
Jose Lopez, Dean of Students
Marlon Hall, Associate Dean of Educational Services
Jody Ruble, Director of Upward Bound
Charles Freeman, Director of Nursing
Jana Cox, Financial Aid Director
Bob Clement, Athletic Director
Mr. Warkentin announced that WHCL now has 136 employees as follows:
• 14 administrative/ managers/ confidential
• 45 full-time classified
•
32 part-time classified
• 45 fulltime faculty

Housekeeping Items:
Mr. Warkentin reported that a WHCL President's Cabinet (PC) meeting had been
scheduled. PC is more of a show and tell meeting to learn what's happening behveen the
district level and college level. He believes these meetings can also serve as training
sessions, i.e. 320 report daily, census week and how these are calculated. It would be
good to understand the interworking. How we get out FIE. This meeting will be turned
into exchanging ideas, etc.
Mr. Warkentin announced that we have a Strategic Planning Committee meeting
scheduled on November 13. This will be in a town hall forum similar to what we did with
students. It will involve faculty, staff and administration. We will address concerns and
dialogue with break out tables. We will create solutions and assign them for follow-up.
More information regarding this meeting will be sent.
Mr. Warkentin stated that he had observed student workers that appear to not have
much to do. He questioned that need fo r this many student workers. If they are not
needed then we need to take a look at this.
Mr. Warkent in asked for those not intending to participate in MAA to let Kyle know.
N ames will need to be removed if not participating. If you know of any in your areas not
participating get their name to Kyle so they can be removed.

_
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Last year the Christmas party was at Alicia's in Hanford. Mr. Warkentin asked for
opinions as to what to do this Christmas. Discussion ensued with the majority in favor
of a Christmas party this year. Dr. Hall will look for a place to reserve.
Furloughs days need to be submitted to supervisors. The directive was to submit
furlough days for the year. Jana Cox stated that even though administration/managers
are to take 24 furlough days that they should keep an eye on vacation balances so as not
to lose days. Furlough days can be used in December 21-23 and four days for spring
break March 29-April 1. CSEA can use furlough days, leave without pay, or vacation
time. They are not locked into furlough days.
1. Spring 2010 FfES projection tool
Pedro Avila was in attendance to show/ explain the FrES projections for Summer 09,
fall 2008, and fall 2009. Bob Clement commented that NDC is included with Coalinga.
Pedro stated that these numbers do include the centers. 4,985 is what the state will pay.
If we go above this we will not get paid. Marlon asked if a cushion is good to have.
Pedro responded that he had discounted 100 FrE from the fall for this reason. Lemoore
generates 55% of the district FrE. This is a challenge due to reduction in sections.
Coalinga's classes were smaller. The target for the spring is 975 FrE. Last spring
Lemoore generated 1517 FrE. A contact hour is the number of hours the class meets per
week and the number of students in the classroom equals weekly student contact hours.
FrES equals full-time equivalent students and FrEF equals full-time equivalent faculty.
One FrES equals approximately $5,000. Sylvia would like this type of report accessible
on a team site. This type of data can be used for her standard. Dave Bolt pointed out
that when all FfES are added it totals 713 but includes overload that cannot be put in
spring schedules. A significant amount has to come from the part-time load. This also
includes the retirees. These ",rill be taken out of this spreadsheet. Overload and adjunct
salaries have been greatly reduced for spring. $300,000 will need to be cut from
overload and adjunct. This is a good tool when looking at eliminating courses.

WHCL program review team site
Pedro demonstrated the WHCL program review team site. This team site includes all
instructional program data. No one can see other instructional data unless it is specific
data. This can be incorporated into their review. Survey results are additionally
available. Also included is the exit survey from graduating students. Not all staff has
access to this site. This team site will be available to the accrediting team.
2.

3. Classified Seniority List
J ana distributed a list of classified employees by semorIty. Mr. Warkentin asked
administrators, as we anticipate further budget cuts, to consider using grants to offset
any possible general budget salary savings. The more we can do now the bigger the
savings later. J ana can forward her information to all. We may be looking at layoffs and
the more we t ransfer to grants the better we are. The fin ancial aid assistants are
completely general funded. J ana will look at the BFAP budget to see if they can be
moved. Secretaries are mostly already grant funded. Amber and Lupe are 100 % general
fund. Student services assistants are Monique at 100% general; Valerie and Aimee are
50/50 funded. The question was asked if there are any faculty that could be put on
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grants? The part-time list of classified employees is set up the same. Many of our parttime employees are already grant funded. The goal is to try and save dollars to save jobs
as there will be mid-year cuts. Mr. Warkentin asked for all to look these over and see
where dollars can be saved.
4. Announcements:
• Budget Training with Guru Jorgens
October 12 at 1:30 at 3:30 p.m. (Rm. 278)
• Next PEe Mtg. - October 8 at 2:00 p.m.
This will be solely devoted to a professional development activity.
• Health Fair - October 21, 2009
5. Other
Sylvia announced the upcoming Eagle Outreach and Disability Outreach events.

Jody has virtual enterprise tomorrow.
Jose announced that SGA is still working on Friday Night Fight Night.
Bob announced a women's soccer game on 9/ 25 at 3 :00 p.m.

President's Executive Cabinet
October 13, 2 009 2:00 p.m.
Conf. Rm. 124
MINUfES
Chair: Don Warkentin

Recorder: Glenda Oliver-Smith

Members Present:
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services
Robert Clement, Athletic Director
Charles Freeman, Director of Nursing
Marlon Hall, Associate Dean of Educational Services, Evening College
Jose Lopez, Dean of Student Services
Jody Ruble, Director of Upward Bound Program
Don Warkentin, President

Mr. Warkentin asked for recommendations for classified staff to attend the Strategic
Planning Session on November 13 th . Academic Senate President Stephanie Droker is
coordinating the session comprised of all constituency group representatives. Six
classified staff members are still needed. Suggestions for classified staff participation
were made as follows:
• Rebecca Riddle
• Gustavo Enriquez
• Elva Torres
• Jose Murrieta
• Anna Silvestre
• Frances Andrade
Mr. Warkentin stated that the last Christmas party was held at Alicia's Restaurant in
Hanford and this location was almost too small. A difference this year is that staff will
have to pay a cost of $20 per person . The dinner, decorations, band and location were
paid for last Christmas. Mr. Lopez would like to know ""hat the reaction from the
classified person nel will be as far as the cost. The Tachi Palace is also a consideration
for the location as it is bigger.
Dr. Hall announced that on October 22 nd there will be Professional Development
Workshop held during the President's Executive Cabinet meeting.
Mr. Warkentin asked for those who would like to attend the Crab Feed. Tickets were
requested as follows: Don Warkentin - 2 , Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson - 2, Jana Cox - 2,
Rick Post - 2.
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Accreditation Progress
Mr. Bolt reported that he had not received much information recently from the
accreditation teams.
He is reassured to know that we began the process earlier this
time. He feels as if momentum might somewhat be slipping. Standard III is the only
standard that has given information to the ghost writer. The ghost writer does not have
access to the portal sites. Mr. Warkentin asked when a second draft is expected. Mr.
Bolt responded that the committee work should be done by the end of the calendar year.
He believes March 1st is when the next draft will be ready. We will by the end of the
semester be able to see where there are gaps. Twenty-one criteria need to be done, the
documentation collected, and a mapping document has to be completed. The questioned
was asked 'when we should start to develop our charts and figures. Mr. Bolt responded
that the demographics will be done next semester by the district office. During the
summer the document will go through the governance processes and will be printed in
October 2010. The time goes by fast. Mr. Bolt offered to attend standard meetings
when he is able.
1.

Program Review Process Flowcharts
This flowchart was completed at the last Strategic Planning Committee meeting and was
returned to PGc. This shows how the program review process works. This will be
included in our self-study document. Mr. Bolt explained that the program review
process summary sheet was an attempt for edification. The process is lengthy and
therefore this summary sheet was developed. It will go atop the program review
document. It will come to PGC for sign off. It includes all information in a nutshell as it
recaptures the recommendations. The back page is a list of additional items. Mr. Bolt
presented this process at a recent conference and they liked how it linked back to the
committee structure.
2.

3. Spring Schedule
Mr. Bolt reported that various stops and starts have taken place with the schedule as
there have been changing parameters, i.e. budget considerations and FfES targets. This
has been a difficult time. A meeting was held with the chancellor and presidents about
the spring schedule and they all left with a better understanding of where we are. Mr.
Bolt stated that he is under the impression that it is more important to stay within
budgets and what FfES is produced we will have to live ,>\rith. We will have to use
summer enrollment to make up the differe nce. A preliminary schedule has been revised
with 250 sections. Full-time faculty have to be given their full -time loads. They can
massage the schedule for reductions in adj unct and overloads to stay within budget.
They were told to budget no more than $200 ,000 fo r adjunct and overloads. Mr. Bolt
can try to do this and what was fi rst submitted was way over by approximately
$200, 000. The president has fu rther asked for a reduced schedule to $ 5 0 ,000 instead
of $200,000. There have been various versions and what it came down to is to look at
what we have remaining in the schedule t aught by adjunct which equaled 25 sections.
This in itself will take us over the $ 5 0, 0 00 limit . If we build a spring schedule ",rith 25
sections taught by adjunct and give overloads to full-time faculty we will still be over
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budget. We are in a difficult situation. We do have to maintain engmeermg and
psychology, and PE classes are taught by part-timers. Aerobics may become a
community education class. We are expected to have a schedule complete by next
Monday, October 19th to be looked at by staff members. Harsh cuts have been made.
Sections have been cut in half. Dave believes 15-20 part-timers are now scheduled
where 80-100 have been employed prior. The good news is a similar summer schedule
can be produced by borrowing money from next year. Registration will begin in
November although the date is unknown. Priority registration is to begin on November
2, but possibly will be postponed. The students will be notified about priorities. Jose
stated that undoubtedly there will be students who will be graduating.
Priority
registration will now include president's scholars and students who have complete 45-75
units at WHC. This priority registration is due to students who need classes in order to
graduate in May. Last year there were 460 sections. This year we will have 213. We
lost 247 sections, a 54% reduction in schedule.

4. Standard IV
Mr. Lopez reported that he has received input from his subcommittee members. He has
arranged for a portal site and he is in the process of uploading documents.
5. Other
• President's Executive Cabinet:
Mr. Warkentin reported that he has developed a purpose statement for this group
President's Executive Cabinet. Minutes from this meeting will be posted to the portal
for access by its members. Jody Ruble questioned how this group fits inot the shared
governance process and suggested that this information be included may want to
indicate this information We may want to indicate. This document should be available
under the portal site as a purpose statement.

Jody Ruble asked if the summer session is in the plan. Mr. Warkentin responded that
summer session ",rill happen and will be just like last summer. Jody questioned what
would be the contingency if summer session cancelled. Then the campus would close.
J ody asked as he would have to t alk e to Department of Education and make sure they
understand. This will not be a unique situation. We are planning on a full-blown
summer.

President's Executive Cabinet
October 22, 2009 3:30 p.m.
Conf. Rm. 124
MINUTES

Members Present: Dave Bolt, Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Don Warkentin,
Marlon Hall, Jose Lopez
This meeting consisted of a staff development presentation provided by Dr.
Marlon Hall. The presentation was entitled, "Building a Learning
Organization.

President's Executive Cabinet
November 9, 2009
1:30 p.m. - Conf. Rm. 124
MINUTES
Present:
Don Warkentin, President
Dave Bolt, Vice President of Educational Services
Bob Clement, Athletic Director
Sylvia Dorsey-Robinson, Vice President of Student Services
Marlon Hall, Associate Dean of Educational Services
Charles Freeman, Director of Nursing
J ana Cox, Director of Financial Aid
Jose Lopez, Dean of Students
Jody Ruble, Director of Categorical Programs
Pedro Avila, Vice Chancellor of Institutional Effectiveness
Ron Oxford, Librarian
1.

Program Review Overall Progress

Don explained that he wants to encourage a final push to complete program reviews and
SLOs for continued institutional effectiveness. He reported that Chancellor Gornick had
attended a training in Sacramento and learned the need for colleges to prove that they
are in continuous quality improvement stage, if not, the Accrediting Commission could
very likely make a recommendation in this regard to include an additional visit. Don
reported that for this reason he had invited Pedro, Stephanie, Ron and David to this
meeting to find out where we currently are. The first draft of the self study is soon due.
All of the President's Executive Cabinet meetings will focus on these things. Sylvia
questioned the mechanism for creating the artifacts for program review in order to have
a seamless flow. The closer we get to our accreditation visit the more important this will
be. Mr. Warkentin stated that all have been involved with program review for a long
time; what we have not done is implement program reviews. This is the hard part,
specifically with the lack of budget. Pedro commented that the action for program
review is related to budget, but we can't use this as an excuse. We have to use the results
of program review toward improvements. Dave stated that components of program
review can be facilities. Don questioned if improvements can be documented as to what
was identified and those that were made. Jody responded that improvements were
made in his areas as they are working at doing things better, transfers, etc. Don believes
what would help for our evidence is to have folders with samples of program review
documents along with the documented improvements. He gave an example of the
recent reorganization which has brought about improvements. In some cases a program
review has resulted in new courses and also the move of the DSPS lab. The string is
going back to make sure and bring forward that the DSPS lab was moved with evidence
documented showing it was due to growth, the need for increased staff and hours which
were added. This documentation should be in the midterm report. Pedro, playing
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devil's advocate, stated that he had pulled out some program reviews and their action
plans and some show that the action had occurred, and some show no action. Don
responded that the Budget Allocation Committee (BAC) ranks priorities for personnel
and equipment. Sylvia stated that at Sacramento City College, in her role as an
accrediting team member, she observed that they listed all of their program goals in a
master list; it lifted requests resulting from program reviews onto a master list along
with the fiscal impact. It was listed by each program review and the outcomes and what
they related to, i.e. budget, facilities, courses, etc. Dave voiced that this was the intent of
the program review summary sheet. The requests coming from program review should
come from the originator of the program review. Ron explained that this was the idea
for the Eagles Nest portal team site; to house needed information in one location. Don
asked if Sacramento City was well along with their program reviews. Sylvia responded
that they had on-line training for their staff. Stephanie commented that program review
parties are held at WHCL to help new managers begin the process. Don stated that
some type of attention to program review will occur for managers every two years. He
recalled when new staff once received an on-going orientation throughout the semester.
Ron will demonstrate the Eagles Nest portal team site when it is completed. Don stated
that we need to get to sustainable quality improvement and demonstrate that we are
closing the cycle.

Course level SLO Progress
a. Identification of SLOs
b. Assessment tool
c. Assessments
d. Improvements
David Babb was in attendance to address agenda items 2, a-d. He distributed a
tracking spreadsheet showing the course level SLOs, active courses, non-active courses,
GE courses, courses with SLOs defined (100%), SLOs assessed, results analyzed, and
how many courses have used the results to improve learning.
The learning area
representatives came up with a schedule last semester. The area reps and he keep an
eye on getting things done and remind faculty to make sure courses are getting assessed.
Basically this chart shows the six learning areas. David uses this spreadsheet for his
annual report. 28% of active courses have been assessed. Once data is received further
implementation is required. This year's WASC report had different questions. WASC
simply asks for how many courses have been assessed. Don asked if for the courses
currently offered this fall, spring and summer and the following fall, could they have
David believes we will only be able to achieve 60% completion but there are many
courses on the books that we don't offer. Each learning areas has to decide to make
courses active. If an active course is in the catalog then it has to be tracked. Most of
these classes fall under CTE, and the CTE department has done the fewest assessments.
This is a massive area when it comes to courses and programs and an area that needs
reps. Pedro stated that the team will be looking at completion of SLOs by 2012. It is not
impossible, but there are; for example, 5 psychology classes taught by adjunct. These
classes were not put on the assessment schedule. There are big chucks in learning areas
that are being done by adjunct faculty. If the schedule extends to 2010 and we are at the
end of 2009 at 28%, and have been working on these since 2008, is it likely we will be
where we need to be? David believes we will be at 34% by the end of this semester. The
2.
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topic of SLO progress needs to be on each learning area meeting agenda. Health and
Wellness took their schedule to 2013. It's not just the assessments; it is additionally
analyzing the results and making improvements. Don would like David to return to this
meeting in early spring to provide another update.
3. Program Level SLO Progress
a. Identification of SLOs
b. Assessment tool
c. Assessments
d. Improvements
David spoke about overall totals of programs. He can't get an accurate count on the
number of instructional programs we have with our definition. He has been working
with Dave to get a handle on what to call a program for tracking purposes. He came up
with certificates and degrees and they are now doing program review for every
certificate. He needs to know what to put on his list so he can motivate people.
Program SLOs are a part of program review and there seems to be disconnection. In
Child Development there are many degrees and certificates. Pat Kraft-Chapman only
does two of these; also Matriculation is another review for seven different programs.
Does each seven have different SLOs? Child Development has one degree and several
certificates. She does a program review for the certificate options. Pat plans to create
SLOs to be bundled. Don expressed concern about how programs are being defined
with regard to Child Development having seven program reviews. Brian Kron prefers to
do program reviews for each certificate option. If there is a series of certificate options
within a program, it seems only one review should be necessary. The data is pulled for
each certificate and the students are overlapped. Pedro feels that these need not be
separated. WASC will not question our program definition. Stephanie thinks we can do
what we choose to do as far as WASC is concerned. Where can we be in six months on
the instructional side? David believes by the end of next semester we can be 1/3
complete with the programs. At the end of this academic year SLOS will have been
written and 33% assessed. We have to been 100% identified and the assessment tool
identified. With proficiency levels we do not have to have everything assessed, but
defined, with assessments in place.
4. Institutional Level SLOs
a. Identification
b. Assessment tools
c. Assessments
d. Improvements
The Library and Tutoring SLOS are still to be completed and Ron is working with Debra
Christy, snack bar manager, on the snack bar SLOs. Ron figures it will be assessed by
their program reviews and updates. These will also be mapped. Ron believes all these
areas will have assessments this year. Matriculation and its areas are done. Program
reviews are being sent to the SLO Committee first for review. How will we assess our
SLOs? SLO's will likely be assessed by collecting a survey of student engagement. Ron
is confident that the first three columns win be at a 100% soon. Sylvia would like "not
applicable" put in the fourth column. Ron will return in the early spring to report to this
group. In theory we are shooting for mapping from any course and to trace SLOs back.
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For clarification, on the rubric they don't use institutional level; rather they have course
and degree level. Pedro hopes both colleges can call them the same. Stephanie asked if
we are talking about an AA versus an AS. We defined a degree as a program. Nowhere
on the rubric do they mention institutional SLOs. Don commented that by getting a
degree the outcomes could be what they have learned after they leave. These are in the
general ed SLOs. Could we map job skills back and/or information competency? The
goals are based on student progress and outcome data, not necessarily learning
outcomes. David stated that program level only looks at the core courses not the general
ed courses. Think of the goals as performance indicators for the institution. One
approach is to identify programs that align with institutional SLOs; you bring up the
information and use this data to support this SLO. Another approach is an exit test for
graduates to find out if they are walking away with what they should have accomplished.
The mission statement and syllabus need to be considered. Looking at this from a broad
sense we are trying to connect the dots to all areas, i.e. Student Services and M & O.
David stated that this campus started with course level SLOs and other schools started
with program level. How do we measure quality environment? Environment has to do
with the Student Services side. We need to tie to the mission statement. Pedro reported
that at American River College they took a survey and aligned the questions to their
SLOs. It is a good idea, but not for all programs or courses. David has every course level
SLO mapped to general ed. Some general ed courses are in a program. The rubric does
not state AA and/or AS. Pedro believes that both degrees were combined. David stated
that we are looking at program level and degree level. What are we expecting them to
walk away with? Expectations for the degree will be on the next agenda. WASC is not
clear about the definitions. They do not give a clear answer and they leave it subjective.
Don asked the consensus on this. Will we bundle our program and general ed courses
together and call it programs including general ed? Pedro suggested to put the groups
together.
5. Next Steps

I
6. Standard I Accreditation Review
Bob Clement, co-chairs
Bob has tri-chairs and has ten committee members. Don's intent is to go through the
standard as a group. We can give something to our writer. Standard lAJ is the mission;
lb is institution effectiveness and planning. Pedro recommends referencing the guide.
Sylvia as a newbie needed a chart. Dave stated the one of the goals was to produce a
200 page document. We need to be concerned that we answer the questions thoroughly.
The guide provides an overview. This time we will have 300-600 pages. The teams are
broken up into standards and focus on their standard. We must be thorough and
specific to make sure we walk away with the minimum of recommendations. The bullets
each need to be considered in our write ups. Program review, dialogue and
Communication are part of the answers to the question. The committees should write
an introduction to each standard. All four standards ask the same questions there is

President's Executive Cabinet Mtg.
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some redundancy. Pedro is aware of a college who WTote their document as a story from
the beginning to the end. He recommends that the committees go back and reference
the guide. Don stated that suggestions to the subcommittees be made for additional
items. Pedro submitted an eight page document on standard I and none has been
included. Sylvia's stated that Standard III is ready for review. Jody asked how the
district portion is intended to be incorporated. The intent was for centralized services to
have input into this process. District strategic planning and WHCIST needs to be
mentioned. Standard III will begin to be reviewed at the next meeting. The summary
narrative is the introduction. Don wants an overall introduction for 2.a, 2.b., and 2.C.
We are doing all the work for the WTiter, and the WTiter has to make sense of it all. The
ghost WTiter has some working knowledge of how the college operates and will take the
templates and mesh them into one document. AB soon as the draft is available the
person one WTote the template needs to make sure their intent is included. Ultimately
the final decision as to what will be included in the document falls to the president. ON
the planning agenda sections should be kept these to a minimum.
Make them
attainable and make sure they are identified with a weakness. Pedro stated it you
identify a weakness and a planning agenda is WTitten; make sure it is attainable and
realistic. An introduction should be WTitten for each sub standard. For process
mapping, we will go with our functions and services. AB a recommendation two visits
ago the team identified confusion from employees regarding where some services were
provided. So we conducted a mapping service which lists all the functions and services
at the district. This gives the employee the option to select where the function lies and
how often they interact with these functions. A survey will go out to staff. Some
functions have changed. Some colleges do it by standard. The order of review is as
follows: Standard 3 - 2 - 4 - 1.
7. Other
Christmas Holiday Reception: It was originally intended to be a community event with
staff invited from the district office. There will not be a President's Holiday Reception
this year.

The next meeting is scheduled on Monday, 11/23.

President's Executive Cabinet
December 10, 2009
2:00 p.m. - Conf. Rm. 124
MINUTES
1.

FfE Projections for

2009-2010

Mr. Warkentin reviewed the FTE projections for 2009-2010. The goal was to reduce
FTES, but we increased. The chancellor wants to have less due to the savings. This
means we will not have a big fall and spring for 2010-2011. Ken is building the
budget based on the reduction. What this means to Instruction is to refer to these
targets for planning. Pedro has a formula to use. These numbers are to be shared
with areas.
2.

Budget Update

Mr. Warkentin reported that we still don't know where we are with the State budget
as yet. We still have to meet our target of $540,000. The district office has set their
budget target and exceeded it. Coalinga is working on theirs and believes they will
also meet their target. There could be layoffs. Dr. Gornick will be having a meeting
with CTA and CSEA. There are 17 faculty and counselors district-wide whose grants
end in June or December of next year. If the district absorbs these positions then
grants aren't going to fund them. Staff on grants can bump others in the classified
group, if they are qualified. Faculty is different. Sylvia commented that in the
learning area meeting the conversation was around counselors who meet minimal
qualifications in specialized areas. Mr. Warkentin explained that certificated staff
had to obtain equivalency with a master degree in the area or closely related to the
area. The determination of equivalency goes through a faculty process. For every
full-time faculty you are under you have to pay the State chancellor's office $63,000.
Dr. Gornick has stated that there probably will not be mid-year cuts from the state.
Budget development needs to continue as always. Bob asked if there are seniority
provisions for the management group. Don will discuss this with Ken Stoppenbrink.
3. Spring Schedule

Don reported that we are just about at capacity concerning the spring schedule.
There are few classes open. Dave has reported that budget wise for spring we are
close to our goal. Dr. Gornick was pleased that we had increased our FTE with fewer
sections. Students registered early. Dave commented that he has received concern
from students about sections closed. The drop date for nonpayment is January 8th.
Payment reminders will be sent. Dave believes there will be last minute students
register and be disappointed that there are no classes open. Sylvia mentioned that
1/11-1/27 there will be walk-in appointments available to students.

4. Winter Vacations

Don stated that the last day of finals is 12/18 and the college will close beginning
Time off requests should be submitted for three days.

12/21/2009.

Marlon's schedule will be changed back to day time with night duty being assigned to
administrators. Glenda will create a calendar. Administrators must stay until 9:00
p.m. The president's cart can be used to drive around campus.
5. Standard III

Standard III review has been completed. We may begin having PEe meetings weekly
for standards review. Standard II is up for review next.
6. Other

Don reported that the sports complex is moving along. Plans are being made for
events/ concerts. Dennis Gallegos is filming a commercial to use for fund raising.

Next Meeting: January 13, 2010
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WHeL scholarships for science, technology, engineering, math
From District sources
West Hill s College Lemoore students may be
$522 ,000 ahead over the next five years thanks to
a new scholarship funded by the National Science
Foundation .
Open to 25 students with financial need majoring in science, technology, engineering and math ,
the scholarships will be good for up to $4,176 per
academic year and are renewable for two years.
Applications are now being accepted for fulltime students who will be enrolled in spring semester. The scholarship application deadline is Nov.IS.
In addition to the cash awards, the National

Lemoore City Council
candidates offer views

Science Foundation S-STEM Scholarships provide
academic advising and assistance , profe ssio nal development opportunities, career services and counseling and peer and faculty mentoring.
Don Warkentin. president of WHCL , said that
to qualify , students mu st:
*Enroll at WHCL for 12 or more units per semester.
·Pursue a degree in one of the STEM disciplines--biology, chemistry, biotechnology, computer science, math or engineering. Nursing and
health science student are not eligible.
·Demonstrate financial need, defined by the

Six candidates for the city council met with members of
the commwlity and West Hills College Lemoore students
on Oct. 20. They m-efrom left Dr. Ron Meade, John Gordon, Mary Hornsby, Willard Rodarmel, Lisa Elgin and
Edward Neal. Both Hornsby and Rodarmel are asking for

U.S. Department of Education rules for need-based
federal financial aid.
• Be a U.S. citizen or U.S. national , permanent
resident or admitted refugee.
'Demonstrate financi a l need .
·Demonstrate academic potential (minimum
cumulative GPA of 3.0).
·Participate in events of the program .
For information and scholarship applications,
v isi t
www.westhillscollege.com/district/foundation/scholarships or call the West Hills Community
College Foundation office at 559 934-2134.

reelection to the four-year posts on the council. The Nov. 3
vote will decide which of the six will hold the office for the
next two years.
The candidates offered views ranging from how to improve the city's ecoMmy and sharing with NASL.

Area candidates politely dlsalree
By Katherine Hardin
Eagle editor
Students in Free Enterprise (SIFE) hosted a candidate 's forum on Oct. 20 in the West Hills College
Lemoore conference center. This opportunity was
geared tow a rd educating local voters on the candidate's perspectives and their individual philosophies and objectives.
The event , attended by more than 150, was moderated by Kings County Assessor Ken Baird, who
opened with a quote by a fonner Supreme Court
Justice Louis Brandeis: "The most important political office is that of the private citizen ."
Candidates for the 16th state senate seat, Michael Rubio, Democrat and Tim Thiese n, GOP,

kicked off the evening, but noted water, education,
and jobs would be the theme for other candidates.
When asked by Baird how they would propose
bringing about change, their responses were similar regarding water, but the two differed on more

Lemoore Council forum on Page 3
taxes and less spending. Both candidates recognize
a dysfunctional legislature and a lack of priority
within state government.
Thiesen noted that he is not a politician; but rather
is a framer, trucker, involved in real estate. "I decided
to run for office because enough is enough. There are
too many regulations , a lack of citizen confidence ,

and a general lack of common sense in government."
Rubio served for the past six years on the Kern
County Board of Supervisors and is a Lost Hills native. He sees the challenges the state faces in less of
a business capacity, instead as "Mothers and fathers
can't provide for their families" Rubio cites "brain
drain," me aning Valley educated students are leaving
for better jobs.
"We need to focus on keeping the brightest and
the best to make California and the Valley the best
it can be. Green technology, valley medical schools,
boosting youth opportunities, are ways to shaner the
downward spiral California sees itself in," Rubio
said. 'The buck stops here."
(continued on page 3)

Yours and Ours -- November 2010
This page is reserved for the opinions of readers -- West Hills College Lemoore students, staff, faculty and administrators

'Scholar's Program' one of
many outstanding offerings

The percentage of students who will vote in the Nov. 2 general election will
likely remain smaller than the general population, pollsters predict. While the
large percelllage of college students backed President Obama, the same prognastacators think the Republicans will retake many of the congressional seats
lost to the Democracts in 2008.

As you know, West Hills College Lemoore has many outstanding
and unique programs and services.
Among these is our President's Scholars Program. On Thursday, Nov. 4
we will host the Eighth Annual President's Scholars Dinner whereby we
invite high school senior CSF (California Scholastic Federation) members and their parents to dine with
us and hear a presentation about our
scholars program.
The President's Scholars Program
is available to any high school student
who has been a member of CSF for
four semesters and has earned a GPA
of 3.5 or higher. If they enroll at West
Hills they will receive free tuition,
a $500 per year book stipend and
priority registration. The monies to
fund the scholars program are raised

Town/gown vitality enhanced by cooperation
Ever wonder if West Hills College
Lemoore is carrying its full share in
making the community, county and
area a better place 1
While most students are focused
on passing mid-terms and getting a
good seat in spring classes, members
of the college community, including
some students, administrators, staff
and faculty are donning their townl
gowns to invite, promote and staff
many of the community events that
make Lemoore such a neat place to
live.
The following are just a few of the
many things our college does -- read
them and be proud. Or better yet, read
them and then get involved'

*Ballie of the Arts celebrating the
20th anniversary of the Kings Art
Center and featuring student work
from WHC and COS.
*NASL driLL simulating an airplane
crash in Armona with our nursing

studellls as emergency responders.
"Charter high school and elementary school on the WHCL campus
*Annual Veterans' Luncheon in Nov.
(Nov. 9 this year)
*TEA.M. Teach students working in
classrooll1s throughout the area
*Afterschool program in area schools
(including LeIllDore)
where we have
hundreds of tutors
working.
*Pi~a Festival
*Sponsor for many
events in Lemoore
and surrounding
communities
*Great partnership with area high
schools
*Host for events in
Lemoore

our conference center including
League of Cities, Kiwanis Valentine's Day dinner, Academic Decathlon etc.
*Participant in Business Expo
*Gospel and Gumbo Night

from holding an annual golf tournament which is coordinated through
the West Hills
Community
College District Foundation Office.
Currently
we have 48
students who
are
enrolled
at West Hills
College lemoore
under President Warkentin
the President's
Scholars
Program. We anticipate approximately
40 current high school senior CSF
members to attend along with their
parents.
(Continued on Page 3)

The Eagle
I S on
F acebook,
Twitter
West Hills College Lemoore is now on Facebook and
Twitter. Join our social media
networks by becoming a fan
on Facebook or following us
on Twitter.
Check back daily for updates on important information regarding registration,
financial aid , campus and
sporting events. You can also
find photos from various campus events.
Find WHCL at: http://\\,\\'\\' ,
face book ,comlw esth i li sco II e ge1emoore and http://t,\iLler.com!
WHCLemoore

Photo by Ryan Cardoza

Pi::a Fest at night -- on campus

City council candidates
aaree to disaaree

The Eagle photo

Special to the Eagle
. With all six candidates vying for two open positions on the Lemoore
City Council present for the Oct. 20 WHCL forum, many of the 150 or so
interested spectators stuck around the Conference Center to hear the iss ues
debated .
But there was little debate as each of the six politely stated his or her
opinions and did little quibbling with each other. M a ry Hornsby and Willard Rodarmel, each holding a seat up for the election, stated their plans
and hopes for additional terms using their background and record as council
members as talking points.
Dr. Ron Meade and Lisa Elgin, as planning commission members trying to move up to the council, had done their homework , particularly Elgin
who has backed the Navy in disagreements with the city over land use.
Meade suggested use of RDA funding to help secure jobs for local people - a goal of all the candidates.
November will be Jo hn Gordon 's second try for a council spot while
Edward Neal is a first-t imer in local politics but has worked with Lemoore
youth in a city-sponsored boxing program.
Voters are asked to vote for two on the Nov. 3 ballot. A II candidates
thanked SIFE and West Hill s Lemoore for s ponsoring the event - and each
asked for the audience members' vote.
Ken Baird, Kings County Asessor/ClerkiRecroder moderated the evening. Ryan Cardoza , SGA president, opened the meeting.

Ken Baird, Kings County Assessor/Clerk/Recorder enjoyed a chuckle
wilh candidales for Ihe 161h slale senale seal, Michael Rubio. righl. Democrat, and Tilll Thie sen, GOP. during theforulll Oct. 20 in the West Hills College
Lemoore conference center. The event, aI/ended by nearly 150 students and
other potential voters, was sponsored by SllIdents ill Free Ellterprise (SIFE) 011
campus. Water, education alld jobs were discussed bymost of Ihe candidates
for the variolls offices.

Area candida~e5·
(Continued from Page 1)
For the 30th District of the State Asse mbly, the only candidate to attend the
forum was Democrat Fran Florez. A 4th generation Californian with 35 years
serving community, Florez said she recognizes the issues as water and lack of
jobs and acknowledged education is a priority.
Funding education before pri sons was another concern voiced by Florez ,
stating that more money is spent on corrections rather than on schools.
David Valadao, GOP, reportedly had a previous commitment.

Scholars prOlram··

(Continued from Page 2)
We will have students from Caruthers , Hanford, Hanford West, Kings
Christian, Corcoran , Lemoore , and Riverdale high schools j oin us for dinner
and a presentation .
At this year 's event, Brian Abela , chemistry instructor and Jameson
Birrell, math instructor will be keynote speakers and Angela Tos; counselor
will describe the application process.
West Hills College Lemoore recognizes the value of high academic
achievement and we are honored to have this group of high school graduating
seniors become members of our student body.

PROGRAMS OFFERED
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Equivalents Online

A scary story about your
history paper made right
By Russell Bellamy
Adjunct Librarian

It's late at night. The library 's closed . You're working on your paper for
your History class. You need to look up some information , but your reso urces are sparse. What to do.
First of all, you should check our databases through the West Hills
homepage portal. Under the " My Bookmarks" tab, cli ck on "Library Electronic Resources (Off Campus Access)" and you'll find CountryWatch ,
information on the 192 countries of the world , Gale Virtual Refere nce with
subject encyclopedias, SIRS Knowledge Source. a good place to start your
research , CQResearcher, covering a wide range of social , economic and
political iss ues and EBSCOHOST with literally thousands of journal articles
across a wide spectrum of subjects.
But your bibliography is lacking a book. Well , click on the eBooks link
for access to hundreds of books in digital form through the Net Library.
Problem solved.
In addition, there are many reference "eq uivalents" that can be found on
the Internet. Need a dictionary and thesaurus~ Go to wWIV.merriam-webster.
com there are tabs for both. We have a Current Biography set here in our
library, but chances are you don ' t have one. A&E provides some biographies at www.biography.com. Need a different encyclopedia~ Encyclopedia
Britannica is available at www .britannica.com . A caveat: while Wikipedia
has improved the accuracy of its entries in recent years (some say it's now
nearly 90%), the wi se student would always cross-check and corroborate any
information found there.
Info rmation Please has an almanac available at wWIV.infoplease.com .
If you need statistics about the United States, the Statistical Abstract of the
United States is digitized at www.census.gov/compendialstatab/. Fo r some
in-depth searching in US law codes use www.findlaw.com .
These are better alternatives than "just Google-ing it" and sifting through
multiple "hits" deciding which websites and information are valid.
Now you're ready to cite and write your bibliography, but you don't have
the MLA Handbook or A Writer's Reference . Never fear. There is also citation help for all four major styles on the Library Electronic Resources " page"
in the two links under Research Tools.
By the way, for occupational information, maybe concerning your future
vocation , the US Government provides Occupational Outlook Handbook at
www.bl s.gov/oco .
I hope this helps with your research and, as always, when in doubt, ask a
librarian.

Photo furnished

Kings River cleanup time
Everyone from WHCL for the Kings River cleanup was from the
Alpha Gamma Sigma honor society.

DSPS staffers left out of story!
October has come and gone, along with Disability Awareness month,
but West Hills College Lemoore's instructional aides and counselors see
every month as a time for disability awareness.
These individuals stand ready to assist special needs within the student
body and become the hand-up needed within this student demographic.
The Eagle apologizes for omitting the faces of the DSPS program
within the original article, and take this opportunity to showcase these
individuals.

Carjna Golden Eaales
Photo by Charles Duncil
Shown are from left front Lataria H a ll, Adrienne Simas and Mariadelaluz Gonzalez. Back row are Keith Brock, Maria Arzate and Leo
Orange, Sf.
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A Saturday Night Thought by Erik Linan
Editor's note: Erik Linan shares a
tale of discrimination Editor:5 note:
West Hills College student Erik Linall has stories to tell. Not your typical bed-time stories, but tales of real
life. A student in instructor Cathy
Focarazzo's English lA class, Erik
wrote an essay concerning discrimination and bias many can relate to.

left after two drinks si nce none of
us felt quite welcomed being there.
My instincts were correct; before we
left, I noticed my check was double
the amount of what I had ordered. I
looked at our waitress and told her,
"There must be a mistake." Before I

only to have another security guard
escort him ou t of the bar as I tried to
calm the senseless situation. Within
an instant, people who were at the bar
surrounded us like sharks, in stigating
conflict as if they were the paparazzi .
I was angry because they did not

I thought of my friends and
decided it was best not to stoop any
lower to the level of the se bigots. Out
of anger, fury, irritation and di sbelief
of such ignorance I pulled a crisp,
new, hundred dollar bill from my
wallet and threw it at th e waitress.
As we left the place, you could
hear the vehement shouts of almost
fifty people fading into distant
echoes down the alley. "We don' t
want your kind around here! " "Go
back where you came from' " Sure,
we could have filed a complaint
with law enforcement, but whose
word would they have believed;
me or the owner and over fi fly of
his supporters') The people of the
bar would have portrayed us to the
investigating officers in a negative
way: "The Mexicans", drunk gimpy
with his gangster friends. I had done
nothing wrong, but I still felt badly.
I had never seen this level of bias,
prejudice, discrimination and racial
ignorance before. Our Saturday
night of good times turned into hours
of independent reflection .

Has anyone ever heard unm istakable
remarks of discrimination such
as, " Get out of here you damn
cockroaches, and take yo ur gimpy
with you?" "Yeah, we don't want
you guys around here; go back where
yo u came from." Maybe not exactly
these slurs, but perhaps something
similar to them. They sound like
remarks from a notable created
character on the Dave Chappelle
Show, Clayton Bigsby. Although
this is a comedy show and Bigsby
a fictional character, this is a real
dilemma in America, and there is
nothing funny about prejudice and
discrimination. On one Saturday
night, the monster called rac ial bias
reared its ugly head. Prejudice, which
I once thought was well hidden and
not explicit, became clea r to me as
a looking through recently cleaned
window; evidence for the entire
world to see that discrimination does
exist.
On
a
Saturday
night
my friends and I dec ided to go
barhopping. Gio, Joe , and I headed
toward what we though t would be a
good time. We left rough ly around ten
p.m. to meet up with Sandy and Liz
outside some bars, who are friends
with Gio and Joe. At this particular
bar, as we went in, you could only
hear the jukebox tunes playing.
Over a hundred eyes gawking at us
as we looked for a table. When the
cocktail waitress approached us, it
was not with the typical, welcoming
expression or the service you might
expect. She took our order with a
sneering, condescending look on her
face. I thought maybe she was just
having a bad day, so I did not think.
much of it. After our second beer,
my frie nd Hector got up and walked
towards another table to talk to some
girls. I noticed that as he walked
towards the table to greet the ladies,
many of the eyes that were there
scrutinized his every movement.
We decided it was best if we

his fist and swung at the guy who had
sa id that me, only to be thrown out
by two more security guards. I saw
the frightened faces of Joe , Sandy,
Liz, and I was angry and baffled at
the atrocious behavior from nearly
everyone.

could say anything else, the waitress
screeched for security to come over
to the table where we were sitting.
I looked up and saw this 6'4", three
hundred pound guy who looked
like a football defensi ve lineman
approaching us. He stopped at our
table, "Is there a problem here')"
When I saw the sheer size of this
lummox, I almost soiled myseJf!
I was not going to allow him to
intimidate me or have the waitress
overcharge us; could I have just lost
track of what we ordered or how
much we had to drink? It is possible,
but not probable.
Hector had come back and
tried to find o ut what was going on,

want to listen to what I had to say. I
was unsure of why they were treating
us differently, but I gradually came
to the realization why.
After
that
management
came to talk to me, to our shock and
surprise he stated, "Then maybe you
guys should not be here ."At this point
almost everyone in the bar of course
was intoxicated, being loud and
belligerent, and had their attention on
us. " Get out of here you cockroaches,
and take your gimpy with you! " a
voice cried out. It was a racial slur
and a pointed remark concerning my
obvious disability, from a small guy
who was hiding behind the security
guard. Out of anger, Gio crunched

During our drive home Gio,
Joe, Hector and I were each quiet, the
silence not different from just having
left a funeral. They felt belittled,
ridiculed to a point where it felt as
if their man hood had been taken
away. We were in disbelief of what
had just happened. My friends were
angry, upset , and wanted to retaliate,
but that would only mean we were
letting them ge t the best of us. This
was a night where we just wanted to
get home, sleep in the comfort of our
own beds and be grateful no one was
hurt.
It left a bitter taste in our
mouths; most of all, it left me
wondering how visible prejudice
is and how much of a problem it
continues to be. There are people
with this level of bias who may not
show it normally, but placed in the
right situation, their ignorance and
prejudice is evident. What sho uld
have begun and finished as a carefree
weekend became a Saturday night of
thought and reflection.

Photos by
Ryan Cardoza
Information by
Chris Wilhite
Sarah BlItler is glad this trailling exercise is just that: trailling

left, is lifted by f ellow students,
Butler holding c-spine on patient Lau-
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October IIndis Golden Eaales soccer on top
By Nate Neer
Sports coordinator
By Oct. 21 the Golden Eagle soccer team
was 6-4-2 overall and 2-0-1 in the Central Valley
Conference(CVC) tied for 1st place with Fresno
City Coll ege.
The Eagles battled to a 0-0 tie playing a man
down for over 30 minutes after Omar Lopez was
ejected from the game.
The Eagles defeated Taft and COS in their previous CVC matches putting the Eagles Tied for first
place going into the 2nd half of conference play.
The Eagles are led by team captains Jose
Martinez and Salvador Espindola, both 2nd year
players. Scott Binford is another returning starter
who was injured early in the year and is finally
healthy as he plans to transfer at the end of the
spring semester.
New com ers to WHCLAdri an Arias and Erik
Rodriguez have both contributed significantly help-

ing to ignite the Eagle offense.
The speedy freshman Juan Manzo has also
been a terror on defenses this season. " Injuries
have been a problem for us early, if we can stay
healthy this team can really do something special
this season", coach Fortune said.
The Golden Eagles are coming off of a history-setting season last year winning the first men's
soccer regional playoff match. In 2005 the Golden
Eagles made it to the 2nd round on a bye but lost.
Last year the Eagles beat Consumnes River in the
first round and lost to Taft, the Men's Soccer state
finalist.
Assi stant coach Derek Lopez says "Thi s team
is fun to watch and really fun to coach. The men
work hard and enjoy learning , which makes it fun
to be out there ."
If the Golden Eagles are able to continue their
winning ways the last game of their regular season should be extremely exciting. The Eagles play
Fresno City in Lemoore in what could be a game

for the CVC Championship. The game will take
place Friday, Nov. 12 at 3 p m.
Coach Fortune said about the upcoming game
with Fresno, " Well that is a ways off and we have
some big games before that one but hopefully we
are able to keep playing well and give ourselves
a chance to do something that has only been done
one other time in our schools short history. We
would love to have the sidelines full supporting this
group of young men ."
West Hill s College Men's Soccer has been in
existence since 2004. Coach Fortune and Lopez are
in their 3rd season as the Men's Soccer coaching
staff and hold tryouts the first week of the Fall semester. The coaching staff encourages all students
that are interested in participating in tryouts to
enroll in the Spring and Summer soccer classes to
get fit and learn the WHCL Men 's Soccer System .
If you would like more information contact Coach
Fortune at 559-925-3326 or email at allenfortune @whccd.edu

Women's aolf•••
The WHCL women's golf team , residing in third place after the Oct. 26
match at Kings River CC , Kingsburg, shot a team 424, behind league leaders
Fresno CC with a 375 and Canada's 378. Reedly and COS bring up the hind
spot of the 5-team league , says coach David Neer.
For WHCL, Janice Geide s hot a 91, Tammie Alani z 102.

Women's soccer•••
Overall record is 6 wins and 8 lo sses. CVC 0 and 2. Team has 5
remaining games, 4 of which are CVC league games. Highlights, had
a 4 game winning streak, second longest in school history. Stefanie
Harris is 12th in the State with 24 points, 10 goals and 4 assists. Lucia
Betty Chavez is 25th in the State with 21 points ,7 goals and 7 assists .
Team has recorded five shutouts, second most in school history

Russian for Beginners
The Community Education Program at West Hills College Coalinga is
offering an introductory course to Russian this fall semester. The class will
meet every Monday afternoon during the month of November from 3 to
4:30 p.m. in Room E-2 on the Coalinga campus.
Russian is the fifth most spoken language in the world .
Community education courses are open to anyone in the community.
You do not have to be a student at West Hills College Coalinga to enroll in
a community education course.
The courses are offered in addition to regular schedule of courses for
individuals who are interested in learning something new or taking part in
'fun activities . College credit is not given for these courses .The course fee
is $45 . For information. contact Connie Flores at 934-2223 .

lIeed
a
"u.or1
Don't be Shy -You're lIot Alone!
Pick up an application at the front desk in the library.
Once your completed application is returned, you may see any available walk-in tutor or request a
scheduled appointment with the tutor of your choice. For information, contact:

Sharon Williams, Tutor Coordinator
925-;1416 -- sharon;williams@Whccd.edu

By Amanda Hayes
Our featured artist this month
is Brian Diniz, a 24 year-old former student at Wes t Hills College
Lemoore. Brian currently resides in
Lemoore and considers himself to be
a Fine Arts Major, e\'e n though he
is not currently en rolled in college
classes.
His aspiration is to have a career
in illustration or story boarding.
He describes hi s s tyle as a mix
of different influences, but feels he is
mainly influenced by comic book an.
Pencil and ink are hi s favorite medi a,
but lately he has been working with
Adobe Photoshop a nd acrylic paints.
He claims to have many influences.
including his family , comic books ,
graffiti , electronic games , movies,
anime, animation . arti sts from the
Renaissance, Salvador Dali. and,
most importantly, the people in his
life.
Another influence is music, as

he says , "I feel like music enhances
my artistic process. It hel ps keep my
mind away from o ver-thinking. And
I think my pieces come out better in
the end."
Brian has completed murals,
logos and other artistic commissions ,
so far , and hopes to continue with
these sorts of activities in the future.
When asked if he has advice
for other art students , he says. "Be
unique, have fun with art, and keep
like-minded people close."

Former
West Hills Student
with
Many Influences

